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Abttrarh. Phatographu- iKevJ, aW, •82, 782

Accumulator, electric, dark-room illumin.»tion. By
W. Uanl. 4*i .\ ^

Acetylene, incandescent btirnsrs, air adjustment.

Adams Mannfacturini; Co., dissolution of partner-
ship, 145

AdvertiBcmenKs'. ex-enemy goods, second-hand
apparatus, 639— pictorial photographs. By J. W. Pondclicelt. 716

AdvertisinK, photoKraphic possibilities, tlwin
Ne«mo. 219

— studio, community. United States, business

returns. 561

Aerial photography, and photo-topography (Traill-

Taylor lecture). By L P. Clerc. 613, 669, 688
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- :ir<i ' •! details. 657

, : or (Pat,), 175, 539
izon, invention claim, 710

1.,, Elliott (Pat.), 480
-iii.|ilinieiitary. Moorhousc (Pat.). 436

rrrrcting distortion. Koussiihe (Pat.). 376

1 MiMW. Taylor. Taylor and Hobfon. 242
- literature. By L. P. Clerc. 778
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bilities. By H. S. 1,. Winterbotham. 16

London, test sections. 114
— oil fields, Venezuela. 706
— - research at Cambridge, 750
— reading of prints. By L. P. Clerc. 689
- suhmarine objects. 26 *

-- survey. Canada, wat«r courses, 319
l.ondon-Southend road, 693

Aerograph, studio air compressor, .\erograph Co.
(Kev.). 204

Affiliation of Photographic Societies, annual
dinner, 61, 66

— decentralisation scheme, 61

Air brush, control by slope, 556
Air-Bru>h Technique (Photo-Miniature) (Eev.). 263
.\ir coniprcsfior, Aerograph, studio. Aerograph Co.

(Rev.). 204
Airship di9a.ster (R.38) at Hull, description, T. C.

Turner. 537— controversy on priority (Cor.), 526, 572, 589

.Mbumen resist, three-colour screens, re-sensitising
formula. By Julius Rheinberg. 154

.Mbumt'iiising paper, makers and agents (Cor.), 635
Alhom.". i>liotograph, Bartons (Rev.). 202
.\ma)Kainate4l Photographic Manufacturers, Ltd..

formation and offer ot shares, 73, 79. 83
— travellers. 483

Amateur(s) competition in portraiture.. By
Thirmit. 489 •

— finishing, seasonal, special styles. By Thermit,
167

American Annual of Photographv (1922) (Rev.),
768

Amidol developer. D'Arcy Power formula. 446
— efli'ct of dejicnsitiser on Watkins' factor. By

Raymond E. Crowther. 232
-- glyiollic acid as preservative, formula. By

Thirmit. 125
ii»liil. (..nnula fur hypo-alum toning. 714
1 i>reservative, 701
^' ne from finger nalls^ 645

.^nli rloper for copy negatives, formula.
310

Ani' .
,
for naturalist photographers, 716

Ar<' III flashlight, combined outfit. By
I -. 488

— 1> irbon, claematograph projection,
' 1 36
hiulio. portable. Pistolel Studio. 219— - un-ireeneil. studio, effect on eyesiKht, 504

Architectural and technical photographv, paper
by H. W. Bennett at P.P.A. Congress. 250

Argentina, finger-print photographs, condition of
entry. 687

AriioM and Sntch, dissolution of partnership. 420
Arlitfoi' meitho<l. tmo-iM-gative. soft-focos porireito,

622. 663. 678
- Att.ichment. camera, for smaller dark-slides (Cor),

242

Aurantia-acetone, desensitiser, skin poisoning, 701

See also Uesensitising
Aurora Borealis, 1920, photographing, 614

Autochromes, advertisement, exhibition. Pans, 359
— artistic, electric lighting. V.?ntujol method. 418
— blueness, counteracting, supplementary yellow

filter, 701
— desensitising, aurantia, factorial development,

418
neutral chromates. 280
phenosafranine, 219

— development, metol-hydroquinone formula (.Vns.),

44
— stereoscopic projection. Gimpel method, 359

AntonMttic wbile-you-wait camera, 134

Background(s), black, gradation methods, 441
— darg, lack of depth (Cor.), 146

position of sitter (Cor.), 179
— natural, studio portraits, Neame (Pat.), 21
— perspective an aid to composition. 14
— pictorial, origin, T. C. Lawrence, 1857 (Cor.), 617
— renovating, methods and formula;, 300
— stands, studio. Greenwood (Pat.), 344
— white, studio, precautions, 469

Backing, plate. See also Halation
desensitising effect. By Raymond E.

Crowther, 232
emciency, testing, optical device. By A.

Lockett, 263
ox-gall basis. By T. Bolas, 63

BANKRUPTCIES.

Arundel Studio, Ltd., Langham Studio.
693 Ltd., 693

Bendel, C. \V.. 722 Prodgcr. D.. 129, 240

Emms. B. O., 40 Rouse, A.. 736
Excelsior Photographic Swaine. John, 302

Co.. Ltd., 101 Treble. C. F., 129, 240

Gamlen. T. G.. 189 Universal Framing
Gould, F. G. H., 722 Works. 650

Webster, H. G., 587

Barnstt, H. Walter, withdrawal from London firm.

405
Bassano. Ltd., change of premises, 40
— new premises, moving ditficulties, 58
Belin, portraits by telephone, successful experi-

ments, 362
Below-zero photography, outdoors. Canada. By C.

Macnaraara. 623
Benzidine dye printing process. By J. M. Eder, 658
Bergheim lens, soft-focns, pictorial merits. By

W. Thomas. 264
Bibliotheca Chemieo - .VafAemaftca, Sotberan

(Rev.). 62. 67
Binding, metal, photographs. Kaufmann (Pat.), 511

Hirdtand Stories. Oliver G. Pike (Rev.), 587
Birth records, follow-up studio method. By F. H.

Williams. 477 '

Bitumen, light-sensitiveness increasing, 610
- printing process, Hausleiter (Pat.), 464
- washing, by-product as cement or varnish, 238
Blacklock, H. H.. secretary of Royal Photographic

Society, 7
Bland and Co.'s 1863 list of apparatus, 29
Blinds, canvas, black lettering or stains, removing,

497
Blocking-out, Photopake, cake-form. Vanguard

(Rev.), 9

Blue prints, photographing, method and formula;.
20-

Books. Daguerreotype and collodion periods, 62
— processes following wet collodion, 90

BOOKS REVIEWED.

Air-Brush Technique (PhotoMiniatuie), 283
Amnriran Annual ol Pholographj (1922), 768
Bibliof/ieca Chemico-Malhematica. Sotberan.

67

BOOKS REVIEWED (continticd),

Birdlani Stories, Oliver G. Pike, 587

Bromoil and Oil Prints. 3. A. Sinclair, 54

Cash from your Camera IK
Chemist and Druggist Diary. The, 1922. 768

Colour Photography (Photo-Miniature), 513

Dictionary of British Optical Instruments, AS!

Dictionary of Chemical Terms. J. F. Couch, 345

Electrical Transmission ol Photographs, The.

M. J. Martin. 283

Film Industry, The, D. Boughey, 345

First Aid to the Amateur Photographer, Will K.

Rose. 327, 587 ^, ,,„
Great White South. The. H. G. Ponting. 720

Guide de VOperateur dans la Photogravure, L.

Villemaire, 283

Kolloidchemie und Photographic, Dr. Liippo-

Cramer, 607, 613

Making of Reflecting Surfaces, The, 660

Optic Projection, &. H. and H. P. Gage, 782

Penrose's Annual, 19il, 23

mi, 708
Photographic Abstracts, 269. 482, 762

Photographic Instructor, The, 3 1. Pigg, 18°

Photographic Technique, L. J. Hibbert, 67

Photogratns of the Year (1921). 753

Pictorial Landscape Photography, 782

Pictorial Photography in America, mi, 85

Red Book, mi. The, 54 ..,,,„„
Studio Construction (Photo-Miniature), 482

Telephotography, C. Lan-navis, 143

Wellcome Exposure Diary and Calculator, 1 he.

Burroughs, Wellcome, 708

X-rai; Technique, T. Thome Baker. 345

Boomerang envelopes, proof. Houghtons (Rev.). 454

Borax as development restrainer. action. By E. K.

Bullock, 639

Border, negatives from gaslight paper, advantages.

By D. Charles, 471
. b u o— tints, bromides, special printing box. By K. K.

Rawkins. 531

Bottles, capping, lute formula, 319

Boxes cardboard, making (*oc.). 40

Bovde's Studios. Ltd., winding up, 160

British Industries Fair, photographic section, 118

Broilrick. F., Ltd., new factory, 514

Broken negatives, mending, fieh glue. 758

Bromide paper(s), chloro-, Verona, Elliott (Kev.)

— contrast rating, t^uggtsted (Cor.), 407, 499. 680.

694. Till. 723 _. .^ ,,^
suggested method. Bv Thermit. 655

— copying, contrasty Tran.sferotype (Cor.), 758
— desensitising amidol, objections. 133

— Extra Hard. Criterion (Rev.), 202
— factorial development, times of exposure and

development, adjusting. By B. T. J. Glover.

603. 519
(Cor.), 542

— gradation range. 183
, , ^— (slow), warm tones, direct development, pyro-

soda formula. By Thermit. 727
— systematic development (Cor.), 541. 558. 575
— tests for correct exposure and development. By

D. Charles. 743
— Transferot.vpe, see Transferotype.

.

Bromide prints, colour toning, colloid silver.

Homolka. 78
— fading, glvcerine bath, 349
— P.O.P. tone, pyro-soda re-development. By

Thermit. 728
— qiiinone toning. 75
— red marking defect, cause. 637
— re-development, permanganate formula. By

H. C. Inskeep. 339
— reducers, action and properties, 274

sensitometric study. By L. A. Jones and
C. E. Fawkes. 275

— spotting, waterproof ink medium. 36
— stains, germs in wash water. By Thermit. 278

Bromoil printing, bromide prints, making (Soc).
614— improved methods, formulae. Namias. 77

Bromoil and Oil Prints, J. A. Sinclair (Rev.), 54
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Depth of focus, njaximum, finding, formula antt

tables. By R. Savory, 152
— lens aperture (Cor.). 304
— scale of reproduction. By G. E. B., 686
— tables for focussing scales. By W. S. DSYis,

584
Deeeneitising, autaatia, Aotoohromes. factorial

development, 418
skin poisoning, 701

ordinary rapid plates, 280
— Antochrome. Uumiere (Kev.). 495
— bromines, amidol, objections. 133
— chemioal constitution, experiments. By A. and

L. Lmniere and A. Seyewctz, 361, 366. 370
— glycin^afranine developer. Luppo-Cramer. 321
— Eydroquinone-aafranine. Luppo-Cramer formula,

261
— iodide, Freund's method. By Thomas Bolas,

532
. By 0. F. Bloch and F. F. Renwiok, 627,

650, 663 V— panchromatic plates, factorial derelopment
(Cor). 271

— paramidophenol-safranine developer, Lnppo-
(>amer, 321

— phenosafranine Autochromee, 219

advantattes of yellow or red light. By W.
Thomas. 151
demonstration at R.P.8. (Soc.), 26
development in actinic light. By E. B.

Oowther. 3
di.sappearanoe of stain (Soc.), 189
effect no Watkine factor of developer. By

Baymond E. Crowlhcr. 231
. By W. Brmeo. 446— picramaie of soda. 700— plate backing, transparent, Kodak. By Bay-

mond E. Crowther. 232
Desen-sitol. for white light development, Ilford

(Hcv), 83— preliminary bath hydroquinone developer, 300
Deeigniiiir. application of lens aberrations. By

A. Lockett, 76
DeTelop<T(9) See alto under the various

devdfiperp.
— activity, tedtinir. By O. H. Bryan, 123— amidoplienol. Hauff s patent, 63— oooline. formula ((3or.), 350. T79— dsBen'itlzing. »ee Desensitizing.— exhan.stion, relative degrees. By W. Ermen. 64— oxidatlen. preventing, ttn-chlorid« formula,

Desalme, 359
products as desenaitlsers. By Baymond B.

Crowther, 232— recent experiments on. By Raymond E.
Crowther. 462— Bcalo:.!. Vedol, Johnson (Rev.), S28— stains, caoses and remedies. By J. 1. Crab-
tree. 295— tank, coollnv, 350 379

Derelonintc. dish. Ioo«c flat bottom. preTcotloo of
pinholes (Soc.), 676

—tank. fllm. daylight. Carbine. Butcher (Rev.),
221

Devolopoent, and Bxlng, combined, Mees (Soc).
417

Development, and fixing, Bunel formula, 359

— — —theory and practice (Cor.), 422

— and halation. By D Charles. 324

(Cor.), 147, 161, 207. 227, 242, 271. 290

— factorial. B.J. pyro-soda factors, 645

bromide paper, fundamental rules. By JJ- i.

J. Glover, 503 „ „ , „,
contrast in subject. By B. T. J. Glover,

desensitiser. effect. By Raymond E.

Crowther, 232 ,„ , „
factors, bromide paper (Cor.). 87

studio lighting (Cor.), 119 „..„_.
Monomet. variation of aJkah. By w, F. A.

Ernier and Raymond E. Crowther, 168. 202

objections ((3or.), 131
outdoor subjects. By A. Watkins. 15, 41

percentage error (C5or.), 69, 146

strength of developer (Oor.), 42

subject and •printing process (Oor.), 163

— latitude of dry-plates (Cor.). 515

B. T. J. Glover (Cor.), 407

time of appearance {C<a.), 103
— reproduction of contrast, H. and D. method.

By G. E. B., 372, 386 „„„„„,— restrainers. tiorax. action of. By E, B. Bullock.

— BBfranine desensitiser. effect. By W. Ermen,
445— speeds, plates, testing. By Alfred Watkins,

383, 407 ^ „ ™ T— snbjfict and printing paper. By B. T. J.

Glover, 183
, _— tank, stains, cause. By J. I. Crabtree, 311

— tests for varying exposures. By A. G. Willis. 75

— time, and contrast. H. and D, method. By
G. E. B.. 401
chart, simple method. By W. B. Stokes. 97

factors for accurate calculation. By B. T. J.

Glover. 195
— tropical countries. 745— unexposed plate, exposing afterwards (Cor.). 424

— uniform, dry-plates, roller method. By O.

Bloch, 648, 729— white light, s^e Desensitising.

Diagonal, plate, finding, simple rule. By A.

LockeW, 172

Diaphragm, lens, tee Len9(es).

Dichit)ic fog, green stain, causes and prevention.

By J. I. Crabtree, 312

DicHoriori/ o/ Photographv . Sutton, first work ;n

A.B.C. form, 62

Dies, eml)oasing, without metal, new method. 225

Diffusion. See also Soft^ocus
— filter, Lenhard v. Frederick, 2
— focus, lenses v. chiffon (Cor), 163

Pirtv Little Bogue, A, Salon picture (Cor.). 689

Dismissal, absence of agreement, lawful, verdict.

66

Distajioe, landscape, clear rendering, telephoto
lensei, 468

Dogs, photograpihing, securing pose and expres-
sion. 90

Draining rack, graduate, Bycott and Dixon
(Rev.), 222, 241

Drawing by projection. Williams (Pat.), 37
Dry-mounting fixing iron, electric, Goodrick, 203.

629— flat iron, securing iiermanent adhesion. 470
— outfit, amateur, Ensign, Houghton (Bev.), 676
— tisse. formula (Soc.). 257
Dryer(s), print, rotary, Hodgson (Bev.). 720

Bates (Pat.), 585
Drying frame, print collapsible. Houghton (Bev.),

735
Duplicated exposures, difficult subjects, steroo-

soopic camera. By P. B. 8., 65
Durrant, B. K.. and Son. dissolution of partner-

sJiip, 404
Duties, photographic imports. Safeguarding of

Industries Act, 662, 538
Dutton. Arthur, inventor of Photoline typeless

printing, 33

Dye(s), colour-sensitizing. «ee (Tolonr-sensitizers.— images, reversed in acid firing bath. By J. I.

Crabtree, 32
suitable negatives and dyes. By R. E. 0.

46— imagos. simultaneous developing and bleaching,
J. H. Christensen (Pat), 98— impression process, F. W. Donisthorpe (Pat.).
127
speed of negative material, 480— negatives, avoiding loss of sharpness, Ullmann

(Pat.). 190
— printing process, benzidine. By J. M. Bder, 65?

Badische Anilin Co.'s patent, 556— toning, copper-mordant process, A. Tranbe
(Pat.). 328, 734
negative intensification, formnla. By P. E.

Ives, 187
trahsparencies, glass or celluloid. By P. E.

Ives, 186

Edinburgh Society of Professional Photographers
annual dinner. 764— meetings.- 39. 101. 223, 285. 329, 692— president's addrew, 615— prices for commercial photography, 159

Eikonogen-hydroquinone developer for flashlight

pliolograptis. Bv W. lancelot Vining. 428

Electric, bulbs, projection, silvered surface, Mazo,
649

— current at power rate (Soc). 616, 769
— facts for photographers. By Electrician. 313.

325— lamps. See also Arc lamps : Half-watt : Mer-
cury-vapour.

Osglira. General Electric (Rev.), 708

demonstration (Soc.), 692
— — tungsten filament, cylindrical, 549
— light outfit, darkroom illumination. By W.

Oard, 446
, _..

Electrical Transmission of Photographs. The,

M. J. Martin (Uev.), 283

Embossing dies without metal, new method, 225

Emulsions, sensitometric properties, size of grain.

By E. P. Wightman and S. E. Sheppard, 169

Enlarged negatives, bromide paper (Soc.), 117

Enlargeraent(s), calculations, approximate for-

mulae, 578
— discounts to professional photographers. P.P..\.

committee, 55
- white margin, folding mask. By B. B.

Hawkins, 684
Enlarging, daylight exposure, strip testing appa-

r.-itus (Cor.). 161
— oasiel. efficient, construction. By Thermit, 461
— economic value in studio work, 210
— h.ilf-watt installation. By D. Charles, 699
— illumination, concentrated and diffused. 562
— lantern i>. vortical apparatus, 550

routine in using, 98
— optical rules and formulie. By G. E. B.. 702
— Pointolite lamp, advantages, 98
— vertical aoparatus. Bramwell (Pat.), 142

Hansen (Pat.). 52
home-made. By H. O. Thompson, 746

Envelopes, plate-holdei^, Leejak (Pat.), 767
— proof, Boomeraijg, Iloughtons (Bev.). 454
Etchine glass graticules, collodion resist. By

Julius Rheinberg. 165
Ethics, code for professional photographers. By

Pirie MacDonald, 92

EXHIBITIONS.

Hammersmith Photographic Society, 268

London Salon, 547, 569

Northern, 47

Old Masters at the R.P.8., 717

Royal Photographic Society, 563, 564, 565, 566, 579

Scottish Photographic Circle, 746
Scottish Salon, 123

Thomas, W^alter. portraits by, 282

X-ray photograplis by members of the BSntgen
Society, 342

Exhibitions, professional portrait, advantages to
exhibitors. 14

Exposure, and lighting, regulated by typo of snb-
ject, 742

— and scale of reproduction. By G. E. B., 687
— calculator. Posographe. Kaufmann, 418
— process negative making, calculator for lamp

dist.inces and angling. 717
— short, shadow detail, Sigriste camera, 218
— studio, systematic methods, 698— trial, apparatus, daylight enlarging (Cor.). 161
— variations, development tests. By A. G. 'WillH,

75
Exposure Dicrij and Calculator, Wellcome, Bur-

roughs Wellcome (Rev.). 708
Extra-focal distances, calculating. By O. E. B.,

685
Eyes in portraiture, successful delineation (Soc.),

345

Face, better side. American suggestion (Cor.), 422— no copyright in, assistants as models, 682
Factorial devclcpment, see Development.
Fair, northern, suggested (Oor.), 242
Fair Photographic. 1921. review, 211
— — 1922. announcement. 713
Family history, cinematograph records and pic-

tures, 616
Ferro-prussiate paper, attempted substitute (Soc.).

284
— Bertsch method, formula, 480
Ferrot.vpe, cameras. AT>tu8, Moore (Rev.), 631

Hickox (Pat.), 611— early manuals by Estabrooke, 62
rilra(s), cameras, working powers and limitalion.s.

502
— development in quantity, formnla, Houghtons

(Ans.). S'W
— Eastman portrait, made in America, 629— flat, carrier for ti.se in solid-form plate-holders.

By E. A. S., 297
— flexible, non--nflammable, Schoepp's patent. 84— insurance of stndios, paper read at P.P.A Con-

gress. 247
— neeative. printed-out. six weeks' exposure

((3or.). 288
— roll-, spools, tonirued. Gevaert (Pat.). 465

hardening bath, chrome alum, 622
holders Zeiss (Pat.), 751

— storage. Board of Trade regulations ((3or.), 690
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iisdar*. asm. Seiai «Ps«.). 706
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Flacer-priat'*). pho4aciaphiiu. Par.t police
hbonlorr.. By J. Brtool. Mt

alamlBluB

136

III K.
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X W.
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Pallo-Braai. ii '*r aabrtMato for alalaa.

F"^"**'!** »r.

Oevaofi pta««a aad papcjs, rodncod prices. 392
GUnsMter. iiMaaiinDB zioaa on paper. 636
Olaaybw and \T«a« of Scotland Society of Protes-

noaal Photosraplxm, aoanal inortine. 616
Olaaa, day>ic<it. artificial lichi-Kreen. cotooring

prlbta. 306
- wire, priam. diffusing, daylight lighting, 540
(ilailac phot*. oi-gaU formola. By V. Brangwin

BarBM. 196
Oloaa. photofrapbic paper*, meajoring. IngmoU.

as
KlciMT. 79

OlofM'ca. Pboto. FallowBeld (Ber.). MS
aiyvenae b«<h. broaide priate, (adior. caaw. 349
iilycloMfraniBc draeaiMaCT. Lapp»-CraiiMr for

aab. Stl
Ooen avartnrc N'o*.. eqolTalcai T. ralor*. By

O. K. B. 963
OoUac foelrty. ptaotog^apiric trade, fint <oot««t.

BaaboT. <«
a«r*^ ^ocMa. coiear eUMautocrsphy. 17}. lif.

Oiata tlas. ntialioa to aaaalloaMtric propertica of
-—•---- By B P. WUMoaa and B. B.
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By Jalia Rbciabarg. 154
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g. A D.. tM Barter « DrlBdd
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- aaU-. pUlea Radio- Lax. Oaillaalaot. 13B. 107
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By W.

Madtac. Kaataaaa «Pa9 1 Ml
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klmatoa. By W Brmaa

Upp»Craa«r

Mnuitaaai

lot rialac. «ii
Vtaraa, T4I

la loraaU.

(Aaa.). 9*4

By

laatia* halli
ila T14

^ ^..^.^jr. Kodak. TTJ
Wypa alaa aaU taalnr balb* fnrmol*. 9M

By A n Hall, m
of llMB*

$n

Ideal » ...
Ideal Madia. iaaataaUra toNeaal

eablMUaa. Oiawa*. award*, m
By C. Braag-

B. B.. melleaa By
rapatl. W, TM

r« By Rayaoad

lanWee. 7M

Indaetrta Act. ««
tal (talalav. By

Til _

'"'omI3Sp"'(«
'"^'*'"" POrtrallare. By H. J

tab JSS'a«ia|lry aad priato. rMBorlnc 313. 438In*.-^ -. nMlae naa. deitraetioo. prcvea-

' ^ofotaphle. Th*. J. I. pigg (BcT.)

Inrarance. photographers', and film, paper read at
P PA. Congrees, 247

IntsKlio printing, depth in plates. Saner 'Pat.)
80

Intensifier(s). chromiam, maximum (Cor.). 679
— — full re-derelopment neceesary, 638— dye-toning process, formula. By F. B. Ires. 107— merenric-iodide, order of mixinit, 150
— mercnry-ammonia, nature of black precipitate.

578, 584
— mercury and chromium methods. 654
— Monekhoren's, alleged earlier use. By B. J

Wall, 198
— (^alaone formoln, 74— single-solution, Henderson-Pattoa (Rer.), 328— sulphide toning. 282
— uranium, removing deposit, silrer nitrate

method, 78
Interiors, heiirht of camera, effect on subject, 630
lodide(s), davliKht development : colour svnsltia-

Ing. By P. i'. Renwick, 34
— daaaositising, Freund's method. By Thom.u

Bolas. 532
By O. F. Blocb and F. F. Renwick. 627.

HO, 663
— fogging action on emnUion (Soc.), 753
— bypo-alnm. sepia tooee, amidol formula, 714
lodlaaeyanlde redoeer, inactivity, causes, 757
Iris slop for reBex earaeras. Beck (Pat.). 464
IruB alt in eoUodJoa sensitive coating. Rfaein-

barc, 493
Isoeyaalaa. iMmerie. optical and photographic

propartia (Soc.), 676

rolonring of lantem-slidee (Soc.). 145

Jara. plKi9ocraphlc conditions, apparatus and
prbelice in, 744

JaaBlas, C. F.. cinematograph. America, first.

U94 «>>r ), 456. 614. 603. 617

Jadcea, exhibition, scale of marking prints. 633

Jadxa' poslcardi and Jadleial wit, 612

Kaleldoacope and Danerreotype, combination, in-

daatrial deaigas, &
Kallilype procea*. working method and formnlir.

(8oc.). 160
Kaloaat qaartx lenea. makeis and agent. 271. 666
- aoft-focaa cSecta. By H. D'Arcy Power, 642

Kershaw, A., and Son, Ltd.. absorbed in Amalga-
mated Pbotagraphlc llannfactorrrs. Ltd.. 7')

Kershaw Optical Co., Ltd.. abs.jrhni in Amalga-
aalad Pholograpiilc Man»' Ltd., 74

Key tadaitria. attilade of 1> i

— poaMlea a( pholocraphic in .

10, •
Kile ebo9ocraphy, aalomalle camera

131

or). 99.

Frantxen.

settle-

Co., annual report. 404

dlrillMldfc Ui: MO. 495. 693
rklallaB ol Bbaraun AntiTrust .\ct,

BMBt, 90, 101. 119
Kodak, Ltd., competition. £1,000 announcement, 617
- djacoatiaae dry-plate making. 514

MS aiie FUa v. plate
oboloctaDblc Mjclely. flnt exhibition. 650

Kodara, Mebing-Brown. ilrvelopnient paper. Kodak
(Bar.), an

LaoUe acid, preaerratlie of aaiidol dereioper 701

lannas'-ini fciclety of Master Pbotocrapber*.
aaaaal aoetlag. 6L5

- aaeliaci. <M, 736
teadscape Phatographfi, FUltrial (Rrr.), 782

Laanafaa. trscblng by pboloerapba, Oregon
tniMiatty, 5JI

Laatafw. screma. ler Betaaaa. proieoiioa
Laatara^Udei, adverlbcaent. qnaUty and ut->.

- - - cbanglnc, French device, 279
n olla. By U. U. Lovelace, 776

uola. new oaliJosae. 649
— mvMiiK tleviee. By U. Cbarlea, 463
— toaiat, dye-aordani proeeaa. By F. B. Itre.

IM
qaiaoae, TS

— Tiaasferotype paper (Boc). 138
— wara toae developea iSoc.). U
La4MM taage. F. F. Benwiok* th^-oiy. cnuuix-

By B. IT Sheppanl. 4
— not Mgtcttii by deaeaaitiaer. By Raymond R

CrowUier. 132
Leak*, roofs, stadia, preveotlng, 929, itl, 663, 679

Lecal evidcaer. photographs aa, 97

L*flB<«), 5«« afio B«(t-tocn* Lensea: Telepbolo

— aberratioea, aaa In desigalng. By A. Lockell.
76

— abaorptloa aad taOeciloa ot light. By
O. B. B.. sn

— aswlcal aad moden. aomparlsons and lapro>«-
aeaMi 199

— boaka oa optica of. 91
— elMaatoaraph. Penlac. Dallmeyer (Rev.), 39

;/IA 8orl*l« OptI*. 136
— OoMH for 8hackleton AnUrctIc expedition, !>81

— daaaged. eaoaes and remedies. 410. 439
— diaphraffm chart of a<-liui1 <liam<4«rs for glv<^

t Ko. and focal lenirth. By R. aavory. ISl
— OtaNota. lotercbangeable. eoonomy. IIP
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I^iu(es), yior ( 4.3 anastivmat, 701
- fooal lenKth. <>II«ct o( lomperature. Bjr L. P.

Owe. Ml
time ol ftludio. forninls. 382

- loroi^n «n-l Bnirligh. com(>»ri(on< (Cor). 696,

710. 723, 737
l,.r.T ..-iM BBUtijrinal. Zeiw (PBt.). 8. 62

UaUliun. By D. C'liarlM. 324

iniportMl. duty, one third valTC of apparalua,
562

miiiuve iinftRe*. 7<iM (P»t). 37

uudal space fnd'ng. formulw. By A. Lockett,

624. 679. 6%
m>lK4 and nodal i>lane<i. By U. B. B.. 667

p.KK-;-. iiitcrchanifcabU', any camera (Cw.i. 559

I'.i.'val oHhoscopic, telephoio principle (Cor.),

4,1

t. Bwhup (Pat.). 766
< aporture, binocular vision. By O.
r 430

• c effects. 218
,1 symmetricjil (Cor.), 679

locus maivor* .xnd properCcs, 271,

liiiiK, preiK'ninil defiuition (Cor.). 467

riangw of re-poliaJiing 90
of reproduction calculations. Ily

B.. 667, 685. 702
.^ anasUfmats. //2. Taylor. Taylor and
..n (PaU. 99
k'reate* rapidity than longer focua (Cor.),

_... :a9

Hix-c^l. ilinphra<;m aperluree. By G. K. B.. 550
illumination, falling off. chieif factors. By

C i: B.. 580
tripl-t. Goerz (Pat.), 492

pl:i^tic iniage Rudolph (Pat.). 343
T;ivlor. Taylor and Hobson (Pat.), 66, 113

Ix-tt<Ti<. fiiruros, tablets, Qnta (Rev.). 586
I.ialM'ui' colour cainera. daylighl loadinR, 281

I.if<--likr iNirtniita, essentials for oblaininK- By
Thc-mit. 91

Mirht. artificial, stDdio, orthochromatic platea,
vaino, 426

LiRlitfltor(s). aerial photonraphy. By L. P.
Clorc, 670

- factors, measurement, new method (Soc.), 85
formula". By A. Hnatek. 95
miikiiiK. mechanical precautions. ^By C. Smyth,
4.-1,

for different factors. 121
ind technique. By G. V. Potapenko,

^^. . ^22. 634
lyiifht-ir.iensity and time of exposure, new

for:nnla, 24

T.itrhtii!/. studio, proficiency in, 2
IJIhOK-aptiy. photo- me!ho<ls and forniuite. 238
- — multiple nejrative« for, 716
Liver of sulphur, method of direct sulphide toning.

By E. R. Bullock, 460
l-ivinK-nortraits. camera attachment (Rev.).' 1B8

pat<nt infringement, apology (Cor.), 225
Lloyd'.H photographs with Pentac lenses, 434
Londor. aerinl map. t<«t sections. 114
-- cla.*i«ical view points. 85
- park.' views from new standpoints. 566

• Lorerl Optical Co., dissolution of partnership. 587
Louvre. |:hotographing at. re^rulatione and fee.«,

102
'yoggag<'. cameras as personal, no charge by Great

Western Railway. 721. 757
t/ut« for capping Ixrttlcs. formula, 310

*"?!?£'''"'''• P""^' appeal for cooperation between
BrifiKh and American photographers, Pro-
fcs:iinal Photographers' As.sociat.ion. 566 561

Magmviuni photography by, early literature
(Coil, 407, 559. 633

_
riblxn, first use by C. Piazzi Smyth (Cor.), 4C6

Manul proce.*, contact copying by reHect*d light.
645

Mapnin^. mosaic, aerial, review of methods. Bv
T, P rierc. 689

Mar
. Ltd., absorbed in Amalgamated"
' .Manufacturers. I.,td. 79

'''' .iiliter. Tjtd.. ah.sorbed in Amalga-
ni.T.ci I'Mdtographic Manufacturers t.td. 79

.Mar,<linll and Co.. dissolution of partnership. 129

.Mii.iki.-i). folding, white-margin enlargements Bv
II. n. Rawkins. 684

m^uUjple exposure, passport photographs. By
'' luloid making. By Thermit, 452

' i-s on one i)lat-e. 173""- 'ig studio roofs watertight (Cor.),

Matclilcsw paper. Imperial (Rev.) a03
'liM-olnured, ficnring in fixer. 300

MaljTMi- iin.l i,r<- psses. photographic, 1920. By
I,.l:.MMi"l

1 I -.-,. Iher. 461. 478. 490
Mat! TrourMi ,,,;,!,-. Klliott and Sons (Cor) 87

':'. baber FWrcs (Cor.) UO
32; '

''^'**" l>l"tea. Barnct. Elliott (ReT.>, 316,

Mattness of pbotographic papers, measuring 78
526 '

Mawson plates trade discount (Cor.) 527

^'u'Jv) "aS*-
'^^"'"« "tk. Rycott an.1 Dixon

Wees. ( K. K.. awarded John ."icott nu'iinl ^r,\
premium. 13

Mees, C. E. K., degree from Rochester University,

406
— meaning of E.K., 241

Harcuric iodide int«nsifier, order of mixing, 150
— portrait negatives. 654
Mcrcurous c.hloridc, action of ammonium hydrate

on. By J. a. T. I)rucc. 684 578

Mercurv-ammonia intcnsifier. nature of black
prec'pitatc, 578. 584

Metal, emulsion, substratum. Werthen (Pat.), 512
— tninslerrin^r tissue for printing, Schulte process.

238
Methyl alcohol for collodion emulsion. By Jnlins

Rheinberg. 165
Methylene blue coated paper, attempt«d substitute

,

for ferro-prussiate pajx'r (Soc.), 284

Metol developer, effect of safranine. By W.
Ermen. 445

— poisoning. Cook's antiseptic soap, cure (Cor).
499

Metolh.vdroquinone developer, caustic soda
formula. By P. M, Jonee. 107

reviswl (Cor.). 13U, 179
— panchromatic plates. By H. J. Comley 112
iliciography, photo., early manuals, 91- paints. Zinc Co., New Jersey, 723
Micro-photography, working details (Cor.). 363— amount of reduction ((?or.). 391. 406
Microphotometer. small area. Jobin instrument, 279
Mills. J., action for wrongful dismissal, 56
Miniatures, hand-<lrawn. monochrome, 74
Mirrors, platinum, collodion coated. Rheinberg

(Pat.). 81
— properties of silver deposits. By J. W. Irench.

65«— uses in, portrait and commercial photography.
By Pallat-e, 505

Mitre cutt-er. Victor. Lawson (Rev.). 752
.Monckhoven's intensifier. alleged earlier use. By

E. J. Wall. 198
Monochromatic illuminator, special design (Soc),

8£
Monomet, factorial development, variation of

alkali. By W. F. A. Ermen and Raymond E.
Crowther. 158 202

Moon, nhotographs by Aft. Wilson reflector. 675
Moore-B'abaTOn. aerial cameras, invention claim,

710
Monntant, powder form. Ensign (Rev.), 783

Jiffy. 270
Mounting, portrait photographs, artistic and

technical methods. Bv Thermit 103
— principles and mechanics (.Soc,). 266
-Movie camera attachment. Movie Photo Co. (R«t)

188
— patent infringement, apology (Cor.). 295
Multi-exposures on one plate, masking metho<l, 173
— pas.sriort photograph.?. By J. Effel 368
Multinlc negatives for photo-lilhofrraphy making,

716

NAMES AND MARKS, TRADE.
(Applied for, reyistered, renewed, or removed.)
.\cifix, 554 Kalo, 660, 7S2, 781
Aerograph, 554 Katanol, 735
.Jerozon 630 Kerot.vpe (Design), 648
-Vfpi, 240 Kinatome 389
.\irco (Design). 494 Kotinic, 660, 78!
.\Hochrome 555 Lion (Design), 494
Amateur Photographer Lumex, 481
and Photography Lnxor, 301. 389
The, 301. 389 Luxnria, 564

Aptus (Design), 494 M.8. (Device), 735
.\ri8tar. 762 Monal, 494

^\,:}''Jj^'''^' "^^^ ^^' ^ (Hanging Sign), 555
612, 674 N.G. (Device), 437

Asto, 301 Negopock, 22
A.yrona. 301 Neol, 83, 301
Ba.vrapid, 612 Neville and NevilleBichromin. 240 (Device). 481
Canvasette, 240 Niltona, 654
Carbograph, 555 Nixe 240
Carl Zeiss, Jena (De- Nova'brom, 539 674

vice), 240 Novcx. 691
Catatype. 239

. Nut, Hexagon, Device,Chat-Tone Series (De- D 50 100
^'"'-''•

sign) 53 Omegi, 660
t,it0I, 554 Omnar. 240
Coradon, 735 O.saal, 22, 202

??S}^°',^¥° Ozohrome, 240
D.50 (Hexagon Nut Pactol, 494
_ Device) 100 Pastinello. 316
Desensitol, 176 Pathfe, 554
Desium. 389 Perchromin, 239
Distar 176, 494 Pontoprint, 494
Dupli-tized, 639, 660, 78) Presto, 240
Eclipse, 344, 481 Proxar. 176
Ekuahte. 648 Pu.shaxe. 555
Enpegol. 240 R.L, (Prjsm Design)
Epiotar. 654 494

^'co.bu/.

Faerie Cinema. 239 Rainbow 240
Filmdex, 735 Rajar. 240. 654
Fprtex, 494 Rapid Isochrom
Hexagon Nut Device, (label), 240

D.50, 100 Reicka, 240
Honeycomb Brand (De- Rotona, 555
sign), 648 S.X. (Device), 481

Hydronal, 239 Salex, 660

if".
6*« Scalol, 564

Ilford, 654 Sensima, 22, 239
Imperial. 554 . Seoiana, 554
Impcx, 176, 301 Silvamar, 655
Isostigmar, 240 Rirene 240

NAMES AND MARKS, TRADE (roalinuoii)

Skeg-Cards, 494 Ufag, 239, 344
Speedy, Wellington Ultilux, 656

(Design), 539, 555 Universum, 202
Splendol. 494 Vedol. 128. 301
Star in Circle (Design), Verichrome, 555

494 Victrix, 240
Sterooplastic. 481 Vittex, 239
iiunic, 481 Watalu, 240
Teddy, 481 Wellington (Child (Da-
Ticol, 158, 301 sign), 344, 494, 691
Tintona, 767 Wellington Speedy
Tonno, 240 (Design), 539, 555
Trefoil design, 481, 525 Zeiss. Carl. Jena (De-

612. 674 vice), 240
Twink, 240 Zenith, 612
Tyrco, 674 Zona, 301, 404

-Navy, examinations in photography, 187
Neame. Elwin, photography in advertising. 219
.N'ecol cement, universal qualities (tSoc.), 676
.\egativ6(s), broken, mending, fi^h glue, 758

- iOld by auction, copyright, ownersiiip, 105
— uniform development, enlarging costs reduced

(Cor.). 618. 634
Negative paper, Branton. Coppez (Rev.), 454
-stripping. Folio-Brom, Guilleminot (Rev.). 464

Neol developer. Hauff. over-exposure, correction,
461

Newspapers, photography for, see Press photo-
graphy

Nictz' proportional reducer, formula. By L, A.
Jones and C. E. Fawkes. 27!)

Nodal space of lens calculating. By A, Lockett.
624, 679, 696

No<lo3, lens, methods of finding. By G. E. B., 667
Northern exhibition, awards. 47— lectures, 51
— method of selection (Cor.), 87, 103— pictorial section, review 48
Northern Photographer, new title. 270
Northern Photographic C!o. dissolution of partner-

ship, 693
Numbering maishine, negatives, Houghtons (Rev),

24

Oatmeal as damp absorber (Cor.), 102
Obituary, see DEATHS.
Offset printing, bichromated colloid negative,

I'llmann. 20C
Oil and Hromoil Prints, J. A. Sinclair (Rev.). 64^
Oil paintiujfs, imitation. Steedinan (Pat.). 453
Opal |)ortrait* and enlargements, remunerative side

line, 262
Optical Instruments. British, Dictionary (Rev.).

437
Optical projection, see Projection, optical
Orthochromatic plates, studio portraiture value,

426
Orr. H. Scott, rciirement from business. 467
Osglim electric lamps. General Electric (Rev.). 70S— — demonstration (S^ic.), 692
Ova! shape portraits, merits and demerits. 289
Ox-gall plate hacking, anti-ha/lation. By T. Bolas.

63
Ozobrom« process, Ratier (Pat,). 691

Pacific North-We.st, Pihotographers' .Association
Vancouver (Convention (19211, 525

Packing large photographs for (losta! transmission
safety method, 666

Paget colour process, colour correction (Soc). 361— register device. Whitfield (Pat.), 659— .selected gelatine filters, suggested (S<'C.) 709.
724

Paget Prize Plate Co., Ltd.. absorbed in Amal-
gamated Photographic .Manufacturers, Ltd., 79

Paintings, det-ection of fraud by X-ra.vs. 136
Paints, photo-micrography. Zinc Co., New Jersey.

723
Palladiotype process, charncteri.stics and working

methods (S<k.), 495
Panchromatic plates difiadvantages (Cor.) 131— outdoor work, a<lvantages. By H. N. Holland,

429
— uses and manipolation. By H. J. Comley. 112
Panoramic groups, two exposures on one plate,

sliding mask, 30
Paper, gloss, measuria.?, formulae, 78, 526
— negatives, enlarging, without grain (Cor,). 11— raw. Pirie's Aberdeen mill, opening, 766

production by Wiggins, Teape and Co. 286— waxed, emulsion stripping base. Mills (Pat.).
512

Paramidophenol-safranine desen.sitiser, Luppi-
Oramer formula. 321

Paris Congress. lens apertures equivalent F.
values. By G. E B. 550

Paris notes. By L. P. Clerc. 135. 217. 279. 359,
417, 549, 700

Park's Press Photographic Agency, company
dissolved. 270, 495

Passe-partout, mount frames, Butcher (Rev), 495,
632

— Ouadro, advantages (Cor.). 319
Pa=.«nort photographs, multiple exposure masks.

By J. EITel, 268
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Projectile* laminona, iihAlovraphlng. Dnnorer
nWjMd. 418

Pmir^l.on draxing. William* (Pat). 37
r'r.,^ri,nn. Optif. S. H. and H. P. Cage (Re».),
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ProWlion. optical, doming flUw Workd (Pat.),

419

da.rtUbt, PHia AkI -Oea (Pat.) 30
- electric balba, ailven<d oarfaee, Maio. 849
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Proofs. «nT»lope«. Boomettuig, Houirhtons (R«v.),

464
PtycholoRy In tb« rtndio, paper nad at P. P. A

CV>nitt«M, 266
. . ^ , . „.

Purkinje eSect In j>holo(fr«phic photometry. 84

Pyro developer. B.J. formnls lacion, 645

— black and white offecUs. formula (Cor), 30J
— (fleet of dewnoitiser on Watkina factor. By

Raymond E. Crowther, 232
— prMerrinic. sulphuric acid (Cor.). 179
— atain Imafre. printing value, fonnni*. By

J. T CraMroe. 310 ^ ^^ ., ,^— w.irnit'.Mfs. bromide«. By Thermit, 727

Pyroariii.lfil developer for copy negatiTee,

formula. By ThormM. 310

Pyronyline aolrents, methyl and ethyl alcoBo)

(Soc.), 25

}uart/ len«e«, commercial prodnction, 271, 666, 641

}un! i.liot.iKrapher, Jack Koes to replace J. V-

Heo .M:i«>n. 723

Juta lott<»r». rrnnres and tablet* (Rev.), 586

Jninone bleachers, bromide or chloride, formnlae.

By A. and h. Lumi*re and A. Seyowetz, 6, 27

- hictcrs. reducing, intensifying, toning, 74

Rack, draining, corrugated, making (Soc.), SU
Radiographers and radiologists, distinction (Cor.),

380
Radiography, tee X-ray
Railway company's rules, no charge for cameras

as luggage. 721, 757 _„.„.,
Railway photographers In 1877, T. A. Scotton

(Cor.1. 11, 43. 70
, . „, .

Rajar, Ud.. attsorbed in Amalgamated Photo-
graphic Mannfncturers, I/td., 79

Bed BMk. 1921. The (Rev.), 54

Reducer(a), copper-hypo-ammonia. w. J. Smiths
formula, 7

— print, properties and action. 274
aensllometric study. By L. A. Jones and

C. E. Fawkes. 275
— qninone, formula. 74

Kelleetina Surfaces. Makina (Rev.), 660
Reflections, avoiding in photographs, 102
— camera or lens, degradation in negatives. 666

Reflex cameras, design and construction (Soc.). 159

mirror and releases, 229
— folding. Newman and Guardia (Pat.), 200
— iris slop. Beck (Pat.), 464
— mirror-shutter release. Mason and anothw

(Pat.). 316
— wide-angle lenses, Kong-Che Chen (Pat.). 465

481
Relativity in photography. By A. Lockett. 610

Relief, effect on projection screen. Pech, 135, 219,

608. See also Cinematograph, stereo-
~ solid objects in, method of producjng. By

lyou's Lnmifere. 110. 279, 664

Renwick, F. F., life member. French Photographic
Society, 136

Repro<!iiction rights. U.S. buyers (Rev.). 143

Research. British Photographic, Association, re-

fiort and programme. 33
rainers. development, borax, etc. By E. R.
Bullock, 639

RetonchinK. aid to life-like portraits. By
Thermit. 92

— introduced, 1866 (Soc.), 633
— pencils. Venus, Alpco (Rev.). 675
Reversal, development (Cor.). 319, 635
— dye images, acid fixing bath, formulae. By

J. T. Crabtree, 32
suitable negatives and dyes. By E. E. C,

46
Reversed light and shade blocks, without positive,

methods and formnlee, 173
Revolver, Photo-, camera, small. Kranss. 701
Reynolds, f^ir Joshua, method of interesting

sitters (Cor.), 543
Rockers, dish. Acme, llarrington (Rev.). 631
Rodlnal developer, British patent. Imiay, 651
Roller development, dr.v-plates. By O. Bloch. 729
Roofs, studio, repairing leakage. 629. 652. 663. 679
Rope. Indian, trick, photographing, operations

not recorded on negatives. 588
Ross, P. E., light-intensity; Purkinje effect, 24
Ross. Ltd.. new chairman, 86
Rotary Photographic Co., I,td., absorbed in

Amiilgamated Photographic Manufacturers,
Ltd, 79

Royal Photographic Society, annnal general meet-
ing. 143

— exhibition, colour photography, 666
Fox Talbot relics. 666
lertures. 538— pictorial section. By F. C. Tilnev, 663, 579
•cientidc and t^-chnioal sestion. 664
selecting committees, 321, 378
trade exhibits, 856— fellows elected, 10, 347— odicer^. 144. 156— pictorial group. 83— secretary elected, 7

8afegiiardin« of Industries Act. duties on photo-
graphic Import*", 662— relation to ex-enemy goods, 638

Safranino deeenaltlzer, see Desensitiilng. phcni>
afranlne

Salon, London, of Photography, anjiounoemeut,
306— review. By F. C. Tilney, 547, 669

Scale of optical reproduction. By G. E. B.. 667.

685, 702
Schools. American, business in photographs, 46

Scientijic American issued as a monthly, 688

Scottish Salon, review, 123
" 1922, to be held at Hamilton, 630, 770

Screens, projection, Coverdale (Pat.), 493

Emlington-Darling (Pat.), 493, 659

fabric, metallized-Coutelier (Pat.), 6U
glass, coated, Gilpin (Pat.), 611

pseudo-relief. Pech, 136, 219

By J. Brizon, 608
reflector, cinematograph, Troeger (Pat.), 685

waxed fabric, Marks (Pat.), 38

Sculpture, photo-, Edmunds (Pat.), 718

(Soc ) 736
Seals and labels, embossed, Clarkson (Rev.), 102

Selenium toning, single solution, Formstecher
(Pat.), 659

Self-toning paper(s), albumen, Rivot's invention,

439, 730
— alleged invention by John Spiller. By E. J

Wall, 198, 22^
— modern, history and manipulation. By P. R.

Salmon, 730
— toning with tin salts, formulae. By F. Form-

stecher, 761
Seusitometry, elements, language and formulae. By

G. E. B., 336, 354, 372, 386, 401, 405
— recent progress, 491

Sepia prints, copying, panchromatic plate, etc., 486

Shadow detail, short exposures, Sigriste camera,
218

Sharpening knives, wooden hone (Soc.), 40

Shops .\ct, administration, Aberdeen inspector and
photographers, 273 ,

— assistants' weekly half-holiday, judgment, 665,

672
— effect of application to studios (Cor.), 351
Showcase displays, attractive, suggestions. By

E. A. Bench, 728
— effective advertising, psychological process, 322
— holiday appeal. By E. A. Bench, 291
Shntter(s), aerial photography. By L. P. Clerc, 671
—'blind and diaphragm in cold climates. By C.

Macnamara, 623— releases, self-portrait, Bogopolsky (Pat.), 493
Signs, Quta (Rev.), 586
Sigriste focal-plane camera, short exposure, good

gradation, 218
Silhouette(s), hand-traced (Soc.), 301
— photographs, producing, Goetz (Pat.), 647, 691
Silver bromide grains, exposure to light, changes

(Soc.), 648
— sensitiveness, and plate curve (Soc.), 648
Silver, colloid, toning, 78, 769
Silver stain, yellow, cause and removal. By J. I.

Crabtree, 311
Silvered electric bulbs for projection, Mazo, 549
Silvering glass, workshop experience of processes

By J. W. French, 656
Sink, dark-room, cleansing, hygienic necessity, 305

rubber mats for base, 463
Smuggling, cameras, foreign, fines, 649, 705
Smyth, C. Piazzi, tirst application of stereoscopic

photographs to book ilIu,stration, 91, 365, 406
— mannesium-liRht photography (Cor.), 406
Snowdakes, photographs. By AV. A. Bentley, 783

Societies, photographic, present position (Cor.), 11,

27, 42, 72
Soft focns, gelatine filter behind lens, Cromer, 431
— lens(es) and chiffon (Cor.). 163

adjustment before focussing, 245
Bergheim, pictorial merits. By W. Thomas.

264
Kershaw, Marion (Rev.), a04
quartz, makers and agents, 271, 566

natural vision effect. ' By H. D'Arcy
Power. 641
spectacle (Cor.), 287
telephoto (Cor.), 287

— two-negative portraits, Artigue system, 622, 663,

678
South (Pole) Great White, The, H. G. Ponting, 720
Steaming, anti-, composition, windows, formula. 650
Solid objects in relief, method of reproducing.

By Louis LumiJre. 110, 279, 564
Soot in atmosphere, town records, 464
Spermaceti wax solution for easing woodwork that

sticks (Cor.), 146
Spiders, wet gelatine films, destruction, mnslin-

covered drying chamber, 578
Spotting, bromides. Indian ink method, 14

waterproof ink medium, 36
— glossy prints, waterproof drawing-ink method, 7
Spring, F., and Co., dissolution of partnership, 404

Stains, negative, removing, permanganate
formula. By H. C. Inskeep, 339

— negatives and prints, preventives and remedies.
By J. I. Crabtree. 294, 310

— prints, germs in tap water. By Thermit. 278
Stale plates and papers, increased exposure,

restrained developer, 210

Stencils, paper, photographic, and from zincos, 238

Stereo-photo-synthesis, solid objects in relief. By
Louis Lumiftre, 110. 279. 664

Stereoscopic, book illustration, Piazzi Smythe, 91,

365, 406

Stereoscopic, camera, all-metal, Ontoscope, Bob-
bins Manistre (Rev.), 204, 240

for duplicated exposures. By P. R. S., 65
— cinematography, see Cinematography, stereo.
— lens separation, near objects. By E. J. Bedford,

367
(Cor.), 391, 407, 422

By H. C Browne. 432
— one-lens, attachment, Boothman (Pat.), 707
— projection, .\utochromes, Gimpel method, 359

relief effect, M. M let's method, 280
— relief, misuse of terra (Cor.), 178
— vision, floating images (Cor.), 191, 207, 225

Stieglitz, .Alfred, re-incarnation, 126

Storage sensitive materials, oatmeal as damp-
absorber (Cor.), 102

— vacuum, plates or films, McColi (Pat.), 611

Stoves, anthracite, due pipes, aluminium painting
(Cor.), 60

Stress marks, development papers, hypo remedy
(Cor.). 662

Stripping papers, paraffin wax, Kent (Pat.), 452
— waxed paper emulsion base. Mills (Pat.), 612

Stuart (Searle or Naudin), dissolution of partner-

ship, 481

StudiQ(s), and Shops Act, effect of application

(Cor.), 331
— arrangement, attention to minor details, 246

— cinematograph and portrait, lighting systems
(Soc), 317

— direct sunlight, control methods, 166
— effect on sitters, lecture by Frank Brown at

P.P.A. Congress, 235
— ideal, imaginative forecast. By C. Brangwyn

Barnes, 643
, , .,.— optical calculations, size and focal length.

382, 678
— playroom, child photography, natural poses, 362

— small, suitable equipment, 758, 774
— south light, difficulties of uncertain sunshine

(Cor.), 166, 190
— stands, renovating, 4*3

. ,. ~,— unsuitable, improving working conditions, 646

Sdidio Construcdoji (Photo Miniature) (Rev.), 482

Submarine photography from aeroplanes, 26

Submersible cameras, Davis (Pat.), 389

Substratum emulsion on metal, Werthen (Pat.)

612
Sulphide toning. See also Hypo-alum toning

:

Liver ot sulphur
— blue stains. By J. I- Crabtree, 313
— colloid sulphur (Soc), 676
— gaslight prints, re-developer and sulphide. By

A. H. Hall, 775
— intensifying negatives. 282
— mercurv, Bennett formulae (Soc), 26 „ „— permanganate bleach formula. By H. C

Inskeep, 339
^ . , r, n r^— re-bleaching, permanganate formula. By u. v..

Inskeep. 339 „ •„ t> i. n i— variable factors, experiments. By E. R. BnllocK.

447, 62/
notes on Bullock's tests. 442

Summer time, termination, 688

Sunliiiht. rendering, photographic (Soc.), 405

Sunlit studios, advantages and drawbacks (Cor.).

Surveying, photo-, camera, S. M. Dixon (Pat.), 99

Talbot, Fox, apparatus and prints, presented to

Royal Photographic Society, 413.

at Royal Photographic Society's exhibi-

tion. 565
memorial fund, donations, 480, 609, 633

— proposed, 425. 439

work and apparatus, 391 „ , u
Tank, developing, film, daylight. Carbine. Butcher

Taylor.'' E. W., grandson of late Traill Taylor,

marriage. 710 _ . j , i

Taylor Taylor and Hobson, sales department
transferred to London, 617

Technioue, Photogravhic. L. J. Hibbert (Rev.). 67

Telectrophotographs of Dcmpsey-Oarpentier flght,

393
Telectrc' photography. Korn and other systems, 68

— Petersen raetiod, 57

Telephone, portraits by. Beiin system, 362

Telephoto lens(es), based on Petzval orthoscopic

(Cor.), 43
— large aperture, Zeiss (Pat.). 142
— separ.ition. formula;. By A. Lockett, i47

Telephotoifraphy, land«cax)e, distance, clear

rendering, 458
. , ,.,

Telephotogravhu, C. Lan-Davis (Rev.). 143

Tenerifie. an Astronomer's Experiment. C. Piaz2i

Smyth, stereoscopic illustrations, 91, 360. 406

Test apparatus, daylight enlarging (Or.). 161

Thomas and Foster, dissolution of partnership. 68

Tilney. F. C. discontinues connection with

Amateur Photographer, 454
— fine art training, postal course, 178, 349

Tin chloride, developers, oxidation, preventing,

formula, Desalme, 359 „ _
Tin salts, colloid silver toning, formulae. By F.

Formstecher, 759
Tint effects in process -work, formulae, 199

Tissue transfer to metal for printing, Schnlto
process, 238
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APPENDIX.
The following Supplementary Index includes the entries referring to articles, etc^ on Colour Photography which have

appeared in the "British Journal of Photography" during 1921.

Aatochromes, advertisement, exhibition, Paris, 359— artistic, electric lighting, Ventujol method, 418— blueness. counteracting, supplementary yellow
niter, 701— desensitising, aurantia, (actorial development,
418
neutral chromates, 280
phenosafranine, 219

— development, metol-hydroquinone (ormala
(Ans.), 44— stereoscopic projection. Oimpel method, 369

Oinematogrephy, colour, additive projection,
Parker (Pat.), 389
Casieri two-colour (Pat.), 718
Friese-Oreene (Pat.), 525
Oorskv (Pat.). 239, 316, 600

first results, 173
llerault one-lens process, 279
Pfenningcr (Pat.). 638
nrintinjt. Kelley (Pat.), 512
Ulysse (Pat), 600
Zoechrome. Ltd. (Pat.), 186

Oilour Dhotography, Antochrome, see Aatochromes— camera(8), daylight loading, Liabeuf patent, 281
inventors' claims (Cor.), 738, 771
one-lens, Dourlen (Pat.), 15'7

— Paget process (Soc.), 709
colour correction (Soc.), 361
register device. Whitfield (Pat.). 654
selected gelatine filters, suggested, 709, 724— screen-plates, gum reeiet. By Juliue Rheimberg,

154
mosaic, Camiller (Pat), 188
Versicolor, Dufay patent, 649— spectrum illumination. Klein (Pat.), 718— three-colour prints, Oleichmar (Pat.), 686— toning solution, metal salts, Friese-Oreene

(Pat.), 328

Colour Photography (Photo-Miniature) (Rev.), 613
Colour-sensitisers, iodide and cyanide. By F. F.

Renwick, 35— isccyanine, new (Soc.), 676— Lumi^re cyanines, 77— mineral salts, Carey Lea (ormalse (Cor.), 129— recent progress, 478

Desensitising, aurantia, Antochromes. (actorial
development, 418

— Antochrome, Lnmiftre (Eev.), 496

Gorsky process, colour cinematography, 173 239,
316, 600

Rerault, M., three-colour, one-lens, cinemato-
graphy, 279

IsoCyanines, Isomeric, optical and photographic
properties (Soc.), 576

Light-filter(8), aerial photography. By L. P.
Clerc, 670

— (actors, measurement, new method (Soc.), 85— (ormulae. By A. Hnatek, 95— making, mechanical precautions. By C. Smyth,
459— testing (or diCferent factors, 121— theory and technique. By G. V. Potapenko,
507, 622, 534

Paget colour process, colour correction (Soc.), 361— register device, Whitfield (Pat.), 659— selected gelatine filters, suggested (Soc.), 709,
724

PATENTS, AUTHORS OF—

Agate, W., and another—colour cinematography

PATENTS, AUTHORS OF {cortUnued).

Camiller, J., and another—mosaic colour scfeens,
188

Casieri, G.—colour cinematography 718
Ohrfttien. M., and another—colour cameras. 157
Colour Photography, Ltd., and another—colour

cinematograpny, 525

Dourlen, J., and another—colour camera, 157

Friese-Oreene, W.—colour toning process, 328— and another—colour cinematography, 525

Oleichmar, A.—three-colour prints, 686
Gorsky. S. de Procoudine—colour cinematograph

camera, 316
— colour cinematography, 239, 600

Hay, A., and another—mosaic colour screens, 188

Kelley, W. van Dorn—cinematograph coloar
printing, 512

Klein, A. B.—colour photography, 718

Mason, J.—cinematograph coloar printing, 512
Middleton, T. P., and another—coloar cinemato-

graphy, 126

Parker, E. C. 8.—colour cinematography, 389
Pfennii^er, O., and another—colour cinemato-

graphy, 538

Thomson, J. N., and others—coloar toning pro-
cess, 328

Ulysse, P.—colour cinematography, 600

Whitfield, 6. S.—colour registration device, 659

Zoechrome, Ltd., and another—coloar cinemato-
graphy, 126

Versicolor, Du(ay process, colour photography,
mosaic screen, 549
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photo-chemical literature of all countries, and will render

easy tbe means of referring to the original of any given

[inper or communication.

Wanting It Not SO very long ago we were tiiken to

Both Ways. task in the German photographic press

for venturing to suggest that few important original dis-

<-overie8 in photography had originated from the Central

Empires. We were told that primitive people could think

of an idea, but it required the genius which flourishes on

the other side of the Ehine to make it of value ;
which,

of course, contains an element of truth, but is not an

answer to what we pointed out. Now, in a recent issue

of " Photographische KoiTespondenz " we observe an

i-x-enemy writer arguing precisely the other way about.

It appears that the very beautiful device for soft focus

.•ffects embodied in the Eastman projection printer and

worked out by Mr. C. W. Frederick, of Rochester, had

Its origin with a Herr Lenhard, who, in 1890, described

glass plates etched in spiral or star pattern for this

purpose. All we can say is that this original discovery

lias lain remarkably dormant for many years. According

to thie view which we have already quoted, the credit must
1)8 given to Mr. Frederick. We have become accustomed

to the tortuous mentality which characterised much
( ierman propaganda ; and it seems that this latter con-

tinues to display itself in respect to questions of technical

invention.

THE STUDY OP LIGHTING.

The novice in portraitiu'e can be excused for feeling

somewhat bewildered when he visits an exhibition of

modern photographs in the hope of learning Bomething

(ibout the art of lighting the human subject. Usually, he

will find such a variety of treartment that he will be led

to the opinion that lighting is almost a matter of chance,

;md that what he had best do is to expose his plates under
almost any conditions and trust to luck for the result.

Such a conclusion would, however, prove fatal to his

own prospects of turning out consistently good work, for

though he might occasionally " fluke " a success, the

lack of knowledge would prevent him from repeating it

with such modifications as would be necessary with
another sitter. Therefore, the beginner must learn to

'•ontrol his light. He must start on the simplest styles,

:ind when these are mastered attempt those which are

more ambitious.

Although servile copying of a style, whether it be tliat

of a photographer or a painter, is to be deprecated in

work which- is to be shown to the public, it is invaiuable
to the student, whom we strongly advise to procure such
portraits as appeal to his taste. Selecting, as sitters,

such of his friends as have some resemblance to the
originals, let him endeavour to produce something as
nearly approaching his model photographs as possible.
Tt is not to be expected that success vnll attend the first

< ffort, but repeated attempts should be made until a near
approximation is arrived at. Some of these attempts
may appear more pleasing to the photographer than the
original morlel, but thfey must be laid aside until the
purpose aimed at, that of reproducing a particular effect.

has been achieved. Such practice with various styles of i

lighting will rapidly bring a confidence and facility in W

working which could not be attained by years of

unsystematic work.

To come to practical details of lighting, it should, in

the first place, be understood that, provided a sufficient

volume of hght is available and can be made to fall upon

the sitter at any desired angle, the actuaJ design of the

studio is of little consequence ; moreover, that any effects

obtainable by daylight can he equally well obtained by

an efficient electric installation. Apart from the direction

of the light, one of the most important factors is the

distance between the light and the sitter, the lighting

becoming softer the farther the sitter recedes from the

light. This is most apparent with a light of small area,

such as a single enclosed ai'c lamp, of course, properly

screened, but it can easily be demonstrated with daylight

(care being taken that the angle of the light is not altered)

by placing the sitter at distances of four and seven feet

from the light side of the studio, and if possible taking

regatives at both positions. It may be useful to point

out that the eye requires a good deal of training to

appreciate variations in lighting, as it is necessary to

ignore the effect of colour; negatives, being mono-
chromatic, give a safer basis for comparison. A bust

painted grey or buff is useful for experiments in lighting,

or green or blue spectacles may be used to eliminate the

colour factor. For the same reason it is not desirable

to judge of lighting by inspection of the camera screen,

since the effect, owing to the reduced size and the

presence of colour, appears satisfactory in almost all cases.

Comparatively few photographers appreciate the value

of translucent and semi-opaque screens which ate used

close up to the sitter. Many lighting problems which are

extremely difficult of solution if the ordinary blinds are

available, are very simple if local shading can be done.

A couple of ordinarj' head screens, covered, one with

butter muslin and the other with a thin dark material,

should always be at hand ; the latter is particutarly useful

to reduce the light on white drapery or to throw the

hands into semi-shadow.
Reflectors should be sparingly used, and should be

introduced only to obtain such effects as cannot be

produced by direct lighting. This does not, of course,

apply when the reflector is used as the principal source'

of light, as when the light of an arc lamp is directed upon
a white screen, no direct rays reaching the sitter. In
most studios white reflectors are de rigueur, and some
careful portrait photographers whiten them frequently.

At the same time we suggest the occasional use of a light-

grey reflector, which, while itj softens the shadows, does

not betray its use, and is certainly less liable to give

cross lights in the eyes. Another point in using reflectors

is worth noting. If they are brought forward there is a
tendency to destroy all the modelling on the shadow side

of the face, but if kept well back, so that the front edge
is level with the sitter's ear, there will be no risk of

double lights in the eyes, and the delicate shadows in

the face will be preserved.

One more hint. When arranging for strong effects in

lighting, it is desirable to admit a fair amount of light

at the farther end of ihe studio.' This illuminates the

whole subject with a very subdued light, which is much
to be preferred to reflected light, from the small source
of light which is actually producing the picture.

Holy TBiNrrv, Hull.—A history of the parish church of Hull,
by the Rev. G. J. Jordan, reaches ub from the Oxford University
Press. Apart from its story of an edifice which dates to at least
1182, the volume has an interest for u» and, we are sure, for many
of our readers, Irom the fact of its illustration throughout bv

photographs taken by Mr. T. C. Turner, of Hull, to whose kind-

ness and generosity the author expresses his special indebtedness.

One photograph, of the nave with the congregation standing during

a servioe, is an instance of Mr. Turner's resourcefulness in archi-

tectural as in other branches of photograiphy.
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Tho happy spirit of co-operation which is the mark of

M'icntific workers in every country placed at Liippo-Cramer's

disposal the range of products manufactured by the German
dyp-making firms, and knowing what type of substance was

likely to be of service by reason of its chemical constitution,

it was not long before the problem was solved. The final

choice was made of the dye known as phenosafranine, and

the effectiveness of this body is such that fpr the development

of non-colour sensitive plates in a yellow light bright enough

to allow of the comfortable reading of newsprint at two yards'

distance from, the light, it is only necessary to replace one-

tenth of the water used in making up one's favourite

developer with an equal volume of a 1 : 2,000 solution of the

dye, and screen the plate from the light during the first

half minute or so in the developer. An easier method, one

H-liich will no doubt commend itself to the English worker,

and which is applicable with complete success to panchromatic

plates, is the following:—
In the dark the plate is immersed in a 0.05 per cent, solution

of tho dye, and any time after one minute's immersion it

may bo removed therefrom in bright yellow light^or even

by the light of a candle or oil lamp at a distance of 5 to 6 ft.,

and developed by inspection. The plate may be lifted from

the developing solution and inspected by transmitted light

with impunity, a circumstance which indicates that the action

of the dye is not simply that of a screen serving to cut ofp.

harmful light. As a matter of fact, one minute's immersion

•>{ a dry fixed out plate in the 0.05 per cent, solution of the

3ye stains the gelatine a hluish shade of red which, when

examined by the spectroscope, is found to transmit the whole

visible spectrum, only partially absorbing a • short section at

tlie junction of the blue and green. The worker who develops

continuously will place his plates in the dye solution con-

tained in a tank and remove them as he is ready for develop-

ing them, being unconcerned whether he is dealing with an

ordinary, ortho', or panchromatic emulsion.

It may be objected that the dark-room is not .entirely

abolished and that the process offers no advantages over the

method of bathing the plate in the dark before development

\vitl\ a dilute solution of potassium iodide, as recently recom-

mended by F. F. Renwick, but a moment's consideration

will convince one that the new process marks a real advance,

for the immersion of the plate in the dye solution necessitates

only a dark cupboard or recess, and can be undertaken by the

least skilled hand in the workroom.

As far as comparison with the potassiumi iodide process is

i-oncerned, it is only necessary to recall that, in addition to

the disturbance of the density obtainable, it is necessary to

remove the potassium iodide by washing in the dark, to use

special developing solutions, and a potassium cyanide fixing

bath, and contrast these conditions with those of the pheno-

safranine process, to rate the latter at its true value. In
the new process there is no disturbance of the plate's cTiar-

acteristics ; no washing after the one-minute immersion in the

dye solution is called for ; any developer may be used accord-

ing to the particular fancy of the operator or the demands of
the subject, and the usual hypo bath suffices for fixing.

Further, the phenosafranine treatment considerably reduces

the amount of chemical fog frequently encountered on pan-
chromatic plates.

In one respect it is unfortunate that the most powerful

desensitiser so far discovered happens to be a dye which, by
virtue of its chemical constitution, tenaciously stains the
gelatine. Somewhat prolonged washing in running water is

necessary for its complete removal. This is not an uncom-
pensated drawback, however, for one can be certain that when
the film is washed free from dye it is also free from hypo.
In cases where prolonged washing with water is inconvenient
there are two methods available for hastening the operation.

The first is to treat the developed, fixed and approximately
hypo-free plate with a bath made by mixing equal volumes
of a 2 per cent, alum solution and a 5 per cent, hydrochloric

acid solution. The latter solution can be readily prepared
by diluting one volume of the commericial acid with six

volumes of water. The action of this bath depends upon the
decomposition of the gelatine-dye complex by the acid, th»
strength of which is sufficient to act adversely on the gelatine

unless the latter is protected—hence the use of the alum.
Two or three two-minute changes of this bath allows of the
removal of the dye by short subsequent washing. The second
method of shortening the wash is the treatment of the hypo-
free plate with a dilute solution of nitrous acid, whereby the
dye is converted into a bluish violet compound which possesses

but little affinity for the gelatine. The nitrous acrd solution

is conveniently prepared by dissolving five grains of sodium
nitrite in two ounces of water and adding thereto ten minims,
of commercial hydrochloric acid. A four- or five-minutes'

treatment with this bath should allow of a colourless film

being obtained after five minutes' subsequent washing. In
the writer's experience, the removal of the dye by simple water
washing is preferable to either of the "short-cut" methods,
and of these latter he prefers the acid alum treatment.
The dye with which Liippo-Cramer carried out his research

was the chemically pure product, and the writer has confirmed
all his conclusions when using a sample of the same substance.
This product in its pure form is not, however, an
article of commerce, hut the writer believes that a
well-known firm of plate makers is about to place on
the market a dye which exhibits all the desirable
characteristics of pure phenosafranine. Further experi-
ments are being made by the writer, details of which,
together with an account of some remarkable actions of the
dye-impregnated plates on developers, must be held over for

a further communication. In the meantime it may be noted
that the process is not protected by any patent, and since-

the staining of the film in no way interferes with inspection

of the developing image—the suppression of tendency to fog
actually facilitates critical observation—it is to be anticipated

that the process will rapidly become popular.

Raymond E. Crowthbr.

A CRITIQUE OF MR. RENWICK'S THEORY OF
THE LATENT IMAGE.

(A Communication from the Research Laboratory of the Eastman Kodak Company.)

In view of Mr. Benwick's recent letter to the " British Journal
of Photography " on " Colour Sensitising by Mineral Salts,'"

it ap|>oars that some discussion of his very interesting con-

tribution to the theory of the latent image will be in order.

The essentially new element of this contribution consists in

the suggestion that, assuming preformed dispersoid silver

in solid solution in the silver halide due to ripening, " it

is this dissolved silver which first undergoes change on

H.J.," Decemliet 3- JMO.
~ ~~

exposure to light.'" The change otfected is supposed to be-

a conversion of the originally very highly dispersed form to

a more condensed one, " the gel or electrically neutral form

of colloid silver being regarded as the germ or catalyst required

to promote development."
Mr. Renwick now regards his results on the chromatising

effect of potassium iodide and cyanide solutions,' as also the

2. " Photographic Images, Visible and Invisible," by F. F. Benwick (tho

Hurler Memorial Lecture), " J.8.C.I.," 39, 166 (1920).

3. " B.J.." November 19, 1920.
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possible differences in dispersity.' If I may be again per-

mitted to refer to unpublished n'orl< I should like to note
in this connection a possibility, discussed in the monograph
cited, as to phase sensitising, as distinct from frequency-

sensitising. By thi.n is to bo understood the possibility of

an optical resonance (photo-chomical) effect being enhanced
for any frecjuoncy region by regularising, or harmonising, the

phase of the incident light waves.

This hypothesis is susceptible of testing by comparison of

the photographic eflect of illumination differing in respect

of the phase harmony (coherence) of the .vibrations, but having

the same average energy. The statement by Slade and Higson'

7. The bearing of change in diepersity on developability will be
diicunMd by Mr. Trivelli and th« writer in « forthcoming article.

8. " Proo. Roy. Soc.." AM, lU (1920).

in a recent paper that the same total light energy distributed
over a wide spectral strip is less effective than that amount
concentrated in a narrow strip requires cpnfirmation before
it can be considered in terms of this hypothesis.
Another debatable point is the function of gelatine. It

may bo that the colloid silver theory assigns too much of a
secondary r*le to the gelatine, as simply furnishing colloid
silver; there is evidence, to be brought forward later, that
the silver bromide emulsion is not only a dispersion of silver
halide in gelatine, but also of gelatine in silver halide.
To sum up, I do not feel convinced that Mr. Renwick's

hypothesis as to the latent image is adequate, but it is cer-
tainly a valuable positive contribution to the theory, and
may contain a considerable part of the truth.

8. E. Sheppard.

QUINONE AND OTHER OXIDISING AGENTS FOR THE
CONVERSION OF SILVER IMAGES INTO BROMIDE

OR CHLORIDE.

Thb conversion of the silver of silver images into silver

chloride, and particularly into silver bromide, is frequently

employed in several photographic operations. The process may
be carried out by employing either the perchlorides or per-

bromides of certain metals, or mixtures of halogen acids (or

their alkaline salts) with various descriptions of oxidising

agent. The methods of conversion into chloride or bromide
by moans of these various agents may be classified, according

to their mode of action, as follows:—
(1) Solutions containing chlorine, bromine, hypochlorites or

hypobromites, producing chlorine or bromine in a form
capable of acting upon the silver of the image, e.g.:—

Chlorine water.

Bromine water.

Hypochlorites.

Hypobromites.

(2) Chlorides or bromides of metals, in which salts part of

the chlorine or bromine acts upon the silver of the image
(which functions as a reducer) and produces the soluble
chlorides or bromides of the metal in a lower state of oxida-
tion which do not enter into the composition of the image.
The following compounds are utilisable in this way:—

Ferric chloride or bromide.
Ceric chloride or bromide.

(3) Metallic chlorides or bromides which act similarly to
those just mentioned, but give rise to insoluble compounds of
a lower degree of oxidation which enter into the composition
of the image. The following substances behave in this way :

Mercuric chloride and bromide.
Cupric chloride and bromide.
Potass chloro-chromate.

(4) Mixtures of free hydrochloric or hydrobromic acid (or
of a chloride or bromide in admixture with sulphuric acid) and
an oxidising agent which, in presence of the silver image,
liberate chlorine or bromine, which exerts its chlorising or
bromising action on the silver image. These conditions are ful-
filled when using the following oxidising agents :

Potass bichromate, chromic acid.

Potass permanganate (followed by bisulphite)
Ammonium persulphate, potassium fcrricyanide.

(5) Mixtures which directly liberate chlorine or bromine in
presence of a chloride or bromide and of the silver image, but
without addition of acid.

Potassium permanganate.
Potassium fcrricyanide.

Ammonium persulphate.
All the foregoing are mineral substances; hitherto organic

compounds capable of liberating chlorine or bromine from

hydrochloric or hydrobromic acid in presence of the silver

image, and thus permitting the conversion of this image into
chloride or bromide, as in the case of the mineral oxidising
agents, have not been pointed out.'

We have observed, however, that this reaction can take
place with benzoquinone and its sulphonic derivative, the
peculiar use of which for various photographic reactions we
have already noticed. It is sufficient to add to its solution in
water a little hydrochloric or hydrobromic acid or a mixture
of sulphuric acid and a chloride or bromide.
The reaction which takes place can be represented by one

or other of the following equations:—
^0 /OH

C,H4 +2HC1+ Ag, = C.H. +l'AgCl
^0 \0H

(or HBr) (or AgBr)

#0 ,0H
C.H. +2N Cl+H,SO,+Ag, = 0.H, +2AgCHNa,S0,

^0 ^OH
The proportions of the reacting substances which correspond

with these equations, on the basis of 5 gms. of quinone (which
dissolves in the cold in 1,000 c.c.s. of water), are as follows:

(a) For conversion into chloride

—

Quinone 5 gms.
Sodium chloride ... ... ... 6 „
Sulphuric acid 3 c.c.s.

Water 1,000 „
(b) For conversion into bromide'

—

Quinone 5 gms.
Potass bromide ... 11 „ .

Sulphuric acid 3 c.c.s.

Water 1,000 „
These solutions allow of the silver image on either a plate or

paper print being rapidly converted into chloride or bromide
without staining of the gelatine. The process of conversion
into bromide is more rapid than that into chloride. The
images which have been treated in this way can be subjected
to the following series of processes such as are commonly
employed in respect to negatives or prints which have been
converted to chloride or bromide :—

(1) Reduction by a developer. This reduction restores the
silver in the metallic state, and modifies the original colour
of the image without producing any appreciable intensifica-
tion. On the other hand, conversion of the chloride or

1. MM. Lumiftre and Seyewetz themselves have .shown the utility of a
mixture of quinone or quinone sulphonate in admixture with bromide for
intensification and colour toning. See " B.J.," Dec. 16, 1910 p 949 —Eds

2. The alkaline chloride or bromide and the sulphuric ' acid can be
replaced by the corresponding quantity of hydrochloric or hydrobromic
acid.
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iromide imase into ulrer sulphide by means of alkaline sul-

ount of intensification.

parts of the image" by fbemical
I thu clUorido or bromide of silver by a deTeloper
proreu i» stopped before it has affected the heariest

.j>. The then treated with hypo, which di»-

tho !>ilv> .' or bromide not acted upon by the

.'ig of positive prints by re-derelopment or by con-
' -laiuu into sulphide.

It »;!) thn% be seen that benao-qninone or its sniphonic
deriva' -<» preseaoe of hydrochloric or hydrobromic acid

fnr ni •'S whicfa generate one or other of these acids)

a convenient and new process for the conversion

^er image into one which consists simply of silver

lionde or silver bromide withont the addition of any other
ubstance.

, A. Axo L. LcMikmc.
A. Smwrrz.

THE NEW SKCRKTARV OF THE R.P.S.

t hff• are vtiry

ho h»»« I)

i '•vrmlx*'* of the R<iysl Photof^raphic

rtunity or ooraaton to visit the

f lli« newlyelfctcd »ecr«-' ^i-

'>riuor, will no doubt hr >

'

• ><<v»... . - ..»..,..,« Um l.oodao area. Mr. i>«<iti<>.iv

< of lb* •irellrni Si;e of 36. a time of life at wbirh many of tha

i ii»«r i.r^n reject"!

"f full Di«ntal sn'l

'eni« i(> a* '

that I

prnafT'i ot •

ty lies tn tb*

fir anvrirMj\ \t-> uta* up a srhedaU
r«4 ia a eeereUfy for the R.P.8..

' iie pr*aeiil

•-menla at

i:.n..'

been seeretaiy of ihc R<
:^4 of tha Ravai fine<«tr .

"*fe ..t U>.

me jicATs in *a
for a cooaliieraMe perind

• ItC WdS,

'>n of «he

• rsuri-

t the

!M<«i*4jr.

KujoTT *»n FaT Fr»n»rfT —Ob T>a>wmber 30 s( the Prtrt-

tttiii d*uf «i>d •lu*^ <iri«*. TliMw «er« about 120 preaml.

Assistants' Notes.

i\ote» 6y tutiitant* Suitable for thit column will bt considertd
and foid for on Iht frrt of the month following publication.

Smith'* Reducer.
DimiMo the war, when the prioe of all ciiemicals, eapeoially those
depending upon the base, potassium, went up almost sky high,
Mr. W. J. Smith, of the Bolt Court School, published a formulri
for a reducing solution as a substitute for the iodine and cyanide
reducer so necessary for the production of screen negatives froi..

which the half-tone bloclu are printed from on copper. Directly
after publication I tried the formula, and at once recognised thai
it was in every way superior to the old iodine-cyanide preparation,
giving cleaner result*, and being far more controllable.

Although published during a time of stress, the formula seem^
but litUe known, a fact brought to my notice rather forcibly
during a lecture 1 gave before the R.P.S. Thia reducer can be
made up in bulk, and always be ready for use, not made up at the
last moment, and be either too waak or too strong.

The formula itself is quite simple, and « mmle up in two
solutions :

—
A —r..r.p»r sulphste l o«.

'MOO salt 1 ox.

^'^--'^f 25 osa.

When disaolvad add sufliciant liquor ammonia to re-dissolve the
whituUi pncipiUU first formed. The reeull will be a clear solution
of ultramarine coloar.

0.—Hypo 5 oia.

Water 25 o»»

For oae mix in equal parte, and dilute aa may be found dttir-

able.- W T WoKUiaoii.

Vlcn*tltoc.

Wm* a tricky vignette ha« lo be printed ii\ u frame on any
" devalopisnt " paper it ia ofun difficult to si-o just what the
vigaatlwc eerd i» d...nic. rspmially with di-nse neKstivcs. In such
cases K- « may be obtained by replacing the wooden back
of the

i .'^me by a sheet of clear glasa—sn old piste-glass

dues wail if cleaned—the »prings of the frsme being bent slightly.

if raqoirad. to held all firm. The whole is then held up to the
printing light, frame in one hand, vignetting card in the other,

when Um uaount of paper exposed by the card is viewed from
behind throogh gbae, paper and negative, and the sixe and soft-

neas nf the vignette can be judged to a nicety.
I

' . .metinas hapfx-n* thst a print from part of a negative ia

•-d oo a white background. Tlix i» easily obtained by
pjH'ing the bromide or gaslight paper on the noKative in

printing-box or frame and lightly |>- _ lie required outline

on the back of tba paper by aid of the trsnamitted safe-light.

Eapnsore is now made withoat moving the paper, which is subset

quvnlly snaked for a few minutes in clear water and laid, facw

up, on a sheet of clear glass. This is then held up sgaiiist siiy

safe-lighl, when the pencilling will show up clearly enough to allow
»< iLm.r^.,,Ttu{ i.»-i. 1^ „,. .i..v..i..,_.| miith a suitably siaed brush.

•dy for swilling in case of the

!- .-..•..», -...1. i..-. ir.^.. .vJ.—A. U.

S A spotting "Tip,"
Swriura on gkaey psp^ whi'-h )in« to be glased ia alwsya a bit

of a noisanos, ) can be obtained by using
waterproof dr.< .•iice, " Mandarin." After
spotting, the ink la a-luMwl to bvcuiue quite dry, when the print

may be soaked and squeegeed on a ferrotype in the usual way.
When the pntil is utr p(>ed the spotting will be perfectly imper-
ceptible. Tit>a and »<i f'Tih can he written or printed and glazed
in the same way. Wsteruroof ink csn siso be used to block out
a backg ound when an oHjJ print or so of statuary or anything of

that sirt on a ».
! ground is requiri<d. In this

esse the print n'

•

lily, aa the ink. after glazin^.
ia fairly briule.—A. U.
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Patent News.

Ptottn ^..lfnU-<ipfl,c«lio«i "»d «i>ecification»-are treated in

" I'hotii-M'chanic<d Note* "

Applic»tion», December 20 to 24 :—

ILATB HoLOMS.-No. 36,269. Plate holders for camerBg. H. R

l-iioTt>cs*™T.-«.9e8. Photography. F. W. Kent.

*MWU8 -No. 36,063. Photographic film cameras. K. Koehl

Tripods.—No. 36,873. Tripod mountings for photographic cameras.

B. L. OldfieM.
'

r r j i

.X-RAT PiJiTl».-No. 36,112. X-ray plates. A. L. Landau and

CiNiMATOonAPHY.—No. 35,695. Cinematograph projectors. F. M.

Beeolev

CiHKMATOORArH#—No' 35,696. Cinematograph film-feed mechanism.

CwKMAiotiRAPin-.—No. 35,869. Cinematograph apparatus. W.

van den Broeck.

CiNKMATOoRAPHv.—No. 36,072. Cinematographic projectmg-appara-

luK. H. Brown and E. E. Cadett.

Cinematography.—No. 36,018. Cinematograph projectors. F.

Stock.

CiNKMATOCRAPHS.—No. 35,815.—Cinematographs. J. Szczepanik.

COMPLETE SPECIFWATJONS ACCEPTED.

rUtt tjKcifitations are obtainabh, price !/ each, yott free, from

tht Patent Office, t5, Southampton Buildingv, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.
The date in bracket* is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in tkt east of -patents granted under the International

Convention.

FocE-LBNS Anastiomat OBJECTIVES.—No. 146,213 (November 14,

1917). The invention relates to photographic lenses consisting

of foar glasses, two of which are joined in a collective cemented

surface, while between the other two, which are disposed at one

and the same side of the cempnted lenses, and of which the

outer one is a collective lens and the inner one a dispersive

lens, there is an air space, and they form a pair of facing

surfaces having a negative power. The object of the invention

is to secure in addition to the chromatic and a good astigmatic

, correction, as just attainable in the present type of objectives,

which is described, for instance, in the Patent Specification

13.061 of 1902. a still better spherical correction than hitherto

obtained in this type.

According to the invention such improvement is obtained in

an extraordinary degree by so choosing the radius of curvature

of the cemented surface that it amounts at least to one-tenth,

and at the most to one-half of the focal length of the objective.

I Jl D
and by additionally so choosing the kinds of glass for the twu

cemented lenses, that the difference between their refractive

indices for sodium light lies between 0.05 and 0.02.

In the known objectives of the present type, besides an

anastigmatic flatness of the field extending over a comparatively

large angle, a spherical correction had been attained so far that

rays of a certain finite height of incidence, generally the rays

impinging upon the marginal zone and the axial ray possessed

a common axial point of intersection, hence the same inter-

sertional distance. However, all othtr rays impinging between

tbe«« distinguished rays showed a spherical aberration, which

from the axis onward ascended from zero up to a maximum

value and from there up to the distinguished zone again descended

to zero. By choosing the radius of curvature of the cemented

surface and the kinds of glass for the two cemented lenses

in accordance with the present invention, the ascent of the

spherical aberrations may be counteracted, and a more favourable

course of the aberrations extending over the whole aperture of

the objective be attained. When, in the customary manner, 1

the differences between the intersectional distances of rays of

any height of incidence and the intersectional distance of the

axial ray are designated as abscissa- and the heights of incidence
:

a»<ordinates, it is possible to ensure that the curved line which

connects the corresponding points for rays of a different height

of incidence—and which always must (from the axial point of

intersection onward after initially turning aside from the axis

of ordinates, in its further course within the area corresponding ,

to the aperture of the objective) again approach this axis, whereby 1

in a «iven case it intersects this axis within the aperture-area—

contacts in the point of intersection of the axes with the axis of

ordinates in a higher order than hitherto, or that the curve

gets two turning-points. For both kinds of course of the curve

the highest amount of the spherical aberration existing within

the entire aperture-area may be kept in substantially lower

bounds than hitherto. In most cases it will also prove possible

to have the curve intersect the axis of ordinates within the

aperture-area of the objective, which will allow of the objectives

corresponding to the invention to be designated as spherically

corrected in the usual sense. When the curve of aberration,

as is the case in the last named course, possesses two turning

points, then as a rule two such points of intersection will be

obtained. However, sometimes the kinds of course of the curve

as described will not permit the curve to intersect the axis

of ordinates within the aperture-area, i.e., it will be impossible

to obtain a spherical correction in the usual sense. But even

in such cases in objectives corresponding to the invention the

maximum amount of the aberration may still be kept within

substantially lower bounds than hitherto possible in objectives of

the present' type. Moreover, in objectives corresponding to the

invention the difference between the refractive indices of the

two cemented lenses is great enough for maintaining characteristic

effect, which the cemented surface produces on the correction of

oblique pencils.
'

The drawing shows a constructional example of in objective

corresponding to the invention in axial section.

In this example the two lenses with an air space between,

marked I. and II., are separated from two cemented lenses,

marked III. and IV., by a diaphragm D, the outer lenses of the

two cemented lenses being a collective one and the inner lens

a dispersive one. This objective is to be introduced into the

path of the rays in such a manner that the single collective

lens faces the object. The objective is intended for use for a

maximnm relative aperture of 1 : 5.5, and the anastigmatic flat-

ness of the field extends to about ' 60 deg. In the drawing

and in the table r„ r^ . . signify the radii of curvature,

dj^ d„ ... the axial thickness of the lenses, b, and i, the

distances from the diaphragm D to the adjacent lens vertices,

and / the central thickness of the air-lens between the glass-

lenses I. and II. The numerical values of these magnitudes are

proportional numbers applying to the focal length of the objec-

tive of 100 units. The kinds of glass used are characterised

by the refractive index n„ relating to sodium light, and by the

reciprocal power of dispersion y. The data of construction are

as follows :

Radii of curvature : Thickness and distances :

r, = + 20.09 ''i = 3.24

r.= + CO i = -'•»"

r", = - -^3.1\ <h = 0.82

r, = -I- 18.89 fc, = 2-98

r, = - ll3ti.75 b, = 0.46

r, = + 13.31 <;,n=0.82
rl = _ .33.72 rfiv = 5.66

Kinds of Glas* :

I II m IV
«„ I .5,3227 1.56600 l..i3212 l.i57830

y 5S.3 42.9 51.3 54.0

Carl Zeiss. Jena, Germany.
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New Materials.

''ax*-Fokm PBOToruu.—The Vanguard Manufaetaring Com-

pany, Maidenhaad. hava ianed thair wall-known blocking-oat

mutare in Mmi-«oltd fonn, oontainad in fiat metal receptacle*.

Apart (run the «onr«niet>oe, eapecially to tlie mall uier, of having

the preparation in more eonoeDtrated form, dealer* no doabt will

appreeiata the diatribation of thia well-known product in unbreak-

abU reeaptadaa. " Pbotopaka," in ita original liqaid form, haa

been before tiie photographic public for ovar twenty yeari, and

may be aaid to have cataUiabed iteelf aa tba aUndard article for

the ipottint; and blocking-oat of nrgativea. The new iatae is not

mmi» (or the porpoae of dtaplacing tha exiatiog kind, bot for

•applying the jnaterial in a form which parhapa the amateur

worker will prefer to have. It ia iaaned in two aixea, price la. 6J.

and 2l 6d. Orden aiioald •peci(y " cake " by way of diatioction

frmn the liquid variety.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

IjtakL N<i>nm*—The partnerabifi betweao Erie Vine Coly«r and

Knxat ' iMiaineaa a* draaichUaMB aad

pboto-) -ireet. Chancery I.,an*, W.C,
under il«r i- ^••n dieaolvwl by

mn«T»' -1-.' »• . by the late firm

aid by K. U. ikMthey, who will eontinue to

NEW COMPASIE>
.it*te company waa

: 2,000 in £1 aharaa

" u ; Tu acqaira the bnainaae
• Paaraoo and nanham, to

'tm aad W. Daaham, and to

•nd dealer* in plv>tocrapUe

I-he Mib-

lainnaa),

LoMla, pbuiographM
.r! Rradinglay, Laeda,

\ A. Peanoa.
-man, £SEO par

num. ~

.-T»»d on

adopt an *.:

carry on U--

•ppacato* and r.

acribera (each «it

FairboalVie, Feamviiie \ .

dealer; W. Denham. 3 8l

pbotopaphie t^aUr. The perni.^

W. Daaham. and O. Denham. I:

anaoffl ; of ordinary directora, t

?1, N'ew Slatioo flirtet. L««d«

rember

KORTHCOMINO EXHIBITIONS

M. 1890, to Jaaoary 8, Kd .—JicotUafa Photonraphic
Secretary, W 8 Crocket. 10, Park|rova Terrace. Toll-

'iaagow.

' " ' Middlaara l:ba«o(i«(ihic Society. Hon.

as. Ambler itoad. Fkaabory Park. N.4.

, ..•.V. iu. u, Teu.M.KTj o —Northrm Phutufiaphic Bihibition.

\jAtM, dale (or rntriee. January 15 Partiealara fron tha Ron.
Sacretan ' ' Unataar Photographie Aaeoctatmn. 9,

KbarU I.

»,..„,,» ': .1.. ...,( '— ealarihire Pho«o,{Taphic

iary S Parti<-iiUr« from
^inwt. I^ioeeUr.

dt* Lateat daU
i^.---^ _- '.m tha Hon. Seera-

Ury. JaaMe Slalar, Buiiount. Camphill Road. Braaf^ty
Ferry.

' iw^il IS to Z^ V»l-
min»l<»r S.. »mp

. ••mirV.. Hifrr-'hir*' lI'iLic.

fr-.

MauMtrfia, VViUio> ILttui, MatUa Vale, Luiuloo, \V.3.

Pboto-
ilar>

*old

Meetings of SocietieSe

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Monday, January 10.

Bradford Phot. Soc " Tips and Dodges About Apparatus."

CrippleRate Phot. Soc. • \V«tmin»t«r Abbej." H. W. Fmchain.

Dewabury I'hotographic Society. Annual General Meeting.

Dundee and East of Scotland Phot. Soc. " Copying." M. G. Rao.

Sooth London Phot. Soc. "More Gems of .Architecture." E. R. Bull.

Walthaoistow and District Photographic Society. " Toning

PrinU." E. Willcocks.

Welfare Camera Club. Linthouee. Annual General Meetm^.

Willcaden Photographic Society. Lantern Slide Competition.

TcasDAY, Jajjcarv 11.

Roysl Photographic Society. (I) " Some New DiracUona for

Photographic KeMarch." Julius Rheiniberg, F.R.P.S.,

F.R.M.S. (2) • A Monochromatic Illuminator of Spwiial

D«ign." F. C. Toy, M.Sc.
Beumemouth C.C. " BromoiL" Mr. Burroughs.

Doncarter CO. " The Romance of the Rhine." Allan C. Ellis-

Exeter Cameriil Club, .\nnaal General Meeting.
t So«-. • The Preparation of hxhibition PrinU*

.at. AaK> " Pictnra-Making." J. Campbell Harper,

t^amera Club. General Meeting.

Photographic Society. " Wandering in Southern

T. H. Grwinalt.

WiDMssDAV, Jancabt 12.

.\n:rington Cam«ra Club. Whist Dri>-e.

Cr«ydon Camera Club. ' What can be done in a PholiiRrapher a

Workro.*!. • H .1 R«e „. , .„ ,

DaBaiatoiin Amal' \v«>o»aUon. Wilh Allenby

thtvogh PaUf ^ Sons. „. ^ , , „
IlfoHPhol.fi- » W B»,„l,.M.n. J.P.

Partick Caai. '
of

Sulybridge
Italy""

Phot""!"'!' 'S'

H. Daws4>fi.

A. H. RedmanWoudl«>rd l'b«>t, 5t«.. lUiulj'o Itjund p.rkiti;;.

THrR.«DAT. jANt'ABT 13.

Brichooae Photou- " > and There wiUi a

Caiaara in th. '"'^f't*;.
i. . u xi,

Camata Clab, Th. - '"» exhibition, by Mr.

V C Tilntfv

nmiilaa and Kaat of Scotland Photographic Society. " The Charm

of Vaoka." Rev. J. B. J'organ
„ „ . „ u

EvertoQ and Dlatricl Phrt« Soc. " Jeraey. W. A. Mackie.

Hnm I
wallh (Hamwhirc House) Photographic Society. " The

PyrMWM." M. 6 DcIl

Hull Photomphie Sociaiy. > " f qidaa
. c.

North iindllMW Pholograi "Toning and SU.mng
BraBiidaa aad aidaa " ' Ig*.

FaiPAY. jAwrART 14.

B«d(ord C.C. " Elementary Photography of Animala and Birds.

Danntalnnn Amalaor Phologtaphic Asaoctation. Bromide Enlarging.

KOYAL PHOrmJRAPHIC SOCIETY

MMiioR brfd Taaaday. Jaaoary 4. t»ie pre«dent, Dr r. M.

Rodman, in IIm diair.

Mr. N E. LubodMB daUvared a leotare 6n portraiture by arti

Seial lig).<. in itmial referanea to tha nmilta which he obtained

when giving * daaaamiraUaa bafora the 8ooi«49r some mnntlia ago.

Ii« A«^ a larga aeriaa cl laatam alidea, many of them prepared

fmi^Ke iwgativaa takan m that oooasion : others^of aubjef<a vrhioh

\^ hid phntograpbad in variooa parte of Eurc^w, an>l M.ill irfiiera

firm n^mdueliana «t portraiU by Rembrandt. Hals, and other

' V«catiBe of ita axuberanl
iiarnis into aide isauea,

•iiist auffict- to aay

n the prestvrvatiim

j:(.'. Mr. Iyulx»iie«

laid strvai nn this sgaJn and again in slxywinc portnule which he

had nwda by every kooim aonroe of illuminatMon, arc light, half-

watta. meroory-vapoor, maffiaainm ribbon and daylight. Some
r>f hia oomparativa azMaptaa ware exoeadingly Mrikiiik.-. in parti-

oular a seriM- of ;Mrtrail« of Mr. J. C. Warbu^ -«<« grave

and p(ula»ip)nual counleoancc a «trilcint:b' '''''• *as pro-

dnre'l by a ^Moiea o( " (at "ut truth and

iligTiity of pOTtraita almoat .^ itli a unified

lighting, was exceedingly atrikuig. Uul Mr. Lubual.ea ia a wiaard,.

Inamrh as a laetora by Mr. I

flow o( langaaga and ita »paai'

ainvwi d«£ea tiaaaUlOTat ion in

that iIm prcaMt diaoDorae had f

'

of unity of U|^ling in pha<ogr.i^ ..
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wito ihowB aaUmiahingly dever and Ijeautiful things, but finds it

difficult t« explain the modus operaniti. However, wizardry, even

if it is iM* explicit, cian \te liigJily stimulating : and no one could

listen to Mr. Luboshez and see his examples without realising what

an inuivense distance most photographers have still to go before

tliey can claim a ma«t«n,- of lighting the sitter for the photograph.ic

prucws. With Mr. Lufjoshez, who has sat at the teet of the ')ld

— '.-rs, the technique of lighting has become an instinct, and,

.ver. has become inseparable from th« development of the

Mr. Luboshez said that he developed his plates by the tank

:n. but it is inconceivable that, with his finely balanced sense

;ie gradations whiiol. a negative should exhibit, he is ever able

to leave a plat* to Uie blind operation of time development.

A uhort discussion followed, ami a most cordial vote of thanks

was 'accorded to Mr. Lnboshez.

News and Notes.

Royal Photographic Socikty.—The following members have

leen admitted to the Fellowship :—-Mr. E. A. Bierman, Capt.

F. R. Logan, Rev. H. 0. Fenton, Mr. Thomas A. Scotton, Mr.

H. B. Goodwin, and Mr. Horace Jackson.

The Wellington Calendar for the present .vear is an exceed-

ini;l.v handsome art board bearing a charming photogiaph of a

child's head and a tear-off calendar, which revives the quaint

drawings which at one time weie an attractive feature of Messrs.

Wellington & Ward's advertisements.- A copy of the calendar will

be gladly sent to any bona fide professional photographer who has

r.ot .vet received a copy on application to Messrs. Wellington &
Ward at Elstree, Herts.

Anglo-Gebman Debts.—British nationals, who have registered

claims against G«rman nationals in respect of pre-war debts, will

shortly receive a notification from the Clearing Office that the last

day for making the necessary statutory declaration in support of

their claims is March 31, 1921. No claim in respect of pre-war
debts will be admitted which is lod;^d after that date, unless the

Controller of the Clearing Office is satisfied th,at the omission to

lodge the declaration by the date mentioned arose from circum-
stances for which the creditor could not justly be held responsible-

Twenty-five Years of Motoring.—Our admirable conteraporai-y,
" The Autocar," has just issued a souvenir booklet, which marks
the completion of twenty-five years of publication. The booklet
contains a reproduction of what is evidently a photograph of King
Edward VII. on his first motor drive in 1898 in a two-cylind?r
Daimler car, the mere outward shape of which tells us how rapid
the development of motor vehicles has been. A host of person-
ages in the motor industry testify with such unanimity to the
valuable services which our contemporary has rendered, that it is

almost superfluous for us. as regulai- readers of its pages, to add i
tribute from the standpoint of the motoring public.

The Year's P.wents.—Messrs. Rayner & Co., patent agents, of
Chancery Lane, E.G., stat« in a letter to the Press that the
past year shows the highest number of patent applications ever
registered in the Britisli office, the total being slightly over 36,600
against 32,853 in the next best year of 1919. While these figures
prove the active interest taken in inventions, it must be remem-
Wred that there had been a great influx of foreign patents last
year owing to the extension of time allowed by the Peace Treaty
for the taking of English patents under the Convention ; but an
equal privilege is also allowed to British inventors in taking patents
abroad. Unfortunately, this arrangement does not alpply^to U.S.
America, which State has not yet signed the Treaty. British
inventors, however, should know thijt they can still file patents
in Germany up to Januaiy 10, and in France until March 31, for
any inventions they patented here during the war period.

Annual Exhibition at Messrs. Wahltuch, Smith & Co Ltd
-Messrs. Wahltuch, Smith's exhibition at 30, Chapel Street
Salford, Manchester, opened this year rather earlier than usual.
An excellent assortment of furniture, accessories and materials
were presented for the approval of photographic visitors. The

principal it«m of the show is a new bevelling machine designed

to cut circles and ovals either inside or out. With this machine

the photograph to be bevelled is clamped to a movable board, and

the knife is set b.y means of a gauge, which allows very rapid

adjustment. In cutting, the knife itself is stationary, while the

board carrying the photograph moves. An important point with

this machine, as all who have experience of bevel cutting will

appreciate, is the movable knife which can readily be sharpened,

stropped, or replaced. This machine is certainly a useful innova-

tion for those who study the art of photographic mounting.

Some very good designs in furniture are on view, a noticeable

point about Messrs. Wahltuch, Smith's furniture being the fact

that it is at once light, strong and durable. An improved set of

children's Dutch furniture suggests many possibilities. The
original white has been dropped in favour of dark oak upholstered,

but the Dutch paintings are retained. The small chairs in the

Dutch set are so built that they can be placed together in different

wavs so as to form two different sized settees and a tete-a-tete seat,

while the different pieces are light and pretty. Two very com-

fortable types of cane seat are shown, and a notable high-backed

chair specially designed for evening dress portraiture. This piece

suggests dignit.v at the \ery first glance. A new model of settee

i,s being made with and without arms, and some very neat o%k
tables with antique polish are on view. It is noticeable that

prices in these lines are in many cases reduced.

As might be expected a very comprehensive set of backgrounds

in grey and light sepia is on view. There are backgrounds here

to suit every kind and style of portraiture, and almost every

type of sitter. A point about all the firm's backgrounds is that

they are the sole work of the fii'm's artist, and an.v desired

modification in any design is readily undertaken to suit individual

requirements, while purchasers' own designs are painted to order.

The grounds on ^show are executed in greys and sepias.

A new camera stand combines lightness, strength and rapid

adjustability in a large degree; it is provided with the usual rais-

ing, lowering, tilting motions, and these are all operated by slight

pressure, while the base of the stand is so shaped as to provide

receptacles for slides. This stand is marked at the moderate figure

of £6 6s.

The Dallon washer is an enamelled iron structure on the cascade
principle, and should wash prints in a clean and efficient manner

;

it is made in four standard sizes, and can be made in any other
size to fit special requirements. An adjustable hanging dark-room
lamp is so made that it can be hung at any desired angle without
any trouble, and its inclination altered at a moment's notice. A
simple red lamp to fit an ordinary electric light also seems to be
useful. A new type of hypo-alum toner is constructed of white
enamelled iron, and made large enough to hold anything up to

20 X 24. The well-known " Anysize " strip printer has been
simplified and improved, and printing on this machine of any-
thing from li ins. to 8^ ins. wi^e, solid, masked, or vignetted,

should be simple, rapid and sure. A new machine, the " All-

work," is shortly to appear.

Among the many sundries shown are specimens of the Pytram
specialties, including models for use with child studies, and the

pieces of ornamental furniture in copper. Among animal toys for
the studio a little dog forces itself upon the attention of visitors

by his loud, insistent barking. This accessory, which can be held
in the palm of the hand, is not meant for photographing, though
the face is most real, but for attracting the attention and interest

of little people, and it should prove a godsend to many harassed
operators.

A novel piece of drying apparatus is a line which winds out of a
small metal fixture, and can be stretched across the work-room
either single or double. When not in use the line is drawn back
into the fixture where it does not inti-ude itself on one's view.

In materials, Messrs. Wahltuch, Smith & Co., Ltd., are putting
forward their gaslight papers for studio use, and the many
specimens shown emphasise the argument that to work in comfort
docs not mean a poorer quality of output, but just the reverse.
Some specimens on slow, soft paper in particular show results
that could hardly be equalled, and certainly not excelled on any
bromide paper. It certainly appears that slow papers which can
be worked in plenty of light are going to oust popular bromide
from the iwsiti^n it has so long held.
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Correspondence.

.i(« thtdi sever wrtt« on hotk tidf of (Ac paper.

it Uttn of comwnmieatunt itnleu tAe name* and
• •' --'ifer« •/« f»vm.

< rMpoiutfri/ily for tM* oftmions twfrtmd
'J^ uut c- '«.

VY PH<n>»f' iPHFF<>»

To !!>• ^

i;«ij' Iri.'i.'fr I ; U2 * letter in };uui lut u*ue allied by Mr. L
Trp' di.t \S ..Ij. .11 wbich « reference i* made to 017 Utber and

!(. It wooU b« Boat iataratfing to team vIm wm iJm tint

^*y photu^raplMr.

v'fatJMr ~-"r—*-^ Uking pboU^rapke (or tiM MidlaiMl

- ST sbmit Ih* year 1877. iivi heU the poeitmo antil kn death

-nod kim a- -niog of ISBJ, and tucwed ed to

itart held i.ce.

21 ia. caoMea, tthtch waa (tied with a aO-in. focua

. . lyinaietrval Una, waa ftist need la the early 'eightiea,

aad «•• the or>« ricplovcd m photographias the fint Coa««Btioa

/roup in 1886 i It la itill m oaa.

11 to IBBl wet ptataa ware aead of 15 ia. i 12 la aiae.

->•• BO aBMU matter, I eaa »mmn ytm, «nag theee «p and

down the tine 1 1 ha«c raaoOeetioaa of cofalg aaearal tripe aa a haj)

fkotognftimt hridcea, fte., for Iho eafiaaer.

f Ihaak Mr. Wood* for kia kiadly ramarka.-Yo«ra
T \ Sr,r^t.^S

PATKIl NV.';All\f> N\ I 1 IIUUT liK-M.N

'I-> u.r KJ.t,,r>.

of D>c—

i

k i i 22,

C itl—1.—KafetTMH t* the arttela

earfeat iaaaa of the " ^ amiMr Pbotmi aphaf

I am eaadiag a few ayimaaa with aotea aa mg
Some two or three yearn ago I bail ricraaion to Mtlarga

mmU pholofrapha fnam paper mk n aqaara. They
• .r. tn.ul. ),>. t.l»<-iBy a piece of . -^.. : ta contact with

> Mm* aiae, and prialiag by dayli|bi ia aa

-• I - ..'«» maay yeaiaajo.

The wnml proeedare of amkiag coatact pglala aad thaa ealartad

rw>sati*e( oa (taea did not prove the leaat mtiafactory, aad Ika

I'* oooDrrad to me to make eatarged paaitive pnata direct frnm

ths email aagatirae ia tha mme way aa I wewld copy *r— '••"try

photopaph la makiag a «o^ aa«ati«e aa * (laea p I

frntai to be a (teat naprimamat. I «w at en<-- — -.• - .^.u,,.,,.. ta

tn t proreaa and made two ezpoearM oa • -laUde poet'
' oae of my aemetaat*. whwk ptwrr.i ij^uir mtiefartary.

1 too baey with war mnr^ t<> fellow it ap, I did aotkiag
lurirK' .n the ai«tter until the aprng of thia year.

I an aeadtag yoa har«»)th eooie prinle aad the aeill»m aa
W'^aiide payer made at that tiate in May of th aiao a
' iMing Inm the " Qaeeaoek Teieffaph " of Jaa^ k yoa
• I Me a aotire of tha aamo ia pki liifnifhlti rotamii. >o doabt
I'-'i.'r Naaha eoaU ka pet, ia theae aro pnMieaBy a ftrat aiteaipt.

r- fflida paper ia loo afow for partes t the aladto, aiod

< latitade 10 etpoaaro ia att ea grr glMa platea. I

• n.in to aaeerai larfa flnaa ahaat aappl^w^ negati** papv with
- L(>..| emaliioa. bat failed to hrtarm* them, m4 ioI aa aaeoarafa-
mrni Hamaeer , aa Mr. Mewart Mya. " Ihia ia aot merely a
thMiretical pn>poeit*on," aad it ia boond to ca«M, ovea it it ahoald
'- kv« 10 fnaii from Oerouuiy.

l"-attM> malt paper, ascb aa Mr <MewaH kaa aaed, ia aboM the
> r«t be ttmU oae. I am iactin or WeOiaftoa earboa
• ''wv 0*narr ie good eaoogk work, kat the earboa

• etadio portraiu, aad eaa be retoachad. Thia
•a in ipidt iag priata. '

i •!« mi* B<uaa* the aegati taa oa rardbear<> -^twwart aag-

:->u I get maefc better laaolta hr fqiu^.:. 1 to a piece

• •> lUaa. aad all the better ir>
' "prist " while wet.

T- • it 'hf ipeedieat way ' i'X . • r argaal porpaaia, aa
flx tha '.• r« thaa a mintrto or ao, after

'• pot bafK ^>TP" H*^-

The unmountrd negative, if dried, can be put into a printing

fniiTie with a border paper negative in front, and with the centre

cut oat ahowiog the print through ; a print with a border can then

be got with one " imprt-aeion." In fact, there is no end to the

variety of way* it can be osed, such aa in aketch work, etc..

impoaaible with pistes.

Aa to cost, my first »^ - negative was made at a cost

of one penny. B>:aini!l in .. atid twopence for glaas plat*-,

plus developer.

The jtrocfta «rrniK to be very adaptable for copying engravings,

• enclosed print. In fact, I have done

itr negative. When I ran gel a supply of

auitaUle papri -ipid plate emulsion I am sure my
plate bill will 1 Many amateura who only possess

a small aoapahot cainera will not be able to use this proceas unless

tber have an enUrger. but I am sore many ptofeaaionala may find

it of ureal advantage.

The wbole-platx {lortrait of a lady enoloaed waa made with an

8-io. T. T. and H. Cooke anaatigmat at //6, aix seconds exposare,

and i* '|iiit<- p.i»«ahle for a poetcard lens. The reason waa to get

apee-t Nobman HrirrsK.

Th. - Olasgow.

Uacambar 27, IflU.

(Oar fonvapoedeat'a resnlle aro very interesting. Considering

the very mnooth surface (semi-glomy) of the paper on which the

priata are made, grain is little in evideaoe, particularly in one

arampla TIm practicability of negative paper turns in the end

'^ tha ratooching qi^eation. At preaent we do not think it can he

to be fully dnionalrited. but Mr. Hunter ha« ivrtiuiily

.. _ribed moth' 'T • «Kirh r,.ii(riliilt>* Ut A srilution i>f th*' proUliT). —

•

Eoe "BJ.")

THE ptiBrnas ok iwrrooRAPHic socikties.

To the Editors.

Oanttrtnrii -A {rr'Ans iif (uimesa (Y>mpel> me to politely diadaiin

" Fu rrlerence to my»eH in his interesting

Wttrt . — iM.titrM a gloomy state of affairs. It is

troe thai a band •:' "irkera and cheerful aooU contribnto

in targe meaaare tu :.. ^...toea* " of the Crrydon Camera Club,

bat all adBiU iia popular and hard-w<>rking secretary, Jdr. fiellor*,

ttaade eaaily ftnt, with the preaidr"* M' K-^"- a good aeoood.

My sabatdiary aad distreuing po- ale labour, but

dooa aabjeet ma to il»e ,r^- •-—•- a,.-, ,. .i..-, 1 when anything

kappMM 10 go wTOag, or v right. Those who kncrw him

win oompfahaad what th* iin|i ;<r>.

1t is l« ka hoped that M«To(arias of aodetjas will give their

viewa aad eocprma Ihair opinioo* on the letter of " Kii'' T'

Psnail me formally l« aahaarfbe myself,—Yoors very i

Tim •' Orri' >

WAKMINO THE STIDK"
To the Editors.

OeatlsaMn.— I waa vary intareaied in reading your article on
" Fonas of Haathag StodkM and Workrooms " in the " U.J." of

Darambar 24 laat. It haa been my experience to find many studioa

InaaWniially baalad, and in maay oaaas without heating apparatus

of mn tod. Thia moai be vary datriatantal to both the operator

JinMB. aayaeially whora ladies and rhiMran are concerned,

aad asaat of yoar reader* will admit the impottance of having a
warm and ekaerfai latoapharw in the stiMiio.

It appaara to aia that aa ordinary coal fire. gaa. or anthracite

slovw, ia i|Biie anaaitable for a studio on account of the dnat,

dirt aad fiimm. alao tha unt^ual heat they give. I have recaatly

eoam acroaa a now invsntioo, which atruok me as being ideal.

and which. I think, surpasaea any method «f h««)in)r and

vaatilatiag yet nbtaineH. and should appeal ee- •>

graphie trade. This liivrtition is known »m f

Argyll JHreel. Oxf<.r«l Circus, W.. and directly t ^. is

working I caniu t/i the conclusion it waa the m ir

photographic stodioe and workrooma. The apparstua u> artutic

and neat in appearance, and wilt keep a room or ilodio at a oom-

fortahla mad even temparatoia at an apprapriato coat of 6d. for

tw«nty-foor bosn.
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FttA air U automaticaUy drawn in, wamied and di9tribiit«d,

and any bad air expolled. Many of your readers must have

•xp«riene«d the difficulty of clearing the studio of fog, even aft*T

it haa cleared outside, but by the use of this inveut.on-il^ would

be replaced in a verN- few minuU^s by warm, pure air, which flows

in at the rate of 3,000 cubic feet per hour. The " VentiheU Is

adapted for either gas or electric current.-I am, yours faithfully,
"^

Fredekick E. Jones.

Answers to Correspondents.

/» accordance with our present practice a reiatU-dy email spact <»

allotted in tach iuue to repliei to correspondents.

We vnll anneer by put ij_tlamped and addretted envetopeja

VndwThr reply; 5-etnt International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

QueritB to be antwered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach ut

not later than Tuesday (justed Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

(;.—Certainly, there is no objection to doing as you say ; it is

uie usual course unless arrangements are made for exclusive use

by one periodical. /

W. C. B.—The " Agenda I.umiere " is only published in French.

Parts of it are however obtainable in English in the literature

. iblished by Mr. T. K. Grant, 89. Great Russell Street, Blooms-

iiry. London, W.C.I.

ii.^P.—No licence is required for carrying on- the business of

developing and printing amateurs' films, e.\cept that if you do

it trade under your own name you require to be registered with

i!ie Registrar of Business Names, 39, fiussell Square, London,

W.C.I, at a cost of 5s.

Ar L.—You would of course study the wishes of your customers,

.s mnch depends upon the nietliod of working up. In the ordi-

i.iry way we should recommend such a paper as Ilford rough,

Ahich has only a moderate grain <ind which takes water or oil

olour and chalk equally well.

T.—(l),The only two lamps which we can connect with your

question are the " Pointolite," of the Ediswan Electric Co..

Ponder's End, Middlesex, and the focus type of the " Osram,"

made by the General El«ictric Co., Magnet House, Kingsway,

London, W.C.2, in a series of candle powers. (2) As regards

formulae for tank developer you cannot do better for small quan-

tities than use any ordinary pyro-soda, diluted with 3 or 4 times

its bulk of water.

p. S.—Reducing the depth of sulphide-toned bromides is rather

. tricky business, but most toned bromides will be appreciably

' .-duced in depth by immersion in cyanide solution. We do not

••call the formula you quote, but we should say it would work
i.s well as any other. But at the same time we don't think that

my formula for the reduction of sulphide-toned prints is really

pt-rfectly satisfactory, since there is always the liability of both

the colour and the gradation of the print suffering.

^l. A.^Froin what you tell us it looks as though you cannot do
with a lens of greater focal length than 7 ins. for your full

length postcard work. We suppose, although you do not say so,

that the Homocentric and the R.R. do not get all the figure
on the plate, but we think a 7-in. lens would just about do that.

If that is so, then you really would require for good definition
all over the posU^ard plate an anaetigmat of, say, //6 aperture. A
portrait type of lens has not sufficient covering power, nor have
most R.R. 8. If yo'. are not very particular as to speed there
is no doubt you could easily choose a suitable lens from the list

of one or other of the second-hand firms.

F. B.—We think tjiere is nothing in pyro for the coWer tones,
rather the other way about. 'Hie odourless toners give a some-
what less yellow tone, but the thiomolybdate is not now on the
market, and the only toner of this kind is that sold in the form
f tabloids by Burroughs Wellcome. We think your best i>lan

is to use either the Greenall method or the Bennett method_

Of course the Bennett method has mercury in the bleacher, and

to that extent >s open to objection on the score of permanence,

but we think the results are reasonably permanent when the

after bath consist* only of sulphide. With some papers a great

improvement in tone i.. the way of avoiding yellowness is oHaine.

siniply by giving a preliminary bath of sulphide befo.^ carrym.

out the usual process.

G K -Without any d,-ubt whatever flashlight has considerable

disadvantages tor" studio portraiture. It is not so much the

effect in the portrait of the sudden flash, since the photograph

is taken before the effect of the flash has been felt. But there

is the difficultv of making a series of exposures, due to the

accumulation of smoke and also to the sitter becoming nervous

unless the fla^ is almost silent. The smoke, nuisance can, of

course, be perfectly obviated by burning the flash in a chamber

with a draught pine to the ouUide air. and providing a

thoroughly good powder is used you can obtain suitable methods

if ignition for fairly silent working, although this is a difficulty

if you want to make certain that the flash goes off at a given

instant. The best advice we can give you is to be advised as

regards the design and equipment of an instellation by a

sp«;ialist in flashlight appliances. Mr. D. Charles, of 45. Beau-

fort Road, Kingston-on-Thames, is well qualified to supply outfit

to any required .specification.

F. H.—(1) No doubt development prints, bromide and gas-light,

will come to no harm through the presence of even a fair pro-

portion of mild acids, such as salicylic or boric, in the mountant,

but it is just as well to avoid an\-thing of an acid nature as a

* preservative, for the reason that any, even feeble, acid will

sive rise to stains if prints have not been as completely fixed

as they ought to have been, whereas a neutral mountant would

probably avoid development of sucl» stains. We think pure

carbolic acid is a suitable preservative, although it is not much

used commercially. The best of all for your purpose probably

is thymol, used in the proportion of, say, 2 or 3 grs. per oz. by

weight of the mountant. (2) There is no difficulty whatever in

securing exposures of one or two seconds by means of electric

light, that is to say, the half -watt lamps. Dependent on the

size and colour of the walls of the studio the total candle power

l•e^uire« to be from 3,000 to 6,000 best divided between lamps

each of 1.000 c.p. For practical purposes of regular work such

an installation, which is easily arranged, is immensely superior

to any magnesium installation. We know French photographers

have rather a liking for flashlight in the studio, but we imagine

that arises, in many cases.'from unavailability of electric current.

In our opinion the electric light is very greatly a more satis-

factory and commercial method.

The British Journal of Photography.
Link Adveetisements.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisements

(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, viz. :
—

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

Tne Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.

per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the
advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock
(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisemeiit in any definite issue cannot be
guaranteed.
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For Pocket Thoee photographers who use small

Oamera Users, pocket cameras should at this season of

lie year be on their guard against a defect that Bome-

unes appears in negatives that sta-ongly resembles light

fog; in fact, we have known it mistaken for this. We
refer to the condensation of moisture upon the front

glas-ses of the lens when the latter is first exposed to a

^old outside atmosphere after being carried for some time

n the owner's pocket. Only the other day we were con-

alted as to some very foggj-looking negatives taken with

C.D.V. pocket camera. The origin of these was subse-

'[uently traced to the cause we have mentioned. It is

well at this time of year prior to making an exposure to

xamino the lens carefully to see if it is quite free from
oudiness. If this latter exists it should be carefully

removed with a fine handkerchief. This trouble generally

nianifests itself only after a great change in temperature
ach as from the user's pocket to the open air. Hence

: is far more likely to be met with when using a small
'ocket camera than when a field outfit is carried in its

use. After a lens has been exposed to the new con-

ditions for a short time the moisture that may have
collected will gradually vanish and its reappearance is

unUkely, though it is well to be always on the watch
for it.

w * *

Spotting
Bromides.

A method of taking out defects in

bromide or gaslight prints, which may
be commended to the amateur worker, is by means of
a mapping pen and the " Indian ink ".sold in a liquid
form for the use of draughtsmen. The ink, if too intense
in colour, may be freely diluted with boiled or distiUed
water to the required degree, and in this way the tone
of any part of the print may be easily matched. A good
plan is to dilute one part of the ink with- four parts;
another, with eight or ten parts; and another, with
sixteen parts of water. These three solutions are kept
in small bottles, and the worker is then equipped for
spotting a large number of prints and possesses a medium
diluted to any required density. A fine mapping pen
should be chosen, and an attem'pt made to take out the
defect with one application of the pen. This is quite
.in easy matter; indeed, far more so than is the case
hen usmg a fine-pointed sable brush, unless the worker
practised. The method here a'dvocated is of especial

rilue for amateur workers, though, no doubt, some of
lit professional friends may find occasion for it. A point
n its favour is that the ink is fixed and will not rub off;
decided advantage over water-colour and pencil spotting'
-|>ecially upon glossy surface print*.

nfthe****'^* ^* '® somewhat curious to observe how
Background. seldom, in p(»trait photographs, the

background is anything more than u
Hal surface. The choice of a background which
shows the sitter in what is unmistakably part
'<^ a room is of such rare occurrence that it
f-ems worth while to draw photographers' atten-
on to the fact. In a recent issue of the " Professional
hotoprapher " are a dozen reproductions of portraitsom the P.P. A. exhibition of professional portraiture,
lid one of these stands out from the others by reason

naturalistic effect obtained by the position of the
^ in the comer of a room. The predominance of the

tlat background is no doubt a heritage from the traditions

fJ^'^j?*"^'^'* painters. While, no doubt, it eliminates
diflifulties which attach to a background which has
perspective qualities, there is also no doubt that it
resents opportunities for natural effect* of lighting and

of posing which are not afforded by the plain artificial

ground. For example, it needs no demonstration to show
that a balance of light and shade can almost always be

obtained more readily in a background which is an angular

space presented to the camera than in one which is a

flat surface". The line where the two surfaces of the sohd
angle join may often be a feature of some difficulty,

requiring to be softened, either at the time of making
the exposure or afterwards on the negative.

THE INCENTIVE OF EXHIBITIONS.

Those of us who can recall the photographic exhibitions
of the seventies and early eighties of the last century can
realise the great change that has occurred in the style of
work and the personnel of the exhibitors. In the early
days the technique of photography had to be acquired by
long study and practice, and, unfortunately, the qualities

which made for success in this direction were not those
which are popularly supposed to be wedded to the artistic

temperament, so that the exhibited work was usually
more conspicuous for mechanical perfection than for pic-

torial quality. Professional work then formed a much
larger part of the show than it does at the present time,
and it was considered as a point of honour by many
firms to send representative exhibits year by year.
Time has altered all this. The introduction of bromide

paper has placed the amatevir with his Kodak almost on
an equality with the professional, and tlie skilled manipu-
lation which was needful to produce perfect large photo-
graphs on glossy paper has had to give way to pictorial
interest. This, we think, no one will deny is all for good
as regards the artistic status of photography, but it has
destroyed the professional workers' interest in exhibitions
generally, and this is certainly to be deplored by* all who
are interested in upholding the standard of professional
photography either in portraiture or commercial work.
There is, however, one exhibition which is exclusively

professional, viz., that held annually under the auspices
of the P.P.A. at the Horticultural Hall, Westminster, in
April. Here admirable examples of the current output of
many of the best known workers are to be seen, and
every photographer who can manage to visit it should not
fail to do so, as he will there learn as he can in no othw
way, however closely his own pictures approach the high-
water mark of modem photography. He should avoid the
error of carping at work which he cannot equal, remem-
bering that with many men there are many minds, and
that a style of portraiture which does not appeal to his
taste is not necessarily a bad one.
Good as is the moral effect of an exhibition upon the

beholder, it is still better upon the exhibitor, particularly
in the preparatory stage. It is a direct incentive to the
production of the best «ork of which the individual is

capable, and this is what the gre^t majority of photo-
graphers need. In the ordinary way competition in
quality is the last idea which enters their minds. Price-
cutting, free sittings, window-dressing are all used in the
hope of bringing business, but the actual quality of the
photograph, provided it does not fall too low. is not
considered.

Competition with the work of others is essential to
progress in any art. No artist or craftsman can be
assured that he is doing his best if he immures himself
in his workshop and refuses to compare bis work with
that of his contemporaries, and undoubtedly exhibitions
afford the readiest means for such comparison.

It is a great mistake to delay the preparation of exhibi-
tion specimens until within a week or two of the sending-
in date. Everv- exhibition seeretarv can tell of exhibits
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within 50 per cent, of an ideal exposure, and this limit, pro-

vided tliere is a bit of sky or whit© object in the subject, does

not lead to approoiable error in factorial development. On
the other hand, if 1 am giyen a packet of bromide paper

and an unknown negative to print from, my gaslight and

distance may be " standardised " to my heart's content, but

I know of no woy of getting a correctly exposed bromide

print except by "trial and error." that is, by exposing some

trial slips. And if a negative of a different type is substi-

tiiied, another trial must be made. In other words, a

stniidard light does not ensure a standard exposure, and in

practice the use of an actinomoter exposure meter stan-

rl:u discs outdoor exposures (together with indoor ones) more

a<rurately than " trial and error " does for studio and

artificial light work.

Dr. Glover (page 763) gives «-n example in which the

"minimum correct exposure, calculated by meter of an open

landscape " was l-45th second, the time of appearance being

^•J seconds. He exposed other plates for l-22nd and 1-lOth

seconds, and got lessened times qf appearance of 20 and 18

setonds. He appears (although he does not mention it) to

H»<ume that the man exposing the plate would deliberately

give the wrong exposure of, say, 1-10 instead of the shorter

one, and on that assumption states it is " a type of work
to which factorial development is least suited."

Let me point out that if he gave a similar test with

bromide printing in which one minute was known to be
the correct exposure and a time of appearance quoted for this,

nnd two other exposures of two and four minutes also given
with their times of appearance, and followed the same
roasoning (that the user would give the wrong exposure), he
must also inevitably arrive at the same conclusion, that
factorial development is quite unsuited for bromide printing.

To come down to real use of the factorial method for day-
light (outdoor nnd indoor, developed together if need be).

It is a big success u.sed on these practical lines. All exposures
calculated by meter. The sky or a bit of white in subject
taken for the observation. Abnormal high-lights, as the sun
in the evening sky, or over-exposed window in an interior,
are passed over, and a lower high-light observed. Or in an
abnormal subject with no high light, like a carved panel in
dark wood, it is developed in the same dish for the same
time as a subject with a normal high-light. In fact, the
way to avoid the weak poy^t in factorial development is to
develop in batches, not less than four plates in one dish, to

pass over any exceptional high-light, and to take the normal

(or average) high-light for the time of appearance from which,

to calculate, and to give the same total time of development

to all subjects in the dish.

A Long Experience(in Method-

I have now developed gelatine plates for forty-five years,

and have followed three systems:—
From 1876 to 1894 I used " inspection and judgment " only.

From 1894 to 1910 I used " factorial development" only.

From 1910 to 1921 I used " thermo time development " only.

The first change from inspection to factorial conferred an
enormous advance in getting uniformity and obviating
errors. The second change from factorial to thermo was taken
because I wished to work with tanks and to do without a
dark-room light, especially as I am red colour-blind.

Both the factorial and thermo methods have given me
uniformity and tolerable certainty, but, to be quite frank.
I think that I have secured slightly the largest proportion of
" ju.st right" negatives during the time I used factorial

development. I have been "let down" several times in th&
thermo time method by plates or developer being different to
what I anticipated, and the method does not give such a
clear warning as does the factorial method.
As all this experience was with outdoor subjects, with church

and other interiors, and as I have received scores of letters
testifying to the success of others with factorial development
in their hands, with similar subjects, I think I am justified
in disputing Dr. Glover's claim that factorial development is
" not suitable " for outdoor subjects. It is just on this work
that it earned whatever reputation it possesses.

Perfecting Factorial Development.
I have repeatedly pointed out that the one weak point of

factorial development could be obviated, and its other great
advantages secured, if plate makers would issue with boxes of
plates trial slips impressed with light images (in bars) of a
standard light-impression from which to take the '

' first

appearance " observation. This should be a standard multiple
of the inertia of the plate, and it is a curious advantage that
even if the " standard light " of different makers should vary,,
this light-impression would be the same standard for all if

each used the same light to make the impression as was done
to make the inertia test.

Alfred Watkins.

THE DEVELOPMENT AND PRESENT POSSIBILITIES
OF AIR PHOTOGRAPHY FOR MAPPING.

DiBiNO the war a great impetus was given to this latest
method of survey. From balloons, or kites, air photography
had been gradually evolving for 70 odd years, but the intiio-
.luction of photography from, airships and from aeroplanes,
L-oii.bined with the necessity of mapping inaccessible areas, led
to the extensive use of air photographs for the revision of
oxi.-^ting maps and for the detail survey over triangulated
.iroas The actual sphere of usefulness and limitations of the
air photograph do not seem to have been grasped, however
by many more than the surveyors and some of the photographic
staff employed on those war surveys. Even to these few the
economic possibility of the method is still an uncharted region,
for no statistics as to cost were kept, as far as I know andas a consequence many extravagant claims as to the possi-

Sn ma"e
'"""""^ °^ "'"'^ photography for mapping have

The present article is an attempt to outline, in two partstho dovlopment of air photography as a survey method andthe vtan'- it has now reached.

I PART I.—THE DEVELOPMENT OF AIR
PHOTOGRAPHY FOR MAPPING.

Pre=War History.
The idea of replacing the personal work of the surveyor and

topographer by photo-mechanical means dates from the time
when both balloon and camera became available. We have
literature on the subject which covers the last seventy years,
and a fair measure of success was secured even before the
war.

The ca-mera, of many different designs, sometimes single,
sometimes multiple, was used at lowish altitudes from fixed
balloons or even kites. A recent German publication states
that such a system, had its first applioation in war at Solferino
and its next at Richmond. Now the balloon does not lend
itself to the taking of a series of plates more or
less parallel to the earth's surface. This is obviously
impossible if the balloon is stationarv, and when it
IS free its movements are naturally erratic and more
or less unforeseen. Photographs taken for mapping
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eyor to reach so fair a degree of accuracy that for his 1 in

^,000 acale it was unnecessary to " rectify " each photo-

ir&ph, and the photo-traverses were posted on to brown paper
- ' ;hen photographed up or down to the correct scale. So

.rativdy well did this photo-traverse scheme work, that

there were particularly few trigonometrical points, addi-

oontrol points were fixed by flying over and photograph-

ic sides of triangles, and thus fixing the position of the

., just as the detail surveyor does by measuring the sides

II i.nangles with his chain. A further point of interest lay

n dealing with the distortions due to the steep and hilly

niand areas. Wherever you meet with differences of height

>n the ground you must get differences of scale -on your photo-

graph, for the scale depends upon the height of the camera

ibove the ground, and we get a certain amount of displace-

iient which can best be understood by taking a concrete caae.

Supposing we take a photograph from a camera held rigidly

rertical, nearly, but not quite, over some factory chimney,

rhe ray from the lens to the top of the chimney, then, is not

ibsolutoly vertical, and if prolonged to cut the grojind will

all to one side of, and not over, the base of the chimney.

Sow nothing that one can do to the resulting photograph wUl
int the top of that chimney in its right position in plan, but

:he displacement becomes less as we ge^ nearer to the centre

>f the photograph.
It is partly because of this trouble, due to differences of

loight and partly to the trouble of tilt, that experience led

lurveyors to use no more than one-third of each photograph
ind to arrange for a correspondingly larger number of

ixposuros.

One more point of interest from Palestine, (and Mesopo-
tamia) is that air photo-topography proved most valuable, as

me might have foretold, for mapping large Eastern towns,

vith their tortuous and narrow streets.

We may now sum up the experience gained by us in the war.

Firstly, we invariably had a network of triangulation on
vhich to base our new surveys, and sometimes we had reliable

>ld cadastral surreys also.

In the second place, aU photography for mapping was done
rom a camera held as nearly vertfcal as possible; but
Thirdly, wo had failed to evolve any means of holding it

ibsolutely vertical, and practically every photograph was
>ensib1y distorted in consequence.

Fourthly, we mapped at scales which varied from 1 to 6 in.

<o the mile. At the larger scales every photograph had to be

'ectified, and at the smaller scales, after considerable train-

ng of the pilot, it was found possible to use pboto-traverses.

Fifthly, we dealt with the problem as if the earth were

lat (a safe assumption in Flanders I), and we evolved no
liethod of actually measuring differences of height or of

x>ntouring, although we made use of the stereoscopic effect

risible from two photographs which were partly of the same
irea.

In short, we had made it a quick and efficient, though not

leceosarily a cheap, method of detail survey at medium scales,

;)ut had in no way made it possible to dispense with the

trig, observer or the contourer.

Our British experience is probably representative of that

J by the Allies in general. Indeed, German methods and
vements followed on much the same lines, with this essen-

tial difference—that they did occasionally employ photogram-
metric methods from the air, and were able to contour inacces-

sible ground to some extent in consequence. We know this

From articles which have appeared since the war in German
surveying papers, but I am bound to say that one could not

have suspected the fact from an examination of German
war maps. It is probable, too, that much of the German
mapping of onr trenches and of the area in our occupation

was done from oblique photographs.

Poat-War Experience.
The important problems confroTiting the air photo snr-

of to-day have resulted in a good deal of research but
practical advance as yet. There are, however, three

|K>6t-u-ar air lurrejrs of interest to mention. Most interesting

is a survey carried out in North Africa by the French. The
problem confronting the surveyor in this instance might occur

frequently in war. The French outposts ran along the edge

of a very mountainous, difficult, and hostile country, which

could not be entered by surveyors. It was desired to map
a strip of 60 kilometres broad. Triangulation had been

pushed up to the outpost line. The programme of work may
be con.sidered under the headings :

—

Additional trig, control : Fourth order.

.\ir photo-control : Fifth and sixth orders.

Air photo-topography.

Air photo-contouring.

The first stage was to intersect with the theodolite a

number of peaks, and these are classed by the French as the

fourth order of control, and serve as the base for the fifth

and sixth orders. To carry out these further controls planes

ascended nearly, but not necessarily quite, over trig, point*,

and took panoramas as nearly in a vertical plane as possible.

These panoramas included various already fixed peaks, and

the position of the camera at the moment of exposure was

resected from these known points. The positions of exposure

were then plotted and forward rays to other points were

dra-wn in. By repeating these panoramas at a variety of

points and at different altitudes a number of points of the

fifth order were established. Points of the sixth order followed

in much the same way, but with the difference that they were

intersected by rays measured on panoramas taken during

flights over the ground to be mapped, in conjunction with the

air photo-topography, and corresponding to marked hori-

zontal plane photographs. The photo-topography was done

on a cinematograph film, exposures being governed mechani-

cally, and the result, controlled by its sixth order interpola-

tions, was plotted from compiled and mounted photo-

traverses. Here we see, then, a fnrther devek>pment of

Hamshaw Thomas's traverse scheme. Finally, heights were

calculated from the plotted distances, and from vertical angles

measured on the vertical panoramas, starting from the height

as given on the barograph in the aeroplane. It is noteworthy

that no claim is made of an ac-cnracy greater than that

wanted for a survey on the 1 in 200,000 scale, and it is

probable, I think, that errors in linear measurement between

control point* are of the order of 1/500 (which may there-

fore reach a sensible total), and errors of altitude of the

order of ± 100 ft.

Quite recently, in an Engineering Supplement of the

" Times," we read of American experiments in air photo-

hydrography and air photo-topography. Little progress

seems to have been made in the former, for it was found that

contrast in tone on the photograph did not correspond neces-

sarily to relative depth, but followed more generally the

colour of the bottom.

The air photo-topography, however, proved ita value in the

revision of a coastline strip, which was chosen as one of the

natural subjects for this method. Here again we find the

air photo-traverse employed without rectification of the indi-

vidual photographs. A noteworthy feature of this survey is

the reliance upon a camera controlled by gravity and fitted

with spirib-levels—which adds another confirmation to the

soundness (within certain limits) of our war procedure in

Palestine.

The third and last survey to mention is one reported in a

German work on photo-grammetry from the air. .K party

of trig, observers preceded the photography and fixed an addi-

tional number of points in the area in question, and aaotber

survev party named, and revised on the ground, the plotted

map. Air pkotography was entrusted with the fixing of addi-

tional points from the measurement of horizontal and vertical

angles on negatives taken obliquely, with photo-topography

partly from these obliques and partly from horizontal plane

photographs, and with photo-contouring.

The most int^esting feature of this survey, and of the

literature which deals with it, is that it establishes definitely

that the position (and height) of exposure in space, and the

direction and magnitude of tilt, can be fixed easily enough
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ii t>ir.-.- kr!.«T :....r!~ appear OH th* photograph, and it

!-. r ••- •-;:.:.:- :'

'f calibrating the lens and for angular

•n Um ncgkUre (which ii tilted to correapond

I., . I, at th« BioiiWDt of eipoaure).

FART 11 -THE PRESENT POSSIBILITIES OF
AIR PHOTOGRAPHY.

It irill he MtnvMiient to • T*»am6 of the tubject to adopt

th.' fnlUnrint; iuailingt and to omit an annecwaa ry repetition

of Uio (jrelix " iir."

1. Pboto-eontroi.

2. Pho*«-traTeT»e.

3. Photo-topography.

4. Pbote-eontouring.

1 .—Pbola>Control.
-•--- Teya ha»e emph»»i»*d the fa«» th»t rhnio-

' an adc(|uat<t uipport for am'
' - • .'low rither from u: .. , .- r

and in eitbi>r caae, to be

tho
nam i^v'*':roni [>rii>u">gnipni'- jii»t«-»

• 4aa, bat ao far photo-graamttry haa

ivHh [>reeiaioii far »nr**yiiif. and.

>•« of rwetiag ia ^mm Mid tkMi

o pxp«ct«d that i' - of lioear nK-,i,«ur««-

.•low aoowthiag of of 1/AOO. if tBdrMi

It ia, IB m; ' -'ifily «»!
'

i. --Utioa depMo! .;«om*trica

CM u|>ua »B> luerhaniral dcTu» *M gir* u rMtUta ntuch aill

«lo nor* than hang lw« or thr«e pbolagnpka to^^nih-r To
mentioa «*• point alooe, tbo Um» ilaalf most b<

raltKrat«^. and the rorrrrtiona vkiek reaait to tb>

m»j aansM uieoa diaMsatoa*.

-Qtar iBMUvmaat om tfco plaW
> ohaarrBttoi . afly-daaifBed tiModolil*

irvvfii tko kix aafophaa (or o«a pr«>-

piMiy aimilar) at the plate vtaicli la aat U tbo actaal aacle

uf tilt.

At thia prMtat oaaiit we hare no MpartaoM ia tko pn>-

riiioo of a pholo-ooatrol, althoagk tha mttm ia ia eapahW
kanda, and we mav hop* for apoady deralopiawta.

On* may aay at one*, hovavwr, that ao pholo-eaatrol ia

lik-ir to do wire than aaplify the trigaaMWtrkal aoalral,

• to b« »

•

for esaniplo.

3.—Pkof*>Trawor*«*.
A pboUxtrarerw ia a forra of control froai the liartinafl

itlana plate*, and ha* pmtnl lU Iltlllt^

bvTMl that It ran f(iT» oi-rurato rrtu

lu taloa moat depend lari^rly on ihx [iftiuii t the

l>ilr)t and upon tha vertical [KMiti«n I'f the opt, Nov
In rv latter •* can, at prr«mt, do au tittur than

h<-'f— idT a'r •i>«*d " and rrly upon graTity and
'<le for acmlea aaMller than t ia

ineDi haa oftea been diaruaaad ,

••t appear, b<>a««er, ia which caaa grantor accuracy

I T)t<]tt<'d. We aow
drvt

of

T of a «

muat do so, on economic grounds, if photo-topography is V>
compete, over ordinary country, in the open markot with the
surveyor. For small soales and in flattish countries trained
pilots have already shown us that " rectification " is unneces-
sary, except perhaps under war conditions. In Palestine the
errors in position duo to tha hilly nature of the ground were
asaeased at a general figure, of about 70 metres, and ono can
see that special rectification mubt follow in mountainou.--
country.

4 —^Photo-Contouring.
To ho of any afcuracy, hoi^:lits must at present be calcu-

lated from vertii;il .inL-les measured ou the plate and a prt^
rioualy comput' of the camera at the moment of
•JtpoBure. Col .. ._ ., calculation is necessary, but as a
method it is feasible enough, and in the recent German sar-
rey, mentioned above, it is claimed that errors of height
varied from one to two metres. It may become quite prii -

ticable to rely on »t«re«vii'' •• -- iimctry applied to two photo-
grapha " placed " on tl .md rectified, but we have
"" ••»'••• ''-nee as yet in u.i^ n.^iliod.

Vlaanc:* and Summary.
Nov, having discniaed our various stages, let us tarn to

finance. (Mb may assuir ' he taxpayer will remain in-

diflrrrnt aa to which of ts the money conies out of.

His chief pre-occupation win no the groM total. It serves no
parpoee, therefore, to assume, at recent nrttcles have donr,
oooiplareat departments which may, by timely loans of mea
aad material, diminith the apparent total.

I do not myself are how the 'prico per plni' '
' l.-^s

than Ifia. or ao, if v« allow for expenses in rt>< ivd

in fitting to the map. It ii, however, useleas to cUdoi .ii<

this point here, for there am nn rwnrded fifnir** to !-h'>u

us exactly wbara we itand. lu-,- \Vi

caa aay, bovorer, with o-' " ("ortAin

astraoie typaa of eouatry we may . ! ii

are nnlih(4y to economiaa in money. 1 uill

help ti> r>>sli<e the position:—
I. Thr Ordn>nc<> Survey ia a standing pE^f that cadastral

plan* at a scale of 1 in 2,500 can be snrreycd st a cost of

£12 1^. a aqnare mile (pro-war figure).

$. Oar pra-var Colonial Surveys show examples of fully

eaaiplatad topographical •nrreys at 1 inch to the mile for

lOa. a aqaar* mile, aad | ia, to tb« mil* for fia. per square

mlU.
9. Tha iaaritahle preliminary to an air-photo survey is a

trtangalation and tha inevitable sequel a visit to the ground
for esamioation, naming, ete.

'

To snm up the praaaai poaition ve may then aay : —
(a) Aa far aa caa ba aeaa at preaant, air-photo anrreys

caaaot give tu cadastral plana.

(b) Medium scales (1 in 10,000 to 1 in 40,000) ofler tiia most
favourabla apfiere.

(e) Thera is no likelihood that photo-control can take the

place of t
'

' '<iB except within »mall areas

(d) A « " gfoaad will always be neoeasavy for

asaminatioD and naming.

^I^Pla^anrvey has tsknn it* pla«e aa a method, and a
naoful one, but has not '^ not iaem likely

to, except in special ca^" 'ds.

(t) The riaaae* of survey fur ahitli air-photography is

espnrtallr xiitable aeero to be :

—

the ground to be surveyed ia inacceiaiblo to the

etc.).

-11*. archjeologiral sites, etc., nt

inels, estuaries, and deltas, where shift-

inil difficulty of survey corobino to obitruet

f air survey have been sutflriently
-\ iif A fiiir iHit im.if inti ii( thoir possi'

B
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Iiilities. Progress will toiiu- most surely then from research

and exi)erimeiit dire<ted upon the following (among.st other)

points :

—

i. Tlie ensuring of the verticality of the optical axis,

ii. The measureinient of macnitudo and direction of tilt.

iii. Mea.<urement on the plate of horizontal and vertical

angles.

H. S. L. WiNTBRBOTHAM.

Assistants' Notes.

Notef by assistantg suiUible for this column will be considered

and paid for on the first ol the month following publication.

Photographing Blue Prints.

This work look.s so easy, for a " blue print " is generaJly a dark

blue, or fairly dark, but in reality it is a difficult proposition to

anyone unaccustomed to the work. In practice there is only one

plate that can be depended upon for emulsion to produce a good

printing negative. The one plate is a backed process panchromatic;

this with a red filter will give the operator a fine black and white

negative.

These plates must be manipulated in total darkness, unless the

photographer possesses^ a safelight, but for occasional work this

expense can be overcome. But be quite sure there is no white or

actinic light creeping in anywhere; and after the plate has been

safely housed in the dark-slide, wrap the box containing the

i-emaining plates in the luual black paper, tying a string round the

same.

The plate being now safe in the dark-slide, proceed to focus to

acale with the red gelatine filter fixed in position behind the lens

with one or two drawing pins. Some operators unscrew the front

lens and fix the filter in front of the diaphragm or stop, but it is

best not to interfere with the lens, half a turn one way or the other

may affect the definition. Others adopt a means of fixing the filter

in the front, which is useful if you "have glass filters, but modern
" flats," as they are termed, run to pounds in cost. A 3-inch

square gelatine filter is a convenient size, and cost before the

war 3s.

The " blue print " is most conveniently photographed if placed

in a printing frame with a glass in front. This is so easily shifted,

whereas if drawing pins are used it means taking out 10 or 12,

or even more, if the " blue print " is a large one and an altera-

tion needful.

Finally, attend to the carbons, if you have not done so, as they

may be required to run for fifteen minutes. The larger the reduc-

tion the smaller or less the exposure, so that as little as five

minutes may suffice.

It is now presumed you have focussed up through the red filter,

inserted the dark slide, seen to your lamps; now cap the lens and
insert diaphragm //45, but if the reduction is very considerable,

say a 24 X 20 or 20 x 16 to postcard or quarter-plate, then //64
is best. On the other hand, if you have to make a negative

enlargement or only a reproduction the same size //32 is correct,

for that at the same size is equal to //64 »o far as aperture to

camera extension is concerned.

Be sure to see that the light of the lamps is not reflected back
into the camera from the printing frame. Take out the focussing

screen, cover head with a dark cloth, and then look first one side

and then the other. If the light shines in your eyes you may
know it will spoil the negative. Alter the lights (do this with the

open lens), re-insert the stop, and place the cap on the lens. Then
insert the slide, draw the shutter and expose, taking a seat to

avoid vibration. Have pencil and paper, and put down the

exposure so that if a second plate has to be used there will be
no doubt in your mind as to how long you gave the first. Full

exposure with at least //52 (but //4S will generally be found
better), full development, ample fixing, the usual washing and dry-

ing, a good, glossy, contrasty paper, and you can send the prints

home with the knowledge that you can charge a good price.

The exposure may be anything from 3 to 15 minutes. Now, taking

the dark-slide into the developing room, have something ready

to cover over the dish, as few dark rooms are absolutely actually

light-proof, and fasten the door. Insert plate in developer and
cover it over, having previously taken the time. Then count the

seconds, and, when five minutes is up, check yourself by the watch.

It is well to let the plate develop for at least two minutes motion-

less, and then keep the plate well rocke<l to prevent any of the

backing from settling on it. At the end of five minutes, turn on

the red or green light, and just glance at the plate. Most likely

you will give it another 60 seconds, then turn on the water into

the developing dish, and give the plate a good swilling, take out,

place in fixing bath, but do not leave the room unless you can gain

access to the outer world without admitting actinic or white light,

for even in the hypo these panchromatic plates are remarkably

sensitive ; it is very desirable that a good fixing be given ;

15 minutes is none too long. I remember a case in which a plate

seemed longer than usual in fixing. I turned on the light behino

the yellow lantern. I held a 24 x 20 plate to the light, but a patch

in the comer was not fixed ; it caught the light, although perhaps

only exposed to it for 10 seconds. After washing and drying, that

corner was found the next morning to have a dense patch which

caused a lot of trouble, all of which might have been avoided by

five minutes more in the hypo.—A. C.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

January 22 to February 5.—Northern Photographic Exhibition.

Latest date for entries, January 15. Particulars from the Hon.

Secretary, Liverpool Amateur Photographic Association, 9

Eberle Street, Liverpool.

January 27 to 29.—Birmingham Photographic Society. Particulars

from the Hon. Secretary, Philip Docker, Birmingham Medical

Institute, Edmund Street, Birmingham.

February 14 and 19.—Leicester and Leicestershire Photographic

Society. Latest date for entries, February 5. Particulars from

the Hon. Secretary, W. Bailey, Cank Street, Leicester.

February 19 to March 5.—Edinburgh Photographic Society. Latest

date for entries February 10. Particulars from the Hon
Secretary, G. Massie, 10, Hart Street, Edinburgh.

February 19 to March 12.—Scottish Salon, Dundee. Latest date

for entries, January 31. Particulars from the Hon. Secre

tary, James Slater, Rosemount, Camphill Road, Broughty
Ferry.

March 16 to 19.—Hackney Photographic Society. Latest date for

entries, March 1. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary, Walter

Selfe, 24, Pembury Road, Clapton, London, E.5.

April 15 to 23.—Photographic ^ Fair. Horticultural Hall, West
minster. Sec, .'Arthur C. Brookes, Sicilian House, Southampton
Row, London, W.C.I.

April 21 to May 19.—Hammersmith, Hampshire House, Photo
graphic Society. Latest date for entries, March 17. Particulars

from the Hon. Secretary, C. E. Altrop, 14, Southwold
Mansions, Widley Road, Maida Vale, London, W.9..

Birmingham Photographic Society.—^We are glad to see that our

Birmingham friends are raising their banner again by holding their

annual exhibition at the galleries of the Royal Society of Artists.

New Street, Birmingham, from January 27 to 29 next. On this

occasion the exhibition will be limited to the work of members,
except in two classes, which are open to residents in Warwickshire,

Worcestershire, or Staffordshire. We daresay the Society is right

in the view that the day has not yet arrived for resuming the open

exhibitions which in former years were a notable feature of its

activities, and at which on several occasions new lights in the

pictorial world would first make their appearance. But the many
able members within its own ranks will no doubt be fully equal

to bringing" together a strong exhibition of both pictorial and
scientific work.
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Patent News.

'!>««•« mnti »frr-''

29 u. 31. laao :—

36.277 OptiMl pi ,

5o.4i^ Photeitnpkie u.ii.. .

. UA.. «Dd W. H. Bdridge.

.:r»phic fila camera*. K. Koah).

'600 and 36.(01. Optical prujcctujti

'4Taphir ipparaliu and

BUckman.

D>» Imprnk. •. r

' -T: *.

.1 . . Ui*. J il

i^if K«-« — Ko 36, •

I U. HtAimrj.

rimfLMTB SHMCirUATiONS ACCSfTKD.
II... from

. Lmrn*.

/...-. i ,.,. ,t .

rkt J'U' <> «'•/'('!« H (Aaf of apflttmtivm in lAta tammtrg; mr

a

'
> •> K'iaof>iT>» 1% l"rt«TR> !U (Aaguat 7,

< i' inv<mt rri r»Ul«« >' . ' apparalaa for

'^- n; y,.u,-. . haekcrand oi tmj daauwd ckatacUr.
rh> ">>j-< ' ' ratMM ia ie tawalfmli apfMratoa lor carry-

ui« oat th* kaovB lathod of pkotagtapky ia wkidi a c^*""
Mibjtct la fttat tahM • a MMtliM plala with a dark hack-

gniad aad Um aaaal lighting »«fc«HM . aad thataalter a brifkl

b^kfrmad U *akalll«Ud. wmA Ik* «• MnWTa piau ki tka

oaatara vipoaad tk«r««o Iktovcb a poaMva plato m caalact wttk
iKr .«riMU«» plai*.

vparvat plaltiio* i* providad apoa vkirk tW aittor

- ,^.^A. mj a platforai »( itlaaa. p«ovtd«d »iUi a dark baek-

g twad furand . tat iiMtam*. k^ mm or issra »inKa aHdiat

liawiMinlj on rail* aad oparaUd tqr rattabU u.,r. ...ri r....|»

fftaa a patoi adjantit Ut Ik* eaawra. Baktad i ^

(Toaad ia laoalad a tmrr» -' '' ' > --- ^ riMvt v^; ...... ,»..^,

behind wkicb ara Bovntad up* >dap<ad la akiaa

tbroock tk* '•— -^-~ . ... *ito capakk e( batef

bfoockt kalr> • aad card* apitaliit fre«
-'-- ''-- -' ' ••» tiaa aa tk« r«aM*al of

«r«a4 glaaa pUt« plarad jati

cfrriin'i irw* am^r eii4v "r msji nui ka aaad IOC pnaittf pvrpoafa.

bat aa iiintial ^aol of tka intaatio* b Ikat Ika traaayarmt
pUiform ab<Mild aikrw af tka Hgk* fraai tte krigkt backpaoad
paaaina ait anMikd' ih# p«Md Ifwa ta Ika caaMVa Imw, aapartaUy

^ Ma of tha >car*-

' t aa abrapl dirlaine «k«ra Iba oattiaa of Ika Bfara
. VI •iinin ttw backfmind hi tka Inal piHaia a aaval

.iMt«ia« dairica aiajr ka aiphijiad wkidi eaaaiila of aa ordiaary
.' : hat caMkiaMi wltk a

^ aaMTva a kaay aOact

p\»i-4 m tba {aUi of Ik* li|(kt->«jia tfM

It »iU b* aatiead Ikat tka tfmtm ii oa Ika oypaaiu aida of

ih« raaMta haa la tka poaiUva a( Ik* baakctoaad. and it ia

dariac Ika aapiwia «f tka laMar Ikal Ika wMi Iraacpaml
vtgaatto plat* aeU. aad prafatakly it cala o> «r oely parliy

iipnaai tk* ll—iiaiial baM wbiek a—Id oikatwiaa paaa lifkl

fmn Ik* bilkawid bw»alb tka paaad igaMi
SdvaahifMaaly tka cawira aMy ka awaaUd ~ -^nrabl*

• "i^n laaai ia wkirk Iha pkolagraykar wot-- rr<»m

' laova alaac raila by faitabla Ivrar athainn' -n

rnom Ka can aot nnly ckaaga Ik* backgraaad ••

' " 'rnat lifhU^ SMaibar aod aaitek oa

In opOTithan. ih* pbotogiaykar. kariaK poaad tka dttar «a Ika

Iraaaparra* ptatfonn trtik Ika ilatk badiftoaad baklnd. takaa

a pbnIoKTapk nn kia iMMitiTa pla la ia Ik* ardiaary way, Ik*

tm mmine "f tka ouaata to fat Ik* aaeaaaary daamaaa and aiaa

of picture being obtained by the photographer moving iha

camera room bodily on rails on the floor. Thi< dune, he then

palU souther lever which removea the dark background, switch<-

off tha front lights and at the aame time lights up the briglr

background behind it iustantaoeoiuly by mechanism for the pur

poae, and quickly inserts his background poaitive plate in from

of his negative plate or film, and the bright background caosf-

s print of the positive to he tmn^fer^ed to the negative exoe}>

oa the portion thet. mage of the sitter.

Tba vignetting .i. outside the camera room

baiag covered by ^ Ua<.-k y;ruuiid during the first exposure.

which enmnd is pulled away, leavini; the semi-lrunsparent glass

m. 1.

rt(B*ltti\2 plate lighting up the barkgroand positive, but delinea'

ii^ Ik* siltwasllti of tk* part of the sitter whi<'h it covers.

By Iki* iaeeatioa a moat natural effect is pnnluced. »li;c1i

raa ba carried ao far by means of the vii;iit'lling arrsn^'<

aa to «ovar any portioa of the figure of the sitter by the l ,

(Toaad tkat (May b* deaired. ami a very pteesinff reault .

tkaa oblaiaad.

In the drawings. 1 is the earners supported on the usual

Hs-' ' - '— ''- -"-" ..-.». 2. 3 is • platform con-

air .
-it it thsll ba trsns|>areiit

6 Miar»i»-» •
•i-o(| in the form of a

Afar* ia a < 4. 6 ia a ahoot of

glaM iaaMdlair > ix-n < I' may be usefn' <•

tk* latter in *' <> iI'.ik of the
|

7 ia a rail etipuuin^ iiiiii|>i«trl) atiosa the pUli..ih.

bat bigb abova and carrying, by means of thv piilUys 10, 11, a

pair of aeMsas 8, 9 fnmad by frame* covered with black velvet.

tk* frames being attached by rords 14, 15 to l>;klsnre weights

12, 13 toapcctively, and baing further provided with interlocking

lalrhai 16, so tkat they may be draw -
' and connected

at Ikair aMetiog adgea. Tmmedisi'lv ms Mark acrean

8, fl, ia proridad a r • stretched

whita linen or other fn e 17 when

tk* rear light* aea ii' eiiuntly u|><iii a s*^>nd

eafliag rail 20. a pair oi 22. also formed of hi nek

valrat stretched nn a fraiue. may likewiaa ba connected to

cooniar-wasghU 23, 24. Theae side winga nay conveoiantly
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be kept in place by means of catches 26, 27 carried on the side

of the platform and operated against a spring by means of a

cord 28 and suitable guide pulleys such as 29, 29, the cord

being carried into the interior of the camera room 2 so that by

withdrawing the catches 26, 27 the side wings are withdrawn.

Conveniently also the cord 30 connects with the cord 28, and

J6

Fig. 3.

by operating the pivoted lever 31 pushes one side of the back
screen 8 away from engagement with the portion 9, whereupon
the weights 12, 13 cause the withdrawal of these screens forming
the black background. At the same time a continuation of one

of the cords 28 or 30 operates a switch which puts on the lights

18 and puts out any lights there may be forward of the sitter 5.

Simultaneously the operator within the camera room 2 places

a transparency or positive plate of a suitable scene in front of

the dry plate, whereupon the light, showing through the screen

17, photographically affects the sensitive plate through the

transparency and exposes the image therefrom on the negative

except where the light from the luminous surface 17 is stopped

out by the figure of the sitter 6,' which therefore remains as
in the original exposure ; no other exposure of this figure 5 occurs

because the forward lights which made the original exposure
are put out and no reflection of light therefore occurs from the
sitter.

Referring to figs. 1 and 2, 34 is a bracket projecting from the

dark room 2 upon which are rods 35 carrying the frame 36, of

^, )^ r,.„^,. ,„^„.*^A^.„-^..^„

which one comer is formed as a hollow upright and receives

the leg 37 of an angular support having the transverse leg 38
upon which slides the frame 39 provided at its upper end with
the semi-transparent screen 40 preferably of ground glass having
the vignetting recesses 41 removed therefrom. The frame 36
may be slid along the rods 35 to suit the longitudinal position

required for the vignette frame 40, and the height thereof may
be adjusted by means of a rack and pinion 42 operable by any
convenient means from within the camera room.

It should also be noted that the camera room 2 can move to
lid from the platform 3 by Teason of it being carried on wheels

: 9 working on the rails 25.

The vignetting glass 40 is provided with an opaque cover 43,

which is used to cover up the surface 40 when the first exposnie

is made, and the purpose of the vignetting device is that,

when making the second exposure in order to obtain the back-

ground on the dry plate, it may be made through the ground

glass 40 surrounding the vignette recess 41, which will permit

a reduced amount of light to pass through and thus enable any

boundary line between the actual image of the sitter and the

image of the background to be softened so as to proceed from

one image to the other without a hard and fast division. For
example, supposing the figure of the sitter is given a back-

groiind showing a portion of sea, it may readily be arranged so

that portions of the figure are hidden by the sea, with tl»«

result that the effect is exceedingly natural and hardly observ-

able as not being taken in the actual sea. Stuart Elwin Neame,

4, Onslow Place, South Kensington, London.

Optical Projection.—No. 147,340 (July 14, 1919). The invention

relates to the projection of pictures in rooms lighted by daylight

or by artificial light, and consists in placing the projecting

apparatus in a room above or below that in which the screen is

viewed, the images being thrown on a translucent screen by

means of an inclined mirror arranged behind and adjacent to

the screen path for the light is greatly extended. This

arrangement is possible if there is a suitable cellar e below the

tlfcatre. The projecting apparatus c can be placed in the cellar,

and it i.s only necessary that there should be a second mirror /

^^^^^^AAAf-\'^'*^'^r\A^i

which deflects the rays of light from the horizontal into the

vertical direction. Petra Aktiengesellschaft fiirElektroMechanik,

Niederwallstrasse, 18-20, Berlin, C. 19, Germany.

The fc'.lowing complete specifications are open to public inspec-

tion before acceptance :

—

Printin>i Boxeh.—No. 155,790. Boxes for photographic printing.

E. Golesceano.

CiNKMATOGBAPHY.—No. 155,793. Cinematograph apparatus. Pekra

- Akt.-Ges.

CiNEMATooBAPHS.—Xo. 155,764. Cinematographs. J. Szczpanik.

Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOR BEGISTRATION.
Sensima.—No. 408,884. Photographic chemicals, photographic platc«

and photographic films. L. Gevaert et Compagnie, 25, Septe

Straat, Vieux-Dieux, Belgium, manufacturers of photographic

materials. October 19, 1920.

Neoopock.—No. 408,817. A folding photographic camera. Tk«
Russian Company for Foreign Trade, Ltd., 57, Shoe Lane,

London, E.C.4, merchants. October 18, 1920.

.

/
"

OsSAL.—No. 374,868.—Irradiating or lighting-up screens for

Rontgen-ray work, being for "surgical or curative purposes.

Chemische Fabrik von Heyden Aktiengesellschaft, 57, Lcipziger-

strasse, Dresden, Saxony, manufacturers. September 26, 1916.
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New Books.

nro«c'« Aanual. 1921. Edited br William Gamble. F.R.P.S.,

Loadoa and Bradford : Percy Lund, Humphric* and Co.
10*. 6d. net.

ic« tills annual review of the photo-mechanical

< appearsnca with almoat ita former ponetoality.

'r>t aa the " Proc«a» Tear Book," nnder

(na made itaeU a repwrtory of technical

bv ;<rd<iin^ prucraa workers, and, moreover, baa dia

It la periupa a (till more oaefal function, namely, that

i iiamarooc ::tal plate*, the
'1 ia made -it in proceaaea

n mjii Uir.nie and colour*. lii both of tbaaa

.lit volunu Lkkra a fully deserved place among ita

It>e «l "W „{ the prearnt technical ttatua

' i>,n B>«<*>> {Kiuible <ieveln)iineiit it perhaps

Kut t<l ihe literary Mr. GanbU,
firocesa trade is of ' eaooot record

ID aujr of tbo •^ ".-eaaas, but be

^s sonw may think, .> ^ '- ov«r-aaognioe

I foreahadowa ^i**l Jcvelopmaola, Dot

methoda, but in the diaptacanant of

' ng by pho(«sraphie and photo
- tn ereral in»enti'm« which h*v,'

•V haiid of by

:ype operators

'.cued by the

I'lmatic tamers
V pbologrsphic

lery of aatting

d or by the eaauag methoda of the Linotype or the

It w.iiM iii.I^eJ hr \ w>i,rli.i.' ..f destiny if alm>Mt

•aiatMit^ w«f«
Iv enlrcnchr*!

f.w Mr <T..fI« T

New Materials.

Seasima Ultra>rapid Plates. Made by Gevaert. Ltd.. IIS.
Walmcr Road, North Kensington, London, W. 10.

HrrHiirro the firm of Gevaert has not issned a plate of " ultra-

rapid " sensitiveness. Since the addition several years ago of the
manufacture of plates to th^t of the many varieties of printing

paper*, for which they have secured the highest opinions, they
have been content to establish their good name in reference to

materials for negatives by means of a aeriea of plates of more
modera!* speed, ranging from 225 to 275 H. and I)., and including
an iiatic and a non-screen variety in the list. But, rightly

or ilie crj- is for extreme speed, and it was inevitable that
Meaaia. Uovaert, in taking their place with BritiA makers, should
issue a piste of extreme speed. That they have not done so until

now may fairly U> taken aa an indication that the step has not been
made until the res >urcrs of the Antwerp factory had been applied
to produce an emuUion deserving the reputation, aa regards speed
and other qualities, whioh their other manofaciurea have con-
sistently maintained.

The new plate, the " Senaima," ia now issued as of the exlrenif
speed indicated by the H. and D. rating of 500, that is to say,
alx.ut Iwice the senaitiveaeaa of their " Special Sensitive." The

•liar* of plates is unfortunately not always a clear guide to
.. i. •- ^>aad. A maker adopta an appropriate title for his most

rapid platr, and than, when be goea one better, ia sometimes hard
put to it to find a name for one still more rapid. Hut after all

there ia aa littW in the name of a plate aa in that of anything
'.»pher. Slid particularly the portrait photographer.
«a a reminder of the brand which ha has found
' '""•»• And oar own experience of the new

Ihst he wilt not be disappointed in

mm ' aa a synonym of etxreme speed. W.
irea at least as short as those permitted by any

>ven to it, and there will be no fault to find in ita

Dg at gradatioft in tha lea* illuminated parts of the subject.
raover, it daveIop> !

i i^ood vigour and, for a plate Of

•P**^' s*anda a »' .iiionnt of forcing in development
'<» even the minimum which it may
the plate repreaents the most modern

ker. Means. Oevaert can (confidently daai
v.aea and with their printing papera as the

: and to those who
no more convincing

'- uf Its nwriLt oiuld U> liiadv.

ef»e •!.

(i.VMTt pla'

iitnrr iii4> !<*•

•r

uf

i^i «:<>i

work. T

*y the iw.

il ezamp''

irK-nweur*

Tha cxampl-

oiirst

Jnahle

r'.i..!....

I of which

b(lU ol the printer* and

sn.I

£.lii.lc/)

MAiM,luatwi AMATKtjR PHOTOOaanuc Socimr.—A courageous step
K.. I....... i.t<,.n by the Manchester Amalaor Phoiographio Society

• annual >ub*crij>tion from 7*. 6d. to £1 la For
paat the fund* for the incrr^- ~u of running

^a»« been raised by various sp- ^ itiul appeals,
«... ,. „.. u««n rnianiamnaly decided by the Lnunru uf the Society
to pla«a f^ aabMdpiioa at a figure which will remove the neces-
'*'^*" "- —i- -:hr maana, and will, moreover, allow of a

'.; undertaken which has, in a meaanre, been
r>"ii !»<'> .-uM :ety by the impending termination of the lease

U prcmiaea. Hie opportunity now offem o( securing
'" of rooma in the same building, where more ample
n for ledorea will be available, as well as rooms

.lid also, it ia hoped, an electric

'ership continues at a sufficient

k'."|i tli« premise* open during the day as
It is evident from all this that llio Man-

important work which it can
• rs within the crowded Man-

' I1.1VC any doubt that those who aro
- many wlm »l pr^etit sre nutsidn its'

• U>

iiich

the patt ha* tendered most valuabk Mtvioes.

t

St..

.: and
• over.
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Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

NEW COMPANIES.

AL1XAND.R Wilson (Blvth), I.TP.-This private company was

re,I.U>r.d on January 3 with a capital of £2,000 m £1 shares.

( il.Hvla • To take ov«r the bujinees of an optician and dealer in

' apparatus and accessoriee, carried on by A. Wilson

„t Street, Blvth, as Alexander Wilson. The first djrec-

!oni ^iri>- ^- Wilton (pemanent), 11, Barnard Street, Blyth
;
C. S.

Hiles, 112, Gladstone Street. Blylh. Setretary : C. S. Hiles.

Registered office : 32, Regent Street, Blyth.

New Apparatus.

A Nc<alive Numbering Machine. Made by Houghtons, Ltd.,

88.89, High Hoiborn, London, W.C.I.

A DABK-BOOM accessory, primarily for the professional photographer.

baa been introduced by Messrs. Houghtons for the purpose of pro

viding a photographic means of impressing any desired series

number upon a plate before exposure. The machine is really a

photographic version of the familiar perpetual dating stamp. It

consists of a closed box with a light-tight cover, and containing

five narrow endless bands, each of which includes a strip of

celluloid negative bearing the numerals to 9.
_
Each band can be

separately adjusted in position by an outside winding handle over

an aperture below which is a small electric lamp, worked by a dry

battery. Thus any required number from 1 to 99,999

may be arranged ovej this aperture. The lid of the

box has in it a slot corresponding in size and position with the

row of figures brought immediately below it by suitable adjustment

of tbe numeral negative bands. It is also provided with a right-

angle stop or rebate into which the negative is simply put, film

down, of course, and exposure then made through the composite

numeral negative. The required number is thus obtained on tie

extreme margin of the negative on development. The apparatus is

an ingenious attempt to provide an indelible numbering of nega-

tives. It is supplied, complete as we have here described it, price

£2 15s.

The Ensign Dark Room Clock. Sold by Houghtons, Ltd.. 88-89,
High Hoiborn, London, W.C.I.

This new pattern of a dark-room clock is most conveniently de-

signed, and has all the movements necessary for dark-room work,

that is to Bay, for fixing, washing, and similar somewhat protracted

operations, as well as for exposure and development. The 4-inch

dial of the clock is boldly lettered, as shown in the drawing, in

&-cecond intervals, the large hand .taking one minute to traverse the

outer circle of numbers. At each passage of the finger over the

60-second mark a bell is rung, this movement providing a useful

warning of the end of periods of time between one and two minutes.

.\f the same time the smaller band, which moves over this onU-

scale, registers minutes, whilst the small dial in the lower part of

the face registers hours, and is divided for reading with sufficieut

accuracy to one-eighth, or at any rate one-quarter of an hour. Tbe

upper small dial permits of the clock being set to ring the bell

at the termination of any required period. It will thus be seen

that these features comprise all those which are of ' practical

service in the dark-room ; and it should be added that there is

also fitted a start and stop lever, and also a movement for putting

the gong out of action. A clock of this universal type undoubtedly

serves a very great many useful purposes and adds a desirable

element of certainty to almost every photographic process. The

price of the clock is 27s. 6d.

Photogeaphic Photometry and the Purkinje Effect.—A paper

on this subject by F. E. Ross, of the Eastman Research Laboratory,

appears in the " Astrophysical Journal," of September, 1920.

According to an official abstract, the increase in diameter of a

star's image is proportional to the logarithmic increase of exposure

time, and it is proposed that when this is measured with an

artificial star the coefficient- of increase shall be called the astro-

rjamma because of its analogy with the factor which is termed

f/amitm in photographic work. Both gamma and astrogramma are

dependent upon the wave-lengthj and photometric -measurement of

stars made photographically must take into consideration this

variation of gamma and astrogamraa with wave-length. These

effects are considered in the paper. Some results obtained with

long exposure where the light source is very weak are- also given.

The theroetical considerations involved are dealt with here.

Light-Intensity and Exposure Time.—A paper on this subject

by F. E. Ross, of the Eastman Research Laboratory, appears in the

" Journal of the Optical Society of America," of September, 1920.

According to an official abstract the equations connecting photo-

graphic density with exposure which have been proposed by Abney,

Hurter and Driffield, Elder and Channon are critically discussed. In

particular certain theoretical objections to the Hurter and Driffield

formula are advanced. The author proposes a new formula, the

underlying idea being the separation of the grains of an emulsion

into different classes, according to their sensitiveness. The thick-

ness of the emulsion is taken into consideration, and is measured

not in microns but by number of layei's of grains. The mass-action

equation is assumed to hold for each group. All formulae are

compared with two types of measured characteristic curves, in one

of which the " toe " is prominent, in the other, it is almost absent.

It is difficult to include the chaiacteristics of " toe " and
" shoulder " in any simple algebraic fonnulie. These peculiarities

point to the existence of secondary phenomena.
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Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
SUXDAY, Jakuabt 16.

~ ath Loadon PbologrBphie Society. Visit to Bankiide

^' jAJiC\RT 17
-rAdford Photognfii York«hire Photognphic t'Dion

V':ht. PrinU »ii.^ .-..,..,

I, Forat HUl and Sydaabun Phot. Soc " Ireland." C. U.
kkden.

Old C.C. Diactuaion oo PrintinK ProceaaM.
;»'^ t'hnu^nphic S'lciMr. " Bromoil."

:c Sociaty. " Yorkahire Village! ^HcvuedJ.

' >ii.;uiii»<jn ^iiii initnct Phot. Soc " Ratoaciiiog tlia Negativa "

8. U. Ooddard.
A lUaadao Photosrsphic Society. " Plata piTtoat and Mountint;."

W. Fraaer BUck.
Trr»D*T, Jakoaxt 18.

-y. " Falcooiy." CapUtia C. W. K.

'
Mr. Ibb««l.

Glaagow C.C.
... :

,

.. . .Vrioirt

A tth Aileob* tbnrogb Vhlrtt-u •

.\lex. KwiK".'.-
• Evening. " Some

-Haw.
1 Kodak. Ltd.
' .,,,,.,..., It* Pn^«it-

J. W. Pickaring.
1 I>i>tnct Phot. Soc " Oil and Biwuoil.- G E

W«l NUDAl
Camera Club. <i Halted

"With .\n«nby tlin>ii«h Pakailoa
A

.d»«.

I

!.

r

i'ru>.r<*.i ' K ,M*fn*i;».

Tni-«tT>»t. -TAwamt 30.
" Bramida Printing by C.<>n-

y PIT. LanUro Slide*.

re in Peace and War." Sir Frank

Knlarpng." J. R. lUlI
. Oub. " FfaMhliglM Pbctograpbj.

"

Hmue) Pfirrffifrsphic SodMy. " Canter-
W Finch \

Cokiar Kveoine
Ttn M.'i'if'-x IT,.' .-VB-. I)eB»oti«:r.)'i. '1 \\."-' Mil^-n*)*.

FBn>4T. jAKflKT 21
" ? l^amem r- -

Photoicrar

I

'.die*'
8 W. '.'

ROYAL PHOTOOR.^PHIC SOCIETY.
'd Taaaday. lanuaiT 11, tlie praeidMit, Dr. G. U.
the obair

Th» prisaident annnonrf^l thai lh« Council had awarded the

'-eaaxchoi ;

'o ihat :

on Uia j*H nf tt..

r if.'.»m ...t..,..
y^^ , ^^^ Ti"nr

by tiiatr

rvri')cr**M V^i«ltiv«

to light. He instanced Ihe applications of a change in physical

properties of bichromated colloid to the miuiafactore of mosaic

colour filters for Bcreen-plote colour photography, and gav« a general

and aomeu'bat rapid description of the detail? of a proceaa which

he had worked cut, and which depended upon variations in permea-

bility of a colloid coating. Mr. Rbeinberg gave examples of the iise

of the much-neglected method of rendering a colloid insoluble or

iniperroeable by means of fairic salts, and then, by exposure to light.

producing a greater or kis decree of solubility or permeability.

The lecturer also referred to experiments which he had carried

oat for finding n solvent of pyroxyline which was free from tlie

objeclioa of the varvini; ntea of volatilisation possessed by alcohol

and ether as ordinarily employed in admixture for this purpose.

He had found that methyl alcohol could be used aa a aingle solvent,

bat had the drawback of yielding an opalesoeot collodion film. This

latt«t defect, however, ronld be avoided by employing ethyl alcohol

in Bioderat« prcportion with the methyl alcohol. Mr RheinberK

»uggeated applications of luch solvents, for example, in aimpiifvinfc

the technique of the wet-collodion process.

On the proposition of the chairman a very cordial vote of thank*

waa accorded to him.

In the abaence of Mr. F. C. Toy, who waa to have read a paper
bat was prevented bv illnea* from being present, Mr. B. V. Storr,

'lie aa&stanre of Mr. H. Flower, gars a demonstration of

. niMii in bright light b,v means of the pheno-safraniiie

d<Meiuiti«inf( prucoss described by Mr. Raymond E. Crowther in

Last week'a iasnc of tb^ " B .T." \fr Storr briefly reviewed the

experinMTita of Dr. I 'raced the use of dye*

of the •nf-Anin*t oIsm fhut the "xidatiou pro-

duct* <
• -a, pinte.

Thn »•
'

1 I unsitiaiii);

the dye could bo oaed aa a prv-

I for » minute or so, after which
t< '• in a bright light, such ss that of a
\- fow Uft iway, iir the ordinary alectrir

lilumiii . haract^-r of the nrii;inal

cmulAc (try bath method waa A
bsMo' ona '

' n of dyr (o the developer, since at

certain i"i\ 'il.-fil t..' iroilr it^iiion of the dye by
•he »j; : 10,000 was strong

en'.u.-!
,

"0 was recommended
f' ' M. His provisional measurements of the
f- ••* 1'* I'l" "•« of the bath were that an
<" ' '• original sensitiveness, whilst

• 1
- . :.veneas only to about half thu

•I'.-r/x! Mr .Mr Klowet nicocasfully devalopsd a number
'if pUt«". U..' ;. and paif'- ••'•- '" '="ht. and it wan
annoonosd that a saitabi* dys fc 'y to l>e placed

upon the market by Mtmrt. Li.-iu, ;,..i. .-,.t„o samplea were
distributed to maaubsrs.

Veto* of thanks to Ih* dsmonatnt^rs brought a very interesting

fittur* to ao end.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
ALTuovau a new aoqaainl«oc« to the majority, an old friend to

many turaod up last week in the virile person of Mr. H. W.
Bennett, F.R.P.8., who baa bean somewhat mit uf the limelight in

l<mil^yMr8. Perhaps he is bast known as the redoubtable champion
of control in development ; in these times rnther thn rile of a

J,,,.,..
It.......: foclea, for the bridge has to be defended against

<i< rda* of time-servers. However, the bnttle cannot

be •uiiu f <
II.. .^gp Qf |,^t i,y ,>ither side, though the contest

is shorn of fire and fury. Excellent negatives are pro-

duced by that hopelessly unscientific pyro-

ammonia d>< many of the best workers in the

If when plates responded mora kindly

"d by tome, versatile alkali,

lienneii is aiso Known at • skilful architectural photographer,

also posaetsed of a pretty habit of evolving formulae I'f

iiiuuy Apropos of formnlfe- '' rcr generation of photo-

grapheri may fail to realise the ndant on photo-presorip-

n the past, and hnw caret uiiy ciinice specimens were safe-

I, even to the extent of placing misleading labels on bottles

' rii.iining the solutiona One pictorslist and highly-respected
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journalist (no connection with the " B. J."), if memory serves

aright, used to compound his pet developer for bromide prints from

three bottles, respectively labelled A, B, and hypo. Privileged

persons who were admitted to his dark-room during operations, and

subsequently did some Sherlock Holmes' business on the clues

fTorded, spoilt a considerable quantity of paper.

The Toniiig of Bromide Prints " furnished Mr. Boimett's theme

oi this occasion, and capitally he dealt with an ever-interesting

subject. A large number of very excellent prints, toned various

shades, from* an " engraving " black to a warm sepia, illustrated

the lecture. Emphatically he denounced the doctrine of fitting the

printing process to the negative, which was on a par with the

dictum of " Smith (Minor) " that " the horse is a noble animal,

bat if unkindly treated he ceases to do so."

The so-called " platino-matt " bromide papers were regarded by

him as a very poor imitation of platinotype, and he invariably

employed an " ordinary " (semi-matt) brand, Wellington's " cream

crayon," in fact. Since the war he had found it gave warmer

s«pi'as, and this bad necessitated a slight variation in his formula

for securing varied tones. To obtain the finest quality it was essen-

tial that the prints be dried first.

Personally, he was a keen opponent of mechanical procedures in

photography, the development of bromide prints excepted. Here

correct exposure and full development for a fixed time was com-

pulsory for best results. Also, fresh developer for each print should

be employed. This might sound expensive, but was not so, as with

a little practice 2 oz. of developer was sufficient for a 12 x 10 print,

and even j oz. for a quarter-plate. Most of his prints had been

developed with Johnson's amidol (equal to the German product in

every respect), and he invariably used an acid fixing bath—one

ounce of potass metabisulphite to the pound of hypo.

His bleaching bath is composed of the two following stock

•lutions :

—

A.—Potass feri'icyanido

Potass bromide

Water to make

B.—Mercuric chloride

Potass bromide .. ..
'

Water to make

SuLPHmiNO Solution.

Pure sodium sulphide

Boiling water to make ..

To prepare the snlphiding solution : Take a mineral-water bottle

with rubber-sealed stopper ; mark to indicate 9-oz. level ; warm
bottle gradually; insert sulphide and pour on boiling water. Insert

"stopper and shake till sulphide dissolved, removing stopper now
.->nd then to allow steam to escape. When solution has cooled, filter

lid restore to bottle.

For a warm sepia or brown tone, take 40 to 60 minims of A to

every ounce of water. Colder tones are given by varying the pro-

portions of B to A, as follows :

—

A. B. Tone.

40 Minims. 20 Minims. Cool sepia.

30 ,, 30 ,, Colder sepia.

30 ,, 50 ,, Brown-black.

30 ,, 90 ,, Engraving black.

As the tone gets colder less exposure is required. Assuming 10

seconds to be right, employing A solution only, then exposures in

the above table will be 9, 8, 7, and 6 seconds respectively.

As pointed out by the late "Mr. Haddon, he said, whenever a

mercuric salt is brought into contact with gelatine, a weak mineral

acid bath should follow. Therefore, rinse the prints and pass them
through three one per cent, baths of hydrochloric acid (1 dram to

12 ozs. approx.) and wash for ten minutes before sulphiding.

The lecture was followed by a lively discussion, mainly on Mr.
Bennett's apparent belief in the almost absolute permanency of

properly treated bromide prints, especially sulphided ones. Short
of destroying the support, he doubted if the latter could be reduced.
Obviously, he has never tried acid-permanganate, to mention one
reducer, which will clean up the image to the vanishing point. This,

by the way, has no direct bearing on permanency, acid-permanganate
not being a constituent of the air in terrestial climes. A most

1 oz.

4 o^.

9 ozs.

60 Srs.

60 grs.

b ozs.

1 oz.

9 ozs.

hearty vote of thanks was accorded for a really first-class technical

evening of the " blooming practical " order, and many expressed a

wish to see the lecturer again in the near future. He certainly can

make an evening go with a swing.

News and Notes.

H.\Mi'siiiufc House Photographic Society.—There will be two

open classes, -one for prints and the other for lantern slides and

transparencies, at the exhibition of the Hammersmith Society, to

be held at Hampshire House, Hog Lane, London, W.6, from April 21

to May 19. Mr. F. J. Mortimer will act as judge. Prospectus and

entry form from the hon. sec, Mr. C. E. Altrop, 14, Southwold

Mansions, Widley Road, Maida Vale, London, W.9.

Hackney Photogeaphic Society.—The annual exhibition will be

held in the Town Hall, Hackney, from March 16 to 19. In

.addition to a number of members' classes, there is an open class

for prints of any subject in which silver and bronze medals will

be placed at the disposal of the judge, Mr. G. C. Weston. The
last day for the receipt of entries is Saturday, March 12. Pro-

spectus and entry form may be obtained on application to the

hon. sec, Mr. Walter Selfe, 24, Pembury Road, Clapton, London,

E.5.

CoHRECTTON.—Mr. F. J. Mortimer points out to us that the

reference last week to Mr. Blacklock as secretary of the London

Salon of Photography needs to be corrected. Mr. Mortimer has

been honorary secretary of the London Salon for a number of

years past ; Mr. Blacklock was employed in a secretarial capacity in

the years mentioned in our notice^ of last week.

Edinburgh Photographic Society.—Th« forthcoming exhibition

will be divided into three sections :—I., Landscapes, seascapes and

kindred subjects; II., portraiture and figure studies; and III.,

lantern slides. In the two former classes the judges will be Messrs.

Henry W. Kerf, R.S.A., R. Burns, and J. Campbell Harper. The
exhibition will be held from February 19 to March 5 in the Society's

Hall, 38, Castle Street, Edinburgh, from which address the pro-

spectus and enti'y form may be obtained. The latest day for

delivery of pictures is February 10.

One-Minute Photography.—A booklet reaches us from the

Magna Plate Company, 2 and 47, East Borough, Scarborough, con-

taining particulars of the cameras for outdoor one-minute direct

portraits on cards and buttons. The Magna Company supplies

several sizes of camera for this business, and also the requisite

sensitive cards and buttons. Moreover, it is ready to supply formula

for the making of the emulsion, either gelatine or collodion. The
booklet is more than a catalogue, for it contains formulae for the

combined developing and fixing solutions required in this branch

of work, and also notes on the making of these portraits by flash-

light. It is within our own experience that the information contained

in it is of a kind which is very widely sought, and we have no doubt

that there will Ije many applications for the booklet, which is

issued price 6d.

Submarine Photography raoM Aeroplanes.—Writing in the

" Geographical Review " on the subject of aerial photography as an

aid to geography, Mr. Willis T. Lee, of the U.S. Geological Survey,

deals at length with the application of this process to photographing

and mapping submarine features. The visibility of objects at

great depths in clear water from a point far above the surface

has been a well-known phenomenon since the wartime period of

"sub " chasing by aeroplane. It is said that objects 46 feet

under water have been successfully photographed, and that with

the proper plates and light-filters the presence of submerged objects

invisible to the eye is revealed by the camera. It has been found

possible to use this method of observation to some extent in

detecting and mapping sand bars, shoals, drowned terraces and

channels. Mr. Lee presents several photographs illustrating the

results of the method. Not all photographs of coast lines reveal

these subaqueous features. Certain conditions of the atmosphere

and the water seem to be necessary for photographing them. " In

studying the underwater features as shown in photographs," says
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tt>» writer, " rsation mad careful checking in ev«iy poMible way
arr aecvmty Phangm in bae in the photograph might b« due
tv wdiinrnt m Rwpeoaion rather than lo difkrenres in depth of

at«r."

Correspondence.
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THE POglTIOX OF PHOTOGB.\FHIC SOCIETIES.
To tjM Editora.
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I 100

•'«ted
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and

members must also be provided for, but really they want very little

holdiiig together as compared with present-day beginners.

W« muat apologise foe the length of this lett«r, but, aa coming

from a society unhampered by prewar traditions, we thought it

might be of value.—Yours faithfully,

The Cattoed Cameba Clfb,

F. CoLEicAN, Hon. Sec.

St. Lawrence Parish Hall, Holbe«ch Road, Catford.

CHARGES FOR COPYRIGHT REPRODUCTION.
To the Editors.

'-• •'•"••",— In your issue of December 24 it is erroneously

on November 23 the Committees appointed by this

Ar<--L >.><!. ..I and the Professional Photographers' Association agreed

upon a new scale of cbargea, which you reproduce. The arrange-

ment was that the scale should be submitted by the Committees

to tlieir respective Councils for consideration. My Council decided

to decline the proposed terms, so that no Sjireement has been

concluded. Will yon please insert this correction and oblige.

—

Yours faithfully, E. O. Norton, Secretary,

Weekly Newspaper & Periodical Proprietors'
.* Association, Limited.

Bnuverie Street, Fleet Street. London, E.C.4.

Janusry 5, 1020.

TWO OR THREE DIMENSIONS ; IDEALS IN
POHTRAITIRK
To the Ed^l.r^.

I .• iiirn . II,— Having been very busy, I have only just come
.iirr in the " B.J." for December 24 by Mr. V. C.

not time for correapoiidenre of this sort, bat

. .^.. . the inconsistency of .Mr. Tilney's remsrks. He
does II to have liHiked at my paper as a whole, and

has m .
i.-~-i in quoting Mr. Konnody's criticism. He

•l*n seems Ins ideas when he asks, " How is it possible

to look at a ^ ."|>h and forget that •' '•' i'>< '"

My point u that many painters snd lieA try, and— I. II, ... ., ... . ^. .1,,, jj,| surfwi.- .iJiJ ..iiitate a render-

M the aculptor Mr. Tilney s»ys

.1 • ,.i\ irtoiu initi I Miii|> iV. momentarily mistook 'The

.\dmirsl " of V«las<|U(X for the man himself. Does Mr. Tilney

wish to draft Vrlaoiiurs's art to the levrl of phnlni^raphy as

t>rwti«al by himsell' U Mr. Tilne>- hsd rrflcct^^d, I think he
•'<ord to bolster up his argument.

M a " similstion of realitv " thnt

wonld not ha^e quvl

It was a far hitt^er

Inl Philip IV. into I

Mr Tilnrv roentii': I wonder if he.iid( and Turner.

-«?

ih (he value placed on the work
n"oo. but why int4«-

of ta much that I

it I <lid say'

miliar form of

•ocius to \ie »lij.'«U L>;. i|uiU' a number of

Ynur« faithfully, Er^wnHu Dim'mmond YorNo.

Genlleneri'.

•leatiog wit)

chloride, W '

purpoae of

Iiwiri.Iiri'iin,

-I ob*.rw I

Iba

Of

QUINONK BLF^CHER.S
T

> in your current number
im^-:- into bromi<le or

' nt.'it<' tli:it the use fur this

tie in conjunction with hydrochloric or

not (irvvioiisly been pointed out.

! .' ill your issue of November 5. 191S, you
:. from me in which I dealt with this

. and directed attention to certain

You summarised this on page 385

17.—Yonrii truly, Joms Ooui.DtNa.
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Answers to Correspondents.

In acjMrdcmet with our prettnt praetict a rttativety imall space is

aUotted in each istne tn replies to corrtspondtnts.

B'c viil antwer by pott if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; S-eent International Coupon, fromi readers

abroad.

Queries to be antwered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach us

not later than Tueiday {posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

A.—There is not very much to choose between the 3J by 2J and

:he 41 by 3^, but we think the better choice for anyone who is a
arefnl worker in the way of focussing and development is the 3^

'•<y
2J. The lesser size of plate makes a vei-y considerable differ-

ence In the bulk and weight of the camera, and if enlargements

are made the results are practically as good.

T. and Co.—The " Journal of the Optical Society of America " is

of comparatively recent eetablishment, and we have not the name
if its publishers, or even the address of the headquarters of the

society. But we have no doubt that the periodical can be supplied

by Messrs. Williams and Norgate, 14, Henrietta Street, Coveot
Garden, London, W.C.2, who are agents for many scientific

periodicals published in the United States.

H. S.—E.xposures of one-tenth of a second, such as are given in

ordinary cinematograph working, are easily within the capacity

of negative cinematograph film exposed in thoroughly good light

at //22, and, therefore, the good definition you have seen may
\>6 due to etopging down for the sake of depth, although we think
the fineness of definition given by the lens at a larger aperture

enters considerably into the question, as does also the develop-

ment of the film.

\V. A.—(1) Yes, certainly, by burning a length of ribbon on each
side of the lens. It doesn't matter whether the pieces are burnt
at the same time, or one after the other. (2) A glossy surface

l>aper should be used, or at any rate one of the semi-matt variety.

(3) Yes, use semi-matt, many makes of which will allow of all

necessary working-up. (4) We don't think our estimate of value
is worth anything, but, say, £2 to £2 10s. We should think the
set is worth little more than the selling price of the lens.

M. E.—We don't think there is any hard and fast rtUe. Wa
understand that the bride is supposed to come out of the church
holding the left arm of the bridegroom, and, therefore, it might
very well be argued that she should appear in this position in

photographs taken after the ceremony. Still less is there any
rule for the arrangement of the relatives of the bride and bride-

groom. We certainly do not think that it is customary to divide
them into two lots on the ground of the respective relationship.

W. W.—Probably the lens is one of the ordinary types of rapid
rectilinear as fitted to the cheaper descriptions of camera. There
is probably nothing special about it as regards its optical per-
formance. No doubt it can be used at the larger unmarked
aperture, if there is no objection to the sacrifice ot a certain
amount of definition in the margins of the plate. The best
method of cleaning the lens is to wipe it gently with very old
cotton fabric, such as an old handkerchief, if necessary moisten-
ing with a little spirits of wine.

M. W.—So far as our knowledge goes the only country on your
list iu which there are notable women photographers is America,
where a few women, such as Mrs. Gertrude Kasebier, Miss
Mathilde Weil, Miss Helen M. Murdoch, and others, have from
time to time shown work at the exhibitions of the Salon or the
Royal Photographic Society. So far as we know there are no
specimens of their work available in this country, and the only

_ means, and that not a very reliable one, of ascertaining their

addresses, is by looking up the catalogues of the Salon or the
Royal.

S. A.—You can get a faster sensitising preparation, namely, that
formerly in use for the so-called ' Solar " enlargements, but the
coating is by no means as rapid aa bromide paper, and requires

fairly long exposure by artificial light, whilst the results are far

inferior in gradation to the print-out method. We think your best

plan for artificial light printing would be to use a transfer

method, preferably the Kerotype, materials of which are obtain-

able from Marion and Co. The results in the way of transfer

of the image to silk, satin, etc., by this process are exceedingly

pleasing.

.\. W.—Under the 1911 Copyright Act it is not necessary to do
anything in order to obtain copyright. Copyright is held to be

automatically created by the production of the work, that is to

say, presuming that the work has literary or artistic merit.

The question, however, of the ownership of the copyright at its

first creation is another matter. In this respect the 1911 Act is

practically on all fours with the preceding Act as regards photo-

graphs or diawings, that is to say, if you do the work " on your

own " the copyright is your property, whereas if you do it to

the order of some other person and are paid or ought to be paid

by him, then the copyright is the property of that other person.

N. E.—The customer has a right to have even the first proofs

copied if he so wishes since the copyright in the work which he
has ordered is his property. But if he does that he thereby, in

the clearest manner, renders himself liable to you for payment
for the work of taking the negatives, these latter remaining in

your custody. In view of the rather sharp method which h#
has adopted, we do not think that one guinea per negative is

an out-of-the-way charge, and we certainly think that if you
sue him in the County Court for this amount you will readily

recover it. You have the very powerful argument that he thought

it worth while to have your photographs copied, but not worth

while to pay for them.

W. A. W.— (1) Cameras for such small size of plate are difficult

to find among the cheaper models. There were one or two im-

ported from Germany before the war, but we cannot find any-

thing answering to your description on the market at the pres.^nt

time. Moreover, we think makers are quite right in holding

aloqf from such small, and at the same time, cheap types cf

camera, for, it you will take our advice, you will choose either

a box form of camera, or else one of the more expensive models,

say second-hand. Unless the back and front of a folding camera
of this small size are absolutely rigid and keep in correct align-

ment the results will be most disappointing, and that is why the

available models are either of the solid metal box form, such as

the " Verascope " or " Blocknote," or, if folding, somewhat
expensive. (2) We confess we have never seen anything of the

kind you describe, but we should think the effect must be pro-

duced by outlining the parts of the subject with a varnish, which

dries with a gloss, such as ordinary " church " varnish. If you

could obtain a specimen of the result and send it to the Vanguard

Manufacturing Company, Maidenhead, no doubt they could

supply a varnish suitable for the purpose.
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EX CATHEDRA.
Photocraphy It must be somewhat surprising to a
In the 'Sixties, newcomer in photography, who happens

t< 'T the pages of one of the manuals of about the

Hi r -•'"xl of ^^ l^st centurj', to observe how familiar

are many of the drawings of apparatus e^en to his

modem eye. The "' Practical Photography," issued in

1863 by the Fleet Street firm of Bland A Co., a copy of

which has come into our hands by the courtesy of Messrs.

Hohnes Brothers (London), Ltd., affords an instance of

how very little progreos there has been in the design of

tioTOPi nt thn staple appliances used by the photographer.

Y " ' '

"
, '

'

i linly a great

II, ,

.; ail fiom tlie

moat apprusol lighi^iutxiel cameras of the present day;

the atuoio camera stand is even more akin to tne

apparaini to be found under every skylight, and repeating

baoks. vii^iintfiiiL' t^lasses and view fimiers might almost

reprc-.^ nt stock of"i» photographic dealer. But
one hii^ ... w v^ uhe i--'^ vi-lil.-h is a manual of practice,

in order to realise the <l of those who used either

'ha wet-collodion or dr\-. wi../i.i>u' process, particularly in

o TVopic*, when the operations of development, etc.,

tutd to be dooe in an un ventilated tent of a few cubic

f«H^ capacity at a temperature of over 100 Jogrees. Even
"«e pract ucrs the old manuals have their

of presci:. .lue, for examplw, that of Dr. Hill

Nocria. for the p,»t.kmg of his •! in gutta-percha

or other waterproof wrapping hi ^ure in a boxful

of bnin.

The Value of
Photosraphs.

it liH--,

eritnh-

Uiir cont-"""-

winds up '

^ " Sfiidio Light."

I
) tors which
i)Hrtl photo-

••nce to < and owner-

•. Liy ft few not-e.s m — nt issue

can be ptit upon ph - which

i, I 'ii:irr.'.i. A I

'

-ionally

tij. ,

.ia'.. n ...-.i 'I some
pi . i.v ,, . ..-;..;...!. ' in

or trade printer to whom he had Hf^nt it. In lii« United

States, as in this country, the sentimental value which

is attached by the owner to a photograph is not generally

Hf,^..T^t.^ ',n HL or..i>-t of law (IS a basis for the monetary

c,, 1 tho owner shall receive. Broadly,

jt >r. its value will be appraised as tho

c<. .ii it in the original instance or replac-

ing n Ht. ui.> [>r<^ rit time. Apparently, cases involving

thia question have boon of rare occurrence in America,

ffii 'it Light
"

Illy one. and even in that the

e.s sue was ked, although the court dis-

clo«-i itti opinion timt, in the case of an undeveloped

film which bad a highly sentimental interest, no damage
could bo recovered above the value of the film in the
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ordinary way of trade. On the other hand, when a

disi)ute of this kind comes into a County Court, a good

.lei»l of casuistry can be employed by way of enhancmg

tlie value of tbe photograph which has been lost or

damaged. It wi\l be argued, on behalf of the owner, that

some wretched collodion positive cost guineas to make

or, on the other hand, can only be adequately replaced by

1 modern miniature ; the lesson of all which is that though

the photographer is in a pretty good position to resist

ridiculous claims, the glorious uncertainty of the law

makes it desirable to come to a reasonable agreement

with the customer if that is possible.

Mounting in If the specialty be properly pushed.
Albums. dealers and photographers can find some

remunerative work in making up albums of amateurs'

prints, either contact or enlarged. The dry-mounting

process has in a way rendered this work much easier,

Kince it is now possible to make the album close neatly

when filled, which was difficult when wet mounting was
the nde. There are, however, a few points to be observed.

If the job is a high-class one, it is better to moimt the

;>rint6 on separate cards before binding, as thds affords

>n opportunity to replace any which may have come to

.rief. This advantage is also possessed by the loose-leaf

ilburas, the only drawback with these being their less

finished appearance. "When using ready-made albums it

will often be found advantageous to use a flat iron instead

of the hot press. With a really good tissue and a thinnish

l>romide paper th* flat iron answers very well, and all

risk of damaging the binding in the press is avoided. It

i-^ as well to remember that the quality of the card or

aper leaves has much to do with ease of working; one
-ample which we have handled absorbed the shellac and
thus prevented adhesion.

* * *
i

Window The window or show-case is often the
Dispiays. only advertising medium used by a
photographer, and it is essential that he gets the last

ounce of " pulling " power out of it. To this end he
should consider not his own artistic aspirations but the
taste of the public in his locality. Moreover, if he is

•situated in a parade of shops he should to some extent
onform to the general style of display. "We are moved

to make these remarks through observing two windows
in a busy shopping centre. The one was fitted in waxed
oak and dark cloth with a few excellent specimens, and
the artificial lighting was subdued. No one stopped to
look. It was a dull spot in a brigjit parade and was
<iuickly passed by. Near it was the show of another firm
professedly doing a cheaper class of business, although
for the same quality of work the prices were practically
the same as those of the other studio. This window was
l>rilliantly lighted, the fittings were light in colour, and
there was abundance of gilding. Here, hardly a moment
^'lapsed without someone inspecting the window. This
•should be suggestive to those who find that the " art

"

-^tyle of display does not bring as much business as they
an do with.

Panoramic
Groups.

Although the demand for this special
kind of group photograph has declined

with the demobilisation of the great army, most photo-
graphers have at some time or other to take groups which
Are long and narrow in shape. "While a camera of the
Cirkut or the older Al Vista types is the best for the
purpose, quite passable results may be obtained upon the
half (lengthways) of an ordinary large plate. "With a
15 x 12 camera two exposures, each 15 x 6, may be made

upon the same plate, by using a sliding mask. As distant

a point of view as possible should be chosen, so as to

utilise a lens of as great a focai length as will include

the whole subject. This minimises the broadening of the

faces near the margins. If the lens is of the rectilinear

type the group should be arranged in a curve, but not so

deep a one as is required by the Cirkut. In order to

equalise the illumination/a rather small aperture, say

//22, or in good light //32, should be used and a full

exposure given. "With a 400 H and D plate one second

at //22 should be ample in fair daylight at this time

of year.

COSTING FOE OUTSIDE AND COMMERCIAL
"WORK.

In every well-organised manufacturing concern there is

in operation some system of ascertaining the cost of each

job which is executed, so that a fairly correct idea can

be obtained as to the profit which has been made upon

it, if a previous estimate has been given or that a fair

and remunerative price can be fixed if no such contract

has been entered into. ' In only a few cases do we know
of this being done by photographers, and only then by
trade and commercial houses as distinguished from the

all-round worker. The consequence is that very much
work is done, if not at an out-of-pocket loss, at such a

small profit that it is hardly worth touching. On the

other hand, those whose business is mainly portraiture

are apt to make charges which, although quite justifiable

for ai-tistic work, are too high to encourage those who
require photographs for trade purposes to use them as

freely as they would do if they could be obtained at a

commercial price.

Much unpleasantness with customers may be avoided

by havfag an agreement, in writing, if possible, as to the

price of any job before it is commenced, although it is

difficult to arrive at the happy medium which will be
agreeable to botj^ parties without a fair experience in'

this class of work. "We offer the following hints on the

various factors which have to be considered in estimating,

and although, at the beginning, there may have to be a

certain amount of guess work, a nearer approximation is

made by guessing at certain details than by guessing at

the cost in a lump.
Usually, photographers in a moderate way of business

forget that besides being workmen they are traders, and if

they get a moderate percentage over out-of-pocket expenses

,

consider it as profit when it is really wages and poor
wages at that. It is neo-sssary, therefore, to include one's

own wages as a part of the cost before reckoning on gross

profit, and to remember that out of gross profits have to

be taken what are known in business circles as " overhead
or standing charges," which include such items as rent,

rates, lighting, cleaning, repairs, and redecorations,

renewals of apparatus, packing and postages, stationery

and the like.

The first item which will occur to most is that of

materials—plates, paper, mounts and chemicals. These
should be taken at list prices, the trade discounts being
considered as covering waste. Next comes labour. This
must be calculated upon the time actually taken upon
the job, whether the work be done by the principal or
by an employee, remembering that there is a certain
amount of unused time to be covered under this head.
Thus, if a man's wages for the week work out at two
shillings per hour, it is necessary to estimate them at.

say, half-a-crown to cover such periods as cannot be
allotted to any order in particular. The wages of operator,
printer, mounters and spotters must, of course, all be
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•
: travelling to and
rk.

.V and c«U] fareii, and uuy locidentul expenses
added before we can consider the otit-of-

t- costs na covered. Then comes the question of

Bearing in mi'il ^'••- two facts that overhead

have to he met no trade discounts have
allowed to the ^ >.-.<>...< i. it is fair to double the

>st : that is to say. to charge a pound for every ten

igs of the estimated cost.

•i may appear an extravagant charge to some photo-

t our acquaintance, and in their casee it would
no f<»rB is taken to see that work \» produced

!i\ basifi. In many eat^t' '

Mfi'l mat«^rinfii<i wasted,

ip a

will

-ihes

i-ent

even in a an ':eM.
• '-..pt, .,.

-'!

•d. and !i

' .tog pUT-

le pap«r
a I* interesting reMiog.
" of <uch a ease as odm

r gained a reput«-
ren pxpomirea oa

)i)kve all

his apparatus and applianc«s ready for instant use. If

he has to start on an outdoor job the only preparation
necessary should be to fill his slides and, if necessary, to

back his plates. If he goes in for catalogue work his

special backgrounds, shades and supports should be ready
to hand, so that he can start on his job without loss of

time.

In the case of reprints from previous orders or from
customers' ovm negatives it is safe to take as a minimiun
the prices quoted by a first-class trade firm, plus fifty

per cent. It may sometimes paj' to put such work out,

and on this basis it can be done at a reasonable profit.

.\mateur work hardly comes within the scope of this

but we may give one word of advice. It is, to

no work at less than the K<xlak company's current

rates. To attempt to compete with the chemists'
sweated prices is futile, and such work is best declined.

If it is pointed out that the work will be more skilfully

done, and that a choice of printing methovis is available,

orders for better styles are often to be obtained.

There might bo difficulties in tho way, but it might
be a benefit to the profession if The P. P. A. could formu-
late a mittimum scaltj of charges for various classes of

work, excluding portraiture, and circulate it privately

among its '

' ^. Many photographers are sadly in

need of go: .ai'c in this direction, and quote hope-
lessly low pnc-.'ii, because they know no better, to the
detriment, not only of their fellows, but of themselves.
There are, of course, always outsiders who will cut prices

as loDg as they can get credit for supplios for %\'hich tbev
do not mean to pay, but theoe are a small body and need
not 1>»' cunsiclfreil «erioii«lv.

SOME THOUGHTS ON HOME CINEMATOGRAPHY
AND ITS POSSIBILITIES.

WAS rftently iiit«rTi««Ml by m K'''<t'<''n*a intrestod

-<• and t>

to tfiink that thf ''

'>aaU. It U an ii

• '•Tii^ to um«« V
- . to moTr > I

'

•'•nasda

•nd aoti ' '-mi U we
b^neflt I fill .• joiiii _T "1 '~-iiif[ tip-to-

few conHnnons on the " potMitiaU
"

- - -i:»ft«r raferrvd to •• H.C.),

•t pror« toond, th«^' will I

Mir nrfi>vT ooBMtisratMB kj any pro-

.«• i.nai s int«r«t will iey^i largaljr tm tb* rlaaa

r h« rators for. If bii rtirntkl* ia «f tks velt-to-do

.Tiar proTi ' ing (or him, b«t for tk« BAn
I pricM i\ lag* tlMT* to no rmtj ob* ioM
'docMM. uiv.n ti)<> right class of eoatoosr Um
-what ia the b«a» way to oOar tbs lin* to th«

tho pliotograplM Ihatalf ara of no oao
-? Shall lanittha of flhn ho takon, printed

tlio netaa

or than
«tor» be com a fir»t7 Tho fir«t m«a-
«(» t« b« the miaing way hut it pro-

« pmblom with regard to ' ' 'brionaly,

nnn^ ba doos at a nomii 'inlsas tho
'«goao coaslBaion. anU given tho
m|ili«a vattsfaction with tho illm

' ho no oaed of a low
i prieo be charged wb«n

a oiutomor do«» not enthu-. ..\.r t)ie result and i» not inclinod
to bay a projector, in wlip h mso tho film is useless? I do
not «a,T that an equitable ^ .-il.. r.innot bo worked out, but it

will r«(]uire tomo thought.
Some ty[M>« of sittors will, I think, tako more kindly (and

p!"-"*-''- to H.C. than others. Children should prove the
*'• of all, for they are—evon tho cluin.sy ones- -more
iiBtiiriii iiiitn the average grown-up, and witli tho " keep-stiU

"

bogoy absent make splendid subjects for photography. Another
thini;. lirinK rhild studies will not be criticised by tho por-

«on» tlioy portray, and, consequently, will have a smaller chance
of hostile receptions than that which unpoaed and unretouched
work of adulto i<i subject to at sitters' hands.

Msst to children, I would expect elderly people to rank,

ly if the photographer will take tho pictures in the

^"^m homo. I can see grown-up sons and daughters

in raptures over " that last one of pa driving his Ford-Royce "

(or in his library or among his cypripodii). and pictures of

mother in her own domicile, though perhaps nearer to stitl-

ltf« portraits than actual "motion " pieturea, will bo greatly

appreciated.

Bui aa far as true portraituro goes I am not so optinmtic

with rtgard to the vounK grown-ups. If a portrait of a youn^;

lady—or a young msn ~irt going to please its original, it must
bo at least's little idealisnl. TItis is dooo by li((liting,^posln|{

and retouching. Now wo can light a moving portrait with an

great and oven greater chances of idealism, and when in motion

the absence of retourhing is not quite so conspicuous, but

how ar« wa to poao a moving figure? Oinsma acton may study

deportmint, and if they don't any awkward clumsiness they

show is T.ot going to damage the photographer, but this doea
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not apply to tlie public. To say that ungraceful or inartistic

movements are all ri(;ht because they are true to life will not

do at all. One cannot take an unretouched " study " of a

damsel sitting like a collapsed sack of flour and say it is all

right, no matter how true to life and character it happens to be.

But even if my cynical Tiews are borne out, the young grown-

ups will still prove useful. Who is going to enthuse over pro-

jectors? If the young men don't I shall be surprised. And
who is going to provide subjects for lively genre pictures where

art and elegance in deportment are decidedly not wanted?

The young men and women every time, and the wide-awake
photographer who tries H.C. should not forget that there are
such things as tennis racquets and motor bikes.

In concluding these speculative remarks, I might point out
that they are possibly not in accordance with the views of

manufacturers and others who have gone much deeper into the
subject; but they do not pretend to be authoritative, and my
only object in voicing them is to assist photographers' interest

in the moving times.

Thermit.

A METHOD OF PRODUCING REVERSED DYE IMAGES.

(Communication No. 97 from the Research Laboratory of the Eastman Kodak Company.)

In the course of a series of experiments on the effect of an

acid hypo solution on various dye solutions and samples of

tinted motion picture film, it was observed that on immersing

certain samples of tinted film in the acid fixing solution, the

dye was bleached out in the region of the silver image, while

the high-lights remained unaffected ;
producing a result oppo-

site to that of toning, namely, tinted high-lights and blcick

and white shadows.

The possibilities of utilising the phenomenon in producing

dye images were at once realised ; and by simply removing the

black silver image in a suitable solvent of silver such as

Farmer's reducer, after bleaching as above, a reversed dye

image was obtained ; that is, starting with a positive silver

image a negative dye image was obtained.

In the following experiments, images on motion picture film

were used, though the methods are applicable to any gelatine

silver image.

The effect under consideration was discovered when using

methylene blue ; but on testing a large number of other dyes

it was found that dyes such as methylene green and, in

general, dyes which are readily reduced to the leuco base can
be used also.

It was found that two methods of procedure are possible as

follows :

—

1. Bleach the image in a mixture of the dye and
bleaching bath ; or.

2. First dye or tint the film, and ^hen bleach.

1. The following acid hypo bleaching bath was used in the
preliminary experiments:—

Acid Hardener.
Alum .56 gms.
Sodium sulphite ... ... 56 gms.
Acetic acid, 28 per cent 400 c.c.s.

Water to 1 litre.

For use:—
Hypo (25 per cent, solution) 100 vols.

Acid hardener ... 5 vols.

In order to determine the active bleaching agent in this

bath, tests were made with mixtures of dye and the individual
ingredients in various combinations, and it was found that
hypo in combination with hydrogen ions is the active bleaching
agent. Thus, the following mixtures are inactive:—

Hypo + Dye,
Dye -1- Acid.

Dye -I- Sodium bisulphite,

while on immersing an image in a mixture of dye-l-hypo+ acetic
acid or sodium bisulphite or acid hardener, good results are

obtained.

The following bleaching bath was found to give the best

results :

—

Methylene blue 1 gm.
Hypo 5 gms.
Acid hardener ... ... ... ... 2.5 c.c.s.

Water to 100 c.c.s.

On immersing a positive imago in this solution for three or
four minutes, the dye enters the high-lights, while the shadows
remain clear, so that on washing and removing the silver image
as described below a negative dye image is obtained.

2. By first tinting the film and then bleaching, stronger

dye images were obtained as follows :—
Immerse the film, for two or three minutes in the following

bath, and rinse:—
Methylene blue ... 1 gm.
Ammonia (concentrated) ... 0.1 c.c.

Water to 100 c.c.s.

Now bleach in the following acid fixing bath until the
shadows are black and free from dye:—

Hypo 5 gms.
Acid hardener ... ... ... ... 2.5 c.c.s.

Water to 100 c.c.s. '

After bleaching wash for about ten minutes in running
water and remove the silver image as described below.

When using method 2, if the bleaching is prolonged beyond
a certain point, the dye in the high-lights commences to bleach

out until, on prolonged bleaching, all the dye disappears. On
subsequently removing the silver so as to reverse the image,
very peculiar line images are obtained if the bleaching is pro-

longed beyond the point when all the dye is bleached in the

shadows. It is better to bleach in a weaker bath than in a

strong one, since this permits of greater latitude in working.

With the above fonnula from one to two minutes is an average
bleaching time. Around normal room temperatures (65 to

75 deg. F.) small changes in temperature have very little effect

on the rate of bleaching.

After bleaching, the film should be washed about ten minutes
in running water and immersed in the following bath of

Farmer's reducer:—
Hypo 2.5 gms.
Potassium ferricyanide ... ... ... 1 gm.
Water to 100 c.c.s.

After all the silver is removed, the film should be washed
for five or ten minutes and dried.

Other silver solvents such as a solution of iodine in potas-

sium cyanide, iodine in thiourea, potassium ferricyanide, and
ammonium thiocyanate can be used in place of the Farmer's
reducer.

Theory of the Process.

The action of the bleaching bath is apparently to reduce

the dye to the colourless leuco base in the region of the silver

image, the leuco base washing out of the gelatine more rapidly

than the dye. This leaves a reversed dye image with black

silver in the high-lights, so that on removing this silver a

reversed dye image is obtained.

The precise action between silver and acid hypo in the

presence of methylene blue is difficult to explain. It was at

first considered that the reaction between the silver image and
the acid hypo is analogous to that between zinc and sodium
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dye bath in the first place, which increases the rate of dyeing

and retards the rate of bleeding on washing.

2. Be-ariiluiion of the Leuco Base.—The leuco base of

methylene blue is readily oxidised back again to the dye by
suitable oxidising agents; and under certain conditions with

certain bleaching bath's and washing in water containing dis-

solved air, after bleaching and washing the leuco base is

oxidised back to the dye so that the film assumes the tinted

condition again. The addition of a trace of sodium. bisulphite

to the wash water t^'uded to retard this oxidation.

Re-oxidation also occurs in the Farmer's reducer if all the

leuoo bas4> has not been washed out after bleaching, which

explains the necessity for thorough washing after bleaching

in the acid hypo.
I'oniire Dye Images.—During washing of the image after

bleaching in the Farmer's reducer it was observed that in some
instanct^ a |M>sitiTe image was obtained, that is, the Icuoo

ha«o ira^ m«r<l<tntoH to the silver imago and was ro-oxidised

in the high-lights washed out, thus

_. from a positive.

I ..kill III tint L'usc is silver ferrocyanide formed in

t\>- : s reducer. A silver image when bleached in a

nuxturv .>! ferricyanide and a trace of hyjio is converted to

mlvrr ferro^anide, which in a finely divided condition is a

powerful mordant for basic dyes. If, therefore, after blench-

loj;, the ima[;r \~ only slightly washed the leuco base remains,

and on bl< the Farmer's reducer is mordanted to

thi- >ilv>'r i IK image, and is oxidised to tho dye. On
|M !!(; the methylene blue i» washed out of the

til. iiu n positive dye image.

Toning and Tinting.

Int*'ri-»ting clfiTt* are obtainml by dyeing, bleaching, and
aa%biiit; •••I uitl..iut removing tho silver, immersing in a

uraniii or by dye toning tlic silver in the usual
" -v I .. .jiat of a toned silver image with the high-

rbis, of o)ur*e, distinct from the usual toned
> .— f..)vers tho entire film,

.;ing the bleaching in

Mi|; tb/ silver image a«til' ni

above

lip'-

.i.. t. Wh'"

t* are |>:

ivpo and
Till- etTe« t 14 that of a toned silver image with line

..... .1 i 1. i..-i.*^

K-d by merely dyeing and bleach-

ing nri'i na.MMii); hm'i jiioi'Migtng the bleaching time a little

abova the nonnal.

Sumntarjr.

Reversed dye iniagen oaii bn obtained by first dyeing a gela-

tine silvar image in a dye which is capable of being reduced

to tho louco base, which is more resdily washed out of gelatine

than the dye, and after tintin - ng in an ordinary acid

hypo bath, Mashing, and sii' removing the silver

image in a solvent of silver - irnier's reducer. The
excetlence of the result* dcrfTi en the correct time of

blcMcbing and on the thor a, after bleaching.

If the washing is not thnr. 'i; in the Farmer's

reducer the louco base is mordantad to the silver ferrocyanida

formed, so that on prolonged washing the dye washes out of

the high-lights, leaving a positive mordanted dye image.

^^iHp^hor is indebtod to Mr. D. 8. Mungillo for assistance

in carrying out the varioo* experiment*.

J. I. Crabtukk.

<«• n TicaaK**!, Omca.—Tba eoursta of laetoraa on tscb-

ptiea at the Imperial CoTbga of 8ei«M* and T*ehoology
the sprmK sraninn incloda a gwaral asrUs by Profsaeor

I's .If*, and l«etat«* on optical telgaiag and compnting by Pro-
Conrady, on op»ir«l maaaarisf iaatrani«iita by Mr. L. C.

n, and on the rr Imirn of iastmracnta by Profasaor
d. Laboratory rk i* arranged in conjunction with

ol Uctur**.

BarruM PuorooaAtiuo RcnAkcn Association.—In " Nature," of

Jannary 13. will be found a short article by Dr. T. Slater Pricfc

on the work and fatiire praeramme of the British Photographic

Rasearrh Asanclstion. Dr. Price writes of tho immensely wide
field nf wnrk which is presented by the investigation of the phy-

siral *[ ' properties of the raw materials and product*

of the } i emulsion maker. His note* include a list of the

publicatioua of the Association since the time of its formation.
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THE ACTION OF SOLUBLE IODIDES ON PHOTO=
GRAPHIC PLATES.

[ITie following paper, recently road before the Royal Photographic Society and now published in the Society's journal, continues the

verj- inKvoBUng obeervations by Mr. Renwiok on the action of iodides on exposed, undeveloped plates, and presents in, perhaps, more

readily aaaimilable form the process of development in full light of a plate which has been treated with iodide. It also contains the

record of observations on the production of red^sensitivenees by mineral salts, which immediately following the reading of the paper,

was found to have been noticed in different circumstances by two other investigators, Me8.srs. Capstaff and Bullock.—Eds. " B.J."]

The modern dry plate consists of a sheet of gless bearing a

aim of gelatine in which are embedded countless minute
fjrains of silver bromide. The silver bromide generally con-

tains a small proportion, ranging from 2 to 10 per cent., of

«.ilver iodide, forming with it a homogeneous mixture, or, as

t is sometimeB called, a "solid solution."

Both salts are remarkable for their extremely small solu-

bility in water, silver bromide requiring nearly ten million
• imos, and silver iodide from 500-1,000 million times its weight
r water to dis-solve it. Silver iodide would probably be

lacapablo of existence were it not for this extraordinary
inaolubility ; it would spontaneously decompose into silver and
iodine when dissolved, for the two elements are very weakly
held together. Io<line, however, is an element having well-

marked polyvalency, and readily unites with other substances
vintaining iodine, as is shown by the ease with which silver

I'xlide di.ssolves to form double salts Agl.KI and AgI.2KI in

-trong solutions of sodium or potassium iodide, and the
ibstinacy with which it retains these salts or even free iodine
Alien brought into contact with their weak solutions. No
.inioiifit of washing will remove the last trades.

From, these remarks it will be evident why silver bromide
when bathed in a soluble iodide is rapidly converted into the
far less .soluble silver iodide, and why, if the iodide solution
1!' strong, the iodide of silver dissolves in it. 100 c.c. of a
i) per cent, solution of potassium iodide will dissolve about

3 grams of silver iodide and stronger solutions a still larger
proportion of Agl to KI. Consequently it is not difficult to

fix a dry plate in a potassium ar sodium iodide solution of
"20 per cent, strength.

Apart from its cost, however, such a fixing bath suffers

from the serious drawback that it causes softening or even
melting of the gelatine film, unless the latter has been well
hardened first.

Even in- very dilute solutions of soluble iodides the con-
version of solid silver bromide to iodide is singularly rapid
and complete, provided there is enough solution present.
I'recipitated silver bromide is completely changed to iodide by
\cess of a 1 : 5,000 solution of potassium iodide, while a 1 per
ent. solution will completely convert the silver bromide in

.1 dry plate to iodide in a few minutes at normal tempera-
tures, provided sufficient solution is used to cover the plate
well and it is kept moving.

In a lecture delivered last March before the Liverpool
Section of the Society of Chemical Industry (" Journ. Soc.
Cliera. Ind.," Vol. xxxix., No. 12, p. 156t, and " B.J.," Ixvii.,

pp. 447, 463), I described and demonstrated certain experi-
ments concerning the action of soluble iodides on the latent
image. It was shown (I) that it is possible to fix an exposed
plate in a strong iodide bath, and, after washing out the
salts, to develop an image in silver by means of any of the
well-known physical developers; and (2) that it is possible to
develop an exposed plate in an alkaline amidol solution after
tlio wliolo of the silver salts in the plate had been converted
into iodide. A suitable bath for this purpose is :

—

Sodium or potassium iodide 10 gms.
Cryst. sodium sulphite 20 ,,

Sodium or potassium sulphocyanide ... 30 ,,

Water up to 1,000 c.c.s.

With the assistance of my colleague, Mr. Olaf Bloch, the
influence of numerous salts and other substances in various
l)roportions wis tested in order to discover the composition of
a bath which would entail the least loss of image by the

treatment. Certain hardening and anti-swelling agents, e.g.,

formaline sodium acetate, etc., were found useful for counter-

acting the softening action of the sulphocyanide on the gela-

tine. An addition of 1 to 2 per cent, of potassium bromide

appeared to preserve the delicate half-tones to some extent,

as did also 2 per cent, of gum arable, 10 per cent, of alcohol,

or the addition of a drop or two of weak silver nitrate,

sufficient to yield a faintly turbid solution, but no great

improvement on the simple formula given above was found,

provided it is used quite cool (55 deg. to GO deg. F.).

The sulphocyanide has a marked influence on the subsequent

developing process, greater density and detail being obtained

when it is used. It undoubtedly modifies the physical

character of the silver iodide formed in the process, and its

effect is probably related to this fact. The chief use of the

other additions mentioned seems to be to slow the reaction;

'slower conversion to iodide invariably led to more complete

preservation of the image. One of the interesting features

about these iodised plates is' that they are so insensitive to

light that they can safely be developed in a strong white light

without fogging, except when certain developing agents are

employed. The most notable of these exceptions is hydro-

quinone, which has a well-marked sensitising action on silver

iodide, and causes it to fog in a light in which alkaline amidol

is a perfectly safe developer. Development of the iodised and
well-rinsed plate in an alkaline amidol developer requires a

long time to attain completion, but 10 minutes at 65 deg. F.

is usually sufficient for a plate which, when used in the

ordinary way, would give average density in about four

minutes in a normal pyro-soda developer.

The formula we adopted was :

—

Amidol 20 grs.

Soda carbonate, cryst 1 oz.

Soda sulphite, cryst 1 ,,

Water 10 ozs.

In the course of these experiments the remarkable fact was
discovered that similar quantities of sodium thiosulphate

(hypo) could be substituted for the sodium or potassium sulpho-

cyanide in the iodising bath with at least equally good results,

provided the iodised plate was not exposed to white light

before development, but that if, while the iodising solution

was still in the film, the plate was exposed to white light, the

latent image was to a large extent destroyed. This led me to

try the effect of exposing in the camera a plate which had
been well exposed to diffused light and then iodised, with the

result that it was found possible to obtain direct positives

in the camera by this process, which was also described and
shown at Liverpool last March. The reversing action of

soluble iodides on latent images on Agl in collodion had been
known since the time of Poitevin in 1859, but here we have a
latent image, formed originally in silver bromide, then trans-

ferred to silver iodide and found capable of destruction by
light in the presence of soluble iodides, with the additional

interesting fact that the latent image is far more sensitive

to light if thiosulphates are also present. The same effect is

observable, in a plain iodide, or iodide and sulphite, solution

to a smaller degree, while sulphocyanides appreciably retard
the reversing action. >

A recent private communication from Dr. Liippo-Cramer
informs me he has since found that after destruction of the
original Intent image in this way, it is possible, by further
very prolonged or intense exposure, to form a new latent
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..•ge, » re»ult of oontidorable ioterett if not •Itogethar
uaxpscted.

I DOW ooni* U> th« mo«t r«c«nt outoom* of th««e ftxperi-
'•" and on* not hitherto published. Sine* Lainer's di»-

iD Ie»91 of the remarkable e£[«ct« of mionte addition*
oe to alkaliDe developers, von Uiibl, Liippo-Cramer,
tier worker! have made a fairly thorough qualitative
t in..', i,.,Ti. with iodine tint-tare and alkaline lodidos:

-ilied a valuable quantitative inveatign-
>-•• vntly a* January of this year in o'..i.

lV20, p. 12). In that paper lie

what he believed to te a fogging
'ia> of potatsiam iodide when applied

. - .^ .^ —^ iilm of an ordinary dry plate. More-
>er, ho attriSutc* the fog to a nucieu* iniectiun of the

ooiidtt panu-lea, thoagh of what kind t* not very clear.

My obaervatioDS led me to doobt hia explanation, to I

'•'d hit experiments, with the result that 1 find aoluble

^ to have no fogging action whatever, provided taat (Ac

jH'n-
.
hoth dunnf-anU afttr batking in the weak iodide tolu*

tion, ij nul txpuxd to orange or red ligkt.

iier experiments iMX>n conrlusi^ -hat tit*

A ibtse extremely weak iodide f .. majr be
.^ (l.lute as 1 part in iO,UA>; u to rendur ihc pliitv markedly
•>ng» and r<Kl-4oniiiiive. Ihis may readily be demonstrated

t •xl plate, bathed for 16-40 aeoonds in

1 .iidiUe and sabacqoeatly waabed ia water,

to lu assist in locating the r«(iona of the spec-

tr .... .c* on a panchromatic piata was interpplatad

iitMU UuMv of the untreated and traatad ordinary plalee,

.» hne* crositng this spectrum bciii( th* grc«n and two
..urtury arc, the yeUow sodium D line and
-.0 red.

, ttaa first reoorded instance of colour-

red by bathing a plate in a colour-

th* correct explanation of aach a
'•• desired. For the present I prefer

.louostng its obviously important

6 — -e j'oblem.

.\ fair number of salts hate been triad in the hop* of dt»-

I tig othcra capable of doing the same thing, bo far,

'Ue other has beaa found- namely, a weak solution of

..uium or potassium c) • '>i straogtba ranging from
part in 2.UUU and up X- :he aflect is oxactly similar

I 4 1th lodidaa. It aeaoa clear,

: tho wdecta of two soeh difieraat

mvi ul uiu iLt luUi'iL'j au'i cyanide* that the ooafarred r«d-

t'OsitireaeM must be du« to a change withiB thm ailver

- bromide and iodide grain* rather than to anything
unary seusitistng by dyaetaHs.

u IS evidently aa imaan** fi«ld still open to tho** pboto-

rs who do not poaaaa* th* advantages at a well-equipped

.toeratory in th* proeeculion of mch relet. o expcri-

'.eot* as thoM d«i>:ribcd m this paper, and i nat many
. aotograpl. <<9 indtwad to try tor tbcmacHr** to *Blarge
ne boamlii ur kaowUdiro concerning such remarkable
haaooMna.

I ics. A.c.u.i.. t.i.e.

Batn.4H Tkau* Bsvibw, in a apecia! Jaaaary iasoe, takes a
- irtey of British mdostry in a Utfg* nambcr of individual

s of production. Mr. F. Q. Ksllawsy, f.C . M.i'., bsad ol
Art r ..lit of Uvtrsasa Trod*, oootribot** an article by way

th* prtasat phase of coouDarcial deprcaaioo, ana
' d and tar-s«eiog coorag* a* th* remedy. Our con-

* * great number of trad* fields, its firit-hond

s^rding which mast b* of the greatsat interest and
o the Of srssa* tcadars, for whom it opecioily caters. No
"" ' — ' " -1 _ —.mmercial.y coocemed m

• obtain a sp*cim*n copy.

ipj.n. »uon lo uOj • srinoo Str**t, Ixmdon, K.C.

PRINTING APPARATUS.
From " Rajar Trade Note*."

" Akt old box with a light in it will 'do for bromide printing"

was the remark made some years af;o by a well-known photographer

who hod scrapped his printing frames, and his remark ia sub-

stantially true to-day. .\n exposing light-box is a line qua non to

all photographers, and we offer a few suggestions which may be

useful to those who like t« make their own printing apparatus.

In deoigning a printing box we have first to coruider the

i>ssentisl points, vis. :

—

1.—Sufficiently large to give perfectly even illumination to cover

the largest negative likely to be used.

2.—Ample light to enable gaalight and studio development print*

t«r be made, with a provision for screening the light when
used for bromides.

3.—A vignette holder, or a diffusing platform, about one inch

away from th* negative for " faking," or equalising nega-

tives.

4.—Expoeing switch thst can be worked with the foot.

5.—A pilot.light of an amber colour for odjuating the sensitive

paper when printing white margins.

The &r«t point is the sixe of the box, and as a guide we may
lay that for covering negolivee up to 12 ins. by 10 ins. the box

should be 18 ins. square and 18 ins. deep, and in order to obtain

perfectly even illumination the inside of the box should be white

and contain a piece of white cardboard bent to U shape. The
opening in the top of this bos should be fitted with a piece of

plat«-glass 13 ins. square, so that 12 in*, x 10 ins. negatives con be

prmted either way. The necessary diffusion is obtained by the

pUtfora mentioned later.

Aa regards th* second point, we tiiink that the best illumination

I* obtained from three 100 c.p. metal filament lamps, fitted to the

bottom of the U r*Be.-tor, so that the filament* are 12 ins. from

the uadetaide of the plste-glas* top This arrangement will enable

th* pnntar to get fully *xpo**d gaslight print* from an average

iMgativ* in from two to eight *Oonds, and instead of removing

ol th* lamp* when making bromides, we think it better to

down th* fall light by using a light cardboard cut-out cou-

Uuiing a *h**t of thick white paper. Thia is slid along a Nnall

l*<ig* fitted to the sides of the box, and just high enough to oleor

the tops of the lamps. The front of the box should be hinged

about hali-way down so that the screen can be mserted or broken

laapa i«pUo*d.

Th* vigiMtt* e*o b* plaoad upon a diffusing platform, which is

easily mad* by covering a stout cut-out with grease-proof paper,

or dry-moantrng tiseu*. This platform is slid along two other

ledge* fitCsd inside the box at about one in-h from the plate-glass

lop. Th* practical printer will at odce s*e the great utility of

this " fakuig ' platform. Pieces ot^per can be placed upon it

m such a poaitioo that will shield dsrk shadows, or even-up nega-

tives that are uneven m density. Several negatives can be printed

at «tc* atlm b*ing equalised in density by placing piece* of tissu*

pLatiorm under the thin negative*.

\uik should be arranged so that both hands are free for

preastng th* psp*r upon th* negative, and we .find that a *witch

worked with th* foot is most satisfactory.

Th* pilot light IS useful and should be fitted ao that (excepting

when expoaing) it is always alight. An 8 c.p. carbon filament lamp

covaied with two thicknesses of orange or amber fabric answers

well. For sdjusting vigneUes, or for faking, it is beet to switch

on the white light.

The printing box is be*l fitted under the printing bench, and

the plate-glaM l*t in th* lop of the bench.

There are many excellent printing machine* to be obtained which

rombin* a light-box and all th* nscessary fitments for strip-

printing, borders, *c In choosmg ready-made apparttlu« care

must be taken to avoid all fitmenU that have projecting parU or

metal clamps thst drag the sensiUve paper along and scratch the

surface. —
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Assistants' Notes.

.\uttf by aitittanU iuUabU /or thU column will bt coniidertO

and paid for on tht firtt ol the month following publication.

Getting More Business by Advertising.

Tub writer otiee learned a leeson out in the iEgean Sea tliat

«*ho« back to 1921 now that the good ship '"Professional Pw--

iraituie
"

i» passing through a somewhat trying time. Our ship

was drifting helplessly toward Cape Matapan. The mat<> sang

II :
•' We're going to strike. Every man for himself!"

And it was so. To-day almost every photographer in every ,town

IK wanting the trade of everj- portrait-wanting person in that town

who now goes to some other studio ! But all the professionals of

;ill the towns want the custom of the people who, closc-fistedly,

are learning to do without photographs until some " better times."

The only way to get more business is to " go after it." The only

way to go after business is to seek it personally or advertise, circu-

larise, use the magical power of multiplied suggestion, order-can-

vassing, and business announcement that is provided by the printing

machines of the local Press, and thoee of printers when used to

multiply your message in the form of circulars.

The best way to consider advertising is to ask yourself what

It is for. Advertising is used to sell goods. Therefore it must be

.-salesmanship on paper.

What is salesmanship? It is suggesting to the other fellow that

he wants, needs, or should obtain, something that you have for

sale. Suggestion is the moulding of another's mind to think in

the way that your mind is thinking. If you are thinkiiig that

more people should order photographs from you, you have got to

nrk BO that they shall think so too.

fo do so you must light them up with some enthusiastic form

iif opening suggestion. Vou must then present your business

proposition. You must back this by strong arguments, for that,

too, is a science of moulding thought. You must clinch these

arguments by proof of the value of your service or suggestions,

or by convincing reasons why the prospective customer should think

the same way as you do.

You should then effect your climaa, which is to get the order,

or at least some promise of an order. That is the whole and the

end of advertising. It is suggestion, plus salesmanship.—H. E.

.Spotting Bromides.—On page 14 there is a leference to the t>pot-

ling of bromides with diluted " Indian ink "—an excellent medium,

though I prefer artists' waterproof ink when any colouring is to

be done over the spotting. The waterproof ink requires dilution,

and the way to dilute " waterproof " ink is to add water with

which a drop or two of liquid ammonia has been mixed. Water

slightly ammoniated is an excellent diluent for " waterproof

drawing inks—a fact not generally known.—R. P.

C!oiN's AS Weights.—The inclusion of the " Coins as Weights "

table in the current " Almanac "
(p. 505) is evidence of the con-

tinued use of coins for weighing, and it may be of interest to point

out that the rumour to the effect that the new and " diluted
"

silver coinage is lighter than the old minting is untrue. The new coins

are exactly the weight of the old, and may be used with safety.

Tlie new coins, however, are a little more easily damaged by
chemicals than the old, and it is advisable not to let any photo-

graphic chemicals or solutions act upon ihem for any length of

time, or one may have some difficulty in passing them—even on the'

'>)>» of 'buses at night-time.—R.P.

PoRTSMOtrrH Cameba Clob.—The club will hold its annual exhi-

bition on the South Parade Pier, Southsea, from April 13 to 23.

There are four open claases, in which silver and bronze medals
and certificates will be placed at the disposal of the judge, Mr.
F. J. Mortimer. The last day for the receipt of entry forms is

March 31 ; the exhibits must be delivered on or before April 9.

Prospectus from the Secretary, Mr. 0. C. Davies, 25, Stubbingtoi.

.Avenue. North End, Portsmouth.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

•lanusry 22 to February 5.—Northern Photographic E.vhibitiou,

Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool. Particulars from the Hon.

Secretary, Liverpool Amatsur Photographic Association, 9

Eiierle Street, Liverpool.

.January 27 to 29.—Birmingham Photographic Society. Particjilars

from the Hon. Secretary, Philip Docker, Birmingham Medical

Institute, Edmund Street, Birmingham.

February 14 and 19.—Leicester and Leicestershire Photographic

Society. Latest date for entries, February 6. Particulars from

the Hon. Secretary, W. Bailey, Cank Street, Leicester.

February 19 to March 5.—Edinburgh Photographic Society. Latest

date for entries February 10. Particulars from the Hon
Secretary, G. Massie, 10, Hart Street, Edinburgh.

February 19 to March 12.—Scottish Salon, Dundee. Latest dale

for entries, January 31. Particulars from the Hon. Secre

t^ry, James Slater, Rosemount, Camphill Road, Broughty

Ferry.

March 16 to 19.—Hackney Photographic Society. Latest date for

entries, March 1. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary, Walter

Selfe, 24, Pembury Road, Clapton, London, E.5.

April 13 to 23.—Portsmouth Camera Club. Latest date for entries

March 31. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary, C. C. Davies.

25, Stubbington .\venue. North End, Portsmouth.

April 15 to 23.—Photographic Fair. Horticultural Hall, West-

minster. Sec, Arthur C. Brookes, Sicilian House, Southampton

Row, London, W.C.I. —
April 21 to May 19.—Hammersmith, Hampshire House, Photo

graphic Society. Latest date for entries, March 17. Particulars

from the Hon. Secretary, C. E. Altrop, 14, Southwold

Mansions, Widley Road, Maida Vale. London, W.9.

Patent News.

ifrocees fatenta—applicationg and specificattovs—are treated ,/i

' Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications January 3 to 8:

—

CoLOUB I'HOTOGR.iPHY.—No. 383. i;olour photography. Coloiii

photography, Ltd., J. F. Shepherd and J. N. Thomson.

Printing Processes.—^No. 1,090. Photographic printing processe,-,.

Uraphische Kunstanstalten F. Bruckmann Akt.-Ges. and H. Kvihii.

Shutter-Release.—No. 747. Automatic shutter-release for photo-

graphic cameras. V. Halla and W. Rielile.

Flash-Lamp.—No. 893. Flash-lamp for taking photographs. B. 'i'.

Hewson.

Washing Prints.—No. 100. Means for washing photographic!

prints or negatives. .\. L. Price.

Shcttehs.—No. 1,068. Camera shutters 'and operating mechanism
therefor. T. Wallace.

Aerial Mapping.—No. 1,110. Production of maps from over-

lapping oblique photographic views. Inag Internationale Aero-

geodatische Ges.

Projection Apparatus.—Nos. 209 and 404. Automatically focus

ing projection apparatus. Kodak, Ltd.

X-Ray PHOTOGRAPHy.—No. 424. X-ray photography. N. E.

Luboshey.

X-Ray Apparatus.—Nos. 489 and 679. Rontgen-ray apparatus.

Reiniger, Gebbert and Schall Akt.-Ges.

CiNEMATOGBAPHS.—No. 9. Cinematographs. H. Tallack.

Optical Projection. No. 783. Prismatic optical system for

cinema projection. C. H. Frampton.

CoLOCE ClNEMATOGEAPHY.-^No. 396. Colour cinematography.
C. H. Friesc-Greene and R. O. P. Humpliery.

Colour Cinematogbaphv.—No. 572. Method of producing coloured

motion pictures. \. T. Saunders.
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AJWy6 ACCKl'TKU.
'., prtct II- tach, pott /rtt, from

Umdon. W.C.
' A« die in braci:tl4 - ".•« ••/ j; ; tku country; ut

abioaa, rit (Ac cu«
(jttmnltoK.

'hat .,1 .2j.,

tht Iitttrnatujnd

remoral of the coaling at these parts is readily accomplished hy
means of a soitabU atylut or other instrument.

In t}>« diagram illastrating the optica] arrangement, H, iodi

eatt* a transparent pUt« on which has been drawn a picture or

othar delineation desired to be reproduced. I denotes a super
imposed plate, also transparent, on which is coated a aubstantially
opaque,or translucent coating J, such as plaster of Paris or the

-MAtOORAfU^. .No tii,io7. it'<^<.""l^r 31, 1917).

11 lainera is fittrd with two «>l)j«cir. r« set with
'.iKir <v2rc, u_>^ (>.i cwu: mrtrea apart, and placed behind wch at

lb* proper dutaiH-e u « trrie>.tiii^ prism. These prisms are
dirwlcd towards •«.. and betweefl tbcm a provided a
ssoond pair uf '\>\" «H pnsns mounted one above the
uUiar m a >lide pUtk^ . ^bt angles to the plane
ihroagh ib.- »xe» of tht opper one, »y, corre-

'I-'' ' hai.J ..jt/jt-.tiiB and the lower one to the
>!'- At 1 <>iir'3)-lr distance behind these prisms

'
: ui tbs usual way, the

!- •'
•• film sectioo with the

expusui* uiuii- the period
during wh'cl: ^ .loed in rrgia

V chta abaft is

.jQamsm. thi thia » cam
>w the c«m u moanUd
lie and of which aigages

A similar lollar oo the

'^gea a posh piece mouuied on the lower
whoae nppet •aid is iigidlj attached to the

. r uf e««imJ pnaoia. A spnng ie preferably
t) . ir.>rta of the moving ajstem ia contact

4hcr eoo

4Mhha.

unooth a m<>(

pi.- ...

•-'' '-" ••. 'ris

rre-

-.1., iia iii.ji. live.

*a arc of ooostani

upper prism with

perf aa lo (i«e aa

'K^^cn as liana I peat

•< iTntral pri/nis wiib

f the o6]activsa.

,-rraler speed than

ito

The camera i* opentted

;. eapoauras per setond

< meehaniaB, 0!ma are prKloced which have two seriee
rn.uing pict«f«a, oo* eset(« i^ta thnmgh the ««m eh]*<-

•-he other series tskeo lbruu»l, (be other of the sterMscopi
liapaeed a6]ect)««a.

*4isBt or ODoascutivt pidorta tberslof* hrlo^ each to a
i.tiTcot asries \lon> than two series m^ in SHBe caa« be
'Hiployed.

fthn thus mad#- ,^ cio«n»K.
•ctor, a »lere<» ., ^j,, „„

tcu-s u( pictarea on the </• _^ ^1
he «bsarT»M.—Louis Lm j^ji,,,
'>f*rMi!Iies, France.

tu (imii'ste the wnrk of

moer a, IWUJ The
sane whsteb^ a persoa

picture

«d with

KtXim)fIttiicil ty li.f placing

etween (he sourer .,f light

* (rrvtooalj prapereJ drawing opon
the sapcrpasitiAa on ihw d'awins nf

-. tbe parts appmximateir
hue iM'

i r ii its tho lijht tu be

i-OT the

. The

like, which m»y be readily scratched off by means of a steel
aajrloa or other suiuble tool K, adapted for the purpose, leaving
the piaU I clear and transparent for the passage of light wherever
Ihs • opaque " coating has been removed.—David John Williams
and Tom Davics. 175 Palmer Avenue, Detroit. Michigan
Cniud Statas.

LcxsK r»R Misria iMAOts.—No 145,023 (August 31, 1918). The
mention reUtes to a constituent part of sn optical device,
which u designed for producing minutely reduced photographs.
for instance of writmgs with a view to having )hese photographs
uf writings dispatched by carrierpigeonii. When, on employing
such a derire, an iiironx^uieotly great distance of the object to
b« taken a lo b« avoided, it will be found neceasai-y to arrange
fir \ sn.all focal length of the dcvi e l.ul at the same time tlie

aperture ratio muat be large, sr> iVfinition of the image
does not get impairMl bj- way oi i These re<juirement«
ar» best complied with, in case the deaired reduction is so great
that a device of the type of a photographic objective is out of
the question, by a device of the type of a compound microscope
used ;n the reverse psth of the rays, thai is lo say. in which that

p« corresponds aa to its constniction to Ihn
»••. the microscope is tamed towards the sensitised film,

and that part which eorrcapoods ss lo its construction to the
ocular of the microscope faces the object to be taken. If, how
ever, a microe'-<pe of the ordinary type is employed, that is In

say. one in which ths .icnUr I,a. « collectivo effect ss well.

I I E H
larger objects cannot be imaged satisfactorily because the

astigmatism uf oblique pencils and the chromatic difference of the

magnifi^tion being aufficiently removed, it will generally be

found impossible also to correct the curvature of the image-field

w a sufficient meesure. Tbe reason for this is, that, on employ-

ing a collective iKular of a microscope, it is not very well

poeeible to let the image formed by this ocular have a curvature

of that particular sense and amount that the objective of the

mirms'npe wniiUl juat furni a idsfiM ini.tLT of lhf> *utul itna^'f
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lenses amounto to

behind the group

According to the invention the last named problem may, how-

ever, l«» •olved, if that group of lenses (corresponding t« the

ocular of » microscope) which is to be located in front of the

collective group of lenses corresponding to the objective of ft

microscope (and generally consisting of a suitable microscope-

objective) be BO arranged as to be dispersive (which in oculars

for microscope? has hitherto already been practised in certain

cases), whereby, however, this group should consist of two dis-

persive members separated from one another, each of these being

composed of at least two lenses.

As a matter of course the new group of lenses may also be

used in a device acting in the reverse path of the rays, there-

fore, for producing greatly enlarged photographs, or for pro-

jecting under high magnification.

The drawing shows a section through a group of lenses corre-

sponding to the invention in which each of the two members

consists of two lenses cemented together.

In the following tables the radii of curvature, the lena-thick-

nesses, the dUtance apart of the two members, and the kinds of

glass are enumerated.

Measurements in raillimeteres.

r,= -)- 24.106 rfi =4.5

r,= - 8.51 dn -=0.5

r,= -|- 11.29 I =3.0

r,= -212.831 diu=0.5

r,= + -7.813 ciiv = 3.6

r,= + 24.917

Kinds of Glass.

»D "

1 and IV : 1.57240 41.7

II and III : 1.57038 57.5

The focal length of the whole group of

20.16 mm. If, as indicated in the drawing,

of Icnsee an apochromatic microscopic-objective having a focal

length of 16 mm. be located, of which the focal point facing this

group of lenses has a distance from the focal point of this group

of lenses which faces the said focal point amounting to about

166 mm., the whole arrangement will allow, for instance, to form

an image in a plane of a plane object, which is situated

750 mm. away in front of the dispersive group of lenses, reduced

six hundred times without, on an angle of the field of view

facing the object amounting to almost 30 deg. being involved, a

disturbing lack of definition becoming evident.—Carl Zeiss, Jena,

Germany.

Lantern Sceeens. No. 154,469. (December 12, 1919).-Butter

cloth, composed of an opaque or semi opaque material, is loosely

woven in auch a manner that the fabric shall form a multiplicity

of apertures of uniform shape and dimensions. Preferably the

major proportion of ihe filaments composing such fabric run

diagonally acrosa the «creein from one or both sidee thereof.

Screeiia are produced in the following manner :—The reinforcing

fabric la prepaied by coating the same with melted wax, celluloid

ur other tranaiuoent substance after it is stretched upon a frame.

Should the coating thus applied prove rough or lumpy, in order

to render auch surface unitorm, the screen is suspended in a

chamber and the temperature raised until the wax becomes

sufbciently fluid to run into and completely fill the interstioee

in the fabric, each of which forma a amall panel of translucent

wax or the like.

The coaling procoste up to this stage is one hithei-to employed

with fabrics having octangular apertures. In carrying out the

invention, however, aa soon as the interstices or apertures in the

fabric are evenly filled and while they still retain a sufficient

degree of fluidity, thfe screen is supported in a horizontal position

so that each panel of wax or the like sags and becomes convex

on its under surface, thus imparting to the screen a surface com-

posed of a multiplicity of nodules or projections which are convex,

pyramidal, oouoidal, or paraboloidal in form according to the

weaving of the fabric.

In this condition the heat having been withdrawn and the

chamber cooled the wax is aliowed to set, and the Bci«en coated,

if desired, with a suitable transparent varnish.—William James

Marks, lb, Ripon Street, Greenheys, Manchester.

Duplex Cinematograph Projection.—No. 149,649 (August 11,

1919.) The invention relates to a method of producing two

cinematographic representations simultaneously on different parts

of a projection screen by means of a single cinematograph.
'

In the drawing A indicates a cinematograph apparatus at the side

of the theatre, whilst a and b denote two mirrors arranged at

an angle in relation to the optical axis of the objective, as shown.

A transparent mirror disc c is so arranged between the mirroi-s

a and 6 that two projections result, the image being reflected

once by means of the transparent glass pane c on to the mirror

a- and also passing through the glass disc on to the mirror b. The

image is projected from a on to the lower half d of the screen,

which half is made opaque, whilst the image is projected from

6 on to the upper transparent half d of the same screen. The

arrangement is such that a laterally correct representation of the

picture or image is obtained on the ^screen viewed from either

side tjiereof. If so desired two separate screens or projection

surfaces may be used instead of a single screen.—Messter-Film

G.M.B.H., 27/28, Oberlandstrasse. Berlin-Tempelhof, Germany.

New Apparatus.

Pentec AndStigmat Cinematograph Lenses, Series XIX. //2,9.
Made by J. H. Dallmeyer, Ltd., 11, Recent Street, London,
S.W.I.

This new series of lenses for cinematograph cameras, recently de-

signed by Mr. L. B. Booth, represents a further development in the

production of a lens of ultra speed, and at the same time of critical

quality of definition, both elements of great importance to the user

of a cinematograph camera. The lenses are issued of the aperture

of //2.9, that is to say half as rapid again as one of //3.5, and

in some of the focal lengths it has been found possible to exceed

even this speed, and to provide an aperture of //2.8. The lenses

yield extremely fine definition and we have no doubt will be widely

appreciated by ciiiematographers. Equally they form most valu-

able objectives for direct photo-micrography without a microscope

on the lines which were recently the .subject of a paper and demon-

stration by Mr. Martin Duncan at the Royal Photographic Society.

Messrs. Dallmeyer issue four focal lengths of 1^, 2, 2j, and 3 inches.

The price of the first two is £8 15s. ; of the 2^ inches, £9 15s. , and

of the 3 inch, £10 10s. The objectives are also supplied in focus-

aing mounts at somewhat higher prices.
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irWc Society
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aing and Mo«ntinK.

( U>e Aflliation

ROVAL PMOTOOR.VPHIC SOCIETY.
>( held Ti>raday. Jaoaory 18, ibe preaident. Pr t; H.

in >k- I,.,..

.bt. M.C. r.il.P.S.. 4alir«rwi a le«^ui« on
,M..., .«i..! ' ' r-

,-,f Unl«ni.elid*a, many fr«Mi

« taken onder n*. y«« Mrring to illn»lral«.
-

• ilor* .,:,., :, Cept. Knight bM d«vot«d
r>*rtiruU' 'ion In (he rinenatofraph.

• prnirMiiwa of the ». n«irm*ii very hearty toU «rf thank*
>rdad tiM lMtn«r.

EPINBrRCH .SOTIETY OF PROFESSIONAL
pii«rrf»fjR.\nfBBS.

\f^' r, • ,,..1 . MA, H^nr'tcr < • vj...\ .... ^ Mi.oday,
m fr-

. E. D.
ii-.;t. J. 11. .I'm ,,, .^..rfTi.^rj iri<rm«<in, Latn)t»

Harper, and Moffat Apoloi^iee for abwnc* wet»

received from Miss Grey, Miss Grace D'Arcy, and Messrs. Drum-
mond Shiels, Fergussun and Coltart.

The secretary read the report of the third annual dinner, held

on December 6 last, which was approved. The secretary submitted

the accounts in connection therewith.

The secretary read a letter from Miss Grey offering to contribute

£1 towards the cost of providing a half-watt installation for the

lighting and posing composition class at the College of Art, and

Mr. Moffat intimated that he would also contribute £1 for that

object. Tl>e nweting thanked these members, and also Mr. E. D.

Yoang, for their donations.

The aeoretary read a letter received from the secretary of P.P.A.,

London with reference to the Society's communication anent

the question of " free sittings." The secretary of the P.P.A.
stated tiiat the matter had been seriously, lengthily, and sym-
pathetically discussed by his Council, and the following resolution

had been passed:

—

"That thi~ Cflnncil. having considered the letter from the

Edinbur):' .rraphers' Association, have come
to the c" o deprecating tlie giving of free

sittings as a busineas system, they do not feel t>hat they are

in a poaition at the pr«wnt ninUKiil t<> lake efTortivo motion In

tha matter."

The aecretafy also read an rAcorpi tnnii ini' rdiuinui mju'.i aim

the minutes of the Council in the "P.P.A. Circular " condemning

this reprehensible practice.

The meeting, while regretting that the P.P.A. oould not co-

operate wHh them in making some olBoial pronouncement, felt that

the airing of the grievance might hare some beneficiul effect. One
of the members staled that a few days ago a customer who was

being married shortly had rec«ived a letter offering " free sittings,"

and in which it wa '
i ' ; to the

sitter, and that lh> '>ut her

conaentN Thi« w ai the ri.-:uit of thf i>c,c;fi_v s advertise-

riirnt rr " frr. in June of last year, and was considered

ail inler*-'!!-.- ;. .'. ;iro.

The qii' L . : the reproduction charges, which was adjourned

from last mevtiug. was further considered, but it was r'

after non>«> dieriiwnn, to let the matter lie over iii^ the mean;

T red what arrangement 9 aIiuuIU l>e

mail '! Th<» meeting n'mmniended
ck>-

'
^ " V • Messrs.

W . ,1 they

pnriod. U » . • il to delay for a

members m.iv in in the soliomo

ll • lo tntrn a joint a'l : in " Tlie Scut

•oHii I'llv and .\ugust notif le public the bn-

which wonid be closed.

Mr. E. D. Young reported that the half-watt installation had

been obtained and placed in the lighting and poking compositioi

claM >t the College of .\rt and was a great iiiiproviMiii'iit.

CBOYDON CAMERA CLOB.

Mr. B. T. Rose gave a highly interesting demonslrstion, entitled

" What Can ba Done in a Phot^rapher's Workroom." Assaming'

a note o^faitamgation. the answer is " A lot of things." The
RwiB^ttiBl lip* and contrivances brought forward, the majority

impossible nr difAcalt to describe without drawings, clearly illus-

trated that the lectorec must have occupied a front seat when the

gnds distributed gifts of ingenuity, and grabbed far more than iiis

share.

Sercral of the tips were, however, admittedly not original. Select-

ing one of these to start with, quite a nice finish can be given to a

photograph mounted on card without margin. A strip of No. I

glasspaper is glocd on to a slip of wood and run along the edges.

A strut on the back enables the photograph to be placed upright,

and I" furnish yet another knick-knack for the collection of dust.

Carriers of strawboard answer well and cost practically nothing.

The difflrulty with these is to fit tnm-buttons in cases where they

are required. Drive a pin through the back in correct position

;

slightly bend over to judge length required ; snip oft superfluous

bit ; insert a sheet of glass in carrier, and further bend thd end c^
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the reduced pin until it comes in contact. These simple turn-

buttons answer excellently.

In the construction of strawboard or cardboard boxes, etc., it is

usual to half-cut through to allow the card to be bent round lit

ripht-angles. This has obvious disadvantages, and the lecturer

showed a far better way. A piece of wood, longer than the card,

has a groove made along its length with a tenon-saw, and opened

slightly V-shaped with glasspaper. A groove about 1-16 in. deep

and a trifle wider is sufficient. A strip of hard wood is taken and

the end fashioned to a point wi\h curvature running up to it similar

ill contour, though more acute, to a spoon bow (convexity outwards)

of a boat. A pencil line is drawn along the card where the bend

is required, and the extremities laid in line with the groove; heavy

pressure is then applied along the line, with a gliding motion, by

the pointed piece, and the trick is done. He showed many useful

oaeos and a iiest-of-drawers made out of card, one case fitting a limp

canvas camera case and converting it into a stiff one, a division

being thoughtfully allowed for a flask.

A capital strop, or hone, for sharpening knives (great, it was

said, for carving-knives) consists of a strip of wood on which

linoleum is glued. It is oiled, and fine carborundum. No. 1 or

No. 2, applied. An attempted appropriation by the secretary of a

sample strop, kindly presented by Mr. Rose to the " office boy," vt

this juncture brought the proceedings to a tine edge.

Quite neat was a method of grinding a ground-glass patch on a

bottle. Procure carborundum powder as aforesaid and a strip of

glass about 5 ins. long by j in. broad. Tie a piece of thin card

round the bottle, its upper part finishing where the lower edge of

the patch is to stop. Using this as a guide, and. water as a \ahti

cant for the powder, and keeping a finger over the point where

pressure is applied, a patch is quickly ground, which can be written

on with pencil, or better, red chalk. Round and flat bottles can

be treated ; with the latter any depressions may require persuasion

with the tip of the glass. Water acting perfectly as a lubricant,

various alternatives, such as camphor in turpentine, were, of course,

suggested.

It should be mentioned that the proceedings were uplifted at the

start by Mr. Rose reading in clerical style a discursive but ex-

tremely elevating article. At the close was some lofty moralising

on the nobility of work. He cannot^.help these vagaries, for they

are inbred, and even extends his generous, loving sympathy to the

jobbing workman, who usually deserves hard labour, and unfortu-

nately fails to secure it. The moral contagion spreading, Mr.

Harpur sorrowfully declaimed against society for preferring the

man who works with his brains to the on^ who works with his

hands. In his opinion, the man who counts is he " who works with

his brains in front of his hands," pickpockets, presumably, ex-

cepted. After a brisk encounter between Mr. Sellers and Mr.
Joblrng on the respective merits of crocus and rouge, in which such

weighty arguments as " What rot! " and " Nonsense " -were freely

applied, a most hearty vote of thanks was accorded Mr. Rose for

a. I evening full of practical suggestions.

News and Notes.

Portraits by Mr. Marcus Adams and Mr. Berti-am Park form
a dmall collection, which is being shown by the Hammersmith
Photographic Society at Hampshire House, Hog Lane, W.6, during
the next few weeks.

Messrs. Bassamo are vacating their studios and premises at

25, Old Bond Street, which they have occupied for no less a period

than 45 years. In consequence of termination of the lease, they

have had to seek a new home, and are establishing themselves at

38, Dover Street, at the end of the present month.

Bargains in Apparatus.—Messrs. Wallace Heaton, Ltd., 17 to

27, Change Alley, Sheffield, send us their January list of second-
hand cameras, enlargers, lenses and other apparatus, a compilation
running to 52 pages, and including a very great variety of goods
at all prices. The list is obtainable free on application.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

Legal Notices.—Notice of intended dividend is given in the

case of Bertie Owen Emms, picture frame maker, 18, Norwich

Road, and trading at 11, Arcade, Lowestoft. Proofs must be

lodged on or before January 25 with A. Granville White, 14, Old

Jewry Chambers, E.C.2.

NEW COMPANIES.

C. and a. G. Lewis, Ltd.—This private company was registered

on January 10 with a capital of £3,000 in £1 shares (2,500 ordinaiy

and 500 10 per cent, preference). Objects : To take over the photo-

graphic, printing and other business carried on by C. Lewis as

C. and A, G. Lewis at 97 and 99, Sherwood Street, Nottingham.

The first directors are : C. Lewis (permanent managing director

and chairman), Dunelra, Mapperley Plains Road, Nottingham;

Mrs. A. G. Lewis, Dunelm, Mapperley Plains Road, Nottingham

;

C. R. Harrison, 24, Gill Street, Nottingham; J. S. Harrison, 24,

Gill Street, Nottingham. Secretary : C. R. Harrison. Registered

office : 97 and 99, Sherwood Street, Nottingham.

Correspondence.

**'Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and

addresses of the writers are given.

*•* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

WARMING THE STUDIO.

To the Editors.

Ueuti«meii,—In a recent number of the "B.J." a correspondent

spoke with approval of a new invention for heating rooms, and

strongly recommended it for studios. I have never heard of it

myself, and while it may be very good for ordinary rooms, I do

not think it could possibly succeed for warming a studio of the

usual size, as I understand it is heated by either gas or electricity.

The latter would be horribly expensive and quite inadequate for

the pui-poee. Gas, at the present time, is bad and dear. In our

enlightened district we pay 4s. lOd. per 1,000 feet, and to warm

a large studio would be very costly, and it would be advisable to

have a flue to carry away the fumes. I know there are gas

radiators which are said to condense all the products of combus-

tion, but I know also that none of them do it. Some of them do

condense some of the fumes, as well as a good deal of water, but

enough fumes escape to play havoc with curtains, curtain rods,

lens mounts, and all metal work in the place. I have had a good

curtain reduced to tinder in a couple of years, and brass work

corroded a beautiful green in less time.

The studio must be warm ; one cannot get good portraits of

sitters when they are shivering with cold. I have seen ladies come

into the studio in winter in evening dress looking ten years older

than they should through cold. In a few minutes in a warm room

they begin to look younger, and thei.r faces plump up like a

shrivelled apple in an air pump. Then one must be prepared at

almost any time to photograph a baby without any clothes, a silly

idea, but fond mothers will have it that way. Only a week or

two ago when the supply of anthra<;ite was short and we had to

depend on a gas radiator, I had great difficulty in persuading a

young mother not to strip a poor baby naked in the cold studio.

I suppose the ideal method of heating would be a system of

hot-water pipes all over the establishment, dark rooms included,

supplemented in offices and artists' room by an open fire for

ventilation. In some large blocks of offices the landlord has in-

stalled a heatmg apparatus for the whole building, and the photo-

grapher who has his studio in such a building is fortunate. But

even when the studio is heated by such means it is advisable to

have some form of stove or fireplace to increase the warmth when

necessary.

I have tried several patterns of stoves : the old-faehioned " Tor-
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.- " slow combaation is good, bat liable to Im doaiy and dirty,

^_f .. ially u the fir* ha* to be lighted every morniDg. The bert

of ^1. in jny •zperieoce it the kind cpecially designed for burning

»< thncitc ; the (oel i* clean to handle »nd qnite emokeleaa, and
.'^ oat intenM beat. The rat* of combaation can be ragiilated

.. :he greateat nicety, and the store, if attended to coee a day,

ean be kept alight from October to April. Bat in atDdioe it

"".y be neoaaaary to re ligbt it on Monday murning.

. ^aae atovea are not eaay to light, and I har* found it aavea a

^.-,a deal of trooble if a handfol of ordinary aoft coal it need to

atari it burning. With aoch a atove properly handled there ahoold
1^^ „,^ ,<,..f Axeapt wbao the store la cleaned oat for r*-Iightiog,

.- even than. All the r«st of the week the aabe* are

. .^, • ahat-np drawer, which ean be carried oat of the

\ I find oo* asdi atore will keep a Urge atadio comfortably

.^<x-m, excapi in the renr coldest waadhcr, when a gaa radiator ia

if iiiiiiaaaij tJnfortanately anthracite ia not aaay to get

ada>a, eapeoally if atorage room u amall. I hav* aomatimea

to wait a month for a tapply owing to shortage ol tmcka.

•10, or Bnall ooke, may b* need in an emargeocy, bat it gtvea

a fonrth of Uta heat of anthracite, and boraa away so quickly

it M naalma to try to keep the fir* on all night. With antbra-

'Ib* alOT* ia fiUad at night and the draught ragolated to k«ep

joat aliiht till momutg, whan the draagfat ia incraaaed and
well ahakea e«i, and ia a abort tiaa* tb* store ia throwing

an inta«*e heat. The allnisht fire ia uafnl in winter, aa

•Mps tb* alodio slightly warm and moil* any anow aa it falla.

naa th* (tadio haa a fireplace it ia neoaaaary, of eoarae, to

> a alov* pip*, not « beantifal object, I admit, bat I do
find It raay auaightly ; in fact, I do not think say oa* notieaa

M It IS in a shadowy part of Ih* room. Th* ordiaarj gal-

ron pip* ahoold not be naad, a* tb* foaiaa, pwamsbly
IS. aooa eofTode it away ; a atroog oaat iron pip*, aoch aa

•a-- ii* ia bast and looka, perhapa. !«•* nnaightly than

gal n.

Aftor -< , .-ra! ointcn' enperiaoc* I am qait* aatiafted that

•al>ira/^t« i> '.Kt, haat and ehaapaat for the ordinary atadio. I

woo to gaa or coal and cokr tlorot The pattern

of < -d for wnrkroema, and aran dark-r«i*na, bat ia

th* lalsM tbay ware Isf ' woald
•» n«'-^-^>r m splaabea of wali mieala.

^ 'fn I bacooM waibUiy tod baOd aty idMil eatab-

'.','-. Iha whole place < at*d with h^watirr pipaa,

With opaa fiapiaom whac«nra* piaaa>bi». for. aft*r all, aothing looks

so flomfortabb> «nd muf aa an open firt- One bean a good daal
of central bn- with rsdiatora iaataad

of fir^laoaa, fitting rooad a radlalM
«o Christmaa ut^ttt.

!• mar tM> as well to add that th* anthracita dimild be aalae««d

f attfte oaad ; for the ordinary ata<- 'h* faal

- targrr than " walsttta "- Yoor» U
COWFOaT.

K\rTr»HiAL DEVKTvOPMENT

the Editor-

T - of opinion. t>^«wD Mr A..!r*d

' < '' ' ha ralo* of the laciorial method of
-ni (or »<>gat,r«a ripoaed opoo oatdeor labjecu, or aadar
riabl* Usht «oaditioai, ean b* aarrowad down to a r«iy

a^raad that a variation ia aj,|wiaM>* girea

« time of appaarsao* of tb* hnaga and a
1 tb* ealealatad total thn* of davdopmant.
•a to the amoant of thk Tartalida ia ax-

*ry outdoor oegstiv* work. Mr.
azpoaor* lo within an emir of

r:u: be acfdjapUabed arith tb* aid of an ezpoaora
t be ao, than t admit at one* that tb* ac<raracy of

d«Tal«p«aat fai ootdoor aafatlr* work ti ooaaparable
««cata«y hi tb* d»rel«»pm»t>t of bronhW priata aad iaatarn
• correct «<paaat«a f ' st* baao aaeartaiaad before-
trial I am of lb» vnravar, that lb* arrort fn

Sia oat4o«r n*ga:i<e work are freqvently at least as
if* fsirly fltostraled by mr two •xparimantal platea.

one of which was given 1/lOth second and the other l/45tb second ex-

posore, and which upon development yielded very diffeirent times

of first appearance of the image. It is well known that the plate

speed number upon the plat* box does not necessarily indicate the

true speed of the plates enclosed within. Plates may vary in speed

from box to box (batch to batch) by 50 per cent. Two platee

within the same box have been known to give different tme-speed

readings. It ia also notorious that photographic shutters are not

only wrongly marked, but also frequently fail to repeal exposures

at any on* setting to an extent which makes it futile to get them
tested and r»-marked. I have known a shatter give l/20th second
upon one occasion, and upon a subsequent occasion at the same
setting it gave l/30th second. The records of the National Physical

Laboratory are rich in similar examples. Without taking any
account of other pitfalls in exposure, it is obvious that if wo
attempt to give a meter-ealcnlated exposure of 1/lOth second with
a plate whose marked speed is 200 H and D, and set the shatter

accordingly, and if the real speed of the plate is 150 H and D, and
the shutter, working quickly, gives l/15th second, then we have upon
that plate an effective exposure which is vnxciUingly only half

what was intended. In a like manner errors in the opposite direc-

tion give rise to an exposure of double the one intended. This
is precisely tb* rang* of error provided in my eixperiment to which
Mr. Wstkins tikes exception. If it be admitted that this dejrree

of error is common—and 1 submit that it is not only common, but
freqacntlr exceadad—than Mr. Watkina is wrong and I am right.

and the factorial BMthod is less sailed to the development of out-

door aagatiras, because of the possible exposure error, than it is.

for the daralopment of accurately exposed materials.

I agree with Mr. Watkina that, if tbe correct exposure for a
piece of bromide paper were 1 second, and either 2 or 4 seconds
ware giren instead Ian error in exposure comparable with my plat«>

•ipfiimant), then the factorial method applied to bromide paper
w«ald be loaad to be eqiQally inaccurate. I am glad that Mr.
Watkiaa doaa go ao far aa to admit that such a degree of error in

asinaar* aarieoaly haadicspa factorial development. But it is pre-

cisely bacaaa* we can eliminate th* possibility of such errors of

aspoaiN* ia bromide paper by making trial «zpoaures first that
btMaid* paints and outdoor negatives are not c<^parable. The
ordinary photographer can be snr* of tbe exposure for 'bromide
papsr and lanism slides by means of an experimental trial; he
cannot be aore of bis expoavrea in outdoor negative work, because
he haa ao m*aas of making a trial, hence the applicability uf

factorial daralopaiant to tbe former, and ita inaccuracy in tb* case
of th* latter elasa of work.

I am glad that aome of tb* aourcaa of airor associated with
davaiopmant by time alon* wars pointed out. They are insuffi-

ciaatly kaown and appreciated. The list cotild be extended with
adraoiaga. Tbe calculated tim* of derelopn>ent must also make
(irupar alk>wance for the relationahip between the total range of
light- intaasitiaa in tb* aobject and the •< ;ile of the print

iag pw iiaaa eontanplatad. Mr. Watkin. snored this vari

abl* wbm h* departed from factorial dtvtupiucnt in 1910 and
adopted " tharmo-ttme " development in tanks, in order to develop
mora than on* plate at a time and avoid a red dark-room lamp.
It doaa not in tbe leaat surprise me, therefore, that he wss more
satidM with the " fsctorial " reanlta compared with his "thermo-
timeJ^OMjJI^ The inaccuracy of the time method so practised
wa« graiMr than th* inaccuracy of the factorial method. Unless
aU the factors which goTam tba time of development mo taken into

coosideratino, it is raaaonably certain that the result will be im-
parlert. Th* factorial development of outdoor negativea js a
method mor* trustworthy than develofimcnt by inspection. Time
daralopnaat properly conducted ia more trustworthy than either.

Tfma d*v*lopni«at ia nM properly conducted when a group of ex-
poaorea ar« developed in a dish or a tank for (be tamt time. I did
not ose th* word " standardised " in respect of exposure* given
to bromide papers, so that tb* remarks made in criticism thereof
do not spply. On the other h«nd, I did recommend trial and error
in the manner which Mr. Watkins describes ss the only way of

gatting a correctly expoaed print.

Tbe anbJBct ia of considcrabi* interest, and tbe issae is a simple
one. Csn ordinary photographers estimate outdoor sxposores to
within sn a<*nr»ov of SO r»T r«n» ».(>, t-r.^.nnab!* fraqaency wilh
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oat, the aid of a check upon tb« actual speed of the plate in use

which Mr. Watkins himself is able to accomplish, or is a range of

inaccuracy of 400 per cent, quite common ?—Yours faithfully,

B. T. J. Glover.

Siinnymere, BirkenhMd Road, Meols, Cheshire.

January 16.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,— I have read Dr. Glover's articles on factorial

development with much interest, and consider that they are a

valuable addition to the literature on the subject of systematic

development, but I am afraid that I cannot agree with some of his

conclusions, and, now that Mr. Watkins has taken up the cudgels

in defence of factorial development for negatives, I beg leave to

give some of ray own experiences on the same subject.

I have made verj- considerable use of both thermo lime and fac-

torial development for the past 25 years, and my conclusions are

that both methods liave their good points, but for critical work

I should always use the factorial system. Like Mr. Watkins I

have been let down by tank development when the chemicals or the

emulsion have not been what I expected, but I do not recall a

single instance of being let down by the factorial system.

My usual practice, when developing a number of exposures, is to

make a test with two or more plates in one dish, taking note of

the average time of appearance and the total time of development.

These plates are fixed and examined, and, if found satisfactory,

the rest of the batch developed for the same total time, but the

time is first indicated by the factorial system. The only variation

I make is to develop interior subjects for two-thirds of the time

"iven to exteriors. Need'.ess to say that the' exposures are care-

fully calculated by an actinometer or other means, and except

in the case of a sheer fluke, I find my negatives very even.

I can weU believe that where the exposures are haphazard the

factorial system would fail, and that thermo-time would be far

preferable, and, strange to say, I have not found the factorial

system satisfactory for process negatives all exposed by artificial

light. There are good reasons for this, which would take up too

much space to explain here. '

There is one peculiarity of factorial development which I have

not seen mentioned, and that is in connection with the dilution

of the developer. I recently made some experiments with the

object of testing the advantages of surface development as opposed

to depth development ; my tests were made solely with the object

of noting the effect upom halation. I failed to get halation under

any conditions, but I found that the negatives produced with dilute

developer were of a totally different character from those pro-

duced with a normal developer.

My subject was an interior facing a long row of windows, but

the day wag dull and damp, and there was a fair amount of haze

in the room. Three exposures were made, and identical exposures

were given ; Imperial pyro-metol was the developer, and the first

negative was developed with half-normal strength ; time of appear-

ance, 20 sees. ; factor, 6 ; total time, 2 minutes. The developer

was diluted to one-eighth normal strength for the second negative,

the time of appearance being 90 sees. ; total time, 9 minutes. The
negatives when fixed differed very considerably in contract. No. 1

was a fair average negative for the existing conditions, but No. 2

was very much thinner in the high-lights, and the shadows con-

tained a much higher proportion of fog, and not a particle more
detail than No. 1. No. 3 was then developed with full strength

developer, the time of appearance being 20 sees., the same as No. 1,

but at the end of 1^ minutes, the high-lights being well through

at the back, and it being quite obvious that to continue would
be to over-develop, it was taken out and fixed ; the result being

that it is the best negative of the three. The high-Hghts are denser

than No. 1, and tie shadows are clearer than either No. 1 or

No. '2, and the shadow detail is brighter and stronger ; so every-

thing points to strong developer with a low factor being better

than a dilute developer with a high factor as far as quality is con-

cerned. But another point which stands out is that the same factor

will not do for different degrees of dilution.

As regards bromide printing, I agree that the factorial system
is the best, but I cannot agree that so high a factor is necessary,

or it may be that different developers or different formulae require

widely different factors. Anyway with amidol used with anything

from 1^ to 6 grs. per oz., I find a factor of 6 to be ample for either

black and white or sepia prints.

To sum up, my conclusions are that both systems of develop-

ment are very good servants, but not equally good masters, and

that a judicious blend of the two, as suggested above, will be

found useful for plates or papers.—Yours faithfully,

E. A. BlEBMAN, F.R.P.S.

Birmingham, January 15.

To the Editors

Gentlemen,—Dr. Glover has earned our thanks for bringing

Mr. Watkins out of his shell and causing him to pen the interesting

article appearing on p. 15 of your last issue. I have for more than

twenty years been a great believer in and a user of the factorial

system of development, and I never fail to recommend it to those

who meet with difficulties in development.

I could never understand why such an ideal system of developing

correctly-exposed negatives has been allowed to fall into the back-

ground, one hearing very little of it to-day, and meeting very few

who know anything about it.

It has been a great mistake not to keep the table of factor num-

bers up-to-date. All the tables I know of—even the latest, i.e.,

that in the current " Almanac "—are rather antiquated and incom-

plete. Mr. Watkins is, I know, a busy man, but if he could see his

way—makers -of plates, films and developers perhaps helping him

—

to send you for publication a corrected, up-to-date and complete

list, it would be of great assistance to all of vis. Other workers

with more spare time than Mr. Watkins might perhaps do it, but
" Watkins numbers " from Mr. Watkins himself would carry greater

weight and be more acceptable to most of us.

Plate and developer makers have been very behindhand in ascer-

taining and giving us the factor numbers of their formulse and

products, and requests for them have often brought confessions of

ignorance of the figures or suggestions for " approximate " num-

bers.—Yours faithfully, GoDFBEy Wilson.

January 15.

THE POSITION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETIES.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,
—

^The letter from the hon. secretary of the Catford

Camera Club, published on page 27 of last week's " B.J.," comes

as a sort of tonic after the depressing effect of " Fuller Hope's "

lachrymose screed, though I must confess that I look a little

askance upon the communication from Mr. Coleman. The latter,

I think, is much too sanguine, whereas the originator of the corre-

spondence is far too pessimistic.

The Catford secretary, to my mind, pictures the position of only

one society, and this, of course, his own. I am given to under-

stand that the founder, president, and moving spirit of the Catford

Club is a well-known teacher of photography at the L.C.C.'s local

evening classes, and that the club was at first made up mainly of the

president's photographic pupils. Other beginners, I am told, have

been admitted to the membership, but the fact of its origin remains.

If this be true, how can we compare the club with others ? Before

we can fathom the reasons of this new club's extraordinary success

we should know the number of the president's past and present

pupils in the club, and the parts they play in it.

No other society has, I believe, been founded and run under such

favourable conditions, and, having a fairly large percentage of real

beginners—and, obviously, enthusiastic workers—as a strong founda-

tion, the club ought of necessity to be a huge success—for a time

at any, rate. But what will happen when most, if not all, of these

beginners become expert workmen, as they must do very soon

under the rulership and instruction of such a capable experi-

mentalist and teacher as their president ? I venture to predict that

the members -will make rapid progress in the art of photography,

and that they will very soon be tired of instniction evenings, and
yearn either for what Mr. Coleman calls " a long series of lantern

and other evenings of the usual sort," or drop photographic club

life, and perhaps photography altogether.

I have a great admiration for Mr. Coleman's enthusiasm (I wish
there were more like him) , but it would be very intOTesting to have
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toother report from him, say a year or two hence, wbeo his unique

collection of beginners will haT« become " old hands " and really

good Korken. Catford, if my information is correct, has not an

'«<l supply of penoDS who require photographic instruction.

>ald also be raaiembered that the Catford Club is not an

;; a desert, and that for many yean photographers in the

have been well catered for by two other societies within

m sti-jn walk of the new club's hsadqnarters.—Yours faithfoUy,

L. T. W.

,V0 OR THREE DIMENSIONS : IDEALS IN PORTRAITURE.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Mr. Edward Drummond Tonog seems to be aoooyed.

-n sorry. I maintain that it is pernicious to eaoonrage photo-

apbers to adopt the two-dimensionsl, or any other " stunt " of

dem painting as oppoaed to the spirit and letter of photography,

«ot(fic and artistic.

I could readily reply to all the pointa ia Mr. Edward Drum-
nd Young's letter, bat eaonoi see that any nseful purpose would

b« V rved by doiag so.—Toors faithfully, F C. Tilnkt-

v\ ^ ;.l«n, Chsam, Surrey.

Jmaumry 17

RAILWAY PHOTOORAPHKRS.
To the Editors,

ijeiiilrmen,— I was interested in reading W: Scottoo's

jt issiis of the 7tb iost. In that cummunicaiiaa he
rBatioB aa to the first railway phoCognpllsr, and, in

:ld like to record the foUowiog fads. Shortly before

fr. F. A. Bndfr and I compared notes, and I learnt

.at he had phntugraphad 10 the Bow works of the

'.n Railway. It so happened that—doe to ny father's

II. iiQgater, I was allowed the privilege of entry into

th<. i 70, and reneoiberrd ha«iois ss«p a photogrspber

•t n^riL ilxtt. That man, I afterwards Icanied, was the late Mr.
Brtdi;* *a related by himaelf.

^nem whether he waa the oOnal photoyapher to the

h* aan* sanee that Mr. Scottua and hia father weiw
sitA^UU u> the Midland Railway, or laarsty called in as nrraaion
requirwi

-rest to appear J."
-

. O. \. . ...

£Uu«e, Uorta.

January 17

<1E PETZVAL 0KTH08C0PIC L^A^ AND THE TKLia>BOTO
To iha UMon.

<><otl«(o«ti,- It ia afrsaabla to note m th* Udlmf by Piufssam
Coorady the appiedal iow awarded to the gattios of Petstal. I

'io Dot think that ptkotographets have duly reoogniaed wh>> •>>--

•1 to the work of thie distinguished mathematician . who*
.<4^, ProJaaer Cborady raoiarks, ia made prartioUy in lU v«igiii.u

form at tha pisasu l day. It was ifaia laoa, oonbiniog aa tt doaa !a(|»

aperture, and < »wa«|itai< rapidity with asqaiaile daftnitton. that

enabled photosnphets to boild op aneii a large and sMeaaaful bust—^ '" portraitaiw brforv tha siTirai of. smnlsioa nptdity.
i-l's seeood lena, kxiown as tha orthografMe ar ortkoaeapic,

-•" riU attcatioo aa the foramniiar of Use Uliiptiutu Iwiii Somm
three «r loar yeara after ila intradiMlsaB, a ywyurtswi waa iatio-

dooed at the Phota«raphic Sosiaty of Qm» Brilai»—I tUak by
Mr Malnwa to have a nark «iffmred oo tha leiM tube, iodiaatiBg

'- m which the focal diataooe cwald be mtaaorad, and I

out ikat wit4i the ortbopaphie Iraa it eoold not ha
•>. .i* UM nodal poiat waa ontaida tha iaaa. Tlua, of eonne, ia-

'•te* a longer foeus, and ooosaqaent larfsr image thaa woold be
' tcoB dttrancw between the leaa and tlta imaga. TSa magni-
waa DOi great, bat it exialed, and tba priodple, that of

* pegatire lens behind the poeitive, is that adopted in tele-

- T. R. I>dlwyer baiooga the oradH «f wrogrtaing how an
n c< the prlodpla flhslrslad ia the artbop«pbi« ]mm night
•ed ia tba |WodBC*iaB of a trfepbolo lena, with a uaeful

' maffBtAcation rsoottiag in the prodoctioa of the wellkDOwn
'"an faitfafolly, W. E. DnsxHAM.

Answers to Correspondents.

/» accordance with our prutnt proetic* a T4lativtly small tpact it

allotttd m each itnt to rtpliu to corr^fondtnt*.

W* wia mtver by post ('/ stomped and addrttttd envelop* it

tncitued for re-ply; S-eent InUmatiottal^ Coupon, from reader*

Oiieriss to U mawtrtd tit «JU fridmy't " /'w«"»«<^1_';^'L''!fg^_J!*

net lalsr tAan riM«d<y {poiUd Monday), and *h«tUd bt

addressed to t*e Mditori.

R. H. I.—Apart from the Rontgen Society, the only association we

know is the Society of Radiogrvphers, the secretary of which is

Mr. George F. Westlake, Electrical Departraent> Cancer Hos-

piul, Fnlham Road, London, S.W.6.

H. T.— It baa beeci definitely stated by the Home Office, on appli-

cation of the Profeaeionsl Photographers' Association, that the

taking of portraits by appointment at a atudio on the half-day

we^y holiday ia not contrary to the Shops Act.

M. F. 8.—Tour lighting arrangement would neceseitate a very

long exposure, the lamp at 12 feet distance giving very little

light. Why not uae all reflected light? Marion and Co. made

an apparatus on the principle, and it answered very w'H Thf

arcs were 6 ur 7 ft. from sitter.

J. D.—We are aorry we do not know the maker using '•m- huphu

gram J. X. S. At t)ie raqnast of one of the leading dealers in

aecoodhand lenses, we tried to identify this mark some time ago

but withoot soccees. Probably it is one of the French makers,

or more likatj daalera, who were in business 20 or 30 years «go.

I*. M.—Plaster flgvrea (busU) are sold by Messrs. D. Bracclani A

Co.. 364, Goswell Road, London, E.C.1. There is no jonroal

which deals specially with portraiture, although the subject is

tiewted among general art matters in the "Studio," 44, I«icaate(-

Square, London, W.C.2. price 2s. monthly; and in "Drawing,"

34, Patanmstcr Bow, London, E.C.1, price is. monthly.

f. G.—Wa have foand the ordinary dr}-monnting, using a flat

itoo inattail of a piwas, to answer very wall with stout sstin, the

sbellac might come through the ailk ; the beat way would be U>

try a waste piece. We have also used Seccotioe spread upon

ijU mottnl and allowed to get tacky before laying down the silk

to be quite satisfactory. You most not apply any mountsnt direct

to the silk.

A. W.—Wkst you want is optically impossible unless you stop

down the lens to a very small aperture. In order to get constant

focus with alteration of the distance of the lens from the sitter

you would have to stop down probably to //64, or smaller in

the caaa of • lens nf. say. 12 inches focal length, whidi would

mean that ^ have to give about 2S0 times the expomire,

oompoiad ». . .:i aperture of, say, //4.

A. B.—The ctaenaiogmph trade ia at preeent not in a very orga-

manl state aa ragards purchasing films of local subject*. At

pisaant one market, and parfaapa the chief one, ia the dnemaa in

Ib^^iAiet, but the proprietors of theee require educating in

order to oonvinca than that there is a demand on the part of the

public for local ftlms. Ynu will find some hints on this subject

in sn artici* in the " B.J." of October 8 last.

J. A.—The Series V. Cooke lens is of //8 aperture, and for a len*

of the focal Icngtb '.18 ins.) for a IS x 12 plate that is quite as

large ao apatlura m is required. In almost every case you

canool do with s larger aperture, otherwise you will not get

sofflcisnt depth of focus. The lens is an excellent one for all-

ronnd ontdoor work, such ss architecture, machinery, and land-

•oape, and for 15 x 12 platee you caimot have a better inatrument.

& W. H.—Dark blue pr green are the best colours for studio

blinds. If theee are of the roller-blind form you must use blue

bollsnd, but if festoon cttrtains, ssteen, or, better still, a case-

ment cloth, is suitable. If you do not object to the extra cost

Bolton sheeting, which is made for long window curtains, is

more durable and stops out the .light mora effectually. Any
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furnishing draper will supply all these materials. In London

Thomas Wallis and Co., of Holborn, keep a good stock.

P B. J.—The speckled appearance of the face is due to duet which

has settled ou the medium while it was tacky. Clean off the

retouching and try again. The flatness of the enlargement may be

due to slight over-exposure, or perhaps to diffused light ©scaping

'from the enlarging lantern. As far as our experience goes there

is nothing to choose between glass negatives and fihns ior enlarg-

ing. Films are more likely to be scratched and the scratches will

show. Your prints arc of a good colour, and w.e do not think

you would gain anything by changing the developer.

W. M. ^If the young lady were employed in premises into which

your customers come, we think she would be a shop assistant

according to the Shops Act, and would, of course, also come

under the National Insurance Act. As regards remuneration,

there is no nsual custom, but from what we gather during the

last year of two, at any rate, it is unusual to take a pupU, even

without premium, unless some weekly payment is made to him or

her. That is certainly so in London, where it is recognised that

a youth or girl does a certain amount of useful,work, even from

the beginning.

J. W.— (1) Paper sensitised with a formula such as you mention

keeps in good condition only for a few days, say a week or ten

days at the outside. (2) The results are of quite a good degree

of permanence; you may take it that they would last for ten or

twenty years with scarcely any alteration. (3) We do not think

the formula is aAy better than that in the " Almanac "; we know

copper sulphate is sometimes inclnded in such formulae, but w©

do not think it is of th© slightest advantage. (4) Yes, your

formula ought to suit salted paper, but in. that case we would,

sooner leave out the copper sulphate.

O. B.—The most permanent method of toning transparencies to a

brown colour is by the ordinary sulphide method. Some lantern

plates will tone excellently by this method, whilst others will

not ; you will have to try one or two plates. But every lantern

plate that w© have tried tones satisfactorily by the copper method,

and the results of this latter are reasonably permanent. Certainly

the transparencies should be varnished, preferably with a cold

celluloid varnish, which itself gives a high degree of protection,

and the binding strips should also be varnished. The celluloid

varnish can be used also for this. An important point is to have

the plates thoroughly dry before varnishing or binding by leaving

thein exposed for a few hours at a quite perceptible degree of

heat.

A. W.—You do not give us sufficiently clear particulars to enable

us to answer your questions. For a studio 6f such a short length

as 13 ft. you are very much limited as regards the focal length

of lens. For a full-length post-card portrait you could not use a

longer focus than 7 inches, so that if you wish such a lens to

cover a whole-plate, it would have to be stopped down to some-
thing like //22 or /'/32, and even then there are comparatively
few lenses of this focus which would cover a whole-plate to the

edges. In the circumstances, the best thing we can do is to

refer you to the table in the " Almanac," showing th© focal

length of lens permissible for different classes of work. For your
purpose it would be sufficient, we think, to base your calculations

on a studio of 14 ft. length.

W. B.—^Removal of ink stains is rather a hopeless business, and,
tmfortunately, you do not tell us what kind of print the photo-
graph is. If it is any kind of silver print {bromide, etc.), almost
anything which will remove the ink stain will also bleach the
image. You had better try a little solution of oxalic acid, or the
so-called salts of lemon. If this has no effect, you may be able to
remove the stain with a decoction of bleaching powder, but you
must go very carefully, otherwise you will destroy the image of
the photograph. Usually the only thing which can be done is to
make a copy of the photograph through a light-filter and on an
orthochromatic plate, according to a n)ethod for which you will
find full instmctions in a little manual on the use of panchromatic
plates issued by the Wratten Division of Kodak, Ltd.

A. C—We suppose the plate-holder is of the single pattern with a
metal shutter, in which case it is somewhat difficult to account
for the occasional band of inBensitivenese across the plate. It

does sometimes happen that the varnish on the holder shutter

causes insensitiveness, though we cannot recollect ever having had

that in the case of a single metal plate-holder. It is possible

thait the shutter of the holder is bent, and in certain circum-

stance© causes abrasion of th© emulsion surface. Such abrasion is

very erratic in it« effects, but it may at times cause a certain

degree of insensitiveness, and the greater or lesser time during

which the plate is in the holder may perhaps account for the

spaamodic appearance of the defect. We are afraid this is not a

very good diagnosis of your difficulty, but it is the best we can

do from the particulaxs you give us.

p. E. B. (1) The Wothlytype is an old and now obsolete process

of printing by means of a sensitising solution consisting of

uranium nitrate and platinum chloride (or silver nitrate) dis-

solved in alcohol or in collodion. Working details are too long

for quotation here, but you will find them fully set forth in

" Photographic Reproduction Processes," by P. C. Duchoehois,

published by Hampton and Co., Cursitor Street, London, E.C.

We do not know that this process has been used for printing on

wood blocks, although it is of a kind suitable for that purpose.

But 18 is more complicated and no better than the formulse for

printing on wood given in the article which appeared in the

" B.J." of August 8, 1919. (2) This question also involves a

lengthy answer
;
you should get the text-book, " Photographic

Enamels," by R. d'Heliocourt, ton processes of making photo-

graphic enamels, published by Messrs. Iliffe, 20, Tudor Street,

London, E.C, price 2s. (3^ You should be able to obtain all the

chemicals for this process from Messrs. Johnson and Sons, 23,

Cross Street, Finsbury, London, E.C.

W. B.—Metol-hydroquinone has been little used for the Autochrome

process, and, so far as we know, has never been officially recom-

mended by MM. Lumiere. But the following is a formula forThe

first developer strongly recommended some six or seven years

ago by Mr. A. B. Hitchins, now chief chemist of the Ansco Com-

pany, in America:

—

For the first development. Solution A.

Water 1,000 c.c.s.

Metol 6.6 gms.

Soda sulphite (anhydrous) 40 gms.

Hydroquinone 2.10 gms.

Potassium bromide 2.5 gms.

Hyposulphite of soda 0.10 gms.

Ammonia, 0.880 20 c.c.s.

For use, one part developer, one part water. We have never

used it, and we should rather fight shy of introducing even the

small quatity of hypo into the MQ developer, although w© know
that hypo can be added in a very small dose without ill effects.

The British Journal of Photography.
LtNB Advebtisememts.

IMPORTANT NOTICE. ~

An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisements
(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.— (For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word. Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.

per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the
advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegran

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'cloclj

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning|
The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot

guaranteed.
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The Scottish
Salon.

:jLMMARY.

Mr. W. K. A. DriakwaUr, in a ooolnbutad artida, daacribai tba
'«tilt» <tf practice in ihm imt^ of a box prioUr caaaUa of lUalinj

til exLraioa cockdiUooa ia rwpact to danaitjr ol ta* atfativa «mI
iv.<i>.^M o( tha priming papw; alai> aa atgnida iwtiM Um

nditiona whidt axiiw thftiagli (ha naeaaiitjr ot p*ili(
'jr««a of axpowira l« iwru of Iha Mata nagaUva.

i'. 49.)
^^

Ir. i tr^rtm; articla iha prni-«a rMwntiy pabliabad by Mr. J. I.

- prodoeti' ' •mt djra imagaa by Iba acMoD
^balh is n rafaranoa t« iha proTiaiooal

^bi'fi haa baan y'»-\l BlmpliMia i* laid «-• tba oa«l
ua iMgattTa or poaiUir. and oa tka avoidaaoa of any

... *bich adda a OMrdaDtuig mai«rial to Iba imafa. (P. 46.)

Noriham «xbibiUaa, bow on vi«w at tba Walkar Art
ol, coataina ia tba pirtohal atctioa a latfa eoUae-
attanUy rapnonutivanf tba pt—wit achii*wawt
f nflot^Mrrmnhv 47.)

tba niaaiaiHf pariod of Ibav

•t., ia tba lalaal day for Iba lacaipt of
<.^uub Saloa, which opaaa at Dandca oo

'- trt raraly aoMpiMl a* l«gal avidaaoa ia
iM waa aia4a of thaai raeantly ia an
iia*igatiae of two «<mmU which coUidad.

•h» r*niu>>{ ,4t*i*> trhr^u r,t „^r,M,f^ kiada pioTida haaiaoM
r''>' '""'•I'l •" xad eradiUblo aoalo thaa

''•ban of OoaaMtm ia Chiaa ara arwaint apoo ib«
vMBHMDt tba aaad of adaqaato eepgrri|k( praloetioa in

j»Uy. (P. 46.)

nationa of oSrara for tba Coon«il of tba Profaaaioaal
loioKraphira' .\aaoriation will ba found in tha laport on paga 86.

Vr \irr~1 W>!lcm< ,ri » fortbar laltar oo factorial davalop-
ke ttf aaa otbar a«pariia«tan. and par-
inTwr makara, making in»aiiinaniili of

•>t T>r. E. J. SpitU. wail known
hoto-micrography. (P. 21.)

>r^g aad copying apparatoa i«

>n in • foeaat patoat f|MciflcaUoa.

•otmo m taiagraphr it by which, ao it is

nga and pbotograpba may ha toiagraphad. (P. 57.)

After the NOTthem, the Scottish Salon,

which opens at the Victoria Art
(JalltTii--., l)uiniee, on Saturday, February 19. We would
remind intending exhibitors that Monday next, the 31sfc

inst.. is tha latest day for the receipt of entry forms by
efce hon. aecretarj' of the Salon, Mr. Jam^s Slater, Rose-
mount, CamphiU Road, Broughty Ferry. The exhibits

themselves are given a furth. r week's grace; they are

required to be delivered at the Victoria Art Galleries on
Tuesday, February 8. UnUke some currept exhibition

org&nners, those of the Scottish Salon ask that exhibits

should be both mounte\l and framed, but the framing
tiiiiy ho in the passt'iiartout style. The glazing of prints

Is i;>tioaal, but if they are not glazed, pictures and any
multiple mounts must be wholly, not partially, atUichod
t«i the back board. We underotnnd that the foroe^ within

the SooUith Photographic I 'U are b< <>n-

tratod upon the Salon, an<i < board m>d,

which consists of Messrs. J. M. Whitehead. l)nn Dunlop
and W. C. S. Fergusson, is already assured of having to

deal with a large entry, comprising muoh notable work.

Oopyricht
In China.

.\ recent conference of asROciatod Hritish
ChnnilMTs rtf Commerce in China

reoantiv i^is.;..! i ; further repre-

sentntN :i . !• i\\<- i with a view to

B< " liitter's adhesion to the international Copy-
ri^ . ti .\t present authors of literary or artistic

works, inoinding photographs, obtain no protection in

China. It ii« true that China ha« some kind of Act whereby
her own nntionols may register their copyrights with the
.Nfinist'^r of the Interior, but apparently no protection is

ftfforde<l iindnr this " Act " to foreign owners of copy-
righte. Although both England and t^o United States

have entered into treaties with China for the establish-

ment of reciprocal copi. • itection. it api>f-ar8 that
•o far aa China wa^ ! fhf> regulatioiiis proved
td be vague and uns : okly fell into disuse

Tt ia nonited out t iL;hni treaty of 1902
ifically ' provide protection for

I and Co; > ^ uuoting laws to that end,
but as the result of a Hiiblime indilTerence to steps giving

practical shape to that provision of the treaty, there ia

still no effective means of protection of literary and
artistic works as regards copyright within Chinese
dominions. The Chambers of Commerce are evidently

right in th v that the addition of China to the
countries f>< j \a the Berne Convention is the only
stop w' ' 'I'd to place the copyright question
on a K' : WDuId define owners' rights in

artistic anil liU^iiiry works clearly ; the genius of the
Celeatial ofBcinI for circuitous legislative metlioda would
be defeated, an ' .-rs' rights of reproduction should .

be more easilv < '
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Prints for There are still many photogi-aphers,

Reproduction, both in portdaituie and commercial

work, who are under the impression that a brilliant,

somewhat hard print is necessary to obtain the best

results in half-tone work, and as they never come into

direct communication with the process operator they

have -no means of learning that they are in error. The

modem process man will tell you that for high-class

blocks he prefers a soft print full of gradation, but free

fiom flatness. In the making of the screen negative and

in the various stages of etching he can introduce high-

lights into a rather soft subject, but he cannot produce

detail in harsh lights and shadows. If the original nega-

tives are on the hard side, full exposure and the use of

a diluted developer will give the most useful prints. For
reproduction, the colour of the developed image is of

little account. A rusty black, due to short or weakened
development, will often reproduce as well as a pure black

tone. Sepia-toned prints should never be submitted for

reproduction, as the shadow detail can hardly be preserved

in "the block. Purple-tqned P.O. P. was at one time
considered as ihe only suitable medium, but glossy or

carbon surface bromides now seem to be prefeiyed.

School
Work.

In this country «chool photography
generally consists in taking groups of

children at the elementary schools and the sale of post-

cards at a very cheap rate. In America it is regarded
in quite a different light and good class studios make a

special feature of it. There, it is the custom to cater
for the students at the various grades of colleges, boarding
schools, and what would correspond to the high schools

and county schools of this coimtry. It appears to be
quite a custom for students to exchange portraits at the
termination of their term and sometimes on other
occasions. Special styles and sizes at moderate but fair

prices are reserved for school work, and these are not
shown to ordinary sitters. In pome instances the mounts
are specially printed with the name of the school and the
year of production, college emblems or colours being used,
if desired. There is quite keen competition for this work,
the orders, being placed by a ccymmittee of students after
inspecting specimens submitted by rival firms.. Groups,
sports pictures, and the like, as well as views of the school
buildings, also come in the way of the official school
photographer. Something of the sort should be possible
here in towns near large schools.

* * *

O'** •;«"*«» In these days of high prices we hear

Aberra^ufn
**** °^ "^^^^ photographers who are tempted

to purchase an old-fashioned long focus
B.R. lens, using only the centre of its field in preference
to paying the higher price for a first-class anastigmat.
Quite apart from the wisdom or unwisdom of this, there
is, however, one caution that should be given to the user
of one of the older R.R. lenses, if he would avoid unsharp
negatives, by reason of the lens being uncoiTected for
spherical aberration; that is to say, the peculiarity of
some of these instruments ofteji being of different focus
at different stops. The older photographer used to lenses
of pre-anastigmat days, will doubtless be fully aware of
this, but the warning is necessary to those whose experi-
ence has been limited to the more modem, well-corrected
mstrument. When using an untried R.R. lens, particu-
larly if of an old pattern, the image upon the ground glass
should be carefully examined vrith the stop that is to be
used when making the exposure in position, since the
alteration of the stop may have the effect of making a
previously sharp image decidedlv unsharp. Nor is lack

of correction for spherical al>erration entirely confined

to the older R.R. instruments, for we have found it

present in a lesser degree with some cheap instruments

of more recent mapufac.ture. Modem workers are so

unused to looking at the effect of stopping down, in affect-

ing the aliai-pness of the image adversely, that a caution

in the matter is not out of place.

REVERSED DYE IMAGES.
The oibvious importance of the method of producing
reversed dye images, outlined in the communication by
J. I. Crabtree which appeared in our last issue, justifies

a further reference to the subject. Whilst it cannot be
denied that the process, if it can be successfully applied

on the large scale, will be of intrinsic value in colour

cinematography, it is as well to realise that the produc-
tion of perfect results is not at present an easy matter.
The details given in the text of the communication are
sufficiently explicit to encourage experimentation on the
part of otliers, but there are several minor pitfalls in the
process which should be brought to the notice of those
interested. Some of the difficulties are called attention

to in the text, and it will be found that success can only

be attained by strict adherence to the stipulated conditions
of manipulation. For reasons which will appear later, it

is not sufficient to compound the solutions in the all too

frequent rough and ready manner adopted by the average
photographer, and the plate or film which it is sought to

convert into a reversed dye picture must be the product
of straight, clean work. The following conclusions have
been arrived at as the result of experiments made under
various conditions with different types of negatives and
dyes representative of the different classes used
industrially.

The negative (or positive) should be of the decidedly
vigorous order, developed well through the body of the
emulsion, and if on film, the " anti-curKng " gelatine

should be stripped from the back before commencing
operations. The use of a combined hardening-fixing bath
is to be deprecated, and the image must not have been
toned' or intensified by any process w^hich adds a mordant-
ing material thereto, e.g., the chromium or copper
intensification processes. It is not stated in the com-
munication whether operations were commenced on a dry
or previously wetted film, a point which was found to be
of some importance, as was also that of the age of the
film. Given a freshly-prepared negative of the very
plucky type, which has been thoroughly fixed in a plain
hypo bath, the so-called " separate " process in which the
staining and the reduction (or bleaching) of the dye are
effected in separate baths, may be made to give present-
able reversed dye images ; if, on the other hand, the
previous history of the negative is unknown, only the
super-optimist will expect perfect results.

The dyes recommended in the communication are of
the basic type and such as readily reduce to the leuco
state. These dyes are difficult to handle, even when
using distilled water, and if only a "hard" alkaline
water is available, the alkalinity of such water causes a
precipitation of the dye, and then the bath can only be
got into the correct condition by th<^ very cautious addition
of acetic acid. Again, if the water employed for the
washing after the " bleaching " contains much dissolved
air, the so-called leuco reduction product is only partly
removed, a proportion of it being re-oxidised to the dye.
In fact, this re-oxidation of the leuco derivative to the
dye constitutes, in the writer's opinion, the weakest
feature of the process—even taking into consideration the
finesse which must be exercised in the bleaching opera-
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tioo. In the hope of making the destruction of the dye
-experiments were made with dyes, the
s of which are perfectly st-able against

nc oiidatiou, with most promising result-s.

ir; thi« w>rk r'v nature of the gelatine or of the
ince which was lacking in the

:,ves it is difficult to say, but
d were superior to those obtained with

. .: dye«.

If it may be taken as a fact that dyes other than those
•'•'h form leuco derivatives can be •••••••i • -v-l in the

jis, it may be com- hided that the t power of

mixed aci )
' • - ' ith is of a very umcn iii.^iier order

t.' in was pre .'lagined—it is comparable, in fact.

that of a 8'jiutijn of e'>lium hydros • ' '
' ,

• substance is r,nf of th«» mo«fc i

lown to cheti

ve agent, one
ny and every

Fortunately, such an
r.

nt« present in hypo,
i<i, can re-arrange
a new compound

tiouA. .\n » po;aUki -^ui m the
i<i a pwwra! redti'^ing aotioo

he silver

rpnctjon

<\K power of an arid fixing bath on methyl«<De blue:-

If about half an ounce of -a 1:1,000 aqueous solution of

the dye be divided into two equal portions in test-tubes,

and to one portion be added a crystal or two of hypo and
then a few drops of " acid hardener," the contents of

the other tube being diluted with water to keep the

volumes approximately equal, it will be found, on Blightl\

wanning (avoiding shaking) and allowing to stand, that-

the colour of the solution is discharged in the one case,

whikt the plain aqueous solution remains unaltered. The
rosults of this experiment clearly rule out of court any
necessity for specific chemical action on the part of silver,

and it is difficult to account for Mr. Crabtree's statement
that the dye is only reduced by an acid fixing bath in the
presence of silver. It may be admitted at once that the
pnesenoe of finely divided silver very considerably hastens
th« hlearhin? action, but in so doing it affords unmistak-

;hat it* action is not stricUy chemical ; the

case is merely a catalyst, and is itself

v.: iiy the reaction.,

thus thrown back for an explanation of the
ion process to the similarity between hypo and

. Ill hyJrosulphite, and one regrets that the subject,

although of absorbing interest to ehemists, is not one
which comes within the scope of such notes as tliese.

lieyond im-ntioning the fact that some authorities hold
the view that hypo is a decomposition product of sodium
hydrosulphitii wo must leave the matter for chemists to

decide. S ' has been said to indicate that such
communii • Mr. Crabtree's open up a wide field

of research, iIim cultivation of which will load to a harvest
of facts, valuable alike for the practical service they will

render in our branch of industry and for the iK-ttT under-
standing they will give us of the intricate workings of

those substances which we at present employ all too
••iiinirii^RlIv

R. E. C.

THE NORTHERN EXHIBITION.

With rivir hnrmnr* thn «ighth N<ir; .. m exhibition op«a«d oa
\V»n(er Art Usllrry, LiT4<rpool Tb«
on*, for it mark* Uie revival of tk*

rj oi bnagiag tofathtt • grsst pbotograpbie
-> WM inaac«raUd in 1901 br Um late O. V.

. to «bo«e eat«rpriM and •taidaom Uiboara • dnvrrsd
'< i« paid ia a prsfstory no(<> f<> t)i>- rmia!<i(rii<> Tk« war

klunillr di<t>irbe<] the •im* of c ^lOol-atid
rm'r-.vr to make • nnrthpro • _ .al T<mt.

>ol haa BOW •gain taken the initiatiTC, and ha*
n the v»IU of the Walker Art Oailcry a collecUon
rably rrprrarnta ikut ctirrent achieTenirDt in pic-
»r>-.l.,r ,r,.i ,....,. -.v.., A.^.. _.,{ oTSflook Mine of

Me photographer is

^ ,;,>.,. k,..- ' ifscturing
i« brought to '

ri b7 the
<• '" > ' ' ooaimeniKi iiiiiiiji^ i ^louigrapbers
north )ux tore, ersry reaaon to riait Lirprpoet
•^~ — .,„, Ml lite eshibition, tbst i* to aav, antil

' bare made good ti>K> of tho spaciotu
' their diapoaal, and, a* far aa pos-

irork of each notable ezbibitor in a
' reaalt of fadlitstiag the atady of

pictorial work«n in a way which
"f ipacv impoae the aecciaitj of

r adisae ot haogtng.
^« arivBtito aeetioaa a valoable oontribntion ia that by
r^ of the Pbotonicrngraphie Society, wbiltt X-ray

riy itaelf

*» teadfOT)

'xnbU wl.

twhntqun anr) indtutrial uaofulness obtains its representation

by thi' " ^ E. Labo8hi>a and .Mcsars. W. Watson
A Son I \: . ui, Ltd. Mr. Banficld's remarkable

photographically recorded curves obtained by the " Ratio-

graph " appear also, after having been shown at the last Royal

exhibition, and at Liverpool fortuiutcly are ourrectly cata-

logued. When it ia added that there is a largo oullection of

ooioor traaaparenrini, mostly Autochromes, of which we hope
to speak in a subsequent issue, it will be seen that the

Northern approaches photography from a comprehensive

aniabar of standpoints.

In Um pictorial section the awards were as follows:—
^CM|A.—H. O. Allen, ' The Mackerel Net" (No. 29);

Arthur W. BurgsM, " Romantique " (No. 260) ; Robert

Chalmers. "Margery" (No. 222); C. Kendall, "Dockers"
(No. 386); Herbert Lambert, "Madeleine" (No. 121);

J. Harold Leighton, "The Old Cliurch " (No. 101); John
MacSymon, "September Morning" (No. 42); G. F. Prior.

"April Sunshine. Pump Court" (No. 218); Rabinovitch, "In
the Spirit of OM Granada " (No. 94); James Rowaft, " High
Tida" (No. 16S); Hugo Van Wadenoyen, Junr., "Early
Cloaing Day " (No. 166).

Hononrablo Mention.—Charles A. Allen, "The Sentinel"
(No. 6); Paul L. Anderson, "Early Morning in the Hills"
(No. 60) ; Arthur W. Burgess, " At Cheater" (No. 273) ; P. O.
Cnmoo. " Frank Forbes-Robertaon " (No. 294); Louis Flecken-

stoin, " Amason " (No. 306); Rev. J. V. Haswell,
" Arabesque " (No. 225) ; Herbert Lambert, " Frank Forbes-

Robertson " (No. 124) ; J. Arthur Lomaz, " Sunlit" (No. 136)

;
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V. E. Luboshee. "Study" (No. 337); F. Marx. "Rapids"

iNo. 360); Eng.-Com. Mowlam, R.N., "The Suspect" (No.

248); Newton C. Owen, "Egypt" (No. 82); Kabinovitch,

"Girl in Black" (No. 95); R. Shepherd, "The Windlass"

(No. 12); Louis J. Steele, "A Venetian Study" (No. 236);

Hugo Van Wadenoyen, Junr., "Mark Stanley, Esq." (No.

159); Lionel Wood, " Liliane Gilbert" (No. 282).

The following were the awards for colour transparencies and

lantern slides:—
Colour Transparencies.—Plaque : Henry Irving (No. 325).

Honourable Mention.—Henry Irving (No. 377); N. E.

Luboshez (No. 322) ; F. R. Newens (No. 279) ; Louis J. Steele

(Nos. 372 and 375) ; J. C. Warburg (No. 339).

Lantern Slides.—Plaque: James Shaw (No. 117).

Honourable Mention.—Herbert Felton (No. 36); Robert

Chalmers (No. 44).

These general notes will, we hope, suffice to give an adequate

impression of the importance and wide scope of the exhibition.

Naturally, chief interest ranged round the pictorial section,

a series of critical notes on which, by a Liverpool corre-

spondent, appears below.

THE PICTORIAL SECTION.

A.Mu.Ni. the works which receive prominent display in panels

on the walls are those of Arthur F. Burgess, Nos, 266 to 273.

Though rather small in size, they ate of exquisite delicacy.

Mr. Burgess deservedly receives a plaque for his " Roman-

tique" and an honourable mention for "At Chester" (No.

273). His well-known " Shambles, York " (No. 269), is one of

this outstanding series.

In a group by Van Wadenoyen, Nos. 157 and 158 are con-

spicuous; the latter, " Early Closing Day," has the true touch

of genius. His portrait work is not better than is expected

from himr.

The Spirit of the Hills" (No. 4), by Charles A. Allen, ip

rich in quality and a fine composition. In " The Night

Catch " (No. 9), W. L. G. Bennett has a dramatic note well

Konveyed. In No. 10 W. H. Marquis has a successful render-

ing of a peaceful scene. No. 12, " The Windlass," is the best

>f the exhibit by R. Shepherd, and is a bold, well-handled

nece. His portrait of the Rev. J. Oldham (No. 13) is the best

»f his studio work.
" " The Shipyard " (No. 30), by George Good, is modern in

reeling and skilfully handled. The sky gradation is particu-

larly pleasing. In No. 21 Rev. J. W. Isherwood has an

tnusually good study of an old subject, which he vails " Greet-

ing the Dawn." Of the group by H. G.. Allen, No. 31, " The
AVhite Tower," is outstanding and a notable work in transfer.

No. 30 is an ordinary scene transfbrmed by a flood of beautiful

light. The composition, however, is not entirely satisfactory.
" The Mackerel Net," No. 29, by the same worker, is well

composed and pleasing in value ; it receives a plaque. No. 36

is a pleasing study of water plants by T. Sweatman. The
work of John MaoSymon, Nos. 38 to 43, makes a good display,

Nos. 41 and 42 being the best, the latter of painter-like

breadth.

No. 38, " A Humber Squall," is a fine cloud piece with a
low horizon. Nos. 47/8, by H. J. Summons, show a strong deco-

rative sense. Four works by F. 0. Libby are shown. No. 52,
" The Spirit of the Winds," beins; a well handled study of the
nude, and No. 53 a frieze-like design. Three gum prints, Nos.
57/8 and 76, by Herbert Bairstow, are of beautiful texture.
No. 50, by Paul L. Anderson, has a delicate beauty and
thorough artistry. A nude study, No. 56, by Arthur C. Miller,
is of a high order of merit. Of Arthur C. Banfield's work.
So. 68, " Portrait of T. H. B. Soott, Esq.," is perha.ps the
best.

Of four works by William Gordon Shields, No. 70 is the best

;

iu No. 73 the strong colour is unwelcome. No. 79A is by a
South African worker, J. C. Stick, and is a good study of a
boy's head. No. 82, by Newton C. Owen, is a beautifully tex-
lured print; in No. 81, by the same worker, the sky might,
with advantage, be toned down. A. Benson Ray aihows an
unusually successful still life in No 87.

In No. 90 John P. Oakes has an excellent transcription of a
pleasdng scene. " A Liverpool Dock," No. 89, by W. H.
Gleave, is well seen, but suffers from lack of quality in the
print. Noe. 93 to 95, by Rabinovitoh, are prints of remarkable
merit; No. 95, " Girl in Black," rises far above the average of
portrait work. "Coal Barges on the Thames," No. 96, by
C. Upton Cooke, is a magnificent piece of work and a fine
coiijix)sition. Six prints by J. Harold Leighton are of unequal
merit

;
Nos. 101 and 105 are the best, the former receiving a

plaque. No. 108, a small study of a steam-crane, by H. E.

Johnson, is very well handled. Of J. C. Warburg's four

prints No. 109, an old favourite, " Saltburn Sands," is still

the best. No. 114. " Ann," by Ethel Eadon, is an engaging
child study and rich in quality.

Of seven fine prints by Herbert Lambert, Nos. 119/25, the

best is probably " Dierdre," which scores by its simplicity and
arrangement. " A Sylvan Glade," No. 132, by T. Shovelton,

is beautifully soft and luminous. A beautiful set by J. Arthur
Lomax, Nos. 135-140, -contains some of the most striking work
in the Exhibition; of these Nos. 137 and 139, "July, 1920,"

and " Sun Splash," show the most perfect artistry." " The
Confession," No. 144, by Walter Lee, is very pleasing and
restrained. In " Doves' Place," No. 146, M.' O. Dell has a
striking work, highly original in conception. It is not, how-
ever quite successful, being too harsh and generally it is too
cold. " A Southdown Mill," No. 150, by A. Hanson, is pleas-

ing, and " In the Evening Sunlight," No. 152, by the same
worker, is luminous and warm. Of four prints by E. Howard
Burnett, " Le Chapeau Neuf," No. 164, is the best; No. 165
is of rich quality. "High Tide," No. 168, by James Rowatt,
is well composed and lias a pleasing texture. In No. 172,
" Nude Study," Mrs. Florence Wild has a child study of the
popular type but quite good. Robert M. Blackburn's " River-
side, AVorcester," No. 178, is of pleasing, luminosity, with the
composition rather too central. " Industry and Grime," No.
180, is by J. J. Phelps, and is a broadly and well handled
rendering of an old subject; the same remark applies to No.
181. by the same worker. No. 167, " Portrait of Hugo Van
Wadenoyen," by M. Rodway Leeming, is a forceful presen-
tation

" The Shadow," No. 189, by T. J. I.«wis, is well seen and
well handled, but No. 188, "The Eternal Triangle," by the
same worker, is childish and only redeemed by the clever
lighting. " Waterloo Place," No. 192, by A. C. Banfield, has
all the qualities of a steel engraving. Dignity and reserve
characterise No. 196, " A Portrait," by Mrs. C. A. F. Gash.
Nos. 205/6, by E. M. Borrenbergen, are good landscapes but
printed in an entirely unsuitable colour. "Loaded," No. 207,
by A. G. Lever, is a well considered dock study but lacking
in strength. " The Granite Stairway," No. 210, by E. Tinker,
is a striking oomposition, but the subject is presented too
candidly.

^
A very fine group is furnished by G. F. Prior, Nos. 213 to

217, of which No. 213, " April Sunshine, Pump Court," is

the best, with No. 217 following closely. Of six studio prints
by Robert Chalmers, the best is the Greuze-like " Helen,'' No
223. No. 227, "Lunch for Six," by Rev. J. V.
Haswell, would be a suitable design for a nursery
frieze, the sense of repetition being very pleasing.
Nos. 278 and 282, by Lionel Wood, are of hi|h
merit,, the latter, " Liliane Gilbert," receives an honour-
able mention. No. 233, "Evening, "After the Storm,"
by Justin McCarthy, is a strong picture of good quality an<l
composition. No. 239, by Louis J. Steele, lacks quality, and
his three other prints, Nos. 236 to 238. are not notable. Basil
Sohon has a charming desdgn.in No. 245, "The Cedar Branch,"
and an old favourite in No, 244, "Midnight." No. 247
^. J. Mowlam, is an unhappy oomposition, and No. 248, " Thi'
Suspect, ' by the same worker, relies upon its iitle iov
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No. 319, by Don Fitt«, is highly imaginative. Nos. 322 to 324

are three fine prints by Sophie L. Lauffer, characterised by
originality in outlook and quality in execution. Nos. 326

and 327, two portraits by Mrs. Whitakor, are good examples of

her work. W. F. T. Pinkney's " My Lady of tho Manor,"
No. 329, has an old-fashioned and sun-flecked charm. " Winter
li«indsrnpe," No. 331, by E. Wragg, is simple and convincing.

Six [Miwerful portraits by N. E. Luboshei are grouped, Nos.

132 to ;i37, of which Drs. Kenneth Mees and Thurstan Holland
nr« particularly well rendered. Two striking night phoUv

. Nos. 33S and 340, are by Wm. A. Alcock ; No. 361, by
.lue worker, is rich in quality. In No. 342 the Rev. J.

OiiUwni sliows dexterity in handling. No. 344, "Silhouettes,"
hv T. D. Halli, is unconventional and quite successful. In
^ vy, •' A Winter Morning," the .same worker reduces the

lit to fho minimum, but the print is thoroughly artistic.

• kuTMivina," No. 34C, by Arthur C. Banfield, is a clever

>tudy. No. 357, " A Summer's Day," by John Chapman, is v<?ry

Minny, hut the figure i» awkward. Six large transfers bv
C. Kendall. No«. 361 to 366, are boldly bandied. Nos. 364
and 366 are the most original, but No. 365, " Dockers,"
receives tho' plaque.

Colour hronioils and gam prints by Iaiuis FIcckonalein,
i...,r,,. II ,1.1. ,|..y and J. West Lang make up a screen panel,

1 -. ' ' 1 red Judge's colour tran&fers is No. 371, and is

an extraordinarily iM-autiful piece of work. No. 372, perhaps,
i» too ambitioii'i. and fails through lack of concentration.

No. 375, a colour gum print, by Max Albert, is a well rendereil

head of an old man.
As a runtrsst to the modern work displayed on the wall;,

iha work of D. O. Hill i* shown on screens. Thongh, no
doabt. wonderful work in it« period, it undoubt«dIy suffers in

The original* of " Photograms of the Yoar "

ibli' wall space, ami though as a whole a fine

r,.ii. . ti.'fi, th'-ri' are «crioQii lapaes
'

chiefly in tJie foreign work.

AN IMPROVED BOX PRINTER.

Thr lT«n«iiw« from prttit-«Bt p!tf"T« diTwndent upon day-
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1

' iple. Tme, wo have,
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' '
-. hut theno wcro tlin

ir.-'vitabla aaqoanoa OBoe tfaa idea of quick exposure and quick
rlianging waro mattered. Strip printers certainly mako the
printing box an even greater bleuing than before; but they
rannot be said to improve tipon the principle of a box-enclosci
illuniinant actuated by the same operation which produce!'
priwtiirr< rontact. AHimllv it in hard to •«« just whoro improve-
r ' be made idea, which conihinc» speed with
fil .11 so mark . ,;roe.

Great a* are the advantages of a box printer, still it has
ita drawbacks. It arema as if there wore no pon-f-" -' -ntrol
orer t|M esponara other than shortening or In the
'pt^tSr^ — '-trt. There arc no moans of locally inu nsitylng
Of •*<' power of the liRht to overcome inequalities in

'. Ill >uriiiu9 parts of tho same negative, and this is iv

'1 that is at times' very urgnitly noedod. The liraita-
-'* - -

-<
r] of contact means that, whilst a thin

an exposure of 1 second, a vory
> tiiinuto, or even more. Elaborntc modern
— now furnished with a battery of lamps

"I reducing the exposure period when using
•ers. With these there certainly is a power of

Kciu .riMtroi over the light, but it is of a negativo character;
by removing one or more of the lamps from their sockets the
•' rtions of a n' ly bo " kept back " because
'' 'lly reduced li, i.

\^ I til tbea« idoat in mind, it is suggested that a box printer
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bo constructed which, by altering the position of the single

oxposing lamp, will largely overcome both those difficulties.

Anyone who, like the writer, has to print from negatives

fmm'«ll sorts of sources, will welcome a means by which they

may be reduced to a common level of exposure. It is the

boast of one a<lvcrtisod strip printer that by means of it 1,000

prints per hour may be turned out. Now there are only 3,600

.seconds in an hour, and if we calculate the time for shifting

the strip from step to step a.s 5 seconds per strip (1 second

between each exposure), and add 10 seconds for changing from

one strip to another, wo find that we have not ntuch more than

1,000 seconds left for the actual exposures; it is evident, there-

fore, that to comply with the claims of the advertisement the

negative and light in combination must be such as will require

an exposure not exceeding a maximum of 1 second. The same

lamp at the same distance would be fatal to speed with a thick

Jicgative and, with a thin negative, would be ungovernable,

as it is almost impossible to calculate fractions of a second

mentally, or to translate such mental calculations into deft

movements of the hand. The suggestion here put forward is

that a box be constructed so that a very powerful light may be

used quite close enough to the printing bed to " get through "

the thickest negative in 1 second, and which at the same

time, by removing the source of light to the appropriate

distance, will still allow a thin negative to receive the same

actual period of contact (1 second) whilst the effective expo-

sure is reduced to quite a small fraction. If we thus provide

for our extreme negatives, it only remains to compute the

intermediate distances for any negative lying within this rang©

of opacities.

It is presumed that one second is the least period which can

be mentally measured with ease and which at the same time

does not impede speed ; we therefore take it as our standard

exposure. In computing the distances at which the lamp may
be placed, wo first of all have to ronsider how mucli at a time

we should increase or decrease. A recent writer in this

journal has suggested that an increase of 25 per cent, in

exposure is the least that shows perceptible difference after

development. Perhaps so; and yetiit seems to the writer that

with a somevfrhat smaller increase there is actually a slight

increase in the depths of the shadows, even thqjigh there be

no appreciable penetration in the high-lights. We propose,

therefore, to consider an increase of about 20 per 'cent. To
increase the period of exposure from 1 second to 1.2 seconds

is not practicable, but to remove the lamp to the appropriate

distance and still make a contact of 1 second presents no
insuperable difficulty. The calculation is not so simple as

seems at first sight. If we decrease the distance of the lamp
Ijy 20 per cent, we shall overstep our requirements, because

the rule is that we must alter the distance in proportion to

the square of the numbers, rather than in the proportion of

the numbers themselves. The following table is worked out on
the assumption that occasions will arise when, for special pur-
poses (considered later), it will be useful to have the lamp
so close to the negative as 2 in. The figures given in the
table are not claimed to be mathematically correct, but it

will be found that the taible is so near to exactitude as to

give all the necessary grades of differences in the resultant
prints.

It will be seen from an examination of the table that an
actual contact of 1 second at 2 in. distance will give an effec-

tive exposure equal to 128 seconds, as compared to an actual
and effective exposure of 1 second at 23.5 in. ; this range
should provide for the varying opacities of most negative.*

The writer's ex|pcrience leads him to the conclusion that if

the lamp used be a 100-c.p. half-watt lamp, then a contact
of 1 second at 23.6 in. will meet the requirements of the
thinnest negative that will give a print at all. An average
portrait negative will probably be printed at about 11.3 in.,

resulting in an effective exposure of 4 seconds, whilst most
landscape negatives will come within the range of distances
4 to 8 in., resulting in effective exposures of from 8 to 32 times
our standard minimum.

Distance of

lamp from
negative

in inches.

Equivalent exposures in seconds

100 c.p. 40 c.p. 16 c.p.

It is a not infrequent occurrence to find a negative which

from varying causes is unevenly illuminated. It may be that

some very bright object in the centre is surrounded by darker

objects, e.g., a street scene with a dense vista in the centre

and heavy buildings close at hand on either side. Such n

negative seems to cry aloud for some means of concentrating

the light on the centre and at the same time lowering the

efficiency of the light at the edges. Now it is a well-known fact

that if a lamp be placed at any less distance than 4 in. from a

half-plate negative the illumination is feebler at the edges

than in the middle, and so we utilise what would otherwise be

regarded as a faulty lighting system to remedy a defect in

such a negative as this by bringing the lamp quite close to the

plate, even so close as 2 in. in some cases. But such a nega-

tive will rarely, if ever, need so great an exposure as 128 times

the minimum ; we shall be compelled, therefore, to lower the

power of the lamp. The substitution of a 40-c.p. lamp (metal

filament) for our 100-c.p. half-watt will make the effective

exposures equal to 51, 43, 36.2, 30.4, 25.5, and 21.5 times the

standard minimum at the six nearest positions, whilst the

further exchange to a 16-c.p. carbon filament lamp makes the

effective exposures equal to 23, 19.4, 16.2, 13.6, 11.5, and 9.7

times respectively at the same six distances. .\n alternative

method of reducing the power of the light is to place in

series with the lamp a variable resistance, by which means the

100-c.p. lamp is used all the time, and the power of th(<

illuminant is reduced in steps as more resistance is brought

into circuit. This is the ideal method, because of the simpli-

city of working ; it is much quicker and easier to move the

handle of the resistance a place or two as required than to

open the box and exchange ]am.ps.

But the patches of excessive opacity do not always occur in

the centre of the plate—a street scene frequently has one side

of the street in sunlight and the other in shadow, or over-

hanging trees may shade one side, in which case it becomes

necessary to move the lamp to a fresh holder opposite the

thicker side of the negative; a distant view with near fore-

ground, or a plate with good clouds which will not " print up "

will always be improved by removing the lamp to a fresh

holder which is even beyond the edge of the negative, but still

opposite the more opaque portion of it. Many road scenes

taken in mid-summer give negatives in which the roadway is
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NORTHERN PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION.
The following are the lecture* to be j^ivcn at 8 o'clock p.m. at tlif

Walker .\rt Uallerj-, Liverpool, during the remaining period of the

e.xhibitiun :

—

Junuary 28, " lu Parsnit of a Shadow in the Tonga Islands," by
the Rev. A. L. Cortie. S.J., F.R.A.S., F.In«t.P., Director of

Stnuyburet College Observatory,

.lanuar.- 29. " The Natural History of Central Africa, Vfith spetiaj

reference to the Taetse Fliea and Sleeping Sickness," by P',if

Robert Newgtead, FR.S., etc.

.lauuary 31. " .\n Evening in Lakeland," being a reading "t

Wordsworth's " \n Evening Walk," bv .Alexander Keigblev.
F.RP8.

February 1, " Wild Life in the Treetops," by Capt. C. W. R.
Kni«hf. .M.C . K R.P.S.

February 2. " The Open Road," by C. W. Bndden, M.D.
Frbruaty 3. The Malav Archipelago," bv Soraers H. Ellis,

MICE.. F.R.G.S.

February 4, " Tw«t Alp and Apennine," b. I Dudley
Johnitaa.

February 5. " The Charm of tlie Hills," bv W. W. F. PuUen,
H M I •

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.
Jannarv 22 to February 5.—Northern Photographic Exhibition.

Walker .\rl (;alli<r}-, Liverpool. Particulars from the Hon.
Secretary, Liverpool Amataur Photographic Aaaociation, 9
Eberle Street, Liverpool.

Janiury 27 to 29.—Birmingham Photographic Society. Particulars
from the Hon. Secretary, Philip Docker, Birmingham Medical
Iiutilule, Edmund Street. Birmingham.

Febraary 14 and 19.—Leicester and Leicestershire Photographic
Society. Latest date for entries, February S. Particulars from
the Hon. SccreUry. W. Bailey, Cank Street, I.«icestcr.

February 10 to March 6—Edinburgh Photographic £lociety. Latest
data for antrifs Febraary 10. Particulars from the Hon
StcnUry, O. Maaaie, 10. Hart Street, Edinburgh.

Febraary 19 to March 12 —Scottiah Salon, Dundee. Latest date
for entries, January 31. Particulars from the Hon. Seere
t«ry, JaoMs SUUr, Roaemonnt, Camphill Road, Broughty
Ferry.

March 16 to 19— Hackney Photographic Society. Latest date for
entrio, March 1. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary, Walter
Selfe, 2t, Pcmbury Rnad. Clapton. London, B.6.

April 13 to 23.- P -•- :'b Camera Club. Latest date for entries
Jf^wh 31. I from the Hon. Secretarj-, C. C. Davies.
2S, StobbiiiK^'" ..••r..je, North End, Portsmouth.

April IS to 23— Photographic Fair Horticultural Hall, West
minstar. See., Arthur C. Brookas, Sicilian House, Southampton
Row, London, W.C.I.

April 21 to May 19.—Hammersmith, Hampshire House, Photo
graphic Society. Latest daU for entries, March 17. Particulars
from Um Boa. SscreUry, C. E. Altrop, 14, Sonthwold

Widley Road. Maida Vale. London. W.9.

V. M.C. A. Phnlograpliic Society. Latest
i 16. Psrticulara from the Hon. Secre-

A. Bcnaon Ray. 8. Agnr Street, Bury, Lanes.

April .'

di.'

lary

MainiasTtii Amatsvh Photooraphic S'lnrrv.— The annual report
for Ih* yaar 1920 shows ih* full series of weekly meetings main-
tained almost without intfrmission tlirOugboul the year. The
Society baa now 4.V) iiwmlno*. a net infnnse of 46 during tlie

year. It is > ' hanges taking place in the mem-
bership of

i
, that only this increase was

ohtainad, altliuu^'h 110 ik'w members were elected during the
period. With the ra.sing of the subMripUon from 7a 6d. to £1 Is.

tha Society hopes to retain its increased membership by providing
grs*t«r facilities than it hsa hithertodone, despite the much greater
oast of almost every item of ila expenditure.

B
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Patent News.

frocttt patentg~~applicattons and speci/ieation»—are treated In

" I'Koto-Ueehanical Notet."

Applicaliuiis, January 10 U) 15 :

—

COLOtJR Photookaphv.—No. 1,879. Three-colour pliotography.

S. M. Procoudine-Gorsky.

Ck>u>i}R Pbints.—No. 1,533. Multicolour prints secure against

photographic imitation. C. W. Lacher.

JJnuiEoscopY.—No. 1,482. Imparting stereoscopic effect to photo-

graphic prints and positives. F. G. and J. -L. McKim and H.

Newbold.

OtNBMATo<;RApm'.— No. 1,150. Cinematograph projection. E.

Belin.

CniBMATOGRAPH-PHONOGRAPH.—Nos. 1,360 and 1,361. Apparatus

for synchronous recording and reproduction of optical acoustic

<^eratio_u8 for cinematography. J. Engl, J. MasoUe, and H. Vogt.

CiNliMATOORAPH-PuoNOORAPR.—No. 1,363. Arrangement for distor-

tion, free intensification of sounds, etc., for acoustic cinemato-

graphy. J. Engl, J. Masolle, and H. Vogt.

OiNESCATOORAPH-PnoNOGRAPH.—Nos. 1,367 and 1,370. Production of

photo-phonograms for acoustic cinematography. J. Engl, J.

Masolle, and H. Vogt.

Rrcordino Sound Waves.—No 1,372. Arrangement for recording

sound waves for optional acoustical operations. J. Engl, J.

Masolle, and H. Vogt.

Rkhordino Sound Waves.—No. 1,373. Means for recording

sound waves hy light rays. J. Engl, J. Masolle, and H. Vogt.

PHONO-CiNEMATOGBAPHy..—No. 1,398. Apparatus for transmission

and reproduction of sound vibrations for phono-cinematography,

etc. J. Engl, J. Masolle, and H. Vogt

CtNKMATOGRAPHY.—No. 1,476. Cinematographs. J. Engl, J.

Masolle, and H. Vogt.

OiNEMATOGRAPHV.—No. 2,173. Cinematograph appartus. R. Gold-

echmied, A. Schey, and L, Zupnik.

Pocket Cinematoorai'H.—No. 2,173. Pocket cinematographs. R.

Qoldschmied, A. Schey, and h. Zupnik,

Cinematography.—No. 2,062. Shutter for cinematograph projec-

tors. W. E. Lewis,

Motion Stereoscopy,—No. 1,541. Stereotopometric apparatus. J.

Predhumeau i

Cinematooraph-Phonograph.—No. 1,904. Process for recording

and reproducing optical images and sound vibrations simul-

taneously. £. Reisz.

Cinematography.—No. 572. Cinematograph films. H, Rieger.

CINEMATOOR.^PHV.—No. 1,905. Cinematographic apparatus. R.

Rigby.

OOMFLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED. '

These specifications are obtainable, price Ij- each, post free, from

the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the ease of patents granted under the International

Convention.

Vbhtical Enlarging and Copying Apparatus.—No. 135,484

(November 15, 1918). The apparatus consists of a vertical stand

(figs. 1 and 2) with horizontal base 2, on which is placed the

printing apparatus and above this the camera. The stand con-

sists of two upright jwsts 1, 1. Parallel with the posts 1, a

rack rod 3 with teeth 4 co-operating with a pawl 5—which may
be springy—is provided on the frame 6, which is displacable on

the stand in a vertical direction. The frame can thereby be

held fast at any height desired above the base 2, and, by a

ribbon 8, the length of which by means of a tightening apparatus

9 is adjustable, it is possible that the frame, after having

Iwen lowered, can be raised again to exactly the eame height.

Tlie franie 6 encloses a glass plate 11 and a hinged back.

which forms a lid that may be in two parts, its weight keeping

in position the sensitive paper which is placed on the glass plate

;

the lower side of the lid may be covered with white cardboard

or the like in order to serve as focussing plate.

The printing and enlarging apparatus consists of a box 13

enclosing a source of light 12, with reflecting miiTOrs 14, and of

an extension frame or insertion 16 placed on the box and on

the former a camera 25 with lens 29. •

In the box 13, besides the ordinary incandescent lamps, a red

lamp 15 can l>e fitted in the current circuit in such way that

by the same switch the red light can be switched off and the white

lamps swit-ched on, the red lamp being used when placing the

sensitive (paper.

One or more of the plates 17, 18 and 19 can be a ground-glass

or an opal-glass, in order to diffuse the light and secure a

uniform lighting of the negative. For contact print-

ing, the negative is placed on a plate glass 39 in

the upper part 16, and for enlargements normally in the same
place. The insertion 16 contains another glass plate 20, resting

iir
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rig. 1. Fig. 2.

on two pairs of crank amis 22 and 23, connected by a couple

of parallel slides 21, the pair 23 revolving on a common shaft 24

with finger grip and clamping-screws 40 so that the plate 20

can be raised and lowered and secured to the height desired.

This glass plate, as well as the adjustment of it, serve the object,

in contact printing as well as in enlarging, of enabling a

vignette to be placed on the plate at a greater or smaller distance

from the negative, so tha.t the vignetting becomes softer or

sharper respectively.

On the top of the insertion 16 the camera is placed, consisting

of a frame 25, which is joined by a hinge at the top to a top

plate 26 having a hole 27. On the plate 26 the lens bosu-d 28 is

placed, so that it can be easily adjusted JateraUy in either

direction. Its displacement is confined by a frame beading 41

along the edges of the plate 26.

In order to adjust the lens 29 vertically, the plate 26 is con-

nected with the sides of tlie frame 25 by long wooden or metallic

lists 30 hinged together, afid by a folded cloth or bellows 31.

The adjustment is made by a screw spindle 32 with handle

33. When the spindle is turned one way or the other, the plate

26 will either be raised or lowered, and on account of the long
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^'ui'Jiij.; Ui.iB 30, th« moT«neat of the pUt« will always be
parkl •! '.viih itaelf.

The •pparatua act* a* follow* :

—

Whm doing otdinuy printing work the cam«ra 25 with
. ^ la ramoiTed, and the negatiTe ia placed on the glau plat«

i'j . .1 the pietore i« deaircd to be vignetted, the vignette ia

placed on the plate 20, which va adjosted to the height deaired.

Thereupon, while the red lamp it alight the aenaitive paper ia

pla<^ed on the negative, a doable-hinged lid 42 hinged to- the
inaertioo 16--~>''''' '"* •••! the fig. 5 ia thown turned aaide—ia

n^^^T^n-iSi*'
n " 11

r trz2^ tf p
~|| 000090 J^ 1

-tI^^ *^r
a^e7=g.....,.|

-^ '-M

ffii
Jt

Pi«

«uui <j<'-Ai; . ;>. i»4pvr uurin^ « suttAb^ period

of lime, wh '. )MMi on in the lightbos 13. Tha
paper ~ mI.

Wh< inecd, the whoi« app«rat«a

M oar^l >t>i> n« ltd 42 o( which if tamad
miir. baae 2.

'"' « the pisi* 38, tha while lifhl ia

13. and tha baiglit of Iha frvM 6
^ • detecBiiiMd aeeofding is lfc» aiaa daaifiad

rtmftm the Una ia adjoiUd bjr waana of
o. iiu»ii tha pkHmtm aiaada «! ahaiply on Um white
1 th« tnmm &, and tha laoa panal 9B b adjoalad,

• bo in iu pfopa* plaea in the frmaaa.

. tare from aay daitMd part of tha
ar^tne ^.an *bo lj« ublaiitad by dlaplaciag Ih* wboia apparatoa
latwally.

I (he niriora ia Kaally foeaMad, tha band or rihhon 8
-diiced in tha tigbtaaiaf apparatu 9, liglilawad and

-< ur»d Th<n Uia ^wl b ia ieoMMd. Iba ItmaM 6 ia lowarad to
i*bW W\rl. ihr lida 36 are nfMnod aad tha aaniiliva papa^ intro-

Plc. i. tit. t.

if

5-
T\t 7. rui. ».

luced, iha light beinn red. The lida 36 are ahat down, and Um
frame 6 la raiacd, antil it aUipa by tha band 8 beinj; tightened,

') n t.4wl la then in the aajne tootb aa praviooaly, and the fraaa
'>« aama height aa afbrr the focaaami; The expoanra ia

.A,. k» i.„,.,r.„ . ,-. .h, white light, which ia again changed

to i«d light, the frame 6 lowered, and the paper removed and
developed.

In order to be ah'e to enlarge from large negatives it ia often

neoeasary to nae longer focal lengths than asual, and a larg^er

total exteoeion is then required. Thi;! is obtained hy inserting

an insertion frame 43 of suitable heii;ht (fig. 6) between the

inaertion 16 and the frame 25. This extension can also he
obtained by placing a frame between the plate 26 and the

lena pluiel 28.

Redactions are made in the eame manner as enlargements, with

tha exception that the distance from the negative to the lens

moat be greater than the distance from the latter to the paper,

and that the position of the frame 6, after th« focussing, will

often be so low that it will be nnneoeesary to move thia in

order to insert the paper.

If the picture is desired to be vignetted, this can be done
in two ways. Either the negative is placed on the plate 39,

and tha vignette below it on the plate 20, or the negative is

placed on ooa <A these two platea, and the three-sided box 44,

shown in fig. 8, is placed on the aame glass with the vignette

inaarted in one of the notches 45, so that the vignette is at a

proper height above tlie negative. In the former casre, the

finiahed positive will show a weak tone outside the vignetted

pictor* ;*in the latter caae the poaitive will b* quite white outside

the vignetting.—Jens Peter Hansen, 10, Jacobys .\lle, Copen-

hagen, V.

X-K.tT Tcaxs.—Ko. 155,345. (September 10, 1919.) The invention

ronsiitii of an X-ray tube capable of suhstanlially silent operation,

that ia, wiChout the hissing and crackling noises which aocom-

paniad the operation of X-ray tobea as formerly constnicted.

It has been found that when the thickness of the glass wall

of an X-ray tube is materially increased that the crackling' noises

ai» sabstantially eliminated.

It has been customary to make X-ray tubes about 0.02 inch in

tbieknaaa, that is, aa thin aa prrmiaaible without collapse of ••le

bulb andar the infloencr of the external atmosplieric pressure.

In aeeoidanee with the invention, the walls of the entire tube,

or at least the part of the tnhe directly surrounding the cathode

and the anode head, are made of glass, havinK a tliickneer

greater than about \ inch, and preferably a tliicknoas of about

\ inch Preferably the tube consists in part of lead glass, and

is provided with a thin window consisting of material tnuu^tarent

to X rays, such as lime glass.—The Britith Thomson-Houston
Co., Ltd. 85. Cannon Street, London, E.C.4, for the General

Klertric Co.. SchenecUdy, New York. H.fi.A.

The fullowing compkta spaciflcations are open to public inspec-

tion before aceeptaoca :

—

PaOKOra PLMta.—No. 156.564. Lightproof packing for photo-

grsphie pUtaa. M. Lrsjak.

ClMBltATOoaAPHT.—No. 156,575. Focusaini;-apparatus for oiuemato-

grapha. Etablissamcnls Continsonxa (Sn<-. .\n<>n.).

I'lKMScnoN Aptaaatos.—No. 156,515. Automatically focussing pro-

jection apparatas. Kodak, Ltd.

X^^t^traasTUS.—No*. 156,654 and 156,678 Rontgen-ray apparatus.

'^WStfiu, Oehbart, and SobaU Akt. Oea.

CoioiTB CiNUlATOoiiAPHT.—No. 156,612. Method of producing

ootoansd notioo-picturea. .\. T. Saunders.

Trade Names and Marks.

APl'LIGATlONa FOR BBOISTRATION.
Cmst^tokb Scbibs (Dision).—No. 409,389. Pictorial postcarda,

pbotographa and drawings. Frederick James Saxton Chatterton,

34, Elm Park Road, Finchley, London, N.3., artist and joumaltat.

November 3. UQO.
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New Materials.

Imperial Impcx X.r«y Plate.. Made by the Imperial Dry

Plate Co.. Lid., Crioklewood. London. N.W.2.

These now plates mark a most important developmept in X-ray

t«ohnique. They are the outcome of the practice which has gained

jjround during the last few years of employing an " intensifying
"

screen, usually of calcium tungstaK-, for shortening exposures in

X-ray work. The inten.«ifying screen, however, is not without its

.drawbacks, notably in the matter of definition, and when all is

said and done the employment of such, a screen reduces the normal

exposure to, say, one-third or one-fifth. It has remained for the

Imperial Company to cut at the root of this que.stion by "Applying

the material of the intensifying screen as an additional coating

upfm the emulsion film itself. By so doing it is found that, owing

to the optical contact between the two surfaces, the action of the

screen is very greatly enhanced so far as shortening of exposure

is concerned, and at the same time the definition is comparable

with that obtained on a plate employed without an intensifying

screen. These are great advantages to radiographers, who, like

photographers, can never have exposures too short, and will surely

eagerly embrace a new method which places such great powers in

- this direction in their hands without corresponding disadvantages.

Thus by the introduction of the Impe.x plate the radiographer is

placed in the position of giving l-20th or l-25fh of the exposure

which he would give to an ordinary X-ray plate used without a

screen. It if is objected that the comparison between a screen-

coated emulsion and one not so provided is scarcely a fair one, still,

even when allowance is made for the intensifying action of a

separate screen, there remains a large balance—^ shortening of

exposure of one-fifth to one-seventh—in favour of the new plate.

On tlie other side of the account there is only the one additional

operation in the manipulation of the plates after exposure, that

is to say, the removal of the tungstate coating in warm water.

The film of the Impex niate is specially hardened so that the

plates can be soaked, before development, in water at about 100

deg. F. Tlie tungstate coating is rendered soluble by this treat-

ment, and after two or three minutes can be rinsed off under the

tap. The hardened nature of the erhulsion film facilitates the

rapid drying of the negatives, itself a point of practical advantage

in the circumstances in which the work of many radiographers is

done

A practical test which we recently had the opportunity of seeing

carried out was quite enough to prove to us the very remarkable

properties of the new screen-coated plate. Two exposures were
made in rapid succession, one of 20 .seconds on an ordinary X-ray
plate, which we had procured as the most rapid obtainable, and
the other on the Impex plate of one second. On development the

two negatives were, for practical purposes, identical, and in handling

the plates we had the opportunity of observing the readiness with

which the tungstate coating is removed before development.
Although the increased power of X-ray tubes and their electrical

appurtenances has done a great deal to shorten exposures, the

radiographer, like the immortal Oliver Twist, still asks for more,
and it is doubtful whether the electricians for a long time will be
able to provide him with the means of reducing exposure to such
a degree as is afforded by the new plate. The demand for still

greater speed is made not so much in respect to reducing exposures
for thick parts of the body {already exposures have been got

down to quite short periods), but in allowing of a much greater

distance of the tube, and thus obtaining radiograms which are of
a higher order of excellence in their rendering of bone and tissue

structure. Moreover, in some of the scientific applications, of
X-rayg exposures now run to as great a length as 24 hours : it

is hardly necessary to say what an immensely wider fie'd is opened
by reducing them to one hour. Photographers will, therefore, look
with envy upon these great improvements for the radiographer, and
may perhaps be inclined to wonder whether a process of somewhat
similar kind may not be devised to confer similar benefits, as
regards sensitiveness, for ordinary photography. That, however, is

another matter : it is sufficient to congratulate radiographers and
the Imperial Dry Plate Company upon this very great advance in
Xray technique.

GciLLE.'tfiNOT Plates.—The English representative, M. Jules de

Gottal, 17, Cecil Mansions, Marius Road, London, S.W.17, of the

old-ost^-iblished French firm of R. Guilleminot Boespflug and Co.,

kindly sends us some s.imple packets of the firm's dry-plates, the

three chief varieties of which are the " Studio-Brora," " Radio-

Eclair," and the " Radio-Brom," all plates of good rapidity, but

the first-named, the most rapid of the series, and specially recom-

mended for studio portraiture. These plates, we find, yield nega-

tives of very good gradation and freedom from veil, and are

evidently the nroduction of a manufacturer of long experience in

dry-nlate emulsion making. They are issued in the English size.s

from 2^ X 2^ inches to 20 x 15, and in certain of the sizes above

3^ X 2J inches are obtainable in half-dozen as well as in dozen

boxes. A catalogue, obtainable from M. de Gottal at the above

address gives further particulars of them and of the orthochromatie

variety which is also obtainable.

1

New Books.

Bromoil and Oil Prints. Edited by James A. Sinclair, F.R.P. ~.

London: James A. Sinclair and Co., Ltd. 2s. net.

This is the sixth edition of the compendium of papers by different

writer.^ .on variations of oil pigment printing with which they have

been respectively concerned. Mr. Sinclair provides the general

introduction to the technique of the Bromoil process, a further

chapter on which, by the late C. H. Hewitt, deals very exhaustively

with the succ ssive stages of bleaching and pigmenting. This paper

was revised by Mr. Hewitt shortly before his death in 1918. It

is further supplemented by Mr. F. T. Usher, one of our most
expert professional exponents of Bromoil, who writes particularly on

the treatment of Bromoil portraits. Mr. Fred Judge, in an article

on Bromoil transfer, is explicit on technical matters, and those who
have seen his enchantingly beautiful work will respect everything

that he has to say. The technique of Bromoil is rounded off by
a series of notes on pigmenting in colour by J. L. Tucker. Tlie

oil process is treated by M Robert Demachy, and by Mr. Sinclair,

who appends a few hints to the \ery clear exposition of M. D?machy.

These ser'ies of chapters thus form a comprehensive miscellany of

instruction in oil-pigment printing ; there is, in fact, no better

book to which the student of these methods can go for guidance.

The 1921 Red Book.—The familiar pocket manual issued by the

Affiliation of Photographic Societies has made its prompt appear-

ance for the present year under the editorship of Mr. George

Hawkings. It contains the by-laws of the Affiliation, lists of avail-

able lectures and lecturers, and a directory of affiliated societies.

A feature which has been revived is a list of the places where
photography is allowed only under permit, with particulars of the

authorities or officers to whom application must be made, and in

some cases the charges which are required. The list, of course, is

a very partial one. It can only be made reasonably complete by
the help of photographers public spirited enough to fcnet out and
send for publiat'on particulars of these kinds of places in their own
districts. It is their failure to do so which perhaps is the cause

of Mr. Hawkin-Ts's 'ament in the preface of a lack of co-operation.

If on'y secretaries of affiliated societies throughout the country

knew this debonair youth, and his herculean work for the Affilia-

tion, we are sure they would not hold aloof, but would contribute

to a sprightlier carriage of the inevitable orchid, and an even more
seraphic smile of its weanr. Mr. Wastell contributes some " Odds
and Ends " to the Red Book—intricate data on exposure with
diverse light-sources, postal information and notes of a practical

kind. The relevance of one of these altogether escapes us. Says
Mr! Wastell :

" Keep hypo as a stock solution; do not dissolve it

before it is requiied." If we are to keep hypo as a stock solution,

it siems to us best to dissolve it previously, in view of the well-

known drawbacks of disso'ving it afterwards. In the humble desire

to put the advice in o practice, the only alternative we can imagine
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i to diaaolvt it at the very ia<Unt of uae, a («at of which peAaps
JCr. Wactell ia capable, bat in regard to which we miatruat our
4>wn dext«ritT.

Meetings of Societies.

Dean.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR XEXT WEEK.
MOKDAT. JlMVAMt 31.

not. Soo. " Intensification and Reduction." A S.
C. " Oil and BromoU." G. E. H Rawlina.

Lk -V ir, I'hotopaphic Socitly. Y.P.U. Shield Portfolio.
SouiK l..rdoB PIiotogTapbic Society. " Practical Pinhole Photo-

j;!^Uy for Ordiaary and Stereoacopic Work." B. J. Roee.
Waithanatow and Diat. Phot. Soc. "Control. ' W. H. Reeoe.
WiUeadao Photo^raphio Society. Lactorettea by the Member*.

TlrtWDAT, FtERCtKT 1.

Boyal Pbotaeraphie Society. " The Cmematosraab Camer*—
Various .M.KlrJi and ''.eneral Deaehption." P. King.

Boan>rm>mth C»mer* (' il). Print Competition.
Exeter Camera Club " Pictorial Sladiea." A. W. Watfaom
Backnnr Phot. Soc Coaipetition. " Undacape " (prinU and »lid«).
Lemia Phot n. m.r.t/»4fT«phy at the Zoo." J. Ifanby.

Soc " Factorial Perelopiaat aa Ap-
. • Dr B. T. J. Glover
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tJrman • rery hearty vote of thank* waa

CROYDON CAMERA CLCB..

.\ccording to the ayllabua, Mr. H. P. 0. Harpur was down for
last week to do ""Something Different," a title which did not arouse
any particular cariosity, aa it is not unu£aal for him to do some-
thing different from the reat of tlio world. Whether he, or it, is

to be congratulated on this fact naturally depends upon the point
of view.

The evening resolved itself into a gramophone recital, the
hoapitable demonstrator insisted that all should partake of choice
refrcehmenU aupplied and brought by him. Whilst not eseential
Vo an appreciation of the concert, yet they undoubtedly helped by
ectabliahing that atmosphere of content which ever accompanies the
acquirement of free drinka. As a precedent it ia not to be followed,
but Harpur ia " Special " (ex-aergeant).

It aoon became evident that he ia a most enthusiastic admirer
of gramophone racorda, and they form a large part of hia life,
including preeomably the livea of his neighboura, who may be, or
may not be, equally keen. Anyway, they have got to have it.

Rumour even whiapera that one-half of his waking hours is devoted
to the inatrmaent. the other half to pictorial photography, and the
remainder to a strict attention to buainesa.
Two superb instruments, richly upholstered and decorated, were

operated in turti, one being made by the demoiutrator. This, he
said, coat him nearly £8 for materials, pliu 500 honra" work at,
say. • a bob an hour," not an extravgant estimate of the value
of hia apare time.

The principle of the gramophone and practical working detaila
w,.re c!»»»ly explained, and alao aome novel soundboxes designed

' • vie by him. One diaphragm was fashioned out of mica, on
( hioeae piPturea on thin paper were cemented. The Celeatial

'"" *•• '•'y apparent. Another diaphragm, constructed 'of cork
taken from an old top-hat, alao reproduced in highly correct
faahkm Soeh exoerpU aa " Coronation Bella " and " Silver
Trompeto " illustrated that Mr. Harpura musical taate ia not atiffed
hj the claasica: ind«Mi, be honestly expreaaed a preference for
braaa bands.

It having Iranspirrd Incidentally that he had ordered his motor
t" arrive at midnnjhl, at half-time the heartieat .vote of thanks
wae accorded hira lot a raadly enjoyable and mellow evening.
Masical honours followed, Mr. Cavendish Morton'a voice rising
majeMically above the general din. At half-paat eleven, when
the reporter left, Mr. Harpur, the gramophones, and a select
•odicooa were still enjoying themaelTea. Uiifortiinately the pro-
OMdin^ were marred l^ a Jaxx record canaing the premature death
• >f the careiaker's cat. who, the aecraUry announced, had expired
in acony.

T'

PR' AL PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOQIATION.
A xof. . ., w,o Council waa held at 35, Ittissell Square, W.C,

on Friday. January 14, 1921. Present : Mraara. .Marcua .\dama,
' " "isil. Alex IV.rbelt, C. F. Dickinaon, AMred Ellis, W. E.

Ilainea. G Hana. H. St. George, R. N. Speaight, F. O.
' ' .'!({ .Sims, secretary (London members), and Frank

W. Illingworth (Northampton), H. Lambert
1 -«..M Waleon (Edinburgh), W. H. Wedlake (Foreal

Halkaworth Wheeler (Folkestone), T. Chidley (Cheater),

'haae (Brooiley). Lettrra of apology for nonatlend-
rawl from Maaar*. Chapman, Fry, and Read.

'
' • "if were read and confirmed.

''
he and the Secretary had visited

the iirni >>i ira'l<< enur^irr* nhoiie mcthoda had been called in

qaaation at the Iaa( matting, and that the views of the Council
had been placed before the management. They had been nsaured

by the management 'if the firm that their sympathies were with

profeaeional photographers, that the terma quoted by the firm for
the enJancemeole in question were not aa cheap aa those quoted
bjr aoMe other trade hooaes, and that they did no great volume
of bnainass for amateura, that the principal buainata waa with
big commercial firms, such aa engineers, who employed a photo-
grapher on their own staff, and whoae negatives, of course, were
their own properly. The firm was prepared to consider sympa
tbetically any proposition for the advantage of professional photo-
prapbera provided ita eompetitora camt into line.
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The Secretary bore out Mr. Brown's account of the interview,

and said that the whole crux of the question was that the firm

did its main business with commercial housea.

The Chairman suggested that a small committee of those most

interested in this subject should be appointed to discuss the

matter further and report whether a, better discount could not

be obtained for professional photographers as distinct from the

general public.

It was agreed that the following should form this committee :

—

Messrs. Wakefield (convener), Gray, Haines, and St. George.

The Secretvy said that in a bound volume containing numbers

of the Handbook, No. 1 of the Handbook was missing. If anyone

poBseesod that number and would hand it to him it would be of

considerable value for completing the record.

The report of the Finance Committee, recommending that accounts

amounting to £18 be paid, was adopted.

Mr. Spesight, as chairman of the Congress Committee, reported

the provisional arrangements for the Congress. Invitations for

outings had been received from three trade houses. It was

recommended that one of these should be accepted. The Com-

mittee considered that members were principally concerned about

receiving the latest instruction rather than a series of hospitalities

;

that was the reason they felt that only one trade outing would be

accepted this year. There would also be at outing to the Houses

of Parliament, and possibly to a firm of cinematograph-picture

producers, the arrangements for which were in the hands of Mr.

Marcus Adams. Lectures were promised from Mr. Luboshez, Mr.

H. W. Bennett, and Madame Yvonne, possibly also an eminent

photographer from abroad might lecture.

Mr. Frank Brown commended the Congress Committee on the

exceedingly good work it had done.

It was proposed from the chair that the invitation from Messrs.

Kodak, Limited, to visit their works during Congress week should

be accepted, and this was agreed to.

The Committee considered that the installation of the new
president, which had usually taken place at the close of the Friday's

proceedings, had not always had the attention which was its due.

It had been decided, therefore, that the Congress dinner should
take place on the Friday night instead of on the Thursday night,

and the formal introduction of the new president take place

subsequent to the dinner, thereby ensuring it a proper place in the
Congress proceedings. The arrangements for the exhibition were
proceeding, and it was hoped to arrange a technical side, for which
purpose Mr. Corbett had kindly consented to act on the Committee.

Mr. Speaight, as chairman of the Copyright Committee, said
'that he had reported at the last meeting that the representatives
of the illustrated weekly newspapers, periodicals, and magazines,
had been met by the Committee, and the fees for reproduction
as already given in the minutes and printed on the special cards
were agreed to. Since then it had been learned that one large
publishing house would not fall into line. On December 30 a
further meeting took place, and some pressure was brought to
bear upon his Committee to alter its decision. He had replied
as spokesman for the Committee that he had no authority from
his Coun<i^il to go back upon what had already been decided.
Moreover, the journals generally were already paying on the
higher stale laid down.

Mr. Illingworth and other members stated that they were secur-
ing from various periodicals the fees for reproduction's set out in
the new scale.

Mr. Corbett suggested that the Secretary should be instructed
to send a note to all those photographers who had signed the under-
taking, telling them to continue to charge the fees as agreed.
Mr. St. George proposed, and Mr. Hainee seconded, that the

Copyright Comimttee be given full power to instruct the Secretary
as to the form of communication to be sent to the signatories
and thia was agreed to.

'

In accordance with Rule XII. nominations (in writing) for presi
dent were called for. The only nomination received was from
Mr. Speaight, who nominated Mr. A. Swan Watson, of Edinburgh
as president for 1921-2. Mr. Speaight said that he was sure this
proposition would be unanimously agreed to.
Mr. Adams seconded, saying that Mr. Watson's presidency would

form an additional link between the Edinburgh branch and the

Council in London.
The nomination was agreed to unanimously and with applause.

Mr. Watson accepted the nomination, while confessing his feeling

of unworthiness for the position. H e would do his best, and he
thanked them for the honour done him.

Mr. Frank Brown offered his congratulations to Mr. Watson,
and said that he was looking forward to a very successful Congress.

The nominations for the new Council was agreed as follows :

—

President A. Swan Watsoo.

Past President : Frank Brown.

Treasurer : Richard N. Speaight.

London. Country.

Adams, Marcus. Chaplin, W. B. (Windsor).

Basil, A. B. Chapman, A. H. LI. (Swansea).

Bennett, Arthur. Chase, Gordon (Bromley).

Corbett, Alexander. Chidley, R. (Chester).

Dickinson, C. F Fry, S. H.
Ellis, Alfred. Illingworth, W. (Northampton)

^ray, W. E., F.R.P.S. Lambert, Herbert (Bath).

Haines, Reginald Read, F. (Southoort).

Hana, George. Spink, H. C. (Brighton).

St. George, H. A. Turner, T. C. (Hull).

Speaight, Richard N. Wedlake, W. H. 0. (Forest Gate).

Wakefield, F. G. Wheeler, Halksworth (Folkestone)

The following new members were accepted :—Fred Hardie (Aber-

deen), A. V. Eckersley (Chatham), C. M. Lee (Kuching, Sarawak).

The Secretary read a letter from Messrs. Bassano relating to the

cost of electric light for studio work, and suggesting combined

action to secure preferential rates.

Several members of the Council said that they got power rate.

Mr. Corbett thought that if some proposition were put forward

to the Electric Lighting Committee of the Westminster City Council

there would be no difficulty in getting power rates generally. He
suggested that a letter be signed by the photographers of the West
End of London and handed to the Secretary with a view to his

approaching the chairman of the committee concerned.

It was agreed to leave the matter to be discussed between Mr.

Corbett and the Secretary.

Next Council meeting, Friday, February 11.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

Terms of Engagement.—At the Northampton Assizes, laf

week, W. D. Gordon, photographer, brought an action agaiii^

John Mills, photographer, St. Giles' Street, Northampton, for

damages for wrongful dismissal. Plaintiff claimed 13 weeks' wages

at £5 per week.

Plaintiff stated that he came on trial to Mr. Mills' studio

at a salary of £5 per week. Later he entered into a twelve

months' agreement to stay with Mr. Mills. Before the year ex-

pired Mr. Mills asked him to agree to stay for a further twelve

months. He agreed to stay for an additional nine months. In

May last year Mr. Mills gave him a week's notice, which he

declined to accept, and presented himself for work the following

Monday, and Mr. Mills would not employ him. Plaintiff denied

that there had been any serious complaints about his work.

The defendant, John Mills, stated that in the first month plaintiff

did his work indifferently. Plaintiff's work improved afterwards.

When the question of a year's agreement was discussed, plaintiff

refused to sign one because he wished to be able to leave at a

week's notice. No agreement was signed, and a week's notice

was usual in the business in the absence of an agreement.
His Lordship said that as plaintiff's claim did not exceed £65,

the proper tribunal for the action to have gone to was tlie County
Court. It was wrong to bring it to the Assizes. His Lordship
accepted the evidence of defendant that no agreement was made,
and he therefore found a verdict for defendant.
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News and Notes.

t Hort.HTos P«onts«iosAL Bruxns for January contains

j_^:.^uUr» of a new »trle m folder mounts for mtniatare prints,

• veil a* of other quit<^ itew introdociions, M»e of which we have

alreadv noticed in tixrae page*.

Tm iJCSTiTm or Physics ha* been incorporated for the purpose
. - . .>,, profesaional aUtua of the physicial broadly upon

have been followed by the Institate of Chemiatry

. chemist*. The Institate has its headquarters at

. LoodoD. W.C.2.

ML". A. PBCTooR*rHi( Socirry.—At the second annual

to be held in th« Municipal Art Qallery, Bory, from

.Vpril 27 Uj M«.v 25, there la one opeo class in which a plaque will

be oflered f'T any cUu of print by an aoMteor. Prospectus and

eStry form from the ban. ser., Mr. A. Benson Ray. 8. Angnr Street,

ftmrf \jut<tL

r —A new monthly magaxin* has been iasoed

the Loots Caasier Co.. 34, Bedford Street.

L«Q>i<<ri. W t .^ 1' • J<-%oted to the profession or scieaee of salee-

ntuh.f). iri-l iio f-.rM intnbrr ahows that it ia embarking npop ita

profcrmmms with a fall scnae of the varied intereste, wholsaale,

retail, etc., which come within the scope of it* eDbjeet. " Seise

NtanageoMBt ""m iseoed on the 16lh of each month, priee la. 6d.

' • ' photographic papers,

calendar for tJ»e

-f carda arrangad

providing epeeos

i.r'i.s ii*M[i^ wiepbooe nomhera
Ttiit piece of autiooery baa refti

pbotugraphie dealer or whole-

lo MsMis. Kappe Worka. Ltd.

•icr aeod oa a catelo);ae of nearly

I of profnae illiutratictfi, their

profslionat

iiear photo-

>« drscTttica a Iac j« sciica ul alboma, and
. <vehiae in the waj of reedy made passe-

(.•A.-iuui {runns. Uiuk p>«t wrspp^ra and wallcta and other itatiowety
*wh u « pnrtralt eatabltahmcni requtraa. Maraovvr. a beok-marher

ome annooDceiornt of an iiirrsass of diaeovnta.

Lists in a series of ais, «aeh with a eoloaaed co««r

n, are part of Messrs. Botdtars' advertiaing progfamme for

••miUi; *ekmm Kxpeneoca baa eonriooad tbsai Umt thia i* a
ity partaealariy advaatagaoH to their dealer ena-

•.nm a sapply ojf a calalogna may be obtained at a

^ - -^ " 1. Ltp.

haa

IT

it

I-

' .* :

;

. are in frequent

ily, and no
'ibtaio one o

u Morwr-
pefw de.

r»»(i
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n >

l-St

T
l.V)

which the dealer could not

'iets are iiiuDr»«-<I in ^rl.ti'.n* >

• (d., Ml.

sddreaa oti

parrhaaed at Sa. 6d. per doen

.- offered by Meaera Howgbtoo*
«i*e of th* printin.

Another pyce of

•4 doab;« .

ket Th. •

poaaibly secure indepeodeotly.

f 100 2V1 or 500 at £1 I5a.,

a daaler'a name

>hi<ti. M uealeri

'* a eatalogse ia

•' I'Jil ssaaop, and ia

- of GOa. per hondred,
uame aad address on th»
store, spseiallv for Healare,

BrTTKER 1921 Cameras.—The 64-page advance list, just issued

by Messrs. Butcher, Camera House. Farringdon Avenue, London,

E.C.4, describes the models of hand-cameras for the coming season,

and shows that Messrs. Batcher have a full range, particularly of

the Cameo, Klima.x. and Carbine series of folding cameras. In one

or twb instances prioea are reduced, for example, the No. Watch-

Pocket Carbine by 2b. 6d. and the No. 6 by lOe. The popular

Pressman reflex is £1 leas in price in the quarter-plate size, and

dark-slides are uniformly 6d. cheaper, and film-pack adapters 2&.

The list includes particulars of a roll-film tank for day-light

developing of films up to 3^ x 2^, a simplified pattern without

apron or changing bux. The list is obtainable free on application

to Meaars. Butcher.

Th« Nobthbbx Pbotocraphbb, in its issue of February, which

appears on the eve of the opening of the Northern exhibition, gives

ita rsadera a 4-page supplement of reproductions of work there

shown. Its technical content* include a paper by Dr. B. T. J.

Glover on diagnosis of errors in exposure and development which,

like all Dr. Glover's writings, is admirable in its precise expres-

sion. -Mr. J. H. .\therton has some hints to give on higb-epeed

photogTkphy uf athletic eventa and aimilar subjects, and the

sthetic side of photography ts well represented by papers on

landscape phnt.-^^^iphy and on the pictorial work of D. O. Hill.

Our I N. we ax* glad to aee, take a broad view of

phot. -< and are steadily making a firm place for their

I
h IS published by the Liverpool Amateur Photo-

,: ,

'. ion, 9, Eberie Street, Liverpool, price 3d.

Bolt Cooax LacrtTKca.—Lectures are given at the L.C.C. School

of Photo- Engraving, 6, Bolt Court. Fleet Street. E.C., on Thurs-

days, from 7 to 8 p m., by the Principal, Mr. A. J. Bull, M.Sc.,

who ia dealing with the " Fundamental Propertiea of Lensee,"

With special reference to their application to proceas and colour

Work on January 20 and 27 and February 3, followed on February

10, 17. 24. March 3. 10, 17, by '• An Introduction to Colour-work,

the Compoettiun of White Light, the Production and Scaling of

Spectra. Selective .\b»i>rption. Principles of Orthochromatic Photo-

graphy, and Three- and Four colour work." The lectures on colour

should prove of special interest to art atudents, colour printers,

and those iotereeted in the photographic repro/tuction of c"1 u'

Mr. Bull ia one of the anthoritiea on the aabjects he pur| -

deeling with; the nnmerana experiments shown will be nniqiH* .hki

instructive These leetnres are open free to worker* in the plioto

graphic, printing and allied tradea.

P«nT<ooK*rMt IT WtRB.—The Chrisliania correspondent of " The
Tinwis " deeerihea a dcmoaatration, given at Sandefjord last week, of

an unpiovemcat in te'egraphy invented by M. Hermod Petersen,

chief aianager of the Radio Department of the Telegraph Service.

Thia invention, in the opinion of expert*, will revolutionise tele-

graphy. It is the result of four year*' work, and it consists of a

new ayetem based on alternating current, instead uf the continuous

carrcot syatsvi hitherto used. One of the many benefita which this

"-—"tion ia expected to bring is a big reduction in the number
' ratora needed. It i* estimated that work which now require.^

• 1' '! the beet operator* in Norway could be done hj 16. The new

aystem eliminataa errors of any kind, and reproduces with photo-

grsphic arcaracy. at practically unlimited di*t*ncea, all aorts of

handwriting, type, drawinga, and photograph*. One expert says

thai kf <tng M. Petersen's syatam the " .New York Timea "^ would

be able to naprodnce a colofan from the Umdon " Times "'within

10 minute*.

«i {incr? from 38*. 6d. tu 47a. &d. per ihousaod, a^atu in-

M« the inaerlioe of a daaler'a aam* and •ddrea*

o* th* f «ae of

Msasrs. r .iae* it

the orderlv asacmbUge of
•*r TV* .lanuary munber

> be held at th*

Frbmary 21 to

in both the

, nargaina ar*

'leaeription of a laad-

>-nt of emateurs' films

PvoTooBArH* tx CotTBT.—Photograph* have recently figured

prominently in a legal argument which haa been preaenling some

dilBculty to the Law Lorda sitting in the Hooae of Lordr. A

colliaiaa occurred off the Irish coaat in October, 1917, bt^

B.M.8. " Drake." a cruiser of 14,000 tons, and the s*. " M
Range," a veaael of 4,496 too* gross register. Mr. Justice 1

found that there waa no negligence in Uie navigation of '

veaael, and that consequently neither waa to blame for the colli>.i'>i.

The Court of Appeal affirmed this view, and Lords HahLiiK-

Finlay, .Vtkineon, Wrrnbury. and Phillimore have been occupied

the ijbola week in hearing argumenta on the question whether or

not there was sny negligence on the part of the " Drake." En-

tarscment* of photrigraphic picture* which were taken at the time
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by Mr. Cyril B. Pottt, an apprentice on board the " Mendip
Range," were produced. When some members of the crew of his

vessel shouted, " lx)ok out, sli* is turning, there is going to be a

collision," Mr. Potts immediately ran and got his camera and
took photographs of the vessel. The enlargements of these have
been continually before and frequently referred to by their Lord-

ships during the course of the week.—" Westminster Gazette."

Thf. Pleaspres or Moving.—The troubles of Messrs. Bassano in

in.iving into their Dover Street premises were the subject of an
application for an injunction in the Chancery Court last week.

Mr. Peel, for Messrs. Bassano, the plaintiffs, asked for an injunc-

tion to restrain a tenant from obstructing them in the free

use of the premises. No. 38, Dover Street, where plaintiffs had
leased the second, third, and fourth floors, defendant being the

lessee of the ground floor.

It was stated that the upper floors were approached by a lift and
by a staircaee which the defendant used to the first floor, the lift

being for the exclusive use of the tenants of the upper stories.

Mr. Sheldon, for defendant, argued that no one but defendant
had a right to use the staircase and passage outside his rooms.

His Lordship asked what was the use of the staircase leading to

plaintiff's rooms if they were not allowed to go along the passage
to it? It seemed to him that the situation was Gilbertian.

Mr. Sheldon said the staircase was not the only means of entrance.

His Lordship : No, they can take off the roof and get to the
place by aeroplane.

Mr. Sheldon ^id there was entrance to plaintiff's premises from
Berkeley Street.

Mr. Peel said this entrance had been bricked up.

His Lordship observed that defendant seemed to be an obstructive
person who would not let the plaintiff get to his premises.
Replying to his Lordship, Mr. Sheldon said the defendant carried

on a business which he did not want to have disturbed by continual
ufie of the passage ^by his rooms.

His Lordship suggested that plaintiff, if allowed to take his
furniture up the staircase, should undertake not to use the stair-

case further pending the trial.

Mr. Peel, for plaintiff, gave this undertaking, and his Lordship
also directed that plaintiff should only use the staircase for furni-
ture which was too heavy or too l^rge to go in the lift, and should
finish the removal at the earliest possible moment. On these under-
takings there would be no order.

Mr. Sheldon remarked that the staircase was smaller than the
Uft.

His Lordship : I have no doubt plaintiffs will undertake not to
take anything through the passage that won't go through.

Correspondence.

''"Correspondents should never write on both sidet of the paper.
No notice is taken of communications unless the names and
addresses of the writers ae given.

*•* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expreued
by our correspondents.

TWO OR THREE DIMENSIONS : IDEALS IN PORTRAITURE.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—As a keen student of art and photography for the
past forty years (e.\hibitin.g at the Royal Academy since my
seventeenth year, 1879) I have been interested in your corre-
spondence concerning ideals in portraiture, initiated by E. D. Young
in his lecture upon the subject, " B.J.P.," December 10, 1920.

I consider that much of real art criticism came to an end with
the unfortunate lawsuit of Ruskin and Whistler, consequently the
pretenders in art have gradually gained power and influence during
recent years, with truly decadent results to present-day painting,
which some photographers have unwisely imitated. Had I the
leisure, or you the space to spare. I could give you some interest-
in? facts concerning this retrogressive movement.

But one pen has been used with just discernment and knowle(i
during the past few years of chaotic art criticism, and I am pleased
to read, in your issue of January 27, this pen has not degenerated
to vulgar personalities, whatever differences of opinion may exist.

I allude to the writings of F. 0. Tilney, which have been pub-
lished at various times in the "B.J. P." This gentleman is a co:

plete stranger to me, but I value all his criticisms as accura
conclusions of present-day art and photography, which all interested
people should " read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest."—Yours
faithfully, E. G. Handel Lttcas.

169, Gleneagle Road, Streatham, S.W.16.

Januarv 25.

FACTORIAL DEVELOPMENT.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Your readers have now fully before them Dj.
Glover's reasons why he regards this method as unsuitable for
out-door subjects, and also my reasons, verified by long practical
use of the method, why, when an actinometer is used, the method
is not only suitable, but a great help for such work. As my
experience and opinion is verified and supported by the letters of
Mr. Bierman and Mr. Godfrey Wilson, there is no need for me
to labour the point. Here are three experienced users of the
method who find that the inevitable variations in exposure in out-
door negative Work are not so serious as Dr. Glover claims. In
a number of graphic diagrams I made years ago of times of appear-
ance of high lights, I found that a variation of 100 per cent,
between the exposures of two high lights caused a variation of
their time of appearance of only 7 to 9 per cent.

Dr. Glover, however, makes a new and an incorrect surmise when
he attributes my slight preference for " factorial " over " therniD-
time " methods to a supposed incorrect attitude by me in the
relative time for different subjects. Whether my attitude in this
is right or wrong, it is a fact that I have advised and followed
the same attitude in my instructions and practice for both develop-
ment methods alike. I specifically stated that the point where
" thermo-time " methods had occasionally failed in my hands waa
where either plate or developer unexpectedly proved to be different

[

from what was anticipated. A tankful of plates either over or .

under developed from this reason had the same fault in all the sub-
'

jects in the tank. It is significant that Mr. Bierman states that he
also has been " let down " in the same way with a " thermo-time "

method.

To touch upon Mr. Bierman's interesting experiences with pyro-
metol developed, I point out in the Manual that all pyro and

'

amidol developers vary in the factor required if the developer
dilution is varied. And this applies to the compound developer
pyro-metol. In trials years ago I found this developer rather un-
satisfactory for exact work. It has such extraordinary vigour that
it is always dangerously near the fogging point, and small altera-
tions in its composition, proportion of bromide, or dilution, make
quite large changes in the factor required. Almost all other
developers keep t^ the same factor when used diluted.

I feel some difficulty in replying to the very heavy personal
request which Mr. Godfrey Wilson makes to me, and if I do
so, bluntly or even rudely, the facts must excuse me. Those of
us who do gratuitous public work know how frequently a request
is made for what is really a very heavy service under the assump-
tion that only a small favour is asked. For example, " Oh, Mr.
Watkins, I heard that at a lantern lecture you gave the other day
your own lantern was used. We have a missionary meeting next
week, and I feel sure that you won't mind lending us your
lantern.

^
And perhaps you won't mind coming down to work it^

you do it all so nicely—we have a cup of tea going at five o'clock,
etc., etc." There are invariably three characteristics of such re-
quests : First, a slight touch of patronage ; second, plenty of
buttered words

; third, an assumption that the favour asked is no
trouble at all, but might just as well come in your day's work.
Mr. Wilson's proposal that I " send you for publication a cor-

rected, up-to-date, and complete list of Watkins factors of de-
velopers partakes, I am afraid, of the third characteristic.
Years ago I gave some of the best years of my life to continuous

and strenuous experimental work in dark-room and at the photo-
meter. This occupied most evenings of the week, and I kept at
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against the average consumption of 30 cubic feet for an ordinary

gaa stove, so that notwithstanding the high price of gas, th« cost

would only be about 4d. per day of 12 hours, and a temperature of

63 degrees is obtained. The cost, therefore, is amazingly low.

It is also quite unnecessary to have a flue to carry away the

fumes, for the simple reason that for every 5 cubic feet of gas con-

aumed, 2.000 cubic feet of pure fresh air are warmed and circu-

lated through the room or studio. An even, warm temperature can

be maintained in a studio, witiiout any dust or damage to appara-

tus, fiimiture, or decorations. It i* impossible for accidents to

happen •''-'• <-arelessnese, a« no naked light is exposed.

Tlie lends itself to any style of artistic decoration, as

it can ui- .'i,|.|'wcj in any design to harmonise with the furnishing

of a studio.

But why take my word for it? A visit to the Ventiheta show-

rooms in Argyle Street, Oxford Circus, would immediately convince
.. (• ...t .. mjj jjp would then see a perfect studio heater at last.—

V •ully. Fbxdk. E. Jokxs
U«ini>ie\. January 24.

[Our corrcaftondeiit's eulogies invite comment. If 5 cubic feet

of gas warm a room as well as 30 cubic feet, it can only be

through improve efficiency of combiution. We greatly doubt a
sixfold improvement in this respect, particularly when wo are told

that at the aaroe time the gas draws in 400 times its volume of

air, all of whicii has to be warmed. The temperature obtained will

depend on the volume and temperature of this air admitted from the

ootaide, and, therefore, it would aurprise us if an installation suit-

able for regular use were eqnal to the emergency «f bitter weather.
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WARM I m; the studio
To the Editor*.

^r,,Ai, I &tti. 1,1.1 liW«> fj-i tiiil i...iir /..rrjat^i -.ia-. t ' t'f.n\ft,rf

'. bs " borriblr expeneiv*
"

The \»ni.l.»«s rnnfiimM onK 6 mbie fret of ga* per hoot, «

?•*

CONDENSATION ON IJINSES.

To tbe Editor*.

Gentleatca.—It is ao vtry rare to find the slightest inexactitude

ed.itorial note* that it *eeai* a pity to allow even a little

remain uncorrected. On page 14 (January 14), you attribute

tbe c'indeoaation of moisture on the front glaeaes of the lens to

the fad that tbe warm leo* is suddenly exposed to the cold atmos

but really the reverse is tbe case, a* it is impossible to

a film of iBoiatare to oondeas* on • glass surface unless the

'n*n the air. ,'

' lon ia \^cry liabia to occur whtn the outfit get*

i;..,i...i^l..i li..lcil on a journey, whoa* end i* inside some building,

',T .1 may rra<lily happen if the lens i* taken out of ita case on a

lay after a spell of cold weather. In the case of small

.-amsea* I have found condensation occur if tbe warm hand

t* >ept doe* to the lens for a second or two while adjusting llie

shntur or stop, and this may b* the trouble in the case you

mention, and though tbe effect goes off very quickly, it is po**ibIe

that everjr MfaUve might be fogged if the procedure was the same

in every es*e, and the »xpo*or* made immediately.—Yours,

faithfully, W. B. Hislop.

9. Albany Street, Edinburgh.

January 19. — —
[W* mn*t thank our conwcpondsnt for his.,corTcotion, which waa

omsMacd bjr the omission of a doien words with consequent

T«v«r*al of the asraning of the eecond sentpnoe in the paragraph.

It ahould h*ve been shown that the dewing occnra on putting a

chilled camera into the warm pocket for a short time, and using it

iiiilHl)Jja|i^ after withdrawing it therefrom.— Kd». " B. J."]

KEY INDUSTRIES
To the Kdilom.

Oeatlcman.— .\mong thf matters immediately to be dealt with

by our l*gi«I*tor» is the kind and measure of protection to be

steorsd to our manufacturers from foroiRn competition in what are

called "l<pv intustries." .\lthongh the term, in the abstract, is

*«Aci< it. It is almost inevitable that attempt* will be

made ' « •«"«*» indmrtrics that, in the logic of word*, may

appear to bs eligible for inclusion, but. from the particular cir

camstaoces or from the nature of the employment of the product,

more bsncAcially could be left a free market.

Before the war tbe manufacture of photographic material, plates

and paper m particular. w*a a fairly flourishing indoelry. The
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competitioD w»» not too severe and the selling price was reason-

able. Foreign competition wa* not entirely absent, but it was almost

ncgliK'>l>l«> anJ. o" H"* other hand, our exports greatly exceeded

our imports. It was a healthy trad*. The war had a double effect

in raising prices. Acting together, shortage of the raw material

and of labour and the requirements of the Air Force created almost

a famine. During that time photographers were al^iormally busy

and could afford the enhanced price. That time "is now over, and

we have now to face a period of slackness, but prices are still

maintained at the war scale, and are likely to remain eo while

the present absence of competition endures.

The manufacturers of plates and paper in this countrjt of any

account number less than 20. It is thus easy for them to form

a society, a combination, or a, ring to promote their own interests,

and it is quite clear that they would consider any competition

from abroad against their interests. They tell us there is no such

society, combination, or ring, and we must necessarily believe

them, , but their price-lists and their terms disclose that there

exists a "unanimity" which serves the same purpose; ind it

is quite likely that the " unanimity " on their behalf may think

it comes within its province to represent their desires for pro-

tection when tlie matter comes before Parliament. Unfortunately,
photographers have no such potent advocate of their interests.

Poeeibly the P. P. A. may have made preparations to act, but I

have seen no announcement to that effect.—I am, etc.,

C. L. Smith.

FLUE PIPES OF ANTflRACITE STOVES.
To the Editors,

(ieutlemen,—Your correspondent, " Comfort," on stoves inci-

dentally mentions that the pipp should not be galvanised. May
, I recommend painting the plain iron with aluminium paint. I

noticed this in use on hot-water heating pipes in Dundee some
years ago, and have used it since on the anthracite stove pipes
quite sjitisfactorily.—Yours faithfully, E. H. Atkinson.

20, Elers Road, Ealing, London, W.13.
January 21

Answers to Correspondents.

, /n accordance vnth our present practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

W e wilt answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; S-cent International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

emeries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach us

not later than Tuesday {posted Monday), and should oe

addressed to the Editors.

E. F.—We think the effect in the outline is gained by ordinary
pencil work on the negative, possibly on the glass side. We
should imagine that the darker outline of the profile is due solely
to skilful lighting.

H. G.—There is no standard installation for portraiture by acety-
lene light on the market, but installations are occasionally being
made to photographers' requirements. About the best firm for
this purpose is Messrs. R. J. Moss and Sons, 98, Snow Hill,
Birmingham.

F. H.—We have no reliable data of the number of plates or sheets
of bromide paper which can be fixed with safety in a given quan-
tity of the fixing-hardening bath, since the use of any fixing bath
depends not only upon the quantity of silver in commercial plates
and papers, but also on the way in which it is used and the
temperature.

^- Y.—For the general questions as to construction of studio blinds,
etc., we must refer you to " The Portrait Studio," which our
publishers will send you price Is. 2d. post free. This conUins
diagrams and fuller details than we can give here. With regard
to your special requirements, as to interception of light by the
•choolhonse and asnect of studio, it is difficult to speak without
knowing the height of the building. It a line drawn from the

centre of the floor of the studio at an angle of 45 deg. clears the

roof of the school you will have no trouble. Otherwise, you may
have to use reflectors as described in the above-mentioned book.

It might be desirable to have glass on both sides of the studio,

as then you could work from the south-east when there was

no direct sunlight upon it.

G. B. I.—Although we are sorry to say it, we are afraid that old

photographs have practically no value as antiques. Apparently

what you have are Daguerreotoypes. A very good specimen of

this process, particularly a coloured specimen, is perhaps worth

10s. 6d. or £1 Is., if you can find a purchaser, but many of them
are bought and sold among other miscellaneous goods at the photo-

praphic sales for a few pence each. We had a very fine lot of

Daguerreotpyes, the property of a deceased friend, which we
have sold during the last few years at good prices for his widow,
and although we were able to )[^o\A for good prices, we don't

suppose they have so far realised more than £3 or £4. The
address of the new secretary, Mr. Lang Sims, of the Professional

Photographers' Association, is 437, Brixton Road, London, S.W.9.

F. D.—We can quite imagine that the use of accumulators is a very

unsatisfactory means of lighting a printing box. In using almost

-

any light, other than electric, it is best to employ a box i"

which the negative is held vertically ; for example, the " Hana
printing machine, formerly made by Houghtons and now obta;

able fairly readily secondhand. It is one of the best printci

and can be worked with incandescent gas or acetylene If yc^,

use a flat-bed printer, such as we expect you have at present,

then you must fit up a mirror to reflect the light, and in that

case you can use either incandescent gas or acetylene, although^
the exposures will be somewhat longer when employing, say,

the extra slow gaslight papers. About the best firm for acetylene

burners and generators is R. J. Moss and Sons, 98, Snow Hill,

Birmingham.

G. H. C.—(1) Purchasers of figure studies are rather a large and
varied class, and are rather outside our province. The " Fine
Art Trade Journal," 13, Buckingham Street, Adelphi, London,
W.C.2, would give you a better idea of the firms who are

possible purchasers of such originals, but it may be of some
service to you to go through a list of names of publishing firms

who were exhibitors of goods, such as calendars, box tops and
fancy articFes at the British Industries Fair. (2) The price paid
averages, we should say, froril about 15s. to £1 Is. per subject; -

more perhaps for exceptional subjects. (3) The postcard people
almost always buy in sets of 6 or 12; firms purchasing for other
purposes are no doubt agreeable to buying odd lots. (4) In most
cases firms wish to purchase entire rights of reproduction, which ;

means, therefore, transfer of the negative, although plenty of

transactions take place in which a limited right is assigned, and,
therefore, the negative remains in the possession of the seller.

The British Journal of Photography..
LniB AOTEBTISEMENTS.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisements
(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.
For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—{For Assistants only.)
Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as
six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.
per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the
advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram. J

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock
(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.
The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be

guaranteed.
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EX CATHEDBA.
Kl«ctric la the majority of half-watt installations

Lamps. the lamfJS ore in fixed positions, or they

ivro grouped in a stand or cabinet so that they can only

be moved as a whole. This rather limits the variety of

effect« which can be obtained, and a single lamp which

can bi! luovtKi about independently is a very useful

adjunct. The ordinary sliding standard will answer in

most cases, but in small studios is rather liable to be in

ti In si»ch circumstances the balanced fitting;

\ .- iutrorliiced with the Van der Weyde light may
Im) adopted with a<lvantage. This consists of an arm
about right feet long, pivoted at the centre with a

joint, so that it c^n l>e rot^ited or elevated ami

At one end the lamp is fixed; at tli.- otlipr

jv I
• weight, a touch of the hand

t in any position. With such .1

p. laiiip and suitftblo reflectors, all tiio

,;;., ;, which made Van der Weyde famous

coiild ho "d. In the original form the light was
-—

'

ir. but with the half-watt lamp
r would l)c more suitable.

(

Thtt AfniiAtien. At t(

of PI

,nnM„l dinner of the Affiliation

i.- Societies with the Ro^vftl

Society, hk- uiiirman of the executiv<>

r. O. C*. Weston, referred to one movement
' ' ' *' -:rht would be necossiiry

t to the activities of

1

iiild !>•< fun
i>m upon ;

.\ are. of eoir

t: . 1- ^ iom. and in

goe« on between those which

to oach other does so. or at .1

do so, through the medium
mitt«o at Rus= "

rightlv. it is 1

for-ta«#<
into r^-Ut

icoliy III

is «ui'!

of the executive com-

—\re. If we understand Mr. Weston
t hat machinery should be provided

i.".i within a given area more closely

each other by arranging for them to

, of lectures and lecturers and

bv mnans of an area committee,
r vices which the Affiliation

,
re is a (Treat deal to b*

.lid. for the ! '
- of it i.i

^,
it nnionf< or ' ik which

j

lit of the

I

,

:, ; i; to tli»

.'h functions ns Mr. We.^Ujn now

f We have only to look, on one si'i

], m In the Re<l Book and on the other u[>.iii

,; uMii-h many societies derive from Affiliation

1 lid lecturers, to see that there is the occasion for

guin^ dttinite shape to n scheme of this kind.
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Returning We have been asked whether a customer

Money. can legally claim the return of any

,...v paid at the time of sitting, if he or she is not

10J with the proofs submitted and does not find it

>.M, anient to give another sitting. This is a delicate

|)oint, and if the matter were carried into court the

' ion would depend upon the impression which the

Liraph produced upon the judge, who, though skilled

ill law, might be altogether lacking in artistic perception.

We should, in these circumstances, recommend the photo-

1,'iaphcr to cut his loss at the earliest possible moment,

lud to return the money with as good a grace as possible,

ind cei-tainly without auy unpleasant comments, rather

with an apology and a request for future orders. This

Ifaves the sitter with the impression that the photographer

iis at least an honest and obliging person, and if she fares

no better elsewhere she is likely to return to him with

friendly feelings. This end is cheaply purchased at the

cost of three or four plates and proofs. In the great

department stores there is an understanding that
'

' the

I ustomer is always right," and breakages and damages
.\re allowed for, when it could be clearly proved that the

fault did not lie with the firm.

THE EAELIEE LITERATUBE OF PHOTOGRAPHY.
I.

The issue of Messrs. Sotheran's " Bibliotheca Chemico-
Mathematica," to which we refer on another page,

I
provides an appiopriat-e occasion on which to draw to

iihotographers' notice the many pieces of lit-eratuve which
iiave long been out of print, yet possess a great interest

for any but those who are content with a very superficial

.knowledge of photography as a whole. We are ready to

onfess that we fear the number of persons having this

liroader interest is small. Among the hundreds and
thou-sands of people who "do photogi-aphy," there are

'omparatively few interested in photography in the se se

of the knowledge of photographic processes which has
;u3cumulated and is recorded in the hteratm'e since the
appearance of the first work, that by Daguerre, in the
year 1839. Nevertheless, we should like to do something
TO encourage a wider reading of the subject ; and we
• annot do that better than by calUng attention to the
opportunity of acquiring some of these bygone books
\\-hich is afforded by Messrs. Sotheran's painstaking and'
icciu-ate work in cataloguing those they have for sale.

Moreover, the expenditure need not be great; with the
• xception of some of the scarcest of these works, for

"xample, that by Daguerre, the average price is only a
few shillings. Fortunately for the photographic student
the bibliophile has not included photographic works
among those which he covets, with a corresponding eleva-
tion of their price, as he has those in other branches of
literature and science.

We notice that Messrs. Sotheran's list includes two of
the classical pamphlets relating to the origin of photo-
L,'raphy, namely, Fox Talbot's " Some Account of the Art
f Photogenic Drawing," the paper read before the Royal
Society early in 1839, in which Talbot broadly outlined
fiis discovery but did not give any precise details. The
other is Sir John Herschel's paper " On the Chemical
Action of the Rays of the Solar Spectrum on Preparations
of Silver," a communication of 1840 which recorded
Herschel's further observations, particularly the bleaching
iiction of mercuric chloride, now familiar as the most
onimonly used intensifier, and the ferro-prussiate or

blue-print process in almost precisely its present form.

Among the works of the first decade of photography,

1840-1850, notable ones are " Nouvelles Instructions sur

rUsage du Daguerriiotype," by Charles Louis Chevalier

(1841) , in which is described an improved racking camera
for the process and directions given for the use of bromine

in the sensitising of the plates, and " Derniers Per-

fectionnements apport^s au Daguerreotype," by Gaudin
and Lerebours, with a chaptor by Fizeau on his process

of gold toning which gave to the delicate images a

permanence, without which the process could hardly have
lasted as long as it did. Turning to the English literature

of the period, a scarce book, is Robert Hunt's " Popular

Treatise on the Art of Photography," the first Glasgow
edition of 1841. Hunt was a prolific experimenter in

and writer on photography, and Shis " Researches on
Light," issued in 1844, and in a second edition in 1854,

contains a mass of observations relating to the action of

light on inorganic and organic substances, which make
it one of the most valuable books even for the present-day

experimenter. A curiosity among this early literature

is " Das Kaleidotyp, oder Katadioptrisch-Chemische

Maschine," by Friedrich August Wilhelm Netto, a

pamphlet of 1843 describing a combination of the kaleido-

scope and Daguerreotype for the mechanical production

of industrial designs. A far-seeing experimenter, Herr
Netto, with an eye on the main chance.

The discovery of the wet-collodion process by Scott

Archer in 1851, and the consequent speedy disappearance

of Daguerreotype, gave a great impetus to publications

dealing with what was then regarded as the " new photo-

graphy." An important early work of this second decade
is Gustave le Gray's " Photograpliie : Traitd nouveau,"
first published apparently in 1852. As students of photo-

graphy of the fifties know, the collodion positive attracted

perhaps even more notice than the system of making
negatives on collodion plates, since it provided a cheap

and easily-worked substitute for the Daguerreotype plate,

which previously had found enormous favour with the

public. We are uncertain as to the origin of the collodion

positive, but Messrs. Sotheran ascribe it to a work
' Photographie Nouvelle: Proced^ pour obtenir des

Epreuvres Positives Directes sur Glace " of Adolphe
Martin, published in 1852. But about this time text

books began to be more plentiful; for example,
Delamotte's " Practice of Photography " of 1853, a

manual for students and amateurs, and the first popular

handbook on photography. In 1855 Thomas Sutton wrote
his " Calotype Process," and in the following year his
" Dictionary of Photography," the first work to be com-
piled in an A.B.C. form. Nor should we omit from this

catalogue of books of the early collodion period the
" Manual of Photographic Chemistry," by T. F. Hard-
wich, which ran through edition after edition, and for

many "years continued to be one of the most widely-read

text-books. Later editions were edited by George Dawson
and Traill Taylor. We come in 1862 to* the early " Trait*

Populaire de Photographie sur Collodion," by the Belgian
experimenter, Desir6 van Monckhoven, which in French
and English passed through several editions. The develop-

ment (and also the vulgarisation) of the collodion positive

has its count«rpart in later works on ferrotype, such as

those of E. M. Estabrooke, "The Ferrotype " of 1872
and " The Ferrotyper's Friend " of 1880, both- of

Cincinnati.

Although two other works are of very much later date,

we may refer to them here, since they deal particularly

with the early history of photography. The first of these is

an English translation, " A History and Handbook of

Photography " of Tissandier's " Les Merveilles de la

Photographie." The second Enghsh edition of this work
k, really th« most valuable version, since it contains an
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appendix by Fox Tadbot (completed bv his sod, C. H.
OQthe development of his work in photographic
to-iiiechnnicivl prof.eft»««. Tissandier himself is not

m ; his " history

tied tradition and
. The other work,

; itographie history

will find much to interest him is, on the other hand, tiie

outcome of great scholarship and exact research—we refet

to "Wedgwood: the First Photographer," by the lat

Mr. R. B. Litchfield. But our notes on these early books
have already outrun their space ; we must defer reference
to those dealing with the later period of photography until

a subsequent issue.

AN ** ALWAYS^READY" PLATE BACKING.
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. iMi;..- plates may be used in th* doabl* slide if a
t ..f black celiuk. " tb« adkeaire backing

and the tvr are placed together

Lbn (bin bUck. lat ealliitoid, a ramarkablT useful
phobnfcraphir work^lac« Thin oeUitloid is

stained, first green with an alonholic solution of acid greon.
then red with an alooholio solution of magenta, in such rati-

os to produce tho best of all bla-cks, a mixed black. Aft<>i

waidiing in water to remove any soluble ramainder of oithci

colour, the celluloid is ironed flat between sheets of stout
paper.

A very small qnantity of the backing is required if the layet

IS uniform, say, 4 grain.s for a quarter-plate, and it is seldom or
never desirable to apply the backing quite up to the edges of

the plate.

Ordinarily the protecting or covering celluloid sliould bo
peeled off before the plate is pat into the developing solution,

and it is more convenient to drop the plate through the
developing .solution than to put the plate in tho dish first and
then pour the developer on ; as in this latter case tho backing
is so immediately and uniformly softened that a touch with
the finger or a soft brush will claar a placo at once, should back
viewa or through viewing be desirable.

There is, tiowever, ono case in which it is desirable to leave
tho protecting celluloid on, or to use an adherent protecting
plate at thet^ack, that is to say without the conier-piecos for

giving distance This is when the so-called " Aktinal " system
of daari' and subsequent davlight development ia

adopted . I» " Aktinal," p. 13 of 1912 edition. Oaseira
' Cycia>|>wdia oi PhotoRntfAy. " ) In this ohse tho prnti-otin^

pUtn or rellnlnid is of use in preventing the soiling of tho de-

: per cent, potassium iodide solution), which
may be used for several or many plates in

succession

.

The developer which I prefer to use, and one which I regard
ai a near approach to a univerial doveloper, whether for plates

or pap«>r, is • rather strong .hydroquinone developer with

sodium sulphite and sodium carbonate:—
Hydroquinone ... 43 grs.

CVy«t. wdium sulphite 2 oss.

Crjtt. vKlium rsrhonat* 2 oax.

Water ... 5} or^.

(Total volume about 8 fluid o«a.)

This keeps well, has a Watkins factor of about 5, and I

have never found it neceaaary to add bromide excepting under
conditions like thoi« of the " Aktinal " prooeas or tho Player-

*7V procew; when tho film contains two grades of material,

eaeh dcreiopable, but in different degrees.

'^BffK^boee professional photographers whose activities may
bo wholly confined to tho studio, would do well to consider

the service occasionally rendered by backing. Tho full light»

and shade* of a clear white dress cannot be rendered on an

unbacked plate, and to copy an angineer's blue print is almost
hopeleai unless on a backe<l plate—which should also be ortho-
chromatic. Thom.«b IloMa.

\ rrcerx p.ii«at sp*ciflcatk>n,

f Haaff k Cx>. rslat** to pbolo-
-^wdopbemrf «r amidocrcaol «laa* mad*
'e and aeda or potash, and wbsr«in

'pho-adds of tb« ortho- or para-
inudophMioIs are present. In
canlaiaJoc earbosyl snd solpho-

*cid<. ;insl developing powers s further quantity of frae

raa»: ^ added. A developer instanced contained muriated
psramidosalicyl scid (100 ^ms.), sulphite free from water
(500 gms.), normal lye of S-fold strength (210 c.cs.), and water
(5,790 COS.). 7or use, this stock sglotion is diluted with an equal
or doubl* quantity of water, and a further quantity of ordinary
soda lye added, aoeording to the exposure and requirement*.
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EXHAUSTION TESTS ON DEVELOPERS.

.\ hHORT whilo ago I was accorded the privilege of describing

in the coliinins of this journal the method of preparing con-

rontrated developer solutions by the help of caustic soda. The
time of appearance of the image on bromide paper was

taken iis n measure of the activity of these solutions, and
was always determined in n freshly-made Solution, which

Nolution was never used more than once. But this is not the

way developers are most commonly used for the production of

prints. On the other hand, print after print is put through

the same solution, until this becomes too slow in its action,

or begins to give bad coloured blacks, partly owing to the

accumulation of soluble bromides and developer oxidation

products in the liquor, and partly owing to actual destruc-

tion of the active developing agent, by aerial and chemical

oxidation. Not enough is known as yet about the chemistry

rif development for us to be able to assign its proper value to

these various factors separately, but their combined efifect can
1)0 measured with some degree of accuracy by noting the time

of appearance for a number of prints developed one after

the other in a not too concentrated solution, if care is taken
to keep the exposure and the temperature constant.

For tliis purpose I have used two types of developer for-

mula :
" Rodinals," containing 5 parts of developer per 100

of liquor, and solutions containing:

—

—
Developer 2 parts.

Soda sulphite (anhydrous) ... 12 ,,

Soda carbonate (anhydrous) ... 12 „
Water to 1,000 ,,

The carbonate solutions were used undiluted, the " rodi-

iial.s" diluted with 24 volumes of water, so as to bring them
to the same strength as the former. Quarter-plate Kodak
I'latino-Matte bromide paper was given such an exposure
lii^hind a Sanger-Shepherd test plate as was sufficient to pro-

duce faint image of the twelfth square. The temperature
of the dark room was 65 deg., an<J 100 c.c.s. of developer solu-

tion was poured on to the dry paper, and allowed to act
until no further image appeared to be formed.
The print was then taken out of the developer, allowed

to drip into the dish for ten seconds, rinsed ,and fixed. The
developer was then poured out of the dish into a beaker
ready for the next print. One print after another was
(lovelop(?d in the same (constantly diminishing) lot of liquor,
until either the time of

, appearance became inconveniently
long, or the last square failed to appear at all.

Six developers in carbonate solution were first compared :

—

Para-amido-phenol
)

Metol j- Fig. 1.

Dimcthyl-para-amido-phenol '

J'ara-amido-ortho-cresol (Monomet)
)

Methyl-amido-ortho-cresol V Fig. 2.

Para-amido-meta-cresol )

On examining these curves we see that para-amido-phenol
shows the longest time of appearance of any of the six
liodies in the fresh solution (4.75 seconds), whilst methyl-
amido-ortho-cresol and para-amido-meta-cresol have the
shortest time, only 2 seconds, closely followed by dimethvl-
iimido-phenol (2.2 seconds), with metol and monomet between
i and 4 seconds.

After 12 prints have been passed through the solution,
methyl-amido-ortho-cresol still has a time of appearance of
only 3 seconds, whilst metol, monomet, and dimethyl have
risen to 6 seconds, the meta-cresol compound to 8 seconds,
and amido-phenol 10.

After about 30 prints the developers are all practically
( xhausted : metol reaches ^4 prints with a time of appear-
^nco of 22 seconds, monomet 25 seconds, whilst amido-phenol
lias fallen to 33 .seconds, and methvl-amido-cresol, which
lepan so well, only gives 20 prints with a time of appear-
ance of .'M seconds.

Quinol and chlorquinol (chlorhydroquinone) were aJso exa-
mined in the same way, but at a concentration of 4 grammes
per 1,000 c.c.s, instead of 2 grammes, so that their curves
(Fig. 3) for the same concentration as the other developers

should begin with times of appearance 22 seconds and 60
seconds respectively. It will be seen that these two developers
are not only very .slow at the start, but begin to fall off
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in speed' right away at a very great rate, chlorquinol being
much less easily exhausted than quinol.

On the same figure are shown the curves of decay given by
metol and monomet in combination with quinol :

—

Quinol ... ... ... ... 10 gms.
Monomet or metol ... ... ... 5 v

,

,

Potass metabisulphite ... ... 45 ,,

Caustic soda... ... q.s.

Water to 300 c.c.s.

The 'first time of appearance for both these -mixtures is

again very short; but both fall off with great rapidity, the

curves soon becoming almost straight liries, and the total

number of prints obtainable is much smaller than in the case

of carbonate solutions of the amido-phenols or cresols alone.

Monomet can only give 17 prints, metol 24.

Fig. 4 shows the curves given by monomet and chlorquinol
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in caustic and carbonate solutions respectively. As one might
expect from the behaviour of quinol and chlorquinol alone
(Fig. 3), these mixtures fall off much less rapidly than those
containing quinol and monomet, the carbonate solbtion
being more stable and giving more prints than the " rodinal."
I have mentioned ajbove that all the prints were developed
apparently to a standstill. Where the time of appearance
was short the development factor was about 10, but as the
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L< of •pp<>araiice lengthrnrd the factor gradually fell, till

.( of not luore than 4.

-inl* so pr««lncp<l cannot, unfortunately,

'lit, a> a general rule, all the

r were very similar iit strength

rco of contrast, aitli the exception of the last one

..f n M>rio' . whpro tho hieh-ltsht« Kegan to fall off

.
.

'

' \ .

io*n any of

MAgU <l*-telop»r, caiboAtttt-, print*; all ucre ine)ine<l to

he soft. Those containing quinol showed a stronger con-

trast, and altogether appeared to contain- much morn deposit.

The heavy shadows were dense blacks and not merely dark

greys. Chlorquinol alone was very similar to quinol in this

respect, but was quit© free from staining in the whites,

whereas all the quinol prints were somewhat tinted.

Presumably a similar relationship between the different

developers described above will hold for plates. I hopo to

bo able to carrv out this investigation at some future time.

W. Ermen.

DUPLICATED EXPOSURES FOR DIFFICULT SUBJECTS.
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being in the shaping and arrangement of the back combina-

tion. Those old Dallmcyer lenses are. I believe, fairly com-

mon to-day, and may often be picked up very cheaply. Such

is my outfit, in which there is nothing new; my method of

working, however, is, I believe, out of the common.
My aim, ms I have >8id, is not to make a stereoscopic pair

of prints, but rather to secure at one exposure two different

results—two quarter-plate negatives of different qualities

—

and to make use of the bettor one. perhaps dejitrnying the

other. It is for thv< reason that a double quurter-plat©

. ......r.. i» pmp1oye<l— one made by Chadwick, who was a strong

of the double-quarter .liae for stereoscopic work.
II..,.. .,1 t,. „ quarter-plates being used side by

\ stereo camera does not permit

i,,,-, ~ 1 use side by side are rarely of

but of two different makes. Thus in cases

tainty when the use «if, say, an ordinary plate or »
n cannot be decided u\mn one of each is used. On©

.• ordinary plates of high and low H. and D.

form a pair, a screene«l iaochroraatic and a

. and many other combinations, the worker

two ind-t likely to g^ive the best results, rather

><i!rh differ widely.
.'"''. in the sensitire plates, used on tho same

are combini-xl with tho play one has with stops:

•nay bo rung to any extent. Sometimes- particularly

l.«'ar.' ninnipiilsted to make the exposures required

xBtni- there i» little to choose between the two

but ill most cases on© is better than tho other,

the better one the necessary enlargements are

1...

tide, a
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. lie in the dark slide. Pyro-

Milv mmhI a« the developir for the self-screen

-I Q. or Aiml for the ordinary plate. I find the

plate combination nan '^t for architectural "bits"

m chttMhes and old f«r better, as a rule, than

a pSffM ordinary platen of different speed numbers, or a

pair of like phites use<l with stops differing but little in

F values. In practice there is not n noti.rnble differ-

i.l«te* of the same variety lioving different H. and

i. of course, the latter differ widely—a fact

imes for the extraordinary latitude to bo

dry plates. 11 is when using two plates

I— if not of tho same speed—that the uso

• loper for each comes in handy to give ono

to make up a pair likely to give two
li largely upon tho subject to bo pictured,

. li • perfect negatives are not to be scorned

,.^,, ii lit.. Nvary, as the worker is not making a pair of

prints to illustrate an advertisement of a panchromatic plate;
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perhaps only one is possible w lion working in the usual way.

And although my best results have been obtained on one

or other of a pair made up of a self-screen and an ordinary,

some subjects call for a self-screen and an ortho plate with

:i yellow filter, while others may suggest a self-screen and

an unscreened panchromatic, and so on.

The old j>ortrait lenses, as well as the Petzval lantern objec-

tives, are really excellent lenses for difficult architectural

• • bits." The largo apertures permit of easy focussing, and

fairly largo stops may be used when only the centre of the

negative is wanted for enlargement. My practice is to get

my subject within a 3-in. square marked upon each half

of' the focussing screen, and let the remainder take care

of itself.

This plan of working calls for a double quarter-plate camera,

or one of the orthodox type with plates cut to fit, and, as

so many workers have stereoscopic cameras lying idle, it

may bo that my hints may be of service to those who desire

to find a use for them, and who, like myself, are sometimes

puzzled to know what plate, exposure, or method of develop-

moiit will "ivo tho bost result.

P. K. S.

/
FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

January 22 to February 5.—Northern Photographic Exhibition,

Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool. Particulars from the Hon.

Secretary, Liverpool Amateur Photographic Association, 9,

Eberle Street, Liverpool.

February 14 and 19.—Leicester and Leicestershire Photographic

Society. Latest date for entries, February 5. Particulars from

the Hon. Secretary, W. Bailey, Cank Streetj Leicester.

February 19 to March 5.—Edinburgh Photographic Society. Latest

date for entries February 10. Particulars from the Hon
Secretary, G. Massie, 10, Hart Street, Edinburgh.

February 19 to March 12.—Scottish Salon, Dundee. ParticuUrs

from the Hon. Secretary, James Slater, Rosemount,. Camphill

Road, Broughty Ferry. '

March 16 to 19.—Hackney Photographic Society. Latest date for

entries, March 1. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary, Walter

Selfe, 24, Pembury Road, Clapton, London, E.5.

April 13 to 23.—Portsmouth Camera Club. Latest date for entries

March 31. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary, C. C. Davies,

25, Stubbington Avenue, North End, Portsmouth.

April 15 to 23.—Photographic Fair. Horticultural Hall, West-

minster. Sec, Arthur C. Brookes, Sicilian House, Southampton
Row, London, W.C.I.

April 21 to May 19.—Hammersmith, Hampshire House, Photo-

graphic Society. Latest date for entries, March 17. Particulars

from the Hon. Secretary, C. E. Altrop, 14, Southwold
Afansions, Widley Road, Maida Vale, London, W.9.

April 27 to May 25.—Bury Y.M.C.A. Photographic Society. Latest

date for entries, April 16. Particulars from the Hon. Secre-

tary, A. Benson Ray, 8, Agur Street, Bury, Lanes.

The Atfilution Dinner.—The annual dinner of the Affiliation

0(1 Photographic Soeieties waa held on Satdrday la«t, January 29,
luider the ohaii-manship of Mr. G. C. Weston. A large company,
including many ladies, spent an enjoyable evening, interspersed
with items from a lengthy musical progi:aflnime an-anged by Mr.
Goorge Hawkings. The speeches were few. Mr. T. H. b! Scott
proposed the toaat at the Rojial Photographic Society, to which
Dr. G. H. Rodman replied. Mr. J. Vacy Lyle, in an exceedingly
witty speooh, projKSed the toaat of the Affiliation, in respondin;,'

to wliich the chaiiman, Mr. Weston, referred to the things which
the Affiliation had accomplished, and briefly outlined some of the
directions in which he thought it vva.s necaasary for it to advance.
Mr. W. L. F. Wastell propa^od the toaat of the Visitors and the
Artists, to which Mr. Hawking replied.

Patent News.

Froceas patents—applications and specifications—are tnateJ in

" Fhoto-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, January 17 to 22:

—

Colour Photography.—No. 2,720. Colour piioiogrupliy. L.

Keller-Dorian.

Printing-Frame.-No. 2,530. Self-masking printing-frame f^r

photography. C. J. G. Goodman.

Reproduction Method.—No. 2,822. Photographic method for

pictorial reproduction of a solid. L. Lumiere.

Stereoscopy.—No. 2,339. Method of producing stereoscopic

phenomena. T. E. R. Phillips.

Cinematography.—No. 2,835. Cinematographic apparatus. T.

Baron, A. E. Bettles, E. Neil, and F. R. Parnell. .

Cinematography.—No. 2,795. Cinematographic apparatus. S. H.

Crocker.

CiNEMATOOR.iPHY.—No. 2,813. Cinematograph lantern shutters.

H. F. Edney.

Stereoscopic Projection.—No. 2,584. Producing or projectin^j

pictures showing a stereoscopic effect. B. F. J. Day and J. F.

Duke.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications are obtainable, price Ij- each, post free, from

the Patent Office, S5, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the Internationil

Convention. .

Triplet Anastigmat Lenses.—No. 155,6401 (September 22, 1919).

Tho invention relates to an imprcn^ed triplet anastigmat leu.-

comprising three single lens components, of at least two different

dispersions, each of which components has a refractive index for

the D-line greater than 1.61, where the middle dispersive lens i.s

placed symmeirically or appro.vimately symmetrically (to within

10 per cent.), between the outer, double convex lenses, the combi-

nation having an aperture-ratio of at least 1:3.

It is well known that the symmetrical fonn offers considei-able

advantages in the correction of distortion, coma and chromatic

difference of magnification. In fact these aberrations are auto-

matically corrected in a symmetrical lens working at unit magnifi-

cation- A photographic cbjective, however, is usually used at

magnifications varying from zero to unity, so that the best result

is obtained by correcting the lens at some magnification less than

unity. This leads to some slight departure from the strictly

symmetrical form. In the lenses to which the present invention

relates, the separations and lens thicknesses are practically oqua!

(within 10 per cent.), but the lens curves in front of the mid

point of the system, i.e., nearer the object, are shallower than

those behind, but the difference in the powers of correspondinR

surfaces is no more than 25 per cent, of the power of the com-

plete system. A better correction is thus obtained by sligli'

departure from strict symmetry, without losing the advantage

of symmetry.
- Previously lenses of this type have been made of three glasses,

in which the positive lenses are of crown glass, of high no and

Fig. 1.

low dispersion, combined with flint glass of lower ho .-ind higher

dispersion as described in Patent No. 15,107 of 1895, in which
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u< •puiora nuic* did not txcrnH //6.5 : (l*o, in the caae of a

,^it» with aperture / 4 w dncribed in Patent No. 22.607 of 1893,

in which the positive l«>iia v\>n«ista of crown glass of low refrac-

* ve index, combined with fiint glaaa of higher negative

i«x ; also, in the ease of a similsr lens with aperture //6,

as described in Patent No. 4,714 of 1911. Ata» in the len»

described in Patent No. 2,619 of 1911, where the mid lens

is not placed symmrtncally with regard to th« outer Ien«, and

these outer lenses are nnt doable oonrex but plano-convex and
' iiiacns respectively Furtbermore. in the 6rst two cases it was
;>alat«d thai the coraa (" diaphragm oorrectioos ") should b«

ill these lenses siBia!taneoasly.

has skowo that this Uat ooodition is not nscesssry

>rrvct performance of a len* as a whole, and moreoirer,

Attain a larfe aperture-ratio it is oecetsarr Ui use KlaMsC

;ui^h nfrartive index for both positive and nefSlive leases.

Ht.t.

* lefts thus foraied, the flatnsai <>f field » obtained }ty tht w*
've (Use tor " I freedom fnan

a bjr th« Mse <>i ivs flint

iiiMar>r«t esanplcs of lease* oiad* M-oarding to the im-

rmtmciitn of the prsswt inventioa, will now be dascnbad
«ly to Bg 1 and flg. 2 of the uumlfaaj-
't PM. and C- rsfattuig to lh« calalogmi*
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rtn Street Works. Leicnicr
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photographic riew*.

157,196. Cinematograph projfc-

j uU<*t image*. E. Belin.

New Books.

Photographic Technique • By L. J. Hibbert, Loodon : Sir Isaac

Pitman and Sons. 2s. 6d. net.

.Mr. Hibbert, hi his preface, says the aim of this little book is

" to deal tburoughly with the elementary stages of photographic

technique." The editor of the series (of -which the manual is one)

declares that each book treats of fundamental principles " in a

practical manner." Technique and fundamental principles! There
yuu have a declared conBict of aims; for technique, even in the

sense unrelated to fine art which it has come to have, may be (and

usually is) empirical from beginning to end without roference to

fundamental principles. We suspect that this little text-book

has come to grief through these discrepant aims. Its obvious
defect is unsteadiness of key, little flutterings between principles

and technique. Flutter No. 1 is a spasmodic excursion into the

ware-theory of light: a pretty subject, of course, but it soon has
to be left in the lurch, because in such a manual you can't teach

either the purely optical or the photo-chemical facta of photography
in Icnna of that theory. Mr. Hibbert has a try at it, by way of
" explaining ".the formation of an image by a lens, hot in the next

paragraph (p. 23) he, has exchanged the physical conception for a
;>-' " '-.^r in geometrical optics, which adds nothing to the

iiig of conjugate foci, and moreover contains a confusing

iui^rai ^rror.

The fact is, he is trying to do a great deal too much in 115

«a>all pages. He would have done better not to have gone so far

back in the effort to relate fondamental principles to photographic

operations. In the parts of the work where he is telling the

student to do this or that, snd is not over-anxious to assign a

reason, t>e is altogether excellent—clear, concise, and technically

correct without exception. We notice only one or two passages
« lissenting comment, t.y., it is rather misleading to

! 4t« aa tlie "sensitive salt" in the carbon process:

sod tUe tixummendation to use so strong a solution as 1 part of

.880 ammonia with 3 parts of water ss the darkening bath in

marcoric iDtensi6oation is surely a slip of the fti.

* Urje neasor
Ik- f Srfvif*

mmatsrcial cat:>

etpenditare of

co« Chemiea.Mathemalios. London: Henry Sotheran
aad Co. 1921. 2 Volt. £3 3t. act.

To ealaWigoe over 17,000 Ijouks in any way whatever is a task of

some magnitude, r.allin; fnr ;i vast amount of clerical work sud
inent if the compilation is to

v,' been the total of the long

ch has p " publication of this great

.tM<l (•'! ' works? Though it is a

':s arc for sale—it represents the

'hip on a scale without parallel in

the sale of any other goods. Messrs. Sotheran have under! .ilt-n

this KTeal' task ss bookmen rsther than book dealers, and h.>\i

spared no psins to make the list a bibliographical work of g,ri;al

value That sorh hi* l,«-rn their aim is shown by the cataloguing

iif innumerable •h are offered at a shilling or two. On
a mere sales baii 1 not conceivably pay to compile or print

the nnmrrous cntriea for three latter. It can only hsve b«en dniio

iiilll Jjw^lijii I of providing students and collectors with the

kiiowlSfge gained at first hand by the sellers. The bibliographer

is worthy of his hire ; we hope thst their courage in issuing these

two large Toliunas will not go unrewarded.

Since the chemical 'U<.-.u„\ and mathematical sciences provide

the greater part of <i i of the worka here catalogued, an

a 1 -•- ••• wou^i .f place in these psges. Kven the

), rature which is liero represented we cannot discuss

ai I "1,1.. .1. deserves in a notice of the " Bibliotljeca."

but we refer to it in an article on another page. Here, however.

w« most point some features of the cstalogue. The arrangement

is sccording to .inthors. and a great deal is done in giving the

full names of iuthor.4. identifying them with their chief discoverieii

or invention*, pr..viiling the key to pseudonyms, and introducini;

j, 1 • . ;
. ,. • <!.-. Appendix form adopted in tho

r.
'-> of books on aa well as by a

giwi. 1

,

II of the dit'
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ev«ry work catalogued »nd the notes distinguishing different

editions are other valuable features, but chiefly are to be men-

tioned the profuse annotations, some quotations from recognised

authorities, others by the compiler of the catalogue. All this

bibliographical commtntary, as Mr. Sotheran very cordially acknow-

ledges in the preface, is by Heinrich Zeitlinger, a German whose

opinion of the modern Junker-dominated Germany may be gathered

by such footnotes as " every book by a professor at Louvain will

g«a-ve as a memorial of the iiTuption of iMe savages in 1914."

Exigencies of production have made it impracticable to make the

catalogue one single alphabetical list. It comprises eeveral such

liste, viz., pp. 1 to 284 of vol. I., pp. 285 to 788 of vols I. and 11.,

and a classified list., pp. 789 to 868 of vol. II. In looking up an

author the student must therefore note that there are two main

alphabetical lists. A key to the subjects treated in this vast col-

lection is provided by a subject index which itself occupies nearly

100 pages, and is a highly analytical guide to the literature of

the fieldg and sub-divisions of the mathematical, physical, and

chemical sciences and their applications. Finally, the catalogue is

enriched by 127 plate illustrations, reproductions of title pages of

the classical books of science, drawings, diagrams, specimen texts

and portraits. These add a relish, if such were needed, to the

list. They serve to give prominence to the classical pieces of

literature, but they are not necessary to the plan of this exceed-

ingly valuable catalogue, which, without them, would still be fi

work both invaluable for reference and of inexhaustible interest

to anyone dipping, here and there in its pages.

News and Notes.

The •Hackney Exhibition.—Any exhibits sent to this Exhibition

can be forwarded lo Portsmouth and Hammersmith or other

Exhibitions caniage paid.

Telectro Photogeaphv.—The current issue of the " World'.-*

Work," that for January, contains a long illustrated aaijole de-

BtTiWng the teohnios of the pi-ocesises worked out by Koirn, Belin,

and others for the electrical transmisaion of photographs.

The estaite of Sir Wifliam Albney, K.C.B., D.C.L., D.Sc, J.P.,

of Meashajn Hall, I.*icester, advjaer to the Board of Education

(Science Department) and. an accepted authority on photography

and tlie subject of colour vision, who died on Decemiber 2, has

been proved at the gross value of £27,534, with net perscmalty

£12,869.

Deawing and SfRVEViNQ APPARATUS.—Messrs. Holmes Brothers

(London), Ltd., Walthamstow, E.17, have just issued a catalogue

of tie drawing boards, T-squares, plane tables, and other aippliances

of tiie draughtsman and surveyor which are manufactured by them,
and include also drawer cabinets for t-he storage of plans, etc., and
printing frames for the making of photo-copies.

Death or Captain G. R. iLLrNowoHTH.—The many friends in

the photographic industry of Mr. Thomas lUingworth will extend
their sympathies to him and to Mrs. Illingworth in the death of

their second son, Captain Guy Russell Illingworth, I. A., 91st

Punjabis, who met his death in a motor accident at Poona, India,

on January 21. Captain Illingworth was only 22 years of age.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

Legal Notices.—Notice is given of the dissolution, by mutual
consent, of the partnership between Ernest Foster and Joseph
Thomas, carrying on business as sports and photographic dealers,

etc., at 159, High Street, Poole, Dorset, under the style of Thomas
& Foster. All debts due to and owing by the late firm will be
received and paid by Joseph Tliomas. who will continue the
liusinesK.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Monday, FF.r'iUAKV 7,

Bradford Phot. Soc. " Natural History Photography." G. A. Booth.

Catford, Forest Hill and Sydenham Phot. Soc. Print and Lantern
Slide Competition.

Cleveland Camera Club. Whist Drive.

Dewsbury Phot. Soc. " Amateur Photographer " Prize Slides.

South London Photographic Society. "Faking." M. O. Dell.

Walthamstow and District Phot. Soc. " Lantern Slide Making.'
E. WUlcocks.

Wille-sden Photr.graphic Society. " The Presept-day Importance
and Power of Photography." A. Dordan-Pyke.

Tuesday, Fkbruap.y 8.

Royal Photographic Society. " A New Method for the Measuremeii
of Photographic Filter Factors." Raymond Davis. " A De-
scription 01 a Monochromatic Illuminator Designed for a

Special Purpose." F. C. Toy, M.Sc, A.Inst.P. " A New
X-ray Plate, Reducing Exposures to One Twenty-Fifth ; Its

Special Applications to Radio-Metallurgy." Dr. Leonard A.

Levy, M.A., F.I.C., and T. Thome Baker.

Bournemouth C.C. " Blood Parasites." Dr. Coles.

Doncaater Camera Club. " Memories." C. F. Walker.
Exete,.' Camera Club. " A Loon in London." W. L. Wastell.

Hackney Phot. Soc. " Time and Tank Development." A. Dordaii-

Pyke.
Leeds Phot. Soc. " On the Track of the Raiders." R Mackay.
Portsmouth Camera Club. Miss Kate Smith's Portfolio.

Rotherham Phot. Soc " Amateur Photographer " Prize Slides.

Sheflield Phot. Soc. " Tank Development." G. W. Mcintosh.
Stalybridge Phot. Soc. " Egypt and the Nile." T. E. Briggs.

Welfare C.C, Linthouse. Scottish Federation Portfolio.

WedniiSday, February 9.

,\ccrington C.C. " Wandering in Southern Italy." T. H. Greena
Croydon C.C. " Flashlight Photography." A. Dordan-Pyke.
Dennistoun Amaleur Photographic Association. " Finishing t'nn

Exhibition Print " A. T. Edgeley.
Ilford Phot. So.c. " After DiU-lc." H. Creighton Beckett.
P:;rtick Camera Club. Whist Dri've.

Photo-micrographic Societv " Some Problems in Photoniicro-
,;ra.phv.'' K, C. Whif-efield.

Rochdale Phot. Soc. " Irish Wit and Humour." A. H. Turner.
Woodford Phot. Soc. " Mounting and Framing." T. W. Pallet.

Thursday, FERRr.^nv 10.

Brighouse Photographic Sot-ietv. " The Evolution of the English

House." Hugh P. Kendall.
Camera Club. The. " Architecture off the Beaten Track in the

West." C. H. Horton.
Everton and Dist. Phot. Soc. " Along the Rhine." J. W. Hobson.
Hammersmith (Hampshire House) Photographic Society. " Northern

Europe." C. Atkin-Swan.
Hull Photographic Society. Lecturette Evening.
Kryn and Lahy (Letchworth) Phot, etc., Soc. " Seymour " Flower

and Fruit Slides.

North Middlesex Phot. Soc. " Essentials in Photographv. " Louis
Dick.

Friday. February 11.

Bedford C.C. " Experiences in the Late War." Dr. G. T. Birk
Birmingham Photographic Art Club. Enlarging Evening.
Glasgow and W. of S. Amateur Phot. Assoc. Whist Drive.

Saturday, February 12.

Glasgow and W. of S. Amateur Phot. A.ssoc. "Bagdad and its
•

Environments." J. Davidson.

R0\ AL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Meeting held Tuesday February 1. Following routine business,

the oresident vacated t!ie chair in favour of Mr, E. W. Mellor,

Mr. P. King delivered a lectijre on commei'cial models of cinema-'

tograph camera, illustrated by a large number of lantern slides,

and also by exhibits of the actual apparatus. Like the photo-

graphei-'s stand camera, although in a different way, the cinemato

graph camera has its "movements." which from the nature

things are altogether different from those which in ordinin

photography are coritrived tor the more effective use of a lens

which may be of any focal length from, say, 5 to 20 inches. But in

the cinematograph camera the optical system is of negligible iiupi

tancCj that is to say, in respect to the design of the camera. Whi
it is remembered that a 2-inch lens on a cinematograph picture
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LANCASHIRE SOCIETY OF MASTER PHOTOGRAPHERS.

A n^neral meeting was held at the Albion Hotel, Maaohester, <iii

January- 26. .\inong those preeent were Meiwrs. F. Read, J. W.
Stott, W. H. Bavlie. Diike Dawson. F. Cummins, F. Kenworthy,
R. H. Gr«»»ell. J. S Bnorwne, H. Taylor, \V. G. Friaby, E. J.

Qire, W, T. CVirter, J. W. Berry, B. Good«nnn, A. Goodohild, and

A. Waimaley.

Mr. Fred R(«d, preaideot, todc the chair. In the absence of the

secretary, Mr. Hniah. Mr J. S Browne acted prn tfm.

The qocBtJon of Friday cloaiiig was raised by a letter from Mr.

Parkinson, of Warrio^itoa, and was disctuaed by Meesrs. Goodman,

J. \V. Berry, R. H. Gresweil, and F. Kenwortiiy, among otiiers.

Mr. Walmaley, in rcapoose lo a request for his views, saJd th«l he

had done a great deal more busineaa sihce he adopted Sunday

dusiD^- On the proposition of Mr. KeiiworUiy, seconded by Mr.

Ou-e, it was decided tintt all mtaibers should be asked to vote cm

the quMiion.

- llie hon. aolicttor, Mr. J. G. Maliaffy, then gave a short ad-

dreaa on the Rent Reetriotiona Act as arpplied to bueinees premises.

He outlined the chief points of the amendod .\ct which shortly

(.iju»ea into forw. and pointed out tb*t it provides a much greater

degree of protection for tenants of busineas premises, since it gives

ptmitr aecarity of tenore to tb« person who has eataibliahed a

profiuble businem and so eobaoces tlie leUing \«)ue of premises

ooni(iied by him by craa<<ng a valuable goodnril. Moracrver, the

owner or a«eat was compelled to offer suitaMe altematiTe aoooauno-

dalMii, a aanenrhat difficult matter in view of the neiure of a

phumgmAer'a boBoeaa. Mr. Mabaify adviaed any of those among

bw Mwlianra who migfii receive a blue form fram the landlord to

take no noUce of it ; if oeceasity oompsHed theoi. the>- mi«ht conanlt

thctr snlicilor, who. he thought, would be able to set their minds

at' Mse. A beaity vote of thanks waa aorardcd to Mr. MahiilTy

tor hie address.

Mr. J. S. Browns then introduced a diaoosmon oo prices and

prira-CVMiaK- He qootad fram letters and price liala received from

one of whom sUteil that there was no immediate

of any reduction in price owing to the oontinued high level

g| Ibe cot of raw materiak and wagse. wiirreafc another n<Aifie<i

the iitfmhKittoo of pnatoandB at a reduction of lOs. per thousand

aod with offer of a huf/et discount.

Mr. R H- GrmnraU qwlte at «Daie lenglli on the subjeiA in special

to pbut<«fapben keqping op prices to a working level

Willi the prcn-aiting flgmea for labour and materials.

Hie general onnrkiaion was one ol deprwstioa of Uie Britiah manu-

la<«arefB in mainUinii^ the eahaoced prices which it waa found

aecMMary to anpoae during a period of great aboriage under war

MMtdilioML MamtlMturera were no doubt a<^are that at the present

Um* the nawkst wee reoeivii^ foreign materials which were much

cheaper; and the coiuumer could not be blanx-d i{ he b<iu({ht in l)i<-

[liM^iwt mukai to the disadvantace of tbe Briliadi manufooturer.

A voU of liianka waa acaorded lo Mr. J. 8. Brorwne for his sor-

vicsa in ai9»M«a« the inealing. whi<* then adj<«um«l to a larger

Wl and Misiil the rest of lll« evening in tbe enjo>Tncnl of a maaical

proKramma armnged by Mr. W. H' Baylis A vol^ .-f thanks to

the artiaU oontnbating the entertainment wsm pr<i|»»«l by Mr.

F. KMiworthy and s«nnd«l by Mr. W. T C-rtor

D«xni«Tois Auinvn PiioTOCB^pmr A*8ocuTioN.-Iji«t week,

member* were treated t.. » most instrurt.ve and interesting • Elemen-

tary Talk on Lenses." bv Mr. O. E. Burroll. The speaker gave a

j„„f --•.. f th.. „ndi.l»lnr% of linht and the formation of images.

p,, aberration* of lenses, he explained spherical and

,-1,, ,ns astigmatism, cur>-atnre of the field and dis-

tort inn. and iiulicated the method, used in their correction. The

lecture was illustrated by means of apparatus devised by the speaker

—a spectroacope and a lens-testing bench-on which the various

aberrations were pointe<l out. Mr. Burrell promised to give a

further talk .^i this subject this (Friday) evening. February 4, and

members are asked lo bring any lenses which may not be giving

«iti,f«. lion to Ihe meeting room. 27, Hillfoot Street, and have them
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Correspondence.

***VorTtfpondtnti should never vrite on both lidet of the paper.

No notice ii taken of communications unteti the names and

addreutt of the writers a e given,

••• We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions- expressed

by our correspondents.

RAILWAY PHOTOGRAPHERS.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Mr. G. W. Atkins in his letter (published in the
' B. .J." dated January 21) throws an interesting side light on

early railway-photognvphic history, hiu story of seeing Mr. Bridge

at work at the North London Railway's Works in 18691870 proving

Mr. Bridge to be one of the earliest railway operators.

Those of 118, however, who are particularly interested in photo-

graphic history have always looked upon the elder Thomas Scotton

as being the first of the really official workers, and talks with old

photographic and railway hands at Dei'by and elsewhere have con-

vinced me of the fact that Mr. Scotton was working—solely and

officially—for the Midland Railway Company in July, 1876. There

were, of course, photographers at work for railway companies long

before this date, but they were called in from their own businessee

to do the work—as Mr. Bridge probably was, and Mr. Scotton,

too, before his appointment. Derby photographers before 1876

appear to have shared the Midland's work, for many of the early

Midland engines (before 1876) were photographed by Mr. W. W.
Winter of Derby.

The archives at Derby must contain an immenfie quantity of inter-

esting photographic-railway material, the collection of which was
begun before the days of Mr. Scotton. There is, for example,
a set of 15 x 12 wet-plate negatives of plans showing the proposed

St Pancras Hotel and station, and although not dated it is said

they were made in 1855-1856 by a Mr. Warwick, who at that time

waa employed in the company's telegraphic department.
The Midland did not bring its railway to London until 1866,

although it was talked of and preparations made many years before,

|Uie palaitial terminus not being built until 1873-1876.—Yours
faithfully,

L. Tkknant Woods.

KEY INDUSTRIES.

• To the BJiitorB.

Gentlemen,—Your correspondent C. L. Smith seems to hit the
nail on the head. -We, as professional photographers, at the present
time are very miHJi imiposed on by manufacturers of all sensitised
surfaces.

It is a fact that an exjtremely strong arranigement exists between
fch© roakere of all fabese aiiticles. It is certainly not a ring, as
ringis and trusrte are not allowed by law for the punpoee of con-
trolling prices, bout it is patent, owing to the fact that practicaDy
every maker of sanailtised material in this oountry hae identical
price lists, identical tonns, and wholesale and professional lista

oommon to the wihole of them, that the professdon is up against a
price maintenance arrajigement.

During the war, when there was practically _ no competition, one
<lid not trouble very much about this, and any ooste were put on
to the finished article, but matters are very quickly becoming
different. We aro up againat lower- selling prices, yet we got no
oonsideration whatever from the oomtrodlea-s of British sensitised
materials. A certain amount of foreign material is now coming
into the country at prices in some oases a little more than haJf the
war prices, which are still being maintained by British sensiitisers.
The cost of silver has oame down, the cost of raw materials has
oome down, and many of our makers are actually getting base-
board, and men glass, from the Continent at very mudh lower
prices than they had to pay l<x the homemade artide during the
war, and it is evident that they do not intend to give us any
advantage until bhej- are compelled.

It is rather sui-priaiiig that they should wait until inquiry ooni-

mences as to prices before they see fit to reduce their ftguies.

" Much wants more " is very true in their case, for, looking round,

it is easy to see that niauy of the fiiins with e.^tensions, and their

pi-incapaJs in evident SkflSiuence, are doing well. Nobody wishes

ithetn otherwise, but at the same time they ought to give a litMe

oonsideration to their humbler brethren in the trade.

H the Professional Phoftograiiiheiis' Association get busy at once
they will have no difficulty in proving when tlie time comes that

it is not to the good of the photographic profession of this country

that they shall any longer be without the advantages of reasonabln

competition by foreign and allied makers.—Yours truly,

Alfred Jones.

26, Granite Ten-ace, Halifax January 28.

MATT GROUND PLATES WANTED.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Now that we aire settling down to business agj
after the war, and getting most of the materials we are in ne
of—if we can afford to pay for them—may I, through your columns,
ask the platenmakeiis to give matt ground plates another and a
fair trial ? We have now amongst us hundreds—possibly thousands
—of new workeis who have never heard of matt ground plates, and
it is possible that such pkutes would become very popular.

The first matt gi-ound (m- surface) plaitcs I met with were those

made—experimentally, I believe—by Mr. E. J. Wall, a genea-atioii

ago, and some yeai-s later the Leto Company placed an " Edward.^
matt ground plate on the market, but these, I understand, wi j

not a commercial success. Only last week I came across an opened
box of tiese old plates (batoh No. 5,890), and they are as perfect

to-day as on the day of manufacture.

The advantage of haviag dry plates, with a ground glass-like

emulsion, was appreoiarted by those mho used them, and the advan-
tage will be obvious to preeent-day workers who may have had
no experience with them. I do not suppose for one moment tl,

matt plates would replace the clear variety, but there should bo
good sale for them among portrait and landscape workers. I do not
suggest that all plate-makers should issue them, but they might
agree that one firm should again give them a trial, the other
firms fcllowing if the plates were found to be a success. Failing

tihis ai-rangement, could such plates be made to order?—Yours -

faithfully, H. Green.

WARMING THE STUDIO. -

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I am sorry to have to disagree with my old friend, T
Mr. F. E. Jones, but when he expects us to accept his statement
that 5 cubic feet of gas per hour, however consumed, will w'aim a
studio, he is asking too much. It may do so just now when the
temperature outside is higher than last July, but it is quite
impossible ,to keep a fairly large studio really warm in fros

weather with two large gas radiators. The Ventiheta might k<<

an ordinary room, with small windows, from being chilly; but I

am quite sure It would not make a studio comfortably warm.
And a studio must be warm in winter. We cannot get a pleasing
portrait of a sitter who is shivering with cold.

After some thirty years of constant studio work I ought
know something about it. And no one but a photographer kno
the difficulties of making the studio comfortable at all times
the year. In the summer it must be kept cool, if possible. Tli,.

cannot always be done; but in the winter it is possible to keep it

warm, if adequate arrangements are made. Five feet of gas poi

hour is not adequate, especially with 2,000 feet of air pouring in

from outside, when it may be freezing hard. I remember a stove
which worked on that principle, but in cold weather it failed to

keep even a small office warm unless we stuffed a duster into ttn-

air inlet.

I have tried many ways of warming studios—coke stoves, optn
fire places, plus gas radiators, hot . water pipes, and lastly an
anthracite stove, the last has proved the best ; but the ideal would
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h* an ofwa fire-place, |pfiM hoi-wsUr pipea. A «tov« or • fire-

|d>i'e :iv«8 an air of coaioeaa to a gtodio, which i« a valoable asset

ig ni^:n>; a sitt«r feel at eaae.

i^'mMii iu a atuiiio meaniring 33 (t. x 21 ft., aod, of course,

I is a large area of glass, and the room stands free of the rest

building, except at one end, to that the two sides and one

OQtside walls, at the top of a building exposed to every

"^^ ili.it i ^>«s. Doc* Mr. Jooes ask me to believe that 5 feet

of ^ii^ \-r ir is going to keep that room warm?
Dun::.; uie sharp spell last December I had to nee a gas radiator

for an hour or so every mamiu to get the studio really warm,

then ili« stove alone was solScient. The moral of which is—always

ha^• .-"rne means in reeerre of raising the temperature. I am
ijttiu- • ire that the most convenient, roost efficient, and cheapest

nea/i> "f facatiog a studio, in the ahsence of bot-waicr pipes, is an

aothraiite stove.

Mr. Atkinson, I think, has miaanderstood what I wrote about

galviu>i^>"l T'ipes, or perhaps I expressed BTseU badly. I did not

OMan t^it '.tie floe-pipe should not be galvanised, hot that the

ordiiiarv galvanised pipe of thin sheet iron, which is soon corroded

mto h' l«e, shoold not be used, but one of east iron. Aluminium

paiDi ' ^n be oaad foe such a pipe quite sui ressfnll^, bat it makes

'.hf ::'.• pip* rather camspicoons ; ordinary blarklead woold be

f the stove can be Axmi in a shady part of the

COMTOM.

AN IMPROVED BOX PRINTER
To the Editor*.

.rr;ti.i[;,-n.~It wBs With veTT mucb sorpriao that I rsftd in Mr.

I)rinkwatrr'a srticl* on the box printsr the words, " It •eeans as if

there were no p^.trers of eontrol over axpoaore other than shortsaing

or leogthenmi; the period of eoatacV There are no ommm) of locally

mientifs it.,: '<r rrdueiaf the power of the li|U>t, to ovsiunw iaeqaali-

tir- in varioaa p*rt« of the negative, and this i* a control

th.v » verv urwenttv needed." I am still wofMlarfaifE what

kii .nkwaler hai been osilif , beeaosa in all

til .•MMBta for •-oiitrr,! are excellent. The
fir lade aqrai' *n((d so that any

si' f the osycik'

.

' ^^ il'M^e «itii v^sc.

V f» h liitrt i>( it'oee i- .<*h

ill' ... be laid to diffuse (tu ..„ loae

ca: thape oeesMary to rednee the light where

m he ne^aiiee nasds more expoanre, the pepsr

ea' .V more light to reach the osntive. But the

ID' •""* whan broad spaaea have to be coo-

tf s 10 negative of a long, narrow

pi. ...'- ..— ! St one end •"•' •'•^ one

al ' the glas* ' the

.... .,. on. K-

-

'he

id sheet of glasa is i "ch

IV -'— z the nsfalive; . .<' i«tpsr

t»' hap9, and, if ri< '

'

l>arts can

per with y-' •r talk. If

"I, a piece .rid glaas

'hejicntivp ,inii Ki.riie>i on with

« more light to some part, a lilllr

(ha groond glaaa to make it

•trol Mwogh withont moving
\i ail

hat I gel the bast rsaalta by keeping, where poaaible, to m
' of five ateonds, with evdinafy bmnida paper. If the

is thtn matt waxed paper ia laid on the giasa shelf,, and
dmea the pa|irr is taken o«i: and if the negative is one

likolv to ba Mad again a nola of tha aanibar of ahaeta of

.Iso tha daveloper, ean ba aade en tha envelope.

' regnlar time of expoaara often proventa wasia of

^M«r ire, bacaiMe it !• qoite easy to forget

^^B tin< each negative; for example, if a targa

^^d '

iiavc been raeaiving aatvan semnds and the next

^^k .il, is fonad to naed only fonr aecoads, an abaent-

^^^^deei (/r:ritct (and tbare are soch paopte abool) may forget ^11

^^Mi the fnnr asTonds after he has printad one or two and give the

1" —-—

until the prints are developed. 1 have done it more than once
myself. Then it is easier to time five or ten Seconds more accur-
ately, owing to the divisions being more clearly marked on the clock
face. It is not difficult with average negatives to control the light
by adding or removing tissue paper so that five seconds may be the
correct exposure.

Mr. Driokwater's arrangemoit of having 17 lamp holders inside
the box woald need a huge box to take them, and the board on
which the}- are fixed has to be moved up and down to secure control

of lighting. This seems to me like putting the fire in the middle of

the kitchen and making the joint revolve round it to cook it equally,

instead of having a fixed fire and turning the meat round with a
jack.

It appean to me to be better to arrange the lamp holders to give

the most even lighting possible, and then control it locally when
required.

To enable the 100 c.p. lamp to be lowered to 23.5 in. from the
negative means having a box at least 30 in. deep. Altogether it

woold be a very big and clumsy thing for the printing room of the
average provincial photographer. And I do not think it would be
aa eflec>aal in securing contnjl of lighting, nor so convenient to use,

ai a very much smaller box. Such as those already on the market.

—

Yours, etc., BirocAi..

HIMOURS OF PH0T0GR.4PHY.

To the Editors,

Uentlcmcn,—During the course of a discussion recently, a friend

snggested . that photographers, as a rule, lacked a sense of humour,

and claimed as a proof of this statement the fact that there are

no hamoroua photographic short stories or aneodoteo to be found.

\Miilst diaagreeiag with the first statement I was bound to accept

the " so-callad proof " as true, at the moment, but merely because
.... ^..n had ever been made to record humorous photographic

Are there any good storie* of photographic humour to

.„. ; J, amateur or profeaaional ? Surely some of your readers

could supply at least one. It would afford me the greatest possible

pleasure to i-ompile a collection <if such storyeit^, etc., and to

present a copy of tlta completed work to each palaon contributing

to it : also, provided fifty or more are forthcoming, to offer a

prise of £2 2*. for tha btat and moet humorous contribution. I

feel sum that such a collection is passible, and if you will grant

space in tlie " B..I " for this letter, an interesting, entertaining and

dcairahle book might be obuined.—Yours most faithfully,

WlLLUM A. RlCHAHDSON.

..i. Wolverhampton, Staffs.,

20

ai, Ks

THE PP.A. EXHIBITION.
To tha Editors.

Oaatlsinen,—May I. through the hospitslity of your columns.

inform members of our prof«asion that tlie P.P .^. anr —.«

is fixed to take place at the Royal Horticultural Hall. \ ' r,

in April next, and that my Council are arranging a very atlmctive

prognny^*
'ITir parficular object of this letter is to call atteiiti.in to one

of iU most important features,, vir , the picture exhibilum, which.

for the first time, will iodnde specimens of " technical " with

that ol " T^'.-*"»'*«tre.**

The y Committee are engaged drawing up the rulea,

which Wi.. , be in the hand* of the members. My desire is

to call attention to the importaucf of thia opportimily to exhibit,

from a '* publicity " point of viow, and to urge all those whose

ambition it is to be " hung " to begin looking up suiUble pictures,

#n aa to be ready when " sending in " time arrives.

If any aaustatice or information ia needed, a letter addressed to

the "^ •-" Mr. Marcus Adams, 83, White Knighta

Bft, vi!I. 1 am rore. receive hi» courteous atten-

tion I '.urn taiUil uiiv
,

Lano Snu,
General Secretary.
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THE POSITION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETIES.

To the Editors.

I iontl«nen,—On the actual subject of this discussion we have

nothing to add to our previous letter. We should, however, like

to assure " L. T. W.,"' whose letter you published on -.lanuary 21,

that the details he gives of our origin are quite cori'ect. At first

we were composed of the president and his more enthu.sia«tic

pupils—a group of keen workers led by an expert, which is pre-

cisely the base nn which one would suppose any photographic society

would be built. As to the future, we hope by adapting our methods

to changing needs we shall continue to grow and keep our members
interested. We must atiologise for thrusting these comments about

ourselves into a correspondence which we were hoping would

develop along lines likely to be of material a.ssistance to any
societies in the " moribund " condition described by " FulWr
Hope."—Yours faithfnlly.

The Catford Camera Club,

F. Coleman,

Hon. Sec.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our present practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope m
enclosed for reĵ y; 5-cent. International Coupon, from readers

abroad.
~

3^

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach us

not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

O. B.—The makers of the metal frames known as " Arco " are
Messrs. Whitehouse, Willetts & Bennion, Ltd., Tything,
Worcester.

G. & Co.—A 10-inch lens of f/5.6 to //6 aperture .should l>e satis-

factory, and practically any of t,he anastigmats of this aperture
by leading makers should serve your purpose.

A- B-—(1) Certainly send in your bill when the print is published.

(2) Presuming that you have definite permission, preferably in

writing, you follow exactly the same course as regards charging
for the right of reproduction granted by you.

K. B.—We think you will have to write to the original publishers
of the " American Annual,'' Messrs. Murphy, of New York.
Still it might be worth while trying Messrs. W. & G. Foyle, Ltd.,
121-123, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.

A D.—You should apply to the Magna Gelatine Plate Co., 2, East-
borough, Scarborough, from whom you can get a litt'.e sixpenny
book containing formulae for developing-fixing. The company
supplies the sensitive material, though whether in reels we do
not know.

H. E.—In the absence of dimension.s it is not possible to speak
with certainty. If the side-light is 12 or more feet in height it

will answer very well. The obstruction caused by the end
walls if the glass were carried in depends on the length of the
studio. As to cost of alterations you must consult a local builder.

C- K.—Put a teaspoonful each of. olive oil and vinegar in a
saucer and dip a soft piece of flannel in the mixture, rub gently
on the frame and polish till quite dry with a soft clean duster.
If there is any pattern use a very soft brush to finish ])oIishing.
This will take off the smoky look, but will not give a " treacly ''

surface like a varnish would.

C. L.—If you are limited as regards candle power probably engi-
neer's tracing cloth would be a more suitable diffuser thaii paper
or muslin. We should think, from what you tell us, that i
single half-watt lamp of about 1,000 c.p. would be the best for
your purpose. You can hardly do with less, but one lamp of this
power is quite satisfactory for single figures.

W. R.—Aluminium is about the worst metal for a tank containing
an alkaline solution such as a developer. Nickel steel is per-
haps th« best material, though somewhat difficult to work. We

ahoiuld not advise copper for a solution containing ammonif>
although for almost all other photographic solutions it is quit,

the best for the purpose. Personally, we think a well-made hard
wood tank is better than any of metal.

E. C.—A 7-inch lens (your No. 3) is about the best focal leugtl

for such an interior subject. You will probably need to use it

at from /'/S to f/16 aperture. DifficulC to say how much powder
you would need, but probably, if the walls are of dark colour,

i oz. would not be too much. If you have not a lamp, the powder
should be laid in a train in some shallow metal trough of about
18 inches length, firing it by means of a piece of touch-pa/per or a
tuft of gun-cotton placed about midway in the train.

W. T.—If. ai< we understand you, the camera extension,

diaphragm aijerture and other conditions, remained the same for
' the exposure of both the 8i x 6^ and 24 x 18 plate, then

obviously there is no cause, connected with these factors, for the
difference in the light-action on the plate. It is not unknown, of

course, for plates of the same batch number to vary in speed, bir

yours appears to be a regular occurrence, so can hardly be pn

down to that. So far as we can judge from the particulars aivei

there is nothing to account for the difference.

A. W.—The double-pose photographs are veiy simply made \r.

arranging the model against a dark background and exposing,

the plate twice, the model meanwhile moving over from one side

of the background to the other. If you want any background

other than a dark one, then you must use a shutter on the lens

in form like a pair of opening doors, making one exposure with

one door open and the other with the other door open. Wo think

you can still obtain from some of the dealers a shutter for thi-

purpose, but it is not a difficult matter to make one.

J. B.—(1) You might try easing the leaves of the iins with a little

very thin oil, such as is sold for the lubrication of typewriters.

But it is a rather delicate job, and you can easily damage tli

iris by using any force. We should think it is a case for havin^

the iris overhauled, say, by Messrs. Fairbrother & Bowen, 9.

Farringdon Avenue, E.C., which is a finn specialising in these

kinds of repairs. (2) We have no doubt that at //16 of //22 the

lens would cover a whole-plato quite well enough for groups, but

we do not think you would be satisfied at larger apertures. The
lens of the same series for whole-plates has a focus of IO5 inches.

W. A.—(1) There is no view-finder which you can fit to a earner:,

which will provide a reliable means of 'iceeping the subject in

focus on the ground-glass after the dark-slide has been inserted.

The only means of doing that with any degree of certainty is

with a reflex or a twin-lens camera. (2) Yes, some wood, an

particularly new wood with a good deal of resin in it, is liabl-

to fog plates and in some cases to make them insensitive. We
expect the wood you have is old and probably is free from this

defect, but yon could easily make sure of it by painting it will

a fairly strong solution of permanganate and allowing it to re

main in bright light, sunlight if you can get it, for a day or two
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EX CATHEDRA.

AmaiKamated The firms whose amalgamation into this

Photographic company is announced are evidently
Manufactur«r«foi]o^iQg ^jj^ example of many concerns
*•***•

engaged in such various industries

aa ohemicals, engineering, glass and textiles. A
prominent motive in consolidations of this kind

18 a peducti9n of the cost of selling goods; and

we understand that this consideration applies in

largo measure in the present instance. The individual

user in this country may perhaps think the moans out of

*^ the end, but in overseas business, which is

r matter to all photographic manufacturers,

V uoiiju ' interests has come to be an almost

uocessai- jd of personal and adequate representa-

tion in fortsiga countries. What one firm alone could

Dover afford to do at all, a union of firms can tmdertakc

at an economic rate. And as • f foreign trade

is a fartor which largely detenu > home prices,

' thought that the amalgamation, instead of being

iicnt to maintain or increase prices, as some may
readily bo diapoaied to regard it, hns as an object tho

reduction of pnces ; or at any mtr* tlie avoidance of their

further elevation.

Stand Cevclop-Ttiose photographers who soinetmun
•««nt *"<• undcrtaKe local view work will be aware
Oentrmata. j^^^ jj, jg desirable that any cloud forms

.•xi^tont at the time of making the exposure should bo

retained in i^e original negative, in preference to printing

in clouds separately. It is not a% easy matter in the

ease of subjects containing the delicate high-lighte of

elotid forms at one end of tne scale and deep shfidows of

trees or buildings at the other, to retain the clouds, while

St the same time full printing detail is obtained in the

shadows. Many photographers are not aware what a real

help stand development, witli a very dilute solution, can

hA in cases like these. Only the other day we were shown
:' ' ' ' he most delicate of cloud forms,

its deep shadows. Subsequent

r.,uve#fttidu elicited Uic fact that the photographer used

plates of the " anti »w>r«x»n " variety, and gave a full

exposure. Stand dc-. t. with a very dilute -

'

tion, ensured the ret.- the gradations of the 1 -

hghts. while the shadow detail wa« fully brought out.

Onlhiiirv flovrlonment, with the normal strength solution,

^red up the high-lights long before the

.,. .,,,,,, L. ^. , was obtained. The correct rendering of

highlights and deep shadows upon the same plate is, at

the best, from the technical point of view, a compromise,

but the stand method of development provides the finest

results in cases like this. The nint may prove of value,

not onlv to the outdoor worker, but also to the portrait

' otogrnphor. when encountering difficult

i9t in nis subjects.
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Monochrome We have recently seen some old
Miniatures. miniat.ures drawn upon ivoi^ in a sepia

tint with the cheeks and lips indicated in colour, which
would seem excellently adapted for imitation by photo-

graphy. The ordinary miniature, if well coloured, is an

t'xpensive luxury, and unless the work is really well done

is not acceptable to discriminating patrons. The tinted

sepia on the other hand lias a refined appearance and calls

for little hand work. The ordinary warm sepia is not a
suitable colour ; a cold sepia or brown, 6f which several

tints can be obtained, is very much better, even a

warm black being suitable for some subjects. If the

production of the print on ivory cannot conveniently be.

ilone at home, it is wise to entrust it to a trade firm at

the cost of a few ehiUings. These little pictures should

be shown either in the orthodox gilt rim or, what is

perhaps even better, in the antique style of a square black

frame with an oval opening with gilt rim.

* * *

Damp It is an established fact that dampness.
Materials. even in a slight degree, is detrimental
to the production of perfect results either upon plates
or paper, and at the present season it is difficult to avoid
it," unless a very dry and somewhat warm storage place
i.v available. As a rule, a certain quantity of sensitive
material lias to be kept in the dark room, neai' a wet
sink, and .such a condition is inimical to quality. Damp
may largely bo avoided by obtaining an air-tight tin

ca.se—some of the Army boxes now on the market are
excellent^—and placing therein a perforated tin containing
calcium chloride, the form used in the platinum process
being the most convenient. As there is little dampness
in the materials when received the calcium will keep.
iW'tive for a considerable time, but upon the slightest

appearance of dampness it should be well dried either
in a hot oven or even upon a fire shovel over a clear fire

or gas ring.
* « *

Liehtingr Eeferring to recent letters upon modify-
Printine Boxes, ing the light in printing boxes to suit
negatives of various densities, a correspondent suggests
tlie trial of an arrangement which he has found satis-

factory. It is to fit as closely together .as possible two
or even three lamps of varying power, say a 16 c.p.
carbon lamp, a 32 c.p. metallic filament and one of the
smaller gas-filled or -'' half-watt " bulbs. A small three-
way switch permits of the cm-rent being directed through
an.y of these without interfering with the regular exposing
switch, which always remains in use. The portrait photo-
grapher, whose negatives do not vary greatly, may not
mjuire such an arrangement, but for amateur work it

is invaluable, as very dense or stained negatives cannot
be successfully printed by a weak light, no matter how
long an exposure is given. It also affords a ready means
of shortening exposures with gaslight papers or weakening
the light for thin negatives with bromide paper. In
extreme cases waxed paper may be used to damp the
lig:(t further, but this will rarely be found necessary.

• * *

Developing Although tank development is growing
Tanlcs. in favour among professional photo-
gi-aphers, there are still many who have given the subject
but little consideration and have not gi-asped the
difference between the amateur tank which is designed
for dayhght developing and the open tank which has to
Ix^, used in the dark room, the type generally used for
studio work. For service and economy a well-designed
tank is absolutely necessary, and once such an appliance
has been tried the owner will be loth to return to dish
development. We are in favour of those models in which

the rack is movable, ^so that the plates after being placed
in the grooves need not be handled until they are put
out to dry. It is advisable to hav6 .several extra racks,

so that when a large number of plates have to be deaH
with there is no delay in working. Necessarily washiw
takes longer than developing, and this keeps the racl

out of use. If the tank is closely built and the groovi

of the racks are fairly close together the minimum soln

tion is needed, and a stronger developer than is general]

prescribed may be used with a corresponding decrease in

the time of development. If there are not sufficient

exposures to fill the rack the solution may be kept up to

its proper level by putting in a block of wood well coated
with paraffin wax to fill the vacant space.

QUINONE IN REDUCING, INTENSIFYING AND
TONING.

The recent paper by MM. Lumi^re and Seyewetz on tl:

use of quinone and other oxidising agents for the convei
sion of silver images into bromide or chloride marks tl

latest stage of a series of experiments, the first of whicJi
dates from more than ten years ago. Since the employ-
ment of an organic oxidising agent for this purpos
represents a process which has been little applied to suci

photographic operations as reduction, intensification and
toning, it may be of advantage to trace the stages through
which it has passed. MM. Lumiere and Seyewetz fir<

drew attention to the use of quinone as a reducer o:

negatives in a paperi read before the InternationnI
Congress of Phptography at Brussels in August, 191U.
They found that certain quinone bodies in acid solution
act as reducers, giving effects similar to that of per
sulphate. The bath found most suitable was tJi

following:—
Benzoquinone 5 gms. ... 45 grs.

Sulphuric acid ... ... 20 c.c.s. ... 3 drs.
Water 1,000 c.c.s. ... 20 ozs.

This is a solution of clear yellow colour at first, becoming
brovra in time, even in the dark, and then depositing a
brown precipitate. It does not act on the negative at
once. After some minutes, apparently after the solution
has penetrated the film completely, the action com-
mences, the denser parts being reduced before the hghter
tones. The action is arrested by rinsing water and then
placing the plate in 20 per cent, soda sulphite solution.
This bath also dissolves the silver chloride which is formed
in the film from the presence of chlorides (sodium
chloride) in the wash water. So far as our knowledge
goeSr the quinone reducer, however, has never come into
widespread use as a substitute for persulphate, although .

Stenger and Heller, in a paper in " Photographische -

Eimdschau "2 confirmed the French experimenters'
''"

observations as to the proportional reduction, in the per-
sulphate manner, through a scale of densities, and further f
showed that an effect more akin to that produced by I'

Fanner's reducer was obtained by cutting down the period ;

of action or by increasing the proportion of sulphuric acid. {
Stenger and Heller also showed that by addition of t
chlorides to the reducing solution in small proportion, r
such as about .02 per cent. , the action was almost exactly i
similar to that of the hypo-ferricyanide reducer of Farmer. ^MM. Lumifere, in a subsequent paper,3 extended the >
application of quinone to intensification and colour toning.
They pointed out that benzoquinone, as also its sul- j;
phonate, in conjunction with a bromide or chloride acts ^
as^n intensifier of the silver image. The plain quinone ^

I
1.

a.

B.J.," Ang. 19, 1910. p. 628.
B.J.," Dec. 29, 1911, p. 989.
B.J.," Dec. 16, 1910, p 949.

I
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•1 the sulphonate ; and
The following are

a iormulie reeomiiivniJcil fur inbeusification:

—

QUINOSK.
one ... 5 gms. .. 44 grs.

^;..o3 bpomi<l-=' 25 gms. ... 220 grs.

Vater ... 1,000 c.o.s. ... 20 ozb.

boD'UM l^UIVO.VE SCLPHOSATE.
^yiiuro qojDOJie sulphonafce . 10 gms. ... 90 gre.
' >f ^•j* bromide 2.5 gms. ... 220 grs.

--^r ... 1,000 C.C.8. ... 20 MB.
Tiim solution forms a single intensifying or toning bath.
The image produced by it has a slight general opacity
which disappears on immersing the plate, after a brief
rin^c in ,1 koIiiJI ,n .if ,-.r.Tiii.irv nm ,,-!., tiI,^ 0f 1Q r>/i». ^f.*^*

I more \ •

ill 1 ijif urst luniiula i? pr. ; ; inio
'1 the former has a sii.-.t -.harp

less. The int. ^ho
*• '1 on the gi Im.

inU:d the inttusiticatioo
•<in?l»> IT.' ,f r.of,4t),]p).ah?c Hogr*e

>nly

'ect
aiao indicated tiio T«riatioDs in the colour

A'hich mav }>o Droiinotnl Viv the use of other
- baths
hvno V

- V*[|. I. > i
at... ,. ,j,

The process in this form is .

'•' At one t

lam'Tii-suiios in this u
with the afmwukblA nn'i

**' *" ' at th.it tiiii.
*'

1 sold am subst /'

"' f the process, wi.. ..

appf'ala to maicers of lantern -Alides. is th« of

'm or potassium
! '; ''-'•.?BOl

•o«e
!ed.

ing

pie-

nny
Md
•vns

mercury compounds which, under the heat of a high-
power projection light-soiu-ce, are liable to undergo
changes leading to the disfigurement of the transparencies
ITie process of employing quinone for these purposes of
intensification and toning was protected by patent by
MM. Lumi^re.*

The use of quinone in intensification and tc«iing was
carried a stage further by Mr. John Goulding,6 whose
contribution, we must confess, we had unfortunately over-
looked in adding a note to the paper in our issue of
Jaijuary 7 last. MM. Lumi^re first used quinone with
'acid as a reducer; then with bromide as an intensifier
or toner. Mr. Goulding carried the process a stage further
by employing quinone in conjunction with hydrochloric
or hjrdrobromic acid as a bleacher. He pointed out that
a mixture of quinone and hydrobromic acid allows of a
stainless bleached-out bromide image being obtained from
an ordinary black bromide print. The image can be
treated in any of the customary ways, such as re-develop-
ment or treatment with sulphide. And he further
emphasised the advantages of quinone in the shape of
its tanning action on the gelatine and its freedom from
tendency Ur stain the high-lighte. It will thus be seen
that when employed in this way quinone is comparable
with the many formulse, such as ferricyanide and bromide,
bichromate and chloride, or bromide, in presence of an
acid, which serve to convert the silver image into a haloid
compound. The interest of the question, and one that
has been further set forth in the most recent paper by
fcfM. Lumiire and Seyeweta,* is that in this application
of quinone we have a solitary example of the use of on
o.ganie oxidising agent for the conversion of the silver
image into bromide or chloride; and in a form which i»
suitable for oractical purposes. It is, however, hardly
copceivable that there are not many other organic bodies

' may perform this same function and may possess
t.iges of one kind or another not exhibited by

quinone. >

4. »uf rat. M» is.in of mo.
». " **." Hot. I. m», p. nt
*. " BJ.." Jaa. T. \m. p.

"BJ." Jim is. mi. p^ 4w.

A PRACTICAL EXPERIMENT.

3«rta( from • " alack
- aaine aUte of tkiafs

;. :!-•> 'irup i-ornirlf-rabljr (»
at-n'T.i] loToI of photoeraphK
it >tnn<li>rfi. It ma^ ,> b«
'-".-'•'*- '• r.'iv f. How rt«I«

work.

.1.

u ri;j««J : ,

»n opporti

• «irnp|o i

([••n'lv "a

'

t(

.-lio work rcmaina the bMkboaa of noat tmtiata.^
my ipm.rki «>ll bo confioad to that elaaa of nagatlvv; bat it
wil h« Tcrr.r^lj cbar that tlia aama nwthad of prooadara will
K valnablo rmnliA in any other branch.

•I,.. U^tt doubt the reaMii why «o many of oa fail
to ohta.n raanlu in tko itodio ii that »• do not
r.^Ily know -iU "f »«riationi in pxpoaurw and davelop-
>n*nl. Tba K«oaraI facU, that ihort cipoaaras gira dark
«h«cio«« anri Inn>, .1„.„l„^n>«nl bUak high lighU. ara pretty

*f"'"y
" "'•" oa* has invcatigatod th«. matter

'7^,""*"» '
' -'t«aatio taata It ii almort iropoa.

"j*"!*" ;•
' '». but Don. the Ion important

«Bect<i of .i ,, .,.«imaat Hthin what i« known aa
»h» latitnde of tha plato.

A» jron are a practical worker, you have probablv a decided
averMon t,^ " plalo curvea," "opacity loga," and the other
•' ' »*•' pl*t« maker*. You want to know, in abort,
ho .i - 1.

.

o;^, are going to effect your rcsulu. Very well,
•' **•* "> doaon platca you can get the finest poaiiblo
'"""" raphic practice you conid desire.

nA.«istant into the iitudio, light him according

CT*
~ l''»t-^''^ (a fairly oontraity head and shoulders

la baat perhaps), and fire away a doaen platea, as follows:—
Wa will sappoa* that under the circumsUnccs of the test

yon oonaidar 4 seca. aa the normal exposure. First of all, then,
•xpoao six plataa at thii, with as little difference aa possible'
Make tbaaa platoa A. B. 0. D. E, and F. With the remaining
half-doaen plat#« make a aeriea of graduated exposures say—
i s*c., 1 sec., 2 SM»., 8 a«s., 16 aaca. and 32 sees. Number
thaae 1 to 6, and you ara then ready to develop.
I^ oa aappoae 8 minutos to be your normal time for develop-

maat (wbather you use diah or Unk does not matter). Tho
aeeond aarias of exposure*, those nnmberad 1 to 6, should b.«
developed together for the normal time. Tho first series, A
to K, having had tha same exposure, should b« developed for
various times; with tho 8 minntea sUndard a useful lorica
will be 5, 0, 7, 8, 9 and 11 minntea.
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You now have a dozen negatives as follows :
—

Plates

Kxposuro 4 sees.

?lates

Kxposure in sees.

... A. B, C, D, E. F,

5, 6, 7, 8, 9, n, Development in

minutes.

... 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

ij. 1. 2. 8, 16. 32 Development 8
minutes.

.Make no attempt to judge the results by the look of the

negatives ; send the whole batch to the printer with instruc-

tions to get the best possible from each negative on your

standard paper. Have the prints marked to correspond to

tho negatives when they are made, otherwise you may have

trouble in sorting them out.

You now have a most valuable series of prints. Let us

examine them, and see what practical points they bring to

lijiht.

The first point to decide is if print D, that is, from the

ni'gative made with your standard exposure and development,

is the best. Now I have introduced this series of tests to a

number of photographers, and the proportion of " standard "

prints which proved to he the best has been remarkably small.

In my experience, it is usually print 5 or print C which

proves nearest the ideal, that is, one with either more exposure

or less development than the normal. It is obvious that, as

the trials are systematic, it is easy to see what adjustments

arc advisable in your standards.

The most striking point in these tests is that although the

variation in development is only 5 to 11,.and that of exposure

is i to 32, yet the former has the greater influence on the

results. In fact, a difference of six times in the exposure

may be hard to trace in the print, hut so 'small a difference

Bs one-sixth of the total time of development will be apparent

at once.

This is fortunate, as development is under much more com-

plete control than exposure, and can be made absolutely defi-

nite', while exposures, in the studio at least, can be obtained

quite near enough to correct to give you a perfect negative

very. time.

It is more than likely that when examining the negatives

side by side with the prints you will find that it is not your

ideal negative which gives the best print. The best prim

usually comes from a somewhat " flat " looking negative, and

since prints, not negatives, are your object, you will do well

to adopt the new type as your normal.

A thing that will at once strike the keen worker about Ov

set oi prints is that the more exposure the negatives receiv.

the less retouching they need. By making a difference of n

couple of seconds in exposure you may save 50 per cent, ot

your retouching. This is not " theory," but a solid, busines'^

fact.

Time development is certainly the most practical for real!}

big batches, and it can be relied on to get a very good average

of good results. But there will be many who, like myself, liki-

to see the negatives " come up." It is undoubtedly an advan-

tage in one way to work with a dish, any difference in expo-

sure being obvious at once, and therefore may be correcte<l

before much damage has been done. Personally, I use tli'

factorial method for all studio work (having various factoj

for the different types of lighting), and find it ideal.

If development is judged by inspection, and the trials have

shown a new standard to be desirable, it is a useful tip to

bind up your standard with tissue paper of such thickness

that the high lights are of the same opacity as those of an

unfixed negative. This will assist materially in obtaining

uniform results.

In conclusion, I should like to suggest that when these tests

have proved their value, as I am sure they will do, it may be

worth while to make a similar, but less extensive series of

negatives with other lightings. The ideal negatives for

" sketch " and Rembrandt lightings, for instance, are abso-

lutely unlike, except in their ability to give good prints.

Always judge by prints, as the best negative is the best

printer.

It may be objected that tests made in such a rough and

ready way are valueless. To the scientist they may be, but

to you, who want to know practical facts, they will prove the

best invested dozen plates you have ever exposed.

Arthur G. Wniis.

LENS ABERRATIONS USED IN DESIGNING.

Ir is well known that a simple uncorrected lens is subject to a
number of optical defects, the most evident being chromatic
aberration, whereby objects tend to be shown with a fringe
of colour. Few, however, are acquainted with the fact that
these faults are capable, in certain circumstances, of producing
very beautiful patterns and designs.

Tliis can be demonstrated with an ordinary reading glass, a
metal-filament electric bulb, and a sheet of white caruooard.
The writer used a bi-convex glass of 6 ins. focus and 2J ins.

diameter, in conjunction with a 60-watt Osram lamp of the
usual pear shape, run on 205-volt alternating current. The
bulb should be brought within a short distance of the table
by means of an adapter and flexible wire connection. "With
a lens of the focus stated, about 26 ins. from the bottom of
the bulb to the table will be found most suitable.

On holding the reading glass in an horizontal position about
6 ins. from the bulb, with tho white card directly underneath,
as shown in fig. 1, an exquisite feathery design with a dark
centre and blue spots, edged with tints of orange and red
anti shaded with delicate pearly greys, will he seen. This, of
course, is a greatly aberrated and out-of-focus picture of the
ntinierous incandescent filaments, viewed end-on.
On tilting the lens away from the horizontal, moving it out

<if the centre, or varying its distance from the lamp, many
<lifffrpnt patterns will result. Fig. 2 is an attempt, with

some artistic licence, at recording one of these, though the

drawing necessarily conveys little idea of the filmy softness

and brilliant colouring of the original.

At a certain distance of the lens the design resembles a sun-

Fig. 1. Fie 2.

flower, at another a dahlia is suggested. In some positions the

minute velning and gauzy shimmer of a butterfly's wing will

be indicated, or prismatic feathers worthy of a humming bird.
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"ly used, the leos will produce itrange, weird shapes
if photograi^ed. might readily pass for spirit pictures
Lical otrclca.

• 1 lae finger* of one hand are spread open and held above
the lens, between the latter and the lamp, as seen in Fig. 3,

the pattern increases in complexity and becomes of a more
•tar-shaped character. On moving the fingers to and fro across

the letis the design will change and coruscate, something after

the •: \ !• of the old lantern chromotrope. A few narrow
•trips vf cardboard laid across the lens like bars may also be
used to vary the device.

For a more leisurely inspection of the patterns, it would be

easy to make some kind of stand to support the lens, with
provision for adjusting it at any desired distance or angle.

The desigm possess a blended softness which, thongh an
addi'il beauty in itself, renders them difficult to copy by band,
but tlie artist or draughtsman should be able to gather many
hints of dainty outline and subtle colouration by studying
them attentivoly. If the lamp were mounted horiaontally

and the reading glass vertically, so that the image oould be
thrown on an upright screen of finely-ground glaas placed a
suitable distance in front of the camera, it shouM b« possible

to obtain colour photogrsphi of the patterns, by working from
tiiabaek.

The result is much improved by affixing an opaque disc~of
eard or paper, about 3 ins. in diamater, over the centre of the
lens, which redncaa tb« spherical but increaaea sonal aberra-
tion, and also baigbtau tka colour effect. It may be pointed
out that the lata Profaasor Silvaons P. Thompson treated the
subject of aonal aberration eshaustivelr in the Traill Tavlor

.Memorial Locture for 1902 (sec • B.J.A.," 1803), but he
naturally dealt with a point source of light (an arc lamp).

... "f-*-
which, though giving many interesting and curiona figure*,
does not lend itself to decorative designs like a multi-filament
•>"'*• A. LOCKKT. .

FOREIGN NOTES AND NEWS.

Fanchromaiic Seoailiaing Dyea.
In a reoant not« in the " Bntlrtin " of the French Photo-
graphic Society MM. A. and L. I.umiire and H. Barbier
deecriba the properties of a new series of dyea for colour sessi-
tising which have resulted fron asperiments previouaiy made
by M. Barbier and oommnaieated to the Paris Chamica)
Socir ty. These dye* have bean obtained on the one hand fnm
the cyanine group of which ethyl ed, pinaver<iol and othcn
are m— '

- -nd. on the other, by ^ruloaged boiling of an
alcT>h<> .1 of a mixture of di-inathyl-amtBo-baaaalde-
hyde •ltd an KKio-aleofaolat* of qninald: ' nidine in the
preaMca of a oonde(Miii( agant such a< The dyaa
thus contain one or two dimethylamino or Uiclhylamino groups.
A large number of the dyes have been prepared and ttatad,
the moat notable aoiong them appearing to be one to which
the name " Pantochroae " has been given. This sensitiser
I* obta: tha eoadensation of iodo-athylate of dlmetbyU
Aininoi with dimethylamino baoaaldabyde. It is

found that lU ab«orption spectrum contains two bands from
490 U SeO and from 640 to the and of the spectrnm. Itt
spectrum s^nsitiveneas shows a maximum about 490, and then
a r«m»rlrably even band from 630 to fl8n. with pmgreMire fall

' of the vitible red. " ''
thus sensi-

.e whole •p«>rtrom. ng a small
ibintUiUin about 600

The Bromoil Proceaa.
issue of thn " Bulletin " of the Belgian Photo-
""-'''" -'intainsan abridged tran.a1stios of papers

MISS in " II Progresso Fotografioo " on
•">-' --' '- -- - the technique of the

:«as. Si. its tb* bleach formula

recent
A,,,- A o.

Oopp
Pota^^ <,i*,i,i.«]

Chromic acid.

Ws«or

'"'7.

cnrst.

pure evyit

10 gms.
8 ,.

1 gm
1 (iTlfl - r .

As rr(;«r'is uiK-. ui.ir .• .'
' 1., solely of litho-

graphic rarnish, |.igni. nt An ink of this

kind, softened, if need be, by mrans ot a little litho varnish,
allows of excellent results provided that a paper of good
quality is used. As the ink keeps well only in a sealed metal
tube, it is convenient to make it up of a somewhat greater
dagrsa of fl .

" '
r convenient filling of the tubes. ThisX ha don< ng a volatile solvent such as essence of

turpeAtine, tulucoc or bcnscne. In this case, after the ink
has bees spread on the pallette, sufficient time should be
allowed for the solvent to evaporate oomplctly. Turpentine
requires about half an hour; bonceno or toluene only a few
minutes.

The qualities emphasised by Namias for a bromide paper
for Bromoil printing are:—(1) Hard and well-sixed i>aper base,

(3) Emulsion rich in silver and gelatine, and somewhat
thickly coated (.1) No hardening subatancos to be introduced
in manufacture, and (4) opacity of the sensitive film. Accord.

Vamias, the bromide paper which beat fulfils these oon-
ia^hat issued as " Bromoil " by Messrs. Illingworth.

Fut iWHuig, Namias describes a new method yielding better

raaulli tkan th« ordinary process. It con.^ists in subjecting
the paper to the action of water, so that only the gelatine
film is wetted. The print is secured to a sheet of glass by
aans of a 10 per cent, gelatine solution, or with a mixture
of oaa part commercial fish-glue and five parts of water, to

which is added, after the gluo has been allowed to stand for

•one hours in the water and then dissolved by the aid of heat,
800 CCS. of denatured alcohol. The mixture should be cooled
before the alcohol is added, but the adhesive is warmed on a
water bath immediately before nae.

The bleached, fixed and washed Bromoil print is made
surface-dry with filter paper, and the back then coated with
the 10 per cent, gelatine solution or with the above fish-glue

mixture, the print being fixed to a slightly larger sheet of
„i«.. »„.! i,r. ir. -irr When dry it is swollen ''n the usual
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way or by means of the following mixture, such as is employed

•'1 collotype:—
Water 100 c.c.s.

Glycerine 100 c.c.s.

Ammonia 4 to 10 c.c.s.

The advantage of this hath is that the gelatine film does

not dry during inking. After inking, the glass plate, with

the inked print attached to it, has only to be immcriiod for

a short time in cold or tepid water in order to remove the

print. t

Measuring Gloss or Mattness.

Horr K. Kie.ser has described in the " Chemiker Zeitung "

. method and instrument for rating the surface, as regards

gloss, or mattness, of photographic papers. The process is

based on the property of rectilinear polari.sation of light.

The degree of gloss is measured directly by the angle of

rotation of the analyser of a Martens polarimeter. The
surface to bo measured may be slightly coloured, a somewhat
bright colouration increasing the degree of gloss, apparently

in correspondence with tho proportion of black in the colours.

Highly glossy photographic papers yield, by this method, a

value of 30 deg., equal to that of glass. Those of semi-glossy

surface yield a figure of aT)out 20 deg. ; matt papers, about

10 deg. In the case of papers of dead matt baryta surface,

the figure may be as low as 1 or 2 deg. ITncoatcd papers of

fine surface are rated at fromi 3 to 12 deg. The instrument

for these measurements has been made by Messrs, Schmidt &
Kaensch.

Light-Sensitiveness of Collodion.

Dr. R. Homolka, in a paper in " Photographische Korre-

spondenz, " deals with the phenomenon of sensitiveness to light

possessed by pyroxyline, as observed many years ago by Glad-

stone and Hofmanii. The action of light is to liberate

extremely minute quantities of nitric acid. The reaction

which takes place requires the use of a highly delicate test for

nitric acid, such as is now available in the substance 9-amino-

. phonanthrene. By the use of this reagent the decomposition
of collodion in sunlight, with formation of nitric acid, can
bo quickly and plainly shown. If a sheet of baryta paper,
coated with a collodion film containing this substance, is

exposed under a negative, a positive of red colour is imme-
diately obtained, and may be fixed by dipping in benzene in

which tho aminophenanthrene is soluble, whereas the com-
pound formed from it by reaction with nitric acid, viz.:—
9-9'-azoxyphenanthreno, is insoluble.

This experiment can be made as follows:—A mixture is made
of 10 c.c.s. alcohol and 10 c.c.s. ether, in which is dissolved

1 gm. of 9-aniinophenanthrone and 0.2 gm. of citric or other
non-volatile organic acid. The filtered solution is mixed with
20 c.c.s. of 4 per cent, collodion and coated on baryta paper.
Exposed under the Chapman Jones plate in diffused bright
light for a minute or a minute and a half, a red positive

print is obtained, and can be fixed by one or two successive
dips in benzene.

The experiment may be done in a different way, allowing of

the production of a visible from a latent image. The baryta
paper is coated with a pure collodion film, without addition of
the aminophenanthrene and, when dry, exposed under the
negative. No visible change is produced, but a kind of latent
image, owing to tho greater or lees loss of nitric acid by tho
collodion film in the exposed portions. If the exposed sheet
is saturated with a solution of aminophenanthrene in benzene
«nd again exposed after drying, but this time under a clear
glass plate instead of a negative, there appears a negative in
red, that is to say, a duplicate of the scale of tones used for
the original printing. The experiments show that the decom-
position of collodion in sunlight comes within the possible
conditions of print-out processes, and cannot be neglected.
While perhaps its photographic importance is limited, the
phenomenon provides an interesting comment on the use of

collodion for the protection or decoration of metal articles.
Owing to the production of nitric acid by exposure to light,
the collodion coating may give rise, in a much worse form, to
the very evil which it is intended to prevent.

Warm Tones Mrith Colloid Silver.

In " Photographische Rundschau" Dr. Felix Formstecher has

a paper on the production of prints in a range of warm
colours by suitable (chemical) reduction of a silver chloride

image. He recalls the process in which such results are

obtained by restrained development of a gelatino-chloride

emulsion and prescribes a method based on the conversion of

a developed image into chloride and its subsequent exposure

to light in presence of reducing agents appropriate to the

production of tones ranging from blue to red chalk. The
tones thus obtained are much more vivid in colour than those

resulting from the sulphide process and others dependent on

the conversion of the silver image into a different metallic com-
pound. The mixture found most suitable for the conversion

of the developed image into chloride is:—
Copper chloride 30 gms.
Hydrochloric acid, sp. gr. 1.17 ... 3 c.c.s.

Ammonium persulphate' ... ... 10 gms.
Water 1000 c.c.s.

This causes the image to disappear completely, other

bleachers, such as ferricyanide and mercuric chloride, leaving

a faint visible residue. The print is washed for a few
minutes, treated in one or other of the following baths, and
exposed to light:—

For red to yellow colour:—
Stannous chloride ... ... ... 10 gms.
Hydrochloric acid, sp. gr. 1.17 ... 1 c.c.

Water 100 c.c.s.

The print should not be washed after exposure to light ; tho

stannous salt may remain in it without ill effect.

For blue colour a solution of hydrazine sulphate is used,

but prints must be washed after immersion in it, otherwise

they turn yellow.

Hydrazine sulphate ... 10 gms.
Water 500 c.c.s.

Nitrite yields a colour intermediate between those produced

by the two foregoing baths :—
Potass nitrite ... ... ... ... 10 gms.
Water 500 c.c.s.

Papers coated with unripened chloride emulsion are most
susceptible to this process. Gaslight papers, as a rule, are
more suitable than bromide, and yield good results, particu-

larly with hydrazine and stannous chloride. With some chlor-

bromo paper the hydrazine is found to yield a remarkably bright

colour, but the print must not be left too long in the bath,
otherwise the tone becomes degraded with black in time.

Washing out the hydrazine sulphate scarcely affects the tone

;

and with some gaslight papers the process yields a violet blue
tone scarcely obtainable in any other way. With stannous
chloride, on the other hand, the tone is red-chalk, becoming
brownisli purple. Both tones are fairly permanent.
A necessary precaution in the use of the process is to avoid

too strong a light when bleaching and treating in the subse-

quent bath. The prints should be handled and dried in a
darkened room, and not exposed to bright light until dry.

If so exposed whilst wet, spotted points with yellowed whites
arc obtained. The process leads to a certain loss of contrast,

though this can be avoided by omitting the persulphate from
the bleach, which then leaves a slight residual image. Dr.
Formstecher does not anticipate extensive use of the process,

owing to the time required for exposure, but puts it forward
as the most convenient method for the special purpose of
obtaining vivid tones. The process, of course, is not new
(cp. Gambleand Woolley, " B.J.," December 26, 1913,

p.p. 987-991), but the particular formulae given above have
their practical interest.

Removing Uraniunn Intensification.
An alternative to the use of soda carbonate or ammonia for

the restoration of a uranium-intensified negative to its original

state is recommended by Karl Gander in "Wiener Mittei-

lungen." The negative is washed by soaking in successive
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chanp- the water shows do yellow tint

fter i five minutes in it. The plate

is then ^IullU nu.t ::: :>: .^hi light) in a ^ per c«nt. solution

•f silver lutrati' in liistiliod water which is allowe<l to act until

the n*'g:)tivo on the glaas side has no brown colour, i.e., is

comf-l>-t<'!\ lilack. The ptate is then washed. It is not evident
« '1 cage this method has over the much more rapid

tr .titb alkali.

A-
u.

\

i;

VMALGAMATED PH0TfK31t.\PHIC MANUFACTURERS.
LTD

laaci or pAMnnwttiso Coiini.ATinc PunrsuENai Sbabbs.

••'•••d ir our odvArtuin;; pa^<« *'' -i-. a (nsioa bju

o( soven pbotog^ntphir niaiiir ' mu, viz., th«
'"'•• Co., Ltd., Rajar, Ltd , .m^.». and Co., Ltd..

rr, LUi., A. Kershaw and Son., Ltd., the K«rahaw
' •' RoUnr Ph<jiopsp>iic Co. (1917), Ltd.

Ibo parefaaae of thtae buaioesaaa is

^ tr MsDafaclarvrs, Ltd., having an

£1,100,000. divided into 100.000 7 per

i«iice sharoi, 600.000 10 per cent, participat-

nc« skarra, and 400,000 ordinary *hitr«s, eacli

• x,i

Of tb«w aharw. 98.000 o{ th« 7 pM> eat., 368.000 of tb* 10 |>er

' ' '" the ordinary b.i

.

mhm4 in paymant to

I' I'JWias. Tb* f> Ma ttiawt tiie tcrma
• ' 'lirtrl'jf* of the new etmr

• ' <t«d Photographic Hanoi
ingj uj Uie l aspactire vandor onapaniea in »lui.ii liicy buU »ii.u<.'4

Sf,

\''adnt Comptnif.

1 nee £1 absra
tocii uTvJiuAry £1 abaita

Li

•I CI in Amal^amnltd
Manufacturtr',

"i tm pvtkft rem
li'tnixrm bf <A« dintl^n of

., ltd
atm £1 abar«

K.^h ordinary IQl abara

P»i*i Priu Plata Co., Ltd.
Pacb praferenc* £1 ibar*
F«r'> ordinary £! «Sare

Ltd

abara

A K"" ; .,/

Cac6 ordtqafy &\ ah.>

Rotmy PlMotrtft,ie Co.. ltd
K»rb nrdinary £". diara

TTi.. .,r. ,,,,,! •.ijrubl* in nhanw
"' l« and purrhoaa
I ;

, £300.564; M»n-
• r. Ltd., £41,706; .

1 \ K^nihaw an?) '^

< 28,369; R«far

1 10 par cent. Prrf.

.497 to par cant. PmI. * .«62

Ord.

-757 7 par oenl. PraC -t- 3I«-

10 par omL Praf.

L640 :0 par eaot. Pref ->- 2.736
OH

1 7par '

2 10 par • I 780

.MS 7 par i^ Praf. + JOB
10 per «»nl. Praf.-^-IJG Ord.

-4 7 (irr c«rt. Pref. -1-3.363
:C par «nl Praf. -4.517 Ord.

:^ 7 per wot. Praf. 4- .702
- taper uol. Pi«f . -f .972 Ord.

6.AII 10 par Cent. Praf. -»• 7.632
Ord.

to «arb of iba Tf ' tntca

SKTennenla in mm f '_ ;—
" ' '"

' I . £7>'.4V» , M4rioo
. Pl»l« C,

. I.I.I .

'.mhavr Ofiin-.i!

r,t<l.. t71 2I'l;

AKf u> pav, taliafy, and
'iStioM of the Naparliva

Mr! •

f.' I

K
JU,-.., ,.....r-,

An iami* tn

.566; A.

o.. Ltd.,
'.VI 'J. l-td.. £56.525.

bmnc mada of a fanbar 260,000

10 per cent, cumulative participating preference £1 shares at par,

which, if fully »ubscribe<l, will bring this denomination of issued

shares to a total of 572.000.

It is hardly necessary in these pages to say anything by way of

description of the constituent firms of the combined company

;

particularly as we understand that for tlie present, at any rate,

each will be carried on as hitherto All of Ihom. with the excep-

tion of the Kershaw Optical Co., which is a waroffshoot of Messrs.

\. Kershaw and Sons, Ltd . are of considerable, though very

different establishment. Meesra. Marion, and, next to them, thi*

Paf^et Co. being among the oldest firms nt present in the photo-

graphic industry. The prospectus on anothei- page briefly sii^nalisea

the manufactures moat prominently associated with each, and
photo(;mphcr» wiir need no leminder of the distinctive and meri-

torious goods of theirs, which have long been well known in this

and many othe^ markets.

Moreover, the affairs of the combined company and of its con-

stituent conoenis are to be managed by a board composed exclu-

lively of directs ir» of the former companies, viz. :—Messrs. O.
.Sidney Whitfield and L. D. Whitfield, of the Paget Prize Plate

Co. ; .Mr Gerald Bbhop. of Marion and Co. ; Mr. C. F. S.

Itothwell. of Rjijar. Ltd., and the Rotary Photographic Co. ;

.\feurs. .Mintham Kershaw and Cecil Kershaw, of A. Kershaw and
Son. Ltd . and the Kershaw Optical Co. ; Mr. H. C. Rich, of

.Marion and i*oul»>er. Ltd. ; Messrs. A. E. Parke and T. L. Parke,

of Rajar Ll<f. . ihe Rotary Photographic Co., Ltd., and Wiggins'.

Teapa and Co. ; and Mr. F. O. Thomas, of Marion and Co., Ltd.

Tlw •hainnan of Ibis boaid is Mr. A. E. Parke; Mr. Gerald
ind Mr. C. F. .S. Rothwell are joint managing directors.

forth ill III* prtispectus, they and certain other directors

have i-iitrred into servioe agreements with tbe new company for a

l>en<>.i of five yean.
Th>' amoant of tbe issue now offered for subscription by the

piiblic IS to ba affiled in tlie equipment of the receutly-built factory

of Meaars. Kershaw for the productioi. of jKipul.ir plate and roll-

ftlm eamarM, tor developing the sale of roll and cinematograph
film, and for tbo general purposes of tbe company.
Th* pmsfwctoa contains ;i chartered accountant's certificate of

tha SfCgrafal* profits of the various rendor companies for the vears

aodad Daeambar 31, 1918. ai.d Daeembar 31, 1QI9, vir., £103,636
and £131,179. rr»|ir'-tivcly Tbe aggregate profits for the nine

months ended September SO last have been ascertained at £106,961,

and on this basts tbe average annual profits for the 2] years ended
Saptsmbar 30 laat are obtained as £157.009. after charging for

drpraciation and providing for bad debts, but before charging
interest, directors' remuneration, income and corporation taxes,

eiceas profit* duty, and mm-recurring items.

In ntimating the future profits and dividends the figure of

£36.478 ia sei down for excess profits duty, corporation tax, direc-

tors' fees, and M«laric*. leaving a balance from the above average
of £120.531. I'oMibly the remo\'at of excess profits duty may
permit of a lower value being given to the charge just mentioned.
For tb« payment of 7 per cent, intercat on the preference shares

of thia dass and nf 10 per cent, on the 572.000 cumulative prefer-

ai>ea sbaraa (in which total is included the present insiic) a sum of

£64.060 will be re>iutred, leaving a balance of £56,471. A divi-

dend of :0 par cent, on the 380.000 ordinary shares woold sbsorb
£38,000, laaring a som of £18,471 for further distribution between
abaraboldm and directors, ft is anticipated that tho profit from
thV~aMHilctare of plate and roll-film cameras and from that of

paper to ba ma.iufsclured at tlic cYtensions of works not yet in

operation will amount to £75.000 per annum, ami with the above
baJanea of £18.471 wilt be available for further dividends on the
f-i' •• preference share* and the ordinary shares,
11 nt of a reserve fund. The Articles of Asso-
ii.ii] .n (; 1 provide that one-tenth of the l)aIanco. that

» t.i My. -if' 'lent of the fixed dividends on the preference
shares and a diwckiul of 10 per rent, on the ordinary shares, is

payable to the directors a* further remuneration for their services.

inetjnths is to be applieil by the directors in

r dividends, as may be judged advisable, to the
Ix'Idcrs of llio 10 per cent, participating lumiilating preference
>.hares and tJie ordinary share* pari pnttu in proportion to, atid

not exceeding. 2 per cent, np-n the amount for the lime bein^ paid
np uptn such last-mentioned preference shares and ordinary share*

B
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Kurthor surplus ).ruiu n.ai ..r .applied in payment of dividends to

holders of Uk- ordinnrj' Rhares

It will thnj» be scon tliat the preference shares wbidi are now

lered for 8nbscrii)Uon liave only the jirior charge in front of tb«m

of the 7 per cent, issue which at tlie most can claim only £7,000

from the nrofits. The staten'ent of recent profits certainly shows

that there is ample to pay the 40 per cent, on the preference shares

of this duKS. and then 'may easily be a balance permitting the

pajinent on these preference shares of the additional 2 per cent.

by way of participation in further profite. Photographers who

nuiy have been inclined to look with somewhat envions eyes upon

t*e profits made by manufacturers of photographic materials now

have the opportunity presented to them of sharing in such profits.

I he prospectus states that in making allotment preferential con-

ideration will bo given to applications from customers and

mployeea of the veiidor companies. The subscription list closes

<:\ Tnesday next, February 15.

Photo-Mechanical Notes.

. EXPOSING BROADDE AND GASUGBT PMNTB.

(From " Rajar Trade Notes.")

.\UH0BOH eleotric-ligltt is now obtainable in moat towns there are

still seme phatographeirB who have perforce to use gas, or oil,

for exposing br<Jinid« and gaaligJit po|)ei-s. The qdeetion of expoeme

ie so importamt that we think a few sugigeetions on the siibjeot

may be helpful.

DeaJing first with broanidc printing, we find there is a tend'ency

amongst some printers to use an exposing light (electric) which is

far too powerful, neceeedtating very raipid exposures. In some

<ases this is done to " speed uip " the vmrk, but we doubt, if there

is anv advantage in quioknces w^hen we take into (wnsideration the

time occupied in re-printing " spoUe." It is easy to make a 50 per

osnt. error' in very shoirt. exposureB, and. we strongly advise

(Nrinters to screen down the light, or use a lower candle-power lamp,

ao that the exposm-es average 3 to 5 seconds. Those who print in

stripe wiU appreciate tlie podnt of correct and even exposures.

Exact data ae to exiposure cannot be ^ven as there are so many
liicbors to conaider, but a ^cat deal of help can be obtained if the

neigatives are graded by, the printer Ijimself who sh(mld also choose

the grade of printing paper. When jxissible the grading of negatives

should be done in daylight so as to miike alkywanc© for the colour

of the image. Printers wiH find this task very difficult in cases

\here, owing perhaps to a fai'eles.s assistant, less than the usual

iiuount of sulphite has been put in the pyro developer used for the

dervelopment of the negatives, thus causing the image to be of a

yellowish colour.

In printing by electric-light, the exposing box should be fitted

vKitii a switdi which is either worked bj- the foot, or by the contact

of the pressure pad. The eiwitph must be of a definite make and

Itreak tyipe somewhjit similar to the ordinary house switch, but

we do not recommend the type of switch that i* inclined to " arc
"

or bm-n up. The exposing box should have a " spy hole " so that

the printer can be quite certain of the correct action of the switch,

and it also acts as a guWe in counting the exiposure seconds. In

some towns the eleotric-light loses some of its intensity about the

time when theatres are lighting up, and aUowiince must be made
for this.

Printing on gaslight pajW offei's no difficulties to those who have

electric-light, but the printei- who has only gas or oil at his dis-

|)Osal can use daylight bv fitting up a itKxm with a sim,ple exposing

device.

A window can be blocked uip oomjpletely, with the exception of a

.ipaco cf say 20 inches stjuaie, and against this space can be put a

printing-liox 0[)eii at the back but c<mtaining a reflector at an angle

of 45 degrees.

Tliere should also be a i-efleotor outside the window at an oppo
.site angle to the reflector in the printing box. The exjiosures should

lie made by a ghutter similar to the i-oller-blind shuttei-.

In conclu-iaicn, we should remind our friends that the first essential

in bromide printing is coneol e>^poi3ure, and every possible device or

precaution shtnild be used to ensure cotTeotness. In gaalight print-

ing, which has been proi>hetically descriibed as the " contact pa4»ei-

(it the future," there is more latitude in exposure.

Intaglio Printing Plates.

A i-BOCESs of preparing the plate for intaglio (photogravure or

rotary photogravure) printing is described in a recent patent speci-

fication, No. 156,420, of Ernst Sauer, Schloss Kaibitz, near Kam-

nath. Post Kastl, Oberpfalz, Germany.

The object of the process is to give to printing plates any required

depth by a method of printing without hand work, and also to

prevent the ink being dragged out of the printing block by the

roller when the ink is removed from the surface of the block

by the roller.

.According to the invention a printing block is formed by coating

a more or less transparent material, such as " cellon," celluloid,

<U' paper on one side with a film of chromaled gelatine, 0.06 to

0.08 millimetre thick, in such a way that the gelatine adheres

firmlj" to its support, this film of gelatine forming the printing

surface. The screen plate (which has transparent lines and black

dots) h laid over the gelatine film and exposed until the lines of

the screen have become tanned on the gelatine, an operation which

in full .lunlight requires an exposure of about 3^ to 4 minutes.
.
The

screen plate is then removed and the printing plate exposed from

the other side through a transparency, that is to say, the trans-

parency is laid over the trausijarent support of the film of chro-

mated gelatine, so that the light passes through the transparency

and the support on to the film of chromated gelatine. During

exposure the rays of light pass through those places in the trans-

parency which let strong light through right to the upper surface

of the film of chromated gelatine so that it becomes completely

tanned. The less transparent places in the transparency let only

so much light through that a portion of the film of chromated

gelatine is tanned, and as no tanning takes place under the highly

opaque parts of the transparency when the film of chromated gela-

tine is exposed, it follows, when the film is washed with warm water,

that the front of the printing block remains level in so far that

the screen lines lie at the same height all over the entire surface of

the picture.

On the other hand, however, the exposure from the

back of the printing plate forms a relief corresponding exactly to

the picture, so that the hollows which are to hold the printing ink

are formed on those parts of the picture where less light has pene-

trated and between the screen lines. At the upper surface of the

film of chromated gelatine the screen' lines are of the same width

as they are in the screen plate, but are thinner in the depths of

the gelatine film, because the light during the printing of the screen

cannot act so intensively in the depths of the gelatine sheet. These

extremely fine lines in the depths of the gelatine film are fixed

in the bottom of the gelatine sheet by the exposure of the trans-

parency from the back of the printing plate, so that they cannot

fall together when the plate is washed. In consequence of the,

lines in the depths being thinner, they form hollows between the

sci"een lines, which are wider in the depths of the gelatine film than I

at the upper surface. By this means the printing ink is retained*

bettei- in the hollows of the printing block when the surface is

cleaned off. In order to enable the printing block formed by the

upper surface of the gelatine film better to withstand the action of

the roller the surface is lightly moisteAed with acetic acid

and then coated with a film of zapon varnish.

The following patents have been applied for :

—

PaiNTiNG.—No. 1,527. Photographic printing presses. Graphische^

Kunstanstalten F. Bruckmann Skt.-Ges. and H. Kuhn.

Photo-Lithography.—No. 155,692. Process for the production of

negatives from the originals that cannot be photographed by
transmitted light, for use as .patterns for -photo-lithography.

F. UUman Ges.

I'arNTiNG I^OCESSES.—No. 157,216. Photographic printing pro-

cesses. H. Kuhn and Graphische Kunstanstalten F. Bruckmann
Akt.-Ges.

Kbproduction Screen.—No. 766. Screen for photo-chemical and
photo-mechanical reproductions. Herbst and Illig.

Repeoduction Screen.—No. 156,718. Screen for photo-chemical

and photo-mechanical reproductions. Herbst and Ulig-
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Assistants' Notes.

Sot€» by attutmU »mtable for tAit eotumn wUi bt ronsidtreii
I paid for on tht ftit ot tKt montk foUowing fublication.

Some Practical Hinta.
Iv almnst evtry phut<ij;rap'i! ^•.r'r— m oi!"- s<>es «<imc practical
dodi.'c or olh«r for llir m ,,rk.

Th-s ktyr n»«n'!y (h^ti ev „f ,

A few are

. r» to give the
fruiU uf lii.- .,w workers in th« aame way
a ({Teat man

, : be made generally available.

Wl;r-, .1 i» tlrkirrd i.i ilry a batcb »f print* <iu'u-k)r witlioat
t«OiUriM> (., »[i:r;i. ..j . ;> U to aqac«gi-< -ich print
.,n . i..f f ,,.,., ,ig jt on the d. .. „ - In thia

"f ttie water i« renovwi. It will not affect

rfacea aa loog'aa the aqaeegee ia oaed lii^lly.

Uon't be Iftlirred wiili ' wriL.'liL> {,,r .K.<Tiii<-al ..I bulk, surb a*
rbonaieai ,, ;„ u,e tamr
111. mea*'. _ . .

, ^ ,,; tcmr.tey by
down a rmiml < jrttl>'iircl .-,ini»ler •>> tliat il hoMn the

I am. .11.1 l»iir .-..iinUT for eath chemir*! niii»t !»• (be
"^ «»ll I'' ivfci n the csak in i»hu-h ilw . Ii.-mical

' " • 'i>' '•• do la to troop up eri<.u.'h rryttal

if )oa we cryaial rarbociate anah lime may bo aaved in diaaolv-

^^ if it ia etarht^l \»-tnn being addad to the walev. A magb)/
"x^ b«<; "' -II waatied ta/t^u and a wao4en oiallet are
the mimt pr.n.i ».

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

February 14 and 19.—Leicester and LeicBBtershire Photographic
Sociotj

. Particular* from the Hon Secretary. \V. Bailey, Cank
Street, Leicester.

Kebruar>- 19 to March 5.—Frfliid>argh Photographic Society. Pai--
liculars from the*Hon. SecreUry, G. Maesie, 10, Hart Street,
Edinburgh.

Febraary 19 to March 12.—Scottish Salon, Dundee. Particulars
from the Hon. Secretarj-, James Slater, Rosemount, Camphill
Road, BroDghty Ferry.

March 16 to 19.—Hackney Photographic Society. Latest date for
entries, March 1. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary, Walter
Selfe. 24, Pembory Road, Clapton. London, E.5.

April 13 to 23.—PorUmouth Camera Club. Latest date for entries
March 31. Particular* from the Hon. Secretarj-, C. C. Davies.
25, Stnbbington Avenoe, North Etid, Portsmouth.

April IS to 23.—Professional Photographers' Association, at the
Photographic Fair. Horticultural Hall, Weetmiiisler, 8.W.
Hon. Secretiry M*icu» Adam*. 83, VVhifp Knight* Road,
Earley, Reading.

April 15 to 23 —Photographic Fair Horticultural Hall, West^
minster. St-c., Arthur C. Brookes, Sicilian House, Southampton
Row, Lon4un, W.C.I.

April 21 to May 19.—Hammemnith, Hampshire House, Photo-
graphic Society. Latest data for entries, March 17. Particulars
(ran tha Hon. Secretary, C. E. Altrop, 14, Sonthwold
Manaioos. Widley Road. Maida Vale. London, W.9.

\pta 27 to May 25—Bury Y MCA. Photographic Society. Latest
date for antrias, April 16. Particulars from the Hon. Secre-
tar)-. A Benson Ray. 8, Agur Street. Bury, Lanes.

Ihvxi- JA |K» t>e«K| l'» ll.r..

for dryinK iir,;Aii.>-«

Xh—- 'l.•^ • ^ I I

*' chemical . tinluag to the boli«ni. when the
"l*-- •• -1 laay ba ponraH -*

a Waaler . in

i^"^»* carsou*tr to n in** water

When ret«-i-' '-

«<me mcani
ft\.^ - ...

.C I I. .i. .
I u aiDioM rMrpfUiai lo nave
eya-straia ia to ba avoided

'v. bat Moa ^am m not
' T in njr expsricae* ia a

IT criiit«iiwd in a thin glaa* fade or
^ I

,
and will giT* a mart plaaaing working

li,;ni II f.jcn jiui Mtwrrn tka illaminaot and the ra6«cl«r.

lehiag pencils I have found a laaeli loora
»B flaaa paper, that i*. a fine trrada bona.

niag small knieea I- ••afa oat,

•ad can be washr.l boccinM
AaruFa G. Wnxix

Mr (*ti.ipnmn f '

•ore -in '

. .- ..f iK

P. r Ft \r., V.

'11 e^posn

tka rKi|uest of the Cooncil
••lilr,! \.. t\fV\i't » tn>.riknrial

rbe

. ui J car.

Ion, and
irnAi ' For a

UTvioK out a

.ve In-'jucntly

I hare »ervi'l

••iiirii (lave fullered »«ry greatly

Patent News.

frorCM fotrmu—affitcatutnt and tptetjieatumf—art trtaltd '.r

fAUa-MMAamkai Notu."

ApplieaUom. Januar>' 24 to 89 :

—

'^luaoacorr.— No. 3,S06. ftleana for imparting stareotoopic eflacl

(o photographic negatives, priota and projections. F. O. sod J.
McKim.

VOMHLKTB SPKCinVATlOSS ACOBI'TRD.
tht4t tftetfumttont art obtatnabit, jiritt !/• eacA, pott /rer, from

tAt I'attnt Ogiet, 15, SouUkamfton biiitding$, Vhaneery Lane,
London. W.C.

TIU daU la braeMtU it tAct of apfliealion in IAit enunlry ; ar

abroad, %n tkt catt of yiltntt t/rantrd undrr the /u/rrriatiim'U

OonnnUon

PLATixim Miaaoas.— Ni>. IM.'ir^. iSoiitenUier lb. ISKUl. Uitliwto

ika OMtbod micpUd lor onaling gUsa with platiniuu or other

maial ia to ^wd aonia riaoooa, caoally oily, mixture oontaioing

Iba B>rta{ salt on tha glass. After iKimiiu; in. the resuUinj{

MMBranrfaee siiniii* a certain gm '..:•,( hotno-

gaoaky in tha strootwe of the nv iirTuaea a
flood deal <4 the light (attng on it, .uul mixI. 1>1»

tar many optical porpnws, for instaiKv for fir: .'iv

for ptw eas «r reflex osinama.

Tba improvaoiont ooanals in incnrpoialing a pUttinum ssklt, or

aali td one of tha other meUkla of the plnt.iiuim ^roup in a solu.

tioD cd ooUodim. llie gtMs plates are cooled with lliis soluliiin,

which Inrma a dr>-. struetorelesa c«llodir>n film, whidi, on beiiu!

brooitht to a Kulahle lentperatuTB in an olecAric furnace leaves

an abanlotf ~o atrnotoreleaB meC-vliscd surface free from

grain and
i

free from irregular diffusion of the light

nnpiiigtnK on it.

Tba oollodiofi ia pfiyataJ by disKiNing any soitaUe fcrm of

solabia gon cotton, siMii a* oaUoldine or pyroxylins in methyl

alcohol and then adding to it a solnlion, preferably in ethyl
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itloohol, of the platinuin nJt, or the salt of a met«l in the platinum

group. Some of the ealts Buitable for the puriwso are platinum

ohJoride, ohloroplatinic acid, p«iUadi\im clUoride, iridium chloride,

ohior-iridic acid. The collodion coivting mixturo may, if desired,

be conveniently thinned down by a further addition of ethyl

alcohol. These aalte may bo uaed singly or in oambination.

The tenipera.tui-e to which the glass i* subscqueaUy raised m
tjie furnace will determine whether the structureless mirror sur-

face ia (1) in lie form of a loose deposit, (2) an adherent deposit,

(3) a deposit partially adherent and partially inoorpo(rated within

tile surface layer of the gla«8 (partial burning in), av (4) com-

pletely incoiTvorat*d witJiin the surface laj'er of the glaee (com-

pletely burnt in). These four sta.ges ai-e reached succeeaively at

Btux-cesivo increases of tcmiperature, but the aotual tempeititure

required for eiich stage dei>cnds likewise upon the composition of

the glats, and has to be deteiininad experimentaJly. The torn

pei-ature to attain stage (1) does not exceed 500 deg. C, for any

kind of glats ; to attain stage (4) the temperatures in general range

from 603 de^'. to 750 deg. C. Ordinary kinds of plate glass, for

exajnplc, attain to stage (4) at temperatures from about 690 deg. to

740 deg. C, whereas for ordinary kinds of crown glass the tem-

peratures average about 30 deg. C. lower.

In order to avoid disiurbancxs of the glass surface itself, and

to keep it as no:ir as may be optically flat in the case of a plane

mirror, or true to Hb curvature in the case of lenses, it is very

desirable that the temperature to which any glass should be raised

should be the minimum ]X)Ssible, and a fui-ther imipixn'ement in

the process therefore consists in the addition of a very small pro-

portion of a lead salt or a bismuth salt, preferably bismuth

chloride, to the collodion solution, which enables the temperature

to be reduced frequSntly by as much as 30 deg. C. The exact

reduction of temperature achieved has to be established experi-

mentially for every kind of glass.

The bismuth chloride solution is conveniently made up as a
5 per cent, solution in industrial spirits, adding 5 per cent,

hydrochloric acid. This solution is further diluted with in-

dustnaJ spirits immediately before use.

A typical platinising coating mixture would be made np as

Ifollows :

—

6 per cent, celloidine dissalved in methyl alcohol. 3 parte

by volume. '

12 per cent, platinum chloride (chloro-platinic aoid) HjPtC3,
dissolved in industrial spirits. 3 parts by volume.

Kthyl alcohol. (Industrial spirits.) 3 parts of volume.
1 per cent, bismuth chloride solution in indmstrial spirits. 4

part by volume.

The 'platinised surface mirroiB resulting from this pnoccee are
structureless and transparent, and have a neutraJ grey tint. The
depth of tint can be nicely regnlated by varying the proportion
of the platinum in the coating mixture, but it is not practicable
to produce beyond a certain depth of tint in a single coaling.
To increase the depth of tint, the metalised glass is re-ooated
and the process gone through again. It is feasible to repeat the
{process as often as three or four times, but in practice it is rarely
necessary to give more than two coat'ngs for fully-metalised sur-
face min.rs, or a single coating for semi-metalised mirrors.—Julius
Rheinberg, 57, Holboru Viaduct, London, E.C.I.

Four-lens Anastigmats.—No. 146,211 (October 15, 1917). The
invention- relates to sphericRlIy, chromatically and astigmatically
corrected objettives consisting of four lenses, two of which are
joined in a collective cemented surface, while between the other
two, which are disposed at one and the same side of the cemented
lenses, and of which the outer one is a collective lens and the
inner one a dispersive lens, there is an air-space, and they form
a pair of facing surfaces having a negative power.
The arrangement of the lenses as it is chosen for objectives of

the present type, which are principally designed for the purposes
of photograptiy and projection, and which are described for
instance in Patent Specification 13,061/02, is specially suitable
for obtaining a spherical correction even in tvpes with a large
aperture ratio of the objective, whereby, in addition, a relatively
large area of anastigmatic flatness of the field may be attained.
However, the obtaining of such a correction in the desired measure
seemed to be possible only in the event of glass with a high

refractive index being employed for the single collective lens to

be made of crown glass. This restrictive condition meant a dis-

advantage for the objectives in so far as cjown glasses with a

high refractive index, as is well known, cannot easily be made
homogeneous .and free of bubbles, and offer little resistance to

chemical influences. The heavy baryta crown glass, for instance,

is such a glass, the employment of which frequently seemed

necessary for the collective lens.

However, calculations made of late have shown, that it i«

possible to usv* for the single collective lens glass with a more

favourable ieiractiv.2 index of less than 1.57, which may be done

without impairing the hitherto attninable ftate of correction of

the objectives in question. Frtira the glasses with a refractive

index of less than 1.57, .such may always be chosen, as do not

show the disadvantages alluded to, so that these disadvantages

are at least avoided as regards the single collective lens, which

as a rule will form the front lens of the objective, and which is

therefore specially exposed to detrimental influences.

In the drawing, which is elucidated in the table appended

below, between the two lenses marked I and II there is an air-

si>ace, and they are separated from the two cemented lenses

marked III and IV by a diaphragm D, the outer lens of the

two cemented lenses being a collective one and the inner lens h

dispersive cne. This object is to be introduced into the path

of the rays in such a manner that the single collective lens faces

the object. The example is spherically corrected for a relative

aperture of about 1*4.5 and the anastigmatic flatness of the field

extends to about 60 deg. Furthermore, the letters rf,, (i,,

signify the thicknesses at the axis. '»,, ''j the radii

of curvature, 6, and b^ the distances from the diaphragm D tc

the adjacent lens vertices, and I the central thickness of the air

lens between the two lensei? I and II. The numerals given are

proportional numbers and relate to the focal length of the whole
objective of 100 units The glasses used are characterised by
the refractive iridex for sodium light, mp, and by the reciprocal

power of dispersion y. The numerals for the example are tue

follows :

—

Thicknesses and
Radii. distances,

ri = -f 21,64 di = 3.49
'•j= ± 00 / =3.12
r, = - 57.88 dn = 1.44

U= + 20.36 6, =3.19
fj = - 257.18 b, = 0.25

+ 17.04

r, = - 36.23

Kinds of Glass.

I. II.

«D 1.5323 1.5739

y 58.3 42.6

—Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany,

d.ii =0.98
d.v =5.76

III.

1.5328

51.6

IV.

1.0176

54.6

The following complete specifications are open to public inspectioa
before acceptance :

—

Cinematography.—No. 157,874. C'nematograph projection appara^
tus. Petra Akt.-Gcs. fur Elrktromechanik.

Printing Presses.—No. 157,807. Photog'aphic printing presses.^
H. Kuhn and Graphische Kunstnnstalten F. Bruckmanii.

COLOnR Prints.—No. 157.811. Mult'-colour prints secure agains
photographic imitation, cspccia'lv for securities. C. W. Lacher.''

Apparatus.—No. 157,818. Stereotopometric apparatus. J;]
Predhumeau.
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Trade Names and Marks.

Ai'fLlCATlO\3 FOH ItEGlSTRATIOS.

Swt.—Ko. 408,742 Photographic dfvt'on^r

J n^aR had Co., 0«MUaefaa{t mit I

.'artentruM iS3, OeiwrlMtch, ant :-^ .,_

ch«mical manafacturert. October 15, 1990.

included in t\ati '\.

fi Haftunc. Stutt-

("I.TIllii. !!.r,iil>lic.

New Books.

Pictorial PbofuCrapbr in America. 1921. N«w York: »3. ClUt
Stract. J. O Dr«w >3.

Tii«« u th« aei-und annual vntume of reprodaclionit of AoMriran
ff '^fbic work (noiarad bv tba body whiA <alla itaa<(

' »* Phn«fl*T»pl»«w a( .\iiMMica." and haa Mr. CUmir«
H il commiUiw Tlie work wh»<J> il ha* cixiara
*•• i* b«n ht«!bly aalactad. Tkn* ar« not three-

"«t«. bat DoUiing baa tntUntiy baan i^iarad aa
- P"P». •n«l f»nntinf to anaor* a trotMol tran

r ((ualitMa Thrv inoioda aotna daiigbUal work*;m rnoiMendably frw in number ; and (b« globe • r

, m. •l,*^ Um hall iMrk oi " art " aaMi« AmHcu pictatal
(o.-npHon. •nvia at ha» to bava bean a*«aaaM4. Tka litarary

•OM dum not aecniiy nany |>ac«a. Tha optaiag
"w o( tha }'«*r'« pruifi'na* in thx Di.^<.riaJ aama

Mr. Clarence J' ' , I«„.
trarjj:«T» lo \ ri«r«r.

'i It eeaaia ramarkaUa IJ

'•• II U'kita; An intr. j.

•or* a«ka ail (be qaeatinna, rat»^
r<n<l«r wiU» the ana«(f», ao why

.ml WHA «t>a I' iHi tbatr r«lattOM ara atatad <

i nka that tbe D> • ^ ..:ii«t aknern i" ^,t..r,^i - ..l

a the iMe u( tba aitfUoru* laoa, bat vith modar.
r>'* foHUMaa He I^^Jcb with modit" ....,.,

eoftn««w

• I •^ dona
< tram tbia ,

,

viooid (aka tba cot

.J 't mooochnaDa ar
' to that \tim,

• \ « . nil. 11.^ i>r' 1

pea for
W» are not »-..,..,_„ :!• \«-

.'titode nf rapwtUn.
—"— ' " talu™ •111..

ha ia qnilo

n Bat wh
'O a qlMal:'

enMoo. Bui

ba bad cmly

>ppeal (o the

>'• waa nni U.

' * A featon'

aapiraot m a

'ahtbitml i?i\',.

•-. and I

«. Brit«»J. ^.,_._,_ ,.^.,,

f^aiona, aad aooM of tba inirk* »n <4 iruir oM«ri(
•<iampla. a«a Hade in a IiaiMaal«r rrfei. on a 9r«l piai* *,i
nwi lana and printed in BranMtl on~Wc{l:n«lon paper.

-I"

"» —The KfMp fanner* *aaa U% b* artiv* ,„ ,hp r p «| j^ j.

o p m I

held Of

nobt that »ui:Ji » ^.

of tba mamh*'

tittL) u**

"fit I

»ed, and diaru*

.raphr Thr-r.- I-

New MaterialSa

Detcntitol for While Liihl Development. Sold by Ilford, Ltd.,
Ilford, London, E.

The Ilford Company is to be congrati^ated in giving photographers
the opportunity of making practical trial of the process of desenai-
lising platea for development in full light, whidi was introduced
to the notice of lho»e in this country by Mr. Raymund E. Crowther
in the article which we published in our issue of January 7 last.

The pbenoaafranine dye, by which the sensitivenese to light of an
expoaed plate i* reduced to a degree ranging from 200 to 800
times, haa been placed upon the market in solution form which
reqnirea simply mixing with water in order to form the descnsitis-
in,; bath. Measrs. Ilford. Ltd., recommend the use of such a 1 : 50
solutii.ii applied to lh« plate for a minute or so before development
in preference to the addition of the solution to the developer. The
plate haa simply to be soaked in this solution for a verj' short tim«
either in darkness or by the light of the ordinary dark-room lamp.
It can then, without any further treatment, bo developed by
ordinary light, which in tha case of a non -colour-sensitive plate
mjiy be a 16 r p incaiid«ac«nt lamp at a distance of 6 or 8 ft.

With p«^ - plates a weaker light, e.g., that of an ordinary
candle, :• be uaed. Although the dye forms a strongly
">'•" '•'". "l» action does not depend upon its absorption
"' ' '- After the plate ha* been treated in the separate
dye bath, or has remained for a minute or more in a developer
vnitnininK the dye, it may be handled in light of the atrength

! abore without fear of fog, and the progresd of develop-
•rhcd jnst aa whon wnrkiiii; in the ordinary way. Th«

ri' which the process

•iiring matter from tho
r'ase* the dye will be completely discharged by

. . • .-sa of washing, but if waahing for the normal
time teavaa tba gelatine film still sUined, the latter may be cleared
by aoaking in a bath of

llydrochioric s< 5 parts

' II-'- IMI

I iii> .• ipfiltpd afl«r the plat« ha* had, say, at least 15 or €0
nvvTi'M- Hakhini; after ti.vinn. and requires to be followed l>y a

Il II. ..r.ler I. r<.niplr(«. the process. " Deaeiifiitol "
i.*

n i ..« lioiil,... price 2».. pfist free in the I'nili'd Kim'
don. 2*. M.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

•n

in

,1

NKW COMPAVIES
."un.BT, RnxoLoe and Due, Lm.—This privala w.mpany was

I on Janaary 31. with a capital of £10.000 in £1 *hai«a.
To eaTV on tlia bnsineea of lithotiraplieni, photographic

fir,, and to adopt an Burromviit with H. S.

ind K. K. I'.^rl.Irl. v. The perninnent directors

'. ChaX*« Croydon. Surrey; W. W.
• Road, ' .; K.E. Paddeley, Lentoii.

rey. Registered oflioe ; 11, St. Matthew
X.

iiAriiT MtNurncrrRBRs,- I/TD.—Amalgn-
. : -.iiifivcturers, Ltd., haa been registered with

' CI. 100,000 in £! sharea (100,000 " A " pref

»nd *1C 000 ordinary). The object* are : T^.

t the bnaineascs carried on by Itajar, Ltd., nl

i"d elw>where; by Marion and Co., Lid., nl

-, Ixmdon. nni^ elsewhere; by Marion and
^•-. ' .1. and elsewhM-e ; by the Paget Priz« Plalo

Co., Ltd., at Watford, and oUewhere ; by the Kershaw Optical Co..

Ltd.. at I>eeds, and eUawliere ; by A. Kershiw and Song. Ltd., al

I.«edx, and elsewhere; and by the Rotary Photographic Co. (1917).
I t,| -,1 u_f pr„, .,.., ,„(! eUewhere : and to carrv on the businesa
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of mBnufacturere, exporters and importers of and dealers in photo-

grapBic cameras, plates, films, papers, mounU and frames, cinemato-

graph projectors and films, optical lenses, prigms, binoculars and

optical glaas, astronomical, surgical, scientific and technical mstru-

ment« poat. cards, show cards, advertising specialities, etc. The

miniraum subscription upon which the directors may proceed to

allotment is 7 shapes. The first directore are ; A. E. Parke, Edge-

hill, Wadhurst, Sussex, paper maker ; (i. S. Whitfield, Little Cassio-

bnry, Watford, dry plate and paper maker; L. D. Whitfield,

Northlawn, Cassiobury Park, Watford, dry-plate and paper

maker; C. Kerahaw, 25, Mexborough Avenue, Leeds, engmeer; A.

Kershaw. O.B.E ,
Rajncliffe Avenue, Scarborough, engineer ;

T. L.

Parke, WithneU Fold, near Chorley, paper maker ; F. G. Thomas,

CI.M.G., lis, Baker Street, W., barrister; H. 0. Rich, Barsham

House, Bedford, frame and mount manufacturer; G. M. Bishop,

Clere, ' Welgarth Road, N.W.ll, photographic plate manufacturer;

C. F. S. Rothwell, F.O.S., Tbomedge, Spring Road, Hale, Cheshire,

photographic paper and film manufacturer. Qualification £100.

Remuneration £iiSO each per annum, with £250 extra for the chair-

man and a share in surplus profits as shown below. The profits

of each year available for distribution are to be applied (subject to

provision for reserve) : (1) In payment, of a fixed cumulative pre-

ferential dividend aC 7 per cent, on the " A" pref. shares; (2) in

payment of a fixed cumulative pref erenitiaJ dividend at 10 per cent,

on the " B " pref. shares; (3) in payment of a non-cumulative divi-

dend at 10 per cent, on the ordinary shares ; (4) in payment of 10

per cent, of the remaining profits to the directors as extra remune-

ration; (5) m payment of dividends to the " B " pref. and ordinary

shares port" passu in proportion to and not exceeding 2 per cent.

upon the amount paid up thereon respectively ; and (6) in payment

of the surplus by way of dividends on the ordinary shares. In a

winding up, the " A " and " B " pref. shares, take priority in

order named for return of capital and arrears of cumulative divi-

dend, and the ordinary shares take the remaining surplus assets.

The directors may borrow and raise money and issue debentures or

other securities, provided that the amount at any one time owing

siiall not, without the sanction of a general meeting, exceed the

amount of the issued capital. Each share confers one vote, pro-

vided that the " A " and " B " pref. shareholders may only attend

and vote at general meetings when their fixed dividends are three

months in arrear or their interests are directly affected.

Wheeler, Fisk-Moore, Ltd.—This private company was regis-

tered on February 3, with a capital otf £3,000 in £1 shares. Objects

:

To take over the business of a photographer, photographic artist, and

portrait or minature painter, .etc., carried on by P. S. Lankester,

at 36, Hiigh Street, Tunbridge Wells, and to adopt an agreement

with H. D. H. Wheeler. The penmanent directors are—H. D. H.

Wheeler, 7-9, Ghui'ch Street, Folkestone; Grace H. Wheeleir, 7-9,

Church Street, Folkestone; J. Fiak-Moore, St. George's Tate, Can-
terbury ; W. Fiak-Moore, St. George's Tate, Oanteribury. Regis-

t*>r«1 office: 7 and 9, Chiu.roh Street, Folkestone.

Flexible Films.—A recent German patetit specification,

No. 154,902 (open to inspection but not yet accepted), of F.

Schoepp and 0. Dorendahl, relates to photographic films. As a

Bubetitute for celluloid or transparent paper, what is known in

Germany as " Glashaut-papier " (glass-skin paper) or " Zellophane "

(cellophane) or " Zellstoflglashaut " (cellulose glass-skin) is used.

The material is obtained from viscose and forms a flexible and
tough skin similar to celluloid and gelatine, and it is not

inflammable.

The Prize of £1,000, offered by the " Scientific American " for

the best short paper explanatory of the Einstein theory of relativity,

has been awarded to Mr. L. Bolton, one of the senior examiners in

the Patent Office. Mr. Bolton is a student of the scientific side of

stereoscopic photography, and some years ago read a paper on this

subject before the Royal Photographic Society. Reverting to
Kinstein, our contemporary, " Nature," in its issue of February 17
iiext (Macmillan : Is.) is publishing a large number of special
contributions by scientific men, dealing with the theory of relativity
from various standpoints of present-day thought.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Monday, Febeuaby 14.

Bradford Photographic Society. " Preparing the Exhibition

Print." T. Lee Syms.
Cleveland Camera Club. Exhibition. .

Cripplegate Photographic Society. " Personal Practice in Pic-

torial Printing. E. C. Perry.

Dewsbury Photographic Society. " The Churches of Holdemess."
F. Atkinson.

Glasgow and W. of 8. Amateur Phot. Assoc. Competition slides.

Sou^ London Photographic Society. " Truth In end About
Photography." T. H. B. Scott.

Walthamstow and District Phot. Soc. " Gum Bichromate." F. D
Hunt. .

Willesden Photographic Society. " A Chat on Snow Photo-

graphy." S. Brigden.

Tuesday, Febrdaey 15.

Royal Photographic Society. " Picture-making on the Cornish

Coast." Walter Thomas.
Bournemouth C.C. R.P.S. Afiiliation. 1919 Competition Prints.

Exeter Camera Club. " Satista Printing." T. W. Melhuish.

Glasgow and W. of S. Amateur Phot. Assoc. " With a Military

Bacteriological Laboratory in East Africa." Dr. J. Hume
Patterson.

Hackney Phot. Soc. " Bromoil." J. J. Beasley.

Leeds Phot. Soc. " A Naturalist and His Camera." Riley Fortune.

Manchester Amateur Phot. Soc. " The Production of an Illus-

trated Newspaper." F. G. Curson.
Portsmouth Camera Club. " Amateur Photographer " Prize

Lantern Slides.

Rotherham Phot. Soc. Members' Lantern Slide Evening.

Shefiield Phot. Soc. "Lincoln." J. Tremayne Blackshaw.

Stalybridge Phot. Soc. " Car-bro." J. Kershaw.
Walthamstow and District Phot. Soc. " Pictorial Work in Great

Cities." A. H. Blake.

Wednesday, February 16.

.A.cciington Camera Club. " Photographic Chemistry."
Borough Polytechnic Phot. Soc.

Dordan-Pyke.
Croydon Camera Club. " Enlarged Negative Making."

Lawton, F.R.P.S.
Dennistoun Amateur Photographic Association. " The Art

Picture Making." Dan Dunlop.
Glasgow and W. of S. Amateur Phot. Assoc. Competition slides.

Halifax Scientific Society. " The D.I.P. Process." J. A. Wade.
" Self-Toning Papers." J. W. Smith.

Ilford Photographic Society. Whist Drive.

Partick C.C. " The Evolution of the Book." J. McBeth.
Rochdale Phot. Soc. " Carbon Process." A. E. Cooper.

Woodford Phot. Soc. " Picture-Making in Northern Africa."

P. B. Dannatts.

Thursday, February 17.

Birmingham Phot. Soc. " Bromide Toning." E. A. Bierman.

Brighouse Phot. Soc. " Life of a Dragon Fly." W. Cliffe.

Camera Club, The. " The Ruin and Restoration of Belgium."
Sir Cecil Hertslet.

Everton and District Photographic Society. "Portraiture: A'
Few Tips on Posing." W. Brinsley.

Gateshead and District C.C. "Negative Making." G. A. Keen.

Glasgow and W. of S. Amateur Phot. Assoc. " With the 7thJ

Cameronians on Five Fronts." Lieut.-Col. R. Blair.
j

Hammersmith (Hampshire House) Photographic Society. " OneJ
Man Show.^' Walter Selfe.

j

North Middlesex Phot. Soc. " Photography—Its Present-dayJ

Importance and Power." A. Dordan-Pyke.

Friday, February 18.

R.P.S. Pictorial Group. " Hands in Portraiture." C. P. Crowther.

Bedford Camera Club. " Java : Its People and Temples."
Birmingham Photographic Art Cub. " The Romance of the Gun-.]

powder Plot." A. Clark, F.R.P.S.
Edinburgh Photographic Society. Social Evening.
Glasgow and W. of S. Amateur Phot. Assoc. Competition slides.^

Satubdav, February 19.

Glasgow and W. of S. Amateur Phot. Assoc. " With Allenby]
through Palestine." W. Btitcher and Sons.

Walthamstow and District Phot. Soc. Visit to National Gallery.

J. Hill,

j'lafihlight Photography." A.

R. H.

of
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.nt. Dr. G. H.

ROVAL PH'

Mcvtui);; hrld Tueaday

::in ill Ui« dwi/.

di^Mti arose ai U> whether amokiog ahould be allowed diiiing

1 meeting. Only one member objected, and waa thetefore

vot«r<i.

rmed the meeting that the time waa apprcach-

of a frceh committee for the Scientific and
>ic»l Uro«p, aad reminded membrrs that one neceaaary qoalifi-

: waa the paymeTit of the innual aubacription. He alao

iiced that at the uest meeting nf the newly-formed picUiriil

Fcbniary 18. at 8 p.m.) the aobject would be, " What to

liida in Pictorial Work."
. ... .-ue Baker read a paper. The joint ptodnrtion of

!f and I>r. LeooaH A Levy. M.A.. F I C. oo - A New
. Plate Bedocinii Exp<wiire to ooe Twenty -fiftli ; ita Special

•lion to Qadio-Metallurgy." Tbe new plate, the Imperial

r>«x," haa tbe inteoaifying tcreen incorporated in il. The
roneiala of a Ujrer of ealciam toogiUle in aoiuble KeUtina

I on lop of an enolaiaa, which ia hardened ao that the ioleoai-

icreea can be waakcd off in warm water of 100 deg. ¥. The
...>.^ oan then be devekiped m a highly coocentrated developer in

'he iiaual manner. Seeing that the intenjifying acreen • ia optical
...1. .1 '— ntaiua, an infinitely analler quantity of caJriam

to give lite neocMary inteoaification. MrMra.
' <ii. V t^rriuis.) Au.i Co. had kindly provided a ('

' ' • T.ibe to

'« aaed in illustrating the paper, but, unfortonalr .-ralor

: reaent. Mr. Thoroa Baker thowed aone vrry iniereaiiog

paring the old platca with iIm new.

lu xiiM-mrr to a qoety pnt hy Mr. JuliiM iUMtabarg, Mr. Baker
•aid that tbe mw of Uta grain ol caUsa tmigalaU oaed in tb*

u^ aciiwa amuUioa waa t

' 'if the

halagfafluc aanlaian. 1 .t» t»

•' ihe k«ef>iBf properti«« ' ' -a plAie ,trij aa to the time of

'ieveiapaMBi, and waa ii
' that tli« platca kept well and

fiami la apaed , (2; liu: ;!i ihc lama developer the new plale

'ook 8S par ant. morn time than the old variety.
' Hod for tlla MeaaorMnenl of Photo

Mr. Raymond I>ava. of the United
A AUuiitttU, «aa iwad in a v«r> abridged form by

'ha etpoaBM under pbototnetric

'f, ofie porUon ol which ia tx-

> a tigbWaoarc* and tha other

Tha apparatoi nawata of a
«iH(le of 46 d<K. to each other,

.^(rinary ractangi*. R«(wr>-n the

eau be moved Betwaca tbe

^ -r fas* vtnniijr trrnu nT*tp>«i'. ui%

latter Ibua
• .» m.l in

, lly

l«r of

)'y the

th the
".••— — • ••-•• . lamp.
A 8ci««i daaigned by t.' r Ihia

parpoaa.

Mr r. C. Toy. M Sc. read a paper oa " A MMwchrooiaiic
n^nminaf ' --.

' n»algn." It i« impoaiMa to indioaU with-
' '' ^1' ' dia^TMM tita worktBg ol hia improved
«,.>-r i.-i^r. mil the fnUoviag la a abort MMMMiy of ila

>)» nl -n,-. Ml By maana of tlkia inatraniaat a pliolagraphic plate
'.in ricit ooiy he avpotMd in a on;' ^,,^^ „( ,„y
'l< Ted eoloor or of a mixlare c.f ira, bat ex-

p^area can be made U^ ihea* two r>'Ji4tiotie so th. ••«

atw in any daairtd ral>'>. Thaaa ara ilnt adjiMtcl y
m^u.< '.r a tVi>-ni.. pile and galvanometer, and the au« of liw lUumi-
' >"l " > !• an unage of a faee n( the apeetmannfie prian)
ran ibni tie wwd in a know .. which
detenaioOT the linear magnilJ' . which

Uiia area i* projected. Knowing the relative areas, th« relative

intensitiee are at once determined.

Mr. Toy claimed that with this instrument the araoiujt of error

waa not more than 1 per cent. Some doubt waa thrown by several

roembera aa to tlis accuracy of this ntatement, but Mr. Toy managed
to come out with flying colonra

'

A very hearty vote waa accorded in the usual way.

CROYDON OAMBR.*. OLUB.
Mr.^ Bertram C. Wickiaon, F.R.P.S.. demonstrated "Pictorial

Lantern-Slide Making—indnding double-prnting." The dub ha&
had the pleaaure ol lieteoing to the leotorer before, who 13 an
ardi-laker and extretnely clever at oooipaaing pictoree in moaaic
(aahioo frocn aanrted ne^tivea, but withont a trace ol a join, wUch
acme find diiiinctly annoying.

With tha aooeaaioD ol many nerw membera the dub has ak» ex-
perienced a iligbt reviwj of the Puritans, who " wouldn't if they
oonld," or " oooldn't if they tried," the httter condition usually

indocing a very severe state ol mind. It may be that ancient con-
tentiooa, howerer badly battarad, never actually die, or if they do,
merely (eitilise tha aul lor a tttm crop ol identicai i<haracler.

Anyway, 00 one or two reoent oocaaioos the same dear old argu-
maota, long thought dead and diartapeoUally boried, have been
trotted oat by the younger ganeratioa of purists with all the air

aa if somelhint; strikingly neir waa being advanced. This fairly

knocka their old sta^^r prototype disintegrated by time to an amor
phoua Mate, and he rarely haa tha heart to enter into theet>

rwvivaliai debates. Aa regards last week, it is sufficient to say
(hsra w«a laodaUe aM«D|iU to lead Mr. Widciaon into straight
patha, which lameatebiy failed.

Tha lectBre-demonstr»tcon covered wide ground, and only a few
points can be oimsidered. \\'hen inaeriii^ doads in a slide he in-

rariahly prinU them ngbl o>er treea or other dark objaoU protrud
ing into the ilcy. Ligbt ohjeoU, sooh aa a whitewa^ed ooUa^c
require dilTereat ireatmeat. He cmploya two tramee, one lor tha
landarape and one for the cloud negative. Un the outside of each
InMno two vertical paper acaiat are printed, one on each aide.

They are divided and nombered, one frame fanning an exact dupli

cat* <4 the other, tad relative to the scaleB thf lant«m-pl<it«

ptsi tha sMDa position in both framea. Starting with the lanl.

negialWe. the nnmfatr adjacaot to the aky line is mitoil, win..

enahloa the sky to be shielded during cotposure. He prcrfora Uu
hand for tha ptti|>nae (holding it some inobs ttway) aa beat adapteJ
for iTTegular sky line*. Hie plate is then inssried behind th.

dead nagativa, whan, during ezpoaure, it is easy to shade iho

[
Iwialy mm J paH with a piaoe ol card adjoated to tha aaoie

noB^Mr, and kapt aligfatly 00 tha non,
U« then made a sporting shot at making a oombination slide.

espoaiag a plata aa jnat aentiooad to an illaminant ol onknowii
eaad)»pow«r, also ascnring raflaotkai ol oloada in foreground water.

The raanlt was fint-iaie.

Hia drvaloptiig lonnala for brown-blacka to warm-brorwns is as

follows :—No. 1 : Pyro, 1 o». ; cilric scid, fiO grains ; soda sulphili'

H oaa. ; water to make 18 oca. 2 drs. No. 2 : Ammonium bromid< .

1 OB. ; water to make 10 oaa. No. 3 : .880 ammonia, 1 ob. : water tu

naks 10 oaa. Dislillad or boiled water reoomoiended. For normal
cool ^laa, take ol above alock soiotion in order nmed, 40. 30, and
30 minuis, and add water, 1 os. For warmer tonea, double the

WfKtkim; lake 40 to 46 minima d No. 2, and d«vek>p much longer.

For farown-blaeka, dairwss nonnal wiMiBure, t«ke lam of No. 2, and
jhofttn davakimiaa*.

Tha evening ooneiiidad with the projeotion of a capital set of

slides, iOuArsting what a iancy-lree expert can do in the way ot

making jiOlattt oot ol uDpromising material. It waa frJlowed b.\

anolhar and very smosing sot, depicting .Nick and Napoleon (two

rata) at peace, at their Kamei>, and at war. In the discussion Mr.
Barpor roentiooad be had never met Mr. Wickiaon in t.he ll<»l

bdcra, but (hat he had been the apple of hia eye for miiny yoav
In tonea which snggeated ihivt the highnt oomfdiment was in

teodad. he aaid that be found himaelf in oomplcte agreement witli

moat ol tha reommendations made. A moat hearty vote of thank-

••a aooorded the lecturer.

In the interval the AfflBatioo Red Books were on mie, and wei'

sag«4y SDapfMd op by mcnhers anzioaa to conaider the remark
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able hypo-tktsit evolved by Uie Walrus in one of his flaahas of

ini5>iration, to whioh attention has already been drawn in this

journal.

SoiiiH Suburban Photographic Society.—Mr. J. W. Hodges, of

Blackheath, lecturing last week, spoke very highly of the Eastman

portrait films for difficult and harshly-lighted Interiors. Mr.

Hodges dealt first with cameras, lenses, etc., for architectural

work, and afterwards showed about one hundred of his best

pictures in the form of lantern slides—many of them medalled

—

.lepicting all the well-known cathedrals, abbeys, etc. The collection

included a very fine series taken recently in and around Ludlow,

the Kodak flat film being used for them ; the results were of a

oarticularly high quality and quite free from halation.

News and Notes.

Hau-watt Lamps have been reduced in piioe, as from Febaniary 1.

The Gr^eral Electric Oamipany's latest price, list shows redwstions

of Ss. for the 1,500- and 1,000-waM. lamp ; Is. for the SOO-vrait ; and
3e. 6d. for the 300-watt. The reepeoti^ve new [yricee axe 32s 6d.,

256., 20b., and 166. 6d.

PuBB Chemicals.—The Cooper Laboraitory, Wabford, have issued

a price list of certain pure ahemicaJ re-agents prepared by them,
consisting chiefly of indicator dyes, hat indudiag a number of pure
inorganic substances, such as potaes, biohnoimate, sodium oxalate,

and sodiiun thio-snlphate.

L.A.P.A. Prints.—On Monday next, Februairy 14, a collection

of prints by members of the Liverpool Amateur Photographic Asso-

ciation will be on view at the house of the Royal Photographic
Society, 35, Russell Square, London, W.C. The exhibition will

remain open to the public, daily from 10 to 5, until March 14.

CiNBMATOORAPHic TECHNIQUE.—The New York Institute of Photo-
grajjihy, of 141, West Thirty^sixth-street, New York, is publisihing

"A Condensed Course in Motion Picture Photography." The
volume will have special chapters jby research specialists of the
research laboratories of the Eastman Kodak Comtpany. There will

be many illustrations.

Roas, Ltd.—The Honble. Sir Charles Parsons, K.C.B., F.R.S.,
having acquired, ae from January 1, 1921, a controlling interest in

the old-established optical and scientific instrument firm of Ross,
Limited, will shortly join the board as chairman. Mr. John
Stuart, C.B.E., who has been head of the firm for over 50 years,
remains on the board.

21-VEAR Sittings.—Messrs. William Spencer and Son, of Pudsey,
Yorks., have just finished an interesting series of photographs.
They have taken a photograph for 21 consecutive years of a Mr.
Bradley since birth to his twenty-first birthday, the exposures
having been made on his birthday each year. The series forms a
remarkable collection of portrait work. The prints have been
mounted all on one card.

Thi Photooraphio Joubnal op Ambbjca.— Mr. Frank V. Cham-
bers, publisher of the " Bulletin of Photography," has taken over
in addition " The Photographic Journal of America," formerly pub-
lished in Now York by Mr. Thomas Coke Watkans, who has had to
retire through illnetss. The " Journal " wi31 now be published in
Philadelphia, where it was originally started as " Wilson's Photo-
graphic Magazine," by the late Edward L. Wilson, in 1864.

Paget Process Plates.—Messrs. Hunters, Ltd., 16-18, St. Bride
Street, London, E.C.4, have just issued an illustrated ciroular de-
aoriptive of the series' of Paget plates manufactured for half-tone
and three-colour photo-engraving. The advantages of a dry-plate
oyer wet collodion for half-tone work are set forth, and particulars
given of the red-sensitive, green-sensitive, and process panchromatic
plates made by the Paget Prize Plate Co. for three-colour repro-
duction. The circular is obtainable free on application.

Classical "Views" or London.—Some "Daily Chronicle"
readers have been discussing the question of the spot from which
the most pleasing view can be obtained, and naturally (writes a

corre^ondent) opinions differ widely. One writer of a literary

rather than a photographic turn of mind states that the finest view

in London was, according to Thackeray, the Serpentine seen from

its own bridge. Robert Browning preferred the Regent's Canal

from Maida Vale; the view from the windows of St. Stephen's

Club excited the admiration of Alma Tadema ; while both Dickens

and Marcus Stone selected the view of St. Paul's from Bankside

(across the river). Walter Crane's ideal view was. obtained from

Waterloo Bridge, looking down the river, and Lord Leighton's

artistic eye found most beauty in Trafalgar Square.

Mr. Henry Stevens, the present head of the eighteenth-oenitury

auction rooms in King Street, Co^'ent Garden, has recently added

a further inducement to visit these premises. He has arranged on

the wails of the inner room, where goods are chiefly displayed prior

ta the sales, a collection of his photographs of flowers and animals.

It must be nearly fifteen yeairs since these were last publicly shown,
viz., at the offices of the " British Journal." For their technical

quality, and particularly in recsipoat to their ejctraordinary rendering

of texture, they rank with the beat things ever done in photo-

graphy. Mr. Stevens has rendered a service by thus reminding the

present generation of what the older technicians could do — and
vnithout colour-sensiitive plaites, too. We understand that the jAoto-

graphs are to remain permanemtly in their present position.

Correspondence.

''**Correspondentt should never write on both tidei of the paper.

No notice it taken of communications urdeu the namet and

addrettet of the writert a e gtven.

*•* We do not undertake retpontibility for the opinioni expreued
by our corretpondentt.

,

WARMING THE STUDIO.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I have been interested in the correspondence relate

Ing to the warming of the studio, and perhaps my own experienc
may help undecided purchasers to form an opinion. I write as a
country photographer, where electricity (unless made on your own
premises) does not exist, and where gas, though procurable, does

not happen to be laid on. I have tried oil stoves and various kinds
of coke and coal, but at last I have hit upon the most satisfactory

of all—the Methuen Sawdust Stove, which can be procured in my
ovfn town, and is now being sent all over the country. It is clean,

very economical, and easy to fill and prepare each day. Another
great advantage to users of wooden studios, garages, etc., it i»-

safe, being completely enclosed, and can be left with confidence

either by day or night. Different kinds of sawdust vary somewhat
in the degree of heat given, the fine, brown kind being slightly

fiercer than the coarse white, but if kept dry, either kind is satis-

factory, and if one wishes, the contents of the waste-paper basket,

dry leaves, or vegetable refuse can be mixed with the sawdust,
and bums well. If there is a chimney already in the studio, the

stove can be placed to it at once ; otherwise, some piping must
be put in, and will increase the heating surface. Solutions can be
warmed conveniently on the top,—Yours faithfully,

Herbert Spackman.
Priory Street, Corsham, Wilts.

KEY INDUSTRIES.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I have read with interest the correspondence with
regard to " Kev Industries," and as an old professional photogra
pher certainly do consider that our plate makers and paper maker*
are taking a mean advantage of their strong position to-day.
noticed in the Press only last week that a combination had beel
formed consisting of a number of important photographic mana-j
facturers with a capital of £1,000,000. This and the Kodak com-i
bination seem likely to " rule the roost " as far as the photographiel
trade in England is concerned, and particularly when one bearsT
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la mind that •U the Ttal of the EngUih makers are of the same
_...: .. " .r», than thif. I believe that they have actually

several of the bis foreign importer* with worka

. jr.;., th.-!-- w^v "f iliinkins »riil they also have

1 i : .::ve an advaDt>g«

;i.a'. U:l Board of Trade

head of " damping pre-

.TTtiH>ii t*» iiia'-.^' uuwii^^s .1 -< K >« II I 'I ivf them.

lu pre war day« I know that oor profeaaioDal* were underpaid,
. . __ ._. 1..U .\ ... .yj were. We o-v'-' "-^r

lit pay, and I < i

ni:iK*T- jre tntog to raiae thr .-.».....iJ

keep:'ng their price* ao high. But I con-

• 1 I r tbii. They oajht eaaily to be able to

lit. cut in pric« of maUriata. and there i* no

'cm at all for work done,

' even during the boon
'Aork waa concerned. Who-

'apher retiring in allhience? I

• ^u aiuUjt to a hoary old age and aome-

... a wmewhat low fashion. Sad to r*lal«.

:.«jurity A^ipe^r tu die " in harneaa," and not too well off at

>><*rd of a l»r"t

incliona of impr.rt*.

•dly com-- • aecretAry

• •ictnrer*' '• l« broofht
v« to

and

tu kte*p

. >rd to any

Yoars tmly. JoBsi RoasvnvT.

'imia.—Tottra tftily,

71. QiMMi Street. QlaaKOw,

F«lirau7 5.

"•-TT OROCXD PHTK-a
To th« Editor*

.-KfBrme* to tJto lutct io }oar columna v1

d H. Gr*«o, rayM^iat awti grewad pUUa', it

'imn to kiMw that wo h^w miUU tmogtottdm
'UH^ 8ant, bamet. Hcru.. to Mpply a* with

fact, «• hftM tMlad aamploa and f«wmd

Tbojr andaabUdly «• • gtmt
Mvofkor aapacMny. and «• fact m*
•apply to any of y««r (iirifnii-

T. Bans kjn Som,

F\» Tt>BI.4L DEVf
To the K

. Mr Hall . WlUr
of appearADO*

"

lU. aoch indtciaioii

f « •r.-rrnf for a »'

noccnpai
' total en

\t V V r

ly by
I tiaao

rr to

^ •> rAtati U fntiri^fr p<ir,r fight, or a poor dark-room ilia-

' «g» one on the time of appear-

n,f factor deralopara, and long

'tor drrelopers. tbo ' -rror in length of dewlop-

6o aboat the same, - a long or abort factor

per la uaed.

boUy in moal caaai of diActilty of obaerving the " time of

4pp«at«iiea" it is a Mend of two or tbrae of the above eauaaa.
Itrvrlnprrit wiili l.intf factors. Say 20 or 30, and Trrv «hnrt tames

<l be a\oided. Bat I do that

*..r\-T iI.,.rA !• -rMtiar in*C'. . .th a

of ftve.

copious and efficient. Th« plate should not be exposed to it all the

time, only for a few seconds when ob^rving.—Yours truly,

Hereford. February 6. Alfred Watkdis

To the Editors.

GenUemen,—Mr. Watkins'g invitation to pr^rtical photographers

who are familiar with factorial development to publish factors for

different developers and make their knowledge available for others

is not meeting wiili the response that it deserves. 1 can remember

that similar appeals from him in the past have been met with the

aame silence. A list of factors suitable for use in the development

of bromide paper is given below :—
Factor.

Amidol (Kodak formula)} normal strength 12

Amidol (Kodak formnla). i normal strengtii 15

Amidol (Kodak formula), i normal strength 18

Amidol (Wellington formula), normal strength 8

M.-Q. (Wellington formula), normal strength 6

Tabloid Rytol, normal strength 6

Asol (1 in 30), normal streneth .' 15

In general, a suitable factor for bromide paper development is

from a half to two-thirds of the negative factor given in the

Wstkins Manual and the " B.J." Almanac. In my opinion the

,u^.;Mt!"n m (he Wellivime Exposure Diary to divide the negative

f
' n factor which is too low and leads to nndcr-

,1. . .midul of the normal strength, Kodak formnla,

• fa«.tur uf iiko i» particularly useful as a gnide to the develop-

ment of a bromide print destined for bromoil. This low factor

De««eitat«i thi- requisite amount of over-exposure in the bromide

print appropriate to this process in order thnt sufficient depth may

be obtaiooi with the low degree of ' '<t.

Mr. Hall poinU out the p^s-iWr ci .ing the first appear

ance of the image. It i> however, to apply the data

derived from •aperieace » '
. <' order to make critical deduc-

tiods in the <«« of bromide paper. The accuracy with which the

time of the firat appearance can be judged depends almost entirely

upon the strength of the light under which examination is con-

di.. i.».l .111(1 ill.- r«n'.lity of the growth of the image. Admittedly.

^ itcfl with an orange safe-light suitable for

I,; ,
•• liappily jx^mdit ioned th«n one illuniinateil

with a red '• for plate*, and uBtioubtedly tlie image

upon a pU'.« . ~ paper grows more rapidly than it does

apon a plate whoae total development time is five minutes. This

rapid growth and good inspection light makes the appearance of

the image a vtry rttorly Jtfintd evrnt, and I am satisfied, as th»

l««alt of many experimrnta relating to temperature coefficients, that

an errur of more than one second need not be feared. Under

avrr»i(e con^' - '""t the 65 deg. F. of the instruction leaflets,

which IB •<! y present in England apon a few days in

Mch y««r>, uir TiMir of appearance of the image upon bromide

paper is usuallv alyiul 15 second*, yielding a total developnvent time

of thrM minutes. An error of 12 aecond* in this total time of

three minotea csn re«dily be shown to make no appreciable difTer-

•nce to the depth of tlie finished print —Yoors faithfully,

B. T. .1. Glovbi.

Sunnymere, Birkenhead Road, Meola, Cheshire.

Febcvan.- 7. 1921.

TOE NimTHialX EXHIBITION.
^^ To tJb* Bditon.

GeotjMBM,—Nonr timt the extubiiion is oloeed, one m^y safely

rkiae at leas* ooe poifli in ODanaotion with the maoa^emeni at

I^refpool, and an« which is of vitai intereat to exhifaitora, and to

the wett^ni^t of the aUwidintt of the " Northern " itaatf. It haa

bean a tradition at this exhitutian thai the jodgee only selected

the picMrea to be hai«. Thia is a safe policy, not only (or oxhi-

bitoia themadves, bol as a safeguard to tjie maoagers and direotora

of the edtibitioa.

This ye«r at IJveipouI a aelf-oonatituted body of judges <A menvbers

n( the l<N-al arxiely tor^ apon themaelves the doty oif making a

first selection of the pictures prior to the judges' work being under-

taken. If the jixtgea saw the whole of the prints and marked them
afterwards I do ooi know, but we all resliae it is a dangeroos pro-

ceeding to act in thia way if the ooofideooe ol the exhihitora is to

be mainlitined It is rc^mrted that manv pioiureB luJnctMl hv the
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local oomniittee Imd already been hang before Uie visit of the

judges.

Havii^ the above fact in view, I paid a visit to one of the

Mancherter society delegates, who UM me he did not know what

bad ha{){)ened ok Liverpool, and would not commit himseU, but he

a«ured me it was a " landmark," that the selection of pictures be

in hands of the judges, and it was nsual to suhmit all printe and

slides to tlie judgwi first, and' who saw them marked A, B, or 0.

Tleee prints to be di£|xieed of as foitows :

—

A.—Must be hui^.

B.—May be hung if wanted to fill walls or help in scheme of

spacing of the prints..

0.—^MuBt not be hung..

I hope with these few remarks to indicate that there is some feel-

ing of dissatisfaction with exhibitons a* least on this point. There

are ot-hcrs, but to me the one mentioned above is the most vital to

exhibitors, and it is hoped any wrong dmipreisaioii will be removed

before the next Niorthem exhibition, which, I undeirstand, is to be

held in Manchester.—Youre truly,

NOBTEEBN BXBIBITOB.

[Several letters received at the time of going to press have had

to be held over for appearance next week.

—

Eds. "B.J."]

Answers to Correspondents.

In aecoTdanee with our pretent praetiet a relatively tmall tpace is

allotted in each ittue to replies to eorretfondente.

We win answer by post if ttam/ped and addressed envelope it

enclosed for reply; S-cent. International Ooupon, from readers

abroad.

^eriu to be anrteered in the Friday'* " Journal " mutt reach us
not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Bditort.

f'- E.—There is not at present a standard rate or minimum of
reproduction fee. Portrait photographers in London have united
to charge the minimum fees set forth in the " B.J." of December
24 last, page 790, that is to say a fee of 10s. 6d. for reproduc-
tions up to 4 sq in. ; 14s. up to 14 sq. in., and 17s. 6d. up to
30 fq. in. A1.TO sorao of the large press photographer firms have
likewise joined together in enforcing a minimum fee, which we
think is 14s. 3d., as against the previous lOs. 6d.

*^- S —Presuming that the negatives have really been thoroughly
fixed throughout we should first of all try soaking in a bath made
up of chrome alum, i oz. ; citric acid, 1 oz. ; wat«r, 20 ozs., for
say 20 minutes. If this does not clear away the greenish stain
we doubt whether it can be cleared so as to give a uniform colour
of negative, but supposing that the above clearing bath is not
sufficient for the purpose, we think the best thing to do would
be to pass the negaitives through the chromium intensifier, that
is bleaching in the usual mixture of bichromate and hydrochloric
add and re-developing with amido'

F. T.—The amount of caustic soda required depends not only on
the quantity of paramidophenol, but also on that of the potass
metabisulphite, since both of these are neutralised by the caustic
soda. We think it wiU probably be near enough for your purpose
if we put the relative quantities in round figures as follows :—
One part of paramidophenol hydrochloride requires 0.3 parte of
caustic soda

; one part of potass metabisulphit© requires about 0.4
parts of caustic soda. Thus, supposing you use three times the
weight of potass nietabisulphite relative to the paramidophenol
you will require a quantity of caustic soda equal to IJ times the
weight of the paramidophenol.

J. B.—We do not understand what yoa mean by " copyright
nmnbOT.

.
It w not necessary for the word " copyright " to be

marked on a copyright print, and to the best of our recollection
even ,n the days before the present Act came into force, it was
not customary to assign a number to the works registered at

Stationers' HaJi. We think you can taJce it as practically certain

that any iphotogna,ph of recent date is copyright. The only ques-

tion is, to whom does the copyright belong? If it does not belong

to your customer, both you and he are equally and separately

liable in respect to any action w<hich the owner of the copyright

may take on account of its infringement.

T. and R.—The Dallmeyer 3B lens has an intensity of about //3.16,

therefore it should require rather more than one-third the expo-

sure of a lens working at //S.8, not ^ as you state. You cannot

do better than use tho 3B, unless the field is not sufficiently flat.

In tihat case one of the new Aldis //3 lens would probably answer

your purpose. It would work rather faster than the 3B. A 4.5

lens would only be about half as fast again as the 5 8. With
4,000 cp. and this aperture (//4.5) good negatives can be made
on 500 H. and D. plates in about J-second. It must be remem-
bered that the distance between sitter and lamps is an important

factor. Try placing the sitter nearer the lights.

G. D.—^Try a mixture as follows :—Strong gum solution, 1 oz.

;

crystal caramel, 1 oz. ; lamp black (previously grooind in the

minimum quantity of water), 1-2 ozs. ; alcohol, 2 ozs. The crystal

caramel is the special make of Litohtenstein, Silvertown, London,

E., obtainable from large chemists, such as Johnson's, if you
want only a small quantity. About the best method of applying

the backing is to put the plate, glass side outwards, in an ordinary

printing frame with a solft piece of pure filter paper between the

emulsion side and the back. You can then hoild the frame with

its back to the saifelight and apply the backing with the minimum
of light-action and without risk of any of the backing getting

on the emulsion surface.

R. T.—(1) The only effective means of avoiding reflections from tlis

tablet as to fill the space on both sides between the camera and
the tablet with screens of dark material. Professional copyists

regularly do this by taking with theim large screens of dark cotton

stuff, -which can be rolled' on bamboo rods and extended by strap-

ping these latter to chairs, or getting the help of assistants to

(hold them in posdtion. It depends, of course, on the available

light whether you should use such screens on one or both sides

of the tablet. Smearing with oil would no doubt do a little good,

but not much. (2) Impossible to say what the lens is. The photo-

gjiaph you mention -was not enclosed, but even if we had it we
do not think we could identify the lens from it. Some doublet

lenses are not rectilinear, but it is unusual to find marked distor-

tion in any doublet lens. Stopping down makes no difference

whatever. You are quite right, for general work the R.R. type

of lens is the meet suitable. (3) In mokinig a block Itrom a photo-

graph it is possible to enlarge just as in ordinary copying, but

enigraweiis do not care about doing it as the res.ult is not so good.

Still, it can be done up to, say, two diameters.

The British Journal of Photography.
Lnn AoYS&nsBicENTi.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisement*
(excepting Situations Wanted) is now m operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 2a. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word. Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.

per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement mast be accompanied by the
advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements i* 12 o'clock
(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertiaement in any definite issue cannot Im
guarantesd.
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conditions are those for transferring amateurs' purchases

of sensitive negative-making materials from plates to

film in increasing volume.
* * *

The Eastman Assuming the correctness of the report
Kodak Trust, telegraphed to the " Times," which we
repioduce on another page, the long drawn out action by

the United States Government against the Eastman
Kodak Co.. under the Sherman Anti-Trust Act, has had
a very tame ending. The Company has been ordered to

separate froth itself that part of the undertaking connected

with tlio manufacture of Prerao and Century cameras,

representing, so it is stated, less than one-twentieth of

the capital value. It can be understood that this is the

branch grafted on to the parent tree which can be most
readily lopped off again, for the manufactures are distinc-

tive products which have experienced little change at the

hands of tlie Eastman owners. It has been different

with other lousinesses, particularly those engaged in the

manufacture of sensitive materials. These have been
not merely absorbed by the Kodak organism (as Dr.

Mees might perhaps express it) , but digested to a state

defying restoration to their original shape. An example
of tile saying of Pierpont Morgan that one may as well

expect to dissolve a trust as unscramble an egg.

Rusty Lenses. Just now quite a number of high-class
lenses, demobbed from Government

'service, iire finding their way into the- hands of photo-
graphers, and in some of these which we have handled
the glasses are rather badly tarnished or rusted upon the
surface. This has little detrimental effect upon their

performance, especially with isochromatic plates; the
only danger to be apprehended is from attempts to
re-polish the surface. Some photographers imagine that
friction with rouge or putty powder, the materials used
in polishing, may be done with impunity, but there is a
great risk of epoiling the definition of the lens by using
such means. Moreover, it is as likely as not that the
rust will persist in spite of the polishing. "We have seen
a lens in tliis condition which had been reground with
emei-j' and ro-polished by the maker on which the stains
were still evident. The best thing to do is to let well
alone, and to keep the lenses in a perfectly dry place
when not actually in use. The defect is caused by damp
and will never occur if any condensation upon the surface
is immediately removed. Tightly fitting caps for both
ends of a lens are the best safeguards.

^*"'"e Any photographer who has ever had a
Portraits. single specimen, or worse still a group,
of the canine species to photograph will admit that neither
is to be regarded as an easy proposition, especially in the
case of show dogs, where the particular " points '' of each
animal have to be emphasised in the photograph. Without
these being clearly discernible the best technical photo-
graph is worthless in the owner's opinion. Different
photographers have each their own methods of attracting
the attention of their sitters at the critical moment, with
ft view to securing good poses and interesting expressions.
One worker of our acquaintance has found cat calls highly
effective, but we are not all gifted with the necessary
vocal ability to make these suflficiently realistic. Some
time ago we were told by a dog-loving friend of a method
of procedure which displayed not only originahty of
mind but an infinite capacity for taking pains. He
arrived, in this particular instance, with a stuffed cat
upon a pole, and he took an assistant with a violin.
At iho crucial moment the "sitters" were called

out, and presumably while they were investigating the

presence of the cat, the violin gave a scream that ensured

upraised heads and the " alive " expression so desirable

in a good dog portrait. That such a method is successful

every time we should doubt, but the hint may have its-

application. The only other items essential are a reflex

camera with large-aperture lens, fast plates, plus plenty

of pJltience and a knowledge of dogs and their

characteristics

IHE EARLIEU LITERATUBE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
II.

Retukning to the notes on the many out-of-prinfc book-
on photography contained in Messrs. Sotheran's " Biblio

theca Cbemico Mathematica," to which reference wa-
made in our issue of February 4 last, we may maki
allusion to some of the works dealing chiefly with processes

which followed wet collodion, or with particular branche
of photograp^'.ic work. But first we should point out

that Messrs. Sotheran's list includes copies of some ot

the old books relating to the pre-photographie history of

the camera. Notable among thase is the celebratid
" Magiffi Naturalis, " of Giovanni Battista della Porta, ol

1585, in which is described a camera obscura, but oni

without a lens.Porta's description of a camera fitted with
a lens occurs in a much later and greatly different edition

of this work, and though he has often been popular)

described as the inventor of the camera, the instrumeni
may be traced to a much earlier date, for example, to tie

writings of Daniel Barbaro; and Messrs. Sotheran's com
mentator puts its first description in a vs'ork by Levi bei

Gerson, translated in 1342 under the title " De Sinibn

et Cordis." The student wishing to obtain an idea of tht

state of knowledge of the camera obscura and other

scientific instruments in the seventeenth century may
turn to "Collegium Experimentale," by Johann Christopl

Sturm, of 1676, a review of the chief scientific discoverie

of the time. Works on the camera obscura belonging t

the eighteenth century are, of course, plentiful. One o

these is that of Georg Friderich Brander, " Kurz.
Beschreibung einer Neuen Art einer Cam'erse Obscurie,

a rare work published in Augsburg in 1767.

But turning to the later processes of photography, two
early works of Abney on diy-plate emulsions ai

" Emulsion Processes in Photography," of 1878, the on 1

native treatise on emulsion making, and one which hie

been out of print for many years, and " The Practicii

Working of the Gelatine Emulsion Process," of 188<'

A notable manual on processes of printing is " Elemental
Lessons on Silver Printing," by W. M. Ashman, of 188^
Unfortunately, the valuable contributions which Ashman
in collaboration with Offord made to the working out of

formulae for print-out gelatine emulsions occur only ir

the periodical literature, and chiefly in the shape of tl;

series of papers published in the " Photographic News
of the year 1885. A manual which is still to ]>

purchased fairly freely secondhand—Messrs. Sotheran
price it at only 3s.—and is one of the best ever written

from the technical standpoint, is " Photographic and
Photo-Mechanical Printing," by W. K. Burton, issued by
Messrs. Marion in 1887. Although the photographic •

printing processes, such" as albumenised paper, plain salted

paper and others, have passed out of use, the volume is

a rare storehouse of the expert knowledge of the subject

possessed by Professor Burton, and even to-day, as regards .

the photo-mechanical methods, contains much of value

for current instruction. We come to a somewhat later

date in two large general treatises, namely, " La Photo- .

graphic Moderne," by Albert Londe, of 1896, and
^

" Photography: Its History, Processes, Apparatus and '•

i
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in those of the vest-pocket and smaller size. An early
manual is "How to Take Stereoscopic Pictures." bv
William Ackland (1859) ; two French manuals, both
having the same title of " Traits de Photographie
.Stereoscopique." are bv A. L. Donnadieu (1892) and
L. Mathet, of about 1899.

Wliat we imagine to l)e the first manual of photo-
micrography is " Die Photographie als Hiilfsmittel
.Mikroskopischer Forschung," by J. Gorlach. published in
I.rf'ipsic in 1863. Other manuals on the same subject are
" Photo-Micrography." by A. C. Malley, of 188.5:
" Lehrbnch der Mikrophotographie." by K. Neuhuuss. of
189(>. and " 'I'raiU Pratique der Photomikrographi.
L Mathet, of about 1899.
Among tlK«" manuals of sections of photographic w ork

«H shouM not omit to mention one or two of the old
•ks on |)ortrait photoglraphy, volumes containing ';i

if deal of information for the present-day portraitist .

Is of negative making and printing may
inges, the art of lighting a sitter for a

portrait remains essentially the same. Ilieso
• ".\>';<*;- Lighting." by J. Inglis, of 1897:

"
' l>ark Room." by Elbert> Anderson.

. ... . ....,.,.1-lphia in 1872: "The Photogiaphic

.f Europe. by H. Baden Pritchard, of 1882. and
-.. iin t-arly work on retouching, "Concise Instructions

in the Art of Rptouchinp." bv Burrows and Colton
of I87t}.

••onclnde thes« already lengthy notes liy

• important volumes on photographic
1 ^ff•s.sr8. Sotherans list. A manual

!< widely read is " Photographic
liovcn. of 1867. There are also

df rObjt>ctif Photographique." by
" L'Optiqiie Photographique," by

I. of 1898; "Telephotography," the large
'? Dallmev' • d in 1890.iand " Theorie

des Pi i*ehen Objcktivs." by
»ii ii..iir, the mi»-i '-iHiijirehensive and ' ' i-
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LIFE IN PORTRAITS.
tK>««n lookJiii. ..f of portfMt photo-

iT«rpnt .»mr^ .ar»e tHjtm •nd qtiaii.
•aU I MTi •trr.rV. ..% ttet only a fmr of Uun have
i "lir*" apfM<.. Ill tll« otiw<r< tl,rr« i« nntkinc

inW til* ifMMktor «ita» Utry •!« ,rid
I frrrm Tnodnk or drawinK*. There ai .. „:*»,
i pUcsd in a line, thaw Tery |, „ point

>*^ «9th at prtnent. NV 1 i> ^ ...^ of an

t^A V***"""*' P«o« Th* hMd i. o*rUUdy • round»>M .bJ.TT f.iit to know.lhat it iraa nlielograpliad diroot
I m«M* d«p«ad on logic. An idmticsl

" .«^inl.» fi I.o<,k«l at from »/m«
Bigbt bavo Ik- .:, from another pboto-

OT irorn an aagrarinK. bar cIomi iiuip«etion learo. one
r.nM .if „aUr T hfln-,n ... In,.- ,h»t it ia a "direct."

iro that alwayi belong
'" ^ "I know

nothing oxcopt tlio baJd statement made by the print itaell.

Bnt^llUI^ ^teraent My» dori«ivclr that the giihjpct wait alive-

and fully aliro—«4ien the pictore was takon. It i« intereat-
ing Ui note that thia photof^ph doc« not appear otherwiee
to be at <<xpenaiTe or " cIsmv " • production as either of the
othora.

Now what iletrrminea thia live Appearance in a portruit
photograph P It ia gnvemed by tlie same factors that rule the
pnidiuition of good work in general, and ao is sometimea
obtAiDed uBoonacioaaly. Bot it can bo made a regular thing
by any good worker, and neod not be left to our leading camera
artiaU aa an esehiiire feature.

Tho flni thing is, natumlly enough, n live appearance about
the sitter, and thia go«a a long way, but nercrlheloaa is not n
$int qua n4)n. A Kre ezpresaion on the faoo is more impor-
tant. Kviry operator has—nr should have-—his methods of
i;otting d«»ir«l expreaatoDs, but for the benefit of those who
no..«l a hint I can recommend the following. Having got
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everything reedy for ih« exiposure wo address ihe satter,

regaVdless of empty grins or bored looks, something like this.

Now, Sir (or Madam as the case may be), please keep pre-

cisely a« you «re for another moment. You look fine (or

beautiful as ihe case may be)." The sublime expression which

invariably dawns has to be seen to bo appreciated.

A sitter's complexion also affects the results we are aiming

at. There is little or no w(hite in hum*n flesh and skin, which

may show red, pink, purple, brown, cream, blue, green and

other tints, and on this account colour-sensitive plates are

more likelv to preserve the living appearance than colour-

blind plates can. At the same time excellent results are

obtained on plates and films which are not—or are not sup-

posed to be—colour-sensitive. I have mentioned films ; which

reminds me that halation alone can destroy the live quality

of a picture, and therefor© a non-halative plate or film should

be used. V • i.

Exposures should be as nearly exact as possible. Neither

under or over exposure will get the best scale of gradation

from the latitude of any emulsion, though the last is not so

detrimental as the first.

Ijigliting, for general work, should be full and plentiful

without being flat. An expansive and Ihi^ supply of diffused

light with a small point of direct light somewhere near its

centre is a rough description of a simple and effective form

of lighting. Reflected light must be controlled by very

d(?liberate inspection, and if it can be done without, so much

the better.

Great depth of foous and pin-sharp definition all over are

not required. Soft focus and a suggestion of fuzziness around

outside edges give an impression of movement which is almost

essential. At the same time, decided un'sharpness is not

wanted or of any use. Any lens other than one designed for

portrait work should always be used at full aperture to avoid

"still life" definition as -much as possible.

Provided we can develop intelligently, there is only one point

to consider here. If we are not using a non-halative plate or

film, quick development in normal developer is calculated to

give cleaner high lights than very slow action in a tank of

diluted solution. The former will bring up the picture before
reaching the halation, the latter will penetrate the emulsion

before getting to work properly on the image. The necessary

amount of development will depend on the grade of printing

paper favoured. If this is soft, a fair amount of contrast
must be developed into the negatives; for vigorous papers the
development should be somewhat curtailed.

Retouching has a lot to do with the final result, particularly

if ordinary plates are used, and here are three points for the

retoucher who is not an expert. First, there is usually a high-

light within a high-light in nature, or, in other words, high-

lights are not even spots or patches, but are composed of

gradations. To emphasise this by inserting smaller " higher-

li^ts " in the high-lights of a portrait will help considerably

provided it ds not overdone. Second, light playing on a per-

son's eyeballs can give the spectator quite a decisive impres-

sion of life, and this a.pplies also to portraits. If the whites

of the eyes and the points or triangles of reflectioji in the

pupils are inconspicuous in the negative, much can be done

by the judicious addition of a little retouching lead. Third,

the style of work is a factor. Retouching which prints like

wire netting or a layer of dust destroys any impression oi

life. To use an Irishism, retouching is most useful here when
it is absent, but if a negative really requires decisive retouch-

ing, the shape and direction of the strokes are important.

I have always got the best results by restricting myself to

short lines, stra-ight and curved running in the (curved) direc-

tions that the grain of the skin seems to take—horizontal on
the brow, vertical at the temples, oblique on the cheeks, circu-

lar round the chin, and across the hands. I find the nose i
=

best treated with horizontal strokes though the inclination is

to work vertically.

Of printing mediums,- those of the slow development type

are at least as good as any, and of surfaces, matt and semi

for small heads, semi or rough for large and "Royal" or
" Cream Crayon " for extra large. Warm blacks, warm sepias

and prints on creajn base are naturally suited to representing

skin, though strictly speaking, the effect can be obtained on
even the bluest black and white if the negative is very good.

I have yet to see a harsh picture that was " alive " though
Rembrandts and silhouettes are the easiest styles to produce
with life. They can, however—and must—^be soft, in spite of

their brilliant lighting. I have seen flat pictures that were
full of life, but softness without flatness would have improved
them.
Colour, like warm tones, will add to the impression, but

the colouring must be fundamentally correct. The cream must
be there, and the reds and pinks must not be opaque or over-

done, while touches of blue in the high-lights and blue and
green in the shadows—although this may sound unnatural
to those unacquainted with painting—are almost certain to

be wanted.

In conclusion, I would like to point out that while it i

not possible for everyone to emulate our photographic genii

we can all strive to improve the quality of our work, and
attention to such details as I have enumerated will greatly

help. Thermit.

A PHOTOGRAPHER'S CODE OF ETHICS.

We sometimes hear the opinion expressed that among photo-
graphers the sense of a professional standard of ethics is not
very highly developed, eind certainly many things occur which
justify that view. It would seem that the need of wider
recognition of an ethical code among photographers is

realised as clearly in the United States as here, for at its

Congress last year the Photographers' Association of America
drew up one and devoted a meeting of a Congress to its dis-

cussion. For some reason, neither the code nor the discussion

of it was adequately reported at the time, but our little con-
temporary, " Portrait," the organ of the Ansco Co. in

America, has now printed it, and has supplemented it by the
highly characteristic speech made by Mr. Pirie MacDonald in

reference to it. Mr. MacDonald is an old friend of ours,

whom, to our regret, we have not seen for a long time. A
most successful business man, he, perhaps, among photographers
in the United States is the chief spokesman for that American
idonli'-m. which many people here find to be so strangely inter-

woven with American business instincts. Individualist as Mr.
MacDonald is in the conception and management of his own
business as " photographer of men," we are convinced that
he means exactly what he says in his pleas for broader and
juster relationships of photographers among themselves. While
it is less our habit in this country to treat business relation-

ships in language which suggests in turn Marcus Anrelius,
Dr. Samuel Smiles and the late Colonel Roosevelt, neverthe-
less there undoubtedly is a large body of opinion among photo-
graphers which will respond to the arguments which Mr.
MacDonald advances for a higher standard of mutual dealing
among those following photography as a profession. Inasmuch
as a great part of his address would be unintelligible without
the " code " to which it refers, we place the latter at the head
of his remarks. It runs as follows:—

1. My business standards shall have in them a note of sym-
pathy for our common humanity. My business dealings, ambi-
tions and relations shall always cause me to take into oonsidera-
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my hiKbf^t duties a« a member of auciety. In oreiy position

••%-fry ri-jxiiisibility that comes before

,'it sliall !»• to fill th«t resjKjnsibility and
. «> « Iwii I have ended <>ach of them I

' level of human ideuU and achievements

iiAii 1 found them.
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:i up aa a vocation.

!. Having acc^ted |

"ner khould, at all t.
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6. Advertising in its many forms is essential in these days

of commercialism, but the claiming of false or ungained

honours, untrue statements of any nature, boastfulness of work

better done than others can do, depreciation of the work of

other studios, are unworthy of the professional photographer,

and its <'on»i~tent repetition should be severely and publicly

condoninrd.

7. The Ijcst interest of the patron should at all times be the

first (bought of the professional photographer. A studio

based on wrvie* to the patron and demanding fair pay for

real servioe in following the best tenets and precedents of the

profession.

8. It is a privilege to give aid and advice to .those whose

knowledge is less than our own and who come seeking our

help, »• that they may progress in the practice of photography.

Wi- Icum iiio«>t by giving to others of our own knowle«lge. By
r»'lusing to give of the gifts that have been vouchsafed to

tu, we impede the progress of the art.

9. True service to our patrons is founded on giving them

what they desire at a price which leave a "fair profit to our-

., .!.... Xhis is not possible without a knowledge of what it

:o do bttsinesa, therefore we cannot reasonably be giving

i.,i. service, unless we know what it costs us to sell, and

unle^o wo *ll at a price which will give us a return propor-

tionate to our skill and to oiy expense, so that both our

reputation as plHit4igraphers and our credit as business men
1- >»' nmintained.

The ttidr of ethH-* !• rather h.. about. t«<^use it

.11 ... ohTion*. To the code • > «• lionest and
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M ° Ho wouldn't get moeh t
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ir yon. Yon honour the pro-

II .'i I rial ^iiu ought to Se. and there-

I !<•

o it

,^ T f,i

for*, friendt, do yonr job' properly every time, and be proud

of it.
*

*

The third ile:n: "Our brother photographer's name and

reputation shoulti be as sacred as our own.''

This i.» the tbonght that struck me when I read that from
.1. . • IV.-., It p«yV[<oint of view: Did it ever pay to let

Iw ki»ow that you arc jealous? No I The very

iiii.mi.- i"i»t you 'Uggeiit, by your manner «r by innuendo,

that the mail around the eorner doesn't make quite as good

the customer has every reason to believe that

IS of the fact that he dots Ao good work. The

. y4.u are going to make your customer sure of

the <|uality ot vour« i» t« acknowledge the good things that

the man i\<n*—^^frexly, generously, fearlessly. Then when thoy

think 6f you. they are going to realise that you are not only

a rimmI workman but a hig. broad-mindrd man 1 After all,

you are the man. There is nothing in the Wiirld that is quite

'to de*pualile as a fi«rful pcmon. When a dog comes along

on the other !.ido of the fence with his mouth full of bark, if

in. tbo dog will jump over the fence at you. It is

N the same way with people. All you have got to do

I, I,,
• vou are affaid of the man around the corner,

,nd ti will immediate commence barking about him

and t.llui« h.-H go«>d they think he is. because thoy have got

imelhinn on vou, whereas, if you have no fear of him, you

aill admit that he is what he' is. Admit it, it pa^s I

folk love fearless men 1

work n

you »
only wit\

And

in the fourth item, of rc-photogrnphing other

^. n foxv question—what? There are a lot of

liy dead «ure that whichever way I talk you are

lo agree with rac ! It is true that it would seem

.'t that there are two distinct answers. But we

now from the " pay " point of view. Does it

is, " Docs it pay to show that you lack

1

'

t it pay to show your customer, at the

three or five or eVcn a fifty dollar order, half

A>,i^n time* a year, that you have principle, that you recog-

nise that there is " right and wrong"—and you know devilish

well what the right is! People trust folk that have principle.

The onlv value there is in this world to mo is to be able U>

look in' the eyea of some of you folk and have you .signify

•' Why, bang it, wo know you are on the level." Principle!

peopi'

I

I

expense oi a
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I am not going to discuss with you, I am not going to lower
jou by discussing, the question as to whether it is right or
whether it is wrong to copy the work of somebody else who
owns a negative from which he can make original prints.

His genius was put into that negative. No matter whether
it is greater or less than yours, it is his genius, and it "belongs

to him. If you throw a piece of work down every now and
-again, if you say, not churlishly, of course, "Go back to the
man who made the work originally—he is the man who h?s tho
plate, and can make you better things from it than I can,
and, secondly, it belongs to him and it doesn't belong to mo,"
when then, when those people* want somebody who is trust-

worthy, they are going to think of the man wlio threw them
down for the sake of principle. When they really want
something faitlifully and well done, do you suppose they are
going to take it to a man who they know is a crook? No!
They are going to take it to the man who has backbone enough
to throw them down and refuse to take money in order to
maintain a principle. Bear in mind I am talking only from
one side of the subject, " Does it pay? Does it pay? Does
it pay? " That is the only point of view that I am trying
to show you.

We have pretty well ddscuased the right and wrong of
this copying (lousiness while we have been discussing the
question of whether it pays. But did it ever occur to you
that one of the ways of finding out wihether a thing is right
or wrong is, before you take a thing from a ma.n, to say,
" Would I do it for him? " In these more or less unpleasant
times when the cases are so far apart, if a man were to
«ay to you, " Will you? " most of us would .say nothing at
nil, but grab the man by the coat and walk along with him.
But you know, really and truly, in these days when it is

so awfully short, it would be very wrong not to say to
ourselves, " Well, suppose I only had two of them,, would
I ask him? " And if you wouldn't ask ;him, cut it out,

friend, you have no right to that drink. Exactly the same
thing holds true in the copying of pictures. What right
have you to copy the picture of another man if you don't
want him to copy youne? If there would he any objection
at all on your part to his copying any one of your pictures
what moral right liave yau to copy his? Anything that is

not fifty-fifty isn't fair. And it doesn't make any difference
what ihe would do. You are the man—yours is the honour
or tho shame 1

Fiftli item, the cutting of prices. Pretty nearly as large
a question as the other. The attack is rather different, how-
ever, as I see it. In ninety-nine cases out of a hundred
tho other man is making work that is so good that you rtsalise

that your stuff ia not worth the money you are asking for
it, and you cut your prices. You don't believe that your
stuff is as good as tho otlier man's or you wouldn't go
down. For if you really and truly ibelieve in it you will
buck yourselves up and say, " Darn it, I will fight some
other way, because ,my stuff is good." When men have a
thing that they know is right they fight for it. They don't
lie down—and cutting prices is lying down.

I went through a pretty hadly fought-over region in France
not so long ago, and I am full of the idea that people fight
for the things that they believe to be right, and when they
have a suspicion that they are not right they are very apt
to Welch and lie down.

It is always hard to put the prices up. There are men
here that were youngsters with ine who realise tliat there
was a time in their lives when to raise the price of work a
dollar was a something that gripped your heart and made
you frightened. When you Iravo got your price up, why
have to take another fright? It is very liard to go u])— it
as very easy to go down. I rememher going up a mountain
onco on the ice and in the snow, that took me tlireo hours
to go rup, and only tliree minutes to come down. It cost
the scat of our trousers, but it only took three minutes
(oming down. It is just the same way with the cutting of
prices. It will take you three years to go up, and about
throe minutes to come down. Then yo>i have all that fight

on your hands to do over again to get t^lio price up to where
you know it ought to bo. 'The man around the corner may
be getting tlie business ' hecause he is cutting prices "

I

No! He is getting the husiness because his work and \x>ur
work can't be told apart, in tho eyes of the people that are
buying the stuff, and they do see a difference in thg price.
It is your fault. You have not made it sufficiently apparent
to the public that your stuff is the best.

Now, it is true in nine .cases out of ten that price-cutting

comes because a man is afraid. The an,swer is not to get
all the other men in town to sign a hard and fast contract.
No, it is not the other men I am talking about. I am
talkiug about you; you are the man who is making the work,
you are the man who iis to stand before your community
as a photographer and a gentleman. And the only way
that you are going to do it is to find out as to whetlxer
your work is really good enough, and if it is not good enough
and you don't know how to make it good enough get out
and find someibody that will tell you how to make it good
enough—and I know that this whole country is filled with
fellows who wall Ibe glad to help you. I was a youngster
once; they were all almighty good to me when I needed help.

The " right and wrong " of price-cutting. In the first

place, it is not sportsmanlike. It is like trying to win a
race by offering to pay the judges in order to win, offering
to put up coin instead of running like hell ! There is nothing
.sporting about the idea of price-cutting. Just once more
let us say it means that you have not got confidence in

yourself.

But now here in the sixth itehi is one of those fool obvious
things so wrong that they do not need discussion. Why
wo should have to have it in a Code of Ethicis I swear I

don't know. Unclean' adverti^ng and making untruthful
statements—it pays or it doesn't pay. "Does it pay" to
make untruthful statements about anything? Does it pay
to 'be boastful in the statement that you' put in a newspaper
that another man can disprove?—^where the person that reads
lauglis about it. I will tell you where it doesn't pay. Tho
very minute that you make an untrue statement or claim
it gets into your soul and makes you feel like a cootie when
you look at yourself in the mirror. Tliat is exactly w'hat
it does to you. It (brings about a quality of moral decrepi-
tude that leaves its stain. I never swear really except when
I remember something I have done that wasn't the .square

thing to do. It makes me cringe, and a man who gets accus-
tomed to doing crooked things is going to find that after a
while his soul gets numib and the d n thing won't cringe.

Here is another article in the Code, the seventh, about
the running of your business without regard to the best
interest of your patrons. Go on and run your business with-
out figuring the best interests of your customers and find

out how soon you will hlow out. There will not he enough
left of you to bother tlie undertaker. Unless you give more
than they pay for, unless a something oomes out of the heart,
that can't he bought, you can't win. Why, I have seen
people, and so have you, that were so stingy that they hated
to give up the twelve photograjAs even after they got the
money for theim. I actually did see a man wrap up a dozen,

of fiifteen-dollar photographs in a piece of newspaper so as
to save an envelope when he had a lot of envelopes under
the counter ! But service doesn't mean giving away enve-
lopes. Service means giving your heart—giving everything
you have every time!
The ninth article in the Code that says you ought to have

a knowledge of what your photographs costl Does it pay?
Does it pay to know what a thing costs? Sure! There is a
funny feeling on the part of some people in our business,
and I liave often wondered about it. They act as though
they wore wearing a Cliristian Endeavour Medal or a D.S.C.
(because they can tell you about costs. " Why, yes, of course."
"Do you always keep books?" "Yes, they always keep
the books." Friends, if you don't know what stuff costs, you
had a good deal bettor get out and work for somebody who
will keep track of what things cost. Y'ou are safer with him
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; you ate with yourself. One of the prico-c-utting troubles

' > very largely berauste [leople don't knom' uliat stuff eosts.

:<> the right and wron^ of knowing costs, it is unfair

'^'-Mf, of courx-. and if it in unfair to you it prohahly

at it is unfair to %-our customer, if you don't know
tiling* cost. For you might sell them for below what
cost, or you mif^t ea*ily sell tiiem for so much above

iiat they coftt that you are nut fair to your customer. If

i am going to take nioiu-y away from iK>ople in the form
rnfit, I want to knos' how utuch there is. ro I will know

I am taking it. 1 want a diagrun of wliat belongs to

niwh more for my professional

moro than by any poanbiUty I

' am a crook, I want to

^s to me and how much

aid li I am < I
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* uikcb of th»- nil I

'.u the crook that t an>.

• wor»t of not Whom iiig

that you hare iu

i- that it breeds ttospirion of

the hoiue. If by chance yon
:i(5 money you don't qnite know- where it come« fro«n

li are not making money, then you m ght tlii'

««re of Totjr hi>lj> an* stealing. Lack of

l)>no*: you can't win.

iioth»r iti-ni that is always attractive

e. it iH a great thing to Im> aljle to give adrici- to

whoMi knowledge is !<«'< thnii ^iiur own, and it ]>a>»

:n uid and advice to otht-r people. In the tir>t |ilu<e

t- \<>u ap with vmir'tcH. Vou iiave aomcthing to give,
'!

• to vou! It makes you fef< bigger.

iftf anil \oM '..(titiie more ra|>abl«

ii«d as rapftblo.

I iie mont a man
re he » i and the more
r 1. 1 . I, K<*t*. and the

• ia for him t»>

man that i< ren
...I . .1 .. ... .. . »

l»»»'IM'» fctN

I IIK' l'<*.| |M thnt wd-ti n man here

and tliero i-omniences coming around to ask advice on techui-

lal matters you wake up and say, " I don't know liow to

answer him. It is something that I have been doing, yet I

don't know how to answer his question." It drives you right

Jown into analysis and you find out the why of the thing
in order to be able to tell the man. and it pays, because you
liavo found yourself. You have found something that you
know the other man thought that you knew, and that now
you really do know. But don't get chesty, for some day lu>

is going to ask you a " lallapaloosa," one of those " twi.sters
"

that yon don't know the answer of, and you will have to

get busy

:

You must apply this code of ethics to yotirself and forget

the other man. If you don't, you had bett<'r tear it ui>-

it i.s not any goo<l. I)on't work like an Anti-Saloon I.eaguo
on another man. and go around und try to smell whetlier

he is making " near lieer " on the kitchen stove. No, if

you liave any morality to spare, .stay home and us© it. Stay
hnntn and attend to your own busine6s. nnless you have some-

Ui give—and if you have something to give, give it

lUgh you loved to give.

Till- )ode of ethics isn't built for the government of the

i>tht>r imiii. .V (t>de of ethic* is not the thing whereby you
get a man ^nto an a.s<>aciation and get his name down on a

piece of |>a|>er, with your iiand over the subject matter, und
tbiui give it to him with a glad •anile and .say, '* Hero is

•omeihing that yo\i have signed, and you have got to live

tip to it." A code of ethics is n guide for you. It is not

to protect yoii from the otiier man. You donjit noe<l protc<-

tion if yuu have the idml of stuff in >'ou tliot l>eIongs t<i

uur kind of |>eople. I am talking aliout our .\nierioan kind

of pfiople. I hare l)«en over half the world since I saw yon

last, and I like our kind. I like our kind, bcioause in

America we are the greatest bunch of practical, working;.

every-<Uy, thor<Mlgfa-^aing idealists that the world po.s8(\vs<-v

That is the trtM baniit of a League of Nations, but the

fir«l b'ii.'o.. „( nations tJiat wo want is a league inside of

s>nr " 'U <if men that aiV really on the level — thi>

right-i ~'"K. hiird-hiting, bard-working sort of folk that

love one nnotbei

.
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Fillers IraHstitili ing approximately 1,000 Angstrom units.

Region of 1 Dye Dye Trans-

transmission {density sol. per mission

.\<). in l)v<-s employed.
|
gms. 100 in

.\ng8trom per sq. cm. infra-

units.
i

sq. m. CCS. red.

1 Violet to 4,900 HofTnian violet 3.0 3.0 From
6,800

->
Violet to 4,800 (o) Kosiire yellow 4.0 2.0

(h) McthylonobInc4B ..' 1.0 2.0 From
7,000

:i 4,500-5,000 («) Qiiinoline yellow .

.

1.0 1.0

(6) ("armine blue 2.0 2.0 From
7,(X)0

4 4,800—5.900 («) .\uramine 3.0 3.0

(6) Naphthol green 1.0 1.0

Lumifere green S 1.5 1.5

ii .->,200—«,4<K» (a) Tartrazinc .

.

2.0 1.0

(6) Naphthol green 2.0 2.0

6 .5,500—6,500 (a) Brilliant orange .

.

2.0 4.0

(6) Naphthol green 2.0 2.0

7 5,000—6,600 , , / Eosine yellow

'"MTartrazine
2.0

4.0

1.0

2.0

(6) Naphthol green 1.0 1.0

8 5,900—6,900 (o) Solid red D 2.0 2.0

(6) Tartrazine . . 2.0 1.0

Filters tran^mitlin/j tw 500—900 A.V.

3,900-^,500

3,900—4,600

4,450-^5,100

12 4,800—5,500

5,100—5,700

(a) Eosine yellow

(6) Methylene blue 4B.

(a) Eosine, bluish

(6) Methylene blue 4B.
(a) Filter yellow K
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(o) Auramine O.

(6) Methylene blue 4B.

(a)

5,600—6,300 I

(«)
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Naphthol green
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I Naphthol green
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(6) Eosine, yellowish

(a) Rose Bengal
...

I
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.

' '
I Naphthol green

, . I Solid red D.
*"'
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.

(A) Naphthol green

1
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1
1.0

1
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'. 3.0 1.6
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'

2.0

0.75 1.5
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1.0 1.0

0.5 1.25

2.0 1.0
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Filters transmitting in 200—500 A.V.
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21

22

23

24

24a

25

26

4,250—4,650

4,600—4,M0 !
(a) Quinoline yellow

(6) Gentian violet

4,700—4,800 (a) Quinoline yellow

(b) Naphthol green
(c) Gentian violet

4,800—5,300 (a) Naphthol yellow

(6) Alkaline blue 6 B

4,900—5,200 (a) Naphthol yellow

(6) Alkaline blue 6B.

5,050—5,500 (a) Tartrazine .

.

(b) Carmine blue

5,200—6,400 (a) Brilliant orange

(6) Naphthol green
5,200—5,700 (a) Martius yellow

(b) Carmine blue

5,200—5,700 \a) Martius yellow

(b). Brilliant green
5,400—5,800 (a) BriUiaut orange

... , Naphthol green
* ' ' Carmine blue

5,700—6,000 (o) Coccine, new

3.0 ' 1.5

4.0 4.0

2.0 2.0

1.5 3.0

3.0 3.0

2.0 2.0

2.0 4.0

2.0 2.0

1.5 1.5

3.0 3.0

2.0 2.0

2.0 1.0

3.0 3.0

2.0 40
2.0 2.0

1.0 2.0

1.5 1.5

1.0 2.0

1.0 2.0

1.0 2.0

1.0 1.0

1.0 1.0

2.0 1.0

From
7,200

From
6,500

Very
slight.

From
6,600

From
\ 6,700
'From

7,100

From
7.000

From
1 ' 7,000

Filters transmittiny in 200 500 A.U., continued:

Region of Dye Dye Trans

-

transmission density sol. pci mI8SIon-

No. in Dyes employed. gms. lOO fn

.Angstrom per sq. cm. infra

imits. sq. m. CC8. red.

... ( Naphthol green
' ' \ Carmine blue

1.0 1.0

0.5 0.5

27 5,950—6,450 (o) Coccine, new 4.0 2.0

(6) Naphthol green 1.5 1.5

28 «.I(K)— 6,600
(a) Bordeau.x red

,. . 1 Tartrazine
' ' ' Naphthol gieon .

.

3.0

2.0

3.0

1.0

1.0 1.0

29 6,500—6,800
, . ( Coccine, new
^"'

I Naphthol green .

.

4.0

0.75

2.0

0.75

(6) Gentian violet 0.5 1.0

30 6,o00~infra-red (n) Coccine, new 4.0 2.0

(6) Hoffmann violet . . 1.0 1.0

31 6,750-infra-red
. , / Solid red D.
*"'

( Tartrazine

2.0

2.0

2.0

1.0

(6) Methyl green 2.0 2.0

32 6,900-infra-red
, .

J
Solid red D.

'•"'
1 Tartrazine

3.0

2.0

3.0

1.0

(6) Carmine blue 2.0 2.0

Filters Nos. 9, 29 and 32 are very dark, absorbing a con-

siderable proportion of the light in the spectral region which

they transmit; those of Nos. 10, 17, 28 and 31 are not qtiite

so dark, but still have notable absorption for rays in the

transmitted region. Monochromatic filters may be produced

by combining suitably chosen pairs of filters in the list, but

such combined filters are in eveiy ease of great depth of

colour.

M. Clcrc observes that in the formulation of the filters the

attempt does not appear to have been made to obtain complete

absorption of ultra-violet. With this object each of the filters,

single or compound, could usefully be combined with one of

ieseuline, containing 1.5 gni. of this substance per sq. metre.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

February 14 and 19.—Leicester and Leiceetershire Photographic

Society. Particulars from the Hon Secretaiy, W. Bailey, Cank

Street, Leicester.

February 19 to March 5.—F,dinburgh Photographic Society. Par-

ticulars from the Hon. Secretary, G. Massie, 10, Hart Street,

Edinburgh.

February 19 to March 12.—Scottish Salon, Dundee. ParticuLrB

from the Hon. Secretary, James Slater, Rosemount, Cam.phill

Road, Broughty Ferry.

March 16 to 19.—Hackney Photographic Society. Latest date for

entries, March 1. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary, Walter

Selfe, 24, Pembury Road, Clapton, London, E.5.

April 13 to 23.—Portsmouth Camera Club. Latest date for entries

March 31. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary, C. C. Davies,

25, Stubbington Avenue, North End, Portsmouth.

April 15 to 23.—Professional Photographers' Association, at the

.Photographic Fair, Horticultural Hall, Westminster, S.W.

Hon. Secretary. Marcus Adams, 83, White Knighta Road,

Earley, Reading.

April 15 to 23.—Photographic Fair. Horticultural Hall, West-

minster. Sec, Arthur C. Brookes, Sicilian House, Southampton

Row, London, W.C.I,

April 21 to May 19.—Hammersmith, Hampshire House, Photo-

graphic Society. Latest date for entries, March 17. Particnlan

from the Hon. Secretary, C. E. Altrop, 14, Southwold

Mansions, Widley Road, Maida Vale, London, W.9.

April 27 to May 25.—Bury Y.M.C.A. Photographic Society. Latest

date for entries, April 16. Particulars from the Hon. Secr»-

tary, A. Benson Ray, 8, Agur Street, Bury, Lanes.
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DEATH OF MR. JOHN R. GRIFFIX.

h regret to recoiJ the death on Februarj- 9 of >tr. John
(fin. director of Mt>.<r». John J. Griffin and Sons. Ltd .

fiiieunionia aftrr a vny ahi.it illnMs- Mr. Grilfin, who liad

I •.[,iirv-t*d with the l)ii»i: >-» ivliirh U-»rs hi» n inie for praoti
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S« buBiMaa, boUi Um
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lh« British RcMarffa
' '.-rapiitc

far* of
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I'T.
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prratura »b«l that at »i,.,ih,r I. L..„wn. It i». of coanw, limilcd
in iU a|iplica«ioa to a >rtie«Ur dtvclopmcnt |>cwd
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.; the method

about t<. he described, such a value \vou!d he found by inspection

without any mental effortL

A chart is ruled in co-ordinate fashion st^ that the abscissae reiirt-

sent temi't'ratures. and are in equal steps. Any scale will do for

this. The ordinatea are divided by a logarithmic scalp, and repre-

sent times of development. A slide rule will provide a series uf

^radaat4oiift for the construction of this scale.

The luci uf the times of dev^opment of a given plate with \

Kiven developer at different temperatures lie upon a straight line on

Buch a chart. To draw such a line one needs either two giver

points or one point and a direction, i.t., either the times for tv"
temperatures or the time for one temperature and the temperaturt-

co-efficient. In tli« example the sloped unbroken line was drawn
throU|th two pointe plotted from the times given for development of

i-ertain plates in a certain developer at 50 dog. and 65 <leg. F. Tl

lime of dtvelopinrnt at any other temprrature ran hf found h i

mtanii of (Ats line.

Example : The time of development at 60 deg. F. is found l'\

inspection of the line to be about 3.2 minutes and at 70 deu. K
the time would be nearly 2 minntw.

If a greater or smaller degree of contrast be desired the tim< ^

may be shown by another line above or below the plbll«d line ami
parallel to it. If, for instance, by estimation or experiment it is

decided that the time of development should be increased on<

quarter, thm a line parallel to the plottod line is made to pas-
' - correapoading to one and a quarter time* th4> times

• denoted by the plotted line.

Iltat i» lite advantage of this form uf chart. One chart may be
lued for a variety of platea, degree* of contrast and even differejit

•Irvelopen. With such a chart the temperatnre co-efficient is mi.-illy

only a natter of curiosity, but may be of tise when dovrlnping other

p!sl««, the correct time for one temperature only bcint; knowa. Ii

!• found by drawing a straight line through the intfrsBction of \ho

'linatea nf 68 drg. and one minute and parallel to the plotted

This new lin« ruu the 50 deg. abadsaa at a height (S.I) which
IS Ika tawparstore n>-afficiant, for it indicates the number ef i!m«w

«0 70
Temp, is decreen f.

80

th* time of davalopmait ia multiplied for a drop in l«mp«r»tare

of 18 dag. F. (10 deg. C).

It u nr.t prrtfndeaj that the relation between times of develop-

men' ires is quite aa simple as is assumed for the con-

st rur ,\it. It is, however, one whicJi has been adopted

for practical purposei by such authorities as Watkins, Me<-« aad

oth«r*, aad the establishment of a more exact relation would prob-

ably not aaaist any but the research chemist. The chart, therefore,

would appear to be an aid to forrect development both aa regards

axaetitud* and ax-oidanoa of mental effort.

W. B. Sroras.
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Assistants' Notes.

Aottf by assistants suitable for this column will be considereii

mrui paid for on the first of the month fcUowing publication.

The "Pointolite" Lamp in Enlarging.

Wf. liavo just. iiLstalled an Ediswau's " Poiiitolit*- "' lamp in one of

(lur enlarging lanterns, and as it seems to present advantages wliic'i

are not obtained with any otlier one lamp, a few notes upon its use

may be of advantage to those contemplating a change of light for

enlarging.

The lamp is made for use on continuous current, and the one we

employ is of 100 c.p. The source of light consists of a small

incandescent globule of tungsten about 1/lOth of an inch In

diameter, and so for all practical purposes is a true point source of

light. A .special resistance and switchbo.x are necessary because the

arc is struck by first exciting a filament for a few seconds, and theii

upon opening the e.\citing switch the arc strikes across to the

globule and the lamp goes on them without any attention whatever.

The light is enclosed in a circular bulb very similar to the ordinary

small half-watt incandescent filament lamp and can be fixed in a

rising and traversing socket for centreing.

Enlarging from a portrait negative on lUingworth bromide paper

to a scale of enlargement of two requires an exposure of about a

second at //6. With a thin " gaslight " type of negative the

exposure to the same scale is simply cap off and on—about half a

second. A lantern slide reduced from a half-plate on to an Imperial

Special lantern plate necessitates an exposure of a second or two

only, so that it can be seen that the lamp is fast enough for any-

thing in the way of enlarging, and with thin "negatives enlargements

on to gaslight paper can be quite easily made.

And now how does it compare with the arc in use ? There are no

carbons to adjust and replace, and no spluttering, apparently, ever

occurs—the light is as steady as any metallic filament. The spec-

trum shows a very large proportion of ultra violet, which probably

explains its photographic intensity compared with its candle-power.

The life of the lamp is given by the makers as between 500 and

1,000 hours, though upon that point I cannot speak. The only

thing upon the contra side seems to me to be its cost. The 100 c.j).

lamps themselves cost £1 10s. , and the switchbox and resistance -s

priced at £5. The lamp itself consumes 65 watts, to which must l.e

added, of course, that consumed in the resistance, and varying with

the voltage of supply, which may be anything from 50 to 250 volts.

—Arthur G. Williamson.

Routine, in Enlarging.
The best routine when enlarging with a condenser enlarging lantern

to various scales of enlargement is as follows :— ,

1. Insert negative.

2. Rough focus to the size required.

3. Take out negative and obtain an even circle of illumination as.

described below.

4. Ro-insert negative and focus critically to make the exposure.

When two enlargements follow each other to the same scale of

enlargement, Nos. 3 and 4 are. not necessary, but as soon as a change
of scale is made Nos. 1 to 4 must be gone through again.

To carry out No. 3, the following notes will help :

—

1. If there is an orange edge to the circle of light the lamp is too

far back, so rack lamp forward until a dark patch begins to appear.
2. Dark patch at toji indicates the light is too high. Dark patch

at bottom shows that the light needs raising. Patch at either side

needs the light moving to the opposite side.

To get the most even illumination, stop down the objective .some-

what and manipulate the lamp till the disc is even, then open up the
aperture as large as possible consistent with obtaining the desired

definition.

In the event of the filament of tl^e lamp now being focussed on the
easel, a piece of ground glass should be inserted between the lamp
atu! tlic condenser.—A. G. W.

i'ii.)UM.i;.AM3 or THE Iear.—The originals of the i)hot<j;{raplis

reproduced in the reccntlj issued volume of " Photograms of the
Year," after having been shown at the Northern, are on view at
the Camera Club, 17, John Street, Adelphi, London, W.C.2, dailv
from 1 1 to 5 until March 12.

Patent News.

Process -patents—applications and specifications—ere treated ir

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, January 31 to February 5.

Camera Attach.ment.—No. 4.112. Attachment to photograpliic

cameras for production of changing pictures. Move-0-Graphs,

Lt<i.. and A. H. F. Perl.

Changini; Pictures.—No. 4,113. jlethod of producing changing;

pictures. Move-O-Craphs, Ltd., and .\. H. F. Perl.

Photography.—Nos. 3,817 and 3,818. Pholograjihy. M. de SpeVali.

Flashlight.—No. 4,025. Photographic flash-lamp apparatu.s. i{.

Lamplougli.

Cinematogbaphv.—No. 3,799. Cinematograph ^ipparalns. R.

Hodges and T. H. Jones.

Cinematography.—No. 3.798. Cinematographic apparatus. S. S.

James. ' ^jf^
Cinematography.—No. 3.869. Cinematograph shntters. IT. H.

and S. H. Moon.

Cinematography.'—No. 3,516. Films for use in cinematoirrapb

cameras, etc., lanterns. A. W. Wyatt.

COMPLETE SPECIFICA'flONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications are obtainable, price If- each, post free, from

the Patent Office, 25, Southanvpton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; nr

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the Internationut

Convention.

Dye Colour Images.—No. 133,034 (September 20, 1918). The

invention relates to the production of coloured photographic pic-

tures, and has for its object to provide a convenient and infN

pensive process for the same.

The inventor has found that the finely divided silver in an

exposed and developed photographic film has a catalytic effect

on the action of reducing agents on certain dyes, which dyes,

without this catalyser, can only with difficulty or only at a high

temperature be bleached through reducing agents. According

to the invention, this circumstance is taken advantage of for

producing coloured photographic pictures. In one mode of

carrying out the process the picture is developed and the dye

bleached in one operation by the same reducing agent.

If, for instance, a gelatino-bromide plate is dyed with the new
dye called oxaniineechtrosa, manufactured by the Badische

AniIi^ und Soda Fabrik, the plate being either soaked in a solu-

tion of this dye or the emulsion coloured before coating, and

if such a plate is exposed in a camera, an ordinary black

silver picture in a coloured gelatine film is obtained after develop-

ing with an ordinary developer and fixing. On subsequent

treatment with a powerful reducing agent such as sodium hydro-

sulphito, stannous chloride, etc., it is found that the dye is

bleached in such, places of the film on which the silver is de-

posited, and the degree of bleaching is dependent on the quantity

of the silver .present, so that a picture with half-tones is obtained.^

A 1-3 per cent, solution of sodium hydrosulphite may be used.

When the bleaching is finished, the silver can be dissolved and
removed by known means, such as chromic acid, Farmer's

reducer, etc., so that a clear colour picture remains.

Instead of developing the picture with one reducing agent

and then bleaching with another reducing agent, the reduction

of the silver and the bleaching of the dye can be effected in one
operation. The developing and bleaching can, for instance, be
effected simultaneously by means of the followinj solution:

—

100 parts of water.

2 parts of sodium hydrosulphite.

2 parts of potassium bromide.
Thereafter the silver as well" as the silver bromide can be

removed by means of Farmer's reducer.

It should be noted that with some dyes, such as aTirophenine,
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libW qaantity '
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Iii-U';ul of oxamineechtrosa, other dye* adapted for the par-
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• i-onsiat

fMifA wah the usnel

ir»».n^, .\ rr,,r •. -,,. ;, „|,, w,tj,
8. B IS the ^ .; i

r- j„„„| ly J,,
is the atUchment for tripod. E repre-

»enu the level bubble*, W is the rectangular frame carrying th*
four neele point*. H the handle which moves the frame W
on the slide, and M is the traneparent vertical circle of the
internal compass. Stephen Mitchell Dixon, 18. Carlyle Mansions
Cheyne Walk, London, S.W. Reference has been directed in
pursuance of Section 7, Sub-section 4, of the Patente and Designs
Acts, to Specification No. 14,460 of 1894.

F, 2 Six-L«ss AjJAsnoitATs.—No. 157,040 (August 14, 1920). The
invention reUtes to an extremely wide aperture lens for photo-
Kraphy. imematography, micrography, and for all purposes foi
which a lens yielding an extended flat Seld at a large aperture is
required.

It i. well-known that the type of lens known as the Gauss
lens I fig 1) IS particularly favourable for reducing the so called

Jonea and is used therefore as a wide aperture telescope
Such a type of lens is well adapted for photography

!»> proper choice of glasa and of lens curves and thicknesses.
whereby the field U flattened consistently with the correction of
spherical and chromatic aberration. By the combination of two
auch lenaea (6g. 2) a photographic objective is obtained corrected
also for coma and for diatortion.

A "...i.A.-.on of this type of lens U described in Patent
No H96, in which either or both of the single menisci^
lena*. i...i.^uve or dupersi\-e) U replaced by a pair of lensX
caoiented together, of e<)nal or nearly equal refractive inde.v
»nd different dispersions, the object being to achromatise the.
cmibiimtion. The ooDiplete lens in the example there given
had an aperture of //4.

The prrwnt invfnti,,n is mi improvement of this type of lens
*'""'•> ihtained. To attain thie apertur*
*''•' '*' »ones is necessary. Exhaustive
'•••*^*'*'

' " have shown that the desired result
cen be ol.i . -. ,,f dense barium crown glass for the
eoll«ct4ve component.-

VI. ^ I - i - - . ,

;«i"ve IS then, two meniscus collective
in crown glass, the refractive index of

'
1 "le solar spectrum - than 1.60con-

Ihem two meniscus <i.-, • uses. These
!"iuiid, and each cuuniate of s piano, or
- of flint glass cemented to a piano, or

U'us of the same or aimilar dense barium
r the separate collective roeniaci ; where the

separating surface la piano or alightly carved in the aense of
twing alightly collective in effect. It is essential that the com
poneots of the compound menisci should differ in refractive

tiisj»cr*iv<? UMiiM-

nearly piano. <-

Dearie

crww I

''« ' *•«• J- Fit. J.

index bj^ an amount of at least 03 for the D line, the dispersive
MfVving the lower refractive index. The respective dis
peraioiw are so chosen as to produce achromatism for the system
To obtain freedom from coma exact symmetry must be de-

parted troro. Calcolatinn shows that the radiua of the convex
surface of the frnnt compound meniscus, i.e. the one facing the-•''''

I'proximately 10 per oenl. greater than
surface of the back compound menis-

batk tingle collective lens must have its shallow
r than that of the front single collective lens,

ami III fail It IS generally flat or only slightly concave.

In Patent No 27,636 of 1686 mentioned above, use is mads
•f 'Ins principle of dissymmetry, but different glasses are used, in
(.*/!i. ular. uae ia not made of dense barium crown glass. In
Patent No. 12.430 of 1902, where again a modified type of
Gauss tens is described, use is not made of the principle of
disaymmetry

;
on the confrary, the correction for coma of one-half
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of a symmotriCHl combination is claimed. Now it is well-known

that if" two lenses, free from coma, are combined in » gymmetrical

combination, such a combination will not in general be well cor-

rect<Kl for coma, except for unit magnification. To obta.in a

lena syet«m capable of yielding an aperture of //2 a far higher

correction of coma and spherical zone is necessary, which is

obtained according to the present invention by the use of dense

barium crown glass and the unsymmetric form of the system, as

above described.

An example of a lens made according to this invention is shown

in fig. 3, ol which the following are particulars :—

Equivalent Focal Length 1' Aperture //2 Flat Field 50 Degrees.

nn V. Chance's Cat. No.

r, 4- .6534
d, .0836 1.6118 59

r, + 3.024

«, .0139 1.

r,+ .4461

r, 00

r,+ .2829

r, - .2869

r, 00

r,- .3879

r, 00

/•,„- .6884

Radii are marked + when they aTe convex towards the incident

light, and - when they are concave towards the incident light.

Taylor, .Taylor and Hobson, Ltd.. and Horace WiUiam Lee,

Stonghton Street Work.<i, Leicester.

dj .0975 1.6118 59 4873

d, .0418 1.576 .41.0 410

s, .1393 1.

d, .0418 1..576 41.0 410

dj .0975 1.6118 59.0 4873

s, .0139 1.

(/, .0836 1.6118 59 4873

(All dimensions in inches).

The following complete specifications are open to public inspection

b«fore acceptance.

CiNBMATOGRAPity.—No. 158,211. Portable cinematograph projection

apparatus. Petra Akt.-Ges. fiir JElektromechanik.

LiNEMATOOKAPHY.—No. 158,212. Device for stopping the films in

cinematograph projection apparatus. Petra Akt.-Ges. fiir

Elektromechanik.

CiNEMATOORAPHy.—No. 158,213. Device for gradually obscuring

the film in apparatus for taking cinematograph photographs.

Petra Akt.-Ges. fiir Elektromechanik.

Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOR BEGISTBATWN.

D.50 (He.xagon Nut Device).—No. 409,867. A photographic

developer. Chemicals and By-Products, Ltd., Rickmansworth

Road, Watford, manufacturing and consulting chemists.

November 18, 1920.

The Miscellaneous Disposals Syndicate, I/td., requests the

readers of the " British Journal of Photography " very kindly to

forgive any delay in the dispatch of orders received through
advertisements that appeared in these pages. The Syndicate states

that the response has been beyond expectation, and considerable

difficulty has been experienced in the sorting and packing of small
orders. Out of fairness to all buyers, orders are being taken in

rotation, and it is hoped that any undue delay in dispatch will

be pardoned.

Meetings of Societies.

.MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Sunday, "Febkuary 20.

SouU. London Phot. Soc. Visit to West Wickham and Hayes.

Monday, FebrCary 21.

Bedford Photographic Society. " Scenes and Stories Along the

Yorkshire Coast and in North-East Yorkshire." E. E. Lupton.

Catford, Forest Hill and Sydenham Phot.. Soc. " The Manufacture

of Anastigmat Lenses."
Cleveland C.C. Demonstration. Methods of Development.
Cripplegate Phot. Soc. " One Man Show." Alex. Keighley.

Dewsbuiy Photographic Society. " Photography and Art.

—

Part II." E. R. Blakeley.

Walthamstow and District Phot. Soc. " Finishing the Print and
Mounting." W. H. Reece.

Willesden Photographic Society. " With AUenby Through
Palestine with a Watch-Pocket Carbine."

Tdesday, February 22.

Royal Photographic Society. Ordinary Meeting. " Improvements
in Flashlight." D. Charles.

Bournemouth Camera Club. " Ozobrome." Mr. Carter.

Doncaster Camera Club. Members' Lantern Slide Evening.

Exeter Camera Club. Exhibition of Members' Work.
Hacknev Phot. Soc. .

" Pyrenees." M. 0. Dell.

Leeds Photogsaphic Society. " Assisi." H. S. Chorlcy, M.-'V.

Leith Amateur Phot. Assoc. '• With Allenby Through Palestine

with a Watch-Pocket Carbine." Messrs. Butcher & Sons.

Manchester Amateur Phot. Soc. Demonstration. " The Develop-

ment of Panchromatic Plates in Yellow Light." R. E. Crowther

and W. Ermen.
Portsmouth Camera Club. " The Production of an Exhibition

Picture." Eng.-Comdr. E. J. Mowlam, R.N.
WeJfaje C.C, Linthouse. " The Town of Strife." W. S. Crockett.

Wednesday, February 23.

Accrington C.C. " The Ribble from Source to Sea." A. Kinder.

Croydon C.C. " Kodak Transferotype Printing Process."

L»ennistnun .\mateur Phot. Assoc. Federation Portfolio.

lU'ord Photographic Societv. " Garden Flowers." A. D. Fort.

I'artick Camera Club. " Travel Lecture." W. Fraser Smith.

Photo-micrographic Society. Members' Evening.

Rochdale Phot. Soc. " 'V^ith Allenby in Palestine." W. Butcher

and Sons.
Thursday, February 24.

Brighouse Phot. Soc. " Lincoln." J. Tremayne Blackshaw.

Camera Club, The. "Our Home Cathedrals and Their Visitors.
'

F. E. Havward.
Everton and District Phot. Soo. " Carbro." J. F. Russell.

Hammersmith (Hampshire House) Photographic Society.. Lectnrette

on Outing Competition.

Hull Photographic Society. " Holy Trinity Church, Hull.

J. V. Saunders, M.A.
Kryn and Lahy (Letchworth) Phot. Soc. "Mounting the Prnil."

North Middlesex Phot. Soc. Social Evening.

Friday, February 25.

Bedford Camera Club. " On Bridges, or Surveying by Photo.

graphy." Mr. Jenkins.
Birmingham Phot. .\rt Club. Midland Federation Slides and Folio.

Saturday, February 26.

Edinburgh Photographic Society. Exhibition Lecture—" Spits-

bergen." Douglas A. Allan.

ROYAL PHOTfXJRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Meeting held Tuesday, February 15. the president. Dr. G. H.

Rodman, in the chair.

An old friend of the Society, and of many of its old members, in

the person of Mr. Walter Thomas, delivered a lantern lecture on

" Picture Making on the Cornish Coast." Cornwall is old and

familiar ground for Mr. Thomas, who, we recollect, was accustomed

years ago, when he was chairman of the Affiliation, to find congenial

recreation and material for his camera on its picturesque coast. He
showed an exceedingly fine series of lantern-slides, and interested

a large audience by an informal and matter-of-fact talk on some

of the aims and methods of his pictorial work.

On tTie proposition of the chairman, a most hearty vote of thank.=

was accorded to him.
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CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
Mr. A. Dordan Pyke paid a retam viait Uat week with an illu-

......1.,.. .<>,. ..(ion of " FUahlight Photography," a branch, apart

in the line, hardly relished by photographers in

,..,.- uf (he examples of commercial flashlight work, par-
' social fnnctions, soch as dinners, are certainly triomphs

.1,11 t .. .-kpf^Q^ difliculties are many. The intensity

ntshes with distance; the orthodox black

11 r • 'j-Luiii- "i Liii: iiiascaline element ooald hardly be bettered
' he worse ; depth of fit-Id and rapidity contend vigorooaly,

'ing, or necessitating, the ose of a short focos anastigmat,

renders facta at the margins in correct plane perspectivr

hi: oo hope of repeal or' — '--r. their owners.

Mr. Pyke's dsaioastnt: i^'d primarily for, the beginner,
~ complete and practical, and carried throogh in fimt rlans

n. It was, however, approached with circumspection and
n.^iderable preamble, mnch in the same way as a fox terrier prior

'o actaal business genially conrises aboat the weather when per-

ambn ialing aroond a watchfal cat sitting in the open. He ipoke

ladly of the loss of many friends since he had taken np portraitnre

;

r« pecnliaritMa of various photographic societies, the Croydon
being the only one with a halflime interval devoted to a

.rpose; of the merits of Rosa' Isnaes; of other things too

to mention ; and concladed the orartnre with a disaerta-

-ny. From what he wid it is a doty to warn pboto-
' they aloogate their arms and foul about with the

t/tirrt It will take millions and millions of years before

<« they have lost a hand, and tlMo it will be too kte.

Ihi^ nbule Mkiar tyiUn, he added, is advancing ai prodigioaa rale

towarda the conaialUtioB of Hercules. This aooads a bit oaean-
forubW. bat as an important part of the aolar systtn -fiMif*t of
the Cruyilon Clob, sooM oouaotatiaa can be derived froai tlia leflec-

tiijii that dear old Hercules aay be feeling more so, if ha be aware
«• this fart.

TK' 'opic d—nnrtrator having ssaa to the bigbar edaea-
tiuu ..<-nc«, and thus paved a war tn a better nnderalaad-
ing of »tul AM to follow, th'"

a axasore of success aiilirred

llaeblighl group of members was tkiixi and a
|

Both negative appeared quite ff'VTl, erenr
tobacco sii .- faithful!:

tor- and ^ r was a*>

° ordinary ' i 'a better word) and the " profaasionai
Fnr amateurs i». pertiaps. to bo p''""'''rrH, a< b«iriii •

m' ro robust c
lik'^'t. but whei
' th..r, when ni «

iS'i'ter, supplir ;

>n>oke resulted from th<

Luuf a Tfr? Iiandy tab!'-

!>latiM twtu

>iitaa. Mr.
T,].*<is ' the mnmitif af''

.- 'in. Mr. Rnee wished '

ptfitioia photography, aad drew a blank. Mr.
U.hnsmu' powder e»c<>n»nl TK.. ..fT..-,. Iw.v

..fKr -. .,.1m, - .

,;i-t.tl.' l»Ta!i-e I;

I I'ling aaggcated fine wire netting
I'l.ii.n rloo.. »hr. K he aaid. is no
'"

It coata aboil'

• r I . ..^..... less than r'- "•

•>i.riW» was accorded to the
. . f .titr Thr. r,,r.m was uncori,;.,.

I with

*. A
Ur. Sellora.

!adlng the

'v varying

Wltfl if,.

Hibbert bad found
^^''»4 oat that

d act as a

lifMri-v 'i{

r tot a rapilal

College of Art. He r1s<. thanked Mr. Ayton for his packet of
films, and sakied if any members could supply any cabinet or whole-
plate heads ; it would be of great service to the retouching class.

The queetion as to what arrangements should be made for the
holiday season, 1921, was thereafter discussed, and several members
expressed the great advantage which had been gained, both per-
sonally and protessionally, from the adoption of this scheme. Mr.
Barobrick aaked his name to be added to those who had already
agreed to doae on the second fortnight in August. It was resolved
to continue the matter until next meeting to give any other
members an <^portunity of joining the scheme.
The meeting thereafter discussed at considerable length the

question of the enlargement prices of portraits. No finding was
oome to, and it was resolved to discuss the matter further at aii

informal meeting to be held next week. The meeting was, how-
ever, unanimous on the point that where the negative was given
up the photographers should certainly make a higher charj^e.
The meeting next considered the proposal, which was supported

by Mr. Ferguseon, that the Society should approach the Water
Trustfles and get the water rates payable by pliotographere put on
an equiUble basis. Mr. Ferguason pointed out that the majority
o'f photographers in Edinburgh, owing to the pomtion of their
pKsmiaea, could not put in a water meter, and that in these circum-
stanoaa they 'were charged a special water-rate according to their
reotal over and above tlie water rate paid thereon. Other photo-
graphers, whoae premises were self-contained had had water meters
placed therein, and their water bill was considerably more in
amount than the other vho^ographers. The Society, after con-
sidering the matter caret ully, decided that it was not a question
wliieh they, aa a Society, could take np, but would leave it to the
mcoiben aflected to negotiate with the Water Triistcea theni.«e!ves.

It waa agreed to hold an informal meeting of the Society at th<>

Victory Caf<. on Tneaday, February 15, at 8 p.m., when the
question of the enlai^aaicot prices of portraits would be fully and
forthar discussed.

Mr. Norman Thomaon proposed thst the Society should offer
their congratulations to Mr. Swan Watson on his being nominatcil
aa PrcBident-ele>-t of the Prcfesaional Photographen' Awociation.
Undoa. The chairman associated himself wjUi Mr. Thomson's
pfopoaai. which was onanimoosly agreed to. and ihn meeting
COWrayed to Mr. Swan Watacn their he.v ,,i.)

good wishes. Mr Swan Waf.win, in retun tli.

honour had been ui.- him. but he would do •

worthily to maintain ur and prestige of that .\

It was nsoiarked that this is the second occasion on which an Edin-
burgh plMrtograpber had been ehoaen to act as President of this

Asaociatioo—the lata Mr. Frank P. Moflat having also attained
that beooar.

A vote of thanks to the chairman concluded the meeting.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

EDINBURGH SOCIETY OP PROFF^SIONAL
PHOTOORAPUER8.

M.-^tinc held at 116, Hanover Street, on February 7. Prtaaot :

am. Msasrs. J. B. -Tohnston, J. Campbell Harper, B. D.
'•-rm«n Th<win.-in CrotL-r. ftalmain, Fergnaaoa, Swan

) . D. Young in tha chair.
•----' ^— -it for the diUnsing acraen

which ho bad given ea lean (o the lighting and posing elsaa at the

La-JAL N"ni<»».—A first and final dividend of 5e. lOd. in the £
h»» been declared in the case of the Excelnior Photographic Com-

tJH., 49, King Street. Carmarthen. The dividend is obtain-
.1 the OfBriel Receiver's office. 4, Queen SlVeet, Carmarthen.

E**' >K COKfSjrr.—The mu.-il qu.irttTJy dividends of 1^
par Ci- -he oatstandin^ preferred ntfick and of 2J per cent
upon the oatatanding comm'ui stock will be paid on April 1 to
•toekholders of ri-cord at the rlose of business <» Fohninry 28.

NEW COMPANIES.
H. O. .\|... .ii.-», i.m.—This private company wus re){i»l*red on

Febniary 5. with a capital of £5,000 in £] shares (3,000 pref.)

Object* : To carry on the business of opticians, ophthaImi(; and
soiantiftc instmment manufacturers, glass manuf.icturera and
worfcen, camera and photO|n«phic dealers and mannfnrturers, etc.

Tfca first directors are : H. O. Mourin, 23, St. Mary Street, Wey
mooth, opticisn; F. Mourin, 29, Roe Mont Kcmmel, Ostend, Bel
gium, optician (managing director), with £500 per annum and .i

percentage of the profits as remuneration. Registered office : 23.
St. Mary Street, Weymouth.
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News and Notes.

Embossed Sk^ls and Labels.—Mr. 1*'. G. Clarkson, 88, Char-

ininst<-r Road, Bournemouth, Knds lis a large variety of the gummed
and colouivd embossed seals and labels supplied by him for attach-

ment to photographer's moui'ts, folders and stationery. These

imitation seals are of effective design, and may be obtained with

any brief wording, and in any shape, size, or colour. Application

to Mr. Clarkson will bring a small sample packet of various ftyles

and particulars of pflces.

British liENSES.—Dealtrs «lio have not already obtained a supply

from their whol'isalei'S sliould see that they have for distribution

copies of ail 8-page booklet entitled " The Photographic f^ens,"

which contains authoritalive opinions from e.xpert and official

sources on the superiortty of the British-made photographic objec-

tive. It i-s shown that the British optician produces lenses of as

high a quality, if not higher, than any made on the Continent,

and, moreover, has not now to go to the Continent for his glass.

Photo-Becords of FrNGKK Prints.—Whai, has been described as

the greatest step forward in the science of criminal identification

in recent-yeai's is the new process discovered by Detective-Sergeant

Fred. G. S;uidberg, of the Washington Police Force, writ«a the
' Scientific American." This process makes it possible to make
finger prints, from transparent objects without the use of a camera
and lens. It consists of covering the finger prints with aluminium
powder and then making a direct contact print, on to a piece of

sensitised film or photogiapliic paper. This method has been

adopted by tlie International Association for Identification, which
numbers among its membe.-s some of the for^ost finger-print

experts in the world.

Photography at The Lovvre.— fiflicial regulations for the taking

of photographs at the Louvre Museum and Galleries in Paris have
recently been issued by tlie French Government. From January 1

last a photographic .studio and several dark-rooms are placed under
the management of a, custodian, who is responsible for su]>ervision

of the removal of works from the galleries to the studio for photo-
graphic puq)oses, and in other ways ^s authorised to assist photo-

graphers in the copying of the many unique works of art contained
in the museum. A maximum fee of 12 francs Ls charged per work
photographed, 10 francs being the charge for jjennission to photo-
graph and for, use of the studio, and 2 francs for the cost of
removal from the gallery.

Me. D. Charles, photographer to Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd., has some hints on the photographing of such difficult

subjects as wireless apparatus, in the current issue of the " Wire-
less Worid." Remarking that lighting is of para"mount importance,
he writes :—" It is useless to stand beside the camera in order to

judge of the lighting, or to observe whether surrounding objects are
likely to show in the result, and the image on the ground-glass is

often hardly brilliant enough to recognise easily all these things.
The proper method is, first of all, to get the camera roughly
focussed and then to remove the lens and open the focussing-screen,
so that one can look right through the camera at the objects to be
photographed. A little study will then discover any objectionable
details in the lighting. It comes as a surprise sometimes how
objects in all sorts of positions will be reflected in polished parte."

Ea.->tma>j Kodak Co.«p\ny—According to the New York corre-
spondent of the " Times " the Eastman Kodak Company of New
Jersey withdrew its appeal to the United Stites Supreme Court
on January 31, from the conviction entered by the District Court
at Buffalo in 1315 under the Anti-Trust Act! On the motion o'f

the Company's counsel Chief Justice White issued a mandate order-
ing the Company to abrogate its alleged illegal monopoly in photo-
graphic supplies. In consequence of the withdrawal of the appeal.
Judge Hazel at Buffalo has entered a decree directing the dissolu-
tion of the Company by the sale and disposal of its Premo and
Century plates and certain lines of photographic supplies. The
settlement with the Government results in no substantial disruption
of organisation, as the company i.9 only required to dispose of
about $4,000,000 (approximately £1.000,000) of its assets, which
*"tnl «90,000,000 (£22.500,000).

Correspondence.

***Correipondent$ should never wrUe on both lidet of the pap*r.

No notice i$ taken of eommunicatioits unleu the namei and

addreiiei of the writert a e given.

*** We do not undertake reipontibility for the opiniont expreued
by OUT coTTtfpondentt.

WARMING A STUDIO.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,— I have read with some interest the spirited con

troversy regarding the most efficient method of warming an averagf

photographic studio, and I quite agree with " Comfort " in hi;^

contention that a Ventiheta consuming five cubic feet of gas pe;

hour will not maintain the required temperature of a studio measur
ing 33 X 21 feet, but I do contend that two Ventihetas, consumim;

on an average 12 cubic feet of gas per hour, would give an agrei-

able warmth, plus a healthy and hygienic atmosphere in a studi.

of the dimensions named.

One fact is taken into consideration, that an ordinary gas fire

with eight burners consumes anywhere from 35 to 40 cubic feet ot

gas per hour, and at the same time consumes to a large extent tlie

oxygen of that studio, rendering it dry and unhealthy to work in,

therefore the claims of Mr. F. E. Jones and the Ventiheta are well

worth the closest examination.

Some 18 months ago I purchased a residence in the Thames
Valley, and in a large reception room which was used as a dancing

studio, and is 30 x 16 x 12 feet, with four large French windows
facing on to a lawn leading down to the River Thames, one

Ventiheta, consuming eight to nine cubic feet of gas per hour,

effectively warmed and ventilated this studio in a manner which

was not possible by any other means, and at a cost hardly con-

ceivable until actually experienced.

Consequently, I consider the claims of Mr. Jones regarding tin

Ventiheta are. thoroughly justified, as I have personally had

experience of two winters in the studio referred to herein, and

that the Ventiheta is well worth th* very serious consideration of

photographic artists as a modern and up-to-date method of giving

the necessary warmth and comfort to the sitter.—Yours, faithfully.

Hygiene.
February 8, 1921.

STORING SENSITIVE MATERIALS IN DAMP PLACE.S

To tlie Editors. **

Gentlemen.—I have read with the greatest interest your editorial

note (page 74) on damp sensitive materials, and although agreeing

with you as to the usefulness of calcium chloride as a damii

absorber, I think photograptiers might with advantage employ
oatmeal for the work. Some years ago I wa« employed in one of

the dampest studios within reach of the Seine floods, and my c\\\p'

made it a rule to keep cither oatmeal or sawdust—preferably the

former—m the drawers in which our sensitive plates and papers

were stored, and by so doing we never had damp materials to
,

complain about. All the oatmeal w.is taken out of the drawers
each week and dried, either in the sun or in an oven; the sensitive

materials not being -replaced therein until the oatmeal arrived at

the normal temperature. Blotting paper is also very good, especi

ally for packets of paper.

Expermients have proved that oatmeal dried at a fairly high
temperature, and exposed in a damp place, will absorb 9 per cent,

of its original weight in a week, whereas calcium will take up as

much as 29 per cent. The simplicity of the oatmeal treatment,
however, has much to recommend it. The common cardboard used
for making plate-boxes and for stiffening packet* of sensitive paper
is a great absorber of damp, and I remember some experiment*
being made which showed that three halfrplate pieces of such card-

board would absorb one-tonth of a grain of water in an hour, even
when wrapiied round with waxed paper, the ends only of the card-
board sheets being exposed to the atmosphere. The matter was, I

believe, fully dealt with at the Croydon Camera Club about seven
years ago, but I have no record of the lecture. However, thos.-
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wuh to keep Ulcir «eiuitive m»tenal» perfectly dry and in

"d conditioa cannot do belter than give oatmeal a trial, it

.-. IB my hanible opinion, an ideal and fairly cheap damp
lud one that w.II [^M for a generation if properly dried

1.— Yonrs (aithtul'v.

I. T W

THE NORTHERN EXHIBITION

To the Editor*.

ritleoien,—The eriiiciam of the Northern Exhibition in the

J." of February 11, although anooymooa, appear* to hare
i,,ii^., ... ^ fair maoiier.

ta, boiweTer, unknown to the eriltc which materially

facta are aa fotlowe :

—

1 !•- i...<. (MKil Corporation were obliged to reduce from three

. , to two weeka the time daring which the Art (iallery wai
1.1- . j^ ij,, opening of the Exhibition. I> •. ":»

which ran into thonaand* had to h< i.

• iM>i6*d, aalectcd, jaclgad for awarda. i.u..^ .i.a

1.

ler to aarc time, and by —^'•nt with thi- '—^ s

V claaaifiralinn waa ui: i.r an exr

' " - - ' ' - . -.;. lii'e L.A.P..\ » .U.I. il.

>v . 't'tion that the judgea
'I .Til an.) tl'.ir they ahoold
•. .,!.-. . .1 ,!.^! that ti>ey

by tho ju' ^..ura faithfully."jected print waa

Joiiv ' V,

ri Exemtive Committee.
' K)>«Tle Street. Likefpuul. February 14,

.'^MAUiAMATED PHOTOORAI'HIC MANUrACTlRER.S.
LTD.

To the Edilorv

''•eiilU'Ti n the

.\mal(5»ni . iiacrip-

fmnt We u>.-i» it.^t l« lu receiT*

•nu-h p«. •.•<»r £? 2«) ar »* Wiadia l

>pher*

.o able

I'Im X«<fa>.«. i'an«ui>.«. LtWLCT BWM

' • ' li.AL DFVBLo, ..ir. > ..

To the Editor*.

'lien,— L>r. UU>«rr haa earned the gratitudo of many
... ^r< , V irivin.. Ml r.il! .1 iji}iT<- of factnra for varioua det^alopcrs

I i _ :. . Willf* wlvxw •ir»nfnt articU

riala in deTelopotent api>. •tie. )o

, , , .-^fifr* in t ^.^ •amj. w,»v ; .^ .. ... ..... finda

.1. aleo aUi • r*7 It will be not«J tliat

leal."

, . „..„ J aorne
•' A. Loclottt. wboae

r 1906. Mr. Lorkelt

.1 novice*^ oljaeninK

» (in bnef) were that

ronparatiTely anall impor-
''-- dark-room ia the moat

iri.:-.- eater fear of variable

'Off , I^ wibi « fnr.-o urMTi^piiiK ta'~t«>r iii»n With a 0nall Olle.—

-

ira truly, Aimm Wjitxix*.

Answers to Correspondents.

/a oeeorrfanee witA our prtMenl jyraetiet a re/atively gmall tfoct is

allotted in taek tame to reflitt to eorreaymdenta.

Ifa ^r^lr r""-" '•/ fo*t if Uam/ptd and addrtutd tn^doft it

tJi • : 6-ceJU. Inttrnationcd Coupon, from Ttadtrn

abruad.

Querits to be muwtred in the Friday't " /oumal " wtuet rtaeh ue

not later tAan Tutiday (potted U«nda»f), and thovld be

rnddretttd to tk» Mditort.

J. E.—Meaara. BiUdiB'a addreag ia Richmond Street, Boundary

Lane, Maocheater.

D. J.—We angxeat that you aelect from the names of the old

artiaU, anch aa Vandyke, Rembrandt, Rubena, Velaaqnez, Raphael,

Roomay, or Reyoolda.

C. B.—(1) We expect it waa a collodion print which cannot be

gloaaed in thia way. (2) Impoasible to aay what will remove the

dirty marka. Prc^iably there is nothing better for the purpose

than rubbiag with a very noft robber or with bread crumbs.

E. C—Pmbably the Wtay lens haa a proeent value of about £1

to a direct purchaaer. Some of the Wray aingle lenses had n

anmaiwhat larger aperture of //8. If the lena ia of thia type iix

value m about 30*. The Roaa doablel i* worth, say, from £2 10s.

to £3.

O. W.—The Qoen " Hypar " waa brought out not very Ion;:

before Q>e war. The 300 mm. leiw ia that of 12 inclies focnl

lengtb, of apertnre //3.S, and listed to cover a 6 x 4 or cabind

plate. The catalogue price in the latest liat we have, one <'f

1914. ia £27 tOa.

.\. S — You camiot buy ammonia nitrate of silver, becauae it is net

ubuinable in tb* aolid state. It haa to be prepared in ao1atioi<

by adding ammonia in small dose* to a solution of silver nitrat -

until the deposit of silver oxide; which is produced by the firM

additiooa of ammonia, radisaolvee, giving a, clear »nl»ii..t.

yon make further caotions addition of .ammortia.

J. W.—In the eaas of aomo papers ooasidt-raUIe benefit n.« ic-^.im

too* is oibtaiosd by giving a short preliminary immersion in thi-

•nlpbide darkening aoiuf.on, then wishing for a ahort time ar: i

then carrying ool Ibe ordinary bleach and aolphide proo««a. In

of any indication of the kind of impnivement you ar<-

to make, this a pertiaps the best hint we oan give you.

C. and E.—The lighting of the group* is fairly satisfactory and Id.

arr«ng«nMOt of blinds ia good. A large white reflector (a whii

bbdigTCMUid would do) would help to aqtwliae li>« light on th<.

•hadow aide. The principal fault seems to be under-ejposnrc.

Giee st least twice what you now give We aasume that you ute

tha moat rapid plat<u if vm do not. a change of plate may i;^^'

lbs dasirsd aAect.

T. M.—8o far as we can judge, there is no (losaiblo objection !•

your making and aelling the attachment for use with a T.T.

shatter. Tberw are boats of instances of the same kind of thinv

both in photography and in other trades, for example, filmcnl

"TBPT.""" !
, ar. The. , whether your attachmeni

is ^ (lent of .. '. but from what we can

aee tlial u m>t likoly to be Itie caj>o

O. O.—A great many pateola are taken out in the course of .

month for cinematograph ahnttera, and most of them claim t..

reduce Bicker. Unloa* you can aaoertain the name of tin-

patantM, or the number of the specification, we do not think

ran ..J.l.iiii .i . iv of the latter. Any apecification whicli

r.le from 25, Southampton Buildings.

\jouA I-' . '>ut yo" requifo to K'** the number.

M. K.—Toa are quite right, and have written a very good letUr

Prsaoming that your invoices were in the proper form, that ia t'>

aay, made it clear that you were charging for the supply of

prints ffwm negatives taken, the people have not the sliKlit.<-o

ground for now obtaining the negatives. If there is any (!• '

thing in the law relating to photographers' doalinga w •'
'

you

ia I
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customers whirh h cleai, it is the photographer's right to the

custody of the negative.

N. K.—(i; Quite reliable in clianging. (2) There is a certain

liability to static elecirio markings due to the friction of the

films on each other, bnt in a mo'st climate like this they are

lomparatively rare. Certainly not a material objection tc the

use of the filiis. (3) We usually develop films like prints in a
dish, after having rounded off the comers by snipping them with

a turved pair of scissors, but the Kodak Company also supply

tanks in which the films are held loop fashion and are very

funveniently developed in quantities of a dozen or so.

Ki. H.—The better lens would be the 7^ inch, provided it covers

the plate well to the edges, which probably it will if stopped
flown to //16. But if there is plenty of space there would be
iiu hann in using the lOi inch also at //16. and the covering
power would probably be better. We should think you would
want at least J oz. of powder. You can fire it by laying a small

fragment of gun-cutton (from' the pharmaceutical chemist) about
midway in the train, or you can obtain touch paper from Messrs.

Johnsons, 23, Cross Street, Finsbury, London, E.G. 2.

E. B.—n) The aperture is probably .<iomcwhcre in the nefghbour-
hood of //5.6, if the focal length and diameter of the diaphragm
are as you state. It may be a little faster, but would not con-
ceivably be as fast as, say, //5.' We say this on the supposition
that when you focu.ssed you focussed upon a very distant object.

(2) There is no material difference as regards depth of focus
between an anastigmat and a portrait lens of the same focal

length and aperture. If the subjects are portraits in the studio,
the advantage is probably with the portrait lens owing to it«

curvature of field.

!''• E.—When using a large aperture lens, and particularly if there
is a substantial distance, say anything above i in. between the
blind and the plate, there is both theoretically and practically
a decided advantage, as regards efficiency of the exposure, in
obtaining a given speed by a wide .slit at ;i higher speed instead
of a narrower, slit at a lower. The theoretical reasons for this
practice have been dealt with in a number of articles, among
the most recent of which in our pages is that in the " B.J."
of March 14, 1919. which we expect our publishers can still

supply, price 5d.

G. M.— (1) We suppose you mean the formula containing mercuric
chloride, potass iodide and sodium sulphite. If that is so prob-
ably the cause of the yellow deposit, which we expect is
mercuric iodide, is insufficiency of sulphite. Your sulphite
may be below strength, and therefore more of it required. You
may be able to get the deposit 'to dissolve again by adding
further sulphite and shaking, but that is rather doubtful. (2)
The print is by roUry photogravure. Quite as good work as
the specimen is done in this countrv, for example, bv Messrs
Vandyk Printers, Ltd

, Bristol.

H. M.—There are unfortunately no standards of prices for this
class of work. For making a whole-plate negative and supplying
one print therefrom many photographers at the present time
would charge from 15s. to 25s., with perhaps a reduction in the
case of a number of negatives taken at the same time, and in
some cases plug out-of-pocket expenses But we think you ou^ht
to be able to work out a satisfactory cost on the lines indicated
in the article published m the " B J." of January 21 last, page
30, particularly as regards including a due proportion of cost in
re-'pect to your own time and yonr overhead expenses.

W. G. G.—Ordinary calico or canvas with a coat of white dis-
temper is about the best material for such a reflector as you
require. A reflector is not needed above the head, a better
arrangement being a sloping diffuser of thin paper or muslin
one edge of which is fastened to the window sash and the other
to the celling. This gives a certain effect of top lighting. You
cannot get over the retouching marks in enlarging except bv
using a *oft focus lens in the enlarger or putting the image verV
slightly out .if focus. It is a common practice to clean off the
retouching before enlarging. You can easily do 20 x 16 or
larger with an incandescent light unless your negatives are verv
dense or yellow.

W. D.—We do not know your burnisher by the name given, but
it is probably of the ordinary type, a rough roller on top and
a polisued one below. To use it you must heat the polished

roller antil it is hot enough to fizzle when touched with a wet
finger. The print must be prepared by rubbing with a weak
solution of castile soap in methylated spirit, using a bit of clean

flannel. You must not use too much soap solution, or the print

will have ^ smoky appearance. Put on plenty of pressure, and
pass the prints through three or four times. The prints should

• be mounted with a wet mountant, as the shellac would probably
squeeze out if dry-mounted This stylo of burnishing is quite

out ol date now. A squeeged print dry-mounted will have a

much better surface.

J. T.—We find :t difficult to discover any explanation of the foggy
results from the particulars you give or from the negatives.

Both of the latter evidently suffer from chemical fog, due either

to bad emulsion or faulty developer. It seems unlikely that a

plate of such slow speed Cduld be fogged, and therefore it may
be worth while to consider whether the developer is the cause.

We think hydroquinone-caustic is, on the whole, the best

developer for this type of plate, and the only suggestion we can
make is that perhaps the solution may have been wrongly made
up as the result of using too much caustic, or from excess of

sulphite, or from faulty sulphite. Hydroquinone is somewhat
.sensitive to sulphite, and too much of the latter will give fog of

the kind shown in the negatives.

^<- E.—It is a somewh.it complicated business, and our first sugges-
tion is to refer you to the article in the " B.J." of January 21

last, page 30, in which we endeavoured to deal, as far as possible
in 3 way to meet individual cases, with the methods of ascertain-
ing the price to charge for such jobs. We think that if you
followed the indications there given, particularly as regards the
inclusion of diarges for your own time and for your overhead
expenses in due proportion, you would be able to arrive at a
charge which would give y<ju a reasonable profit. There is

unfortunately no standard of charges for work of this kind. For
taking a wholo-plate negative and supplying one print therefrom
many photographers would charge from 15s. to 25s. at the present
time. Furthei- prints from these negatives, say at Raines's cata-

logue prices. But unless you have made special contracts to the
contrary it is perfectly clear that the negatives remain yonr
property. If you now wish to make a charge for delivery of

the negatives to your customers we think you may take it as a
fairly resisonable standard that the charge would be about £1 Is.

jter negative. From what you say, it is evident that you have
gone to an enormous lot of trouble to do this work, and if you
render your account and cannot obtain payment we should think
you would not have any difficulty in recovering the amount in

the County Court.

The British Journal of Photography.
lam ABT^aiaBioms.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisamsnti
(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 28. ; further words 2d. per word.
For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.
•

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)
Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

'The Box No. Address must be reckoned as
six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.
per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.
Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.
The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clocK

(noon) on Wedneidays tor the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.
The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot it

guaranteed.
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EX CATHEDRA.
The Mood of Addressing a meeting of photographers,
the SIttor. ^ few months ago, Mr. Pirie MacDonald
iiiade II i>oint which is worthy of the consideration of all

serious portraitists. He said it was his practice to

ascertain for what purpose the portrait was required ,
and

ho then endeavoured to depict his sitter in such a way
as would prpduce the desired effect upon the beholder.

For example, if the portrait was to be reproduced in a

trade or other newspaper, he would aim at a pose and

expression which would convey the idea of intellect,

energy and, perhaps, a little sternness, while a portrait

intended for a iianc^ or near relative would receive a

aoft<»r trorttrnent. We are a&aid that the possibility of

work in;: on tliose linos lias been overlooked by most photo-

graphers, who are content to produce a good average result

without reference to it« ultimate fate. It should, how

-

evor, be obvious that the representation of the chairman

of ft CT«>«t company as he appears at » public meeting,

w ihle for press work, would not be so acceptabU"

to ily as one showing him in a moment of relaxa-

ti the business man gives place to tiie husband

an.. .,.».,... It is worth rememberinp '''> ^h- \f unoniil.l

makes the portraits of men only.

Sals of I 'ndor the Copyright Act of 1862 it wius

NcBatives and niado clear (in Section I.) that in thv
Copyright. ^^^^ ^f ^Y^^ transference of a negative

the onpyright was altogether destroyed, unless there was
nt triinsferring it to the purchaser,

important points in r<'«f><»<^t t'l which

:it; apparently, ; 'to th<»

in ctni<?e the dv- of tJif

-e of the liiiii- lot- wliioli

;. also, under the present

vc is sold without written assignment of

the c<.i.. ..„..; to the purchaser, the copyright does not

go with it, but remains in the possession of the vendor.

So far an we are aware there has been no judgment in

the Courts, since the corning into force of the present Act,

s "

T(

the 1»H Aot
pr«">*<nt \('t,

U;,

Act, 1

>W8 ' '

' n this somewhat dark place of

photo|;[raphic . Th»' ponernl intention of the

preset!^ '
' ^ in works of fine art, paint-

ingn. - not pass on sale of the work

vj
• and it seems probable that

tl, •'(•(-»saril.v occur in applying

\), ;ihic negatives, engraved

or liginals have been over-

looked!. ' the interests of photographers'

customers ... ;
• which are chiefly involved in this

question, but cases sometimes arise in which, for example.
..^....tj^Qg are sold by auction, whilst prints from them

M in the possession of their maker by whom the

'"P.vnclit* were previously owned. In tlie absence of a

judicial ruling the present position appears to be that

nlthongh the original owner has parted with the negatives
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he retains the rights in them, and the purchaser therefore

is actually infringing those rights by the making of a

•single print from the negatives he has bought. Clearly a

case of imperfect drafting which badly needs clearing up

in the Courts.

Vertical The value of the vertical camera stend
Camera Stands is not so generally appreciated as it

^;^lould be, this appliance being rarely found except in

studios devoted to commercial work. It is a gi-eat time

saver in many classes of work, as it obviates much labour

in arranging small articles or even copies, especially from
illustrations, in bound volumes. It has also the advantage
of enabling "shadowless" photographs of such subjects

,is flowers, medals and museum specimens to be readily

made. In its simplest form it consists of a stout base-

board to which is fixed by iron brackets a vertical board,

-ay three-quarters of an inch thick and eight or nine inches

wide, having down the centre a long slot to take the
ordinary T screw of the camera. At a convenient height
from the floor a glass slab or shelf is supported by blocks

or boxes, and below the glass a few inches away is placed
a card or sheet of paper of suitable tint, to serve as a
liackground. This arrangement is very suitable for making
up compositions of views and flowers, such as are used
for birthday and local view cards, as no fixing is required.

Also, it is much easier to obtain even lighting in this way
than when the originals are fixed vertically as in ordinary
copying.

* * *

White With most trimmers it is difiicult to cut
Margins. {,},^ white margin of a print to exactly
the same width all round, as the margin is entirely

covered while the cut is being made. A useful suggestion
is to take a largo celluloid set square, as made for

draughtsmen, and rule one or^more lines at a convenient
distance from the edges. If this be placed over the
corners of the print the desired width of margin can be
marked with a fine hard pencil, and if this line be cut
off in the trimmer the margin will be just what is wanted
at the first trial. A grey or buff marg'n can be produced
l)y tinting the paper with the Aerograph. The print being
protected by a card, the method saves the expense of
tint paper, shellac tissue and time. If an Aerograph
be not available, chalk or powdered colour may be rubbed
in as quickly and, as nearly all prints are now dry-
mounted, without risk of shifting the colour. Blocking
out the m,argins can be done quickly by using a drawing
pen charged viath any of the ordinary opaques for the
inner edge and then filling up with the brush. This is a
neater method than attaching strips of lantern binding
as is commonly done. In any case the blocking out
should be done on the film side of the negative, so as to
ensure a sharp edge.

Window
Portraits

Some of the most charming effects in
portraiture are those in which a brightly-

lighted window forms part of the composition. Many
praiseworthy attempts in this direction are spoiled by
halation, which is not always evident to the untrained
eye. For such subjects backed plates or film should
always be used. There is a natural tendency in such
conditions to under-exposiu-e, with the result that the
high-lights are blocked up in the attempt to secure some
trace of detail in the shadows, but this may be avoided
if means are taken against halation ; what is mistaken
for over-exposure in a properly-exposed plate is really
halation. A fair amount of reflected liglit is as necessary

in this class of work as when working further in the room,,

although the necessity is not so evident to the eye. In

addition, the persulphate reducer may often be used with

advantage. Let it be tried on a hard portrait negative

in which the sitter is placed with his back to a brightly-

lighted window with white lace curtains, viz., a negative

which in the print gives the effect of a quite plain

white background. After reduction, not only will the

pattern of the curtain be visible, but also all the details

of the view outside.

THE SMALL CAMERA.

There is a very general distrust, on the part of most
professionals, of any camera smaller than half-plate. In

these notes we wish to put forwai'd the case for the

smaller camera as an addition to the general outfit. We
do not believe in the practice of taking all negatives on
.small plates and enlarging them. Some absurd claims

have been made for the small camera on these lines, and
we cannot uphold them ; but as an extra tool in the

photographer's equipment the quarter plate or 3J x 2

J

instrument will prove of great utility. Let us briefly

discuss some of its many uses.

Perhaps the outstanding advantage of the small camera
is the fact that the lens fitted is, naturally, a short focus

one. This, by an unalterable law of optics, means that

you can get depth of focus with a larger relative aperture

than you can with a long-focus lens. For instance, an
8-in. half-plate lens at //8 will give the same depth
of focus as a 4^ in. lens at //4.5. The advantage of the

latter in speed is one too obvious to need enlarging on.

It is particularly useful in interior work, where near and
distant objects must be obtained sharp, and yet long

exposures cannot be conveniently given.

The small camera is a decided advantage when it

becomes necessary to work in imusual and. perhaps,

precarious positions, as, for example, from scaffolding,

or from a roof. It is easier to carry, does not need such
a large spread of tripod, and is not so likely to be blown
over. This last alone often makes it worth while to use
a small supplementary camera when taking outdoor views
in a wind. Often negatives taken with a whole plate

outfit will be blurred, while the smaller instrument, offer-

ing less surface to the wind, will be quite steady.

Another case where a supplementary camera is most
useful is in flashlight. The flashlight negative ruined by
the light striking the lens, or by some unexpected brilliant

reflection, is common, and a small camera standing
perhaps only a few feet away may save the situation. It

is really no additional trouble to set up, and the expense
of the small plates is not great.

Again, a small camera is a very great improvement
on a large one for photography of children and of animals,
except, of course, when the work is done in the studio;
" nerves " are much less likely to cause trouble, and it

is more easy to move your outfit from place to place to

follow your subject. This often avoids the stiff formality
it is so hard to get rid of when the subject is bound to

stay on a certain spot.

One more point: With small plates one feels far more
justified in taking pictures " on spec." For instance, if

there is a factory in your town it is more than likely

that the manager would \ye pleased to pay for a good set

of prints of the various rooms and operations; but the
chances are he will not promise an order until he has
seen the results. By getting permission to take the
pictures, and using a small camera, you are able to do
this without interfering with the workmen, and the

plates cost only a fraction of the cost of whole-plates.
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The negatives are ealarged and a set of prints submitted.

They will doubtless be taken, and further orders are

bound to follow. Works managers can usually appre-

ciate good photographic wcH'k. As nearly all Bmall

negatives will be enlarged it is necessary to keep them
rather thin and soft. Also, we think a non-staining

developer is much to be preferred for small negatives,

whatever one's practToe with larger ones may be. Sharp-
ne«» is an essential feature, and a good lpn« f.^U oom-
oarativelv little in a »mall Rix<>.

With r^ard to the camera a quarter plate or 3| x 2^
outfit with a reversing back is best. We are inclined
to prefer the smaller size, and find it moeb generally
useful; as the plates cost only 2s. 6d. per dozen it

represents a great sa^ing, even on half-plates. Any lens
will do, of course, but an anastigmat of not less than

/ 6 aperture will be found a sound investment. A
between-lens shutter, and a view finder and scale for

focussing, will further extend its scope, by bringing hand
camera work within its range.

THE PROFESSIONAL'S DEVELOPER.

Lm ooiBAon iritli mon of tlioae who bars studiad photography,
thi> writer hs^ long wondered why th* profMrional is (till w

' Ita diaadvintagM ar« laany; are th«r« any
There are thre« dir«otioM in which one mtght

look ' NaatagM: nperior quality of asgativw,
*«•• •' leapncM. Let ni look rather deep«r into

thaae t^r«« thing*.

Quality of NefaliTea
Tears ago it «s* common to hoar p«ople say that the pyro

r ' " <- ' -- rior to that given by any other
•'mn it now. The work of the

hare dmnonstrated pretty

of reaolta aU devalopm are
the image girea by a pyro

. the brown " stain image,"
wr: 1. ri i» vri.' ,,.;: - .l

- —
, negatiT© and

othxrsi dot* nut l<
- .itmrat at tho

cl«an prri.

A* 7. the d«trelop«r accord-

tired, modern praotiM
r away from this idea;

'>o diffrrMit to

it* a developer
1* W.itk.iiii, iMWt, I.e., oiia where the first

- not ra*h out too quickly.

H.r.. ih

a t«.>-«.'l'r

<nn" •

»tren.:

parta ul ti

Eaa« of Ua« *

it;nin'<t pyro Rvro k caeratially

i« <lif)'Kuil t4) maka up in highly
:
lu It 11 usually kept in stock at such a

... nn-Vine Horrloper is madi^ Sv t.'iking eqiial
'" Thu inToW* two Win-

chesters, aixl iii.»- . of pach. W developer
recnmcBeaded bnknr, all tii«t i» 'Iwne U to turn OB a tap, and
draw of! an ounre or two, to bo diluted with water in tho '

ratio of about I : \B. Tba aaaet degreo of dilation is unim-
porunt, esoept when dovsloping by tin* and temperature.

Th> n as re^arda making up tlM stocks The usual method is
to make a hat, fi nf nirr.. about oaee a week; with the other,
the *»Tnf last threa months. Tho job of
potiiKlioK : ...... ..^.ro iroaUaso^ with pyro, as the
hivilphite of potaasitim has to ha diMolved in the oool.

Comparative Coal.
r.»»tly, as to onot. Once, pyro was the obeapaet daveloper;

p.r.. luelf i« Ktill tha eheapek to buy by tha pooad, but is
tha'. what \% irant«df Any developer can ba made cheap, if
;t r« watered down enough. To oompare prioaa, one must
a,l„ • ^„„« standard of strength, and the ohvioM one U that

liy develop a givM plata ia kmo daSaito time at
"• -amperature. Hero tha aaparior energy of oihar
deT<.|ops«a Maro* heavily. Let ua eoaparo two well-knowa
d*T«l<»pw for which sUndard figures are obuinable. Mr.
XlfreH Watk.rn has given two formulas, oaa for pyro-aoda and
•"

• MQ. both of whioh develop a medium plaU in

IH minutes at 60 dc^. F. On working out the cost of 16 gals.

of working atrength, at presont-day wholesale prices, they
are:—Pyro. 17s.; M-Q, 12s. lOd. It is not easy to compare
the strength of the author's developer with these, as there i.s

no proof that his idea of normal contrast agrees with that of

Mr. Watkin.s' : bat working to a contrast suitable for enlarging
on br<>' developer costs IQs. lid. So there is no doubt
aa to t .:itage of M-Q aa regards cost.

Other Advantagea.
There i» one obvious advantage : the M-Q developer is a

universal one, and the fewer bottles on the shelf the better.

True, thoea who must have the particular shade of black on
bromide* which is given by amidol will not get this advan-
tage; bat i* amidol really bettor than M-Qf There was a

legend that it gave better sulphide touos, better Bromoila, etc.,

but the writer is not yet conviaoed.

Another enormoiu advantage ia—no stains. For a studio

where the operator does his own developing, it will be as

great a relief for him ss for his sitters when \t^ need no longer

feel ashamed to stiow his bands, Kurthef, there is loss chance

of undoatred stains on the negatives.

Tho Deaignins of the Developer.

When, about sis years ago, the writer decided to adopt *

single-solution universal developer, he expended oon.tidcrable

thought on the formula for it. It was necessary that it should

be obtainal^' h»re, so he made no attempt to invent a

fancy redu' t. As, of all the easily obtainable ones,

motel plw> none (quinol) had the greatest energy.

i.e., davak''. r per ounce, and as it had only one dis-

advantage ' -ly the one to be adopted. Tho one

ilisadvantn, "ing. did not bother the writer. For

those who null' r lr<>m it, it will be found that the substitution

of paramidophenol for metol, in equal quantitie.s, will give

an almost exactly similar developer, but slightly loss powerful

at the nme dilution.

Proportion of Metol to Hjrdroquinone-

Hj^S^ilnone lieing chea(>er than motol, one is inclined to

use a larger amount of it. But it is to be reioembered that

the " convenience" of the developpr in use, as also its extreme

energy, ia due to the metol bringing out very quickly a weak

iaaoe, on which the hydroquinone builds up the density;

further, ono must remember that in the cold the hydroquinone

loeea power rather quickly. These considerations, together

with eooM experiments, led' the writer to adopt finally a ratio

of one part metol to two parts hydroquinone.

Tho Amount of Sulphite.

This was entirely a matter of experiment, and the result

was to the effect tjuit the sulphite should be about six times

tha rednoing agent. This is sufficient to keep tho concen-

trated developer good for a long time; bat if it is proposed

to leave dilate developer expooed for more than half an hour

or M, It must be increased.
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Proportion of Alkali.

As regards alkali, the writer breaks away from the usaal

type of M-Q developer: caustic soda is used. From all that

could bo gathered by reading on the stibject, the sole object

of the alknli appeared to be its alkaline reaction. Why, then,

not use a small quantity of a strong one rather than much
of a weak one? There are two advantages: the caustic soda

is itself a solvent of the reducing agent, and only one-twelfth

as much caustic as carbonate is needed. The net result is a

ooTicentroted developer, and on experimenting it was found
to result in a considerable increase in the energy, thereby
giving an even greater effective concentration.

Sheppard and Mees ehov that there is a definite proportion

of alkali that gives the most chemically efficient developer,

but, curiously enough, this is not the cieapest. A slight

increase of soda and decrease of reducer cause a rery slight

decrease of speed, and a very much greater decrease of cost.

The proportion ultimately found best is that given.

The Final Formula.
When the proportions were all worked out it was realised

that it needed a wide variation from the theoretical best

before any ill-effect was found, bo the proportions were rounded
off to give a formula which oould be easily remembered, and
which could to a large extent be made up from chemicals in

packages as bought without weighing. The final formula
was :

—

Metol i lb.

Hydroquinone ... ... ... ... ... ^ lb.

Soda sulphite 2 lbs.

Soda hydroxide (caustic soda) 1 lb.

Water to 2 gals. (320"*ozs.)

Dilute one part with 10 to 15 water.
Note.—There is no need to pay fancy prices for "stick"

caustic soda; at least one London house supplies chip soda,

guaranteed 98 per cent, pure, at a very low price.

For those who use thermo, or factorial development,
the following may be useful. They refer to medium contrast,

and should probably be diminished somewhat for portraits:—
Watkins factor.—12 to 15.

Thermo development.—Develops a plate given by Watkins
as Class " M " for development spe«d in six minutes at
60 deg. F., when diluted 1 in 12. Temperature coefficient,

1.9 (approximate).

Tim« for other dilutions, multiply by :—
Strength... 1 in 6. 1 in 8. 1 in 12. 1 in 16. 1 in 24.

2/6 4/7 1 li 2i

Keeping the Developer.

The beet way to keep the developer is to get a 2-gallon glass

bottle with " tubulure," as used by chemists, i.e., with a

second neck at the bottom, to be fitted with a tap. These are

often known as "aspirators." To keep the developer from
oxidising, the cork is fitted with a glass tube, which should

lead to a gas tap provided for it, which is always kept turned

Ota. Under these conditions the developer as drawn off is

replaced by gas instead of air, and the stock will remain

unoxidised and unchanged for a year or more.

If gas is not available, the cork should be connected to an

"oxygen trap," which consists of a 4-oz. " wash-bottle," which

any chemist will supply, half-filled with full strength developer

XDVth no sulphite. Tiis will become oxidised, but will protect

the rest of the developer (or, more simply, bottle in lots of,

say, lOozs.—Eds. "B.J.")

The writer fully realises that the professional cannot lightly

make changes in important operations ; but it is claimed that

the enormous gain in convenience by using the above developer,

and keeping it as suggested, makes the proposition worthy of

serious consideration by the professional.

P. M. Jones.

NOTES ON MOUNTING.

To an onlooker, the mounting of a photograph might seem
too simple to need instructions and too trivial to merit discus-

sion, but anyone who has had years of close connection with
photography will agree that there is much more in mounting
than "sticking a print on to a piece of cardboard."

Mounting, to be good, requires considering from at least two
sides, the artistic and the technical, and unless we happen to

be wealthy amateurs, we must also remember the £ s. d. stand-
point.

The Artistic Side.

For every photograph a mount can be made or bought that
will, by reason of its colour and design, show up the particular
photograph to best advantage. And mounts innumerable can
bo made and bought that can do neither credit nor justice to
the same picture.

Should mounts be bought ready made, or is it better to build
up one's own? There are certain advantages either way. The
mount manufacturer has resources at his command that make
it impossible for the photographer to imitate his products

;

and if our work is in a definite and regular style, with a
constant quality and tone, we are certain to find something
on the market that is superior and more suitable than any-
thing we oould make ourselves. But for work that varies in
contrast, key or tone, there is much to be said for built-up
mounts designed deliberately for individual photographs or
orders.

There are no universal rules determining what colours or
sliades can or cannot be used on a mounting job. Some
wx)rker8 restrict themselves to the use of tints which are in
.ngreement with the print, and for a cold black and white would

not touch anything outside of black, white, green and bluey

greys. For warm black and sepia work this school would only

use white, buff, cream and brown. Others will combine cold

and warm tints in the same mount for either a black or brown
picture, often with excellent results, but where there is any

doubt the first mentioned system is the safer. With prints

that need no improvement, either in depth, contrast or colour,

there is a greater chpice of mount shades than with work that

is not quite all that it might be.

A faulty picture can be made to look much better—or much
worse—than it is by its mount. To render a fault incon-

spicuous, or to make .poor quality appear to be quite " the

thing," the usual plan is to " go one worse " with the mount.

For examples:—A certain print has extremely black blacks;

it would have been more to our liking with warmer blacks.

We mount it on .blue-black against which it appears warm in

comparison. To put it on anything warm would only enhance

its cold blackness and so make it worse. A sepia is " must-

ardy." Mount it on pale brown, buff, cream or coffee and it

will probably appear all right, but to put it against a rich

Vandyke brown will convict it on the spot. Exceptionally

disagreeable tones can sometimes be made to look exceptionally

artistic by mounting on the same (exact) shade. A photograph

that is dark should he put on a darker mount. On a white

one such a print would seem darker again than it really is.

The same principle applies to a pale picture, which requires

a pale mount if it is not to appear bleached or faded. A soot

and chalk type of print needs a eontrasty mount, e.g., white

with black tint, and a soft or flat print will go best on a

combination of very near tints, e.g., deep cream and buff or

light grey and medium grey.
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Pencil and brash ean be useful in mount making, but they

, ' not taken any grcnt adTantAge of. For good work where
il««ign of A mount is mot required to bolster up the print,

". natty effect* are obtainable by lines in pencil, ink and
' r colour. A fine bordt^r, if done noatly and accurately,

- :ten moro effective than any tinting scheme. Fine border

in RoM p«int on a rich brown are very attractive.

I ' sise for a mount is best found by ezperi-

if the picture is long in comparison with

• >r of an oval or circular xbape. For otandard-siKcd

no sizM favoured by manufacturers are quite suitable

tor ai) but exceptional orders. The position of the picture

-hould always be slightly above the true centre if the mounted
t is Dot to aprpear poshed down or aqoat. It is a general

to have the side spaces precisely aqnal, but if thef subject

;>^ that a print looks well plained when decidedly to one
thar* can be no objection to mounting it so. But such a

. rtnre must be definite. There most be no snggaation that

rnsnlt is merely doe to crooked sight on th» mounter's

I have knoiv> an odd occasion when a head portrait

t/.'.i.ircN the bottom right-hand corner of the print,

'•u^ly mounted ip the top left corner of the

..:;t showing sliRhtly jrider on the right and
ie

an advocate of plate raarkt, but for those who like

is a fairly simple way of making any deaired aiaa.— -nta are tw-. -
'
•'•- —oonting hoard (4 to

'y larger - >>unt to b« marked,
I'me-partoui M ii'j 1 iil; a mount placed

between them, the two cards are bound along osa edge. Whan
tha bindini; is set tha inner face of one card is tDarked in

pencil with the desired «i>e for the plate mark, and after

making sure that tha oomars are square aad that the mark is

central, the linM are gona over with a vary sharp knif«> icuided

by • <ige When the piece haa b<

'

'

a foA Hvcotino are rubbed on to

ing It), aii'l t
' l« folded ' ^b>>lc left

under • weigh •^Ta ha» ' re square
> ' '1 to the top card and will lat out of it<

lefi tha earda ara opcaad. A mount placed
I iuid press i d in tha dry-mounting machine for

will bo neatly plata-marked. If there is so
the effect can ha got—bat not ao qnicUj

—

a grow or so of larga moanta or oUmt
»i'i((ht.

•iwl floiih h*v*l mount* ar# applieabia to a large

Tha fonsar,
nrtive appear-

te« of any siae. l'.^ :t-onta art
the knife, but ar> if s gnnS

'* aad cinl'S requir<r n !

thas*. marhiTK^ can hf

in«t<^ t(M> factor of mar >n be
cut on a spaeial board r>: toots.
Tb«y ar- parbapa tfca aiaspiaa* mounu of ail, aa they maraljr

add «ti({n«ai, •obataBoe and Snish to a picture without effavt-

iog ita spectacular quality.

The Tacbnical Side
The aubatancca that ran be n«ed for attarbing a photograph

tn ita mount are numerous I will deal only with tha most
imi-'irtant. which are ttarrh paste, proprietary pastas, flria-

'-' 'otina, gum arable, and shellac. Starch paste, if

nade, is a strong, clean and safe roountant which
•ct.' in^o n hard and durable ' ' Provided that no traces

are allowed to dry on tiie f.. print or mouBt, starch
is qait« satisfactory as a mounting ageat. Prints can he
mounted with it in a dry or wet state, the latter being the
easiest and most tunal way. T' iry pastea of good maksa
are vary mmilar to starch, >« uiMd with oonfldenoa.
' made in a thick, wurtu solution, is a vary strong

that can be oaed on dry prints. It can be prepared
' . • iT i.''I>iii". in warm water to get a thick syrupy
iKI'ior »h.t. .~ ti,;rr..(l down rnflicieatly for use by heating
witlkoot the a<iilittnn of water. " Secootine," let down with

water, makes a clean mountant. Whether it is liable to pro-

duce any after effects I cannot say. I have used it myself

without so far coming acrcss any symptoms. Used as it comee

from the tube, it will mount thick papers if spread thinly along

the edges of the dry prints. Gum arable, prepared by hang-

ing a bag of crystals or dust in a bottle of cold wat^r until

sufficient has dissolved to make a thick gum, can be used on

dry or wet prints, but does not stick so readily as gelatine or
" Seccotine."

Shellac dissolved in methylated spirit will mount dry prints

cold or hot. In its well-known form of tissue it provides what

is probably the most popular system of mounting at the

present time. When using tissue, the right temperature is of

paramount importanco. This varies with different batdios,

and the correct degree should be found by experiment when

starting on a fresh lot. By keeping a small thermometer on

the dry-mounting machine, work is greatly facilitated, onoe

tlie best temperature for tho tissue in use is known. After

using large quantities of present-day tissue, I am of the

opinion that it is not as good in the aggregate as other

photographic product*. Perhaps I am too exacting, but in

any case tissue has the advantages of being clean and dry to

handle and .inhocuous and protective to tho print. Dry-

mounting can be done with a large flat iron where no machine

is available.

With dry or wot mounting, the actual degree of humidity

of tho print is a matter of some importance. In the first case

prints must be really dry to avoid risk of the surface stidking

to the ainc plate or blotting paper, whichever is used to cover.

If there is any doubt on the point, a print can he put in the

mounter, or under the flat iron and given a momentary press,

which will remove any dam.pness boforo there is time for

sticking. In wet mounting prints must be thoroughly and

evenly wet. If they are not properly soaked the oxpansioo

due to w»tting will bo uneven, and they may dry up not truly

•quare. Some workers trim their prints wet to avoid this,

hut there is no necessity to Uke the extra risk if care is

taken to soak prints thoroughly before wet-mounting. At the

moment of pasting, however, there should be no surplus mois-

ture. A print that is pasted while covcre«l with water is not

likely to stick w«ll, as tha paste will be greatly diluted.

Another thing, the paste and water will be apt to roll out

under prevure and deface the mount. When rolled down

quite flat, mounted prints should be left under preesuro for

some little time unleM the adhesive is known to bo very strong,

when they can be safely left exposed to the air, in which ('(^n-

dition they will dry more rapidly. In cither case pressure or

restraint of somo kind is wanted on the mount to prevent

cockling, which is the bugbear of wet-mounting.

The keeping qualities of mountants are uncertain properties.

Pastes are best when freshly made, but will keep for long

periods if a preservative is present. I have u»e<l chloroform

and chloroform water for preserving pastes with good rosulU.

Proprietary pastes always contain preservative, and should

keep for a reasonable time. Dry-mounting tissue is said by

soma to be subject to the air, and to lose its adhesive proper-

ties if left lying about or in uncovered boxes. Whilst I cannot

oOmliMflkb this from experience, it sounds feasible, '">• «l">

remedy—or pravention—is obvious and simple.

Tha Buaioeaa Point of View.

When mounting is done on a largo scale, and particularly

if done for profit, i.e., professionally, the £ s. d. point of

view is important. By studying different manufacturers' cata^

logoes it will be found that a style or variety of mounting

may be carried out at different figures. It will also become

apparent that certain styles of made mounts will prove

cheaper or dearer than similar or equally serviceable styles

made up from boards and tints. With cut-outs and bevels we
have to take into consideration time and labour on one hand,

and the advantage of buying quantities of largo boards and
the poBitibilities of economical cutting on the other. For ex-

ample, a l->x 12 cut-out may take up a little time and neccesi-

i tate tome skill to cut, but it may be made from comparatively
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cheap board and still be eJFective, and the centre-piece will

make another mount for a smaller picture. To have a sub-

stantial result, the prints .should first be rough-mounted, of

course, but this can bo done on waste mounts or thin card-

board or thick tint board, and need not add very much to the

cost. For two cut-outs, one 15x12 and the other 10x8 we

would require on© piece of board about 24 x 18, two old mounts
or pieces of thick tint about 16x13 and 11x10, two sheets of

dry-mounting tissue, 15x12 and 10x8, about threepennyworth

of ' Seccotinp," and the necessary labour and time. For good

work we can add brown pa])Cir and a trace more " Seccotine
'

'

to back the mounts. To work out the cost of such a job from
a wholesale price-list of mounts, and then compare it with the

cost when using variou-s made mounts, keeping in mind the
artistic side of the question, would provide a good example of

how useful business methods may be. It must always be re-

membered though that to buy consistently in the cheapest
markets is risky, and to sacrifice artistic quality to cost may
prove the dearer way in the end. To maintain technical and
artistic excellence without unnecessary outlay should bo the
aim of anyone undertaking mounting on a business scale.

Thbumit.

PHOTO-STEREO-SYNTHESIS : THE PHOTOGRAPHIC
REPRESENTATION OF A SOLID OBJECT.

[Students of photography have been so accustomed to associate the names of the brothers Lumiere with chemical

investigations into photographic processes that it is perhaps overlooked that MM. Lumiere have long taken an interest

in the optical side of photography. Their share in the origination of the cinematograph projector is their most notable

contribution to this branch of photography : another piece of original work which has proved less fruitful is the stereo-

photo-diorama, devised by them some years ago. In the following paper by M. Louis Lumiere, contributed to the

Academy of Sciences and recently published in " Comptes Bendus," the theory and practice of a method of producing a
single photographic representation of a solid object are descriljed. The result obtained by the method which is here set

forth consists of several jjositive transparencies representing .successive planes of the subject, and mounted one behind
another at intervals proportional to their separation in the subject and to the scale of reproduction. The set of trans-

parencies, when viewed by a strong traiisnritted light from a chosen .standpoint, pro<luc^s the scn.sation of solidity in a

striking manner.

—

Eds. " B.J."]

If photographic negatives are taken, on a fixed scale of repro-

duction, of a series of parallel planes (equidistant or otherwise)

of an object, whilst fulfilling the condition that each image
represents only the intersection of the object by the correspond-

ing plane, it will be possible, by superimposing the positive

images made from the negatives obtained in this way, to

re-form in space the appearance of the object photographed.

For this it is sufficient that the distances of the positive

images are equal to those of the planes photographed modified

by a coefficient corresponding with the scale employed.

For a theoretically perfect reproduction it would be neces-

sary to superimpose an infinite nuuLber of images differing

ffom each other to an infinitesimal degree, but experiment has
shown that this condition, which obviously cannot be fulfilled

in practice, is not necessary in order to convey to the eye the

impression of continuity: a small number of elements is suffi-

cient if, within certain limits, each image corresponds not
with a plane, which likewise cannot be done in practice, but
with a given focal volume. This focal volume should, however,
be fairly small if it is desired to avoid parallax effects.

If the attempt is made to effect this reproduction by means
of a lens possessing the maximum relative aperture which is

possible, it is found that the depth of field is still much too
great.

In order to obtain the neces.sary reduction of the focal

volume, I have devised two methods, based upon the following

considerations :—
(1) In fig. 1 let O be a lens of fiat field producing an

image P' of a point P situated on the principal axis. If the
lens be displaced so that its axis remains parallel to itself to

a distance h and so tliat its principal planes remain in the
same position in space, the image P' will come into the posi-

tion P", situated in the image plane conjugate to the object

plane which contains the point P.

If, at the same time, the image plane be moved in the same
direction and without rotation on itself through a distance H
such that h p

H = p + P
the position of the image of the point P will not have changed
relatively to the limits of this plane. It can be easily shown
that this will be the case also with every point situated in

the object plane conjugate to the image plane.

It will, however, not be the case with points such as P,

situated nearer to or further from the object plane. At each

distance d of this plane there will be a corresponding displace-

ment d' of the curve of the secondary axis corresponding on
the image plane, and the value of d' will be given by the

formula

—

„ h p'
d'= H

p — d

The image of the point P will thus yield on the sensitive

surface a curve of length d'.

It is easy to see that there is an advantage in making the

ratio p: p' as small as possible, in making h on the other

liand of as high a value as possible and in selecting a very

small value for /, But the conditions of reproduction in

practice limit the choice of these factors. Unless a sensitive

surface of enormous dimensions be employed, there is the

necessity of adopting a value oi p: p' of less than 1, whilst /

cannot be less than about 20 cm.

(2) In fig. 2, O is the lens provided with a reversing prism

and forming the image P' of the point P, p and p' being

necessarily equal, having regard to the prolongation arising

from the interposition of the prism.

If this lens be subjected to displacement of any amplitude
whilst taking the precaution to effect the displacement in the

plane of the principal section of the prism, and if this plane.
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u well M the principal pianos of the lens, remains unaltered
ia position in spaw, the position P' of the image of the point P
»iU not undergo alteration. On the other hand, the image of
any point n>:arer to or further from the image plane will
ondergo displaceunnts in accordance with the formula alreudy
let forth. Thus, for reduction of the focal volume, it will be
lofficidit to pri>viJ.' tl: "

il -.. t

n» with two reversing prisms, the
are at an angle of 9<) ile)^., and

fl«-t
to displace the axis of the lena parallel to itself whiUt like-
wis*' keeping the principal section* parallel to thenueWr*
iIuriRg diaplarement.*
For the ai ' <,f the*- -le, I fimt

coiutruct«>l a> us on th. a appeared
to mo most «'. ..f a praci
A board A apablo oi . m its own plane on

the front of a plii,t.,grai,hi. camera, i* csiue<l to moTp ao that

tit. i.

it* atdm r>>main 'on^tnntlv parnllr) fn theijiselvAi by the
< I. It cuOm
>r[,tni;i><l rais-

«t*aa

rear

< tiia

Tl). whole apparatiM i« moantMl on rails which allow of it

tiv.l> ;.,

of t^o fr

prism, ar

apparstii-

fl«. «

baing noted toward* or sway froni th« object to ba photo-
urapbad for tha pnrpoae of pUciag it in tba niocaaaira poai-
i^TM cMTMpooding with tha senas of planes chosen for the
niAkint; nf tha B«^tiTM.
Hv moving tha las* board darhig tha axpoanra tha definition

"f ['.inu not corraaponding with tha condition »-»' i*
•If' > t»>d ~

In

•It
•VTSM

n% cut in red manner, the image*

which I obtained were not altogether satisfactory, and I there-
fore c-onstructed the apparatus represented in fig. 3, which i<
on the lines of (1) above.
Two frames, each affording a large opening, are connected

by cross bars, not shown in the drawing.
These frames permit of the passage of four spindles A B C D,

each of which is provided at its extremity with a crank piece.
To each of these cranks is fitted a pivot, and the ratio of the
lengths of the arms of the front and rear crank is eqiml to

V

P + P
The four front pivots engage in sockets fixed in the lens

board, and, similarly, the four rear pivots support a second
board to which is attached the back body of the camera. The
two boards are connected by a Mlows which fits light-tight
at each end. Lastly, one of the spindles carries a pulley, by
maans of which, during the exposure, a routing movement
may he given to the whole system by the device shown in the
drawing.

From the considerations which have already been set forth.
It will be clear that every point beyond the object plane con-
jugate to the image plane corresponding with the ratio p: p'

mmkr-

rig. i.

rirlds on the sansitive plata a circular carve, the diameter of
• hirJi ia graatar in proportion as the point is at a greater
•listanca from the obj«t piano. Moreover, the circle of con-
ftuion corresponding with the aperture of the lens adds its
effect in diffusing the definition of this point. Only the points
«itaat«d in the image plane conjugate to the object piano are
hft^ld^ 4Widered.
Tha angular aperture of the lenses which can be used, by

Uking a high value for h, would permit of limiting the depth
of definition to a unall volume, but experience shows that it
i* acaroely possible to exceed, for the circumference described
by the lens, a diameter greater than 80 mm., otherwise, on
synthesis of the positive iningeg there is produced a species
of conical anamorphosis which completely alters the appc^ar'
ance of the result obtained. This effect appears to bo due to
the fact that for a given definition tho focal volume is greater
for points situat<>d beyond the object plane than for thone
on the near side of this plane.
Whether this is ao or not, by choosing suitable values for

the different factors and by using a lens of large relative
aperture, the apparatus permits of the production of practical
result*. lx)Di» LuMikRR.
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THE PANCHROMATIC PLATE.

It is now about fourteen years since Messrs. Wratten & Wain-

wright offered to photographers their first panchromatic

plates, and gave to the world an improved material which

may be regarded as one of the most important advances in

photographic science since the advent of the dry-plate. So

important, indeed, has this type of plate proved itself to be

that it has been the means of opening up new departments

of photographic industry, and giving to the printing world

a revolutionary advance in the art of colour reproduction.

To the professional photographer it has offered golden oppor-

tunities, but, unfortunately, his proverbial conservatism has

caused him to neglect its general use to such an extent that I

one is led to ask the reason why?
The answers will necessarily vary with conditions. One

will say, " I so rarely have any paintings to copy or valuable

furniture to photograph that it is not worth while putting

in a safelight for panchromatic work." To such I would

reply, you do not require a safelight. Total darkness is

cheaper and much more reliable, if not so convenient, but fo''

casual, infrequent use a safelight is quite unnecessary, as will

later be observed. Another will say, " My business deals

entirely with portraiture, and therefore I have no use for

panchromatic plates." In portraiture these plates are

eminently successful and useful ! Their rapidity has been

increased so enormously that quite short exposures are now
possible even with a light-filter, so that the chief practical

objection to their use no longer exists. A frequent excuse

is failure to obtain uniform results, the negatives being often
- BO dense that reduction has I sen necessary, and the printing

quality has not then been u j to the standard requirements.

The remedy for this is a closer acquaintance with methods of

development, and the strict adherence to a method which
found to fulfil the condition desired. It is only reasonable

to expect that minor difficulties will sometimes arise in every

one's early experience in panchromatic as in other photo-

graphic work, but in general practice they are rarely repeated

;

if they should be, the cause is generally obvious and easily

remedied, never being of a nature which would disturb the

equanimity of an expert photographer for a moment.
There is one thing which is more than a certainty, anrl

it is this : if photographers would only give panchromatic
plates the fair trial which they have the right to claim, not

one of them would return to the general use of ordinary

plates. They can be used for practically every purpose for

which ordinary non-colour-sensitive plates are now employed,

and for many purposes for which those plates are either abso-

iutely useless or so totally unsuitable that a comparison of

the results obtained would always give the first choice to those

taken on the pan' plates. This adaptability is so unques-

tionable as to deserve serious consideration. In the hands
of an expert they so increase the commercial value of his

capacity and ability as a photographer that his work becomes
Photogeaphv in capital letters. In the portrait studio the

manner in which they reproduce the subtle differences of

tints and shades of the various colours of drapery, and the

delightful way in which flesh tones are rendered, even without
the intervention of a light-filter, makes their use a real

pleasure to the photographer who is discriminating in these

matters; but, still further, their employment with a suitable

light-filter, one specially selected for the requirements of the

moment, produce results which appear truly remarkable to

the ordinary plate worker.

Here we have a fair sitter who is deeply sunburned after

her seaside holiday. Her face and arms are freckled. Her
hands and portions of her neck and chest are patchy in

shades of reddish brown from continued exposure to sun and
breeze. Her hair is rich auburn in colour. Her dress is

delicate shade of blue. We all know what an ordinary plate

negative of her will appear like, and extend our sympathies
to the poor individual who has of necessity to remove

laboriously those thousand and one freckles, and work out by
tedious retouching those dark, disfiguring patches, to say
nothing of the risk of losing the likeness in the process. But
here is a negative of the same sitter taken upon a pan'

plate with a suitable light-filter. There are no freckles or

dark patches here. Her auburn hair is full of detail and
sheen. The general tone of the image is soft and delicate,

and the work for the retoucher is practically nil. The soft

folds of her blue dress are not represented as if composed of

white calico, but by a scale of rich, subtle tones, with here
and there a pleasing high-light, which must be seen to be

appreciated. A child dressed in a scarlet cloak or a small

boy in a suit of claret-coloured velvet photographed upon
an ordinary plate makes a picture which is anything but
pleasing. So deep are the tones of the clothing that any
little detail which may be there is swallowed up in blackness.

How differently a panchromatic plate reproduces these rich

colours, and with what a wealth of detail. The old-time

advice that children and young ladies should be photographed
in white or light-coloured attire is superfluous when pan'

plates are used for studio portraiture; and the same remars
will, of course, apply also to outdoor groups. In landscape
work, in the photographing of garden scenes, conservatories

and other places where the infinite variety of rich colouring

in flower and foliage presents such a gorgeous display to the

eye ; to all this brilliance the ordinary plate is blind ; while

the panchromatic, with a suitably selected filter, will see it

and record the effect with all the vividness which gives such

pleasure to the observer. In interior work in the homes of

the wealthy, where noble pictures and tapestries line the walls,

where choice furniture, rich upholstery and carpets of wonder-

ful colouring and design furnish the rooms, the pan' plate

alone can satisfy the requirements of the discriminating and
giye a rendering of colour and detail which will be approxi-

mative to the effect which the actual scene has upon the minds
of those who use these apartments daily, and who are there-

fore likely to severel3' criticise, if not reject, photographs
which do not reproduce these effects faithfully and correctly.

The value of the panchromatic plate in the photographing
of furniture, artistic china and bric-k-brac cannot be over-

estimated. Take, for instance, a piece composed of maple
wood or burr walnut, with their wonderful grains, or of Hon-
duras mahogany, for which the ordinary plate is absolutely

useless. One trial exposure on a piece of furniture made in

any of these woods upon a pan' plate will convert the most
con.servative worker, and show him that he will be hopelessly

out of the running if he expects to retain his reputation for

clever photography by the sole use of ordinary colour-blind

plates. In copying coloured or stained prints or engravings,

red toned photographs in silver or carbon, nothing can equal

the result which is to be obtained on panchromatic plates. So

that it will be clear, even to the most casual mind, that this

variety of plate can do everything for which ordinary plates

are usually employed, and at the same time do it better than

the ordinary plate; and, further, that it can do many things

which the ordinary plate could not possibly accomplish under
any circumstances. This being so, the question arises : why
use any but panchromatic plates? For some special work,

certainly, transparency plates will -be necessary, and when
copying drawings or plans in pencil or ink a required hard-

ness of contrast can only be obtained on a slow process plate,

but for practically every other purpose panchromatic plates

will fulfil every condition which a photographer may expect

from a dry-plate, and, generally speaking, it is calculated

to give a better negative, requiring less after treatment, and

in portraiture infinitely less retouching, yielding a richer

contact print than ordinary plate negatives, and an unequalled

result by enlargement, owing to the high quality of the emul-

sion with which these plates are invariably coated.

A brief risumi of the practical manipulation of these plates
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will probably be of interest to manj who have not yet used

them, «nd may possibly be helpful to some who have Dot been

a* tttcceuful in their use as they would naturally desiro.

Perfection can only be obtained by experience, but one may
he helped toward ita attainment by the suggestions of those

who have gained a measure of success. Now in order to get

the full Talue out of the employment of panchromatic pi«>.es

it is first necessary to give a litle thought to light-hltera.

Aa a means of correcting; .such colours aa blue, green and
jeUow, the K filters of commerce are too well known to ue

snore than mentioned here; but for general all-round work

other filters will be neceasary, such as a brilliant yellow, two

or three shades of red-orange. A good red and a couple of

tints of green are also useful, particularly in the copying of

•ome much discoloured paintings or tapeatriea, in which a

lalse colour -rendering is often the only meana by which the

detail can be made to appear. The red filter will aUo prore

oseful in rendering the g'rain of dark coloured woods such

as polished Honduras mahogany or walnut. In some instances

the >l,-<'\<cr shades of K filters will fill most of tbaae raquire-

ment!. but in the writer's experience a full range of practical

colours and tints should be available for a general practice.

In portraiture a pink-orange filter will give cleaner Beeh

and a more accoptabio result when photographing a very

dorid complexioned paraon, and with leas exposure than would

ho noceasary with • filter of the K variety deep enough to

give the amount of correetioa deeired. This tint of filter

will n' " r red hair much more ' ' ' ' ily. Of courae,

the .. r«d io the filter must (tie when «afd

for a normiij compleiioned person with otheTWMa

the fleab will apfH-ar anwrnic and pasty. • in rach

tnattert as tin* i< tho only safe guide. One should be able to

jT'nlce one'i .,»ii %[.. • i il hiter* in order to meet individual

•it.«. A !• I . iT-.'u! 1 \'^" rimi-nts will make the raloe

,;.j^., .' ,. ri .''I, >,- 1 liii.c Msid that pan' plate*

II > . I Itght-filter, and in many in«tanc«a

ion will Ik- oblainr-fl in this way, 6ut

owever pale in tint, will nat'. • a better

< 1. The question of employing w riled filter*

appliee only to portraiture. For general loiour renderint;

tliore in a minimum of correction below which it is oaturally

lo to work; the standard Kl filter being m good

i depth of tint upon which to base any 'experiments

in the direction of filter making in other colours; but to

consider maximum depths of colour one would refer to the

filters employed in three-oolonr work, which the writer has

, ..,^>...,Iy uaed for cor- "•"••• ' "''"'ngraphy in motiochiomc.

I'oaare of pan :ea under rarioos ton-

<i,.l'r]^ '. litrht "'ill nx' L •: m ainsple for all purposes

a^ f.no uoiil.i ,»

,

it ;,.;. i.;ain experience and a carofol

obaervati"' - -n»ble the worker to ovi-r-

come an> It most b% remembered

that wlirfi '. : antumn or winter time

the colour ..! fi blue, yellow and red,

ac<x>r<Jin)( !o ' ': tti<j <iAy and the state of the atino-

pbero In tl' : : and Slimmer time the prevailing rays

in the li^- '>lue ones, except toward the cteaiBg

honn <il n the yellow and red rays will Bore
and more au.- ' II '.- we hare the principal

reason why or 'irh long enpo«»ir« under
advrrsx • 'i they

are ni" :. plate

naturally scores, bvcauiH* it i« * <<« colours, and
a romparatirely abort expoaure ' >. BO ligfat-ftlter

b'l'iK nece«ary, say, for outdoor groups or animals when it

is required to take such subjects in waning or bad coloured

daylight. Nothing but practice and observation will, bow-

ever, enable one to arrive at correct exposures under all

liKh'int; >r,n'litHins, but no operator of experience will antici-

pate gmat 'lifficQlty in so familiar surroundings, remember-

ing that thp«c plates are sensitive to colour other than blue.

I wi>h to u.^\,- it clear to the inexperienced that the

prinr-ipl' in the manipulation of pan' pletea are

r\r~ rr.r. ;,, grx^ ^"^ 'Pp'? thatt thoeo which govern

ordinary colour-blind photography, but it must be remarked
that at first the element of uncertainty of the correct amount
of exposure necessary, say, in the copying of old paintings
or the photographing of dark, richly coloured interiors, is

almost as great to the novice in pan' work as ordinary photo-

graphy, minus a light-meter, is to the merest tyro.

The dark-room and the work in it now demand considera-

tion. It will be readily understood that our old-time friend,

the ruby lamp, is quite useless for dark-room illumination

with panchromatic plates. So sensitive are they to this light

that it is possible to take a photograph in light of the old

familiar ruby colour. When it is necessary to employ a

light in the dark-room during development it must naturally

be one to which the pan' plate is least sensitive. So-oalted

safe lights are procurable from any good dealer or trade house

which are quite reliable for the purpose qf locating objects in

the room, but under no circumstances should rapid pan-

chromatic plates be exposed even' to these subdued and com-
paratively non-actinic rays. There are no rays of actual

risible light to which these plates ere not highly sensitive.

Hence it is essential that all laboratory work shall be carried

out in practical darkness. Dark slides should always be filled

in total darkness.

The section of the derk-room which is devoted to develop-

ing operations must be screened even from a " safeligbt," so

that the plate which is being developed is (;ontinually in total

darkness until fixation is complete, or fog veiling will almost

inevitably be observable in the fixed negative. A sufficient

quantity of developer must be used which will ensure that the

plate is completely covered without it being necessary to

make any kind of examination in order to satisfy one'a mind

in this reepeot.

It is often said that it is unfair to the manufacturers ot

plates, and other material requiring development, if the

formula) and instructions which they publish for the develop-

ment of their products are not accepted as most suitable and

undeviatingly employed in order to obtain successful results.

Admitted that dry-plate makers put themselves to consider

able trouble and expense in order to arrive a^t the oonclu-

monn which their published ilata for development express, yet

I think that their responaible chemist would be the last to

claim a knowledge of the idiosyncrasies discoverable in the

productions of their firm which would be superior to that ot

a man who employs those products in constant daily practice.

Many years of experience in practical photography tends to

make one independent of published formulae. Liberty of

action is the acme of true freedom, but in a photograpnic

sense this desire for liberty may often become a snare, and

unleaa one has some practical knowledge of chemical action

and reaction it is always advisable to follow implicitly the

makers' instructions for development. At the same time 1

will venture to suggest a development method which has been

proved to be eminently successful with " Wratten " plates.

It is not claimed that the method is unique or distinctive,

but it is calculated to give a uniformity of result whidi is

rarely seen by any other method. It must be rememberea

that one is unable to examine the progress of development ol

pan' plates, *nd that it is necessary to develop a faith in

tKVMh which it is proposed to employ before commencing

opeTSctoiM.
'' .Iroquinone-soda is a developing combination not

J,
,y favoured by professional photographers, but it

is one which the writer has used with Wratten plates for

many years with success. The formula is as follows:—
(1) Metol or substitute 90 grs.

Sodium sulphite 3 ofa.

Warm water
'f^

<""•

(2) Hydroquinone ^ 8^*'

Sodium sulphite 1 "•
Water •

• ^ ««»•

(3) Sodium carbonate 540 grs.

Sodium sulphite H °m-

Water ^ ov.

For portmiture, still life studiee, interiors, etc., where a
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soft negative is desired, mix together equcti quantities of

Nos. 1, 2 and 3, and to every 2 ozs. of developer add 1 oz.

of water hot enougli to raise the temperature of the

developer to 70 deg. F. Meanwhile, the developing dish

should have been warmed by having water of 80 dog. F.

poured into it. Being now ready to develop, and having

poured the warm water out of the developing dish and placed

the exposed plate in the dish in total darkness, pour on the

developer and develop for five minutes, timing the same by

m«ans of a dark-room clock or, preferably and more con-

veniently, by means of a Radiolite wrist watch. Having
rinsed the plate in cold water and wiped off with a dry cloth

the backing material (if backed plates are being used),

transfer the negative to the fixing bath.

Hypo, 4 ozs. Water, 20 ozs.

The fixing bath should be shielded from light until fixation

is complete.

For developing negatives of landscapes or other subjects

where a greater density and contrast is desired, mix together

1 part of No. 1, 1^ parts of No. 2, 1 part of No. 3, adding

hot water as before; and 1 drop of 10 per cent, potassium

bromide to each ounce of developer, proceeding as before sug-

gested, but continuing development for six minutes.

It has been found that samples of hydroquinone vary in

their desity-giving qualities. This is one of the objections

to its use. Should there be excessive contrast in a negative,

reduce the amount of hydroquinone and bromide. If it is

merely dense, reduce the time of development. This

developer is a very useful one when one has become accus-

tomed to its use, because any degree of softness or contrast

is obtainable at will, and having decided upon* a mixture

and time of development suited to Qur requirements, and

given correctly exposed plates, the quality and strength of

the resulting negatives will be remarkably uniform.

I
The following notes should be remembered. It is always

advisable to use backed plates.

New plates will always be more colour-sensitive than stale

ones. It is a good practice to write the date of purchase

upon each box of plates as they ase delivered. This will often

obviate disappointment. Stale plates should be reserved for

copying purposes or for landscape work if they have not been

kept too long.

A single plate should not be repacked with the film in con-

tact with the packing paper, otherwise it will soon become

useless. In order to avoid this, keep an undeveloped plate

of doubtful character always to hand, so that it may be used

to pack film to filnl with the pan' plate. Stick a piece of

paper on the back of the dud plate for identification, and

see that it is free from dust before using. Though it may
have lost its own reputation for the purpose for which it was

originally intended, it may be the means of keeping many
plates of good character from losing their reputation.

Do not use a developer more than once if you wish to make
negatives of a uniform quality. The developer suggested

contains so small a quantity of developing material that it

becomes practically exhausted by once being used. A second

negative developed in a warmed-up developer requires a longer

time to acquire density.

Use a dairy thermometer for testing the temperature of

water and developer. It is sold in wooden cases by people

who supply farmers and dairymen with their utensils, and is

quite a low-priced article.

Keep the fingers oft the developed film until it is dry. The
warm developer softens it and makes it very liable to damage.

Do not be tempted to examine a plate, even by a safelight,

during development. Failure comes that way.

Panchromatic plates give a fair amount of latitude in

exposure, but they do best with a full minimum exposure

rather than an over-exposure. This latter should be avoided.

It will be seen that there is something new to learn, new
reasons why to consider, new methods to employ, and new
ground to cover ; but it will always be worth while, because

it will bring new business and increased emolument, con-

siderations which will certainly appeal to all professional

photographers, both employer and assistant.

Henry J. Comley.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

February 19 to March 5.—F/dinburgh Photographic Society. Par-

ticulars from the Hon. Secretary, G. Massie, 10, Hart Street,

Edinbui'gh.

February 19 to March 12.—Scottish Salon, Dundee. Partical<ja.

from the Hon. Secretary, James Slater, Rosemount, Caniiphilt

Road, Broughty Ferry.

March 16 to 19.—Hackney Photographic Society. Latest date for

entries, March 1. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary, Walter

Selfe, 24, Pembury Road, Clapton, London, E.5.

April 13 to 23.—Portsmouth Camera Club. Latest date for entriea-

March 31. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary, C. C. Davies,

25, Stubbington Avenue, North End, Portsmouth.

April 15 to 23.—Professional Photographers' Association, at the-

Photographic Fair, Horticultural Hall, Westminster, S.W.

Hon. Secretwy, Marcus Adams, 83, White Knights Road,

Earley, Reading.

April 15 to 23.—Photographic Fair. Horticultural Hall, West-

minster. Sec, Arthur C. Brookes, Sicilian House, Southampton

Row, London, W.CL
April 21 to May 19.—Hammersmith, Hampshire House, Photo-

graphic Society. Latest date for entries, March 17. Particular*,

from the Hon. Secretary, C. E. Altrop, 14, SouthwolA

Mansions, Widley Road, Maida Vale, London, W.9.

April 27 to May 26.—Bury Y.M.C.A. Photographic Society. Latest

date for entries, April 16. Particulars from the Hon. Secre-

tary, A. Benson Ray, 8, Agur Street, Bury, Lanes.

.\erial Photographic Map of London.—According to an sreo-

inutica! correspondent of " The Times," the project for a photo-

graphic map of the whole of London, taken from the air, has now-

advanced sufficiently for a series of test sections to have been photo-

graphed from D.H. aeroplanes, flying between 5,000 and 6,000 feet

high. The prints so obtained have been dovetailed together in

a mosaic. One completed section stretches eastward from the

Bank. A number of separate prints have been employed to prepare

this strip, pieced togeither so accurately that it is impossible to

see where one ends find the other begins.

In making fhe complete map, which, when constructed, will be

some 20 ft. square and will cover an area of approximately 300-

miles, it will be necessary to employ three aeroplanes, each com-

municating with the others by means of the wireless telephone,

and all manoeuvring precisely together according to an agreed plan.

The cameras used will be improved machines of an automatic kind,.

exposing plates at intervals of a few seconds, and the pilots of

the three aeroplanes, maintaining formation three abreast as they

cross and recross above the City, will so steer their machines that

the sideway field of one camera overlaps slightly that of the

one in the aeroplane flying next to it. In this way, flying to and

fro on given lines, the three aeroplane will cover London in a

series of broad bands. When all the photographs have been taken

—and some sections may have to be photographed several time*

owing to the existence of low-lying clouds or mist—it will be a '

task of great delicacy and skill to piece together all the prints,,

which are expected to number about 10,000.

The completed section is very clear ; a landmark such ae the

convergence of thoroughfajes at the Bank, or the roof of a big

station like Cannon Street, is seen ait once. A tiny photograph

of each separate building is obtained, while through a magnifiying

glass can be seem minute pictures of the omnibuses and other

vehicles in the streets.
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Patent News.

l^octu fOttnti—apflicationt and iftdfUMtiont—art trtattd in

fAoUy-iiteAmieal Nolu."

Apolications, Kebrasry 7 to 12.

' : B PBOToamAPBT.— N'o. 4,680 Colour photograph}-. S. M.
: •'>adio»-Qoakj.

-No. 4,502. Pbotugnphtc printing «pp>rmtvs. R. N.
; r. W. TumU.

i -s.— .No. 4,541. Pbotogrtphic knMi. Opti«ih« An«Ult C. P.
.-^i Akt..G«a

> 'osoorr.—No. 4,968. Means for imparting aUraoaoopic eflact

ijhotogrmphic negative!, prinU and projections. F. O. and J.
''. Kim and H. Sawbold.

1 PjUtrocT FitAina.—No 4,756, Paaae-pariout (ramea for

...graidu. H. C. P. Wa«hom
• J tTOOKATHT —No. A^SAi Cioamatographic appantoa. Caray-

-y Syndicate, Ltd., and K. Higginaoo.

I
' vMrooKATHT.—No. 4,489. MovingpicUir* projadioii apparatiu.
M. Carrulhaa and A. E Cox.

I M tTOoaATHT.—No. 4,609. Cinamatogiaph macfaiaa* i \

WeU.

MATOGmAPBT.—No 4,367 Sbattata for oiaaoalograph pr»
j»Mig apparatoB. E. A. W. Oatai and J. Goldbarg.

CoLoi-B CnsifaTOOBApxT.— No. 4,437. Metltod for prodaanf cine-

matograpli pietoraa in natural colour* R. Killick and H. SUwart.

VUMfLBTB SPKCirtCATlOSa ACVSl'TEU.
Tkt4* tptet^eatunt art ohuinaktt, frut //- coeA, fo»t frtr, from

a« fattnt Off, ts, 3outAmmft4>n BmUuft, Ckanetry L*n,,
Lomd9». W.C.

Th« dati m iraeJttU u (A«t of mf/lieati»m ta tku oamntry; at

abroad, la M« e«« of fOttut* ifranUd under tAt Inltmamwd
Vonvtnttem.

TnmntMM* Aji4moM*Ta.—No. 1A7.037 (Jaly 13, 1820). The
invi • .'«a to a lena nl tlM Cook'^ , a hna which
eon.- rea omokhmrm —parrtt j \- rt, tha middia
mrtnlKT being a • lana, and the
front and back Ritn a or coararfaDt
laoara.

The objaet of the inrantioa ia to pmTid» a rh<^pi>r conctmetion
of Mieli IcoM* witbnot laerifiea ' nvad
by tha naa of a glaaa of tow rr!

t Uia
powtirv laaaaa in a particular and Mi*ei rombuiatwn of eanatme-
tional alanMSt*.

Thnmgboat tkia ipaeifieation tha lann "p. < " ia aaad
to deteribo a eonvargmt lana, and tho t«nn . I«na " to
d«acribo a divargaat laaa.

Tha tanna •• focal langth " and " power " rafening to a
umpir Irrx >r« aoMi in the aa«al appn>xjm«ta laaM daHned by

c; ;.)

t • »o-n

where r, and r, are tha radii of curvature of tho flrat and aaeood
•arfacaa of tha lena and an the rrf 'las of tha material

;

that ia to lay. In aasaaaing the t« re. power and focal
' *•> alMMOt of the ootutroaioo, the coavcnlion i>f

ho Ihiefcaaaa of the eiMDsnt ia adopt^l.

• : 'und that good definition over an angular Said 60 dagraea
I can ha obtained from a ihr** •e|>er«*« mmiionanl laoa

uaioji ahaliow cnrvM unil^r i* na :

—

I The rrfrairtive ioH'X fo: ,« glaaa of tha
ri.jitivo lea* is to lie tofaetaiitially between iba limita 1.542
xr.,i 1 ,:•>.

2. The negative lena muet he anarmmetricalty double concave

:

It most preaent ;'» ftr* r,f rfrcper corvatare (i.»., ihorter radius)
•'••irrt. •!;., ,.,j a,g^ h^yt a focal length aob
MAi.t. »; > .«. • f,f the eqaivslent foral length of
the corabinatiof,

3. The poaitive lenses must be decidedly different from one
another in focal length in order to secure a short overall length
of the combination. It is found that the best results require that
the focal length of the weaker positive (front) lens should differ
from the equivalent focal length of the combination by not more
than 18 per cent.

4. The refractive index for sodium light of the glass of the
stronger positive (back) lena should be not less than 1.57.

5. The stronger positive lens mast be unsymmetrically double
convex

; it must lie behind the negative lens viewed from tho
direction of the incident light, and must present its face of
longer radius towards the negative lens. The air space separatinR
the stronger positive lens from the negative must not exceed
2i per cent, of the equivalent local length of the combination,
and it most have the abape of a positive meniscus lens.

6. The weaker positive lens must be of boldly pronounced
meniscus shape, its concave side having a radius of curvature,
which ia not greater than twice the equivalent focal length of the
combination. It must have a refractive index less than 1.535.
It must preaent its convex side towards the incident light, and
iu concave side towards the negative ; and it must lie in front
of the negative lens as viewed from the direction of the incident
light. The fir sp^e separating the weaker positive lens from
the negatire must be anbatantially greater than 5 per cent, of
the equivalent focal length of the combination, and it must hav^
the shape of a double convex lens. Reference is made to th« ,

following speci6catioas :—No*. 22,157 of 1910, 3,399 of 1911, and
6,328 of 1913.

.K numerical example of the improved construction will now
be described :

—

The radii of the aooceasive surface* are numbered R,, R, and
so oa, cuunting from the front as shown in the figura.

The sign .eonvcntion adopted here is the + atUched to :>

radius meaa* that the corresponding surfsoa is convex toward*
the incident light, and _ attached to it means that it ia con-
cave towards the incident light.

The gl i ssea are specified by tha rafractive index for sodium
light, Rp, and the nuvaloa.
Tha thiefcneaae* of the three lenses ar« denoted by T, , T, sod

T,. and the air spaces by 8, sod S, as shown in fig. 1.

All tite linear dimansions sra in inches.

Rquivalent focal length, 10 in

MO

s, .7r.

.066 1.6634

8, .110

S;- J.7M [t. -aw i.aioo

I

'

to be .15 in front of the vertex of R,.

'f strongest lens (the negative).

- "^^{-xL 4.m)
- ,4625

Focal length = - 2.162 = 21.6 per cent, of focal length of

combination.

P.iw>>r of weaker poaitivo lens (tha front)

-»"• '^ (sis - 1x74)
0.0968

R, - I.699 It
R« + 4.044 f

^*
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Fooftl length = 10.44 = 4.4 per cent, different from focal

iength of combination.

Relative aperture f/7.7.

Type Nos. of

glass in Chance's

nu-value catalogue

58.0 1066

46.1 7983

59.0 4873

It is seen that the deepest curve in this example of the con-

struction is of radius 1.699 in. The corresponding curve of the

Cooke series V lens of the same relative aperture //7.7 described

in specification No. 15,107 of 1895, is of radius 1.327 in. As
the diameters are the same, it is seen that substantially shallower

curves are used, and that therefore the new combination is

cheaper for manufacturing purposes.—Taylor, Taylor and Hobson,

Ltd., and Arthur Warmisham, Stonghton Street Works, Leicester.

The following complete specificatioDs are open to public inspec-

tion before acceptance :—
Colour Photog«aphy.—No. 158,511. Colour photography. A.

Keller-Dorian.

Reproduction .Method.—No. 158,552. Photographic method for

the pictorial reproduction of a solid L. Liimiere.

PlUTB-HoLDERS.—No. 158,514 Plate-holders for taking Rontgen
jAotographs. G. Bncky.

CiNEMATOORAPHT.—No. 158,526. Cinematograph projection appa-

ratus. Petra Akt.-Ges. fiir Elektromechanik.

OlNEKATOGRAPHY.—No. 158,529. Process- for renovating cinemato-

graphic films. A. Meissner.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Monday, February 28.

Bradfoixi Phot. Soc. " Maxecon Paper Negative." Bema.1 Riley.

Cleveland C.C. " Home Portraiture." Robert. Ohalmer.
Oripplegato Phot. Soc. " FlasWighit Photography." A. Dordan-Pyke.
Dewsbury Photographic Society. " York." A. Taylor Dawson.
South London Photographic Society. " Some Continental Recol-

lections." F. G. Newmarch.
Willesden Phot. Soc. " Composition in Landscape." R. H. Lawton.

TtTESDAY, March 1.

Royal Photogiiaphic Society. Lantern Meeting. " A Plain
Traveller's Tale, Rome to Naples." J. Dudley JahnsUm.

Birmingiham Pliat. Soc. General Disonssioii Night.
Bournemouth Camera Clruib. Mr. R. Keaitpn, at St. Peter's Hall,

aiternoon and avening.
Hackney Phot. Soc Memibers' Lantern Slides.

Leeds Photographic Society. Members' Competition Evening.
Manchester Amateur Phot. Soc. Auction Sale.
Portsmouth Camera Qub. H. E. Wood's Portlfoldo.

S»alybridge Phot. Soc. " Bromide Tonjic." W. Hai'wood.
Walthamstorw and District Phot. Soc. " &t«reoisoopdc Photography."

H. A. Miles.

Wednesday, March 2.

Accrington Camera Club. " Kaydex Colour Photography on
Paper." H. Duxbury.

Borcnigh Polytechnic Phot. Soc. " Tel«(pihicrtography." T. W
Derrington.

Croydon Camera Club. "Some Sea Birds." F. R. D. Onslow.
Dennistoun Amateur Photographic Association. Annual Meeting.
Edinburgh Photographic Society. " The Camera and the Bicycle."

Dr. Struthers Stuart.
Exeter Camera Club. "Photography as an Aid to the Micro-

scopist." Frederic G. Tutton.
Halifax Scientific Society. "The Carbon Process." C. Thomas,
nford Phot. Soc. " The Spirit of Elaet Anglia." T. H. B. Scott
Partick Camera Club. " Holiday Snaps." H. Laing.
Rochdale Phot.. Soc. " OoJour." A. Wilsioin.
Woodford Phot. Soc. " Some Colour Slidee." J P W Goodwin

Thursday, March 3.

Birmingham Phot. Soc. " Paase-Paitout Framing." N. G. Breeze.
Brighouse Photographic Society. " Bromoil." O. Hingley.
Oamera Chib, The. " On Service with a V.P.K. (France, Salonikii

and Palestine)." P. C. Wootton.
Everton and Dist. Phot. Soc. L. and C.P.U. Folio of Prints.

Gateshead and District Camera Club. " Tone Values from an Art
Point of View." H. Wilkinson.

Hammersmith (Hampshire House) Photographic Society. " Minia-
ture Art." Cecil Thomas.

Hull Phot. Soc. " With AUenby in Palestine." J. A. Lamb.
North Middlesex Phot. Soc. Oomipctitions. Memibers' Queries.
Rotherham Phot. Soc. " Colour Photography." F. J. Edwards.

Friday, March 4.

R.P.iS. Pictorial Group. "Chiffon: Its Use and Abuse." R. H.
ILawton.

Bed/ford Camera Club. " Dark Room Dodges."
Birmingham Photographic Ant Club. " Exposure and Develop-

ment." E. A. Bierman.

Saturday, March 5.

Accrington Camera Club. " Norfolk Broads." H. Hardaker.
Edinburgh Phoitographic Society. " Scotland's Historic Monu-

ments." J. Wilson Paterson, A.R.I.B.A.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Meeting held Tuesday, February 22, the president. Dr. G. H.
Rodman, in the chair.

Mr. D. Charles read a paper on " Improvements in Flashlight,
"

illustrated by flash lamps of his design embodying diiferent systems

of ignition. He laid special stress upon the importance of a method
of ignition which was certain in its action, could be operated in an

instant, and ' did not call attention to itself. .Since flashlight was
largely used for living subjects, it was very disadvantageous that

the sitter should be aware that the flash was about to be fired ; his

Knowledge caused a strained expression. Mr. Charles showed
first a pattern of igniter in which a small steel pin is kept red hot

in a Bunsen flame, and is pulled forward to ent«r the pile of flash

p:)wcler contained in the pan.

Turning to methods of ignition by percussion caps, he said that

the essentials for their efficient use were the employment of a

holder for the cap by which the hammer, which fired it, could be
brought on to it with great accuracy, and, secondly, the delivery

of a sharp blow. A wax vesta served as well as a cap. Mr.
Charles likewise showed a method of firing a flash by a high-tension

electric spark operated by a self-contained battery and coil. This

system was the only one he knew for satisfactory firing of a number
of flashes at the same moment.

Mr. Charles devoted special attention to the spread of the flash

by means of a suitable shape of flash pan. If flash powder were

fired in an open pan, like a saucer, the flame of the powder moved
in all directions, so that there was a large area which produced

illumination in a vertical upward direction, and was useless. By
making the pan in the shape of a trough with somewhat high sides

relatively to the width, the flash was spread out into a sheet which,

with a small charge of powder, would be, say, 30 x 20 inches in. size,

and with a large charge of as great an area as 5 x 5 feet. For
measuring the powder he had designed a small devic* consisting of

two thin metal discs of unequal sizes fixed to each end of a rod

of about 3 inches length. The larger disc, when dipped into the

powder took up twice as much as the smaller ; and he had drawn
up a table of powder quantities required for various subjects accord-

ing to the working F number of the lens and the distance of the

subject from the flash. He showed a number of lantern-slides of

difficult subjects taken by flashlight, which exhibited the qualities

of soft shadows and detail in the shadows characteristic of day-

light work.

In the discussion, Mr. Walter Thomas strongly advocated the

use of a diffuser in front of the flash, as, for example, the folding

flash bags. He very strongly emphasised the degree to which

photographers in America and other countries were in advance of

those here in the use of flashlight, which possessed immense possi-

bilities for home portraiture.

Mr. Warburg said that if the flash was spread to a large area by
the pan, as shown by Mr. Charles, it was not necessary to use a

diffuser. He inquired if the strong light of a fla.sh was found to
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« «Dy injorr to the retini of the eye, u ww found to b« the

with aom« of the extremely powerful src lanipa now used in

finerti» prodocing (todioe.

Mr. VV'raiten thoagfal that flaahlight had been in use for a

nifficieni umber of years for any raaei of injury to the eye* to

hxro ariaen. bat he had never beard of one.

.Mr. K. Hickman nrged that flaahlight photographer* inttead of

rt-.-^irding the smoke aa an evil ihoold consider it a blessing, inas-

iriich as the major portion of the illuminating aflect of the flash

-luced, not from the flame of the burning material but by
>m a small flame) reflected from the smoke produced from

p;w,itr burnt at an earlier OKUneot of the explosiem.

Mr Ranfield, from a long axperiene* of methods of firing flash

p-
' that the only certain method was with a piece of

or with a spark from a diac of pyrophoroas metal.

In Um put he had used with perfect satisfaction a series of Abel

fusee for simnltaneous ignition of a number of flashes, but the fuses

were nu longer obtainable.

Mr. Charles, in hu replies, referred partieolarly to photographs

ke bjkd tak«i, which mads it perfectly clear that the light was

produced by tha flame and not by illaminatioo of the smoke. His

objeciioD to many methodt of ignition was that they were not

instantaneous ; even the ^tarking disc (BTa a barring soand befor*

the flash was ignited.

On the proposition of the Cbatrmaii • matk luarty *at« of thanks

was accorded to the Isctorer.

OROYDUN OAilKRA CLUB.

Mr. R. H. Uwtoo. F.RP&.. dtaoMlaMed " Bnlargwi N««hU**
Making." An aapett wotkmr, he has alao the knack of combisiaK
inalrootioa with smBssmenl, though to the pars heart, unsotUd with

fsks, he is yat another faring aiaiimle <d ptoUrial kkwleao««.

At the praent ptica of <iry phtes aapaaaive ideas can hardly be

cipertad to be popular, and to »e*t tha ease task week be eoafoed
kimaaif to sniargad nogati^'aa <» paper.

His method of nwMiig aolsvged n*ff*>'>aa oa diy-platea (bri*Ay

alhided to by hiim) ta to alaK willt a hroaiide inlargiwiiii ThM
IS worked on with peoci], Uacklead, and ataaap, and odiHad. if

m il laaaiy, in many diraottons, aveo to the introdaelMa of Sgarsa
and othsr soreMnri si U is than copied in ih» eamara. and aa a
matter «l eeafae a medal ia doa ooaiae lolowa, ycw idad tha

ja'i««B know Ibaar hamntm. Ba oUima thai no kaa of qaalky
»rwm, and judging fi«a the imikM he haa ifaowa in tha past this

procedare haa many atmog poiala for ma«h pictonal wotfc. II alao

P*w«wU the adraotaga tha* aiare aMaratiooa and. iJdilicBS are

fiasihla on a laica print Ihaa o« a flaaU tnatpamcy.
VatnmOy a cartain aoHmat of gmoalarity nay be aaticipaAad,

but o<rr><-t liliinWnatsoii of Ihaoopy iwdtwaa thia tn a miniman, and
any aaifhi <iifIa*iDg dairiea praotiaaUy ehminat** grain

The cheaper allsru ative of making a eootart tmnaparenoy, and
<pwi tiuu an enlafgad negative on bromida paper, wm carried
thr<Ht.-)i i,-. ),:ni with n anplals wfgsM lit* dry-plate tfaaaparsacy
II rU^Amca by eipnaing lo a candta-flbate at tha dialaaoe of 4 feet.

«)>uh is iM wiiriiisiI by a pieca <d tuiitg. With all nogativaa indso-
ttoal egqnaarea are given, and J perfect rvolU do no malsriaiiai
•he string ahooU be snapaotad. An in<{ntry by a awiirtrir ta to
whether it vnaa IsagjlheiMd and shortened to BMat the ease of ae^a-
ttves of varying dcoaity, elicited the iafonnattoa that Mr.
Fawuni iowiaMy pi«dao*s legalevea at eoosUot Wglr light deority
rxintrari to be reowdad in the tranaparancy. " Ton ar* oilhar a
<.»ry dwvar worker, or acaaathing eiw," poiiialy absansd the
queattoner.

P<w the aaku«*d negative he had triad naoy brondda paper*
and Bloat were miirfi <ary. particalariy WefKogtoa'a dagla-vroight

° <r<Knary " mM^ae^. Eipoana aheold ba ahoot ihraa tinai that
T'^. ir«d for a priid^. aad. al hnpnrtanl. davatopiaent ahoaU be
pi;«t>«d to tha stage whan e<!tton ooMoa, ao matter II tha iaiag«>

an>**ra hnpslsady boried. With a good, denM depoail lb«a ia no
•> 'Imtm of grain For tha t«aniparaaey ha Moploys Aiol 1 in 32,
-r..\ ioM* this atrenglh for tha naRatira oeeaMooally with a Mtle

T1>e nrgmtifa is •aerepttile to groat eootrol ; parU may

be rendered . more tranahiceDt with Canada boleam local reduotion
is feaeihle, and handwork easy.

*

U was nnfortonate that tho talented demonatntor had to oalch
a comparaUrcly early iiaiu, for at the ooadusion of his ezpoeition

little more than according a hearty vote of thanklR for a loally

iint-cUss evening was poasible. The discussion, however, continued

after he had Ia!l. Mr. Salt said that articles on paper negatives

which appeared from lime to time, might well lead a beginner to

infer tb^ vrere equal to dry-plat« negatives. Onuit^ng this might
be true for aoine work, it was equally true to say that a print of

perfect photographic technique with a long range of giodatdon, such

as might be seen in profesaional portrait and arcjoteatural studies,

was never polled iram a brocnide paper negative.

Mr. Harpur, who carriea mnoh iwecg^i, which oooaeioaally invades
his remarks, agreed. Paper negativea affarded a limited range of

tones; if the ptotore fell within them, well and good, if not, nobody
eared. The aioahy Bramail apkdgw had a lot to answer for in his

diaragatd of tedmiqna. " I am -wiiii yoa there," oordially endoraed

Mr. Hibberl Mr. President Keaoe (^eniu tflodgtr) modestly

aUagad hie pictures were always the prodoots of perfeot negaUve»,

and orged Mr. Harpur to oonsider the matter in a more saiutar>

fmma of mind. Mr. Purkis thooglit if a faramide print was wanted,
a bromide paper negative ehoold give a sufficient iBUge of tones, a

dictom affording no clue as to whether he spoke as scientist,

technician or artist. Mr. Catharine poioted out that the range of

toaea might be suflicient, but a gentle range of gradation from one

toaa to another, in his opiniou, was largely absent. Mr. Berry saw

DO raaaon why perfect technique and a long range of beautiful

gradation ahoald not run hand-in-hand with the highest artistic

treatcnaot, a remark to which no one could find reasonable objection.

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION.

A meeting of the Council was held at 36, Runell Square, W.C,
on Friday, Febuary U, 1021.

Prsssat : Maura. Marcus Adams, Alf. Ellis, A. B. Basil, Frank
Brown, W. B. Chsplin, A. H. Chapman, Gordon Chase, .'Vlez

Corbett, C. V. Dickinson, 8 H. Fry. W. E. Orsy, Beg. Haines,

G. liana, W. Ulingworth, H. Lambert, R. N. Speaight, H. C.

Spink, and F. G. Wakefield, and Lang Sims (Secretary).

Letters of apology for non attendance were read from Messrs. F.

Read. H. St. Gaorg*. Swan Watson and H. Wheeler.

The minate* of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Arising oat of the minutes, Mr. Speaight said that on the mattei-

of fees for Press reproduction, his agent had informed him that

the new acale was working well, and he had never come acrnu

any case of refusal to pay the increases. In a few cases the new

•eale had bean mixed up with that of the Press photographers, hut

thsas had been adjusted.

Tha report of the Finance Committee' was adopted, it recom-

mended payment of a few aoconnts amounting to the sum 6f

£13 7*. 2d.

Mr Speaight reported that there had been no meeting of the

Coogrew Committee during ttie month, chiefly because he had been

abroad. Mr. Marcos Adams had kindly offered to act a* Secretary

of the Kxhibtlion part of the Congress. The question of secaring

».lag|piy from a Continental photographer had been considered.

Tlie Secretary read letters which had been received from Mr.

Abel, of Abtl't PhotograpKie WttUy. New York, and the

National Photographic Association of America. Mr. Abel gave

many inlareating facU with regard to photographic conventions

bald in America, and mentioned names of the gentlemen who might

ba aakod to address the British Congress. He suggested that the

Amarieva and British Aisocistions might exchange reports and

portraiU taksa by their members.

Mr. Lambert thought these cordial letters, in which there were

gnat posaibilities, should not be allowed to lie on the table.

Some members referred to the announcement that Mr. Pirie

McDonald was coming to Edinburgh in Jnne, and suggested that

he might possibly oome earlier. It was agreed to await a further

^commendation from Mr. Abel on the matter.

Mr. .\dama submitted the report of the Exhibition Committee.

which stated that the entrance (ee was raised from 3s. 6d. to 5*.
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The Committee had decided to send the entrance form to all

members of uie Association in order to make the Exhibition known
AS widely as possible to those engaged in technical photography

as well is in portraiture. It was decided to ask the Council for a

grant not e.\ceeding £60, as last year. Arrangements had been

made for a wide passage beyond the exhibition room to be used as

part of the exhibition. With regard to the letter from Mr. Abel,

It was hoped to do something in the way of exchanging prints.

The Finance Committee having reported its agreement as to the

grant, the report of the Exhibition Committee was adopted without

further discussion.

Mr. Haiia reported that the question of the new " Circular
'

had been carefully considered. It had been unanimously decided

by the Committee, to which this matter was referred, that adver-

tisements should be acepted. It was agreed also that the title of

the new paper should be " The P.P.A. Record. "' The cost of

printing, etc., had teen gone into, but no detailed statement was
yet ready, and expert judgment was needed. AdvertiBers had not

yet been approached, but it was generally felt that it would be a

valuable advertising medium.

It was agreed that the matter should be left in the hands of Mr.
Hana and his committee.

Mr. Hana said, in reply to a member, that it was not pro-

posed that the periodical should be sold, but that it should be

given as part of the value of membership. In answer to further

questions, he said that it was hoped that, including the editorial

expenses, the journal would be made self-supporting. It was
agreed to defer further discussion until the more detailed scheme
was received.

The Secretary read the draft of the annual report, and on the

motion of Mr. Frank Brown, the Secretary -was heartily con-

gratulated upon his report, which it was agreed should be duly
published.

M r. Fry , in submitting the balance-sheet, said that the accounts

had been duly audited. He called attention to the fact that the

number of subscriptions, totalling 1,073, was greater than ever

before. The amount received from that source was £497 15s., to

which was to be added £26 for subscriptions that had been paid

in advance. Commissions on insurance amounted to £20 10s. 3d.

—a larger sum than had ever been received—and dividends and
bank interest to £42 10s. lOd., also the largest amount ever

received. The total amount received in connection with the

Congress was £242 3s., and the expenditure was £198, so that the

Congress paid its way. It was felt that the money spent in report-

ing the minutes of the Council meeting was well expended, the

work being accurately performed. The four issues of the
" P.P.A. Circular " cost £132, a little more than the Council
tliought it would be, owing to the higher cost of printing, etc. Mr.
Fry added that it was exceedingly gratifying to be able to report

a balance on the right side of £132 48. 9d. They also had £475
in War Loan, £100 in National War Bonds, £300 on deposit at
the bank, and £90 on current account, making a total of £965 as
thei. actual liquid assets. This was not very far short of the
£1,000 he had hoped for.

The financial statement was received with loud applause, and on
the motion of Mr. Frank Brown a formal vote of appreciation and
congratulation to Mr. Fry was accorded.
The Chairman said that he had been looking over the Rules, and

found that several slight alterations were required.
In Rule 6 he suggested that the words " shall be held on the

second Friday in October and January, and the Council may call

extra meetings when it is thought desirable " should be deleted.
In Rule 7 the word " honorary " should be deleted.
In Rule 12, which was more important, the first part should

read as follows :—

•

" That at every annual general meeting of the Association the
President and four London and four country members who have
served three years on the Council since their last election shall
retire from office. The retiring members shall be eligible for re-

election. Any member of the Association, by letter sent to the
Secretary not later than the second Friday in .January, may
nominate a President and not more than eight members of
Council."

By this means the Council would be saved the trouble of

nominating a President and 24 members of the CouncU every year.

The suggested alterations were approved as a recommendation of

the Council, to be moved by the Chairman'at the annual meeting.

Mr. Fry thought it would be advisable to have a new rule giving

the Council power to co-opt a member, instead of being limited to

24 members.

The Secretary reported that applications for membership during

the month numbered ten, and all were approved.

Mr. Fry suggested that the Council should consider the

desirability of circularising every photographer in the country for

the purpose of making known the Association's aims, and securing

new members.

The Secretary reported that an American in Ohio, Mr, Walter G.

Keller, had written asking if he was eligible for membership. He
had replied, sending him an application form, and saying that they

would be only too pleased to receive him.

He also reported the receipt of a letter from a member asking

for advice in regard to an alleged breach of faith concerning the

use of negatives for the purposes other than those stipulated for

where no extension of use had been provided for. Having con-

sidered the correspondence concerning, the tran.saction in question,

the Council agreed that the applicant should be advised that in

their opinion he had no claim.

The Secretary reported that he had been nominated for the

Council of the Royal Photographic Society, and that he would be

glad of votes.

Mr. Basil remarked that he hoped those members of the Asso-

ciation who were also members of the Royal Photographic Society

would use their influence to secure Mr. Lang Sim's return.

The Secretary mentioned the interesting correspondence on key

industries in the " British Journal of Photography "
; it was agreed

that discussion on this matter should be deferred.

,Mr. Wakefield raised the question of the definition of

" technical " phovography for exhibition purposes. Several mem-
bers pointed out that this might include machinery, etc. Mr.

Adams gave the definition : Anything but portraiture.

The next meeting of the Council will be held on March 11

News and Notes.

Cascade Washehs.—In reference to our pai-agraiili laat week,

Messrs. David Allan, Whi,tfioM Works, 107, Mansfield Road, Kings-

fend Road, London, E.2, oall our attenition to the fact tha.t they

have been making .these washeis foi' some time pasit, and have

recently put on the market all sizes, from ^-plate to 15 by 12

Larger sizes are made gpeoially to order.

PoRTHAiT Mounts.—Messrs. Houghtons, Ltd., send us one or the

sets of mounts illustrating their manufacture of these requisites,

which they are offering to professional photographers for 2s. 6d.

The mounts are nearly all of them of the ever-popular folder

pattern, and are, without exception, most tasteful examples of the

mount-maker's art. We are glad to notice the refined sense of what

is needed in a photographic mount. Mount-makers have been a long

time in getting rid of unnecessary and disturbing embellishments,

but now it seems impossible that there can be anything in better

taste or with a more appropriate quiet degree of decoration than

the examples before us. The materials themselves are a pleasure

to the eye—mounting boards and pajjers of agreeable texture and

in soft tints of brown and grey. The set includes also a fair pro-

portion of white mounts admirably suited to various styles and
sizes of sketch portrait. We are quit.e sure that the photographer

who examines one of these sets will find in it styles which he will

be glad to adopt with advantage to his own productions.

British Indttstries Faik.—The London Fair, organised by the

Department of Overseas Trade, is held this year at the White City,

Shepherd's Bush, London, W.12, and includes seven large groups
of trades. Photographic exhibits are included chiefly in division 4,

which has its place right and left of the main entrance to the Fair

in Wood Lane. Cameras and other photographic apparatus are

represented by the exhibits of Messrs. Houghtons, Ltd.. W. Butcher
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od Son«, Ltd.. Thornton- Pickmrd M»nuf«cturing Co, Ltd.. and

HolioM Bro«. (London), Ltd. Only one len« ro»ker is an exhibitor,

namely, Me»«r». J. H. Dallmtyer. Lid. The photo-material trade

le. however, repreaented by several leadioft firms, namely, Messrs.

KuMDOS. Ltd.. Leto Photo Materials Co., Ltd., and Wellington and

W.irt Mmos. JohiMons show a fall range of their manufaciores

ij; i ' 'per* and other photot^raphic chemicals, and Measrs. E. B.

fry. Ltd . have a aUnd coiitaininc their many specialities for

(••Me-partoot framint;. lant«m-»Iide*. etc. According to the plan of

ih.. 1
'.. r monnta and albums and frames are placed in other divisions.

M.u'- ire shown by Meaars. Bartons', of Birmingham. Measrs

FohnKin and Sons, and Ifeasra. D. A. LowthinM and Co.,

.:n<a for photographs of all descriptions form the exhibit

Mc»«r» Marion and Foulger. Ltd. A whole day can easilv he

»\-iil making a toar of the many avcnoes of standi in the exnibi-

ti' N, which is a triumph of organisation, ao poaitive s triumph, in

fa> I. thai it is not assy to aaeribe its •ziaUoo* to a Oovemment

Ii.(.»rtinei>t. But than the Pepar«ro«nt of Overseas Trade has a

-^ s of its own.

FUorvsN KoPAK Co —A ta^ ^ the " Roehealer Timea-Union."

n( F«hruu7 1. omtAitw mora datoilcd paiticaUra ti the jod^neol

hr th* Fademi Court ol BolMo on thaA day in nismea (o «ii«

protracted iiapaU be«»c«o «1m Fatnian Kodak Oo. and the

)'t>it«d SMo Goveranca*. under «!»• SbarawB Aoti-IVaM Act

The partieokn eonlaiaed in liie naJi>s<f v»mwf»fm oorrect thoae

talegnapbed t>i " The T^mea," wltirfa w* qnoted in oor JMO* of

Vebniary 18 hMt, p. 102. It is now r^nrtad Uw judiPiiM* dfawU
the bsbnan Kodak Oo. "le aall and djapaaa of rart«tn taotarias

and certain Unas of phutugiwyliie gaad*L" Tbeaa lactoriaa and

Uaea imww* a tctol iwTirtiiirt of affmUDOiaMy $3,786,000.

Aeoordhiii to iha datvaa tk* Mowing ara to W liinxiawl of:

TVsno factory, Soalh fltraal, ItaiihaKtr; Caniary and Fotmsr and

flohwii« DivjaooB. Olariwiia Atsm**. Boehstsr ; lac««bar wiih

•nery lin* of oaaisrsa and ausiaiea now ntanidantnwil in tk««*

{•lantA

AitaM hnand tH |ihalofftdyc pApsr ; 9*«i. StanJajr mmI BitaJard

brand of plirt/vrafMe dry pialOT. which ar» In b* aff««d aither

with nr witiwrtii the sn^Allail .'irialo pUnl.

.Ittdxe H»»4 decnes tlMi tite diaao'tilinw mist lak« piac* witKin

kwo yean, under foisiiiiiiawlal an|MrviMOB and to indt^wodent

parii'-- Tl ^ f..mui)a biih* be Riveo to Ik* purchaaiia who will

Kt ' to titan If tho anla tt iIm abowa w—lioiiaJ

Uc«<. ..«. - ^ not made by the FbaWiaii confiMty w<lMn two
yearn they wdl b* tnld ai poblic aoetioo

tn the decree no rrfaraDoa is nnde io tba (U«i baaincaa, 'Hiis

hfan huwne» waa dewehped by Iha EastoMi C» and oootrol a< it is

«nt hald to be the raaoh ol a combination •' —'— • --"'vinia*.

k is tftttad that Um firiae of ordionr

.

lan Kodak Co . adtanoad Okor* lian 100 \.:„im ,,, •... m^^<

wtlhin the ten days praredini; the driivery <>f the jiidftwaiit,

Correspondence.

**'Corf»fnn4*nU tJkouU asvcr trri(# m b»lA ndtt of tk* f»ftr.
N» nottet u IWkea of tomtmanieoliont wl'" 'A. .^««. nmd
addrtAu tf IA« mrittrt m* gitn.

'•' Wt da nel md«r(«Ae tttptnaikility for tht o^mox* rx^rrurd

bf otn MTnaparndtmU.

MATT r.BOUND PLATES.
To the Editors.

"iitlrmaM,—la your issoa of January 4. p. 70, w* have nolkeed

u..- inqatry of M H Orsen =n reapaet to matt glatea. We should
!.••' to aaJi M <irrm if be rpfer* to traaaparency or negative plate*
? (oraier, w« may b* allowed to inform him that we have

ired tbaaa platea for many yaan. and shall bo happy t«

.III hsve aamplaa of them. If to negstivo plates, we are willing

t' make theae latter if M. Oreen would kindly supply particulars

«f the qualities which ha requirw.—Ton' 'y,

(Ui t-'MMM R On.
^ Raa du 4 fleptrmhre, Paris

FACTORIAL DEVELOPMENT.
To the Editors.

Geutleroen,—It is with mixed feelings tiiat I accede to Mi.

Watkina' requeet for intorraation as to my use of the factorial

system published in last week's B.J. I should have pabli»l,ed my

faotora before but for two resaons, first, they Have been adopted

from liato already pnbliahed ; and, secondly, I cannot let the figuree

stand alone, but must add some remarks, which I greatly fear

will bring down reprisals on my head. However, a requeet from

Mr. Watkina, to wliom I, in common with every photographer, anv

so much indebted, must not be left unanswered from any motive*,

of self-defence. My faotora are as follows :—

Pyn^aoda. 2 gr. pyro per ox. No bromide 10

>. 2 gr. pyro per o». i gr. bromide .... 5

Axol 25

Metol 55

These are for normal negative*. I make the following variatioof

for negative* lard or soft, according to the printing process to be-

nsed:-

Normal for Soft for Hard for

ItlinKWorth De Luxe. Kodak Velvet Br. Carbon Tissue.

Factor ..'5 H ^

Theae different factors I found essentiaa if the heat results wer.>

wanted without after-treatmeot of negatives. They may seen.

greatt* variations than are called for by the different scales of the

paper, but all I can say is that they were worked out and tested in

tbo light of a great number of experiments. I should like t<>

fvmark in passing tb^t any attempt to produce ideal negatives

witbont a dcfinilo idea ia to wUt paper they are to be printe.1

eA is boond to fail.

Nuw aa to aibjeot and lighting. The following is a fair indies

iwn ol my system, but it will not necossarily suit the work of an\

otbar atodio :—

ligbliBg (actiA 45deg. M^a. ^^fc€<oll. Uno.

Btandaid. 5 6 ** ^
Head and

Scale faaota. shoulders. Big head. Full length.

SUndard. 5 . 5 44 5i

TVwe (kfferwi laoton muM be co-ordinated. A factor which ia Ao

„„« nt papw, Uchting. aod scale factors must be o*d m eaoli

CM*. Thia aoonds horribly complicated, but it is not so at all

Alter a weak or two the figure required will be obvious at ftns<

Hknoe Thero » no need to make a noto e< tio factor for eaol.

plate, aa tho total time need not be deeided on until the subject

is olearly sean on the plate.

I am alratd I stand a ver> good ohanoo oi being scalped by aoroe

of thoae Inoky people wbo find one factor Mut all work, because T

ahall be accMed of making tiie qrstero too complicated. I re»ll.v

aHHMM help it, the fault, if fault it U, obviooaly lies in the liirlit

iog. That ia to •y. tho ratio of light to ahadow is proportion..!- '.

kMar in my Aatob bf^iisng than in my Kne lighting, wh«n &Ua«

ano* bad bsw mad* for the vwiotion in scale required in the

prinU I did try at one time to eoualise this, so that a ' univor

Llllla^r might be used, but found it far more satisfactory t-

MMrt to vviaUe factota. I should like to go into this mor.-

thanM|#tly. bat unfortunately have no opportunity of studio «-ork

at praaeot.
, .

Theae flgurea BUed mv own work v«y well indeed, but it is Ion?

odds sgainst their being .uiled to anyone else. -That is one reaeon

why I have never pubUahed factory : a rougf. guide has been pub-

NAad lor afanoat evsry devetoper, and I feel aore that personal

trial is the only satisfactory way of finding what suite your own

work. Mr. Watkin'a »v»t«m is, in my view, ideal, but it muiit

be adjusted for each partiooUr ewe if the beat reaulta are wanted.

Mr Watkina i^ despondent about the apathy of the profession

M technical matters, and with good reason. But can U ^J"^'
dared at' I know po trade or profeaaion where technical know-

ledge is worth «. liUJe in the labour market. Speaking se an

,^^...r I Uve never found technical knowledge a help in obtain-

ing a poit. or a path to a higher aalary when engaged. Nor have
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I ever found the slightest encouragement to continue suoli study,

«xoept from the added pleasure in my work.

With apologies for the length of this l«it.t«r.—Yours faitWully,

Alton, Hants., Abthitr G. Willis.

February 19

Answers to Correspondents.

I

In accordance with out present practice a relatively small space it

allotted in each ittue to replies to correspondents.

We viU answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; 5-cent International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

Series to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach us

not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should o e

addressed to the Editors.

B.A.—Impossible to say wit}.' certainty, but the negative has the

a;ppearanc« of having been developed with pyro-m«tol, a very

generally used formula of which is that of the Imperial Dry
Plate Company, contained in their Handbook.

v. E.—We should think your specimen is a bromide or gaslight

print toned with Schlippe's salt; that is, the print is bleached

in the ordinary mixture of bromide and ferricys.nide, and toned in

a bath of S'chlippe's salt with small addition of ammonia.

E. E.—This kind of stain does sometimes arise with the ohromium
intensifier. We don't think t?.e cause of it is properly known,
but sometimes it is undoubtedly produced by exposure of the

negative to too strong light between bleaching and re-developing.

A. G.—In the trade lantern-slides are most usually coloured with
oil colours, but both water colours and dyes are used. Aboiit

the only book which deals with the subject is " Colouring Prints
and Lantern Slides," by R. Penlake, published by Messrs.

Uiffe, 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, price Is. 6d., postage 3d.

A. E.—We have tried to turn up price of Euryscope lens, but the
nearest thing we can find is a 25-in. lens listed for 30 x 20 plates

in the 1887 Almanac. It is priced at £52 5s., so it is quite likely

that a 30-in. lens would be £70 or more. The worst of this lens

from th« sale point of view is that its focus is longer than most
people care about, and its aperture, which probably is not faster

than fl6, is much too small for present-day ideas.

J. E.—(1) Impracticable to put a 12 ,\ 10 extension box on the
back of a half-plate camera, and then a repeating back on the
rear of this extension. A light half-plate camera, such as you
have, won't stand it. You had far better get a secondhand
heavy pattern camera of 12 x ID size, and have the repeating
back fitted to that. (2) Tie negatives are largely printed on one
of the printing boxies or by means of the strip printei-s, one
model of whiich is the " Pawl," of Houghtons.

C. J.—We cannot identify any recent or special process from your
description, which appeals to apply to ordinary direct photo-
lithography. We suggest that the text-book " Photo-Mechanical
Processes," by W. T. Wilkinson, published by Messrs. Hampton
& Son, Cursitor Street, London, E.C.4, will give you ii^ neces-
sary iniformation on the woi-king of the ordinary litho pix)cess.
if such is what you are seeking. If it is something else, we are
afraid we should want more definite particulars.

A. and Co.—It is quite clear from the reply of the Home Secretary,
which wag made to questions addressed to him by the P.P.A.
some years ago, that under the Shops Act a photographer can
(^arry out portraituie—which,was the subject of arrangement
beforehand—even at his mvu studio during hours when, under
the Act, it requires to be closed. Therefore, there is no reason
whatever for thinking that the taking of portraits at a place away
from the studio could be a breach of the regulations contained in
the Shops Acf.

S. U.—S^aily we think the best advice we can give you is that
yoa riiould study a good elementary book on photography sudi
as

• Photography M;ade Easy," by Child Bavley. The flat hazv

result may be due to exposure, or development, or both (proibably

both). M we wea-e you we should use quite a stow plate, eoDoii aa

an IMord " Ordinary," or Imperial " Sovereign," and any orddnary

developer, suoh as pyro-soda or M.Q. If there is a great deal

of haze from the state of the atmosphere and you want a clear,

bright photograph, then the best thing you can do is to use a
Wratten process paiichromatic, which is a rather slow plate, with

a suitable filter.

W. H.—We are afraid that with the arrangement you propose

your exposures will be rather too long for ordinary sitters. On
the authority of the General Electric Co. we have it that 90 per

cent, of the light is lost by indirect, or reflected, lighting. The
arrangement of the lamps should bo satisfactory, but to shorten

exposures we should recommend a small diffuser in front of each

lamp—say a 12-in. hoop covered with tracing cloth, using tlie

reflected light as well. It would be necessary to hang a white

reflector—say 3 or 4 ft. square—above the front lamp, as the

sloping roof would waste much light. For the walls, we should

recommend a light grey, and you will do well to get one of the

ready-made distempers instead of trying to make your own.

Oppsite the side lamp the wall would, of course, be white. A
1,000-candle-power will be most suitable for the top light.

M. D.—(1) About the most reliable type of shutter, and quite fast

enough for the majority of work, is the roller blind, such as

that of the Thornton-Pickard Co., Altrincham, Cheshire. (2) Of

course your 'Exposures must be correct, otherwise no system of

development will help you to get uniform negatives. If this is

so there is really nothing to choose between developing in a dish

or in a tank. (3) You can get the supplementary lenses from

opticians, such as Messrs. Sharland, 9, Thavies Inn, London,

E.C.I, stating what focal length you require. The object of the

lenses is to reduce the focal length of the main lens. The
Petzval objective could be used for this latter, but owing to its

size would need large supplementary lenses, larger, we think,

than can be bought. The best lens for the enlarger described is

an ordinary R.R. (4) Acetylene if not an easy light to fix to a

vertical enlarger; the best is an inverted incandescent gas. If

you have not gas and cannot arrange for daylight to be used in

conjunction with the enlarger, then you will have to rig up some
kind of a reflector above the negative, say, a sheet of white card,

at an angle of about 45 dey., and illiuninate this strongly with

your acetylene bumerg. The firm for this latter is E. J. Moss
and Sons, 98, Snow Hill, Birmingham. We have no experience

of adding hydrogen peroxide to the water in the generator. Ws
s-hould doubt if it is much good, and it is quite likely it may
be dangerous.

The British Journal of Photography.
LtNi AoviBTiSBiairTa.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisement*
(excepting Situations Wanted) is now m operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) ^la.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word. Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned u
six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.

per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement mast be accompanied by the
advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiring small line advertisement! is 12 o'clock
(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's iaaue.

Displayed Adv'tg should reach the Publishers on Monday mernij^;.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite iaaue eaanot be
guaranteed.
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" COLOUn T'.APHY " SUPPLIMXNT.
.\ r«rrnt dho*t bv i Clay in " Pcnioaa^a Annual '* oot-

' 'ofiocing mloQr photographa by maaaa of a

Ni ftlm. fP. 9.)

otad pro cii rvlataa to tha prodnetion of iwo-ooioor
I laawatuiiaph projtotiona from which, ao it ia

or frlnglBg ia aliminalwl. (P. 10.)
' -.ta on th« ajipuaui a of Aatocbrona plaUa on intarior

• >.i . u .!> dot) wMthar ara eooMbatod by M> T? W. Canning
Wrv^l. (P. 12.)

EX CATBDBDBA.
0«rk There is, and has been for some time
Backgrounds, p^st, a tendency to use a perfectly plain

black background for portraiture, but a singular lack of

depth- is a feature of such pictures, and some nhoto-
graphers seem to be trying to remedy this by introaucing

weird splashes of light. As a matter of fact, a perfectly

plain, unrelieved background is rarely found in nature,

and as far as we know, apart from conventionalised or

decorative pictures, no painter has ventured to use one
for a portrait. It is not always safe to trust to the older

painters for guidance in this direction, although graduated
rMckgrounds are almost invariably found, because in many
cases the darkening of the pigments and varnish has
obscured the original work. We are convinced that many
of those who have adopted the plain black style need only

a hint to rebim to tJie use at a graduated backgroimd
which will give the necessary impression of relief and
distsoce. lie best backgrounds are like the best people,

those which do not obtrude themselves upon the beholder,

and the highest praise that can be given to the setting

of a portrait is ttiat it serves its purpose without being
in evidence. The quite plain background is no doubt a
reaotton, and a very healthy one, from the terrible things

in tlie form of ducal palace interiors and Haddon Hall
terraces, which at one time were the stock-in-trade of

almost every studio. Nevertheless, it is true that

unobtrusiveness can likewise be carried to an extreme,

and that is a feature which marks much of the work which

*e te9 from modem studios.

•crssrt Since there are many light- filters, or, as
Testing. most photographers call them, yellow
screens, which have a different factor for different platee,

the following practical, if unscientific, system of ascer-

taining the increase of exposure needed with any brand
of plates may be or ' ^o their owners. A large black

ana white print,
|

j>e or bromide is copied, first

withoul the ecr<>en. ^iviug an exposure which is judged

tob^|tf^t. llio filter is next fitted to the lens, and
ufl^fis aaras brand of plate a strip test made by draw-

ing ODi the slide entirely and closing it, an inch at a
time, giving double the exposure at each step, a con-

venient series being 2 seconds, then 2 seconds, then 4. 8

and 16 seconds for each second the unscreened plate was
exposed. We then have a series of exposures ranging

from twice to thirty-two times that given without the

screen, and this is usually enough. It may not always

be realised that with most screens the ratio for expoatires

with daylight and the arc or mercury-vapour lamps differs

greatly from that necessary with daylight. When the

two negatives are finished it is easy to see which strip

corresponds most closely with the unscreened negative,

and to make a not© of the factor, plate and illuminant.

The two plates should, of course, be developed for exactly

the same time.
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A Vertical Photographers whose working space is

Enlareer. limited are often at a loss to find a

position where an enlarging apparatus can be kept ready

for use without unduly encroaching upon the area avail-

able for dark-room work. "When fresh apparatus has

Ui be installed, a vertical enlarger meets the difficulty,

the space occupied being little mote than the size of the

largest picture which is likely to be wanted. Those who
already possess an enlarging lantern will be interested

to know that it can be used vertically without in any way
impairing its usefulness in its ordinary position. A
drawing board or table is fixed in a corner of the dark

room and two stout wooden grooved runners are screwed

vertically to the wall or partition. A board or frame
travels iip and down in the grooves, and to this the base

»f the enlarger is fastened with thumb screws, the whole
being counterbalanced by means of an ordinary sash-

weight with cord and pulley. A small half-watt lamp
is a convenient source of light, but an inverted incan-

descent mantle may be used, if the precaution be taken
to interpose a piece of ground glass between it and the
condenser. This not only obliterates the texture of the

mantle but prevents any ash, dust or fragments of mantle
from falling upon the condenser. Our correspondence
shows that the vertical enlarger is being more generally

appreciated at its due value by photographers, not only
on account of its saving of space but for its facility of

manipulation.

COPYING PORTRAITS BY OTHER
PHOTOGRAPHERS.

The question whether he should copy a photograph , taken
by another photographer and brought to him for that
purpose by a customer, is one which every photographer
has to answer at some time or other—and some photo-
graphers have to answer it many times every week. The
question presents itself in two aspects, the legal and the
ethical. The former can soon be disposed of.

If the copyright in the photograph is not the property
of the customer, or of sorne other person whose permission
to have it copied has been obtained by the customer, then
the photographer exposes himself to exactly the same
risks of action for infringement as does the customer.
The Copyright Act does not distinguish between copying
a copyright work and causing it to be copied. It need
hardly be explained to those who have even only a nodding
acquaintance with the law of copyright that at the present
time any photograph of comparatively recent origin is

copyright; that is to say, the right to copy it belongs to
somebody or other. It is only in the case of photographs
of such age as to betray the ancient date of their origin
that copyright has probably expired by lapse of time, or
by transference of the negative without assignment of the
copyright under the 1862 Act. Therefore, it is simply
ordinary caution for a photographer to assume that the
copyright belongs either to the customer or, if not to him,
most usually to another photographer whose name may
or may not appear on the mount. As a rule it is not safe
to assume that the customer is clear or right in the view
he takes as to the ownership of the copyright. Very
often he displays his entire ignorance of the existence
of such a legal property as copyright. A little inquiry,
horwever, will often be sufficient to ascertain the eircum-
Btances in which the portrait was taken. Obviously, if
the portrait was made as the result of the customer
acceptmg an invitation to be photogi-aphed, the copyrightm 99 cases out of 100 is not his at all, though verv often
he may not be aware that he has not the right to have

it copied. Where this is the case, the photographer who
is asked to make a copy may feel pretty certain that if

lie does so, and the fact becomes known to the studio

which has the original negative, the copyist will be asked'

what he proposes to do about the infringement.

When we come to considerations of ethics or etiquette

it is not by any means easy to formulate an answer which
will apply in all circumstances. The question indeedf

raises a delicate problem—a problem which each photo-

gi'apher must solve for himself according to his own
ideals and his ovni circumstances. However high a tone

he may wish to take in his business relationships, he will

not regard the problem as arising in connection with the

copying of amateur photographs or old portraits taken
by fii-ms which are no longer in existence. No photo-

grapher would have the slightest compunction in under-

taking copying orders of this kind. The question arises-

only when a photographer is asked to copy a portrait by
£1 brother professional who could, if requested, supply
additional prints from the original negative. The circum-

stances in which such an order may be given vaiy almost
indefinitely, and the problem varies in difficulty

accordingly.

There is the woman, for instance, who admires the-

artistic poses but dislikes the high charges of a rival,

Mr. A, across the street. She gets him to finish half-a-

dozen prints of one pose and then brings to Mr. B either

one of these prints or a packet of untoned proofs and
asks him to tone and copy them.

There is again the customer who is so pleased with the

photograph which she had taken two or three yeai% ago,

that she prefers to have more prints of it rather than sit

again, but for some reason or other does not wish to go
back to the photographer who did the work originally.

Or, perhaps, one of a photographer's own customers, whom
he has often photographed, may ask him to copy a photo-

graph which she has just had taken in London by one of

the leading artistic portraitists from whom she has, for

reasons of economy, ordered only half-a-dozen copies.

Qi- perhaps he is asked by an old customer to copy a

portrait which has just been received from a friend or

relative in Australia or Canada.
It is clear that there is a wide difference between these

cases. In the last case, ninety-nine out of a hundred
photogi'aphers would probably take the order ; in the first

case, probably nine out of ten would refuse it. Each
man must decidi for hirriself just where he will draw the

line, if indeed he wants to draw any line at all. Unfortu-
nately, many people, especially women who have no
experience of business, seem to take it as a matte.r of

course that one photographer will have no objection at

all to copying the work of a rival. It never occurs to

them that either photographer could object—the first,

because, whatever its artistic or technical merits may be,

it is put out as the work of another ; the second, because
the fact that he is asked to supply copies involves the
reflection that he himself is not competent to make as

good a portrait.

Although the copying of photographs can prove a very
profitable business, it is probable that the great majority
of photographers would much prefer to make their own
portraits rather than copy the work of another man.
Many, indeed, resent being asked to copy another man's
work, because they feel, rightly or wrongly, that they
can do it as well or even better themselves. Naturally,
the number of these men will increase with the rise in

the status and skill of professional photographers. There
is reason to hope, therefore, that in the near future it

may become more and more easy for professionals to draw
the line strictly and refuse more and more of tliese

copying orders.
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THE SCOTTISH SALON.
r.i promoters y( the : National Salon are

.'late, on this their t. •, in having secured
ihe Victoria Art Galleries to accotiuiMMUte their exhibition.

Vmple room is afforded to carry out a achetne of hanging
h show* the pictures to the best advantage, and the

i. ving oot of the condition which the committee made to
.'lave the prints either framed or in piiae partout, glaas
optional in both ras«s, has enhanced the appearance of tile

' iT and fi: d the innovation.
all some ;« are on view, 275 of which are of
ish production. Scot* exhibitions are nsnally strong in

:inc. and tho present i* no exrotitinn »i> the rule, but
i chosen for pictorial treatm> naantly varied

;. jdo portraits, seascape*, ii: .are and genre
s.

.'-.in»nt among exhibitors in landscape is Mr. Hector Mnr-
•) shows two fine subject* from the Scottish capital.

Crag" (So. U) and " The Crown of Scotland"
be ipire of St. Giles in the latter standing op in

'""'lour above the nicely subdued roof *— —

i

tho surronnding neighbourhood. J.
'

.
I .-.-n'l- prominent with his low tone subjf^it, nis

.'•r " (So. 238) in traniferotype, a new medium
lor rniii, perhaps bein)^ the fineat of thre* exhibits. W. C. S.

Ker^ussoB is strong with sont* of hU deligliiful rock and spray
'' '

\ Winter Calm " (No. 40), a snowscape of fin*

to ihow hii versatility.
\i .,\..i:;: t:owat ha* also a fine Bromoil '

^

shine and Snow" (No. •18), and Dan I

character istie harbour scene* in " Pitt«nw«aia " (>io. I'J) aoj
" A French Harbour " (No. 21), and is •qnaOy snoecssful with

">t'a landscapes exhibit delightful spaeiensiie**
ni U.ide" (No. «) and "The !

>No. and Un«* of tb* latt^f ai
' K. Li. Sluviart, London, shows ioiB« woodland* in
1'

I Heath (Nos. 134 and 1'.:).

I ay fine examples of portraiture of disUaetioB,
f<om the vigorous work of Robert CbataMn,

of Sunderland—whose " Lucretia " (Xo. 20), a girl with bar*
shoulders, is full of grace—to the delicacy of William W.
Weir's charming child studies, a fine example of which is

"Laughing Eyes" (No. 212). Robert Marshall's "Portrait
Study " (No. 109) of a mother and child is delightful in its
simple, fresh sponUneity. Miss Jessie Thomson, Glasgow.
is again very successful with some fine studies in platinum
(No«. 38, 39 and 42). The work of William Crooke, of Edin-
burgh, is also conspicuous, his " Sir Harold Stiles " (No. 288)
being a particularly fine portrait of the famous surgeon. His
portraits of Lord Soott Dickson (No. 77) and Sir John
Lorno M'l^od (No. 70) are imposing works. Attention
must also be drawn to Robert Crerar's " Don Oossack " (No."
107). Miss K. M. Alexander's "Ave Maria" (No. 68) is a
fine study of the strong features of a nun.
James Slater's works are among the most delightful and

cbaractoristio in the exhibition, subtle in their reBned quality.
There «re niivs on the walb. '" Sunlight after Rain " (No. 96^
and "Silver Light with Quivering Glance" (No. 105) arc*
instinct with the qualities which their titles imply. " My
Lady's Garden " (No. 12), on the other hand, is in a low key,
and just as magnificent in this kind of tonaKty.

T. Osrlyle departs from his usual high key in shipping
studies to present "A Pilot of the Night" (No. 2C2), a
Bromoil of exceptional richness, whilst A. J. Wood, Aberdeen,
shows • similar theme in " At the Close of Day when tho
Hamlet is Still " (No. 188). Right at tho other end of the
scale is Robert Ure's "Silent Harbour " (No. 68), which is

full of delightful atmosphere, and the same effect has been
caught by W. Duncan in " Light at Eventide " (No. 203).
A picture of ouUtanding merit is (No. 232) " A Tinker's

Funeral " (burial would be more appropriate) by J. M. Dunn,
Brtchin, who faithfully depicts the reverence, and grief of a
little group of tinkers gathered round the Ust resting place
of on* of their number. A picture of real human interest.
Ftowar studies (No*. 34, 46. 228 and 234) find an able
exponent in Wm. B. U. Patterson, of Dundee, whoso prints
in green carbon are masterpieces in technique; whilst local
exhibiU of merit are shown by H. C. Milne and V. C. Raird.

SOME SIMPLE DEVELOPMENT TESTS.

timing matkod*
.11 atWnttan to tit*

Niiw WU4C lon.poraiiiro ana
are to the fore, it may be useful t"

is« <if bromide paper strip* for t*>'

Mt original note' on this sobjsct

cjsias fiom Mr. Alfred Watbas.. frpm ahiUi and inaa my
•ttbs«|(Mat experienoe it would appear that the B«im«rk»l
details involved in the use of soch a mothod ami b« Ult to
in<liri(]aal wofkars, and that • tabttl*Ud *yit«m d fonaala or
factors would hardly b« practio»bI*.
The sKarhiip which I obt«in in triminiag brooad* p*p«ra

to tK' exact sis* to At my salarging box furaish nor* tluui a
vjt! .^t supply of taating strips, whidi I k*«p pmtktd away
out ..f contimMtu light, which, ha>w«iv«r, fr**ly UDm <m th«n
whrn til* pM4*«* or box is open for a short tiai*. To test
tJie dnv«lopM- 1 dip tJl* and of oB* of th«M strips into it, and
wat. h tk* tsn* whidi alapaa* bcfor* ft is cMifilsfsiy blackaoed
op, makiag Um t«ak in faU daylight. As • rul*, I nmk»
v.veral tssta b*far* dawelopiag, as tb* praosas is so easy. For
tank d*r*lo>pm*at ot pUt«* (nader oondition* praoMcahle in
fomen ho»*l*), I hav* ebt^aed th* de«r«l contrast by mnlti-
ply n? th* Urn* of bUefcoaiog of th* tMtaUp by 40, or more or
levi irtwrrttiiff In mibjoet aad raqnirad —-"'»

'•<. p. mt.

For developing bromide enlargements (from ^ to 1/1
plate), I regulate the degree of dilution till the time of

blackening of tlie test slip is 3(V-40 seconds, preferably 3fi

•oonds, but this number is sttbj«ct to individual variation.

In my experience a sp«*d of le«* than 25 seconds is liable vo

give blgt^liy prints, and one mu«h exceeding 45 or GO seconds
invuMFiSk of si*ins, fogging, or other evils. Aa a result

of socll aspenenoe* one of my boxe* has been inscribed with
a label, " Don't forget to Test the Developer I

'

'

By this method aooount is taken, not only of temperature
oonditions, but also of any possible deterioration in the
deroloper itself. A thermometer cannot discriminate between
a freahlj op«a«d bottle of oompreaed tablets and one opened
two years preriously.

The manner in which the bromide test slip darkens up
affords an indiration of the effect* of a restrainer, a slip

began to turn dirty grey in 6 seconds in motol quinof, but did

not blacken thoroughly for about 35 seconds. On adding potas-

sium bromide another slip did not da.rken perceptibly for a
long time, then it suddenly began to flash up, and was oom-
pletoly blackened in nearly the same time as before. With
exosssive restrainer the slips ultimately darkened to a dirty

grey colour rather than a clean black.
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Anothor useful testing stock is afforded by plates that have

been rendered useless either by breakage or fogging, and

which have been left undeveloped and unfixed. S»ich a waste

plate may be cut or smashed into some hundreds of fragments.

Fn my developing tank the plates are enclosed in an inner

box, which is lowered into an outer trough containing the

solution. My latest plan is to place a fragment of the fogged

plate (or the broken one previously exposed to daylight) in the

solution, which overflows at the top of the tank. This can be

t«ken out from time to time and examined in broad daylight

to see when the darkening effect has worked throiigh to the

glass side, and this affords an alternative indication of the

time for removing the plates. This test is particularly useful,

allowing as it does for any oliange of temperature that has

taken place since the plates were first inserted. I have suc-

ceeded in further checking the result by a second test with

a bromide slip in the later stages of the development.

But a still more important use of the chips of fogged plate

is to place a small fragment in the fixing bath with a batch

of bromide prints, leaving the latter in till the glass has
cleared. A patented device on a similar principle was
descril)ed some years ago {vide e.g., " B.J." .Mnianac, 1915).

O H. Bby.w, F.R.S,, Pros. Inst.Ae.E.

ON IRREGULARITIES IN THE ACTION OF THE
PERSULPHATE REDUCER.

Si.NC'E wc first observed' the characteristic property of

ammonium persulphate, in its action in a silver image, of

acting first on the heaviest deposits, and since wc first pointed

out the usefulness of this property for the improvement of

under-exposed and over-developed negatives, the reducer has

been studied by many expeiimenters for the purpose of explain-

ing its behaviour or of pointing out the irregularities met with

in the use of different makes of ammonium persulphate.

In a notice of observations of this kind, Sheppartl* reviews

the different theories which have been proposed in explanation

of the cause of the specific action of persulphate on the heaviest

densities of a negative. He does not, however, quote the

papers of ours from which later work originated. The fol-

lowing is the explanation we gave of the peculiar action of

persulphate.

The persuIfAato oxidises the silver in the film, and the sul-

phuric acid which is liberated in the reaction dissolves the

silver oxide formed, yielding silven sulphate or double sulphate

of silver and ammonium. The first-named series of reactions

may be represented by the equations :
—

(NH^l, SjO, + Ag2 + HjO = (NH^), SO, + Ag,() + H,SO,

AgjO + H,SO, = Ag.SO, + H^O

It may equally be assumed that a double^ sulphate of

itminonia and silver is formed according to the equation:—
(NH,),S,08 + Ag, = 2 Ag NH.SO,

The soluble silver salt, which is thus in the presence of the

excess of ammonium persulphate externally covering the

image, tends to be reduced and to act as a physical intensifier'

of the silver forming the surface of the image. Silver is thus

deposited on the surface of the image, and this deiKisit inter-

feres with the .solvent action of the persulphate on the super-

ficial parts of this image. On the other hand, since the

underlying parts of the image are not exposed to an excess

of persulpliate. the silver dissolves unimpeded by the reduc-

tion of the silver sulphate formed.

According to the theory suggested by Marshall,' the forma-

tion of silver .sulphate is a necessary condition for the solution

of the silver, the absence of free silver ions bringing the

reaction to a standstill. Whilst it must be admitted that this

is a condition for the exercise of the solvent action of the

|)ersulphate and that an excess of soluble silver salt accelerates

this action, it does not explain more satisfactorily than does

our theory the selective action on the heavy portion of tho

image.

The same remark applies to the theory of Liippo-Cramer

nuoted by Sheppard, in which the author states that the

1. "Bnll Soc. Fr. Phot.," 1898, p. 395; 1899, pp. 226, 304; " B.J.," 1898,

p. 473; " B.J.," 1899, p. 294.

2. " B.J.," 1918, p. 314; " Bnll Soc. Fr. Phot.," 1919, p. 251.

3. .\mnioniuin persulphate can act, like hydrogen peroxide, both as a

chemical oxidisini? agent and redncmg agent. It reduces the silver sulphate,

as we have shown. Bnll Soc. Fr. Phot.," 1899, p. 226; " B.J.," 1899, p. 294.

4. " Transactions of me Edinburgh Photographic Society," 1900, p. 168.

developed image is formed not of reduced silver but of a com-

pound of silver and a photo-salt. Although the proportion of

])hoto-salt is very small, it would be greater than would corre-

spond to the least exposetl portions in consequence of a less

active reducing effect of the developer in these parts.

Reducers, such as Farmer's, which contain a solvent (hypo)

of the photo-.salt, would attack the lighter deposits more
easily, whilst reducers which consist of a solvent of silver and

not of the photo-salt would act in greater measure on the

heavier deposits, which contain a lesser proportion of photo-

salt.

Lup])o-Ci'ainer seeks to support his hypothesis by the obser-

vation of S. C Puddy' that the action of persulphate

can bo nufdified and caused to resemble surface reduction by

addition of ammonium sulphocyanide.

Sheppard' disputes this action of ammonium sulphocyanide,

regarding this compound as attacked by tho persulpliate with

formation of hydrocyanic acid (prussic acid). He attributes

the action of the persulphate upoo the silver image to the

presence in all commercial persulphate of small quantities of

ferric salt, which acts as a catalyser, and, according to him,

is the cause, through its varying amount as an impurity, of

the differences exhibited by commercial persulphates. The

action of the ferric sulphate on the silver image would pro-

duce the .soluble silver salt necessary for auto-catalysis more

rapidly, the resulting ferrous sulphate being immediately re-

oxidised to the ferric state.

We have found with Sheppard that commercial samples of

ammonium persulphate contain small quantities of ferric salt,

as shown by a red coloration with potassium sulphocyanide,

hut this salt does not appear to us to be the cause of the

greater or lesser activity of different persulphates, for we

have found that every trace of iron can be removed from per-

sulphate by repeated' recrystallisations without depriving the

product wiiieh has been purified in this way of its solvent

properties, provided that its solution is of the required acidity.

A sample of sodium persulphate free from iron likewise

behaved in the same way as ammonium persulphate in this

respect.

We now come to consider the causes of the variation in the

activity of ammonium persulphate. For the purpose of

studying the causes which render persulphate of ammonia

inactive and interfere with the production of regular results

in the use of different commercial persulphates we have

examined the action of substances which may be present in

the solution, both those occurring as impurities in the per-

sulphates and those arising from the water used in making

the solution of the reducer.

We made tests first with distilled water and then with

ordinai7 tap water.

6. " Photography," Feb. 8, 1900, pp. 99 and 86.

6 " r )
." I9il!, p. 314; • Boll ttot. Fr. Phot.,' 1919, p. 263.
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Te»l» with Distilled Water.
(<^ flf*'i of Acid.—Using distilled water in dissolving the

ammoaium persulphate we found that in employing persul-

phate oontAining from 92 per cent, to 97 per cent, of the pure
Mit Aod of the same acidity, the reducing action of these

different products is the same.
A sample of persulphate supplied as " nentral persulphate,"

and containing 0.22 per cent, of free sulphuric acid and
97.2 per cent, of the pare salt, behaTod in practically the same
way as a persulphate from the same source containing 0.48 per
•ent. of free sulphuric acid. Moreover, the acidity of a adu-
tion of persulphate gradually increases, owing to slow decom-
position, according to the equation:—

(NH,V^,0, + H,0 - (XH,),S04 + H,SO, + O
The initial acidity of " neutral persulphate," which was

'' r^; per cent, immadiataly after dissolving in water, roM to
' per cent, after 24 boars and to 1.3 per cent, aftar 48

hour!), at a temperature of 60 deg. F. Its soh Uieiiig)

vtinn on silver became more rapid as the ac: -cased.

f •'•!« solution does not contain free acid, and more especially
' has an alkaline reaction, no solution of the silver takes

But a aeatral solution in water which is inert to start

, becomes gradually active in proportion as decomposition

of part of the persolpbate renders the tolntion acid.

If the proporttoD of free add in the aolntion is considerably
' ''^aaed the solvent action becomes much more rapid, and

• ;>ertulphate no longer di«solvea silver in the depth of the
aim but superficially, like other reducers, ao donbt owing to

the fact* that the aolntion of the silver becomes the pre-

dominant reaction, And that the reduction of soluble silver

salt which bring* tucb solution of surface silver to a stantUtill

no longer takea place in a very acid solation.
(f>) Effect of CkUrridtt, BrvmUUt and lodidtt.—Steager and

• r' have ohwrred that the priteaea of mall qnantitiaa of
ri<ic« in the pennlphate soiBtieB chaagM ita mode of aetioa,

-ibute thia reaali to the fact that the solnbte

;>itate« as inaoluble chloride the sulphate of silver

which is formed, thas raowviog the catalyting silver tons and
T>r<it>< tiiiL' ifio (Hrer against acceleration of the reaction.

action of alkaline ehloridea (of sodiom,
,-- and ammoniam)on the persulphate rcdaeer,
we found that when the persulphate solution is feebly add
the alkaline chlorides whea present in small quantity (O.M
«odinm chloride per 100 c.ca. 4 per cent, aolntion of per-
.,iir.i,ut.M ^.nn,.i.....u- ,i„.<...>j, tl,, solvent action o/ the per-

< quantity of chloride (to 0.5 per
—»<- Is'— li-iiy bloachr- ' rvnverted into

The addition of sul; 'i to this soln-

of 10 per -• '->^ ,r 100 c.cs. of
'.erart* ti • image is not
" ' rgo«^ jiight iateasiSca'

" Sliver.

..r.11711.1.'. .. i.,n. -.iT.ii.iriv III cnioridee; in the caw of
lodtdca, iodine it Iibrrat«>d

T^o action '

'

. rtd bromidea amy be ezplaiaed by
olew liberii ne or hroaiae by the penulpbate.

' .or: no or br<'mtne leaj* to convert a silver i«age
oride or silver btaoiMla which is ao loager

.^iiarnr-i .rsulphale. Hydrochloric acid and hydra-
bromir s lent in the free state in the solutiea,

'rides and bromides.
• oiwf .VilrotfI.— Sniphatea aad nitrates
)Tben preseat in small quantity, do not
n of the pfnalphaU on the image, but

to nujiutiu a* great as 0.6 per cent, the action on
image is reUrded it at the same time the snlphnrir

;ii the Mhitioa is present in quantity between 0.46 per
' and 1 per cent, of the persulphate. By increasing the

* lity ef the olution the silver ia diawlved eran in the
' i^new «f etitfbatev and nitrates.

/wcers.—If the gelatine film of the
subataaoee, e.g., hypo from the

«<•*. fir Via Mei,' l«4k p. Til "BavM d« fcisasss Pkoto-

fixing bath which has not been completely washed out, it will

be understood that the persulphate is thereby reduced and
ceases to act as a solvent (photographic reducer) of the silver
image in presence of sulphuric acid.

*• Teata with Ordinary Tap Water.
The various samples of commercial persulphate employed in

the preceding tests made with distilled water were likewise
used for a similar series of tests in which the persulphate was
dissolved in ordinary t»p water. The results obtained were
similar in the two cases, but it must be mentioned that the
tap water employed contained only an insignificant quantity
of chloride and a small proportion of sulphates.
The results, would certainly not have been the same had the

inater contained larger quantities of chlorides or sulphates.
The general conclusion from these results is th^t the cause

of irregularities in the use of different commercial makes of
persulphate is either that the persulphate is dissolved in
ordinary water or in distilled water with insufficient addition
of free sulphuric acid (in which case the reducer acts very
slowly) or the solvent action of the persulphate on the silver

image is brought to a standstill, particularly by the presence
of chlorides or sulphates in sufficient quantity when using
ordinary tap water for making up the solution.

In all these casc« it is easy to obtain a normal reducing
action with the different commercial makes of ammonium
persulphate. For this, all that has to be done is to duisolve

the oample in distilled water and to add as required solution

of sulphuric acid so as to bring the acidity between 0.25 and
0.60 per cent, of the solution.

A. AND L. LumkRH.
A. Srrawins.

OLTCX)LUC ACID AS A PRESERVATIVE FOR AMIDOL.

AlflDOI. as a developer, though largely restricted to use on bromide

papers, is dseidedly pc^alar among professionals. But every

developer has its weak points and the fly in the amidol ointment

ta the marked initability of tbe diamidophenol, salt. I have been

a oser of amidol for shoot fifteen yean, and t have often tried to

solve the stability problem by compounding^

would keep, if not indefinitely, st least for son

all tbs miztore* that were tried (with varyin

would lake too much time and space, but

formula containing glycoUio acid should '"''^^^^^^^^^Hr __3i
although tbe results are not final or the tx^m^l^K^^^^^ ^
When I first decided to try glyoollio acid—I bad seen a aientkin

of iu peculiar property in tbe " B.J."—1 set about finding oot

what proportion it should bear to the amidol and what -formulik

(ave tbe best deposit. My ultimate aim was, of course, to left

tbe pTsserving power of the acid, "but no amount of preservation

» of value if accompanied by any degradation cS quality in the

wnllant prints. My conclusions were that for development pajiw*

in gsneral a solution containing—

Soda sulpbiU 5 oss.

Amidol — ..- 200 to 240 gTf

Potass bromide ..» .»_„ 10 f;r9.

^ ^lycoUic acid ......,,. _... , 10 rts.

*"•* Water 76 to 80 ois.

gave a deposit of a vary fine shade of pure black. With Criterion

papers a little extra bromide does no harm, and for Vitegas and

Kodora an appreciable increase may be considered necessary,

tbongb the blacka on these papers with the above formula as it

standi are very good.

Being satisfied tfast tbe above formula was good enn i.;!i from

the quality standpoint, I left a quart bottle of the solution stand-

ing for a week before patting it to use. When poured out H was

in tbe dish for something like 2^ hours, during which 6(70 sq. in.

of exposed paper passed through it, the last print lihowing no loss

of qoalhy. The next test I made was for quantity of worV, and I

found that a pint (which was three days old) was capable of

developing 700 sq. in. (equivalent to about 32 poet-cards], while

30 oaa. from soother bottle did 1,060 sq. in. In the course of three

boasa. In the latter case, when the last print was through, the
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developer—somcwliat discoloured, but not muddy—was left in the

dish for another hour, after which it was found to be still active.

Encouraged by the above results, I am now carrying out a series

of methodical experiments to find out the maximum extent of pre-

servative action exerted by glycoUic acid; and the possibilities of

compounding the two with other salts to obtain certain definite

advantages. At the moment of writing I am optimistic, believing

it quite practicable to improve the working qualities of amidol

while reducing its cost, and also to compound new developerB with

well-known photographic chemicals.

The amidol used in the aforementioned formula was Johnsons'.

This 1 have always found to be less alkaline—or more acid—than

pre-wai' amidols. With the latter, which I believe are about again,

the proportion of glycollic acid would probably be incorrect, as

son»e action might take place between the acid and the alkali.

Unfortunately, glycollic acid does not seem to be well known even

among chemists. I had great difficulty in obtaining a sample, but

I have heard that its manufacture on a large scale is a future possi:

bilitv, as it has some commercial value. Thbrmit.

ALFRED STIEGLITZ.

Alfbed Stieolitz was born at Hoboken. The date of his birth is

not at the moment ascertainable. His reputation rest« upon a

long series of daring and often beautiful photogravures, printed .in

the only really sumptuous, truly le luxe periodical that photography

)ia« ever boasted—the " B.J. Almanac " not considered—to wit,
"' Camera Work."
The name of Stieglitz was a mighty one in Britain about twenty

years ago ; but with the course of time several things happened,

amongst others, the war, and the name of Stiegliiz became that cf

.1 forgotten thing. To all intents and purposes Stieglitz was dead.

But Stieglitz was a bad ghost to lay. He was dead, and is alive

again ; was lost and is found. His troulbled spirit fretted for some-
thing, and broke away from the rest of the company of remorseful

U.P. departeds. Like a boy who comes down in the night to steal

line more tart, Stieglitz rose from the tomb to have one more one-

man show. His resurrection is a staggering phenomenon, and in its

i-clat, dazzling. '

The fact is pi'oclaimed by the silver trumpets and trembling harps
i)f a 4 pp. circular, sumptuous in the old way. In this there is a

"jjsycho analytical report of all the " urges " and " complexes
'

f the genva Stieglitz. Ho has put on incorruptibility, and put
jt on thick :—" I was born in Hoboken. I am an American.
Photography is my passion. The search for Truth my obsession."

He asks us to note that in his " Statement " the foUowinj /ast

becfrmiitg " obsolete " terms do not appear : ART, SCIENCE.
BEAUTY, RELIGION, every ISM, ABSTRACTION, FORM,
PLASTICITY, OBJECTIVITY, SUBJECTIVITY, OLD MAS
TERS, MODERN ART, PSYCHOANALYSIS, .ESTHETICS,
PICTORIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, DEMOCRACY, CEZANNE,
"291," PROHIBITION. The term TRUTH did creep in, but
may be kicked out by anyone.

The rest of the proclamation is a catalogue from which we cull

a bunch or two of these last-fruits; "Buildings Moving North-
ward," "Wall Closing In," " The Way Art Moves." These seem
to show that Stieglitz has less use for still-life than ever.

" A WOMAN " (One portrait).
" HANDS " (One portrait).
• FEET "

(One portrait).

" HANDS AND BREASTS " (One portrait)
" TORSOS " (One portrait).

What does this collection of human remains portend ? Are they
the disjecta membra of unsatisfactoiy sitters? The reiteration of
the phrase " One Portrait " is perhaps a covert expression of dis-

gust at multi-exposure and cinema work.
.Apart from the sesthetic shambles we should much like to see

tiiis show, which dates from 1886 to 1921. What a revue\ Ita
countless vjsitore will reel out from its portals dazed by the force
of impressions received, and muttering, in a distracted search for

. 'ause to fit effects so sublime,- " He was born in Hobokfen."
-

' F. C, T

DEATH OF MR. A. H. LISETT.

We regret to record the news of the death, at Port Elizabeth, o:

Mr. A. H. Lj^sett, honorary treasurer of the Royal Photographic

Society and an active member of its Council. Mr. Lisett, in com-

pany with his daughter, left England in November last on a busi-

ness trip to South Afri.':a. .At present only brief cabled intelli-

gence of his death has beei. received. In addition to taking a large

share in the management of the R.P.S., he had been for many
years an active member of the North Middlesex Photographic

Society, and was known for his lectures before these and other

societies on i>opular photograpliic subjects

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

February 19 to March 12.—Scottish Salon, Dundee. Particulars

from the Hon. Secretary, James Slater, Rosemount, Camphill

Road, Broughty Ferry.

March 14 to 26.—^Dennistoun Amateur Photographic Association.

Hon. Secretary, Wm. F. Macpherson, 152, Craigpark, Dennis-

toun.

March 16 to 19.—Hackney Photographic Society. Particulars from

the Hon. Secretary, Walter Selfe, 24, Pembury Road, Clapton,

London, E.5.

April 13 to 23.—Portsmouth Camera Club. Latest date for entries

March 31. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary, C. C. Davies,

25, Stubbington Avenue, North End, Portsmouth.

April 15 to 23.—Professional Photographers' Association, at tlie

Photographic Fair, Horticultural Hall, Westminster, S.W.
Hon. Secretary, Marcus Adams, 83, White Knighta Road,
Earley, Reading.

April 15 to 25.—Photographic Fair. Horticultural Hall, West-
minster. Sec, Arthur C. Brookes, Sicilian House, Southampton
Row, London, W.C.I.

April 21 to May 19.—Hammeremith, Hampshire House, Photo-

graphic Society. Latest date for entries, March 17. Particu-

lars from the Hon. Secretary, C. E. Altrop, 14, Southwold
Mansions, Widley Road, Maida Vale, London, W.9.

April 27 to May 25.—Bury Y.M.C.A. Photographic Society. Latest

date for entries, April 16. Particulars from the Hon. Secre-

tary, A. Benson Ray, 8, Agur Street, Bury, Lanes.

Patent News.

frocett patente—applicationg and specifications—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, February 14 to 19 :

—

SHt7TTEHS.—No. 5,409. Releasing-devica for photographic obturat-
ing slides. H. Klapprott.

Development.—No. 5,097. Developing-tanks. W. A. Leggett.

Stereoscopy.—No. 5,517. Stereoscopy. Optische Anstalt C.P.
Goerz Akt.-Ges.

Cinematoohaphy.—No. 5,422. Outside revolving shutter for cine-

matograph projection machines. F. Cremer.
Cinematography.—^No. 5,506. Shutters for cinematograph pro-

jectors, etc. J. F. H. E. Miller.

Cinematograph-Phonograph.—No. 5,191. Apparatus for syn-
chronising cinematograph films and sound records. F. A.
Thomassin.

VOMFLETE SPECIPWATIONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications are obtainable, price Ij- each, post free, from

the Patent Office, S5, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the Internationnl

Colour Cinematography.—No. 154,150 (September 3, 1920). The
invention consists in a negative cinematograph picture film band
taken at the rate of 32 pictures per second, with which the
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ooIoDT «'enieQt« alternate with the elementa of an

black and white film, and from which black and whit«

r picture ptwitive films can b« produced which are

r-'^le of projection at the ordinary apeed employed (16

urac per aecond) for exhibition of black and white pictures.

..' e«.'hromc, Ltd., and Thomaa Percy Middleton, 146, Biahops-

!(»te, London, E.C.2. [Particnlara of the proceas will b« found
on another pag« in the " Colour Pbotogrspby " Supplement.

—

V.D* • B.J '•]

y^tus P«ivt«.—No. l£8,0ei (September 30, 1919). Tb«
has for nhfrct an improved me*na for obtaining printa

ra photo.' .-ativea by anriaoe contact and inde-

'f '.hf !ti ! thuj permitting of ntiliaing a baae
parvui, tur the manufacture of pbolographic

. <1 of a printing baae, which is in no way aanai-

«iid may be dried with great rapidity, thus alao
' expe(»e of glass or celluloid amfof seotitiaed photo-

t uUter specially prepared printing paper for these par-
it it believed that the only other attempt at Uiii object

was carried out under PaUnt No. 13,874, of 1907 (of F. W. Doni*-
'hrn-p^. •• B J " .Tinu.rv 10. 1908, p. 29), wherein ia meDtioncd

' micali (Tanadinm chloride in pv-
' er image of a photographic plate or

•rmeabie to certain dye*. Howerer, the defect of Iha
'I was that the dye would frequently refuse to penetrate

uie negative, or wooM pteetrale rety vneveiily in patch** and
•treaka.

•^ •" 1^674. of 1907, the developed photographic
plate or Tiegative) ia first imiBened in a " preparing
bath " possesAiii^ the abore-maationed properties, and then in
a dye b*tli; t}-^ <lvr alinnrhfvf Kv (fi« rwi7i4iiv» being then trans-

The improve-
--. ^ " ""--*ionale
the negsl: con-
-•' '' in a

anide

rtiiu li^M'Ti I iw dis-

> dyee imparted by
f a negative ia far

>4«ced b* the action
" atype pro-

'.J eaa tkr
•, .......fc; u_,., ir,,w L<^: u.^«'u, iiui a.At, eztraoiely

eintip printinn paper*, which can be dried with grvat rspidity

r«rr«d I

oovery

-fttS t>r

•MS. T
more ra( . ..

The prooeas of tiardening hicllromaled celatioe by bm«m of
;ln has not ..olr been employed in ' p, pn>c«es, but

. •• to rmdn- an entire coating of .laoloble in hot
for instanrc, «:

'

traiMler p*oe*M*a,or
be onafTccted gWit l*Mpmtai«' of
It is obrioiM. ho«e\cr, n«t a coating of geUliiie

'not be •Bployad on a priming paper for the Pina-
'

' ' ' ' itilised and known at Pinatype dye*
^•^ dye image by refusing to p«o»-'''

»'«• gelatine of the segative.
" the «arft<« of a aimilarly

(T tn drn oblaioad in a o^ativ*
as stated above, far

'>iclinMDaled gelatine,
Ives may be replaced by dye*,
i>enetr»te and even pntetii an
nt alto for gelatine to hardened
*aUr at temperalorea above
iievertheic**. io peoetrato tJi*

'7 beat.

'ssed apeed of the

since tit* rapid dyea may be
'' 'he correspondiiid printing

leoed by aay known pro-

-r-ur* to light, or by means
the d*cr** of hardening being
(>aper* ""^r *"- i-.,-< .-:.. — ..

The advantage of toi

<J with fT'

lir',m.it,'

nrrrf^*^ }, riiiMiniu'ill ..f

all loss of sharpness of the dye image due (o the spreading of the
dye while the print remains damp.

It will be understood furtliermore that since the printing paper
utilised under the invention may advantageously possess a sur-
face of hardened gelatine, other more easily obtainable and con-
aiderably cheaper papers may also be employed for the purpose ;

for example, the papers known as baryta-coated papers, art
paper, and the like.

If a negative is immersed Brst in a preparing bath (of the type
given in Specification No. 13,874, of 1907) and including a reJa
tively small proportion of acid, such as oxalic acid, and then in
a dye bath for the necessary periods, it will be found that the
dye will either refuse to penetrate the negative or will penetrate
only in paUhes and streaks. If the proportion of acid is

increased, the dye will penetrate more readily and with greater
nniformity; moreover, when sufficient acid has been added, the
penetration of the dye will be quite uniform and regular, also
inversely proportionate to the quantities of ailver in the various
parts of the negative's surface. If the proportion of acid in the
preparing bath be still further increased, the dv«, will begin to
penetrate the silver in the negative until finally the darkest parte
are penetrated.

It will now be clearly understood that by means of a preparing
b*lh, the cdnstituenta of which have been corre<tly adjusted in

r«*pect to the proportion of acid, the dye can be regulated to
penetrate the negative as required, namely, in such a manner
that the dye image transferred to the wet printing, medium will
be the exact iifverse of the silver image on the unprepared
negative.

The folk>wing is the preferred formula for the above-mentioned
preparing bath. It should, however, be understood that this
formal* is only given by way o{ example, and doee not limit the
aeope of the invention. It is preferred to employ a preparing
bath eoneistiiig of two stock solutions A and B which arc mixed
when leqiiired for me. Equal parts of A and B solutions are
mixed when prsparing a negative of average density, the B solu-
tion being either diluted alone or the mixture diluted as a wholu
when preparing a negative having a dense silver deposit.
The vr*f*rr*d formula for the A solution consist* of a 10 pei-

cent, solution (by weight) of vanadium oxaUfe crystals, includ
iag a grsAt excess of oxalic acid, and h.iviiie ilie followinc
approximate composition:—

Vanadium oxalate 6.5 per cent.

Oxalate acid in excess 73.5 per cent.

Water 20 per cent.

For the B solution a 2.6 per eent. solution by weight o(

ferricyanide of pgtaasilun crytUls is usually employed.
The posiibilily of utilising extremely cheap commercial papers,

together with the rapidity with which successive prints may be
obtained from the same negative and dried, renders the process
eiiremely advantageous for the purpose of commercial reprodur-
i!..:. of photographs, plans, or drawings, when tlie dimensions of
the required prints ar* relatively great. Many such papers,
e.g.. the baryU<oated and art paper*, do not, however, poasess.
when dry, surfaces which are transparent, as in the gelatinp-
coal«l papers. Such bring the cate, the efficient use of such com-
mercial papers has only been tendered possible owing to the
further^bcovery that the consequent veiled appearance of a dye
>ii^9JBsuch papers, most detrimental when depth of colour and
half-lena* are required, oould be obviateii by rubbing or coat-

ing the eorface of the dry print with a clear transparent oil,

varnish, or other preparation capable of rendering transparent
the surface of the print. Prinia when to prepared poesea* the
advantage that they are partially waterproof.—Frank Words
worth bonistborpe, 87, Lauderdale Mansions, Maida Vale, W..
and Dye Impression Photos Ltd., 24, St. Mary Abbott's Terrsce.
Kensington, W.14.

The following complete specifications are open te public inspection
before acceptance :'—

ArPARATVs.—No. 158,567. Automatic photographic apparatus.
D. Zema.

CixKMATooRApa.—No. 158,824. Pocket cinematograph. R. Oold-
•chmied, A. Stebey. and J4. Zupnik.
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Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOR BE018TRAT10N.

V»DOL.—No. 411,452. Chemicals used for photographic purposes.

Johnson & Sons, Manufcaturing Chemists, Ltd., 23, Cross Street,

Pinsbui7, London, E.C.2, manufacturing chemists.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Sunday, Mabch 6.

South London Photographic Society. Outing to Merstham.

Monday, March 7.

Bradford Phot. Soc. " Amateur Photographer " Prize Slides.

Catford, Forest Hill and Sydenham Phot. Soc. " Fair Lusitania."
Rev. H. 0. Fenton. Also Print and Lantern Slide Competition.

Cleveland Camera Club. " Use of a Camera."
South London Photographic Society. " Paget Colour Photography."

P^et Prize Plate Co.
Willesden Phot. Soc. "Vest-Pocket Camera Work." G. C. Weston.

Tttesday, Maech 8.

Royal Photographic Society. Annual General Meeting.
Birmingham Photographic Society. " Some Slides of the Lesser-

known North Wales Coast." Bernard Moore.
Bonmemooth C.C. Lantern Slide Ccxmpetition. " Monochrome."
Dennistotm Amateur Photographic Associatiofi. Whist Drive.
Doncaster Camera Club. In a Quiet English Vale." W. Har-

greaves Cooper.
Exeter Camera Club. Members' Lantern Slide Evening.
Hackney Photographic Society. " Simple Artificial Light Por-

traiture." H. W. Fitch.
Leeds Phot. Soc. " Platinotype Printing." J. H. Gough.
Leith Amateur Phot. Assoc. " Bromoil." G. Raeper.
Manchester Amateur Photographic Society. " Amateur Photo-

graphy." 1920 Prize Slides.

Sheffield Phot. Soc. " Autochrome Process." J. H. Taylor.
Stalybridge Photographic Society. " The Romance of Aerial Photo

graphy." Thornton, Pickard & Co., Ltd.
Welfare Camera Club, Linthouse. " Clyde Steamers of Four

Decades." Andrew M'Queen.

Wednesday, March 9.

Accrington Camera Club. " Photography and its Relation to Edu-
cation." E. R. Reeve.

Croydon Camera Club. Annual Rummage Sale.
Dennistoun Amateur Photographic Association. " Photographic

Lapses." Miss K. M. Alexander.
Hford Phot. Soc. " Gum Bichromate." C. Q. Kennedy.
Partick C.C. " A Talk on Pictorial Photography." W. S. Crocket.
Photo-micrographic Society. " British Hydracarina (Water Mites)."-

C. D. Soar.
Rochdale Phot. Soc. " Amateur Photographer " Prize Slides.
Woodford Pholtographic Society. " A Naturalist's Holiday in

Southern France." H. Main, B.Sc.

Thttusday, March 10.
Brighouse Photographic Society. Lecturettes by Members.
Camera Club, The. Club Dinner.
Everton and Dist. Phot. Soc. " Faking Negatives." J. R. Hall.
Hammersmith (Hampshire House) Photographic Society. " Vest-

Pocket Camera Work." G. C. Weston.
Hull Phot. Soc. " The Coolin Hills of Skye." A. Charlesworth.
North Middlesex Photographic Society. " Hints on Camera

Making." J. F. Nesbitt.

Fridat, March 11.

Bedford Camera Club. "Lenses." P. S. Dudswell.
Birmingham Photographic Art Club. Slide Night.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
Meeting held March 1, the President, Dr. G. H. Rodman, in

the. chair.

The President announced with sorrow the death of the hon.
treasurer of the Society, Mr. A. H. Lisett.
Mr. Dudley Johnston delivered a lecture, " A Plain Traveller's

Tale: Rome and Naples," illustrated by a series of magnificent
lantern slides. He dweU first on the sights of Rome, and par-

ticularly on the monuments to the engineering genius of the ancient

Romans in the thape of the private palaces of the emperors, brick-

work which had withstood the ravages of time and barbarian

invaders for 2,000 years. After a glimpse of Tivoli and its famouit

gardens, he passed to Naples, illustrating his discourse with elides

in keeping with the sunshine and bustle of Neapolitan life.

A most hearty vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Johnston bv
a large audience.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

Mr. S. H. Wratten, representing himself, bravely demonstrated
" Transferotype Paper," representing one of the many products

of Messrs. Kodak, and not the least interesting. His courage lay

in the fact that, despite long notice, he had, as is usual, post-

poned acquaintance with this transfer bromide paper until almost

the last moment, and then circumstances stepped in which pre-

vented any experimenting. Nevertheless, he said, based on seeing

one print developed, and that a dud, he proposed attempting to

demonstrate the process before his fellow members, supported by
the thought that however things went, " dog never eat dog." If

a proper demonstration had been wanted a proper demonstrator
would have been sent.

With disaster apparently unavoidable, a most enjoyable evening

seemed assured, and his many friends were obviously bucked in

gleeful anticipation. Then came a thoroughly disappointing time,

for down on paper, glass, opal, and other materials were the

transferotypes squeegeed and stripped without suspicion of a

failure. To add to the general sense of injury Mr. Wratten, in

haphazard way exposed a piece of the paper behind a negative to

the general illumination of the room and secured a perfect print.

It is a pertinent and kindly action to point out to him that the
law has ever been careful not to define the word " fraud," which
should give rise to reflection, though raising false hopes, may not
bring oneself within its scope.

The process being well known need not be discussed, especially

as Messrs. Kodak issue a capital booklet covering the ground.
It is, however, rather astonishing that it is not more used by
amateurs, for unique and very beautiful effects are possible, and
the manipulation is simple. Perhaps the pictures transferred to

vellum paper were most admired. The lecturer said he had been
informed at Harrow that transferotypes made first-class lantern

slides. Opinion among the members differed on their use for lantern

slides and small transparencies for enlarged negatives, but many
thought they seemed admirably adapted for enlarged negatives

of the " pictorial " order. This view was supported by some
transparencies on glass, which approached carbon in gradation.

In the discussion it was elucidated that for lantern-slides the
paper should be fresh, othei-wise slight granularity might result.

The temperatures given in the instructions should not be exceeded,

owing to the Germans not eating -sc much veal as formerly.

Consequently, present-day gelatine falls below pre-war standard,

accentuated by the supply being unable to me^t the demand. Glass,

too, is far below being what it was, and may easily fracture at

the focus of a, concentrated stare. Mr. Purkis pointed out in

reference to sizing, that a half per cent, solution of gelatine

remains liquid at ordinary temperatures, and keeps good for a

long time with a little thymol added. Mr. Hibbert agreed, one

drop of a ten per cent, solution of thymol in alcohol to every ounce
preserved excellently (this information is of use for substratums
on glass, etc., but the solution is far too weak for sizing most
papers used for transferotype supports). Continuing, he said

transferotypes are now exclusively used at the Polytechnic as a
basis for colouring on ivory. Here, many will think carbon might
gracefully be allowed to maintain premier position. Mr. Reynolds
mquired whether transfers could be effected on bald heads, an
inevitable question with humorists present. He is to be con-

gratulated on getting in first. Among the visitors was Mr. Slater

(time and temperature), who confirmed all the demonstrator had
said. Mr. Luboshez was exj)ected, but failed to appear. It was
conjectured he had been carried on to Brighton lost in thinking
out some new variation of dead-front lighting. A most hearty
vote of thanks was accorded Mr Wratten for a highly successfnt
evening.
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Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

LacAL Noncxs.—^Notice is givvu of the dissolution, by mnttul

conM<r,t. ,.' th.- "-•.w«en Harold Edwu-d Manhall and

<%.:; H. —-r' }\ _ on bosine&s as photographic trade

(ir;:,'.T- 1 Uoad, Nottinghain, under the style of

M>r-' I All debts due to and owing by the lat*

« i!:>.eivea and paid by Harold Edward Marafaall, who
le th* hojioau.

I dividend is givta in the case of Daniel

< r, Fembank, Eynsford, - Kent, lately residing

>ii>esa aa C. F. Treble, at 373, Brixton Road,

ii most b« lodged on or before March 12 with

J. (JiiiutiM Morrii, Official Receiver, 280a, High Street, Rochester.

NEW COMPANIES.
L. C. Haix, I;n>.—This private company was regiatf««d on

Febraary 18 with a capita

'

:'
""

:' ^harea. Objects: To
cwrr on tba bnaioess of pbers, mairafactorei*.

ind «sport«rs u! ^iid de^xts in photographic matcriaU,

l>«niiaiMat director* ase: C. W. W. Uipperson, 109, St.

<i.Us Street, Norwich, chemist and druggist; L. C. Hall, 28, fiaiid-

rin);ham Rosd. Norwich, ebcBUsi and druggist. R«gi«t«r«d oSc«:
yi. I' V;t]M Road, Norwich.

I'> .lurixo Co , Ltd.—This privata oompany was ragia-

-witary 23, with a capital of £3,000 in £1 shares. Objaets

:

•a th* bnainesa of proc«isa aagravan, artiaU and pboto-

sraphcn. priotara, stalionou, litbogra|rfMr*, etc. Tka subasibera

fh with on* ahara) are : J. Forbea, 88. Adalaida Road, BroeUey,

S K . newspaper manak'<-r ; E. W. Edwarda, 120. Brockley Riaa,

Ifwar Oak Park, S.E., printers' rapreasatativa. Tha fitat diractof*

ara not named. Secretary : O. H. Orford. Rafialarad oAea : II,

CrcsahaU Street, Liverpool.

Immx I.<«vcKrio»s, Ijtd.—This private company waa ragislarad on
Fabruary 17 with a capiul of £2,000 in £1 share*. ObjaeU: To
aorioira and turn to account any paleola, invaotions, dsviees, itovel-

tica, ancret or .•*•- ^ -•rma or rer---^- • • " ' —
and deal in ir wood, Ia>

gaoOTai worV . i ite pubecnbcrs ' •mic au*,^/

are: A. !; I' ;;hty Strert, tographar:

A. R. \Vi ./Illy Street, W.C.. |.ii.....Kt.pb«' The
fiTM dir* ' .,-wo^, F. A. Ellis. A. K. Ellis, 8. E. O.
EadM, A. K. Waiu^in. *nd A. BetinietV

Wmrton, Sruuiow k Co.. Ln>. — This private cmnpaoy waa
r»<i»)«T.»l .'ti Fol.riirv 23. with a capital of " •h«ras>

rihjr<-t« fv •t;.,- ',.,r 'he bttstneaa of pholr - and
;;enrr«' in^inaara ca Road,
Hu<kr N-wington, a- esbwa

I*. Wbattou (a; Stoka

. N. ; K. Whrt nft^m.
.N

.
.^ • Wbetlon. 13

W M Sparrow, 10, Ad.

>W7 y. Aabky. 74. Bnrtaa Road. N 16

News and Notes.

l*aa**Rvnin Piciranvtca Vnws.—A eorrcspondent iaiereatad in

th» «>. . filing trade state* that a taormmmi it afoot to aeqair*

> ' ':.! .iixi [.: turasqoe Bngliah village for the pwpoee of pnauving
t nriohaafsd throaghoot the years. It ia aaggeated that aome rich

UrniowBar akovld gire ta«h a villa.'p u, t}M> N*ti.iri.>l Troat for

\-'f-r* of Historic lolemt or Natur .)y has pro-
.nu„4 to ke^ it in ila original <«n>l .t has been
fi'trd hesauaa of the many old tge* which
ir». no* being spoiird '•> i-"v in -

_ , ^. : .. , ;h» dtetmc-
<r>citBl botf' •at. Among the most suitable

' 'tureHfOe ' .- __ ... . IVA 't,#»n aiiL»(7,'«!r<l .irH * !. , h

-'Mt has its eyre up-

<k. .Vzmoatb in D' .....t,

'•'"' ^ • \ !
rrie on the

'

iding-

r appearin,; , ., *. ;lioQgh

* ipacisl likiog (or one of the slone-bnilt

Xecol Inuustrhl CoixoDiONS, l/TB., is tlie new titJjB of the busi-

ness formerly known ag the New Explosives Co., Ltd., of 62.

London Wall, London, E.C.2, concerned in the manufacture of

Necoloidine, a British made oelloidin, and ixiUodion of variini>

deacriptjons for photographic purposes.

Wisden's Cbjckxtbrs' Alm.\nac.—The yellow cover of " Wisden
''

has been familiar to crick«t«rs for almost as long aa that of llio

" B.J. Almanac " to photographers, for the 1921 issue which Mesan^.

Wisden kindly send us is the 58th. It runs to 524 pages, aitd is

endeotly a most complete record of cnicketing events and p."-

sonalitiea. Ite price is Sa

Th« Aerial Phoio Co. has changed its address, which is now 24

Long Causeway, Peterborough. In adviaing us of this fact, thi>

oompany sends us it« latest price list for postcard printing,

logeiher with some examples of its work in black and sepia post-

cards, both matt and gloeey, all of excellent quality. The firm

baa recently installed one of the laiteat patterns of Uraber prinbini.-

maoluiM, and is ablo tu give prompt delivery of work.

DuTB or Mr. Fattttk J. Ctun,—We arc sorry to receive the

news of the death on Jhnuary 28 last, at the age of 56, of Mr.
Fayette J. Clute, proprietor and editor of our Oalifomian contem-

porary, " Camera -Craft." For many yeara past Mr. Chile had
made hi* magaxine a distinctive photographic organ, appealing t»

ail cissacs of photo);raphers. It ia intimated that " Camera Craft "

will be continued unaltered uuder the proprietorship of Mr. Clute's

two soo*.

CiTT Sau Bakoaims.—The City Sale and Exohaiige, 90-94, Fleet

Street, R.C.4, send ua a catalogue of nearly 140 pages listing an

immenee variety of apparatus both new and aeoond-hami. In the

laUar claaa are included roll-film, plate, field and studio nuneroji

in a gr«*t range of sixes and prices. A special feature is made of

apparato* for aterooaoopic photography in special reference to the

Veraacope and Homeoa cameras of MM. Richard for which ih»

t'ity Sale are ageota in thia country. .Another French caineni

they offer is the Kraoss " Tropex " in qiuiHer-plale size, and
ilso arc making; a special ofler in quarter pinto rofle.x camera*.

The list will be sent free oo application.

Correspondence.

*»*Cartt»ftm4tnU iMoutd ntver write on both sides of the paper.

t/o notut i$ taken of eommunicationa vnleii the namtt and

oddrtMt* o/ the wrtlerg art given.

*•* IF« do not mdertakt retpontibility for tht opinions expretetd

by omt eorrttpondentt.

a)iiimi..sBX.siTisiNo by mlvbr.\l salts.

To the Bditons.

,—With rqganl to the extremely intenatjng pafxn of

CkpaUff and BnUook and Mr. Renwick, and tiie letter of

itu^^ami in which ha soggaata the presence of oolloidul silver aa

tM'^WWe oatiao of the oaionr-aenaitiBing, or rather the ohange

in aiM of A* partidaa, it appean to me that a paper by Carey

l^ea, " AotsoD daa rayona lumineax lea mouis refrangiblea sur I'iodure

ei le faMMBure d'af«ant " (" Bull. Sm-. Franc. Phot., 1S75," XXI.,

236). haa ctmsiderable bearing on the subject, at least in the caae of

the iodide.

k is quite ponbie Uat the above p^>er appeared in the " B..I."

about tha above ilnie S<M>lanber, 1876, but I cannot readily refei' to

the same at thr •< writing. For I gather Uiat he was in

Ibe habit of send .. „ >l papers to both the " Bulletin " and the

" B.J." nmuUaneDUsly, aa the same commuiucatians have appeared in

both joumak as <iri|(inal communicationa, and both pa()eia ware

thaa, as they are now, oarefnl to credit oODtriibutions culled from

other sooroea.

Idea's paper is somewliat too lengthy to include as a whole, but

poaaiblv i>ii> frillriwiib, bnef aJbxlnirt may be inlereatjng. Tie starts
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out with the purpoee M ppoving that silver iodide and bromide ai'e

ensilive to all spectra rays; that the iodid« is mor« sensitive to the

less refrangible rays than the bromide; that E. Becquerel's hypo-

thesis of " rayons excitateurs et continnateurs " is nnlliiied by a

oareiful examination oif the phenomena. Lee. abandoned the use oif

the speotroecoipe and adopted coloured glasses, as being easier to

use in praoti<!e, and also because one can make quite sure that none

but the less refrangible rays axe passed by the glasses, and, further,

that the ({lasses could be obtained of any desired dimensions so that

simultaneous exposure of the paf>ers to be tested could be made.

Lea floated paper on weak solution of potassium bromide and

iodide, in molecular propoa'tions, so that each would consume the

same quantity of the silver nitrate bath, which was 30 grains to the

ounce ; a fre^ bath being used each time to avoid contamination of

the iodide with the bromide and vice-versa, which might happen, as

both silver halides are soluble in silver nitrate. That the alka-

line halide used wa» tree from broinideis was analytically detenmined.

After salting, ithe papers were dried beitween blotting papers, so as

to prevent unequal distribution of tihe salts, as would happen were

they hung up to dry. Sensitising was effected by floating on the

sih'er solution followed by washing in running water and drying.

Commercial red glass was used, and in order to set some criterion

of exposure a negative was placed in contact with the papers. Two
kinds oi red glass were used, a dark and a medium, and the limit

oif absorption of these combined was wave length 594. When two
dark glasses were used the lijinit was 600; with three dai-k ones the

limit was 605, and the maximum of transmission was beyond this.

With two glasses, limit 594, an intense direct image was obtained

on the iodised paper in five minutes. On the bromide ipaper, exposed

simultaneously, nothing was obtained, and long devdopment gave

but a leeble trace of an image. Under the two glasses with limit

600, it was impossible to obtain an image by development on the

bromide paper, even with 1^ hours' exposure to sunlight at mid-

day in January. On the other hand, the iodised paper gave in

twenty minutes a trace of a feeble direct image, that is one visible

without development. Under three glasses, limit 605, the iodised

paper gave in thirty minutes, sunlight exposure, a feeble image,

but with fooir horns a vigorous one, both these tests were developed.

Bromide paper exposed aide by side with the above gave nothing,

and with four hours' exposure and developanent prolonged tor some
hours, only the faintest trace of an image was discernible.

Lea repeated these experiments under yellow glass, that is

under a brown and a green, the limits of absorption of which were
638 and 527, and with a maximum of transmission at 570, and came
to the conclusion that both the bromide and iodide of silver were
sensitive to these rays, but the latter more so than the former.

Using green glasses with an effective region of 517 to 569, the

iodised paper gave more vigorous images in five minutes than the

bromide in 3^ hours. Further experiments were carried out with

admixture of the two halides, but it is unnecessary to enter more
fully into Lea's conclusions, as access to the original papers is

obtainable in the libraries of the R.P.S. and the Patent Office

The developer used was the well-known physical one of gallic acid,

silver nitrate, and acetic acid.

It would seem reasonable to suppose that if the above results

are sound, the increased red-sensitiveness of the iodide-treated

emulsion is easily explicable on the assumption of a mere external

skin of Agl, and there is no necessity to assume the existence of

colloidal silver, because Carey Lea's sensitive salts were not ripened,

at any rate, in the present-day acceptation of the word, and were
formed without a vehicle iike gelatine. But this would not explain
the action of the sulphurous acid or potassium cyanide. Mr.
Uenwick, in his letter (" B.J.," 1920, p. 743), states that iodide,

cyanide and sulphite -of silver are not known to exist having a
strong absorption in the yellow, orange and red of the spectrum.
But have the two latter salts ever been prepared in the form of
an emulsion and spectroscopically examined? Both are sensitive
to light, and it should not be a very difficult matter to prepare
emulsions of the same, considering their comparative insolubility
in water, and thus test them out either in the spectrograph, or,
following the above method, under coloured filters; the latter
method being preferable from a time-saving point of view. And
if a neutral wedge was also used some comparative idea of the
relative sensitivenesB could bo obtained.

Both the silver halides are soluble in sulphites and cyanides, so

that one is tempted to ask whether one might not have partial

solution with the formation of a double salt, which might be suffi

cient explanation of the conferred red-sensitiveness without
the hypothesis of the formation of colloidal silver, presuming thai
these two salts were found to be colour sensitive.—Yours truly,

E. J. Wai,l.

Cambridge, Mass., U.S
February 12

[The paper to which Mr. Wall refers appeared in the " B.J."
of May 28, 1875, pp. 256-258.—Ers. " B.J."]

FIRING FLASH POWDER.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Referring to your report in to-day's issue of Mr.
D. Charles' paper on " Improvements in Flashlight " at the Royal
Photographic Society, your importer is not quite correct in thi

remarks attributed to me. I mentioned that the only " absolutely

certain " method of firing flash powder, as far as my experienci'

was concerned, was a braided cigar light held in a small spiral at

the end of a copper wire, and pushed into the powder, and that a

eerie iron igniter, provided the disc was kept clean, was almost

equally satisfactory.

Perhaps you will kindly insert this correction and oblige.—

Yours faithfully, Abthub G. Bantosid.

49, Old Bond Street, W.l.

February 25.

THE PROFESSIONAL'S DEVELOPER: CONCENTRATED
M.Q.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In my article on the above subject, in your issue

for February 25, there is an unfortunate mistake. This is probably

an error of my own in correcting the proofs, and I can only plead

in extenuation that I was in bed with influenza at the time. As
stated under the heading, " The Amount of Sulphite," the latter

should be about six times the reducing agent, and the formula needs

revision accordingly. It shoald reid :

—

Metol i lb.

i lb.

4 lbs.

1 lb.

2 gallons.

Hydroquinone

Soda sulphite

Caustic soda

Water to

Dilute one part with 10 to 15 water.

In the article the sulphite was given as 2 lbs.—Yours faithfully,

P. M. Jones.
Brockham Green, Surrey,

March 1

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—^May I be allowed to offer a criticism on Uie com-

position of the developer advocated by Mr. P. M. Jones in your

latest issue? The formula that he advises contains :

—

Metol ... 4 OSS.

Quinol 8 ozs.

Sol. sulphite ... ... ... ... 32 ozs.

Caustic soda ... ... ... ... ... 16 ozs-

Water to 320 ozs.

The chemical formula for metol is C.H.NHCH,, OH, iH.SO^,
which gives a molecular weight of 172. In order to form the free

base this weight requires 40 of caustic soda ; to form the sodium

salt, C,Hj, NHCH,, ONa requires 80 parts of caustic, so that

4 ozs. of metol require 1.86 of caustic. Hydroquinone, C,Hj(OH),,
molecular weight 110, also reacts with two molecules, or 80 parts

of caustic soda, to form the phenolate C,H^(ONa)j, so that 8 ozs.

of hydroquinone will combine with 5.8 of caustic soda. From my
work on " rodinals " I have found that the least excess of caustic

over the quantities indicated above lends to rapid deterioration

of the developing strength. But Mr. Jones advises 16 ozs. of

caustic, where the maxiimum admissible is 1.86-1-5.8 or 7.66 ozs.;
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aad in my Mperienoe. a tonMwhal uiuUer proportion, say 7 oae. to

7| ooa. , would be ample The proportioa of nilphjte reoammendMi

bjr your cunu-ibutur u 32 ow. in 320 on. of water. If this is

unhydroiw, it is as much «• will dicaolve ; bat if the crystalline

i-u'!>hite. 64 ois. ahoald be used to g«t tbe maMmDm stabiliaing

effeci.—Yoors faithfnlly.

W. F. A. Eaiok.

-Vlderlqr Edg*.

Pskraary 28

To the Editor*.

(tentleffleD,— yfc article " The Profeeaiooal's Developer," I beg

'iO point oat tfaat there is an ineonsijteney between ' Mr. Jones's

article and his fonnala. He stAtea that the mlphite should be

MX tiroes the antount of the redooiDg afcnt. A* the reducing i^enie

*r« ] lb., tiien the solpliile shooM aoooant to 4^ lbs. instead ot

2 Ifaa. as in the fortnola. Mr. Watkio* girea the prtipoiiioa a< soda

oariioaate a« 2J to 2 of srilpbite, and if as Mr. JoMa ataUs 1-12

if the weight of caustic soda be as eSsctiTe as the caitionate, then

ih« amooDt o( caustK- should be 3] oaa. instead of 1 lb., or if

H Uu. sulphite is righi than 6 oaa. caostje.

The idea of a iKiwsiiiwIail derriopsr is a good ooe, and I was
feeling inclined to mix according to fnnmila, bat cannot hrlp

thinking that tbsrs is a mistake in iU Perhaps Mr. Jones would

be good sooogli to go into the matter.—Tows faithfully.

K. A. Noarox
Whitchorch Road,

Cardiff

>nd, ii

fiftore

KEY INDI'STRIES AND THB P.P.A.

To the Edtlora.

OanUems*,—At the last Coonril mesttng of the P.P.A. the

sscretary is reported to ' i sMeatson to the " intwestsng
•mrraspoodence " in the

'

key indaatriss, and it is staled

a affTved to poslfmne Utscamiag the sobjaci. One would

At the iaipo«taiies to jtteHitpmfimn of being able <o

-< > "fV^ °^ ^^ ''** "Mieri*! of ttkeir iadastry at

'« woald be so self-eividsat iWi Ik* Coocfl «l the

•n that prnfsMss to exiu for tbo parpaae of protooliag-

. ri<ets wooM have had the matter eoastaaUy before tlMsn,

of trsating it ss soMMthing to be lallisd aboal at soma
woold hav* already taken whatever steps are

powible to deal with the cinumslaimes we have to lace.

CamUnaUans among manatartar«'* "-- always heralded with

the propaaMoa that hgr largv - letioa prodortina u
made cheaper. So it may be, >'•> <-'.,-t.eno* show* that the

bmteftis thsrsof rarely rsarfa the eoasumer. Take soap or seoinK
'vitton or tobacco, for inataoos, each an iadaslry that has now
••a, hed. ndar onaobination. the poaitioD of abnost anttrvly

.!irn:nat<nuf •"'mpetltiaa, with the rasalt that we sr« paying for oor

.•vrrv.U> r.-piircassBls a pHcs that u quite tinjasUlUhle by the

xau ot mMertal, laboer and organ isation.

In oar own circle «e have " the aoanimity," as temta ons has
.tH.'r) it. which has been orgaaisstV fat the sole parpose of stMing

'Sat healthy compstitioa that makes for eoonnaiy

n prodttctiun. ttndsr the eiremastaaess of war, that
•f bo<h raw and msnafaclorad material ahoald become

I'ed, wa* inevitable; bat we oog^ to be re-

.'ire healthy cooditions. Sinos the last advance
'<• price of plates, 8;laM has fallen very eonaiJsiaHy. silver is

' > than half the price, all the chemimis af« grsally redared.
' 't ar* Ketting no rsdaction. The pricsa of platsa are now

-r than the ?.i.-h«ait

< ifadore w<-

I nder the r.i

•trrmg effort is

oharged in IWO, when th,* mnditsons of

'^ oonpared wKh ihr - at present.

cry of protection t.:. 1. ;. indoatriea

being made to promote legislaliow to exclnde
t'ntn our markets. If it ikonld soooeed titers

rise in prices of that hoaa prodnesd. A eer-

•lopsr was qooted flO*. mfovni some '-"'- --^r

<«^t tbsA, andcr a certain Order
SI nuimportable. Then came a mmrnr <nat

this was not so. The price dropped to 60s. Th« rumour becAme a

certainty, and there was a further big drop. This illoslratee the

effects of protection. Photographers are not less patriotic than an)

other clas.^ o{ the community, and ss sincore in their desires to pro

teot the industries of their country ; but they are quite clevei

enough to realise that protection of one class at the expense o:

another is not a beneficial kind of protection. Unfortunately

we are not an influenLial class, and have Uttle power to mak.

known our opinions or to protect ourselves against impoaitioii. Ii

ia the more disappointing, therefore, to find that the P.P.A

which we should be able to look to to safeguard our rights, taki'>

so languid an interest in this matter, which affects Us much moic

materially than those the Council appear to be so engrossed in

The annnal picnic is very well in its way. It is a pleasant outini;

for those w<ho can attend dt, and it is not without its uses. Pei

haps the " Circular " also may have its oaee, notwithstanding u

is, probably, the most feeble and the most oostly attempt at joni

nalism thsi is published in this country. The 8d. or so per iiiimlx-!

which it appears to cost mii;ht sorely be appliedjto better pur

pose, but I suppose we ought not to complain, as we get it

for about ii« true value —Yonni truly,

M. P. P. .*.

P.\NCHROMATIC PLATES.
To the Editora.

OentUoten,— I have read the most interesting article on pas

chromatic pistee, and think tliat possibly short notes on the result"

of an amateur, who has used them since their introduction, nia,\

be asefol About May of laat year I started to take up ph<il'>

graphy aftsr a lapse dux to the war, and have exposed a goo(ll\

namber of plates, mostly on sab<ect« which are intended to l»

pictorial. Rooghly—I have no records—I should say that my per-

centage of plates and Alms would be films 30 per cent., ortliiv

plates, including the scrtened variety, 35 per cent., panchromnt m-

36 par cant., non-oorrected nil. A short time ago I was prcp:ir>:<j

a set ot my bast prints, say '.hree dozen. When I had done th.

I found that well over 60 per cent, were on panchromatic pl.it -

nearly all baiag taken with a screen increasing the ex]>osure thrt^

to four times, ana or two being with a deeper screen to give fill'

correction.

There srs two disadvantagea with these plates :

—

(1) An under eipoeed negative on a panchromatic plate i^ nn'"

bopaleas than on any other—the shadows frequently being clem

glass

(2) Owing to the difllcnities in manufacture, or probably inspet

tion. small blemishes in the pistes are more common than with

other typss, and this necessilatss careful spotting if (lie

negativni are small ones which reqnire enlarging.

I prefer Ilfnrd formula pyrosods for developing, and this will

ib>rm*lly give the kind of negative I want in 6 minutee at 60 deg.

Fah . when diluted with 2S per cent water.

I'stng a Kadinlit« watch, as suggested, it is preferable to alter tlio

dilution to suit the temperature, and keep to a standard develnp-

roeot time of 5 minutes, which can easily be read on the watch.

Smaller intervals being d'fBcult to gauge, as the luminous markiiies

are aoC nsoally made io minutea.—Yonra fsithfnlly,

S. H. Hall.

BIsckheath. 9.R.3.

KACTORIAL DKVKLOPMENT.
To the Editors.

Oentlemen.—Like another of your correspondents I have ofLen

wondctwd why the factorial system is not more popular than it ir-

to-day. Your correspondence psges. however, have opened n<y eye*.

and I think I can now understand why so many decline to use the

system. In short, the personal factor appears to enter too largely

into the working of it, different results being obtained by different

workers, even though they use the very same make of plates and

developers

Tbe factor numbers are the trouble. The makers of such numbers

are too dogmatic and precise. Had the plan of saying. " Kt'-t
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from — to — " been adopted {vide Mr. Jones's instructioDB given

on page 108, " Watkin's factor, 12 to 15 "), instead of that of

giving a definite number, the system would have been more useful.

All reference books, for instance, give Azol as 30, as also do

the makers, though for many years I have advocated and used a

factor of 35.. And now Mr. Willis comes along and says (page 119)

Ajsol 25 ! The lowest I have ever heard of for Azol. We thus get

three different numbers for " normal development " with Azol, and

may, of course, have many more, according to our ideas of normal

density. Some may argue that the possibility of using different

factors and getting any kind of negative desired by using the fac-

torial system, is a strong point in its favour. This, indeed, may
be so, but it is not the point of my argument.

Had I known nothing of tha system and taken Azol as having a

factor of 25, as given by your correspondent—who, it is clear, is a

good practical worker—the result obtained would not have been to

my liking (I prefer 35), and rather than be bothered I might have
turned down the system as being unsuitable, and for ever after-

wards used either dish or tank. And Mr. Willis might have done
the same had he taken at the start my factor of 35. He and I,

however, happen to be of an experimental turn of mind, and we
found our own factors. But all workers will not make such experi-

ments, hence some dissatisfaction at times with the set factorial

numl>ers, or the system ae a whole.

A present-day objection—and a growing one—to the factorial

system, is the necessity of having to expose a rapid film to a red
light in order to ascertain the correct " time of appearance." This
has to be done at a time when the film should really be carefully
shielded from the light. In the case of ordinary plates this exposure
to a red light may do no harm, but with the ultra-rapid plates we
have to-day the " time of appearance " period is more likely to be
looked upon as being the " time of fogging. "-^Yours faithfully,

H. Gkeen.

Answers to Correspondents.

In aecoTcUmce viith our pretent jrraetiee a relatively gmall space it

allotted in each it»ue to repliet to correfpondents.

^' ^"^ an*ig«r fry pott if ttamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; 6-eent International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

guariM to be ansvered in the Friday's " Journal " mxut reach ut

not later than Tuesday {posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

J- B.—^The firm which produces the Mackenzie Wishart goods is

Mackenzie and Co., 212, Old Dumbarton Road, Glasgow.

J. E.—Both Messrs. Houghtons and Messrs. Kodak supply materials
for a sysbem of card indexing dealing with the recording and
execution of orders in a studio establishment.

H. 0.—8s. 6d. is a reasoilable enough price for the post-cords, but
we must say we are not surprised that your customer should be
dissatisfied with the out-of-focus effect. We agree with him;
the difference in definition between the two eyes is a marked
defect.

3. D.—As regards patents, if you know the name of the patentee,
it is a fairly rapid business to find a patent in the annual indexes
of the Patent Ofiice Library; but, of course, the Patent Office
does not attempt to connect the trade names under which goods
are sold with the names of the patentee. That would be an
enormous job.

B. J.—A copper dish lasts fairly well for use with a developer
which does not contain anomonia in any form, but not as well as
.. steel dish, nor, of course, as one of enamelled metal or' gramtine." But if the dish is thoroughly "rinsed after use, and
not left with alkaline developer adhering to it, it will last for
a very long time.

®',.®-~'9'* coUected researches of Hurter and Driffield are pub-
l»hed here by the Royal Photographic Society, 35, Russell Square,

London, W.C.I. Messrs. Tennant and Ward, 103, Park Avenue,

New York, are the sole selling agents in the United States. Any
application from the United States to the Royal Photographic

Society would be referred to Messrs. Tennant.

A. P.—^We should doubt, from what you tell us, if there is likely

to be any great advantage in fitting up a gas installation as sup-

plementary to daylight. But, at any rate, the choice among
studio gas lamps is very small. There is a lamp supplied by the

Kodak Company as the " Powerful," and Messrs. Griffins still

supply very excellent inverted burners (Howellite) specially for

making up into studio installations, but they do not supply the

latter complete.

P. J.—You are correct in assuming that the main effect of " mst

"

on a lens is to slow it. In a bad case, with ordinary plates, this

might be to the extent of 50 per cent. The only precaution neces-

sary in buying such lenses is to reject any which are perceptibly

yellow when looked through ; the surface iridescence is of little

note. The tin boxes referred to have been offered at many
furniture and ironmongers' shops in London, e.g.. Black and C3o.,

50^1, High Holborn.

E. M.—We expect your customer wants the enlargements framed

in the passe-partout style, but with celluloid instead of glass.

There is no special firm doing this kind of work; any of the

trade enlargers could do it. Or your assistants could easOy make
up the enlargements in this form, using celluloid sheets, such ea

are obtainable from Greenhill and Sons, 8, Water Lane, Butcher's

and other people supply the necessary binding strips and ring

hangers for the passe-partouts.

J. S.—Your Meyer lens is of 3J-inch focal length, and the pre-

war price was £2 5s. It ia a good average wide-angle lens.

(2) " Instruction in Photography," by Abney, is out of print,

but you are pretty certain of being able to get a copy from
Messrs. Sotheran and Co., 140, Strand, London, W.C.2. (3)

About the best book on lenses is " Photographic Lenses," pub-
lished by Messrs. R. and J. Beck, 68, Cornhill, London, E.C.3.

.We think it is still obtainable from them. If not, apply to

Messrs. Sotheran. (4) As regards your other queries, we find it

rather difficult to know exactly what you want. For quarter-

plate we think a useful focal length for long-focus work is

12 inches; 18 inches to 24 inc!es for half-plate size. No useful

pxurpose in having these lenses of greater maximum aperture than'

fl8 or even f/11. (5) For a good all-round anastigmat for

quarter-plate and half-plate respectively we should suggest a lens

such as an fl6.8 anastigmat of 5^ and 8 inches respectively.

The British Journal of Photography.
LiNS ASTERTISKMZNTS.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisements

(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word. Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.

per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until folly and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts shcAild reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot ba
' guaranteed.
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EX CATHEDR.A.

The prospectus of the exhibition of

professional photography to be held by

The P.P.A.
xhlbltlon.

the Professional Photographers' Association in conjunc-
tion with the forthcoming Congress has now been issued

and is obtainable from Mr. Marcus Adams, 4,S, Dover
Street, Piccadilly, London, W.l. As was the case last

year the exhibition is open to any professional photo
grapher, whether a member of the P.P..'\. or not. -An

eotranoe fee of 5a. is charged, which covers any nun) :-

of exhibits and includes thd' cost of pa'<king and post il.-'

for their return. Exhibits must not be either friiMi.ii

or glazed, but simply mounted on thin white or light-torn >i

mounts of out«iae dimensions either 16 x 12 inches or

20 X 16 inches. This year, in response to a feeling which
was «xpre8se>I twelve months ago, a section of thi>

exhibition will be set apart for technical, as distingtiished

from portrait, professional photography. For the purposes

of the exhibition " technical photography '" has been do

fined as covering every branch of photography other than

portraiture. It is to he hoped that those both within and

outaide the ProfesttinnnI Photographers' Association will

provide the aelecti^ " \fith an t^ntry which will

make it poasible t<> liicr a thoroughly Rood and
repreeenbatlTe collection of professional photograph ii^

work. The last day for the receipt of exhibit* and entry

form is Thursday, April 7. Both are to be sent, not to

Mr. Adorns, but to Mr Tl S. Rponiclit. l.")?. Xcw Rond
Stroot, London, W.l.

Oeaenaitlsera The treatment of exposed bromide pa)) r

In Bromide ^.j^.j, ^n aqueous solution of ainjilol
Prtntins. - in order to allow of the

development bein '"d in a bright yellow light, is

an obviotiB variation • 'its which led

Loppo-Cramer to the iiino process.

It is a debateable point, however, whether the slight gain

in comfort in the dark room reaulting from desensitisation

with amidol solution is worth the risk, and until further

iafmiiittiiMi is available vpf^^'V'"" the influence of such

treatment on the J-ato of nent, etc., we would

caution any of our readers ag.iiii:>u submitting large prints

to this operation. We hope to publish some further

notes by Mr. C 'on such points in the near future,

hut wn can h • that, provided development aft«^r

desenaitieatiou Ihj continued to the same factor as would

r>r-linarilv have been given, the apparent speed of the

1 sion is unaltered. If, on the other hand,

M • method of development is employed, the

r ter desensitisation are liable, as a corrcspondont

i ited, to lead to the assumption that the ami'jal

solution has partially destroyed the latent image. Stain-

inff ,,f (li<» paper by aqueous solutions of developing sub-

also a fflkctor which needs careful consideration.

iiii.i i,,. .vell-known resistance of !>'i'''i Rtiin to wn'^liiiiir
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out with water, even after an acid fixing bath has been

used, are further deterrents to experimentation with large

or vahiable prints.
)|l f

Paris Notes. We have a good deal of pleasure in

making the announcement that a further

regular feature of the " British Journal " will be a series

of notes dealing with photographic matters in France,

contributed by M. L. P. Clerc. A leading member of the

French Photographic Society, M. Clerc is widely known,

not in France only, but in other countries, by his writings

on photography and particularly by two very excellent

text-books dealing with branches of photo-mechanieaJ.

work. After a strenuous career during the war, when

he rendered \'aluable service in the technical branch of

the Photographic Section of the Aviation Service, M. Clerc

has associated himself with several of the leading French

photographic jom-nals, and is thus closely in touch with

photographic developments in his country. The first

instalment of his notes, which will be found on another

page of this issue, fairly represents in its range of topics

the comprehensive scope which his articles will aim to

exhibit. Subject to the necessity of finding space for

matter calling for immediate publication, we hope to

include these " Paris Notes " in the second issue of the
" British Journal" of each month.

Appropriate Now that larger sizes than the cabinet
Framing. are becoming the usual .thing in high-

class studios it is essential that the portraitist, who
wishes his work to be displayed to the best advantage,
should endeavour to secure orders for any frames which
may be needed. He can thus avoid the pei"petration of

such outrages as framing a red cai'bon in a crimson plush
or other unsuitable setting. There is now a tendency to

sombreness in photography, but it need not be intensified

by the unvarying use <Jf black or dark brown woodwork,
suitable as these may be in most cases. Light sketchy
work will appear to advantage in oxidised silver, with
perhaps a silvery grey veneer mount. Coloured work is

nearly always safe in a narrow gold moulding with or
without " Louis " embellishments. A few sample frames
should be kept ready for insertion of the stock sizes of

mount, as few customers are competent to judge the effect

of a frame from samples of moulding. The prices charged
for frames should not greatly exceed those charged by
local frame makers, and we recommend that the photo-
grapher should arrange with one of these to make those
of his frames which are not purchasable ready made.
Home framemaking is not profitable on a small scale.

Next, Please. Every portrait photographer has good
reason to regard the prosperity of his

business as threatened by a new invention which we see
described in a Continental journal. It is an automatic
machine of somewhat elaborate construction. You take
up a position in front of it for delivery of your portrait
in a few seconds. If you want a fuU'lengt'h, you set a
certain lever ; if a head and shoulders, another lever ;

and if you desire the print to be scented, you make still

a third adjustment. Then when you are ready for the
exposure to be made, and press a button for that purpose,
gramophones within the interior of the machine discourse
to you and tell you when the exposure has finished. But
a further feature of this invention is one which extorts
our respect for the thorough-going genius of its designer.
If you do not move quickly away, aft«r having received
the portrait through the delivery-slot of the apparatus,

hydraulic mechanism comes into operation and squirts

a jet of water over you. We are unable to gather whether

notice of this stage of the process is communicated to the

customer. Possibly it is, by the performing gramophones.

At any rate it suggests' the healthy optimism of the

inventor, who clearly has in his mind's eye a queue of

customers. It rnight be supposed from the effective

method chosen for persuading each to make way for tiie

next that the machine owes its existence to some aimable

Prussian. Strangely enough it appears to have been

inspired under the soft skies of Italy.

THE PERSULPHATE REDUCER.
To the average photographer it may appear somewhat
surprising that so much attention has been paid bv

scientific investigators to the reducing action of solutions

of persulphates, for the aforesaid average photographer

has learned, frequently by costly personal experience, that

this reducer is a most fickle servant only suitable for use

by experts. In the hands of those who have obtained

control of this reagent, however, it constitutes one of the

most valuable chemicals in one's equipment. It is

undoubtedly imique in its reducing action when correctly

applied, and is capable of converting hopeless results of

the " soot and whitewash " variety into negatives-

eminently suitable for use, even in the enlarging lantern.

Hitherto," perhaps, this reducer has appealed more particu-

larly to the amateur photographer, but with the present-

day tendency of the professional to devote an increasing

proportion oif his time to subjects other than portraiture,

it will not be inappropriate to offer a few comments on

the very interesting communication by MM. Lumifere and
Seyewetz which appeared in our last issue.

in the first place it is evident that the scientific

investigators of om- profession are alive to the importance
of such a reducing agent as persulphate, and also to the

fact that failure to get it to exert its characteristic
'

' depth " reduction is all too prevalent. An investigation

into the cause of such failure and the evolution of a safe

foimula which will be reliable in all districts, with all

types of tap water, therefore merit commendation. "We
certainly thought when we read the communication from'

the Eastman Research Laboratory on the influence of

traces of iron salts that we were arriving at a clearer

understanding of the tantalising variations so often met
with when using persulphates, but now it appears that the

presence of iron salts, fer se, is not necessarily the cause

of these variations. Even the chemically pure persulphate

will play tricks on us if the conditions under which we
use it are not carefully controlled. For example, the

worker in Glasgow or Manchester may get it to work
perfectly immediat-ely after dissolving it in tap watir,

whilst the worker in London may have to wait days after

making up the solution before it becomes active enough
to cause any reduction. Exactly why this is so can be
readily imderstood from MM. Lumiere- and Seyewetz's
work. They have shown that the reducing action is only
exhibited by acid solutions, and that the pure neuti-al salt

when dissolved in distilled water rapidly becomes acid,

its activity being correspondingly enhanced. All hard,

alkaline waters, therefore, affect the reducing action of,

persulphate, the action only manifesting itself when the
acid- developed on storage has overcome the natural
alkalinity of the water. Further, it is to be noted that
the characteristic depth i-eduction propensities of per-

sulphate solutions are vitally affected by the concentration
of acid present, and also by the presence or absence of

certain salts which are, in varying amounts, to be found
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a moet samples <d tap water. It appears, therefore, ae

though we are only assured of success with this reducer
if its solution is made up with distilled or very pure and
iott tap water. If we wish to make certain ot similarity

of action at all times it is advisable to compound the
itolutioQ (6 grains ammonium persulphate to each ounce
of water is, in our experience, quite strong enough for all

ordinary purposes) as required, and to add one drop of

/onL-t-ntrated sulphuric acid to each ounce of solutioo.

Wo can confidently recommend a solution compounded
iti this way; used freshly prepared on well-wetted nega-
tiv<>s we cannot recall » single failure in our peraooal
(ini'-tice for several years.

\Vlien we come to consider the theory of the process

:>t SO fortunately situated, ani
in sayinf^ thnt a satisfactory i

(loculiui- action of pt-rsulphates as reducers Ituo not \ti,

t><>en publiaho'l. It is somewhat significant that the
charact.-ristic depth aotioo of this reducer is most
ipparont on silver images embedded in gelatine. We
liav- not had an opportunity of investigating the rnatt»>r

•ifri Mv nnantitativeiy, but comparative <>tTif^rlriionts with
' in collodion against those ii '. Ieav«

;.» »>>'.f in the case of the ;.....,.. there is

\<nice of depth reduction. It is clear,

111- .til- intii Ml,* old idea thai metallic silver catalyses

the reducing action, speeding it up in proportion to the
amount of silver present, will have t-o be abandoned.
Perhaps, by combining the recent observations of Liippo-
Cramer on the depth development properties of amidol
solutions with those of MM. Lumifere and Seyewetz on
the influence of free acid in the persulphate solution, a
satisfactory explanation of depth action may be forth-
coming. The latter experimenters suggest that at ths
surface of the negative, where the shadow images pre-
ponderate, the silver-ammonium sulphate first formed
acts, under correct conditions of acidity and persulphate
concentration, as a physical intensifier. As the reducing
solution penetrates the gelatine, not only is the coneentra
tion <"f tho persulphate lowered by virtue of the oxidation
of the gelatine, tut also as Luppo-Cramer has shown,
the concentration of acid is reduced ; reduced in all

probability to a point below that at which it will causa
the excess persulphate to react on the silver-ammonium
salt. Physical intensificat-ion will therefore not occur in

the depth of the image. Such an explanation is, of
course, put forward tent«tivelv, but in view of the differ-

ence in the action of persulphate solutions on images ia

collodion and gelatine, the point is worth further investiga-

tion. We therefore commend the matter to the attention
c4 those of our readers who are interest«d in photographio
technics.

PARIS NOTES.
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wookly leuons for b«>ginnera in addition to meetings for

>tu<li>nt*. for the trial of new processes and a monthly lantern
evening which is frequently accompanied by a practical dis-

cua*iun on aomo apocial application of photography, and is

almmt always lightened by musioal selections. English photo-
grapbcni who may b« paasing through Paris are cordially

invited to visit the Society'a headquarters, where they may
obtain an iavitation to attend any of these monthly meetings.

Rollef on the Screen !

A goi>d ileal of publicity has been given in the cinematograph
fomnmU. and even in soma of the scientific periodicals, of an
aUsged great inn-ntion of a Dr. J. L. Pech, of Montpellier,

who, by using a concave projection screen, claims to produce

tho oAeci of relief in the projected cinonvatograph pictures.

Tho aoi^evbat involved theory of the inventor unfortunately

received a severe blow on a public domonstration given in

Peri«, at which none of the spectators, however much they

tri<>d am] wherever they placed themselves in the hall, were

able tn i>erceive any relief effect. It can only be assumed

that tho projection lens possessed a somewhat carved field,

giving a lack of definition at the margins when a flat screen

TTH jim^ and that the concave .screen almost corrected this

A New Non«Hal«tIon Plate.

Tbe bUck backing uaed on the glass side of English plates

as • preventive of halation has never been very popular in

Prance, where, except for panchromatic plates, a coloured film

between tbe glass and the emulsion is preferred. A new anti-

halation plate of this kind has been put upon the market by

.MM. OuiUominot. The film underlying the emulsion is formed

of manganese peroxide suspended in gelatine. The brown

colour of this coating disappears in an acid fixing bath.

Similar means have been previously employed, notably in the

littmiire " Simplex " plate, but the speciel feature of the new
plate it tho very slight opacity of the yellowish-brown film,

so that tho latttr presents no obstacle to the control of

development by examination of the plate by transmitted light

in the ordinary way. I may mention also that MM. Qriesbabor
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have recommeuced the manufacture, discontinued some years

«go, of a sensitive salted paper, which gives very fine matt

prints.

An f/1.5 Lena
A new optical firm, the Soci6t6 Optis, has entered on the

manufacture of cinematograph lenses. Their " Galear " of

//3.5 aperture and of five glasses covers sharply a field of

more than 45 deg., and their " Aetar " of //2.6, and of six

f^lasses, one of more than 40 deg. The firm announces that

the series will bo extended for photographic work, and that

they have in course of construction, to be placc<i on the market

shortly, a lens of //1.5 aperture.

New Projection Lamps.

Makers of the ordinary optical lanterns and of cinemato-

graph projectors are striving to secure the highest efficiency

from incandescent electric lamps of the clustered or focus

type working at from 12 to 20 volts. Several large cinema

theatres have already adopted a "Radius" projector fitted

with a lamp of 1,200 c.p. consuming only 500 watts, whilst

smaller optical lanterns for amateur use have shown their

ability to give satisfactory projections of Autochrome on a

5-ft. screen with a consumption of 100 watts.

A further interesting new introduction in cinematograph

projection is the " Garbarini " arc lamp, which has only one

carbon. The other electrode consists of a hollow tungsten

ring, which is pla<!ed concentrically with the carbon and is

kept cool by a current of water. Suitable coils give a rapid

rotation of the arc, which thus traverses a circle of about

J-in. in diameter, producing an intense light which does not

suffer any masking. Feed of the carbon is controlled by an
electric motor tlirough a bi-metallic plate which normally is

kept curved by the radiation of heat from the arc, but which

stiaightens itself and cuts off the current when the arc tends

to enter the interior of the annular electrode.

Xi-Rays and Paintings.

Reviving a method suggested in 1914 by Faber (a German),
Dr. A. Charon has obtained some interesting results in the

u^e of X-rays for the examination of paintings. Whilst the

old painters used almost exclusiVely mineral colours opaque
to X-rays on wood panels or canvases treated with carbonate

of lime transparent to these rays, modem painters make chief

nso of lake colours transparent to X-rays on canvases treated

with white lead opaque to these rays. Thus, fraud in the

renovation or alteration of an original painting of ancient

date is rea/dily detected. Unfortunately, it will be very easy

for forgers of old paintings to adjust their practice to this

modern method of detection.

Pictorial Photography.
One of the promoters of pictorial photography in France

has just died in . the person of M. Maurice Bucquet. As
founder and president of the Photo-Club de Paris, ho did a
very great deal towards inspiring and encouraging this group
of amateur workers. The annual exhibitions of the Photo-
Club and the handsome " Bulletin " which the Club issued

were a revelation to the French public of numerous artists

in France and abroad. It is to be hoped that the loyal co-

workers of M. Bucquet will bp able to revivify the Paris
Photo-Club, all signs of life of which had ceased before the
war. The only exhibition of pictorial photography which
exists in France at the present time is that which is organised

by the firm of MM. Poulenc in their premises, where are also

periodically given some very interesting lantern exhibitions.

Travel and the Film-

Several concerns engaged in the transport business are now
using the cinematograph as part of their advertising cam-
paign. Some time ago the Compagnie G(5n6rale Ttans-
atlantique, the most important of the French shipping com-
panies, produced a very interesting film having as its subject
the route traversed by their road motor services in regular
operation in Tunis, Algeria and Morocco. This film is shown,
with others, illustrating travels in Cote d'Azur, Corsica, the
Alps and the Pyrenees, in the offices of the Compagnie Fran-
9aise du Tourisme, established with Government assistance

and with that of the leading touring associations, for further-

ing travel in France.
The French Physical Society will hold on March 31 and April

1 this year its annual exhibition of new discoveries in pure and
applied physics, together with newly introduced scientific and
industrial appliances. In the.se exhibitioiis, the sequence of

which has been interrupted by the war, there have been
almost invariably new introductions connected with photo-

graphy in one way or another.

Personal.

I close this first series of notes by announcing that at its

meeting of February 26 last the French Photographic Society

had the honour of admitting as life members Sir William J.

Pope and Mr. F. F. Renwick, the researches of both of whom
on scientific methods relating to photography have attracted

much notice in France. It is to be hoped that close relations

between associations pursuing the same ends on each side of

the Channel will be formed, and, if I may speak for myself,

it will be a very great pleasure to contribute to that end.

L. P. Cleec.

DISTINCTION-AND THE PRINTING PROCESS.

Thb^ standing of a studio in tlie estimation of tlie public is

determined by the prints it sends out. This is an obvious

fact, but one apparently often overlooked; for how else can
one account for the fact that when a new business is started,

or an established one taken over, much time and thought goes

to the selection of the various apparatus and to the choice of

plates and mounts? But the printing process usually " decides

itself," if we may us? the expression, as if ihroanide were the

only practicable process. That there are others it is the aim
of this article to point out, but before going on to review them
a f<>w words may be necessary on the desirability of leaving
bromides on one side if really distinctive work is to be turned
out and good prices are to be obtained. It will be as well to

state here that if quantity rather than quality is your aim
tli(>so notes will be of little interest to you.

• S(Mnething different " is the aim of every progressive
iiutio, because it is recognised as the one certain way of obtain-

ing business. Even a cut-price line often fails to attract

clients, but the draw of prints that are " different " never
fails, the public is always on the look oat for the man who
turns out work out of the ordinary rut, and the farther you
get out of that rut the better for your business.

Frequent attempts are made to get tliis distinotion into

results by unusual lighting or posing ; these methods are useful

in some special cases, but for routine work they wirry their

own certain destrucrtion, insomudh as they can never be suc-

cessfully applied to all types of sitter. To score a hit witli

a line-lightedi profile of a lady with well-formed chin and neck
is frequently the prelude to a request to repeat the performance
on a lady with a larger share of chins than of artistic taste.

For special subjticts, of course, one must go outside the stan-

dards of lighting and pose, but to make a standsird line of

8uch a production is to court disaster.

But a printing process does not suffer from any such limita-
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ion of a many-oiuniiitl matron «ill li:i\.'

ive qusliti»> as one of a more 8wan-liki>

1. The quality ha* not to lie striven for. it comes auto-

illv as tiie result of nsJnR the partitiilar proct-ss. Yoii

or'ofore free to ooncviitrato on obtaining tho best possible

Uii. nt of v.,ur sitter without the need of striking origi-

Thin differenott in meUiodB oi obtain.

one very apt to be orerlooked, but it

14 i>n.> t.f the greatMt practical importance.

I'robably the risi*«ii iiwat likely to persuade the good claas

r to gi> ' 'ten track in printing i* the very fact

the now
i

..ken up will be aetiially differtmt from

.<le. It at onie provul»« an answer to that question, so

It to di*fi»se of --jiK. limrs. * Why i» it that I 'an get

r L' at Mr. Blank* for 5h. a doaen, and ,o me
ii!i.-a» for prinU v.tv littl« larger? " A «lii

.
locwsa.

r.^nt in I'MK'ntiaN a, w.l! as in d«taiU of »urtaco and
.,.1^1...., .. r. ii.'Ti.' \MMi . li.iiui will appreciate and pay for.

follow you in lig;hling and

y imitAte your result^ if yon

X medium.
... to ftaytight as the printing

;•« may be printed p«>rfi<-tly well

»iui in. ,...-,.... . illation, and P.O.P. may l>o n*«l

in tho aame way. Uut even if daylight i( uaed the trouble*

loosed to be inaeparahle from it •»'" '••' "" me»n» insur-

ntable. The ipeeil o< bromide an, of cour»e,

Mm or be " ' ' " " " ' •- CUenU really

do not li
'««* providing

they can *••• m** Ain:iniiii;o oi mi uomj.;. oi (*et, to© fOIUaAJ

u, be hurri.-d ii • mark of many high cU«« »ttidios. who Ind
" iWe Up.

<re kept rea«onabty thin and quite free

--d be anticipated in th. '" - • tip of

room. Th»ire la €>ne p h will

; CAToful - to a oByutrin print-

mu»l bo firat i-l».«>.

ir- rr<i>ilt frtMD mo*t Dogatirek,

< P. demand reaHy good nega-

.tita^e, • it enaurea

till be noticed. The
suvntly Iwda to a great

maMM mora work for th<'

n iMi r««l,

roeata thia

•reoglUMd.

and aim*-

, It baa alao wdran-
r for «)MMlinf( part*

>r

le

mft print* itvm h- ^-

.;rw»n glaaa vigorous m
*,f'

V _ oa roogli OHM. are fre^oeatly of vary gT«»t h«lp

to a man witiMiai practjeal evperienco who wiahea to decide

on a procCM. Therefore, at a ivrv rough ratimat* one may aay

that an " average
" vo khotild yield at least

thrM> r.rini^ tnt .1.4% • winter day, when P.O.P.

m >nd platlnotype are rather (aat«r, and
nil; Iri.U'Ail nf tfave.

M a certain astent we may now
[uu,.. .. iiiof prnceMoa, carbon, platino-

type, »' eilvpr paper.

It ha^ ''">' " '"'••(.or variety of efTecta are obtain-

able by by tho iwe of all other print-

11/ ir!»'.- ..,, i% by "' "n-nn* an over-ntutc.

t:., ru ti,. !• abaolo mitad, yet each

.If. - mver requ -.-• la a point the

ii\ ; b« over'-««ttmat«d. With a de-

more, when a print i* tonod, the

hatch of paper and with every

^irnj.K' OI ^11. nil'.. I
.-i ^ith carbon the colour i» definite

it i« the colo'ir .f -nt, and do»* not nH<T with

Flroaiid* papi"

'•ot rorfon. p

lUxi p
•inn !n

fail

If

lim>« lo

Ug.'=
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different treatment or with tho depUi of print; double tones

are iuipos-sitile, and stains of any sort can only bo caused

through gross carolcssr.oss. Tho variety of effects on carbon

may bo gauged by a few facte. There are over 30 distinct

colours of ti.ssue on the market. Each of these may bo placed

on liny paper base,; there are over a dozen different bases

Bold especially for the purpose. In addition to this any print

may \n> given a matt, scmi-raatt, platino-matt or even a glossy

surface. There is something wrong with a picture that con-

not l>e suited with such a range as this.

If portrait films are used tliere is no need to go beyond

single transfer printing; double transfer has the name of

being a troublesome proccfis, although personally I have never

found it to»i lengthy ; the one extra operation soeans well

worth while whou the advantages of a non-revorsed print from

the film side of a negative are taken into consideration. Oon-

»idcrable control may b«» exercised over the contrast of carbon

prints by variations in the sensitising bath, whic.li isV.iio ren.-ion

why it is best to do your own sensitising.

The quality of a carbon print is the very omv-i ^.^.^^,t.l•-
,

nj

many workers it would be a revelation to see a carbon alongside

a bromide from tho same negative. Carbon surfoco, oarlion

elli-ct, and other such daims for bromide papers are stretched

too far, bwMiise Uic carbon effect is inherent to tho process,

and cannot l»o obtained in any otiter way. As remarked above,

fpood negativoK are i-«cntial, and there is one other point which

slioiild l»o not.ll. When a print has been made on oarbon

tisanes tho nef^ativo should be carefnlly wiped over before it is

printed byanyother process; this is necessary, because traces of

bichromate will cling to a negative, and' when transferred to

bromide paper will cauae insonsitiTe spots.

Carbon ealargaments used at one time to be made by the

use of enlarged negatives, but most of this work is now done

by twing a bromide enlargement as tho starting point; this

twfcM-i higk-claia work to bo turned out at reasonable prices.

Tbsr* arema every rtMson to expect that tho same prooees will

be uaid for oontact prinU when " Oarbro " becomes bettor

known, but of this I cannot speak, aa I have had no o))por-

tanityof testing thelatestdevelopments in tljis direction under

prartioal work-room conditions.

Platinotypo paper is gradually coming down in price, but ii

•rem« unlikely to be within the reach of any but really high

dav biiainMaca for snino yean yet. It is an extremely fine

lyipor: without having anything like the same range of effects

as rarfion. it has Hiifficioot variety to make its exclusive use

poasible without monotony. Tho quality is quito as fine as

carb<in, but of course of a different type. One does see poor

print* on platinotypo, b«it they are almost always the product

of sUlo paper. As tho two " class " proceMea, it is ustml ti>

compare platinotypo and carbon. Such oompariaons are not

of gTMtt value, but tiiey do indicate roughly what are the

moat notable {mints in a paper. We may say that while the

quality of oitlicr is irreproachable carbon has the greater

variety, and platinum \* tho more easy to work, and lends

iteelf better to the quick production of prints.

As tbere i» no " film." in tho ordinary sense of the word, on

a pbitinotype p*per, it presents an ideal surface for working

thia r««soa, if for no other, it is the finest of all

for high-class sketch work. The normal grey black

image i» • very good colour for this typo of print, while the

epias obt«unablo are also of an excellent quality.

8ati«tn, the platintimjilvcr paper, is a very satisfactory

medium between platinum and bromide; it partakes more of

tl, «lity of the former than of the latter. It will attract

>'sro looking for a high quality material without being

I
I to go so far as genuine platinotype. Tho sepia grade

in this is also an excellent paper. In tho important factor of

permanence, Satista stands above bromide, which is to say

that it more than fulfils sny conditions imposed on it by tho

average user, without quite rooching the " ever-lasting " per-

maaence of carbon and platinum. But one may say in pas.<^ing,

th«t any paper sold commercially in those days will give prints

good for fifty years under ordinary conditions. The permancMii-
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of a print depends not 9o nnioh on the nature of the paper

ns on tlio proper manipulation of it.

To write on P.O.P. to professionals is a somewhat dangerous

task. I'ho fixed idpa al>oiit P.O. P. seojns to be that it has a

glossy surface and gives purple-brown prints. This may be

afl ovcr-sbatoment, but certainly there are very few users who

make tlie most of this paper. There are, of course, two

distinct types, one with a gelatine emulsion and the other

with a collodion one. The results on either are very fine if

proper methods are wspd. In fact, a print on a matt surface

<-ollodioii paper toned with gold and platinum is of as high

a quality as can be desire*! ; this type of paper is usually of

a most attractive surfaoe, whatever finish is given to it. Matt,

semi-matt or glossy, the paper has a " finish '" comparable to

that of- carbon, though not mistakable for it. Tlie range of

tones ie very wide, from red chalk to black brown ; they are

easy to control, but it is not always easy to exactly match a

print mode months before.

Collodion papers are rather more delicate to liandle than are

gelatine ones, but they have a decided advantage in being

less affected by heat; so much so, indeed, that they may bo

'washed in warm water and dried over a fire. The greatest

clejjniiness is essential in dealing with any print-out-papers.

They arc, of course, the ideal material for use when much
dodging has to be done diuring iprinting.

Having briefly reviewed the possibilities of the most import-

ant non^bromide papers there remain a few remarks still to

make. I have several times mentioned the " quality " of

prints. This is a most elusive factor, but a very important
one. It is frequently claimed on behalf of bromide papca-s that

they are indiertJnguisJiable from carbon or platinum; this is

claimiug too much, because, although their range of contrast

and gradation may be identical, their physical construction,

the silver being embedded and sunk in gelatine, makes jn-t

that difference in quality in the print which makes your

customer content to pay a higher price for your work if it i>

done on a non-emuIsiou paper.

There is one problem which the head of any large studio wil!

find a very difficult one to .solve if a non^bromide priutiii^;

process is taken up. It is the problem of the printer. Evcji

before the war good carbon and platinotype printei-s were

difficult to find, and now they seem to be quite unobtainablr

The only way, one would stiy, is to train your own. This is a

big undertaking, but one that will pay in the long run. An
intelligent man may bcome an efficient brootnide or platinum

printer witliin a month of taking up the process, but it would

take a good six months to train a man to proficiency in all

the ins and outs of carbon or P.O.P. work. Training, fi-

rather lack of it, is lesponsiblo for the general dec:Iine in

the standard of photographic work, and it is up to us to put *

our house in order in this matter.

Cost of production is an iraiportant point. Under this head

one may suggest that bromide is by far the cheapest process,

because it absorbs loss labour tlian any other. The actua,

materials for either carbon or P.O.P. cost no more, but the

extra time spent on them must be charged on the cost of the

print. Next comes Satista, and then platinotype at the head

of the list, but these last two are becoming cheaper, and cer>

tainly are economic both in labour and in waste materials.

In conclusion, any high quality printing pro(«.ss may <(i>i

you more, but it enables you to obtain a big increase in pritr

for your results, and leads to the ambition of all good workers

—more work and better quality.

Arthur G. Wim.is

A PHOTOGRAPHIC METHOD OF DETECTING CHANGES
IN A COMPLICATED GROUP OF OBJECTS

The method to be described has been used for some time in certain

,

branches of physics' and astronomy". It was recently indepen-

dently devised by the writer and developed in co-operation with

Dr. H. E. Ives, recently of the United States Air Service, for use
in military operations. The method is, however, applicable to a

Fig. 1.- -First photograph. This illnstrateg the initial appearance
of the pil« of lockfi.

80 much wider range of usee than the fields in which it has yet been
employed that it seems desirable to describe the method and a few
of its possible applications.

>'Hods8on sod Wllsey, Commanicatlon No. 42 of Eastman Kodak Co.
IteBParch Laboratory, }. Op. Sec., 1, Nos. 2 and 3; 1917

' Harvard CoUege Observatory Circular No. 79, p. 1.

The method may be described as follows : A negative is made
of the group of objects in which a change is expected. After the

change is supposed to have occurred, a second negative is made
with the s,ime camera (or oiic of the same Uind) on a plate of the

same kmd and from as nearly as possible the same ^msition ns used

Fig. 2.—Second photograph, illustrating the appearance of the pile

of rocks after a few changes in it have l)een made.

in making the first negative. A positive is printed from one of the

negatives, is superposed upon the other negative so as to bring t'hem

into register, and the combination is viewed against a source of

light. When the photographs are properly made, those parts of

the combination which correspond to the unchanged portion of the

group of objects will .nppear as a field of practically uniform
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Meetings of Societies.

Bowes Park and Dial
Honisey. " Toning

F. 0.

E

\V.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOK NEXT WEEK.
MovDAT, March 14.

Phot. Soc. •' Toning " (Hvpo-Alum).
(Sulphide). A. H. C.' Robert*.

Bradford Photo'^raphic Sori«ty. Members' Print Night.
Cleveland Camera Club. R.P.S. Portfolio. Fred Judge.

—.^ate Photograpiiic Society " Transferrotvpe. " J. Brown.
1' ury Phot. Soc. Y.P.U Members' Lantern Slides.
.•>ouih London Phot. Soc. " British Landscape Portfolio."
Willesden Phot. Soc. " Truth in and about Photography." T. H. U.

Scott.

TuESPAY, Marcb 15.

Roysl Photographic Society. (1) " The Design and Construction
of the Reflex Camera." A. S. Newman. (2) " The Use of the
Reflex Camera." Adolphe Abraham. O.B.E.. M.A., M.D., B.Sc.

BirminKbam Phot. Soc. " Stories of Dartmoor." F. W. Pilditch.
Bournemouth C.C. " X-Rav Photograpliv." A. Thomas.
Kxeter <'amera-Club. " Carbro Printing." Fred Walker.
Hackney Phot. Six:. " The Possibilities of a Small Camera

Human.
Leeds Photographic Society. Members' Lantern Evening.
Portsmouth CO. "With AUenby through Paleatme."

Batcher and Sons.
Rotherham Photographic Society. " The Ghim-Bichromate Procey-^

"

J. M. Fitsclarke.
Sheffield Photographic Society. " Portraiture." T. Lee Syniii.

Slalybridg. Phot. Soc " Mounting Photographic Prints." W.
Harwood.

Walthamstow and Dist. Phot. Soc. AfRliation Print Portfolio (1919).

WED.sfc-nAT, March 16.

Arrrinston Camera Club. Whist Drive.
Borough Polytechnic Phot. Soc. r.«ntern Slide Competition.
Croydon Camers Club. •• Truth in and about Photoeraphv."

T II B Scott, F.R.P.3.
l>' Amateur Photographic Aasociatioti. " Antocbrome

\V P-irtridee.

y "Enlarging and Toning." U. Ritchie.
II • lety. Rambles with " Nature, the Old

worth.
•lety. Visit to South Ease\ Camera Clul>
Lantern Slide Competitioia
Amiena Cnthedral." E. W. Harvey Piper.

Thchudat. M»rch 17.

RirmuiKham Phot. Sue. " Lantern Slide Making." R. Hancock.
Bnghon-e T'hnt.vraphic Society. Members' Prints and Slides.

I

P..... » ,

Woodford Phot. Soc

An
C F.

Camer .

ETert««i 111 !

Oalsaheakd n

Hammerm
Kami.!.-

Hull Phot..^

Kryn and I^shy iL
Belgium."

North Middlewx
Fiocham and Ridge.

Fur
R P .S. Pictorial Group.
Rmlford C C. A. P. and P
Birmingham Photogrni

Excuraion Down the Rhone from Lyons
Keyser.
S<H-. Memlwra' Print Night.
em Club. ' Bromoil." G. Tennant.

I' I"'' '"({raphic S<^iety. " .\

A. J. Linford.
- des.

ich Worth; Phot, elo., Soe. " A Dive into

Phot. Soc. " How we aaW Lugano." Messrs.

*'
I, 18.

Pictures." T. H. H. Scott.

..ih Criticisma (Ladies' Night.)
lub. AnnusI Exhibition.

I . March 19.

Phot. Soc. Visit to Wallace Collection.Walthamstow and Dist.

ROYAL PMUnXXJRAPHIC SOdErTY.
Th«<s was an aodertono of unrest in the gathering of membei*

at tb* annual gwieral meeting, held on Tuesday evaoing last, the

pmident. Dr. Bodman, in the chair. The aigtia of it were not
evident on tho sarfaoe, bat had oome bofore every member in the
ahspe (>t the names on the balkrt pa(>er for election of council al

those (onning a " dark.room group," apd banded together (or the
pmpose cA providing greater taoilitie. for practical work in the
Society', boua.. A number of junior members occupying back
rows of atat* mtr* pointed out as this dark-room grcnif> of reformers.
But nothing was beard from them during the (ormal proceedings.
It was the tamest of annual meetings. The president suggestO'l

that the report of the council should be taken as read, and dis-

cosssd paragraph by paragraph. Then he read almost every line

of it, but without a word o( osnment boinf; ((rthcviming. .'\
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wtvarisome quarter of an hour followed, during which Mr. C. H.

Oakden recited the income and expenditure account and the

balance-sheet item by item. A single objectdon by Mr. Gear to a

description of one item provoked a shoi-t discussion, which ende<i

in the motion that a line of iyfie should be placed one-eighth of

an inch lower down ; and that waa sU

Mr. J. B. Portway then read the report of the scrutineers oif the

ballot lor the election of members, which had resulted as follows :

—

President, Dr. G. H. Rodman ; vice-preeident«, Sir W. J. Pope,
F.R.S., and Mr. W. L. F. Wastell. Ordinary members of council,

Maaots. A. J. Bull, D. Cameron-Swan, G. Bellamy Clifton, C. P.

Orowther, O. I. HigBoui, J. Dudley Johnston, Emeat Marriage, F.

Martin-Duncan, E. W. Mellor, C. H. Oakden, F. F. Renwick,
T. H. B. Scott, E. Sanger-Shepherd, W. F. Slater, J. C. Warburg.
.^. H. Wratten, and Major F. C. V. Laws.
Owing to the death of the treasurer, Mr. A. H. Lisett, havina

taken place after the ballot paper had been issued, in which he
was the only nominee for the treasurerahip, the council, on the
advice of ite solicitor, had decided to elect a treasurer at its first

meeting. A motion that it should do this was pi-oposed, seconded
and carried.

The meet interesting part^of the proceedings was the presenta-
tion to Mr. F. F. Renwick of the Progress Medal of the Society,
which had been awarded to him. The president referred to previous
distinguished recipients of this honour, such as Abney, Hurter and
Driffield, and MM. Lumiere. Mr. Renwick, who was present (o
receive the medal, was greeted with loud applause.
Votes of thanks to the officers and staff followed, and also the

motion that the auditors, Meeers. Calder Marshall and Ibotson,
should be re-appointed and receive an honorarium of 5 guineas;
and with this business concluded, the president declared the meeting
cloeed.

Were the proposals otf the dark-room reformei's, defeated at the
ballot, to go unspoken? No, up sprang Mr. C. P. Crowther, all

persuasive smiles, and from the front bench appealed to the pre-
sident, that the views of hia " constituejits," as he called them,
in the back rows should be heard. " Quite irrfegular," said Dr!
Rodman, " but let us hear them." Then one after another made
known an awful srtate al things. A lack of heating in the dark-
rooms and studio, a dilapidated condition of these premises, the
absence of adequate equipment, and,a state of unfitness which one
speaker instanced by pointing out that the Society's print-trim-
ming desk was used for crushing chemicals. Another speaker urged
that the facilities should be such as would enable the junior
members to produce works worthy 'of the Society's exhibition. He
appeared to think that this object would be secured by the pro-
vision of a dry-mounting press. The " Royal " title of the Society
waa given muoh emphasis in these appeals. It seemed to be the
view of the speakers that a Royal society is one having everything
0^ a lavish scale. It was pointed out by several members that
those able to use the Society's dark-rooms formed a very small
proportion of the membership and that the funds of the Society
required to be expended in the interests of members as a whole
The president also made it known to the "reformers " that certain
of the things which they had asked for in a memorandum to the
council had actually been ordered before the memorandum was
received, but i,t appeared to be the settled view of the dark-room
group and one from which they derived much satisfaction, that
the things they wanted had not been taken in hand unUl as one
speaker amiably put it, " a shindy had been kicked up." However
the president having declared that the equipment of the work-
rooms should have the attention of the council, Mr. Orowther per-
formed soothing gestures in the direction of his protegefe, and the
aniformal proceedings were at an end.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY-PICTORIAL GROUP.

^'^''"D'^r/"
?^"'''*'' P''^^'''*'* »' « meeting of the above group, when

A^'
"•„"• ^L""*"" opened a discussion on " Chiffon : Its Use andADuse. Mr. Lawton made a humorous reference to the wide

exnL?i,'°1 'I"
""* °^ '^^ '"''J^'^^' ''"'1 P^^-^ed he wasexpected to speak on lU application to enlarging. He thought

chiffon was one of the greatest friends of the photographer, butthat It was fatal to the true rendering of light, especially when itseffect was exaggerated. True halation, as dis inct from the eff

of reflection from the back of a plate, was a natural phenomen.Mi
often desirable in pictorial work, and was an encroaching of the
lights upon the darks. The tendency of chiflon was to spread the
darks over the lights and to produce a general fog ; hence it seemed
that the use of such a difluser was more desirable in the making
of the negative than in the making of the positive.

Mr. Lawton thought that chiffon was extremely useful in por-
traiture, as it tended to reduce contrast and gave a softening of
contours, while retouching marks were almost entirely eliminated.
Soul could be imparted to a picture by its use with discrimination,
and Mr. Laijton showed several comparative prints in support .f

his contentions.

Mr. Weston exhibited a test negative of an ingenious character
especially made for the purpose of ascertaining the effects produced
by a number of diffusing screens. These were generally of a

regular mesh and varied in pattern and mesh. A copper gauze
gave a different effect when blacked, and a perforated zinc screen
increased contrast, while a screen of chiffon with an open centre
produced marginal diffusion only. Mr. Weston did not approve
altogether of some of Mr. Lawton's conclusions, and contended that
chiffon properly used gave breadth, roundness of edge and retained
the vibrating edge which was so essential to sunlight effect. He
thought that diffusion in itself was not a merit, and certainly should
not be adopted in the representation of a busy scene.

Mr. Dell caused a slight flutter by declaring that chiffon was
used by some workers to camouflage an untrue rendering of tones,
which it did by causing a general fog. This statement, however,
did not meet with general approval. An interesting suggestion
was made by Miss Venables, who uses chiffon in the diaphragm
slot. This, she claims, gives the best results, with none of the
objectionable features obtained by using it in front of the lens-

Mr. Banfield showed a 1/16-in. brass gauze which he places in the
diaphragm slot when making the negative. This arrangement can
only be carried out when using a rectilinear lens, owing to lack of.

room in an anastigmat.

Several members spoke on the relative merits of differentfy-
coloured diffusing media, but there seemed no concensus of opinion
in favour of any particular colour, except to denounce the use of

'

white material.

Mi.ss Warburg showed up the usefulness of portfolio criticisms
by saying that when one used a single thickness of chiffon the
critic said, " Use chiffon," but when a double thickness was used
the critic asked, " Why use chiffon ?

"

Mr. Wormald had experimented with chiffon behind the lens in

making the negative, and found that, with a white bust as a subject,
a white line was formed round the contour.

The discussion proved entertaining and most instructive, and also
indicated a field for experiment by pictorial workers who aimed nt

definite results.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
It has been told, on the usual undoubted authority, that a genial

investigator, with no leaning to prohibition, on returning home late
one night distinctly saw a procession of blue peacocks, all playing
trombones. Mr. F. R. D. Onslow in his lecture last week on " Sea
birds " had nothing approaching this phenomenon to record. Never-
theless, with the happest colloquial style, fund of humour and set

of slides, both instructive and technically excellent, he kept a large
audience interested and amused for nearly two hours.

The Scilly Isles, Devon and Cornwall, Lundy Island, and the
Bass Rock furnished his main hunting grounds for splendid sport
involving no slaying. Many slides depicting the same characters
were neatly woven into " tabloid " romances of the 0. Henry order.

One out of many is selected as conveying a moral. It dealt with
the love affairs of two seagulls, finally merging into the fatal trio.

All went smoothly at the start, the hen evidently being favourably
impressed by the attentions of her wooer. This, in turn, favourably
impressed the cock bird with a sense of his own worth, and' confident
of a conquest made he flew to an adjacent rock and complacently
preened his feathers, omitting to keep an eye on his fiancee. But
there was an observant rascal round the corner who seized the
opportunity so successtully that the old love was speedily forsaken
for the new. The last sad scene depicted the abandoned male (as

Grundy has observed, " never an attractive spectacle ") furiou.s

but impotent, being heartily laughed at by his pals.
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'.ttncted two bird ap«cialuts from afar, and in tlie

' B. James, who once travelled 300 miles to examine

"««rs perfectly lane, narrated some experience*.

I ooper gently chided Mr. James for itealin,;

ho intensely interesting lecture they had heard

»m«anting to genius. Mr. Onslow, in reply t/i

modestly remarked that patience did not

one was absorbed in it. Be had heartily

.njoysd hunsvlf all itte ttne.

News and Notes.

H"r>iiiros-i

rrstt« u v-l*'-
'

l>Rnnb<!<iox*L BcLLxnx, m its current issue, illns-

: <Ti 'f t)iv new styles m moonts, to which Meaars.

ra just now giving proouoctice by offering to

'••ns for half-a-crown.

Tbb Glasoow Hdlslo is now publishing, in its iasae of WadneS'
'- :n each week, a column of notes on " The Art of ib« Camera,"

19 fortonate in having a* its contributor Capt. Owen Wheeler.

there are few who, like him, unite an experience of nearly

a oaotory in all brmochaa of photOKraphy with the gift of

fig " rsAdahly " even oo natters of a technical kind. In the

inatafanent of tiisae notes, published <m March 3 last, Capt.

Aix-^ler has some good advice to give on baying hrge-aperture

lanea, and pr'jotiaes as aomathing fresh on the eternal qnatioo .-f

'Ispth of fo<-us.

rtMrnt ('Ktrr.—A pamphlet from the office of " Camera Craft
"

' Mr. FayatU J. ClnU, whoas deal' uoeed

: be succeeded in the editorship K'Arcy

>» fur many years has been asaoeiated witb Mr. Cliita as

' nntribotor to the magasin*. and, as readers of oar page*

ithor of many original contribotioos to pho*vgTaphi«

table fioe of these is the vsvtical ealarger. of which

the inventor, is tha modsm r ho has

• a practical form correapMidr rcaatit-

Lay re^aireromU We wish Dr. Power well in his new iirti.v. which

we ar* aare will ha oseaQaatly discharged, for he is <«a of the beat

• rs connected with photagraphic joornalism in the Untted

*. and, Biorcover, one who is a firsl-rale praotieat man and

informed in pbot^gfafhw procssass. With Dr. Power will

Ir. Kdgar Kelloee as amociaU editor.

I'BADa WoBK WOK ComciBCxu. Photoo&sfidbu.—Msasfs. Lily-

white, Ltd.. Wsat End. Halifax, send as aoma upeosmsas nf their

ooounareial photography in the shape of soma altofribar rxoellant

[>h<itograpl,a of nMchiaas, nwtor Tabiclet, meohsnical fttmentt, and
- manufaotores. In every inatance the - '>

ri blooking-oot, working ui>. r'r
, larg^

.
:«

tiigheat class. Mcasis. Uly« ' oat that they specially

'«'. tlwnn>«t\e« 'Hit t'-' 'j'> th-'
__ inm phatognfhers' " eosn-

• aacaaaarjr praparatloa al thsis

which they thsnmlvas sopply.

l^is IB a apeaai kcaach ot trade work for which andooUadly there

» a eooaideroMs damaad. Ma*/ portrait pbotographan whs B4sr>
take ooaunamal wnmmimfaws ted dia chief obataele in tha neemmty
4 retooehing msl heds lo whleh their sUfl are unao<ws<nmed. If

they ODoid get it done and prints made as welt as Masma, Lilywhite

evidently can do tt.sae thio0i, maov of them, we ara sore, woold
he able to make commercial work a larger part of their buiinmsss

.Iti'.vMg Ltwmtx 8mocs.—Mr. J F. M''-«-' U.iherts. who
ed to London s(t«r a five years' i

nowed at last week's meeting "f

'ble Society a series of aBOi>>(

"-^ by Japanese artist' ^!

issian blue, bat the '

Korea and
Snhurban

'>\ Untem
" sliilro were

• tically and

>.y noticeable.
' moonlight "

'"* '' l"lll,»,.(lM<ill| lit If.

<>ascapas, etc., \<y

.|.|>...-v .I'.iii a meeting to which non-photo-
Comment was made upon the few roloors

M of the same, indeed some of the slides

lightly tinted—tboogb mast eUcetively so—as to apptar

invited.

almottt devoid of colour until contrasted with black and white

slides, the Japanese apparently getting the most artistic effects

by using as littlo colour (aniline dyes, it is supposed) as possible,

and putttug that little in exactly the right place. It vraa pointed

out by some arifsts and students of colour present that in many
instances the placing of the chief colour or colours could be more
clearly seen when the picture on the screen was looked at with

bat one eye, and that partly closed ; in one noteworthy example, a

forest scene, examined in the manner described, it was seen that

the actual dye work consisted of but 6Te fairly well-defined patches

of brown dabbed on the foliage, the dabs being so artistically and

scientifically placed and balanced that the whole of the foliage

appeared to represent autumnal tints. The Japanese <U'e past-

masters in tbe art of slide colouring, and the many amateur
oolourists who were at the lecture no doubt learned many useful

lessons, thanks largely to the ease with which the screen could

be approached and the 6-ft. pictures examined. Mr. Roberts has

an extremely valuable collection, and one that should be seen at

the Royal Photographic Society, and probably would be, were not

Mr. Roberts such a busy man in the engineering and mining
world.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

Lbo4L Noticis.—Notice is given of the dissolution, by mutual
consent, of the partnership between Benjamin Foulkes Winks and

Herbert Irving B^I, carrying on business as camera manufacturers

Bl 662b, Seven Sisters Road, N., under the style of Adams Manu
factoring Company. All debts due to and owing by the late firm

will be received and paid by Benjamin Foulkes Winks, who will

continue the basiness.

Notice is given, porsaant to Section 242 (5) of the Companies
(Coasolidation) Act, 1908, that tbe namea of the undermentioned
companiea have been struck off the Register of Joint Stock Coni.

paniea, and the companiee have been dissolved:—Colourgraphs

.

Ltd. ! Progressive Pictures, I..td. ; Trade Pholograpliers, Ltd.

;

Victor Photograpbica, Ltd.

NEW COMPANIES.
U. Sladb (Aosncim), Ltd.—This private company was registered

on March I with a capKal of £2,000 in £1 shares. Objecta: To
carry on the hii>in««« of lithographers, photographic printers, etc.

Tha '
'I one sbara) are: H. Slade, 14, Pnteriicstei

Sqnai .rers' agent, and Mrs. M. A. Slade, 161.

Broekley liUv, S.E.2S. U. Slade is tlie first director.

MAXOAEcr KDOAm 8Tin>ios and Photocraphic Supply Co., Ltd.—
This private company was registered on Manh 3, with a capital of

£3,000 in lOs. aharos. Ubjscts : To carry on the busincM of artists.

photographem, printers, art publishers, artists' oolourmen, artists'

soppUan stores, etc. The permanent directors are: H. Mans<ill.

LightcUfla Bank, Aloooibe, Minehead ; Margaret E. Mansell, L hi

olilfe Bank, Alcombe, Minehead. Kecrrtsry : H. Mansell. H".- >•

lered ofRce: Friday Street, Minehead.

ITirontwooo aitd BARxm, Ltd.—This private company was reg.s-

tcred on Febraary 25 with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares. Objects :

'Co-^tSlil^ Hliisiiient with I.<eon C. Underwood for the sale to the

company of eartain chemical fonnuhe, and to carry on the busines-

of manufactorers of and dealers in chemical, optical, photographii

materials, etc. The first directors are : L. C. Underwood, 10.

Little St. Andrew Street, W.C.I; F. G. Barker, 14, Parklands.

flurkiton Hill. Rsgistered ofHce : 10, Little St. Andrew Street, St.

Martin's Lane. W.C.

AtrroMATic ADVcirrisrNO Co., lyrp.—This private company was re

gistared on March 1 witb a capital of £60,000 in £1 shares. Objects

:

To carry on tbe bosineos of automatic advertising contractors,

advertising agents, photographers, publishers, printers, etc. Tbe

first directors are: A. Milcliell, 51, Elsham Road, Kensington, W.14
" - - Mitchell's Pictures, Ltd.), and E. T. Simpson, 52, Bel-

Oardens, N.W.3. Qualification, £2,000. Remuneration,

iuMuu ('.KM per annum. Secretary, R. J. Muxworthy. Registered

office : 66, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.
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Correspondence.

*»'C'orTttpondenti thould never write on both tides of the paper.

No notice it taken of communications unless the names and

addresses of the vrriters are given,

••• We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

PLATE PRICES ANll ORDERS.
To the Editors.

(rt!iillemen,^I think most of your leaders will agree that, con-

sidering the falling price of silver and glass, it is more than time

iliat plates followed suit. I suggest to my fellow professionals

that they adopt a ca' canny policy, and in place of ordering plates

in bulk for future requirements order frequent parcels in mini-

mum carriage-paid lots. This will entail more trouble) but will have

the advantage that when the drop does come they will not have

large stocks at the present excessive prices, and it should persuade

the " unanimity " that it will be better business to present their

customers with a reduction rather than pay the money to the rail-

way companies.—Yours faithfully,

W. FOSTKR Bbigham, F.R.P.S.

15, The Promenade, Bridlington.

March 7.

FACTORIAL DEVELOPMENT.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The correspondence on this subject is both inter-

«sting and useful, and I should like to " butt in " with my small

experience and raise a question which perhaps some of your more
experienced readers can answer.

What is the permissible percentage of error in both factorial and
time and temperature development not perceptible in the result?

That excellent book, the Watkins Manual (5th edn.), makes
two statement* which hardly seem to agree. One is that two
developers—the same, but one with bromide and one without—at

the same temperature will give the same steepness of gradation

in the same time. The other is that the temperature coefficient

of a developer is much higher with bromide than without. Pyro
is given at 1.9 with bromide and 1.5 without.

I made one or two small experimeute to find which of theee

statements is correct, but got no definite result, and as the varia-

tion in time of development was about 10 per cent., I came to the

conclusion that an error of 10 per cent, is immaterial.

My usual developer is a one-grain pyro, without bromide, used
with a factor varying with the subject of 9 to 12 for direct

printing and 6 to 9 for enlarging. The suggested Watkins factor

i» 18.

In spite of Mr. Watkins' good advice not to fall between two
stools, I frequently use the time and temperature method for

developing six to a dozen plate.s in a dish, and from an experi-

mental record I find that of eight similar outdoor subjects developed
for six minutes, three were of 30 seconds appearance, three were
40 eeconds, and two 45 seconds. The results were good, though
one or two were too harsh for enlarging, but developed factorially

there would have been a variation in development time of 12 to

50 per c«nt.—Yours faithfully, A. E. Avent.
Hartland Road, Kilburn, N.W.6.

March 5.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The discussion certainly clears the air and has
served a good purpose.

If I had to give a_working definition of a " Watkins' Factor "
it

v.ould be " The total time of development which gives the contrast
ill the negative considered right by the photographer, divided by
the time of appearance of the high light."

But it is obvious that anyone (like myself) publishing factors
cannot tell what type of printing process, subject, and therefore
negative, the man who reads his information requires. In giving
factors, therefore, an instruction book or leaflet can only give them

for a definite degree of contrast, and in my trials of years ago that

contrast was a steepness of .9 on the H. & D. system.

Here is the warning on the point which I have issued with
factors in every one of the nine editions of ray " Watkins' Manual "

printed in the last 19. years :
" It must be clearly understood that

although I give definite figures for different developers, they are si

guide for the first trial only, and may require modification to suit

other photographers' fancy as regards contrast. The best amount
of contrast (a steepness of gradation) for one printing process is

•probably not the best for another, and here, again, the experience

of the old photographer may lead him to modify the factor."

What Mr. Green considers to be a difficulty and objection peculiar

to factorial development is really an equal difficulty and objection

to any other possible way of giving information on development.

I, for one, am very grateful to Mr. A. G. Willis for stating

exactly how he modifies a factor for- different types of studio

lighting and printing processes.—Yours truly,

Hereford. March 6. Alfred Watkins.

DOCTORING APPARATUS THAT STICKS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Most photographers at some time or other have

trouble with those parts of their apparatus which slide togethei.

The remedies for sticking and jamming are various—black-lead,

glycerine, grease, glass-paper, etc. However well-seasoned wood
may* be, it is liable to swell and shrink if exposed to damp or

heat. Take one example first. The slide of the studio back

begins to be troublesome. Often the first thing done is to take

it right out and sand-paper the part that enters, and also the part

that is entered first. This makes matters worse. The slide should

be perfectly parallel, and the part into which it slides a little

smaller at the entrance than at the other end. The difference is

very small, but there must be a difference, which can be ascer-

tained by inspection or by cutting a piece of wood the length

of the width of the slide and passing it along. Few photographers

have tools or skill suitable for cutting hard mahogany, and it

is seldom any are needed, except a small file or two and some
fine glass-paper. The latter should be used very sparingly, as

the glass gets embedded in the wood and soon wears out the elide.

This can be partly avoided by gluing it on to pieces of wood of

suitable shape.

The files should be " flat," and one of them thin enough to

go into the groove. Files are harder than glass and won't bend

very much ; they should be used with discretion, both as regards

themselves and the work to which they are put.

Stop removing wood before the slides go easily enough for

working and apply an anti-friction preparation, made as follows :

—

Make or procure a stout cardboard box, about 1^ in. x 1 in. and ^ in.

deep. Into it put spermaceti wax and warm gently on a hot plate.

When melted, put in more wax until the box is quite full, making

it as hot as possible without setting it or the house on fire, and

let it cool. The wax can be applied to any part as required while

still in the box. The wood may be warmed very slightly. Any
fragments of wax should be rubbed off with a cloth (not fluffy).

In doctoring up a sticky sliding part it is necessary to use a

little brains, in addition to the articles mentioned, but if ttiese

hints are attended to no harm can result.—Yours faithfully,

C. Goodwin Norton.

,
DARK BACKGROUNDS.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—You speak in your editorial paragraph on " Dark

Backgrounds " (page 121) of " a singular lack of depth '' in modern

examples of portraits taken against a black background, but is not

this lack of depth to be praised and sought after rather than con-

demned ? Dead black grounds are certainly not natural, and are

most inartistic, as well as being difficult to print by some pro-

cesses because of " bronzing." I dislike seeing a portrait head or

figure stand out against a real " nothingness "—a " depth " such

as you appear to advocate.

The best type of black or very dark background is surely that

which can really be seen, and the most satisfactory method of

getting a blackness of this description is to use a plastered wall
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d»l«-ln«,ed bUck, or very n*.rl) *•>. Properly l.il.ted *Uh a

,ide ..r ^ven a t«p light, th« n.ugbn«6» of the distfn.p^ed ground

Mtch^. .» r,t ,.„ .mount of light, anS gives a body or » sobdity

which » .u;:ab.. eiposnre wil! render on tb« negative. It i». I

Ihii.;; thi* * bodr "—» bl»ckii«-^ one c«n see »» being " some-

thin.- behind the fignr«—«e require, rather than a Stygian

gUx'Mi none can fathom.

Wlirn a blackne«» i» impenetrable, it is impoasiUe to get a

»h».l..w upon it. but a »bado*-«nd very often a helpful one to

a cvinposition—b eaailv obtained upon what may be called a visible

bi»< knees i.e , one with, a body, becanae of tbe possibility of

getting' something darker lh<ui the blackeat " aolid " by simply

ca,i;i..' a ihadow upon it. And the sitter— if placed near enough

to the black nd—caj be made to cact a shadow that will

often he'.p a • ry eonaiderably.—Your* faithfnUy,

OoDnUT WiLBOK.

TIIK IRonUEM OF HAI«ATIOX

I tbe Editors.

. ' week I happened to drop lu at a

. where I h«wd a capital lecture

kiiuwn trade lactnrera, who dealt with

halation, and many other things.

J iUoatrale hi* remark*. Two of

<;. titlem*!!. — '>!••

phoUigraphic xx.'

'

given l>y one of

bases, ezpease, -

usiajc a blaekboA'

the akeUbea be >i
'

Vig. 1 was need to ;
•' upon a film, and

the proponioBs of flln. - . . saggeraled in order

to make the poinu clear. F fei • ftlm upon tbe fflaaa O,

and the " rrT«1ak> " rcfireMat tJ:^ - -' tb» *1«- The lecturer

•xpi«in<»t tiiat !ii case* of onder-ezpotmre only tbe partietM in tbe

npp.rr par', .f ih« film <A) were acted apon; if tiie cs|iaaai« waa

cocTtX, tti» i.'M went deeper (say to B). while in cases of over-

expo»n- - ' •'• -IV through (to C) and reached the

gU». ><1 by the developer accordingly.

H. K...,-„ ,.:.Ki*m ("fig. 2) to esptain halation,

K O the glasa. and L the ray of light from tba

-'m to tbe glaaa ai the back, where

to caoaad batetion. be reeommeod

..I nscKrd plates, becan-i- •
•'•- -'

•
'

ien* wn.cft >«eiit '

it was rsAected \,

ing, of eonne, thr

h,t'ation.

Tbe amateur* :•

h a

inl<

'

H
'!

.1

T
ir

•ere gre*t

irer had t

sd elood, an an

«n to approach tbe

.«. He was aaked by an old baud wlut

>l )i!« difliralty was— he looking ao paaird.

started a heated debate, aa beginner*'

" IbMe two
nti perfectly

'•on-

.,_.. .... „ . . . .. th.

sriasa »bea over-eipuanrv i* met «itb; therefore yon can only get

rarir.--t. t .<

a* ".Tu

m .\ V

.rfc.'ir.

i.y e*p*»»i'"' cnrf^clly

never reaches and

'.iiy, then, oveit., If,

fleet abown in 6g. 2. whatever the kx-

orreot—then fig. 1 cannot be correct."

oo tha t«acher'( diagrsms set me think-

.iding yoar editorial

in wbieh yon eay

:

'ways be used.

.king porlriitt

with window background) to under-expose, with the result tint

tbe high lights are blocked up in the attempt to secure some trace

of detail in tbe shadows, but this may be avoided if means are

taken against halation; what is mistaken for overexposure in a

pTiyptrly-tipoifd plate i* rtalJy hidation."

Assuming halation to be possible with a correct or fairly correct

exposure, cannot such halation be stopped (on an unbacked plate)

by developing in some particular way ? 1 think—I might even say

l' know—it can; but how 7 I have, in the course of my thirty

years' practical work, met many experienced photographers who

scorn backed plates, and claim that by exposing and developing

properly no halation need appear. And I believe it. after an

experience I once bad.

Twenty years ago I was making ready to elart on the task of

Uking interiors of tbe most famous of tbe Italian picture galleries

for one of the leading Parisian view-publishing firms, and when

discussing apparatus, etc., with my chief, I asked for backed plates

of a special make. " Backed plates! " he cried. "We have now

twvnty-one operator* at work in various parts of the world, all

engaged upon important ta.sk5, and not one of them ever asks for

or uaes a backed plate You give the correct exposures necessary,

and return the plates to our devekpors to be developed ; they'll see

that no halation appears on tbe negatives." I did as requested, all

exposed negative* being sent to beadqaarters for development, and

no halation wm to be found upon any of tbe negatives.

\l intervals since that experience I have made many experiments

lo prevent halation by development, but have never been success-

lul, and yet the many who I have heard say they can do it say

that there is no secret. Obviously we have yet a lot to learn about

balation —Your* faithfully.

"

Gopnuv Wilson,

Answers to Correspondents.

/ aecordane* witA o» frt*tnl fraetiet a Tttalivtly tmaU tfoet i»

Moiiti in tmek umu U rtflut to eorretponltnts.

W* will mtwr ty fMt if ^•m?*d mi addrutedjnvdopf it

tnetotd fm rtftf^^<*^JnttTnatumti Vouron, front readtt$

^
tUn

•/omtmI

Tuttdmt (fotod Uondtf). and

muit Ttack m
tkoidd ft

K J. p.—For (rMte-making appliances apply to Imperial Moulding

Works. Maccleafield.

A A P -The postcard is printed from a half-tone block. Cai<is

..f Ihi* hind can be supplied by Mear*. Hood and Co
.
Ltd .

Sanbride Works. Middleabroogb.

R p -The best and neatest method is that described on page 448

of tbe cofreot " Alman«!." namely, of photographing the titles

on a procesa plaU and itripping them with hydrofluoric acid n.

to the nagstivca.

K O A,^rbe apoU may be dne to defective paper, but from

\\.i[W%m*i* nn'l*' • "»•(!'>'«« '^ '°"'" " '*'""«'' they may

havw bMneaiwed by air-bells on the prints whilst in the fixing

Uth due perhaps to overcrowding in this bath.

U E.-Zinc. which the meUl appear, U, be, doe. not last very well

when aa«l for developing solution, although it has a fairly long

life a. a washing tank. Unless you ran gel the earthenware Unks

he best thing 7. the long cun is to have a Unk well made of hard

wL Messrs. F. BroHrick. Ltd., 50, High Street, Bloomsbury,

l>.nHon. W.C.2, i* one firm which lay. it«.lf out for the making

of soch tanks.

H K.-lf the enlarg.«.ent ha. been perfectly «"<'• -y "' ..^^'^^

««-iv. hvpo. baths, we think tiie proce« would be WMthout

harmful effert. either immediately or with lapse of time. But if

the «.Urg«nent,h.s not been thoroughly fixed (and P«P«» '«^-

ISLjTwT not ... readily fixed as formerly), then we Ibink the
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pT'xeas is liable to cause the appearance of silver stains, not

perhaps immediately, but in course of time.

H. J.—A very good preparation for backing is made by mixing
strong gum solution, about loz., with crystal caramel 1 oz. , and
fine»t lamp black (ground in the minimum quantity of water)
about 2 oz». To this is added about 2 fl. ozs. of alcohol, prefer-

ably pure spirits of wine, not methylated spirit. The crystal

caramel is that made by Lichtenstein, of Silvertown, London, E.

,

who supplies, we think, only in large quantities, but you could
get a small lot from a firm such as Johnson's, of 23, Cross Street,

Finsbnry, London, E.C.2.

6 H. G.—Of course it is possible that the comet-shaped markings
are defects in the plate, but such are a rare defect of manufac-
ture, and in other respects the plate certainly does not show
evidence of being stale. Without knowing anything to the con-
irarj', we should make a guess that these spots may have been
ttaused by developer dust settling on the plates before exposure,
or between exposure and development. Perhaps you can decide
whether you find the markings appear at about the same time
that you have been making up fresh developer.

D. J.— (1) Brass fittings from the Photographic Supply Co., Shep-
herd's Lane, Leeds. (2) You do not say the size of the camera,
nor whether hand or stand. Generally speaking, we should prefer
to recommend the //6 lens. (3) Messrs. Houghton's sell an excel-
lent series of diaphragm shutters under the name of " Ilex," one
or other of which should be suitable. (4) Negative attachments
have long been supplied by optical firms, particularly Messrs.
Dallmeyer, although the separate negative has largely gone out
of fashion for telepl oto work since complete telephoto lenses have
been introduced.

C J. K.—Under present copyright law we have no doubt that the
map would be regarded as an original work of yours, for it

evidently includes indications and marks as well as notes which
are not to be found on existing maps, and represent your own
knowledge of the islands. In these circumstances we think it is

a work entitled to copyright. There is no need whatever for you
to register it or do anything in order to establish your copyright
in it. Under the present Act that is assumed to be created

• automatically by the fact of your having produced the work
"on your own," that is, without 'being paid by somebody else.

W. R. H.—You can buy sodium metal from scientific chemical
merchants, such as British Drug Houses, Ltd., 22-30, Graham
Stree

,
City Road, London, N.l. There are one or two small

books on chemicals, e.g., " Chemistry for Photographers," by
C. F. Townsend, and " Photographic Chemicals," by W. Tayloi-,
obtainable, if in print, from Messrs. Ilifte, 20, Tudor Street!
London. E.C.4. But probably the best work for your purpose
is a rather old book, namely, " Materia Photographica," by
Clement J. Leaper, published in 1891. We see a copy of this is
offered by Messrs. Sotheran, 140, Strand, London, W.C.2, price 2s.

B A.^(l) Plates for direct positives are supplied by the Magna
Gelatine Plate Co., 2, Eastborough, Scarborough; by the Quia
Co., 252, Haydons Road, Wimbledon, London, S.W.19.; and Ly
the Victoria Frame Co., 103, Anglesey Street, Lozells, Birming-
ham. (2) A formula for combined development and fixing is as
follows :

—

Water, to make
Hydroquinone
•Soda sulphite

Soda carbonate
Hypo.
Liq. ammonia, .880

Addition of more ammonia to the developer gives more vigour.
The plates develop (and partly fix) in 2 or 3 minutes. They can
then be examined by daylight and fixed in plain hypo.

D. M. A.—We can find very little fault with the portrait, which
IS a very nice piece of arrangement and lighting. If we have
«ny criticism to make it is that the line of the shoulder and neck
and the " sleeve " of the dress is rather hard. A firelight effect
of this kind can do with being softer both as regards outline and
contrast, and we think it is worth your while to prinf it in sepia
(and perhaps stain the print to a pale orange colour), and also

40 ozs. fluid.

J oz.

4 ozs.

4 oz's.

8 ozs.

2 fl. ozs.

to introduce a certain amount of diffusion by means of thin

celluloid between the negative and the paper. The background
also seems to us to want a little relief, such as we judge from
the print could easily be done on the glass side of the negative.

N. S.— (1) There liave been a very great many different processes

of reversal—that is to say, conversion of a negative image into

a positive. In the "B.J." of November 17, I9I6, w© gave the

working details for a few of the best of these processes whicli

have been brought out within the last ten years or so. But really

none of these methods are thoroughly practical for regular u«e in

comparison with the making of a negative and th© printing of a
positive on paper or glass from it. (2) The tiny photographs
were made in some cases by wet collodion, but w© believe the

best (made in Paris) were don© by a form of albumen process.

The latter has gone out of use, although w© believe the little

pliotographs are still to be obtained in Paris through a trade

house in touch with the few craftsmen doing this work. Ah
regards the albumen process, about th© best reference w© can

give you is to a paper by Miethe, describing working details,

which appeared in the " B.J.',' of September 13, 1912. Wo have
not these old issues in print, but very likely you could see it in

your public library.

R A.—(1) You can get several patterns of printing box for use

with oil light from Butcher, Kodak, or Marion, as well as from
other makers, and for printing on bromide the oil light, which
has to be reflected from a mirror in the printing box, is powerful
enough in ordinary circumstances, that is to say, unless you are

dealing with negatives of heavy density. But for printing on

gaslight and for dense negatives on bromide the best plan is to

use daylight, by fixing the printer to an aperture in a shutter

which is mounted in the window preferably of a room which
receives a north light. The exposure would then require to be
made by a sliding panel outside or by a shutter placed inside the

printing box in the pattern of a pair of opening flaps. As you
do not tell us the sizes of negatives we cannot suggest any dimen-
sions, but, generally speaking, any commercial box could be

adapted for use in daylight. (2) As regards artificial light in the

studio, the only recourse is to a battery of incandescent gaa

mantles, sold by Griffins as the " Howellite." It is fairly satis-

factory, but it gives out a good deal of heat, and if the studio -s

small and not very well ventilated, may make the place unbear-

ably hot in the summer. Nevertheless, unless you are ready to

fit up a chamber for flashlight it is the best thing you can have.

The British Journal of Photography.
Llm AOYIRTISBICEirTS.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisements

(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 28. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and OfiBce Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.

per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephuue or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morniag.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be

guaranteed.
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EX CATHEDRA.

Plate Price*
Reduced.

Photographers everywhere will receive

with much satisfaction the announce-

luent oa Monday Itist of a reduction in the price of dry-

plates. On another page w© print a table showing' the

present reduction in relation to the successive fluctua

m price since 1913. The degree of the present dec i

varies witfiin narrow limits in the different sizes, but

...Tr;,,., i.^if. plates as a standard of comparison the reiluc-

1 7s. 4d. to 68. is just over 18 per cent. This

! brings prices to the level at which they stood

ruary 5 to August 1, 1918, and makes the present,

price exactly 2 1-5 times that prevailing at the outbreak of

WW. We see that French dry-plates have also been reduced
"' • .>r cent., and "the advice received from one

,11 this country announces also a reduction in

titv priie of development and print-out post-cards. This

docicnsion of the abnormally high prices of sensitii;<-

material will certainly be received as an encouraging an.l

stimulating fact in all sections of the photographic trade,

and will do much to restore activity in certain branches.

Technics. Despite tlie great volume of information

contained in oooks and periodicals which

deals with the underlying principles of photographic

procowoa. we fear it must be admitted that photographers

as a body have little inclination to look below the surf.ico

at the causes which are inherently associated with

practice. Much leas ars they inclined to apply such of

those principles as are susceptible of numerical expression

to the control of photographic operations. Probably there

ore not many in tlie mental state of a studio photographer

who had purchased a lens much too large for his working

space and returned it to the seller with the complaint

that -t had no focal length. Nevertheless, an acquaintance

with the more elementary optical and chemical principles

which in great measure are a helpful guide to practical

work w"d are reasonably comprehensible is, we are afraid,

the poMgssion of few. Perhaps some consolation may be

<miM%an the fact, as we believe it to be, that in the

allied dnematograph craft the average acquaintance with

the teohnicB of the subject is at an even lower level. We
had two instances of this recently. A specially-skilled

protection operator, the pick of the firm's staff, was sent

to fit a new lens which had been purchased for a theatre,

and in default of a proper mounting for it, thought it

suflScient to extemporise a holder for the objective, which

actually left it free to wobble when the machine was

working. The other instance, which is mentioned to us

by a correspondent, is that of two projection operators

with whom a discussion was held on a means for increas-

ing the period of time during which each picture, whilst

stationarv, is illuminated on the screen. Neither of these

operators could see any useful purpose in such an inquiry,

for, said they, the film never does stop. How could it.
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when we are turning the handle all the time! Evidentlj'

there is stall a field for the labours of the technical writers

in our cinematograph contemporaries.

* * *

Unconventional The average studio operator is apt to

LishtinK become more or less stereotyped in his

method of lighting, and thus often misses an excellent

effect, because the sitter is not at the moment in the

regulation position. It is a good plan to kfeep the eyes

open for striking effects of light, whether in the studio or

elsewhere. The rapidity of gelatine plates has increased

to such an ext«nt that exposures can be made under

conditions which even a couple of years ago would have

been fatal to success. It is quite a mistake to suppose

that only a hard result can b© obtained from a strongly-

lighted subject. We know of one photographer at least

who obtained excellent portraits of children, and some-

times women, by posing them in an open doorway leading

into his garden in full sunlight. Correct exposure and

judicious development reproduced the lighting as it

appeared to the eye, and did not yield the "soot and

whitewash
'

' effect which is usually associated with direct

sunlight pictures.

Mercuric
iodide.

The mercuric-iodide intensifier is gradu-

ally growing in favour, and will in time

])robably oust the old favourite mercury and ammonia
altogether. As we have already given formula and working
instructions, it is not necessary to repeat them, but there

is a little point which deserves attention in compounding
the solution. It was first raised by Mr. Welborne Piper,

and is, in our opinion, of some importance. It is, that

the mercuric iodide should be made by pouring a solution

of mercuric chloride into one of potassium iodide, and
not vice versa. Also it is preferable to clear the solution

by using a few drops or a small crystal of potassium iodide

instead of the hypo usually rec'ommended. Although a

trace of hypo in the negatives to be intensified does not
interfere with the process, it has a tendency to convert a
portion of the mercuric iodide in solution into an inert

salt and so to waste it. It is not perhaps generally

Icnown that after well washing a negative treated with
mercuric iodide may be further strengthened by treating

with amidol, as is done in chromium intensification.

Sunning
Down.

Many photographers are not aware of

the fact that a much better effect may
be obtained when printing from harsh negatives by giving
the paper a shwt exposure to light out of contact with
the negative after it has been taken from the frame or
printing box. This is of particular value when dealing
with over-dense negatives that tend to give blank expanses
of white paper, such as the sky portion of a landscape.
When printing upon one of the daylight papers the extent
of the light-action is readily observed and controlled,

but even with development papers much better results

may be sometimes obtained through the means indicated
above. Care must be taken not to allow the action to
go too far, or the effect of the attempted cure will be
worse than the original defect. Very little exposure only
is needed, and it should be so adjusted that its effect is

hardly visible. This "sunning down," as it used to be
called, may be general, or its action may be controlled
locally according to requirements. If only a little depth
of tone is needed, as in the case of the sky in a landscape
negative, the action of the light may be regulated in the
following simple way, though this applies only to print-
out papers. The exposed print is replaced in the printing
frame and a piece of thick opaque paper, slightly larger

than the print, is taken and torn roughly to form a mask-

to serve in protecting those portions of the print where

no hght-action is required. The frame is then taken

out into the light and the mask rapidly moved over the

print while the paper is allowed to darken, the movement
preventing the formation of a harsh line. This method is

not, of course, confined to landscape subjects, though it

is among these that it is found most generally useful.

LIMITATIONS OF AIE PHOTOGRAPHY.
When in the summer of 1839 the great French snvant

Arago communicated to the Academy of Sciences the

H'orking details of tlie Daguerreotype process the Parisian

public became rapturously excited, and the artists in

particular were filled with generous enthusiasm. Paul

Delaroche, for instance, having obtained a Daguerreotype

from the inventor, exhibited it everywhere, exclaiming,
" Painting is dead from tliis day I

"—an observation which

succeeding generations of artists and art critics have

done their best to make the world forget. The incident

is instructive as an example of the doubtful perspective

in which new ideas are commonly viewed, and something

may, perhaps, be learnt from it in connection with the

art of aerial photography, now in its childhood, and

giving promise of a healthy adolescence. In a good many
quarters the tendency has been to exaggerate the import-

ance of this new departure quite outside its importance

from the military standpoint, and as an aid to surveying

and exploration. A useful corrective to this tendency is

a visit to some such exhibition as the " Travelogue " of

the Ross-Smith flight from England to Australia, now
" showing " at the Philharmonic Hall in Great Portland

Street. It is quite an interesting performance, and some
of the photographs taken from the air, notably those of

the Alps, are of distinct merit. But it is quickly realised

that, if these had not been supplemented by pictures

obtained on what aviators call " 'the floor," mostly during

the return journey, the photographic record would have
been disappointing, even if time conditions had enabled

a much fuller series of exposures to be made.
In particular, aerial cinematography leaves a good deal

more to the imagination than the average spectator likes,

unless it is carried out under specially favourable condi-

tions. Flying low over an area in which there is a certain

amount of life, or a succession of strongly marked features,

a film may doubtless be secured by a shrewd operator,

which will show well on the screen and keep an audience

interested for a few minutes. But, ordinarily speaking,

a cinematograph record from a considerable altitude is,

not to put a fine point on it, hopelessly dull, even more so

in fact" than the average run of films made up of exposures

from a moving train. This is hardly surprising, in view
of the distance from " the floor," and the extensive area

included in the view-angle of a short-focus lens. The
desideratiun in cinematography, namely, a sequence, as

far as possible unbroken, of actions, movements, gestures,

processes, or scenes peremptorily arresting the spectator's

attention, is wholly lacking in a film in which even objects

of magnitude, such as a great camp or mosque, are so

insignificant that they hardly relieve the general'

monotony.
It goes without saying that some very fine single photo-

graphs have been made from aeroplanes and airships, and
in this direction a good deal of success should be achieved
in the future. But even skilled operators have probably
a good deal to learn in this connection, and it may well

be that in the course of the next few years some important
improvements will be introduced in the apparatus
employed in aerial work. As things are, it is only
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occasionally that a pbotogrspb from the air is at all satis-

fying, and very frequently indeed it is frankly hideous.

1 nere is no reason why it should not be in its way a work
some artistic merit, for many a fine picture has been
iwn or painted from a very elevated standpoint. But

' artist, of course, would attempt a sketch from an
lunence if he had to look down at the angle at which
>rne aerial photographers seem to deUght in taking their

• ires." There is plenty of room in this respect for

.ement, and no obstacle to progress in the way of

:icient optical equipment. Perhaps a useful guide to
•• operator would dp an fitt.ifhment to the camera show-
..' graphically and the extent to which the

:nera was being -

^ exposure, and in not a
V coses a record of the tilt would be an interesting aid
r!,f, ifii.Iv of the rf'sulting ftir photojjraph.

V observations only touch, of course, the fringe

-ubject, but we have said enough, perhaps, to

ar that for many years aerial photography is

' o a serious rival to photography on the
for the particular purposes for which it

1^ day. possibly, when we all spend
>f our time in the air. there will be a

iiud for pioturea as seen aerially from consider-
' "' and the moci ordinary form of full-length

\f' of a " sitter " in<hi« or her privatie aero-

v' r, of oourve. being " snapped ' in motion.
rial " etudioD " in such circumstances will be rather

serious problems, and one imagines that double-printing
will usually have to be resorted to in the matter of back-
grounds. Cloud-studies for this particular purpose will

no doubt be forthcoming in great variety and at moderate
prices, but there will always be clients dissatisfied with
such simple aids to pictorial effect, and more inclined
to favour, say, the Parthenon or Vesuvius in eruption
as a suitable "setting." Those will be days when any-
thing not seen from a more or less sublime standpoint
will appear comparatively strange to a race spending,
maybe, a great deal more time in aeroplanes and airships

than we do in railways and buses. But the restless

prospect thus indicated should be—let us hope it is

—

fairly remote, and in the meantime there is no need to
imitate the premature ptean of Arago on the Daguerreo-
type, and to imagine that photography on terra firma is

seriously menaced, whether as a profession or a recrea-

tion, by photography from the clouds. Coinoidently, it

would be well if air photographers took more careful stock
of their limitations, and endeavoured to gain fuller

advantage from their exceptional opportunities by approxi-
mating their renderings to the requirements of ordinary
human vision. Some results recently printed in " The
Times " show progress in the right direction, and it

should not be long before we see the last of photographs
taken with the camera held vertically, and similar freaks,

which, except for reconnaissance and survey purposes,
have no real interest or value.

THE NEW WONDER WORKER.

It look* Tery much aa if t)i« nmrly introdnc«d d«Mn*'t*i«r
will proTe on« of tho grnst«si boon* poMiMo tn tIv>Mt pboto-
gr»pb«ra vho, cither frnm rhoice or fore« ilanfrt.

OM panchromatic pUtea. Partieolariy now u... .... *p««d ol
this cl«M of plat« haa bsss alnKwt donbM by at Uaat two
makom of thrm, the estrem* care needed to protect tl»«m
from light-action, when handling in the dark-roon, has bscoia

'iromatio platea eonatantly hbm M««n.
-•' them to t'-- -' '"(craphie world, it

k;> •
, quite . handle Umib in

•' 'J.*! t>u<>>-. mi'! in the oroiiiarr way it ia wbra
K the negatirea from the fixing' bath for wsakiag

' - - ' - ' "rH time.

had been correct, prorce quite
anil uiiiaiiT comI negatires ars the reanlt; it

tt rid o( footed Begstirea, bat there ia an entire
K »t ui»t interfet feH whea «(i<. can watch the promM
deveiopmeBt. from time to time, nnder a flood of Mtfeught,

7 ia using riow ordinary platea.

••nipleto darkaeaa, or a condition which
be described aa darimeM made viaifale, haa

ne of the prime cauaea which prevented all

"a^l'uriiiivelT amal) number of photographer* using pan-
°ic plate*, but thi* thould now he a thing of the past,
T the introduction of thair " Dfeenaitoi " (to give it

\o name) the llford Company have timplifled the use
ill tb<w* delicate ook>ar-aensitive platee to auch an extent

it, -%n.^% for first «>alting the 'r \tiimri \ plate for one or two
'«, sll the reat

—

jiith such a flood

range light a* wouiu uormally only be uaed for
" platea.

'irera state that after the piat^ hare been
d time in the DMcntitol bath, all that follows

>]r be done aafety ia wAtts light under certain conditions.

Personally I fail to find this method given such cloan ncga-

tivae as when a safe screen is used in the lantprn. Certainly

that is so when very rapid plates or the panchromatics have

been tried, and really it seems difficult to imagino what magio

heacAt is to follow using a weak white light in preference

to a pale red or bright orange one. The object in cither case

is t<» be able to see the progreaa of development, for which

porpoae one form of light is as effective as another of similar

intensity. As the result of a series of experiments made
with different plates, and after desensitising, developing some

undrr reflected white light, and for others using different

safeii^ta, the foUowing ha* been found the most convenient

procedure when the fastest panchromatic pistes are being

handled and perfectly clean negatives desired.

All dark-slides are filled in complete darkness, quite a simple

performance after a littlo practice. When about to start

developing, a dish of the Desensitol, } os. to 26 oes. of water,

ia put OB a ooraer of the table, and when ready the lamp ia

switched^l, and, in complete darkness, the first plate is slid

inArWakution and left there for a couple of minutes. Then

the lamp, with a No. 1 Wratten safelight, is switched on

again, and from thia point all the rest may bo done safely,

just as if handling a alow ordinary plate. But here again

there se«ms no particular advantage in leaving the plate

naoorend all the time. Therefore, after flowing on the

developer. I cover the di&h for one or two minutes, then take

out the plate and clean o(I the black backing. I return the

plate to continue development, and when it aeems finished

rinse and put it to fix.

The comfort of doing all this in a room flooded with bright

red light is obvious, as is also the lesser risk of damaging

th« wet, tender film when passing the plates from one tray

to another.

The solution being of a deep intense red colour, it is as

well to abstain from dabbling about in it with one's fingers,

which seem to absorb it with avidity and to part with its
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results as reluctantly. As walking about with red-stained

linger-tips is not pleasant, a little care in handling the plates

is advisable in order to avoid this.

The negatives themselves are all stained red, but this clears

away during washing, though some plates seem to hold the dye

longer than others, and it is better therefore to follow the

llford instructions and bathe the negatives m a clearing bath

wade up of hydrochloric acid, 4 parts; alum, 2 parts: water.

.00 parts ; then washing as usual for a short time. This is a

jimplo and effective way of discharging all trace of colour,

for the negatives become crystal clear, and it takes but a few

minutes to accomplish.

It is a wonder worker, this Desensitol, for it transforms the

handling of extremely rapid and colour-sensitive plates from

a work of some difficulty to one of ease and certainty, and

(loos away with all risk of light-fog during development.

There is another matter which, at times, gives rise to trouble

when using plates of such extreme sensitiveness as to require

handling in complete darkness or the deepest of ruby ov green

safelight in the dark-room lamp, and especially u-hen, a quick-

acting developer is used. Unless the solution is flowed evenly

and quickly over the entire plate in one sweep it is likely

to produce markings, more or less pronodnced, on the result-

ing negative, which requires some amount of dodging when
printing is done, or even ruins the plate for this purpose.

The larger the size of plate, the more easily may this trouble

arise; the preliminary soaking of exposed plates in this desen-

sitiser gets rid of all risk of trouble from uneven flowing

on of developer, for the whole proceeding is done in a flood

of safe light, and trouble from markings and air bubbles

becomes a thing of the past. ,

It will prove itself a boon and blessing to all photographer.s,

but to none more than those of us who pin their faith, in all

critical work, to the fast panchromatic plate.

W. Thom.^s.

THE POINT TO FOCUS ON.

It is often stated that depth of field in focus depends only

on the diameter of the aperture, and is independent of the

length of focus of the lens used. While this statement is

correct, it requires to be qualified by the remark that tlie
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Fig. 1.—Chart showing actual diameter of lens djiphragm for

maximum depth of focus of near and distant objects at given

distances : also showing point to focus on.

print taken with a lens of short focus must have been enlarged

to the same size, as the print taken with a lens of long foc\i~

The alignment chart, fig. 1, enables us to solve the problems

of depth of field in focus (usually called " depth of focus ")

in an elegant and simple manner. Having decided the

distances, measured in feet, of the remote and nearer objects

which are desired to be " sharp," draw a straight line between

the two corresponding points on the left-hand scales headed
" Remote '' and " Nearer," and continue this line to meet

t
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Fig. 2.—Chart showing actual diameters of diaphragms corresponding

with various conjunctions of focal length and / No.

the right-hand scale headed "Aperture of lens." This last-

found point vvill be the diameter of the aperture in inches, to

which the lens must be set. The line just drawn will also

cross the middle of the three right-hand scales headed " Focus

on," and the point where it does so will indicate the distance

on which the camera must be focussed in order that the remote

and nearer points may be equally sharp.

It will be objected that the diameter of the aperture is not
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.<rked in inch<s, bat only b; /'' nambers. Fig. 2 enables the

,.:amcter of any stop to be found. The left-hand scale is

graiJiKitcd to represent equivalent foci between 3 inches and
I'J inches, with corresponding values in ceatimetres. The
right-hand scale is graduated from //4 to //64 with the usvmI
.n-— .v^i.t.. •ix-rtures, and the centre acaU is graduated to

r of the aperture in inches. Straight lines

... .-epresenting the equivalent focus of the lens

he used to the points representing the // numbers
' . u..ne bv their intersections on the centre scale the

rs in inches of these stops

'-cc of use, these value* for leases in constant

>rkc>d off on fig. 1 so as to avoid reference to

:i on which the design of fig. 1 is

1200 of the actual focus of the lens,

" distance focussed on. This means
- "^ ' - -he circle of confusion

1 as a standard, while

.11 .1 ''ir, ' 'iri'ic n; oinnision is 1/200 inch, and
on, in

I

- If it is desired to work with a Urgcr
rcie of coDiii- liameter of the aperture shoald be

reaped propor if with smaller circle of confiision,

•< aperture mu<t (>c decreased. For example, the lens to

used is of 6-in9h fociis, the remote object is

f«et away and the nearer object is 12 feet away.

;;. 1 shows that an aperture of .4-iach nnat be used, and
that we mn an object 17 feet away. I'sing

Ag 2. mn : 10 nearly equals .4-inch aperture
s«. Therefore, if the photograph is to be
ivnetert and not appear fnasjr when ricwed

'iS+sxA

at a distance of 12 inches, the stop just found inust be used.
If, however ,a contact print only is going to be made, the
circle of confusion can be 1/100 inch diameter; that is, twice
as large «s the designed circle of confusion, and we can there-

fore use an aperture twice the diameter, or //8 instead

of //16.

The formula, on which fig. 1 is based, and which gives the
relations between the distance focussed on, the remote and
nearer points in focus, the diameter of the aperture, and the
circle of confusion, is:—

J _ i ' _ J
. •

F~N~*xA
in which

—

F is the distance of the point focussed on.

N is the distance of the nearer point.

R is the distance of the remote point.

I is the ratio of the back focus of the lens (which is conju-
gate to F) to the diameter of the circle of confusion. In

fig. 1 this ratio is 1200.

A is the diameter'of the aperture (entrance pupil) of the

lena.

Care should be taken when using this formula to keep the
quantities F, It, N and A in the same units of lengtb.

Those who>take a pleasure in deriving these formulae for

themselves are referred to the eleventh Traill Taylor lecture,

that by Dr. E. Wanderslcb on " The Regulation of the Reys
in Photographic Objectives," which was published in the
• n.J." for February 13 and 19 of 1909 (Vol. LVI.), p.p. 116

and l-tS. Thev should ponder over the significance of fig. 14

(p. 123).

R. Savort.

SOME NEW DIRECTIONS FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC
RESEARCH.

A paper read before the Royal Photographic Society, aftd reprinted from the Society's Journal.)
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[>roc*»s«a haa

UK ol theee chemical
'•n the preparatioD of

tiling agent*, and the
I'hieflv onnrarnrd with tke

on the lighW
:<> obtain the

totion of light on thf photographic film, bow-
vs sconmpanled by tome pkywicol cliaage

also, or perhaps it would be mora correct
>riably accompanied by tome sndi phjrekal

A chaagea nwy be of various kinds, mad
ry prosoaaeed, this aide of the subject
trrt perhaps irecaired low attention than

xveaiag, therefore, to bring to

< aad reeulta obtained in inveati-

<.-ii I have carrteil out at v«rioaa tiaiea for specific

'^r,v:ng how thew physical chaagea in a photo-
»ccompany the cheaiical diaage* brought
•t light, n>ay be made nao of in aew ways.
lis nay aUanilate discussion, and serve

Its to aow fields of inquiry worth following
'ertlOBS.

"> "f m^ked pbyncal changes ta a film aocom-
-ht are familiar to everyone present:
r a very lonir iini'- and have been

photogra: '^^es. Perhaps
thst of M of light on

gelatine or albumen contaiiiing the proper amount of potats-

•lum bichromate. The bichromatod gelatine becomes insoluble

when acted on by the light, and the portion not acted upon
remaias soluble and may be washed away, and there are

various important processes dependent on tJiis fact. Although

in this oaae the whole nature of the sensitised film has been

physical' 'i>d by the action of light concomitantly 'with

the oh> iiige that has occurre<l, attention would not

usually be focussed on this physical alteration, as I snpposo

that questions of solubility and non-solubility would usually

be regarded rather from the view-point of chemical change.

A more prononced case of physical change is afforded by the

inataaoe of the difference in the swelling properties of photo-

senMtive gelatine films, the reliefs so obtained having been

exploited for various photo-mechanioal processes.

Ania^certain processes, as instanced by collotype, have

be«?K0Md on the differential adhesive power of the exposed

and aaaKpoaed parts of bicbromated gelatino films, the

differential adhesiveness for greasy substa^nces being itself

dependent on the differential {tower of absorbing moisture of

the exposed and unexposed parts.

Lastly, it has been found that by chemically treating

exposed ftlma, the exposed and unexposed portions may be

made to absorb certain dyes selectively, and certain processes

have been founded on this fact. This, however, again would

probably b« regarded rather from the chemical than from the

physical standpoint.

So far aa I am. aVaro, the instances named illustrate the

chief directions in which the physical alterations caused by

the action of lif;ht on photographic films have so far been

utili<>e<l, although very likely some other ways may be pointed

out by members present, in the discussion.
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I now como to u dilferciit way in wliitli tlii' piiy-Kai l>lol)(^r-

ties of a photographic film may be markedly aft'ectcd by tho

action of liglit accompanying chemical change. It i.s a way

1 set out to obtain, and was successful in obtaining and

utilising in researches on a new method of colour photography,

to which I devoted several years' experimenting just prior to

tlie outteeak of war.

Without entering into any special details of this process of

(.ilour photogr^hy itself, I need only say that one of the

j)ioblems that presented itself in connection w'ith the same

was how to obtain three-colour line or dot screens, somewhat

similar to tho Paget scrcen.s, fnHit which the colour linos or

dots might subsequently be selectively extracted, r.g., the red

<lots might need to bo extracted wholly, the green dots par-

t ially extract<Kl, the violet dots left in, and this selective

ixfraction would require to be brought about at the same
time by immersion in a single bath. Now, I was unable to

make use of the Paget plates themselves, or rather I should

say of plates ma<le by the Paget process, because this process

<lepcnds on coating tho collodion, which is the vehicle of the

coloured dots, with a photographic resist of bichromatod

albumen. Tho Paget process of screen making, a.s is known,

is to expose the collodion film covered with the bichromated

albumen resist under n dot screen, then wash away the

unexposed parts of the resist, and the collodion on immersion
in a dye solution is then dyed up selectively where the

unexposed film has been washetl away, leaving the collodion

free, but is protected from taking up the dye, under the

exposed dots of the resist, because these form an insoluble

protecting surface. In the final Paget .screen plate, of cour.se,

the dots in two of the three colours have this transparent

insoluble bichromated albumen resist left upon them, and
that was fatal for my special purpo.se. Naturally, I first tried

by all sorts of ways whether it was not possible to get rid

of the bichromated resist w'hich remained on, but Avas not

successful. I then went on the tack of trying to find some
.sensitiser for the resist, other than a bichromate: one by
which insoluble resist dots might be obtained temporarily
which could be converted into soluble ones subsequently and
then washed away. On this tack I wa.s also unsuccessful

;

moreover, I found that the washing away of the soluble part

of the resist, so as to leave nice, clean, insoluble dots, was
not quite such a simple thing as it reads. I then conceived

tho idea. Why not attempt to dye up or extract dye from the
colloid vehicle, right through the superimposed resist film?

This idea seemed attainable provided the permeability of the

resist film to the .solvent of the dye could be changed by the

action of light, whilst the resist fil.ro remained soluble, whether
exposed to light or not, in some other solvent which would
not affect the underlying vehicle of the colour dots.

This problem, after innumerable trials, was not only .suc-

cessfully solved, but -solved in quite a number of different

ways, using various colloids as the vehicle for the colour screen

and the resist. It will probably serve t<) make matters clearer

if 1 describe in detail a specific case.

A plate was first coated with a collodion film dyed red, for

example. This was coated with a photographic resist made
up as follows :—

Gum arable—1 part in .5 of water ... 1 volume.

Green ferric ammonium citrate—

1

part in 2 of water ... 1 volume.
Uranium nitrate—1 part in 2 of water 1 volume.

This resist is entirely impermeable to alcohol (industrial

.spirits) acidified with a few drops of HCl in the unexposed
state, but after the action of light on it, it becomes permeable
Uy the spirits.

If, therefore, the plate is exposed for a few minutes to light

under a line screen, consisting, say, of 200 opaque and 200
clear lines per inch, and subsequently immersed a few seconds
in the acidified alcohol, the whole of the red dye is extracted
right through the gum resi.st, under the lines exposed to light,

and a screen consisting of 2'X) red lines and 200 white lines

per inch results.

Next, the plate is immersed in an alcoholic solution of green

dye, ami. liie while lines are then dyed up green through the

resist. The plate then con.si.sts of 200 red and 200 green lines

per inch.

Next, the plate is immersed in water, which washes away
the whole of the resist, and it is coated with fresh gum resist

as before. It is again expo.sed to light under a line screen

;

this time a line screen of 200 per inch with tho opaque lines

double as wide as the clear lines i.s used, and this screen is

placed with the lines at right angles to tho red and green

lines already on the plate. -

It is then again immersed a few moments in acidifii«i

»

alcohol, extracting the dyes from the collodion, corresponding

to the clear lines of tho line screen, and then immersed in

an alcoholic solution of a violet dye, which dyes these clear

lines up.

Lastly, the plate is again immersed in water, which at once

dissolves and washes away the gum resist.

The final result is then a plate with violet lines, and red

and green rectangles, all three colours occupying an equal

area of tho plate.

A few specimens of screen plates of the pattern described

and of other patterns which were made by this process in

1913-14 by myself and Mr. G. C. Laws, who was assisting me
at that time, are exhibited this evening. The process, I may
say, is patented .so far as screen plates are concerned, but has

not been offered anywhere, and if any enterprising firm wishes

to take it up and will communicate with me, I shall be

delighted.

However, to revert to my subject. In the method described

with the gum resist, the resist was washed away after the

underlying collodion film had been dyed up in two colours,

and a second re.sist applied before proceeding to re-expose and
extracting the dye and then dying up in the third colour.

But gum arable is by no means the only colloid that can be

employed for the photographic resist film. Fish glue could

also be used, likewise albumen, and when employing albumen
it was even found possible to leave the albumen coating intact

after the first dyeing up, simply wa.shing out the water-soluble

chemicals in the resist, and sensitising it again by immersion

in water containing 7^ per cent, green ferric anmionium
citrate and 7h per cent, uranium nitrate, and then proceeding

with the process as described. This perhaps brings home more
than anything else that it is purely a case of utilising the

physical properties of the colloid film to bring about the

desired result.

It will be seen that when once the general principal of the

idea is grasped it is simply a matter of time and patience

to work out all sorts of variations, so long as a few main
conditions are borne in mind. These are simply:—

(1) The colloids of which the vipper and underlying film

consist should be of a different nature ; for example,

the one should be water-soluble, the other spirit-

soluble, or .soluble in some other solvent or mixture oi

solvents.

(2) The solvent chosen for cor^veying or extracting material

from the underlying film must be one which does not

harmfully affect the upper film.

(3) The light-sensitive chemicals in the upper film must be

such that only the unexposed parts or the exposed parts,

as the ca.se may be, are affected by this solvent, or at

all events the action must be very differential on the

exposed and unexposed parts.

(4) The solvent for removing the iipper film or light-sensi-

tive chemicals must be one which does not afi'ect the

underlying film, or dyes or materials in it.

The general idea of action on an underlying material

through a superimposed resist is one which I doubt not is

capable of extension in quite a number of directions. I will

instance one application of it to quite a different problem

than the one already referred to.

Shortly after the outbreak of the w.ir I had, unfortunately,

to give u]) my experiments in colour photography, as Pro-

fessor Cheshire, of the Ministrv of Munitions, asked me to
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see what roald b« done in the w«y of devising some good

process for the production of " Graticules " (which, as most

i.f r;.v I 1 1 nee know, are tho glass discs or scales with

,x- . . : a.' lines on them, used in military *nd other

insirumentsV It w«s an urgent problem, since we
1 '. :i chiefly dependent on Germany for the^e pro<lucts,

ami. except for some very primitire methods, not at all

suitable to mass production, the processes, monopolised by

one or two German firms, were kept secret.

Soiiif' photographic method appeared to be the only feasible

after first attempting s dyeing-up method which, it

.ly »ecn, offered no prospects of success, I decided

I an etching method, based upon the idea of

al action through a resist, whk^ was subsequently

... washed away. The principle was, of course. Just the

-.1 '- as in the preTiously described method, but the factors

u . much changed, because now the underlying film was the

,_. • "If, and the solrent to act on the underlying film

longer be • fluid, but hydrofluoric acid gas. I need

not Mi>.ii<' at length on the matter; suffice it to lay that after

a great many experiments it was found perfectly possible t«

apply tho principle.

In this case it turned out that the most suit«ble upper resist

film was collodion • i
- in an iron salt, and subsequently

sensitised in an a >tution of silver nitrate. A few

-i.'.imens, prepared '>y m_v»elf or Mr. J. ^V }'-' :_ «rho was

. 1. -ng at my •Mistant at the time, are • this eren-

in;;. Re- ' *' wat'T-^ r.".ist films

, but for ihr purpose in

'Jii Tviibt jjBTo tne best results.

' true that t)MS* graticniea were not

''•'<«use, firstly, it was found impossible to

:,.>rf<>ct as to preTent some microscopic pits
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ii tw regnl«te<l by varying the two ^niTino and
' ratio of one to the other. Another point is that

'h solvents do not flow so

ir concentration in which

isr-.i . til . form ripples, or thicker

< Now, lit one of the difficulties

'lotographic purpose*

the pyroxyline in a
' separately

lice in tht

the vtlitr and alculiul al.io varies with

,re, and it is well known that the pro-

I «lli>Ci.

of in

portions used are different in winter to summer. And the

resultant film has varying degrees of density or porosity

according to the ratio of the solvents. To octat platos by hand

with such collodion mixtures is an art. It can, of course, be

done, and done very perfectly ; for example, I had reason to

admire Mr. G. C. Laws' adeptness at such work. But, pe^

Bonally, I could never coat a plate properly with ordinarj

collodion.

It is now seven or eight years ago that it seemed to me
very desirable to find another way of making collodion for

photographic work, either with a single solvent, or at lea-st

with two solvents having a much smaller difference in the

rate of evaporation than ether and ethyl alcohol. A suitable

single solvent was found in the use of pure methyl alcohol,

which will by itself dissolve celloidin, or any of tho usual

photographic forma of pyroxyline. The collmlion film formi>d

by sudi a solution is, however, slightly opalescent, showing

that the structure is comparatively coarse, that it is very

porous and not as dense, therefore, as ordinary ether-alcohol

collodion. This, it was found, could be altered by adding to

the made-up solution a certain quantity of ethyl alcohol, tho

rate of evaporation of which is comparatively close to that

of methyl alcohol. The more ethyl alcohol, up to about 60 per

cent., tha^ was added, the denser, the loss porous and tho

clearer becajne the film. It is, therefore, easy to produce u

film having controlled and regtilated physical properties iu

these respects.

As to coating plates in a smooth and regular way, it is as

simple and wi»y to do it with either the methyl alcohol col-

lodion or the methyl alcohol plus a moderate proportion of

ethyl alcohol collotlion as it is difficult to do it with the ether

ali-iihnl collodion—a novice can do it at once. But to have

a film which possesses known properties as regards density

and porosity is not sufficient, for it may be highly desirable

that during the processes of photographic development or

inter- such physical properties should bo varied or

madi of— I have found this extremely necessary in

th.' (u.M .ii ,.veral processes worked out during the war—and

with a colUidion film of the nature described nothing is simpler.

If you require the film to be temporarily nj6re porous, all you

have to do is to put it in a bath of water and spirits, thi-

amount of spirits determining the degree of porosity you

will obtain. The time of immersion is not of great importance,

very aoon swells to the amount it is going to swell. As

I, i'.r.. ethyl alcohol, will not dissolve the film by itself.

nay immerse it in spirits alone for obtaining a fairly

iderable increase in porosity. If that does not Buflicc,

methyl alcohol may be added to tho spirits, up to 26 per cent.,

(o produce increased swelling or porosity. But if you got

rerr much beyond this, although you do not dissolve the col-

lodion, you begin to disintegrate it, and with spirit baths,

containing 15 per cent, or 20 per cent, of methyl alcohol, the

time of immersion does tend to become a factor.

I have r«'<'<-ntly patented the use of methyl alcohol for certain

special phiitographic emulsions, to which I have not referred

this evening, but it seems to me that with tho neco-

raspsrch it might easily be found very useful and adapi^ii'

•

for other purposes, one which suggests itself immediately

-basai^^e wet-enllodion processes, for example.

However, my tnain point this evening is to suggest that th<

whole subject of the physical properties of the colloid films,

with which photographers have continuously to deal, the

bringing of those properties into greater service, or new ways

of utilising those properties, is a field of research which will

well repay greater attention than has perhaps been devoU'<l

(0 i(_ JULICS RaKINBUtO.

To Mb. W. B. Fcroubon we must express our regrets that by

a clerical error his name was not included in the list of lliow

elected to the Council of the Royal Photographic Society. Ko one

on tha Council has rendered so long and valuable service to Ui<'

R.I'.S.. and therefore we have the more reason for ren.oving nii>

misapprehension among well-wishers of the Royal that lie did lua

secure election.

B
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Assistants' Notes.

Notef by aseittantg suitable for UiU column urUl be considered

mnd paid for dn the first of the month following publication.

Some Notes on the Use of Process Plates.

At first sight, and to the uninitiated studio worker, process plates

appear to be the easiest of all brands to work—the slowness of the

emulsion, the great latitude, the simple developer commonly em-

ployed, and the not having to bother about the rendering of deli-

cate shadows and fine gradations—are all factors which so success-

fully " camouflage " the process plate as to make it appear to be

the easiest thing in the world of photography to use. Habitual and

successful users of the " black-and-white " (process) plate, how-

ever, know very well that, in spite of the apparent simplicity of the

plate and operations connected with it, it is at first a little difficult

to understand, having peculiar characteristics of its own; when,

however, its idiosyncrasies have been mastered, it will be found to

be an ideal plate for many purposes other than that it is intended

for, which, as most operators know, is the copying of lettei-press,

pen-and-ink line drawings, and other purely black-and-white work.

We learn a lot from our failures, are told when we fail to ta-y

and try again, and few workei-s, I feel sure, have had in their early

experiences with process plates, more disappointing failures than

I mot with, and it was not until I adopted a certain plan—one in

which the factorial system of development is most prominent—that

I now feel sure of getting a good result from every exposure I make.

Indeed, for a long time when doing black-and-white work I chose

to use ordinary slow plates and the hydroquinone-formaldehyde

developer, but good as the latter plan undoubtedly is, it is both

slow and unsatisfactory in comparison with a proper process plate

properly exposed and developed.

Most, if not aU, plate makers issue a process plate, and there is

very little difference between them, all giving equally good results

when properly exposed, and—what is most important—developed

with the developer advocated by the makers. The average speed

is H and D 25, though the plate made by the Barnet firm is as

high as H and D 75. It is always said that the slower the plate

the better it is for copying black-and-white originals, but this say-

ing does not hold good to-day, because the extra speed of the

Barnet plate is no detriment to its good qualities, but rather the

reverse, as by its speed it becomes a very useful plate for use on
ordinary subjects, e.g., dull and flat interiors, architecture, and for

copying ordinary photographs, when increased contrasts are wanted.
The developer is far more important than the plate, and since

the introduction of process plates many forroulse have been advo-
cated, e.g., pyro-ammonia (Mawson), pyro-soda, metol-hydio-
quinone, glycin, and hydroquinone. To-day most authorities are

in favour of hydroquinone, with, perhaps, glycin as an alternative,

but in my experience there is nothing better than hydroquinone,
post-war glycin not appearing to be quite so good as the pre-war
product; but it may have improved since I used it. Process plate
developing formulse have changed considerably during recent years.

Wellington, for example, advocated until recently a solution con-
taining equal amounts of hydroquinone and potassium bromide
(100 grs. of each to a pint of developer), as, I believe, the oflScials

at Bolt Court do, but to-day the Wellington formula contains but
10 grs. of bromide and 80 grs. of hydroquinone to the pint. Multi-
plicity of process-plate developers, however, need not bother the
photographer in the least, because a secret of success with any one
of the makes of process plates is to use the formula advocated by
the maker, and no other. The worker cannot—if he wishes to get
really perfect results—ring changes witli process-plate developers,
as he may, and usually does, with others, and it is for this reason,
I suppose, that no commereial ever-ready dry or liquid "uni-
versal " developer, no mSjtter what its base may be, will give a
result with a black-and-white plate equal to that obtainable with
the formula specially recommended by the maker of the plate. Any
one developer will, it is true, give an image upon a process plate,
and such an image may satisfy some workers, but there is not the
chance of getting a perfect black-and-white negative that one has
when using the right deveIoi)er. There is a great likeness between
some ol the formulae, the Barnet and the Ilford differing but little,

but small as this difference is, I would never use the Ilford formula

for the Barnet plate, or the Barnet formula for the Ilford plate. A
really serviceable universal developer' may, however, come along in

due course : it would be most welcome if it could be relied upon

Most errors are probably made in the exposing of process plates,

for in spite of the enormous latitude—mainly theoretical, however

—

accurate e.vposures are essential if the blackest of deposits and
clearest of shadows are requii^. One may sometimes secure the

necessary density and clearness on a wrongly exposed and developed

plate by use of the mercury-ammonia intensifier or the ferricyanide-

hypo reducer—^using both in some cases—these after-baths beinj;

commonly used, but it is a saving of time, trouble, and expenise

to get a perfect negative by direct development.

Exposure meters serve very well for calculating exjKisures when
the necessary additional calculations for camera extension, etc., are

made. If the increased distance (beyond the normal) between lens

and plate is less than one-fifth the focus of the lens, it may be
ignored, gieater extensions, however, need attention, and the exti-a

extensions and the necesary increases in exposures (the latter in

parentheses) are as follows :—li (li) ; 1^ (2) ; IJ (3) ; 2 (4). Thus
w^hen using, say, a 6-in. focus lens at 9 in. from the plate, double
the meter time is required. There are, I believe, other methods
pf calculating meter times for copying, but I know little or nothing

of them, because I prefer to sacrifice a plate in the making of a

test exposure. This testing I do by focussing a piece of newspaper
and giving each column of print, or marked sections to represent

the same, a different exposure, using a blackened card for covering
or uncovering the columns as required during exposuire. If, I

think, say, 30 sees, is a correct exposure, I arrange that exposure
for the centre portion, giving sections on one side of it more, and
portions on the other side less, exposure. I prefer this system to

the meter, as one is enabled to see more clearly the degrees of

density given, and can repeat the desired result with a big degree

of certainty. Even when a meter is used it is no uncommon thing
to have to repeat an exposure owing to something having gone a

little wrong and the negative not being exactly of the type required.

Development is easy enough if the exposure is right, but most
difficult if it is wrong. Uninitiated users of process plates are

usually of opinion that by under-exposing and forcing development
the necessary density can be obtained, but this is not the case, as

only by giving sufficient exposure can one get the muoh-desired
opacity of developed image. The great problem users of process

plates have to solve is that of getting a perfectly opaque deposit

without blocking up the finer lines and veiling the whites. The
factorial system of development may have its weak points when
applied to the development of negatives of ordinary subjects, but
for process plates it is the thing, and, using a factor of 5, one
cannot go far wrong when using the hydroquinone developer. A
shorter factor number (assuming, of course, the exposure to be
fairly accurate) will not give the required density, while a higher
one will result in the lines being blocked up. Thus, if the image
appears in, say, 30 sees., developmentwill be complete in 3 minutes,
and it is next to useless to develop for a longer or shorter period
(with 30 sees, as the time of appearance), unless, of course, it is

intended to use a reducer or intensifier, or both, as many workers
are in the habit of doing. The usual factor for normal hydro-
quinone developers, when used for ordinary plates, is 5, but 5 is

better for process plates, and even 7 or 8 may be used in some
instances, e.g., when originals are flat, if no danger of clogging
the finer lines or veiling the shadows threatens. For glycin, a
factor of 10 is, I find, suitable, but modem glycin in my hands
tends to give a brownish-black image of insufficient opacity.

Little need be said about fixing baths for process plates, as any
kind of hypo fixer appears to serve equally well. I generally use

the hypo-alum-acetic acid fixer, as I keep it made up for use with

gaslight papers, and this particular bath is specially recommended
for the Barnet process plates. In any case, an acid-fixer is to be
preferred.

Brief mention has been made of the use of process plates for

work other than the copying of black-and-white originals, and
more attention might be paid to their uses in what may be termed
ordinary photography. Mr. Harold Baker twenty-three years ago,

when process plates were usually of a H and D 10 to IS speed,

called attention to their uses in other directions, and now that all
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pnx-«i>« plates are quiclcer—pan^oularly th« Bsmet mtkt—there is

all Jm mem nmvio whv lie\ »Iiom'.(I, in certain instances,. be \aei\

{or ••rAnary work when the increased exposures eaU«d for can be

^ivtfu witboot .any incoDTeuiaiM.

Fur interiom. when there is a nasty flattening baae in the air.

and for architectnral exteriors in nnokr toim, prooeas plates will

five luranially i - ' <ult< beoaiue of their " blindness " to

base and coot properties For ahopfronta in busy

<itr>^t.^. when there is a lot of traffic past the shops, and for

.ir.xriun when people are wsikin); about daring the «xposare, they

are idea] became of their slowness, and operatoM would do well

to take adrantage of this method of oTerooniiog the drawbacks
of t(«lBe, hase, and anoke, as, given the nccassavy lon^ ezpotnire,

proeess plates will render half-tones qnite as weO as other ptatce.

;ho'j:;b, of oouna, the st«|is from Uack to white are steeper, a

p<^ liarity^^xactly like that of gsaligfat paper—operators can aiaka

Tsrv fcood ass of.

—

h. TwmnDrr Wood*.

Photo-Mechanical Notes.

Mountioc of llalf>ToBe Blocha
.\ trctmt [laLril ^ No. 158,628. of Harold William

Hor^l 4nd flxi<l A . Sanbride Worss, Middlesbrough,

proved lueUiuU of nonnting balf-tooe hkieks. It

.ding n hiTtA or rebal* on the wood ,mount for

Ui* purpose uf allu-'> '>f<v«la or lugs of the plates to be
il sprssstd bdow the »urfs<» lo a graatsr depth. The
«opper or other metal berei may be bent downwarda oat of the

way nf the inking rollers, and bjr so doing they may. if •vp-'

he made to miss l>pins inked altogether by the r

not print .in unsightly mark or smndge, ss : ,

happens « r papers or Ioms c^Under-packiDg. Krea it

it is mi f .«nirat for the roUafs entirely to miss the

W««IM edge of the half-toa* thos depnsMd, it will l>« found

in practice thai thst deprsssion is so great that onder no ordinary^
r evea careltas condition will it impr— «ith«r tha bevel or the

nail head npon the paper ruund the edg* of the pictore formed
by the half tone block itself.

Aootber advantage of this mode of moOBtiBg a half

. that of reducing tha width of apace re<{aired for the

block

•B

n itaetf a marked advantage to that typa matter maj be farooght
"1 much Ike nearer to the illnstratioo proper.

A further advantage of the method «f moontinK blocks is that
l»< n.iHs have a eoosidafably tadoeed taodsncy to rise, owing to

•t their poaitioa is tar from the vertical and therefore
1 tendency moeb rednoed; thia in itself miaimiflH the

*aager of rising oail beads.

Ib the drawing A repress iiU « sM^ion of aa ordinary moant
r half tonr work, and BB repmont the bereb, while C repre-

'-aU a half tone plate with bevels arranged to ll lbs aleptng
'»«als prepared for it on the wood or other sntwlwiea oo the
ii'Knnl

Xk— f. M.

mounting nails could be need, or. If pratcrrMl,
''•-• -'"H, the Utter are preferred, beraaae

ued aecorily of Ue plaU to its reepec-

ving a plate monnled by
'xcif goes to ahow the

M. .1 iri.n Mio J,l.^te has to the mount, and
1 of the dangrr of the plate coming sway

.^. ». intjocnUy happens, sspscially on old blocks.

-- --•.-•; • ,T, |„,B spplisd for :—
• o. 6,008. Preparation of originals for

.jiiic or pnoto mechwiieal raprodoctioo in colour. A. E.

IsTAGLio PBunrpjo.—No. 7,047. Process of printing from intaglio

plates. Waterkiw and Sons. Ltd.

ParaTiNG-PuTES.—No. 6,697. Production of gelatine printing-

plates. H. Renck.

Pb«tikg Procbsses.—No. 3,974. Photomechanical, etc., printing
prooeMwc:. Dye Impression Photos, Ltd., and W. H. Edridge.

Patent News.

froeet* patents

—

a]tplieationt and tpeeifieationt—or* treattd in
~ fhnto-Uvihmieal tfotu."

.\pplications, February 28 to March S :

—

CoLODB Photooraphv.—No. 6,859. Colour photography. F. W.
Donisthorpe.

X Rjkv PiioTOORAPBY.—Nos. 6,901 snd 6,902. X-Bav photography.
N. E. Luboshey.

CiNKMATOCBAPKy.—No. 6.036. Cinematograph projection appara
tus. .\. R. Buttery.

CmMAiucBApm.—No. 6.685. Cinematographic apparatus. O. S.

Jamea. ,

CtMUu-nxiMpHY.—No. 7,066. CinemsUigraphic apparatus. O.
Messter.

COMfLSTB SPgOIFICATtOSS ACCEPTED.
Thttt tfteifuationt art obunnablt, price Ij- taeh, post free, from

lAt Patent Ofie*, tS, Southampton Building$, Chanetry Lant,
London, W.V.

Tkt datt m braekttt it that of application in tkit country; or

abroad, in tht ea— of patentt granted under the International

Convention.

osi IjiKS Coboint CAMUUg.— No. 141,368 (January 8, 1919). The
invention has for its subject an apparatus whereby separate films

or plates, having the necessary colour screens placed in front of

them, are exposed to rays of light emanating from a single

objective.

Two mirrors are provided for each of the films or plates to

which the rays of light are to be reflected so that the films may

be exposed at a higher speed. These mirrors are driven by a

common shaft by means of bevel gearing, all the driving

mechanism being provided above the level of the objective.

The system compriiea two pairs of mirrors N, N, and N' ami
N,', turning respectively on the axes z

—

x and y—y. The mirrors

N, N, direct the image from the objective to the plate I., whilst

the mirron, N', N,' direct this image to the plate II. The
plate III. receivea the rays of light direct from the objective.
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Eacli pair of mirrors N, N, (or N', N,') is mounted on a hub
A, carried in bracket* B secured to a plate F. On the axes x—x,

y—y are keyed bevel pinions C, D, which gear with a bevel

wheel E. This bevel wheel E is keyed to a shaft O mounted in a

bearing H provided on the plate F and in a bearing J provided

in the top of the casing of the apparatus. On the shaft G is also

keyed a toothed pinion K which may be driven by a suitable

clockwork or other motor. The plate F is adapted to be adjusted

in position on the front wall of the casing so as to bring the mirrors

into proper position relatively to the films or plates.

The two pairs of mirrors are mounted in such a manner that

the system may turn continuously without collision between the

mirrors N, N,, N", N,'.

With the system in question it is necessary for the object to

remain stationary on the plate during the exposure of the sensi-

tised plate. This result can only be obtained if the mirror moves

in a plane perpendicular to the plane formed by the axis of the

objective and by its reflected image. The mirrors are inclined to

Fig. 3. Pig. 4.

the axis of the objective at a suitable angle so as to reflect upon

the sensitised surface an image, which is not distorted, daring its

movement.
With this method of construction any number of sensitissd

plates (2, 3, 4, 5 or more), each corresponding to a colour of the

solar spectrum, may be printed upon. The selecting screens are

placed immediately in front of the negatives.

This method of construction presents advantages for certain

purposes; it permits of rapid displacement without any jerks

and it is particularly suitable for colour cinematography.

For this latter purpose it would suffice to substitute for the

three stationary plates I., II., III. three films unrolling in the

same direction, the movement of the films being effected inter-

mittently in the well-known manner.

The apparatus for taking photographs in colours (by means of

rotary mirrors) lends itself to the stationary projection of imaigt«
in colour, the mirrors being subjected to a rapid rotary movement
during the projection. A similar arrangement may be used for

T "T~i

L.
Fig. 5.

the projection of animated images in colours.—Jacques Dourlen

and Marcel Chretien, 64, Rue des Vignes, Paris.

The following complete specifications are open to public inspection

before acceptance :

—

Stebeoscopy.—No. 159,192. Stereoscopic methods and apparatus.

Optische Anstalt C. P. Goerz Akt.-Ges.

Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOH REGISTRATION.

TicOL No. 411,548.—Chemical substances used in photography.

photographic plates and photographic films. Thomas lUing-

worth and Co., Ltd., Cumberland Avenue, Park Royal, Willesden

Junction, London, N.W.IO, manufacturers of photographic

papers.

b'ORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

March 14 to 26.- -Dcnnistoun Amateur Photographic Association.

Hon. Secretary, Wm. V. Macpherson, 152, Craigpark, Dcnnis-

toun. .

March 16 to 19.—Hackney Photographic Society. Particulars from
the Hon. Secretary, Walter Selfe. 24, Pombury Road, Clapton.

London, E.5.

April 13 to 23.—Portsmonth Camera Club. Latest date for entries

March 31. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary, C. C. Davies.

25, Stubbington Avenue, North End, Portsmouth.

April 15 to 23.—Professional Photographers' Association, at the

Photographic Fair. Horticultural Hall, Westminster, S.W.
Latest date for entries, April 7. Hon. Secretaries (Correspon-
dence), Marcus Adan.s, 43, Dover Street, Piccadilly, London,
W.l; (Exhibits), R. N. Speaight, 157, New Bond Streei

.

London, W.l.
April 15 to 23.—Photographic Fair. Horticultural Hall, West-

minster. Sec, ArthuT C. Brookes, Sicilian House, Southampton
Row, London. W.0.1.

April 21 to May 19.—Hammersmith, Hampshire House, Photo-
graphic Society. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary, C. E.
Altrop, 14, Southwold Mansions, Widley Road, Maida Vale
London, W.9

April 27 to May 25 —Bury Y.M.C.A. Photographic Society. Latest
date for entries. April 16. Particulars from flie Hon. Secre-
tary. A. Benson Kay. 8. Agur Street, Bury, Lanes

April 28 to 30.—Nottingham and Notts. Photographic Society.
Latest date for entries, April 13, Particulars from the Hon,
Secretary, A. Beestpn, 103, Nottingham Road, Nottingham,
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Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OK >"

'

M
- FOR NEXT WEEK.
r.CH 21.

:i:«m Lecturelt« Niglit.

I'hot. Soc. Pictori.il Ideals."

ra CTub. •• Pictorial Worij in Great Cities."

-, MA.
I'hol. Soc. " Uo»-]if«ii Show " of Works by L. J.

'.and Phot. Soc "Intensification and

\-.'40C. " Demon»trai"on of

•on.

'-'-'"riencw and Experi-
M.
W. Builock.

Tctsiui -2.

PhotofnohK- !*ttcit*y. lAXtan. " Roaiia, Past

Viadunir iV.i^kun »nd Dr. C. T. Hagberg

*ynt Bladubaw.

Annoii
Sue.

fill.-

.1 Essajn." H. E.

Oimrra Club. " Amateur Photograplicr " 1018 Priie

>'ly. " EWnientarr Arehiieetiiral Pboto-
: A R in .\

.irmphtr
"

!•»

llaWt aii<i

\VxiisL»i>*t. .Mauiii 23.

/ton Cainvra Club " By Road and Water in Nonrav."
-^^ -horpe

• Club. " Spidcn: Their Stmrlure and Habila."
i: ,.Ini.Tn V R P S

:•• Negmthrt." O. C. Wcaton.

R- B. Carpenter.

h Allenby

:- "May

^n«bm, etc.

irmlion byKr^n .III. I IJiIiv I Irf'KMA.irttl) Cdnt r'r >...

' n W. Bnint,
Pkivat, MtacB 2S.

'.«Nlfi.rd Camera Clob. " After-treatmem of XeitatiTee."

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
M •imR held TooKlay. March 15, the Pfwident. Dr» O. H.

' '" ''^' chair.

•nooancej thxt it had been derided by U>« Connril
'"-— at lh» SoCMty's BM^inga.

«mab rfalivarad a iMtorv on Uio dMiicn and
:ii-.„.

^ jiy blackboard drawinjcn

!»T<la|MIMlrt of the rrflrx

'• iirrt practical form to B. .1.

"ra the mirror a<-ted aa the ahotter.

,T ['.id exponiM to the aky. The mirror
' aeal with the focoatog acraen. whu-h

_voii..v. .r.uti.l .'taaa. A camera daaipied by
»d a mirr' r ' 'i .

i, had a downward alidina moTe-
r.f..r:. I !. ' . ,

•
I

< 1'. Ilf TfUrifl
' hanically a m'*t fl'flirnlt

(iretisi.n o( action and full range of ma\r

''T camera the

>ca when in ;

bisect the angle between plate and focussiii;; scit?e:i. It was not

necessary that ihe anyle should be 90 deg. A greater angle had

been used, givinp an inclined position of the fociu-siiig screen, hut

surface defects in the mirror then became much more serious in

their effect. The mirror should subtend Uie full cone of rays from

the lens. Mechanically a chief problem was to balance the jerk of

the mirror, the effect of whicli was to angle the lens a.xis. and

therefore was much more destructive of definition than a shake

which moved tlic .-ixis itarullel to itself. A constructor therefore

sought to move the mirror slowly at first, fJien . very quickly, and

finally to bring it slowly to resf. Mr. Newman described various

types of link movement effecting this acceleration and deceleration.

A brief discussion followed, in which Mr. J. C. Warburg and

Mr. Walter Thcnias took part, the latter referring to the many
years an N. and G. camera hud been in his continuous use without

need of adjustment.

Dr. Adolph Abratiams delivered a lecture on the use of the reflex

cajnera in reference to hi.;li-Bpeed photography. He explained that

in jihi'i rapidly moving ibjects it was necessary to antici-

pate I; of release of the shutter by a certain period of

tinyi in urdei i<> compensule for the human inertia. With a non-

reflex canicm the period mi^ht be i-lOth of » second; with a

reHex. say, 4>h of a second longer. It was necessary to know the

ranii-ra in thi» respect ; he had Ul^•d a Videx for many years. He
referred to tBe advantage of a swing front on a reflex and of long-

focus lentee. in particular the Teleccntric. Much of what Dr.

Abniliam« <aid was .special pleading, and at times plausibility

itol tlie better of consistency.

At a »ome«hat late hour, reflex cameras were aliown and briefly

rte* rih,-.) fiy reprewnlati-.es of Messrs. Houghtoiis. Butcher and

.< .. Ltd., Rosa, Ltd., and Adams and Co. Mr. B.

t k», of the last-named firm, dwelt upon some of the

|, I l>y Mr. Newman, and referred to the late Mr. A. L.

A I '.ivine been the first to issue a commercial fm-alplane

reflex. He showed the box and folding patterns of .\dams' reflex.

At » late hour votee of thanbi to lecturers and demonstrators

brought the proceedings to a clnee.

EDT\m Ur.H SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL
PHOT(K;R.vrHER.S.

.\1,,,,' .; ... J ui 116. Hanover Street, Edinburgh, «jn Monday,

March 7. Prrsi-nl :—Me»5r.. Campliell Harper, Aylon, George

lit'.Mi.iiii. Norman Tliomson Melrose, Fergti-«»on, Laing, Yerbury,

Moffat. John Tlionwon, E. D. Young, and Swan Watson.

Mr J Campbell Harper was called to tlie chair in the absence

of Ihe President, .Mr. E. D. Young, who afterwards presided.

Tlie meeting considered minimum prices for making negative and

tupplysng proof for commercial photography, tliere being an

unanimous feeling that some of tlie prices of prints, which had pre-

viously been approved of, were too high. Mr. Moffat suggested

that Ihe price should be fixed by Uking the operator* lime. /)/i/«

llie cost ol material and a percentage over Uie whole trannnction,

III. i|>uaal appeared to some of the members to l>e somewhat

. 1 and necesaiute additional Wik. keeping. After con-

»id«TaliU' discussion. Uie meeting unanimously recommended tli«

following prices to be charged as a minimum for commercial plioto-

gropliy nn-aiitime, and it was further resolved to remit the matter

of fiMiii-iirires on a costing basis to a committee for further con-

itSsHisSmtnd report. Tlie following meml>ers were appointed to

the rommklee :—Mr Moflst. Mr. Yerbury. Mr. Norman Thomson,

Mr Ayton. and Mr. C»ro|>bell Harper, Mr. Moffat being appointed

convener:— Duplicate Conies.

I'nniounted and Kough Large

For making negative and Cntoned. Mounted. Mounted.

supplying one print Ft I, Each. Each.

15 X 12. £1 IN ^>d : ^1 & ' • J 5
12 X 10, £1 Is I S 6

10 X 8, £1 U ,^040 5

81 X 6i, 12.. 6d 2 2 6 3

64 X 4|. 7s. 6d I 1 6 2

The meeting thereafter discussed the minimum prices for groups

md-whitel, which had been approved by the Society some

,1. The members felt that the Society's previous recom-
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iiiendafcioiifi were too vague and lacke<l detail. The President

slated that it was distinctly understood and agreed to hy the mem-

bers when these prices were fixed that they did not include the

price of printing nor mounts, and that the prices to be charged for

a series of school classes or groups of workmen should be slumped.

It was agreed, after the above explanations, not to make any

alteration in the price meantime, but to continue the discussion

at the next meeting of the Society.

It was agreed to hold an informal meeting of the Society at the

Victory Caf^ on Monday, March 21, at 8 p.m. . A vote of thanks to

the chairman terminated the proceedings. •

SOUTH SUBURBAN PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

At a recent meeting of the Society, Master Ivor Nixon, the

.ii.\teen-year-old photo-chemical student who last year, surprised

I he members by giving a learned talk on the chemistry of printing

processes in general, devoted an evening to Kallitype, giving his

t'xperiences with all the published formulae, demonstrating where
possible, and showmg results—possibly the finest Kallitypes ever

seen—obtained by the many systems of working. Master Nixon
appears to have quite mastered the process, and although he was
not able to publish anything really new concerning the preparation

of the paper and development, his remarks were eagerly followed

by many of the older hands, who had failed to get the results ex-

pected. The demonstrator had experienced considerable difficulty

in getting a suitable paper, and had come to the conclusion that

Whatman's " A.l.m." water-colour paiper (series N) was the best,

though expensive. The only chemical that had given trouble was
the ferric oxalate, the commercial samples being quite unsuitable.

However, he made the ferric oxalate at home, and found it to he
the thing required to produce really perfect prjnts. The method
he used is as follows :—Take a 20-oz. bottle, pour into it 4 ozs. of

water, and mark the height of the water by means of a piece of

paper stuck on the bottle. Pour out the water, and place in the

bottle 400 minims of .880 ammonia and 8 ozs. 160 minims of water,

then pour into the bottle a solution of 2 ozs. 80 grs. of iron ammonia
alum in 8 ozs. of water. Allow the precipitate to settle, and wash
It about ten times by decantation ; allow the precipitate to settle

well below the 4-oz. mark on the bottle, and syphon off the water
above it. Next add to the mixture 420 grs. of oxalic acid, and
allow to digest for about thirty minutes, by which time all the
precipitate should have dissolved, and a clear, greenish solution

should be the result. If necessary, filter the solution, make up to

5 ozs., and label " Ferric oxalate. Stock solution." If the proper
ferric oxalate can be bought, the stock solution should be made
by dissolving 76 grs. of it with 1 or 2 grs. of oxalic acid in each
ounce of water. Tlie solution should be kept in the dark to pre-

vent decomposition, and it should give no blue colouration with a
solution of potassium ferricyanide. The sensitising solution is made
by dissolving 30 grs. of silver nitrate in each ounce of the stock
ferric oxalate solution, and filtering; the sensitising solution does
not keep good for more than two or three hours. The paper to be
sensitised is pinned to a board, and the solution applied by means
of a sponge or cotton wool, using strokes from left to right, and
working from the top of the sheet, the board with the paper being
placed at an angle of about 45 degrees. The paper, after coating,

is
,
allowed to stand for about ten minutes, and then dried very

gently by heat; the paper is then ready for exposing. The sensi-

tive paper should be stored in a chloride tin, like platinotype paiper,

although the paper will keep good for about a month without any
special precautions. The paper at this stage is very much like

platinotype paper, and is exposed in the same way, the printed
image appearing faintly upon a yellow ground, and afterwards
developed out. As is fairly well known, a large number of

developers are advocated, each giving a different tone. Some
developers need more care than others, and all were shown by
the young demonstrator, who described their good and weak points.

His favoiirite developer, and the one he considered the most
reliable, was : Sodium acetate, 1 oz. ; tartaric acid, 12 grs. ; potass
bichromate (10 per cent, sol.), 10 to 100 minims; water to 8 ozs.
The potass bichromate acts as potass bromide in negative develop-
ment, the more used, the slower the development and the greater
the contrast; the black tones obtained were most pleasing. In the

opinion of his hearers, however, the purple-black tones obtained

with the borax developer were the most effective: Borax, 1 oz.

;

Roohelle salts, ^ oz. ; ammonium acetate, 40 grs. ; potass bichromate

(10 per cent, sol.), 50 to 100 minims; water, 12 ozs. One set of

prints produced with an oxalate developer ranged from black to a
rich sepia, the demonstrator describing this as the most " S(porty " '

developer because of the worker never being really sure what the

final colour of the print would be, much appearing to depend uipon

the quality of the negative. The actual formula used was : Potass

oxalate, ^ oz. ;
potass bichromate (10 per cent, sol.), 5 minims;

water, 2 ozs. The old hands present strongly advised the young
enthusiast to abandon all developers in favour of the rather erratic

oxalate solution, and devote his energies to the finding out the

reason of the various tones obtainable wdth the one solution, and
to devise a method of securing at will any tone from black to warm
sepia with the simple solution. A detailed account of the sodium
citrate and the Rochelle salts clearing baths and the hypo fixing

bath concluded a very instructive lecture, the youngster being com-
plimented on his photo-chemical knowledge and the excellence of

his results. Until quite recently Master Nixon made all his own
dry plates, and a lecture on the subject was promised for this

season, but owing to the gelatinous condition of his parents' furni-

ture and domestic utensils, his plate-making operations have been

suspended by order.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

IjEOal Notices.—At a recent extraordinary general meeting of

the members of Boyde's Studios, Ltd., held at 108, Strand, W.C.2,
a resolution was passed to the effect that the company be wound up
voluntarily, and that Mr. Richard William Simmons, corporate

accountant, of 27-28, King William Street, B.C., be appointed

liquidator.

NEW COMPANIES.

Fr.\nk Hughes, L/rn.—This private company was registered on

March 4 with a capital of £300 in Ss. shares. Objects : To carry

on the business of printers, publishers, photographers, etc. The
first directors are: F. W. Edmondson, 8, Clarence House, High Hol-

born, W.C., financier, and Mrs. M. P. Edmondson, 8, Clarence House,

High Holborn, W.C Registered office: 7, Southampton Row, High
Holborn, W.C.

News and Notesi

Redbction of Plate Prices.—As from March 14 last makers of

dry-plates, which have been sold since about a year ago on the

basis of 3s. 6d. per dozen quarter-plates, have reduced prices to the

basis of 2s. 9d. per dozen quarter-plates. Half-plates are now 6s.

per dozen, as against 7s. 4d. ; whole-plates, lis. 6d., as against 14s.

On the basis of one dozen quarter-plates for Is., which was the

standard price up to the middle of 1913, the successive changes
which have taken place in the price of plates are shown as follows:

—

s. d.

Before June 16, 1913 1

June 16, 1913 1 3
March 13, 1915 1 6

• February 29, 1916 1 10

March 1, 1917 .7. 2 3

February 5, 1918 2 9

August 1, 1918 3 8

March 11, 1919 3

February 16, 1920 3 6
March 14, 1921 2 9

It will thus be seen that the present reduction cancels the

successive increase of lid. on August 1, 1918, decrease of 8d. on
March 11, 1919, and increase of 6d. on February 16, 1920, bringing

the price again to the level to which it was raised by the advance of

6d. on February 5, 1918.
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Mil Thoius Iluxoworth, bead of the Willeaden firm of that

' been appointed a Jiuttee of the Peace for the Coant,v

. . *ex.

i>AK Postcards.—Meaars. Kodak. Ltd., announce that as from

• '• \I.irch 14. the price of bromide, Kodara, Velox and'

haa been redaord to 57a. per thoiaand ; 55e. p*-r

Mi.i III I'Jii of 5,000 and over. In the caae of aelf-toniug

the price haa been rvdured tn 60». per thouMnd.

^ Photo-RivTKw ha* once again—for the seventh

special is«ae In which all the contributions,

iterorj ,i::il pi't'jrjj;. arc i- \
"

'
' . •

'

m

Aoftralia. The display <

»nd in the rcapectivv tit-, da i,i p,ctoria.ism and tetli:i r- Tii.%rK*

.•nrnKnu advance on tlie maiden effort. One contribotor div

'le-maasea in relation to A landscape, and

raeace* with percentage armed for the

"lac. We coii^ralulate Mr. Walter

*V»^r n sr«*'>dlv rompanv »nd »Im» on

.ir«^ a* «uu~*Mi

.e ycart «« rh

ttbcr. and lat«I]r had oceaaivn t« luaka her uuom tu Ausiifulut

Correspondence.

'»*CorrttfomdtnU iMouH ntvtr writ* »n iMA lid** of tk*

f/o nMtet it lakt* of eaimmtmiemttam* unit** th*

*44rt*»t* of tkt wnttrt art gtwttt.

*•* tTt 4o not wmdtrtakt rttfontiHltlf for (At oftmi»ni t»pr*ta*d

iy oitr eorrttfoudtut*.

iiKUMIDI AND A

belli ^ -

J-rr,.

a •
deal th' r.-.

I iliiutrate. 1

atnitur to tmcb. i u
provided «ith h-ile«

Ut ^t\ it ill I

thr l.-ii,:th '.

Hapa ttv f"i'

while * itt*-l T

1 1-

^1

. .\pp.vit.^Tr8

_ . lI\ h«H»M I i.ikK

To lh» Editor

r(iikk^> rnl*r^.,.fi,,r • - M^ aiHi i/iia

I.. ni>>-.' t«-»i« >,. liaMiiatnnil

II «i a i-tnp ol lir>mid« p*|Mr on
Mniodi. and aoMliliMa a gnud

.. fi Id' inalu—II which
~ of a b>r. paniaCi, with a
'

'• Ix Mt.i 1* aupported L) twn hiOfMa, A, A.
' 'i' h pMh pua can be pMMd m aa

un the aaael. A atnp of branide paper
ia placed beneath ; two pinnla an M^lith

.11.1 ..f tio Umrd pin tba »tnp lo th* eaaai

•--•'I iMi ilefore (X|>eain); all tb* ail

'1 hang down, than I begin the aixpnatire

•eennd* on • abelf near hr At twn aaconda
' aeoood, r rri. and

• -^onda 1 put on
ih* >r(t« ati«l tt»- >lrip tie'-*l<'i«d.

Theve ana ae\eral *dv«rti-.^ m thia. to ipy mind. First, tba

r '' f IIm ne^atitc '

ta aalectei in advance, and the
1 r'pantaa placed -wymdly, lhei» ia no falicue in

iha !«•*: aiid thirdi;, aa far aa I am concerned. I pii'I it

jnd:^ of the danaily of atripa of ea)ual area aeparmted bv
' . band. I have often found in the atripa altaded by

J that 't waa hard to tell, even with eapoanrM inPofnaaiaa. la* alao* the arithmetic*!, wheiw one
I -I aad th« nat bagaa. In thia c«ae each part la

dafiuail, and thara ia m, he«latioa in knowing which ha*
oay aaeomb.

< ' that a* it i« th* appantw i* » bit dwMgr, bat it waa

La
local joincr If U were mad* by catnaat m«l<<". .r.,...

cam»fK * if be a qoarter of the «i/.

•eight coTi I Ired in pniportion. An .;..,

to have the Han held open bjr a catch, with ipring to

-n the catch i* rvl..a*«l u in the abort ezpoaarea it

latrw aomc de»t> .t jnet in two ««eond«. and
I* urn* tat th»*t . . . , .- .. It would be •a»ier to releoae

jat • tb« mctronoaM givas ite aacond tick. The whole thing

need not be mere th;in 5 in. loii);. The catch conld be of the
form shown in the seotional drawing.
Of course, thin only applies to easels without ({lass to hold the

sensitive surface. Sy the way, I should like to say I use a cork

bat^h mat. which has a perfectly flat surface, and in which pins

can be pushed till furtlier orders, and which is very iifht to handle,

even though an inch thick. .

I also beg (a submit a darlo-room clock which I cot a local

watchmaker to make for me from an ordinary 4-inch timepiece

By takine out t certain arbor ajid putting in a weak bpring the

wbolo clock ha< been made to nin sixty times faster The minute
lianj runs mind in sixty seconds, and the hour hand in 12 minutes.

I had a Watkins' clock at one time, hut the i;reat di-^advantago

of it waa the decinr.al division 10 minutes and 100 seconds You
never knew where the seconds hand would be at the end of the

.ninule. If you started at zero the first minute would end at 60,

the second at 20. the thiid at 80, the fourth at 40, and it was only

at th« fifth minnte that it was at the top of the dial again. As
for tlie clocks that ;^ve hours, and sixty minutes (on a four-inch

dia! often with a bevelled front ;ilasa) tliey are no use in a dark-

room, even w-lh plenty of safe-lii;ht. as tlie divisions are too small,

and when development runs into hours an ordinary watch which

e\trybody |»<sar»8e« will ^rive .ill the information needed.

Now, what objcctioi: can there be to a clock of twelve minutes?

None whatever to people accustomed to shillings and pence, or feet

and iiichr*. Kverybo'ly knows that fifteen ]>ence is one and thiee,

and the same applim to the clock. If you have to develop for

f,'lr.-i

at II

iiinutea it mfsna one whole turn of the small hand and

lies— with the advantaee that those hii; divisions of the

)>•- aeen in any liiiht, and (he whole minute always ends

ue.

- having had to put in % weak sprine on account

of th* rcdiKwd internal resistance my clock runs down in half mi

hour.

I should like t/i see <in the market a similar chx-k which would

go for a day, uid if it could be- made to tick aecoiidK audibly so

much tht> better for those who Have lo work in conipU'lo darkness,

r.r (.,1 \)uMti whii. xuir.g the factorial »yslrm, watch fur the first

when they ob\ioiisly cannot have their eye i:liicd to a

_. -Jtr same time And if, further, the hands would fly back

to aero on the preaavre of a lever—but that ia loo much to ask.

_
I
-^ A. Thomas.

THE 1'ROBLE.M OK ll.\L.A'nON.

To tl>« I-xhtors.

Oenllenien.—Tliis problem, like the poor, seems always with us,

and I ^m sure we should all be (jraleftil to Mr. (Sodfrcy Wilson

find out and reveal to us the develo|)er which will cure

t I .lint. Bui I, for one, am rather sceptical as to any micli

MmpI* remedy a> a special developer curing a complaint

i' -. complicated. I wish it could be so ea:»ily cured. Only i i

1 a Ind case. I really don't see how any developer could liavo

*d a cure, and am afraid the amateur's idea about over-

sxposnre being the cause, ami MiKijestinn a remedy, i« no good,

lor be aaema to think a mere reduction of the exposure would pre-

vent the trouble. In tli» pnrticulsr case a war memorial had to be

pbolograplied ; it ii oak panelling, with a carved and jierforaled

cresting along the top. About a foot or more above the cresting is
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the sill of a window, and a foot of the stained glass appeared at the

top, red-uced to perhaps a quarter of an inch on the negative. The

day wae dull and the church was dark, and a small stop was neces-

sary to get all the names on the oak panelling sharp enough to

read; some incandescent gaslights were turned up to buck up the

daylight, and an exposure of one and a half hours was given. On
development, the film proved to be hopelessly under-exposed, but

the halation had crept a long way down the plate. The only way

I can 6«e of obtaining a successful result is to cover the bottom

of the window, on the outside, for nine-tenths of the exposure, give

a still longer exposure, and finally to complete the exposure and

to brighten it all up, give a flare with a good flash light. But I

cannot see that over-exposure is the cause of the halation. It is

true that the small piece of window was over-exposed, but the rest

of the plate was under-exposed, and I believe if the whole of the

plate had been fully expoeed, there would have been less halation

apparent.

We are apt to forget that a certain amount of halation will

often appear in the actual scene, especially in the dusty atmosphere

of towns. But if there is a developer that will cure or stop hala-

tion, will some good, kind soul let us know if it. One method has

been suggested, and I have used it, sometimes with success, some-

times otherwise. It is to start development with a restrained

developer, say pyro-ammonia, with a minimum of ammonia. When
the windows, which would usually be over-exposed, are fairly well

developed, the plate is well washed and local development carried

out with metol. Some have suggested even painting the windows
with a solution of bromide before proceeding with the metol de-

veloper. But the difficulty is that the halation causes most mischief

when it spreads from the windows over the dark places that usually

surround them.

I am afraid there is no one cure tor the trouble. It can only

be overcome by taking a number of precautions, and one of them,
I believe, is backing. But the thin red coating .often sent out

is not much good ; the solid black backing that one gets on pan-

chromatic plates will do much to minimise halation. Films are

supposed to give less halation than plates, but my bad result of

to-day was on a film.

Some months ago, in the columns of the" B.J.," a method was
suggested to stop halation. It was to hang a piece of oipaque

paper, cut to the shape of the window, in front of the lens by a wire
from the top of the camera. Some twenty years or more ago this

method was sold as a great secret. I tried it then, but found it

so extremely difficult to lit the mask to cover the window accurately
that I gave it up. Of course, when the exposure of the rest of the
plate was complete, the mask was removed for a, few seconds before
the lens was capped.

Even with special anti-halation plates, in which there was a
stained film between the glass and the sensitive film, halation some-
times occurred. I agree with Mr. Wilson, we have a lot to learn
about it. Bifocal.

APPROPRIATE FRAMING.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen.—In your article on the above subject you conclude
with the remark, " Home frame-making on a small scale does not
pay." I b^ to be allowed to differ from you on this point. There
appears to be no reason that even a single frame should not show
a profit, apart from the convenience in ensuring the certainty of
delivery in time. This is providing, of course, that one is not
cramped for space and that there is sufficient room for the materials
and tools to be always ready—a place for everything and every-
thing in its plaoe. I recently took an order for an enlargement,
flamed complete in stained oak, with name plate, for a presentation.
Following my usual custom, I ordered the frame from a firm that
had always served me well. The frame duly arrived by rail ; tne
name plate I had already obtained. The portrait was in my
Tinisher's hands when the club secretary called on the morning of
the great event. In the circumstances I felt in a position to pro-
mise " absolutely without fail " for that evening.
When proceeding to fit up, lo and behold the frame proved to be

the wrong size and out of proportion. The heads of the local high-
class firms to whom I told my woes gazed at me with lack-lustre
eyes, and the best I could get was a half-promise for the following
day. Like many seaside visitors looking for " digs," I was at last

compelled to resort to the back streets, where I remembered seeing

a notice, " Frames made while you wait." The " boss " turned out
to be a thoroughly practical man, and kindly invited me to witness

the performance.

A pot of glue was simmering on the gas stove. Going to the

moulding rack, he drew out a length of figured oak. Laying this

on his mitre block he proceeded to cut the four sides to the required

size. Placing these, one mitre at a time, in position, he planed

them accurately with the aid of a " shooting board." The vice was
then visited, a long side placed in the jaws and a short one nailed

to it, the other sides being treated in a similar manner. A box of

various-coloured putties was to hand, and the holes left by the punch
were soon stopped. After a slight rub with glass-paper the frame
received a liberal application, using a hog-hair brush, from a bottle

of spirit Btain.

Glass of different sizes were in the rack, which he mentioned con-

tained only the best quality, so extracting the diamond from his

waistcoat pocket it was only a matter of a few seconds to trim the

glass into the frame.

With a stout strawboard back the picture was soon complete, and
mutual satisfaction obtained by my handing over a pound (£1) note,

the whole transaction being completed under the hour.

I noticed that his workshop looked much the same as when I

entered. After my vain attempts the room has always presented

an appearance similar to the scene of Huns' hurried departure.

It would appear that this tidiness is essential to success from a

profit-making standpoint, and coupled with practice it should only

be a case of " the more the merrier." In this particular instance it

was far better than to hear a member of the committee remark :

—

" That's Smithson—the man who ' let us down ' with the

presentation." H. G. S.

HEALTH—AND THE PRIN-nNG PROCESS.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—^There is one point that Mr. Willis does not men-

tion in 'his refreshing article on " Distinction—and the Printing

Process," and that is that Platinotype or carbon entails no dark-

room work, and is thereifore far less trying for the eyesight and

healthier for the worker than bromide. When so many semi-

invalided ex-soldiers seem to be taking up photography this is an

important factor in the choice of a printing medium.

For twenty years I have used either platinum or carbon, and

when necessity made me start professionally a year ago, I decided

to stick to these two processes, not only for the excellent reasons

Mr. Willis gives, but also from the health and eyesight point of

view. In spite of all prophesies that this decision would be impos-

sible to carry out, I have never executed any order in any narcotic

process. Platinum for a thin negative and carbon for a strong one

have always met with nothing but appreciation. There seems room
for a training school for printers ; it is worth thinking about.—
Yours faithfully, Janet Allan.

Wallington, Surrey.

A SUGGESTED METHOD FOR COPYING FLAT OR
WEAK NEGATIVES.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I have read in your paper at odd times, articles on

copying and on dealing with the making of negatives from weak
copies. The best advice given seems to be that of using contrast-

giving plates, viz., slow ordinary, or process. Now my opinion of

the resulting negative, obtained by using process plates, is that, in

general, sufficient contrast is obtained for the actual subject, but

the defects in the background, due to une\'en fading, discolouration,

or texture of old paiper, are so emphasised that the negative or print

does not satisfy the critical photographer.

Her© is a method of obtaining sufficient contrast, combined with

softness, wihich I have not yet seen published.

Many years ago I had a weak faded print to copy. The first

negative was too weak. I studied the negative and gave another

exposure with altered exposure and development. The resulting

negative was better, but still weak.. .The two negatives were put to

wash while I considered the matter. Later on the negative was
picked up from the washing water, examined, and, strange to say,

found to be of an amj^le density or contrast. For a moment satis-

faction only filled the mind, but the enquiring department of my
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hnin »oon ajked •' Why? " The aoiouon wm» as CoUonw:—The

n*.„nitiv.* in th.- warfiiDg'water h»d «liH>«i o""* «>^«' t^* *'^^' ""^

|a";,i_ 1.^ . (.*«1 witiHiut ahifting the canMm, they reguUred

wtirn iiiaunl one aver Uie other, with the thickli<ae iJ

, b^wecn the two iniage*.

my pnx-erfnre in CMCs of extreme fUtncas im to taJce a

on an oHinory pjale, critiiiee the expoMire and denelop

id make aaather neprtive. Then take the baM negative

.<jh. pUoe the oUier iM«Mive in regiattf, and bind together

:eni4lida making. £kber net^Te or both, whole negative

.a)y. can be rwlooed, aUined, etc. In your print you get

!iQMM (rom tha primary negative and diffnaed addition ot

tram the MoODdary.

often thought that a aimilar result, and, |ierhaps mnre

ittrol, coold be <A«aiiiad by the diuting-ea proeev. ccatin;;

Mde of the oe^live with the bKkrooiate aotatioo.

xt tiniA you are op ^aiaai an astTCBiaiy weak print to

thia BMthod. A Cbamoois.

..enalaod.

J*uuary 18.

.rif 1,»ll

pa

11.

FACTORIAL DEVEIvOHMENT

To the Editots.

—The letter from Mr. Alfred WaUin* on .March 11

.0 to the iDfoaiiM o( the printing pr«ce» up<in the

r I.. »Iiich Iha plaU ihoald be developed. He wrote

t of eomraat (a iHiepuma ol gradation) for

_ imtoblf net the b«l tar aaotlier, and here,

nee of the old phologrsplMr may lead him to

' The italiea are mine.

.'. the varioos lypea of printing paper (ga»liK»it.

,. ..iinmm) reqaire negatives which have been

rent limeB.when it is dtabad to 4epiet the

, I tA the iame »ppe«r»iM-e uim.h each type of

eitrtaw priiitiii( paper roo» gadixlx

ri The Ibrmer has an ny - - A* of 110 and

1 100. Tfce npojure range of a priming pajwr

L ...,,.. ,1^ i,^,( ,xpo«are r»«inir^l ' •"»' the

t, and thai r«quir«id i<> the

I .. .•»ti»» lo wi el

potare range of '

jeel whose rariK-

•onlit sabjeet in<

Siting upon \\i<trnu% j[»«.igtit i..

,. most hs aboat l-lOl A 20-1

IM as

^^ 201' '^** **"

' r, a negst

minting rai

,t 20 1 tubject nM)ui[ci J<"

for platinam

'•dues a 1 100

to a gamma o(

.1 The gamma .77 aagativs will, opon vigorotM ga*-

r.rr idsoticany the same pri« of thb particalar •«»>.

'S I.M negative will upon piaiiaam, cer-

rxreipted. With .low Watkin* factor .!•

tmina 1.54 l« orily reached in 2 ^ • n . , ilw

>-l<>pment for gimnia .77. enui....i'. ••• sn

Aatkim factor of Zi times. With high Watkinf

'nxKol, rodiiml). whose oharactcristie is a higti

io tbe early sUgsa of developoMOt, rapidly

r rtagas, the factor saitahle for a negative

^t paper aay hsv* lo ba moltiplied by 4 or 5

^ d a aegalira tram tha mmm tobjact laitable for

-o the part of many photograpfaan lo recognise that

riling paper laquif a negative iperislly made for

.fiv i|i*T.»rsging eompAriv'kti^ l^ing made between

ithen. \\ lie paper waa first

nplaint « ' '»v>- l.nr^h rcsoltt

omparatr. range of

— .»"
., ... , : opon it

oy had been making

.......1 -n.,
J....

,, . . i — , ....i-.i> is repeatin? ii«»'f

Vigorous gaslight paper stands condemned as a harsh contrasty

paper. It ie nothing of the kind. Accustomed at the present

time to make negatives of a suitable range for printing upon bromide

paper, photographers have yet to grasp the fact that these nega-

tives are too long in range for vigorous gaslight paper. If a

specially short-range negative be made for vigorous gaslight pa.pei'.

the resultant print is indistinguishable from one made from an

appropriate negative upon any other printing process, colour of

d«^x)6it, and character of surface excepted. In his excellent article

last week, called " Distinction—and the Printing Process,'' Mr.

A. G. Willis, on page 137, line 21, column 11., writes: "To maji.v

wgrken it would be a revelation to see a carbon alongside a bromide

from the same negative." It is perfectly true that if the nega-

tive were suited for carbon, then it would give an unsatisfactor.v

result on bromide paper, but it is equally true that if that negative

had been suited to bromide paper, the result upon carbon would

have been urwatisfactory also. It has for years been a popular

fallacy that prints upon different papers made from the >amr nega-

tive may justifiably stand compared as an index of the " quality
"

of {he printing procees. A comparison so made is false.

Wlieu Mr. Watkin* revises his manual again, I hope that he will

be able to see his way to alter the words " probably not " into

"cerUinly not."-Yo>U6 faithfuUy, B. T. J. Oloveb.

Sunnvmrre, Birkenhead Road, Meols, Cheshire.

Mar^4i 13.

fWe are glad to be able to say that we have in l^l•>• i"i .•i'i'«-"i

anoe shortly a papir by Dr. Gk)ver dealing with the practical

relationship between tlte subject, the negative and the tj-pe "f

printing paper used, and cons-.dering to what extent various methods

of negative development enable the correct relations<iip to be ful

filled —Rdv •• B.J.")

LENSES v. OHIFI'\»X FOR DIFFl'SION.

To the Editors,

Gentlemen.—When I read in the " B.J.." of March 11, lihe dis

.-UMion on chiffon, by the RP.8. Pictorial Grcmp. 1 had Co go oner

it again to aatta<y myself that they were not bluffing.

^^>ly does Mr. Lawton eulog«o chiffon in one aenlence, and

in tlie next siom it witii the withering remnijf :
" It produce*

gencesl fn^
"

'

.Surely geoeial fng is a thing to be acomed like a peaUlen...

Mpxrtally m portraiture, pictorial or otherwiiie. 1 heaitate hti(*f

my next reoiark for fear of encrriaching on their preseanes, but

would sugKeM. thev move with the times.

To my idea, chiffon was played out with the advent of modem

lensM. wh.»e p.wera of diffusion tolled the death knell to un-

natural, undemralile. r««gv soilness. During my UiiHv years"

rHwnence in photography I have used all kinds of devices to obUin

•i4tnma. and have o>me u» the toncluaion that there ui no instrument

t«- matenal (qoal U» the Cooke portrait lens (or giving a clean,

sharp or m-ll, fa«lesa negauve or enlargement.-Yoiirs (ajtWolly,

St. Anne'*<in-the-8ea.

March 14.

THK OLDER PRINTING PROCESSES
To the Editors.

flMll—im '^- »n " old tuner '• it was indeed a iur.H^.i,i.- i--

rM^MCjRnhur O. Willis'a article. " Distinction—and the Printing

ThTneeeaBtv for extn-rapid completioii of wori< having passed

-,lh the w.r.",.b«to«r.phers generally might do much wor»e tluin

tarn their allenlion to the pr.*es.« whose ment. are there so

M. set forth. As an -.Ut«,t. I think Ibe rage »'
^'^T'''*

0.^ is large)V responMble lor the ousting of male labour fr-m

S^e'^ka of photographic worker. To tho«>
""r"/'?rf„jlJ,*

very disheartening lo se. week after weeV. a '••^y '"'^^
„p<m snd .. often for work which ha. general .v been regarded h5

fiifoi men only A. a printer. I h.ve no prejudice against bromide

™r^t I inaiouin that it is impo-iible^ to obtain results

Ui^ equal to thow on carbon or collodio^hloride matt paper.

And i. Mr. Willi, quite .nre that g.«d printen. in tho«. proc«»e.

^•quTle unobtainable "? I, for one. should be very glad of

,h. opportunity to prove the conUary.-Your. truly^
^^^^„
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^swers to Correspondents.

In aeeordanee with our prtitnt jfraetice a rtlativtly tmall tpaet it

allotted in each ittue to replieg to eorretpondentt.

W* win angwer by pott if ttamped and addretsed tnvelopt it

eneloted for reply; 6-eent International Coupon, from readert

abroad.

Qutrits to be antwertd in the Friday't
" Journal " mutt reach ut

not later than Tuetday (potted Monday), and thoxtld , he

addretted to the Editori.

B. E.—If the Wray lens is of //8 aperture and in good condition

it has a value of about £2 lOs.

H. N. W.—The address for which you ask is MM. Grieshaber
Freres ©t C:e, 12, Rue du Quatre-Septembre, Paris.

G. B.—^We are sorry that we have no particulars of the maker of

the automatic camera. We gathered from tlie few particulars we
received of it that dt is not yet on the market.

E. H.—As the photographs of the football teams were made to

order, all rights of reproduction are the property of the person
or persons who gave the order. You are not entitled to any
reproduction fee.

T. E. B.—We cannot find a formula in the " B.J." answering
to your description, but bisulphite is a very common method
of making up an acid bath, and a very suitable formula is as
follows :—Hypo, 4 ozs. ; soda bisulphite liquor, 1 oz. (fluid) ;

water, 20 ozs.

P- ^-—You do not require any licence or registration in order to
sell post-card.s or take portraits, but if you don't trade under
your own name (this applies to any business), you require to
register with the Registrar of Business Names, 39, Russell Square,
London, W.C.I.

J. P.—In so short a studio the longest focal length you can do
with for a full-length post-card portrait is 6 inches, that is allow-
ing 3 ft. space behind the sitter jind also 3 ft. behind the camera.
Supposing you allow only 3 ft. for both these places, then you
could use a T^-inch at a pinch. i

S. A.—A total candle power of 5,000 should be ample. Most users
of electric light would prefer to divide up between 6 lamps
each of 1,000 c.p. We are afraid we cannot suggest what the
announcement of the opening of a studio should be. Surely
you can best do that with your knowledge of local conditions.

F. P.—We don't think they can turn you out unless they can
find other accommodation, but the Rent Restrictions Act is
such a complicated measure that we don't profess to under-
stand It, and suggest that you ask the question from one of
the daily papers, e.g., the " Daily Chronicle," which has a
department specially for the purpose.

H. W.—About the most promising branch is process work, not
necessarily half-tone and line block making only, but the other
branches of photogravure, collotype, and photo-lithography. A
youth could obtain thorough training at the L.C.C. School of
Photo-Engraving, at Bojt Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C 4
Mr. A. J. Bull, the Principal of the School, would gladly give
you every information by letter or at a personal interview.

^ ,^' ^:~" ^^^I^^^^Phy Made Easy " is a very good book,
although .t does not deal specially with tank development.
Nevertheless, it is the best book a beginner in photography can
have, and the chapter on development ought te be an effective
guide to you m conjunction with the tables for time development
issued by Messrs. Johnson, 23, Cross Street, London, E.C.2, for
use with their " Azol " developer, and by Messrs. Burroughs
Welkome, Snow H.ll Buildings. London, E.C.I, for use—(Jiththeir -nyUA." These tables can be had on application.

^
«^,;,J^"~'^'.

^®^ ""^ ^"""^ *''« wholesale makers of the anti-«Jphunc ,pamt. We find it is obtainable from any dealer in el«-

tomly get it from the Economic Electric'cST Twickenham—(2)

We recommend the " Howellite " inverted burner to be used in

the ordinary position in the enlarging lantern—^that is, without

the mirror. Used in that way it iiives an exceedingly good light,

and though the angled mirror has been recommended for securing

^
the tip of the mantle as the light-source, we do not think there

is any advantage in it.

L. P.—The best type of lens for portraiture is a portrait lens of

the so-oalled Petzval type. A suitable focal length for cabinet

portraits is about 10 inches, providing you have plenty of space.

But a 10-in is a big lens, and it is very doubtful that your camera,

if it is one of the field kind, will carry it. We expect you will

have to compromise in one direction or the other, either in the

way of aperture or focal length. Better to sacrifice aperture than

focal length within reason. Probably your camera would take

quite well a,9-inch Tens of /'/6 aperture, which would be a very

good choice, and can be made among a whole lot of lenses on the

market of different prices.

A. W.—There is no useful purpose gained by stopping down
further than //16 for the sake of improving the definition of

the lens or getting further depth of focus. We think you ought
to be able to give a short enough exposure at this aperture on
ultra-rapid plates to avoid want of definition from movement
of the children, and if the plates are correctly exposed and
developed to a thin crisp negative they would enlarge quite

well. Of course, the shorter the focal length of your lens the

larger relative aperture (speed) you can use for the same amount
of depth of focus. There is no need to use such a long focus

as 8 ins. for a negative, which we suppose is about 2 ins. x 2 ins.

One of 5 ins. at the outside is long enough, and with this ^'11

ought to give you ample depth.

W. A.— (1) Usually the F. number without a stop is somewhat
smaller than when the largest stop is inserted. As a rule, there

is a pair of rings within the lens-tube between which the Water-
house stop is slid. If the aperture in each ring is'larger than the

aperture in the largest diaphragm, naturally the lens will then be
working at a smaller F. number. However, no harm in seeing

what kind of definition you get in the ,margins without the

largest stop, but you must cover over the slit in the tube with an
elastic band, otherwise there is danger , of fog. (2) On no
account must light leak in through the fitting of the lens-panel

to the shutter. It would seem that you require to have a better

fitting made, either a deeper rebate against which the lens-paneJ

comes, or an arrangement by which the lens-panel slides in

grooves, as on an ordinary camera. (3) A magnifier makes the
image on the ground glass both brighter and larger, and is a
great aid to focussing in both of these respects. The best form
of magnifier is that sold as the Ramsden eye-piece, a good pattern
of which you can get from Messrs. Sinclair and Co., Ltd., 54,

Haymarket, London, S.W.I.
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>'.i^ .f I * ?r»in to the propartia* of an amaWon. (P. lee )
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I-r<.r*4aor ProcoadiD»Ooi«ky. (P. 173.)
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•ofwt *t ft T>ro6t. (P. 166.)

for tba eofflfortabla and eflactire accommoda-
r ia daaeribad in a paragraph on p«g* 166.

EX CATHEDRA.
Fair and On the eve of Easter we must not omit
Congress. to remind our readers of the opening

of the Photographic Fair at Westminster in three weeks'

time and of the Congress of the Professional Photo-

graphers' Association which runs concurrently with the

latter part of the period of the Fair. We understand

tliat large measures will be taken in the daily Press for

bringing tbo Fair prominently before the public. The

exhibition of professional and commercial photography

if to be on view on the opening day of the Fair, nanuil.v

April 13, so Uiat little time now remains for those who

wish to try their fortunes in being represented m it. The

entry fonn is obtainable from Mr. Marcus Adams, 43.

Dover Street, Ix>ndon, W.l. and requires to be sent,

together with the exhibit, so as to reach Mr. R. N.

Speaight, at 157. New Bond Street, not later thwi

Thursday, April 7. We endorse Mr. Lang Sims's appeal,

which appears in the P.P.A. council report on another

page that those intending to take part in the Congress

should send in their names (and subscriptions) to him

wiUiout delay. It will then bo possible to publish a li.st

of names and their respective badge numbers m a<lvance

of the opening of the Congress-^a little i>iee« of organisn-

tion which in previous years has been shown to be of great

value in making members known to each other, and

which, therefore, deserves to be carried out as completely

as possible.

Th« The forthcoming meeting of the Photo-

Oonv*f»tlon. graphic Convention, which will be the

thirU-third held bv this association, is to take place at

I im Julv 4 to 9. At a council meeting of the

( .11, which was held last week, Mr. C H.

Bothamlev F.T.C., was unanimously elected president

and Mr Walter Potter and Mr. F. J. Mortimer were

re-e1ect4»d hnn. trea-^urer and hon. secretary, respectively.

In electing Mr. Bothamlev to the presidency, the Conven^

tion council in choosing one of the oldest and most

enthusiastic
" conventioners." We think Mr. Bothamlev

must have attended every meeting : at any rate at the

iLMiMfTii ^-'-r held in Glasgow in 1887. he read a paper

on orthorhromatic photography, and has frequently made

p • • .ntrihutions to the proceedings of the Convention

h in 1800 at Chester he presided. We under-

, at Bristol his desire to make the Convention

t ion for the presentation of technical contribu-

tions to phototrraphy may bear fruit. He h«, oiir ^T^hes

that it will, for we have always been firmly convnc^^d

that the Convention cannot live by holiday rnak.ng alone^

Among other excursions which are planned '"
/^^^^^f?"

with tL Bristol visit is one which, it is hoped, it w be

^sible to make. viz.. to Fox Talipot's home ,n the vx lage

ot Lacock. near Chippenham. That certainly ought to be

Tone Lacock is the Mecca of English photographers^

and. moreover, the buildings of its quiet stone streets are
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ft delight to the eye. It was while living at Lacock Abbey

that Fox Talbot began his phot(^raphic experimente. The

window can there be seen which figured as the eubject

of a paper negative which he made in the year 1836 and

which we believe is still in existence. His early photo-

graphs included numerous views of the picturesque abbey.

DC * *

Fixing Prices. "We are often asked by those opening

new businesses to suggest a scale of

charges. This cannot be done, for much must depend

upon the nature of the locality ; high prices are prohibi-

tive in a poor neighbourhood, while low ones are viewed

with distrust in a wealthy one. A safe plan is to adopt

the highest scale of prices which are being obtained in the

district and to make Bure that the work offered is worth

it. It is a bad policy to cut prices and send out inferior

work, as this does not tend to keep customers after their

first experience. Low prices mean an unwise economy
in plates, the use of inferior mounts, and in many cases

the issue of prints which should be destroyed. A con-

versation, which was repeated to us, points a moral.

A yoimg photographer, watching an old one doing a

difficidt copying job, remarked that with such an expendi-

ture of time and plates no profit could be made. The
old hand said, " What would you charge for this? " and
received the answer, " About seven and sixpence."
" Ah! " was the reply, " I get two guineas for it, so can

afford to do it properly."
Hf * *

Light for The usual retouching degk is often an
Retouching. inconvenient article in the work-room,
blocking up a great part of the window and preventing
the use of the bench for trimming, spotting and other
work. We have recently seen an arrangement which
obviates this difiBculty and enables the retoucher to work
in greater comfort. In a dark corner of the work-room
a curtain is suspended so- as to cut off all daylight, and
in the little cubicle so formed < the letouching desk is

placed close up to the wall. Behind the opening an
incandescent electric lamp, screencil with bluish glass

or tissue, is fixed. The advantage of this is that the
retoucher is not enclosed in a small hood and that the
light is always imiform. It also does away with the
necessity for moving the desk for any other work. When
a special room can be devoted to retouching it is a good
plan to dispense with hoods and to fit dark blinds to the
windows so that the only light which enters comes through
the negatives. In one establishment the remainder of
a room so fitted is used for the storage of negatives, and
this arrangement was foimd to be very satisfactory.

* * *

Camera Although most modern studio cameras
Extensions. have an adequate length of bellows,
there are many serviceable instruments which have too
shoit an extension to allow of large heads being taken
with the long-focus lenses which are now generally recom-
mended. In order to overcome this defect it is a good
plan to fit a reversible box front, by means of which a foot
or more may be added to the working length. The fit-

ment consists of an extra sliding front or lens panel
carrying a box of the desired length, the front of this
being made to receive the ordinary lens panels. It should
be arranged eo that the box may either project outside
the fixed camera front or be put inside the bellows, so
that in addition to facilitating the use of long-focus
lenses, it also permits of those of short focus being used
as well. This is very useful when making very small
copies or portraits, when the bellows does not close up
fiufficiently to allow of a carte or quarter-plate lens being

used. A slight difficulty may arise when a shutter is

fixed inside the ordinary front, but if the rebate is cut

away from one edge of the normal front and two or more
buttons substituted, the front 'can be removed carrying

the shutter with it.

SUNLIGHT IN THE STUDIO.

It is generaUy believed that it is impossible to produc&

good portrait negatives in a studio which is so situated

that the direct rays of the sun fall upon the glass during

any considerable portion of the day, and many photo-

graphers pass over otherwise eligible positions on this

account While a northern aspect is highly desirable, it

is by no means indispensable ; by the exercise of a little

ingenuity it is quite possible to work successfully in a

studio which faces due west or even south. The main
difficulty to be overcome, especially in large towns, where

the atmosphere is always more or less foggy, is the flood

of light between the lens and the sitter which entirely

precludes the obtaining of clear shadows, and also tends

to shine directly into the lens and still further flatten the

hghting.

A lengthy experience in a studio which receives its

light directly from the west has shown that the difficulty

is more easily overcome than might be imagined. There
are two methods of doing so, the older being by the use

of screens or louvres inside or outside the glass, and the

other that of employing diffusing media which prevent

the direct rays from entering. The former method
depends upon the use of frames arranged upon the

principle of the domestic Venetian blind, which only

pei-mit light to enter in one direction, and when these

can be conveniently used, is extremely eflBcient. These
irames, which are of the full length of the side and top
hghts, are covered with opaque material and hinged to

the sash bars, being controlled by cords or rods so that

the angle may be altered to suit the varying conditions

of light. When viewed from the sitter's position the

edges of the frames only are visible, while the operator
cannot see the glass at all. In this way the working light

is quite unobscured, and no increase of exposure is

necessary. The objection to this system is that if the

screens are placed outside they are not easy to manipulate,
and, moreover, offer considerable resistance to a strong

wind, while, if placed inside, they are liable to interfere

with the easy working of the ordinary blinds unless the

studio has a lofty roof. For this reason the simpler
method of diffusing the light is now more generally

adopted. Operators who are experienced in artificial light

work will find it quite easy to use direct sun-light through
a white blind or similar device.

The selection of a suitable diffusing medium is an
important matter, as many devices have been suggested
and some of these are noticeably inferior to others. Glaz-

ing the studio with ground glass seems to offer the easiest

solution of the problem, but in practice it is the least

s tisfactory ; although it prevents sharply-cast shadows
it does little to minimise the general glare. A better

way is to stipple the glass with zinc white paint, but
still better is to employ a movable screen of translucent
material, such as tracing paper or cloth or waxed paper.
These control the light effectually, and can be dispensed
with on dull days or after the sunlight has passed away.
If the festoon curtains, which we have so often advocated,
are used it will be found that the white nainsook section
renders any further diffuser unnecessary, all that needs
to be done is to see that the white curtains are quite clean.

Inside the studio all unnecessary light should be
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screeniHl off by backgrounds or some similar device, so
>' the spa. -en the lens and the sitter is well

U-d. A 1 . but oft*n neglected, precaution is

ill- the leus, '- i'!y if it be of the modem
•i. jint ty-pp T!: - ~! .\:iy of doing this is to erect

; triii;. til.' cuinera itself or upon the
-• .'I'i, - with u curtain, which ser\-es

as a focussing cloth. A projection of eighteen inches

1 the camera front is not too much for a 12 x 10
-•ra. Two small curtains on the front of the frame

.^
. I So of great service when working against the hght,

>> !)'--•' can be adjusted so as to cut off all light not
int''n'ie<l to reach the plate.

In sunlit studios the c«riour of the walls should be
" "' nrth light.

suitable.

.•>ut> from the
1 or wood.

in working with itueh a diffused light as we have

described it is quite easy to obtain portraits with strong
contrast by reducing the area of illumination and bringing
the sitter close up to it. If a white curtain brightly

lighted by the sun is the source of illumination, it can he
handled in very much the same way as an electric-light

installation, and one accustomed to the latter will find

no difficulty m getting any desired lighting.

The apparatus used in a brightly-lighted studio requires
a little more attention than is usually given to it, as there
is more risk of interior reflections causing fog. The lens
tube and hood should be kept a good dead black ; for

large lenses velvet is a better lining than varnish. The
interior of the bellows, and particularly the edges of any
woodwork, should be treated with a dead black varnish.
The cases and frames of exposing shutters should also be
looketl to, as these may reflect unwanted light upon the
plate. These precautions are not out of place in any
studio, but they are exceptionally desirable when there
is any tendency to flatness in the lighting.

THE SEASONAL PROBLEM IN "AMATEUR FINISHING.•>

Fob the man with tbe requiMt* knovlMlge and capital, amat^nr
..„,,)...... .1 1.1 ..rnrc an exceptionally good line.

l: ing rUe, " amsteur finishing" bat • charac-

i- • - imt exactly an uni '
' '

-"^vng. It floctuatot.

I r >!': I' \ .'M>r to aero at the ' it riaea to unman-
\— * (If ~ • r tn rlrop h,Trfc to

ir \ 'I :.• •
...•'.\

. t - •- '. -m
..; . I It Hi iii> k iMi -^irjiius kturf ,...•[. ' 1 1. -v •. .. no

.iiiij.. i.nt help." and with cm]>l'.;. • . ;; i .i • .i H..w
to Anil or kerp a job " becoming lluir to mv iiit oi liay*

l.gl.t.-

Now the preM>nt in Kignifiraiit time fi>r th« photographer
who caters fur tht* buMnem. 1><-iiIit«. cbemiata, and otbrn>

who spt^ialiM* in the lino am alrt-ady getting bosT putting
tlimkE* ^lup^liapo for the coming wa.wn, and I ba«« no donbt
tlidt tho-'

I
h<>t<^raf>h)-r< who have prarioosly ttiid*rtakeii thii

kiii'l of fiii^iii><^4 ar« 'loing the aama. CnnaiitoriBg the amonnt
oi " ' lid be doa« b<'' '» and Ohriatmas it

i> u more (tndioa b out on developing
r. Mpocialiy lu view of the abnomal
'•' that i* being experienced in many

p>^t^.

Hut I am not concerned al preaMil with aav and proapectira
iieaa, and I won't attempt to diiMcribe

.{ mntrnn neceaMry for sneoM*. It baa
n in detail it alwayn to band
iitereated in the tupply of

.•i ,..>ratu. Ill .;». 1 will, therefor* paaa on with the
\..ut. that iiou • >ray or June— ia (be better time to
get all into »

From a fai- i^rntion of tb"" rij<h problptii I nni

" can Hi t a firm or an
. work ot low pfaarget and

"ne. It i» a miatake tn fear
iiileM it *o happen* that they

>' "' can, and in that ca««i--wp||, we
' ' ^ ' work at cut iiri<.>< will not approach

ot any raapectable « and it ran lie

re ia a kind of custom'-; , • of expecting a
daveioped and printed for about a •hilling, and that

"«n Satar'Iav f.-vcniog and .Monday morning. But why
r for thri i« demand for betu>r work than thin,

I mv nrar'i 'lint bv intttina (iir the latter at the

expanso of the former—instead of the reverse process—we may
tolve the fluctuation problem.
The main items of amateur finii>hing are the development

of exposed spools and the printing of the same in a mechaniral
stereotyped manner on gaslight paper. The bulk of the print-

ing ia untoned black and white, m<wt of it is untrimmed; much
i« unmasked, and little or none is spotted or mounted. Thi-

is the kind of work that invitee rush and fluctuation. On tliu

other hand, work printed with an eye to pictorinlism—selection

of negative*' best parta, straightening, cUmiitation of waste

and faulty paaaagea, etc.—toned, tinted, spotted and mountcii

niight tind a more steady market ot more respectablo price

Thi- well-kmtwn type of amateur print is well worth doin;.;

if done well, but it should not be the one and only styb-

!>ho«n or advertised. With superior lines in hand, the com-

mon style could at any time be dropped to ease an overload.

by way of example we might start off at the present time with

the following line* :

—

Exposure* developed, one grade, standard.

Negative* printed, two grades, ordinary and double-weight

(toned if desired).

Print* mounted, .selected styles offered.

Knlargement«, selected style* offered

At first th^re might be practically no demand for anything

but onlinary developing and printing, but tho others would

follow jtradiially, and in July or August, instead of starting

ov.rtime and struggling with a smother of cheap work, it

would be an easy, feasant and dignifii>d thing to notify tli.'

niibiip^hat " Owing to the great demand for our Qualit

PtISMI we are reluctantly comiiellcd to withdraw our otiicv

•trie* f«r the present," etc., etc.
, , ,

The result of such a move, if carefully engineered, wouM

be that instead of doing about 10.000 prints (on overtime and

against time) for £100 income, it would only be necessary to

do about 500 double-weight, warm black or tonetl prints on

which the profit in £100 might be greater, ronsidering tli.

release from working under pressure, it certainly should h.

well on the right side. ConsidiT the thin edge of tho wed^'

We commence merely by dropping thin, unmounted print^^

The standard stvU- of printing btxomes masked and trimmod

work on double weight. This means giving the customer much

better value, as anyone who is jn tlie habit of carrying snap

ahoU about in his wallet—or in her aatohel^wiU agree. I

should also prove an advertisement for tho photographoi

Such prints are worth all of 33 to 50 per co.it. more th«i.
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the ordinary article, but they do not cost 20 per cent, more
to produce, as though the double-weight paper is 20 per cent.

xtra, the chemicals, light, labour and overhead costs are

approximately the same. Therefore if we do double-weight

prints exclusively at 35 per cent, over, say, the Kodak prices, a

bigger margin of profit will be obtained, and we can afford

to dispense with overwork.

The production of good substantial work in preference to

shoddy has another beneficial result. It encourages the right

kind of customer rather than the camera-mad film destructor,

who is often more of a nuisance than he (or she) is worth.

_

It may be argued that film wasters spend an appreciable sum
on photography, and so from a business point of view should

not be ignored. I can admit the truth in this, but still con-

tend that the more serious and discriminating camera-users

among the public are likely to be the finisher's beet customers

if properly catered for. I am not referring to the genuine

amateur, whose interest will compel him to do his own print-

ing, etc., but to a type of camera-user who comes midway
between him and the film destructor and has something in

common with both. Anyone who is familiar with the trade

will recognise the customer who combines the amateur's keen

interest with the button-presser's desire to have the finishing

done by somebody else; who is responsible for much good

photography, and spends quite a lot on it. This is the cus-

tomer who can be kept and cultivated. He may not, as a

class, create a demand for millions of prints, but what he

does want he will want good, and he does not expire with the

summer holidays.

As with double-weight prints—or any other simple style

calculated to benefit both customer and producer—so with

toned, tinted, and mounted work. The better the class of

work done, the less work and the greater profit and reputa-

tion. Enlargements and lantern slides are in demand from
customers' negatives, and their supply can do much to level

out the twelve months' business.

Here again quality should pay better than quantity. Any-
body oan make an " enlargement " or a " slide " froimi a snap-
shot film for a shilling or so, but such work is no advertise-

ment, and can hardly bring in a decent profit unless done
wholesale. The making of a " picture," or a slide that will

throw a "picture" on to the screen, is a different thing

—

a thing that will bring a reputation to the hoase capable

of it, and such work finds a demand at fair prices among the
better classes of camera-users.

And these lines lead to others. Satisfied customers bring all

kinds of photography to the man who can do really good
" amateur finishing." They are the public, and to get a

reputation among the public is no mean or empty achieve-

ment, and I am inclined to believe that a reputation for
" amateur finishing " is a broader and more fertile thing than

a reputation restricted solely to studio work.

Thbbmii.

SODA CARBONATE AND] THE MONOMET
WATKINS FACTOR.

In the course of an investigation on which we are engaged

we have had occasion to examine the effect of alteration of

carbonate concentration on the behaviour of Monomet. Some
of our results, since they have & direct bearing on the subject

cf factorial development—a matter which is at present engag-

ing the attention of photographers—appear to be of sufficient

interest to warrant publication apart from the larger

investigation.

A stock solution was made by mixing two solutions contain-

ing respectively 3.2 gms. of Monomet and 10 gms. of

anhydrous sodium sulphite in 100 c.c.s. of solution. The
mixture of the two solutions gave a thin cream of suspended
amidocresol base of very great stability, owing to the pre-

servative action of the sulphite present. Development tests

rere made on Imperial special sensitive plates which had been
appropriately exposed (200 candle-metre-seconds) behind a step

i-edge.

For the first test, 10 c.c.s. of the monomet base mixture
were diluted with 90 c.c.s. of water, solution of the base
ooonrring rapidly at this dilution. When poured on the
exposed plate the image appeared in 6 minutes, and develop-
ment was allowed to proceed for 50 minutes at 65 deg. F.
The result was a beautifully graduated, clean negative with
densities rising from 0.25 to 1,3. A second plate was treated
with lOO c.c.s. of developer containing 10 c.c.s. " stock "

solution and 2 c.c.s. of normal (i.e., 5.3 per cent NajCO,)
sodium carbonate solution The image appeared in 76 seconds,

and development was conducted for 8 minutes. The resulting

negative was exceedingly thin, the greatest density being only
S with a developer containing 5 c.c.s. of carbonate
(lution, the time of appearance was 18 seconds, and

^ minutes development produced a normal negative,
lith densities ranging from 0.48 to 1.5. Further
ucrease of the carbonate concentration, up to 40 c.c.s. of the
lormal solution in 100 c.c.s. developer, gradually lowered the
•ime of appearance to 7 seconds without any increase in the

densities; moreover, with 20 c.c.s. and 40 c.c.s. carbonate
solution, the plates were appreciably fogged. On calculating

the development factors, the following interesting results were
obtained :

—
Sol. of Normality Time'of Total time Range
Na, CO,

Na°(^.
of appear- of deve- ofl

per 100 e.c. ance. 1 lopment.

50 mine.

densities.

(1) .. None. 5 mins. 0.26—1.3
(2) .. 0.106 N/50 76 sees. 8 „ 0.4 —0.8
(3) .. 0.265 N/20 18 „ 8 „ 0.40—1.5

(4) .. 0.53 N/10 12 „ 8 „ 0.5 —1.6
(5) .. 1.06 N/5 9 „ 8 „1 0.55—1.6

(6) .. 2.12 2N/6 7 „ 8 „ 0.53—1.5

et-

Dividing time of appearance into total time, we get the factors:^

—

(1) Factor . . 10
|

(4) [Factor . . 40

(2) „ ..65
I

(5) „ .. 53

(3) „ ..26
I

(6) „ .. 69

It appears, therefore, that the best formula for a Monom
carbonate developer will be the following:—

Monomet .. .. .. .. .. 1.6 gms.
Sodium sulphite (anhydrous) . . .

.

5.0 gms.
Sodium carbonate (anhydrous) . . .. 5.3 gms.
Water to 1,000 c.c.s.

To enhance its keeping qualities, the Monomet and sulphite
may be dissolved in. 500 c.c.s. of water ('the solution will not
be quite free from suspended base), and the carbonate in a
separate 500 c.c.s. equal volumes of the two solutions being
mixed just before use. The normal factor for such a developer
will be 35 to 40.

One of the most interesting points noticed was that of the
suitability of Monomet, in concentrations up to 2 grams per
1,000 c.c.s. with three times its weight of anhydrous soditim
sulphite, for tank development. At a temperature of
65 deg. F., development will be complete in from 1 to 2 hours,
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according to the brand of plat« abd the degree of contrast

desired. An appropriate 'formula would be:—
Monomet 2 gnu.

Sodium lulphite (anhydrona) 6 gms.

Water to .. .. " 1,000 c.c.a.

the Monomet and sulphite being disaolred leparately, and the

ioms mixed,

.t k well known that the concentration of carbonate

alkali has considerable influence on the developing character-
istics of the poly-hydroxy-beneenes (hydroquinone, pyro, etc.),

the above figures .indicating the ooncentration of carbonat-e

alkali above which (in conjunction with an amidophenol) the
rate of development (but not the time of appearance) is

unaltered, constitute, as far as we are aware, new knowledge
of interest to the advocates of factorial development.

W. F. A. Ermen.
Raymond E. Crowtber.

GRAIN SIZE AND SENSITOMETRIC
EMULSIONS.

PROPERTIES OF

(A Comaianication from the Roaearch Laboratory of tbe Eastman Kodak Company.)

•XMicnea of torn* ralation batwean aka of grainf in

mabion and the MMHivaMM of tb* amnlaion waa
'"'« or DO attention appaaxa to bare been paid

iXD *ije in one and tb* aame emBliion or Uyer,

('hotograpUe propertiaa. AUeotion wa< first

R. K. Ifees'. in a ftaper <m " The Phyiira »f

.soeam." Ha eonaidora that, " iaaamach aa tbe

tiot homogoMoiu, Inil each anobioo will contain

.. ... -zea, tb« Maaitiveaaaa will depend apOD U>« diatribu-

tion of the diffamt aitca of graina, at alto wfll tba tliapa of the

ci!at« rurv*. thi* pial* earr* being th« relation batiMMi demity
•zpotore." Farther, be ttat«« " th« tbape of thi*

1-1-- 'o a considerable axtcot on Iha distribution o( tba
' rrnl siaas of graina in tba amnbion. With a boB>oj|«n«oat

' <. i.tioB WW iboald ba*a a simpl* earr* with a abort otct- and
judar-cxpoanra portion, aa abewa in flg. 1, and by adjusting tba
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tius of grain so that Ibera is a snAcianl oonbar of grains distr-

balad aroaa4 tba mean, »• can diminish tba sita of tba ondei-

•SfoaoM peaitian to obtain a longer straight line (Ag. 2). Wc can
tMrafora form a mental pictorw of tba ralation betwaan tbe dis-

iribaiions o( the grain and tba sanaitiTanaaa enrra." Tba aaihor
points nnt that op \a thil (ime Ifierx had baan t«ry little axperi-
r 'T') ' rk on this iabjr « ralatfena nggaatcd were
• I'wru i;:.>*. It appeals - togfestion is that a pro-

portionality «i{tt« belwean tba degree ol batarogeoaity of the

;rain«, otharwisa the breadth of the freqaaoey enrre, and the lati-
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lade of tbe piste or^emalsion. It is stated that any such con-
siderations are to be regarded as limited to high-speed emulsions.

I- ~>Bnection we should point out that a first result of onr
>'. work is to show that the frequency curve alone is of

^:., ...,.» ,n relation to t lie sonsitometric carve than the projective

area cnrva obtained by plotting the prodnct of frequency by the
projective area of grains ol a given class against the corresponding
elataea. Thia -will be discussed more fully later. It seems desirable,

howaver, to call attention to this point at this stage.

Exparhnental investigation of the problem was begun in Juno,
1919 ; later papers give account of the results. Meanwhile there

baa appeared a Paper by Slade and Higson', and another by
T. Svedberg*, in which the aame problem is envisaged.
Slade and Higson state that " under ordinary conditions of ex-

posare, tba shape of the plate curve (as determined by Hurter and
Driffield's method) is dependent on:

" (1) Tbe relation of the different sites of grains in the plate

to each other and the quantity of each present.

" (2) Tbe thickness and opacity of the film.
,

" (3) Tbe time and method of development (Chongh on ' infinite
'

development almost the same result is obtained whatever the

developer and however much bromide it contains)."

They emphasise the importance of the first factor, and show hy
H and D. carves the difference between a plate with grains nrnrly

o( tbe same site and a plate with grains of mixed sizee. They also

give photo^micrographs. wiiich illustrate the two kinds of plates.

The plates with grains of nearly uniform size have much steeper

corrss than those with mixed grains.

Their resolta are obviously only semi-quantitative, aa no

maasarsmeot o( the dispersity of the silver halides is given. From
tba currea it appears that, according to their view, y „ is increased

by homogenininK the grain, and latitude, i.e., the projection of the

•trai);ht !ii>e part of tba plate curve is diminished. In psrtial

agraamaot with this is Luppo-Cramer's* statement that pintes

of bomogaaeous grsins, prepared by aflerpeptisation of a finished

emnlsioo, show a much earlier reversal period than plates with

ooD-anifonn grain.

In a quite recent paper by F. E. Rots', of this Laboratory, on

the relation between photographk: density and exposure, the suthor

^Vtiff^ a new theoretical formula for the characteristic curve.

It is pointed out that many formnlss can be constructed depending

upon particular ssiumptions of the following types:

—

a. Relative frequency of grains of varying size.

b. Relative sensitiveness of grains of varying size.

e. Variation of grain sensitiveness with light-intensity and wave-
length for each data of grain.

rf. Ratio of inert to active grains, depending on grain size.

r. Number of layers of silver halide.

f. Opacity of emulsion and its variation with wave-length.

Tbe author pointa out that data for weighing these assumptions

I. R. B. AadasTid 0. I. Hirooa. Phot. J., M. 260 (1919).
4. T. STedbarg. Z. wias. Pilot, it. K a«0).
(. MppoCramer, " Photosiaohlaebe Probleroe." Ha1I«, 1M7.
(. Oa Um RelatiOB lietweaB Phototrraphle Density, Mirhl-Iatensitr, and

Bsueaaia Tbne, by F. B. Boaa, Joomat of ths Optical Society of America,
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severally are litcking, hence, it is uiiprofilable to develop a formula
on any but the simplest assumptions. As theee he takes:

—

1. All grains in an emulsion are divisible into n groups, each
group as a whole obeying the mass action law.'

2. The silver mass the same for each group.

3. The sensitivity factor of the groups arranged in geometrical

progression. This regards as equivalent true sensitivity difference

(inherent) and apparent sensitivity differences (topical), due to

thickness of emulsion. This equivalence is possible on account of

the reciprocal equivalence of inteneity and absorption-coefficient

in a layer.

From these assumptions a formula is derived. Calling d,,, the
maximum density for infinite exposure (reversal neglected), k the

sensitivity factor, r the common ratio of the sensitivities of the
groups, the equation is obtained

s = n — I

D' "-; - KiHt

8 = O

<]X

dt
= kl (.1 - X).

Taking values r = 1/2, and n = 1 -
, 2, — 10, the field of prac-

tical emulsions should be well covered. A series of typical curves
thus obtained is shown in fig. 3. •

1
i

1

Pig. J.

Now, it will be noticed that for increasing values of n the slope,

*^^ Twj. becomes less and the straight line portion longer. Instead
of the H. and D. latitude Ross takes the " range," as antilog of the
projection of the line A A' or B B' on the exposure axis, as measure
of the reproducing power of an emulsion. The " range " increases
with n, aa shown in following table :—

n Ifangc.

1 15

2 17

4 55
8 290
10 1,000

Although n does not refer explicity to number of classes of

different sizes, it would do so (a) if these had varying sensibilities,

(5) if opacities were constant. In this case, Ross's equation agrees
partly with Mees's hypothesis, that increasing grain heterogeneity
increases latitude', but also agrees with Higson and Blade's conten-
tion that more homogeneous grained emulsions have steeper curves.
We may jwint out here, anticipating certain results given in a

later paper, that the influence of size of grains is not symmetrical
in respect of their effect on exposure conditions (light-intensity

gradient) and development results (development factor). A great
number of very small grains may contribute little on development
to effective density, but they may very markedly affect the turbidity
and opacity of the plate or film; hence their effect on the charac-
teristic curve is not revealed by the density after development.
Slade and Higson were apparently ignorant of Mees's previous

paper, and this is also the case with Svedberg. The latter con-

7. That is, the feiw tliat rate^f reaction is proportional to mars of mnterial
uncn'vii|red. ^

8. Latitude being analogous to Boss's range.

siders that the problem at issue may be treated as, generally, rela-
tion of light-sensitiveness to size of grain, and specifically, the four
following cases of this:

—

(1) Every single grain has the characteristic curve of the plate.

(2) For every class of grains of nearly the same size in the
emulsion there is a distinct curve.

(3) The characteristic curve is only shown by emulsions with
non-uniform j;rain.

(4) The relation between density and exposure expressed in the
plate curve is a consequence of inhomogeneity of the photo-chemical
illumination inside the photographic layer.
The last case is discounted largely by results with very thin

layers previously obtpined by Liippo-Cramer and. W. Scheffer,' and
confirmed by Svedberg. As to the first case, Svedberg concludes,
in agreement with Sheppard and Mees, that " reactivity " (rate of
reduction) of the grain depends on exposure, but not absolute
reducibility. Hence, the problem falls back on the second and
third cases. It is pointed out that these require statistics of dis-
tribution of size in relation to exposure on ultimate development.
Instead of measuring the reduced grains of distorted appearance,
Svedberg has applied the method of difference determination.
Statistical measurements of grain size (or dispersity) are made first

in the unexposed but developed emulsion, after treatment with a
silver solvent, then they are made for a series of exposures. From
these measurements two important diagrams are obtained, namely
(n) the curves connecting exposure and percentage reduced grains
for each order of magnitude of the grains (b) curves showing rela-
tion between size of grain and percentage made reducible after a
certain exposure.

The first type of curve is comparable with the characteristic
curve (since the number of grains is a factor in density). The
second gives the relation of light-sensitiveness to size of grain.
The determination and division of sizes of residual grains were
made by direct projection and m icrophotography of the exposed,
developed layers of very thinly coated much diluted emulsion,"
after dissolving the de\-6!oped grams. They were photographc<i
at 1,000 diameters, and then copied on paper at 4x, giving 4,000x
in all, and the mean diameters of circular grains were determined,
and the areas of the polyhedral grains v/exe found by means of a
millimetre network. All sizes were then reduced to projective
areas, and divided into four classes of magnitudes.
The results are shown in the curves in figs. 4 and 5.

GMIM SIZE

Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

From this it appears that every class of grains has its own
characteristic curve ; D, however, would be proportional to Pn,
where n is the number of grains, P the photometric constant or

factor. Now at present we do not know precisely the function

D= f(N,S), where N = the number of grains per cubic mm.,
S= the magnitude. Assuming D^ N, we have D = Nf(S), end
f(S) remains to be determined. The only estimation we have of

this at present is that of Higson," who gives a relation between
size of developed grain, and P, the photometric constant. If we
assume that the size of the developed grain, as a first approxima-
tion, is proportional to that of the original silver bromide grain,

we can use Higson's values to calculate from Svedberg's data the

actual D log E curves for his four classes of grains.

Table I. gives the mean projective areas of the undeveloped

grains for Svedberg's four classes and also these areas multiplied

9. W. Scheffer, Z. Elektroch.. U. 489 (1908).

10. First shonid be determined the effect of dilation and tbicknees ot

coating on the plate curve.
11. G. I. Hig«on. Phot. J. 6». 160 (19ao>
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T^r eorrcspondiog diameters and photometric constants

, these ute likewise givpn.

. «<» no data for the number of fogged grainc, so that

d oOi be taken into .icc«unt in the tables. In Table II.

:i (see also fia 6) lh«- number of developed grain* (exclu-

• 0- »
•- 12

-12-24

stNuuTte* euKin

t.lO

1.00

JOG

JOO

.700

jBOO

JOO

iMO

JOO

JOO

.100

ri«. «.

•ive of fogfwi grstina as ilalad) for eadi «ipaaat«, togtHhm with
.lr.i!«:t:..« to corraapond (osinc 4A m the projaetiva araa for tha
.1. . .-: |..^l grain), and also the additive or total dcoaitias. Tbaaa

total densities, it will be seen, by comparison with the total

densities for the plate given in Svedberg's paper, as shown in

fig. 7 and Table III., are in the neighbourhood of four times
higher than those of the latter, whereas, if Higson's method of
calculation is correct and if Svedberg's method is reliable, the
values should agree.

la. Aaeartlay_ i

•rlftMl
filter mia to

^^^ —LOG EXP.

-10 11 1 4

Fig. 7.

Fif. 1 from Svedberg's Paper.

Table III.

Density (= extinction co-cfticient).

Total density. Density, less fo(c.

O.I0.'-.(=,)

ti. ton 0.004
tl.l(»9 0.004
(I.I 12 0.007

O.I 24 0.019
0.1 3M 0.033
o.irt,-, 0.060
0.-2.->8 0.153

0.283 0.1-8

O.-J-TO 0.145
0.229 0.124

f— f^— i— uj fcnta

The morit plansible explanation for this large discrepancy

appaara to be a fallacy in Higson'i assumption Uiat in general the

diiTtlapad silvar grain has twic« the diameter of the original

hromida grain (i.e., 4 times the area). It is kpown, for instance

that oartata devalopert, aurh as phenylenediamine and hydrazine

.•ive develniinl Trains consiilrralilv smaller than the ori<:iii:il :;i-iiii

Meaui ptojtctiva

arra* >if imdera-
jn

lit*

T4ai.K 1.

Mean projaativa

arcaa andevaloped
gnlBa io e«.*aA.

Mr«n |ir"j*^l*v»-

aieaa davvloped
itraiaaio em.*«*4A.

»
IN

.W
I.13X. IO-»
2.25x10-*
4.iJxie—

•

t.VP • III

llim..: l«i-

I6l«>xIU-

Mean diams. devalope<l

grains in

e 7^-V .786
•^L

Pilotometrif
constant

H=01x24

1.0X10-
1.7x10-
2.4x10-
3.4x10-

.0061

.0104

.0147

.0207

Taaui XL

1 BzpsMna in i-

_ u. di 4. l«. 64. 266.

Ko.
drvcl.

p«raB.^-N.

Danaity.

N. D. N. D. N. |i.

1..-, Ill •

u
tt

MX I0-*
W.Ox I0-*
40.0 < 10—*
-. . 19-s

^1018
SXb
.008

-r 4 . Ilk—

»

autox !«-*

.0022
.103

.147

.117

BOOxlO—*
288X 10—*
133x10—*
36x10-*

.160

.280

.200

.141

860x10—*
329x10-*
139x10—*
37X10-*

..277
.322

.272

.146

U .ia«».»xio-* .263 j 217.4x10-* ..VW •66x10-* .841 1365x10—* 1.0 1'i

V
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Ut <?o\ir5e, it may be argued tliat these developers are not cjinable

of sri^'ing complet*" development, or perhaps tliey cause part of the

silver to be dissolved. However tliat may be, there does not

appear to be sufficient experimentivl evidence for Higson's assump-

tion. Work on this point, namely, the determination of the ratio

of the size of developed to undeveloped grain for various developers

i.s much to l>c desired, and is about to be inve.stigated in this

lalwratoiy by Mr. A. P. H. Trivelli.

If we assume that the fully developed grains in Svedberg's work

were of about the same size as the undeveloped grains (some pre-

vious observations by one of us on the size ratio of developed to

,

undeveloped grains using a developer similar to that of Svedberg

substantiate this assumption), then the density values calculated

from Svedberg's data on this basis, give D-log E values very close

RILE FOR FINDING DIAGONAL OF PluATB.

It is often required to know the exact diagonal of a plate, as when
(Obtaining a condenser fw enlarging, or choosing a lens elf the

maximum focus desirable for all-round work. The dia'gonals of the

more usual sizes (if plates ai-e to be found in tables, such as that

given in the " B,.T.A.," as a noie to the. " Table of View-Angles" :

but for odd or special sizes one has to make a practical test, eitJier

by drawing a rectangle of the dimensions in quciition and bisecting

it from opposite comers, or by measuring acTfiss the plate itself.

Both af the latter methods are liable to erroi- unles.'i carried out

very carefully.

There is, howevea', an accurate and simple i-ule for finding the

diagonal Of an.v rectangle or square, which, though perhaps

Table I\'.

Exposure in seconds.

A. 4. 16. 64. 256.

No.
devel.

grains.

No, developed grains

l>er cm. 2 — N.

Density,

_ NA_jj.
2.3 X. D. N. D. N. D.

O.19xl0-»
0.56x10—"
1.13X 10—

«

2.25X10—

s

5.3x10—5
«7.0xlO—

5

49.0x10—5
18.0x10—5

.0005

.0213

.024

.0175

7.4x10—5
105.0x10—5
75.0x10^-5
30.0x10—5

.0006

.026

.037

.029

500x10—5
286x10—5
133x10—5
36x10—5

.040

.070

.065

.035

850x10—5
329x10—5
139x10—5
37x10—5

.069

.081

.068

.0.S6

4.13x10—

«

159.3x10—5 .063 217.4x10—5 .092 955x10—5
'

.210 1355x10—5 .264

* D in this table = J D in Table II.

to those of the latter, as shown by comparison of fig. 8 and
Table IV. with fig. 5 and Table III. aJbove.

Our calculations aie based on the mean projective areas given

by Svedberg. The maximum and minimum values of his four

classes, particularly the larger sizes, which are the most importajjt,

are quite wide apart, so that the agreement just shown is all the

more striking.

.050

ttlAH fWOJICT'YI *W«*

Fig. 8.

D-lOK E curve from Table IV,

Fig. 9.

Svedberg's work on solarisation and hydrogen peroxide action in

this connection need not be discussed at present.

We reproduce herewith the size frequency distribution curve

(fiu. 9) plotted from Svedberg's data : this curve, of course, does

not include fog grains.

Our work, which was commenced before the papers of Slade and
Higson, and of Svedberg, appeared, has as its object the investiga-

tion of the relation of grain, in the statistical sense, or of dispersit*,

to the sensitometric properties of emulsions. This requires methods
of assay and determination of the size frequency curves. A dis-

cussion of the methods already developed in this direction by our-

selves and others will be published shortly.

E. P. WiGHTMAN.
S. E. Sheppaed.

familiar to the mathematician, will probaibly be new to most photo

graphers. It is as follows ;—Let A and B equal the length oi

tAvo adjoining sides of the rectangle, then the diagonal will be equal

to the square ixjot of the squares of A ajid B added together. Or.

tc- e.Npi'ess it as a formula, the diagonal = /A-+B-.

For example, whart. is the diagonal of a Continental plate measuring

18 cm, by 24 cm,? Here, the square of 18 is 324, and the square of

24 Ls 576, j\ dd ing together 324 and 576, \\e get 900, and the square

root of 900 is, pf course, 30,; so that 30 cm, is the required diagonal,

practically equivalent to 11.8 in, ,

Or, to give another instance, what is tlie diagonal of a 5 in, by

5j in, plate? (This is one of Mr, Watkins' suggested logical sizes,)

Here, the square of 5 is 25, and the square of 3;^ is 12^, Addin.i;

together 25 and I24, the total is 37;^, and the square of 37,25 is

6,103, so tliat the required diaigonal is approximately 5,1 in.

By many people the extraction oi a square root is regarded with

a quite uncalled-foi amount of awe. Those, however, who are not

acquainted with the met'hcd, or who wish to save trouble, can

easily refer to the tables of square roots to be found in read.\

-

reckonera, etc. These only deaj with whole numbers, but that is

usually near enough. Thus in tie example just quot<»d. on looking

up 37 in such a table, the square iioot is found to be 6,087,

• For those who like proof of a rule, it may be stated that tin-

foregoing deiiwnds on Euclid's well-known proposition that the are

.

of a square erected en the hvpotenuse of a right-angled triangle is

equal to the coni)l)iiietl area of the squares on the other two sides.

The diagonal of a rectangle is obviously the hypofteiiuse of twti

identical rii«ht -angled tiiangles, hence its length must be equ;i

tO' the square iTXtt of the added squares of the two othei' sides 01

either triangle, that is, two adjoining sides of the reota,ngle.

It may be I'emarked that the rule is also useful occasionalh* fo:

testing the accuracy of a set-square, or for verifjang the truthfu

adjnstimeiit iif the gauge in a guillotine outter, or the angles oi -.i

trimming glass. This can be done by measuring two edges i.'i

sides at a right angle, and then noting whethei- or not a diagoiia

connecting the ends agrees in length with that calculated.

A. LOCKETT.

1
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THF <;tjR.<KY l'l;<« F,SS OF CX)IX)tTl CINEMATOGRAPHY.
> ". • - -» ' *»» htlvi ill London last ysetk. of a short lennlh of

r» «hu»n. i>r>*piirf<l by the process of colour cin«ni»-

.. has betn »«.iked out by Professor S. M. Procoudine-

The film, taken "n tlw Riviera in September la^t, had as

.i«^' » •'.'>!' "'•Will ..f matrimonial misnnderstandings.

• r . . t'.iuin:! tlit-atres aparentlv is an ..ti-f«

> '-rimoiitir in cinematography. So far

I tied, it was explained that the film

..... .- ...'. ....j..t of allowing the practicability of

th* pro<:esi. and tli<Ti':'>.rc had been made at a ttMgt of its develop-
.-•• • • • ^"i- ......... .u........ 1.,.) .,;]] to ),(

.( the

,.. , ..^.„^.^.^,, »,... not of

to be ma^, it was not the
, ,1,.. .,,.„-„.. Xhe film

>re on tli*

i iM.i..^ yii iijT- i«-.\k'«»-a. *ini pnitii" -It* in -ii i4>nes, wer»

•-'nical particuUra of the process are available,

' the iiejcative is made at triple apeed, and,

iii.«i «-.iih «'i- •' •'--.- -•-'-ri's on the

uxd as the ' N. From
'hrv^ a sep«r<i.i- < .<>iif '.I|]|lr«r^>l•>u I. and
[>Wd in rvgister, so that the film is corn-

am on a film which ran be shown ir< air ' inema-

r. It MooM teem that Iha aetaral colour imprM-
•sl by a mordanting pr-- ' ' ' But
the foxrguing is a it». -^t in

•ma aomewhat dific < what
;in«f«a in thraa ao' iit m
bject U
inaee mtf

tri.VfinX'

'HI one

r'.-' to want erf regi^'

» ''le rock on whicli mitiv pf-<-.\r< o! • UaT«
r 1 .(Jeted. It mav be that w« ai* not baaif

.4 Prole.- • J A lUj th*
IS bRDV s

utaal

irthM

demonstra

Photo-Mechanical Notes.

ReverMtl Melhoda for Photo«Encravioj(.
Ir 'f ' ' .t ti-....ri,t7 .-. ,,ur-.-,,. 'o pbuto. tofr%vtag f.jc Iiim

k tti>«« ar* r»qai»rf to print m
tnd by 11^0 of onr 'if iKm fn>!<.-jw.

-an b« iaaiiy ••

he aakiDK of ' .

case* givMt li>a nigaliv» la mad* aa usual.

1 .<• Mutative ia printed on th« tine pUt« by ttia albwRM
1 nd dvraloped oat in the oaaaJ way. Aft~- .i-^ o- ||,«

ited with the lish (lae or ananeliaa eoI>. 7 and
ilSnnt pnitincr •Ti a friMne. by aUodic.- i , the

»d. tiie plate la dyed up »i^
lie remored by mbbinfi it with

ro-ntencil w:Ui lurpanVine The plate ia bomt n and
(f ia ready for e<<4iinK

'

ifeMW //.

\ atbonMi) print i* prnptrfft in rhf r,H!n»r» w»v iui<f jvivi »
0aod peee
rolled a,,

fnt

-

bi*) .-
.

>e original work and
Mai. wldlal the ink

Uethod HI.

A prin*- is made by tiie enameKne process, but is not burnt in.

.\fter the plate has been dried, it is rolled up with soft letter-

press ink and dusted in with powdered bitumen. The plate is then

placed in a 5 per cent, nitric acid bath, which penetrates the film

t^oaing the fiah-glue to leave the metal. This action is assisted

by gentle rubbing When the plate is dry it is heated to set the

ink and bitumen.
Mefhod IV.

Shellac 1 oz. . . 30 c.cs.

Dragon's blood . , (Ul grs, . . 4 gms.
IndiLttrial .spirit .

.

. . 10 ozs. . . 3U0 c.cs.

An albumen print is made, but not dusted with bitumen, and
after flowing over with plain spirit, it is flowed over with the
above solution and whirled dry. The reversed image is obtained
by washing out the plate with benzole.

Mtthod V.

Thia method ia known aa the Vandyke process and can be used
for printing directly from the original as well ae from a negative,
provided in the former the linee are drawn or printed in firm black
ink on clean paper.

The (inc plate is coated with the following solution and exposed
behind the original or negative :

—

Fi«h,glac 2J ots. . . 76 c.cs
AiamoDium bichromate .. ) oz. lOgntii.

Anunooia 880 . . 30 mininm 2 cr.a.

Water 10 oza. 300 c.cs.

After the expoeare ia made the plate is developed in water at.

in the oaae of an enameline print and the surface gently but
thorooirhlv robbed with a creamy naate of magnesiiun carbonate.
The la i be well rubbed down on a piece of glass or zinc
T-> enm tp^ from grit, which wonld scratch the work. The

• ruiaed onder the tap and paseed through the fcdiowing

H baUt, waahed well and dried over a flame :

—

} .)/.. 7 <'.C.8.

Migr>. .

-lOozii 1 .200 e.c.8.

}

Nitric acid .

.

Alnm
Water ....

TTie plate is now rolled up with the toiiowmg ink applied
thinly :

—

Lithn ••balk ink 6 parts

Stick litfao ink 2 part* ) Mix by heating.

Bard copper plate transfer ink . . 2 parts

B. Bitumeo . . 1 part i Dissolve in chloroform
YeUow himp raain 1 part I and benzole niixeil

Thommhly mix A. and whan cooling gradually add B with
eooalant stirring. For use thin out a small quantity of the ink
with turpa on a slab and roll up plate, which should then have
„ .1 ... — .- gim „( inij „y„ ii fi,, plate is now warmed to set
'

i when cool is placed in clean water for 2 or 3 minutes.
.J gently nibbed with cotton wool to remove the glue

' k npoo it, leaving the ink adhering to the bare metal.
1* 'lie glue is dtfl"icii;t t/i remove, soak for a short period in a

1 to 400 bath of sulp! After the glue ha« been removed,
dry and treat as ordi work.— E. L. Tubxzr.

Multl Reproductions en One Negative.
~ are frequently required from an
liod is to take soparate negatives

»tfip the film to a larye sheet of

^
.!•• ! to treat Ihcm ok one plat*, which

t» ^8te>yiri By employing the following

mrfhnd "ti' <iul no stripping is iipcessary,
' cuiuiiipi To take four exposures on one

I

III an I. .of si iff card, as shown in fig. 1,

I upon th<> size of plate to be used,

r 'HP strci-n holder sa shown at 1. Focuh
- i that it falls in the cut out

After this exposure, <l'.-..

.iii.ra. Turn the mask as shown
to the ri((ht. Move the ori;;iiial

Ih'- slide and ex]>ose. Tli« third

I ill a similar way, only the mask
ihe opi-nings as seen at 3 for tln'

ire. For the fourth exposure the mask is tiiriu-d round
it -out portion as v>en at 4, thus completing the four

^iires can be obtained by cutting two masks as shown

I.'

!•

\hr •!.

at 2.
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in figB. 2 and 3. It will be noticed that fig. 2 \a longer than fig. 1.

The procedure is the same as when using fig. 1 for the four

exposures. The fifth and sixth exposures are made through fig. 3,

turning from right to left. The diagram will explain the method

of using thcee masks.

/ 2

^

Fig. -

A mask with which eight exposures can be made, and which

anyone of ordinary ability can construct, is shown in fig. 4. The

shaded portion is a piece of cord that covers up half the opening,

and works in the slides a and b, so that either half can be covered.

Fig. 5 shows in section the sliders in which the card is pushed up

Fig. 2. Fig. 3

and down. The first exposure is made through the top left-hand

opening, with the card over the lower portion. The next exposure

is through the lower portion, the card being pushed up for the

purpose. The mask is then turned so that the opening is on

the right side, the same operations being repeated. Four exposures

Fig. 4.

are thus obtained. The remaining .four are made by inverting the

card so that the openings are at the bottom of the plate, thus

making the eight exposures.

A little thought and ingenuity will suggest how by adding addi-

tional covers even 12 or 16 exposures can be obtained on one

a. -0-

rmimm iiiiin Mm m II I -Tl

Fig. 5

plalu. If the wet collodion process is nsed for negative making,
and the exposures exceed eight minutes, it is someitin.ee ad^fisable

to re-dip the plate in the silver bath before developing, having
previously well drained the plate from an excess of silver solution.

W. J. S.

•j'ORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

.March 14 to 26.--Dennistoun Amateur Photographic Association.

Hon. Secretary, Wm. F. Macpherson, 152, Craigpark, Dennis-

toun.

April 13 to 23.—Portsmouth Camera Club. Latest date for entries

March 31. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary, C. C. Davies.

?5, Stubbington Avenue, North F.nd, Portsmouth.

April 15 to 23.—Professional Photographers' Association, at the

Photographic Fair. Horticultural Hall, Westminster, S.W.
Latest date for entries, April 7. Hon. Secretaries (Correspon-

dence), Marcus Adams, 43, Dover Street, Piccadilly, London,

W.l; (Exhibits), R. N. Speaight, 157, New Bond .Slree!.

London, W.l.

April 15 to 23.—Photographic Fair. Horticultural Hall, West-
minster. Sec, Arthu? C. Brookes, Sicilian House, Southamptoii
Row, London, W.C.l.

April 21 to May 19 —Hammersmith, Hampshire House, Photo-

graphic Society. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary, C. K.

Altrop, 14, Southwold Mansions, Widley Road, Maida Vale.

London, W.9

April 27 to May 25 —Bury Y.M.C.A. Photographic Society. Latest

date for entries. April 16. Particulars from the Hon. Secre-

tary. A. Benson Kay. 8. Agur Street, Bury. Lanes

April 28 to 30.—Nottingham and Notts. Photographic Society.

Latest date for entries, April 13. Particulars from the Hon.
Secretary, A. Beeslon, 103, Nottingham Road, Nottingham.

Patent News.

for sensitising papers, etc

Frocst patents—applicationt and epecificationa—are treated

f/i "to-M echanical Notei."

Applications, March 7 to 12 :

—

Apparatus.—No. 7,646. Machines
B. J. Hall.

.\ppAKATns.—No. 7,647. Apparatus for continuous washing and

drying of blue-prints, etc. B. J. Hall.

DvE Process.—No. 7,788. Process for treating and dyeing photc

graphic images and products obtained thereby. W. van T)

Kelley.

Lantern Projection.—No. 7,450. Passing picture slides througii

magic lanterns, etc. A. E. Orr.

Apparattis.—No. 7,538. Light-condensing device. K. de Proszynski

Cameras.—No. 7,656. Bellows camera. E. J. Saik.

Printing.—No. 7,678. Printing machine. Chromatic Kiln

Printers, Ltd., and L. J. Hibbert.

CoLOnR Photography.—No. 7,579. Production of printing surfai.

for making coloured screen-plates, films, etc. Chromatic Film

Printers, Ltd., and L. J. Hibbert.

CiNEMATOGRAPHY.^No. 7,273. Composition for treating cinematic

graph screens, etc. J. W. Byford.

Cinematography.—No. 7,757. Cinematograph projection shuttei

J. Crawley and W. Harris.

Cinematography.—No. 7,295. Cinematographic apparatus H

Kennedy.

Colour Photography.—No. 7,517. Direct-colour

and /or cinematography. M. Martinez.

Photographic Supports.—No. 7,518. Double-faced

recording supports. M. Martinez.

Colour Photography.—No. 7,519. Double-faced

direct-colour photography or/and cinematography.

Stereoscopy.—No. 7,520. Stereoscopic and/or colour cinematc

graphy. M. Martinez. .

Cinematography.—No. 7,521. Multiple printers for cinematograph.v

.

M. Martinez.

Colour Cinematography.—No. 7,522. Colour cinematography 1

interference of rays. M. Martinez.

Colour Photography,—-No. 7,523. Screens for colour cinema

tography. M. Martinez.

Colour Process.—No. 7,524. Process for stereoscopic or/and

colour cinematography. M. Martinez.

Cinematography.—No. 7,863. Cinematograph, etc., projecti' •

screen. R. Wellcsley.

photography

photo, etc..

supports f'

M. Martiiie,
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COMfLBTB SPSOiriCdTlONS AVVBPTSD.
Tktt* tftei/Uatunu art obUhtaU; fhce //- foeA, post free, from

tlu fmtent Ugiee, tS, Southampton Bvitdingi, Chanctry Lant,

London, W.C.

Tk* dote tn broektt* w that of apflieation m this eomntry; or

atread, in tAe ea»e of pattntt jfranted ttnder (A« Intrmationol

Conrtntxon

\KU«L Camera" No. 134.8S1. (Jon* 5, 1915.)—The method of

ukiu^ pluAo^nphic picture* of coontrT' from aircrmft oon-
prMM moving intcnnittently a narrow (trip of ien*itiv« film in

t Hirection truuverw to th« direction of flight, exposing

an kmoant o{ tfai* film aft«r each moreroent that the siie

•.if expoaore maMored lengthwise of the film i* a moItipU
M« aiae of tha azpoavrB meawred acron the width of the

the seTeral expoaares oo tha film beiog then individoally

-tted and suitaUy pasiad ooa orar the other by their longi-

r.al edgM to form a oonpleta paaoramic or oompoaite
ire.

i ii(. 1 show* a nini^U pirtars, the elongatioa a of which
iranaveraely to Ihp dir«rti<iri nf flight is afiptoximateiv four

/

timr* a* loBg a* the dimeoaion 6 tn the dipsetioa of flight. Tba
-Irutar line* < denote the circle cast by the objective.

y \i». 2 sod 3 show in front view and transveme •wtion an
<''"' ' ' vtapoaition of the picltirM Tba film band
>-- 'Is traneversety to the dirvction of flight
thai II.. |.|. ' ,r. uksD at Uia aKMnant in thr of flight
has a* <m«ll an ekmgatioa as poastble in . iioa and
therefor* on the other hand m great an eioo^attuo as poaaibW
transvtnely to the direction of flight. Tba separata oopied
atripa of picture a* which reaalt after Um anbdiTiaioa of the
film band are laid over each other at thair loAgitadinal edge*
likr the liira on a roof so that a continaow ftrlihtj paaoramip
picture rmult*.

he part rf of the caawg carrying the objactire t is
ed tha casing d>, ia whiob ai« placed Iha oMaos for gnid-m< and fading forward the flla A. This film * nms from the

roller 9 from ,hicf. it la onwooad to the roller g' <m lo which
sxpoead bjr tho wail koewn loUer blind
f a band with a longitadinal slit /' io it.

forward of the film is effected by
;.- of the operation of the roller-blind

/. >•• such • way that every time the film k cornea to
i« »vp««ors alit /' IS moved past transvrrMly to the

- tioB of th* film. For this purpoee the follow-
which i* shown hv wav of axantpla servsa :

The film A is directed between a pressure roller m with s
peripheral recess m' in it and a roller n which latter is con-
nected by a friction cord or the like with tho core p of the
roller on to which the film is wound. This roller n co-operates
by friction with the roller m, but when the roller « ceases to

remain in driving engagement with the roller m when passing
over the recess m' the roller m will slip past the film which
in consequence will remain stationary until the roller n again
engages with the peripliery of the roller m.
The intermittent feeding forward of the film produced thereby

produC44 also the iiitermitlenl forward mo««menl of the winding
up arrangnmsnt.

The axia of the feed roller m is connected by a bevel wheel
r to the bevel wheel r' on a spind!« r', which has mounted on
lU other end s gear wheel «, which ss shown in fig. 6 has teeth
on oily a portion of ita periphery and which gear wheel gears
into the gear wheel «' un the spindle ( of one of the roller* for
thr shotter. Consequently when the feed roU^r m rotates the
gear wheel s' is also set in rotation by the gear wheel » sod
again relsaasd whereby as the npindle r' of the other roller for

the shutter ia controlled by a spring u which is set when the
shutt«T moves forward, the shutter is released 50 that it flies

back and during this backward movement the slit /' movea
orar the stationary section of the film transversely to the
loogitodinsl' direction thereof and so exposes it. The instant

ol the oo-oparstion of the r«oess w' with tho feed roller m there-

fore coinoidaa with the instant of the release of th« gear wheel
«' by the pari of the gear wheal $ which has no teeth, so that

rig. t. Fig. «.

therefore the requirement that the exposure shall take plaoe
while the film is ststionsry is fulfilled.

It is obvioos. of course, thst the slit / mast be inoperative
when the roUer-blind shutter is being reset (i.e., when the gear
wbasl s* oo-operstes with the part of the wheel « which has
teeth and when the film is moving), and this can l>e ensured
in the well-known way by covering over the slit during the
resetting of the shatter by means of a slide or the like, the
slide exposing the slit again when the shutter flies back. An
example of this arrangement is shown in fig. 7 in which /
denotes the roller-blind shutter, /' the expoaare slit therein and
'. V the spindtea of the rotlsri for the shaltM-. As previouoly
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•tated, the spindle «' is controlled by a spring u, which tends

to wind the shutter / on to the roller mounted on the spindle t\

Under the shutter / lies the slide v which is guided in lateral

guides v' and is connected at one end to a spring w attached

to a fixture w\ which spring constantly tends to draw the slide

towards the stop y'. The other end of the slide v is provided

with a recess in which a hook x, pivotted to the shutter /, is

adapted to engage. Assuming the slide v to "be against its

stop y' and the shutter is being rewound during an exposure

on the roller on the spindle t\ it will be seen that when the

hook engages with the edge of the slide v it will ride over

this edge as it has a curved or cam-shaped contour, and engage

in the recess in the slide. Thus when the shutter is moved in

the opposite direction on to the roller mounted on the spindle

i

Fig. 7.

t the slide will be moved with it and will thus cover the expo-

sure slit /' and render the latter inoperative. Of course the

slide will be sufficiently close to the shutter to prevent light

reaching and fogging the film when the latter is being moved.

Now when the shutter has been moved the required distance

towards the roller on the spindle t the nose of the hook x will

engage with a fixed stop y, will be depressed thereby and the

hook will be released from the recess in the slide which will

thus fly back to the stop y' under the action of its spring w.

Thus the slit will no longer be covered so that light may pass

to the film. Tlie operation of the parts are so timed that the

slide flies back just before the teeth on the gear wheel s move
out of engagement with those on the gear wheel «' so that the

release of the slide is ensured.—Oskar Eduard Messter, 110-111.

Leipziger Strasse, Berlin, W.8.

The following complete specifications are open to public inspection

before acceptance :

—

Cinematography.—No. 159,851. Cinematographic projecting
screens. J. Emlington-Darling.

Copying Device.—No. 159,828. Device for copying the surface to

be obtained from a photo-stereogram of a spatial form. C. Zeiss.

Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOH REGISTRATION.
IitPEX.—No. 411,020.— Photographic plates and photographic films.

The Imperial Dry Plate Co., Ltd., Ashford Road, Cricklewood,
London, N.W.2., manufacturers of photographic materials.
December 29, 1920.

Impex.—No. 411,021. Photographic sensitised paper. The Imperial
Dry Plate Co., Ltd., Ashford Road, Cricklewood, London,
N.W.2. December 29, 1920.

Desensitol.—No. 411,785. Chemical substances used in photo-
graphy, photographic plates and photographic films. Ilford,
Ltd., Britannia Works, Roden Street, Ilford, Essex, manu-
facturers of photographic plates, paper and films. January 22,
1921.

DlSTAR.—No. 362,971. Optical instrumenU. Carl Zeiss, 2, Carl
Zeiss Strasse, Jena, Germany, manufacturers of optical and
philosophical instruments. August 1, 1914.

Pboxah.—No. 362,972. Optical instruments. Carl Zeiss, 2, Carl
Zeiss Strasse, Jena, Germany, manufacturers of optical an!
philosophical instruments. August 1, 1914.

New Apparatus.

R.M. Field Cameras, Sold by the Londoa Camera Exchange

2, Poultry, Cheapside, London, E.C.2,

Two models of field cameras, supplied as their specialties by the

London Camera Exchange (Robbins, Manistre & Co.), have been

sent to us for our examination. One is a light model with taper

bellows; the other, of heavier square-pattern build. Both are of

exceedingly good design and workmanship, and both can be obtained

in teak instead of mahogany for 5 per cent, extra on the prices

given below.

The light model is of double extension, 19 inches in the whole-

plate size, and has a thickness of 2^ inches when folded. One
special feature of it is the wide-angle movement, which is obtained

by providing on the baseboard a second pair of supports for the

lens front. This allows of lenses of the shortest focus which could
be usefully employed being made available. The camera is very well
provided with rising front. The front as a whole can he raised

inches, and a further rise of about 2 inches is obtainable by
raising the lens panel, which is of ample dimensions, 7 x 3^ inches,

for this purpose and for taking large lenses. The panel movement
also allows of good rise when a wide-angle lens is being used.
There is both front and hack swing, and the brass fittings are, of

specially substantial make, brass "binding and plates being fitted

in places where there is a tendency to wear. The camera is made

with a solid baseboard, but can be supplied with turntable and
tripod for a further £4. Altogether it is a high-class instrument,
light yet strong. Including three double book-form plate-holders,

the price in half-plate size is £13 10s. ; in whole-plate, £17 lOs.

;

in 10 X 8, £22 10s. ; and in 12 x 10, £27.
In the square bellows pattern the extension in half-plate size

is 19i inches, and the rise of front 2 inches. Three is ample swing
back, and also side-swing movement on the brass runners. In this
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del alio ?r>«c:ai commendition ma*t be given to the aolid con-

uctioD of I fie brass and metal work. The camera is a first-rate

{Mttern ol the rcar-focossing type, »uch as is favoured by many

pbototcraphers. It is a camera able to stand mach hard work in

the field, and one which serves also for ttadio use. The prices are

the same as those for the light modal. In each model, brass-binding

throuisboot of camera and plate-holders is obtainable at prices

ran II 11^ from £2 ISs. to £4.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OP SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK
Mo.vDAT, March 28.

inswortb.

TvBsKAX, Mabch 28.

.. jrrfmonth r»m<rra Clob. A. P. and P. 1920 Prije Lanlero Slide*.

11 'ict Pbol. Soe. Inforaul Maetiog.

I. Assoc. Annual BoaioeH Meeting.

i.i.era club. •• Photographic Dodges." Eng.-Cmdr.

and Others.
* and District Phot. 8oc. " Pictorial Photojrraphy.

"

O. F. Prior.
Wsmrmray, MaacB 30

Aeeriritc.n ' ipolafion of the 0|" 7<*-

Borr.i7h I' "hot. Soc. " Portra
'--

' . uD. "My PboiograpiiK. r.M'^' '"'- • '^^

W Rom.
n,.v..n O^nrimu D»Yon." F. G. Emler.

I .Ground Glasgow." W. 8. Blair.

l; . .olography." A. Baxter.

Maxch 31,

Rverton and District U and C.P O. Slide*.

l»t«bea<l and Pi.tr
... r»rhro." W. Mitchell.

f.^mm'T'mith /H»mt .lo/raphic Society. "Stereo
,.',-.r, r- t'' • •-.' i; A. FtDcham.

Kr .t ;ir 1
' -h) Pbol.. ele.. 8oc. " Prmclieal Use ol

Ttb MddWx I'»>t.t. 8.K-. \^ I'ompetitioti

F«n>*T
H P.8. Pictorial Qronp. " Conlrf r, i nntinf." N F. Lsboehcft.

B.

W r V C the eylUbo* with a

rboiofcy in the Stadio," and loeicei ded in

to V"- 1 of

hy ycM* of itii . isrelf

losly. lo the studio it was
< ontil Umjt •rri««d at the

lu' h »*y could char«et«ristj« portraita

rtte directions were poaaible lo U«ch a

. c-haraeteristie* «f eitlen.

'•tratinc varied pinfmional por-

''<>rlMrt LMnbert. of Bath.

n aSard«d by one of the

,. .. .. ...^f ..,». .^..f*. H« Mnployi • star-

?u of tlie usaal type, aa aflbrdteg • mora plenwnt

Ur. Crowtker saiH *"• ^•M oNr no opinion en
• qeertion at tf » bad botn intoraad
.!>< maka no p' :7ei«aca.

a corraeted leoe frea fron looae, it is

it Uia tmmr rfitnark applia* lo s trnzU

r>ertnr«. ^' Uter at /

'TTation, ' • so difRr i

irr (iiapliragm and then open

>11 central stop good definition

:. tf se ei<iMge this apartara by radiating V ctit«.

ty " of Ilia imag*, oioiparad with that fumishivl

p of eqnal area, may wall be of parcaptibly diHerent

In apaak, the aharrstiODS are being drawn opon
interesting point, and it only

ty care to make comparative
' iba / valoa of tbo irrego-

aaearUinad by lading it,

n« (or if iris, a ctit-oot

and coanting the sqoarea

, ," i ratio.

In justice to Mr. Crowther it should be said that the foregoing

is but an imperfect summary of some of the points raised. The
lecture was keyed in highly strung vein, and delivered from an
altitude. His main contention, so far as could be gathered, waff

that all great achievements in art were secured sub-consciously and
without much effort. On this a hot discussion arose, to which space

does not permit reference; possibly little real difference of opinion

existed due to misconception of definitions.

Mr. Salt, who opened the discussion, found himself in complete

and cordial disagreemeot with the main thesis. Mr. Cavendish

Morton, after pointing out to the last speaker that those who split

hairs frequently were bald, cut the mundane, climbed on to the

roof after the lecturer, and then held forth from the top of the

flagstaff. \nA Mr. Crowther looked up and blessed him.
" What are we? " dramatically inquired Mr. Cavendish Morton,

and supplied the answer by saying
—" The products of bodies and

souls wounded in countless generations." (" I suspected as much,"
here interjected the " office boy.") " The artist," he added, " is

to be distinguished by his h^-per-sense to the subtle things of life,

and his art is the sacrament made to powers of good or evil."

This is a mere sample from bulk, but sufficiently indicates the trans-

cendaotal atmosphere kicking about. Mr. King brought all to

earth with the proverbial charwoman's bump by saying that he

found children, owing to their absence of self-consciousness, much
eaaiar to photograph than adults. Those accustomed to public

•peaking (adalts), such as the clergy, actors, and bookmakers,

made the best sitter*. Mr. Ackroyd remembered as a child, some

seventy or eighty years ago, being given some toys to play with by

a photographer, mistaken for presents with eventual hearUbuming.

.Mr. Reynolds was carious to know how the sub-conacious theory

applied to icientific work.

Mr. Setlor* regarded the theory as dangerous, as a lot of sub-

conacioo* badneas might be stored. Mr. Harpur regarded himself

aa ooa of the *ab-conscious sort ; all his finest work had been done

that way. Mr. Pnrki* made some remarks on supplementing

common sensa and " following your nose "—excellent advice pro-

vided tba noaa is not bent sideways. Mr. Crowther, in a general

reply, laid he waa glad to think that for once the reporter would be

coapellad to record that sentiment reigned over and held the

member* of the Croydon Club. It can be recorded with more

ju'curacy that all thoroughly enjoyed a first-class evening, and will

Icjok forward with pleasure to hearing the lecturer again.

I'ROraSSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION.

.

K meeting of tba Council was Md on March 11 at 35, Russell

Square, when there were present Messrs. Marcus Adams, A. B. Basil,

Fr»nk Brown, W. B. Chaplin, A. H. Chapman, O. Chase, Alex.

Corbftt. T. Ch:dley. Alfred EllU, R. Haines. O. Hana, W. IlUng-

worth. H S- f;.v,rge, R. N. Speaight. F. G. Wakefield, H. Wheeler,

W. H ' 'od the Secretary, Mr. IJing Sims.

Lett., lig absence were read from Messrs. Dickinson,

Fry. Gra>. Lambert, Read, Spink, Turner, and Swan Wat«on.

The finance committee reported that they had met that day, and

reaommended for payment various accounts.

Mr. Speaight reported that at the last meeting of the Congress

commiltea it was decided to recommend ' the Council that each

bosincas meeting in Ongreaa week should have ite individual

Chairman, and that c-ertain gtiesU should be invited to the dinner.

ThMe recommendations were approved.

Tb«« wM soma discussion with regard to the dste of the annual

meeting, the room in which it was to ba held being required for the

flUBllTlllf Wednesday, April 20. It was agreed that the meeting

take place at 2.30 p.m. on tha following Friday.

The Secretary reported that the Autotype Company had offered

lo give a " Carbro " demonstration at tlie Congress, and it was

agraed that the Secretary should reply that the only convenient

time would be 2.30 p.m. on the Tuesday.

Mr. Crowther had written saying he would be glad to use a

Hiitcrt.. and he could then show examples of work by several

pr.miiwot photographers. Tha Secretary waa asked to mform

Mr. Crowther that a lantern would be available.

Mr Mar'us Adams reported with regard to the Exhibition that

p. .vas going on satisfactorily.

'ary reported that there was a brisk demand for Con-

grrs» iLinjes. and hoped members would follow the good e.xample

set. so that the official list might be complete when printed.

yu u^ ''•titpd an unusually long list of new members.

I
elected.

-tine letter* were read by the Secretary, all
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having reference to matters in wliieh members sought the advice

of the Council. The replies suggested by the Secretary were con-

firmed, and the Council rose after a sitting of nearly three hours.

Council at Dinnek.

In the evening the members of the Council dined together at

Gatti's, in the Adelaide Gallery. Mr. Frank Brown (President)

genially presided, and the evening was niost happily spent.

Reference was made to the growth of the Association, and several

lines along which development and increasing usefulness was looked

for were indicated.

The health of the President was heartily drunk, as was also that

of the President-Elect.

News and Notes^

To .Vppheciate Fine Art.—A mind trained to the understanding

of fine art is plainly a vital qualification of those who aspire to

produce works by photography claimin"- to be " art," wiiether

portraiture or landscape. Yet how seldom is that qualification

found. The obstacles in the way of acquiring it are certainly great,

for many have not the opportunity of attending an art school,

and, after all, the average school of art is simiply an institution

for teaching people to draw. Therefore, it is with a good deal of

pleasure that we see that Mr. F. C. Tilney has established a postal

course of training in this subject as a natural issue from a general
course (The Art of Life), in which the student is led to train him-
self in the principles of aesthetics. This latter course, as we know,
has been widely appreciated, and we are sure that in seeking to

guide those more particularly interested in fine art Mr. Tilney is

ministering to a widely-felt need. Particulars of the course are
obtainable from him at 28, John Street, Bedford Row, London,
W.C.l.

Hull Photoguaphic Society.—Once again the Hull Society has
its e.\hibition housed in the City Art Gallery, where it has been
opened by Alderman J. Pybus, the Chairman of the Art Gallery
Committee and a member of the Hull Society since its inception
37 years ago. There are neai-Iy 200 prints on view, including nearly
a score of prints by Mr. Marcus Adams, of London, and Mr. John
M. Whitehead, of Alva. It is satisfactory to learn that the show
VfaS a bigger and better one than last year's, which provides an
interesting sidelight on the stimulus resulting from last year's
publicity. There are certain disadvantages attendant on such a
method, such as a financial loss, but there is no objection to the
prints remaining hung until May, and they can be viewed under
almost ideal conditions. The Hull galler" is one of the prettiest and
best-lighted galleries in the country. The president, Mr. L. Kirk,
shows some interesting multicolour Bromoils of fine artistic taste
and delicate colouring. The technique of J. W. Atkinson is very
praiseworthy, and C. Oxtoby's architectural examples form a notable
group. Variety of subject is very noticeable in the work of CyrU W.
Rodmell, and outstanding exhibits are also shown by J. T. Dyson.
W. Dalton, C. A. Manning, G. R. Langdale, R. Proudlove, and
H. C. Stephenson. There is one lady exhibitor—Mrs. Rivers
Freeling.

Correspondence.

STEREOSCOPIC RELIEF.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I see from your " Paris Notes " in the " B.J."
of March 11 that another intereeting attempt has been made to
give stereoscopic effects on the screen—with one picture, I suppose

;

otherwise there would be nothing very striking about the claim.
Your patents columns from time to time give abridged specifications
of similar inventions, some of which are hardly convincing, and
others quite absurd. The phrase " stereoscopic relief "

is often
used quite wrongly, and by no one more than photographers, who
ought to know better. A good lantern slide with a strong fore-
ground is almost certain to evoke the praise, " My word ! That's

quite stereoscopic." And photographers will sometimes insist

that by closing one eye and looking with the other through the

tunnelled fingers they can see stereoscopically.

I am inclined to think that quite a fair number of people
never have seen a slide properly in the stereoscope, and that

this may account for the lax use of the term. Amongst my own
small circle there are two who cannot see a slide properly—one
man I found out quite accidentally. He was passing slides

through the stereoscope with the usual " very nice," " very good,"
and at the finish I said, " Now look at this," and replaced the
last slide by the same view with R. and L. halves transposed.
It was a view through foreground foliage, but he saw—and even
when told what to look for, could see—no difference.

I think there may be many people who, when looking through
the stereoscope, or when looking at any very close up object,

unconsciously throw one eye out of action. A sailor or micro-
scopist does this at will when using a telescope, though he would
probably describe the action as quit© unconscious.

In your issue of November 26, Dr. F. W. Edridge-Greeu is

reported as saying that a foreshortened revolver in a picture
gives a striking stereoscopic effect, and he goes on to say that
the perception of binocu'ar relief is independent of double images.
It doesn't sound very convincing. Apparently a man who has
lost the sight of one eye may still see stereoscopically if the
artist will only paint a revolver as seen from two sides at once.

I may have misunderstood Dr. Edridge-Green's experiment!
with a stereo-slide, but I enclose three slides, one ordinary, one
cut through the distant point of sight, and one cut through a
convenient foreground object. But, like the Paris spectators, I

quite fail to see the slightest stereoscopic effect in the two slides

so treated. And if dissimilar views for each eye are not essen-
tial I have wasted some " cursory breath " when I have bought
Continental stereo -siides, and on getting home have found that
the R. and L. halves were exact duplicates.

Last week you have an article on the " Photographic Method of
Detecting Changes in a Complicated Group of Objects," the
mathematics of which to an ordinary photographer are simply
appalling. There are no less than 18 factors, and after a hearty
feed on these—one is tempted to call it an indecent debauch

—

Mr. Stillman tops up with logarithms and graphs as a sort of
liqueur. But I am afraid that by the time Mr. Stillman gets
to the liqueurs the rest of us are already under the table.

Given the two pictures illustrated, all that is necessary is to
mount them as a stereo-slide. The stereoscope will reveal quite
clearly any changes in the heap. R. W. Blakelev.

4, Seedley Park Road, near Manchester.
March 16, 1921.

THE NEGATIVE AND THE PRINTING PROCESS.
To the BditoiB.

Gentleimen,—It is always a pleasure to me to find that your
correspondents have taken an interest in anything that I have
written—even when the interest shows itself in criticism. May I be
permitted to reply to that portion of Dr. B. T. J. Glo\-er's letter
in your issue of to-day, that has reference to my article on non-
bromide printing processes?

Dr. Glover is perfectly correct in stating that "prints from the
same negative upon different papers" cannot be uselfully compared.
This is a point I insisted on ,wihen writing to you on the subject of
factorial development in your issue of February 25, advising different
factors for negatives to .be used for diffei-ent papers. What I should
have made clear, but evidently did not, was that when writing of the

'

comparison of prints from the same negative, but on different papers,
I was assuming the gradation remained constant in each case. One
can obtain bromide paper with as soft a scale as carbon. This I

think I made plain later in the same article when writing:—" It is

frequently claimed on behalf of bromide papers that they are indis-

tinguishable from carbon or platinum; this is claiming too much,
because, although their range of contrast and gradation may he
identical, their physical construction. . . makes juet that difference-in
quality in the print."

I should not trouble you to correct my statement, which, as it

stood, was obviously incomplete, but for the fear that, maybe, some
of your readers would imagine that if they could get perfect grada-
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tioa on brookkle pfper, their print* were iMCMMuily of perfect

ijuality. Thi* U not ao: Contraat and gradation being equal, i

cai4>oo or pUtionm print baa a quality, richoe*, depth, call it what

you will, that DO aDrcr-iD-gelatine imaf:e can for one roofDent be

noipared with.

In cumBsoD, I am aore, w«th many more ct yoar raadefs, I Ma
looking lorward witli great intereat U> Dr. Olorvcr'a pramiaed article.

The nnnr* clearly and (ally (aotorial derelapment ia eipoonded in

. lanna the better for photography, and for photognpher*.

iidaaion, I wonder it " Old Priirter," who if evideotly net

.irly aatiafied with preaeot-day aanaUota' poata, haa ever

'. of trying one of the photo-mechanical printing prooeaaea

>4 depend on the aain« faaaia aa " carbon," aa a roeana to eara a

ng? I Icnow that at ooe tima carfno printen were weloonad

many collotype hooaea, and I beliav« Ihm are atiU openinga to

- (oand in thia braaob.—Yours laithinny,

Abtbts C. Wiuja.
47. High Street. Alton, HaafiahiTe.

Match la

THE PROFESSIONAL'S DEVELOPER.
To (he Editora.

Oentlrmrii.—Aa aooo aa I aaw .Mr. Jonea'a artieia about hi>

d«v«l'ip>>r I H-^ided to try it, but aa two galiooa ia rather a

tare* 'jnintitN i„ make up (or an experiment, I reduced it about

um tirnrn tnd made it op as foUowa -

Met..! 3 drama.
H>'<}r^'qa;T',' nr 6 drama.
80.1 1 "ulphit* 5 oia.

('>'i«'i'- M^<l^ I^ oaa
WiWT 33 Ma

i .'kably well ohm diluted to 1 OB. 10 16 ol water,

bti ' • ralhrr abort time for daTatopataat when
devrioping Ami filnw, a* one would bromide printa ; and after a
trial, ^ he rncgaata, I diluted U> 2S oaa. of watar and gave
four r. ilea' dcrelopmaot, with Tety gO*4 naolta. Tha
atock w "H ihowad tisrna of diaeolootioB , even when
kept in a d hia di4 Mt aM« l« aSeei the
raaolt at a. 4n made my tog** rsthar like

• waaberwni MBder. Then » week UUr came
Mr. Jones'* > Ermen'i lettxr —r^-tthig a redoc.
tion in the ainnnnt of raoatic aoda.

bottle, bat with f\rn !<•• tr^A* thu
now it atanda thuj :—

.Metol

Hydroqoinonr
Soda anlphilr

Soda caoali'

W*(«-r

It i» now an fxrrlli'ni il.

86 with wsl'r it ::•• .u

minatea. The r< - MHia makee il leaa objeetjonahl* to the
riri.:>-rii and (ener,k .«• it< atia'iu >> t developar.

devetoping film* like l>r >,a ftagera are con-

in the tolutifiti f>r tn. _ ru bandlkog plataa.

the redo' ount of cauatic remoraa the only
„ T .-.,.,M

i» alao a graat impro^fe-

.>,..<y coloorUaa when kept
IB an I. I bottle, and tbe drvelop<'r

*'• clear r.^u .iMv it bad been oaed for aooe
>A I f' overexpoawa waa aupeeted thai a f««
' ' ' ' were naeful. I feal aara that thia

"tpoeure to be given than wbeo using
Ik, i>tu I M-iu'v» the chemiata tell ua thai all developer*
« in tha final rfeull if we only carry them to tha stage

- 'mide in tha gelatine film affected by light

(.he developer. Bat that is juat what tha

>">jraph* navtr doaa, ao that «* are quite aatis.

make a diSareae* bi Um feal raaolt by using a

creiil d-:v>iMper, and I believe the " Profeaaional's Developer
"

'bias roe to rmittbu expoenre, eapecially ia portraita, very con-

Irrably, and I am grateful to Mr. Jooaa for publiahing his

k—Yoara. faithfully, H*Lr-WATT.

c aoda. - I

f'A* t>i>i. \(

*ootlMr 32.0*.

3 drama.

6 dram*.
6 OR.

. 1 » ! 'i« up to

,^ . . in Kve

PRESERVING PYRO.
To the Editors.

G«ntlenie>n.—Those who nse pyrogallol in small quantitiee ai

(airly long intervals often find that the stock solution, made with

sulphite and metabisulphite, deteriorates rather rapidly. In such

circumstAiicee it is preferable to revert to the old plan of using

sulphuric acid as the preeervative. If three drops o( pure sulphuric

acid are added to five ounces of water, and one ounce of pyro dis-

solved therein, the solution will remain unchanged for a prolonged

period. If distilled wat«r be available it should be used, other-

wise tep water which has been boiled for fifteen minutes to expel

any air will answer well. The sulphite necessary to prevent stain-

ing the film may be added to the soda solution. If this be done no

advantage is gained by adding metabisulphite, as the fre»

•nlphnroiu acid to which it owes its efficacy is immediately

neutralised. It is not perhaps generally known that a concentrated

one-solution pyro devel<^>er will keep for months if bottled in small

viaU or tnbM which are filled nearly to the cork and well sealed.

( have need such a developer twelve months after bottling, and'

found it XT a-tive as if freshly mi.xed.—Yours faithfully,

Ptbo-Sooa.

DARK BACKGROUNDS.
. To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The Ex-Cathedra note on dark backgrounds haa

evidently aroused a great deal of intereat, and it ia quite evident

that it deal* with a problem in which we are all interested.

I am afraid I do not agree with Mr. Godfrey Wilson's suggestion

to pnae the sitter ao cloae to tbe background aa to cast a shadow

up on it to give aomv gradation to the tone of the background.

I think that when a dark background ia uaed it is beet to keep

the sitter aa far from it «a possible, in order to give the effect

of apace between tbe background and sitter. In fact, I often

place the sitter in the middle of the studio and use one end of

the room, which ia rather dark, with dark curtains and dark old

furniture aa a background. It ia, of courae, very much out of

(ucus. and gaoenUy " without form and void " in the print, but

wiUi conaiderable variationa of tone (uaing the word (otic in ita

alrK-t pictorial aeoae. which haa no reference to colour).

By moving the camera it is posaible to get thf darkest part of

the background against the light side of the figure; or if move-

ment of the camera will not produce the right effect, a piece of

furniture, aoch aa a dark act tie, can be moved until the desired

remit can be obUined. By thia arrangement perspective is pro-

duced in tbe background, which give* relief to the figure and pre-

vent* Uie objectionable effect of the figure having been cut out

and pasted upon a piece of black paper. I think the background

should never be as dark as the darkest shadows in the figure, and

aUo with light backgrounds the highest light in the figure should

be IiRhter than any part of the background ; and even in sketches

(which, aa a rule, have no claims to artistic effect) the baok-

gmund juat round the figure ahonid be darker, if only in the

alightrtl d«grce, than the higheat lights of the figure.

Some photographer* go to the expense of con»trocting a cave lined

with black velvet and po'se the sitter in front of it, in order to

make the figure sUnd out from the background, but thia is just

what it donu't do ; it produces the cut out and pasted on effect I

have already referred to. When managing a studio in London I

lita MlByant Il on thia point with the buainesa managers,

but, of coarae, I failed to convince them, and a velvet cave was

oonAmctsd at great coat, and waa a failure, as I knew it would

be. And they also fiad pictorial (so-called) backgrounds painted

with everything aa Kar* and sharp aa the edge of a knife, with

the aama reaolt, tha figure looked pasted on the background, and

when I ahowed them sitUra taken in front of a real Seavey

backxround, in which everything waa soft and broad, and the

flgnrea etood out from it in a delightful way, they weren't con-

vinced They tried to comer me once by bringing a beautiful

print of an old man's head against a dark background, from which

it stood out in fine relief, and they argued that the background

was quite black, and so my contention* were wrong, but I was

able to point out that the velvet collar on the old man's coat waa

blacker than anything in the background, but again they weren't

convinced. So we each stuck to our own opinion.
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When working up enlargements in which the background is dark

I can lift the figure away from the background best by cmphasing

the shadows in the figure, especially the dark shadows in the

hair, until they are darker than most of the background.—Yours

faithfully, Cameo.

Answers to Correspondents.

In aeeoTdanet ipith our present jrraetiee a relatively email tpace it

allotted in each ittue to replies to eorretpondentt.

Ws rviU answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; 6-cent International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

Queries to be anrwered in the Friday's " Journai " must reach us

not later than Tuesday {posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

G. J. H.—^\Ve have now ascertained from Paris that the " Radius "

projection lamp is constructed and sold by M. de St. Genest,

61, Faubourg Poissonniere, Paris.

S. W.— (1) This is ordinary water-colour mixed with gum, as used
for finishing glossy prints. (2) A lens of 3 inches focal length

would undoubtedly give more depth than one of larger size, even

when the prints were enlarged, but whether the quality for Press

purposes would be equal to that of direct 5x4 negatives it is

difficult to say without an actual test.

H. N.—Theoretically a suitable light-filter is necessary, and so it is

in practice if the results are to be comparable, with those obtained
with a filter adjusted to the plate for use in daylight. While
this is so, you will certainly get a pronounced advantage from the
use of the panchromatic plates with flashlight, and probably,
dependent on the subject, it may not be worth while to use
even a K 1 screen..

H. P. E.— (1) So far as we know there are not any restrictions

on photography in Holland beyond those which apply to picture

galleries and such places, where ^ conditions are similar to those
here. (2) We think there is certainly no duty where a camera
accompanies the traveller as personal luggage. (3) Similarly,
such a supply of roll-film as would serve for a holiday would, .we

think, be passed in.

S. E.—We are not lawyers, and your question is solely one of

common law, but our opinion is that X. is solely liable for pay-
ment of the account. The admissions which he appears to have
made to you further confirm this view, and so do the statements
of the club, which we should say would not be upset in County
Court proceedings, since the club appears to have advertised to

the same effect. Therefore it seems that you must find X., and
issue a writ for payment.

G. G.—We cannot trace a developer specially suitable tor wedding
groups having been recommended in our pages, and do not think
there is any formula substantially better than another for this

purpose, except that the developer should not be of full strength,
otherwise at is liable to give too great a density of deposit in

the highlights of the subject. We advise you to use ordinary
pure soda diluted with an equal bulk of water, and a fairly rapid
portrait plate, which i.-! made specially for a long series of

gradations.

R. M.— (1) A private company, not incorporated under the Limited
Liability Act, and trading under a name other than that of its

partners, requires to be registered with the Registrar of Business
Names, 39, Russell Square, London, W.C.I, and to comply with
the regulations of the Registration of Business Names Act. |.

Under the 1911 Copyright Act there is no further formality. _'xhe
written assignment of the copyright to your firm by the artist
who makes the painting to your order establishes your ownership
of the copyright.

•*• B.—Full descriptions of Daguerreotype are to be found only in

older text-books, and particularly those published between" the
years 1845 and about 1860 All of'fhem, of course, are now long

out of print. The Patent Office Library has a very good collec-

tion of these early manuals, and we think your best course would

be to look up those which you think would be of service to you,

and then, no doubt, you could buy one or other of them from

Messrs. Sotheran, 140, Strand, W.C.2, whose large catalogue,

issued a few weeks ago, contains quite a number of these treatises

on the early photogiaphic processes.

G. B.—Tliere is very little choice in studio gas lamps. One is the

" Howellite," of Griffins; the other is, or was, obtainable from

the Kodak Co., under the name of the "Powerful." But both

these lamps give out a great deal of heat, and for a small studio

like yours, unless it is very well ventilated, the heat might easily

be excessive. As regards the focal length which you can use,

you do not mention the size of plate, so the best we can do is to

refer you to the table in the current " Almanac," from which

perhaps you will be able to see the focal length of lens which you

can manage to use, but in so short a run as 12 ft. you cannot

use as long a focal length as you should.

J, _\,—We suppose your groups are liable to extend across the full

width of the studio, namely, 12 ft., or pretty nearly as much as

that, in wliich case, in order to include the whole group on a post-

card, your lens, in a 16-ft. studio, ought not really to be more

than about 4i inches focus—that is, allowing 3-ft. run for placing

the group and 3 ft. for the space beliind the lens. We dare say

you could do with a less distance than this, and perhaps your

groups also are not as wide as 12 ft., but at the outside we should

say you cannot have a lens of more than 6 inches focal length.

For covering a postcard sharp to the edges, you ought to be able

to get an anastigmat of about /'/6 aperture, or /'/6.8, and of

this focal length, but we should certainly advise you to have the

lens on trial, and find out by actual tests in the studio whether

the 6-inch focus actually enables you to include as large a group

as you require on the plate.

X. T.—You appear to have an ordinary Thornton-Pickard roller-

blind shutter, of which you can get working particulars from the

Thornton-Pickard Co., Altrinoham, Cheshire. The graduated

toothed disc is a tension disc, which you wind until the required

speed marked on it comes opposite to a given mark. It works

by increasing the tension of the spring, and so the speed of move-

ment of the flexible blind. The part marked I.T.B. requires to

be shifted according as you wish, to give quick exposures on

single pressure of the bulb, or exposures as long as you keep

the bulb pressed, or exposures by pressing the bulb for opening

and again for closing. It would take too long to explain how to

test a camera and leuses. You need to get one of the text-books

on photography, for example, " Photographic Lenses," by

Andrews and Beck, sold by R. and J. Beck, Ltd., 68, Cornhill,

London, E.C.3. The Beck " Symmetrical " is a good lens of the

R.R. type, and ought to give satisfactory negatives over a

moderate angle, say that of 5^ inches focus on a quarter-plate.
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EX CATHEDRA.
Halation and Heferriug to the correspoadence upoa
D«v«lopm«rtt. this subject, an old practitiouer writes

that most outdoor workers have found out that the

minimum of halation occurs when the period of develop-

ment is short. He says that in the early days of gelatine

plates when " tentative " development was practised.

halation was a real bugbear, but that when plates wluch

would stand quick development came upon the market,

the trouble was lessened. It is certainly reasonable to

asaume that provided a developer is energetic enough to

prodtioe the necessary density before it has had time to

penetraft« right through the film, the smal er the chance

of developing anv light-action which has taken place next

the glass. We have not had the opportunity of putting

this to the test of using a weak developing sohition in a

tank According to this theory the maxunutn of halation

should be produced in this way. We can, howover. confirm

our corresiwndenfs statement, that rapid development is

the best method to follow. Some few years ago a good

deal of prominence was given to an American developing

formula, which was. if we remember rightly, simply one

which gave full densitv very quickly. It is very necessary,

however, to distinguish between local oi»er-exposure and

Imlatioii by which is understood the spreading of Ught-

acUon bv reflection from the inner surface of the glass

P>*** * * a

R«p*titlon. Aiivone acquainted with the process of

leasoning in the feminine mmd will b»

aware of th- f.i.t. that many ladies will absolutely refuse

to wear a i-aiK. ular pattern of material or ' mode, no

matter how well they may realise its suitability, if some-

one of Uieir acquaintance poeseases an identical thing.

This fact however, seems to be ignored bv many photo-

traphen.. when exhibiting specimens of their work, for

tin.!- and again in windows, and sh«>w ca-nes. '1; «;«<;;
*

ronotition of some particular style of posing, and lighting,

with w.verul different sitters, which shows a hvck of knosv-

lodge of this trait of the feminine ohar.uter. I^^nt'>-

WrLticed a particular chair depicted in no less than

OTV«Araits in a coimtry photographer s window. Tim

STto the fact that the P^" <«'-«P»\Y
.h*^

i*^J^r or mental perx-eption. or he would have made

..our to arrange something slightly difFerent in

the mat*er of pose, lighting, and accessories for each of

Se fivetr.tincreters. while if a certain treatment was

so Kood a« to bear repetition, then it was a mistake to

^nlore than one example of it at a time. In single

doi.e* repetition of style and accessories may not bo

noticeable, but collectively it becomes immediately very

markeJl The stock of acc^ories should be I'^rj enough

to prevent the repeating of a particular type of portn^fc

too oft4>n for to go back to our openinc point many sittera

obiect to being photojrraphed in exactly the same rpaxin^J

2^ their neighlu^urs. Tf either from a lack of onginal.ty.
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or from limitations in the amount that can be spent upon

studio furniture, great variety is not always possible for

a poHrait photographer, the sitter shovild not know it,

much le«s have it pointed out to her in the show ease.

* •

LeK« •" 111 *h«' enrly C.D.V. days it was more
Portraiture. often the custom of photographers to

include in a picture the legs of ^a male sitter. There

appears to have been some unwritten law compelling

operators to picture a man from the top of his head, or

hat. to the soles of his boots. Legs were as common in

pictures then as they are rare to-day. Articles on posing

hands have been plentiful enough in photogi-aphic litera-

ture, but information on posing legs has been rare—

indeed, most rare—since the days of the late H. P.

Eobinson (who was in business during the leg-picturing

era) and the late A. Horsley Hinton, both of whom had

ideas on the subject. There is the authority of the

Psalmist for the statement that " the Lord delighteth

not in any man's legs." an attribute of divinity which

photographers share. Limitation to head and shoulders

of the sitter naturally guides the artist in the direction

of concentrating his efforts on the head and face, which,

after all, are the main things in portraiture. It has been

st^-ted that the " Idt-cat " portraits of Kneller (-36 x 28 in.

half-length, showing hands) killed the art of picturing

legs, and they may have done so in the world of artists

of the brush , but "Kneller died one and a half centuries

before the C.D.V. craze. Anyway, legs and feet are now
out of fashion in photographic portraiture, and may they

remain so. unless, of course, someone c6mes along with

a reallv artistic method of posing them.

APEIL PHOTOGEAPHY.
In all Government and in many other branches of business

April 1 is the beginning of a new financial year, and, from
the standpoint of general practitee in this country, it might
conveniently be regarded as the opening also of a new
year for photographers, both professional and amateur.

To both classes, no doubt, the date on which Easter falls

is a consideration, and amateurs cannot but have been
affected to some extent by the premature spring we were
enjoying two or three weeks ago. But, speaking generally,

the beginning of April marks the start of a fresh campaign
for which, if the photographer be wise, he has already

made his preparations, either for resuming work on last

year's lines, or for striking out in some fresh direction.

Whether professional or amateur he will have studied,

and can hardly fail to have been influenced by, the
captivating announcements with which our advertisement
pages are always so freely studded in March, and this

year apprehension lest some undue extravagance may
have been committed is pleasantly alleviated by the
reflection that at last the price of plates is on the down
grade.

Apart from all tJiese sternly practical featui-es, April
is for photographers a month of many special possibilities,

i?ome of which too often are carelessly neglected. It is

a; month of whims and fancies, not infrequently trying
to the temper and occasionally causing material loss.
" The uncertain glory of an April day " has produced
many a photographic disappointment, and accounted for
many a wasted hour. On the other hand, there is nothing
in the year to surpass the loveliness of a fine interval
between April showers, when everywhere there is that
beautiful " clear shining after rain," for which more
especially the telephotographer during the summer usually
longs in vain. Where distances have to be rendered

there is no atmosphere like that of a well-washed Apri;

morning, and in many cases much more satisfactor\

pictures of comparatively near objects can be taken this

month than either earlier in the year when the trees arc

altogether leafless, or later when tliis or that attractive

vista is closed by luxuriant foliage. For the flower photo-

grapher April caters less abundantly thanvMay and June,

but she has special gifts of blues and yellows to bestow

on those who seek them discerningly, and with the right

kind of light-filter. In which connection it may be

wondered whether the application of orthochromatisni to

spring photography is yet as widely understood as it

ought to be, and the occasional value of a green in place

of a yellow filter fully grasped.

In April it is often possible to secure interesting lunai

photogi-aphs without the aid of a costly equatorial move

ment actuated by a driving clock, and in this particulai-

April we have the additional celestial attraction of an

annular eclipse of the sun on the morning of the 8th. Oi

this not a few amateurs should be able to secur.

mementoes—weather permitting—and "summer-time
will in the case of habitual late risers extend the period

during which exposures will be made. For it is muci

to be feared that if the clock were registering true time,

any phenomenon short of an earthquake which began nt

7.-3.5 would drag a really creditable representation of con

firmed lie-a-beds from their couches to photograph it-

earlier phases. To the average professional, by the wa\

.

the daylight saving which begins this month pleasantl.\

accentuates the welcome advance from the comparative!;

short and unprofitable working days, even of such hi

exceptional March as we have just enjoyed. A calculatioi

of the effective printing hours during the business day-

of April under summer-time regulations would show, wi

are inclined to think, an almost startling increase ov<i

the figures for the previous month.
But beyond a certain point, what may be called in tli.

language of the Courts the case for April would h<

weakened by special pleading. It is a great month for

photographers, largely because it is a great month for

everybody, and it is a great month for everj-body becau-

it is spring, and one of those "new beginnings," tli

value of which is recognised by all sane persons.

Shakespeare, in one of his sonnets, speaks of April as

putting " a spirit of youth in everything," and it is well

for photgraphers at least once a year to have a spirit put

into them and their work which is as far as possible

removed from senility and obsolescence. There, are, as

we all know, some workers who are perennially youthful,

always bubbling over with fresh ideas, ever ready to keep
abreast of the progressiveness of others. But the vast

majority, while no doubt they would justly resent l^eiriL

called " back numbers," are needlessly reluctant to lea^'

grooves in which they have been running for more year<

perhaps, than has been good for them. April is the tini.

for these to practise a little introspection, and to a.^^k

themselves seriously the question whether, either a-^

professionals or amateurs, they are getting out of photo

graphy all they might easOy get if there were more oi

the spirit of youth in their methods and output. We are

the last to counsel fantastic new departures, and photo-

graphers ought to be the last, or nearly the last, to dis-

regard convention to the extent of committing absur.l

extravagances in imitation of the younger and wilder

artistic schools. But freshness is welcome in photo-

graphy, even if it only be in minor things, and tliere is

no reason why it should interfere with the expression

individuality. The note of freshness, too, is naturall

best struck, and clearly struck, at a season when Naturi

animate and inanimate, is responsive, and hope an^

brightness and the joie de vivre are in the very air.
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A COMPARISON OF DEVELOPMENT METHODS.

!>!.« in ili(> d«velopiii«ot of a photographic plate involres

of a negative whose printing range or scale

•«, imitatp>> or oxaggerates the range or scale

:tiec in th« subject in order to make them
'»' ...... and utiliM? the whole of or an appropriate

•a ot the exposure range or scale of the printing paper.
- --rpote of development is defined in that paragraph,

'ire completed. tboM* are the only conditions to be

1 Before en'- ' _• to what degree of accuracy

IS methods ot -iit lend themaelvM in the fullil-

of these cnn<iiti'>ii>. a may avoid misunderstanding if

r«t paragraph be elaborated and the mraning of ran^t-

lie of the subject and the negative and the printing

be defined.

lie of a printing paper has nothing whatever to do
riumber of tones which it is capable of rendering.

scale or range applied to printing paper are con-

:>jr "expiKore scale" or "exposure range." Tl>e

of every ordinary printing paper is approximately

and all papers which passI— the same rarface

or glossy) have tone* which

Miteness at one end to black

•mv blackau&j at the other end, and they have
th« sanMi nnmber of tbadas of grey in batwoan.

' paper a" if a good
< capaUi' <ng about

111 shade* ut ^riay. If a Urgvr uumlHir of ahadaa of

>wded in between white and hlark they ceaaa to

''io«s, and imp run into

..al purpoae* p -'ic print-

M SO tar as the multiplicity of the tone* it

J.0 of a p varies a

types of
[

fga«light

pii^MT. iir ..'r, eU I. and 't is thi« variable

r-'\ to in the i>|ieiiing paragra:

per and another can be danoaatntfad
^<r. If a piece of vigoriMU gatliglrt

in a printing frame and expoeed to a

. \i-)»ure can be found I'l.v iriaPi which

produce the fan f^*y
lire I second*. Tb.. : ;ooml
"ti to province the deepest black ii(Min

, noiiM \w it(M>i|i ten tiroes a< mmli,
\n\ . v(M.-iir.- I.-^ tijun 10 I seconds would
.'.•.. \|..i.ur.. ;;ri*ter than 10 ( seconds

4 'l.-. p.-r black. The expoaore
that range of axpoaura

' upon deralopmaat tha
'•lack. In between

lire are an infinite

'<) will prodnca the
I to. The expoaure

i»- <n t'lt^dt uitL;*-! I* :»pi»riH I rrntt"^Iv I — 10.

If the nniont be tried with a
;

..f bromide
ii'"r a tlineri'tit result i« arrived at. If > seconds b« the

of expOBurn required to give rise to the (aiateat grey
-: development, then about 40 (' secoBds exposures^ is

red to give iba daapaat black, a black practically no
to the gaslight paper black. And in between ('

xpoaora and 40 I' saeoods exposure are 100 appro-
' other exposure*, which will give rtae to 100 different

• * "^ IP'*?- The exposure scale of this bromide paper
1"

>'
.

. .m paper hat .in axpoaura soala of about I_100. If

iitMla axp< rise upon development to the faintest

too* than ond« expo^nre give rise to the deepest
tone. •of axpoaure ara 100
exprwnr.- • intemediata shades of

r, rir

will'

r.-ii' . '"'f

i-r be placvd

I'.inir liulit iiii

grey. The 100 intermediate shades of grey are approximately
the same in each printing paper.
The exposure scales or ranges of a fo«' representative print-

ing papers are given in Table I. .\verage figures only are
given. becaus€f different mak#s of paiMsr vary considerably.

Tablk 1.

Type of Printing Paper. Approximate Exposure
Scale or Range.

fViforoasOaalight
. Paper
Soft Gaslight

Paper

i-io ]

Short Expos-
ure scale.

Rektionsliip be-

1-20 tween the ex-
treme exposures

-Average Bromide 1-40 > required to re-

Paper
P.O.P.

cord upon the

1-flO paper from white

toblaok.Long Expos- Utrboa
Platinum

1-80
oie Scale 1-100 J

*

A negativa is a graduated printing device. It is obvious
upon inspection that different intensities of light pass through
different parts of the negative according to the opacity of

the various deposits of silver. Somewhere upon every nega-
tive is a portion more transparent than the rest. Somewhere
alae upon the same negative is a portion more opaque then
the rest. There is a de^nite relationship in every negative

between the amount of printing light that passes through
the most opaque part compared with the amount passing

through the most transparent part. This relationship is

called the ooale or range of the negative, and the terms have
that meaning in the opening paragraph and throughout this

paper, If through the most transparent part of the negative

there pastes 10 times as much printing light as there does

thr.iiiuh the most opaque portion, then \he scale of that

vo if< 1 10. Such a negative is capabte of just hringiu);

It! tones from white to black on a piece of vigorous gas-

light paper which has been shown to have an exposure scale of

1—10 .Such a negative therefore is said to fit or sirit vigorous

((a^liKht paper. On the other hand, such a negative (I—10)

would be useless for printing on platinum paper which has

• n exposure scale of 1—100, for if it were used it could only

proiluce a few grey tones out of the whole scale of tones

.siiiinKin to all papers. Similarly, a negative which allows

40 limes as much light to pass through the most traiuparent

fiart compared with the most opaque portion is described as

having a range or scale of 1—10. Such a negative would be

suitable for printing upon bromide paper of a similar

eX|>osnre scale. If a 1—40 negative were printe<l on vigorous

gaslight paper (scale 1—10). then obviously many of the dark

grey tones would all be rendered as black, and many of thi»

light grey tones would bo rendered as white. We call such

a print harsh, fhe scale of the negative is too long for the

^'BF^^i^^ral, the scale of the negative should coincide with

the scale of the paper in order to produce a touch of white

and a touch of black somewhere upon the finished print. If,

however, for perf«H;tly legitimate artistic purposes it is desired

lo utilise only a portion of the possible tones which any paper

will yield it i» only necessary to use a negative whose scale

is sAor<*r than the exposure scale of the paper by tome

definite amount, thereby producing a print exhibiting white

ami light grevs, or greys and darker greys or dark greys and

black, but not the full gamut of tones, white, light greys.

dark grevK. and black.

The duhjoct (any subject) !• merely a collection of different

light-intensities. From a pictorial point of view the shapes

and grouping of these different light-intensities (subject tones)

alone are of importance. From a technical point of view,

however, the shapes and grouping do not matter in tho
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slightest degree. Technically, the important characteristic of
the subject whidi is rekitire to the subject-matter of this

jiaper is the total range of light-intensities that the subject
iffleci'!. and which, through the medium of the lens, fall

upon the plate in imitation of the subject. An ordinary
landscape with the sun shining, presenting sunshine and
shadow, exhibits a range of light intensitie.s of alx)ut 20 to 1.

The sky is probably the brightest part, and a foreground
shadow the darkest. Under avei'age conditions 20 times as
much light is being reflected from the sky as is being reflected

from the foreground shadow. These relative reflection powers
are transmitted to the plate by the lens, and upon the plate
during exposure is a sky image which is 20 times as bright as
the image of the foreground shadow. The range of that sub-
ject, imiagedupon the plate during the act of exposure, is 20—1.

The same subject under different lighting conditions and other
subjects can present different ranges. A few average subject
ranges are given in Table II. The figures are, of course, rough
Biiproximations only.

Table II.

Approximate range of
Subject. light intensities.

Flat open landscape without sunshine or
shadow .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

3-1
I.>andscapc with dark object in foreground with-

out sunshine .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

8-1
Landscape with dark object in foreground with

simshine and shadow . . . . .

.

18-1
The most extreme lighting in ordinary outdoor

work 32-1 *

Interiors and indoor portraits with marked 40-1
highlights and deep shadows . . .

.

to 100-1

These ranges of lighf^intensities in ordinary subjects are
^ery different from the ranges which many photographers
think that the average subject presents. It appears to be
x>mmonly thought that the sky is several hundred times as
iright as the shadow side of a tree, for instance. It is as
well for photographers that this is not so, because no photo-
graphic plate is capable of recording such a range. I would
refer those photc^raphers who still believe that a long range
of light-intensities is commonly ' met with in photographic
.subjects to the papers on this subject by Hurter and Driffield,*

whose conclusions have since been substantiated by other
investigators. Hurter and Driffield showed tliat the photo-
graphic range from bright sky to black velvet at close quarters
illuminated by diff'used light was 32—1. The photographer
is seldom called upon to deal with a greater range in an
outdoor subject.

Whatever the range of light-intensities in the subject may
be, it is that range which illuminates the plate during expo-
sure. The negative which results upon development can
imitate, exaggerate or diminish that range according to the
length of time that it is developed. The range of iiie negative
lias already been defined as the relative transparencies of its

lightest and darkest parts. Let us suppose that a subject
has a range of 20—1. If the negative is developed for what
re may call a medium or normal time (contrast or gamma = 1),

^hen we produce a negative whose range is exactly the same,
namely, 1—20. If, on the other hand, we shorten the develop-
ment time fcontrast or gamma less than 1), we can reduce
the range of the negative to anything we like according to
the amount by which the time of development has been
reduced. By reducing the development time to quite a little

less than normal, a 20—1 subject can be made into a 1—10
negative. There is no loss of truth in the tones caused by
this procetlure: they are merely differently spaced. Similarly,
by prolonging development beyond the medium or normal time
(contrast or gamma greater than 1), the range of the negative
<-an be expanded easily to 1—200 or more, far beyond any
range required in ordinary photographic practice, again

* " Latitude in Exposure and Speed of Plates." " Photography," July 13,
1893; " The Hurter and Driffield System," " The Photo-Miniature," No. 56,
November, 1905 Both these papers have been reprinted in " The Photo-
Kraphic Researches of F. Hurter and V. C. Driffield," published by the
Koyal Photographic Society.

without loss of troth in the tones, for their spacing is merely
extended.
We are now in the position to undejstand the purpose ol

development as laid down in the opening paragraph, and w.
can quote some illustrative examples. For the sake of e«M
in description, development to a contrast of 1 (gamma = 1)
will be called development to a normal time.
The subject has a range of 40—I. It is proposed to print

on bromide paper. The exposure range of bromide paper is

1—40 (Table I.), so that the negative has to be developed fo'

just the time to give a range of I—40. But a 40—1 subjet

:

is reproduced as a negative of 1—40 range by a normal time
of development. If the correct normal time of development
is known, then the production of a good print on bromide
paper of that subject can be accomplished by means of :

negative developed for normal time.
Let us take the same subject whose range is 40— 1. It i

now proposed to print on vigorous gaslight paper. Th.
exposure range of vigorous gaslight paper is 1—10 (Table I.i

so that the negative has to be developed for such a time a'
will give a negative range of 1—10. In order that a 40—1
subject shall give a negative whose range is 1—10, the negative
must be developed for some time less than normal. If tin-

exact time less than normal is known, then the vigorous ga-
light print will represent the subject in exactly the sani.

manner as the bromide print did, but from a negative
developed for a shorter time.
Take the same subject again (range 40—1). It is proposed

to make a platinum print. The exposure range of platinum
is 1—100 (Table I.). A negative has to be produced, there-
fore, whose range is 1—100. Such a negative can only bo
produced out of a 40—1 subject by developing for longer than
normal time. If the precise longer time of development is

known, then the platinum print will represent the subject
exactly as did the bromide print and gaslight print. We havi
in these tliree examples shown that each printing proce;,-
requires the negative to be developed for some particular tim.
in order to represent the same subject in the same manner
In a similar manner a variation in the subject alters the
time for which the negative must be developed. Instead of
upon a subject of a 40—1 range, let us expose a plate upon a
subject of a 10—1 range. Let us make a negative to print
on bromide paper. Such a negative muSt have a range of
1—40. To make a negative whose range is 1—40 from a subject
whose range is 10—1 requires development for a longer time
than normal. So whereas in the first example given we fitted
the subject to bromide paper with a normal-time developed
negative, now we have to fit another subject to the same
bromide paper by giving a long time of development to the
Jiegative.

It is abundantly evident, therefore, that the relationship
between the range of the subject and the exposure range of

the printing paper determines the degree of development of thi

negative. It is the purpo.se of any system of negative develop-
ment to link the subject with the jirinting paper in the manner
describetl. We can repeat the opening paragraph to emphasise
its importance as a complete definition of the condition of suc-

cessful development. Success in the development of a photo-
graphic plate involves the production of a negative whose
printing range or scale either diminishes, imitates, or
exaggerates the range or scale of light-intensities in the
subject in order to make them coincide wUh and utilise the
xchole of or an appi'opriate iwrtion of the exposure range or
scale of the printing paper.

In the paragraphs that follow an attempt will oe made to

summarise briefly the reasons that combine to prevent the
photographer from being able to carry out development with
the precision necessary to fulfil the.se conditions with
invariable certainty when development is carried out by
inspection, or faotOTially or for a calculated time.

Development by Inspection.

The successful accomplishment of development by inspection

implies that the photographer shall be able to judge, in the
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fsht of a dark-ruoni. what are the rektive transparem ies of

•. iighK^t and darkest parts of the negative, and thus esti-

^t» range, and at the same time make allowance for the

< The unchanged silver bromide which at a later stage

• .moved in the hjpo. If this could be done with

,.i.ic ac<^uracy. development by inspection would be

The subject, the developer, the temperature of develop-

.tc, could all be ignored. The negative would be

[wd until it was of the wrrect range to fit a chosen

'g l*P*''' •"'^ announced it» correct nature by its appear-

no matter for how long or short a time it re<juired to be

. ped to give that appearance. But it is an unfortunate

•liat the range of a nt^gative is a characteristic beyond

-•>wer ol thi- rye to compute. Those photographers who

.u-tuallv m<>a»ured the range of a fixed dry negative in

itv tii»-t« I
' for the purpowe know well how impos-

.t is to e-' range by simple inspection. What i«

Hible in g'.HHl ii^'it with a fixed and dry negative is not

. tmI poasible in the dim lirht of a dark-room, with an un-

Th«-r«> »i - I'lgraphers, however.
< 111 de\< "II succeasive negs-

' with u luuderate degree of acru-

ronceal their failures remains

unknown. For the most part, however, these successful photo-

graphers confine their work to one class of subject (in which

the range does not vary very much), illuminated by artificial

light of reasonable constancy, so that successive exposures are

approximately of equivalent value, and the negatives are

destined for the same printing process. Under these narrow
conditions, the grntral appearance of the negative during

development becomes a crude measure of its range. Skill in

imitating this general appearance from day to day conies to a

few photographers with experience, and these narrow condi-

tions awoupt, in my opinion, for the success with which

development by inspection can be practised by certain workers.

But the nature of the problem of development, already

described, is such that it is certain that for mixed work and

for the utilisation of any printing process at will, precise

development by inspection with certainty is an impossibility.

If the nature of the problem of development were more uni-

versally understood I do not doubt that many photographers

whnM> work is of a mixed nature would feel less confident of

their skill in development by inspection, and they would more
readily give credit to the part plBye<l )iy chance.

.B. T. J. Ol.OVBR.

(To bt confinueJ )

SUCCESS IN GLAZING.

iM. all that luts been aaid and wnttrn about

. M^«»ni t'

-ur, who
ing likr

i^-

i !»> iii.>ii% iilintographern. both profeMional

i-.iderat>l« liiftciilty in obtain-

..f,
,._, ^ - Perhaps It u th* very siin-

the pru«-«vs* which to a large i-xtent aixxiunU tor

„ of iiurrwM When a thing ii«<ms ••.!»* "n- i» loo apt

to .It-al with it in a baphaurd *on of » .. "g that .1

i« sure to rom»» right ir the end. Habit i- the world

over, and moot ptmpU- have got a habit of sMmping little

• ^-'- .1 -,r to be easy. It is juat aa «ac«asary to be

that is eaay as in that which we atknow-

>iU Inloix we pirt "'"• •"ri.'x. atwl our

it that, into a small m.. ,;la»ing we

liable to failure a« if »• *.... jrel«»»ly to

. ... a much larger enl«rpri*o. In point of fart. mo«
|.ti..i.igrBph«»ni leave the glaiing work in the hands of l">y» or

i;k!« at a small salary Boys and girls ju«t fre<ih from •< Ii.joI

ar..l with their ir.inds more set upon play than work

njrr, or imiat of thnm do, that they have be«>n g'ling

iir,. jitsi

work in

Iiir

-ind that th - ~- -"w entitled

' boioro " wn to the

V, the wkiis Willi i*hich they

lat good rcanlta arci obtained

I . ! r thitn if more staid and

t) '., i|:h a hard time a'

r.. .1 i;i.o<| time far a

I .
,.

' '1 in>.«s of life ; "•

.-.r. i.t«'d IS «r»mf>.

t.t.iiiio'l .it a cO«t

I- ••• r ['ail! awii«lant*

Yiiii K'l into a room '•

»nt. an norkinit l»ir)

• *• l<>ni li <ir

ifig 'III til'

in^; the Kren

of he.r. lint i

tiirn<w) towar' -

nrt an animal '

looa ewniaK or. at :»iiy r*l.;. nilli ryiiTciicc to soiii»

.illy iintonnerted with the work in hand I< it likely

• the glam will be properly prepared, that the edge*

1^ mfMMi. or i« it likely »hat Aiwvstant No. 2. who
giaM fr»>ni ber ui lay on and wjueegeo tlie prints. wHll

iiwtter ?/TwnrTl« hrr portion of the work' If the print*

K yi,f\ it "ir faiiH. It most have be«n bad

.. r r.r .1 fa "g room.
. borne in mind that the process "
arr Mid it <• a simple one. is not a -

;

'.•>tr or mora gill aaaist-

' «'«P At one end of

<iiJI Liiii ih'- nrst »:ir! ^ iili •IK limd

iri witk tka other "'ii'i'
'' '•

wtliition to a gl»«» in ir.ml

< nnver reat. aa ker head is

It i' nut. for instance, like fixing a print, it is a comiK'und

proceM made up of several pro<t«40s, each simple enough in

itM-lf, but each and all requiring the exercise of care nnd

nti-nlion. without attcntinn and witliout care in any one of

th«> minor proc«»»es the whole compound process will prove

a failure.

In the first place it is necessary to have a clean glass, one

imperfe<tly cleaned, one that is greasy or dirty f>r finger-marked

will not d<D ; then it is equally neoeasary t£at the glass shall

be prt>perly and carefully prepared either with French chalk

or glazing «ol-itioo. .\lso, that the print or prints are clean

when laid on the glass, and that they be properly squeegewl

without air biibble« being left, and so on throughout until

ihf tiriiiia are off the glasaes and out of the hands of tbo

|ierintendent. when his responsibility fini.shos.

i.. ..:.., ill a rwiUy lU-an glass it should be washed and polished

with methvlateil spirit; water will noi do, and to tost its

aHiial cleaiilines. Uiero is no better method than one which all

old collodion workers will recall, via., breathing on the glass:

if perfectly dean, the breath will dry off readily and

evenly : if any trace <.f dirt remains it will be seen at once and

its position located. The glass being now clean the next Jiait

<rf the process is to prepare it for the reception of the print

or prinu. The method of preparation differs with different

wonkera: some prefer French chalk, others one or other of

tlw advertised glauing solutions, others, including myself,

prafer a home-made solution of ox gall, and some few cling to

^Mi^tMri white starch or petrol. In the case of a small busi-

n<<««, such a« a studio, there is nothing to be said against

the iise of French chalk, which should be dabbed well all ovor

the glass with a pad and then polisho.! off with n clean linen

rag. The first time of using the glass this part of the process

should be repeated at least hnlf-a-doien times before the prints

lire laid on. Once the glass is in use a single careful appli

ration will be found to be ample. The glaas being now ready,

the print should be carefully awabbed over the fdce to remove

any trace of dirt or grit, and then laid in its position <iii

the glass. If a number of small prints are to be gl8«e<l on

the oni< Klaus care should be taken not to place them in too

d«M juxtaposition. The glass being filled, a piece of rubber

sbenting is laid over all and squeegeed with a flat squeegc.

preferably one of soft pine or, at any rate, fairly thick rubber .

rooat o* those on the market are too flimsy. In sq«p<>geeinn
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bo careful not to keep oontiiuially crossing the sweeps as that

will churn any one air bubble up into twenty or more small

ones. The print or prints being squeegeed and examination

through the glass showing that the contact is peTfeot, a piece

f linen sheeting or ot blotting board should take tho place

-r the rubber sheeting and be squeegeed with a roller squeegee

to remove superfluous moisture and facilitate the drying pro-

cess. The roller squeegee should be a genuine tool, not one of

the toy type which jump from their gearings directly any real

pressure is applied. Tho glass is then ready for transfer to

the drying rack.

Where one qf tlie glazing mediums is used in preference to

the French chalk the only difference in procedure is with the

first part of the pi-ocoss; the polished glass is coated on both

sides, with the modiiuu by means of a well-soaked rag, or pre-

ferably with a small mop such as are used for cleaning lamp
glas.sos; tho medium in this case should be made up of at

least double strength, and the glass is then placed) in the rack

and allowed to tllry, care being taken to keep it free from

dust during the drying. The prepared glass, when dry, should

be again treated with the medium, and the prints placed

thereon, the process proceeding as with the French chalk.

Most of the mediums in the market are go<Kl, but the homo-

made is preferable on many accounts, not the least of which

is the difference in cost ; at the present price of labour,

bottles, printing labels, packing, advertising, and carriage,

to say nothing of manufacturers' profits, it stands to reason

that a home-made product must be materially less costly.

The metliod of manufacture is as follows;—To the contents of

one ox gall, to be obtained of most English butchers at a cost

of about sixpence, add one gallon of water, two ounces of gly-

cerine and two drams of formaline. This will keep almost
indefinitely in a stoppered bottle, the quantity required for

use each time being poured therefrom into a jar or basin in

which the rag used foi' applying is soaked. This is. the ordi-

naiy strength for general use; for the first application to

new glasses only half a gallon, or less, of water should be

used. Powdered starch, petrol, etc., are more or less the cause
i)f trouble, and cause markings on the finished prints, and
their use is not advisable. It should also be noted the extra

thick paper, such as postcards, requires much more care in

squeegeeing than the ordinary grade used for portraiture or

other work that is to be mounted on card.

Having our prinAs all on glass, we are not yet through, as

great care is still requisite in the drying to ensure perfection,

especially in damp weather, where artificial heat has to be

used ; the best method of warming a drying room is undoubtedly

by means of hot water or hot air pipes, the warmed air being
kept in motion by electric fans. The next best metho<l is by

means of an oi'dinary coal or coke fire. Only when unavoid-
able should gas be used as a means of heating, and whatever
method is employed, the glasses shoidd never be brouglit too

doso to the source of heat. The drying should j>rocee<i

gradually and evenly, five to six hours is not too long a time
for paper of ])ostcaa-d thickness; any attempt to rush tho
prints off the glass too rapidly is merely courting disaster. A
difficulty sometimes arises with regard to the glasses filled up
during the evening, as they have, perforce, to be left

unattende<l for from fifteen to sixteen hours, during which
they are subject to changes of temperature; and, what is more
to the purpose, changes of the amount of moisture or damp in

the air. It will therefore be found necessary to see that

the fire is made up last thing, so that the temperature may
not fall too much before it can be attended to again. The
danger in question, is, of course, accentuated in regard to

the prints which are put on glass on the Saturday, and have
to remain thereon until Monday, i.e., unless they become
detached and fall off the glass of their own accord. It will

always be found that the greatest percentage of failures in

glazing is among these Saturday-to-Monday prints. It would
seem that the ox gall after once di-ying loses its power if it

again becomes damp, and consequently there is a considerable

.chance of the prints becoming difficult to detach from the

glass support.

During and since the Great War, there has been consider-

able complaint of an epidemic of small specks appearing on
the finished prints, and many reasons have l)een given for

their appearance, but so far no real preventive or remedy
has been adduced. Be the cause what it may, I per-

sonally opine to the belief that, it is either imperfect coating

with or use of impure baryta or imperfect admixture of

two or more gelatines, hard and soft. Soaking the prints, before

glazing, in hot water, in cold water, in formaline have all

been suggested as remedies, or rather preventives, but have
none of them proved an absolute success. Such being the case.

I would recommend a real remedy, which is after the prints

are glazed, and show the specks or spots in question, to coat

them with a very dilute copal varnish to which a small pro-

portion of turpentine has been added.

Before leaving the ^ubject, I would remark that in the

dry, warm weather which we hope to see ere long, the drying

racks may be placed in the open air with good results.

C. BliANOWIN B.\HNK9

THE MORDANT DYE PROCESS FOR COLOUR TONING.

[In several communications of late to the " Colour Photography " Supplement of the " Briti.sh Journal," viz.,

January 7, 1931, p. 3, November 5, 1920, p. 43, and June 4, 1920, p." 24, Mr. F. E. Ives has published the results of his
experiments in dye-toning by a mordanting process for the production of three-colour transparencies. In the following
note he describes further details of this process in particular a(i)plication to single coknir toning of tjansparenci.es
on glass or celluloid.

—

Eds. " B.J."]

The mordant dye process is not suitable for colouring prints
on paper, but for prints on glass or celluloid it offers the
advantage that the solutions used are very much cheaper
than the cbomical toning solutions, and keep good until

oxhausted by use. There is also the advantage that a prac-
tically unlimited variety of colours and tones can be obtained.
My earlier experiments were directed mainly to the pro-

duction of pure transparent colours for trichromatic and
'.olour cinematograph work, and after mastering this problem
attention has been directed to perfecting the application and
control of the process to toning and tinting, particularly for
cinematogmph positives, but also for lantern slides.

For this purpose it suffices to further reduce the strength

of the bleaching solution and the time of immersion, so that

no bleaching action is evident to the eye, though there has
been sufficient action to fix the required amount of colour

from the dye bath.

It is even possible with a number of basic dyes to mix
a little of the normal bleaching solution with the dye solution

without precipitaion, and so to be able to watch the progress

of the toning and stop it at the desired point. I do not
recommend this procedure because it limits the choice of dyes,

and is, after all, no quicker or better than the method b\

successive operations.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC DEALERS' CONGRESS.
The Cuiiijress. arranged by the Photographic Dealers' Associa-

tion, will be held during the Photographic Fair at the Horticul-
tural Hall, Vincent Square, S.W., according to the following pro-

i^ramine :

—

^I i.v. April 18, 2.30 p.m.—Annual meeting, to be held in the
^itfSB Room, Photoirraphic Fair, Horticultural Hall. Busi-

luss :—Annual report and balance-sheet, election of officers.

6.30 p.m.—Annual dinner. This will take place at the Holborn
Reatauraut. Tickets, lOs. 6d. Morning dress. Ladiee invited,

Tueuiay. April 19.—Visit to the Houghton Butcher Camera Works,
Walthamstow. By the generous invitation of the Houghton-
Butcher Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Congress members will be
conveyed to Walthamstow by char-a-banc, leaving the Photo-
graphic Fair, Horticultural Hall. Vincent Square, at 11.30 a.m.
Lunch will be served on arrival at the factory, when parties
will be arranged, accompanied by guides, to see the work*.

Wednesday, A"ril 20, 2.30 p.m.—Dealers' Congress, open to

members of the P.D.A., in the Congreaa Room, Photographic
Fair, Horticultural Hall. Subjects for discussion :

—

1. The high price of platea and papers and the effect on
amateur photography.

2. Should* Co-ciperative Sucieties be granted dealers' terms!

3. On wliat terms sliould profe«sional photographers be
reoogniaed as dealers.

4. Are pre-war trade discounts sufficient to-day?

Tborsday. April 21.—Viait to Messrs. Roas' Works, Clapham
Common, S.W. By the kind in\-itation of Messrs. Rosa, Ltd.,
Congress members will meet at the factory at 12 a.m. Luncheon
Will be served on arrival. Membera will afterwards be arranged
in partiea and conducted through the works. Clapham Common
can be reached by L.C.C. trams from the Embankment, or by
the City and South London Railway from any tnlie station to

Clapham Common Station.

Fridav. April 22, 7 p.m.—In Congreaa Room, Photographic Fair.
' " " Window Drtasing as a Selling Force and it*

to the Photographic Trade," by Mr. E. Willsiin, of
Mvsaxs. Kodak, Ltd.. President of the British Association of
Tliaplay Men, and winner of the £100 prixe in the National

' •* Dressing Competition at the Advertising Exhibition,
City, 1921.

Tiie lecture will be illustrated by lantern alides, and by
arnn^^ment with Me**r>. Kodak, Ltd., will be open to photo

iler* and tlieir aoaiatanti, ,admi*sion on presentation
v» card.

CuiiKrrau meetings can be attended only by individual members
of ihp P.D.A. A special Congraaa fee of 5a. entitles membera
lo attend the meetings on Tuesday, April 19, Thursday, April 2J,

snd also includea admission to the Photographic Fair. All

applicatiuiia for dinner and Congress tickets must be accompanied
by a remittance, and addressed to Mr. J. E, HudJ. 119. Viclorm
Strsat. SW., not laUr than Monday, April 11.

I*M<m>ORArar m th« Navt—Details are published in Admiralty
orders of tlie examinations to be paaaed by seamen and marines
wiu^ »i»lr to join the new Photographic Branch, e8tabli.slied in

N' >19. Photographers, first class, receive Is., and second
cla .'T day as specialist pay. All men at present holding

the rating of acting photographer, first or second claas, and all

volunteers in future, are required to pasi> an examination, both

written and practical. Candidates for the first class rating have
also to pass a lest in cinema work. In the Atlantic and Mediter-

ranean Fleets an examination will be lield every six months, the

dto^ l<viiL' arranged and promulgated by tlie respective Com-
m lief. The teats will be conducted by the Fleet Photo-

gra; . .: 'jr, or, if none ia borne, by the Photographic Officer in

the target l<rwi lie •!.ui|r. On stations abroad or in ships at home,
where n^ F!oct or .>'oup Photographic Officer is serving, tho names
of candidates are to be sent to their res|>ective dep6ts and ak)o to

the captain of the gunnery sclioolship "Excellent," whore a roster

will be kept of »U men who have qualified, and where men will be
M,.ni'ii«i»,l ».. fi'l ncanrip* in the branch aa they occur.
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Patent News.

Hroctst patents—apflicalwni and specifications - are treated in

" J'hoto-Meehanical Notes."

Applications, March 14 to 19:

—

Ct^LOUB Photography.—No. 8,353. Relief colour photography.

H. E. Dawson.

Films.—No. BjlOT. Sensitised photographic films. C. V. Drysialo,

J. H. Powell, and A. Wood.

Knuikoing Easel.—No. 8,024.—Photographic enlarging easel. Wal-

lace Heaton, (Ltd

COLOtm Photogbaphy.—No. 8,590.—Method of producing photo-

graphic plates for indirect tricolour photography. E. A. Lage.

iNEMATOGRAPHY.—^No. 8,236. Cinematograph apparatus. J. (5.

Betjemann.

Otnematocraphy.—No. 8,401. Apparatus for developing, fi.xing,

toning, tinting, and drying cinematograph films. A. Bourdereau.

Cinematography.—No. 7,953. Day or night screen and film for

moving pictures. T. H. B. Gayner.

Cinematography.—^No. 8,546. Moving pictures. M. Hall.

Cinematography. — No. 8,474. Cinematographic projection.

M. A. J. Harper.

Cinematography.—No. 8,102. Cinematograph machines. H. Hevey.

Cinematography.—No. 8,312. Cinematograph projection machines.

M. H. Morris.

Cinematography.—No. 8,352. Cinematograph apparatus. K. de

Pioszynski.

Cinematography.—No. 8,353. Cinematograph mechanisms and
films. K. de Pioszynski.

Cinematography.—No. 8,241. Oinematogi'aph . etc., projecting ap-

paratus. R. Wellesley.

Stereoscopic Cinematography.—No. 7,956. Apparatus for making
and method of projecting stereoscopic cinematograph pictures.

F. L. Rose.

Cinematograph-Photograph. — No.' 8,400. Synchronisation of

machines for recording and reproducing sounds and movements.
C. H. Verity.

XRay Apparatus.—No. 8,096. Apparatus for production of X-
ravs. E. E. Greville and F. W. Read.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

These specifi-cations are obtainable, price !/• each, post free, from
the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,
London, W .0.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; tr

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

Mosaic Colour Screens.—No. 158,670 (Nov. 7, 1919). The inven.

tion relates to multi-colour screens for natural colour cinemato-

graphy and still photography, of the kind in which coloured

particles are used in conjunction with a tacky substance to form
the colour screen upon a suitable transparent base. The
coloured grains are mixed into a paste with a liquid tacky

material, of a composition which will not impair the colour of

the grains, and with this paste a suitable film of glass or other

convenient material is coated. The grains or particles may
comprise threads or particles of glass or other suitable trans-

parent or translucent material capable of- being coloured, but
of such a nature as to i-epel or to resist any dye that may be
applied to the liquid tacky material.

When, for c.\ample, a two-coloured screen is to be produced
the grains or particles will be all of one colour and will be
mixed into a paste with a tacky substance such as gelatine,
fish-glue, or other like material which will not dissolve the
grains, and which is dyed w^th another colour with

a .suitable dy« solution, preferably warmed to, say,

60 deg. F., in order to .soften the gelatine. The paste is then

applied to the film or base, and the outer surface of the screen

cleaned and dried in order to remve any dye that may be

adhering to the surface of the particles, the result being a

two-colour screen ready for any desired operation.

Jn a similar manner a screen or film of three colours, five

colours, or other desired number of colours may be produced by

employing grains or particles of the requisite plurality of colours.

If desired, the prepared surface of the screen may be protected

with a suitable transparent varnish or other medium.

The grains may, if desired, be formed by dissolving a gum

or like substance such as gum sandarac in alcohol or other

solvent, the solvents being dyed any colour and then driving off

the solvent so as to leave the coloured gum, which is then

crushed to form particles

For dyeing the grains dyes are used which will be dissolved

in the same solvent as that for the gum employed.

In order to facilitate the mixing and spreading of the pasty

mixture formed from the tacky substance and coloured grains,

glycerine is preferably . added to the mixture.—John Camiller,

8, Wykeham Mansions, 20. Rosendale Road, West Dulwich,

London, S.E.21, and Adam Hay, of 49, Old Bond Street,

London. W.l

New Apparatus.

The Movie Camera Attachment. Made by the Movie Photo Co.,

2J, Cornhili, Bridgwater, Somerset.

This is a piece of apparatus for the making of the so-called " living

portraits " which during the last few years have become an attrac-

tive photographic novelty in many places. It is an attachment

somewhat resembling a repeating-back, which can be used in con-

junction with a well-built studio camera, and allows of the necessary

three negatives being made with great accuracy through the ruled

screen. Perhaps it is necessary to e.xplain lo some that the living

portrait is made from a negative containing tliree successive photo-

graphs, each of a different expression of the sitter's face, and exist

ing as band images of width about 1-lOOth of an inch. This nega-

tive is made by exposing the plate three times in succession under

a ruled screen, in which the opaque bands are twice the width of

the clear spaces, the screen, or the plate, being shifted parallel

to itself the width of the clear space between each exposure. From

this negative a print is made by contact, and is then viewed through

a similar ruled screen in close contact with it. A shift of the

screen then discloses in turn the sets of bands representing the

first, second, and third exposure.

It will be clear that, for successful results, strong and even pres-

sure between the screen and the plate during exposure is necessary,

as is also exact and strictly parallel movement of one or the other.

In the apparatus before us the plate is moved by a cam, which

operates upon a stout brass carrier very accurately guided by a pair

of grooves. The successive movement of the screen into the eeconc*

and third positions is most simply made by pushing across a lever,

on the outside of the plate holder, into slots provided for it. The

apparatus is most solidly and substantially made, as it requires to

be for close contact between the screen and the plate. The plate

holder travels on a back frame, which is fitted to the camera as a

repeating-back is fitted. This back frame also acconimudates a

focussing screen, which is quickly drawn away and the plate holder

brought int<< rx^sition. The apparatus is made for using the half

of a half-plaie, on which three negatives, each measuring about

2 inches square, are obtained. The plate holder is provided wit)

a series of stops, by which it is brought accurately into posit ic;

for the exposure of each successive third of the plate.

We are able to express the highest opinion of the design and cor.-

struction of the outfit, the price of which is £12 12s. ; and the Movie

Company also supply a clockwork apparatus to be used as a window

display of the " changing ". character of the portraits. The prict

of this latter is £2.
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New Books.
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CROYDON CAMERA CLCB.
Dr. O. R. Rodman. F.R.PS. gave an exhaiMtive lectare i>n

" Spidera : Their Stroctore and tIahtU
"

.K feature of the evening waa andoabt' " gyra-

tion, of a pring-awakaned fly, whidt ex.. -pidara

oa lb* »enm wHIi a^raoM indiffcrwiee. I occa-

eionally nUlad en tiM €»»• to obtain -^ iiately.

eoming witUa tbo t|ilMr* of a Tenttlating fan. it laddaniy remem-
bered an aagagiani aiaawhare.

AaotlMr faatare con«ia<«d of a xallai '>ipl u)

aernre the oaoal half time interval at <' ' '<ar nt

spideuy lore. The lanternisl. Mr. George Washington Walker, diil

his best by proclaiming that only a few minutes' life was left for

the arc carbons, demanding an immediate change. On Dr. Rodman
placidly disregarding this warning, and proceeding, they nobly rosi'

to the occasion and worked yet another hour without turning a

hair. A few present, who had neglected to make spiders a special

5itudy. expressed a sincere wish in the direction of compression,

though they and all bore witness to the highly interesting and

instructive character of the lecture, and admired the doctor for his

thoroughness and enthuiiasm in a fascinating branch of natural

science.

The subject can hardly be said to be photographic, bat one

analogy may be mentioned. The retina of a spider's eye has ranged /

behind it crystals, whicii reflect the light and reinforce vision.

The extra °* vision." comparable with halation, obtained in some-

what similar way by a dry-plate, ha.s nothing to recommend it.

though many years ago a quasi-scientific journalist had the hardi-

hood to start a discussion
—"Does Backing Slow a Plate?" A

most hearty vote of thanks was accorded the ever-welcome visitor

from Richmond

Cattobo Cameiu Cli'B.—On 25rd inst. at the Club's Heail-

quarter*. Mr. U. H. Fentherstone. F.R.P.S., gave a demonstration
»<•'' '^•'"F.on daaensitising plates before development. The
] he usad was one he had found »s the result of

ii.MiK-..,..,. experiments, but it waa understood to be similar to

" DaMnsitol." The advantage he claimed was tiiat wfaik-

equally efficient a* a desensitiser the stain left by hi^

preparation disappears more readily during fixing and washing.

Mr. Feathentone emphasised the fact that the sensitiveness of

plate, can tmly he redooed—not destroyed—by his and similar pre

paratiuna, and the object of their iise is not to abolish dark rooms.

bat U) render them more comfortable by permitting more

generoa. illumination. He said one deseiieitising bath should not

be uaed for more tliaii three plate*, as its action was impaired and

finally stopped by bromine absorbed from the emulsions, and

development should not lie prolonged beyond three minutes. Tin*

mIuIiou appeared to act by dyeing, and longer immersion in

developer, he Ihuught, bleached the deposit of dye, and left tli«<

plate once more liable to fog. ''

.\fter the prucn. had been described and questions answered, a

flashlight photograph of the audience was taken. The exposed

plat* waa bathed in desensitiser in darkneaa, and placed in

developer together with an unbathed nnexpoeed plate. A I'ltnp

Bttad with a yellow, bromide safelight was then switched on <. I' <.-'•'

t) the developing dish, and development completed. The flaah

light negative was quite free from fog while the other pl»t>-

appeared hopelessly fogged.

Mr. Fealherstone then revived a hearty vote of thanks, ami

the meelintc concluded.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

Lscil. Noncw.—A first and final dividend of ISs. Id. in the i.

lurtUb declared in the case of Thomas Gillies Gamlen, commiju'ion

agent, late photographer, Moorhnnt, Whitminster, Gloucestersliit.'

laUty Havne, Avenue Road, West Hartlepool, and 47, ChurcJ.

Street, West Hartlepool. The dividend is obtainable at the Official

Receiver's OfBce, 36, Baldwin Street, Bristol.

Cm Sau's ISOpaoi Ijst.—The magnitude of the .i.Miiiip.s oi

the City Sale and Kxchange is exemplified in a list just issue.l

by lb* branch of the firm at 81, Aldersgate St., London, F,.C.l

whteh mns to <iver 180 page*. A few of these are occupied b>

•lory of the firm, but nearly all contain closely printeti

,

. of hundred* of pieces of apparatus in each of Uv

varivu. Uasse. of camera, lenses, •nlargers, etc. The list is son'

free on applicstion.
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News and Notes:

Messrs. John Harrap and Son advise us of the establishment

of a. special department at 3, Holborn Buildings, London, E.C.I,

for picture, photographic, or advertising frames.

Roval Photographic Society.—In connection with the new-

studio now being fit^^d up at the house of the Royal Photographic

Society, 35, Russell Square, .Messrs. Houghtons, Ltd., have

generously presented a handsome background with supporting

frames and rollers to the Society.

Photooraphy and Advertising.—Mr. Elwin Neame, the well-

known West End photographic artist, is to lecture before the

Publicity Club of London at the Hotel Cecil on Monday, April 4.

Mr. Neame. who i» bringing a " live model " with him, is dealina

with the influence of photography on advertising. A cordial invi-

tation to att«nd is issued to all publicity men interested, who
should 'phone Mr. Day, Central 11759, for free invitation tickets.

The Professional Photographer for March reflects in equal

intensities the artistic and commercial sides of photography. Mr.

F. C. Tilney has one of his illuminating chapters on composition

in portraiture, and there are e.xamples of the virile work of the

Swedish portrait photographer, Ferdinand Flodin, of Stockholm.

On the commercial side, the importance of photography to the

manufacturer receives an impressive testimony from Mr. S. Grim
shaw, official photographer to the Ford Motor Co., of Manchester

Qutagraph While-You-Wait Camera.—A descriptive circular

of this latest camera for the making of direct-positive portraits is

sent to us by the Quta Co., 252-254, Haydons Road, Wimbledon,
S.W.19. It carries 50 plates (2§ x IJ), which Sre loaded in day-

light, and is provided with direct focussing and with tanks for

development and fi.\ing while the customer waits for the necessary

minute or two. The camera, which is priced at £8 Ss., is evidently

deserving of the attention of those in the ferrotype portrait

business.

London Camera Exchange.—The issue of a 50-page catalogue

of second-hand apparatus definitely marks this firm (Bobbins,
Manistre and Co.) among the leading establishments which
specialise in the purchase and re-sale of cameras, etc. The partners
know their business thoroughly well, and we applaud their policy

of dealing only in goods which they can offer with confidence. The
catalogue specifies a very great variety of camera, lenses, enlargers.

etc., and is obtainable free on application to 2, Poultry, Cheap-
side. London. E.G.

2

Nottingham Photogkaphic Society.—The 17th annual exhi-
bition will be held on April 28, 29 and 30, in the Albert Hall
Institute, Derby Road, Nottingham. The closing date for entries
is April 13, and all pictures and slides must be delivered by
Monday, April 18. There will be an open section, as well as a
section for the members of the Society only. Further informa-
tion and entry forms may be obtained from the hon. sec, Mr.
A. Beeston, 103, Nottingham Road, Nottingham. Mr. F. W. P.
Simpson, of Loughborough, will judge.

Dye-image Neoative.s.—According to a patent specification,

No. 156,691, open to inspection but not yet accepted, of the UUmann
Gesellschaft, Zwickau, Germany, in the production of dyed bichro-
mated colloid negatives from opaque originals, in order to obviate
a loss of sharpness when the developed negative is dyed, and to
render it waterproof, the negative is dyed and then bathed in a
solution which will convert the dye into a water-insoluble compound.
As an example, the negative is dyed in a solution of penta-methyl-
p-rosaniline and then bathed in a dilute aqueous solution of
di-amido-stilben-disulpho-acid-diphenol. '

Guilleminot Papers.—M. Jules de Gottal, 17. Cecil Mansions,
Marius Ro^d, London, S.W.17. sends us samples of two of the
development papers manufactured by MM. R. Guilleminot,
Boespflug and Co., of Paris, for whom he is agent in the United
Kingdom. These are the " Aero Contraste," a bromide paper
givmg vigorous prints or enlargements from weak negatives, and

the " Sedar." a broiiinK? emuUion, wliiih. by straightforward

development with M.Q. yields prints of rich, warm black to brown

colour comparable with those on platinum-toned collodion pr-nt-out

'pa()er. Both papers are evidently of liigh-cUiss manufacture.

Correspondence.

***C'orretpondents thould never write on both aides of the paper.

,Vo notice is token of communications unless the names and

addresses of the writers are given.

••* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

HALATION: PLATINOTYPE.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen.—May I once more suggest that the best preventive

of halation . is to use a double-coated plate the lower (the slow)

emulsion absorbs whatever halation may get in from the glass

;

and it is surprising what, in all average cases, a complete absence

of halated effect can be ex[)ccted, and that without any messy

backing. Of course there are subjects that a backing, in addition,

may be advisable for ; such as a strong light ooming directly

through a window' in the subject ; but this even will give little

trouble, though it should always, if possible, be minimised by

waiting till the light comes ok rather than through the window.

The virtues of the double-coated plate have been my song for ver\

many years but they are still comparatively unknown. All makers

should list them ; they would then be tried for at least diflicult

subjects, and once trie! they would never be abandoned by those

in search of quality; immunity from over-exposure; the ability to

use the full exposure that alone gives the perfect negative of per-

feet exposure to all parts of the subject ; deep shadows and high fl
lights alike being perfectly rendered on a double-coated plat<?

Platinotype.—I frequently find as in your last issue, that a

thin negative is advised for Platinotvne printing. This is directly

contrary to m"y experience. I work for a verj- fully exposed nega-

tive, slightly under-developed and then intensified with mercury

and sulphite of soda just sufliiciently to separate the planes and

give a strength of image that will make judging the degree "'

printing easy, easier than is at all possible with a thin negative

Perfect timing of the degree of printing is the crux, the real diffi-

culty in Platinotype printing, and only an image rich in gradatior:

and strong in transparent densities will ensure it.—Yours faithfully,

Frederick H Evans

Acton, W.3.

A STUDIO LIGHTED FROM THE SOUTH.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen.—Your leading article on a studio light from the

south, west, or east is interesting and valuable, and suggest.-

means of managing an admittedly difficult light. In America I

believe it is not at all uncommon to use a sunlit studio, and I

remember many years ago calling to see an American photographer

who had just opened a studio iti the West End of London in an

old mansion. He received me most courteously and showed me
his two studios, which were originally conservatories on the south

side of the house. I suggested that he might find some difficulty

in managing to work with a south aspiect, but he said that in

his studio in San Francisco he used a south light, and with proper

arrangements of blinds and curtains his operators found no diflS-

culty, after some experience, in getting any kind of lighting they
desired.

It die) not occur to me until some time afterwards that a south
light could be managed with ease in a climate of comparatively
constant sunshine, such as I imagine San Francisco enjoys : but in

our land of sunshine and cloud, with those glorious clouds chasing
each other across the blue (which give our English landscape one

bL.:
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.1 i»» gre»t*»t rhann*. wh^ii " w»v«« of thadow went over the

\Krat >. a itouth light vinuld be most difficult to manaee. Ju»t

.iili^r ha* raref'illy arraiiired hi» blinds to give the

.^d, with the -un shiiiini;, one of thou* lovely white

load* i.ome» sailing alons;. and hi< whole acheroe i« upiet. and

h» •»•» »n wait until •' the clouds roll by." or else he starts again

• II he has rearranged ever>thinc and is

e out shines the ton once more, and hit

iiMt u> Im b«guii u^er a(;ain. In my own atudio I have some
'• from the same cattse : the pitch of the studio roof is a

too flat, and before eleven o'clock the sun peep* over and

in th^ fitter and I have to draw the white cortains: in a

san may be obsiared, anl ' is then reduced

n* thi« i« over by eleven ' ,» not a serions

'•ra come !>.•. • .nt liuur. Now. how-

.: the diffirii : :i... last till twelve, and

hat > ttie lun I have to summer time.

At 'hf • f the stodio, by dr^uirijr a curtain aside I

1 nice effect with direct f I darken the

>, but it .an lie secured < the son shine*.

. of coarse, it -n't do, and it is too far round in

:ternnon. So I !..^ mi tr\iiic in use it. btcaose if I

jny photo^apha wjii .int to be taken that

ind I cannot do it .. _ :.... Jay, '" i.«ri..i>» too

1 the afternoon. I alio htfve a window on ' Mde.
.. ! twrrr ii«» It ),.-r..,^ tf,e eaoshin* •• "• ...; and

ineeriaiD

'' v.itn .1 .
•^-

difBruh for all

work, b. . pictures, for
' : ,.iij>.. n i n<' iiriti. u:ty .ir;-.. u- ^ . i "v

If the direct rays of the >. ••'-.

n«, * there are very f, • Liys in the

'•rrupled aantihine. < > . 'laltv. as in

f brilliaii

'

..

all. we •

I. t^^^., . .« arlul.

..vr. and r (fete •

Vcuri fa;th(uU\. Arti.iaA.

..(.:

u that

«:TFRRi)SC0P1C RELIKF
I " th» Editors

I to Mr. R W niai.l. , .

. ve are asaential to a titm-
•tory.

• M boor between the time* of b«uiK
lied. I turned my (ace to the wall one
at the wall-psper. aboat three fset frooi

I waa conscious that the wmll-papar paltcrn

I dimension. It looked aa itMmfh it>«M aotid

ide of uanspweat material. I could so* into it for Mvarml
A> n%<i*\. whan aoytliiag apparently annatarml atrtkea one,

l oglttw . rais«d oqr head froa the pillow to see

t fMMnI ware still aa tltay abooM be. Aa I did
iii itaMa of tlM pattam atufiiii t» otker placca as

e aahanied of beinf cmasht oat of boanda, and In'

hing waa nonaal again. Hj head fell ooee more to the

- but, aa it prwMd to iu fanner place tba patterns scorried

»t attain, and the stareosropic cflaci waa insistent until I Anally

iioved.

I thooKfat about thi* for several morning*, and play«d about
• •' '- -"' - find an aaplanation. I'aoally the pattern

' its actual asse and very near Indeed.

in; ii«ini iiiii. i<i uinch it, but cnuld^'t reach the wall nntll

stratebed a good way out of bed. (This proves snmethins.

with iwgard to the ratationahip between •lereoaeopic viaion

'le saoae of diatance.) But osice again the pallarn looked

fly far away (This sounds vary like

-tsKmal njlase of wine with my lunch I

M i t^«<.M4i.' r
J

i Dave not bean able to repeat this cnonnoua
^ect I e\;»xt it ia tn soBM way pnrely subjective. Of cvorse.

the actual size of th« it«ms of the pattern is a constant factor

;

so when they look near their size must look small, and vice versa.

The pattern is an old-fashioned textile design of lattice and a

spriK-motive in each diamond. It ia rather dark, but well

marked. I found the explanation of the illti£ion by noticing

that in the apparent solidity or depth of the images there was a

vertical line of the diamond shapes that seemed more recessed than

any others. It was always so whenever I got the effect in a period

extendini; over some' weeks. There was a paperhangcr"s "joint,"

only discernible upon close scrutiny, and having discovered this

one morning I wondered how it would behave in my phantom-

solidity view. I adjusted my head and got the illusion, but

couldn't at first find the tiny suggestion of a white streak by which

I recognised the joint—it was the thickness of the paper that had

risen above the " butt-joint." After a while I found it in dupli-

ratr .' One was each side of the depressed column of diamond-

shape^i I knew then that the whole pattern was, in my eyesight,

superimposed upon itself. There were two images. I checked this

by lookini; at a chair and a table against the wall, and they had

double imac;e«. The scurrying of the pattern to and fro (and some-

what up and down) was due to pressure by the pillow upon the

eyeball. This I teated with my finger, and found that the slightest

preasure cm the edge of the bony orbit throws the eyes out of

adjustoiMit.

I was then satisfied that if two images preciaely alike can be

made tn coincide a stereoscopic relief may result, and I further

had discovered that those two imagea need not exist actually, so

long a* they exist in^the dual sight. The combination in this case

take* place somewhere between the two retinas and the brain.

Will Aomebndy please explain ?

I should add that where the pillow partly obscured the pattern

in one way. the other eye saw it within, or through the first eye's

pillow image, and saw it in all the commonplaceness of normality.

Sane of Mr. Blakeiey's incorrigible friends who persist in say-

ing • very nice," " very good." may be squinting into his stereo-

scope, and may thoa superimpose the two images of the identical

slides over which he wastes his " cursory breath."—Yours, etc,

F. C. TiLirtT.

THE Pi U.K. AND I'HtlTCXJIl.VI'HK HESF..UW:H.

To the Editor*.

(^eolUmeii.—A« an old " Conventioner," and one of the old

acbool of worken. I am very pleased indeed U> learn from yoiir

page* of the re-eJ«rii..ii ..f Mr. C. H. Bothamley as President of the

forthcoming Bnstol meeting, he being a true photographic

acientist, and one who hM done so much for the Convention in the

past, more especially at the time when papera of scientific interest

wcf* the ord«r of Convention week. As a holiday-making concern

the C<v)v«ntion ha* been a suooees, and I undersUnd that then?

was about £30 balance on the right side at the 1930 meeting, but

Ks *a<««M and naefulnses will be greater if some attention bo given

lo photographic theory and practice, and Mr. Bothamley is the man

to bring h about, be always dealing with scientific theoriee in a

way the average worker can undarHand.

It does not appear to be generally known that the Convention

has a fond—and a moat jealously guarded one, too—for photo

grspfaie isssaxrh. and that the Council have poww to make grants

of monay lor the carrying out of special work. I have an idea that

tbr49n|and onlv?) time any of this money was granted was in

1897 Messrs Haddon and Grundy's paper on " The Strength of

Hyp^-Solution and Time for Fixing Albumen Paper " being the

notcome of il.
.

I think more pnblicitv might be given to this matter of aid to

research, and we might be told how much money is given, and to

.^^ ^J,plv for particular*. The grant—if of respectable

1, hf an inducement to some of our young and

,,„,r-„^.u. ,..r,iei, to investi^s'- i-'"- nf practice within thc.r

comf»tency.-Yoon faithfully, Godfmy WttSON.

[The original idea was. we believe, to make a grant of only

£6 We nnd«sund, however, that the m*tteT was brought before

the recent meeUng of the CuuncU, that it is to be considered by a

soVcommittee, and that an annoanceinent concerning the grant

may be expected in doe oonna.-In*. " B.J."1
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^swers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our present practice a Telatively email space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

, We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed

for reply : 5-cent International Coupon, from readers abroad.

Queries to be answered in the Friday's "Journal" must reach us

not later th^ln Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be addressed

to the Editors.

E. H.—" Camera Work " was formerly published by Mr. Alfred

Stieglitz, 1,111, Madison Avenue, New York, but its publication

ceased some years ago.

H. W.—Ordinary unbleached sheeting is generally used, and this

can be had up to 108 inches wide. Scene painters' canvas has

been used, but is much more expensive.

S. A.—When using anhydrous sodium sulphite instead of the

crystal, use half the quantity. .\s regards the soda carbonates.

10 parts of the crystal carbonate are equivalent, in alkaline

strength, to about 4 parts of the anhydrous.

0. ,J.—The 4i-inch Wray is worth about. £1 ; the 5x4 Wray,

//5.6, if of 6 inches focus, is worth about £2 : the whole-plate

Wray should be worth about £3. We do .not kiiow an " .Auto
"

daylight enlarger of Houghton's under this name. If you mean
simply a fixed-focus enlarging box it is worth, perhaps, about

> two-thirds its pre-war price.

F. A.—We remember the bromide paper in which th$ paper ha<l a

metal coating. If we remember rightly it was placed on the

market here for a German firm by the Rotary Photographic
Company, but it has not been on sale for many years At the

present time, so far as we kn.ow, there is nothing of this kind

made, such results being very much more easily obtained by the

rarbon process, or by one of the transfer bromide papers, such as

Kerotype, or Kodak Transferotyye.

.T. L.—(1) A good studio plate of about 400 H. and D. (2) Yes,
but not at all easy to arrange the requisite lighting of the sitter

and the background. (3) Prints are generally worked up to a fair

extent. (4) Nothing better than the pyro-soda recommended
by the makers of the plates. (5) If the camera will carry it,

about the best lens for half-plate size is a portrait lens of about
10 inches or 12 inches focal length, but it is a big and expensive

lens. (6) It would seem that your lens is simply an ordinary

R.R. Impossible to say who made it. Many of them came from
France.

N. E.— .\s published in the issue of the " Colour Photography "

Supplement of March 5, 1920, where the patent specification

is reprinted, "Bakelite" has been protected for the making of

colour screen-plates by Max Wieland, 47, Bosestrasse, Tempelhof,
Berlin. Of course, there have been scores of processes for

making screen-plates of geometrical pattern patented within the

last ten j'ears or so. You will find particulars of all of them
indexed under " Colour Photography " in the annual indexes to

the " British Journal." So far as we know none of them are
commercially used.

B L.—We are afraid there is no satisfactory method of straighten-
ing an ebonite shutter which is warped. No doubt very great
hot mechanical pressure would flatten the shutter, which could
then be re-worked if necessary to fit the slide, but the game is

scarcely worth the candle. We have used unblackened sheaths
in the N. and G. changing boxes for many years without find-
ing any drawbacks. In fact, unless the blackening is of an
exceedingly tenacious kind, such as that used by the makers bf
oxidised lens mounts, we would much sooner be without it. as it

is very liable to chip ott and causa marks on the plates

^- J-—The process is, of course, quite different from using the-
80-caBed ferrotype buttons or cards in a cannon camera. You

have to make a negative, and then a print from it. There
nothing diflficult at all in making the prmt, but male
the negative is a little more difficult than making the dire. .

positive as you have been doing with your cannon camera, an.i.

of course, takes consideraby longer. Generally speaking,
think you could very easily learn to do it, but do not think i-

a very good commercial proposition, because the process take-

longer time than people will wait. Cameras of this kind lir.

come on the market every now and again, but never into gene
use.

S. B.—(1) You ought not to fit the diaphragm right in the front nt

the lens, since to do so introduces distortion. The cells must
a very close fit indeed if you cannot find room for a Waterho'
stop. If we were you we should send the lens to the Prenn.-i

Optical Co,, 63, Bolton Road, Stratford, E.15, who, if it is at

all possible, could fit a Waterhouse stop. We do not know that

a diaphragm cap is on the market. (2) So far as immunitv
from action of the developer is concerned lead is an excel!,-

material for tanks. Though acid may be used in compound,
separate stock solutions, it is neutralised in the working developer

and has no effect. Even with an acid fixing bath, in which there

is free acid, the action is very slight on lead, and lead-lined

tanks can be satisfactorily used for this bath.

J. M.—We think it is a waste of money to buy an anastigmat
such a long focus as 14 inches for covering a half-plate. If y
were to get a good Dallmeyer R.R. or Ross Symmetrical of ti

focal length you would pay a good deal less, and have a lens

that was capable gf just as good results, even when using pan-

chromatics. The aperture would not be larger than fl8, but in

nine cases out of ten you wpuld have to stop down your anastigmat
to that a|5erture, or smaller, in order to get deptli of focus. We-
recommend you to get one or two lenses of this kind on approval
from a firm of dealers in second-hand apparatus. The money
you would save would enable you to buy a short-focus anastigmat,

which we should think you will really need for jobs where you
cannot get much space between the camera and the subject. As
regards prices, we have recently published prices for commercial
woi-k suggested by the Edinburgh Society of Professional Photo-
graphers, which we think ought to be a reasonable guide to yo

You might base your charge for taking a negative and supplyii

one print on these; further prints at, say. Raines's prices.

The British Journal of Photography.
Lon ADYBiTisiiisirrs.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertiaement*

(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimom Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.

per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephuiie or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday moraing

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue oannot be

guaranteed.
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EX CATHEDRA.

Juaging th* When working in a brightly-lighte<l

LiKhtins. studio the operator is often deceived

as to the effect of the lighting by the flood of Ught whicli

enters his eyes and prevent* him from appreciating the

true value of the Hght which is falling upon the sitter.

This is particularly the case when working against the

light; the* effect appears muoh flatter to the eye than

it does to the lens, assuming that the latter is properly

shftded. The remedy for this is obvious, although few

workers seem to realise it. It is to shade the eyes as

well as the lens, and for this purpose nothing is better

than the old-fashioned canopy beneath which both tho

operator and sitter were situated. This fitting is rarely

Men now, and the operator must rely upon the simpler

plan of shading his eyes with his hands, as he does

instinct-ively when looking at a sunlit view out of doors,

all that is necessary being to cut any brightly-illuminated

window, or electric lamp, out of the field of view. Where
tho «!»:*> of the studio permits, the canopy is a boon to

tl • 'or, as not only does it supersede the focussing

cl allows of children and nervous sitters bein;;

t«kati without their knowledge. Sev^al well-known

AnMrican photographers, and on this side Mr. Marcus
Adams, have seen the advantage of thus camouflaging

th^ camera.

Simple Local A very simple metliod of controlling the
Control. density of negatives locally consists in

the use of a sheet of ground giMs of the same size as the

negative placed glass to glasa against the latter, and the

two bound together with lantern-slide binding. The
exposed ground side of the glass is then worked upon with

pencil or stump where required. This idea may not be

new to many, but is of considerable value in pictorial

work, such as lightening tones and shadows, etc., in

landscape or architectural work ; and the use of glass

has certain advantoges over tissue paper or papier mineral

secured to the glass side of the plate. This is especially

"f Jl>^ plate ia to be printed by contact, the double

thmmw of the glasses assisting in making the hand -work

leas evideDt in the print. .\ny errors in manipulation

may be rapidly removed from the ground glass witii n

damp cloth and the work done again immediately, which

cannot be said of the former method, which only allows

of rectification of mistakes by the application of a fresh

sheet of paper. Care must be taken not to put too much
work on the glass, and any hard outlines may be gradually

softened off oy gentle rubbing with a piece of chamois
leather strained over one finger. When lightening shadows
or controlling high-lights by this method the photogiaphic

image must always be visible in the negative when
viewed against tho light. When a sheet of glass has

served its purpose it may be cleaned off and used again

for another plate, and so the method is not expensive.
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The slight grain in the glass may appear in the print, but

not to anv extent. In some, specimens that we were

recently shown it had quito an attractive effect in the

picture.
* *

Shutter A point which is often overlooked by

Efficiency and users of between-lens shutters is the

Diaphrasms. difference of efficiency which arises from

varying the aperture of the diaphragm. With shutters

which open from and close to the centre, the full ajierture

of the lens is only available for a small jn-oportion of the

exposure. This is most marked in shutters of the Unicum

type, where two circles move across each other, but even

with those having a star-shaped opening it is considerable.

Ibis thus obvious that the smaller the diaphragm aperture

the gi-eater is the efficient exposure. Thus, with such

shutters tiie ordinary practice of doubling the exposure

at each step on the iris scale will not give equal exposures,

because a diaphragm aperture of //16 is fully exposed

for a longer time at any given shutter speed tlian one of

f/8 would be at the same setting, therefore it would be

safe to give rather less than the quadruple exposure

which would be necessary with a focal-plane shutter or a

cap. This variation, of course, differs with different types

of shutt«r, but it is always worth considering wlien the

question of the possibility of using a smaller aperture

than the full opening arises.

* * *

The Develop- Although no one would willingly use
ment of Stale plates which have deteriorated by age
Plates. Qj. careless storage, it is oecasioiially

necessary to deal with such, either because no others are

at hand OT because exposed plates have suffered through

a long journey in tropical climates. In such contingencies

quite serviceable negatives may usually be obtained by

disregarding the surface fog which usually appears at an

early stage of development, and developing until no

furtlier action appears to take place. Fixing should be

Thorough, so that there is no risk of staining on any

after-treatment that may be necessary. It may now be

found that the images, although rather foggy, are capable

of yielding a good print, but if this is not the case, the

fog may be removed by treating with a reducer, the best

form of which is the usual iodine and cyanide solution

which does not alter the colour of the image, and which

appears to have a tendency to dissolve the foggy veil

before it attacks the true image. Pyro-soda, with a slight

addition of bromide, is a suitable developer, but hydro-

quinone, either with a caustic alkali or a carbonate, is

better, as it appears to give more contrast and at the same
time minimises the veiling.

* * *

Panoramic Although a specially-designed camera,
Oroups. such as the Cirkut or Al Vista, is the

most convenient for the pro<luction of groups whose width
is great in proportion to their height, very satisfactory

work can be done witli an ordinary camera and a lens of

fairly wide angle. For the sake of economy it is advis-

able to have plates cut to conform to the size of the print

:

in the case of a 12 x 10 camera a l.'i xl2 plate will give

two 12 X 7| plates, and for 15 x 12 slides the plate may
be cut lengthwise to give 1.5 x 6, or if this be too narrow
an 18x1.") would give 15x9. If the expense is not a

consideration the full size plate may be used, or if more
than one exposure be needed half the plate may be covered
during each. One objection to wide angle groups is the
broadening of the outer figures if the lens is of very short
focal length, but such a lens need not be used if there is

room, as there is generally, to take up a sufficiently-

distant standpoint. In any case, this distortion may be

minimised by arranging the group in a curve, as is

recommended to users of the Cirkut. There is a tendency

for the centre to receive more exposure than the ends,

but if a full exposure be given this will not l)e apparent

in the print.

THE HANDLING OF ULTRA-KAPID PLATES.

Thk speed of present-day plates has reached a point of

wliieli the most sanguine of the original experimenters

never dreamed. Almost every week advances in this

direction are advertised, and we can assert from practical

tests that in most cases the makers" claims are well

founded. A rapidity of 500 H and D is now looked upon

as quite ordinary; some makers have gone far beyond

this with isolated batches, but have not ventured to put

them upon the market, owing to the difficulty of making

such extremely sensitive emulsions upon a commercial

scale. It appears, therefore, that we have by no means

reached the limit, and that in the future we may be using

plates which are as great an advance on those we are

using as the latter are on the productions of the last

century.
During the transition from wet collodion to gelatine

enndsion, great stress was laid upon the necessit>y for

extreme care in the handling of the new plates, which in

the hands even of experienced workers often gave flat

foggy negatives, and it may be said that the recent

advances render a reiteration of stich warnings desirable.

It seems that in many cases it is overlooked that a plate

which is exceedingly sensitive to light transmitted by the

lens is equally sensitive to light which reaches it in other

ways, and the result is a want of clearness and brilliancy,

just the trouble experienced by the past generation.

From a considerable experience of the modern plates

we are able to say that this is due in all cases to want

of care or knowledge on the part of the operator, for it

is as easv to produce dense high-lights, if needed, and

clean shadows with a 500 H and D emulsion, as it is with

one of ordinary, say, 100 H and D, provided proper

precautions are' taken. The first point to be observed is

naturally the safety of the dark-room illuminant, and this

is doubtful in many professional dark rooms. As a

general rule, a very" rapid plate takes much longer to

develop than a moderately slow one, and if dish develop-

ment be practised this means that the rapid emulsion is

exposed to the red light for, sav. twice the time that the

slow one would be. The extra speed would probably

permit of a fogging action, even in the same time, and

with double time such fogging becomes pronounced.

Added to this, the emulsion may be isoch'romatic, and this

further tends in the same direction. It is extremely

difficult, if not impossible, to produce a red light of any

useful visibility to which such plates can be safely

exposed for any considerable time, so that after installing

as safe a light as possible, it is wise to keep its direct

rays from falling upon the developing dish a moment
longer tlian is necessary for inspecttion. This can be

done easily by providing some screen behind which the

dish can be placed during the greater part of the time.

It should be noted that the fogging is more likely to occur

before or during the early stage of development, so that

plates should not be unnecessarily exposed while filling

slides or before placing in the developer. A recent case

of partial fog was traced to allowing plates to lie, over-

lapping each other, upon the bench while filling.

Diffused light in the camera, whether it arises from

badly blacked bellows, shiny diaphragms or dusty or

depolished lenses, has also a flattening effect upon the

negative, which becomes more evident as the sensitive
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iiess of the plate is increased. Omission to shade the
•'" '

ror. Camera fog and
:ii,'iiished by observing

rubate of the slide is clear

! cause of fog with rapid

rough the wood of the
sunlight in the studio

: of an hour—quite long enough to cause

weakness of the image, it is usually

..;..„....- ....,•. to ini-^uflBcient development, due
the use of a - !i:' >n to<3 weak in alkali or to
., ,j * . .-i^ion. We cannot sufficiently

r using the formula issued with
if easy working is required.

I yollow images complainf'd

use of a developer
• a/vlft and one-half

' had
i<>uble

the time failed to produce a brilliant image with the
rapid emulsion.
The lighting of the sitter must also be considered. With

a plate which has a tendency to give clear glass in the
shadows, the lighting may be somewhat flat, yet the
negatives will appear fairly bright, but with a plate which
makes the most of all the light falling upon it, this flat-

ness will be evident in the finished result. Wo do not,

be it understood, advocate harsh lighting for rapid plates.

The lighting should appear to the eye as it is desired
to appear in the print ; the plate can be trusted to do
the rest.

Those who practise tank development will escape many
of the pitfalls we have enumeratea. AU that is necessary
is to give sufficient time to obtain the desired contrast,

and not to expect perfect results from varying brands
of plates by a uniform time of development. It is unsafe
to judge density by the appearance of the image upon
tiie back of the plate, as variations in the thickness of
I'OHting often lead to error.

A COMPARISON OF DEVELOPMENT METHODS.

Time Oevelopmenl

,,1. Tl..- .1....... r.f L..I.I.,

latp.

(Confludt<l from

' i* condiu-ted.

•( ""IK )• ' ^ c-i'

<ino nf tlirno fartor* rantribuUvi an ••fleet npon tl>*

• an b« r«-adily

r ant) the cxpo-

-nU of th«

It >• moat
truv lliiti tin- . varipa

-.•• of plate to ail' "rrrnl

I tkf. mM« pUtle. In ai r

•ga of the platr >„'

depend* upon v of the
lit", a ni.Ttt.r '.t-r'n coB-

Wiih mar nt of
"l»e«l air in ti :> n>li>p-

'<'. ami thi* amount rari<-« water aup|>lii«.

.11 tti" ^a^n nutfr <iip|>l\ ;i i The vtlrrt ui

iriM <io*<i II th dc»<>l<>|M'r,

'"-"' ''• , in o«e, •<» that
if a (leTrloprr H an attribute of

( Thf '-• ' '' -'it-int«n«itica in

•-t ha* a vi'iial rar> rttand a pboto-
•-'fnent. 1 m- i..ir,,ii i .--nt i«

•rr«<?ned panihrnniatj< ire in
.1 ,- -•>n«iiivf.i platea

orthochromatic
view a subject

'i nor entirely

liapa boen tuifi-

prectae modern

• I lira t«Me« pnhliahed Ifcnore the nabjeet

"proent rate of the plate

Munie that the efftwt of
:rfD(u!tatart' rhiiu^f-- i.» alitay* the <ame. gire no information

I'igt Itii.)

•• to the printing proccaa appropriate, and assume that the

'ii^rapher can imitate the ittreiigtb of tlie developer upon
• the line* in the table were based. A short step in

'

\ tlie makers of panchromatic plates, wh>>

'. I'mont times for each batch of plates an<l

•liUiri'iitiutu brtucen aulijecta under the headings " portrait,"
" arrhilertarc." and " landscape," portrait standing for a

!• •• subject, architecture for a mc^um-range subject.

np»« for a "Inirt-range subject. The subject divi-

oiuii't Mr*' ol (H-tanionally very misleading, for each ol

thcM< "uliji juries can yield Itoth short and long scal>>

rxanipl)'*.

There can be bat little doubt that modern time development
i* » crude approximation, and can only yield a precise resiilt

by happy chance. From the very nature of the problem ol

fb'rcktpment, time development as at present practised miiM
.y:i"ld negative* of very different ranges, whose development
error* need to be c<)rrM-to<l in some manner subsequently.

UrotnM]uo as negatirck may be when developed by inspection

by beginners, and advantageous as it may be to teach begin-

ner* to develop for an average time obtainable from o timo

and temperature table in order to keep the errors within

reiKoM. there can be but little doubt that a nogativo dove!npo<l

'i. .Ill ix|ii rii iics'd photographer by inspection lias as good .i

ihuiiii' <'f turning out what is ro<)uired as a negative which ban

been ii>'ii'li>|i<'d for a calculated time in the manner of present
.j„.„^.~ i;. .......b ..I..,., (he major part in both mothodn.
I' . not, and an a rule do not, know
viTv iiiiii M ii'uiiii. nil- jiiojivrties of the materials which they

UM.<, nor have tlwy very much knowledge of the principles which

govern their une, but they have a keen eye for spotting a good

negative, which give.« them what they want in n definite print-

ing |< 'id the fact that many eminent photograpliers

utick [>mcnt by inspection, and abhor a tank, show-,

how little Uure is in it. Of two methods equally bad, neither

can be called the better.

Factorial Development.

The Watkins facttirial method of devetojiinent. when ajipl:-' i

to tbo devehipment of plates for the production of negaliv'

eliminates M>me of the disabilities of time development, " '

by elaljoration be made to eliminate others, and intro<J<i -

some which are peculiar to the factorial <nethod.
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The disabilities which are very satisfactorily eliminated

are:—
(a) The variable rate of development of different plates

and different batches of the same pUte.
(b) Uncertainty diie to the concentration of the developer.

(f) The effect of temperature on the time of development.

The disabilities which are introduced are :
—

(<i) The occasional inconstancy of the Watkins factor in the

same developer.

(t"i The influence of varying exposures upon the time of
appearance of the image.

The remaining disabilities of pure time development were
the range of the subject and its relationship to the exposure
range of the printing paper. An elaboration of the factorial
metho<l might overcome this difficulty. The simplest case
would be the development of a panchromatic plate factorially
which has been fully screened during exposure.
The factorial development of panchromatic plates has now

been made possible by the introduction of desensitising agents,*
in which the plate can be bathed in darkness before develop-
ment is commenced. To the fully screened panchromatic plate
the range of the subject is what the eye can see, namely, the
visual range. This can be measured in a simple manner,
although so far as I know there is no simple instrument sold
for this purpose. The relationship between the range of the
subject measured and the exposure range of the printing
paper (Table I.) can be expressed as the gamma or contrast .o
which the plate should be developed in the following simple
manner :

—

•

Suppose the subject range is 40 to 1, and the paper range
1—20. The negative gamma required is th^ logarithm of 20

divided by the logarithm of 40 = [-| = -8. Development to

a gamma of .8 gives the negative required. Similarly a 40
to 1 subject is to be depicted on a 1—100 paper such as plati-

num. The required negative gamma is 1^^^ = ^ " = 1 -25
log 40 1-6

in these two cases the same subject can be rendered upon soft
gaslight paper and platinum paper in the same manner by
printing from two negatives develbped for different times to a
gamma of .8 and 1.25 respectively. With any developer the
factors could be worked out for gamma of different values, so
that whatever be the relationship between the subject and the
lirinting paper, the negative gamma required would have an
appropriate Watkins factor. Factors for gamma .6, .8, 1.0,
^•2, 1-4. . . . 2.0 would cover the whole ground. The
factors so provided should be worked out for an exposure which
IS the minimum correct exposure. Errors in exposure would
upset them in practical use. It is quite likely, however, that
so used, with fully .screened panchromatic plates, the Watkins
factorial method would yield results more nearly accurate than
any other practical method of development.
For use with ordinary or partially screened colour sensitive

plates this method of calculating the factor required is not a
pia<tieal one. The visual range of the subject differs from
the photographic range by an unknown and variable amount.
1 know of no simple manner of estimating it. And if with
these ordinary and partially screened colour-sensitive plates we
develop factorially to a factor which is a mere estimate, guess-
ing the allowance for the subject and the printing paper, and
making an approximate allowance from the standard Watkins
factor originally published for most developers by Mr. Watkins,
then wo must recognise once more that development is an ap^
proximation based upon guesswork, and that the errors in the
result are liable to be extremely large.

It seems to be apparent that, knowing the purpose of
development and knowing the causes of inaccuracy of each
system of development in vogue to-day, it is a logical' deduction
that they are about equally inefficient. The fact that the
three systems continue to exist side by side, one svstem
favoured by some photographers and another favoured bvothers, lends considerable support to the view expressed in this

• Sold as " Dpsentitol "" by Me.ssrs. Hford. Ltd.

paper, namely, that ihey are more or less equal. There an
some photographers who waste a good deal of their time wan-
dering from one developer to another, and from one system ot

development to another in the hope of improvement. With
few exceptions all developers are equal. Purity and price ai.

the only factors which the practical photographer need con-

sider, and he could, with advantage. to his pocket, u.se the
cheapest pure developing reagent on the market. And so far

as choice of a developing system is concerned the main deciding
factor is convenience. If the photographer has many negatives
to develop, and it is necessary to get them done quickly, then
by all means let him develop them in a tank, roughly guided
by time and temperature. If, on the other hand, the photo-
grapher is experienced in developing plates by inspection, then
by all means let him stick to that method. To the beginner
I would suggest either the factorial method or the time and
temperature method as the readiest way for an inexperienced
man to emulate the mistakes of his experienced brother, and
not make even greater ones. But as they are at present prar
tised, the particular system of development followed simpK
does not matter.

The paper will have served its purpose if it succeeds in em-
phasising what are the characteristics in a negative which
enables it to yield a print appropriate to the subject, and if it

indicates how imperfect are the present means of obtaining
a perfect negative for a specific purpose. It has for the most
part been destructive in criticism. The few remaining para-
graphs will indicate the means at the disposal of photographer'-
for the remedy of errors which they cannot avoid in tlio

development of negatives by present methods.

Compensation of Errors in the Development of
Negatives.

There are two important ways of compensating for the lack
of success in producing a negative of some definite range. They
arj as follows ;—

(a) The choice of a printing pajjer whose exix>sure range
will fit the negative.

(6) An alteration in the range of the negative by intensifi-

cation or reduction.

Let it be supposed that the negative was designed to yield a
print u|K>n bromide paper. When printed, however, the print
was flat. That would mean that the range of the negative
was too short, through under-develoi)ment, to enable it to call

forth the full range of tones of bromide paper. Obviously a
shorter range paper is required. Soft gaslight pajwr has a
shorter exposure range, and vigorous gaslight paper has a still

shorter exposure range. To one or other of these two printing
pai)ers the photographer must turn if he wants a good print
from that negative. On the other hand, if the print on bro-
mide paper were harsh it would indicate that the scale of the
negative had been rendered too long by over-development for
the exposure scale of bromide paper. Obviously a longer .^icali-

paper must be sought for in P.O. P., or carbon or platinum. One
method of getting a good print out of every negative is to
make use of the different characteristics of different printing
papers, and having failed to so develop the negative that it fit'.

a particular paper, make use of another paper that fits the
negative. This is the practice of trade printers who are notetl
for their skill in producing good prints from negatives of
widely different ranges. They chose en appropriate paper.
The other method (b) seeks to alter the range of the nega-

tive in order to make it fit the exposure range of some jiar-

ticular paper. Intensification lengthens the negative range in
the manner that longer development would have done. Reduc-
tion shortens the negative range in the manner that shorter
developruent of the negative would have done. The two terms
inten-sification and reduction are unfortunate. Thev arc
usually thought to mean an increase or decrease in densitv. It
does so happen that there is an increase or decrease in nega-
tive density, with intensification or reduction res]>ectively. But
the real object of both of them is to increa.se or decrease den-
sity in a differential manner so that the range, of the negative
is altered.
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apiiropriate metkod of intensifii-ation to incre»se the
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extent to which the eye can appreciate them is shown by the

fact tliat platinum paper, the most favoured of all papers, <om-
pare.s very unfavourably with some brands of vigorous ga.sliglit

pa{>er. The chief point of practical importance is the one laid

down in this paper, namely, that the scale of the negative and
the paper must be properly related to one another. It

may be stated with confidence that those photographers who
obtain prints upon one type of paper whirli compare unfavour-
ably with prints upon another type, are using a negative of a
faulty range upon the paper with which they are dissatisfied.

The fault is in the development of the negative, and is not a
fault inherent in the printing paper. For all practical pur-
poses, modern printing papers of every type are capable of
giving precisely the same results as one another so far as multi-
plicity of tone and tone values are concerned. It is sound
practice in printing t«> rliooSe any paper whose exposure range
will fit the range of the negative, thereby compensating any
ri asonablo mistake in the time of development of the negative.
Modern photographic |iractice involves:—
o) The production of a negative of uncertain range by
one 01 other method of development.

(fci The choice of a printing paper to fit that negative
range,

"') The alteration of the negative range by intensification

or reduction if necessary.

R. T. J. Glovkr.

SOME HISTORICAL NOTES.
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iiul hi' ...eys:' "Tho whitening process. Tlie picture!ir>l.

i and dr>e<l. it suin'tie m a

nnd I vntnrr.. ..f .I'.-r.fi.iI to

The filate of giMa ooverrd id the ustMt way

MS. M »: " Usiitu," itm. tUi "J prakt. CbMi.."
folj . 1SS2. «i. IIS. •• Aaa." IKI. Ii. VH: "Ch»ni
Jshr <-kMB ." IM. t, St.

( fhotflcrapki." taeJoa. IIB. pp. Tl. n.

being thoroughly wa-Jied in plenty of water, after fixing with

hypo-aulphitc of soda, is treated in the following manner.

PrepMB a saturated solution of bi-chloride of mercury in

ttfv acid. Add one part of this solution to six of water.

n »mall (|uantity of it over the picture at one corner,

it to run evi'niy over the glass. It will be found

ir to deeju-n the tones of the picture considerably,

will almost disappear; presently, a

<oma over it, and in a short time a

be«ii< ^^ilite picture will be brought out. The

n<»!»., of the drawing will he entirely destroyed,

positive jilone remaining. This picture, after being

,. 1.^ anil dried, can be varnished and preserved as

a positive: but nevertlieli'-!v. even after bleaching, it can bf

changed into a deep-toned negative, many shndcs darker than

it waa originally, by immersing it. after a thorough washing.

into * weak solution of hypo-sulphite of soda, or a weal^

solution of ammonia. The white picture will vaniBfa, and :i

i.
" MsDosi nf (he Collodion Pbotovraphic Process," 1M2, pp. U, 34.
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black negative will be the result. It is very singular that the

picture can be changed from a white positive to a black

negative, many times in succession, and very often with

improvement. Thus, by the above process, a most perfect

white positive or a deep black negative is produced, quite

distinct from each other."

It is clear that Archer fully recognised the collodion posi-

tive, even although he did not recommend backing it up with

a black surface. Ought not to Archer, therefore, be given

the credit of the collodion positive?

R. Hunt' say.s: "(231.) The negative collodion image car.

he converted into a positive one by several methods, all of

them, however, depending upon the conversion of the film of

darkened silver into a layer of brilliantly-white metallic

silver. The Ibest method of doing this appears to be one of

the following:—First, protosulpluite of iron, 20 grains; dis-

tilled water, 2 fluid ozs. ; nitric acid, 4 or 5 drops ; or, 2nd,

/protonitrate of iron, obtained by decomposition of nitrate «>f

barytos, with the protosuljJiate of iron ; or, 3rdly, by the

use of a mixture of the protosulphate of iron and pyrogallic

acid. Either of these solutions is pourrd over the plate ; and

in a short time a clear metallic image is obtained, vvhiih,

when backe<l up with a black velvet or a black varnish, i-"

superior to the best effects of the Daguerrotype."

Eder," when dt^aling with the production of collodion posi-

tives—" helle Bilder auf dunklom Grunde "—ascribes treat-

ment of the negative with mercuric chloride to Bertsch." and

the backing with black paper to Bertsch and Le Gray,' but

gives no authority for backing with black or violet velvet or

linen, but ascribes to Brebisson' the credit of black varnish.

Hardwich' deals rather fully with the subject, as one would

expect, and one must be content with the following short

quotation:—"In a collodion positive the lights are formed

by the bright surface of the reduced metal, and the shadows

by a black background showing through the transparent

portions of the plate." He deals with the various developers

that can be used and the use of mercuric chloride for obtain-

ing white images, but nowhere does he specifically mention

actually backing the plate. '

It should not be overlooked also that Fox Talhot and T. A.

Malono obtained an English patent, 12906 of December 19,

1849, in which "a method of converting or changing negative

photographic images into positive ones " was claimed." "' To

produce the negative picture, a clean glass plate is covered

with a film of albumen by pouring a solution of albumen

over the glass, and di-ying it ; the film is then iodised by

exposure to the vapour of iodine, dipped into a nitrate of

silver solution, placed in the camera, and treated with an

aqueous solution of gallic acid, which develops the latent

picture. To convert this picture into a i)ositivc picture, a

solution of nitrate of silver is allowed to stand some time

on the plate; the resulting |)icture is still negative if viewed

by transmitted light, but, if viewed by reflected light, is

positive. To view the positive image well,- the glass should

be placed U'lwn a dark surface." This proves that blie idea,

)f backing a negative with a dark background was known in

the old afbumen days.

J. Urie" patented, in 1854, an improvement in photographic

pictures, in which to give photograiphs on glass or other trans-

Iparent plates, " the effect of- standing out in high relief from

the apparent surface, the back of the glass or the surface

jpposite to that on which the image is taken is coated with

a black varnish or other pigment."

4. •' Researches on Light," London, 1854, 143.

6. " Ausfuhrlichea Handbuch der Photo?raphie," Halle, 18%, i, J5-3

6. " Photographic sur verre,' 1852.

7. " Photo«raiJliie," 1854.

8. ' Horn's Phot. J.." 1654, J, 95.

1. " A Manual of Photographic Chemistry," New Yorlc; 1355, pp. 101-110.
This is presumably the same as the first English edition.

10. " .\bridgcment8 Relating to Photography," London, 1861, 13;
"Repertory of Arts," IS, 97; 'Mechanics' Magazine," 58, 518; "Patent
.Journal," 9, 143

U. "Eng. Pat.," m, 1S54; "Abridgements," 1861, 36.

MoncKhoven's Inlensifier.

Probably everyone is familiar with thi.s well-known inteiisi-

fier in which a mixture of mercuric chloride and pota^vsium

bromide is used as the bleach, and a solution of potassio-

cyanide of silver as tiie blackener, and probably it will always
bo known by the above title. It was recommended by
Monckhoven in 1879'^, yet as a matter of hi.s-tory it should
be recorded that pota,s.sio-cyanide of silver was suggested by
Ad. Martin as early as 18.34, and probably in the very
|>a.niphlot mentioned by Mes.srs, Sotherau, for Eder says,"

when speaking of collodion transfers—" dunkle positive Col-

lodionbilder auf iiellem Grunde "—that the toning of the

primary image may l>e effected with a neutral gold bath, with

palladium chloride, with mercuric chloride followed by hypo
and with nieHcuric chloride followed by a solution of pota.s-

sium cyanide, or hypo, saturated with silver; and to this last

method he appends the following footnote:—"This process

was recommendc-d by Ad. Martin, of Paris, for transparent

I)ictures for the pui-pose of precipitating on the image stir-

fare, by double decompoirition, powdei-y metallic silver, .so

t-hat the drawing n-ould become black : 100 parts water, 2.5

potassium cyanide, and 0.4 silver nitrate. (Ad. Martin, in

a paimphlet on direct positives publishetl by him soon after

the discovery of the collodion process, Barreswil <fc Davanne.
Phot. Chemie, 1S63, p. 245.) This is probably from a German
edition of their well-known Chimic I'hotogrnphiijrie, the

first 4'dition of which was published in Paris in 18.54. Martin's

pai)er was printed in the Jlnglish journals," and he says:—
" The silver reduced by these means is white, and gives only

grey shadows. But this white .silver must be transforniod

into black silver, which takes place when we ])our upon the

image, after being developed and well washed, but 7iot fixed,

a saturated, but non-acid solution of bi-chloride of mercuiy :

the reduced silver becomes black by precipitation of metallic

mercui-y. The picture is then carefully washed, and a solution

of cyanide of silver in cyanide of potassium is poured over

the plate. This .solution is obtained by dissolving 10 part--

of cyanide of pota.ssium in 100 parts of water, and pouring
into the resulting liquid a solutio)i of nitrate of .silver of

the strength of 10 per cent, until the precipitate of cyanide

of silver, which is formed, ceases to be re-dissolved upon
agitation ; upon being filtered the solution is ready for use.

We can replace the salt of silver by a copi>er salt, which
gives the same results ; the metallic copper thus precipitated

is black, and gives to the picture a tone exactly like that

given by silver. Hyposulphite of soda may be substituted

for cyanide of potassium, and the solution prepared in the

same way, either with silver or copper. Hyposulphite of soda,

which has sei-ved for fixing negatives developtd with pyrogallic

acid, and whose action has become exhausted, gave very good
results upon the addition of a salt of silver or copper."

It is interesting to note that this process of intensiftcation

is precisely the same as recommended by Burton,'" except
that the latter reooniiuended the use of annmonium chloride

instead of the potas-sium bromide, and this change is of minor
inn>ortance.

The Invention of Self*Toning Paper.

In the issue of the " British Journal " for April 20, 1900,

p. 319, Mr. D. Bachrach claimed the invention of this par-

ticular class of paper, and in the issue for October 9, 1908.

p. 781, I pointed out that Ashman & Otford" had published

in 1885 a series of papers on gelatine-chloride (jniulsions and
the addition of auric chloride " for quickening the toning

pix)cess c-onsiderably." I have since discovered what may. I

think, be justly termed the true invention of the self-toning

principle. Mr. John .Spiller" described in au article entitled

12. " Bull. Beige," 1879, 6, 178i " Phot. Korr.," 1879, 16, 208; ' Eder. Hand-
buch," 1905, S, 542.

13. " Handbuch," 1896, 2, 11., 347.

14. " Brit. J. P.," 1861, S, 270; " Photo. News," 1861, a, 339.

15. " Yearbook of Photography," 1873, 97.

16. " Photo. News," 1885, S!l, 467

17. "Phot. J.," 1969; 'Phot. News," 18*9. IS, 401.
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eil

" On the Action of Chloride of Go1<] upon Certain Salt« of

>ilTer,'' th« formation of a g»ld-silver componmi, to which h«
ascribes ih>' formuki (old jiotation) AuOj.4AgC1 : but «p are

not particularly con(t>rn)-<l with this salt, rather with his

ttateanent that follow*:—"After obtaining the foregoing

remltc with gold, I tried these ooni[>ounds on paper and in

rollodion for photographic pnrpoees. For printing, it w»a
•"x^e^ary to submit the paper to a double treatment in aenci-

ng it, and th«se operationf—flnatin;; snccessivelj on
• rtdf of j;old and silver nitrate sotutionf—must be per-

imnie<liately botore use. in order to eecape the effects

"tneous disc»lounition. Tbun employed, I found the
' ion of the precious nietaU was larger for the sMne
' lit than bj the eetablixhcd process : but there is

thr> case which I have repeatedly <itudied in the
-—- a really practical method: I refer to the

t upon matt paper chloride of siTver may
Ik nil a clight exceM oif common salt, and in this

-f ' wmI for a long time in a perfectly dark place.

' r uw in rskpid printing, it« »nrfac»» may be
' by floatinK upon a highly dilute solution

^..i<i, am! '

- up to dry. TAe papfT gtrei

teryagi' '>, »ehich remain alnnil intact

firin'j b<i'i .
<" that no lupplrmentaiy inning

• to he rtifuirfd." The italioa are mine.

It sucli a cIcBr Matement of a self-tonin|c paper that

Spiller moat be ascribed the diaooTery of the aame.

In a hiding article" attention is oalied to a procew, described

t " Hennah'*." in which gold chloride w«a «aed with

-I'linoniinn chloride a« a malting agent, the printA being sub-

•"I'lnntly hot-ironed. This presumably refers to T. H.

H'-iiiiak, who ««a the author of M>mo works od the collodion

;
r.ioe«i (•• R. P. S. Lf<>rary catalogue, 1907, 83), bat I hare

:-v)ble to trace this particular method to him in any

Iji^ I. journal, through prostunably bo was an Englishman.

Gold •bloride wa» also usad in the Wothlytypa procaia,",

and preanmably to alter tiM tone of the raanltaat prints, bnt

this oaa hardly b* called a setf-loning paper.
\ K. J. Wall.

This

to Mr.

Photo-Mechanical Notes.

Tial NagJitivaa and PoaiHwaa.

Pnoin .s..K<\Baa snd HUwtrapbers ar* (raqaeatly asked to sdd

• lint "r tint* to raprodoctioXs, bnt etrsry tarn cannot aflord to

rent or boy » tint-isyinf appwalas. Tba pnieias worker, how-

ever, has at hand %". ttte applianeas for Biakiag tint plates; the

«' It addition he w make sr« some special shaped stops,

»..icli caa be cot ' Iboard. Tb* opaainfs of these ttops

are sbowa ia Ags. 1 to 6.

The negativas are priptod on incta!, aod etehad la the asnal way,
• case el ibe lilbograpber printed oa Utbo melal, {roa
• nslsrs can be laW. The liicht fsqairsd is that rcAaeled

' ttiag-paper ulaaunsted by the ordinary are laaipo,

»bieh sbioald be qaile clean aad the todeetors trsahly

<o u to snsare even .iUvBttaation of the reflecting sor-

«M tint negstiras and posrtiVM are made as f'lllows:

—

for copying same tiae, and then move back lo

tor copying half-aisa, witbont altering the

Place the balMooa serosa fai the boldw, the

•ct«d dependio; apon the finentas or coatasasas el tba

, iired. The following tsble will give tba apptoxiiuata
diitaaos and exposare lor light reflected from a pair of

{.JO awp. saeloisj are lampn— Ksposora.
Hmssb rabng. Distance. Wet pUta. noeeas dry plsla.

mai mm. asc.

M l?i
-^ 60

m -' «0
100 3 24 to
lao 6.5 2 46
ISO 6.5 2 ¥>

U. " B i.." MIS. U. ».
t4 rr rst . «J6I. ISM: alwl. " B.4.," 1*M. It. VT; " PIM. News." ISit,

». W: Ba«. PsCun. isMi V*. Pal. «*.<•(. IMti "ClMB. Ttcb. Rep..''
f, II . MB n* as* of (eld ehlori<to U sa« msalioaed in Ih* BaclUh

Dorelop the dry plates in the usual hydroquinone-caustic for

1^ aiin., or if the temperatore is below 62 deg. Fah., for 2 Bin.
Stops 2 snd 5 may require a shorter exposure than the others.
The dotted lines^ shown in the illustrations represent the position
ef the screen-ruling in relation to the stop opening to obtain the
effects described.

Stop 1 will give a stj«ight-line tint when correctly exposed; if

fally exposed, a thick line will be the result, which, when printed
on the metal, yields a thin line. By making a positive from the
negative and using for printing on the metal, a thick line is the
result. Under-exposure is shown by the line being broken snd
lacking in density.

Slop 2.—A serrated line will be the result from using this stop.
The print from the negative gives concave serrations; that from
the positive gives convex.
Stop 3 will gtTe a wavy-line tint, the thickness of which is

governed by the exposure. If • under-exposed, the line will appear
broken at the bend.

Stop 4 will reprodnce a wavy effect one side snd slightly so the
other. Fall expoawe shows a fine joining up; thus the negative
and positive will give different tints.

Slop 6 will give a copy of the screen, the print from the negative
being a square dot, and from a positive, a screen tint.

Stop 6.—A broken-line tint Is the result of using this stop. A

small round-dot tint can be made by rfccking the screen close to

tba sensitive plate, snd then exposing through a amsll round stop

ifjAMA). The negative will print a thick cross-line, having a

small round opening; th« positive, a small round dot
By using a Metsogrsph screen a grained tint is secured; the

icrsen must be brought up close to the plate, and a small round
diaphragm used (//64 or 90).

There are numerous other purposes for which these stops will

prove useful—for Instsnee, to emphasise s distinctive festure in »

line sdvertisement. Make the nsnal line negative, after which

close and remove the dark slide. Plsce the half-tone screen in :} ~

carrier, snd replsce the slide. Pin a sheet ol white blotting

over the original, snd expose through one of the slope aij....;

deseribed, or through the Metsogrsph screen. The resaltim

Ihie-negstive will be broken up into tint, which is printed (•

the metal in the usual wsy. The portion or object to be throw

t

nut in relief is then painted in solid with the usual etching ink

B
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or this can be done by a mctliod of double printing, and then

etched. The resnlt ia very striking.

Some effective and original half-tone reproductions can be made

by using one of these stops for the shadows exposure. For the high-

light exposure a stop must be cut of a similar shape, but having

an opening double the width. An operator with an eye for

originality and novelty, and who has time to experiment in this

direction, will be surprised by the results obtained, and be amply

rewarded for his trouble.

Halftone Screens.—,\ccoi'tling to a patent specification, No.

166,718, open to inspe<'.tion but not yet accepted, of Herbst and

Illig, a half-tone screen is made bv forming depressions in one

of the surfaces of a plate aud filling the depressions with an

opaque material leaving a net of transparent lines crossing each

other at uniform angles and flush with the opaque fields. Three

methods of making the recesses are described by photographically

or mechanically producing lines on a plate which will resist an

etching solution, etching the recesses, filling them up with opaque

material and finally clearing the smface of the plate.

Negatives foti Offset.—A recent patent specification. No.

156,692, filed by the Ullmann Gesellschaft of Zwickau, Germany,

but not yet accepted, describes a process for obtaining negatives

or transparencies which can be used either for offset printing

methods or for makins; ordiiiary litho or rotarj- zinc printing sur-

faces A bichroinated colloid negative is made on a surface from

which it can .be stripped and before stripping is coated with a

gelatine solution forming an upper film. To produce the bichro-

mated films two glass plates are secured together and coated at

the edges with a rubber film margin or border. The combined

plates are dipped in a solution of wax in carbon tetrachloride to

obtam a thin wax film, and after drying into a 3 per cent, collodion

bath containing a few drops of casto,- oil. The plates are separated,

coated very thinly with bichromated colloid, and after exposure

and drying the additional gelatine applied. The negatives may
be retouched before stripping

FORTHCOMING EXfflBITIONS.

April 13 to 23.—Portsmouth Camera Club. Particulars from the

Hon. Secretary, C. C. Davies, 25, Stubbington Avenue, North

End, Portsmouth.

April IS to 23.—Professional Photographers' Association, at the

Photogi-aphic Fair, Horticultural Hall, Westminster, S.W.

Hon. Secretaries (Correspondence), Marcus Adams, 43, Dover

Street, PiccadUly, London, W.l; (Exhibits), R. N. Speaight,

157, New Bond Street, London, W.l.

April 15 to 23.—Photographic Fair. Horticultural Hall, West-

minster. Sec., Arthur C. Brookes, Sicilian House, Southampton

Row, London, W.C.I.

April 21 to May 19.—Hammersmith, Hampshire House, Photo-

graphic Society. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary, C. E.

Altrop, 14, Southwold Mansions, Widley Road, Maida Vale,

London, W.9.

April 27 to May 25.—Bury Y.M.C.A. Photographic Society. Latest

date for entries, April 16. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary,

A. Benson Ray, 8, Agur Street, Bury, Lanes.

April 28 to 30.^Nottingham and Notts. Photographic Society.

Latest date for entries, April 13. Particulars from the Hon.

Secretary, A. Beestnn, ICC, Nottingham Road, Nottingham

The Ensign Handbook.—The little catalogue of 320 pages just

issued by Messrs. Houghtons, Ltd., is really more than a price list

»f photographic requisites, for it includes ten chapters, occupying

nearly 100 pages, written by Messrs. W. L. F. Wastell and Percy

G. R. Wright, which provide an excellent and very readable intro-

duction to the practice of amateur photography. Moreover, these

tc.\t pages contain a glossary of photographic terms, the very simple

explanations of which will stand many a beginner in good stead in

the process of first making himself acquainted with the techni-

calities of photographic apparatus. The " Handbook " ie supplied

at the price of 6d., post free 9d.

Patent News.

froeesg patents—applicaliont and tpecifieationt— <nt treated in

" Fhoto-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, March 21 to 24:

—

Lens.—No. 9,178. Projection lens. W. A. Dorey

Daylight Development.—No. 9,149. Daylight development oi

roll films. H. G. Chaney.

Photogbaphic Processes.—No. 8',969. Photographic prooessee.

A. Hamburger.

Colour Process.—No. 8,695. Process for producing opaque

photographs in natural colours. M. Obergassner.

CiNEMATOOEAPHY.—No. 9,167. Cinematograph, etc , apparatus.

E. Coulon.

Cinematography.—No. 8,813. Cinematograiph film. A. E. Evans.

Cinematography.—No. 8,814. Cinematograph projector. A. E.

Evans.

Cinematography.-—No. 9,001. Production of cinematograph film

pictures. S. Hyman and J. McEim.

Cinematography.—No. 9,166. Motion-picture photography T. C.

Martin and W. H. Merrill.

Cinematography.—-No. 9,206. Cinematographic apparatus. H. S.

Mills.

Stereoscopic Cinkmatogbaphy.^No. 9,161. Means for obtaining

stereoscopic cinematograph pictures. E. H. Wright.

Photo-Electric Process.—No. 8,943. Process for manufacture ol

photo-electric cells. T. W. Case.

Photo-Eleciric Cells.—No. 8.944 Photo-electric cells T W.
Case.

COMFLBTE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

These specifications aie obtainable, price Ij- each, post free, from
the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; i.r

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

Folding Reflex Cameras.—No. 158,601. (September 26, 1919).

—

The reflex camera is provided with a sliding front which carries

a focussing lens tube and is adapted to slide on to and off a hinged

tail-board out of and into the camera casing, the sliding front

being held rigid in the extended position by the tail-board and by a

hinged focussing screen, in conjunction with the usual trellis connec-

tion, the sliding front being connected to the camera casing by

flexible material surmounted by a flexible hood. The arrangement

is such that when the camera is collapsed, the focussing screen

and usual hinged mirror are folded behind, and the hood is folded

i.i front of the sliding front, the hood having plates whiq^ with

the hinged tail-board close the camera casing.

In order to facilitate rapid collapse of the camera the sliding

front has a catch for engaging with the focussing screen when the

camera is extended and the screen is in the usual horizontal posi-

tion, the catch being released by a finger piece on the front of the

sliding front so as to allow the focussing screen to fall.

A comparatively shallow main body 1 receives a sensitive plate

or film, and carries the shutter and its mechanism. It is connected

by flexible material 2 to a sliding front 3, so forming the dark

chamber 4. The dark chamber 4 opens at the top into a focus-

sing hood 5, which is preferably formed in one with the material

2 of the dark chamber. The side walls 6 and 7 and base 8 of

the main body 1 are extended, and a tail-board 9 is hinged at

10 to the extended base 8, to permit inward and outward sliding

movement of the sliding front 3, which movement is guided by

guides 11 on the tail-board 9. The extended side walls 6, 7, of

the main body 1 serve to house the sliding front 3 in the

extreme inward position, that is to say, when the camera is folded

or collapsed, as shown in fig. 3.

The guides 11 on the tail-board are formed at their inward

ends into sector-shaped plates 12. having inturned edges 13.
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Tbeae edge* 13 are adapted to engage with the intarned edges

14 and 15 of the lidea 6 and 7 of the main body 1, thoa pre-

venting the dropping of the tail-board 9 beknr a horiiontal

poaition.

A frame 17 carryii^ a mirror 18, and a frame 19 carrying

• ''M-oaaing scri^n ^ arc mnunted on spindle* 21 and 22. carried

lo tb« main cmsMra body L Th« iptndle 21 baa a knob 90

ooUida the iiiiii caaiof. Tbe pivotii^ axi* ol tha mnror frama

in baiinid and balow thai of tba frama carryiac th« focoaaing

-' ''-a, ao that wbao tha mirror and aeraan ar* »r>i rMuir.-H f^r

i

:>". \hta ia in th« foUad poaHlon of tba caaara, tba two frame*

'i>'P«ad rartically from thair pi*oi<og apindla*. to that tba icraen

liM oTsr tha mirror, aa illattratad in fig. 3. Light pUta apHng*
17' ara proridad on Iba mirror frama 17 lo ytavant tba icraan

Iram^ 10 xianiAftintr tK* mirrnp tR TvflDli lli# ram#ra it btfnnT

collapsed. Alternatively, these springs may be fitted in the

groand glass screen frame 19. and stop pins may be provided

on the frame to hold the screen a definite distance from the

mirror after the springs have cushioned the blow and have

yielded.

When the camera is opened, the frame 19, carrying the screen

20, is niove<l about its axis by any suitable means, such aa an

external winged nut 23 secured to the pivoting axle 22, so that

'it extends over the opening between the dark chamber 4 and
focussing hood 5, as shown in fig. 2, and is automatically

retained in this position by a suitable catch 24 carried by the

sliding front 3. The screen thus forms a tie between the main
body 1 of the camera and the front or sliding plate 3, iu this

way ensuring rigidity of the camera in the extended position.

When the front plate 3 of the camera is brought forward into

the extended position, a pin 82, projecting from ita under side,

comes into engagement with a slot in the spring catch 83,

aacnred to the hinged tatl-board 9 as shown in figs. 1 and 2.

This engagement of the sliding front with the tail-board assisb^

the focussing screen in holding the >front rigid. The pin 82,

as shown in fig. 4. is connected tn the catch 34 through the

medium of the pivoted level 84. tihI 85, and second pivoted

lever 86. The rod 85, at the end in contact with the lever 86,

is sloped or Jievelled as shown in fig. 5, so that when the pin 82

ia pulled down by pressure on the spring catch 83. and the rod

rises, the bevelled end acts on the end of the lever 86, oscil-

lating it so as to bring the catch 24 within the sliding front 3,

thus releasing the frame 19 carrying the focussing screen 20.

When I he focussing screen XT is moved into the horiiontjil

AU ..no

poaition as d«wcribad. the mirror frame 17, carrying the mirror

18, is moved automatically about its pivotal axis by means of

a spring 25 in the same direction sa that of the focussing

eraao, until it reachea a poaition at which it is at an angle of

45 dag. to the borison't^ axis of the lens, whereupon further

rooraroent is prevented by suitable means.

The lens plate 102. carrying a lens 100 of known type, is

aiidably carried by the sliding front 3.

Tba lens plate 102 is supported by a frame 103, so as tfl be

capable of slight pivotal movement as indicated in fig. 2. The
• • '""

is adapted to be moved about its pivotal axis 104,

_ke action of a spring 105, by means of a cam 106,

_ to bear on the rear of the plate 102 «t or near to ita

„„, The cam 106 consists of a disc fixed at an angle on a

foUtable rod 107, arranged longitudinally of the camera and

provided with a milled head 108 to faciliUte oper^ion.

AB*aming that the camera be in its folded condition, as shown

in fig. 3. and that il is desired to use the camera, it ia first

extended by pr«»in« in and releaaing the catches 163, folding

down the tail-board 9, raising the hood 5. and drawing forward

the front plate 3 by finger pieces or draw lugs 162 until the

catch 82 engag« within the spring catch 83. The wing nut 23

is then routed to bring the focussing screen 20 horizontal. The

parts including the mirror 18 then assume the positions indi-

cated in ftg. 2. the mirror being held at an angle of 45 dcg. i J

a movable stop. Tlie operator can then focus a view in the

iirrren 20. having previonsly set and wound the shutter. He
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call then innke an e.\posuie by leleasing the mirror, which rises

under the action of the spring 25, the miiTor previously to the

exposure assuming a horiswntal position and effecting a hght-

tight closure beneath the focussing screen, as well as auto-

matically releasing the roller-blind shutter.

In closing or collapsing the camera the catch 24, retaining

the focussing screen 20 in the horizontal position, is released by

pressure on the spring finger piece 83 on the tail-board 9. The

focussing .screen 20 then falls and carries with it the mirror 18

and frame 17 to the vertical position, as sliowni in fig. 3. The

hoiid 5 is folded dowji over the lens and is covered in such

Fig. 6. Fig. 5.

^^^

163

Sfi'

86

9 lea

Fig. 7

po.sition by suitable closing or reinforcing plates 110, 111, so

that in the collapsed position one plate, 110, extends along the

top of the camera body 1 to the turned-over edge of the

hood 5, while the other plate, 111, folds over this edge, a

complete closure being effected by moving the tail-board 9 into

the vertical position so that its front edge meets the free edge
of the plate 111, and the catches 162 engage with the inturned

edge.s of the casing 6.—Percy George Mason and Newman and
(^iiardia^ Ltd., both of 17-18, Rqthbone Place, Ix)ndon, W.l.

The following complete specifications are open to public inspection

before acceptance :

—

Dtb Process.—No^ 160,137.- Process for treating and dyeing
photogi-aphic images and products obtained therebv. W. van D.
KeUey.

Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOB BEOISTRATION.
Univkbsdm.—No. 382,665. Sensitised films for photography. Uni-

versum-Film AktiengeseUschaft, Unt^r den Linden. 56, Berlin,
• lermany, manufacturers. March 25, 1918

MARKS PLACED ON THE REGISTEB.
The following rnarks have been jiiaced on the register:—

OsSAL.—-No. 374,868. Irridiating or lighting-up screens for
Rontgen-ray work, being for surgical or curative purposes.
Ohemische Fabrik von Heyden AktiengeseUschaft, 57, Leipziger-

• strasse, Dresden, Saxony.

CoRKECTiON.—In the note " Soda Carbonat* and the Watkins
Factor," in our issue of March 25, there are two literal errors
which may lead to undesirable confusion unless corrected. In
column 1, p. 168, 7th line from the bottom, the word u-ilh should
begin a new sentence. In column 2, p. 168, in the table of factors.
No. (2) should l>e 6.5 and n<Vt 65.

New Materials.

Extra Hard Bromide Paper. Made by Criterion, Ltd., Stech-
ford, BirminfSham.

Both for contact printing and enlarging a very considerable demand
has sprung up of late years for a development paper which yields

results of satisfactory contrast from negatives of poor quality in

this respect. This demand no doubt chiefly arises in connection
with the printinij and enlarging of amateurs' film negatives, in

dealing with which the printer must take things as he finds them,
and very often has to work from very poor material. While gas-

light papers may be readily used for such negatives by increas-

ing the power of the light in the printing box, it is not so commer-
cial an expedient to employ them for the making of enlargements.

Therefore, " photo finishers," and no doubt many others, will

welcome this variety of bromide paper yielding the contrast of

a gaslight paper, and at the same time permitting of the use of

illuminants in the enlarging lantern such as are ordinarily employed
for use with bromide paper. The Criterion " Extra Hard " is a
bromide paper, we find, which marks the makers' long experience

in the manufacture of such material. It works exceedingly cleanly,

giving prints of good colour and entire freedom from stain, and,

like other Criterion development papers, is specially manufactured
for freedom from stress markings. It is made in a whole range
of surfaces—i^lossy, platino-matt. silky (semi-matt), rough matt,

canvas and cream crayon, and is obtainable also of postcard

thickness. '

Albums for Photographs. Made by Bartons (Birmingham), Ltd..

Costvay Works, Finch Road, Handsworth. Rirminghem.

For artistic excellence the productions of Messrs. Bartons in mounts
and albums are second to none. Some specimens of their latest

styles in albums of various descriptions, which they send to us.

form still another confirmation of the high opinion we have of theii-

goods. A most artistic 28-page list describes and illustrates the
many styles. These latter include slip-in, paste-on and loose-leaf

albums, made up in every case from mounting papers and' boardji

of extremely pleasing neutral colours and agreeable textures, and
enclosed within covers of choice design. The " Astor " is one of

the slip-in albums which we illustrate. It is bound in art cloth,
stiff boards, with a title and border printed in a colour to match
the cloth. It is made in brown and grey, for either 48 or 96 prints,

in the one case with two spaces per page; in the other with four
on a page. This album is issued in six sizes, for prints from vest-

pocket to post-card size, at prices which range from 4s. 9d. to 14fi.

each. Another style of slip-in album is the " Happy Recollect inns,"

in which covering leaves with cut-out openings allow of the inser

tion of prints of various sizes from No. 1 F.P.K. to post-card.

Prices from 7s. to 12s. 6d.

The paste-on albums include some very choibe examples, most of

which are of the loose-leaf pattern, the flexible mounting sheets

being held within the covers by a stout sUk cord. The " Port
man " is an tilbum of this kind, containing 24 leaves, made in

five sizes, from 6^ x 6 to 16 x 12 inches, at prices from 4s. 6d.

to 20s. each. There are also some cheaper patterns, and a series

of very stylish albums of the same ioose-leaj pattern, in which
the leaves are of black linen-texture flexible board. These are the
" Cemiri," "Negro," and "Nocturne." Among the albums in

which the mounts are fixed we should refer to the " Reynolds," of

24 linen-grained flexible leaves, with covers of grained calf leather
with padded sides. This and others of a similar description make
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j«a! alhanu for the reception o{ priota on a photographer's recep-

or {or holding collections of print* broagbt together for

B^RVTT I'RnCF5> «SD SVPBB-SPBSD Oktho Pl^kTIS.—-MeaCT*. Elliott

'.. have recently added to their aeriea of platea

tone negative-making, which we are satisfied

iieet with iavour from photo-engravers. The plate is of

r apeed—about 75 H and D—than the average pboto-mecbani-

kie, yet is of extremely fine grain and density-giving power.

-V "harp rendering of fine lines with the osnal hydroi{iiinon»-

rtlofNT ooarinees as of its ability to yield screen nega-

>e fiaa dsfinitioo in the dots reqnired by the photo-

<T. The Bamet .Sopar-Speed On ho plate has been lately

ed in speed, with the result of farther emphasising iu
« as an ultra-rapid oolour-sensitive emulsion plate of the
fjiili has steadily zrown in popularity of late for studio

** Pamt.

—

\ departure from the existing emulsion

-oating has been made in the introduction of this paper,
'" '•('•""v of a gelatine or collodion coating, is akia

vogue many years ago.

,
.vii.eh is supplied by the Imperial Dry-Hate

<«, of the print-oot class, although mora asnai-

'.'ijnary P.O. P. It yields a scries of cxoaUent

limply by fixing in a hypo, bath, or may be toned with
r in a separate or combined bath, for tooca ranging
•epia to purple. The range of tones is, in fact, rmy
r than it is possible to get on any emnlsion P.O.P. of

V or scIf-toQiog kind. This fact, addsd to the reten-

^ irfaoa and textnre of the paper by the use of

as distingjiished from an •molsioa coating,

" paper an *ltof(etber '. and <aia

>ppeal particniarly to th* lan<

f -at-t

on of the paper ia exceedingly aiaipV It diilen
' Co F. only :n requiring a negative of some-

• "d • fairly roniiderable degree of overprint-
- prinu are Ant waahad in asveral changes
n a both conuining 4 oas. of hypo, to

>aur .\ biiii of sboMt half this strangth yields print*
•hbrown i--o F'>r gnM toomi;, the ordinary snipho

is bath May be arbonaU bath familiar to th«w
I'd theoaee-p^.i v.^! psper. The combined toning

'<atb is alao euiiabM By any of these gold-toning
t easy to serore exceedingly line tones with a very

-•• of gold
' an emn'siin r/tatinc likswiao aakw itaaU evident

.ta can be btoUad ofl and left

;. artificial heat. The paper is

IS to say, white and boif, in each ease
It is issued in all the regular English

•ad in sheets of 24^ v 17 in^sa. or fiO x
izee xVii- nrice may be judged «o the basia of

<«t priced at I*. 3d. Tw«lv« of the

-;m, and 2Ss. centinstra six*. ThsM

•ire

the cut

krter-plat4-

'urr'.% reel

for lb* single weight pCper : dooble weight, 20 per

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

SKW CftXtrxNtK,-*

prnate
IT :l, 1

>« registered on Marrh 29
.1,,,... ..« 1. ...,i. ,...)

near Hsvsni (dirrr

New Apparatus.

The Goodrich Electric Dry- Mounting Fixing Iron. Made bf
J. Goodrich and Sons, 52. Hare Street, Halifax.

SiNO lli« introduction, a few nnonlbs ago, of a gaslieated fixing
iron for dry-mounting, the very practical usefulness of the appliance
has been shown by the requoste made to the maker for a similar
article, but utilising electric current as the source of haat. Mr.
Goodrick has therefore now introduced a fixing iron which is even
more bandy in use than the earlier gas model. It ia a hand-piece
of 11 inches length, exceedingly well made in brass, and provided
with an insulating wooden handle. The electrical lieat«r is brought
into operation simply by inserting the jrftkg aM.ached to the cable

siito an ordinary lamp holder, and the fixing irons are made so that
at any volla(|« from 100 to 250 the metal head which is applied to
I be tissue is kept at a temfierature from 160 deg. F. to about
210 deg. F. This temperature is reached within ab4.ut five minutes,
after which the iron automatioally keeps at the required heat
without attention. Tlie consumption of current is very small, about
l-lft«h d a unit per hour, and certainly the professional (fry-mounter
could wish for no eleaoer or more convenient method of rapidly
affixing the tissues to the prints. The fixing iron is supplied com-
plete with a stand a! the price of 26s., and may be obtained also
from the distributing agenta, Messrs. John J. Griffin and Sons,
Kin«sway, London, W.C.2. The voltage on which it is to be used
should be stated when ordering.

Lmm Heode and Sorcen-Holder*. Made by James A Sinclairad Co-. Ud.. 43, Harnsaritet, London, S.W.I.
Ik their latest model of lens hood, that most indiepetuable accee-
»ory lor outdoor photography, Messrs. Sinclair Ijave made two
improveoienU which greatly add to the usefulneM of the appliance
The hood is fitted to the lens by means of a pair^f adjustable grip«
eontrolled by the two milled hsada shown to the left of the draw,
ing. This allows of one hood being employed with lenses of various

Also, a very handy form of clip is provided within the hood

lor holding a oirenlar light-filter in position .\ light-filter can thu.H
again serve several lenses. A pair of crossed struts, shown in the
drawing, allows of the hood being adjusted to tJie most efficient
sxtsnsion. according to the angle of view of the lens. The hoods
M<isoDa|Md in three sixes for lenses from 1 to 1^ inclies diameter,
l| W-8 JKhes, and 2 to 2i inches, at th« respective prices of 258..
30».. ind 35». Kl. K2. or K3 screen to fit costs 5s. 9d 7r 6d . or
9s 6d

The Ross CincosiMograph Profeotor. .Made by Ross, Ltd , 3.
North Side. Claphaas CoasaM>a. London, S.W.4.

Lcss-MAXivn \^\,.y m..re than half precision mechanical work, it

is not surpr Messrs. Ross should turn to the manufacture
of a cinemat ' 'jector as a fitting spliere for the application
of their many vesrs of experience in the production of optical
instruments of the highest class for the Admiralty and othar ser-
vice*. In doing <io, they have created a machine worthy of their
name, which !• .ayi>u' a good deal, and embodying important
and valuabli- .ont* in niech.tniBm for the showing of cinema
fllmv Sever of this journal might be filled in an adequate
description -.i no tw^iures, chiefly mechanical, which are the out-
oome of the expert engineering knowledge applied to the design
of the projector. It most suffloe to say that this has been directed
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to obtaining (1) a bett«r result—that i£ to say, greater steadiness,

..bscnce of flicker, reduced current consumption, and elimination of

re risks; and (2) the means of making good within a few minutes

any accidental derangement of mechanism which, under curre?it

cinema conditions, is subjected to incessant hard wear. The first

of these aims has been realised in the highest degree by the ci'.ci"c

of special types of gear, hardened metals, and most accurate
machine surfacing, regardless of cost. The optical system, con-
denser and objective, has been computed for the single purpose of

perfect projection, and to this end also the cover and flicker blades
of the shutter consist of a coloured gelatine film, which eliminates
intervals of total darkness in the projection cycle, thus reducing
one physiological cause of flicker, and at the same time increasing
the brightness of the projected image. The safeguard against
breakdown is provided by int«rchangeability of parts of the
mechanism exposed to the severest wear. Each of these latter is

a complete unit, which can be taker, out whole and replaced by a
spare in a minute or two, for any readjustment of the removed
part. The whole machine has been made as good as money and
optical and mechanical skill can make it, and the remarkably per-
fect steadiness and regularity of the projections testify to the success
which has attended its design. The price is £150.

Aerograph Studio Air Compressor. Made by the Aerograph
Co., Ltd., 43, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.I.

In this new piece of apparatus the makers have designed an air
compressor specially for the use of an Aerograph hand-piece of their
A pattern. The air compression is obtained from a small pump

operated by an electric motor of one-tenth horse-power, which tan
be run from an ordinary electric lamp fitting, and is extremely
.silent in working. The consumption of current is less than that

of a 16 e.p. lamp, and the compressor is fitted with an automatic
valve-release, which eliminates excessive consumption of electric
current, and, at the same time, maintains unifonn pressure of any
required degree up to 40 lbs. per square inch. The whcJe apparatus
is exceedingly compaet, measuring 24 by 12 by 16 .inches, and
weighs only 50 lbs. It is a most excellent accessory for the regular
use of the air-brush.

The Ontoscope All- Metal Stereoscopic Camera. Sold by the
London Camera Exchange, 2. Poultry, Chcapside, London,
E.C.2.

This is a French camera for the 45 x 107 mm. plates which have
achieved such popularity of late years. In taking it up as a
specialty of theirs, Messrs. Ecbbins, Manistre & Co. (The London
Camera Exchange) draw special attention to several distinctive
features of it. One of these is its rising front of 1 cm. movjm^nt,
often a valuable aid in dealing with architectural subjects. Another
is the lever focussing movement providing for the focussing of

objects np to 3 ft. from the camera. A third feature is the shutter,
which is provided with a range of speeds from 1 sec up to a
marked l-250th, which is found by tests to be a real l-200th, quite
fast enough for all ordinary work. Another feature is that the
magazine, holding 12 plates, is fitted with a curtain metal shutter
worked from behind and undetachable so that there is no loose

sheath which may be mislaid. In other respects the camera is

well equipped, t.g., with a sunk finder and a direct-vision finder
and spirit level, and is of fine mechanical workmanship. Fitted
with a pair of //4.5 " Stellor " anastigmats the price is £41; with
two //4.5 KrauEs " Tessars," £4.5. The camera is also made in

a model without the rising front and the focus.^ing adjustment, the

respective prices being £37 and £43. It is also supplied with //6.3
'' Saphyr " lenses, price £30 15s., without rising front or focussing
movement. These prices include leather sling case.

The Kershaw Soft-Focus Lens. Sold by Marion and Co.*
Soho Square, London, W.

This is a quite new British objective for portrait photographers,
and one which we think will speedily find favour among those able

to see the business value of the soft-focus portrait. At its full

aperture of /'/5.6 it gives a most pleasing and distinctive kind of

diffused definition, somewhat greater in degree than that given by,

say, a Petzval adjusted for soft focus, but nevertheless agreeable
in its softening of outlines and general modelling. As the lens

is stopped down the definition is sharpened so that the degree of

soft-focus is very readily controlled. At the expense of speed,
certainly; but with plates of present-day sensitiveness, the portrait
photographer can work with apertures such as ^/8 and fl\\, which
a few years ago he would have considered impracticable. Apparently
the softness of focus is obtained by a mixture of spherical and
chromatic aberration, as was the case with the " anachromats,"
with which Captain Puyo years ago produced the delightful results

which first drew attention to the merits of the soft-focus lens in

portraiture. The work of the Kershaw lens is of the same kind,
and those who remember the French portraits will accept t-he com-
parison as a very real commendation. It follows that the lens has
a chemical focus, but we find that very little allowance requires
to be made for it ; if focus is taken on the part of the subject nearer
to the lens, the distinctive quality is obtained in the planes situated
immediately behind. The " single " construction of the lens is

no doubt one reason for the brilliance of the soft image produced
by it. The lens with which these trials have been made had a
focal length of 12^ inches, and is supjilied at the price of £9 9s.
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CnmtATOGKAPH Studio Spot-uobt Abc Lamts.— The VNV»Uii:d-

»»«r Ei^oearing Co., Victori* Ro»d, Will««den Junction. London,

N.W.IO, whcae enebaed arc lampe h»ve been the kland-by of ho«U

.<t portiMt pfaotoKn^cn for nuuiy years paM, have recenU; added

to their aanc* oi theaa lampa for doamato^rapL tladio ase a niodal

!<p«o«U; dwignnd 'dJ noantrd (or apot light effect*. The lamp is

.•r the kng bonuilK, •eoM-eoeloaed type, giving a aoft actinic light.

lupplied in a lantern fitted with a 6-incb condenaer, and may

'tainMl CO one or other ol two atands, one a lofty ladder erec-

aooooMio^ting both tlie ofMnOor and tlie lamp at beighta

iii( (nan 9 to 15 H., and the other of talaK«|i« tube pattern,

uJii^ to 8 (t. in height. Cofaparaiive taata h«T« ahown the

:{TC»t effideocy o( the aneioaed and aemi-encMecd Ire lam|>i in

making at iilifnaliifmih negativee. llioea intereeted ahoold

-ui from the Waatminatar Eii(ineering Company a repott by Mr.

U. M. Lomaa ol teala carried oat by him.

Hit \\\tt Frmxoa.—The Oeneral Electric Co., 67, Qneen Vic-

- et, London, E.C.4. bav* rvceolly iotrodaeed two new

'!ingi (or the high power half-watt lamp. These ara

. ^noed holders (or the lamp (within an angled reflector),

. .c-u ill one case (or attachment lo >• .•> 'ing or beam of a

i:o, and in the other, which is a rindard. (or use

idio. The (ormer ni..v~. >u....»ti o( a pendant,

lamp being raised or lowered, and also e( the

'.or ociii^- nn^ied on a vertical axis, so that the light is (oily

i-r control. I( reqoired, a small brass cradle can be fitted so

•^ 'r -ndant may be moved oa s rail erected scroti

standard pattern, the lamp and reliector are

.til >. i.«<i <<> ik r>,i.anc*d arm. and can be raiaed or iowcrod at

• loach between I be limits of 3 ft. and 8 (t. from the floor. The
f also revolves on the head ' '' '^ndard, and tbns

• wide range of moremect w. iig the standard

L aiioie. The two (>llini{s ara erideMi.y oengoed with expstt

>Iedga of the practical employment of hall-watt lamps in the

studio.

Meetings of Societies.

MKKIU^US OF S0CIKTIB8 FOR NK.\T \VE£li

MosnuT, Arau 11.

! • l..rk and Die. Phot. Sac "Improving the Print." W.
i;.. -k.

Cripplegate Photocraphic Society. " The Choioa of a Hand
CMnera." N. F. Home.

I.->(h Amatav Pbotogranhie Aaaoeiation. FedaratMO Portfolio.
^ ith Uadon PlMttomaliie Societar. Platiao^rpa Daaianstration.
WUleaden Photograph Society, •mbera' KsUWtion

TtTsaoar. Armu. 12.

R^ral Pha«ogiaehi<- "-^ ' '

H. M. Um«, I

Mi»fw^r%[4i." V .'; i .. : .

Titling the Print."
K. \V. Urooks.

Wmmavsr. Arait IS.

y- ri\> r-.tvirrhiiic Phot, ^ ;;, Print I umuelilion.
.i'.ii I'atn.r.i ("lob. "Tb- of Pholographir Prints."

'•"'•' I' ^-'*phi< AawtciatioB. ** Flaahlight Photo-
..•^ 'I -.rila- I' v.-

u.-rap),.. .'sj. of LidwDS." R. Paolson.
W.-Mjt.rd Phot. Unc n H. Uwton

Tmi B-. 14- ,

Camera
'

' ^. "The Civilisaimn of Ancient Egypt."

Kstrlim sixi I'l.Tict Photographic Socirtv. "Amateur Photo-
crapher " Prise Slidea.

ftalewhead and DisUict C C flam BichromaU." J. T. Camabv.
Hammersmith (Hampshire House) Photograohir Society. "A

Chil. r.n Orlb.. rhfonwitw T'li. f..wTiiDbv \ .1 null.

Ill I #r^i»i { itc*
final Work

Fridat, Apru. 15.

R.P.6. Pictorial Group. ' The Trimming of the Picture." M. 0.
De!!.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAI'HIC SOCIETY.

.Meeting held Tuesday. April 5, the president. Dr. G. H. Rodnisn,

in the chair.

Mr. C. M. Thomas, M..\., delivered .i lecture, " C-hemical

Methods in Photography ; Weights and Mea&urrs ; Solutions .iikI

the Sulphites.'' Be addressed himseU to the amateur whose work
was on a small scale, who developed a quarter-plate every now and
then. Therefore, in what he had to say on weighing clieniioaN

and measuring solutions, he confined himself to small quallli^ie^

Mr. Thomas gave an interesting historical survey of the British

measures of weight and volume, and poii>t«d out how their ver\

names denoted their origin in Eastern countries. He demonstrat4>il

the confusion which is caused by lbs, having different numbers oi

graiiu. and their corrosponding sub-division into different ounce
and drams. Perhapo the more one knows about the British weight^

and m(«sures, the more easily one can be confused by tlieni. A<

any rate, the formidable series of mea.sures which Mr. Thomas
•xbibited ii» the form of a table provided a useful foil for tlie aim
pli.iiy of the French .M>.called metric niesisure^. He showed tiM-

' measures of weight and volume wliirh are necessary

rinulie in gms. and c.c.s.

<l measuring. Mr. Thomas passed to developing

'd tlie easy way in which stock solutions could

ut :iiade up iu thai the same quantity of each was required in com
P<iiind1ng, say, a three-solution developer from the slock solutions

He then pniceeded to demonstrate by an intei«Ming series of c\]"i:

irenis tlie propertiee ..f the commonly used cthemicals, sulpii.<. .

Ui«ilpliite, met and hypo, and, in conclusion, showed a

ft>w examples . . ..{ pyro stain by means of the combined
bleach of tlie •liver uuage and deco'ouriser of stain, Jntroduced

some few years ago by the Ilford laboratories, .\ltemativcly, In-

showed a oegaiive of qoite respectable density formed by the pyro
slain ak>D« alter the silver image had been bleaclied out. Sonio
j:«cu«Mon fo'ili.wed, ;i> which Messrs. W. B. Tergu.son, O. Blocli

K MicVmsii, r;. K. Brt»wn, and Dr. Slater Price took part, and .

.il vote of thanka was accorded to Mr. Thomas for ..

• intereel of which owed not a little to it» many pattsag'-

«4 dry homoor.

CHOVDON CAMERA CLUB.

Mr. .S. \V. Rose in delightfully humorous and interesting style

narrated his experiences m the R A.F., illustrating hia disooursi-

with lantvcn slidea.

Hia firal job towards winning the war conaisted in washing down
oomdors. His next was connected with a riding school, presided

over by a retired gentleman jockey—retired in both capacities.

Considering that .Mr. Rose previously had never been bestride even
a donkey, the riding schixil came aa a complete and surprising;

novelty, and from what he said even now an armchair, nicely fui

nished with cushions, ia deairable when recalling this phase of On
past. Retiring from the "on and off" business lie turned cook

laiKlM^ired {m he ssidi ri sireat reputation for his plum-dufT

but lost his job owinc to a mistaken idea that sergeants were onl>

• iix as their siiliordinate,). It is understood
' monstration on plum-duff in the summer.

If.,- next role m .w tij.it nt Carpenter, and a little gang had qiiili-

a pleasant holiday behind the lines, the sergeant in charge beiiu

amiability itself, as he had burrowed from all.

Finally, Mr. Roee drifted into the photographic section of the

R..\.F., a deerrjption of which formed the main theme of the le<'

lor«>. The various < anieras used and their construction anil

t' on were clearly described, also a number of very in

< .lero-photo^raphs were shown. The department had t"

aciijuiit for all plates delivered to them, and on one occasion <

iMitch developefl lo a uniform black fog. Inquiry eventually cluci

dated that the airman, finding the magazine jammed, had, with

the best of intentions, removed the plates in broad daylight and

reinserted them. The laws of the Medea and Persians relating to
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liTOcedure were, he said, to a large extent abrogated ; for instance,

all the washing plates and prints received was three quick chajiges,

the first bath soon being capable of being used as an emergency

(i.xer. Xeverthelcss the prints in his possession had lasted well
;

they were dried by, the well-known expedient of " flashing off.'

Perhaps the most striking slides shown were those from pan-

chromatic plates, with and without filters. The way in which a

deep fi"ter penetrated haze, which without it entirely obliterated

I he landscape below, was really wonderful. In reply to a question

whv 5 X 3| came to be adopted as a standard size instead of 5 x 4,

Mr. Hose said some thought this was done to prevent jamming in

I he magazine. Others held the view that the special size was

selected to prevent the plates being utilised in privately-owned

cameras. A most hearty vote of thanks was accorded him for a

really excellent lecture.

On the preceding Mcinday the club's Easter outing was held. The
weather report prophesied " bright intervals." These were struck

tit the " Hoskings Arms " at Oxted and the " Bull Inn " at Limps-

field, where some fine old ale was discovered by Mr. Harpur.

Despite the wretched weather all enjoyed themselves immensely.

News and Notes.

Photooraphehs in Guildfokd are making a move towards form-

ing an amateur photographic S'.ciety. Those interested are asked

to communicate with Mr. E. D. Brown, Trevelyan, Cranlev Road,
G.uildford.

Mr. Percy J. Sl.4ter, Saw'try, Peterborough, for many years

a specialist in enlarging and postcard pi-inting, sendis us his latest

price list for these and other forms of trade work. A postcard

,^ddres6ed to him will bring a coipy of the list.

, Cajieba Repairs.—Messrs. 0. Sichel ahd Samuelson, of 52, Bun-
hill Row, Tyondon, E.C.I, advise us that they have opened a depart-

ment for the repair of cameras and stutters, and also are in a posi-

tion to supply plate-holders made to customers' orders.

A New Wellington List contains despcriptive particulars of the
firm's many grades of plates and papers, and includes the reduced
prices now ruling. Messrs. Wellington and Ward will be glad to

^end a copy of this booklet to anyone applying to them at Elstree.

Herts.

The Optical Society.—At the meeting to be held at the
Imperial College of Science and Technology, at 7.30 p.m., on Thurs-
day, April 14. Mr. F. Twyman, of Messrs. Adam Hilger, is

announced to read a paper on " An Interferometer for the Testing
of Camera Lenses."

P.P.A. Exhibition.—The following is the list of the jury wihicli

have been nominated to judge the pictures for the P.P.A. Congress
exhibition:—Pictorial section: Angus Basil, Bertram Park, and
Richaixl N. Speaight. Technical section: Alexander Corbett and
H. A. St. George. Owing to the many requests that have been
veceived from country photographers, Uie judging committee of the
P.P.A. Congress have decided to defer the date of entry until
Monday. April 11, after which daJfe no pictures can be accepted.

Sheffield and District Professional Photographers' Asso-
ciation.—A meeting was held on Wednesday. March 23, at Miss
Ethel M. Eadon's studio, when Mr. H. J. Leslie Cawood gave a
short lecture on photographic cost accounts. Mr. Cawood pointed
out the advantages of cost accounts when prepared on a proper
basis, and the disadvantage of approximate costs. Photographs
must be sold at such a price as will attract the public; the selling
price was therefore limited, and any additional profits must be
earned by reducing costs, i.e., by obtaining additional business,
which reduced the percentage of overhead costs. At the close of
the lectiire several questions were asked, which Mr. Cawood
answered. A hearty vote of thanks was accorded Mr. Cawood for
his kindness in giving a paper on this interesting and important
jubject.

Correspondence.

***CoTrttj>ondenta should never vnite on both sides of the paper.

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and
addresses of the writers are given.

••• We do not undertake responsib'lity for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

PROCESS PLATES-AND A PROCESS PAPER?
• To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—With reference to the recent " Assistant's Note "

on the use of process plates, I have found one make of process

«plate to be of very great service for yet another branch of work.

A few days ago I had to copy some water-colour paintings

—

marine subjects—d(me entirely in blue pigments : they had to be

reproduced in blue carbon to give an exact facsimile of the originals.

After failing, for some reason to get the kind of negative wanted
with panchromatic plates and screens, I tried—more as an <xperi-

ment than anything else—a Barnet process plate (without a screen*,

and the result was a most agreeable surprise.

I was under the impression that any shade of blue would be

rendered as white on a pi'ocess plate, but the plate named rendered

every shade of blue and gave a brilliant negative, with splendid, if

slightly inci-eased, contrasts. In other words, the gradation in the

negatives was a little steeper than in the original^. In one painting

a steamer at sea was pictured, the port-holes of the vessel being in

the original only a slightly deeper blue than the hull; one, in faet.

found a difficulty in distinguishing the port-holes. In the negative,

however, the port-hole.» showed quite clearly. Details in the waves
were also picked out in a really remarkable manner, and I was able

to secme better carbo,'. facsimiles than I had hoped. Full develop

ment of such plates to ' process stage " was not, of course, possible,

because by so doing the lightest of the blues—a sky with fleecy

clouds—suffered. For copying flat originals (photographs) process^

plates are undoubtedly the thiiig, because of the increased contrasts

one can so easily obtain. '
.

Why not a process paper, .say a paper coated with the process

plate emulsion ? It may be thought that gaslight jjaper would
serve, but it will not. One cannot get suflncient opacity (when
viewed by transmitted light), and one cannot " wangle " the

development of gasliii;ht paper so easily as one may dodge develop-

ment of process plates. A process paper of bromide rather than

gaslight quality is wanted, especially by architects and engineers

who make plans. A suitable contrasty bromide paper would permit

of the enlargement of plans and the use of them as paper negatives ;

the paper at present available, however, cannot Be developed suffi

ciently opaque.—Yoins faithfully.

Copyist.

A NEW USE FOR COLOUR-SENSITIVE PLATES.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen.^An enterprising contributoi to the illustrated mag;i-

zines has, I believe, discovered a novel use for colour-sensitive plates

and light-filters. But should I, by chance, be wrong in my idea,

the pictures of his I have before me give me an idea., and I think

it well worth attention.

Quite recently the decorated ceiling of a famous London church
was cleaned, and the paintings upon it, which had been for genera-

tions covered with dirt, and unnoticed by many people, were made
clear and bright, the renovators exposing to view a masterpiece of

ceiling work by a famous painter of long ago.

The reproduced pictures in question form a pair, one showing

the appearance of the ceiling—nearly black and images but faintly

visible—before cleaning, and the other a view of the ceiling after

cleaning, with the figures very clear and brilliant.

A very careful measurement of these two pictures of the paint-

ings and '/heir surroundings— windows, arches, etc.—and a careful

study of the lighting of the same, lead me to believe that both

pictures were taken " at one sitting," an ordinary and filterless
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r pUte beinc lucd for one expucure and a panchromatic piat« with

I KTwn for the compaoioo one.

Th« er«»t similarity nf thr ccilinic'a curroondinga struck me as

,,... _ . ,!. ' and I wondered h-iw the photographer coold

•

, . AH interval of fomc weeks occTii>ied by oleaii-

.11 ()Ute hia camera within jirarticaJly a fraction of an

same apot. Th««i I noticed the title* and particuUrs

•ire. The very honeet editor—or wae it the photo

:..it «ay that the " dark " pictnre wa» taken before

was cleaned, but that the puture •' reprciented the

. of the cei.ini! liefi.rr rlraiuni; " This rsth«r clever

i.,j cuofinned n .-gested to me a new use

x'oaraemitive j. va " a» well, namely, for

'.lie pictoriag of " bofor* and *iltr " eflecta.—Yours truly,

L. T W

HAI^\TION AND DE\F.U>I"MENT

To the Editor'

Oentlcrara.—I was very inlerMted io reading «hc artiek in jour

..i,<l ha'atioo, partieolarly

U more

Ir

in all pr<

^ ...klation liw: - , -

A, my exper«iK« ia jnst the oppoile, and I wonM even (o

ir aa to a«y that prolonged dewlopawnt iri/A miUM*
f»T will DM only mibimi«e hahktion, bat wQI do away with

'iipVtely.

-."(•>rt of this statement I encloa« lor your insfMCtioo a

'a photograph - > -
' ! ••ok on March 36 laal un

it«—•zpiMur* c

III ha** h%\

pied in dr

HI developer ,>: >

1 will atlroil tha- '
' i.

\r» «nul* sacrrt ia in the ninatltutmn

'ine i>a«d ia the abovw rasa waa :

—

10 per

20 per

War-, ,, „

f l\\. Neither the n«ga-

up.

.te was 27 rainotes, abnot

-!;«•• in p'ain water, and
• • . ;. ...u .. n

• •i the drrriuper, and the

T), tlir iilate.

40 mill ms.

30 IIImm*.
1 oi.

ai i»ie end of 18 minal«a the

I to come throogh. At the end of

. 'II to a|>pe«r, and lb* ptata aaa than

•r drvek>p«r and plarnd in i> diab of clear water for

1 .iijtes; it waa the* f«ptaeed in tba dereloper lot one
' ite. rinatd and fixad.

Vt the ino««at thia ia tha only print I iMtva t«lM«i from the

.^:i««. or I woald let jfoq have a better oor, bat I am sendieg
;:.it »« A «ti»tf~tlil^fi I.I riKPh ('i^B^ «i.rk l.ir il« faiirfa i*r«i tnsnv

.1

nividad the drrclopar

-'jvexoaaa <A yftn.

<: H M*T»

XUS H.\l. '

iilletnr

To :;.. :

-R«<erriag l« th* MurrMpoudeitM

•»'. v«h>cn Minp.v onri»n*-i

)ie •aaalaion. The Aba
iTiangaaaaa paroxide •aspandea

\

in the " Britiab

MM. R. OniUe
r maHiK a naw
red A)m between

the eanolrion i«

I '<! ITiangaaaaa paroxide aaspandea m geMtioe. Th* bmwn
f thia eoaliag diaappaan willxnit any Mkolly in the scid

' •! haa no bad effect m ' 'ika anoia doable-

:nay have, and for <e« tfMcia] baths

oiut ti« used.

With ihaaa tmm Radio-Lax Gailleminot. 400 H Jt D, the high

' I ' '" • -aAm* alika are rvndarad perfectly.

s i« pleaaad to send samptet to any of your

readers who arc toteeeated io this n«w prodoction.—Yonrs faithfully.

JCI,** KB GOTTAL.

17, Caril Mawioas, MariM Road, London, S.W.17

STEREOSCOPIC RELIEF.

To the Editor?.

Gentlemen,—With reference to Mr. F. C. Tilney'e letter on

stereoscopic relief, in Sir David Brewster's interestini; book on the

Stereoscope (1856). the question of the union of similar picture*

is fully discussed, with particular reference to the illusion obtained

when wall-paper is viewed with the eyes converging on a near

point, and also a more dietant point than the plane of the wall.

.After describing his various experiments, he says. " A friend to

whom I had occasion to show the experiments, and who is short-

sighted, mentioned to me that he had on two occasions been greatly

perple.\ed by the vision uf thei^e suspended images. Having taken

too much wine he saw the wall of a papeie<l room suspended near

him in the air."

Brewster further suggesta thia as " an accurate method of dis-

covering defect* in the workmanship of paper-hangers, carpet

makers, painters, and all artists whose profession it is to combine

a sertea of pattern* to form an uniformly ornamcnte«i surface."

It ia an easy matter to converge the eyes on some near pctlnt and

so get different portions of the pattern overlapping, but then the

eye* automatically accommodate for this near point, and the diffi-

cnlty i* to relax the accommodation sufficiently to focus tlie pattern

while keeping the eyes converging on this near point. This may,

however, be done with a little practice, when the illusion described

by Mr. Tilney wilt be iven. and it is possible to place the hand

apparently behind thf transparent wallpaper. It would seem from

ihcae experiments that tlie sense of distance is very largely

dependent on convergence, the object always ajipearing in

the plane to which libe two eyea converge. ITius with objects in

variooa planea having their image* in a •tereo*copic slide separated

by different amounts, varying amounts of converj.-ence are required

to rambiiw> the dioaimilar images, and the sense of relief is there-

fore obUined. .Although the plane of tlie whole pattern may be

apparently changed, no difference of plane in the various parts

will be *(«n nnlea* tliere are di*simiUritie* nf the images seen

with the two eye*.—Your* faithfully. W. H. A. Fincham.

Hiltfield Avenue. Hnrnsey, N.8.

To the Editors,

nentlemen,— I am intereeted in Mr.Tilney's letter on stereoscopic

vision, but if 1 raad his letter right, it is not stereoscopic, but

paeodoantpic vision he haa acquired, by looking at the pattern of

the wallpaper. But be can put the matter to a ready lest
;

if the

pattern scema to aj>pnuich him. aay within six or eight inches

frum the eye, the vision is pseodoscopic ; if, on the other hand, the

pattern simply coalesce*, the vi*ion is »ter«o*copic. Theoretically,

It w best explained by aid of a few diagrams, vi«.,

Normal vision thus : | \ Stareosoopie,

PtandDscopic,

That is, in paendoscupic vision the right eye see* the left picture

and ihe left eye the right one.
. „

^l^f^ 1^ I sm cncerned, I can exercise both. Stereoscopic,

which I acquired about 30 year, ago, when I did a lot of stereo-

sropic work, and it i* very handy when mounting the *lides, as it

enables one at . glance to see whether the prints are mounted cor^

rectlv as it will happen simietime*, in spite of prints being marked

L and R. Thua they will get transposed, and if discovered at

,„K^ can easily be pulled off and remounted in the right way. Ihe

f»<ullv of sei-.ng p.eudo«M.pic I only acquirad about ten years

.«., lind it came about in a peculiar way. I have some Hoorcloth

of a diamond patlem, black and white, and when looking at this

and while I waa smx-king « pip*. I w" looking at the pipe and

Ihe pattern simultane^-usly, and Io ! the pattern came up to m.-

within about eight inches of my eyes. I have repealed it hundred.H

of tiroes and it is so realistic that I can determine wilhm half

an inch whfre it appear, to be, a sort of " fata Morgana," hut

it does not increase in size, remaining the aarae Biie a* seen in

(he distance. Another way of doing thia i« to put, .ay, seven
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identical photographs on the floor and by looking at them pseudo-

scopically the three in the centre will rise np to within six or

eight inches of the eye.

This subject of seeing stereoscopically and pseudoscopically was

fully thresned out in " Photography," and if Mr. Tilney will turn

to the issue of April 13, 1909, he will find there, and in some pre-

ceding numbers, the subject fully dealt with by Chadwick, Dornian,

Adnams and' others.—Yours truly, E. Fenske.

46, Osborne Road. Thornton Heath.

.\pril 4, 1921.

P.S.—Anyone possessing the faculty of seeing pseudoscopically
can also see an uncut stereoscopic negative or untransposed point
stand out stereoscopically; at least, I can do so quite easily, and
there does not seem the slightest strain on my eyes.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our present practice. a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed

for reply: 5-cent International Coupon, from readers abroad.

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " 7nust reach us

not later than Tuesday {posted Monday), and should be addressed

to the Editors.

E. M. F.— (1) We have never heard of it. (2) A fine abrasive of
this kind is supplied as Frictol by the Vanguard Manufacturing
Co., Maidenhead. (3) Hydroquinone as a developer was intro-
duced by Abney, who thereby no doubt led to the origination of
the other organic developers.

P. S. M.—There is no simple chemical ru'.e for the equivalence of
soda carbonate and caustic soda or potash in a developer. The
relative quantities of these alkalies required to neutralise the
same weight of alkali are not measures of the activity of the
respective alkalies in this respect.

Pelmont.—Certainly it can be done, but at present there is no
advantage in the process, because several times the normal expo-
sure has to be given. Slow plates do not require such a pro-
portionate:y great increase of exposure but then, of course, their
niitial lesser speed is just as great a handicap for your purpose.

C. E. T.—Intensification with mercury and ammonia will make
the negatives worse than they are at present. The best inten-
sifier for such ghosts of under-exposed negatives is uranium.
Another plan is to bleach the negative with bichloride of mercuri^
solution, back it up with black velvet, and copy it as though
it were a print.

O. Shell.—The original papers of Hurt«r and DriffieJd are now
available in the volume forming part of the memorial to these
two investigators. It is edited by W. B. Ferguson, K.C.M.A.,
who contributes an itttrodiiotion tracing Hurler and Driffield's
work up to the publication of their first paper in 1890. It is

published by the Royal Photographic Society, price 25s. net.

N. E.—The idea has been embodied in at least one hand-camera
which we remember, viz., one introduced by Messrs. Perken,
Son & Rayment, about twenty years ago, but optically it is wrong
to move the lens up and down on the arc of a circle instead of
at right angles to the lens-axis. Though there are no doubt occa-
sions in which this simultaneous rise and tilt may be useful, the
effect on the negative is difficult to predict, and there is liability
to the same kind of foreshortening which results from swinging
the lens.

S. E. H.—The focal-plane shutter has not necessarily 100 per
cent, efficiency, equivalent to a shutter which takes no time at
all to open and close, and thus causes the plate to receive the
fall action of the rays from the lens during the whole period of

exposure. But if the blind is close to the plate and not vv

narrow, the shutter approaches this efficiency. The efficiemv

becomes less as the distance of the blind from the sensitive sur-

face is increased ; also as the width of the slit is decreased

;

also as the / No. of the lens is greater. If all these factors are

adverse the efficiency may fall to 40 per cent, or 50 per cent..

i.e., much below that of a good diaphragm shutter.

T. F. F.—Impossible to say from the meagre particulars if i

method is novel. So many processes of making mosaic coi^'

screen-plates have been patented that it is a reasonable assuns

tion that practically every possible method has been thought •

A year or two in the " Colour Photography " Supplement

collected abridgments of most of the metliods published dur:i

the previous ten years. The latter was the most prolific peril

i

these methods having been inspired by the success of the Aui

dlirome plate on its introduction in 1907. However, if you thii

it is worth it, it will only cost you £1 to file a provisional spt<

fication. Circular of instructions from the Comptroller

Patents, 25, Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.

B. B.—^If, as you say, you have found no ill effects as regards

the permanence of the prints, it is not possible for us to con-

demn the formula—at any rate as you use it. But we are

strongly against any acid-fixing bath which does not contain a

considerable proportion of sulphite in some form or other. We
think the best, and also the simplest form of such bath is made
by adding some bisulphite or metal-sulphite to the hypo solution.

Either of these salts supplies both the acid (sulphurous acid) to

the sulphite which takes up and renders non-injurious any sul-

phuric produced by oxidation. (2) The best means of obtainii

strong acid in a "dry" preparation is acid sulphate of sod

otherwise called sodium hydrogen sulphate. But it is a sub-

stance which absorbs moisture very readily, and any mixture

containing it requires to be well sealed.

L G. M.—As we have pointed out scores of times in answers i'

this column, it is not necessary to do anything at all in ord

to obtain copyright. Copyright automatically comes into exi^

ence by the making of the work—a painting, a book or a phot

graphic negative. Registration as a formality necessary f

establishing a legal right is abolished. Therefore if the phot

graphs were taken " on your own," the copyright in them is

yours. If. on the other hand, you took them to the order of

some other person, the copyright in them belongs to that other

person, the fact that you have not been able to obtain payment
for them does not transfer the copyright to you. The law pi'

vides separate machinery for the recovery of the debt. Y'

could, as you seem to suggest, accept the copyright as payment

of the debt, in which case the copyright should be the subject

of a written assignment to vou.
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of dWriancy and tronuniy thar* i» muA to ha aaid for tha
livanal oaa of anlarigiD^ vartical pattara of aalargor |Oaa

gTMt way toward! nf practioa. fP. 210.)

L. P. CImc, io tha eorrant inalalmcnt of hta " Paru Nolaa,"
ntribaUai a brief akatch of pnaait-day photofraphie joomalijBi

Praurc, and wntoa abe a« Iho ahara takaa bjr waaaan aaairtanta

Frtnch profwainwal pkoteftsphjr, on a aaw portaUo atodio ai«

and on a raraat daaoBalratiaa of tli« oaa of a larga portrait

for oatoraliatie aOaeta. ((P. 817.)

poiat roqoiriog attantion io tha aaa of tha baavy-waight priat-

papart aow maeh ia tavoor ia adaqaata alrangib of tha apriop
ptiiiUiig fraaM or aiacbiaa. (P. SUi)

!>'• tndona a raaa«iljr aspraaaad opiaioa of Mr. W. B. Far-

I't mi tha aemaa whieH pUta akaim »oald rapdar to ^wta-
iporiin«nt«ri by alatiag Ika wipaaitioB of

'i«valop*n in a form, aoefa aa graiaa par oonco or

par litra, parmitting raady compariaoa. (P. 200.)

A tomawhat graatar dagrao of axpoaora oouplad with a ra-

aUaisad davalopar will oftao aarra to gai praaanlabU raanlta oo

itata papara or pUtai. A loach of tho iodiaa-cyanida radncar

anbaanaaatiy will furthn- hdp Battari. (P. 210 )

EX CATHEDRA.
Th« Oortgr^mm. In the midst of strikes and rumours of

strikes, one thing ie certain, and thai

is, that the Congress of the Professional Photographers'
Association will be held. A general railway strike would,

of course, reduce its size, but in tlie worst event a

Congress ^ight still be held among those within the

London area, although its character would naturally

undergo great modification. It is, however, surely incon-

ceivable that the sanity of the British nation has become
such a vanishing quantity that the stoppage of the

national life for even a few days is a credible conception.

Mr. Lang Sims, the secretary of the P.P. A., moving with

herculean ]>er8istence in these strenuous days, has com-
pleted all tile final arrangements. He asks us to say

that any members of the P.P..\. who have applied for

membership of the Congress, but may not have received

their badges before their departure for London, shoiil'l

apply to uie Commissiooaire at the entrance to the Fair,

arrangements having been made for their delivery there

in the event of uncertainty of postal transmission.
• ' • •

Developing At the Royal Photographic Society's
formulae. meeting last week, in the discussion

following the lecture by Mr. C. M. Thomas, Mr. W. B
FWguson, K.C., urged upon manufacturers of plates the

desirability of stating in their circulars of instructions

the composition of the developing solution as applied to

the plate, so that anyone anxious to try the makers'

formula could do so without the necessity of making up

certain stock solutions, or, alternatively, going to the

labour of tedious arithmetical calculations. Mr. Ferguson

asked, and it is a request which will be echoed by manv
plate users, that the composition of the working developer

should be stated either in grains per ounce or grammes
per litre ; preferably in both measures. We recollect that

a good many years ago, in the early days of dry-plates,

one or two makers did adopt thia practice, and the ^ood

example which they set no aoubt prompted several vmtere

m ti>frpr««" to tsJte the very great trouhle of working

oul^ff gn. per oz.) the composition of all the working

developers issued in the various plate makers* instruc-

tions. Tables of this kind were published for a few years

in the "Year Book of Photography," and about the

year 1912 we carried out a similar series of calculations

for the developers of both plates and papers and pub-

lished the result* in the " B. J. Almanac." But owiiig

to the complexity of many of the developing formula

which, no doubt *for good reasons, are adopted by plate

makers, the calculation of the composition of the working

developer is a very tedious business, and in some oas.-s

a formula ia of such diabolical ingenuity that it is im-

possible to represent it with certainty in a simple form.

For this reason, if for no other, it is certainly worth

makers' while to give this recommendation their atten-

tion. If makers would all agree to show in a comparabh
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form the developers which they recommend, it is pretty

safe to predict that a number of them would display

iiuite inconsiderable differences, and thus the practice,

in addition to facihtating the work of experimenters,

would undoubtedly result in a commendable reduction

of the number of formulse.

A Useful A most useful and remunerative addition
Tool. to the kit of the average professional

is a quarter-plate reflex camera of a reliable type, fitted

with as rapid a lens as possible. "With its aid one can

easily negotiate many awkward jobs which would be

almost impossible with a stand camera, for example, pet

animals, certain types of child portraiture, and any moving
subjects one may be called upon to take. The ordinary

collapsible or Anschiitz type. is very efficient in its way,
but requires more skill in judging distance than most
portrait photographers possess; moreover, it does not

readily lend itself to a change of lenses. With a reflex

a small portrait lens, say of 8 inches focal length, working
at //3, can be often used and results obtained which would
be procurable in no other way. We counsel the selection

of this small size because a half-plate, or even a postcard
reflex, with reversing back, is rather an unwieldy instru-

ment and is often relegated to the shelf after a few trials.

The quarter-plat-e size is handy to use and permits of the
use of lenses which will give good perspective and extreme
rapidity, while the power of accurate focussing gives

negatives suitable for enlargement.

Contact in Carbon printers have long known that
Printing.

j^ jg unsafe to trust to the ordinary light
pattern of printing frame if sharp definition is required,
as the flat brass springs which provide the pressure are
rarely strong enough, even when new, and rapidly become
weaker with use. The tissue which is usually cut from a
roll has suflScient spring in itself to prevent uniform
contact, and the remedy has to be sought by using the
" box " form of frame in which more powerful springs,
usiiaUy made of steel, are fastened to transverse bars
which are pressed down and secured with buttons.
Inspection of a number of prints on double weight bromide
paper suggests that a similar course might be followed
with advantage by those who use this material, for many
of the prints showed mysterious fuzzy patches, although
the negatives were uniformly sharp. When box frames
are used it is almost a necessity to have them fitted with
])late-glass fronts, as the very thin glass now used for
plates, even of a fairly large size, involves a considerable
risk of breakage if adequate pressure be applied. Printing
boxes are also often open to criticism on this point, since
with these there is often a tendency for the pressure to
be uneven.

®*^'®p'*'***" ^^ *^^se times it goes against the grainana Papers. ^q waste plates and papers which have
been kept on hand longer than they should have been, and
which have consequently developed a tendency to give
n slight fog or stain if treated in the ordinary way. When
such stale material has to be used a great help towards
obtaining clean results will be found in a somewhat liberal
but judicious use of bromide of potassium. Protracted
development must, however, be avoided, and therefore
a rather stronger developer should be used with the neces-
sary bromide added to it. We recently tried an old
package of bromide paper which gave deeply-stained prints
with normal treatment, but which was quite satisfactory

when a more liberal exposure and a restrained developer
was used. We have also saved negatives on old plates
by using a double-strength developer to which one or two
grains of bromide to the ounce had been added. It is

worth remembering that the yellow or metallic fog which
often appears on stale plates or paper is much more'
soluble in the iodine and cyanide reducer than the image
is, and that it will often disappear before any perceptible
reduction of the silver image takes place.

SYSTEMATIC ENLAEGING.

There is an evergrowing tendency among many of our
most skilled photographers to produce a large proportion
of their work with the aid of some form of enlarging
apparatus, and to issue the prints without any notification

of the fact. Only recently one of our best known
portraitists told us that all his prints above whole-plate
size were enlarged, and that for orders for panels and
larger sizes half-plat© negatives only were made. Add
to this that a highly-skilful trade printer gives it as his
opinion that better quality bromide prints can be made
through a lens than can be obtained by contact printing,

even when the print has to be the same size as the
negative, and we have a strong case for the systematic
use of the enlarger. Assuming that the question of
quality is thus disposed of, we will deal with that of
convenience ; with a well-designed apparatus there should
be little, if any, more labour in using it than there is

with the ordinary printing box, if like the latter the
enlarger is kept ready for immediate use.

Daylight, on account of its variability and the fact
that it is only available for a limited time, especially in
the winter, cannot be regarded as a satisfactory source
of illumination, so that some constant artificial light must
be employed, and in most cases the gas-filled or half-watt
electric lamp will be found satisfactory, for, while the
light is inferior in intensity to the arc, it is powerful
enough for all ordinary work and, being imiform in its

light, prevents the waste caused by the fluctuations of
the latter. Moreover, its form lends itself admirably to
use in the vertical form of enlarger, which we are con-
vinced is the most suitable for everyday work.

In towns where no electric current is available the
inverted incandescent gas burner may be adopted and
wiU prove an efficient substitute, although, of course, the
exposures will have to be longer.

The design of such an enlarger having been repeatedly
published and the fact that more than one model is on
the market renders it unnecessary to go into details of
construction, our object being to point out to what a
slight degree enlarging differs from contact printing,
when enlarging is carried out in the way we advocat-e,
the majority of prints will be made in a fixed ratio of
size, let us say two diameters, and for these what is

practically a fixed focus enlarger may be used. The
procedure is then nearly identical with contact printing,
that is to say, the negative is laid upon a glass shelf
above the lens and the bromide paper laid or held upon
a shelf below, exposure being made by means of the usual
treadle arrangement. Sometimes, however, it will be
found that a much more acceptable result can be obtained
by using only a portion of the negative, and, for this
reason, a focussing adjustment should be fitted, so that
from a full-length negative a three-quarter or even a bust
picture may be made to the standard size.

The degree of enlargement should be moderate ; that
is to say, that from two to three times linear will be the
limit, which should not be passed if the prints are to be
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issued with only ordinary spotting. A ground glass
* iser between the light and the negative is abeolutely

"Ssary, otherwi-o the grain of the image and the
; ks of the r'

' mcdiuni will be unpleasantlj
lus. The nco-:. should be brilliant, but not too
•rous, a degree of vigour which would barely give a

ntact print being just right for enlarging. The
':g should be fine in te.\ture, and if the focus

-iigntiy softened it will be even leas apparent than
n a contact print from the same negative. This may

'^
' ! iiv using a tlat ficM lens and putting the

lightly out of fwus. ur by using a lens which
i '- >i h-At focus adjiisttia-nt, and Ijy fooussing as sharply

[Mvtsihle after determining the desired degree of

•^f*-iii we have outlined should appeal strongly
-sional worker, not only upon the score of

.hich is c<x>Biderable, '
•* "r-^n the contrtrf

.in be exercised over ; ng ; shading,
.'^ and any other dodging < ne much more
han in contact printini.' there is the

: in rage from an optical poii being able to
V'

! k at a greater distance fro: thus securing
bettw perspective but also greater depth of

I when nsing large apertures. We have found
antage in child portraiture of making small
. say, three by two inches, and enlarging to
instead of working fu!' the ordinary way.
kinr? thf> smfill negati\i . ..^ht movement back-

^^ > 'i h would havo been fatal on a larger
jil.itt;. i.,; . , .i... no effect.

For " at home " portraiture, and even some classes
of p.-,rT,r .- .' ' "

. .(^tives J

* - 1 rail fn f

/, ti4 ou a 15x12 plate are better rendered with //o2, or
an even larger aperture, upon a 5 x 4 or half-plate. The
only objection that can be raised is the trouble of enlarg-
ing, and this we have shown can be reduced to a
minimum, the balance being greatly in favour of th.^

small size, when we cousider not only the cost of largi.

plates, but of large apparatus and the ever-recurring cost
of transport.

The appeal will not be so strong to that minority who
print in platinum or carbon, but even they will find a
well-arranged enlarger a much better tool for makinp
enlarged negatives than the usual daylight camera. All
that is needed is to substitute a plate or flat film for the
bromide paper to obtain an enlarged transparency, or
to place a small transparency on the negative shelf, if

that method be preferred.

Although we advocate the vertical enlarger for ease
in working, equally good results can be obtained with
lanterns of the ordinary form, the only difference being
that the negative has to be fixed in a holder, and the
paper has to be pinned upon a board or fixed under glass
in a printieg frame easel. When working to one standard
size it is not difficult to overcome the latter difficulty,
as witness the excellent balanced easel which was used
by the Royal Air Force at the front.

In conclusion, we suggest that as a rule the best
results in portrait work are to be obtained upon a rather
slow, soft-working paper. Some of the so-called " soft
gaslight ' brands are quick enough for enlarging and give
better results than the ordinary bromide, but this is a
point for the individual worker to decide for himself.
If a nuui does not know when he has got a good picture
there is no hope for him. If he does know a gooa thing
let him experiment till he finds it.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC FAIR.

• ad cspscity of tl i| Hal), Wwt>
''«SB tSZad to tllP rn>iiiir..m«nt«

-)>e tinn* wiihing to exhibit st the Fsir,
> h open* to flip r>uMi. tn-dty. \V« loan. .... .,:^ai»-

I

. .^-creUrr. ' Krookm, that • numbM- of firms
' *>•"> "" ' •" l^'- hsd to ooBtsnt them-

•' *'»h • •msll'r -, <lMir«<], on ccount of
in>p€mibilitT of pr-v ^ ... rr^„, Riac* the F»ir
uiu oj)«n only until to-morrov I W, it would
S.r-n imnoMihU for ... -.. i. . .^..^^^ tfa* PXhlhiU

ir iirae . ,d irs d«farr«d maturs
il aUndf i - ^nvrtny of th«
cTsr, wr „ b«li«T» U a

,
:o and aoci , ,, y,,^ <iiitplaTs by the

rnu.

-( year of " p«ac« " baa provided all kind*
loTelopmcnt of the photographic induatry,

V u rcgarda that part of it coooemed in the
' epp»r«fn* it will be found that the ttandj

ierable nmnKer of new intro-
rodaced at ths Fair for tho

:.tj pboiograpbio public. Among tbsss, aa onr
>. are the fcrilowing :

—

dcTtlofoeDt papers. Folding reAex camera*
"^

. f , ..-„,j Telepholo lesM*.
roeeea. Camcraa (or aerial pbotographj.

• - I"', isak. Print drpag madiaaa
\il metal Aha caaeraa Una hoods and »inr meter*

A aoft focua I«n*. A walking-itick tripod, the large

A new daTeloping preparation. head of which compl«t«1y fold*

Uand'Cameraa (or atereoscopic into the handle,
photography.

In connection with the Fair the Congreaaes of tho I'rofee-

aionai Photographer*' .\asociation and of the Photographic

Doalera' Aaaociation, which will be held during next week,

were aaaured up to a few days ago of a record attendance.

The preliminary list of membera of the P.P..\. who have

already cignificd their intention of taking part in the Cou-

greaa of thi* body is larger than it waa at the corresponding

yen^^ast year. At tho time of writing tho uncertainty

wh^B sTiU prevail* in reference to the disastrous dispute

between the miners and mineowncra and the strike of rail-

way men threatened in connection with it is unfortunately

almost certain to act as a deterrent upon many of those at a

great distance from Ixindon, who, but for this, would certainly

hare been preaent at tho Congress. It is to be hoped that

the spirite of the new age in which wo are will at least soon

manage to find some method of remedying their grievances

other than holding up the whole community to ransom, while,

at the same instant, they label themselves communists.

Tho exhibition of professional and technical photography,

organised bv the Professional Photographers' Association, will

at** be open to all visitors to the Fair. As wa* the case last

vear iti hanging is in thp competent hands of Messrs. Marcus

Adam* and .\ngns Basil, but since the exhibition will not bo

open to Ttew until the time that theao pages are published,

wp cannot •ay anything about it until our issue of next week.
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Stand No. 1—Kodak, Ltd.

Kastman Portrait Film will receive special emphasis in the

Kodak exhibit in the shape of a fine collection of prints made
Jroin negatives on it au«] representing the work of leading

professional photographers. These exhibits are not only

portraits, but also commercial work made with the " commer-

cial " and "commercial ortho " grades of the Eastman flat

film. Appliances for the handling of the film, tanks, sheaths

and carriers, will also be on view. Visitors will further have

the opportunity of seeing in working the Eastman projection

printer, which will be installed in a dark-room for this pvir-

pose. This self-focussing enlarger is perhaps the most perfect

machine ever introd,uced for the use of photographers. A
-pecial feature of it is the employment of transparent specially

-urfaced screens for the purpose of introducing various

lofinite degrees of diffused definition into the enlargements.

On the dealer side the exhibit of the Kodak Co. will include

i display of Kodak cameras, accessories and Velox pictures,

arranged in two windows, the dressing of which, by the com-

pany's expert, will be changed each day. The aim here is to

show what effective window displays can be produced at very

little cost. Professional photographers, as well as dealers,

'an hardly fail to pick up valuable hints from these displays,

and, moreover, will have the opportunity of personally getting

the advice from the company's expert, by whom also a lecture

on the subject is to be delivered at the Dealers' Congress on
I'Viday, April 22.

Stand No. 2—Wratten Division of Kodak, Ltd.

The Eastman aero cameras will be included in the exhibit of

the Wratten Division, and the automatic model of these new
introductions will be shown in operation. As regards the

Wratten specialties themselves, these will include examples of

the latest filters and specimens of the \york which can be done
in the reproduction of coloured objects by means of the

Wratten panchromatic plate and the process panchromatic

—

an object-lesson in a large proportion of the work which falls

to the lot of the commercial photographer.

Stand No. 3—C. 6- Baynton.
It is announced that the exhibit of Mr. Baynton will consist,

as it has done on recent occasions, of a full range of his

"Turbine" print washers, including an illuminated working
model.

Stand No. 4—Johnson, Matthey and Co., Ltd.

The salts of the precious metals, the manufacture of which

constitutes a branch of Messrs. Johnson, Matthey's business,

make an attractive and enviable exhibit. Silver ijitrate, and
oven gold chloride and potassium chloroplatinite, are much
more seldom handled by the photographer than in former years,

'but it is good to see tie crystalline purity in which these sub-

stances are prepared for the manufacturer of sensitive

materials. Messrs. Johnson, Matthey's name has long been

the hall mark in this respect, and their exhibit usefully serves

to remind photographers of their unique relation to the manu-
facture of plates and papers. i

Stand No. 5—Sanger=Shepherd and Co-, Ltd-

The student of orthochromatic photography, or of sensito-

metric experiments on negatives or prints, will always find a

good deal to interest him among the instruments made by
Mr. Sanger-Shepherd's firm. Graduated light-filters and filters

for three-colour photography enter into the former field, whilst

Messrs. Sanger-Shepherd are the only people who provide the

photographer with instruments (some of them quite simple

and inexpensive) for the measurement of the speed of plates

and properties of negatives. These include the even and step

wedges of various kinds by the use of which investigations of

exposure and development, and particularly of the ubiquitous

gamma, are greatly simplified.

Stand No. 6—R. and J. Beck. Ltd-
Messes. Beck's latest introduction is a new telephoto lens,

providing within itself focal lengths of 6 ins. and 15 ins., yet

of back focus that it can be used at a camera extension such
as that available in the ordinary half-plate reflex. The pro-

vision of two definite focal lengths appears to be a new feature

in telephoto lenses, and one which probably satisfies the needs

of the many photographers who have little use for very long

foci. Another new exhibit is a new camera for photo-

micrography, and, of course, Messrs. Beck will show their

Isostigmar, Neostigmar and Bystigmar lenses, the latter an

//6 objective which is separable into two single lenses of //ll

aperture.

Stand No. 7—The Platinotype Company.
Demonstrations of the extreme simplicity of the manipula-
tion in Platinotype printing are always an attraction, and
they will be of frequent occurrence at the stand of the Platino-

type Co. The name of the firm, however, no longer fully

represents its manufactures, for the abnormal price of

platinum metal has brought into existence the two other

printing processes, Satista and Palladiotype, the manipula-

tion, and also the results, of which are closely akin to those

of Platinotype, whilst the prices of the materials bring the

processes within the means of those who, from motives of

economy, have been compelled regretfully to choose a less

costly medium than platinum for the printing of their

negatives. The supremely beautiful qualities of the three

printing processes will be illustrated by specimen prints.

Stand No. 8—The Autotype Company.
A twofold address to photographers, both professional and
amateur, is now made by the Autotype Co. If you can print

by daylight, there is the carbon process ; but for manipulation
entirely by artificial light, there is Carbro, in which the half-

way house is a print on bromide or gaslight paper. In either

case you get a carbon print with its distinctive quality of

tex-ture and with its range of colour and its facility of being

produced on any surface. Demonstrations of both processes

are to be given, and the Autotype Co. will also show a few
specimens of their excellent service to the professional photo-

grapher in the making of carbon and bromide enlargements,

finished in various distinctive and most artistic styles in

monochrome, water colours or oils. Miniatures, on ivory or

ivorine, with or without a photographic basis, and finished

in water colours, are also a specialty of theirs to which
prominence will be deservedly given.

Stand No. 9— Marion and Co.

A LBADINO feature of this stand is examples of the remarkable

results, as regards quality and shortness of exposure, obtained

on the recently introduced Iso Record plate. Half-tone repro-

ductions, such as have been nsed in Press advertisements,

while effectively drawing attention to this new power in

negative making, cannot adequately represent the standard

of quality which goes with it. A soft-focus lens is e, further

new introduction at this stand, where also professional photo-

graphers in particular should note two rapid print-drying

machines. 'The machine print-drier as a time-saving and
labour-saving appliance has come slowly into use in this

country in comparison with its wide adoption in the United
States, and the professional portrait maker will be interested

in examining these two commercial driers, which are priced

respectively at £7S and £35.

Stand No. 10—Adams and^Co.
Messrs. Adams are showing for the first time an improved
and perfected design of the folding " Minex " reflex camera,

an instrument of beautiful design and workmanship, in which

every facility of the box pattern of reflex is obtained, includ-

ing extension ample for the use of the single component of

the lens with which the camera is fitted. The speed with

which the camera is brought into the working position for

exposure, and alternatively is folded again after use, must
be witnessed by those who are disposed to disparage the

folding type of reflex on the ground of the time required in

making ready for an exposure. The camera, as we have said,

embodies all the movements, including great rise of front.
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' a'tnz front and others which have long been familiar in

• r box moiieU of the renowned " Mines " camera,

iinglp oxocption of the automatic masking device

,, .; back. Another new introduction at

\l .^ a walking «tick tripod, the S^-inch

aU ul which folds ^ no tripod itself, and

. r i* erected provii: '. support even for a

rt-flex. The stand, as ui- ;ave bad an opportunity

np. i» (exceedingly rigid, other exhibits by Mossrs.

model'!, both plato and roll-film, of the

•-amera. an'l nl«'> a leaa rxpensire model

I /;0.8 lens. \ :ilty is a stop-watch

. r, in which a ;.-watch has a simple

meter arranged in lUv i.a^k. The watch may be

the complete ordinary movement or at a timer,

onds up to 1 minute 'and minute* up to half an

- Adams will al«« »h.>» their watch pattern of

r of eitraordinarv slimneea and J»ery beautifully

.-I.

Sland No. 1 1—Taylor. Taylor and Hobaon. Ltd.

I.iHKoN will exhibit a »erie« of

ssos of manufacture of both
' will have a machine
oTer, it i» a machine
and repreaenta an

"s with an eaormoiM

.. Tb« ixiubu will, of eoarte. include

new Oy>k«» "A»iar" lenaea, originally

war wor- iiowB anew
. ns, pro\ telephoto-

i,r(,i . -matograpli i- 'rodne-

ti..ii .\u • • and etilargei. lenaee

will draw attontion to these optical ii-tnuiattur.>»

Stand No. 12—L*to Photo MaterlaU Co.. Ltd.

J,,, r.,ti,.»Fi<>d solf-toning ' Scltona ' paper is always the

Uto Co Illy to

•.. nmnv n this

tho UAtUic u! a Inch

A BOW edition of the
' »ill be ivMied >

'<"

•h«» •naBT !»ttn»' h

and border negetirn which are.Leto apeoultiM.

Stand No. IS—O. Sicbel and Samuelaon
\ tttj,p!:.-r« "f nr-^f'^^'ioRsI f>)ioio;_Tii(>bM- fiiuuitfi of all

i>-l«oii uill <l«Tot« their

.iitinc** o> photographic

,,.,. 'inK nii'lii"'' a new
. ,. j Koi.'liiin iitachines

.mJ frame*
'i, and the

It will inclu-iv a ceUcwUoia o{ tiio latest styles

•«.

Stand No 14—Roaa. Ltd
Tiiiio r, »nv Ion«r-, inl I'l.-rm »;" form thi- exhibit of

<«ional and
rc«t them.

trated

.^ken by

\! > .iiocantric."
' >r bringing

and other

..;.^ dealers in

-matograph pro-

.111' II
"'" "'"' be on

Ti, and II '"St of
'-- fr, \ in.,. -1. •».,. .^^i.,,,, i„ ... ....^nttrate

.,' ;.'rf>^tion of the mechanical work done in

lioi^ s workshops.

Stand No- 15—Kosmos Photographies, Ltd.

The Kosmos Co. has a nice sense of showing its wares, and
the stand in the clas.sical Greek style, which was a notable

feature of last year's Fair, will this year contain a collection

of oxaoLples of portraiture by the weTl-kiiown Paris firm of

Reutlinger and by many leading English workers. These, with

other prints and enlargements, will serve to demonstrate the

remarkably fine and varied results obtained on the Kosmos
" Vitegas "' paper, particularly in reference to professional

work. The many amateurs who took part in the recent Kosmos
contest and se<ured prizes therein will welcome the oppor-

tunity of seeing enlarged reproductions of many of the

winning pictures end of obtaining prospectuses and entry

forms for the forthcoming Kosmos competition, in which

tl.OX) is to be distributed in prizes. Attention wijl also be

directed to the firm's - " Novex " gaslight paper, very

l>opular with amateurs, as well as with photographers and

dealers who undertake the developing and printing of

amateurs' films. The Bromoil process is also one of the fields

«f Kosmos activity, on account of the special suitability of

" Vitegas " paper for the preparation of the print, and the

company's technical literature on this subject will be, obtain-

able at the stand.
«

Stands Noa. 16 and 17—Houghtons, Ltd.

The dealers in amateur photographic requisites obtoin the

chin< consideration at these stands, for Messrs. Houghtons

are bringing together their appliances for professional photo-

graphy in a special exhibit which will be accommodated in a

ixxiii) on tlie first floor of the hall adjoining the meeting place

of Um) p. p. a. Congrc**. Here will be shown the firm's latest

appliancc6 for the itudio, dark-rooms and printing rooms.

including apparatus for strip printing, washing and drying.

At the above sUnds in the body of the hall the exhibit will

represent the firm's resources as manufacturers of plate and

rnll-filni cameras in a large range of types, from the waistcoat

pocket •' Knsignette." which appears as an aluminium model,

to the folding focal-plane camera and the series of Sanderson

cameras, both ham! and stand. Messrs. Hpughtons also have

their reflex cameras, including a folding model, and their

range of other accessories extends over the whole field ol

amateur photography and includes the scores of appliances

and acceaaorios, the ]io>s<>s.sii)n of which is the ambition of the

amateur worker.

Stand No. IS—Tbornton-Pichard Manufacturing
Co.. Ltd.

A saw model of T.P. reflex camera, namely, one for hori-

aontal pictures, will bo sliown at the Fair, and the exhibit

will also include the coiirpany's All-Weather press camera.

Naturallv enough, the old-time specialties of roller-blind

shutters and stand cameras will take a leading place alongside

the later <levelopments in the shape of folding cameras of

»»riou« typ.-s for film and platet^ as well as the series of

Thomton-Picksrd enlargers.

Stand No. 19—Newman and Guardia, Ltd.

WiTHotT question, the latest thing in apparatus at the

[i-f,. 1^1 be the new folding N. A O. reflex camera, the first

of~W^>!ch that has b-nn completed we have had an opportunity

of seeing. It is for ^ x 2i pictures, and by most speedy move-

menu is opened into the working position in which, by a lazy-

tongs pattern of sjde support, the lens front and baseboard

are held with extraordinary rigidity. We are not yet familiar

with the me<rhanical movement by which Messrs. Newman A
Guardia have achieved this simplicity, but the quickness with

whicli the cnmora is got ready for use from the closed position

and folded again is almost uncanny. A new fooal-plano shutter

givea a wide range of instantaneous speeds, with quick and

positive adjustment for " time " and "bulb." There is a

routing back and a swing front, as well as very ample rise

of front. In short, all the movements of a box-form reflex

with the single exception of double extension , and in these

days of large-aperturo fixed-focus telephoto lenses tho occasioi

for double r..-»«>T,vir,i. ,n a hand camera has largely disappearc"!
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The beautiful "Sibyl" folding cameras will compete in

interest witli the new reflex, and will include the additional

facility of taking, frotn the Baby " Sibyl" upwards, a telephoto

!i US, such as the Ross " Telecentric " or Dallmeyer " Dallon,"

i.terchangoably with the normal //4.5 objective.

Stand No. 20—W. Butcher and Sons, Ltd.

The Carbine film tank for the daylight development of roll-

lilm, a notice of which appears in another column, will be
shown and demonstrated by Messrs. Butcher, and should not

bo overlooked by amateur visitors to the Fair, since it is a

notable addition to the equipment for easy photography. And.
of course, Messrs. Butcher will have a large exhibit represent-

ing their series of plate and film cameras, including the

popular " Cameo's " and " Klimax's (for plates) and " Car-

bine's " and "Maxim's" for roll film. There is also the

"Pressman" reflex camera, one of the lightest and most
compact of reflector instruments. Enlarging lanterns are also

apparatus of which Messrs. Butcher are leading manufacturers,

and the intending purchaser of an enlarger will be well

advised to take the opportunity of examining the merits of

the " Abbeydale " and " Record " enlarging lanterns and the
" Clincher " daylight enlarger.

To the professional photographer the part of the Butcher
exhibit of chief interest is that of mounts and mounting
p«I>ers, and, particularly, the altogether excellent series of

r£»ady-,made passe-partout frames which during the la^t year

or two Messrs. Butcher have brought into existence in a

whole series of most artistic styles. Cinematograph apparatus,

cameras and equipment for developing and printing of film,

as well as cinematograph projectors, will also be shovm.

Stand No- 21—White Band Manufacturing Co , Ltd
By way of emphasising their early entrance into the field of

developer manufacture during the war, the White Band Co.

are showing an advertisement, published a few weeks after

the outbreak of hostilities, in which reference is made to the

fact. Naturally, they are giving prominence to their

products Monomet, metol and amidol, and will exhibit speci-

mens showing the difi^erent stages of manufacture from the

raw material. But a large branch of the company's business

is in the supply of ready-made developing and other pre-

parations, as compressed tablets ("Pakoids"), and in packet
and carton form. They have also a special preparation of

their own in the shape of a photographic mountant.

Stand No. 22—Acme Art Association-

This old established firm of colourists and portrait painters

for professional photographers will show the artistic merits of

its productions in the shape of oil. paintings and water colour

and pastel drawings. Its technique includes work in these

media both with and without a photographic basis. Minia-
tures are also a specialty of the Acme Art, in which branch

it is able to offer its customers the service of Royal Academy
exhibitors.

Stand No. 23—F. Brodrick, Ltd.

Dark-boom apparatus for the professional or trade worker
will form an exhibit in which printing machines for films or

plates, tanks for their development and fixing, and washers
for negatives and prints will be shown. Among the latter is

the cascade pattern of washer, the most efficient type for

quantity work, solidly constructed in teak. The professional

photograiAer or dealer -undertaking the development of

amateur's film negatives cannot afford to neglect Messrs.

Brodridk's exhibit.

Stand No. 24—City Sale and Exchange.
As British agents for the renowned Paris firm of Jules

Richard, the City Sale and Exchange are devoting their entire

exhibit to the cameras and other apparatus, such as the
" Verascope," ' Taxiphote," and others of world-wide repute.

The "Verasoope " stereoscopic hand camera will be shown in

nine different models, including one fitted with a shutter
made to give, at its highest speed, an exposure of l-4O0th of a
second. These cameiias employ plates of the standard
"Verascope" size of 45x107 mm., and the realistic stereo-

scopic effects obtainable from the positive transparencies made
from them will be demonstrated by means of the several
difl'orent patterns of stereoscope, both hand and magazine,
which have been designed for their use. There are also

larger models of "Verascope" for plates 6x13 cm. or
7x13 cm., and we must not omit to mention the exceedingly
ingenious " Homeos " camera, which we described in these
columns a month or two ago, by which 26 pairs of stereoscopic
pictures are taken on a length of cinematograph film and are
printed on positive film for viewing in the stereoscope. The
camera itself, no less than the printer and stereoscope, which
are supplied for use with it, is a triumph of fine workmanship
and most ingenious design.

Stand No. 25—Criterion, Ltd.

The distinctive qualities of the various Criterion printing
papers will be demonstrated by an exhibit which makes a
specific appeal to widely separated classes of professional or
commercial photographers. For example, the utility of the
" hard " and " extra hard" grades of bromide paper for the
making of press photographs will be illustrated by specimens
of news photography made on these papers. The artistic

merits of rough cream, cream and white canvas, and platino-

matt Criterion bromide papers for professional portraits will

Ije demonstrated by examples by leading photographers, and
the special qualities of the Criterion portrait gaslight paper
will be brought to notice by means of a series of prints from
negatives by Miss Compton Collier. The striking effects

obtained on red-toned bromide prints will be shown in the

shape of theatrical photography by the Stage Photo Co. And
the amateur worker will be able to see the results in Bromoil
and Oarbro which are yielded by Criterion bromide, as well

as the lantern transparencies made on Criterion special

lantern plates.

Stand No. 26—James A. Sinclair and Co-, Ltd.

We are glad to hear that Messrs. Sinclair are resumning the

manufacture of their N.S. "Perfect" shutter after a long

war interval. It was a pioneer step of theirs to guarantee

the accuracy of the speeds by a National Physical Laboratory

certificate, and one which, in view of the prevailing mendacity

of speeds engraved on shutters, is to be encouraged. Messrs.

Sinclair are also showing the new model of their lens-hood

which we reviewed a week ago, and also a new form of com-

bined direct-vision finder and view-meter, so arranged that

it can be kept on the camera or removed, as desired. Those

altogether excellent "Una" cameras will also enter into the

exhibit, and the intending Bromoil worker, who seems to be

the care of exhibitors this year more largely than ever before,

is here encouraged to embark upon the process by the offer

of a complete set of apparatus and materials at the cost of

a few shillings.

Cinematography represents the highest achievement of the

manufacturing side of Messrs. Sinclair's business in the shape

of the Newman^Sinclair camera and accessories. We need

not refer further to the camera, since a brief outline of its

remarkable mechanical features appears on another page.

Stand No. 27—Reginald E. Carter, Ltd.

Another of the many exhibits at the Fair which will be

almost exclusively professional. Photograph frames in wood,

metal and leather, and also cases and rims for miniatures, are

specialties of this firm, which are offered in many exclusive

and beautiful styles Another important item among pro-

fessional requisites is dry-mounting tissue, the " Mayfair "

brand of whidi will be specially brought to the notice of

visitors. And Messrs. Cai-ter, as agents for Messrs. Bartons,

of Birmingham, will be able to make an exceedingly fine dis-

play of mounts and mounting papers, folders and albums, and

the very artistic and strong metal binding for framing in the

passe-partout style. The unerring good taste of Messrs.

Bartons in the art of mount design is, we think, generally

acknowledged among photographers. Those who have not had

the opportunity of studying these mounts ought certainly not

to neglect the opportunity which the Fair pixjvides.
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Stand No- aS—J- H. Dallmeyer, Ltd.

Sisci! ill'- Inst F«ir Messrs. Dallmeyer hare brought out their

..,.., N<>ric'>s of " Dallon " fixed-focus tolephoto anastigmnts of

largii apertures as //.5.6, //6.6 and //O.S in focal length*
'' to 17 ins. Thea« lenses, the fine optical perfonnane«>

will be sboivn in photographs, require on the average
" -nn of ubont half the focal length. TTius,

interest for the amateur worker desirous of

more pleasing drawing which results from a

of view and at the same time of reducing tlic

•f hi* camera. Messrs. Dallmeyer will show

: to N. 4 O. " Sibyl " cameras. Another
.iuastigmat* is the " Perfac," Series V., whilst

lens exhibit would be complete without the

!<-naea, tlie Stigmatics sad the Dallmeyer-

is lens. A reflex camera for nature photo-

•> shown fitted with a Onandac telephoto,

,il length at 6 iw^. camera extension at an
;>(u.'{iuic' uf /, lU.

Stand No. 29—John J Grirfln and Sons, Ltd.

-- 111 the ^ii:>i>ly o^ professional reijuisites of all

\Ii-^»r. (iritfin will exhibit a variety of recent

.Kiii..ii({ them will bo the " Gooilrick " dry-

'lii; iriiii*. K«s and ele<tric, which we recently

.i:>.o the fliat! '
' !amps; " Howellite

"

outfit for " Barkay " ittudio

•
. if.rn for uae with ^i>i, arMJ (iriAn card bcvellen

i cntt«rs. Tbaae «

.

a feir of the many items of

,'i!pment of a portrait e,tat>iishment which will find a place

: Meurs. (Srif&n's stand.

As maniiiactarers of photographic papers and chemical

prejxirntjrin-. M<><rtrs. firiflin will al'o draw attention to their

papara, and to their

<leveloper, acid fixers

and chemical preparations for the Brotaoil proeMa.

Stand No. 30~Elliott and Sona. Ltd

.\^ .i ni!>' in
'

. together a more arluti-

''iU :>';<-K^ ^c-ellaat display of prints

:.;.:...:.: tlliott, wbo have a sure
' el '- .nd framiag printa for exhibi-

A .' I - r are a number illus-

tr.iii.^ ;.... ., Bart<ma," yielding

\'rMU of warm bi.> But tints

! 1 «tirfac*> testu; 'jlt, in the

of whicti with thru .< they have
•rrany nthrr firm^. the list of

t, their dttiplay

•• than that on
iting the very reflnad nnUts
many grades of broaide and

gaslight paper.

Stand No. 31.—JobAaon and Sona
' lonvsoN mil ititrrxluco a new deraloper in tablet form

"iir, n.ini-'l) ,
" Ve.)i)l." for the naa oif which time and

^mature diSTciopiBent tables hare beea worked out for the
<. .stance of tkeaa daveloping by mie. Yedol is a universal

eloper, suitable for bromide and gaslight papers, as well as

plates and film, and lemU itself also to the making of

' tern slidas in a range of warm colours. As in former years,

M <irs. Johnson will prepare their eThihit from specimens of

okamieab of their mannfar^ red in every branch
;'hotogr»pfay and supplied h\ the forms most con-

to erary class of worker—in tablets, packets and solu-

the amatear, and bottled in bulk for the profe*.

nai. Thalr " Scale* Brand " of tablet preparations will

' :Te prominent notice, and so also will the developing sub-

inetol, amidol, glycin, pyro, hydroquinone snd Asol,

tared by them and gusrantecd by the distinctive trade

'k of the name of their firm.

to-

Standa Nos. 32 and 33—Gevaert, Ltd-

Amono the many Gevaert plates and papers will be shown for

the first time results on a new rapid gaslight p«per for direct

n-arm black prints by simple nietol-hydroquinone development.
The Gevaert manufactures cover the whole lield of negative

making and printing. Plates for the former range from the
extreme speed " Sensinia " to less rapid emulsions, and include

an orthochromatic, a non-filter ortho and an anti-halation

plate, .\mong printing papers, there is P.O. P., self-toning

(collodion), bromide and gaslight to choose from, and the

special de luxe " Partox " gaslight paper for direct brown
tones by special development. Pictorialism of their speciint-ns

employed to represent adequately the technical merits of

materials is usually a strong point with Messrs. Gevaert, and
no doubt this year's exhibit will be no exception to that rule.

Stand No 34—Bean and Halliday.

As makers of mounts and mounting materials from first to

last, Messrs. Bean A Halliday will be able to bring together

a most comprehensive exhibit of mounts, folders, albums and
wallets, and will devote a good deal of care to shewing their

manufactures with suitable photographs mounted tliereon.

Their apec'slties include also all descriptions of mounts, slip-in,

etc., for amateur requirement«, and a special line is calendars

for photographers who do commercial work. They will also

show specimens illustrating their department for the supply

of photographers' stationery.

Stand No- 35—Adhesive Dry Mounting Co . Ltd.

DsT-JlorNTiNO, from its facility of demonstration, always

makes an attractive exhibit, and the Adhesive Dry Mounting
Co., as the originators and pioneers of the process, can bo

depended upon to show the latest developments in it, and
the most recent appliances in the way of mounts and albums,

trimming boards and hot presses. Their manufactures cover

both the professional snd the amateur range of these goods,

so that * photographer of whatever dass should be able to

satisfy his dry-mounting needs at this sta^.

Stand No. 36—J. Lisars.

.Mkssss. Lizars will show their new model Challenge all-metal

folding film-plsto camera, one notable feature of which is that

the plate in its holder registers in focus with the roll film,

obviating the adjustment of the focussing scale and thus facili-

tating the alternate use of those two different forms of sensi-

tive material. Hie camera is made both of single and of

double extension, the former having a novel type of lever

focussing. The exhibit will also include other patterns of the

"Challenge" hand snd hand-stand cameras, among which

are models with the excollent feature of being built to take

views the landscape way of the plate, and possessing a full

range of movements as regards rise and fall and swing of

front, drop of bas^oard and bellows extension.

Stand No- 37- Robinson and Co.

.\Ils-,ki Kobi.hson's exhibit is one of tlioso which ought to

Ix) seen, and must be seen, for their work as water-colourists

idhcnsking of enlarged portraits for photographers is very

flna, and no amount of written description can convey an

adequate idea of it. They are the originators of quite a

aerie* of distinctive styles in portraits to which they have

applied names of their selection, so that a customer who has

ordered work in a given style can be reasonably certain that

further orders of portraiU similarly named will be executed

in accordance with his anticipations. In these styles a dis-

tinctive background plays a large part. For example, the

" Regal Panel " is done with a grey ground, and with drapery

sketched in with chalk. In the " Court " series a very striking

effect is obtained by means of a perfectly black ground an<l

black mount. The " Pastel " is a buff panel masked on larger

cream paper, whilst in the " Gainsborough," for head and

shoulders portraits, a background in the stylo of those of the

Old Masters is skeUhe<l in. There is a freshness about Messrs.

Robinsons work due to the skill with which they use their
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chosen medium, namely, water colours, and we should draw
particular attention to the very artistic frames which they
supply, of wood moulding with a metal surface, which may be
liad ill imitation of pewter, silver, bronze or gilt, and is

guaranteed to keep its colour for 10 years. Messrs. Robinson
are also them.seIvos miniature painters on ivory, ivorine and
paper, and make a special point of guaranteeing the likeness,

failure to 3o which is often a disappointing incident in com-
missioning jjortraits of this kind.

Stand No- 38—Thomas Illiogworth and Co., Ltd.
Messrs. Ii<lincwouth are making the Fair the occasion for

bringing prominently to the notice of professional photo-
graphers their new developing paper " Zona," yielding prints

of warm lilack tone and exceedingly fine gradation by straiglit-

lorward development. A large selection of prints in this new
medium will be shown. We need not refer at greater length to

the paper in these notes, since we have something to say about
it on another page of this issue. The portrait photographer
must certainly not omit to see these prints in Messrs.
Illingworth's exhibit, which is happily situated i»™»?i,.,w, „„„„„v^ ,;,.

rrfi-edtmrvih.ir. By arrangement at the stand, demonstrations of the
development of

'

'
Zona '

' and other papers may be witnessed
in a dark-room, which will bo fitted up in the basement of the
hall.

Messrs. lUingwortli's large resources in the manufacture of
development papers will also be displayed in reference to their
grades of portrait bromide, including "Bromide de Luxe,"
liromide paper for commercial and press photography, and the
special paper for X-ray work. For amateurs and for dealers
hIio work for them there are the papers, silch as " Slogas "

gaslight, " Enitono " self-toning and P.O.P. The exhibit will
include a selection of prints on " Slogas" from amateurs' films.
Finally, dominating the refreshment bar itself is an enlarge-
ment, measuring 12 ft. x by 54 ins., printed upon a single
piece of Illingworth bromide paper.

Stand No. 39—Wellington and Ward.
A NEW Wellington paper—collodion self-toning—will make its
how to the photographic public at the Fair. It is to be
obtainable in three grades of surface, matt, glossy and cream
chamois, in each case of both thin and thick substance. The
paper will be demonstrated at frequent intervals, as also will
be the use of Wellington S.C.P. (gaslight paper) and the
toning of bromides. This year Messrs. Wellington, who always
are very artistic exhibitors^ will arrange their stand as a
panelled interior coverciT with wall paper of refined design,
and will .show their pictures masked and plate-sunk on large
sheets of paper, a form of print which, in the style of its pro-
duction and framing, will provide useful object-lessons for the
professional arranger of a reception room., as well as for the
amateur who applies his photography to home decoration.

Messrs. Wellington & Ward are one of the few firms who
exhibit negatives, always of interest to the amateur worker
when they are of the fine quality of these on Wellington plates,
and can bo compared with prints or enlargements on various
jiapers. This year S.C.P. , the distinctive Wellington gaslight
I)aper, will be given special prominence in respect to its useful-
ness to dealers and photographers undertaking the develop-
ment and printing of amateurs' films. It is significant that
many of the exhibiting firms are laying special emphasis upon
this growing business. But the Wellington exhibit will be a
comprehensive one of the results on plates and papers and with
chomacal preparations, the names of which arc household words
among i)hotographers.

'

Stand No 40—Witt and Westley.
Mou.vTs and mounting materials for the professional photo-
grapher are to form this exhibit by a firm which for many
years has .shown.its keen sense of what is desirable in photo-
graphic mounts. Inasmuch as these goods are among the
most difficult to describe in words or illustrations, makers of
portraits have good reason for appreciating the opportunity of
examining at their leisure the many styles of folders, covers,

sketch boards, etc. Metal, inlaid and passe-partout frames
are also among the firm's specialties, and Messrs. Witt iV

Westley are agents for tlie Akron dry-mounting machine-
and for the dry-plates of the Mawson Co.

Stand No 41 -The Paget Prize Plate Co.
For the supionioly fine efi'ects obtainable on self-toning paper
the -visitor will examine with interest the display of tlii

Paget Co., for many years in the forefront in the manufac-
ture of this descrijjtion of sensitive material. There are ahso

the several varieties of Paget gaslight paper, including
Gravura, with its range of colours by modification of exposure
and development. Paget bromide papers receive emphasis of

their merits in the shape of enlargements from negatives,

many of which are made on Paget plates, and the amateur
interested in colour photography will not fail to see for himself
the simplicity of the Paget process and the excellence of the
results by it.

Stand No- 42 Colin Campbell-
Mr. Cash-bell will personally demonstrate his process of cold

dry-mounting by means of a special adhesive preparation
which is applied with a brush and does not require the use
of a press. Eveiy photographer will be interested in seeing
the actual manipulation in this distinctive process of

mounting.

Stand No- 43—Burroughs Wellcome and Co-
Although their products have reached a pitch of perfection
and a range of variety which admit of little difference being
made in exhibits of them from year to year, Messrs. Bur-
roughs, Wellcome always contrive to show something out of

the ordinary for the interest of their customers. This year it

consists of 250 quarter-plate and 6x4 prints, all developed
with the contents of a single 2s. carton of " Rytol." They
illustrate the keeping qualities of " Tabloid " chemicals by
enlargements from negatives developed with them on Sir
Ernest Shackleton's expedition in the " Endeavour." Tabloid
toning preparations likewise are illustrated, and there is, of

course, the ever useful compact and comprehensive Exposure
Diary.

Stand No- 44—Ilford, Ltd.

While the merits of their many manufactures will be shown
in the shape of prints, enlargements and transparencies,

Messrs. Ilford, Ltd., will arrange some very interesting tech-

nical displays by way of demonstration of the quality of both
new introductions and goods which have long possessed an
enviable reputation. For example, the visitor will have the
opportunity of testing for himself the superiority of a newly
introduced light-filter, the " Aviol," for the absorption of

ultra-violet light, over that prepared with the German'^ye
Filter Yellow K. Ultra-violet light emitted by a fluorescent
screen of barium platino-cyanide will be available for viewing
alternately by the two filters, and the advantage of the new
dye thus seen at a glance.

Another exhibit consists of a series of eight prints from
as many negatives made on Ilford "Special Rapid" plates
with exposures ranging from 1 to 8. The plates were exposed
in rapid succession, and were all developed together in the
same pyro-soda developer for the same length of time. Inas-
much as the subject itself possessed a considerable range of

light-intensities, it will be understood that the remarkable
uniformity of the prints is an eloquent t'^stimony to the great
latitude of the plate. As a comparison, results obtained on
plates of another make under the same conditions will be
shown.

The advantages of panchromatic plates in the photography
of polished woods and in process work will also be shown by
means of exhibits, and Messrs. Ilford are including a series

of colour prints from- negatives made on their " Rapid Process
Panchromatic '

' along with the original subject—a case of

butterflies. Negatives made on " Zenith " plates of H. & D.
525, and lantern slides showing the magnificent range of tones
on " Alpha " lantern plates will also form part of the exhibit.
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Stand No. 45-E. B Fry. Ltd
IXASMDCH as Messrs. E. B. Fry suppiv their znanufactures

only through dealers, their name is perhaps less familiar to

actual users than that of many other firms in the photographic

trade. But they are very large makers, and in some oases the

sole makers, of requisite* which are in daily employment by
both professional and amateur workers. Materials for passe-

partout framing are a specialty of theirs, and include binding

strips in a range of 32 colours ami surfaces, together with
of seTeral perfected types evoWed by themselves and
: by patent. They issue a IC-page manual on passe-

p«>rt<>iic framing, in which every detail of the process is

described and illustrated, and a number of attractive varieties
<;' pasae-partont framing indicated. The bnsinesB of supply-

4 tbeae requisites has grown from MaHTS. Fry's world-wide
:r lie in lantern-slide binders and masks, which have achieved

t • ir success largely through the uniqna qualities of the
L !::>'sive applied to the strips, a virtue which is still more

.i; 'reciated in the case of passe-partout binders. As makers
>'f masks, Messrs. Fry have very thoroughly supplied the needs
l>< t.'i of aniat«ar workers and of those doing printing and
devi-lopm<>nt for amateurs by issuing a whole series of masks
both in transparent light-tight celluloid and in paper. One
<rr:o^ of particnlar inteiest to the trade printer is a set of

irivi^rent masks for making whito-margiii prints, all of

' siae (outside dimensions), but provided with printing

^ down to the No. I " Rnsignatte " si«>. Such s
' '

: 'lUy provides great facility in the making of

iti.i^^"t ^rriti by means of a printing box. In short, for a
great many of such requisites aa these, wkiefc enter into the

making of print* and transparencies, M ussri. Fry's exhibit

ia one specially to be studied.

Stand No. 44—Dye Impression Pbotoa. Lid

Tfir - -v- -' -• -iking priuu from * dye negative by contact
^posar* to light, will b« shows at this stand,

• ii'M- i:i. ii-iu.r »ill ba abU to see tha facile way in which
printe are made, and, atoraover, will have the opportunity ol
s#«ing exactly the kind of aagativo, on paper, whidi it is

nec-esaary to gel for tho best rasults in the prints. Example*
of !h> resnlts ol tba prooMs will b« shown, and tha eomplet*
I: i!

;
istion in the shapa of tha dyeiag of tba necatire and

the taking of prints from it will be shown in actaiU working.

Stand No. 47—Iliff* and 8*aa, Ltd-

Mbs*k«. lurrs occupy a stand which proridas bold adrertiso-
meat ,for the " Amateur Photographer," and for the many

hooks on photographic subjects published from the offices of

our oontem.porary.

Stand No. 48—Raines and Co-
OwrNo to the large demand for spoce at the Fair Messrs.
Raines have not been able to make a very large display

representing the many branches of their service for profes-

sional photographers, but their wall exhibit will demonstrate
in an admirable manner the very high quality of their work
as artists, colourists and cnlargers. One feature of th-

exhibit will be a collection qf .miniatures on ivory, painted

in their own studios, and representing a department of their

business in which they are able to give close and personal
attention to the commissions received from portrait photo-
graphers. Other work, which we have had an opportunity ot

seeing at their Ealing studios before its departure for th'

Horticultural Hall, is a small selection of the styles in

enlarged portraits in which they are regularly working. These

include pencil sketches, crayon drawings, and several portraits

in water colours on a grey base, the artistic technique of all

of which is of a very high order. As compared with the mon
delicate gradations of a photographic print or enlargement.

such portraits of moderate siiso possess a strength, the quality

of which is, perhaps, not sufficiently appreciated by photo-

graphers. * It is shown by the striking way in which the work
retains its character when viewed from a distance, say from
the other side of a room, whereas a photographic print in

like circumstances loses a good deal of its quality. Neverthe-

less, Messrs. Raines very rightly give prominence to tho excel-

lent results of straight photographic enlargements if made so

as to secure the very best results from the negatives. In

illustration of this they show a number of enlargements made
by them from photographers' negatives without any retouch-

ing whatever beyond the spotting out of mechanical defects.

The enlargements very forcibly emphasise their contention

that in this work the best is the cheapest, since a photographer

who makes or obtains an inferior enlargement can easily

donble it* cost through the necessity of afterwards making

good Its defects by working up. The fine photographic quality

of these enlargements is certainly an obje»t les.son.

Stand No. 49—Peerless Photo Paper Co-

Tbi qualities of a new make of portrait developing paper

will be shown at this stand in the shape of a large collection

of specimen print*. The Peerless Co. manufactures a wide

range of development papers, and will also show the results

on its gaslight paper for amateurs and on bromide paper of

d>«d matt .surface. Prints on P.O.P. and on other popers

will also be shown.

PARIS NOTES.

Photographic Journalism in Franca.
As in my previoui letter (" B .1 ." Marrh 11) I gave aa

of tha French Pbotov 'v, which is the
rtars of plu>tographic a ;.'icr, I may per-

hap> say a few word* on the Fr«tiii.i> {thoUigraphic Press as
it exi<t< at the present time.

[., ' 'ral jonmali<m in France is in a leas favourable
than in England. On the one hand, French is

'1 smaller number '
- than is English.

^ hirh i< nytf-r, to t! -r ot a technical

ire amallcr, and the

On the other hand,
turen and dsaling firm* m France make use of

ir.ent to a saallar extent than is tlie ease with
;caa flras, which igsin openitas adversely

i'dblieaiiotts. Also tha present cost of pro-
' a very mnob kighar level, whiUt cirrumatancea

lio of the sale price being correapondinftlv increased.

The seveial periodicals do luxe, which formerly wer.>

devoted to photography, such as the " Bulletin of the Phot<

"CTSfc «r Paris " (and the " Revue de Photographie " whiil

followed it), "La Photographie Fnan9ai80," and " Phot(i

Oasette," were compelled successively to suspend publication

during the years 1905 to 1912. The attempts which have been

ma<le to issue annual publications, .somewhat resembling the

British Journal Photographic Almanac," have not met with

•.ticrww " La Revue des Sciences Photographiques," e. first

.eric* of which appeared from 1904 to 1906, ond which was

revived in 1914, had its career stopped by the war and has

ceased to exist, a fate which it shared with a number of minor

journals appealing to amateur photographers.

The number of photographic periodicals which now have a

life of their own, that is to say, do not exist by lifting mattor

which has been published elsewhere, is very small at the

present time. The «rst of them which should be mentioned

is the " BulUain of the French Photographic Society," the

C
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oldest French photographic publication. It appears monthly,

but, unfortunately, for several years past has been about

three months late in publication, so that the communications

to the Society are made public with considerable delay. Next

comes a group of three journals, managed with great energy

by a newcomer in photographic journalism, M. P. Montel.

These are " Le Photographo," established in 1910, published

twice monthly, and appealing to professional photographers;
" La EevTie Fran^aise de Photographic, " established in 1920,

also published twice in the month, and catering for amateur

])hotographcrs. Since the beginning of the present year each

issue of the " Revue Fran^aise " contains a supplement of

not less than four pages, entitled " Science, Technique et

Industrie Photographiques," in which are published, without

loss of time, abstracts of articles, etc., appearing in all the

scientific or technical journals relating to photography and

itfi applications, as well as brief summaries of inventions

patented in France, England, United States and Germany.

[M. Clerc omits to say that the excellent review of the current

periodical literature of photography to which he is here

referring is done by himself.—Eds. "B.J."] The third

journal of the group is " L'Informateur de la Photographic,"

a monthly publication for dealers in photographic goods,

distributed gratuitously to all retailers. The first issue

appeared in March of the present year. In addition to the

foregoing trinity of publications, which between them repre-

sent a circulation much greater than that of all the other

journals put together, must be mentioned " Photo-Revue."

the oldest of the amateur journals in Prance, which formerly

was issued weekly, and tlie only one which maintained regular

publication (but monthly) during the war. This journal now
appears twice in the month. There are also a monthly review,

" Le Proc^d^," of photo-mechanical processes, and some other

l)ublications of minor importance.

It is to be regretted that art criticism, which is such a

feature of some of the English and American photographic

journals, finds no place in the French publications. No doubt,

as a result, the artistic level of the work of most amateurs

is exceedingly low, as was shown in the competition organised

last year by the Chambre Syndic^le des Fabricants de la

Photographic, which nevertheless was an important competi-

tion, since numerous prizes were offered, including one of

10,000 francs.

Shadow Detail and Short Exposures.

I read with interest, in the recent paper by Mr. G. I.

Higson on " The Action of Light on the Photographic Plate "

(" Photographic Journal," March, 1921), the following con-

clusion (p. 149):—"From this result it might be expected

that the rendering of shadow detail by short exposures with

lenses of great aperture and a rapid shutter would be better

than with slower lenses and a slower shutter for the same

value of exposure, hut the author is not aware if this effect

has been ruoticed." The italics are mine.

This observation of Mr. Higson provides the long-sought

explanation of the very remarkable results obtained bj' means

of the camera which about 20 years ago was constructed, to

the number of a few instruments, by the late M. Guido

Sigriste. M. Sigristc, who was a painter of repute of his-

torical scenes, required for some of his battle pictures accurate

records of the positions taken by horses in movement. Being

dissatisfied with the cameras obtainable, he himself made one

of the focal-plane type permitting of exposures as short as

l-5000th of a second, and having a shutter efficiency of 100

per cent. The metal-edged slit travelled at a distance of

Ie.s9 than l-250th of an inch from the sensitive plate. This

camera, fitted with a "Planar" lens, which at that time

had the largest relative aperture obtainable, gave results

of which M. E. Wallon, after having described the mechanism

of the shutter (" Bull. Soc. Fr. Phot.," February 1, 1900,

pp. 73-84), wrote as follows:—" These prints exhibit excellent

gradation ; the values are rendered in a manner which cer-

tainly is more correct (in many cases tTie difference is vei7

great) than that which obtains in ordinary instantaneous

pliotographs, or even from negatives which have received time

exposures. I state this as an experimental fact, without

endeavouring to explain it
"

M. Sigriste established, in conjunction with his painter's

studio, a workshop in which a small number of these

remarkable cameras were made, but their price, which was

relatively high for that time, proved an obstacle to the com-

mercial success of his enterprise. Occasionally one of the

cameras is met with second-hand, and it is noteworthy that,

despite the apparent fragility of the mechanism, these instru-

ments are invariably in as perfect condition as when they

were made. It should be added that M. Sigriste, who was of

Swiss nationality, but for many years had made his home in

Paris, whilst over age for mobilisation by the Swiss authori-

ties, entered the French army on the declaration of war and

lost his life in the service of France.

Women's WorK in Photography.

A question askod by a reader of the "British Journal"

respecting the opportunities for the photographic employment

of women in France has led mo to make inquiries among the

heads of the trade associations as to the opportunities for

women in French studio establishments. Whilst, among
amateurs, one can call to mind numerous women whose works

have obtained distinction at the various exhibitions, it is

scarcely possible to name half a dozen professional studios

for portrait photography which are, or were, managed in

Paris by women, and of this number barely half of them are

run by Frenchwomen. Yet it would be a great mistake to

conclude from this that there is no place for women in

French professional portrait photography. In many studios

the woman takes an active share in the management of the

business with her husband, and it should be added that during

the war the women entirely replaced men who were serving

with the armies, not only on the commercial side, but also in

the studios and other branches. In many cases they did so

with the help of men disqualified from age or other causes

for military service. Woman labour is, however, fairly largely

employed in French studios, but not for such different kinds

of work as in England. Women are employed chiefly for

mounting and finishing prints; occasionally for retouching

(the best women retouchers are foreigners), and, to a much
smaller extent, in bromide printing.

Portrait Lenses.

One of the most skilful Parisian photographers, M. G.

Cromer, has recently brought to the notice of the French

Photographic Society the views which he holds as regards the

properties of a lens yielding portraits in correspondence with

the effect which is seen by the eye. As a result of our

binocular vision, we see a little more to the left with the left

eye and a little more to the right with the right eye than

would be the case if we saw things from a single view-point

in accordance with geometrical perspective. This seeing-

round effect is further enhanced by the unconscious movements
of a person to one side or the other from a midway position

of equilibrium. For the purpose of obtaining an equivalent

effect by photographic means, M. Cromer considers that the

portrait lens should have a diameter of about 5 inches, or as

near that size as possible. In order to avoid the excessive

sharpne.ss which a Petzval lens tends to give in a single plane

of the sitter, he places at some distance at the back of the lens

a Aeet of " papier glace " (transparent gelatine, as used for

tracing) of about 1-lOOth of an inch in thickness, which yields

a slight degree of diffusion and renders the image more homo-

geneous, the outlines being softened to a greater extent as

the gelatine film is placed nearer to the lens. This arrange-

ment was very successfully demonstrated at a meeting of the

Society by M. Benjamin, a well-known Parisian photographer,

on the occasion of the establishment of a now studio portrait

section of the Society.

Desensitising Plates.

As in England a preparation, Desensitol, has been made
available by Messrs. Ilford, Ltd., for the desensitising process
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Relief on the Screen!

1 f. :r,v. '!•..- : the concave screen ! in the previous

ii-t 1 ! ..Ill .•; li -.- notes has had t.. so it is stated,

i . .laim that the screen gives the . li . i i. lief to picture*

A huh •re proj.Tt.d on it and to conii: •• Inn ^<'lf to the claim

that a better of the picture is obtained from all

points of a
I

theatre. In reply to the letter of

Mr. R. W. Blaki<iey, which appeared in the " B J." of

March 25, p. 178, I most be allowed to say that the word
" sterewcopic " was not uaed in the p*rmgraph in which I

nixntionod this screen.

/
A New Studio Arc Lamp.

A new arv kmp, named the " Piitolet Studio," in raference

',. tho I e—nAlance of its shape to that of a pistol, and
nconded for a*« in the hand or on a light stand, has been

ntr<«luced by the firm of 8a>r ', specialisU in the

' .ir-itniction of searr-hlight4 an>! 'n lamp* It is for

><< with continuniu current as an auxiliary *c,' '.:ht in

' 1 ni-tnatog7iaph an<l photoc'^r''''" •«<'i''i'>«.
I'

•

.^' f*""

obtaining a coacentra' irta of tJw subject.

Th lamp wetgha lose t !•< Inng enHnms. the

•ti th« crat'T bning coi 'ieal netal

vhich IS p«>li»h»d or mat umatoBcae.

ting, the aagativK rarbon, v <«(• behind the

-. M poahed hy th« finger urr hca the positive

Vartion, end is then let go. A sprin.- whirh is the only

'iieohanism of the lamp, brings it to ;iw r.-.iuired separation

for normal working daring three or four ntinnte*, after Vhich
\\\ that is neceaaary is to adjost tho earhona by contact.

Thi> lamp ia of •neb small sixe that after the handle has been

lcUrh'<d it can be fitted on the burner of an ordinary oil

lamp and n»«l for the ordinary reading lamp effects of home
|H)rtraiturt>. ik* '• • •.. ili- .ii.'<i»l carlions which are employed.

I
thu lamp yi' . 6.000 to 8.000 cmsdlaa for a

<-ao*umption >.. ,.- . - ~uoM f& volts.

Mer« TaxM.

Two branches of tho photographic irtila«trv are particniarly

hardly hit by in('r<'ii>i-s in taiation of frreh taxes

i>.,.t-.,it.at<vl l.v ihf< failure of the O- „: •> carry out the

hey eocepted ander the Treaty of Versailles.

;...::••« hare been sttbj<«< t.-.! to nrogressive taxa-

tion, the total of which at thf- pretrt the case of tho

large theatrea may amoont to 4ii of the gross

reoeipta. The view postcard trade. ther hand, ha*

received a severe blow by the raisii<>. .. .... postal rate on

picture Mtcarda from 6 to 30 centimes. The disastrous

o^fects of tbaa* henr* ..-.•inm in taxntion have not been long

in making thea- <-nt, and an active campaign i«

"idortahea i-i vim- ••^pertive trades with the object of

4 eome measure of relief. The cinematograph
w-. -I—— 1.. -_^i..,i ... ., ._ raft to

sreme
to iravffse the

were arranged
ri ;i mo* I ciifriiv*' way the heavy
rtant industry is the victim.

I.. P. Cuou).

*-\\ I V»M
bmding I

stage sett in I.

tmpoats of w

PHOTOGRAPHIC ADVERTISING.

At a meeting of the members of the Publicity Club of London, held

at the Hfitel Cecil on Monday, April 4, Mr. Elwin Neame (Elwin

Neame, Ltd.) gave an interesting leotnre on " Photographic

Advertising." For the purpose of demonstration he brought with

him one of his famous models for showing the methods of securing

UDUsual effects when photographing millinery, costumes, etc.

In the course of bis leotnre he said that in America advertisers

used photography to a very much greater extent than in this

country. Photografphy was not only on a level with line or wasli

drawings, but it could be of even better advertising value. 'ih<'

reason photographic advertising was not used to such a largi

extent in this country as in the States was because, generally

speaking, our half-tones were of the cheaper variety, i.e., of tho

coarser screen, and the quality of the paper generally used was not

equal to that used in the States. There were certain colours whicli

were very diilictilt to photograph, sncli as light blue on a whit»'

background; and yellow and purple also required careful handling,

beeaose yellow photographed dark and purple came out very light.

Black and white was the ideal combination for photographing, ami

that was the reason why the American cinema producers almost

invariably dreased the leading lady in black-and-white check. Fur

coats were excellent to photograph, though black sealskin wa»^

rather diflUnlt in goods of that class. Mr. Neame pointed out thai

roost manufactured articles, in the shape of shirts, costumes, etc..

were usually made in a variety of colours, and it was up to tho

advertising agent to see that the photographer was supplied willi

the most suitsble colour scheme for his catalogue illustrations. In

the manufacture ol men's shirts, if they were made with a ligln

blue stripe on white, it was fairly certain they were also manu

factoring the same model with a black or dark grey stripe on a

while ground, the dark stripe naturally solving the photographer'.-

difflcalty.

With regard to millinery, he said in this country at the proseni

moment nearly every manufacturer of hats was using photograplL^

to tHostrste his productions. No doubt there were still a few not

yet alive to the possibilities of pbotogrsphy, but he felt sure thry

would all fall into line in the near future. If a reader of a paper

saw a very nice drawing of a hat in an advertisement, there wa>

no guarantee that the hat actually existed other than in tho

imginalion of the artist who had drawn it. When, however, ono

ssw a real photograph of a hat on a model, surely that had a

bigger poll and was more likely to create a sale.

Referring to the boot and shoe trade, be mentioned that a few

years ago a 6oot manufacturer would purchase a photogruph or

painting of a pretty girl's head, and place underneath it the word

ing. " So snd-8o's Boots are the Best," and retire to reat for a

few months, feeling that he had coped with all the advertis'nj

possibilities of his goods. To-dsy the boot manufacturer is mud;

more particular. He dcaires the picture of someone immsculatelv

shod and stockinged, with the general garb in keeping with tlio

particular style of boot or shoe. He fnrtlier requires that tui

model shall be doing something interesting, to make a direit

appeal to the nsera of goods of the type illustrated. His letter

press ia persuasive, and points out wh- his boots and shoes an

better thsn those of other manufaoturers. " I predict in tlu-

future," said the lecturer, "that he will resort to X-ray photn

graphy, and, if possible. X-ray and colour photography combineil

lil.tlliW exactly bow the placing of the heels and soles takes away

the itraio on spine, snd, naturally, brain." [Mr. Neame tells oe

that on the day following the lecture he received a 'phone com-

munication from the editor of the " Footwesr Organiser," in whicli

he stated that in (he current number they were showing X-ray

photographs of shoes snd boots in reference to the American idci

.' '— -- - '^- ' "-ht of the heel of women's shoes, and ho

- that in the States they were using X-rays tn

on^iirc i>**nf*ct lui'.n^.—El>S. * B.J. *J

The lecturer pointed out, as one of the big difficulties of catn

logoe illustration, that often the garments sent did not fit tho

model. This, however, was easily overcome by having severa:

nHxlels of known moa^ureroents to fit any reasonable stock size.

and, where pojiihl'-, by a model being properly fitted by tho

manufacturer of the garment before any attempt is made to taVo

tho photograph. This is now being done in many cases, and th'-
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results are equal, if not better, and certainly of more selling value,

tlian any wash or line drawing produced. Referring again to the

boot and shoe indu.stry, the lecturer mentioned that he was told, on

good authority, that nowadays people will not buy from line or

wash' drawings, as in so many oases the sample differs to euch a

great extent from the illustration submitted.

Mr. Neame finished his lecture by demonstrating his methods

of tackling various propositions to obtain the necessary effects

to produce telling illustrations. The lecture was followed by an

hour's ques.tioning, in which tho lecturer scojed all the time.

BADGE NUMBERS OF CONGRESSMEN.
Peovisional List.

TiiB following are the badge numbers of members of the Profes-

sional Photographers' Association who will bo attending the Con-

gress. The list is, of course, not complete, since it represents only

applications received up to almost a week before the opening of the

Congress. Even so, it may usefully serve in enabling Congressmen

from different parts of the country to become known to one

another :

—

Membebs of Congress.

1. Frank Brown, Leicester 50. Miss V BlacUock, South

(President). Ilampstead.

A. Swan-Watson, Edin- 51. Mrs. Carrick, Upton Park.

burgh.

3. Richard N. Speaight,

London.
4. Alfred Ellis, London.

5. H. A. St. George, London.

6. Marcus Adams, London.
7. Angus Basil, London.

8. Alexander Corbett, London.

9. C. F. Dickinson, Dulwich.

10. S. H. Fry, Ripley.

11. W. E. Gray, London.
12. Reginald Haines, London.
13. George Hana, London.
14. F. G. Wakefield, Chiswick.

15. W. B. Chaplin, Windsor.
16. H. A. L. Chapman, Swan-

sea.

17. Gordon Chase, Bromley.

18. T. Chidley, Chester

52. M. Sander, Stoke Newing-
ton.

53. J. G. Vesey, Eltham.
54. G. Shotter, London.
55. Mrs. Shotter, London.
56. G. N. Futcher, Southsea.

57. A. B. Fry. Highbury.
58. F. Flemming, Nottingham.
59. W. Coles. Watford.
60. A. C. Watls, Catford.
61. Miss Ivy Weston, Folke-

stone.

62. A. Hester, Upper Clapton.
63. J. Short, Nottingham.
64. A. R. Pickett, Bexley

Heath.
65. F. Notcutt, Plymouth.
66. G. W. Jones, Kingston-oii

Thames.
19. W. Illingworth, Northamp- 67.' E. A. Wakefield, Ealing.

ton- 68. Mrs. Frank Brown, Leiccs-
20. Herbert Lambert, Bath. ^er
21. F. Read, Southport. 59 j^^s.

'

Angus Basil, I^ndoii.
22. H. C. Spink, Brighton. 70. Miss E. M. Eadon, Sheffield.
23- T^ C. Turner, Hull. 71 x. A. Scotton, Derby.
24. W. H. Wedlake, Forest

73. Mrs Gordon Chase, Brom-
Gate,

25. Halksworth Wheeler, Folke-

stone.

26. R. Lang Sims (Secretary).

27. B. Matthews, Bradford.

28. A. H. Anderson, Bradford.
29. E. E. Bailey, Kingsbridge.

30. J. P. Clarke, Cambridge.
31. F. H. Sanderson, Cam-

bridge.

ley.

73. T. Lee Syms, Tyldesley.

74. T. A. Cornall, Harrogate.
75. S. H. Greeriway, Northamp-

ton.

76. E. Noble, Grimsby.
77. H. J. Kempsell, Wallington.

78. W. S Hiecox, Middles-
brough.

32. Douglas Wayland, Streat- '^9.
^^'^^^^^^j.^

^''^' ^'^^"^

33. J. W™Carrick, Uptpn Park. ^O. Miss Clara Osborne, Bir-

34. J. S. Simnett, Rurton-on- ., ^
mingham.

fpi-gj^f^ 81. J. Charlton, Canterbury.

35. J. Speight, Sutton Cold- 82. A. Handford, Croydon.

field.

36. W. Davey, Harrogate.
37. F. W. Clark, Forest Gate.

38. W. T. Cook, Caterham.
39. W. H. Cox, Luton.
40. C. Speight, Kettering.
41. A. W. Dron, Brondesbury.
42. D. Osborne, Treharris.
43. A. Bairatt. London.

83. Miss Aieleen Sherlock,
Caterham Valley.

84. Miss Judith Farrante,

Chorlton-cuni-Hardy.
85. E. E. Carter, Romford.
86 Miss L. A. Grinyor, Bir

mingham.
87. F. Gegg, Evesham.
88. J. Cecil Gould, Weybridge

44. Miss A. Cooper, Birming- 89. G. W. Cooper, London.
ham. 90. Miss A. Jameson, London.

45. R. Dowty, Douglas. 91. A. Bennett, London.
46. R. W. Brown, Weston-super- 92. Oscar Owers, Southsea.

Mare. 93. H. Wavland, Blackheath.
47. W. H. Brown, Weston- 94. A.' E. Elsy, Hampetead.

snperMare. 95. T. Richards, Newark.
48. W. T. Carter, Rochdale. 96. H. Abrahamson, Hackney.
49. E. Carter, Rochdale. 97. Guy Hughes, Pwllheli.

99.

100.

101
102.

103.

104.

105.

106.

107.

108.

109.

110.

111.

112.

113.

114.

115.

116
117.

118.

119.

120.

121
122.

123.

124.

125.

126.

127.

128.

129.

130.

131.

132.

133.

134.

135.

136.

137.

138.

139.

14D.

141.

142.

Miss B. Belton, St. John's 143.

Wood. 144.

H. 0. Thompson, New 145.

castle.

D. B. Seaman, Liscard. 146.

S. A. Chandler, Exeter. 147.

L. Wood. Brighton. 148.

S. Hedgeland, Maidstone. 149.

F. G. Paget, Ilford. 150.

R. H. Gresswell, Southport. 151.
H. Bentley, Barrow-in-Fur-

ness. 152.

G. Morton, Carlisle.

Major W. Wade, Middles- 153.

brough. 154.

J. Edwards, Oldham. 155.

C. E. Willis, Bolton. 156.

G. W. Herbert, Lancaster. 157.

S. Darby, West Bromwich. 158.
Mrs. Darby, We6tl59.

Bromwich. 160.
B. Williams, Bristol. 161.

A. W. H. Weeton, North- 162.

wood.
G. A Wilkinson, Bradford. 163.
S. pibbs, MusweU Hill. 164.
F. Hodge, Bowes Park. 165.

W. J. W. Stocks, Upping- 166.

ham.
G. Couper, Watford. 167.

H. P. Hider, Ealing. 168
A. G. Tooth, Porth, 169.

Rhondda. 170.
Mrs. T. C. Turner, Hull. 171.

Eric C. Turner, Hull. 172.

TMeville Turner, Hull. 173.

G. J. Heaton, Lavender 174.

Hill. 175.

C. Borup, Streatham. 176.
W. Emery, Willesden Green. 1177
Miss Chapman, Swansea. 173
W. H. Hawkings, PI;."- yjg

month. -oq'
H. G. Dorrett, Tooting.

181.
P. A. Martin, Tooting.
E. Sweetland, High 182.

Wycombe. 183.

E liadley, Nottingham. 184.

H. P. Robinson, Red Hill. 185.

A. Hands. Warstead. 186.

J. H. Coath, Liskeard. 187,

F. Scrimshaw, Leeds. 188.

F. S. Scrimshaw. Leeds. 189.

E. Albone. St. Neots. 190.

Mis.-! Elsie Ames, Black- 191.

burn. 192.

.Arthur Winter. Preston. 193.

J. P. Bamber, Blackpool.
Mrs. Bamber, Blackpool.
Miss Fanny Weston, North-

wood.
Miss Lena Connell, London
E. H. Skillman, London
II. Shrubb. Bow.
H. Harrison, Bow.
Mrs. Harrisom, Bow.
F. W. Payne. Drogheda.

Ireland.

E. Payne, Drogheda, Ire-

land.

A. P. Cook, Luton.
Norman Grut, Guernsey
P. Blaokbeard. New Cro.ss

F. Robinson, Camberley.
F. Thurston , Luton.
F. W. Thurston, Luton.
Miss Thurston, Luton.
A. Jepson, Leeds.
T. R. Hammond, Conway.
Rudolf Eriksson. Swedish

P.P.A.
Mr.i. Hester, Clapton.
J. Cowley, London.
W. W. Dowty, Worcester.

B. W. Fisk-Moore, Canter-
bury.

R. H. Pickard. Leeds.
W. E. Bull. Witham.
Mrs. Dickin.'on. Dulwich,
Madame E-stelle, Mill Hill.

W. Jenkins. London.
H. Snook. Reieate.

Mrs, W. E. Gray. London.
W. E. Blicker, Sutton,

G. Hall. Wakefield.

Walter Scott, Bradford,

E, Virgo. Sydenham.
S. H. Wood, Darlington.

.1. Brunton. Sevenoaks,

J. Hughes, LoT'don.

G. A. Hale, Farnham.
E. W. Tranginar, Brischtor.

Fred. Spalding, Clielnisford.

W. White, Goole.

M. W. Medcalf, Mexborough.
Argent Archer, London.
P, P. Crowe, Reading.
Herbert Vandyk, London.
F. A. Smith, London.
Archer Clarke, London.
J. Keogh, Dublin.
T. Moxon, Folkestone C.C.

R. H. Rice, Waltham Gross

PROFESSION.\l, PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIAllON.
Full Congress Proor.\mme.

Monday, April 18.—The members will assemble at 7 p.m.. and
will be received by the President, Officers, and members of Council.

General Conversazione. The President will deliver an address.

Tuesday, April 19.—Morning left vacant to enable members of

Congress to inspect exhibits in the Photographic Fair.

Afternoon, 2.15, demonstration by Mr. A. C. Braham (Autotype

Co.) of the Carbro Process. Meeting for the discussion of business

matters relating to tlie profession. Ten-minute papers :

—

(1)
" Salesmanship in the Photographic Business," A. C. Watts,

Catford.

(2) " Reasons Why You Should Insure through the Medium of

the P.P.A. ," by a representative of the Eagle & British Dominions
Insurance Co.

(3) " Canvassing Frauds, and How to Deal with Them," by S. H.

Greenway, Northampton.

(4)
" Dark Boom Illumination," by a representative of Kodak.

Ltd. Evening, 7 p.m., Mr. S. H. Fry in the chair. " Architectural

and Technical Photography," by H. W. Bennett.

Wednesday, April 20.^Moniing. 11 o'clock, by kind permission

of the Rt. Hon, the Ix)rd Mayor of London (Alderman James Rolll.

the Congress members, under the guidance of .\ldernian Sir Louis

Newton, will be conducted through the historic and interesting

Guildhall and Court*, The Congress members will assemble in the

Guildliall Yard, Cheapside, at 10.45 a.m.
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Aftenioon, 3.30.—Sir William Jory exteiidc to 80 Congrcas
. ':ib«n an invitaUon to • demonatration of " Prizma " motion
• . ir phutograptiy at Jury'* Imperial Picture!, Ltd., 19, Tov.er

'>p«r St. Martio'i Laoe, W.C. TickrU may be obuined
'-atioo to Mr. I^ng ^mi.

7.—Mr. Riobard N. Speaighl in tba oluui. " Phoiu
>rtnilurc from a Wuman'a Point of Vi»w," Madunip

I ^ ^ -:<il, ArmiL 21.—Vi<it to the work* of Meura. Kodak,— n-. A apecial train will leave BMton at ien minute*
utlwa; tirlceU will b« re<]uired. Hie Dumber of the

which the train will stnrt will be notified on the

ture" board. I'pon arrival the official groap will

'.fr^imrDla will then b.- aerred. The progismme
rion ha* bern timed to enable the members to

• 1 p.m.

Swan Wataon (Edinborsb) in tbe chair. " A
.il StuJ .x and Meiboda," N. E. Laboahei.

' ^A lecioiid inrilation to 80
tl Pictnrw, Ltd. HckeU mav
L^ng Sum.

- in the elwir.- " Paydioiogy in
' C I*. Cn>wll)ci<.

7— Annual dinn.T at OAUi'a ReaUnrant, 436. Strand.

>tioa of Mr. 9«an Wataon, of Edin-
i--*

': 'iHaiion. 1921.22.

proKraiuin* u «ulj^' . ration.

New Apparatus.

TIm " CariMoc ** DarliikC Pilaa D*«*Io|no« Taak. Mada byW Batcher A Son*. Ltd.. Caacrj Houm. FarriB<doa A*eaitc
L4Midoa. E.C.4.

.\ srw patl«Tii o< rail film devrlopmg tank ia an intr».
rh«r» whioh MeafS. Bal<^*r will ahow at Ik* PttoLogi-.
'• ' • ' — ire anre, it will attn> ' •

Tba lank ia made
...Ui, ... Uiree aixea, the (ma: .mne » ri..tiir«

1| X 24. liM aaoond «>• tor . " fiaignMta.-
.rxl larvMa f<i

developer, and Ihoa

Iha Aha
iaf a atraam of water

Noe. 1 and 2 i... ..,,.. ..unetaa and 21 A
An oatatonding foatur* of tlia Unk ia Iho

'•!>« al ila pafta. Tbeaa an amply tita Uok
. timmMPotk. or phngir, whiob fiiwii

' roagh Ihr lid t) .' xrtrt^mrmnc^ ol Um lank
«>»h til. ,. lowMt poaiiioa
'>"'»« •*' tba iDaartton of
the batMl of Aim into the lank in full day
light, '»>• wrapfring ptpw u onrolM aa far
aa «!>• oaalioo mark and the looaa end of th»
(Urn aecorely fixed with a gliwinail label.
The ^Kwi la tJien pU«ad ip a boUar and the
hoidar in turn pi»^ fn (be uiilaigaJ moath
of the Unk. the ^angar op
thnogh the oiglit the lid U
pot oo, the lo<j«<> <:.i jI ti'm projeottDg oat
«da and betag nifi^d bMv<«cn the lid and
tha tank. Tka lattM-. it iboald U Mid. ia

ptwriaiuly ch*(*d with the developer. On
now Ihniating dews tha pinnflar, whilit the
l«iaa and of papar ia tmiy kaU, the ftim >
poafaad downward! by tba lowar part of the
ptaafv frama and • tharaby axpoaMi aa a
iMiglooptolhaactiooollbadavalopar. The
opmtion of Nmm loading tha film into the
lank ia very qaichly deoe and without any
oppottanity. ao loog aa raaaooaUa care ia

takaa. of goias wrong. Aa a means of

agitaling the davalopiag aoliiMoa ai ialarvals
dariag tha prD(naa of davalopnaat tha Unk
ia pRnridad with a tube antaring tha Unk
al tha bottom and haviag a rubber bolb on
ito appw end. The balb baa only to be
aqaaitaJ once or twica in order to cause a
carrant of air bnbblee to pass op throng the

to prevant it fnaa becoming stagnant. Aftvr
may be waati. I rtUl in tba tank by

|

through '

.> bottom, or may be

Ukeo out of the tank, quickly rinsed under the tap, and put in the

fixing bath. Meain. Batcher supply powders for use in compound-

» 'i '-. Fig. J.

ing the developer at the price of 1*. 6d. per packet of six, each
auflcient lor one Unk full. Or a solution may be had, at the price
of 2s. 3d , ifady for dilution with water and suffidng to fill the Unk
ten tirnr*. Thr prire of tile lank itself is 35s.

Tbc N. S Cinemalofrjph Camera. Made by James A. Sinclair

and Co . Ltd.. 54. Harmarket. London, S.W.I.

Tkis camera for all descriptions of cinematograph negative making
haa beeii farther improved by iu designer, Mr. Arthur 8. Newman,
and now embodiea a range of movemenU and coavenienoes beyond
Khirh it seems inconceivsble that the cinematograph camera man
can wish to go. We are afraid that no writtem description can do
ample jnatieo to the excel lenca of its design, but special emphasis
may be laid upon sdme of iU ontatanding features. A chief one
of tkeaa ia tha extrama eaaa of threading the film into the
laaeLaiiiam. The fibn boxes ar« placed side by side to the rear of

tha oamera. The film ia simply inserted from the full spool box
and travels .along a channel from which it is most expeditiooaly

threaded through the gate. By means of the winding handle it

ia than oondneted along a guiding channel to the take-up apool

box. Iba whole operation occupying only a few second*. Another
featore ia the very light running of the meohaniam, making it

possibla to um the camera on a comparatively light tripod, so that

tha wbola ootfii (oatnera and tripod) comes within the weight of
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32 lbs. By mecuis of a special gearing the film can be moved in

either direction by means of the winding handle without the sliift-

ing of any bands or pulleys. Moreover, the winding mechanism is

provided with positive indicators at the rear of the camera whereby
every single picture is denoted ; that is to say, for trick effects the

film can be turned on and exposed backwards over any given

length, and exposure then resumed exactly at the section of the

film at which the reverse exposure started. Similarly, the indicator

allows of accurate track being kept in making " fading-out " and
" fading-in " effects.

The arrangements for viewing the picture are most complete and
efficient. The picture oan be seen and focussed through an eye-

piece mounted in one of the side doors of the camera; or this

eye-piece may be fitted with a prism and tube by which the actual

picture can be sighted from the operating position at the back of

the camera. There is also direct-vision finder mounted on the
camera top, and adjustable for lenses of different focus. The
instrument also provides for the accurate insertion of masks
without opening the camera. Both focussing and adjust-

ment of the iris diaphragm are controlled by scales at the
back ; and a word should be said for tJie exceedingly reliable

method of moving the lens in its mount, not by the helicoidal

device of the ordinary focussing mount, which is subject to

derangement by wear, but by a simple to-and-fro movement
operated by a lever. The lens mounting likewise allows of objec-

tives of any focal length being fitted, and being almost instan-

taneously interchangeable. Yet with all these movements the
camera is small, measuring 14 x 5| x 8 inches. Fitted with
2-inch //3.5 Ross Xpres lens, ite price is £250. The tripod

designed for it and embodying a most perfect revolving and tilting

top is sold at £31 10s.

A Graduate Drainer.—Messrs. Rycott & Djxon, 115, Balham
Hill, London, S.W.12, send us one of the draining racks made by
them for holding the photographer's glass graduates when the latter

are not in use. As shown in the drawing, the rack consists of a
series of pegs on which the graduate is loosely fixed in the invertot)

position so that it does not become dirty from settlement of dust

and cannot pick up chemicals from the work bench. Also the rack
is made so that it can be screwed as a shelf to the wall, thus saving

space on the work bench and at the same time providing a safe and
accessible support for the glass measures. At present it is made
to take six measures up to 20-oz. size, price 2s.

New Materials.

Zona Developing Paper. Made by Thomas IlHngworth and
Co., Ltd., Park Royal, Willesden Junction, London, N.W-IO.

A QUITE new introduction of Messrs. lUingworth is a development

paper of speed about a third that of the average gaslight paper,

and similar, in its steady progress to full depth in the developer, to

bromide paper. The new paper is made primarily for the purposes

of portrait photographere, who usually have ample power of arti-

ficial light at their disposal, and t o whom, tlierefore, tlie

slower speed of the paper is a matter of small moment. A further

notable feature, again of special interest to the maker of portraits,

is the surface, or rather surfaces, of the paper. Two grades are

made, one of so fine a matt that it can be fairly said that the effect

is that of a plain paper uncoated with emulsion—in other words,

the natural surface of the paper. The other grade has a slight

sheen, but so slight that Messrs. lUingwortb cannot bring them-
selves to call it "sheen," but only lustre; and we agree with them
that the delicate touch of brilliance imparted to the prints made

on this grade of llie paper requires Uie less positive designation
for its description. Actually the difference in the two surfaces is

a very subtle one. We cannot recollect liaving had two distinct
grades of paper between which the distinction was so fine; which
goe« to show the remarkable point of perfection to which the manu-
facture of printing papers has been brought in Ihis matter of sur-
face alone. At any rate, the photographer who must make beau-
tiful prints will find a pleasure in either the matt or the lustre
grade of /una.

So far as the printing qualities of the paiiers are concerned," the
results exhibit a very wide range of gradation, and the prints made
with the M.Q. developer, which is recommended, are of excellent
slightly warm black colour. It is a distinguisliing mark of some of

these slow papers that they respond £o all the quality which is

present in the negalive, and at the same time possess a latitude
with regard to exposure much greater than bromide paper or tlian

the ordinary .gaslight paper. Moreover, the comparatively leisurely

manner in which the prints develop is more in accordance with the
practice which professional photographers prefer than is the rapid,
almost instantaneous, progress to full depth, such as is shown by
many emulsions. We should add a word also on the
admirable warm tones which are obtainable by toning either with
liver of suiphur or with hypo-alum. Zona paper is made (in

each surface) in white and cream. While perhaps the latter is most
suitable for the warm-toned effects, some tones on the white paper
are particularly striking. Also, Messrs. IlHngworth manufacture
the new product both in single and double weight, so that with
these three variable factors—surface, tint and weight—there is a

large range of papers to choose from, ample for the purposes of the

professional photographer making, say, both large unmounted sketch

portraits and quite small prints. The full list of grades is as

follows :—5a, white " Iiustre " matt single-weight ; 5b, white
"Lustre" matt double-weight ; 6a, cream "Lustre" matt single-

weight; 6b, cream "Lustre" matt double-weight; 7a, white plat

matt single-weight; 7b, wliite plat matt double-weight; 8a, cream
plat matt single-weight ; 8b, cream plat matt double-weight.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Monday, April 18.

Cripplegate Phot. Soc. " One Man Show." H. E. Wood.
South London Phot. Soc. " Gum Printing." H. E. Gorfin.

Willesden Photographic Society. Discussion Evening Summer
Outing Arrangements, etc.

Tuesday, April 19.

Royal Photographic Society. " From Camera to Cinema." A. Pereira.

Exeter Camera Club. " Dye Impression Printing." C. H. Stokes.

Manchester Amateur Phot. Soc. " The Illustrative Art of Gustave
Dore." E. D. Rodway.

Rotherham Photographic Society. " An Art Process with Simple
Control." H. A. Hill.

Scottish C.W.S.C.C. (Glasgow). Plate Development.
Sheffield Photographic Society. President's Evening.

Wednesday, April 20.

Croydon Camera Club. Display of Prints from Plates Exposed
on the Easter Monday Outing.

Dennistoun Amateur Photographic Association. Jumble Sale.

Photographic Apparatus.
Edinburgh Photographic Society. Lantern Slide Making.
Ilford Photographic Society. " Maldon." N. K. Jackson.

Partick Camera Club. " The After Treatment of Negatives."

A. Dordan-Pyke.
Woodford Phot. Soc. Annual General Meeting.

Thursday, April 21.

Everton and District Phot. Soc. " Bromoil." The President.

Hammersmith (Hampshire House) Phot. Soc. Annual Exhibition.

Kryn and Lahy (Letchworth) Phot., etc., Soc. "Figure Studies."

Friday, April 22.

Bedford Camera Club. " Picturesque Devon." (Ladies' Night.)

Saturday, April 23.

Hammersmith (Hampshire House) Phot. Soc. Outing. Richmond
to Strand-on-the-Green.

Scottish C.W.S.C.C. (Glasgow). Outing to Gleniffer Braes.
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ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
Mealing held Taeaday, April 12. the president, Dr. G. A.
in- in, in thf? rhrjir

ed open a hou- -, aelected

11 org«ii«ed a:i rs of the
.•rat Photographer," which will remain open for teveral

ip, B.A. , r -
I lecture on a shutterleu

nematograt rays from the customary
projection system paaa oa to a set nf mirrori which are suc-

ar^'ol to the l«i* axis. Marginal rajr* from the light-

fleeted oo paths which, in the abMnoe of obstacles,

:e focos of axial rays, »o that a constantly moving
-tore m the gate of the projector is kepi stationary on the screen

.' the synchrooiaad raoTMNOt of reflectors and film. The pfayiical

ottacle of the projector is avoided by the use of 9 second reflector,

-.1 >• is rlaimed for the system that despite the twie*-repeated re-

light effieieoey is 80 per cent, a* oompured with an
i'<-r oent. of a shatter projo t.^ AlthouL'K t>i»>retically.

".-tor haring a given lens and i: for only
-laace fron the screen, it was r.-ctical per-
.'• at varioas distances was snt

,. discnseioo followed the ttmAu,. . ..... paper, and different

I'lmuQs of the sharpnoe of the projections were expreeaed by two
oakers who had witoeased them.

iSeneral technics of riBcmatography were iMXt oooaidered in

^ of discuraiTa notes by Mr. H. M. Lonas, wb« tooched
on film storage, definition, development and 00 many other
aohic matter* from the cioenatographic standpoint.

i;i)INBUK(. lY OF PROFESSIONAL
.... ..,..UAPHEK8.

.MecUng held April 4. Present : Messrs. E. D. Yonng. 3. Camp-
Harper, J. B. Johnston, Norman Thomson, J. DnimmoiiH
Fergnsson, Laing, Moflat, and MelroMi Mr. E. I>. Yoonji.
-" in the chair. An ap<4Qgy for aUsnos was intimated

ran Watson.
..1^ o-.r«Ury rend a latter whieh the Prsaident had received
>» a photogra|iiMr in lbs sooth of England, eongratalatiog in

- iative terms the Society in thsir efforts In mainUin the prices
iflssionsl work and on their aadsnvoor to combat the qnsation

• tree sittings." Hs sUted that the practien in Lentei of givin/
free aittings " was carrisd on by professional pbotognplien to an
laming extent, and tended in a great mMsnin io rodne* the bnii-
•« standing of profassional photographer*.
"' SeereUry r«Mi a leUsr fron Mr. CUnde Under rwigning

mberabip of the Sodaty, which was aoespted with rsfrtt.
.rohnston and Mr. Neman Tbomsoa, Ua maibeta of the

H
'
Wau Committos appointed by the 8orii«]r for waiting upon

:>al Unria in connection with the m<itilatioa of a clan for
il chemistry as applied to phototcrsphy and optics at lb*

1
rirrt-Watt College n«it session, reported that they had a loi. •

lerview with the Prtaefpal last week. They sUted that tl.^
>al seemed to be averse from the idea of sUrtinK a class for
»e aabjecte for photographers only, and desired the inaanira

iionof • iii^ioaal school of pboiograpky in Scotland Io embrace all
Mmss of pno<4graphsn and preeew workers. The lach of fnnd*.
bowevcr. together with tbs onaerUiniy as to wiMtber ths EdocaUnn
iUlhority were to nndartaka the manag«nent of the Heriot-Wai.
College, prevented the peaaihility of Urfs schsM being allsined ...tU meantime. Mr. DraaMond Shiek a^tgasted that an effort
konld at once be made to get a trade dass for pbotographv started

•^Mrly as possible, snd that the Education Aathoritv s'hoold h.
approached with a view of instilotioK a lechniail elaas' His viewWM that to wait ontU a national school nf phntography was inanga-
rrted wonld be to shelve tbo matter ly. u was acoord-
fawly re*,Ived to appre^d. Mr. of ,he EducationA «fi«r the ananing election, and to aaoertain if Ihev were

oosider the formstion of a trade class for photojrraphy
»' sdMoU. Mr. Johnston snd Mr. Norman Thomson were" "»«» •wviess and were discharged.

.\I«(Ul next snbmitted the repoH of the Committee on the
iin prioae of oommervial photogrsphy. He Isid before the*tmg s costing basis Ubie showing lbs actual coet of one

unmounted print in the various sizes, with a percentage of profit
added. The minimum charge for the operator's time was fixed at
2s. 6d. per hoar—one hour being the minimum charge. The meet-
ing expressed their indebtedness to the Committee for the trouble
which they had taken in the matter, and considered that the costing
system basis was undoubtedly the proper system to work upon.
The members desired time to consider the table, and the secretary
waa requested to furnish each member with a copy. The secretary
was also rqueeted to urge each member to bo present at the next
mpeling of the society, when the matter would be fully considered
and decided upon.

The secretary reported that at the last informal meeting the
minimum prices of groups were considered, and it was recommended
that the present minimum prices for groups be approved of, but no
minimum prices were to be fixed for whole plates or smaller sizes,

and this was agreed to. It was understood that the minimum
prices were to be for one dozen copies.

The proposal to increase the membership of the Society was cor-
dially received by the members, and Mr. Yerbury and Mr. Campbell
Harper were appointed to call upon each professional photographer
in Edinburgh who was not a member of the Society and invite him
Io the next meeting, which is to be held in the Victory Caf4 <.n

May 2, and endeavour to get him to join the Society.

The preeident intimated that at the next meeting of the Society
new office-bearers fell to be elected. It was only right that members
should meantime consider the claims of members who were moit
suitable for nomination. A vote of thanks to the chairman for his

conduct in the chair concluded the meeting.

CROYDON CAMERA OLUB.

The good-natured Mr. L. J. Hibbert kindly filled a gap, caused
by a fixture falling through, with a capital exposition on " Photo-
Micrography." An imposing array of apparatus was on the table,

with which some excdlent photo-micrographs were secured. Wise
in hi* generstion, he never confuses the tyro by saying to6 much,
•nd hii clear explanation of the theory and working of the instru-

ments (hown proved him to be an adept in tha teaching line. K
most hearty voto of thanks was accorded him.

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION.

A meeting of the Council was held at 35, Russell Square, on
Friday, April 8. There were presbnt, among London members,
Meaars. Marcus Adams, Angus Basil, Alexander Corbett, Alfred

Ellis. W. E. Gray, Reginald Hainea, George Hana, Richard N.
Speaighl, H. 8t. George, and F. G. Wakefield, and among country
membera, Messrs. Frank Brown (President), W. IlUngworth, and
W. H. Wedlake, with Mr. Lang Sina (Secretary).

.\po)o|riei for absence were received from Messrs. Chase,
Dirkinsnn, I^ambert. Turner, Swan Watson, and Wheeler.
The Finance Committee submitted recommendations for payments

amounting to £90 li. The recommendations were aipproved.

The Secretary read the names of eighteen new members, and also

reported two resignations, duo to retirement from businces.

The Chairman, in reference to a motion in his name which
apygared on the agenda of the annual meeting, said that he had
(n|fla(h« to the Council, on behalf of the Secretary and himself,

for taking time by the forelock. It had been, he believed, the

unanimous opinion of every member of the Council that the Asso-

ciatieo should be incorporated, but before any step could be taken

in the matter it was necessary to introduce a motion to the annual

general meeting, and as that took place a fortnight from that day,

and it was neoeeaary to give 14 days' notice of motion, there was
no opportunity for submitting the form of motion to the Council

first. The wording of the motion had been drafted by the Asso-

ciation's solicitor, and he understood that it was quite in order.

.K% Mr. Illinierworth was the first to introduce this subject, he
thought that Mr. Illingworth should be associated with it at the

annual general meeting as seconder. The motion was as follows:

—

" That, having regard to the disadvantages of the present con-

stitution of the Association, and with a view to it becoming a
formal legal entity possessing legal rights, and with a vjew to the

effective protection snd indemnity of its officers and removing
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impediments to its progress, and acquiring greater certainty in

regard to its correct administration, government, and powers, it is

resolved that th« Council be authorised, at the expense of the

Association, to register under the Companies Acts, 1906 and 1917,

a nejw Asooiation, not for profit and limited by guarantee, to be

called the Professional Photographers' Association of Great Britain

(Incorporated), and that by the constitution of such new Associa-

tion the liability of members shall be limited to

—

(a) A subscription of 10s. per annum, and

(ft) A contribution to the assets of the new Association in

the event of the same being wound up during the period

of membership of each member or within one year after-

wards for payment of the debts and liabilities of tlie

Association contracted before the time at which such

member ceases his membership, and of the costs, charges,

and expenses of winding up the same, and for the adjust-

ment of the rights of the contributories among them-

selves, such amount as may be required not exceeding

10s. per member.
" And that all the members of the existing Association shall be

entitled to become members of such new Association when registered

without payment of any further subscription until the expiration

of the period for which their respective subscriptions have been

paid to the present Association, and that upon the registration of

the new Association the assets of the existing Professional Photo-

graphers' Association be transferred to such new Association.

" And that a Committee be elected from the Council of the

existing Professional Photographers' Association of Great Britain

with power to settle the Memorandum and Articles of Association

embodying so far as jrracticable the objects and rules of the exist-

ing Association, and such further objects and rules as such Com-
mittee may be advised are desirable."

Mr. Wakefield asked what happened in the event of the Associa-

tion desiring to raise the subscription.

The Chairman said that it would be necessary to apply to the

Board of Trade.

Mr. Hana asked whether it had been considered that this was
the most suitable form of incorporation.

The Chairman said that the solicitor had advised that this was
the best form. It was not necessary to put the word " Limited "

after it, as in the case of an ordinary trading corporation. He
added that he had seen the solicitor, who had promised to attend

the annual general meeting to answer any questions.

Mr. lUingworth thought this the best form for the Association.

He desired to know what the solicitor's opinion was of the motion

he (the speaker) had brought forward previously.

The Secretary said that it was from Mr. Illingworth's suggestion

that the memorandum from Messrs. Hutchison and Cuff took its

shape.

The Chairman, explaining further points, said that the articles

of association had to be drawn up after the meeting had agreed to

the prelimnary motion, and then the matter had to go to the Board
of Trade. The drafting would come before them, most likely at the

next Council meeting, for sanction. The stamp duties would be
about £13, on the basis of a membership of 2,000.

Mr. Haines said that he thought the whole expenditure, including
the stamp duties, which had been increased, and the solicitor's

fees, would be well within £100.

The Council signified unanimous assent to the form of motion
to be proposed by the Chairman and seconded by Mr. Illingworth
at the annual general meeting.

Mr. Frank Brown said that the thanks of the Council were" due
to the Chairman, Mr. Allfred Ellis, and the Secretary, Mr. Lang
Sims, for taking this matter up so energetically. He would like

to propose a vote of thanks to them for their prompt action.

Mr. St. George seconded, and this was carried by acclamation.

The Secretary gave some account of the latest alterations in the
Congress arrangements. A number of short papers were promised
for Tuesday afternoon, in addition to one or two trade demonstra-
tions. The visit to the Houses of Parliament, fixed for Wednesday
morning, could not be undertaken, owing to the present restrictions.
He had then thought of a visit to the Mint, but the parties of
visitors allowed were too small in number to admit of the whole
wf the Congress members seeing jt in a morning. Then he got into

touch with Right Hon. the Lord Mayor of London, and had secured

an invitation to the fJuildhall. (Applause.) The Lord Mayor
would receive the party (if circumstances would allow), and if he
could not be present himself at the Guildhall, the whole of the mem-
bers there would be officially received by Alderman Sir Lewis
Newton in his stead. They would be taken over the building, and
shown the various objects of interest. Thursday was devoted to

the Kodak excursion (Euston Station, 10 minutes past 1 o'clock),

and included in tlie programme was a Council picture and the
usual group of the members.

It was agreed that, if possible, the visit to the Alhambra Theatre,
on Sir William Jury's invitation, should take place on Wednesday
afternoon and Friday morning, subject, of course, to the con-
venience of those who had issued the invitation.

Mr. Speaight thought that the retiring President should have an
official vote of thanks from the Council. Accordingly he proposed,
" That the thanks of the officers and Council of the Professional
Photographers' Association be tendered to Mr. Frank Brown, Presi-
dent 1920-21, for the valuable services he has rendered to the Asso-
ciation during his year of office."

Mr. Adams seconded th:s proposition, and It was carried
unanimously.

It was agreed that the resolution should be incorporated in a
letter to Mr. Brown in script, on a framed piece of parchment, and
handed to him at the annual dinner.

Some di.scussion took place on the arrangements in the event of
a transport strike, and it was agreed that if there was a general
strike an emergency Council meeting of London members should
be called, the date and time to be left to the Chairman of Council.
Mr. Speaight suggested that a final decision on this matter might
be reached after the meeting of the Selecting Committee on the
following Tuesday.

Mr. Adams reported that everytliing was going on satisfactorily
for the annual Exhibition. Ninety packets had been received up
to that day.

The Secretary read a letter from the Eagle Star and British
Dominions Company, who said that they had had a total of 24
applications as the result of the announcement on the circulars.
The company was now desirous that the Association should include
life with their other assurances.

It was agreed to leave the consideration of this matter over to
the next meeting of the Council.

After a sitting of three hours fifteen minutes, the business
terminated.

News and Notesj

TuNBHiDGE Wells Photogb.\phic Socnm-.—An exhibition of old
Japanese colour prints is being lield at the club rooms from April
18 to 23. On April 20, at 3 p.m., and on April 23, at 8 p.m., a
lecture on them will be delivered by their collector, Mr, Basil
Stewart.

Secondhand Apparatcs.—Messrs. W. Watson & Sons, 313, High
Holborn. I>ondon, W.C.I, send us an 8-page list of cameras, lenses,
and some miscellaneous accessories which they are offering at greatly
reduced prices. The list includes a number of their own admirable
" Acme " field cameras and lenses by almost all the leading makers.
The list is obtainable free on application.

MiNHTPRE Frames and Cases.—Messrs. G. & E. Russell, North-
field Road, King's Norton, Biitningham, send us a descriptive

illustrated list of their original designs of minia.ture cases in morocco,
Persian, or velvet calf leather, designed with the taste which
characterises this firm's productions. The rims ol gold-plated

metal or antique, reeded or frosted silver, likewise mark the artistic

craftsmanship displayed in these goods.

Westminster Exchange Lists.—The Westminster Photographic
Exchange, 111, Oxford Street, London, W.l, and 116, Victoria

Street, London, S.W.I, have just published three price lists, one
of cuiTent photographic requisites, both apparatus and materials,

at the present niling prices and including a considerable number
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th«> (irin't own specialtiei. This u a very excellent list for the

rchaaer, and one which he can. conveniently atady before

!ie gooda theouelve* »t one nr other of the Westminster

i^Ki depots. Ttie other two li«t« are of aecondhuid itp-

s camerms, lenaea, enlargera, and. in fact, eveiy description

iratos in very great variety. Tlic Westminster Exchange.

has a very aoand reputation for dealing in goods of thor-

reliable working qoality. is evidently in the poailion of

.kble to save the purchaser a good deal of money if advantage

ken of the many bargains offered in these lists, any of which

obtainable free on application.

MjrraoD ov KmoMnco Dns.—At the Printing Trades Ex-

bitioa the Marshall Engraving Co., Ltd., are showing a new

of embossing, or, what miKht perhaps be considered a more

ste description, a new and inexpensive method of making dii-a

embossinK- Hitherto the printer has had to procore an expen-

melal die. then make his own counterpart before he can pro-

with his work, hot by this ** New Method " embossing all the

Bier hsi to do is to send his design to the Marshall Engraving

Ltd., who will cot the die and counterpart and supply them

for work within two days, and at aboat one-quarter of the

is( of the ordinary metal die. There is no metal, no counterpart

A make, no chemicals, no powder, and. what is roost important.

'jo can do the work on a light treadle press, and a further important

- • » yon can have yoor machine ready for working in about 6ve

s after handling yoor dies. That these dies are tboronghly

e is proved by the fact that 100.000 impressions have been

from one die, and it is atill in use. Full psrticulars will be

Pined by the MaishaU Eograving Co., Ltd., 12/14. Farringden

\renne, E.C.4.

Correspondence.

•»*C'oTrfpoHd*nli tkindd asvsr wriU on both tidu ef (A* fOftr.

N» nottet is taJttn e/ commminettiom ifUtu lA« mamtt and

addttuti of tl^t tcrilfT$ art yioew.

*•* Wt do not undtTtakt Tttfox'thUii) Inr ikt optaiens oafrtsMtd

ty OUT tomopondtnlt.

FORM.OJXE .\NP

To tl.. .,;

OentJamen,—Re the paragraph in At 19B1 " BJ. Almanac."

p 366, " A Warning Against Fonoalins," I have osad formaline

arssy summer for the past tso year* or more, and have not so far

IHi with any objectionable after affects. In the heat of siumner

We—with all iolBtioiia and washing water anywhere between 90

aad 100 deg. F.—it is the only, thing I have too r! " '

iag Iha Sim on the glasa. Without it, the tici

is lass sxtrsae casss, devsiopa that afpaaranoe rrwniuiing uie gmn
•f Isathei^" leathery fUm " I have heard it Mllsd. Periiapa ths

tntable dasoibed by yoor earres|ii>ndent is do* to other caosaa.

I ahoaid add that I naa the formaline aflrr flsijtg. T riaM onder

IIm tap and theo immerse tor about ten roinolaa in 10 par cent.

Miatioo ol formaline and than wash.—Yours, etc,

H. W. Siimi

CKeWe and Rsgent StreeU. South Brisbaae,

QaaenaUad, Aoalnlia.

Fsbiwry »

THE FOLLY UF CHEAPNESS.
To the Editors.

Genllemeo,—The lot of the average profcaaioDa] to-day is not a

very happy one, and I have had soaie tymputby for him, but a

laoMt event ia our district leads me to believe that some workers

^4a aoi oiake the moet of t)i,>ir '.Ktrrtiin^lle*.

. week there was anv. nrch a nost beautiful

rial stained glass wir.^ . . . ^ _. '. j be expcetad, a local

prefssaioaa] worker of good standing was aoon after it; <n fact,

the unveiling ceremony was scarcely over before I saw him enter

the church with his camera. I admired his enterprise, knowing
of tbe demand for pr>nts.

I am very much surprised, however, to find tliat his result

—

and a very excellent one—ia beiiii; sold in all the local stationery

shops in the form of postcards at 2d. each I Threepence would have
been low enough in these days of high prices, and it is something
of a mystery to me how excellent and real photographic postcard^.

of particular local interest can be sold for 2d. No wonder com-
plaints about bad business are heard when the profession throwf^
away good chances of making an extra penny or two.—YourB
faithfully, East Coast.

AN APOLOGY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Having unwittingly infringed tJie patents of Messrs
Move-O'Oraphs. Ltd., we are unable to supply the Movie ApparatuK
advertised in the " British Journal." At the request of Messrs.

Move^i-Graphs. Ltd., we desire to apologise to them, as follows:

—

" The Movie Photo Company, of 20, Oomhill, Bridgwater, hereby

tender iJieir apologiee to MoveK>-Oraph8, Limited, of 60, Donght>
Street, London, W.C.I, in respect to the advertisement in thf
' British JoUhial of Photography ' of April 1, and state tiiat thi

apparatus offered was an infringement of the patents held by thc

said Move-o^Otaphs, Limited."—Yours faithfully,

Th* Mova Photo Oi>

aO, ComhiU, Bridgwater.

April 9.

^TERBOSOOPIC RELIEF.

To the Editors.

OeoUemeo,—Your correspondent, Mr. TQney, has such a pleasani

and Incid way of telling his experiences with ttie bewitched wali

paper of his bedroom that his gentle hint that we are not to

attribute them to the D.T.'s is hardly necessary. As, however, kif:

rather alarming visual abenrations may make his friends, and

especially his women folk, somewhat anxious, and as he asks fur

an sxpUnation of the phenomena, and as I happen to be one or

those dryaa-dusi individuals whose fate is to deal with the dull

technical side of optics as a recreation ( !), periiapa I may be per

mitted to endeavour to throw some light upon the matter. It would

need a vary dever person indeed to " explain " fully any right im-

pillnn, or to discnas with any degree of finality the " actuality " oi

" nality " of the images he refers to, or to say whether they should

be regarded as objective or subjective. These questions must he

left to metaphysicians to fight over. But it may be said that thi-

floating images he saw were just as real as any other images; that,

optically speaking, they were produced in the same way as othei

images; but that his judgment se to size, distance and reality was

prejudiced by his knowledge that they did not correspond to th<-

external facts, and by their obviously artificial and unnatural

character whidi caused them to disappear when he moved his head.

The phenomena Mr Tilney chronicles have been familiar to rof

aince, as a child, I saw the roses on my bedroom wall suddenly

become delightfully small and close together and waver beautifull>

in mid^spaoe. What happens is that wa have identical patterns.

ipiVlS'llregnlar distance from each other in all directions over

a large areo. Let us call three ol these patterns A, B, and C, running

frxwn left to right as regards the eyes. It doe* not matter in what

direction we take the three, provided the line joining them it

parallel to the Ime joining the two eyes, i.e., that they are in the

lame plane as the eyes. If the head is horizontal on the pillow, then

A. B, C must be vertically placed on the wall; if the head is

only inclined the three must lie on a corresponding diagonal ;
if the

head is upright, as when one stands, they must be horizontal. Now,

sappoae that we unconsciously squint a liUle, so that the left eye

looks at B, whUe the right looks at A, then we have reaUy converted

the wallpaper into a big stereoscopic slide, and we are viewing it in

sodi a way that Uie lines of sight to corresponding points crosa each

other and int«sect in front of the slide. This brings the image

nearer, and at the same time makes it smaller Uian the original.

Anyone who cares to consult the terribly technical art,iclee on this

sobject which I inflicted on your columns last year will see how
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the image grows smaller and nearer as the points of intersection of

the lines of sight approach the eyes. If we squint so that the left

eye looks at C, while the right looks at A,, we get a still smaller

and nearer image. Having once got it we can let our eyes roam
at will, or we can even move our head along the line A, B, C, <>r

at right angles to it, but if we twist our head ever so slightly we
break the charm, and are brought back to reality with a shock.
Having discovered the secret and made it our own, we can,, by
"playing about with it" (in the delightful phrase of Mr. Tilney),

produce a wonderful variety of effects. I amused myself in this

way for ten minutes in tlie interval of dressing this morning. A
finger held before the face sr as to come between each eye and the

particular pattern it is lookmg at shows the real distance of the

image.

The simple method of experimenting, which I used last year, was
to take two slips of smootli paper, about IJ in. wide and fairly

stiff. At one end of each slip I described a circle of 1 in. diameter.
I then held one slip in each hand and treated the two circles as

a stei'eoscopic slide, viewing them first directly, i.e., the left

oriel with the left eye, and vice Versa, and then squinting at them.
Movement of the two slips towards or away from each other was
in both cases attended with a marked change in the size and jiosi

tion of the image. This was sufficient to prove the absolute neces-

sity for coiTect spacing of the prints where accuracy is required in

the result.

It may be pointed out that a stereoscopic image is not necessarily

three-dimensional. The stereoscopic image given by the wallpaper
as a slide is simply another wallpaper—another flat surface— that is,

if the patterns are really identical and equally spaced. The dif-

ference of plane noticed by Mr. Tilney between the vertical lines of

the pattern and the flower sprigs may be due to a slight shift of the
colour blocks in printing. The difference in ooloul- might also have
something to say to it. In my own case, when I examine a Michclin
map the reds have an uncomfortable habit of floating above the
blues and greens in consequence of the absence of colour correction
in my glasses.

The question as to what is necessary in a photograph in order
that an impression of stereoscopic i-elief may be produced in the
mind of the observer is not one that I would care to ask, much less

to answer. Messrs. Lumiere have presumably tested their apparatus
and obtained satisfactory results, and this would appear to decide
the matter so far as they are concerned. But when a real object
is viewed by the eyes there is a very definite difference in the image
received by each eye; and the really urgent question for those who
would like to see stereoscopic photography occupying the important
place to which its wonderful capabilities entitle it is rather—what
is necessaiy in order that the stereoscopic effect produced may be
so accurate, so reliable, and so readily obtained, that the judgment
of the observer as able without strain or hesitation to accept it as
true and as exactly corresiwnding to the reality it represents.

—

Yours, etc., H. C. Bhowne.
Kingstown, Co. Dublin.

April 5.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Referring to Mr. F. 0. Tilney's letter, I am able to

give an explanation of his experience with the wallpaper. About
twenty years ago, while sitting at the dinner table in the kitchen,
I was also " gazing blankly " at the wallpaper across the table at
about 3 ft. distance. There was a narrow border at the bottom
of the wallpaper about the same height as my eyes, the wall being
panelled with wood beneath that to the floor.

The narrow border was about 4 in. wide, running horizontallv

across the wall ; it had a repeating pattern such as this :

—

iT) (y^ iT) iT) iT) iT)

1 became conscious of the same effects as Mr. Tilney has described.

I need not repeat them here. In less than a minute I was sure

I had discovered, as far as I was concerned, what I had often looked
for previously.

Here is the explanation in plain language. Some years previous
I read an article in the " B.J." on how to obtain a stereoscopic

effect without the aid of a stereoscope. In the article the writer
said (so far as I can remember) that a sort of stereoscopic effect

could be obtained by making the eyes squint inwardly, but this is

not satisfactory and it ia hurtful tc the eyes. The proper way was
to make your eyes diverge outwardly, but I could never understand
how this could be done beyond the normal. While " gazing
blankly " at the wallpaper or border slip I was, in fact, looking

beyond the [japer, i.e., my eyes were focussed at infinity.

Now, if you hold up your finger in front of your face and look at

some distant object, say a hundred yards or so away, you will see

two fingers with the tail of your eye, as it were. This is the whole
secret.

Ttie figures on the wall border scroll were all double, and each
figure had moved just sufficiently to allow it to overlap on its neigh-

bour and produce the effect Mr. Tilney speaks of." I tried the ex-

periment on a stereoscopic slide and found the stereoscopic effect

.A.1, only I may say that the jiioture looks smaller and the stereo-

scopic effect in some cases is slightly exaggerated.

Fix your eyes on some distant object, and, without altering the

focus, slip a stereo slide in front of your eyes. You will then see

four pictures instead of two, but with a little manoeuvring you can

quite easUy get the two ceivtre pictures to overlap and produce the

same effect as a stereoscope.

What actually happens is simply this : You are looking at the

right-hand picture with the right eye and the left picture with the

le*t f.ye. You can easily prove this by fii-st closing one eye, opening

it again, and then closinc; the other.

Some people cannot see the right effect, even with a stereoscope;

in fact, I have an assistant who sees two pictures instead of one,

but I have not tried to find out the reason. For many years I could

not see properly with binoculars, also seeing two pictures instead

of one.

In practice it does not seem to matter much whether dissimilar

views are used or not for distant views, but for near objects, such

as a portrait bust, the effect appears to me quite flat unless the

views are dissimilar.—Yours truly. Nokm.^n Hunter.

The Studio, Port Glasgow.

April 4.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I think that Mr. Tilney's difficulties are fully

explained by the two letters given last week. I might add that

when the pattern looks smaller than its actual size it is purely

a mental effect due to squinting—actually, to the eye, the image

is the normal size, but the brain has got so accustomed to associate

converged vision with near objects that it cannot get rid of the

habit. And when the eyes merge two objects in the wallpaf)er by

gazing out on parallel axes the image, to the brain, appears bigger

than normal and further away. Mr. Tilney's surprise at the butt

joint being seen in duplicate is not justified ; it is simply inevitable.

Indeed, a quite useful test of whether a man is really seeing a

stereo slide in the stereoscope is to ask, " How many pictures

do yoAi see?" If he is seeing properly he will see three separate

pictures, the centre one of which alone is stereoscopic.

I had a curious experience of my own some weeks ago. 1 am
not a teetotaller, and one day I caught myself with an empty

wine glass at my lips, and looking through the bottom of the

glass at the stem and foot I was surprised to see onl.v the right-

hand view of the stem. This was rather a facer, as I have been

using both eves on stereo views for over fifty years. Knowing
that the left-hand view must be knocking about somewhere I put

the glass again to my lips and shut the right eye. This, of course,

brought up the left eye view. On opening the right eye again

I got both views, but at the end of six or seven seconds the left

eye view vanished again. I tried the experiment over and over

again until I could hold both views together indefinitely, but it

took me some minutes before I could see both right and left views
of the stem without going through the preliminary shutting of

the right eye. My subconscious brain evidently thinks it more
convenient at such close quarters to work one eye only than to use
both with such a great muscular effort of convergence.

Shortly after this I was showing a friend some slides, and after

a bit found he was looking at them out of the stereoscope, insisting
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A)M be could Me them better lo. I told him to first ihat one

• ve and then the other to make »are that each eye could do it»

wo pro(>«r work, and then to look with both «ye«. In a minute

. r two he ahonted, " Oh, I've got it, it's wonderful!" It waa a

^ntracle to him, and be waa looking in rain at the stereoscope and
' lien at the slide in and out of the stereoscope for some explanation

f the miraela.

A.'I ocntift of mj acquaintance tells me that this unconscious

.'ion of one eye la qnite a common defect, generally when

i at near objects, though sometimes it is only brought in

'ooking at distant objects. They put it down to laiiness of

^oscles used in convergent risior. and don't ao far bother

about it mileaa it is causing definite inconvenience. Bat

l>ected, they have • quite simple test ; they give the person

of spectacles, one tna of red and one lens of green glass,

hen flash on the illnminated word " Friend," the alternate

- of which are red and green on opaque ground. If the

• - • t both in use the word appears sa " F-i-n " or as "r t d."

that the inflexibility of roost sUreaaeofMS as regarda

ssyaratioB is the canas of a graai deal of difltculty in

:•• properly. .\11 ttereoacopes ea^t to have the lens

..'nir<-> Mjastable.—ifoors truly, R. W. Blaksist.

SeedUv Park Road, near Maadtaaier.

April 11.

THE IWEXTION OK SFJ-F TONIKO P.\PER

To the Editors.

OeoUcoicD,—In ao article by Mr. E. J. Wall, raprinled in year

'ast issoe, he ascribes the discovery of th« self-toning principU
'<> Mr. John Soilter. He may be qinte right io doing so, but

'•• docs not give tlis dat* of V P«P^- t^'- Wall, eor-

-•^t<^.l <.t«d " PhatogTsphic N 13, 1860. p. 401.—Kb*.
R«feraBoe ia also made to a poaaihle claim for

lah, A» to lh« latter, I may say that I waa in

Hngbton in ISEB. and grmtiy adiBired the work of M««r«.
Hennab and Kant, wboM rtodio was ia lb* King's Road.

Thoir <!>» laUy waa wboU-plal* portraita oa wit paper, bai
"f quit*- .1 i '.net ehaiacler frooi the utCed oaper priala (Ibaa

he sltrrna •irnen paper) of thai ' being generally

.Mlh/T vr,>.tk if untoncd or gMy '
' gold lOOed.

II.' •Icasrved - k being aaoag
'• •'mpher.- <.ingdo(B, aad I

.g in one roals not long afterward* that

... ...OM from a.. , '.^ Brigbtoe to be pbdegraylMd

i,... ioimola for producing thaaa brighter and bom vigore«a

•«alta waa a well krpt fecrel, bat mm* yeaia later, when io

,-as in Rer-" ' ^•- . I had on my «'" - "'-ti who had been
. employ and Kent, m BM that Mr.

lirnnUl used chi'Ti'jv "t gold in thr Saiting p'MijtioO.
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W. R. Donnuii
SSI*. Fiochley Road, Haaipstead.

Apn) 11.

HATATIfW .VND DB\EI/>PMEVr

To the Editon

emp'i
V. .. > V

' ' the prf«M'nl run <>f •irrrnfK nd

ike to MV that I hplii-v<' Mr''•
f

.-<i LK.ii I Clin T- r Au»ipr« pivi*** mr a iiriii \ w iiu

' experts to develop all aegaliva* sent bona
ig abroad) whr — --"--r-? negative* quite frea

.Utar bow bad nviting) the sobject*

Xpert dcwKipero worked more or lea*

the developer tb*;f wed was oaaatbiiig
"lai. advncsiwi oy .Mr. Maye*. That is lo say, slock per-
'« eolation* of pjrro and soda were need, but in what propor-

rxi I know oot. I have made ooe experiment on the linee laid

down by your correspondent, and I hope to make more—as I hope

some more of your readers will—and it is just possible that the

problem will, be solved.

Mr. Mayes is also correct, I believe, in his statement concerning

halation being minimised by prolonged development. In theory

quick development should, of course, give less halation than pro-

longed development, and I fear too many of us have been led astray

by thinking too much about theory and not enough about practice,

there being a very wide gulf between them.

At a recent meeting of one of the suburban photographic societies

there was shown an artificial light portrait study of remarkable

quality, one in which a reading lamp was included. It was the

kind of thing in which one expected to find halation, but not a trace

of it was to be seen. This was sufficient to start the ever-green

discussion on halation and its prevention. The taker of the portrait

was not present to give details, but all the old hands present came
to the concliuion that the negative must have been developed very

rapidly, all present were, in fact, of the same opinion and authori-

ties galore were quoted in support. At the close of the meeting,

however, the taker of the portrait looked in and was at once

asked by the chairman how he developed the negative. " Oh," he
replied, " 1 used a very weak Azol developer and developed it for

nearly two hours." Thus the house of cards built up by the

advocate* oi very quick development tumbled down. In reply to

farther questions he aaid that he never thought about halation, it

was the getting out of the details that concerned him.

The great difficulty in making experiments with halationary

sabjecta ia to get an object that we know will give halation, it being
most difficult to produce where and when wanted. Until we can
be really sure of prodoring it, or of selecting a subject we know
will giv« it, it seems a little difficult to find a remedy for it. The
only reliable test is that of cutting the exposed and undeveloped
plat* io half, and developing the two halves in a different manner.
A leaded window of plain glass in a church appears to be the most
anitable sobject with which to experiment, but a more homely
sabject would be more convenient.—Yours faithfully

OoDFREV Wilson.

To the Editors.

OeatlemeD,—I am also very interested in the correspondence on
" Halatiuo and Development," which has recently appeared in your
oolamns. With over 30 years' experience in architectural photo-
graphy, in which I have made hundreds of exposures on interiors,

the qoastion of mim'miaing halation has always been with me. I

ealirely agree with your article of April 1, in which you advocate

a " developer eoergetic eftough to produce tlie neoeeeary density

bafon it has time to penetiate right through the film." I take it

that energetic does not imply strong development. I always keep
the pyro proportionately low and the accelerator fairly normal in

quantity. Following this procedure, I found the method most effec-

tual, whan using fairly rapid plates (about HAD 270), well backed,

the expoaoree on the ample side, to allow Uie shadow details to

develop out easily, and then stopping development early, thereby

obtaining negative* full of detail and soft in character. By these

means I have obtained p«*fect immunity from halation under the

oioet difficult conditions.

^.jJl^ ^uble-coated variety, recommended ^y Mr. F. H. Evans,

has, in my hands, proved superior to unbacked plates, but is also

pnine lo halation under trying circumstances, whidi, no doubt, back-

ing would obviate. As recently as last autumn I used some, and

consider soms of the drawbacks to their use to be tlie prolonged

immeraon in the extra strong hypo bath, extra washing required,

and alow drying. Many years ago I used the " Sandell " multiple

ooatad plate*, and unfortunately many of the negatives are now

oselaae, b«ng badly stained, owing to the lack of knowledge of these

cfaaiacteriatica, when they were made. I have seen some fine results

on the new portrait films, which I hope to try shortly. I must

admit I am somewhat sceptical as to their advantages over a well-

fcin4^ and ridily-coated glass plate for this class of work.—Yours
fguk«..iij £Sdoar R. Bdix.

7, Ballina Street, Honor Oak Park, S.E.23.

April 11.
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Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our pruent practice a relatively small »pace is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents . ^

We uritt answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed

for reply: 5-cent Intemationat Coupon, from readers abroad.

Queries to be answered in the Friday's
" Journal " must reach us

not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be addressed

' to the Editors.

M. M.—We tiiink you cannot do better than apply to the Premier

Optical Co., 63, Bolton Road, Stratford, London, E.15.

P. C—As you do not give us any idea of the intensified' used in

eiUier case, we can offer no suggeation, but if it was a mercury

intensifier we think you must resign yourself to the fact that

the stains cannot be removed.

R. B.—No doubt the book you refer to is " The Air Brush," by

Ci. F. JStine, published a few months ago by " Abel's Weekly."

421, Ca.\ton Building. Cleveland, Ohio, TT.S.A ,
price 3 dols. 50.

It is not on sale in this country, but you can get it by writing

to Cleveland for it.

R. L.—The best cement for attaching anything to brass is gelatine

dissolved in acetic acid. It is easily made, or may be purchased

at the chemists under the name of Kay's Coaguline. It might

be well to give a thin coating to the brass and allow it to dry

before proceeding to &K the blind.

P. W.—W^e have no doubt you could evaporate the hypo bath.s

in.stead of throwing down the silver with liver, but it would be

a very expensive process, and also the refiners prefer to have th?

silver sent to them in the form in which it is obtained by using

the liver. Therefore, we do not think your suggestion is a

practical one.

E. B.—There are no rules that we know of for the judging of

competitions. If the prints arc to be e.xhibited it is usual for

the judge to mark each one as follows :—A must be exhibited;

B. may be exhibited: C. must nQt be exhibited, but. of course,

that is only done when the exhibition aims to represent a certain

standard of work.

W. M.—Any ordinary heavy sheet glass would be suitable, but for

your purpose the finely-ribbed variety, known as Hartley's rolled

plate, would answer best. This does not altogether stop the

direct sunlight, but it diffuses it to a very considerable extent.

It is in use in many studios. The ribbed side should of course be

fixed inside or dirt will lodge in the grooves.

A. F.—An ordinary hydroquinone developer will give a consider-

ably stronger print, particularly if you develop much darker than

usual (too dark), and then bring the print back with weak

Farmer's reducer, or better, weak iodine-cyanide reducer. If

this does not give bright enough prints, about the only other

method is that on p. 460 of the current " Alnxanac."

O. M.—We have never taken very kindly to the various meters

which have been sold for ascertaining the time for printing on

gaslight and bromide papers from various negatives. In our

opinion a little test strip of paper is as quick and reliable as

any other method, but we believe that about the l)est is Dawson's
" Densitometer," which is, or was. supplied by Houghtons.

H. L.—It is rather a long story advising you on equipment for out-

door work, and perhaps the best help we can give is to refer you

to an article on this subject in the " B.J." of June 11,

1920. The little book " Commercial Phortography " which we
publish contains a good deal of information on this same kind of

work, and we think, perhaps, bears more directly on it than the

" Photo-Miniatures."

E. G.—There is no objection whatever to your trading under the

name, but if you do that you must register your business with

the Registrar of Business Names, 39, Russell Square, London,

W.C.I, at the cost, we think, of 10s., and comply with the

regulations of such registered businesses. The chief of these is

the name of the actual proprietor shall appear on note headings,

invoices, and other business stationery.

G. G.—There is nothing the matter with your developing formula,

although it contains rather more bromide than is usual for many
pai)ers, and that perhaps would account for the long time taken

to de»relop. If we were yovi we should try making up a

developer without bromide, and then adding, say, only 30 minions

10 per cent, bromide solution to each 20 ozs. That ought to be

quite sufficient to keep the whites of a good paper pure during

4 or 5 minutes' development.

H. S.—We believe your friend is perfectly right in point of law.

We had a paragraph on this very subject fri our issue of February

25 last, page 105, in which it was pointed ont that under the

present Act, which came into force on June 30, 1912, unless

the copyright is assigned to the purchaser when a negative is

sold, the copyright remains in the hands of the seller. Of

course this is an absurdity, and very likely was not intended in

the drafting of the Act. but, at any rate, there it is in the Act,

and in the absence of any judicial ruling the above is the only

opinion that can be given. We refer you to our issue of February

25 for a further discussion of the matter.

C. K.—There is probably no better lens than the one you have,

but, of course, the depth of f.KU8 with a 7-inch lens of //4.5

aperture is not very great, particularly on near distances. This

depth of focus has nothing to do with the construction of the

lens, but only with the size of the aperture, and if you were to

get another lens, of say //6 or 118 aperture, you would get just

the same degree of depth as you would by stopping down your

lens to one or other of the.'se diaphragms. We do not think that

you can l)enefit by making a change, unless, of course, the focus-

sing scale is wrongly engraved, or the lens as a whole not

correctly mounted. It might be worth your while to have the

camera overhauled in these respects.

C. C.—You don't tell us much of the lighting of the building

where the tablet is, but it is evident from the photograph that

there are other windows to one side or the ether, and perhajjs

behind the camera, light from which falls on the tablet and is

reflected into the lens, giving the shadows in the photograph.

About the only successful remedy for this is to fit up a kind of

tunnel of muslin from the tablet to the camera, so that the light

from all the windows is cut out and reaches the tablet as very

diffused illumination. Very likely a screen on one side only

would be sufficient but that one cannot tell without seeing the

place, or a plan of it. Exposure would, of course, be a good

deal longer, but that need not be any objection.

The British Journal of Photography.
Lim ADYSBTISnONTS.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
An increased scale of charges for prepaid line »dverti»ement«

(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, vii. :

—

12 words, or less, 28. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.

per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements carmot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telepliu..e or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisement* ii 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morDing.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue eannot be

guaranteed.
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EX CATHEDRA.
Fair and Never have an exhibition of the photo-

Oonsress. graphic trade and the accompanying

Congress of th« P.P.A. been launched under such condi-

tions of uncertainty as priBvailed last Friday, when even

the weather added an appropriate contribution of a

snow storm to the threatened industrial discord. How-
ever, the inherent commonsende of the British nation

emerged before the day was finished, and though reduced

railway facilities have' no doubt been a minor factor in

lessening the attendance at the Congress of professional

photographers from the provinces, it is evident that the

Fair has never been so largely visited lipforo. Dtiring

the comings and goings of last Friday, while the fate of

the nation hung in the balance, it was not to be expected

people would nock in numbers to any exhibition. The

advertisement programme carried out on that day has.

however, amply proved its effectiveness in the shape

of tho attendances recorded when once the shadow of a

national upheaval had been removed. In referring to

these circumstances, it is fitting that we should take the

opportunity of paying a tribute to the obstintite cheerful-

neaa preaerved at every hour of last week's days of crisis

bv Mr. Arthur C. Brookes, organiser o* the exhibition.

the quality of Mark Tapley has always been a distiii-

Eiishtng trait of our confrfere of the " Photographic

ealer." but has never, so far as we know, had to endure

itKh an acid test as that applied to it last week. We
congratulate him, not on his luok, but on the not-to-be

beaten spirit in which he met what looked like bemg a

most unpleasant blow of fate.

m • *

SimpHflod Wfi hear from a well-informed corre-

Hair-Ton*. spondent that a process is shortly being

tauoohed in tlie United States for the making of half-

tone blocks according to a system by which the work may

be done in a very much simpler manner than that which

is the current practice in process e tablisbments. The

system however, applies only to comparatively coarse

blocks,' namely, those of 60 to .80 lines per inch, but.

nevertheless, even with this limitation, has a consider-

tHtf-Blld among newspapers, industrial companies wid

similar concerns requiring reproductions of photograph-*,

etc. According t-> the particulars which have reached

us a continuous-tone transparency is first made from the

original negative, or from a copy negative of a pnnt.

This transparency is placed at the front end of a box,

and at a fixed separation in front of it is placed d rulec.

screen and in nontnct with this a flat process film. At

the other end of the box there is a light-chamber with

an electric bulb. In the partition separating the liRhV

chamber from the interior of the printing box is fitted

a variable opening or diaphragm. An exposure, whirli

rarely exceeds two minutes, gives the desired half-tone

negative. This is printed on copper by the usual fish^

glue process, the technique of which has been simplified
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for its use in this specific way. Eesults which have been

produced are stated to be exceedingly good in vigour and

long range of tone gradation ; in fact, to a degree unusual

in coarse screen work.
* * *

Backed Pan- At last it appears that the average photo-

chromatics, grapher has "discovered" the pan-

chromatic plate. For many years it was used only by

specialists and artistic amateurs, but it is now coming

into everyday use for many classes of work. The

improved sensitiveness of green has precluded the use

of the green safelight (more safe than light) , and conse-

quently all manipulations have to be done in total dark-

ness. This causes a serious risk of mishap at more than

one stage, for the plate may either be put wrong way
round in the slide or upside down in the developing dish.

To avoid such mishaps it is a good plan to make a rule

of using backed plates only. The backing is quite rough

to the touch and it is hardly possible to make a mistake

in working. Beyond the slight extra cost there is no

disadvantage in using a backed plate, and with the great

majority of subjects there is a distinct gain in quality,

particularly in the rendering of light drapery. The back-

ing is easily soluble and does not require any rubbing;

as a rule it is entirely removed during development, and

therefore does not darken the fixing bath.

Day and Tlie facility of working and the wider
Electric. choice of premises made possible by

using one or other of the modem systems of electric

lighting has had a tendency to blind many photographers

to the very solid advantages of working by daylight, when
it is possible to do so. Not the least of these is the effect

on the health and nerves of the operator who is deprived

during the greater part of the day of the beneficial effect

of the sun's rays, and it cannot be expected that the sitter

will not feel a certain amount 'of depression on leaving

the brightness of, say, a seaside parade and walking into

the subdued light of an electric studio. Many operating

rooms which are now solely lights by electricity have
sufficient window space to allow of all, or nearly all, bust
portraits and half lengths to be taken by daylight during
certain hours, and for both hygienic and artistic reasons
this course would seem desirable. In one drawing room
Btudio which we have visited the electric light was
installed at one end and during the day was used only
for full lengths and groups, while all other work was
done by the light of large French windows which opened
upon a well-kept lawn ; exceptionally fidgetty youngsters
were often taken outside with the aid of a reflex.

Colours In Oil As a rule oil printing and Bromoil are
printing^. regarded only as media for artistic

expression and the technical or commercial application

of these processes is entirely overlooked. As a matter
of fact, oil printing is practically identical with the
process of making photo-litho transfers, and lends itself

excellently to the reproduction of prints or engravings.
The point to which we wish to call attention is the ease
with which the colour of the original ink can be re-

produced in the oil or Bromoil copy. There is a fairly

good range of colours issued ready ground, and these may
be combined to get intermediate tints, while further
modifications may be obtained by adding more or less of

the finely-ground dry colours to be obtained from any
good artists' colourman. The dry powder should be
worked up with a few drops of the oil medium before
incorporating with the stock colour, and then well worked

with a palette knife. For " straight " work it may be

found more convenient to use a roller instead of a brush

for pigmenting, either a fine leather or hard composition

letterpress roller being suitable. As when working with

the brush, a steady pressin-e with the roller puts on ink,

while a light quick rolling clears up the whites.

SOME FEATURES OP THE REFLEX CAMERA IN

PRIN9IPLE AND PRACTICE.

The meeting of the Royal Photographic Society, which

a week or two ago was devoted to the reflex type of

camera, provided incidentally, rather than deliberately,

the occasion for some notes on the subject, which it may
be well to publish at about the time at which presumably

the official report of the proceedings will appear. The
technics of the construction of a reflex camera were set

forth by Mr. Arthur S. Newman, than whom there is no
one we Imow better qualified to discuss the mechanics

of photographic apparatus. Mr. Newman has a flair for

making a mechanical device for doing anything that man
can want done mechanically. If you asked him to make
a machine for poking the fire or dealing a pack of cards,

he would make it. It would cost a pretty penny, but it

would continue in working order tmtil the end of time.

Of the constructional features of a reflex camera to which
Mr. Newman referred, we wish to select on© for a little

further reference, because it relates to a matter on which

the purchaser of such a camera is often in doubt. This

is the movement of the mirror from its down position

across the lens axis into the up position where it seals,

or should seal, the camera box against entrance of light

through the focussing screen. The importance of

mechanically controlling this movement received special

emphasis. It is of the highest importance to balance the

movement of the shutter so that it does not come up
against its seating with a bang, just in time to jar the

earner \ the instant before exposure. At the same time

it is necessary to move the mirror with the greatest

practicable rapidity, in order to reduce to a minimum
the interval between pressure on the release and exposure

of the plate. Mr. Newman drew on the blackboard

diagrams illustrating the rriechanical devices for accom-
plishing both these things, and these details will probably

be found to form the most interesting part of his discourse

when published in the " Journal " of the Royal Photo-

graphic Society. The aim of the constructor is to move it

slowly at first, then exweedingly quickly, and slowly to

bring it to rest against its upper seating, all within a tenth

or a twentieth of a second. Mr. Newman, however, did

not refer to the type of reflex in which this operation is

performed, not by an automatic mechanical device, but

by " that clumsy tool, the human hand," as Mr. Bernard
Shaw would say. The " release " on the outside of a

reflex camera in which this principle is adopted is^ not

sctually a release at all, but a lever by which the mirror

is swung upwards with a vigour and at a rate which

depends upon the human operator. It can scarcely be

pretended that a camera in which the mirror is moved
in this way is comparable in uniformity or smoothness

of action, or even in mere mirror-velocity, with one in

which the mirror is moved mechanically. Mr. Newman
did not attempt to draw comparisons. He has a habit

of emphatic expression ;
perhaps he refrained. But it

is not uncommon to find cameras with hand-raised mirrors

ranked with those having mechanical raising, and even a

superiority claimed for the former in certain respects.

Thus it is stressed that the hand-raised mirror falls after

exposure, whilst the other has to be put down, which is
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.rue enough, but of no particular advantage, and, more-

>v'er, usually means that such a reflex camera cannot be

^ed upside down at arm's length above one's head—

a

'I occasionally is of great aervice. Against

and jar of a hnnd-raised mirror may be

> ciitsapuess, but that is about all that can be said

vvman was follows! by Dr. Abrahams who,
. .y from no fault of hi^ own, found himself in a

r awkward position. Invited to speak on the use

reflex camera, he appeared to tliink it necessary to

•ile his own expert practice in ' speed photo-

V of sporting subjects with the ..... -is advantages
' reflex type of camera. But he was dealing with

% ; different f^'—- ^^-hich cannot be reconciled in all

'><8pect«, and '

.pt to do so involved certain incon-'

-istencies whicn worth while to point out, for

1 >r. Abrahams, a rnan for the reflex, evidently

ittempted merely .

~
.^ p^

•xample. it is a • -e reflex

ra that it cannot L>e lit the eye level,

iD is no answer to tb r to p'>int out that

i'reM photograpbe: >g th«;tr ordiii ng focal-

r !iLri.' i-imeras go i their knees to get a

t. The reflex user, who happens to want
. ..., v-point than that at waisi level naturally

iocs not care twopence for any reason which prompts
[Vf^s-^ ph^' '-^'TS to assume an attitude of devotion.

\t t!i. « much of the visibility of the image on
' ^ing HTeen the reflex ('an be used at a higher

iMaas of a mirror fixed in an inclined position

hood. The Graflex. and, we believe, otli "
\

• rfiB, have been fitted with an accessory n
'''>se, and. as we have already pointed out. the

refl<»T if fitted with a Apriog-actnated mirror.

'V of a higher view point than any other

•^ra.

W ifi to be in airreenK'nt with Dr. Abrahams
on f iitv of tb"" 'Vii'n u' "(li i« «orrieliTii<>q tnaJo
*! f vou ran keep a * on

,.-,.,,,,,1 r,'oo= ^t ^ . '....^^

w till,, never been ablr

'Tit i''Hi :( o'ru'iit

^•Iv who cnnld line

a reflex satiBfact<»-ily in this way, and, that being so, the
motive for having the release on one side of the camera
and the focussing pinion head on the other disappears.
Yet Dr. Abrahams, if we understand him correctly,

characterised the placing of release and pinion head on
the same side of the camera as the act of a lunatic. But
a long experience of various reflex cameras has convinced
us that this is much the preferable construction, since

the camera may be held firmly tigainst the body with
one hand, the other being then free, first for focussing

on a predetermined spot and then for release when the
moving object is seen to arrive there in sharp focus.

If the release is on one side and the focussing pinion head
on the other there is necessarily an alternation between
the hands as regards holding the camera in position,

which makes it less easy to hold it firmly.

Plausibility in his r6Ie of protagonist of the reflex led

Dr. Abrahams into some inconsistencies in the advice he
gave on the use of a long-focus lens and of a swing-front
on the reflex camera. He very rightly stressed the merit
of a long-focus lens as regards correct drawing, but he
did it as though there were some magic in a 12-inch focal

length wbk;h did not reside in a 5-inch focal length. The
half-truth of regarding focal length in this way instead
of explaining that focal length simply determines scale

nt reproduction, whilst distance of view-point determines
drawing, has. however, so often been stated that ite

spurious doctrine is, perhaps, immediately detected now-
adays. The narrow-angle photographs shown by Dr.
Abrahams so excellently demonstrated the value of the
more distant view-point that it was difficult to conceive
how their maker shoulrl a«istgn so negligible an influence

to the use of a lens angled from its position at right

angles to the sensitive surface by means of a swinging
lens-front. The latter is an optically wrong device which
in certain circumstances can be very useful. But one
effect which mav often be produced by it, dependent on
the lay of the subject, is to exaggerate l/he foreshortening

which is exhibited in negatives taken at close n'inrters

with a short-focus lens. Its bad effect is then additional

to thht of the near standpoint and of the same kind. If

good drawing is a thing to be sought, the defect of the
wing-front in this respect requires to be emphasised
instead of being passed over as of problematical existence.

FURTHER NOTES ON DEVELOPMENT IN A
BRIGHT LIGHT.

Tbc rr. •ni

• in

Oh
OI

»•>• Wi

a»in re f.

Hn»> fllm.

in tMTm.'irty o> l>r. Luppo-OrsSMr's
tation in hook-fona—a mall volome

in<> moat important appearing sinoe 1014,

be trsnslaied and to mads gtatttMy svsil-

'fTorda an appropriate opportunity of

-tibjset. Th« prof— of deieniiitiaatioo,

>ir.iKMtrk att«ni! I ;>>» itaining of the geia-

i» rapidly b«o>.' ilar amongrt amatsara
who, a* a claaa, are perhaps ic^ ooMrvatiTe than their pro-

faaaisnal brathrrn. Tb« profeMional worker will follow in

do* aaaarii -hs comfort and other adrantagcs of a
really Ug' Ilnminated bj raflsction from the ceil-

ing with li^tii (ioaaing through, for •xample, the Wratten
" O " aafeligbt. Amongat dab amateurs the inbject of

mioTins the ctain fnnn dea<>n>iti^ plates is being oonitantly
riiaruiwea, the ODnsenaos of opinion being that running watsr
a'ler an arid faardeoiiig-fisinK bath is the moat reliable method

It will be frequently noticed that a deeensitised

plate will waah to a oolonrless stage, but on drying, a bluish-

violet tint i« developed. This appears to occur most fr»-

qncntly when the Dewnsitol has been nsc<I mixed with the

developer, and the only remedy which I know is one of tlio

chemical treatments recommended in the article in the " B.J."

of January 7 last. As will be seen later, all staining of the

gelatine can be obviated and the fastest of plates developed

in comfort.
Ability to develop in bright light is not the only effect of

deaensitisation. In addition there are some remarkable effects

which cannot fail to have been noticed by the photographer

of catbolio tatte in deve1o|>ers. the most striking of those

phenomena i« perhaps that of the acceleration of the rate of

development bv hydroquinone. The slow-acting, low-Watkins-

factor development characteristics of hydroquinone are too

well known to necessitate comment. The presence oi Doaen-
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sitol, either in the film as the result of preliminary bathing,

or in the developing solution itself, causes this developer

to behave like metol—the image as a whole flashes up in a

few seconds and density is only obtainable on raising the

factor some fourfold. The magnitude of the development

disturbance in the case of hydroquinone appears to be con-

siderable; with most of the other developers retardation of

the reaction occurs, the amount of which varies consider-

ably according to the desensitiser employed. With phenosa-

franine as the desensitiser, and leaving hydroquinone develop-

ment out of consideration, the disturbance of development

speed is, as far as the writer is aware, less than with any

other of the compounds—developers or dyes—of which Liippo-

Cramer gives a list in the book already referred to. The
majority of workers, however, will experience no inconvenience

from this development eSect, for when using Desensitol and
an average M-Q developer there is practically no difEerence in

either the time of appearance or the Watkins factor between

a plate bathed in the dye solution and one simply soaked in

water before development. With other developers this is not

the case, as the following figures, in obtaining which a pre-

liminary bath of 1 : 50 Desensitol wae used, will clearly indi-

cate :

—

With pyro-soda time of appearance alters from 95 sec. to 60 sec.

factor „ „ 12 8

With amidol the alterations are 6 sec. to 14 sec., and 18 to

12 respectively. In short, desensitisation, except in the case

of an M-Q developer, completely upsets all figures hitherto

recommended for factorial development. This may appear

perhaps to be a matter of but small moment, but when it is

noted that for a given gamma the total time of development

is radically altered it is evident that the matter is of prac-

tical importance even when Desensitol is used as the pre-

liminary bath. "Even when Desensitol is used" needs

emphasising, for there are at present on the market plates

which are backed with red backing the dyes in which, in

one case at least, are powerful desensitisers and which exert

considerably more influence on the rate of development than

either phenosafranine or Desensitol. Therefore more specific

information on this point which I now give will perhaps be

ippreciated.

The most efficient desensitising backing I have so far met
with is that designated "Transparent," with which Messrs.

Kodak, Ltd., back all plates except the panchromatic. So

uctive are the dyes used in this backing that if the backed

plate be bathed, either in the dark or in a " safe " light for a

minute and a half in water (1 oz. to a ^ plate) the develop-

ment may be subsequently conducted in the light which is

usually employed when working with bromide papers. Even
with an ultra-rapid plate no fog whatever appears during

five minutes' development at 36 in. from an " " safelight,

the illuminant behind which is a 32 C.P. tungsten wire electric

bulb. Although treating the plate in water before develop-

ment leads to the greatest depression of sensitiveness, it is

not necessary, as the developing solution itself rapidly dis-

solves the backing (a strip of glass cut from an old negative

and placed under the negative at one end of the dish will

ensure access of the developer to the backing) and desensitises

the plate. The adhesives in the backing necessitate a some-

what longer time being devoted to the desensitisation than

when a plain aqueous solution of dye is used, but one and a

half minutes is quite sufficient to do all that is required.

In this time, using water as the solvent of the backing, it was

found that the speed of the plate was reduced to approxi-

mately l/250th of its original value, and when using the

developing solution as the solvent, to 1 /200th of the original

value. Whichever method of working be adopted the plate

leaves the developer with its film unstained, and there is

nothing in the finished negative, other than the complete

absence of fog, to indicate that a desensitising bath has been

used in its production. It must have been obvious to many
that this " backing " variation of desensitisation would come
into vogue, but that for several years self-desensitising plates

were on the market, was not even suspected, although the

statement that generally plates were nothing like so sensitive

after they have been in the developer for a minute or two

may be attributable to this fact. It may be noted, en passant,

that the supply of dye in the backing is so liberal that the

solution made by using 1 oz. of water per J plate will efiec-

tively treat three or four J plates. A source of supply of

desensitising solution is thus ready to hand with every box

of plates coated with transparent backing. The incidence

of these backings may also be responsible for many of the

conflicting statements which have been made regarding fac-

torial development, for unless the backing is removed by means

of a damp sponge before development, it may be safely stated

that the Watkins factor may depend more on the vigour with

which the dish is rocked than on the particular developer

employed.

With regard to the action of desensitisers on the latent

image, doubts have been expressed as to the accuracy of Liippo-

Cramer's statement that this entity suffers no destruction

during desensitisation. As far as my experience goes, the state-

ment is one of fact. It must not be forgotten that compara-

tive tests in this work are not quite as simple as usual to

carry out. The factors of wetting the plate before develop-

ment and of considerable disturbance of the rate of develop-

ment both enter into the matter, and their effects have to be

eliminated before any conclusions are drawn as to destruc-

tion of the latent image. I believe that the suppression of

tendency to fog in development allows of the fullest realisa-

tion of the speed of any emulsion—comparative experiments

leave little doubt that the faintest shadow details can be

developed more strongly on a desensitised plate than on one

not so treated. In other words, the effective sensitiveness of

the emulsion is enhanced—the H. and D. speed probably

remaining unaltered—by desensitisation. The entire absence

of fog further allows of the negative's being very cleanly inten-

sified, a fact which should be of interest to astronomical photo-

graphers who are always demanding greater sensitiveness.

Before leaving the matter of self-desensitising plates, a note

of warning should be added : the wrapping paper should never

be allowed to come in contact with the face of the plate before

exposure as there is a risk of the paper's being contaminated

with some of the dye. It may be safely assumed that if the

backing has been transferred to the paper it is sufficiently

moist to desensitise the emulsion, with disastrous consequences

in the subsequent exposure.

As was mentioned in the former article, the oxidation pro-

ducts of many developers are desensitisers. Amidol, for

example, at a concentration of 1/2000 will reduce the sensi-

tiveness of a plate to about l/200th of its original value, even

although the solution be freshly prepared and hence contains

but a small proportion of oxidation product. It is significant

that in the case of these products sulphites entirely prevent

desensitisation. It is also remarkable that in the case of

amidol the product which is formed by complete oxidation does

not desensitise at all, but, on the contrary, induces red-sensi-

tiveness. This product is essentially different in chemical con-

stitution from those dyes which are used to prepare panchro-

matic plates, and although oxidised amidol as a red-sensitiser

is of no practical value the knowledge of its action may stimu-

late research with similar compounds. Very little has been

said with regard to the theory of desensitisation, and, indeed,

up to the moment there is very little to say about it. Dr.

Liippo-Cramer has recently informed me that the action is one

of oxidation, and he has promised particulars of some interest-

ing confirmatory experiments at some future date. When
these particulars come to hand they may, if circumstances per-

mit, form the subject matter of a further short communication.

In the meantime it behoves all who can do so to make them-

selves acquainted with the contents of the small book referred

to at the beginning of this article, as it contains very much
more information than can possibly be condensed into one or

two articles of the present type.

Raymond E. Crowther.
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THE P.P.A. CONGRESS.

I HB CongreM of the Profewional Pbotogrmphers' AsMciation
> t the Photogr»phic Fair opened on Monday evening last with

reception of members by the President, Mr. Frank Brows,
ceeter, and menbers of the Council, following which a

: g wai held, when Mr. Fnmk Brown presided, sup-

urtod by Mr. 9wan-Watson. •- -eloct; Mr. Lang Sims,

i-cretary; »nd Mr. Alfred F : leasant feature of the

-langnration of the Congress na^ ihe presentation to Mrs.

rank Brown, who occupied a plac<- on the platform by the

de of her huM>and, of • bouquet of rase* by Madam«
VoTonde.

Tb« President delivered the address t« the members which

..iipears below, and followed it by an interMtiog series of

notea, illustrated by Untem photographs, on the studios of
notable professional photographers in different parts of the
country.

On the proposition of Sfr. Alfred Ellis, seconded by Mr. W.
Illingworth, the hearty thanks of the meeting were accorded
to the President for his address.
The Secretary announced that owing to the ourtailment of

the railway service as the result of the ooal stoppage, the
special train which was to have conveyed members to the
Kodak works at Harrow on Thursday (yesterday) could not
be run, but the KoJak Co. were making other arriangemeut«,
and the Secretary assured members that suitable arrangements
would be made for their visit to Harrow.

The Preaident'a Addrea*.

LaBiBa AMD Gkmtuuuw,—It it with very great pleaanre

»t I have the bonoor, as Prcaident of the P.P.A., of offer-

yon a very hearty welcome to thia, Uie aisth Congrees

Id in connection with the Ajaociation. Tli' lo I offer

»t only for my own part, bnt on behalf o .iicil who
a- 'h1 most energeticalljr and conaisteiitiy in order to

^r. Congresa into such a position •• will, I feel sure,

\Vv It of oqual if not of greater importance and interest

•ny of ita predveeaaora.

referanoe to the progranune will -'

re of IJm labours of the week. au<i

to your mind the ever-growing \

together with the gratifying '

ciation a« a \tAy. The very beneficial
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" of the
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iiiilueiice of such
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inual rendt«vou» on

without formality an'

openness of mind that promote* n"""^'-'*''" '

confidence and trust, the frank intcnchang>'

promulgation of ideas, and the conseqvent

experience which malta in a return to our

with renewed test and enjoyment.

The Exhil^ifi"" "f work by pro

iblv he i(jTi'>r<*>! ; fnr hrT»« we
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le room
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11 1 ^L.i. w.-v,!- ;...i.— .;_. -» -h^aeel, snter-

tnrers, and
I ^irov»» oi irnn»*'ni*o vani** if> t ' iwi photographer

nose viaita to the factoriea of ti .< firms exhibiting

e of sack rarity as to be practK-nny non-ssistent. I trust

e inveaiiTe genins of otir manufaciorera has discovered a
>thod of lowering priosa.

We have immeaae canae for ooogratalating ouraelTee on the

threatened strike—the meet formidable, I

ever bad to contemplate—has happily been

n no donbt we should have got over most of

itltbotigb it ii quite reaaona^e to presume
^i«re would have been curtailed, and soffit

1 created by th» partial interruption of

It it not V
but as the

I feel it my duly
•> trade brine »'

my mear
• trikn«. I

lation i« brought to bear upon thu ma;
nslir.ri Wh«>n I say legislation I <lo ri'

p<~' < at t£e espenso '

• II I the mean* of in*-
-

V

n to dilate upon
\A of an asaocia-

' against the

irganise the

do I proteai

sooner legis-

"tter for the

ich at would
..islation
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tration, the verdicts of which would cover a certain reason-
able period, and at the end of that period be reconsidered
and readjusted if desirable or necessary. Meanwhile, there
tboald be iu> stoppage of work.

It may, however, be that the adjustment of the coal question
will take pUce by other means than arbitration. Continental
powers have been for some time turning their attention to

water-power for the generation of electricity, whereby cities

can be supplied with light, beat, end motive forces, with the
saving of millions of tons of ooal. By hydro-electric power
Ontario, Canada, is saving 6 million tons of fuel per annum.
While this 'Struggle is being carried on in England, other
countries, formerly our customers, are finding moans for
ditpenving with out greatest asset—coal—and in a few years
cotlieri. will probably be looking for other jobs. These «7bser-

vations may be looked upon at irrelevant, but 1 think other-
wise. That such disturbances affect trade generally is per-
fectly understood by everyone, but I would suggest that our
own profeaaion it perhapt more severely chastised than most,
being, as it is, a luxury ; and luxuries ere always first dis-

pensed with. The slump, followed by this threatened strike,

has hit many of the cheap photographers severely ; and the
depression in some quarters it positively acute.

The vital queetion, then, that naturally arises is, wim^i can
wo do during these times of depression? and my enswer is,

ecoaomite to the utmost limit, aee what can be done towards
the improvement of your premises by careful personal appli-

cation, and, above all, take steps to improve the quality of

your work, end to be prepared for better times that aooner
or later will surely appear.

Turning now to the everyday affairs of our Association,

we have reason to congratulate ourselves to tome considerable

extent upon our position, both financially and numerically.

I tay " to some extent," because my hopes have been that

with the expected settling down after the war we should have

a grand influx of members, but I am rather disappointed to

find thai, although there certainly hat been an accession of

members, it hat not been aa great as I could have wished.
- WMt^llicreaaod membership comes improved finances, and,

to put it the other way, with improved finances comes

increased membership, owing to the fact that your Council

can spend a r«rtain amount upon the propaganda requisite to

impress upon the outside, shall I say, profeesionsl photo-

grapher the necessity of tubicribing to an Association designed

for the protection of his own interests in particular, and

those of hit professional brethren generally. With this propa-

ganda in view, the Council have for some time been

deliberating upon a course that they hope will be effective in

the enlargement of our membership to a very considerable

extent.

The Association has now reached its twentieth year <.f

existence, and I am happy to assert that, as it approachet its

majority, it begins to feel the ttrength of manhood, so to

tpeak, infilled into its being. Its expansion becomes almost
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daily more apparent, an expansion proved by its increasing

responsibilities, and the ever widening scope of its activities.

At this juncture it will no doulbt interest you to get some

idea of what these responsibilities and activities consist,

therefore it may not be inopportune to draw your attention

firstly, to the announcement already yi your hands relative

to the incorporation of the Association as a company, limited

by guarantee. This was proposed by Mr. W. lUingworth, of

Northampton, and has now arrived at a stage where it awaits

only the consent of the members before becoming an accom-

plished fact.

Considerable time, attention, and a very great deal of work

by your Council and its sub-committees has been devoted to

the consideration and practicability of creating an improved

and more ambitious periodical to replace our P. P. A. Circular,

which it has been proposed should be re-named " The Record."

It has been felt for some time that a journal designed for the

sole use and information of members of this Association is

desirable, embodying with its present matter a much wider

field of news and general information, together with a

number of advertisements, the proceeds from which, it is

believed, Would assist materially in defraying the cost. This

project has been examined most thoroughly in all its bearings,

financial, editorial, and commercial—so thoroughly, in fact,

as to cause the Council to decide to allow the matter to rest

awhile on account of the many serious issues involved. But

it will be brought np again for further deliberation in due

course, I have no doubt, and the result remains to be seen.

Much has been written and said during the last twelve

months relative to the training and education of our

assistants, and your Council have been thoroughly alive to

the importance of this question. Many schemes have been

suggested, and talked over by them, some grandiose and
idealistic in the extreme, others more sober and practicable

;

but, I regret to say, unattainable through insufficiency of

funds. On this subject I can say little more at present than

to advise our brethren to give to their assistants every facility

and encouragement for attendance at Art classes connected

with technical schools, now so general throughout the country.

Art is the fundamental basis erf photography, and to our

assistants I would take the liberty of quoting the old saying,

that " the gods help those who help themselves." It is to

their own benefit that they should grasp every means of

improvement obtainable, even at the sacrifice of a certain

amount of pleasure

Now I have so far alluded to these activities and responsi-

bilities as those of the Association, but I think they should

be called the activities, responsibilities and successes of the

twenty-four or so of men who, from time to time, have con-

stituted your Council, who have laboured persistently and con-

sistently for these twenty years, and whose only reward has

been the satisfaction of bringing the P.P.A. to its present

state of usefulness and vitality.

I have been repeatedly asked the question: "Of what use

is the Association to jne? What does your Council do?

"

And in the public Press "A Member" asks: "Are the

P.P.A. Council alive to their responsibilities of sagacious

leadership?" I t;ell j/ou, ladies and gentlemen, that this

Association is full of vitality ; it is alive. Its Council is

alive, and where the interests of its members are threatened

it will prove it is alive—and kicking

!

What does the Council do? I will tell you. Most of its

sittings are from 3 to 3^ hours' duration, exclusive of sub-

committees. During that time full consideration is given to

your affairs, sometimes individual, sometimes collective; and
here let me acquaint you with a few of the subjects with

which your Council has to deal :—Matters concerning copy-

right ; faulty materials
;
goods damaged in transit ; a firm

advertising photographic sundries from which neither goods

could be obtained nor money returned; breakages of nega-

tives in the post; troubles with glass merchants; advisability,

or otherwise, in certain cases, of insisting upon a charge for

r»-8ittings; applications for assistance from members for help

on resettlement after demobilisation; fire insurance inquiries;

difficulties regarding electric installation ; cost of supplying
current; the non-supply of roll-films to professional photo-

graphers, and many others. I would like to give you two or

three cases in detail now.
On one occasion the Secretary reported the case of a

Hackney photographer whose shop front had been damaged
by a motor car, and whom the insurance company had at

first proposed to compensate to the extbnt of ilO. On the
photographer appealing for the help of the Association, our

Secretary succeeded in getting the compensation raised to

£27 10s., a goodly return for a 10s. subscription.

Another case related to a supply house which had failed to

carry out its contracts to deliver goods carriage paid, and
your Secretary proposed to enforce our member's rights in

the matter. Only a small sum was at stake, but advertiser.'!

had to be taught that they must carry out their under-

takings.

A second case discussed at the SE^me Council meeting as

the one preceding was against a newspaper, and was more
contentious, but it was thought our member had a good
fighting case, and should be supported. Both these cases

were placed in our solicitor's hands.

Mr. F. S. Wakefield, a member of the Council, and an
enterprising and successful photographer, makes his com-
plaint very clear against trade enlarging firms who cater

direct for the public, and expect at the same time to supply

the professional. Frankly, the issue is in the photographer's

own hands, and my advice is to combine by joining the

P.P. A. Thus it is you will be able to meet combine with

combine.

It will be scarcely necessary for me to remind you—-I quote
the words of our Secretary—how full the air has been of late

of the word " combination." There is a possibility that

trade combinations are affected with the idea of economic
production. We therefore trust that the combines that have
been brought about in photographic manufactories within the

last two years will have the effect of cheapening materials all

round. But where there is light there is usually shadow near
by, and the shadow side in this case means a possibility of

raising instead of decreasing the prices of commodities used

by us. On the other hand, the prospect of keen foreign com
petition in the near future may have caused our manufac-
turers to pool their interests, and, with such an end in view,

we cannot blame them. It is possible, therefore, that a

strong organisation of professional photographers may be able

to assist the manufacturers when it comes to foreign com-
petition ; but, anyway, a strong combination of our own is in

a better position to give and take than is a large nnmber of

disunited units.

With respect to the question of trade enlarging, together
with your Secretary I visited one of these firms, and, while

being most courteously received, we were told that the condi-

tions could not be altered; but at the same time this firm

would be prepared to come into line if other firms doing the

same thing would arrive at some understanding in the

matter. It also pointed out that the professional did receive

an extra discount, (but we found that discount was practically

a negligible quantity, and such an infinitesimal profit was of

no use to any man who had to make his living by the sale of

enlargements as part of his business. This is a matter
requiring further discussion, and will not be allowed to

remain as it at present stands.

An interesting letter during my year of office has been
received from Mr. A. Cecil Coyne, the honorary secretary of

the Professional Photographers' Association of South Africa

((Natal Section), expressing the goodwill and appreciation of

iSouth African photographers for the work being done by the

p.P.A., and also desiring that his Association should become
affiliated to the P.P.A. Mr. Coyne stated that the desire of

his Association was to strengthen the hands of the P.P.A. as

far as possible, and to encourge their good work as the

national and parent Association.
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I have little more now to My, with the exception of a few
word* relative to the construction of voar Council, which, on

several occasions, haa been questioned, but I am confident

that it cannot be improved under existing conditions. The
only alternatire to the 12 London and 12 county coun-

cillors would be the election of representatives by branch
asaociationa affiliated to the P. P. A., or districts properly

organised, who would probably pay the railway expenses

incurred by their deputies when attending meetings of the

Council. However, aa op to the present branch associations

do not seem to flourish, there is little prospect of any change;
and change is, I believe, qaite unneccf^ry. The London
members work hard in joar interests, ae do the country men.

The latter, aa provincial photographers, are qualified to repre-
sent any and all country professionals, near or far, and they
pay their own expenses. I would say that all are most
worthy of your gratitude and your highest commendation.

In conclusion, I sincerely trust your visit to this Congress
may be beneficial to your knowledge, and of immense utility

in the conduct of your respective businesses; also that you
may assist in bringing further members to an Association
that will be an active combination, and able to meet other
of our trade combinations on equal grounds, not necessarily

as a fighting force, but as a body commanding encourage-
ment and respect.

Fbank Brown.

Studio* and Their Effect on Sitters.

Following the above *ddreta, Mr. Fr«nk Brown delivered a

brief illustrated lecture, in which he dealt chiefly with the

eoniiderationx to which importance is attached by the modern
portrait photographer in the arrangement of his studio in

respect to inducing a pleasant frame of mind, which has ita

outcome in an agreeable likeness. By the kindness of •
number of friends he was able to show lantern photographs

of a nnmber of studio* illustrating the gradual evolution

from the old to the modem style, together with some of thr

portraits made in them. His first illustration was that of

the Kent Lacey studioa at Eastbourne, where, owing to the

arrcu of direct sunshine, conditions of work were more difl&-

oult than in many others. He showed example* of the very
' - portraiture made in the strong light of this studio,

«ed the opinion that there was a certain quality

intppar.toie from the use of broken-up sunlight and different

from that of work done in a studio which utilised only north

or reflected light.

He then showed photographs of the atndio of Mr. Halks-

worth Wheeler, Folkeatooa, pointing oat the very small area

of light employed by Mr. Wheeler in the production of hir

beautiful work. In this coBBortion he reoalled the advice to

" concentrate your light " gives to bin many years ago by
Mr. Walter Bamett—coaasel which he had never forgotten.

Aa an example of the studio designed and fnraished with

the object of giving a homelike atmoapkorw to tb* room, he
illustrated that of Misa Clara Cooper, Sdgbaston, Birming-
ham, and showed several examples of the portraiture done ia

it. Another studio, also of a talented woman photographer,
was that of Misa Ethel Eadon, of SheflUM, exhibiting more
than a mere desire to oaeape from the old style.

A nnmber of pbottigraphs were shows of the studio of Mr.
Walter Soott, Bradford, which was derigsed by Mr. Drink-

water Butt. It extends over the top of three houses, has not
any skylight, but a high sidelight of about 13 ft. for floor

dimensions of about 40 ft. x 16 ft. Mr. J'rank Brown quoted
Mr. Scott's opinion, after several years' practice in it, that
if he were rebuilding it he would not make any alterations.

A feature of the furnishing of Mr. Scott's stndio was the plain

white panelled walls, of which effective use was made in the

production fit portraits in delicate scales of tones.

The President then showed a number of lantern slides illus-

trating hu own Leicester studio, or rather studios, for the

different parts of the building provide a very great range of

lighting effects. The studio is situated in a garden, and the

garden appro.ich to it and the bright scene which it dis-

played in summer is constantly the occasion of sitters coming
before the camera with an obvious sense of pleasure in their

surroundings. He explained, and showed by examples of

portraiture, that for some years past he had entirely given

op the use of painted backgrounds, obtaining most
naturalistic grounds from the walls, windows and angles of

the studio, which is provided in one part with panelling and

in another with tapestry wall covering, and thus affords

endleaa opportunities for variety in the posing and lighting

of sitters.

In oonclnsion, Mr. Frank Brown referred to the pioneer

work in flashlight photography of his old friend Mr. Jqseph

Byron, of New York, whose reputation as a pioneer of flash-

light portraiture, and particularly of stage scenes, was unique

not only in the United States, where he had made his liome

for many years, but in other parts of the world. Mr. Byron,

who is an Englishman, is now a very old man, and it gave

him (the President) a great deal of pleasure to show soma

examples of the extraordinarily clever work which he did long

before such reaulta were achieved by other photographers.

EXHIBITION OF PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY.

Whbji the ProfeMtonal Pbotographen' Aasoaation displayed

thetr work laat year at the Photographic Fair, this journal

took rather a rcaantfni view of the nature of the work ahown,
Thn oolleotioa was to have proved that the portraiture of oom-
f'.' T'lal utadioa cotM be as artistic as any that graced the

wail* of t))M anaiears' exhibitions. It sought to substantiate

thi* •int'iiiion by oCehng a large pereuitago of fancy sub-

joeta in which the facilitiea and reaourMf were greater than
tkow which 'ttme in tiie o«tlinary rnt' of legitimate
portraiture.

This year all that haa bees changed H is said. I loam that
a vigorooa aeleotion reatihed in the rajabtion of everything
that saaeked of the arty " stant. " It ia only fair to aay that
the pr«an« shov of work doe» not, in the main, protnise more
than any profeevional eoald offer to the average sitter. I am
pr«p-irr<; ^•'.',.T<^, to aoeept the fact that the exquisite
bark VI. » „t a nu/le dasMal, oalled "The Caakot " (37> is just

aa legiUa'»to a portrait aa the veriest carte-de-visite of our

gri^a«ili*r'a days; only remarking that it has not yet been

my happy fortune to reoeive such intimate " likeneasee " from

many a lady friend of mine from whom such a thing will be

particularly acceptable. 1 must also believe that two more

back-riews of nudity, called ' The Twins " (100), are now " the

nsual thing," as well as a profile ailhouette of Miss Hylda

Lewis, which, effective as it ia, might, it seems to mo, repreeent

anybody.
Apart from these examples, there is no doubt whatever that

the work shown is indeed legitimate, and the pleasing refleo-

tton is, that in apite of this fact, tbo display is every bit as

artiatio aa the last. Theatrioal subjecta open a wide door for

the entry of much freedom and novelty onpoaaible in earlier

years. Thus wo have dancers and acrobats and a "Jaaa

Pierrot " (22) of the kind th*t exercise their seductions jost

onUide the box-offioea of "palaoes," and "dromee." Tbia
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genus is indeed a large one, and includes an ingeniously com-

bined group of figitrantes under the title of " Karsavina

—

English Corps do Ballet " (8), which by the bye, is studio

rather than stage-lit; and a lively " Petruchio " (52), of which

the same may be said. But a real stage scene—a most difficult

subject—appears in "The King's Bedchamber" (10), where

the conventional lighting marks it at once for what it is, even

to tlie terrible " property " window lit from behind. This »s

all managed with remarkable cleverness. It doesn't look true

to life : it could not ; out it will charm the stage-manager.

Perhaps the leading characteristic of portraiture to-day is its

obvious eflort to be interesting by adventitious means. Sitters

are subjected to trick-lighting, to striking costume, to unusual
posing, a«d other resources thought to be of service in lifting

,1 work out of the common rut. The sitter's own personality,

or psychology, as Mr. Marcus Adams would rightly describe it,

does not seem to get enough serious attention. "There is here

a head of an old man quite simply taken, which is, in my
humble view, one of the real gems of the show, because the
face arrests you by ita calm dignity and the fascination of its

quiet yet penetrating glance, speaking of world-experience,
life wisdom, human endurance. This is called " The Old
Pedlar " (93) : it looks as though it might be a portrait of a
learned Rabbi, with its beard and serene expression. It is

evident hero that nothing has been lost by any of those post-
exposure processes which hdve always been the obstacle to
truly artistic portraiture. On the other hand, the inherent
interest of the subject once seized, everything has been done
to pre,serve it and give it full effect. Another old man's
head, " A Portrait " (21), has character of a different kind,
but little less admirable. He is smiling. The lighting and
modelling is given with a robustness necessary to the subjept,
with a fine breadth in the shadows. '' Lucien Pissarro, Esq.'"

(96), is another case of a portrait relying solely upon a due
rendering of the sitter's personality. He looks like an artist,
not because of hi3 hat and cape, his beard, and the gravity
given to his eyes by his glassei=, but because of the serene and
intense expression that he wears. You would say, " a distin-
guished-looking gentleman." Surely a sitter and his friends
would acclaim a portrait a successful one that gave such
result?.

Now take " An Artist " (41). Is there not a look about this
as though the photographer had laid himself out to poke fun
at the thing? The hat and tie are first rate as a rendering
of that kind of " character " which just stops short of carica-
ture. This is a fine thing in its way, I admit ; but it repre-
sents the artist of fiction and drama. Take again " Mr.
Joseph Holbrooke" (79); it has excellent style, a fine " pat^
tern," and everything else in pose and treatment that would
win it a place upon an exhibition wall ; but does it look like a
musical composer of some status? Has it not a deal too much
"character "? In the case of " G. K. Chesterton" the para-
doxical style of the citter's writiiigs seems ingeniously taken
as a motive. He smiles either at us or with us, whilst hia
brows are puckered into a forbidding frown ; humour temper-
ing pessimistic philosophy.
There is no denying that li^dies supply subject-matter that

lends Itself more amenably to art-for-art's sake ; but the fact
seema to be too often a ground for treating them always as
though they were artists' models, hired for the purposes of
picture-making. The portraiture, the psychology, seems to
escape as the art comes in. There are some brilliant excep-
tions to this generality on these walls; for example, the fine
"Mrs. G. F. Watts" (75), which is an unsophisticated,
straight-forward likeness of delightful quality (perhaps a little
nxa-rred by the too fierce high-light on the forehead). But
quite a number of la,dies' portraits aim, not at artistic por-
traiture, but at a kind of decorativeness or picturesqueness
that leaves the humanity of the subject out of -account.

•• Miss Tessie Thomas " (11) is a beautiful work; and would
have been more beautiful still had the light on the plane of
the breast not been suppressed; ' Liliane Gilbert" (61), dis-
plays most artistic lighting; "Miss Jean Chown " (71) is a
line Uold work, with a fleshiness that holds the eye; but none

of these can really be said to be portraiture in the strict sense

of the word : they are pictures. We should like to possess

them as pictures, perhaps, but we are not drawn to the sub-

jects as persons whom it would be a privilege to know, and
this is no doubt an injustice to each of them.
In the combined mother and child portraits the human

element will not be kept out. It asserts itself in spite of

artistry. The lines of " The late Mrs. Lionel Crane and Son "

(26), are so excellently planned as almost to be obvious,

especially as both figures are in profile; "The Hon. Mrs. Hope
Morley and Children" (78) is a triumph of posing; but

although in both thes^ the art is not concealed it cannot rob
the works of the charm of domesticity.

But, of course, professional photographers do not all have
the same clientele. Those who cater for theatrical people will

find the decorative motive of more use to them than the
psychological that aims at the human document. On these
lines the development of the figure-study, such as that called
" A Portrait Study " (86), is easily explained. Here we have
not a sitter but a model—at least, so it would appear—the
print is a large one, the costume shows anatomical details

that have no place outside an artist's studio, the posing is

highly " pictorial," the lighting unconventional, and—nobody
denies it—the effect superb. But its title is a misnomer.
As a rule, the professional is at his best with children. He

has a knack with them, and pictorial as he makes them, they
are, generally speaking, delightfully childlike. " Child Por-
trait " (83) has the charm of a Lawrence. " The Lace Cap "

(101) is a bold, strong presentment of a baby with a ball.
" Child Study " (59), with just a touch of back-lighting, has
been delightfully managed. There are too many to mention.
All are good. The Bartaloazi red of " Olive "

(4), treated in

a circle, is very dainty.

I have always maintained that the professional who is worth
his salt knows his composition well : so well, indeed, that he is

often tempted to flout it. This surely has been done in the
case of " The Turban " (9), where the lines all run down in a
sort of stampede to the left. Here are the makings of a fine

figure-study, the roundness and shapeliness of which has been
lost by the unfortunate cutting off of the shoulder. With
regard to tonal values, the professional is not on such sure
ground. Enlargement plays him false, and a queer idea of
strength frequently results in sootiness, as, for example, in
" Field-Marshal Earl Haig " (87), which has the appearance of
an excellent print accideuialiy dirtied. Sometimes that old
fetish " sunning down " is resoonsible for defects which must
be obvious to the most uninitiated. The sitter's book or news-
paper is represented in such stygian gloom as to make reading
impossible, especially as the face receives a full flood of con-
centrated light. As the sitter usually makes no attempt to
read, it is thought perhaps that naturalism and rationalism
is thus safeguarded.

This kind of " monkeying," with the light is the last remain-
ing obsession -of professional work which has to be shaken off.

Why must a sitter's hands always look as though they had
gloves on? I know the answer myself. The interest must bo
concentrated on the face. But this T maintain is an illogical
method of concentrating interest. There are plenty of works
here that show simplicity, or the avoidance of complex
interest, by a rational lighting over the whole subject, which
prevents high-toned spots from being antagonistically opposed
by joining them up. Composition can be a far better help
than "sunning down." The light parts can be massed some-
times; or they can be effectually shaded in the subject before
exposure; a resource which gives in a legitimate way the
result which sunning attempts with less perfect artistic effect.
Professional portraiture is now awakened to its best chances

:

there is no doubt about that; and amongst these exhibits there
are evidences of subtle skill and fancy in designing. " Yvonne
is Tired " (29) occurs to me, and ' Portrait of a Child "

(84).
A pleasing fitness of treatment is seen in the mid-Victorian
" Crinoline " (47), with its domed top, and border appropriately
mid-Victorian also. But better than happy fancy are the
signs of appreciation of the natural aspects of things ; common-
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ts made plain, as in the
ma (I am avoiding any joke
a' iidasicis). li 'auty of flesh

an J -.irelj to a str;i ^ . ard explana-
tory lighung, and it is in tku direction of ordinariness that
the finest art Uut>. Putting the source of illumination at the
iMck of the sitter or underneath or all ronnd or on one side
unlv iimv it'f,'- the jad»1 op' rator hinueli some little

»nd norelt; : but he must remember that
''< are not always oa the look out for

sometlKii- y tre tot • used to it," like the eels
that vTv V , ...

, , _ up erery d.iy. They want something
iliall fimki> thvm feel pleased and pl^jud of themaelvee;
.!..» rare a toss fei the photographer'* reputation for

^. They Hill be pleased and proud if the portrait
.• e. - K-ea ^eir likeneas st its bist, whilst it makes them

appear to hare brains and • heart and * eonaoience. The

that

tilt^V

thestrical tendencies may produce profitable results in an art-
for-art's sake direction, if the professions, both, do not lose

thfir heads; but these tendencies are of no use at all in legi-

timate portraiture, which mufiu first and foremost devote itself

to taking likenuset, not det^orative schemes; to rendering
character, temperament, and personality ; not legs and arms
and backs as such.

The making of designs with sitters as motives ; the evolving
of tonal schemes with sitters a» material, is by no mcvns the
same thing as taking a portrait with a keen sense of design,
and a fine feeling for tone-valoes. Beauty must always be
uppermost in the operator's mind, but he must seek it in those
everyday conditions in which the sitter most easily recognises
himself. There is plenty ol it under these conditions. We
most easily respond to sublimity in the commonplace;
cataclysms only frighten us.

F. C. TiLNBT.

WASHING PRINTS.

reuattiiii la.

tlun. A g.

•OOu.- ci;tl Mii

of thejul ri..

u unpopular uperution In prewnt-day pkoto-
• washing ol prinu. JCveryone, from the

ul P.U.P. i in ft suap dish, up to
tu Iree tri>a> hypo, some thousands

» Uajf -cverjuuc dialikca it.

IS moat «SMUiiai titai tbia kiiould be done thoroughly,
(ttnds to lay greator streas on thorough
total eUiatnAttou of kypu.. bat the tact
JOS* can alloxd to scamp the UkUr op«ia>
ji wator and labou might be saved by

•.uu <U the facta lovoiwU; aau u i um
i« sofigeat »oue jK-.n:- i onbj of ..

v>nais wuiud ^ added post and
inator, tf thc^ ,g portnaaeacv ot

Uiu ^.tiui., *u uaaicd. 'Iheir Uuiru*t oi chamioBl aganta is
only lo., weil louBdod; it u true that the hvio u perlectly
iloiiroyi.xl by many cumnwrcial pi .i ,i „ u„i
r«nuuve<i, auU in ttie prewDI sUl« j.- a u itut
po»»ibi« to Miy that tiia cumpounu acv aiv
any m-r.. . A»y to remove or !••• Lu ... _., ^..ul %ty—,

i^oged hypo.
. ponaaitgauau- i», u m. matter of fact, by far ihu

itouaaior, bvvauMi lu .nd lU action can be
•-oxatoiy (augcd bj lU ,., . „at atva ihu u no sub-

ttte lor valor, and should only bo naod is OMepuonai
uuistanoaa.

are three aatA aaya la which v« oan uuhse water
~

. washing of priau. la sink* or diabea, in machaniaal
•ufacr*, and lu ' leciional " washon. The sacoDd of Uieao

>. ,... recomuMtudeci. I have soao BO Wsnhinusl washer
y elbciaat mothod of separatijig the priata was

IS hard to conceive ot such a mathod. AnW if

iog«Uu:r, It iBAttofs Sol bow (BOch waur you uao
uow v^ioiously It u appuedi it u isapoasible to r«BOve
uacea of hypo.

Jihm soctMOAl waabora are botter thaa tbia : their ^oastrao-^M doea praclnde prints sticking togeiber, bat they have
dvaatages. They take some tiBM to &U and empty of
lU; the saoM prtau ate always at tbo bottom of tbe batch,
''' is not (pod ; aad they bold oaJy a liaitod number ol

Um wbole, waabiag in (aaks or aiaki is uodoobtodly tbe

moat geaomlly efficient. It takes time and labour, but the
rosulU are most satisfactory when it is properly done, to be
well waabod, without a waste of water, prints shpuld be
treated as follows:—We will suppose there to be two sinks
side by side; the prinU are in sink A, face up. First, turn
each print separately face down ; then, draining each print as
you pass it over, transfer them to sink B, face up. When
all are over, turn each print face down again, and again
transfer them to the other sink and fresh water.
To throw a lump of prints from one sink to another is not

waabiag. Working on the above lines, turning each print
in each batb of freah water and draining at each time of
transfer from sink to sink, ten, or at the most a dozen,
changes will be quite sufficient. If you simj^ transfer them
from sink to sink in a lump they will retain hypo, after
fifty or more ebangea.
U is aa well to test the last washing water for hypo, before

putting the prints to dry. If this is done with permanganate
the cost is practically nil, and it is an excellent safeguard
against scamping, if unreliable labour is employed. Also it
may show you that your washing ]goes on long after the hypo,
is removed, and thiu point tbo way to an econoi»y of time
and water.

There is one further point which I have found is not always
well understood. Some papers—Satista, for example— ne are
told to wash for thirty minutes, the average time for bromides
being an bonr. I have known—at a reputable studio, too

—

a batch of Satista.^s and bromides plsc^ in the same sinks
for washing, and at the end of thirty minutes the Satistus
were rmiOTed, oblivious of the fact that they must have been
full of water hypo, impregnated by the surrounded bromides.
In district* where tbe water comes through chalk it is

almoet. iinntial either to filter the water—a thankless job

—

or MT^fpe over the face of each print with a swab of cottou
wool before placing them to dry.

In case anything in tbeae notes may be taken as prejudicial
to modian ical piaie washers, I wish to say at once that some
of these are most efficient. There is, of course, not tbe
sligbtoat risk of the plates striking together, and the ways
in which the changes of water are effe^«d are most reliable
and competent to remove the hypo, in the least possible time.

Abtbub G. Willis.

Bncaia's Aaaoom Caialoovi.—This 2»>p«ge list, inat ianedEW M—». Ratcber, Camera Hoose, Farriatdoa Avsnoe, Londoo.
K «b Boeh soallsr in *ii« ibaa tbe boiky catalogues of
°''- ')"< nbes tbe Arm's lanaaierablo aafpUss lor amatsur

photography in adequate fulneaa and with illustrationa in almost
every iostanoe. It contains psrticulsri of the very latest intro-

ductions, (och as the "Carbine" daylight development tank.
Emphatically a list which tbe amateur worker ahonld have at hand.
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Photo-Mechanical Notes.

After Washing Bitumen.
Tbb by-product left after washing «ven 1 lb. of bitumen if

somewhat considerable, and seems at first sight a great waste of

good stuff. Anyone skilled in laboratory practice, and possess-

ing the necessary apparatus, can recover the ether by distillation,

and if distillation is not carried too far the thick residue is very

useful as a cement when making wooden dishes or for repair-

ing any that leak, this cement drying rapidly, and remaimng
when dry quite elastic, though hard.

Without recourse to distillation the solution makes a very fine

black varni&ii tor either wood or metal, and has a remaikably
great covering power. It dries quickly and to a hard suriace.

l.auteru announcement slides may be made which, when written
on witU a steel point, give cleau-uut iaues.—0. If.

Modern Photo°Litbo£raphy.
Pbocbss engraving, photogravure and collotype are all standardised,

BO that litue or notliing m tbe technics aamit of improvement«.

ir'hoto-lithography, on the other Jiaiid, is seething with activity,

and most ol tne larger Urms are putting down plant for negative

maKiug and ior printing the image for the press, the older

paper iransters bemg discarded as more or lees oosolete.

jNegaiives up to .MJ ;v :^U aie being made with the aid of a step-

and-iepeat macUine, containing troiu one dozen replicas to as many
as twelve <l02eu, each repiica ot tiie subject being in peilecb align-

ment and ol the same aeusity. 'J.hese negatives can be utilised xoi

single piiuting, or tor the component negatives necessary tor two,

three, or any number of coiouis. Ihese negatives, M x 2U inches,

or smaller il desued, are used to prmt the ink image on plateii

bU X 411, or smaller for direct and oUset rotary mat^hines or tor

hat-bed machines.

'Xhe metal plates ai'e sensitised with bichromated albumen, and
are dried on a whiiler of the simplest construction. Ihis plate,

when the sensitive coatmg is driea, is laid face up on the bed of

a large printing frame made in iron, and the negative laid upon
this lo register marks. Vacant spaces on the sensitive plate are

then covered with thin tinfoil; <thui card beaiers disposed over

this to equalise the space caused by the thickness ot the glass

negative, so as to prevent beudmg the thm metal plate.

Xsext a large frame carrying a sheet of plate-glass i^ lowered

into position, covering the negative-covered sensitive plate; a
clamp on each side presses this plate-glass In contact with rubber

ridges running round the bed of the press, and then the necessary

contact IS obtained either by means of a small pump motor-driven

by electric current or by a power vacuum. Innumerable JSew ton's

rmgs show thai the vacuum is complete, then the frame is swung
from horizontal position to a vertical one, and exposure is made
to a frame carrying eight or more mercury vapour tubes (some

firms prefer arc lamps) tor about five minutes.

Exposure finished, the frame is swung to the horizontal position,

the plate-glass front wound up, and then the negative is moved
over to the vacant portion of the frame. Xhe image is adjusted

to the register marks, again the tinfoil and card-bearers are put
into position, the plate-giass front lowered, the vacuum secured,

and another exposui'e made.
The sensitive plate then receives a coating of ink, applied either

with a leather or composition roller, or by rubbing over with a pad
charged with ink. Chalk litho ink thinned with turpentine is the

favourite ink used. The image is developed in a large sink, the

plate being deluged with water and the superfiuous ink removed
with wet cotton wool.

When developed and the edges all cleaned oS, the plate goes to

the pressman, and the photo-operator gets on with another.

If the printing plate is 60 z 40, and the negative 30 x 20, the

image would be printed down four times and perfect register

obtained.

Lithographers who have once begun to use printed-down plates

on their machines quickly grasp the great advantage of this

method over the older transfer and sticking-up methods. They
are prepared for press in an abnormally shorter time, give far less

trouble during the printing run, last from ten to twenty time* the
run, and hold the quality to the end.—W. T. Whjunson.

Photographic Stencils.

Thk following stencil process mvented by Lieut. Walters is very

similar to the wax stencils used on the rotary duplicators, only in

place cf the wax film a gelatine or fish glue one is substituted, sup-

porttd on butter muslin or some porous support. The film is made
sensitive to light by the addition of bichromate of pctash. Such a

film is soluble in hot water, except when exposed to light, when it

becomes insolubie. It will be seen that it is closely allied to the

well-known carbon process.

The sensitive film is exposed to light under an ordinary ink

tracing or manuscript written or drawn in an opaque ink ; or it is

possible to use a photographic positive of a drawing, type matter,

or even a coarse screen half tone positive. The parts that are pro-

tected from light, represented by the opaque portion of the positive,

remain soluble and wash away ; the parts under the transparent

parts become insoluble. The sheet after exposure is developed in

hot water, the result being a stencil of the original. Prints can

be made either on a flat bed duplicator by the use of the inked

roller or by means of the rotary cjclostyle 30 or 40 prints can

be obtained per minute. Prints on all grades of paper can be

secured, but with papers having a hard non-absorbent surface it is

necessary to interleav.- each copy witli blotting paper.

Pboto-etencils can also be made by the ordinary methods of line

etching. This zinc is coated with bichromated albumen and

exposed under a photii-positive or drawing on tracing paper, or it

can be drawn direct upon zinc, in an acid resisting varnish, but

reversed from left to right. The zinc is etched in the same way as

for ordinary line etching. It must be remembered that the drawing

should be specially prepared fur stencil work by adding supporting

portions to prevent the centre of letter* or designs falling out when

etching.

Latino Tisstne on Metal. — According to a patent specifica-

tion. No. 157,704. of H. Schulte, Frankenthal, Rheinpfalz, Germany,

claims the following process :—In transferring a pigment paper or

fabric on to the printing surface, the face of the paper or fabric

is moistened as it is being fed and pressed on to the surface. For
this purpose, a jet of water / is directed on to the edge d formed

between the printing eorfaoe 6 and the pigment paper or fabric a

by the pressing roller c. The specification is open to inspection, but

IS not yet accepted.

FORTHCOMING EXHXBITIONS.
April 13 to 23.—Portsmouth Camera Qub. Particulars from the

Hon. Secretary, C. C. Davies, 25, Stubbington Avenue, North
£nd, Portsmouth.

April 16 to 23.—Professional Photographers' Association, at the

Photographic Fair, Horticultural Hall, Westminster, 8.W.
Hon. Secretaries (Correspondent), Marcus Adams, 43, Dover
Street, Piccadilly, London, W.l; (Exhibits), R. N. Speaight,

157, New Bond Street, London, W.l.

April IS to 23.—Photographic Fair. Horticultural Hall, West-
minster. Sec, Ai'thur C. Brookes, Sicilian House, Southampton
Bow, London, W.C.L

April 21 to May 19.—Hammersmith, Hampshire House, Photo-
graphic Society. Particulars from the Hen. Secretary, C. E.
Altrop, 14, Southwold Mansions, Widley Boad, Maida Vale,

London, W.9.

April 27 to May 25.—Bury T.M.C.A. Photographic Society. Put*'-

tdculars from the Hon. Secretary, A. Benson Bay, 8, Agait

Street, Bury, Lanes.

April 28 to 30.—Nottingham and Notts. Photographic Society.

Particulars from the Hon. Secretary, A. Beeston, 103, Notting-

ham Road, Nottingham.
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Patent News.

froettt patent*—app:>caticns gnd tpeeifieationt—art treated m
" I'koto-Meekmteai Not**."

Applications, March 29 to April 2.

ij)CR Pbotoobatht.—No. 9,458. Camena and projection

iDparata* for oolonred pbotograpdy. B. von Arz.

'UoaooPT—N'o. 9,696. Attachment for taking stereoacopic

'ictarea with any camera. W. H. Bootlunan.

UxTDUCinxo.—No. 9,639. Reioaching-.><n«ena. L Boysen.

'•^'iTOOKAPHS.—No. 9,660. Pbologrspha, and monnts therefor.

;. R. Ho»U7.

lymo ApPARATca.—No. 9,834. Photographic printing ap-

'Vatoa. Hii«bn«r'Bleist«in Patent! Co. and W. C. Huebner.

9,836. Apparatna for poaitioning printing-

.•raph:c printing apparatoa. Hoebner-Bl«ist«in

;.ua W. C. HMboer.

9.703 Ph^tograpbic oameraa. S. E. Nrame.

RKC(nui«.-No«. 9.476, 9,634, 9,732. ProcoM
r simaltaneotuly rcprudociag optical imagea and

war« pboto2ra(ihicalljr recorded on a ftlm. E. Raitx.

)0*APBT.—No. 9,284. Cinama piclnrM, ate. 8. Atlrin.

OKAPHT.—No. 9.663. nojaetioa of motion picturea.

<> . and W. F«on«U.

EMAToaaApar.—No. 9,448. CinaBatographie apparatoa. G. W.
I r i ind H. U. Pooting.

\ At inn* ^nril 4 tO 9 '—

No. 10,21a Macbaniam for pbotographic re-

'r. W. Broadbcot.

"OHApaa.—No. 10,239. Meana for trana-

f pholcsraph*. M. J. Martin.

-No. 10,0BB. ProjadioD apparatoa. L.

>'tnr.— No. 10,060. Sbotter for biowopea. R. W.
inA.

•«iToamAPKT.-V.- ORW ...1 ,0.004. Cinamat«graphic
* »nd »P1 ' thereof. 8. H. Crocker.

'-•"•'" '"^*AP»i.— .% I'j.ijoo .-^pooia and Ala botdara for cin»
roatugrapb Alma, etc. J. K. Doaglaa.

" ruATookAPHT.—No 10,379. light wnlrol in ciaanktograph
ijectora. O. W. Kord and H. O. Ponling.

r.itATOoaAPHT.—No. 10,380. Cinematograph projectora or
^-Dcraa. O. W. Ford and H. O. Ponling.

tMATOoaAPHT.—No. 10.202. Solation for eoaUng ciaMMtograph
<na. A. Ott.

0»EMtTt)oaAPHv.—No. 1O.20S. 8«faty thattw for ctntaatograph
<n*chjnea> W. H. Paanjr.

CinniATooRAPRT.—No. 10,414. Cioamatogiaplv. C. H. Verily,
w tToaBApHT.—No. 10.062. Coloar daamaiogr^y. In-
••ntiona, Ltd., and F. Perry.

>. 9,983. Coloar pbotogrmphy and/or

S'

' wsMAivaaAPHT.—No. 9,902. antaoacopic cinemato-
'. Martinaa.

Cwm.T.KiR.r.i I-.ionoomAPii.-No. 10,501. Cinamalographic ap.
parit-m f • i>- •

f .rmaace of mnaical filma. 0. Viache.

/•» aPBCirWATlONS ACCBfTBD.
Tkut ip- , m* obtmnaUe, pnce //- eocA, poet fret, from

tk, i-at'^t Ofiet, iS, SofOAampton Bmldingi, Vkaneery Lane.
Londvn, W.V.

Tk* dale la bracket* it that of applieation in thi* country; tr
akread. in the ei* of pmttnU franUd lOMter tA* /nttmatianat
Vonwtutton.

......r„ r-.;„, „r.-No. 135.171. (Norember 9. 1918.)
^* • iiunetrically arranged printing maahine for

the production of coloured cinematograph films by successively
copying the different series oi colour components of a negative
film ribbon upon one and the same picture surface on a positive
film. The arrangement comprises on both sides of the light-ex
posure device two feeding sprockets for the negative ribbon, one
of which is rotated intermittently by means of a Maltese cross
while the other makes a continuous rotating movement. On both
sidea of the apparatua are two feeding sprockets for the move-
ment of the positive ribbon and means for rotating the latter
spro<4cets at one third the speed of the corresponding sprockets
for the neeative film; the feed sprockets situated on both sides of
the printing gate are synchronously rotated from the same
driving mechanitm.

Oscillating levers support the ribbons at the printing gate,
and there are means to clamp the ribbons between two plates;
aleo to assure the exact coincidence of the negative and positive
pictures.

A shaft is driven from a main shaft and fitted with arms
which mesh with V-shaped notches in a disc fixed to the shaft of
one of the guiding drums of the negative ribbon for the purpose of
doing away with the lost motion of the wheel gearing, so as to
enable that under all circumstances both ribbons may be regis-
tered by the pins.—Serge de Procoudine-Gorsky, Granslad, Kon-
nemd. near {>rammen, Norway, formerly of Petrograd, Russia.

The following complete specifications are open to public inspec-
tion before acceptance:

—

RaPBODucnoK PmooBS.—No. 160,739. Photographic reproduc-
tion by means of a phosphorescent medium. J. H. Christensen.

ClKMATOCftAPHY.—No. 160,749. Cinematographic apparatus.
Jangsl and Fabarius.

CiKEMA^iRAPirr.-No. 160,797. Cinematograph and like ap-
paratut. E. Coulon.

RaroccHiNo.— No. 160,836. Retouching acreena. I Boysen.

Trade Names and Marks.

APPUCATIOSS FOB RBOISTSATION.

VtAO.So. 383,806. Sensitised films for photography. Dni-
veraum-Film Aktiengeaellschaft, Dnter-dcn-Linden 66, Berlin,
Germany, manufacturers. June 13, 1918.

VrtTBX.—No. 408,883. Photographic printing paiper and poat-
carda. L. Gevaert and Compagnie, 23, Septe Straat, Vieux-
Disax, Belgium, manufacturera of photographic materials.
October 19, 1920.

Fahux. Cikma.—No. 400,6CB. Photographs. William Rampling
Boae, 22. Bridge Street Row, Cheater, Cheshire, manufacturer.
November 10, I90O.

HARKS PLACBD ON THE REOISTBR.
Tk* foUowing mark* have been placed on the regiat»r:—

SBxaniA.—No. 408,864. Photograrpbic cbemKals, photographic

OllfaPfi *" dphoUigraphic fiUna. L. Gevaert and Compagnie, 23,

Septr-^faat, V'ieux-Dieox, fialgiuoi, manufacturers of photo-
graphk materiala.

TRADS MARKS REMOVED FROM REGISTER.

In the ogicifd language of the " Trnde Markt Journal " the

following trade markt hav* been " removed from the reginler

through non-payment of rentwnl feet." Such non-payment is of

course the method adopted by a firm having no further occasion for

the ute of a mark

Catattpy.— No. 255,505. Neua Photograph ische Oesellachaft-

Aktiengeeel'ichaft. Registered in 1903 in clasa 1.

HTt>BONAi..—No. 261,734. Dr. Liittke and Amdt. Registered in

1004 in claaa 1. '^

PCBCHKOifiK.—No. 265,703 Aktien-Gesellschaft fiir Anilin-Fabri-

kation. Registered in 1904 in claaa 1.
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Omna*.—No. 268,878. Rathenower Optisehe Industrie Anstalt

Aoti«n GeBeUisahaft. Registered in 1905 in dass 8.

Enfeool.-No». 272,764-65. Neue PhotographiBche Gesellschaft-

Aktien Gesellachaft. Registered in 1905 in class 1.

BicHROMiN.-No. 274,051. Actien Gesellschaft fur Anilin Fabn-

kation. Registered in 1905 in clasa 1.

CANVAScm.—No. 286,781. Rotary Photographic Co., Ltd. Regis-

tered in 1906 in class 39.

Xfpi.—No. 286,214. Emil Wunsohe Actien Geeollschaft. Regis-

tered in 1906 in class 39.

Watalc—No. 287,937. The Self-Developing Plate Co., Ltd.

Registered in 1907 in class 1.

Rajar.—No. 287,481.—Rajar, Ltd. RegUtered in 1907 in claas 39.

Rapid Iboohbom (label).—No. 288,397. Ilford, Ltd. Registered in

1907 in class 1. •

TONNO.—No. 288,760. The British Gelatine Works, Ltd., Regis-

tered in 1907 in Cla«6 1.

CrplDO.—No. 286,122. Fabrik PJtiotographischer Apparate auf

Aktien vormals R. Hiittig und Sohn. Registered in 1907 in

class 8.

Presto.—No. 290,186. 0. Scholzig. Registered in 1907 in class 39.

Rainbow.—No. 288,346. Geo. Nelson, Dale and Co., Ltd. Regis-

tered in 1907 in class 1.

REOISTBATIONS RENKWED.

OzoBROME.—No. 284,546. By Ozobrome, Ltd. Registered in 1906

in class 39.

ViCTHix.—No. 386,220. By Ertiil Wiinsohe Actien Gesellsdiaft

Registered in 1906 in class 8.

IsosnOMAR.—No. 288,362. R. and J. Beck, Ltd. Registered in

1907 in class 8.

TwiNK.—No. 290,190. Ilford, Ltd. Registered in 1907 in class 1.

Carl Zeiss, Jena (device).—No 233,791. The firm trading as

Carl Zeiss. Registered in 1906 in class 8.

NixE.—No. 286,217. Emil Wiinsche Actien Gesellschaft. Regis-

tered in 1906 in dass 8 i

Reicka.—No. 286,218. Emil Wiinsche Actien Gesellschaft. Regis-

tered in 1906 in class 8
'

SiRENE.—No. 286,219. Emil Wunsche Actien Gesellschaft Regis

tered in 1906 m class 8

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

Legal Notices.—A first and final dividend of 5s. 6d. in the £
has been made in the case of Daniel Prodger, photographer. Fern-

bank, Eynsford, Kent, lately residing and carrying on business as

C F. Treble, at 373, Brixton Road, S.W. The dividend is obtain-

able at the OfiRcial Receiver's Office, 280a, High Street, Rochester.

Eastman Kodak Company.—The directors have declared the fol-

lowing extra dividends :—10 per cent, upon the common stock, pay-

able on June 1 to stockholders of record on April 30 ; 5 per cent,

upon the common stock, payable on July 1 to stockholders of record

on May 31. The ordinary quarterly dividends of 2i per cent,

upon the outstanding common stock and of 1^ per cent, upon the

outstanding preferred stock will be paid as usual on July 1 to

stockholders of record on May 31.

NEW COMPANIES.

Victoria Pharmacy, Ltd.—This company was registered on

April 12 with a capital of £400 in £1 shares. Objects : To carry

on the business of opticians' and photographers' sundriesmen, etc.

The subscribers (each with one share) are : Miss Violet G. Wap-
lington. 70, Goldsmith fet., Nottingham; H. S. Ball, 52, North
Road. West Bridgford, Notts., pharmacist. Violet G. Waplington
is permanent governing director. Qualification : £100. Registered
office : 20, St. Ann's Street, Nottingham.

New Apparatus.

The Willianison VIII. Cioematograph Camera. Sold by W.
Butcher and Sons, Camera House, Farringdon Avcune,

London, E.C.

Some time ago we reviewed in these pages the two Williamson

cinematograph cameras, the types IV. and VII. supplied at the

prices of £28 and £42 respectively.

The third model, sold as the " Profeesional Camera, Type VIII.,"

is a full power inatrument not only for straightforwaxd topical

work, but also for trick eflecte produced by reducing the speed of

the film or reversing it« direction. Moreover, the mechanical facili-

ties are greater. The claw movement of the less expensive models is

adopted, although in a somewhat modified form, but the gate is made

instantly detachable for dusting, and the eocposure pundh opesrates

on the edge of the film. One feature of the film mechanism is that

the picture may be masked according to either the English or Con-

tinental standard. Also there is a mirror attachment by which the

picture, when necessary, can be actually focussed up to the instant

of exposure. The through sight finder has adjustments for making

it accurate over a wide range of diatajices, and is provided with

masks corresponding with lenses of different focal lengths.

As regards gearing, the instrument is provided with bo*ii

standard and single-pioture turn, and an indicator provided showing

the speed of turning on a scale ranging from 12 to 24. Reverse

direction of the film is done very simply by taking the drive

through a speodal pulley, and, in oondusion, a point wbidi deserves

to be emphasised perhaps more than any other, is that the whole

mechanism is built and supported on ite own framework, the case

of the camera being simply an erecticm attached to this framework.

Any wai-ping or distortion of the oa^e can have no effect on the

relative positions of the parts of the mechanism. As showing the

way in which little details have been situdied, it may be mentioned

that three studs are provided on the bottom of the camera in ord««-

to form a rigid three-point support for the instrument on the tripod

head, and the handle on the camera case is set somewhat oroeswise

to the length in the position most conv^ient for carrying. It i»

evident that the whole instrument reflects an expert designer's care

in every respeot. The price of the outfit is £95.

Ontoscope Cameras.-We are advised by Messrs. Robbins^

.Manistre (the London Camera Exchange), 2, Poultry, London.

E.C.2, that the prices of the " Ontoscope " cameras, noticed a we«k

or two ago, have been reduced by 10 per cent.
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Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
MoKDAT, Apnn. 25

B *.•, Park an<f Dat. Phot. Soc. " I'ictorlal Ideals." >L O. Dell.

CripplegaU Phol. Soc " A Raun ahout KonM." W. Sanderson.

WiUeadeo Pbotograpbic Sockty. Annua! Ocnerml Meeting.

TrcsDAT, ApKn. 26.

Exet.v C.C. " Amsteor Photographer " Prize Ltuiteni Slide*.

Lrtth .\matear Phatof;rsphic AMOciation. " Photography : Its

I'reMQt-day UnpoitaiiM •ad Poww " A Pordan-Pyke.
M.ir,che«ter Am»l«ar Phot. Soc. 6ho«r of PrinU. L. & C.P.U.

Folio.

Portvniooth Camera Clab. Geoaral Request Night. Tan Minntei'
I>ec(aras.

Walthamstow and District Phot. Soc " Second Chat on Pictorial

Photography."
WnranaDAT, Amn. 27.

B< r .;h Polytechnic Phot. Soc. Rummage Sale.

i;. . . i.v,,. V,;, svdety Anno*] Genetal Ifceting.

r Anaoal Meeting.
P: ., ,

~ .'ciety Members' EveBiiig.

Thursday. April 28.

CaU4h<>A<I and DiKtriit Camera Clob. " Amateur Photographer
"

-lea.

II 'hire Hooas) Photographie Societv. " A
ai itif i^gljib L^ke District." A. J. Linford, B.Sc.

K i «hr (Letcbwotth) Phot , etc., Soc. 1917 Competition
-.. R.PA

Kii! n(f Park OiM>p. Soc. C.C. " Ooloor Scream." R.A. Burr.

PuoAT. Ann 29.

Bedford Camen Cloh. Ocoetal Meeting.

SaTtraSAT. Aruii. 30.

K op. 8oc re Ol' •' .-aTW to BlaoeAeld.
.M .•-ear Phot .So< 4) .StalybtMge—^Walker

'.".
i U'verroirs, North Britain -Sha-« Moor a

M-oi

.
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KOYAL PHoTtx;R.\PHIC SOCIETY.
>mM Tti««lay, April 19. the praaident. Dr. G U

I.

It

r

w
I

\'

tr

Mr r.-

had <i«*rr

poaitivx fi!:

«rt, th.-

1
.^ .....,,,1 «ii.r^iinn to iIm fact; which be con-

'>f the Society, that the paper
.. r^.ening ««ald be illoitrated by

ph Aim. It wa* the first occaaioo

..K..,..< iiTOJerlor had b«n used in the

and he looked forward to other oommunica-
'm time to time inalhis manner.

I a Isctore, " fttm Camera to Cinema,"
ind preparation for eihibitioa of cine-

>'ited, in actoal working, a ftbn printer,

I Urn uFc^liaoism, and proceeded to describe the

Kich the film wss tank-developed, fixed, washed,
- '•'• -• '--

' ?- -'-ematograph practice

" containing a large

'opper (oner of Mr.

'hods of dye*toaing,

..I !'.*,* rt.-r,- :iiFi(/i rn-To i.irgely osed tH Americs

the present time. While the results poaseesed a

'I brilliance which «err not yielded by the methods

^letal salts, the rlye toning proeaaaea required more
.•1 on that account had no doubt been slower

il ose.

'nd a film showing the actual processes he
'1 tile whole proosea of prodncinc the

ibited a film of a mirage in an African

ea ahowing with astooishing cleameu a

I M4 ''lui many milee away from the scene of the

wfcidi followed, Mr. Colin M. Williamson aiked

for the lectuwi's opinioo oo the origin of the dost which collected

., Obm durisg prfaiting.

'ifk briefly daoeribed experimente he had made which

irxir.tiar] thai the gieolai proportion of the dust consisted of

gelatine enalsion. The dost eridently coatained a proportion of

:jt not more, he should think, than one part in eight.

.amsoD- referred to syttems of printing niechanisro, and

•'»>1 that a method of printing by opiksl projection was one

which wag deserving of attention as a means of avoiding many of

the difficulties which occurred in the contact handling of the cine-

matograph negative ami positive film.

In reply to a question by Mr. King, Mr. Pereira said that on the
whole, he thought the four-punch type of perforator was the most
satisfactory in practice.

On the proposition of the Chairman a most hearty vote of thanks
was signified by acclamation to Mr. Pereira for a highly informa-

tive lecture, and for the verj- great trouble which he had taken

in providing the exhibits of equipment and the projecting machine.

News and Notes.

.\ OaADCATC Draineb.—Messrs. Rycott and Dixon inform us, in

reference to the notice last week of their draining reck for glass

measures, thtt Messrs. Kodak, Lt^., are the sole wholesale agents

for the supply of these to chemists and professional photographers.

UocasTONs' BULLITIK for professional photographers describes

in its current i»sue reductions in the prices of plate-sunk mounts
and jiegative bags and envelopes, and gives particulars of some
items of profeesiooal equipment, such as paper storage boxes
trimming desks and cascade washers.

Nones TO DBAi.XBe.—Messrs. Jonathan Fallowfield advise us that

three pairs of Kershaw prism binoculars, X 6, engraved " Fallow-

field, London," and numbered 1160, 1163, and 1164, were taken
from their premises last week. If the instruments are offered to

any dealer, the latter is requested to take such steps as may be

ncoeasary to detain the person offering them.

Tm nnnoLAi. ELurnuc Compant announce the removal of their

stores and nfllces to the new building, Kingsway, London, W.C.2,
in which, after very great delay occasioned by the war, their many
activities are to be centralised in one large building. Their
address ia Magnet Bonse, situated at the comer of Kemble Street

and Kingsway, and occupying a aite of large frontage on the latter

thoroughfare.

Mr. Romert Rallantinx. 1031, Bt. Vincent Street, Glasgow, has
just issued a 32-psge price list of Becon<l-hand apparatus, any
items of which are offered on seven days' approval against remit-

tance. The cameras, lenses, etc., in this list are all those of a
hig^ grade, and Mr. Ballantine informs us that all goods are

examined and passed by himself personally before being sent out.

A cony uf the list will gladly be sent on receipt of a postcard.

Toronto Camsra Clob.—The 30th annual salon of the Toronto
Camera CInb will be held from August 27 to September 10, again
as part of tbe Canadian National Exhibition. Uur Canadian fjienda

will be very pleased to receive once more entries of pictorial work
from those in tbe Mother Country. Tbe prospectus and entry form
are obtainable from the secretary of the exhibition committee. Ml
J. R. Lawson, Toronto Camera CInb, 2, Gould Street, Toronto.
Canada.

Thx E«- or Mkcs.—A facetious correspondent, who is an
admirer of the well-known physicist, Dr. C. E. K. Mees, Director

ot t,^a. Baararch Laboratory of the Eastman Kodak Company,
writes to Wtk " Photo Era " whether Dr. Mees was bom in the
shadow of the Eastman Kodak Company, because he assumes that

his middle initials stand for Eastman Kodak. Although this is a

pleasantry at which Dr. Mees wilt smile, it may, nevertheless, be
stated that in the Meesiaa expression E. K. is a constant denoting

Edward Kenneth

Mx!<sH8. Warbk( .Jepson AMD Co., the well-known Leeds firm of

enlargers and oolouristj, are exhibitors at the Photographic Fair,

whose display, unfortunately, we were unable to include in our

series of sdvancei notices last week. We were not aware, until

receiving the published catalogue of the Fair, that Messrs. Warren
Jepson had a stand there, but we are glad to take this opportunity

of directing visitors to this firm's exhibit, (Stand No. 51), which

will be found near the comer of the hall to the right of the

entrance. Messrs. Warren Jepson are showing some exceedingly

tasteful examples of enlargements in monochrome and colour, minia-

tures and commercial photographs.
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Autotype Colour Chaet.—The Autotype Company hav« just

issued a handsome booklet of artistically mounted prints showing

the 32 varieties in which Autotype carbon tissue is made. These

include some oolours which have not hitherto been shown on the

firm's charts. The album is obtainable at the price of 2s. post

free. The company has also just published a revised list of its

manufactures for the carbon process, including tissues, transfer

papers and the necessary chemical preparations. This list is

obtainable free on application to 74, New Oxford Street, London,

W.C.I.

Gevabht Plates and Papers.—Messrs. Gevaert. Ltd., send us

a circular of reduced prices of their plates and papers, according

to which a dozen quarter-platea are now priced at 2b. 7d. ; half-

plates, Ss. 8d., and whole-plates, 10s. lid. The retail price of

Gevaert P.O. P. is now 31s. per quire of sheets 24^ x 17 inches, or

129. per gross of 6 x 4^ pieces. Net prices of postcards are 54s.

per thousand for bromide, gaslight, and P.O.P. ; 49s. per thousand

(or a " professional " grade of bromide, and 60s. per thousand for

self-toning, with a reduction for quantities up to 5,000. except in

the case of self -toning.

Vest-Pocket Portraits.—If anyone requires a demonstration of

the effective use whidi can be made of the vest-pocket camera he

cannot do better than obtain a little book of reproductions of

portraits of the players in " The Beggar's Opera," which has just

been published at the price of half-a-crown by Mr. Alan Trotter,

36, Ladbroke Square, London, W.ll. The 24 portraits were all

taken in the dressing rooms at the Lyric Theatre, Hammersmith,

by Mr. Trotter with a Vest-Pocket Kodak. While perhaps one or

two of them are poor photographically, most of them are technically

and pictorially of such fine quality that anyone turning over the

pages would assume that they were made *ith the customary

resources of a studio as regards apparatus.

Lenses for Aerial Photography.—Messrs. Taylor, Taylor and

Hobson send us a reprint of the paper by Mr. W. B. Appleton,

read before the Royal Photographic Society in 1919, and describ-

ing the firm's improvements in the design of lenses for aerial photo-

graphy. The paper is interesting for its record of this contribu-

tion to the photographic effort in the war, and, moreover, may be

commended to the student of optics for the diagrams illustrating

the nature of aberrations of oblique rays such as astigmatism and

ooma. We have no doubt that Messrs. Taylor, Taylor and Hobson

will be pleased to send a copy to anyone applying to them at

Stoughton Street Works, Leicester.

The Imperial Handbook.—The 1921 edition of the ever-welcome
" Handbook," issued by the Imperial Dry Plate Company, is as

full as in previous years of articles and contributions of interest

to the amateur worker. The contents lead off with a paper on
" High Key Portraiture." Although not ascribed to them, it

is evidently the work of Mr. and Mrs. Cadby. The delicate

studies against white backgrounds are characteristically theirs,

and if one were in any doubt, there is their portrait of Mr. Joseph

Conrad. Similarly, we would venture to say that Mr. W. Thomas
discourses on other pages of the opportunities for pictorial photo-

jraphy on the sea coast. There is a great fund of practical

information in these and in other contributions which deal with

orthochromatic photography, exposure for various subjects, the

kind of negative required for different printing processes and photo-

graphy at the Zoo. The many illustrations add to the attractiveness

.of the publication, a copy of which wUl be sent to anyone on applica-

tion to the Imperial Company, Cricklewood, London, N.W.2.

Cooke Lenses.—Messrs. Taylor, Taylor and Hobson have just

issued a new and revised edition of their catalogue of Cook© lenses,

a publication necessitated by their recent introduction of a number
of new types of construction. Among these are lenses for cinema
taking and projection, and for astronomical photography of the

large apertures of //3.I. These are made in a series of focal

lengths from 1 5-8th to 5 inches, the latter covering a plate 2^ x
2i. Messrs Taylor, Taylor and Hobson have also in course of

construction lenses of 2, 5, 4, and 5 inches focal length of aper-

tures as large as //2.5, //2, and //I.9. Manufacture is not suffi-

ciently advanced for these ultra-fast objectives to be listed in

detail, but further information respecting them will be sent on
request. Tho n«w catalogue also describes a convertible //4.6 lens

of new design made in two focal lengths of 6^ and 7^ inches. Th«
front combination supplies a single lens of //ll aperture, and the

back element one of //8 aperture, the focal length of the back

half lens being thus somewhat shorter than the front element.

Particulars are also given of the new Cooke telephoto lene obtain-

able in a series of focal lengths from 8^ to 20 inches of //5.8 aper-

ture, and requiring a camera ejctension approximately 60 per cent,

of the focal length. Having terminated an arrangement with

Messrs. Penrose for the sole distribution by the latter firm of

Cooke process lenses, Messrs. Taylor, Taylor and Hobson now
include these latter in their price list since they are free to sell

them direct. The catalogue usefully makes special reference to

the fact that in the choice of an //4.5 lens the amateur purchaser

should not cut the focal length too fine, since with these ultra-

rapid lenses satisfactory covering power is limited to the size of

the plate for which the lens is listed. Messrs. Taylor, Taylor and
Hobson give good advice when they emphasise the advantages of

lenses of somewhat smaller working aperture in this respect. The
list, which throughout contains very full particulars of every Cooke
objective, may be had free on application.

Correspondence.

'»*Ctrr$ipondtnta should never uzrite on both sides of ths paper.

No notict i< taken of communication* unless the names and

addresses of the vniters are givev.

*•* Ws do not undertake responsib lity for the opinions expressed

ky our correspondents.

A CAMERA ATTACHMENT FOR SMALLER DARK-SLIDES.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—An arrargement for using 4-plate slides in a j-plate

camera was recently described by a correspondent. It was made

by sawing a square hole for the i plate reversing-frame in a board

cut to fit the i-plate camera.

Having but few tools, I adopted the following method, which

may appeal to others. In ray case the fitment had to be I4 in.

wide. A picture-framer made me a plain oak frame, wider than

li in., with the rebate a close fit for the i-plate reversing back, the

nails at the comers being well sunk with a nail-punch. I then

planed down the outside of the frame until it fitted the g-plate

camera. A few simple brass catches completed the work.—Yours

faithfully.

'

Old Hand.

A NORTHERN FAIR.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—It is certainly interesting to read in the " B.J."

about the Photographic Fair in London, but I think the promoters

or manufacturers should consider it is not the privilege of those

up North to attend. If necessary to hold one in London, could

not another be arranged, say, here in Manchester or Liverpool, and

so give those in this part of the country an opportunity of seeing

the latest and best in photography ?—Yours faithfully,

Fred Desbordes.
33. Arrow Street, Broughton, Manchester.

April 17.

HAIiATION AND DEVEiLOPMENT.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The correspondence in your columns on this subject

is extremely interesting, and we may hope to get some valuable

help from the varied experience of the vmters. My own opinion,

formed from some years' architectural work, is that the freedom

from halation depends more on the quality of the plate than upon

the developer. A good many years ago I was using a brand (rf

plate that simply refused to give halation, except under the most-^

difficult conditions. I can recall only one subject which showed it

badly. This was the interior of a large barn, and the only light

came through adits in the wall, some of which faced the camera. In

this the halation went deep down into the film ; rubbing down waa

of little use, and a considerable thicknees of the film had to be
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«cispcd aw>y (o g«t rid of the halo In tlM^ (lays I acoffed at

plat« balking, a* with tb« plate I wa? using I did not require it :

but. alas, each sacceeding batch of pliaea had kos and leas of the

non halattun quality, till at laal the backing with biiinswick black

vamisli failed to slop halation. T)ie only (aoll of the first few

batciM* of the plalM wa* thair «<•"•' .-:' but for landscape and i-x-

tetiors of buildings they wer« • .ad for intefiora they were
"->• *i (luw as to canae any gr^i^i ..• ..• •nience. I found they gave

•ol copiea of black and whii> drawings, quite as good as

U.V i>roceas plata ot to-day. but with far shorter ^ -• « than pro

ceas plaica require. I osoally developed then. nal. which

may be described as a " aoft " deTeiu|>er, gtvio); <• «i»jrt time o(

appearance, but rather a prolonged tote] time to obtain density.
)V> -.*>. this particular plate density was obtained so quickly that

1: nal to avoid excasave contrast, llisae plates fixed ex
iimini> i|aickly, and dried very rapidly, and had many cbaractecia-

tica of a process plate, bn^ were much more rapid.

T^" galatiae film carrying the silver bromide was extremely thin

'b« qtisation occnia to me, had thu anything to do with the

.•uwuce of halation? There we had a ^ *"
>f gilaiiae,

rYmtaining sulEcient lilvcv fastjiside to pn< ina^ wbaB
using a "soft " develofMr for a short Uin^ >S<iuiii tnis not mean
>Jiat the grains of sdvsr hrooude were packed doaeiy together in a
vecy thin Sim of gelatine? WooM sot Ibis st*te of things prevent
the scattering ot light among liia grains of aOver braande? And
wouiil rut the Twverae oooditioas. (ewer ^aias of the aeoaitivp
salt (requiring a ' haidsr " deiveloper and longer devalofmenlj.
scattereil aboot in a far tMckar film of tsteline, alk>w light to

spTHwl Uiroagh the film, till it reached the giaM soppori, to be
nAected back again among tha aoattered graiM ol sflver bvooide

'

The divenity al view ae <o whether stow or rapid dev^opcr it

batter is ezmordinary, and gTMter than I noMmbar to have seen
on any other sohjeot. Thsa provea the difKcatty ot the pfttblaoi to
be solved. I am afmid, mjaeU. that devdo^ent is not the real
solution, bat it is pn>bably oaa Map forward. I b«li«v« the emul-
tioii |.(.tM an importeot p. '

^leo badbag. In using pan
d. ., plalea for copy. . in oo4oar I find that backing
la absolutely asoeaaary, but a wil! not entirely prevaal halation in
arshitaetiw«l intatiors, aa I found when taking a MaBbar ol ne^tivee
of t>uUdingB lighted by iaoaadsMSsnt gaslight, in which sevwal of
th" ligteed horaara appeared on the plat« Hot the solid blaik
b*< kng on paAchrooiatie pfaOas ia moat itpsfal in minimiug hala
t«^>n tha thin red film so often used on ordhmry etaUa hM verv
;

-
I think.

<oa plates, having a stained film andsr the seiMitive cae
but I have had soom bad caaea of 'r'alttai «« Umoi

' -^ platea arw bsMar. even if they teke a long lime to
' 'I •*•> Ihea they taha leas time and att«tioa than
I riotM or two boor* to develop. Kilma are sup
I >l«ai than glass plates, bat I have noi (oond

fatcnie. I should prefer a well-backed plaU
my ** A

Ir, rr.. (..rn...r laMer oo this subject I mcoMMMd a bad case ol
hAU'ion I had ;aal had, fanra a window in a dark ohaish, ovir s
war memorial, whava tha halation spread half-way down the plate
Bill lunng the ezpoaor* some sweeping of twin was going rn,
whi h fM> doubt, twnrsasi ii the halo. "Hie secood atlapt waa far
m..r. iiicccwafaL I covered np tb* window on the ootaide that
caiivnl the titMhle, aft4v a few mtnutee' expoanie, and |»ve seven
hniirt. inrtead ol two, and also oasd a larger stop lor the rest of the
s«l,,.,-t In BMisS oaans. of oovBe, the covering of the window okui
ing the tioabie is impoamhio, hot there is no doobt, I tUnk, that
lul! .-ipoHre and steady davelofment is likely to reduce the chances
of halatian.—Toai« (aithfnDy. RtFoc4t.

To the Edit<v*.

Oentlmnen,—The letter of Mr. Wilson, in the isane for March 14,

B

!»•.«•. •

It :.

Vl.|-,|

Gght U

><*ct of halation, leads me to five the methods which I

ling Uoobie ol this type. Tbaae methods are in common
~ but may or amy not bo in England, and, at any

• nowa to aooM.
- the remarks that Mr. Wiboa made that pro-

ven the plate is not adBeiant to allow the
neck of the plate, then will be no troubleI •»< II MIP

from halation. It is also evident that the more development e.\tend8

into the body of the emulsion the more the reflected light will make
itself evident, and the halation will be more in evidence. On the

other hand, if wo are able to get suflicient density and contrast by
developing the image on the surface rather than in the film, that

we can, to a large extent, avoid halation. The following methods
are all based on this principle of developing the surface ratlier

than the depth of the film.

A common metiiod which ia often used and which is effective is

that in which thp alkali is reduced below the normal amount. If

the amount of carbonate in a pyro-soda developer is reduced to

\ and i of the usual amount, development will take place to a greater

pxtent on the surface than if a full strength solution is used which

tends to work down into the film. It would also seem that the

snrfaoe developers, such as nK-tol. eikonogen, rodinul, etc., would

have leas tendency to halation than developers, which work more in

the film, such aa strong pyro, hydroqoinone, and glycin. In practice

I have found this to be the caae, and the following formula, which

is taken from the Oamer plate manual, has been my mainstay in

the treatment of subjects of extAne contrast for some time, and

has prttved very satisfactory. The formula which works best on plates

that At* fully or slightly over-expoaed is aa follows :

—

Water 40 gs.

Metol '. 60 grs.

Hydroquinone •• 240 grs.

Sulphite 960 grs.

For use Uke one part of the above to one part of wat«r.

Owing to tlie abeence of carbonate, development will be slow, re-

quiring aa much as 20 to 30 minutes at a temperature of ahont

70 degreea. Do not atte«i|>t to use this at a lower temperature

than 66 degree* F., as development becomes too alow.

Much depends on the use of the proper platci. Here we favour

a doable coat4Ml plate to eliminate halation, which it accomplfishes

by increasing the thickness of the emulsion, and ite efficiency is

high. Backed plates are more often used in England, I understand

;

but lhe*» are extreme oues in which the oontraste are beyond the

range of either the double-ooafed or the backed plate, and it is in

thsae osw that the formuU I have given above will be of value.

ApoiogisBg for the length of this letter, whioV, I hope, will be

of heoaCt lo «he prolesaion.—I am, yours very truly,

OUkbox. B. NKBLrm,
Head Division of Photography.

Pennsylvania Stete College, FA.

To the Editors.

Uentlenien.— 1 h**e not nntil now bad an opportunity of seeing

the last few numbers of your Journal, but I note a letter by Mr.

Godfrey Wilson on the above aubject in your isaue of March 11.

to which no reply sppeara to have been given so far. May I

Mate the case as I think it should be given?

The difficulty arise* from the fact that development as a factor

in the ca»e has not been given due prominence. Figs 1 and 2

(March 11, p. 147) are tubstsntially correct diagrams, assuming

that No. 1 represcote the position of the developed grains, with

normally correct exposure and development, but it is not correct

Of ' of the locus of the light-action in exposure. The ray

ol have penetrated the film entirely, and was reflected

from in»- r>«ck internal surfaoe of the glass, causing true halation.

In those places in the film whore the light-action has been strong,

normal deve'opment in not sufficient to develop the silver grain in

the lower MraU owing to the fact that the developer diffuses

alowly. and in its passage becomes exhausted. Abnormally long

development wonld accomplish this.

In thoae parts of the film where little or no light-actinn has

taken place the developer can penetrate right through the film with

uodiminished strength in a normal time of development, and can

blacken the silver grains in the lower layers of the film which

have lieen acted upr>n by the light reflected from' the g'aes. The
result is true halation. .\ny method of development which liroite

the action of the developer to the upper strata of the film will

lessen or prevent true halation, but it will not cure irradiation,

which is doe to light reflected from particle to particle in the

film. Harold HoLCRorr, M.A., F.R.P.S.

Gatcombe. Tettenhall, Steffa.
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To the Editors.

(rentlemen,—1 am following with considerable interest the corre-

spondpnce regarding " Halation " in the columns of the " British

Journal." As a commercial photographer I am frequently called

upon to deal with the difficulties of front lighting, such as photo-

grapliing objects in front of a window light, the light from an open
door, or against the north light window system of factories, etc.

My e.xperience certainly leads me to use the weak solution for

developing, and not a concentrated solution. Working usually in

size 12 in. x 10 in., I use flat films, give ample exposure, and
develop with maker's formula for pyro soda developer, but diluted
with at least an equal bulk of water. If necessary, ferricyanide
reducer is used locally to clear any portions that may have a
tendency to extra density. Printing on soft bromide paper still

further reduces any possible harshness, and the result is a print
full of detail and without halation.—Yours faithfully,

Kbndrick G. Smith.
21, Howard St., Loughborough, April 16.

STEREOSCOPIC RELIEF.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Will you allow me space to thank those who have
so kindly written to elucidate the points raised in my letter on this
subject? I have been very flattered by these expert responses, and
have never felt so well informed as I am at present.—Yours truly,

F. C. TiLNET.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our jrrettnt practice a relatively small apace ie

allotted in- each isiue to repliet to corretpondents.

We urill answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is tncloted

for reply: 5-cent Intemationcd Coupon, from readers abroad.

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach us

not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and ahovld be addressed

to the Editors.

R. C.—Collodion prints require to be glazed by means of enamel
collodion, as described on p. 457 of the current " Almanac."

W. B.—So far as we know there is nc solution which will change
the colour of a sulphide-toned print to a darker shade to any
material extent

F. W.—You should simply apply to the Secretary of the Royal
Photographic Society, 35, Russell Square, London, W.C.I, asking
for a form of application fnr membership. If you do not know
a member of the Society to act as proposer, we are quite sure
that the Secretary would find one for you.

W. P.—We are afraid it is not possible to draw up a list of
innocuous chemicals, because things that are harmless to one
person are found to affect others acutely, and vice-versa.
Generally speaking, so far as developers are concerned, pyro is

the least liable to affect the skin We never heard of skin trouble
from developing until the newer developers came out. As regards
prints, probably amidol would be without effect upon you.
although it affects some people. If you cannot use it, then the
best alternative is to use oi-dinary hydrnquinone developer.

L. E.—The dyes which are commonly available have changed so
greatly owing to commercial conditions created by the war, that
we are afraid most of the current text-books are of very little

use except to a chemist familiar with the constitution of the dyes.
There are, however, a great many books on dyes, but most of
them in German or French. We think your best course would
be to go and have a look at all of them in the Library of the
Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, W.C. which is open
free until 9 o'clock every night, and where the assistants will
re.nder every service to a visitor anxious to discover books on a
particular eubject.

^- W.—(1) A reflex camera can be used on a tripod, but it is
very awkward for use in this way owing to the focussing screen

being on the horizontal top of the camera. (2) We have pub-
lished various articles on quantity developing of roll-film, and
Messrs. Houghtons issue a very excellent catalogue (Trade
Developing), which contains not only full particulars of equip-

ment, but formulae for developers, fixers, etc. Ci) It is rather too

much to say that an R.R. iens used on a plate half the size of

that for which it is tested wiU not show astigmatism. Although
astigmatism is a properi.y of oblique rays, and therefore is shown
in the margin, in the case of the rectilinear it is liable to become
evident at a smaller obliquity than is determined by using a whole-

plate lens on a half-plate.

T. B.—(1) Wben using soft focus lenses of the Aldis, Dallmeyer
and Cooke types the diffusion must be adjusted before focussing.

It is also advisable to set the iris to the aperture it is intended

to use at the same time. (2) As a rule, printing-out papers will

not keep in good condition for more than a few months. Even
if they do not discolour, stale papers will not give satisfactory

tones. Bromide papers, if stored carefully, will keep in good

condition for a couple" of years or more. Some brands keep

better than others. Plates vary greatly in their keeping qualities.

We have to-day made a good negative on an ordinary plate made
in 1908. Very rapid plates are not reliable after a year or so

(3) The choice of a background is entirely a matter of taste, at

present very dark backgrounds are popular for bust pictures, but

in our opinion a graduated ground is preferable. For full

lengths rather dark drapery or a vague cloud effect is generally

used.

H. E.—The great diameter and very great focal length of the con-

denser certainly accounts in part for your long exposures. The
condenser should bring the light to a focus in the diaphragm of

the lens, but, of course, if you are using a 7-in. lens with a 12-in.

condenser the lens ha." got to be much too near to the condenser,

so that the diaphragm, instead of being at the apex of the cone

of the rays, is somewhere midway along towards the base of the

cone and, therefore, receive* only a fraction of the light. There

is no ready method of calculating diameter of condenser suitable

to focal length of projection lens, but a useful average is a 9-in.

lens for an 8^-in. condenser. Of course, the use of ground glass

upsets, in a measure, the cone formation of the light from the

condenser, but not sufficiently to prevent your deriving a good

deal of advantage from having an objective of focal length appro

priate to the condenser. Nevertheless, we should have thought

that with bromide papers your exposure would be a good deal

shorter than four minutes. Perhaps you aXe using a somewhat

slower paper, but that you do not say.

The British Journal of Photography.
LiKK Advektisements.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisements

(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address mnst be reckoned as

» six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.

per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fally and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'cloek

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Pnblishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be

guaranteed.
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EX CATHEDRA.
Soft-FoeUB
Lvnses.

When using soft-focus lenees in which
the diffusion is produced by introducing

more or less spherical aberration it is very necessary that

tb« lens should be adjusted with regard to both diffusion

and aperture before proceeding to focus, otherwise the

resulting negatives are likely to be disappointing. It is

well known to all who have studied the subject that when
spherical aberration is introduced the focal length

of the lens is altered to a slight extent, so that if a certain

point in the subject is sharply focussed, and the adjuet-

ment then made, a point in another plane comes into

as sharp focus as the adjustment will allow. This often

quite spoils the effect of the picture. Again, when
spherical aberration is present, an alteration in the work-

ing aperture causes an alteration in the focal length,

again shifting the point of sharpest definition, so that if

the precaution we have mentioned is neglected the result

b bound to be unsatisfactory. The lens makers generally

point this out in their circulars, but, unfortunately, soft-

foous lenses are usually handled by artistic folk who do

noi read tnstrtictions. If in addition to sphericsJ,

obromatic aberration is present, tests ahould be made to

ascertain what allowance is necessary to get the beet

awrage of definition.

A Wis* Every photographer knows that all

Praoaution. lenses of any value and many cameras
•re engraved with a serial number by their makers, but

probably not one lens owner in fifty keeps a record of such
numbers. This means of identification is valuable in the

event of a lens being lost or stolen. It is not perhaps
generally known that a list of articles which have been

reported to the police as stolen is issued at intervals to

pawnbrokers ana secondhand dealers, and in the case

of lenses the number is the only means of distinguishing

one from another. We have heard of an ingem'ous

method l^ which a photographer recovered a stolen lens,

whichJPav serve as a hint to others. He immediately
•Avwttmi under an assumed name for a similar lens and
received an offer of one from a dealer. This proved to

be his own, and from the description of the person who
had sold it he was able to identity the thief. A notifica-

tion by advertisement or postcard addressed to those who
deal in apparatus would often lend to the recovery of the

lens, if it did not to the punishment of the offender.

A well-known dealer told us that, having an expensive

hand camera offered for a mere trifle, he made some
pertinent inquiries of the would-be seller, who offered to

leave the instrument for inspection but never returned.

A little lat^^r the owner was discovered. It is scarcely

necessary further to point out that a detailed inventory
of it«ms of equipment is invaluable in the event of

damage to a photographer's premises by fire. Ite

proparatiAn i" foot, an ordinary business precaution.
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Finishing
Prints

Although the practice of using the knife

lias become universal in negative re-

touching, comparatively few photographers use this or

other method of removing part of the image, such as

abrasion, upon their prints. Now that matt surfaces are

almost universallv used for portrait work this metlio<l

mav often be usefully employed upon contact prints as

well as enlargements, with much better effect than can

be obtained by using body-colour. As in retouchmg, the

knife must have an extremely fine edge and the gelatine

surface must be bone dry. Fine pumice powder applied

with a rubber stump is also useful for lightening such

portions as need it, either on bromides or carbons,

especially for removing any " tint '" from the margins

of vignettes or the high-liglits of the subject. In careful

hands a hard typewriter eraser may be used to good

purpose. The glass brush erasers are also useful tools,

but we have found that the fine pai-ticles of spun gla.ss,

which break off while working, are apt to find their way
into the softer parts of the hands and cause considerable

inconvenience.

USING YOUR EYES.

Habit is a very valuable part of our mental make up ;

it enables work of any kind to be repeated with the

minimum of effort, and makes constant reference to

memory unnecessary. But it is not an unmixed blessing.

For instance, when one has walked into the same studio

day after day for ten years or so, it becomes very difficult

to see the place as others, less well acquainted with it,

see it. For one fails to notice the " effect " of a studio

or reception room when it becomes too well-known. This

inability really to "see'' their own business premises
if. a failing, by no means confined to the photographic

profession, as visits to many retail shops will show ; but

it is probably more important in the case of a studio than

in any other. There is no easy standard of comparison
IE the studio business, and you are not likely to attract

customers, however good your work, unless your premises

are attractive.

To begin with, if your window or show-case does not

can-y a good effect, you will not get many customers
inside at all. If you get them inside and your reception

room is unattractive, the chances are, they will not order.

And if dressing rooms and studio are not " nice " you
will not get many clients returning for more. It would
be altogether useless to advise the average studio

proprietor to spend some hundreds of pounds on re-

decoration ; that is too drastic, anyhow ; it is the way in

which things are arranged rather than their quality th'at

makes for " effect." In fact, it is far more likely a
business will benefit by the removal of some of its present
furniture and odd accessories than by bringing in more.
The great thing is to see a place of business as if

through the eyes of a customer entering for the first time.
This is not so ea.sy as it sounds, and it may be that a
fe'w notes on some of the more vital points will be of

assistance. They are the outcome of visits to some
hundreds of studios, ranging from the humble sticky-

back den to the " five guinea a dozen " type of business.

It is very surprising to note in what a large number
of businesses the spotting and finishing of prints is still

carried out in the reception room. This is bad from at
least two points of view ; a number of odd prints waiting
to be finished or to be packed do not add to the appear-
ance of a room ; however carefully they are stacked they
will give an untidy impression ; and, in the second place,
many sitters dislike the idea of their photogi-aphs being
exposed to the public, especially in a half-finished state.

in deshabille, as one might say. Then again, negatives

should never be brought into a reception room ;• they

often ai-e, either for sorting or for some other reason. It

i'; a mistake, not because it gives away " trade secretes,"

but because any evidence of work, except the finished

prcxiuct, looks untidy and slovenly to an outside eye.

The vast majority of reception rooms are over-crowded.

Let the specimens from which customers will choose be

kept in a portfolio or cabinet; a few really good pictures

may be displayed in frames, but let them be only a few.

Nothing looks less artistic than a heterogeneous collection

of prints covering every available inch of wall and table

sp'a<ie. It is difficult to' stop them accumulating; in fact,

the only permanently satisfactory way is to make a rule

that for every new print shown an old one must be
^

withdrawn. I

With regard to the general arrangement of the recep- ,'i

tion room, there are two main points. It should be as

unlike a retail shop as possible; a few comfortable chairs

for the uge of customers when waiting are, of course,

necessary, but a lot of small chairs stuck all over the

room do not look well and are not nearly so restful for

sitters as are one or two comfortable armchairs or a

"

settee. If a dealer's business is run in connection with

a studio, the two branches should be kept as separate as

possible ; the shop and the reception room should .
when-

ever possible, be quite distmct. The aim should be to

impress the customer that you are not selling photographs

as an ironmonger sells tin-tacks, but that you are an

artist, taking every case separately and giving it individual

attention. , ^

The dressing-room is an apartment not usually so open

to criticism as is the reception room, but in many cases

it leaves something to be desired in the matter of " fresh-

ness." If a brush and comb are provided, as they should

be, they must be kept scrupulously clean ; cigarette ends

or stray strands of ladies' hair must not remain about;

and the window must be clean and the room well dusted.

All very obvious, of course, but liable to be overlooked in

a busy studio.

The arrangement of a studio depends so much o>n the

work done in it, that any drastic alteration is inadvisable

unless it is obviously necessary ; but there are a number
of things of minor importance in themselves which add

up to quite a respectable total in the general effect. If

newspapers or magazines are provided for the amusement
of customers, see that they are kept up-to-date, and are

removed before they get to the dog's ear stage ; if some

of the blinds are out of use, do not neglect them, keep

them free from dust and cobwebs and neatly folded or

spread as the case may be. A fault, both from the point

of view of appearance and of work, is too much furniture.

That old accessory and those old backgrounds that you

don't use now, but keep in case you may need them

—

you never will—get rid of them, sell them or use them
for firewood ; anything to get them out of the way. They
collect dust, and' however cai-efully they are stored, look

untidy, and, of course, they fill up much space which

,
would be far more useful as extra working room.

To turn from consideration of those parts of premises

likely to be seen by customers, while thinking of

re-arrangement, it is just as well to see if the workroom
accommorlation is being used to the fullest advantage.

Here, utiUty will be more studied than appearance, but

the same remarks hold good to a great extent, the less

disused out-of-date apparatus there to collect dust the

better. Plenty of light and fresh air should be availablr

'

in every room. One often takes the term " dark room
'

tob literally. The more light you can get in it, of the

right sort, the better; better for your eyes, better for

your work, and better for your breakage bill for dishes
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.:\d measures. It n strange what a mimber of good

)rkerB still iise " ruby glass " as their dark-room light-

Iter. One oan have twice the light with far less risk

by using a scientifically constructed gelatine-film safe-

light.

If there is a number of workrooms the work should

so from room to room with as short journeys as possible

;

for instance, the mounting room should, when possible,

be next door to the spotting room, and yet one often

finis thein at opposite ends of a building. It may seem
a small matter, but the time wasted in the course of a

year in long journeys from r.>itn to room must be
ronsiderable.

Up-to-date apparatus isT the best investment it is

possible to make. Labour-saving means money saving
in the long run, even if it is a one-man business. Every
professional should make a practice of seeing the latest
in apparatus at least once a year. There are many high-
class firms doing a good business and using apparatus
that should have been on the scrap heap years ago; this

means waste of labour in any case, and usually it prevents
a higher standard of work being attained. It is not so
much in the way of cameras and lenses that firms are
behind the times, but in the Jess-considered items

—

trimming boards, mounting machines, printing boxes,
drying cupboards and dozens of other things.

THE P.P.A. CONGRESS.

Ma. .\LracD Ellis took theofaair on Tuesday afteraoon, when
th« 6r>t it«m oo the programme was a demoastratioii by Mr.
A. C. Braham (of th« Autotyp* Company) of the " Carbro "

Prooes. lie teid that the modiflcation* of formats and
metlwd* in working the proeMa were due to Mr. F. Garon, of

Soathend, an amateur who had devoted ten or eleven yean
to the itudy of the lubjeot. Mr. Braham carried the proceM
through in every detail, and hia manipulatioas woro followed

with k««en inlero«i*by the large company present, who after-
ward! acoordAl him a hearty vote of thanks.
\ paper waa next to have been given by Mr. A. C. Watts,

of Catford, on " Salesmanship in Photographic Business," but
the Chairman said that, unfortunately, Mr. Watte's services
had been called upon by the Government in connection with
the i-xisting induitrial situation. It was the only item which
had had to ()o witlulrawn from their progranime.

PHOTOGR.APHERS INSURANCE.
Mr. Dunford, r«prea«ntiag the Eagla, 8tor. and British

DoDiir T
'" 'mpftny, re«d a paper on " Raaaom

why ;. rough the mediam of the P.P.A."
\- • ui'ioo followed.

M r ~ , 'pool) raised aa important qncation. Now
that &lma wero ao popular, what was the position with regard

to iiuuraoc* against flref Manv photographers now stored

fl,- ,) filBU.

: ord said that b* took it this was a recent addition

t>> :.,o {litutographers' itoek, and it would <<ome under tha
or-!i>i»rv fire baaard. There was g<^ni>raily a surrey in that

.: Sinu poiatad ont that instead of osing glass many
pbotograpuor* Bo>w used fthna, and probably this would
increase the fir* preaium. It was a point which should be
diacuaaad.

A maofccr said that he had raisad tha qnaation with one
eompany, who had raptiad that there would be no inoroasa in
prr-r; 'im. hut that they would carry the ridi involved in the
<'^

' 4 company in question waa the Fine Art Company,
.ord said that tha natter oould not be decided until

« virvvjr had been made. Quite likely tha rate might not be
incroiuMl ah'Tvn the normal. It wonUl depaad on the circum-
ttanc-i in doat oaaa.

Mr .S» 1 ..n aakad whether, when photographers
ceased to use gUss and took up the use of films, it was naces-
•ary to aoquaiat tha inauraaca cnmpany with the faotP

Mr. Dnnf r<I rapUad that certainly be woald say that that
aoarse was inoumbant apoa them.
Mr 8wan Watson furthar asked whether, in the event of a

Ire. the fact of the change from glass plates to Alms not
bavini; hf<-n :n<lieated. the claim could be sustained

P

Mr DMnforfl replied that if any photographer kepi a large
^antitr »f films ou his pramises, and had no such films when
.bis po'.irj was taken out, he should certainly advise the
tonpany.
Mr. Swan Watson said that there might ba as much danger

ia one sa in a lot.

Mr. Dunford advised that tba photographer should ba on the
•afa side, and tell tba company ha had so much film on his
fTMBtses; than a surrey eoald ba made if necessary, and it

^Id be aacertainMi by the company in what condition as to
:t» fh„ fiiiny ,rere kept

Other members remarked that they understood from their
iBsaranca company that if the films were safely stored the
policy covered the risk.

Mr. Dunford said that he had been twelve years in the
insurance work], an<| he could not think that any company
charged tha same rate for celluloid as for glass.

A member asked where was tha dividing linywith regard to

the qusntity of films stored?
Mr. Dunford said that if they had any quantity it would be

best to advise tha oompany.
Mr. Lang S'ms thought it would be better if all policies now

covered m certain amount of celluloid. The company might
arrange premiums according to the amount of celluloid on tha
premises. A photographer might have a little celluloid in

hand one day, and it might be gone the next day or the next
week. It would be very hard if such a man bad his place
burned down and his claim was not met. Far better to have
all policiea cover a certain amount.
Mr. Dunford said that be quite agreed that some such

arrangement as Mr Lang Sims suggested might be made.
The nuitter would receive the attention of his company.
A member said that without some such provision a policy

would not be worth the paper it was written on.

Mr. Sarony remarked that he did not think they gave su£B-

atent thought to the inflammable nature of celluloid. After
96 veMjJu^tbe cinematograph world, ha knew the danger, and
ba IwpsJMlia members of th*" Association right through tha
oountrr would make every effort to see that their policy

oovered th's risk, no matter how small the quantity of film

might be.

The Chairman said that it was obvious that if a new risk,

not previously covered, was introduced, and the oompany waa
not notified, the policy might be rendered invalid. He felt

sure that the matter having been discussed, Mr. Dunford
would go back and consult with his company.
Mr. Dunford agreed to do this.

Mr. Swan Watson asked if there was any policy covering the

theft of a lens by a person who came into a studio in a crowd.
Was that in the " all-in " policy P

Mr. Dunford : If you take his photograph and be takes your
leas—(laughter)—it is oovered by the burglary, housebreaking,

and larceny policy.

Mr. Dunford was warmly thanked for his paper.
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CANVASSING FRAUDS-

Mr. S. H. Greenway (Northampton) read the following

paper on " Canvassing frauds, and how to deal with them."

There is probably nothing easier with which to defraud the

public, or that section of them which is easily bamboozled, than

tho photographic enlargement bait.

Since the war, I am toW on the authority of the police, the

country swarms with canvassers of this kind, whose stock-in-

trade is generally two or three passably good bromide speci-

mens, a plausible tongue, and promises of a really high-class

enlarged photograph frora ^ny original entrusted to them.

I have been on the scent of a worthy couple operating in

small towns near Northampton, but not in the county, and
victimising some of my own customers.

The modus operandi of these slippery humbugs can be taken

as typical of many others, who work in pairs, generally of

opposite sexes, but not always husband and wife, although

nominally so, for the sake of appearances.

In the cases which I have personally investigated, the lady

appeared first on the scene, invariably when the man of the

house was absent from home, on the plausible plea of provid-

ing a fine picture of some dear one, lost in the war, or other

relative or friend. The wife or daughter of the house would
part with a P.O., or snapshot, and generally a small deposit

towaixls the cost, which I found varied according to the
circumstances of tba occasion.

This lady canvasser, I use the term "lady " advisedly, was a

very loquacious and persistent woman, and the simple country
folk she tackled hadn't a ghost of a chance. They were simply
talked into parting with, in some cases, -a cherished photo-
graph and money before they knew where they were. The can-
vasser had one or two decoy local .specimens supplied free, or

fairly cheap (as a guarantee of good faith), and, needless to
say, these were faked up for the occasion and provided excel-

lent bait.

Within a few days the other partner made his appearance
with what he called the proof ; merely a bit of bluff to get a
further instalment towards the, 17s. 6d. charged.
Some held on to this crude and unfinished effect for which

7s. Cd. was demanded, rather than risk further outlay In

finishing up a dubious result. I was shown two or three of

these precious specimens, cheap and nasty bromides, coarse
and over-printed monstrosities about 24 by 19, rough mounted,
and already warped into a cylinder shape.

In oases where the victim refused to pay a further instal-

ment the proof was retained by the firm, and nothing further
was heard of the dejiosit or the original. One young man I

interviewed, an ex-servic« fellow, had parted with a brother's
photograph and 17s. 6d., the full price charged, and all he
held was a worthless receipt minus date or signature.
Eve, in the person of the lady canvasser, tempted him, and

he fell a victim to her wiles. I made a test case, and inter-
fiewed the Superintendent of the County Police, who
/"xplained the difficulties of bringing this class of shady
customer to book.

Difficulty 1.—To get any of the victims to prosecute; dislike
to advertise the fact they have been sold.

Difficulty 2.—Tlie very thin line between a civil action of
process by County Court for breach of contract, as against
a proven fraud, i.e., obtaining money and goods by false
pretences.

Difficulty 3.—That in most cases the transaction is oral
instead of written and signed.
So much for the evil. Now what are the remedies ?

This kind of low down business, especially when it exists

on a fairly large scale, is about 75 per cent, suspect, as

against 25 per cent, genuine and legitimate dealing (I quote

official estimates), and injures the whole status of photography

as a business. Let a hoi\a fide firm send representatives in

the wake of these swindlers and see the reception they would

got.

Some years ago, when we had a local branch of the P. P.A.,

we scotched the operations of an outside firm who were can-

va.ssing the town under the high-sounding title of some art

association. AVe did that by means of advertising in the

local press, and cards displayed in our windows warning the

public against parting with photographs or money.

That was the time when the free enlargement stunt, with

the compulsory purchase of a cheap German gilt frame,

charged at four times its value, was being worked for all its

worth.

However, publicity and advice to some of the victims had
the desired effect, and the ex,ploiters of trust and credulity

cleared out to fresh fields and pastures new.
It is on these lines that the P. P. A. can be of practical ser-

vice. Any warning notice with the title " P. P.A. of Great
Britain " appended would carry far more weight than a

local name, and my suggestion is that the Association be

asked to supply suitably worded cards for window or show-

case display at a small cost, so that the members and the

public can be protected when these douitful agents appear in

one's locality.

All genuine firms would hail such procedure with satisfac-

tion.

Some years ago the cynical old sage of Chelsea wrote:
" There are 35 millions in Great Britain, mostly fools." I do

not know if that proportion still holds good, but it is certainly

difficult to understand the mentality of some people we have

to deal with.

I put it to these people who were regretting their stupidity

and the loss of their money, which, in most cases, they oould

ill afford—why, with old-established and accredited photo-

graphers in their own neighbourhood they entrusted photo-

graphs they valued to outsiders and complete strangers with-

out ascertaining their hona fides, or even seeing that a proper

signature and date was appended to the receipts they held.

You will say this is an exceptional case, and that the

natives in this particular place, which, by the way, is »o<

Northampton, are pathetically simple. In any case, I did

good work in my inquiries, for these specious frauds made a

sudden exit, and the likel hood of any return for the sums
entrusted to them is very remote.

The annoying part is, however, that all the money they

garnered is lost to the legitimate traders, and that so much
public confidence is alienated, and photographers as a class are

suspect to such people for a long time afterwards.

My advice is :
" Do not lightly disregard this spurious kind

of competition. Genuine agencies, even if they thrive upon

cut prices and slim methods, we have to face; but it is our

duty to investigate when doubtful and dishonest means ar*

used, and productions laibelled "high class enlargements " are

foisted upon the public at ten times their value. Then it is

time to act in a corporate capacity for our mutual interest*

and scotch the game.
Even 'f our own particular business is not directly affected,

we have a duty as members of the P. P.A. to those of our

fellow craftsmen to whom this kind of competition is hurtful

and exasperating.
S. H. Greenway.

In the course of discussion,
Mr. Lang Sims pointed out that this was no new matter to

the Gonncil. Only a short time ago a new member wrote com-
plaining of a similar fraud in his town. The Council replied to
the member to the effect that he should put a notice in his
window that he had nothing whatever to do with the fradulent

canvassers, and that if customers came to him they would b»

promptly and satisfactorily deaH with. Of course, the great

difficulty was to get anyone to prosecute. The Council would

welcome any suggestions.

The President (Mr. Frank Brown) said that the police were
powerless to act unless private individuals were willing to
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prosecut-e. There h»d been a similar trouble with regard to

painting nn^'xiMrr.; and Le ha<l the satisfaction of saving
two of hi> £50 by putting them into a position to

claim the : v.. ihe money tlipy had paid. The only way.
It seemed to him, was an extensive issue of warning notices

to be placed in photographer^' windows. Of course, it was
not only a matter of cheap and inferior portraiture, a similar

fraud was practised in connection with better work. He had
every reason to brieve that the Council would be able to stop

it in time.

Mr. W. Illingworth (Northampton) said that this was on«
of the reasons why he had so strongly urged the incorporation
of the Association. When they became a registered body they
ought to be able to check all this kind of thing much more
effectively than at present.

Mr. Greenway. who was accorded a hearty vote of thanks,
said, in reply, that he was sure that if the Association issued
display notices for the districts affected, for which merahers
would be willing to pay, it would have a pronounced effect in
putting a stop to the practices complained of.

DARK.ROOM ILLUMINATION.
.Mr .1 H. Pledge, of the Kodak Company, read the

following paper on "Dark-room Illumination."
I win* to .iwiini<> that a talk on the subject of dark-room

i' of lome help to those workers who have
Ti or opportunity to look cUieely into this

i: It to some of you wltat I hare (o say may be rather
r. yet to others I hope there will be some little gain.
For roniio.'iabo working in the dark-room we need as miKh

light 14 IS c<>n^:>t<'nt with safetT. That is to say, we want
to !>•' able to See as well as possible without incurring the risk

of f' j.-'.ni! the plate or other plioto-mutcrial we are handling.
r and amount of ti :>tion that it is possible

!• -^fore depend on t •

I I
'

I iveneas ot the
;

.vene«« of the
*} ' -haae factors \ It: .^ ...:„ :iie individual,
a ' ."cord'ng to its kind.

iry to consider white light as consisting of a
vr.x-'i'- i i-oloars, and if, in fact, we analyse white light
»u. :!.L ;:.-.;;ument caUe<l >^" •.r^^t^.^. ..,.^ wo obtain a band
of .^ our varying from \ green, or orange
v." ' ! "'' deep red— the -.•.,,,. -v. ,, .ounuuous spoctmm.

:;oing de(>ply into tho mntter. it may be said that,

e 'am* quantity in fair amount of blue, grven. red,
S' to the eye the green and rerl might k>ok equally
br... ...i the blue would be darker, and if we wanted the
blue to look at bright we should have to fake more of it,

beri'ue the eye is leas sensitive to blue than to grean and red.
lin: :f we reduced verj much the quantity of light the result
voui I not be the same. A» the quantity of light was redurcd
the crt^u would appear to lose leM than the red, and, finally,

wlitni the red had quite diMppeared, we skoold ttill be able to
p)>r<

.
ive a faint effect in the middle of the green. This matter

ha^ .'«a important bearing en the design of safelighta for use
wttn panchromatic plates, about which I want to say a few

spaet to the wnaitivenesi of the plate. To
" have a maximtim sensitivaiMM in the

entirely true of orilinsry plates. Ortho-
• an sidditionn he greon.
late* are sen*. and red

>. but all are mo>.t -••n^itive tu blue. Now
'liti* true to «ay t^nt nn r.rdinnrv plate has its

enesa in •

^cn-
•lours, bii! 11 be
ht and with stiil omre exposure by red
ohrioas that for dark-room illumination

t. It ii. however, paas'ble to use a
. or a mixture of green and red, that

would bare to be a vary deep yellow, and
•ed for slow phitea and papers. Therefore

H of photographic material of ordinary sensi-
"ee or red light is usually b««t.

-lisation of the various glasses now
« (fn .-ailed, I snppoto, because they

•tirely safe), prior to Ui07,

• I'nwrigbt, made sn invr,ti.
There wero no standards, and the pli..to-

• ry or ruby fabric or glass, and was .»ati.-

t no fog on his plates. When he did i;.-t

otfUe^ i.. .l.s.r.ni«. tli« amount of litrlit

ps by fastening nnotlwr
. ..>•: know whether he was
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getting as much light as it was possible to have with safety,
and, as a matter of fact, Dr. Mees found that, in general,
dark-room lights were much darker than they need have been.
The standard of safety adopted by Dr. Mees was that a

plate might be exposed for half a minute at 3 ft. from the
dark-room lamp without showing a trace of fog, the intensity
of illumination being S c.p. directly behind the safelight, or
16 c.p. if the light were reflected through the safelight. Of
course, development always takes more than ^ min., but it

i« never necessary to expose the plate directly to the light
for a longer total time than ^ min. The developing dish
should be covered for the greater part of the time of develop-
ment, or at least kept in tho shade, and the direct light of the
lamp not allowed to fall upon the plate. With tho growing
popularity of tank and stand development these remarks, which
apply primarily to dish development, will not be so generally
applicable. There is another point which has been frequently
ovorluoked in the design of dark-room lamps. In a dark-room
it is necessary to see not only the plate that is being developed,
but also the position of the tap, measures, and so on. Now
a diffused light is much better for this purpose than a direct
light, and a great deal more of the surroundings can then be
seen with the same intensity of light falling on the plate, and
strain on the eyea is thereby minimised. In point of fact,

the safelight itself. 10 by 8 or so in sise, should act as the
light-source, and must therefore be translucent and not trans-
parent. A ruby or other glass through which ono can see tho
source of light is, of course, transparent, but a safelight, such
as those of the Wratten series, which one csnnot see through
owing to the diffusing medium, is called translucent. Tie
Wratten safelights are all composed of two sheets of glass
coated with dyed gelatine. Between these two glasses is

placed a diffusing medium, usually paper, and sometimes
this is dyed as well. Here a word of caution. A dyed gela-
tine safelight is preferable to either glass or fabric, because
it enables exactly the right colour to be used and of just the
right strength. But it is necessary that the lamp should be
thoroughly well ventilated, otherwise tho coating may be
damaged by the heat. Kvory Wratten safelight box bears this

caution, but I am afraid it is not always observed.
' :>l Wratten dark-room, lamps are so designed that

a • t cool air is constantly passing over the surface of
tho Mtieligbt all the time the lamp is in use. This applies to
all siscs and forms of the Wratten dark-room lamps, and it

it^imMH^le in a Wratten lamp to spoil a safelight through
ovw>lisa><tlg, however long a lamp may be running. At our
Harrow works we have some safelights in use in lamps light-

ing dark corridors or exits which aro continually alight, and
we have not yet had a failaie of a safelight through over-
heating. Their end, when it does occur, is usually a violent

one, perhaps by being dropped while cleaning, and oven a
Wratten safelight will not stand that kind of treatment often.

As the sensitiveness of different photographic materials
handled in a dark-room may vary very much, it is obviously
desirable, on the ground of comfort and convenience, to be
able to control the colour and amount of light in use. For fast

ordinary plates we need a deep red light, for slow lantern

plates a bright yellow one, and so on. We now list a series of
nine varieties of Wratten safelight, covering the wbolo range
of light-sensitive photographic material now avoilablc, from the

slowest plates and papers to tho fastest portrait and most
sensitive and rapid panchromatic plates on the market. These
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safelights havo all been designed with the same margin of

safety, and their standard is very rigorously kept up.

Generally speaking, we do not recommend daylight as the
light-sonrco for dark-room illumination, as it varies so much
in intensity, and any given safelight may be unduly dark
at one time and far from safe at another. A fairly constant
artificial light-source is much better.

We are frequently asked whv green is the colour of the safe-

light recommended for use w-th panchromatic plates. It is not,

of cours'e, that panchromatic plates are insensitive to gieen,

but is due to the fact to which I referred just now, that the
average eye is more sensitive to very weak green light than
to a similar amount of any other colour. A panchromatic plate

is easily fogged by exposnre to green light, but given a very
weak green and a very weak red light, both of equal visual
intensity, the red Light would cause fog trouble in a much
shorter time than the green. Hence the most useful and
.safe.st safelight for panchromatic plates is a dull green light.

During the last few years a form of supplementary lighting
of dark rooms has come into use—the indiret^t lighting system.
This usually takes the form of an electric lamp suspended from
a whitened ceiling and projecting its light upwards only. It
is reflected practically all over the dark-room from the area
immediately above the lamp and renders the use of the dark-
room very much more easy, most especially when more than
one person is using the same room. This method is in practi-

cally universal use at oirr Harrow works, in the coating and

packing, developing and printing rooms, and elsewhere. The
method is now largely in use in most photographic works and
in many professional dark-rooms also. The safelights we
recommend for use in such lamps are those in the list now on
the screen. To those seeing this method of lighting for the
first time the amount of light permissible with safety will

probably be a surprise. We do not recommend this as taking
the place of the lamp over the work bench or sink, hut as an
acces^ry or additional method.
To summarise, for dark-room illumination

—

Do not use canary or ruby fabric or glass of an unknown
factor of safety.

Use a screen which is translucent and not transparent.
Use a screen which permits the greatest amount of light

possible with the particular ' photographic material in use.
From this it follows that more than one screen should be
available if plates or papers of widely differing speed or sensi-
tiveness are emplo3ed in the same dark-room.

See that your dark-room lamp is properly ventilated so that
the safelight does not become unduly heated.

If more than one person is using a dark-room at the same
time consider the installation of a AVratten ceiling reflector

lamp as an efficient aid which will soon save its cost in reduc-
ing breakage of measures and dishes and in preventing colli-

sions between workers who would, of course, usually have a
valuable negative in their hands at the time.

J. H. PtBDOE.

ARCHITECTURAL AND TECHNICAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Under the presidency of Mr. P'rank Brown, a lecture was

given on " Architectural and Technical Photbgraphv," by Mr.
H. W. Bennett, F.R.P.S.

Mr. Bennett said that there was always a large amount of

gooil technical work to be done—architectural, engineering,
.S( icntiflc, including copying. One essential to begin with was
that the man who was required to do technical work must have
a certain understanding, not merely of his photographic
technique, but of th(» technical qualities of his subject. It

was ho])eless to expect good aninyal photographs, for instance,

from a man who was not fond of animals, or good photographs
showing machinery from one who had no vinderstanding of the

purpose and functioning of the machinery. Some years ago
a large French engineering firm installed a new system of

signalling at a station on the line from Paris to Madrid.
A photographer was asked to take about two dozen photo-

graphs, and this he did in one day, but, however good they
might have been as photographs, when the manager saw them
he threw them aside. Then he (the lecturer) was called upon
to undertake a series of negatives, and this he did in three

days, and from his twenty-four negatives some 700 or 750

prints were ordered, therefore they met the case. In photo-

graphing machinery it was essential to understand the work-
ing of the machinery. Such a position for the camera must
be taken as would show the working parts of the machine.
Mr. Bennett showed one or two pieces of home-made ap-

paratus—-one of them an arrangement for preventing the

tripod slipping on a slipper)' floor. It consisted simply of

three laths joined together in such a way that they could be

extended flat and tripod-fashion on the ground ; and having
holos to receive the jxiints of the tripod, it effectually pre-

vented a tripod .slipping on, say, a glass surface, or making
holes in a rich carpet.

For all technical work one must necessarily have a camera
with a large range of rising front. At times it was necessary

to lift the lens very high in relation to the centre of the

plate: this he succeeded in doing in the case of his own camera
liy means of a panel arrangement on the camera front. With
regard to lenses, as an architectural photograjiher he wanted
to defend the wide-angle lens. He had heard many photo-

graphers in the past speak strongly against it,, but he regarded

it as not only a necessity at certain times, but as an advantage
at many other times. There were occasions when he had the
opportunity of using either a long focus, a medium focus, or

wide angle, and he chose the wide angle because it gave him

the most natural and plea.sing result. He would never advo-

cate an excessively wide angle—that is, an excessively short

focus—in relation to the plate. As a general rule he pre-

ferred to use a lens not shorter than five-sixths of the length

of the plate with which he was working. Such a proportion of

focus to plate would give, measured on the diagonal of the
plate, a capacity of just over 70 deg. Most of his whole-plate

work had been done with a lens of just under 7 in. focus: most
of his 12 X 10 work w ith one of 10^ in. focus. His objection

to tele|)hotographic work was that the perspective was so

slight that in many cases the impression was almost that of a
photograph of a motlel. But if a fairly wide-angle lens were
used one got the effect, in the case of a tall building, of look-

ing upward. A photograph of a high building, taken with a

lens of moderately short focus relative to the plate, gave in

the resulting print this looking-upward impression to a re-

markable degree. This was provided, of course, that the photo-

graph was taken from the ground, and he always felt that in

architectural work photographs .should be taken from the
ground, such being the natural and intended point of view.

There was just one reservation. When taking very small

subjects with a wide-angle lens, the nearest point being very
near to the camera, and the floor or foreground was to be

included, he found it advisable to place the camera on a lower
view-point than usual. The low" view-point, of course, had to

be selected with discretion.

Mr. Bennett went on to speak about copying, which by some
was regarded as verj- easj' work; yet he had been surprised to

find comparatively skilled photographers fail at simple copying.

It was purely technical work, and to photograph a drawing to

scale was (|uite easy, but absolute accuracy was necessary, and
nothing need be left to guesswork. With the help of lantern

diagrams Mr. Bennett gave a detailed exposition of his own
methods. He insisted that if copying was undertaken in a

sy.steniatic manner, every copy ought to be a success. He had
been sur])rised to find how little system there was in many
establishments for copying; he himself had always regarded

systematic exposure as an essential preliminary to success.

Some time ago he had a commission to take a number of

jiictures in the National Gallery, and he found that the condi-

tions of exposure, if rejiresented by 1 on one side of the room,

would have to be represented by 4 or 5 on the oi)posite side.

This was simply because, although the room was lighted from

the roof, the walls on one side were taken up so as to block

the sky-light considerably. There was nothing to equal a
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lance in eocpoeure for copying under all manner

ill p*»iii^ Mr. Bennett paid n tribute to the Bolt Court
^. h<>ol, whi»«» wiUingnose to helji a ml advise had been so very

k:ri>i. h' -.1: !. • loiaetimea to <>' him.

[I" >: '' jrapher engaged on .. aork should mak«
; !:::-•' ! :,i.'! .ar with colour sensitive plates and difTerent

' wii a green icreMi at times might be exce>^dingly

The photograpby of machinery was difficult becauie

than not it was so placed in the workshop as tu be
' from the photographer's point of view. In all

taken in the workshop thi- photocrapher must be
lock out the baokgrotnHl ^ult. The best

' r.ir this purpose h« had - •p.-iqur- water

rh.' iiiiist opaqii.' was Iti'li.m ri-il aiui • n

tulxM, riia'i>- .111 exieHsnt opa({U(> i<>r Mucking on: : :s.

Mr. f;<>nii<-tt dealt more particularly with merhanisras on
railways, and described hia •xperiences in aigBAi cabins, whaa
h>' hs4 to give intermittent «xposar«s. A signal cabin Dilered

iTi ,:. 'mall .tpa<-« lilmrMt erery difficulty witb which the photo-

. . I upon to deal. The windo»< parti(.'a-

>.• . , 1 ire* of tniii'il" TT.- inii.trjt.><l bv tho

'i .-rams anii i» how be

; i.i>>.<i ii;:> ^.^ii.^.^A under these c;. .. ^... plan was
'i.nially to learn from the signalman which was the moit fr»-

.1 r'-'-ii-

.-.l:il.

:. i-r

I olorir

;

quent position for the signals, and to wait aind give
fragmentary exposures whenever that position recurred. Other
unfavourable photographic environments were cathedral crypts
and tube tunuels. To photograph in tube tunnels was not very
difficult if only plenty of flashpowder were used.
Mr. Bennett went on to speak of photographing in cotintry

houses, particularly interior pictures, and illustrated how he
managed rooms which were unsuitable either from the lighting
or the spacing point of view, and then went on to speak of
his cathedrals, showing how at Wells and Ely, for instance,
whore ho had plenty of room to use a lens of longer focu.s, he
deliberately choM> the wide-angle lens, and got thereby a more
pleasing result, fie insisted upon the many advantages which
the local photographer had over the visiting photographer, in
respect to local knowledge, local access to tinaccustomed points
of view, and the opportunity to take advantage of seasonal
rariatioos.

Unhappily Mr. Bennett's lecture had to be greatly curtailed
oiring to tho approach of the closing honr of the hall, and his

slidcH were rushed through at a speed which did scant justice

to their excellence. A hearty vote of thanks was accorded on
the motion of Mr. St. George, seconded by Mr. T. C. Turner,
who »aid that the remedy for a failing business was technical
ability, ami 'at no time was it so necessary as now for tho
photographer to be a good technician.

PHOTOGRAPHIC PORTRAITURE FROM A WOMAN'S POINT OF VIEW.
• rtairily t)i<- llll>^t nitty, and in sooM T—pects the most
r.-_-'.->-'\v '.. t 1'. I'luer^-d to the Congraaa was that by
I >; I' above •abject The lecture wa» illu»-

-.»•: A - (»f the w<»rk t-f -.omc < <irit« tnrxir.i.'T

» I^na
\l \!i*. Kin

AIl:;ll^ Bnsil. Mix* Pnrothy Wilding. Mrs. Marion Neilson, Miss
D.T.1 H..I.I. .Mndanic Pcste], of Eastbourne. Madame Genia
H 'f Pari^, and Madame Yevondo herself. Following
' Mrs. Frank Brown returned the compliment of

M Monday evening by presenting Madame Yevonde
--:- .iiiit i.f flowers.
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ia again br . " that the public doe* not care
a rap ahou; ,; as it gets a likeness." Now. we
most Bot, of course, pander to the public in this respect; but,
OB the other band, we must be equally oaroful not to forget
them. And it is for this reason that I pat the personality
of the photographer as an important point.

A plMtant personality goes further towards the making of a
siMM'tnAfnl twirtrnii than a perfect print. The sitter must come

nlu^t bo done to make him or her, and
i- - happy and comfortable in the studio as
possible, or the .xlds are very moch against a life-like portrait.
A woman, to my mind, is much more likely to create this
atmosphrro than a man.' Hrr tact and sympathy are acknow-
l~l,.r^i 1... iw »r.,l .1 ,,,ht to posaeas in a marked degree the

r at his ease.
^

i 1 .-l I most tell you a little story that
MiM I.,rna Conncll told me the other day, although it'mther
dixprures my point about the tact, with a capital T. of tho
woman pliotographer, as she herself admitted, but it is too
good to miss.

MiM Conncll was photographing a very stiff, nervous man,
who proveii himself a most touchy and fractious sitter. After
trxinf ilte <'«jn to put him at his i^ase by conversation and
fifr—• rdtbough I am not sure about the cigarettes; I

*"' >t thosel fhe at last lost patiotKo with him, and
iaiii tn iiirii :

—
" Why do yon not go and get photographeil by a man, ai

you appear so ill at esse, and foolish before a woman P " Ho
became »till more confused, of course, at that, and said:

—

"Well, you see, it's like this. Miss Connell, I should look a
•illy aaa any way in a studio being photographed, and I would

a hilly n.is before a woman than before one

nay here is another case for the woman
•o are many sitters of the outlook of that

' •• wimian photographer's advantage,
• omplimcntary to her.

ii.;!« which a woman's brain works is an
hor in dealing with sitters. Scientists tell

• B

much r k

of mv
Y

pl,
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us that it tires more easily than a man's, but \l acts spon-

taneously and with greater rapidity, which is a tremendo\is

adrantapie in the studio, especially when dealing with children

and difficult sitters. Our intuition here is of more value than

man's much-prized logic.

Take the case of the sitter, and a very tiresome person she

is too. Sometimes she is too thin, but, for argument's sake,

we will pretend she is too fat. She insists on having full

lengths, and has decided views on how she wishes to bo posed,

and .she is quite sure that she does not want any of what she

calls " touching up."
" Now, remember," is her parting instruction, " I want a

photograph as I really am ; I do not want to be made beau-

tiful 1 I don't want to be touched up at all." Now, if you
are foolish or only a little wise, or if you possess a cruel and
over-developed sense of humour, you submit her rough
unretouched proofs, and, of course, never see her again. If,

however, you have a certain knowledge of human nature, you
remove three chins, and show a slightly defined waist line and
the suspicion of an ankle, and you send out proofs and hope
for the best.

Batk she comes in a very indignant hiood. None of her
friends will look at them—you have made her too fat ; she

knows she is rather plump, but not to this extent—why, you
have given her a double chin; and see how broad you have
made her across the face.

You sigh resignedly, and prepare for the unhappy business
of photographing her all over again. This time you are very
wise. You issue stringent instructions. All the superfluous
chins must be removed

;
your retoucher asserts her skill and

cunning in reducing hips, waist line, and jinklo to at least

normal proportions. Result—delight on the part of the sitter.

Relief for the photographer.
Now, ladies and gentlemen, my point is that fo. nine women

out of ten who come in and insist, as that sitter insisted on
their desires for an untouched portrait, to look, in tact, exactly

as they are, and not as they imagine they look—you may
retouch as much as you like—reduce and beautify with all the
skill of lead and knife—but the tenth''woman really means
what she says, and honestly wishes for a portrait with all her
characters in.

(

Oliver Cromwell, you will, no doubt, remember, was a sitter

of this nature. He was one of these, I am afrai3, rare people
entirely immune to the subtle art of flattery. " Warts and
all," he commanded, the famous artist to whom he sat for his

portrait. But the artist, thinking he wouTd please Cromwell,
forgot the warts. He did not know his man. " Either my
true likeness or nothing at all," exclaimed Cromwell. And
the next time the artist presented the picture the warts were
painted in complete.

We do not get many female sitters of the type of Oliver
Cromwell (and, incidentally, I might even add not many male)

;

but we must be always on our guard, and for a woman with
intuition it is b> no means easy to spot the candid sitter.

For a man 1 shinlld think it would be an impossible, difficult

task.

With children, women are at a great advantage over
men. Many little sitters, on coming into a strange place, are
naturally shy and a little suspicious of a man with ferocious
whiskers perhaps (and quite a number of you men do wear
ferocious whiskers). This alarms children—and then there are
tears and sobs, and loud lamentations and expostulations.
With only women in the st'udio the embarrassment of the child

is not nearly so great.

This point is rather emphasised , vhich I believe

is correct, that one of our foremt tographers (a

man) keeps entirely away from his : he employs
a woman assistant to talk to the c-i keep them
amused, while he watches unseen for moment to
expose his plate.

It seems, then, that the art of keej. er—man,
woman, or child—happy and interested- -> studio
is a very important point in the produr.ti» ife-like

portraits.

A fellow camera man told me once that he always wished he
could study his sitters for half an hour in silence before start-

ing to expose plates ; and he regretted that this method was
not possible owing to the fact that people would think him
rude.

And I replied that even if his sitters excused his lack of

manners, he would be dissatisfied with the method he was
employing, as he would find that he had only been photograph-
ing a mere exterior ; that after the lengthy contemplation he
might and doubtless would and certainly ought to discover the
best side of her face, the correct angle of her head, or whether
she looked best looking up or looking down ; but all the anima-
tion and sparkle of the sitter's personality would be lost in a

fog of unhappy self-consciousness.

It ought not to take the photographer half an hour to make
up his mind which is the better side of the sitter's face. Per-
sonally, I find it a good plan to ask the sitters themselves,

and 1 nearly always get a correct answer. We most of us

know our little peculiarities and blemishes only too well

—

incidentally we have a shrewd suspicion of our good points

also, and sitters rather like to be asked, they think it is a
good joke, and it starts a subject of conversation in which
you interest them in the theory that in 99 cases out of a 100

the left side is more beautiful owing to the fact that careful

mothers, when we are babies, put us to sleep on the right

side, and the bones of the face being soft and unformed suflfer

accordingly.

I do not to-night intend to dwell for any length of time on the

vexed question of the man v. woman assistant, as it does not

seem to serve any very great purpose—further, the subject only

a short while ago was well thrashed out by many able pens in a

series of lively correspondence in the " British Journal."
Personally, of course, I infinitely prefer the woman assistant

;

but, then, doubtless, I am rather prejudiced in her favour for

obvious reasons.

The fact remains that she has grown steadily in numbers and
efficiency with the growth of photography, and this, of course,

is not a factor induced altogether by the war, as in pre-war
days her popularity was just as noticeable.

In the reception room, of course, she has always reigned
supreme. However much a man is master in his own studio,

he invariably bows to the superiority of the woman recep-

tionist. I don't believe there has even been a man recep-

tioi^ist^—if ever there was one he must have been a very single

failure, for no one has heard of him or followed his example.
But this question of the woman assistant is entirely a per-

sonal one—to be dealt with by individual photographers.

Now let us turn our eyes and see what the women photo-
graphers in other lands are doing. I had hoped to be able to
procure a lot of information about them. And with this aim
in view I light-heartedly set about collecting that information.
I find, however, that the women abroad have not taken up
portrait photography nearly so extensively as over here, with
the exception, perhaps, of America, where numbers of good
women portraitists abound, many of whom exhibit frequently

at the salons and other exhibitions in this country, and whose
work is doubtless familiar to some of you. Names, such as

Mrs. Kasebier, Miss Charlotte Fairchild, Miss Mathilde Weil,

and Miss Helen M. Murdoch spring at once to mind.

AjKirt, I repeat; from the United States, the woman por-

traitist does not seem to have made herself noticeable either

by lior numbers or the quality of her work—with the excep-

tion of isolated cases. Th'S is very likely due to the fact that

women abroad have not had the opportunity for self-expression

and development that we have here now and that is possessed

by women in America to an equal degree. This is a very

important factor, which people sometimes forget in judging
women's creative work in art. Isolated and exceptional women
have always broken through the artificial sex barrier. That
harrier makes it the exception always, rather than the rule,'

for woman to express herself any other way than through
the traditional medium of the domestic circle. The dreams
and aspirations of the majority of women found no means of

ilire<'t self-pxprcssiou at ali
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In England, where women hare so much freedom now, we
find the Ix'St photographs. Abroad, in the countries where
women are not so free, good women photographers are more
rare. T tnUI yon ju*t now that when T rtarted collecting my

' 'leartedly set out to »ear 'Id for th>> woman
I am afraid I Hid : ry far. First. I

1. the most artistic iiution lu tlie worM. and :ifter

m all iorts of peopl.- who had lived in China,
•> hare extensive knowledge on these matters.
ng rery satisfactory, I wrote to Mr. Tong.

> 'hiaarMi Legation but he could not Mjr if there were
iirofeasional ph.itojraphi rs.

In fact that i g fount of information our good
fri.nd Mr. Crow '< m.. that women have already,

-ted; bat. like all bepm have much to Ic^rn, and
nr work i* not of a hig . In Aontralia there are

numbers of excellent women phot(n;rapher». In France the
woman portraitist has not yet come into her own. I am
greatly indebted to M. L. P. Oerc for the information I hare
to L'ivf vo.i on th.. subject. He ha.^ taken a great deal of

Hin " Pari* Notes " are an interesting
l-..;i«h Journal" jnst now. He tells, for

inUance. this week, in a paragraph which i« really the outcome
of rnv ,.,r,„ir,,« that although there are many talented

ircely " poMible to name half a 'doacn pro-
' 'o' portrait photography which are managed

by women, and of this namb«r bareU half of then
. ... by Frenchwomen." This nr. dinarr
when we consider h©w adranced Fr«' i He
«''-. raiaeaa point when he Mya that im.to are verv Ic-» wonien

•iichera (and all the beet one* are foreigners), 'perhap* the
I nch t«ni|M>rament U not conducive i . j.
l;

• he mentions one woman. Madam (• ^o
k:.:.l!T sent me eone q»«aBieB« of her work, nhich I will »how
yon .ui.T on.

In Sweden and Norway the woman pbolograher it not so
rare; and the two toudk danehters of that famous pr.-tr . -,,1
Mr Ferdinand Flodin, of Stockholm, are alrewlv

'.

to carv. out successful careers for themaelvM aa por
"

h for the woman pfaotogfapher abroad Here in
whi?e iromon hare only Just been r,rir;i.v.,...) to ait

"• find 1 .. }^
'"'•^ nln . : ... hirth.

• the rearing of and
II ii... .~npocit» of

"rators.

t work aa far
•'r of whom we
•misted of (tlus

'Olographa had
•re aifn* that

> wisb to be in
•"-} iin to return to Mrs.

'I nearly all tlic cirilneot men and
' • ite eaottg! Me to

i. inolB'' rirann.
vin I now want to uaU yon
a lady who wiabed for an appoint-
to Mr. Crowther for procuring a

i»y be CI'

Siiramerbon<>
le^ fn «jt fo

'.•rms Mrs.
,'tph. Miaa

.tg& person, and
e would arrive

« Siiri;merhonae Donkhu be satis-

' Lonisa Stunmerhouse

' to hare her likeneas taken
•,lnr.o«r women whoee n-- i-ehold

•hejr were wot; ,nrdi,,

J .V . ""w^''^"
*''** Hugh.-, wno I, 11,11 going strong,

and the late Madame Ullie Charlee.

Miss Hughes's father was an artist, and she started her
career about thirty ago by photographing his pictures when
only a Tery young girl in her teens. Then she tried her hand
at portraiture, and met with almost instantaneous success.
People flocked to her studio, and she was easily the most
popular photographer of her day. While still a girl, she was
employing as many as sixty assistants, and averaging over
sixteen sitters a day. She was the first to use the painted
Honmey background, which afterwards became so fashionable,
and with it, of course, came the photographing of childreii
with women in evening dress, at the time considered a great
innovation.

The late Madame Lallie Charles attained a huge success.
With characteristic boldness, she swept awav all preconceived
notions in portrait photography, and won" fame by placing
her sitters against a plain white background softly vignetted
This also had never been done before with any notable sur
CMS. She was the possessor of a very brilliaiit personality
which mast havo contributed largely and aided her considei
ably in the accomplishing of her work
We have seen in the many exhibitions that are held up and

'' *'" country at various times, and more particularly in
iful examples on show at this present most successful

.Mil .mull of profesvional portraiture, that women i)osse.-ises
iKith originality and the creative feeling in the work. But we
must also admit that she has her faults—and she has shown
a certain weakneM by falling too easily into the rut of the
one idea. It ia a failing all artists are prone to, and women
more than men. I believe that this is djue to the fact that
we delight too much in keeping ourselves to ourselves.

Personally, this has been a great fault of mine in the past.
I know. I had no idea what other people were doing, and it
is only since I havo come out a little that I have at all
realise<l what an indifferent photographer I am. And that i

a atep forward, because until we realise that we have sooi''
thing to learn we can never progress. There are anv number
of women photographers who shut themselves up, lis I hav.
shut myself np, and refuae to join the AaM>cistion or mingl.
in any way with the members of their profusion. One womnn
openly boasted to me the other day that she had never in her
life met another photographer before she met me. Now that
u all wrong. We must come out and meet one another ; we
mu*t join tlic As«o< iation ; we must see one another's work and
criticise, and. moro important still, receive criticism ; or we
shall novel- improve. It is impossible to avoid becoming
narrow and self-centred in our work if we barricade ourselves
bekind our camera and pretend that there are no other
phoUjgraphers in the world. Miss Dora Head said to me the
other day: " It is so easy to descend to the sitter's level.''
I am afraid we inevitably descend to the sitter's level if.

sooner of later, we do not Uke steps and watch ourselve-s
very carefully. Wo must realise that perfection is not crea-
tion. That although ly may have won fame by some special
»tyle or thought, to repeat ourselves indefinitety in this par
ticttlar manner is not only non-creative and purely mechanical,
bnf most eventually lead, if not to complete destruction, at
leaat sariou* deterioration of our' busines.s.

-Jh^any of the photographer Is fall of pitfalls. It is

oBmrar from any other profession in that there are .so many
high roads to success. One m»y find fame liy beautiful quality
of printa, another by the happy, uatiirul expre.ssion and
posing of the sitters, a third by an original scheme of light-
ing, a fourth hy commercial ability and sound business train-
ing, and »o on. It may punlo the beginner to decide which of
theae roads to tackle. My advice is— tackle the lot. Find
out yonr weak points, and see that they become your strong
ones.

I have tried to show that personality, tact, patience and
intuition are all very valuable to the portrait photographer;
that wnrncfi |.rM«eM them to a far groiiter degree than men;
' " with children, and that, of course, their

of clothes and eye for detail isf a great
a*t. I in u proie.'vMun in which these two play so important a
pa^t.
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We know that there have been great women photographers;

there will bo still greater as women's mentality expands and

improves with greater freedom and opportunity.

Her competition with ni«n should prove helpful and

invigorating to both sexes.

We also realise that she is liable to grave weaknesses ; that

she is often untrained ; that having attained a certain amount
of success, she does not bother to persevere and improve. She

climbs to the top of the tree perhaps without much trouble, and

then she shows a tendency to recline in comfort, never realis-

ing that there are other higher and perhaps more beautiful

trees to be tackled, and that if she is not careful and refrains

from further climbing, she may, after all. find that she has
been left in the shade.

In conclusion, I should like to thank you all for listening

so patiently. And particularly I thank the men for the kind
manner in which they have endured this long discourse by
a woman on how clever and altogether brilliant is her sex.

Further, I think I may say, and I am sure the ladies will

back me up, that if any gentleman present would like to
get up and say a few words on how clever is he and his

sex, I am sure we will listen with enjoyment, although, mark
you, there will not be any novelty in it, will there, ladies.''

Philonie Yevonde.

At the close of the lecture many graceful compliments were

paid to Madame Yevonde by Mr. Sjfeaight, Mr. Marcus Adams
(who was thankful he was not a ferocious, w-hiskered man),

and Mr. Herliert Lainbert, who said that a cloud was upon
him because he felt that photography, like other artistic

pursuits, would in the long run pass out of men's province

altogether. Still, he believed that co-operation and not

rivalry between the sexes was the thing to be sought after.

Mr. Frank Brown, who urged that ladies should be intro-

duced on to the Council of the P.P. A., with Madame Yevonde
as the first lady member, protested that he had been mis-

understood about the flowers. It was too much that he should

be accused of having spoken slightingly of flowers—ihe who
had left his bed at one o'clock on a cold and frosty morning
to bring six and twenty chrysanthemum plants into the
greenhouse !

A vote of thanks was carried with much acclamatioli, and
Madame Yevonde briefly replied.

A LUBOSHEY NIGHT.

On Thursday evening Mr. Swan Watson presided over a

crowded Congress Hall. Mr. N. , E. Luboshey had been

announced to give a talk about Continental studios and

methods, but he began by saying in his vivacious way that

he had been given carte blanche, and that slides had been

suddenly demanded, so that at the last moment he had pro-

cured some mixed slides, -which he had only exhibited once

in his b'fe, and that for the purpose of giving a demonstra-

tion of the effects of plain lighting.

Mr. Luboshey proceeded to show a most interesting series

of photographs of well-known gentlemen taken at a meeting

of the Royal Photographic Society without any of the para-

phernalia of the modern portrait studio. He created much
amuscmient when specimens of fancy lighting were thrown

on the screen by remaking, " I was asked to do 't, but I

don't want to look at it." What he believed in was straight-

forward, honest photography. He showed what could be done

without any manipulation of the light whatever, simply by

changing the position of the sitter in relation to the lens

and the light. He took 27 negatives of one lady, all on the

same day, and not one was anything like the sitter ! Mr.

Luboshey added that every time he had the opportunity he

emphasised the necessity of providing direct and simple

lighting. Among his results he exhibited a stage scene, taken

by ordinary stage lighting, and said that the difficulty of

doing this sort of thing simply did not exist. Some beau-

tiful Greek tableaux photographed in Russia came next, and

in one of these examples Mr. Luboshey had combined half-a-

dozen negatives, so that the same performers were repeated

in the one tableau. This, he said, was a branch of photo-

graphy little touched on, but with a great deal of business

in it if done well. The exposures were made by means of an

electric lamp which he held in his hand while standing on a

ladder, and were quite short. The secret of the whole thing

was to get the sitter to work with the photographer, and

also to have enough light and to know where to place it.

One of Mr. Luboshey's group photographs showed a

crowded meeting of the Royal Photographic Society, taken

by the ordinary lights of the room. The room contained

eight 300 c.
p. 'half-watt lamps. Portraits of indivi-tnials were

also projected, attention being drawn to the sparkle of the

eye. Referring to his experiences abroad, Mr. Luboshey had
much to say with regard to the fine work done in Scandinavia

by pioneers who upheld the highest ideals of the profession.

With his usual enthusiasm he insisted on straightforward
work and the folly of .straining after artificial effects. He
did not think that artistic portraiture, great as had been the

progress in technique, was up to the level of thirty or forty

years ago, and this was due to the defection of so many from
the straight path.

The Chairman remarked tnat they had yet another treat

in store, for Mr. Flodin, the most prominent photographer in

Sweden, to whose work Mr. Luboshey had referred, was
attending the Congress, and would speak to them.
Mr. Ferdinand Flodin, who was introduced by Mr.

Luboshey as a professional photographer who never failed

to study every new method and to bring every discovery to

the notice of his brethren, was enthusiastically received. He
spoke in excellent English, though he said he had never in

his life before stood before an English audience. He had
come to England solely for the purpose of assimilating new
ideas. He had been on the same platform with Mr. Luboshey
on several occasions. Once, in a certain town in Sweden,
Mr. Luboshey started at nine o'clock, and was still talking

at two o'clock in the morning without being tired in the
least. Their brilliant lady lecturer on the previous evening
(Madame Yevonde) had mentioned his (the speaker's)

daughters. One of them had fallen—quite willingly—into the
matrimonial trap, but the other was still at home, trying to

beat her father's work. The work of the photographic
societies in the various countries was very much the same as

in England, though here, of course, it was on a much larger

.scale. In Sweden they had a comparatively big Association

—the Svenska Fotografernas Forbund—which had been in

existence for 25 years, and last year, to celebrate that anni-

versary, a very good exhibition was held at Stockholm, repre-

senting the work not only of Sweden, but of Norway and
Denmark, and including not only a professional section, but
an amateur section, a historical section, and a scientific sec-

tion. A selection was made from the artistic work shown
there, and the pictures were exhibited in turn at Copen-
hagen and Christiana. He thought it would be a very good
thing if people from other 'ands had the opportunity of

coming to Congresses of thi^ kind, so that they could study

the latest improvements and select what was best. In a little

land like Sweden naturally they had no factories, and almost

all their materials came from foreign lands. A good quantity

came from England, but some English articles were not so

well known as they should be. Perhaps some English manu-
facturers did not think it necessary to spread new knowledge
in these small countries, but it might be a good thing for

them to do so. The name of England had been made famous

in the photographic world by the work of many, and to t)ie

pioneers he paid homage. He added that he would try to
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•
. I.;i. k t.

.

-. .. M.. ha.l ^.

he would try to i>

Mr. LuJx.ilu^v.

11 the valtiaMo iiifoniia-

alid oil anotlit-r ix'^ a^ion

ot hi5 conrrJrcs.

•en wanulv thanked for his lec-

ture, said that he owed all he knew to wb>t he had picked

up in hi< trav.h from the famous photographers whom he
j

had been ! to meet. Unfortunately, he was not now
,

in touch A ^ ;»v.ional pbotographiT^ a> formerly, because

ho t .il .lcvott?d hi» attention to the -ide, antl more
p.. ri Mlnrly to X-r»y work. ' Wi- .lys thinking," I

» : lod Mr. Luboxhoy, "that we are great artist*, and we
L».'iainly want to be; but 1 can assure you that to be an

artist is about •• far from being a photographer a.s hearen

ia from earth. I started as an artist, and I hare given it

up. Twenty lives like mine would not make one artist. Bui
I did find that if you studied testhetics and trained your eyes
to all that was heaut-ful, you might l>ecome an excellent pro-
fessional photographer, and exhibit such real art as to put
the painter in the corner for shame. In the countries iu
which I have travelled there is not one photographer or
assistant who has not studied drawing from life or who has
not passed through a drawing school. There is not even one
retoucher who has not done so. When I was a child I .studiwi
drawing, my teacher being a Bohemian, and I have always
believed that even if a shoemaker knows drawing, he can
make better boots." (Applanse.)

Mr. C.
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THE STUDIO.
Luboahey had said the preribus evening, proceeded to read
the following sonnet, " To a Photographer." Iiy Barton
Braley. the sentiment of which was heartily applauded :—

I have known joy and woe, and toil and fight ;

I have lived largely. I have dreame<l and planned,
And Time, the Sculptor, with a master hand
rpon'my face has wrought for all men's sight
The lines and seams of bfe, of growth and blight,
Of struggle and of service and command:
And now you sliow me This—this waxen, bland.
And placid face—unlined, untroubled, white!
Thii is not I—this fatuous face yon show,
Retoiiche<l and prettifieil and smoothed to please.
Put back the \rrinklee and the line I know
I have spent blood and brain achieving these
Out of the pain, the sorrow, and the wrack.
They are my scars of battle—Put Them Back I

Mr Crowther proceded to Ji.u. -.I.out fifty slides, contri-
• by memlK-r» of the i. most of which were
ily applaudiHl. They iiu me very beautiful child

tiHlie*. In several of the examples Mr. ^'rowther pointed
out a defect in that the sitter's hand, r«ise<l to the face,
was far too largo and prominent, detracting from the
character in the face, which should be the important point.
He also «h<iwe<i some striking examples of comliination work,
and r.' 'I .",.y lighting so much det<-st«>d by Mr. Liiboshey,
•nd •ith his own interesting i-tudies of Sir

..> •..,>!, Tagore.

M»r<>n Adams said that the p^chologiral aspect was
'» *»• " '""g- It was passible to bo
Mitt for

I
^ as to forget to put in the

" bulb. With the power of which Mr.
ti there must be pra<'tiK'd all the time a

i. It was necessary to do more than got the
itive; it was necessary to pnxluco the print.

Mild only bo attained by perseverancn, and per-
had learned more from his failures than from his

sui^^cw,. Little Hetajis of environment had a good deal to
do n-ith the result In dealing with children, for example, a

••'• «" » «l'>sty toy would upset his equilibrium." •'' -li">i'l I'o placed before a child. A child was
' '"^ ''.V a photographer's ferocious
"

.
'"'t looked right into one's character

to a rar^ greater extent perhaps than the photographer
r.ali-.I S,,,,,,. viais B«o he found that he himself posscsKcd

with children. Xo praise was due
- ''i-d-given endowment, and it was only

bis duty to use it. That was his principle in his profession.

Mr. T. C. Turner remarked that it was of the highest
imiMirUnce that perwmality shonhl be studiecl. The man or
woman who studied merely the physical appearance wns
bound to come to grief. Incidentally, "he believed in studying
Um great portraits m the Wallace Colle<rtion and other
gallerii-s, in addition to photographic exhibitions. While
"'

' be a likeness, no little of the success of profi>s.
n ography depended upon dexterity with brush and

Rabii.

Mr
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pencil. He agreed heartily with Mr. Crowther in deprecating

as ft crippling influence the pursuit of one's profession for the

sake of money.
Mr. Crowther, who was cordially thanked for his lecture.

said, in reply, that he hoped they would all strive to do some-

thing better beyond the ordinary " bread and cheese stuff,"

so that they might have the joy of hearing others say, " How
beautiful!"

THE ANNUAL DINNER.

A large company, including officers and members of the

Association and many leading people in the photographic

trade dined together at Gatti's Restaurant on Friday of last

week, Mr. Frank Brown, president in the chair. Following

the toast of " The King," that of " The Professional Photo-

graphers' Association " was proposed by Dr. G. H. Rodman,

President of the Royal Photographic Society, who alluded to

the growth in membership and financial stability of the

P. P. A., and expressed his pleasure at the closer association

between the P.P.A. and the R.P.S. That closer bond was

signified by the election of Mr. Lang Sims to a place on the

Council of the Royal Photographic Society, an appointment

which, he thought, would be of mutual benefit to the two

societies.

Mr. Frank Brown, in replying, expressed his firm belief in

the future of the Association It had done a great deal during

its twenty years of life, and particularly during the past four

or five years. He looked forward to an extension of their

personal relationships with professional photographers in

America. He thought a delegation might take part in the

great congresses which were held in the States; and he also

welcomed the idea of exchange of sentiments and experience

with their professional confreres in France.

Mr. George Hana had some characteristically nice things

to say in proposing the composite toast of " The Ladies

and the Visitors."

Madame Yevonde made a neat little speech in replying for

the ladies. She deplored the absence of a woman from the

Council of the P. P.A. But for that, the horrible congress

button or badge would not have been issued. The women
members could not possibly attach it to their garments. It

was not a thing they would care to use as an article of drese,

and she had purposely lost hers.

Mr. F. C. Mattjson, in replying for the visitors, said that as

head of an industrial undertaking dealing with photographic

supplies, he was glad to witness the continued prosperity of

the P. P. A. He would, not conceal the view that the welfare of

firms which supplied a considerable part of their outputs to

portrait photographers had m that measure a common interest

in the prosperity of the latter; and simply for that material

reason manufacturers were glad of the opportunity of forward-

ing the interests of the Professional Photographers' Associa-

tion.

Mr. Arthur C. Brookes also responded for the visitors, and
expressed his pleasure at being present.

The toast of the officers and council of the P. P. A. was pro-

posed by Mr. E. Drummond Young, who coupled with it the

name of the secretary, Mr. Lang Sims, who, in his reply, out-

lined possibilities of congresses on a larger scale in future

years.

Mr. H. A. St. George, in proposing the toast of " The
President," dwelt very happily upon the qualities which had
endeared Mr. Frank Brown to his fellow members during his

year of_office and the Congress week. He asked his acceptance
of the replica of his badge of office, and of an address thanking
him for his many services.

Mr. Frank Brown, in return, expressed his happiness in the
position he had occupied, and then proceeded to transfer his

badge of office to Mr. A. Swan Watson, whose acknowledg-
ments of the honour done him in his election brought the
proceedings to a close.

Excursions.

Despite the curtailment of railway facilities the Kodak
Company arranged for members of the Congress to reach the

Harrow Works in scheduled time, conveying them thither by

a number of chars-&-banc. At Harrow the visitors were

royally entertained to luncheon, and were then taken in par-

ties through sections of the works under the guidance of heads

of departments at Harrow and Kingsway. The group of mem-
bers was photographed during the visit by Messrs. Panora,
Ltd., and groups of the Council were also taken by members of

the Kodak staff. Negatives were imonediately developed in

the Kodak workrooms, and a team of Eastman projection
printers put into use for the rapid production of prints.
The large group, made with a " Cirkut " camera, is repro-

duced on another page in this issue, where, however, owing to
the large claims upon our space by other proceedings of the
Congress, it is placed in an advertisement section.
The visit to the Guildhall on the previous day was the occa-

sion of a considerable gathering of Congress members, who,
under the guidance of Alderman Sir Louis Newton, inspected
the historic building.

PRINCIPLES AND MECHANICS OF MOUNTING.

(Report of a lecture before the Croydon

The club is fortunate in having among its members many of
mechanical bent, for photographic societies cannot live alone
on the eternal cycle of pictorial dissertations without surfeit,

or mainly on lantern-shows without atrophy; stock demonstra-
tions for the beginner must necessarily b« limited ; scientific

papers are Greek to the majority, and new processes and pro-

cedures rival total eclipses in their frequency. Almost equally
rare is the scientist who can, or will, deign to descend to the
level of the ordinary run with popular expositions of the
recondite. But the mechanical man introduces variety in

many directions, usually having a host of things up his sleeve
either directly or indirectly connected with photography, and,

Camera Club by Mr. Vivian Jobling.)

moreover, can show " how it is done," ever of interest, even
if one cannot hope to go and do likewise.

Of this sort is Mr. Vivian Jobling, who recently highly
interested all with a capital lecture-demonstration on " The
Mo»nting of Photogi-aphic Prints," a model of orderly

sequence. The purpose of mounting, hfe said, is to separate
the print from its surroundings, to provide an appropriate
setting, to bring out by emphasis its good qualities, or
minimise any imperfections. Simplicity is to be aimed at,

and consequently the mount should never compete with the

print for first attention by being too ornate or elaborate, or

overpower it by being too heavy. In most cases the mount
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Mc .Annual," but with modifications wbich meant all the
r,iii-e between success and failure. Tlie amended formula

IS as follovrs :—
A.

Orange shellac 4 oes.
Methylated spirits tl ., (fl )

B.
Gum Elemi i oz.

Canada balsam 1 ,,

Methylated spirits 8 oes. (fl.)

Dissolve separately and mix, when the solutions will be
found to bulk to about 18 ozs. The Canada balsam is the
thick solution (of greater viscosity than goUkn syrup)
stocked and supplied by chemists.

Japanese tissue, obtainabl« in sheets 11 x 8j, is dipped
sheet by sheet in the mixture; surface liquid removed by

''••*5g'''K the sheet against the edge of the dish, and hung up
to dry. A convenient way of doing this is to cut sonu? narrow
strips of common strawboard and range them one over the
other in narn>m' staircase fashion. Adhesive is applied to the
" stairs " with a brush, when each strip will readily pick up
a pieeo of the tiasuo. In answer to a question, he said the
tiaauo i.s soW by mo6t stationers for copying letters, the pre-

war cost being 2s. a ream ; that of the solution Id. an oz.

In the discussion .Mr. H. P. C. Harpur modestly intimated
that he wa,s content to take a Ixack seat in the mechanical
line when Mr. .lobling waa concerned, and then as a correr-

tiro imm<<diately supt-rimposcd himself on let'turer and audi-
ence on rariou.s art avperts. He insisted that fashion is a

moat powerful asset in the art business. It powerfully govern^,

^hape, and sice of pictures, mounts, frames.
's, junipers, and strikes; in fact, he said.

fa>iuuii 1^ iu p<iwerfully powerful that all are powerless t<>

riiid It. .Mr. K. A. Salt, whilst recognising the great improve-
elferted in recent years in mounts, had never conic

any of a really neutral grey of British make, though
h<> lud MH-n some hailing from the other side of the Herring-
p"ml. Mr I. .1. Hibbert, from a scientific standpoint, re-

;
for not having spectroscopically examineil

.y mounts, and was in turn chided by Mr.
J. \V. I'urkis («t overlooking sources of variability. The
chairman, Mr. .K. F. Cutliarine, after some terse allusion-

to tb<-*<- scientists, prupo^-il a hearty vote of thank* to the

lecturer, wliiih »o> carried most heartilv.

rnulDWBAPHIC DEALERS' ASSOCIATION.

Thk annual ii>i-<'iin ' "f members was held in the Congress Room at

tb.' I'h'>i. Monday, April 18, 1921.

Itii- li.'T: . • .Mr. .\. Oglcsby, in presenting his report

oi tbo >r»r's work, stated that there had been a conaiderable

incri'ii-' ii th« mnnbrrahip of the .Vasociation during the past year

liii •ar, the Association has dealt with complain'

dr,>l> I .: members of photo|;raphic societies and <>

diiu'Muiii* ..If ilieir purchaaea, and has in all cases succeeded, witli

Um» aji'tstitiif of maiiiifaclarers, in getting the offending dealers

to withdraw (br loincsaion and give a written undertaking that

the practice would be permanently discontinued.

As a result nf t< ins to the principal manufactarer.o

that a ma.\imiun di^- apparatus and accessories should only

be allowp<i to Vwi/j /"'• 'icairrs, and a lower rate of iliscdiint Ui

professional ph»t<i);rap)M-r« and other firms using photography for

trade purp<i«es, a •ilir<tule of traders to whom discount should bo

alkiwed has been agreed upon.
Tl... •n,.,|ii)a„| scale of developing and printing prices recom-

the Association has, with few exceptions, been adopted
th.> trade.

. of co-operative societiea opening departments for

ijraphic apparatus and accessories has been brou;;ht

the executive lomraitlee. In view of the importance

. it was decided to bring the matter forward for

dtsci' .; the annual Congress.
Oil ,' of importance to retail dealers have been con-
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sidered daring the past year, and steps taken to remove the causes

of discontent.

It was suggested that the members' subscription be raised to

£1 Is. per annum, but after considerable discussion, it was decided

not to recommend any alteration for the time being. It was, how-
ever, agreed that the executive committee should consider the

possibility of submitting to members a scheme for trade and asso-

ciate members, the latter to include chemists etc., who only handle
photographic supplies as a side line.

It was decided that the thanks of the Association be tendered
to Messrs. W. Butcher and Sons, Ltd., for placing space in their
" Camera House Journal " at the disposal of the Association.

The following were elected officers of the Association for the
ensuing year :

—

President, A. Oglesby (Sands, Hunter and Co., Ltd.).

Vice-President, W. E. Heaton (Wallace E. Heaton, Ltd.).

Hon Treasurer, J. E. Hodd (Westminster Photographic Exchange,
Ud.).

Hon. Secretary, E. H. Ayling (Home's Camera Exchange).
Oouncil, J. A. Sinclair, G. W. Mann, A. J. Leather, G. F. Home,

London members.
Provincial members, J. Ireland, Chester; F. V. A. Lloyd, Liver

pool ; A. E. Briggs, Manchester ; C. E. Pinchbeck, Hull

;

G. W. Mcintosh, Sheffield ; F. W. Doughty, Hull ; V. E. F
Walker, Brighton ; Halksworth Wheeler, Folkestone.

A Congress of Dealers was held on Wednesday, April 20.

Several members spoke strongly against the principal camera
manufacturers opening fresh accounts with small retail traders in

districts already well served by established dealers, the general
feeling of the members being that by so doing, the manufacturers
are not doing justice to their established customers, and in some
cases their goods are not being sold under conditions which are
likely to prove beneficial to the industry as a whole. It was sug-
gested that manufacturers should consider the desirability of en-
suring that new accounts should not be opened unless persons
fully qualified to explain photographic apparatus and manipulations
to prospective purchasers be placed in charge.
The question of co-operative societies being recognised as dealers,

created a lively discussion. Many members complained that
although comparatively few co-operaiive societies are yet handling
apparatus, they are supplying plates, papers, etc., on which
members get a dividend on their purchases. The following reso-
lution was passed, and the secretary was instructed to forward a
copy to the British Manufacturers' Association :

—

" This meeting of members of the Photographic Dealers'
Association protests against co-operative societies being supplied
with photographic apparatus and accessories, plates, papers,
etc., and all price-protected goods, to co-operative eocieties,
except on the terms stipulated by the Proprietary Articles
Trade Association."

On Friday, April 22, a well-attended lecture on " Window
Dressing as a Selling Force, and its Application to the Photo-
graphic Trade," was given by Mr. E. Willson, of Messrs. Kodak,
Ltd.. and winner of the £100 prize in the National Window Dress-
ing Competition at the Advertising Exhibition, 1921.

It was unfortunate that owing to the threatened strike of rail-
way workers, some of the most interesting events of the Congress
had to be abandoned, and in view of the outlook a day or two
prior to the opening of the Photographic Fair, the executive com-
mittee thought it would be unfair to the Houghton-Butcher Manu-
facturing Co. and Messrs. Ross, Ltd., to proceed with their
arrangements, as no guarantee could be given of the number of
dealers likely to be present.
For the same reason, the annuual dinner of the Association had

to be cancelled, much to the regret of the dealers present at the
Congress and the trade generally.

PivOTAi, Points.—Under this title Messrs. Burroughs Wellcome
have just issued a very instructive 24-page booklet for the amateur
worker dealing -with exposure, development, and printing It
describes the use of the Wellcome exposure calculator, time methods

"Tt?M°?T°''.
^'tl" ''Tabloid" chemicals, and the merits of

.fft^* '^ ^"'ff
^""^ °*" preparations as regards certainty of

r!,^". ?"'J^?^'^' T^ ^* ^'^ fr«» °° application to Messrs.Burroughs Wellcome. Snow Hill Buildings, London KG

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION.
The Nbw PREsroENT.

To Mr. Swan Watson, who attended the Congress as president-elect
of the P.P.A., must be ascribed the ban mot of the proceedings of
the week. Alluding, at the annual dinner, to the handicap which
the distance from Edinburgh to London placed upon his taking a
share in the counsels of the Association, he said that he thought
the distance from London to Edinburgh must be a good deal less,

judging from the visits paid to it by photographers in the southern
metropolis. This humorous thrust at the occasional invasion of
Edinburgh by photogiaphic firms offering " free sittings " scarcely
evoked the oral appreciation it deserved.
Mr. Swan Watson has been in business in Edinburgh as a pro-

fessional photographer for nearly 30 years, and has largely been
a photographer of men. The Scottish capital, rich in its society
of learned professors, surgeons, and doctors, solemn Presbytei-s, and
leaders of industry, has provided him with plenty of subjects, and
has developed in him an art of masculine portraiture which owes
nothing to freak effects, but is based on a shrewd reading of char-
acter and a sense of the qualities which go to make an effective
portrait of a man. The war, by removing many of the Edinburgh
men folk from the city, sent, in compensation, their wives and

Portrait by Alexander Corbett.

Mr a. Sw.in Watson, President, P.P. A., 1921-1922.

daughters to Mr. Swan Watson's studio, and gave him the oppor-
tunity of showing his art in a lighter and very delightful vein.
The new president of the P.P.A. is a strong believer in the

apprenticeship system. He was apprenticed himself, and in his

own business makes it a custom to allocate the fpur years served
by an apprentice^ two of them to the learning of lighting, posing,
ete., in the studio under his own direction, and the other half of
the time about equally betweeen carbon printing, Platinotype or
Kodura printing, and retouching and finishing. He holds strongly
to the view that the present difficulty of getting thoroughly qualified
assistants has its cause in the fact that "many have not served a
proper apprenticeship.

Continental travel has been one of the aesthetic influences in
Mr. Swan Watson's life. For many years he has spent a vacation,
chiefly in Italy, and there, particularly in the study of art collac-
tions in Rome and Florence. His lectures on Italian art have been
delivered to many educational and literary societies. His other
hobbies are music and trout fishing. A president of parts, whose
contributions to next year's Congress may be expected to be
substantial.

We are much indebted to Mr. Alexander Corbett, of Baker Street,
for the accompanying portrait of Mr. Swan Watson, taken a few
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Meetings of Societies.
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of opacity and other properties of negatives and plates, and dwelt

u|Min his early use of graduated wedges in sensitometry.

Mr. FergiuoD. in proposing a vote of thanks to the lecturer,

alluded to the discour.«e as " a great lecture on the great work
of a great man," and the audience, which included Lady Abney,

endorsed his opinion by acclamation.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

XE\V COMPANIES!.

KimxATuGRAPH I.WENTioNs, Ltd. — This private company

waa registered on .\pril 21, with a capital of £10.000

in '£1 Aarea. 'Jbjects: To acquire all the potent rights

^f H. \V<irkmaii in certain inventions relating to cinematograph

and photographic work, and to carry on the busineas of manufac-

tur«T» of and dealers in all kinds of cinematograph machines and

•p^Jianie* (or the prodactiun of moving pictures, etc. Tlie first

dirm lor* arc : W. S. Workman, 75, Bothwell Street, Glasgow:

W O \V..rkimui. 5, Crown Terrace, Glacgow ; G. A. Workman. 75.

i;ia»gow. Secretary : R. McNair. Registered

. I K.nc-r Lane, E.C.2.

News and Notes^

.K lUroKK Yb*ii roR I'AixsTS.—The work of tho Patent Office

la>t year (1920) wai a record for any twelve months .since the

imtitation of that uflice. It is stated officially that the great

increase in the work of the office was caused, to a considerable

exuuit, by the fihng ut a large number of applicstjons from abroad

nndrr the provisioin of the Treaties of Peace. The total number
of applii atiiins fur the year was 36,672—over a hundred per day

—

by fir the targnt number received in any one year, and an increase
' ' "19 as compared with the previous year. Women inventors

: 311 afipUeatsons, an increaae of five on the previixis year

PaoTooKsras or Do«m.—The National Oanine Defence League, of

27, Regent Street, 'London, S.W.I, is anxious to have good photo-

grspht of d<ig* for illustrating its publiratioiiK, and offers five

gainaaa (or the beat |>h(rtographa sent in before the end of June,
IQZI Tile quality most deaired in Uie picture is that of ex-

ri. For this reason the pictumi should be taken " close up."

.• of doga are rligible, but those typifying tho qualities of

fiuihluliMsa will be moat weloome. Winning pictures become the

property of the League, whoa* decision will be final. lliose

denring the rstum of their printa imtst enclose atamprd addressed

•nvelopaa.

W«!«HiNo Prists.—Mr. C. S. Bayntun. Exchange Buildings, New
Street. Birmin^iam, writes: "You published an article in the
' £.JJ h"t week. ..Ill wn^liing printa, written by Mr. A. G. Willis,

«4u ifppsTii t<> be ntthrr behind the times, in so far as apparatus

ia fonrerntil. He afipamntly has not been to tJie Photographic Fair

or hsnnl of Baynlon's ' Turbine ' print washer, for he says there is

no mA'haniraJ print wash<-r tint will sepni-atf the prints and wash
•'-'- •' - .Jighly. In this he ia wrong, and 1 ahaJI be very pleftsed

'>ne lo try if he will kindly write to me. Hia siiggeetioii

iiHu II K.IWV time and labour to use sinks aud tanka alao is wi\ing, as

if rwiniree labour to do it, and my washer require* no attention

at all."

fiRAKm PvixTiso .VIjicHiMm.—Mr. Ellis Qraber, of Tunbridge

Well.*. ha<' ]ii>t pnb1:»hed a large new illustrated catalogue of the

ins<-hu><» *nd initaJIations made by him for quantity production

ri iphic prints as regards e.xpaeure, development, fixing,

« .1 drying. These machines are of various types, accord-

iht; requirements of the user, and provide the means of a

.ipid ootput of prints by the thousand ur million. Having
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had several opportunities of seeing for ourselves the excellence of

their design and worlcmanship. we are not surprised to observe in

the catalogue the many testimonials from firms and institutions

employing them, and to notice that they have been supplied to the

British, American, and Italian Governments.

Thb PicfTUBB PosTCABD INDUSTRY IN GERMANY.—Conditions in

the German picture postcard industry do not appear to be par-

ticularly encouraging, this branch of trade probably having suffered

more from the general increase in prices than any other German
industry. One concern after another has been forced to discon-

tinue that line of business. The situation is traceable, writes the

representative at Berlin of the U.S. Department of Commerce (in

the Journal of the Royal Society of Arts), not so much to increased

wages and cost of raw material as to the Government's increase of

postage on postcards from 5 to 30 pfennigs, with the resultant

decreased demand for tlie cards.

Prior to the war, the monthly average of picture postcards manu-
factured in Germany under the phototype process was 32,000,000.

By the end of 1920 the average was around 7,000,000. The selling

price of picture postcards in Germany has increased from 200 to

300 per cent, over the pre-war prices, while postage, as mentioned
above, has increased si.xfold. The greater number of postcards

being marketed in Germany to-day originate from old stocks.

According to the technical bureau^ of the Association of Litho-

grapher."! in Leipzig, there were manufactured in that city by 25

plants, large and small, during the first six months of 1913, a total

of 241,308,615 picture postcards. During the first six months of

1920 these same plants produced a total of 15,838,220 cards. The
65 factories in Berlin, during the period of May to July, 1914,

reported a total output of 265,000,000 cards, while during the
same period for 1920 the total was only 24,000,000 cards.

These Berlin plants during the same period 'of 1914 employed a
total of 14,800 workmeh, as agaihst 5,200 during the corresponding
period for 1920—a shrinkage of almost one-third. It should be
explained, furthermore, that of these 5,000 many could readily

have been dispensed with, but were retained only because the
Tarifamt (Wage Bureau) effected a reduction in working hours
in order to avoid further increase in the number of unemployed.
Until a short time ago, some 100,000 persons in Germany had
derived their living from the manufacture and sale of picture
postcards.

The direct effect of the depression on such an extensive industry
is obvious. As an indirect effect the paper mills have suffered
heavily through lessened demand for their materials—a demand
which has shrunk to the minimum.

Correspondence.

***C»rrupondtntt thould never vrrite on both sidet of the paper.
Ng notice ii taken of communicationt unlue the namee and
aiirtttet of the toritert are given.

••• We dn not undertake retpontib-lity for the opiniont expreteed'

y our corretpondent*.

" PHOTOGRAPHY NOT A MAN'S JOB."
To the Editors,

^Gentlemen,—Nowadays one is accustomed to see sensational head-
lines in that section of the Press dealing with hair-raising matteis.
but. I must confess that I was very much surprised to iind in the
sober-minded " Daily Chronicle " some rather sensational news
under the above heading. Since when has photography ceased to

be a man's job ? It was a man's job sure enough when the old
silver bath and perambulator dark rooms were the order of the
day, and likewise wjien dry plates and the pyro-ammonia developer
came along, and I was under the impression that it was still a
man's job. However, the "Daily Chronicle,'.' in dealing with the
subject on Thursday and Friday of last week, leads us to believe
that it ia not.

As all your readers may not have seen the newspaper reports
referred to, I may perhaps be permitted to make a few extracts.

The notes referred to a lecture given by ^ woman photographer,

Mdme. Yevonde, at the P.P.A. Cougrees, and we are told—and
no doubt rightly—that it was the first occasion that a lady had
addressed a gathering of professional workers, and also that no

fewer than one hundred women photographers are now directing

their own studios in London and the provinces

!

According to the report, the lady, who is a well-known port«iit

photographer, said there have been famous women photographers

for 50 years. The business of one, a girl of 19, in the early eighties,

prospered to such an extent that in time she had 60 assistants.

The photographs of another, Mrs. Cameron, were used to illustrate

the first edition of Tennyson's poems. Lord Reading, sitting to

Mdme. Yevonde before leaving for India, told her that he " pre-

ferred being photographed by a woman because she usually took

less time than a man." And she added, in relating this incident,

when she asked him which side of his face he desired to have

photographed, he immediately replied, " The left." It is well

known among photographers that the left is more symmetrical than

the right side of the face, she remarked. Photography is, she

claimed, essentially a profession for a woman. Her intuition and

tact always place her at an advantage. She is quick to under-

stand the temperament of her sitter, and she realises that it is

infinitely more desirable to obtain a characteristic likeness than an

artificial pose.

The above was in Thursday's issue of the paper, and on Friday

the reporter returned to the subject, and we read :
" Do women

make the best photographers? Their male rivals admit that they

do. Mdme. Yevonde, lecturing at the Photographic Fair (as

reported in these columns yesterday) , claimed that camera work
is essentially woman's work, and a well-known man photographer

told a ' Daily Chronicle ' representative yesterday that he agreed

with her.

" ' I don't think photography is a man's job,' he said. '1 used

to think so before the war, but in my absence the business was
carried on entirely by women. They made such a success of it that

when I came back I decided not to operate, and within the last few

years I have done so only on rare occasions.' The name of this

photographer is on hundreds of portraits of well-known men and
women, but the actual taking of the photographs and all the sub-

sequent processes are carried out by women."
I wonder who this " well-known man photographer " can be, and

why he shirked the opportunity of having a free advertisement ?

The above may be good and up-to-date journalism, but is it wise,

even if true ? Our ranks to-day are terriblv overcrowded, and the

reports quoted are likely to turn the attention of many women

—

who are in search of something to do and care little or nothing

as to what it is—to photography, in which calling there are now
too many of them, few of whom are of any real use or ornament to

our man-founded profession.—^Yonrs faithfully,

A MiEBE Man

The British Journal of Photography.
The Oldest Photographic Journal in the World. 1
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EX CATHEDRA.

• Q. V. M.Q. Tlie remarkable effect of the desensitis-

ing pheno-safranine dye upon the

behaviour of hydroquinone developer was referred to in

the article of Mr. Ba>mond Crowther which appeared in

our issue of April 22 last. It was there pointed out

that Dr. Luppo-Cramer has found that the phonu-

safrnnine djre converts hydroquinone from a hard-working

short-fat'tor developer into one of long-factor, such a.s

iiMjtol. Dr. Liippo-Cramer has perceived the usefulness

of thi« property in permitting the preparation of a

developer similar in its properties to M.Q., although

metoi does not enter into it« composition. A very sniall

quantity of safranine is the new constituent of a develop-

injj formiiln which we may denote by S.Q. in order to

•iiMi. Dr. Lilppo-Cramer has given the

A.

)'.

100 gms.
12 gms.
1 gm

1,000 CCS.

50 g.s.

• '.rs partuular* of a oaw aoio«r ptoeaaa. " Triadorhroma."
'lad in a f^mdon local ora-apaitar. (P. 20.1

Soila sulphite cryst .

.

Hydro<juinone —
l'(jta«is bromide ..„..,

Water
I', .ti,ss carbonate

i.>-safranine 1:2,000 200 c.c.s.

v. ..ier to make 1,000 c.c.s.

The working developer is prepared by mixing equal

volumes of A and H at the time of use. It is claimed

for Uie formula that it is very similar to M.Q. in it^

developing properti«'8 ; at the same time it is mucli

chefU)er and also p>Tiiiit>; of tlic .li-velopinont of tlu? plntrs

in a nright light.
• * »

Studio A meeting of the Scientific and Techni-
Taohnlos. <»! Group of the R.P.S., which has

been fixed for Mav 24, will, it is hoped, be att^'nded by

leading portrait pliotographers in Ijondon. llie subject

in
" Studio Lighting," with special reference to the

distribution and efficiency of light and to tlie colour

composition of different lights. The Group has arranged

fur ii[i;rit^rn from the scientific standpoint in the persons

of Mr. Leon (Ja-ster. Mr. T. G. Priest, Mr. J. C. Elvy

and others. Tn ono respect or another, tJie above are

entitled to spe4ik on the subject, but wo don't think any

of them prnffsws to lie an expert in the use and control

of light for the purposes ol photographic portraiture. It

will therefore be v.ry greatly to the benefit of the subject

if portrait photographers of experience will come to this

meaUng. Tliey will probably learn something of the

fundamentals i>f lighting from the scientific people, and

the latter in turn will hardly escape learning Bomething

from them of tJie conditions of actual work. Both

together, by a blend of their different kinds of knowledge,

should accomplish something in the way of creating new
ideas of the methods by which studio lighting may be

made more efficient and brought more precisely under
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conti-ol for particular effects. The artist's eye can do

witli help fi'om the measurements of the scientific man,

and the latter, we are confident, can benefit by being

better informed of what are desiderata in the lighting

of photographic studios. It need hardly be said that,

wathout any formality, professional visitors will be wel-

comed at \he meeting, which is held at 35, Russell

Square, at 7 p.m.

Opal
Pictures

It has been said that there is nothing

new under the sun except that which

has been forgotten, and portraits upon opal glass have

been out of fashion for so long that it is possible that the

present generation would regard them as a novelty. A
quarter of a century ago many photographers did a fair

amount of business in carbon prints upon opal, finished

either in monochrome or colour and mounted in ormolu

frames. These were usually supplied in addition to the

original order, and formed a very remunerative side line.

There was also a good sale for bromide opal enlargements

in sizes from 12 x 10 to 18 x 16, the latter size fetching

any price up to ten guineas. We do not know if any
maker now lists bromide opal plates, but they could

doubtless be obtained to order. Sepia toning was not

practiced when opal bromides were the vogue, so that

all sepia enlargements had then to be made in carbon,

but now large sepias are as easUy produced as black and
white. In the smaller sizes carbon is greatly superior,

and the range of colours, especially in the rede and warm
sppias, is particularly attractive.

SPEED LIMITS.

In Jules Verne's book " From the Earth to the Moon "

a happy description is given of the old-time rivalry

between makers of big guns aad makers of armour-plates.

As soon as a guu capable of shattering any existing

armoiu'-plate came into being, inventors set to work to

produce armour that laughed at the new monster's
projectiles. This armour having been installed, only a

short interval would elapse before the appearance of

another and more formidable gun capable of penetrating
the improved plates as if they were made of cheese.
Fortimately, the emulation among lens-makers and plate-

makers in the direction of attaining the highest possible

speeds is on a different basis. While their efforts can
hardly be said to be co-ordinated they are both striving

for the common good of those for whom they cater, and
the success of one does not necessarily prejudice the
success of the other. At the same time it is a pertinent
reflection that possessors of very rapid lenses can, as a
rule, afford to ignore the introduction of ultra-rapid plates,

while many will be inclined to welcome plates of ejctreme
Bensitiveness chiefly because by using them they will be
spared the necessity of buying costly wide-aperture lenses.
Within limits, progress, whether competitive or not,

in both these connections is heartily to be approved.
Quite apart from what is mei-e freak photography there
are several branches in which a combination of great
lens-speed with great plate-speed is eminently desirable.
Press photography has become part of our daily life, and
for the Press photographer no lens or plate can be too
rapid, provided that decent results can be obtained with-
out adding prohibitively to the weight or bulk of the
apparatus carried, or detracting prohibitively from the
ease and quickness of the operations subsequent to
exposure. Lenses and plates enabling high shutter speeds
to be used an a winter afternoon are distinct desiderata.
Instantaneous photographv bv artificial light can still do

with further assistance from the optician and emulsion

maker. Recent introductions point to the possibility

that before long snapshots of scenes on the stage may be

taken with ordinary tlieatre lighting. An attempt in that

direction was made, it may be remembered, a good many
years ago by Dr. Griin, who invented and put

on the market a lens working, more or less inefficiently,

at //2. But the result was extremely poor. Indeed, in

this case, it is obviously to increased plate speed rather

than to increased lens speed we must look for satisfactory

progress, for no picture of a stage scene taken at a larger

aperture than //8 is likely to be really pleasing.

The limitations of lens speed are pretty cleai'ly defined

and familiar to most photographers. Lenses of excessive

rapidity have long been available for those who required

them for special work. In addition to the Griin lens just

mentioned an //2 portrait lens was formerly made by

Dallmeyer, and is still sometimes met witli in secondhand

catalogues. If we remember rightly it was known as

the 3c, had a focal length of about 12 ins., and was
intended mainly for cabinet pictures of children. Such

an objective was necessarily both bulky and costly, ami

its popularity wa« therefore limited. For particular

purposes, where only a very small picture was required.

it was possible years ago to put together a lens working

at f/1.5 by combining two of the old Zeiss single tele-

positives, which worked at //3 and had a focal length of

8J ins. But few, we imagine, went to the length of

buying two of these objectives, which cost £20 apiece,

in order to produce a combination with a focal length of

only a trifle over 4 ins. Nowadays there are several //3
lenses on the market, other than those employed for

cinematography, and one firm has in hand an anastigmat
of focal lengths up to 12 ins. with an aperture of //2.9.

A 12-in. lens of this type has actually been made which
is said to cover a half-plate satisfactorily.

It goes without saying that, while very wide apertm-es
are extremely useful for cinematograph and other work
in which only very short focal lengths are commonly
needed, it is only very rarely that a lens with a focal

length of over 6 ins. can be satisfactorily used at an
aperture wider than, say, //5.6. The depth of focus

condition is a veritable rock ahead in the way of all

progress in lens manufacture, as far as aperture is i-un-

cemed, and on it the popularity of the //3 lens among
any but users of very small cameras is likely Sooner or

later to split. On the other hand, tiny pictures taken
with a very short focus lens of this extreme rapidity

will, if the lens is anastigmatically corrected, stand
considerable enlargement. There is also a special sphere
of usefulness for very wide aperttu-e objectives in

connection with astronomical and instantaneous colour

photogi-aphy.

The question whether the sensitiveness of emulsions .

can be increased to a much further extent with advantage
to the photographic world in general is one which can
be variously argued. Formerly, increased rapidity was
accompanied by an appreciable coarseness of grain, and.
where the quality of the negative and its capacity to stand
enlargement were primary considerations, workers were
inclined to shun plates of the ultra-rapid, 500 H. and D.
description. But some of the modern very fast platib
are of by no means objectionably coarse grain, and yield

negatives of excellent quality. As new colour sensitising

dyes come to be introduced—and the discovery of Pina-
flavol, to which we recently drew attention, shows that
progress is still being made in this branch—we may
expect further advances in rapidity, apart from increase,

in the sensitiveness of the original emulsion. It may be
thought that it is possible to have plates that are too
sensitive, since no method is likely to be devised by
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ii'ked, a-; -.( ell as co;ito.l and cut to
-s. But It L-mulsioDs ten times more

were to be iitade. our plate inanufooturers
obably be e4|ual to the task of coating them.

.* are. there is no ph.te on the market which
"- "• less com.njently handled, and. of

course, as regaids development, otherwise than in a
tank, De-sensitol is a valuable new friend. And it must
be remernbered we are only at the threshold of know-
ledge of imparting highly selective colour-sensitiveness to
plates, and still further from what may be of importance
in the future, viz., selective colour-insensitiveness.

TESTING THE EFFICIENCY OF BACKING.
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d twenty year* ago <" B.J." Supplement, Xovcm-
'" 'hmx the probability or otherwine of halation

j

occurring with any given plate or backing might be testfd

)
merely by visual inspection. Recently I have contrived an

I
improved apparatus for the purpose, which is shown complete
in b'ifr. 1. Two rectangular pieces of thick blackened card-
board, 4J in. by 3J in., are cut. On one of these, a couple
of iwrallel lines are drawn across the middle, 3/16 in. apart,
as at A and B in Fig. 2, and against tiiosc lines two aper-
tures are niaiked and cut out, as at C and D, one being

i in. square ami the other tij in. square. Between the two
central lines is glued a narrow strip of bUick velvet E, indi-
cated by shading. The second card only needs to be covered
nil over with black velvet on what will be the inner side.

.V l]-iii. square blackened cardboord tube is next nuidQ,

A B

1.1

H in. long at ihe longest side, and having its bottom cut
•croaa at <ui angle of U5 degrees. This tube is glued over
the largi^r opening in the first card, having turned the latter

•o that the velvet strip is underneath. .Slips of opaque paper
are then paAt<-<l round at the junction to stop up any possible

crack. The two cards ere lastly hinged together with a strip

of opaque tepe or cloth, leaving just sufficient gap for the
insertion of a pUte of average thickness.

To use the apparatus the plate to be tested, or a portion

rut from it if large, is laid film upwards on the %-elvet of the
biwer card, the upper card being then prc»se«l down on tho
plate in dose contact. Tlie small opening is pointe<l obliquely

at • brilliant light, preferably direct sunshine, while the

observer looks »traiglit down the tube. Fig. 3 is a sectional

plan, in which tho arrows show the general course of the light

coming from the direction A, the eye being placed at B.

^bec^pil be seen, on an unbacked plate, a bright patch or

strfh i Tilrtied by rays that have passed through the film

under the smell opening, and have been reflected back by tho

rear surface of the glass, emerging again through the film near

the edge of the large aperture. On placing an unbacked plate

with it» glass si<lc to the opening the halation is greatly

increased, which quite accords with theory. A thickly-coated

plate is visibly less pcnetnvblc than a thinly-coat«d one, while

celluloid film, confrary to general belief, unmistakably shows

reHection, though dp<-idedly less than plates.

In every instance, however, when a really effective backing

is applied no rays are returned, and only blackness is seen

in the tube. In the case of an anti-lialation plate frith a

non-actinic sub.stratum between glass and emulsion the result

is equally satisfactory, jiince the only light that penetrates or

can return is non-actinic

Tho foregoing simple apparatus gives a real test of helafion

proper, and it will be found that actual exposures in the
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camera agree well with its indications, though plates of

diflFerent speeds will, as might be expected, vary somewhat in

the amount of halation capable of development. It may be

£i«ted, in conclusion, that, with a bright enongh light-source,

it is quite practicable to interpose a filter before the admis-

sion aperture of the tester, in order that the trial may, if

desired, be limited to rays of a particular colour.

A. LOCKBTT.

THE NEW BERGHEIM LENS.

In 189fi a sensation was created among pictorial photographers

by some pictures exhibited at the Royal Photographic Society's

exhibition in Pall Mall, for nothing quite of the kind had been
leen before.

In place of critically sharp definition, which had hitherto

reigned supreme, the photographs exhibited were deliberate

.attempts to produce softened outline vnthout destroying struc-

ture. So effectively was the object achieved that for a time
these were accepted, except among more advanced photo-

graphers, merely as examples of some crassy worker's efforts, yet

they were the forerunners of what is quite commonplace to-day.

Indeed, for the express purpose of producing a similar type
of results, quite a number of makers now issue special lenses

for giving more or less diffused definition, quite another
matter from attempting to gain the same end by means of

highly corrected lenses racked out of focus, and producing
more pleasing results.

In this country, for some reason, these soft focus effects did

not gain much favour; indeed, when American pictorialists

first sent over to England a collection of their works, which
were exhibited at the Royal Photographic Society's house in

Russell Square, they were openly laughed at by most photo-

graphers as being merely freak works by a pack of mad
Americans Yet to-day they would likely enough seem old-

fashioned, were it possible to view them again collectively.

Thus it always seems with any attempt to break away sharply
from any conventions; first scoflBng, then silent toleration, and
in due time acceptance, assuming the innovation to contain

elements of truth. It certainly has been so in this instance

of soft focus work in pictorial photography.
So far as I know, the first deliberate attempt to produce a

lens adapted for this special purpose was that known as the
" Bergheim," introduced by Messrs. Dallmeyer from particu-

lars supplied by Mr. Bergheim, in those days equally well

known as a painter artist and as a pictorial photographer.
The late Mr. T. R. Dallmeyer, in a lecture on March 6, 1896,

brought this new power—for so the lens proved itself—before
;i crowded meeting at the London Camera Club, the late Earl
of Crawford being in the chair. It was a memorable meeting,
from which world-wide results have spread.

Mr. Dallmeyer described Mr. Bergheim's ideas and aims,
bow his firm had carried them out, the construction of the

lens, and some of the advantages claimed on its behalf.

(1) It was of the telephoto type, of variable focal length,

and needed comparatively short camera extension.

(2) It worked with absence of distortion.

(3) It allowed suppression of critical sharpness in varying
degrees without destruction of structwre.

(4) It gave more uniformity of definition and better render-
ing of different planes in a subject by keeping them within
the range of useful focus instead of one plane being sharp and
all the rest out of focus.

(5) It produced painter-like effects.

Obviously', any means which could place such advantages
within the power of photographers marked an important
advance, and so it has proved, for here is an instrument of
great plasticity in that it gives power to treat .subjects with
lircater freedom than had been possible before its introduction.

It is an artist's lens for artistic photography ; a means for
ihoughtful expression rather than haphazard snapshot work.
Whilst simplicity itself in handling, it needs understanding,
which perhaps explains to some extent why it has not been

more widely used in the past, but now that bitingly sharp

definition, especially in the better type of portraiture, has

ceased to be the beau ideal, we may see this lens come into

its own, especially as recently some important improvements
have been made in its construction, notably reduction in size

and weight, the No. 1, with a range of focus from 12 inches

to 25 inches, measuring only 4j inches in length, diameter

2^ inches, and weighing but a few ounces.

Just think what it means, having one lens and being able,

simply by a twist of the lens tube, instantly to change it from
a 12-inch, into either a 15-, 18-, or 25-inch lens, or, if desired,

to stop at any intermediate stage in the focal length. Also,

what a change in size of image is possible by this means,
without moving th« camera or sitter; no having to bring them
close together to obtain a large head, with its consequent dis-

tortion of features, and hands out of all proportion to the

face, for with this lens true drawing is obtainable even when
a large head is photographed on a comparatively small plate.

Then varying degrees of diffusion are obtainable at will,

always with structure truthfully rendered, planes better dif-

ferentiated ; indeed, it more nearly approaches painting with
light than any other means I know of, and is such a joy to

use when once its simple principle has been mastered, not a
matter of any real difiiculty. It only needs a slight turn of

the focussing screw in order to make the necessary correction

between visual and chemical foci. In practice, this is done
by first focussing in the ordinary way, first getting the image
as sharp as possible on the ground glass, and then racking the

camera in slightly, l-60th of whatever focal length you are

using the lens at; that is all there is to do to ensure full

correction, so that when exposure is made the lens is working
at its chemical focus in place of visual, exactly as is done
with uncorrected lenses of the so-called spectacle lens type at

'one time so popijlar among photographers.

In practice, even the above simple calculation need not be

made, for in portrait work, if the eyes be focussed upon the

point of sharpest, definition, a slight racking-in of the lens

until the point of focus has been transferred to the ear of the

sitter will give a negative which, after exposure and develop-

ment, will be found to have correctly rendered such definition

as was desired, and placed exactly as intended. The slight

alteration of point of focus from eye to ear is sufficient to

make all necessary allowance for difference between visual and
chemical foci. Fj;om the description it may appear rather a

complicated business : in practice it is simplicity itself
;
just

a turn of the focussing screw to throw the point of focus,

slightly back, and the matter is ended.

Not every photographer cares for extreme softness in defini-

tion, but to those who prefer their subjects modelled and out-

lined with such degree of sharpness as they see in nature this

Bergheim. lens will prove a treasure, oflering, in the one instru-

ment, a wonderfully wide range of possibilities, and these note*

may end with the observation that one of the original form

—

a No. 1 of 12-inch or 25-inch focus—has been for m.any yeftw

one of my favourite lenses, and was only superseded quitel

recently by one of the improved new form now available ol

considerably reduced size and weight, a matter of some impo»^

tance in outdoor work when carrying a large camera, stand and

several lenses, when the fire and energy of youth is sobering

down before the approach of that period of life when physical

effort loses some of its charm. '

W. Thomas.
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THE P.P.A. CONGRESS.

THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.
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Some friends from abroad had been with them on the present
o<-ca-.ion. and this international visiting was all to the good.
(.'Vpplau^e.)

The .Secretary said that with reference to Mr. Barratt's
remark about the " Circular." the report of a Council meeting
in the '• Circular " v^as much fuller than the report in the
"British Journal," although, of course, neither report gave
a complete account of the Council's proceedings, since there
were some things which it was expedient to withhold from
publication, at least for the time.

-Mr. Coles suggested that if they were not satisfied with
the •• Circular " sonie of the blame must fall upon npn-
(vntributing members, who had failed to make the most of
thii medium. He himself had been intending to write, but
had put it off until now. And he had not noticed contribu-
tions from Mr. Harratt.

.Mr. Barrat;. however, pointed out that he had contributed.
The motion Jo adopt the annual report of Council was then

put, and carried unanimously.
Mr. H. N. Spefight, in moving the adoption of the balance-

sheet, said that in these times when one could hardly look

at a financial column without finding depression it was a
great pleasure to him to present a balance-sheet which was
so very ttatisfactory. The Association had no liabilities,

except one, which it could not help, the liability, namely, in
ie«peft to those misnbers who had paid their subscriptions
in advance. During the year they had spent £698 .5s. Id.,

which was quite a large sum for an As.s»ciation of that sise,

but they had riH^eived i^HiJO 9s. lOd. in revenue froiiv sub-
scriptions ami interest on investments and other odd receipts,

so that their ac<-umulated funds were £132 -Is. !)d. larger than
they were a year ago. (Applause.) The Association's assets

were not fiHitious. They included £500 in t por cent. War
Loan. £100 in H |K>r cent. National War Bonds, X.'KK) on
de|K>sit at tho bank, and £90 on current account. The
expenses had been heavier than in the previous year ; the
amount paid for secretarial work was £150 more—to mention
only one item—so that it was extremely satisfactory to see

an extra £132 adde<l to the reserve. It was a genuine reserve

at the moment of close on £1,000. Tlie subscriptions had
'-: ~ .nsod in number by 168, and in amount by £115 over the

IIS year. Krerything the Association had touched it

iiuu made on. There was a profit on last year's Congress, yet

no one could say that those who attended di^ not get their

money's worth on that occasion. The balance to tho good on
the Congress account was £43. He hoped that «s much, if

not more, would be made this year. It was the Council's duty
to see that in all its enterprises the As.sociation came out ou
the right side. (Applause.)

The adoption of the balance-sheet was moved formally by
Mr.' W. J. Stocks, and seconded by Mr. H. J. Jarman, tho

t^ffir^ 4*ying that he thought the thanks of tho members
were dws to the Trenburer (Mr. Speaight) for bis masterly

handling of the accounts, for he supposed that the major part.

of the <luty fell to him.

Mr. George Hana said that he would like to protest against

this balance-slici't. The Association h«s accumulating far

too much money, niid it ought to be spent in propaganda and
general Usefuliic.vs. .Some hustle shuuld be put into the

Kinan'v C<oniiiiitte>.-, so that they made fuller use of the funds

they posscss(<l.

Ttie President said that Mr. Hana was quite aware that

some suggi!sted steps were being taken with regard to propa-

ganda, but the matter Mr. Hana. had raised would not be
ilowod fo slip.

The bBloiice-!.heet was then adopted unanimously.
.Mr. Speaight, in reply to Mr. Hana, said that there had

been a big •lienie in contemplation, which had the support
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of tho Finance Conimittee, but tHree weeks previously lie as

treasurer had asked that a resolution which committed them

to considerable expenditure might be rescinded, and the

matter bo postponed until the labour troubles had passed

over their heads. It would be well to wait and see how things

went 'before allowing money to go out of the bank on fresh

enterprises, however excellent they might be. The success

of the balance-sheet was only in small part due to any efforts

of his own. In greater part it was due to the late Secretary

and Treasurer, Mr. S. H. Fry. (Applause.)

A telegram from Mr. Fry was read at this point, regretting

inability to be present, owing to a bad influenza cold. It wa.s

agreed to communicate to Mr. Fry an expression of regret at

his absence and its cause, and to offer him the best wishes of

his fellow-members.

The Secretary said that he had a letter from Mr. Bigden,

cue of the auditors, who informed him that he was now going

out of business, and would no longer be a member of the

A.ssociation.

Mr. Alfred Ellis then proposed the motion relating to the

inoorporation of the Association. The motion ran as

follows:—
" That haying regard to the disadvantages of the present

constitution of the Association and with a view to it becoming
a formal legal entity possessing legal rights, and with a view

to the effective protection and indemnity of its officers and
removing impediments to its progress and acquiring greater

certainty in regard to its correct administration, government
and powers, it is resolved that the Council be authorised, at

the expense of the Association, to register under the Com-
panies Acts, 1908 and 1917, a new Association, not for profit

4nd limited by guarantee, to be called the Professional Photo-

graphers' Association of Great Britain (Incorporated), and
that by the constitution of such new Association the liability

of members shall be limited to '

" (o) A subscription of 10s. per annum, and

" (h) A contribution to the assets of the new Association in

the event of th-e same being wound up during the

period of niiembership »/ each member or within one

year a.fteruvrds for payment of the debts and liabili-

ties of the Association contracted before the time at

which such member ceases his membership, and of the
costs, charges and expenses of winding up the same
and for the adjustment of the rights of the contribu-

tories among themselves, such amount as may be
required not exceeding 10s. per member.

" And that all the members of the existing Association shall

be entitled to become members of such new Association when
registered without payment of any further subscription until

the expiration of the period for which their respective sub-

scriptions have been paid to the present Association, and
that upon the registration of the new Association the assets

of the existing Professional Photographers' Association be
transferred to such new Association.

" And that a committee he elected from the Council of the

existing Professional Photographers' Association of Great
Britain with power to settle the Memorandum and Articles

of As.sociation embodying so far as practicable the objects and
rules of the existing Association and such further oibjects and
rules as such committee may be advised are desirable."

Mr. Ellis said that the question of incorporation had been
before the Council for a considerable time past. Mr. W.
Illingworth read a paper on the subject in 1919, and since then
the subject had received a large amount of attention from
the Council, and the Council was unanimous in recommending
the resolution to the members. The Association as at present
constituted had no legal entity, and the officers. Council, and,
in some degree, the members wei-e liable for its debts and
liabilities. As their first secretary, he, in conjunction with
Mr. A. Mackio, framed the first rules and regulations of the
society, and also any amendments since then. He tliought it

would be agreed that these had answered their purpose very
well while the Association waa a small one, but the Council

was of opinion, now that the membership was over a thousand,

and there were invested funds, that the Association should In-

placed on a firm and legal basis. The present rules did not

provide for many contingencies which might arise, and there-

fore the rules should be legally drafted in accordance with

the Companies Acts, and should properly define the duties of
'

president, secretary, treasurer, chairman, council and trustees,

so that those who carried' on the work of the Association

might be properly protected from legal liability. At present

outsiders did not recognise the Association itself, but looked

to the secretary or the individual councillor as the responsible J
person for any liability incurred, whereas under incorporation

jj

these officers would be acting as agents of the Association.

Incorporation not only insured the safety of the officers, but it
'

protected the members, for ih the event of the Association

getting into debt or being "wound up," the most that each

member could be called upon to pay was 10s. in addition to

his annual subscription. The funds of the Association would

be better protected. At present there was no restriction a-

to their use by a majority of the Council. They oould divide,

the funds among existing members or spend them on absurd

schemes. If they became incorporated, the Board of Trade,

when reviewing the articles of association, would provide that

the funds he only used for stated objects and purjjoses that

would be considered beneficial to the Association generally,

and the Council would not be able to make any alteration or

deviation from the articles of association without the further

approval and permission of the Board of Trade on each occa-

sion. The Secretary informed him that since the notice of

motion was sent .out he had received two suggested amend-

ments, one from an Irishman that the word " Ireland " should

be added to " Great Britain " in the title, the other that tho

title should be "The Institute of Professional Photographers."

If they thought seriously of these alterations he would suggc>t

that they be proposed as two amendments, aft-er his^ proposi-

tion had been seconded by Mr. W. Illingworth, who was very

much interested in the scheme. Mr. Vaughan, the hon.

solicitor, was in attendance, and would be pleased to answer

any legal questions on the subject of incorporation

(Applause.)

Mr. W. Illingworth seconded the motion. After he was

first elected on the Council he quickly came to the conclusion

from, his observations at its meetings that they were on the

wrong track, and had not a leg to stand on, if they were to

attain the object for which the Association was founded^

namely, the improvement of the status of those practising

photography as a profession. He did not mention his

thoughts, but he definitely made up his mind that he would

bring a motion forward at the proper time, a motion which,

if acted on, would place the Association on a sound business

foundation. That time did arrive, and the motion was now
before the members. It was very gratifying to him to know
that his colleagues on the Council had recognised the force

of the arguments he put before them at one of the meetings

during 1919, when he urged that the incorporation of the

Association was a sound and practical business proposition,

and was absolutely imperative to the carrying out of their

fundamental objects. This recognition by his brother coun-

cillors had not been obtained without persistent determina-

tion on his part, and nothing could have given him greater

satisfaction than to realise that they had seen the wisdom of

acting on these ideas. He seconded the proposal as indis-

putably the most sound and practical business proposition

ever put before that society of professional photographers,

and asked that it might be supported unanimously.

Some discussion then took place on the order of the pro

ceedings, the President and Council not having yet been

elected.

In reply to questions from Mr. Barratt, Mr. Greenwav,
Mr. Swan Watson, and others,

Mr. Vaughan (the hon. solicitor) said that undoubtedly when
once the .Association became an incorporated body the mem-
bers would have to re-elect their president and council, and
the only reason why he had suggested taking that business
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in exactly the same position as tie board of directors of a
trading concern. The members' voting powers would all bo
defined by the memorandum and articles of association, which
would be drawn up in accordance with the Companies Acts.
Before incorporation, the memorandum and articles would
have to be submitted in draft to the Board of Trade. The
Association was not to be registered for the purpose of making
a profit. bHt for the good of a certain body of persons-
namely, professional photographers—and in that memorandum
»nd articles the objects which the Association might carrv
out would be defined. That was the limitation which was put
upon the powers of the executive, for these objects could not
be extended without a special resolution which had after-
wards to lie approved by the Board of Trade. Care would.
of course, be taken that the objects were sufficiently wide to
enable the Association to carry on its work with reasoitablc
frecdoni. It might be necessary to enlarge them in some
r«spe<ts. The subject of propaganda had IJeeii referred to
at that meeting, and also an improvement of the quarterly
journal. Tlie object clauses must bo sufficiently wide to
enable the executive to give effect to these objects if con-
sidered desirable. If the usefulness of the Association was to
be extondc<l jt would neces-sarily mean that certain risks wore
incurred, more expenditure would bo called for, and contracts
might hare to be entered into with advertisers and manufac-
turer*. It was desirable that the executive should have
power to undertake this, and that their liabilities should b.-

prot.fted. There might, for instance, be some slip made with
regarti to a certain firm or individual, and it was desirable
that the liability of particular officers should be effectively
<af';:»» rd.Ml. In working, the plan would prove by no mean's

«t«l. In any matter of difttculty it would only ho
iry to refer to the memorandum and articles, and doubts

could bo sot at re*t immediately. The memorandum ami
articit* were the result of very careful thought by people, who
had bad to frame and con.stituto associations of that character
before. It would moan to the executive greater certainty both
as t4) powers and rights. With regard to a8.sets, at present
thcae bad to be held by an individual ; in fiAure they woulil
be no longer in the name of any individual, and the banking
account would be in the .AKSociation's name and. could onlv
be touched by |>ersons authorised by the council, which might
at any moment revoke its authority. Supposing a bank were
to fail the Association, as a body, at present would have no
rights againxt the asttets available. By incorporation the
.\hkociation would save itself from many equivocal positions.

Mr. R. Hainea asked whether, .supposing the resolution were
pawc<l, the title of the Association could be altered Hft<T
wards.

Mr Vaughan said that that would have to l>e done by n
special resolution which would require the sunctioii of the
i3oard of Trade. The Board of Trade, however, would nor
be captious in such matters, as long as no confusion with any
body was created.

The President said that the title " Institute of Photo-
graphers " was suggested. The word " professional " surelj

should U: inserted.

Ui« said that they would only be following the
ex.. •" architects or engineers, who did not use the word

iial."

Ill tlu- lourso of further di.scussion, however, it was jiointed

out that there were no amateur architects, engineers or
auction (KTs.

The President said that this proposed amendment v.ould

seem to make the .Association include all photographers,
vhcreas this had been uii as.sociation of master photographers
Other expressions of disapproval at such change of name

were made, and the amendment which had been sent in was
withdrawn.

Mr. Vaughan stated, in answer to a question, that it wa.'>

necessary to include the amount of the subscription in the

rc>solntinn becau.»e the Companies .Act* required that the

liabilities of the meraoers must be stated, but if an alteration

was desired later there would be no difficultv.
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On the motion of Mr. A. Barratt, it was agreed, with two

dissentients, that the words " and Ireland " .should be added

to the title.

Mr. VauKliau advised that tlK> words " if permitted by the

JJoard of Trade " sliould be added in this aniendment, because

as they would be incorporated under an English .\ct of Par-

liament some objection might be raised, though he hardly

thought it likely.
^

This was agreed to.

The original resolution, with this addition of " and Ireland
"

to the title, was then put and carried with absolute unanimity

and amid applause.

The President congratulated Mr. Hlingworth upon his

successful endeavours.

A vote of thanks was accorded to the hon. .solicitor for his

attendance, and the business then concluded.

PHOTOGRAlPHS FOR PASSPORTS.

In the early days of the war I had to produce quickly llicjiisands

of small portraits to be used on Government permits.

Happily theee days are gone, but the photo-permit seems to be

a legacy of the war, and almost any day now an emergency might

arise where a small photographer would find a big volume of busi-

ness offered to him. My experience and method of working may
therefore prove instructive.

It was left to me at a price per head to take the men anywhere

I liked, to produce two stamp-size pictures, and to get

the work through in a few days. At first I took them

in the studio, using a Billcliff repeating back, but I soon

found that I could never cope with a percentage of the men that

way, and that I would ruin my ordinary trade. So. after thinking

the matter out, I decided to take them in batches at the docks,

railways, or sheds where they were employed. 1 used my half-

plate outfit, which has six double dark slides. Eighteen on a half-

plate was what I produced, and I took six at a time on a third

of the plate. To cover up the other two-thirds during e.xposure

was simple, two shapes of thin, dark card being necessary, one

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

always being in position immediately in front of the focussing

screen or dark slide. The illustrations will show how this works

(figs. 1 and 2).

Now, the only thing I had to be careful of was to avoid dupli-

cating exposures. I made a blunder the first day, but never again,

for after that I always carried a note-book with skeleton drawings

of the twelve plates, crossing off each portion as exposed. Well,

then, six men were placed against a wall, shoulder to shoulder, the

e.xposure made, and so ad infinitum. To avoid changing ths

focus frequently, I worked through the top portions of plates first,

and so on. It will be seen that I made 216 portraits on 12 plates

without changing. I never risked wholesale disaster by having an
assistant, and the way the " sitters " fell into the spirit of the

thing was wonderful, arranging themselves in groups of approximate
heights, so that I had scarcely ever td leave the camera. My day's

operating—frequently finishing after the dinner hour—usually was
about four changes, or 864 faces on 48 half-plates. To develop
those, dry off, and make two glossy bromides from each before
the next morning was not a tremendous task, and at the charge
of Is. per head shows a return of over £40!
Sometimes I had to number them. This was done by pinning

a numbered " cloak-room " ticket on one of the subjects. I never
out the prints up, as I found the clerks and foremen who handled
them could do that better when allocating the lots to the different
departments.

In finishing up my contracts, particularly with railway men, I

had to pick up a few at a time at different points. 1 took those,

singly, working eight on.a plate, as follows (figs. 3 and 4) :

—

It will be noticed that here again two intermediates of dark card

allow for all the different changes, merely by turning them about

and upside down.

This way of producing " Victoria " midgets is useful for fetes

or similar outdoor gatherings, as a re|)eating back is not quite

suitable for a field camera.

Passport or permit photographs mav mean a good help to the

studio business. In. Ireland, at present, every owner or driver of

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

a car or motorcycle must have a properly authorised permit, with
photograph affixed.

D^o not make the mistake of charging too small a price for this

work. "Oh! any sort of thing will do," we are told. " Yes," I
reply, " but I have to upset all my routine to give you quick
service, and that is what we charge you for."

You may frequently bag a local big-wig, who ordinarily dislikes

being photographed. In such case, do not make the fatal mistake
of making him wait while you take two or three large negatives

of him. The clever way is to take, without any apparent iuss,

but, of course, as carefully as possible, one large negative only.

As the sitting is " (mly for a passport," you ought easily to cajole

a good expression. Then copy the .small prints from this negative.

A week or ten days later you may send for approval the " enlarge

ment," with every chance of a good order accruing. J. Effzl.

Exhibitions.

H.YMMBBSMITH PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The exhibition which once again has been brought together at

Hampshire House, Hog Lane, Hanimersmith, represents very well

the present-day standard of pictorial work in landscape and portrait

photography. Quite a respectable proportion of th« work come*
up to the standard of the larger exhibition and there are very few
foolish things. The work of Ix)uis J. Steele, always fresh in his

outlook, is here represented by some very pleasant examples, and
other tiotable e.xhibitoi-s of both portraitui-e and landscape are
Charles R. Wormald and Hugo Van Wadenoyen. In portraiture,

the prints by Marcus Adams add distinction to the walls : and. in

landscape, F. Prior has some imposing prints, rather theatrical in

style, but giving promise of more mature achievements. The mem-
bers' section represents a large volume of enthusiastic effort, and
contains the makings of a number of fine works. There is a collec-

tion of colour transparencies which can be seen after dusk by arti-

ficial illuhiination. The exhibition remains open until May 19 next,
and may be visited without charge for admission.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.
April 21 to May 19.—Hammersmith, Hampshire House. Photo-

graphic Society. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary, C. E.

-Altrop, 14, Southwold Mansions, Widley Road, Maida Vale,
London, W.O.

April 27 to May 25.—Bury Y.M.C.A. Photographic Society. Par-
ticulars from the Hon. Secretary, A. Benson Ray, 8, Agur
Street, Bury, Lanes.

April 28 to 30.—Nottingham and Notts. Photographic Society.

Particulars from the Hon. Secretary, A. Beeston, 103, Notting-
ham Road, Nottingh.im.

.\ugnst 27 to September 10.—^Toronto Camera Club, Lafe,«t date

for entries .July 30. Pai-ticulars from the Hon. Secretary.

•7. R. T.^wson. 2, Gould Street, Toronto, Canada.
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New Books.

Pbototraphic Abtlmct*. Loadoo Royal Photographic Society.

lOt. per annam.

Tm lirat number of this syaUmatic review of the technical

photoKraphJc pre** ajxi of peruvlical* r«l«tin(; to brandie* of

MTWOoe conoectod with photo^ru[>hy haa at length appeared

under th« direction of Mr. K. K. Honter, Dr. T. Slater

I'nce, Mr. F. F. Rcowick and Mr. B. V. Storr, aMiated by a
-' <fT of ahatrscton. The arrangement of the abstract* into eleven

ipa ia oDa which, we think, will allow of aubject-matter being

:mi withoat much difficulty, and without the need of crocs-

.
'. reoeta, a devioe whidt apparently tb* compilers propoae to

i>enae with attogatber, ance no instance of it is to bo found in

-I 6tft nomber. Nererthelaas, we think further ezfwrteiioe will

Mi-iw that nnraaiowa ariae when a limited amonnt of eroas-

refereocing adds to th* oaefnlnMs of the publication without

materially increasing tU length. The sectiooa into which the

abstracts are i tawiflw] are ss follows :

—

("uloor Photography.
loaaMtograpfay.

Maanfactare of PhotografthK Mat«naU.
Photographic Appliaaeea (Oameraa, etc.).

Photographic Optica.

Pkoto-Maehanical Processes

lpplkafi«ws of Photography (Astrotiony, Spectfoacop)-, Photo-

miavt^mftij, ate.).

Twilowatiy, Atliwomatiy, Pbotonxtry.

Tbaory of Phato«ia|ihy.

f'hal«gnfhie Proowni.

I' «:)l b« saeit that the methods of what is usually (ftnicd

|ira< iK-ai photography" form only one of the elereo sections;

the porpose of the poblicatiou, which alooe could justify its

appaanmca, w th* wide scope of its review among sobject-mstter,

aikd ««w paredicab which ara leas diraetly related to the technics

of photography than ai« the papers and arttelea published in

purely photographic joomals. By keeping this aim eleariy before

iheni. the pahltcatioa committee will render a most valnabta service

ita of photography now and in the future. They have

exeaUaot i>fg««mii»g go these lines oader ooiMiitMns which,

ay in • briaf pitifatocy not*, havtt aol been favourmble to

'h<- full orynlsatioia nsrisaary tor putting their ideals

Photographic Abstracts " is ssBt free to members of

•ad Technical Group of the Royal Photographic
^ .

' : by others it ia obtainable, price 2a. 6d. per «opy. or \0».

iM from th« RP.S., 35. Kusarll Square, London. W C.

New Materials.

':• ' - f" - -. Made by tke Mawsoa Co.. Ltd.. 81.

irect. Ncwcas(l«>e«-Tyae.

. A .«,> I .. tiire appli'-'l 'he pre&x "Super" to their

.r plate in sigaifkaace "f nrmt improremenls in the emol-

rraatly increased the rapidity. The Gladiator

fperiance, has slways been one of extreme speed,

1 lent that by fartfa.

'

<-at in its manufsctore

lisa basa enhanced. >'rs now rate it at GOO

ii30 H. and D., and cbim thai it u the moet rapid emulsion

n th* market. It would rcioire a more extensive Mries of

•' - " . ie think, we can h« expected to make to examine

n*ffofman'* "f 'h* piste in «m»part«nn with others

;

« plate

.f the

", it oao iiu<iiy bn iuAiiil<iiiir<l ilist a piste is

si speed for different driM-riptions of work—at

' margin of diffcrei .t very wide one.

in be said thsl the ^ iistor is s piste of

the most extreme speed and, moreover, one which develops readily

and easily gives negatives of any required degree of vigour. And
it works exceedingly cleanly, yielding a negative of remarkable
^fineness of grain for an emulsion of such rapidity. As the oldest

makers of dry plates in this country the Mawson Co. have
certainly reason to oongraiulat« themselves upon their latest success
in achieving a new record in emulsion speed.

Meetings of SocietieSs

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOB NEXT WEEK.
Monday, Mat 9.

Bowee Park and Dist. Phot. Soc. " Carbon Printing." F. P.
Bayne.

Cripplegate Photographic Society. Demonstration. B. C. Wickison

.

TuuDAZ, May 10.

RP.S. •• The Theory of the Screen in Half tone Work." L. P.
Clerc. " Suggestions for a New Printing Process." K. C. D.
Hickman, B.Sc, A.I.C. " The Behaviour of the Silver Bro
mide Particles in Dry Plates towards light, alpha and beta
rays." Prof. The Svedberg of Upsala.

Hackney Phot. Soc. Print and Slide Competition ; Seascape.
Manchester Am. P.8. " Bromoil Demonstration." S. Grimsbaw.
Fortamonth Camera Club. " Photogr^hy—Its Present-day Im-

portance and Power." Messrs. Johnson and Sons.

WxDNXSDAT, Mat 11.

Croydon Camera Club. " Shaw, Shakespeare and Csesar." Caven
dish Morton.

Photo-micrographic Soc. Annnsl General Meeting, Exhibition, etc.

Tbv&sdat, Mat 12.

Gateshead and District Camera Club. Annual Meeting.
Hammeramith (Hampshire House) Photographic Society. " Im-

proving the Negative." R. H. Lawton.
Kinning Park CoKtp. Soc. C.C. Open Night.
Kryn and Laby (Letchworth) Phot., etc., Soc. " The Romantic in

I.andscape."

Satuxdat, Mat 14.

Glasgow and W. of Soot. Amateur P.A. Excursion to Bothwell
Csstle.

Hammersmith (Hampshire House) Phot. Soc. Outing to Lewes
(three days).

Kinning Park Co-op. Soc. C.C. Outing, Biehopton to Erskine Ferry.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
MeDtinp held Tuesday, May 3, Dr. Rodman in the chair, whon

Mr. H. S. Watkins read a paper on " Principles of Colour Pro-

cesses." Owing to pressure on space a brief report will be found
ofi another pace of the " Colour Photography " Supplement,

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB
Ths club rooms last week closely resembled sn American bar prinr

to the Reformation, Mr. J. W. Purkis being the cocktail mixer for

the evening. The simple subject chosen wa^ " The Principles Under
lying Photographic Printing," simple only in the sense that he made

> it so. For an iustructive series of elementary articles the lecture

,j{|yaMration would make an admirable biuis ; it vas essentially

uue Mafllabte for a brief report. Nearly every familiar printini^

process, from P.O.P. to Carbro, was reviewed, and the many tell-

ing experiments kept intereat alive to the end.

So interested was the artistic, but not too scientific Mr. Harpur,

that in the discussion he expressed himself as completely and

utterly bewilderol, reinforcing this compliment by adding that had

ho experienced such an evening at the start of his photographi.-

career, rabbit breeding might have been sub.stituted. The thought

is appalling—especially from the rabbit's point of view.

After i6me desultory but appreciative remarks from others, enters

the " office boy " with glee writ large on his countenance. With
real sorrow he had noticed that the lecturer had repeatedly referred

to potassium bichromate as the light-stnsitivf. salt in the carbon

process, a mistake which no baby in arms would droam of making.

Personally, he did not pretend to be a chemist, but had read an

editorial statement in a recent is.iue of the " B. J." to the effect il

is incorrect to allude to the <!alt as " light-sensitive.!'
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In turn, wreathed in smiles, up rose Mr. Puikis, thumped twu

heavy vohimes on the table and proceeded to read the following

extracts, much to the discomfiture of the prior speaker, who made
bitter allusions to photographic journalism in general. According

to Vogel. " the salt is sensitive to light, but not clianged," though

as the author was writing in a popular sense, the lecturer said, the

wording, in .strictness, required amplification. Wilhelra Ostwald,

one of the greatest chemists of the world, points out that " sensi-

tive chromic mixtures are not to any extent sensitive to light, but

become so in high degree when they are in contact with organic

matter." " I therefore maintain it is perfectly correct to say that

bichromate of potash is the sensitive salt in the carbon process,"

triumphantly concluded Mr. Purkis.

This week the " Walrus " is due, on " a subject to be announeed."

Those at the Photographic Fair who may have noticed him in the

vicinity of the telephone call-boxes must also have noticed a certain

preoccupied air, entirely due to the fact that up to then he had

struck no definite idea on a subject for Croydon.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

l^ERAL Notices.—Notice is given, pursuant to Section 242 (3) of

'the Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908, that, at the expirktion of

stiiree months from April 29. the name of Park's Press Photographic

Agency, Ltd., will, unless cause is showii to the contrary, be struck

off the Register of Joint Stock Companies, and the company will

'be dissolved.

NEW COMPANIES.
(tlobe DRtiG Co., Ltd.—This private company was registered on

April 26 with a capital of £2.000 in £1 shares. Objects : To carry

on the business of chemists, manufacturers of photographic instru-

ments, etc. The first directors are :—A. J. Espley, 64, Higher

Antley Street, Accrington (permanent governing director), land

S. J. E. Bourn, 95, Conway St.. Birkenhead, Registered office:

18. Blackburn Road, Accrington.

Donald Lockwood and Co., Lto.—This private company was
registered on April 27 with a capital of £1,500 in Is. shares.

Objects : To carry on the businftss of manufacturers of and dealers

in proprietary articles of all kinds and of photographic apparatus

and materials, etc. The first directors are ; D. R. Lockwood,
iGlenwood, Broom Road, Hampton Wick, Middlesex ; B. Sherman.
87, Holmesdale Road, Hampton Wick, Middlesex. Registered

office : 21, Sugar House Lane, Stratford, Essex.

South Suburb.an Photographic Societv.—^Mr. P. R. Salmon was
elected president of this Society at the annual meeting, held on
27th ult. The Society was founded fourteen years ago by Mr. John
Nixon, who was its first secretary, and for the past nine years its

president. Mr. Salmon has been a vice-president from its start.

Mr. H. D. Fretwell, Bexley House, The Grove,: Greenwich, S.E.IO,
was re-elected hon. sec.

Sands-Hunter Cameras.—A 64-page list of new and second-hand
cameras at bargain prices just issued by Messrs. Sands. Hunter and
Co., 37. Bedford Street, Strand, Tx)ndon, W.C.. marks a policy
which is nb.<!ervable elsewhere of issuing class or departmental lists.

The catalogue is limited to cameras and a few other accessories,

such as changing boxes, shutters, and tripods. It is therefore of
special interest to the amateur purcha,ser who buys his hand-camera
all complete for use, and, as a rule, prefers not to go to the trouble
of having this or that lens specially fitted. For the legion of these
purchasers Messrs. Sands, Hunter offer an extraordinary variety
of folding plate and film cameras, including a wide selection of
those in the vest-pocket and 3^ x '

2i sizes. But the profes-
sional photographic worker should also note the exceedingly ample
choice Here offered of reflex and folding focal-plane cameras. The
list is one which brings the facility of purchasing from a large
stock of reliable goods to the door of the intending buyer, who
can obtain the catalogue free on application, and particular goods
••on approval for five days.

News and Notes^

The City Sale and Ex( hange is exhibiting prodigious energy in

the publication bf catalogues. We have before us the third issued

within the last few weeks, and itself a book of nearly 200 page.s.

It comes to us from the blanch of the firm at 54, Lime Street,

London, E.C.3, and a copy will be sent to anyone on application

to that address.

Canadian Pacific PnoiOGaAPHS.—On the library floor of the

Canadian Pacific Railway building, 62, Charing Cross, London, an
exhibition of pictures by Mr. P. A. Staynes, R.O.I., taken by him
during a tour m China and Japan, together with a fine series if

photographs in colour taken in Canada by Miss Olive Edis.

F.R.P.S., will be on view from May 2 to May 16 between 10 and

5 p.m. {on Saturdays. 10 to 1).

Mawson Plates.—The Mawson Co., Ltd., 81, Northumberland
^Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne, send us their revised price list of dry

plates, including the " Super-Gladiator." noticed on another page
of this issue. With the exception of the firm's X-ray, panchro-

matic, and " Wizard " (anti-halation) plates, their brands are

uniformly priced on a basis represented by 2s. 6d. per dozen in

r|uaiter-plate size, 5s. in half-plate, and 10s. 6d. in whole-plate.

Jiffy Paste.—Messrs. The Binney and Smith Co., 5 and 7,

Stonecutter Street, London, E.C.4, send us a sample of an adhesive

in powder form which simply requires mixing with cold water to

form a powerful paste. The paste is recommended for news-

paper wrapping, paper bo.x making, and though it« suitability

for photographs is not mentioned it appears to be a very clean

product, and more suitable, at any rate, for the cheap enlargement

trade than many of the cheaper pastes which we have seen. A
sample may be had on application to the Binney and Smith Co.

The Club Photographer is the title which our friends of what

hitherto has been " The Northern Photographer," will adopt for

their new volume commencing with the June issue. The name
has been chosen from many suggestions submitted in competition

for a prize, in reference to the wider appeal which the little

magazine is intending to make among members of photographic

societies throughout the country. A feature of the first issue of

the " Club Photographer " is to be articles and illustrations

entirely supplied by the Hampshire House Photographic Society.

Cinematocjraphy for Profit.—Messrs. Butcher have just issued

a booklet directing the attention of professional photographers to

the opportunities which, on an increasing scale, are being afforded

for the supply of films of local interest to cinema theatres. The
theatres are glad to have these films for exhibition, but are not in

a position to make them. Messrs. Butcher's list contains notes

on this outlet for business and shows the equipment with which

it can be done. The list is obtainable free on application to Messrs.

Butcher's cinematograph branch, 28, Denmark Street, London, W.

Half-Watt Projection Lamps.—A small descriptive price list

of a very special kind, and one of interest to all makers of en-

largements, reaches us from Cinema Traders, Ltd., .26, Church
Street, Charing Cross Road, London, W.l. It, is a catalogue of

focus-lamp outfits for projection lanterns of all descriptions and
shows the various patterns of stands or trays for these lamps
specially designed for accommodating them in lantern bodies and
for providing the necessary adjustment of the position of the

light. Means are also provided for the use of reflectors, increasing

the power of the light by approximately 50 per cent.

Ensign Cameras.-The high cost of printing is evidently
restiuining manufaoturers from issuing the large cata-

logues which were common a few years ago, but perhaps that is

not altogether a drawback when the outcome is the publication of

such excellent departmental lists as one just issued by Messrs.

Houghton of Ensign oamenas and accessories. It is a publica-
'

tion of 160 pages which fully describes and illustrates the Ensign
nianufaotures, from the inexpensive " Mascot " cameras to the

lordly " Sanderson." Its pages show the range of cameras for all

descriptions of photography which carry the Ensign trade mark
in significance of their manufacture in Messi's. Houghton's works.
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L>b.u.ksa' Wixix>«' Dbcssin' - W. Butcher and Sone,

I'unn-a House. F»rriii,-<).i!i .\ iidon, E.C., have recently

iiplete jervic*- • i iielp for the dUplay of goods

A booklet «ho«» actual photofrrapbic repro-

. U2 u! a cciusidcrmble nomber of window arrangement* with

red plans for the placing of tlif goods on stands or brackets,

ri are aupplied by Messrc. Rut^ h>T. This programme of creat-

^alea is planned in rounectioi. with the sarias of catalogiM

via and ahow-card* supplied K;. Meoars. Batcher, and more-

inclodes electro* of photn;;j upliic advertisements which i

r may insert in bis local newispaper.

• ^KKJci RcTLBCTOM.—A descriptive catalogue of theae new
" t'Wt for studio artificial soarree of light has at length been

ijihed bjr Mcean. W. J. Bartholomew and Co., 40. G43rrard
-- -•:, London, W.l. It contains the report by Hr. H. M. Lomas,
' I: I'.S., on his tests of th» sevenfold imr—e of light produced

Me reflector. The latter, it should be noted, acts by directing

' .'- iii;ht fraoi an arc lamp or a half watt aloog a certain but wide

|i«th ineteMi «t •Uewtng it io be scattered in all directions. Thuii,

Ahilr it prodDoa* grtaler intensity of light the light is still a

<ie oompwed with that from an iimcreened light-aource. The
ti'iipw illaatrata* the seraral patterns of reflector and fittings

h can be obtained, and contains a list of aoiDe of the notable

• graphic stadias which btTe installed this important and valu-

adjunCl to artificial lighting.

. iKTZ Lmata—The Hanovia I.eii> Laboratories. Newark, New
i' • r, have iaaued an illustrated pn>'< list of the quarts lenaea, to

ii we drew atteRtion aope months ago on the strength of the

-\tttem with on* ol the (irat <n be made, pnUisbed by Dr.

^ • y Power, ot " Camera Craft." The leaate are now iaaued in

><-riae. of / '4.5 and //6.3 aperture, under the name of " Kalo-

T .,le in focal length* from
4 to 10 X 8. The pric«s

ir». In :!.. / 6.3 series, similarly priced

ites, thr fnral lengths, ralber curiously,

..Jiea to 19 ii».h<r«. A special characteristic of

.crsater rapidity, iperlore for apertnre, «win;
.»r soMlrat tranemiaaioo of i'

of a peculiarly plcaaing vtli

• p«rta(e la owd.

Correspondencee

tttrpomdtnu tkouH never writ* o* hath »idt» of tkt poftr.

Vo aelire i* laJkrn of towtmuititatiamit nafess Me iMaws ea^
•idUrtntt of (Ac wnlcrt erf >yirea.

'*' >f T lie eo< aaWertal* f**f>oiuihility for Ik* vpimiolu trftftit
iy our eorrtjipimdnU.

HALATION AND DEV ELOI«M«NT
To ttM Editor*.

OesitJemMi,—May I contribute a few words Io your diwnnmnn on
U lnlion T 1 q«ile agra* with your correapondcnt* who advocate the

ue of a atiMg dsraieper. ^omr time ago a friend of mine look
wow pbotoffnplia al mom birda in tite BoUnioU Gwden* here. The
Soiia* in whi«i) Ikey war* baa glaaa roof and side ; tlie day was ex-
^^. ty bright, and, in eowsqnence, nhort expoanfes were given. I

moat of Ihem «*r* aiposeJ I-t only tlie 2fith qt a second.

velofnig lilt, mntul of whirh included Urge potttona of the
<ide and i«of. I was aurpriaed to find no t(»ca of halation.

^ uacd waa pyroaoda, whidi bad acddantally been
.- a aahitioa. It never oeoomd to me tlut the

)« waa doe to this (set mtil I mw lii» controrersy

.!r« Wellington ^MlsarTien. In my opinion

..tea have lem tendlBcy to the giving of hala

Imary platea have PsrMially, I have been dis-

Blma. They aeon as bad aa pUtea with the ex-

ptjuu 1.! L.U'C or two particular makrs, for inalanca. Portrait Film,

whaiw th* smttUoo, being thick, i«^nia to give better reaulta than

backed pUtea.—Faithfully yoon, J J. GnovKS
lonae, Batb Bow, BirminghMO, A{Htl 23.

DESENSITISI.NG AND PANCHROMATIC PLATKS
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Mr. Crowther's article in your issue of the 22nd is

of great interest to amateurs like myself, but does not lead us

much farther with the qnestion of avoiding the red stain due to

Deaensitol. The stain is sometimes patchy or uneven in tint, and

occasionally, as Mr. Crowther remarks, a bluish violet tint will

appear on drying an apparently stainless negative. Such negatives

are apoiled for printing or enlarging.

I have further found the alteration in Walking factor noted in

the article, and am ^lad to see it explained. Mr. Crowther speal<s

also of desensitising bailings, and it may be of interest to your

readers to leam that I aocddentally found this to happen when
developing some red-backed Anti-Screen plates, though at the time

I aacribed the absence of fog aa due to the protective red colour of

the developing bath caused by the solution of the red backing.

I have concluded that until we know more about the use of

Deeeositol I can get on better by developing by the factorial

system witii a Wratten Green safe-li^it (or ixinohnNnatic plater.

.Although the Ilford Company state that their panchromatic plate

is unsafe in any light, I have successfully developed some of these

plates with pyro-soda, using a Wratten safe-light and factorial

development. All negatives are bright and clear, and no fog is

apparent in any one of them.— I am, sir, yours faithfully,

Hmiy N. Hoixanh
13, Cawdor Boad, Fallowfield. Manchester.

THE CONGRESS—AND NOW.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—After a well-attended and most successful Congress

—particularly under the existing difficult circumstances—I wouiii

ask my brother professional photographers, through your kinii

indulgence, not to hesitate in becoming members of the P. P. A.

Cogent matters, requiring strength of numbers and unity of pur-

pose, are coming to the fore with which the combined efforts of

those making their livelihood by photography are necessary to cope,

and I beg my professional brethren not to stand passively looking

four-fifths of the profession are doing al the present moment
' the 24 men constituting the P.P.A. Council do the work.

1 iicre is a »ayiiig that " actions speak louder thin words," and if

the labours of the Council are worth anything at all, surely they

are worth encouragement. The London Councillors are on the

spot, like permanent men of a fire brigade, and are always at

P.P.A. work. The country men, too, spend time on looking after

its interaata, in sddition to the expenses incurred by attending

Council meetings, and their expenses average, I should say, quitr

ttn pound* per annum per Country Councillor, in ratlway fare'

eionr. Your non-member of th* P.P.A., when pressed th join.

often asks, " What will it benefit me? " Well, to what extent doe«

it. benefit men on the Council ? What do they get for their work ?

What do they ask for ? Bncouragtment, that is the word ; encour-

agement to look after hia interests, for which he is asked to pay

IQs. ft y*v. while some of these men spend mart than im po^ind'

a year for that particular porpoae.

We are supposed to number 5,000 or more professional photo-

graphers in the United Kingdom. The membership of the P.P.A.

stands at a little over 1,000—when it ought to be four times as many.

Coma, laiP, hick up! The subscription will not break you, even

ir*QBSuM*hard. and later on you will be glad.—Yours, etc., v

. — Frank Bbown,
Sz-Pr«eident, Professional Photographers' Associstioii.

Leicester, May 2.

TiCHKtCAl. .Journals.—When felicitations are ofloreil to our

confrere, Mr. Arthur C. Brookes, on the organisation of a Fair, or

the regular publication of hi* trade journal, it is perhaps not

remembered that Mr. Brookes carries also on his shoulders the

responsibility for the management of the British Association of

Trade and technical Journals, a body representing the interests of

a very large number of technical periodicals. The official hand

book, joat issued at the price of Is., of this Association, contains

particulars of these periodicals, such aa subscription rates, adver-

tisement tariff, and character of circulation. It provide* a m<»t

useful oonspectDS of the technical press for the purposes of the

large or small advertiser.
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Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our present practice a rtiatively small space t»

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents .

We \cUl answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed

for reply: 5-cent Intematiorud Coupon, from readers abroad.

Querief to be answered in the f'rtiiay's " Journal " must reach us

not later than Tuesday {posted Monday), and should be addressed

to the Editors.

B. B.—In some districts the police require a canvasser for photo

Rraphs to have a hawker's licence, but in other districts, accord-

ing to our experience, this is not the case. The only thing you

can do to make sure is to apply at the local head police office

in the district where you are working.

F. T.—Aluminium is most unsuitable for developing solutions, and

not by any means the best for fixing baths. You can improve

matters by covering the metal with ordinary quick drying enamel,

but a better material, though more expensive', is the so-called anti-

sulphuric paint sold by dealers in electrical requisites.

A. S. F.—We think th« te.xt book "Optical Projection," by

Russell S. Wright, published last year by Messrs. Longmans,

Green and Co., 39, Paternoster Row, London, E.C.4, price

4s. 6d., would give you the information you want. It is only

a small book, but it deals fairly thoroughly with arc lamps, and

Mr. Wright is a thoroughly practical lanternist.

F. A.— (1) Nothing better for preserving gum arabic than thymol,

a few grains per ounce of the mucilage as required. (2) We are

afraid we cannot express an opinion, for tlie Bents Act is such
a complicated thing that you should apply to one of the daily

papers, such as the " Daily Chronicle," which keeps a barri.-iter

engaged in answering queries relating to it. But we don't think

they could turn you out.

T. C.—We are afraid it is very difficult to ventilate the room
satisfactorily except by putting the lamp outside. Could yon
not make the shutter blocking up the window with some kind of
covered box on the outside so that you could put the lamp in

it sufficiently sheltered from draught and so escape the bad
effects of it in the room? As the window is so small we do
not think any pair of ventilating passages—one on the top and
one at the bottom—would be any good.

Cr. S.— (1) Preventive means as also susceptibility to amidol poison-
ing vary considerably with each individual. Generally speaking,
about the best preventive means is to dip the fingers into plain
water, or into water just made acid with a few drops of hydro-
chloric acid, every time they have been in the developer.
Regular use of an emollient, such as Hazeline cream, is also a
preventive, but nothing that we know of can be .^id to be an
absolutely certain or effective preventive for a given individual.

C. L.—(1) Using a wide-angle at its maximum aperture, usually
of //16, the shortest focus which it is wise to use for cover-
ing a half-plate is about 5 inches. If you are ready to stop
down to //32 you can cover a half-plate with an //16 W.A.
lens of about 4^ inches focus. The above applies to the ordinary
types of wide-angle lens. There is also the " Hypergon " wide-
angle, not now on the market, but no doubt obtainable second-
hand, which would allow of a much shorter focus, probably less
than 4 inches for half -plate.

.\. R.—Your room is rather low for a studio, and some ingenuity
will liave to be exercised to get your front lamps high enough
for groups and standing figures. We should estimate that you
will require about 8,000 c.p., and for groups it must be well dis-
tributed. The lamps should all be made to raise and lower so
that you can shorten the e.xposure with sitting figures and chil-
dren. As you arrange in your diagram you will have the lights
on the wrong side of the studio for the majority of faces. If
you can work the other way round it will be better. You can
shift the 2,000 lamps to where vou want them for any special
subject.

C. M.—Providing that the projection lens is of appropriat« focal

length to your 8^-inch condenser, that is about 8 to 9 inchei
focus, there is no useful purpose in having the negative carrier

frame movable to and fro between the condenser and the objec-

tive, except for the purpose of shortening the exposure whaa
enlarging very much smaller negatives than the full half-plat«

covered by the condenser. If you move the little negative
further away from the condenser you get a more concentrated
beam of light on it, and so shorten exposure, which may at
times be an advantage, at any rate for dense negatives or when
using slow papers. In this case a useful amount of movement
would be one-third to one"-haIt the distance between the con-
denser and the objective.

H. S. G.—^(1) There is no means of calculating the quantity of potas-
sium carbonate equivalent to a given weight of sodium carboaiate
in a developer. You can only go by the quantities of
these alternative alkalies prescribed in specific formulae. (2) No
doubt silver nitrate keep.s better in an amber bottle, but experi-
ments made some years ago showed that the developers do not
keep any better, and, in fact, in some cases, keep better in

a bottle of blue glass than in one of amber. (3) The only
" secret," if it can be called one, is that a reflex camera in which
the mirror is raised by mechanical means is much more satisfac-

tory as regards smoothness of working and uniformity of action
than one in wliich the mirror is raised by the human user, as is

the case with most of the cheap models.

L. B.—We had better deal generally with ^our two queries together
by saying that we think it is bad practice to use daylight for
illumination of the dark-room. One inconvenience is that a light
which is safe at one time may be unsafe half an hour later owing
to clianges in the outside light. Also the fabrics, through con-
stant exposure to daylight, are gradually bleached to some extent,
and you never know when the bleaching has readied a point at
which the fabrics become unsafe as filters. On both of these
accounts it is far better to use a gas or electric dark-room lamp
fitted with one or other of the tested safelights supplied by
Messrs. Kodak, Ilford, and others. However, we should say, as
a kind of guess, that two thicknesses of commercial i-uby fabric
would provide a reasonably safe illumination for the
handling of films, but you would probably want one ruby and
one yellow for handling bromide paper. Yellow alone would not
be safe for bromide. You could, of course, cover the glasses of
the window with a dye varnish, but it would be a messy job,
the dye« would always be exposed to full daylight and you
couldn't get a full flood of daylight in the room. We think this
plan is the least advisable of those you mention.

The British Journal of Photography.
Lma AsTXBTisnains.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
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EX CATHEDRA.
PoaInK Chairs. We do not know whether there are any

photographers who are investing money
in fiirniture at the present juncture, but if such there

be. they should bear in mind that a chair needs to be

something more than attractive looking to be of the

greatest utility in the studio. Many chairs have a

tendency to cause the sitter to have a " bunched up
"

appearance, due to their being too low. For bust por
traits and three-quarter-length ordinary poses the seai

should always be high enough to keep the knees well

below the line of the thigh bone. The height of the seat

also has a considerable effect upon the pose of the

shoulders,'' so much so that some workers advocate a

standing position for head and bust portraits. When
*«lecting a chair it is a good plan to secure the services

of a lady who will act as a model and test the possibilities

of the article by sitting in it. It will often be foimd

that very graceful- looking (chair) arms come very awk-
wardly in the way in certain poses. Two or three small

tightly-stuffed cushions will be found of great value- for

increasing the height of the seat to suit the pose and the

figure of the sitter.
e * *

Half'-dmy W'e must say a good word for Mr.
0:osinK« James Cummmg, chief inspector under
the >Shops Act in Aberdeen. We do so because Mr.
Gumming has gone to the trouble of issuing a circular

letter notifying photographers of their freedom to take

portraits by appointment on the afternoon in the week
which is the statutory half-holiday under the Shops Act.

The circular letter runs as follows:
—

" On 18th Mar<?ii

one of the photographers in the City drew my attention

to a paragraph which appeared in ' Answers to Corn-

spondents ' column of Uie ' British Journal of Photo
graphy.' dated 2l8t January-, to the effect that it ha<i

been definitely stated by the Home OflBce that the taking

of portraits by appointment at a studio on the weekly
half-holiday was not contrary to the Shops Act. I imme
diately communicated with the Under Secretary for

Scottgnd. disking whiether the information referred to

wa« correct. As I had not received a reply up t-i

27th April, I again wrote him on that date, and have

now been informed ' that the statement is substantially

correct, and is based on the view (from which the

Secretary for Scotland sees no reason to dissent) that

the actual taking of a photograph is part of the process

of mantifacture.' " Such consideration of those coming
within their inspection is so rare a quality of the oflBcial

mind that the citizens of Aberdeen are to be congratu-

lated on the sensible point of view of the officer in

question. Other inspectors charged with administration

of the Shops Act may be advised to follow his example.

Since there has been a definite expression of opinion by

the Home Office, it is plainlv to the interest of botli

inspector and inspected that the fact should be made as

widely known as possible.
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binders It is not always easy to see the image

in the finder of a hand camera unless

.t happens to be a reflex, or the eyesight of the photo-

grapher is unusually acute. With practically all types

of finder, either direct vision or reflecting, the short-

sighted person is at ease, but when the slightest tendency

to hypermetropia is present there is a difficulty m seeing

the iander image clearly, unless " reading " spectacles axe

worn These, however, preclude a clew view of the actual

object or view to be photographed, so that it is bettOT,

if possible, to arrange a magnifymg lens as an attach-

ment to the finder. An ordinary small magnifying glass of

the linen-prover type can be fixed over either a ground

glass or " brilliant " finder, so that it will fold flat when

not in use, while those who prefer a direct-vision finder

will do well to select one that has a small magnifymg

lens fitted in place of the usual sighting vane. If this

i.^ not done the eye must be kept so far from the concave

lens that a much smaller field than that of the camera

lens is covered. The ordinary wire-frame finder fitted

to some focal-plane cameras is, perhaps, the most satis-

factory arrangement, as although the wire may not appear

quite sharp, it is sufficiently so for all practical purposes.

THE PEOPBETIES OF EBDUCEES FOE BEOMIDE
AND GAS-LIGHT FEINTS.

In these days of almost endless variety in printing media

—variety which allows of passable prints being obtained

from negatives which would, even a decade ago, have

been transferred straight from the fixing bath to the waste

box—it is somewhat of an irony that exact knowledge

of the nature of that appearing in the commimication

which we print to-day by Messrs. Loyd A. Jones and

G. E. Fawkes should become available. But even with

the present wide choice of papers to suit any negative,

it sometimes happens that the results are not quite up to

the standard quality on which the professional's reputa-

tion depends ; and should the prints happen to be enlarge-

ments, the knowledge of how to correct them by

intensification or reduction becomes of intrinsic value.

As far as intensification is concerned, the now well-

known chromium process leaves little to be desired, for

not only is the permanence of the intensified print equal

to that of a pure silver image, but also the colour of the

image is usually much improved by the process.

Those who have made a study of the matter do not
hesitate to affirm that the majority of present-day printers

habitually over-expose, with the result that unless great

care is exercised in the timing of development, the prints

are degraded by being developed too long. It should
further be remembered that even an acid fixing bath does
not instantly stop the developing action of amidol, so,

from one cause or the other, it frequently happens that
treatment with an appropriate reducing solution would
noticeably improve matters. Hitherto, the problem has
been to find the appropriate reducer, for until definite

measurements of the alterations effected by the various
available reducing solutions had been made, only the
usual confusion of ideas and terms could be expected to
exist. Taking advantage of the possession of apparatus
of proved accuracy, Messrs. Jones and Fawkes have
investigated the action of all the well-known reducers
on typical hard, soft and normal development papers.
Their results indicate that it is possible not only to imdo
the effects of over-development, but also to compensate
for errors arising from the use of an unsuitable printing

paper. They have demonstrated, for example, that certain

reducers in the early stages of their action produce no
change of contrast in the tones of the print and that

continued action of the solution effects a diminution of

contrast which tallies exactly with that exhibited at

various stages of the original development of the print.

Again, it is evident from the curves which form a valuable

portion of the communication that reducers like iodine-

cyanide and the Howard-Farmer actually increase the

contrasts of the print, a fact which has long been known
in a general sort of way by most practical workers who
by the use of one or the other of these solutions for clear-

ing " sketch " portraits effectively emphasise the outlines

of the subject by cutting out the lighter half-tones. Apart

from the slight staining of the gelatine by the Farmer
reducer, it appears that there is little to choose betwe«»

this and the highly-poisonous iodine-cyanide solution.

Indeed, if the respective solutions be made up in the

rough and ready way usually adopted by busy photo-

graphers, the Farmer solution is to be preferred oo

account of the well-known softening of the gelatine

induced by potassium cyanide solution.

Perhaps the most interesting information contained in

the communication is that which deals with the " propor-

tionate " reducer, a solution containing both ammonium
persulphate and potassium permanganate. It will no
doubt be recollected that this mixed solution was investi-

gated for negative reduction at the suggestion of a corre-

spondent of this journal, Mr. N. C. Deck, and was found

to fill a long-feit want. From personal experience we
can strongly recommend it ; the small quantity of

sulphuric acid which is present in the permanganate
portion of the mixture renders the action of the per-

sulphate very smooth, and by variation of the proportions

cf the two solutions almost any type of reduction can be

secured at will. It is now found that prints can be

treated with this reducer without any staining occurring

and that the reduction effected is truly proportional. This

information is, of course, of little interest to the printer

•who has the misfortune to be working in " Quantity

Street." but to the assistant who aspires to the possession

of his own establishment in " Quality Street," it means
much, for a few trials on waste prints will soon indicate

whethetr choice of paper, exposure or development ie

responsible for the existence of such waste prints. By
referring the modified prints to the original negatives an

excellent guide for future manipulation in the quest of

the best result procurable will be obtained. Although

no reference is made in the text to the matter, it should

be pointed out that a "sulphite stop-bath must not be

omitted after reduction with persulphates.

The effect of the addition of chlorides or soluble silver

salts to the persulphate reducer is of particular interest,

for although it was well known that these substances

interfered in some way with the characteristic depth

reduction of persulphate solutions, the fact that the
presence of 1 per cent, of sodium chloride brings per-

sulphate into the class of proportionate reducers, as is

so well shown in figs. 9 and 10 in the communication,
is new knowledge which cannot be disregarded by either

the practical worker or his scientific confrere who is

responsible for the formulation of acceptable theories. At
some future date, perhaps, Messrs. Jones and Fawkes
will deal with the persulphate-hypo reducer recommended
by T. H. Greenall, as it would be interesting to know
whether the addition of the hypo, which keeps the silver

in solution as it is acted on by the persulphate, has the

same effect as an initial addition of a soluble silver salt,

or whether it acts in a contrary direction to chlorides,

which cause precipitation of the silver immediately it has

been dissolved by the persulphate.
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SENSITOMETRIC STUDY OF THE REDUCTION
OF GASLIGHT PRINTS.

(A coHwnnnic»tion from the Research Laboratory of the Eastman Kodak Co.)

Tb« action of photographic reducers upon the silrer deposit*
ia photographic plates and filnn lias been stndied rather
•sU-nsirely by varioas worker* in the field of photographic
research. TTi«>4o inreatigation^ hare been carried out both
from tho practical and th<^r(>tu;ii jHiints of view. Among the
oat proiiimf-nt rt>*>arrhe» of this nature may be mentioned
thoae by Luppo-Crani.-r.' A. and L. Lumiere and Seyeweta,"
Btenger and Heller,'. Deck.' Nieu and Huae.' and Shep-
pard.' Practically all of this work hma dealt with the reduc-
tion ni .if-ri-iiv in the case of photographic materials caat»d
on trani)pur>-ni lupporta, rach aa plates and films, for not-
Motil a satisfactory method for paper Mnsitometry' was armil-
•ble could the usual H. and D. methods be applied to the
study of the reduction of density in photographic papers.

Sincn it is eridant that the quality of the photographic
print n..iv in ^<MB• fasas b« improred by the proper reduc-
tion .if '|.'M<ity, h S0«m«d adrisable to inrestigate the effect

0f various reducer* when used for this purpoae. The problem
it con-tidcrpfl in this paper entirely from the sensitometric
>t little attention beiog paid to the theory of
th :ie*« reducers on the Mposits, and all conclu-
sions rolatiT* to tlw merit of tho rarioos reducers tried are
hase<i upon th« consideration of the seasitometric eurras
ratbor than upon actual prints. Th<> sensitometric method for

tho uu'It of the characteristics of photogr«pbic materials has
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the action of a reducer producing no change in contrast.
Such reducers will be referred to as Type 1. Curve 2 repre-
sents the result when the same material has been subjected
to a reducer which produces an increase in contrast, this
increase in contrast being caused by a more vigorous action
of the solution upon the low densities than on tho high.
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Fif 2.—Charsctcrutle corves of development paper.

Reducers of this kind will be referred to as Type 2. Curve 3
represent* a case of the decrease in contrast, and results
from the proportional reduction of all densities regardless'
of their magnitude: that is, each density is reduced to tho
^sarne percentage of ite original value. Reducers having this
action will be referred to as Type 3. No distinct line of
demarcation can be drawn between these various types, since
some reducers have characteristics intermediate between those
represented by the typical curves in fig. 1.

In ftg. 2 are shown the characteristic curves of Iris Artura
paper. Curves, 1, 3, and 3 represent the change in density
with increasing times of development. From the shape of

these curves it is possible to draw conclusions as to the action
of tho reducer which can be used successfully to correct over-
development in the case of this material. It will be noted
for tho longer times of development that for the correction
of over-development a reducer of Type 1 will be necessary,
while if it be deaired to obtain results comparable with those
resulting from under-development in such a print a reducer
of Type 3 will be required. In fig. 3 arc shown the character-
istic curves of Velox, the different curves representing increas-

ing times of development. Tt will bo noted in this case
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rif. 3.—Clisrscteriatic corves of Velox paner.

that for the correction of over-development a reducer of

Type I is necessary.

Ten reducer formulas were chosen principally from the
" British Journal Almanac," and prepared full strength
The list included permanganate, bichromate, Eder's and
iodine-cyanide, whose action upon negatives is of Type 1,

corresponding to the curve shift to 1 (fig. 1). Farmer's
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and Belitski's reducers were selected as being typical of

Type 2, while sodium hypochlorite,- ammonium persulphate

and the Nietz-Huse proportional reducer were taken as repre-

sentative of Type 3. As typical examples of the developing-

out papers, the following were chosen :
—

Paper. Grade. Relative speed.

Azo E-Hard X Medium Fast.

Velox Regular Velvet Very Fast
Artura Iris B Slow

These papers were exposed in the non-intermittent sensito-

meter in the usual way, and strips consisting of twenty-six

steps increasing in exposure by consecutive powers of the

cube root of two were obtained. These exposed strips were

then developed in the recommended solutions so as to obtain

normally and over-developed results.

A number of preliminary tests were made with each reduc-

ing solution to find the dilution necessary to obtain uniform
and controllable action. From, these preliminary tests the

most satisfactory concentration for use in the subsequent

study of reduction was determined. These dilutions and the

formulae are given later in this report. All reduction was
carried out at a temperature of 20 deg. C. Careful obser-

vations were made relative to the colour of the deposit result-

ing from the action of the reducing solutions for various

lengths of time, and also upon the staining of the image and
gelatine by the reducers and their reaction products. Some
staining was observed, but in those reducers which were found

to be otherwise satisfactory it was possible to remove these

stains by returning the print after reduction to the ordinary

acid fixing bath for a short time, this, oi. course, being fol-

lowed by washing and drying in the usual way. After being

reduced, the reflecting power of the various areas of the

sensitometric strips were read on the reflectometer and the

characteristic curves plotted in the usual way. These curves

were then compared with one plotted from the results obtained

from the non-reduced strip. By a comparison of the curves

thus obtained information is secured from, which it is

possible to predict the action of the various reducers upon
prints.

Reducers of Type 1.

1. Potassium Permanganate.—This reducer converts the

silver of the deposit into silver sulphate, which is soluble in

the solution. The reduction is rapid, and no stain is pro-

duced either in the silver deposits themselves or in the

gelatine. With prolonged action it gives a slightly grainier

appearance to the areas of low density. In fig. 4 is shown a
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series of curves obtained with this reducer on Artura paper.

It will be noted that the straight-line portions are almost

exactly parallel to each other. Curve A was plotted from the

unreduced strip, while B, C, D, and E were obtained by sub-

jecting identical strips to the action of the solution for 45,

60, 90 and 120 seconds respectively. It will be noted that the

maximum black on the reduced strips is apparently higher

than that of the unreduced. This is because the densities

plotted are measured relative to the fog density of the paper.

The action of the reducer cuts away this fog density and
tends to give slightly higher maximum density when measured
against the unexposed regions of the paper. The action of

this reducer on Velox and Azo is the same as that on Artura

(as shown in fig. 4), with the exception that in the case of

Velox there is slightly more reduction of the high-light

regions. This reducer, as shown by the curve in fig. 4, is

an almost ideal corrective for cases of over-development.

2. Belitski's Reducer.—The image is converted by the ferric

oxalate and soluble chloride solution to silver chloride, which
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Fig. 5.—Action of Belitslii's reducer on Artura prints.

is then dissolved by the hypo in the reducer. The action is

very rapid at the concentration recommended, and, although

stainless and uniform in action, it seems to give a slightly

brownish coloured depcsit when the reduction is carried to

any length. In the case of slight reduction this tendency

to give brownish deposits seems to be entirely absent. On
Artura it acts as it does on negatives, giving a transforma-
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Fig. 6.—Action of Belitslci's reducer on Azo prints.

tion of Type 2 ; that, is reducing the lower densities more

rapidly than the higher ones and therefore giving an increase

in contrast. Upon Velox and Azo its action is of Type 1,

the straight-line portion of the curve remaining parallel to

that of the unreduced strip. In fig. 5 is shown a set of

curves obtained from sensitometric strips made on Artura

and treated with this reducer, the times of action being 45,

60, 90, and 120 seconds respectively for curves B, C, D, and

E. In fig. 6 are given the curves, showing the action of this

reducer on Azo. These curves are almost identical with those

obtained on Velox. It should be noted that, while the

straight-line portion of the reduction curves are practically

parallel to that of the unreduced, the high-light densities are

attacked more vigorously than those of the half-tone and

shadows, thus producing a cutting away of the toe of the

curve in the case of the reduced strips.

3. Iodine-Cyanide.—This reducer, applied on prints, falls

in Type 2. Further reference is made in that classification.

4. Eder's.—This reducer was found to he unsatisfactory,

owing to the unevenness with which action occurred.

6. BichromMie.—This also was found unsatisfactory owing

to excessive staining of the gelatine.

Reducers of Type 2.

1. Iodine-Cyanide.—The free iodine in the solution con-

verts the silver of the image into silver iodide, which is

soluble in the potassium cyanide of the solution. This

reducer acts rapidly, uniformly, and is clean and stainless.

No mottling effect is noticeable even in the lowest density.
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It i», howerer, •xtremely poitononi, and therefore it is

.' 'lecirable to recommead it for general use. In fig. 7 is

.< n > ipries of curves plotted from strips made on Artnra

irii and reduced in this solatimi. Curve A is that of the

unreduced strip, while B, C, D, and E received treatments

of 30, 45, 75, and 120 seconds. It will be noted that the

upper portion of the curves an-

the high-light and lower hall

producing an increase in contr.
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to the prMeace of starch iodide, which can be completely

-rnorrsr! bj toaking in an acid hypo lolation after the

>n ia completed.
} '.rmtr't Rrdueer.—The silver it converted by . th«

.. im ferricyaoide into silver ferrocyanide. which is

. r: rh. hrpo of the tolBtion. A slight staining of the

.. , : , -A.,- '.led in soma case*, but in oth>>r respects tha

»<unn i» i^ientif-al with that of the iodino-cyaaida. The curvaa

•hown in fig. 7 are typical of Fanaor'i radocvr oa all kindi

of paper.

Reducer* of Type C.

i \-'U and Jluit /*ro;»'r(i./n-i( IttduetT~7he rwluction

'I. ' sse IS due to a combination of the actions of ammo-
• rsnlphate and potaainm perm«Bganat«. Each re-

iai. iij; Agent retains iu chamical ideality. The perman-

ganate attacks the lower densitie* while the penulphate is

acting upon the higher densities. Used on prints the action

It very rapid, uniform, and ttainlaaa. Ita coacentration

ran be adjusted to aar particnlar paper rednctioa problem

with great eate. la if. 9a are givea cnrrea plotted fiwa
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strips made on Artnra Iris treated with this reducer. In

(.^ ?h are shown the results on Velox, and in fig. Sc thote

upon Aio.
.•,nli,m Perful/Aafe.— Variotu attempta have been

• in the peculiar •tuin of thi« rclucer. Liippo-

I ,,ir,.,.*..l rirotet'tive colloid the<jry based on

I coropoaition of the photographic

.y^i. the espoaare. The images having
-« therelore in aom* way different from
•- ar-' •'••

that the ammonium persulphate reducer attacks densities

above a certain critical value very vigorously, while the

action of lower densities is almost inappreciable. A catalytic

theory of the action has been proposed by E. Stenger, which

assumea a selective action on the higher densities due to the

presence there of an excess of silver ions. In fig. >9 are
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Fi(. lb.—Penalphate-permanganate redncer oa Velox.

shown curves illustrating the action of this reducer on the

Velox strips. It will be noted that above a certain critical

density designated by the point P the action is very vigorous,

while for densities lower than that no measurable action

occurs. Strips reduced in this solution, therefore, have

very peculiar density characteristics. For instance, a strip

treated four minutes exhibits a density maximum in the half-

tone regions, the shadows being cut away so that they are

W 2-« SO
Loo I.

fig. ic.—Pertalphalc-pcrmangaDate redocar on Aso.

actually lower in density. It is evident that this reducer is

unsatisfactory for most pnrpotea, although it is possible that

it may be utilised to advantage in some special cases where

it is deairable to reduce the shadow densities without affect-

ing high-light and half-tone regions. By the addition of a

soluble chloride or of silver ions (silver nitrate) to the reduc-

ing solution the character of the action is changed radically,

and the redaction becomet itricUy proportional. In fig. 10

!'<TeraBce it of inch a nature
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8-0

are shown the curves obtained from strips mode on Velox

reduced in an ammonium persulphate solution containing

1.0 per cent, sodium chloride. Curves B, C, D, and E were

obtaiood from strips which had received 2, 8, 5, and 7

minute*' treatment. It will bo noted that the reduction it

verv nearlv proportional, the action it uniform, and no
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staining of the deposit or gelatine is perceptible. It should

be pointed out that the results shown in fig. 9 were obtained

by the persulphate reducer when made up with distilled
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Fig. 10.—Persulphate-chloride reducer on Velox.

3-0

water, the only difference in the solution used for obtaining

results in fig. 10 being the addition of 1 per cent, of sodium

chloride.

Summary.
1. Several reducers commonly used for the reduction of

negatives have been studied and modified in such a way as

to be applicable to the reduction of prints made on gaslight

papers.

2. A classification has been made on the basis of the charac-

ter of the modification in the characteristic curve obtained

with the several reducers.

3. Observations have been made relative 'to the staining

of the deposit and of the gelatine resulting from the action

of the reducer and its reaction products, and a means of

removing the stain in most cases has been found.

4. The character of the action of a given reducer on nega-

tives cannot in all cases be taken as indicative of what its

action on prints will be.

5. Reducing solutions made up, according to the formulae

appended to this report have been found to give satisfactory

action on printing-out papers, the particular one to be

chosen in any case depending upon the modification which it

is desired to make in the print.

Formulae are as follows :—

•

Termangajnaie. Reducer.
Potassium permanganate 0.5 gm.
Sulphuric acid, 10 per cent 25 c.cs.

"Water 500 c.cs.

Dilution for use, 1 part of solution in 13 parts of water.

Belitslci't Beducer.
Ferric chloride, cryst 6.5 gms.
Potassium (or sodium) , oxalate 12.5 gms.
Sodium sulphite 8 gms.
Water 200 c.cs.

When ready to use, add to the above 3 gms. of oxalic acid

crystals and agitate the solution until it turns green. Pour
the supernatant liquid oif the crystals and add to this clear

solution 50 gms. of sodium thiosulphate (hypo). Dilute this

solution 3 parts in 11 parts of water for working on prints.

Iodine Cyanide Beducer.
Iodine (10 per cent, solution in potas-

sium iodide) 25 c.cs.

Potassium cyanide, 10 per cent, solution 4 c.cs.

Water 400 c.cs.

For paper reduction, take solution 1 part, water 10 parte.

Farmer's Beducer.

Sodium thiosulphate (hypo), 20 per
cent, solution 150 c.cs.

Potassium ferricyanide, 10 per cent.

solution 50 c.cs.

Dilution fbr print reduction, 1 part in, 3 parts water.

Nietz' Proportional Beducer.

A. Potassium permanganate 0.125 gm.
Sulphuric acid, 10 per cent 7.5 c.cs.

Water 500 c.cs.

B. Ammonium persulphate 12.5 gms.
Water 50O c.cs.

For print reduction, take 1 part A, 1 part B, and 4 parts

of water.
Ammonium, Persulphate Beducer.

Ammonium persulphate 40 gms.
Water 500 c.cs.

Sulphuric acid 0.53 o.c.

Sodaum chloride 0.4 gm.
Dilution for print reduction, 1 part in 2 parts of water.

LOTD A. JONBS.

C. B. Fawkes.

AN OBSCURE CAUSE OF STAINING.

Is it possible for germs in tap water to bring about a dis-

colouration in photographic gelatine, the action being

dependent upon the presence of a certain chemical?

From recent investigations of a peculiar staining problem

t am inclined to believe that it is not only a possibility but

a probable cause of quite a lot of staining in prints and

negatives. iSome little time ago I was badly worried by

spasmodic appearances of yellow stain in bromide and gas-

light prints. At first I suspected the paper, but found that

three different brands of gaslight and four of bromide were

all liable. The stain was even and apparently permanent,

a great variety of chemicals being used in an endeavour to

bleach it, but without result. Exposure to strong daylight

had no effect; in fact, the stain seemed to gain depth with

age. Suspecting the developer, a brand of amidol, the

brand was changed, but without definite results. It was,

however, noticed that when a certain brand was used in con-

junction with a fixing bath containing acetic acid the staining

was worse than ever. A change to metol-hydroquinone was

followed for a time by absence of the trouble, but as the weather

at the time was very changeable and the normal tempera-

ture different every day, the M.Q. was not as good

for general work as amidol. Things were improved by

the adoption of a heating box made from a tin biscuit box

containing a 16 c.p. carbon filament lamp. By using this

as a stand for the developing dish, the developer could be
kept in the neighbourhood of any desired temperature. But
the stains reappeared.

It had previously been suggested to me by Mr. CuUen, of
Kodak, Ltd., that the trouble might be purely between the
tap water and the gelatine, and on examining this possi-

bility I discovered that the stain was controlled by the length
of time the prints were wet. By rushing matters and
shortening the period of wetness to the minimum, the stain
was avoidable. But vi-ith large quantities of work it is

often necessary, or at least convenient, to leave batches in
overnight, and it is always necessary to wash large batches
thoroughly. This was where the staining agency got to work.
I eventually suspected germs to be the fundamental cause,
and to test the theory I divided a pint of water between
three dishes and doctored two of them with antiseptics,
putting a trace of potass, permanganate in one and a few
drops of mercuric chloride solution in the other. The third
was untouched. A vignetted print was taken from the fixing
bath and torn into three pieces, which, after a short wash,
were put into the dishes, one in each, and left for twenty-
four hours. The strips in the doctored dishes were still pure
in the whites after this immersion, but the third one showed
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sign! of discolonratidn. A second test came out the sam«
way, but as might be expected, no riolent staining properties

were ia the water at the time they were desired, and so the

tests were not aa decisire as they might have been bad the
andoctored water stained more prononncedly. However, it

was decided to treat all water in which printa were left

standing with a few drops of permanganate solution, and
since then the trouble h«a not been in eridence.

I have since beard from Mpjsrs. Kodak that the produc-

tion of this particular stain 13 only possible when alum is in

uMi^and, as a matter of fact, all the staining I had
experienced waa with printa that h*d been through hardening-

fizing baths. I hare since left printa overnight in untreated

water without any sign of the trouble, the same prints being

anhardeaed.

It appears, therefore, that organic matter in the water
that is used for photography is capable of st&ining gelatine
if allowed sufficient time to act, and that such action is

dependent upon the gelatine having been previously treated
with alum.
puring the time that I experienced the staining I did not

find negatives affected, but experience in past times leads me
to believe that the same thing is possible with the gelatine
coating on plates, though an observation of mine would
suggest that plates are not so liable to it. The observation
referred to is that the stain starts on the underside of the
gelatine film, sometimes being quite distinct by transmitted
light before appearing on the surface. With plates, the
under side of the emulsion is, of course, more difficult to

get at. Thkbiut.

PARIS NOTES.

Pbolosrapbic laetruction in France.

¥wi.\Mfni ia oae of th<> few countries which is without moftoa

for systematic inatroction in photography or laboratoriee for

research in photographic proceaaea, if we except the small

number of the Utter supported by manafactarers of photo-

graphic materiaU or by cinematograph finna. Colonel

Lausaedat, the founder of photognnuneAry, when director of

the Conaervatoire National dea Arte e( Metiers, attempted on

».<v(<ral oeoaeiona to provide education in photography

in this iaatitutioa ; and in order to oonviace the anthoritiea

•it the importaaoe of tbia nndertakiag he orgaaiaed in 1881-

1- 'J, and again about 1906, a leriaa of leMoas, at each of

wbich the atteadaace waa greater than a large lecture hall

o.uld accommodate. Hia aim seemed to have been accom-

plished, fiiiiern—nl (raata were made in aid of bia scheme,

but at the laat Boneat aa ontcry for economy caused their

withdrawal.

It is tme there are MB* oonrsea of elementary instruction

uoder(ak«i ia varioaa iaatitationa for popular education or

in some pbotograpUo neietica, but they are almost ezcln-

livoly for begiaacra in amateur photography. The Municipal

School for the Book Industry (Ecole Eatienne) in Paris

providea a oonrae of inatroction in photo-mechanical prooeaaee

for stodenU of from 13 to 10 year* of age, but iU teaching

IS limited to the rndimenU of the rabject, and the small

staff has aetther tiaa aor material reeoorcee for research in

the improTOOMBt «f the traditiunal empirical methods.

During the war woe efforts were made, notably in Paris

and Lyoas, (or tb* photographic training of wounded soldiers

unable to follow their own occupations, but these attempU

at profeesional instruction have been discontinued.

For a long time past tkm Oiaffibrea Syndicalea (trade or pro-

fessional oMociations) oanMcted with photography have con-

sidered the eatabliabmsBi of a aiteol of profeiaional photo-

graphy, tba aeod of which beoomai more and more felt, but

thoir raaoarooe are naeqaal to the enterprise, and they have

u, depfer* the complete indiSerenee of public authorities tr

aaaccepUble oflera of inade<)uate collaboration. The French

oficial mind rsfarda profeasional instruction only aa free

ir>tr':r'.:on, asd Bakae any offer of aaaistance subject to this

lonJiti.n. Therwfore, it teems that a French achool of photo-

graphy ia likely to rentain a chimerical project for .1 t-.ng time

to come, anlaes it can bo esUblisbed under the stimulus of

some active photograpbio personality, and. without relying on

platonio espresaiona of support from public authorities, can

be foosded and mainUined on a commercial basis. I am

oooTiaeed that an attempt of this kind would aoon become

a sveece*.

Slide Changing from the Platform.

The French Physical Society daring the first few days of

ta<t aoath raramed ite etutomary annnal exhibition of new

appliances &nd methods appertaining to scientific research,

instruction in physic-s and to industrial application. Theti'

exhibitions, which formerly were one of the most welcome
activities of the Society, were discontinued during the war.
Last month a new application of photography was represented
by the method of photo-stereo-synthesis, devised by M.
Lumi&re, and already described in the " B.J." of February 3o
last, p. 110. The specimens were somewhat different from
those previously shown. The portraits, in natural siae, are
now formed by seven component images, tlio respec^tivo

distancei of which increase in geometrical progression, thus
giving in greater detail the most important parts of the face.

Some very interesting examples of X-ray work on Eastman
duplrtiaed film by Mr. N. E. Luboshey were oxhibittyl por-

sonally by the author, who communicated many practical

details of his method of working. The microphotometer,
designed by Profeaaors Fabry and Buisson, for the measure-
ment of photographic densities of such small areas of nega-

tives at thoae of the spectra of rare elements, was shown by

its constructor, M. A. Jobin. M. O. Massiot, a maker of

scientific instruments, well known for his projection appa-
ratus, showed an automatic projection lantern for use in class

instruction. The slides are arranged beforehand in a maga-
sine in the order in which they are to be shown, and are
brought in turn into the projection stage by means of an
electrical mechanism operated by the teacher or lecturer.

Cinematography in Coloura.

A new attempt to apply one of the oldest processea of

cinematography in three coloura haa recently been made by
M. Herault. The images are registered successively on the

same film by means of one lens, in the beam from which a disc

containing the three filters it rotated, as in the ordinary

cinematograph apparatus. The positive film is shown by an
•r«i<n«ry projector provided also with a rotating filter disc,

the colourt being combined by the successive impulses upon
the spectator's eyes. Although M. Herault takes and projects

his views at the rate of about 30 per second, and although

in the picture play which was shown the actors had almost

entirely avoided all relatively rapid movement, there was a

most nnpleaaing fringe of green and red around the outlines

of moving objects. On the other hand, for still subjects, or

for portraits taken close up, the colour rendering wtiS very

satisfactory; nevertheless, the successive projection of oon-

ttasting colours produces a species of colour flicker which is

somewhat' fatiguing to the eyes.

The process is certainly far inferior to the Gaumont three-

colour cinematography shown in the Hippodrome in Paris. In

this process the three colour-sensation images are made simul-

taneously on a single film by means of three lenses, each pro-

vided with its appropriate filter. The three positives are then

B
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projected simultenecusly in register by means of a three-lens

projector, each objective of which is provided with its appro-

priate colour filter. Effects of parallax are, of course, inherent

in this process, in the case of subjects containing widely

separated planes, but by avoiding such subjects and by ensur-

ing exact register of the chief part of the subject, the parallax

errors p«ss unnoticed. Some years ago M. P. Ulysse demon-

strated a somewhat similar process in London; in spite of

some defects of detail, which might readily be overcome, it was

greatly superior to the process first mentioned in this

paragraph.

Experiments on Desensitisers.

AIM. A. and L. Lumiere and A. Seyewetz have carried out

an extensive study of the desensitisation of photographic

plates for the purpose of discovering the other types of dyes

and descriptions of both organic and mineral compounds

which possess properties similar to those of the safranines.

After having found that almost all the red or violet safranines

give results similar to those obtained with pheno-safranine—

that is to say, a reduction of sensitiveness in the blue region

of the spectrum to about l-800tli, and complete desensitisatuni

in other regions—they have found that aurantia is also a

valuable desensitiser. It is less active than the safranines

for orthochromatic or panchromatic plates, but of am.ple effect

for even the most rapid ordinary plates and more easily

washed out of the film than safranine. Among other dyes

and colourless organic copipounds of small practical interest

they have found that neutral chromates, e.g., neutral potas-

sium chromate, have desensitising properties—not, it is true,

of a high order, since the sensitiveness throughout the

spectrum is reduced to about l-40th—but sufficient for use with

bromide pajiers, and sufficient also for Auixjchromo plates

when the object is simply to permit a brighter dark-room

illumination and not to carry out development by transmitted

light. Immersion of the paper or film for about a minute in

a solution of neutral chromate suffices for desensitisation, and

there is no staining of the paper or gelatine.

Stereoscopic Projection-

At the meeting of the French Photographic Society, held

"on April 22 last, a very interesting experiment iu stereoscopic

projection was made by M. Maurice Miet. He used a positive

transparency made from the ordinary stereoscopic negative

without the usual transposition. The image to be viewed by

the left eye was projected on the right of the screen, and that

to be viewed by the right eye, to the left. Stereoscopic view-

ing was obtained by crossing the directions of the ocular axes,

namely, by looking at an object held for an instant at a short

distance from the eyes. The new feature, in this experiment

of M. Miet's, consisted in using as this object a card in which

a square aperture was cut. A card of about half-plate size,

with a square hole about 2 by 2 inches, serves well when held

in front of the eyes at about l-20th of the distance of the eyes

from the projection screen. Whilst this mask cuts off the two

side images, which, in this mode of viewing usually enclose

the central stereoscopic image formed by the superimposition of

the two component images, it considerably reduces the strain

of observation, and avoids the sudden separation of the super-

imposed images which readily takes place when this simple

accessory is not used. The effect of relief produced in this way
is positively striking, but is seen only by persons who have
acquired the ability to see stereoscopically without a stereo-

scope. Moreover, it imposes a strain on the muscles of the

eyes, as does the use of an improperly adjusted stereo-

scope. The members of the audience who, in these circum-
stances, saw the stereoscopic effect, were asked to raise their

hands and were found to be in a minority. But there is no
need to resort to projection in order to ascertain the absence
of the power of seeing stereoscopically of the many people who
prefer to close one eye when asked to look into a stereoscope.
The process is so simple that it can easily be experimented
with, and I think that its repetition would interest many photo-
graphic so<ieties so long as the exei-cise is limited to not more

than a dozen views on the screen, so that there may be no

excessive strain of the eyes.

Film Negative Cards-

The continued high cost of glass is necessarily keeping the

price of plates at a level which renders their use prohibitive for

amateurs of moderate means. And, as in France, the great

majority of amateur cameras are for the use of plates, much
ingenuity is being devoted to finding a cheaper substitute.

The latest new coino- in this field is the Folio-Urom, placed

on the market by the firm of Guilleminot. It consists of a card

of about the thickness ordinarily used for sensitive postcards

on which is a film of aceto-oellulose bearing a rapid ortho-

chromatic emulsion of about 400 H. and D. In using these

cards in dark-slides, a backing card of about 1/16 in. thick-

ness serves to keep them in place and in register. After

development, fixing, washing and drying, a strip is cut off

round the card to the width of about l-16th of an inch, using

a pail- of scissors or a shai-p knife, and the film negative can

then be stripped off.

Instruction by Cinematograph.
For several years past efforts have been made in France to

utilise the cinematograph in teaching of various kinds, from
elementary instruction to the technical and science courses in

the Universities, where already the cinematograph is employed
as an instrument of record and research. That these efforts

are gaining ground is shown by the facts, that the Paris muni-
cipality has just voted funds for the purchase of projectors and
films, and that the Ministry of Public Instruction has added
to the numerous sets of lantern-slides, which it circulates, a
number of films for exhibition in the public schools. Tho free

circulation of these collections by tho postal service is a great

boon to provincial schools, whilst many municipal authorities

are beginning to acquire projection equipment.

Among the most recent attempts to apply the cinematograph
to teaching must be mentioned the use which is being made of

it by M. A. Bruneau, professor in the School of Decorative
Arts in Paris. M. Bruneau makes his students draw their

designs immediately after the exhibition of suitably-chosen
films, which are shown at a slow speed so as to permit of

analysis of the movements and postures in walking, dancing,
sports and industrial occupations. The students are thus
caused to select from their observation of the film the pliasos

of movement which lend themselves to use in decorative
compositions.

A Rapid Cinematograph Film Printer. ,

A cinematograph engineer, M. L. Lobel, who is well

known in France, has recently completed the construction of

an automatic film-printing equipment, the plans of which had
been interrupted by the .war. The machine consists, on the one
hand, of a high-speed Prestotype printer without any inter-

mittent movement, the negative film and sensitive positive band
moving together horizontally at a uniform rate, which, with-
out allowing for any masking, is from 1,500 to 3,000 images per
minute. The printer is used in conjunction with ,a, device
which automatically varies the strength of the light according
to the change of density in the negative band. This is done
by providing notches in suitable positions on the edge of the
negative film. The coming into position of a notch makes an
electric contact which operates the light-varying device. The
different strengths of light are produced by throwing an
appropriate number of resistances into the lamp circuit, and
these successive strengths of Light are determined in advance
by means of contact pins, which are fixed to a grating having
eight vertical bajs corresponding with resistances and forty
liorizontal bars corresponding with successive sections of the
film negative. Errors are avoided in the positioning of these
contacts by use of a perforated card which is laid upon the
distribution table. This card is perforat>ed to correspond with
the densities of the various sections of tho negative, and thus
has only to be used, as a kind of stencil, in oi-der to assure the
necessary automatic variation of the light during printing.
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A New Tbree«Colour Camera.
A new camera for the taking of tb« ttiree-colour sensation

aogatires in rapid sncc^asion with ono Ions has just been oon-
ttructed by M. H. Liabeuf, who im, had a long experience in

of cinematugraph canioi ad, and during the nar as
of the Aerial Photogiaphie Service invented an
•"''"•~~tpr for aerial <'aniera*.

t 13 hy 18 em --iza occupy the three faces
.1 >'<|<iimi«ral triangular section, the three screens
ted on a diac, hj whicli .ach is brought in turn in

iiie lens. The apecial ii.iiiirofc o!
'

i.-ra are,
first, the Maltese-cro« mcohaaiam. U which ; and the
acreens are rapidly mored. In a portrait studio, under
ordinary daylight (April), the three negatives have been made
in two •ecoods on commercial panchromatic plates. The other
f<-at»re i« the daylight loading of the camera; the expo!>ed
piatce can b« r^nored and replaced by freah without reconne
to a dark-room.

L. P. Clbkc.

DEATH OF MR. FRIESE-UREE.NE.

The d«ii, newapapcrs have already given wide pablicity to tlie

•od.lin death, on Thoriday in laat week. May 6, of Mr. W. Friese-

Graenr, well koown within the circlaa of holography, if not by
the (nirr»l puhi.c, a« the ibventor and maker of the first practical

Tai tmn W. rauH-OaKat.

cioemalogtaph Bawwi. Mr. frieae-Oreeaa waa preient at a meet
iog of a film-ashibitiii( trade anociation, at which Lord Beaver-
(ir<v>'< occapied the chair. He bad riaen to make a tbort speech.

wa< taken aaddenly i!l. and expired within five mtnulen. He wa*
in rii< ftUh year.

TlK-ra i* no qtiaation that Friese-Greeae was the pkmear in the
cT*«)iun of ODWiatography. The w<>rk of Muybridge, Marey,
•d') ^>i«r^. which immediataly prec<>i"d hia invention, had for its

f.l

f

.

f

«.i

Wilh I

eain^ 4

on Jane 21

ng of phaaaa of aioreaent. Variooa complicated
'ttfid with a whole itcriea of laaaee, were designed

IS eoDceptiMi of meani for the reproduction

"ived bv (he rye, wa* perbapa not original

.ras the first man to make a

His patent specification, filed

18B^, in [i with as engineer named Evans,
dncT.bed the firtt pra<.: .. ... irunxnt for taking photographs on
•n irtetmittenUy-moved flexible ii<n'<i(>ve materiaL This camera
Wa .!.. ,«t, .-.1 ilrt, Bath Pbotograpl i.c Society early in 1890, and
• / Mr. FriaseOrccix' at the Cheater mreting of

U.. . ...^..^..,„..^ Conventioo m July of the tarns year. It there

•tlract«d very little attantioa, fur the enwtamporary reports

described it simply as a camera for taking a series of photographs
in rapid succession. .Apparently the projector by which positives
from the hand nKgative wert to be shown on the screen, suid which
Frieae Ureene had already constructed during the early part of
1890, could not be used, on account of some derangement suffered
in course of coiivejaiiie to Chester. The reproduction of the
irmvemeut recorded by the camera, oonld it have been shown,
would no doubt have dcinon.strated to memburs of the Convention
the importance of the discovery. But already there were othtr
inventors at work on the same problem, Edison in America, win.
was the practical introducer of perforated film; in France AIM.
Lumiere, ihe icventors of the Hrst efficient projecting machine,
and Birt Acres, who was close on the heels of the French experi-
meni^rs. A few years later it only remained for an imaginative
Frenchniau, M. I'athe, to conceive the idea of arranging for the
acting of stories to be transferred to the cinematograph film.

The tcciuiical work of Friese-Greene and thoie who followed him
had then been 'done with sufTicient completeness to allow of the
cuiematograph entering upon the enormous industrial development
in the field of popular entertaiument which the past few years
have witoesssd.

In a world of ideal justice, Friese-Greene should have made a
handsome fortune; instead ot which he died in poverty. Although
we knew him well, and occasionally visited his workshops first at
(.'helsea and afterwards at Brighton, we knew little of the work
which occupied him except that it seemed always to be counected
with some fresh invention. Although he was an ingenious
mechanician he bad, so we judge, the very slightest acquaintance
with the i>cientific elements of chemistry and physics. He im-
pressed one as a child at play iu a wonderful gardeu, made happy
by discovering something fresn and incurably optimistic that some
day sad somehow or othei fortune would fall into his lap. When
it continuoosty failed to faU, a strain of oriental fatalism in his
character preserved his cheerfulness; be forgot the disappointment
and looked again to the future.

Apart from cinematography pure and simple his name is

asajciatsd with early work iu the production of stereoscopic cine-

matograph eflecLa on the screen by means of viewing instruments
fitted wilh filters of complementary colours. He was constantly
aogagsd on experimental work in colour photography and colour
cinematogr^hy, but as he scarcely ever wrote anything on the
subject his labours can only be judged by the details published in

patent npecificalious. One invention of his, which we believe was
one of the most uiifortuuate from the fiuaiicial standpoint, was
that of inklesa printing. It was proposed to impregnate printing
paper with certain salts, which were decomposed by contact with
BMtal type forming part of au electrical circuit The decomposi-
tion products thus formed the impression on, or rather in, the
paper. We behcvs a good deal of money was spent in the fruitless

devciopotent of this iuvention, and, if rumour is correct, a certain
disregard of company law brought the inventor into difficulties.

Naturally from those who in the cinematograph industry have
made Urge fortunes, a debt of gratitude is due to Friese-Ureene,
and it is satisfactory to find that the cinematograph trade are
interesting themselves in the circumstances of the dependents
which be left behind. Posthumous honour has been more rapid
than it is in mo^'t caaei of this kind, bnt the tragic circumstances
of his death have focuised aiteution upon the pioneer work of
tbiity yriR^^^go which, until a few days since, had almost been
forgotCeril

Tux CAaBBo ruocKSS.—An improved form of the Carbro process
for the making of carbon prints from bromide prints or eularge-

nients is described in a leaflet just puUisbed by the Autotype Com-
pany, 74, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.I. The working
formula) given in this leaflet are duo to an amateur experimenter,
Mr. F. Oaron, and provide the improved facilities that the 'time

of immersion in the bleaching or pigmenting both is now the same
lor all the Autotype tissues, with the exception of red chalk,

namely, three minutes. AUo, the quality of the resulting print is

very murh under control by simply varying the time of immersion
iu the second bath, which contains scctio acid, hydrochloric acid,

and formaldehyde. A copy ot the leaflet will be sent free ou
applioatioa.
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Assistants' Notes.

XoUa by aisislanU suitable for thit column will be considered

and paid for on the first of the month following publication.

A Reliable Intensifier.

ALTiionoH the usual laercuric chloride bleach intensifier, followed

by darkening in either ammonia or sodium sulphite, has such a

wide popularity among photographers, there are times when (either

from the extremely poisonous naturo of the mercury bath, or from

the fact that nsgatives intensified in this way cannot be regarded

as being anything like permanent) a reliable intensifier, giving

absolutely permanent negatives, is required.

The method consists simply in makfng use of the ordinary

fenicyanidebromide bleach and sodium-sulphide sepia toning bath

for intensifying negatives. Provided the negative has been

thoroughly fixeil and well washed, and the sulphide bath freshly

made up,' it will darken to a rich black image with identically the

same degree of intensification oa that given by the bichloride of

mercury intensifier. It is very important that the sulphide should

be obtained from a reliable source, such as Johnson's, of Finsbury

(I have no ulterior interest in naming this firm), and also that the

solution (norma", strength) should be freshly made up. A stale

sulphide bath, or impure sulphide, will only produce an image of

a weak yellow-brown colour, with very serious loss of quality. In

order that thn bleanhing may not take an unnecessarily long time,

it is a good plan to make up the ferrioyanide and bromide bleaching

bath a little stronger than is required for toning prints. It goes

without saying that, provided the negative is bleached right

through, thoroughly darkened and properly washed, the results,

after intensifying, may be regarded as being absolutely permanent.

I claim no originality for this method, but it is not so well known
as it might be. I therefore trust that fellow photographers will

find it useful in their work.—A. J. Swebnes.

Exhibitions.

PUKTRAtTS BY WALTER THOMAS.
Mb. VValieb Thomas, whose pictorial work has been a familiar

feature at photographic exhibitions for as long as we can remember,

is exhibiting at 147, New Bond Street (Davis Galleries) during the

present month a collection of his sketches in charcoal and pastel

and of portraits of legal luminaries. The latter arc shown in

special reference to Mr. Thomas's adoption, after a long life spent

in legal circles, of professional portraiture, and particularly of at-

home portraiture. In introducing himself to the public there is

therefore a special fitness in his showing portraits of eminent

lawyers, among them one of the Lord Chief Justice (Lord Justice

Lawrence) taken a few days ago since his succession to Lord

Reading. In landscape work, with pencil or camera, Mr. Thomas's

style has always been that of the fresh, vigorous, outdoor school,

taking a pleasure in the effects of Nature and, as regards his

photographs, prizing the characteristic qualities of photography.

That same outlook is exhibited in his portraiture. One finds here

no Indulgence in tricks and fakes of lighting such as may tickle a

jaded palate, but often have the result of spoiling the portrait as

a likeness. The lighting is in many cases evidently that of an

ordiiary room, yet—or should we say "yet"?—Mr. Thomas has

obtained astonishingly virile and striking portraits, which owe their

quality to the photography and not to retouching. A skilled

technician as he is, Mr Thomas exhibits a sure hand in dealing

with difficult subjects ; for example, the portrait of the Lord Chief

Justice shows marvellously fine technique in its monochrome render-

ing of the red robe and other insignia of ofiiee. Other portraits in

the collection are those of Mr. Kemp, K.C., Recorder of Hull; Mr.

Waugh, K.C., Recorder of Shelfield ; Mr. Coraptson, K.C., Recorder

of Leeds; and Mr. Mitchel-Innes, K.C., Recorder of Middles-

brough. Men are evidently subjects in which Mr. Thomas takes a

special pleasure, but the collection includes some charming studies

of children, and is lightened by some of Mr. Thomas's pastel and

pencil drawings of landscapes. The professional making of at-home

photographs is a branch of portraiture vrhicb in this country has

been largely neglected. Rightly or wrongly, from their point of

view professional photographers have preferred to hold aloof from
it. Mr. Thomas, however, intends to base his professional work
on it, and since his artistic taste and technical skill assure before-

hand the making of notable portraits, he has our best wishes in his

enterprise.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.
April 21 to May 19.—Hammersmith, Hampshire House, Photo-

graphic Society. Particulars from the Hon. Seraetary, C. E.
Altrop, 14, Southwold Mansions, Widley Road, Maida Vale,
London, W.9.

April 27 to May 25.—Bury Y.M.C.A. Photographic Society. Par-

ticulars from the Hon. Secretary, A. Benson Ray, 8, Agor
Street, Bury, Lanes.

August 27 to September 10.—Toronto Camera Club. Lsteat data
for entries July 30. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary,
J. R. Lawson, 2, Gould Street, Toroato, Canada.

Patent News.
\

frocess patents—applications and spscifieahtns—are trtmted in
" FKoto-Mechanicol Notes."

Applications, April 11 to 16 :

—

RupEODUcrriON Process.—No. 10,586. Photographic reproduction.
Daylight Film Corporation and E. C. R. Marks.

Appabatus—No. 10,962. Photographic apparatus. J. Evans.
PKESEEvrNO Sensitised Surfaces—No. 10,847. Method of and

container for preserving sensitised surfaces. F. P. McColI.
CoLOUB Photoohaphy.—No. 10,773. Colour sensitised supports

for colour photography, etc., and treatment thereof. M. Martinez.
Camera Stands.—No. 10,612. Folding stands for photographic

cameras, etc. Newman and Guardia, Ltd., and T. Peacock.
Distance Photogbaphy.—No. 11,018. Means for enabling images

of pictures, moving objects, etc., to be visualised and photo-
graphed at a distance. W. A. Powell.

PHOTOGBAMMETEy.—No. 10,635. Photogrammetric survey. U.
Nistri.

CiNEMATOoEAPHv.—No. 10,824. . Portable cinematograph apparatus.
N. E. Barber.

CiNEMATOGBAPHY.—No. 10,551. Method of winding and using cine-
matograph films. A. C. Broom.

CiNEMATOGEAPHY.—No. 11,124. Cinematography, etc. H. E.
Coston and Holam, Ltd.

CoJEMATOGEAPHY.—No. 10,954. Piclure films and apparatus for
direct observation and projection of the same. C. Lepine.

CiNEMATOGEAPHY.—No. 10,529. Cinematograph, etc., screens.
A. M. McLeod and A. L. Turner.

£1,000 Pbofessional Porteait Competition.—The competition
whdoh is being announced by Messrs. Wellington and Ward is
something quite fresh in the annals of photographic contesU. £1,000
is offered in money prizes for the most beautiful portraits of ladies.
And the essentially novel feature is that tlie sitter will receive a
substantial proportion of the prize. Thus, the first prize is of £300
to Uie photogi-apher, and £200 to the sitter; the second £200 to
the photographer, and £160 to the sitter; whilst the third is £150
to the photographer, and £50 to the sitter. The competition is open
to all bona fide professional photographers carrjing on a business in
the United Kingdom. All photographs must be printed on Welling-
ton papers, from negatives made on Wellington pla,tes. Messrs.
Wellington and Ward have thus had the object of interesting the
public through the photographer, and their idea must certainly have
the effect of stimulating an interest in professional photographic
portraiture. It is specially emphasised that the prizes will 'be
awarded for the beauty of the photographs, and not necessarily for
that of the sitters. It is desired to lay stress on the fact that the
ordinary sitter will have as good a chance of winning one of the
prizes as the member of a beauty chorus. Full particulars of the
competition ai-e available on application to Messra. Wellington and
Ward, Elstree, Herts.
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New Books.

I c Guide dc rOperalcur dans la Photo^ravurr. By Loois
VOleaiaira. Paris: Daaod. 12 fraoo*.

Ill is • strictly practical manual "n photo-cngraTiiig in mono-

rcine and cohMua. M. VillaaiAtre i^ inatnictor in the Brtanne
lool in Paria, wheiv indtnMtioQ in pboto-medianical pmnwin U
«n to apprenticea in th« printing trade. Thna, hia text ia i liiad.ii

loach, from fint to laat, with piaotical manipalation, though not

tJia exdaaion of methods o( calculation what* (keas oome within

< prorince. For example, he derotm a chapter to MM oaa of the

ie rale in malting the optical calculations required in copying
' scale. For the moat part, however, be applies biroseli u> the

"paration and handling of the wet collodion plate, printing tin

'<al by the fish-glue and other proceases, the use ot the aovan
the balf-tona proceas and the details of ne^Aire making and

^anting in threa-eoloor blook-making. The book is a very com-
plete formulary (or the devslopan, intooaAeta, redncen, wnsilMSti.

-c, employed in these pfocaasas, and it is evident that throaghoat,
• author ia writing of malboda with whidt h« is *"«'" by

mily use.

The Electrical Traotmissioo of PholoCraphs. By M
i. .Merlin l.oodoa : Sir l««ec Pitman and Hon*. 6«.

Tn lepKHfaKtioB ot a pbotogmph or drawing Ikcm one part to

innthar of an slaeUio eircait, and still moK* Hm viewing of a
<t«nt ohjsot by elartifaal manns, are iny—tioM of lb* ntntoat

uKsnation evaa to Um aoa-taduiical mind, and awary near and
egnin ai« Um anbjaot ot artkian ptophaariag Iha speedy ivroJatioa
of the yraaant matbods of pwdnciBg illiuimad iMmwpmpmm. Mr.
Maitin, in this Tolmne, givaa a sober and not too tac&nieal aoooanl
of th.' ^ura through which ihaaa procaasan h*Ta paaasd, and of

which at tha pravnt day thay an cnpablo of

nractica. IVons limiU. JMkuuuml by diHarant
line to narrow the aoopa of aadi jmniaaaaa to a very

loime. We have aUU a lung way to gn before the

iffb » •>mo(* laptd method than iW eoBrayanoa
' plate on a motor lucycle. NeTartbeleas. the

ootetty, and the pnabibtisa which it holds in

-ii farrsaching eflecU, that Uiia aUnigbt-forward
ry of tha lacbnical meana, thUty tlactriotl, by wUob sneh le-

ts are poesihle, will be rand with mot* than onlinary inlanat.

a final ohapter the anihor gives sofidently detailed infllnotioas

i dTawisgs for the making of a machine '--' ••t—nmentel oaa lo

•ito teiagmphy.

' The current 'of the
<naal oa the ow- ^h. which

•> ere sur« wili do mach to popolariaa thm tool ol tha profsMional
lourist and " finisber " of photographs aaeog amateur workers.
i very likaly will tell many an expariwcad aaer of the air-
uh one or two things which bo did not know bafofo. Our little

•orary, as always, is praetical, yet cootrivce to make even
' n;< 4* f\'Tci»r» of sir-brash ooloariag a speciw of interaot-

\ brief biatorirat latrDdactioo whirh it givaa
i'fjv air-brush originated in tha United Statee,

ly all the air-brtuhaa wbiefa are in snccaaafnl
Jaaign. Our own .^arognph ia not an axcop-

r lU inTentor. Mr. C. L. Burdick, Is an Amarican, who.
r, baa made his home hare (or many years, and has eetab-
-tir-brnsb work in maajr inda^trul directiona The manual
IS. while not atlampUag the profuse illustration of that by
ne. which we noUesd a few mnntha ago ("B.J.," Novem-

._. 1920). is a thoroughly practical little work which leads
• <»loori*t by easy paths, and moreover shows the nsefnlncaa of
« air-bruah in otbor photographic operations, for example, in

•'plying sensitising solutions. The '• Photo-Miniature " U ob-
'•nable in this oouatry from Maasrs. Hooghtona. pricw U 8d • in
menca. from Maaara. Tatount and Ward. 103, Park Avnine,
- York, pries 40 osnta

New Apparatus.

Sales Folding Fooal PUnc Camera. Sold by the City Sale and
Exekange, 54, Lime Street. London, E.C.3.

TfOiW are distinctive models of folding camera, distinctive in tha
sense that they are fitted with focal-plane shutters, and thus pro-

vide the user of a highly portable instrument with the facility of

making very rapid exposures. Two sixes of the ciunera are at

present available, namely, vest-pocket and 3^x2^. As the
drawing shows, the lens front is held by the customary system of
spring struts, and is exceediagly rigid. A direct-vision lens finder

cornea intp operation by raising the plate aeen on the camera front.

When lowered this plate servea as a protective shield for the lens.

The camera ia fitted with an //5.5 aoastigmat, and in both sizea

has a focussing scale. The shutter has a quick wind, and is very

cxisily adjusted for its full range of speeds by altering the width
of the slit. This is done first by bringing one edge of the slit

sgaiast the thousandth second mark on the scale ; a atud on the

camera back ia then preeaed in and the winding knob of the shatter

St tk« lamo time drawn slightly out, when the slit can be made
wider or nsrrnwor as required. The shutter can be opened to the

(ull widih of the plate for focussing, but is not made for time

ezpoaare*. For these, a very handy little separate attachment, in

the ahape of a flap ahutt<<r is provided to fit on the lena, and ia

operated by Aniinous releaae. In the rase of the 3^ x 2^ size,

the Antinoiu release o( this sttachment can also be used fur release

of the focal-plane ehutter. Hie eameraa are made for the use of
sithsr single metal plate holders or film pack adapter, and at
theprioaj^at which the veat pocket inatrument ia supplied, six

sinSmflSEa, aa well as a film pack adapter, are included. This
price isC6 17a. 6d. In 3^ x 2^ size tne price of the outfit, includ-

ing ,xx single slides, is £8 :7s. 6d., film pack adapter, 15s. etxra.

The instramenta are exceedingly portable, and we have no doubt
that amateur workera anxioua to extend their field of work beyond
the capacity of the speed of betwean-lena shutter will find them
an excellent choice.

Photo OLOTLcmn.—Msssiv. Fallowfield, 146, Charing Cross Road,
London, W.C.2, have just introduced an improvement on tlio

ordinary glove in the shape of theae so-called "OlovleUea." which
are s kind of skeleton glove, that is to say. the parts of the
glove which ordinarily cover the palm and back of the hand are
cut sway. The article thus consists of a set of four rubber fingers
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and a thmnb, which is held in position on the hand by an elastic

round the wri»t. The " Glovlette " is much more conveniently put

on, and while it affords a full degree of protection to the fingers

from contact with photographic aolutions, leaves the hands freer

and cooler in use. No doubt many who are unable to wear the

ordinary rubber glove in consequence of, "that stuffy feeling"

will find no objection to this new pattern, which certainly can be

recommended to anyone susceptible to the action of developing

or other Bolutiong. The " Glovlette* " are supplied in two ladies'

fizee and three men'f sizes, price 5s. per pair.

New Materials.

Portrait Mocnts.—In sending us the latest list of theii monnta

and mounting boards, Messrs. Bartons, Cosway Works, Finch Road,

Birmingham, give us the opportunity once again of renewing our

acquaintance with the many excellent styles of their design and

manufacture. Wc have on many occasions in the past had to

write in terms of warm commendation in noticing these productions,

for Messrs. Bartons' plainly keep a very high standard before them

and are constantly discovering fresh forms in which to embody
their ideas of tasteful mounts. The present collection of speci-

mens only serves to confirm us in the good opinions we have pre-

viously held. It includes a great variety of most pleasing styles,

mounts which owe their aesthetic qualities both to the delicate

colours of the mounting papers, their refined figuring, and the

skilful reserve with which the minimum amount of embellishment

is added. The mounts are chiefly ef the folder pattern, in accord-

ance with the prevailing fashion, but a number include a species

of combination of the old cut-out mount with the modem folder.

Many of them are specially adapted for the use of the double-

weight printing papers now much in vogue. We can recommend
any portrait photographer who is not acquainted with these

manufactures to see for himself the very artistic mountings which
Messrs. Bartons' provide.

'

Meetings of Societies.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

NEW COMPANIES.

rHOTO-WoEK, Ltd.—This private company was registered on
May 3 with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares. Objects : To carry on
the business of photographers, artiste, art dealers, enlargers,, gilders,

picture-frame makers, et<;. The subscribers (each with one share)

are: B. H. Richardion, 22, Briggate, Brighouse, solicitor, and
W. G. Robertshaw, 22, Briggate, Brighouse. The first directors

are not named. Registered office : 22, Briggate, Brighouse.

International Fireproof Condenser and Lens Co., Ltd.—This
private company was registered on May 3 with a capital of £1,000
in £1 shares. Objects: To exploit a patent condenser invented by
A. Wood, and to carry on the business of patentees, engineers, glass

makers, manufacturers of glassware, optical instruments, cinemato-
graph accessories, machines, furniture, etc. The first directors are:

J. H. 6. Cutts, 126, Kenilworth Court, Putney, S.W., theatrical

and entertainment producer; J. A. Ottway, 17, Blakesley Avenue,
Ealing, W., optical instrument manufacturer; and A. Wood, " Llan-
beris," Haslemere Avenue, West Ealing, W. Qualification: One
share. Remuneration as fixed by the company. Secretary: W. H.
Davies. Registered office: 122 and 123, Moorg'ate Station Chambers,
Moorgate Street, E.C.

HtTi.L Photographic SocitTY.—At the annual meeting Mr. R.
Proudlove, M.Sc, B.Sc, was elected president, and Messrs.
Anthony Wright, 73, Lairgate, Beverley, and Edgaj Menaiell, 10a,
Spring Street, Hull, joint honorary secretaries.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Tuesday, Mat 17.

Portsmouth Camera Club. " The Cornish Riviera." J. C
Thompson.

Scottish C.W.S.CC. ^Glasgow'.. Lecturette—" Flower Studies."

Wednesdax, Mat 18.

Bradford Photographic Society. Excursion to Tong Park.
Croydon Camera Club. " Croydon Waters." J. A. Sinclair.

Frii.at, Mat 20.

R.P.S. Pictorial Group. " The Choice of a Lens." A. C. Banfield

"I . Saturdai, Mat 21.

RotVierham Photographic Society. Excursion to York.
Sctjttish C.W.S.CC. (Glasgow). Outing to Bothwell Castle.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Meeting held Tuesday, May 10, the president. Dr. G. H. Rodman,
in the chair.

A note on " The Theory of the Screen in Half-Tone Work," by

M. L. P. Clerc, was read, or rather presented in a more popular

form, by Mr. Ren wick in reference to the presentation by M. Clerc-

of a model to the Society illustrating his theory. The note was a

brief abstract of the method of charting the field of a plate, receiv-

ing an image through the cross-line screen of 'the process camera,

in such a way as to indicate the form of the dot elements composing^

the image. M. Clerc's note, in fact, closely followed his exposition

of this subject in his manual, " Les Reproductions Photo-

mecaniques."
A paper by Professor The Svedberg was also read by Mr. Renwick.

It dealt with the action on the silver-bromide grains of dry-plates

of alpha and beta pajticles. Professor Svedberg prefaced his notes

or; this subject by a brief discussion of the possible ultimate causes

of the characteristic action of light on gelatine emulsion, which is

represented by the form of the H. & D. curve. One such possible

cause was diminution of the light by successive layers of grains

;

another was difference in the size and sensitiveness of grains ; a

third was the characteristic property of individual grains, and a

fourth the behaviour, in this way, of classes of grains, the curve

thus representing the sum of the effects on grains affected 'n

different ways. The paper contained a mathematical examination

of these various theories and was illustrated by curves of experi- ,

mental results.

Mr. Renwick usefully added some notes on the relation of size

of emulsion grain to sensitiveness, and stated that from the experi-

ence of twenty years in the making and examination of emulsions

he was convinced that these qualities were not inter-dependent; in

other words, that extreme sensitiveness was not incompatible with

great fineness of grain.

Then followed Mr. K. C. D. Hickman, who, with much wit and

good humour, related the story of a failure in the attempt to work

out a new printing process. Briefly, Mr. Hickman was asked to

provide a substitute for the well-known papers, such as ferro-

prussiate and others, used for the copying of tracings. He had

light-heartedly conceived the idea of coating paper with a mixture

of methylene blue, ferric salt and other substances, in the aim of

causing the formation of a colourless leuco derivative of the dye,

by the action of the ferrous salt produced on exposure to light.

Such a paper would, therefore, give a copy in blue lines on a white-

ground when exposed to light behind an ordinary tracing or draw-

ing. But in spite of heroic attempts continued for several months

and mercifully terminated by a motor cycle accident which Mr.

Hickman sustained, the process had been found quite impracticable,

a failure which, as Mr. Raymond. E. Crowther pointed out, was due

largely to the characteristiq^ properties of the leuco derivatives of

the dye.

Votes of thanks to the contributors and readers of the papers,

brought the meeting to an end.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

Extensively billed, last week Mr. W. L. F. Wastell trod the

boards. Famous in conductmg an evcr-pleaeant page in a con-

temporary, which in delightfully humourous fashion often camou-

flages real instruction, some of the newer members had never seen

the " Walrus " before and expressed their utmost gratification at

witnessing him in the flesh. It happens that the " Walrus " has
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bimaeU ikfincd the mrmben at " « w«in) collection of haman
odditiea," which doobtleMi aceoonti for this manifeatation of

eccOTitricity.

If '
' .: •boot alrnoat at the lut moment for a aabject, of

.; . ^ mast chooae one recently demonstrated at Croydon. Soch
M luck, but he roM snperior to fat«. and held a highly saccessfnl

revivalist meeting on " Transferotype." It was ably dealt with
aboat two months ago by Mr. S. H. Wrattan aft«r an intensive

training of an hoar or so by Kodak specialists. The " Walrus "

had no soch assistance, but brooght with him the same old friends

in the shape of K'xlak sppcimer prints. On tlic fitfi<"r hand, he
boMted of mor nhject. a: Jess which
had loog been uti burst r. mt corusca-
tions for the first lime. Thia was really nice of him as, properly
padded, they were capable of aMoming tb* form of a remnnerstiTe
a-' le, bat sordid considerations make bo appaal to a noble ao^l

. h can even and invariably rise superior to " free samples."
I ^ almost incredible statement is made on the aathority of thia

. iu« apaciniMi of hnmaaity, but witboot his knowledge or
oooaeat.

He sUrted wrtb a eooqiUta description of the proceM. repeating
with great exactitada what Mr. Wrattco had said previously. Mr.
Westell, bo««Ter. mocb prefers a Un |i«r cent, solution of forma-
uoe instead of ahim as a hardening balh, and only a mere rinse
.s r«H]uired afterwards. Amidol was strongly raoommended as a

and if the bromde bottle happened to be within rrsch
. >{« from it were added, but it did not smoi to make moch

difference. With a correctly cipoaed print the Bagging action of
amidol towards the end of develnpmaat ia, ba skid, very notie*-
able, and exprware sbonld always »* soch thai the print raqniiM
development to tbia stage, or, practically speaking, to in&aity.
Tbi. period of sxpoavra ba dcCned ss "normal "*

The utilisation of these strrpptng films for maluag laat«ni-«Ud«a
was next ocmsidered. Mr. Wratten bad contaolad Uawlf by
saying that he had bren -" - • -row they mad* exeellant aiidsa.
hot be baHly earned The " Walms " splashed an
•npbatic aftnni' - '" ..y m»»<- rir,t rste slides, ha said, and one
niitabU for fe. rianla to a powerful are can be prodoead
with ease and n-n«inty. multiplying tfca " norval axpoanr* " by
two for ihiti klidea, and up to ihrM-and-a-balf time* for i^t*"! aoea^
"^^ '

~
•»<• eh-possa of the pnwM •beold appwU to all,

wp" 'f eoold oadf* aoma of tka mtmj dada tnm makara
of Ills lUQki sort, aod smillay them aa
fn bis haada no noticaabta graavlarity
ranice of toMS and eobmr waa poanble.
At a rscant wsitlug of the South Woodford Social, witli

•• asperU " praasnt (this word was u.ed in bo offsMHa Masa). bo
oao, be said. e«ald delect Traniferotypa slidsa ong oUmt* of
rsgnlatmn type. Ha then paaasd round aaverml aUdse for examla*.
tmo, bat tbia did not fc for Croydon, and ia a jiffy Mr. WaOcsr
bad tbe lantern going and tbey wera p«t to the tsM. They Mod
tt nghi well, aod by Boivaraal oonaa« were of spieadid i(aality.
At a distaaca of a few fast ao grsnularity aoaid be seen if any
a«sted, iboogh Mr. Barpar, «bo here appamtly .Utie^l tba
lanterasbert aa an eaMrgsaey pocket haadborchiar, said he detected

•ad a very fall

•jJ!l
''^'^" "" T«»^««»^P« •'• •!«) wall adapt«l for repro-

ducing DagaUvas pcrmiltiag of moch modiflcalion if oeeeasary Ifmade by oontaet, doobla tbe normal expoaora is right for both
poMlivc and raprodocMl negaU«<e. Two raeeraais being eflaeied it
IS tbe riffht way roond. For the m«king of combinatioa pomtivas
M>» oothing can beat the stripping Sim for eaaa of working."
Taking a familiar example, that of printing ia rhmda, tbe land-
jnap. portion (with sky. if printable, shaded in tho nm»l w.v) i,
fcrt tr.nsferr.1 to the glaas. Any ramoaaU of skv are then
rmaoved with . «>ft br-h charged wifl. ferricyaaid. redocar.

,^J5* ^^ "• '* "•''"« "- p-"'" »"••

^'k!^*'^J1 '""':: "" ' ^ P«.^.lloB to tba landscape.

U , , .5^ T^ '*^'*** pi«»«*ag over the sky to UUrlv rWr-l A po„« io remember ta to print the etoada on a

piece of paper long enough to covar the transparency, so that the
edge of the film does not finally traverse the pictures. .\ great ad-
vantage consists in the fact that the exact position of the clouds
can be observed tnrongb the bock of the transparency.

He then passed round a first-rate transparency made in this
way, and it may be remarked that if on high magnification a little

granularity should result, a slight diffusiou of definition, usual in

pictorial work and beneficial in most, would probably entirely dis-

sipate any grain. When it is stat«d that Croydon expressed its

emphatic appreciation of thia corruscatfon of the " Walrus,"
enough has been said.

In the discussion. Mr. Vivian Jobling, with no special refer-

ence to the present dreadful trade depression, wag of opinion that
lantern-plate makers would ahortly go out of business. Mr.
H. P. C. Harpur then rose, not looking in the best of spirits ; and
there waa aoma excuse, for he thinks nothing of spending hours
in reducing a 15 x 12 negative to abject submission with a No.
camel's-hair brnah, and i> tbe club's aathority on the aobject. No
t-uential had been omitted by Mr. Wastell, or statement made open
to correction, which, naturally, was rotten. However, the speaker
A^lined to admit that the very, very finest lantem-alides could be
made the Transferotype way, adding that in this " all must work
ont tbair own glorification," in fluffless blotting-paper, judging from
the actual words following. A moat hearty vote of thanks for
aa evening of exceptional interest was accorded the lecturer, who
apparently h'ad suffered no ill-effects from a cigar kindly preeented
him by the president. Others in the immediate vicinity wer.- not
so fortanate.

BDLVBCRGH SOCIETY OF PROFBGSIONAL
PBOTOOBAPHERS.

Maeting bald on May 2. Present :—Miss Orey. Messrs. Yerbury,
Fergnsson, Mahoaa, E. D. Young. Campbell Harper, Oeorgo
Balmain, Swan Watson, Moffat. Norman Thomson, John Thomson,
PbUip, sad Dnunmoad Shiels.

Tbara wet* also presoit, aa guesU of the Society, Mr. and
aira. Dobmbam, Sirs, and Misa MeKay, Meaars. Charles D. Crooks,
Wm. Ralkait, Hatchison, atl Rom.
Mr. B. D. Young, tbe President, in the chair.

Tbe Chairman, on behalf of the members, i^elcorocd the guests,
and shortly defined the objects of the Society.' He stated that one
of thee* was to promote a spirit of brotherhood amongst profes-
sional photographers, snd endeavour to raise the status of their
profession. Hs invited thoia gnesls present to join the Sooi.ty,
and he assured them that it would be for the mutual benefit ol t heir
bosiaass.

Tbe Chairman conveyed the hearty oongratnlations of himself
and the members to .Mr. Swaa Wataon on his appointment as
President of the P.P A. for the ensuing year.

Tbe Chainnaa reported that he had been present .

in I^ndon, helil isst month, and found it most j-

hatpfal. Tb<. exhibitions and lantmn lectures were most ii,iii.*t-
iog, snd he had derived great banitt from the discussions at which
be had baen present, and also from his meeting with the members
of tba prolsasion in England.
Mr. Swan Watson returned thanks for the Society's congratula-

tions, snd stated that he waa proud of the honour »"hich had been
conferred upon him, not only on behalf of himself, but also for the
hoaoardone to Edinburgh photographers. Mr. Swan WaUon
•aaigiiAsd tbe Chairman's remarks as to tlie great value of the
CoOKraaa, and the particularly high order of the lectures and illus
IraMons. He stated he also had learned something from an ex-
changa ot osperidocaa of how hia professional bretiiren in England
carried on their boaineas.

Mr Moffat thereafter explained the Committee's report on the
pricee for ooaunercial pbatography, and exhibited to the meeting
a apaciiaea iavoice showing bow he suggested sn account for coni-
m4rcial photography should bo rendered. It wsa pointed out that
tba coating Ubles which had been prepared by the Committee
were merely a guide for fixing charges to enable members to find
out. under simple conditions, what th« actual execution of com-
marcial work would coet. The scheme was unanimously recom-
mmided by tba meeting aa a hasu for a trial, and it was proposed
that after tba members bad had experiaooe of It for two or Ihrea
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months, to again bring it before th« Society for their further con-

sideration and approval. Mr. Moffat was heartily thanked by the

members for the trouble which he had spent on the preparation
of the tables.

The Chairman stated that he was to see Mr. McNally, of the
Education Authority, and ascertain if a trade class for photography
could be instituted at the night schools, and report to the next
meeting.

The election of office-bearers was then proceeded with, and
Mr. E. D. Young, retiring President, moved that Mr. Campbell
Harper be appointed President for the coming session. This was
seconded by Mr. Balmain, and supported by Mr. Swan Watson.
Mr. Campbell Harper, seconded by Mr. John Thomson, proposed
Mr. Moffat as a member of the Committee. Mr. Moffat proposed
Mr. Fergusson, which was seconded by Mr. Norman Thomson.
Mr. Campbell Harper proposed Mr. Coltart, which was seconded
by Mr. Balmain, and Mr. Balmain was proposed by Mr. Fergusson
and seconded by Mr. Yerbury. There being no other nominations,
the gentlemen were appointed members of the Committee. The
President moved the re-election of Mr. Lowson as secretary and
treasurer, which was unanimously agreed to.

Mr. Charles D. Crooke, at the end of the meeting, congratulated
the Society on the great value of the work undertaken by its mem-
bers, and stated that if he had known, he should have joined it long
ago. He was, however, ready to do so at once, and he, along with
a number of the guests, heartily accepted the invitation to join the
Society.

News and Notesj

Partick Camkra Club.—New headquarters of this Glasgow club
have been acquired at 51a, Feel Street. The new secretary is Mr.
James Whyte.

" Technology," the journal of the Manchester Municipal College
of Technology, has just completed its tenth volume, which contains
recent original papers by members of the staff of the College,
including one by Mr. R. B. Fishenden on the use of photography
in the engraving of rollers for calico printing.

Sloane Square Bargains.—Still another large list of second-
hand cameras, lenses, and accessories of all descriptions reaches us
from the City Sale and E.xchange, this time from the branch at
36-28, King's Road, Stoane Square, London, S.W.3. It is a volume
of 168 pages, and will be sent tree on application to the above
address.

The Adherent Tissue Co. have opened an office and showroom
at 294, Regent Street, W.l (opposite the Polytechnic), where stocks
of adherent tissue, art tint papers, and apparatus for every class
of dry mounting will be held, and demonstrations -^iven. The office
will be under the management of Mr. E. Cope, late of the Autotvpe
Company.

For Cleaning Lenses.—Messrs. W. Butcher and Sons have con-
ferred a favour on lens users by issuing, in convenient book form
the extremely soft Japanese paper tissues, which, by their complete
freedom both from fluff and from any suspicion of abrasive effect
are ideal for cleaning the surfaces of lenses. The tissues are sup!
plied, price 6d. per book, and may be obtained from all dealers.
GuiLLEMiNOT Plates.-A list of the revised pric'es of the plates

and postcards of the French firm of Guilleminot, Boesflu- and Cie
has been issued by the British representative, M. Jnles de Gottal
17, Cecil Mansions, Marius Road, London, S.W.17. Plates are now
priced at 2s. 7d. per dozen, 3} x 4i; &. 8d., haH-plate, and 10s lid
whole-plate. Bromide and gaslight postcards are 50s. net per 1 000
with a reduction on quantities up to 10,000. Guilleminot P O p'
IS priced at 12s. per gross of 6 x 4i pieces; 26s. per gross whole-
plate size.

ff'v ^I'^T'"^
Composition in Photography. "-The volume of this

,''^ i"?
Arthur Hammond, which we reviewed some months a<^o

bvM ' ^^'^J^' ^^' P- 533), is now issued in this countryS r- ^-J-^-'^'^^^'
^'^' 9^, High Holbom, London, W.cl,

fl-mencan work which we have noticed, namely, " The Book of the

Dance," by Arnold Genthe, illustrated by a large number of repro-
ductions of photographic studies of well-known classical and other
dancers. The price of this latter work is £2 2s. net.

Business in Developing and Printing.-Messrs. W. Butcher
and Sons have just issued some new pieces of literature for the
promotion of business in developing and printing by photographic
dealers. These are a series of four distinctive lists of charges for
the development of roll-films, plates and f\lm-packs, and for the
suppiy of prints and enlargements. The prices are the minima
adopted by the Photographers Dealers' Association, affording an
adeqjate margin of profit whethe: the work is done by the dealer
himself or sent to a trade tirui. The lists are attractively produced
in a coloured cover, and each includes also particulars of a few of
the most popular of Messrs. Butcher's models of hand cameras.
Inc!ust*e. of the printing of a dealer's name and address on the
cover they are supplied at £2 2s. 6d. per thousand; a smaller
number, at a somewhat higher rate.

A General Kodak List.—The new general catalogue just issued
by Messrs. Kodak, Ltd., is a handsome volume of 250 pages, which
fully describes the various models of Kodak, Brownie, Premo,
Graflex, and other cameras, the many specialties of Kodak manu-
facture, and, of course, the wide range of plates and papers
manufactured at the Harrow works. While goods of Kodak origin
claim a large share in these pages, the manufactures of other firms
which are handled by the Kodak organisation are fully specified,
so that the list is a comprehensive one of photographic supplies.
One feature to be noted in respect to the general interest now being
taken m the development and printing of amateurs' films is that
describing the appliances—developing tanks, printers and driers—
for thir branch of work. The catalogue also includes a dozen pages
or so of the formulae for development, toning, etc., to be used with
Kodak sensitive materials.

Raw Paper BASE.-In their report for the year 1920, Messrs,
Wiggins, Teape and Co. state that owing to labour and other diffi-
culties production was not commenced during year at the new photo-
graphic base paper mill at Wooburn Green, and the new capital
raised in 1919 was in consequence unproductive. The construction
however, is now almost completed, and it is hoped that production
ot paper will begin in the course of a ferw weeks.

After providing for depreciation, debenture interest and directors'
remuneration, but subject to taxation, the net profits amount' to
£191,016, which with £3,166 brought forward makes £194,182.
interest payable to vendor companies amounts to £2,432 The
directors recommend appropriating for taxation £58,000, amount
written off expenses of debenture issue £5,047, dividend on ordinarv
shares of 5 per cent., less tax, for year, carrying forward £46 507

In view of the uncertain outlook directors are of opinion that'll u
necessary to conserve company's resources, although the profits
would permit payment of a larger dividend

J^Vflo^LrJ^^' ^"' ^"2'^^5- ^°*«^^=^ ^ ^«"dor companv

o^°^ '^
'^'^"'^"'l °° ordinary shares was 10 per cent., and

i.<aj,000 was placed to reserve.

Correspondence.

*•• Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.
No notice is taken of communications unless the names and
addresses of the writers are given.

»* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed
by our correspondents.

MEN V. WOMEN PHOTOGRAPHERS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,-It was to be expected that Madame Yevonde's
lecture at the P.P.A. Congress would arouse some discussion, but
your correspondent, " A Mere Man " (" B. J.," April 29), takes t,he
matter much too seriously.

The " Chronicle " man naturally endeavoured to make good copy
and mcidentally gave the lady a very nice advertisement. Those
who were privileged to listen to the lecture entered into the spirit
of fun and good humour which characterised the whole utterance
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The imiy ao charmingly " nibbr<l in " th« rtriout point* >ba made,

and aeoompanied the bitter she a^miniateced with taeh very nice

•iraeta, that not a man fait inchne>l to demur, and thi* feeling

continoed in the brief foUowiii,; jpeechea by Meaar*. Spcaight,

Adama, and Lambert.

If, hovevar, the matter be taken ariwialy there is much to be

nid oo the other ride. The " D:k:ly Chronicle " atatemeoV that

photography ia not a man's job ia, of coarse, absurd, and cannot be

substantiated, bat soma of the points in the lecture may be quite

sAectively eooBtered.

Why shoold wanaa have a gr<Mt adTantegt ovar man in the

ir* plsiity of wxmmm doing quite good child portraitare,

„ iB«a doing it q«it* as wall. The ability to beouma a maker
ot rsal pietaras of childreo i»—tu quote Mr. Adama—• Ood-sent

gift, and ooe that is bsatAwad without rsapect to tax. Tha rarioos

theoriaa as to tha qtockar adioa «f woown's brain, her grcater'tact

;; '{(•ling with bar aittars, bar superior adaptability to tAair vaty-

. mental statas woold be diOoMlt to apbold, and almoat impoastWe

ui proof.

Exparienoa dbow* that sack mental »mi adviMStrativa qnalitiaa

M go to make a swcraasfill portrait phatograpkar are the poaaaasioa

of a gifted faiw, and certainly not the BHnqwiy of eithar asi.

The slides show* at the eloae ware, I think, not satiraiy eoti-

vioeiag. Booe of the sisaiplia ware good. The balk, bewev*r„ I

-' did not do ioaltoa to the ladisa whoao work Ihay

.1

rhieh might hare

aad child sach

ID L ilaatow, may I mibm* •
intnrmting rasaha?

Lai the P. P. A. ftad three sabjects amn.
tba worst procurabla.

T1.» MM fractioM, Oi-taiBpered aad tkeroagkly spciled : the

ri.. hataa being pbotcgraphed ; aad the lady, one of thoaa

bMB to aambsflsss photogrspkifs sad bad aevsr a good
<•!." 8aod the Wio rooad lo aoMe of tha Uadiag lady

aad alao to aa equal nombar of msa, aoi mora than

he expoaad, or half an boar to b* expended ea each
' -qasat ashikitinn of tka aatoaeiied raaalia aad

rawarda waald maka kilsimling faatara uf

v r.A. Coagraaa. The omla eaHpaUion
-Yorn fattMaOy, Oaamn H
'Wi ___

MTTII A SI'KTACLS LKNS

To tha Bditoiv

OaadsaMB,—The artieU ia U>-day'a iMaa aatilled " Tlia Kew
Psigkeim Lena " la of great ialarvst, lafulsfly la aamteaia like

myself.

Maay smalsaii with pMortal ambUbat a»a dsaply iaUiasted

ia tka aamareaa mahm it selt-fociu laaas* ufa ad fcr sal* ia tka

likilupfkli jiamk, bat ^>mj little Ukummlitn ia aeatlaMa to

astsmtkls fona. aad maay are debarred by prebMtlve prfoas froai

the parrkasa «l what ia asaaDy aa aakaawa prepoaitioa.

Ia tka artiaie, rsfiiaan ia made to tke aaa of •aecaieetad or

spartsris Isoaaa, oaee popaiar amnnfst pkotograpbar*, aad 1 vaa-

taw la saggml tkal tWs type of lent, wkirk. ao far aa aalt feeas

is eeaaaraod, is steflar ia aniaipalatioa lo the Berghala leas, is

Likely lo becooM qaca mara pepalar amasigat Ikoaa amstanr awkari
who are stnTiag afler pictorial •x \>ttm lca.

It aught be of iatsrast if I briefly dasctika soate reeanl aspcri-

laaala wUak coatrm Mr. Thomas's arUflhw

HsT^ng oH*aiaed a est of anaarrrctad leasts, I aaleelsd one of

an r rn
. t ' aboal A-ia. focos, and fltted it to a spars Isaa lobe

'•'.ti. X maxiAum Stop of l^in. (Kameter, •.«., appnnimataiy apar-

t<jr» f' , 5 5.

t'suig ihia oa a 31 K 34 plaU. '^* ~ ^ood pcrapaetive and
to avoid distortion , I prut seded as < a portrait sabjeet :—

Negative 1.—OrtkaakroMatia piai<- aapoMd at riaoal foeas.

sit : Badly blarrsd tm»§t, daa to the akroaiatie absmlian tt tka

^^^loscl

Neitattva 8.—Oribo phta focoiaed to viiBal loeaa.

racked lorwardi tans until pviaeipal Isalaias
irrod. The aetaal meesitramaat was aboat ) in., which

ly c&rraspoods to the l/60th meoUoaad to Mr. Thomas's srtfcte.

Result: A clearly vi.^ible, bat beautifully soft, image, retainin);

form and featur«.s w v. liont lom of structure.

Negative 3.—^Pan'-hromatic plate with K 2 filter exposed st visual

focus. Result: .'V v. c'.l-deRaod image of pleasing softness, but not

to soft as Negative 2 with oiifao plate.

The dxplanation of this is that the K 2 filter and panchro

plate eliminate the violet and ultra-violet rays which form the

so-called chemical u distinct from the visual focus.

Similar experiments on landscape with trees in foreground gave

similar equally pleasing results.

Any degree of softness can be obtained at will on an ortho

plate by regulating the amount of racking forward of plate between

the limita of chemical and visual focus. «

The purchase of an uncorrected or spectacle lens of a suitable

focos, and an old lens tube to suit, places a cheap instrument in the

hands of the amatenr, with which be can obtain a pleasing variet;

of dafinitioo, and consequent breadth of pictorial expression.

I'nlike many so-called pictorial lenser, in which the definition

is resulted by the stops of tha lens, this simple lens can be used
' '1 apertare, and any degree of softness can be obtained

.taring the stop, and the single glass makes s very high-

—Tours faithfolly, Hnnr N. Houakd.
ior Road, FaliowlMd, Maaekesior, May 6.

A SIMPLB 80FT,P0CU8 LENS.

To the Editor*.

OeatlaaMB,—]t kas oeconad t« nte, in reading Mr. Walter

Tbemaa'a article in the " B.J." af May 6, that a aoft-focna tele-

phol*-«ombination which I made op aome eleven years ago may be

of iatatest lo readers. Tboogh I have not nsed tlie combinstion

foe some time, a few weeha ago I hunted out the components and

jw-smswhlid tkam, witk a view to their lue for landacape, having

priaeipally espariaMSited in portraiture when previously using the

tliosa wlm have foUo^Md tke evolalion of adjustable eoft-focoa

lenses will iwneaibsi ikoae raaammtnded by Massirurs Puyo and

PaUigay, aad tka lormaUa givaa for tbeir construction, but, as

Mr. Tkoaaa potola oat ia rtferaaca to the Dallmeycr-Barglieini

laa*. Ike akaraetsr of tha iatags* obtained by tbeir use waa fuch

aa la ritt tbeir appeal a aomawhat limited o^. The arrangement

wkSek I wwMlJiirtad. however, did not give excessively soft definition,

aad tka Palligny fonanlm for their tele-anachromatio—constructed

wttk a PaUval poitadl iaoa of abool 6- or 7 in. looua aa poaiUve.

with an aaoorrtatsd aegative elameat of about 3 in diameter and

of aboat Iwo-tkfrda the local leagtb of the positive—gave a com-

biaaiion with which is w«> possible lo obtain fairly long fKnI

leagtte without, of coarse, bavtog |o be provided with an equivalent

bellaws exteaaiae My oaoonaetad negative lens oest but a few

shilling, and I procMded to BMant it in a cardboard tube, !:i«^l

with valvst, at tha back of a laos panel, lo the front of

the positive «Ivmaot was fttlad, wHk the advantage that,

previdad with a rack and pinion, one ia able to adjust the >'

tioa d the alsw>nu, with, of oourse, a rssoHing variation in : .^.

length.

"Hm OMSt aoiUble poaition for tka negativa elameot being asoer-

taiaed for tke eonditiona pwrafliBg, it was found that for a Urge

atodio eamara the ideal moanting waa a square box of large dimen-

stoea, which bang on mirrur pistes inside the front panel, and

ka Bsual stndio shutter to work in its existing poaition.

is some tittle diScalty at fimt in getting negatives of

definition wh«a wanted, but after a few trials one soon

gate aaad to the somewhat paeolinr appearance of the image on

tka iocasaing scrteo. With this combination, however, there is not

a brge aoMant of variation of diffusion, except by stopping down

lor to«r detail, and one hardly reqairea to do this on aoooont of

tka alraady reduced apertore, doe to magniflcation of the telephoto

eeakiaatien, but the lens still hat the advantage of oonsidcra>.l«

varlatioa to focal length, aad eonseqnently an enlargeiDant or rr<ltir-

tion of tka sixe of the ima^a without moving the camera.

To eoaia down to practical detaila. I hnagine there are nomeroua

tens in tka coastry who will prodoca a negative element of tha

rsqnirsd focal teogth, aa optical glass working since 1914 has ex-

panded vary oonaidsrably bare. At a guide to the saleotion of fooal
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length, I cannot do bettM than give an extract from my note-book

which I copied down at the time for the construction of the Puyo-

PuUigny telo-anachromatic, which data should apply quite well,

thoagh, as explained above, the definition will be superior by reason

of the positive element being a corrected photographic lens:

—

" The foci of the two lenses are in the ratio of 4 : 3, and that

of the front lens F, is, say, 20 cm., hence that of the back lens

4
is 16 cm. The actual focal length of this lens is F = F, + g

extension of camera; if the extension be 30 cm., the focal lengtli

will be 60 cm."
In order to obtain softer definition and greater speed in working

it would be worth a trial to remote the diaphragm rings of the

portrait lens entirely. ' ' F. E. Hl7aoK.

21, Prceton Road, Upper Norwood, S.E.19.

A PRINTBD-OUT FILM CAMERA NEGATIVE.
To the Editors,

Gentlemen,—I enclose you a film which may interert your

readers. It is from an exposure made with a V.P. Kodak at //8,

exposure six weeks (or more) ? A local chemist put a roll into this

camera, intending to take some snaps. He then forgot and left

it aside, and his assistant put the camera in the window for or-

dinary display. (It was one of the stock cameras.) The assistant

left the shutter open, and the camera was directly facing the

house shown in film and print enclosed.

There it stopped for six weeks, when the chemist r^nembered,
took it out, turned on roU to No. 2, and took his snaps. It was
sent to me for development, and immediately I unrolled film I

found the clear picture of house clearly printed on film (as a nega-

tive, of course), before it was even wet, and, strange to say, full

development made practically no change in it. I thought, of course;

it would go perfectly black

!

Possibly it may be common for a picture to print out like this in

such circumstances, but in ten years of developing for amateurs I

never came across it before.—Your's truly, R. H. Cheistie.

9, Islington Avenue, Kingstown.
[The negative is dense throughout, bat yields quite a presentable

print.—Eds. " B. J."]

Answers to Correspondents.

In actordcmct with our •present practice a relatively tmall tpace ts

allotted irt each issue to replies to correspondents.

We loill answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed

for reply: 5-cent International Coupon, from readers abroad.

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach us

not later than Tuesday {posted Monday\^and shotdd be addressed

to the Editors.

H. E.—^It is our opinion that the glossy view card holds the market.

We can't say why, but we certainly think it is a fact that

retailers will not buy semi-matt, or rather, will not be able to

seU semi-matt freely in competition with the strict glossy. For
matt cards there is no doubt a certain market, but as you doubt-
less realise, it is not the choice of the masses.

M. T.—^In no circumstances can the customer claim the negative,
with the single exception of the case in which a special contract
is entered into for the supply of the negative. Many photo-
gt-aphers part with the negative for 10s. 6d., but we think the
price is much too low, and that it should be at least £1 Is. We
return coipies of the correspondence, and, as requested, are sending
" Photographic Copyright."

R. R.—^With the exception of lead there is no metal that will stand
long-continued action by the acid fixing bath without som? pro-
tecting varnish, the best of which is the so-called anti-sulphurij!
paint, obtainable from dealers in electrical supplies. But we
thmk it is best to dispense with a metal outlet on a fixin? tank.

or if you must have one, then you want to touch it up fairly

frequently with varnish.

H. J.—Squeegeeing postcards is quite a matter of dexterity, and no

great pressure is needed to expel bubbles, about two strokes with

a flat squeegee being sufficient. Possibly you are hardening them

too much in formaline, in which case use a weaker solution. It

is necessary to squeegee right over the sink so that plenty of

water goes on to the glass with the cards. Failing other remedy,

you might ohango the brand of paper.

T. E.— (1) Nothing better than a plate of extra-rapid speed, such

as the Imperial " Special Rapid." (2) Most makers supply a

so-called "Press" plate giving still greater . contrast than the

usual brands. (3) No special paper can be said to be the best

;

we advise you to use the kind you are most accustomed to.

(4) In our opinion nothing better than pyro-soda of the formula

recommended by the makers of the plates. (5) R.E. lenses *re

. made to give their best results with stop /'/16.

F. J.—In the " Colour Photography " Supplement, which appear,-

in the first issue of the " B.J." for each month, we have main-

tained, we think, a pretty complete record of what has been
going on in colour photography, although progress has been
almost at a standstill during the last five or six years. Both
Dr. Smith and his " Uto " process are dead. The only book
which covers the field is "Colour Photography," by Dr. Lindsay
Johnson. It is a fairly good account of both theory and practice.

and is reasonably up to date.

H. A.—The defect you complain of frequently occurs in tank-

developed negatives, and is due to allowing the negative to remain
undisturbed for too long a time. Try making two exposures of

the same subject, develop one in a dish and the other in the
tank, and compare results. The remedy is to move the rack up
and down at least twice during development, it is not so easily

detected in outdoor negatives, as when very light and dark parts

come together there is usually a little halation on the shadow,
and this hides the uneven development.

I. J.—The usual method of making silhouette portraits by photo-
graphy Js to pose the sitter in profile against a thin white sheet

illuminated strongly from the other side either by daylight or
artificial light. The camera is placed directly facing the side
view of the sitter, and therefore also the light behind him (or

her) on the other side of the background. The space between
the sitter and camera requires the light to be almost completely
cut oB for the old style black-white silhouette, but some very
excellent effects can be got by a certain amount of light on the
shadow side of the sitter, sufficient to give a slight rendering of
shape and details of clothes, the latter particularly in the case
of women.

The British Journal of Photography.
Loot ASVEBTISEMSNTS.

An "increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisements
(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word. Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.

per Insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid
Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be
guaranteed.
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Paaae-Par-
touts for
•p«oim*na.

EX CATHEDRA.
Any method of displaying specimeus
wliioh preserves their freshness, at

small cost, is of interest to photo-

graphers, so that it is worth while recalling a suggestion

made some time back by the late Mr. Essenliigh Corke.

His ide& was to tn&ke a passe-partout in which prints

oould be changed as required, and to do this he took the

usual gIs4B and back and bound them together at the

top ana Aides with two mounts between, the lower edge

being left open with a strip of the binding upon the face

of the glaas only. A thumb-hole was cut at the bottom

of the racking o^rd so that the mounts could easily be

withdrawn. This method has the advantage of cheapness

from the fact that all the work can be done at home and

the matftriiU found in waste negatives and mounts
Narrow woodeo frames have, of course, a better appear-

ance if the cost be not objected to. If these are used

they should be fitted with three-ply backs buttoned in

so that no time need be lost in chaJiging the prints. The
metal Quadro frames are also effective, and when used

for window display need not have the tabs glued down,

Um spring of tne metal being quite sufficient to keep it

in place if the inside is well packed up.^-

• a •

OvMl Priivts There are fashions in photography, and
print* trimmed or masked to an oval

shape are now rarely seen. This is somewhat to be

regretted, as this style has its merits in helping to make
badly-posed figures, particularly bust portraits, preeent-

sble by cutting off the lower portion of brosdened figure

or an obtrusive bit of drapery. It also allows of the

figtire being brought into a better balanced nosition upon

tbe mount than by keeping to the orthodox rectangle

wnich in numy cases would necessitate a serious reduc-

tion in size. It is quite easy to cut ovals with a swivel

trimmer and isinc gauge with a little practice, although

a few mishaps may occur till confidence is gained in

handling the cutter. An alternative style is to use an

oval mask and to out the print square, either leaving the

margina white or tinting them by double printing.

KinillTe border negatives, which, give the effect of

multiple mounting, may be procured from most dealers.

The oval cut-out mount is now rarely seen, but for

vignetted enlargements it is often very effective, an

excellent effect being obtained by using a cream-toned

rough-surfaced card for prints on white paper or vice

venA. Oval frames are again on the market, and these

may often be used with advantage to vary the display

in a showcase or window. Photographers in London who

may have a desire to study the suitability of an ovul

fhffpo to a portrait study cannot do better, perhaps, than

pay a visit to the Wallace Collection simply for the pake

of looking at the many GreuTCs on the wall», slm^wt lUl

of them of this shape." We would add, too, the remindpr
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that when we are speaking o£ an oval, we mean a complete

ovaJ. We sometimes see specimens of prints or onlai-ge-

ments where a broken oval mask has been used and part

of the subject vignetted out through the openmg. We
tliink there are very- few subjects which lend themselves

to this " fancy " style, which has nothing in the shape

of purity of form to recommend it, and ha* been vulgarised

verj' largelv in the make-up of pages of portraits in tlie

illustrated Press and in other ways. Tn short, if an oval

is the choice, let it be an oval, and not a mixture of oval

outline and vignetting.

* *

Small Lon«e«. In comparatively few studios will be

found any very short-focus letises, yet

these are frequently useful when it is desired to copy

a small print, such as a head out of a snapshot group, or

on the other hand to make a very small copy for a ring

or locket from a large print. In the fonner case the

difficulty is usually to obtain sufficient bellows extension

and in the latter to avoid the flatness due to a long

distance between lens and sitter. If a small hand camera

with a lens of from three to five inches focal length is

available it can generally be adapted to this work. If

the lens and shutter cannot be detached it is not difficult

to fix the entire camera with its lens in situ t« the copy-

ing camera. It is often possible to obtain very small

• portrait lenses cheaply, and these are very suitable for

enlarging, as their large relative aperture allows of easy

focussing. We have even used the single lenses issued

with the smaller Kodaks with considerable success when
more elaborate insti'uments were not to' hand for low-

power photomicrography, one of three inches focal length

upon a camera with an extension of a couple of feet giving

a good degree of magnification.

Vlgnetters. Very useful vignetters may be made
fi-om waste negatives upon thick

celluloid film by removing the image with a strong ferri-

cyanide or cyanide and iodine reducer and painting the

serrations and margin with opaque colour or, what is

more durable, black varnish. It is not advisable to

remove the gelatine coating, as the paint adheres much
better to this thaai to the celluloid surface. Anyone who
has had experience with oil colours Can produce very soft-

gradations, which may be placed in contact with the

negatives, by dabbing the colour with the finger round
the opening. Such vignetters prevent the creeping of

the light beyond the desired limits in the shadows of

dark drapery, and also allow of closer vignetting than
when all the softening depends upon the distance between
the vignetter and the negative. It should be noted that

a black or opaque pigment is better for making vignetters

than a red or orange, as with the black the visual effect

will be reproduced in the print, while with transparent
non-actinic colours the light-stopping effect is greater

than it app^ears. This was the fault of the old orange
glass vignetters, which had soft graduation to the eye,

but which printed with almost a sharp edge.

Portrait
Proofs.

There ai'e one or two points connected
with the showing of proofs which are

worth the consideration of portraitists. It is a very
general practice to submit untoned prints upon glossy
P.O. P.. an old custom which has much to recommend
it. In the first place a good deal of time is saved, and
m the second the gi-adations of the negative are faithfully
rendered. The drawback is that when the finished prints
are made upon bromide or gaslight paper there is often

a loss at both ends of the scale of tones, giving an im-

pression of hardness or sometimes heaviness. Care

should be taken that as far as possible the proof should

be printed to the same depth as the finished copies are

intended to be, and, what is particular, the proofs should

be trimmed to the exact size and shape which will be

delivered. If more of the figure be included the com-

position may be spoiled, especially when oval or circular

formats are finally useA. If the extra cost and time

is not a serious consideration there is no better way than

to submit finished prints, which are counted as 'part of

the order, if retained. These, too, often serve to supply

immediate needs, and allow a little more time for com-

pleting the order.

HALATION AND DEVELOPMENT.

The volume of con-espondence which has appealed in

our columns during the past few weeks is a very clear

indication that the drawback of halation is one which

the professional all too frequently finds himself "'up

against." A perusal of the correspondence leads to the

conclusion that benefit may be derived from a short and

more or less elementai-y discussion of causes of the

phenomenon^ It may be admitted at once that our

conclusions are arrived at as the result of practical trials,

and 'that they can be accounted for by " theory " in spite

of the low value attached by one correspondent to this

latter element of science. Why do many of our practical

professional brethren deride theory? Certainly "Experi-

ment is the basis of Science,
'

' but we have no hesitation

in affirming that many of om- practical experimenters

in photography would benefit enormously by the acquisi-
"

tion of such an amount of theoretical knowledge as would

allow of the intelligent direction of their experiment*

and of the logical intei-pretation of the results of those

experiments.

Let us begin by defining our subject, and in order to

be the more readily understood we will call to our aid

!» practical experiment which many photographers must
have made on the occasion of the recent eclipse of the

sun. If an unbacked plate was used in snapping the

pai'tly-eclipsed sun, and assuming correct exposure to

have been given at about the maximum phase, the

negative will show a fairly-clear image of the crescent

sun, surrounding which will be a cleai- space of practically

fogless gelatine, this, in its turn, being surrounded by" a

ring or halo of deposit. It wall be noticed that this outer

ring is sharpest on its inner edge. If an efficiently-backed

plate was used under similar conditions, the sim image
will be but slightly sharper than that tyn the unbacked
plate, but the halo will bo absent. With film as the

emulsion support the sun image exhibits the maximum
(but not necessarily pi-ohibitive) amount of imsharpnese
and only a very faint halo will be discernible at a very

short distance from the true image. In the case of

negatives made on thin film there will not be any clear

space between the halo and the main image. Now, all

these results can be theoretically explained, as will

presently appear; our concern at the moment, however,.

is the definition of the tei-m halation. It is generally

agreed that the word may be employed to describe either

the ring or halo phenomenon or the general spreading
of the edge of brightly-illuminated objects. Since,

pei'liaps, ninety-nine out of every hundred cases of hala-

tion met vrith are of a compound nature, there is no
necessity to confine the term to one only of the two
phenomena, even, although they ai'ise from entirely

different sources. The halo is caused exclusively by
reflection , and has its origin in the support on which the
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aiuJaion is coated, wherpas the general spreading of

the ouUines of bri- inated objects has. in the

oas© of efficiently-ba .
--i at least, its ongin exclu-

sively in the emulsion itstli. being the result of hght-

licatter therein. It is obvious that unless the emukipn

is stained with a dye which absorbs acUnic light, the

more transparer* •' -mulsion the greater will be the

contribution of i efletts towards the degradation

of the image ana i !! be the contributiou of the

scatter effects. V on^ the gelatine of which

is dyed, as is the cimc. lur .x;iinple, in scrp-ened ortho-

rhromnti'* plat^'". the reflection r cniponent of the hahition

'1, by reason of the fact that any light

-aches the surface of the support is

•>ly non-actinic. Other things being equal there-

;i screened orthochromatic plate is preferable when

iling with subjects liable to i^jve halated images. If

;. r.i-ir^^ be enioir-'itlv b;k^k^<l. the reflectioa halation

i to its : ind the only degradation J

occur uiiv.^,- ,.,. :n;il oonJIUons of working ia\

^ from scatter. Thjg ao&tter may be. with

.:ii.:- .Illusions, sufficient to condemn the material ;
with

«t emulsions, however, it is a neghgibly snull factor.

ng to the influen<N» of exposure and develop-

nt^rest to nott- that film base, largely on

nneu. coiuid«n|b! to the area

itioD imafiie. iHkil ^ same time

i; its intensity.

... .......•,..-,..;... uie influence of exposure and develop-

ient on halation, it is neceen.ary to bear in miod that
* - ' '-'--n spreads as the U^t passes !• •'

whust reflection halation spreads •

iiii tne tyjttom of the emnlsii^n. It may be rea-sini

.;aumMl that for all practical purposes it is impos.«
' •• • i- to Uie

demon

-

. iiH'li the subjer't

•h'^Trin? !fa*t
' >n. If wfl canu' ' the

^ of ()' film we mes
of dealing with the 'i : image,

, i dom-^'-ibnf. flurpri^^ing wt .
•>• *[»•

ive tobe taken p-' to pr«'\ent .1
|

!
"*

'— '-•• I'lui*,- iH so eflicientlji c<)til««l uittt uulv
<» for all genTsl requirAmente—th«>Te

is considerable variation in this respect amongst the

various manufacturers' products—and this thin film 's

\ery rapidly penetrated by alkaUne solutions, such as

developers. The expedient of short development with

highly-coDcentrat-ed solutions is thus a delicate operation.

The strength of the developer has to be such that less

than a minute suflices for the operation; small time-

errors under these conditions are of great importance,

and in the hands of the average worker the alternative

expedient of exceedingly weak developing solutions

general !v proves preferable. The weak solutions act by

,1 ,! il "starving" of the most exposed areas,

and
,

i they are used sufficiently dilute they allow

of the development of all shadow detail before the halation

image has gained prohibitive density. It will be clear

that this type of development allows of great control,

since five minutes' variation, one way or the other, makes

no practical differeuce in the result. We see, therefore,

that the advocates of both types of development are

theoretically justified. A third method of confining

development to the surface of the film depends upon the

addition to the developer of such a viscous substance as

glycerine or glucose, anil practical trials show that this

modification is remarkably efficient in depressing the

development of halation. Another expedient to achieve

the same object is that of developing with such an acid

compound as pyro in two stages ; the plate is first soaked

in a plain sulphite solution of pyro for a minute or two,

and then, after draining, immerse>l in a weak solution of

sodium carbonate until the requisite density is secured.

}
Whichever method of development is adopted the

halation is identical in amount for a given density of

subject image, and in every case backed platee show
arked superiority. It is. perhaps, worth noting that
•» Monomet sulphite developer, recently a»lvocated by

Crowther and Ermen, appears to allow of development
of the tnie image to a greater density before the halation

imag.- ible than any alkalin> r, whether
the liii iiployed as a highly t- <xl or as an
extremely dilute solution. '

We have not touched upon the use of a physical

developer—an acid silver solution containing metol, for

<^T<t'r<p|»—because of the many pitfalls which ite use

<. but theory indicates that experimentation with

i
iiit^ process would be worth while, lending to images

! devoid of sll halation.

THE HOLIDAY APPEAL IN CAMERA
DISPLAYS.

WINDOW

is th* time to piuli oamenM sod Mippii** by trotting
the n'

'
'• — -- - — vaoali'm srKumaat. litis oaa be

it^ <'inf( 9»r*. if fall nae ia made of

The Woodland AppMd.
Tho Earl V. Levis Cb.. Lm Angoi«a, CaUf., U.S.A., aade

tive OM of their window backgrouad fscilitirs in introdac-

th* nccaMar^ racation time atmosphere. Thin took fomi
large fraaed photographs of woodland and moiint.ain

«•. which ware hvag acroan tlt« iwar. Billowt uf gr<7
et draped tba floor, with ran ' ' albains placed here
therr. In the middle wa« a osstractcd of itoaU

ird bozea. orrr which foMi, »: tho grey velri?t were
Planted in thi* trough w>Te a row of (troyish Surr

Snapaholliog the Family in the Garden.

. Xli* IADit>«riiiiii. San Krancisro. Calif., were reaponsible for

a ••hanninf; gar<li-n witing, furnished with a garden bench.

A woman wearing a pink afternoon dreas reposed on the bench,

while standing by the woman was her ton-year-oUl daughter

in a pink dr«a. Over to one side father waa poaed in the

position nf photographing mother and daughter.

Favourins Her Friends.

UKlfl. ttortnisn iind Kings, Portland, Ore., employed wax

Agare« to f iirni»h a camera diaplay with hnman interest. Tho

bachgroond was a cluxter of pretty pink flowers. Four flgurer.

ware naed in all. The first, an attraotive sixteen-yoar-old

^rl, waa poaed at the left aido in the attitude of operating a

tripod camera. Her aabjeote at the oppoaite side were threw

mucli younger girU. Toiichoh of individuality were imparted
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to the figures by one of the girl? with an open parasol; the

second girl withhe.r parasol cJosed. and the third girl with a

camera case swung over her shoulder. The space elsewhere

on the floor was devoted to near arrays of cameras, tripods,

nlbiims, printing and developing sets, etc.

In the Whole Outdoors.

Woodard C'larks, Portland, Ore., conceived a window dis-

play that was very soothing to the city dweller on a warm
summer day. The floor was liberally strewn with branches of

trees and woodland plants and flowers over which cameras

and supplies were placed. Placed between two growing palms

at the rear centre was the following card :

—

" The Whole Octdoobb Waits for Your C.^meha."

On the floor in front of the yard were a bunch of snapshots of

woodland and beach scenes.

Angling for Angles.

The Denver Photographic Co.. Denver, Colo., made an

especial appeal to anglers, whose number, of course, is legion.

The centre attraction consisted of a large angler's basket,

which was surrounded by several choice rods and reels.

Cameras in all sizes were exhibited on the Soor at each far

side. On the panelled background was a six-part cartoon in

the style of the comic papers. The subject matter of the

cartoon visualised the enormous fish that Jone« claimed he

had caught. In direct contrast to this, the end picture

showed the diminutive goldfish that his friends had photo-

graphed and presented to him.

Baby Out for an Airing
The Owl Drug Co., Battle Creek. Mich., caught the eye of

tho passer-by with a doll baby carriage, the" sole occupant of

which was. a baby doll. These objects were being "shot"
from a distance by a larger doll, with a vest pookei camera in

her hands. The background was adorned with summer flora!

decorations.

A Windovir Trip to the Tropics.
The Gray Drug Co., New York City, brought the Tropics

to Manhattan. The wallboard panels were painted with a
white steamej- cruising through a tropical inlet, with the palm-
tree shores of some tropical land in the foreground of the
picture. Several cardboard cut-outs of palm trees, covered
with coconut fibre, with artificial palm leaves attached at the
top, were "planted " in several prominent show window posi-

tions. Tlie central location was occupied by the stump of a

tree trunk, with a coloured cut-out of a lady tourist, oame<ra

in hand, seated on the trunk. Green tissue paper, shaved

into tiny strips, provided the floor covering. A number of

cameras and supplies were exhibite<l along the floor over sea-

blue painted stands.

^ The Homelike Setting.

Ludwig Bauman & Co.. Nenv York City, have a display

manager who believes in providing cameras with homelike sur-

roundings. An excellent display of this order was made by

Mr. J. Edward Rogers, an Englishman. The cream panelled

background had a window effect in the centre, simulated by

the hanging of a light-coloured cretonne curtain. The fai-

left corner was occupied by a small, round wicker table, on
the top of which reposed a vase of seaonable flowers, flanked

on one tide by a small oamera, and a small portrait at the

other side. Directly in front of the cretonne curtain was a

large wicker rocker, with a soft cushion on the seat. A tripod

camera was placed at eacih side. On a two-tier glass stand

along the two sides—this was a corner display—were several

camera models and films. A grass rug was laid on the floor

at the front centre at a 45 degrees angle. Several small

cameras and literature found a resting place on the rug.

For Use by the Golfer-

Bamberger's, Newark, N.J., enveloped the rear with

yellowish brown draperies, with artificial grass as a floor cover-

ing. A rustic gajrden-seat centre held a camera, with a bag of

golf stacks leaning against the .seat. At each rear side near
the middle a tripod camei-a was placed in position. Room wa.s

found at the far left side for a rustic pedestal, with a pot of

trailing roses on top. This exhibit was balanced at the far

right rear by a woman wax figure, becomingly clad in sports

attire, with a camera strung over her shoulder. Cameras
were set out on mahogany pedestals on the floor down in front.

Considering those Back Home.
March Brothers, Dexeter, Me., took a new angle of the

vacation argument. A sign in their window offered tli<»

following suggestion :
—

" Share Your Vacation Avith Those who
had to Stav Home."

The centre part of the display showed a stereopticon, whicii

was pointed toward a screen at the rear. The screen was on-'

mass of Kodak snapshots, while groups of cameras and sup-

plies were scattered over the purple plush-covered floor.

Ebnbst a. Dench.

LOCAL VIEW PUBLISHING AS A BUSINESS.

Most professional photographers seem to think that postcard

publishing is too unremunerative a branch to tackle seriously,

the more so as they are under the impression that what there

is to be made out of it is already in the hands, of one or two
big firms. Hence, if they dabble in the matter at all, it is in

a very perfunctoi-y and half-hearted manner, just taking a

dozen or so views of their own town and supplying prints to

one or two local stationers, the net result being a pound or

two extra on the takings every now and then. This work,

what there is of it, is mostly done in spare time, and, in fact,

the producer will tell you he only does it to fill in the gap,

!ind that there is really nothing in it.

Uut once the business be embarked on in a really business

and methodical manner, it will be found that the precon-

ceived notions are eiToneous, and that a really good livelihood

may be made from the picture postcard business alone. One
great point in its favour is that the initial outlay required is

-mall, and that as the returns are immediate the amount of
apital required is also small. Then it will be foiind on inquiry

that tlie larger firms will not supply less than 500, or at the

least 250, prints from each negative, whereas the average
stationer does not care to stock anything like that quantity
of a single subject ; his usual order is for from one dozen to

one gross of a subject, and rarely, if ever, for the same
ntimtoer of each, for while certain pictures such as, say, the

famous view from Richmond Hill, will sell by the gross per

week, others of perhaps the same series, while having a steady

sale, will not possibly average a gross in the year. Really,

it is only the mtiltiple shop, i.e., the stationer with two or

more shops in the same district, or the man with a large

business, who buys in quantity to redistribute to the smaller

man at a slight profit, who can really deal with the larger

firm of publishers.

Thus it will be seen that there is ample scope for the photo-

grapher who is ready and willing to supply the average

retailer in quantities of which he can dispose in a reasonable

time. For a business of this 'description a strip machine is

all that will be required, or, as business increases, two or
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STAINS ON NEGATIVES AND PRINTS.

fMr. J. I. Crabtree is a member of tlie staff of the Ea.straan Research Laboratory intimately familiar with practical

photographic work, and, moreover, with an aptitude for converting work of his researching colleagues which is sus-

ceptible to the process into the current coin of technique. A year or two ago we published a valuable paper by him

on the making up of photographic solutions. The following article, from the "American Annual of Photography,"

d(>«K in a similarly orderly and comprehensive way with the causes of stains on negatives and prints and on preventive

and remodial methods.—Eds. " B.J."]

Almost every one of us has discovered that after storing away
au apparently perfect negative, at some time later it developed

an ugly brown stain, or after developing a batch of prints

iu the dark-room on turning up the white light the prints

were seen to be stained yellow for no apparent reason. The

prints were easily made over again, but the negative as far

as wo knew was ruined. * Or we had the only existing copy

of a valuable photograph which, in the course of years, had

developed a stain and we wished to have several copies made
but we did not know how to go about it. It is the purpose

of this article to explain how and why such stains are pro-

duced, how to pre\ont them, and, whenever possible, how to

remove them.

Broadly speaking, a stain is any deposit, foreign to the

photographic image, which will absorb light, and is, there-

fore, capable of producing an image during printing, although

in everyday language the word stain is usually a.ssociated

with something coloured. A photographic stain can therefore

be considered as a deposit on a photographic positive or nega-

tive whose colour is foreign to that of the photographic image.

This definition would therefore include colured spots, irregular

coloured markings, and general stain.

General grey stain or fog has been covered in a previous

article on " Chemical Fog " (" American Annual," 1919). The
matter of spots will be dealt with in a future paper so that

in this article we will consider a stain as a fairly large deposit

whose colour differs from that of the image, and which may
bo " local " (when it is not uniform) or " general," in which

case it is uniform and of even density over the entire film.

For purposes of reference, stains have been classified accord-

ing to their colour, and the remarks apply to all photographic

sensitive materials, including films, plates, lantern slides,

paper prints and motion picture fllm. All of these are

coated with a gelatine emulsion which, after developing and

fixing, consists of a layer of gelatine in which is imbedded

an image of silver or one of its compounds. In the remarks

below the word " film " has been used synonymously with such

a gelatine silver image.

White Stains.

These may be of four kinds :

—

1. A White Powdery Scum.—If this is removed by washing

it consists of hypo crystals, and is due to insufficient wash-

ing of the film. If it is insoluble in water, and therefore

not removed bj' washing, but is dissolved by sodium carbonate

or acetic acid, it consists of aluminium sulphite. This solu-

bility test can easily be made by placing a drop of a

10 per cent, sodium carbonate solution on the edge of the

film and then washing by dipping in water. If on drying

the film is dear, then the deposit is most probably aluminium

sulphite providing an alum fixing bath was used.

The acid fixing bath most commonly used consists of a

mixture of alum, acetic acid, sodium sulphite, and hypo,

or in other words, a mixture of hypo and aluminium sulphite

dissolved in acetic acid. If sodium carbonate is added to

this the acid is neutralised forming sodium acetate, and as

soon as the amount of acid in the bath falls below a certain

critical value the aluminium sulphite comes out of the solu-

tion turning the bath milky and deposits as a whit« sludge,

which settles on the surface of the film and is not removed

iu the wash water.

Since developer is carried over to the fixing bath by the

film, only a definite number of plates or prints can he fixed

before the critical point is reached and the precipitation of

the sludge commences. At temperatures around 65 deg. F.
usually a further quantity of acid hardener may be added
to the fixing bath to compensate for this developer carried

over, though in warm weather there is danger of sulphurisa-

tion (see below).

In order to prolong tho life of tho fixing bath and prevent
the formation of aluminium sulphite it is therefore advisable

to:

(a) Rinse the film between the developing and fixing so

as to remove as much developer as possible.

(b) Use a developer containing a minimum amount of

alkali.

(c) Use an acid .stop bath between the developer and fixing

bath. Stop baths .should always be used with discretion,

otherwise an excess of acid is carried over to the fixing bath
which in turn causes sulphurisation.

A 2.5 per cent, solution of sodium bisulphite forms a useful

stop bath, though the following hardening .stop bath is to be

preferred :

—

Metric Avoirdupois

Potash chrome alum ... 15 gms. J oz.

Sodium bisulphite ... ... 15 gms. A oz.

Water to 1 litre 32 ozs.

In time this bath will deposit a sludge as a result of con-

tamination with developer, when it should be thrown away.

If the aluminium sulphite sludge still appears after observ-

ing the above precautions, then either the acid hardener was
not mixed correctly (probably too little acid was added) or the

acid used was not up to strength, or too much sulphite was
used.

Precipitation may take place on the print or negatives with
a very alkaline developer even when the fixing bath is clear

if no stop bath is used. This is due to the fact that precipita-

tion occurs before the developer has time to diffuse- away from
the film. A rinse or stop bath in such a case is absolutely

essential. '

In view of the .solubility of aluminium sulphite in caustic

soda, or sodium carbonate, the scum is easily removed by

bathing the film for a few minutes in a 5 per cent, solution

of sodium carbonate and washing thoroughly. If the tempera-

ture is above 65 deg. F. it is advisable to harden the film for

2 or 3 minutes in a 3 per cent, solution of formaline and then

wash before the above treatment.

2. Yetloicish White Opalescence.—This particular stain i?

usually visible only on negatives or transparencies, and gives

the negative the appearance of having been made on opal glass

or celluloid. The deposit is insoluble in water, acids, and

sodium carbonate and is not removed by bleaching and re-

developing (see below). The stain consists of finely divided or

colloidal sulphur and may be due to one or more of the following

causes :

—

(a) Too much acid or too little sulphite in the fixing bath.

When acid is added to hypo sulphur is thrown down as a

yellowish white precipitate, but this may be prevented by the

presence of sodium sulphite which dissolves sulphur. If,

therefore, the proportions of acid and sulphite are not correct

in the fixing bath, or if impure sulphite is used or an excess

of acid is added to the fixing bath, either directly or as a

result of using a stop bath which does not contain sulphite,

sulphur is gradually precipitated, and this precipitation take*

place lUtewise in the gelatine film.
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II in water and drying at Borsal tawperattir*^

» ipalaaaeacw eomplotely. Wb« dryiag with

• noe rarely or»-ur» if the ftha i» thoroughly

.. immened in m. »t"ro of 90 »ol«. of alcohol

of watar. •orfac'

-•:ra not e«f*ed.!.,

: It i«, of courv

id then dried in a fan

(•rbonate and

If a «t

.,Te.l by

in a j per «ettt. '

' rwnt, iDlatimt of

for two a

'n-, •4Be film. To
iioold ftrai of

. ......... ... a M per c«at.

waahed to romoTe any
1 ., .. .»,.. ., dmt tu

for 2 or

i.aiiii' . .uiroersing

te at ll« <l>'g. to

The partiealar ataia in quMiion
*\ the effaet beiag

ts where there ta

I ally yellowish

lie to the eon-

Wioti of «>"• "'»« «"*«« K» * .

*'"'*' «»o<lifiraHo«»

of »«U.r ..ilphitie. That snch a n- dges exist can he

shown hf imMiaing a piece of well auhad nae«pos«l printing

It pap^r, tb* aBBkioB of which oonakia ataeBtiaily of silver

•ide, IB a 3 per cent, solution of sodium sulphide. Prt>-

action ol the bath pro'ln-'- s yllowish whiU image

«olo«r reeemble. tt que^ion.

formalioo of the - be due to either

t«mal ot .sternal ea.se.. I.i^-raaJ agniU are aaoally

a faded a)
,

least silvrr, au<l U)>

white. This •tain. »

insoluble thiosnlphatos left in the print from insoificient fixing

and washing as explained above. Owing to the action of the

atmosphere and moisture theso tbiosulpbates are oxidised, and

at the !«ai!:o time the silver image of th« print is converted to

silver sulphide.

If the print is tixt-d in a sulphurised bath which is slowly

depositing sulphur, caused by too much acid in the fixing bath,

or by the use of a too strongly acid stop bath (see Sulphur

Stains abovei, the sulphur is leit in the print even after wash-

ing, and this combines with the silver image to form silver

sulphide. The comparative ease with which the silver image

of a print is sulphurised as compared with a negative image is

due to the fineness of grain of the print image.

Ext4>mal ageots are sulphureous gases in the air such as

sulphuretted hydrogen, while the hypo in the mount of a

print may be decomposed and act in a manner similar to that

of the thiosulphatrs left in the print as outlined above.

If prints are thoroughly fixed in a fresh acid fixing bath,

which is i>crf«ttly «4ear and not depositing sulphur, and then

thoroughly waahed the stains may bo entirely prevented.

The removal of the stains, or rather the restoration of the

image to its original colour, i« often a very simple matter but

may also prove to be a complicated procedure.

Tho image of the stained print may consist of several aub-

(tancve, including unchanged silver, silver sulphide, possibly

oxidation irtid silver stain (see below), undi.suolved thio.sul-

phate, and posaibly silver photo-halides. Usually bleaching

and redeveloping, as in the case of tho removal of oxidation

»t*in (we helow), will thoroughly nwtore the print, though

in a severe csae proceed as follows :—

R4^Dore all dirt from the print by dabbing with a pioce of

stitt dough made from wheat Hour. Urease marks can be

romovnl with b«>nai>l. or petrol, and the print finally rubbe<l

over with alcohol. If the print is niounte<l, detach it from

the mount by ftr»t thoroughly soaking in water, and then

placing face downward on a sheet of smooth paper and tear

the mount away from tlio print. This is important, otherwise

if an attempt is made to pull the print away from the mount

it will inevitably be torn. If the print is dry roountetl, heat

in a prvaa and ttrip.

Now fix th«' print thoroughly in plain hjjio to remove any

undissolved silver halide, waah thoroughly, and then harden

by bathing for t or 3 minute in a 3 per cent, solution of

formaline and wash. If the high-lighu are stainml this is

tluo to <ilvfr stain, which should be r«'iiiovi'd in a 2 per cent,

mlutioii of potaaaiuni cyanid*.-. removing the print aa soon ax

the imaga begias to be attacked. (Cyanide is a deadly poison

and showld be used with great care.) Than wash thoroughly

The print should now be bieached in the permanganate bath

and iwdavaloped as reoommanded for tho removal of yellow

•tata (wa below). The permaaganate bath converts tho image

eoamaliag ol silver sulphida to silver chloride and this develops

to a Mack silrer im»ge in the redevelopment.

Yellow Slain.

T».i. mav be of two kind*. (Ij developer or oxidation stain,

ani ' r stain.

1. ;'-....per or oxidation stain is canaed by oxidation

producU of the drvwloper which are transparent like a yellow

dve^Tha sUin may be either " local " or • genorul." Owing

»o"^Bt^»et that printing papers are usually sensitive chiefiy

to blue light which '- -'r"»yly absorbed by a yellow colour

1^ atAin act« aa if a -. r were placwl over tlw negative.

Loml yellow stain, tl ... taUM<s tlio image on tlie print

to ba weaker in those >^ts where tht« stain is present.

Oeiwral yellow stain which covers tho entire film just a« if

the film had been uniformly dyed yellow hf>» no harmful fleet

other than to increase the prir'— — ..onure.

Local Dfrt/op'r Slain. -All <: ; agouU, such as Elon,

pyro, hydroquinoue. etc.. have li- i....i^rty of readily combin-

ing with oxvgen, especially in alkaline solution, to form oxida-

tion products which aro invariablj coloured yellow or dark

brown, and which have tho property of staining gelatine just

like an aniline dye. \Vhen a developer is exposed U. the air

B
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oxidation takes place and the developer turns yellow more or

loss rapidly according to the temperature, the nature of the

developer and the amount of surface of developer exposed.

The oxidation products, however, can in turn be reduced

back again to a colourless condition by substances like sodium

sulphite or bisulphite, so that if the developer contains an

excess of sulphite the rate of formation of the oxidation stain

is slow and usually proportional to the amount of sulphite or

preservative present.

Apart from aerial oxidation, during development the

developing agent is being used up, by virtue of its reducing

action in changing the exposed silver salt to metallic silver,

and in so doing it is oxidised itself, the product formed being

usually identical with that produced by aerial oxidation. The
amount of oxidation product formed in this way is, of course,

proportional to the amount of silver, so that the photographic

image is of a duplex nature consisting of a stain superimposed

on a silver image. That such an image exists can be readily

seen by immersing a pyro developed negative in Farmers
reducer, which removes the black silver image, leaving a yellow

image which is composed of the oxidation product of develop-

ment. The utility of this stained image is explained below.

Most developers form sudh a stain image, though with

developers like glycin, whose oxidation product is readily

decolourised by the sulphite in the developer, the stain imago
is very feeble.

The oxidation product, apart from being coloured, has the

property of tanniwg gelatine, so much so that if a negative

developed with, say, caustic hydroquinone, is placed in hot

water, the gelatine in the clear and unhardened portions

dissolves away leaving a relief image.

Local irregular shaped stains are caused by local oxidation

of the developer which may bo due to :

1. Careless handling of the film by incomplete immersion

in the developer or fixing bath. A slight curl of the film or

print, or too many films or prints in one tray, will leave some
part of the surface exposed to the air, oxidation will take

place and a yellow patch will appear corresponding in size to

that of the portion of the emulsion exposed to the air. In

motion picture work if the top of the film rack is not thoroughly

submerged an oxidation yellow stain is produced which appears

on the film at regular intervals. To prevent such stains it is

obviously necessary to immerse the films or prints completely

in the developer or fixing bath.

2. An alkaline fixing bath. Since a developer oxidises more
rapidly in alkaline than in neutral or acid solution, as the acid

in, the fixing bath becomes neutralised by the developer carried

over by the film, this developer oxidises more and more rapidly

and stains the fixing or stop bath. When the fixing bath

froths readily, it is probably alkaline and should be thrown
away, though in some cases it is possible to renew the acidity

by adding further amounts of acid hardener at intervals.

It is always important to move prints or films around in the

fixing bath so that the alkali in the developer in the print is

killed at once by the acid in the fixing bath. If the prints or

films are simply thrown into the bath and allowed to remain
at rest, the developer clings to the film and the acid in the

bath is not strong enough to neutralise it completely, so that

the developer oxidises and stains the film locally wherever
there is an excess of developer, and ©specially if the film is

locally exposed to the air.

An acid stop bath between developing and fixing is an
almost certain cure for local developer stain (for formula see

aluminium sulphite stain above). This neutralises the alkali

in the developer in the film before it reaches the fixing bath,

thus reducing the tendency for further oxidation.

Generai Developer Stain.—This exists uniformly over the
entire surface of the film and is caused by :

(a) Old or discoloured developer or a developer containing
&n insufficient amount of sulphite or impure sulphite. General
pyro stain is the most common on negatives.

In the case of prints, general yellow stain is produced if

development is forced in a warm developer, or in a dirty tray,

or if the prints are rinsed too long after developing and beforo

fixing.

(b) The use of a plain alkaline fixing bath.

Developer or oxidation can be temoved in two ways, (a)

chemically, (b) photographically.

(a) If the oxidation product of the developer (oxidation

stain) is treated with an acid solution of potassium i^erman-

ganate it is oxidised further to a colourless substance which

is soluble in water. Such an acid solution would dissolve the

silver image also, but if sodium chloride is added, the bath

converts the silver image tc one of silver chloride while the

stain is being oxidised. If the silver chloride image is now
exposed to light and developed in a non-staining developer,

the original silver image is restored free from stain.

To remove developer stain, therefore, proceed as follows :

—

First harden the film by bathing for 2 or 3 minutes in a

5 per cent, solution of formaline and wash for 6 minutes, other-

wise the gelatine is apt to soften and frill during the subse-

quent treatment. Then bleach in the following :

—

Metric Avoirdupois

gms. 75 grs.

1 litre 82 ozs.

75 gms. 2i ozs.

15 CCS. \ oz.

1 litre 32 ozs.

Potassium permanganate ...

Water to ... ... '...

Sodium chloride (common salt)

Sulphuric acid (Cone.)

Water to ...

A 5 per cent, solution of hydrochloric acid can be used

instead of solution B; but as it is often of uncertain strength

its use is not recommended.
The solutions A and B keep well if kept separately, but not

when mixed, and for this reason the bleaching-bath should be

prepared as required.

When preparing the solution A, be sure that no particles of

undissolved potassium permanganate remain, for they will

cause spots and blemishes in the negative. .

The bleaching should he complete in about 3 or 4 minutes,

when there is usually left a general brown stain all over the

film due to manganese oxide, and especially in those parts

previously occupied by the image. It is best to remove this

stain by placing in a weak solution, say, 1 per cent, of sodium
bisiilphite. Then rinse and develop in a strong light (dayliglit

if possible) with an ordinary developer, say Nepera solution

one part, water foiir parts.

When removing stains by the above procedure markings

caused by drying a negative without removing the drops of

water (water markings) are usually removed also unless the

markings are of long standing.

(6) Local yellow stains may be removed photographically

by superimposing a deep yellow filter over the negative and

making a positive from this in a printing frame on a pan-

chromatic plate just as when making a paper print from a

negative. A suitable filter is the Wratten G filter film and a

suitable plate is the Wratten Panchromatic.

The panchromatic plate is sensitive to light transmitted by

the G filter and in turn the G filter is of a deeper yellow than

most yellow stains which are, therefore, eliminated providing

the stain is completely transparent. If the stain contains any

grey deposit the filter will, of course, only filter out the yellow

colour from it.

An. alternative method is to illuminate the negative by

transmitted light as when copying or making an enlarged,

reduced, or full-sized positive, and use a sheet of the filter film

or a filter mounted between glass over the lens. In this case

a piece of filter only slightly larger than the diameter of the

lens mount is required.

Filter film consists of dyed sheets of gelatine and when not

mounted between glass should be kept dry and free from

finger marks.

After the positive is made it is a simple matter to make a

duplicate negative on, say, Eastman Commercial film or a

Seed 23 plate in the usual way.
J. I. Cbabtrbe.

{To bt continued.)
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CARRIERS FOR FLAT FILMS IN SOLID-FORM SLIDES.

In theae <Wt» of still ejitianeed prioM for dry-pUtes, carrier*

'.o take a sinaller siao film iu nianv eaaes poaaeas advantAges,
-<nd with ttand-«ameraa luoaliy fitted vith a leiu of somewhat
^hort focua the enforced nae of a ainaller picture in por-

tr^;ture ensures • more distant vit^w-point. diminiahing anj
t>'iHl»nc7 ^ Tiolent drawing, th<- wme remark applying in

^eaaar degree to landacnpe work.

The Kwirtmtr fl«t film, now supplied in a rarietr of brands,

iffera itself adnuitageousljr for the purpoBO. The portrait

'Ini. despite ita name, is well adapiM for snapshot irork, pro-

i, negatirea with a fine range of soft g^dation and
' deoMty. Pinboloa, dae to particle* of backing beoom-

i-«ogaged and i»ttHng on thi- sentitive surface during a

tramp, nfttorsllT *re unknown, and the non-halatir*

rtiepi of th«a« itma ensble one to face with eqaanimitT

. I'.jivu that would try a barked plwte.

The fact that the films are not supplied in standard siaaa

" r than &ix3i doea not matter for our present purpose,

i« a simple matter to adapt postcard and half-plate

-itting them in two, and in doing so a certain sense

'<uon arises, partly duo to tho rejection on saving

n t.i>\\ and partly to a dim idea at the back of thr* head that

\\\n makfTi are b<>iog neatly circumvented at tba sane time.

•itributor wrote hi* M.S. siaea ol Kaalmsn
.. tmall aa H^ X .') in. haw been isMlcd.

! I - • li.J. ,

Mi.'rn ratK^ still be in ose a large ntuaher of fix 4 hand
> neraa fiM«d with soUd-lonn wooden dark »lide«,

.M for sa«i« time haa bean faUing ont of faraur.

u«M>, Um> half of a half-plate flm, aOording pleating

.rtiona, is admirably fitted. Masks on the finders, or

UM OB the focussing aorMB, will b« the only alterations

-'<7Dired to the camera.

mg a ty; h the plate ia held by the rebate at

ttom an<i >itan< on top, fig.

' '«rd oarmr for tli'

1 by tfca rebate of

Lii atMehaMOt to the carrier at tiie top.

se of alwat 4|x3i. allowing for tbe part* cut ofl top and
H>ttam. and any ragit'M ad0(a at the sides. The nick in the

!!;L',iniHii filiii placed in invariable poailion to distinguish at a
in front, will in onn of the two rut-down films

ti aide. It will al^ >k> found that the films are

i':wsys out under siae, in their length so—

t

i»a* v«rT p«r-

optibly so.

A piece of good <|aality millboard of suitable swbatauce
^ -*->;> eardboard is poor econtyny) has black nfedle-paper

OB both Mdca, and i* eai to fit the slide. On this are

distant 4} in*, from the bottom, two very thin card

A a made ont of one Ihirknesa or more layer* of stiff

--'! faced with oranga paper to avoid rrflec-

t OB the bellows or walls of thv camera.

i« preferable to blaek, a* easily seen whrn
dark-room. Two furtkar piaoaa \t 6, projert-

'
:'l 3-16 in., are nesi attaefaid in position

• ' they do not foul tlM path of the turn-

\> 'jsfUt lateral moveroent of the film, two «trip«

>^'
: e c, eqai<li«tant from the side* of the carrier,

glued 44 i"*- *pBrt.

^oWB the front

te film, which
ittom, and by

It givas a picture

The carrier is ins<>rU'd in the slide and secured ; one end of

the film is inserto*! in tli© bottom rebate, and the other spruii}:;

under c c. The sjiace allowed (about J in.) between the top
strips readily admits removal of the film, without disturbing
the carrier, by the insertion of a finger nail.

In the ca.«e of single metal slides, the distance l)otwecn tbo
focal pUne.and the travel of the shutter is too small to allow
of the foregoing jnethod of construction, and a modification
become* necessary. Fig. 2 illustrates the hack of a quarter-
plate card carrier to take half of a postcard film, affording
a picture aiae ahont 3^x2^. An opening d d is cut this slae,

and two atrip* e e of card (no thicker thafh the film) are fixed,

aa shown, 2} ins. apart. On these are glued two thin strips

(not shown in the diagram to avoid confusing it) of some
flexible and elastic material, such as parchment paper, which

rif. 1. Fie. 2.

project towards tho centre about 4 "- The two pieces <>l

c*r<l / / are merely cto!** and not strictly necessary, the film

bt^ng slid in the other end. For the sake of clearness in the
diagram the stops are shown clear of tbe lower edge of thi-

aperture, in practice they should coincide with it. It is

nncflsnary that the fit of the film bo a binding one to prevent
it partially slipping out at tho free end.

The carrier and b^d film are inserted in the metal slide in

tb<^ same way aa a dry plate; tiiis results in the sensitive

(urfaco being about 1-16 in. behind tho focal plane, which
must bo allowed for when focussing by scale. Kven if the lens

will not retreat beyond the infinity mark, rare are the cases

when true infinity is demanded. If focussing be affected on
a ground-glass screen, reversing it will be snflBcient for

all onlinary work.

Although such a rarrier ha* not been tried for magasine
hand-camera sheathi, doubtless it would answer well. By
omitting the cut-out aperture and employing the carrier with

the attached strips tnaardt the lens, it is obviously equally

well adapted for s<ilid-form and Ixiok-fonii wooden slides.

*g^y«-^v»tn direct portraiture, such carriers may bo of use

otvasionaHy in the studio for copying miniature prints, when

half of a postcard film, or even quarter <;f a half-plate, can bo

pressed into service.

E. A. .«:

I hi- snniial report uf the work of St. Dunslan'n

;; ion* for the ran* and relief of soldier* and
.u the wsr. which ha* jost b*«n i**oed by Sir

•finws the very •'< <r.-Mfal record* in the training

'"Chnieat »' and also the supervtaion

endsavir. 'liable them to make pro-

-:ing M a mean* of livelihood. St.

l<|M>rt by dnnations ; it is almost pre-

eminently tlie war-created inslitntioo which deserves to receive

them.

Cattobd Photoobaphii- So<irrY.—This .Society has now chsni;e<l

it* name to Forest Hill and Sydenham Photographic Society, and

ha* appointed as secretary Mr. C. H. P. Nutter, 39. Warmiiistor

Road, SoDth Norwood Park, London, 8.E.2S. Meetings are held

00 the first snd third Monday in each month, from October to

.\pril. St Dartmouth Hall, Forest Hill.
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IMPROVEMENTS IN^ FLASHLIGHT.

[The following paper, read 'before the Royal Photographi

much of the experience of our contributor, Mr. D. Charles, i

of rather narrow trough for securing a very great spread o

The poivsibilities of flashlight have always appealed to me
very strongly. Whether one's pliotography is done for a

living, or for pleasure, or whether ono takes photographs

without any ostensible reason, and merely as a habit, there

!iro iiianj- octasions when the supply of daylight is inadequate,

or even non-existent.

Packed in a few cubic inches we have here a source of actinic

light suitable for any and every subject, available at a

moment's notice, and really instantaneous in its action. Is

there any other illuminant of which that can be said?

I propose first of all to trace the reasons why flashlight has

been hitherto not so generally popular or successful as it

deserves, and then to demonstrate how the difficulties have

been overcome. It seems at first sight one of the simplest

things in the world to set fire to a small quantity of inflam-

mable flash-powder and allow the flare to shine upon the

subject to be photograplied. Many metlvods have been used,

each of them oft'ering certain advantages, and also some

distinct disadvantages, and the difficulties of overcoming the

latter have proved so troublesome that when a man has suc-

ceeded in finding a satisfactory method of ignition ho feels

that at last he has mastered the difficulties of flashlight work.

I want to emphasise, as strongly as I can, that although

satisfactory ignition has been the greatest obstacle of all,

that is really only the first stop to the production of really

good photography. No one would suggest, for instance, that

switching on an electric arc, or a few half-watt lamps, is all

that is necessary to provide satisfactory lighting for making
photographs, especially when the subjects are human faces.

I will ask you to bear with me while I describe various

methods in general usq, and while I cannot pretend that I

have any epoch-making discoveries to show you, I hope to

shbw you where the troubles realfy lie, and how far 1 have
succeeded in overcoming them.

The first lamp I wish to show represents one of the earliest

known flash-lamps. It consists merely of a clay pipe with

some cotton-wool tied round the bowl, and a piece of rubber
tube attached to the stem. While this is the crudest form of

this lamp, improvements upon it are merely elaborations and
are not real improvements as regards efficiency. Some plain

magnesium powder is placed inside the bowl, and the wool

is moistened with methylated spirit and set alight. On
blowing through the tube the powder is forced through the

flame and some of it is burned. Now the principal fault with

this type of lamp was that the flame is far from being an
instantaneous one. If one blows hard enough to make it

rapid, much of the powder gets through without being burned.
In any ca.s6 the flame is a very small one, casting extremely
shairp shadows, and plain magnesium produces a large amount
of dense smoke and dust. When explosive powdeis were first

placed on the market, the rule was to lay a quantity on a

flat piece of tin, and to fire it by means of a strip of touch-

paper. Now touch-paper is a very useful method of firing

flash-powder provided one is not particular when the expo.sure

is to take place, that is to say when there is nothing in the

subject that is alive; but even that simple method has its

own little difficulties. Touch-paper is very hygroscopic, and
when dam.p burns feebly and jerkily, and often when the glow
reaches the powder it goes out. To overcome this it should
be well baked and kept in a little tin or in waxed paper, and
when required for use a small strip should be folded along its

length in this manner, and will then be found to burn in a
much more energetic fashion.
However, most subjecte that are photographed by flashlight

do centain living subjects, and it was not long before it was
realised that some means was desirable of firing the flash, not

C Society and now reprinted in the Society's journal, embodies
n flashlight work, and particularlv in the use of a fl«ishpan

f the flash.—Eds. " B.J."]

only at the exact moment required, but without giving the
subject sufficient warning of the exposure to close eyes, or
othen\ise spoil the result. One of the earliest methods of

achieving this was by means of a pin kept red-hot, which was
loleased so that it .should enter the heap of powder at the
precise instant desired, and this remains to-day as simple and
as certain as any method that exists. The lamp which I have
here employs this idea, but it is intended principally for

portrait work where a supply of gas is available for the
Bunsen burner, and where it will become more or less a
fixture. When the Bunsen is lit the pin becomes red-hot in

a few seconds, and on a gentle pull being given to the cord
from any point in the room the pin swings over and enters

the pan through a small hole. In releasing the cord th%
pin swings back again into the flame, and the pan is lifted

down for recharging. On replacing the pan it slips into

correct alignment quite automatically. There it is, always
ready for use, nothing to go wrong, and it will make portraits

as well as any artificial light at a cost of about a halfpenny
oa<;h for powder.
For igniting powder in the case of portable lamps paper

caps have iboen a favourite means, and very good they are,

although I understand they are rather difficult to get just

now. The difficulties in their use have been two, and for those

who take the precaution to keep them dry there has been only

one thing against them, and that is the lack in lamps designed
for firing paper caps of some provision for ensuring that the
spot of explosive substance will remain where it will be struck.

During the war some bright spirit discovered that a wax-vesta
made a good substitute for the paper cap, but of course the
same difficulty of keeping it in place was experienced, only

more so. I found after some experiment that if vestas are
well dried and then kept in a little tin, they are even more
certain than paper caps to give a sufficient spark, but for this

purpose they must receive a fairly .sharp blow. A metal cap,

as used in sporting guns, is now obtainable of very good
quality indeed, and this is more rapid in firing than either the
paper cap or the vesta, but it makes a much louder oxplosiou.

I have here a small lamp of my design made to fire with a

wax-vesta. It may not be thought very pretty to look at,

but it is not designed to that end. It is designed to make
the photographs token by its aid nice to look at.

The next lamp I .shall show you will fire a metal cap, and
by changing the small nipple for another kind will fire either

a paper oap or a wax-vesta. This lamp packs into a compara-
tively small compass, and forms ono of the handiest pieces of

apparatus that a photographer can possess. I have on the

table some of the experimental forms through which this lamp
lias passed, and I must confess to a feeling of achievement
in showing you this instrument. There is a good deal more
than meets tlfe eye in a thing of this kind. For instance,

take the little nipple that is used for a metal cap. A nipple

as used in a shot-gun is quite unsuitable for use in firing

flash-powder, and a whole series of experiments was necessary

to determine the best sizes of the hole at each end as well as

other points in its design ; and this part, as well as other

essential parts of the lamp, are made of the finest steel and
hardened after making.

We now come to electrical modes of igniting flash-powder.

A fuse across two terminals and fired by means of house-
current is a favourite, but it has the obvious drawback that
current is not available everywhere. Besides this the terminals
n,eed frequent cleaning, and the fitting of a fine fuse wire often

is found a nuisance. I have also found objections raised on
the part of many people to any such attachment being made
to a house-supply, on account of the real or fancied risk of
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rinf( the ouiiii fate, not do.sirabic thing nhere a pablic

in prc^rev.. Fust-^ fir>Hj acro^i-^ dry batteries or

. Uaie the disadvant.ii;.' ihat thev short-circuit

-. which «r>"

'>o the fuse i-

;i> tur jwirul

ito there havp
•»u to • reaM>na>i!'

and at the tann? :

.tnalat<)r> <„

nnd refjti:-

t, ot bti'

that ir

i-ted, and in that

'•t and sometimes

1 do not think that any-

:\u-k to it for very long. I

inly

in

i^!:^lt>iU, IlaUU'ly lii^ii-ti iision

(.....p x-pry ereat difficultii-s in

' t and compas* for

moderate cost. It

>i )iut abaorbs very

ti'hatever, so that

i>4 ai one can change
ioIvp« the prnhlom. for

at

^o a
:ng and
lie poasi-

Itic iniport-

tlhT.. i« the

and the

\ methoda
>i«n iiM prMvnted dirtimltiM in adapting it for

lowu. I think, that no diffictllty now esi*t* in let-
,Nr (I,..!,.,...., ,l_r .t ,;. .__ ;... ..

b*
. '.ini»-

a flat-

.. -kT.

leh

' rw •.uL'ject,

cai

'iiaindtT.

I iUl If

^« we ar.

nitu'tiiiy 1 'iij « 111 u"Cii •- t

own yon the pan it of »

•»y at fir«t hkKi
•out, hilt th.' r.-ol

nd its rr

to i»n

••Mom TtHklly

liadova.

1|I«(MI 1

The

'it«

•t the bullet

if it w'liiM

The flame at its edges ia not so hot as a condensed flame, and
there is really very little danger of setting fiVe to anything.
VS'ith this shape ot tray the flamo is always upwards and out-

w«rds, never downwards on to the operator's h«n(Is, as is easily

proved by examining a lamp that has seen a long service, thi?

marks of the flame seldom coming more than an inch or so over
the edge. Every photographer will recognise the advantages of

a big light-source for getting roundness and for illuminating

the shadows.

There is only one point now that I want to call your atten^

tioii to in the niattor of improvements, nnd that is in regard .

to very vague ideas tKat have been current as to the amount
of flash-powder necessary for any particular job". Makers of

powder have told us on their packages that so much was
required for a portrait, and so much for a group, as if there

were no such things as stops and plate-speeds. German manu-
facturers used to go a ttep farther by issuing tables of quan-
tities, but these always took it for granted thafr one would
eMTry a pair of icales to the scene of action and would be

prepared to weigh out small quantities for each exposure. I

h«Te taken it for granted that fl^t -light users will employ
the TMry fastest pUtes they can, and that Wing the case'.

•xpomirMi that is to say powder quantities for average sub

jecta, will deyiend entirely on two factors, namely the lens

stop, and the distance of the sub;ect from the flash. Th^
poMition of fhe camera makes no difference unless one is taking

* doae-up picture f.ucli as a large head «nd shoulders portrait,

when, of course, the usual rule* come into foire.

I hare worked out a nmall table of stops and distances, bill

which will be found quite a realiable thing for all that, and

ith It is a little kdle. This has a flat disc at Mch end,

found that a spoon is liable to retain .some of the

|u>t><ii<r in it, and the idea is that if one gets as much as on<i

can on the disc the quantity will be practically the same every

time. You will notue then' is one disc smaller than the other.

The small ends hol<U just half what the large end does, and

it
'

, useful in portraiture, as the quantity of

|tOH . right for the average portrait taken on an

ultra-rapid plitt<' with a lens at /.''l.d.

Finally, a word regarding the smoke trouble may be dosir

able. Smoke trouble i» practically a thing <»f the past. Pr

Tided, that i», that you do not want to make a long seri^

of expoaure* in an unvontilated room. I will just fire, to

justify my »tateroent, a couple of flaihea in such « way that

you will be able to notice the relative amount of smoke pr

dufod The first will be a foot of magnesium ribbon. For .

with a very rapid lens and plate it would need quite

me* tJiia, so I will ask you mentally to multiply the

r«Kutt bv three, which will give you some idea of the amount

of tmok* i-volved by either plain magnesium or by old-fashioned

flash-powder', in the sn)alle^t quantity that one would over u»e.

Til.- II. •xt iliitiii i want to sliow you is the simniml of smoka

;>nding quantity of a ni" i class flaah-

. i. . uu there will be no muli
;

ti necessary,

aa tho flash will bo the actual quantity used for a iwrtrait

under similar conditions. If anyone wants to use flashlight

a» a regular studio illuii.inant, I shall be very pleased to »ho •

him a simple and rapid way of getting rid of the smoke.

P. CUABLK*.

Socitfiy. P'l

lUy. 8, A^'

FORTHCOMING EXHIHITIONS.

April 27 Ui May 26 —Uury V.M.C.A. Photnuraphi

t..-nUr» friini the Hon. Secretary, A. IJciisiiii

', Bury. Laiirs.

SI to Sepirmlier 10.—Toronto Camera Club. Latest A
tor ontrira July 30. Particulars from the Hon. Secretai

.1. R. I-awion. 2. Could Street, Toronto, Canada.

A Woman
uat di«i '

Bodse, >

: nunt-
rn half- I pioneer

1 HI injtitnii the subject. ' Country

'
' ^' to the new.spiipers, there l> i

. .•», Weill, Somerset, Mrs Mai i

I ,» KialeJ u> have been, with her husband, a

iphv on a conrmerrial basi« in th« Weat
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Assistants' Notes.

Notes by assistants suitable for this column will be considered

and paid for on tlie first of the month follounng publication.

Renovating Backgrounds.
Now that the spring-cleaning of the studio is in most caseo done,

possibly the backgrounds are the only things that look a little

shabby, and, as elaborately painted grounds are rarely found in a

modern studio, it is not a difficult matter to put them in repair,

whether stretched on frames or hung on rollers.

If on frames, tack down the canvas in any cases where it may
have parted company with 'the frame, and if torn, a piece of old

background, or other canvas, should be glued to the back, the torn

edges being firmly pressed down from the front.

We will take a plain white background first. To prepare the

paint, take 4 ozs. of size and boil it up with a pint of water. When
the size is dissolved, take 6 ozs. of whiting and mix to a paste with

a little of the size solution, finally adding the whole of the pint,

and stir thoroughly. Then commandeer the ordinary household blue-

bag, and give the paint a decided blue tint, remembering that it

will dry considerably paler. If the blue is omitted, the paint dries

a creamy tint, and will not photograph nearly so dead white. This

should be applied evenly with a large distemper brush. The canvas

should be first well brushed to remove all the dust.

To prepare black paint, take 5 ozs. -of size and boil up with i pint

of water. Then put i oz. of vegetable black into a bottle, adding

i pint of water, and shake up vigorously. When thoroughly mixed,

add to the size solution, and stir up well. Vegetable black cannot

be mixed to a paste like whiting. Being so light, it merely floats

on the surface of the water. A ground painted all over with this,

when turned a little from the light, gives a good dead black.

By mixing the white and black, any shade can, be made to match
any rubbed or damaged places on painted backgrounds. As thif

mixture is rather deceiving while liquid, it is advisable to apply a

little to a piece of old canvas and let it dry, to see the correct shade,

if it is to match exactly. This mixture is also useful for renovating

studio accessories, such as " stone " seats, etc.

The paint is a mixture rather than a solution, and should b«
stirred round with the brush every time a fresh brush full is taken,

and works better if allowed to stand, with an occasional stir, for

a day. or even longer.

As size sometimes varies both in strength and aroma, a little

more should be used if the paint rubs oft when dry, and a little

turpentine will kill any objectionable smell. Prepared or concen-

trated size may be used ; about | oz. to a pint of paint.

An out-of-date, disused background can easily be converted into

a new one, a soft, cloudied effect being an easy matter. Unless per-

spective and drawing is your strong point, anything in the way
of straight lines should be avoided.—R. H. F.

Enlabged Nbgatives.—Quite good enlarged negatives can be
made either by the Kerotype method or by Kodak transferro-

type. Such negatives allow of far more touching and working
up than do those made on dry-plates. The cheapest method of

making enlarged negatives is the old wet-collodion method, but
it requires skill not often met with in modern studios.—0. P.

REDtrciNG P.O. P.—Users of P.Q.P. have often wished to save a

print that has become hopelessly too dark, especially when of

large dimensions, without degrading the final tone. The most
successful reducer we have ever tried for the purpose is Griffin's
" Parazone," used for negatives. A strong solution used after

washing and before toning reduces the print so that the resulting

gold tone is good and rich as usual.—M.B.

Using Desensitol.—^This desensitiser may, as the instructions

state, be used as a preliminary bath before development, or mixed
with the developer. When using a developer containing hydro-
quinone, however, it is advisable to use the desensitiser as a pre-

liminary bath, and not mixed with the developer. I find that when
mixed with the developer named a preoipitate is formed, and the
developer is made unworkable. When the desensitiser is used as a
prehminary bath, however, and the plate is rinsed afterwards,
mctol-hydroquinone works properly after it.—L. T. W.

Discolouration of " Matchu!ss " Paper.—Users of the new
" Matchless " sensitive paper may have discovered how very quickly

the sensitive side of the paper discolours when laid in contact with
cardljoard, packing paper, newspaper, etc., even the placing of the

sheet of instructions between two of the sensitive surfaces causing
a discoloured patch. This, however, is no drawback to the paper,

as the discolouration invariably disappears when the print is placed

in the fixing bath and the whites are quite clean when the print

is finished. One sometimes meets with the same kind of markings
on matt seH-toning papers, theSe disappearing in a like manner in

the hypo baih.—1>. T. W.

Patent News.

Frocess patents—applications and spteifieations—are treated in

" Fhoto-Meehanical Notes."

Applications, April 18 to 23:

—

Developing Films.—No. 11,432. Devices for holding photographic

films when developing. W. Brookes.

Soft Focus Effects.—^No. 11,502. Means for producing photo-

graphic soft focus effects. Hanovia Chemical and Manufacturing

Co.

Film Containers.—No. 11,702. Containers for photographic, etc.,

films. 6. Rivetta.

Film Spools.—No. 11,703. Spools for photographic, etc., films.

G. Rivetta.

Oontainers fok Exposed Plates.—No. 11,492. Containers for

exposed plates. Rims, or cards from photographic apparatus.

B. Sharp.

Developing Tank.—No. 11,319. Film-developing tank. T. H.
Spencer.

Colour Photoohaphi.—No. 11,294. Colour photography. W. M.
Warneuke.

Developing Tanks.—No. 11,247. Tanks for developing, fixing,

etc., plates, films, etc. F. S. Witcomb.

Colour Photography.—No. 11,565. Colour photography and cine-

matography. E. Wolff.

Cinematography.—No. 11,165. Cinematographic projection and
aiTangement of cinemas. L. S. Palmer.

Cinematography.—^No. 11,789. Motion-picture films. Pathe

Cinema anciens Etablissements Pathe Frferes.

Cinematogh.^phy.—No. .11,680. Cinematographic apparatus. J. S.

Pocovi.

Cinematography.—No. 11,696. Cinematograph films. F. J. W.
and P. A. Pmton.

Applications, April 25 to 30 :

—

Optical System.—No. 12,462. Optical system for photographic

cameras. S. M. Procoudine-Gorsky.

Cinematography.—No. 12,378. Cinematograph projection appara-

tus. C. E. Davies.

Cinematography.—No. 11,871. Cinematograph machines. H. A.

Stockman.

Cinematogr.aphy.—No. 11,892. Cinematography. C. H. Verity.

Colour Cinematography.—No. 12,327. Optical systems for a

three-colour exposure cinematograph. Firm of C. Zeiss.

Applications, May 2 to 7 :

—

Tbjgk Photography.—No. 12,883. Means for producing distorted

effects in photographs, etc. C. J. Coleman.

Printing.—No. 12,903. Apparatus for printing photographic films.

H. V. Lawley.

Negative Making.—No. 12,537. Production of photographic

negatives. P. H. Wedmark.

Telegraphic Tran.smission of Photographs.—No. 12,746. Trans-

mitting photographs, messages, etc., by telegraphy. E. W.
Whiston.
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Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS rOk BKOISTBATIOS.
lOB— N'o. 412,700, Pholognp^c Untem. Taylor. Taylor and

rlotMon. Ltd. Sloa^tloa Strcft Works. Stoughton StrMt,
' <-u«ster. acioitific uMtnuMOt makrr;. FrbnuiA 21, 1S21.

—No. 412.7S7. Pbotognphir papcrsT Jobn AHon-Thonsa,
» .:^>-, WMt CYdm, GUmorp^n, manuUrlorrr. Fetimarj 23,

.321.

"WtTirB PHOTOOKAFBnt AJCD I>" '^ " <-HT—(Title d«*>fn.)

413.431 A pt-riodical |iubli.. '» and Son*. liul.,

ilertiord 6tr«el, 0..v-.„,rv r, i .lirt-h 15. 1921.

s'4.— No. 413.311 ' >• Thoma* llliiigworth

i ' ' •' '• .,.,. ., . .. Park Royal. WUW^Jrn
". ' 10, roariLif..ftnr»r» of photographic

MARKS PLACED OS THE EEOISTES.
Tkt fMowing mark* kmvt tarn ficetd M tk* rtfiMm:—

.1.—No 406 742. FhoiOgCapllic develop*'* in. ludr-rl ir. PlaM 1

I Haoff and On . CeMUadtaM mil beat).

>r'..r .'iTatt*. 533, Feotrtedi. near Stott^

n? i^o I'k- kU .,^...1 r,^* nL^.I..*

No. 411.548- ' -'»Ue ....
,

Cainb«rl:.

, .,a«n, N.\\ .

'ion. LoiMinn, N.H'.IO. manufaclarvra of

So. 411,552. PhnlOKraphur papan, pi

r.»...

photography,
• 'I' •fth

-'•- -'Viwa
ng-

rhie

alb«iaM

'"ng-

.Li.phk

' '-'ma.

««-.! I «a< .Ml VI •• It I |MI' a'|;r«|T'" ""'^r-p'

New Apparatus.

F

rb« Viato Full View Prta« Trimoicr. Sold by Ho«4hloa». Ltd,,
89-89. Hiik Holbora. Loodoo. W.Cl.

> Ihia nw pattern of Iriaiiniii); drak the OMr ia gi*«n (^ facility
--—

•
" '- ' -!jhi up t. -'r -..,-—^ ,-j-- « -h, taargiD

J aw*<. I he iiM4a(

rkigrii r,i^« ui oT whirii the prim :• n«-ia a^a ti<i I'lt Knife when

rla'frrm nf \hr d«k it pTt'hfd (Imm for nijlilr j xYr cot. The
\«d poei-

• ,;ht edge
«• im raued, a gianca laiicn at ifac margir ' i the print

which It to be trimmed ad, and then the straight edge replace!

by turning it down until it is secured by a snap catch. A thin

cel1ul<jid sheet, insetted between the straight edge and the surface

of the desk, f<erves to hold the print in place whilst the straight

edge is in the raised position. The trimmer thus provides a
facility which at times is of distinct service, whilst it involves

n>^ disadvantaa;e when it is not found necessary to scrutinise the
^hole marginal part .>f the print when making the cut. The
trimmer is very »olidly and substantially made and has a plat-

form of 13^ X 12 iiiohe.^. the effective width" of the cutting edge
being 12^ inchea. The desk is -sent out complete with a car-

bomndum hon« for sharp?ning the kiiif«k.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
MoKVAT, May 23.

Bowaa Park aod Dis. Phot. Soc. " Art with a little A
J. Vacy Lvla.

Olaaaow and W. of Scot, .\inateur Phot. Assoc. Excursion t-

Aberfoylr.
Sleuth Ixindffti Phot. Soc " Photugiaphy—ita Preaeut-day Im

portanve and Power." A. Dordan Pyk».

Ti-csDAY, Mat 24.
R.P.8. ScieDti6c and Technical Oroap. " Tbe Selection and Use

Iltominanta for the Studio." Leon Gaater. " Illumination
I .

I,l«im» in Cinematographv." J. "^. Elvey. " Metliods of
Ug' Johii W. P. Walsh. "A Po»ible
SUi Li;:hl." Irwin G. Prieat.

Hacltney 1 IVrtfolios by W. Selfr - ' •' E. Wood.
Manchester .\mal«nr I'hi.t. S<jc.

'"'

Pictoria 4 of a Nega-
tive." Meesrt. ("*rp«Titer, Denman. and 1

PortMoniith Camera Clab. " Car-bro." 0. S. Hopkins

Wsdkzshay, .May 25.

Croydon C.C. ' Anhitectare with a Hand Camera." W. F. Slat. 1

Till iisi.iv. M»v 26.
tOimmg Park Co. op Open Night.
Krjm and Lahy (Letcli ,.t.. etc., Soc. 1918 Compefiii'

PrinU. RI* S
SAxruiAT, Mat 28.

Bradford Phot. Soc. Excursion to Adel.
Hammeremith iHampaiiire House) Phot. .Soc Onting to the /'

CROYDON CAMER.a > n li

Laat «««4c Mr. Cavendisli Morton was to have lectured on " Shuv-

.

Shall—peara and Caaar," and doubtless would have talked about
•omalhiog aJta in his customary manner T^nfortuoately he con-

tracted ooa of tbe many aore t)iroal~ mied by etceteras.

which are being wafted around at (he |
- .«\ and was upable

to aUand.

Mr Sydney Taylar obligingly filled tha gap with an interesting

eipositioo on " Silhooettas." Beyond the fact that the finishe<I

picture can be photographed there is nothing photographic in the

simple procedure. .\ll that ia mosasary is to place the sitter in

profile cloaa to a aheet of cartridp P^P" (" Imperial " size) pinned

to a board, and employ, aa far off aa poasible, a small source of

iUomtnation, tnoh as an arc or acetylene jet, to cast a sharp shadow

an^MW^kpar. The shadow ia traoed roond with a pencil, the

paper ia rainoved, aod the dollar drawn in. Starting witit a fine

camel-hair bmah, and finishing with a broad stiff one, the space i*

•oon filled, straggling hairs being suggMted at tlto edge with a flat

hog'ahatr brush wurkrd in airy faahion towarda the centre. For 11

" black " he spuko highly of Stephens' ebony stain, mixing in the

caI's sail er a little lampblack to obtain a dead matt surface.

A moat intense black was certainly obtained which, in the opinion

of anme, adeqiutely repreaaoted the characters of the sitters. Quite

aa eoleflaining evening.

Prior to the ilart, the death of Mr. Frieaa-Greane was alluded

to with etpresaions of regret. He was a life member of the club,

and in the early 'nioeiias several demonstrations of the latest

novelties were first given at Croydon by him. Ono of the many

highly ingenioDs inventor* who navar struck oil.
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Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

At the offices of the Official Receiver the first meeting

of creditors was held of John Swaine, trading as Allan

Swaine, 24, Elm Road, Leigh-on-Sea, photographer, against whom

:i receiving order was made on the debtor's own petition on

April 9, 1921. He commenced busines.s about October, 1915, with

£80 capital. He purchased his business for £30, for which he

obtained the remainder of a three years' tenancy agreement, studio

fittings, and negatives. The landlord subsequently granted him

a lease for 14 years from June, 1920, at £52 per annum, rising

to £70. The business had gone down very considerably since

the Armistice, and the Sheriff, who had been in possession, re-

moved the whole of the stock, fittings, and furniture, although

debtor was of the opinion that the business could have been sold

as a going concern. Prior to going to Leigh-on-Sea he was

employed by a firm of wine merchants at Frome, Somerset, for

three or four years as under-manager and book-keeper. At the

same time he carried on a photographer's business at Frome for

four years doing copying, enlarging and artists' work in his spare

time. He estimated his liabilities at £900 and assets £400, and

attributed his present position to falling off in trade since the

Armistice and lack of capital. The estate was left in the hands

of the Official Receiver.

NEW COMPANIES.
Photogkaphia, Ltd.—This private company was registered on

May 7 with a capital of £5,000 in £1 shares. Objects : To acquire

the business 6f a photographer, carried on by E. H. Townson,

at 62, Cheapside, E.G., as " Photographia." The subscribers (each

with one ordinary share) are : R. H. Townson, 62, Cheapside,

E.G. 2, photographer; F. Shairman, 26, Charing Groes Road,

W.C.2, incorporated accountant. R. H. Townson is the first

director. Registered office : 62, Cheapside, E.G. 2.

Pmnokss Dubakries PoEfTHAiT Sinwos, Ltd.—This private

company was registered on May 6 with a capital of £2,000 in

£1 shares. Obiects ; To carry on the business of photographers

and photographic artists, dealers in photographic goods, apparatus,

chemicals and materials, etc. The first directors are : Mrs. Edith

Plumraer, 103, Bedford Street Sojith, Liverpool ; De Jornette

Plummer, 103, Bedford Street South, Liverpool ; A. Phillips,

25, Castle Street, Liverpool; R. R. MacConnal, 25, Castle Street,

Liverpool. Qualification : £5. Seci-etary : Miss E. M. Edwards.

Registered office : Grosvenor Buildings, Crescent Eoad, Harrogate.

AsHLEE, Ltd.—This private company was registered on May 6

with a capital of £1,000 in £1 Shares. Objects : To carry on the

business of wholesale opticians, dealers in photographic apparatus,

etc. The first directors are : J. Ashworth, Ash Bank, Riddings,

near Alfreton ; A. Lee, Rockmaye, Riddings, near Alfreton ; H. W.
Daykin, 5, King Street, Alfreton. Qualification : £1. Secretary :

A. Lee. Registered office : Market Place, Riddings, Alfreton,

Derbyshire.

News and Notes^

A WiOAN READER, who addressed a registered letter to thfe City

Sale and Exchange, 26-28, King's Road, London, S.W.3, without

however, enclosing any name and address, is asked to communi-
cate further with the firm.

Keeping Properties.—A correspondent in Bermuda, Mr. John J.

Bushell, writes mentioning an instance in his experience of re-

markably good keeping qualities of some Lumiere Violet Label
plates, imported by him several years before the war, and only

recently exposed and developed with perfectly satisfactory results.

In view of the hot damp climate of the West Indies in a large

part of each year, he considers that this is an eloquent tribute to

the keeping qualities of the plate. On quoting the batch number
to Mr. T. K. Grant, agent for the Lumiere plates in this country
we were informed that the date of manufacture was about
April. 1912.

'

Montreal Industeiai. Museum.—A descriptive booklet of the

commercial and industrial museum, 358, Lagauchetere Street East,

Montreal, for the exhibition of native Canadian products and manu-
factures, and also of those of other countries which are considered

of Canadian interest, i,« sent to us by the Director, Professor H.
Laureys. The museum is attached to the Faculty of Commerce of

Laval University, Montreal, and evidently aims to render service of

a kind which has been organised on a very large scale by the

Commercial Museums in Philadelphia. It is evident from the

booklet, that photographs are largely used in illustration of natural

products and manufactures.

Hanging the Great Unhung.—The Great Unhung of the Royal

Academy, of whom we have heard so much this year, are to be

hung at the Guildhall Art Gallery in June, the exhibition opening

on the 8th, and admission to be free. The event, if it is found

to be a success (writes a correspondent), will no doubt revive the

old-time agitation for an exhibition of the pictures rejected by
the Royal Photographic Society and the London Salon. The
original Photographic Salon of twenty-eight years ago was, it

may be reanembered, the outcome of the parent society's treatment

of regular exhibitors, and the rather conservative Academy should

take warning, as the Guildhall show may, if made an annual event,

overshadow in course of time the proper show in Piccadilly. Any-

way, the president of the Royal Academy appears to have no
fears of a serious rival, for in his letter to the Lord Mayer he says :

r-" I am sure that the Royal Academy would in no way regard

the proposal in the nature of a criticism of any section of the

.\cademy . . . rather welcoming it as an excellent oppor-

tunity for the public display of the works of those of established

reputation who are not this year represented in the exhibition of

the Royal Academy." The new show—which will remain open

for four or five weeks—^should be of particular interest to photo-

graphers, who, with others, will no doubt try to discover the

rea.sons for rejection.

Correspondence.

*»* Correspondents shovld never write on both sides of the paper.

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and

addresses of the writers are given.

*•* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

FLASHLIGHT : EXPERIENCE AND A REQUEST.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—During the summer I hope to photograph several

pageants and plays which will be put on at the College. As these

will all be delivered at nighl, and all of the dress rehearsals will

be at the same time, it will be necessary to use flashlight. All of

the plays will be presented in an outdoor setting among shrubbery

etc., and I am in doubt as to the proper procedure to pursue. If

any of the readers of the " B J." have had experience in this line

of work I would appreciate hearing of their methods through these

columns, and I am sure that the editors can find room for it.

As mentioned by a speaker at the Royal Photographic Society

at a recent lecture, I believe that we are farther advanced in the

use of flashlight than you are. There are not a few studios in

this country who are doing all of their work with flaslilight, and

its use among the home portraitist is almost universal. And nearly

every studio keeps one for use on dark days and for children.

Personally, I prefer flashlight to almost any other form of artificial

light when proper apparatus for its use is to be had. My prefer-

ence is for a portable L'abinet into which the powder is placed from

the outside without letting uut any of the smoke, and which

operates by friction ignition and also has a connection to operate

the shutter at the same time. There are many cabinets on the

market here that answer these requirements. As to the method

of igniting the powder, I have finally decided, after trying several

bags using different methods, that there is nothing superior to the

friction method. With proper care there need never be a failure

from this source, and I have made as many as two hundred flashes

without a single hold up.
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nog this form of >ppar«tus there is no InwUe from the smok*,

« it is h-

'

the bag. I have made as many m uzty
oMires. a- :tie l«g «ith<'iit amptying the bag between

'S- AUu t'.'.'- » . - ijo iucrcaae in the amoant of powder neces-

I'or the last exp-^ur"" bvcanse of the nooke onntoined within

hag.

favour the UM of tbc bag ek>K to the tabject. For boat* I

.'ly KM the light farther kway than 3 ft. from the nearest

ilder For three-quarters and full figam the light is farther

tioat 5 to 6 ft. Doe to the fact that tke entire in»ide of

.oM ia a re6ectiDg atu-faoe uid also that Um doth acta

. JJtiuer, ttk* light is very soft and pven, and little powder is

iired. I Dje a mtutard spoon to m-:<-ure out the powder, and
! that on« to two level spoonfaU >^ tufficieiit This ia about

-* tc six grains.

never found th i>h. I never

•n thr child thi, - •ti playing

' my fcspocur* bv tii. (iteMUv of il;- ih

ilasti and tlie shutter I ofUn find ' < ~li

amaw* tb« child and he aaks for atorc-

ibe coiiuert ton tr operate tlip *::irtrr ind thr t)ull> .t th^

ne make*
\s dnr\f

.rtificial light

I have foond it>

•"I have been lost

moveiMal aai imxirTecl exposure.

I Kava need flathli^hi <>.ti>viiitlv in thr «iuili<' I have

to 'i 'dy oiie

I would

with the ate of

;i I be a few others

iateresied in an •ccoani ' f their prorMfnre.—Yovrs

• r ni# t(<

r«

HoL B Ni
'' Photography.

it. Pa, IV8-A

To the Edii

•e thing

aek ami
J tu givion UK <M> altcrua! • hydro

al developer for the work l shoaM
'I with toitablc expoaarre rither^4ev«iapef» work very

at of svch plataa.

tmd good prwca* reeolta even « ' factor

>- Atoi whm bydnxiuini'nr has ' :tt hand,

what BMMt of as u> studio vrork

1 t«tDe old and tery
, decMMOta to

•>4 for Umw the pnreee yhitea 4i4 Ml warn* qaHo ap to

' lone, Ucaoae of the p'alcs not beinf adikiMtly aenaitive

vtllowneaa of the old paper and pwchaetrt.

iisly. larK-brnmalit- tx'aln «;ih a yellow acTMO, or aelf-

ita platae. wi - and I rhoae the Utter, but

•h i)i«m I met .- . . as one might expect, of

good black and while n*?ati«r» of " pTCfeea *' qtwiity,

>» fir^i-aacry cleameas in the lettcrpreaa linea and aofll

«preaent the yellowrd faaae. This tr«ablr. how
... ...me after a f»" '>•»'"»>»•>• ^.it). ^ p^rn tuda

, r. when the followtag wa .t gave— with
^..'— »»-- -ki^^L ^#1.4 ^ pasaable

'im bromnJe

10 o»».

a<|i?*<f last. «Ji(! JTXit y^ffTT rrrtmnHiring to develop.

altkins great

• been ae4;nred

'•pi froB ibe air ae much aa peaaible

waahed for a minute or two under water and placed iu a bat

of weak citric acid (30 grs. to tbe pint) for about five minute^

washed again for a few minutes, and then fixed a« usual in >

hypo-metabisnlphite hath.

In theory, I suppose the IfiO gra. of anhydrous sulphite tianml

in the bath ocmld be replaced by 330 gr*. of crystal sulphite, and

the 80 grs. of anbydri^us carbonate by 200 gra. of carbonate crystals,

bat it ia my experience that blacker images are always obtained

with the anhydrous sodas than with the crystals. Therefore, when
abaolnte blarknees is required, it is advisable to use anhydrons

aodaa, particularly the .sulphite.

Tour readers will find the above method of working invalnable

when yellowed doctmients are to be reproduMd, especially if the

negatives are printed upon gaslight paper.—Yours faithfully,

L. T. Wwns.

M.\I».\.M ^t.\i'.\UK> i.ti TUBE.
To the Editor*.

Gentlemen,—Thia ought to put a few "wigs on the greun."

Purely these ferocious whiskered individusis' are not taking tht.-

,• down, .\ccording to tbe lady and the " Daily Chronicle.

J
ography is not a man's job. Indeed ' There have been manx

]obe in tbe profeeainn that women could not do. In the old wet

plate days 1 had to go seven miles with darkroom tent, silver

bath, coll.idiim. iron developer, water tank. " and all " to phot.

graph some buildinga for a law auit Starting at 4 a.m., I arrived

al 6.30, and took six 15 x 12 negatives and developed them on tbe

spot and back again by 10 o'clock, then sensitised, albnminiacd

paper, and printed, tmied, fixed, washed and mounted them and

delivered one of each by 1 o'clock, thus earning aix guineas in

halfa-day Could a woman have done>that? I think not.

Tbe yarn about the Kuut looking like a " silly ass " reada fike

a joke from •• The Passing Show." The removing of several

rbins. and slicing of waists, and ankles, does not appeal to me. I

sbouM waul pure and good reanlU in tbe negatives obtained i>>

the -•^•'

N i.en to wear whiskers (this by doctor's orders), and

I d, rockius, bnt, on the contrary-, quit« genial and benign.

A a child was brongbt to the studio to sit, snd tlu'

mno '- <bild (pointing to me) : " Who is this, baby*

1%- and «id " Owaiipa, "
I laughed, and we ware

al l,..i.M 'I I got good pietores, (Re mere man's letter.)

I don't u the mentality of the foremost photographer who

keeps a»a> ir">.. tlie children and works behind a woman. When

I waa in business in London one of my advertising " slogans

"

was " perfe<t niclures of cbildreo," •<• ' -'"Mren were brotight

for miles around to " The Children's 1' r." I got pretty

pcaea. drew out ezpreasioo with a wondviiui iv-.iection of mechani

,cal t<>ys. and got exceedingly satiafactory pictures, and " all done

'in and no lady assistant. The IsU John Besttie, of

•

pi,( ,,!_ wilb whom I was m a youth to learn the art,

was a UoT thinker and writer, and an expert operator with

childfvo, and made his name famous in the West of England, and

he wore whijcers I don't agree that women are cleverer thaji

men with children : my long experiesce is Offointl it.

The phoiog' '
' •^»'''» ^*'^ f™™ '*>* "*'• '"** finding hit

vooan folk I <>a during his absence still allowed them

fo do ii, ia quite lii > I'forintic of the resalt of the Great War. It

altered men's ontl.-k ,ind feeling*, and in many caaee caused in

thf * <Tr'"'- for work. I would sdvise the men to stick to it

and not be c»st down by ibta scare abotit photography not being

a man's job, but to st«dy it and make it their hobby, and dnring

the slack tune pat their house in order and be ready for tho

revival of trad*.

Madam Yevonde'a remarks about photography languishing and

near but for women, and Miss Dora Head's remark. " It

M - . descend to the level of the sitter,'' is high falutin

tolk Most practical photographera (1 take it) have personality,

tact patience, intuition, a quick brain: anyway, I have all theee

aysell, plus technique in posing, lighting, developing, sod artut^

"*l"hl'w se*n some examples of the ladies' work and I shoold U
inclined to rule as ' out of ootirt " on the principle of handsome
tnciinea w fu.b .. ^^^^ .,

^j, ,,^ ^

ts that handsome does. »h«r nght to fsi"
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tone of voice." To suggest that men photographers are very gmall

beer, and Uiat it is really surprising tliat we remain in the pro-

fession—" This is, I think, the limit," so I protest against this

attitude. If women come into the business, they should come in

with a spirit of comradeship and fair play, and not as opponents
with an ardent desire to push us off the earth. Well, we are not

taking our marching orders from the ladies, knowing as we do
that all the progress made through all the years in our wonderful
aj-t has been achieved by men, to name a few at random, Daguerre,
Niepce, Fox Talbot, Sayce, Bolton, Archer, Swan, Poitevin, Wood-
bury, Pouncy, Abney Muybridge and our much lamented friend

Friese Greene.

Why, sir, the men have it hands down

!

35 Years a Pbofbssional Photographer.

LEXS APERTURE AND DEPTH.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In the article in your issue of May 6, 1921, entitled
Speed Limits," you state :—
" It is only very rarely that a lens with a focal-length of over

6 in. can be satisfactorily used at an aperture wider than sav
//5.6."

We quite understand, from what follows, that you wish your
readers to be clear that depth of focus decreases as aperture
increases, but we fear the sentence we have (juoted is a little
misleading.

Professional photographers, who do the highest class of artistic
work, would get on badly even with the fastest plates if limited to
lenses vrith apertures not exceeding //5.6. We readily admit that
the larger the aperture of a lens the greater the care and skill
required to use it, but such lenses, especially when fitted with
diffusion adjustment, are capable of producing the most beautiful
results that cannot be obtained with smaller aperture lenses or in
any other way.—Yours faithfully.

per pro Taylor, Taylor and Hobson, Ltd.,

W. B Appleton,

Director

Answers to Correspondents.
*•——

/n actOTdance with out present practice a relatively tnuill apace %t

allotted in each issue to replieg to correapcmdents.

We vnll answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed
for reply: S-cent Intematiorud Coupon, from readers abroad.

ijueries to be answered in the FrtdmTs " Journal " must reach ut
not later than Tuesday {posted Monday]^ and should be addressed
to the Editors.

F. R.—It is legal for you to trade under a fancy name so long as
you regisfceir the business with the Registrar of Bu.siness Names,
39, Russell Square, W.C.I, at the cost of 10s.

M. D.—The mask need not be in contact with the plate, but can
be fixed in the back frame of the camera, as close as possible to
tlie rear side of this frame, so as to leave the minimum distance
between the mask and the plate.

';. H.—The minimum length which is possible for average work
111 a studio is IS ft., but that is really too short. You can best
judge of what the length should be for different classes of work
from the table, p. 544 of the current " Almanac."

•^- .W- — We are afraid nothing can be done with a nega-
tive which has become stained in process of mercury intensifi-
cation. DsuaUy the best that can be made of such a bad job
16 to make the best enlargeonent possible and to work out the
markings by hand, that ia to sav if they are of such a kind
as to permit of this being done.

^"^^ -^—^^ *•'» refl«x Js a really good one and in first-rate working
order you need not have any qualms about being able to make
a success of your first job with it, for a reflex is one of the
easiest cameras to use. We are sorry we cannot ascertain the

makers of the Flora dish. We remember it, but we think it

has been off the market for some years past.

T. R.—So long as the distance between the frame and the back
sight is approximately equal to the equivalent focal length of

the lene, it is not neoeasary that the frame should be vertical

over the centre of the lens. Also, the only other condition

for the fixing of the two parts of the finder is that the sight

should lie in the horizontal line passing through the centre of

the frame. Snoh a finder gives quite misleading results if the

front frame remains fixed when the lens is raised or lowered

with reference to the plate.

T. W. E.—^A 2B portrait lens would require to be considerably

stopped down to define a full-length cabinet, and at full aperture

would have no more depth than an anastigmat of the same
F number. It may be that you are working with too great a

distance between the sitter and the lamps. WitE "the f/S.8 Beck
lens you should be able to give shorter exposures than 3 seconds.

If you care to send measurements of the distance and height of

lamps with relation to the position of the aitter, we might suggest

some means of shortening the exposure.

S. C.— (1) As regards mercury in bromide toning, we would refer

you to the report of the lecture by Mr. H. W. Bennett, which

appeared in otir issue of January 14 last, page 26. (2) The
Watkins factor is affected by variation in the strength of the

pyro, but for a given strength of pyro we do not think there is

much variation in the factor by increasing or reducing to a rela-

tively small extent the amount of the alkali. Naturally, with a
lesser amount of alkali the time of development is increased, and it

doesn't require much reduction to make development very much
longer.

G. D.—Referring to the formula page 179 of our issue of March 25,

you could certainly add more sulphite, though we do not think

it would serve any useful purpose to do so, and perhaps you
could use somewhat less caustic soda. The 6 ozs. and i oz. are,

of course, by weight. Carbonate of soda can be used instead of

caustic soda, but an much larger proportion. We certainly think

that for the development of motion-picture film a formula made
up with carbonate is better than one with caustic, especially in

your hot climate, since the caustic has a softening effect on the

emulsion. A very suitable formula for both negative and posi-

tive film, and one which is largely used here in the cinemato-

graph trade, is as follows:

—

Metol 3 ozs.

Hydroquinone 1 lb.

Potass, metabisulphite 2 ozs.

Citric acid 2 ozs.

Potass, bromide .- i oz.

Soda sulphite crj'st 4 lbs.

Soda carbonate cryst 2 lbs.

Water 65 pints.
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reproduced in periodicals approved by the Salon com-

mittee, the usual reproduction fee being paid to the

exhibitor.
,tt * *

At-Home There is a wide field, as yet little

Photoeraphy. worked, in the photography, inside and

out, of private dwellings. From time to time a photo-

grapher gets a commission to make a series of views of

!i house of which the owner is proud, but from the

domestic or sentimental point of view very little is being

done. This is probably from the idea that only large

-

sized pictures are to be had, and that consequently an

album of one's home is a costly luxury. We have just

seen an album of half-plate prints, which suggested that

a ver\' profitable side line might be created in many
" select residential neighbourhoods." Man is an

imitative animal (woman has also a word), and once the

fiishion is started it is likely to spread. Six, eight or

twelve prints, according to the possibilities of the subject,

in a portfolio or simple album would be a suitable arrange-

ment. Comparatively few professional photographers

touch the Autochrome or other screen-plate processes,

and these might well supplement other home-pictures

where paterfamilias is an enthusiastic gardener. The
claims of a rose garden with its pillars and pergolas and

the herbaceous border are undeniable when a good

specimen is shown.
* * *

FlashliKHt There are some youngsters who defy
for Babies. all attempts at daylight working, and
for these a rapidly-burning flashlight is extremely useful,

since a fully-exposed negative can be "obtained in a
twentieth of a second or even less. It might be feared

that the flash would alarm the baby, but we are assured
by an experienced worker that this is not the case. The
best arrangement, and one that is common in America,
is to have the lens shutter and the flash lamp operated
simultaneously by electricity, in which case the exposure
may be made in bright daylight, with the effect of making
the flash less noticeable. Only' a few grains of powder
are needed for a single figure, and if a suitable flash bag
be used there is no trouble with the smoke. We heard
lat-ely of a large family group with more than a dozen
grandchildren in it, many of whom were very young,
which was successfully secured in this way, a job at which
the stoutest might quail if it had to be done indoors by
daylight. " At home " child portraiture should be quite
a simple matter if worked upon these lines, and the child
being in familiar surroundings would probably behave
bett-er than in a strange place.

* * *

Daylight A great boon to those who have to
Glass. colour or even to finish in monochrome
has been introduced by Messrs. Chance Bros, under the
name of "daylight glass." This, while practically colour-
less, corrects the light of half-watt or other metallic
filament lamps to such an extent that work executed by
it will stand the test of examination by daylight. For
many years engravers and retouchers have' used blue-
tinted glasses when working by artificial light, but these
are useless for coloured work. With the new glass there
is a slight apparent reduction of brightness in the light,
which is, of course, due to the fact that the yellow rays,
which are in excess in nearly all artificial lights, except
the electric arc, are intercepted, and at is these rays
which are strongest in their visual qualities. Outside
photography the new glass should be of great value for
the illumination of picture galleries, colour printing
works, drapers' shops, and in all mdustries in which

colours have to be handled by artificial light. We have
not tried the experiment, but it is possible that goggles-

fitted with it might answer the same purpose as screens
near the source of light.

AIDS TO FOCUSSING.
The number of photographers who go through life without
using a focussing magnifier is certainly very large, and
still more certainly it is larger than it ought t?> be. For
the focussing magnifier, which is ordinarily a Ramsdeni
telescope eyepiece mounted so that it can be adjust^-d

to any particular vision, and clamped in that position

by means of a screw collar, is a very valuable as well

as simple and inexpensive piece of apparatus. For
special work a more powerful instrument may be needed,
and can be improvised in various ways. The possessiT

of an ordinary terrestrial telescope has one almost ready
to his hand in the compound eyepiece, consisting of the
Eamsden eyepiece, plus the erector, which can readily

be converted into a focussing microscope with the half

of an adapter mount. A prism monocular, with a low-

power microscope objective, set in an adjustable outer
tube, substituted for the object glass, makes a very
efficient high-power magnifier for special purposes. But
for ordinary work a magnifier which enlarges the grain

of the screen to a disagreeable extent is a nuisance rather
than a convenience, and for any but the specialist the
magnifier of commerce, preferably of the larger size,

meets all requirements.
Apart from focussing, the magnifier is a useful little

tool, as it enables negatives to be examined far more
critically than they can be with an ordinary single lens,

and if such examinations were made more frequently

a good many disappointments in regard to enlargement®
would be avoided, and a good many misconceptions on
the subject of, more especially, marginal definition

removed. Also, of course, a magnifier is essential for

aerial focussing with a plain glass focussing screen, as
used in photo-micrography, or with the microscope cover-

glass cemented to the ordinary ground screen, which
some workers in this branch and in telephotography
consider a useful compi-omise. As a matter of fact,

anyone who is called upon at times to photograph very
dark interiors will find his chances of success improved
if he carries an alternative plain glass screen and a

focussing magnifier.

But it is more especially in everyday work w^ith the
everyday ground screen that the almost habitual employ-
ment of t;he magnifier is to be recommended in eases
v^here good definition at one point or another of the
picture is desired. Many people have very loose notions
as to what good definition really is, and many more do
not realise that their eyesight is not good enough to

enable them to say ^\•ith certainty that such and such a

part of the image which, as seen upon the focussing
screen, they imagine to be well defined, will appear really

sharp in the resulting negative. Here the focussing
magnifier steps in and does all that is wanted with perfect

precision, and without causing any delay or trouble worth
mentioning. It is, of course, necessai-y that the magnifier
should be adjusted to the worker's eyesight and to the
thickness of the focussing screen in use. But the adjust-

ment only takes a minute or two, a pencil mark on the
ground side of the screen being carefully focussed through
the glass with the magnifier pressed flat against the
latter, and, when the requisite degree of sharpness has
been obtained, the clamping collar is tightened. The
instrument then remains permanently in adjustment for

that particular operator and that particular screen. To
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exposing the plate. For those who cannot or will not
focus aerially it i> a great help to smear the ground glass
of the screen with a little animal fat or with lanoline, as
sold in tubes for toilet purposes.

^
Among aids to focussing the focussing hood or

" chamber " must be noticed, and, judging from the
number of high-class portable cameras fitted with these
contrivances, they enjoy considerable popularity among
amateurs. They cannot be said to preclude the use of
(; focussing magnifier, as one specially made for hooded
cameras is available. But it is necessarily not so efficient
as the Ramsden eyepiece type, and for all serious
purposes the latter, in combination with the homely
focussing clotli—as a matter of practice it is generally
used without it, unless the surrounding light is over-
powering—is greatly preferable. As to focussing cloths,
il is somewhat late in the day to attempt sugg*».-<tions
for the mixlification of this time-honoured article of equip-

Hut outdiX)r photographers would do well to
. le themselves with waterproof cloths, which !\re not

gniy useful for focussing and protecting the camera on
rainy days, but may also be the means of saving the
operator during an interval of repose from a ba.1 fttta4'k

of rheumatism or worse. It is not a bad plan to Imvp
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,

it can be used over and again for either platea or pap><r (with-

out rancli loaa in enor^y) to a far greater extent than any
other I know of. there ia a perfect immunity from Atain on
pifttttf papers, dishes or fingera; oJao. it ia ao yery stable that

I have developed with 6 oca. of the mixed solution half n

doaea plataa SI by 6; expoaed upon interiors, the last nega-

ttre being eqtuil to the first in every respect. Its ener^ is

greater than the majority of developers now in use.

and consequently a shortened exposure is necessary. Tho
neeatire ia fre« from colour, has a long scale of gr»da.tion

«itli great transparency, yet if desired the density of that

by pyro. can be easily produced. It does not i.ii-i-

-al fog, and for that reaw>n more than } grain <>•'

potasa bmmidn to the ounce is unnecessary; in foot, I ). «"

developed grossly under-exposed rapid plates without a ti.i''^

of hromide, rnisini: the t<«nperature of the solution to 70 deg.

Pah- with excellent rrauKa.

For portraiture it cannot fail to find favour; the rocluc-
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tion of exposure is an important consideration alone, but its

other characteristics make it valuable for portrait work.

For bromide prints and enlargements it is equal to the best

developers, and possesses other points of decided merit not

found in any other single developing solution with which we

are familiar.

For gaslight papers it removes the one great anxiety, viz.,

the liability of staining; with the papers I have used 1 have

found that it gives a longer scale with an excellent range of

tones, by direct development with a suitable exposure warm

black to a true sepia colour is obtained.

I have given but a brief sketch of its characteristics, but

sufficient, I think, to stimulate the interest of others to inves-

tigate for themselves.

Recently I had the pleasure of conducting some experiments

upon high-speed photography in conjunction with Dr. Adolph©

Abrahams, O.B.E., B.Sc., etc., and cannot do better than to

give his opinion in his own words:—
" I was much interested in Mr. Gear's investigation of a

new developing agent, and, at his invitation, gladly co-operated

with him in examining its properties with special reference

to minimum exposures, the familiar concomitant of high-speid

work. The exposures, some five and twenty or so in number,

varied between ' 1/400 ' sec. and ' 1/800 ' sec. Whilst a

fair proportion was ccmparatively well exposed, at least 26 per

cent, suffered intentionally from gross under-exposure. The
developer was slightly modified to deal with the latter, the

bromide being omitted. I was very favourably impressed

with the results. The developer appears to me to combine
all the advantages of an ideal reducing agent; the velocity of

development is high, development is rapidly conducted, and
gradation is well n;aintained. Hitherto I have pinned my
faith to a dilute solution of pyrogallic acid in which com-

paratively protracted development is necessary with the cor-

responding disadvantages of tediousness and of the unavoid-

able staining of the film. But it seems to me that equally

good results may be obtained by the use of this new reagent

in concentrated form with a short period of development

and mo.st acceptably clean negatives. I intend to experiment

at some future date with admittedly under-exposed platos.

varying the temperature of the solution and the degree ot

concentration, although I Icnow that Mr. Gear is all in favour

of concentrated developer and comparatively brief develop-

ment for such exposures. But the observations I have already

made with Mr. Gear enable me to unhesitatingly acclaim it

afi of very high value for the type of work in which I am par-

ticularly interested."

The formula recommended is:—
A.

D.50 concentrated solution 240 minims.

Water to mako 10 ozs.

B.

Sodium sulphite, cryst 400 grains.

Sodium carbonate, cryst 250 grains.

Potassium bromide 5 grains

Water to make 10 ozs.

For use take equal parts.

I have found in practice that the above can be made up
in one solution, and have .used it repeatedly for a week quite

satisfactorily, certainly there was a slight reduction in it.s

energy towards the latter part of the week; however, with a

slightly prolonged development there was no disadvantage. T

took the precaution of rinsing the sodium sulphite crystals

before dissolving them.

JoHK H. Geae, Hon. F.R.P.S.

A PRACTICAL METHOD OF COPYING.

With many photographers the making of a copy negative is

largely a matter of hit-or-miss guess work, and it is a common
thing to find both photographers and customers who believe

that a copy must of necessity be inferior to the original.

This is due to the fact that often no system, either

scientific or practical, is used in copying. In workshops and
studios where such system is adopted it is generally possible

to obtain results quite equal, and often superior, to the

originals. In my experience I ha.ve known only two places

where a system was practised ; one of these systems I worked
out some two years ago, and having proved its use I propose

to describe it for the benefit of practical, workers who may
be attracted by the possibilities of a simple method of dealing

with batches of mixed copying.

The principal considerations are the camera, the lens, the

easel, the plate or film, and the light. Almost any camera
with a fair extension will serve for copying, but the types

that are specially built for this work offer many advantages.

A copying camera need not, however, he built by a camera
maker, the adaptation of a strong field camera being quite

within the power of the average photographic handy man.
The main thing is a rigid, level board of 5 or 6-feet length,

ribbed on the underside to prevent warping with time and
use. Cleats or grooves are required on the top to enable the

camera to slide along in a straight line and to keep it per-

manently at right angles to the easel. Swing back, rising

front and swing front are very seldom of use in copying, and
can be readily dispensed with to simplify matters. If they
are retained the movable parts should be marked at the
normal positions, so that errors due to want of squareness or

perpendicularity in the camera do not occur.

Anastigmats are the best lenses for all-round copying.
There is no ideal focal length for general use, though 6^ 7.

or 8-inch will be found to cover most work comfortably. I

have used for some time a Cooke of 8-inches, supplemented
by a wide angle lens of 4^, and I find that on a 6-feet board
I can cope with a very large variety of work, including the

reduction of 3-feet drawings to lantern slides. With wide
angle lenses there is a risk of illuminating more than the
plate, the exti-aneous light being reflected from the bellows

and causing fog. This can easily be prevented, however, by
the use of a mask in front of the lens.

The easel is best built to the base board, and, if made in

two parts, much trouble in squaring up and centering will

be avoided. The easel stand can be formed of a piece of thick
plank, slotted half-way down its length, and fixed firmly at

one end of the base board. The easel board must be smooth
and flat. A drawing board answers well for this purpose. A
bolt is put through the centre and the head sunk level with
the surface of the board. A large washer and nut on the
bolt will allow the board to be clamped in any position on
the easel stand, and if a wing nut can be obtained, raising,

lowering and tilting are very rapidly done. The bolt should
be firmly fixed in the board to prevent turning, and eventually
wearing through. A coat of dead black will improve the

board photographically.

Some studios use the same plate for copying as is stocked

for portraiture. Others stock a very slow plate specially for

copying work. Neither of these methods is ideal. Copies

vary like amateur negatives, and bo one would print an assort-

ment of negatives all on one grade of paper if the best results

were required. To obtain a rich negative on a, fast plate,
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and from a flat copj. is next to impossible, an<l to obtain a

-oft result on a slow plate antl from a chalky picture is no
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is correct for yesterday to be wrong to-morrow. Municipal
electric current, for example, is not always at the same pres-

sure, though civic authorities may differ on th© point. For
my pur[>ose, though, I consider the light as a constant, and
also tho lens aperture, which I keep fixed. (One point less

than full aperture is quite all right with any good anastigmat.)
Changes in value, due to changing bellows extension, are
covered hy a simple factor, which at the same time allows for

change in intensity of light due to changed distance of camera
from <>opy. The ex[)osures are calculat^^d from a standard
one, which must first lie de<*ide<l by experiment. This standard
may fluctuato with new batches of plates and ageing lamps.
It is thi' exposure neces.sary to get the best possible negative

from a goo<l average black and white print on a rapid plate,

the copy being the same sixe as the original. The formula for

copies not answering to the standard description is:

FL
SE

SFI
X CX' X {!, where SE is the .standard exposure,

FL the ftical length. SFL the standard focal length (twice the

ordinary or principal focal length of the lens). CC the class

of copy, and G the grade of plate. The result of the expres-

sion is multiplied in the case of larger than same sise copies

by •tfH, and, when reducing, by 3/.5. In other words, when
KIj is great^T than SKL. maltiply by '5.i."<. and when SFL is

the greater multiply liy 3,'.5. The clas.s<>s of copies are valued

as follt>»<.: -- Light , 'J H ; normal, 1; dark. I^; very dark, 2.

The ordinary plates, tliu commercial film and the rapid plates

are as 2, 1^, and 1 in relative slowness.
'

An actual example will explain the working of the system

better. Three negatives were required from a small print,

one aame tise, one to fill a half-plate, and one for a locket.

As the print was a normal one, ami an ordinary plate was to

b<' u«m), the exptjsure was twice the standard. The SE at

the time was 9l se<ii., so 1 minute was given. The formula

ftw the second negative waa SO X -g=, X -. X ^ X by the fac-

torial fraction. The leiu being an 8.inch one,

aofl FL in tfcia caae waa 22. therefore we get 30

&

SFL
22

" re

y -, which equ«b 177
3

was 16

I

X -,
X

The

thilrl gave the fotrnubi 30, x 2 X - which
6

plan by »

' k.>|^l HUH

• first negative
.If a factor that

This exponiire waa given.

I

\>< '
I

I. This exposure was given.

for the same length of time
.'liiig negatives were identical in density

I i.hould say b^r* that the factors - and - are purely

empirical, and for FL's of only slight disparity with the SV\.

they are high. When the difference between the FL and the
."> 4 . .

HFI. is not more than 1 in 12, a factor of- or - will give a

mor* accurftte result.

In recording the fix-al length, no great accuracy is ne. .;-

sary. If nr- mr-k ,.tit the bellows sufficiently to focus a cipy
same lal to twice the principal focal lengtji

ran I.' i ront and back panels of thi- camera.
-WM#^11 future measurements can l>e taken from the two
rnariu. In the ca.sp .if a projecting lens, or one havhig its

node in front, a sufficient distance will not be obtainable

between the panels of the camera. This can be got over by

fixing a small slip of thin wood to the side of the front in

such a way that it projects out forwards. The front mark
can be mad* on this flip.

SpeciaJ cslcolations for changing light-intensity are not

necessary if the light-box is uiied in a fixed position with
-' 1 • •' .1 With large copies which necessitate a

light-box, in order to get even illuminn-

...... .. ... .. -..i........i exposure must be found. Orthochromatir

and panchromatic plates used with screens are best treated

at individual case* unless a number of similar originAls are
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being oopied with the same screen and platee, in which ca.sc,

provided the standard exposure for such screen and plate is

known, the system can be used with confidence.

Anj' developer and any development system that is under-
Bt«o<l can be used for copy negatives. In fact, this class of
negative is about the oasiest to develop. I have recently
been experimenting with a compound of amidol and pyrb,
which I find give.s all the advantages of both agents, and is

exceptionally good for avoiding empty or clogged negatives
if development is done by junior assistants. Negatives
developed with this mixture are invariably of very good
printing quality, even if deliberately under- or over-expo.sed.
I have been unable so far to find a way of compounding the
formula easily or so that it will keep. For those who are
interested, I give below the best formula I have so far
obtained. This will keep for a few days, but loses speed
with age. The factor is, however, the same while the solu-
tion is good. For dish work the developer can be u.sed

repeatedly, without any difference being noticed in the quality
of succeeding negatives. The formula is:—

Water
Potass metabisulphate
Soda sulphite
Amidol
Pyro
Potass bromide

Water
Soda hydrate...

Water to 40 ozs.

20 ozs.

10 grs.

1 oz. 6 drs.

50 grs.

20 grs.

10 grs.

10 ozs.

10 grs.

When the fir.st solution is made the caustic is dissolved
separately, and the .solution added slowly to the first. Both
solutions should be quite clear before mixing. Any dis-
colouration in either appears to indicate instability; the
greater the discolouration the quicker the developer goes off.

I find that with the undiluted solution, at 65 deg. F., develop-
ment of 4 minutes is correct for most plates. Thekmit.

STAINS ON NEGATIVES AND PRINTS.

(Concluded fro-m page 296.)

It is possible to remove almost any coloured stain from a
negative or print in a similar manner by a suitable choice of
filters provided the stain in question is not muddy as if it

were mixed with a black medium. It is simply necessary to
choose a filter such that on viewing the stain through the
filter, the stain becomes invisible. Thus, a red filler should
be used for a red stain and so on, taking care to use a pan-
chromatic plate, which is sensitive to all colours. In the case
of a blue black ink stain a blue filter will cut out only the
blue. It is better to remove such stains by chemical means.
Although most photographic stains are objectionable, a

developer stain image which is formed in situ along with the
silver imago during development, as explained above, is often
of great value because it is capably of producing a print just
in the same way that a print is produced by a silver image.
I'hotographic papers are usually sensitive to blue light only
which is strongly absorbed by a yellow stain, which therefore
behaves photographically like a black image. Figs. 1 and 2
illustrate this point. Fig. 1 is a print from a pyro-stained
negative. This negative was then placed in Farmer's reducer
until all the silver was removed leaving a yellow stain image.
Fig. 2 is a copy of a print made from this stain.
Of course, pyro is not the only developer which will give a

stain image. Developers such as hydroquinone, or oxyisooar-

Fig. 1.

bostyril, give warm brown and reddish oxidation products, and
these can be utilized in obtaining warm tones by direct
development.
The oxidation products of a developer like monomethyl

paramidophenol sulphate (Elon) are powerful fogging agents
so that if it is attempted to produce a stain image with such a
developer so much general fog, and therefore general stain,
is formed that the stain image is entirely hidden.

Fig. J

The printing value of a stain image explains why an
apparently weak-looking pyro negative will give good prints
on-a soft printing paper. This is because the stain which
appears transparent and weak to the eye is really opaque
photographically.

So far as it has been possible to determine, a pyro stain
image merely intensifies the black silver image and does not
otherwise alter the photographic quality, so that usually the
same result in printing can be obtained by prolonging develop-
ment of the negative, which result can also be attained by
intensification.

The question is often asked, therefore, as to whether it is

betJi^r to develop for a longer time in a non-staining developer
like metol hydroquinone or for a shorter time in a staining
pyro developer. If it is desirable to always duplicate results
as in the case of developing motion picture film in a deep
tank, a non-staining developer is desirable, because under
these conditions it is impossible to duplicate results with a
staining developer as explained below.

It is practically impossible to obtain a stain image which is

free from general stain and vice versd. The proportion of

general stain to image stain depends on the following factors :

—

1. The quantity of sulphite or preservative in the developer.
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The gre»t«r the quantity of sulphite present, the leas is. the

nain produced and tite rtrsd.

If the developer ia old it rapidly becomee highly coloured

and then produces general stain with little or no ulver or

<tain image, l)ccause the develoi><r haa been largely converted

to oxidation products vhich will not develop an image.

2. The time of rinsing t>etiw«vn developing and fixing. A
I.. I!;; rinse permit* further oaridatiun al the developer by the

' \ . :;>'n disMlvcd in the wadi wat-r and this produces general

stitin.

:). The nature of the fixing bath. Sinee sulphite or bisul-

;
)'. to bleachcA out stain and prevents oxtdation of the

• ;.a>-lf>{>«r. «a aiid fixing bath. t)i*'rffore, destroys both general

>taiu and the stain ima|i;(>. H>'n<^>, in order to produce the

ma\iniiir;i amount of Main itiia^>-. use a freah developer, rinse

>ping and fixing, and fix in a Urge

; ^cd fresh will give a good
ral st«in :—
Mrtrif. .{minlitpoit.

5 gms. 76 gr*.

2.0 gms. 40 gra.

10 gms. ISO gra.

3 Ktres M oss.

for 8 minat«s At AS deg. P.. rinse and fix in a plain

h.

• >..' .I'-ore reaiM>n« explain why it ia impoaaible to produce

pyro stain with prwiiion on a practieal scale such a* in deep— '- - -k. As the developer becomes older the proportion of

ftain to stain image change*, which in turn change*

trif >|iiaiity of the nef^ativc.

If a negative is stained too itroDgly, the stain may be

reduced by first remoring it entirr-ly by blrachine in a perman-

ganate-chloride bath as dbove, aixl instead of developing in a

use a mildly staining pyro dereioper.

giTM more ganeral stain, how«iwr, in

1 lu ilic itain imago than if tke original •malaion

. developed with the staining imtltoftr in the first

place.

2. Y'IfotP Silpfr iSf'ii*.— Another form of yeilov stain is due

•a t>i» film after fixing and wash

iptish silver stain from oxidation

«(ain l>y <>. though it ia usually leas trans-

parent a i rty yetlov cokrar. Like oxidation

tain It ' "F general and may bo duo to one

or more . .urs • -

1. The use »i an ol<'. •:

an excese of -ih^r in •

ciently * mmum oHot drying.

Tii^. •"< ly ekangsd to yoUow
To prorsnt Neh stains,

:'mh add fixing solntion.

2. with a new fixing

l..tl tfi«» fiTini/ 1)nt)i tiio

IMe oompoand to a moro

n.iiur.K- •loiiMi- iM' ' and sodium, which is

readily washed out ' If, therefore, the film

IS rf-moved from th«> nxirig "uti " ^^ ''
" "-— m has

diMtppeared. whifh i» the first ooged

'i.-ocasary to r**iii<>vo tin* rcistivi-iv insoluble

normally some will remain in the film and

ti,;^ ,:i I •> changed to silver solphide by the action

,,i till- s .
! hydrogen in the air. .\ny undisMlvod

.^.U.'r Imlidu Mill en exposure Ut light be changed to photo-

)iali<l.>.

[)„' i.nlv >afo rule is to leavi- all prints and negatives in

tli» tixiri)^ K.uh for double the timo nscrasary for the milki-

11.^-. t'> 'l:<.i(>pear and then wa^>h thoroaghly. Very minute

trill. • "t NiU.r Wt in tlie film ran bo detoctod by the sweet

nrtM (III tasting a comor of the film.

3. If the film is not completely immersed in the fixing bath
it may appear to be completely fixed, though in spots it may
only be fixed as far as the first stage, with the result that
on exposure to the air and light yellow stains appear.

4. .\ common cause of silver stain when handling roll film

is developing and fixing with two lengths of film placed back
to back. Although this may save space, it is false economy,
because it is impossible to «-ash the backs of the films which
stick together. The result is that hypo containing silver i.'s

left in the gelatine backing which turns to silver sulpliido

oo exposure to air, so that while the emulsion side of the
film is clear the gelatine backing is staint^.

Hrmoval of Yelloxp Siher Stain.—Silver stain cannot be
removed by bleaching and redeveloping, as in the case of

oxidation stain, because this has simply the effect of convert-

ing the yellow silver sulphide to silver chloride, and then t<»

silver so that the yellaiw stain is changed to a black stain

of metallic silver. ,

There is no way of always completely remoring silver st«kin,

though the following methoda are frequently successful :
—

1. After thoroughly washiog to reiiiovo any hypo, bathe
the film in a 1 per cent, solution uf potassium cyanide.

Retnember that cyanide ia a deadly iMiison, and a solution in

water einit« fumes of poiaoooua hydrocyanic acid, so that it

should be used only in a weU ventilated room. The cyanide
will disaolfe any silver thiosulphato present and some silver

sulphide, though in timo it dissolves tIte silver imago so that

the film should be removed from the bath and thoroughly

washed as soon as any signs of rc«lurtion of the image ap|>enr.

In the case of an old negative treatment with a weeic solu-

tion of acid permanganate, washing, and then immersing in

the cyanide will often remove obstinate stains.

2. Copying the negative or print through a G filter as

described above will reduce, birt not always remove silver stain

completely.

To anmmariae. .\ yellow stain may consist of one or moro
of tho following substances, silver sulphide, silver thiosul-

phato, silver halide or photo-halido together with oxidation

products of tho developer. If it is decided to attt>mpt its

removal first make a copy through a suitable filter in case the

plkDtograph is ruined in the subsequent treatment. Then
find out by a preliminary teat the exact Aature of the stain.

Thu 1* done by cutting a narrow strip from the edge of the

film, waabing and hieuching and retleveloping as'aboTO. If

the stain is entirely removed and is not replaced by a bla<-k

d(.p<Kit, the stain is pure oxidation stain and tlie entire nega-

tiro may be treated in this way. If the stuin is only partially

mnoTcd, treat the narrow strip with cyanide as for the removal

of silver stain, wash well, and if a transjiarent yellow stain

remains treat this as for oxidation stain. Tho degree of

occeaa in removing the stains from tlie narrow strip will serve

M a gnide to the procedure necessary for the rest of tha

negative.

Tello'wInh'Brown Stains.

Theae are twually caused by contact with iron or iron rust.

"i» case of motion picture film if the iron film reel on

the film is usually wound is rusty the rust is scrB|K>d

. nH and settles between tho convolutions

,,; li,. stain. The stain may bo identified by

r'M't"g s drop of u 50 I'cr cent, solution of nitric acid on

the stain and then adding a drop of ammonium thioc\-«naU»

A deep red coloration indicate* the presence of iron.

The stains are usually removed by bleaching and redevelop-

ing as when roinoving develop<T stain.

Brown Scum.
This occnra in deep tank development when developing

roll film or motion picture film. If the develofier does not

contain enough pre««Tvative, a layer of in.soluble oxidation

product of the developer forms as a scum on the surface, and

this is picked up by the film.

The stum forms "most readily on the surface of the fix'ng

bath if it is allowed to stand for any length of time, for

inaianoe, over week end. When thia is exhausted and con-

B
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tains an oxcoss of silvor salts, the sulphuretted hydrogen in

the air reacts with the silver thiosulphate at the surface

of the liquid forming silver sulphide which floats as a scum.

Tliis is picked up when the film is immersed in or withdrawn
from the solution.

The scum has a peculiar appearance under the microscope

and is characterised bv a series of cracks or fissures which

Fig. 3.

are formed when the scum is broken up on immersion of the
film in the tank. Fig. 3 shows an enlargement of such a
scum in which the cracks or fissures are very pronounced.

Green Stain.

This is another term for diohroic fog which appears as a
yellowish green and sometimes reddish metallic sheen by
reflected light or when looking at tlie film and pink by trans-

mitted light or when looking through the film against a
source of light. In view of this dual character it is called

dichroic or two-coloured fog.

When examined under the ultra microscope the fog is seen
to consist of ultra-microscopic particles which by chemical
analysis have been shown to consist of metallic silver. The
size of the particles determines their colour by transmitted
light, those that are red in colour being smaller than those
which are green and blue.

Dichroic fog is always formed either in the developer or
fixing bath.

(a) In order that the deposition of fog may take place

in the developer some solvent of silver bromide, such as hypo,
ammonia, or an excess of sulphite or carbonate, must be
present when under certain conditions the dissolved silver

is reduced to metallic silver in a very fine state of division,

particularly in the shadows or unexposed portions of the
emulsion where no bromide is liberated during development.
A pyro-ammonia developer is very apt to give dichroic fog,

especially with fine grained emulsions for this reason.

Fine grained emulsions in which the grains of silver halide

are very small, and, therefore, more readily soluble are most
susceptible to this form of fog, especially if the development
is forced.

(b) Dichroic fog is most generally formed in the fixing

bath, especially if the fixing bath is not acid, or if it is

old and exhausted, when it contains an excess of dissolved

silver and spent developer. In such a case, as the silver

halide is slowly dissolved out of the emulsion, it is reduced
to finely divided metallic silver by the developer present. It

is possible to get dichroic fog with a fresh fixing bath of

plain hypo, because the silver salt is Tcdeveloped back to

dichroic silver by the developer carried over hy the film

to the fixing bath. This is especially true if the gelatine
coating of the film is abnormally thick, and if the develop-
ing and fixing solutions, are warm. The developer does not
have time to diffuse out of the gelatine film before the hypo
begins to dissolve away the silver halide, which is reduced

m situ to dichroic silver. A .slow fixing emulsion is apt to

give dichroic fog for the. above reasons.

The formation of green fog in the fixing bath is also facili-

tated by the presence of ammonia so that a fixing bath con-

taining ammonium chloride (which is sometimes added to

accelerate the rate of fixing) will give fog unless the bath
is kept acid by virtue of the ammonia liberated by the action

of the alkali in the developer carried over bv the gelatins*

film.

Dichroic fog can also occur in a fresh fixing bath if two
films or prints stick together face to face, thus forming local

pockets containing developer. Such a condition is ideal for

the formation of green fog, namely, an insufficiency of hypo
in the pi'esence of an excess of developer.

Stencil effects are sometimes produced in the shadow por-

tions of a negative or print when another film with dense
lettering adheres to the film in the fixing bath. The result

is that the film is covered with dichroic fog except in those

places where it was in contact with the lettering. This is

because the developer in contact with the clear portions of

the lettered ngative is comparatively fresh, but wherever
the lettering occurs the developer is comparatively exhausted,

so that no fog is formed in the region of the lettering, thus

producing the stencil effect. The pota.ssium bromide which
is locally formed in excess in the region of the lettering (as

a product of development) also tends to retard the formation
of the fog, thus accentuating the stencil effect.

Prevention of Dichroic Fog.—Dichroic fog may be prevented

as follows :
—

(a) By keeping the fixing bath acid by renewing at frequent

intervals and, if possible, rinse the film, well before fixing,

or use a stop bath between developing and fixing. In this

way the quantity of developer transferred to the fixing bath
is reduced to a minimnm.

(b) By adding potassium idodide to the developer, say, 1.5

grams per litre or 20 grains per 32 ounces. This has the

effect of converting any- silver halide dissolved by solvents

in the developer to silver iodide, which is reduced to silver

only with difficulty, so that the tendency for dichroic fog

to be formed is restrained.

RemovaJ. of Dichroic Fog.—^Since dichroic fog consists of

particles of silver in a finer state of division than the particles

composing the image, they are more readily attacked, and
therefore dissolved by solvents of silver, such as potassium
cyanide, acid permangante, etc. Advantage may be taken
of this fact in removing the fog as follows :

—
(a) Bathe the film in a 1 per cent, solution of potassium

cyanide and rub the film gently ivith a tuft of cotton. As
soon as any visible signs of reduction of the image occur

wash well in running water. (Note previous remarks about
poisonous nature of potassium cyanide.)

(b) In place of cyanide the less poisonous thiocarbamide,

or thio-urea, may be used. This works best in an acid solu-

tion, such as the following :

—

Thio-uiea 1 gm. 15 grs.

Citric acid "... 1 gm. 15 grs.

Water to - 100 ccs. 3 ozs.

(c) Treat the film with a weak solution of Farmer's reducer

made by adding a little potassium ferricyanide to a 5 per

cent, solution of hypo, or with a weak acid permanganate
solution.

(d) An ordinary acid fixing bath will Alfwly dissolve silver

especially in warm solution. This can %e readily seen by
placing a print in a warm solution of acid Jiypo when the
image will be appreciably reduced in a very few minutes. A
hypo bath is, therefore, useful for removing diohroic fog.

Allow the film to stand in the hypo bath if necessary for

twenty-four hours or longer until the fog is removed, though
the action can be hastened by gently warming.

BIue'Green Stain.

A general bluish-green stain is often caused by an exhausted
chrome alum &-top bath or fixing bath at high temperatures,

e,specially with certain grades of matt paper. The remedy is
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'> tMe » fresh bath at normal temperatDroa because there is

:.u known way of subsequently remoring this stain.

Miscellaneous Staina-

lull, -t.ii''^ oil suipliide-toned prints cau««l' by particles of
^ 'n .11. Hi tl.<' class of spots, and will be dealt with as such.
Iix-p lemon-yellow stains ar« often cansed by insufficiently

fit 4

gloMT prints tfevekrped with a aoB-aitraaion developer
:.;^iuing pataMiam idodioa. The potaariua idodid* eoov«rts

iie surface layer of the silver bromid* rv^y^ to ailTer.

. •<li(l<- which is deep |eroi>n-yp|low and whi^ fixes much
'".tlv than silver bromide and doM not dnrkMi oa

•.; liftht.

The stain may usually be completely removed by bathing in

a fresh fixing bath.

Stains due to aniline dyes, indelible pencils, and red and
black writing inks are removed by bleaching and redevelop-
ing as above or photographically. In the case of some samples
of red ink a slight trace of stain remains after the chemical
treatment, but this can be removed photographically. Figs. 4
and 5 illustrate how ink stains may be removed by chemical

Fie- 6-

photo-treatment. Fig. 4 is a copy on an ordinary plate of
grapli suined with " waterproof " red ink.

Fig. 5 is a copy erf tlw samo photograph after the rod stain
was removed by bleaching in the permanganate chloride bath
•nd redcnreloping. No sign of the stain is visible.

J. I. CHABTBnt.

ELECTRICAL FACTS FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS.
vriter, wboae work lirinf« him in contact with a large

of stootricity conaaaera, plkutagrapban anong others,

ds that few hare anything but a hai^ knowledge of aiao-

icity and its tfrmiiinInKy. In view, tkanforo, of tb* grow-

ig ose of el> )iotli in stodio and workroom, an
"Unstion wi!. , v be of interest, as it is gffierally

I to extract any lucid information from either the

>ho comas to read lh« Jneter, or th* eUctriciaa who i>

in to attend to thm iaatallation.

I i :. a pity that those eonneeu<d w|th the trade still per-

>t in surrounding the sabjrct with much mystery, though
~ ' ' ' ' confessed that igooranc* of the science is oft«-n

for adopting an attitude of profound rcticenre.

:iMm« amount of in>tructive literature has been

in connection with the artistic, chemical and
tograpby, but the photographer anxionit

lo in electricity haa had to oontont him-
Many a man, thoagh quite familiar

and belU has basn afraid to attempt
xperuucoLa with the supply obtainad from the public

, beeaase hia initial eflort reunited in a aiidden and
itmiag pyrotachaical display, t)i ; of the main fuse

id mnseqaoBt total darkneaa in --, and a plaintive

'ha generating station u< " tend a man round

nd of the writer, flrsd by a desire

">1 to much currant to enter his

••* with a raah as to blow the foaa ia the nearest sub-
with the result that wv><r>il othar booses were sud-

1 gloom. Thi> iired a good of explain-
• mechanic <\>;. .- . .u investigate the affair,

' quite faile<l to take a reasonable view of the
- pr«aetite«l -"i- -'••ral medallion portraits of
lata (joeaa. Had - id investigator poaMMed
nn elementary km™., .k- ; Ohm's Uw ho would not
••n led into this di.«a*ter.

The writer also remembers a dreadful ezi>crience ho had
when asked to work an arc-lamp projection lantern at a
lecture given in a hospiul. The lecture look place in a
room not generally n«ed for the purpose, and tho responsi-
bility of fltting a fuse large enough to carry the current
rested upon a factotum who " know all about electricity."
Just bafore the students entered the room the writer, who
had arrived in a hurry, struck the arc to see thai all was
well. It gave a splutter, a sickly gleam for a hccond or
two,' and went out! The factotum had also gone out, and
so could not be found. Suffused with shame and perspira-
tion, and thinking words that would have put a drill-sergeant

to the blush, tha writer dashed Aout the place in an endeavour
to locate the fusa-board. It waa eventually discovered in a
corridor, 10 ft. above tho ground, whero it had evidently
bean placed by an insane contractor. A ladder and a piece
of fnae-wira of the correct cslibre M>on put matters right, but
tho eminent surgeon conducting the lecture cast a somewhat
cold and unsympathetic eye upon the lanternist for the rest

of tha eraaing.

Tha oonsomcr hoar* a good . deal about volts, amperes,
aMii«MffB, tha first-named being often applied in the moat
haphazard way. In order, therefore, to explain these

throe terns as simply as possible (ignoring all con-

tiderstioiu as to what really constitutes an electric cur-

rent) it is convenient to take aa an anak>gy a pipe through
which water is flowing. In this case the volt, the unit of

electromativo force (K-M.F-), carreNjionds to tiro pressure

of the water in the pipe, and the ampere, the unit of rate

of flow, oorresponds to the rate at which wat4>r is pa.ssing

ttuxM^ the pipe at any given instant. It is popularly

referred to as the " strength " of the current. The watt,

the unit of power, is the product of the pressure and the

rata of flow, i.r., watts =: volts x amperes, as it is obvious,

bearing in mind our analogy, that the power transmitted

by the water is projMirtional to the rate of flow multiplied
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by the pressure. ]n other words, supposing the water is

required to actuate some form of wheel, it is clear that until

there is a pressure to force it tlirongh the pipe no work

will be done, and, assuming the stop-cock to be shut off pres-

sure applied to the water without any flow will havo the same

result. This, however, is only true of direct-cnrrent circuits

and of alternating-current circuits in which the load is a

pure resistance one, such as glow lamps, radiators and (ap-

pro.ximatelv) arc lamps, and if the load is associated with any

form of magnetic winding, the watts will be less than the pro-

duct of V and C.

Strangely enough, few electricity users grasp the fact that

they are reallj- purchasing iix>wcr from the generating station,

nrt matter whether the current is used for lighting, heating,

or motors.

The watt is the basis of the Board of Trade unit, or kilo-

watt-hour (kilo=l,<KX)), and is the equivalent of 1,()00 watts

passing for one hour, or conversely, one watt passing for LOCK)

hours. It will, therefore, be seen that a current of 10 amperes

at 100 volts flowing continuously for one hour would register

one B.O.T. unit on the meter.

The term unit is sometimes misapplied by people who
ought to know l)etter. It is not uncommon for a salesman, in

answer to a query regarding the current consumption of an

electric heater to state that it " takes so many units." This

has no meaning, unless the time is stated, as it might con-

sume a -unit an 'hour, a day, or a -week. When inspecting

such apparatus, one should nail the salesman down to a

definite guarantee as to the number of units per hour. A
simple calculation will then usually convince the prospective

purdiaser, unless he is very affluent, that he will adopt some

other form of heating.

The watt is also used in the rating of metallic filament

lamps instead of candle-power, -which term is confined tc

carbon filament lamps. The former take about li watts

per candle, and the latter 4 watts, so their relative economy

may be readily calculated. The most recent development,

the half-watt (gas-filled) lamp, takes, as its name implies,

about half a waitt per candle.

Electricity meters were generally marked " units " above

the indicating dials, but a few years ago the Board of Trade

desired the words " kilowatt-hours " to be substituted. This

distinction without a difference probahly confused many con-

sumers, as doubtless they were unaware of the terms being

synonymous.
There is also a type of instrument, known as an ampere-

hour meter, which indicates the number of ampere-hours.

A little consideration will show that such a meter registers

only the quantity of electricity passing through it, and takes

no account of the voltage. Provided the voltage remains con-

stant it will correctly indicate the watts, and the consumer

will therefore be charged fairly for the power used. Should

the voltage drop, however, ho will still be charged the same,

though the actual power will naturally be less.

Reverting to the question of electric heating, it may bo

that the photographer wishes to take advantage of this

method for a special purpose owing to the absence of fumes.

For drying plates, etc., or other occasional use, the high

cost m;igh1} be counterKalanoed by tihe iidlvantlages. It is

therefore well to note thait electric heaters are of two kinds,

radiators and convectors. •

A " radiator" is strictly a heater which throws out radiant

heat like that from the incandescent coals of a clear fire. Such

heat passes tlirough the air without warming it. A " convector,"

on the other hand, is a heater at a much lower temperature,

and acts by warming the air which passes over it. Actually

an electric radiator as sold combines both methods, and the

larger part of its heat is distributed by convection.

It is perhaps difficult to form a mental impression of the

volt and ampere, hut it may be mentioned that when
in good order the Daniell cell gives rather more than one
volt and the bichromate cell about two volts. The current
consumption by the average street arc lamp is about ten

amperes. A 50-watt metal filament vacuum type lamp takes
half-an-arapere on a lOO-volt circuit. In the latter connection
it is well to observe that on a 200-volt circuit the lamp takes
only half the above current, and it will therefore ho ai)parent
that thinner wires can bo employed in carrying out installa-

tions of higher voltage, thus saving a considerable sum in

cost of copper.

It is perhaps hardly necessary to explain that usckI

in connection with a dynamo or other generator the

ZOQ vctU
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Arrangement of four arc-lamps and auto-transformers.

term voltage means the electrical pressure supplied by
the machine. Station engineers know that should a

steam turbine " run away " owing to an accident to

the governor, the voltage of the generator will rise

with such fearful rapidity that before steam can be shut

off the internal parts will be fused into a shapeless lump.

In connection with lamps one often hears the query " Is it

of the right voltage? " and a great many consumers fail to

understand that in this case the term is used to denote

notRing more than the voltage of the circuit on which the

lamp may be safely used. The amount of current that will

pass through the filament is determined by the resistance

of the filament and the voltage of the circuit. The amount

remains constant so long as these two factors are unaltered.

The lamp-maker therefore adjusts the length and thickness

^
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of the filament so that at a certain voltage the right amount

of current passes to secure the highest efficiency with a reason-

able life of the lamp.
(To be continued.)

Elkctrician.

FORTHCOJVUNG EXHIBITIONS.,

August 27 to September 10.—Toronto Camera Club. Latest date

for entries July 30. Particulars from tlie Hon. Secretary,

J. R. Lawson, 2, Gould iStreet, Toronto, Canada.

September 10 to October 8.—London Salon of Pliotogi-apliy. Latest

day for entries, August 31. Particulars and entry form from

the Hon. Secretary, London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall

Mall East, London, S.W.I.
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Patent News.

-iiifc: .1 ]>rii<tO'

ffottu fttenlt—OfplKationt and tftctHetticni- art trtattd m
tketo-lttckanieal Not**."

" to :3.

ST. No. 13„V<3 Ukvlight JeTelupmetit of

ui p«p«r c^)^«rul^; H G. Chaney.

N'> !3,'jt3. H'-! f'ff l>h"t'>^r:inKir iai-'*rm

T pMTOck.

DrnT-Mocsfnuo. ... ..,.3o2 PLr.

KraptU' 3. H Staau.

X D»>BU*nxo—NV 13.212. DeiT«ao[i!ii : > ptiotographic
Rim*. F. Torkmgtori.

B^UKmcorr.—NV 13J0O MacKvncal unearcupv. 3. W K^V White

"S- Appa: '••veloping, fixing. toDinfC,

^' pbaliigr., P. L Bur^»r.

\FH»ATC».—No 13,6»0 Ploio-priniinic appwatas. R. P. Clark*
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and orinss the >h..ii'der 99 opposite the piMJection 41, so that on
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''"''i. L"" "** *"" ^' *'"' °° '*** return of the release 37 the
catch 94 engages the projection 33. The corresponding movement
of the arm 29, fig. 12, is to ralMta the shutter pawl 80, but to be

Fif. 1. n*. 6. Fig. 9.

bald la the path of a projection 96 on the gear wheel 66 of the
sbattar arresting it in open poaition until the release 37 is again
aetuatad to releaso the mirror from tb« catch 33.

• " - m>3 urea the pin 42 is set in the "B" position
•'P 96 into )K><ition to arrest the projection 41.
e release 37 the catch 94 arrests tlie projection 31,
and the corresponding movement of the arm 29

-^ • • - ••" **>utter pawl 80 and engage the projection 96
holding the shutUr open as long as the rcleaw. 37 is held.
To cushion the impact of the mirror lever 30 with the slops

and ita movement after an instanUneous exposure the lever 36

1^ y>«'''''>« ^''»*' "Pring 96. flg. 9, which snaps into position
QBdar (be stop* «hen they art engaged by the catch 94. and in

PIr U,

u.« -.^^ ,n ».i iiiMniituncu, exposure a st.p l-iS' erii.;ages the
catch •* when th* arm 30 narhe* the horiiontal position.
To allow tiM mirror •

•
r ot » cam 144' on the arm 30 moves

lb» tiMing 96 into »-. ve position when the releaa* lever
36 returns to Donsai

t«e oompr nds, 00* 43, fig. 17, with an aper-
J wound .

, !.;:^ roller 46 and the central part 46
r roller, and the other wound on a spring roller 48 and
44 wound on roller* 48, SO, adjacent to and on the

ib« upper roller The roller 45, fig. 15, is keyed
1 ir\d the rollers 49, 50. .ire connected to the

tie* each of a ratchet mem-
51 by a

j
t 144, 146, fig. 16.

eompanion

tpiiiii

bar 61:

and preued into cagjgeiacnt »iib a freely mounted

Fl« IS

Fig. 17.

I apring 59 Tlie members 53 have shoulder* 64
ers 49, 50 under the action of spring washers 56

ri» .1 n (. T « r.^ screws 58 and washer* 67.
The thnttcr is wound by a knob 68, figs. 1 aitd 12, which

route, •wheels 66 M, the latter gearing with the pinion 61 on
lb* spiadle 61. The rotation of the spindle and the roller 46•"""" ""' '' ">• *'^I^'^'" '». 50. through the friction of

waahers 56. When the blind 44 has been fully nn-

.,.nn; "« "'.'•."*
7f'"« ^ "" ;r»''»^'<l l"''""! « can be furtherwound on th* roller 46 to an adjustable extent forming * slit of
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predetermined size. On running down for an exposure when

the blind 44 is fully re-wound on the roller 48, the blind 43 con-

tinues to wind on the spring roller 46 to re-close the slit by tlie

action of the clutch members 52 overrunning the members 53, the

rollers 49, 50, remaining stationary.

• The setting of the shutter is controlled by a setting knob 77,

figs. 1 and 12, which poeitions a notched disc 73, fig. 13, freely

mounted on the shaft 65 of 'the wheel 64 and held by a spring

catch 76. The disc 73 has a pin 74 extending into a slot 72,

fig. 14, of a plate 69, which is also freely mounted on the shaft

65 and itself carries a pin 70. This pin is normally adjacent to a

pin 71 on the pinion wheel 64. On rotating the winding knob 68

and the pinion 66 the blinds of the shutter are wound, and after

one revolution of the wheel 64 the pin 71 engages the pin 70 on
the plate 69, and the blinds are further wound to the ext«nt

allowed by the slot 72 and until rotation is stopped by the pin 74

on the setting-disc 73 integral with the knob 77.—P. G. Mason
and Newman & Guardia, Ltd., 17, Rathbone Place, London,

CoLotia Cinematograph Camera.—No. 135,169 (November J). 1918)

This invention reJa/tes to a camera fitted with light filters and
capable of working at a speed suitable for the production of nega-

tive images of different colour sensations for use in the manufac-
ture of pictures in natural ooloui-s by the three-colout-system.

The invention has for it« objeot the provision of an apparatjis

in which the three serial negative images of different colour sensa-

tions are ta.ken through one and the same objective as quickly

as possible after eadi other : the closing and opening of the

shutter, the clianging of the requisite light filters and the dis-

placement of tlie film stock being automatically effected, while
the operating speed may be vailed witliin wide limit* for example
by the regulation of a tension spring.

The shutter disc cairies uniformly arranged selective light-

filters, adapted to rotate and by means of oajn-sihaped surfaces

on its periphery operates the intermittent film-moving mechanism
which comprises a U-s!iaped frame having latches, pawls, or

claws which engage in the perforations in tiie 'film in sudi manner
that the film is drawn forward b'y a length coiTesponding to that

of a picture surface and is brought to reet before ,bhc next exposure
takes place.

Cam-shaped surfaces on the periphery of the shutter disc

oorrespond in number to the light-filters, and engage a roller at

the end of an oscillating ann mounted on the axle member of

another oscillating arm which is connected with tlie U-shaped
frame by means of a link.

Tlie latches or pawls are moun^d on a frajne sliding to and fro

on the plate for guiding the film and which is connected to a link'

attached to one of the oscillating arms.
There is a shock-absorbing device for the shutter disc, com-

prising an air dash-pot and a spriiig-controlled hook which en-

gages with a pin attached to the shutter disc. Serge de Procou-
dine Gorsky, Granstad, Koiinerud, near Drammeri, Norway,
formerly of Petrograd, Russia.

The following complete specifications are open to public inspec

tion before acceptance :

—

CiNEMATOGRApHy.—No. 161,545. Cinematographic screens. J.

Elmington-Darling.

Registration of Colour P^hnts.—No. 161,578. Process for causing
single-coloured partial pictures to register on paper. Soc. Anon,
per la Fotografia Autopancromatica.

Films.—No. 162,266. Process for the preparation of photographic
films permeable to water. Soc. Anon. La Cellophane.

Cinematograph-Phonograph.—No. 162,274. Apparatus for simul-
taneously reproducing optical images and sound waves which have
been photographically recorded on a film. E. Reisz.

Cinematography.—Nos. 162,278 and 162,279. Motion-picture films.

Pathe Cinema Anciens Etablissements Pathe Freres.

Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOH REGISTRATION.
Pastinello.—No. 413,292. Projection screens for motion picture

theatres and for other optical projection apparatus. The firm
trading as Bardilis, 73, Great Titchfieid Street, London, W.l,
manufacturers. March 10, 1921.

New Apparatus.

The Thurlow Printing Table. Made by The Thurlow Maau-
facturinlS Co., Thurlow Street, Walworth, London, S.E.17.

This new patte-ni of printing machine is designed for making single

prints up to 12 by 10 size, and also strip prints, either six post-

cards or four cabinets, on each strip. The api>aratus is made in the

form of a table occupying a floor space of 3 ft. 6 ins. x 1 ft. 9 ins.,

and of height (to table top) 3 ft. Below the negative bed, which
is a glass plate, is the light-box, which is provided with means for

raising or lowering the lamps for adjustment of the strength of light,

according to the density of the negative. Grooves are also provided

in the upper part of the light-box for the insertion of ground glass,

as required for thin negatives, or of vignetters.

Arranged to right and left on the table top are the necessary guides

and stops for postcard or cabinet printing on the customary strips.

Exposure is made by foot treadle, so that the hands of the operator

are free for the manipulation of paper or cards. Moreover, the light

in the box is switched on only by the final pressure of the treadle,

obviating the possibility of accidental fogging. Interchangeable

pressure boards and masks for postcard and cabinet sizes are pro

vided ; other sizes can be supplied to order, Tlie whole apparatus

is altogether of workmanlike design, and is substantially made in

polished oak. The price is £14, carriage paid in England.

New Materials.

Barnet Matt Self-Screen Plates. Made by Elliott and Sons, Ltd .

Barnet, Herts.

There was a mention some weeks ago .in oiu- columns respecting

the usefulness of a negative plate coated on the glass side with a

matt film for the purpose of facilitating retouching with pencil,

stump, etc. Messrs. Elliott then informed our readers that they

could supply a plate of this kind, and have now sent us a specimen

in the shape of their well-known Self-Screen plate provided with

the matt backing. There is no doubt that among both portrait

and landscape photogi'aphers there is a considerable demand for a
plate of this kini The fine matt coating on the glass side pro-

vides one of the readiest means for carrying out hand work, and,

moreover, is a measure against halation. If our memory serves us

correctly, a plate with a matt surface on the glass side was issued

many years ago, specially for its prevention of halation. That was
before the nresent era of " control " in various forms, and now
that the facifitv for hand work can be obtained in combination with

alleviation of halation, very many should have good rea^n for

taking advantaj^e of the new introduction.

Verona Chloro.Bromide Paper. Made by Elliott and Sons, td.,

Barnet, Herts.

In this new gi'ade of development paper Messrs. Elliott, by prepar-

ing an emulsion of only one-quarter the speed of bromide paper, have

provided photographers, and particularly the makers of professional

portraits, with a printing medium of most distinctive and beautiful

quality. " Verona " is a paper of extremely delicate cream tint,

yielding a warm black tone by straightfoi ward development with an

M.Q, foiTnula. The tint of the paper base is of tlie faintest; it is,

perhaps, an exaggeration to call it a tint, for it more closely re-

sembles the mellowing with age which a pure paper undergoes. This

quality, in conjunction with the warm black of the image, pi-oduces

an effect very similar to that of a mezzotint engraving. And as

regards the photographic quality of the image, the prints exhibit a

fine range of gradation creditable to any development paper. The
new medium is, in short, a notable addition to the many varieties

of development papers, which are now offered to photographers, and

worthily ranks—which is saying a good deal—with the distinctive

papers which Messrs. Elliott have themselves issued from time to

time. The speed of " Verona " is convenient for both enlarging an!

contact printing, whilst the manipulation in no way differs from

that of a bromide paper. The tone given by the developer recom-
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bT the m»kcT* ia ol very pleasiag wamith : n ixjlder tone

by using a ron«id«rably anallvr quantity ol bromide

, and if print* of extra warmth are ri-quired, the

ry «ul|^ide-tonuig proccaa worka excellently with the paper.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES KOR NEXT WEEK

Dth Londoo Photograph. irsion to Headley.

.P.S.
rhont

.

Kney Pi>utvKr*p)iic 8uK>ely
lanrhest^r .Amatwir PS.

.r.d Art
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A. Harfield.

oydon Camera Club. Ml:;.Lc;^ i :...: Uijplay.

tiargb Photographic Society. SmIv first Anoual Meetiog.

Th- -
• vr 2.

lith Hjmpshirr ' Anaoal OaoerBi Meeting

Fk...-/.. . .. . M 3.

B.P.8. Pictorial Groop. " Eyr* in Cortraitorc." Marcat Adania

i: .lion to Blancfield

.'<«>tu«h C.W.<».CC. tUlatgbu,. Out.iiii to Gla»gow Cathedral

ROY.^r. PHOTOKRAPHIC SOCIETY
y 24, Um PiMiawt, Or. G. U.
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Mr. Renwick added that users of lighting systems needed a more
rapid actino metric test than was at present available.

Mr. A. C. Baniield emphasised the fact that portrait photo-
graphers required to have a light-equipment capable of responding
to extreme requirements, and at the same time of the utmost con-

venience in manipulation. For that reason lie thought it was
difficult to find a more suitable source of light than the half-watt
lamp, but plate makers should devote themselves to making fast

red sensitive plates, preferably of minimum green sensitiveness
for facility of development, Mr. Banfield drew a plan of hig own
installation of half-watts, the lamps being hung in pairs down one
aide of the studio and having two lamps more widely separated
high up on the wall behind the aitter. By using a given four or
five of the dozen lamps he could obtain any type of lighting.

Mr. Rawson. as a cinema prodncer, spoke of the advantage of
nsinj: arc lampa because the negative sensitive film had its chief
sensitiveness in the blue. He would like to see a film of maximum
•ensitiveness in the middle portion of the spectrum, and then they
could take advantage of the properties of the gas-filled lamps.
Mr. C. P. Crowther remarked upon the extraordinary differences

in candle-power of electric installations which permitted equally
short exposures. He thought that the size of the studio was the
chief factor in such rases, reflected light from the walls being
•tfertix-e in a small studio, whilst it was lost in a larger one. He
aaid that Mr. Pine Macdonald, in hia New York studio, arranged

velarium, 4nd further confined the light by the use of movable
screens arranged so as practically to create a studio within a
studio.

Further diacossion showed the cunaiderable interest in the ex-
change of view between those engaged in the scientific design of
lighting installations and those having to use them.
On the proposition of the rh airman a very hearty vote of thanka

wae aeecrded t« the readers of the papers.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
Mr. J. A. Sinclair gave a lantern-lecture, entitled " Croydon

WaUrs." Many aa are the osafnl pnrpoaaa water serves, notably aa
a heavily taxed commodity when in generous admixture with more
cordial fluids, yet the subject, naked and unadorned, seemed some-
what inappropriate for Croydon. Perhaps even more so, when the
revelation rame that the River Wandle. wlt^ rises in crystal

purity dose to Croydon, and from association with leas favoured
district* Snally oosea dirtily into the Thames at Wandsworth, waa
to be the theaneL For, as the secretary expressed it, what manner
of man waa he who thought be could tell or show the members
t„„tt.,,< . ,..m sboat their own pet preserve.

r sacreeded admirably in doing so, firstly with a highly
int...- •* - -' F"-li«h history which happened along its

banks. .-arthing many unknown lieauly spots.

and pr»-*. ....... ,,,.,., ....Jiy and pictorially iii s first-class set

of slide*, the majority f,f which had never experienced a lantern-

warming. A capiisl Irrtiire on the modest yet picturesque little

Metmpolitsn stream, famous, he said, for an abortive attempt

by Ally Slor"""
' ''' •'* Croydon club by water. On the same

mimpeachal > one a'ao leasnt that Anne Bnloyn lost 1i<t

snmewhst flu:- ,^ ^ • i,l ..wing to an incurable habit of eating

biscuits in hp<i. fr"ni hIikIi, apparently, her hii.<)iand derived no
cninb* of comfort. Side light* of history like this made the

lertora rich in educational lore.

_I n U\^»discu<sioti Mr H. P. C. Harpur expressed unqualified

approval of the )ili<l*-s untainted with deatructive criticism.

Only when eihibitin,: his own ha* the auspicious occasion been
equalled. Mr. SincUir'o alides, he said, were paramountly juicy;

indeed, from the juicy utaiidpoiai they were the most juicily juicy

he had ever eet est'it i|>oii In addition, their atmospheric charm
and " resc^'odint.: " quality were superlatively gorgeous. As a

slight counterblast. Mr. F. Ackroyd then measured up the
lecturer for having omitted from the list of celebrities who lived at

Mitchsm the name of Mr. Mallaby Deeley. Mr. A. S. Newman,
on being called upon to speak, rontented himself with remarkingi
that until hi- had seen his partner's picture* he had never realised

the beauties i.f .Mttrham.

Replyini; to question*, Mr. Sinclair said that the camera* used

by him were th« " Un* " and a reflex respectively fitted with
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3- »n<] 6-Jncl> lenses. A 9^irich //6.8 " Td«c«aitric " was also occa

iitly adapted for Tecordinur street group*.

,j : the photogiapher did not attract atten-

tion. Fur lliii tvpe uf objective an aperture of /'6.8 wa» suffi-

ciently rapid, and was indeed requisite for the sake of depth of

field. ' He invariably used ultra-fast brands of plates, and sonie

of the slides were from panchromatics, which could now be

V-.v:ed of extreme speed. A most hearty vote of thanks was

,11 lied him for a lecture which must have involved a lot of

trouble to a biuy man, cheerfully undertaken for his many friends

at Croydon.

.< cataftiophe threatened early in the evening owing to the

absence of the honorary steward, and that both the secretary

, and his satellite had left their keys of the refreshment safe at home.

The lock is a tricky one, but two experts, Mr. Vivian Jobling and

Mr. A. F. Catherine, set their hands to the job and picked it

with consummate ease.

VROFESSIOXAL PHOTOGR.\I'HERS" ASSlH IATU»X.

A roeetinc of the Council was held on May 13 at 35. Russell

Square, There were present Mr. Swaji Watson (president).

Mr. Frank Brown ,past president), Mr. R. X. Speaight

(treaiurer), with Messrs. Marcus Adams, A. Basil. A.

Bennett. W. B. Chaplin, G. Chase. A. Corbett, C. F. Dickinson,

Alfred Ellis, W. E. Gray, R. Haines. G. Hana. W. lUingworth.

H. St. George, F. G. Wakefield, W. H. Wedlake, and Lang Sims
(."secretary).

Apologies for absence were announced from Messrs. Chapman,
Chidley, Fry, Lambert, Read, and Wheeler. Mr. Chidley congratu-

lated the officers and Council upt-n the success of the Congress,

and al.so e.vpressed himself in favour of the title " The Institu-

tion of Professional Photof;raphers " when the Association was
incorporated •

.

It was necessary to appoint officers and committees under the

old constitution, and Mr. Bhsil proposed and Mr. Chase seconded

the re-election of Mr Ellis to the chair, and this was unanimousK
agreed to. Mr. Illinirwortli proposed, and Mr. Watson seconded,

the re-election of Mr. Speaight as treasurer, and this also was
unanimously agreed u. Some doubt was expressed whether the

secretary came up for election, but in ajiy event< on the informal

motion being put from tlie chair, )t was agreed with acclamation

that Mr. Lang Sims t>e asked to continue in that office.

It was agreed, on the motion of Mr. Frank Brown, seconded by
Mr. lUingworth, that the Finance Committee should consist of

Messrs. Chase. Corbett, Uaiues, and Wakefield, with Messrs. Ellis.

Watson, and Spi>aight ex offciu.

Mr. Corbett proposed, am! Mr. Chase seconded, the re-election

of the " Circular " Committee as follows :—Messrs. Adams.
Haines, Hana. and Wakefield, and tJiis n-as agreed to.

The secretary read the names of fourteen new members, twelve

of whom had joined at the Congress.

The secretary reported that since the last meeting a number of

further inquiries had been received with regard to the proposal

of the Eagle, Star, and IK>minions Company. A number of letters

bad also come to the Association thanking ihe Council for the

excellence of the Congress arrangements. A dispute between two
members concarning a question of copying w^as the subject of corre-

spondence. One photographer had made an enlargement from a

negative made by the other, and at the special request of the

mother of the sitter (a soldier well known locally who had lost his

life while fighting) had exhibited the enlargement in his windo^\.

The secretary was instructed to write urging Uiat the exhibition

in the window should not be continued except by arrangement
with the photographer who did the original negative.

Two members wrote that they had been circularised by a photo-

grapher who suggested participation in certAin local schemes
which he urged would be remunerative. The particulars were
only to be divulged on a certain small payment The secretary

was instructed to write asking the gentleman in question to furnish
such information as to his scheme as w^ould enable an answer to
be sent to inquiring membets.
A letter was lead suggesting that the Association, after incor-

poration, should endeavour to secure that professional pliotp
irraphers, when called-apon to give e\ndence in courts of law.

shou'.d have a proper fee. It was suggested that the photogra^er
should make his bargain with the solicitor l>efore consenting to

give evidence. One mfmht-r of Council said that he had bei'ii paid
three ^ineas a day in the Higii Courts, but it was necessary that
the photographer .should make his bargain Wforehand. thoiiiji.. of

course, this could not npply in the case of a subpofiia.

Mr. Speaight presented the Congrtss balance-slieot.

Mr. Brown proj^osed. and Mr. Wafson seconded, a \-ote of tii... -

-

to the treasurer and those associated with him in the finaiu .

arrangeimeots. and congratulated h<m on a satisfactory ri -

further vote of tuanks to Mr. Speaight was carried for p
studio at the disposal of sub-committees engaged upon
work. Mr. Adams was also thanked for his work in arr.i

Exhibition.

The secretary leported that tite Finance ConUTiittee had met and
recommended for payment various accounts amounting in the agi---

gate to £192 3s. 6d. The recommendation was adopted.

Mr. Corbett propo.<ed. and Mr. Speaight setonded, a \xni • :

thanKs to the editor of the " British Journal of Photograp^^
for lis excellent reports of the Congress proceedings, and this «..^

agreed to. It was also agre«d that the thanks of the Associai. :,

should be sent to the various lecturers, to the Imperial Dry Plate

Company for the loan of glass for pictures, and to any others who
had assisted in the C ingreS'S arrangements.

The chairman said that the draft Articles were before

members of the Council, and would require very careful considera

tion. It was impossible t«) take this business, he believed, at any
ordinary meeting, and he suggested that the memliers look through

their ci^pies. and send tUeii comments to the secretary within a

week or so, and that a special meeting of the Council be called

for a fortnight tiom that day.

Mr. Frank Brc-wn .•iiid others thought that another meeting of

the Council within a fortnight would bear hardly on the country

members. Eventually it was a^jreod to have a preliminary com-

mittee meeting to thrash out certain matters in ad\-snce, tliat mem-
l>ers sliould send in their comments to the secretary by May 25.

that the sub-committee should meet within a fortnight to prepare

matters for consideration by the Council, and that the matter b<!

brought before the meeting of the full Council on June 10.

The Committee for thi^> purpose consisted of the following :

—

Messrs. Adams. Basil. Haines, Hana, St. George, and Wakefield,

and the officers. It was agreed that the meeting should be held

on May 27 at 4 p.m. at Mr. Speaight's studio.

Mr. Corbett moved in the name of Mr. Chidley a resolution that

the secretary be instructed to make inquiries for the l>e«t Press

Agency in London and their tt-rmt. with a view to making similar

arrangements wiih sucn agency as had already been made with a

certain company in the matter of insurance. Mr. Chase .seconded.

After some dii-cussion it was agreed that the matter should be

put on the agenda for the next meeting.

It was agreed also that various sugge.stions remitted from the

annual general meetiin; should be placed upon the next agenda.

It was further agreed not to publish another number of the
' Circular " pending new instruction;^ from the Council.

The Council then rose after a sitting of three hours.

News and Notes;

The Thtrlow MASUFACTtjRiNo Company is the new title of the

business formerlv carried on as George S. Moore, at Denmark Hill,

London. S.E.5. and specialising in strip-printing apparatus, etc.

The Thurlow Company now carries on its business at Thurlow
Street, Walworth. S.E.17: t^ephone number. Hop 31W,

TECtryirAL Periodicals.—Messrs. Henry Sotheran and Co., 140.

Strand, London, W.C.2. have just issued a 56-page list of sets of

scientific and technical periodicals which are offered for sale by
them. Tlie collection includes a large number of chemical and otlier

scientific journals, and also a number of " runs " of photographic

journals, among wuich are th« " Photographic News," '' British

Journal of Pholoir-iphy." •' Canu-ra Obs,'ora " ht'H K.^«r\.

" Jahrbuch."
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lention to the addi-

"•ka^, a frane of

Mj dawiafad. with

'O repiaee the (baa.

We ahall be delighted to neod a lample of frame to any photo-
grapher who carea to s«e one and will niniini. <hi. rr.lr.iir deaired.

Yoa are probably aware that we {<' wn, and
grey, and, lor ooloared picture*, in g... i ; .-....,

BaSTOKS' (BlBMINGHAJt), l/TD.

Cnfxav Wnrlt« Fir.^l. R'ad, Hand»worth. Birminghain.

PARTIAL a. BY WHITE-LIGHT DURING
UEVELOPMENT.
To the Editorv

Gentlemen,—^Whilit developing a hatch of snapabota of tome
iteeplerham , when the negativea were aboat half-made an
aaiiataot aocidentaily rwitciied on an electric (white) lamp over
the diah eontaining the plate*. The light waa extingniabed very

qaiekly ; tha raaalt,

potitive. I aocloae

It ia the lim tise in 35 y««rs' pra<^i<

«ch a retail.

9. Eaat SHiwl, T*anun

however, waa a fraak, half negative and half

a print from ih* iiwi
of rthotofrraphy I have

M. Coopx*.

INTERKSTING THE SITTER

Tu the Editon.

Oaaltaman. TTir rather cau»lie commenta of yoor nnaophiaticated

"36 Yean a Profeaaiooal Pbotoigraphcr " ara moat

the rather " high falntin' l*lk " we have had (noinafter

and ab««l lady phalo|r*pi>«r« As regarda thia wideiy-pnbliihed

" talk." I aa of opiMioa th«t the <taten«it made by one womav

worker :
" It to lo way to Jeeread to the lerel of the titier," ealU

lor *a»e eizpIaaatioB.

Doaa H m*mi that iboae who lit to lady operator* are of inferior

iiilalllgawia and that convenation haa to h* broagbt down to a

ailtar'* Icrtl? And that afi«r dbeaaaiag Fraoeh maida and the

iataM Pariaiaa (aahioiM with the damai of Balkam and Upper

l^ottag, the lady photocraphtr can tay with parCtet naturalneii,

and b*M«r ihaa a >*<> :
" ^'^^ ^ »>*> T^*" fevver ia a treat. Kot

'arf '
" whM 'Arriet colU iu frMD the Eaat-End to have her

'* photo look"?

I —iiiiliil of a ftory of J. L. Toole—who wa* a good friend

to photofraphar»—who, on aeeapting an inritation to <line with

niidrton*. iomd 4b* coenpany at table to conaitt of abont a doxen

u! lb* icMtiDg Ktanwy and other eelebritie* of the day. Toole, in

telMaf tba rtory, aaid :
" They diacoased Oermaa literatare. old

chlaa. nd (fcarm of other thingi I knew nothing whai«Mr aboat,

and tha tot thing I did after making my eecape from the party

wa* to Bad a polioanan and have a goiaip with him in order to

ftnd my iatellaetoa] level"

Women an iwaowoed lalkert, it is tme, hot not nee-iirily gooU

aoovenatioaaiitU, and I eaoaot imagine any one of them -n a

atadio i»l«Ma«uig a man with —'•—<n»\ talk wch aa a really (rooda operator can do. An i man operator** UUi.

it i* calM tor, may—4o qao:

I ben
rir.f ft!wsv« »}lr.-w th«
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minnte-hand, but it strikes the hours very correctly, and. after

aU, customers do not attend a studio for idle twaddle.

Women photographers are merely a passmg fad of a fickle

populace, and as much out of place in our community as women

barbers and police. But we shall have to endure them for a time,

inst 06 w« have to put up with influenza and rheumatism. If wo

have patience, the whirligig of time will bring its revenges upon

them and compel them to play the part in life Nature intended

them to do, and nurse babies rather than grievances about whiskers.

A lady photographer will never have the courage to remain in the

business for long, or to advertise her " many years' experience,"

and " 3S Years a Professional Photograplier " can continue to jog

along (with his whiskers) in his old sweet way, and may rest

assured that no woman photographer will ever be able to truthfully

use his honoured nom-deplume,—Yours faithfully,

ONtOOKER.

Answers to Correspondents.

In actordemce with our present practice a relatively small apaet u

allotted in each issue to replies to eorretpondente.

We will attswer fry post if stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed

for reply: S-cent Intemationcd Coupon, from readers abroad .

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach u*

not later than Tuesday {posted Mondaif̂
^
and should be addressed

to th f EditoH.

J wr.—We know of no book dealing with the making of hand-

cameras. You can buy brass and woodwork from the Photo-

graphic Supply Co , Shepherd's T.ane, Leeds,

E. N.—There are processes of reversing a negative 'on bromide

paper, but from a somewliat extensive experience of them we

think we can say that none of them are reliable for regular use

Certainly none of them are as economical in use as making a

positive transparency and a negative again from that. -

M. W.—Kathol is one of the metol sub.stitutes sold in America.

No doubt it is still obtainable ffom any general dealer in photo-

gr.iphic requisites, such as Messrs. George Murphy, 57. East

Ninth Street, New York, but we think the formula would work

just as well with any of the metols which are on the market in

this country.

R. F.
—

^There is no easy way .of regilding frames. It requires a

considerable amount of practice to get the even surface you

require. The surface of the old gilding must be carefully

smoothed, then a coat of special size applied, and when this

is just tacky, gold leaf is laid on, and pressed gently down, if

necessary, with a camel-hair bnish and cotton wool. There are

two systems, water gilding and oil gilding.

W. A.— (1) Nothing better than " Bildup," of the Vanguard Co.,

Maidenhead. (2) We are afraid there is no means of removing
mountant stains without affecting the glaze. You might try a

little pure spirits of wine rubbed on with a soft rag, but anj"thing

containing moisture will remove the glaze. (3) Dilute the

varnish with a little boiled linseed oil. (4) If perfectly dry.

papers and plates will suffer little damage by heat, but as usually

they are not thoroughly dry, the effect of any damp is greatly

aggravated by heat.

R. R.—The formula you require if on the lines of that given
below :

—

Water, to make 40 ozs. fluid.

Hydroquinone ^ oz.

Soda sulphite 4 ozs.

Soda carbonate ... ... 4 ozs.

Hypo 8 ozs.

Liq. ammonia .880 2 fi. ozs.

Addition of more ammonia to the developer gives more vigour.
The plates develop (and partly fix) in two or three minutes.

They can then be examined by daylight and fixed in plain hypo

G. K.—There has been scarcely any literature on the making of

Autochrome transparencies for several years past. Actually the

very complete booklet of instructions issued by the British repre-

sentative of MM. Lumiere, Mr. T. K. Grant, 89, Great Russell

Street, London, W.C.I, is the best instruction manual there is.

There is certainly a great difference in the density of Autochrome

lantern-slides, but the only " formula " that we know of for

getting a clear, brilliant slide is exactly the right exposure of the

plate in tlie first instance. Usually Autochromes for projection

can do with just a touch of intensification in order to increase

their brilliance.

R. T.—The following is a suitable formula recommended by

Messrs. Houghtons for deievoper for quantity development of

amateurs' films :

—

Pyro 12 ozs.

Sodium sulphite (cryst.) ...

Potass, metabisulphite

Sodium carbonate (cryst.) ...

Potassium iodide

Water up to

7i lbs.

15 ozs.

3 lbs.

50 grs.

10^ galls

The following instructions munt be strictly followed, as the

keeping qualities of this developer depend entirely upon the

method of making up. Dissolve the sulptite in two gallons of

hot, but not boiling, water. When dissolved add the metabisul-

phite, and then boil for five m'nutes. Cool down to about

70 degrees Fahr. and add the pyro. Dissolve the carbonate in

one gallon of warm -.vater, then add the iodide Pour these two

solutions into the tank, and then fill up with water to the top

as usual. The most satisfactory temperature for developing is

65 degrees Fahr., and it should not be used below 60 degrees.

When the developer is first made up, the time of development at

65 degrees is aljout eighteen minutes.

After the developer has been used for two batches, it will be

necessary to strengthen it with every batch. The strengthening

solution is made by dissolving the chemicals given in the follow-

ing formula. Exactly the .same methods must be followed as

when preparing the first developer :

—

Pyro ... .... 5 oz.

Sodium sulphite (crytt.) 5 ozs.

Potass, metabisulphite 5 drs.

Sodium carbonate (cryst.) 15 ozs.

Potassium iodide ... ... ... ... 8 grs

Water up to 120 ozs.

As regards your fixer, no wonder it gets into a milky state,

if you are simply adding acetic acid to plain hypo. You should

make up tTie fixer with sulphite or metabisulphite according to

the acid fixing formula? in the "Almanac," for example, or in

the directions given by alniust every maker of gaslight paper.

The British Journal of Photography.
Link Aovbbtisemsnts.

An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisements

(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.

per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be

guaranteed.
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EX CATHEDRA.

The Royal. The Royal Photographic Society .in

nounces' th© date of its sixty-eixth

annual exhibition, viz., September 19 to October 29 next

The exhibition will again be held in th© Society's house,

35, Russt'll Square, London, W.C.I, and admission will

be free. The prospectus and entry form will be roady

shortly, but in the im ;intime the following provisional

particulars may be given. In the Pictorial Section the

judges wiT! b»> Mf":«rs. Marcus Adams, Bertram Cox.

J. i Y. J. Mortimer and H<»ctoi-

Mur ion for colour transparencies and

prints will this y^-ar he divided into a pictorial and ,»

technioal sub-section, an innovation which ha* long been

needed and which will simplify the judging of these

•zhibita. In the pictorial sub-«ectJon the judges will be

Mewra. P. T. Hollyer aijd W. L. F. Wastell. In th.-

technical sub section the work will come before the judges

of the main scientific section, viz., Messrs. Charles R.

David«>a, J. Willis Orundy, Hugh Main, Dr. Robt.

Knox, and Dr. G. H. Ro.iman. The hanging of the

exhibition will be undertaken bv Messrs. G. Bellamy

Clifton, C. P. Crowthcr. J. B. Tortway. and T. H. R
Seoti.

Mm,frm.ntnm tn In thA currpnt issue of "Photo-
Developers. ' Dr. Liippn-

Crm.ier gireo tw i' developers con-

taining aafranine, and thus servmg (or devt-lojjment by

)irli'}it \»»t1i. liiOit twiiiir to their desensitising m-tion
| - form, vie., paraniidophenol,

;.
•''* "TTis. potass metobisulpliite.

•ji hloride and 4 gms. potfi-^>

I, II ij;.i r I- > ..1 >\iii.-i-. To this is lidded witli

t nary precautions a solution made by dissolving

7' .tie potash in 00 r.e.s. of water. Much
1, . in diaaolvinff the potesh and the solu-

ti.>n ; he cool. ' rp, adding to the first. To
each - of the 10 i-.c.s. of 1:100 pheno

s&franiiw t«>lution is a.ide«l. The dye is precipitated,

ff.rming a turbid mixture. The latter, therefore. re<]uires

toJM^vttll ahftken when making up the working developer

bv tiiixiiii? with about twenty times its bulk of water.
1' ifranine developer /iO gms. of potass metn-

l.^. ..,..,.., ,...d 80 gms. of glycin are first mixed together

in 8 good sised vessel. Potass carbonate (200 gms.) is

tf--- J >^fl and addition made in smoU doses of 180 e.c.s.

I In this way a thin creamy mixture is obtained

r, ' '^"' ^., to which is added 2.5 c.c.s. of

] .D. In this case also the dye is

y.
'eg on dilution of the cream,

t ->pcr, with 10 to 15 parts of

water. If iL. is to l>e used at a groator

dilution for si the proportion of pheno-

safronine should be correspondingly increased.
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Plate Carriers. There is often a difficulty in obtaining

earners for plat-es which are very

slightly smaller than the slides in which they have to be

used, for example, the half-plate in a 7^ x 5 or the 9 x 12

cm in a 5x4 slide. It is. however, quite easy to make

cardboard carriers which answer the purpose perfectly

and which will stand a fair amount of wear, by using a

thin card as a foundation and building up the margins.

In the case of 7^ x 5 to half plate, we start by cutting

a thin hard card, or even a ferrotype plate, the full sze

of the slide. The next step is to cut strips of card or

very thin wood a shade thicker than the plate, which are

fixo'j upon the card so as to form a cell into which the

smaller plate will fit. At one of the ends is glued a

etrip of veneer overlapping one-sixt«enth of an inch, and

at the other end two small brass buttons riveted through

with ordinary brass boot rivets. The heads of these

rivets should be at the back of the large card, and the

ends cut off and riveted on the buttons. If wooden strips

he used very tiny screws may be used instead. An
alternative plan is to use a thin cut-out card in front

and to have one of the end slips movable so that the

plate may be slipped in as a print is fixed in a cut-out

mount.

PSYCHOLOGY OF THE SHOWCASE.
Practically every photogi-apher uses either a window or

a showcase for displaying his work, and often the show-

case is the only form of advertisement resorted to, either

because the worker does not bplieve in window display,

in connection with a studio, or if he does, he may not be

fortimate enough to possess a window, owing to the con-

etruction of his premises. That publicity pays must be

admitted, as we live in an era of advertising at the present

time. A photographer's showcase is either a good adver-

tisement or a bad one, ahd if neglected at once irritates

the " public eye " and does more harm than good, while

a well-planned display is a remunerative advertisement,
bringing custom to the studio. Naturally, every display

is of the worker's best ability when it is first arranged
and put before the public, but how many neglected show-
cases we see about our towns to-day! When new, no
doubt they did the worker great credit, but owing te

neglect they are bad advertisements. The firms they
represent may turn out real good work in every way, but
strangers look at these showcases and judge the firm
accordingly. It would be far wiser to rely upon " work
turned out " than to own an imattractive advertisiement.

What is an advertisement? It is an announcement. A
photographer's showcase announces something. It tells

the pubhc where the studio is situated and, above aJl, the
dlass of work turned out. Hence the importance of

making it a good advertisement and creating a good
impression. Let us now go one step farther and think
of the " elements," so to speak, of good advertisements.
The chief points of a good advertisement may be summed
up under four headings, as follows :

—

1. It attracts.

2. It holds interest. ,

3. It creates desire.

4. It impels action.

These four points are based upon sound psychological
facts. They act upon the mind. Let us now deal with
each! point separately as applied to our photographic
showcase display.

..
-'^s .i"egards attraction, the first consideration should be
position.

'

' Usually the showcase is fixed at the studio
entrance, and great care should be taken to use the best

space for publicity. Sometimes a case on one side wall

of an entrance may be passed almost unnoticed, while

one on the other side may instantly attract the eye, on

the same principle that a shop one. side of a street ma\
have a far more valuable position than a shop direct];.

" opposite " in the same street. If a showcase be tried

first on one side of an entrance for a short time and then
changed to the opposite wall for the same length of

time, a striking difference will be noticed in the number
of people attracted to look at the display in each position.

This point, of course, is only considered with displays

inside the doorways, when there is no space available

facing the street. The position, then, can be chosen

according to its power of attraction. Then comes the

question of height. The showcase should be at a con-

venient " viewing " height, so as to need no undue effort

to view the viisplay. Another feature to consider is light-

ing. If artificial light is required it may be either from
the general light in the studio entrance or even light-ed

by miniature lamps fitted inside the showcase itself with

a switch in some convenient place. Even in daytime, if

the entrance is dull, it pays to keep the showcase lighted

artificially, the main point being that " light " attracts.

Having attrsicted anyone to notice the showcase, what
will hold their interest? If, on approaching closely, the

display is found to be untidy or inartistic, the interest

is not held, so the first thing should be an artistic case

both inside and out. This does not necessarily imply an
elaborate design; in fact, one, rather simple and well

balanced. The backboards should be subdued and of good
appearance. Art boards or canvas—in fact, endless

varieties of material—can be used at little cost, to cover

the backboards forming a ground for the prints. Some
high-grade wall coverings cannot be beaten for effect,

these, of course, being of the self-coloured variety, art

shades or imitation canvas, etc. Now a wordi about the

selection of " specimens." These should be interesting

and topical. A recent wedding group, portraits of local

celebrities, popular sports, concert or committee groups,

all "hold interest." It is a very good plan to change
not only the photographs but also the scheme of show-

case dressing. The photographer of average artistic ability

will have no trouble in devising fresh ideas, and anyone
having noticed the showcase on a previous occasion isr

" attracted " by the change and interest is immediately
renewed.
The creation of a wish obviously relates to the speci-

mens on show. They should be carefully chosen, not only

for quality but also for their suitability to the display.

Taking it for granted that we have a number of good
prints, the final arrangement should be well balanced as

regards sizes, mounts, colour, and general key of effect.

For instance, one display may be solid dark background
wbrk, while a change could be made to light vignette

and sketch or coloured styles, the former being in a low
key and the latter in a high key, with, suitable case-

dressing schemes to each in turn. Such arrangement of

well-selected prints will be pleasing, and the desire is

created to have portraits taken in the styles and processes

shown because they are distinctive. " I want something
like that," is what a customer thinks on seeing a pleasing

style. Something distinctive—just the bit different from
all others. To be distinctive one must show personality

in his work, some power and character. Tliis all creates

desire and, which leads us to our fourth point, impels?

action.

What has been the process of our advertisement so far,

step by step? First, to attract clients by the power of

publicity. Secondly, once attracted, their interest has

been held by the pleasing arrangement of display.

Thirdly, being pleased, they desire to have something
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like that which pleased Uiem. Having ihe desire, they

are naturally impelled to action—to make an appointment
for a sitting. So, right from the start, one point leads

OQ to the next, and that should be the chief aim of an
advertisement. The four points we have studied in detail

act upon the mind subccnsciously and instantaneously,

but if a sitter says to you. " I came to be photographed

because I liked the pictures in your showcase," it is

certain that person's mind went through the process we
have analysed. In conclusion, if a public display oi work
is neglected the whole process is reversed and the bad
advertisement is a vital danger to business, driving away
instead of attracting custom. A little study of
" psychology of the showcase " is well repaid.

PREVENTION OF HALATION.
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atly in »uch •a)>jecU he will unnally find it aU), tho»j;h

less pmiiounced, of oonrse, in his gooeral output. The kind
of subjfot that is supposed to be '' difficult" from the hala-

tion ktan(l]Kiint is naturally one with abn^tly marked con-
trasts, such a-, an interior which includes windows in the view
plMtograpiie<l, a male sitter in evening-dreaa, and ospocially

snbjeots ahich oontai.i sruifioial lighta whottier diffused or un-

screenod. Wb<.'n surpriiie has been exptesaod at the ab&once

of halation, or when merit is claimed for any spocial material

or methutl ^t is always in connection with such subjects, but

I wiaii to (mint out that allkniigh these do often exhibit the

trotiMe in question, it is comparatively few cases in wh<i'li

it is not proventihh- Tt i.. obvious tliat a variety of subjects

prone to halation lotail in the high-light« oonipara-

tivly orer-oxpoard ..umpsred with tho detail in the
shadows. That is to say, that if one were photographing
those higb-ligbta alone a frartion of tlie exposure given to

•osura aatiafaotory rtniK-j^ing of the shadows would bo suffi-

c4«nl. For instance, a liiriie iiui<+'"^ — m- contain bUck onst-

inds in shaded part«, whih- in a i [K^ition as regards

light may br a dial consisting oi wmiit a.<ard bearing tine

btack lines (a roit-meter or prexKu re-gauge). If one were {dioto-

graplung the dial ^i' ' :: ii;il (i.e., meter road-
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iwilh a magnifying glass in some r.iM".i .ilmough the Mii. k

lines in the photographs niost be less than a fire.Juindri><ith

of sn inch in thickncs-- This deacriptson of subject is actually

a gr<«t«^r test than tho instances to often quoted of (l.'tiiil

|4iotugrjphod against the light of factory wiiidow.s. If these

mmffimitt remarkable in^t.tnoes are analysed it will be found

in a great many cases that the difference between the exposure

required for tho subject itself is not greatly in exoe>«s of that

nanded for the view through the window if the latter wer«

plkiHograpbed with a dirty piece of gUss in front of the lens

aa in tho actual case in point. If, however, tho subject l»e

pbotogra[>hcd again«t a window which is itself the only or, at
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"Ut, aa the light which reaches the side of the !>tii'i"<-'
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1; ng in the lens, and tho disproportion between the

exportiirr". that would be sufficient for the subject or for tho

window or viow outf>idc it arc infinitely greater than in the

f ««ted aliove. The disprop«>rtion is even gr. ' '

1' i in uhioh the source of illumination (t»'1i'
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(lay or artificial light) is included, but arranged in a more

iioimal way. What I am aiming at explaining is that the

only sort <rf subject in which halation may be said to bo in-

evitahle or excusable is that in which not only is there a

source of illumination but in which also that detail is over-

oxi)ose<l by some hundreds of times. Even then it will be

found that if the other factors are favourable the halation

can often be confined mostly within the illuminated area

itself, and it •R'ill not be noticeable except in the rebate of

tho -negative. The writer was asked recently to photograph

a subject which might seem the very limit as regards halation-

inviting. A network of wires, the latter less than a sixteenth

of an incih thick, was suspended seventy-five feet above the

ground, and further wires connected this arrangement to the

earth. The whole was about a hundred-and-fifty feet in

length, so that on reducing the subject to whole-plate the

thickness of the wires could be seen on the ground-glass only

a« a very faint grey hair-line when examined with a powerful

focussing-magnifier. The difficulty of the oa-se was not dimi-

nished by the fact that the supports had to be rendered

U])right, so that a somewhat distant standpoint had to be

taken and the axis of the lens was necessarily neither central

nor square with the plate. In addition to this, the wires were
moving slightly in the wind. Yet it was found possible to

obta.in a perfectly sharp map-like photograph of the wires,

and in a oouple of plates the surrounding landscape, both

foreground and distance, was quite satisfactorily rendered

also.

Being of an experimental turn of mind, and wishing to

test my theories as well as those raised by various correspon-

dents, I arranged' a test subject intended to include all the

problems likely to give nse to halation. A half-watt lamp
of three-hundred candl^power was hung so .that the etohed

lettering on it faced the camera. A large focussing-screen

was supported in front of this, so that one of the sides of the

wooden frame out the image of the bulb but left the other

half clear. On the giound-glass (which was only a few inches

from the lamp) two negatives were fixed with lantern-slide

strips, one a line and one a tone subject, still leaving part

of the ground^glass clear, and some scratches were made in

both .negatives. Still further coipplioations were inti-oducod

by shading half of this arrangement with a thickness of trac-

ing cloth, and by sticking overlapping strips of translucent

paper on the edge of the wooden frame. Close to the un-
obscured half of the lamp was arranged a group of objects

that normally would bo considered not an easy subject, taken
as a whole, to photograph, ranging from a piece of cotton
wool and a graduate half full of water to a bottle of Azol. A
sheet of ground-glass, to reduce the intensity of the light,

separated this group from a similar set, which, however, con-

tained even darker objects. To add to the " difiBculty," I

pinned on the wall at the back a sheet of printed matter,
this extending from the least illuminated portion to imme-
diately behind the bulb itself. Thus the subject could be
considered to consist of a very powerful direct light, as well

a« brilliantly illuminated " windows " of many shapes, sizes,

and densities, many of them overlapping one another, as well

as details of such nature and in such positions that if serious

halation occurred they would be lost. Quite a number of

platea w6re exposed upon this subject, both backetl and not.

The plates were of two makes and of three varieties. It was
found that with the stop which was used throughout an expo-
sure of three seconds on a backed ultra-rapid plate gave not
only a perfect rendering of the bulb with all the details imme-
diately adjacent to it, but also everything else except the very
faintest shadow gradations. Printed with care on a contrasty
paper, this gave a vei-y fair reproduction of the whole, and a
quite perfect result of the lighter portions. 'Hiere was no
halation, exoep* faintly round the filament itself, though theie
was a little diffraction in the form of a few tiny lines radiating
from it across the wooden bar previously referred to.

All the plates used were about the same speed, and the
exposures given ranged from the three-second one to three
times as much, then forty times, and finally two-hundred-

and-fifty times the original exposure. Of the latter four plates

were exposed and developed in different ways anil

with different devclojiers. Regarding the amount oi

halation, it may be said at once that in propor-

tion to the detail image—that is to say, as seen in the prints
—^there is very little difference between any of these greatly

varying exposures. What little there is, is only to be seen

immediately around the lamp ; and in all the negatives, an<l

most of the prints as well, every detail of the lettering on

the bulb is plainly readable, and very little of this is lost

on any of the prints. The filament itself is, of course,

reversed on all excepting the first three-second plate.

The modes of develoj)ment were as varied as the exposures.
For instance, two similar plates, both unbacked, were exposed
for two minutes each, and developed in M.Q., but in one case
the developer was used in concentrated form, and for the
other was diluted so that the plate took ten minutes to

develoji to equal density. No difference could be detected.
As a matter of fact an enlargement was made from the slowly-

developed one to the size of the original subject, and in this
the gradation throughout is distinct, from the detail in the
bulb itself to the darkest shadows. The line subject can be
plainly read even in the part of it that is seen through the
glass of the electric lamp, and the writer was complimented
on the quality of the texture of the details by one whose
familiarity with photographs must be such as normally not
to arouse any enthusiasm. In this case the bulb was over-

exposed by forty times, and the other parts of the subject ,

by, six or eight times, and the plate was unbacked and softly

developed. Of the plates which were exposed for over six

times as much again as this one, one of them was unbacked
and was of slightly greater speed. This "• impossibly " over-

exposed plat© was developed in Azol of such dilution that

at the end of an hour it had not attained printing density,

so was finished off with a little stronger. There is actually

no more halation in this than in any of the more normally
treated plates and none in the " windows," and althou^i
the "quality" of the gradation naturally is poor no detail

is lost anywhere. Of the hacked plates similarly over-exposed,
and developed normally for four 'minutes, prints show the
best quality and gradation of any, though they are, of course,

so dense as to make enlarging from them an utter impossibility.

I do not, propose to argue from this that any exposure
and any method of developement will not bring out halation,

but it does prove that if one uses plates that are reliable, it

seems to matter little how one treats them. I would suggest
to anyone who is frequently troubled with halation to ask
himself if he ever congratulates himself on the rapidity with
which his plates fix out. I think it will be found that a plate

which is 4iberally coated with emulsion, and which there'fore

fixes slowly, will be found far less prone to halation in any
circumstances.

It is a fact that in the case of plates which do give hala
tion rapid development with a normal developer, or one
slightly stronger and not cold, will reduce this liability. In
proof of this a client who had been trying his hand at out-

door night>-scenes complained to me of the intense halation
round every street lamp. I asked him how he developed?
The answer, ""Tank." On my recommendation he tried rapid
development, and had entire success with the same make of

plate. There is no difficulty about this if one employs the
time-and-temperature method. Having developed a trial

plate of a trying subject, at say, 70° by judgment, but noting
the time, it is easy for any experienced photographer to

decide whether for the future he will develop such subjects

for a longer or shorter time, and to make a rule of doing
so at that temperature.
Now I come to the last of my list. of halationjgiving factors,

namely, the lens. And in writing this I can visualise the
smile of derision on the faces of some of my readers. Yet
I am of the opinion that, next to the plate, the lens is more
often the cause of provoking halation than any of the other
factors. This opinion is the result of experience in many
carefully noted cases. While not pretending to any theoretical
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knowledgp of optics, I think that the way in which a lens

produce* halation of a brightly-illuminat«d area is bv the

inisges of Mich details being reflected from one surface of

th.» lens to another, and suoIT reflected images being still

|a>\«<Tfal enough to ho projected by the letu along with the

normal image, hut not quite coinciding with it and, of course.

verv much out of focus. Besides this there is a certain amount
of flare, or diffused light, produced by every lens when a

l.riil'ant subject is being photographed. It is well known
'•' lenses are the Wst liable of all to this sort of

lit the o( rations on which they can he u.scd are

^y rare, on account qrf defects in other reapects. that they

ir» ruled out by the practical photographer. Of lenses in

'al use I hare found anastigmats made to work at a

-^ :mum aperture of //9 most satisfactory a* n-gards free-

'tom from halation in reatilta. It i.« not at all ditlicult to

rD*ke comparative te*t of leases as to their qualities in tiiis

respect without actually exposing any plates. The way to
'*'> this is to arrange a movable light of fairly large area.

a« a lamp of any sort with a sheet of tiuue paper or
I ..1... in front of it. Ti'-" i.,.,,.,.. f.. .i.^ij the camera

Mtaining Honi' ot too brightly
.,...,,. ,.ti..., ,„^ tjjp iniago

X »" K»'t an

1. It is ohvioii> that snch a lens rnlls for
>•- "1 •• 1 when used on any subject in which any
t are* rs likely to shine in tJie lens, and should b«<

1 ••! ;iiio. »ii;w im.'. :ii .» .rT.i;ii

This was when employing either
.1 two i.'ii»«^ I nun iii.n HI uw, and w»» shown both in making

original or reproduced negatives of the kind of subject referred

to thougii both appeared to give good definition otherwise,

and I then attributed the fault to halation in the plates,

but on trying a new anastigmat on the same plates was
agreeably astonished to find the trouble vanish.

.\nother instance which will illustrate my point is when
using a lens for enlarging, more especially in apparatus in

which a condenser is u.sed. When a dense negative is being
enlarged from which a clear area is included, or when the
clear rebate is proj(>cted, the developed imago often will he
m«rre<l by any snch black portions being diffused on to the
surrounding surface. This has been attributed by somo to dust
in the air, to " spread " in the emulsion, to anything but tho
actual rea.son. Yet if a really high-class lens he installed,

and, still l>etter, if the condensing lens, with its deep curves
and o|>ti>al faults, 'bo done away with in favour of a reflector

arrangement, the trouble referred to will vanish.

To sum up I think it may fairly be stated that provided
one employs plates of a kind that is thickly coateil with
emulsion, and is backed with a really efficient backing, and
one oses lenses (well hooded when possible) that show on actual

trial to be free from flare, one may tackle the most extreme
i-ases of "halation-invitation" with a care-free mind, and
without taking any special measures as regards development.
It may t>e added, however, that cases of apparent halation

have bo<-n traced, in my own experience, to poor black on
th« in«i<le of camera bellows, to dust or condensation on the

lens, and in one csm; at least to faulty balsam in one com-
bination of the |i<n«. This defect was visible only on hold-

ing the leas up to a small source of light and looking through
It in a slanting direction. It was then soon ns a faint veil,

but it had a very noticeable effect on tlio images of any
lit* in tho piniire. Lenses should not bo judged,

of the trouble mentioned, by their price or by
s name, n«>r by any theory as to any particular

1 -nn. The onlv way is by actual pra<^ticnl tost rf

the iiuhvidiial lens. D. Charlxs.

ELECTRICAL FACTS FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS.

it'irfirluiUd ft
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"^ " '

. , . main, and, on
It, an " induced "

;4ry coil.

•oltaxe ot coil is proportional to the
of lb- numi" n the two coili, ao that it is

to decrea«o or Inrrease the voltage of the
: or arc lighting ttio former ia almost invariably

asc, the volu being brmieht down to aboot SO for one
r''

Great care sbonld be exerriwd when connecting to the
7r,.,r,, that th« proper terminals are wired, or a dangerous

•'^t may occnr. If, in tho case of a MO-Tolt nupply
, .. !..„ 1 -,. ... .!._ ndary torminala

it is poasible
rnii.) won .1 rosuii in a pressure of 800

;
eel. In addition, the transformer would

:taini% ne bumt Vp.

om fiagt 314.)

The higher the supply voltage the greater is the economy
ort« tod. as will be >.oon from a simple illustration. .Assum-
ing the (Upply to bo 'J-IO volts, and the arc to take 10 amperp«,
with only a resistance in circuit the consumption would ho
2.4<0 watu, or 2 2-5 unite per hour. By transforming the
pr«a*ur« down to SO volts the consumption would be reduced
to .too watt«, plus a small' addition for the energy absorbed
in the transformer, say, slightly over half-a-unit per hour.
In arc-lamp circuits it is also very important that tho cable*
and nritchea should be amply large enough to carry the
»":"•""• 1* if they are too small they will get hot and waste
' lo power.

in.- ...aage can also be reduced by placing a chokingcoil
hi -aMit^ with the arc. It consists of a lamiante<I iron core
surroun<led by a coil of insulated wire, and its action
is due to tho fact that the magnetism of the coro
pro<laces an op(>o.sing electro-motive-forc* in tho winding
with wasting an appreciable amount of energy, as a
resistance does. Some choking coils have a straight
core, and by sliding this in and out the voltage can be varied.
fMhera are made in either rectangular or ring form, tho
tiofcMary adjustment being made by connecting to " tap-
pings " or small loops of baro wire loft sticking out at
inttrrals, hy which means a varying number of turns may
ha included in the circuit. A small choking coil is somo-
time* put in series with an arc lamp when the current is

taken from a transformer. It has a cteadying effect, and
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serves the same purpose as a resistance while not absorbing

as. much" power.

It should be borne in mind by those who wish to fit up
their own arc lamps that to secure the greatest economy
in current consumption it is essential to have a transformer

or choker to suit the ])eriodicity of the supply. This is the

numher of complete alternations or rcver.sals of the current

per second, and the different supply bodies vary greatly in

this respect. If the periodicity is low there is a perceptible

flicker noticeable in the light from an arc. It is said that

in certain parts of the North of England the periodicity is

as low as 25, and the flickering of incandescent lamps is

then quite apparent. A transformer used on a circuit of

considerable difference in periodicity to that for which it is

designed will get very hot after working for some time, and
the generation of this heat natuially represents consumption
of power.

Transformers are usually marked with their primary and
secondary voltage against the appropriate terminals, and the

periodicity, the last being indicated by a wavy line, thus

:

5(y When buying secondhand apparatus these figures

should be looked for, as it is false economy to save on the

initial outlay and incur continual extra running cost. A
difference of a few per cent, is, however, generally

unimportant.

If the supply voltage is fairly high it is best to instal an
auto-transformer or compensator when more than one arc

lamp is connected. For instance, on 200 volts from one to

four arc lamps can be run in the cheapest manner, as is

shown in the diagram, from which it will be seen tfiat in

principle the auto-transformer consists of one continuous coil.

The winding of the transformer is divided so that each section

gives 50 volts, and, assuming the lamps take JO amperes each,

that amount of secondary current will be available for one
lamp, the whole four, or any combination. When all the
lamps are working the transformer takes practically no cur-
rent, the lamps then running in series. For the sake of clear-

ness the switches, etc., for each lamp have been omitted.

Direct current lamps give more light than those working
on alternating current, ospacially when designed so tjiat

the carbons are vertically in tlje same straight line. On
direct current the top carbon is positive, and the major portion
of the light comes from the crater formed at its tip.

The light is thus cast down in the required direction, whereas
with alternating current both tips emit light equally, and
as much is directed upwards as downwards. There is, how-
ever, a type of lamp known as the " fiame-arc " in which
the carbons are inclined like a letter V, the arc being formed
at the point. These lamps throw the maximum amount ef
light downwards, and there is not so great a difference between
the results obtained by the two kinds of current. The makers
of a well-known pattern give the following approximate
figures :—Direct current, 4,500 ^.p.; alternating current,
3,400 c.p., with a consumption of 12 amperes in each case.

There are doubtless many photographers who are fond of
experimenting with various sources of illumination, but prob-
ably few appreciate how easily an efficient arc lamp can be
made. If two carbons, from 9 to 11 millimeters diameter,
are fixed vertically on a base of some insulating material,
and are supplied with 10 amperes at about 50 volts, an arc
can be started at their tips by connecting them for an instant
with a piece of carbon hold in a non-conducting wooden handle.
This precaution should not be omitted, as there may be a
leakage to earth somewhere on the system, in which case
tlio operator might get an unpleasant shock. The arc v«ill

continue to turn steadily, and though the light is thrown
upwards, a large reflector can be used to distribute a diffused
light on the sitter.

The carbons can also be arranged' horizontally, but they
must not point downwards to any degree, or the arc will
travel up and fuse the connections. It must not be forgotten
when experimenting with a simple arc that, unlike a properly-
constructed lamp, with its regulating and feeding coils it

-must be controlled and kept stable by either' a resistanco
choker, or transformer. If a transformer is used, a resistan*.

or choker of small inipedence rpust still bo employed to control
the current taken by the arc. Otherwise there is no limit to

the current that will pass, save, of course, the blowing of the
supply com))any's fuse.

To find the amount of resistance wire necessary to pa^.>

the required number of amperes, use is made of the simple

equation R=.^, where B= resistance in ohms, E = voltage of

supply to be absorbed, and C= current in amperes. The fact

that the arc itself absorbs about -50 volts must not be lost

sight of, as is indicated in the diagram. Assuming that it

is desired to run an arc with 10 ami)eres on a 100-volt circuit,

the resistance will therefore have to take up the remainini;

60 volts, and the equatfon will be R=-—=5 ohms. Referem

to a price-list of resistance wires will generally show the

maximum current that the wire will carry at a certain tem-
perature, and the resistance in ohms for 1,000 yards. It is

then easy to calculate the requisite amount of wire of the
proper gauge. It is worth while to take some trouble in this

matter, as a friend of the writer, leaving things to the dis-

cretion of a well-meaning shop assistant, was induced to pur-
chase two or three pounds of thick wire when ^bout 4 ozs.

of a much smaller size would have been ample.
The high cost of labour and maintenance at the present

time has resulted in the substitution of half-watt for ar.;

lamps in nianj- thoroughfares, with the result that 't 's often

po.ssible to buy the latter at a c*omparativ€(ly low price.

These lamps are usually in perfect condition, and the writer
has known them to bo used to advantage for portraiture,

in cases whei-e cost is a consideration it should not be for-

gotten that the largo bulb of a half-watt lamp is easily broken
while a well-made arc lamp will stand a lot of knocking
about. If purcjia&ed direct from a supi>l\- ooimpany /full

information will readily be given as regards suitability for

the consumer's installation. Should the lamps be obtained
through some other channel, care should be taken not to
run direct-current lamps on alternating current, or vice

versa. The writer knetr one man who put two direct-current

lamps in series on .alternating current, the resultant lighting

being very poor and the bill disproptortionately large. Alter-

nating lamps can bie recognised by the holes in both carbon-
holders or clips being the same size, while with direct lamps
one (the positive) is larger than the other.

Lamps for series running are specially adjusted by the
makers, and if it is intended to take advantage of this

economical method of wiring it is best to obtain them direct

from the supply company, as if bought second-hand from a

dealer they may have been separated from others of the
series. This precaution is not essential, but its observance
will conduce to better working.

Always use the best carbons. Inferior kinds often give an
unsteady light, and quite upset the mechanism of an other-

wise perfect lamp.

In conclusion, it may not be out of place to say a few
words about the danger from shock. The main switch, almost
invariably of the " double-pole " type, should always be
opened before making any alterations or connections to the
wires. A double-pole switch isolates the entire installation,

as it breaks contact in both the main wires, but the ordinary
single-pole switch controlling one or two lights breaks
contact in only one wire. Should there be an "earth"
(a fault in the insulation by which current leaks out) on this

wire it is still possible to get a bad shock if the other wire
is 1>ouched, as the current would travel through the body,
boots, floor, etc. Some leakage is inevitable, even with the
most carefully-laid cables, though it may not be on the con-
sumer's premises.

It must not be forgotten that though the voltage of a
shocking-coil may be high, as indicated by the spark, the
actual quantity of current is very small. With a public
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-np|»ly there i» pmrtirnlly unlimitwl onriynl «v»il«SI«, »nd
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-re. ill' ihax, will pa^
1^ as M in the case of
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uiid by tlie voltage of the

writpr ha.< persooally knotm of tvm fatal shocks at
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result that the

ELCcrmiruK.'

RO PRINTiyO PROCESS
» - ' - —*?cal«ri of r««ent

to an amateur
1 f vf. ir L'

ilfli are

1 I.

ancirr rontroi i.t\ •itiij* n '..»rvin^ tur ' imr ui tmwe--

-k Mlationa m« r*<{air«<i
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Airetie arid.
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I ' .• fir«i l.»lh mAi !-• run, I

>>• kronriM

if >^ r II'

time,
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'1 it ia a]t«r«<l by tha

tn.

'•r, Ifaeci t«ke a piaoe
.... .»..., .1„ i...,ini<U,

I
-•..... ....... ,rii.,i«r** in

from 16 to 30 aacoada, areording to

(f«a«! pr.

Xo, 2 bath and «iMege« into contact with the
V,. „.v »i»„.i ,„ . .1,.... i .!.,,_ pi,^ baiwat9
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i-.i^.— . i.«p*r. »nil > ..
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After writing ih* lr4
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»
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1:

^«»>ifc W3 <i*jrr*« til) K^ip

V it faoa n th«
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paper
-'"wn lloitinj paper
«im1 allow to remain

-T bleached,

'. ehaiifea of

•«i f«r fwtktr oae

.

b.

» "wpU inaii«r, no cbeni-
f-r paper ia

peratare of
tLe twa'pa^rt, *ii;i *ah<ring, well

covered by the warm water, and wait until the pigment com-
•-i to ooza ronnd ttie edges. Aa soon as this occnr.s, carefully

;ie comer of the pigment paper, and, keeping the transfer

paper under water, steadily strip the two apart. The transfer

paper will now be seen to be covered with a thick coat of pigment.
Oently splaah the face of the proof with the warm water, and as

the picture iiegins to reveal itself, tho splashing may be local, if

it is deaired to reduce any particular portion—should the print

be too dark—the temperature of the water may be increased.

When development is complete, the picture ia rinsed in cold

water and placed in a 3 per cent, solution of alum until the bichro-

mate stain hit' disappeared ; it is then finally rinsed.

NoTtS AJJD t^BSKRVATlONS.

The time of immersion in No. 1 bath of 3 minutes is applicable

to all pigmented papers except red chalk, in which case 5 minutM^

is desirable. I'nder immersion is indicated by heavy shad'^
lacking detail. The time of immersion in the second bath is a

point of importance. Complete control over the brightness of the

print ia ensured by attention to this detail. Depth and brightness

are the result of short immersion, an increase of time giving j

proportionat« increase in softness of the result.

ft TS not pr^sibU to give the exact beat time, but 25 seconds when
'< of average depth is a good point of departure.

- of bromide paper demand various timea of immer-
'>iit wi^h all grades the rule ia constant that longer time gives

«, ish Ion; a time ^ivf flatness.

•• Brown with normal bath is inclined to give weak prints.

using this colour it is adviaable to make the No. 2 bath of

three quartet strength, i e., 1 ox. of No. 2 stock solution, 31 ozs

of water.

It is daairaKe to paas the No. 1 bath through muslin after use

New Books.

Fy«l Aid to the Amateur Pholo<nipbcr. By Will R. Rose,

Chester : Minshull and .Mcrtoo. 2n. bd.

Tui% litl'.- m.i ju.ii III. I.. .11 in print for sou

and therefor.- !•)<, iioi >.>ine within the stric;

r«TMw«. But, as w* ourscAct only recently came to know of :(,

poatibly anany of our amateur readers are in a like poaition. aii'l.

tlier«(ore. ve may naetolly refer to it. We have the greater i

to do so for the reason that the book differs from the many mjti

f,ir Ut« Ariitttur both in its scope and method of treatment. It

set* Itself out to catcf in tha most practical way for the require-

msots of those legioiii of amateurs whose photography conaista of

makin.^' ^tnotor... uiih a film Camera and leaving the real to some
very little about development; nothing about

I
,...^ >.' ^ i but the subject proper—the taking of satis-

faotory piMtographs—is dealt with in the clearest possible way.

bacMiaa the teaching is chiefly in the form of snapshot photographs,

good and bad. Mr. Rose, in hia buainesa, baa had extraordinary

opportuniliaa of observing the mistakes which are made in the

us* of a hand-camera ^by the inexperienced; mistakes in lighting.

•xpoting. foeoasing, and handling the camera; and he haa shown

extraordinary capacity in making the right and wrong ways plain

to tbiwe who know next to nothing of photography. There are

HlWtt Ikhnical terma in this little book than in any other we
fcf ^ ' - -' I - •! -.- i< more instruction of the kind which

,| mg pictures. For the people whocc

pnoi'>gr*iiiiy iie>;:n» iiio nom with the use of the camera, this is

the one manual which they should have, for it tells them and show.«

them just those things which concern them, and in a way which

they, cannot fail to understand.

Mr. E. V. GiLBKBT has rejoined tha travelling force of Houghtons,

fjd., and will represent I heir professional department in the

Sontbern and Eaatem Ounlies—approximately from Yarmouth to

Land's End.
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Patent News. New Materials.

froctat pattnU—appl'cations and tftcifieationt—art treated in

' Photo-Mechanical Notet."

Applications, May 16 to 21 :—

Mounting Prints.—No. 14,094. Finishing or mounting photo-

graphic prints. G. E. Hadley.

Da\xioht Development.— No. 14,092. Daylight photographic

developing tank for roll films. E. Jack.

Developing Boxes.—No. 13,785. Photographic loading and

developing boxes. S. S. T. Pratt.

Stbreosoopy.-No 13,902. Camera stereoscopic attachment. W.

Worsnip.

Colour Pbocbss.—No. 14,031. Process for producing coloured

photographs. E. A. Lage.

Non-Photographic Negatives.—No. 14,004. Producing negatives

by other than photographic means. F. A, Pereira.

Projection Method.—No. 13,862. Means for projecting images

of objects on to screens, etc. C. F. Dussaud.

SHrTTERS.-No. 13,990. Device for operation of camera shutters.

H. Whitehall.

COMPLETE SPEUIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

These specifications are obtainable, price If- each, post free, from

the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

Colour Photography. No. 160,540 (December 20, 1919).—The

invention consists of a toning solution containing potass ferri-

cyanide, uranium nitrate, rose bengal, naphthol yellow, and acetic

acid, together with iodine, and in addition to or in place of the

iodine an isocya.nine dye such as pinacyanol or Sensitol Red.—

William Friese-Greene, 41, Portsdown Road, Maida Vale,

London, W.9, John Newlands Thomson, 22, Brook Street,

London, W.l, and Colour Photography, Limited, of 3, St.

James's Street, London, S.W.I. [Formulae recommended accord-

ing to the invention will be found on another page of this issue

in the " Colour Photography " Supplement.]

DYE-ToNrNG.—No. 147,005 (February 1, 1906). The claim is for

the process of converting a silver image into a copper compound

and" dyeing the latter with an organic basic dye.—Dr. Arthur

Traube, 12, Ranch Strasse. Munich. (Further particulars of this

specification' will be found on another page in the " Colour Photo-

graphy " Supplement.)

Dyb-Toning.-No. 147.103 (December 3, 1918). The invention

relates to an improvement in that described in Specificatloh

No. 147,005. By the invention the dyee are suitably selected,

which is of importance for the success of the picture. While the

otherwise very powerfully dyeing triphenylmethanc dyes dye

sufficiently, they do not correspond completely with requirements.

It is necessary that the dye should dye well, not be dissolved

away or only to slight extent by washing, and at the same time

be poescssed of sufficient colour intensity.

By the invention basic dyes of the following classes are used:—
Thiobcnzenyl dyestuffs for yellow, thiazines for blue, pyronines

for red, safranines, oxazines, and acridines.

The members of the several dye classes can be mixed with each

other, so that it is not necessary to use a single dye for each

dyeing. Dyes of the same or different tints may be mixed.

—

Dr. Arthur Traube. 12. Rauch Strasse. Munich.

Scaloid Vedol Developer. Made by Johnson and Sons, 23»
Cross Street, Finsbury, London, E,C.2.

A TABLET developing preparation which is certain to find wide

favour among photographers, on account of its suitability for every

description of work, has just beep introduced by Messrs. Johnson

under this name It is made up in tablets, the normal working

deve.'oper being prepared by dissolving one tablet of the developpr

and one of the accelerator in 4 ozs. of water. The developer works

exceedingly cleanly—it seems impossible for it to produce stain

under ordinary conditions—and gives density readily, the Watkins

factor advised for normal negatives being 12, or 10 if a soft

negative is required, or 15 if the aim is one of greater vigour.

But what perhaps will appeal most specially to the amateur worker

and also to the professional is the use of " Vedol " for time-

temperature development by means of the very comprehensive tables

published in the circular of instructicns. These include a classified

table of plates according to their speed of development. The
developer is suitable for both bromide and ga.slight papers, lantern-

slides, and also for the special brown-black papers which have come

so widely into use of late. By addition of bromide and extra expo-

sure it likewise lends itself to the making of lantern slides of a range

of tones from brown-black to red. The developer is supplied in

cartons containing tablet.'' to make 100 ozs. of solution, price 2s.

The following complete specifications are open to public .nspec-

tion before acceptance :

—

Colour-Photoghaphy.—No. 163,311 Multi-colour screens for

photography J H Christ ensen.

Single-Solotion Intensifier.—The Henderson-Patton Manufac-

turing Co., 74, Dame St., Dublin, sena us a specimen of a tablet

intensifier preparation acting in single solution and very quickly

yielding great intensification with reddish-brown colour of deposit.

Apparently the intensifier is the familiar uranium formula, or

something closely akin to it. for- the intensification is completely

removed by a weak solution of soda carbonate. It may be doubted

if there is now any wide demand for an intensifier of this kind,

particularly when issued without indication of its chemical basis.

However, the tablets form an effective intensifier, the action of

which we prefer to render slower by dissolving in about twice the

quantity of water directed by the makers

Barnet Matt Plates.—On taking into use the Barnet matt

plates, which we mentioned as a new introduction by Messrs.

Elliott and Sons last week, v/e find that we were guilty of an error

of description. The matt qjiality of the plate is obtained not by

a coating on the glass side, but in the emulsion film itself, the

surface of which allow? of any of the retouching work which can

be carried out on a matt backing and also of other descriptions,

such as fine pencil work, to which a matt backing is not so

susceptible. Tht exceedingly fine grain produced in the film

provides for any description of printing, and, moreover, although

for a somewhat different reason, is a preventive in very large

measure of halation. It is therefore evident that any of those

who may have obtained supplies of the plate on the strength of

our description will not be disappointed in their u.se, despite the

different manner in which the matt effect is produced.

VANOnARD Ground Glass Varnish.—The Vanguard Manufac-

turing Co., Maidenhead, send us a specimen of a modified variety

of their ground-glass varnish, namely, one yielding an extra fine-

ness of grain and hardness of surface. The preparation certainly

yields an exceedingly fine grain, dries very quickly, and yields a

surface of such hardness that the ordinary hard retouching pencils

can be used on it within two or three minutes after flowing on.

The Vanguard Company advise us that owing to its altogether

special composition it has the feature of becoming somewhat

cloudy at times in warm weather, bnt that this has no effect what-

ever upon its practical employment. A further caution in respect

to it is that it must on no account be mixed with any other matt

varn,sh. The new product is evidently one which will find m.any

users among those having occasion to carry out retouching work

of <%ny description on negatives. It is supplied at the same price

as the ordinary matt varnish of the Vanguard Company, namely,

2s. per t-mall bottle, 6s. 6d. per half pint, or 12s. per pint.
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Meetings of Societies.

MKKTlM.;s> or SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WFFK

ScxDAT, Jrmt 5.

i h Hampahira House I'iiot. Soc. Onting lo B^"*"^-

^ ion Phot. Soc. Excursion to Cobluun nd Stoke

1 ' Ao«riK>Q.
MOXDAT, JCNB 6.

! . and Dij». Phot. Soc. " Home Portmiture," J. R.

- , . Jon Phot. Soc. "The B«J«DC« ol Lisbt." C V
< -^r.

TowDir, Jcifi 7.

Hackiter Pbotogrsnhic Sodetr. " Toning and Suining BromidM
nd 8ed«.'^ E. C. Ridge.

i noaib OuMn Clab. Final CompMiiioa kod .\ward)ng of

iheflield Photoirraphic Society. Annual General Meeting

WsronttDAT, .)r!TC 8.

[tratj{.,rd Photographic Societr. Evening Kzcortion to Hirst

Wnodi.

O. King

TBVBsitaT, .Ixrm 9

fl 'i«y Photographic Society. Ex.-

Ij. i.'nertmith Hampehir* H»»ie P>
Kiuning Park Oo-oi»'' otj (

At, Jr»r« 11.

i.lnn and Cripplefata PS. Oating to CowIm and Ivor
K -^ l,„r^r, <wwMrtv rC fhirir, - t,, TlM K '.r>jil ri<l(

ROVAL. PHOTWiRAIilit .ma JKn

.Mrrtim; hrtd Tiw(da>, May 31, ilir pmideot, Dr. O. H. Rodman,

I ' : refarrrd to tha coUaelion of radiograpii* «• the

vaiia. Thu ie<x>i>d - of radin,: A been fcvongbt

t'.gtth^r »:<h 'ho .• of B««DtMT- ItoM^Mt Ssctatjr.

o< apwrial (•tctMI. We miut piMlyont
later iwoe.

d then deiiverrd a lanlam lectora, " Tb*
>«ila*r!and." and, for over aa ho«r. bald

iterealed in a aeriw M ^Mtofraphe, not

' tit technical readatiAfft of rtrj beaotifnl

natoral mtteimn wow pad Is tha

of the ebainnan, a hearty vol* of tbaalu waa

CRt'YDON CAMERA CLFB.
Mr W F. Slater, F R P S.. gava a lantam lecture entitled
Arrhitectora with a Hand Came'* " ''-^ '- •-—! and fonnd

*t the R. P S. On an 'K-catii' in ita oor-

;«r capacity wilJi ~.^..i;.- ~,
- . , ,grt of

. f of Appeal, w
I ih, prjo,

».on In fain.., _.... ,,.,,.j ,j,,i g^
'<lnally aiv joai a* M tlie average

I that the
. . ...,.,. ^»^.-,,.., ..i t.Kr |7i.i.ifi«im» would make

'rrrnra waa particularly

nay pnaeiM lo many

m

. .- laid th»t •'•- • •'- '

for m thear

"It arehil* iuir i- ».u *nii.;i iheir arope. f>ften in

Hey are Sold camerat, tml capable of being need'—" '.',. of miama. and ntftny a plata baa
' dty expnaed wtHi an adjaatiaaot out

At an iiiaiance, one p(^lar lawliti who bwya the
camtrai avefy few month* Bads la each fre«h pur-

ind gloriowa opportanitiea of addiog to an anrivailed

collection of di&aatera for which he ia eo jastly famed. The cani«ras

with which Mr. Slater worked were not of this sort, but Kodaks of

the timpler type, not even fitted with a rising front, and aome of

the really splendid slides shown owed their origin to th« best-known

camera in the world, to wit, the ' Brownie." They also well illustra-

ted that the oft-despiaed R.R. lens is still capable of first-class re-

.sults, thou):h in most cases a 5-in. Cooke lens working at f d.S -a-ss

employ«d on quarter-plate film. As many interiors roquire permit*

to photograph them, Mr. Slater prefers to dispense with a tripod,

for, if reposing innocently on a chair or other support the rafiera

is apotted by an attendant, a little friendly discussion permits

completion of the exposure. The finder is only used for centring, as

practice enables the amount of view included to be judged.

Focunsing is effected by scale, depth of field being calculated on a

confusion diae of 1-2S0 inch, varying the stop as circumftanc«s

dictate. In many cases, he said, it is possible to give prolonged

sxpoanrea by pressing the back of the camera against a wall or

pillar, and freqtiently a Kndak scores by being able to be used in

a position impostible fnr a camera on a tripod.

A rough guide to exposures for interiors, due to the facile brain-

box of Mr. H. W. Bennett, the lecturer had found useful and

reliable for Kodak film. In ordinary bright summer light, atop

//16, a modern domestic inferior with light walls takes 1 minute;

with dark walls. 2 to 3 minntes. Naves of churches, badly lit,

1 minute ; cathedral aiales,. 1 to 4, and choirs, 4 to 20 minutes. Of
course. " tim^ and temperature" were well rubbed in at intervals;

tha last factor was u, «welteringly obvious that drv-ginger and

K3 cyder ware in great demand.

The dtscusston wa* brief and highly appreciative, the president

felicitoualy picturing the lecturer as a " typical London photo-

r—ir' >? " Occasionally <-nv sees this type about, armed with tripod

'tacbed mvslerious contraption, whoae main feature is a large

[,:
• - <" '••-•! clnne, both apparatus and operators usually

h. . fur wear. To normal vision the genial Mr
Siaicr « .'ii I;' t rrxnilite them in tha lea«* ''• • "' •''-'.-' .t

vary baarty vote nf thank*.

In last w«rk°t report •>( Mr. Sinclair's •-niro, owing to a

printer*! error nr mystic diarm of the reporter's handwritir^, it

«a> •' ' 3' and 6 - niployed. Lenaaa of

5- an<l ; ware ait

EDINBt'RUH SOCIETY OF PROKK.'^SIOVAI,

PHOTOGRAPHERS.

Meeting sdav. May 26. Preaent : Miss Uerlrani,

Measra. J. ' ilarpcr. Swnn Watwin, Qeorge lialinain, E. I).

Young and Mofiai. Mr. " of Messrs. Hislop and

Day, Ltd, procasa engra%

'

was also preaent on the

invitation of the Society. Mr. E. li. Voung in tho chair.

Tha Chairman explained that Mr. Piria Macdonald, of New
York, who waa known to them all as one of the premier photo-

grspherii in the United States of America, was attending the

Rotary Coiixmiion to be li^ld in Edinburgh from June 13 to 16

next, and that several members had expressed a desire to do

hopyor to him and to Ui« profession by entertaining him to

lanche"" '-"• 'l^v during the nitting of the Convention. The Chair-

man • :liat he h-id cabled Mr. Pirie Macdonald on the

19th 11.-. iing him, im behalf of the Society, to luncheon, and

tvanMhe day. but be had not yet heard from him in reply. The
^...1,... onanimoualy confirmed tha Chairman'a actions, and the

I were appointed to carry through tha arrangements. It

«.,,. ,.>.,,.«d to invita ladies to the luncheon, and the Secretary

was instructed to send out a circular to all the members inviting

their support so that the Sixnety may be fully repreaented.

Mr. Young reported that he had seen Mr. McNally, the organiser

of the c<.intinualinn claaaea under tha education authority, and had

received a very sympathetic hearing from him as to the formation

of a class for chemistry and optics as applied to photography. He

had framed « letter whirli he proposed should be sent to Mr.

McNally set tin;; forth the particnlam of the proposed scheme.

The secretary read the letter to the meeting. It wla approved of

and instracted to be dispatched.
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Mr. Hislop, who had for the past sixteen years conducted the

class for process engravers in the Heriot-Watt College, gave an

outline of the work of the class there. He thought the project

of the Society an admirable one, and if the Society were agreeable

that process workers should be admitted to the class along with

photographers, he was confident that their combined efforts would

command success. He offered, should a sufficient number of pupils

come forward, to undertake the tuition of the class, which it was

resolved to limit to the process workers and photographers. Mr.

Hislop was cordially thanked by the members of the Society for

attending the meeting, and for the information he afforded the

Society. He was also thanked tor his kind offer to undertake the

cariymg on of the class.

An interesting discu.ssion thereafter took place on the com-

parisons between the minimum prices charged for commercial

photography by the process engravers and the professional photo-

graphers respectively, and it was agreed to invite Mr. Hislop to

the ne.xt meeting of the Society, when the prices for commercial

photography were to be approved of so that the members might

have the benefit of his expei^ence in fixing their charges.

It was resolved to give a donation of one guinea towaids the

prize fund for the retouching class at the College of Art, and the

Secretary was instructed to remit the same.

A vote of thanks to the Chairman concluded the meeting.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

NEW COMPANIES.

Daniel Chinery, Ltd.—This private company was registered on

May 25 with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares. Objects: To carry

on the business of photographers, photographic artists and printers,

manufacturers of and dealers in photographic apparatus and chemi-

cals, cinematograph film producers, etc. The subscribers (each with

one share) are: C. W. D. Chinery, 3, Silverton Road, W.6, auto-

mobile engineer, and Mrs. F. M. Chinery, 3, Silverton Road, W.6.

C. W. D. Chinery signs as " direator." Qualification, 50 shares.

Remuneration as fixed by the company. Registered office: 13,

Eccleston Street, S.W.

News and Notes^

FoccssiNG MACNiFffiRS —Messrs. A. W. Penrose write from their

Glasgow offices, 347-349, Cathedral Street, pointing out, in refer-

ence to our article of last week, that they have just placed on th»

market a low-power fixed-focus magnifier with a sucker end, which
readily adheres to the ground glass screen. A magnifier of this

kind is particularly useful to the general worker, outdoors or in

the studio. It is supplied by Messrs. Penrose, price 6s. 6d.,

post free.

DiSATH OF Mb. L. F. Hammer.—The death is announced of Mr.
Ludwig F. Hammer, for many years a prominent manufacturer
of dry plates in the United States and head of the Hammer Dry
Plate Company. Mr. Hammer, who was a native of Germany,
made his home in America in the first half of the last century, and
after many years of success as a professional photographer founded
the business which still be.irs his name. Throughout American
photographic circles he was very greatly esteemed for his cordial

and amiable nature, and his death, at the age of 87, removes a
personality that will be keenly missed.

The Club Photographer.^Having cast its two previous titles

our young and lively Liverpool contemporary has now appeared
under the above title, chosen in reference to its representation of

the interests of photographic societies throughout the country. It

signifies this broad policy by devoting its literary and illustration

pages solely to contributions by the Hammersmith (Hampshire

House) Photographic Society. 'The members of this body contri-

bute the articles and originals of the art supplement, notable among
the former being a useful series of notes on the handling of pan-

chromatic plates. Our contemporary is clearly showing its capacity

to make a place for itself in photographic journalism, and should

certainly make many readers both inside and outside the ranks of

photographic soc.etics. It is published from the headquarters of

the Livtrpool Amateur Photographic Association. 9, Eberle Street,

I..iverpool, price 3d. monthly.

Picture-Hanging Wire.—Mr. A. G. Stubbs writes to

" Nature " :—I have for many years pa:st used and advocated the

use of plain copper wire in preference to any other means of

suspension. The only matter that calls for careful attention is

avoidance of " kinks." With heavy pictures my practice is to

.have two entirely independent suspensions—screw eyes, wire, an<l

wall nail or hook—the duplicate being entirely screened by the

picture, and either actually or so nearly sharing the weight that

should the other suspension fail it could take the whole load at

once without jar.

If I use a (nailed-on) wall-hook I put a stout nail immediately

beneath to provide against failure of the brass hook, and I have

found it a good plan when using a brass-headed nail to drive in

a wire nail at a steep angle beneath it so that the head of the

wire nail lodges beneath the brass head. The wire nail act*

excellently as a strut.

Handelchrome Portraits.—We have recently had an oppor-

tunity of seeing a number of examples of a new departure in oil

portraits in colours which owes its origination to Mr. E. G. Handel-

Lucas, doubtless well known to many of our readers both as a

painter of repute and as a technician in photographic methods,

particularly in relation to colour photography. For several yeai's

past Mr. Handel-Lucas has been engaged in perfecting what we
understand to be a new technique in the making of oil portraits

in colours. We do not know anything of the technical methods

which are adopted, except that a photographic print is employed

as the basis. But we are able to extend a very cordial apprecia-

tion of the results. The Handelchrome portraits are characterised

by very remarkable freshness of colour and drawing. In the latter

respect they immediately impress one as being striking likenesses

of the subject. That may be due in part to the employment of a

photograph as a basis, but we believe that Mr. Handel-Lucas
makes it his pj-actice to study the. original sitter whenever that

is possible. At any rate, it may be justly claimed for the Handel-

chrome portraits that they strike a new note in colour portraits,

and will recommend themselves both to photographers and their

customers by the very great technical perfection and their

altogether distinctive character. They have been compared with
the effect which one sees when looking at oneself in a mirror; and
the comparison is an apt one in giving an idea of their realistic

quality. We learn that Mr. Handel-Lucas is busily engaged in

fulfilling commissions, which have resulted from a comparatively
limited announcement of hie work, and that further particulars of

the process may be obtained by application to him by letter at

169, Gleneagle Road, Streatham, London, S.W.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

August 27 to September 10.—Toronto Camera Club. Latest date
for entries July 30. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary,

J. R. Lawson, 2, Gould Street, Toronto, Canada.

September 10 to October 8.—London Salon of Photography. Latest
day for entries August 31. Particulars and entry form from
the Hon. Secretary, London- Salon of Photographv, 5a, Pall

Mall East, London, S.W.I.

September 19 to October 29.—Royal Photographic Society. Par-

ticulars from the Secretary, Royal Photographic Society, 35,

Russell Square, London, W.C.I.
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Correspondence.
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THE STTPIO WORKER AND THE SHOPS ACT
To the Editon.

"•-al »i*w r«<«ntly •-•

actual taking ol a i i( a part

<• »r -...mu'fjntorf " (Uia ilalir* utrr ir.>M> i aounda

hke the Factory Art. and if any qoeation <>f applying

Act to at«di«* ariac*. both amployera and eaployeee

-Md in many casta.

.>pbrr ahovld be
' by the apron

i.<>int

ire
"

- Act. vkv uiijht to bo prepared u. obaerve

•aaa of maDafaetare.

the ciauses ol the Factory Act would have agniS-

' were the Art to apply. Under theee clauae* it

become compolaory to proTidc adeqoktc eentilatioo, heating

arrangements, and sanitan- accommodation for all employed. Pro
vision would alto have to be made for escape in the event of

fire. The maximum hours of employment would have to be
definitely fixed for the first five days and for Saturdays, and no
uoman could be employed on Sundays. Christmas, Good PViday.

and the foar Bank Holidays wotild be compulsory holidays for all

empl'.yeee in England and Wales, and other days in Scotland and
Ireland.

.\dmitt«dly many of the studios which make a specialty of

sittings by appjjntmeot are already well within the above pro-

visions, and the Act could be applied to them without their knowing
it or being inconveni?nc«-cl in the lea.»t. but there are others which
are not up the Factorj- Act standard and yet might wish to enjoy

freedom from the Shop.s Act. This is the crux for employees.

Before the Shops Act was law, studios were open all hours on all

days, and there were no rules or regulations governing working

hours. This Act gave a certain half-holiday to many who hnd not

had it before, and a^p shortened their daily hours, but if it is

no lonuiT of anv signifiraMoe to those employed in the studio and

presumably in other work rooms, they must either come under the

Factory Act or drift baik to prewar conditions. There is, how-

tver. III! reaatin at all why the interests of both employers and
employees should not be safeguarded. Appointments could be freed

fri'm red tap? without aasintants being rendered liable for it.

Kndir.the Factory Act it should be possible to arrange for work

out of unuat bu»inea* hours on an overtime basis subject to mutual
agr^emlnl I*)!)* would mean that special appointments at which

the services of paid employee* were required would ben«IU not only

the customer or the customer and the owner, but the employees

s« well. .\> thinga are at the moment the latter seem to be rather

ont of the rnnning as regards rhe case in point TRntMlT.

I'ICTURE WIRE.
To the Editors.

Osntletnen.—Perhaps a few remarks apropos this subject, and ii>

lo Mr R B. Marston's oomplsint, may find an odd corner

- valnable apaoa.

f a Hire there are three main points to consider, viz.,

.opearancr. and durability. The saying, " I'nity is

alnngtti," ia aaeropliried in this article when new. I say advisedly

" when new." «• deterioration sets in when exposed to dampness

and t)ir \.y H-al actions in the a:r, the finene«s of the

Mraad.i, of . . .
; iig. I hemselve* more open to attack.

True, tbmr have been *ome>brands placed on the market, audi aS

aato-brodse and gilt copper, that have answered all requiremauls

admirably, bat the pnce precludes them from general use. When
hanging pictures, I always advise customers to hold an annual

in*paction.

To sum op, for general purpn«e». xnch as for studio curtains, work-

room fittings, etc., where . ' of primary imp<irUnce,

the aingle-otrand copper w on all count* including

atnoomy. FH*«rtB

THE WOMAN IN PHOTOGRAPHY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen.— It u very interesting to know thst " Onlooker
"

regards the lady photographer as a pasaing fad. I>ady photo-

gTapbars have juat as ;;ood a reason for taking up the work »»

nMpttii^p earn the daily bread. Before I hod a business of my

own I started in a country place against tremendous odds. I was

a Udy assistant Ui theee men, who never gave me a chance to do

anything but jost the work I was paid for, though I was eager

to team.

Women are good at details ; that is why they do well in photo-

graphv when thev have the chance. Besides doing business, I

have a large housi to look after, with the help of one little majd.

and my husband say* I am a good cook. I expect " Onlooker
'*

does not know much about women. He will be an onlooker at a

football match on a Ssturday afternoon.

I cannot wriu more. 1 am off to lake a group of footballers

with a cup they have won from a good many team-

TH« WOMAX in PlIOWiKM-Hl.
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Answers to Correspondents.

In actordance loitA <ntr pruent practice a relatively tnwll space u

allotted in each issue to repliea to eorretpcmdente .

W* tattt answer by pott if stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed

for reply: S-cent International Coupon, from readers abroad.

<}ueries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach us

not later than Tuesday {posted Monday), and should be addressed

to the Editors.

B. H.—D.50 is made and sold by the Cooper Research Laboratory,

Watford, Herts.

a. E. A.—For particulars of the Carbro process apply to the

Autotype Co., 74, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.I.

C. T.—Possibly the brush is out of order, but fine grain can only

be obtained by high air pressure. Don't have paint too thick.

Pumice on print will have no effect. We don't think it is the

fault of the colour as we have often used the same.

A. N.—As regards glazing in quantity, perhaps we should refer

you to an article by Mr. Brangwin Barnes, in our issue of

April 1, 1921, page 185, wbidi gives very full details of glazing

by means of ox-gall., which is the process very largely used.

W. P.—For machinery for coating with the ferro-prussiate or

ferrogallic sensitisera the two best firms are Messrs. R. W.
Munro, Ltd., 103-149, Cornwall Road, South Tottenham, London,
N.15. and Messrs. N. L. Scott and Co., Ltd., 3, Pancras Lane,
Cheapside, London, E.C.4.

E. G.—^Messrs. Billcliff, Richmond Street, Boundary Lane, Man-
chester: the Magna Co., 2, Eastborough, Scarborough; the
Quta Co., 252-254, Haydon's Road, Wimbledon, London, S.W.19;
and the Victoria Frame Co., 103, Anglesey Street, Lozells, Bir-

mingham, are the firms supplying ferrotype and similar cameras.

S. D.—Certainly you can have a 3i x 2^ inch adapter, and the only
difference will be that a narrower angle of picture will be taken,
that is to say, from a given standpoint you will get exactly the
same picture as on a quarter-plate except that a margin of § inch
width will be missing. The camera wiU not need to be re-scaled.

M. H.—It is very difficult to get a background black enough to

ehow up a dark figure effectively. In the present case the nega-
tive is rather under-exposed. If, as we suppose, the ooat is red.

a panchromatic plate and a fairly deep filter, say, K.3 or Ilford

Gamma, should have been used. Italian cloth has too much
gloss to give a good black. Serge or velvet is better, and these
should be kept well back in the shadow. We should not call the
print inartistic though, as you realise, it is rather " spotty."

W. J. B.—(1) Assuming that the ammonia is of the fuU strength
of .880 or .885—much that is sold is not of this full strength—the
npecific gravity for half-strength is about .938. We are afraid we
cannot tell you what the corresponding graduation should be on
the 0-40 scale to which you refer. (2) The M.Q. formula is cer-

tainly rather weak for ordinary work. The same chemicals dis-

solved in 40 ozs. of water would be somewhere about normal,
but, on the other hand, the formula was recommended for pro
cess plates, which readily give density.

H. J.—A trough made of a bent piece of tin is a very suitable
holder for the flash powder. The latter is very conveniently fired
by putting a small piece of gun-cotton (from the druggist's) at
about the middle of the train of powder and lighting this by
means of a match on a rod. With an 8^ -inch lens on a whole-
plate you would probably require to use stop from //16 to //22,
and depending on the colour of the walls of the room from, say,

i to i oz. of powder. A lens of this focus on a whole-plate is a
comparatively narrow angle for an interior subject of moderate
size. If you are required to get in as much of the room as
possible you will probably find it necessary to use a lens of not
more than 6 inches focal length.

H. S.—^We think the beat fneans for avoiding the deep tone of

the elder boy's face would be to make a P.O.P. print from the

negative in well diffused light'with an opaque paper patch on
the part to be treated. Then, when the main part of the sub-

ject has been printed to sufficient depth this patch should bo

removed and replaced by a mask covering all of the negative

except the part which was previously covered. You could now
print the elder boy's face to the required depth and make a

- copy negative from the toned and finished P.O.P. In carrying

out this process it will be necessary to bind up the negative with

two or three sheets of glass of the same size, so as to provide

some distance, from ^ to i inch, between the negative film and
the masks.

Dr. J. M. D.—The only formula we know for a persulphate solution

of reasonable keeping properties is that of Mr. H. AV. Bennett, as

follows :

—

Ammonium persulphate 480 grs

Sodium sulphite 96 ,,

Sulphuric acid 48 minims

Water 10 ozs.

Subsequently Mr. Bennett advised 85 minims of sulphuric acid

in preference to the quantity given in the formula. For use, 1

part of solution is mixed with 9 parts of water, forming a 1 per

cent, solution of persulphate. We have not had any experience

of this fonnula ourselves, but Mr. Bennett is a very reliable

technical worker, and we have no doubt the fonnula does what

he claims for it, although we are bound to think that the sul

phite is immediately oxidised by the persulphate.

W. A.—^(1) The usual pigment for holding back parts of the nega

tive by applying the pigment to tlie glass side, is carmine, the

ordinary tube water-colour. You require to mix it with a little

gum solution in order to make it adhere to the negative. (2)

Methylated spirit will not do any harm to plates during the

short time they are exposed to its vapours whilst backing is

drying. (3) It requires a good deal of practice to turn out a

number of gold-toned P.O.P. prints of identical tone, particularly

if you use separate toning and fixing baths. Perhaps you would

succeed best by toning prints as far as they will go in a batch of

toning bath measured out for a given number of priintfi. The in-

structions for Solio P.O.P. (Kodak) give the necessary directions

:

or you could use the combined toning and fixing bath, which

does not yield so easily the very finest results in P.O.P., but

in the hands of a beginner gives a much better average of result«,

especially as regards uniformity, than the separate toning method.

(4) Double toning in P.O.P. means a bluish tone in the high

lights or light parts of the prints, whilst the shadows are still

not completely toned, and, therefore, have a wai-mish colour.
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FocusairiK
writh large
Apertures.

EX CATHEDRA.

Purchasers of very rapid lenses witli

apertures of //3 or //3.5 and of consider-

able focal length, say 12 inches or over,

are ' ' ippoinU'd with the depth of focus in the

result ires. Such lenses are, of course, mainly

us«d fur {j.jrirait work, and'although their covering power

is mucli greater than the old portrait lens of similar

aperture tLey do not possess any more deptli. To make
the best use of tboin. focussing must be done very care-

fully and Uie focu.s " divided," so as to distribute the

deOnition as far as possible. If a large head is to b»>

taken, th© eye should first be ^t as sharp as possible.

Then, keeping a focussing ma^ifier upon it, the camera

bsok should be racked in until it is only as sharp as i«

neoooeary to give good definition upon the paper to b<>

UMd for printing, many of the surfaces now in uso l)einj,'

inoapabli' ' !-ring critical definition. Most of thf

modern i -••« are fitted with a diffusing adjust-

ment, and ii luis be set for a very slight softening, not

enough for a "soft focus" effect, it will apparently

ioorsMe the depth of focus (or field), this being due t<»

Um fact that Uiere is no critically sharp point in tb<>

portrait to start from. For children'^ portraits with

such lenMs it is advisable to keep the ifnage as small a.'^

pooaible. even if it is necessary to enlarge siibsequently.

wli»n t>irp<» heads m"'' rc^mired.
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Organised During the present month one of the
Wi«toBraphera foremost professional pliers in

Ain«>ri<'a. ilr. Pirio Maodooald, of N s, hopes

to pay a short nsit to this country, an.l will, it

. v,.......i I,,. v.. tJ... .it.nnrtunity of conferring with his

iould he come to London, tlie

i n.ii-sKioiiiii 1 M' i Association will not let slip

the opportunity oi the views of one who hsw been
~ 'ing the battl- ~ oi jihotographers as a body in the

-d States for many years past. Mr. Pirie Macdonal.l

repreoenta in his own person a great deal more than x

skuftil and verj successful "photographer of men."

EufUP ance he arrived at success in New York he has

, thrown in his lot with the various movements for the

f ^ , organisation of photographers as a whole, and has done

yeoman oervioe, particularly in connection with copyright

legislation in ilnierica. Mr. Maodonald, as we had

ooooaion to say some weeks ago when reprinting a speech

of his, is a combination of idealist and shrewd husinoss

moo, and has a way with him which evokes enthusiasm,

even from those reluctant to admit the effectiveness or

neoesoity of corporate action among men engaged in the

same business. But he has preached full representation

of that business as an essential to the vitality of an

organised body. To quote a dictum of his:
—

" A post-

moster-generai will listen to & society of a thousjtnd
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inembers, but a society of ten thousa-nd members is able

to induce him to listen to reason." Latterly, Mr.
Macdonald has devoted himself to promulgating the value
of a code of ethics to which professional photographers
might well pledge themselves ; and if he is heard in

Iiondon it is very likely that he will give his audience
the opportunity of a fruitful discussion around that
theme.

* * It:

Slower Papers. A great improvement in the quality of
photographic printing is likely to result

from the growing use of slower printing papers. Most of
our leading manufacturers are now offering papers which
require many times the exposure which is necessary for
the bromide emulsions which have so long held the field,

and it will be found upon trial that a much longer scale
of tones can be obtained upon the new papers than was
possible with the old ones. These papers must not be
confused with what have been known as "gaslight"
grades, for while the latter were almost invariably suited
for thin or flat negatives, th^. newer papers give the best
results with such negatives as would give a good print
on P.O. P. or carbon. It is, of course, possible to obtain
fairly good results from such negatives upon ordinary
bronriide paper, but as a rule the prints are lacking in
quality and of poor colour, this being due to the fact
that a full exposure and short development have had to be
adopted in order to avoid vigour. With the new papers
it is necessary ixt use a rather intense light, mercury-
vapour or half-watt lamps being the most convenient.
As the latter can now be obtained in small sizes and with
the ordinary fitting, it is easy to substitute them for the
ordinary lamps in any printing box.

!.' * .+

Lieht.Distance A point which is commonly overlooked

Exposure. '° taking portraits by artificial light is

the effect upon the time of exposure
of altermg the distance between the light and the sitter.
The photographer who has otfly been accustomed to day-
light work does not realise that by moving the sitter three
or four feet to secure a certain effect of light he may be
doubling or halving his working light. The ordinary rule
that the mtensity of light is in inverse ratio to the square
of the distance between the source of light and the object
it falls upon is strictly correct only in the case of an
illummant of very small area, but it will not be far wrong
if applied to ordinary portrait work. To give a simple
example, we will suppose that at a distance of six feet
ironi the light an exposure of two seconds is sufficient

;

at eight feet six inches four seconds will be necessary to
give an equally exposed negative. This principle has 'also
an important bearing upon the exposure of full-length
figures, in which the difference of distance from the light
between the head and the feet may be four or five feet
in such a case. The head at four feet from the light
wiJl receive four times as much light as the boots which
are, say, eight feet away.

* * *

llid^'s
""***' '-^'^^ ^""^^^ ™®*^ ^^'^^ 'las become

,

increasingly popular c^. late year:, among
hand-camera users, and in some respects it has advantages
to offer over more elaborate patterns, as regards the cost,
weight, and freedom from the tendency to warp from
4amp One point, however, is essential in its use if
fogged plates are to be avoided ; the re-insertion of the
shutter into the slide, after the plate has been exposed,
Should always be done quite squarely, and not from one
corner as this tends to depress the Ugh t-trap, allowing
the admission of stray light. The Other day we were

asked to help in diagnosing the cause of some plates
v/hich were very badly fogged along one edge ; the trouble
was eventually traced to this careless insertion of the
shutter. Care should also be talien to see that the draw-
out shutter slides straight into its gi-oove in the slide.

We have seen photographers who insert the shutter
vnth a wobbling back and forward motion that tends to
allow the admission of light. Lastly, the worker should
take care that the shutter is inserted in its 'groove,
and not between the slide and the camera back. Some
of the apparatus upon the market that is not too well
made allows plenty of room for a wrong insertion of the
slide in this way. In fact, we know of a really careful
worker who made this mistake, and only discovered the
error when upon the withdrawal of the dark slide the
shutter fell to the ground, leaving the plate uncovered.

TITLES IN VIEW NEGATIVES.
While it is often said, with much truth in most cases,
that the photographer in a given place~is best qualified
to produce the series of view postcards of the locality,,

that statement must, we think, be qualified as referring
to the selection of the views and their production purely
from the photographic standpoint. When it comes to the
minor details of neatly incorporarfcing titles or other
lettering with the postcard views, the local photographer
in our experience is almost always woefully neglectful of
v.hat should be done, and is done, by the large producers
of postcards. We have often been astonished at the un-
tidy lettering of postcard views, on many of which the
title and the photographer's name are an unsightly dis-
figurement of really good photography. This deficiency
must surely be recognised by the producei-s of such
cards; its existence is presumably due to ignorance of
the methods by which titles can be very neatly added
to the postcards by photographic means. A few notes
on a subject which is often the subject of inquiry from
correspondents may therefore be of service to others.
For economy in this operation it is as well to make a

whole series of titles at one time. The neatest lettering
is undoubtedly obtained by getting the titles set up in
a fairly bold, but not " condensed," type, by a printer,
but if this cannot be done it is within the capacity of
most studios to draw the titles by hand, using as a model
either a given fount of type or one or other of the styles
of script lettering, such as can be found in the educational
copy books of Vere Poster. If this is done the lettering
should be made on a very much larger scale (say five or
six times) than is required in the negatives. Any
irregularities in the drawing will almost disappear in the
reduced version. In copying from large type, such as
that available in the specimens of a type-founder's
catalogue, individual letters may be traced in pencil on
engineer's tracing cloth, and tlie outlines thus obtained
filled in with Indian ink by means of a fine sable pencil.
A sufficient number of titles having been obtained,

they are arranged together on an easel so that in the
copy negative, now to be made, a space of at least a
quarter of an inch is left between each. The negative
is best made on a " process " or photo-mechanical plate
on which ample density of the ground can be obtained
with practically glass-clear outlines of the letters.
Although " process " plates are slow, their latitude in
exposure is small, and the best results are obtained only
by hitting just the right exposure. With pyro-soda or
hydroquinone developer, preferably made up according
to the formula recommended for the "process" plate,
there is, however, no difficulty in getting an excellent
black-and-white negative. After development, fixing,
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\«!i«hing anil drviriL' tlif film is cut through to the glass,

u^ii;.- ,t -.•<•; .-t 'i and a sharp pen-knife. The
t'ti'is iTe tiius cui ...™ -uparate sections of f'l- ••mnlsion

til Ml. Each separate piece has now to be ••(! to
- -'Octive negative. This is done \>\ ^. ..<Mi.g the

in a hydrofluoric acid stripping mixture, such

:i tnat recommended in the formula in the " Almanac
I i> ige 449 of the current issue), and consisting of 25 ozs.

'. 1 oz. watvT, 1 o«. ••. to eaoh
mixture from 10 to . ~ of pom-

ii_i.Jroduoric acid are add* ' C

It is hardly neceesarv •
i

i- taken in handling, or rath- .ug from handling,
:' 'ivdrofliiorii" iK'il. The la' :ld Repurchased in

the 6tri)i[)ing mixture made in a
X plate lifter used in handling the

so that the fingers require to touch only the
^'- '- ' in th(> •:-'•- \\ narrow

1 : fan b.- r detached
cm- \ H'w necativi-, iienTi' '\\'

'

"'

o

latter it is ii'-uiiJ to cut out f

'
* T as to provide

p bearing the
t : i in the shape ol

1 strip and allowed
i of rilm wiii readily adhere when the

\
: for the best effect in the pri i

'1 • riiif Tin tfii* n*'CTMti\»' w^'T.* it r.

close to the bottom edge of the postcard, und the subject

of the latter is then ninsked so as to give a narrow white
niargin all round the view on the printed card Tliis

masking is very readily done by first drawing lines in

Indian ink with a drawing pen, T-square and set square.

The further "blocking out, on the outside of the rectangle
made with the drawing pen, can then be speedily done
with a good blocking-out mixture, such as Vanguard
" Photopake." In URiiitr this on the marginal part of the
negative containing the transferred title, the fine brush
is taken up as close as convenient to the letters ; ample
density of the title negative is, of course, necessary to

prevent any tint showing around the letters in contrast,

with the white of other parts of the margins which have
been fully blocked-out.

Some postcard makers, on the other hand, prefer to

make a feature of cards in which the view extends right

to the edges of tlie postcard. In this case the title has
1 3 be put on to some part of the foreground of the subject

where it will show up on the print. For this purpose a

positive of the lettering, that is to say, in black on a

transparent ground, is usually better than the negative,

since th<^ white letters which are thus impressed on tlie

post<' show distinctly on any subject, whe'-" i<

black ire liable to be inconspicuous if tJie subj' • i

happens to have a particularly dark foregroimd. In this

case it is a simple matter to print a positive by contact

on to a second " process " plate, and to cut up and strip
i\f tiflAa TO !»Ir.,iiiK described f'lr •,\ nf^L'iiHvrt i)ir»>r't

THE H. AND D. DOCTRINE.

u ih« Mfiw g{ chapter*, the firat of which appear* below,— ~vo«r i* made to prmrnt the slMneDta o( the •ci«<oti5c

which are roDornixi in tke prooMMa of making
itivc* and print*. The di«c«rerT of thp«e

.••<!t duo to il irt«^r and I>rittald. While
•TMMU
•d by

lh« title

" »<• whnt

'lie uf

. bat
• colleoted

' 1*1 Tolonie

I orgtuon, K.C.,
*>f twcrilx -t'iM»

Since the output of original papers written in the language
originatad by Barter and Driffield and by later experimenters
is grcnriBg year by yi>sr, it leems desirabla to put the funda-
mentjUa of eiuitonu-try in a form in which they cnn bo iinder-

laod by the noniiiJithcmatical reader. The followin,;

eliapt«rs are a first step in that direction. Although they do
not take th* student very far, they will, it is hoped, enable
him to become familiar with the methods and terms which
•re th* biivi* of a great deal of proscnt-doy research in photo-

ild do much toward.s enabling him to ex-
inini papers which ho may regard as in-

Tl..

U
I.TME

making • Itcgativ* the obTioM- i>ini is to record

Srightnceaes oi

antount* of i

•'•wliKe in in ••! •

or, what t
' aliitw in '

't» of th ,.it.j.

iirrpcf 1*

t that

Be rorrea;

tire of.

1,

itiTsly

ijiter deals with the optical conditions which a
I' ilhl* if it is a theoretically perfect record (in nega-
1 "f a"v subject. It also explains the meanings
attj«<'ht><l III iMotry to the terms exposure, (ii>noity, and
den»ltT. .'I 'I

I \\\\\. It in hn)M«l ni.ikn i>lain tlu' ilifri>ri,|irn

between the two latter.

THEORETICALLY PERFECT NEGATIVE.
t -""'.

1 K'lh. I »tli. 1 4lh and 1/1 (the whole) (A)
' : 'it falling on it, as shown in Fig 2; or

l/34th. 1 liiih. l.'«th and 1 "2 (B)
or any otfaar aeries of deposit* exhibiting this proportionality

of transaiision of light by the respective parts. (Fig.- 2.)

Obriously only a negative answering to this description is «
tbetvetically perfect substitute, in " negative " or inversi"

form, for the |pn»-image of the original subject, for the pur-
pose, for example, of preparing a true positive version of the
original by printing on to a light-sonsitive pAper, also theoreti-

cally perfect. It is also clear that negative A is better than
negative B in one respect : owing to the larger proportions of

light which it transmits it prints more cpiickly thnn any othor.

The truth of th<> above dofinitjon had been admitted by
students of the photographic process long before Hurler and
Driffield formally expressed it in the above terms, but it wi«»

fhoy ri'tlert. in other

the tone- values

the same thing,

'ibject. In a pboto-
ion»i«t, <>{ deposita

developer;

.. -.l!y perfect

< these various

'>"xe emitted
Thu« the

^ ,' five tones

!r as 20, 12, ft.

• trrin<mitting
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not until Hurter and Driffield published their " Photo-chemical

investigations " in 1890 that the conditions under which such

a theoretically perfect negative is produced were defined and

the laws established expressing the relation of light-intensities

transmitted by the silver deposits in a perfect negative to

Fio. 1.—A Landscape of Abrupt BRiGHTNEsasa.

In live tones, emitting light-intensities in the proportion of
ao : 12 : 8 : 4 : 1.

the exposures (amounts of light)_ which produce them and the

process of development. It will be seen that exposure and
development take each an essential but difEerent share in pro-

ducing the theoretically perfect negative as defined above.

Sensitometry and its Language.
These laws were worked out mathematically by Hurter,

and the practical conditions in which they apply and the

eSects of departure from those conditions were ascertained

by the experiments made by him and Driffield. -While the two
investigators began their work for the purpose of finding a

scientific measure of the sensitiveness or speed of plates, their

researches had a much wider result, and established a system

of expressing the qualities of plates and negatives in definite

figures or curves, and of providing a numerical or graphic

language for the exact description of both the action of light

on plates and the action of developers. In other words, they
were, in factithe creators of what we now call " sensitometry "

(the science of measuring the properties and behaviour of lights

sensitive substances), and though other sensitometric systems
have been devised, theirs still remains the most useful.

The language which Hurter and Driffield introduced is now
in every-day use by experimenters in sensitometry, yet is

still Greek to large numbers of photographers, who are thereby
denied the opportunity of studying a large and important
mass of literature and of carrying out and describing any
experiments they may make in the most definite way. This
does not arise from the fact that Hurter and Driffield employed
mathematical methods much beyond the power.s of most people.

Fio. 2.

—

Thkoreiicallv Perfect Negative of Fio. 1.

The numbers represent the relative light-intensities transmitted
by the various parts.

These methods are used by them chiefly in arriving at simple

fornuilse. The obstacles in the way of assimilating their work
from their own writings or those of others are of a much
less serious kind. They are, in the first place, the iinder-
Rtonding and use of logarithms, which anyone can master for

this purpose in an hour or two. Secondly, the use of the

word " density " in an altogether sjiecial sense, different from
photographers' use of it ; and, thirdly, that Hurter and Drif-

field never directly measured densities (in their sense of the

word), although they and many other later authorities on
sensitometry constantly write as if they do. They measure
opacities, or, rather, transmissions, and express them a^s

densities. The confusion introduced in these two latter ways
into the study of sensitometry by laymen is perhaps more
largely responsible than anything else for the difficulties which
are experienced. Particular attention is therefore invited to

them in what follows.

Fundamental Values-

It is the basis of sensitometry that we shall express tin-

factors concerned in the making of nega-tives by numbers
(values), not simply describe them by terms, such as largi

or small, high or low. Some of these numbers are ratios (pro

portions) ; others are definite quantities. We must therefore

consider these fundamental factors and the manner of express-

ing them by numbers.
The amount of light which acts upon a plate —that is, thf

exposure which the plate receives—is measured by the inten-

sity of the light, usually denoted by /, multiplied by the time,

t, during which it acts. The intensity is conveniently

measured in terms of the light of a standard candle at the

distance of 1 metre; the time is measured in seconds. Thus
an exposure (7 t) of 40 seconds to the light of a standard
candle at 1 metre distance is 40 candle-metre-seconds. Other
(stronger) sources of light are often used, and are usually

rated in terms of the standard candle.

Under certain conditions of experiment exposures repre-

sented by identical products of I and t produce equal results,

however I and t may vary. This is the so-called Bunsen-
Rosooe or " reciprocity " law, but it does not hold good in

all cases.

Transparency and Opacity.

The proportion of light transmitted by a patch of silver

deposit in a negative, i.e., the transparency of that deposit,

is expressed as the fractional part of the unit light falling

on the other side. Th\is, if 1/lOth of the light is transmitted
we call the transparency 1/10.

But instead of speaking of a substance as having such-and-
such transparency, we can .speak of it as having such-and-such
opacity, transparency and opacity being inverse terms for the

same property according as one considers the fraction of

unit light-intensity which is transmitted or the multiple of

unit light-intensity required for a transparency of 1. The two
terms are names for the same thing expressed in different

ways. Thus opacity is expressed as the inverse or reciprocal

of the fraction denoting tran.sparencj^, e.g., a transparency
of J is an opacity of 2. Beginners in the study of sensitometry
appear to find a difficulty in becoming familiar with this rela-

tion of opacity to transparency. A common pitfall is to think
that a completely transparent substance (transparency there-

fore = 1) should have opacity = instead of = 1. This mis-

conception perhaps arises from the wrong idea tliat a sub-

stance subtracts from the light-intensity which falls on it.

It is overlooked that the numbers representing transparency
and opacity are ratios. Transparency is the ratio,

light-intensity transmitted

original light^intensity,

in which the transmitted light-intensity is taken as 1. Opacity
is the ratio,

original light intensity

light-intensity transmitted,

in which again the transmitted light-intensity is taken as !.

Plainly then in the case of the transparency ( = 1) of a com-
pletely transparent substance the opacity also = I. The
number representing opacity is the number of units of light

tliat must fall on the medium in order that one unit of light

may be transmitted.
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The terms transparency and ciiacitv are perhaps unfor-

, ,.•.!" .». their implication of co>niplott>ne«s, or, at any rat«>.

o of the denoted quality. But as us«d in sensi-

i, ,:;...;. iiiey have not this emphasis, and Mr. Renwiok has

suggested replacing them by the respectiv* termt, trammit-

tance and obttruetrante. Tho student >inirev.>r Owiuld now

) appreciate their mutual relation.

Opaciliea of a Negative.

It »,:i clear from the above that the opacities of

the «*rii'v ts which form a negative are the raluea of

. of the negative, .sinoe they rejiresent

rs. Tliej represent what are popularly

U»n4Uii-» ' of the negative, and in a theoretically

native are <iir»etlv proportional to the liRht-inteBii-

mc factor (ttie r of j l\

.ate of a plate uniformly

cisp<ja««l io the camera.

The Meaning of Denalty.

But the term (lennty b " " [•^irtKular <.innific»nc* in M'H-

> •• n.etry, following it« flr*t o*e in thi» senae by Hurler and

l»;ffflrl' D.Ti'itv i* ;i rr . .liure of the qoantity of silver or

n!h»r :... il per unit area of a negati\e

I' ;~ .-) • ns tranapareocy or opacity i«

I

!

-•' latter which perhaps can

!

two tb

>>ing a« kli<

on a sheet of gla«» ttrips

ut V tit 1 '^ if . t rt ri*-

three thickn*»«e» thi-

?
- - ->•• -':i '•

Via.

Th* roar dwasits of it

aad ) lkkka«a
( 0. I. »

u( aim t'f a^certalB dcatiljr.

ncie« of the»e f * h«. No. 1, being quite

.as a transpar No. 9 (one fihn) ha* a

iran>.p«renry of 1/3. What ii.ij';- ns in t' '
' •• two

fll<ii»P n>e 6n>t trannnit* one-third of tb t and
the second a third of thi< third that in 1 :t f it i U.

ladex ADd LoKartthm-
A little exphination muit bo put in here for the non'mathe-

' • - It i< .- '
•' ' ' -

-•' •-'
• ---

i value n>'

' fii what it ra.itii an mii> . <i or
The index i» written » ' >lac«d

.
1ft X 10 nnii IM < I'l K 10

'rg the re- The value, in our
1 » <AUI to be : .

. - .-
^ ^

\ is. Perhap-
' '•'•x "'' muubiT i'i

•y that 1 . _
3' » 1 X S X 3. tltiilex iaS.)
r 1x3. (Index is 1.)

< (BoiiBieaS) = 1. (ladkxUO.)

it: -firxar. iU'iK.>< its lutture wuil

jii-i been said. Dor 1/3 x 1/3,

of course, n '3)'. As we
.f 1^9 to tbo ><ase 1/3.

Relation of Denaity to Opacity.

To proceed now to the str'p consisting of three thicknesses

of silver deposit. Similarlv it will transmit a third of a ninth,

or 1/3 x 1/3 X 1/3 = (1;3)' = 1/27. So we can write down
the series of transiiurenciec and the corresponding opacities

as follows :
—

No. of films 12 3

Transparency 1 1/3 1/9 1/27

Opacitv 1 3 9 27

or 1 (= 3') (3)' (3)' (3)'

Consider the third and fourth lines of this table. Neglecting

the fin!t column (those 'with bome algeibra will recognise that

the 1 in line 4 may be written a« 3*), it is seen that we can
express the opa<'itieR in n form in whi<h a oonuiion number, 3.

is successively raised to a power corresponding with the pro-

portM>nate quantity of light-stopping material, i.e., the silver

depcMt of the film.';. The silver (line I) is in the proportion

1:8:3. The indices (line 4)-ire also 1, 2, 3. They simply

indicate the numl>er of 3"s multiplied together, 1 (one 3) in

col. 2; 3, (3 X 3) in col. 3; and 3, (3 x 3 x 3) in col. 4.

But if the silver deposit in the two fihns be put all in lone

fill,, til., transmitting effe«-t will be the same; also the trans-

•xrt of three films will be the same if treble the

<,»..,,.... .u a single film be contained in one film. Thus the

indices I, 'J^'S (line 4'i are measures of the quantities 'of silver,

i.t., deoaities.

By comparing lines 3 and 4, we shall see the relation of den-

sity to opacity. It is that density is the logarithm of opacity.

As aientionecl in a preoe<liiig paragraph, a logarithm is an
i

' nwer. In 3' = 9, 3 is the logarithm of 9 to the base

:< log., 9), that is the number of 3'b which must be

together to make 9. Similarly 1 an<l 3 are the

of 3 and 27 respectively, in each case to tbo ba-se 3.

.Vuy r ">wever, may be chosen for the bate of a system

of I(. and 10 is commonly selected in tables of

tthioh are publishi><l. e.g., '• Chivtnber's Mathtv

. ibles." Converted into logarithms to base 10, line 4

of our table will road:—
10' lO"" 10"« JO'"*

and the densities corresponding with the opacities in line 3

will be:—
Denaily .477 .»M 1.43

The density values employed in sensitometry are in\-ariably

computed on the above basik, that is, are logarithms of opaci-

ties to base 10. A density of 1 thus corresponds to an opacity

of 10 or a trantparency of 1/10. The density corresponding

with any opacity is found by looking up the logarithm of the

latter in a tabic of logantlinis, but in measuring instruments,

which invariably measure the proportion of light transmitted,

and therefore measure its inverse or opacity, it is customary

to graduate the scale in densities. Tlii* is done by marking
on the scale the values of logarithms of the opacities instead

of the opacity vslnes.

Weight of Silver and Denaity.

There is not a simpin method of measuring densities directly.

'HwteMnd Driffield moa.siired by chemical analysis tho weight

ol silver (produced by development) per 100 sq. cm., which is

required to give a density of 1 (opacity of 10), and found it to

be .0121 gm. Subscfjuent measurement* by Eder and by Meea
of thifi phntrmetric runstant, as it is calied, gave the values

.0103 and .0HJ35. Thus by use of this constant or multiplier,

ilentitiiit. computed from optical measurements are expressed

in terms of silver, e.g., den.sity of 1.2 = 1.2 x .0103 gm.

r per 10ft nq. cms. = .0124. But we shall not have occa-

;n flenl with densities expressed in this form, which is

1 here only to show that the optically derived voluo

;ty) is renlly a measure of density of silver deposit,

just a% the number of people per aq. mile is a measure of den-

sity of population.
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Illustrations of Density.

Before leaving the definition of this all important property

i,f density, perhaps an example may be given to show its

logarithmic relation to opacity. Suppose a country to be so

den.sely covered with ]>ampas ^rass that an explorer by push-

ing through a region of it is exhausted to the degree that he

can travel at only 1/lOth of his previous rate. Suppose now
that after regaining his full strength he comes into a region

of equal extent, but having two grasses growing on an area
where one grew in the first, and that his struggles to push
through this denser region reduce his strength of progression

to 1/ 100th. If we call the density of the first region 1 and of

the «ooond 2, we have a good illustration of density (as defined

by Hurter and Driffield) and its relation to transparency.*

Its relation to opacity is displayed by regarding the explorer

as having a strength of 10 when entering the fijrst region and
of 100 when entering the second. These strengths being each
broughlt to 1 by travelling through the respective regions,

the numbers 10 and 100 are analogous to opacities. And if

we multiply the densities each by the sanie suitable number
(analogous to the photometric constant), we can express the
densities of the regions in terms of the 'weight of (the grasses
on a given area.

A less fantastic illustration of density and opacity is pro-
vided by the simple optical device of a wedge of uniform
substance, such as grey glass, or gelatine in which a fine

pigment is evenly distributed. The density of such a wedge
(Fig. 4) at any point is, therefore, measured by its thickness
at that point, since the material is uniform. The densities

(gaffes'/
'oo^ooo /ooaoao

Fia. 4.—An luDatsATioN op Density and Opacity.

The upper row of uumbere represents the relative thickness
of the light-obstructing medium. The lower row represeiita the

corresponding opacities.

may, therefore, be represented by thickness numbers, which,
in the wedge of fig. 4, run from to 6. But if you hold
such a wedge up to the light you see that towards its thicker
end it becomes very opaque (" dense," as we commonly call
it) indeed. That is what is denoted by opacity, and, as shown
in the lower line of the figure, it increases by mathematical
leaps and bounds as density proceeds sedately from its to 6.

In short, and to clear the ground thoroughly for -what
follows, opacity is the degree to which a deposit of anything
ohstructs light, density is the quantity of the physical stuff-
silver, pigment or anything else—of which that deposit is
made. When you hold up a negative to the light, you judge
its opacities; you can't judge its densities.

The Relation of Densities to the Tones in the Subject
It (will now be seen, from a comparison of the definition of a

theoretically perfect negative (in the opening paragraphs
of this chapter) with the relation of density to opacity to
which we have now come, that we can set down the relation
which the densities must bear to tlie light-intensities emitted
by the subject in order that the negative may be theoretically
perfect.

The opacities, as we have seen, require to be proportional
to the light^intensities.

In the making of a negative in a camera the exposures
(light-intensities x time, i.e., / i) which the various parts

• It may b« rightly objected that two numbers do not serve to distinguish
in this analogy, between a difference and a ratio. Will the reader, there-
lore, please assume a third region, of 3 grasses per unit-area, in passing
through which my intrepid traveller's full vigour is reduced to 1-lOOOth

of the plate receive are proportional to the light intensities,

since all these latter act for the same time i. Therefore the
opacities of the negative require to bo proportional to th(^
exposures.

But as the densities are the logarithms of the opacities, it

follows that the relation between the densities requires to

be the same as the relation between the logarithms of the
exposures. This relation is that the difference between any
two densities shall be equal to the difference between the
two corresponding log exposures. I may illustrate this rela-

tion by reference to the Egyptian landscape (Fig. 1). The
assumed light-intensities are :

—

Light-intensities 20 12 8 4 1

which are proportional to the exposures of the parts of tho
plate representing sky, foreground, pyramid and sphinx. Si>

we can write :

—

Exposures 20 1'2 8 4 1

In a theoretically perfect negative the opacities will be,

say :—

Opacities , 40 24 16 8 2

representing densitie"; (log opacities) of:—
Densities 1.602 1.880 1.204 .903 .301

.222 .176 .301 .602

The figure in the smaller type between each density and
the next is the difl^erence between the two. It will be seen
that these are the same as those between the logs of the
corresponding exposures, viz. :

—
Log exposures ... l.SOl 1.079 .903 .602

.222 .176 .301 .602

It is this equality of difference between logs of corresponding
quantities which Hurter and Drififield, in common with mathe-
maticians, speak of as proportionality. They mean this rela-

tion when they define 'the theoretically perfect negative as
one in which the densities " are proportional to the logarithms
of the intensities of light proceeding from different parts
of the subject." (H and D. Memorial Volume, p. 78.) " Pro-
portional " is used by the mathematicians as a contraction
for the difference-relation when speaking of logarithms; but,
in default of apprehension of this extra-ordinary meaning of
the word, the custom, which is generally followed by writers
on sefasitometry, must be very confusing to the beginner who
is trying to master the fundamentals of the H. and D.
doctrine.

It should, however, be clear from the above what is the
theoretical basis of a correct n^ative—that is to say, for
any difference hetween the logaa-ithms of the two numbers
representing the different exposures on different parts of a
plate, there shall be an equal difference between the densities
produced by those exposures.

But can this condition be fulfilled in the making of nega-
tives on dry plates? For the answer we must now proceed
to consider the laws which by experiment have heen found
to govern the action of exposure and development and see
within what limits the above condition of correct reproduc-
tion can be realised.

In proceeding to this part of the subject it should be pointed
out that in sensitometric tests it is customary to increase
exposures in multiple (2 as a rule), so that the difference
between successive log exposures is the same. Thus :

Exposures 1 2 4 8 16
Log exposures .301 .602 .903 1.204

The common difference is .301, and in the theoretically perfect
negative the densities produced by the above exposures would
likewise differ by .301.

G. E. B.
(To be continued.)
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PERMANGANATE FORMULA.

Nut

the
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' and transfer to

Murr, nipta^ii »iiti»li! t<

»' riP«l liiiiil^*'
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Re-develop the im.ige in any non-staiiiing devoloper sueh as
amidol, when a good neutral black- deposit with clean shadows
is produced.

If the negative has not been dried before the treatment is

applied, harden the negative in a solution of

Chrome alum lO grs.
Wafer . lo osw.

as the film is liable to liec«inio a little more tender in the
proce!4S.

Bleacher for Sulphide Toning.
Probably the best known forniiil« enntiiiiiiiig piitiivsnini per-

manganate is the one pojiularised by Mr. T. H. Creenall for
bleaching prints previous to toning by a solution of sodium
sulphide. Many words have been written eulogising this
bleacher, and with justice. It has the power of clearing up
the high-lights and tones a correctly developed print to a
pleasing cool brown colour quite free from any trace of yellow.
The writer prefers the acid bleacher, as it is Icffl trouble to
compound tlyin tho formula containing sodium chloride, and
the remarks in the previous paragraph opply to that formula.
Two stock .<olutions are required :

A. Hydrochloric acid lu ...

B. Potassium permanganate 5%.

For u«>, take A 1 on. and B 30 niins.

Thi% formula is ninsiilerebly stronger than tho one sug-
! by Mr. OrtH>nall, but it has been found neces.sary, to
le the bleaching within a reasonable time.

liotii -t... k ujiitions ke<'p indefinitely in stoppered bottles,

bi4t til.' A ' iij^ mixture must be made up at the time of
using I rded when it shows any sign of discolouration
or tui^ . trouble may be expertenood where the sedi
roent wliH-ii ii> formed touches the print.
Thf prints are transferred direct to tho sulphide bath, which

»' '* stronger than 2 grs. to the <((lnee. where any
bi III.- to the bleaching bath will generally disappear.
Should tiii l)atli fail to remove the permanganate
stain, a qur . «• clearing bath is 1 per rent, solution of

potauiam melabisniphite.

Re*bleaching Sulphide Toned Prints-

It sonielinii-s hnp|ieiis thiit u siilpliide loiieil print is not quite
the colour desired, particularly so when the exposure of the
print, for the rea.'»on of excessive contrasts in the negative,
has had to be increased and development not carried out to

tho limit. When it is deemed desirable to improve the colour
of any sulphide toned print resort may be made to the bleach-

ing bath already given, and it will be found to bleach out
nearly a>> rapidly as a normal print. Apply a weak .solution

of sulphide (about 1 gr. to 1 oc. water) to the print, and a
darker am! much improved colour will be the result.

Should, however, it bo desired to reconvert a sulphide toned

print to a black tone, uso the same bleacher and re-develop tho
pr'r.t --

,, following acid

.:ii sulphite

I'utassium metabisalphiti

Amidol
Water

midol developer:—
5 oz.

80 grs.

30 grs.

20 oEs.

pas* through the hy{M> bath, then wash nnd dry.

Re*deTelopment for Improving Prints.

This useful salt may be also used for bleaching a bromide or

gaslight print to improve the colour and contrast

It not infrequently iMppens that an enlargement has to be
made from a negative with excessive gradations, and resort is

made to abnormal ex]>osure and development. The bad colour

of the print show the method of its pro<luction.

Prints of this type can be readily improved and a warm
''

n
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Wack tone obtainwl on mo.st bromide papers by the following

method :
—

Bleach the print iu

Potassium permanganate, 5% ... 120 mins.

Sulphuric acid, 10% 40 mins.

Sodium chloride ... 30 grs.

Water 10 ozs.

Wash the print for 10 minutes and re-develop in strong day-

light with a normal amidol developer without any addition of

bromide. Wash the print again for a .short period, and the

process is complete.

Slight intensification is obtained by this method, but should

this increase in strength be deemed insufficient greater intensi-

fication can be obtained by first sulphide-toning the print,

washing, re-bleaching and re-devolopine in the formulse already

given in an earlier portion of this article.

Hypo Elimination.

The rapid elimination of hypo is occasionally necessary, and

no better chemical can be used than permanganate of potash.

Rinse the negative for a short time in running water, and

meanwhile make up a solution of permanganate of potash of

a pink colour. Lay the negative in a dish and pour on a

small quantity of the above solution, which must be removed so

.soon as the pink colour is altered. Repeat this procedure

with fresh solution until the colour of the permanganate
solution is not discharged.

Pyro Stained FingerS'

Immer.se fingers in Ilford bleacher, already mentioned, for a

short period of time, and remove permanganate stain with the

metabisulphite solution.

Hypo Test.

Permanganate may be also u.sed to test the presence of hypo
in negatives or prints. For this delicate test make up a
solution of potassixim permanganate of a light rose colour

and place a small quantity in two test tubes, or other glass

vessels. *Ln one tube allow the drippings from the negative or

print to be tested to fall into the solution ; if no change of

colour is apparent when compared with the untouched solution

you may be assured that the negative is free from hypo.
The dilute solution for this test should be used soon after

mixing owing to the water causing the solution to lose colour.

Horace C. Inskkep,

FRAMING THE PICTURE.

[In spite of the great popularity of the iKis.ie-}Xirtout method

of framing in mouldings still holds its own, particularly a

take from our contemporary, " American Photography," will

who has studied the subject of mounting and framing very c

artistic circles.—Ens. " B.J."]

.Much has been said ab<)ut making enlargements from really

good negatives, but unless some of these enlargements are

framed and hung on walls much pleasure is lost. If the prints

are taken to the local framing shop the maker should know
whether or not his picture needs a mount; if so, how wide
and what colour; also something about the width of the frame
and what colour it should be. This knowledge is. more useful

if one attempts to make fhe frame, whether he makes the

moulding or buys it and simply cuts it to correct lengths.

To frame a picture that is not beautiful is to honour what
should be ignored. Much has been written about composition,

so let us make use of whatever knowledge we may have on
the subject, in .selecting the portion of our negative to

enlarge. Study a contact print, go over it with a pair of

L-shaped cards, and select the composition, enlarge the cor-

responding portion of your negative, and then the following

hints may be of value in framing it.

The functions of the mount are to increase the size of the

picture space upon the wall, and to isolate it from the sur-

rounding background. A picture with a great deal of action

requires a mount, as the frame alone is not enough to bind
the picture together and separate it from the background.
Prints tinted with water-colours, and prints resembling
Japanese prints in composition, need something more than
the frame between them and the wall, 'in some pictures the
figure comes close to the top, and seems crushed or at least

crowded without a mount. Again, the figure may be cut on
the sides, and a mount is needed. When a picture is filled

with large objects and is to be viewed at a distance, a mount
is generally required to isolate it. If the picture is filled

with detail, and to be viewed at close range, no mount is

required.

The shape of the picture determines. the shape of the mount.
A horizontal picture .should be framed' on a horizontal mount;
a vertical one upon a vertical mount; and a square one upon
a mount made slightly oblong by making the square below the
picture wider than that above. Avoid squareness in either
picture or mount; an oblong is much less monotonous, and

of finishing photographs and other pictures, the older plan
mong professional workers. The following hints, which we
no doubt be read with interest, they being given by a worker
losely, and whose examples of work are very well known in

therefore much more pleasing. Simple multiples in the dimen-
sions of the oblong are to be avoided; that is, the ratio of

the sides should not be 1 to 2, 2 to 3, or any similar even
ratio, but should have a more subtle relation.

The picture should neither be crowded nor lost in space.

There should always be a wider margin below than above giving
a feeling of rest. The side margins should be equal, and can
be the same as the top, or a little more or less, governed
by the action in the picture. Much horizontal action requires
more space at the sides than- at the top, but the general
rule is that the widest space should be at the 'bottom, next
at the top, and narrowest at the sides. Much action in the
picture calls for a larger mount, and a quiet one calls for a
smaller mount. A numl)er of large objects in a picture makes
a larger mount necessary. The mount should give the appear-
ance of rest to the picture. Avoid oval, diamond-shaped, or

any odd-shaped mounts.
Sometimes a second mount, forming a narrow band J in.

to J in. wide around the picture, and of a colour to harmonise
with the dominating note in the picture, heightens the effect,

and gives sparkle and beauty. Do not allow a strip of pure
white to enclose the picture. Sometimes a single line of
the value of the darks in the picture, drawn upon the mount
about i in. from the picture, softens the contrast between
the two. An opening may be cut in the mount, the size of
the picture, giving a soft border line formed by the shadow
of the mount.
Any picture in brown tones should have a mount of the

same tonal quality as the picture; that is, neither warmer nor
colder, and in value slightly above the midc^le value of the
picture and one tone lighter than the frame. Gray pictures

should have grey mounts, above the middle greys of the picture

and of the same quality. Pictures tinted with water-colours
require a cream or dull gold mount.
The frame may be considered as a part of the decorative

scheme which the picture will make when hung, or a strong
enclosing form which will separate the picture from the objects

around it. The frame is only a continuation of the mount,
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if on^ ha* Komi used, and should be unobtrusive. Any frame
- from the pii-tnre is wrong. For this reason

'uld not be umhI in which the grain is too coarse

As a rule, the colour of the frame i» the same
.t. or the predominating colour of the picture,

•r than the (larke>t parts and darker than the lightest

n some re»pect* the frame is to the pulure what
"> is to people. The frame sluuild modestly enhance the

ity of the picture, and be ~uKi,rilinato to it. One of the

nary pur|>o<>es of the fraim- i.n to protect the picture,

• ' u durable wood should In- used, rather than a plaster

1011. Ornately ^arre'l and glittering mouldings art*

'..I th.- toni' relations of the picture, and violate the

iti«m. Wheiievei' jxissible, there should

<>r otherwise, between picture and frame.

II the frame M (Uf^ient to isolate the picture, no mount
.. ild be used.

A consistently pleasing relation mut exist between the

-rHth of the mount and that of the frame. The moulding is

lily narrower than the mount, never the same width. Tho
governed by three thini:~ the amount of action in

• ire, the nunlwr uiid -\/-- of the objects in it, ami
.iniy of the colouring. The stronger the action, the

the frame, l^arge nbjt. t^ in the picture require a
!i 111 -'Vfral small obji

' < : r frame than t

'it a tinted photogr*)
'

require* a wider nioii

lu 111
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.;bter than
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:>g, if IMcd,

I A tmall

ramo toned

•ii'nii, use a dull

Of, what is belter, tone the

I :
'

-'.-
.n the pre-

II or grey-

'I III raluuring,

I pictures. For
mould-

•ina as

white pine, poplar.

iiy, maple,
,; . ' .Mahogany

It ran )><> staiiK-l iTowh to harmimise properly.

u ^:.'-. alnut may be left nntural or stained to a darker

browa. The cheaper wooda ran Ix- enamelled the proper shade.

!-.• one is *
'

' oulding to more
tromnise nil colours, of a

bade or lour to the

iiade. Tl I the wood
• d. If the

'irs may Im
no and
.nay be

1 tir tiiitvd photo-
iiseil alone, or tone»l

l..'l'
: r,..d'•

l.il

I, »h>-ii V gold

lour, leli^ . , ,r show

'HDioitim bronae may be used in Una way for

">ol. gfpy ©Sects. On some pictures a frame made of open-
grained wood may be used, stained to the proper colour and
then neutrali.sed by rubbing a white filler into the open grain.
The final tinislv on any frame should be flat or rubbed dull,

never glossy. Wax is an appropriate finish.

When the frame i.s tinished. the next thing is to put in

the picture. Out the glass and backing to tit the frame
accurately, and then make sure the gin.ss is clean, fse glass

that is clear in colour and free from air bubbles or notice-

able waves. Place tlie glflss, picture and hscking in the frame
and fasten in securely with brads, laying them flat on the
backing to start them. Then make the frame dust-proof by
covering the back with a heavy piece of wrapping paper.
Dampen one side of the paper with a moist cloth, and spread

a thin layer of glue over the back of the moulding. Lay the

paper on the moulding wet &id« up, press firmly to the mould-

ing and stretch toward the outside of the frame until the

wrinkles are pruciionlly gone and the paper seems quit^ taut.

Lot it dry and trim the edges of the paper that project over

the edge of the frame.

Place screw-eyes not more than 2 in. from the top of the

frame, aa the picture should hang as tlat as possible. If the

picture is at all large, two wires sliould be used, each running

vertically from the frame to t"he picture moulding of the room.

The trianjcular space made by a single wire running to tho

ceiling aixf down to the other side of the frame is not in

keeping with the vertical lines of the room. The wall on

which the picture is to be hung .should be considered as a

• omplete composition, and the picture so bung that the Xpace

is well balanced.

HALF WATT LAMPS IX FILM 8TDDIO LIGHTING.

(A rommonicatioM from the General Electric Co.)

TlU gas fired metallic fiUmrnt lamp it rapidly |{r>iwing in favour

at an illuminant for portrait itudiu iJKbtinf;, but its use in tha

prodactiou nf cinMnato);raph films has not been developed to the

client which it deaervca. An account of aome experiments in

Fig 1.

thia direction recently made with Osram fsaafillcd lamps in the

•4iiHw« iif Messrs. Hulams. Ltd.. may be of interest.

hrichromatism of modern films, by which colours are

„ r true relative tone values when rxpnse<i in daylight, is

u( iilllv advantage when the (xposure is made under arc lamps

owing to the predominance of bine and blue violet rays in these

lamp*. In the gaa-filled lamp, however, the photographer has a

light aource rich in red, orange, and yellow rays. The reeullaiil

light is therefore a much closer approximation t,o daylight, ami

th* image* on standard orthochromatic film are also more

coloartroe.

In the tests mentioned above, a large number of models and

colour schemes were photographed, and it was found that it was

necesaary fnr the artistea to uae little or no make up other than

that necessary for special character elTecta.
,

The illustrations reproduced herewith are section* of films of

the same scene taken o* the same day under exactly identical
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conditions, the one under arc lamps and the other under the

light from Osram gas-filled lamps. The colour scheme was pur-

posely made as rich and comprehensive as possible so as to present

a really difficult subject. Tlie background consisted of three

panels—in the centre, an Indian rug having a warm pattern of

red. yellow, green and blue. The side panels were of rose red

velvet and black and yellow striped silk respectively. The sitter

was also a somewhat difficult subject, being fair with light brown

hair and blue-grey eyes. Her dress was of natural shantung with

navy-blue collar and cuffs.

Fig. 1 was taken with 12 enclosed arc lamps taking 15 amperes

each at 200 volts, a total of 36 kilowatts.

Fig. 2 was taken immediately afterward with 16 1,500-watt

Oaram gas-filled lamps in G.E.C. studio reflectors, and consuming

in all 24 kilowatts.

The improved colour rendering in fig. 2 is obvious.

The results of these experiments tend to show that the gas-filled

lamp is worthy to play a much larger part in film production than

hitherto from the point of view of film-quality alone. They have,

however, many other inherent advantages.

They are very light and easily handled so that replacements

can be made quickly. Moreover, the absence of complicated

Fig. 2.

mechanism makes for simplicity of dperatiiin and low cost of super-

vision and maintenance. A very small staff of electricians would

be needed for the largest installation.

Gas-filled lamps are obtainable for all standard voltages, and

are suitable for both alternating and direct-current circuits. No

energy, therefore, is wasted in resistances and no expensive con-

verters are necessary.

Other valuable features are that the quality of the light does

not vary appreciably throughout the life of the lamp, reaches

its full value immediately the lamp is switched on, and is per-

fectly steady.

Finally, the question may arise as to the dazzling effect of the

intensely brilliant gas-filled lamps, but if these are installed with

large white reflectors behind and suitable diffusers in front the

glare is not any greater than that of the usual arrangement of

arc lamps, and, moreover, it is probably more bearable on account

of its steadiness.

Typewriting for Photographic Rephoduction.—In making

duplicate copies of manuscripts having inset illustrations, or in

reproducing specifications, the blue-print process is often the most

convenient. To letter a considerable quantity of text is tedious

(says " Popular Mechanics "), and, if properly done on a type-

writer, the result will be more satisfactoiy. Tracing doth, or

tracing paper, preferably of the unglazed onion-skin variety, may
be used. In writing the text on the typewriter, leverse a piece of

carbon paper under the tracing paper, so that the impression is

made on both sides of the sheet. This will give density, and
make the blue-prints sharp. If whit« grounds with dark lines are

desired, a new sheet of carbon paper should be used, and this

taken as the negative in making the prints. Bromide or gaslight

paper may, of course, be used in place of the ferroprussiate paper.

Exhibitions.

X-RAY PHOTOGRAPHS AT THE ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ^

SOCIETY. V

An important exhibition of X-ray photographs has just been opened ,

at the House of the Royal Photographic Society, 35, Russell Square,

W.C., under the auspices of the Rontgen Society. Comprising
^

upwards of 250 prints it includes a number of examples from

French workers. The French prints arrived by special aeroplane

from Paris only on the day prior to the opening of the exhibition,

and for this reason it was not possible to include the details in the

oflScial catalogue, but where available short descriptive notes are

attached to the prints. Of especial interest in this section is the

work of the late Dr. C. Infroit, of the Hospice de la Salpetriere,

Paris. It will be remembered that this' worker died recently, a

martyr to science. Drs. Vignal, Haret and Contremontez have sent

very striking examples of their radiographic work, and interesting

examples of metal radiography have been contributed by the firm

of Giaffe-Gallot and Pilon.

Among notable examples of work contributed by radiographers in

our own country is a fine series of prints illustrating various

abnormalities of the vermiform appendix, by Dr. C. Thurstan

Holland, and the Cancer Hospital is represented by some good

technical prints, noteworthy being a record of the progre.ss of

opaque meals.

The wide application of radiography is demonstrated by the

prints of paintings shown by Dr. A. Cheron and the Sunic Research

Laboratory ; as is widely known nowadays, fraud is readily detected

and curiosities brought to light by its use.

Undoubtedly of historic interest are the photographs of the hands

(if celebrities taken in the early days of X-ray photography (1896)

by A. Campbell Swinton, Esq. The hands shown here are those of

Lord Salisbury, Sir William Crookes. Lord Armstrong, Lord Kelvin

and the Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour, O.M.
Dr. Salmond, joint honorary secretary of the Rontgen Society, ^s

represented by work of good technical quality, and radiographers

will be particularly interested in the comparative results obtained

with the new Impex plates and the ordinary X-ray plates by Di.

(} H. Rodman, the President of the Royal Photographic Society.

The increased rapidity secured by the Impex plates is clearly

indicated.

A series of plates taJjen under the difficulties of war and with a

portable apparatus by Aliss Phyllis Berry and Miss CoUum, of the

Scottish Women's Hospital, France, illustrates some of the war
time applications of the X-ray.

The exhibition generally is one of very considerable technical

excellence, and a distinct advance over anything previously seen.

The hanging of the work of radiographers in this country alongside

that of workers in other countries demonstrates the advantage i>f

different methods of procedure, and should serve to help technique

in the future. Perhaps the best evidence of this is seen in a series

of sets of four prints produced by lay workers employed either in the

radiographic departments of hospitals or acting as assistants to

qualified radiographers.

A competition for prizes offered by Dr. R. Knox, President of the

Rontgen Society, has undoubtedly helped in popularising this exhibi-

tion, and generally the entries are of a high standard. The work of

Mr. Suggars, of the London Hospital, was the best, in the opinion

of the judge, and it was closely followed by that of Mr. A. 0.

Forder, of King's College Hospital.

The exhibition will remain open daily during the whole of June
(Sundays excepted), from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m., admission free, and
should certainly not be missed by anyone interested in radiography

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

August 27 to September 10.—Toronto Camera Club. Latest date

for entries July 30. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary,

J. R. Lawson, 2, Gould Street, Toronto, Canada.

September 10 to October 8.—London Salon of Photography. Latest

day for entries August 31. Particulars and entry form from
the Hon. Secretary, London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall

Mall East, London, S.W.I.

September 19 to October 29.—Royal Photographic Society. Par-

ticulars from the Secretary, Royal Photographic Society, 35,

Russell Square, London, W.C.I.
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Patent News.

\i'plM:Ation«, Mar 23 to 28

IJA^LIOHT LoADuro.—No. 14,5;* . i Jaylightloadmg roll-

film or pUte-hoIder for phot, j; : ra». J. W. WilUns.

'•<-.HAPHs.~-.\., !-;.5T2. Method of producing
.^aphic putui.-,. W. H. PtATte.

-So. 14.796. Photographic camera*. E. G. Hughes.

X'a.,, . So. 14,549. Mcaoa for mann'' >'"-- '>f photographic

papers. J. W. Daviea.

FtKBOnm Platss.—No. 14,823. Huldm^ ami lifting ferrotype

photographic plates. G. P. Uaher.

Srtatmc^fcort.—So. 14327. Method of ' -ued ipeed

and (t«reoacopic or relief effect in p':. s or filnu.

F \V D»nieU.

Cinemstogra^ Ctma^ W. Ayar.

Cinematographic cameraa. J. B.

ClNIMlf" RICHT.—No. 14,477.

•n.~So. 14.420.

Sir 0. Stoll.

Ctximnx.BAi-HT.—No. 14,421.
" Sir O. StoU.

IV.—No. 14,7a

B.

i'dui iX.

X R»T Arriuurui.—No.

Co. -

I So. 14,804.—Pbotograpb framM. J. Olovar

Cinematographic projtctora. J

MeaoVktar t«kii>g. printing and

Educational

14,563. X-ray apparatus. General

n». J V. Daviaa.

I*.—No. 14,832. Cinematograph*

Ci)(«MATuoK4rRT.—No. 14.280.

- keu. A. Kur.

1 no!< McTKoo —No. 14.341

-rpreaented on ' .

ETORDS .\

I

\o. 14,5X5 '•

ing. W. E. C
II' CMUtAnXil-. .'r^^

T tor einenatognph proJMler.

Cinematograph film (««d and talc«-

Photographic reproduction

'AOC*. G. «on lAicken.

Pboto-reoording tacby-

fflatojraph machinaa (or

.. 14.230). StOTM-

H. P. Tnckar and

CDatitATiMiKApifT —No. 14.463. CmMiutogTaphy. C. H. Verity.

Ci><u(>>'>-.i<«i-M«.—N« 14.832. >' 'i^matofraph* V. aad
M J r; d* Vri*r« de I>odi

.
from
Lant,

OMfLKTB SPBCiriCATlONS ACCKfTXO.
TAttt If,' v§ obiati^abl'

tAt 1 f, tS, SoutAar
London, II .C.

Tk* datt la braeMtU it tkat of Ofplieation in tkU eomtry; «r

iit/r.j/iJ, in tAt ea$t of fattnlt yranltd undtr tAt Intttnattonal

1 'inv^ntlnn.

TairtVT Laxsaa.— No. 161,001 (Jun* 6, ISQO). Tha invaation
ralatea to objectivea primarily f'>r um in photography, and ha*
(or it* (object an objective by mean* of which a sharp iinatta

win be produced. Tha objr<-'

of Imii and i* dasignad t»

Aemrdiog to the iDveotion
laparala Una**, which are tapara'

and arranged in th* form of t*'-

(aeaa of the lanaea

toward* the diaphragni

^Vtefna. On* tana cODMat* ot

!•• and o( a emieav»«omax e^'

another by an sir gap and hav:

toward* the Hiaphragm. The >•

a bieoooave len* and o( a biconv.

•oUeetind larfaea.

nunbtfr

'met
t)ir,>e

disperaive

! on* from
1

f

l.;n« < .•niriil".J K'-^clbct Bl'jng a

a focally correct plastic image, and in order to permit of the uss
of three different focal lengths in a sinf^le objective the convex-
concave dispersive lens has a greater thiclcness at the centre than
the biconcave lens, whilst each of the two systems, separated uy
the diaphragm, has a collecting effect. An objective of this very
simple construction has. with the glass types at present obtain-
able, a small residuum error of chromatic magnification, which
is. however, not disturbing if the objective is used for amateur
purpoaea. If the objective is designed to be used for high-grade
technical purposes the error is avoided by forming the convex

-

concave dispersive lens of a positive lens and of a negative lens
cemented together. The types of glass used are chosen so that
the positive lens possesses less dispersive power than the negative
len*. The refractive indices may either be the same or different
according to the purpose in view.

The construction of the objective thus constructed may be
modified according to requirements and according to the purpose
for which it is to be used. The type of glass, the radii and the
thicknesses may be varied as required.

Three forms of construction are described by way of example
in the accompanying drawings. Each form serves a different
purpose.

Similar reference letters designate similar parts in all figures.
The diaphrapm is indicated by the line B—B. In Fig. 1, L, is

'iicave dispersive lens and L, the concavo-convex
L, is the biconcave lens and L, the biconvex lens.

HIP 'iirvf'i (urfacee of the lensea are indicated by r, r, and so
forth, whilst d,, d are their thicknesses, and b,, b, indi-

cate the widths of the air gaps between the lenses. The types <if

?U** of the various lenses are given by the refractive inde.x np
or the I) hue of ?'raonhofer spectrum, no' being the refractive

index for the G' line of the same spectrum.

In this form of construction the objective ia designed for a
focal length of 300 mm. The free aperture ia 43 mm., the ratio

of aperture to the focal length being consequently 1 : 7. T)i.>

angle of view is greater than 00 deg. This is the simplest '

o( construction, as the objective is only composed of four si'v; "

len* elements. The two len* *ystem* of the objective, eeparaled
by the diaphragm, have a positive focal length, the front *yst«m
having the longer fooal length. The following particulars apply
to an objective having a f'X'al length of 100 mm. :—

Radii of curved nurfaces. Thieknesees and air sapa
r, = -^ 16.03 ram. d. = 3.790 mm.
r, ~ -f II.H-.'mm. d » 0.634 mm.
r,— -t- 15.3<lmm. rf. » 1.202 mm.
Tf^ + 31.76 mm. »i«6. •• 1.3.30 mm.
r^ • — 17.36 mm. d. = 0.801 mm.
r, > 4- 30.03 mm. <*. >- 2.871 mm.
tftm — 18.03 mm.

Olaa* type*;
L, - L,: no = 1.53980 »c' >^ 1.65459"

. -L,:aD =1.62070 »g' =. 1.63403

't ino "I'n.Ti'^JH •TM '>n » (, orrrationi .iii'l > "ni«'*«ni*'riljy

.'s 2 and 3 tiie collecting lens of less dispersion than that

shown in the foregoing example is indicated by L,. L. being the

diaper*ive lens of greater dispersion cemented to L,. The ooucavo-

convex collecting lens is indicated by L,, L, being the biconcave

dispersive lens and L, the biconvex collecting lens.

In Fig. 2 the nhji-ctive is designed for a (ocal length of 300 mm.
The free aperture is 50 mm., the ratio of aperture to focal length

being consequently 1 : 6. The angle of view is 90 deg. The
objective consists uf five len* elements, the oonvex-contave di*-

persive lens heinv; composed of the ten* L, and of the lens L,.

which are conncrto^l together along a plane surface. The Klaus

types for L, nml for L, have for D approximately the same
refractive index, but the dispersioiu are different. The front

lens system of the objective po«*eB*es the larger focal length.
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The following particulars apply to an objective having a focal

length of 100 mm. :

—

Radii of ctirred suriacei.

18.02 mm.
plane

+ 12.91 mm.
+ 18.14 mm.

29.04 mm.
- 17.25 mm.
+ 25.61 mm
— 18.53 mm.

Thicknesses and air gaps.

^1 =

»« =

••« =

r, =

Glass types :

L.

L,
L, = L.
L,

jiD = 1.57190

no = 1.57180

jiD = 1.61650

»D = 1.54440

d
''3

''1 = b^

'{.

= 3.37 mm.
= 1.42 mm.
= 0.72 mm.
= 1.30 mm.
= 2.02 mm.
= 0.94 mm.
= 3.34 mm.

In Fig. 3 the objective has a

»G» = 1.58460
no' = 1.58643
»g' =1.63113
«G* = 1..55971

focal length of 300 mm. The
free aperture is 60 mm. The ratio of aperture to the focal length

is therefore 1 : 5. The angle of view is 80 deg.. The convex-

concave dispersive lens is composed of the lens L, and of the

Fig. 3

lens L,, which have different refractive indices as well as different

dispersions. The front lens system has a smaller focal length

than the rear lens system (L„ L,). An objective of a focal length

of 100 mm. has the following dimensions :

—

Radii of the curved surfaces. Thicknesses and air-gaps.

H =
'» =
'•4 =
'5 =
>•« =
'7 =
»« =

+ 16.92 mm.
— 54.76 mm.
+ 12.30 mm.
-f 18.92 mm.
+ 29.87 mm.
— 18.92 mm.
-f 29.87 mm.
— 22.90 mm.

Glass types

:

Lj: »iD = 1.61140
L, : nn = 1.55540
L,: nD = 1.53080
L,: »u, = 1.53680
Lj : bd = 1.61290

—Paul RtmOLPH, Grvin, nr. Lengenfeld, Vogtland, Germany.

Backgbound Stands.—No. 160,539 (December 20, 1919). Back-
ground apparatus for studio portraiture comprises several back-
grounds carried by rollers a, Figs. 1 and 2, which are mounted

d. = 4.98 mm.
d. = 1.00 mm.
d = 1.80 mm.
d> = 1.98 mm.
61 = At = 2.49 mm.
d. = 1.00 mm.
d. = 6.96 mm.

no'! = 1.62503

»r.^' = 1.57036
tog' = 1.54244

nc' = 1.55503

nc' = 1.62678

Fig. 1.

on a rotating holder a' and normally prevented from unrolling
by springs a", Fig. 4. The holder a' is rotated by bevel-gearing
from the handle /' through a gear-wheel a" and pinion wheel e

\

on a countershaft E. When the required background is brought

into position in alignment with the countershaft E, the wheel e

can be moved along the countershaft hy a depending handle e' and
<:rank-arm e', disengaged from the gear o'" and engaged with the

projecting end a' of the selected roller, and the background
unrolled from the same handle /'. The ends of the rollers a may
alternatively carry bevel gears, and a chain or pulley gearing

Fig. 2. Fig 4.

substituted for the bevel-gearing, provision being made for the

countershaft E to engage recesses in the holder a'. Reflecting or

diffusing screens B, C on spring rollers b are mounted between a

frame b" and a bracket b^, secured to the background frame D-
Provision is made for a vertical and angular adjustment of the

reflector or diffusing-screen.—.J. H. Greenwood, 33, North Valley

Road, Colne, Lanes.

The following complete specifications are open to lublic inspec-

tion before acceptance :

—

Cinematography.—No. 163,676. Optical device for compensating

the movement of the film in cinematograph apparatus. Petra

Akt.-Ges. fiir Elektromechanik,

Cinematography.—No. 163,677, Film guiding for the optical com-

pensation of the movement of the film in cinematographs. Petra

Akt.-Ges. fiir Elektromechanik.

Cinematography.—No. 163,678. Optical compensation of the motion

of the film m cinematographs. Petra Akt.-Ges. fiir Elektro-

mechanik.

Projection Appabatcs.—No. 163.687. Projection apparatus. L.

Marzocchi.

Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOH BEGISTRATWN.
Wellington (Child Design).—No. 412,402. Photographic plates,

films and chemicals. Wellington and Ward. Shenley Road, Bore-

ham Wood. Elstree. Hertfordshire, manufacturers. February 11,

1921

Eclipse.—No. 413,813. Photographic plates and photographic
films. The Imperial Dry Plate Co., Ltd.. Ashford Road, Crickle-

wood. London. N.W^.2. manufacturers of photographic materials.

MARKS PLACED ON THE REGISTER.
The following marks have been placed on the register:—

UrAG.—No. 383,896. Sensitised films for photography. TJniver-

iium-Film Aktiengesellschaft, Unter den Linden, 56, Berlin,

Germanv, manufacturers.

Mr. Pirie Macdon4ld, of New York, who was invited by the

Edinburgh Society of Professional Photographers to a luncheon,

has written to the President (Mr. E. D. Young) regretting his

Inability to accept the invitation, as his visit to Edinburgh has

been cancelled.
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New Books.

The Film laduslry. By Davidtoa Boucher. Loadon : Sir

Iiaac Pit man. 3t. net.

Thxsk If. II t . : 4 large aection of tb« public which is inter-

•ated in Kt' .- '••: r.4 ibr soeoee in lh« production of tinema filma.

Mr. B- 1..' ' '!•» written a little book which give* a popular acconnt

of the ui'i'i'r;. from start to fiiiiith. and which makes clear, with

'.e aid of a large namber of illustrations, the majiy different

[)« "f iDpliance, from camera t- p.-^ jector. which are concerned

'itiont in the cinema ih^ .ire* He steers a reasonable

«•' bt'twt-<>n t'M highly t, . ^nical details and that kind

does ni t ;;i fsct convey anything to

: uii <'r .mtly in his pages. It is a

I trait of the ' 'histnr tu measure luccees in

.1.. .,! f.-»i or !. .*,in.l» of dollars, and that

iblf in an indui^try - very quickly acni-

• il'li l,v market:i!j --t^it, much of which is

NcvrrOi> .>sa. It is interesting to note''(
i !>\»atrc« in the world,

it 87,000 • film per w««k
.'!.»« T- i\i-,\ iTiaf over

• ilSBtri** <

few

.•nl.

'- "- -i--, .... .. j,.-.. ,,. ,.,... ,. ,„_, „...,,... ; itM
. the manufai taring and commcirial sides.

Kiidiotraphio Teekaiqoc. By T. Thome Beker, Loodoo
Cootlsble. IS*, aal.

i next to:

oooe too

work has

.umber of

the technique
• the last few

b«m son.' lOks

Kot p»rh.. :
- rose*

the

'iirrs

the prae-

< within a

' ompaae : itru ; the

..; part < :
.

i.« termed
(Oe. narr n«ni of plates,

(< t...» r.^r - ', a f' rrfn and

ogb
•liev

of thejM' islter is a soorre of nmstant

wno'd n.itiirally ssanme a fairly cluac

'•y phnfRrsphic practice. In later

' •I'-'l' • ..nn.r, ,. tod indtjstnal

alan workin.-
i

-. • >• '

m the rayi and frv ehock.

V Dictioaarr of Chcmieal TrrnK. By Jamr* F l^oiich. New
Yi>rh : n. Van .NoXrand Co. 2 dollar* .SO

.i.ulary

-..-I a

the

by
lent,

in it

who are

issle oat

ir know-
: hU field

appears

iii«oclion

»nd

(= amacratic) is stated to be the name of a form of lens which
focnsaes the actinic rays. If we may make any criticism of a work
which we think has been most excellently conceived and carried

oat, it is that the terms of bio-chemistry get rather more, than

their due share in the dictionary. Perhaps that has resulted from
an nnconsrious bias on the part of the author. «-ho is chemist in

the Bureau of Animal Industry of the United States Department
of Agriculfure. But we think the compilation wonld benefit by
more ample consideration of, for example, the terms for physical

phenomena and units with which chemists have to deal The
entry under " Density " might refer to the optical significance of

thi« term, and in the paragraph on " Calorie." which evidently

aims at being comprehensive, there might, with advantage, be a
mention of the cross and net calorific values, according to inclusion

or otherwise of the latent heat of steam, much used in the calorific

measaremenls of fuels. However, when so much has been done
with evident care and capacity, it is perhaps an injustice to the

book to auif^le out such instances as the above. We must express

oar opinion that the volume is one which every chemist and student

of rhemintrv will constantly find of the utmost usefulness.

Meetings of SocietieSe

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Sunday, Jttni 12.

.<<iuth Umil'in Phot. Soc. Excursion to Dorking.

Haninivrsmith (Hampshire House) P.S. Outing to Windsor.

TiruosT, Jxrtn 14.

BeoUiih C.W.8.C.C. (GIssgow). " Home Portraiture."

Hackney Phot. Soc. "Beginners' Difficulties."

Manchester Ama4«ar Phot. .Soc. " Methods of Producing Diffii

sion as Applied to Portraiture and Landscape." Francia

Fielding.
TntmsDAy, Jdnk 16.

Glasfow and West of Scotland. Excursion to Cadder.

Fbiday, Jdnb 17.

R.P.8. Pictorial Group. " Foregrounds." J. C. Warburg.

SATnaoAY, JuNS 18.

SaOtiab CW.S.S. (Glasgow). Outing to Blanefield.

Bradford Phot. Soc. Excursion to York. ^

Manchester Amsteur Phot. Soc. Ramble to Prestbury Village.

UuV.\L PHOTiXJRAPHIC .SOCIETY.

\f the mevtmi; of the Pirtrri.il Group <if the Hoy»i Photographic;

ou Friday evi '. Mr M:ircus Adams opened a-
n on "The Ey '<'

. trnituro.'.' The subject was found

>> exciting and varied that its further con.sideration was adjourned

to .1 laf.r date, when it »a> understood such problems would be

d> s the comparative value of tho panchromatic plate in

ll • . .if ;l!.- eyes.

were mainly a criticism of painters, par

I at tlis year's .\ciiHrmy, wIij, he said, had

never possessed, the far.nlty of repreneiitiii>; the soul

ires. In somt of the portraits at present at Burlington

liiiin,' .\' r .\.l'nn Ihc-iight that compasses must have been used

te_dl*»» tli<' f.^i < ! .As a result of f. recent study of eyes, which

lisif~ff'nwiiinriiillj' caused him some embarrassing moments, Mr.

Adams iir'.tii;lit '..m.inl ccil.iin Hictn. Eyes were as various in

«li :is the flowers of the field. Tlicy

liet, Nirig decree. Although silent, thoy

bad n good haliit of telling the trnth even when their owner

att*mi.t..l In lie. Intuitively through his eyes a per.son often

syrr lly demon.strated his heart felt feelings when words

w<-i. : sh or crude for delicnte emotion. Eyes, thrciugh the

mind, had the power to hynotisc or cnpture another. .Although

actually the eyeball wa.s always rrund, the settiiii^ of these orbs

within it wa» very different, and it was the rcl.itive position of the

piipm u)iirh gave expression. The .mzc of the pupil was governed

by lilt of light shining in and the question fo.- (ho

poi' V as as to which size of pupil was most attractive.
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Finally, the creases around the eyes were_ of immense value in

portrailuro. although often nblitoiated by an ignorant rclouclier.

The painter, said Mr. Adan..^, had everything in his favour, while

the photographer was hampered by a crude mechanical process,

ivhich gave hira only shape, tone vp.lueK, and light and shade. Yet

the photographer excelled ihe painter in the delineation of the

eyes, and he believed that ;he .sculptor, who had more difficulties

than either, excelled both ; he instanced particularly Rodin. One
piece of sculpture in the Academy, the subject being the Prime

Minister was speci»ll.y worthy of study from this point of view^.

Mr. C. P. Crowther, who was in the chair, said that it was his

observation that the eye contracted very considerably under the

illumination of the ha!f-watt lamp of 3,000 c.p., and in order to

avoid such excessive contraction he followed Mr. Lnboshez's plan

of asking sitters to look on the ground or to close the eyes for a

little time before he exposed. He also mentioned that in Japan
until recently it was the invariable custom to cut out the high-light

in the eye. People couid not tolerate an eye which had a little white

speck in it, with the result that .Tapanese portraits were so commonly
lifeless and glassy.

Mr. A C. Banfield found it necessary in taking head and
shoulders with certain portrait lenses to get at least eight feet

away from the subject, in order t<i avoid actual squint. With
regard to the most appropriate size of pupil, he was of opinion, to

express it in terms of photographic optics, that if the full aperture

were taken as //4.5, the best effect vas obtained by letting the pupil

close down to the equivalent of about //8. He agreed with the

tmpleasing effect of the pinpoint pupil.

Mr. W. B. Ferguson had observed that tlie contraction of the

pupil in the case of strong lights depended on the actual intensity

of the light seen, and not on--the total amount of the light. The
pupil of the eye under diffused light was much larger than under
concentrated light, although the total illuminatiorc in each case

seemed about the same.

Among other fpeakero. Dr. G. H, Rodman thought that the

practice of looking on the ground was really carried out by Mr.
Luboshez, not with the object of securing a larger pupil, but to

avoid the picture stare Mr. T. H. B. Scott was eloquent as to

the value of the delineation of the " countryside " all round the

eyeball, and Mr. Bertram Co:! thought t>.at in addition to the

contraction of the pupil a good deal depended on the contraction

of the eyelids over the eyeball in stetting Iht maximum of expres-

sion. Miss Olive Edie appeared as an advocate of daylight for

effective rendering of the eyes. She did not believe- that " old

Sol " w.\s beaten by an arc lamp. So far as the value of snapshot
expressions went, she had got more natural expressions with long
exposures—best of all when giving two or three minutes' exposure
w^ith the Autochrome plate Other hdies who took part in the
discussion deplored the common h.ibit on the part of sitters to look

up, which gave an exaggerated expression in a photograph, and
also asked what .should he done when the two eyes were looking
in different directions.

Mr. .\dams said that mothers often asked him to take children
looking up, and though he did it. he knew it would be a failure.

He was -loubtful of Mr. Crow ther's plan of looking down or closing

the eyes just before exposure in order to prevent excessive con-

traction of the pupil, for the contraction was immediate, <ind would
occur before exposure could be completed. Two eyes which looked
in different directions were, especially in the case of children,

difficult to deal ^ith. The thing to do was first to get one eye
fixed, and then gradually attract the other by means of something
held in the hand until an approximately harmonious relation was
secured ; he added that a person who wore glasses should be
portrayed as wearing them, because they were part of his per-

sonality. To return to the Academy —which was a sore point with
Mr. Adams—he mentioned some of the pictures in which the
delineation of the eyes was far from being successful—perhaps it

would be cruel to name them in print^-.and added that he could
not find a single example of the old triangular wedge of high-light
in the eye; the shape cf the high-light was either square or oblong
or a band right across the pupil.

It was promised that when the discus.sioiF is resumed the case of
the eye which follows the observer in every direction from which
he may look at the picture will be explored to its sinister depths

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
A print display last week concluded a highly successful session,

the informal one. preferred by many, now beginning. The presi-

dent, Mr. John Keane. and the honorary secretary. Mr. J. M.
Sellers, despite spare lime being at a premium with both, still find

time to run the club between them, and the trusty councillors, rarely

called to conclave, bask in that sweet content which in these up-t<.

dat« times is ever derived from the knowledge of work escai)ed.

In order to jiersuade the new recruits to contribute, Mr. Selhus

had laid stress on the fact that the print display was not intended,

to be an "exhibition." Paradoxically, the print display avoided

making an exhibition of itself by forming a very excellent one, the

best on the walls for years, a scientific section, due to Mr. Hib-

bert, adding materially to the interest.

In the absence of a detailed review it would be unjust to par-

ticularise, but an exception can be made in the case of Mr. Purkis, .

whose pictorial aspirations had hitherto been unsuspected. His one

litt.e " ewe-lamb " depicted a mendicant armed with a most hor-,

rible squint, surrounded by a countenance apparently ravaged by
every known form of repulsive skin disease. Doubtless due to cir-

cumstances beyond control, something had played havoc with the

photographic pai't of the picture, and undisguised and hea.vy

handwork put a finishing touch to a thing the like of which has

^ever been seen before, and it is hoped never will be seen again.

In honour of Derby Day a brass band stationed below played

Old English airs in style, which if it had been a trifle nearer

would have secured liquid refreshment from above. Criticism of

the pictures, and many tributes to the secretary for the past fixture

list terminated the proceedings. '

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

NEW COMPANIES.

F. Darton and Co., Ltd.—This private company was registered

on May 27, with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares. Objects : To
take over the business of a manufacturing optician and scientific

instrument maker cai'ried on by F. A. Darton at 142, St. John

Street, Clerkenwell, E.C, as " F. Darton and Co." The first

directors are : F. A. Darton, Clare Lodge, Snakes Lane, Wood-
ford ; O. Darton, Ivyhurst, Reigate. Registered office : 142, .St.

John Street, Clerkenwell, E.C.I.

Stanley Pearce, Ltd.—This private company was registered on

May 27, with a capital of £200 in £1 shares. Objects : To take

over the business of manufacturing optician and scientific instru-

ment maker carried on at 161, Wardour Street. Soho, W., as

"Stanley Pearce." The subscribers (each with one share) are:

S. Mitchell, 73, Burford Gardens, Palmer's Green, N.13, account-

ant ; L. Bull, 38, Edith Road, West Kensington, W.14, accountant.

The first directors are not named. Registered office : 161, Wardour
Street, Soho, W.
Bedesco, Ltd.—This private company was registered on June 1

with a capital of £2,000 in £1 shares (500 pref.). Objects : To
carry on the business of manufacturers of camera holder.s, stands

and all kin3s of photographic accessories,- etc. The subscribers

(each with one ordinary share) are : Brig. -Gen. H. B. Shackleton,

C.B., C.M.G., 7, Park Place, St. James's, S.W.I; W. C. Deverenx,

4, Oxford Street, W., engineer. The first directors are : Brig.-

Gen. H. B. Shackleton. C.B., C.M.G., W. C. Devcreux, and R. R..

Bishop. Qualification : £50. Remuneration as fixed by the com-

pany. Secretary : W. C. Devereux. Registered office : 35,

Bucklersbury, E.C. 4.

Pearl Films, Ltd.—This private company was registered on

June 2 with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares. Objects : To carry

on the business of agents for and dealers in films, photographic,

negatives and positives, photoplays, scenarios, photographic instru-

ihents, material and products, etc. The subscribers (each with

one share) are :—E. G. Tindsell, 40, Datchet Road, Catford, S.E.,

clerk; S. E. Collings. 118b. Mallinson Road. S.W.ll, clerk; Miss
E. Josephs. 196. Willesden Lane. X.W.2; B. W. Gould. 18. Cicely
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•:. S.E., clfik The sabscribers are to

No qualiticiitinn required. Remnnera-

n.xeii by Ciinipaiiy. >« rftary : H. A. Mabbott. Registered

8r, and 88. Wardour Strwt, W. "^

News and Notes.

' "t I;aJ4E Cuiij'A.M » "Trade N'l.tei " for June dea. .^i.ii

:i< t-otrat«d cme-tolation devflo[»/r tire company hav« jnit

luced.

Mb. F. a. Swam, of 146, New Bond StfMt, London, W.l, bad
of piiotOKraphing H.I.H. tho Cmim Prince of Japan
" iitting at th» J«p«n<-«4> Kmbaaay on May 28.

l"noTOCR.»PH» —The Balkin New* Photo Service has
t-^, •iipply f<T<>ign p»f»r>. tntgasilMa, etc., wifh photo-

e»ent« ir: :.< Uallunn Tlir jdJress of

30 Podourii.-, Saifia, Bui^iariii. and corre-

.av in ill KiigUah.

New I.m-»<.—MM»r». .John J. ntiffiii an.l S..Ii^ Ltd
<vc iMd«d a new at: two

camcrma and iih. .iKi.
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- .;> of part ,..„< :._.
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' '
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•
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latter 1-in. circnlar "'buttons"; there are also the " Mandel "

cameras,' for " while you wait " postcards and button?. A good

stock of plates and postcards, stickyback mounts, frames, etc.,

required for working this branch of photography, is held by the

firm, and we understand that suppliee, once rather scarce, are now
very plentiful.

.\U8TRAUAS W.4R Photochaphs.—It is stated in the " Anatra-

lasian Photo-Review " that in her collection of official battle photo-

graphs. Australia possesses a pictorial record of the war which

equals that acquired by any of the other nations who participated

ill the conflict. Some idea of the comprehensive natuie of the col-

lection will be gained when it is stated that the number of nega-

tivaa held by the Australian War Museum totals 20,000. in which are

representod battle scenes taken during the fighting* in every cam-

paign in which the A.I.F. participated, views of devastated towns

and villages in France and Belgium, photographs of training camps
ill England and eUewhere, and posed group photographs of nearly

every A.I.F. unit. These photographs were taken on behalf of the

Commonwealth Qovernmeot during the war by official photo-

graphers, who included such men as Captains G. H. Wilkins, Frank
Hurley, and Lieut. G. H. Baldwin. The Australian War Museum
Committee has now completed arrangements for their sale through-

out Australia, and any profit resulting from the sale will be devoted

to maiDOrial funds. Whole-plate sepia-toned bromides and coloured

eoUrgamaota are offered.

!sc %HU " AiMosHHEiir."—A writer in the "Daily
.e " liaa been dewi ibing the work done in a film-produring

aludiij, and a part of hia account is of particular interest as it

givaa the film-producer's method of getting the right " atmo-

sphere." A picture of an infirmary is being taken, but the " look

on the facea of the numes and others iloee not please the pro-

dncer " He walks away" (saya the writer), "thinking, to the

and of the studio and back. Suddenly, he says, ' Disinfectant

please. I want some dieinfectant thrown down here." Presently

there i* the aharp, acrid reek of disinfectant in the studio.

' Good,' he says. He calls out. the girl comee in at the door of

the ward. ' Good ..." shoot " that,' mya the producer to

th« man at the eamara. And the effect of that small dash of dis-

infectant is amaaing. The emotioivs one saw in the faces are real.

One can aa« like a blow the reaction that the impact of that sharp

pervasive small haa on the actora as they come into the ' ward.'

That little touch of realiam haa keyed the w)io)ie business np into

an asiooishing naturalnces. The producer telU you that if one is

to recreate real life, one must reprodoee the conditions of real life

aa exactly as possible."

Correspondence.

are the .\ptas " and
lUv ind the

••• CorrufoitdenU tkould never write on both lidei of the paper.

y« noliee i* taken of eommttnicationi unlesi the namet and

addrttttt of the writcri are given.

••• IT* de not undertake retpontihUity for the opinions expremeii

by our correevondents.

WOMEN PHOTOGKAPHERS.
To the Editors,

nenflaioeii.—Had those of your correspondents who have thought

illiciae woman's work in photography been good debaters

uld not have shown any spleen even had they possessed it.

It i> ridiculous for Onlooker " to say that " woman photo-

graphers are merely a passing fad of a fickle populace," and he

would have ynur readers believe that we women operators are a

modern inventi...i, if not a product of the war, which you know is

wrong. There have been women phoUigrapliers for generations,

and I remember aa a child—now, alas! thirty-five years ago, and I

am not afraid to aay it—being photographed by a Miss Pugh, the

daughter of Mr. W. Pugh. one of the pioneers of photography in

East Anglia. Miss Ptit-h .Tjisisted her aged father, and I thought

it very curioua being i.li.ioijraphed by a lady, and I did not feel

very comforUble about it tintil my parenU told mo that ladiee

were quite aa good as men with the camera, which proved in my
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particular caa* t« !>« true, for I nevei- had a better portrait of

mysolf.

Some time afterwards my father started a studio, he liaving

always been iuterested in photography, and one of his treasures was

a printed card of " Mottoes for Photographers." These mottoes

—there were seven of them—were put together by Mr. 0. G.

Rejlander, and I always had the idea, as ray father had, too, that

Rejlander had women photgraphers in mind when he coined the

first motto, viz., To an operator :
" She who hesitates is lost."

Otherwise why "she"? I cannot now remember all the mottoes,

but those I do remember are : To a Printer :
" Make hay while

the 8un shines." To a Toner :
" Let not thy left hand know what

thy right hand is doing." To a Sjwtter :
" Keep within bounds,"

and to a Mouiiter :
" Act on the square."

If your captious correspondents knew anything of the histor.v

of photography they would be acquainted with the fact that lady

photographers—both amateur and professional—e.xisted long before

the war, and one day I hope to compile a list of what lady workers

have done, such workers as Mrs. Francis Clarke, who twenty years

ago won many medals, Mrs. H. Snowdcn Ward, Mrs. Cameron,

Mrs. Welford, Miss Tomlinson, and many dozens of later workers

whose names are household words to-day. There are also many
lardy workers whose names are not known, and only last summer
on the beach of Bournemouth I watched a rather elderly lady

doing really good professional work, and she was " old estab-

lished." too, a fact, " Onlooker " may be surprised to hear.

Thanks to developing tanks and other modern conveniences

photography is not the messy job it was in my father's time, and

ita simplicity to-day is an inducement for any lady to take it up.

—Yours faithfully, Anna Stigmat.

Answers to Correspondents.

In ac*ordanct with our pretent practice a relatively small space ts

(dlotted in each issue to replies to correspondenU .

' We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed

for reply: 5-cent International Coupon, from readers abroad,

(jueries to be answered in the Frxciay's " Journal " must reach xu

not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be addressed

to the Editors.

L. W.—We made inquiries some time ago and learnt that there

are no restrictions whatever as regards photography in either

France or Belgium.

G. B. A;—It is too early to say whether D.50 is tree from any

action on the skin, but we have learnt from Mr. Gear, who has

been using it for some months, that he has not found any action

of this kind.

W. J.—The microphotographs are, we believe, made exclusively in

France, and we do not think that the magnifying glasses can be

obtained here. The miniature photographs are made by the wet

collodion process, which you would first have to master.

E. D.—The lens appears to be an old half-plate Instantograph lens,

and the number (1887) badly scratched upon it is, in all proba-

bility, tlie date, while the initials C.W., also scratched, may be

those of a one-time owner of it. The F numbers of the five stops

are 14, 19, 23, 32, and 50, the US numbers of which may be said

to be 12, 22, 33, 64, and 156 respectively.

T. P. W.—Tlie ellipsoid system is quite a good one so long as

you have a nice thin negative, but as the light is not very

powerful, and as also it is further reduced by reflection, ex-

posures are apt to be unduly long if the negative is at all dense
;

and also it is not possible to use some of the slower development
papers which yield the best results as enlargements.

H. E. C.—^We are inclined to think that the failure to get the right
kind of grain is mope likely to be due to variations in the quality
of the benzole. As regards this, we advise obtaining the purest
benzene. The different guality of tlve deposit, apart from grain,
IS no doubt caused by variations in the quality of the gums, but

that is a rather difficult matter to ascertain, because these gun/-

are very complicated substances chemically.

F. L.—The Cellerier-Parkes colour process (introduced about 1886)

was a modification of the crystoleum process. A carbon trans-

parency was developed upon a waxed sheet of glass, and on a

sheet of paper was made a coloured sketch of the subject. Tlie

two—carbon transparency and sketch—were united, and the

sketch, with the adhering carbon image, when dry, stripped from

the glass. The results were said to be pretty enough, but

lack brightness.

L. D. S.—We must say that we know nothing about the busiiif

,

of photography on board ship. Do you suggest that mercha
vessels carry a photographer ? No doubt the large liners may
so, although we have not heard that they do, but we feel sii

that such is not the case in the case of smaller vessels. Of com

-

a great deal of photography is done " on theii- own " by m.
in the Navy, who use their leisure time and opportunities pi

fitably in this way. We may be ignorant of the existence of tl

business, but our opinion i? that there are no opportunities su

as you suggest.

P,. R. C.— (1) It is difficult to say from the particulars you gi

what is the cause of the markings on the film. It appears
arise from the wash water jn some way. Possibly your wii.

water is hard (chalky), and that would tend to cause such mark-
ings, particularly if any of the films were treated in an alum
bath, or an alum fixing bath. If you constantly get the defo'

we should advise giving the films a soak in a few changes
citric-acid solution after they have had, say, 20 minutes' washing. .

and, finally, a rinse in distilled water. Tliis,' perhaps, would
show what is the most likely cause. (2) Mr. Stine's book on i

Aerograph is not on sale in this country, but is published in t

United States by the Abel Publishing Co., Caxton Buildii
Cleveland, Ohio.

M. T. B.—We cannot say, but the. following cements for porcelain ;

and metals, given in a recent issue of the " Scientific American '

Monthly," may be of service to you :—The first is composed of •

ground fluor spar, finely-powdered glass, and sodium silicate, com- ;

monly called water glass. The old standby, litharge, made into i

a paste with glycerine, is the second on the list. Another sug- :

gestion is a thick glue mixe^ witli one-half part of boiled linseed
'''

oil. Another is zinc oxide, calcined magnesia, and sodium silicate

in equal parts. This mixture should be dried slowly. Chalk or
percipitated calcium carbonate and powdered zinc mixed in equal
parts with sodium silicate is another formula. The final -is '

20 parts plaster of Paris, 50 parts of fine ground flint, and 30
of zinc oxide. This mixture is made into a thick paste witli '

sodium silicate.

The British Journal of Photography.
LlNI ADYEBTISEiaMTS.

An increased sca^e of charges for prepaid line advertisements
(excepting Situations Wanted) is now m operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Bo;c No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address most be reckoned u
six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.

per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the
advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receivine small line advertisements is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be
guaranteed.
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EX-CATHEDEA.
Qlyc*rin« and With the increasmg use of double-

Ptiitlng. weight bromide papers there has been

a U-'iiii>uaion to revive the practice of giving n

veak glycerine bath to prevent curling. In these

circumstancec it may be useful * to call attention to

the danger of inducing fading in bromide prints by keep-

ing them in a damp condition. Bromide print* in our

poasesaion made nearly forty years ago are now in quite

good condition because" they have been kept in a perfectly

dr>- pl«c«.* while others, made only twx> or three years

and kept on the dark-room shelves, where the atmosphere

1.^ always damp, have faded to a sickly yellow. A large

ooUflCtion of unmounted, plate-marked prints which had

been treated Itrith glycerine to ensure flatness faded

I' inviaibility in a few year«. If a demonstration

,u jTOBOOpic qualities of gelatine be needed, we hn\«

oaiy lo otserve the surface of a tray of hectograph com
poaitioo, which ie compoaed of gelatine and glycerine

which has been left uncovered for twenty-four hours in

damp weather. The surface is found to be covered with

globules of water absorbed from the atmosphere. In a

If „.,^- .i>;Tree this is what happens to the glycerine print,

I neas of which facilitates the action of the sul

piiur/iis vapours found in the atmosphere of all cities.

a * a

rine Art Ihiit tlie wprk of the portrait photo-

Ks*«ntl<tl«. grapher should l)e based at the very

k-aat on a lively appreciation of what is fine art, is a

dictum which every studious professional portniitiBt at

OBOe admite, while in the same breath lamenting that

ri entered in very small measure into the training which

Im" or she received. Unfortunately, the opportunities,

•twh M they are, for students to acquire a living know-

lodge ol art principles, "present themselves only to those

unaertaking a sj^tematic course of training in the

terhnique of one or oUier of the manual graphic arts,

suclt as painting and drawing ; and even to them the good

fortune does not invariably come of having a teacher

abJe to lead them in the different, though cognate, patlis

of art and technique. Thus, in photography especially,

it happens that training in art is often a work of self-

oiliiffftirn imdertaken after a certain technical com-

peiencv has been achieved. It is, therefore, in accordance

with the renlitie* of his situation that the ambitious

portrait photogrnpher should seek aid in his own artistic

development wherever he can find it ; and on that acconnt

we cannot suffioiontly emphasise the value of the seri^

,
• • - on " 'Hie Appreciation of the Fine Arts,"

^> an outcome of tiie more general course on

,

" '.tics, devised and arranged by Mr.

1 lirected by him from 28, John Street,

Brdfor.i How, I^.ndon. W.C.2. After having perused

these lesson*, ;i>; they are issued to i>firtieipant8 in the

we ar.' l.nmd to irmly tocourse.
those wisliiiig t<> see tilings And
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it is this gift of perception which more than any other

is needed to redeem photographic portraiture from the

lack of character with which so largely it may be fairly

charged. It is obvious that in the. absence of a con-ect

or shaxp recognition of what is good in art, there cannot

be the progress in portraiture which, technically, is within

the reach of photographers. This course of lessons

deserves well of photographers as a whole for the means
it provides for stimulating their thoughts and methods.

* * *

Under-Exposed Although it is generally recommended
Negatives. to destroy apparently hopelessly under-

exposed negatives, it is sometimes necessary to take any
amount of trouble to obtain a passable result from such

plates or films. A plan which has been worked with

success is to treat the negative as an opaque and not a

transparent object; that is to say, to back it with white

paper in an ordinary printing frame and to copy it in the

camera, using a contrasty bromide paper instead of a

plate. A process plate may be \ised, if desired, and will,

of course, give a positive trar^parency from which a
negative may be made by contact. An alternative

naethod is to bleach the negative with mercuric chloride,

back it with black velvet, and proceed as for an ordinary

glass positive. In either case the negative must have
the shadows cleared with a suitable reducer or the result

will be too flat. Still another method is to fix the

negative in a frame or clip and place a dead blacl;: back-

ground at a considerable distance behind it, then to

illuminate the film obliquely by transmitted light. This

method sometimes gives remarkable results from nega-
tives which are too thin and flat to be amenable to any
other procedure.

* * *

Cooling the During very hot weather various
Tonk. troubles, such as flatness of the image,
softening of the film and over-development are likely to
arise if the temperature of the solution in the developing
tank is allowed to rise much ^bove 70 deg. Fahr. It is,

however, quite easy to cool the solution without removing
it from its receptacle by sinking in it a bottle filled with
broken ice and water, and leaving it until the necessary
reduction of temperature is made. Care must be taken
tn keep the solution stirred, either with a stick or with
the bottle itself, so that the cooling is not localised, and
a thermometer should, ofcourse, always be used The
colder mixture of ice and salt has been recommended,
but if this be used it is necessary that none of the solution
escapes into the tank. Conversely, the developer may
be warmed in winter by using hot water in the bottle
instead of cold, but in this case it is necessary to use
well-tempered glass or, better, stoneware, a ginger beer
bottle answering very well. Metal cans or bottles may
be used, but are hable to contaminate the solution unless
quite free from rust or corrosion.

th**"***
** Those who visit modern photographic

they are. exhibitions with a view to an intelligent
study of the work on view cannot do so without being
forcibly struck with a lack of observation of effects seen
in Nature on the part of prominent photographers. In
this connection we refer to the introduction of clouds
into landscapes, which is one of the points at which many
workers go wrong. When introducing clouds into a
photograph it is not only important that the clouds should
be in keeping with the landscape portion of the picture
with regard to lighting, but the scale of the individual
clouds should also be in harmony. In many pictorial
photographs that we have seen in the past this point has

been altogether neglected ; in one instance a single large

cumulus cloud occupied the whole sky portion of the

p'cture, while the rest of the composition included a ver

large area of distant landscape. Such an effect in NatuiL

would never have been seen, and whatever value the.

picture might have gained from the Art point of view is

therefore discounted. A fact that does not seem to

strike many workers is that a sky need not necessarily

contain clouds. Not that the sky portion of a print •

should be an expanse of white paper, but a sky of

luminous tonal quality is often far more expressive of

truth than is the over-assertive sky often introduced by
,

photographers. Observation of Nature will readily prove

that clouds do not pile themselves up in overpowerin

masses over a sunny landscape.

THE PASSING OF THE ENLABGING LANTEEN
Perhaps the piece of photographic apparatus which h,.

remained longest without basic alteration within tbt

memory of the younger generation of photographers is
,

the condenser lantern sold for the making of enlarge-

ments. We are speaking now of the optical principle of

the appliance, not of its mechanical details. As regards

the latter, manufacturers have certainly been unremit-
ting in introducing various movements and fitments

which contribute to the more convenient and expeditious

employment of the apparatus. We have had rack and
pinion adjustments of the negative in its stage in all

directions, masking devices and the incorporation with

the negative carrier of a line transparency for facility of

focussing, to mention only a few of the ingenious con-

tributions by those responsible for the design of enlarging

lanterns. Nevertheless, it may well be thought that

there is the occasion for a radical reconstruction of the

type itself ; and we believe that there ai-e already signs

that the somewhat cumbrous condenser lantern has had
its day. We think that manufacturers would not greatly

regre* its departure, for enlargers, of this type, as

currently made, are heavy and bulky pieces of apparatus
and, despite their undoubted merits for their work and
the relatively low prices at which they are sold, are not
the easiest things for which a large demand can be
created. From the point of view of the user of them,
who usually is an amateiir worker, they suffer from the
drawback of taking up a great deal of space when enlarg-

ing is being done and, further, require a degree of correct i

adjustment of the light which is more than can be •

expected of a large proportion of the pampered amateur •

workers of the present day.
Professionals, we believe, largely "rig up " their own

enlarging apparatus, composing it from some old pattern
of field camera, and often using daylight as the source
of illumination. Inasmuch as most professional negatives
carry a considerable amount of retouching, the condenser
enlarger, Ky reason of its emphasis of retouching marks '

ill the enlargement, is not the best for the purpose ; and
^

daylight, with its merit of excellent diffusion and despite
its drawback of constantly varying strength, is found to

be lYiore suitable. At the present time we are witnessing
the introduction of enlarging apparatus differing from
the typical condenser enlarger in two respects: (1) the
use of highly-diffused or scattered light from an artificial

source, instead of light concentrated along an optical

path by the condenser, and (2) a vertical instead of a
horizontal type of construction. In both these respects
the advantage to the user, whether amateur or profes-

sional, is manifest. The system of illuminating the
negative by diffused light minimises the emphasis of re-

touching marks in the enlargement, and aJso cuts out
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thp necMsity of making a suitable adjustment of the

[. iMtion of the light in correspondenpe with varying
!• L-r^e of enlargement. In thig respect, therefore, the
~ ^N-rn serves, for different reasons, the needs of both

•••ur and professional. Thf> diffusion of the artificial

which can b* nim or electric, may be done by
of the V ' a matt white surface or by

•' th*" lie M a scafcterine medium, such
most • -ousl}-, by a

-tc-ins, til' ,^ • lights being
ne<l in a box the inside of which is a matt white,

• II screen of opal or ground glass is placed a short

om the negative on the side townrds the light.

rijT c^TAon thii': r>v.ives the direct and reflected
I'

•' •r diffusing or scattering the
' iii.-m to the negative.

i of tht^ iipparatuft, again, both for

i-^es. the advantages of a
r "Hie amateur must

n which can
floor space.

V iiii&t Uie prof<>^TM>iuaal iia« also oooasion to value th«

more rapid operation of a vertical apparatus, which
obviously could be made to produce enlargements almost
lus expeditiously as the present printing boxes produce
prints. The name given to the vertical self-focussing
enlarging apparatus by the Kodak Compsiny, namely,
"Projection Printer," does, in fact, foreshadow tiie

(Hissibilities—or. we should say, practicabilities—of

rendering enlarging as rapid a process as printing. Wc
had some notes a few weeks ago on enlarging from this

standpoint ; and in returning to the topic, as we have
done in the present jirtiele, we are seeking to show that
the making of enlarging as universal a process as printing
now is, depends upon a thorough revision of existing
enlarging apparatus, and particularly the condenser
enlarger. At present manufacturers have shown very
little evidence in the shape of goods on the market of
having taken this modern view of the enlarging process.
There are plenty of opportunities for designers to show
their ingenuity in designing new types of apparatus,
which, we venture to think, will owe their suocees to
their adoption of completely diffused artificial illumina-
tion and a vertical arrangement of their constituent parts.

EXPERIMENTS ON DESENSITISERS.

Tar. tiucovefT made bv Luppo Craotar' of th« remarkable
of the msti Ayo knovn •< phpnoaafranine.
•<• of th<> •atne i'I«u on ordinary and pmtx-

,AAir-, mthimt affecting t' i image, haa
'I* to (tiKiv th» pn«>>ih|« botwan Uie

i tt» chomioal con-

enili'kTouri'd %o

of phpmitafraniar cemmoii to all the
' tb-uiti.** ilvrtv««l frvui ihr phenaane gronp,

>•, or arc (Immp pro[i»rtie« onlv tiy mtk-

''4i arr denred from thit gr-
,

. le tubatitution
. analoippwa to tho*« nhidi gire rite to pbeao-

lb* coBpoaada contain
le tafaateBce* haring t)

r to be found amonK "'

...n ir»,iii.,l. - T>'< I

the

• . or

<Ue%

^ ...... act
.»

i;iic«l, pbytiral or

Jmenaiti«er< art-ordiag to tbc parposv for

are to be uaed.

...„ now to tJi"— f..iir ,..t,.., f- „( tk.. ..,v....< > »>i«no-

in<> I* a riw] <l' .linv

in which mu.- — .-..,- . < ., ,...i ,, th(>

nrr. i|iiinnnf (K-ioiide.

The introtiuction of two NH, groups yields a eurodine, and
tile further attachment of a phenyl grwtip to the azo nitrogen

of the «iirodinc gives rise to • safranino.

SH,-C^ ^%.H.-
*\H/

NH, NH«—C^Hj, .C«Hw—NHf

Kurodine. SiUraaine.

Phenovafranino is produced directly l>y oxidising a mixture

of 1 molecule nf pa ra-phenylene diamine and 2 molecules of

aniline. Thi.s oxidalioii occurs in two staged, an iiulaniino

Iji-ini; first formed:—

C^.C +C.H,-NH. + 0,^
\NH^4) NH = (:,H,= N-C,H,. NH,-f-2H,0

Paraphenylene- Aniline. Indaminc (blue dye).

diamine.

NH-'C.H.-N-C.H.-NH.-HC^.-NH.+O.+ Ha

NH/,Hi^ VfH, NH,+2H,0

?,H, Cl

I f

Indamine. Aniline. I'henoaafranine.

TU—•- •- therefore, an interest in studying the desensitising

f tho various tntorraedinte compounds which pre-

.imationof phenosafranine. These are:—

/Ml

N.NU

It may be aaanmerl that phenasine ia prodncod by the action
>f qninnne di-innde on pynx-ataobin aomrding to the
allowing equation : —

>NH(I) (l)OH\ ySs.
H»C + >,H4-CAr >A+»H,0

Quinone <li-imid» (oxidation of para-

p)ir>iiylene-<liamine in air) (*)

Uiuii'in*' 'li I'rrocatechin.

>-h« Fianlwkaa." IW, p. fli.

Indaminc*

Phenvlenc
blue

^NH<I)

KkH(4,">

.. NH = 0,H,'^ \j,H,-NH,-HC.

Bindachedler
green

..Nn
. . (CH,), N= C,H,''' \;,H,-N-(CH

CI

Toluylene y^\ /''H|
blue ..(C'H,),=N= C,H,^ )C.H,(

I
NH/' \NH,

CI
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Phenazine

Eurodioes

Toluylene red..

Neutral violet.

.

C.H.C_>.H,

^N\ /NH,. HO
N-C,H,f^ ;c,H,(

(CH,),

\n/ \ch.

N-C,H,:
II

(CH,),

^N'\;C,H,-NHj. HCl

Desensitising Ordinary Plates.

The following method was used in studying the desensitising

of ordinary plates:—
Plates of ultra speed (Lumiere Violet Label) were placed,

in the dark, for 2 minutes in a solution of the dye, ranging,

according to the particular substances, from 1 : 100 to 1 : 2,000.

Successive tests were made in order to find the minimum
strength of dye solution which could be used for the produc-

tion of the maximum desensitising effect.

The plates were all exposed under identical conditions in

the Chapman-Jones plate-tester, and, on removal from the

desensitising solution, were developed at a distance of 1.5

metres from a candle, the light of which was reflected verti-

cally on to th« developing dish so as to illuminate the plate

uniformly from above.

A normal diamidophenol developer was used for 4 minutes

at a temperature from 60 to 64 deg. F., the plate being

examined twice by transmitted light, first after 2 minutes and
then after 3^ minutes.

When the images thus developed showed only a slight fog,

apectroscoTJic tests on panchromatic plates, developing in a

bright yellow light, were made as described in a later portion

of the present paper.

Among the substances already mentioned, aqueous solution

of paraphenylene-diamine exerts a very slight desensitising

action; the other substances, with the exception of toluylene

red, are without action. Toluylene red (neutral red) gives
results closely comparable with tMose of phenosafranine.

This dye is made by boiling in contact with the air the
unstable indamine dye, toluylene blue, which results from, the
action of di-methyl-para-phenylene-diamin© on meta-toluylene-

diamine.

a
I

/NH,
N=C,H.=N-C.H,(
n / \CH,
(CH,), NH,
Toluylene blue.

\nh,. Ha
N-C,H
II

(CH,),
Toluylene red or neutral red.

It thus appears necessary that the following two conditions
should be fulfilled:—

(1) Presence of the phenazine group.

(2) Substitution of amido groups in the benzene nucleus.

Nevertheless, although these two conditions appear to be
fulfilled in the case of neutral violet (which contains a CH^
group less than neutral red), this dye does not possess the
properties of neutral red. Possibly it has not the constitution
which is commonly attributed to it.

Neutral red is a brownish-red dye of low brilliancy which
has a feeble staining action on gelatine and washes out more
easily than safranine. At the same time it enters into the
gelatine film more slowly, so that it is necessary to bathe the
plate for about 4 minutes in a 1 per thousand solution in
order to impregnate the film with the solution.

Action of Different Safranines.
We have compared the desensitising properties of a con-

siderable number of safranine dyes with those of pheno-
satranme. Some of the dyes which we have nsed are com-

mercially obtainable ; others have been prepared. The follow-

ing are the colouring matters which have been examined.

Commercial
Name.

Scientific

Name.

Dimethyl-
pheno-
safranine

Tetra-methyl-
pheno-
safranine.

Amethyst
violet.

Tetrethyl-

pheno-
safranine.

Girofle.

Dimethyl-
benzoxylyl-

sairanine.

Ordinary
safranine.

Tolusafraniue.

Safranine MN.
Methyl-tolu-

safranine.

Fast neutral

violet D.
Ethyl-
dimethyl-etho
safranine.

Induline
scarlet.

Tolu-naphtho-
etho-

safranine.

Azocarmine X.
Disulpho-
phenyl-
naphtho-
benzo-
safranine.

Indazine M.
Bimethyl-
amido-
phenyl-
dimethyl-
benzo-
safranine.

Creso-

safranine.

Apo-aafranine.

(hydro-

chloride).

Formula
(and Colour of Solution in Water).

Desensitis-

ing actioa
compare

'

with
pheno-

safranine.

^N-
(CH,,=N-C,H,f ^C«Hr NH

C.H5 CI

^N'V
(Violet).

(CH,), N-C.H4; )C,H,-N(CH.),

(Violet).c,H, a

(C,H,), N-C.H.^ ^C.H,-N (C,H,),

|\C1
C,H, (Violet),

yN\ /CH,
(CH,), N-C.H,f • )C.H,^

Xc. ^^'
CH,-C,H,-CH, (Violet red).

CH, NH,-C,H,^ ;CsH,. NH,. CH,

<a
C.H. (Cherry red),

CH,
M\rCH, -N-C,H,J )C,H,-NH,. CH,

H |\a
C,H, (Cherry red).

(CH,), N-C,H,f^ )C.H,. NH
\n/

I

I
\a c,H.

C,H,
(Blue violet).

NH,-C.oH,^ pC,H,-NH,. CH.

|\C1
C,H5 (Orange red).

C.H4-NH-C,„H.(^ )C.H.(t)
1

I
\n/

SO,H SO,H
I
\C1

C!.H.

(Slightly soluble to violet red).

'\l C.H.. NH. CH,;^ )C.H,. N
CH/^ \n/ II

|\C1 (CH,),
C.H,

(Blue violet).

NH, C.H,^ \!,H,. NH,
\n/

I
\ci

C,H,. CH, (Cherry red).

NH, C,H,f^ ")C,H«
Xn/
|\C1
C,H, (Violet red).

Slightly

inferior

Slightly

inferior.

Similar,

Similar..

Similar.

Similar.

Slightly

inferior.

SUghtly
inferior;

discharge-

of colour
difficult

Much
inferior.

Much
inferior;

attacks

latent

image.

Similar.

Much
inferior.
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Ooramrn-ia.
Nkine.

8ci«>tili<-

Smmr.

BoBO-apo-
afimnuir. NH.

IXesmsitu-
ing action

Fonnula compared
and Coloar of Solutioo id Water). with

pbeno-

i
afiBotee.

r.H,. CH, (Cherry ml). '

Much
infrrior.

Anuilx' N
•afraiKiiic. .NH.-i.,H. ' ("i " 'M

I
\a

C,H.

XH,-C^^ V,H, SH,

Much
inferior.

(Ktd).

Aiphfloo-
aafnnine.

-.jMuinr

AYii it^ri\ .

(Cherry rrd I.

N\, No action.

hlor R.

.1(1 .

-H.-c^,^' \:^,-jt-H-Ci

aa|>hihol

(Bill

CwH,OH
(VioiMUne-faiaek).

-H-C^
/•

tVK.'

>- NH

C»H, <R«k&Ji yvBow).
H,

I
\a OOCH,

•4(r»<w>nr.

>(nuit>l.

No action.

No aotion.

Much
iafcner.

No action.

c;b» (R«<i).

/I

Th>- r«ialto oMaiii«d witll dimcthrl. t«4ramrthTl and tetis-

libcnoaafronin** and with > uil hav<>

> .
.' hi-cn poiDtad out b.v I

. .
' i Kdnig

'h» Ruadackao." IV.'I. p. 37).

"' Lahir it i« M«'ii that tbff dyoa of th* aalra-

aaaa d«««nMtiiiiiig pi«p»rti«ii oampMa/bk
• •I j>ti**riir4Afm&iiia aro "—
phrnoxaifraniiic.

I ••
I . ' siifraniDf.

I ' iTihriarr aairaainc)-

^afraninr MN).
.•iranin«< iiiin>(U\.

•iMiMifraniBa (Anx^hytt rioWt).

"'^fraDiiK'

I
. i-diii.i U..1. Uf<h<>-»jifrAxin>' (I'u."! neutral vtolrt D).

S-ue of the ahorr •.'...<»t<^ any apprcriablc adrantAga in

'-artical itM> over p' :n<> with the exception of crcao-
'--— whirh i« nw.re ^mty to wa«h ottt of the

^r,. than
I

ninp.

;t nill br niiti"'*! tli.i' ^ whirh have U>*t anaminn

. rovp, t.g.. th» apo«afrai ! tkoae, t.g., tafranoiMa, in

• lui-h tbi* (crwup >* rrpU<«U ii> oxygen, hart the desenaitising

property much lees marked. If the two amino groups are
replaced by O and OH, as in safranol, the property is
altogether destroyed.

RepUcoment of this NH, group hy acetyl, its conver*.ion
into the diezo group or the formation of a diaeo compound
with a phenol, as in indoine blue R, destroys the desensitising
property of the original phenosafranine. On the other hand,
the substitution of a C.H, group (attached to the azo nitrogen)
'*>" ^"jH,, as in fast neutral riolet D, has no effect on this
property.

Desensitising Action of Indulinea-
The indulines are dyes closely analogous to the safranines.

They may be regarded as aposafranine

NH, C^,
/«\,

». /f"iH, (phenosafranine from which an NH,
^N/ group bai been eliminated).

C.H.

in which one or more hydrogen atoms of the benzene ring
are replaced by the aniline residue, NHC.H,.
The desensitising action was tested of the followiof

indalines. rh«s<<« among those which include 1, 2, or 3 anilinf

rc«idue« substituted in the benzene rings and having methy
or ethyl groups in the amido groups:—Fast blue 3R, soluble

induline B, paraphenylene blue R, metaphenylene blue SB,
axine green, asine green S, Bale bhie R. Milling blue, ami
Coupler blue.

The colour of the solutions ranged from violet blue to
greenish blue, but none of these dyes showed any desensitising

action.

Thlazinen, Tbiazonea, Oxazines and Ozazonea.
The thiasines and thiazones, as also the oxazines and

oxaaones, are regarded as derivatives of quinonc imide.

These dyea have a constitution approximating to that of the
safranines, or rather the eunxlines, one of the phenazine
nitrogens being replaced—by sulphur in tKe thiazines and
thiaaones, and by oxygen in the oxaaines and oxazoncs.

Thiazine. y^\
Uulh violet .. nh-.c.h/^ N:,h,-nh,

CI H
Oxaciiie. ^N\

Nile blue 2B . . (CH,), N-C^^ Vj^.-NH,
I

\o/

Osasone. y^\
Rawmifine .. 0=.C^,r )C^,

\o/
OH.

We hare examined the action of the following dyes exhibit-

ing substitution of various kinH>. nml of colour ranging

between blue and violet:—
T' Gentian violet; methylene blue; thiocarmina R;

tol . le.

UXtUutri and Ortixones.—Capri blue; galliK'vanine ; Prune 0;
.Meldola blue ; Nile blue 2B ; fluorescent blue.

None of these substances showed desensitising properties

approaching those of phenosafranine.

Thwe different classes of dye, although derived, as is pheno-

safranine, from quinone imide, thns appear to be destitute of

uiefiil di-senwtasing a<-tion.

Deaenaitlaers from Other Claaaea of Dyea-

We have investigated the action of a large number of dyes

belonging to other classes than those derived from quinone

imide. The only ones which showed any notable action ara

those included in the table pn p. 864.
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Names.

Formula
(and Colour of Solution).

l)l^^ellsitis-

ing action

compared
with

pheno-
safranine.

The desensitising action of crysoidine has been pointed out
by Konig and Liippo-Cramer," who, however, have not stated

if this dye produces chromatic desensitising comparable to

that of snfranine.

In short, there appears to be no well defined relation

between the constitution of the dyes and their desensitising

properties, since, among the derivatives of quinone imide, only

the safranines and one eurodine possess this property, whilst

among very different dyes there are found isolated desensi-

tisers, such as aurantia in the nitro derivatives, and chrysoi-

dine among the azo dyes, the constitution of which is not

closely related to that of the safranines. In the case of

chrysoidiue, if there are two NH, groups, these latter are in

the meta position relatively to each other, and are not sus-

ceptiWe of yielding by oxidation in the air a quinone imide

as they would if in the para or ortho position.

It is of interest to compare these results with those obtained

in respect to colour sensitisers. As is well known, there are

two classes of dyes, the cyanines and the phthaleins, most of

the members of which are colour sensitisers, whilst, on the

other hand, there are isolated examples of other classes of

dyes, e.g., rosaniline and azo dyes, which possess this property

A. AND L. LUMIBRE
. A. Seyewetz.

iTo be concluded.)

Nitro

compoundi :

Picric acid

itri-nitro-

phenol).

Aurantia
(ammonia salt

of hexa-nitro-

diphenyl-

amine).

Indian yellow
(nitro deriva-

tive of

orange IV.).

Azo compounds:
Chrysoidiue
(Diamido-
azo-benzene

[ hydro-
chloride).

C.H3-OH(l)-NO,(2)-NOj(4) N0.,(6)

(Yellow).

(NO,),-C,H,-N-C,H, (NO,),

NH,
(Reddish yellow).

SO, H-C,H4-N=N-C,H4-NH

C,H« NO,
(Orange yellow).

/NH,(1)
C.H,-N=N-C.H,(

\nH,(3)
HCl
(Brownish yellow).

Strong
action ;

image not
fogged.

Very
strong

action
;

image not
fogged.

Consider-

able

action

;

image
slightly

fogged.

Strong
action ;

image not
fogged.

(2) " Photographischo Rnndschan," 1921, p. JI.

THE H. AND D. DOCTRINE.

I«j the previous chapter we considered the condition which a

negative requires to fulfil in order that it may be a theoretic-

ally perfect reproduction, but in inverse or negative light and
shade, of a scene or object.

We saw that the condition is that the light-intensities trans-

mitted by the various parts of the negative shall be inversely

proportion to the light-intensities reflected from the corre-

sponding parts of the subject.

We became familiar with the conception of opacity as an
alternative form of describing transparency, opacity being
simply the inverse or reciprocal of transparency.

Whence, in the theoretically perfect negative, the opacities

of the various deposits are directly proportional to the light-

intensities from the corresponding parts of the subject.

We then saw the relation of the relative quantities of actual

stuff (density) forming the deposits to the opacities of the latter

and found that this relation is that of an index or logarithm.

The density is the logarithm of the opacity.

Tlius it became evident that in a theoretically perfect nega-
tive the difference between two densities is equal to the differ-

ence between the logarithms of the exposures which produced
them. The opacities are then proportional to the correspond-

ing light-intensities from the subject.

We have now to see how this condition depends, in the first

place, on the time during which the plate is exposed to the
action of light. In doing that we shall become familiar with
the method originated by Hurter and Driffield, namely of

representing the effec"; of exposure of a plat« by means o^ a
so-called " characteristic curve."

II.—THE LAW AND LIMITS OF CORRECT EXPOSURE.
Exposure, Development and Density

Ip a plate receives the same exposure over all its surface,

e.g., by exposing it to the light of a candle at a considerable

distance, a uniform density is obtained on development. As
every photographer knows, within certain limits, the density

depends partly on the exposure, partly on the time of develop-

ment, and partly on the plate. All these factors come into

play in the making of a negative, and Hurter and Driffield

at the outset of their investigations set themselves to discover

the separate influences of exposure and development on the
production of a negative true to the original. They did not
succeed in this until they studied, not a single density pro-
duced by a single exposure, but a series of densities produced
^y a series of exposures ; in other words, when they studied the
ratios of densities to each other. The Tule or law connecting
a single exposure with a single density is a very complicated
one and involves development, but, as Hurter and Driffield
were the first to show, the rule connecting a series of exposures

with a series of densities can be expressed in a very simple way,
involving exposure only.

In studying this first step in the making of a negative, we
are following the lines of photographic practice. Except as
regards speed of printing, the absolute values of the opacities

of a negative are immaterial ; it is their relative values which
determine the correctness of a negative. As every photo-
grapher knows, a negative which is of considerable opacity
throughout its various gradations may give as good, i.e., as
true, a print as one which is ITlin. It will take longer to

print; a practical drawback certainly, hut not one which is

opposed to correct reproduction.

Development and Density Ratios.

Before considering the relation of successive exposures to
densities we must examine a property of development. If the

same series of any exposures be given to several plates and
the plates be developed for different times, it is found that

though the actual densities are different in each plate, they
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prt'serre th» same ratK> t.. on.- another as development pro-

ct*."ls. An example from Hurt-t and Driffield's paper of 1890

iKxptTimenl 13) vilt m»ke this cle»r.

Exposures I 2 4 8

Densities D, (4 mins. deTclopment) 0.775 1.000 1.180 1.260

Ratio of Deositiea D, 1.0 1.29 1.52 1.61

Densities D, (12 mins. derelopmeot) 1.260 1.660 1.96 2.08

Ratio of Densities D, 1.0 1.31 1.65 1.65

Ratio of D,:D, .. 1.63 1.66 1.66 1.60

It irill be seen that n limit* of experimental error

of measurement, the il- 4 minutes' development have
the tame relation to each other as those by 12 minutes' develop-

Mot, or, what it the same thin^. each density by short develop-

ment stands in the same proportion to the corresponding; den-
itr obtained by longer developinont, as shown in the last line.

This prpM-rration of proportion i% what Hnrter and Driffield

la.lod the law of constant •l(Ti-ityi*»tios. They maintained
that it held good in the Us* of l:IFerent developers, and even
when bromide is a<Ido<i to the (Ii'vi'opcr, and therefore they
d' la red that the ratio of densitie* is unalterable by modifica-
ti..iis of the developer or development.

It WAS this statement that aroused eo much c«atr<nreny when
it was first made. This aro^e from various cauMC, which it

may be well to recall, althoach the battle of the denaity-ratioa

IS alnwMt forgotten. In the first place photographer* thought
daosity-ratioa meant opacity-raticM, which, as ve shall aee later

oo, are a meaaare of contrast ami are altered by development.
In the second place, Hurtrr sod DriflSald omitted to qualify
their statement Uhat density-ratio* ooce formed on exposure
cannot b« altered in development) by indicating that they
meant :—Cannot be altered in a definite or controllable way, or
o a« to n-ctify the error caused by ineorrect exposure. They
admitte<l this omiaaion in their paper of 189f} on " The Latent
lDiaK<> and ita Development. ' In the meantime reams of print
wefM filled in showing that under certain conditiooa and chiefly
by m<-ans of modifioations in the pyrfr ammonia developer an

'•>«ld be got from an nnder- or over.«xpoeed
Mot with any degree of certainty, not in a pre-

' ' 'Hit, and not to a degree whirh remedied error*
' far a* correct reproduction of the toBoa of a sub-

Other reams were filled in proving that
it increaaed the aawtnata of th<> difference*

between tbe dcoiitie*, and thos the contrast, which of course
wa* never denied, but on the contrary apecifirally shown, by
Barter and DriAeld.

The Ezpoaure^Deneitjr Relation.
'^> we are clear in und<<rstan<lini; the law of constant dcnsity-

r v. t.. mean tha' r densities are produced in a plale.

'-nt and < ly by the developer, they remain
''" lame oaring a normal period of development.

I >l densitiae are increaaed aa development proceed*.
but ti)<'ir r\no to each other is n.' 1 If the ratio is wrong
at the start . it may be altere<! t oorrcctnl, by '• tin-
'<'-r 'he developer."

I 'n in : Under what conditions ia it obtained right
« ' correct exposure. Tea, but what i* ccrrect
• V- '• terms? For this we miut retrace our step*
^' imeatai manner in which tha relation of

"<i wa* inve<tii;at«d.

Deoailiee and Increa«ln( Ezpoeurea-
''

1 «vri.-s of «'X[.<isur>-' I each the same multiple, say
' pr. erhn

:
f.. flill«rent parU of the plat*-, and
nt time (Iwigth immaterial), Hurter
•• lowest dansiticv. prcMlaced by the

- ' ' irom each other by relntively small
11!:-*. and that at a certain point

Btpoeuro*. this differenre
'" '

' '""one reached a maxi-
mum and rnntinii.'l approxirn at maximum until a
•ecoftd turning point wn« r. ai h. . _; „.,.. i, the increase of den-
ity St each doubled etposnre begins to fall off ; and, finally.

further doubled exposures produce actually less and less densit
These four phases in the growth of density, which follow eacl

other as exposure is increased, can be recorded in various ways.
We can set down in adjoining columns (1) the exposure, (2)

the density, and (3) the addition te the density. Such a table
shows the general nature of the progression of density, but not
in a very striking way.

Plotting Density Asainst Exposure.
Another way is to represent the course of the growth of den-

sity by a line. We draw two linos at right-angles, meeting at
a point, as shown in Pig. 5. On the horizontal line we can
mark off from O distances proportional to the exposures, an<l

on the vertical line distances proportional to the 'corresponding
densities. On then drawing vertical lines through the points
on the horizontal scale end horizontal lines through those on
the vertical scale we get a series of intersections: and on join-

ing these together by short, straight lines we get a line (which
in some parts may be straight and in others curved)
the shape of which indicates the rate at which dou!>it>

increases with exposure. This line rises very steeply a:

first, then less steeply, and becomes much flatter in the pha.s.-

corresponding with the longer exposures. It may even slope

downward* if the chart be made large enough to include the
phase (reversal) during which density becomes less in actual

amount with each successive doubling of exposure.
There afe, however, two objections to plotting density against

exposure in this way. One is that the range of the two value*
is very different. The densities which are measurable in a
negative run from about .1 to 3.5, i.e., a range of 1 to 35. But
exposures required to produce such a range of densities may
vary from 1 to about 8,000. Therefore, the exposure scale has
to be enormously big in order to show slight differences of den-
sity. This objection may be overcome, though at great incon-

venience.

The second objection cannot be overcome. It is that the por
tion of the line representing the second phase (of equal adtlt

tion of density for each multiple of exposure) will always be
curved. This arises from the fact that there is not a simple
relation between the densities and the exposures which produce
them; density-values corresponding with exposure-values pro-
gress according to a different rule from that of the latter Hut
this part of the line, aa we shall see directly, is the most import
ant part. It is the part which largely measures the quality of
the plate. You can't readily tell where such a curve comes to
an end, or bow long it is, and so cannot compare the curves
for different plates. For this reason the plotting of exposures
against densities gives little useful information.

Losarithma and Log Exposures
But the logarithms of exposures progress according to the

same (additive) rule as do the densities corresponding with
them. The two are like quantities in this respect.
Thst this is ao will be clear if we recollect the nature of a

logarithm as briefly indicated in Chapter I. of this .series of
articles. A logarithm is sn index (or an exponent as the
mathemafrcians prefer to call it). The logarithm of a number,
e.g., of A, is the number of times a certain base number
must be multiplied by itself in order to produce A. Any base
Dumber may be chosen, 10 being commonly adopted. Thus,
since lOx 10=I0» = 100, the log of 100 to base 10 is 2. Similarly,
Ti««; 1JI00=3. On this system the logarithms of numbers from
<i to 999990 and over have been worked out and arrangc<l in

tables. As log 1 = 0, the logarithms of numbers (i.e.,

decimal fractions) between 1 and are minus quantities.

By way of example of the respective progression of numbers
and their logarithms we may compare:—

Number 10 100 1,000 10,000
Ug 13 3 4

While the numbers progress by multiple (of 10), their logs

progress by addition (of 1). That is a characteristic property
of logarithms, and, as we shall now see, is one reason for

choosing log exposures instead of the exposure values them
selves for plotting against densities.

B
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Plotting Densities Against Log Exposures.

If, then, we plot densities against logarithms of exposures,

and it is found that any part of the " curve " is a straight

line, it is made evident that as exposures are increased by

some multiple—that is, as the log exposures increase by the

same amount at each step—the densities likeAviso show an

addition, which is the same at each step, although it may not

be e<iual to that plotted on the log exposure scale. This is
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FlO. 5.—DlliSIIIIB PtOITID AGAINBt : (A) EXPOSURES; (B) LOO
EXPOSUBEB.

In the case of curve \, densities .1 to .7 are plotted against

distances proportional to 1. 2, 4, 8, etc. In B, the same densities

arc plotted against distances proportional to the respective logs

of 1, 2, "», 8, etc.

shown in B, fig. 5, where the same density values are plotted

against distances on the horizontal scale which are propor-

tional to the logarithms of the exposures employed for

curve A.

The scale of exposure logarithms (log exposures, as they are

called) has another advantage. The difference between the

logarithms is small compared with the difference between the

numbers of which they are the logarithms. The logs of the

numbers 1 to 8,000, representing' a range of exposures which

may be used in examining a plate, are respectively and 3.9,

so that by plotting log exposures instead of exposures the

magnitude of the scale becomes of the same order of size as

that of densities, and changes in the course of the curve are

plainly evident within a small compass.

It may be asked—why not plot opacities against exposures,

since these are like quantities, and, therefore, give a straight-

line " curve " when plotted one against the other. But

opacities vary in their ratio to one another with the progress

of development, and therefore an opacity-exposure curve

would vary at every stage of development. If we want to

discover the limits within which a plate fulfils the conditions

of correct reproduction as regards exposure and development

separately, we must adopt a method which first involves the

first of these factors without the second. How that was done

by Hurter and Driffield we can now see.

Charting the Growth of Density.

Hurter and Driffield were the first to perceive the usefulness

of plotting the logarithms (or values proportional thereto) of

exposures against the densities correspondingly produced by

those exposures.

The density scale is conveniently one from. to about 2.5,

since densities which are measurable with fair accuracy fall

within these limits. It is divided into 10 divisions from 0.0

to 1.0, and so on, each representing a density of .1. Each of

these divisions is sub-divided into fifths, so that densities can

be plotted to an accuracy of one-fifth of .1 ( = .02) throughout

their scale.

The log exposure scale is not quite so simple. The numbers
on the scale indicate candle-metre-seconds (C.M.S.) from .1

to 1,000, a range equivalent to 1 to 10,000, which is more

each sub-divi»ion

indioiites.

.01 C.M.S.

.02 „

.05 „
•1

•2

5 „
1.0

2.0

than sufficient for exhibiting the properties of a plate which
are of practical importance. But the distnncr^t laid off on the
scale are made proportional to the logarithms of exposures

fC.M.S.), that is to say, as-each exposure is doubled an equal
amount is added to the distance.

Since the exposures indicated on the scale become greater
in increasing proportion along the length, the sub-divisions

of the scale are made to indicate an increasing number of

C.M.S. as one proceeds along the scale from the lower to the
higher exposure values. In the form of chart originally
devised by Hurter and Driffield the sub-division of the stale

is as follows:—
Over portion of log exposure

scale marked (exposures)

—

.1 to .3

.3 to .7

.7 to 1.0

1.0 to 3.0

3.0 to 7.0

, 7.0 to 10.0

10.0 to 30.0

30.0 to 70.0

and so on for the higher values. Apart from the necessity of
marking the lower exposures (i.e., their logs) with sufficient
accuracy, it is of importance to be able to take an exact
figure in this part of the scale, since, as we shall see in a
later chapter, it js here that the inertia, by which the speed
of the plate is rated, is measured.
A further little point concerning the log E scale may per-

haps be usefully explained. As commonly plotted in sensito-
metric measurements the zero point, at the junction of. the
vertical and horizontal scale, the " origin " as it is called,
represents .166 C.M.S. But as the distances on the scale corre-
spond with the logs of these exposures, log 1 (= o) represents a
zero point and actually the distances representing logs of expo-
sures from .99 to are minus distances. However, this does not
make any difference as regards charting the characteristic
curve on a properly made scale since we are concerned simply
with the values of the log E distanes. But in making this
part of the scale oneself it is necessary to bear this point in
mind and lay off the distances according to one or other of
two plans, the basis of which is .shown in the following table:—
E log E (approx.)

XoTE.—In col. a, 1 represents

— 1.00. The numbers in ool. b are

the differences (minus) between the

respective positive decimal frac-

tions and this — 1.0 e.g. _ 1.0

-I- .95 = - 0.05.

In setting off the distances on the log E scale we can start

from the extreme right (log .1 =• 1.0) and successively measure
off trom left to right the distances .3, .5, etc., in col. a repre-

senting the positive (decimal) part of the logarithm ; or we
can start from the 1 (log 1 = 0) on the scale and successively

set off distances representing .05, .15, etc., in col. b from
right to left. The resulting scale will be the same in each
case.

The two scales (density and log exposure) are also made
equal, that is to say, the length between densities 1.0 and 2.0

is equal to that between a log of value 1.0 and a log of vahie

2.0, corresponding respectively with exposures 10 and 100,

since log 10 = 1 and log 100 = 2. It will thus be seen that
there is a strict proportionality between the two scales.

The Characteristic Curve.

If now the densities obtained by exposing a strip of plate

to a series of inrreasing exposure's be plotted on a chart

devised as above and the points joined, the growth of density

.9

a b

1.95 = - 0.05

.8 1.90 = - 0.10

.7 1.85 = - 0.15

.6 1.80 = - 0.20

.6 1.70 = - 0..30

.4 1.60 = _ 0.40

.3 1.50 = - 0.50

.2 1.30 = - 0.70

.1 1.00 = - 1.00
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i bv a curve, uhul. \.iii<:> both in shape and in

on the chart aoirding tn the particular quality of

- piate. but aUnuiit inv.>r ;il«ly is of the / type shown in

J. 6. Hurler and DriftifUl calltHl this the ehaiacteristic

rte of the p)at«.

It is usual to make each exposure double the preceding
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There is, of course, no sharp Uemarcatiun of these three
phases : they merge imperceptibly into each other, but the
correct exposure portion, in the case of almost every plate, is

a straight line of such length that it can be used, as will

shortly be shown, for measuring an im{x)rbant quality of tlie

plate, viz., latitude, and, as we shall see later on, speed.

Trmaslating the Imagery of the Characteristic Curve
Perhaps a difficulty felt by students of sensitometry is in

becoming familiar with the form in which facts are described

by the oharacteristic curve of the plate. It may, therefore, be
desirable to say something which will help to show the mean-
ing of the curve in relation to the conditions under which
plates are exposed.

As we have seen, the curTe is a picture of the varying rate

at which increa«ng exposure produces increased density. The
sieries of exposures tuictsiively given to different parte of the

plate is an artificial and definitely repeatablo substitute for

the series of exposures tinxHUanfOUtly given to different parts

of the plate in the camera. In fact, the artificial expoaures

need not be successive; thev also can bo given simultaneously

by means of a screen, different parts of which transmit light

in knosvn reUtive intensities. The significance of the curve

can perhapa be better displayed by representing it as a series

of steps of a staircase (fig. 7), the height of each step repre-

senting the .addition to the density produced by a doubled,

trebled, or otherwiae mnltiplied exposure, of the different

parts oJF the plate. It is seen that the steps first become higher

and hi^iar, then roir.uiu at the same height, and then pr<.>-

greaaively become kuwer as we trace the effect of increasinj;

exposure. If we imagine Nature to be a cubist artist in the

design of her landscapeb, we can conceive a scene different

parts of which emit light-intenaities in such sharp proportion

aa 1, 2, 4, d, and so on. And as all would act on tlie plate

in the camera for the same time, exposures would bo in the

same proportion, comparable with those from an artificial

exposing aoreen.

This hideous cubist landscape being imagined, what

is the meaning of the characteristic curved It is that if

the timp element in the exposure is small, so that the plate

is expoaed not mu(^ more than is requisite to produce any

I n m
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I. (sadar-expoMrs), sddllloii of deiuity Is grtaltr at uch equal

iDcrssss in log axposarc. lo III. (oTer-exposore), sdditioo of

da^tr b imsllsr st each cqasl increase of log exposore.

. (Barter snd Driffield.)

effect at all, the density differences increase more rapidly than

they should for any development to give correct rnpre-

seotation. Relatively there is too much density in the part

of tihe negative representing the lightest part of the subject

and not enough in the darkest part for a true relative repre-

sentation. In phot<>f>Taphio language, dense high-lights (of

the subject) hive too gieat a difference from the middle tone^.
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and baro shadows (again, of tho subject) have insufficient differ-

entiation of sucli tones; in other words, the well-known marks
of under-exposure became evident on development.*

It is necessary to allow the light-intensities to act for a

longer time in order that tho plate receives such an exposure

that increase of density is related' to the exposures as r^howii

in the middle part of fig. 7, that is an equal addition to

each of the deposits re^esenting light-intensities in the pro-

portion of, say, 1, 2, 4, 8, etc., the resulting densities jump-
ing from step to step by an amount which is constant and
proportional to the increase in the corresponding log

exposure.

And what happens if a still longer time is allowed for the

light-intensities to act? It is depicted in the third part of

fig. 7. A regularly falling increase of density marks the action

of tho light-intensities in proportion 1:2:4:8, etc. The step

between each density is less than it should be for a corrrct

relative representation of the light-intensities; in other woi'ds.

the flat effect of over-exposure.

We have conceived & subject of abrupt tones in order to

express sensitomctric results in terms of camera exposures,

but it is self-evident that what is true of such an arbitrarily

imagined subject is true also of o;ie consisting of a multitude

of softly gradated tones. The emitted light-intensities, how-
ever little they differ from one another, require to act for

more than the minimum time requisite to produce an under-
exposed negative in order that their effects in relation to

one another may fulfil the first condition of correct repre-

sentation, viz., increase of density in proportion to

increase in log exposure. But they must not act for so long

that their effects cease to fulfil this condition and exhibit

the results of over-exposure. Between these two times lies

the period of correct exposure, which may be great or small

according to the particular quality of the plate and the

character of the subject. Here we approach the question of

latitude, to which we must next turn in order to see that

it can be expressed in a definite way.
Before we do that the diagram^, fig. 7, requires a word or

two of comment respecting one feature of it which may
mislead the beginner. It may suggest that for the correct

representation of a series of light-intensities of 1 to 128 shown
under-exposed in part I. of ,the diagram exposure must be
such that the Imoest density must be at least a little greater

than the highest density in a wholly under-exposed negative
(I.). Every photographer knows such is not the case and
therefore will be inclined to regard the diagram as a mis-

statement of fact in this respect. But the gradations you
see in a negative are the opacities, not the densities which
are plotted in fig. 7; and densities are small compared with
the opacities they produce. It will be clear that you can have
a series of low densities (related to another series as in

fig. 7) which on development can give rise to a negative in

the straight-line portion having a series of opacities, the
lowest opacity in which need not be as great as the highest

opacity of a negative in the under-exposure portion. Never-
theless, the diagram does indicate, though obscurely, that a

negative which is correct in its gradations must have received

a greater degree of exposure, must therefore have greater

* We are here leaving ont of consideration for the moment the effect

of development in bringing the ratio of densities into correct correspondence
with the light-intensitiee as regards transmission of light. This has been
touched upon in the earlier paragraph " Exposure, Development and
Density," and we will cetnrn to farther consideration of it directly.

densities in its shadow tones, and therefore must have appre-
ciable opacities in these tones. In other words, tho negative
corresponding with the straight-line (correct expo-sure) part
of the curve has perceptibly different deposits (opacities) over
its shadow tones. These need not be as great as the greatest
in an under-exposure negative; that is a condition dependent
on development.

Latitude.

The term latitude is employed in two distinct senses: (!)
latitude of the plate—a property or quality of a plate—and;

(2) latitude in exposure—the relation of the degree of that
quality to the range of light-intensities from the subject.

Many photographers appear not to distinguish between these

two conceptions of latitude, failing to recognise that latitude-

in exposure depends on the subject as well as on whatever
merits the plate may possess in this respect.

As regards tho latitude quality of a plate, it is customary
to take approximately the straight part of the characteristic-

curve, or rather the range of exposures corresponding to this-

part of the curve, as a measure of it. In fig. 6, for example,

the portion of the curve from about 1.5 to 80 may be con-

sidered straight. This is equivalent to a range of exposure*

of about 1 : 53. Hurter and Driffield were of opinion that

for practical purposes a part of both the under-exposure and
over-exposure sections of the curve might be included in the-

latitude without materially affecting the results, and on this-

basis, in the above example, would have considered the lati-

tude as equal to about 1 : 148. Of late years, however, it ha»
become customary to rate latitude more strictly, i.e., to
express it by the range of exposures corresponding with th»

actually straight part of the curve.

Latitude in exposure is obviously dependent on the magni-

tude of. the range of light-intensities from the subject in com-

parison with the magnitude pf the latitude of the plate.

Hurter and Driffield, by actual measurements, satisfied themr-

selves that the range of light-intensities from the different

parts of a landscape was much smaller than had previously

been supposed. They found, for example, that the sky of a

brightly lighted landscape reflects light of only 30 times the

intensity of that from a very dark object in the foreground

;

that is to say, the range is 1 : 30. The ratio of the range of

exposures (corresponding with the straight part of the curve)

to the range of light-intensities from the subject is therefore

a measure of the latitude in exposure. If the exposure range

is 1 : 60 and the subject range 1 : 30, the latitude is 2 ; which

means that if an exposure of one second was sufficient for

minimum correct exposure, 2 seconds would give an equally

correct result, differing from the former only in the fact that

the negative as a whole would be denser and therefore take

longer to print.

It will thus be seen that with a plate of good latitude

correct exposure, as Mr. Watkins has aptly written, " is an

enclosure rather than a spot." So long as exposure falls

within the correct exposure part of the curve, it is imma-

terial where, except as regards the printing speed of the

negative. If the subject-range of laght-intensities exceed*

the latitude of the plate, e.g., in interior subjects, including

windows, something must be sacrificed at one or both ends of

the scale by giving such an exposure that part of the subject

range is recorded in the under-exposure or in the over-exposure

part of the curve.

(To he oontimi.ed.)

G. E. B.

New Spanish Customs Regulations.—By Royal Decree

published on June 4 the Spanish Gro^mment has increased the

co-efficients on importation duties on goods from countries with

depreciated exchajiges. The increase varies from 10 to 70 per cent.

The system devised to apply this Decree is an ingenious one (says

tho " Times " Madrid correspondent), 'and ensures a measure of

justice, the idea being to apply the greatest surcharge where the
exchange suffers the greatest depreciation and where, for that

reason, the greatest facility exists for dumping. The new Decree

re-establishes many articles of British goods on a more equal foot-

ing for competition in the Spanish market by compensatmg for the

hardships imposed by the duties under the recent provisional tariff

in combination with the exchange barrier. It should, therefore,

encourage British manufacturers to redouble their efforts in tlie

Spanish market so as to profit by tho changed outlook and tho

opportunities It affords.
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PARIS NOTES.

Autochromes in AdT«rti*inc.
A MOST interesting an.! <i. -. r . ,|ly successful nw departure-
Ka- recently been nunlo in bnnmfig many of the chief French
.\ iry trade* to the notice ot tl.,- general public. This has

1 done by mean* irf tli- ' • - .rome proceas, which, in
iiig the purp^«es of a<h

.

ha* itself obtained con-
1. ; rable r^(i<imf. TLb <ii Fnaich iTaste," «-hich
.(.

V

» - -^.»..- |*^^»^-, * •va<
ried laat month in the Palais de Gl«c«, Champs Elys^,
;>^ conuina mftre than }.^)i) Autoehromes of all siaes, from
5 inches to 16 x 7 inchos ude largest siae made), repre-

- I -ing jewellery, glaaa and p.ittcry ware, enamela, book-
t

;
ling, t»pe»trie». fumiturp, li>;hting aoceaaoriea, and all

1' -lea of drcaa and toilrt. and eren carnage work. Theae
A

, .xhromea, in ciMnpany with a nimber of coloured trana-
jiareociaa from 14 x 10 to 34 : 30 incbee, are mounted in
tramea and are illuminated by «on«ealed electric lamps. The
colour reprodottiona of the gwMs of each of 250 exhibitors
occupy a aeparate panel, and td.ise panel* are sy«t«matioalIy
arranged in twelre aloorea ercr^t.^! in the rotunda of the
Palan de Glace. The eonc^iptxii and or^rvnisation of the
whole exhibit hare been perf n all reapecta,
.»nil reflect tha graatft crol r, M. Devrieai
and equally upon the makar« .A the Autochrooie*, Mm!
Ueaboutina and Ventujol. The .Thibition haa beeo a rerela-
ti«n of colour photografiby, au<l t rome prticMa to tba
public unfamiliar with photogra: tha reriewa in tha
newspapers have shown a widn^^read ignoraeoe, on the part^ the Preaa, of the exiitenee ot the Aotoehrome prooeaa. One

laily joomal r«f«n to it at ' having apparently bean
Tented by lomaoae named Lumiere about the year 1907."
--> exhibition ramaina opM until tha and of Sept«mb«r, mkI

in atrongly racommeBd any of my raadars who may b* paa»-
throogh Paris tltis saamer to set aside an hour for a

it to it. After it haa flDOe to an end in Paris, the cxhibi-
ia to be tnaafarred in turn to the capiuls of sereral

ttBtriea in wbdek Fraoefa luxury good* find their principal
arkeU, and bMoa haa b«en dubb«l " an exhibition in a—nantaaa."

The Parla Fair.
^Althoagb the Paris Fi -

• - .r ot mu.h greater siaa
prerioualy, the ph. ,,rrT obuins Tsey audi

•d in the

<ally had
Mts are " Aa
liaber, lenaee

'smeraaof the

eanMnta and
' iancea by
ler

>rasent«tioa in it. Tii.. ,.••* . \.i;..itors u

ner of tha Baplaoade ijne In\st!id«a, »•
o aaaignad to photo<(r»ph» Tim .

'

Trkfla" platfw and psp-'r. ..f M
'her o|itioal instrumonts ..

a at da Maeanique de I

I i^amsria-LBpicrr*, <

.
pboto.«agMTiiig by „. .^.^

• ,
lucn aa fimmea, albnias, drr-mounling iaat«r>aU. In tha

'anical and electrical saolions are savaral mode's of photo-
Ing (Uua-print), and cinematograph

f r.achines.
' •*a»a aectiens, and formin? part o: i,ii of the

iial Departnant o/ (V^ientifica' >:««aarvbea and
entions, is ahown an .\ut.>t-hT ;,h by Dr. A.

lack. «n f« ulMt of repute, but ^(>(>aretitiy "a rery indif-
Tenr nhotngr.«r,i,..r Thj, j^, ^ecn produced with «i anachro-

is poapoosly daaeribed as a " hyper-
a, tha French and Gorman nstents of

iler.Ufo that " tha uncorrected rays, into the
I of tho rod, conpeasate for lack of r. veneaa in

platM eraployo'] " The rosult obtaiaad, m w«s reMSIy to
aRti<npst«d, is nnt at all promising.

Combined DeTelopmenI and Fixios.
A I

.
' r

• M L, I lUlT, whnao
kme I-, .< . ,, . jn oonn. „ toning, has

out a fnrinulii '^lemu Horolopmont
h. I think u th ;, towards a roalW

actory form of this procea* (l employs chemicals in

common use, and is readily compounded. As with previous
processes of this kind, it is necessary that the exposures should
be ample, otherwise fixing is completed before development
baa proceeded far enough. The following developing solutionu made up at the time of use:—

Soda sulphite, dry so gms.
Diamidophenol (hydrochloride) 6 gms
?^P° 30 gms.

4f**°°« 80 ocs.
Hater to make ..,.'. 1,000 ocs.

I have obuined some excellent vigorous and well graduated

"^y^'i** "^^ .*''* *'*''* formula, which, moreover, works
perfectly with plate* or films desensitised with safranine.

Keeping Qualltiea of Developers.
Another French chemist, M. J. Desalme, who h«s nreviouslv

made several contributions to the subject of developers and
.lerelopment has published a process which he has had in use
since 1912 for preventing the oxidation of the ordinary
developers, which can be used until the accumulation ofbromide m the course of development renders them too slow
in action M. Desalme. after a systematic study of many
reducing substances able to regenerate the developer from itsprodncU of oxidation without acting either on the latent
* jj^* *"

^^f »n»ffe<^t<''l wlver bromide, and also capable of
addition (without precipiUtion) to developers containing
^..l,.hJt« and alkaline carbonates, haa made dioire .ff

' ,» -odm-stannous tartrate, which he nreimres

"^ .1 'T''*.
^^ K""- crystallised stannous chlorideand 15 gms. powdered tartaric acid in 60 to 80 c.c.s. of boiling

water. After cooling to nearly the ordinary temperature
pour th« solution slowly and with constant stirring into a cold
solution of 26 gms. dry so<la carbonate in 260 c.c.s. of waterMake up to 400 c.c.s.. let sUnd for at least 12 hours and
niter This solution is nsed in conjunction with alkaline
developers by adding about 40 c.c.s. to each 1,000 c.c.s. of the
working developer. In using it with developers, such as
diamidophenol, not suitable to the employment of a strongly
alkaline salt, the stannous tartrate solution is first noutralisad
or very slightly acidified by addition of sodium bisulphite up
to a point at which the mixture, after thorough stirring
•.l.uhtly rend, rs rorl tli.. blue litmus paper. I have been able t<.
k.<ep diami.l..,,ben..l developer " preeenred " in this manner in
good condition for over a week in an open vessel, whilst
iimilar bat nnpreserved developer was useless within less than
an hour. Although tho stannous tartrate compound
dacolonrisos many dyes, it haa no action on safranine, and it
does not interfere in any way with the desensitising powers
of these dyes.

My expwimenU with alkaline dievelopen, other than a
special developer (quinol and paramidophenol) commended Jby
Mr. Deabhne, have not had the aame siioceas.

Stereoacopic Projection.

- ^^g*** deal of interest is now being Uken in stereoscopic
proJwfUJti, and a meeting of the French Photographic Society
has been held for showing anaglyphs made by M. L. Gimpel
on Autochrome plates. Although this method of production
is, as I think, neither tho best nor the mort economical, it
must be admitted that the results shown were truly remark-
able, and, when ot the end of the exhibition, those who had
Ukan part and had not seen the relief on the screen were asked
to raise their hands, not a hand was put up. While it may
be possible to make stereograms direct from nature in this
way by two exposures in register (this obviously limits the
scope to subjects without movement) it is better to produce
the anaglyph by reproducing in two successive positions the
two images of an ordinary stereoscopic transparency. If, in
accordance with the usual custom, the eye-pieoes used for the
inspection of the images provide a green screen for the left
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©je and a red screen for the right, the left-hand image of

the pair is reproduced on the Autochrome plate through a

deep red screen such as the Wratten F., therehy allowing

light to act only through the red grains of the mosaic filter

layer. The right-hand image is then printed either succes-

sively through green and blue screens such as the Wratten N.

or L. or at one operation through a blue-red screen such as
'' Minus red 4," so as to act upon the emulsion through the

green «nd blue grains of the mosaic filter, the two images

being thus complementary to each other. In order to ensure

.suitable register of the two images, which register, as a rule,

will be made on the foregrounds in order, that the subject may
appear as though viewed through a window formed in the

plane of the projection screen, focussing is done with the

ground glass reversed (that is to say, the normal position for

correction of focus, the Autochrome plate being exposed

through the glass), and on the ground glass are pencilled a

imv marks outlining the foregrounde. Tho first imajio

having been printed, the negative holder is replaced for a

moment by the ground glass and the position of the second

image so adjusted that it coincides satisfactorily with those

marks. It will be noticed that from the fact of the reversal

of the two images, the colours of which are added to each

other instead of subtracted from each other as in the case of

the assemblage of pigment images, the image printed under
the red screen will appear, after the usual reversal, as green

on a white ground, whilst the image printed under the green
screen will appear in red on a white ground. The in.'^pe<"t.ioii

of the images themselves, or on the projection screen, is done

by means of a card, with two holes in it, providing a red

screen for the right eye and a green screen for tTie left eye

and corresponding as closely as possible with the Wratten A.

and " minus red 4 " screens. These screens can be made
by dyeing fixed and washed films. A mark is made on each

card to show the side which should face the observer.

At the same time I cannot help thinking that it is simpler

and more economical to make these anaglyphs by super-

iittposing two actual positive transparencies prepared on film,

e.g., Process film. The transparencies are respectively toned

to red and green by the mordant dye process of Ives described

in the " B.J. Colour Supplement," Jan. 7, 1921, p. 3.

Cinematography for Amateurs.
There has just been placed on the market, under the name

of " Sept," an ingenious camera for the taking of cinemato-

graph pictures by anrateurs, and serving also for making
single different pictures and also for the printing and pro-

jection of the cinema films. The apparatus, which is made in

accordance with the patents (1908) of J. B. Tartara, is entirely

automatic, and under good conditions can be used in the

hand. It uses standard cinematograph film of about 15 ft.

length, the 250 pictures obtained occupying about 15 seconds

for projection, which allows of showing many interesting

scenes. The spools are loaded in full daylight by means of

special boxes of very simple construction, which avoid all

friction on the film, the aperture in the spool-box being opened,
after the box has been loaded, by a device outside the camera.
A large number of very satisfactory films obtained by different

amateurs was shown at a recent meeting of the French Photo-
graphic Society on the occasion of the camera being described.

The apparatus has a mechanism which essentially is a Maltese
Cross, but exact register of the pictures is ensured by a pin,

which is caused to enter the perforation of the film at each
instant that the shutter is on the point of opening, and thus
corrects any error of position. And it may be added that the
apparatus is made by the firm of Debrie, universally known
for the high standarti erf its apparatus and projectors for

cinematography. L. P. Clekc.

The Affiliamon Outing.—The affiliation of Photographic
Societies' annual outing will take place -on June 25, the ground
selected being the Dorking and Betchworth di.stricts. A capital
map and programme giving the most minute details has been
ismed.

Patent News.

Prdceas patents—appticationt ond upecifieationt—art treated in
" PhotoMechxaacal tiates."

Applications May 30 to June 4 :

—

Roll Films.—No. 15,384. Support of photographic roll films.

C. W. R. Campbell.

Development.—No. 16,385. Means for development of photo-

graphic negatives or positiveo on glass plates. C. W. R. Camp-
bell.

Lens ,MotrNTiNGS.—No. 14,956. Lens mountings. C. H. Clarke.

Glazing.—No. 15,184. Preparation for glazing photographs.

J. V. Cook and Photogiaphs (Birmingham), Ltd.

Cameras.—No. 15,257. Cameras and easels. E. A. Green.

Camera Device.—No. 15,059. Camera-holding device. G. V.

Massey.

.SouNr) Recording Apparatus.—No. 15,377. Photographic appara-

tus for recording sound. H. G. Matthews.

Sound Reproducing Apparatus.—No. 15,378. Photographic appara-

tus for reproducing sound. H. G. Matthews.

CiNEMATOORAPHy.—No. 16,104. Cinematographic picture taking

and projection apparatus. Cinemundi and E. C. R. Marks.

Cinematography.—No. 14,997. Manufacture or cinematograph

films. A. C. Coppier.

Cinematography.—No. 15,403. Cinematograph apparatus. G. S.

James.

Cinematography.—No. 15,556. Cinematograph projectors with

automatic rewinders. J. B. A. E. Peranne.

Stereoscopic Cinematography.—No. 15,193. Stereoscopic or

curved screens for cinemas, etc. D. B. Procter.

Stereoscopic Cinematography.—No. 15,446. Stereoscopic cine-

matography. E. H. Wright.

UOMPLETE SPEUIFWATIONS ACGEPTED.
These specifications are obtainable, price 1/- each., pott free, from

the Patent Office, gS, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London, W.U.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

Changing-Boxes.—No. 144,605 (Jun*12, 1919). The invention

relates to changing-boxes of the type in which films are drawn

by means of tabs out of a compartment having an exposure

aperture into a rear compartment in which they are retained,

l>6nding removal at a convenient time in a dark room.

The ends of the tabs, in changing-boxes of this type, project

through an aperture of the rear compartment, and a usual method

of making a light-tight joint at this aperture is to use a kind

of valve comprising a strip of plush, which bears against the

tabs.

According to the invention, the slot through which the tabs

pass has a lateral enlargement, and the strip of plush is attached
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u> an uin prroted, to Uia box to that the strip can b« rocked

into, and oat of. thU enlargeoMot.

In tb« drawings, the matal box 2 hat a Hd 1, 6ttiDg the top

with friction and making a tight j int. This lid can be pulled

off and replaced with a slight effort. The interior of the box is

I: vded into two compartment i bv a wall 3 having a cylindrical

K-i :>ie bar 3* at the lop, nnder the lid 1. In th« front oompart-

maot 6 there ii th« ojual packing; plat* 4, thrust hy a spring 5
towards tb« front wail which has an exposing aperture 7. The
floor 9a ia provided in the r«ar cumpartmcot 8 with a alot 9,

ind ia in part cat awaj at one side of tba (lot to form a gap or
enlargement of the alot. aa ihown in 6gs. 1 and 3. A shoH m«tal
arm 10 having a strip of plash 11 or the like attached to one
side of it is pivoted at 13 to the back of the box, so that it can
jwing away from tha floor, aa shown in figi. 1 and 3, or lie parallel

with the alot 9, aa shown in fig?. 2 and 4. In the latter poajtion
It is held by a catch, and the strip 11 liea in the enlargement
of th* slot.

The Umt p ara attached in the nsaa] manner to ab'>eta of paper
having long tabs J, which may b« noabcred. Twelve or any
other convenient number of films are made into a pack, and
the tapered ends of their tabs d are tfa«D •oclosed in a metel
tbeath or . ip 12. With the Ud 1 of th« b«x rwnoved, aa shown

"» are inserted into the fc<Mt eompartmeoi 6. the
'^ »u 4 beinc poshed back for thit pnrpote and then

bear against the rear .,f the pack. The Ubs, bald

--r • '^'
-'-P 12, are then passed over the guide

-â
n«. J. rtc. 4.

bar 3a ihroagh the eoapwtnent 8 and ljM«sb the sk>t 9, tba
arm 10 bein,; SArtins down for (his purpoaa. Than the am 10
* oung .trip 11 ia ptmmd BcaiiMt lae Ube and
"•kea a

. _ , , , and the lid 1 ia pM on. The elip 12
ca« tbao be removed by a aharp pall. When an ezpoaoT* has
"-tta mad*, the tab of the exposed SIm it paUed, so that the
In ia drawn ovw the bar 5« into tha eaaparlmaat 8, in which
is niaally Mt till aU th* fiUoa have baaa upoaad and eolleeted

mpMimaot. Tbea tha Alms ara Utma o«t, in a dark-
'^^ ^nl*' »• b« «W»«»e>p^ ' •'•' box «»n ba tiled again
with another p^k of Alms hi p l2,—6ociM Anonyme
•)>. f - .i,„^ Plandkoa. 2B7. c. ur. -..mbatu, LyoM.

rORTHCOMINO EXHIBITIONS.

27 to BapUmber 10.—Toronto Caaara Clab. Latest data
for entries July 30. Particalars from the Ron. SaoraUry,
J. R Lawaon, 2, Ooold Street, Toronto, Canada.

Bber 10 to October &—London Salon of Pkotography. Lateat
i^ for antrica Aocnat 31. Particulara and entry form from
tkm Bob. Sarivtary, London Salon of Photography, Sa. Pall
Mall Eaat. London. S.W 1

nber 19 to October ».-Royal Photofnipiiic Society. Par
ticnlar. from the Bectetary, Roy.I Pbolographie Soeiaty. 86.
Raaaril SqnMe. London, W.C.I

I»»ewber 3 to 17.—Scottish PhMographie Orcle. Hon. Secretary,W S Crocket. 10. Park«TO*e Terraca, ToUeroaa, Olaagow.

ktui4>wrmj>;
BaMaxR L«t._A special 16-pag. I„i oi .orplna

kw and odd tinea In photographic apparatoa and materiala, to be
Id «t irr^ailv r«Iii,w.,> prieas, haa bef'n iaeoed by Jonathan ralk>w-
' * Rd., London. W C.2. Cameras and lanae*

L

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

MONSAS, JUMX aO.

Sooth Lcndon Phot. Soc " Toning Bromide Prints." W. J. Shields.

Tttbsdat, Jitnx 21.

Hackney Phot. Soc. " Bpomoil." J. W. O. King.
Mancbeater Amateur Phot. Soc. " One Man Show of ,Print« and

lauitern Oidea." J. D. Berwick.

Tbubsdat, Juks 23.

Kinning Park Co-op. Soc. Open Ni^.
Hanunadantth Eampalnre Houae P.S. " Mounting the Print.''

G. C. Weaton.
Saturday, Junb 25.

Kinniog Park Go-op. Soc. Otiting to Glasgow Harbour.
Hamnieramith Hampshire House P.S. .Affiliation Outinz to Dorking:
Oiaaaow and Weat of Soot. Outing to lalands of LochXomond.
Man-eater Amateur Phot. Society. Ramble to Warburton ChareK

and Gknal Side.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

The infornfal aesaion started last week with a capital lecture-

by Mr. S. W. Roae on " Paget Colour Screen Plates." Many
fine elides by the Paget Co. and the lecturer were ahown, those

of tile latter, by general consensus of opinion, in most cases-

eqaalled, and in one eaee surpasaed, any of the loan collection.

Some interaating examples of the now defunct Thames plate (which-

may be said to have been the father of the Paget) were also passed
through the lantern.

It IS not necessary to follow Mr. Rose through his clear exposi-

tion of a well-icnown process, but some pointa arising may usefully

be mentioned. fteginners, he aaid, ehould note that colour

Iraaapareneiea made for viewing by daylight are generally not the

beat for projection. For the latter, slides inclining to thinness and
dotloess of colour seem to show best on the screen. He had found<
that after correct registration ia apparently obtained, a further
minute refinement of adjuatraent, to to speak, will perceptibly
change ahadea of colour. It also tranapired, doubtless dac to tbo-

difficulties experienced by all manufacturers in tliis " do, as you
would never wish to be done by " country, that the Paget Co. are
in arrears with colour-plate orders, and speedy delivery cannot be-
guaranteed.

The reference to tho too bine hue which the greens occaaionally
acquire, Mr. L. J. Hibbert pointed out that dyeing the positive
a pale yellow often pals matters right. Naturally, one ia not tied
to thia cdlour, for if, for instance, the prevailing tone of a alide
happens to be too yellow a bloe dye may effect a cure. The-
" Dolly " dyes, he aaid, Ire handy and aupplied in various ooloura.
On the question of rapidity versus colour correction, it waa.

pointed out by .Mr. J. W. Purkia that comparatively heavy screen-
plate colours are necessary for full correction, and, other thinga
being equal, this condition slowed exposure. The Anlochrome waa
an axampls of heavy coloura. Mr. N. Moody stated he had tried
"' Deaensitol " with the Paget platea, and successfully ; the pre-
liminary bath seemed to alow development somewhat. Mr. A. F.
Wood waa aadlv diatreaaed that no information waa forthcoming
abnot.tjft development, which cast the only shadow on the evening.
Mr. H. P. C. Harpur (hoaght that colour plates at present prices
formed a gorgeona tonic for inducing earo in exposure. Failing.
coU)or work, 15 x 12 dry-platea need in the field would be found,
equally effective.

It happened to be the birthday of the president, Mr. John Keane,
who celebrated the occasion by directing that all obligations in-
curred in the purchaae of bath buna, lemonade, and other commodi-
ties from the refreshment department should be met by his personal
exchequer. Congratnlationa were the order of the day, Mr. ,0. H.
Gardner, however, expreaaing sympathy that the birthday hap-
pened to drop expensively on a Wednesday. Thia led the tender^
hearted " ofBce boy " to inquire anxiously whether others were
eimilarly afflicted. The evening terminated with a hearty vote ol
thanka to Mr. Roae.
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News and Notes^

Masks—AND Photographs.—Do you know the "latest photo-
graphic pose? asks the "Daily Mirror"; we are then told that
•' You faoe a wall and then look over your shoulder at the camera
.Vnd on the wall must hang the oddest and most grotesque mask
to be found. You shine by contrast, even if you are not verv
beautiful !

"

The Soottish Photoobaphic Cihcle.—An exhibition of pictorial
photography will be held in the rooms of the South Glasgow
Camera Club. 43, Bankhall Street, Govanhill, Glasgow, from
Docemlier 3 till 17. 1921. Full particulars may be obtained from
the Hon. Secretary, Mr. W. S. Crocket, 10, "Parkgrove Terrace,
Tollcross. Glasgow.

Miss Olive Edis had the honour of giving a private view to
H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, at York House, St. James" Palace, of
some of the colour-photographs taken during her recent tour in
Canada under the auspices of the Canadian Pacific Railway.
H.R.H. expressed keen interest in the views, and the colourings
of the lakes and the Rocky Mountains, and accepted some of his
favourite views.

Marion's New Productions.—The current issue of Marion's
" Professional News " describes a new portable electric light studio
which can be packed in a case no larger than a golf bag, also a
new "soft focus" single achromatic lens designed with all the
features necessary for the production of soft effect portraits. The
latest prices of chemicals are also given, and we notice many re-
ductions. A copy of the list may be had on application to the
firm, 3, Soho Square, London. W.l.
The " Kodak Trade Circular " (with supplement) for June de^ls

m an interesting way with window displays; it states also that
the manufacture of " Libra " bromide postcards, which had to
be suspended owing to the difficulties of war-titge, has now been
resumed. " Libra " cards can be supplied in singles and strips.
but, unless ordered otherwise, quantities of one thousand and
upwards will always be sent in stiips of 21^ ins. ; the cards are
not supplied in packets for retail sales.

FiREPROOFiNO Flashlight Smoke-Bags.—The following formula.
according to " Camera Craft," is the one used tor fireproofing flash-
bags by one of San Francisco's' commercial photographers, whp
highly recommends it :—Ammonium sulphate, 8 parts

; pure
ammonium carbonate, 2i parts; boracic acid, 3 parts; gelatine 2
parts; water, 100 parts. The fluid is heated to 85 deg. ¥.. and
the material (nainsook) immersed in it until thoroughlv permeated
It is then slightly wrung and dried sufficiently for ironing. The
quantity of gelatine may be changed according as the material is to
be more or less stiff.

A New " Criterion " Booklet.—A most artistic and useful
booklet comes to us from Criterion, Ltd.. Stechford. Birmingham
The publication bears the title, " A Treatise on the Art and
Practice of Photography." and consists of forty-eight pages
(8 .X 6i in.), bound in a three-colour pictorial cover. The author
Mr. William Bell, deals very cleverly, and in a chatty, free-and-
easy manner with many branches of work, including bas-reliefs,
retouching, bromoil, carbro and press photography. A copy of the
book may be obtained by applying to the firm and enclosing two-
pence for postage; early application is advisable, as there is sure
to be a huge demand for it

Photographing Ghoundsel.—Writing in the "Yorkshire Post "
on the art of photographing weeds, Mr. F. M. Sutcliffe says :—" In
weed photography there will be difficulties to be overcome as in
other branches of the craft. There is the difficulty of the gar-
dener, to whom weeds are nothing more. You pull hold of his
shirt sleeve and bawl into his ear—it is odd how deaf a'.l good gar-
deners are-' You see that bit of groundsel there. Just leave it
alone, will you, for a day or two ? I want to photograph it

' On
the morrow you take out your camera, the wind having gone
down, and find your ideal groundsel plant has disappeared. Whenyou Uckle the culprit, he only says :

' Yes, I heard what vou was
saying of but I thought it was only your fun.' As if photography

Ir *"y ^"^ ^"""^ ^^°"'' "" '^^^ concluding sentence of the
article ,s but one of the many useful tips contained therein, namelv

" An empty snail shell will look better to show the height of each
specimen (of weed) than a foot-rule stuck in the ground."
A Playroom Studio.—The proprietors of a large store in Peiin

.'ylvania have added a photographic studio to their children's
department. Instead of fixing up a photograph gallery, the firm
installed a children's playroom. The youngsters who" have been
made ready for their pictures are taken into the playroom, where
toys are scattered on all sides. They are encouraged 'to plav with
them and be natural. All the time the photographer is" busy
getting some exposures with a reflex camera, and, with few excep-
tions, they are pronounced the most life-like that the parents ever
saw. The children do not know they have been snapped and the
feature is advertised as an aid to young mothers, and brings them
as shoppers to the store.

Portraits bv Telephome.-Ao Exchange wire from Paris pub-
lished in last Sunday s papers, stated that all the chief officials
of the Pans police attended at the •' Matin "

office a few days
ago to witness experiments in the latest scientific methods to aid
in the speedy arrest of criminals. Photographs of fingerprints
were sent over the telephone wire from Lyons to Paris. Within
ten minutes of the commencemenit of the experiment proofs were
in the hands of experts, who pronounced them excellent The
second test was the sending of portraits by telephone. The trans-
mission occupied barely eight minutes, and the pictures obtained
were as clear as the original Prof. I^althazard, who witnessed
the experiment, expressed his admiration to M. Belin, the inventor
of the system, who stated that in the near future it would be an
easy matter to send photographs of fingerprints and portraits across
the Atlantic.

Economy or WATER.-Partly in consequence of the coal strike,
which has curtailed the pumping powers of the water companies:
but principally through the lack of rain during the past few weeks
the reserves of water available for use in London have been seriouslv
depleted The Ministry of Health has, therefore, notified to the
Metropolitan Borough Councils that it is necessary to conserve the
w-ater supplies to the utmost. Photographers ckn assist in this
direction by kee'ping a careful eye upon their taps and taking
care that no more water is used for print and plate washing than
IS absolutely necessary. In most establishments at least four
times as much water as would do the work is habitually used andowing to defective methods, even then the wa.shing is not thorough
VVe have repeatedly pointed out the efficacy of washing with
changes of water, especially in the case of "prints, as compared
wi h the usual method of letting a tap run into the dish or tank
without moving the contents. In case of a serious shortage wemay remind our readers that the use of hypo, eliminators, such as
ilypono or ^^llton. allows of perfect washing with the use of a

ofTimr"
''""""'•' "^ '"'''*'• ^"'^' """-eover. with a great saving

The P.P.A. and the New Postal TAxES.-Probests against the
proposed new posUl charges continue to be showered down upon
the Postmaster-General from all parts of the United Kingdom.
Ihe letter sent from the Professional Photographers' Association
read as follows .-" The Rt. Hon. F. G. Kellaway, M.P., Post-
master-General, House of Commons. Sir,-I am directed by the
Council of the Professional Photographers' Association of Great
Britam, which is the representative organisation of photographers
in this country, to communicate with you upon the subject of the
proposed ^.ncrease in postal charges. The members of this Asso-
ciation view with con.sternalion the propo.sed increase as it will
particularly injure the business of photographers and result not
only in a loss lo them, but in a considerable reduction m the
revenue which the country derives from the use which photo-
graphers generally under existing circumstances maR5 of the
facilities afforded by the post office for the distribution of printed
trade matter, and the transaction of business by means of postcards
I am instructed to point out that the proposed increase in the
charges for postcards will very seriously affect the volume of trade
in pnotographic postcards, which from the point of view of tin
pubhc are a luxury, and as such can be dispen.sed With if their
use 1.. rendered e-pensive. I am to request that your serious con-
sideration may be given to the before-mentioned aspects of the
matter and to urge that postal charges should be reduced (to the
advantage and profit of the country and its revenue) rather th.an
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.' rhey should b« increAsrd to the seriius detriment of trade

^. !.• .lily and iho revenue derived ifia postal -.eriice.— I am. sir,

your obadieiit aerrant, hum Sims, Secretary."

Hmuc SisRM ADomo is Jap.«s.—The " Board of Trade
Joamal " atates that the.new Weight ind Meaaare Law aa paaaed

by the Diet waa formally prDmaIgat«d receotly by th« JapancM
G'lVrrnment, thai rendering Japan on« of the metric coantriaa.

Siiiiui'-aoaooaly with the promulgation of the new Law, Director

K't.^ukawa, of the Weight and Meaenre OfBce, gave oat a statement

«i ' .- that even when the first 7e:.-ht and meaaure law waa
f :<;.'. i in 1803 Japan waa deiirotu • f adopting the metric a^-atem,

but the nation waa not ready to accept it, and the old syatems
were fatly adopted. *' Several times since, the wholesale reform

weight and meaaare systems haa been attempted," the

^ atatement eontiiraea, " bat it waa quite difficult before

nt to break with the o]rl systenL!! and adopt the new one to

the nation waa bat Iitll« accu.>tomed. When the world war
1, huwever, the necessity <-,{ a<l<<pling 'the metric system waa
felt and the Government Bill waa readily accepted by the

According to the Tokohama Chamber of ComaMroe
Irmrca!" within the five years beginmng with the date fian

'.3w take* eOect all publi'- w,rk«, Oovemment oAcea,
:arge factories will be ma.i<< to adopt the new system,

the general public will be given 20 jmn' grace.

I PHuTOCKAMnc C'osivncTiOK or trnm UNmo KrNoiHiu. A
limmary pn>|[rMimie of this yews meeting of the Pboto^rmphic
ivention to be held at Brialol, from July 4 to 9. under the
Mmer nt Mr. C. H. Botbainle>-. has bean iaaoed. The amnge-

•«t to a<idittoaa and altevntiona, are a* foUoiw :^

y 4: MetTibera aUaod headqnartera at the Merchant
ten' College, Unity SiMet, to aigB the visitors' book and

tin tickets for sxct'rsionn and the aBniwl dinner, etc, and
of the Brtatol an.t Wcat of EngUnd ABiateor Photogmphic

and of the Bristol I>hotogTa|>hie Cinh will ooadoct
to pUeee of inteveal in tho city. At 3 o'clock, in the

Jit Veatorars' Collef*, the Lord Mayor will weiootn* the
of the P.C.U.K. to Bristol): inrtalbHion of the prm

*bo mil deliver hia inauir'ral a<idrsM: election of new
Receptaoo a« the Brutol .\rt QnUery in th* vTaoing at

Tneaday, Joiy 5 : Excursion to Oloanot^r »hmn per-

i^ranled

. vioing, on

MS. We<hMe
''' '--•"»ph

mr ihff*vd.

>« paid to the

>>. and to the

|o pbotograph in the CathedraJ ha* b<

TVeui t*^~irire in the evening, 1>^ ^t r C
'T of Brialoi." with 1.

.toi Cathedral, in »l

kindly granted by the Dc*i>

niasion to pbota|[r»ph haa been V

N. B«teman Chanpaib In the aftn

factoriea el Meaara. W. D 4 it <>

faetoriaa of Mraara. J. 8 Fry ft Son*. Ltd. Arrange
are being mad* for an afternoon gat^ierintt at which the

giDop win be Uken, and in the eieeoiag ai 7 30. th* aoBBal
and amokiag concert will be held at the T ' " tel.

Jay, July 7 : Lo>i,; day excaraioa t« Cbapeloii . n,

lanch at Chepstow and te* at Tini«m. A* the hour of

froaa tU* eienraion mny be late, then will be no evening

•, fa«tMi informal Meeting may be arranged. Friday, Jaly B
•MnMoa to Bath and LMiock Abbey. At Bath the old

bath* and the abbey may be photo^mphed. Aft«r lonch.

Abbey will be visit««l via BradfoH-on-Avoo ; Laoock
wa* th* bom* of Foa T»lbot, the ooottmporary of Dagnrrre
ptrjAcer of photography in this onantfy ; a coDactton of hi*

sfrparatos, osperiaiaBt* and work will b* displayed at the

for the viait of the Convention In tha evening there will

n iUasArsted tectoTQ by Mr. C. I*. Crowther. Saturday,
9 ; Tha Briatol docks and klt.ppiDg, and the Zoological

' Idslson to many oth«r pninl* ct interest in thacity,

a daiy'* work with the camaM. During the week
exhibition o( pictorial phetography wall b* held at tha head-
er*, the Mvchani Ventnran' Collsga, and arrangamonta arc

being made (or a trad* ahow and demonstrations. The pro-

wbieh la oblAii able from the bon. ate, Mr. F. J. Mortimer.
U^tara Conrt Road. Streatfiam. S.W.16, also ooot^na a

T* list of haifit and KnarJinf honew with tSfiiffs

Correspondence.

*•* CoTTttponitntt should never write on both tides of the paper.
No notice it taken of communicationt unlets the namtt and
addretaes of the writers art given.

•• ir« do not undertake rtt-ponsibHity for the opiniont expresited

by ovr eorretvondent*. *

TFIE PEESTTLPHATE REDUCER.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In '• Answers to Correspondents " in yotu- issue of
Jane 3, page 332, 1 notice that you recommend a formula for a
persulphate reducer, with alleged keeping properties, containing
sodium a:ilphit« and sulphuric acid, at the same time expressing
the opinion that the snlphite would be oxidised by the persulphate
Since this oxidation of course takea place, it follows that solutions
of this and similar composition should be lets permanent than a
plain eolation, and this was confirmed experimentally by Namia*
and BaM;bieri. " B.J.," 1907, jiago 940, who showed Uiat they pos-

sessed no advantages over the simple solution.—Yours faithfully,

G. I. Hiosov
British Photographic Research .Association.

inCROPHOTOGRAPHY

.

To the Editors.

Oentlemea,—In your " Answer* to Correspondents" I notice a

brisf relerance to microphotography—not photomicrography, be it

noted—an almost forgotten branch of photography to which some
farther attention might be given.

Microphotography, however, was never very popular in this

oonntry, we always getting, years ago, a plentiful supply of sped-
meo* from the Frendi, who were looked upon as being—as they

undoubtedly were past masters of the art of microphotograpbio
work. Indeed, I know of only 'one English worker who followed up
th* subject very closely and produced the most perfect results, this

waa the late Mr. J. L Pigg, who just before his death was engaged
upon a task of simplifying the now rather difficult process. One of

Mr. Pigg's interesting examples was a page of the " British

Journal " reduced down to one thirty-second of an inch, and every

letter in this miniature reprodnction of onto of yoar pages could be-

rc*d distinctly under the microsoope; the examples he produced were

in the form of microscopic slides, he being unable to obtain the

small magnifying lenses used by the French manufacturers of pcn-

boldan, etc., in which the miniatnre picture* were once commonly

a**d. Perhape one of your Parisian readers can tell us who make*
or supplies the small " pin's-head " lenses, as all my efforts, both

here aiKi in France, to trace the manufacturer, have been in vain.

It is just possible that the industry has disappeared.

As you say in your reply, a knowledge of the wet-plate process is

nsoasaary, but having this knowledge the actual making of the pic-

torss u, I think, easier than many people imagine. Working in-

amotions are extremely rar* in photographic literature, and a few

brief details of Mr. Pigg's method of working may be of interest, if

not of asnric*.

Tb* moM soitahle objective is one of aboat 1 in. focus, and a

camam ia not rsquirsd for the making of the very small picture,

the prepared plat* being fixed in the microsct^e stage and expoaed

in that poaition, tha operation being carried out at night or in the

dtdusoakr
A 8D0S negative—preferably a half-plate—of the original subject

is first required, and this, of course, is taken in the usual way,

and it is (rum this negative that the miniature positive is printed

by reduction. The microsoope, with the eyepiece removed and the

objective in it* plac«, is arranged in a horizontal poaition, and the

D*0stiv* placed about 24 in. from the lens, the oipen end of tlio

microscopic tttbe facing the negative, the latter being arranged with

ground glass so that the light comes through it as when enlarging,

or reducing. The reduced image of the negative given by the objer

tiv* is rooghly (ocussed on a piece of white paper placed on th<

stags of ths raicrosoi^w, a atrip of glass is then ooated with oollo-

dioo and sensitised, and then placed in the stage, the final and finest

focussing b«ing done with the help of a magnifier on the cxillodioo,

which, of course, will be fogged during tho focussing. When the
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correct focus has been found, the light is shut off, anoUier portion

of the' sensitised slip—or a fresh piece—placed to receive the

image and the exposure made. As it is so easy when all is arranged,

it is advisable to make several ex[X)»ures on the one strip.

Aa an exceptionally fine grain is necessary, pyro and acetic acid

•hould be used as the developer, this developer giving a finer grain

than the usual iron developer.

Such tt the process in brief, the details, however, are quite

sufficient for those who understand the microscope and wet-plate

photography.—Yours faithfully. W. T. L.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with, our present, practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed

for reply: B-cenl International Coupon, from readers abroad.

Queries to be answe red in the Friday's "Journal" must reach us

not later than Tuesday {posted Monday), and should be addressed

to the Editors. '

H. P.—There is no danger in using sea water for wasliing negatives

and bromide prints provided you give a good rinse in fresh water

afterwards.

P. E.—Many local newspapers do not pay more than has been sent

you, and we daresay your people could show such are customary

rates. Still, it might be worth wliile returning the remittance and

submitting an invoice of 10s. 6d. for each print.

M. C.—We can hardly give you any useful information as to

vrages, as there are so many bi-aiiches of work and in each vary-

ing degrees of efficiency. We do not think any decent firm would

offer less than £3 weekly for a competent general assistant (male)

B. A. G —Stippling with zinc white is apt to slow the light, as the

oil used soon turns yellow. A better plan is to use ordinary starch

made as for mounting, mixed with a little whiting. This will not

discolour, and you can easily wash it off for the winter- The

Anschiitz type of camera would be more convenient for your work.

For a 5 X 4 about 6 or 6j inches would be the best focal length.

It is advisable to buy the camera ready fitted with the lens, as the

camera has a fixed extension, and the focussing has to be effected

by a screw movement. Even if you had a suitable lens and could

buy a camera without a lens (which is not likely) it would cost a

good deal to adapt it properly. Vou can do nothing to stop the

Press from using your grouping
;
perhaps some day you will be

glad to have a chance of doing the same.

M. E. J.—Under the Copyright Act you can demand delivery of

all the copies of the book or other publication containing the

photographs of yours, the copyright in which has been infringed.

You are also entitled to damages, in which case, as no doubt your

solicitor advises you, it is necessary to show the amount of the

damage which you have sustained. Usually in such cases, where

photographs have been produced without deliberate intention to

infringe, photographers are ready to allow the sale of the pub-

lications to proceed providing a reproduction fee is paid in respect

of each of, say, double the customary amount. As the minimum
now for many reproductions ia about 15s., we should think the

people who have infringed your work would be very glad to settle

the matter at 30s. apiece.

O. G.—(1) We certainly think you could make up with half the

quantity of water and develop in about 10 minutes. (2) Bromide
slows the developer considerably, best not to use more than is

necessary to keep the negatives free from fog. An acid amidol
developer needs very much less bromide for this purpose than
other developing formulae. (3) If the backing consists of an
opaque pigment we think you may take it .that it is inert in the
developer, but if it is a dye, which usually means a transparent
backing, the dye may have an effect on the developer, as has been
recently discovered in connection with desensitising. But the
effect is probably to make the developer slower or more rapid

in action. (4) Cut films are liable to float about in an ordinary

developing dish. One way of keeping them under the solution

is to arrange a few dabs of plasticine at the bottom of the dish

and gently press each film by means of a clean glass plate (not

the fingers on to a little disc of the plasticine before flowing on

the developer. (5) 10 ozs. of developer ought to be ample for

treatment of six 3i x 2^ films.

S. C—The following method of waterproofing prints is said to be

very good, but we have never tried it. After hardening, the

prints should be dried, and then well sized, or floated upon a

25 per cent, solution of warm gelatine, and again dried. They

are then varnished with the following mixture:

—

Mastic li oz.
^

Oil of lavender \ i oz. -^

Alcohol 5 ozs. y

Benzine 4 ozs. ,;
Jr

This should be allowed to stand eight days, then decanted and .

used. This is a suitable finish for photographs to be framed up .

without a covering glass. You do not say what kind of prints

are to be treated, or for what purpose they are required.

Probably the following more simple print varnish would serve the

purpose :

—

,

Borax 150 grs.
J

Pale yellow shellac 300 grs. :

Soda carbonate 50 grs.

Glycerine ISO minims.

Water 5 ozs.

Boil, cool, and add 5' ozs. of alcohol. Add pumice powder or

whiting to throw down the lac wax, shake up, allow to stand a

few days, and filter.

J. E. D.—(1) It is very difficult to give any idea of prices without

knowing the class of trade you do ; that is to say, what your

customers can afford to pay On the basis you give we think

that you should charge at least £2 2s. per dozen for the groups. -

It is to be remembered that out of this sum you have to pay
rent, rates and taxes, wear and tear of apparatus, and your

own living expenses. One shilling per hour is far too little to

charge for your time ; besides you spent more than half an hour

on this job if you take into consideration developing, fixing and

washing the negatives, packing and posting them to the trade

house, and again delivering to the customer. (2) We believe

that you can get an account book which might answer your

purpose from Messrs. Marion and Co., 3, Soho Square, London,

W.l, and we think that Messrs. Kodak, Kingsway, London,^

W.C.2, can supply you with a card system, which is what most

photographers use. (3) As you do not appear to have any idea

of book-keeping in general it would be a good plan for you to

get (through your bookseller) " Muuro's Elementary Book-keep-

ing," published by Effingham Wilson, London; the pre-war price

was one shilling. This will give you a clear idea as to starting

a set of books.
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EX CATHEDRA.
FocussirtB Many users of small cameras fitted

Small Oamcrasv^th large-aperture anastigmats can
by 8cal«. giyp abundant instances of unsharp
negatives Uirough error in estimating the distance be-

tween the camera and the subject. We are often too

much in the habit of associating short-focus lenses such
Hit are used upon these cameras with immense depth of

field, and it should lie pointed out that there is a limit

to depth when very near objects are being photographed.
Within ten* or twelve feet the distance to a foot should
I e very carefidly measured either by pacing the distance
out, nr by the hol|) of a distance gauge, an accessor;
by the way. Tliat used to be far more in evidence than
now. AnotJicr cause of unsharp negatives with small
conu-ri • •'•

r the focussing scale does not exactly fit the
lens w inces beyond the infinity point are required.

Focussiii;,' ~.:iics for many cameras are all marlted tlie

•^ame. ;ind thoui;h they may give quite a sharp image
n' ' .s, when nearer objects are being
fi- •• scale may no longer be in exact
Mm!«<ii. uii .,i,c winiiiii that we recently examined the
l»'ns (,':i'. • [pi'if'^'t hfiiiition at infinity, while an object

j
<':i lit feet away was decidedly un-

!>!., . :!.•< set at Uiat distance. Users of

simill cameras trei|iifntly make tlie misftike of misjudg-
In- tv,< infinity distance and setting the scale for a

\ nearer point than is actually required. In prac-

t,. . .1 is surprising what a number of pictures may be
taken with the leno at infinity, even wit)i large-aperture

Boa»iigtnaU>.
• * *

Stereoscopic Hy the kindness of our old friend, Mr.
Publishing Tliomas Boias, there has recently come
In I8SS. juto our possession a copy of the raie
work which we happened •to mention some we<^ks ago in

writing of the early literatiu-o of pliotography which is to
I,, fr.iin,) .i-..„.,-i|),vl and priced in the " Flibliotheca

'riatica" issued by Messrs. Sotberan.
irii^ i~ i,,.- »..oiiiie " Tenerjffe, an Astronomer's Experi-
ment," by C. Pinzzi Smyth, published by Lovell Reeve,
Henri. •(' '' t. Covent Garden, in 1868. It is a work
dew rJL mission undertaken in 1856 by Piazzi

pTiJjO^tor the Admir;ilty for the purpose of ascertaining
fi> what extent ustiiiuomical observations could be
irii' V mounting' the telescope at a great height.

Ml therefore, proceeded to the Canary Islands,
wli vations at over 10,000 feet above tlie sea level

wi'! I out. The volume, however, is not altogether

a t-echni<-al iR'count of this scientific wwk, but a story of

l>erttonal experiences in the mountains of the Canariet

;

and its chief int^erest from the historical photographic
-'•")..r,int is it« inclusion of a number of actual etereo-

|)liotograph« refiresenting scenes in Teneriflfe. We
imiiN iiiat there is no doubt that these photographs repre-
sent the first known use of stereoscopic photography ia
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the illustration of books. Under each print it is pointed
out that they were made by A. J. Melhuish, under the
superintendence of James "Glaisher, F.R.S. The prints
are, of course, by the early albumen process, and it
speaks well for the permanence of the sometimes despised
silver processes that, although there is some marked
yellowing of the high-lights, tliere is very little evidence
of actual fading of the image. Jn fact, many of the
prmte, we should say, are practically as vigorous as when
thev were made.

Likeness First. The young photographer who is

possessed of a certain amount of artistic
traming and instinct is apt in his strivings after effects
of hghtmg and composition to overlook that aspect of
portraiture which is foremost ia the minds of liis
customers, the likeness to the original. A couple of
generations ago a photographic or even a painted portrait
was commonly called a likeness, atid it is a likeness that
nearly all sitters, except society beauties, hope to get
when they visit a studio. To this end the photographer
should be chary in the use of unusual lightings or poses
and avoid excessive retouching. In the finishing of
enlargements there is great danger of losing the likeness
by attempting to idealise the sitter, some very clever
workers making this error. At the same time it is desir-
able to make the best of our subject, but not to bore himbome of the best portraits have been secured when the
sitter iias relaxed after an exposure and has been caught
with a natural expression which was previouslv absent.
Ihere has lately been a fashion of talking to the sitter

„j
the exposure 18 made, but it must be sensible talkand not obvious cackle, such as we have'sometimes heard

NEW WORK ON DESENSITISER8.
The conununication on desensitisers by MM. Lumi^reand Seyewetz the concluding poi-tion of which appearsm our present issue, is one whicJi will enable a clearer
perspective of the subject to, be obtained than has been
possible hitherto. It places before those whose knmvledge of languages does not extend beyond the " Kine'sEnghsh the first lucid account of qualitative and qua^n^tetive experiments with various substances, more or

IhLZfl ^°^^*« photographers, which appeared, fiom

W f^vl'' ^"li^
appropriate that these workers shouldhave taken up the investigation of this matter, for ;uiwe have pointed out before, it was whilst probing resultewhich they had obtained many yeai^ ago^ that^LUppo^

W^rT'^' T°'' ^^'^ ^"™ '^^"^ ^h'«l> eventuallyTed

IC ^ ''""l^^^^V""-
With characteristic alacrit/and

£ the tbif.f^^/.""''^''^
"^^ ^«y«^«*^ ^^'^ ret"r^d

mututl bS; %°1^\T '^'^.^^i^^ed the research for the

tS, +W^ .* °**^? *''^''"'* ^""^ tJie practical worker.

reS/of tb
°"^^*^ P'^^^P^ ^^ ^'«P^«d' on the firsre^g of the communication, to criticise the methods.Which were used m the testing of the ordinary, as^isti^t

^r 'th'artheTf"' P'1*^^-
'.* ''"-'>* be^d^^ied W

SblA fL . ^f*^ ''i^P.^'^^'
duplicated as nearly aspossible, the actual conditions under which the practicalw<^ker would use deeensitisers. Further, it is^videnthat these rapid practical tests expedited the progress

knotn te'?.T^-
/"^^7-g the dyes which wereSd"

out whSh Lh f'^"}!'^'^^^.'
« programme was mappiout which had for its main object, we imagine theelucidation of the theory of desensitisation. So phcSSrapher who is acquainted with the chemisti-y of^dT«will appreciate th,e difficulties which had to be sur^mounted in the^paration, in pure form, of those

likely (lyes iind int<Miiiediates which, as the autliors say,
are not obtainable commercially, and will eongratuhue
our contributors on their achievements in preparing these
bodies. Having, in one way or another, procured tlicii-
products, they jirocoeded to separate them roughly into
two well-defined classes. The majority of the substan<:e8
proved to be useless as desensitisers in spite of the fact
that they were constitutionally related to those which, by
reason of their positive action, were considered worthy
of further investigation. Quite early in the work, there-
fore, and employing only comparative!v rough tests, they
were able to conclude that desensitisation power was not
concomitant with a certain aiTangement of the various
groups of atoms in the compounds which they were using
By comparing the constitutional formula of neutral
violet and neutral red, for example, this conclusion will
be at once justified. As stated in the text, the accepted
formula for neutral violet may not be the correct one, but
It IS interesting to note in this connection that the intro-
duction of a methyl group (CH.,) impacts an activity
suggestive of. but much more pronounced than that
which results from the intro^iuction of the same group
into the well-known developer para-amidophenol, ffivina
monomet. » s

Havmg narrowed down the selection of dyes, etc.. tha
next part of the research—and, in our opinion, the most
important part—was undertaken. It constituted an
attempt, on somewhat different lines from those which
have been used by Liippo.Cramer to give a numerical
value to the desensitising effect to any treatment. In
order to make the matter clearer to the general reader
we might perhaps indicate in non-technical language an
equivalent of their procedure. It will simplify things if

'

we assume <,hat a strip colour chart of the spectrum of
daylight is the test object, and that it is placed in the
ordinary way on an easel in front of the copying camera
If in copying this spectrum chart, average daylight being
the illuminant, a " pan " plate be used in the camera!
and If the plate is equally sensitive t-o aU colours it is
easy to see that the negative obtained will be a perfeetW
uniform grey strip. If the plate is less sensitive to some
colours than to others, the particular portions of the
negative representing the colours to which the plate is
relatively less sensitive will be thinner or less opaque
than the rest of the strip, By measuring just how much
thinner the image is in these areas some idea of the rela-
tive sensitiveness of the plate to the particular colourcan be obtained. A very simple addition to the outfit
however will enable us to get a negative of the strip
which shows automatically the relative sensitiveness of
the plate for any part of the colour chart. All that is
necessary is the placing in front of the plate in the dark
slide of a device (wedge) which cuts off no light along
one edge of the image and has a gi-adually increasing
iight-stopping power across its width. Assuming that
the hght-arresting material in the wedge stops aU colours
With equal facility, i.e., exhibits no selective absorption,

u i.^- ^ .
'^^' negative of the spectrum chart taken

behind such wedge will show a deposit of silver at agreater distance from the edge of the image which
received the maximum exposure, the more sensitive to
that particular colour is the particular plate in use The
heights of the image from the most exposed edge thereof
are thus a measure of the sensitiveness of the plate
Although the photographic investigator does not employ
such_ studio -methods, he works on exactly the same
principle, and by tracing a line along the extinction
boundary- of the negative he gets such a curve as that
given for example on page 370 this week. Again by
ascertaining the relative exposures which have to be given
to two plates in order'that the heights of the negative
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iiage representing say, the rf<l pwtion of t'he spectrum
•\art; shall be equal, tho r-litive ted senaitivenees of

fie two plates can bo obt^iin.-.l uul exprfssed nuinerioally.

1 ition of both iliese uiethods has been success-

; by the authors of the fonimunieation enabling

to j;ive exact infornnitii>ii of first-raU' nee.

>!iM !>•? wfll if all future work on <!• uon
' V carried out—giving tiie .specialist

>tographv just the infonniition be

•r it be in reference to the illumination of

or to the s«li<<tivc ilenrossion of colour

f his seiLsiti%>' before use. It

that st.'lectivi- <!> . .. ,.—uon might obviate

of a yellow- siT.?en in orthochromatic

J mm' to the results and CMicluaioue of MM.
ind Serewetz, one is struck by the fact thai
nt desensitisers arc iJiild " oxidising " o<Hn-

s. .1 riri'unistanc*' \v)i- t to the
tly published a!«««'riioM r<f it desen-

:-• an oxi'' ,'iiiuot inter-

Tprr^sxi n-ip. for the

for the " M>-

nsi-

which ted by li;;bt

• Im-

not

desensitiser and gelatine), but rather from iiho mere
" tasting " of the desensitiser, removal of which leaves
an unimpaired appetite.

Several questions will no doubt suggest themselves to

the interested reader, the correct answering of which
would advance our knowledge of the whole subject of

sensitisation. Such questions for example as:—Is the
tlepression of sen.<!itivenes8 induced by a given desensi-
tiser applied in a definite way a constant factor of the
initial sensitiveness, or is the residual sensitiveness re-

maining after treatjnent of the same order of magnitude
no matter what was tlio initial sensitiveness of the emul-
sion? Does desensitisation reduce the sensitiveness to

that of an unripened emulsion composed of the same
materials, or to that of the same sensitive salt emulsified
in a non-reducing carrier such as collodion? Is a given
de-sensitiser active in th« same regions of tie spectrum
for collodion colour-sensitised plates as for eolonr-sensi-
ti- ' 'iiie plates?

1 similar questions can only be answered by the
fti- ; of information of a quantitative nature, and
])' ic science is indebted to MM. Lumi^re and

lor a description of their methods of working.
I ! .-al i)hotoi;rapher is indebted to them for specific

int'oriiiatioil mi several pointy, amongst which must be
iii.-iitioiied tliat relating to the choice of desensitisers for

le paper. On behalf ol photographera in general,

.... .. i.>re. we express the hope that the authors will con-

tinue their work and give us the benefit of their further
reHults. n'sults which may materially enhance the value
of our art in its application for the exact determiuation

'
' tnagnitude of phenomena with which the physicist,

-t, and scientist in ijeneral concern themselves.

STEREOSCOPIC LENS SEPARATION FOR NEAR
OBJECTS.

.'V .,1 iTaciiral infoiti. itii.ii <miccrniiiK tbo stereoM-opiv

i>f near ' 'i>>ahly ariic* from tb«/a«-t
'"H'n" nww n<. >r<.<-lc. or, at lpa>t,

n.

..„,,. t...,.,.

• ri.'.i, M> I ii,-! «|.-,

<• and turn ooJoiir

-iioTi .11 fore, what are the

in ordrr tlio nimt arrnrate
,.'

J.,,
ru ..f . u. what

'« Mparation ' .r objot-tii.

li.>> arum- is an will—Tonr !•. ' ' :'. iii<> 'niiitum of the

j.r.dilem.

K.ir til.. |.;.».nt purpoa* th» term ' nrar ohjixtn " may hv
t<tk)'>i t'. '.in thoae photographed natural « iso, and ma;
III'!').!.- ..:. ,

' ' '.wnltsl on n teale of half full nie. ami
»ina!I f[)r» :7r . n . '., .1 u> 13 i|inro«t«ri nr morp
Tho wr. with the

'i«-w "f » . anil the

• ill ihtTM- ••x(u'iiii.' •>!- A. Th<> point
'<" in mind w»« to hr practKal

'••-• ^, in order to
•'

' . ' • The point at

"I by the makers r>J

ill ' ni4 on the market
'-Ting for the amali «eparatinn nereaMty for thene near

r <if Icnse* are nnual'

' of .?] inche*. and i'

• 1 work .it a fixfil

ill niimh«T nt <'iivs

where a variaftic separation is provided, it is arranged to

work Itetwecn tliu limits of 2j ins. and 3^ ins. or 3} ins. Wo
haro heen tnid that this separation of 3J ins. is for the P'tr-

pose of giving slightly exaggerattxl relief.

But why kIioiiUI we h«ve this exaggerated relief when the

wliule pfxevt of steriNi. phottigraphy is to pn-vent ol)jeets o!>

•een in iwturu!' The fa<:t is, exaggeration has become so

anirenuil that wheu it i^ absent the representation is criti-

<-is«fl as flat.

Thn average separation of thp eyoa being about 3^ ins.

or slightly more, ii vems reasonvble to argue that when photo-

graphing the average subject, the sej)aratioi> of the lonsos

should agrtH- with the separation of tho eyes. (We are not

dealing now with exceptional caser- either of very near objectt>

or of very distant one?*, e.g., the moon.) As a matter of fact.

th« nioire distant parts of an ordinary scene show very little

"F3T5iLt»the eye* at an observer, and oonsequontly should not

be expetttfl to do so in a ^tereogriijli.

The writer's oxperiments have been carried out with parti-

cular reference to tho correct stereo>oopio representations of

c«>mparBtivelT small natural history spe«'iniens, such as entomo-

logical or botanical Mihjp<'tR photographed full siae, where

truth of effe«-t i» an important factor.

There are a good many naturalists engaged upon this clasn

of work at the present day. hence tho importance of a correct

•olutrion.

The " British Journal of Ph<»tography " for December 12,

1919, p. 725.. contained a formula given by Mr. C. K. Benham
in reply to a correspondent, and this has been reprinted in

the 1921 " B.J. Almanac," p. 361. He Mim* 'in his remarks
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aa follows:—" Practically, therefore, a quarter of the distance
of lens from object will give the separation distance for
objects at close range."
There is not the slightest doubt that greatly exaggerated

relief will be obtained if this formula is followed. The substi-
tution of l-20th for Jth of ' the distance will give results
more akin to those perceived by the eyes of an observer. The
distance of distinct vision he gives as 12 ins., and this may
be adopted as a standard. It would be, also, the. distance
of object from lens when photographing it full size, with a
lens of 6 ins. eq^uivalent focus.

In the table below the separations given by Mr. Benham
are shown, in column A, while those given by Mr. T. J. Ward
are in column B. Those recommended by the writer are given
under C, and as will be seen, are less tlian a quarter of those
given under A.

be:—How are the small separations given under G t6 be-
arranged for? In reply, it may be stated at once that ihey
cannot be sati&fa<-torily used, when it is neces-sary to give one-
exposure, with the i>air of lenses, as would be required in the
case of a subje<:t where movement was possible. In such case*
the best thing to do is to. take the photograph on a scale small
enough to allow for the required {.eparation, and if a larger
image is required, to obtain it either by making an enlarged
n^ative or a direct transparency in the camera.

In the great majority of cases, however, the subjects will
be such as allow of two successive exposures.
When the required separation is very small a separate plate

must be used for each exposure, and a quarter-plate or Si in.
X 2i in. camera will serve the purpo.se very well ; all that is
necessary being to slide if bodily to right (or left) for the
required separation, between the two exposiyes. Another

Fig. l.-<;ube, shell and match. Photographed samo size.

For easy reference the fractions are given in 32nds of
an inch.

Distance of object Separation required
from lens. (inches or part of an inch).

A. B. C.
12 ins 2 24/32 I 8/32 20/32
10 ins 2 9/32 11/32 16/32
8 ins 1 27/32 27/32 13/32
6 ins 1 12/32 20/32 10/32

When the object is still nearer the lens the separation
required may be found by means of a proportional sum either
graphically or othei-wise.

ysing the 6 ins. focus lens for other proportions of images to
original the following distances may be taken :

—

'
'

8<»le .... xj xi xi xlessthani
Separation 1 in. IJ in. 2 ins. 2^ ins.—2J ins.

It is not advisable to exceed a lens separation of 2| ins.
for any scene which emhr.ices objects varying in distance from
10 or 12 ft. to infinity. Unfortunately," theory and practice
do not always agree, and when they differ it is safer to adopt
procedure which has been proved by practical experiments to
be correct. Illustrations are shown in support of the separa-
tions given under C, and to show the effect of those given
under B and A.
To the practical worker who mav not have given the matter

•erious consideration before, probably the ^rst question will

Lens foens, ^ in.; stop, f/22 (nominal); separation, g in.

method is to rotate the object, but this will not be satisfac-
tory unle.'^s the angle of light can be altered also to give iden-
tical hght and shade for each position. If a half-plate
camera is employed, the dark slide oan be fitted with a ear-
ner to take a quarter plate, and the two exposures may be
obtained as with the quarter-plate camera.
Another convenient arrangement for a half-plate or past-

card-size camera is to fit a sliding front long enough to allow
of a movement of about IJ ins. each way without letting in
light at the sides of camera front. The sliding front is fitted
with a flange to carry one lens and a scale provided with
zero mark in the centre, so that the lens may be shifted to
right and left successively, the camera remaining fixed. In
this case it will be necessary to inspect the image on the
screen before each exposure, to see that it comes on the plate ,and m order to secure this, it may be necessary to rotate the
camera on its axis .slightly. As this would reduce the separa-
tion somewhat, allowance for it should be made when shiftine

'

the lens. ^

In order to prevent mistakes when the two exposures aremade on separate plates, it is well to f^arrv out the work under
certain rules. Expose for the left view first, and let this
always bear an odd number-1, 3. etc. -^The drill sergeant's
instruction, "left, riglit, left, right." may help to fix thi.s on
the mind. Let the right view be on a plate numbered 2 4
etc and if the pkt«s before development are marked L or R
with a lead pencil it will prevent mistakes. Bear in mind
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• ransposition ot print> wm oe net-essary in this case,

,;;ves marked L will giv.- the left-hand print.

,;ng a half-plate or ether siie rtereo CAmera is

'itain the two iniaef^ on .>iio plate, the probability is

slide re-inserted, and the second exposure made. Always
expose the left view flrrt, the card, of course, being always on
the right hand to start with. The card in the back of camera,
where it can be seen, is safer than one in the dark slide, which

Pkatocrapkcd niM (ite

.^;.im will Dot extend far' UMUgb to allow of an

of 13 ins. If it will not ttw bnt thing it to rrmot*

i>rarily, and tn fit a black mH iHto the back of

1 4 neftr focussing »ct»fn as poacible to oorer up halt

stop, f/aa (aomCial); ssparaUon, U in.

may ur may not work. An alternative method is to make u>o

of a (lark-tinted card out the required length and width to

fit roughly, and stand upright down the centre of the bellows

*nd reaching from the lens board to focussing screen. In this

Vis. h-Cth; skell nad naMk. Pbotocraphsd sUm tUa. Lras tocos. H in.: stop, f/n (nomlnaDi sepamUos, 3 in.

the space. The two image* shotikl b« iiup«ct«d on the ground
turn by sliding the front witll the on* lens, shifting

of coursn. to sllriw o«<-li image to be seen. When one
' «; a has b«en made the slide shouU be ch>sed and witb-

'lA' the card <>hift<wl to th>< rerarai sida of camera, the

caae, if the two images are inspected on the screen, and tho

lens' positions noted before the first exposure is made, there

will be no necessity to withdraw the- slide between the two

•xpoaurea.

In the opinion of the writer the most suitable lenses for iby
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majority of atereo subjects nro those witli an equivalent
ffK-iis of from 5 to ins. One v;on\ with refereiire to t)ie

separation of centres for the mountetl prints. Generally, it

H'ill bo found th«t a <listanco equal to the separation of the
eyes, i.e., from 21-2| ins. will be best. In no case should
the .separation exceed 2} ins. if an easy «)aleM,on<e of the two
images is desired. This will suit any kind of stereoscope in

^'eneral use. The eye ,str«in produced by trying to combine ii

uider separation is not con<lucive to comfortable viewing of

prints.

The provi.sion of suitably mounted lenses does not appear to
have received the attention it doierves from opticians. The
mounts and flanges of lenses for stereo work might often
lie reduced in size to allow of a smaller separation between
their centres being more ea.sily obtained. It ought to bo pos-
ible to obtain a separation of 1^ ins. between a pair of 6-in

locus lenses, working at about //6.o, and a larger aper-
ture than this is not desirable, nor is it often necessary oi
advantageous to employ one as large as this in stereo work
on a<!count of the want of depth of field.

The Illustrations.
Out of a number of experiments the following have been

selected to sho«- the effects produced by the three different
separations of len.ses. Kach subject was taken full size, and
in fach case the distance of object from lens, was 11^ ins.
All three were taken with a lens of -j'-in. cfjuivalent focus at
//22 aperture (nominal). In the case of fig. 1, the lens
separation was | in. ; in that of fig. 2, 1} ins. ; and in that of
fig. 3, 2J ins.

The edges of cube were IJ ins. long, the longest axis of the
shell Tvas 2 ins.

In these examples notice particularly the apparent greater
width of the face of <ube in^shadow in fig. 3 (the widest
separation)

; also that the match does not appear to lio^in a
vortical plane as it should do. and as it docs in fig. 1.

The writer hopes that these examples, from a large number
of experiments which be has carried out, may be of interest
and practical use to those workers who are striving after the
most accurate results in the fascinating branch of stereoscopic
nature photography. R. ,T. Bedford.

EXPERIMENTS ON DESENSITISERS.

(Concluded from page 354.)

Non'Coloured Organic Compounds.

\Vb have examined a great many organic compounds of very
different properties, both oxidising and reducing substances.

None of the oxidising substances, among which is quinone
(the starting point of the safranines), appeared to possess any
desensitising action.

Organic compounds having reducing properties are limited

to developing substances containing amino groups, and their

desensitising properties have been pointed out by Liippo-

Cramer in the case of diamidophenol, diamido-resorcin, tri-

amidophenol, triamido-benzene, triamido-toluene, and para-
phenylene-diamine. We have studied the action of other

nitrogen organic substances, and particularly a large number
of alkaloids. Only one of these has been found to exhibit

desensitising properties comparable with those of diamido-

phenol hydrochloride. This is apomorphine hydrochloride,

which is regarde<l as a product of the dehydration of morphine.

()H\

oh/
;C,,H,

/O-

°\n-

-CH,

-CH,

nl

CH,
M<irphine.

Thi,> solution, which has oxidised in i]}e air and become
blue colour, is more active than that freshly prepared.'

Desensitising Action of Mineral Substances.
Among the most varied mineral substances, both reducers

and oxidisers, which we have examined, none appears pos-

sessed of desensitising properties of special interest.

Many oxidising substances, such as copper salt, alkaline

bichromates, chlorine and bromine water and iodine solution,

greatly reduce the sensitiveness of unexposed gelatine emul-
sion, but equally attack the latent image, and, therefore, are

useless in practice.

Neutral chromates, and especially neutral potassium

chromate in 2 per cent, solution, are the only mineral sub-

stances which we have found of any value as desensitisers.

Their action is somewhat less than that of diamidophenoh, but
they have the advantage of giving stable solutions.

(3) The constitution which is generally attributed to apomorphine does
not seem in accordance with its reducing properties, and particularly its
liroperty of developing the latent image on addition of alkaline sulphite
;ind carbouate to a solntion of its hydrochloride.

Desensitising of Colour°Sensitive Plates.
The experiments already described were all made with

nltra-rapid ordinary plates (Lumiere Violet Label), and the
results therefore relate chiefly to the reduction of sensitive-
ness to blue and violet rays. We have also examined the most
active of the desensitisers in respect to their behaviour with
panchromatic plates in comparison with safranine, which, as
has been shown by Liippo-Cramer, desensitises emulsion for
all parts of the spectrum.

For this jjurpose we used panchromatic plates (Lumiere
Chroma VR plates), the colour-sensitiveness of which extends
a little beyond 700. Tlie curve of colour-sensitiveness of this
plate is as shown in the drawing.

Red. Oreen. Blue,

rooo EOOO 5000 '+000

These j>lates were exposed in the spectroscopic camera and
then immersed, in the dark, for one minute in the following

desensitising solutions:—
Phenosaframne, 1 : 2,000 solution ; also in the other safra-

nines mentioned above as giving results comparable with
phenosafranine.

Toluylene red, 1: 1,C»00 solution; itnmersion for 4 minutes.
Aurantia (ammonium salt), 1: 1,000 solution.

Picric acid, 1 per cent, solution.

Indian yellow, 2 per 1,(XX) solution.

Crysoidine, 1 : 2,000 solution.

Diamidophenol, 1 per cent, solution.

Apomorphine hydroih!oride, 1 per 1,000 solution.

Neutral potass chromate, 2 per cent, solution.

After immefsion in the desensitiser these plates were
developed for 1^ minutes in the dark with normal diamido-

phenol developer, and then for 2 at a distance of from 4 ft. to

18 ins. from a 16 c.p. incandescent bulb screened with tar-

trazine paper and yielding a very bright light. During this

development plates were examined four times (for 3 seconds

each time) by transmitted light.

Under these conditions the plates treated with the various

safranines already mentioned, and also those treated with

toluylene and aurantia (ammonium salt), gave images having
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only Ten- Uigbt fog. whilst sll tbe «>then were itrongly

fogged.

If this iiit«nK ligbt-sourc<> be replaced by weaker illumina-

tion, e.g., by a small Pigeon lamp, with the maximum height
of flame adjasted k> that the lamp doe* aot amoke, and with a

bright yellow «creen round the lamp (without taking any
precaution to prerent eacape of diffused white light above the
«creen). by developing tinder the same conditions as already
mentioned and at a distance of 0.50 metres from the light-

sourrp. the resnlts are the same as those already described.
(!»/.; thf utfruninet, tului/Uni r'li and axiraniui gave imagi's

which were not fogged. None of the other substances could
be employed for desensitising panchromatic plates.

Relati've Deaenaitiaing Action.
' - to meatare the relative reduetion of sensitiveness

rustic pUtea for the different parts of the spectrunn
I'lr- a comparison scale by impreanng a spectrum on a

of Lumiere Chroma panchromatic plates with
ires which were relatively 1. 2, 3, A, S. etc. These

• were treated in a normal diamidopbenol developer.
were made in the spectroaoopio camera under the
tions on panchromatic platea of the same emulsion

.uuaersion for 1 minute in the rMpeetive desensitising

The plates were well drained and placed whilst wot in the
holder of the spectrograph and exposed for a time 60 times
.-reater than the plate of the preceding Mriea which received
^e longest exposure. The resulting spactra were developed

the same conditions as those Stained on plates the
*pn.-ititenesa curve of which has been shown above.

T'. .--! n of sansitiveneas in comparison with the
antrps-.xl p .ite, was thns aacerUined, the rosnlu being a*
follows : —

Time ol

Imiaer- Ssasl l i isuuss after iMatmeDt, oompaied
whh -^^ • - "^

Fhsaeaafranhia,

1/iooa

TefayiaDerw) •
1/1000 loradins.

hrboeUoride.
1/1 'JOO.

Mhotas.
I

< (ammo- I

tarn salt). 1/1000
Flsfia aeid. I ro- I

^odiaa jniknr,

1%.
rywMils. 1/1000

''o«ass nhmmali'.

l/7fl0 to 1/800 tat Um, Mzimiiffl aboal
4M. BmmMtmtm dasUoywl for aU
o(hs* paili adpeemm.

1/MO for bias
: I/MM» to 1/t.OOO for other

Aba«» l/no tor Mas. SMitivanaas to
other rays dastreyed. snap* to rwl. for
which rays it was ahont 1/10,000. 8U^t
ahsmital foe,

1/700 to l/iaoTor Una, aaziaam at aboal
4XS; 1/400 for athwmyi.

Abuwi 1/300 te blaa^ maxlmaa aboot
4W: l/IM for liw. abeat 479; 1/300

<«r other mm
Aboat 1/80 hi Ell pat. bine and vtohti
slaost withoalMUea ior other lays.

PtaoticaUy oalfcni sOsst (abeot f/100)
throoghool iiiMHiaai.

Practically nii liwai eflaet (about 1/40)
thiooghoat

^<3n.—Thmt tests oooid not be made with dtomldo-phaoal, ainee the
long period ol szpesua rsqaind by the wai plate allows the ozida.
Iltepiodaeta to slaia Ihs plate, and eva^ tiasa c< the image ia
dartrayad. - ^ H

IThi ssparinaats show that the •mh.^i,^ an th, l„,l rtiawMllMiia
for th, whole spsetm. Hsisfl liilssa. dsawHIrtig ia not as com^
(or the bioe aa fos rayt <)< Ike ether parts of the qw^irum.

Tolayleae red acU on the blue almoat hke safranioe, but
'«*vas a alight sanaitiraaasa for the other parts of the
•peetrua.

Oxidised apomorphine behaves aiffiil*rly to the safraninoa
for all paru of the spectmm with the exception of blue. In
this latter region the daaaaaitising aotion is one-quarter that
of 'h» -«f-i-:nes. It is to be noted that the use of apomor-

I

loride laafas a very slight residual sensitivoncss
'^ ' '• "it there is slight chemical fog.

Aurantia (1 per thousand ammonium salt) shows desensi-
tising action towards the blue equal to phenosafranine, but
reduces the sensitiveness towards rays of other parts of the
spectrum only to l-400th.

Picric acid in 1 per cent, solution acts chiefly as a filter,

and its action, which varies greatly with the concentration of
the solution, is particularly marked as regards blue, for which
rays its desensitising effect is greater than that of safranine
but is negligible for other rays.
Indian yellow exerts a weak action, the sensitiveness to blue

being reduced to about l-5<)th; for other rays of the spectrum
its action is extremely small.

Lastly, neutral potassium chromate acts uniformly as a
desenaitiser for all the rays of the spectrum, reducing the

general sensitiveness to about l-40th.

Rationale of Desensitising by Safranine.

In oonsidering the nature of the action which the safranine
dyes exert on bromide emulsion, it may be thought that this

action is simply that of a light-filter. This hypothesis obtains

little support when it is observed that phenosafranine solu-

tions transmit both red and violet, yet desensitise plates for

both these rays. Moreover, the use of a dark-room lamp, the

aafelight of which consists of a 1 : 2,000 solution of pheno-

safranine, does not prevent the production of fog on plates,

and particniforly on panchromatic plates. Further, violet

safranine* are desensitisers of ordinary and panchromatic
plates, aa red safraninea are, although the absorption spectra

of the dyes are very different. It must, therdfore, be con-

cluded that the desensitising is not an entirely physical pro-

cess. If plates which have been treated with phenosafranine

are washed, it i* found that the sensitiveness possessed by the

piste before treatment slowly reappears as the dye is washed
out and is completely restored when the dye has been com-
pletely removed.

These results are obtained, in the case of panchromatic

platea, for all the rays of the spectrum.

It is therefore clear that the phenomena require for their

explanation the assumption that the bromide emulsion forms

an adsorption complex of much lower light-sensitiveness, and

that this complex is gradually decomposed by water in the

case of both ordinary and panchromatic plaMs.

Choice of Deaenaitiaera.

It amy be asked what is the beat choice of a desensitiser for

a given porpose among the many desensitising substances

which have been mentioned.

Undoubtedly the safriinines, and particularly phenosafranine,

are the best desensitisers for general use with both high-speed

ordinary and panchromatic platea. The drawback which these

dyes possess ss regards staining the fingers and requiring long

washing for removal from the gelatine film may, however, .

causa others to be preferred on those numerous occasions when

complete desensitising of red-sensitive emulsion is not required.

Auraatia, the properties of which are very similar to those of

safranine, does not suffer from these drawbacks.

Dnder condition:! when it is not required to examine plates

by transmitted light, as, for example, in the development of

Antoohromss, a 1 per cent, solution of picric acid, a 1 : 2,000

itliiftfU of chrysoidine, or a 2 per cent, solution of neutral

poiasainm chromate, may be employed as effectively as

Aurantia. The preliminary treatment of the plate for half a

minute in one of these solutions will allow, in the case of

safranine or aurantia, of noting the appearance of the image

at a distance of 5 ft. from a candle or Pigeon lamp, and of

watching the progress of development at frequent intervals.

At the same time is is advisable to avoid unnecessary con-

tinuous exposure of the plate to the light.

These last mentioned desensitisers, which are free from

staining action on paper, whilst safranine cannot be completely

removed from paper, thus serve equally for desensitising

bromide paper prior to development.

A, AND L. LUUIBKK.

A. SBTaWBTS.
B
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THE H. AND D. DOCTRINE.

In the preceding chapter the law of the production of a

theoretically perfect negative has been considered in reference

first to the time of exposure. That law is that the difference

between any two of a series qf densities is proportional to

the difference between the logs of the producing exposures.

Correct exposure thus lays the basis for the making of the

theoretically perfect negative, in which the difference between

caoh pair of a series of densities is equal to the difference

between the logs of the corresponding exposures.

By experiment it is found that this exposure law operates

only when a plate is exposed for a longer time than will

give some kind of a negative; also, that the law ceases to

operate when the plate is exposed for longer than a certain

time.

Bv plotting the densities against the log exposures the

range of exposures over which the plate behaves in accord-

ance with the law is shown by the Straight line part of the

resulting curve.

This straight line portion shows the latitude of the plate

and also—when the rsnge of light-intensities in the subject

is approximately known—the latitude in exposure.

But correct exposure, as shown by the straight line part of
the curve, is only one stage towards correct reproduction of
the tones of the subject in negative form.

It shows that the differences between successive pairs of
densities are equal to one another, i.e., proportional but not
necessarily equal to the difference between the logs of the
corresponding exposures whore these exposures proceed by a
common factor.

Since, however, tho whole series of densities are propor-
tionately increased as development is continued, the- common
difference is similarly increased, and hence at a " correct "

stage of development the negative corresponds with theoretical
requirements.

Development may be carried short of or beyond tiiis point
as required by the subject or printing paper.

Consideration oi development from this standpoint in the
present chapter is concerned chiefly with the contrast or gamma
of a negative, from which it will be seen that contrast in a
negative is related, on the one hand, to the contrast in the
subject, and, on the other hand, to the contrast properties
of printing papers.

III.—DEVELOPMENT AND THE REPRODUCTION OF CONTRAST
Let us cont-ider how far we have arrived at this stage towards

realising the condition for a theoretically perfect negative,

viz., that the light-intensities which its various partt

transmit require to be in inverse proportion to those emitted

by the corresponding parts of the subject.

But so far we have only seen that, provided a certain " cor-

rect " length of exposure be given, the densities (silver de-

posits) produced by the various light-intensities are in that

logarithmic relation which we may most speedily visualise

by reitiembering that as the light-intensities increase by a

common multiple the densities receive an equal addition.

Evidently this in itcelf does not fulfil the above condition.

Correct exposure has determined simply a constant difference

between two densities; but thAt difference may be smaller or

larger than the difference between the corresponding log

exposures. To borrow the image of the staircase in fig. 7.

we have got each step the same height, but we have not done

anything towards fixing what that height requires to be, or

what means to tako to make it the required height. In order

to find our way to this next step it is clear that we must

consider again the relation of density to opacity. Why?
Well, we have got a series of densities in relatively correct

relation to the exposures. We have now to modify them to

such an extent that the opacities corresponding with them

shall be in the correct relation, viz., proportional to the light-

intensities in the subject. The densities are, so to speak, a

half-way house on the road to the theoretically perfect

negative.

Consider then again for a moment that illustration of den-

sity from which was seen its peculiar (logarithmic) effect on

opacity. Adding one grass per unit area we reduced our

traveller's power from 1-lOth of its full strength to 1-lOOth of

its full strength ; or, the other way about, increased the opa-

city of the region from 10 to 100. Addition of another grass

increased it to 1,000. The analogy coiTeotly shows the rela-

tion of density to opacity. For each successive equal addi-

tion to density, the resulting opacity is the previous one multi-

plied by a factor, in this case 10; or, in general, as the

densities increase by addition, opacities increase in multiple.

An increase of 0.3 in density means a factor of 2, or doubling

the opacity.

Pursue iihis relation of density to opacity just one stop

farther. We have seen that the effect of continued develop-

ment on a series of densities is to increase them all, not by
an equal addition to each, which is the law of their formation
by successive multiples of such unit exposure as lies within the

period of correct exposure, but proportionately (the Law of
Constant Density-Ratios). It therefore follows that the rela-
tive opacities are enormously increased in this process. An
example will make this clear.

Density. Ratio of

opacities.

1

10

100

Corresponding
opacity.

1 10

2 100
3 1,000

Suppose now by longer development these densities are pro-
portionately increased, say doubled. We then have:—^~

Density. Corresponding Ratio of
opacity. opacities.

2 100 1

4 10,000 100
6 1,000,000 10,000

It will be seen that while tiie density ratios remain the same
the opacity ratio has been increased a hundredfold. The above
are impossible values in practice, but they present the ques-

tion in the simplest fo<nn.

Now we can see the part played in the production of the

theoretically perfect negative by this rapid growth of opacity
during development. Suppose that light-intensities (from the
subject) of 10, 100, 1,000 produce, first latently and then by
development, the densities .5, 1.0, and 1.5, that is differing from
each other by .5, whilst, the. log exposures differ by 1.0. We
shall then have :—

Light-intensities

Densities, say

Ratio of densities

Opacities 3.2

Ratio of opacities

Relative transparencies! 1/1 1/3 1/10

Plainly this does not fulfil the condition of the theoretically '

perfect negative; the transmissions are not in inverse propor-

tion to the light-intensities which produced' them, but are in

too small a ratio. For correct representation the transmissions

should be:—
1/10 1/100 1/1,000

or 1/1 1/10 1/100

It is clear that in printing such a shortly developed negative.-''

long enough for full depth in the darkest tone (of the subject)

the deposit representing the two others will let through too

much light, i.e., will print too dark, i.e., the print will be flat.

10 100 1,000
5 1.0 i.e

1 2 3

3.2 10 32

1 3 10
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throe times the densities

nave, say ;
—

100 1,000

4.0 6.0

2 3

10.000 1,000.000

100 10.000

1/100 1/10,000

III the case of tho negaiiv^

obtained by longer derekinm. mt ..

Light-intflnsitiea

n.t.,;t:-.. av

Ha-; - -
-

Upacinej !
"

Ratio of opacities 1

Relative transparencies 1 j

Here ve have departure from tho theoretically perfect nega-

tiTo far in the oppotite directinn. The ratio of tranamisaiop*

18 t-normoualy too great. In printing the darkest tone (of the

rabject) to full depth, the opacities of the other two are surh

that scaroely any inprMsioii would be obtained. An extreme

example of a hard nqpitire.

It is hardly neoesaary to point oat that between these two
s of development is one. an'l only one, which yields opaci-

f the required ratio 1 :10:li«i, cormponding with tran«-

'^ns of 1 / 1 : 1 / 10 : 1 / 100, in inverse proportions to the light-

->-^£t«|5^||||J JOOf*

rm 7 Ho
la n. teerreet

l»t tapMitf*.

DtMin t% AsasD i* nsnaa m M
irreet ezposar* taA eorrset dai<na« ia» .

•Mk slM Is saaal la tke tasisaw n loc a
mwity. tBtm o( ctaMUjr Is tf*»in al

(ofsr-saposarsl

(Haitar Dril

'-.t.^nsities from th*" origioal ; that is t • of I, 2.0,

'. *«iual rf-spectivoly U. the log» or That it

th« oorrert period o< devdopment, and we must sow turn to

tM how thia thMrctiosUy correct d^grw o* development can

be ie|*>wntiil in ftcnrco: bow it is .t9l»t«d to the correct

de«Te« o/ coatnsl in the negative; how we arrive at an

..rUuit prap«rtv ol a pUU, iu coalnMi-yiolding property;

aad flnally how th* tine of drvplopmrat to a required and

«peoit«(l dagr«e ^ ootitra^t^ cs' . ilated. Wa are, in

tkert. propoaiag to become taxi n a dutfactaristic of

aefatives and of plates which piayt a leading part on the

»»mit/im"*r''- •t«?«^-?«mDia

Contraat.

We have teen that is a correctly exposed negative the

dilleraaces between the denfitut are proportional to

the differeocea batwaen the logarithma of the eKpaeure».

aad if th* negative is developad to a certain " correct

"

degree th* opacitiea are proportional to the exposnres. Bnt

^^a if the negative be developed leis or more than this correct

^^kdegrev. that \% to say, if the densities are all proportionately

^^Klass or greater, the opacities are not in any simple relation

^^Kaither to the expomree or to the logarithms of exposures.

^^^For exaJBpla:—
^B Espoaore (E) 1000

Log E^H Density (D), say 3

^V Opacity 1,000

^^E. Ratio of opacitiea 100

2.25 1.60 .75

177.8 31.6 5.6

32 5.6 1

3.75 2.50 1.25

o624 316.4 17.8

316 18 1

degree that the opacities corresponding with the resulting
densities are proportional to the exposnres. But trace the

effect on the opacities of development to snch degrees that

the densities are all uniformly 25 per cent. less and 25 jier

cent, more; that is, nro respectively .75 times and 1.26 times
the values in line 3. We then have: —

Density

Opacity
Ratio of opacities

Density

Opacity

Ratio of opacities

It will thus bo seen that when the densities are altered (us

they are by development) in a very simple manner, the

opacities alter in a msmner which bears no simple relation

oither to the oxpoeures or to the logarithms of the oxposurrs.

One Way of Expressing Contraat.

The contrast of a negative is evidently the ratio of its

opacitiea to the light-intensities from different part* of the

subject in the case of a camera negative. If light-intensities

of, say, 30 and 1, produce in a correctly exposed negativr

opacities of 20 and 1 (or 40 and 2 ; or 60 and 3) the contrast is

obvioualy ^rrect, whilst a negative of opacities 10 and I

would be soft, and one of 50 and 1 would be hard. If wo

were concerned only in measuring the contrast of negatives

which had been made it would be convenient enough to

denote contrast as the ratio of the two ratios—opacities in

the negativr and light-intensities from the subject, t.ij., in

th* caa* of the correct negative from a 20 to 1 subject.

90

1

Similarly such a measure in the case of 10-1 and 50 1

negatives would be

10

1

90"

1

50

1

30°

1

\ (a flat negative).

2^ (a hard negative).

100 10

3 1

2 1

100 10

10 1

Here line 3 represents development to inch a (correct)

But, as will be seen directly, we require not only to meamrp

contrast after we have got it. but also to calculate how loiiR

to develop in order to got such and such a degree of contrast

;

and for this latter purpose the irregularity (really the mathe-

matical complexity) of the growth of opacities as develop

ment proceeds is a serious drawback to the use of opecitir^

in the measurement of contrast. For this reason contrast

is preferably expressed in another way in terme of density

and log exposures ; that is to say, tho units employed in tlo

production of the characteristic curve. Hurter and Driffield

called this the "development factor," and denoted it

-tjt^yigamma). It is now more usually known as gamma.

Gnmma na the Menaure of Contraat.

Oamma is the ratio of the density range in the negativ,-

to tho range of the logarithms of the exposures producinp

those densities.

In -etting down the range of density in a negative wc are

dealinR with the physical stuff of which the image consists.

Therefore, we specify tha range by subtracting the lowest

dansity from the highest; and similarly we specify the range

• <n.. ...^u^ mil tgMnr denslt* valaM In ptseeding examples In thi«

ratloof the corresponiloij opacities.
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of log exposures by subtracting the lowest log exposure from

the highest. Gamma is therefore:-.-

difference of miaximum and minimum densities of a given seriet

difference of the logs of the respective exposures

or, in the language of the characteristic curve,

'

P.- P.
s*'"'"''=5rEr:nog-E.,

K, being the exposure which produced D„ and E, the

exposure which produced D,. Thus gamma, as a measure of

contrast, stands in somewhat the same relation to the ratio

opacities of negative

corresponding light-intensities from subject '

as densities do to the corresponding opacities. Gamma also

is a measure, not only of the intrinsic contrast (range of

gradations) of a negative, but of the contrcist relatively to

that in the subject. A gamma of less than 1 indicates a

contrast less than that of the subject: one of more than 1,

a negative of greater contrast than the subject, always pro-

viding—and this applies to each and every value or calcula-

tion of gamma

—

that the range of the subject is such that

it can he recorded within the straight-line part of the curve

of the plate, and is so recorded.

If we calculate the densities, and from them, by the formula

just given, the gammas of the negatives (correctly, over- and
under-developed), representing a subject of light-intensities

ranging from 20 to 1, we shall see the much smaller range of

gamma values as compared with the values of

ratio of opacities

ratio of exposures

nhich represents the same facts in different terms.

Correct developments
Exposures 20 1

Log exposures 1.3

Opacities 20 1

Densities (log opacities) 1.3

Gamma =;,-5—?j
= l

Vnder-development

.

Opacities i 10 1
,

Densities 1

„ 1.0-0 1.0 _ „Gamma= 1^335=^ -.77

Over-development
Opacities 50 1

Densities 1.7

p 1.7-0 1.7 , ,Gamma =—-j,=j-3=1.3

Since the range of light intensities in the great majority of

subjects (interiors, open doorways, etc., are exceptions) can
be recorded within the range of correct exposure of a plate
(its latitude as previously defined), it follows that, if exposure
has been correct, a high gamnia necessarily signifies develop-
ment to a degree yielding contrast considerably greater than
that of the original subject On the other hand, a low gamma
signifies development to a degree yielding contrast consider-
ably less than that of the original subject.

Gamma and the Qualitiea of Negatives.

The student must not be misled into thinking that a high
gamma necessarily represents what he calls: a " contrasty "

negative and a low gamma a flat negative. Such may, or
may aot, be the case, dependent on the range of contrast in
the subject. Unfortunately, the terms we use for the con-
trast qualities of negatives are both loose and undescriptive.
Perhaps when we speak of a " flat " negative we mean one
in which the contrast is less than in the subject: by a " con-
trasty '

'
negative we mean one the contrast of which is rather

more than that of the subject; and by a "hard" negative,
one the contrast of which is a good deal greater than that
of the subject. But these torms are somewhat loosely

applied, and I daresay many photographers use them to

describe the intrinsic contrast of a negative (without refer-

ence to the subject). If we could agree to use the term
" weak " for a negative which is flat because the subject was
flat, and the term " strong" or " vigorous" for a negative

which is of this character because the subject had a consider-

able range of contrast, it would be to the advantage of our
vocabulary. But that is too much to expect, for the eye is

uot expert enough in judging contrast, particularly iu nega-
tives of great opacity such as result from maximum correct

exposure of a plate of great latitude followed by development
to the correct degree. Nevertheless, it must be borne in mind
that a subject of small contrast and one of great contrast

will respectively yields negatives, which, if correctly exposed
and both developed to a gamma of 1, are both of the theoreti-

cally correct degree of contrast, though the one would be
called flat and the other contrasty.

As regards negatives which have not been correctly ex-

posed, tliat is to say correspond with the under-exposure or

over-exposure part of the characteristic curve, the applica-

bility of gamma as a measure of correct reproduction of con-

trast obviously breaks down. It is beyond the scope of these ^
articles to consider to what approximate extent the gamma
may be taken as a rough iudication of the best development
of negatives which are wrong at the start. Plainly, if the

differences between two densities are not proportional to the

difl'ereuces between corresponding logs of exposures, no degree

of development is correct, and therefore no value of gamma
greater or less than 1 is a true measure of the degree to which
the contrast of the subject has been increased or diminished
in the negative. The most that can be said here is that under-

exposure simulates the effect of a high gamma; and over-

exposure that of a low gamma, which is only the statement iu

sensitometric language that an under-exposed plate yields

harsh contrasts on continued developmrent, whilst an over-

exposed plate yields a fiat negative unless very thoroughly

developed. But in the absence of correct exposure, gamma as

a measure of correct development must be regarded as of no
significance.

Having thus obtained a conception of what gamma is and
of the limits within which gamma is applicable, we can pro-

ceed to consider the simple way in which its value is indicated

on the system of plotting densities against log exposures
adopted for the production of the characteristic curve.

Gamma and the Characteristic Curve-

In the straight line part of the characteristic curve, as

plotted in Fig. a and as diagrammatioally shown in Fig. 8,

each density differs from the preceding and succeeding one by
the same amount. The slope or the curve, that is the angle it

makes with the log exposure scale, is thus a measure of the
rate at which densities increase by this repeated addition
for each multiple of exposure. If by longer development the
densities are all increased proportionately, say doubled, this

equal difference between each is also doubled, and the rate of

rise to a given density is doubled in the same way that a
tradesman makes » given profit twice as quickly when the cost

price and the selling price of his goods in regular demand are
both doubled. Fig. 8 is a diagram which illustrates this

steeper ascent of the straight-line part of the characteristic
curve produced by longer development.

It is, therefore, clear that the angle made with the base
line is related to the difference between the lowest and highest
densities falling in the straight-line part of the curve ; that is

to aay, is related to the contrast or steepness of gradation of

the negative, relatively to the logs of the respective exposures.
This relation is expressed in an exceedingly simple way by

means of a little geometry applied to the characteristic curve.
Fig. 9 will explain.

By giving a plate two exposures denoted at A and B on the
log exposure scale, we obtain densities denoted by the heights
of the vertical lines A C and B D. The horiaontal lines O A
and B, therefore, measure the log exposures in like terms.
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methods of measuring gamma have' al.so been devised which
do not require any plotting of densities, but a description
of them is bfvond the scope of these notes.

(To be cofifinueif.)

Q. E. B.

Patent News.

/V'leti" iml'Kit—a^pluattunt and uptfi^cntiont—aie trtoltd in

" J'htla-JHreAaHieal S'otei."

\ ' >. June 6 to 11 :—

•

U- No. 15.633. Boll films for photography. C W. K.
(.'.iiujjUt'li.

(vMKiiA^- No. 15,764. I'hite cameras. G.E.Cole.
CtMF.His S',. l.S,668. Photographic cameras Bn4 lens and afrange-

furiit^ i"i ....iiiu'. (J. \V. Cuuper,

Mot-.Trn.— No. 15,5b3. Mnunt« for photographic prints, etc.

C. W. R. Campbell.

l*ituT(KiK;«rii KuAMia. -No. 15,758. Photographic, etc., frames.
Bdmoiida. I,ld.. and H. Eiiiiioiids.

Photo Kr*me Si*sn9.- No. 15,881. Stands for photo frames, etc

H. A. .Mbi ki-iixie.

CAMBiAa— No. 15.818. ' Photouraphic rameias. E. F. Htratton.

RjUiio>;rapiiy.- No. 15.607. X lay tubes. \V. E. 8cliall.

CiMU(ATo<;UAPH8.—No. 15.721. Motion-picture machines. Dc Vry
Corporation.

Cixej*«TooRAPMv.— No, 16,106. Shutters for cinematograph appara
tus.' W. (jiardiiier.

CuiKitATOOBAi'UT.—No. 15,593. Shatter for cinematographic appara
tus. 8. Ci. QriHiths.

ClMDtATDORAPHY.—No. 16,053. Cioemltographic apparatus. M. A. .1

Harper. ,

Cix«MAT> ,—- No. 15,995. Appliance for rcflccliiiK electric arc
of a . .|ih lamp upon a scrofii, etc. \V. Holmcii.

O i"""'^ — No. 15,912. Ciiiemat^igraphic apparatus. Akt

"PP-
Ci-'i- .- --U'lflr.--No. 16,043. Parlour cinematographic apparatui

W. f. Lidbnrv.

COMPLETB SPECiriCATlONS ACCEFTISD.
Tktst fi

'
III art obtainable, price 7/- eacA, post free, from

Mr 'ice, tS, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

The date in brackets it that o/ application in this country^- or
abroad, in the east of patents granted under the Internattonai
Convention.

V...... !•.. .T... o.pirr.—Xo. 160,866. (October 31, :919).—Topo
.graphs taken from aii aeroplnne give distorted
t (HI thr anirlp to ilip vortic-il ni wl»if!» thi* i^xpo-
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sure has taken place. Hence ii correct view of tlie area plioto-

graphed cannot be obtained without laboriou,s corrections,

especially of areas which are not on one level.

The object of the invention is to provide apparatus whereby

the photographic, view can be corrected and reproduced quickly

.iiid accurately, thus convtrtinp the photographs obtained from

the aeroplane into reliable and correctly proportioned maps of

the area photographed.
Various methods and conshuctions of projection copying

apparatus have been alreaciy proposed having for their purpose

the correction of the flat negatives deformed by reason of their

!)eing taken on a negative at an angle with regard to the plane

of the object itself But in these constructions it was always

presumed that it was possible to fix the relative and known
position of these two planes so as to allow of the reproduction

of the original picture on restoring the parallelism of the lines.

Such methods and apparatus are, for example, described in

Scheimpflug's Specifications 16,812/1906 and 1,196/1904.

The apparatus which forms the object of the invention pro-

vides on the other hand for the correction of a photograph taken
iT->m an aeroplane that is to say, from a position unknown as

regards the object ; all that can be supposed to be known in this

case being practically limited to the centre of the photograph
and the focal length of the objective.

The use of the apparatus involves two successive operations.

Ib the first operation the apparatus is adjusted in the manner
described further on to obtain, by successive experiments, the
exact coincidence of the images of three reference points selected

on the photograph with the corresponding points marked upon
the projection screen. (Preferably and in the simplest example
these reference points are points on the same contour, i.e., at
the same altitude). When this coincidence has been established
there can be read off upon the apparatus ccrt.iin factors, namely,
the factors p', a and a', referred to below and which are needed
to determine other factors », A. MV and n, in accordance with
the formulae referred to.

The second operation comprises the effecting of the corrected
reproduction taking into account the angle of decentralisation /x

obtained in the manner feet forth. In order to obtain the cor-
rected reproduction of the aerial photograph it is first necessary
to determine the elements which defme exactly the position of
the camera in space at the moment of exDOsure.
These elements are as follows :

—

I. The angle i of inclinaticm at the moment of exposure of
the photograph.

,

II. The altitude A at which the aeroplane camera is situated
at the precise moment.

III. The horizontal distance on the ground between the foot
of the vertical line prolonged from the centre of the photograph
taken in the aeroplane to the point of the ground corresponding
to the said centre. -•

IV. The direction of the line of greatest inclination passing
through the centre of the photograph.
In order finally to obtain a corrected reproduction of the

aerial photograph, it is also needful to ascertain the amount of

Fig. 1.

decenualisation which has to be given to the objective of the
reproducmg apparatus, that is to say, the angle formed by the
central axis of this objective with regard to the horizontal line
passing through the centre of the nodal points, in order that
such objective may occupy the position corresponding to the
ang e at which the corrected reproduction must be effected ; this
angle which we call the angle of decentralisation will be' indi-
cated hereafter in the specification by the Greek letter /x

The apparatus forming the object of tlie present inveutior»

enables the user quickly to ascertain the data above set fortli

in the manner which will now be explained.

In the drawings a. a indicates the principal axis of the appa
ratus; X—X the plane of the negative; Y—Y the p}ane of th»
objective, and Z—Z the plane of the reproduction frame.
The apparatus comprises a table T supported on legs and

provided with rails on which the moving parts of the apparatus,
travel. The lantern L (preferably an arc lamp of IS amperes.

Fig. 2. Fig. 3. Fitf. 4. Fir 6.

110 volts) is .supported on the foot S and raised about half a
metre above the table level. The negative holder P is supported
by the frame C,, the objective O by the frame C,, and the repro-
duction plate e by the frame G^ ; all these frames travel on the
rails of the table T ^rnd are adjusted by hand by means of
pinions m engagiiig in the rack C on the table, the pinions bein^
turned by the hand'es M
The negative holder P and the lantern body L are connected

light-tight to the box B enclosing the objective by folding-

bellows in the usual mannw
The angle a correspo.^iding to the inclination of the negative'

with relation to the horizontal is measured off on the graduated
scale S^ fixed to the support C by means of the pointer 1.

The angle a' corresponding to the inclination of the plane of
projection Z—Z with relation to the horizontal line « a is

measured off on the scale S' fixed on the vertical support of the-

carrier Cj.

The relative positions of the negative lens and the foqal plane
c are determined by aid of the scale B fixed upon the table T.

In order to adjust the position of the negative in its own
plane, the negative carrier is constructed as shown in figs. Z
and 3 having the disc d with an aperture for the negative
exactly centred. The rotation of the disc in the plane of th«
negative may he effected in any convenient way, for instance, by
means of the wheel g and cords c.

The disc d and the external support in which it turns are
encased in the grooved frame k rotatable on its horizontal axis
b, b. As shown in figs. 3 and 4, this turnirtg is effected by
means of the toothed sector S' fixed upon the upright m'
engaging with the pinion u actuated by the milled stud S'. The
pointer I' on the fr.ame m' facilitates the adju.stment, I are brass
rings ; r check springs in the frame. F a wire in the vertical"

plane through the centre of the plate holder.

In order to adjust the objective to the angle at which the
projection must be effected, the principal axis of the objective
is caused to swing about the horizontal passing through the centre
of the nodal points

The corresponding angle is designed by the letter n (so-called

angle of decertring) ; the angle corresponds to the decentration
of the objective relatively to the principal optic axis of the
apparatus and to the centre of the plate.

The adjustment of the objective may be obtained by various
means, and in particular by means of the construction illustrated

in figs. 6 and 7, in which :

—

Y—Y indic.ites as in fig. 1 the plane perpendicular to the
optical axis of the objective passing through the centre of the
nodal points.

C, indicates the supports of the carrier of the objective.
m, the supports of the frame fixed to the horizontal axil of

rotation.

B the box supporting the objective and connected to the
negative holder of the bellows ».

t indicates the plate supporting the objective.

O* a metal ring supporting the objective.
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camera negative on the horizoutal plane selected as the ba3«> anJ
th«' angle of decenterine m. are the follow iiii; :

—

,,, sin o'
(1) 00* I = -.—

am o

(t) A=l,000(2;»'-l)co8i,
(3) MV= 1,000 (i/,"-!) sin i.

In this formula M indicates the point on the ground correspond-
ing to the image of the centre of the negative, and V indicatea
the foot of the perpendicular from the camera station.

...
, _ sio i, cos i -

K*) «? M- 2K (K+cos i) sin a.

In this formula K indicates a coeflRcient which is given by tha
equation :

—

(-) K=^
that is to say a coefficient which is well determined when tha
altitude A is known, the values pf the quantities E and / being
themselves known as above specified.

Fi«. 7.

By reading the values of the angles a and a' on the graduate<f

scales 8, and 8, respectively, and the value of the length p^ on
tha scale K, it is possible to obtain immediately the values of th»

quantities •, A, MV and m above specified.

For the rapid calculation of the quantities, suitable graphs or

abacoias can be worked out for giving immediately the correspond-

ing valoas. These abacuses and the manner of using the same-

are explained in detail in the French book above referred to

It is to be observed that if the selected reference points abovv
specified in paragraph I of this specification »re not on the sama
•oatoar. i.t., at the same altitude, the coincidence of the point*

eaaaot be obtained exactly in a single operation, and this latter

eOMtitutes only a first approximation which must be completed

by additional calculations ai.d corrections neresnary for eXHctly

poettiooing IJm nagative, the objective and the projection screen ^

these sobseqoent operations are dealt with at length in the book
referred to, and it is unneecanuy to give a complete explanation

of them in the present spaeifiealion.—Henri Ronsiiilhe, fteisy-

MMi-Btiolle, Seine at Oisa, Fraaea.

KORTHCOMING EXHIBITION*!.

August 27 to September 10.—Toronto Camera Club. Latest data

for entries July 30. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary,

J. R. I.dw.'wn. 2. Gould Street, Toronto. Canada.

September 10 to t^tober 8.—London Salon of Photograph}'. Latast

day for entries August 31. Particulars and entry form from

atir Hon. Secretary, London Salou of Photography, 5a, Pall

""XlaTl EBBt, London, S.W.I.

.Spplember 19 to October 29.—Boyal Photographic Society. P.ir-

ticulars from the Secretary, Royal Photographic Society, 35.

Russell Square, London. W.C.I.

December 3 to 17.—Scottish Photographic Circle. Hon. Secretary,

W. S Crocket, 10. Parkgrove Terrace, ToUcross, Glasgow.

I

2.1)00'

'ions the formolss givini; the angle i.

of t>ie foot of the vertical from the

HofoirroNn' Estehprise.— The front page of the " Daily Mail
"

to-day (June 24) is to be 'Occupied by Hoiightons, Ltd., who .ire

making a special annonncemant concerning their " Ensignette
"
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Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
TrESDAy, June 28.

Hackney Phot. Soc." Desensitol." The Ilford Co.
Manchester Amateur I'hot. Soc. " More about Carbvn."

J. Chapman.
Scbttish C.W.S.C.C. (Glasgow). Holiday Hints.

WeDNESDAV, JlTNE 29.

Bradford Phot. Soc. Evening Excursion to Tong.

Thursday, June 30.

}Iamroersmith (Hampshire House) P.S. " Lighting in Por-
traiture." S. Taylor.

SATTTRDAy, JULy %
Manchester Amateur Phot. Soc. Ramble to Poynton Park.

CBOYDON CAMERA CLUB.

\ paper on " Surnames, Photographic and Otherwise," mainly
based on the investigations of Prof. Weekley, was read by Mr. F.
.\ckroyd. Surnames, he said, became fixed in about the thirteenth
century, and he interestingly classified and described the origin

of a large number.
One learnt that the name " Harpur " descends from a musical

in-itrunient, hence Mr. Harpur's fondness for the gramophone. By
direct descent from Job, Mr. A^ivian Jobling exists, but with sadly
changed character, for tread on his toes and the band plays.
"Brown "' merely indicates that some past Brown was brown or
ginger—an appropriate name for a photographer, the lecturer
thought, in these sepia-toning days. Surnames are often not what
Ihey sound, " Boosey." for instance, originaTly meaning a cattle
buyer.

In the discussion, Mr. Gardner regaled all with many good tales
•riating from about the same period a.s the fixation of surnames.

PROFESSIONAL I'HOTOGRAPHEHS' ASSOCIATION.
A meeting of the Council was' held at 35, Russell Square, on

June 10. There were present Messrs. Marcus Adams, A. Basil,
A. Bennett, Frank Brown, W. B. Chaplin, Gordon Chase, T.
Chidley, A. Corbett, C. F. Dickinson, Alfred EHis, S. H. Fry,
W. E. Gray, R. Haines, G. Hana, W. lUingworth, H. Lambert^
H. A. St. George, B. N. Spea;ght, F. G. Wakefield, A. Swan
Watson (president), W. H. 0. Wedlake, and H. Wheeler, and Lang
Sims (secretary). Mr. Alfred Ellis took the chair, and apologies
for absence were read from Messrs. Chapman, Read, and Turner.
The secretary reported, with regard to Mr. Fry's letter of

resignation from the Council, that he had written to Mr. Fry, who
had now consented to continue his membership, although unable
to attend the meetings with the regularity he desired. A letter
A-as also read from Mr. Fry acknowledging very feelingly the gift
of the souvenir presented to him by the members of the Council.
With regard to the application of a lady for membership, and

the deferring of the matter until it was found whether the position
she occupied in a business was one which made her eligible for
membership, the secretary reported the result of his inquiries, and
these being satisfactory, her application was agreed to.
The secretary also reported that the dispute between the two

photographers (particulars of which were brought before the last
Council meeting) was on its way to settlement. A copy of " Le
Photegraphe " of May 20 was also brought forward, in which
appeared an interesting account of the recent Congress. A cordial
letter had also been received from the Editor of this publication
The report of the Cape Section of the Professional Photographers'

Association had also been received, and showed that the Section
had made con.siderable progress. The Council in London were
asked to accept exhibits from this Section for the next exhibitionand a cordial letter had been sent in reply.
Among other correspondence, the secretary reported that

Messrs. Burroughs Wellcome and Co. desired to include in their
forthcoming handbook the amended scale of reproduction fees, fixed
by the Association, and this was agreed to. With reference to the
new postal arrangements, the secretary reported that he had, after
consultation with the chairman of the Council and the solicitor,'
sent a letter to the Postmaster-General in the name of the Asso-
ciation protesting against the proposed increase in postal charges,
and had also seen Sir Davison Dalziel, Bart., M.P., on the subject.
Tiie Council unanimously endorsed this emergency action.
The secretary read particulars of three applications for member- V

ship: M. E. Brough (Hampstead), Andrew Paterson (Inverness),
and Reginald Alec Rower (Reading). These were accepted,

'

together with one resignation.

A letter was read from a member of the Council (Mi'. Marcus
Adams) with regard to an extortionate charge made against a
well-known firm by a firm of photographere (not members of the
Association) for some photographic work, and, after some discus-
sion, it was agreed that the Council could take no action in th«
matter.

The secretary read a letter from a member, a lady photograjjlier, •

complaining of the somewhat unscrupulous activities of a canvasser
in her neighbourhood. Mr. Brown suggested that it might be the'
same canvasser who had already received a serious warning in his
own locality, and he agreed to write the complaining member on
the subject.

The secretary reported that he had compiled a list of towns
which, it was hoped, would form in time a complete directory of
professional photographers, members of the Association, arranged
according to their localities.

The Council then turned to the consideration of the draft
Memorandum and Articles of Association and devoted several hours
to their detailed consideration, Mr. Vaughan (the honorary
solicitor) being present. The chairman said that he himself had
already spent the best part of three days on the draft. He had
also spent a day with the secretary, going over the suggested
emendations and additions which "

had been sent in by various
members of the Council. A meeting of London members had been
held, and subsequently a day was spent with the solicitor. The
result of these labourt would be brought before the Council meet-
ing that afternoon foi confirmation or alteration as the Council
saw fit, and he proposed to go through the Memorandum and
Articles clause by clause. One member of the Council wanted the
title altered to " The Institute of Professional Photographers." but
this matter was decided in the negative by a vote at the annual
meeting, and therefore could not be reopened. The solicitor .said
that he would like to remark that all the criticisms sent in by
members of the Council were practical, and showed how much carV
and thought had been bestowed upon the document. The various

'

clauses were then taken seriatim.

The Council adjourned after a sitting of four-and-a-Iialf hours

The R.P.S. Exhibition.—The following is the complete list of
judges who have kindly consented to act at the Royal Photographic
Society's 66th Annual Exhibition, to be held at 35, Russell Square,
from September 29 to October 29 :—Section I.—Pictorial : Messrs.
Marcus Adams, Lertram Cox, Dr. Charles Jaeger fMember of the
Pittsburgh and Los Angeles Salons), J. Dudley .lohnslon, Alexander
Kei^jhley, F. J. Mortimer and Hector Murchison. Section II.— ,

Colour Transparencies and Colour Prints ; (a) Pictorial, Messrs,
F. T. Hollyer and W. L. F. Wastell, (b^ Scientific and Technical.
Messrs. Charles R. Davidson (Royal Observatory, Greenwich), J.

'

Willis Grundy. Robt. Knox, M.D.". F,R.M.S.. Hugh Main, B.Sc! '

G. H. Rodman, M.D. Section III.—Scientific and Technical
Exhibits, Natural History Photographs. Lantern and Stereoscopic
Slides

: Messrs. Charles R. Davidson (Royal Observatory, Green-
,

wich), .1. Willis Grundy, Bobt. Knox, M.D., F.R.M.S., Hugh
Main, B.Sc, G. H. Rodman, M.D. Attention may be drawn to
the following alterations in the rules concerning the Pictorial
Section :—Photographs in this Section must be on white or cream
mounts of the following standard sizes : 24 x 19 inches, 19 x 16 -
inches, or 16 x U inches, and not more than four photograph.s
may be submitted for selection.
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News and Notes.
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Correspondence.

••• VorrejpondenU should neuer write on both lidet of th* paper

\o notice is taken of communications unlets the namei ond-'

addresses of the urritcre are given.

••* We do not undertake responsibUity for the opinion4 esprt*teA'

by OUT eorresvondent*.

POSTAGE ON PICTURE POSTCARDS.
To the Editors.

Gentlrnieii.— Ill addition to being a professional photographer

and a maker «X picture postcards, I have also a stationer's busineas,

in which I deal largely with picture postcards of all kinds. Many

other? besides myself have been trying to u>lve the problem of the

new and increased rates oi postages on cards, and what will go

through the post for a penny.

The problem is a rather puziling one. and the increase of »

lialfpenny on the post:!ge of a postcjird—small though the increase

be is likely to lower the sale of commercial postcards, though.

happily, it will not mr.ke much difference in tho business of taking

puMcsrd |)ortr»Tte. for the simple reason that such portraits (those

Uken privately) are rarely sent " naked " through the post, but

are usually enclosed in a lettar.

However, much doubt Mists, and yOnr readers may be int«restedi

to know tliA under the heading of " Postords—what are they?"

a circular has ben sent out by the Central Districts Branch of tke-

I»ndon Master Printers" Association.

After referrine to the new rates wjiicli camo into force on Juni-

12—13 last, the circular goes on to give the following facts, which

I am sure will intere«t all your readers :—" There an. several kinds

o( postcards in use, namely • (1) Tile picture postcard on winch .i

(nmrau lu-ation in the luilnre of a letter may be wiitten, lid. : (2)

the official postcnrd. in which a communication in the nature of

u letter iiiav be written, l^d. , (3) printed Christmas, New Year,

l-jutei. I..rtlid..v. picti're, and visiting cards on which formulw of

rourtwy, ii-t .xcecdini five words, may appear The date, name

and address of sender Mid addressee may also appear ; (4) a printed

card (postcard size) Iwaring a business announcomeiit on ^he back,

and >.n thr front thi- vords. • Printed Paper H.nte.' The left-half

Ol. the (iviiit can al»< be used (or printed matter, leaving tiie ngUt

half for the address. Id. .Millions of this cl..^.^ of card are used.

by commercial, industrial, and publicity firms, etc

•• \nolher (act. not geu.raliy known, is that a card can be sent

.' h the post measirinp up to M inches by 12 inches containing

new announrem'mt on the lack and on the front the words

i ri.n-d Paper Kate.' The left-hall on the frout of the card can

also be »»ed for printe.1 matter, leaving the right half for the-

,
" ^ Id. Th' P.MO n«»y explain that numbers 3 and 4 come

i,e»dmg o( printed pai',er rate, but the general public wilf

i«iier ouderstand tin explr.nation given above. A card sent

Ibroajtli the post, whether it is a picture card, officuil card, or %.

printed paper rate ca-d. is ' '>" i"'-"'^ -"' vn,JH,,e, a postcard.

-Vour. lailbfully.
,| ^,_^^^^^

((MJIJNG THE l.\NK

To the Editors.

t;ei.<len.en.-During the present spell of hot weather, ">'••"'•

-f,—. T.. ,,<. of the devel<iper baa ranged between 70 and 7b dcg.

y .ve had trouble with flatnees and general veiling of th»

,,„ .„ ...^ether with an increased tendency to halation m por-

trait cubiecls when using ultra-rapid plates.

Bv increasing the concentration of the developer and addnig

extii bromide, shortening the time of development in accordance

with the augmented strength of the solution, the trouble has been

got over, and negatives with clear shadow, and of good density

have been obtained.

The increased cncentratioD was got by adding one half as much

again of the stock solutions (pyro and soda), and the same of the

bromide, then developing for three-quarters of the normal time

For finding the times of development at varying degrees of

temperature, Anderson's Calculator has proved reliable.
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Your note in last week's issue on coolin? down the tank developer

leads me to give th« above alternative method, as it appears to

me that if the developer is cooled down beforehand, the tempera-

ture may rise sufficiently during development to upset one's

calonlations.—Yours faithfully, Albert O. Forrest

Pontypridd.

PINE ART ESSENTIALS.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Whilst thanking you for your pleasant surprise in

the sha#e of yonr editorial note commending my Course, may I

point ont that the postal direction you gave as W.C.2 will probably

divert many in(|uirers to John Street, Adelphi. TJhe address of

the Course is: The Art of Life Movement, 28. John Street, Bedford

Sow. W.C.I.—Yours, etc., F. C. Tii.nev.

RADIOLOGISTS AND RADIOGRAPHERS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—^In your issue of June 10 I notice you refer to

medical men as Radiographers and to others as lay-workers. This

is not so. Medical officers are known as Radiologists, and qualified

non-medical men as Radiographers.—Yours faithfully.

A. O. FORDER,
Radiographer, King's College Hospital.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our present practice a relatively gmall space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We wilt answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed

for reply: 5-cent International Coupon, from readers abroad.

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach us

not later than Tuesday {posted Monday), and should be addressed

to t^ Editors.

.T. C.—We must confess we are at a loss to explain the reason of

your failure, but would suggest that the print had come in contact

with another in either the fixing or bleaching bath in such a way
that the solution was not allowed to act properly.

D. J. C.—There is no very cheap soft focus lens on the market, but

an excellent substitute will be found in the front lens of a small

Petzval lens used at full aperture. This will work at about //6.
and will give quite a considerable amount of diffusion, quite as

mueli as ypur sitters will care for.

R. L.—The pyro-soda formula required is probably that advocated
by the Rev. H. 0. Fenton, namely: (A) Water, 18 ozs. ; pot.

metabisulphite, 60 grs.
;
pyro, 120 grs. (B) Water, 20 ozs. ; soda

raibonate (anhydi-ous), 1 oz. ; soda sulphite (anhydrous), 1 oz.

For use take A, 1 part; B, 1 pait and waAer, 1 part. Factor 6.

H. J. S.—We constantly use a hypo metabisulfite fixing solution

made as you describe, and have found it to keep fairly clear. We
should advise you to try chemicals from another source. If there

is still a precipitate it is pix)bab!y due to your water supply.

Have you tried filtering out the precipitate, and does a precipitate

occur without any plate liaving been fixed?

A. G.— (1) We do not know of any book entirely devoted to pastel

finishing. Wiinsor and Newton, 37-40, Rathbone Place, London,
W.l, publish one on crayon drawing and painting, end there is

a good deal of useful inionnation in " Johnson's Retouching and
Finishing," published by Messre. Marion. (2) We have found a

small piece of camphor floating on gum to keep it from moulding
but we prefer a very small trace of pure cai^bolic arid.

S. S. P.—If the cards are actually copies of yours—you should be
particular to satisfy yourself as to this, e.g., by their inclusion

of figures—they are palpable infringements, and you are entitled

to delivery of all stocks of them and also damages. Both makers
and sellers of the infringing cards are' equally liable ; it will

probably be better to address yourself to one or t,wo retailers.

First write asking them what they propose to do, and without

naming any smn. It may then be necessary to send a .solicitor's

letter. It is immaterial whether copyrights were, or were not,

registered under the old Act. ^
P. T. M.— (1) The pernianganatc, iodine-cyanide, and the Nietz

permanganate-persulphate reducers given on page 278 ("B.J."
May 13) act as reducers of negatives and bromide prints. As
regards gradation, the effects on negatives and bromide prints are

broadly as indicated in your question, although it is not very .'

clear from the paper if niea.>urements have been made on bromide
'

prints. The Nietz formula undoes, so to speak, the effect of

continued development: permanganate, rather more " softening " -

effect than this ; iodine cyanide, less. (2) For bromide, same
.strength ; for negatives, say doable

J. M.—(1) We dp not think there would be any appreciable differ

enoe between the lense.«i vou mention and those of ffther first-class

makers. (2) It is usual for usere of cinematograph film to do

their own perforating, although the makers will do so if re-

quested. Again, we must say that you w^ll find no appreciable

difference between various makers. (3) We do not think you

wiill. with any certainty, get the colour you i-equire fi^om either

of the pi-ocesses you mention. Vanadium is very uncertain as to

colour. Probably a process of treating the image with a bleacher

and dyeing it (as was done in the Kodachrome jjiocess) wonid

give you the colour you I'equire.

P. H.—The synopsis of your proposed lecture is very good, and we
cannot .suggest any further headings. I>atimer Clark and Josiah

L, Claik are the same, his full Christian names being Josiah

Latimer. You willrfind all thehiographical details you need in the
' Dictionary of National Biography " (Supplementaiy Volume,

1909). His camera for taking stereoscopic pictures with a single

lens was invented in 1855 (see " Journal of Photographic Society,"

May 21, 1853). According to the " Dictionaiy " named above,

(here is a good portrait of him in Bright's " Life of Sir C. T.

Bright " (ii., 19), the latter being at one time in bvisiness partner-

ship with Latimer Clark, not, however, in photographic work.

W. E. D.—Your practical friend probably alluded to contact

printing with the enclosed arc when he said that it " got

through " the silver deposit. We have, however, successfully

made hundreds of carbon prints by this light from fairly strong

negatives. We do not think, quite irrespectively of colour of

light, that carbon enlargements can be made in a reasonable

time by projection, even if continuating action is utilised, other-

wise such firms as the Autotype Company would not make
enlarged negatives to obtain single prints. A cinematograph arc

lamp would prol»ab1y be Ihe mo,5t satisf.ictory illuminant. but

even with this a great degree of enlargement could nnt be

obtained.

i

The British Journal of Photography.
LiMI ADTKBTISEXBinS.

An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisementi

(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words)

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)
*

Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies

per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morniog.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot he

guaranteed.

Is.

6d.
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EX CATHEDRA.
Cxpo«ures and Many photographers when working pan-
Panchromatic chromatic plates for the first time fail
^'•***-

to get the finest possible results through

overlooking the fact that these plates demand a full

exposure if their highest qusdities in the matter of colour

rendering are to be obtained, particularly when the

subject is composed of great extremes of light and shade.

It is sometimes imagined that anything hke over-exposure

tends to *gi^^ t^ie snowy effect, very much like over-

Correction, that is sometimes found upon photographs

taken upon these plates. But this is quite a mistaken

idea ; for the defect referred to is far more likely to be

caused by under-exposure, coupled with over-aevelop-

ment. For exposures to be always accurate an exposure

meter should be consulted, and no harm will be done if

double the indicated time is given. An experience of

the Paget colour process confirms our belief that the

beat colour renderings upon panchromatic plates will be

obtained upon very fully-exposed negatives, together

with a development stopped well before the image gains

great density. If any photographer who has not been

BO auooeasful as he desired with panchromatic plates

will try the experiment of exposing by nieter and develop-

ing with one of the modem single-soltreion concentrated

developers, by the time and temperature system, using

a factor for soft contrast, and thereby standardises his

working conditions, we venture to predict that a very

much letter technical standard of results will be achievcl.

Oamara Many photographers pay far too little

Oaa—

.

attention to the camera case, especially

when we oome to consider the amount] of wear the

average camera is subjected to. be its user amateiu- or

professional. We were reminded of this only the other

dav wheii we saw a photographer using one of the high-

grade pocket cameras, which he carried in a limp canvas

case that was obviously neither proof against dust or

hard usage. Speaking of the t-erm pocket camera it may

be pointed out that the pocket is one of the least suitable

"rtaafSr for the carrying of a good camera, unless it be

one of the ultra small instruments so constructed to be

entirely dustproof , a difficult proposition ; and even then

a well-made leather case would be required if the good

appearance of the instrument is to bo preserved. Some

time ago we were shown a nearly new 3^ x 2i pocket plate

camera that had travelled some hundreds of miles in its

owner's pocket upon a cycling holiday—its eondition ha/l

to be seen to be believed. Experience teaches us that

though a well-made leather case is a more or less expen-

sive item, and is listed by camera manufacturers as an

extra, it should be regarded as essential, particularly if

the camera is a small and valuable one, like many of the

pocket instruments in use to-day. Tl.e okler-fiishioned

typo of field camera is capable of standing a great
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amount of rough usage without showing any ill effects,

but the modern small camera cannot be put in the same
category as its more solidly-built predecessor, and if it is

not given due protection, trouble, sooner or later, is certain

to occur.
« * *

Colour Scroen Photographs by one or other of the
Photoffraphy. ecreen-plate processes have been

produced mainly by amateurs in the past. Only a few
professional workera have touched this class of work, and
they, we believe, without much financial success, due
pernaps to the idea that the demand would be greater

than it actually has been. During the war materials
were practically unavailable, but at present it is possible

to obtain at least two makes of colour plates, Auto-
chrome and Paget, and it might be worth the while of

photographers with a well-to-do clientMe to make a trial

of them. The process is, perhaps, at its weakest in

portraiture, but there is plenty of scope in other direc-
tions, such as views of gardens, reproductions of works
of art, flower pictures and the like. The working is not
a matter of great difiSculty, and the speed with which a
finished result can be obtained is" attractive. Among
many, members of the public there is an interest in
i^.utochrome transparencies, whilst the special facility of
the Paget process in affording a number of identical
transparencies, e.g., for lantern projection, has its appeal
to others.

OFTHE LEOSrS IN EEPEEENGE TO THE SIZE
STUDIO AND DESCRIPTION OE WOE.K.

One of the most frequent inquiries which is put to us by
portrait photographers relates to the most advisable
choice of focal lengths of lens for a studio of given size.
Very often the particulars which accompany a question
of this kind are not sufficient for a useful answer to be
made. After all, if the dimensions of a studio are com-
paratively small, the use of ohly one lens inevitably
sacrifices something in one direction or another. In a
studio of 30 ft. to 40 ft. run, it is different; and a lens
of 10 or 12 inches focal length can be used for all descrip-
tions of work. For some years past we have published
in the " ALmanac " a table which gives a fairly compre-
hensive guide to the choice of a lens under the conditions
which are determined- by the length of the studio and by
the size of a portrait negative which it is required to make
from a full-length, half-length, or head and shoulders
subject. It is possible, however, to prescribe a compara-
tively simple arithmetical rule by which anyone can work
out for himself in a few seconds on a postcard the focus
of lens which is necessary under any given conditions.

Before explaining this rule in a few words, it is,

perhaps, worth while pointing out once again that where
the conditions permit it is always advantageous to use
a lens of the longest focus, at any rate up to a focal
length of about 12 inches. Beyond that focus it may
often not be advantageous to go, chiefly for the reason
that a longer focus further increases the distance between
the sitter and the camera without material benefit to the
"drawing" of the subject, and frequently with dis-
advantage to the quality of the negative if the atmosphere
of the studio is even to a slight extent obscured by fog.
On the other hand, it must be borne in mind that the
focal length which is the longest permissible in a given
length of studio for a given class of work may still be too
short for covering the plate to be used„ In' such a case
the alternatives which present themselves are, first, to
resign oneself to the circumstances and be content with
Jiead and shoulders or half-length instead of full-length,

or, second, to sacrifice speed of lens and obtain the
necessary covering power by means of a smaller aperture,
or, as may sometimes be necessary, by means of a slower
type of lens.

Coming now to the method of calculation to which we
have referred, let it first be borne in mind that as a rule

the distance between the sitter and the plate, which is

all that we are concerned with from the optical stand-
point, usually requires to be a few feet less than the
over-all length of the studio. A foot or two requires to
bo provided for placing of the background behind the
sitter, and likewise a foot or two behind the camera. A
fair allowance for both these together is 5 ft., so that in
the calculation to be referred to the so-called " studio
space " requires first to be ari'ived at by making the
necessary reduction from the over-all length. In some
cases, for example, wher^ there is a doorway at one end
of the studio, subtraction of a lesser length than 5 ft.

can be made.
Optically, the factor, apart from the focal length of

the lens, which determines the space required, is tlie

degree of reduction in photographing ; that is to say, the
height of the sitter divided by tJie height of the image
on the focussing screen. Taking the height of a full-

length standing figure as averaging 68 inches and of a
head and shoulders as averaging 30 inches, it is a simple
matter to draw up a little table which will shovp the
degree of reduction—reduction figure, as we will call it

—

for various descriptions of work. Such a table is the
following:

—

Name and size of

photograph C. de V. Cabinet. Boudoir* Imperialt

Height of image on
photograph 3 Ji* y 5 n

.re™

i- 9

For full-length portraits,

reduction figure is .

.

For head and shoulders
portrait, reduction
figure is . .

-

23

10

13

C

9

4 3 nearly

* 8i X 5. 1 10 X ^.

The reduction figure in any particular case can very
easily be found. It is found by dividing the longest
dimension of the subject by the corresponding dimension
of the image required in the photograph, both being
expressed, of course, in inches. For example, if a group
of people occupies, say, 6 ft. across the studio and it is

required to make a whole-plate photograph in which the
width of the image is, say, 8 inches, then the reduction
figure is simply 72 inches ( = 6 ft.) divided by 8, that is

to say, 9.

Now for our rule, which is as follows:—The greatest
focal length of lens which can be used for a given descrip-
tion of work is equal to the

'

' studio space
'

' divided by
a number which is the reduction figure plus 2; that is

to say, if the reduction figure is 10, the divisor is 12.
This rule can be perhaps set out more plainly in a kind
of formula

—

Focal length = Studio space
^ R -f 2

where R is the " reduction figure."

This rule is not an absolutely correct one, because it

leaves out of account the extra camera extension which
is required when photographing objects which are neai-er
than the " infinity " corresponding with a camera exten-
sion equal to the focal length of the lens. But this
factor is a very small one in the ease of reduction figures
from about 24 to 10 ; and in the case of smaller reduction
figures (that is to say, copying on a larger scale), the
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error is of no importance since, in these eircumstances,

there is alwajs ample room in the studio even for a lens

of much longer focus than is likely to be available or

desirable.

One or two examples will ser\ e to remove any difikulfey

which even those quite unao'iiiainted with optical cal-

culations may experience. Suppose we are making full-

length cabinets in a studio of an orer-aU length of 20 ft.

Allowing 5 ft. as pointed out al*
*"" -tudio space is 15

ft. For reduction of a full-leri: to cabinet siee,

the reduction figure is 13. Tl iie greatest focal

lentrth wliicii (^an l>e «»<»d i< r . space (15 ft. •"

plus 2),
•I- ofhrr

inches.
I., t^ai

;ec-

rage

is somewhat too short u
..;.,,-r ,,.^.^1 cln,-^. !,., ,.,... .^^^ l^w^-. „. i,.c ,.,

r a nalf'pbte. An
•»i in^.u f .> ij I' j-- I pertaie would, however,

I plate of this »i«e sat wf>iftorily.

In the case of the smaller reductions, it will be seen
that the formula indicates that there is ample margin for
choosing a focal length considerably less than the maxi-
mum permitted by the studio space, whilst still affording
ample covering power. For example, if the available
studio space is 15 ft., what is the maximum focal length
which can be used for an Imperial head and shoulders
portrait? From the table, the reduction figure in this
case is 8, so that the maximiun permissible focal length
is 15 X 12 ^ (3 + 2) = 36. Although for such close-up
portraits there is certainly an advantage in using a long
focus, for the sake of good " drawing," yet few portrait
photographers would think it necessary to employ a focus
of sucn length as 3G inches. For one thing, if the relative
aperture was large, the lens w6uld be enormously bulky ;

and also the difference in " drawing " between a 36- inch
lens and one of 20 or even 15 inches focus would not be
very large. This, however, is a side issue from the
subject which we have endeavoured to set forth in the
simplest manner in these notes, which are written simply
to indicate a most simple method of calculating the
greatest focal length which oan be used in a studio of
given dimensi'ns for various descriptions of work.

TESTING DEVELOPMENT SPEEDS OF PLATES.

•ilmI metlicul of Mi-ur^. Hurler aiid Driffield provide* •
of mraituring and rpcor<!:' '.li-' Jeirra* or st««paeai of

>mvDt >ttaiii)><l in tb> trial of • pUt«.
. .-mlt tbpT xena the deTt. ..r. They point oat
at in another trial the tame (ioTelopment factor will be
niri.-.l if the »ame batch of plat« u developed in the eeme

.ft for the aame time at the tame temperatare. But
''^nge of temperature will (oth"' f.. i/>r« rcmainini;

reanlt in a different derelopr r. AUo that

:>kes and batchea of plates ati»Mi .i.ii-rrnt derelop-

:« even when developer, time, and temperatore are

,'i.^ed and fixed.

•• their researcbea, other inreatigators hare tabalated

~7>eratare on the time reqaired with varioaa

a standard drrrtopmeat factor or retail,

,; irrini trial* the time ' •4 for a tern-

ange of 10 deg. Oentigr<. ;
^ deg. Fahr.),

>j<i> change i* called the " '' leot," it

to draw up a table of tin ^» for a
bcn developer, >o that if regard be pa;(l ^u ihn table the
iipoaaible taak of alwavt developing at a itandard tcmpera-

'« attempte<l.

I w»« the fir«t t" point ont that llii* relation

way by
^i<>rature

kgaiiut A iu^' progreuion)
-alo; the «-T. ..d that the

i 9 ur 1
- tame a«

nt on tl.. >a. from
t« IM tuT a *>er of dpTclopen.
I applied thi^

_ of movable adjacent vairt to ilide

•trument* for calculating time* and - rea, and
.ipp'i'^ it in my time themorootcr 'opment,

ic time aoalp is pb .. eolamn
." reanlt that the n.- ro* times

r deveioipment instead of temp«ratare*, and all calcniation
r this on<> inflncnce of temperature i* saved.

tho second influrnro. which Moasra. Iliirlor

. 'if^, bat did not tabulate or standardiM,
iin«lr, th.-tt nf the character of the plate itself, or, rather,

tlw^ '"niitire film, some plate* giving a desired result of

oontrast (development factor) in a much shorter

time than others with the same developer, temperature, and
time.

It is this influence of development speed of the plate itself

that I deal with in this paper. I have for some years, in giving
the cxpoaore speed of the various brands of plates in the speed
card iuiied by my firm, also indicated the development speed,
and used soch information in the instructions for my time
thermometer. Mr. W. B. Ferguson, K.C., pointed out to mo
that I had never expounded fully the maMods used in my
testing laboratory for arriving at such speeds. Hence this
article. The plates are expoaed a* for H. and D. test*, and
the II. and D. chart used for noting the result*.

Standarda.
Trmpemturt, 60 deg. F. But a* it is practically impossibia

to ensure this, the temperature of the room and developer
i* taken and the tima variation nooexsary mode by tho
thermo-calculator, as illnttrated at the foot of fig. 1, or
by the time thermometer.

W#e*Iop«r, mrlol-fjainol, formula as in the Watkins Manual,
1 dram of each solution (No*. 1 and 2) to each ounce of
compIett<d developer— no bromide. In practice No. 1 and
So. 2 are made in one concentrated solution to 10 ounces,
and 11.' drams of this (which has a flooculent deposit) made
up to 12 ounce* of developer.

Controit or Htttpntn of Iletult. A development factor of

.9 in the H. and D. system. The theoretical steepness
-~ ^ifra), which .Messrs. Hurter and Driffield stated to give

the same contrast in the print as in original, was found
to be too high.

Adopting the above standards, th« teat is to ascertain how
many minutes' development are required to attain .0, the
standard result. But in classifying the development speeds,

I found it convenient to divide them into groups, and to give
the speeds by letters for these groups. The central group
taken was one which required 6 minutes to attain the stated
resnlt with the stated standards: this was called M (medium),
and ijuicker developing plate* were grouped as M.Q., Q., and
V.Q.. while slower one* as M.S., 8., and V.8. The times for

these groups must be in geonvetric proportion, and were
decided apon by dividing a log. scale from 1 to 6 into aix

equal parts, alao from 5 to 25 into six parts. The groups.
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with their times in minutes (the central time for each group),

are as below, temp. 60 deg. F:.

—

VVQ. V.Q. Q. M.Q. M. M.S. S. V.S.

ij 2i 3 3J 5 6i 8i Hi
For .scientific purposes the development speed of the plate

is the exact time required under the stated standards, and

the group system was adopted for commercial reasons because

I found at convenient to make the allowance for varying

on the main body (brass plate) of the instrument, so that tho

time scale can be applied to any part. For reasons of spac
the full length of the slide is not illustrated.

Although the illustration, fig. 1, has no movement, most oi

the calculations can be done on it. For example, the groupiii-

is shown set at GO deg., the limits of M.S. group being from

6| to 7^. Suppose the temperature is not 60 deg., but 52 deg.

Take the distance between these temperatures from the tem

^2

H & D DEVELOPMENT FACTORS

rj- lO in <D

TEMP. COEF. 19 I I

•

I I Mi l l

liiiUjLuiiiAiiiJj*'^

2
uUillilUHluuLgi
"xtr

ililiLiI'' ' -III.:.' I

1°
I y I T Xt

I Till FAHT

T-

'' -i;--'''-mMS

Fig. 1.—Instrument and scales for calculating development epceds.

temperature by time, and the allowance for varying
brands of plates by the dilution or concentration of developer,

which concentration could be indicated best by group letters.

My time thermometer is set to the M.S. (not the M.) group,
viz., at 6^ minutes at 60 deg. F. This for practical reasons.

The calculating instrument shown in fig. 1 consists of three

calculating scales or diagrams, each one for a separate pur-

pose, the top (fan-shaped one) representing development
factors; the middle one, temperatures; and the lowest one, the
grouping of development speeds. The object in each case is

to calculate the influence of time, and -the one logarithmic
time scale A is so mounted on a double slide B that not only
has it a horizontal movement for calculation as hereafter
described, but the carrier in which it slides moves vertically

perature scale on the edge of a slip of paper and at the same
distance to the right of 55, and 7^ will be found the new limits

for 52 deg., namely, 7^ and 10 minutes. In a similar way
divisions and figures can be copied from the log. time scale

on to the edge of a slip of paper and moved to any part of

the diagram for calculating.

Procedure.
Four different brands of plates^quarter plates, not strips)

are exposed behind the revolving sector in the H. and D.

exposing apparatus. They are developed in the tank illus-

trated in fig. 2, which permits each plate to be developed for

four different times, the four times corresponding to four of

the groups above described. The plates in the examples given
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oot

hmd b.r

(null 'l.

(3 "Ifu

•IV lo •>«* liUlcRer iii ii*.*"-' 'puiviil sp^CG tflWI 31.,

r..m M. to V .«?. wer« tak. n. If the temperature

' !•;. K.. the trial development times would have

,h.l HI minut.>s. Hut as the temperature »t»s

the actixal tiniea are foun<! by using the thermo-

calcii!«tf>r part of the instrument

op

•g
tb..

for.

is vt to M. 1

1

devel<'jnient i thi -

•re:
M
*i

. ..An,.

illustrated in fig. 1. sliding

against 60 deg. F., then

4- ininates. which is right at
""

p log. scale is there-

;ter groups), and 4

J

\ time* for

nate book)

\! V.8.

t<.iir uuarttT-r.;ate« vt on edge length-
' with an external

hen it ri-f^ from

Twelve ot>. of atan

dar.. a..>.n.,i.,, .. • ., . - " '» to pour in S oa*.

at • time at »»<* interval, that foir strip, of the pUU are

N
raV" lU ih.

ff.;:'

fig 2 iartfc for orTnt.i.ntrni Jir^ii

. .k- ioQf different timM indicated abor*. A
;.g fr«m n> at wbicb to poar in matt be

in 6nt % am. At O.

) Soa*. at

t AM. •« :

plat* vh«n

Now to

«( 9

••en 7 aii'i i-'jN

•en 6 and lO').

. >'<>twe«ii 4) and 10i>.

- four rtrip4 acroaa th«

U P, %. and 101 niinntM.
• 1 in a photo-

r<MiiimWv •1«< preaant

•o moch
., ;...; ^....4,-;;. .. to laTe

' n Jhew- rrttiltd tha exact time in

. n a i<te«'pnp«a oT D.F. (H. and D.

.9. It occationallT happens that a

the measured roanlt. But usually

,lrip li under and the next orer the standard

The recultiing factor^

plates were as below

:

i-tnnl to«!tR of t.liM Katch of four

n Development
speed inGroop letter H MJB. 8 v.s.

Minutes Developed. *\ • 8 m minutes.

Plate A, development
factors .73 M 1.06 6f

. B, .62 .82 .04 1.02 7i
.. C. .62 .76 .88 1.0 ^i

I» .«5 .73 0.8 14

The final column gives the desired result—the minutea re-

quirod for tiie &t«ndnrd result at 63 deg.

This result is ascertained from the data of the tests on tho

instrument illustrated in fig. 1 as follows:—
Plate A : Move the log. slide both horieontally and verti-

cally over the fan-shaped diagram until 6 (minutes) on the

log. slide coincides with .92 (2/6ths between the lines for .9

and for .95) at tho same time 4^ (minutes) on the log, scale

coincides with .73 (3;5ths between the lines for .7 and .75).

Against the central line for .9 will be found on the log. scale

5J minutes, the result. The results for plates B, C, and D
are found in the same way, taking the M.S. and the S. results

for B plates, and the S. and the V.S. rosuIU for C plate-

-

that is, taking in each case a result on each side of the stan-

dard of .9 so- as to ascertain on the log. scale the position

of .9. Plate D illustrates a difficult type of plate, one which

doea not attain .9, and probably would not with longer

cnt, as it increases in general density without in-

t«ntrast before It gains .9. The 14 calculated reanlt

u therefore theoretical only. It would seem to be in a

V V.S. group, but I have not found it desirable to indicate

»uch a group, but to advocate that with such plates develop-

ment should cease as if in the V.S. group.

The above gives the reault in figures, but, as I liave

aaplainrd, I prefer to give (for practical uae) development

ipr. ding into lettered groups.

Th of these groups (for a development at 00 deg.)

is shown at the foot of fig. 1, the figures on the log. scale

below the group letters being the centres of the groups, and

thosa below the half-way divisions being the extreme limit* of

the groups. Thus (in the drawing) the central value of the

M. group is 6 minutes, but anything from 4 J to 5^ minutes

isarithin tho M. group. But this is at 00 deg. F., and the

uial I have detailed above waa at 03 deg., the central time

for M. being 4 J minutes. Set, therefore, M. to 4^, and then

it can be laan at once within which group the results of the

above trials come;

comes wit]iiD the M.S. group.

S. „
S. „

outside the V.S. .group, but foi

ri.i ..I ns V.S.

peeii is to be given in figur«a, not -

PlaU A, result 6].

., B. .. 71.

,. C,

,. D, .. II.

practical purpo»<?s is

If the development

gr»np«, the above figures, which are those resulting from the

pa dec test, raurt be adjusted for 60 doc To do »lii< set

the '>."1 d«<l. figure on the lf>g scale to '13 on the tomperatiiro

scale, and then a«^inst 60 dag. will be found the desired

dovel^pttUint "P**! at CO deg., via., A, OJ ;
B, S; O, 9}.

^BBnilttt) probably some small theoretical errors hi these

graphic methods of ascertaining development speeds, but I

feel that they arc too small to falsify the result. In practice

I (or now my assistant) do not use the thermo-calculator part

of fig. 1, but simplvdip the time thermometer in the developer,

which (being sel at OJ minutes for 60 deg.) at once indicates

the right number of minutes for the M.S. group at the

temperature prevailing.

Tho tests given were a batch of rapid plates which were

gneased to be slow developers. A batch of slow or process

plataa would be tested for V.Q., Q., M.Q.. and M. times,

and a batch of modium tvpe and ortho. plates as if from

Q to M 8. Al.mXD W*TKH<«.
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THE H. AND D. DOCTRINE.

In the procediiig chapter the law of the production of a

theoretically perfect negative has been considered in reference

first to the time of exposure. That law is that the difiFerence

between any two of a series of densities is proportional to

the difference betwesn the logs of the producing exposures.

Correct exposure thus lays the basis for the making of the

theoretically perfect negative, in which the difference between

each pair of a series of densities is equal to the difference

between the logs of the corresponding exposures.

By experiment it is found that this exposure law operates

only when a plate is exposed for a longer time than will

give some kind of a negative; also, that the law ceases to

operate when the plate is exposed for longer than a certain

time.

By plotting the densities against the log exposures the

range of exposures over which the plate behaves in accord-

ance with the law is shown by the straight line part of the

resulting curve.

This straight line portion shows the latitude of the plate
and also—when the range of light-intensities in the subject

is approximately known—the latitude in exposure.

But correct exposure, as shown by the straight line part of

the curve, is only one stage towards correct reproduction of

the tones of the subject in negative form.
It shows that the differences between successive pairs of

densities are equal to one another, i.e., proportional but n-'

necessarily equal to the difference between the logs of
corresponding exposures whore these exposures proceed b-.

common .'•actor.

Since, however, thj whole series of densities are proi
tionately increased a.s development is continued, the comu
difference is similarly increased, and hence at a " corre(

stage of development the negative corresponds with theoreti

requirements.

Development may bo carried short of or beyond this point

as required by the subject or printing paper.

Consideration of development from this standpoint in the

present chapter is concerned chiefly with the contrast or gamma
of a negative, from which it will be seen that contrast in a

negative is related, on the one hand, to the contrast in

subject, and, on the other hand, to the contrast proper'

of printing papers.

III. (continued from p. 575;.—DEVELOPMENT AND THE REPRODUCTION OF CONTRAST
Gamtna and the Printing Paper

It will have been evident from the foregoing that so long
as we limit ourselves to regarding negatives as records, in

inverted light and shade, of subjects whkh are within the
latitude of the plate, every negative should be developed to

a gamma of 1.0 in order to be theoretically perfect. Then the
light-intensities transmitted by its various parts are inversely

proportional to the light-intensities omittecf by the correspond-
ing parts of the subject.

But this view of the theorefically perfect negative leaves
out of consideration the different methods by which prints
are made—on papers of very different character, and by
enlarging as well as by contact printing. For reasons
connected with the properties of printing media, the gamma of

a negative requires to be less than 1 in some cases and greater
than 1 in others in order to reproduce the light-intensities
from the subject correctly—or rather as correctly as possible—

-

in the prints. The useful range of gamma for this purpose
is from about 0.8 (low) to about 1.5 (high). The relation
of the value which the gamma of a negative requires to bear
to a printing process may now be briefly outlined. The reader
will see that it is simply a numerical rating of the pro-
portionately greater or le.ss contrast which the negative
requires to have according to the lesser or greater contrast
properties possessed by the printing paper.

In the respect we are now considering, we may, for the
s^ike of simplicity, look upon printing papers as differing in

what may be called their "exposure range"; that is to say,
the number of exposure units which are necessary to produce
the blackest deposit which the paper will yield when the
faintest visible deposit is produced by one unit. This is not
by any means an adequate description of the property of a

printing paper, but it will serve to display the effect of the
gamnm of the negative. Let us assume, what is about correct
as far as it goes, that a contrasty gaslight paper has a range
of 10 : 1, and a hromide paper one of 50: 1. For practical
purposes this may be expressed:

Exposure in seconds to produce
faintest visible deposit. strongest black.

1 10
1 50

Gaslight paper
Bromide paper

If now we have a theoretically perfect negative of a subject
having a scale of light-intensities from 20 to 1 the light-
intensities transmitted through the heaviest and lightest
deposits are relatively 1/20 and 1/1 (aa.mm& = 1).

In printing on the gaslight paper, an exposure which ju,i,

produces the full black image through the lightest deposits
(the shadows) of the negative does not transmit enough light
through the heaviest deposit—only 1/20 instead of the 1/10
which the paper requires. Hence under-exposure iu the high-
light parts of the print.

In printing on the bromide paper, the exposure which just
produces the full black image through the lightest deposits
transmits too much light through the heaviest shadows—1/2P
instead of 1/50, which is all the paper requires. Hence over-

exposure in the high-light parts of the print.

The reader may trace for himself the opposite effects if we
expose the printing paper correctly for the high-lights.

It is plain that for the best results we require not a theo-

retically perfect negative (gamma = 1), but a flatter negative
(gamma less than 1) for the gaslight paper, and a more con-

trasty negative (gamma greater than 1) for the bromide
paper.

But how much less and how much greater must the gamma
be? An exceedingly simple calculation serves to find the value
which the gamma requires to have.

We have seen that

difference of densities.
° difference of log exposures producing them.

I>. -- D,

log E, - log E,

This formula applies to any pair of densities (recorded in the !

straight-line curve) and their corresponding log exposures.
In our ca.se of a 20:1 subject we are dealing with the extremes
of each.

Exposures are (relatively) 20 1

Therefore log exposures are 1.3

As regards the densities in the formula, for gaslight paper
we require the transmissions corresponding with the extremes
of our 20:1 subject to be 1/10:1; that is to sav, the opacities

to be 10:1.

The densities, therefore, require to be log 10 and log 1

So the required gamma is

, log 10 - log 1 1-0
•log 20 - log 1 ~ 1.3 - ~" "

;

Similarly for the bromide paper, the extreme transmissions

of the negative require to be 1/50:1/1. and the opacities

50:1. The densities, therefore, are log 50 and log 1, that

is 1.7 and 0, and the required gamma is

log 50 -" log 1 _ M _
log 20 - log T ~ 1.3 = '-^
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If we call the range of light-intensities in the subject x :1

and the exposure range of priiitms paper y :I, then, geuerallv.

th«- gamma necttstary for tho niv^live of a subject of extreme
hilit-iiit^nUties x :l (if recortl«lile on the straight-line curve)

ahich is to be printed on a paper of exposure range y: 1 is

loc V^— If the gamma has this value, the negative is one which

(1) best fits the exposure ran^p of thn printing paper, and (2)

at the same time yields a '<-$enting tile tones

of the original subject. T r<»=nlts is obtained

only if the paper pr- 1 i
- ••- il to log ex-

po.-.iu''s over a suffi< (••iii rm;^ Tlii- is not fully

rna:is<yl in practice, but thi> behavim :ipers in this

r^?*!"-" t irould lead us too far from our pr^ - ibject.

To digr>-ss, however, for the moment, to a side-issue from the

gamma of a negative. If we know nothing aViout the range
of ligbt-inti-nfities from tho <inbjoct which a negative repre-

•entii. but are concerned only in finding a measure of the suita-

bi'ii\ of a negative for a given printing paper, that measure
u ~'i;>pli«>d by the difference between the highest end lowest

• in-itio*. That tbi* i* ao will be obriou*- from the follow-
ing' —

noii-i!i.:«. say ... 1 TO .3

Diff. r>'nr<> "f don^it!"* * 1.60

.5in(.i .i.Mi-ity ii th.- log of opacity, a difference of two
d«n-it:.>* rf.;.r.iionts tlie ratio of the corresponding opacities.
Th«>retoi.'. iti e l.flO i« lug 10

reiio .. 40 I

that i< to !ive is a little (latter than one beet
>uit^l to brumidc pa^M-r ni f This value
"J;l!"renee of msKimiim nn<i -» i< thus a
meesare of . any n.'. '-.ilst

gamme is \'t in a to

'>•
- ' • AlllUUIll

' •

'
• -ondinj; n

.1 .' - >iig« ui p«>pft l> ae<'e«sa'

• . •j- : once the negative ha--

degree. Hence, if n

•n unknonn range •':

«a a certain paper, the range of

jcrr i« >x)tial to the exposure ra

- the lug

.VI t print-

r*«;l rrproduction of a
.<!nprd to an unknown

representing

ectly printed

ties in the sub>

per, that is to

full scale of tho peper'U uaed. This follovs
<ri we have already seen, via., that the gamma

iry for th« negative of subject range x : 1 nf mordstble
•' ttratght line curve) to be used with a printing paper

I espOaare range jf:l U
^^^ J An ex*mple will illustrate.

Imagine ne^tivea of sabject range 1:90 developed to gamraaa
';><'ctively leas thsn, eqiul to. or greeler than 1

"

Bvwtwn RAXiiB, 1 : 30.

Oamtna Baoge of opacii^
'I) .:: 1:10
(2) 1.0 1 :»
(8) 1.6 1 : 100

But for * negative («f « eobject of unknown range) of r^-77,
I. II.

printed correctly on • paper tha oorraaponding subject
of range:— ruga la:—

1:10 1:«)
1:20 1:60
l-lOl) 1:400

The figures in Col. II. follow from the relation

;

log printing range
nocoatiarv gamma =

log subject range
log printing range

whence log subject ranEe=" > " gamma
Similarly, for a negative of y = 1.6,

I. II.

printed correctly ..n n pap.M the corresponding siibj.^.'

of range:

—

range is:—
1:10 1:4.3
1:20 1:6.5
1:100 1:20.0

In the case of a n^ative of gamma = 1.0. it is obvious that
the range of the paper is equal to tliat of the light-intonsi-
tiee.

Thus tho i>ractical significance of the difference between
maximum .ind minimum densities ( = log opacity ratio) in a
negative is best appreciated hy looking upon it as the gamma
of a negative of a subject range'^ual to the exposure range
of the paper on which the gradation of the negative is fully

nd correctly recorded. In other words D.«.,.-DMin indicates the
contrast quality of printing paper required by tho negative
and, if that quality is known in definite figures, the range
of the tonc« in the subject.

Gamma, uii tho other hand is a measure of contra^ in known
relation to the subject and by calculated time of dovelopment
can be obUiinetl larger or •nuilb-r, as rt>qiiirc<l by the printinn
paper.

The Gamma of a Plate.

So far gamma has been referred to as a ineasnre of the oon-
trast of the negative relatively to that of tlio subject, but it

ia oaed in another way, via., as a measure of tho ability of a
plate to yield negatives of intrinsic contrast. It is neoeaairy
to OMtaider this property in a few words before dealing with
the calculation of the time of development required to produce
a negative of given gamma.
As we liave seen, the longer development is continued within

certain limits, Uie greater the value of gamnu IxMxinies. In
pf*ctioal language the contrast or vigour of a ne^tivo iu-

craaaea with the time of developtnent. But tho rate of increase
in tbe growth of gamma becomes slower as dcvolopmont pro-
ceeds, ao that after a time no further appreciable increase in

gamma takes place. This maximum producible gamma i^

characteriatio quality of tho plato. As it is produced b\ ..

period of devolopin..iit which theoretically fs infinitely long,
the gamma produced under these conditions is denoted c«
gamma « (gamma ,.,...,). But it ia not necosi>ary that develop-
ment should be enormously prolonged in order to obtain
a value for gamma sufficiently near to that which theoretically

would be obtained by development for an infinite time. In
the development of a plate, according to a calculation ol .^

Ustwald's, quoted by Dr. Meea, about seven timea the period
neeeasary for half the process is long enough to make the
aetion within 1 }>er cent, of theoretical completion.

But in the actual practical meaauremcnt of gamma it is not
necessary, nor indeed aocnrate, to develop for an abnormal
time. Although platc-niakers attach great importance to

gamma a* a measure of the quality of a plate, they are able

to calculate its value from lower gammsA (and other proper-

^ig^i^hich are more accurately determined owing to the leK'<>

densities involved.

G. E. B.
(To be eonitnwd.)

AnvKBTi-
' f voiir*'''f

' smss.—A littla vaniiahiag and rvtonching
aiasea is excusable; nay, necnsary in pre-

lb« poblic. r » bit of

Pbiladelphisn rsphy "),

» some iittle o«t»ntation and aasamed gravity in th*
\ plain on-Jt-nf •• Tia bockgrnand is not always the
to persr.i There is demanded to set i I off

s few Ul» - touches. No man'j merit c»n be

(airly gaut^ci) if he is not known, and how can he be known or

appreciate) if be reoede* entirely in the background? We are

cnmmandeH to put oar light ih a candle stick and not under »

bushel, tlvat it may be seen of men. A great name in art goes

bat a very little way, and is chilled as it creeps along the ground

•nrfaoe of the world onleea it gets something to revive it. If yon
don't let the public know about you—that is, advertise yourself

—the public won't trouble itself to hunt your prcatneu out.
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THE TREND OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING.

A coHPARisoK of modem printing methods again proves the

overwhelming predominance in the use of papers of the

bromide and gaslight type, and although I am an ardent

.supporter of development papers and believe them to be
capable of producing very beautiful results, I feel regret that

the daylight printing processes should be so sadly neglected

and, to many modern printers, not properly understood.

In these times Qf rush, competition, and mass production,

photographers must perforce adopt the method of printing

that gives the best business results, and therefore the trend

is, and always will be, towards papers of the development type

that can be exposed by artificial light. Manufacturers are

showing great energy in producing new development papers in

various grades to suit the professional photographer, trade

printer, and amateur, and I have ample evidence that papers

of the gaslight type will eventually oust bromide papers from

their exalted position. In America, bromide paper is used

for enlarging but seldom for contact printing, whilst gaslight

and slow development papers are used almost exclusively for

contact work, a state of things that will obtain here in the

near future.

The reason for this change to slow development papers is

not that it is a vogue or fashion, but is caused by the demand
of the modern professional workers for a paper that will give

results equal to a print-out paper, but without the drawbacks

of daylight printing. Many of our leading photographers are

now turning out as a matter of daily routine magnificent

prints on the slow development papers, mostly of the warm-
black type, with the long scale of gradation that makes the

most of a well exposed and fairly plucky negative.

The excellence of modern development papers and the ease

with which they are worked tends to make some printers

careless, and this can be confirmed by making a comparison

of work done by two different workers on paper of the same
make. One may produce results such as our leading profes-

sionals obtain, the prints being of a quality almost equal to

the finest carbon or platinum prints, whilst the other worker

will show third-rate results. Without going into the subject

of suitable negatives (beyond a personal opinion that the bulk

of portrait negatives are under-exposed), why is it that one

man can get better results than another on the same make
of paper? I have frequently heard of photographers who
swear by a particular make of paper, and others who swear

at the same make. Yes, even photographers have been known
to emulate the golfing enthusiast ! Personally, I think it is

all a matter of proper instruction in the handling of the

papers. How many printers read and carry out the instruc-

tions sent with the papers? Very few indeed, I am afraid,

but even this is not the key to success. The personal element

comes into play, and a specialised knowledge of the process

gives one man a pull over another. A careful and close study

of negative gradation and its characteristic rendering by the

different grades of paper is all important. In my experience

as a teacher of professional-printing I find that many would-be

printers have a very vague notion as to what constitutes a

" good " negative, and what paper will be best suited to it.

It has been said that the " printers' dream " is of negatives

which never vary as to density and gradation ; but, alas ! it

is only a dream. Even in the best appointed studios there

are various factors that make for results qf varying characters.

After all that has been written in this Journal and all that

has been published by the manufacturers as to the best paper

to suit a particular type of negative, there are still printers

who are hankering after the impossible, viz., a paper that will

give perfect prints at will from " ghosts " and " soot and
whitewash." A little study of relative gradation of different

negatives, and the colour of the deposit, will well repay any
printer who wishes to be thoroughly a« fait with his work.

This, with a knowledge of the scale of gradation

the different grades of papers possess, should enable

the printer quickly and accurately to sort his nega-
tives for printing. The very descriptions of the
various grades of slow development papers are a stumbling
block to some printers, and a great deal of misunderstanding
exists as to the meaning of soft, normal, vigorous and con-

trasty. A soft paper does not necessarily mean that only soft

results can be obtained on it, because it is quite easy to obtain
prints of rich quality from " good " negatives. Most of the
high-class professionals use the .soft grade of paper. The
vigorous or ' contrastv- " paper would not give good results

from a vigorous negative, and is made solely for printing
"ghosts" and negatives of poor contrasts. The terms used
by the manufacturers refer to the scale of gradation possessed

by the particular grade, and it is, I think, an excellent prac-

tice, because it gives the printer the knowledge as to which
grade will best render the gradations of the negative, or,

further, which grade will be suitable to falsify the gradation
of the negative, should this be necessary. To print on a
vigorous paper from a "ghost " can be classed as a deliberate

falsification of the gradations of the negative in order to
obtain good results.

The warm-black or green-black colour by direct developmenit
is quite a feature nowadays, and many printers produce
beautiful results, the success of which is due first to the good
quality of the negatives, and secondly to the intelligent use
of a restrained and diluted developer. The exposures are
always on the full side ; indeed, some two to six times the
normal exposure is given to obtain special colours, but if the
prints are required for sepia toning the procedure is usually
different. A correct exposure, correctly followed by full

development of all light action, gives the best type of print

for toning.

One of the many advantages of these slow development
papers is the comfort in working—a dark-room that is no
longer dark, but illuminated by strong yellow light by which
the depth of the image can be judged to a nicety. The
correct depth* of the image on the slow papers is judged by
visual examination by reflected light, and is not arrived at

by development to time.

Bromide paper is necessary for enlarging, and may
eventually be used solely for that purpose, and by printers

who live in remote country districts where gas or electric

light cannot be obtained. The gaslight type of paper has come
to stay, and this fact should be borne in mind by photographers
who are fitting up new premises, and all prints by contact
should be made in a brightly lit printing-room, and not in a
very dark dark-room.
There are, however, many of us who still admire the pearly

whites that nothing but platinum will produce, or the rich

carbons of exquisite gradations and colour. It is true that
these processes are in daily use by some photographers, but
they are greatly in the minority. The platinum process is

considered quite simple to work, yet (as most photographers
have probably found) good platinum printers are very hard
to get, and a man who can produce regularly good sepia
platinum prints with small waste is "some" printer. Carbon
printing calls for considerable skill in dealing successfully with
the variety of everyday work. Old methods die hard, and
there are photographers who are still printing portraits in

P.O.P. glazed and embossed. Speaking to one of these workers
recently, he assured mo that his sitters preferred P.O.P. to
any other process, and did not mind waiting for delivery.

The combined toning and fixing bath considerably simplifies

the handling of P.O. P., but the results are of doubtful per

manence, and the colour inferior to that obtained by separate
baths. It is a severe test of a.printer's skill to produce daily
batches of perfectly toned P.O.P's., and calls for the greatest
cleanliness and judgment.
The self-toning papers are very popular amongst amateurs,

and are gaining popularity in professional studio? The
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oii.xlion 8elf-toniiig p»p«rs give pariicillM'ly fine results, aiMl

r. V that mannfecturors are making these in a variety of

ice and colour of base the d.'mand is sure to increase.

I
.' seems to be some doubt amongst certain photographers

th.^ T>..rmanence of self-toning papers, but I cannot see

il not bo as permanent aa any other silver print,

,.-! T b!iv<> nrint- aliich were mailp orer ten

i>,_. , - d thev are as perfect as

..,.. wi.eii iu*.i.. i... ^ ..^ in the use of self-toning

, . r* are (a) an alkaline fixing bath, (b) dry-mounting with

- ;e.

:i, there ia one point I would like to emphasise,

i> to impress up' ' „••-< T>hers the absolute

of giving their b r instructions and
-'-;• of In.- . ..iiiiig j/apers used, particu-

)W-d«Telopmen» papers, at there is an

.. regard these papers as so simple to

tant is expected to produce the prinU

i\ilhuut training.
R. R. Rawh-xs.

Patent News.

I'ruffn 'ilioH* and ifteifuatioii4—art trtaltd ia

• I'toto M
Appl!<:;llK'Il^ J ana \i lt> 16.

P».H,,.r~ S... I6.ia6w PhctAgraphic fm««M««. D. E. Batly

16,276. Kaoge-ftixier* aaJ focnastng-davicM for

camrxk. H G. H Kmtw*).
1') f>9',. T,.«kini; device for IriRgert of photu

I H .1 HoUksa-Higgin.

graphic canMiB*. O. Watettow.

CUMl'LBTM SPBViriCATlONB dVCMfTMD.
Tkft tptrHealunit «r« o*(«tMM<, friei //- eoeA, fO$t ft**, frtm

(A. / .- K V/i**, U, Scmtkamflon Buildtnf,, Vkcnetrf L*k;

Tk* daU la ktwcktU \» thai of afflieation in tAi* eountry ; er

mkroad, ta IA« eat€ of foUuf grtnUd umdtr (A< Inttnattonal

C'enecKlfo*.

Coum CnmuTookArHT. No. 156,080 (DMmUr U. inO).—Ttia
'O eonstats in a ayttem of additive cploor ciaaoietegTaphic

) .
->« in which several nagativce are aade aiwltoaeoaaly

.1. (Jeforaad aide by side opoo «*ch imit *r«e uf

jccting yatem jcausing aa invoa* defonaatioo

which ! •< the foal projected r««t propor-

tions, y iJinaUiil Soothwarth I 'vy DafMrt-

nant, Washington, U.S. (Owing to uif numocr of drawiaga

iUulrating the daUiU in the tpecihcation the latter ie tranaferred

l<> aaother pay* of thia iwoe lo the " Colour Photography "

SraMWlKB CkMtuk*. No. 161.780. (Ftbruary 21, 1990).—The
raoiera eonprises a heratetically closed case having one or B>ore

'h!«v.*-m each deeigned to cnfil«in a camera, the Itns of which

:i [><:( inaed adjarent to, aad prrfrrably almost flush againtl. an

.f,t

f.-r ,1. .rr.

be pro-

and tlir

1 in the wall »f the case and the shatter of

rd from the sorface by electrical Beans. The
>«bcd with one or nwre powerful electric lights

•he nbjeete to be pHntncraphed, and means may
'^ng the pr> 'he camera or cameras

order th.' "ra, when mbmcrged,
can pDolograph obje>.-t« at rny ' Iv.

A saitable eonstrurtion of app

-

|>riaes a case composed

of three superposed eastin,p, preferably of gun-metal, of which

th« central casting is displaced at an angle of 46 deg. U> the top

.ti. I ;-".;: Each of these cattings. is provided with

(. ,r .m- pfni>d rh.iTnbern within pach ol which is

•:
i .4 n.- - is. in addi-

'I'll, fiirri:'. 'I'M the lamp

ambers for the reception of tiio cameras, the shutters of which

are electrically operated as above described. The camera cases

are provided with rpmovable doors for enabling access to ^e

had to the interior for any purpose and with optical flats adja-

cent t« which the camera lenses are placed as stated above.

Each lamp chamber i» fitted with a water-tight lens for the

projection of the light-lwam and also with a packing gland for

the cable which conveys current to the lamp, all the cables being

connected to main leads in a common terminal Iwx provided on

the top of the upper castiLg. Furthermore, means may be pro-

vided for tilting each f>f the lamps.

In practice the apparatus is advantagef'Usly lowered by a pair

of weight-bear.ng cibles running over separate pulleys in order

to prevent undue oscillation and the current supply cable is

mounted on an independent winding gear.

When the apparat'is is used in mine shafts it may be so placed

that a compIet<< circle of exposure may be made simultaneously,

and this can take place successively at different depths, in order

that such a succession of exposure may be obtained without the

necessity of bringing the apparatus to the surface between each

operation, the cameras muj be fitted with mechanism by which

the plates are changed automatically after each exposure.—

Robert Henry Davi.s. of Siebe. Gorman and Co., Ltd., 187, West-

minster Bridge Road. London.

Th.- - complete specifications are open to public inspec-

tion 1- • iJtance :

—

.\ppAiuTC9.—No. 164.706. Apparatus for cleaning films. Meester-

Film Ges

Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOH BBOISTBATION.

Kwanm*.—No. 415.806. Cinematoiiraph projection apparatus.

Herbert George Ponting, 47, Oxford Mansions, Oxford Circus,

Landoo, W.l, company director. March 30, 1921.

DianJM.—No. 414,0B3. Light^ilters fop cinematograph projectors.

David Kennedy, 215, Selhurst Road, fS-i"> V-rwood, London,

S.E.26, manufacturer. April 6, 1921.

HARKS PLACBD ON THE RKGISTBR.

Tkt following marlu havt been placed on the rtgieter:—

Tub AHATBVa I'HOTooaArH«« Asn Photography (title design) —
A periodical publication. Iliffe and Sons, Ltd., 19, Hertford

Street, Coveolr), publishers.

Lrxom.—No. 412.700. Photographic leneee. Taylor, Taylor &
Hobaon. Ud ,

Slougfiton Street Works, Stongbton Street, Lescee

ter, aoieatific inatrumeot maketa.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

MONPAT, JrLY 4.

> idon Phot. Soc. •' Further Chat on Pictorial Photo

graphy." S. Bridgen.

TCMDAT, JrLY 5.

Maneheater .\nialeur Phot. Soc. " A Talk on Soft-Focus Lenses.
"

H N. Holland.
THVaSDAT, JtJLY 7.

Hammersmith (Hampshire House) P.S. " Compoaition." M. O.

DelL
Satcrdat, Jcly 9

Bradford Phot. Soc. Excursion to Marley and Druids' Altar

Citv of London and Cripplegate P.S. Outing to Hook.

Manchester Amateur Phot. Soc. Ramble to Birtles and Hcd.

-

Mere.
South London Phot. Soc. Excnreion—WatfAd to BrickMt Wood
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Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

Legal Notices.—Notice is given- of the dissolution, by mutual

consent, of the partnership between Edward Lawford Hughes and

Ernest Vernon Howell, carrying on business as dealers in pleasure

craft, including the sale of photographic requisit«s, etc., at

Horning, Norfolk, under the style of Hugh?s and Howell.

NEW COMPANIES.

HoOFEB Store Chemists (Lynton), Ltd.—^This private company
was registered on June 7, with a capital of £700 in £1 shares.

Objects : To deal in patent and proprietary articles, photographic

apparatus, etc. The first directors are :—Mrs. B. Hooper, Fair-

mead, Lynton, N. Devon; T. Luke, Stourton House, Lynton, N.

Devon. Qualification : 10 shares. Secretary : W. J. Hooper.

Registered office : Churchill, Lynton, N. Devon.

A. J. Rawumg, Ltd.—^This private company was registered on

June 20 with a capital of £2,500 in £1 shares. Objects : To carry

on the business of manufacturers of and dealers in photographic-

apparatus, meteorological instruments, etc. The first directors

are: A. J. Bawling. 7, Leniiard Road, Croydon; J. W. Timmis,

79, Waddon Park Avenue, Croydon ; D. O. Bawling, 7, Letinard

Road, Croydon. Registered office : 8, High Street, Croydon.

J. R. Howard, Ltd.—This private company was registei'ed on

June 6, with a a capital of £2,000 in £1 shares. Objects : To carry

on the business of manufacturers, exporters and importers of and
dealers in optical, astronomical and scientific goods, lens, micr6

scopes, etc. The subscribers (each with one share) are :—J. R.
Howard, 41, Wigmore Street, W.l, optician ; R. J. Howard, 46,

Normanby Road, Dollis Hill, N.W.IO, optician.' The first directors

are not named. Registered office : 41, Wigmore Street, W.l.

Whench, Ltd.—This private company was registered on June 7
with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares (500 preference). Objects : To
carry on the business of opticians, photographic dealers, etc. The
subscribers (each with one share) are : F. W. Wrench, 12a, Caxlton

Road, Bournemouth, pharmaceutical chemist ; Miss R. S. Osmond,
15, Florence Road, Boscombe ; C. H. Osmond is the first director.

Qualification : £100. Remuneration ks fixed by the company. Secre-

tary : Miss Robina S. Osmond. Solicitor : P. A. Johns, 375,

Holdenhurst Road, Bournemouth.

B. Norton, Ltd.—This pri\ate company was registered on June
21 with a capital of £100 in £1 shares. Objects : To take over

the business of a pharmacy ond drug store proprietor carried on
by B. Norton at 219, Harehills Lane, Parade, Leeds, and to carry

on the business of chemists, druggists, manufacturers of and dealers

in proprietary articles, chemical, photographic, scientific apparatus
and materials, etc. The first directors are : B, Norton (managing
director and chairman), 219, Harehills Lane, Leeds; Lily Norton,
219, Harehills Lane, Leeds; R. H. Norton, 219, Harehills Lane,
Leeds

: J. Punch, 38, Seaforth Place, Leeds. Registered office :

219, Harehills Lane, Leeds.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

August 27 to September 10.—Toronto Camera Club. Latest date
for entries July 30. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary,
J. R. Lawson, 2, Gould Street, Toronto, Canada.

September 10 to October 8.—London Salon of Photography. Latest
day for entries August 31. Particulars and entry form from
the Hon. Secretary. London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall
Mall East, Lc.ndon, S.WJ.

September 19 to October 29.—Royal Photographic Society. Latest
date for entries August 26 (carrier), August 27 (hand). Par-
ticulars and entry forms from the Secretary, Royal Photo-
graphic Society, 36, Russell Square, London, W.C.I.

December 3 to 17.—Scottish Photographic Circle. Hon. Secretary,
W. S. Crocket, 10. Parkgrove Terrace, Tollcross, Glasgow.

News and Notes^

The R.P.S. Workrooms.—A charge is to be made for the use
of the Royal Photographic Society's enlarging and dark-rooms, the
proceeds to be devoted to the ooet of the renewal of equipmeiut and
improvemente of these facdlitdee.

The Abnby Memorial Lecture.-The memorial lecture on tlie life

and work of the late Sir William Abney, given by Mr. Chapman
Jonea beifore the Royal Photographic Socieity on April 26 last, is

published in extenao in the July isaue of the " Photographic
Journal," copies of which may be obtained from the publiahei-s,

Me8si«. Harrison & Sons, Ltd., St. Martin's Lane, W.C.2, price

2s. 6d., postage extdu.

The R.P.S. Bxhibitjon.—^Entry forms and all partdculBiB of tli

1921 Exhibition of the Royai Photograi>liic Sodeity are now ready,
and may be obtained from the Secretarj', 35, Russell Square, W.C.I.
Exhibits delivetred by hand must be preisented, unpacked, on oi

before August 27, but those senit by carrier must reach "the Society on
or before August 26. The private view is to be on Saturday,
September 17, ivom 2.30 p.m. till 5 p.m., the exhibition opening
to the public on Monday. September 19, and remaining open daily,

Sundays excepted, from 11 a.m. till 9 p.m., for six weeks.

Photography in Advertising. —We learn from the American
journals tliat the principals of one of the largest firms of clock

manufacturers in the United States are giving a prize of $250 for

the best photographic illustration of one of their clocks in a still

life composition. The prize is to be awarded at the Buffalo Con
vention, July 18 to 23, 1921. A representative of the company wili

be at Buffalo with a cheque to hand the winner when the award is

announced. The photographs are to be judged for their photo-
graphic merit, for their advertising and reproducing value, and
for their artistic quality.

Metal Dust MarkiSg Puints.—A writer in " Work " stat.

that the finely powdered metals as uted for decorative purposes and
on mounts are dangerous things to have near silver prints, as any
of the metallic dust remaining lonp in contact with the print is

sure to leave a mark. This does not apply to gold itself, but to
" Dutch metal " and similar gold substitutes. For this reason

photographic mounts which are to be " blocked " with gold should
be obtained from a firm on whom dependence can be placed
Photographers may also be cautioned against keeping fancy mounts
near their stock of sensitive paper. Metallic dust falls from sucii

and penetrates into unopened packets of sensitised paper and
spoils ii.

The Patient Photographer.—Mr F. M. SutclifTe states in the
weekly edition of the "Yorkshire Post" that he once saw two
photographers weather bound, waiting for the rain to stop to make
a picture of a fine subject. They had waited all the morning and
all the .afternoon. At five o'clock one said, " If we are to catch

the train—the last one—we must be off at once." The other said,

" You can go if you like, but I am going to wait even if I stay

here all night, and sleep in that barn." The photographer who
stayed was rewarded about an hour later with the most glorious

sunset sky behin.l his subject it is possible to imagine. That he
nearly cracked his skull the next morning against the roof of tlip

loft in which he slept is neither here nor there.

Photographers' Association of the P.tciFtc North-West.—
The sixteenth annual convention and exhibition of this Association

will be held in Vancouver, B.C., from August 2 to 5, inclusive.

The secretary^.reasurer (Mr. A. T. Bridgman, 413, Gran-viUe Street,

Vancouver), sends us a considerable amount of literary matter, tell-

ing what is to take place at the forthcoming meeting, with a letter

in which he says-; " We are particularly anxious to have our exhibi-

tion this year on a much wider scope than heretofore, and so take
the liberty of asking you for your co-operation in bringing this

matter before the photographers of the United Kingdom. We
require not more than eight pictures not larger than 11 x 14,

mounted, but not framed. Esich exhibitor -will receive special men-
tion, and his exhibit will be decorated with his name and city, as

well as the conntry to which ho belongs. He will be sent all press

notices referring to the exhibition, and if he so deadres we will ship
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Correspondence.
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h« our eorrtrmOHdtnU.

\IICROPHt)T<XJRAPHY.

To the Editors

ttenllrnien,—May I b« allowed to quettion tba sUl aoMint made
by your correapondeot, W. T. L., m your iaaoa of 17th in«t., thai

the late Mr .1 I Pi^k reduced a page of the " British Journal
"

down to <ir ' ond of ao inch, "
. laltar in thia

mioiatore r- i r. could ba read di«i ier the micro

' ipe " rnirm it was an advartiaanent pai^a having only specially

-j^ typ.', th;.' itot^ nAt saam to nc to be poaaible. Yoor pagaa

: if the wiilth were redufied lo one thirty-

ictkm would I* about ?,T0 times. The thick

raaaot type do n>H exoeaH :. consequently

iciioo would bring their .-.vn to 1/18400

f.1

ii.

I

my own procaaa of Grainlcaa Photography tha

I have b««ti able to produce bava baan about 1/12&00

H«M were aoniaet priuta from fttamaad acratcbea; by

reduction iMing short focus Zeiss micro-platiar lenses,

:. nnabla to aacvra lines of tew than ^6000 or 1/7000

cb width. With a wat collodion proctaa, in which the plate showa

Krain, however fine, I much doubt whether lines exceeding, or even

as fine as 1/5000 inch could be secured.

If I am mistaken, and your correspondent could say where any
finer line reductions than this, by th* wet collodion process, can

be seen, it would be very interesting.—Yours faithfully,

JtlUTTS RhEINBBBG.

ADVERTISED ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I have noticed repeatedly, nearly all advertisers,

when off«ri])g electric apparatus for sale in the " B.J.," invariably

omit to state the \-oltaf;f for which the lamps are made, and in

the case of arc and mercury v-ipour lamps, whether for alternating

or continuous current.

I feel sure if they did this it would save correspondence and

trouble, and prevent purchasers buying lamps unsuitable, and in

some cases useles.s for the current supplied by the Electric Company
In their town or district.—Vours faithfully,

Al£XAMl>ER CORBCTT.

48. Baker Street, Ixindon, W.l.

THE WOM.VN IN l»HOTOGR.\PHY.

To tl»« Editors.

Gentlemen,—from time lo time I have been very highly tickled

by some of the tetters appearing in the "B.J.," but the letters

under above heading are really the funniest of all, especially the

une appearing in tha issue dated June 3, from " The Woman in

Photography."

The confessions of this Ia4y give the whole show away, and

prove conclosiveJy that she haa no right to be in our ranks. How
can she lrx>k after her big house as she should if she attends to

her studio properly! Perhaps the poor "one little maid " has to

do the whole housework, from front steps to back door. And what

aboiM hubby ? Surely he can keep the " home fires burning " and

have hia wife in her proper placa at home, and not have her keep-

ing a man photographer out of a job ! And, finally, how was it

poaaible for a group of footballers (a team, I take it) to win a cup
" from a good many teams " ? A cup can only be held by one

team tor a season. I can understand a team beating a good many

team* in winning a cup.-^Youn truly,

A Man rN Photooraphv.

To the Editors.

Qanllaaian,—Uy first exparianca of photography was being taken

at tha age of 7 in 1854. In 1857 a Mrs. Atkinson came into ^the

town with a caravan, and made aome very good glass positives,

and th«aa she took of my mother have often been admired quite

racently.

Photography aa a profeaaion does not date back very much

further than 1857, so this is a clear proof that women photographers

have been in existence for quite a long time. Mrs. Atkinson was

the operator, there beinu no Mr. Atkinson about.—Yours faith-

fqllv. W. T. Wilkinson

Birmingham.

OTBRBOeOOPIC LENS SEPARATION FOR NEAR OBJEOTS.

To the Editors.

TTnWi&li.—R«Jening to tiie article by E. J. Bedford, under the

above heading, in vrnir issue of June 24, it would be of intereit if

the author would ^ve the standard he adopts, i.e., tbat with wtoich

the flnai appearance of relief, as seen in the (tereoaoope is compared

in order to datermine ita aocuiacy.

From the context I aaMune that tbe author's Mandard is the

ntMl rfiown by the actual object sHuated 12 inches in front of the

eyt* If thia U so will he pieaae explain why a lens sepaniiaon of

2i inohea (ootrtaponding to the average interocnlar distance), with

the object 12 inches from the lena yields a stereoscopic slide Aoiwiiig

exaggamlad relief T That it doea so we know, and as can readily be

seen by examination of the slide wprodnced (Fig. 3). Why then

do we get correct relief with a more or leas diatont object photo-

gi«phed with a lens tffmniioa equal to the interocular distance of

2i inchear In both caaea we photographed the object under the
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mme angle as that under which we view it, and yet when we view

the results in the aame stereoscope on© shows oorreot, and the other

incorrect, relief.

The antiior apparently aasum** Uiat Uie eepai-ation values he

^vee will yield slides ahowing correct relief with whatever form

of Stereoscope is used for viewing, but on consideration it will be

obvious that the angle under which the stereo image (not the actual

prints) is viewed will depend upon the focal length and separation

of the stereoscope lenses. Of stereoscopes at present on the market

this angle varies from 3 deg. to 12 deg. when using a slide having

a print separation of 2^ inches, so tha/t great variation in relief of

the Stereo image of any particular slide may result. Staoh a differ-

ence is readily seen on viewing either of the slides reproduced to

illustrate Mr. Bedford's article, first in_an American lenticular-

prismatic stereoscope with lenses of 8-inch focal length, and, again,

in a Baird's "Lothian" lenticular stereoscope of S^-inch focal

length.

It is absolutely essential for the production of correct relief that
the object be 'photographed under the same tangle as that under
which it is to be viewed in the stereoscope. There are several
methods of determining this, but unfortunately all of them are diffi-

cult for the average stereo worker to employ.
WitJi reference to the three illustrations ahowing the cube, shell,

and match : for accurate comparison all faotoi-s should be constant
with the exception of the one under consideration (lens separation),
but here a variation in print separation is noticable, amounting to
1-16 inch between Figs. 1 and 2. Since this factor also exercises an
effect upon the stereo image it should and could have been avoided
with very little trouble.—Yours faithfully. Thos. J. Wabd.

Ije^Ttonstone, R.ll.

Answers to Correspondents.
<

In accordance with our present practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed
for reply : 5-cenl International Coupon, from readers abroad.

Queries to b e answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach us

not later than Tuesday {posted Monday), and shoidd be addressed

10 the Editors.

J. Y. L.—^We regret that the subject is not one that we can deal
with. If j'ou are a member of the P.P. A. we would advise you
to write to the secretary, as we believe there is some agreement
on the question. If you are not a member we would advise j'ou
to become one. The secretary is Mr. Lang Sims, 437, Brixton
Road, S.W.9.

H. L. E.—It is almost impossible to advise you on the question of
lighting without knowing size of studio and the class of work
you intend to do. 3.000 c.p. is about the minimum you could
do with, and for this we should recommend three 1,000 c.p.
lamps. If you write to the General Electric Company, Magnet
House, Kingsway, London, W.0.2, and ask for their photographic
list you will find out all about lampr. and fittings,

W.B.—The following is a simple waterproofing solution for wood :

—

Asphalt 4 ozs.
Pui-e rubber 30
Mineral naphtha 10 ,,

Apply with a stiff brush and give three suoceaaive coats, allow-
ing to dry between each. The vapour from this solution is verj'

inflammable. See also the process advocated by Mr. D. R. Gibbs,
on page 328 of the current " Almanac."

C. L. S.—We should think one of the commercial finders composed
of a concave lens with a sighting vane would be most convenient
with *he camera you mention. If you want to make one you
must fix a rectangular wire frame, 6^ x 4f inches, with cross
wires at right-angles on the front, and a sighting vane on n
level with the intersection of the wires on the back frame of the

camera at a minimum distance of 7^ inches. On placing ihe <

at the vane you will see the exact view included in the fran

This finder will be correct for any lens.

C. H. A.—You can easily replace your incandescent gas light

an ordinary metallic filament lamp, one of 32 c.p. is sufficii u

for bromide paper. For gaslight paper a small half-watt of, say,

200 c.p. would be better. We are afraid that you would hardly

find it worth while to have .your premises wired for electric lipht

for this purpose only. There are several good incandescent

mantle lamps which burn paraffin, or you raifipit fix an acetylene

light in place of the present burner. We do not think thcro

would be any appreciable difference in cost with any of these

systems, probably acetylene would cost the nfost. The l

shortage is not likely to continue very long now, so that we
not advise you to go to any great expense. Why not try a gi

ordinary duplex wicK paraffin lamp? Many camp photograph

printed by these during the war.

S. H. A.—The method of removing the letters from your shop

window will depend upon the nature of the cement used for

fixing. " The Pharmaceutical Journal," dealing with the sub-

ject recently, said that if the cement is a water-soluble one, it i.<

possible that the application of water containing some hygro-

scopic material, such as glycerin or calcium chloride, would be

effective if applied with a pipette to the top part of each letter

where it joins the glass. Allow some time for the moisture to

take effect, and then apply a suitably folded pad of cloth, wrung

out of hot-water, to the letter, avoiding the window glass as far

as [wssible. This will cause some slight movement of the letters,

and, at the same time, tend to soften the cement and promote

action of the liquid used. Other solvents may, however, be

necessary—hydrochloric or sulphuric acid, for example

W. D. 0.—We think that you need to study some work on the

ait of projection before you start on the construction of an

enlarger, as you do not seem to have a very clear idea of its

requirements. Replying to j'our specific queries we can say

:

(1) The general idea is quite ooiTeot. (2) TTiere is less spherical

aberration in the double form. (3) The focal length of a con-

denser is usually half its diameter ; with a large condenser it may

be rather more. You can alter this by making the curves deeper

or shallower. (4) It is useless to attempt to construct a practical

condenser on the lines you indicate. In the first place, the

curvature of a clock glass is not nearly accurate enough, and it

is almost impossible to keep the cells liquid proof, with the great

range of temperature to which it is subject. Water will answer

as well as any other liquid. (5) The negative carrier should move.

The axes of the objective lens and the condenser should be in

the same straight line. (6) No. To enlarge from a whole^late

you require a lens capable of taking a whole-plate negative. You

would require a lens of about 10^ ins. focal length, with an aper-

ture of at least //8. (7) An inverted mantle would be sufficient

for anj'thing except great enlargement from dense negatives.
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is a weakly acid substance, and the deleterious effects

which it appears to produce in course of years may very

likely be occasioned also by purely acid baths, for

example, the weak solution of hydrochloric acid, which
is recommended for removing the final traces of pheno-
safranine dye from plates which have been de-sensitised

before or during development. The experience of years
undoubtedly points to the advantage of following develop-

ment by a fixing bath which is neutral or alkaline.

Developinsr A good .many people who have been
Cut Films. adopting cut films for portraiture and
commercial work have fcund some difficulty in getting as

perfect negatives as they have been accustomed to with
glass plates, not with reference to the quality of the
image, but to what may be termed mechanical defects.

The principal trouble seems to be uneveimess, caused
by the fact that the film does not sink to the bottom of

the dish as a plate does, but has a tendency to float,

the slight curl causing the edges to be thin and streaky.
Again, in fixing, if films are allowed to overlap there will

usually be a line, especially if the developer is n'bt well
rinsed off. With care these defects may be avoided, but
it is very much better to eliminate them, and also the
risk of scratching during any of the manipulations by
using the special clips and tanks made for the purpose.
The film is inserted in the clip with the minimxim of
handling, and can remain in it until dry. The cost of
the clips or frames is rather heavy where a large number
of films is handled daily, and we think that a simple form
would be welcomed by those who appreciate the un-
doubted advantages of film negatives.

Light-Traps. It is within the experience of most
photographers that inattention to

seemingly small details has resulted in defects in nega-
tives difficult to trace, perhaps even resulting in total
loss of valuable exposures. An instance came under
our notice recently. A photbgrapher after using a
camera for some years began to be troubled with a band
of fog across his negatives. At first the dark slides were
suspected,»but after careful tests it was found that these
were not responsible for the trouble, which was at la^t
traced to the fact that the strip of velvet glued to the
back frame of the camera, for the purpose of a light-
trap, had become worn, thus admitting stray light. After
long use velvet loses much of its original "pile," and
then is, of course, totally unfit for its purpose. Many
camera makers now fit plush in place of the velvet
originally used for their cameras and dark-slides, and
in some cases the extra " spring " of plush has a better
light-stopping power than that possessed by velvet,
though there is a tendency for small particles of the
material to become loose and find their way to the sur-
face of the plate, where they become a cause of white
spots that are exceedingly difficult to touch out on
account of their peculiar shape. Especially when the
slide is new this should be watched for ; and it is a good
plan_ to brush the finger rapidly over the plush prior to
loading the slides or exposing plates so that any loose
particles will be removed.

* * *
m

Masks in It is not generally appreciated that
* '•

_
when a negative is not masked by the

edge of the carrier of the enlarging lantern it is necessary
to use some means of preventing any unnecessary light
from reaching the easel upon which the bromide paper
IS fixed. It is quite a common thing to sandwich a small

film negative, say 8J x 2^, between two half-plate or
smaller glasses, and to allow a flood of light of much
greater intensity than that passing through the negative
to emerge from the lens. If the easel has a dead black
or even a deep yellow surface, this does little harm ; but
if it falls upon what is often used, viz., a white card
marked with the various paper-sizes, it is extremel\
detrimental to the resulting enlargement. A simple and
convenient arrangement is a mask with an opening rather
smaller than the film cut from stoiit black paper; that
which is used for packing bromide paper answers per
fectly. Along one edge of the opening is pasted a strip
of the same paper, so as to make a narrow groove, into
which an edge of the film is slipped. This keeps the film
in place and prevents it moving while the second glass i.s

placed over it. For small glass negatives a cardboard
carrier, made upon the lines of a dark slide plate carrier
with one clear glass, will be found perfectly effective.

THE BEHAVIOUE OF LENSES.

It has been announced, and, indeed, almost goes without
saying, that the very complete photographic equipment
of the Mount Everest Expedition underwent severe pre-
liminary examination at the National Physical Laboratory 1
at Teddington. That is as it should be, since in such
cases, not only ought no risks to be taken, but it is

necessary also to select by careful competition among
various available types the best, at any rate for the
purposes in view.. In all ordinary circumstances the
individual photographer who buys a new first-class lens

may be satisfied that his instrument has undergone tests

which, if not as comprehensive as those applied at the
National Physical Laboratory, are eminently practical,

and calculated to assure the performance of the objective
under any reasonable conditions. But lenses are often
acquired as to the behaviour of which no sort of .certainty

can be felt. Even if they bear the names of good makers
they may have been subjected to rough usage, or their
qualities may have been impaired by the mere effluxion
of time. As a matter of fact, most of the lenses made
forty odd years ago are " wearing " very well. The glass
is hard, and the mounting solid and generally of excellent
workmanship, as befits a product of the Victorian Age.
Here and there re-balsaming and a touch of dead-black
varnish may be needed, but there are thousands of old
rapid rectilinears, rapid and _" portable " symmetricals,
and wide-angle lenses now doing just as good work—and
very good work it is—as they did nearly half a century
ago. With some of the later introductions it is impossible
to feel the same confidence. The formulae to which they
have been constructed may be impeccable. IJut not
infrequently some of the glasses used are soft or liable

to change of colour, the mounting is flimsy, and the
quality of endurance is sacrificed in order to procure
extreme and often unnecessary portability.

It is a postulate that the potentialities of modern
lenses are greatly in advance of those of the older instru-

ments, but we are talking now, not of possible perform-
ance, but of actual behaviour, and our belief is that the
actual behaviour of many fine up-to-date objectives after

hard wear and tear, or in difficult circumstances, is not
all that could be desired. Some of the deficiency, no
doubt, is unavoidable. Where extreme rapidity and
other special qualities are essential it may be necessary

to use abnormal glasses, the surface of which is rather

tender, and the permanence of which in regard to colour
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cannot fee ? I. But tlw all-round standard of

mounting is i igli as it i>n>,'ht to be, and would be

if more attention were paid to the behaviour of the lens

in the hands of the average m .rker, and less to its size

asd appearance. It was a bad day for lens-making, for

instance, when aliuniiiium fin.t came to be used for lens

mounts. Some of the later alloje of aluminium, no
.re very satisfactory, und the gain in lightness

most acceptable. But we shudder to think of
'- of good lenses which have been put into

^!y unfitted to stand even ordinary usage
: few years at most. As to aluminium

. when their intercourse with brass

rlanges has been " frequent and free," (he lees said t-he

better.

The average British manufacturing optician doubtless
' his own business extrfniely well, and it might

iitirely to his advant.'tiji' if his lenses, and more
rly. perhaps, his photographic lenses, lasted

"ly. But still less will it be to bis ultimate

:c if, sa-. '
- years hepce, it will be a not

>n oK««>r f\% S"-<>nd-S«>''« old lenses can
IS become
expense.

^uggestioD

. wey are

:.od to supply to amateurs craving for extn-me

I
L..,->.,ty, and to makers of ......•>•.- ;>. which th.- size

of the lens is on important xh>-\ slionlil
'

- — •-,^
(jf a more - '

— " '
•on. This ii;

'

riHfs u»ed
jrovea the

ujj against the
l>e screened to

ng a hat over
not a« a nile

• 1 • •caution, very
ntiftl li'Ilii^'s ' tint ilroM- "

were hooded, is often neglected with anything but
pleasing results.

The behaviour of a lens may depend, not only upon
the manner in which it is handled, but also upon the
reasonableness or unreasonableness of the demands
imjiosed upon it. The protean capacity of some lenses,

as quite legitimately advertised for the edification of

those who cannot, afford more than one or two objectives,

is responsible for some exaggerated hopes of the perform-
ance of tliesp in.^truments when used otherwise than in

thoir normal arrangement. With a very few notable
> the suigle components of double and triple

'• tions do not work really satisfactorily at full

aperture, a point which may readily be determined by
going over the image on the focussing screen with a

focussing magnifier, jknd comparing the definition with
that given by the complete lens. The same remark may
be applied with increased emphasis to the behaviour of

<•!
'

• ' nlioto combinations, as distinct from highly-

i<!-focus tele-lenses, such as the Telecentri<-.

tht IJallou, and the new Cooke. But the mistake is often

made of expecting too much from complete double and
triple combinations, especially where these have a ver\

large full apt-rtur.- It is probably safe to say that only

very occii.^<>nally does an //4..5 lens stopped to //ll

t>over a plate two sizes larger than that for which it is

list.'d a« satisfactorily as an //6.3 lens of the same focal

length may reasonably be expected to cover it at th.-

«Hin<- aperture. It is not quite fair to ask that it should.

any more than it would be reasonable—assuming that

one dared!—to ask a highly-trained chef or *' upper

housemaid " to do the work of a " general." Photo
graphic lenses arc mostly very excellent tools, doinij

what - to do with precision, and often iloinu'

a gr- •• unite passably, or even admirable

But II, i<> i.oiiow a term from another science, theit

potentiiil is high, they must be, as Dickens's butcher in

" Nfartin ChuMlewit" said of meat, " humoured an<J

PHOTOGRAPHY FOR THE NEWSPAPERS.

'I at thp )'

abj«cl.« tlwn im* prvriotulT brvn the csmv
' B .T."1

on thn Mipply of photographs to the now-spiiper*

~ iri'lny I'iitoriaj." So far as we know thi* is tlio

ttrili-r I acquaiiit^vl with th<* production of an illu.s-

.• nf t)w Mr. Vining, who has spent his life in pros*

<\ tho '• Dajly Graphic" and " Daily Mirror."
• more opportunities for the non-staff photo-

Uu artielea will spitear week by week until our issue of

1 INTRODUCTION
' H hen the ''''" U(l ..» •

v«|.»|i»r« anH )..i - 1).- ,iM.

falli n t.i; '.» Im* tin- i-

.

i4<l that 1* "
not a iiivth. hut a Ti" tnd is far
iDorc hkf'lr to ini-rraM) raUu>r tliaii iliatki>> future.

»> to ;h>. rrnr lOU. thr =taff phot.. .f picture

. or. The
hiiv .-v.nt*

)• Q*«d in Uie production oi photographs and proceaa

• -ult of all thi* i* that whero, previous to the War. a
.r.K.>t- tin. ...tl» I *ni)..- f.. ...t'^r n ....»-• .»..» ^... u-..rl.'

'• Hint." to-day that same event or n similar one will

>.<! to pas* without having a plate exposed on it, th>-

•n for thi.H being that the expenses would have been

an the value of the photographs obtained, and no

or agency, unless they are philanthropic jnstilu-

•tand for this,

tact, however, remains that had one of these niis.wl

Ik-CD photographed by a local correspondent and tin-

wnt to the newspapers, they would certainly hove been

-hed. This is where the local" photographer, whether pro

fpsiional or amateur, should come into his own, provided he

can handle the situation in a workmanlike manner.

There will always he a certain number of big new« event

,.l.i,.|, tr,\\ li.iv.. »<i Im> eovered from hi-wdquartei- : but th.-
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events which can be called " hardy annuals" or those -Bhich

occur suddenly ought in future to provide a regular source of

income for the correspondent photographer.

I am often asked the question:
—"Are local photographic

agents reliable? " Like the curate's egg, they are good in

parts, and there is plenty of room for improvement in the

majority of their work, which would earn for them far more

money than they are at present making, and thus help meet

*^e ever-increasing demand for good news photographs.

A great deal has been written from time to time in the

photographic press on the suhject of amateur photographers

making their hobby pay its way, or at least meet some of the

expenses, and the method recommended was to supply photo-

graphs of news and other subjects of interest to the illus-

trated papers and magazines.

In the days when photography was my hobby, and not a

business, I diligently read all the articles on this subject, and
carefully carried out the instructions and advice; but I must

confess that I never succeeded in earning the amount of

my plate bill, and that was when quarter-plates were Is. per

dozen

.

Since that time I have earned my living with my camera,

working for the " Daily Graphic " and the " Daily Mirror."

With this experience, together with my present work as art

editor of the " Sunday Pictorial,"* I think I can see why so

many photographers fail to extract cheques from picture

papers, and it is my hope that what I am going to tell them
will at least help to put them on the right road for success.

The articles I read in the past were very helpful as far as

they went, but that was just where they falied—they did not

go far enough—and I am inclined to think that the majority

of the writers had not been through " the mill " of Fleet

Street with a camera, nor had filled positions as art editors

of illustrated papers, and that is why theii; advice stopped

short of the details, which mean the difference between failure

and success.

Many of my readers have, I expect, often submitted their

work to the art editor of their favourite picture paper. They

have perhaps done this over and over again, and yet not had

a single publication. They then give up in disgust, and blame

the art editor, but never themselves, whilst if only they knew
the truth the fault was theirs seven times out of ten.

I have hundreds of prints sent in every week, and I feel like

shedding tears morning after morning when I see what the

post brings and the good material wasted by having been badly

handle<l
;

pictures that over and over again I was in need of,

and would have published.

The figure in £ s. d. lost by correspondents in one week is

surprising, and in the majority of cases poor composition is to

blame.
Picture papers must be bright, and, as you all know, bright

photographs are well thought out and composed, not just " any

old snap."

I have noticed very often that where a commission has been

given to an agent he has not been too careful in executing it,

whilst the agent sending in on chance seems to take far more

care with his work. Always put your very best work into

every process of making a photograph when you intend sending

it to a newspaper. If you are working on an undated event,

and your first attempt is not your best work, do it again and

secure an improvement. It will pay you in the end.

Here is an illustration of what happened quite recently. A
photographer called upon me to submit a series of prints of a

well-known footballer at home, to be used in the series running

weekly in the " Sunday Pictorial." The photographs were

very bad, and seemed to me to contain all possible faults, and

would have been a disgrace to a veiy medium photographer. I

'eclined them with thanks, and was then informed that as the

photographer had sole rights of this football player, he would

He pleased to do him again, and show me some better work.

An art editor wants to see the best work the first time. I

have no sympathy for a photographer working on these lines,

• These, articles were written before Mr. Vinin? bad resigned his position

some two months ago.—Eds., " B.J."

but I am sorry for the person who has given exclusij-e rights

of his photographs to such a slack worker.

I want to make it quite clear, before I proceed any further,

that I am not out to teach anyone photography, and I shall

only touch very briefly on the technical side when necessary ;

but wHat I am hoping to provide is information (which I think

will prove valuable), the result of personal experience during

the past ten years in Fleet Street, and obtained during my
journey from press photographer to art editor.

I am going to take it for granted that my readers can ^
correctly expose a plate or film, and obtain a clear and clean B
print, either enlarged or contact, from their negatives. If ^
they cannot do this ten times out of twelve they had better

set to work and unearth the cause of their failures, and set

matters right before they commence sending undeveloped

plates or films to newspapers. Nothing does a correspondent

so much harm, as to wire an art editor that good pictures arc

on the way to the office, and then when the plates are developed

they turn out to be " duds," because in all probability s.pati

will have been kept, and another story will have to be found,

and this may not be an easy matter if it is near the hour of

, going to " press." One result is certain—the sender will be

noted as unreliable, and commissions will not go his way.

The motto of every photographer working with a view t<>

publication should be "Give them something new.'' I will

illustrate exactly what I mean by this when I tell you how
I came to turn up civil engineering for the very uncertain

life of Fleet Street. As an amateur photographer I can say

without fear of contradiction that I was a very keen one. I

did not put my camera away during the short and dark days

of winter. I used these days to test fast plates and experiment

on under-exposure. Lens testing was also a favourite of mine,

but with present prices I cannot recommend this as a hobby.

But, looking back at those days, I think the experience gained

was worth the price paid in hard cash. Sports of every descrip-

tion were my favourite subjects, and during the football season

I turned my attention to League matches. There were not

a great many papers publishing photographs in those days,

and I realised that I must get something new and difi'erent

from the staff photographers of the " Mirror," " Sketch " and
" Graphic." This must also be the aim of every photographer

taking on press work. Take any old subject, and treat it in

a new way.
At a football match I found that all the photographers took

Tip positions near the goals, and week after week produced

the same type of result. This made me decide to work from

the side touch line, using a long-focus lens when possible, and
getting an entirely new view of " attacks on the goal." Sunday
morning found mo. early in Fleet Street with enlarged prints,

and on Mondays I usually found that I had two or three

publications, and I always put this down to the fact that I

was sending in a new type of picture. I had not been doing

this for many weeks when I received an invitation to join

the staff of London's largest photographic agency, because I

had been beating their own photographers at football matches.

I accepted, after much anxious thought, as I was warned on

all sides of the dangers of the " Street of Ink,' ' and I realise

now that these warnings were not given without a good reason,

and I want my readers to think, not twice, but many times,

if there are any of them thinking of giving up work they

may be doing now to take up press wqrk as a profession. The
life may sound easy and pleasant, but really it is very hard

and very exacting. You may make a mistake in your present

work, and nothing very serious will happen. In press work,

every mistake, however small, is serious.

My endeavour will be to make these chapters a guide to the

photographer who may from time to time have photographs

which may be valuable for illustratLng papers and magazines,

but who at present is quite ignorant as to how to turn his work

to good account.

How many photographers who happen to have^legatives of

some really big news event know how to deal with them, and

realise their full value? From what I have seen as an art

editor, I can say that very few do.
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THE PHOTOGRAPHIC CONVENTION.

Undbr continued conditions of fine weather, the Photographic
Convention of the United Kingdom met at Bristol on Monday
last, July 4, to hold its 33id annual meeting. The proceedings

opened in the great hall of the Merchant Venturers' College,

which is the headquarters of the Convention, with a mooting
at which a welcome was extended to the memibers by tlie Lord
Mayor of Bristol. The new president, Mr. C. H. Bothamlej-,

M.Sc, F.I.C, was then installed in his chair of office, and
delivered his address, the text of which appears below. At
the annual general meeting which followed, suggestions for

the place of meeting of next year's Convention were considered.

It was resolved that, if practicable, next year's Convention
shall be held at Shrewsbury. York was named as an alterna-

tive place.

In the evening a reception was held at the Bristol An
Gallerj-, at which members were received bj- Alderman Dr.

0. H. Cook and Mis. Cook, on behalf of the Lord Mayor.

On Tuesday Conventioners visited Gloucester under the

guidance of Mr. Sydney A.. Pitcher. By courtesy of the Dean
of Gloucester, Dr. Henry Gee, jiermission to photograph in

the Cathedral was granted, and members had tlie jjrivilege

of being personally conducted over the CathedTal. In the

afternoon parties were formed for viewing the antiquities

of the city and the Norman Chapel of St. Mary Magdalene
under the guidance of Mr. George Embrey, F.I.C, F.S.C.

On return to Bristol a lecture was delivered at headquarters
by Mr. C. F. W. Dening, P.R.I.B.A., on " The Old Houses
of Bristol."

Wednesday was spent in Bristol, when special fagilities were
afforded to Conventioners for photography in tlie cathedral

and the great church of St. Mary, Redcliffe, and for visits

to the chocolate factory of Messrs. Fry and the tobacco fac-

tories of Messrs. Wills. In the afternoon Mr. Roderick J. Fry
and Mrs. Fry entertained the members at their home at Abbots
Leigh, when the' ofTioia! group of the Convention was taken
by Mr. F. Bromhoad, of Clifton. The annual dinner was
held in the evening, when a crowded company assemjbled under
the chairmanship of the president.

Yesterday, Thursday, the Conventioners were to visit Chep-
stow and Tintern under the leadersliip of Mr. Bothamley,
and to-day are making excursions to Bath and Lacock Abbey
with Mr. Herbert Lnnibert, of Bath, as their guide. At
Lacock, by permission of Miss TallK>t, grandLdaughter of Fox
Talbot, photography will bo permitted throughout the pic-

turesque Abbey, which was Fox Talbot's home and where he
carried out his classical experiments in the origination of

photographic processes. A collection of Fox Talbot relics

bad been arranged by Mr. Lambert for the inspection of
visitors, who would have the opportunity of examining the
various models of cameras employed by Fox Talbot for the
making of negatives on paper and also his appliances for -the
working of the Daguerreotype process. To-night the formal
l>roceedings of the Convention will be brought to an end by
a lecture by Mr. C. P. Crowther on ' The Making of
Portraits.'

'

At the headquarter.-; of the Convention an exhibition of

photographs is being held during the week, and includes a
collection by the Professional Phqtograi>hers' Association and
a large number of prints representative of ai^iateur work i.nd
including some notable colour Bromoils by Mr. Hazell, presi-
dent of the Bristol Photographic Club. A considerable exhibi-
tion by members of the photographic trade is also a feature
of the week.

THE PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS.
My first duty is to express to the memibers of the Council
my thanks for the honour they have done me in electing me
as President of the Convention fo^- the second time. It gave
me great pleasure to accept the honour, although I am not
unmindful of the responsibility that attaches to the office iit

the present time whei we are trying to revivify the Conven-
tion and make good, and more than good, the set back which,
in common with many other societies, we have experienced
as a result of the war. I can- only say that it will be my
earnest endeavour to discharge the duties of the office to the
best of my ability, and I am confident that I can rely on the
sympathetic oo-operation of the Council, the members in

general, and our honorary secretary. We are still the only
photographic society which at the same time includes in itis

membership all classes of photographers: and those interested
in photography, and, by meeting in a different place each
year endeavours to stimulate interest in and promote the
advancement of the art and its applications. We are all, I

hope, convinced that the Convention has a" distinct and specific

place amongst photogiaphic societies, and if rightly adminis-
tered may disdiarge very useful functions.

It is now thirty-one years since 1 first had the honour of
holding this office, and I find the temptation irresistible to take
an outline survey of some of the more important advances
that have been made in that period. Such a survey, even
though concise, must be very incomplete, because photography,
like other branches of applied science and art, has made
enormous advances in both knowledge and practice. The
literature has become too voluminous, and the field too exten-
sive for any one man to attempt to survey it all, even if

there were the necessary time.
The year 1890 was remarkable in the history of photography

from both the practical and scientific points of view. During
the Chester Convention, on the evening of Tuesday, June 26,
Mr. Friese Greene, who waa then and for some years after-

wards a member of the Convention, gave the first public
description of tlie firet really practicable camera and lantern
for taking and projecting on a screen photographic represen-
tations of objects in motion. The apparatus previously
employed by Muybrfdgo and by Marey was complicated, diffi-

cult to use and limited in its capabilities and range. Muy-
bridge's method of lantern projectiom by attaching the conse-
cutive pictures of a moving object to a large diac which
rotated in front of the lantern condenser gave very striking
and interesting results, but it is obvious that such a method
must sufi'er from severe limitations. We should not forget,
however, that some interesting problems of animal motion
were solved by both Muybridge and Marey.
The real solution of the problem of moving pictures, how-

ever, was to take the successive negatives on a continuous
transparent band and to project the positive images by means
of a similar band moving across the optical system of a
lantern. It sounds very simple, but its realisation in practice
presented many difficulties. The late Mr. Friese Greene,
however, was an inventive genius, and he led the way in that
wonderful development which has introduced a new and domi-
nant element in the recreation of human beings -in all parts
of the world. The kinenia. cinema, or "movies," which you
will, has come to be regiarded as an essential factor in social
life, and with the aid of the still more recent motor-car it
now finds its way into the remotest country districts. What-
ever criticisms we may be inclined to make, we are obliged
to admit that it has brought recreation and enlightenment,
pleasure, and instriction into the lives of hundreds of
thousands whose share of such things has never been exces-
sive. Apart from its recreative side, it is now common know-
ledge that the cinematograph may render greater service in
education, in scientific research, and as a recording agent. I
need only remina you of such important matters as the Arctic
and Antarctic expeditions, and the investigation of motion in
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i'lnitrial manual prcceaws with a view to eliminate unneces-

!t> and increase efiMi«'n<y.

los of it ii that h.-re, as ao often, the pioneer

i but little of the groat [i.tuniary reward that has

,1 to othwg. from his laUoir. The inventive ^en'"* in

ill, . a^> •a;;- n .1 allioil to that ;,»1 training and instinct

„!; tial to the o\; -i of an invi-ntion. It

• he was far fi.m - how much wx)uld

s invention; ev.-n J the Convention

paper, " A Maji^azine CVtoiera uml l^uiem," owiTeys but

tittle of the rt-al iiLptrtance t>f tii.. topic. It is MOie satis-

.i.-tion to know that in the end the great industry that ha-?

^rown out of this beginning did t.. a certain extent recognise

lunr much it oweil to Mr. Frie>«> (ireeae.

Vlxitit the !>ame time there wa^ {>ubli*hed a scientific paper

marks a distinct epoch in the history of photagrapby.

. of courvc. to the famous ;>a.per on " Photo-chemical

li^tions and a new Metluxi of Determining the Sen-

. new of Photogiaphic Platts. by Ferdinand J. Hurler

id Vero C. Driffield. Later tberx were other papent hj the

- '-•^ ' ul whilst of gro«t rajue they had not the

II of novelty. Tlw great merit of the &n.t

• laid down v<>ry i l.iarly the principle and
•.. tliods to be ttil'>i>t«d in invwUipitinn, not

-<. bnl all tb •'.«- "lain characu-ristit^

plate and : y, of the various
- ' - ' >•'» a plate may

lieir methods' i>lan

.-t to

.iMii lati still

an apparatus

to ihu; iniM i.!!

••d not •

(It <>i liw

II tho i>>

• of rew:i

point ti the

a jjorlKular Uiroction

ry of a powerful •w
'toope, Bpeciroaeope, or

tfi,. lin»* tm wbidi a whole

'spher* than it had for

r tlvM« who us* photot.

\t thp »am.- timi', their

ijar to many

i-ir Morfc

if photo-

's or
• ••».

Uaring
' dvTclop-

rseoMuUy, thay employed
from tlMt in which they

i>(t*aM. they used.

•. " di>n»itv." Willi

'lEc men I

' I too an<l

..it tkL« atttm;

V w> capable a

Perhapii •

ist tb'*v

>t«on, the miaintuiii es)"

• I I II ii . 1

rt«r and I

'

iider

'jTrr 1 xj"»iirc. ati'l

mm- of a plate, whi'

h

ing« through whiih

. correct rojirpsen-

.iiro naoessary to give correct

representation and the factor (gamma) giving the time of

development necessary for obtaining a given degree of con-

trast. They also showed that the den.sities of the silver

deposit in tiie negative corresponding with tho differences

between the brightncs.-i of various parts of the object have a
constant ratio, which is determined by tho exposure, and,

within the range of coirect exposure is not altered by varia-

tions in the composition of tho developer. For the reason

stated above, this became, the storm-centre of the subsequent
controrersiee. Hurter and Drifheld failed, until a much later

paper, to emphasise sufficiently tho fact that whilst the ratio

of the densities remains constant, tho ratio of the opacities

varies greatly with the time of development. Subsequently,

with more exteudfil ii.vebtigatioiis, they modified some of their

conclusions and rocogiiised that with a sufficiently wide range

of devela(>er9 as regards both nature of the reducer and the

composition of the solution, there may be differences between
the ratios of the densities corresponding with the same expV
4ures. One of their principal practical results, that photo-

graphora could not, as they had believed, alter the relative

densities of different parts of the negative by altering the

comfwaition of the develo|ier in the course of development

was much challenged (old beliefs die hard!) but has not been

upaet. The effect of adding a soluble bromide to tho developer

was another point on which new conclusions were arrived at

and old beliefs disturbed. From their work and that of later

invobtigatont, it can be said that the main effects of adding

a •oluble Ufomide to the developer before development begins

are (1) to redooe fogging of the unexposed parts; (2) to retard

devrlopunent, and apparently to make the plate loss sem>itive;

(3) to reduce the sise of tho silver grains; with prolonged

development however these effects disappear.

The Hurter and Driffield paper and subsequent controver-

siea >timDlatc<l interest in the questions dealt with and led

to much further research, notably by the late Sir W. do W.
.\bney and by Mr. Chapman Jones in this couutry, and by

Edar and Hcheinor abroad. One outcome of the goneral acti-

vity was the time method of development invented by Mr.

Alfred Watlcina, a former President of this. Convention.

Eren mora important wa.4 thn fad that a continually increas-

ing aainb«r of »'! traiucyl workers turned thoir

att«atioa to tha inve '. of photographic phenomena and

Soma tea years after the appearance of the first Hurter
and Driffield paper, their iMrk was repeated with improved
mctlMMis, and materially extended by Sheppard and Mo<w,

bat tho main concliivinut held good. At tlie present time
quite a number of trained and competent investigators,

whose narars will readily occur to you, are at work, and are
obtaining valuable results. I sImII not, I ho{K>, be su]>p<Hed

to under-valiie what they are doing if I venture to uxpnws- •"I that m------ !'ni>m are not taken to make the

tbeir sil more iutelligiblo to those who
: by tho «..!., ., ..iily they understoo<l it. I <vinnot

iii^ that there is Mometimen an unnecessary display

..I tii"^- wondorful cnmhinations of the letters of the Greek
alphabet which bring delight to thp souU of real mathoniati-

nd dismay tri the souls of ordinary [>eoplo. If scientific

- are to rcroivo tho general recognition that they claim

iimi <ii-^>rve, scientific results must be made plainer to those

who can use them and to the general public. A prominent
ibU^Mian lately said that the only people with any tiling

reS laying at tho present time were tlio scientific jieoplo,

>iut that they were also the only }>enplc who did not know
liow to itav it. Costing my mind back to thirty and even

nars ago, I share the feeling that at the present time
> much room for the cultivation of tho art of |)opular

><ii'ntiric exposition. In 1890 the number of sciontifically

trained men deroting themselves to research work in photo-

graphy was probably not more than a score. To-(Liy wo have
in all civilise<l countries a large number of energetic and
compolenl men engaged in the same field. The establishment

of well equipped laboratories under able control in connootion

with important photographic undertakings and the orgsnisa-

B
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tion of the British Pliotographic Researcih Association are all

full of promise for more rapid progress in the future. It

would Im a misfortune if the residts obtained were unintelli-

gible or unappreciated outeide the ranks of specialists.

Wliilst the behaviour of plates has been under investigation

attention has naturally been paid to the pioblem of the nature
of the latent photographic image; but although new theories

have been advanced this fundamental problem still waits for

a conclusive solution. It is the "elusive Pimpernel" of

photography—always with us but always escaping capture.

In many, indoed, one might say aU, of the most important
processes of photography we are dependent on that largo class

of substances known as colloids, that is, substances which are
of the nature of gum or glue, and as far as wo know art!

incapable of forming crystals and incapable when in solution
of passing tlirough certain membranes, whilst under suitable

conditions they form jellies or coagulate. Familiar examples
in addition to glue and gum are white of egg, starch, and that
evil-smelling substance which is sold under a variety of names
in a variety of tubes and has the property of sticking much
closer than a brother, especially where it is not wanted to

stick.

Gelatine, which is only the purest form of glue, is, as you
well know, used as a supporting medium in all our most
familiar negative and positive processes. Our sensitive

material is an emulsion of a silver salt in gelatine, and it has
been recognised for some time that to completely understand
the processes wo must know what the gelatine does as well as

what the silver salt does. Now those who have worked with
it know that gelatine is always a weird and otentimes a
wicked substance (human bodies contain a considerable quan-
tity of gelatine—but I am not suggesting that as an explana-
tion of anything).

In these later years there has developed a new branch of

scientific work which studies the properties of- colloids and the
colloidal state. Often it is called colloid chemistry, but this

is unfortunate, because the methods of research and the
phenomena are phy.sical rather than cliemical in the ordinary
sense of the wor3. It is sixty years ago since the peculiari-

ties of colloids were recognised by the Englisih chemist, Thomas
Graham, but the development of our real knowledge of them
belongs to this recent period of thirty years with which I am
dealing. It oould not happen befpre because the methods of

investigation had not been devised. The science of colloids

i.s, in fact, an offshoot of the development of physical oliemistry.

This new branch of science, having to deal with newly-
discovered phenomena, has had to invent a new set of terms
and talks of such things as sols and hydrosols, gels and
hj-drogels, emulsoids and suspensoids, adsorption, dispersion,

heterogeneity and cataphoresis. Though the language mav be
repellent, the country investigated is of great interest and
importance. It is part of the broad border-land between
chemistry and physics, and apart from its special and com-
paratively minor interest to us as photographers its study is

of the greatest importance in connection with animal and
vegetable life.

In photography we are concerned not only with the true
colloids which have not yet been known to crystallise like

gelatine or starch, hut also with the colloidal state of substances
that can crystallise, but which under certain conditions can
exi.st in a state similar to that of the true colloids. Amongst
sucfh .substances are gold, silver, and the insoluble halide salts

of silver. The colloidal state implies a very minute degioo
of subdivision of the particles of the substance, not so minute
as in the case of a true solution, such as salt or sugar in

water, but much more minute than the finest powder that
wo can prepare in the solid state. This minute degree of sub-
division connotes a very large area of surface for a given
inass of the substance, and since physical and chemical inter-

actions take effect at the surfaces of the particles of the
int<!racting bodies it is not surprising that when in the
<5oUoidal state certain substances have the powder of entering
into a kind of quasi-combination, not a« intimate as true
chemioal combination, but verv difficulrt to break down when

once it has occurred. This quasi-oomibination is usually oallod

adsorption, and we have instances of it in tKe difficulty of

washing certain lead salts out of paper, or hypo out of P.O.I*,

prints.

It seems quite clear that silver bromide can exist in a

i-olloidal state in an emulsion if only in small quantity, and
further research may demonstrate the importance of this sliatc

in the production of practically grainless photographic images.

It has also been suggested that the latent image may consist

of colloidal silver adsorbed by the unaltered silver bro(mide.

Passing from latent images and development to tin-

(tevolopers it is notewoithy that early in the nineties Andresen
and Lumiero indepeiidently established the general relation

l>otween the chemical constitution of certain compounds and
their j)ower of developing the photographic image. Speakiuf;
generally, this jjower is dependent on the presence of at least

two hydroxyl (OH) groups or two amido (NH^) groups, or at
least one hydiroxyl and one amido-group in the same benzene
nucleus, with the furllier condition that they are in the ortho-
position or the para-position in the molecule. Some work was
also done on the effect on the developing power resulting from
other substitutions in the molecule. To this work we owe such
iiseful additions to our list of developers as amidol, diamido-
phenol motol and adurol. Probably further research in tlie

same field would be still more fruitful.

In its early days the Convention did much to make known to

photographers in general the principles and practice of ortho-
diromatic photography. Since 1890 the advance has been
mainly in two directions, (a) the perfection of factory methods
for utilising tlie sensitising power of the dyes of the eosin
group for yellow and yellow-green, and (&) the discovery of
new dyes of the cyanine group with sensitising poiwer for

orange and red rays. Out of these have come panchromatic
plates with all their advantages in the rendering of coloured
objects. The reluctance of so-called practical people to take
advantage of improvements is illustrated by the fact that a
photographer in a large town in the West of England told
nic a short time ago that he was the only photographer in

the place who used pandhromatic plates even for difficult

colour subjects.

It must be a source of gratification to us all that owing to
the researches of Sir William Pope and his colleagues at Cam-
bridge during the war, cyanine dyes have been produced which
are far sufjerior as orange and red sensitisers to any of the
similar products for which we were formerly dependent on
Germany. Why certain dyes, and certain dyes only, act as
effective' sensitisers is still one of the unsolved problems.

I feel, however, that to the great mass of photographers
the really important thing that has taken place in the past
thirty years is the marked improvement in, one may almost
say the perfection of, the manufacture of photographic
materials. I doubt whether there are any manufactured pro-
ducts of sudi a delicate character, turned out on a large scale
so free from chemical and mechanical defects and so uniform
in character as the photographic plates, films and papers pro-
duced by the leading photographic manufacturers. As a
consequence, the elementary practice of photography has
become remarkably simple and certain. From one point of
view, this is a great gain, but I think that for many there has
been a loss of that interest which arises out of difficulties and
uncertainties. In the old days surprising things might
happen at any .stage of the processes—not as an occasional
treat, but as a regular thing—and the endeavour to discover
the causes of these occurrences and the methods of preventing
them constituted for the more enthusiastic amateurs one of
the chief interests of their hobby. The defects met with were
i>ometimes the faults of the makers, sometimes the fault of
the users. Nowadays photographic manufacturers have, of
oi>urse, no such sins—^but even in the old days they never
confessed to any.

The ease and simplicity of modem photography is not with-
out its drawbacks to photographic societies. The centre of
interest has shifted from the processes of photography to the
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Applications of photography. Many of the opportnnitie* for

diicuseioii and pxchsngo of experience* that used to arise out

of the less perfected processes hiivc disappeared, and I think

the difficulty of keeping up interest and enthusiaam has

undoubtedly become greater, .\fter all, to much research is

being done that new discoveries of importance must be made

'roro time to time and influence even the mo«t routine practice.

I.ireover, the applications of photography are so numerous,

e art has become w> intimately a part of our daily lives, that

!th reasonable organisation and .srstematisation with certain

definite ends in view, there should not be many failures to

keep societies in active existence.

It is, it seems to me, the principal function of this Oon-

vejition to stimulate general interest in photography especi-

ally in the place of meeting, to make known in an accurate

but popular manner the results of original researches, and

to encourage through research and critical discussion that

continued progress anJ development which is the only safe-

guard against stagnation and decay.

C. H. BOTHAMLBY, M.Sc, F.I.C., F.R.P.S

THE H. AND D. DOCTRINE.

[s rhr. preceding chapter it was explained that the action of

:iment upon a plat* is to increase the densities propor-

..-.oly.

At a given stage of devek>pment of « correctly exposed
.1... ^ipniities thus reach a value at which the opacities

Tig with them are proportional to the correspoad-

.T ^ iig.ii-iiitcn»itie4 from the subjt-ct.

The contrast of a negative relatively to the subject can be

vpmsed by the ratio of the ratio of two opacities to the

(O, E,\
rr '• VI'

T^ - resulting ratio measures the contrast of the negative

uly to the subject. But contrast is more conveniently

ed in terms of densities and corresponding log espo-

vthen it is the lo-ollcd gamma.
.\ negative of gamma less than 1.0 ia of 1«« contrast than

the subject; and one of gamma greater than 1 of greater

contrast.

The gamma of the negative is measured by a simple graphic

construction when plotting the characteristic curve of the

plate for determination of speed.

Plates differ as regards the maximum gamma which they

will yield ; and this maximum gamma, 7ao> °^ gamma mnnu,

is a measure of the contrast quality of a plate.

Different printing papers require gammas in some cases

less—in others greater—than the theoretically correct gamma
of 1.0.

The calculation of the time of development required to

produce a given value of gamma is therefore of importance.

It is complicated in theory but simple in practice, and is

considered in the present chapter.

The series concludes with some notes on the principle of

the Uurter and Driffield measurement of the speed of plat<«s.

IV.-TIME Or»DEVELOPMENT. AND CONTRAST.
lies there is a maximum gamma, which rano with different

ates, but with a given plate cannot be exceeded. But any
"""« less than the maximum I'i determined by the ttma

- which a ^ivan developing solution is allowed to act.

lal and important point in the making of a negative

ihall have the gamma re<(iiired for the best (most
- «ults on a given p--'

of th« tinif of <i.

gi¥*'n gamrrMft. This l.i the iir

'ocess which wo have been oon '••

:>hic metlwid of calculating ti.-

indirau-d l>y Hurter and I»r::l.

J
Dr. Hurter's douth in i~,'~ .\

n liculation was Arst worked out bv

. .Tiost wboi:_v ;

' translate ir

leatt conipr>li<M;

pard : wh:r|i n
\v

is therefore the
.lary to produce

! part of the

chapters.

neat was
t paper.

means of

Me«s and
(" Phot.

tiich are

3 o( ^ kind srbicb it ts nut possible

>r language. They are among the
.> ul the early papers hy Mees and 8h«p-

.1% ing a good d««l

•I prevail

lure " of

•olulion into

oarselvr* that
"Mer and slower as it

'at with any ordinary
increases from nothing

ts of development, and
• 'oper. grows more
•it. We aUo know

•i' t 1^ a promm wh
;

• W<" know from ]'•

>-<t of a negati

: the first mon.

ample quant
.;er stages of •:

that Kome plate* increase in mntrn'^t. with the «ame developer,
more rapidly than others. It is tln-refore plain:—

(I) That the rule or law governing the rate of development
mn«t be a rather complicate<] one, and

-' That there must be »on;e chnracteristir property which
a'i^'-i one maVo nf nl»i^ ti. .tovolnp more rapidiv than
nother.

Ao lUualration of Rata of Development.

An analogy will perhaps help to explain these two elements

in development. Suppose we have a heap of bricks, and we
set a man to lay them all end to and in a straight line over

a mite length, taking one brick at a time from the heap.

Suppose also that our man, as a convinced trade unionist, is

able to work at an even rate. At first he will lay out, say,

ft of the line of bricks in very little time, but as the

length of the line increases he will spend more and more time

in (i-tching each brick, and when the line is, .<iay, half a mile

long It will take him a very long time to add ft. to its
'

li-ngtli The analog>' is not a perfect one, but it illustrates

a characteristic of <levelopment, vis., that at any instant the

more of it hai be<?n done the slower the rate at which the

remainder is done. It also illustrates that though the speed

o( the proceas becomes less at an increasing rate, there is a

L-nnitant factor, vis., the rate of work of our brick layer; and

if he could be induced to carry out the job at twice that

rate, the mile of bricks would be laid in half the time.

The Velocity Constant of a Plate'

In this analogy the mile line of bricks represents the utmost

eoDtrast of the plate (i.e., gamma „), and the rate at which

the workman sets out the bricks represents a property of the

fi^ib^^t a given developer), which Mees and Sheppard

imina^e "velocity constant," and which is commonly

denoted by k. .Kn shown by them, the rate of development

(increase of gamma) is constantly decreasing: at any instant

It is the difference between the maximum gemma obtainable

and the gamma produced at that instant multiplied by the

velocity constant, k; or exprensing this in symbols:

—

after t seconds, rate of development=(Tao— Tj)*-

While the rate of development is changing at every instant,

because the difference between the gamma obtaincxl and the

gamma obtainable is changing, the other factor k is a

constant. With the .same developing solution and tempera-

ture, a plate of a certain value of k develops to a given
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gamma in half the time required by a plate having half that

value of k (for the same developer), providing both plates

have the same 7_. This constant k raiigos with various

plates from about .03 to .3 (for the ferrous oxalate developer),

and is very easily affected hy variations in manufacture, such
as the rate at which the emulsion on the plates is dried.

TABLE A.

Table of conesponding values of — and k for determination of k and yg^ (Mees and Sheppard, "Photographic Journal," November, 1904p«
page 297).

'>'»

A for A A for A A for A

m
A for A

k.
y> 0.001 k. ?« 0.001 k. 1* 0.001 it. Id 0.001
7i in k. Tl in k. 7i in k. 7i in k.

0.005 1.977 O.OOSO 0.105 1.596 0.0032 0.205 1.358 0.0018 0.305 1.216 0.0012
0.010 1.952 0.0048 0.110 1.580 0.003(1 0210 1.349 0.0016 0.310 1.210 0.0010
0.013 1.928 0.0050 0.115 1.565 0.0028 0.215 1.341 0.0018 0.315 1.205- 0.0010
0.020 1.903 0.0046 0.120 1.551 0.0028 0.220 1.332 0.0016 0.320 1.200 0.0010
0.025 1.880 0.0044 0.125 1.537 0.0028 0.225 1.324 0.0016 0.325 1.195 0.0008
0.030 1.858 0.0042 0.130 1.523 0.0026 0.230 1.316 0.0016 0.830 1.191 0.0010
0.035 1.837 0.0040 0.135 1.510 0.0028 0.235 1.308 0.0014 0.335 1.186 0.0008
0.040 1.817 0.0040 0.140 1.496 0.0024 0.240 1.301 0.0014 0.340 1.182 0.0008
0.045 1.797 0.0038 0.145 1.484 00024 0.245 1.294 0.0016 ' 0.345 1.178 0.0008
0.060 1.778 0.0038 0.150 1.472 0.0024 0.250 1.286 0.0016 0.350 1.174 0.0010
0.055 1.759 0.0036 0.155 1.460 0.0024 0.255 1.278 0.0014 0.355 1.169 0.0008
0.060 1.741 0.0034 0.160 1.448 0.0022 0.260 1.271 0.0014 0.360 1.165 0.0008
0.063 1.724 0.0034 0.165 1.437 0.0022 0.265 1.264 0.0014 0.365 1.161 0.0008
0.070 1.717 0.0032 0.170 1.426 0.0022 0.270 1.257 0.0012 0.370 1.157 0.0006
0.075 1.691 0.0032 0.175 1.415 0.0020 0.275 1.251 0.0012 0.375 1.154 0.0008
0.080 1.675 0.0030 0.180 1.405 0.0018 0.280 1.245 0.0012 0.380 1.150 0.0006
0.085 1.660 0.0032 0.185 1.396 0.0018 0.285 1.239 0.0012 0.385 1.147 0.0008
0.090 1.644 0.0032 0.190 1.387 0.0020 0.290 1.233 0.0012 0.390 1.143 0.0008
0.095 1.628 0.0032 0.195 1.377 0.0018 0.295 1.227 0.0012 0.395 1.139 0.0006
0.100 1.612 0.0032 0.200

jk.

—

1.368 0.0020 0.300 1.221 0.0010 0.400 1.136 —

TABLE B.

P Table of cprresponding values of kt and 1— e-*'. for determination of time of development for required gamma of plate of given k and ya,
(Mees and Sheppard, " Photographic Journal," November, 1904, page 297).

kt.

.000

.025

.050

.075

.100

.125

.150

.175

.200

.225

.250

.275

.300

.325

.350

.375

.400

.425

.4.50

.475

.500

.525

.550

.575

.600

.625

.650

.675

.700

.725

.750

.775

.800

.825

.850

.875

.900

.925

.950

.976

diff. for

J-"- .01 kt.

.0095

.0086

.0077

[ .0071

.0064

.0057

.0052

.0047

.0042

.0038

kt.

1.000

1.025

1.050

1.075

1.100

1.125

1.150

1.175

1.200

1.225

1.250

1.275

1.300

1.325

1.350

1.375

1.400

1.425

1.450

1.475

1.500

1.525

1.550

1.575

1.600

1.625

1.650

1.675

1.700

1.725

1.750
1.775

1.800

1.825

1.850

1.875

1.900

1.925

1.950

1.975

diff. for
1—e-u .01 kt.

.0034

.0032

.0029

.0026

.0024

.0022

0021

.0017

.0016

.0014

kt.

2.000
2.025

2.050
2.075

2.100

2.125
2.150
2.175
2.200

2.225
2.250
2.275
2.300

2.325
2.350
2.375

2.400
2.425
2.450

2.475
2.500
2.525

2.550
2.575
2.600
2.625

2.650
2.675
2.700

2.725
2.750
2.775
2.800

2.825
2.850

2.875
2.900
2.925

2.950
2.975

diff. for

1—e-*' .01 kt.

.8647

.8680

.8712

.8744

.8776

.8805

.8834

.8863

.8892

.8919

.8945

.8971

.8997

.9021

.9045

.9069

.9093

.9113

.9135

.9157

.9179

.9197

.9217

.9237

.9257

.9274

.9292

.9310

.9328

.9344

.9360

.9376

.9392

.9408

.9412

.9426

.9450

.9463

.9476

.9489

.0013

.0012

.00105

.00096

.00086

.00078

.00071

.00064

.00058

.00052

kt.

3.000

3.025

3.050
3.075
3.100

3.125
3.150
3.175

3.200

3.225

3.250

3.275
3.300

3.325
3.360
3.375
3.400
3.425

3.450
3.475

3.500
3.525
3.550

3.575

3.600
3.625
3.650

3.675

3.700
3.725
3.750
3.775
3.800

3.825
3.850

3.875
3.900
3.950
3.975

4.000

1-

.9502

.9613

.9525

.9537

.9649

.9559

.9570

.9581

.9592

.9601

.9611

.9621

.9631

.9639

.9648

.9657

.9666

.9674

.9682

.9690

.9698

.9706

.9713

.9720

.9727

.9732

.9739

.9746

.9753

.9758

.9764

.9770

.9776

.9780

.9786

.9792

.9798

.9807

.9812

.9817

diff. for

.01 kt.

.00047

.00043

\- .00039

.00036

}00032

00029

.00026

.00023

.00022

.00019
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The Law of Time or Developmeot.

Eridentlv, then, there is a doi:nite law for the timo id

whidi A c»rtaia ralue of gamma :^ reached for a plate of

jiren ralnea of gamma « and k. I'nfortunately, in matha-
itical sjmboU it is a forbiddingly oomplicated formula, and
.<Dov of no method of making it simpler. I would not
troduce it into these note; were it not for the fart that

UM it there is no necos^sitj to understand it from
:itical stand(>oint. hy n. .ms of tiie tulile ll. worked

out 'jS Alees and Sheppard tlin u-.. of the fora»ala becomes
« matter of ordin.iry orithn. •'..• and therefore the reader
most not be frightened br the syn:hoU, but is asked to make
himself acquainted with the short rut tp their use provided
V the table. The formula is:—

where 7,1 i^ th» gamma produced in (, minutes and nhoret, = 3f,

In other words wa hara first to find ont hy sen8it<Trr.r>tr!c teds
gammas for. taj 5 to 10 minutes iliirnlnpiiii lit an 1 eta

data 'an find the gamma ^ and lb of th*plat« for per

employed. When thejr are k.iown. the time of development
reqji-'M for any other gamn i a!,.-:, using th-'' »ame develop-

in. utated from
tl" From the

general form of the formula

y _ (-

)

.of the plate
I,,., "..^reat to the quotient ia found in 0»l. 2. The

mber in Col. 1 it the value itf; that is, tbe

the retjuireit gamma is divided by the
•ij'4 '-• ••-'"

cor

tiu ji,!.! I,y the known t of -' '
' ng by k,

the time is obtained. Example:- - of da-
--' r>nt for a gamms of 0.8 of a p oie wnu''. i,»iin the saaie

r \t thesane temperaturei has gamn<a , of 1.6 and
> K 01 .15

itamma is^'d _ O18 _ j^ l—e'**
gamma . 1.6

From the table, the value of if rorrospoading with I — r'' of
.5 is .rw DiT^.iing bjr k (-.16), we obtain 4.7 minutes. The
method is raid oolj for derejopers otf Watkina' fartor 1«m

in IS.

But m» a preliminary to this calculatfoa the valoes of k and
gkniBis ^ have to be found for the [lit« and a given developer.
The senattoizietrio method of doing this is to make a aeries
of eiposares on two pi««^ of the plate, develop one twice as
'"ig aa the other and meaatire the . 1 f each. From the

lues of these gammas and the tim lopment tiie value
• k can be fotiad by the Uble .\ 01 jtlve* and Sbeppard.

For example, with a plate giving 71 ,=0.98 at 8.65 minutes'
development and 7t ^I.'IO in 7.1 minat«a:—
For k, nsing Table A :—

>i - • * _ I m
Tl 0.98

Nearest value in table ia 1.426. corresponding to a A for
minatea of 0.170.

To convert to a i for 8.65 minutes, mnlttpiv bv 6 and
•ideby8.6«.

inuiia , has aleo to be foond, as for enBiple, by tho formula
Renwick (" Photographic Journal," April, 1911, p. 218),

-nere 7, is the gamma prtxlucod by development for f,"

miaut«i and 7^ the gamma produced ty development for t,

minates, these two times being 10 rhoaen that 7, is consider-
ably lass than 87, otherwise any error of measurement greatly
affects the rslio oSt»;n«rl for 7« It is possible here only

to pre-sent in somenhat rough outline the methods adopted iu
calculations of time of development, but enough has perhaps
been said to show the lines which are followed.

Summary.
At this point the foregoing chapters on the elements of

the H. and D. doctrine might well end. While they have
covered very little ground, the fullness witli which the oleaieu-
tary conceptions have been con&idered will, it is hoped, do
something to promote the study of sensitometrio methods in
the investigation of negative-making and printing processes
by a greater number of photographers. Nevertheless, the
chapters could hardly be published without one on the basis
of the H. and D. speed numbers, the original purpose of
Hurter and Driffield's experiments, though perhaps the least
fruitful of them. Some explanatory notes on their rating of
plate speed are therefore appended.
But the main theme of the present exposition ends hero.

After defining the theoretically perfect negative—perfect,
that is, as a reproduction of tho tones of the subject—in terms
of opacity, or, alternatively, of density, we have seen the
different shares taken in its making by exposure and develop-
ment.

^
Exposure—such that the difference between any two den-

sities shall be in a constant proportion to the difference
between the .logarithms of light-intensities producing those
densities.

Deveh>pment—such that this proportion shall be 1 ; that is.

that the density-difference shall be equal to the log exposiiro
differenoe.

We have also seen how this degree of development requires
to be varied, and can be varied in a calcalahle way, ucoord-
ing to the printing paper. But there still remain to be con-
sidered the rules regulating the effect of temperature and
the properties of ditlerent developers in the making of nega-
ti»« of a required sj ecified degree of contrast. This further
subject most be left for another occasion, when perhaps it

may be possible for it to be dealt with by an authority to
whom photographers are largely indebted for the scientific
basis of time development. G. E. B.

(To be eandudtd.)

FBas.!.UNCi Prxss Pmotockapht.—As we [Ksint out on aiiotlioi

page, the series of articles by Mr. Vtning, which begin their appear-
ance in this issue, approach the subject of non-staff press photo-
graphy from a fresh angle, namely, that of the art editor. The
.,i.i.>.i however, is a wide one with many ramifications, and" tho

pher desirous oT making the most of the more ample field

^ now open to him is well-advised not to neglect any of llie

opportunities of obtaining guidance which are available. Undoubtedly
tho chief of these is the course of postal instruction in press photo-
graphy which is offered by the Practical Correspondenoe College, of
Thanet House, Strand, London. W.C. We can claim to have been
(airly intimate with the value of this course for many years past,

and have bad opportunities of judging of the eminently practical

and constructive scheme of the lessons, snd also of tho painstaking
help renderetl to student* individually. A recent re-reading of the
lessons as issued st the present time impresses us with the College's
'— >nt>reciation of the conditions in illustrated journalism. It u

I'^oordance with the many-sidedness of photography for the
.....-..a.cd papers that the course of lessona offered by the P.C.C.
should cover almost completely different uround from the series of
chapters by &lr. Vining which our readers will be able to study
during the next few weeks Between the two the photographer who
is ambitions to build op sulMtantial independent earnings in tho

shape of reproduction feea from the newspapers may feel fairly well

assured thai there are few ideas or methods of procedure which are

not brooght to his notice in the most suitable way. An illustrated

booklet iasoad by the Practical Correspondence Colle,{e and aent free

on application givea an excellent idea of the scope of the P.C.C.
coarse and itself provides a certain measure of insight into the
practice of press photography, from which so many at the present

time are earning considerable sums.
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EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY.

The direttors' report for the financial year ended December 31

last (the eighteenth full year of business of the company) shows a

surplus of $10,330,438 (£2,129,985). after setting off liberal amount,

for depreciation and paying, 40 per cent, on the common stock in

addition to 6 per cent, on the preferred stock. The figure for the

Kurplns in English currency is obtained. on the basis of .$4.85 to

the £ as in previous reports. The above figure lor surplus is

equivalent to net profits of $18,656,210, equivalent to £3,828,084,

the largest in the history of the company, and exceeding those of

1919, which hitherto have held the record, by more than £260,000.

The following table shows the net profits since the year 1903 :—
£

Year ending December 31. 1903 606,740

1904 688,484

1905 827,610

1906 1.116,639

1907 .^ 1,446,479

1908 1,540,725

1909 1.619,087

1910 1,850,552

1911 ...< 2,4<)1,910

1912 2,8S6,401

1913 2,920.090

1914 2,332,579

1915 3,245,600

1916 3,564,784

1917 2,998,467

1918 2,897,313

1919 3,778,595

1920 3,828,084

The report briefly intimates the death of one director, Mr.
Alexander M. Lindsay, who had occupied a position on the Boar J

for a number of years past.

Patent News.

Process patents—applications and specifications—are treated in
" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

App'ications, June 20 to 25 :—

•

Daylight Development.—No. 17,157. Daylight development of

roll films. H. G. Chaney.

Enlarging Lanterns.—No. 17,060. Masking-device for lanterns

for photographic enlargement. J. G. Kitchen and Thornton-
Pickard Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Shutters.—No. 17,101. Photographic shutter release and counter.

F. Sullivan and A. S. Warne.
Finder.—No. 17,304. Focussing-attachment and distance-finder for

film cameras. J. H. Whitehead.
Stereoscopy.—No. 17,325.—Stereoscopic lantern projection. P.

Ashworth.
Electric Records.—No. 17,106. Photographic recording of elec-

tric signals, etc. J. Hettinger and C. A. Vandervell and Co.,
Ltd.

Stereoscopy.—No. 16,981. Apparatus for viewing stereoscopic

cinematograph or lantern-slide projection. A. N. Wight.
Colour Cinematography.—No. 16,756. Optical exposure for three-

colour exposure cinematograph. Firm of C. Zeiss.

Cinematograph-Phonograph.—No. 17,033. Means for synchronis-
ing cinematographs and automatic musical instruments. L.
Kohler and Tonfilm Ges.

Trade Names and Marks.

MASKS PLACED ON THE REGISTER.
The following/ marks have been placed on the register:—

Zona.—No. 413,311. Photographic papers. Thomas Illingworth
and Co., Ltd., Cumberlajid Avenue, Park Royal, Willesden
Junction, London, N.W.IO, manufacturers of photographic
papers.

New Materials.

Mounting Boards and Papers.—Messrs. Butcher,) Gamer,>

House, Farringdon Avenue, London, E.C.4. send us a compUt..

collection of the astonishingly numerous and varied styles nf

mounting boards and papers issued by them. These include thriu

new introductions designated as the " Gambia," " Vancouver "

and "Yukon." They have a certain family likeness, and are all

three of them most distinctive styles, for the " Gambia " seri( .s

is represented by mounting boards which are imitations of cloiic

grained fabric, leather, or wood, and are produced in appropri.it t-

colours. The "Vancouver" and "Yukon" papers are perliajis

best described by saying that they are imitations of the texture (if

arras cloth, familiar in the furnishing of studios and picture gal-

leries, but the variety of texture and colour is greater than is

obtainable in commercial arras cloth, particularly in the " Yukon "

series, which' includes two styles of figured gold surface, and in

addition a mounting paper of quite smooth gold effect. There are

certainly opportunities for making use of these most striking and
realistic papers and boards which are a notable departure from the

quiet and more subdued tints and textures which characterise tlie

greater number of the specimens which Messrs. Butcher send to

us. We cannot help thinking that for the most effective mounting
of the great majority of photographs the papers or boards of less

striking character are by far the best, but in the three new styles

Messrs. Butcher have provided photographers with altogether dis-

tinctive goods, and we can we'.l imagine that those who have the
enterprise to consider their qualities will find ways of turning thMn
to good account. Samples of any of the materials wi'l be ^nt free

on application to professional photographers.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

Legal Notices.—Notice is given of tlie dissolution, by mutual
consent, of the partnership between Frank Spring and Herbert
Arthur Bellamy, carrying on business as enlargers and photograph
printers at 92 and 94, London Road, Sheffield, under the style of

F. Spring and Company. All debts due to and owing by the late

firm will be received and paid by Frank Spring, who will continue
the business.

' '

Notice is given of the . dissolution, by mutual consent, of the
partnership between Rose Kate Durrant and Harold Humphrey
Brook Durrant, carrying on business as photographers at 37, Fleet
Street, Torquay, under the style of R. K. Durrant and Son. All

debts due to and owing by the late firm will be received and paid
by Harold Humphrey Brook Durrant, who will continue to carry on
the business under the same name.
Oswald .M. Smith & Co.—Particulars of Oswald M. Smith &

Co., Ltd., have been filed pursuant to Section 274 of the Companies
(Consolidation) Act. This private company was incorporated in

New Zealand on April 16, 1920, with registered office at Dunedin,
to carry on business as indent and commission agents and manu-
facturers' agents, dealers in fancy goods, toys, photographic
materials, and other goods. The nominal capital was £30,000, but
has been increased to £50,000 in £1 shares. The directors are :

E. R. Murphy, H. S. Williams,sA. B. Williams, H. B. Williams,

C. J. Bennett and 0. M. Smith, all resident in New Zealand The
British address is at Copthall House, E.C. N. C. Sawers, of 69,

Hervey Road, Blackhoath, is authorised to accept service of process

and notices on behalf of the company.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.
August 27 to September 10.-—Toronto Camera Club. Latest date

for entries July 30. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary,

J. R. Lawson, 2, Gould Street, Toronto, Canada.
September 10 to October 8.—London Salon of Photography. Latest

day for entries August 31. Particula:fs and entrv form from
the Hon. Secretary, London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall

Mall East, London, S.W.I.
^September 19 to October 29.—Royal Photographic Society. Latest

date for entries August 26 (carrier), August 27 (hand). Par-
ticulars and entry forms from the Secretary, Royal Photo-
graphic Society, 36, Russell Square. London, W.C.I.

December 3 to 17.—Scottish Photographic Circle. Hon. Secretary,
W. S. Crocket. 10, Parkgrove Tei^ace, Tollcross, Glasgow.
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Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

TCISIMT, Jl'LV 12.

.iiich*««r Am»t«ar Phot. Soc. Coancfl MMtiog, 6.16 p.m.

THrMDAt, Jrtt 14.

Hamm*r»mith fHamiKhire Howe) PS. "Bwwioa." H. Proct«-.

Satttrdat, Jclv 16.

.M»iiche«««r Amittar Phot. Soc. Ramble to M«rpVe District.

ROTAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Picto«UL Sectiox.

At th« meeting held on Friday, July I. Mr Raymnn.l E. Crowther

epcoed » dijcuwioo oa the renderini; < f eun' hntography in

the coorae of « hort paper, in winct. lie c ,par»t«ly the

influ«nc« of the labject of the pfiut. ^.raphic prwMM and of the

imintint; and f.-.imiti; In the c»»e <.f .pen viewi light and (hade

pUyt^l '> '"^ mall part. an. I sacfa mibject* were perhape

lhe'nu«t .li:i the point of vir-A- of UDpartinK the aenaatiou

of iunlight to tlMir photographic rciMl, j mgi. But thoe* baTiog a

iron^ foregrooad provided difler«ii;.-< t..tween the higb-lighta and

the shadow*, which greatly accentuat.-.! the efffCta of junlight.

The rendarinir on the plate, in their c»at, approximated more

•ely to the piychnlogioal effect ap"n the observer then in the

>e of an open view.

lite ideal photographic madittm for Hbt

a tranaparency . for the leate of grsAl
.-rcaaed at both mda : aa the higb>li.

.^'lowe were better penetrated. Bat

at on paper the teal* wm eompa
h.iri^o Iho hr>'. mrane for wiking '

.tie longest ecal

"refore, aecarat.

Aa regarde the t

vght, it r«nuir.-.l i

ut of natural

saa very mirk-

:>*rka, particul.i

' plate ahoold ^
nphasiaed Ckleors to the eye t<> which the ordinary plate is

. ., .ind therefore a paTichronatic plat«, or. as a pour wcoad. an

hochrr/initi pi.ii.\ w.m HHWiinendr.l. Bat even with a pan-

-omatic (lUtf th.' u-riA ' vroeee of (h.- eye and that of the ema).

I* do Dot coinri.le T . most people yellow, whicA ii frequently

n,>rii»..vi -, -i .• r^r 1. -ing of aonlight, is more aaeertive than

refore, provided the lobjects were (oit^

..J aable, bat aaaie sabjecta, particularly

I it, snd Mr. Crowther advised the Dse of a Titioii

ha view coold I '-n a* it would appear wheu

pbte aad lic

-.<.. making of IKl.
,

« negative which faithfa!

i.^j .»IleH ("^'r »»rriflce at one

the mak.ng if ''• prirt If the

: of aanliKht

>« advantage-

ess increased

iig a positive

and one had
pp^ar bright

for the

hat the

'ion

any

fore It secaad deeirabie

colour effect. But

wrill.l I lately be

iioeity of

the teale

:ne<l, the

» wntlld

.- atom. It t))'

... Netted to 'hnr

to depend on -

,f,.i » iii« sabjt

-totion of th>< sky. I

iiminriaitt. f/» (be ?.!...-:

earn base

of value.

that

1 It

iu

:her

aw no objix-ti'ii I'l

- » to a dosif' '<

to monnt
...i contribtj'

local toniait or tinting of a

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

The week before last, according to an ac«>unt kindly furnished

to an absent reporter, Mr. A. J. Lyddon. the Principal of the

Polytechnic School r>f Photography, gave a lecture-demonstration

on " Finishing Bromide Prints," illustrating his own method of

finishing in oils, which is capable of producing a variety of effects

simulating chalk, pastel or water-colour.

.\fter a preliminary pun of the " justifiable homocide " class, the

demonstrator obliterated the head of a fair damsel on a bromide

print with sundry smears of brilliant oil colours, and immediately

relieved the feelings of his wondering audieJice by rapidly reducini?

this exuberant jazz display to sober monochrome. By means of *

mysterious fluid and various brushes and pads, high-lights were

then picked out and edges soflene<l in the most dexterous way till

a masterpiece of " finish " was revealed.

Colouring came next, the initial proceedings being much the same

as before, but apparent purposelessness soon gave way to settled de-

sign, and a second triumph of the same order resulted. Finally a bald-

herded landscape was fitted with suitable clouds in manner incap-

able of detection, which furnished the text of a sermon on mud and

brorooil by Mr. Harpur. Throughout the proceedings this member,

who, so far as is known, has never embarked on finishing bromide

prints in manner demonstrated, pointed out seVeral improvemen's

in procedures. The fact that most had been tried by the lecturer

and found worthless in no way detracted from the kindly inten-

tions of Mr. Harpur, who is the happy possessor of a battery of

brains that cannot be put out of action by big guns, however heavy.

A most heaity vote of thanks was accorded Mr. Lyddon for a

highly interesting exposition of a somewhat unusual character.

At the start, just as the Secretary was reading the minutes for liis

own edification. Dr. Mee* made a dramatic and quite unexpected

appearance, and was heartily greeted by all. Last week he lectured

on " Photographic Chemistry," a report of which is held over.

News and Notes:

out a few of

Tm Clitb PHOTOORArHin.—The July issue of our Liverpool con-

temporary is a Hackney number, tile contributions, literary and

pictorial, beiug by members of the Hackney Photographic Society.

Dr. C. E. K. Mus has receiNod from t\)e University of

Rochester, New York State, the honorary degree of Doctor of

ScisMM, in adtnowledgment of bis work in photographic research

in tiia Eastman lsborst«ry.

Mr. H. Waltkr BARKFrr advises ns that he is no longer asso-

cuted with the firm of H. Walt«r Bamett & Co., Ltd., Knights-

bndge, London, S.W., having entirely withdrawn from that firm

in March, 1930. .Mr. Bamett baa established himncK at Villa Ixs

Tourellea, Dieppe.

MoRB CourcnnoN.—The proprietors of the new " Sunday Illus-

trated " offer to supply copies of ihe pictures appearing in the

pages of the paper; matt or glased enlargements, 6 x 4 in. to IS x

12 in., at prices ranging from 2s 6d. to 12a. 6d.
;
postcards at 6l.

per doaen, and lantern slides at 2s. 6d. each.

NuRlsr TO Nature.—Under this title the City Sale and Ex-

change, 81, Alderagate, lA>ndon, E.C.4, have issued an attractive

16'pag* booklet descriptive of the Richard Verasoope camera and

of aoceasories for the viewing of Vcrascope stereoscopic traiu-

pareoeies in monochrome and colour. The booklet is obtainable

fiefjyr
'vi'li'ation.

IWVTCts .SHirrT.-.^t the recent annual meeting. Professor

J. W. Nicholson was elected president, and Dr. O. H. Rodman,

•Sir Ernest Rutherford, and Sir William Bragg, vice-presidents.

Geoffrey Pearoe, 33, Newton Street, London, W.C.2, was re-

ted honorary treasurer, and Dr«. E. A. Owen and J. Uusselt

Keynold*. joint honorary secretaries.

Carsro Dm«o»«tration*.—The Autotype Company have secured

the ser»-iccs of Mr. D<irdon Pyke to demonstrate the new and

improved carbro process during the autumn and winter. If secre-

taries of photographic societies wishing to take advantage of this

will communicate with the Company details will be sent of the

dates when Mr. Pyke witl'tM in their districts.
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A Novel Photoorapiiic " Finish."—We learn from one of the

Birmingham newspapers that on a recent -Saturday the East Bir-

mingham Photographic Society had a very enjoyable gathering,

first at Aston Hall, where some very good pictures were obUined

in the afternoon, and then at the theatre in the evening. Surely

a novel soit of finish up for a .summer photographic outing.

The Lay Paess and Photooeaphy.—If the lay papers will have

columns of photographic notes, those in authority .should see that

the information given is fairly reliable. One cf last Saturday's

provincial papefs told its readers that a mixture of " hy-posulphate

of soda " and " metal-sulphate " made a good acid-fixer, and that

an " amstigmet " lens working at " F 45 " was a good one for

focal-plane work.

Unreliable Finders.—Unreliable finders—especially finders on

very cheap film cameras—are the cause of much spoilt film, and Mr.

F. M. Sutcliffe, writing on the subject in the " Yorkshire Post,"

says that the finder and the film may have liad both the same

image when the camera lefnhe workshop, but continual uplifting

as the camera is opened out throws the finder out of plumb. The

obvious remedy is to take as much care of a " moveable " finder as

one does of a lens.

London's Water "Views.—London is well provided with views in

virhich water forms a part. An artist, writing in the " Daily

Chronicle," says that for real prettiness the Regent's Park lake or

the view towards Bayswater from the Serpentine bridge takes some

beating. The Thames as seen from Greenwich Park looks grander

than it does from the Terrace at Richmond, whilst Westminster

Abbey and the Parliament buildings can only have justice done to

them by those who have gazed on them in the evening from near

Lambeth Bridge with the Thames in the foreground. These water

views, however, are less " photographic " than some obtainable in

St. James's Park—when there is water in the lakes. The view of

the India Office across the lake is one of the best in London.

A Link with the Past.—With the death o.f Lady Brewster a

decided link with the past has been snapped, for her husband,

Sir David Brewster, was born in 1781. Lady Brewster, who was
ninety-four years of age, died on June 22 at Allerly, Montr^e,
where she had lived since her marriage in 1857, and where Sir

David died in 1868 at the age of eighty-seven years. In early

Victorian days Brewster was as well known as any great scientist

of our own times, and his writings were held in high repute.

Among his many inventions were the kaleidoscope and the lenti-

cular stereoscope, he making a spfecial study of the latter. Sir

David (writes a correspondent) was a close friend of Fo.\ Talbot,

with whom he st?yed at Lacock Abbey in 1836, when the sixth

meeting of the British Association was held at Bristol.

Correspondence,

*** Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.
No notice is taken of communications unless the names and
addresses of the writers are given. >

*«* Il'e do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed
by our correspondents

EARLY STEREO AND MAGNESIUM WORK: AN ALMOST
FORGOTTEN PIONEER.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Your " Ex-Cathedra " reference to Prof. C. Piazzi
Smyth's " Teneriffe " book, illustrated with original stereoscopic
silver prints, is extremely interesting, for although the fact of its

publication is fairly well known to those of us who are interested
in astronomical matters, it most certainly is not generally known
that stereoscopic pictures were included in it. It was in May.
1856, that Prof. Smyth went on bis astro-photographic expedition^
in the yacht " Titania." He returned in the following October,
and published the volume in the spring of 1858.
Our photographic interest in Prof. Smyth, however, does not

end here. Seven years later (in 1865) he photographed the interior

of the Great Pyramid by the aid of magnesium ribbon, he being

the first to do so, and we can but admire his enterprise, as ha

must have met with very great difficulties in those early days,

and it would be interesting to know what became of t^le pictures.

Twenty years ago it was my lot to photograph the very same

pyramid's interior, and using the then latest forms of magnesium

(powder and ribbon) and lamps, I found the task a most difficult

one. I used a ribbon lamp fitted with a kind of parabolic reflector,

which enabled me to focus the rays of burning ribbon into the

corners of the inner chamber and to project them upon the dark,

parts of the stone, but Dr. Smyth could have none of these modeia

inventions, hence his very big difficulties. .<

Magnesium, I believe, was made known by Davy in 1808, but

the first successful photographs were not taken with it until about

March, 1864, when Mr. A. Brothers, of Manchester, obtained a

stereoscopic negative of a Derbyshire mine. In May of the same

year a portrait of Prof. Faraday was taken at the Royal Institu-

tion, so that Prof. Smyth may be considered one of the pioneers

of magnesium work.

Although magnesium was used for photographic work in the

sixties of last century, flashlight work with powders did not come
along until twenty years later. It wa^, I believe, in May, 1887,

that Drs. Gaedicke and Miethe first startled the photographic

world with the po.sibilitics of magnesium rapidly burnt ;ii

the form of powder. To do this they mixed magnesium
powder with various oxidising bodies, such as potassium

chlorate or nitrate, but this plan of working did not

catch on very quickly, and many fatal accidents were reported

Dr. Piffard, of New York, then devised the system of placing the

flashlight powder on guncotton, after which—but the exact date

1 am unable to trace, though I believe it was in 1889—Prof. Schirm.

of Berlin, invented the plan of burning pure magnesium powder
(not a mixture) by blowing it through a flame, a method largely

used in this country about 1891. I do not, however, propose tci

write a history of flashlight work.

Prof. Smyth also made a careful study of cloud-forms by photn

graphy, he doing this in 1888, after his holding the post of

Astronomer-Royal for Scotland, and while living in retirement at

Clova, near Ripon, Y'orks., where he died in 1900. These photo-

graphic cloud studies are specially mentioned in books of referenci'.

though I feel sure they are not known in the photographic world.
~ Those acquainted with the life of Prof. Smyth know- of the great

interest he took in photography, particularly stereoscopic photo-

graphy, and I think I do right in describing him as an almost-

forgotten pioneer of jihotography as applied to science.—Y'our.^

faithfuUv.
'

P. R. S.

MICROPHOTOGRAPHY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen.—I regret that at the moment I am unable to reply

to Mr. J. Rheinberg's criticism and answer his query so fully as I

would wish, but I will say at once that Mr. Pigg's micrograph),

slide was of an advertisement page He, however, experiment el
with text pages as well and, I believe, produced promising results.

I am now in communication with Mr. Pigg's relatives, who have
promised to turn up the actual results if it be possible to do so,

and should they, or particulars of them, reach me I shall be able
to give names and dates of the actual pages with which experi-
ments were carried out. As, however, t«n years have elapsed since
Mr. Pigg's death, you will realise that the task of tracing his

experiments is not an easy one, but I well remember the results he
showed me when visiting his workroom, on which occasion the
method of making microphotographs was demonstrated.

Some may wonder why pages of the " B. J." were selected for

experiment, and it may be pointed out that the late experimentalist
worked in the office in which the " B. J." was then printed. His
uncle was the printer and owner of the firm, Mr. Pigg having a
laboratory and process business in the same building. When a
page was wanted for experiment it was quite a simple matter for
him to go into the composing room and take a " pull " of a page
on the best plate or calendered paper, specially " inking-up " .ne
type so as to get a clear and perfect page of letterpress for the
camera. His results were, therefore, bound to be better than those
obtained by anyone working from an ordinary copy of the " B. J.,"
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mnd one printed on the machine m ibe oraal way. It w«« with

•uch perfect pages that I MW him at work. »nd while I am certain

of his succeta with i dvertiiement page«, I cannot at the moment

jay anything definite about the matUr page*, lliough I am of

opinion that ho did niccMd in aecuring a satiifactory result.—

Yoors faithfully, W. T. L.

To the Editor*.

Oentlemen,— I waa very inUr««ted in the leUer on the abonre sub-

ject by " W. T. L." in your inae of the 17th inst., aa I have been

working on the problem for acme time.

I am familur with the small picture* in penholder*, etc., which

are still sold in France, and until reading your correspondent's

letter I was alway* posxled as to how these were made. I have

examined these imder the microscope, and the grain is very fine

and the deUil very sharp, the picture being oemeoted under a

cover glass at the flat sod of the lens. From aa optical standpoint,

however, the lens is very crude, but it If a clerver piece of work.

My method of making microphnt. ,;rajihs Is siiijhlly different

'rom that described by yoor correspondent, and may be of iaterest.

\ ««ti«il precision bos-camera is used, fitted with a 4-incb Cook*.

procesa lens in a focnaaiag jackets The csmara is rigidly fastened,

and behind it is' a miatweofw for focnsalDg. This latter is set by

' enssing on the grain of m similar plate to the one being used,

ftar which the image is focaaMd on a piece of plain glass of the

.ma thickness by the rack motion on the Una. The object in my
>M was drawn on Briatol board with ladian ink, and mcMorsd

' he* acroas.

IT* endaavoorad lo avoid the as* of wet platas, and have

i sobstitate in the Paget half-ton* plate, and althoogh

hardly so fine, the proce*s of making rainiatore pictures

i.

1 . . :e necessary radactiaa, the caasts is, of court*. » eoB-

asr»hle aijtance from the object, which is illamiBat*d by a groop

i half'Watl lamps. This proc«*B, of conrs*, give* a negative from

positive* may b* made by contact printing, nsing th* gla*

nat* prorsss .

It IS unfortunate for aoToo* working lbs** proceeae* that no

'rmiat* exists to guide on*, and the above is the method

7>ed by myself, and oibsrt may biv* better aMihods whieb

Id b* glad to ti(*r of.—Yours faithfully,

UUsgow, W. W. 8. Roamsoif.

I ERB08C0P1C LENS SEPARATION FOR NKAR 0BJKCT8.

To the Editors.

<J*ntIsmen.—In r ply to th*. letter frciB Mr. T. J. Ward re my
t)cU on " St«rro«<-opic I.4BS SaparstioD tor Near Objects," *s

> icady ttatod ii. ttie uticle, I have cad*avo«x«d to deal with th*

ibject from th* practical standpoint and am not pr«p«r*d to arg;a*

potnla of theory.

.jg«*t, howrrsr/ that th* reason an object 12 inches from Ih*
' an oh**rvar doe* not appear exagg«ral«d in relief is bscaiis*

tgta transmitt«d to the retina are infltMOoad lo a great axtaot

,(ment in th* tame way that althoogb th* imag** ar* r*o*iT*d

retina inv*r'*d, they do not appear so to th* observer, liy

9 that if a separation of 2^ inches for an object 12 inches

ataot gives exaotttikted relief (aa Mr. Ward admits it do«s), th*
r rimu rnnedy is to oaa a smaller separation.

'•< aware that ttoreoewyoa vary a good ileal, sod, that

!i not possible to give a standard that wil! be correct
' oiit that if the lens separatiri ' giv* are

round results will b* secured.- . hfnlly,

it. fit. Johns Terrace, Lewes. E. J. Bsotord.
July *. 1921.

A NOTE TO DEALEB&
To th* Editors.

'

' %y w* call the of photographic dealers

w-.tt to the itre.. t'Cf of handing (a their

r* Ailli all photo(;raphic :i<*i! iii^-nts they aeil the printad

card or leaflet of instructions -.ihich makara almoat always

with such inatrnmanta? We have had very frequent
% lately in whiefi buyers have used instruments in nmt* i

wrong way and spoilt tneir plates or films because the retailer of

the instrument has sold it without the printed instructions. We
have always regarded full and explicit instructions necessary, and

have provided them with all instruments we send out. Buyers

should not aecept instruments without them, and thus check the

careleeanMs we refer to.—Yours truly, Watkins Metkb Co.,

Hereford. July 2. A. W.

A CONTRAST RATING FOR PRINTING PAPERS
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The article by Mr. Rawkins on printing comes, n

my humble opinion, at an opportune moment. The question of

contrast quality in papers is one that is not at all well enough

understood, and printers often wonder why they cannot get the

results they want from papers which are made for other classes

of negatives only. The fact that tome makers' " soft " papers

are similar to the " normals " and " vigs " of other makes adds

to the confusion, while more than once in a broad experience •-•f

papers I have found truly vigorous papers in " soft " boxes.

At the moment I am in communication with a number of makers

on the advisability of expressing the actual nature of a paper in

numerals, something after the style of the H. & D. numbert on

plates. This would bo more informativo than the terms " soft

and " vigorous," which often are misleading, and, when working

with a variety of papers, mean nothing more than " fast " and

• alow " wonid m«*n with plates. The art of choosing a printing

paper for a n*|ative is one deserving of more study by all concerned.

- Vouni, J- «. Hall

Livrrpool.

TESTING DEVELOPMENT SPEEDS OF PLATES.

To the Editors

Gentlemen,—We are all extremely indebted to Mr. VVatkins for

his very interasting and infrrmative article in the " B.J." of

July 1, and to Mr. W. B. Ferguson for having persuaded him to

publish his laboratory nethcd*. I hope, however, that Mr.

Watkins will not consider that I am not appreciative of his article

if I question his sUtement on page 383, column ii., under the

heading Standards." <n which he writes that Messrs. Hurler

and Driffield stated that the Iheorctical steepness of 1.0 gives the

sam* oontrast in the print at the original. My memory does not

snaU* Bi* to trace this rtatemant in their paprrs, and a further

taarch has not revealed it. In their paper on Photo-chemical

lovastigaUons, etc., " J.S C.I." May 31. 1890, they stated that

" A negative is theoretically perfect when the amount of light

transmittad through iu various gradation", is in inverse ratio to

that which the rorrespondin>; parts of the original subject sent

out." Ihis condition is uniioubtedly att.iioed by an exposure

within the rang* of correct exposure and subsequent development

to a development factor (gamma, contrast, steepness) of 1.0. But

Measrv Hurter and Driffield were considering the nf.gativt alone,

and mad* no reference whatever to the prin^ that it would yield.

And it itnmi obvious that they were well aware that the theoreti-

cally psrfect negative of their own definition would by no means

invariably yield a perfect print, for they wrote subsequently m
tbair paper on the Latent Image and its Development, " Phot.

Journal," 1886,* " As we have frequently pointed out, the real

control which the photographer has it in his |>ower to exercise lies

in deciding what development factor he will reach By thi. means

he deUrmines the ran^e if gradation of his negative, and adapts

OrttMSt of light-intensities in his subject to the range capacity

of the material upon which he prints. He aho modifies the range

of hU negaUv* in order to adapt it to the printing method he

means to employ." It is evident that, even if Messrs. Hurter and

Driffield thought in 1890 that a negative contrast of 1.0 was neces^

lary in order to yield a ijrixt which was a correct counterpart of

the sul.j«*-and personally I don't think that they ever did so-

they had cerUinly no misconceptions in 1898.

It ttt"' to me that any system of, development, whether it be

aided by calculation or by judgment, must be able to prod"'^" »

nseative of any gamma at will. The gamma required is calculabl*

frwa the relationship between the logarithm of the range of light-

* .tiao H. A D. Ilsaorlal Toloms, p. 290.
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intensities of the subject and the logarithm of the exposure range

of the printing paper. If a fixed development factor (gamma) be
chosen, such as Mr. Watkins" choice of 0.9, then it will only be
occasionally that such a negative will co-relate the subject with
the printing paper in a proper manner. We should be very much
nearer perfection in development determined by calculation if we
possessed and m-ide use of the following information :

—

(a) The range or scale of light-intensities in the subject.

(6) The" exposure range or scale of the printing paper.

(c) The time of development for any gamma calculated from the
logarithmic relationship between (n) and (6). ^

Hitherto (a) and (6) have bee'i ignored in descriptions of
methods of development, or merely alluded to in the vaguest
terms. They are, however, the key to the productton of a perfect
printing negative.—Yours faithfully,

B. .T. Gi.ovER.
.Sunnymere,

Birkenhead Road Meols.

Julv 2. 1921.

Answers to Correspondents.

/n acxordance wilh out present 'practice a relatively small s-pace is

allotted in each isstie to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed, for reply; 5-cent International Coupon, from reader's

abroad.

Queries toJ)e^isweredJn.th^FWiday2sJ_Jou^^ reach us
not later than Tuesday [posted Monday). a>id~Vhouid be

addressed to the Editora.

H- A.—The cojiyright is yours, and the reproductions are an
infringement of it. Better write to the papers pointing this out.
and asking what they propose to do.

H. W.— (1) We have found a solution of chrome alum to keep
fairly well, certainly six weeks. (2) You would probably be able
to procure the caustic soda flakes from Messrs. Hopkiii &
Williams, Ltd., 16, Cross Street,. Hatton Garden, E.C.I.

S. C—We think that you will find the N. & G. type of changiug
box quite satisfactory with filnis. We have used one carrying
24 sheaths, and have had no trouble with it! You would probably
require a special focussing screen, as these boxes have a very
deep register.

H. E.—(2) It is a good competitive picture, and would stand a
good chance in a trade (paper or plate maker's) competition.
Commercially it is of little use alone, publishing firms usually
buying sets of six. (3) Artistically the plain one is the better,
but the toned one would be the better seller.

J- B.—We cannot pass the markings on your prints as'.Hains. They
are clearly air bubbles caused in some -.vay, probably by rocking
the dish too severely, or by careles.=ly pouring on the developer.
If you wet your prints before developing, and make sure that
no bubbles exist on the film, we have an idea that your troubles
will disappear.

J- B.—The formalities of converting a business into a company are
some.vhat out of our province, but you can obtain a book on the
subje,H from Messrs. Jordan & Sons, Ltd , 117, Chancery Lane.
London, W.C.2, who are publishers of books on company matters,
and, we believe, also undertake the conversion of a business into
a limited company.

P. W.—Zinc is a very unsuitable material for holding an alkaline
developer in regular use, since the soda carbonate steadilv
attacks the zinc. It is possible that the markinttc on the nega-
tives may arise from that cause. vVe advise you to use a tank
either of hard wood or of earthenware, ; both Messrs. Kodak and
Messrs. Houghtons supjily tanks specially suitable for this work.

M. & J.—We regret that without knowiijg all the circumstances
and the quality of the work supplied we cannot help you to fix
the price. Such work i.s usually calculated on a commercial

basis ; that is to say, materials, time, use of apparatus, proportion

of running expensts, etc., are all totalled up, and a fair profit

added to this. If yon double the actual cost we do not think you
will be far out.

A. H.—The mark something like the figure 8 at the end of thf

focussing scale is simply to indicate the infinity pomt—It is not

really an 8. The other distances probably indicate metres—

a

metre is roughly 39 inches, unless, of course, the camera was
made for the English market—as many of them are—in which
case yards would be indicated. This point can only be decided

by trial.

D, E.—Much appears to depend upon the verbal arrangement made,

but your charges, we think, prove that you had no intentiMii

of delivering the negatives. We may point out that althougli

the photographer hai no right to use the negative, save by the

customer's request, yet the customer cannot claim it as his

property. This position has beqn apheld in the County Couit-

over and over again.

E. W.—The distance gauge, or telemeter, is an accessory which is.

or was, on the market from several makers, for example, Messrs.

Newman & Gu.Trdia. 17-18, Hathbone Place, London, W.l. It is

simply an instrument for gauging the distance of an object quite

apart from any camefa. It has never been popular, probably

because of the extra trouble involved ; and, of course, those who
are regularly using a hai..d-camera become familiar with jndgini

distances with sufficient accuracy.

H. B.—You cannot do better than use a reflex camera for the

work. Any good reflex would serve, and we cannot recommend
any special make, the principles of the instrument being tlie

same. An anastigmat lens working at //4.5 would be advisable :

though it might not be necessary to always use this large

aperture, you would hi guided by the definition required, and

that seen on the focussing screen of the reflex. Film?

or plates is a matiter of opinion. The choice lies between a supplx

of dark-slides for plates and a fitting to take flat films in the

form known as a " film pack."

A. M.—We would not care to use gas tar or naphtha as a coating

for dishes in which prints are to be handled. It might answer

for tank development of negatives where the plates are contained

in a rack, and do not come in contact with the sides of the

tank. For the handling of prints, particularly those to be toned,

you cannot have anything better or more economical in the lung

run than the earthenware dishes. For \ iew work, presumal)ly

in half-plate size, about the best all-ronnd camera is a half-plaie

light model field camera with a good roller blind shutter and

a couple of lenses, say, one of 9 in. and another of about 5 in.,

when it is necessary to work in rather confined quarters.

The British Journal of Photography.
LiNB Advertisements.

.\n increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisements

(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 2s. : further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Kate of Id. per word. Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned a?

six words.

For forwarding replife 6d.

per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the
advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'cloi k
(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning;

The insertion of an Advert isement,-in any definite issue cannot be
guaranteed.
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Carbon in
Hot Weather,

EX GATHEDEA.
During the past few weeks the weotl..'.

has been very trying to the occasii': i.

carbon printer, one of the principal troubles being tho

liability of the gelatine coating to liquefj- in the .sensitis-

ing bath, or even after hanging up to dry. When we
consider that it is pos.sibla to develop a print in water

at 80 deg». Fahr. it is obvious that the tissue must not be
i«i.t,,..rvi..<l in a biohromate bath anywhere near that

t ii»e, nor sliould it be hung up to dry, except in

H <rn i-iace. If it be possible to procure ice it is easy

to bring the sensitising eolation down to, eny, 5a dogs.,

and after wjueogei^ing off all excess upon a plate of glass

thfl tiasuo may be hung up without much risk. If ice

•t be obUined, a useful dodge is to pour the

ornate solution into a jug or large measure, and to

uiiiiierse in it a woll-coiktd bottle of a strong solution

of hyp<j. which may be made by chaining the bottle to

ooe-Uiird with hypo crystals and filling up with cold

watar. This should be shaken once or twice imd put

into the bichromate without waiting for the crystals to

,j;..^r.i... An alternative is to use a spirit sensitiser and

t ^o the tissue in ttiis. Applying with a brush
•' r^r has in our hands had a tendency to cause

; to tho rapid evaporation af the spirit.

The Future of \ new Society of Artists has l)'''ii

Futurism. formed to lot the public have what it

1,; , 1 , n;,' to put up with what art-adven-

t :., ,! I .m. The first annual exhibition of

t ty is now open at the Suffolk Street 1

A- ..
'^'^ <»xpected, the journalists have not '

flntt' it the show. It is, indeed, upon the level

of pri,- «ui .i.linary work, with n..«)M».' .inn,.rlatively fine

in it. But another year may losults. Tlie

point to be noted is "that at last a.i.n>^ .....o made some

organised ftTort t« stem the tide of ineptitude and

al)gurdity which passoa by the name of " futurism,"

" cubism," etc., and we hear rumours that still another

Society, with the same objects, is being started. We
welcome this effort of pftint^rs to rid themselves of the

li,,,ff influence of n • .nary few, who rely upon

tha
" boosting " of P. ^, having nothing else to

rely upon, things have certainly come to a ridiculou.-j

pom when at the National Gnllory o£ British Art.

examples of Italian and French decadence are honourivl

with the cachet of worthiness by being placed on tlie

w-all* beside the true works of art of our own countrymen.

\ visit to the Tate Gallery is, in tliis respect, a truly

depressing ordeal, and shows the need of some sort of

protest. But in mattere of art^ the public are —..„„.

in apathv. and the sensation-mongers supply e>

r vibulum for a sensational Press, iij^ ^'"•-

J,
. thriveff. The great weakness of the New

Society 18 that the painters who comprise it are t-w
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obscure. There are plenty of talented men whoge names
would have given strength and significance to this praise-

worthy movement had they been properly canvassed to

support it.

* * *

Damaged Considering its reputed fragility it is

Lanses. rather remarkable that so few lenses

bearing marks of hard usage are encountered. Such are,

however, to be met with occasionally, and it is somewhat
difficult for the average photographer to know whether
they are worth purchasing at a low figure. Lenses are,

as a rule, damaged either by a fall or by careless cleaning

or packing. The damage caused by a fall may take the

form of a chip or crack or separation of the cemented
surfaces. Chips, if not large, do not interfere materially

with the performance of a lens if they are covered with
black varnish or even opaque colour. Cracks, if not large,

may be blocked out in the same way, and even if one of

the glasses is broken across it may be cemented together

with black cement without showing any sign of the line

upon the negative, provided that a very small aperture

is not used. A fall may, however, seriously impair the
working of a lens without being apparent to the eye. This
is when the mount has been distorted and a strain put
upon the glass. A general sinrface dullness, due to care-

less cleaning with gritty cloths, does nop impair the defini-

tion, but causes a general fogginess upon the negative.

Deep scratches, caused by allowing the lens to rattle

about in the camera case, have the same effect, but an
improvement may be effected if they are blocked out as

if they were chips.

Fixing An experience of one oi our readers vidll
Bromides, probably be of interest to many others.

Making a batch of two dozen prints from the same nega-
tive, he was much disappointed to find, on taking
them into white light to wash, that they were much
weaker than they should have, been, judging from the
uppearance in the developer. Being convinced that reduc-
tion had taken place in the fixing bath, he made a further
print, which he developed to the same depth and fixed

for three minutes only. Upon inspection, this proved
quite satisfactory, and it was returned to the fixer for a
further period of fifteen minutes, at the end of which
it was found to be in the same condition as the rest of

the batch. The fixing bath contained hypo and meta-
bisuJphite only, a similar solution having previously
worked quite satisfactorily. A fresh sample of hypo had,
however, been used for the batch in question, and this

probably contained some impurity, the nature of which
we do not know. We mention this incident because it

may account for imeven depth in a batch of prints, some
of which have remained in the fixing bath much longer
than others.

Hoods for It is quite an exception to find a hand
!^*"*' camera fitted with an effective lenscameras.

Jj^q^^ y^^ j^. jg q]j^-^q^ tj^at jf ^^ ^^^
is ever necessary, it is when working out of doors with a
lens of large aperture. Although many subjects permit
of the use of an unshaded lens, many others have to be
passed over, because taking them would necessitate point-
ing the lens too directly towards til© sun, this danger
(•ommencing as soon as tixQ direct rays strike ever so little
upon the front of the camera. A simple flap, preferably
"
u^u^*^®

wings, can usually be fixed to box-form cameras,
which will include the reflex and folding focal plane types,
i)ut_ others, such as foldmg Kodaks, need a circular or
conical hood, which can be slipped on to the front cell of

the lens. "Whatever type of hood is adopted, the inside
should be absolutely non-reflecting, and for a lining, black
or very dark-brown velvet or flock paper is the most
suitable. Those who desire to construct their own hoods
will find much useful information in an article by Dr.
Glover in the B.J. for July 30, 1920, while instructions
for making a simple folding shade are given by Mr.
Mackinnon on page 336 of the current B.J. Almanac. The
shade and hood there described folds perfectly flat for the
pocket or camera case.

OUTDOOR APPARATUS.

Before the war it was generally considered that the out
door outfit of a professional photographer was not complet
unless it comprised a 12 x 10 camera with its appropriate'
battery of lenses, a fairly heavy stand, and one or two
rather solid carrying cases. In the course of events it

has been foimd necessary to reconsider this choice, and
to try to meet present-day conditions. There are now
many factors which tend to make the production of large

negatives inconvenient and costly, while the facilities for

making enlargements indistinguishable from direct prints

have been greatly increased. Among other things to be
considered is the greatly-increased initial cost of the
apparatus itself. Cameras and lenses are at least twice
as dear as in pre-war times, and the high price of plates

and the difficulty of obtaining the services of an assistant,

or even & porter, to help in carrying the outfit, are now
substantial factors.

Taking all these points into consideration it seems that
the modern equipment should consist of a camera not
larger than whole-plate size, which will suffice for direct

negatives in many cases, and an enlarger which will take
at least a half-plate negative. With such an outfit,

not only is it almost as easy to obtaia 12 x 10 or even
15 X 12 prints as by the use of large apparatus, but in

many cases the finished result will be superior in quality,

owing to the ease with which any necessary dodging can
be performed. For some classes of work, such as

machinery, motor-cars, and any subjects which require

blockkig-out, the large direct negative has the advantage,
but for all ordinarj' subjects, such as groups, architecture,

animals and landscapes, it is no longer necessary.

If possible, the camera should be of the parallel-bellows

form, as this is much more convenient for use with a

wide-angle lens, and at the same time is more rigid at its

full extension than the conical model. Moreover, the

risk of cutting off part of the sides of the subject when
usiug the swing-back on a difficult bit of architecture is

entirely avoided. A well-made parallel-bellows camera
should have a maximum extension of nearly, if not quite,

three times the longest dimension of the negative, while
it will, on the other hand, permit the use of lenses of

very short focus. The lens outfit should include several

lenses, ranging from 4 inches to 20 inches in focal

length. If cost is a prime consideration only the smaller

ones need be anastigmats, rapid rectilinears being quite

satisfactory for any focal length above 12 inches. If

a separable lens of 8J inches, the single components being

12^ and 17 inches, be chosen, this will make a good basis.

In addition, a wide-angle lens of 5J inches, which may
be of the rectilinear form, and an anastigmat or good
rectilinear of 10 inches focus will give a fairly complete

set. The separable lens should have a maximum aperture

of //6, but for the others //8 is as large as is necessary.

As absolute sharpness is a sine qua non, flie tripod

should be fairly solid. The ordinary self-locking style
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with an S-ineh hea-i is quite satisfactory, and a fold-

ing base wlii''h will strap up \\ith the legs is a most useful

•...eially for indoor work. An illustration of

will be found in the " Practicus " hand-
imrnercial Photography," issued by our

3'"

t

publishers.

le dark slides with carefully adjusted inner

, , ^!f-plate« are rtf|uisite. and it is a good phin

to iiiive A Lalf-plat* ^^ll']:•I; rt elide, with at

least half fi Ho7'n envelopes . :o fit in register

with the : 'oussing screeu.

T'.' probably have gathered that the idea is

T - for all orders above wholo-plate size

^jion half-plates from which the enlarge-

to be made, and as the degree of enlargement
. iivo •]•••

•or 1.5 -\ i -

' ' lirpn'---

• • \ised.

-'•« for 12 X 10 prints, and two and a

there need be no apprehension of

II' jr uf granularity, if plates of moderate

f' fitted with a condenser, should have
diameter, «o that the plate is

1 to the roniers, and it is advisable

•-e of fini'lv-t'round glam betw>»^-n the

r;- I ; .iiliallSCS the illi:-

- r .'. UPS or defects

i-is.yl. A good froi

:.. '.
t inartriiiAl

nn

1 answer
MTx being

For thk TMSOO a lens of the

Cooke type, which has no cemented surfaces, is to be
preferred.

If the dark-room arrangements permit, a very effective

eularger may be made by enclosing a couple of halt-watt
lamps, of about 500 c.p., in a well-ventilated box, so that
they illuminate a sheet of white card, which serves in

lieu of a condenser. The ordinary lens may then be usdi
without any risk, and the results obtained will, as a nile,

be superior to those obtained with the aid of acondenser.
It is an excellent plan, where practicable, to fix the
negative in an opening cut in the wall of the dark room
and to have the lamps and reflector outside.

It will be a great saving of time if the enlarging
apparatus, of whatever form it may take, is carefully
calibrated for the sizes mostly required, so that only a
slight adjustment for sharpness is needed, that is to say,
there should be clearly-defined positions for the negative
lens and paper for, say, 15 x 12 or 12 x 10 prints. A great
advantage of reflected light as the illuminant is that it

is as easy to enlarge from a whole plate as from a smaller
size.

To secuire reasonably short exposures on enlarging it is

necessary that the negatives should be free from any trace
How stain. This condition can be secured by using
y-made pyro solution containing an adequate amount

of sulphite, while the question does not arise when nietol-

iiydroquinone, amidol or Azol are used for negative
development. Care should be taken to avoid excessive
density, as rather thin, bright negative-; < J-i-l •'•^ '^'^^f

enlargements.

PHOTOGRAPHY FOR THE NEWSPAPERS.

Mkiow •• oontioiM the pubiiration of •

rvont

ft» a frM>-l»n>

'

^1. ills

•crio* of eight chapter* on tlie supply of photograpb.s to the nc>wi>paper»

••'v «rt editor of ibo " Sunday Pictorial." So far a» we know this is the
' ith by a writor intimately acquainted -with the produciion of an illus-

tho anglo <rf the art ivlitnr. Mr. Vining, who has spent hi» lifn in preaa

a* a prt*i plu>togra|>hi>r on the " Daily Graphic " and " Daily Mirror,"
iiitudb- MfDipnifnt for pro&a photography end with the handling of a news
.r further in our imvf» of July 22 and 20.—PIds. " B.J.']

III.—APPARATUS.
<>f tb4.> " SundayOmx re«-»irB letter* froni thi> r^k^OTs

-^rial " aoking me to t«ll them til* beat kind of oaawa
)v for pre»»-work. »o I intend to glT* a ohaptw to thia

' -»•

. camera wbirh will turn out a good p
^ vork, but wrtain type* of

. ficM of work. I oo not kn4ii i>f

can

will

any

IM? very f.:i'nii ;itm iiaw

grrut deal of work oi

; worry over the«c

mrra is one u^ing
' i..') and haruiK

h can be us«l

' lOB I do BOi
t a grrat deal oi worK of

..j.,t..

by 4 plate*, a -rerj good

fotil-pWn- ' --r, a

instead of t and
'it Wc havn y, : ic. light

First of all. you must
ind tin- 1 hutiK

" and witlviiit

imlO-

and
must bo

'. «ry care-

t to you.

thing to

• \a li to ii.atkf »uui»*;4f purli.-it iii j I'JgiUjs <li-tume-?. The one*

you niuxt )>«• able to tell at a glan<e und not bo more than a

foot oot «ro 8 yards, 5 yards, 7 yards, 10 ynrds, 15 yards,

and 25 y<ird«. You can practise this while out walking any
time. Select an object ahead of you. gue«> the distance,

and pace it out. You will soon find that you are quite good

at it. This distance-judging is very important, because your
lena is in a focasHint; mount with a scale in yards, and you
most be able to set thi* scale and take yxntr photograph with-^

out uiting your focussing screen. There is no time for thia

in the majority of events. Of course, there nre others when
you can a^c a tripod and focus in the ordinary way. I am
notaujover of the reflex, except for certain .spe<'ial work,
'"tfiBI^ *t cannot be beaten. It is not a good typo of

camera for work in the street. I found that once your head

was in the hood you were very liable to miss something i;oing

on near at hand, and people often stepped in front of tho

camera as exposure was being niudc because I had not B(H>n

them coming. There is nothing very difficult obou£ using the

small wiro frame view-finder, an<l by experimenting this can

bo fixed so as to give the exact view that will bo given r

the plate. The spee<U of a focal-plane shutter usually r
fri.m one-tenth to ono-thouBandth, and it is very impor

to be sbl)> to hold the camera quite still when workin<

the lowest spee<l. .\ foi'al-i)lano shutter should r,,i

smoothlv without the slightest jar, otherwise shn

at one-tenth will be out of the question.
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I hare described a camera which can be used for nearly

every type of subject, but quite 50 per cent, of the work

could quite easily be done with an ordinary plate or film

camera. Take any issue of an illustrated paper, and you

will find that by far the greater number of the photographs

it contains did not require a speed greater than one-hundredth.

The focal-plane shutter is only a " must " when you are going

in for high-speed work, but remember when buying a new
camera that the focal-plane is more efficient than the ordinary

shutter in lens mount, etc., and this applies at any speed.

I hare made a point of the types of cameras because so

many people are under the impression that the camera must
be one which is made and sold especially for press-work, but

this is not so. But, if any of my readers are thinking of

taking up illustration work, and are about to buy a camera,

they should certainly get the best one possible, so that they

can tackle any subject that comes their way and not be

restricted by unsuitable ap^paratus .

I have myself used all types and sizes of cameras, and these

have ranged from the very smallest Block-note to one -which

was a specially-built half-plate reflex, and carried a 86-im.

focus lens working at //6. The extension was over 6 ft.,

and I used it mostly for cricket matches to secure play

pictures. This camera always required two men to carry and
work it, one to expose while the other kept the interested'

crowd back, and a car was required to move it from place

to place.

Kow, just one word with regard to exposure. A golden

rule is to give the longest exposure possible that will give a

result free from movement. (This speed can only be judged

by experience.) JBy doing this you will very often find that

you will be able to use a smaller stop, getting a great depth

of focus and a result -which will stand a. great deal of

enlarging, and that is often very useful in press-work.

Now, let us look at the vexed question of plates or films,

and although my vote must be given to plates, 1 do not for
one moment say that films are of no use for photographs
required for publication. Plates are very much faster than
films, and up to the present time film makers have failed to
produce a film with the speed of the fastest plate. Also plates

are very much easier to handle either wet or dry. An art
editor would much rather hear that half a dozen plates were
arriving from a corresfwudent in preference to a 6-exposure
roll of film. Plates can be dealt with more quickly, and
then enlarged while wet, with very little fear of damage or
failure, and each plate can, if required, receive special treat-

ment. Films can only receive special treatment if they are
cut up, and then their curl is very awkward. Enlarging them
whilst wet is a difficult process, and the risk of damage to

the film surface is great. Yet with all this against films, some
of the greatest " scoops " amongst modern photographs have
been obtained on films, so never refrain from using them.
I have heard of one or two cases where photographs of an
event were not sent in because the photographers were
under the impression that films were no good for "rush"
work.
The type of negatives to be aimed at if you are developing

the plates yourself is one full of detail. Contrast must
depend on whether you are going to contact-print or enlarge.

With regard to developers for both plates and papers, always
use the formula recommended by their respective makers.
They know what is in the emulsion, and you will always find

that their developers give the best results.

When setting out to cover an event for a newspaper always
carry a tripod, which may be quite a light one, but which you
will find you require far more often than you anticipated.

If you are wise you will use it on every possible occasion and
get the sharpest possible result.

IV.—THE BIG NEWS STORY.
This chapter will, I expect, be considered the most

important, so I will make it as complete as possible.

I am going to suppose that some big news event has sud-

denly happened quite close to you. It does not matter very

much what we take as an example, because, whatever it is, it

is the treatment of it that is going to count ; but it is the type
of event which is quickly known all over the country and
appears in all papers as the big story. All art editors will be
wanting photographs in the quickest time possible, and you
were lucky enough to be on the spot, or you live near enough
to get there very quickly. First of all, get hold of a " Brad-
shaw " or " A.B.C.," and work out the earliest train you
<-.'i.n get plates on or think you can. Then send the art editor

of the paper you are going to send your plates to the following
wire:—

" Covering the accident at Blank. Hope to put plates on
4.30 train, due Euston 9.10. Wiring later."

This wire is important, because it tells the art editor four
things. 1st, that the event is being covered ; 2nd, he can, with
luck, expect plates at a certain time; 3rd, they will be unde^
veloped, so he will ai range that when they arrive the night
printer is in the dark room with developers and enlarging
lantern ready, instead of perhaps the printer being out at
supper, which would mean precious time being lost; 4th, he
can be sure of another wire giving the exact train that plates

are on.

If you are on the spot, or very near, you wall not have any
worry about reaching the scene quickly, but I just want to

suppose you'are twenty miles away. In this case you may have
to decide between using a car or waiting two hours for the next
train. Now these two hours are of the utmost importance, and
may mean an earlier train for sending the plates to London.
.V paper is always willing to pay the reasonable expenses of a
-^respondent working for them on a big story. If you are

>(5 it off your own bat, and are fairly sure you will be first,

^Id risk the cost of the car, as it may mean a great deal
^o score over your rivals on a big story. <;.

< now an the spot, and you may find that it is not at

all easy to get pictures, or even get very near the scene. T^e
police may have formed a 'guard around the spot; if your
application to get a little nearer fails, don't get cross, it is

fatal. Try the inspector in charge, and if that fails then you
must try to outwit the guard, and you will want to use all the
brains that you are blessed with. Tliese situations do occur,

and this is when the long focus lens often scores heavily.

Expose your plates with great care, and write out a caption
or title, and number this to agree with the number on the dark
slide. Be sure you give plenty of details. This is most
important, and be very careful how you spell names, and be
sure that initials are correct. Don't spare any plates, and be
sure to illustrate all sides of the story. A real big news story

always wants well covering, and you never can tell how many
pages are going to be filled with it. Having obtained your
pictures, make for the station, remembering that on the way
you must pack your slides, and, if possible, in a wood or tin

box. If you are continually sending slides away, the best plan

is to have a few of these boxes at home, and take one with
you on the big story. Sometimes when the accident, or what-
ever it may be, takes place out in the country it is very diffi-

cult to get a suitable one, and your plates run a great risk

of getting broken. The type of box favoured by press photo-
graphers can be obtained at most sweet shops. I think they

are 7 lb. chocolate boxes, and when empty can be bought for

2d. I remember on one occasion having to purchase the con-

tents as well as the box, as there were no empty ones available

and I had to have one.

Not nearly enough attention is paid to packing glass plates,

although every photographer must realise that all his work
will be wasted if his plates reach the newspaper office broken,

and this would not have happened (as it often does) if he had
expended a little care while packing them. Use plenty of

paper around the slides, and see that this packing is tight

enough to prevent the slides moving about in the box. You
never can tell what will happen to the box once it has entered

into the gentle care of the railway company. Let us suppose

that it is quite impossible to get a box of any description.
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Obtain :-. . four new^apers—die ones cooUining plenty

ti peper in thom, sik4i as the Times or TeUgraph, and pa^-k

tlie aUdea in th»s«. I liave had to do this several times, and
mj slides arrived at the office undamaged, but irith this

Mthod ther run a great risk. AddreM your box on the fol-

laving linea:—
BUSH. GLASS WITH CARE.

To THE SISDAY PICTORIAL.
EUSTON STATION.

By 2.10 train TO BE O.UXED FOR.
Try and reach wil< siniiun at loest ten minutes before the

train i« due to start, so that you will have ample time to get

yioar parcel booked. Take your parcel to the outward goods
ottce, and hare tiiis done. Pay the carriage at your end. as

will aave valuable time upon arrival. Aek the clerk to let

li take it down to the guard's van your*eIf. He will very

^elv let you do this if he knows yon and what your work is,

.: if he refn&es I advise you to hang around and keep your
<:• on the box and make sore that in tile rush it is not left

Kind. They have a natty habit of doing this in certain

oScea I could ment'um. Make a. point of finding out
ird and drawing hi* attention to your box, and give

tip. Tliia is ver> it «h«n your tiox has to

trains at a largo ,
l>iit one* you ran e«^ him

jnurt&twl v'l can feel fmrij a;^ get

throa^rh t.. t. ::.., or, at le«>t, not . . . . tly

you have teen your plates starting uii their juuriitiy, iend a
wire til the art editor of the paper as folkmra:—

' ' 'leraloped pistes of accident at Blank arrive Euston
.kitfa rear ga*rd ; return slidea at earliest."

-oar name and sddrcai. If yon know for certain that

'ire the only pbototrrapher there, stale it in the wire
word " exclmivp." I.iit do not pat thi« nnless you are

^ure <»f th<> f »f t Uii< • the wire ha* been sent t^u- work
(MMM* out of your hands, and you are free to <l<- h<-r

there is more in the story for vou to illiMtrat' i .wal

evening p*per may k<< out bv tin* time, with name* and
addrcases of the killed and fnyinxi, and incidents- will be
given which can often be illustrated. If the story if a big
one it will alwsv-. I>»v VOU to collect one <>r riKiro rw.r tr.iit*

<^iureB

as rrt .. tiia soeae and C'

t "i'-liui. :lioa« yon have alrei..

t portrait* of fxoplo wIki have bfon killed it not
,..d>ant work, bat it i% tUtea very important and

a great deal o^ tact, and the greataai care moat
'-'"— •- ~n«iire the oorT" • "-•»»— v...^.,~ .... ,k.. Soek

otherwiae sen ow,
•MHi.i I lie law conrta, liH-i twMni m : —

' paper, snil then Toa will beeanro mo
end of the story {• to visit any of the injur- •; mnt
enongh to ba aew, either at their homes or in

deas for <

-' an'i lino "'i' wn.>r eanaed tlte aeruieni nmi

if any persons are ctmnected with it try and photograph them
or collect a studio portrait. In a recent rail accident there
were three important portraits connected witij the cause ol

the smash, but they did not reach London for some days. The
length of time that interest will last in any big event depends
on the public, but on a real big story you need never be afraid
of sending too much stuff. Never waste valuable time
developing your plates. Every picture paper runs a staff of

experts, and w4)at they cannot get out of your plates no one
else can. If you are working for a local paper at the same
time, duplicate your expoenres as follows:—
Take two of the same view, on 1 and 3, 3 and 4, 6 and 7,

and 8, then you can keep slides 1-2, 5-6, giving you four

pictures for the local paper, sending 3-4, 7 and 8 away, or

if you have time before the train leaves, and can get to a

dark room, take the plates you are sending away and put
them i^ an empty plate box, film to film, fill up with paper,

and carefully pack this box in the wood or tin one, just as

you would have done your slides. When doing this be sure

to number your plates in the comer to agree with your
titlc«. A copying pencil is best for this, and be sure you

don't forget to put the titles in the box. It is very easy

when in a hurry to forget them, and I regret to say that this

rery often happens.
,

We will now suppose that the occasion will arise when you

reach the station with your parcel within a minute or two

01 the departure of ttio train and you have no time to book.

Find a passenger going to Ix»ndon. or to whatever toiwn you

are sending your plates, and ask him or her to take it and
give it to a taxi-driver to deliver at the office. Aak them to

tell the driver that his fare and tip for quick delivery will be

paid upon receipt of parcel, but be sure if you do this you
meiiium it in your wire. I have done this dosens of times,

sikI have very rarely met with refusal, and this is the only

way to get quick delivery from abroad. I can remember being

let down only once when employing tJjis method, and that

was when I was over in Paris for the Daily Graphic at the

time of the great floods aotne eight or pine years ago. After

my first day's work I wont to the station in tho evening with

..t' .-r T<ondon photographers, and we eadi found a passenger

,; our slides. Mine wab coming to the Hdtel Cecil, so

d the office to nail for them at 10 a.m. tho follonring

morning. When my man reaclie<l Calais he found a very

bad storm raging, and it can be very bad in tiiis quarter, so

aa he was a very bad sailor and in no hurry to reach London,

he waited for two days until tie storm had blown itsolf out,

and my slides (packed away in his bag) WBite<l with him, while

the office sent sronnd to every hotel in Ix>ndon, and then sent

tne a series of telegrams which I would not like to print here.

I have g'ven you a very fair account of how a press photo-

grapher would carry out a really big story, and if you ore ever

iocky enough to work one, and proceed on t4ieee linos, you

will not go far wrong. W. Lanobi.ot Vining.

(To he fontiniud.)

PHOTOGRAPHIC CONVENTION OF THE UNITED
KINGDOM.

r.f W

.\ri«'T nin*n

v«l bv Mr I

r i,T

iHinian <

" scene of his historical

ling to Bath, the party
'* T - -k, where thev

ot, the (jranrt-

•M t

in the

IV room

the only Ore in the al/bey was kept burning, and the room

still contains a huge brass cauldron, cast in 1600, which is

supposed tn have been used for opoking operations.

But the chief interest of the vlsrft centred first in tho exhi-

bition of apporatus used by Fox Talbot and of exampkn of

the re.-.iilt« obtained by his prooesaes of photography ami

photo-engraving. These bad been arranged by Mr. Herbert

l.iimhnrt. of Bath, to whom members interested in the his-

t<>ricnl si<le of photography couM not be sufficiently grateful.

Afterwards, gathered in a comer of the grounds, a further

interesting ceremony took place, namely, the handing over

of the collection to the Roytl Photographic Society for pre-
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serration in the muaeum at Htissell Square. Mr. Foley, who
a[»l»<ii-'<l tor the unavoidable absence of Miss Talbot, for-

mally u-kr^i the acceptanoo of ih.- Roval Phot»igrapIiic Society

of ; ion. which he was glati to think would find a

p.T rne for thi» Ix-iiffit of succeeding generatiotis of

j>hc>rs and as a form of memorial to the En^isti

Dr. R«hiiar:. pro'i'Ient of the Society, said he was exceed-

ingly proud to thank ^fi^- Talbot, through Mr. Foley, for her

gift. For nianv had taken a ^iccial interest in

K.-!Uni£ t"i:>th.T :i.
.

relating to the history of photo-

);ni(>!n ;i^ ;• rnianent (xhilntion in their museum. When
}if ii ii ! r

- .:ii y\r. I>:uii''i-rt. that there was a doMre on
i: \l— r.'it for h. r _Tnndfatlier's apparatus and
I..- riiaJL II:. re an'-vsif I.- than Could be the case Rt

I, x?k. he felt that the onlloctiim should be preserved at

t' hiiusp gf the Royal Photocraphic Scwiety, and he was
wr. .1 to witness the consummation of his hope. He
ci.ril;.;il;. tb

'"""""
" . __ _ .

who ha'l

and hik! ~

London.
Aftor '•I-

the par!

Bristol A.,.-i.

«I Afiit T .Uiot and also Mr. Herbert Lanibert.

• ! of time to arranging the osL:bit,

•i to pr«yve it for transport to

tb« village of Laoook aB<f taking t«-» there.

I by road to Batb aod thence by rail to

final 6xt(ire of the Ooarention week was held

in the shape of a lecture by Mr. O. P. CrowtKer on " Thv
Making of Portraits."

The fine weather whioh-^revailed throughout the Convention

week, perhaps in eScess when one has to experience liie

gradients of many of the thoroughfares in Bristol, conspired

with other circumstances to promote a most successful and
enjoyable gathering. Mr. Bothamley, it need hardly be said.

proved an ideally genial president, and Lnder the organisa

tion of the honorary secretary, Mr. F. J. Mortimer, thr

machinery of the arrangements for the meetings and excur-

sions functioned with extreme smoothness. As briefly

announced la.st week, the clioice for next year's meeting lies

betwe-?n York and Shrewsbury. The Convention held il'^

meetings at Shrewsbury in 1895, but has not previously

assembled at York. On this account the balance of preferento

naturally tends to swing in the direction of the Yorkshire

city, and a further reason for favouring the latter venue is

the well-organise<l ring of photographic societies existiuf;

within the Yorkshire Photographic Union, the collaboration ot

which body in the arrangement of a Yorkshire Convention

would, no doubt, be heartily given.

On another page we reproduce a photograph of member^
of the Convention, taken in the grounds of liacock .\bbf\

immcliately after the piesentation of the Fox Talbot relics.

The group^waa photograpded by Mr. F. Bronihead, of Clifton

THE H. AND D. DOCTRINE.

It ^ ^t I

:

the pertcMl

I rial lit*' I ;me or

exposure, are rel.'

HIIU lIll'illlM 'I 1^1 llil LL-ll i> \ iilllivlV t«T*h in simplo language the iiiiii-ei>i

onded with Cba[)tpr IV., which appeared last week.
'

*' imma or rontrant of a plate which has been exposetl within

j;b mathematically cotnplicated way with the time of

it« of KiTcn maximum gamma and for a gtron developing solution the time of development, for a given
• in a part .f the pin' • ly, the "velocity constant" denote<l by k. ^^

"d bv .Mr. .r the «in>| i of the mathematical formula irere given last week.

n-printod on card, and a copy will be sen^ to any applicant

., aliiU'

upon IV

dlUxl 11. ami V So.

v.—INERTIA-THE H, AND D.
Altboicb the finding of a means of naasuring the relative

»p.>«!< .if plates » ' T! r and Driflield^
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.
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If 1" T^fTiMir curve of a

of the earlier ones, is added for the purp<»se of

moth<id of expressing the Bpeo<l of a plate, by the

INVERSE MEASURE OF SPEED.
speed) is somewluit difficult to define. It does not measuri'

Ih" smallest exposure which a plate can receive in order to

\ 1. Ill Miine kinil of a record of a series of light-intensities which

bavo acted on it. On the other hand, it does not measure tb.

iu»ri>« '. Is an .

mark* f. f thf» p<-

tl,<T..f..r.. .!

1 n ,,' '
. r ^ '

li..' ! 1
• I' tn. In !

ftre ^i
'. • • spf-e-j. •

.l;vi.l..! ,.)'..

lIurt'T ,11;'!

34. Thus, for aa inertia of .-^t. M

i rum
The

» which
anil

of

which
rtia is

ed by
_ lie was

63 ^ tha H. and D.

irce is used for

V greater factor

-T. of the plate. If a »'

nre of th" te^t-plate a

'i
tead of tb<: M.

I iiioe of the inertia value as a measure
the alownem of a plate (and therefore, inversely, of it*

i s /o -io JO zoo 'ooo
Log Bmpotmt.

Fio. (.—Tbs CstSACTiaisTio Cinivt or m Pun.

I>naiiUlei are plotted sKSiniit the lo(Csrlthms of the expnsnrpv

vhlch re«pMtlTc>ly prodnce thpm. Thr straight line portion tl C
is the period of correct exposure. The point at which, when
prodaced. It meets the lo« B scale, marks the distance on the

lo( E Kale, which mesrarei the Inertia or slowness of the plate.

maximum exposure which a plate may receive in onler tha'

the resulting densities, first latent and subsequently deve1ope<!

shall show differences proportional to the differences between
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the logarithms of <;orre»ponding light-intensities, that is to

say, shall yieW a straight-line curve. But it measures an

exposure between these two. viz., the minimum exposure

within the straight-line part of the curve, and was chosen by

Hurler anil Driffield on account of the definite and simple

manner in which it is ascertained by impressing a ecries of

exposures on a plate and plotting the resulting densities

against the logs of the exposures.

In their mathemnticar investigation of the properties of an
'

ideal plat«, Hurter and Driffield evolved a formula for

inertia depending only on the values of two densities and on
the logarithms of the exposurei producing them. That for-

mula applies to a plat© the cune of which is one straight

line; and thus in the case of an actual plate applies only to

the straight-line portion. The above construction (producing
the stra.ight-line part of the curve to the log exposure axis) is

exactly an easy graphic method of working out the formula.
At a stroke it shows the result of two multiplications, two sub-

tractions, and one division. The inertia, and therefore the
H. and D. No., thus negletts the under-exposure part of the
curve, and hence may be looked upon as a measure of speed
which rates the plate slower than suffices for passable results

in practice, if one is prepared to forgo correct reproduction
of the light-intensities' from the subject. Still inertia, as
defined by Hurter and Driffield, does not indicate a speed
which is the best possible for correct representation. It is

contrived to indicate the exposure at about which correct
representation begins. A method of measuring speed on the
basis of the exposure for the middle of the period of correct
representation was considered by Hurter and Driffield, and
has been put into practice by Mr. Watkins, who applies the
name "central speed " to its findings.
While Hurter and Driffield recognised the somewhat arbi-

trary measure which their inertia represents, they held that,
piovided the developer does not contain bromide, the inertia is

independent of the various variable factors, such as time of
development, difiFerent developers, if their method of deter-
mination be strictly followed. In their last paper Hurter and
Driffield admitted that 'different developers would, in some

cases, give different speeds, and later experiment by others

has shown that differences may arise, chiefly in consequence

of the variation in inertia according to the gamma to which
a plate is developed. In this respect different developers

greatly affect inertia, so that 30 years after Hurter and
Driffield's first publication of their method we are still without
a rigid method of measuring the inertia or speed of a plate.

Fog.

With the object of simplifying such account of sensitometric

methods as has hitherto been given, no reference has been
made to the fact that the silver deposits, measured as opaci-

ties and expressed as densities, are not solely the result of

the action of light, but include also deposit produced by the

developer, and that (a very small quantity) resulting from the

glass and the gelatine coating. It is customary in all such

measurements to include on each test-plate a portion which
receives no action of light, and to deduct the density obtained ^M
on th's part from the other density values, on the assumption

"
that this so-called " fog " is present in the same quantity in

each density on the self-same plate. Characteristic curves and
other results are then plotted from these net densities, i.e.,

ex'-lusive of fog.

But it may be objected: though we deduct fog from our
density values, the fog exists in the negative which is used ; the

behaviour of the latter, e.g., in printing, ;nay not therefore

be in correspondence with the indications of the characteristic

curve or with data derived from it. If. however, this appre-
hension has arisen, a re-reading of what has already been sa'd

should disperse it. Providing that the fog is uniform—and
methods (of obtaining the characteristic curve) which dodge
fog deduction indicate that it is, at any rate, approximately
uniform—the presence of a uniform deposit over the densities

of the negative means that the transmissions of all the deposits

are proportionately reduced. The transmitted light-intensities

are feebler but relatively the same; in other words, the nega-
tive is slower in printing. The effect of the fog is that of

putting a sheet of tissue paper in front of the negative
in the printing fraone. G. E. B.

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMISTRY.
[Abstbact of portion of a lecture given on the 19th ult., by Dr. Mees, at the Croydon Camera Club, and discussion following it.]

As menlioned last week. Dr. Mees gave a lecture on " Photo-
graphic Chemistry," which covered wide ground, from a brief
consideration of the chemistry of emulsions to the final washing
of the negative. In the opinion of the most hoary-headed or
effulgent-topped veterans the lecture was deemed to be tlic finest
popular sxposition of a rcientific subject ever given in the club.
Much of the interest aroused related to experiments conducted,
and diajirammatio and other slides shown, without which onlv an
niadequate idea can be gathered of the lecture as a whole. Despite
the " off " session the room was croivded, with not a. few of Kodak
notabilities present from both sides of the Atlantic, including
Messrs. Crowther, Luboshey, Pledcte, Stinchfield, and Wratten.
A thorough knowledge of the subject; the ability in the fewest

possible words to convey clenrly- that knowledge to non-technical
minds; the judgment to know what to omit or refer to but briefly;
and a keen " showman " instinct, are all factors which in combina-
tion make the ideal lecturer ar.d are fully possessed by Dr. Mees.
He started by saying that the majority of photographers, pro-

fessionals or amateurs, stand in need of a knowledge of photo-
graphic chemistry, and many present would be interested to hear
mething new—namely, facts.

If a solution of sodium bicmide be taken, and a solution of
!ver nitrate is added to it, ;• curdy precipitate of silver bromide
ims which sinks almost ii tanfly. To obtain a permanent

suspension of the silver bromide s -mething else must be added
gelatma usually I.eing employed. A .^o-called emulsion is made by
adding a .solution of silver nitrate to a solution of gelatine and
bromide. It might interest his fellow members to hear that in
'he preparation of gelatine the finest product is n.sed for photo

graphic purposes, the lower grades being marketed for cooking
purposes.

With its sponge-like te.xture gelatine has many unique properties.

Chemicals have various solubilities, usually dissolving more freely

in hot solutions, which if super-saturated wrll on cooling result in

a proportion of the solids separating out. Gelatine is absolutely
insoluble in cold water, and indefinitely soluble in warm, and on
cooling nothing separates out, the combination setting to a jelly.

By diagrammatic slides he illustrated the reason for this, and also

the peculiar action of a cube of gelatine which, when immersed
in water, swells but little sideways and very considerably upwards.
When allowed to dry the edges harden first, resulting in a
skeleton framework, and in consequence a curious distortion of
the cube.

Sim'larly,. when a drop of water falls on a dry negative the
gelatine swells, and the outer boundaries setting first draw the
silver grains away from the interior, rendering it the poorer.
Hence the familiar transparent spot surrounded by a, more or less,

opaque ring. In answer to a question, the lecturer said there is

no known method of removing such a mark, but its formation may
be prevented by immediately immersing the negative in water when
a drop falls on it.

The various degrees of " swellibility " of gelatine in neutral,
alkaline, and acid solutions, were next described, and a caution
was uttered against plunging a negative straight from a strongly
•alkaline developer into an acid-fixing bath. This imposes a strain
on the .^felatine film, with a danger of its stripping from the glass.
Many theories, he said, have been advanced as to the constitution

of the latent image (one theory being described by means of
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the conditions. For fixintT negatives he strongly advised two hypo
baths used in su«:ession. discarding the first bath when its actinn

slowed, and employing the second in its place.

In the discussion. Mr. Luboshey said that too many photo-

fprapheis in thei.- dark-room were working in the dark (no joke
intended), and to such, and indeed to nil, the lecture they had
heard was of great value. Be inquired whether the amount of

alkali present in a pyro developer influenced stain? When fixing

he had often noticed a re<iaction in the intensity of prints, and, in

less - ' of negatives. It wus easy to ruin the quality of a
siU. i.y removing it from the hypo hath, and examining
it. lii.ciiiii^; with hypo solution.

Dr. Mees agreed ; hypo solution in conjunction with air had a
' "mparatively strong reducing action. .As to pyro stain, this

'•>nded on the concentration of the sulphite, and was nearly

' [>i>!ident of ;he oraouat of .ilkali present. In rt-ply to another

he said it is possible to remove all the silver from a

;'yTO developed nei(ative leaving an image composed purely

of stain. It had been stated such image is structureless, but this

i> not altogetbar the ca«e, aa the oxidation products, the cause of

the stain, ara formed round the developed silver grain*, and thoro

fr>re in aoma degree part.tt-p rf their structure.

Mr. Sellors unaarthefl ' irehistoric formulas for developers.
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cause swelling of the gelatine have obtained excellent results

with wsculin dis.<!olved in a machine oil and applied to

the emulsion surface with cotton wool, or flowed over the

lafter in the form of a mixture obtained by dilution of the

oil with petroleum spirit. All grease is removed from the

plate before development with other and alcohol. Plates

treat-ed in this latter way have been found to be twice the

sensitiveness of those prepared by extraction of the gelatine

and suffer only from the drawback that there is a slight

thickening of the lines (about l-500tli of an inch) owing to

irradiation in the fluorescent film. This process is applicable

to panchromatic plates, in the case of which it permits of

records being mad© throughout the entire spectrum.

Desensitising Autochrome Plates.

A good many experiments have been made, with full suc-

cess, on the desensitising of Autochrome platee hoth with

Liippo-Cranier's phenosafnanine, or the commercial varieties

of it such as llford Desensitol or Calmel's Desensibilisateuv,

or with aurantia as recommended by MM. Lumiere and now
pla<ed on the market, as Lumiere t)esens>ilbilisateur, as a

strong solution of laufrantia in aicetone, whioh is simply

diluted with water to give the desensitising bath ready for

use. When using aurantia one cannot employ such a meas-

ure of illumination as with safranine and the greatest care

is necessary in preserving the plate from exposure to the

dark room light. But, on the other hand, aurantia is

better adapted to a time or factorial method of development,

.since the speed of the developer, .both as regard's the time of

first appearance and the total duration of development, are

not Bflaoted by this dye.
'" M. Ch. Adrien has recently made tests for the purpose of

satisfying himself if, when treating Autochrome plates with

•safranine immediately after exposure, the fog and altera-

tion of the image which generally takes place if development
of these plates has been postponed, is avoided. His t-ests

showed that there is scarcely any difference between a plate

kept in the usual way and one which has been kept after

desensitising. But it seems obvious that there can be no
advantage in desensitising a plate shortly afteir exposure,

when on tour for instance, if a dark-room is not available or

if one does not intend to complete the development, etc., of

the plate at night in an extemporised dark-room. The
most advisable course is surely to desensitise at night, as

can conveniently be done, and to carry out development, re-

versal, etc., the next moa-niug in any room darkened simply
hy closing the shutters or drawing down the blinds.

One of the most accomplished workers of the Autochrome
jirocess, M. E. Ventujol, has recently modified his practice

in photographing articles of artistio (manufacture, maaiy
Autochrome reproductions of which by him were recently

shown at a public exhihition. Almost all the negatives were
ma<l« by lighting the isubjeiet witih incandes'cont eleotrio

lamps of about 12,000 c.p. total strength. M. Ventujol used

the special screen sold by MM. Lumiere for Autochrome work
with their " Perchloraj " flash powder, and the negatives
were developed with pyro in accordance with the original

.Autochrome instruotioms. In France many Autochrome
workers still adhere to this developer as yielding, in their

experience, the best results.

Photography of Projectiles.

.•\t the nveeting of the French Physical Socie^ held on
June 17th, M. L. Dunoyer, professor in the Instituto of

Theoretical and Applied Optics, made an interesting com-
munication on the processes employed by him during the
war (when he was attached to a bombing squadron) for

determining, by night and by photogramnietric methods, the
complete trajectory of luminous projectiles employed for the
]tJ inch guns mounted on air-craft. His object was also to
study irregularities of projection due to construction defects,
weather conditions, and other causes. The complete tra-
jectory was recorded simultaneously by two pliototheo<lolite8
('>xt«mporise<l from availahle materials) placed at opposite

ends of a measured hase and arranged with their optical axr
i-onverging in the direction of fire. .\ thirt^ camera was
adTantagoously placed behind the gun, the optical axis and
the lino of fire ihoing in the same vertical plane so as to
record directly any error of direction. Three fixed fires were
provided at known points situated in the same horizontal

plane as the optical centre and were lighted on a signal being
given before the firing of the gun. They provided the exact
determination on each of the negatives of the principal point

(foot of-4he perpendicular let fall from the nodal point of

emergence on to the plat«) and the piincipal distance (dis-

tance of the no<le of emergence from the principal point). In

order to co-relate tlie imago of each trajectory with the time
factor, there was turned in front of each lens a wheel of

four radii, the speed of which w'as regulated so that at each
closing of the lens there was a gap on the recorded line cor-

responding to the limit of resolving power. Each of these

wheels was turned at a uniform and known speed by a

gravity motor, the speeds of two wheels not being necessarily

the same. A simple graphic construction allowed of deter-

mining the interruptions of any one of the images relatively

to the interruptions of the other and thus provided all the
elements required for the graphical construction or calcula-

tion of the tnagectfjry.

Sonne Novelties.

For use in conjunction with the process of combined di

velopment and fixing, recently introduced by MM. Lumifere,
chemicals for which have been placed on the market in car-

ton form, there has also appeared on the market a special

tank of nickelled metal, fitted with a loose rack, under the
name of " Cuve Lumiere et Seyewetz."
M. R. Kaufmann, an inventor whose ingenuity might well

bo applied to subjects of greater importance, has designed a
mechanical exposure calculator. This " Posogi-aphe,"as it is

called, has certainly calle<l for much detail work. Logarith-

mic scales corresponding with the chief exposure factors are
arranged around a plate of a>bout 4x3 inches size. On each
scale is a pointer conneetod with the pointer moving on the
scale which indicates the time of exposure. Having set

each pointer in accordance with the num'ber applying to the
particular cireiimstances of the exposure, the pointer on the
time scale automatically comes to the graduation indicating

the length of exposure requiring to be given.

The growing approval with which negative paper has been

received has led a maker of sensitive materials to introdm
a stripping paper. MM. Bauchet and Co. have now intru

duced a new material known as " Isofilm B.P.A.," almost on
the same lines as the R^adiofilm Ouilleminot previously

descrihetl in these notes, consisting of a negative sensitive

film temporarily attached to a card support which, in

small sizes, provides a rigid surface without special precau-

tions.

Cinematography and Taxation.
The heavy taxation levied on cinematography by the French

Government (in some cases the taxes amount to 50 per cent,

of the gross receipts of a cinema theatre) has had a mo,st in-

jurious effect upon the cinematograph industry. As an
attempt to remedy this state of things while there is yet
time, the Confederation des Travailleurs Intellectuels, (Asso-

ciation of Intellectual Workers) recently arranged a meeting
in Paris to which were_invited all the members of the French
Chamber, many of whom were present. After some addressee

in i>articular by M. R. de Flers, the new member of tli

French .\cademy, and by M. L. -Forest, a journalist of mor-
dant wit who has shown a gi-eat interest in the educational

and artistic aspects of the cinematograph and in its capacii\

to combat German propaganda, interesting demonstratioi

were given of the Gaumont colour cinematography and of tin

sj-stem of talking films emanating from the same firm. Ad
mira'ble u.so was made of sj'nchronised phonograph and cine-

matograph for the special purpose of bringing before the

meeting the support of well-known political personages of

the aims which prompt^ed fhe holding of the meeting.

L. P. Ci,EBr.
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DEATH OF MR. 8. H. FRY.

W« v«iy much regret to annoance the very judden death, on Friday

last, July 8. at the age of 61, of Mr. S. H. Fry. for many years well

known a« the foooder and ptxtpriocor ot the &nn of enlargers which
beMB hi* OAine, and until a few montha a^ aeciratary of the Pn>-

feMinnal Pt>otogi»ph«t»' Aaacxiatioa.

U «•• ooly in die eariy part of the preseDt ye«r that Mr Fry
withdrew fnan taking an aoUve share in hia buaineas. Jeaving ibe

maamioienl of thkt andertalring to lua aun, and at 4he same time

reai^ied faia poation a« mattarf .>i the P.P.A. He had takeo cp
hi* raadenca at Ripley, in San«y, in tiie roMOOAble expe«taitioa of

*aiojing aome yean of ratirenettt and leinire. Fate haa decrwd
otherwise. <uid his death, indeed, took place under )>.4rticularly

pathetfr ( ircumstances. Mr. Fr>- ind his wife or.iy ;! liy before
'

. i • red upon the tenancy .nsfold,

' ifm^njj. In the ^mal ::io cows

: went down
I that be had

re a doctor could bo
t it was stated that

ath from natnral

f..!d ,.n Monday.

be«n taken x
bnraght. At .

death wm due to he.tr<. (n.liirt.

causes wai returned. Mr K.\

Ptrtralt k( IffMaU Uaimtt

Tn un Ma. 9. B. Tai,

Ks-ArcfHarr, PnfrialnBal fltolotnttmiir Aaaodattoo.

I> had
,yli>y,

. U>t
if on

u( whit.l> M. Fry wxt 4

farmer I

V

hi-

1 ?•

ynol-

I- i.f . f tf* a«A:lct>-,

''Ir. Fry was tha son of Samuel Fry,
' K.iiiptoii.oo-'ItiiXi. who in tiM> early

.

I
nic— aonuiMai<«d Iba inantifa<i(ur>^

of a fraatcr rapidity than thoaa then oo the luarkaa, di»> to tha
maliied of pr»yai<m the amiiiaion worked ooi by Obarlea Benaatt,
:t
-<• - ..^irn amateur •xp«Hm«ater. Tbaae plaiea were placed apoo

^' - . I »s tha " Kiaplaa." and tor sane yean occoptad a
l>ading pla<^e amotig; aimikr pvoducie, aa did alaa otbar maaufaotaraa
of tha firm, such aa bnwiida paper. It tlina came aboo* that Mr.
Fry, in hia early daya, acqoired a pr»cti«kl knowladga ol emoUon
makiaf and anhaeqiMatUy of the 'making o( antaifaman^ whilat

•aipioynd in hut father** buaaaaa. FoUowiag MiymHnaala with one
-•r two firms nt photo^raplMe manofaolarHa, h« a^aHiahai the bnai-

naai of trade enlargiag, wMoh haa attadily glowa in importance
n* was one of the ftnt to toibark in tlio baanaaa ot developing

and printing aniatcuia' film expoeures, at a ttnie when few oommer-
oial firroa perceived the large amount of profit to be won from thi.»

branch of work.

Oontinuotuly with these buainesa occupations, Mr. Fry was a

prominent participant in photographic society meetings. Until

few years ago he took a conaidwable intereot in the Royal Phot.

grapfiic Society, bat was perhapa moat regularly i»«ae>i* at the

meetings of the London and Provincial Photographic AaKxaation
and the now extinct Phot<^Faphic Olub. But his conneotion witJi

photogn^iiuc society life was dooeal in the oaae of the Prefegsional

Photographers' .isaociation, of which he waa an original member
and upon the CV)uncil ol which he had served for many years, and
in witioh body Utterly, first aa honorary and subaetiuently as pai '

•scretary, be liad .taken a ppomineot ahare of manageraeixt.
P<i«e«aao4 of a mordant wid aomewli^ cynical wit, Mr. Fry'^

ootward penonality periiapa bdied tha seriouaneaa with which he
applied himself to any matter in which he had aaaumed raapon-
bitity. Whilat appiying a oaitarally ahreiwd judgment to any
Mibjeot ander disptiasion, it waa impoMiMe tor him to deny himarif

oppoctonitiea for wit or Mtira. Periiafta on this aooount he was
aomatimeo miaonderatood by tiioaa of leas lively habit of mind, bu

h« lii^ttaned many a teohnical or boaineaa ooirferanoa, where, ho»
ever, he was kith to speak exocfit from first-hand knowledge.
Sympathy will bo extended to his widow and to his son. Mr. A. I!

f fer some considerable tin - been in sole c

inets of S. H. Fry, and Wi • to be re5p*wi5il>

its direction.

Patent News.

ProctM paUmtt^oppliealioiu and tptcificationt—art trtattd u-

" ['kotoMtrhanical Xotu."

Applications, June 27 to Jaly 2 :—

CumAS.—Ko. 17^7. Photographic oamerss. F. Bradley.

SroRnia PnoTDoaArns.—No. 18,036. Devicea for storing and di«

playins pbotoerapha. F. J. Phillips.

1 ' m turning device. K. Sayo.

' -32. Apparatus for daylight

lUvtiofi- liims. J. Welch.

ArrAftiTO> i'...'.ographic apparatus. W. Feoerzcug.

P««»» III

'

.< —No. 17,706. Tranimisrion and reprodur
tion of |.., A i..u>tralionB. M. L. D. McFarlsne.

Ci««*Tocit»iiiT.- No. 17,674. Means of daylight projection of

animalml pictures. T. F. Newman sad A. F. Soott.

VOStri.F.TE SPMCIPICATI0N8 ACCEPTED.
Thnt »ptriiifaiinnt are obtoinablt, prict 1». tack, pott fret, from

(At I'litrnt Of^ct, tS, Southampton OuUdingt, Chancery Lane,
London, W .C.

Tkt date in brackttt it that of applieation in tkit country; or

abroad, in tke cose of ftttntt granted under the Jnitmatvtnal
Canvtntion.

.

OmcM. PmortcnoM.—No. 160,492 (November 19, 1919). In ortlor

to prodoce a uniform illuminatkm from a filament lamp or lik»

- '^••dfl soarce of light, the condenser is so formed that the field

ot iUoinination prodoced by tha converging rays projected thereby
from each point of the source gradoally increases in intensity

towards the centra, as by giving the condenser negative spherical

aberration, the fields so formed overlapping to produce a uniform
field. As shown in Fig. 1, the condenser C may bo of the Fresnel
type having a central " bulls-eye " e' and outer ridged zones c*.

<r', e*, e* ; the foci of the several parts of the condenser are located -

beyond the film or slide D to be projected, and the outer rxines

tocos the rays at greater distances beyond the picture plane than

Ihe inner lonea, but at less distances than the " bulls-eye." In n

modification, the condenser consists of a lens having a non-

spharical convex surface. The negative Freanel lens may be com-
bined with an ordinary positive lens, such as a plano-oonvsx lens

If, Fig. 2. One of the lensiea may be provided with a series of

diffoaing- flutes e* parallel to the bands of the light source. A
method of determining the proper position of the light sourre is
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deacribed, in which an image of the filaments is focnssed on a

special screen, which may consist of the shutter of the projector.

In this operation, the flnt-ed lens C, Fig. 2, is turned through a

Fig. 1. Fits. 2.

right^angle. Optical data for the various forms are given by
means of diagrams.—A. J. H. Haddan, 31, Bedford Street,

Strand, Westminster, for Corning Glass Works, Walnut Street,

Corning, New York, U.S.A.

Si-ERKO-CiNBMATOGBAPHy.—No. 150,512 (December 16, 1919). The
invention comprises a prismatic optical system for use as a pro-

jector for the pictures of a cinematograph apparatus, in which

two images of a single picture are simultaneously thrown on to

Uie screen and superimposed. In place of the usual projecting-

lens a system is ilsed consisting of the back component e of an

ordinary lens, in front of which is mounted two rhomboidal

prisms /, g, each reflecting half the rays throughjenses q, r. To
ensure correct superimposition on the screen, wedge-prisms h, j
are fitted, and are capable of rotation. The lenses q, r are
mounted in eccentric cells to facilitate adjustment. The whole
systom is mounted in a casing, c, so that it may replace any
ordinary projection lens.—Charles Henry Frampton, 209, Balham
High Road, London, S.W.17.

FORTHCOMING E.XHIBITIONS.
August 27 to September 10.—Toronto Camera Club. Latest date

for entries July 30. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary,

J. R. Lawson, 2, Gould Street, Toronto, Canada.

September 10 to October 8.—London Salon of Photography. Latest

day for entries August 31. Particulars and entry form from

the Hon. Secretary, London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall

Mall East, London, S.W.I.

September 19 to October 29.—Royal Photographic Society. Latest

date for entries August 26 (carrier), August 27 (hand). Par-

ticulars and entry forms from th« Secretary, Royal Photo-

graphic Society, 36, Russell Square, London, W.C.I.

December 3 to 17.—Scottish Photographic Circle. Hon. Secretary,

W. S. Crocket, 10, Parkgrove Terrace, Tollcross, Glasgow.

1922.

February 14 to 17.—Exeter Camera Club. Particulars from C.

Beauchamp Hall, Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Exeter Camera
Club, " St. Denjs," Bellevue Road, Exmouth.

New Apparatus.

Razor Blade Peint Trimmer.—Messrs. Butcher & Sons.

Oaniera House, Farringdon Avenue, London, E.C.4, have given

praotioal shape to tJie suggestion oJten made thaA one should uae old

safety razor blades as print trimmers. They now supply a stout

metal handle which allows of a need GdUelte razor blade being

ct

quickly and most hniUy inserted. We have found that the device

is an exoellent knife for trimming prints and undoubtedly will find

favour with those who have a supply of ithe Gillebte blades. The
piiuce is 36. 6d., and the appiianoe is already in stock vsdth most
pilioitographic dealers.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Sunday, July 17.

Hammersmith (Hampshire House) P.S. Outing to Wisley.

Monday, July 18.

South London P.S. " Platinotype." W. H. Howard.

Wednesday, July 20.

Bradford Phot Soc. Evening Excursion to Cottingley and
Beck foot. '

Thursday, July 21.

Hammersmith (Hampshire House) P.S. " Cameras." Miss
ChatterEon.

Saturday, July 23.

City of London and Cripplegate P.S. Outing to the Zoo.
Manchester Amateur Phot, Soc. Ramble from Wilmslow to-

Prestbury.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

Legal Notices.—Notice is given of the dissolution, by mutual
consent, of the partnership between Lucy Arnold and Henry
Alfred Sutch, carrying on business as fine art restorers, at 47,

Beauchamp Place, Brompton Road, S.W., under the style of Arnold
and Sutch.

NEW COMPANIES.
Sanders, Austin and Co., Ltd.—This private company was

registered on July 2 with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares. Objects :

To carry on the business of manufacturers of and dealers in

apparatus and appliances for making, presenting, or reproducing

photographic or other pictures, and any electrical, optical or other

apparatus, etc. The permanent directors are : T. Sanders, 27,

Fields Park Road, Cardiff; I. T. Austin, 134, King's Road,
Cardiff. Qualification (except first direotors), £100. Secretary :

I. T. Austin. Registered ofiSce : 50, Charles Street, Cardiff.

Imprensa, Ltd.—This private company was registered on
June 29 with a capital of £5,000 in £1 shares. Objects': To carry

on the business of lithographers, engravers, colour-process and
half-tone engravers, stereotypers, photographers, etc. The per-

manent directors are : A. H. Burton, 22, Aubrey House, Maida
Hill, West, W.2, physician ; E. R. Holden Quinta de Almaraz,
Almada, Portugal, cork merchant. Qualification of permanent
directors, 2,000 shares of ordinary ; of ordinary directors, 50O
shares. Solicitor : G. A. Morgan, 1, Woodbury Lane, Clifton,

Bristol.

Jonathan Fallowpield, Ltd.—This private company was regis-

tered on July 1 with a capital of £20,000 in £1 shares (12,000 8 per

cent, preference). Objects : To take over the business of a whole-

sale and retail photographic dealer carried on by J. Fallowfield,
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of 146. Cbsrin? Cross Rosd, W.C. The first directors are : F. W.
Hindlt-y, T r v.-ee. Boihey, Herts. ; F. D. Hindley. High Preat-

wick, Hi-<!.i:«r^-, Surrey; H. J. Traise, 40, Cedar Read, Crickle-

wo'jJ, N \V. The two first-QaiD«d are permanent. Qualification,

£200. Hei:;uneration as fixed by the company. Registered office :

14o. Charing Cross Boad, W.C.

CoLOVB. CixmMATOOiurirt STJn)ic.\TE, Lid., has been registered,

•*.•. a oominal capital of £40,000 in 35,000 preferred ordinary

red of £1 each and 100,000 ordinary shares of Is. each, to

jnire the patents and inventions < f Professor S. M. de Pro-

line Gorsky relating to a process for taking and developing

photographs, transparent slides, and cinonatograpb films in

Bral coloars, etc

first directors are : Prof. S. il. de P. Gorsky, The Dell,

ft Road, Sotton ; D. N. Danlop, A.I.E.E., 36 and 38. Kings-

r; O. Smith Orr, J.P., Glasgow ; R. G. Booth, 9, Landrock
n End ; J. MacAlister, Glasgow ; J. M. Pr«ston, Glen-
'j. C. Moi'cr, Dr«mmen, Norway.

timmum cash sabacription, £7 Director's qtulificatioa, 100
Bemnncration, £250 each per annam, free of income t«s.

company
~1 sbarss.

ject* : Tu e&rry ua lii« bua>ue*s of wWesaJe, expurl, and mann-
laring manofactnreri of phutographic, artistic, or other

elea, etc. The first directors are : IV W. Wood, Qmmi Anoe's
sions. S.W.1; A. E. Parke. E<i..'-hill. Wadharai, StisMX;

T. L. T. Barlow, Eythome House, Kythorne, near Dover; K.
Barlow, 3, Vicarage Gate, Campden H'!ii, W.8; T 1.. Parke,

thnall Fold, uear Chorlry, Lane*. ; L. W. ! \ Brook-
v» Bowl, Stre*tham. S W.IO; W r, H,v, 1 Parade,
;;hton ; J. Horsbargh, " Strn , near Calloniptoo,
on; J. P. Uepbom, The R>-. li'

, dmu- Cullonpton,
all directors of Wiggins, Teape and Company (1919), IA4.
>

: Piesae and Sons, IS, Old Jewry Chambers, T. C 7

News and Notes.

Mr. i; I. Hir.t.iv. M .-^<
, of the British PbotograpUt Rsaearcb

'
>': '^ ^ r' .V IC, has I'ktj elected > Frliow of the

" i /i"i' ".iiAnms.— .V .-Hi. limy (iew*p4prr vLatcs that

< and itinerant photograpbert are so nBDcroiu ai Cheddar
' tV.s aoihoritiea have had to appaal to the poliea.

tr FEmrD.—Maasrs. W. Botdiai' k Sens, Camera
i.*», rarroigdon .\*efio», London, K C 4, have josS iaaoad tor the
iday seas nn an attraciiTa folder Ieal1'<t. entitled " Who is your

<< holulay fnend ? " Thia w tor the ims ol dMless, to wbon
nea can b« mafifliti, wMi • dealer's ova i»paal, at 30^ per

.V FuswuoBT Ilnrr.—A eorreapondaot, who {• of opinion thai
' ing to beat fns ies for flrisg flsshligbt oompooadtt
rti as*tal accaaaorica are again nn :he market, ud

r<-:>ndr>Q strseta by hawk- -

in th« ahopa.
a th«rs waa a fusee in- 'amp «n the

bat (nsaa* disappeared soma yean before the war.

MCMT Dnrn.—Tba Board of Trvl- ni.n.tii.r.. thai by an
eeatcot made with llta German ' -.ow awaiting
iriiiroval of.tho I!..;,->nt.iir il,.- •

, m, ,mii>. the

,als

Ilea

• b^en ertend 'ember 30. 1921. ins
It the above .'. ill be accepted after „^ tba

; OAeas ooneemad.
ri (r;ir. pRorooKArHBis.—Ono '•f »h» v- c-.na«rvitive

world, Lloyd's, w.-,
I more or l«»s

T.-. "» ( Irnihfjl .tpre>.rj!*tj.n of t'""

it waa flecided by those in

• '" . i-r..... graph the scene shoald be kepi «. . r»i

1 ooa day laet week nioibsn in tranaacting business took little

notice of some painters who with ladders and other things seemed
busy liigh up on the walls. The " painters," the daily papers tell

ua, were really camera men in disguise.

Th« Avnual Octijjo provided by Messrs. Wellington and Ward
for their employees took place on Saturday last, when a party

numbering over 300 visited Brighton by motor chars-a-bancs. After
spending the grei.ter part of the day in Brighton and thoronghly
enjoying the batliing vid numerous pther items of interest which
that popular resort has to offer, the return journey, also by road,

was made to Elstree, with the usual one or two stoppages for light

refreshments en route. Absolutely perfect weather conditions pre-

vailed, and the trip throughout was most enjoyable. The firm

provided a private car fnlly equipped with Red Cross and first-

aid appliances, but fortunately they were not required, as, in spite

of the KreAt heat, no ifasnalties were reported—a fitting tribute to

the " keeping qualities " of the firm's employees

'

tlnnATU&ss AMS WoODCrm.—A little exhibition of ivory minia-

lures, held by Madame Yevonde at her studio, 92, Victoria Street,

Condon, S.W.1, oontAioed some very boautiful examples, the

majority on a photographic basis. Among them waa a striking

pottimit of Lord Reading, from tile negative made by Madame
Ye\-oode shortly before tiie Viceroy's departure for India. But
must wars of women, wlio form the gitat ur part of Madame
Yevoode's sitters, and wfco provide the miniature painter with the

moat suilaUv'subjects. A collection of poKrait woodcuts by Misv

Dorothy MoUock, stiown at the same time, pivvided some intereitt-

iag exaopica of the broad eBmia to be obtained in tiiis method v(

eDgtaviof. Misa Mullock's impressions from the blocks were pullv.l

in moao«lu«aie and very effectively ooktared in water colour. Tlieii

novelty, aa a form of porUait, suggested the poaability of proviiiin^

the rwiuiate diawiog on the wood block by photogiapiiic means an.l

applying the art of the photogr^ihic colouriat to the treatment o(

the iiiiprwions Wood eogiavers, no doubt, would exclaim again*-

•octi a progiamme, but for certain snbjecia and styles of lightin.'

there would aaem to be poasibilitiea in it.

Koas ADTnnsMa.—Messrs. Ross, Ltd., Clsphair. h'ommon.

Loodoa, tj.W., sand oa a oomplela selection of tho advertising

literatotv, etc, prepared by them for the use of dealers. In addition

to (he full price list of Roes Isnsss and cameiaa, tJiere is a smaller,

bat very tolly iUualtaited, list of lenses. This M-page publication

ooolaios many reprodaotions of work done with Boas lenses and alK>

a sot of drawinfi illustmting the <^ical and mechanical processes

in Ubs making. Aa regards show cards and window bills, Messrs.

Roaa have bvoogbl togeUiar an imposing series in which actual photo

fiaphic prioU of apoitiag aobjeoU, landscapes, portiaiu, etc., sro

osad (or tit* jotnt purpoae of oUsring an attractive picture and at the

aana tima of displaying th« pbolofiaphic exoaUeoca of a Ross lens

Tbasa abowcards are aapplsmaalcd by two rsprodoolaons in colours

of artists' drawings, which tafthsretnptiaiaaa the doeo oooneotion

batwesB photofiaphy of sporting evanta and the use of a Rosa leaa.

Ma«n. Rom have avidetiliy given ao much ounaidenUion to <iie

pcoduolioD of atriking Mlea-msking ahowoarda that dealer* certainly

oanoot do leaa than apply for eiawplaa and giva them a prominent

diqUay in their windowa

Da. Mbu ax rHi PoLrtacKirfo.—On Wcdneaday, July 6, h.

C. K. Maea addreaied the atodsots of tba Photographic School

at the Bagent Street Polytechnic, his subject being photogrspblfc

chamislry. After a brisf reference to tli« early uae of chloride of

ailvar, whkh he took as a type of lighl-senaitive salt, ho demon-

tXntK^CSS making of a bromide emolsioo. A particularly interest-

jog ssctioo of the lecture was devoted to the properties and be-

havioar of gelatine, the phenomena of shrinkage, reticulation, and

the stmctore of the amulsion film being shown upon the screen

The varioiu types of developer, aoch as pyro hydrokinonc, metol

and amidol, were deactibed, and their specific qualities d«^n-
strated by lantern alidea of graduated exposures. The necaMity

for tboroBgh fixing and waahing was emphssised by the lecturer.

In proposing a vol* of thanka to the lecturer. Major Warwick,
»..:....,( Director of Education, Polytechnic, congratulated the

on their good fortune in obtsining such an instructive

• roro Dr. Meca during the few days which he was spending

md. Dr. Frederick Roae, M.A., of the Education Com-

inu^, L.CC, who waa viaiting the school, remained during the

whole Isdarc. and at its conelosioD said that each knowledge as
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Dr. Mees had imparted was of the greatest value to the nation.

It wait formerly an article o{ faith with the British nation that
" trade followed the flag," but it was no longer safe to trust to

this idea, as it was becoming more and more evident that the

world's trade would be captured by those nations who applied the

most scientific methods to the production of their goods. He
urged the students to devote their energies to mastering the

theories underlying their practical work, and where possible to

endeavour to add to existing knowledge by original research. In

acknowWging the vote of thanks, Dr. Mees said that the back-

bone of our great industries was composed of men of great

technical ability with sufficient scientific training to form an

effective link between the research worker and the workshop or

factory. Another great factor in commercial success was to be

found in the personality of the man at the head of affairs. He
gave an instance in which all the most valued experts of a firm

deserted it to found a rival concern, but without doing it any
material damage, while the new business soon came to grief for

lack of the necessary directing energy and acumen.

Correspondence.

•»* Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and
addresses of the writers- are given.

*** We do riot undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents

..STEREOSCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHY OP SMALL OBJECTS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I think Mr. Bedford will find that the all-important

essential in this question is the suitable focus of stereoscope used
for viewing the slide. I have a stereoscope, for instance, of 3f in.

focus, which makes absolute nonsense of his three_ examples ; that

is, it minimises the relief and exaggerates the size of the cube,

throwing it all out of drawing. The three examples of different

camera lens separation each calls for its own particular focus of

stereoscope, and with the | in. separation slide, if a long focus

stereoscope be used to get the proper amount of relief, the apparent
natural size of object is "acrificed and vice versa.

My stereoscopic creed is that for natural effect the camera lens

separation should be the normal eye separation, 65 m.m. (2.56 in.),

and that the stereoscope lenses must be of .such focus as to give the

same apparent or angular size as given by the actual object in

Nature. With 3|-in. camera focus lenses I find that 3J-in. to 4-in.

focus lenses in the stereoscope give tlie desired result, for ordinary

views. Oliver Wendell Holmes, in '' The Poet at the Breakfast
Table," gives an easy method of making this test. After saying

that the object in the stereoscope is the same size as the object in

Nature, he offers to bet on it, and makes the doubter look with
the right eye at the stereo, transparency slide in the stereoscope;

whilst at the same time looking with his left eye at the actual

view, and either by sliding one view over the other, or by ranging

the two views alongside each other, convince himself that image
and object are the same apparent size. The test must, of course,

be made from the same standpoint as the camera.

In coming to objects at very close quarters, the eyes are slightly

converged, and the 2^-in. camera lens separation theoretically calls

for a corresponding reduction. But I have taken small objects,

half-size at lOj in. away from lens with the 2^ in. separation

without the effect of exaggerated relief. But the 3^-in. focus is

no longer suitable for such slides. At 10| in. away from the object

the lens is racked out to 5^ in. instead of 3| in. from the plate,

and a corresponding longer focus stereoscope must be used. '

I should be very glad if Mr. T. J. Ward would give us the

methods he refers to for determining the proper focus of lenses to

use jn the steroscope, giving ihe focu"; of camera lenses aiuJ the
other conditions .such as occur in the photography of small objects
at close range. The point is one of some scientific interest. For
instance, in the photography of small natural history specimens to

half, or full size, the use of the correct lenses in the stereoscope ;

essential if the effect of both natural size and natural relief is '

be obtained.—Yours truly,

R. W. Blakeley,

4, Seodley Park Road,

Near Manchester,

Julv 7.

THE BETTER SIDE OF THE FACE.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The issue of the " B.J." da,ted April 29 has only

just reached me here, and I have read with the greatest intere.

Madame Yevonde's lecture, in which she states that " in 99 cas.

out of a 100 the left side (of the face) is the more beautiful, owin
lo the fact that careful mothers, when we are babies, put us ;

sleep on the right side, and the bones of the face being soft ami
unformed, suffer accordingly."

It is interesting to know what you on your side believe to be

the cause of one side of the face not being so well formed a.s

the other side, but I wou'd. like to point out that we Americans
believe something else to be the cause.

The matter attracted the attention of some of our leading men
in the winter of 1889, when Sarony, of New York, attributed the

cause to the habit of sucking the thumb. His dictum, and the

one generally agreed upon, was that when baby's chubby little

thumb is in his (or her) mouth, the forefinger presses the cartilages

of the nose on one side, and by degrees completely out of shape.

Sarony gave some interesting experiences in support of his state- ,

ment, but I need not trouble you with them. All I need say in

conclusion is that those mothers who stop thumb-sucking during
childhood are likely to have the best-looking children.—Yours
faithfully.

"

W G. Tavlor.
Washington, U.S.A.

HYPO IN THE DEVELOPER : SOME NOTES ON
COMBINED DEVELOPING AND FIXING.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Many of us have no doubt at one time or another
tried one or more of the many methods of combined developing
and fixing, with more or less—usually less—success, believing thei.

to be something in the process. Formulae have been many, and
advocates, as well as compounders of the same, have done their

best to make such solutions popular, but, so far, their efforts have
been in vain. To-day, however, the method is nearer to perfection

than it has ever been, and well worth the further attention of

experimentalists.

Pyrocatechin was, I believe, first used for the work (in 1898).

and the late Mr. J. Mcintosh—an indefatigable user and advocau
of the method—decided in favour of Kachin, which, later on, was
found to be pyrocatechin, or as near like it as made no difference.

I was witness to some of Mr. Mcintosh's experiments, and sonn

of the excellent negatives produced, though I failed most miserably

with Kachin, my best results being obtained (in 1912) with the

amidol-hypo formula advocated by M. Cremier. I also tried

edinol, metol-hydroquinone, and ortol with hypo, but with little

success, and I came to the conclusion that amidol and pyro-

catechir—particularly Dr. Ellon's formula for the latter—were the

most suitable agents if a really reliable method of mixing hypo
with them could be found.

The chief drawback to the process of combined .developing and
fixing has been the absolutely necessary correct adjustment of the

developing agent and the hypo, for, obviously, if the hypo is in

excess the plate becomes fixed before development can be com-
pleted, whereas if the developing agent predominates the negative

becomes over-developed before it is fixed, making in the latter

case—if one has an eye on proper density—a separate fixing bath

necessary if the negative is to be rescued, thus doing away with

the great advantage and main object of the process, namely,
developing and fixing in one sollition.

A properly constituted solution is one in which the developing
and fixing agents must' work in greater harmony than, say, a
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Coaiiiion Government, and together mast nut amicably in double

harnos. and so finish in what may b« described as a dead heat.

" 'Tis a coDsommation devoutly to be wish'd." Chemicals of a

perfect and even qaality, particularly hypo, and the most accurate

and careful compoundiufr of the same are therefore as important

as .1 ; od formula. Indeed, I beli.\e that all the formula advo-

ea' • - •* ' >-,• "Tfect rtsiilts are possible under favour-

a(' with tliem bein; doe to improper

m . n'l. .tiipure chemicals. Thus when using hypo
: is advisable to wash and rub dry the crystals

t>ri .:..,; ibrm. washed and unwashed crystals giving in

my ):ii.ii> quite different results, as also do the pure crystals and
'- jJvx variety, the Utter being about half the price of the

Much depends upon tht 'ypo, and compounders of

should be most explicit when ii.uiung it, there being hypo
!'0.

rlcs are soggested by your Paris Notes (" B.J.,"
cb it is natrd that yet another and a most

essiMi u':-ni[ii has been made by a Continental worker to fijid

roily satisfactory method of combined darelvping and fixing,

Paiisian correspondent does not give fuller

rly some infrrnution eoncerninj; time and
periiiiip, i» > very important factors about whiiti M. Clerc is

jjigcly reticent. We who ear* to eiperimoot with the devtloper-

advocated can, of ooarae, solve thesa problems for oorsalvas,

I woold have been better and to lur grMt advantage had ifaeae

bemi explained.

c are many wtbmwgad rocks in this tirancb of work, for

not appear t'' work in ayreement. It might
c-e, that developer* having high factor

-t with hypo.

-lit, at tt.

r dereln;

bin wo .

such is I

image, no u.

may do w '

e the h>i

of the Ut" i'. ys:'

manner ex|>«ct«d of ;t. Lxpvr.

um factor nnmben--)'

iinone, etc. —are the

^1 .•^cn the pouting on of :

ai the imaga aUewing tba byiK

other form of obMJrai baadicsp:

M. BoDal aoMM to bavo discover-

eariaas and aaeming contra

of

u to

uitle aameni, as

>-n U> str«ngtb«D it

rhapa destroy

-p—T to work
'"velopers

amidol,

.., the tima

i the appaar-

rk. TUs or

be aaoaaaary,

• U>i>e

.nt is that with all

abinad darelopiog and liitng a very fully exposed

bevsoao of hypo acting aoaathinit like bromide
the exposure Indeefi. i*. /• impoaaibla to get a good

alaas one eivr^ >n expovin- .-i triHa beyond the Dotinal.

yet a genets- .r even ItM, wo ware adrisad to add
to a derelup' "s of extreme aBd«r-«xposijr<t in nriler

I get the most from au under-done plate ' Bal *orr
I being m procasi in which I have been paiticskriy :

M. Boaal has, I bebeve, found the secrat of sneesai u nstog

tone as a coaatitoaat of a eombined developer and flzer. Acetone
long basa eonsiderad a nsafol addition to certain davtiopws,

hae* nev'T before heard of it being eowbinad wilb a
Sk' What the predae actio i of acetone in

er nur 1.< I am nsable to »av : all I a

.'. when n
•

, r.f ll,, .. , ...

<o that It may be
t ; hence the well-

soda snlphHe
. ^ 10 OSS.
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to

> ..;.., .„ri the

I one have a tandaocy
1 ois check, which nay be
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I dabUcr in rhomistry. I

forms acetone sulphite, a:.

.

ilb the devatoping agent to for
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, 560 grs. , ace*'".

. Banel's form

^Witb the

per fixer advocatad in yonr Paris
^ --" carried oot some years

r the m'imeni luspanded

further operations, because I learn from fellow-workers that really

expert British chemists and experimenters have some important

iiivestigation^i in hand, are experimenting on the lines laid down
by yotir correspondent, and hcpe shortly to give us an ideal com-
bined developing and fixing solution, and I feel fairly sure that
using acetone and diamiil phenol they will be successful in giving

us something that would be of the greatest service in press work
—provided they can get over the present necessity of having to

give a very full exposure to the plate.

Another factor, and one very closely related to the use of a

eombined developer and fixer, needs some consideration, namely.
the use of a trace of hyp-i in a normal developer for the purpose
of saving (sic) under-exposed plates. Its use in this direction may
seem somewhat paradoxical, seeing that plates to be developed and
fixed in a combined solution call for an exposure beyond the

normal, hot the fact remains, and what appear to me to be con-

flicting statements need some clearing up.

Twenty years or so ago the placing of a very small quantity of

hypo in the developer, when under-exposure was known or

suspected, was Quite a crace, and some very remarkable results

were obtainable when hypo was used in conjunction with the ferrous

oxalata developer. The common plan was first to soak the under-

•spoaad pUta in a very weak solution of hypo (I in 3,000, or, say,

1 gr. of hypo ia 7 ozs of water) for about one minute, and then

develop in tbf normal ferrous oxalate developer with 1 gr. of

bromide par dtaea added. The image appeared very quickly, but

prolonged development was necessary in order to secure density.

Although the hypo solution advocated was so weak it gave good

raanlte, and I aUo secured passable results by adding hypo in the

proportion of three drops of a I in 20O solution to every ounce of

developer, but I never tried hypo in this way with pyro, or any

developer other than ferroiu oxalate.—Yours faithfully.

L. TurnANT Woods.

THK L.\TE MR. 8. H. FRY.

To the Editors.

OnrTLUini,—On Friday, July 8, oar greafly est<wmed colleague,

8. H. Fry, was stricken to death by a s" ' f heart

fatlora. A talef^rnm frrm his widow »nnonr :.g news

reachad me at mid-day the foliowi' >>'. ^
To write of my old friend, Svt\ . :t Fry, is not difficult.

for be was a pictnresqae figure, geiiuine and fearless, and it can

truthfully be said of him that whatever he put his hand to do, he
did it with all Ir^ might—a characteristic which has come home to

tboee w)v>*e priMlegr i*. has been to work with him.

He was one of '' rj of our .Association, joining in

1901, and iamediit! *» an auditor. In the year 1903

ha was eiaclad a meml

'

ril, and served in that capacity

ever since Be became i \n 1913 and later honorary secre-

. aad editor of tha P.P.A. Circular, only relinquishing those

I <« ai tba end of 1990.

In eoancil his ontepoken critiriams we' 'il

attentioD, for it was realised the weir -i^

oavar afaaort from hi> mind.

Aa saeralary be was undoubtedly a success, able and ready to

amiat members in their business troubles, and at every opportunity

t.M>k n.iins to advance the inttre,!* of the P. P. A. To those of us

"asore it was to worl ' the loss of so good a friend

oolleague will be r . n passing sorrow.

•ttendanea at Council was early in June, when he came

to town (a amift in tha final revision and settlement of the articlea

of aMOciation. and it was noticed that his keen wita were fully

alive to the importance of the matter in hand. We little knew

when we parted tliat evening that the " good-bye " was for ever.

Uia last written words to members appeared in the February

numbar of the " CircuUr," end expressed the thought that was

always uppermost in his mind, vis. :
" and if I may be allowed to

expraas a hope on the occasion of putting down the office of Secre-

tary, it is that no efforts will be relaxed by our ofiBcers and Council

to endeavour to increase the numbers of the membership. There is

no reason why—at least, that is the opinion I hold—the P. P.A.

should not obUin the rupport of at least 2,000 professional photo-

graphers, and that is th- hope which I encourage mysdf to

enlertaia."
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We offer our united sympathy to his widow and son. May they

reap some comfort from the knowledge that their dear one will

be mourned and affccticnatelj remembered (not only by his fellow

Councillors, but by the members generally) as . devoted pioneer of

the P.P.A. right to the end.

" Requiescat in pace."

Yours faithfully,

Lano Suis,

Secretary, P.P.A.

TO SAVE A PLATE.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The following " wrinkle," though probably familiar
to most of your readers, may be new and useful to some. If a
plate when placed in developing dish proves to have been unex-
posed, at once rinse in clean water, drain for a few seconds re-

insert in dark-slide and promptly expose on any available subject.
Image will already be visible on removal, and re-immersion in

developer will produce a negative indistinguishable from those by
ordinary treatment.—Yours faithfully, Eustace J. Eastman.
The Avon Studio,

West Moors, Dor-set.

July 11, 1921.
;

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our present practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to repliej to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; 5-cent International Coupon, from readers
abroad.

Queriesjoje^antwered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach us
not later_than Tuesday (ported Monday), and should be
addressed to the Editors.

- -

0. M. T.—IlieTO can be little doubt t<hat the stains are due to imper-
fect fixation. Aa a rule, film development and fixing are rather
" rushed," and traces of ailver leH in the film become evident on
intensification.

H. D.—It is a little difficult to advise without seeing specimens.
You appear to be over-developing, the pyro-soda increasing the
defect. The defect seems to be still fu/ther increased by using
S.C.P. paper. In other words the pyro-.soda developer and the
paper tend to increase contrasts. Ihe plate used is a very good
one, and we would suggest a trial beintr made with a 'softer
developer-" Azol ' for example, or, o' ,,urse, less development
with the pyro-soda. We presume you are exposing correctly;
II you are not doing so it :s probable that under-e.vposur6 is the
cause of all your trouble.

H. E.—TechnicaDy yout two print? are very good, the colour
of the toned one is a trifle too warm for our liking, but many
hke It, and it is looked upon as being a good saleable colour.
Fictonally we should say there are too many blossoms ; they giv«
a speckled effect to the picture, which detracts from the model
More of the lady's left ;.rm, also the hand, should have been
shown—or none at all. As it is now it appears disjointed and
incomplete because of the mass of foliage. The use of an even
larger stop would have separated the model and the near foliage
(that m the same plane as the head) from the distance, and would
have given a better effect. On the whole, however, the results
are good and above the average of outdoor figure work.

H. T.--It is perlectly well esUblished as a custom of the photo-
graphic trade that the negative is the^ property of the photo-
grapher, to be used by him in accordance with the customer's
raer but, in the absence of special contract in the first instance
subsequent contract, not the property of the customer. This

custom has been confirmed in the Courts on several occasion

and particularly in the case of the Rotary Photographic Co. i-.

Taber Bas Relief Co. in the High Court, in 1903. In this case

the negatives v/ere specially charged for, yet it was held that

they were the property of the photographic firm. In the litti(>

volume, " Photographic Copyright," which we issue, you will

find a chapter on this question of the ownership of negativf"!

in which an abstract is given of this decisive judgment.

A. W.—(1) The one-solution mixture will require a little potassium
bromide if used for gaslight prints. We strongly advise you,

howev'cr, to use the M.Q. developer recommended by the maker
of the gaslight paper you use, as by so doing your prints would
be of a better colour, it being a difficult matter to find a de-

veloper that will give the best results on all papers. (2) As a

rough guess we should say a 6-iiich focus lens was used with a

rather small .stop—certainly not larger than //16. It is, how-
ever, very difficult to say. (3) Shutting the lens down more will

not increase the area of illumination. If the picture is cut off

with open aperture, it will remain cut oft, no matter how small

the stop used. (4) Special washers arc made by Kodak,
Houghtons and others, and you cannot do better than write to

one or the other for particulars.

T. B. S.—We have met with no difficulties witili the toner you are

using for toning bromide prints to a Bartolozzi red, but as an

alternative method you might try that advocated by Mr. C. W.
Soniei'ville, in his book, " Toning Bromides " :—Make a saturated

solution of ammonium carbonate by adding 3 ozs. of the crushed

salt to 10 ozs. of cold water, allowing it to stand two or three

days, shaking as often as possible. Make up the following

solution in order given :

—

.Vmmondum carbonate (sat. sol.) 1 oz.

Copper sulphate 10 grs.

Potaasiium fen-icyariide 25 ,,

Any precipitate which forms when the copper is added to the

ammonium carbonate will be re-dissolved. The solution should be

perfectly clear, but should be used immediately, as a precipitation

is likely to occur Aiter long standing, especially if the solution

has been used. If much work is going to be done with this toner

it is advisable to keep a fairly large stock of ammonium car-

bonate by putting an excess of the salt in a bottle and keeping

it covered with water and well stoppered. Toning should be con-

tinued until the deepest shadow is converted and allowed a minute

longer. The print may then be washed for 10 minutee. Pre-

ferably it should be immersed in the acid hypo bath to remove

any unconverted silver salt and again washed. Should there be

a pink stain in the whites of the print it may be easily remove 1

by treating with a 1 per cent, solution of ammonia. If the am
monia'be too strong it will destroy the colour.
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KX CATHEDRA.
A Fox Talbot As will be seen from the letter in
Momorial. another column from Dr. G. H.
Rodman, the Royal Photographic is moving to create

a memorial to William Henrj- Fox TaUx)t, to whose
investipations the methods both of photography and
photo-Mi

day, ch:

object, ^ul
France the
better than
of an ade<jii.

)

tab*. (P. 426

*, want of oon-
•« to knparfact

t the. (irUinar; poturii o{ prutUtm {ranw i* eioptoyad.
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..n for inaariioB in tho >«aa

reproduction, as we know \J\&m to

their oripination. It is a laudable

h has been too long delayed. In
inventor, even if ho does not farw

i . re <hirinK his life-time, is assure<l

... ».. „...^^ 1 .>iliunious tribute. At Chalon and

Bry, r^pectiveiy the homes of Niepce and Daguerr^

the work of these pioneers is commemorated. On\

a few months apo, m Paris, on tlie site of Dajriierrc

y>;^->,,>r» premiseA beinf? identified, permission wn-

1 to perpetuate the fact by the erection of a

.iiiunii tablet. Fox Talbot, to say the least, i<«

deservinp of an equivalent measure of public testi-

mony to the v.tlue of his labours on the part of th«

preaent generation, and it is to be hope<l that tlio

appeal of the Royal Photographic Society will mef*

with a wide re.>*pon.se. It i« projwsed that tl

memorial should be e- •! at the village <•

Lacork, the home of Fox md his forebears fo

a giwat number of years, and the place which is int'

mat«lv li'il-»«l "iili file e»M><>«i» of pliotographi'

proce*se-

Mountins
Oelatino
Filtara.

\rftny photographers using eoloi i

tiltors for ortho or panchromatic j

Kir rertiinr • ' >noiny use tho gel

it« of the lens.

. tho only arguin.-i.

: rfftco of 8uch filters i

' ' over 11

:.? these fi

shaped •

of the

film viipf-.i itotweon tlio

plan is in every way sir

Rg»in«t it beiii;: tlnit tho ?•

• •ate an>l <>asilv .spuilt

Tt. is a Kood plan when
]

•II f<->r use between i\\

lard of exactly the

This will enahlf? tlie filter to bo haiiiil<'<l wi'

fingeca actually coining into contact with tli--

*f?Tm. and will furtli'T assist in removing tJie filter from
ti,,. 1....^ Care must '-^ .l..-n that tho inner circles of

.t« are no srn m the largest stop fitted i

tii>- K-u^, or r--

'

ns will be seriously upset

Tf there is a '"g the mounted filter on

.

' ' ' ns a coujiic of tiny uihs of black velvet may 1

to the edge of tho cardboard mount. Thes

will allow more easy handling if the lens mount is to.>

deep or narrow to allow the insertion of the fingers, and

if the filter mount is a tight fit (which it should be in

order to keep it central and avoid interference with tli

top) a pair of small tweezera may be employe.! to grit

the t«ba and lift the filter out. . The above plan is <
•

real value in keeping the gelatine filter in good cond:
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taon, and the trouble is well worth while in saving the
coet of the constant renewal of spoilt filters, due to the
accidental touching of the gelatine surface.

Unmounted
Prints.

A problem which often faces the
photographer is to find a means for

preventing' uunKiunted prints upon emulsion-coated

fapers, either gelatine or collodion, from curling.
n the earlj; days of bromide papers it was a common

piactice to immerse the fixed and washed prints in .t

weak bath of glycerine and water. This, of course,
prevented them from becoming " bone dry," but
experience proved that it was conducive to rapid
fading, and it is now seldom done. A better plan.
based upon the experience of cardboard manufacturers,
is to keep the prints flat while drying, applying
moderate pressure until all moisture has departed.
Prints so treated will remain flat, unless they are
allowed to become very damp and dry again in the
open. In the case of collodion emulsion papers, the
prints may be taken directly out of the water, the
surface moisture blotted off, and then transferred at
once to a dry blotting book. Gelatine papers are he.n
treated with a weak formaline bath, hung up to be-
come surface-dry, and transferred to the blotting book
as soon as the surface is hard enough. It is

desirable that the special " fluflBess " paper sold tor

the purpose is used. A slab of plate glass on top of
the blotting board will provide sufficient pressure.

* * ^f

Temperature In spite of all that has been written
*"**

, ^ and said upon the subject, manyDevelopment, photographers have lately been
getting negatives which are much too thick for their
liking. The brilliant light we are experiencing has
ensured full exposure, and the high temperature lias

hastened development. To secure satisfactory
negatives in these condifions, one of two things may
be done. The developer may Ibe cooled hj the use of
ice, or it may be diluted so as to bring its worki/ig
time back to the normal. It should be remem>..er6d
that different developers |are differently affected iby
femperature, pyro-soda perhaps the least, and hydro-
quinone the most. Some may think to meet the case
by_ using bromide of potassium as a restrainer. but
this affects the scale of the negative, and, while it

prevents a thick, clogged-up appearance, it is likely
to produce hardness. It is, of course, desirable to keep
the dark room as cool as possible, and if it can be
arranged to avoid developing during the hottest period
of the dayj so much the better.

* * *

Reproduced An often unsuspected cause of
Nearatives. inferior definition in negatives
which have been reproduced by contact from a trans-
jparency is to be found in the want of uniform contact
between the original negative and the transparency
plate, and subsequently between the transparency
and the plate which is to yield the final negative.
This was impressed upon us recently when making a
number of transparencies from a very fine line nega-
tive. Under a magnifier the lines in these were dis-
tinctly unsharp, and it was only when a process
printing frame with powerful screws was used that
satisfactory results were obtained. The reason for
this is simple. Sheet glass as used for modem plates
us more or less curved, and the emulsion is coated
upon the concave side, so that, with a weak spring
pressure in the printing frame, the centres never come

iato contact. Failing sucli a printing frame as wr
have mentioned, it is better to make both transparency
and negative in the camera, when with careful
focussing and a moderately small diaphragm the
difficulty will not arise. Another way to secure
sharpness is to make the exposure at a considerable
distance from a .small source of light, and to keep tlie

frame perfectly still the whole time.

I "RTHOCHEOMATIG PLATES
PORTEAITUEE.

IN

Althougii practically every intelligent photogrnhper
uses authochromatic—or, as they are indifferently
called, isochiomatic—plates for certain classes of
work, we believe that comparatively few appreciate toi

the- full the advantage of employing them for the?
ordinary inm of studio jxirtraiture. Possibly this is'

due, in some measure, to the methods which have been
adopted by writers and demonstrators to prove their
particular qualities. For example, a bunch of
marigolds and cornflowers makes an excellent test-

object, the ordinary plate rendering the yellow
flowers as if dark in colour, and the deep blue ones
as if nearly white, while upon the ortho' plate these
tones are reversed, giving very nearly the actual
visual effect. When a similar comparative test i^

applied to an ordinarj^ sitter, the two negatives do
not show this striking difference, especially if no
colour filter, or what is popularly known as an iso-

screen, has been used, and consequently the advan-
tage of using them has been questioned, and the
" ordinary " plate has held the field.

In case there may be any misapprehension in the
matter, it may be well to state that for any norninl
subject there is not the slightest disadvantage in using
ortho' plates to the entire exclusion of ordinary ones,
and, as the cost of the two kinds is the same, no
economy results from choosing the latter. The only
point which has to be observed is that the dark-room
light is a piire red, and free from any trace of green
or yellow. In most cases this requirement is

already met, and, if not, it is a simple matter to fit a
properly tested " safe-light " to the existing lamp.
Although the full advantage of the ortho' plate

cannot be obtained unless a yellow, or greenish-
yellow, colour-filter be used, a considerable improve-
ment in the quality of the negative can be obtained
without it. In the case of very florid, sunburnt, or
brunette complexions, a very long exposure is neces-
sary with an ordinary plate to avoid a dusky appear-
ance, but with the ortho' plate a slight increase
beyond the normal will be all that is necessary. With
badly-freckled skins, especially when these occur in

conjunction with deep yellow or reddish hair, as is

very frequently the case, it is veiy desirable to use
a light yellow screen, which will necessitate doublintr
the exposure, but, when using a plate of 500
H. & D., this should prove no deterrent. With such
sitters the improvement by so doing is most con-
spicuous. If a test for this be desired a group
of two persons—one with a healthy tan and the other
with a delicate pink and white skin—will convince
the most incredulous. A great improvement is also

obtained with white or very light draperies, although
with these the best results are only to be obtained by
using backed plates or films

There are now many self-screened isochromatic
plaies upon the market, and these have been found to
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yield excellent results in the studio, being certainly

Lt'tter than the unscreened ortho' plate. From the

n.itTire of their nianufacture a full exposure is needed
to brill:; out their true capabilities, and few por-

ti;iit nejjatives receive thi*. For this reason we
rec onimend the use of a colour filter, whether the

ort'iKi' pl.if'i be a screened one or not. The cost of a

'..ii! ! h-r of good optical (juality of sufficient size

We used with a large portmit lens is rather a serious

Ml. nnd one of poor ipuility will impair the
" ^. This has " 1

! irivinpr "f
i-ap and ea.-iV

of the lead-

'hin sheets of gelatine, dyed to

c«>

ti.

i'.

;i I

iliL- : I
•': -

:

-

ill' }i. and a piece of this

III iv ^f' '^"•' "'ther insi''--

HI' : I^ cut-
l«Ti>. I rit> lunner jMr*: •

;,'i-:.itine is protected fnmi l><

and finger u '

It i« wj.

a cost of a few pence per square

cut to the requisite size
.; ,. i,.r,q t.,1... op mounted

behind the
1^ pifirrable, as tlie

atmospheric influences

light that the full

other forms of illuminant, and has no disadvantages
except the s<iniewhat yellow tinge of the rays. This
is entirely removed by the use of the ortho' plate,

which is sensitive to buch rays, and which in

this case does not (for the ordinary sitters)

require a colour screen. It has been claimed Ihat av
iso plate bearing the same II. & D. number as an
ordinarj- plate requires only half the exposure of (ho
latter when U8e<l with half-watt lamps, and upon
trial we have found the claim to be approximately
correct. Those who have had much experience with
ar»" lamps, particularly of the enclosed type, are awaio
of their \inkind treatment of the freckletl or red-hair. .1

sitter. Hen?, again, the ortho' plate scores if ihoI
with a pale yellow screen, which practically bringi
the light on a level with that emitted by the half
watt.

All the advantages of the ortho' plate are, of

course, po8se«>sed in even a higher degree by the pan-
chromatic, and for very highly colounvl draperies,

«4-arlet uniforms, and the like, these should always b<'

used : but it is hard to persuade the average photo-
gmpher to load and develop in absolute darkness, and

• he is likelv to use the ortho' plate for all

with in itii suope.

PHOTOGRAPHY FOR THE NEWSPAPERS.

Hmlow we
hj M

,1,,,.,..

oontinuo the puhlualion of a Kfic* ot Mgltt cliapUvB oa the >iipply at phologr«phs to the newspapors
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liil (abafqiK'otly m • prrm photAgTKpbar oa tlie " 'D

iuifttwc* Vk.ih fUahiight work sad with portrait* aad figure*

^Km. • II.J.")

V.-rLASHLIGHT.
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..._.i^- Tl... '.„.,. ,.w. .,) i, of no grvat
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lie " and " Daily Mirror,"
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.> t... ihmI (•• K*t a . t. withf>«t

•• fiaali at tb* end uf t)i'

'^tiro will alao be found t"

•it a gno«i one for rrprodurtion
• all mv rnodpn a «'amin;;.

r racopt V

i% I havn

u ahrav* mit-

' it a/ I «.

'irp. Yoii III ay
>iiil<r riuinth*.

r the

.1 : paid
tal to hare my hand«
" wind lip," but novor

lied, and k«>p a» far away

' t^n

to he rin

I people,

when Itaabinp at a public m<«ting you will

Iw 1<>M to liiirrv "I',

to y;'» y\**w , <l<'ri' t I"-*^

liavv

th« .

vie, eto. WoII, this is just tho ''"'•>

yinir hood or get flu«tc\rod. If pos.-

' 'Mtion and everything at hand l>'

tliat a photo^aph will now be i

for ihn .-•iitKinv I (..rial." All you will then have t« il-

ia to dr»w your alido. put out your powder, nik for the attcn

tion of the group and expose. Tboro are so\'C'ral motliods oi

rspoaing at tbcae timea, but I think the be«t and »afi>st i»

by a oap on tho len« in profMreaoe to working tho aliutUf

by ball and tobe. The latter haa brea kno^-n to fail, aiio

whra tudag a rap you will nerer be worried at tho last minute
•cure. \ wondering whether you remembered to act tho thuttor ; but-

when uaing a o»p, you miwt moke quite suro that your ahuttor

ba« ramained open sinre ywu focutaod the group.
• r<» tho p" TO there is a ilownward

.1 .;ton oocui Look out for open sk \ i

•w iailw llt in the root or iiigh up in the walls. lIuM even

1 tho sinallrat flath hiph ahnrp ronr head and always wear a

t leather glove < .. tray.

't You mar Im- 'ung pennisaion to flaiili

•o>ino importair >nd then only receive it on tho

Never promise that n un sinoko. In this ceso I ndvisi»

you to find a quirk way out of the hall baforehand ao tli.it

you can got well c-lear of the hall before tho unokc, which

you are bound U> mako with a big flash, has had time to

hit tho roof and dearond in tho form of a miniaturo fog iip'>Ti

the auilii'nce. Their remarks would not interest you, althoijii

they would very muc'i like you to hear them. I rottemlicT 'm
one ociq^inn when in the Midlands at election time I wn^
brought l>ack into tiio hall after letting off a big flash to hear
a few apecial remarks from the rhnirman on " Truth in rolii-
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tion to photographers." I could just see the speaker through

what was certainly a rather thick mist, while the coughing

ilrowned his voice, but—I had obtained my picture.

Always measure your powder by spoon-fulls and keep one

fpoon specdally for this purpose. " Borrow " one from the

silver drawer at home, but be sure that it never gets back

ngain among the others, because, I believe, the powder is

poisonous : it certainly kills fish. I made six very small flashes

in a friend's drawing-room, and acoidently let some of the

ash fall into his bowl of goldfish. Next morning they wore

found to have " gone West." Always keep your fladi-

lamp very clean ; a stiff nail brush is all that is required.

I do not advise flashing in the open unless the air is very

dry, and in any case do not put the powder out until the very

last minute, otherwise you risk an explosion if the powder
becomes at all caked, as it certainly will if the air is at

all damp.
A very good brand of plate to use when using artificial

light is a rapid orthochromatic and a developer which has not
the tendency to give strong contrasts. With care, any
developer can be made to give a good reeult; but as there is

always a risk of under-exposure which would give harsh con-

trasts, no bromide should be used, and the developer shouU:

be diluted with water. My favourite developer for thi.'i worK

is hydroquinone-eikonogen, made up as follows:—
A. Hydroquinone I oz.

Eikonogen i oz.

Sodium sulphite ... 2i oz.

Hot water to 45 oz.

B Sodium carbonate 2^ oz.

Hot water 15 oz.

A. 3 oz. B. 1 oz. Water 3 oz.

A good negative for enlarging should be obtained in aboui

eight minutes.

Success in group and portrait woi-k by flashlight depends i.

great deal upon the arrangement of the light and the sitter

The chief mistake made is to have the light at too low ;.

level. Reflectors play a very important part in obtaining gooc

results, but the correct manipulation of these can only Ix

proved by experiment, but it is quite worth while spendin;.

gome time doing this. When possible get a fair amount oi

contrast between the dress and your background. Alway.'^

aim at a result which will reproduce well, even if reproducfi

small size.

VI.-PORTRAITS AND FIGURES.

Portraits play a, very big part in press-work, and every
<.orrespondent should be able to obtain a good result or set

to work to practise until he has more or less mastered the
art of lighting his subject in a manner to suit his or her
features.

A photograph of any person ehould always include the com-
plete face and top of the head, the feet we do not won-y about
<o much. I make this remark because the " Sunday Pictorial

"

is constantly receiving plates or prints which 'have part of the
features missing, the edge of the plate cutting right through
the face. Retouchers do not like having to guess at the
missing half of the face of a person they have never seen, and
the subject in question usually has some very pertinent remiarks
to make about the result. A photograph of this description
would, of course, not be used unless very important. Another
fault which is very common with amateur photographers is

the small size of the figure on the negative. I recently received
a quarter-plate print of a man who had made a very important
arrest, and which I was very anxious to use. The size of
the figure was f inch, and the legs had been out off, while the
angle was OS degrees and the whole was out of focus. By the
time I had enlarged, the figure to half-plate and had it worked
up I very much doubt whether even his friends knew him.
Both these faults c*n be cured by getting on " speaking
t«rms " with your view finder. Of course there is no excuse
at all if jour camera is a reflex. Make a few experiments
and you will soon find out the correct distance to sfand from
your subject to obtain a full-length figure. When using a
5x4 upright, the image should never be less than 3 in. This
will give clear details and ought to be obtained when using a
6-in. lens on a 6 x 4 plate at about 6 yards. It is very important
that the view in your finder agrees with your focussing screen.
When out to take a portrait for publication get a full-length,
as well as head and shoulders, as you never can tell what an
art editor will want tr, do with the story, or the shape of the
space he is keeping. You might think the story was worth
a picture the size of a postage stamp, while it was wanted
to go the full length of the front page. Having made sure
"f your portrait, ask your subject to let you have a " lifey

"
snap—working in the garden ; walking in the street. Get them
interest.ed. and try and give the result a natural touch.
Introduce a pretty child or an animal (two very sa.fe cards
to play). Always try and get a bright result, however dull
your subject may be. An art editor is always trying to
produce a bright paper, and is always on the look-out for a
bull's-eye for every page, and there is no reason why your
photogr.iph should not be the one selected and reproduced at
a size which will bring a double fee.

" What dress shall I wear? " This question will always be

put to you when your sitter is a female. Dress and its colon-

plays a very important part in photography, and more ofte;

than not does not receive the attention that it should. Always

use a fast isochromatic plate when poesible, and when tin

light is very good a IJ-times screen. This will save a grea;

deal of retouching. Don't forget that pink and yellow coni'

out grey ; scarlet, a dark grey. Dark red, brown and dark
green print up black. Silver ornaments give a better result

than gold, while diamonds and all stones with great sparkle

should be smeared with soap to deaden the reflection.

When taking photographs for publication, there are a great

many things which must be taken into consideration, and 1

think that backgrounds can easily be put at the head of thr

list. Why do so many photographere choose a red-brick wall

and having made this bad start, make things very much wors'

by standing their subject as close to it as possible? Verv
few portraits go through the process of reproduction without
having a certain amount of work put on the face by an artist

retoucher. This we expect, but we do not want to lose valu-

able time painting out unsuitable backgrounds, when a littK

thought at the time of exposing would save all this extr:.

work, which by the way has to be paid for. When possible

.

choose a plain back in contrast to the dress and colour of
the subject, as the result to be aimed at every time is a goo<]

printing negative. This may not be artistic, but that is

not everything in press-work. A sheet, tablecloth, or ever,

a newspaper is better than a brick wall, but if a wall lias t^

be used, get your subject as far away from it as possible, anci

it will be then out of focus. Trees and hedges also make
very bad backgrounds if the subjects are stood close up against,

them.

Collecting Portraits.

When collecting a portrait a promise can always be made
that the original will be quickly returned, undamaged and
clean. Write the name and initials of the person on the back
clearly, and be quite sure it is the right person, and also th.

address to which it is to be returned. When it readies the
oflice it will be copied and returned at once. It is also just
as well to find out who owns the copyright, and to put that
on the back as well. We may have to pay the photographer
as well as the collector.

The News Photograph.
Wliat *hall I photograph? This is a queetioai that I am

often being asked, and is one that is not at all easy to answer
so much depends on the person behind the camera. I kno"
many photographers who can take a subject of no topics!
interest, and by the method in which they handle it produc
a photograph which is quickly published, and I also know
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, 'V-' «'t™p subject by >s

,;
: in two clashes

^-<iai''«i iinu tiii.i.*t»' i. i 11'- ti^i bt- iiitndled quickly,

eren if sou are the only p' t at the event. Np%-er

itop to lio^'olop and print, . pruce<^ as iagtrucrt«<l in

Chapter 4. Don't orer^ the ip:i'il)er of platt-s you espoto.

.More than three pictures of oiif story are Tery rarely puh-

liahed thcee dayi, except the big iiewi event. Find out the

priocipal items of the event you are -. and work on

thes«-. The ' undated " events or ? ive you more
time, nn'l j>n>vi<ltid you have no (hik in LX'iiipt'tition, there is

ttn reiLotn uhv you should not di'wlop your platen and make
. them if yuu \i i^h, but if you have no

fH'CafivMi for ''!•» oflSce to «>nlar«e Most

V.

writer hiU ixiodoata it into tht- re(|uir6d aumU^ of line«.

Arranging " Siuata."

When a local event i, {i\r~\

a pap'T «r:t»» to thf art •

oBf-r t«> ...vtr it for him. \:

occur. He will then do oni.- oi ilireo thinKs—reitiae your
nSt-r. fpve you a definite ordvr, or tell you U> kend print* on
apfirorni I', yrpu have secured the esolnaive photo((raphie

n-vt yon think it will tntereat

- and
'

. mav

rights, state this iii sum it-iior. In this event a paper is

often quite willing t-i pay a fee, so that their photographer
can attend, and this wiU save the correspondent a great deal

of trouble.

Make your arrangements for a good position beforehand, and
there ought to be no difficulty over this. In fact, a local

man is always better treat<>d in this respect than a stranger.

Be on the spot early. Never rush up at the last minute and
then be surprised and cross if you cannot reach your posi-

tion, and fail to get good pictures. When arranging ynnr
pooition, di> not foigot to allow for the position the sun
will be in at the timr you will be ex])osing. Sometimes it will

be necessary to get a posed group. In this case always see
the rhainnan a-s early as possible, and before he gets busy
tell him exactly what you want to do, and the time you will

want to take your photograph. You may have an idea for

a " stunt " which would produce five or six goi^d and interest-

ing pictures. You can obtain these and send around on
approval, or write to a paper and put it up to them. Give
full particulars and what it would cost, also the fee you
would require; but always remember one thing when dealing
with stunts, it is never a very wise thing to give away ideas for

pictures.

W. Lancrlot Viniko.
(To be continued.)

NOTES ON THE USE OF PANCHROMATIC PLATES.
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olhiT) the rough barking can be felt with the tip of the finger,

and I never make a mistake in loading a, double back holder.

Development is equally simple if properly curried out. If

ao dark room is available, plates can bo loaded in the dark
.: tank by touch, as in loading plate holders,

V tank developers to be bought and many
'le if one prefers to make up developer at home.
t contrast can be obtained by varying the time

.ent, and a few experiments will sbon make any one
ill a particular developer.

If quick derelopniiMit is to be done in a dark-room time and
t<-niiiiT.it.iro meth'xl* can be employed as before, covering the

<i vely and ^u Itching on the light to obsrve the time.

^v. ... 'T tcain when ready to rinse and fix tlio noimtivn.

As aK i.«t ran be regMlatcd by time of nt

Fact....... .. vulopnipnt can be done equally i- .tli ;i

Wratten (Sreen safe light. Many state that they cannot see

to develop by this light, but at least one can see the imago

Hash up and note th.> time by a stop watch, afterwards twver-

inr '- ' ' -"'1 switching on the light to time development,

4.'iin to rinse and fix the plate by the aid of the

Ore<'n »«n' I'gnt.

Contrast can be regulated by varying the factor. A new
'

«l is available to us now in the use of the Ilford pre-

on called Dccnytol, a concentrated r/'d dye, which is

diluted for use to 1 in 50; • plate bathed in this can be

^evelon^ in a bright yellow light after one minute. Like all

n«i?^li^ods, it has drawbacks, which will doubtless be over-

come in time.

The dye «tnin- tho-film pink, and does not always remove

by prol«nge<l wa^liing.

If the staining i% fvon tinted it is not serious, but sometimes

it is uneven and pnfhy, and, further, an apparently stainless

plate will soro( • w purple patches when dry.

The use of di .chloric is recommended in such cases,

but oven with the alum bath there is a tendency to frill.

Another drawbacjc. but not a serious one, is the alteration

.) factor in factorial development, but as factorial

,1, . Mt is not necessary in a bright yellow light this does

not matter very much.
, .

Mr Hiivmoiid Crowlher, who is writing on this subject in
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tho 'British Journal" from time to time, will doubtless dis-

ooTer for us in time a st»inIoss desensitiser, and then this

method will be perfect.

For the present I prefer either tank development or fac-

torial development with a green safe light.

It may be mentioned at this point that although the Ilford

Oo. warn panchromatic plate users that their plates are unsafe

in a green safe light, I have developed several of their platos

by this means, using pyro soda and factorial development

without a trace of fog on any plate.

Possibly this is due to the fact that the black backing dis-

solves and stains the developer black, making it -iafp against

the green light.

On the superior colour rendentig and cloud effects that are

obtained with a panchro. plate .ind one and a-half to three

times filter I need not dilate here.

Let any reader choose a suitable outdoor subject, and try

for himself a set of negatives—ortho, with and without filter;

self-screen, with and without filter, and, finally, panchromatic,

with filter—and compare results.

The panchro. plate and filter holds the field against all

others for speed, combined with a given degree of colour cor-

rection, and no one who gets experienced in their use and
management should want to go back to other plates for

outdoor subject? fir dayligrht portraiture.

Henhv N. Holland.

DEFINITION IN PORTRAITURE.

[In his Paris Notes some weeks ago M. L. P. Clerc referred to a recent paper and demonstration before the French
Photographic Society by M. G. Cromer on the employment of a lens of large aperture tor portraiture for the sake of its
"looking round " effect, and mentioned the effective use which had been made of an abjective having a diaphrag.ni
of 5 inches diameter. M. Cromer's full paper having now been published by the French Photographic Society we
take the opportunity ' of printing a translation of it, in making which we have to acknowledge the kindness of M. Cromer
in elucidating one or two items which appeared insufficiently explicit in the French text Kds " B J "1

Prbhafs the most insuranountaible obstacle which is encoun-
tered by those endeavouring to produce by photography works
having the quality of art is that which relates to definition.

The difficulty appears the greater from the fact that, as a
result of optical conditions, the definition of a pliotographic
portrait is localised in the parts of the subject which are in

exact focus, whilst other parts are rendered more or less

"woolly" in appearance; part of the outlines is obtained
quite sharp against the background, whilst the rest suffers
fro^m diffusion or fuzziness.

Most of those who have studied this question of definition
in relation to portraiture have taken the view that -it is due
only to the greater defining powers of the lens, as compared .

with that of our eyes, and have,; therefore, sought to break
up this sharpness in order to obtain a more exact reproduc-
tion of nature. Claudet, in 1866, suggested altering the
focal length of a lens during the time of exiposure by separat-
ing the front and rear components. He aimed at reducing
the excessive sharpness of some parts, and the too great
fuzziness of others by bringing them all into the plane of
sharp focus. In the same year Dallmeyer introduced his
famous s{Jft-focus lens, a modification of the Petzval objective,
in which he obtained an analogous result more easily than
Olaudet by slightly unscreening the rear lens before exposure.
Much later, in 1904, MM. Puyo and de la Pulligny introduced
their artistic lenses, yielding diffusion by "residues of
chromatic aberration, and soon afterwards there appeared the
FJdoscope of Hermagis, in which diffusion resulted from
spherical aberration; the Dallmeyer-Bergheim, etc. [M.
Oromer is in error respecting the date of introduction of the
last named, which was about 1895.—Eds., "B.J."] In the
hands of many skilful portrait photographers these lenses have
produced remarkable results; but, in my opinion, they se^ve I amo" ^ATslTZ fhJ"'Tr"' T"^ *\^ ^"^ *^ *^'^ ^»''''

only to hide, by their diffusion, the definition ;hic/is the fnlu e at-f nt ^.*ir,„P'?.*"l"P^'^'-.l. ."'''>. ^^ ^-^ing toonly to hide, by their diffusion, the definition which is the
ideal of the artistic photographer.

Shortly before 1900 M. Boiasonnas, of Geneva,- following sug-
gestions of the painter Darier, made a start on what, I
think, IS the correct path, by studying what he termed bino-
cular photography. We do not know what was Darier's idea

;

hut it is easy to imagine it by recalling Wheatstone's demon-i
stration of double vision. Since the draughtsman looks at
1.18 model with both eyes, he sees a little more of the left side
of his model with his right eye, and a little more of the right
»ide with his left eye. His drawing is thus the synthesis ofth«*6 two aspects seen simultaneously. The lens, however,MX* over . single angle, and views Vnt.ire as a one-eyed man

would do. In order to imita'te the unconscious process of the
draughtsman by photography, Boissonnas employed on his
camera two lenses, paired as for stereoscopic photography.
By slightly inclining the lenses, he caused the two images to
be superimposed on the ground glass. In this way he pro-
duced the curious portraits exhibited by him in Paris
in 1900. But the process had two defects. In the first place,
the superimposition of the two images was a delicate opera-
tion, and in taking a portrait it is necessary to work quicklv
to avoid fatiguing. the sitter.

-Moreover, it is well known that the exact registration of
iw-o images of the same subject taken with two lenses under
different angles cannot be done. In the process of
B<5issonnas, the two lenses were mounted horizontaJly, and
therefore, the images could be registered as regards their
height, but not as regards their width. Thus the outlines
approximating to the vertical were sharply doubled, enlarging
the image obtained, and though nearly horizontal lines were
almost sharp, those running nearly vertical were never so

1 have endeavoured to find a solution of this problem which
bas occupied experimenters since Claudet; and I first noticed
that the works of artists, draughtsmen and engravers as well
as painters, of every period of school, with rare exceptions
never employ diffu8e<l definition in the rendering of Nature
1 heir work may be done in masses or broad effects obtainedby reducing or omitting disturbing details, but the drawingand the essential outlines are always firmly defined. In short
whatever the kind of representation, artists reproduce whatthey see wathin hmits comparable to those of normal human
vision in the examination of a scene
On the other hand, the fertile idea of Darier, supplementsby the experiments of Boissor.nas, gives the key to this habit

infuse art into the works product with a lens. The latter -does not record as do our two eyes; but, as a one-eved person

thlZZl ''"^
*''!i*

'" '""'^ ''''' '"^^ *™^ e.planat'^^on ofthe definition produced in photographs.

cat^^ ^^irr*'"" '."
^''f

'^ *o ^^Periment was thus plainlv indi-

norm^' eye^^""
"" ""'^'' """^'^ '^^ "''"•''^ "/ P^^cL^on of a

ti<;n''otThrn!.''n'''
Brewster's pointed me quickly to the solu-

The EnJtb
P^"''^™ ~ fa'- as binocular vision is concerne<lThe English physicist noticed that lenw* of too Urge diameter

Z'tToT'^'' '"'^^^rr ^r'^
"^ ^^-^ -bj^'tThS ::thour t«o eyes, we see only by alternatelv turning the head to
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the left and the right. It, tht rt-U're, seemed probable that

l*nwJ of tuitabl* diuuetar would st^ the sitter as we do.

Practioe kbowed the correctneas ol thi* aasumptaon, and
tTia: li.'- best rendering in this respeei is obtained with lens

u: s or about 13.5 cm. diameter. Those of 4 inches

d are large enough for this purpose, but those of

6 inches are too large, and, moreover, are of inconveniently

great focal length. )ly experiments were made with a lena of

6 inches diameter of aperture.

As a control of the first reaalt«, I made an experiment for

the purpose of proving that a lens of this aise view* the sub-

jact from different angles, as do *' •i-' lenses of a stereo

seopic camera. Chooang an imni' vt, a piaster bust,

I took a negative after baring u ., -•i ntjiiind the front lens

• piece of black card h»ving a cir' iilar aperture of 3.25 cm.
dianift<^r. u}iich waa Aitpnaed tangintially at the nght^hanU
•dge 01 th» .•am. FootMung was done on the eyee, before

fiactng this marie in position, with the lens at full aperture.

Thi.'. first negative vaa made on the left-hand half of the plat*

by Di««ns of the oustomsry rf^xwtiug back.

I next made a secoDtl negative under tha santo conditiona,

asnrpt that the laaak ym» turned to bring tho aperluro t«n-

geotutUy at the Mt-tiaixl edge of the lena, and the exposure
made oa the right-hand half of the same plate by sliding over
the rtrpeating back. A pair of negatires was tliiis obtained

•n Uie one plat* rcprsaautiBg tiie two riews of the subject.

If. !i'<A
. the lena sees bioooularly. wo abould have, on making

y trta and mounting them at a saparattuo of 6.5 cm.
*>• "rreaponding points, a AtcreawriDu Driiit. exhibiting

the cuatomary relief. The rssnH oonci owed this to
be the case; and it can, thsrslors, b* u- ... that • lans of

8 iaehca diamet«r al aperture r«iKk>r» modatUng m» satn hy
Am ayes.

But, as regards sharpness uf dr-imitino, the problem still

r>-iii><ii> L.I b« solved. With this U-ii» ttie d<<finitiun of parts
oi .1^ in sharp focus waa too good.

lu.'v...:.. As regards this qnsation. I had '

portrait iensea, particularly those t4 old
Rarpin is far from being equ;--' "

part »nd the sharpDcaa of tl.

aki'lnay r>>gion of the lena. Hv n

•mplotely by a ditc- ct black

of the front \fi\s, «(• ought to obtn
ther«f<jre

th.

a-

but of others.
-' 'hat with

on, the

central
' rom the

{M.n ii.ii more or
t' e<\ at the centre

:t«!i perfect imagos, and
• ii>-»rly in eorreapoiKhnre with those seen by

1'hi% waa the flr«t means tried for the prndnetion of
n<«iiial reodndng.

ar

q,.,.

and

the use

• •d that the u»v ni Of
of thp Ipiia. Tho disc

cs' loe of suittshio

P"- ragm.

An Aiti'T native msaas for r«<tned\
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in this way dors
fit <>xpo«ure. If

ra ararrely a
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-<-, it is

. it wilt
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>f sharpneM
iii> afMwd of

d, and < •! typ«".

•
* .'lod

- •— ( -K -....'K ™.^»

M> as to alter the eouts>n of th<< rnys
•'--•tne shert- i--il by ph<it<>-<-ii(;rav<>r>

'he utmost purity. I o«nploy tlii*ni

• " '•" to .012 of an
lit* diffusion.

'<(; the beat pn«i-
* in the plane of

•1 irip t.«<. t;i«v-<« of the back combina-
'1 ths whole lena at distancco ranging

irom the back comhi nation. Of thme various
tm* ssoa to be tl it in the plane of ths

•«-- ' Th«.
'

position behind the lena appears to be the best. In this posi-

tion the screen produces the minimum of greying, and gives

less diffusion as it is moved away from the Ihsaa in the direction

of the plate, the latitude in this respect being an important
advantage.

For the mounting of the screen, a collar may be secured

round the rear part of the leus tube, and serves to support cl

horiaontal rod parallel to the optical axis, placed below this

axis and extending in the direction of the plate. The screen

is mounted on a lig^t oardboaxd frame, to which is fixed mid-

way at the top perpendioularly to its surface a tube which
slides stiffly on the rod. Thus we have only to remove the

ground glass from the camera in order to fix the screen on the

rod and can move it along the latter as required. Also the

acreeo can be readily exchanged for a thinner or thicker one.

I would 'add that the gelatine scrctiii can be used with any
lens, and will bo found a novel and practical means of secur-

ing diffusion without the aid of special fitments. All that is

necessary ia to fit the screen to the camera in the samo manner
as a light-filter, preferably behind the -lens. In place of the

gelatine screen one of extra thin glass, such as a microscupio

oorer glass, can be used. The perfect transparence of glass

avoids all trace uf greying effect on the negatives.

The use of this soinewhat thicker scj-eoo serves to show the

way in which the process improves the even oharactor of tlie '

image. This.^mage appears on tho ground glass as formed

<>f several images, whi<ji do not ooinoide, or only very approxi-

mately, in theparts which are in sharp focus. The excewdvely

sliarp focus of these parts is thus tuotUficd. In tho parts

which are not iu focus these vM-ious images aro slightly

separated, and the outlines, instead of being unploasantly

woolly as usual, are formed by a certain nuinb(>r of fairly

harp and adjacent lines, which impart a much firmer

aharact4<r to the definition, in the manner of tlio pencil strokon

of the draughtsman. It <«n b« (aid that a positive increase

of depth of focus is produced in this way.

I will now refer to a third moans whicji I havo studied for

overepming the excewive sharpness given by {jortrait lenses.

It is, however, applicable only to lenses of the oi<l types of

rolativeiy small aperture.

Proceeding from tho obaerration that tnear> looses can be

opsasd out whilst still giving mlBoisqi depUi of fieUl for por-

traiture, I sntaiged the fixed diaphragm and obtained image*

ni much mora even definition.

In refercdce to the umc of large lenses, it is ofton stated that

if at greater diamoter (of diaphra^n) than 10 cm., they pro-

duce doforniation of tho image by recording parts of the sub-

jc<-t, iiliich the two eyes cannot see simultaneously. (M.

Crtjoier here pr<)j««-l<-d a portrait in illustration of tho incor-

rectni'iK <«f thL» ktatnnioiit.) The rewik I now »how you was

made with a lena of o inches diameter (= 13.3 cm.), the same

one usrd in making the stereoaoopio p»ir of m^atives pre-

vtously mentioned. Now, just as it has l>c«n shown in tho

tereoaoope that the relief obtained by tlie use of this lens

WAS iMt Mtaggeratfd, but was, if anything, less than tho

r<f>ohkr starcoscopic relief, so in the tangle portrait we notice

how small is tho difference of ritm point in the two images.

In thi« expwimeiit tlie cMnera was 13 ft. (4 m.) from tho

«ubjert. If «'e take up a jKKition at tho samo distsni-o from

any «iMg-.^ml close first one eye and then the other, we shall

not pfltwtve l««s of tho right sido of the m<idel witli our left

eve and of the left side with our right eye than is re»-orde<l by

our 5-in. (diameter) leno when employing tho right-hand and

left-hand portions of iU front g'ass. Therefore I repeat that

Itiissa of 4 inches, and paa^scjilarly 5 inches, diameter aro

solely Mipable of seeing binocularly ivithout deformation, and

that it is not until len*e« al fi inches diameter are u.se»l that

there is owasion to fww the defcotivo drawing which is com-

monly attributed to lens of diamoter greater than 10 c«n.

In illnstrwtion of this I show some examples made with a lens

of .5 inches diameter, in w*ich the sharp definition ha.i been

reduced by one of the means described above. (M. Cn)mor

also showe«l two examples made in the same manner by M.

Benjamin, the woU-known Parisian photographer.)-
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To conclude, when it is wished to obtain the most realistic

«ud ETtriking portraits, we must have recourse to lenses of

sufficiently large diameter, as was done by Adam Salomon,

Nadar, Ctrjat, Bertall, whose niosrt beautiful work challenges

comparison with much of recent date. Such lenses should be

free from chromatic aberration, and employed in conjunction

with one or other of the scieens described. In this way th"

ertreone sharpness of definition wiU be broken up and tl

quality of binocular vision will be utilised.

G. Cboueb

STEREOSCOPIC LENS SEPARATION FOR
NEAR OBJECTS.

The important article on the above subject which' appeared
in the " B. J." of Juno '24th is very welcome, and its author,
Mr. E. J. Bedford, deserves the thanks of all who are interes-

ted in the improvement of stereoscopic practice. He has
carried out a systematic and graduated series of experiments,
and has given some informative samples of the results, to-

gether with the technical details which enable us to examine
them, and, if necessarj', to criticise them intelligently. In
commenting on an article of this kind, which embodies the
fruits of much painstaking labour and puts them at our dis-

posal, criticism must bo postponed until expression has been
given to that appreciation which in this case it is both easy
and pleasant to accoixl. It may be said at once that the
three examples of stereo prints shown seem fully to bear out
Mr. Bedfoo-d's remarks concerning them. The subject he
has chosen to illustrate in all three cases consists of a simple
grouping of a 1.5 in. cui^e, a small sharply pointed volute
shell, and a large match. The print numbered 1, taken with
I in. lens separation, gives an agreeable and sufficient perspec-
tive relief, and the size and distance oi the image do not
strike the observer as incorrect. No. 3, on the other hand,
which is given ras an lexample of how not to do it, taken with
•2J in. lens separation, cannot be viewed without a sense of
discomfort and unreality, and is accurately noted as pre-
senting exaggerated perspective. No. 2 is intermediate, and
for present purposes may be neglected. Mr. Bedford's in-
troductory observations on the subject of stereoscopic relief in
general are of a most admirajjie common-sense kind. The
aim of stereoscopy should be to attain the natural effect and
to eliminate everything that is artificial and untrue.
The first remark that, has to be made in the nature of

criticism concerns a very amiably expressed ohife/ dictum of
Mr. Bedford to the effect that practice, as exemplified by his
results, sometimes differs from theory. Photographic optics
consists of a very simple form of "straight through " geometry,
its only diificulty being that it must be treated as a gcomotry
of three dimensions, not, as is sometimes done, of two, or
even of one. It is accepted and acted on as accurate not only
in text books, but in the laboratory, Aihere work of the utmost
precision has to bo executed. Theory solved the abstruse
problem of correct mapping from obliquely taken aeroplane
negatives, when no account of rule-of-thumb experiment would
have succeeded. If theory predicts results which differ from
those obtained in practice, then either the theory or the practice
must be in fault. This second contingent must bo borne in
mind. It may b<J that in practice some of the rules laid down
in theory have been neglected.
The present -writer is an old stereoscopic practitioner of

some twenty five years' standing. Of late he has for various
reasons turned theorist, and does his photography by the aid
of fs. and xs. and right lines and angles. As such he has
had the privilege from time to time of contributing some
practical suggestions to the readers of the " B. J." for the
solution of various photographic difficulties and the removal of
certain misconceptions. He can safely say that he learnt
more about the principles and practice of stereoscopic photo-
graphy in half an hour, with the aid of a pipe, a pencil and
a piece of paper, than in five years' enthusiastic camera
making and picture taking. While practice, in the person
of Mr. Bedford, was straining its qres and staining its

fingers in exporimentSl work, theory, in the person of the
present writer, was injuring its brain cortex in the pursuit
of this extremely elusive will-of-the-wisp of the stereosoopio

photography of small objects, discovering at every step new
practical difficulties which had to be overcome if the investiga-

tions were to be of any use. The result took the form of two
very drj- and unattractive articles which appeared in these
columns in April and May of last year (1920). Information
on this subject had been asked for by practical workers; and
when the validity of the rules given seems to be not only
called in question, but even refuted, by the specimen stereo

prints sent in by Mr. Bedford and the details accompanying
them, it becomes necessary for the theorist either to stand to
his guns and point out the principles which have been lost

sight of by the photographer, or to acknoivledge himself in

error and retire as-gracefuUy as he oaB.
In ordinary single lens photography there is only one prob-

lem to be considered^—namely, how and from what point to
view the prints in order to secure the natural perspective.

In the strictly technical sense no mistake can be made in

the taking or in the mounting of single photographs. But in

stereo photography the problem is three-fold, and its three
elenients are inseperably interwoven. The taking, the mount-
ing and the viewing of the photographs possess equal impor-
tance in determining the accuracy or otherwise of the re-

sultant image. A technical mistake made at any of these
three stages introduces an error which cannot be entirely rec-

tified. In both branches of photography grave artistic errors
made be made in the choice of subject and view point; and it

by no moans follows that because we see what is true to

nature the result «-ill be pleasant to the eyes or free from
vnolent land disagreeable perspective. This self evident fact

must not be lost sight of.

Mr. Bedford, very strangely, has devoted himself altogether
to the problem of the taking of the stereoscopic negatives. To
the proper mounting of the prints he pays no attention what-
ever, beyond stating that the print centres sihould not be more
than 2-4 or 2J in. apart. The extraordinary result of this
last rule will apifcar when ive come to consider his print No. 3.

As regards the viewing of the prints he contents himself with
the statement, " This 'will suit any kind of stereoscope in

general u.se."

In the taking of the photographs he appears to have adopted,
if not a theory, at least a working hyi>othesis or principle of

his own. Throughout his article he seems to assume that the
photographs must be the same size a-s the required image : it

the image is to bo natural size the photographs must be so too

:

if twice natural size the photographs must be on a scale twice
that of nature. This when it can be done, certainly makes
it very easy for the eyes to receive the impression of siz'

but it would be most unfortunate if viC) had to accept it as

binding condition. What will happen if we try to photo-
graph an object 4 in. wide, and present it natural size? Since
the stereo prints cannot at most exceed three inches in width
according to his own ruJe, this, on his hypothesis, will be im-
possible. And if wo wish to photograph a cathedral, must
we be content with a visual image on a scale of 1.400 or loss?

Does the rule hold good for large distant objects as well as

for small and near ones? If not, at what point does it be-

gin to change? Is there a gradual alteration in the necessary
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eqoalitT of photograph to image as the latter recedes, or is

there a per saltern change at some critical distance, like the

sudden mutations which tnologists are beginning to recognise

in the processes of evolution? In fine, is stereoscopy, like

eTerv other branch of photography, an exact art, with clear-

cut unalterable rules which extend over the whole field from

the nearest point of distinct rision to infinity, or must it for

aver be practised through the rough medium of rule-of-thumb

approximations—any ¥»ew to any stereoaoope—in which we
blunJcT on by experiment and error, and do our best to pro-

duce eveiitually a mental ilhision good enough to pass muster

as aomenhat akin to reality? If the latter, then we can

understand why ao many technical orkers of the

highest class look on the keen stv:

'

r much B!> wo
rtngard a child who is lost in a'' . oi a riag doll.

Hut the more emphaticalU '.

-i .-t thus laments the de-

fecttve pr*cttoe of his day, tlie ruder must be the jolt ho

receives when he examines Mr. Bedford's results, which seem

to show th.' like the law, " is a bass." Theory de--

rees that o prints are tlie same siie as the required

siaagfi the t t be super-fanposed, in order thait the

"ve« mav <> nature; und oornmonsense informs us

't It ;:-' must be «o. Vt-t .Mr Ik-dfofd, in his No. 1, mounts
.iil>< tiv >i<I.- wrth wide sepwtttion between corres-

'-ores an •dmirafale eflect. Theory
! si/.<- iinaL'o is to be produced the

: t . Yet No. 1 i.H taken

... ,
J. 3, which approsimat«s

"fy {'J\ in. instead of 3^ in.), is by comparison a complete

' Mrer, a careful examination enables theory to advance
a >vyt considerat - - •..« own defence. In fact, having lan-

guished for a t r what Deemed a knock-out blow, it

now hr.''. MB with all the robust self-cooftdence

of a 3i

Mr. li>~ ^u" throughout his article is that it is

l<-«irahle t' •> a natural effect: " the whole process of

.t' :•> photi:>^ru|>ny i« to present objects as seen in nature."

\i. A ithes us to see the gronp of objects he has photographed
^ as he saw them hims<*If, and at the same distance of

from th« eyp«. Hut N<>. 1 does not do this at all. If

tiui U-:- original obj>-'
'

.<d so as

tn V- :i tho left~han<l '>ght eye
• • .>« the right-hand vuk . it wuuld much

. view given by the right print in Nn. 3.

puiutwl oat, the fact that No. 3 is disagreesblo
• to view doe^ «*>» by it^eK prove that it is untrue

-.:.,.: •«n for the photo-

,'-
, ranged, has many

pi>int« iiy I hanflinir. contour*. When
. actual o)i^ his iort «• can either turn them

' in our hand or we can change our position. In the
'. r. .i.>rope no < hi»tiK«- of view point i' p<v«s;ihto , and if the

perspective UilI.-r<Ti. .• lMt».-.ii n.-ht an .'ntaiU largo

occulations of important ar-.is ni tho ^• " imsgination

observer cannot )>•' • x[»><'ted to till the gaps, and a

I <i>n«n 111" fniif M-i"t> roiiult'. In No. .3, a key portion

-the far end of the shell— is hidden

..„ . , 'iv til.' projecting end <>f tho match,

^i ' only about two-th< - hack edge of tho cube is

..r, ... (.,tl, . vMi,. T iense of confusion depends

the objects photographed can ea.^ily b<'

.; a small t"-'"?.-' of articles cri«»-cros8 and
s near ; iiout movement of tho

Ki. .•.•I to the <.. r ...a thst this particular

^n by Mr. Bedford for illustration is not one suited

Mir >ii'i>'.>M opic foprotliiotion at 12 in. distance. This in no

way di«coiiDts it< valu». or the propriety of its use for test

'^«s, but It ••mphasi'.e* onff nr--- *' .,:... ^f ^^roid-

hat M bound to prcKlnci' iir If the

•en had boon a buttiirliv. ni<>iiMii'<i in the usual

Illy some ^ in. or ao in depth, it is very questionable

:M have ein"ii{ed at all so triumphantly:
"ly that Ni' ! would povtev a pronounced

superiority, at least in the clearness and distinctness of its

stereoscopic relief.

No. 1 view shows us, in fact, a radical departure by Mr.
Bedford from liis thesis, for it presents his group of objects

with a perspective considerably less that that of nature at

12 in., and the restxlt is effective and pleasing. Let us apply

theory to discover why this is so.

In No. 1 the lens separation used (f in.) is only J that of

the eyes. The image, therefore, when properly viewed, would
be projected to a distance of nearly 4 ft., and magnified four

diameters. Corresponding points in the two prints—say, the

upper' ends of the match—should be mounteid in this case

l.S in. apart instead of the 2.8 in. shown in the prints; so

that there is an error of 1 in. If the popular sphero-prisni

stereoscope is used to view the print this error is more than

corrected by the resultant inward shift of both images, which

thereby become smaller and coalesce at a poiut nearer than

4 ft. As the slide is probably brought much nearer to the eyes

than the proper distance of 12 in., tho image is agaiu brought

nearer, but not further reduced. The cumulative result which

comes out of all this is that there is no very extreme depar-

ture from theory in essential respects, and the eyes, without

effort or strain of any kind, can see a very satisfactory and

convincing stereoscopio group. As regards tho apparent size,

the presence of the match is a very compelling feature. Even

if the utmost accuracy were secured it is almost certain that

the mind <would refuse to accept the reality of an S in. match,

and this fact coerces the judgment into fixing the size and

distance of the whole gronp. If a non-prismatic stereoscope

is used, it can only be said that the eyes perform their usual

miracle of combining images under conditions very far

removed from those of nature, and yet producing a natural

effect.

The critical examination of No. 3 leads to very different

results. It is taken with lens separation of 2} in., which is

^ in. more than the correct average separation of 2J in. of

the ^es when looking at a point 12 in. distant. Tho first

effect of this is to increase the already violent natural per- .

spective of the group, so that the mind is called upon to fit

together a three-dimensional jig-saw puzzle with some of the

pieces missing. Tho second result is tlmt the image, properly

viewed, is brought to a distance of only about 9i in. from

the eyes, or nearer than the distance at n-ftich the slide should

be held. Corre»ix)nding points of tho two prints should in

this case not only coincide, but they should overlap in the

other direction : the top end of tho match in the right print

should be { in. to the left of tho same point in the left print.

The error in mounting here is therefore 2.9 + .6 in., or a total

of 3.4 in. ! This outrageous departure from accuracy is such

that not even the most complacent of cross-eyed stereoscopes

can make any attempt to conceal it. Instead of the eyes con-

verging upon points only some 9 in. distant, they are almost,

or if a plain lens stereoscope is used, they are absolutely

diverging. Tho whole delicate measuring apparatus of the

eyes is thus thrown out of gear, and ceases to function. To

ask the mind to pa.ss judgment on what it sees under these

conditions is like .wtting a man to tune a piano after wo have

filled his ears with wax.

The real olwUcles to stereoscopic progress are the terrible-

facility with which the mind receives an impression of per-

.,.-...;,,. relief, and the consequent inability to pass judgment

it is presented to it. For definite information as to

^1,.. i.iij distance it clutches at straws, or matches; and if it

<»n resolve the components into a pliasinj.; whole, it is content.

I'nloss the stereoscopic observer can bo taught to exercise his

jiidgraont with the same confidence as that with which ho looks

about him every day, the stereoscope must remain a useless

and possibly a harmful toy. Tho precision and certainly of

exact method in taking, mounting, and viewing must bo sub-

stituU'd for tho tedium and futility of haphazard, partial

experiment. And the true method, when once adopted, will

bo found infinitely easier and less laborious by those who put

it into practice.
H. O. BnowNr.
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THE NO-DAYLIGHT CARBRO PROCESS.

The technical side of the " Carbro " process has already been
described in this Journal, and full formula! and working
directions are obtainable from the Autotype Company. But
it may be of interest to put forward the results of some recent
tests, and to discuss the utility of the process to the pro-
fessional-

There is one point which must be driven home at the outset,
ind that is, th«t u Carbix> print is actually a carbon print:
not a "semi-carbon" or a "carbon-effect," but the real

thing, which means that it allows of far greater range of
ci>lour, base, and general efl'cct than »ny other process or
combination of processes.

The one and only essential dilterenco in the making of

a, Carbro and of a regular carbon is the method of impressing
•he latent imago. In the newer process daylight is dispensed
with, and exactly the same effect is produced by squeegeeing
the carbon tissue into contact with a bromide print in the
presence of certain chemical solutions. From tlie point at
which the tissue is stripped fjom the bromide print the two
processes are the same, with the exception that, when using
r'arbro, there is no reversal, rigiht for left, when using the
siijgle transfer process, and that the more rounda^bout double
tran.sfer is therefore unnecessary.

This method of " printing," if one may use the expression,
has an important advantage, over and above that of the
eUniination of daylight. As any carbon printer knows, the
one stumbling-block in the old prixje&s was uneven printing.
Unless, indeed, nothing else was done, it was most difficult

to make a set of, say, a dozen carbon prints of exactly the
same printing depth. There were at least three possible sources
of error;—the Actinometer paper might vary, the tissue
might be stale," and there was always continued action
after removal from the frame.
Now with Carbro these troubles do not exist. The strength

and duration of immersion in the sensitising baths can be
»ontrollcd, also the depth of the bromide print and the time of
<-ontact there^vith, which are the factors affecting the printing.
As a matter of routine, development will almost always take
placeat practic-ally the same time after " stripping," so that
continued action is unlikely to cause unevenness; as a matter
of fact, my own experiments point to the fact that, if con-
tjiniicd action is not entirely a.bsent, it is, at any rat«,
greatly reduced.

Let us now examine the process from the point of view of
the man who, seeing its advantages, wonders if it is a
practioable workshop printing n.ethod.

Those to whom speed is the great requisite are not likely
to desert bromides, but the man who feels that he wants
something better, and yet must be able to rely on sending
his prints out within a reasonable time, has every reason to
give Carbro a fair trial. That it will more than fulfil his
expectations I do not doubt.
The elimination of daylight printing mdans that the process

becomes independent of weather conditions. In other words,
you can absolutely rely on your output being regular. It
does not mean that Oarbro is a speed process—it cannot
compare with bromide for this—but the average studio of the
better class will not mind a comparatively slow output, pro-
viding it is a regular one. As a general rule, I suppose one
brAmide print will be used for each order of, say, half a dozen
'• Carbros," but in rases of emergency it would bo easy enough

to make half a dozen bromides and take all the

Carbros through at on© time. If a single bromide is

to be used, it will be found that some two hours will be

necessary between stripping one Oarbro from it and
.squeegeeing the next..

I have not made more than six Carbros from any one
bromide, and have not been troubled with hlisters or any other
mefhanical defect in the original print. It does not seem very
advisable to hai-den the print to any great extent, as this has,

in some oases at least, a detrimental effect. But the drying
of the bromide print, before use, will harden it quite suffi-

ciently and at the same time have no ill effects. Should this

be tlone, it can hardly be necessary to point out how very
essential a thorough soaking of the print is before any attempt
is made to squeegeo it.

There does not seem to be any " best " paper, but
" platino matt" certainly works with greater ease thein any
other surface. This is due, in part, to the ease with which it

may be squeegeo<l, and possibly also to the fact that, ha.ving

no " surface," it is more easily permeated by the solutions.

li is most advisable that the siani© paper should be used in
all Carbro work, becau.se, as one would expect, different papers
avork at different speeds, and the fewer variable qualities the
better, ©specially when a test is being carried out.
The type of print may vary within pretty wide limits, but

for the ideal result the bromide should be a shade lighter

than for normal use. Carbro reproduces to a remarkable
degree the slight—almost invisible—tones in the high-lights,

and anything like an over-printed bromide is liable to lead
to " bunged up " lights in the Carbro. The scale of the
negative used and of the bromide print may be met by varia-
tions in the working, which makes the process of unusual
value in the case of uneven negatives.
For fancy vignetting, double printing, and faking in

general, Carbro seems perfeotly well adapted ; it should be of
great use in those often troublesome oases where, perhaps,
five or six negatives have to be vignetted on to one sheet of
paper. Also, if landscape work is done, the insertion of
clouds is much more easily done with " Carbro " than with
any other type of print whatever.
There is a use, one might suggest, for " Carbro " whioh may

add considerably to its value—that is, in the reproduction
of prints, instoad of copying. Naturally, this ivould only be
done with your clients' approval, as it involves bleaching and
re-developing the print. But the results dioxM be far and
away better than any copy, and the risk of damage to the
print really very slight.

One thing is certain in the future of "Carbro"—that it

will become the normal means of obt«iining high-class enlarge
ments. The cost of enlarged negatives has driven many
to broniide enlargement who fully realised their faults. Now
it is simply a matter of making an ordinary bromide enlarge
m^nt and taking any numlber of Carbros from that. The
quality of the process is shown even better in large work,
and the difference between the best of bromides and a Carbro
is greater tlian most people think. Also, your finishing staff
will bless you when you take to Oarbro; there is no easier
paper than this to work on. To .sum up. My tests have led
me to the conclusion that tlie nrofessional who wants the
very best results, and yet cannot undertake daylight printing,
will find in Carbro the solution of his difficulties.

Arthur G. Willis.

Photographs of Lloyd's.-Messrs. J. H. Dallmeyer, Ltd., of
Carlton House, lid, Regent Street, Piccadilly Circus, S.W.I,
advise us that the film recently taken at Lloyd's by " Around the
Town Film Co.. Ltd.," showing the underwriter^' room, was taken
with one of their new /'/2.9 li-in. Pcntno aiiastigmat 1pn«e>, t)ie

enormous speed of this lens enabling a well-exposed film to be
obtained without the use of artifidal light.

A X-Ray Howler.—Among the latest schoolboy howlers, pub-
lished in an educationaj monthly, is the following:" " X-ray photo-
graphs are those taken when the sun's rays cross each other,"
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DEATH OK PRi»K^J«>R GARRIEL LIPPMANN

']nr J<«th wB» unnouiT.-f.! Iaoi »«..k •' .> fani" - ;: physicist.

t'r>.fflB»or Ijpi>mitnn. Junng his r^- . •..rn A' board the

I steamer, " Fraoce." at the age o( 76

!". ph<^togrkph}r M. Lippnunn wa.-' known chiefly in oonnaoUon

'•rooeai of coloar phr/tucr. < y. which b4«n his name.

Ilia lattar ia a snail par'. .i hia many contnhuUona to

rt|x>rnii«nl*l pbyaoa. in particular, aleatridty. He waa bom in

Ui'xembarg ''» 1846, of Frmch pnrenU. and after a diatingniahed

«arwr in claasica, philoaophy, mathctr -. $, and physics at the Eool«

?r«>fTi>a!«. h»o»m» a atudfint in H«<i>< i.-ri; Uniiwcsity. ond^r Kiiline

(:»nnany at that time offered opportunitiaa of

i^i filling mind whidi wert> not axailaltle in France,

eooe still followed the striut channels laid down
'ling to FraooF. Lippmann, who hail now chosen

ta his ubjeot. ooaUmMd his reaearcbes art the Sorbonne,

n, and a («w ycM* Inter was appotoled director of re-

fiyaicB a* liia SM'boniM. The r««t of tua life waa spent in

V .aaarA. of wtuch ha waa one of tba piooaars in Fraoi'e,

»r,.\ vntoaasd ifie <»rryinf oat of nomerooa iavwUgMiona in heat.

er-stricity, and other brairabea of physic*.

Hia piiin— of ooloar plHtograiihy was. ao to apeak ,tii« offspring

.•>( hi* *Mri,ry \r.-i praolioal experiiri'i* In 1866, whilat teaching

.(I'l.'ii .' •! > -^.r'- \i\f, he ooncpivnl . idea of denxwUmting the

U-rm^LnMi <A ' aUkUucary " or " tfautiH.i; " warea of light, that ia,

Hav«a whidi have " inUrfared " by rvflootion back on to the anginal

IM<H. by making reoorda of ooioar< -^^ v<«in passu! before he

>ii. ' .^ed in prepanng Iha gi*inleM "Ot csnalatoD r«qiui«d

(ur Uiia pwx'eaa , but in IflU M. 1. narda known his dia-

oorary, wtiioh araoaad an «alf«ordin - >A iotarcat. Scientific

men admired ii aa a mart eaqoiMle [>mv-!bcw •itBtonmrmkian ; photo-

ST»(^««a. aomewhai pr»ci|ii«atoly. saw in Ik/lh* haaia of an ideally

stmpla pfoesaa of ooloar pbolography. TimallMibown (hat ihe view

of «ha (onaar waa Iha mora «QfT«c<, lor, daapita the Uhoun <A

many photogmphic iiiriatipliiii the making of a Uppmann coloar

pfaologmph raanina mora an optical axperiment than a working

nr.ir^'M ol odIow photogiBphjr. TV <i>--ial emolaioo required for it

' ^ impsovad by M. M. LwoUra *n .'hera. indoding Mr. Edfar
. ><], ao iar ^^ .J .lUipAphic technique u

,4bods, p"! tha manod of colour

u<. TallxM. and .N.-n^wrha— iem* nil that it

. procea* w,r)i,n the SffHv <>* photographan

of Iha raviHa k»**, bowevar. preTetttad

FORTHCOMING RXHIBITIONS

Aogost 27 1-, September 10.—Toronto Camera Clnb. Latest daU

for »' 30. Partiralars from the Hon Sacratnry.

J R ', Ooold Street. Toronto, Canada.

SepUmber ' I' ruraphy Utaat

day f
• V ^ .r» :>;. 1 -ntry form from

•h' M ' Sfcrvtary, London Halon of Photography, Sa, Pall

M»:; K.ii'.. London. 8.W.I.

fUpiambar 18 to Ociobar 29.—Royal Photographic Society. Latest

data for aotnaa Aagn« Tf'
'-

* "" '^md). Par-

tienlara and entry form* ••I Photo-

.iraplua Soeisty. 36, Rnaseii .- ''«. >» v I.

I • -mbar 3 to 17.—Scottish Pbotov rcle. Hon. Secretary.

\V. 8. Crocket, 10. ParkgroTS Ttr:»ct. Totlcrots, Glasgow.

1922

r-'fi'-iifT M 'r. t? -5t<'f»r ''srr*r« ("'nh Psrticalars from C.

Exeter Camera

-vera Items

Ajsistants' Notes.

XoCet by atnttantt ruitablt for thit column will be conatdertd
and paid for on the fimt of tie vumth jollnwing publication.

A DarK Slide Hint.
Old dark slidtM which are inclined to come open at inopportune
moments may be cured by drilling a small hole through the top of
each side-clip and inserting a cheese-headed screw in the woodwork
underneath the hnle. This forms a very efficient catch.—A. W. W.

Fine Focussing Screens.
Mbtrods of fitting up temporary or make-shift t'ocu.ssing screens

are as plentiful as labour troubles, and all kinds of dodges are to

be found in most reference books. I have, however, never seen

the following plan advocated. It was given to me by an American
tripper, who discovered me trying to focus on a damped hand-

kerchief stretched on the frame from which the ground gla.ss had
disappeared. Take about 130 grs. (i oz.) of common glue or

gelatine, soak it for an hour or two in 1 oz. of water, then dissolve

by heat, and add to it ^ oz. of boiled milk. This when coated

u|>on plain glass gives a screen of extraordinary fineness, which is

an ideal medium on which to focus, particularly dark interiors.

The opacity of the screen—or rather its translucency—may be

regalated by ^ding more or less milk; the quantity given, how
ever, produces what I believe to be the best screen. I have tried

mixing milk with the gelatine moontant used in some workrooms,

but the milk does not seem to mix ic well with the mountaiit a»

with .1 plain solution of glae, or gelatine, perhaps because of the

incl'nioii of methylated spirit in the monntant.—L. T. W.

Removing InK Stnins from NegatiTes and Prints.

It is not often that a negative or print is damaged by ink, bat

aoddenta will happen, and when they do it is very uaefol to know
a good ramedy for the mischief. Photographs are liable to this

kind of accident when handled at the desk where ink ia in constant

oaa, while violet ink, aa used for tj-ping and copying, may ge'

about on fingers and papers in .% moot annoying way. Foot csjd.s

are vat^ often deliberately inked with autographs, and in copying

it - ia often desirable to remove the writing. A quick solvent is

sulphuric acid. It should not be used stronger than one part in

four of water, and if diluted from a ooncentrsMd fluid greoA carts

abould be taken to pour the acid into th« wnt«r and not vice-ver.io.

At the strength of one in five, the acid is safe to fingers an<l

photographs and will remove ink without injury to g^atine or

silver. There is no need to prepare a dishful, a apot or two applied

with a small brush should be snffirirat. A short wsah afterwardu

is necessary.—TBntEiirr.

Toning Ordinary POP.
y>i , papers have their advantages, it is true, and maker>

ol - le instructions by which a greater range of tones i»

obUiual>le, but in nj .. m of the process of self-

toning goes if the su; ailed for are used. In

spsta of tho great populai-ily of ielf -toiling there are many aoaiatanto

who, like myaelf, have a liking for ordinary P.O. P., but who meet

with difficullieii when toning it, and these unfortunate workers

cannot do better than try a simplified method of toning once advo-

cated by Mr. G. Watmough Webster. 1 have used this system

greatest success during the past eight years, and can

^ it. The process consist* merely in adding ordinary

„„__> salt—not the refined table variety—to the ordinary gold a.nJ

snlphocyanide toning solution in the proportion of about 60 grains

of salt to the pint of toning solution. When tho salt ia thoroughly

dissolved the P.O. P. prints are placed without any wasliing at all

into the solution. No milkiness will be seen, and toning proceeds

in the ordinary way. When the proper tone is reached the prints,

again without any washing, are placed direct into the hypo bath.

\Vh.n finished the prints are—if all goes well—in every way equal

to those dealt with in the accustomed way, and if any diffpTen-V! is

nolioeahle at all it is in favour of the non-waahing mrthod

Mn'.unt r,f table salt ildrd is not a material m.ntt<>r
:
v

^ ) grains a: result is prar*'

HfT'Tpnce 'iwH by the sail
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the toning proceeds. A« to permanency, there is, I believe, nothing

to support the probability of ultimate fading, and I have before rae

print* several years old, which are now as fresh and pure as ou

the day they were made. A word of caution is necessary as to

fixing, as the usual strength of hypo is far too strong. A 10 per cent,

strength is the best to nse,andthe time of immersion, so long as

the prints are kept in constant motion and not allowed to remaw

in oontaot for any but the briefest time, should not exceed ten

minutes. The simplicity of this little-known process, combined

with the enormous saving of time, should do much to increase the

use of P.O.P. That few, if any, bromide developed prints can equal

the results obtained on printing-out papers will be readily admitted,

and although the self-toning papers on the market have proved

themselves to be eminently successful, yet the range of tones possi-

ble in theee does not approach that obtainable by a gold-toned

P.O.P. And, what is most important, there is a very large section

of the public that asks for, and likes best, the ordinary P.O.P., with

its " real photographic " colour.—G. Wilson,

Patent News.

Process patents—ajrplioations and specifications—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, July 4 to 9.

CiNEitATOGBAPHY.—No. 18,523. Producing animated cartoon films.

D. Barker.

Recovering Residues.—No. 18,090. Treatment of waste cinema-

tographic films, etc., for recovery of silver and gelatine. D. B.

Macdonald.

Dbving Prints.—No. 18,387. Oven for drying photo prints, etc

B. H. Rowe and Rowe and Elliott.

Dbveloping and Fixing.—No. 18,186. Apparatus for developing

and fixing cartridge photographic films. R. Rycott.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications are obtainable, price Is. each, post free, from

the Patent Office, S5, Southampton BuildinffS, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of aj/plication in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

Aerial Photographt.—No. 159,310 (November 24, 1919).—The
object of the invention is to produce negatives which overcome

the difficulty and avoid the loss of time which has occurred in

Fig. 2.

the effort to locate an indication of point« of the compass on

topographic photographs produced by aerial photography.
In the drawings 1 is part of a negative or print containing

an indication 2, produced by my attachment, which is fitted to a

camera 3, having any suitable lens 4. Any suitable photographic
plate as 5 or the like is used having a sensitive film 5s, It i»

shown in a position to receive the ordinary exposure, its earlier

and later positions being in some forms of magazine camera as
shown at 5b and 5c respectively.

A casing 8, shown as tubular, is attached to the camera at any
convenient part and is made of convenient size and form. This
casing contains a suitable lens or lenses 9 and an indicator 10,

details of which appear in figs. 4, 5 or 6.

The casing and its attachments form portions of a second
camera, but with its parts located to allow of its use in co-

operation with the main camera. In figs. 4 to 6, part 10 is a disc

or fitting, its face 11 being adapted to act aa a background or
wall, and it may be arranged as a compass dial. On this face 12
represents the compass needle which is pivotally mounted to
swing on the disc 10 as usual ; 12 is a luminous faced compass
needle : 13 is a slot pointing in a predetermined direction as

north and south, and located to one side of the compass needle

;

and 13 shows slots pointing in a predetermined direction as
north and south. The latter slots extend along the compass
needle, and will allow light to pass through the background.
The light is to pass through the slot or slots for indicating what
is required on the photographic plate.

The light has somewhat the same result as is secured when
stencilling except that it acts by focussing the indicator through
the lens 9, but for brevity the slotted members may be termed
camera stencil plates. The lens 9 is shown in a tube 14 and is

independent of the camera view Jens 4.

The compass device and lens thereof are mounted in such posi-

tions that the indicator image to be produced becomes projected

Fig. 3.

upon the sensitive plate when required, that is, when, or very
nearly when, the exposure is made for the view to lie photo-
graphed.

Tube 14 is removable from tube 8 and a removable fitting

marked 15 can be used with its outer end open to daylight,
carrying the compass indicator and is arranged as an attachment
to tube 14.

Instead of shutter or blind 6 a shutter 17 may be used, which
is independent of the view lens, which may also have a shutter

18, these shutters, being shown in dotted lines in fig. 1, but
instead of the separate shutters there may be one outside shutter
arranged to make by its action exposures for photographing
through both lenses.

In fig. 1 daylight is supposed to be used, hence the back-
ground allows no light into the camero except where it passes
through the slot as in fig. 4 or 6. In a modification of fig. 1,

however, if the background be that^ ef fig. 5, the light is kept
out completely, but the needle 12a or indicator is luminous.
When artificial light is used, such as from a lamp 19 (fig. 2)

x^

Fig. 4. Fig. 6. Fig. 6.

the latter is suitably attached as to a fitting 20 of the tube 14,

this outer part of the fitting closing this tube light-tight. . The
fitting 20 is removable and replaceable at will. The use of a uksh
light or lamp renders a shutter as 17 (though still usable)

unnecessary.

A ruby window 21 may be provided in the lamp carrying

attachment for indication of the lamp action to an observer, and
a reflector 22 may be provided to reflect the flash light to the

operator. This reflector may be hinged at 23 to close against

the window at will, and may be fastened in closed position or

held closed by spring means. Indicators prepared in advance

may be at hand and be inserted or removed at will according

to the photographer's requirements.—Thomas Edward Moorhouse,

79, Kooyong Koot Road, Hawthorn, Victoria, Australia. 4
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Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOR BKGISTSATIOS
N. u. (bivicm).—No. 412,035. Philosophical inctmm^tiu, scientific

mstrmcents, and apparatoa for oaefal pnrpoMi ; instramenta and
apparatus for teaching. Nitacb* and Qjinther Optische Werke,
4-5, DuiickenUaiM, Rathenow. Germany, mannfactoran of

•ctcnttfic and optical inatminenU. Janaary 29, 1921.

New Books.

Dicnoaaai or Bamaa Scmmnc Instbcmekt*.—Thia ia a pab-

,ira':oa of the Britiih OpticaJ Initnimpnt Manafactarera' Auocia-
liv^i., and •rrr'-a ihr commercially OM'f:. purpose of giving a brief

popular d- f all kinds oi sc-.cr.tific inatnunents, not only

optica!. I. .>l, and also thoM for measaramente of all

de* r:pti< n» In addition, one or more indsunnbei* are appended
to «Qtn«« in the dictionary relating to eaUtrntaai apparatoa and
irifvrm the consaltant as to the Britiati firm or firms fitnn whom
lh« apparatoa cao be obtained. A lar^e number of page* ia occu-

pied by drawings of inatmaicnt*, a feature which will be of grsAt

oacfolneea to the foreign boyer as a mrans of elocidatini; the test,

which, of conn*, ii in Eogliab. The \olum« ia publiahed by the

.Aasociatinn at 2-3 Doke Stiwt. St .TaTTwr^'i <; \V 1 nrir* ?1<

Meetings of Societies.

MKKTINCis OF S- - FoR NEXT WKEK

^^.^ London Photographs bveirtv. Eacnrsion t« Laasirr
Farm, Beckenhatn.

'

Tct»iJ«Y .Ii M 36.
HaHtnej Photographic Soc\t\\ I' iitBf»." 0. Whi<«.

THt»'D*i, JriT 28
H>aim«r«nith (Hampshire House) PS " Tb* Print." P. Boweo

Williama
6ATrR0aT, J (XT 30.

HamsMnmilh | Hampshire House! P.S Wsskeod. JoW 30, 31-
Aagnst 1 Lewea.

Manrheatw AmaUmr Pbotegraphic Society. lUmble from Bran
hall to Prsetbary (via SwiasMye).

OROYDOM CAM£K.\ CLUB.
Last vieek Mr N • ng gave the firet of two demonalratlons on

'Dental D«niur<-< 't^.'-lioat knowing tl" nir- r.rngrammr, many
had heard that dsntiatry waa to be dea • gleefnlly antici-
palad a Crov ,oo Orand (iai^niol and t«ii

; ovemente, with
<0Ba hanie menber Uking the place of the venatile Miaa 8yb:l
Tborti*k», the extraction of tealh h*in% tubatitnted for, say, the
i.r\„^; .J. . f ey„^ ^ j^jt, ^ optjcil incident from one U tba

if" I- .".:inaT«e at tba IJl»U T^oi'nK.
v^S'l : relata, the demonstr !< ! .

•''T'--:. to ramore the lango'. r

igh 11 prored to be a rery atle expf .ion on the aaitnibling and
^!« of (alsa teeth. Mocb ipecialiscl lenowl«dp« m%» impart«>d,

A
1
the asoal »oU of thanks was carri»<l %malion.

I '* prarioos w»ek Dr. Mesa was eri' ,«r lecture,
' - -"- •' papen deliirsred in r • i - \ riV first

'rtance of Sdantific Ft' -.ir'? ' ).. , .\ nude
• -PP««I. but «itan the ' Road to Weaiih " waa
Irww Uke tmokew

- me k well indicated by both titles in conjunction,
'aaaworabla ra«* wai madf mt for the furtherance of
aboralories. In his opinion, any nation economising in

^nduetrial aAl scdrntifU; reeearrh ?» Konod to fall behind other

countriea, for wealth invariably follows knowledge. In the iitaiea,

laboratories on the most extensive scale, and operating at enormotu
ezpeuEe, have been found to pay, and to pay well, the vast corpora-
tions running them.

Particularly interesting, too, were many illustrations showing how
purely scientific investigations, with apparently not the remotest
connection with anything practical, have directly paved the way
to commercial developments of the utmost value. Nor should he
forgotten the wonderful advances of medical science, which from
knowledge acquired now conqnen many a lethal disease. Suppose,
said Dr. Mees, this country was invaded by a plague of pneu-
monia, all would be scared, for knowledge how to combat it would
be wanting. On the other hand, if bubonic plague were to enter,
few would be apprehensive, for it is known ii is communicated to
man by fleas from infected rats. Therefore, destroy the rats and
dodge the fleas, and the peril vanishes. The correct procedure for
dodging the fleas was not described, but obviously must postulate
a fair degree of agility.

Many other considerations of great interest entered into the paper,
which was accorded a hearty vote of thanks.

PKOFESSIOXAL rHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION.
A meeting of the Council was held at 35, Russell Square, on

Friday, July 8, 1921. There were present Messrs. Marcus Adams,
A- B. Basil, A. Bennett, Frank Brown, Gordon Chase, Tom
Chidley. Alexander Corbett, C. F. Dickinson, Alfred Ellis, George
Hana. W. Illitigworth, T. C. Turner, and F. G. Wakefield, with
Mr. Lang Sims (secretary)

Mr Alfred Ellis took the chair.

.\ oologies for absence were read from Mr. Swan Watson (presi-
•ind from Messrs. Chapman, Haines, Lambert, Read, Spink,

1 A'he«ler

.The SecreUry said that a letter had been sent on to him by the
••cretary of the Royal Photographic Society, stating that the
photographers of Vancouver desired to obtain for, their Congress
a faw examples of work from leading photographers of London.
He Mt secrttary) had seen the Commissioner of the Commercial
Intelligence Branch in Ij>ndon..who had interested himself greatly
in the matter. Mr. Marcus Adams, secretary of the Exhibition
Comicittee, to whom the matter had been referred, reported that
he bad sent to Vancouver over thirty exhibits representing British
work.
The Professional Photographers' .Association in South .ifrica

(Cape Section) had written asking whether the 'Council in London
would accept ezh-bits from South Africa for their next exhibition.
The letter which the secretary had written in reply, conveying
onrdial seotimenu, and stating th.it the Council would display
sneh pliotograpbs to far as their restricted space would allow, was
aadorsad by the Council, and the correspondenoe was handed over
to Mr. Marcos Adams to he dealt with further.

Mr. Marcos Adams reported that Mr Reginald Haines, a member
of the Council, was visiting the United States, where ho would
attend the American Congress of Professional Photographers. The
Council could not be consulted before he went, and he wished to
know whether he coold be authorised to convey to the Congress
Um good wishes of the Council of the Association in England, and
to prearat a British flag in the name of British photographers.

It was agreed that tho secretary should draft a letter which, with
the approval of the chairman of the Council, would be sent on to
Mr. Hainee in New York, authoriaing him to convey the hearty
good wishes of his colleagues to the photographers in the States,
and that the Sag which Mr. Haines had already taken with him
should be presented in the name of the Association.

Mr. -Vrank Brown read a letter which he had received from
' ilH Macdonald, and on the motion of Mr. T. C. Turner,
afd that anythini; which assisted Anglo-American friendship

was most welcome, it was agreed that the essential portion of the
letter should be recorded in the minutes, viz. :

—

" I am not going to Edinbnrgh, though I was chairman of the
On-to-Edinbnrgh Committee, and was booked to sail, and had my
passage bought, hut business here does not easily permit onr
getting away before the first of July, and something has occurred
which makes it impossible for me to afford the time at that season
this particular year. Of course, I am hugely disappointed, hut
what is, is. I have wanted for many years to attend one of yr.nr

British conventions, but the same difiicnity obtains. If they were
only held in July I am sure that you would always have one or
two of us over, Knd I cannot help feeling that it would bo wortl'
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while considering the change of dat«, because we must get the

British and Americans closer together. If they only were to know
one another bettor we could between us maintain the peace of the

world. You would find Americans very likeable if you were to

see enough of them. Of course, they are different, but they are

very real. I am glad to find that you were interested in my talk

on the code, and I am glad to bo able to assure you that there

are many, very many, Americans who live pretty close to the rule.

It is not an inoperative and theoretical thing.
" I am glad to have got your letter, and I hope that we may

meet some day.—^Most cordially yours,
" PiBiE Macdonald."

The Secretary reported that the Finance Committee met on
June 17 and recommended payments to the amount of £67 10s.

The recommendation was approved.

The following names of new members were read and approved :

—

Lena Gertrude Horsfield, MaJtby ; Rose Anna Carter, Romford

;

George William Pilkington, Annislaiid, Glasgow.

The Chairman reported that since the last meeting he had
received a letter from the solicitor, Mr. Reginald Vaughan. and
in consequence spent an aftt-rnoou with him, getting into filial

shape the Articles as amended at the last meeting. The
Memorandum was now with the Board of Trade, and, so far, no
reply had been received There the matter must remain until the
neat Council meeting.

Mr. Frank Brown proposed that the Council adjourn as usual
for the summer recess and meet again on the second Friday in

October, and this was agreed to.

Mr. Kllis having to leave the meeting at this point. Mr. Frank
Brown (past-president) took the chair.

Mr. .Alarcus Adams reported that he had sent a collection of
pictures, twenty five in all, from those which had been selected
by the jury for the Congress Exhibition, to Ohio, following upon
a request from that quarter, and also, in addition to the Vancouver
consignment, he had in hand a collection of pictures for the
Copenhagen Congress, and these, as soon as they were returned,
he would forward to South Africa. Next vear he hoped that
there might be a foreign section at the E.\tiibition. For these
outside exhibition purposes, he wou'd be glad to have, in addition
to the pictures available from the aruiual Exhibition, others which
any member of the Council or of the Association could furnish.
The selecting committee was still in existence, and he would always
bring any question of selection before it.

The Deputy-Chairman thought that the works chosen for
dispatch abroad should be limited in the first instance to those
which had been exhibited at the Association's Exhibition, but it

was agreed to leave tliis and cognate matters to the Selection
Committee.
Mr. Basil suggested the appointment of a permanent Selection

Committee instead of the temporary one for the Congress-exhibition
purpose.

Mr. Hana proposed that a committee be appointed to form a
collection of representative work of the P.P. A., which collection
was to be drawn upon for all exhibitions at which P. P. A. work
might find space, and that the committee should be given a free
hand to send what they liked, as many aa they liked, and as often
as they liked. Mr. Corbett seconded, and this was agreed. The
committee was appointed as follows :—Messrs. Adams, Basil,
Corbett, and Speaight
Mr. Illingworth proposed that the committee should not send

out anything without the sanction of the Council, but on some
of the difficulties of the situation being pointed out—i.e., requests
at short notice—he withdrew the proposition.

A further motion was agreed to. on the proposition of Mr.
Gordon Chase, approving of the prompt action which Mr. Adams
had taken, and thanking him for it.

The question was raised of a Professional Section in connection
with the Salon and the Royal Photographic Society's Exhibition.
This matter was not pressed, but it was agreed that individual
members should be urged as far as possible to contribute to repre-
sentative photographic exhibitions.
The question of the choice of a Press Agency which could be

recommended to members of the Association who desired to know
of a zeiious and dependable firm to whom they could entrust their
work was again mentioned by Mr. Tom Chidley.
Mr. Corbett proposed that a number of names be set out by the

Association to be recommended as respectable and straightforward
firms irom which members could select. This was agreed to.
The SecreUry read an extract from " John Bull " respecting

what was alleged to be an enlargement fraud, and detailed the

inquiries which he was making in endeavouring to follow up tli.

complaint.

Correspondence was also read concernmg a dispute with regard

to reproduction fees, and it was agreed that the correspondent

should be advised to stand by what he had originally written.

Another member asked for advice on
fl

small dispute as to the

terms of an advertising contract which it was claimed he had not

fulfilled, and it was resolved to seek the advice of the solicitor.

Another member wrote for advice on the old question of payment
for proofs, and it was left to the secretary's discretion to frame

an answer, Mr. T. C. Turner 'urging that many of these troubles

could be avoided if every photographer was explicit in making his

contracts.

Pbopaganda.

It was suggested that members of the Association should be

provided with a card or certificate similar to that of members of

the P. P.A. in America, with the date stamped across it to prevent

improper use. Mr. Hana moved that a committee be formed to

consider this question and other questions concerned with propa-

ganda and publicity. Mr. Gordon Chase seconded, but ultimately

it was agreed, on an amendment by Mr. Alexander Corbett,

seconded by Mr. W. Illingworth, that this matter should be put

on the agenda for the next Council meeting. Mr. T. C. Turner

said that he would not like it to be thought that the Association

was behind the times in any particular. At no time in its history

had it enjoyed more largely the confidence, at all events, of

photographers.

After a sitting of three and a half hours the Council stood

adjourned.

News and Notes^

Photographs as Legal Evidence.—During the hearing of a claim

for possession of a house at Wandsworth County Court last Friday,

for -which an alternative house was offered, Judge Harington said

that in these cases judges would be very much assisted if the parties

concerned were to produce a photograph of the house for w'hich

possession was sought, and also one of the house offered as alterna

tive accommodation. He stated that he could not go and look at

every house, and the photographs would be of material assistance,

but such pictures were seldom seen in court.

The Censorship of Films.—A County Council has no power to

limit the licence for cinematograph films to those which had the

certificate of the British Board of Film Censors. This was the

unanimous decision last week of a King's Bench Divisional Court

.

composed of the Lord Cliief Justice and Justices Avory and Sankey.

During the hearing of a case, the Lord Chief Justice asked: Who
are the British Board of Film Censors? Are they a statutory body?

He was then told that they were a body established by the trade

themselves to prevent undesirable films being exhibited. It was

also stated that the Act provided for examination by a committee

of justices, inspectors, and police The British Board of Film

Censors was a body quite unknown in law, and there was no remedy

against them.

Dactylographs by Wire.—We understand that a journal dealing

with dactylography has been started. Dactylography (from the

Greek daktulos, a finger) is the science of identification by finger-

prints, and in the first number of the new journal Mr. Henry Faulds

claims to have made the first suggestion that photographs of finger

prints should be telegraphed, he voicing the matter as far back as

1905, and again in 1912. " Nine years af.ter these words were pub-

lished," writes Mr. Faulds, " this feat has been successfully accom-

plished. M. BeUn, the inventor of the photo-electric apparatus,

now called after him the Belinograph, has adapted it for the identi-

fication of distant suspects by the transmission of finger-prints."

Two impressions were sent from Paris, and Professor Ottolenghio

head of the detective college at Rome, who was present at tl

demonstration, expressed himself as quite satisfied, and intends to

apply it practically in criminal cases. Mr. Faulds, it may be men-

tioned, is a leading authority on the science of finger-prints, and

an article by him on the subject appeared in " Nature " as early

as October, 1880.
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Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

LtatL NoncB—Notice U given of the diaaolation, by matual

uitifent of the partnercbip between Ernest Grattan Philiipse and

Erneet Harold Lew. carrying on bosiness as photographers and fine

,
... 1. Higi, Street, and 12, The I'romenade, llfra-

the style of PhiUipae and Leee. All debts

auK I" <jv>iMi; uv the late firm will be received and paid by

BmMt Orattac Phillipa«. who will continue to carry on the bosines^.

Correspondence.

•"''• "••" ....'. lioti <i«<M of thf ftftT.

Ill ttmltu tke namn and

*•* H'c do not undertake rttpoiuitility for tht optniom txfrttiti

fry owT torrt^pondmU

K MFM.iRIAL TO FOX I Mftf.T

To the EdiUT!

,— j; i» no» 44 yt«n since .
: ii.:> Fox

a whoa* reaaarche* Uie prear: : photo-

iT^[ ' _, ftixj of pboto-eogrMriBg haa been buiit a|'

M the rcceoUy-baU Photographic Cooveotion at Briatol, an
opport jfuiy was Uken by his gTaaddaa{;ht«r, Misa M. Talbot, to

pre»>-r '. i,:i coUeciiOB of eip«riaMDtal apparaUu and reealts to the

Mawum of the T.
~ 'tographie Society. So far no st«pa have

been taken by 1 tograpban to perpeioate the mcoiory }f

tKr- diatingniahed fcllow-oogntryinan. To Mnedy this omiwion.
ur I ouDcil of tii« Royal Pitolographic Sodkto has opened a fund
b> means of which sen* paraaiMnt mesapfpl may be set up at

I^'-'-ick. where his hoaa waa, and where Ui>«spariments and die-

'ovi>ries wera made
At President of the Royal PhtHographic Soeiciy. I appaal to all

iileri^ed IB pbotagTapiiy in any way ^^ take a share in remedyiiu;

•tit "miMion by eoatribioiiig to the i ,:. i A half crown subs<.ri|>

ti'r. IS baing opwad by (ba Editor of "The Amateur
Pt^otocr.i her and Photography," at 20, Tadoi Street, I^ondoo,

E.C.4, i< wKirh alt anMlean are inrited to contribute. In addition

ilooalKin- Uffr or eBan, to tha memorial will also be gratefully

».-r«.(,t,-,: " knowtadgad by :—
(1 M.- ^^ i. F. WaMall. Vic»'Prr«idaai. Royal Photographic

N<i^ty • I. .•sail Bqoa/a, W.C.I.

2 M' '. (' Waaton, Chairman of the .Aftttation of Photo-

,'rapi.ic SocieUes. 22, SpringwaU Aveoao. P W.
' Mf O.^ E Brown, Editor of ' i .of

I V WaOingtoo Street, Straml, W.C.2.

.if C. Brookae, Sditor of "The Photographic

DmIm,' Stititka AteiMa, Sodtbampton Row, London. W.C.2.

(S) Mr Laag Bias, Saerotery of tha Profeaaional Phutograpbers'

^aaociation. 437, Brivton Bead, London. 8.W.2.—Toors faitiifally.

Otn IT RoDjiix,

I

36, RosmII SqoAr

olographic Society.

1021.

i>.v.ma(;ed le-n^es.

Tn the E^i'oTf

Oentlamcr - A i Lciises," appearing

'>).« iaaoe of .1 , . 'or referring back to

M note '.ii > sea," pobliabad aome months ago

i.rrTioas n''- 4med readers against submittiog

>IIy " rusted " or tarnished leosee to the prooaaa

Tr. allact, yon sUted that it was better,

wiaer '. ' defect, though theeaby tha lena might be

'Wed i*a^ .1

:ig on thia warning, I i«fr»!ne<i until quite recently from

-t'taaipt to submit a raload forei^ anaitigmat to treatment.

Then, conscious of a certain raahnees, I consulted a leading optical

firm in London. Their definite opinion was that the " rust
"

oould be completely and safely removed ; also the scratches to

which, I understand, the affected surface is particularly

susceptible. I permitted them to " operate," and the result is

completely sucoessful. the lens being in all respects restored to its

original brilliant working condition. I make this communication in

the int«rests of others who may poaeees "rusted" lenses; aUo

in the hope that a question of vital importance may be further

diacussed in your columns.—Yours faithfully.

Lyclph LUMtEX.

Hendon, N.W.2. Jnly 12
"

THE INVENTION OF SELF-TONING PAPER.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Although not particularly interested in the question

of who was the originator of self-toning paper, I read the com-

munications of Mr. Wall and Mr. Debenham in your issues of

April 8 and 15 last with some interest, being a user of large

quantities of British-made (I might say " home-made ") self-toning

papara.

Those intereated in the history of papers should not, however,

overlook a self-toning paper that was introduced a few weeks before'

I left my EnglUh home for the Unitod States in April, 1886. This

waa Rivet's aelf-toning albumen paper which toned without the

nas of gold. The prints were simply fixed iu a hypo bath, washed

and dried by heat, the tone depending upon the amount of heat

applied. This method would, of course, be out of the question

with msny of the modern papers which are of gelatine, but 1

cannot help thinking that the modern dodge of ironing dried self-

toning prints with a hot iron, when a richer tone is wanted, is a

ralic of the old Rivot days when heat really did play ita part in

tooiiig.

The Rivot aelf-toning paper—made by A. Rivot and Co., of

Willesden Green, London—probsbly never caught on, as 1 heard

nothing of it after leaving England. Anyway, the fact of its

appearance should interest many of your readers.

New York. J. K. Brvce.

Answers to Correspondents.

In aeeorianet with our prtstnt jiraetiee a relatively tmall space i$

allotted in each iuue to rtfliet to eorretpondenU.

Wt wiU antwer by pott if tUtmptd and addreued tnvtlope is

eaetoMd for rtplf; 6-eent Inttmational Coupon, from rtadtrt

abroad.

QuTiet to bt anauitred in tht^ridag^^ouriial^ mutt rtaeh us

not later tAan Tuesday {potUd Monday), and should te

addreued to the Bditort.

A. P.—Aoooixiing to the manufaotursrs, D.SO, made up acoordiug

to the aUndard formula, haa a factor of 5 for nogativce of average

.

oootnat, one of 3 or 4 for soft negajtivee, and one of. 6 or 7 for

nagaiivea of greaiter conlraA.

E B. &—We are sorr>- we know of no reliaWe means of removing

~nr«i^-^na from a miniature in water colours. We think the

baal iking would be to aend the miniature to the firm by whoni

it was painted for their opinion as to its restora^n.

J. JJ. 11 you use anhydpoua sulphite instead of wystol sulphite

yon can use half the quantity of the former, Uiat is to say, S

gmins of anhydiwM equal 10 grains of crystaJs. In the ceae of

carbonate of soda, 3J grains of anhydrous equal 10 grains of

<Tyat4sl.

A. M.—A half-frfate reflex is certainly a very efficient camera for

street sceoea, views, etc., and enable* work to be got tirough

vary quickly, but it is very bulky and heavy, and also, in

many oircumstanoea, it has a drewback owing to iU conapicnonK

appearance. Wo stall think that the tripod half plate caraeca is

the beat for all-it>nnd puTJOOta.
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F. L.—We do not know of a oaUodiou prooess that gives an amber
image. We believe the coUodio-albumen process was very slow

to develop, and gave a light bTX>wn imago. It is quite easy to

print direct from a wet plalte, as follows:—Slips of waterproof

paper are folded in a V ehapc and clipped eacli end of negative,

which should be vamislied. Tlie wet
,

pla-te is wall dimned and
laid on top, hhe paper preventing actual contact.

.\. J.—The most reliable bleaolier for clearing off the image ai-oun<l

tJie aiibjeot is the iodine cyanide mixture, made up according to

-tJie formula in the " Almanac," or peo'haps with addition of further

water. Usually this reducer is applied simply with cotton wool.

Of course jiou would block out as much of the negative as possible

by means of a black paper raoak, cut rouglily a little larger to
the outline of the subject which you require in the enlargement.

C. H S.—Offered, in the rfiape of prints first of all, in eei« of six

io the jxwtcard publishers, you might dispose of a few negaibives.
though they are simallei- than moat postcard publishers like. As
regards other outlet, the only thing we suggest is tliat yon keep
an eye on the general illusti'ated press and particularly on paper.*
dealing with India, the names of which you can see in " Willing's
Press Guide," issued by iflessi^. Willing, 125, Strand, London,
W.C.2, price 2s.

.M. B.—The anastigmat differs from an R.R. or rapid symmetrica)
lens in giving sharper definition in the margins of the negative at
a large aperture. This applies both to lenses of maximum aper-
ture, f/4.5 or f/5.6, and so on, and also to wdde-angles, the
maximum apertures of which range from f/9 to f/16. On the
other hand, the advantages of the ana^gmat are pronoun<>ed only
when it is used at tlie maxiiraum aperture or with comparatively
little stopping down. With stops such as f/22 or f/32 there is

not a very great advantage.

^- S.—TJie causes of reversal in film negatives are not altogether
understood, but a very common one is exiposui'e of an under
exposed film to an unsafe dark-ixx>m light. In this case the nega-
tive image which is first produced by the developer acts as a
negartive upon the emulsion underneath,^ and, so to speak, prints
a positive on the laitter, which, in the final negative, overpowers
the negative impression. We think this is the most common
cause, altliough we do no* think it is the only one. But, generally
speaking, the causes of these reversal and partial reversal effects
are very obscure.

T- H.—We should think any of ttte plate makers would supply you
with plaites as large as 38 x 24, coated with lanitem emulsion, tliat
is to say, in a reasonable quanitity. By the ordinary method of
fiowing on the wai-m emulsion -on to a levelled plate it is not a
matter of very great difficulty to coat -plates of this size with
emulsion that you make youraelf , but na,turally such large plates
are a different proposition from half-plates or whole plates as
r^ards obtaining evenness of coating and also uniform drying.
So far as we know there is no mechanical method of obviating
ithe aoquii-ement of skUl in hand-coating, and the accumulation
of some experience in drying the ooated plates.

P. F.—We are not surprised that you cannot get the kind of result-s
you appear to want fixMn the negatives you send. Most of ithem have
the appearance of being both over-exposed and over-developed.
That of the soldier, however, is plainly undei-e.^posed and yer-
haps only a little ov6r-d,eveloped. Tlie one marked " A " on the
envelope represents fairly weU the type of negative for a decent
soft enlargement, though this negative would be called rather flat
and weak by people who lik-^ somewliat more vigour in enlarge-
ments. We should say you would do better by giving somewhat
aliorter exiposures and using a pyro-soda developer, whioli tends
to somewhat more pluck in the negative, but be c-areful that vou
don't over-develop.

F. B.—We doubt whether increasing length of the arcs will
materially decrease exposure. Your reference to 25 amps, for
runmng two 10-amp. lamps in series is not dear. We suggest
you still further reduce your resistance and employ larger carbons.
If longer arcs are, Iwwever, desired, the object sliould be to in-or^ the voltage across them. We suggest tiying the effect of
putting the two lamps in parallel and cutting the resistance out I^uaUy till 20 amps, is taken from the main. An ammetei- I

sftould be placed in series with one main. It mav then be found '

tliat the resiatanjce will overheat. On the other hand, ii Uie

resistance be too liigh the lamps will not burn steadily. In the

Jatter case tliis can be rectified by using .smaller diameter carbon*.

J. P.—Certainly a postcard or half-plate reflex is a very good thing

for the job, the only drawback to it is tliat it is bulky and heavy

and is rather conspicuous in use in streets. Still, if you must
have a hand-cajnera for quick and certain work, it is by far the

be^ type, 8o long as the subjects are suoli that you can work at

a fairly large apeiture. But for all-round pui-poeee, except rapidity

of working, a light field camera (with roller blind sliutter), used

on a tripod, is tlie best for views, grouijs, street scenes, etc

Slower in use, of course, but you can make certain of your view

and can atop down if necessary, also give a time exposure whea
such is needed, and for commercial view cards this is the type

of oamei-a almost invariably employed, using a 9-inch lens or a
6-anch lens, the latter if you are working in rather confined

quarters.

P. S. B.—Fix>m the appeorak/ce of the negatives, it looks as though
the whitish deposit was due to scum of oxalate of lirae deposited

in the gelatine by mutual action of lime salts in the wash water
and the oxalic aoid. That is only a guess, but if yours is a very

hard water supply it may be the cause. We are afraid there is

no very certain means of removing the scum. About the best

thing you can try is either 5 per cent, solution of citric acid, or a
solution of potass citrate, say 5 per cent, strength, with a little

citric aoid added to it. There appears to be a good deal of the
brown permanganate stain still left in the negatives. Although
oxalic acid serves to remove this brown stain, we think a much
better chemical for the purpose is bisulphite of soda, say the

commercial bisulphite BoJution diluted with about ten times it«

bulk of water.

G. A. G.—{1) Apparently the prints were aupiplied to order at a

price which, presumably, included the right of reproduotion in the

particular publication. In the case of those from your own nega-

tives, it will depend entirely upon the part-iculajr form of words
used by the Vicar in ordering whethei' you can now daim for

the full amount. At any rate, you can daim for the supply of the

prints, whicih have evidently been delivered in accordance with a
definite order. (2) As regards the work of copying old prints and
others out of books, the Vicar, as the person giving the order, had
a right to reproduce these particular copies of non-copyright
vrorks, and therefore it is immaterial to you whether the publica-

tion appears or not. You should apply or sue for amount agreed
upon. We tliink the above should be suffident for your purpose,

but if you are in any further doubt it would perhaps be best to

obtain the advice of a lawyer, to whom you could show all the

correspondence that has passed.

The British Journal of Photography.
Line Advertisements.

An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisements

(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.

)

Special Rate of Id. per word. Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words. —
For forwarding replies 6d. fl

per insertion for each-advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the
advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock
(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be
guaranteed. ^
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EX CATHEDRA.

Worked-in There is great scope for improvement
Backgrounds. Jq many portraits taken against bladk

backgrounds, in the way of introdueing some simple effect

of light, to relieve a flat sunken-in appearance. This

may easily be done by preparing the back of the negative

with very fine matt varnish, or, what we prefer, a trans-

parent varnish, e.g., Billdup and stumping in with black

lead such clouding or gradation as may be required. No

Xsial skill is needed, as the thickness of the glass

D8 the jFork and prevents any appearance of patchi-

ne«8. If matt varnish bo used it is not advisable to

.4crape any away from the denser parts imless the negative

is very harsh, as this proceeding always falsifies the

original scale of tones. With a transparent varnish this

does not arise, and it is, moreover, easier to see the effect

of the working while it is in progress. With matt

varnish it is necessary to inspect the film side from time

to time, and this is "troublesome. Besides clouds, more

detailed backgrounds can be introduced by those possess-

ing some knowledge of drawing, and the effect will then

b« similar to the Heliolette backgrounds which provide

th« Mune facility in commercial form for the benefit of

those who cannot draw.

* » *

Pr««-L«ne« A branch of Press phrtiography which
Press Work. Mr. Vining, in the series of articles

w liii'Ii come to an end this week, has passed over some-

what litrhtly, is that of the making of a topical Pres.s

pliotM>,Taph' It is a branch of interest to the many whos*^

horn.'s are in places where subjects for news photographs

rarelv occur. Such subjects may not present themsclve-i

ready-made, but materials for m'aking them are available

everywhere, needing only the journalistic sense to turn

them to good advantage. By way of illustration we may
quote on this point one of the many fertile sugges-

tions in the lessons on Press photography of the

Practical Corres! " College. The writer is

showing how opi s are made: When I wa.s

living in the country I read, one spring, an inch

piuMv'inr>h in the " DaUy Mail " about the shortagt;

it might result from the lack of bees to transfer

..».. from blossom to blossom in the orchard. " Some

the paragraph explained, " were attemptinc;

t., ,,.,,,,^ the fruit buds by brushing the pollen from

one blossom to another by hand, with a wad of cotUin

wool." It happened that some trees in my garden werf

ju.st then glorious with drifts of pale pink blossom. I harl

V liiit I ha,l a picturesque old gardener who looked

A big heftv handful of cotton wool, an okl

itultlei , and the old apple tree were the only props required

to «!o<-.ir.- two dozen different pictures of the gardener

ling the wadding at the innocent bloom

I
. ^ two boxes .of plates, jas I felt that I was

on a good thing All the lAdtm picture papera
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printed one of my negatives But, as 1 say, I

was lucky in even' respect, not forgetting the title:—
' Man Doing Bees^' "Work." And under the title was a

little description of about fifty words based upon the facts

in the paragraph which gave me the idea for this picture.

The title eold the prints, which were bright and sunny

and pleasing. The artificial creation of photographs to

illustrate a topic of the day is now a considerable part

of Press photography. If a picture editor is offered photo-

graphs which bring a subject before people who would not

read about it, he will use them, particularly if they are

also of pictorial quality.

* *

Multiple Comparatively few professional photo-.

Mounts. graphers seem alive to the value of the

muJtiple mount as an aid in emphasising t^e qualities of

distinctive work. The commercial mount is often over-

assertive in design and embellishment, though in it«

more refined form it has attained a very high standard

of artistic excellence. Yet it is a fact, of which mtiny

photographers are aware, that the type of mount at their

command is hardly suited to the particular pictures that

they happen to be engaged upon, either by reason of its

colour, size or shape. The solution of the difiSculty in

cases like these lies in the choice of a multiple mount
of tints that completely harmonise with the picture.

And it may be added in passing that many photographers

are not alive to the widely-differing effect upon a print

of two tints that appear closely similar, unless a com-
parison is made. At the present time white or light-

toned mounts are in favour, and are decidedly superior

to the drab, dull-looking browns and greys that did duty
not so very long ago. Many photographers, especially

in country districts, are surprisingly conservative in the
selection of their mounts, and anything other than the
commercial article is seldom seen. Recently, in a
eoimtry photographer's window, we noticed an enlarge-

ment of really fine quality mounted upon a dark plate-

eimk mount. Could that photographer have seen the
same print mounted upon a light-toned mount with a
narrow tint surround, he woiild hardly realise that the
print was the same. Whatever may "be the advantages
of plate-sunk mounts they are certainly not the ideal

settings for examples of fine portraiture, nor do they
appeal to a discriminating taste.

Liability for One of the things in the common law
Negatives. respecting the relations of the portrait

photographer with his customer, which is by no means
aa clear as it might be, is the liability of the phdtographer
to preserve negatives made in accordance with a sitter's

order. "While it is perfectly well established that the
custody of those negatives is the photographer's right, it

is on the other hand not so well established that the
photographer thereby undertakes the liability to keep
them for the sitter's use at any time when the latter

may require them for the supply of prints. Cases in
which this question has arisen are rare, and in ordinary
practice are not very likely to arise, owing to the facility

with which a duplicate negative may be made from a
print in the sitter's possession. An exceptional instance
came to ovx notice a year or two ago, in which untoned
proofs from negatives taken thirteen years before were
returned to a studio for delivery of the photographs. In
the meantime, however, the studio had changed hands
and the new proprietor had no knowledge of the existence
of the negative, which presumably h«i been destroyed
by the previous proprietor. In cases such as these
common law is determined, in a measure, by common

custom in the circumstances of the particular trade; and
certainly it is not possible to say positively that it is the
common custom among photographeirs to preserve all-

negatives for the use of sitters at any remote date. On
the contrary, the usual relations between photographers
and customers are contrary to this assumption, and in

the absence of any case in the Courts, so far as our
recollection goes, in the history of photography there is

no reason for assuming that the photographer is under
the liability of keeping each and every negative until,

say, he has the customer's permission to destroy it.

THE EFFECTS OF VAEIATION IN THE SULPHIDE-
TONING PEOCESS.

The paper by Mr. E. R. Bullock, of the Eastman Research
Laboratory, which appears on another page, brings
together a volume of carefully-conducted experiments
which is deserving of study by users of the process of
sepia toning by bleaching in the customary mixture of

ferricyanide and bromide and darkening or toning in a
bath of sodium sulphide. "With one or two exceptions it

cannot be said, perhaps, that the paper discloses facts
which were previously unknown, but it very usefully sets

forth the effects of variations in the two parts—bleaching
and darkening—of the process, and on that account
renders a valuable service, particularly as regards the
advantage or otherwise of modifying the standard
practice. This is especially the case in reference to the
use of the darkening sulphide bath, which, in our experi-

ence of many questions on the part of readers, is the
chief factor in failure to obtain satisfactory sepia prints.

Mr. BuUock takes as the standard process for sulphide
toning the formulae which have appeared for some years
past in the " British Journal Almanac " (page 461 of the
current volume). These formulae were the result of,

chiefly, the very thorough experimental work carried out
by the late Douglas Carnegie. They differ to some extent
from formulae recommended by makers of printing papers,
chiefly as regards the smaller proportion of bromide to

ferricyanide in the bleach. The composition of the
bleach in this respect is one of the first points examined
by Mr. Bullock, who shows that there is no advantage
as regards either speed of bleaching or colour of prints

in increasing the ammonium bromide beyond the propor-

tion (one-third of the ferricyanide) of the " Almanac "

formula. Adopting this 1: 3 ratio of ferricyanide to

bromide it is shown what is the effect of greater or less

strength of the bleach bath. At a strength of 10 per cent,

ferricyanide, bleaching is rapid, but the colour is some-
what more yellowish. At from 3 per cent, to 1 per cent,

strength the bleaching is almost as quick, whilst the
colour is normal. At strengths substantially less than
1 per cent, of ferricyanide, bleaching is much slower,

whilst the coloiu" is just as good. It therefore appears

that the most advisable strength is about 3 per cent.,

that is to say, 240 grs. of ferricyanide (and 80 grs.

ammonium bromide) in 20 ozs. of water. This, it will

be seen, is not much less than that of the " Almanac
"

formula.
As regards variation of the chemicals in the bleach, it

is shown that there is no advantage in modifying the
standard ferricyanide-bromide formula. Ferricyanide
alone or in conjunction with potass chloride or iodide

gives a bleach which is slower than the standard; and
the colour of the prints, particularly when iodide is used,

are more yellowish. Mr. Bullock records the effect of

replacing the bromide by other salts, such as sulpho-
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ide, aelenocyanide, and cobalticyanido, without find-

tage and, in fact, disclosing, in some cases,
tUgftS.

1 is fomraonlv given for tiie

ts in ~:ili)liide toning. It is

kt up to a a .5 per cent, of
n till' '!:irt:. ...1.^; ._ ,

fi.-iii i.; ili-.w md
~h. On the > -iing

1 percent, ./i r.ui|..i]M.: ju .iuces

a darkening and no advantage as
\'>niit; not mentioned by Mr. Bullock, it

.jsisine that t'>o -trong a sulphide solution
• s. At the same time
hath sh/Mill not fall

ic
"
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ng of the bath is

;!i it. Mr. Bullock
I by oxidation of

we suppose,
ng of prints.

ilonr.

)n. which «• is new ii

w to Hip • ' '5 fir •'

!{ht papers iius is found to favour a niore purplish colour.

This effect is found to be produced also if a bleach, such
as ferricyanide and chloride—that is to say, one gmng
a bleached image of silver chloride—is employed instead
of the customary ferricyanide-bromide.
Some experiments on the bleachiig of prints to images

of silver ferricyanide and silver ferrocyanide are described
but appear not to have resul^d in any sufficiently-marked
advantage over the standard practice\- in fact, the results
appejir to b© more yellowish, which usually is precisely
the effect which is not wanted. Experimenters, however,
will bo interested in the bleach formulae for ferrocyanide
and ferricyanide images given in connection with experi-
ments B. 11 of Table II.

Perhaps the most valuable certificate of the process is

contained in Table III. of Mr. Bullock's paper, where
it is shown what very little difference is produced in the
final tone by very consJderable modifications of the
procedure. Tliat is certainly one of the chief merits of
the sulphide-toning process, one, which makes it exceed-
ingly difficult to find a more satisfactory process for the
sepia toning of development prints. Very considerable
alterations as regards time and temperature of bleaching,
time and temperature of darkening and duration of wash-
ing at various stages have practically no effect upon the
final result. ' The things which do have an effect, and
\' ' refore call for the particuhir attention of the

process, are those to which attention has been
' in the previous paragraphs of this article,

-e considerations, in reference to the very
^yi esperhnents in Mr. BuUock's paper,
>re serve for the discovery of the cause

of any difficulties experienced in the process.

PHOTOGRAPHY FOR THE NEWSPAPERS.

Mr W

with til

' 'jrHt chnpl«'r« on tii'- >uin>i_v oi photograplis to the newspapeffS
If of the •' .Monday Pictorial." So far as «e know this is th«

:iit uuii Dv a writrr intiitMit<?ly ai-quaintod with the production of an illiw-

fromri tb* angl'of thi- art oditor. .Mr. Vining, who has spent hi.s life in press
—<lii<-iitly.a.v a pr.•^«. |>)inti>KrBp>i<>r on the " Daily Graphic" and •' Daily Mirror,"
1<»a« in press work, and icivc* aonie fimil niiscellan<.>ou!i hints Ed's. '• B..T."]
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Sports Photograph*
Tliw .iii,i'...-» ;» perhaps the most popular, ,and the variety

-rapher scope always to try to get a now type
... ,... ,.... .. ,...;i At the moment he does not seem very anxiou.s

to <lo. There is far too much of " follow the leader " among
proBs photographers, caused, I think, by the feeling tliat if

they all take tlio same erenta from the same angle then one
of them cannot beat the rest, and there will be no grumhlLng
by their re>i|>eciive managers that they hare been beaten by
• r!VT' Fi.r years the finish of the 100 yards has been photo-

gt Ml the one .spot—15 yards beyond the finLsh, until

at ii I. -..Hi. L.A.C. meeting one of the pliotographers had a

brain wave, and tried a broad-aide of the finish. This pro-

duced a very interesting result, as it illustrated the distances

Iwitweon the competitors when the tope was broken. The
result was that nearly every paper published this photograph.

even art editors who had long ago given up using finishes of

.sprints snapped this up as sometliing nem. The moral is

<4iriniu. I am not going to deal with the photographing of

every kind of spprt, as it would take up far too much .space.

but a golden rule to follow is to work a* fast as the light

will allow, and u.se a very fast plate. The great trouble comes

in winter, when the light is weak, and under-exposure cannot

b« avoided. A good plan during the winter months is to use
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yoxxT developer warm-, but great care must be exercised if'this

i« done, as fast p]at*s have a tendency to fog very quickly.

My owTi plan when I had a batch of very under-exposed
football plates to develop was to put them in a tank with a
weak developer, and take them out to tea with me, turning
the tank over from time to time. I always found that by this

method there was no sign of fog, and I always got everything
out of the plates that was possible.

Very little is done with the photographing of cricket
mAtchos, except by staff photographers of papers or agencies,
and I suppose this is because a long-focus lens must be used,
and, if possible, a reflex camera. Cricket provides an endless
numiber of interesting pictures, and I am certain it would
pay an amateur or correspondent living near a country
ground to specialise in this work, especially in view of the
Australians' visit this suimner.
When I started as a press photographer in Fleet Street the

only cricket photographs ever taken or published showed the
t«ams or batsmen " going out " or " coming in," and some-
times the toss, but this depended on how the captains felt.

The Australians were over that year, and I went to Northamip-
ton for their first match, and experimented with the back
half of an 8 in. //4.8 lens on a half-plate reflex, giving me
a focus of about 16 in. at //lO. Next day my pictures were
called wonderful, nothing had ever been seen like them before.
This match marked the advent of the long-focus into press-

work, and within a few days of my cricket pictures long-focus
lenses appeared all over the place, and cricket pictures wer*
soon as common as any other kind. But these pictures are
not easy to take if they are to be truthful, as there is always
one important moment in every incident, and it is very easv
to miss it. The eye, brain and hand must work together,
and when the fieldsman is about to make a catch the focus
must be altered to follow his movements.' I cannot better
illustrate what I mean than by describing an incident which

happened at the Oval during a test match. England wei.
batting against Australia, and Mr. C. B. Fi:y was run out
He thought the decision was wrong, and so did the maj<>rity
of the spectators. Fry tried to get a third run, and threw
himself full length on the ground. Four cameras exposed on
the instant. Three prints showed Fry's bat home by inches.

and the bails on the ground. This looked as if the umpii
had made a mistake, but my picture told a very different stor

,

—^the bails were in the air, and Fry's bat was not hoai

by about 2 inches. The other photographers had. exposed .

shade late, but it made all the diflterence to the result.

Use a fast isochromatio plate and use a weak developer.

Don't get too much contrast, because you will only use thf

centre of your negative, and the enlargement will be fairh

great.

Copyright-

Copyright law is rather complicated, but at the same time
one or two simple facts about it should be known to every

photographer. The most important clause in the Copyright
Act is the one dealing with payment when a photograph is

taken, because upon these conditions the ownership of the copy-

right depends. The Act expressly states that when the nega
tive of any photograph is made for or on behalf of any otht

person " for a good and valuable consideration " the copy-

right belongs to the person for or on whose behalf the work
is done, which means that with an ordinary sitter at a studi

the copyright is his. In the case of a landscape photographt

:

working for an employer, all copyrights in the vievrs taken

are the employers.

Corre'spondents, when collecting a portrait, should alway.^

try and find out who owns the copyright. A great many
portrait photographers directly they see one of their photo-

graphs published rush in an invoice for 10s. 6d., or more, ^
but if the sitter ordered them the photographer has no claim.

VIII.—TITLES AND CAPTIONS.
Great care must always be taken when writing out titles,

and a good plan is to print the names of places and people.
Photographers must remember that in a great many cases the
Caption-writer will know little or nothing of their story, which
juay be quite a local one. Very often correspondents think
that we in the London office know everything that has taken
or is taking place anywhere and everywhere. Well, we do
not, and we want the particular points of the story. Don't
write a life history, but enough to describe adequately the
photographs you are sending. When sending a photograph
which may have three people shown and you only know the
name of one, do, please, say which one it is, right, centre or
left. How should we know? ,Yet photographers seem to
think we ought to; and if you know all three names, see
that you get the correct order from left to right. You would
scarcely credit how touchy people are about being called in
print by wrong names, but it is only natural. Be very careful
that the numbers on your captions agree with the numbers
on your slides. Not long ago I was dealing with a set of plates
of an agricultural show in the Midlands. The list of captions
said No. 6 was Lord Perhaps talking to Lady Maybe. I

wanted to use this, but No. 6 plate was a very fine bull, and
there were several others of people in pairs, nhich did not
fit in with the list, so I save<l the pnper money and gave
the show a miss. Nothing causes so much ti-ouble in news-
paper work as wrong names under photographs, and once a
photographer is proved unreliable his work is shunned as
" unclean."

Packing.

I «jn stating a fact when I tell you that many times I have
received glass negatives, sometimes with card and sometimes
without, sent in an ordinary envelope, and, as if to ensure its

safety, it has been registered. Have the senders never heard
of the machine used by the Post Office for stamping letters?
bet^ause I can assure them that this machine puts an end. and
a very comiplete one, to whatever chance their photograph had

of bringing in a cheque. Always pack glass plates

described in Chapter IV.

In conclusion, I can only hope that each reader will find some

little item of help in his work. There is a great deal going

on in this world, and you must not feel hurt if only two of

your photographs are published when you expected four. The
art editor deals wdth all photographs on their news value

;

leave it in his hands, and if your ^ork is good you will be

fairly treated.

A Few " Don'ts."

Don't think, because you have read these chapters, that

your troubles are at an end; they may only just be beginning

—it depends on you.

Don't imagine your photographs are the only ones a news-

paper will receive on a certain day—their average is over 100.

Don't rely only on photographic apparatus to obtain

pictures; let your brain help, and don't be afraid to work it

overtime. v

Don't get the numbers of your slides mixed; papers never

pay for double exposures, and blank plates cost money to

develop.

Don't forget to draw the shutter of your plate-holder; it

is very difficult to get a battleship launched twice.

Don't forget to set your shutter; a little light always helps

in exposing a plate.

Don't hold your flashlamp near anyone's face. It is no;

up to you to make things worse than they are, and the local

hospital may be full.

Don't swear at the art editor if your picture is not pub-

lished next day ; he may never have received it. The railway

company may have taken a fancy to it, or you may havo

exposed on an empty slide.

Don't send the wrong photograph for a murderer; the Lau
Onirts are quite busy enough at the present time.
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Don't tvll til* aotliencc that \(iiir flmshlight nevrr mekes

itay ^JBokf- un)<-»« you know a quick way out of the hall.

Don': «*'t vi>ar tripod up on a slippery floor and then feel

hurt if iht '-ubjert laughs: medirine bottle ijorks are cheap

''noogfa.

I>unt forget that a pre«s photographer changes his politics,

r.-iigion and views on things in genf-ral to suit the occasion.

Don't try to retouch your necatires unless you want to

-f-ol them ; e»ery picture paper ha- expert retouchers. They

can turn the ugly iiito beauty priie-winners, and dress or

undress anyone in a fern- minutes.

Don't forget that a little tact will make many pictures.

Don't get cross with a policeman: the law is behind him.
and not you.

Don't ask permis.?ion to take a photograph if you can get
it wiithout ; they might .say—No.

W. Lancelot Vinino.

THE EFFECT OF SAFRANINE ON DEVELOPMENT.

•nri Ui •'

!on of MiDie .

- - nv U-

in* have tieen made iii recent photogri^ihic litera-

,,,.,.!,.-.. .— ,if drvi'lopment with hydroquinone,
' nt ut the exposed plate with

' iji-ii'- II" ntir: - i' ilata ha%'e been giren,

rits dealing with this

inti'reat. Kodak Portrait

a «tep wt-dge to a light of '200

i[ wa« then bathed for one minute in

after draining for a fixed time in the

r

M< 0.5 gm.
ri.it>' 3.0 gm.

1.8 gm.
-M) c.c.a.

'-ar«>d in 130 t«c-<ind». Mid devek>pment wa«
total time of 8 roinotm, that t* to ^ay, for a

f<illi.« irt

k,

w
r

.

rarriofi itn n»r

factor of 3.7.

A •«riond film m»* giren the «ame exposure, but before

development wa> bathed for one minute in a 2 per cent, (by

of Deaenutol Ttic image appeared on the

in 18 MV'oniU after immeriion in the

and devKlupnient aat again carried on for

• .a factor nf 20.

I . ] thoiw* tri' iibtsiDed '

..< . ..! on the '.ive* aga::

. . ,; • r m ilit •• de«' ' - ^.-i':

.,,.,,.. ..;, wedi^e are r- .iiir.

rve

• ng the den^itiea

ire It nill be
i.>'i;.itive all tho

aiMl iii'arly all fall

in the untreated
not rpprrwliK-ed at

1

^

•n and the greatest dennity is Icsa than half that givei. by
. expo«nre when developed after treatment with

entu were then made with metol, u»ing, in

I,,, a ilerelopine wilution containing:—
M.,l.M .

«'« g«n«-

Hoda aiilphit' 10 gma.

Water to 'MO o.c.«.

In the untreated film the imiie-' appeared in .>} seconds;

after de»*>ii»iti«oi5, in 86 seconds Deralopment was continued

for 8 minutes, as before. Two further hlm« were exposed and
ilevuiopcil, with and without desensitising, in a normal niotnl

developer, containing:—
Metol ... 0.25 gm.
Soda sulphite 1.0 g;m.

Soda cartionate 2.0 gm.
Water to '.'00 c.c.s.

In this case the image appeared on the untreated film in

tl seconds, on tlie desensitised film in 4^ seconds.

Kig. ' shows the curves given by these four negatives. In

the absenoi* orf carbonate, safranine produces a more pro-

r- '•'•liuut catboaat«i b, deseaoiliM"!

d, d«WB<tti>ed.

ni uiHc<! i.liiuinuti'in of activity, whilst tiic pii'sfiicp m a

normal amount of carlmnate _do<'S not restore normal activity

to the ai>lution.

On <»mparing Figs. 1 and 2 it will be seen that the curves

Civen by the normal metol developer are almost identic*! with

that given by hydroquinone after Desensit<il. Time of

ex)KMure and length of development was the same for lx)th.

the only essential difference being that the first developpi

contained 0.5 gm. of hydro<iuinonc, as against 0.25 gm. of

HietaLin the seomd. Since metol is more than twice the price

nf nyd^ininnnr it appears that hydroquinone, after Deseh-

attolf'ahould be a more eoouomical developer than metol.

Confirmatory tests wore made on Wratten Panchromatic

platee ex]>osed in a camera, and bathed in Desenaitol before

development with u developer containing :-

Hydroquinone
8o<U st^lphite

Soda carbonate
Water to

The image appeared in 17 seconds, and gave a well graduated

negative after developing for S40 seconds, i.e., to a factor

of 90

Two plates were also developed, after having received equi.l

exposures, with a rodinal type of developer. One was batb^.!

0.6 gm
1.5 gms.
2.0 gms.
100 CCS.
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in Dosensitol, and developed to a factor of 30. The second

plate was immersed in a, developer of the same strength, and
developed for the some time as the desensitised one. The
two negatives were practically identical, except that the

untreated one showed a trace of fog on t^e rebates, although

it had been develoi)ed in absolute darkness, whilst the
desensitised one showed perfectly clear rebates, in spite of
the fact that it had been freely exposed to red light during
developmont.

W. Erjibn

DARK=ROOM ILLUMINATION.

MuoB has been written on the above subject, Sind there can

be no question as to the advantages of the electric light for

this purpose. This is, of course, quite easily fitted where one

has the current in the house or a public supply available, but.

unfortunately, owing to grandmotherly legislation, there are

thousands who are unable to take advantage of a public supply

which should be available in all our towns. For those who can

get current there are plenty of excellent dark-room lamps on

the market, and my idea in this article is to point out the best

way in which those who cannot get current in the ordinary

way can still have all the advantages of electric light in their

dark-rooms and for enlarging purposes with very little trouble

and not much expense.

A -word of warning is, perhaps, advisable as to the so-called

dry cells fitted in cases with a miniature lamp. Except for the

>V/f,fe Yti/'/o^'

WTl
ilVa/r
/£7/rrp

2 Hfoi/

Accumufa^i

most temporary use while travelling jujt for plate changing,

they should be regarded as useless, unless one is prepared to

pay through the nose for refills; as for serious work- in the

dark-room, it is simply throwing money away. Now the first

thing to obtain is a (5-volt accumulator in celluloid case.

This should be of ample capacity, not less than 40 amipere

hours (actual), not ignition capacity (this latter term is most

misleading to the uninitiated). 60-amper6 houi-s actual would

be much better if much dark-room work is done, but do not

on any account be persuaded to purchase a second-hand one;

go to an electrical engineer, and get him to have a propn.
first charge put in, as this first charging is the most important,
since on it depends the whole life of the accumulator. You
will then want two or three 6-volt motor car side lamps and
holders. One should be 3-watt and the other ones 6-watt size
Then get a few yards of electric light flexible cord and on
ordinai-y and one two-way and off switches, and join then
up as diagram. This will give you a good light for bromide
printing, a good light in your lamp, and a white light for
general illumination. I strongly advise the use of a safe light
in the lamp, and, this being connected up as shown, it i.s

impossible to have a white light alight at the same time as a
red or other safe light. This is a great advantage ; the
bromide lamp is left alight all the time, and is simply covered
with a piece of yellow paper, which gives ample "light for
putting the paper on negative. The white light is then used
for the exposure. I have had this arrangement in use for a
long time.

Should it be desired to do some enlarging, it will be neces-
sary to get a motor car head lamp and holder, 6-volt 12-watt.
This will be found to give ample light for a lantern for enlarg-
ing, and the light is of the right kind in colour and form,
ibeiag almost a point. Of course, the accumulator will have
to be charged occasionally, but it is surprising how long it

will last on one good charge. It depends on the use it has,
hut by way of giving some idea how often this will be neces-
sary a 40-amipere hour battery will run the darkroom, lamp
continnoushj for about 40 hours before requiring to be
recharged, which can be done at almost any motor garage.
This article is addressed more to the really serious amateurs,

and for that matter to professionals as well, and not to the
button-pressing fraternity, who leave it all to Fait^, Hope
and Charity (Faith in the local chemist, Hope that there is

something on the film. Charity—this latter dispensed by the
owners of the faces on which attempts have been made). I

can assure anyone who proposes to try this system of dark-
room illumination that it is a treat to work with it.

Admittedly it costs a little to start, but the amount greatly
depends on the individual; the serious amateur is generally a

handy man with tools. I shall be only too glad to give anyone
any further information if it will help along the best of all

hobbies.

Wm. Gabd.

CoRious Accident While Bbikq Photographed.—^A seventeen-

year-old lady school teacher of Bath is the heroine of a remark-

able rescue from drowning. With her mother, she accompanied a

party of friends to the meadows bordering the Avon, near Gros-

veiior Bridge. She had a camera, and desiring to photograph her

mother, selected a picturesque setting on the high bank of the

river, where the lady posed, leaning against a post. The daughter

went a few paces away to focus, but on glancing up before making
the exposure, was horrified to find the post had given way and her

mother had disappeared into the water. Instantly the daughter,

an accomplished swimmer, plunged in to the rescue, and succeeded
in freeing her mother from some obstruction which held her down,
and bringing her ashore. The mother was urtconscious, but revived
under respiratory attention

Amidol Developee.—Quoting the recent article of ours on the

properties and preservation of the amidol developer. Dr. D'Arcy
Power, in " Camera Craft," adds the following note :

—" I

have used amidol exclusively for the last ten years for plates-
including Autochromes, Paget colour plates, lantern slides, bromide
prints and enlargements. In all these fields I have found it as

good as any other developer and for some purposes better. I

dissolve a pound of sodium sulphite in half a gallon of water

(64 ozs. in English measure.

—

Eds., ' B.J.'), add two ounces of

sodium bisulphite, and one ounce of potassium bromide. This is

a stock solution to be diluted from one in three to one in six.

The amidol is added at time of usini?, according to required con-

trasts, in from three grains to half a grain aii ounce of diluted

developer
"
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EXPERIMENTS ON SULPHIDE TONING.

I. /

'!•

ill!!

>f>iiik 111

vl of disc

hn.

.11,

Mui4>j an*i

Uio ordiiwr^' i

itioii, No 110, ironi the RMearch Laboratory of tie Eastman Kodak Company.)

or bichrouwtos tfl tlic bleach solution or llio use of Schlippo's
salt in the darkening bath, which aro known to change tho
coiupositiou of tho final toned image.

First, in order to avoid complications due to variations in
tho character of the silver images taken for toning, tho
method of obtaining these images was standardised as follows:

(1) All experimenUs iwere made on each of two emulsions,
"Special Velvet Velox " and " Artura Carbon Black," from
two different negatives. (2) Development always fbtlowod
exposure cither immediately or after an'^ intei-val of not more
titan about one-hour; and tho papers were immersed directly

in the developer without any preliminary soaking in water.

(A .

!'• Effect of Ml -, .)» of Ordinary Indirect Sulphide

• "I i'.iry iivdirect (or •' re-'''"l";>'nent '') metho<l of

tiing, »* d<>-ioribed, lor on page 1(31 of the
' -I I'l -r-.,.!,,. .i.ac" for llc'l. was

\>'ry radical alteration at
'•

T litied, with the

:i} are which

null nnu extent of this

<>d was more profoundly

• 1. hiiwever, there wore not inclu^led any of those

It ions, sudi a* llio addition of copper or mercury talta

TABLE I.

EXTKUMBHTS IK V^BICUa TBK MSTHOO Ot BLKICUING.'

Expi. No.
Ouni|-

batli.'

I Solution oied. Time of Action.

biea'-h (1) V) jrm« forrirrnnid^ per IKrc *• miniitea
!• + lOgir

'. .utide -^ 20 Kina. - .,

: Uti*.

{d, .^ ^... >-aiticle + SO gms. 2 „
MB. bran, per litiv.

Result.

(a) Colour more yellow

-

ieb than normal.

(6), (c) and (J) India-

tingiiishable, nor-

mal reaulte.

iir.'i

twrrii l>l•a<'hln^' Mri

darlwoiog.

KiTrirjiiiiJe TiL tcm-
cyaiiMle - haltde «
bUehbaUi.

CViUUtll- LUCtl

ol (o) ly%

:

(<00.3%.

lo (a) 2 minutes .. (a) ColournioroyeUow-
'i- (fr) 2 „ Uh than normal;
li (c) 3 Kli^lit loss u( imago
, ; (i) 16 in high-liglit«.

(6), (c) and (d) Indis-

tingniiihable, normal
resulta.

(a) Ko washing, 30 (a) No concordant rc-

HH-., 20 mini., suits obtainMl.

«nd 18 hn. (6) 17 brs.' washing
t6)3min. (nurmal) produced more yel-

TR. 17 hn.' lowiah colour than
washing. normaL

Kent arks.

(") 3% Kerrieyanidc

lAferido

(e)l%FetTic7auklo + 1% j

{il»% fmicjMMe + 1% polasa

{a), (6) and (<J) Slower The ypllowisli colour

than (c).

(a) and (A) gave sauio

tone, which was
more yellowish than
that from (e).

(J) Still yellower than
(a) and (i).

in the rase n( ((/) is

not chanijLKl by
even greatly pro-

longing tho time <>t

imracrsiun in dark-

ening bath.

SubstitaliDg |"l«ai *ul- ( )-anide -t-0.3%Sulpllo-

plH>^r•atll•(orpoUM v.-

bomide ia osuat («|9%lem<y»iiido + 0.l%tiiipiiu (6) KcMuewhat kiiig-

er than usual.

(•() IV'IcHK, because of

.s«iKfiit !i(( inn.

{h)>' itsction:

(.'.\ II some
{lapcK a purplish

tone.

•SulxtilMling |nUas wl-

rn '
r potao*

t,T' usual

> .1 Kit i t II tin? Dotass
' r

,
.

, . ,..!

Ucacb.

ruUMH cwbaltieyani'l"

atone as bieacb.

(0) S%(pmryanide 4 0.8%aclrii'

(' yaoitle -|-U.l%soleiin

II aa> ke rai>j>-

• laillsuwdakabi-
iw iomrvhat lb*-

tiRXaulc.

2% coballi' yanide
branide.

I 1% iwl.i

litlBC ths a<tlna of ht«Mh>
..|»«»n bath la lh« rail© Jli:U)i aad : . — ~ ...
will bisack at all II «lll bleach Mtisfactenlj as rr«arcla thg fiaal Ivm.

L'l.l

(a) flight rpd stain,

yellowish tone.

(')) Miiri' yellowish tone

than normal.

No |ierueptible bleach-

ing action.

No blcHihini! nclion.

II .M„i>iiM lironiiiln In Kqual noight
fnr «^f^ty with continued nse. to

MMion<lc<l III place nf 10 gms. of either

/.'/• of tho bleach bath; bnt, sssdihIiik the eqnatoii:

'.FHrN),.
I animoniam bromide will he withdrawn from tlie

. .
I 11 *jll probably ensnro that as long an tho bath

B
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Scrips. Expt. No. »)ii cfloct of

A 8 Omcpnlnttion of so-

diiini aulpliiilc in the

darkciiiug batli.

II

10

rrcsoiice of Iiyim ill the

darkening bath.

Potass cobalticyanide

+ soda sulphide on
silver images.

TABLE IL

Experiments in Vaeyino the Method of Darkksino.

Solution used.

{(0 0.01% s<Hlium sulphidi' ..

(6) 0.03% „ ,. ..

(c) 0.1% „ „ ..

(,/) 0.3% „ „ ..

(<-) 10% „ „ ..

(/) 3.0% „ „ ..

Ul) 10.0% „ „ .

.

(/.)30.0% „ „ ..

(a) 1% sodium 8uli)hide+0.3%
hypo.

(4)1% sodium sulphide + 1%
hypo.

(c)0.3% sodium 8ulphide+l%
hypo.

(rf)0.1% sodium 8ulphidc+ l%
hypo.

2% cobalticyanide + 1%
sulphide

Time of action. Result,

(o) 2 lira. (a) More yellowisli than
normal.'

(b) 30 mill. (6) Slightly more yellowish

(c) 15 „ than normal.

((/) 3 „ Others normal
(c) Normal

(/) ,.

(9) „
{h) „

(a) Normal

(*) -

(a) and (b) Normal tone.

Bath of soda carbonate

immediately prior to

darkening. ^

(«) 0.1% soda carbonate

(6) 0.3% „
(c) 1.0% „
(rf) 3.0% „
(c)10.0% „

10 niin.

• 10 „
.. 10 „

10 „
• • 10 „

Soda carbonate bath 1% soda carbonate 5 sec.

immediately prior to

darkening, the time

of action being varied

20 „
1 niin.

3 „
10 „

(c) 3 min. (c) Slightly more yellowish

than normal.

(d) 15 min. (d) Distinctly yellower than
normal.

Tonijij; action slow ; Umc
rcsembling that given by
the polysulphide bath.

(o) Produced purjilish tone
(b) More pronounced purplish

(c) Like (6).

(d) and (c) More nearly

normal tone.

No differences in tinal tone,

showing that a very brief

immersion is all that i.'^

needed to change the

final tone.

Hemarks.

These rcsuUs confirm (nr
negie's investigation of tins

ix>int.

Sul))hidc alone, in presence nl

atmosiJicric oxygen, tones
to a similar colour, but very
slowly.

This is a useful effect for the
majority of D.O. papers

;

to jiroduec it an immersion
of 10 sec. in 1% soda car-
bonate solution is recom-
mended.

12 Soda carbonate as in

B. 9, used after

bleaching to AgCl.

1 1 Bleaching to images of

silver chloride, silver

ferricyanide, silver

ferrocyanide and sil-

ver bromide.

1 3 Adding potass iodide .

,

14 Polysulphide vs.,

usual darkening
bath.

16 Adding potass
seleno - cyanide to

darkening bath.

For bleaching, see last column.
Darkening as usual.

1% |)otas.s iodide added to usual

bleach, to the darkening
bath; or 1% potass iodide

bath used immediately be-

fore darkening.

(«) 1% solution of jiotass ponta-
sulphide.

(6) 1% solution of sodium -sul-

phide.

Usual darkening bath -f up to

2% seleno-cyanide.

(a) 1 min.

(Ml „

llesults as in Expt. B 9.

Chloride images gave moix'

purjilish tone than usual

method. Ferricyanide

and ferrocyanide gave less

purplish (more yellowish)

than usual method. Bro-

mide, of couise, was nor-

mal.

Final lone rendercti mine
yellowish in each case.

Polysulphide gives

yellower tone.

much

1. We tliougiit at first that ttiis phenomenon, wliich was described b
explained by the action of the thiosulphate formed by the rapid aerial
thiosulphate was present from the beginning, and other experiments in w
freshly-prepared sodium sulphide solution, haye not supported this view,
"nlphidp, even if perfectly pure, would give a tone deviating from the no
of the bath.

,, 2 The colonr changes resulting (during rapid coagulation) from the
nil glass veescls) have been observed and described by S. V. v. Jiahu (

Additions up to 2% give

progressively increasing

yellowish tone.

For bleaching, to silver

chloride image use freshly
mixed solution contAininj.'

0.2'';, potass })ermaiigan«te,

3% sodium ehloride,and 1%
sulphuric acid. Transfer
dii-ectly to clearing bath of

2% sodium bisulphite-f1%
sulphuric acid, and wash
5 minutes.

To convert to feiricianidc

image, use bath of 9%
potass ferricyanide+0. i%
potass pcnnangaiiate. Wash
30 min., clear in 5% oxalic

acid solution and wash 20
min. By using 1% sodinm
bisulphite for clearing in-

stead of oxalic acid and
leaving until orange colour
disapjicai'S, the image is

feirocyanitlc.

For bnimide image use usual

ferricvanidc-biximidc bleach

y Douglas (.'Hrneitie twelve years 8go( " B.].," 1909, p. 666). might be entirely
oxidatMiii of very dilute sulphide solutions; but experiments in whicli
hich ii\i(lMtion was kept at a minimum by using frequently changes of

and we are inclined to believe that a very dilute solution of sodium
rmal in the direction of yellow, and increasingly so with increasing dilution

additiiin of various electrolytes tu colloidal .'julutioiie of silver sulphide
' Kulloid-Zeitschrift," October, 1920, p. 172).
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(3) The dereloper u^ud for lii.

(•)IloMiii^: —
}:...

Hy
Si>'. liitc fdi-'

Poia-'iiini tiniiiiKl'

Water to

.Mothjl alcohol

Th« time of tl«TeiopiDPnt iia> 4.'i

th<« dfT«>lopcr having b«^n «dju-l<'<l

For the Artura paper the fullouiti^

Klon . .

Hv«ir<H|'iin"»i"

Pi<i3>>i<tiii ^iruiuicio

Watwr to

In thi* ca-- lJ»i» limr nt il.-v. l.i|.)i .

Vclos |>aper was the

*).9 gm.
i.t} giiis.

U gii>».

!!• giU'!.

0.40 gin.

.. 1000 CCS.
-.'3 i-.o.

r'cimds, tho temptTaturc of

to 20 deg. C. («i8 dcg. V.).

deTeloper was tiscd ;
—

1.7 ipu».

li.' guis.

Jl.7 ;:iiw-.

I.J gi»!i-

1.7 gins.

HiO<« c.e.».

lit «•» 3 ininutf>, tin- Ifin-

(' iC- <Ihi^. K.) U» All

prints wore transforred from the developer to an acid slop-

bath of 3 CCS. of concentrated sulphuric acid per lOOC) c.cs.

of water, (o) The fixing bath used was the following :

—

Chrome (pota.s.siuni) alum ... ... gms.
.'sodium bisulphite ... 10 gms.
Water to ... ... ... 50 e.c.s.

Hyix) 35 jHjr cvnt. solution to ... 1000 c.cs.

Two trays of this were in use, the prints being allowed iit-

least 5 minutes in each tray in .succ-ession. (6) After fixing,

the print.^ wert> washed for a total time of at len.st 30 minutes
in running water with, intermediately, at least one transfer

of the prints, one at a time, from one tray to another. (7)

The washed prints were mopped with clean towels end left to

dry. face down, on n>uslin-<'overed frames. (8) When dry,

the prints were examined visually, and only those from each

negative and on each kintl of paper that were indistinguish-

able in contrast and average density, and otherwise apimrontly

perfect, were kept for toning.

The f<illo«in|i; comlitions were taken as representing the

normal procedure in indirecl sulphide toning:—(1) The print

TABLK in.

VkBUTioRs i.<i BLUcmso Asu DAaKtxtiia wncB oio sqfi Afrsct tiIe Tmu. I'u.sb.

.Senv*. Eipl. No. <>ii

A I SoakinK io va-

Ueat'hin;:

1'"

M

Method o{ trpalmeiit.

eW firinr to No MAkuig ra. u huura' loakintt

lte«ull.

No differi'ucc in final tuuk.

iluntltonofiiuiii' r*i'>ti m Ucavii lutn Imnierard fur I miuu>v. ..iitmiitcs. lOminutee, N'o difference ui thialtouc.

9U mioutr* at 20 C.

Tampcratute of Uracil fa»Ui I'wd at 10 (.'..'JO ('., aiiil .'H) C, fur times No difference in final tone.

ilecreaauiK trAm I nimiiles fur 10 C. to

I minute for 30 C.

b(|- wa.ihiiig be- Four i.'r

l»rkriiing. to

il darkness No difference in tbial tone.

'II of wash-

DurmlHH) of iinui- r*iMii in Jarkcnmg immcncd for: 1 minii'" ' i..;iiiii<«, 4 iiiiii- V" nniii-n inl.li. iliffiTemr in linal tonr.

batli. ut«a, and 8 niinutr? • i immersion raiised

';
; ! '1 ' uitine, which made

uuvt cuuiparisou impossible.

Tem|»raturr ui Jarkcmng baili r.tnl at lu C, ;.1J t. and .10 C, lor :! mill- No difltercnoc in final tone,

utca, I minute, aoii | nimut« rrspectircly.

I'as u( h«rileatnj( Utii' .tftrr liarki-iimu llanlrninx baths lucd weiv: No difference in final tone.

and beluR final wiuUuig.

Daralmn oi inal waahtnfl

Rate ol drying ol Ui'i- ' "^

(d) 4gm«. iinlinaryaiimi, 4 gnis. soda sulphite,

dry : s ipns. itlacial aiwUc acid ; water

to l.tKMi CCS.

(6) U gmn. chmnie aluiu : 10 sms. so«la hi-

solphite ; water to 1,1100 cca.

Washed (or 5 minvtca. 40 minutes, 5 lioura. No difference in final tone,

ami 40 bourn.

(,,1 V. r, .L.w drying, in moist air (8 houn). No ililTi-miif In fiiml tone.

irying on luualin-covercd frame

(''

I UlUlUt'

Ut'

mi'i'

m {15 niiiiiitc!)).

lir blast (aIumiI

(iiiilf until

,.., ;ad 3 mill-

cmetl in 1% potass bro-

No .liffcrenoe in final tone

nnnnhir watrr h* lil< s< h liatb Hlcai hoi in bromine water. waaliMl 10 niin- Ko difference iu final lone, though emul-

utcs, and darkennl as usuaL sioii is Htained, due probably to effect

of bniininc wa<croii I rac«'» of metallic

impurities in the emulsion.

........In >.. ,l.>rl...,, \,l,l. ,1 .,., I. No difference in final tone.

1 If, knrjtr ttaa pttftti biatk aMt-wktU orlal la But allooM W Or} bslweeo aasliiog and blsacliinc. the tone is altered sHititly in ths

dtrecttaa tit parple.
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l^ iiumersod thy in the •bleach batli. (2) Tlio bleach bath has

I li(.> composition :
—

Potassium ferricyaiiide • 30 gins.

Ainmoniuni. 'bromide 10 gras.

Water to 1000 c.c.s. .

The time of iuiiuorsion is - iiunutcs, and the tenipernture

of the batli 20 dog. C ± 2 dog. C. (C4 deg. F. to 72 deg. K.).

(ii) When blwiohwl, tho print is washed in running water for

H iuinut<>s. (4) It is then immei-sed in 1 per cent, sodium

sidpliido (NsjS) solution for 1 niinnte at 20 deg. C. ± '2 deg. C.

(G4 deg. F. to 72 deg. F.). (5) It is then washed for 30

minutes in running water. (6) Finivllj', the free moisture is

removeil by moans of a clean towel and tho print is allowed to

dry spontaneously, face down, on a muslin-covered frame.

Tho Water used for making up all solutions in tho experi-

ments ««s distilled «ater, and tho running w«ter usetl for

washing the prints was Lake Hemlock water of the Rochestei'

City supjjly.

Tho experiments and results have been- summarised in tables,

Table I. giving the effects of modifying the method of bleach-

the usual method imnuxliately before darkening (Experiment
No. li 10), the resulting change is smaller in extent, but still

distinctly useful.Tho eliango of tone in the diro<;tion of a
more yellowish colour, on the other hand, may be brought
about to a comparativoly lorge extent, and in a variety of

ways. The substitution, partially or completely, of sodium
sulphide by potassium pentasulpliide (or by " liver of

sulphur'') in the darkening batli (Experiment B 14), or the
addition of a soluble iodide to cither tho usual bleaching or

darkening bath (Experiment N<?. B 13), can be rocommendcl
for this purpose. But for most emulsion papers increa.se'1

yellowness of colour is undesirable. From a practical point i-

view, therefore, and assuming that the black-and-white prin

has iboon sufficiently dovoloped and fully fixed and ^Y«ishcd, it

is only necessary to avoid the following conditions in indirect

sulphide toning:—
1. Entire absence of .soluble bromide from the bleach bath.

2. The uso of a blench bath containing an excessive concen-

tration of soluble bromide. (In which case there is an appri

TABLE IV.

.Series C.

Expt. No. ' Oa effect of. .Method of treatment,

1 llmo of immersion in the Immersed in toning bath :

polysulphide bath. (a) 15 minutes ; (6) 30 minutes ;

(c) 60 minutes. Washed 30
minutes ; left to dry on mua-
iin-covered frames.

Adding " hypo " to tho

polysulphide bath.

Adding potass, iodide to

the polysulphide bath.

3o% " hypo " in quantities of 1/10

of volume, 1/u of volume, and

i of volume of bath.

Potass, iodide in amounts of U.1%,
0.3%. 1%, and 3% was added
to the polysulJ)hide bath.

Adding potass, sulpho- 0.5% to 10% potass, sulphocyan-

oj'unidc to the poly- idc was added to tho usual

sulphide bath. bath.

Adding i)otas3. selono-

cyanide to the poly-

sulphide bath.-

Addutg thiosinaruiae to

tho polysulphide bath.

Adding thiocarbamide to

the polysulphide bath.

10 CCS. of 5% potass, seleno-cyau-

ide added to 00 ccs, polysul-

phide bath.

1% added to bath..

1% added to bath.

Effect on rate of toning.

None

None

Kciuarks.
Prolonged immersion tends to produce in-

creased yellowness of tone.

Therefore the toning action of the hath in tli<

Fcnskc process (British patent 18545 oi

1912) is apparently due essentiallv to it.

content ol polysulphide.

No effect on tone.

Increased with iucreas- Presence of 2% sulphocyanide approxi-
uig concentration mately doubles the rate of toning. No
of sulphocyanide. difference in colour.

Colour modified to a purplish tone, inter

mediate between the jjolysulphide torn

and that characteristic of a siagle-solu-

Uon selenium bath.

Cireatly accelerated . . No effect on tone.

, . tiomcwhal accelerated. No effect on tone.

Greatly accelerated No effect on tone. Thiocarbamide alone in

1% solution has a very slow toninf:

action, accompanied by loss of image.
No loss, however, when used with the
polysulphide bath.

ing prints preparatory to darkening, and Tablo II. indicating

the changes produced by variations in tho composition and
manner of use of the darkening bath. Many of the experi-

ments which would normally be included in Table I. or Table II.

gave negative results in that the final tone of the print was
in no way different from that obtained by the usual procedure.

Those have been grouped in Table III.

The results of experiments on the polysulphide method of

toning (Series C) are given in Table IV.
The above experiments show that simple variations of the

usual procedure in the indirect sulphide toning (ro-develop-

nient) method may modify the final tone in tho direction of

either a more purplish or a more yellowish colour, the fonner
to but a slight degree. The maximum purplish tone is

obtained by bleaching to an image of silver chloride and then
using a bath of sodium carbonate immediately prior to

darkening, as in Experiment No. B 12. By merely bleaching
to a chloride instead of to a bromide (Experiment No. B 11),

or again by merely interposing a bath of sodium carbonate in

ciablo loss of image by dissolution of silver bromide in tliv

bath.)

3. Excessive duration of washing between bleaching and
darkening.

4. Excessive dilution of soluble sulphide in tho darkening
bath.

5. Presence of hypo in tho darkeuiuTg buth, to an extent
considerably relative to the sulphide.

II. The rulysulphidc Method of Direct Sulj/hide Tonwj.

"Potash Livor of Sulphur," which is produced by fusing

together potassium carbonate and sulphur in a closed, vessel,

consists essentially of a mixture of " potassium polysulphide
"

and potassium sulphate. Potassium carbonate and potassium
thiosulphate may also be piTsent, according to the conditions

of manufacture and tho extent of the subsequent exposure of

tho product to tho air. The only one of these substances which

alone in aqueous solutions is capable of toning a silver imagi
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ii potAMiom potysulphids ; and Ui retore. if we assume thp
ai»eao« of sny interdependent •>tToct of the constituent com-
poanda of potash lircr of sulphur in tb« process of toning, we
most conclude that the onlv effect iro toning agent in potash
tirer of sulphur is potassium polvsu:j>hide.

A solution of pota&sium polysulphide may be conTeniently
prepared as follows:—Dissolve one hundred gms. of potassium
hydroxide in water and make up to 1,000 cc.s. Saturate
fiUO cc.s. of this solution with hydrogen sulphide, and mix
• ith the remaining 500 o.c.s. To '1iis solution, which is sub-

stantially one or normal pota^^pini sulphide (K,S), add
I'M ^ms. of pure sulphur in pow'lor, heat the mixture to
boiling, stirring constantly, and bo.l for about five minute*.

The sol'ition -vi.i'^h is now substantially one of potassium
pentas:!'; ':•

1 K.S,), is allowed t.i cool, filtered, and kept,

prefer -^ dark, in a rubbf stoppered bottle. For us»
as a - ion toning bath, li.-.* stock solution may be
dilut-^'J with tw' s its Toliinin of water to give a bath

1 per <ent. of potassium penta-

Ahicb usually appears upon diluting

>.eparatiori of finelv 'divided sulphur.

not seriously detnmantal ir. solution

' obtained, if deaired, by ad': .sulphide

1 (and wanning, if n.T<t--.in.i. or by tittering the
: solution, or by allowing th<.- precipitate t« settle and

^ off the clear liquid.

'lath u«mI in the followini^ nxnarimenta was niad« by
of water. &r!<i c.s. of the stock solu-

-..j.hido and then "ely 2.5 cc.s. of 20 per

>n of sodium sulp^ >). This bath when in

... .. j.iiotograpbic tray u a clear for an hour or

aft«r which sulphur may comnnnr-n to separate out. The
Mr oi t^i, bath i* not nearlr so 'ibjsctionable as the usual

ie bath.

ciint.-iining app
o. The
iter Ls <1

The results of experiments in varying the composition, etc.,
of the baths used in the polysulphido method of direct toning
are given in the table on page 450.

The practically useful conclusions from this short t^ird
series of experimenta are that it is possible (1) to prepare a
polysulphide toning bath containing about 1 per cent, potas-
sium pentasulphide and 1/20 per cent, sodium sulphide, whidi
tones satisfactorily, although somewhat slowly; and (2) to
accelerate the rate of toning of this bath by the addition of
either potassium sulphocyanido or thiocarbamide.

We may add the following general notes on sulphide toning,
both " liver " and " bleach and sulphide" :—

First, the character of the emulsion has a very great
influence on the result. As a rule, it may be said that the
fastest papers give a parplish and the slowest a yellowish tone
Secondly, with, a given paper and given method of toning the
degree of development has a considerable influence, although
this influence can in extreme instances be entirely over-
shadowed by the character of the emulsion. Thirdly, with n
given paper and given method of making the black-and-white
print, the two principal direct sulphide toning methods
(" hypo-altxm " and "polysulphide") give results identical

with each other, while the indirect sulphide toning^ method
gives, as is well known, a very different result—namely, one
which is comjJaratively yellowish. Finally, it may be remarked
ibat the effect of the often-recommended use of a preliminary
sulphide bath in the indirect sulphide toning method is to give

mixed direct and indirect sulphide toning ; and the results,

while often excellent in quality of tone, depend largely upon
the exact procedure followed, and therefore are apt to vary

in colour.

E. R. Bullock.

MAKING AN EFFICIENT ENLARGING EASEL.

iiEat >r, >. >n th« market, sad
mmv 'i- . .mo-made ones, that

4«a to .^ I am convioeed, nersr-

>oa I am . '• has c«rtain wivantitf**

ihon, and it simple Ui -airing do <

' tools, oor any irrsat sk ba limi:< :

-< pr.riiri; .'

i framti
^ '>na in on-imws »i>r»i^^ r<T Mii.t. cr worit omy, iiipr*-' it no

' xf at all in having an easel larger than the largasi enlargr-

kely to be madr.
!•• th» r«M''i *> r<^iuir>' i «>r:p ol wood about 3 in. wide

'''' -^^ f 'iii^ I.' ' . i .» !»x .,-r..-A« ,„(! » piece

.; b-ard have an
ir;.i I

'. < CA*^ it

fiC 1

4 1 pi<'--'« ' :->rtd (lawless gla"
^ n<-z\'.-'> '.1 serve if the

ire the iiPC^Mary fit A ili((

th<B frame com'ortsbly. bo'

ne pars white side,
'

• I whits paper shooM
«iaes of »•

12ea««I.

y. -V deaned-
h .''idfr-binding

ird is cat

this has
<, a sheet

the wfaits
' :i. ia tho case of

y bi, and half-plat«

Orif of the springs

1* actewad to a corner of the easel, in such m|iuer that it can

be osmI to hold the board tightly in the easet Failing a sofB-

ciently strong board, the two springs can be used, one at each

of two opposite corners. Fig. 1 shows the position and use o{ a

single spring.

Th» strip of 3-in. wood is fashioned into a leg for the frame,

and is eat of soch a length that when one end is screwed to the

front of the frame, as rhown at B, fig. 2. and the whole is stood up
on the leg, the centre f •'" fri-"" — ;" >)« brooght to a height

J^l

'//a^y^ SajiF~'

Fie. 2.

about 1 in. below the normal level of the lens in the enlarger

The leg is secured with one screw only, which should be of the

short, fat variety, and care is necessary when putting in the screm

if we would avoid splitting the frame. If the leg and frame can

be cleanly drilled with a brace and bit or a red-hot tool, a bolt

and wing nat will be superior to a screw.

The leg being cut, the bottom front edge is fiutened to one end

of tb« back, as shown at C. If the back is a heavy, substantial

one, the easel is tiew finished, but a heavier base can be made
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by screwiug the other h«U of the back to a square of thick wood, as

shown at D.
In use, tb« easel is placed before the lantern and moved about

till each corner of the frame is the same distance from the centre

of the lens as the other three corners, the lens being at its normal
hei|;ht. In this position, lines can be drawn on the bench along
tl>e side edges of the easel base, or thin trackers can be tacked
A^wn. betwf*!! \thich the easel can be moved forward or backward.

,...-.X

Fig. 3.

With the white board in position, focnssing is done, and then the
easel is pushed over on its front hinges into the position shown
at E, where the board is lifted and the bromide paper inserted
between it and the glass, after which the easel is pushed up again
and the exposure made.
The joint B allows an amount of swing which is useful for quick

straightening, and a thin wedge of wood or cardboard inserted
between the two halves of the back will tilt the easel out of the
vertical when tilt is required to correct leaning buildings, etc.
If further elaboration is desired, the leg can be made in two pieces,
when by slotting one and drilling the other, the two can be fastened
together by a bolt and wing nut, and the frame can then be easily
raised and lowered. In this case the joint at B can be made a
fixture, as the side tilt will be obtainable at the lower joint.

I have carefully tried out an easel made as above, and, cjven
careful construction, with attention to the rigidity of joints" the
stiffness of the white board, and Uie strength of the spring' this
piece of apparatus is distinctly useful.

, Thermit

Mask making.
To lhos« who have never had occasion to make a printing mask, the
cutting of this important little article might not appear difficult
but the printer who does a great deal of masked printing knows
how mpch trouble can be taken in getting that degree of accuracv
winch IS so necessary to a good mask.
Masks can be bought, but if it is possible to cut one's own

quickly and accurately, greater satisfaction will be obtained For
instance, where various sizes are in constant use, as in an " amateur
hnishing workroom, if bought masks are the rule, it is necessary
to ke«p a stock of each size used, and in the case of an odd-sized
negative, or anythmg else necessitating an odd-sized mask, the
printer is reduced to the doubtful process of fixing two or three
masks together.

By regularly cutting one's own masks, only a smaU stock of
material :s necessary, and anv negative can be covered in anv
desired wav.

Of the various materials which serve for mask making there is
one that has certain advantages. It is the thin orange celluloid
supplied by Messrs. E. B. Fry, Ltd., of Pratt St., N.W.. which can
be obtained in blanks of required sizes. It is stronger than paper,
but thin enough not to interfere with good contact, if used between
negative and printing paper. It is transparent enough to set
through, but, sufficiently opaque to actinic rays to preserve the
borders. Masks made of this celluloid last well if handled with
nytlung like reasonable care.
Sheet celluloid for masking can be cut expeditiously in the fol-

lowing manner:—The desired opening is first drawn in pencil on a
piece of white paper or card the same size as the blank. If a goodmen rule and a small right-angled set-square are used, it is ampie matter to draw any rectangular siz« correctly. The next

tep is to fix the blank ov«r the drawing with a couple of -a -

paper fasteners or pins. With pins, care must be taken not

crease th« blank, which will not stand doubling to push a i

through. Laying the two on a sheet of glass or an old negative,

with the blank up, the design is traced on the blank with a sharp
darning needle or a long-handled push pin. It is only necessary "

scratch the celluloid. No attempt should lie made to cut throw

:

The celluloid will break cleanly along the scratches when bent ba. .

just as glass does when scratched by a diamond. The bendii j

must not be done until the complete design has been traced and i -

blank removed from the drawing, and care must be taken not

bend too violently, or the lines may split past the corners. V-

it is not difficult, and with a little practice a perfect mask car;

cut this way in something under a minute, though such hasti

not exactly advisable. The drawing will do for any number
future masks if not thrown awav or damaged.

Circles can be cut by fixing a push pin in the pencil holder

a pair of compasses. In this case the underlying design can

dispensed with. With masks over of quarter-plate size and o\'

the centre pieces are large enough for further use. For examp'

the piece from a 5 X 4 mask will make a good 2Browni« ma-

and that from a quarter-plate will provide a v. p., or we can gi

in the same way a p.c. and a lA. mask out of the same half-pl; -

sheet of celluloid. Thus, for quantity mask users the materia

economical. TmsEMn

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.
September 10 to October 8.—London Salon of Photography. Laif

day for entries August 31. Particulars and entry form fi'

the Hon. Secretary, London Salon nf Phntographv, 5a, V
Mall East, London, S.W.I.

September 19 to October 29.—Royal Photographic Society. La''

date for entries August 25 (carrier), August 27 (hand). P^

ticulars and entry forms from the Secretary, Royal Phi<:

graphic Society. 36, Russell Square, London, W.C.I.

December 3 to 17.—Scottish Photographic Circle. Hon. Secreta;

W. S. Crocket. 10, Parkgrove Terrace, Tollcross, Glasgow.

1922.

February 14 to 17.—Exeter Camera Club. Particulars from C-
Beauchamp Hall, Hon, Exhibition Secretary, Exeter Camera
Club. " St. Denvs," Bellevue Road. Exmouth.

Patent News.

Process patents—applioations and specifications—are treated '.
.

" PhotoMechanieal Notes."

Applications, July 11 to 16 :

—

Printing Frames.— No. 18,695. Printing frames. W. .4itken.

Printing Machines.—No. 18,702. Machines for photographii
printing. .S. H. Mor.se.

Optical Projection.— No. 18,706. Automatical optical projecti<

apparatus. F. Ontrey. —
STEREO-CiNEMATOGRAPm-.—No. 19.213. Production of gt«reoscop-
moving pictures. H. Windebank

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications are obtainable, price It- each, post free, from

the Patent Qffice, S5, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Ixni(

London, W.C. ^

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or
abroad, in the ease of patents granted under the International
Convention.

Stripping or Transfer Papers.—No. 164,448 (March 2, 1920)
The invention relates to photographic transfer processes in whic
the film of photographic emulsion after being exposed, developed,
fixed, and washed to form a positive picture, is transferred from
its original base or support to a mount of wood or other suitable
material, by means of a suitable adhesive, for example, ^

5 per cent, solution of warm gelatine, in the usual and knowi,
manner, the ba.?e, after drying, being then stripped off.
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1b the rnkDofarlore of lh» pr: j: malwia^B for use in th»

iibove iirocaas the ba«e i» compear i oj paper which has been

pasted throngh a bath of paraffin wax and dried, and a snV

stntam 1. ti Ve*r. applied to this baae to enable the emulsion

lo b« at. y to the base ;:: the first instance, to prevent

•be emu:. -.tripping .•ff tl:-- :.a~e during the snbeequent

operatiuii:, aud aiterwards to aiiow the gelatine emnUion to be

stripped from it* original base when reqnired. This subetratani

has in certain case* consisted o{ a waterproof resinous material

•oeh as sandarac or mastic. This, however, being insolable in

water, p'
' - were liable to -•-main adhering to the emnl-

lion in •- picture and lo >. lil the effect of the aame.

Accoro -^ invention, ti ^r substratum is pro-

duced b. to the tempora solution of an emul-
<-

i,,:,;,:. u„rnt (soch as i- for example, as a

1 of the ordinary bromiii- , in the absence of

^T.«.iw. , and drying the soim' !eaTe the hardening

agent ready for action on the :be latter Is applied.

A •uit»b!e hardening agent i' , but any other suit-

ibie ' .^r.i ... - - .ch a* ord:nary aiiun, may be used. The
•• iHen: v:

'-• ' 5o »«rvei to bifid !h« substratum lo the emul-

•ion by ! I tv /> n after the Utter is

*ppl>ed, a- i
• - •- ^i ..V »Uo be regarded aa a

' -(.-;.• .-•::

An ar::.^r<:vi . ..: ...lit, socb a qaiUftik bark, aa also added

lo allow uf even spreading of the emnlaiOD OB tbe labttratam, and

•nma glycerine is also preferably added.

A pU' aphic bw« (that is, a paper which has no

bkryta c :mpT«raated with paraffin wax by passing it

ibroagh a ;ai.' : paraffin wax at a low degree of eaturstjori.

for •sample, 10 grs. of paraffin wax dissolved in 1 oa. of bcinol

:t a saitabla str«ngih.

Thia waxed paper, wbeo dried, ^ ^ated on one side only with

* sabatratam which may be roropcsed sj follows:

—

I o*. water.

4 drachmt r.f 3 ii»t reiit »o".jt:i.i. of chrome a'um.

1 o*. .

4 dr . . . .'•

i dr. fiycenne.

The alcohol may b« emitted, but in tkat ease the aDbsiratum

• lU take a much longw tiina to dry.

The rhTT>m«> jl^im u enployed r.' t only for its hardening and
aa a prevrr'.ve of frilling and bli>t«Ht<?.

kble a jni' '.' and even flow of the enlu-

' the waxed paper, and the g'

bind the other ingredient*.

e waxsd baaa ia the oaual manner, i^d
basa may be tobjected to the action of
- " •"--' -- " •- -rder lo reduce the

'|S«.

.-•^i^,-,. ....^..'inn is then applied

ove ^m when dr,\. .;, tba nsaa! manoar, and a

poa.;..- r =n which can 1 <- .l.vi.!ni>#d and tonod by any

•landard fomnia whilst still on ' base.

Ib U>e rjrcrxrisi'.n -f '.hr !/ • • il«>d for trsnsf'Tri' ?

pbotegr^

altered

WaUr
Chrome aiom, 2 dr. of 5 per cent, eolation.

.^!«»»bAl. ! ©a.
' c, 1 dr. of 2 per cent, solation.

dr

cess,

face

• •i'^ o: -'If '•I
i

-
*

uno^n manner T

r.rd

inversion, un'
••''—! oB .ii ...» ..

an be afterwax >

nary

>n then be
' •^Ictnro

• rma-
..'.ion (whi'h nv

tninotee at atmos;

'.r o!!.<T» •". Xh"

_: three

I hot iron

domestic

ve eresaea.

processes

-.a be
: with

.my lie&ired emuision, which is difficult in ihe case where resinous
and other known substratums are employed.—Frank William
Kent. 5, Thornton Avenue, Slreatham Hill, London, S.W.2

Imitation Oil Paintings.—No. 162,140 (February 26, 1920).—The
invention is an improvement upon the process of Paient No.
15,103 of 1911.

In llie preparaitdon of reproductions of oil paintings by that
proceaa, a coloured lithograph or other coloured print on paper,
of ti)« painting to be reproduced, ia applied lo a piece of coarse
canvaa and the face of the print is painted over by hand, with a
plaAic material, which will readily harden, to produce raised

portions following and corresponding with the brush marks and
varying -levels of the painted surface in the original painting.
An Hnboasing die is then formed from this prepared print,
uaaally by applying the prepared print under a greait pressure to

the surface of a plate of ebonite or celluloid or other substance
rendered plaAic by heart to recedve the impressions both of the
raaaed portioiu of the applied material on the face of the print

and alao of the grain of the canvas, the pressure applied being
sufficiently great to impcut both these variations of surface to the

die. When the die has become hard it is used as an emboesiiig

die for the purpose of efnboaaing other similar coloured prints of

tile paiolang, whereby the irregularities are imparted to each
priiH from the die and these coloured erabo(;scd prints when
vtkmiahed present a remarkably accurate reproduction of an oil

painting, and have Hie exact appearance, especially when var-

niaiied, of having been painted directly upon the canvas.

In canning oat tills prooeea the simulation of the brush mai-k-

inga upon 'the print from which the die is prepared requires

a considerable degree of skill of an artisrt, and this very much
increases tiie cost of such reproductions. One of Uie objects of

ills invention is to djapense wrlh this hand work in the preparation

of tba die, and to reproduce the irregularities of surface from an
oil pvioting photographically and impart the same to the surface

ol the amboaang die. Moreover, Uie use of ebonite is attended
with oonsidetable dtsadvantagea aa it becomes extremely brittle,

especially after repeaied use and is very like4y to crack during
use.

Anotlier object is to form the embossing die of a plastic mass
of treated casein which is more readily made to receive tlie im-

preanons corresponding with the canvas, brush markings, etc.,

from the pbtographically prepared snrface or plate than ebonite,

arxl is free from the objections to ebonite, and, at the some time,

is not inflammable, as are the oompoeitiona containing celluloid.

In (he improved pnxess, a surface is first provided with varia-

tions corresponding with the groin of Uie canVas-and tiie various

brush markings aod variations in surface level of Uie painted

portions. To this end Itie jiainting to be reproduced, wliicli

may be an original painting, or 'a painted copy tlieroof, is photo

graphed and tiie negative (or the positive tlierefrom] is placed

u|ion a sheet of gelatine, hawing incorporated with it sodium

chloride and a macilage prepared from linsc-ed oil, to wliich has

b««a added a quantity of dirome alum sufficient to harden it,

and suitable senatiaing material such as bidiromate of potash
' -i :)minonis. The sensitised, gelatinised sheet, after exposure

o light, is developed by washing with water so as to remove
^- poHions of the ge1.it inii^tMl sheet not affected by the

action of light, and the I sheet is well washed, dried,

aod hardened, in any c' manner, for example, by for-

mald^yde. The sheet so formed (tlie matrix for the die) is

used for the preparation of the embossing die, which may be

formed of any desired plaatic material. It is prepared to oast

the rmbossing die by means of a plastic niuterial prepared from

casein, the plaatic casein being introduced into a frame enclosing

the matrix, and being rolled therein into sheet form and con-

ailWfB|t#d by pressure, and embedded in the photograpliically pre-

pfj^ surface of the matrix so as to receive the e.vact impression

ol the canvas grain, brusii markings, etc., so photographically

obtained directly from the original painting as before described.

The die so formed is snbse<)uently dried and hardened in any

desired manner. From such a die coloured prints of the paint-

ing can be embossed, and will impart to them the canvas grain

and brush markings, and various inequalities of the painted

surface, thereby obtaitving a more perfect and accurate reproduc

tion <d the painting tlian can be obtained where the bniali

markings are applied by hand, and thereby dispensing with «.nc

of the most expensive items in the commercial production oi

such pictures.

The emboiwng dies may be so prefixed as to operate upon

either the face of the print or tiie back of the print, as preferred,
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in accordance witli Uie maiincf in which the photographic

matrix is obtained, and in some instances bot<h a male and female

pmlKwsing die may be foraied between whidi the prints can be
eml)oss(Hl.

Plastic caeein suitable for can-ying oirt the invention may be

prejwred in various ways ; for example, casein mixed with lime

or other alkaline mateiial is converted by the action of water
into a plastic mass which dries so as to form a transpaient, hard,

elast'ic mass. Also sulplionat«d rape oil may be mixed with
dried powdered casein and kneaded into a liomogeneoua gelatin

ised mass, to which resin or caoutchouc and chalk or lime may
be added, and the product hardened by vuloamising with sulphur
or exposing it to the action of foraialdoliyd©. A solution of

casein may also be mixed with a solution of ifsin and incor-

porated with lime, or any suitable vegetable or mineral ingre-

dients, and hardened with formaldehyde. Plaetic casein may
also be obtained by heating milk to 140 deg. F., adding
bora.x, and i^ising the teniiKn^ture to 190 deg. F.. in tlio

presence of barium chloride or other minei'al preciiMtant of

casein. The washed preoiijitaite is pressed and ground with an
addition of acetic acid, soda, oi" other solvent, and the resulting

mass is steam heated. Ca«ein may be made into a jJastic mass
with an aqueous solution of bora.x. the excess water i-emoved,

and a sufficiency of elastic nitrocellulose may then be , added,

and the whole kneaded into a homogeneous mass.—Henry Percy
Oonnanston Steedman. 84, Bbury .Street, London, S.W.

New Materials.

Boomerang Envelopes.—Messrs. Hi.ughtons liave just introduced

a very convenient pattern of envelope for the sending and return

of proofs. The envelope has a transparent window and contains

an enclosure sheet, on one side of which the photographer's name
and addre.'^s are printed. The sitter Therefore lias only to reverse

this sheet when returning the proofs : unsealed, the proofs are

transmitted at the penny postal rate. The price per 1,000 of the

envelopes, inclusive of printing name and-address, are: £3 Is. iu

7i X 5i size; and £4 Is. in 9 x 7 size

Negative Papebs.—As a less expensive substitute for glass dry-

plates, negative paper has always had its supporters, and though
the ratio of economy remains about the same, the inducement to

use this form of sensitive material Appears to be greater at the

present time. MM. Guilleminot have recently introduced a nega-

tive paper under the name '.' Folio-Brom. Guilleminot." the

film of which strips off after drying, yielding a thin transparent

negative. This material is evidently of high quality, and cer-

tainly removes the objection of greater time in printing inevitable

with the ordinary negative paper. Folio-Brom is sold at the rate

of 3s. 3d. per dozen half-plate sheets by M Jules de Gottal, 17,

Cecil Mansion, Marius Road, London, S.W.17. We have also

received a very similar product (except that it is non-stripping),

viz., Brantom negative paper, from Mr. B. A. Coppez, 24, Cross
Street, Hatton Garden, London, E.C.I. This is a very good
example of the ordinary negative paper, and is .supplied at the rate

of 3s. per dozen half-plate pieces.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Monday, August 1.

N'orth Middlesex P.S. Outing to Godalming.
Tuesday, August 2;

Scottish C.W.S.C.C. (Glasgow). Tank Development.

Thursday, August 4.

Hammersmith (Hampshire House) P.S. Members' Evening.
Kinning Park Co-op. Soc Criticism of Holiday Prints.
N'orth Middlesex P.S. Competitions : Prints and Slides, General

Saturday, August 6.

Bradford P.S. Excursion to Denton Park, via Ben Rhydding.
Kinning Park Co-op. Soc. Outing to Langbank.
Scottish C.W.S.C.C!. (Glasgow). Outing to Neilston.

News and Notes.

MES.SRS. Ilford, Ltd., announce that their works will be closed

from Monday, August 15, to Saturday, August 20. They will

therefore esteem it a favour if customers will kindly anticipate

their requirements for that period, in order to avoid disappointrpent.

Ultba-Violet Rays.—M. L. P. CI«rc asks us to remedy an omis
sion to cany out a coi-rection of 'the proof of the paragrap?i in hi=

" Parifi Notes" of July 15 last, on sensitive materials for ultra-

violet rays. In line 2, col. 1, p. 418, the correct reading should
be:—with a;scu!ine dissolved in glycerine, or with some brands o!

machtnaoil having naturally a blue fluorescence.

.\cTioN OF Light on WAiER-CoLOtJRS.—Valuable water-colour
paintings have, on the advice of the director of the National Gal-
lery, been removed from the Crystal Palace War Museum during
the summer months, the director reporting possible injury because tJ
of " excessive light owing to the glass roof." Those of our ^W
readers. who have water-colours framed and hanging in their studios

will, no doubt, take warning, and remove them to a place less

brilliantly lighted until the arrival of autumn.

A Link with the P.ast.—Last Saturday'.' papers announced the

Meath of Mr. Alexander .J. Wilson, at the age of 81 years. Mr.
A. J. Wilson, who was a well-known London financial expert and
journalist, and the author of several works on financial and com-
mercial subjects, was the sou of George W. Wilson, founder of the

well-known Aberdeen view publishing firm, who, the papers say.

was ' H.M. Photographer for Scotland," and " the first man to

photograph Queen Victoria." Mr. George Wilson died in March,
1893.^

Portrait Stvles.—The writer of the "Star's" "Tea-time
Go-ssip " column writes :

—"There is a growing tendency amongst
women who like to be photographed for the benefit of the general

public to appear as incongruous as possible. They clothe them-
selves in gorgeous evening gowns, and then pose for the photo-
graph that is to amuse tjie multitude, with a background of rural

scenery, usually Including a sundial and a pond. Apparently they
see nothing strange in reclining on the grass in a brocaded evening
gown—^^and they are not the new rich, either."

Bird's-eye View of the Isle or Wight.—We are told of a re-

markable and complete " air view " of the Isle of Wight, which
has been taken by a Farnborough member of the Royal Air Force.

The operator used what he termed an aviator's camera, and made
the exposures at a height of 3,0(X) feet. A report states that the

view " clearly shows the busy streets of the towns and villages on
the island at practically one time," whatever that may mean. The
airman-photographer left Farnborough during the morning and
returned for lunch, " the time taken to conplete the return journey,

including the t-aking of the photographs, was ninety-five minutes."

ilR. F. C. TiLNEY, we are informed, has severed his connection

with the " Amateur Photogi'apher," to which for more than twenty
years ^previously under its title of " Photography ") he has been

a regular contributor on art subjects, and in whidi of late he ha?

been the writer of the weekly criticism of photographs reproduced

as supplements to our contemporarj'. During the past year or so.

Mr. Tilnej' has been identified with a movement for individual

training iu a knowledge of the fine arts, and it is to be presumed

that the claims of this latter upon his time have determined the

discontinuance of his regular writings for photographers in the

Press.

Are English People Becoming Better Looking ?—Had photo-

graphy been discovered two or three centuries ago the task of

physiognomists would have been very much easier than it is to-day

(writea a coiTespondent). Anyway, British types of faces are

changing, Prof. Sir Arthur Keith, seems to suggest, in his annual

report on the museum of the Royal College of Surgeons, of which

he is curator. He has charge of the most representative collec-

tion of human remains and specimens iu the British Empire,

perhaps in the whole world. So great has it growi^ that a classi-

fication, just started, will take several years. From the evidence

accumulating under his hands Sir Arthur Keith has become con-

vinced that definite changes, particularly in the face and jaws.
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b^.v Lx'' '.. .i<:e in a large proportion of the British p«opl«

ilurii;^- .:.c .. '. .. . jry or two. The d«t« at which these changes

l«ok pldce the j>rofeaK>r do<a cot indicate. He considers that

their eiact nature and eixtent can be determined only by a lyBte-

matic stady of ample material. The change believed to be taking

place in the BritL'h type of face is doe to an alteration in the

palate, and there are differeoees noticeable in the formation of

the nppar jaw. Whether this means that we are becoming more
handsome or otherwise i* an interesting problem which fatnre

rasearch will abow.

Thi Wbjb Saios.—At a joint mei-; •. held at Cardiff on Satar-

day last, it was decided to hold the \V.'l<h Salon of Photography
organised by the Wales and Mcnn:. ;• '.shire Federation of Photo-
yr/ir.i I- "v^ietifi either daring the la-t fortnight in November or

December, as best saits the Cardiff City Hall Mnseam
«Kr,4- a.si.taiice •» expectsd in the exhibition. The

c-d by the Federation, as by December
. ^A •

I
.
,..•-» from the Hoya! Photographic Society's

will be available 'or inclasion in the exhibition. The
...„,. ,. 't'opping the open salof nile this year and reverting

classes- Thr<r \ui wl.- classes for torrey and
... ;..!.. .,.i.n:« worker*, and »!?<. ? r the beginner in pictorial

hotngrapby.

Correspondence.

. Txr. .',./rfi(j tKonlJ nntr yrt\tr i,n botk tidu of tkt fOftr
it laken of rommuniriittons unlttt iht namt» and

J,, of lAc writett art ijivrn.

Vi 4o ttot Hndertakt rttfoiuibUiljf for tki opmiotu txprmtd
kjf oar eOTTUfondtiUt

PHOTOGR.APHIN'G THF, CRFTOVVF r.IRT.

Tu the Editors

" vtrnacuUr of the mk c<'niiiii.-t< r xud taxi-

-•• are new " fairly op against it." Designers

A wall-papers, jaxi and fatoritt

oonspiratora, have plotted together

divine in multi-patterned myriad-

•oided t<' d«f*at the camera. The
which has been sprang opon as,

.verage profewonal studio worker a

errative and aU-fashioned operators

'le ose of iaoohromatic and panchro-

isnuiruig the price of then and worrying

'** !i s rai'J ol Lu-

'.owsver, has given <

'ery rode shock

>bo have in tho

n»Uc plal-

>boat their

Sobdoed
'>«r Ma/>tde

anity <A < f.i>ar to be as rare at

' ssascrp' iiers and promenades

''Sing tilled »itli flappers and sedate tp.iisters olotbed more or less

^ Cimienta of hectic hne and daring design mostly reminiscent

*'t morning after the night before," combined with a Brock's

.Vnd the cretonne eraxe is spreading, caa.ting many of us

mI the eoMiiif of Bink Tlolidky crowds, and men, who really

*'- know better, have been M«n with cretonne ties and
ofs

u> photofraph a cr*t<ion*«lad creature, as soma of the

vds have lafgested as ;^ reprisal, would never do, since it

* toss of bosines*. Tb« ase of an " ordinary " plate, as

'^t, is an e«]tiaMy bad proposal ; the result such a plate

t*, in the majority of case*. a« unsatisfactory to the

.-rapber as the sitter The oiost surprising results are some-

'T.ijtir.'-'I when an ordinary plate is used, results which

nai as being quite a different article.

ve plate and Alter experts could no doubt name

at sight the proper plate and Alter to use to give the best mono-

•hroMatie randsring of a givett cretonne dress, but what would

aoit one ouehMia aight not scree for another, designs and oolours

Thiin there are the queations of likeness and exposure to cod-

»<iW On* r^nrf ; tilav ahont with Tfeens, plates and exposures

when taking a portrait, as one may do when tailing a negative of

a dress with no lady inside it. The likeness in some cases, bnt
certainly not in all, is quite as important as the correct rendering

of the dress, and one cannot always sacrifice an artistically-lighted

portrait head for a dress, bowever tempestuous, jazzy, or zoological

the design may be. The obvious remedy is to " give and take."

to get as much light and shade on the face, and, incidentally, as

good a portrait as possible, at the same time screening the plate

only enough to allow of a comfortable exposure.

It wculd be an act of folly to " go for " the dress and lose the

likeness, as it would also be to secure the likeness and lose the

dress Better to lose a little on each than much upon one. The
difficulty of securing an absolutely perfect rendering of both may
with safety be explained to the sitter.

The most successful photographer of the modern cretonne girl

the writer has met with is in favour of an unscreened panchromatic

plate, or a self-screen plate with a light or medium yellow filter

added, with a tendency to favotir the latter. Non-filter and self-

screen iaoohromatic plates used with added light-filters give the

most surprising and useful results, and deserve to be more largely

used than they are at the moment. Much, of course, depends

upon the predominating colours in the cretonnes, and no hard and

fast rules can be laid down ; the operator must use his judgment,

and visualise to the best of his ability how the colours—particularly

the blues, greens and yellows—will be pictured by a screened or

unscreened self-screen plate. This plan of working will take a

lot of beating if one keeps an eye on the blues and adds the right

filter to master them
Godfrey Wilsok.

AMERICA'S FIRST " MOVIE SHOW "

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,— .\ day or two before Mr. Wi Friesc Greene's death

in -May last the New York " Tribune " gave an account of

America's first cinematograph show, and the now almost-forgotten

man who engineered it. Hii name is C. Kranci.s Jenkins, and the

date of the show was June 6, 1894.

Mr. Jenkins, we are told, was a clerk in tie Treasury at Wash

ington, who was interested in photography and the lantern;

ha worked hard on what the historian calls " animal locomotion
"

and with plates, bnt it was not until films came along that he

progressed. His first picture was of a vaudeville dancer named

.\nnabelle doing a skirt or butUrfly danfe in a backyard.

All we are told up to the present is that he got a satisfactory

picture, and that he went to his homo, Richmond, Ind., to exhibit

it to his fneods, travelling the whole disUnoe of 720 milee on

his bicyelsL
, • j

The home of a cousin, who kept a jeweller's shop, was selected

for the show. The only electricity available was a troUey-wire

passing the door, and using a pail of water as a rheosUt, he made

the necessary connections. Invited in were his parents, with a

f«w friends, including the editor of a local paper.

The story of the show as given by the " Tribune " is distinctly

American in style. It Ulls how his parents were not told what

they were to see, how surprised they were, particularly the ladies,

when they witnessed the " wicked " dancer's rather daring gyra

tions and movements of the skirt.

However, Jenkins was a hero, and the machine is—or was a

few days ago—in the National Museum at Washington.

^ ix.^ a... public show for which there was a charge for admission

w .nU, Ga., in the spring of 1895, but it was a huge

faui,.- w^iikins sold bis intetest in the invention for 2,500 dollars

and that was aU he got Those of your readers who are interested

m the matter will find further particilars of Jenkms and his show

in the •• Literary Digest." dated AprU 30, 1921. This publication

I believe, is more easily referred to in your libraries than the

" Tribune." . i. u i.

It is indeed, a carious coincidence that the Americans »ho°'<l »>e

calling'attention to their pioneer at the very same time the English

newspapers were directing attention 1o Mr W Friese Oreene-

Faithfully yours.
,1 U DlCKIBSON.

Washington
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Answers to Correspondents.
^

tn accordance with out preient practice a Ttlatively tmall space is

allotted in each issue to replies to eorrespondents.

We Ufill answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; 6-cent International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach us

not later than Tuesday {posted Monday), and sh4)utd te

addressed to the Bditor*.

K. P.—Potass carbonate and carbonate of potash are the same
thing. " Pota.=che " in the German formula evidently denot<!8

caustic potash.

P. W.—A good cleaning preparation for prints showing stress

marks is :—Borax, i oz. ; water. 30 oz. ; methylated spirit,

5 ozs. ; rubbed over with soft rag or cotton wool.

Gawma.—We are afraid there would not be a sufficient demand to

justify the reprinting of the recent H. and D. articles in book

form. The issues are, however, still in print with our publishers,

price 5d. each, post free.

N. W.—Our advice is not to buy until you have seen that the

lens will do what' you want. The instruments of this name are

not by a maker of the first rank, and it is not safe to assume
that each one comes up to a standard.

Mansfield.—On the whole, it is not worth while to make up hypo
in stock solution of saturated strength. A solution containing

1 oz. of hypo in every 2 ozs. (fluid) is strong enough and con-

venient^ in use . It is very quickly made by dissolving 1 lb. of

hypo in (hot) water and adding water to a 32-oz. mark on the

bottle.

N. E.—The gum-bichromate process had its day 'for pictorial pur-
poses from about 1894-1904. In the volunies of the " Amateur
Photographer " of these years you will fibd many papers on it

by M. Demachy and others. The oil process introduced by Mr.
G. E. H. Rawlins in 1904 tnrned the control pictorialists into a

new channel.

Even,—Usually if a person is susceptible to metol skin poisoning,
the only thing is to discontinue the use of the developer. An
ointment which is often beneficial in Sphagnol or Ujah; or Ich-
thyol, 10 grs. ; lanoline, 40 grs. ; boric acid, 40 grs. ; vaseline, 30
grs. ; applied two or three times a day and well rubbed in before
going to bed.

M. R. E.—For bleaching out bromide or gaslight prints which
have been outlined in Indian ink, there is no better mixture
than the iodine-cyanide reducer. Solution of mercury bichloride
as used for intensifying is nearly as good. If you want a less

poisonous solution than these, there is : Thiocarbarmide. 240 grs.
;

nitric acid, 4 drs. (fluid) ; water, 20 ozs.

E. S. N.—In the U.S. (uniform system) of stops, //4 is taken a*
,the unit, and is marked 1. Smaller stops are given numbers
which indicate the required number of times of exposure com-
pared with //4, e.g., f/8 is 4, //16 is 16, //32 is 64. The system
has never been generally used by English opticians; in fact, it

has practically been applied only to the lenses of Kodak cameras.
T. F.—We really think it is too late in the day to expect a great
demand for a.printing paper of this kind. Surely you realise that
in this country, at any rate, the bulk of printing material sold
is of the development type If the qualities you name are
realised, there would no doubt be a demand, but we think it

would be a select one, not on a scale to justify the plans you
appear to entertain.

D. B.—We should not care to use the potash carbonate method
of drying for negatives which are to be kept, unless washed
again; otherwise, it is a quite satisfactory process. You can
economise in spirit considerably by seeing that negatives drain
thoroughly from the spirit; and it is also economical to use two
baths in succession, discarding the first after a time. The water
which collects in the spirit can be largely extracted witli potas'^
carbonate. - . .

S. E.—It makes no difference to the photographer's ownership of

the copyright that the family now order and pay for prints.

It is evident from what yon say that the copyright was originally

the property of the photographer, and in the absence of a definite

assignment of it to somebody else, it remains his copyright. The
mere act of supplying copies is not such assignment. We are

quite sure that if you were to copy any of the prints .you would

render yourself liable to action for infringement by the original

photographer.

M. E.—^Woodbui-jtyi>e is an obsolete photo-mechanical proces.«.

Messrs. Waterlow and Sons, we think, were the last to work it

commercially in this country. A lead mould (made from a gela-

tine relief from the negative) forms the printing surface. Tht-

" ink " is a warm solution of gelatine, containing pigment,

printing consisting in taking casts (in this gelatine mixture
from the mould. The results were exceedingly good; their chief

defect was the "cirtiness" of pure high lights, such as skie.s.

The process was chiefly used for portraits.

F. Meyneli,.—A 9-inch /"/4.5 lens on your quarter-plate hanu

camera, even if you can manage to fix it on the front, will be

a white elephant, unless you are prepared either to stop dowi;

or work with the camera on a tripod. In any case, depth of

focus is so small that the opportunities for using it effectively

are comparatively few—portraits and figure studies. We thinl;

you will do better by enlarging the negatives taken with your
6-in. lens. If j-ou wish to have a lens of longer focus there is

no need for the maximum aperture to be greater than //8 or, at

and rate, f/8.

H.D.— (1) For an 8-ft. picture of the 1 inch dimension of the film

at 60 ft. throw you require a lens of appioximately 8 inches focal

length. Your 115 mm. 'ens is, of course, only just over 4 inches.

(2) For projection behind the screen yor. could get your 8-ft.

picture at 20 ft. throw with a 2i inch lens. So far as the angle

of projection is concerned there is no disadvantage in this, but
the brilliancy <>'. projection through a screen is a good deal less

than by projection on to a solidly surfaced screen. (3) As
regards the colour and stereo processes, particulars of patents

announced as applied for are not available until the complete
specification is published, which may be not until a year, or

longer. We are afraid it is impo.isible to say from the meagre
particulars whether your process is worth following up, but
although we do not want to be discouraging, it is right to say
that the chances of commeicial success are against an inventor

who has not very powerful backing in the way of trade influence

and resources. At any rate, we think you had better do nothing
until you have taken out provisional p,*tent protection for it,

which you can do at th? cost of about £1.

The British Jonrnal of Photography.
Line Advehtisements.

An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisements

(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, viz. :--

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (5 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word. Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.

per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the
advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock:
(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be
guaranteed.
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:i ...n page 32.

EX CATHEDRA.
Interesting It is said of Sir Joshua Eeynolda that

the Sitter. he always wished that he cotJd dine

with a man before painting a portrait of him. Whether

this be true or not, it is a fact that many of his finest

pictures were of sitters with whom he was well

acquainted. The portrait photographer is in a less

fortunate poeition than the painter, for he has often only

the opportunity to study his sitter for as many minutes

as the latter has hours. If, however, these few minutes

are judiciously employed it will be found easy to get a

fair summing up, not only of the appearance, but the

character of the sitter. Most people, especially men, are

somewhat ill at ease when facing the photographer;

whose aim it should be to remove this feeling and bring

out their true nature. We have seen a well-known

barrister enter the studio wearing his sternest " court"

expression, which might do very well for a daily paper

reporting a trial, but which would not be acceptable to his

family and friends. But after a couple of minutee

quite another ezpreesioii was obtained by raising some

non-legal point of interest. A copy of the current

" Who's Who "
is a useful reference book in a studio

to which sitters of standing may come, as it gives a clue

to the tastes and recreations of a vast number of people.

The right subject is touched at once, and the sitter is

flattered at the idea that the photographer knows all

about him.
* • •

KeepinK Makers and publishers of picture post-

Local Views cards and other forms of views would do
Saleable.

^.<j)i ^ jjegp a sharp eye on such pro-

ductions, as many little things happen to alter the topo-

graphical truthfulness of a view and so spoil the market

for it. Sometimes the changes are trivial and perhaps

unnoticed by the photographer and casual visitor, but

small as a change in a view may be it will serve to date

a negative, and cause a print to be rejected. For instance,

a statue was recently added to the more or less satisfactory

collection on view in and arou»d Trafalgar Square—

a

statue of George Washington—thus making the thousands

of existing postcard views of one comer of the Square

out of date. Views of the St. Martin's Church comer of

-4WMkar Square taken before June 30 last will probably

be-^fiTin their thousands for many years to come, as

riianv purchasers wUl not notice the statue's absence, but

American trippers will be on the look-out for it, and will

no doubt reject views not showing their national hero.

It therefore behoves all publishers of postcards to see

that their views of the National Gallery and Square are

up-to-date. An over-sanguine reader of our pages, whose

place of business overlooks the Square, expected to see

Lme hundreds of photographers at work for some dayg

after the unveiling of the statue, bt.t has not seen one.

He tells us that an enterprising Continental fi ran of posv

card publishers he could name would have had operators
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at work within a few hours, had the statue been in Paris,

and hundreds of new and up-to-date views in tlie dealers'

shops the next day.
• • *

Skylight When erecting or altering a room which
Construction, jg to be used as a daylight studio, it is

very necessary to see that all the glass which is put' in

provides effective illumination. In some of our American
contemporaries are advertised ready-made skylights for

inserting into existing roofs, so as to convert them into
" single slant " studios, and the advertisements show
them as being notched into a building leaving the original
roof higher wian the glass at both ends. There is no
objection to this arrangement provided that a suifficient

run of glass is provided, but as we were recently in a
studio in which from the sitter's end two Tcm'6 of glass
were more or less obscured by the upstanding angle of the
original flat roof, we think it desirable to draw attention
to this contingency. The operator was quite unaware of
the disadvantage until it was demonstrated to him that
iike opening of the end blind admitted practically no
light which could reach the sitter directly, although there
was certainly an increase on diffused light. The moral
is that with a notched-in studio in which an effective
10-ft. run of glass is wanted, at least 2 ft. more should
be allowed in the skylight. n

DISTANCE AND TELEPHOTOGEAPHY.
Let us hasten to disclaim any intention to treat distancem this article from the artistic standpoint. We shall
not stoop to say anything about distance lending enchant-
ment to a view, and are not in any way concerned with
the cunning and deliberate representation of compara-
tively near objects, so as to create an impression of
remoteness. Even that idea of distance which depends
upon the obstructive or dispersive influence of the atmo-
sphere, and is comprehended by the term " aerial per-
spective," is largely outside our present purpose. What
we have in view is the actual photographic reproduction
of actually distant objects, and the technical difficulties
which such reproduction involves. As regards the
question of exposure, probably the plan of giving to a
distant landscape a quarter the exposure which one would
give to a landscape with a strong foreground satisfactorily
oovera the majority of cases. But distant seascapes and
distant snow-clad hUls need only half the exposure
reqmred for most distant landscapes, and not infre-
quently less than half. If there is any foreground in
either case the problem may, as we all know, become
comphcated, and failure may be caused by an attempted
compromise between exposing for the shadows and letting
the lights take care of themselves—most venerable of
rules at which some iconoclasts are now throwing stones
—and vice versd. Several years ago the Hydra plate
did m effect get over this difficulty, but the method did
not prove popular, and the plates are no longer, we
believe, commercially obtainable.
But exposure is not by any means the only, or indeed

the most formidable, difficulty in connection with the
photographic rendering of distant objects. It is quite
possible to give an absolutely correct exposure on an
ordmary plate, and yet to obtain a representation of
distence which is enturely unsatisfactory, simply because
such a plate records no difference between pale blue and
white. When the orthochromatic or panchromatic nlate
•s used without a filter improvement begins, and with a
hlter It continues, until truly remarkable results are

attained, not only in differentiating blue distances from
the sky, bu* also in reducing the effect of the intervening
atmosphere. Short of the condition technically known
as " boilmg," which defies every effort to cope with it,

haze in a distant landscape presents very little difficulty
to the photographer properly equipped with filters and
suitable plates. But the filters need to be much stronger
than those commonly used, in which the multiplying
factor is only, say, from four to seven. In the field

"

equipment of the printing companies of the Eoyal
Engineei-s during the war 40-times filters were used with
excellent results. Sometimes even a light fog can be ,

neutralised by a red filter employed, of course, in con- :

junction with a panchromatic plate.- The whole question

.

of the application of filters to the rendering of distance
is a most interesting one which can hardly he said as yet
to have been studied with any degree of finality.

There are distances and distances, and, when only a
soft and vague rendering is desired, an ordinary lens in
conjunction with a deep filter will frequently meet all

requirements, more especially as in such cases it is

generally necessary to include middle distances or fore-
grounds. When detail in the distance is desired, recourse
must be had to the telephoto lens, precisely as in ordinary
vision the aid of the telescope has to be called in to bring
distant objects nearer. If the telephoto lens were regarded
purely as a photographic telescope its function would be
more universally understood, and in many cases its

practical application to the everyday purposes of photo-
graphy would be simplified. But the telephoto lens has
the important advantage that, while there are some
people who cannot, or will not, learn how to use a tele-

scope properly, the sensitive plate is just as ready to
record a telephotographic as an ordinary photographic
impression, provided that certain simple precautions have
been taken. Except where the magnification is very low,
as wdth the popular single-focus tele-lens, a hood is

necessary to prevent internal reflections, and in the great
majority of cases the intelligent employment of light-

filters produces vastly improved results.

In connection with exposure a difficulty arises in tele-

photography which is apt to be overlooked. Calculations
are generally made on the basis of the exposure which
would be given if an ordinary lens were used, this being
multiplied by the square of the magnification, and due
allowance made for distance. But it sometimes occurs
that the latter allowance is wholly superfluous, the action
of the telephoto lens having brought distant objects so
near, that in place of blue remoteness we have what is 'I

to all intents and purposes an ordinary landscape with a
"

strong foreground; These, it is true, are somewhat
extreme cases, but when they arise they must be
cautiously dealt with, the appearance of the picture on
the focussing-screen being a more trustworthy guide than
any arithmetical or mechanical method of computation.

It is not, perhaps, sufficiently clearly realised that at

this period of the year a great deal of good and interest-

ing instantaneous telephotography can be done without
the help of fast single-focus ileuses, if fairly distant

objects are selected, and the fullest advantage taken of

favourable light-conditions. At the sea-side, for instance,

pictures of yachts at a considerable distance from the
shore can be telephotographed at quite respectable

magnifications, even if a filter be used, while records

of bathing scenes, bright and amusing, without being
vulgar, can be imobtrusively secured from piers, using a

fast positive and a telephoto attaxjhment giving a

magnification of x 4 or x 5. Best of all, groups of happy
children playing on the sands can frequently be

instantaneously telephotographed with results far more
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s;
' than those ach^ rtigo holiday

Si In such cases. \'. .:.- .nee" maj- be
actually r, the inter\;i! between camera and
object is ,iy long to pr. iuce that happy uncon-

sciousness on the part of those photographed, which we
all want to see exliibited in the pictures of celebrities in
our illustrated Press. But that, one fears, is at present
a very distant view.

THE MECHANICS OF LIGHT-FILTER MAKING.
.Vs ft general rale lighl^fih«rs are >•. ^t, bought, not made, but
there are many who lake a pride in making their own appara-
tus quit« independentlr of anj saving in co6t, though this

feature must always make a certain appeal. It is not sug-
gested that the manufacture of one or two small light-&lt«n
can be effected tn moat caaea more ~hfplj tiian by buying
tbem, bat cases not infreqaently arise when home-made filters

ve the pockets very apprec>a)>!r.

From time to time much information baa been published in

various jonrnals relating to the spectral qualities of the rarious
anil: n. I

iIv>-« employed in filter making, and precise formulta
liare been given in past nombers of the " B. J."
• 'J'.rected to coat a cf-rtain area of glasa with •

t dye incorporate<i mth a stated quantity of

..j..iw..^a, but the mechanical side is nsually left

alone, or but brivflj alluded to. Yet the n<echanical

It of the ttlmoat importance with light-filters employed
I of, or just behind the lens if ita optical properties are
:>e impaired.

the azcepuoo of a few remarks regarding the general
•rwtirs whidt dyes munt poMCBS to render them suit*ble

r making, only tba nechanioal aide will be dealt with
Mi> has had a Ioiil- irul (rraetkml experience. It

.election ami oUtniiii^ <A the gUsa osed for the
try and tba Html stipfurt fnr the dyti g^atine p*Uicle,

\g ib* ihn. and c«>m.'ntinK a0d drying the finished.

• i«.

The Dyea
I>y.'4 for lllar making fall into t«.> Kroad classes—thoee snit-

able for " compeBsatiBg " or " cnrr<- ting " filters, and thoee

adapted for " telectire " filters. In the former type, familiar
<„ m'I r,l,.,!,.,.r»,.t,/.r. t),« ijta xvutd mttsi bare a gradual ab-

ping down the •ctinic light (to which
<.--.. '. .v; to an intensity that allows the leas

-. to adequsti'ly record i;>'lf within the period of

>are {>n th>> more aetinn' rays. Complete, or p*r-

n can be obt«iaad in this war, dependent upon
'iceneas of the plate to the spectrum, and

'>f the liKbt-tiii.r The dye must not cut

• I' )Di ol tn* spectrum entirely, but only <lanip them
d< ri a degraa that they are raoorded in their correct

ttitf. Too sharp * eat, say, of the Tiolot and blue

•vM oai<>ur\ being rendertxl as unnaturally dark. On
ih» oUik;r band, too sharp a cat i< not possible with " selee-

ti*e " filiT*. whieb demand the minimam obaorptioa in the

traasmiiiaiur 'he ideal aim<>'l «' heing the complete cat-

ting off of r> '^ rtions of the •)>•' nim, and the passing oi

the remainder la full intensity.

lOptlcal Conditiona-
In additioa to the correct spectral qualities of the dyes, the

win^ '.n ! 'ions are easential f-
* r^'iduction of filters

<>at of, or immedi* nd the Una.*

I e glass must be flat, and bava both aides parallel.

It OMtst be free from strain. air-hcUs, and arrstchee.

I The foloarad gelatine mast be transparent, of even
> ifv. and free from dnst, ctr.

I'hQ filter mast be mounted so that no pressure is

•o it, and be saficiently large not to obstruct mar-

a«« focal-lsactb, cIt* the sasM siss

If the filter is placed close to the focal-plane parallelism is
not of so much consequenc-e, but the presence of scratches cr
dust is then even more objectionable. If used outeide the lens
system, as over tKe slit of a ^)ectroao(^e, the only essential is

correct absorption.

Selecline the Glass.
The beet glass to choose is known in the trade as " extra-

white patent," or " paiallel-)>late," though for many purposes
the cheaper ' patent plate-glass " may bo used, though it has
smaller areas of flatness, and i» somewhat green in colour. For
the higliost class filters optically worked " flats " are employed,
whicii should not be thinner than i in. to avoid any tendency
to buckle in cementing. For all ordinary work glass 1/16 in.,
thick will be serviceable for filters up to 2 ins. square or in
diameter ; for larger sixes slightly thicker is preferable.
To test fof flatness the well-known expedient of holding the

glass at an angle of 45 deg. to the cross-bars of a window apd
observing the reflections from the front and back surfaces is

satisfactory. Still better, as a test object is a thick cord
stretched Uut. The glass is moved about so that iU whole
surface is tested. If the two images keep the same distance
apart the glass is flat, divergence, or convergence, indicates
the contrary. Mark the flat parts with a piece of dry soap
cut to • point, which if free from grit will never scratch the
turfaco. Apart from flatness, any portions which show air-
bella or scratches should be rejected.

A perfectly regular divergence or convergence indicates the
glass to be wedge-ehape. By selecting two glasses exhibiting the
same error in equal degree, it is possible to compensate for
their departure from flatness by so mounting them that one
error neutralises the other, but the selection 4^ flat portions is

to be preferred.

Cultins and Edging.
If only a comparatively small area of glass is being dealt

with the simplest way of cutting it into squares is to lay on a
flat iiirfnw some squared paper, as a ppiide, marked to the
sise, or sises, required, and on top the glass; cutting may be
done either with a diamond or good wheel-cutter, the latter
being more hable to produce fine splinters. A flat rule oi
straight-edge is applied to the guide marks, with the necessary
allowance for the clearance between the straight-edge and the
cutting surface of the diamond or wheel-cutter. An allowance
of about 1/33 in. is also made for the subsequent grinding. AH
outs in one direction are made first, the glass is then turned
over, again adjusted to the guide marks, and the cuts at rigbt-
anglnk oxoouted. Then, and not loforo. break apart. In cucu-
mercial work special boards are, of course, employed.
The edges now require to be smoothed, which for squares is

an easy oparation. A piece of fine emery oloth is glued to a
flat hoawJ, or a length of flat iron has some fine emery or car-
borumhtjn powder sprinkled on. Using a small quantity of
tarpentine as a lubricant, the glass is worked upend down the
surface with long and steady strokes, taking care to first re-

move the sharp edges by bevelling them. This is effected by
holding the glass at an angle of about 45 deg., and is a pre-
caution which should never be neglected, as it prevents chip-
ping.

Circles of glass are usually cut with a special apparatus
which gives the glass a circular movement under a stationary
diamond. They can only be edged satisfactorily by. a circular
»tcinp of fine grit—" Craigleithe." or manufacturod stones are
generally emplovinl. Use steady pressure and keep the glass

moving in the opposite direction to that of the stone. Care
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is necessarjr to avoid flat places and meets, several same size

circles can be edged in this way in one operation if they are
tucli together with paraffin wax.
Glass squares can be fashioned to circles, but some practice

is required. The square is first roughly shaped with "glass-
shanks," and then ground to fit a circular ring. For an occa-
sional job discs of metal or other material stuck on the glass
will furnish the necessary guides. The observations as bevel-
ling squares apply equally to the etlging of circles.

When edged, wash in warm soda solution, wipe with soft
cloth, and polish with fine tissue paper damped in alcohol. In
pro-war days good quality methylated spirit was employed;
much of the present-day .spirit may be unsuitable.
Throughout all operations, great care should be taken not to

scratch the glass, splinters of glass on the cutting board being
a fruitful source of trouble.

The Gelatine Film.
Many will prefer to purchase the spectroscopically tested

dyed gelatine obtainable at comparatively modest prices, but
if its manufacture is undertaken the actual glass used for
the filter should never be coated with the dyed gelatine solu-
tion. In the first place, the pull on drying is considerable;
so much so, that even thick plate-glass may be distorted, and
in the second place, the gelatine coating in the centre' will
be perceptibly thicker than at the margins owine to its drvine
there first.

•' "^

In the following instructions it is .assun\ed that the requisite
dyes are incorporated together, and therefore only one piece
of gelatine will require cementing. It may be candidly
admitted that making the gelatine pellicle and stripping it
certainly does require care, but if the directions given are
carefully followed success is assured, provided the operator is
not "all fingers and thumbs."

The Temporary Support.
Thick plate-glass is employed as the temporary support, and

It IS essential that the surface to be coated be absolutely
clean. The ^lass is placed in boiling water and allowed to
soak for a short time, and then rubbed over with a soft brush
to thoroughly loosen any adhering dirt or grease. Remove
the glass, and pour on the surface to be coated boiling water
from a kettle, drain off, and, before quite dry polish with
clean tissue paper and wrap in dlean paper. When the glass
has cooled down sprinkle on a few drops of benzole, and again
polish with clean tissue paper until not a suspicion of smear
remains. If coating is not immediately to be proceeded with
two glasses should be so treated and placed, polished sides in
contact, in clean paper.
It may here be remarked that if the glass is well cleaned

and polished it is not necessary to wash it again after the
gelatine film has been stripped. Any adhering gelatine at the
edges IS removed, and the glass re-polished with the benzole.
Should, however, the gelatine film after stripping show any
signs of being smeary, a repetition of the washing procedure
IS required.

Coating and Stripping.
The plate-glass, polished side up, is placed on a slab and

levelled. If the slab be level in the first instance this alone
should not be relied upon, for the glass may be somewhat
uneven. Stout and squat legs of " Plasticine " placed under-
neath the slab (as first suggested by Mr. J. W. Purkis, who
prefers four legs, not three) afford a ready means of adjust-
ment. For the occasional worker, coating glass larger than
whole-plate is not recommended.
With the glass slightly warm and perfectly level, the hot

dyed solution is carefully poured on the centre, when it will
readily flow over the surface and take up its own level. The
amount of gelatine solution usually given for a certain area
is such that whilst flowing to the edges it will not overflow.
When the coating is perfectly dry, it and its support are

placed vertically about 2 ft. above a bowl of steaming water
for about four minutes. A sharp knife is then quickly run
round the edges of the gelatine, when, if the glass has been

properly cleaned, the gelatine film should strip readily, and
require nothing in the nature of hard pulling. If resistance
is met with, more steaming is wanted. On the other hand, if

the gelatine is found to be soft' and elastic from, over-
damping, it is put aside for a few minutes and tested again
for stripping. The stripped film is placed between tissue
paper, and when quite dry examined for any uneven edges
which ere cut out, and the pellicle stored between stout
cardboard.

Cementing.

,
Having selected a piece of the dyed gelatine free from dust

specks, hair, etc., it is placed between the two glasses, and
trimmed round with a sharp knife. The film is then readv
for cementing. Canada balsam dissolved in xylol is reconi-
mended, as it flows better than when chloroform or ether is

used as the solvent. The right consistency is about that of
golden syrup, not thicker.

Having placed the component parts of the filter on a piece
of waste paper supported on a level surface, lift the top
glass and gelatine film, with the left hand, and from a broad-
mouth pipette pour on enough balsam in the centre
of the glass on the paper to about cover one-fifth
the surface, and a*, once drop the film on to it.

No attempt at this stage should be made to distribute the
balsam. A similar pool of balsam is immediately poured on
the gelatine, and the remaining glass lowered on to it.

Central pressure by a finger will now force the balsam, and
any airbclls formed, out towards the edges. As much balsam
as possible should be squeezed out, and the edges wiped before
putting the filter aside to dry.

Drying and Cleaning.
Quick drying by heat is always to be avoided, as it dries

the balsam at the edges rapidly, and usually causes distortion.
Three weeks should be allowed, the. filter being kept in a warm
room. Neither can placing the filter under a weight be
recommended, though if the filter is on a level surface and the
pressure applied is moderate and uniform, there is no
theoretical objection. A practical one is that the filter more
often than not sticks to both support and weight.
The best plan to adopt is to rest the filter on some wooden

slips cut to triangular section and supported in a level posi-
tion by a tray of some sort. This allows any balsam that may
ooze out to run clear of the filter and drop on the tray. When
the three weeks have nearly expired if much balsam is seen
to protrude it may be gently scraped away. Finally, the filter

is cleaned with methylated spirits and a soft cloth, and
polished with alcohol or good quality methylated and tissue
paper. To employ a stronger solvent, such as benzole, is

dangerous, as if any were to run between the glasses the
balsam might be attacked and star, when the work would al!

have to be done over again.
A word of warning may also be given against the nse of

binding strips, which are prone to cause distortion. The
neatest way of finishing is to black the edges with a black
celluloid varnish or paint. Varnishes containing turpentine,
or other solvent capable of dissolving the balsam, are, of

course, inadmissible. After polishing, and thus edging, the
filter should be tested for flatness in the same way as sug-
gested for its component glasses.

r"

'

Mounting.
Filters should never be placed in cells or holders that are

liable,^ exercise undue or uneven pressure on the edges, as
distortion will inevitably result. The performance of many
a high-class filter has .been ruined by a clamping ring screwed
np too tightly. A clamping ring should always have a shoulder
so adjusted that when the ring is screwed home the filter is

only just held with no tendency to rattle. A point occasionally
overlooked is that the filter must be suSiciently large not to
cut off marginal rays of the lens. Thick flats require more
allowance in this respect than filters of lesser substance.

0. Smyth.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND PROCESSES.
[Th<» fifth annual Toliimo of reports upon progress in the various branches of chemical manufacture, issued by the

Soeietv of Chomical Industry, includes, M did the preceding issues, a report on photographic materials and processes. This
is again by Mr. R. E. Crowther, .\.I.C., who (writing early in the present year) reviews the literature, published during the
year llfAt, representing origina! c.jiitributions to the technical improvement of processes of making negatives and positive
print- nrtlxx-hromatics and colour photography, cinematography and photo-mechanical processes, and also the methods of

re!*ari !i and measurement which are generally described as " sensitometry. " Inasmuch as these reports are, so to speak, a
scriis of annua) itocktakings of what has been done during the twelve months preceding the issue of the volume, we have
naturally wished to give them a place in our pages, since no other publication of the year so well reviews what has been
done in referenc* to the current -tate of knowledge. As regards the references to original sources of publication, it

should b« explaicsd that the outraction "J " denotes the fortnightly"' Journal " of the Society of Chemical Industry

ID which are published abstract* of the chief papers relating to photography from the chemical standpoint Eds. " B.J."]

to "keep" on storing. The deterioration is most apparentTrx now {amons fiankey judgment' oa the legality of coniis'

cation of a consignment of pyrogallic acid has been responsible

i>earance, daring the pa«t year, of foreign competi-

.lU of " key " charscten-tics. on the market in this

imer hss temp rarily benefited from this

•» manufacturpr« who had, tinder the pro-

. . tiun aliurdcii by war conditions, achieved cpmmendable

i.^c«i^ in the manufacture of products nerer before made in

ry, have been confronted with a set of conditions

-s radically modified, will undoubtedly strangle their

lild up sn industry capable of joining in world-wide

I later. Against a country which, previous tb the

ar, enjoyed a virtual monopoly in uMst of the fine chemicals

.^ in photography and which at present has the advantage

: an abnormally low rate of exchange, it could not be

.itionally expected that anything but disaster would overtake

:ie new home iadastries under tho conditions of oprn imports.

•Vhea it is recoileetad that photographic fine chemicals are in

any cases intenaadiatee in the dye manufacturing industry,

'•Arh hm also suffered greatly in consequence of the Sankey

the reason for the very notioaable fall in the amount
manufacturet on the photographic market is not

new ma

to'
..1

»i .- ^

ir to
Oi' tl.o rli>troTr>riAr< i> aminophenol,. metol, amidol, and

in this cenatrr, and the manu-

.,..,„.., ,:in) has raoently been commenced.

ted with th« preparation of pyro-

.' has been poUiahed, and W. J. ran

have prepared mat«l free from all tendencr
>>•>. This importatti question of skin atta^

wall be considered by a Research Associa-

iJonbtedly otho'- f—tn'- to be taken into

a tn personal idioeyncra* " probable that a

-nunt of some specu. .«.,.....tT. resulting from

'.anufarturp. is the cause of tho trouble.

; \n:in.'.»;i-ylic acid. iirifi.T thr name of " Neol," has been

pl.i.vj on the msrki't by J H.» ilF and Co., who claim that in

injunction with a caustic alkali, it will correct the undesirable

rfecu of gross over-expoaare to a greater degree than other

-s. Tk* correction is attribntad t- ;nc«d

of the sabstanee formed by r«a< the

^ht p.-'lui .n the film. LfippoCramar, however, c»presses

Tubli b..th a» to any specific corrective action and on tha

leory propounded. As far as other chemicals are concerned,

Here has been a marked tendency towards a reduction in

rices, more particularly perhaps in the case of bromides. Of

fie base m«t»Ti»lv paper of suiuble quality has been more

aod r; 'ire. The quality of that most readily

• • be d««ired. Even when well isolated

i the process of manufacture, coiuiderable

- emolaion has been frequently met with.

' ne matensis used in the wrapping and the method of packing

sually employed, in which the face and back of alternate

-leeu'are in contact, are frequently reeponsible for the failure

i v.'.r irV'r i \ ^.. ».F. i*ojn*i - J .• i««. mu.
.l J I Mif.h B.P. 1S4JW; "J.," J«0;6«1L
« 1 *?. 1.31I.651 sad 1,JB,SS0: •' J ." IWO. «*. MOS.

» C^aMTS Craft." lOtTf'. 31
s " rhel. Korr." t«S, U, SP.

,

pro«-':

when sulphide-toned prints are produced, although in many
cases even two or three months' storage effects deterioration
which can be observed in ordinary black-and-white developed
prints—a state of affeirs which only resulted after prolonged
storage of pre-war material under indifferent conditions. The
recovery of the silver from exhausted fixing baths has been
the subject of some discussion in the photographic press,' but
no suggestion of the use of a salt other than " hypo " as the
fixing agent bos been forthcoming in order tn facilitate the
electrolytic recovery of silver in the metallic state. F. F.
Renwick' ha4 called attention to the practicability of a solu-

tion of potassium cyanide for the fixing of gelatine emulsions,
and it should be worth while investigating the electrical

recovery qf the silver from exhausted baths of this salt. As
was to be anticipated, the abnormally high price of silver was
not long maintained, and no work on its replacement by less

expensive metals has appeared. The process of photography
devised by K. Wilcke,' although it employs no light-sensitive

silver compound, can scarcely be considered of practical impor-
tance. It is of theoretical interest, however, as affording

another instance of the application of the characteristic

property of selenium of decreasing in its electrical resistence

when illuminated. Attempts have been made in the past to

utilise this property in the construction of photometers, but
without much success. Recent improvements in the manufac-
ture of light-sensitive cells indicate that exp^imentation with
the new materials would give interesting and probably suo-

ceasfttl results, leading to the construction of an instrument

which would entirely eliminate the personal factor.

Negative Proceaaea.

The properties of gelatine are receiving the attention which
the importance of this product demands, and, as a result, the

chemical rAle of this amphoteric colloid is becoming more and
more apparent. D. J. Lloyd," in publishing experimental

evidence of the amphoteric nature of gelatine, czpreaaes the

opinion that gelatine consists of a Solid framework of neutral

gelatine (only stable at its iso-electric point, p„ = 4.6 at 30 deg.

C.) which is insoluble in cold water, containing some com-

bined water, and an interstitial fluid which is a solution of a

gelatine salt.

T. R. Briggs and E. M. 0. Hieber" have studied the

phenomenon of the liquefaction and gelatinisation of gelatine

bjud^ and conclude that the processes are strictly reversible.

I ippff ^^""'"'" offers a satisfactory explanation of some

obscure features of development by reference also to

the chemical deportment of gelatine. The idea that gelatine

acts only as a protective colloid, allowing of the formation of

relstivelv large and sensitive grains or crystals in the prepara-

tion of emulsions, and physically inhibiting the action of

developing solutions on the unexposed areas of the film, will

have to be abandoned in view of the work which has been pub-

7. •• Brii. J. Phot.," 1930, 17, 361. 499, 863.

«. "J." IWO. 1M(T.

*. "Phot. Korr," 1930, *7. 173: "J..- 1930, 706i.

U. "Blochem. J." 1930, H, 147; "t.," 1930, 4Hi.
U. "J. Phyt. Chem.," 1930, U, 9«i "J.," 1930, 374i

If. " Phot iDd.." 1930, 173.
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lished during the past year." The physical properties of

gelatine cannot be disregarded with impunity, however, and

the turbidimeter described by S. E. Sheppard" should prove

useful in any photographic laboratory.

Development.

'The action of developers on the latent image has been the

subject of some considerable amount of study. B. Homolka,"
continuing his work on the isomerism of developers (in this

instance, the polyhydroxybenzoic acidsf, and taking into con-

sideration the dissociation constants of the hydroxybenzoic

acids, concludes that the failure of gallic and protocatechuio

acids to function as developers is attributable to anhydride

condensation between the OH group of the carboxylic radicle

and the H of the OH situated in the para position. It is

pointed out that the anhydride of the former acid can be

regarded ae a derivative of resorcinol and the latter as a deri-

vative of phenol, neither of which substances functions as a

developer. If the disposition of the side-chains or their con-

titution is such that anhydride condensation yields a deri-

vative of an o-dihydroxy compound, or is prevented, develop-

ing properties are exhibited. Thus, pyrogallolcarboxylic aciil

(OOOH:OH:OH:OH= 1:2:3:4) and the ethyl esters of gallic

acid and of protocatechuic acid, will all develop the latent

image. The reactivity of the sodium salt of cyclohexane-1.4-

diol-1.2.4-trisulphonic acid as a developer" is of interest, since

it necessitates a re-statement of the theory enunciated by

'Homolka and already referred to.". A general survey of the

mechanism, of development is given in a communication by

S. S. Sheppard and G. Meer," who, reasoning by analogy

from the proved adsorption of dyes by freshly precipitated

silver bromide, conclude that the Lainer effect, i.e., the

acceleration of development resulting from the treatment of

an exposed plate with dilute potassium iodide solution, and

which is chiefly noticed when organic developers of low educ-

tion potential (e.g., quinol) are used, is due to increased

• adsorption and complex formation as between silver halide and

developer. A fogging action of dilute potassium iodide solu-

tion on silver bromide emulsions is recorded in the same com-

munication, and is ascribed to nucleus infection of the grains.

A. H. Nietz" has conducted an inquiry into the development

potentials of the organic developers. A new and valuable

method of determining these potfentials was worked out and

the following conclusions were arrived at:—"The effect of

bromide on a developer depends upon its reduction potential.

If a developer is of low potential, a given amount of bromide

will have a larger effect in lowering the density than it will

if the developer has a high potential Maximum con-

trast is not correlated with reduction potential. No
definite relation can be shown to exist between the time of

appearance and the " reduction potential, neither does the

fogging power of a developer depend upon its potential."

Figures are given which show that the aminophenols are the

most energetic, the hydroxyphenols next, and the amines the

least. Both nuclear and side-chain (in the amino group)

methylation increases the energy. Introduction of a second

amino group greatly increases the energy, whilst change to a

glycine and the introduction of a -CH,OH group lower the

energy. Evidence was found that fog is practically absent

from the high densities and increased as the image density

decreased.

Liippo-Cramer is responsible for the publication of much
valuable matter relative to development reactions. In addition

to the explanation of the developing power of aqueous solu-

tions of amidol and similar compounds already referred to"

—

an explanation which assumes reaction of the gelatine with the

7*
'

13. " Report on indnstrial applications of colloid chemistry. Dept of

Kientific and industrial research." " Brit. J. Phot.," 1920, 67, 645.

14. " J. Ind. Eng. Chem.," 1930, H. 167; " J.," 1920. 2824.

16. " Phot. Korr.," 1919, S«, 387; " J.," 1920, 428*.

16. W. Fnchs and B. Eisner, " Ber.," 1919, M. 2281.

17. " Ann. Eepts.," 1919, <, 616.

18. " Phot. J.," 1920j eo, 12; " J.," 1920, 2481.

15. "Ibid.," 1920, eo. 280; "J.." 1921, 62a.

salt-forming acid of the developing compound, with conseqw.rii

liberation of the active free base—he has thrown light on th

phenomena of "depth" development, and the desensitisins;

action of developing solutions" ; the study of the latter action

has led to the discovery of a practical method of developin;i

even highly colour-sensitive plates by inspection, in brigli

yellow light." It is only necessary to treat the exposed plat.

for one minute in the dark with a 1 : 2000 solution of pheno

safranine. The desensitisation effected by such treatment i^

of such an order that thereafter the plate can be handled

without any risk of fog in light sufficiently actinic to foj

rapidly wet " slow " bromide paper. The action of the phenri

safranine appears to be entirely chemical, since a film o

gelatine dyed under the same conditions transmits the entir.

visible spectrum; any colour-screening action of the dye is thii

precluded. Moreover, Liippo-Cramer has been able to demon

strate that the free amino groups contained in the dye play a'

important part in the reaction.'^ The marked acceleration o

the action of the slower developers resulting from the desensi

tisation treatment affords further evidence of the chemical

nature of the process, as does also the fact that the printing

out sensitiveness is enhanced as the desensitisation to latent

image formation becomes more pronounced. Altogether tli

subject appears to be of great importance, both practical!

and theoretically, and promises to lead to a clearer under

standing of the mechanism of sensitisation. The accelerativ

effect of increasing amounts of sodium sulphite in amidol

developing solutions is attributed by Abribat" to reciprocal

catalytic action of the sulphite in the oxidation of amidol

other oxidation catalysts producing a similar effect. Exact!

what proportion of the acceleration caused by the sodiu;

sulphite is attributable to this catalysis is difficult to judg.'

in view of the fact that increase in the sodium sulphite con-

centration leads to increase in the basicity of the amidol, a

fact which would alone Recount for most of the observed

acceleration. A general review of the organic developers is

given by A. Seyewetz," who repeats the statement that the

developing properties are raised to a maximum by the intro-

duction of a nuclear methyl group in the ortho position to the

hydroxyl group, a statement which does not agree with tin?

results obtained by Nietz," who quotes a reduction potential

of 7 (quinol= 1) for p-amino-o-cresol and 9 for p-amino-m-

cresol. The tendency of repeatedly used developing solutions

to produce dichroic fog has been found by L. Lobel" to b"

due to the accumulation of colloidal silver in the solution. Tli

conditions of low carbonate concentration with high sulphit

concentration favour the formation of colloidal silver, and

was found that an addition of 20 per cent, sodium sulpha i

causes flocculation of the silver, which can be readily filter,

off. Simultaneous development and fixation of photograplr.

images has been further investigated by A. and L. Lumie-

and A. Seyewetz." these workers confirm the previous con

elusions of C. Otsuki and T. Sudzuki, and suggest a combina-

tion of chloranol and caustic alkali, or of metoquinone and

tribasic sodium phosphate as practical formulae. The process

is particularly recommended for the treatment of over-exposeil

images. Identification of the products resulting from develop-

ment reactions appears to be receiving no attention. Workers

in this branch of research will be interested in the results of

W. EUer and K. Koch," who find that the dark brown sub-

stances formed by the action of air on phenols, e.g., catechol

and quinol, are identical with the humic acids, which are found

amongst the decomposition products of vegetable organisms

and of certain sugars.

-Raymond E. Orowtheb, A.I.C.

(To he continued.)

20. " Phot. Ind.," 1920, 605, 664.

21. " Ibid.," 1920, 378; "Die Photographie," 1920, No 10, 1; No. 11. 1

22. " Der Photograph," 1920, 337.

23. "Bnll. Soc. Chim.." 1919, tl. 569; "J.." 1919, 9631.

24. "Chim. et Ind.," 1920, S, 28; "Brit. J. Phot.," 1920, 67, 186

25 "Bull. Soc Franc Phot.," 1920, 7, 21; "J.," 1920, 558*.

26. "Brit. J. Phot.," 1920, 67, 747; " J.,"^ 1921, 281.

27. " Ber.," 1920, 65, 1469; " J.," 1920, 717i.
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SLIDES.

h the object of avoiding

MASKING L

M... „. .ic«» h*ve been intro-.

ih? u»e of atock mMks and of trfa-.i-^; each lubject individually.

Ttie littls piece of apparatus illusiiated wa* made to uslst in

thia. and ia employed in connection with " maaking atripe " of

plain black paj>er cut to a variety of widUia, but of a uniform

length of three and one-eighth inch«g. Such stripa are marketed

^Isi^dy gummed aa one of the " Specialist " aeries of lantem-alide

acoesMrie*, hot whether theee are used, or whether the operator

prefera to ctit hia own, I recommer'l that the adhesive ahonld

be w«tt«d or applied, at the ca»< r iv be, only on the extreme

raar;:n <-f the alide where the bimliitj will rabeequently cover it.

3d' !i !:t' o point* aa theae may not make any difference from the

exhibitor'! point of view, bat do aaaiii in cresting a " finished
"

or " professional " appearance to one's products when examined

in the hand.

The pnrpoae of the device shown in the cot is to make the appli-

of the black ttripe an eka> .^nd rapid process, and to get

liahed sabject masked sqnarv ;. with jnat the same ease as

i^'u;h nne were trimniinj; it a« a print. It consists of s eonple

:' nhich :* Tirst toaked in

white. Slid ihon rinsed and

be trrated lUlicr in the

i Mssle whole ! • • ,.

lodioe or other bleaching lo'uv.oj, <

'ized out in hypo. The other iii.>

oaine way or nay be clMoad off, las it ia merely to act as a cover*

lait T>i)< firat on*, wbeo wa^^rM

manner
the plat*'

>ng edge tfaiDat a '

aid of aot-eqoare

nd dried, is ruled on with

ennire the Biaxiaiw
lown to • drawing beard

. and the tinea drawn in

i- . r jl ruler. When dry the

IS bound OB with gummed strips, and then two ttrips

. , -.r^ ura gloed o« the outaid<> "( the glaat to act as registra-

>r carrier for th* elides t.^ '« maaked. These stripe are

. ... solid black in the illustrat.L>o. The black patch in the

-'• re wprwsBts merely a bit of paper stodc on the glass The
r^^mjD (or poUtng this on is that there i* * tendency when a slide

>iaa been masked oo this device to Snd that it shows a alight

reloctanoe to be lifted off owing to luelioa between the two glass

•.urfaoeA. Thia ia a hipdranoe to rapid work when one is busy,

nly • very thin bit at paper will prevent any tronbls of this

1 .0 m»th'>d of i«ng tha aaaklng g-ido reqoir- -'-- -he briefest,

f Miy . .l.*-r:p!; n Ii is sapportei in s r- ieek or on
he top of a pnnttng-box, and the (lide* arc supped one at a

'.me againat Ihe cardboard stripe. Two or three spots of fish-

flos sr« applied to noa edge of the <Is (or water in the case of

'he ready gwnflied variety), and a •>
' p i« laid on to suit ^hst side

' " subject^ immediately adjostir . it on or parallel to one of

aek lines on the guide iinden>M:h Naturally, one cannot

'rouble to find a atrip of the exac' ' idth for each side, ao one
tiaa* pieeaa a little too wide in e^er; case. All four side* sre

masked ii ' way in rapid siiccetaion, and then the slide

s Isi'l -*.' As soon ss the pile of slides it finished
'

. ..I P^par i* trimmed off. praferably by the use of s
-f .riMnrs, such aa paper hangers use. The slides are

-arka and plar«<i in a hot pisce. nay over s

.;h deMioation '^f tmfh s'ide snd mssk, and
'. **eh slide it dost<- ~ and is laid flat

'sly elsaoed snd dn- upon ir. This
prevents the re-absorption ut ntoiitnrv before the finsi

D. rHABMS.

Assistants' Notes.

Xotet by astiitcmlt suitable for thlt column will be coniidered

and paid for on the first of the month following publication.

A Makeshift Acid-Fixer.

.\ PASSABLY good acid-fi.xer, patticularly suitable for negatives, may
be made according to the following formula :—Water, 20 ozs. :

hypo, 4 ozs. ; soda sulphite, i ox. ; citric or tartaric acid. 150 grs.

The proper method of mixing the above is to dissolve the sulphite

in 2 oxs. of water, the citiic or tartaric acid in 1 oz. of water, and
mix the two solutions. Next dissolve the hypo in water to make
17 ozs , and when quite dis.'^olved add to it the acid sulphite

mixture slowly and with constant stirring! Made in this way, the

bath keeps and acts well, and has, I believe, no harmful chemical

action, negatives being clear and good and keeping well.

—

L. T. W.
Improving the Developiog Sink-

Eartrbmwaee and lead-lined developing sinks are not very kind

to porcelain dishes, glass measures, and negatives, when the latter

are accidentally dropped or brought too suddenly in contact with

them. False bottoms of wooden laths are commonly used in sucli

links, but an old, or even a new, india-rubber mat is very mucli

better and much more safe. Rubber mats with small holes, such

St are comnwnly used in motor cars, are the things to use, and

the more completely such a mat covers the hard bottom of the sink

the better. 'The holes arc small enough to prevent measures of an

average tixe slipping through, and the rubber forms an excellent

cQshion-like base for dishes on which they may be rocked with

little or no " clatter," while the holes in the mat permit of easy

removal of dishes. The rubber is also .soft enough to prevent

breakai^ should a negative be dropped upon it. The rubber

mat will last for a generation and will not be affected by most

cheaiieali. Another utefnl dodge is to fit rubber heels—old or

new. revolving or otherwise—to the four corners of the bottom of

large wooden dishes used on an earthcnwarR-sink.—L. T. W.

Renovating Studio Stands.

It ia aaid that all trades have their closely -guarded secrets, and I

cannot help thinking that the ate of Vandyke brown ground in

water is a aecrat of painters and decorators, tbt there is nothing

like it, nor anything to cheap, for the renovation or redeooration

of wooden stodio camera standa, doors, and other things needing

a w:>lnut finish. No cleaning oS of old paint is required. The

arti. li' is simply wiped down with weak soda water, say one egg-

cupful to i gal. of warm water. Then procure two- or three-

penny worth of Vandyke brown ground in water from any paint

itorea and mix with water—or, better still, stale beer or stout—to

form a very thin paint, and apply to the wood work with a bmsh

or sponge in the usual way, brushing straight, stippling or

dsbbing, ss msy be required to get a desired effect. When quite

dry varnish with copal vamiah. Should the Vandyke not yield tha

exact tone deaired other colours may be blended with it—burnt

amber to darken or raw aicnna to lighten. Those colours, how-

aver, like the Vandyke, must bo purchased ground in water,

ooloaia in dry powder form not aerving. The coat of the Van-

dyke need hardly be considered becanse of its cheapnesa—less than

threep«nny worth serving for a large door—but the varnish is at the

moment rather expensive. The work must be varnished in order

"Tir!fiJ'a»d make perfect the colonr, the unvarnished Vandyke

rabbtag off easily.—P. R. 8.

CorR Lino in the WorKroom.

Some odd pieces of rather good quality cork lino, left over from

covering the floors of some of the more important offices in a

certain eetablishment. /onnd their wiay (by meant that need not

be made publi<) into 'the photographic department, where they

were promptly made use of.

The largoot pieces were fastened on to the fronts of the copying

and enlarging t-ascls by coaling the latter with thin glue Weill

worked up to a froth and rolling the lino well and finally tacking

round the edge with lino-brads, .^fter a year's use pins are just

tH easily stuck in and pulled out, and there are no signs of per-
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inan«nt holes; » new coat of white paint on the enlarging eaael

eaves the cost of many sheeU of white paper for focuseing upon.

Smaller pieces of the linoleum were used for cleaning backs of

negatives and lantern-slides. The surface affords just enough grip

to prevent the film slipping and becoming ecratched, while the

absorbent nature of the cork soaks up any Superfluous moisture

and so prevents the cleaning mixture running underneath and

getting on the film. The smooth level surface aUowa plates to be

laid face down and cleaned with a proper amount of pressure,

and is a far easier and safer method than doing it while holding

the plate in the hand.

One piece found its way into the mounting-room. Primarily it

is used as a pad for stroking prints and to lay them upon while

attaching the adhesive tissue. On ocoaeion its resilient nature

affords a means) of securing adhesion when portions of a multiple

mount have not been properly stuck. It is merely placed under

the mounted print in the press and a long pressure given. In

the case of a print or tints of rather unusual thickness the whole

is laid face downwards, and the surface of the soft lino forms

a temporary counterpart, as it were, to the projections of the

various papers, and permits of pressure being exerted on each

surface.—X.N.
Studio Feminities.

It is often a difficult problem to screen off a corridor, reception

room, or dressing room window having an ugly view (as so many

windows on photographic premises have in industrial centres)

without a loss of light. Many of the new rippled or wavy, or

even starred and frosted glasses may, of course, be used, but it

is not always convenient to re-glaze a window, and interior work

of some kind is called for. I have covered my employer's small

windows very successfully by putting a light curtain of finest sheer

white linen, held by narrow brass rods at top and bottom. At the

lower end of the linen screen are inserted some large motifs of fillet

lace placed in an artistic pattern. The fine white linen excludes

a sight of the ugly roofs ami chimney pots and allows plenty of light

to enter, and its whiteness seems to enliven the whole place, while

the arrangement of the lace takes away any effect of severity plain

white linen may have.—A Lady Operator.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

September 10 to October 8.—London Salon of Photography. Latest

day for entries August 31. Particulars and entry form from

the Hon. Secretary, London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall

Mall East, London, S.W.I.

September 19 to October 29.—Royal Photographic Society. Latest

date for entries August 26 (carrier), August 27 (hand). Par-

ticulars and entry forms from the Secretary, Royal Photo-

graphic Society, 36, Russell Square, London, W.C.I.

December 3 to 17.—Scottish Photographic Circle. Hon. Secretary,

W. S. Crocket, 10, Parkgrove Terrace, ToUcross, Glasgow.

Sooty Sttjdio Lights.—^Photographers who iave studios in

London, and who co\nplain of falling soot obstructing their light,

will be interested to know that London is far from being the

sootiest place in England, and the records of the Meteorological

Office place the distinction on Liverpool, where during January

alone there were 26.03 tons of dirt deposited on every square kilo-

metre. Kingston-uponHull came next with 20.24, and Newcastle-

upon-Tyne showed a deposit of 18.35 tons. The dirtiest neigh-

bourhood in London is Southwark Park, which totalled 16.91 tons

a square kilometre. Some parts of the meitropolis were astonish-

ingly clean ; Finsbury Park, for example, was only one-third as

dirty as Southwark. Golden Lane and Wandsworth Common showed
14 and 12 tons depoaiit respectively, lit should be understood that

these were only totals for one month, but in the following months
the stati^cs hear approximately relative proportions. Glasgow is

a much cleaner place above ground than London, but Birmingham
is distinctly bad, and, with the exception of Southwark, showed
a much higher percentage of " sootiness " than London.

Photo-Mechanical Notes.
•

Chromo-Litho Screen NagatiTea.

According to a patent specification, No. 146,143 (open to inspec

tion before acceptance) , of M. L. Bassani, Nenilly-sur-Seine, France,

the following method is used for making the screen negatives for

chromo-litho or similar printing processes: In making one of the

negatives, the screen is shifted along ihe lens axis, and in making

the second negative the screen is displaced both axially and trans-

versely, the two movements being preferably made simulAaneously.

Bitumen Printing.

A bjbcent patent specification. No. 139,472, granted to F. Hausleiter,

5, Lefevre Strasse, Friedenau, Berlin, describes a process of bitu-

men printing in which a coating of bitumen is applied to .f dyed

negative gelatine image.

A picture is produced by printing or exposure in the camera, for

ex/ample on a glass plate coated with gelatine oensitised by a haloid

silver salt. For a half-tone picture a screen is used. The nega-

tive is developed with a developer which enables the gelatine of

the undeveloped parts to be washed off with hot water. Wheni
this has been done the gelatine is coloured with a substance opaqad^

to all light-rays acting on bitumen. This is essential if the sUveJ

deposit is not very dense, inasmuch as, according to Eder, bitumen

'

is sensitive to the whole of the visible spectrum. The plate is

then coated on the image side by pouring bitumen over it, and is

exposed from the back. The bitumen is thus rendered insoluble at

the parts not screened by the gelatine. The bitumen picture i»

developed in the ordinary way, and the gelatine is removed by a
solvent. A positive bitumen picture is thus produced, well

adapted to be etched. The free access of air to the bitumen during

the exposure renders the same very uniform, even with pictures of

liarge size.

The following patents have been applied for :

—

CoLonR Photooravure.—No. 12,178. Rotary multd-coloor photo-

gravure printing machines. W. Pickup.

Printing.—No. 12,387. Photo-mechanical printing. A. R. Trirt.

Lithographic Transfer.—No. 12,616. Preparation and treatment
of photographic ferric films for lithographic transfer purpoaet

H. L. Shawcross.

Rotary Photogravure.—No. 15,299. Rotary intaglio or photo
gravure printing machines. T. R. Johnston.

Printing Screens.—No. 16,(X)8. Methods for production of screens

for photo-mechanical printing. A. R. Trist.

Process Screen.—No. 18,346. Photo process screen and method of

preparing same. J. A. H. Hatt.

Patent News.

Process patents—applioations and specificatioJit—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, July 18 to 23 :

—

View Finders.—No. 19,641. Photographic view finders. C. W.
Beevor and A. E. Cooke.

Photographs.—No. 19,842. Taking photographs. O. von Bronk.

Daylight Development.—No. 19,364. Daylight development appa-

ratus for flat films. J. Worms.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications are obtainable, price Is. each, post free, from

the Patent Office, B5, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,
London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

Lenses for Reflex Cameras.—No. 162,829 (February 13, 1920). In
the use of a reflex camera it is usual to open the lens aperture

to the full during focussing, and watching the ground glass
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't^fcre takirr the p'-'-* -'• and tht-u to eloM the iris diapbngm
.,.;., . . , picture. Thu neccMitates a con-

»ij«rab!i' d«iay Urixt-n me iir.e at -hich the camera is focuseed,

and the time at which the actual posnre i» made, becauee it

is Deccaaary to examine the gTaiiiinUuos in order to ace that

the apertare is redaced by the correct amoant. The invention

ia deaigDcd to provide rapid setting of the working apertare.

Upon the revolring portion of the lens meant which actnatea

the diaphragm it placed an adjo^table handle, and on the fixed

portion of the lea* ia placed a »t(.[ which limit* the motion of

-hi« handle in one direction. The method of nae i* then m
!"iioWB :

—

HsTing detennioed the apertore at which the photograph will

be taken, the^iaphragm is set to that apertnre. The adjustable

handle i* then mored until it ii in ntact with the atop on the

fixed portion of the lens meant. Tf;c table handle ia then clamped

•o that it ia no longer adjoatable as regard* that portion of

the lens moont which actaat«a the iris diaphragm, bat is attached

to it. The diaphragm can now be operated by means of this

hmdie, bat only within limile lach that one end of the travel

i* wbeo the Apertare of the lens is folly opeaed, and the

other «od u when it !a closed tn the pre-determined aperture

for expoaore. The diaphragm can ti.en be set to give either of

these two positions bjr feel withoui examining the gradoations,

and the pbolofrmpber harin; focutsed and arranged his picture

with ihf fall apertare of the lens e»ii close it down withont

« fv: .: the position of tb* camerr> to the apertare at which be

requir«« '• ••• ''ic photograph.

In the '. ' he ring a revol-. .-.if in the main flange portion

of the niuui>i -J .^iuatSB the iri* diaphragm c. "fb* method em-

plojred for flttiog • md h together is a fine icrsw thread, on

whidi a will tarn with reference to 6. RevolviDg on the riug

a is a ring J, tp which is attached a haadls I. Within the handle

i is a spring pinsgsr /. at one end of which is a milled knob ij,

and at the other sad of which is a stad A, which engages in holes

<• in the rin; a. and flits ring d to the ring a in various positions

according to the positions of the h'lle t.

Oa tba eatside of the ring d an indicator or arrow is engraved

which reads against a scale on the Hange portion of the mount 6,

^h\rit i< (0 arranged that when it is sat to any of the divisions

on the flange 6 the spring planKT / wilt drop into a hole in the

ring a and fix the ring d with its handle to the ring a in a isries

of different positions corresponding to the divisions on the

flange 6.

On the flange b is fixed a stud / against which the handle { is

stopped in its travel in one direction. It is stopped in its travel

in the other direction by a permanent stop /.*, in stich a position

tha_t the apertare of the lens is ftxlly open. The result of this

arrangement is that by pushing the handle in one direction the

iris diaphragm of the lens is always open to its fall aperture, but

by pushing it in the other direction the diaphragm is closed to

differing amounts, according to which of the holes e the handle

(by means of the spring stnd A) is in engagement with.—Conrad

Beck, 68, ComHill, London, E.G.

RoLL-nLM Spools.—No. 163,913 (May 21, 1920). The end of the

film ia removably attached to its protective wrapper by a tongue

on it passing through ^ lateral slot in the Wrapper. This tongue

is permitted to slide freely in the slot to allow of the displace-

ment of the film relatively to its wrapper whilst at the same time

ssoaring sufficient relative fixity between the film and the wrap-

per to prevent the film being drawn with the paper when they

are wound on the reel of the developing apparatus. The
adherence of the tongue to the paper is also increased by the

tendency whicb4he material of the film has to wind up on itself.

The tongtie may also take the form of a label, on which par-

ticulars of the exposure may be written.

The film 1 is shown wrapped with its back against the black

surface 2 of its protective wrapper, which is coated with a

sheet of red paper 3. The ends of the wrapper extend beyond

tba film to enable them to be fixed to the reels or bobbins. The'

end of the film 1 is stuck to the protective wrapper by meana of

a gammed label 4 whilst the final extremity forms a tongue 5

which is inserted freely in a slot 6 in the protective wrapper.

.\ft«r the film has been exposed, inscriptions for the identifi-

cation of the film may be made on the back of the tongue 5, by

onwinding, with precaution, the film until the back of the

tongue appears.—W. P. Thompson, 12 Church Street, Liverpool,

for X* Oevaart * Co., Vieux Dienx, Antwerp.

RvLKX CaitnAS. — No. 161,736 (January 29, 1920). The

invention aims to permit of the use of a wide angle lens with the

least possible disturbance as far as the ordinary parts are con-

cerned, and with minimum change in the shape, size and a{>pesr-

ance of the camera.

The casing of the camera, 10, it provided at one side with a

vertically slotted opening, 12. This partition is slotted simi-

Iff-ly. to the camera casing at it« side next to the camera slot,

Mr^aiA is grooved internally aronnd its other three sides, so as

to provide for the reception of a ground-glass, in a frame or a

plate-holder.

In this way the lens may be brought into close proximity with

the sensitive plate, and a wide angle lens may thereby be effec-

trvely utilised.

The casing of the camera, 10, carries a hinged cover, 19, which

normally closes the slot, 12, and it ia thus obvious that the

invention will not interfere with the ordinary use of the

camera, but will simply supplement its action and increase its

range of use.

The image is focnased on the ground-glass through the open

rear end of the rasing with the mirroir raited and therefore a
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lens ehutter a» distinguished from a focal plane ehutber is required

for the wide alible lens.—Kung-Che Chen. 75, Baikal Road.

Shanghai, China.

Th« following specifications are open to inspection before

acceptance.

liEPBODUCTiONS.—No. 166,513. Methods and devices for the photo-

graphic reproduction of pictures represented on curved surfaces.

G. von Liicken.

\ppABATus. — No. 166,524. Photographic apparatus. W.
Feuerzeug.

Davuoht Development.—No. 166,565. Daylight development ap-

paratus for flat films. J. Worms.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Tuesday, August 9.

Hackney Phot. Soc. Print Competitions.

Thuksdav, August 11.

Hammersmith (Hampshire House) Phot. Soc. Architectural

Photography. A. H. Page.

North Middlesex Phot. Soc. " Intensification." H. G. B. Wood.

Satueday, August 13.

City of London and Cripplegate P.S. Outing to West Wickham.
Hammersmith (Hampshire House) Phot. Soc. Outing to the City.

Hackney Phot. Soc. Outing to Ruislip.

OROYDON CAMERA OLUB.

Last week Mr. E. A. Salt brought the new developer D 50 to the

attention of members. It is, he said, one of the many products of

the Cooper Laboratory, established in 1904, and originally used by

the founder, Mr. W. F. Cooper, for technical research, but since

the war the manufacture of fine chemicals, among other things,

has been undertaken.

D 50 is a two-solution developer, the A solution being supplied

in concentrated form. The B solution contains the usual sulphiie

and soda carbonate (to which i grain ,o{ potass, bromide per ounce

^f mi.xed developer is added) , and is made up by the user, but the

ingredients will shortly be on the jnarket in tablet form.

Personally he never mixed the sulphite with the carbonate, as

the preservative often deteriorates rapidly in alkaline solution,

hut dissolved each separately in half the quantity of water pre-

scribed for the B solution, neutralising the sulphite with one-eighth

its weight of potass, metatisulphite, as first suggested by their late

member, Mr. C. Welborne Piper. Stored in well-stoppered bottles,

the sulphite keeps for a very long time, and, when required for

use, the solutions are mixed in equal parts, and form the B solution.

D 50 i.s considered to hold a medium position between high and
low reduction developers, and it is alleged that, compared with
other developers, less exposure can be given. Its lasting properties

in concentrated solution appear to be remarkable, the makers
stating that the developer will keep indefinitely without losing its

developing power. They also mention that some eolation made
up in March, 1920, is still perfectly good. The origin of the rather

distinctive name arose out of the fact that a number of developers

had been tested in the laboratory and studio, and the developer,

numbered 50 for identification, was finally selected. The big " D "

stands for " Developer," and not the " other thing," despite a

strong sulphurous smell when the battle is opened.
It is, he said, claimed for D 50 that it presents the most universal

developer ever placed on the market, and " owes its unique pro-

perties not alone to the cai-eful blending of certain standard forms
of reducing agents, but principally to the incorporation of agents
(lew to science," a wording which a vendor of a hair-restorer might
well envy. Considering that a 4-oz. bottle, making 160 ozs. of
mixed develorper, is priced at 4s. retail, it may seem somewhat
expensive when compared with pyro. To the worker who only
develops a plate or two at long intervals, this, of couse, is so, but

here the added cost is not worth mentioning. On the other hai.a,

considering iis universal application and undoubted capacity ioi

developing plate after plat«, or nrint after print, D 50 may prove

to be very economical to the busy operator.

In a eulogistic article iu a recent number of the " B.J.," Mr.

John H. Gear recorded that six whole-plate negatives had been

developed with only 5 ozs. of the developer, the last negative being

equal to the first in every respect. He also stated that tests

extending over months had demonstrated the developer to be first-

rate for bromide and gaslight papers. The same article also

recorded a distinct difference of opinion between the author and
Dr. Adolphe Abrahams as to whether a strong or weak developer

I

was best for under-exposed plates. In his, the speaker's opinion,

llie matter might woU be settled between them one evening at the

R.P.S. with 8-oz. gloves. It would undoubtedly be the fixture of
1

the session.

A test made in the short time at his disposal certainly illustrated

'

the remarkable staying-power of the (latest comer. Twelve half-

plate bromide prints were developed at irregular intervals over a
period of five days witli 3 ozs. of developer, the last print 45 hours
after the one preceding it. The fomier showed a deposit inclining

to olive-green (quite suitable for some subjects), but the remainder
were of a good black tone, which warmed a trifle towards the end.

Each print was immersed_in water till limp, drained, developed,

washed for half-a-minute, and fixed in hypo solution, to which a
little neutralised sulphite had been added. It remained water-white
throughout. If a batch of prints is developed one after the other

in a relatively small amount of solution, a shade more exposure

seems desirable for the last, to compensate, in some measure, for

the waning power of the developer. With correctly exposed prints

the period of " full development " is clearly indicated by the

growth of the picture ceasing.

Mr. Gear had stated that " the negative is free from colour, yet,

if desired, the density of that given by pyro can be easily pro-

duced," a statement which throws little light on the printing value

of the deposit. As all photographers know, the deposit of a non-

stained pyro-de'veloped negative affords by inspection a good idea

of its printing value, whilst the blue-black and transparent deposit

of a metol-developed negative prints far flatter than it looks. He
had only developed one dry-plate with D 60—a " fine grain

ordinary," exposed in the camera to a contrasty negative, but of

good quality. The exposure was very full, the developer diluted

to half-strength, when the colour of the. resulting positive proved
to be a fine olive-hlack, closely resembling a pyro-developed plate,

but, perhaps, more transparent. The gradation was all that could
be desired, but this, he thought, was more a function of subject,

plate, exposure, and period of development, than any inherent

quality in the developer.

In the discussion, the president, Mr. J. Keane, said he had given
D 50 a good trial, and was very pleased with it; the negatives were
admirably adapted for enlarging. Mr. Harpur spoke on many
things, lapsing occasionally into the subject of the evening. D 50,

in his opinion, scored chiefly by the ability to use it over and over
again. Others expressed a similar view. Mr. H. W. Berry said

no other developer was capable of the feat illustrated by Mr. Salt's

set of bromide prints. The question arose whether the last of the

batch would sulphide as well as the first, a most important point
for a professionaf.

Surgery on the FiLM.-,-iMuch interest is reported by the
" Times " Berlin correspondent in a new type of cinematograph
apparatus exhibited privately to medical men in Berlin yesterday.
Dr. Forch, in introducing the new invention, claimed that it would
prove of especial value to surgeons and surgical students. It is a
ball-shaped apparatus, which can be fitted to the ceiling of the
operating theatre and set in motion from below. While an opera-
tion is being performed it enables films to be taken showing the
minutest details of the operation. At yesterday's exhibition films
were displayed showing the course of various ampntations, the
removal of an appendix, the sewing up of a broken kneecap, the
breaking open of abscesses, and, finally, an operation on a child
for wryneck. After the exhibition, it was announced that the
Government was considering establishing a technical cinematograph
institute in Berlin, and a special lectureship in cinematography at
the Charlottenburg High School. .

"
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News and Notes.

UoaTBB-DnirriXLD M«hokiai. Licture.—On the mviiation of the

Hurt«r and Driflield Memorial ConuniUee, Dr. the Svedberg wUl

deliver the msmorial leotore in 1922.

'• Tadi a Kobax with You ' "—A»ked it Bow County Court

irbMher Memiant bad been jpitefu! to her lately, a woman plaintill

repUed: " Yea, abe even photograph«J ni; new eottome and got

one like it tbe following weelc."

Obucino TBI PBOTOOKAVBXRa.—At tb* tcei match played at

Manebeeter laai week, the eaptaina of the English and Anttralian

leama toaeed twice Ibr choice of innings. The &it toM was official,.

tbe eacond one wm to ohliga tbe Press pbotographen, who were

not ready with their eamerw for the fir*t ipinning of tbe coin.

~%AKOAi)» ni FsAMB, Rc.—Conip<ineDt upon reboilding and

exteniion of their worka, and U> avoi.i > xpenie of removing itock

•^ temporary pr«aiia«a, Meeara. J. Kp^vin k Co., Ropert Street,

'.ol, are offering tome exceptional bar.iins in Iramea and monld-

., cardboards, etc. Application to > above addreai will bring

partieolars.

LAKCASaiBm Socittt or iLuma, Pnoi'.RxrBMa*.—In conaeqnenoa

he reeeot troable, tfar arrml meeting of tbe Society

-lot be hclu , line* many member* ara on holiday, and
• in the MJ^id* rworta are kept busy. The Preaideot baa

dad to poetpone the holding of the aanaal meeting until the

.th of Septambv, when membara in Blackpool will be Irea to

.'.e arraagaBantt (or Um holding of thia meeting.

UiOB Art—A!n> Jixxa—ik Stdicxt.—Tba Australian papen jiut

to band contain particalara aad programme of a " Soft Poena Even-
" arranged by the Sydney Camera Circle. There waa "song,

-;«, laughter, a«t«, dnaks, and imoVn," the whole affsT being

Tin OB the liaea o< the " Salon Smokers " of pre-war day*. A vary

happy evaaing was *p«ot, aod, at ihs «r.d, an " extra turn " was

-jMted. namely, "Has anybody bera aaaa THney 7 " by Uaaan.

a and Wakeford. " What on aatth Iw dear old Tilney been

Cling? " atha a oorreqiondeBt, who tendl oa particulars of tbe

eoeiat eveaisg.

Ibiai. Horns Exwiarnoir.—An inierfniiBg featnie ol the Ideal

HomM Exhibition, to be held in CUb.'w from Saptaaabar 19 to

October 8, will be the Photographic S.<tion. The arranyaaU
have sow been made (or the cIa*Bifi<-A'. ion o( the different com-

iwrfitiona. Thera will be fiv« sections i:i all. Tbe first will deal

': laodaeape and isascape, the second portraiture and flgsre

. Ii«a. the third arcbitectare, the fourth any eubject, and the

flfih wiQ be devoted aatirdy to ams irs. With the exception

of class 6. the priMS will be - let £10 10k., 2od £5 5s., and

the 3rd £3 3a. For elasssa 1. 3. and 3. one print in aa«h moon^
will be aaked (or, while in c'aaa 4, three print* on aaeli moont,

i-plaU and under are daatrad. In clasa 6, which it (or amateors

ooly. this hsa been divided into three leetloos, A. B, and C. A
is (or six contact prints illostratinu , ''appy holiday, B (or any

wib>«ci, (or landscape or seasraf Valuable priaaa will be
~ red (of the amateur oompatitton. The Pbotographie section is

-r the anspieaa o( the Seottiah Photognpkie FiMlerstion.

Correspondencee

- hotk lidtt e/ (As

' • unUu tht namti and
,ld arrer •

n of tomr
uuarr.«r> vr inv WftttTi Oft y.i' ..

•• W* do not Hndtiakt rufontihilil'/ for tk*,ofini0nt ttfttutd

6y OUT ttrrrufemdtmU

pnOTOORAPHY FOR THE NEWBPAPXBS.
To the Editors.

'^sotlsnan.—By way of minor coounsai on the vary tacoellant

•im by Mr. Vtnia(, any I aawHon on* fMtars ol my experience

:««aB pbotognpby far Ife* poaaibla eooMaganMnt o( aooM tyroa.

Tany pbotogmpban «^ aand pbotognpfea to new^japva, sad
' are sBfaatanale tnoagb not to have than oasd in the nest

MMe of tba paper, oaaaUy gromhle and niH* loUara aaking (or

ly.nx imnadiate latem. 'niia ta exoosabi* aDongb when the wb-
'«d printe ar« o( camoi interaat. boi whan they are not of

latter varietv it is a mialake to esik for their rKum.

Meet o( the piotoree I have had reproduced in the Freaa have
been of the genre type, or, say, of the " pretty-pretty " and
" Kiss Mamma " 8<^ool. and it is my usual cuatom not to ask

for their return. Editors like to have a few things " up their

aleeve," and I like to know that thedr files or "In Abeyance"
draweia oontain a fair number of my prints.

One never knows what may turn up, and I have had several

atrokea of lock by working on this plan. For instance, seven or

ei^ years ago there wa« a big fire in a pretty country village I

onoe photographed, and I at once sent pict^iree of the village, but

missed the market. Last year, however, to my surprise, three

of the pdotorea were used simply to illustrate pretty oomera of

Ai^and, but bad I wtMried or asked for their return they would

never have been published.

Yoor readen muat have many pictures that editors would be

glad to file, pictures that mi^it be used at any time, either as

" fill apa," or when someChmg happens to make them of par-

ticolar interest. Such pictures, however, need careful selection,

and some knowledge of a paper's requiremente, as no editor will

fill his filea with pictures that will never be o( the slightest use.

The point I wiih to make pwleotly dear is that no one need

worry the editor of a well-known paper to return his submitted

prints onleB they are of current interest. The (act that pictures

are being kept proves—in the majority of caeee at any rate—

Uiat ihera is something of interest in the prints, and that there is

a diance of theen being used—«»tne day.—Yours faithfully,

Fru Lance.

BBPOLKHING OF LENSES.
• To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—We hsve noticed with interest the editorial note

in your issoe of July 15, and also Mr. Lynlph Lumley's lelUr in

ths July 22 itine.

We would like to say that ws have, during the past few years.

Bodertaken tbe repoliahing of several hundreds of high-class snas-

tigmats of varioM makes, and our experience has shown us that

if work o( this kind is done properly, the performance of the lene

is oonsidarahly improved. The rust or tarnish, which is inevitable

sooner or later with all modern anastigmat lenses, if they are

aspoaed to the infloence o( moisture, sadden changes of tempora-

tmw, or fingered, at so many people do, always hat the effect of

tlowing the lens, and generally gives flat, foggy negatives. In

(act, a good deal o( the flalnaas one very often sees in professional

negatives is do* entirely to this cause.

In repoliahing lenses it is necessary to make a tool (or each

individual lens, to as to repolisb it evenly and retain exactly the

original curvea. Further, no attempt must be rhade to remove

deep scratches, as the original curvet will be altered thereby, with

tbe result that tbe (ocus, and even the definition, will be impaired.

We have occasionally had lentet brought to us with the com-

plaint that the definition hat been degraded. In several cates we

have (ound, in tbe endeavour to remove the tarnish, that the lens

has simply been rubbed with a polishing agent, which method has

altered tbe curves, and consequently spoilt the definition.

Rusting and tarnishing can, of course, almost be entirely pre-

vented by keeping the lenses clean, and not touching them with

lb* fingers. In this connection it has often been a matter of sur-

prise to us that mora care it not taken with valuable lenses by

the average professional.

All modern anastigmats are made of gltta which it softer, and

consequently more susceptible to bad treatment, than that of the

old type of R.R. or portrait lens, and for this reason anasUgmaU

tboold be treated with (jreater respect tbsn was sccorded to the

older type of instruments. „ , j
May we tay that «e carried out the work (or Mr. Lumley, and

bis experience is similar to that of many other customers (or whom

,4 luwa'dLuio similar work.—We are. dear Sirs, yours (aithfnily,—
'
^ PmiNO AKD Van Nxck, Ijn.

4 to 6, Holborn Circo*, London, E.C.I.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

UoAt Ncmcs—Since July 30 last H. Scott Orr, The Studio.

Woodlord Green, wUI have no (nrther interest m the business

carried on there. Any communications addressed to nis agent

W. Geo. Snell, Trewithian, Westbury Lnne, Buckhuret Hill, will

receive attention.
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Answers to Correspondents.

In aceordanee with our preient praetiet a relatively tmall »pact it

allotted in each iuue to refliet to eorreipondent*.

We \dUI antwer by pott if etamped and addressed envelope it

eneloted far reply; 6-eent InteTnationcd Coupon, from rtadtrt

abroad.

Queriet to be answered in the friday't " Jourrud " mutt reaek ut

not later than Tuesday {potted Monday), and thould te

addretted to the Editort.

C. W. 13.—A bromide print can be toned to yellow by a modifica-
tion of the lead intensifier. Bleach the print in a mixture of

lead nitrate and potassium fcrricyanide as for lead intensifica-

tion, but inetead of darkening with sulphide, us« a, solution
of potassium chromate, which givej a pale yellow image consist-

ing of lead chromate. This is a very old process in making three-
colour prints.

R- S.—It can be done, but it is not th« satisfactory process that
it is with the thin coating of emulsion on an AntochTomo plate.
Unless you are prepared to make the exposures on a thinly-coated
plat«, such as a lantern plate or one or other of the special pro-
cess plates, we are quite sure that you will not find the process
economical of labour. In any case it would want quite a little

experience to get it into working order.

C. E. .M.—If the plates have been stored in a fairly dry and cool
place they may very like'y be in good condition, but the bromide
paper is scarcely likely to be. There is no way of remedying the
defective results which the materials may give by adding any-
thing to the developer. As regards the only possible means,
namely, bathing the plates or paper in weak bichromate solutions,
etc., the game is really not worth the candle.

M. W.—Unless you are soliciting business by canvassing from
house to house no permit or licence is necessary, and it is not
always necessary if you canvass for business in this way. In
some districts the police certainly do require photographers who
solicit business at people's houses to have a hawker's licence,
but the practice of the police authorities in this respect varies
greatly in different parts of the country. We think you can
afford to ignore it unless you are pulled up by the police.

J. N. M.—It is an old idea, whicli you will find embodied in a
device illustrated in a past Almanac. It consiste of a gal-
vani.^d iron pipe about 2 ft long and 8 ins. diameter, with a
metal disc about 10 in. diameter soldered to each end to form
a flange. The drier is screwed to the wall by one flange and an
electric lamp arranged within the pipe. The heat from the lamp
serves to warm about a 12-in. length of the towel, .so that bv
moving the towel round from time to time it is kept continuouslv
dry.

W. E. W. -Postcards or prints on double-weight paper are con-
veniently flattened by putting through the hot dry-mounting
press, but the secret of making them remam flat is to first press
face up (assuming the press is heated from above), then to remove
from the press and at once lay face down on the still hot zinc
plate. The print instantly begins to curl the reverse way { e
the face becomes the convex side. If removed as soon as this
pudency becomes evident, it will remain indefinitely in this
flat condition. With a goo^ size press, several prints can be
done at once, and it takes less time than the ordinarv drv-
mounting.

F. N.-Pyro-metol developer is very liable to give strong negatives
owing to the amount of stain occuiring in the image. This
developer is very little used for portraits on this account. Wethmk you would do much better to use the ordinary pyro-soda
developer given by the makers of the plates which you may be
using. GeneraHy speaking, if you mix the ordinarv dish
developer with three or four times its bulk of water, it w'ill give
negatives of about the right degree of strength in from 15 to^minutes at 60 deg. F. The development of one or two plates

I'ng r ^°° " ^°" "^"^ ^ '^*''*'-"P ^*'* * '''^''**" <"

F. F. E.—Some yeais ago at the Royal Photographic Society, Mr.
R. Malby insisted on the necessity of using a panchromatic

plate and suitable screen when making negatives from which
slides were to bo prepared and to be coloured. As compared
with slides from negatives on ordinary plates, such positives,

were exveedingly transparent in the right places and, there-

fore, were yusccptible of being coloured by tinting dyes to yield

slides of extreme clearness and brilliancy of oolonr. Mr. Malby
employed the aniline tinting solutions of Messrs. Johnson, apply
ing them on the dry gelatine slide with small sable brushes and
allowing one portion to wdry before proceeding to colour adjacent

parts.

Chas. N. Hrft.—An old method of protecting carbon prints to a

degree which renders them as durable as japanned goods and
practically as permanent as fired enamels is as follows ;—The
carbon print is first mounted with glue upon a wooden panel

or transferred directly to the surface of the wood. It is treated

with a thin coating of chrome alum gelatine to fill any breaks in

the surface. When tlry it is taken into a warm room and given

a coat of the best pale copal varnish. When quite dry and hard
a second and third coating are given, each taking quite three days
jo dry. Wiien thoroughly hard, the surface is rubbed down until

quit© even and free from brush marks, etc., with wet pumice
powder applied with a cork rubber. Two more coats of varnish,

followed by another rubbing down, should leave a perfectly even
surface, which has to be polished fo a mirror-like surface with
rotten-stone and oil.

M. N. E.^—A solution worked out some year or two ago by Meser.-

Ilford, Limited, for the removal of even heavy pyro stain fron

negatives is the following :

—

Potassium permanganate 50 gps.

Common salt . ^ oz.

Acetic acid (glacial) 1 oz.

Water to 20 ozs.

The stained negative should preferably be hardened first in a

weak chrome alum solution containing one grain per ounce, unles-

it has been dried before the treatment is applied, as the film

tends to become a little more tender in the process. The negative

should then be soaked for ten minutes in the solution given above
and after a brief wash transferred to a solution of potass, meta
bisulphite 1 oz. in 20 ozs. of water, where it remains until the
bleached image is quite white everywhere to the back of the film.

The image is then re-developed in any non-staining developer,

such as hydroquinone, when a good neutral black deposit with
clean shadows is produced. All the processes are performed in

daylight.

The British Jonrnal of Photography.
LiNX Advertisements.

An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisements

(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 28. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies ^ ... 6d.

per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by th» ^t
advertisement as previously printed. 'S

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock
(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be
guaranteed.
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EX CATHEDRA.
White There are few studios ia which a white
Backgrounds, background is not to be found, but it

is not always that it is used intelligently. Many photo-
graphers find it difticult to prevent more or less veiling
of their " sketch " negatives, and this can usually be
traced to the flooil of useless white light which is allowed
to enter the camera, illuminating tlie bellows and wood-
work, from which it is reflected upon the sensitive film.

Tliis trouble may be overcome by either of two methodf..
Oae is to ha«re dark curtains which will cover up aH part.*-

of the background which are not to appear upon th.-

negative: the other is to have a black cardboard mask
fixed in the camera vignetter, so as to frame the subject

to tiie desired size upon the ground glass. The latter

device is the simplest, and has the additional advantage
of li.'inp usnhio to cut off surplus light when making
Ri'- • itives. Care shoidd be taken to keep a

wl/ i out, of the way when not being used.

a« tor, and causes flat results,

if
I

: 1 icr end of the studio. Tt is

ha I . to say that for sketch work tlie inside

nf f Mild li.ivo II pi^rftvtlv deiid-bliifk surface.

Quality In it is not so very ' that thr
EnlarK«ni«nts. pliotographer who i luted en-

iar^' '; •
'•

111 to pay due attention to the making of

negatr. '-> i-xactly suited to the requirements of this

particular process. Tliough we should be among the

last to deny that for the production of perfect enlarge'l

printa » negative of a certain character should be

produced, this is the exception rather than the rule

with most workers, since a negative may have to serve

for several processes differing as widely in their requir*j-

ments as Anlnrpine and carbon printing. When an

unsuit4\l has to be enlarge<J much may bo

donf ' -ing about a passable result by a

ju.i lu from among tlie gnidos and varieties

of ' r now available. In fact, if this point

is given due attention, the making of perfect enlarge-

ments from negative.^ differing widely in character is

more or less a simple matter. For an enlargement of

nuuli"'^ ''^ from a thin negative slow gaslight or " extra

ha^ lide paper may be employed, .\gain, if a

neg.uiv. 1^ made contrasty for P.O.P. or carbon printing,

quite as satisfactory enlargement may often be obtained

from it. if one of the most rapid bromide papers is chosen,

n full oxpoeiiro criven, and the developer employed at

,lo, -ngth. Tn this case, a stop bath or

a^i.i Many workers do not realise what

a power the dilTcrtiit varieties of bromide papers place

in their hands when enlarging from a batch of negatives

of other than enlarging quality. Indeed, the excuse that

use.l to l>e offered for poor enlargements by photographers,

namely, that the negative was " not right for enlarging.'

no lonf:'-- '- •ll-= f">'^d.
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Dry Mounting Quite a large number of •amnteui- photo-
wlthaFiatlron.g2^^phers and not a few professional

workers utilise the dry-mounting process for small prints,

tind in place of the ordinary dry-mounting press a

domestic flat iron is employed. 'Hiis is inclined to be
rather too small, vinless the prints are not larger than

3Jx2J, and it will be found worth while to obtain one
of the larger heavier irons, such as are used by tailors.

Another important point not often observed, is that the

prints must be placed under heavy pressure immediately
after being taken from under the heated iron; if this

is not done the tissue may set out of perfect contact with
either mount or print, in which case the print will lift

within a few hours. In our experience this is the most
common cause of trouble when dry-mounting in this

manner. It is a good plan, after taking the print from
under the iron, to place it under a heavy pile of books
for an hour or two; or better still, it may be placed
between the leaves of a book and pressed in nn office

copying press.

Ruling: the Time was when nearly every photo-
Focussini: grapher ruled off his focussing screen
Screen. ^^^ ^ series of rectangles as a means
of assisting the correct composition of his pictures ensur-
ing that the principal lines and masses of the picture
were placed where they make the strongest appeal.
Though this plan is looked upon by some as a rather
mechanical means of composing the picture, the idea is

a good one, and tends to counteract the lack of balance
that is often evident in out-of-door photographs, due to
some principal object being placed too near the centre.
The rectangular lines upon the screen entirely avoid this
possibility. Some workers rule the focussing screen from
comer to comer, the lines crossing at the centre. It is

sometimes a great advantage to know the exact centre
of the lens field, especially when very small objects are
being photographed upon an enlarged scale, or when
copying is being done with one of the older E.R. lenses,
the definiti'on of these instruments falling off very rapidly
from the centre of the. field. The centre lines allow the
picture being composed so that the sharpest possible
image is obtained. Of course, the lens itself must also
be central.

Handling Many professional photogi-aphers who

Negatives*
undertake amateur work are often not
aware how very delicate a film negative

is even after it is dry, until some accident has occurred
to its surface that might have been avoided had a little
care been bestowed as the result of a warning previously
given. The trade worker will certainly take care to see
that no scraps of broken film from the edges are adher-
ing to the negatives when they are pinned up to dry, and
he will as far_ as possible try "to dry celluloid films away
from dust which will readily adhere to either side. But
the amateur who develops his own films is not often as
careful as he might be in ensuring that his negatives
are free from imperfections of this kind. "When these
are brought in to be enlarged, no attempt should be made
to get rid of dust particles, since the film is so delicate.
As far as may be, such defects should be permitted in
the negative and carefully worked out in the enlarge-
ment. Some workers advocate cleaning dirty films with
a tuft of cotton wool moistened with methylated spirit,
but we have found that with this there is serious risk of
<j?^aging or abrading the surface. Perhaps the most
difficult among defects of this kind is the hard dry scum
(formed by the washing water, imperfectly removed) that

it often in evidence upon araatem fihms. If this is treatc

with spirit, as above suggested, there is a risk of tl •

hard gritty particles comprising the defect abrading tl,

film. In this case, the best way is to soak the film ff

an hour or so in clean water, gently rub off the scmn wilii

a piece of old chamois leather and pin up to dry.

MENTALITY IN THE PRINTING ROOM.

The best of printers will now and again turn out a batch

of prints whose quality is very far removed from hi<'

usual standard. It is a cxirious feature of these occasion;

lapses that the producer will stoutly maiutain that the

are good priuts, and no amount of argument wiU persuatl

him to the contrary. Experience teaches that this statt

of affairs is due to a kind of " staleness," which results

from keeping people of certain temperaments too Ion:

at one particular kind of work. The bromide printt

knows that the print he is developing will undergo a

change when it passes to the hypo, and will further alter

in depth on drying, according to whether it is a gloss

or a matt paper. He may have also in mind that th'

print is for subsequent toning and may be developin;

accordingly. After a time the experienced printer makfi.^

the necessary allowances for these changes of appearance

automatically, and without conscious effort. The action

is there, however, and if the worker is of a sensitive or

quick-brained disposition, and allows other matters to ,

crowd his mind while he prints, relying on his sub-

conscious mind for accm-acy in his work, he must come
to a stage when the consequent fatigue of mind interferes

with co-ordination between eye and brain. When that

stage is reached, the man cannot tell whether the print

is a good or a bad one, and a worker who is of the nature

described should not confine himself to one branch of i

work. The stolid type of person, on the other hand, may
be relied upon to produce the same standard of work

at an even rate indefinitely, and usually is found actually

to prefer long runs of the same style or size, or even r'

the same subject. Such workers as these, howevei

rarely rise to emergencies, such as the production of largt

quantities in an unprecedented time, or the extractior.

of quality from negatives that appeal*, to contain none.

"riiere is another disease that frequently affecte tli

worker who is kept, for whatever reason, at one particuL.

branch, and is n|ot confined to printers. There is

famous firm who advertise that they employ onl

specialists in each breinch, and while the growth of their

business is evidence of the commercial soundness of

keeping each person at the work that he appears best

suited for, yet it would be interesting to know whether

they do not encounter the complaint referred to, and if

so, how they deal with it.

The mental trouble in question has no definite nan
that we know of, nor has it been recognised as a diseas

by mental experts, although it has spread alarming",

in this country among the large army of civil servant

which the war and its results have produced in our midst

Its symptoms are exemplified daily in newspaper descrip-

tions of extraordinarily obtuse acts of bureaucratic red-

tape. In photographic workshops it is foimd in all

branches. It may be the retoucher who cannot under-

stand why his work does not print so nicely as it look?

and cannot adapt methods of finishing negatives to sul

subsequent operations. Or it may be that the gelatic

of a plate presents some idiosyncrasy that makes opaqu-

difficult of application, and the latter may have " gone

wrong." At last, repeated efforts have succeeded in

blocking out the subject, but the printer complains tbr-
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-••-'— thickness of cxriour prevents sharp contact,

1 is blurretl in t!i.' print. The retoucher

i
•> on the man v\h > .iL>veloped the plate and

. jh out the hvp". The printer blames the
They all forget t'nat the prints are useless

•b must be done again.

ilty as that ti' ' how much easier

I? workers «(> -nob and for the

sink their individual " dignity," to see if there

:. t a way out. They might «vf>n ro .<«> far as to

ixisult the head of their firm or nt. as there
I'vays the possibility that he nii»i ..i. .. encountered

ii
" snag " befbre. In any .-a«e, he is almost sure

> <]>tect the fault and to know bow the trouble could

;ive been prevente<l. In thi? oase in point he woukl
'

• were the original cause
ng run to wash and dry

If tii«j
"

'i- •.•: 'fier" were above tctkin^

-tion. even in th.- form of a request from

the retoucher, he could not well refuse the chief. The
latt«r might point out that a more rapid cure might have
been effected by varnishing the negative, or by the
application of ox-gall, a supply of wliich would be obtain-
able (as a special favour, of course) from the finishing
artist or from the print-glazing department. If none of
tho-o suggestions proved effective, he might direct the
print.T to make the prints through the enlarging lantern,
and obtain sharp detail by that method.
The point of the argument is that it would be very

much better for assistants in every branch to be mutually
helpful , and not, in a case where difficulty occurs, merely
carry out their individual part of the work in a hide-
bound, quasi-conscit-ntious manner, knowing that the
result.^? will he unsatisfactory, but prepared with an excuse
which will seem to throw the responsibility on someone
el(«A: ignnrin? the fact that it is the photographs, and
n<

•

-. on which in the last resort their bread-
fti. .-nds.

SOME COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS
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With a

balf-aratt lamp in the printing-box, or a number of tungsten
lamps, the exposures will average about a minute, so that it

becomea easy to make a trial strip and then a full-sise nega-
tive in the printing room in considerably less time than a
glaaa nagatire can be made in the copying camera, and the
annnvnnre often rirpressed as the result of putting pins
ti ill be avoided.

A iry purple typewriting is rarely suitabli>

for reproduction by this motbod, but black will turn out well

1

Fig. 1.

if tho writing luia been done with a fairly new ribbon and
ii>er is of good quality. Once a satisfactory negative

n iibtainod any nombcr of bromide prints can be
,)i: kIv and easily made from it. Using » light in the print-

int'-'">x of a strength that normally would bo ermployed' for

!j; upon gaslight paper, tho exposures from these paper

.oa on bromide paper will be in tlie neighbourhood of

five or six seconds.

Another occasion on which the method came in very handily

«ra« when T was asked to make a series of photographs of the

" lino» of force" produced by magnets of various kinds with
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ton filings. The ordinary illustrations in books are from

drawings, but it was desired to produce the " real thing." To

do this it would have ibeen necessary to arrange for vertical

t-opying m the oamera, but the use of gaslight paper pro-

duced a set of half a dozen different photographs in less than

half «D hour. They were made as follows:—The magnet (or

inagnots) was laid flat on the table or held between two blocks

of wood, .according to the result desired, and a waste negative

rested upon it. A sheet of gaslight paper would then be laid

upon the glass, and a sifting of iron filings ho made over it

as evenly as possible. On then giving the glass a slight tap

the filings would spring into the lines desired, and a light

was (turned on to the paper. The characteristic properties of

gaslight paper referred to at the beginning of this article

resulted in the negative recording every detail of the filings

to the very finest particles, and a bromide print from it needed

holding only a veiry short distance away to present a perfect

illusion of actual filings. One example is shown as an illus-

tration, and the border line and title are introduced to show

another application of the gaslight negative process.

I was asked at one, time to make a. considerable number of

prints from whole-plate negatives masked out on to larger

paper, and at the same time to introduce a simple border

and title. About a dozen or two prints were required from
each of a large number of negatives, and each border was to

be of proportions to suit each individual subject, as was also

the mask opening, so that each negative had to be treated

individually. After some experimenting, the method was
worked down to absolute simplicity; that is to say, that it

was rendered so for any comipetent bromide printer, so long

fts each point of the procedure was carefully done. If, how-
ever, a less experienced person was given part of the work to

do the results were unsatisfactory. It was found necessary

to carry out the preliminary work by skilled and conscientious

labour, although each operation is simple 'in the extreme, in

order, first, that the paper negative should give a clean black

jine without the ground printing through and still permit
of reasonable latitude in exposures; and, second, so that the
registration of the title negative with the mask for the tone
negative should bo accurate, for nothing looks worse than a

border which is neither square nor equi-distant with the edges
of the subject. The pains taken in working out the method
and in resolving it into a seuies of operations which were
simple if carefully done, resulted in an enormous saving of

Fig. 2.

time and absence of trouble and waste in the final results, and
permitted the titled prints to be produced with a veiy high-
clnss appearance on "mass-production" lines.

The actual writing of the titles was done by a dranghts-
anan. of course, who followed my instructions, as follows:
Proof prints, trimmed to the dimensions in each ca'se that
should show on the finished result, were handed to him in
'bat<ihes, each one bearing on its back the wording of the

title as well as the negative numiber. It was found that

although various tracing papers gave excellent results,

tracing-cloth resulted in cleaner lines, and the work was set

out on sheets of this cut a little larger than the prints were

to be. The negatives (mostly whole- and half-plate) were to

be masked on to 10x8 paper, and the tracing cloth was cut

to about 12x10. Figure 2 shows how the work was set out

I

TITLE.

4- 4-

Fig. 3.

on each sheet, the dotted lines representing pencil, which
was, of course, used first, and the essential lines inked in

afterwards, when the remaining pencil lines were removed
with a wad of cotton-wool and benzine. This was found to
be another point where the cloth was better than most papers.

The work was done with drawing ink, and when dry the.

tracing was placed in a retouching-desk with a strong light

behind and weak places touched up with opaque. The outside

line was drawn first, exactly 10x8, and inside that a line

representing the size of the final print after trimming. The
print was laid in correct position within this line, and the

line drawn which obviously was to be the mask opening.

Around this, at a suitable distance, was drawn the border

line, and then the title was inserted. The pencil work
finished, the tracing was tv/rned over, and the negativp

number written on it outside the 10x8 line.

It will be understood that each batch was first done right

through in pencil, then the ink work, after which the cleaning

off, when the tracing appeared as in fig. 3, and finally the

touching up with paint, ' and the other processes of

negative-making, etc., were similarly done in batches on the
" one operation-at-a-time " principle. There are several points

in connection with the inking in that require mention, and

the diagrams (which, in fact, are actual prints and negatives

made in the manner described) will help to explain them. On
the outside 10x8 line two ink lines are made, in the positions

shown, a long one at the top right-hand and a quite short one

in the right-hand centre. These are the registration lines.

The next line has the corners inked in as shown, and these

will show on the finished prints as "trimming guides" (see

also fig. 1), which, if just cut off, will ensure that the print

will be trimmed with equal and square margins, even if done

by the most inexperienced. The mask also has its corners

crossed, and all these lines should be made the very finest

that a drawing pen will give (they are drawn coarsely here

to ensure reproduction), but that end is not to be achieved

by thinning the ink, or a translucent line will result, which

is useless. If difficulty is experienced, a little burnt sienna

water-colour, mixed in without any added water, will assist

in making the line non-actinic. The border line itself, as

well as the title, may be drawn any thickness desired, but for

the rest the finer the better. The pencilled negative number

is drawn in with less meticulous care than the other work,

but it is essential that it should be of a bold character, and

reasonablv opaque also. The object of this is that th" fi"nl
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I they weri' prints. They are prcfcr-

_ .. .ind then placed face to face under
ire, »o a* to get thMn nire iind flat. The next thing is

••ke the mask*, which is thi> part of the business that

for most accurscT and i-<>iiscientiousnrws. An ecjual

i.T of sh»«t» of paper, black <ir ruby, are required, which

may be adrantageotisly a little larger one way than the paper

negative. The ^..j. . . „i this extra inch or so is that the

spare edge of the mask may be afterwards gummed to the

negative so as to form a hinge, and allow of the two being

kept tgether both iu printing and in store, and thus avoid

confusion and worn-. The first thing to do is to place the

masking paper on a sheet of cardboard, and to lay the paper
negative face up upon it. A suitaiile masking paper, by tho

way, can be got in ruby from Messrs. Butcher and in black

from Messrs. Kettle (fancy box manufacturers), of New
Oxiord Street. W.C. It is' absolutely essential that during

the next operation the two papers be not shifted in relation

to one another, and if any fear be felt on that score it is

advLsable to fast«n them together with a spot of adhesive in

the centre, and in beparating them aftern-ards it does not

nuktter if a ibit of the masking paper sticks to the negative.

All that is done while the papers are together is to pierce

them in the following places with a fine, sharj) needle:—Three

pricks along the top registration line, well apart, but takinj;

care to k>-ep them in alignment; that is to say, if one does

not (juite hit the middle of the line the first time to keep
•'. ..ther holes on the same side of the line; then two near

; J.-
•- t-r on the short registration line, and one on each

cornoT of the central mask line, that is to say, the absolute

centre of each of tlie four little crosses. All that remains to

be done after separating the two sheets again and gumnung
the two edgea, so that they are now side by .sid<> instead of

one on the c^her. is to cut ont the mask .by means of the four

pm-pricks aa guides, and to spot the negative by covering

the small crosses now with bibs of slide binder and with

opaque for any dust spots, etc., and then to stick on a strip

of stoat light-coloured paper against the pin-pricks on (the

registration lines, on both negative and mask (figs. 4 and 5).

It will l>e recogni.-ed that any inaccuracy in making these

pricks or in stickijigon the strips will be shown on the finishe<!

pictures by want of centralisation of the picture within the

bor<k>r line, but there is no real difficulty, only oare is needed.

If it is decided to dry-mount the registration-strips on. it is

advisable to pres.s b<ith the masking paper and the negative

in the hot-preas before pricking the two points, as the amount

of shrinkage in each may .not i-oincide.

The procedure of 4)rinting from these borders is as follows:

The >.t!«fi<1»rd i.xpciMirf for the paper negative is first found.

using preferably a powerful light for speed, and remembering

to give plenty rather than to skimp the exposure. The tone

tit^ativc is then laid in a cardboard carrier, .so that it will

not slip about on the printing-box, and the mask adjusted

over it. Having determined the correct exposure, preferably

not by guess, the re<|uisite number "of sheets are exposed,

feeding each one against the n-gistration stripe. It will bo

seen that having one long one and the other being only a

narrow stop piece, paper which happens to be cut not per-

fectly square will be just as correctly and easily fed. Having
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/
oxpo.-wHl the requirini nunUier of sheets on the masked

nogatirc, this is removed, and the slieets are fed nnd e.\po>od

to the lino negative.

Probably many will consider it superfluous if I add that

it is advisable to mark each sheet, so that there is no chance

of reversing the prints between the two printings, but

erperienco teaches that it is very necessary. A very good

tt-ay is to cut off a very small corner of the whole pile of

paper before printing each subject, luul always keeping the

cut corner at the top right hand in working. In praotiee also

it 'will be found lielpful to make a full-size trial in the follow-

ing way of each subject. First of all, a full sheet is expcsed

on the line paper negative, nnd is laid on one side while the

maak is arranged over the tone subject negative, which is then

shaded if required, and the best exposure found by trial strips.

This done, the previously printed sheet is exposed for the

centre land is developed. This will not only act as a check on

the accuracy of the ma.sking work, but is rather desirable when
first taking up this style of thing to give confidence. Thi'

description of the process, owing to the detail with which

each operation has been described, may seem rather compli-

cated and difficult, but, except for the fact that it is rarely

worth while doing for a very small number and shows its

advantages be.st when large quantities are required, it will

yet bo found very practical. For cases where one usually lias

letterpress printing done on mounts, with the alternatives of

having moro printed than one needs or being unable to supply
reprints, this method will be found to have great advantages,
because one can produce the actual numiber ordered without
waste, and still bo in a position Uv reprint at any time.

The same method of working is useful again when intricate

machines are photographed and a display is required of letter-

ing, describing the various parts with long arrows to each.

Instead of setting out the wording on a large .sheet of paper,

in the centre of which ia a print mounted, nnd subsequently
copying the whole, one can produce a blocked out print with
-the matter inserted by double-printing without any loss of

gradation in either the lettering or the subject, and can just

as easily reprint at any time.

One more example of the utility of the gaslight-paper

negative which has on several occasions saved time and money
will conclude this article.- A number of line blocks wert

required of diagrams of which the majority of the details weri

identical, but others, again, were to be different in each, an<

i:i some of them' the wording was to be changed in part, and
again, n^as to be in one case in a totally different language
To diaw the required number of copies of the complicate!

diagrams would Jjave entailed many days' draughtsmanship
On being consulted I h.id the first one executed completely oi.

a sheet of tracing cloth, and made a gaslight negative from
it. the size being about 12x10. Then, with a bottle of

mahogany varnish stain from the oilshop, the details that wer.

required to be altered on the second block were painted ovei

on the film side. As soon as dry a print was made on bromid'

paper on which the now mis.sing details could be drawn in

The varnish stain dries very rapidly, so that it did not tak.

long to make the whole series of prints, and in cases wlier.

a part that had been deleted was required in a subsequent

copv the varnish came off with methylated spirit. The result

ing bromide prints make admirable originals for the block

maker, and are easy to draw upon. Except in tbe ease oi

glossy bromides which may not have been very well washed

and have been dried off with spirit, there may be a littb'

reluctance to take the drawing ink, and any trouble taken t'

overcome this does not cause less delay than blotting off th-

print as it comes from the washing-water and drying it a-

near a source of heat as may be safe. Matt prints, on tli.

other hand, are better for taking colour if dried off, but wi!

then take on a more obstinate curl, with the liability to crack

on any attempt being made to straighten it out.

Many more instances could be given, but I think sufficient

has been said to enable anyone to decide whether the process

will prove u.soful to him, and, if so, how to carry it out to the

best advantage. D. Chaules.

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING OF CINEMATOGRAPH
FILMS.

To the photographer who lias not liad the good fortune to
witness this part of the preparation of a film before it is

shown on the screen, it has always seemed a huge and almost
impossible proposition.

I should like to show my profiissional brethren the similarity
to the preparing of the finished glass negative and prints to
which they have so long been accustomed.
The length of film to be developed is usually anything up

to 200 ft. and 1| in. wide. This, after having passed through
the gate of the camera is now, we will assume, in the bottom
box, or as is more generally known in the trade, the " take
up " box, this being the one into which the film is wound
after exposure.

The film is then conveyed to the dark room and there
developed in either of the two ways which are in general use
to-day. One is by means of what is known as the " pin
frame" (fig. 1).

As one can see by fig. 1, this frame, diagonally and across
the centre, has pins rivetted through the tubes. The size

of a frame to take KX) ft. is 20 in. square; or 28 in. for taking
200 ft. of film.

To -wind on to a pin frame of this description, one takes
the roll of film and folding back a jjortion, viz., 1 in., a pin
is inserted through both, thereby forming a loop which is

put over one of the four centre pins, taking groat caro that
the film is emulsion side outwards The rest is then wound
spirally and outwards, not missing a.ny of the pins nor
winding over the same pin twice and keeping the film
moderately tight.

Having reached the other end of our film, we now make

another loop as at first, and placing this over also, it is

now ready for the developing dish or flat trough whichever

Pig. L—Pm Frame for Development.

is most suitable. The size of a pin fmme dish holding
200 ft. is approximately 31 in. square and 3 in. deep. Th*,

i
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SIX' : means vi u li.a Huodeu frame (fig. 2)

Q\t" . ^ wound over .uid over up one side and

ck'" Uy on the slant. Pins placed top and
bof. -p the film from orer-lapping.

A^^iin the film is looped and pinnod over the top

edge, and amiming the wooden frame is on its winding
•tand, aa the frame is rotated one can guide the roll into

the grooTes made br the (tapies fixo<i on the top and bottom.

The sise of a flat wooden frame t.i hold 100 ft. is 32^ in.

•uMiArn and 1^ in. wide.

4 a flat frame is sini|>

_..^. J. note of warning not tu .,

to gain experience first with son

H (imaged, will not matter.

We are now ready for the deTelopittg and wo can
•.her ii!M> the flat trough or 'icriL'lit tank. For pin framoe,

lick, but J would here

:i<.e with a new film but

old stock film which, if

ttf. i.^Tnm» fw Wtadlog Film for DrrdopoMat.

it troughs are Be«riT always ummI For flat frames, wa can
<« both.

\s regards dereloper, any good metnl-b^dr^qaiaoiM
<\ »aitablp for Kodak film will do. An all-ronnd
;>or for topical*. l>oth nettativi- and ooaitivc is:—
Metol

HrdroTfuinono I

''' t- .. >itulphit<> . '

-• !a eaiionate errst.

... •:^ts wiU he snfl)< i.-tji.

i Hm.
I.MO OBS,

>S gallons Imp. approx.)

> aOO>ft. frame: for 100 ft.

<ta. Be snre to taku the temperature accurately

Fit 1.—Wsodsa OsvsiopiBC rrame oa lis Wladlog Staad.

beforn placing the frame in the devatoper, the correct and
b' '70 deg. F. Norroally-ezpoMd film will then
d' \y in .I to 7 min«. As to the raising of the tem-

perature in winter, my reader will no doubt be in a position

to supply the necessary appliances, but a good method is by
means of a non-luminorus electric radiatco* '\nth voa-iaible

resistance.

Two methods can be used for the development of film. It

can be {dinii^ed into the trough and judged by inspection,

i

Pif. I.— Frame in Dcrelopisc Disb.

or by cutting o4l a portion of, tity, six inches previous to

winding on the frame and devMoping separately. By the

latter method are can judge the best time to allow the re-

mainder to secnre the beat result, especially if we have cut

that six inches again into four and allowed each piece to

remain in the developer for a longer time.

After th« Aim has been developed it will be subjected to the

tamo trestaent as an ordinary plate—tbat is well washed

tig. S.- Upright DeirelopiBC Tank for Several Wooden Frames.

and transferred to the acid hypo bath. The Kodak formula

for this latter is :—
Hypo
Hot wiater ...

When dissolved add the following solution

:

Crystal I i»e<l soda sulphite

Powdered Hlum ...

Acetic a' id

Water . . 2^ pU.

20 lbs.

67 pts.

8 OKS.

8 OES.

8 ozs.
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It remains in this bath witli oorasional movement to pre-

vent oxidation for 15 to 20 minutes, when it should ho com-

pletely fixed, provided the bath is at full strength.

The film is then transferred to tlie washing tank and

washed in running water for one hour. From this, the film

can be then transferred bac-k to the holder of the flat wooden

frame and used for drying by keeping it spinning ,by hand,

taking care that no damage results from the water thrown

off; and care must be exercised to avoid dust.

This would not be much use commercially, so a motor-

driven circular dnuu upon which the film is wound, emulsion

side outwards, is arranged. It is a light cylindrical wooden

cage revolving on a control shaftfng. To place the film upon

it, one end is detached from the frame, and socui^ely pinned

to one of the laths; again I must mention that caution

—

ermdsion side outwards. Then, pushing the drum slowly

away from you, guide the film which unwinds from the frame

so that it spaces itself properly upon the drum slats without

either undue tightness or slackness, and fasten the other end

as at the beginning.

A drying <kum capable of holding 500 ft., turned by an

electric moU^&i 150 r.p.m., will dry in 25 minutes in a
room of 80 degree-s. After the film is dry it is then rewound
by a re-winder and is ready for printing.

Printing.

The beginner in cinematography need not fear this part of

the process any more than the taking and preparing of the

negative'.

Printing the cinematograph negative film is much the

same as taking a print from an ordinary phot<>graphif

negative, in that the emulsions of both must he in contact

;

but what we require is a series of continuous sot of prints or

positive films each showing or rppvodiifiiisr that ditTi'iciiro of

Fig. 6.—<;ontinnottS Printer.

action which wo secured with the camera. There are two
methods in use for this, one being by means of a continuous
and the other by a step-by-step printer.
The continuous printer carries (fig. 6) a double arm for the

negative and positive film, both of which jxiss in front of

the cxiM>sure aperture to which is fa.stened a pressure gate

keeping the two films in contact, and from there over a con-

tinuous moving sprocket and into a suitable receptacle such

as a film bin. This machine is u.sually scre^ved to a partition

wall or box in front of an aperture behind which a light

Fig. 7.— Step-b.v-Step Printer.

is placed. The light is adiustahle as regards its distance
from the film.

Need it be mentioned that the only bright light that
should reach the film must be through the aperture gate,
with the exception of the orange light used in front to
work with. This is the most suitable form and preferable to
ruby.

Cheap continuous printers are usually operated by hand,
but for serious work a l-16th h.p motor can be attached.
Exposure can then be altered in three ways, viz., by the
speed of motor, altering the candle power of lamp and
shifting the distance of light-source from the film or gate
aperture. Commereially the practice usually adopted is i<i

keep the running rate and light the same, and adjust the
exposure by shifting the light backwards and forwards only.
The step-by-step machine (fig. 7) is very similar in

working to the cinematograph camera. The rolls of negative
and positive are placed upon their respective rollers on the

top. Tlien, threading them over the top sprocket with th>

perforations engaging the teeth of the same, we pass both
with their emulsion sides in contact down through the gate,
leaving a loop above and below the bottom sprocket and
finally thread on to their respective rollers on the bottom for

rewinding.

The printer is divided into two compartments. The lower
contains the motor and a system of pulleys by which the
different speeds may bo obtained and also further controlled
by another regulating switch. The upper compartment con-
tains the lamp and is lined with asbestos. The latter is

fitted on a slide controlled by a lever on a quadrant fixed

in the front of the machine, and allows the lamp to bo
moved any distance from 2 in. to 10 in. from the printing
window. This is further controlled by a regulating switch
giving six variations of the light from 16 c.p. to 50 c.p.

When the door is closed the compartment is light-tight and
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-rfet-tlj. ventilated. The gate a)»'rture i« of ftUI siw, .via.,

I ill. aii<! ] in., and the ot-tiial printing of each picture

ihU*'- '.'hiio vhilc the film is !>tat: >nar\ iu the gate, as a
lamp and film oorera

; reaches the films at
doMiri.i: !> by the claw movement

!ar to tluit in the camera and nn-

V the now M>ction is in position.

: cd to l>c> i|iii.ker, as by the comUina-

tit u: tuix* pulU\» and rvgiilatm.: roaiiitaure. the .'{>eed of

the film at the printing aperture may be varied, from 8ti :

500 pictures per minute, "the machine may be run with
perfect safety at this speed, at which the output of one
machine is over 1.7.50 ft. per hour.
There is also a means for altering the masking of the

picture, a necessity where one is printing different film.'i

ihat have been taken by several models of cameras. Having
secure<l the print, the development of it is now the same
as for the original negative.

P. Kino.

USING BIRTH RECORDS TO HELP BUSINESS.

[In iho following note, put)li-..<| in a recent iuue of " American Photography" an American professional worker
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Sgppote tliat h>

• phoning n>'ighbours of the parenta

"n are still living. And then aup-
!« out to the parents some two
lild't birthday a circular letter,

•1 o«t Mid paiAgrsphed, aad resding something

'OS on your son's second birthday! It will

> nrra<iim trlicn yoar son reaches the second

Ullle^tono in his career on next Tucs<lay. And from then on,

ol course, ii will »«eni as though his birthdays come faster and
faitter. Soon, all too soon, he will be in long trousers—will •

reach lus majority. When yoiir son is twenty-one, will you
lie ablr to rememl>er the way he looks now? Children so

quickly gron- up '. Mother's baby so soon becomes a full-grown

man ' Why not catch and retain for ever his present cute-

Uf'f, miisonieness and sweetness' Why not celebrate your
•on'", second birthday by having his picture taken at this

itndi.. nowr Certainly there is no time like, the present for

lie picture of a baby. Do it now ! We arc specialising

"graphs of babies, and our friends tell us that we are

•ecuring splendid results. We're sure you will like the pictures

we take of your son. Step round to our studio any tim«
and look over our interesting collection of baby pictures,

among whom you'll probably find the offspring of some of your
friend* or relatives. Or better, call us ii^ and make an
appointment. There isn't the slightest doubt in the world

that if you have your baby's picture taken now you will ha
immensely glad of it in the years to come J. L. Smith,
Blank Studio, etc."

Kuppote that the photographer varies the letter appro-

priately if the child happens to be a girl, and suppose that

rvery day he posts from twenty to fifty letters of this

character. Would not the use of such an interesting, novel

am) attention riveting direct mail advertising stunt as this

be calculated to make all parents sit up and take notice?

And wouldn't such a »tunt be certain to bring in a lot of

additional business to the enterprising photographer who is

engineering the proposition? As has beon stated before, folks

arc always interesteid in babies, and, natjirally, they are much
more interested in their own Aiildren tluin in the children of

other people Consequently, when a letter of such a character

as ' ing is received by any parents, the natural thing

for \o would br to preserve the letter and to talk the

wt ltr^gTw ikeriously.

Onr ran imagine the sort of conversation that might occur

bctw.'fii father and mother:—Father (with a pleased smile):
• Weir, our Hon must be getting to be pretty well known when
a stranger knows all abont the time when his birthday occurs."

Mother: " I'm curious to learn how they found out about his

birthday. Do yron suppose some friend told them? " Father :

" I haven't the slightest idea. But I toll you what I'll do —
I'll drop in there and ask them." Mother (smiling): I know
just exactly what you mean by that^you moan you'll go down
there and talk about baby to the photographer, and end up
by making an appointment to have baby's picture taken 1

"

Father (anabashed) :
" Of course, that's what I intend to do!

We surely ought to have a picture taken of him on h^> birth-

day." Mother: ' But you know that ahcn we talked about

having the photograph taken we spoke of going to Brown,
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who tixjk our wedding picture." Father: "We should fret

about Brown. I like this man Smith's enterprise. Ho deserves

something for reminding us that wo ought to have the baby's

picture taken. So we'll go there."

Wouldn't this be just about the sort of conversation occur-

ring in the families of people receiving the letters? And
wouldn't it be certain that many of the folks receiving the

letters would make it a point to act on the suggestion con-

Teyed to them and have their infants' pictures taken at once?
It wouldn't be e hard proposition, nor an expensive matter

to put a promotion plan of this sort into effect. It would

take only a small space of time each day to look up the right

birth records for that day and to ascertain the present con-
dition of the family by telephoning. As the letters would all

be of the same form the actual work of mailing out the letters

would be 'very small indeed. And whatever amount of time
or work wa.s involved in putting the scheme into work,
wouldn't it all be very much worth while, in view of the
increased business, the increased prestige and the great
amount of word-of-raouth advertising which the photographer
would secure through the operation of the plan? Try it

and .see. Frank H. Williams.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND PROCESSES.

[The fifth annual volume of reports upon progress in the various branches of chemical manufacture, issued by the
Society of Chemical Industry, includes, as did the preceding issues, a report on photographic materials and processes. This
is again by Mr. R. E. Oowther, A.I.C., who (writing early in the present year) reviews the literature, published during the
year 1920, representing original contributions to the technical improvement of processes of making negatives and positive
prints, orthochromatics and colour photography, cinematography and photo-mechanical processes, and also the methods of
research and measurement which are generally described as " sensitometry. " Inasmuch as these reports are, so to speak, a
series of annual stocktakings of what has been done during the twelve months preceding the issue of the volume, we have
naturally wished to give them a place in our pages, since no other publication of the year so well reviews what has been
done in reference to the current state of knowledge. As regards the references to original sources of publication, it

should be explained that the contraction "J" denotes the fortnightly "Journal" of the Society of Chemical Industrv
in which are published abstracts of the chief papers relating to photography from the chemical standpoint. Eds. " B.J."']

(Continued from- page 462.)

Panchromatic and Colour Photography-.

The theoretical considerations which affect the ortho-

chromatism of the results obtained on " self-screened " ortho-

chromatic plates have been enumerated by Lijppo-Cramer."
It is pointed out that by suitable variation of the exposure

and development of such plates, it is possible completely to

reverse the photographic effects of blues and yellows. Inasmuch
as "depth" development give the truest orthochromatic

renderings on these plates, efficient anti-halation backing is a

sine qud non of correct technique. A fair amount of material

has been published on the application of the isocyanines and
allied dysetuffs as colour-sensitisers, and it is interesting to

note that the property of conferring extra sensitiveness on an
emulsion has been cited as evidence of chemical constitution."

W. J. Pope and W. H. Mills have given an account of their

researches on the isocyanines," which result from the alkali

hydroxide condensation of quinoline alkiodides witfh quinaldine
alkiodides, and on the carbocyanines," prepared by the con-

densation of two molecules of a quinaldine alkiodide' with one
molecule of formaldehyde under the influence of alkalis. The
original papers should be consulted for details as to the methods
of preparation and examination of the dyes investigated. As
far as the sensitising properties of the isocyanines are con-

cerned, the following conclusions may be recorded:—1.1'-

dimethylisocyanine iodide possesses powerful sensitising proper-

ties, and the maxima for the extra-sensitiveness conferred

lie at 6850 and 5350; the positions of these maxima are only

slightly affected by the introduction of other methyl groups.

The whole spectrograph curve is rendered more uniform by
the introduction of a methyl group in the 6-position and the

maxima are depressed by introducing a third methyl group
in the 6'-position or three methyl groups in the

2'.6.6'-positions. The total induced sensitiveness, diminishes

steadily as the molecular weight of the dye increases.

The substitution of methyl by ethyl leads to a no,table

diminution in the sensitiveness for red and green
light. The diethyl compound (1.1') is affected similarly to

the l.l'-dimethyl derivative by the introduction of a methyl

'Phot. Rand.," 1920, 57, 129,
«. W. H. Mills and others. " Chem. Soc. Trans.," 1920, 117.
•1; "J.," 1920, 5«*, 685A; 1921, -tU
-J. Phot. J.," 1920, 60, 183; " J.," 1920, 468i.
51. ' Hiiil," 253; "J.," 1920, 802a.

579, 1035.

group into the G-position or into the 2'-position, indicating a
definite relation between the sensitising action and the
chemical constitution. The introduction of a cyano or a phenyl
radicle into the 2'-positiQn practically annuls the strong sensi-
tising action of the l.l'-dialkylisocyanine iodide, a fact which,
taken in conjunction with the modern views on the interaction
of light waves with compounds consisting of two basis groups
one saturated and the other unsaturated—connected by a
chain of conjugated ethylenic linkages, leads to the conclusion
that all the 2', 8', and 4'-substituted isocyanines will prove to

be feeble sensitisers.

In the carbocyanine series, the most important member of
which is Sensitol Red (Pinacyanol), the derivatives generally
exhibit a decrease in sensitising action as the size of the sub-
stituent group increases. It is suggested that the type dis-

tinction between the isocyanines and the carbocyanines lies in

the coupling of two quinoline residues by the link : CH— in

the former case, and by the conjugate chain :CH.CH:CH—
in the latter. The multiplication of the number of units of

the constitution : CH— , which occurs in the carbocyanine is

accompanied by an extension of the extra-sensitisation far

into the red region of the spectrum-. Although for obvious
reasons no variations in the method of applying the dyes to

the plate were tried, it would no doubt greatly increase our
knowledge of sensitisation mechanism if the opportunity
afforded by the possession of what must constitute a unique
range of homologous substances, were taken, and an investiga-

tion in such media as collodion, etc., carried out.

H. Barbier"^ has described the methods of preparation of

dimethyl- and diethyl-amino derivatives of the condensation
products of quinolines, quinaldines, and lepidines, all of which
are stated to bo of interest as photographic colour-sensitisers,

and L. E. Wise and E. Q. Adams have been granted patents
covering Pinaverdol" and the l.l'.2'.6.6'-pentamethyl deri-

vative of isocyanine." The latter compound, however, does

not appear to be of outstanding value (vide ").

The addition of Auramine to the dyes which are generally •

used for colour-sensitising has been found by F. F. Renwiok
,

and 0. Bloeh"' to yield improved results by enhancing the
;

32. " Ball. Soc. Chim.," 1920, 87, 427j " J.," 1920, 5284. ,

33. TJ.S.P., 1,338,546; "J.," 1920, 502a. J

34. U.S.P., 1,338,349; " J.," 1920. 602a. (jJ
35. "Phot. J.," 1920, 60, 145; "J.," 1920, 428a. 'H
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positive film is ' ruled " by exposure under a symmetrical
grating, so that the lines on one side correspond with the
-.paces on the other. By printing on this film from colour-
sensation negatives and then toning the images (and rulings)
to the complementary colours, a natural coloured additive
picture is obtained when the film is viewed by transmission
(projection). Provided thet in successive pictures tho screen
pattern docs not always occupy identical areas, the process
should give excellent results.

The substitution of a blue filter for the green one during a

portion of the exposure of the green sensation negative in
two-colour cinematography—the more distant the object being
photographed the greater is the proportion of the exposure
through «uch blue filter—has been patented by L. F.
Douglass"; whilst W. V. D. Kelley" has patented the
expedient of giving an unscreene<l partial exposure when
taking colour-sensation cinematograph negatives. Both the.se

modifications, to carry out which will entail, unfortunately,
complications in the apparatus, should lead to more har-

monioua renderings of the projected images. In additive

colour work not primarily intended for cinematography,
phenol-formaldehyde condensation products have been recom-
men<ie<l as component* of tho " screen " by M. Wieland"; the
ability to withstand somewhat rough usage, coupled with their

insolubility, renders such products eminently suitable for the

purpose. The use of fine transparent grains of magnesium
carbonate, a* proposed by T. Silbermann," does not appear so

promising, as very efficient waterproofing protection would
have to be applied over the grains in order to prevent their

being attacked by the solution* which are used for reversal

of the image in non-*ymmetrical soreen-plate colour

photography.

It is pointed out by P. R. Kdgel" that many of the benso-

pyriliuni 'Biithocyan) compounds occurring in flower* are

<ulficionti\ lii^lit'scnaitivo for use in the bleach-out process.

o-Ancthol vrui found to sensitise several otherwise unsuitable

colour* of this class, and by reason of its sensitisation to light

by thio*inamine it is concluded that Rhodamine S is consti-

tu' related to cyanidino chloride—a further instance

of ration of photo-sensitiveness in the itudy of

chemicB. .xuistitution. The same worker" has detailed tho

condition; which it is necessary to observe in order to obtain

prints in colour by the use of coloured enolic compounds. A*

the mordant dye process of producing coloured images is

likely to become of increasing importance in natural colour

[Mi<iitJvo work, it is of interest to note that F. E. Ives"

roved hia motliod of bleach-mordanting the silver imagt>

a translucent or transparent result may be obtained

at will.

Poalttve Proceaaes and Afier-Trealmenta.

A method of measuring the gloss of photographic printing

n>n«r< whioh depends upon the polarisation of reflected light

II described by K. Kieser," and F. Formstecher" has

..... ...od the well-known cros*ed-wedge process in such a way

as to make it of relatively easy application to the determina-

tion of tho characteristic curve of printing-out paper*. The

la*t-named worker has al*o published" the results of his

researches on the colour of the image* given by printing-out

paper*. He confirms Chapman-Jones' contention that the

odloiui^a function of the si*e of the precipitated silver par-

ticles; tall finds that emulsions having a low citric acid con-

tent give bine images, whilst redder and softer results are

obtsin.d as the proportion of this acid increases. G. Staess"

propose* to increa.'e tho stcepneaa of gradation of the print

when using printing-out paper by interposing between the

negative and the paper a thin film of gelatine or collodion

46 n.s.p ijasjM: " J.," ino, U6i.* uIp.. l^^l -i'." WM. Ml. U.8.P-. 1.3a6.aM;

4*. B.P.. 137.608; " J.." 1«0, XBi.
«. G P. J'.300«; -l.r 1919. ««*•,, „ ,.,

1«0. i7, a*; "J.," IMO, 683*.

,1, Ji2; "J.," 19M, 4274.

Col. Sop..'' 19M, 43.

m..' :««. «. 367: "J.," 19M. 83*.

:<O0, j7, 1911 " J-." 1»>0. ***»
•.Voch ," 19a0. S3; "J.," 1930, «40».

54. OP. liAfie:, J.," ino. 3»».

1920, U6t-
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uained with feme ihiocvauato, il.e colour of which is bleached

inversely in proportion to the opacities of the negative being

printed" R Xamias" recommends the addition of small

omounts of alkali to the sensitising bath used in the carbon

process with the object of obtaining papers which exhibit

.nhnnced keeping qualities. Before printing, the alkali is

neutralised by fuming the paper in the vapour of a volatile

acid, e.g., acetic acid.
, •

»

A prussiate paper which also exliibit« pronounced resistance

to deterioration on being stored in the dark, can be prepared,

according to E. Bertsch," by the addition of 10-20 per cent,

of an alkali oxalate to en alkali ferric oxalate before treat-

ment with ferricyanide. The colour of the image changes

during printing through various shades of green and blue to

a vellowish grey, and on washing it is claimed that pure white

lines on an intense blue ground are obtained. The prepara-

tion of a duplicating stencil by photographic means has been

patented by 8. J. Walters." The process, which is likely to

find a fairly wide application provided a composition is used

capable of "withstanding the "handling" which the mking

imposes, is virtuelly the transference of a carbon print to a

support of fine texture through which the duplicating ink will

pass when rolled up in the ordinary way.
. , , .

\ most important step in the sphere of practical photo^

graphv has been made by the introduction of the so-called

'• dye" impression process,"" which is the outcome of several

years' experimental work by F. W. Donisthorpe. Briefly, the

process consists in making a negative on any suitable base-

either rigid, pliable, opaque, or transparent—treating this

negative with a solution which induces selective absorption of

dye immersing thereafter in a suitable dye solution, and after

a brief rinse, transferring the dye image to a gelatine- or

baryta-coated support by a short time contact under slight

pressure The transfe;red print is then rapidly dried to

prevent diffusion of the dye, with consequeni loss of definition

in the finer details. Apart from the obvious economy and con-

venience of such a process, it is evident that since only surface

images are necessary, only the under-exposure portion of the

characteristic curve of the sensitive negative material need

be used, and thus an emulsion of ordinary speed (m the tl.

and D. sense) becomes one of extreme rapidity; the develop-

ment process is shortened, and the positive results exhibit

sufficient accuracy of tonal rendering to allow of the process

being applied for "most work. In addition, the range of colours

of the positives is practically Unlimited, being dependent only

on the availability of suitable dyes.
.

Very little has been published relative to the toning ot

photographic images, but the papers of R. Namais" on com-

bined selenium and sulphur toning, of J. Durbreton on the

combination of nickel and cobalt ferricyanide, and of J. M.

Blaney," who converts the silver image to a tin salt which acts

as a mordant for dyes, are worthy of note.
, , •, •

J W Pilkington" advocates the use of barium, sulphide in

lieu of •' liver" of sulphur in the so-called cold-toning process,

which still finds much favour amongst professional photo-

graphers. It is claimed by C. Schleussner A -G." that the

brown tones obtained by bleaching a developed print, either

before or after fixing, with a solution containing mercuric

chloride and potassium bromide and subsequently treating

with a hypo bath containing a lead salt, are fast to light, the

fastness to other influences is not stated, but previous

experience of lead toning processes does not encourage one to

place much reliance on the all-round permanence of the toned

''"''^®^-
Raymond E. Crowtber, A.I.C.

(To be concluded.)

•J.," 1920, aOTA.
57 •' II Progressio Foto.," 1915, 208;

58. G.P. 320,891; " J.," 1920, 676a.

69. XJ.8.P. 1,321,931; " J.," 1920. 248a.

60. "Phot. J.," 1920, SO. 119; " J;;
" ^??°,'Ji^\«.

61. "II Progressio Foto.." 1914; "J.,'
"f,

136a

62.
• Bull. Soc. Franc. Phot.," 1916, 6, 304; J., 1920, 136i

63. U.S.P. 1,351,902; " J.," 1920, 314a.

64. " Brit. J. Phot.," 1920', 67, 14.

65. G.P. 318,503; " J.," 1920, 428A.

FOX TALBOT ilEMORIAL FUND.

As recently announced in our columns, in a letter from the president

Dr. G. h" Rodman, the Royal Photographic Society is establishing

a fund for the purpose of providing a memorial to William Henry

Fox Talbot, from whose researches in the early part of the last

century the present-day processes of photogiapliy have originated.

It is proposed that the memorial should take the shape of a stained

glass window, to be placed in the church of Lacock, Wiltshire.

Lacock has been the home of the Talbots for many generations, and

it was there that Fox Talbot carried out his work. The following

donations have been received :—Alex. R Hogg, Belfast. 10s. 6d. ;

A. E. Mayhew Chatham, 2». 6d.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

September 10 to October 8.—London Salon of Photography. Lateft

day for entries August 3jl. Particulars and entry form from

the Hon. Secretary, London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pal'

Mall East, London, S.W.I.

September 19 to October 29.—Royal Photographic Society. Latest

date for entries August 26 (carrier). August 27 (hand). Par-

ticulars and entry forms from the Secretary, Royal Photo-

graphic Society, 36, Russell Square, London, W.C.I.

December 3 to 17.—Scottish Photographic Circle. Hon. Secretary,

W. S. Crocket, 10, Parkgrove Terrace, Tollcross, Glasgow.

1922.

February 14 to 17.—Exeter Camera Club. Particulars from C.

Beauchamp Hall, Hon. ' Exhibition Secretary, Exeter Camei -i

Club, " St. Denys," Bellevue Road, Exmouth.

Patent News.

Proettt patents—applioatiom and specificationt—art treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, July 25 to 30 :

—

Emulsion Coating.—No. 19,955. Coating photographic films,

paper, etc. Kino-Film Co. and C. Munch.

Colour Photography.—No. 20,436. Colour photography. Colour

Photograiphy, Ltd., and J. F. Shepherd.

Colour Photography. —No. 19,946. Colour photography. Sir

C. S. Forbes.

Stereosoopy.—No. 20,175. Optical device to obtain stereoscopic

images. A. J. Tonpillier.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

Thete tpecifications are obtainable, price Is. each, post free, from

the Patent Office, S5, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

Abbial Cameras.-No. 165,181 (March 19, 1920).-The invention

comprises the combination with an ordinary aenal camera of

/Z.

Fig. 3.

two panoramic cameras having circular focal pine* and mounted

so that their lenses swing in planes parallel to the optical axis

of the aerUl camera, and at right angles or other suitable angle
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^ 1

I
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'<" ' :i bvfore acceptance.

llvnoriN <iT«.—No. 166 f'" FSm-deTelaptDg aMaratiu.
H C I

Trade Names and Marks.

UABKS PLACED OS TBB RSOISTKR.
Tkt following nuxrkt Mat* httn flr.red en tht rtguttr:—
' ' 408,726. Phot. .'»phic film* ami phn»o;;r»p'ii

.

CUm 1, and n>.>.'lo in Eaet fsamn.-! W;!:.. ..

"pi*>, i.r»ng« M'oHa. The Broaihnfty, Laigh-on-Sen. ?Vbh>

raaaafeolTO of pbalocr»phic appliaaew.

!* .\. (Orvic*).— N'o. 4CK -.vphtc camera*, lensc*. and
nOtm piKi»og«»phic »p|. i in CU« 8. and all made

r.*--- t. Sarnnei Wiiiiam lup:.;. i^ranga Worka, The Bkrwd-
i.««gh-o»8e», EtaB, m mufactorer o( photographic

-No. 401,479. rh..s..Tapbic paper made in Eaex.
~wnaei nmuun Obpley. OrMige Works, T " "vray, L(«g>i-

'>o-Ae», Vmmn, maaolaotorar of p^iotographi *,

-r,i,r.-.,r. 401,OM. (Xnematogmph ac:U Uat«Tn projec-

' :. .. chlded in CiMm 31, fUme (or r\hibition and

lantern alidee. George Aniierson Wiiiiaiu Ueiitium. 44, Oliippen
ham Road, Maida Hill, London, \V.9, ciiiematograprii apparatu-
manufacture!'.

NivnxE AND Xevillb (D«vic»).—No. 392,085. PhotographiL
(apor. photogniphs, pbotogiafibic mounts, portraits, poettcards t

and paintings, all being goods included in CDasa 39. Neville and I

N'evUle, 1, TUley's Ohambera, 22, Blaokott Street, Newcaatle-on- '

Tj'ne, art photographers and miniature painters.

Susie.—Xo. 403,381. Chemical substancee used in mauuiaetures
photography, or philosophical reaearoli. Watson and Son.-^

(Kleotro-Medical), lid., Sunic House, 43, Parker Street, Kings-
way, London, W.C.2, monafaoturers.

LiTMSx.—No. 404,987. Pliotograpliic plates, photographic film.'.

and photographic chemicals. Lumex, Ltd., 31, Dame Street.

Doblin. Ireland, mauufactorers of and de<ilei's in photographic,
optical and sdentific apparatus.

LvMBX.—No. 404,989. Photographic jiaper, photographic albums.

and photographic mounte included in Class 39. Luincx, Ltd., 31.

Dame Street, Dublin, Ireland, manufaoturers of and dealers ii.

photographic, o(<iica] and scientific apparatus.

EciiPSB.—No. 413,813. Photogi-uphic plates and photograni
(ilnis. Th« Imperial Dr>- Plate Co., Ltd., Asliford Road, Crj ;

wood, London, X W.2. manufacturers of photographic matcinis

APPLICATIONS FOR REOISTRATIOS.
TREr. ("As DE TstriE ').—Xo. 415,911. Photographic

cht:i .\v» and films. Grieshaber Kr^res & Cie., also

trading *• .Soci^te des Produits Photo^^raphiqiies " As de
Trefle, ' 27. Roe da Quatre-Septembre, Paris, France, manufac
tureri. June 3, 1921.

TitniT.—No. 415,981. Photographic cameras. Kdmond Francis

Stratton, 1. Cedar ."-treet. South Norwalk, State of Connecticut,

United States of .\niorica, mannfactuivr. Jnne 8, 1921.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

LcuAi, XoTJCT.—Notice is given of the di»M)lation of the partner-

ship between Charle? .-^tuart, deceased, and .Vrchie Stuart, carry

ing on biifiiness at ph'tovTaphenP, at 47-49, Brompton Road, Koti

• inKton, and 159, Hi^ii IU>ad, Balhani, S.W. under the style of

.Stuart; at 191, Brmnp'.:! Road, Kensington, under the style of

.S«*rle; and at 166, Huh Street. Kensington, under the style of

.Saudin. All debts duo to and owing by the late firm will be re-

ceived and paid by Archie Stuart, who will continue to carry on

iho >.n<iiiiii> iiTider the same name*.

NEW COMPANIES.
Ci.ia PHOio-iH-H-HEB, Ltd.—This private company was i'. -

lered m. July 30. with a capiul of £500 ii: 500 " A " and 2 <i'«;

• B shares' of Is. •••ich and 1,508 " C " shares of 58. each.

Object* : To acquire I lie busineisi of proprietors and publishers of

tbr niajtaziiic kii'.wii a« the " Club Pluito;,'rapher," carried on at

9, Ebcrle .Street, Liverpool. The first dire<tor» are :—O. E. Peachey

(chairman and inanat'iiiK' director). Beau Desert, Hightown
;

J.

Rowatt, Clifton, Forn.by ; W. H. Gleave, no address given; W. H
Marquia, HJgbground, Heswall ; W. O. Reed, 5, Falkland Road,

Wallasey. No person is eligible as direetor unices he i.s a membir

of the Liveqiool Amat-nr Photographic Association. Qualification.

100 alMM, Remuncmtion as fixed by the company. Secretary :

\ , iOSlaave. Registered Office : 9, ElMsrle Street, Liverpool.

Wo nnderatand that the above company has been formed in

, l.i to put the business of publishing the " Club Photographer
"

.,u ill independent basis. The Liverpool Amateiir Photographic

Aasociation is, throtigh its tmsteea, a shareholder in the company.

. l.r,< Tt .T "1
"

^___

Mn W. i.AsoLOT VlsDJO, the writer of the serie.o of articles,

•• Photography for tho Newspapers," which have just app.are<l in

our mat* from Jolv 8 to 29, recently resigned his position ae art

editor of the " Sunday Pictorial " to take up his residence in tho

T'tiiteJ States, and has now been rppointod ait .-lit-r f,., \ho

•V.I' known newspaper proprietor. Mr. W. R. Hccr."
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New Books.

Sromo CoNSTRncTioN.—In devoting an issue to the design, eon-

clrucUon and equipment of photographic studios, tbe editor of the
' Photo-Miniature " has had the good fortune to enlist the ser-

vices of Mr. Prinkwater Butt, who, as a professional architect as

well as a photographer, writes with an authority <>a this subjitt such

as few may claim to possess. It is inevitable that the ground tra-

versed by Mr. Butt should be much the same as that of the little

manual, " The Portrait Studio," issued by our own publishers.

The difference in treatment between the two, is, however, quite

sufficient to justify the purchase of one manual by those who
already have the other. The issue, which i."! No. 182. is published

in this oonntry by Messrs. Houghtons, price Is. 8d. ; in the

United St-ates by Messrs. Tennant and Ward, 103, Park Avenue,

New York, price 40 cents.

PnoTOonAPHio Abstuacts.—The second issue of this quaiierly

publication of the Scientific and Technical Group of the Royal

Photographic Society shows the compilers getting into their stride.

Tho issue contains 260 abstracts (as compared with 97 in the first

issue) of articles, communications, patent spocific^itions, etc.. relat-

ing to the various branches of photography, cinematography,

radiography and photo-mechanical processes. A great deal more

than painstaking industry is displayed in the preparation of this

rcsmne of current progress in these widely scattered fields of work.

Mr. B. V. Storr, M.Sc. F.I.C., who has been appointed editor,

shows a refined sense of proportion in the space which he allots

to the abridgments of the various items, and makes e.xcellent use

of variations of type-sett ing in pursuing this policy. Although

the publication lays it.=elf out to record the more recondite papers

dealing with sensitometric methods and with the theory of photo-

graphic process, it must not be ignored that .new devices and
methods of practical photography occupy a considerable propor-

tion of its pages. For e.xample, the current issue traces, in a

series of abstracts, the stages of the process of desensitising plates

for development in white or bright light, from its initiation by
Dr. Liippo-Cramer during the course of last year. Other " prac-

tical " items relate to the toning of prints, and we are interested

in noticing that a French patent has been taken out for the use

of sulphoxy-phosphates as odourless substitutes for sulphide in

the sepia toning process. It is scarcely too much to claim for the

publication that it puts before the student in a compact form the

subject matter of the photographic and scientific Press of the

entire world which comes within the scope of "photography,"
employing that term in the widest possible sense. Moreover, the

exact bibliographical form of the abstracts enables the student to

consult the original sources of publication. The Scientific and
Technical Group of the Royal Photographic Society need not point

to any other work than that which it has accomplished in this

publication in order to justify its formation, or to claim a still

larger measure of support by members of the Society. Members
of the Group receive " Photographic Abstracts " aa one of their

privileges of membership. Those who are not within its member-
ship may obtain " Photographic Abstracts " post free for 10s. per

annum, or for 2s. 8d., post free, per single issue.

Photo-Analysis in the Commercial World.—Employers adver-

tising in the " situations vacant" columns of the daily Press

appear now to be making it a rule to ask applicants to send their

photographs. Years ago " Please .send photo., which will be re-

turned," was a request somewhat rare, but it is common enough
to-day, as undoubtedly a photographic portrait gives an impression

of personality which a letter alone cannot always give. A writer

in the " Daily Chronicle." who calls attention to the growing
demand for portraits, states that in the United States the alert

busineos man has gone a step farther. He has a photograph filed

with the corresponden'ce of all members of his staff with whom he
is in regular touch only by letter. So when the chief in New Y'ork

writes to his traveller Smith in Arkansas he calls for Smith's photo
graph as well as Smith's last letter. From the photograph he sees

again what manner of man Smith is, and tunes his communication
according to Smith's enthusiastic features or—if it be Jones—in a

sergeant-major vein.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
TflESDAY, August 16.

Hackney P.S. "Snow Photography." W. Selfe.

Scottish C.W.S.C.C. (Glasgow). Lecturette.

Wednesday, August 17.

Bradford Phot. Soc. Evening Excursion to Calverley or Rawdon
Woods.

Thursday, August 18.

Hammersmith (Hampshire House) P.S. Pitfalls in Photography
C. E. Altrop.

Kinning Park Co. -op. S<jc. Open Night.
North Middlesex P.S. " Pictorial Ideals." M. 0. Dell.

SaturdaYj August 20.

Kinning Park Co. -op. Soc. Outing to Possil Marsh and Cadder.
Manchester Amateur Phot. Soc. Ramble to Mobberley.
North Middlesex PS. Outing—Wimbledon Common.
Scottish C.W'.S.C.C. T.lasgow). Outincr tn Curmunnock and

District.

CROYDON CAMERA. OLUB.
-Ur. H. p. C. Harpi.r trod the boards last week, the event beiue
notified by a secret^irial iLlustrated announcement in oodours on the

notice board. It is repix>duced on a greatly reduced scale as a

^tf|g'<3ia^>"oom
typical example of Mr. SelloTs' way of iiitimaitinig future events,

and also as an excellent likeness of the wizard depicted, albeit some-

what dwarfed as regards jwrtions of his piotorial peinson.

Mr. Harpur chatted on seveira.l subjects, not consecutively in

hackneyed faslvion. but in interwoven manner, rendering it difficult

at times to unravel the threads of oohereuce. One leajTit at the

stai* that he habituaJly uses tabloids to assist operations, and they

certainly seemed to give uniformly good results. The word
' tabloid," he was careful to point out, is the " patented " trade

mark of Messrs. BiuToaigilis and Wellcome, and denotes a com
pressed pi'ei>ai"ation, which may be handed down as an heirloom

without fear of deterioration.

He had recently tried their new sepia toner and found it very

good, one tabloid being sufficient for at least six 10 by 8 prints, am!

possibly jiiany more. The action is slow, enabling toning to be

^toprped at any required stage, and with subjects not presenting;

muoh contrast (when " doable-tones " may be pronounced), very

effeotive oold tones are possible, in addition to warm ones secured

by full toning. The smell of the sulpiride solution, he said, is but

little apparent, provided the nose is not used as a stimng rod.

He then toned some prints which were much admired, though the

nonjprodu<^ion of sample tabloid-toneirs damped apprecdation some-

what.

He next showed the local reduction of bromide pi-ints with ferri-

cyanide, clearing away the background of a ix>rti-a.it taken by him.

It was much admired by one penscm in the room.
In the discussion, referaing to an observation of Mr. Harpur's

that most professionals do not care a nauglity word whetlier tJxair

prints last or not, Mr. Beiry buried Uie allegation with a shovelful

of indignant disclaimer. Mr. Walker liad found that baxjmide

prints, reduced with ferricyanide, had miserably perished. Disaster

is invariably associated closely with Mr. Walker, who ever pre-

seirvea a cheerful depoirtmejit under adversity. Mr. Salt had found

print* locally reduced eventually yellow at the parta treated. In
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price Is. monthly) with a gi-eat deal p£ interest on account of this

item alone, and will at the same time make the acquaintance of a
magazine which daals in a popular but accurate way with many
aspects of science and industry.

A.P.M. Tbatellsbs.—Messrs. Amalgamated Photographic Manu-
facturers, Ltd., 3, Soho Square, London, W.l, announce that from
August 1 la«t the three component companies of Marion and Co.,

Paget Priie Plate Co., and the Bajar Co., will be represented by
the following nineteen travellers allocated to the districts named.
Those calling on professional photographers are :—London : A.
Smith and G. E. Pen^. South-East and East Coast and Channel
Isles : F. E. Jones. South, SouthWest, and South Wales : H.
Fre«kleton. Midlands and Liner. : J. M. Dickinson. North-East,
North-West, and Yorkshire : A. C. Freckleton ; Lanes., North
Wales, and Isle of Man : J. W. Freckleton. Scotland : R. Whaley.
Ireland : O. C. Hackett. Those calling on photographic dealers

are :—London : O. A. Heed, B. F. Crane, A. R. Sliea, and J. H.
Beavan. S.E. and E. Coast : A. D. Hunt. S. and S.W. and S.

Walea : W. A. Lewis. Midlands and Lines. : E. D.
Jonea. N.B., N.W. and Yorks., S. S. Rowbotham. Lanes.

and N. Wales : A W. Muncaster. Scotland : T. E. North. Ireland :

O. C. Hackett.

Akrial I'HoreNiRAFHs rROM Crane BccKErs. — A correspondent,

who a few days ago was asked (but refused) to ascend in one of

the buckets attached to one of the largest cranes now working in

London, was shown a cutting from an .Vnierican magazine in which,

ha says, was an illustrated account of how New York photo-

graphers work from a crane hoist. Aerial photographs of ship's

decks, and bird's-eye views of the whole construction plant, are.

It appears, taken without the aid of airplanes or balloons. A
board seat slung from the hooks of a big crane constitutes the

photographer's base of operations, and in this small cockpit, armed
with a camera, he is swung aloft to any altitudinous viewpoint be

may select. In further resemblance to a flier, he is fastened in.

the function of the stout rope around his body being not so mucli

tn iiKTease his security as to afford him full and free use of bis

r in i, ill r<,cuKsiiiL' and making the exposure. Because the location

1 on signal to the engineer, views are

ild not bo taken even from a plane, an>l

II ' ican magazine were reproduced many fine examples of

d" work.

Correspondence.

*•* CorrupondtnU ikotdd never vriU on both tides of the paper.

iVo nodes it taken of eommunicationt vnlest the names and

addretttt of the vriters are ijiven.

••• IT* do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

6y our correspondents

MR. TILNEY.
To the Editors.

Geati«Dsn,—lliank yon for your " Notes and News " paragraph

of .\agiut 5. May I say to your kind correhpondent that I have
•• been doing " nothing in Sydney. [Haw I should have enjoyed

mvself amongft the mii.'<i •. luuhter. eats, drinks, and smokes of the

»<ift (olkem' evening! ..nation of the inquiries of Messrs.

I'aton aod Wakoford :: :<one wanted to hand me conscience-

niniL-y aa boons

—

extra—fea lor my course.—Yours faithfully.

-ATT'of" Life Movement.
London. W.C.I,

28. John
August 5.

Street,

F. C. TiLNEV
Bedford Row,

D-50 DEVELOPER.
To the Editors.

*
I have read with interest the report of tiio mecl-

i,. n Camera Club, ad which Mr. E. A. Salt brought

to Uie iiuHco oi the members our now developer D 50 (see page 466

of your issue ol August 6).

.Much as we should like to touch upon the many iiiterealiiig

points raised at the meeting, we feel a diffidence in encroaching on

your valnable space.

SVi'.I yon allow us, however, to refer to Mr. Salt's cooinient on

our claim that D SO " owes its unique prupcrneB not alone to the
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careful blending of cai-tain standard forms of reducing agents, but

principally to the incorporation of agents «eif to science."

We are much amused at Mr. Salt's suggestion that this wording

would excite the envy of the vendor of a hair-restorer. We have

not, so far, launched a new hair-restorer, but, if and when we do,

wo shall not scruple to emphasise the fact that it contains agents
" new to science," if such be the case.

Strange as it may seem, it is nevertheless true that D 50 does

contain such components.

Is not this fact substantiated by Mr. H. W. Berry's statements,

mentioned in the last paragraph of your report, that " no other
developer was capable of the feat illustrated by Mr. Salt's set of

bromide prints " ?—Yours faithfully.

For and on behalf of

The Coopeb Labob.\toht
(Chemicals and By-Products, Ltd.).

H. E. Laws. Managing Director.
Watford, August 9.

Answers to Correspondents.
.

/n accordance with our present practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We vnll answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed

for reiply; 5-cerit International Coupon, from readers abroad.

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach us

no^later thatiTuesday {posted Monday), and should he addressed
to the Editors.

H. P.— Usually, it is not thought necessary to lead-line a teak
tank

; the wood itself is practically impermeable, and if the tank
is well made it will keep watertight for as long ajB if lead-lined

R. H.—So far as we know there is no method which is reallv
satisfactory in practice of using bromide or gaslight pastcards
in the same way that ferrotype cards or buttons are employed.

H. S.—The best way for the quick drying of negatives is by one
or other of the methods mentioned in the Almanac, p. 433.
Bromide paper requires to be handled by a deep orange or bright
red light. It is not safe to handle it' by white light like gas-
light paper, nor even by very brighj; yellow light.

^- W.—If the room is of moderate size a single 1,000 c.p. lamp
will suffice for head and shoulders or three-quarter length por-
traits, although we would sooner have 2,000 or 3,000 'c.p. for
greater ease of working. Yes, the light should be diffused.
Usually a moveable head screen of muslin mounted on a hoop,
and capable of being adjusted in position between the lamp and
the sitter, is siifficient for single figures.

W. B.—We have little doubt that the severity of the speckled
markings on the prints is due to the e.'cceptionally hot weather.
For avoidance of these markings it is advisable to wash the
prints for the minimum of time after the hypo bath, or if tliis
cannot be done on account of the size of the batchte, to let prints
dry and give them a soak in water only just long enough to make
them limp before squegeeing on the glasse?.

H. E. R.—If you wish the most effective means for minimising re-
touching marks in the enlargements you should discard the con-
denser and illuminate the negative entirely by reflected light.
For this purpose a box of, say, semi-circulaV shajie can be fitted
up behind the negative and illuminated by, say, four 500 c.p
lamps. The interior of the box should be painted matt while,
and this coating renewed ,as it becomes discoloured.

M. E. T. W.—According to the "Pharmaceutical Journal,"
a method of keeping cut flowers fresh is as follows .—The flowers
are first well sprinkled with fresh water and then placed in a
vase filled with the foUowinfe solution :—Hard white soap, 1 oz
sodium chloride, 50 grs. ; water, 34 ozs. The soap is shaved and
dissolved in water, and the salt is then added, this causing a
slight gelatmisation of the solution. Finally, a verv little boric
acid IS dissolved in the liquid. The flowers are taken out every
morning, the foliage washed, and then put back in the vase,ihe solution is renewed every three days. Flowers thus treated
will keep in good condition for two weeks.

E. M.'—A formula for a combined developer-fixer for ferrotyp*

plates is as follows :

—

Water, to make 40 ozs. fluid.

Hydroquinone i oz.

Soda sulphite 4 ozs.

Soda carbonate 4 ozs.

Hypo 8 0Z8.

Liq. ammonia, .880 2 fl. ozs.

Addition of more ammonia to the developer gives more vigour

The plates develop (and partly fix) in two or three minutcp.

They can then be examined in daylight and fixed in plain hypo.

C. E. B.—For filling the marks of scales, such as those used on

hand-cameras, etc., a very suitable material is a mixture of lamp-

black and tallow. A little tallow is melted in a small tin c

pot and, while fluid, thoroughly mixed with enough lamp-blac

to make a thick paste. This will set quite stifl, and will keep

indefinitely. When required for restoring engraved scales, a

little of the mixture is taken on a knife blade or small spatula j

and spread over the engraving, pressing it well into the cuts. It '

is then rubbed off with a piece of smooth rag, and the last of tlie

grease finally cleaned off with a wet rag rubbed on a piece of

soap. K the engraving is on metal or celluloid no other pre

caution is required, and if on wood there is no fear of smearing

th,e surface unless the wood is rough and unpolished.

F. W.—(1) The sitlter having accepted your invitation, the copyrigh

in all negatives taken at the sitting belongs to you. (2) In th.

absence of any undertaking in writing, or in a verbal manner

which oan be confii-med, the sitter cannot demand a fee for sittin,

in the event of Press reproduction. (3) Yes, it is a free siitting

and therefore the copyright is your property, and you are n<>

deprived of it by afterwards supplying copies to the gititer fi.

wihdoh she pays. (4) The sitter and the other photographer ai'

equally liable in respeot to infringement of your copyright. You

can take action in a County Court for delivery of infringing

•copies and also for damages in respect to the infringement. We
suggest that you would derive a good deal of information on these

questions of copyright from the manual on " Photographic Oopy-

righit," which we issue

H. R.—With a 4| f/4.8 lens you cent^inly ought to get sharp

definition of a subject receding fnom the foreground into the

distance at a much larger aperture than f/22, say, f/6 to f/11.

We shouldn't expect aufficaent depth at anything larger than f/6.

and that is rather large for a subject of the particular kind you

mention. Are you sure that it is diffused definition due to in

sraffioient depth of focus? Your second question suggests that ii

may be due to shake of the camera. For suoh subjects we should

focus at a distance of about 50 ft. away. No means of gauging

such a dnatance, except by practice in " pacing it out." We ai-

soiTy we cannot think of any remedy for prevention of vibration

in holding the camera. Small pinholes can bo temporarily stoppt<il

out by applying i-ubber solution mixed with lamp black, but in

the long run it is beat to have a new blind flitted.
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EX CATHEDRA.
Small Stand Considering the excellent results that
Oameras. ^^^ obtained with cameras of the

snapsliot " variety, it is rather surprising that compara-
tively few skilled workers employ small cameras for

architectural and other work which calls for the use of

adequate rising front and swing-back adjustments,

together with a great range of focal lengths. A few years

a*fo it was difficult to (4>tain either very short or very

long focus tbnses, of good quality, in sizes which could

be adapted to quarter-plate cameras, but it is now possible

to procure such lenses for even smaller-sized plates. One
of the most celebrated explorers has pinned his faith on

a quarter-plate long-extension camera, fitted with leases

ranging from three to thirteen inches focal length, with

the addition of a telephoto attachment, and has secured,

with the minimum of weight and expense, many hundreds

of almost priceless negatives. Most small-stand cameras

of the Una or Sanderson type are equally availalsle for

use in the hand, and if a film-pack adapter be carried, all

clasMS of work can be dealt with. It is. of course, ver>-

necessary that a firm tripod be used, as the best of

cameras' and lenses are worthless if used upon a flimsy

metal stand.
* * o

Cause of Those photographers who use hand
Urtsharp cameras fitted with large-aperture
*••••*'*••• anastigmat lenses should always make
sure that the lens components ttre screwed well home
into the motmt or shutter casing after they have been

taken out for cleaning. If this point is not attended to,

negatives may be produced that are not quite as sharp

as the leas is* capable of producing. An instance of the

necessity for care in this direction was brought under

our notice recently. The trouble was one of imsharp

negatives taken with a hand camera fitted with one of

the best known unsymmetric anastigmate. The lack of

sharpness was not very proaounced, and only detected

after enlargements ha.1 been made, or the small negatives

carefully compared with others taken previously, that

wero entirely satisfactory aa regards sharpness. This

pMatei«f*V> inaccurate register, but a careful test showed

that^is was not the case. It was then noticed that

the Ions components fitted very loosely in their mount,

and it was eventually shown that after the camera had

been carried for some distance the components altered

their positions slightly, which accounted for the loss of

definition in the resulting negatives. Another point that

needs to be kept in mind, when removing and replacing

lense« of this type, is that the instrument, as a whole. i»

intended to be employed with its components inserte.!

in a certain manner, and this should be rigidly adhered

to. We have an imsymmetric anastigmat in our

possession that is an example of this. Changing over the

back combination to the front, the instrument requires
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the front to be at least two incJies further away from the
ground glass than whtn the lens is assembleJ in the
correct manner.

iti * *

Fatal One of the most insidious pitfalls which
Cheapness. beset the path of the young photo-
grapher is the idea that a successful business can be built
up by charging prices which are lower tlian those of his
established rivals. It should always be borne in mind
that it is much more difficult to obtain decent prices
after working for low ones than it is to do so from the
beginning. We have had many opportunities of watch-
ing the starting and progress of young professionals, and
can say with confidence that those who have adopted the
highest scale prevalent in their neighbourhood have been
more successful than those who have begun by

'

' cutting.
'

'

The reason is obvious. The established man has a larger
clientele, and therefore his running expenses are not so
heavy in proportion as those of the beginner, who is there-
fore tempted to economise in materials and labour to the
detriment of his work. Naturally, the work offered must
be worth the price asked for it, and therefore our beginner
must choose a locality in which his productions will be
up to the standard of the neighbourhood. In our experi-
ence, given a good class of work, customers do not take
notice of even a substantial difference in price.

* * :t,

Copying It is much more difficult to copy sepia-sepia Prints, toned bromide prints than black and
white or P.O. P., there being usually much loss of detail
in the shadows. This is due to the npn-actinic colour
of the image, which at a certain depth of deposit
practically ceases to have any effect on the slow ordinary
plates which are usually employed for copying. For this
reason, orthochromatic or, if" to hand, panchromatic
plates should always be used for such subjects. As there
are no colour contrasts, a light-filter is not usually
needed, although it will minimise the effect of surface
reflection. It is always desirable to use as large a lens-
aperture as will give the desired definition, as a small
stop always tends to give a more contrasty result. For
the same reason, a strong light should be used to illuminate
the ongmal, even direct sunlight being suitable for very
dark prints. Those who have had little experience in
copymg will find it instructive to make a strip exposure
pulling out the elide an inch at the time, so as to give
exposures in the ratio of 1, 2, 4, 8, and so on. A first-
class result is then ensured upon a second plate exposed
for a time equal to that given to the correctly-exposed

* *

Be Prepared. A common failing of many photo-
graphers who are mainly occupied with

portrait work is a lack of readiness to undertake a " rush
job " as a moment's notiice. It sometimes happens that
a record is required of an accident or perhaps, a crime,
when every moment is precious, and if there is any delay
called by having to collect the various items of an outfit,
or by reason of the apparatus being too heavy or bulky
to be transported with ease, the opportimity is lost, to
the annoyance of the would-be customer and the
pecuniary disadvantage of the photographer. To avoid
such contingencies it is well to have a small camera, say,
postcard of half-plate size, ready to pick up and carry

?-u*i. i7®°
^^^ ^^^'°^ *** ^^^^^^ causes needless delay, so

that roll film or a fibn pack is to be preferred to plates,
ap tlm does not deteriorate so rapidly as plates do inmany slides. A postcard-sized film camera is very suit-
able for this clasB of work, and it should be provided with

a light tripod. Snapshotting should be avoided, the lens
being well stopped down, and time exposures given, so
as to get negatives which are weU exposed and full of
detail. The absence of a swing-back is a disadvantap'
but it will be found that it is rarely required in this cla-
of work.

DEPTH OF DEFINITION IN PORTRAITURE.
At first sight it may not appear that " depth " in ^
portraiture differs in any way from that required by any \
other class of subject, and when sharply-defined nega-
tives, printed upon glossy paper, were almost universally
used, this idea would be fairly correct. But now that
the technique of portraiture is so widely different from
that of ordinary commercial work, any methods of obtain-
ing soft, yet even, definition over several planes arc
worthy of consideration.

In the ordinary way, depth is obtained either Lv
manipulation of the swing-back or by reducing the
working aperture of the lens. By the first of these
expedients there is, of course, no real gain in depth of
definition. All that has been done, is to have accom-
modated the plane of the plate to the plane of the subject
when this is not normal to the axis of the lens. It is

usually employed upon sitting figures, where the knees
or feet are much closer to the lens than is the head.
It has the defect of introducing violent perspective ; that
is to say, the hands or feet, usually large enough in

nature, are reproduced on a larger scale than the head
As a rule, the best results are obtained by using the cl

type of portrait lens, which has a curved field, as thi-

will help to give good definition of the waist and bust.
"With a flat-field anastigmat of the same focal length and
aperture, the knees or hands and the face will be well
defined, but the intervening portions will lack definition.

With large heads, where the neck or collar is unsharp
when the eyes are focussed for, the swing-back '

practically useless.

If we reduce the aperture of the lens we can obtain
any required depth at the cost of prolonging the exposure
and that without interfering with the correct perspective
from any given distance, but we now find that the defini-

tion of certain portions of the subject is too sharp for

modern tastes. We must therefore seek a means by
which it is possible to secure depth and softness at the
same time. Probably the best way of doing this is to
employ a lens which at full aperture will give very soft

or even " fuzzy " definition, and to reduce the size of

the diaphragm until a satisfactory result is obtained.

There is quite a variety of suitable lenses, some of
which produce soft images, in consequence of the presence
of spherical aberration alone, while others introduce
chromatic aberration, as the well-known Bergheim len«
and the French anachromats. Most photographers will

probably choose one of the adjustable soft focus lenses,

of which the Aldis //3, the Cooke portrait lens, and the
Dallmeyer " patent " portrait lenses, all of which have
the advantage of being adaptable to sharp as well as to

soft-focus work. One important point must not be over-

looked ; it is that by reducing the lens aperture the soft-

ness due to spherical aberration is also reduced, absolute

sharpness being usually obtained at an aperture of //16.

So small an aperture is not likely to be used for portraiture

except with very large heads, but care should be taken
that the initial amount of spherical aberration should be

large enough to leave a serviceable residue at //ll.

Simple uncorrected lenses, e.g., the " spectacle " ler-

of the artistic landscape worker, are worth consideration
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now that plates with a speed of 500 H and D are in

daily use. As they are already of small diameter they
will usually give the desired effect without a diaphragm,
but it is necessary in most cases to make an allowsknce

when focussing to eliminate some of the chromatic
aberration.

Mechanical methods for softening the definition of a
lens which gives uniformlv sharp negative have received
considerable attention wnen appUed to enlarging, but
have been neglected as far as the making of portrait

negatives is concerned. It would be interesting to test

the applicability of the diffusin;^ discs, as supplied with
ihfi. Eastman vertical enlarger. to portrait work, and even

use chiffon or bolting silk near the lens or in front of
«.> plate. Many years ago we experimented with a

black gauze screen midway between the lens and sitter,

but the results were not satisfactory, doubtless owing tc

the choice of position.

We have lately seen some excellent results produced
by the use of a cross-lined process screen, used in close
proximity to the lens, and further experiments in this

direction are being made by one of our most skilled

technical workers. The texture of the screen has a con-
siderable effect upon the degree of definition, and various
nJings are being tried.

It may seem as if this auricle were devoted to obtaining
soft focus effects, but that is not its object, which is to
overcome the unpleasant " cut-out " appearance which
results from stopping down to obtain sufficient depth
throughout the whole composition.

THE POCKET CAMERA IN AT-HOME
PHOTOGRAPHY.

u rnoMit lane rrferMiCK wa« made to th* poMibilitie* of

r«phy inaid« and out of a pnvat« dwelling a» a mean*
.reaaed butineas. The propo>a! msd<> was for the prodnc-

>n of • airople album of the customer's lurroundings, and it

•<'<ially likely that intimate pictures of the inhabitants
)>« as arrrptaltlp.

I; .1 ia not ooiuitierad praaumptuoiu on the part of an
'isatenr, who baa specialiaed in his own home, it is thought
'• •ome of bis esporiences may be nMfnl. Amongst other

M, a •rriea of prints, taken at iat^rrals of roughly a
-. baby baa given much pleasure, and many

prints of this nsKire, oonld not resist the

i'li iii.ii a seriee of her baby be t«kcn, say, once a

The baby ia, perhaps, the meet difficult subject likely

iirountered, and it may be well, therefore, to deal with

•iU.

A rory yomg baby will permit of a tamo ezposnre, bat after

'out three aMDtiu the difRrultirs increase, and some of the

lits ware taken out of doors. I^atterly, however, it was
I to try whot (r)uld be done with a hand camera in the

i^e. It may be mentioned that none of the rooma bad
/ht surroundings, with the exception of a small bath room,

facea north. As in no case were any elaborate steps

the conditions described may bo considered aa repre-

.; nboat the average which would bo likely to be

ntered.

1 1 waa fonnd with the extremely fast plates now availsible

•It with a lena working at //4.5 in an ordinary room with

'le window, dark floor covering, and yellow wallpaper, an
x|io«ure of one-eighth of a second gave a fully exposed

i^tiTc at tnid-day in March, the subject being about 4 ft.

'<m the win'Iow. At tbia exp<«ure it was found that the

imber of failures due to movem<>nt were very few. Subjects

hich were particularly admired were taken in the evening

fien the ceremony of bathing the baby was in progress. The
>om faoM north, but with the reflected light of an enamelled

>th and light wallpaper, if the subject were facing the light,

^1 exposure of one-eighth of a second, or one-quarter of a

•XHid against the light, gave good resulU at aix in the

-ning in the early part of April, the full aperture //4.6 of

is being ttaed.

1 .. space in which to operate is extremely restricted in

• « average bathroom, and may be rn other rooms, so that

;.'i« advanUgea of a pocket camera with a good lens and a

reliable shutter, are apparent, an<l all expoenres of a quarter

<>( a second or less were made with the camera held in the

ind. Eren if longer exposure* are required for some sub-

'- a pocket camera permits of an easily devised support;

and in the case of a baby in his bath speed of working is

essential ; even if the spaee permitted of a stand, it is likely

that it would be in the way.
It will often be necessary to take the child within 4 ft. of

the camera—more is not possible in the bath, and at such a
distance accurate focussing is essential. The writer is not
above the use of a knotted string to indicate distances in feet

in these circumstances. It is unnecessary to enlarge on the
posaibilitice of distortion with a camera as near the subject

as this, unless due care is taken.

A further advantage of the small pocket camera is, of

course, the depth of focus of the lens, and sharp negatives ere
obtained with eaae in restricted comers of the bouse or
garden, where, with a larger camera, this result would be
obtained with difficulty.

In the writer's experience, much interest is taken in photo-

graphs of specimen plants in the garden, and the small camera
permits of sufficient depth of focus with a stop of //8 for near
objects. This will, of course, permit a hand camera exposure
in a good light with a fairly deep screen and a panchromatic
plate.

It is advisable to carry a supplementary lens (often called

a portrait attachment), so that small objects at about 2} ft.

distance can be taken.

Special reference has been made to the baby as possibly

the most difficult subject. It is obvious, however, that the

other inmates should provide further work.

It is suggested that proofs might be submitted on postcards,

and if the writer's experience as an amateur is any criterion,

RMuy of the successful printa will not only be used for the

portfolio or album, but a doaen copies on postcards for friends

and relatives will be required ; in fact, the popularity of some

of the more intimate subjects has caused considerable embar-

raaMaaUt to a photographer with very limited time at his

oomnnrtKJr

Eren where it is proposed to use a half-plate camera, a

duplicate taken with the pocket camera may save a failure,

and it is not uncommon to discard the larger negative in

favour of an enlargement from the small one. In these days

of high prices the saving in material is not unimportant.

As the small negatives will invariably be required for

enlargements and a total absence of fog is most desirable, the

writer uses Desensitol, which enables full examination of the

tinv negative with safety. The possibilities of this work have

only been buoadly indicated, but many subjects will presont

themselves which are well worth the exposure of a tiny plate

where some hesitation would be evinced in using larger plates.

A. H. HaI-l.
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A COMBINED ARC AND FLASH LIGHT.

[In the current issue of '' American Photography '' a contributor, Mr. Perlej- H. Fuller, describes the construction

of a portable artificial light outfit, in the use of which an electric flash is obtained simultaneously with the ignition of

a charge of flash powder. The author appears to be satisfied with the safety of this appliance—at any rate, he makes
no mention of danger attaching to its use—but it certainly seems as though the employment of ordinary house current

for this purpose involves very great risk of blowing out the fuses, if nothing worse

—

Eds. " B.J."]

Anyonk who has tried to get a set of good pictures, having

as the principal subject a small baby, say, from a few months

to two years old, will agree that it is not an easy thing to

do. The professional photographer, using a fast lens and
expensive equipment, may get a good picture at every

exposure. But for the amateur, with a roll film camera and

lens working at //8, the average of good pictures would be

nearer one in ten. Perhaps the picture is attempted in the

house. It would probably be found that to give exposure

enough to the negative, with the lens wide open, would

require from 3 to 4 seconds, even near a window. An expo-

sure of this length, on such an active subject as a baby, can

have but one result, viz., movement in the picture nearly

every time. If we take the baby out of doors, where the

light is stronger, in order to shorten the exposure, indifferent

results are secured because of the strong lighting on the face,

which cannot be controlled.

The writer of this article, using a piece of home-built appa-
ratus^ costing less than $2 is able to take a baby picture in

any room in a house, with a certainty of getting a picture

ninety-nine out of one hundred times.

The apparatus to be described uses a light which is

a combination of electric arc and magnesium flash. It is

free from the troubles occasioned by using an ordinary flash,

and will not scare the smallest child. The intense light of

the arc, helped by the magnesium powder, gives in one one-

TIN TOIL

SWITCH

TO LAMP SDCKCl

hundredth second the necessary light for full exposure. The
subject can be caught in any pose, and the light is under
perfect control.

The apparatus, as illustrated, consists of a piece of dry,

hard wood board, 6 in. squaTe and i in. in thickness. The
top of the board is covered with a piece of sheet asbestos

i in. thick. This can be fastened to the board with narrow
strips of sheet brass, drilled for screws and running around
the edge of the sheet, held by small round head brass screws.

Two strips of springs, brass, J in. in width and 2 in. long,

are drilled in the centre for the passage of a wood screw and
curved as shown. The screws should be of brass, about li in.

long, and are used to attach the brass strips to the board.

Th«y come entirely through the board, and the wires leading
to an ordinary lamp socket plug are soldered to them
beneath the board. A short piece of coiled brass spring on
each screw helps to hold the curved strips of brass firmly

against the asbestos.

The under side of the board is fitted near one edge with
a tripod socket, and into this socket is screwed a tripod
attacKment of the universal type. This, allows for attaching

the apparatus to almost anything,- such as the back of a chair,

edge of a shelf, etc.

A simple switch for firing the flash is built into one of the
wires connecting with the electric light current of the house.
This switch may be a piece of wood, some 3 in. in length

;

a small screw through one end serves as one contact and
one wire is soldered to the point of the screw, where it comes
through the wood. The whole thing is then wrapped with
electrician's tape, exposing just the screw head, and binding
the wire tightly to the wood.

A piece of spring brass is then fastened in place over the
screw head, and the other terminal is soldered to it. A
wrapping of tape applied loosely over the whole switch pre-
vents the operator from getting a shock, and at the same
time is flexible enough, so that the spring of the brass holds
the circuit open, unless closed by the operator.

Albout 10 ft. of ordinary double lamp cord, such as is used
in house wiring, for drop lights, is used to connect the flash

to the 110 or 220-volt light circuit of the house, by means
of the usual plug, to screw into a lamp socket. Any voltaL"

works equally well. The switch should be wired in about mi'l

way of the lamp cord. In operation, a small strip of tin-foil.

cut with the print trimmer from the foil used in wrappiii;^

roll films, is' placed on the asbestos between the two curve d

brass strips, which clamp the foil under pressure to tin

asbestos. The separation of the strips is about J of an inch.

The foil should be a little less than J in. wide, and never
more than a single thickness used.

In setting up the flash for an exposure, the plug attached
to one end of the lamp cord is screwed into the nearest lamp
socket, making sure that the current is turned on. The
position of the subject is chosen, and the camera, which we
will assume to be a roll film type, with //8 lens, is placed about,

8 ft. from the subject, focus set at 8 ft., stop between / '^

and fill, and shutter at bulb. The flash apparatus, after

being connected to the current, is clamped in position, per-

haps to a stick tied to the back of a chair or any handy
support. The tin-foil is put in place, and about half a tea-

spoonful of any good flash powder piled on the foil. Care
should be used to tilt the flash board, so the light will not

be shielded from the subject. (It should be mentioned hei e

that the photographer admits full daylight to the room in

which the picture is taken. This cuts down the apparcir
brightness of the flash, so that it is hardly noticeable, aii'

prevents the staring look seen in some flash pictures). Takiii

the camera btilb in one hand and the flash switch in tli

other, the operator awaits a favourable time for the expo-

sure. An assistant can place the baby, and as there is no

hurry about making the exposure, the baby is allowed his

time to fall into a pleasing and natural pose. At the proper

instant the photographer presses the camera bulb with oiv

hand, opening the shutter and holding it open, then pressi

the flash switch, held in his other hand. The flash firt

instantly, and the shutter is then closed. Anyone used to tli'

outfit would probably not have the shutter open over half

a second in all, and for this reason— full daylight can be used

m the room as mentioned.

The flash itself is caused by the current fusing the small

strip of foil. An arc is formed where the foil breaks, an

under its heat the foil is converted to a metallic vapour. Th

gives an intense light, and as the foil is consumed the ai

blows itself out. the whole operation lasting perhaps 1-1
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of a second. The flash powder pii> a on tlie foii is consumed
bv the arc, and furnishes the additional light nece&sarv for

the exposure. The writer has never seen a baby afraid of

this flash whpn fired in a well-lighted room, and has on

several o<'oa>>ions made eight or ten exposures of a subject in

a few minutes.

-Vnother thing should be mentioned. A screen of some sort

should be used between the subject and the flash. Either

mu<>lin or a piece of draftsman's tracing cloth can be used.

Tracing cloth i< probably the beat, and a piece about 3 ft.

square should he suspended about 18 in. in front of the flash.

A ttring strit<hfd Wtw.'en two thumb tacks on opposite sides

of the room will serve to suapend the screen in the proper

position. This serves two purposes: the subject is protected
from the glare of the light and the light is suitably diffused.

The catch light seen in the eye m all portraits ib merely a
reflection of the light-source. Where this is small, as in an
unscreened flash, the light in the eye appears as a small and
brilliant point of light, so that most flash picturee can be
identified as such by this alone.

Again, an unscreened flash will often affect the eye so

severely that reflex action will close the eye, so that it will

show as closed in the picture. With the screen in place the
light is toned down, so that one never gets a picture with the
eyes closed.

PntUtT H. FtTLLEK.

AMATEUR OPPOSITION.

:Dcr<-a>Jng practice of photography bv amateur
'-rs 19, in Mine parUat least, bkving a marked effect

'I studio bosiaMK.
T}.» time was when " amateur opposition " would have been

to mean the backyard operationa of quarter-plate
o't* who fancied themselves as ipsra-time proft-ssionaU,

<>n of it would have gained hnt little attention. It

>'r have been considered at a menace to business.
Ti>-day the sitiMtion is different.

I"" latest sin*"" — •w^)rtraiturr •r^h'oniied with the coal

and wa^ > be a na- . t of the strike and
- <u(i*<x{uent (,...1

' — t1 portratituro
limped, amatpur ; :ise : and this,

. . mStr ' — ' certmii iniii-r !»'i-. maae it appear quite
^' > "^ the snapshot was a« nnuh rasponsible for the

' !<«:l'llsl^ oad tine a« the coal strike.

li.nt the above sawrt ion it not riadily acceptable I know.
' '-an the amage professionsi has bean in the habit of

'oohing the pbotography of anataan. It has been
and ther<

'

;ite ont of the question
ri. But ; ins to which " amateur

" d. and p. iiave
'

I

•hotting is not such an :'

u!l . auil : aboat that st idiu has
taken up . ng aa a i<Mii: ave gone
-irther and uutde it their main line, with portraiture a poor
"Mid

unroe facts on which I base the assumption that

:>riiTities are worth con«!derstion. A studio in a

recently took ur finishing, and
1 of the strike thr- nines* was practi-

'^H t*t. The that

Tas no fear ni ' the

'-h tends to show that the trade slump did not
inf moat affected from spaadin;; money on photo-

V. and akio that amateur work i- .; professional.

'he ooursa of a year I see many :». or probably
niiiiinna, of snapshots. By far the greater number are
otrnr-ious: soma bad: »ome good: a few really fine, and an
'Id one in a thousand retouched : fron which it will probably
f awamed that they are not in be compared with profes-

' work. But they all mean money, and are undeniably
»r-

iK '-<>>irse. much of the vast amount of snapping has
•
' '^v T.iTiie only. The prints do not advertise anyone or

But this does not apply to the good work
lonntof money »p<-nt with many a dealer would

• total income in a small studio.

..- work doe* not stop at portraits. That some
«m<.unt <.f .iutdoor work which mieht otherwise fall to pro-

frs<,ionaU i- done by amateurs ran be readily understood, but
n thi« count I do not think it is generally realised what an

enormous number of wedding groups are snapped instead of
being taken by professionals. And beyond this, the Mnateur
has penetrated even into the holy of holies of commercial
photography. I have seen and handled vest-pocket negatives
of interiors,* home and architectural, machinery and furni-

ture. Not in any quantity, but in each case meaning money.
I have even been asked to block out such negatives and get

professional results, and firms who have allowed such photo-

graphs to bo taken, instead of sending for a professional.

seem to be totally ignorant of the fact that it is unreasonable
to expect such results.

If professionals are not going to " feel the draught " they
must take measures to protect and popularise professional

work. Professional and amateur photography differ, and it

i» this difference that gives ns clues to the situation. Profes-

sional portraiture is conventional; amateur portraiture is real.

The former may have suited our Victorian ancestors and is

essential to theatrical artists, but the latter has the strongtT

hold on the masses of to-day. Studio portraits, natural in

comparison with the plant-pot studies of th^ past, need even

mure naturalising, and it is quite possible that gardens would

pay better than glass houses for modern studios. The ancient

fetish of retouching needs proselytising. Panchromatic
or non-filter emulsions with careful lighting, exposure and
development, will not only minimise retouching, but give as

natural and more pleasing rt-sultA than the average
" snappiat" ever gets.

The " snappist " and the amateur proper should be culti-

vated instead of being scared away or belittled. When they

can go to a professional for advice, they don't then proceed

to attempt the impossible with furniture and machinery. The
commercial specialist, if he is short of work, should advertise

not only that he is a commercial specialist, but that his work

cannot be very well done by anyone else. Factory owners,

many of whom carry vest-pocket cameras, do not all know this.

Last, but most important, are truth and quality. It may
be a matter of opinion whether these things are known and

appreciated by mankind in general, but it is a fact that they

"Mtrttfiat" the end, and the deliberate operations of a true

iiitist nil be neither excelled nor equalled in ony eyes by

haphasard snapshotting.

Professional work of truth and quality is not likely to inter-

fere with or be interfered with by the quite legitimate practice

of amateur photography or professional amateur finishing, and

our first-cbisB professionals should be the last to experience

what I have termed "feeling the draught." But, perhaps, I

ought to point out that by quality work I do not mean merely

chin-cutting and waist-shaving. Such and more wonderful

things can be done with the film negatives of " folding-

pocket
'

' tyros.

Tbkrmit.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND PROCESSES.

[The fifth annual volume of reports upon progress in the various branches of chemical manufacture, issued by the
Society of Chemical Industry, includes, as did the preceding issues, a report on photographic materials and processes. This
is again by Mr. R. E. Crowther, A.I.C., who (writing early in the present year) reviews the literature, published during the
year 1930, representing original contributions to the technical improvement of processes of making negatives and positive
prints, orthochromatics and colour photography, cinematography and photo-mechanical processes, and also the methods of
research and measurement which are generally described as " sensitometry. " Inasmuch as these reports are, so to speak, a
series of annual stocktakings of what has been done during the twelve months preceding the issue of the volume, we have
naturally wished to give them a place in our pages, since no other publication of the year so well reviews what has been
done in reference to the current state of knowledge. As regards the references to original sources of publication, it

should be explained that the contraction " J " denotes the fortnightly " Journal " of the Society of Chemical Industrv
in which are published abstracts of the chief papers relating to photography from the chemical standpoint Eds. " B.J.""]

(Concluded from page 480.)

seem to have been made to measure the reflecting power at

different angles, the results are of practical value and uphoM
Nutting's recommendation of a face-etched . (sand-blasted

)

back-silvered mirror. Hydrofluoric acid etching was fpun<l
markedly to restrict the angle of high efficiency. For th
projection of subjects exhibiting strong contrasts the placin-
of a neutral tinted glass screen of low optical density in front
of the projection lens is advised as tending to give better
tonal quality in the picture. Up to the present celluloid has
not been displaced to any great extent as a cinematograph
film base—a fact which is somewhat remarkable, for in spit'

of its general suitability by virtue of its flexibility, tran-
parency, and durability, the fire risk with celluloid is objer-
tionably high. The substitution of other esters of celluloso
is being slowly eff'ected, and the experience gained during th
war in the manufacture of non-inflammable dopes should assifi

in the production of an efficient substitute for celluloid,
although the qualifying properties are not the same for dope
as for cinematograph film. Ability to withstand a relatively
high temperature without disintegration is demanded for th't-

latter purpose if the undesirable complication of apparatu>
which is at present necessary for the interposition of stationary
pictures is to be avoided. It is to be regretted that but little

attention is apparently being given to this matter, the onlv
communication of any note bearing thereon during the pat
year being the patent of W. J. Stevenson," which protects
the addition to cellulo.se acetate of triacetin and triphenyl
phosphate in about equal parts and in amount varying between
10 and 20 per cent. Benzyl chloride and tetrachloroethane
are stated to be suitable solvents.

The Royal Photographic Society is to be congratulated upon
its foresight in assisting in the formation of a technical and
scientific section. Amongst its various activities, this section
has arranged special meetings for the discussion of the latest
advances in photographic science. At a joint meeting of this
section and the Rontgen Society many matters of import in
radiography were discussed." The Presidential address to the
Royal Photographic Society by G. H. Rodman" also consti-

tutes a communication of importance to those interested in
radiography, dealing, as it did, very fully with the evolution
of the X-ray tube. As far as sensitive materials suitable for
radiography are concerned, there seems to have been little
attention paid to the actual increase of the sensitiveness to

X-rays, the majority of workers concerning themselves in per-
fecting the process in which an intensifying screen is placed
in contact with the sensitive surface during exposure. The
success so far attained in this direction is gratifying; indeed,
the results which it has been possible to produce by the use
of two intensifying screens—one on either side of a film coated
on both sides with emulsion—lead one to anticipate with con-
fidence that perfect radiographs of any part of the human
body will be readily secured by instantaneous exposures. Th.
appearance of this so-called " duplitised " film marks th.-

beginning of an epoch which will reveal in the near future a

I

Process Work.
On behalf of the British Photographic Research Association,

R. E. Slade and G. I. Higson" have published the results of

an investigation on the influence of grain size on the gradation

which an emulsion is capable of giving. They conclude that

the ideal process emulsion should contain grains of one size

only, a fact which, although not unknown amongst emulsion

makers, does not appear to have been published hitherto.

The production of such an emulsion and its coating on a very

thin film should place a power in the hands of some of our
.scientific workers who are using photography in the investiga-

tion of problems relating to the constitution of matter. It is

conceivable, for example, that the work on the isotopes of the

elements, which F. W. Aston" is conducting at Cambridge,
might be made quantitative in character and afl^ord valuable

experimental evidence of the proportion of the isotopes present

in the more complex elements.

J. H. Christensen" protects the use of anti-swelling agents

similar to those patented by A. J. Agnew, F. F. Renwick, and
Uford, Ltd. (Ann. Repts., 1919, 61.5), for assisting the selective

tanning induced by development. Coupled with suitable

developing bases in dilute solution, their action has made
possible such a degree of tanning in the developed areas that

the undeveloped portions may be washed away and the remain-

ing image used in transfer work. The substitution of dyes

for the pigments usually added 40 the carbon tissue resists

used in photogravure has been patented by A. C. Braham,"
who claims that a finer, .sharper screen image is secured as

the result of such substitution. The blistering which occurs

when transferring the carbon print to its metal support is

avoided, according to the patent granted to Rotophot A.-G.

fiir gnaphische Industrie," by an electrolytic matte etching of

the support before transferring the print, and a device for

mounting the etched intaglio cylinders used in " Roto-

gravure," so that centring is automatic, and neither rocking

nor longitudinal shift results from wear, is the subject of a

patent granted to J. P. Bland." The present very satisfactory

state of afltairs in the application of photography in connection

witli catalogue illustration and advertising generally is to be

nttributed in no small measure to the attention which has

been given to the design of half-tone screens. The arrange-

ment of the rulings has a considerable bearing on the quality

of the finished illustration, and the complexity of suitable

designs is exemplified in the patent granted to W. R. B.

Larsen."

Cinematography and X=Ray WorR.
The efficiency of projection screens used in cinematography

has been investigated by C. W. Gamble," who, with a fixed

condition of illumination, obtained the judgment of an

audience on an experimental picture. Although no attempts

66. " Phot. J." 1919, i9, 260; " J.," 1920, 135».

67. " Nature,'' 1920, 105, 8, 231, 617, 633.

6«. E.P. 13S,4T7; "J.,
69. E.P. 137,108.
70. <i.V. 318,867; "J.,
71. E.P. 131,842.
72. E.P. 129,*;'..

75. • Brit. J. Phot.." 1930, 67, 653.

1920, 428*.

1920, 428*
74. E.P. 138,379; "J.," 1920. 281*.

75. " Phot. J.." 1920. 60. 57
76 " Ibid.," 311.
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pro<.-edii in which the X-ray sensitiveness of the emulsion will

be entirely ignored and the screen excitation be exclusirely

lueU to proiluce the latent image.

The factor? which enter into the practice of radiogrephy
with ng screens are considered in a communication
by Ti '• . from which it appears that the form of cassette

in which the film is enclosed during the exposure has a con-

•iderable influence on the rendering of fine detail. It will be
er'dent that the use of two intensifying screens will in some
nn-Asur*» reduce the objectionable grain which frequently mars

when one screen only is employed, bat a derice has
•cted by Siemens und Halake A.-O." which should

.' eliminate such grain. A continuous metal screen

d, an<i it is claimed that the characteriatic radiation

tal excited by the X-rays is most efficient in the
.........^. .^ of * latent image.

Senaitometry, ate-

P<*rbapt the outstanding erent in this MCtion dnring the

v>-«r wa« the publication of the collect«d papers of Hurter and
I'' ' .11 the moat important of which were communicated

to this Society. The value of the publication is

mai' ii.auy enhanced by the inclusion of a very complete biblio-

graphy of work which has any bearing on the matter dealt
- ' '- Hurter and Driffield, and photographic workers

c the world will appreciate the large amount of

paiii^'.jii Tig labour which W. B. Ferguaon b»» expended in

compiling the Toiume.

^ 'n whether in sensitometric work the light

r should be a constant and the time factor a
ict tersd, has been bat little discussed in the

ng been geaerally assnmed that the reanlts

^ber method were reliable. The work of H. J.

.^ea it clear, however, (hat under certain con-

ii« of low light intensity the time factor is relatirely

i!i-^.;aifleaiit.

The intarmitl«ao« error introduced when Instrnnients of the
n^rinr wh-«l type Are used has long been recognised, and
la: ..[its have bc«n made to design practical non-

.n:.>iiu.iu!»i Mnsitometer*. L. A. Jones'* has described an

apparatos of this type which gives results of precision : the

measarcmonts made with its aid indicate that both the speetl

•ad gamma uf a plate are independent of the absolute expo-

sure, not variable with it as is the case when intermittent

expoaoree are investigated. A non-intermittent apparatus of

a aimpler design , in use in the laboratories of tlie British

Photographic Research Association, has ftlso been described

by <i I lliswn.". Of the varying density scale sensitometers

Uii' ( M«i>niaD-Joa«s "test plate" has been perhaps the moft

generally osefal for approximate work hitherto available. A
somewhat similar piece of apparatus has been put on the

market by J. M. Eder, who, in deeeribing ita characteristica

and the method of applying it in MoaitonMtry, photometry,

<>. " compare* it with other apparatus much favoured by

1 .. -.inenlal experimcnt«rs. Luppo Cramer," in reviewing the

lOstmiBent, points out that the "threshold value" for the

d«t««inination of which sensitometers of this type are specially

daaijnsd. is liable to be very misleading as an indication of the

imfitiwss of a sensitive emulsion.

A contribution to the theory of tone reproduction has been

made by L. A. Jones," who brings together all previous work

on this subject and, after compiling a vocabulary of snitable

terms and units, suggests a graphical method of solving; the

problems connected with the reproduction of tones by photo-

graphic piiiiMMi Tha question of the relationahip of gram

r ^oi.." mo. «7. as
J

.

• J „•• 1«0. Wt
1

.

\<aa. M. IM: "J
• J." 1«0. J13».

six© to sensitiveness has been carefully investigated by
r Svedberg," who, working with very thinly coated plates,
shows that the curve obtained by plotting exposure against
the number of grains made developable thereby is similar to

the usual characteristic curve, and that the curve which results

from plotting grain size against the number of grains made
developable, is an exponential. All his results support the
view that the larger grains are the more sensitive. It remains
now to be settled whether the sensitiveness of the grain is a
function of its size as such or whether the higher sensitiveness
of the larger grains arises primarily, if not exclusively, from
»omo other modification of the grain induced by treatment
which simultaneously causes growth of the crystals. It seems
probable, in view of the very recent introduction of exceed-
ingly fast plates exhibiting low " graininess " which are pre-

pared by a new ripening process, that grain size ipso facto
and sensitiveness are not necessarily interdependent. Whilst
dealing with the subject of grain, reference should be made
to the important piece of research which has been conducted
by L. A. Jones and N. Deisch" on the " graininess " of photo-
graphic deposits. The term "graininess" is applied to the
characteristic which the practical photographer has hitherto

referred to as " grain," and since much confusion has arisen

i.i the past from the application of the latter term to both
the original crystals in an emulsion and the aggregates or

clumps of reduced silver in a developed image, it is high time
that distinctive terms be adopted. Many factors which were
reputed to influence graininess were examined quantitativelv

by means of novel and carefully standardised methods, and
the results, which are of too varied a character to detail in iv

a report of this nature, are of supreme interest to the Q
"process " worker and the scientist who employs photography
in work where images exhibiting maximum resolution are

desirable.

The Hurter Memorial Lecture delivered before the Liverpool

Section of this Society by F. F. Renwick (rtd« ') constitutes

uno of the most important items in the year's progress, not

only on account of the fact that a new unifying theory of the

latent image was advanced. In addition, an account of the

novel experiments, the results of which support this theory,

was presented, and a very full bibliography of work on tho

latent image bears testimony to the large amount of work
which has been carried out in the pursuit of this elusive entity.

Tho above communication, like that of H. J. Channon," in

which several more or less uncommon properties of the latent ^
image are dealt with, cannot profitably be dissected

for detailed discussion in this report, but their importance

will be realised immediately they are consulted in the originals.

It may be noted with satisfaction that the experience in

aerial surveying which was gained in the late war is likely

to be turned to good account not only in mapping out inacces-

sible land areas but also in the charting of shoals and hidden

reefs under the sea. A conununication by W. T. Lee" deals

especially with this latter work, and indicates that valuable

information has already been secured.

Before concluding this report—which by reason of tho

manifold applications of photography in the arts and sciences

must of necessity appear somewhat disconnected— reference

should be made to the activities of the British Photographic

gMMirh Association, which appears, judging from the matter

whtcB TUs been published under its aegis.", ", ", to be

gettlhg to grips with the important theoretical problems con-

nected with photography. The breadth of outlook indicated

in the above communications inspires confidence that the

Association will fully justify its existence, and augurs well

for the future of the photographic industry in this country.

Raymond E. Cbowtbeb, A.I.C

IfK. 4**i

4. U. 344; 1930, S7. 1. «. »; ' J," 19». KUl.

10. n. lu.

K. "Z. wlsi. Phot." 1«0, U, 36; "J.."

86.
' Brit. J. Phot.." 1930, «7, 6M. 706;

67. " OeofTsphicsl Review," 10, [5].

U. " Phot. J." 1930, SO. 161.

89 " Proe, Ko}. Soe.," 1«0, A n, 181.

90. " Ibid." A n, 154- "J." W21. 37*.

1930, 706i.

'J.," 1930. 8341.
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Assistants' Notes.

Nottt by aniitantt guitabU for thlt column will be considered

and -paid for on the fint of the month following publication.

Specimen Frame Economy.
Frames for exhibiting apecimens in showcases and windows may

be improved, renewed and altered in size and shape in a very

simple manner, and at a small cost by the use of common moulding

used by builders for chair and picture rails, etc. Such moulding

is not, of course, intended for picture framing, it having no rebate

for the glass and picture; it is also of plain wood, but it is ob-

tainable in many artistic patterns at 2d. or 3d. per foot. The

plan is to make an overlay of this builder's moulding and to tack

it to old existing and shabby frames by means of fine brads. The

comers of the moulding frames are mitred in the usual way, and

afterwards stained. A common form of frame for small speci-

mens is the J-in. oak shown in section in fig 1, the black por-

FiB. L

tions representing the frame, with glass and picture in position.

Using wider moulding as an overlay (shown dotted in fig. 2), one

Fig. 2.

may, if desired, lessen the picture portion, i.e., the visible portion,

and thus broaden the frame considerably without altering the

outside size (wall covering power) of the frame. I frequently use

a 3-in. wide moulding on a i-in. oak moulding with good results
;

much, however, depends upon the size of the original frame, it

not being advisable in some cases to use an ornamental (beaded)

overlay much, if any, wider than the original flat and narrow oak.

If the frame is to be made larger without altering the picture

area, a broad overlay is fitted as shown, in section, fig. 3. In

Fig. 3.

this case the overlay is laid flush with the inner side of the frame

and made to overlap the outer edge. Shapes of frames may also

be altered by suitably adjusting the overlay on the original frame.

—L. T. W.

Rusty Plate Sheaths and Separators.
The metal plate-separators and the sheaths used in changing-

boxes and magazines often become shabby and develop rust, the

latter particles finding their way to sensitive surfaces and causing

pinholes and spots. Metal used for such purposes should be kept

very clean and free from rust, and it is a good plan to give it

a coating of celluloid vai-nish, the latter, if clean, causing no

ill-effects. The ordinary celluloid varnish of commerce may be

used, or that made at home by cleaning the gelatine from a spoilt

celluloid film and dissolving the latter in amyl acetate. Correct

proportions for a really good varnish are 15 grs. of celluloid film-

or cuttings of the same, in 2 ozs. of amyl-acetate.—L.T.W. '

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.
September 10 to October 8.—London Salon of Photography. Latest

day for entries August 31. Particulars and entry form from
the Hon. Secretary, London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall

Mall East, London, S.W.I.
September 19 to October 29.—Royal Photographic Society. Latest

date for entries August 26 (carrier), August 27 (hand). Par-
ticulars and entry forms from the Secretary, Royal Photo-
graphic Society, 36, Russell Square, London, W.C.I.

December 3 to 17.—Scottish Photographic Circle. Hon. Secretary,
W. S. Crocket, 10, Parkgrove Terrace, ToUcross, Glasgow.

1922.

February 14 to 17.—Exeter Camera Club. Particulars from C.
Beauchamp Hall, Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Exeter Camera
Club, " St. Denys," Bellevu« Boad, Exmouth.

Patent News.

Process patents—applications and specifications—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applifations. August 2 to 6.

Apparatus.—No. 20,750. Photographic apparatus. A. J. Elliott

and n. B. Stringer.

Cameras.—No. 20,698 Pliotographic cameras. F. A. Ellis.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications are obtainable, price Ij- each, post free, from

the Patent Office, S5, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

Tbiplet Anastigmat Lenses.—No. 158,902 (February 9, 1920),

The invention relates to spherically, chi-omatically, and astigma-

tically corrected photographic lenses having the diaphragm in

front, of the class comprising a collective meniscus and a

cemented dispersive meniscus separated from the former by an
air space having the shape of a collective meniscus, the cemented
surface being collective and convex towards the incident light,

and has for its object to produce specially favourable correction

conditions, more particularly as regards the coma errors, in order

to enable the objective to be used as an interchangeable element

of a so-called " convertible" lens.

It has already been attempted in various ways to obtain tt

most favourable correction conditions in three-lens objective^

with the diaphragm in front, and a collective meniscus next (o

the diaphragm, by making this meniscus uncemented, so tliat

the air space situated between it and the cemented components
could be utilised for correcting the eiTors. This was based on
the assumption that it was desirable that the refractive index
of the uncemented positive meniscus should be comparatively
high—for instance, greater than the refractive index of the

cemented single lens next to the air space on the other side

thereof. Further investigation has, liowever, shown that the

selection of such a comparatively high refractive index for the

uncemented positive meniscus of the objective not only did not

lead to the beet possible con-ection conditions, but, on the con-

trary, precluded the possibility of satisfactory corrections.

According to the invention, a considerable improvement of the

correction conditions is obtained by reducing the refractive index

of the uncemented positive meniscus, for instance, by making
this refractive index the same as that generally us«d for the

// liLiLt^

meniscus in the usual cemented three-lens systems of the

well-known kind, the refractive index of the positive meniscus

being smaller than that of the adjoining negative component.

The invention thus comprises a photographic lens of the above-

mentioned class having a positive uncemented meniscus on the

side towards the diaphragm, the refractive index of which is

smaller than that of the next bi-concave lens.

An objective having these characteristics can be obtained

which is distinguished by specially accurate correction of the

coma with very small intermediate errors. Moreover, the zonal

aberration, even when the relative aperture is very great, can

be kept very small ; there is also the possibility of a very thorough

correction of the chromatic aberration.

Finally, a substantial manufacturing advantage, as well as an

increase in the value in use of the neiw object-glass, result« from
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e fact that, owing to tb« reUuct:on of tlM refractive index

ut the poiitive meniiea*, the latter can be made of easily nianu-

(actnred durable borcisilicate crown glass, which is highly

'raosparent.

The dnwing illiutn'es diagramm at icalty a lens constructed

_ cording to the invecion. L, indicates an anoemented collec-

tive meaiacoa, L^ an air space in the form of a collective

mrni^iciu, L, is a dispersiTO lens cemented to a collective lens L,.

In the following table of elements r, r,—indicate the radii of

Lirvature of the various surfaces from left to right in the

drawing, d,, d,—indicate the tbickiicssea of the components
L,, I^—, and no and no' indicate ibe refractive indices fur

the D and G' lines of the spectrum respectively, b, is the di*

tance between the plane of Ibe diapbra^^ and the centre of the

-9t surface. The dimenaiunt are appropriate for ail equivalent

cal length of 100 units.

6, - — 1.80

r, .> — lft.00 <<, — + 1.17

f, - — 9.00 d,- +0.33
r, » — 8.38 d,— +0.73
r, - + 03.33 df" + 3.00

rg - - 14.42
,

,

L, — »D - 1.5122U. ao' > l.iTlii

U - (•«')

L, — »!, = I.52S20. »c'

L, — an - 1.01MO. ac'

Diameter of 8.00.

-Optiscbe .Vnsult C. i*. i. eUaehaft, 46/46, Rhsia-

<truse, Kriedeoao, Berlin.

Ll^TI:!.^ ticBXSia.—No. 161,645 (.\pril 10, ISQO). According to

«alion, <iark coaling* for the tips of the reflecting surface

srned. Tbia resolts in that tlio projecting poiot< or tips

lucii are most liable to reflect the light fin projection in day-

,-ht) »ill be no longer able to re6eet the aamc, bat, on the

ntrary, absorb it, vtlnUt the recesses, which are provided with

reflecting coating for th^ rejection of the projected image,

..main effeotive.

Alternatively, the prajecting tonen itMlf may be made of a

of its colour or other reaaoni, is able

I in such a case a coating of the pro-

rrhecting material need not be resorted to.

< that part of the icriieii in which the sor-

>:« u •-•j uiaprd or rottgheoed that projectiag points to tips

c are formed. These tips, according to the inven-

re provided with a dark costing d, whilst the Mcesaes c

"--eriag of some highly ligbt-reflectiog material.—John
^•ariuig, 6, Colmhachcistrasta, Wilnersdorf, Berlin,

.assignee of Carl Oslcar Boahrieh, 4, Angsborgsr
rlotUnborg, Berlin.

...ii SHurm Rblbims.— .No. 141,391 (April 8, 1919).

The invention relates to apparatus for operating pbotogrspfaic

•hatt*r<i in which the shatter trigger i» actuated after a predeter-

mined ujtTval, and, after a further adjustable interval, is again
ai'tiutc'i.

N ^ axis i» proT levioes for soccw-

'.'I an adjusts!' .<:, spring-acluated

mambcn which respectively and in succcaaion actuate and release

the shatter trigpr.

According to M* design shown iu the drawing, a drum a is

Aiven by a - rloehwork morement provided with a barrel and
also »

: nf wheels, the rotation of which is regulated
by a f Irum imparts a retarded rotary movement to a
disc d, whxh carries two fingera b and b'. Tbe first fing« h, by

into coataet with the upturned end c of an L-shaped
causa tbe lever to turn on its pivot, and consequently

releasee a projection f on the lever from contact with a plate i

provided with a support k for tbe release button /. The plate i

and support k, under the action of a spring r, then rise to the

position i', carrying along .^therewith the release button I, which
movement produces the opening of the shutter.

The second finger 6', which is adjustable at will relatively to

the linger 6, acts in its turn on the end c' of a second L-shaped
lever ij', causing the lever to turn on its pivot g' and liberate

a projection /"' on the lever </' from a casing p containing tin

spring r. The casing then descends under the action of a

spring r* and that of the release button (and of the shutter) , and

c 'c ^
this second luovemeut produces the closing of the siiutter. The
finger 6' being adjustable with respect to the finger b, the

interval between the two positions of fingera determines the duru
tion of the time exposure. A small, flat spring o serves iv

maintain the two ends c and c' of the L-shaped levers in tlieir

normal position.—iSocieie Anonyme pour r£xploitation d' Inven-

tions I.tJ.A., 63, Hue du Stand, Geneva, assignees of Jacques
Bogopolslcy, S3, Hue du Stand, Geneva.

Lamtxkn ScauMS.—No. 166,803 (July 6, 1920). Tlie invention

relates to screens on which cinematograph pictures can be seen

in daylight. It consists of a semi-opaque sheet or sheets of glass,

celluloid, or other material, so roughened or indented upon one

of its surfaces as to present protuberauoes, ridges, or nodules,

wiiich will cast shadows or will themselves be "artly in shade
when the rays of tbe sun art thrown obliquely or toansversely

upon then.

Thus a sheet ul glass which is smooth on oue side may be

provided 'with parallel V-corrugatious on the otiier, crossing one
another at right angles so as to leave pyramidal modules, iornied

by casting, moulding, or cutting the surface. xUe smooth face

(or back) of the glass may be covered with white or light toned

paper or fabric or coaled 'witb aluminium or other paint in order

to render it semi-opaque, while white or light-tinted paint may
be applied to the mdented surface. Alternatively to the use of

such covering and painting tbe glass may be of ibe kind known
as opal or semi-opaque. When the daylight or sunlight falls upon
such a screen at any angle except a right angle (which in prac-

tice would never be a probable angle), the high light will be

broken up into lower lights or shadows by the evenly distributed

nodnlas which are spread in close formaliou over the whole
surtaocu Any picture projected from a lantern upon such a screen

'Will be rendered visible because of its rays falling upon the
innumerable shaded spots, which become illuminated by the
picture instead of by tbe daylight.

In another form of the invention, tbe face of tbe screen may
be ribbed iu one direction only, and when this form is used, the

daylight or sunlight may be caused to impinge upon it trans-

lei sely on all occasions by providing means by which tbe screen

can IJ^a^osted to tbe most favourable angle. For instance,

such a screen may be caused to revolve in its own plane upon an
axis at right angles to itself, and for this purpose it may be
mounted in a frame or upon a holder provided with the necessary

gear by which the ribs on the screen will always be placed trans-

verse to the rays of the sun, and such rays may be either direct

or suitably deflected thereon by mirrors.—John Hill Coverdale,
12B, Braybrook Road, Hastings, and Frederick Chetwynd Jessetl,

Bush Lane House, London, E.G.

SsNamvc Collodios.—No. 166,063 (September 16, 1920). Th»
patentee has discovered that collodion in which the solvent em
ployed conaj^ entirely or mainly of methyl alcohol enables him
to introduce organic iron salts in tbe ooating mixture or emulsion.
whereby ligbt-senaitive films which have distinctive properties arc

obtained. Moreover, such coating mixtures or emulsiona have
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other advanlaees, amungst which may be named that the mixtures

flow more readily and easily than the ordinary collodion coating

mixtures, and are far less liable to accumulate dust or specks

thuii nrc water-soluble coating mixtures.

A collodion coating mixture or emulsion is prepared by making
op collodion with methyl alcohol as the solvent, to which may,
however, bo added, either at the time of preparing the

collodion or subsequently a proportion of some other sol-

vent, for example, ethyl alcohol. The latter has the

property of lessening the porosity and increasing the

density and clearness of the collodion film, which can be

controlled and regulated by the amount of ethyl alcohol

in the coating mixture. The most useful results are

obtained when the proportion of ethyl alcohol to methyl alcohol

in the finished coating mixture is as 1 : 3 or 1 : 4. A trifling

proportion, not exceeding 2 or 3 per cent, of water will, on the
other hand, increase the porosity of the collodion film, and can
be added to the collodion mixture, if desired.

A solution of the organic iron salt is made and added to the
collodion. The salt preferred is ferric ammonium citrate, and
the preferred solvent is methyl alcohol. If the salt, as in the
case of ferric ammonium citrate, is not completely soluble in

the methyl alcohol, then only the soluble portion is decanted
and used in the mixture.

The mixture so prepared produces a light-sensitive film when
coated on glass plates or other material, but in order to increase

its sensitiveness the plates may be bathed in an alcoholic solution
of other metallic salts, such as silver, gold, platinum or palla-

dium salts, either singly or in combination. Some salts suitable
for the purpose are silver nitrate, gold chloride, platinum chloride,

01 palladium,.xhloride. It is preferred, however, in place of
bathing the plates, to add the salts for obtaining increased light-

sensitiveness to the mixture itself, preferably dissolving them in

ethyl alcohol. The ethyl alcohol so used may be made to serve the
double purpose of dissolving the added salt and of producing
the desired degree of density of the collodion film, as referred to
above.

A typical light-sensitive collodion coating mixture or emulsion
would be composed as follows :

—

6 per cent, celloidine dissolved in methyl alcohol, 2 parts by vol.

Ferric ammonium citrate saturated solution in methyl alcohol,
1 part by vol.

2 per cent, silver nitrate in ethyl alcohol (industrial spirits), 1

part by vol.

The main claim is : Light-sensitive coating mixtures or emul-
sions for photographic purpose-s, t>f collodion containing an organic
iron salt, preferably ferric ammonium citrate, in which the sol-

vent employed to produce the collodion consists wholly or mainly
of methyl alcohol.—Julius Bheinberg, 57, Holborn Viaduct,
London, E.C.I.

The following complete specifications are open to public inspec-

tion before acceptance:

—

Stereoscopy.—No. 167,179 Optical devices adapted to obtain
stereoscopic images. A. J. Toupillier.

Trade Names and Marks.

MARKS PLACED ON THE REGISTER.
The following marks have been placed on the Ter/isteT

:

—
Lion (Design).—Nos. 387,634 and 387,635, Cinematograph films

for exhibition. Lionel Phillips, 29a, dhaa-ing Oix)ss Road,
London, W.C.2, dnematogiraph manufaoturer and dealer.

R. L. (Prism Design).—No. 399,184. Phdloeophical instruments,
scientific inatiTjmenjts, and apparatus for useful purposes; instru-

ments and apparatus for teaching. Ross, Ltd., Optical Works,
3, North Side, Olapham Oomnion, London, S.W.4, manufaoturens.

(5T.\R IN OiKCLE (Design).—No. 394,057. Clhemicals for photo-
graphic purposes and synlbhetic dyee, all being goods indtided in

Class 1. Gregory and Oo., Bycans Laboratories, Hamil Bos/d,
Buralem, Stoke-on-Trent, manufaoturing ohemislto.

.ViBco (Design).—No. 398,894. PhotograiAic cameras. The Air-
craft Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 25 and 27, Old Queen Street,
Westminster, London, S.W.I, and Edgware Road, The Hyde,
Hendon, London, N.W.9, manafaotareis.

Splbndol.—No, 398,351. Oliemical photographic developer.':

Cutler Hill Colour and Chemical Co., Ashton Road East, Fails-

worth, Manchester, aniline dye and photographic chemical manu-
fadturers.

Skeo-Cabds.—No. 400,579. Photogi-aphs on cards. Herbeit Jolin

Jackson, 25, Ford Street, Coventry, photographer.

•MoNAL.—No. 390,892. CSiemical substances used in photograpln
The Portsmouth Photo Co., Ltd., Pompey Works, 8, Arundel
Street, Portsmouth, photographic raanufaoturers.

Aptus (Design).—No. 402,531. All goods included in Class 1.

Moore and Co., 101 and 103, Dale Street, Liveqjool, photographic i

apparat.us manufaoturens, <

PoNTOPRiNT.—No. 401,856, Pictures, prints, engi-avings and photo- .

gravures. G. and G. Ponton, 128, Renfield Street, Glaegow, die-

1

sinkers and engravers. !

Pactol.—No. 402,193. Adhesives (mucilage paste, gum, labelling

solution), prepared as artaoles oif stationery. United Chemi'vil

Corporation, Ltd., 39, Viotoiria Streeit, Westminster, Londi i

S.W.I, manufaoturing cheimista.

FoRTEX.—No. 403,211. Philosophical instruments, scientific instru-

ments and photographic apparatus, all being included in Class 8.

but not including spectacle lenses and not including any go<jds

of a like kind to speotade lensee. Fred Walter Baxter, 17, Ohrjs-
sell Road, Brixiton, London, S.W.9, manufacturer of photographic''

appanatiLs.

Wellington (Child Design).—No. 412,402. Photographic pl;r

films and chemicals. Wellington and Ward. Shenley Ri

Boreham Wood, Elstree, Hertfordshire, manufacturers.

UiSTAB.—No. 362,971. Optical instruments. The firm trading ,is

Carl Zeiss, 2, Carl Zeiss Strasse, Jena, Germany, manufacturers
of optical and philosophical instruments.

New Materials.

Eclipse Ultrasrapid Plates. Made by the Imperial Dry Plate

Co., Ltd,, Cricklewood, London, N.W.2.

For many years the Imperial "Flashlight" plate has held iiii

enviable position as regards speed and the other qualities which

are demanded in a dry-plate emulsion of high quality, its greiit

sensitiveness satisfying those who require a plate of extrenu-

rapidity. With the demand for greater and still greater rapidit\

on the part of photographers of sporting events under ofte.:

unfavourable conditions of lighting, the Imperial Company ha\e

perfected a plate of still higher sensitiveness, which they haxo

recently issued as the " Eclipse." The plates sent for our trial

are marked 550 H. & D., a number which indicates a speed moie
than '50 per cent, greater than that of the "Flashlight." While

the H. & D. is not a full measure of the sensitiveness of a plate,

comparative tests against a " Flashlight " show the difference

between the two to be fairly indicated by this numerical rating

The many photographers who in the past have pledged their faith

to " Imperial Flashlights " under conditions requiring the maxi-

mum light-action on a plate can hardly ask for a more emphatu

testimony to the speed quality of the new introduction.

Moreover, with pyro-soda or metol-hydroquinone, the plates

develop quickly and allow of any ordinary degree of vigour beinu'

readily obtained. An ultra-fast emulsion in some cases does not ii.\

as quickly as one of medium speed, but we observe no sluggishne.--f

as regards fixing with the " Eclipse " plates. The makers, hn-'

ever, recommend that plates should remain at least seven minn

in a fixing bath containing 6j ozs. of hypo in 20 ozs. of water,

is likewise deserving of notice that plates of this extreme rapidity

call for more than the usual care in respect to exposure when

loading and developing. Apart from other factors, fogging is a

question of a certain time of exposure to even a ' safe " light.

The makers have to use part of that time in the manufacture and

examination of the plates : the user needs to expose the plates as

little as he can to what remains. A deep ruby safelight, such as
'

the Imperial No. 4, is recommended. With these precautions ta':3n. jr

there will be no difi&culty in obtaining negatives of fine gradailoi

i
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and oomplete freedom fram veil under

exposure, such aa frequeatlj' prevail

photography.

: 4 conditions of minimun
:n focal-plane and Preas

unprovided with

.r is immediately

ular» ul the plates may

LmtiSBS DBSKNsnisEB.—Mr. Thomas K. Grant, 89, Great Russell

Street, London, W.C.I, sends us a sample tube of the Lumiere
" Oeeensibilisateor " for the deaensitisir^ of Autochrome and ordi-

nary platee for development in a bright y.'llow light. The contenia

of the tube are mixed with 35 oza. of w.iter to make the working

bath, in which Autochrome plates are immersed for 30 seconds;

ordinary platee for one minute.

lUoio Lrx Anti-Halatiom Puitxs. — MM. B. Guilleminot.

Riwptliii; ft Cie^ send us a sample of the anti-halation plate issued

4s " Radio-Lux." and described some months ago in these

hv M. L. P. Clerc. The •pe<.ial featore of the plate is a

i brown maoganeae peroxide he gUss and the

film This sQpplies an inten- e obstacle to the
' halation and. aorsover, ::. tho " Radio-Lux " plate

such a degree of tnnspar-'i'-y that the plate can be

;Op«U u readily (by transmitted lu

-ing. In an acid fixing bath the p'

^ed and removed. Further p.uii

ed from the I.Andon repreeontalive of MM. Uuilleminot

M Juirs de Oottal. 7. Cecil Mansions. Muias Road. London,
8 w.n
PkonustoXAL PASSt-pABTOCTS.—It has alwi^B beep a matter of

K>me surprise to a.< that professional photogrkphen should make
oomparat use of pesse-partout iramini;. not only for

neat and .• < play' of apecim'-ri" in thn window, but al«>

supply to rastnmsr s. As regard t>c!r, it is a very

Tioa sight to see soiled prints in . and also those

h, as aooo ss tiie son strikes the gin to cur] up st

oomers, prsssnting a very nnsigh' raooe It would
1 thai nway shirk the trouble of rufmnting specimens passe-

oai fashion Thr«e who do so suroly cannoi huvr msde the
lainteaes '

-

. nnade passe-partoai- - a specialty

'I-^srs. W : ^ Sons, Camera Hooxc. I - Jon Avenue
E.C.4. These passe-partout frames, supplied under the
** Kwiek-Monat." are available in a series of different

''>r prints frooi c de v. to whole plate sise, at price* which
Is. to 3s. each. The mounted print has simply to be laid

' with the glass and the lundmi: flaps brooght over it and
^ ?<immed strip. These passe-pertoats allow of prints

others, and their extreasly neat end pleasing

... then both fur window displsys and supply to

Meetings of Societies.

MKFri\.;s OF SOCIETIES) FOR XKXT WEEK
Thcksdat, Acoust 3B.

insnaiith (Hampshire House) P.S Dehete—" Straight v.

Faked Pheitograpliy. " Leaden: P. Chattsfion and A. Hanson,
h MirldlsSM P.S. " Eo'srged Ne^'atives." W. Robinson.

Satumv > -T 27.

Phot. Soc. Excin* Inworth.
. lA>o4on aihl Cnppiec*M7 ... Anting to llampion court.
ing Park Coop. Soc. TVailes' Hpli'lsy Outing.

CBOYDONT CAMERA CLOB.
><!anU* the informal session has l>een living from hsnd-to-

sgrce with it> rarisd composition. Last
H a gap with a demonstration on " Palla-

' Tee nature, it only modest half-plate

metal p.ilUdium. like platinum, he
i.iiafrd. utilt mueb good money. Also, he preferred carting
't •m»l! 'fMhen to large.

? the war. when plaijnom was alroo»t nnobtain-
he »aid. hs4 »ino- hi-en so improved and tnned-

up as to constitute practically a new product. Although the solu-

tions employed are different, it may be regarded as a variant of
Platinot>-pe, being worked in exactly the same way.
After an outline of the theory of the process, he said that

Palladiutypes are sensitised to give a beautiful warm black (some
might consider it a brown) on matt papers, supplied in many grades.
The natural surface of tht paper is retained unchanged with the
image nght on top, and not embedded in gelatine or starch. The
"vellum " (semi-matt) papers give a warmer tone. Palladiotype is

a cold-bath process, and iffords a robust initial image enabling
correct exjx>snre to be judged after a trial or two. Development
is best effected as soon after printing as feasible, and the prints do
not deteriorate if left in the Clearing baths long beyond the regu-
lation tune.

Very useful in the case of flat negatives, or when additional
sparkle is required, is the addition of a small quantity of potass
bichromate to the developer Unless the salt be added in

excess no injury to the quality of a Palladiotype picture occurs.
So miniite a dose as half a grain in 20 ozs. of developer gives
slightly added contrast : it is not advisable to go beyond 4 or
S grains to the pint. Printing must be carried further according
to the sroount of oxidant added.

In the discussion, Mr. J. M. SelloTs, as an old Platinotypo
worker, paid tribute to the newer process, in so far as it resembled
its prototype, which excelled in the beautiful gradation it gave in

the lighter tonjs. Mr. A. F. Catharine preferred Palladiotype

;

the term " brown-black " might mean anything, but the particular
colour or tone secured was jnst right and could not be bettered.

Thanks to the absence of the usual colloids, the maximum of bril

liancy was secured on a perfectly matt paper. Mr. H. P. C
Harpur said he had known palladium confused with peptonised
milk and music halls. To his cost he had recently realised it

was a very precious metal indeed. For direct work he always used
I' «•, as it lasted for ever and ever. Touching, too, upor

<-, Mr. V. Jobling suggested coating on asbestos, for tla-

last speaker's excinsivs use.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

Ljcoai. Noncx.—^Notice is given, pursuant to Section 242 (6) of the

Companies Consolidation Act, 1906, that the name of Park's Pre.'i~

Photographic Agency, Limited, has been struck off the register o°

J'jiut Stock Companies, und the company is dissolved.

Easthan Kodak Compaky.—The directors have declared the fol

lowing extra dividends :—2^ per cent, upon the common stock, pay
able on October 1, to stockholders of record on August 31; 5 pci

cent, upon the common stock, payable on November 1. to stock

boId«rs of record on September 30.

Th« ordiii.iry quarterly dividends of 2^ per cent, upon the out

standing c<jnmion stock, and of 1^ per cent, upon the outstandin.-

preferred stock will be )>aid as usual on October 1 to stockholders

of record on August 31.

Canvassino PHOTO-CoLOURtNO Fracp? — At tho Canterbury

Police Court last week. Ellen Elizabeth Vincent was charged with

obtaining 2s. from Eva E Hobbs on July 12 with intent to defraud

lile Carlton stctcd th.it prisoner called at Mrs.
1: . lice at 37, New To*rn Street, at 11.30 a.m. on
July 12. ,ind asked if she had photographs which wanted colour-
ing, saying that she did miniatures for Is. 6d. and cabinets for

2s. 6d. Mrs. Holihs giwc prisoner four photographs, and. upon
the woman asking for i deposit. 2s. for which a receipt was given.

Prisoner said the photographs would be finished in a week, and

also added that she was opening a business in St. George's Street

on the lollowing Mor.iay—a »tat<»raent since proved to be untrue.

On Jply 25 Mrs. Hobb': went to 7, Blackfriars Street. Canterbury.

the addre.ss on the receipt, and found that priNoner had left .i

week previously. The photographs, with several others. wer<>

recovered from that addreM. Prisoner was apprehended .it Branli

some, Dorset, and upon being receivs'l into custody by
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P.S. Richardson, who. charged her with the offence, the woman

said. "That's quite I'ght. I also had the photographs." At

Canterbury, when charged, prisoner replied, " I certainly did not

take the money under those conditions—to defraud."

Eva Elizabeth Hobbs and P.S. Richardson bore out this state-

ment in evidence, the former adding that prisoner showed her a

specimen photograph and asked for details as to the colour of the

hair, eyes, etc

Prisoner, who pleaded " Not Guilty," said she fully intended

getting an office and settling in Canterbury to colour photographs,

as she had always done As money she had been expecting from

home did not come, she could not complete the photographs in the

time, bhe could not remain at her lodgings as she could not pay

her landlady. She had intended going to Bournemouth—her home

—but remained near by until Wednesday last. In about a week's

lime the photographs could be finished. She had a list of her

various customers in Canterbury, with the amounts they had paid

She had fully intended to complete the photographs, even had they

been a little late. A remand was ordered.

When prisoner appeared again she was charged with two furthei

offences on July 8 (a) of obtaining the sum of 2s. 6d. from Mildred

Thatcher, of 40, Artillery Street, Canterbury ; and [b) of obtaining

the sum of 3s. from Emily Streeting, of 23, Artillery Street, Canter-

bury, No evidence was offered in a charge of obtaining the sum

of Is. 6d. from Violet Blissett, of 41, Artillery Street, Canterbury.

The evidence given by the complainants showed that the circum

stances were similar to those of the above case, v

P.S, Richardson, in evidence, said that altogether he recovered

75 photographs from 7. Blackiriars Street, Canterbury, Prisoner,

when charged, said she had nothing to add to her statement.

The Chief Constable informed the Bench that prisoner was bound

over in the name of Nellie Simmonds at Bournemouth in 1917 for

embezzlement, and was sentenced to three months' hard labour at

Guildford Petty Sessions in February last for stealing money as

bailiff. There was a further warrant out against her in the name

of Nellie Lee for obtaining 5s, by a trick from Lilian Beatrice

Houghton, at Eastbourne, which prisoner desired should be taken

into consideration. There were ten other complaints of a similar

nature from Eastbourne, which prisoner admitted were with regard

to photographs. She was 36 years of age.

The Chairman said that having taken into consideration the

Eastbourne case, the sentence would be two months' hard labour

in each of the three cases heard^ t^he sentences to run concurrently

News and Notes.

Mr. R, Hume, to whom we recently sent the reply t<i a question,

is asked to send a stamped envelope bearing his address, since tha'

enclosed with his query has been returned by the postal authorities

Mr, William Bell, of Criterion, Ltd,, is open to accept engage-

ments for lectures and demonstrations in Lancashire from the

following dates:—^Monday, October 16, to Saturday, January 21,

1922, inclusive,

Mr, F. W. Speaight, we are informed, delivered a lecture to

niembea-B of the Press on Tuesday evening last, describing his plans

for the improvement of the Horse Guards' Parade, which, with

certain modifications, have just been approved by Parliament,

A Rescuer's Camera Stolen,—Before jumping into the sea fully

dreseed to save a child from drowning at Southend a photographer

left his camera in charge of a man on the Western Esplanade, After

restoring the child to its mother, the r^cuer found that the man
had vanished with the camera.

Mr, William Field died suddenly from heart failure on the

6th instant while on holiday. He was for over 50 years in the

service of the Autotyne Company, appreciated and esteemed by
its successive principals and by his fellow servants. Many photo-

graphers who knew him will regret his decease.

Professional Field Cameras.—Messrs. Sands, Hunter & Co
,

37. Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, have just issued a

32-page list almost exclusively occupied by specifications of the
many field cameras for outdoor professional use of sizes from half-

plate to 15 X 12. These include many examples of the lighter

conical models as well as the heavier substantial patterns still

largely in favour by many professionals. A copy of tl c list will be

sent on application.

Mr. W, B, Ferguson, M,A,, K,C,, whose health, we are very sorry

to hear, has lately been a matter of some concern, has this week

left London for Baden, Aargau, Switzerland, where he expects to

remain for several months, and may not return to England until

the spring. While he is ordered to rest, immediate photographic

friends are asked to note that his address in Baden is Hotel Baren.

We join with many others in wishing Mr. FergusoL a complete

restoration to health,

A French Chemical Congress,—The Sooi^te de Chimie Indus-

trielle is holding an important congress of applied chemistry »
Paris from October 9 to 12 next. The proceedings wil' be divided

among numerous sections, including one relating to photographic

manufacture, A series of visits to worko is being arranged, and,

also an exhibition representing all branches of industrial chemistry,

in which the majority of French firms will take part. Further

information is obtainable from 49, Rue des Mathurins, Paris,

A New Poison Bottle Bill.—Last week there was introduced

a BiU in the House of Commons proposing that every chemist when

selling poisons must with every bottle etate on the label the anti-

dote to the poison, so that in case of any mistake a swift remedy

may be applied. The penalty for failure to comply is put at £5.

One criticism raised is that the vendor should be allowed to state

the antidote in writing instead of print on the l^bel. Another is

that if such precautionary statement is made, it may prevent people

from calling in a doctor in cage of accidental poisoning. The intro-

ducer of the Bill is General Surtees, M.P., for Gateshead,

D, 50,—In response to a large request for this new developer in

form ready for use, the Cooper Laboratory, Watford, have decide<l

to supply the ingredients for the No, 2 solution in tablet form.

Four tablets provide the chemicals necessary for use with 1 oz, of

D, 50, Cartons of 8 and 16 tablets are being issued to retail at 6d,

and 9d. each respectively, and the tablets will also be put up in

boxes of 100 to retail at 3s, 6d, per box. A oample packet contain-

ing a small bottle of the D.50 concentrated solution, together with

a tablet providing the solid chemicals for the No, 2 solution, is also

being issued, price 9d. from any photographic dealer, or post free

on application to the Cooper Laboratory, Watford,

A New Form of Educational Film is now being shown to English

audiences, the pictures illustrating how the eye sees, how the ear

hears, how the heart and lungs work, etc. The pictures are a

development of the moving picture cartoon, and owe their origin

to a Mr. G, R. Bray, of Chicago, The writer of the " films

column " in the " Star," describing the new pictures, says that

the heart is first photographed from a dark cardboard background,

then a transparent plate is superimposed, showing the chambers of

the heart, and the two are photographed together. After that several

other plates, showing changes in the chambers, are superimposed.

In fact, one background is often used with 20 or 30 transparent

plates.

The Camera in Fiction,—All writers of fiction have not so good

a grasp of photography as they might have, and many " howlers"

have been recorded, Mr. E, V, Lucas, however, seems to be fully

alive to modern methods, for in his " Listener's Lure " he makes

one of his characters (.Adelaide Fielding) write to a friend :
—

" I

wish you would send me a, photograph of yourself, . ; It is quite

useless to tell me that yo'u never go to a photographer. That excuse

is dead and buried. Photographers come to us now. I am as cer-

tain that Edith (another character figuring in the story) has a

camera as that I have not," And the page from which this extract

is made is headed :
" To everyone a camera or two," Such free

advertisements of photography are welcome.

Story of a Good Photograph.—An excellent piece of pro-

paganda, which recently has been undertaken by the British Photo-

graphic Manufacturers' Association, is the circulation of a small

booklet, entitled " The Story of a Good Photograph " which is

being extensively advertised in the lay Press, The booklet, which

is Vfritten by Mr, Arthur C, Brookes, very simply puts forward

the ways in which anyone may take up photographj , and usefully

emphasises the simplicity of photography as a hobby as a result of

the improvements in apparatus and materials. The booklet includi.>s
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*dverti3«ine[its by British munui Although it vas intended

ihat ti.f l"> kio- ahoald be distri: . as a reiult of advertiae-

m«ii'-- in the Pros, with the oujeci ' : attracting those who it

pr«r>'iit do not number photography among their bobbiea, applicA-

iion< from dealers for copies of the booklet have been so numerous

that the B.P.M.A. has agreed to supply dealers with a limited

uumber of copies for free distribution strictly to non-photographers

at the nominal charges of Se. fur SO copies; IDs. per 100 copies, in

each case post free. Application for the booklet should be made <o

Sicilian House, Southampton Row, London, W.C.I, enclosing remit-

tance, since it is not poeaible for the Association to open up ^
Dumber of small accounts.

Kevovoig Staujs, «rc., *sd Black LrrreBiso rsoii Castas
BliM'^.—The following paragraph, which we clip from " Work,"
contains soma information which may 'm? of service to those of o|ir

re«d<rr« who have thea' studios or tii |. iroots fitted with canvas
remove mi'.dew and stains front canvas, cut 1 lb. of

-oap into aharing* and boi! into a stiff paste with soft

riin) water. Apply thi* ! -iie stain by rubbing vigor-

ijriokle with finely powut-r.,! potass carbonate. Spread
.<• iai(<ric on a grass pUl and allow to remain there for twenty-four
irs When dry »pr»y the canvas with rainwatfT and wash, when

o disappeared The black '>n shop blinds

by itencillmg nr p'«i'''inL.' 'imel or paint.

1 Jl be e»» ! iiv i_' • > > sponging

.; *o'v»nt« rrii. > art".:; t, : rachloride,

i«r, acetone, ar> itrobcnaeoe. Aniline is to be preferred

cs loas doe to r . n is least with this solvent. Should the
tering bs prinlad with a carbon ink, however, it will be neeeasary
'»!e.ich lUr canvas. Tbcrsfore, if any of the above solvents fail

n, proesed as foKowf : Boil the fabnc for three
': containing 37 gr. of pottminm cyanide (a power-

; pt. of water, wash and warm in a closed vessel

Inn of Bl| gr. of rhlorida of lime per 1] pt. of

veiael it f<iM t)ir soMioa is allowed to cool

acid gan (car'- • .ii«.iJ»\ (« passed in. This
ri the bleachiT and treating with

... -.1 the lettermi,' ,.-... ^v.. r' '-' In
'W tinfs is retained by the fsl to ti

,........« in th- >.v..^i ,— T
, „,,, colora-

M the canvas i« dra» ' 'about 70 gr.

r gallon of water), »„-,><, , ^IMI 'ir

Correspondence.

-. .,..,.,i,„t, ihnuld aecff irnff on both iidtt of Iht paper.

laJttm •/ rommiiiiifiitujH$ unlttt Ikt namet a»d
..i!_,...., „/ Me writtrt art ijivtn.

' Wt to not miderlakf tttpontibililjf for (Ac opinioni tiptftd
'•

/ .t corruponimtf.

r M.i.V rnOToGRAPHY BY M-\G\ESIl'M LIGHT
To the Edit.

'
-»<» oorrow a phrase fr-m me i^'Hcr <>t your cor-

P. R. S.." in the issoe of July 8. p. 40e, " I do not
I...,, ii'.wrver, to write a history of 6sishlight wrrk." merely
ietail aoms facts, which may perhaps put a different comple.vioii

' t from that outlined by your corrMpondent.
Sag. Pat. 2,786, 1866) patentod the oae of magnesium

wnich was snpfiisd to a flame i' fioous stream
fannel. The inventor points out > onveniant to

jToimd flint or gUs- tim

I the use of ribbon . is

claimcJ. I \V. Hart (" Phot. N'e«s,- lBc.4. a/J) lefers to the
of magnesiom ribbon, and Johnson and Matlh^y announced

.\pril 1, 1B66, the price would he tp<' .|f. T'p

ime it was, I believe, frnm 100 tn 1 pounH.
meetin(( of thf i i:. W. White
?J«w«." 1865 . nf fhr urea

ikiiii of tht' Aoik of i n'\

ii.—It is a qupttion wIk-; in

filings has met with due attention. It would not be difficult lo

deliver a stream of the metal, as sand from an hour-glass, into a
jet of gas or other flame, and thus maintain a light with a certainty

equal to that obtained by wire and cloclrwork."
At a meeting of the South London Photographic Soiiety, Novem-

ber 9. 1865, reported in " Phot. News," 1865, 550, " Mr. J. T.
Taylor ignited a portion of a powder consisting of antimony, mag-
nesium, sulphur and potassium nitrate, which gave a momentary
flash of very actinic light, with which, he stated, instantaneous
photographs could be obtained." And this was not in the days of
the fast gelatine plate. E. T. de Banzie (Eng. Fat 5,462, 1881)
patented a lantern for burning magnesium or other " heliopyre '

compound.
In an editorial article (" B. J.," 1887, 530) reference is made to

the Gaedicke and Miethe patent. Traill Taylor's experiment is

recalled, and it is stated that an editorial article on the subjectj

appeared in the following year. Appended to the above patent
specification is the following note : {" We never like, where it can
be avoided, to throw cold water upon a patent; but it is probable
that the patentees in this case had never read an article in our issue

of May 34, 1867, • Photography by a Flash,' and from which we
here make a brief extract :

' Mr. Skaife finds in magnesium powder,
when mixed with other pyrotechnic compounds, the means <f
obtaining a flash of light of the desired intensity and brevity. At
the meeting of the South London Society in November, 1865, wo
Ignited a powder composed of magnesium, ohlorate ot potash and
sulphur, by which we had been able a few evenings previously to

obtain a sharp image of a print while it was being slowly moved.'
This, we imagine, settles the fate of the foregoing patent.

—

Eds.")
G. A. Kenyon (" B. J.," 1883, 61) used magnesium ribbon buminj;

ill oxygen, and staled also that magnesium powder and chlorate

could be used.

F > Ibuch, 1905. 1, I., 331, which deals with the history

of
j

•y\ says ; " Photography with magnesium powder ii«

the form ut flashlight,' as it was then called, jirH obtaiued deveto/.-

mtnt bjf thr icort of J. Oatdicke and A. Atiethe in Berlin, mni
toon tktrtafltr iht whult world was bvty with tht same, since tho

explosive mixtures of magnesium powder (magnesium, chlorate cf

potash and antimony, and later other mixtures, see below) recom-

mended by the same actually biu-nt as quick as a flash and gave

uistaotaneoiis pictures of portraits and groups, etc., on gelatine

plates. About the same time Meydcnbauer became busy with the

tame subjects After Gctdicke and Miethe hai (firen the neio

tmpttiu to magnttinm flathlight photography, the excellent proper-

lies of pure magnesium powder, blown through a flame, were leamt.

T N. Armstrong drew attention shortly after the publication cf

ihe Gaed icke-M iethe flash powder to the fact that pure magnesium
powder blown through a flame gives an intense light (° B. J.,'

1887. 77j. After which a large number of different ' flash powders '

and magnesium flash lamps were given, which (as well as tho

axperimenta with aluminium flash light) are described in another

volume of this work."
That is history made! The italics above are mine, and tho

actual troth is that the price of magnesium was dropped to one-fifth.

See •• Phot. News." 1887. 193.

Now for some other facts. As recorded above, White had sug-

gested the use of pure magnesium twelve years prior to the Gaedicke-

Miethe " epocbmachenden " discovery. W. H. Harn&on (" Phot.

News," 1885, December 15; " B, J.," 1886, 81) described dropping

msKoesium powder, mi.ted with sand from a funnel, thus following

Larkin. See above.

-mE-t^S^icke-Miethe German patent is 42,966, April 27, 1887,

for miYtiure of magnesium 30 parts, potassium chlorate 60 parts,
,

antimony sulphide 10 parts, with or without the addition of 10 per

cent, of sodium, calcium, strontium, lithium or barium salts tq

give colour to the flame, and a lantern to burn the same in. Their

English patent (7,055. May 13, 1887) patented magnesium 6 parts,

potassium chlorate 12 parts, and potassium " prussiate " 1 part, or

Mg. 12 part", KCIO, 24 parts, and amorphous phosphorus 1 part,

with the other earthy salts, about 10 per cent, of the latter being

claimed. In their book, " Praktische Anieitung zum Photo-

graphieren l>ei Magnesium Lichl " (Berlin, 1887, rev.ewed " Phot.

News," 1887. 350), the German patent and Traill Taylor are fol-

l<iwcd. H. W. Vogel. in his usual letter to the " Phot. N.

1887, 346, taid the results were first shown in Berlin by G.f
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on March 11, but not explained till April 15, and stated that

chlorate and nitrate were used.

A. Hemsley, U.S. Pat. 407,351, 1889, application date May 4,

1888, claims the same thing and the use of the earthy salts " lo

produce orthochromatic effects similar to that X)roduced by a

specially prepared plate with an interposed colour screen."

T. N. Armstrong's paper was read before the Glasgow Photo-

graphic Association (reported " B. J.," 1887, 777; " Phot. News,"

1887, 773). Armstrong described Piffard's and Traill Taylor's

experiments, and, referring to the German proposal, says that such

compounds are not at all desirable on account of their explosive

character, the sulphurous fumes and the antimony oxide, the latter

being poisonous. His own plan was to use a chemical wash bottle

with two tubes. He writes :
" I consider the blowing through a

gas flame of this powder to be a great stride in the right direction

in the class of work we are considering to-night, especially as it

solves the difficulty of being able to throw the light from any

desired angle, which is easily done by a common movable gas

bracket with universal joints." See also " B. J.." 1889 38.

Dr. H. G. Piffard's experinients were made before the Spciety

of Amateur Photographers of New York (" Phot. News," 1887,

697, 720). He first used gunpowder in the ratio of 3 to 1 magnesium
(of. A. H. Elliott, " B. J. Almanac," 1888, 45f)), and later adopted

nitro-cellulose, sprinkling this with twice its weight of magnesium
(cf. F. C. Beach " B. J. Almanac," 1888, 439; " B. J.,' 1886, 114).

W. J. Harrison (" B. J.," 1887, 790), in an article entitled
" Magnesio-Cotton Light," refers to Piffard's work, and appends

the following postscript :
" I find that a mixture of lycopodium

powder and magnesium triturated in a mortar and blown from »

tube through a gas flame yields a very brilliant and momentary
flash."

At a meeting of the North London Photographic Society r.f

January 3, 1888, reported in " B. J.," 1888, p. 2, reference was made
to Armstrong's work, and in " B, J. Almanac " this note is sum-

marised as follows :

—

" Here is a description of one of an excellent nature introduced

by Mr. W. Bishop early in the year. A metallic spirit lamp, having

a flat top, is fitted with two wicks, one in front of the other.

Immediately behind this is a reservoir containing magnesium in

powder into which dips a glass tube, the other end being carried

up through the cork and bent towards the flames of the spirit lamp.

A second short tube is passed through the cork, its outer end being

connected with the rubber tube of , a pneumatic ball. On giving

this ball a quick, sharp squeeze a small quantity of the powder 's

suddenly ejected against the flame, this being attended by a dazzlina;

flash. This is capable of being repeated as long as any powder
remains in the reservoir.

" The lamp of Mr. H. M. Hastings is very simple. A plain glass

tube has an ordinary ' thistle ' as a terminus at one end (as readily

procurable from every dealer in glass tubes), and a single turn or

loop is formed in the tube in the middle by softening it in a spirit

lamp and giving it a loop turn, leaving the main body of the tube

in a straight length as before. Now, if the tube be charged with

powder by pouring it in at the wide end, it ?tands to reason that

none of it will get lost or spilt, as it will all be arrested at the turn

of the tube, and when the puff of air from *.he pneumatic ball >'s

subsequently sent through the tube, it performs its function rq

thoroughly as to eject the powder without leaving a trace of it

behind. Of course, either end of the glass tube may be directed

towards the flame ; the larger one seems advantageous, as it may
aid in spreading out the charge on the principle of the now extinct

blunderbuss.

" On one end of the tube is sprung a piece of rubber tubing

terminating in a pneumatic ball, and on the other end is ' shipped,'

by means of a spiral wire, a split brass tube, a spring clip, or any

other convenient mechanical appliantie, a tube of wire gauze about

three inches long and half E(h inch in diameter packed with asbestos.

This tube, which constitutes the lamp, is dipped in a bottle of

alcohol and thus becomes charged. It now only remains to light

the spirit lamp, and press the ball when the flash follows.

" Mr. A. James has devised a lamp which, judging especially

from the results obtained, appears to be eminently successful. An
ordinary Argand gas burner is employed, the glass chimney being

removed, and a stream of magnesium is ejected into the flame from

the orifice of a tube in the middle and below the level of those

through which the gas is emitted.

" On lines somewhat analogous, although differing in a material

degree, is a lamp, the invention of Professor Redwood. In this

there are two circular wicks (Argand fashion) rising from the top h

of a spirit lamp, and both are inclined towards each other, so that ' I

the two flames combine. To each is the magnesium powder sup-

plied through a tube below, and both tubes are supplied from a

small reservoir of the powder, over which, when charged, a lid fits

tightly. The powder is ejected in the usual way, viz., by means

of a pneumatic ball and rubber pipe, coimected with a brass tube

which is fixed in the reservoir. This angular arrangement of the

burners ensures perfect combustion, and also distributes the flame

over a larger area. The lantern in which it is enclosed is of

japanned tin, bright on the inside, and bent in a cylindrical form.

There is no glass in front, but a sheet of white blotting paper s

fixed in front and held by a suitable clip, and when the powder is

ignited it becomes powerfully illuminated by a soft lighi, like that

from a white, luminous cloud. This prevents that glare which is

so oppressive to the eyes of the sitter, softens the shadows, and

harmonises with the conditions under which daylight portraits are

taken, as the area of illuminated paper in front of the lantern is

considerable, or about two feet square."

F. W. Hart and W. Bishop applied on January 1, 1888, for Eng.

Pat. 356, and H. T. Redwood on January 13 for Eng. Pat. 582,

1888, and this lamp was placed on the market by Marion & Co.,

though the patent was abandoned.

A. James (" B. J.," 1889, 62) claims priority for the idea of blow-

ing magnesium through a flame (ignorant, probably, of White'fi

1865 suggestion), and obtained Eng. Pat. 2,730, February 23, 1888,

for a lamp, and Eng. Pat. 6,917 for trapping and removing the

smoke (cf. " B. J.," 1888, 66, 69). A. L. Henderson (" B. J.," 1899,

60, 94 ;
" B. J. Almanac," 1907, 659) suggested incorporating mag-

nesium in cylindrical pencils of celluloid so Jiat difftrent lengths

could be cut off and allowed to burn slowly, which was the first

suggestion for a so-called " time-light cartridge," subsequently

patented by others.

We now come to the Schirm patents ; the German is 45,532. of

April 4, 1888, and Eng. Pat. 5,974, April 21, 1888. Therefore we

may justly claim that he was anticipated by Englishmen, and can-

not be said to have " invented the plan of burning pure magnesium

powder (not a mixture) by blowing it through a flame."

I am afraid that this letter has expanded beyond the usual

limits, but it is, I think, as well to place some of the facts, -ii

any rate, in due sequence.—Yours faithfully, E. J. Waix.

WoUaston, Mass.

D 50 AND METOL POISONING.

To the Editors,

Gentlemen,—I have been interested in the notices of the new

developer D 50, as I have been using it since Mr, Gear's article

upon it in the " B.J." I have found it an excellent developer,

especially for portrait negatives, and I think that the claim that

it enables a shorter exposure to be given is well founded, and its

staying power is certainly remarkable. It will develop a surprising

number of prints or negatives. I had some little difficulty in per-

suading my principal assistant to use it regularly at first, but he

seems to prefer it now. He has found, however, that in developing

bromide prints it has a tendency to softness, and has. sometimes

complained of difficulty in getting a sufficiently brilliant print from

a soft negative; but he has found a remedy for that detect by

adding to it a small proportion of the old hydroquinone and caustic

soda developer, as used a good many years ago. This is a fine '

developer for negatives and prints of line subjects, especially for

lantern slides of plans and such like. He found the combination

of the two produced excellent results, and a tew days ago he tried

a rather daring experiment. Having some enlargements to nwk

from thin negatives, he developed first with caustic soda and hydi

quinone, and got a harsh, soot and white wash image, Qien trans-

ferred it to a dish of D 50 until the half-tones appeared. The

resulting prints toned to an excellent sepia.

A similar plan was tried with plates that had been exposed too ^

Ion", and the results were very good. I

But one of the virtues of D 50 is that it contains no metol, and

J
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thi* should t* ^v.oJ n«w« for tl

iiig 'The 5arne asgi.«taiit some m
on his riiia haixl. which were. I

»i w» hid ixsen jsilii: ih* Tuiv.

article in vour c'4iimr»>. conta;n;nj iiy

. .>!». 1 have never suffered itum m- '.

. e uted ii ever liooe it was first ii

t; that my auiitant was afflicted nit

;:,.. ...jj-

res

,.. ': (jfcially

.< d in an

. and caustic

f, a'.though I
: I cannot be

ad never seen

ue either, and the only treatment suggeated was ponlticing.

._:j aeemed merely to relieTO the irritation, which was not great,

hot it did not M«m to affect anv care. Bnt as aoon as he began

t,. n^,- T) 50, and rarely touched metoi. the mmm teemed to become

<nwd and began to heal. The care was hastened by using

.> .antiseptic soap, and tba sores are now qnite healed up, and

pits they caiued gradually filling.

1 would raeommeod anyon* who caffers from any skin trouble

try this soap. There are two qualities—3 per cent., a green

laoiet, and 1 per eent., a wbit« one. The 3 per cent, is the most

•Rectaal. Some people snfler in summer trom small blisters on

back of the hands, eaosing terrible itching snd irritation, bat

soap will cure it almost at once. .>rid if a little of the soap,

u:.uted with glycerine and water, is ruobed orer the bands every

moming, none of the blisters will appear.

rtainly recommend all who suffer trom metol poisoning

tnd the antiieptie soap. 1 need not say that 1 have

C"! tr„. v.^titest interest in eitlier product, bnt I beUere metol

poisoning > so terrible to those who suffer from it that it is the

doty of anyoD* who knows of • rerardv to pnbUsh it.

Bi-rocaL

X .i.viiiA^i KATINO FOR BROMmF (' KPFRS.

To the Editors.

i I. -ihe average printer rf !. lav u.i- . m- very grett

rTij.nfetl with the printer < i JO yean ni'i. In 90 CSMS

•t gaslight paper—or. more likely, oo*
' b have not yet bad a reall> good nam*

gned to Umb. bM ars midway betweSB broaide i^d gaslight

r speed. Ha baa. Uwrafose. a very wide ciioie* of surface, speed

and ooBtraai, and can toit his paper to alaaoat any tff» of nsgatiTe

be ^y'be c«lted opoo to pnnt. Hrrrin. however, lie* one of tb-i

pitfalls of modem printing, as the yo> experienced printer

is often ai a loss to know which make :_ .f p«per to ose. with

which to get the very beat resalt from any parlacolskr negative, and

ia ottsn tanptad to eontimM the use •' -•' erade of paper indefi-

nitely, regaidhM of tbot* negatives ^ - from normal, and

whicb Ike beat of operators will occaai ;...oar as with. Again

difbrsat batdies of the snme anke of paper aonMtiine* vary con-

siderably M to cootraat, iboosk I am glad to say this does not

happasi to fraqoaotly now as during the wartime period. whe«i

maoofactnrers' diflkaltiea were many.

What is wanted is a stMidardiaed method of marking batchca it

paper in the aaaa way that plate speeda an ataadarditod under

tba H. k D. t^stSM. Tbe ttandarditatioB of ooBtraat in papers.

«ever. i* a simphr pioceat,than tbe working «at of ptato speeds.

that has to be 4aoa i* to find by trial tha espoanre needed lo

^ive the fainiaat iadiMUon of an imat;e fron a dear alit, and alio

l« grea th* Jisptat black thai the papet will give.

''•«e can ha called respectively the miniaHoa aspoaure and tbe

sint aKp:
^timms expoaurai Now tbe ratio indicates tbe con-

max: esp:

>al ratK> of Ihe pnpar. If, for convrnience. this is mnltiplied by

XX>, we get a taries of irambara which will show at a glance the

'itraat vataa of any batch of peper. For example, the ratio

mm: e«p:
j^ ^ ^^^. ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^j^, y^ 2/90. This. mnlUplied by

max; espt

TOO. girsa 28l On tbe other hand, a Tifarow gfttlight paper

fhl give tbe rcaolt 3/20. This, when ceavwted into oar contrast

itahar. woold U 1£0.

r>M advantage of this tystaaa woald be that a photosraphar who

was partiralarly pleased with the rosolU giveti on a particular

batch of paper ooald slate when giving hit next order that he

waalad «o many groes " Vitara " pn- ist dO. The msnu-

fartarers woald tbsn. no doubt, com) us request, and the

printer could then carry on, with the knowledge that the reorders

would stand every chance of being up to the standard of the pre-

vious prints sent out.—Yours faithfully, Hugh Tayloh.

51, St. Anne's Road, Manchester.

Answers to Correspondents.

In aeeordoRet with our pretent practice a Ttlatively tnudl space if

allotted in each issue to replieM to corretpondents.

We will answer by pott if ttamped and addressed envelope is enclosed

for reply; 5-cent International Cowpon, frOm readers abroad .

Queries to be answered in tk» Friday's " Journal " must reach u*

not later than Tuetdag {poUed^ondajf),and shouU bt addressed

to the Editors^

J. L.—As tbe photograph wae ordered and you supplied it at .•»

price, tbe person who gave you the order is the owner of the

copyright. This is one of the most elementary facts of copy-

right law. We suggest that it would be to your advantage to

have the little book. " Photograph Copyright " issued by our

puhlishers, price Is. 5d. post free.

R«c«moia«T.—We think you may take it that the proof photo-

graph was made to the order of the deceased sitter, and in those

circamstancee the copyright became his. While it may be un-

certain as to what became of the copyright on the decease of

your preaent customer's father, you will certainly be safe in

assuming that you are not infringing anybody's copyright in

•applying the prints.

A. Rsz.—We think that if you suffer severely from metol poisoning

tbe substitution of potass carbonate for soda carbonate will not

be of advantage. However, if th^ were the case it ia not possible

to tell, simply from the formula, what is the equivalent quan-

tity of potasa carbonate which should be used. The best thing

yoo can do is to choose one or other of the formulae which have

bean published for tbe use of metol with potass carbonate.

J. H.—The formula given by Mr. Jones in the " B.J. " of Feb-

ruary 25. 1921, was corrected by him in the isqae of March 4 as

follows :

—

Meiol - i It.

Hydroquinona i lb-

Soda aulphita • '' lbs.

Cauatie soda 1 lb-

Water to 2 gals.

D. N.—As yoo received the order, tbe copyright is the property

of the Corporation, snd in the absence of any special agreement

in writing lo the contrary you havo no right to issue postcards

from the negatives. On the other hand, the negative is your

property, for ase according to the directions of the Corporation.

It is difficult to say what is a reasonable price for it if the

Corporation wish to buy it, but in view of the fact that a copy

negative can be so easily made, most photographers, in such

cirenmstaoces, are ready to accept a price of from 10s. 6d. to

fil Is.

jj. 8. So far as relates to the reproduction of the critical defini-

tion, t.o., fine lines contained in an original in the copy negative,

II iLlff^r s question of using an anastigmat lens at a moderate

spevtore, say, not more than //16, and of focal-length of con-

siderable length compared with the plate. For a half plate 10

inches would be about a correct length. The longer focus

enables the more central part of the field only to be ueed. At

tbe same time an anastigmat is not an absolute necessity. In

many process sludiof one sees R.R. lenses in use, but always of

long focia relatively to the plate.

8 um C— (1) The best form of lamp for enlarging from dense

negativea is a small arc; a good pattern is the Westminster

enclosed arc, which is made primarily for projection work. (2)

It is betUr lo have a separate lamp for each retouching desk, a

16 c p metallic filament bulb is quiU- strong enough. A piece

of thin very pale blue paper should be placed below the negative
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to diffuse the light. (3) The Barkay reflector is an excellent

appliance, and practically doubles the light falling on the sitter.

A 3,000 c.p. half-watt fitted with this reflector would meet all

your requirements As a side-light only you would probably be
able to do without the reflector.

O. B.—We think that unless you have some experience in print-og
on metal and etching' it will not b« very easy for you to produce
goods of the quality shown in the samples. These labels are

made by one or other of the customary processes used in making
photo-etched blocks, that is to say, sensitising the metal with
fish-glue enamel and bichromate and etching the printed image
with, usually, perchloride of iron. Printing may be done from
a positive in order to obtain the imagine in intaglio. Full in-

structions appeared in the " B.J." of October 29, 1915. There
is. or was, a firm specialising in the making of these labels,

namely, Jee Metal Label Co., 79, Pockham Rye, London, .S E.15.

J- A.—The distances 74 ydi(. and 111 yds. ( = 2,660 and 4.000
inches) are very long ones for getting an image of 1^ inches
size of a man, say, 69 inches in height, and require focal-lengths,
respectively, of 56 and 85 inches. We imagine that Mr. Vining
had in mind a shorter length than 74 yds., and also probably
enlargement of the largest image obtainable with a lens of the
fixed focus telephoto type which could be used at a reasonable
camera extension. With a Ross " Telecentric " of 17 inches
focus, requiring an extension of about 9 inches, the image would,
therefore, be about one-third the size, say J inch, requiring
enlargement 3 diameters. With an " Adon " you could get a
greater focal-length, but at the cost of a smaller aperture. For
this long focus work a reflex camera is the only type.

K. L.—So far as copyright is concerned, the only person who can
take any objection to an enlargement being made is the sitter.

that is to say, if he or she gave an order in the ordinary course.
From this standpoint, neither you nor your employer have anv
right to have an enlargement made. Suppose that you obtain
the sitter's permission, then it is rather doubtful whether you
have the right, ae an employee, to have an enlargement made.
So far as we know, the law is by rio means clear in the matter,
but our view is that you have not such a right. The use of the
negative would be a matter for arrangement between you and
the proprietor. We think employers are very short-sighted in
refusing to grant reasonable facilities for the obtaining of speci-
mens, and have many times made representations on this matter
in, the " B.J."

Be.v.—Convenient materials for the home manufacture of weights
are the various sheet metals, of which the most suitable is

lead, and particularly 9-lb. lead—that is metal which weighs
9 lbs. per square foot. A piece 4 ins. square thus weighs 1 lb.

and 1 in. square 1 oz. This 9-lb. lead serves very well for the
making of odd weights required in particular formula;. For
example, an 800-grain weight is made by calculating the area
required—namely, 1 5-6 square inches. A piece measuring 1 in.

by 1 5-6th will thus give as near as possible the exact weight.
For smaller weights sheet lead weighing 1 lb. per square foot
is a convenient material, the thinner gauges of lead being readily
folded to reduc? their bulk, or they can be cut into long strips,
rolled up compactly, and the value of the weight and the pur-
pose for which it is to be used marked with paint.

M. S.— (1) If the club consents to a free sitting, then, without
any doubt at all, you have the right to dispose of the photo-
graphs in any wav you like, and permit other people to do the
same. That would apply to the group as a who. 3, and to indi-
vidual persons, providing, of course, in each case that neither
the club as a body nor individual members gave you any order
to take the photograph, that is to say, such an order that they
would be liable for payment. If you give them enlarged prints
of any kind, then, of course, you confirm the free sitting
arrangement, but such gift is not real'v necessary. (2) We are
sorry we know nothing about royalties on sales of copies. We
have never heard of clubs demanding to be remunerated in this
way. (3) If you copy the photograph of anyone of note, it is
more likely than not that it is the copyright of the other photo-
^apher. We imagine that it is this possibility of infringement
from which your customer very naturaUy wishes to be protected

A. M.—There is not very much choice among 12 x 10 cameras, but
in this size a light model is advisable. You could not do bett.r

than a Watson's " Acme," expensive, but no doubt you could
get one, or a similar one, second-hand. As regards lens, it will

obviously be necessary to have one of fairly large aperture, siiy.

not less than //6, and of focal-length about 15 inches. Really
we are of opinion that it is better to use a smaller size of camen
for such indoor subjects, as you can then get the required depth
with a lens of larger aperture, and if you must have 12 x 10
prints they can easily be obtained by enlargement of a very
moderate degree. We think there is no very useful purpose in

having the camera larger than whole-plate. The only type of
camera for rapid sports subjects is the folding focal-plane, of
the type formerly sold by Goerz, and now obtainable of British
make from Messrs. Peeling and Van Neck, 4-6, Holborn Circus.
London, E.C.I. A camera of this type is also made by
Houghtons and Thornton-Pickard.

Focal-I'lane Shutter.—(1) Does the exposure vary in equal pro-
portion to width of slit. i.e.

, docs 1-in. slit give double exposure
of i-in. slit, and so on ? (2) Which has most power of arresting
motion, a wide slit at high tension or narrow slit at low tension,
provided the exposure is the same? (3) I have lost my table
of exposures, but I think I can recollect the top line. Providing
this is correct, will the rest of the table be correct enough for
practical purposes :

—

Tension.
Width
of sht. 1 5 10

li ins. 1/25 sec. ... 1/35 sec. ... 1/50 sec.

li „ J/30 „ ... 1/40 „ ... 1/60 ,.

1 ,- 1/36 ,. ... 1/50 . 1/70 ,.

J ,. 1/50 „ ... 1/75 , 1/100 „
i „ 1/70 ,. ... 1/100 , 1/140 ,.

i „ 1/140 ,. ... 1/200 . 1/280 ,.

i „ 1/280 „ ... 1/400 , 1/560 ,,

1/16 ,. . 1/560 „ ... 1/800
, 1/1120 ,.

R. F.

(1) Yes, the exposure is proportional to the width of the
t. (2) So fai as arresting movement there is no appre-

ciable difference, but on the ground of getting a greater degree
of light action on the plate, a wide slit at high tension is better
than a narrow slit at low tension (equivalent exposures), especi-
ally when a lens of large relative aperture (F. No.) is employed.
(3) Presuming the first line of your table is correct the exposures
calculated in accordance with the width of the slit will be also

correct ; that is to say, the exposures for a i-in. slit would be
one-third those of a l^-in. slit.

The British Journal of Photography.
Line Advertisements.

An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisements

(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word. Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words. ^

For forwarding replies 6d.

per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the
advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock
(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be
guaranteed.
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SUMMARY.

Dr. B. T. J. Glover, in • euitribat«d artki* on pag* SOS, aatnn*
tha aBbject of factorial dcTclopmcot of broniiii« paper, and, in

« oouao of an iotrodactioo, axamin«a tha ability of a ajratem of

valooiag " br tha look of tba prinU " to gira tha moat corract

tdaraif of taa aa^uiwa.

VVa owe to tha eoartaajr of Dr. C. E K. Mar^ i of

paper b^ a Boiaiaa phriiciat. M O. V. PoU|>. '^iry

and laehniqpa of tifht-ftltara, the firat instalment '>i wnM.ii :i|i|K«ra

on paga 50/.

Tha varioaa iMaa which can be ma<U of minora ia portraiture

'i eommarcial photography are the aubjaet of notaa on page 506.

profeaaional or akilled ainat«ur lAotographer, who it oftan

I to ondcrrata tba capabililiea of a foldmij film camera, ia

xiiwod to maka himaill acquaiolad with tha working of any given

iaetramaat of thia tjff paiticiilarly in regard to the poinU nien-

ti.in^d in a laadiag articia on pago SOZ.

'!• Crojrdon Caaara Club laat weak Mr. Vivian Jublini;

.1 )iow to maka oorragaled metal grooving, anch aa that

Iraining racka. (P. 612.)

^ Tcnnant aanda ua rafrraaeaa ta farther information
oaaar work in ctn«niatogtapb]r of tha American
i.-akiii8. (P. 514.)

Ltd , will no doubt eanae tarpriae to many by
lit that they have diaoontinoed the manofactara

4la*a ^ryyUttt, having convert^ thia department of their

krmw worka to the pnrauction of Eaatman Portrait Film.
•X.)

At portraita ara alwajra an attractive featnra in abow-
-t A Dola 'on one reapact in which they are often defective

I ba taaai oa page 501.

The making of a copy-negative from a WMtOMar'a original, which
•ent for reprodoetioa, ahoald be tha rt^olar rale befooe any
atmant whataver in the way of raoovatioa la attempted. (P. 502.)

Procaaaea of making projxtinn acreena of a kind anitad for the
rjLhibitioii of cinema picturca are the aDbjacta of reeaot pateot
tpadacatiena. (P. 511.)

Tha alarlaa of enlargoaaot which can ba oflarad to cnatomera at

loaa whieb praelada conpariaon with tboaa of tha «haap enlarga-
ni« wi4aiy oSarad, ara the nibject r,f a nara^aph on page 501.

fwaa modetata degraea of in'- which portrait— .e» geoarally raonire, the aii... -..on mercury-iodide
'««iaiAcr can hardly he improved upon. (P. 502.)

\ «mn'« n>«ana of attarhinK the birlc tnA < '>>• '"cnaaing cloth,
< prevented from flapping a) o wind^^haa
Domeeted in an .\mencan coi, . (P. 502.)

EX CATHEDEA.
FiraliKht
Portraits.

The firelight effect in portrait work is

perhaps regarded as meretricious by
many high-clase photographers, but to the more modest
practitioner it affords a welcome variety in his specimens
and is always attractive to the general public. The intro-

duction of tJie half-watt lamp has rendered the production

of theae pictures very simple, and wo advise all who use

this illuminant to arrange one or more of their lamps
for it. All that is needed is to arrange for the light to

come dovm'&s low as the bars of an ordinary grate, to

provide a screen or framework to give the effect of the

jamb of a fireplace, find to screen the lamp itself from

the lens. A common error in this class of work is failure

to illuminate the figure so that its outline is not altogether

lost. In a genuine firelight effect it is always possible

to see the whole figiu-e, but in many photographs we can

only discern the face and hands and a few high-lights

nearest the lamp. This can be avoided by using reflectors

so placed as to catch the light from the lamp and throw

ii upon the figure in a nattiral way. Under-exposure

and over-development are to be avoided, the use of a

diluto developer being the best way to avoid hardness.

* a *

Saleable It should be the aim of every portraitist

Eniarsennents. who is doing a good class of trade to

endeavour to produce enlargements of distinctive

character, which cannot be placed in competition with

cheap work of the sort offered by canvassers and postcard

studios. Much of this latter work is of fair technical

quality, and the general public cannot see a great deal

of difference between the picture offered at a guinea

and that at five or ten times as much. It is therefore

neoecsar^' for the good-class ma.n to make his pictures

kx>k worth the money he asks for them. There are many
ways in which this can be done. In the first place,

genuine carbon or platintmi prints with a guarantee of

permanence may be pushed ; or an actual life-sized head

in toned bromide, framed close up in a heavy dark mould-

ing, may prove attractive. Another attractive style is

the oil-finished bromide in monochrome or colour, which

gives the effect of a crayon drawing upon a tinted base.

ThiM frnmnd in polished oak are very attractive, and

the ott* (jOating tends to preserve the image from fading.

In all cases it is desirable to quote a price which includes

the frame, otherwise the effect may be ruined by an

injudicious choice on the part of the customer. There

are also the opportunities for the supply of enlargements

of comparatively moderate size, produced in a lighter

and also less expensive style in platinum, carbon, or

bromide. An enlargement from quite a small negative,

or from part of a larger one, permits of very pleasing

effecte being obtained in the passe-partout style of motmt-

ing, and enables articles to be offered at a price suited

to the most modest piirse. More might still be made ot

these stvles.
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A Copying The copving of old phdtograplis is an
Not«. important branch of our art, but it does
not always receive tlie care which is due to it. As a

rule, the originals are irreplaceable, and their loss or

injury is a very serious matter to their owners. As a

rule, no attempt should be made to clean or improve
them until a negative has been made, this being in the

nature of iin insurance against accidents. If it then be
thought desirable the sui'fac^ may be washed with dean
water, or bread crumbs may be used. Tliere is, however,
always a risk of removing the spotting or working up.

and it is not easy to replace this upon a faded print. It

is also likely, if the print is upon albumenised paper,
that the surface will be cracked. The application of any
liquid will wash the dirt into the cracks and make the
appearance worse instead of better. The surface of

a daguerreotype should never be touched by an
inexperienced person, the only permissible cleaning being
by means of a bellows to remove loose dust or fluff.

Much trouble may be avoided by having a fixed storage
place, preferably a safe, for customers' originals. These
have a verv annoying way of getting mislaid either before
or after copying, and the photographer's reputation is not
enhanced if this happens.

* * !|t

The Focussing: "We cull from an American contem-
^''**'*- porary a useful idea for inaking a
focussing cloth which is particularly effective in windy
weather. The cloth, which must be of ample size, is

fixed round the lens or front part of the camera in the
usual way, and is, in addition, slit down the back so that
the two ends may be brought over the shoulders and
fastened round the photographer's neck with one of the
snap fasteners commonly used upon ladies' garments.
This effectually excludes hght, and is a great help when
focussing with lenses of small aperture. Such a cloth
need not be heavy or bulky if thin mackintosh be used
instead of the heavy velvet or cloth commonly used.
Another advantage is found in the fact that such cloths
are waterproof and will protect ihe camera during a heavv
shower without becoming sodden. The material known
as " single proof gossamer " is very suitable, as it is very
thin and has one side dull, so that it is as non-reflecting
as an ordinary cloth. It will also serve as a cape for the
photographer during a shower, while the camera is safely
stowed in its case. The only precaution necessarv is to
keep grease or oil of any kind from rendering it stickv
and destroying the rubber coating.

fn?5«tmt!"
^"^^® principal disadvantage of the mostnxensiners. popular methods of intensification, such

as mercuric chloride, followed by ammonia or ferrous
oxalate, or the chromium formula of "Welborne Piper, is
that there is little control over the amount by which the
hght-resisting power of the image is decreased. It is true
that by modifying the strength of the solutions and the
proportions of the ingredients, more or less density can
be obtained, but it remains that in any case, the intensifi-
cation is done in what we may call one jump, and that
the extent of this cannot be judged until the process is
complete. For this reason it is much to be preferred
to use a single solution with which the strengthening
can be watched and stopped directly the desired stage is
miched. In this category, the most useful agent* are
found m mercuric iodide and uranium. The latter how-
ever does not find much favour with professional
workers, on account of its colour, which renders retouch-
ing difficult, and its fugitive charactet. Mercuric iodide
Js free from these objections, and has also the advantage

that a trace of hypo in the film is not detrimental. ];

dilution the rapidity of its action can be controlled, ai.

if the negative appear to be a little too dense, a shr

immersion in a weak bath will reduce it to the desirea

degree.

USING FILM CAMERAS.
An idea, common to many skilled photographers, both

professional and amateur, is that cameras designed for

the exclusive use of films are more or less of the nature

of toys and quite unsuitable for serious work. While it

must be allowed that the absence of many of the adjust-

ments found in well-made ordinary cameras imposes
certain limits upon the class of subjects which can be
attempted, the simplicity and convenience of the film

camera renders its use practicable where a more perfect

instrument could not readily be brought into action.

To obtain the best results which any camera is capable
of yielding, it is necessary to understand its working
powers and limitations. A Brownie camera will give a

much better percentage of successes to a skilled hand
than it will to a careless " snapper," and this applies

in a higher degree to such cameras as are fitted witli

rising and cross fronts, rapid lenses in carefully-speeded
shutters, and focussing scales.

The absence of the focussing screen is the gi-eatest

trouble to the erstwhile stand camera worker, and many
disappointments result from the operator not being upon
good terms with his finder and focussing scak-, which he
must train himself to use in its place. Before attempt-
ing to use a camera of the Kodak type it is a good plan
to remove the back and to fit a piece of ground glass
so that it rests upon the two metal rollers over which
the film passes. Having focussed the image upon tliis

and noted the amount of subject included, a comparison
should be made with the finder image, so as to ascertain
whether the two are identical, and also to find out what
allowance is necessary for the accurate centreing of the
subject when working at close quarters. Then it is

necessarv' to note the effect of the rising front. When
this latter is used, the lens is de-centred upon the plate
while the finder is not affected, a point to be observed
being the amount of sky, if any, which appears upon
the ground glass when the top of a building touches the
top edge of the finder. This should be done with the
camera in both vertical and horizontal positions. The
depth of definition at various apertures and distances
may be ascertained by calculation, but the majority of
photographers will probably find it easier to do so by
observation of the image upon the ground glass. This
is, moreover, less costly than gaining the same know-
ledge by spoiling film.

Exposure is an all-important point. The stand camera
worker is likely to fall into error in the opposite' direction
to that made by the ordinary snap shotter, that is to say,
hef is likely to refrain from working in a light with
which it is possible to get fairly good results. Here, the
exposure meter is a useful guide. Those who do not
already possess a meter will find the Watkins Snipe
meter, which costs only eighteenpence, quite effective,
and simpler to use than the ordinary meters.
The correct judging of distance, especially at clost

quarters, is somewhat difficult to the beginner in hand
camera work, and nothing but practice will enable thi-
to be done with a reasonable degree of certainty. Her<
the ground glass screen will be found very useful, !i-

the pointer may be adjusted to the distance at whi< ]

an object is supposed to be situated and the result
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checked upon the ground glass. It is also a good plan

to pace the distances until the '-ye is sufficiently trained

to estimate them correctly.

When these preliminaries have been gone through the

operator may test his skill by actual exposures, taking

careful notes of the distances and exposures and checking
the results by their aid for future guidance. The
pror-edure we have indicated may appear somewhat
te<lious, but those who have the patience to carry it

thrriugh will find themselves amply repaid.
'' must be remembered that the usefulness of a film

i is greatly extended by using it upon a tripod, or
.«[! upon a clip, which may be affixed to a rail, tree,
- chairback, in cases where a hand exposure is not

' le, or where great depth of definition is desirable,

topping down b«>ome8 necessary. Subjects which
>uld normally rrr use of a swing-back need not
passed by, as it • eassy tooorrect a considerable

it df convergence of the perpendicular lines by
.' the negative and the bromide paper during the
3 of enlarging. Although rarely fitted to film

...ras, a direct vision finder is an extremely useful
ijunct. It allows of exposures being made from the

eye level, which is often the only position possible when
working in a crowd or over a high parapet. That such
finders are almost exclusively used by Press photographers
is sufficient evidence of their usefukiess.

Where a dark room is available, it is more convenient
and quicker to use a trough or deep dish with a roller

to keep the film under the solution as it is drawn through,
than to use a tank. This practice also eliminates the
risk of bubbles adhering to the film.

Care should be taken to avoid over-development, for

small pictures are easUy spoiled by loss of detail in the
high-lights. If there are one or two imder-exposed subjects
in a film, there is always a tendency to prolong the
development to the detriment of the others, while as a
matter of fact even the under-exposed sections would
yield better prints if developed for the same time as if

correctly exposed.
We have not referred to film packs, as these are usually

fitted to cameras which are also adapted for use witJi

plates, but in the case of some of the Premo cameras,
which are constructed for film work only, the procedure
of testing, and so forth, as recommended for roll film
work, will, of course, be applicable.

THE CASE FOR FACTORIAL DEVELOPMENT
OF BROMIDE PAPER.

- Are many pbolograpbers who hare rved what has been
'] dariBf( th« laat tvelve month* in reference to the

i of dpreloping bromide paper who can m*
for the employment of a more or leas

'•m of producing print*. It appear* to be
'hotight that as th<> picture can be to plainly

lopment of thf print it must, therefore,

:>!(' matter to <J>-Telop antil the print haa
t" "d and atop development at that moment
b> <JeTeli>per and fixation in "hypo." This
o| . that the vijibilitT of the prints' progren
d>i ' nt renders precise guiding rules unneccsaary,
appears to ; Dr. Lttppo-Cramer, wbo wrote recently
in " Phnto. Rundschau " on the subject of factorial

deveb); :>rred to it* employment in the derelop-
nient >' . image*, of which bromide print* are

Im plea.

to the eoar** of this paper the author viU deal with this

itter under the following headings:—
In) The failure of development by inspection, except in

the hands of photographers of considerable experience,

and the reason* which contribute to this failure.

(h) The azpoanre and development properties of bromide
paper upon whidt'a scheme of work by rule can be

(() The dMice of ths factorial system of development in

prefsrsnoe to other schemes a* a complete and reliable

guide to hoth exposure and development.

The Failure of Dewelepinenl by Inspection.

Ry the expreasion " development by inspection " is meant
tne procedure advised by all text-books and employed by prac-

tically every photographer who produces print* upon bromide
paper. It inrolres the making of a series of trial exposures
and the dpreliipment thereof until one of the trial images
yields an appearance considered (le<:irnblp in the fini<«hcd print,

the repetition of the exposure which violded the correct trial

slip image when exponing the final print, and the development
of the final print io exposed until once again the desired

'pearance of the picture is yielded. Development Is than

checked, and the print is fixed. As a sort of hint that develop-
ment needs to be carried out fully, it is usually advised that
it should be carried on until it appears to stop.

Let it be understood that by " beginners " are meant all

those photographers who are in the very early stages of their
career as bromide printers or those who have been printing
on bromide paper without success. They are a very numerous
claM. By " expert " is meant any photographer who con
produce a bromide print of the most perfect quality that the
negative will yield.

Let us watch a beginner at work (as I have done), and note
his procedure. A trial exposure is made, let us suppose, in

a perfectly correct fashion, several exposures being included
upon the same piece of paper, each successive strip being
given twice the expo6ure of the one before it. Let us assume
the very beet condition for success, namely, that in the choice

of the trial exposures one of them is absolutely correct, and
that on each tide of this correctly exposed strip there are

under-exposed and over-exposed stripe respectively. The trial

strip to exposed is placed in the developer and the image
malces its appearance. It is a universal rule in develop-

ment that the most exposed image commences development
first and develops most quickly. It is here that every
beginner makes a fundamental mistake. The heginntr

deliberately attempts to make one of the over-exposed trial

fwnBTWCTgpt right by removing the trial strip from the

(icveiOfMT and plunging it into the fixing sohiiion before the

image grows too dark. The image upon the finished trial strip

chosen for imitation in the final print is therefore necessarily

over-exposed and wnderdeveloped, and the repetition of that

exposure in the case of the final print again necessitates under-

(levelopmont of the final print in order to prevent it also from
becoming too dark.

Now let us inquire (as I have done on many occasions) into

the reasoning on the part of the beginner which leads to this

procedure in spite of the text-book warning that development

should be allowed to proceed until action apparently stops.

In answer to a question as to why the trial strip was removed

from the developer, the reply is invariably " because if I did

not do so it would become far too dark, and would be
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spoiled." Instead of condemning this deduction as foolish, let

us trace the line of thought which leads to it. Exposure
makes no visible change in the printing paper. The beginner

may know that there is a latent image created thereby, but
it remains invisible, and is therefore not impressive. On the

other hand, development appears to do everything. Does not

the image both appear and grow during and by means of

development? Does it not seem obvious that if during

development the print is growing too dark then the remedy
necessarily must be the curtailment of development? The fact

that the undesirable darkness of the print is caused by ovcr-

erpofure does not occur to the beginner, and no one teaches
him with the necessary emphasis that it is so caused. His
ultimate realisation of this is the factor which determines
his transfer from the class "'beginner " to the class " expert,"
and coincides with the disappearance of most of the troubles

in bromfide printing. In that answer, involving a conclujsion

•vrtii'Ch appears on th© surface to be perfectly logical, we can
tleteot what I believe to be the failure on the part of teachers
of photography to convey clearly to those who ane learning
the re^ective parts played by exposure and development in

the production of a bromide print, and to emphasise the
primary importance of the former and the secondary impor-
tance of the latrt«r. There is no text-book, so far as I know,
which makes it .dear in simple language that if during
development a print grows too dark then the defect is due to
over-exposure, and has nothing whatever to do with develop-
ment, and hence implies that the remedy is to give less

exposure and not to curtail development.
Tlie development of bromide prints by inspection fails

because it provides no satisfactory safeguard against over-
exj>osure and under-development, both of them, utterly
destructive of good quality.

There are many photographers who consider that the advice
to develop to " finality " should be sufficient to make clear to

the beginner the nature of his error and prevent him from
under-developing an over-exposed, print and regarding the
result as the best that the negative will yield. The advice to
develop to finality has the same basis as the suggestion that
development should be carried on until the action appears to

cease, and is practically similar to the suggestion that if

development be allowed to proceed in half the print for a
short time and then the rest of tHe print be submerged in the
developer, development is complete when the portion of the
print submerged last has caught up to the portion which was
allowed to commence development first. By far the most
common variant is that " development should be allowed to

proc-eed until its action appeals to cease," and Amidol has a
special reputation for exhibiting this appearance of cessation
in development. The opinion has already been expressed that
the beginner will not believe this and act upon it, because
with him it yields prints which are more or less black all

over. This advice, however, labours under the additional dis-

advantage of being inaccurate. If a series of prints be

exposed behind the same negative, each print being given il

same exposure, and each print be given a little longer develop-
ment than the one before it, using fresh developer for each,
then there will be a steady progressive darkening with every
prolongation of development long after the time of correct
development has paased. The following prints (Table I) were
made from a step plate, whose densities are given. Each
print was given the same exposure, the absolute measure of

which does not matter. The developer was Amidol, made v\f

according to the Kodak formula. The temperature of develop-
ment was 62 deg. F. The reflection densities of the prints
were measured in the manner described by Mees, Nutting and
Jones, "B.J.", January I, 8 and 15, 1915.
There is obviously a continuous growth of density from

prints A to D. On other occasions it has been stated that
the factor fdr Amidol of the Ko<lak formula is 12. It will be
noted tliat we have only to carry development further to
yield a much darker print (C or D) without any fog. When
development is carried on to a factor of 12 it has by no means
ceased, nor does it "appear" to have ceased. There have
been correspondents in the " B.J." who have challenged
factor 12 as being too high. Let us assume that a factor of 8
is suitable. Obviously the case is even worse, and develop- ^

ment at that stage is even less complete. We are far from
cessation, either apparent or real, and far from "finality."
The advice to develop until the action appears to cease in
order to obtain a correctly developed print is, firstly, not
credited and, secondly, not true.

Table I.

Densities

Exposure for each print the same. Time of first ap-
pearance of the image, 5 seconds in each print.

of Step
Plate.

Print. 1 A B C D

Dh Development 40 50
tim e. seconds, seconds.

75
seconds.

125
seconds.

.325

.700

1.125

1.675

2.150

Reflection

densities.

f
1.15

.93

i

.45

.12

[ .01

1.40

1.15

.725

.20

.025

1.475

1.375

.925

.30

.05

1.475

1.475

1.10

.35

10

Watkins' factor! 8 10 15 25

Fog strip . . .00 .00 .00 g^ .00

It will subsequently transpire that the exposure given to a

bromide print is closely related to the development required.

Good quality depends upon this relationship being correct.

Development by inspection takes no cognisance of this

relationship and often fails accordingly.

B. T. J. Glover. ,

(To be continued.)

Photographing at Poultbv Shows.—Photographing some prize

birds at a poultry show some time ago (writes a correspondent),

I had a very difficult task because of the fowls, etc., being very

agitated and frightened while I was focussing my half-plate

camera. One of the exhibitors told me his birds, and possibly

the others, were frightened becatise of the colour of my focussing

cloth—dark blue velvet lined with red. 1 laughed at the idea of

the fowls being frightened, though I found they became less agi-

tated when 1 put away the cloth and used my coat instead. 1

now learn from a newspaper that a number of sedate domestic
fowls were nearly terrified out of their lives the other day because
a red and blue kitchen table-cloth had been hung out to dry near
their nm. A fox could not have caused more disturbance. So
there may have been something in the 0I4 poultry-keeper's idea
after all. It is quite possible, however, that when the present craze
for cretonne dresses dies out poujtry will have become so accus-

tomed to vivid reds and blues a« to take no notice of them. The
hint I have given will I hope be of service to those who have
to take photograpiis of poultry.

Open Arc Lights :n Studios.—A special committee appointed

by the Minister of Health have issued a report dealing with the

injuries to eyesight alleged to be due to the powerful arc lights

used in film-producing studios. The committee trace the trouble

to the use of onen arc lights without diffusing screens. They find,

that some transient eye injuries have thus been caused, but tha^
there is no evidence of permanent damage to sight. They sta

that the evidence given them is to the effect that unscreena

arcs are not only unnecessary, but give le.*s satisfactory photi

graphic results, and the Incorporated Association of Kinematogra_
Manufacturers have given an undertaking to the Minister of Heaf^
that its members will not permit the use of open arc lights withod
filters in their studios.
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MIRRORS IN PHOTOGRAPHY.

Pb&baps in DO oUmt businea is a mirror nsed more frequentlv

than in • photographic studio. Its first plkce of importance

•nd ita usnal " h<Mne " is the dressing room. Here " mv
ladve faire"' can arrange her golden tre»»e« and make her-

•elf pretty by it« aid. The mirror and the maid, have been

allied for agec. It is not on this theme I wish to dwell, but

on other naea of the mirror in connection with photography.

Mirrors hare beao nsed in some studios for what may be

described as " novelty portraits." which were produced by

"mbining a nnmbw of mirrors, to gire four or five " views "

: a sitter at one ezpostire, but there are further advantages

to be derived by including one or more mirrors in the equip-

ment of the studio or in the "outdoor" apparatus.

Nervous Sitters.

A good »iae " glass " (such as ummI in tailor*' fitting r<M>mAi

at the end of tlie atadio, hthind the oMiiera, can be of great

help when aarKons sitters are to b« (xmtended with. Ky caro-

fnl adjuatiaflni before the sitter enters the studio, the posing

chair ofta be reflected. After posing and focussing, the

operator may tactfully turn away and watch, by the " re-

flect«d sitter " for his opportunity to expoae. Many sitters

are very nerrooa and do sot like to be looked at when

being photographed, and the above nuggeetion has proved very

ntefnl in soeh oaaes. The type of mirror used waa a }-l"ng^

glass, with the usual swing arrangement : being so far away

from the sitter, there was sot the slightest suspicion of the

minor being " in MCtion." in fact, the sitter could not have

'^Q hereeU in the mirror from her position before the

^mem; the result being a natural eKpraasion which would

• ve bean far More diffieuH to obtain oiberwise.

Theatrical Work.

Where a ooossderable amount of theatrical work is done.

the sitters tbenaelTea greatly appreciate a mirror near at

band during the sitting. For character studies the sitters

generally desire expressions to suit tlie particular character.

\ torv and actresses pay great attention to expression in their

"rtnaita, and nght4v m>. With the mirror at hand the ex-

presaioos may be practised, or rehearsed just before exposure.

Theatrical clieaU ffnd this a great help, as they are able to

get any deairad expressaoB to the beat affect, by using the

mirror, and can retain the expression without the least sign

of oonsciooaaeaa of " being photographed." At s'rongly as

thia snggaatioa is recommended in the case of photographing

profesMonals " it is certainly condemned when taking photo-

^sphs of private individuals, becauae (in ninety-nine cases

It of a hundred) as soon as a aitter triaa to assume a natural

•preasioo, it is fatal to good results.

Private Sittera.

In aoasa exceptional cases a mirror may be used for private

sittefs, but for a different purpose from the one mentioned

above for " profaasioBals." In this case, for general effect,

in the ootapoaition of the finished picture, the mirror is used

more «r laia as a badigroand, and must be in sttch a

poaitioD aa not to reflect the camera when viewed from the

kmt. The beet reauHs are obtained by placing a dark back-

ground so that it is the only thing reflected, when viewed

from the leas, and this reflection (badcgronnd) should com-
pletely fill the mirror: and so we ahaU have (reflected) a

good solid background for a head sttidy; lull face with profile

oflected, or any other poaitioiu desired. Some very pleasing

oeohe may be Obtained with suitable types of sitters.

riildren often give excellent opportunities for studies of this

kind and, unconsciously, pose well. These studies are worked
with the sitter close up to the mirror, and even touching it.

Fashions.

Having dealt with the largo stand type of mirror so far,

one more use of this same type will be in order. Mannequins,
wearing standard fashions in gowns, etc., are often photo-

graphed for commercial purposes, catalogues, etc., the idea
being to show each detail of prevailing fashion. A full

length front view of a model wearing a gown is greatly

appreciated by the costumier if a back view of the same is

in<4nded. Obviously our scheme of reflection is useful in

such cases.

Studio Lighting.

\ mirror of the smaller typ«. (for example a hanging wall

glaas about 12 by 10) is useful for obtaining very beautiful

effects of lighting for head studies, full face preferably, in

the following manner :—First, pose and focus in the ordinary
way with plenty of front top light (not necessarily all

top), when this stage is reached place the mirror on a
low table (in front of the sitter) and tilt it so as to throw
a strong light upwards on to the face. This system is seldom

used, but is well worth trying as a fancy lighting and the

writer has proved it to be very successful.

So much for the mirror and its uses in the studio. We will

now consider its value in connection with the taking of com-
mercial photographs. As one instance oif a mirror being of

great advantage, the following is worth noting : Having
been called out to photograph an interior, I found one of

the chief items of furniture in the room (outfitter's show-
room and fitting room) was a large fancy stand mirror, as

mentioned early in this article. The mirror had to be in-

cluded in the view so I decided to make full use of it. The
room was small, and there was not much space for displaying

the numerous linea to be advertised. Aft^ arranging the
goods in the space available, I reflected a plain ground into

the mirror in the manner mentioned under the heading of
" private sitters" in studio work. In this case I used a
plain threefold screen. After being sure that the screen

tilled the mirror, when viewed from the camera, I was ablo

to build up a special display of other goods before it, and
though neither the screen nor the goods were within tho
angle of the lens view the goods were displayed in the

resulting photoeraph— by reflection—which was greatlj-

appreciated by the client.

Commercial Lighting,

To return to the subject of lighting, one often wishes

for more light in certain parts of an object or interior to

be photographed. For instance, a piece of heavy furniture

indoors is often under s strong side light, one extreme end
)>eing lost oomp1eto1<- in shadow, and running into the back-

ground. It is possible to overcome this difficulty by
thttuiu9s>light from a mirror. This local lighting can be
coataoUad as required, which is a great advantage. With
long exposures the miiror may be set to reflect the rays of

light to local parts otherwise lost in shadow, during part of

the exposure, and then shut off if desired, which is a useful

<icheme to get detail inside cupboards and dark comers, etc.

By the «ame process, much brilliancy and detail can be

brought out when photographing carvings. In such

cases of local lighting, the mirror should be slightly moved
about during exposure, to avoid harsh lights. Altogether,

we can often benefit by the aid of a mirror in the practice

of both studio end commercial photography.

PAl.HATa.
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SOME PROBLEMS OF COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY.

Th« problems «-hich it is proposed to discuss are not those

connected with materials or manipulation, but with certain

aspects of the business, as distinct from the technical, side of

the work. Furthermore, the writer does not intend to raise

up hypotheses only for the purpose of showing his skill at

proving or demolishing them. Ho cannot even find a solution

for some of the problems which he will raise. To diagnose a

disease without ))rofessing lany ability to cure it has quite a
respectable proc(>dent in another profession, so that the writer

has no qualms in following it. He is also at the moment in

a position which allows him to take a somewhat detached,

and therefore a less 'biased, standpoint; that is to say, that

his work stands or falls by its quality. Speed is at the same
time a fairly insistent factor, although it may lie added that

a description of both the nature of the subjects and the con-

ditions under which they are handled have caused quite

experienced photographers visibly to shudder and to com-

miserate the writer on his fate. The point on which he is

often congratulated, however, and which is in some measure
the foundation of these notes, is that cost comes qnly third

on the list of points by which his work is measured.

It will add strength to the points that he proposes to discuss

that, although it was actually the size of their photographic

account that induced a certain large engineering firm to

employ a photographer on their staff, his services have been

demanded in so many ways that were not thought of before

that the consumption of photographs is many times what had
been imagined, and the actual sum expended must be very

much greater also. It is this position which enables the

writer very often to carry through a job in ways that would

not be "economic" from the ordinary business photographer's

point of view, and the problems that rise to his mind are as

to what a man whose bread-and-butter depends on the profit

he makes of his work would do in the circumstances.

The reader is asked to reject from his mind any idea which
the previous sentences may have produced that the work
referred to is done in a wasteful manner. The low per-

centage of time or material " wasted " in trials, overs, and
throw-outs would astonish many whose work covers a very

much smaller range of subjects or problems. What is meant
by reference to economics and profit is merely that in the first

place many small jobs are carried through that at current

prices would not only not be worth handling by an outside

commercial firm, but would be considered a nuisance and a

loss. On the other hand, there is many an occasion when a

better result can be obtained by using some special material,

or a certain amount of extra time, the doing which by the

outside firm might again result in a loss.

Again, I will ask the reader to cast out any supposition that
in pointing out these facts the writer wants to claim any
superiority, or to create any impression that he writes as

though reclining on a metaphorical bed of roses. The facts

are the reverse. In dealing with the many heads of depart-

ments he finds that the general opinion of photography and
photographers held by these highly technical and professional

gentlemen is that photography consists of certain camera
manipulations which may be learnt (thanks to Mr. George
Eastman) in half an hour or so, and that, judging by their

circulars (both many and frequent) and by the dress and
address of their representatives, technical and commercial,
photographers are a shabby, touting lot.

That description is not a pleasantly sounding one, but the

words are not the writer's. They represent the outspoken
opinion of a gentleman who has business with many of the

profession, and there are many other experiences that empha-
sise the popular opinion regarding the man behind the
camera. Not only is he the butt of every " street-boy," but
the grins that greet a photographer wherever his work takes
him can hardly be said to add to his " professional " dignity.

The portraitist is familiar with the busv citv gentleman who

can only spare three minutes for a sitting (though he probably

spends many a pleasant post-lunch half-hour with a glass an'

a cigar), as " he is already late for an apiwintment with 1

dentist," and is subsequently surprised to find that his exprt,-

sion in the photographs accords with those circumstances.

The same attitude is frequently adopted towards the commer-
cial photographer, who is handed, let us say, a complicated

scientific instrument, and is asked to " Just snap this, will

you? "

On the other hand, one occasionally meets people who recog-

nise that photography is a craft calling for as much skill and

time as any other, and that the craftsman is worthy of li-

hire. Just recently the writer was asked to photograph

stained-glass window which contained, perhai)s, an unusv.

range of colour, from the palest tints of mauve and even whr
rolled glass to deep browns, reds, and purples, besides emboiiy

ing a vast amount of exceptionally fine detailed hand-work ;

in short, a regular " teaser." Yet the designer was willing to

pay any sum in reason for a print to be subsequently repro-

duced in a half-tone block. A straight proof from the whol..*-

plate negative evoked astonishment as to amount of detail aini

gradation rendered, but a subsequent half-hour with matt-

varnish, pencil, and scraper made a 50 per cent, improvement.

Occasionally also a firm will pay one's expenses to travel many
miles in preference to engaging a local photographer, although

the latter's prices imay be much lower. The inference is pretty >

obvious, but the trouble seems to be that those who have leariit '

the advantage of paying a gootl price are few, and ha

arrived at that result by reason of their own bitter experieii'

and not by reason of any activity on the part of photo- i

graphers. Cutting of prices seems to be rapidly becoming a r

feature of business-fetching tactics among commercial photo- '

graphers as it wa.s, not so many years back, among the poi-trait

artists. It will be recalled that commercial work was often

regarded as a refuge from the impasse that resulted, but itself i

appears to be aipproaching the same state of affairs.

Ilie writer has already explained that he is not immedia-tely

affected by the cutting of prices, or by the accompaniment of

wage reduction, which are always two sides of a very vicious

triangle. He has been, however, in tlie course of " keeping
his own end up," to a certain degree successful in his imme-
diate entourage in correcting the impression described at the

commencement of this screed, that photography is little more
than a button-ipressing profession. One of the useful results

of his efforts has been to prove that given a well-finished

article and reasonable facilities for photographing it to advan-

tage, the block from an untouched print will give a much
more faithful and effective representation of the subject than

one made from a photograph of an unfinished or soiled article

just stuck up anywhere in the workshop and "' snapped." and
afterwards worked up by a process-artist. In aiddition to

being better it is consideraibly cheaper as a rule.

In connection with this point it may be mentioned that the
writer is informed that a well-known process firm is quoting
an absurdly low price for making a whole-plate negative and
print, probably relying on the necessity which will arise as a
result of cheap work for a voi-y great deal of highly priced
artists' work to bring them a satisfactory profit. There are -

other interesting problems that concern the question of a
fixed price per photograph, from the point of view of tho
operator. Frequently, probably more often than not, it

happens that the price quoted is calculated on the time that
should be taken normally in setting up the camera, taking
the photograph, and in the return journey. In the writer's
experience it happens, also more often than not, that to spend

|

more time than would be '' economic " as regards the price
quoted would result in a better photograph. It may be a
house, and a little waiting would bring the sun into a more
favourable jxisition. It may lie a madhine, on which the
operator would like to spend some time with chalk or an oi'-
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ra(^, oi' to liuvc it iii(>vc<l aU>ut and souip

sort ot i- • u|> to iiiiiki- -.uliMMiueMt bl<K-kiug-oiit

easier. On the other hand, maiiv iii>vhaiiic»I subject.!, which
usually art* re<|tiired with an aU><<liit>'ly nhito ba^ikgrouiid are

much U'tt>-r !>'ii'lt?red if aictually phot"graphed against a fairly

darlc grouri.l with only just a bit .>t white paper to give a

defined outline of acHue coniplicattjsl portion, an<l afterwardb

btuoked out with opaque, but the price quoted may not have
include«l thi;! operation. Just how t<> ^et the best rubults from
{lai'n . .I>i>n [ sluiuWl always be a matttr for the opurator's &kil)

an<: I, but what is iie to do in Sdofa oafi06 as those

»u^' - inch are only exantples i>f what frequently occur?

If he :.tudie« time tb« client doe^ not get the best poeaible

''"tograplib, which fact it bound, .sooner or later, to react

Che operator'* wages ami pr<>^|M<ct<>, though that effect

•...«y arrive only gradually and iiKlinxitly. If, on the «/ther

haud, he gijea all out for the bo^t |>oanUe pliotographs. hi>>

employer will grumble at th« tim*' spent and the loss of

imuiiTliate profits, «ad the cuitomer ivi II complain if the addi
tnmal expenitt* above tbu original ijuoiation bo pa-micid on
to him.
To the writ>>r it saem^ far plcasant«r and more profitaide

iira at a Mtisfactory price for tlie beat poakible work. The

customer appreciates the fact, /'/ it is iiuutr aiiiMroiU to him.
that the cost of good photographs is not so much above that
of inferior stuff that it will not be very quickly reooverwl
many times over by its increased advertising power. It may
also be shown, as lias been suggested above, that the niorr>

expensive photograph may be actually cheaper, bec«us« it

needs no working up. Better prices, as well as the increasctl

business that well-suti.sfied customei-s usually induce, are not
generally n>giirded as undesiraible by photogr«.phic tirms, nor
is an increased wage, which such circunistaiiceb should permit,
likely to be objected tu by the operator.
The writer's aim in penning the.se remarks has been to

show that good photography is regarded by a comi)arative few
of the public as a skilled "" profession," and as such worth a
satisfactory foe. By the great majority it is regarded merely
as little more than an easily learnt elabi/ratian of a popular
hobby. It is to the interest of all that public opinion sihould

be educated up to the facts. Having attempted to describe
some of the symptoms of the ailment from which tfie pro-

fession of commercial photograpfiv is suffering, and to suggest
some of the causes, the writer hopes that souieoue may be able

to devise a remedy.

D. Chableb.

THE THEORY AND TECHNIQUE OF LIGHT-FILTERS.

(The following ia an important ptp«rtm tha principles of the action of light-filters and on the practice of their preparation and
'.he work of a Itauian physicist, M. O. \'. Potapanko, and was first published in the Journal of the Russian Physical

ii Society (CkMmical Secti<<iii 1916, vol. 48, p. 790. We owe the sccessibilily uf the paper to Dr. C. E. K. Mces, by whom
lUtKi.i from Roasian ba« fxrn made. Dr. Mee* whde rendering the text into Ejiglish, does not thereby wish to imply his

•at with everjrtkillg oootained m it. U« has refrained frupi exercising a translator's right of commentary except in one ur

stance* which particularly call fur ootraettoii The fact that he has made the translation and given us the oppurlunity uf

lOg it, may be takeo as an itnlication that he regards the paper as a contribution to the literature uf light-filters uf excep
I.U TsJoe.

—

Em. " B.J."]

I. use of light-filurt for all sdentific pn rpnm has locrsasad

>ily of late year*. I' chemists, doctors,

nwke US* uf them ray* of light.

Buunisls cmpkiy Umb to ^Udy Uic .iitlueucc of light of various

colours CD plant light For us* in three-oolout photography it ii

of the greatast laportaoca to obtam a seriaa of standard and

pemaMBt lUtars.

In spite of Iha widcspraad use of light-fllten wa have not op to

tha preMOl time any daAnitaly worked oot directions for their

prepuraiKia, tb* scattetad articles un the ^
' i.ulcd as

ttir> Ai>.- in spedaliat joamals, often dealing Mlh one

and tha saBa pwihl—
In foraigB lilaratara wa may rafer to Mao papers, those of Dr.

(;r*be' and of Voa Hiikl, but tbeae contain most eUasen

Ury diiectioDs for those wtw dasire U> maki '-rs, and omit

'bnical details of the work, in wkicn msiiy <lificnltiea are

occur m prscuce ll is nor pwpota therefore to deal

with tJia matanal accamolaled np to the present lima, and

.to point oat tlw timpiael wor'Kin,; methods soitable for those

WI4.. wnE to carry on inveatigatioos >u this field. In •<" '' the

small amount of work availabta rsgardiog tha prapara ut-

'• '^rs, their history dates IrMB the beginning of the 1--. - .y.

I sioea that tuaa many references tn them have appeared m tlix

ralare, these including a great miinber of formula, often repeti

< of Mch othar, telatiag to the various types of light-filters

h -.hi, sothor* bavh oaed in their investigation. The first

^-Altars is that of Loon.irdo da Viaci' id in 1519).

iired glasses for the study '<f I't' paints Following

tea, which were th' Mjwn at

• d for • long time i: » . mvesti-

. ooloor and colour-blending, but not until

were tbejr used generally.

re(

Hunt and .\b<iey* devnted much attention to the stody of the

I D». OMbe, Vhtt LkktHlrr. Phol. KorjwnoBdsBS. IW 03-

K iSnm. Of ntstovrayMssASfi LithtmtT. Kacykl. der Pbol

H^t t4. Han*. AA.^lwa- .^ ^^ .

r l.eaaa(<to 4a Tlad, TnttaU Ma^r,
J B aseaearal. Aaa. M C»a>. e( d* 1

4. ii»»r»»»««"*«s •« I'luM. vm* (an..

aod a«**r iMoero. ssa balaw.

• Utt. (%ap. n.
IMS.
I/, Phot. Corr.. 1(74.

absorption of light in coloured glasses, and these investigations

have l>«cn continued up tu the present time.

Maxwell*, in 1861, first demonstrated in London the three-colonr

projection of photographic images, and thus laid 'the fnundationr

for photography m natural colours in accordance with the Yoiin);-

Helmliolts theory. .\t about the same time experiments were

made on the preparation of liquid Tilters from organic and inorganic

coloured substances, and also on light-filters prepared in the form

of films. These latter for some time were made from dyes dissolved

in collodion or celluloid, but towards the end of the last century

those began to be replaced by the teclinically better gelatine films.

Dr. Caalracane. Zettnow, and Oifford' employed light-filters for

microscopic and photumicrographic inve.stigations. E. Pringsheim

and Nagel' introduced them for biological and botanical work,

and it may be said with full justification that at the present time

there is no field whcru light-fillers are not employed. At the

beginning of the present century light-filters were so widely em-

ployed tial Urebe' attempted to arrange them according to a

definite system and lu make an accurate classification of them.

His clsisification could not be generally adopted in science, for ho

classified filters according U. the field of investigation asd the

purposes for which they were used, so that the filters were desig-

nated as photographic, optical, bolometric, etc., and one and the

"
^mr fllti" might have several names if it were used for various

parpwea^ H is preferable to chisBify light-filters according to the

form of their aosorption curves, and it is this method which is

adopted in the present discusrion.

At the same period the first exact quantitative mea.surements of

the absorption of light bv filters were made by A. Callier' and

Monpillard' thus esUblishing the first step towards the solution

of the problems bearing on the theory of light-filters which exer-

<; fw r^atracane Nuovi Uncel. UM. 6 (XVII.), Zettnow.

SntS!?"trr'B.kt«. m II.. m. oitford. J., r.m.s.. im. w.

"T' Prfnasbeim. Ber. d. Deatech. Bot. 0««. 1908. IBs, p. 566.

« \ Oslli>r Hrran, Colorf. Bull, de I'Ase. Belse de Phot., 1906. IV

ier d« 8cl. PiKit. II . M06. p. W
1 M.iiiiMlar.l Kl'xtet rt n<rherehPt tur let Bcratu tolOTtt.

a««. de 8ei. Phot. II.. 1906. p. V6.
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cised ;i ureal iullueiicc on all furtlier work ; since the estimation

of the iilisorplion by mcU terms as " weak," " scarcely visible,

etc.. was coiisidorea ur.^afisfiiclory, and was replaced by numerical

data obtained by the measu.emciil of the filters speclrophoto

mctricallv, resulting in exact quantitative determinations of their

ab.sorptio"n for light of definite wave-length.

In the preparation of dry filters in film form, gelatine .soliilionj

are often used for carrying the dye, but the precision of measure

meiit is scarcely sufficient to enable a definite conclusion to be

reached as to whether the gelatine acta towards the dye as an

indifferent medium, is simply a " carrier" of the dye, or whetliei

it e.xerls a, definite influence on the shape of the absorption curves,

thus producing what have liee.i^ termed " shifted " curves, changing

the resulting filter.'". The definite determination of the influence

of the gelatine still requires further investigation.

Absorption of Light by Filters. Classification of

Lights-Filters.

By the term " light-filter " in understood any medium which

exercises selective absorption, that is, which is able toiabsorb from

the rays of light whici; fall on it those whose wave-lengths fall

within certain definite limits; the term includes also those media

which ab.sorb rays of all wave-lengths, but not to the same e.\teiit :

in practice we are concerned only with the latter type of absorp

tion, since all bodies are capable of absorbing light-i-ays falling

upon them, and none are perfectly transparent.

The reflection of light from the surface of a filter which i.?

involved in the determination of its transparency follows for rays

incident normally the formula of Kresnel.

-C;!)"-- (1)

where I„ is the intensity of the light falling on the surface of the

filter, and Id that of the light tiansmitted, « is the refractive inde.x

of the medium of which the filter is made, and it is therefor?

evident that

1.1-/ (A).

Let us consider this in detail. In the simplest case consider the

filter as a medium limited by a pair of parallel planes, and let H
be the part of the light reflected from the surface of, the filter

according to equation (1). Then we have for the quantity of light

entering the filte"

I' = I, (1 -R),

from which some part A will be absorbed by the medium, and on
the second surface of Jie filter there will be incident an intensity

V (1_A).

From the second surface thtre will also be reflected a quantity
which it will easily bo seen is also R, since the value given by
equation (1) is nut changed by the substitution of 1/h for /(. The
emergent beam has the intensity

!, = !„ (1_R)= (l-A).-

The light

I, (1-R) R (l-A)
reflected from the second surface of the filter returns to the first

surface, which ;t roaches reduced to the intensity

I, (1-R) R (1--A)=.

Here again reflection is undergone, part of it will pass on, and it

is easily seen that after a second reflection from the second surface
of the filter of rays ot an intensity

I„ (I-R) R= (]-A)»

there emerges from the light-filter an additioiutl quantity having
the intensity

I,= I„ (1-R)='R2 (l..A^^

The reflected light

I, (1_R) R^ (1_A)»

will add to the beams I, and I^ an amount I^. and so on. C'<iii-

tinuing this reasoning, we find that of the total incident light

intcneity I, there emerges the fraction,

« Ik
1= 2

1

but since I, is already negligibly small we can retain the first term
of the series only, and write

I = I, = 1. (l-R)=a_A).

13 A llLbi Die Oelatine iur Phot. Lichtmur, PhotAluniiiChaa, 1912 p. '1.

And since in practice the surface of ihu filter is generally of glass,

for which appro.ximately n—\.5, we have by formtila (1)

Id
St. = 4%

that is only 96 per cent,, of the incident light can on the averagi

enter the filter while the remainder will be lost.

The value of R can be measured spectrophotometrically insleaii

of calculating it, or cau be eliminated without measurement.

In the determination of the total absorption of the filter R Is

often neglected and the absorption is often expressed as the ratii

while more correctly the value is

I, (1-R) -I

1 he absorption of light in a coloured solution, such as a liquid

filter, is according to Beer's law
Ix=I„e-Kcx (2)

where the co-efficient K is termed the absorption constant ; c is

the concentration and x the thickness of the layer; Ij and ly, are

the intensities of the incident and emergent light.

If a dry (film) filter be substituted for the liquid one the formula
assumes a simpler form. In this case C will be the amount of

dye per unit area and x will be included in the value of c. Thus
Ix will be only an implicit fuuction of x, and the formula becomes

I=I„e-Kc (3)

A number of dyes are now known not to obey Beer's law (2), i.e.,

for these dyes the value of K is not independent of c.

Few observations of light-filt«rs in the form of films have been
made and no departures from FoiTnula 3 have been observed. On
the contrary, the results obtained by Von Hiibl" indicate that

dyes in dry gelatine films obey Beer's law even when their solu-

tions in water do not, acid rhodamine being an example of such
a dye.

The absorption constant K is always a, function of the wave-
length of the light and the curves corresponding to the equation

K=f (A) (4)

are continuous for all dyes which have been examined and show
fairly regular, almost periodical waves.

If the values of the constant K be determined experimentally
for a number of points in the spectrum it is possible to obtain
the value for any desired wave-length by interpolation, since the
function is continuous, this may be done algebraically if the
function is known or graphically by plotting the measured values

and joining' them to form a continuous curve.

In future we shall call this curve the absorption curve of the

dye considered.

The concentration of the dye c in*y be stated in any desii'ed

units. Monpillard'- suggested that it should ibe expressed in

grams per square centimeti-e of the surface of the filter, but

the figures so obtained are inconveniently small, and Von Hiibl

therefore selected as a practical system of units grams per square
metre of the surface. Eder" suggested that this unit, 1 giain per
square metre, should be called Hiibl's Unit, and designated by
the symbol H. a suggestion which has .been adopted by many
workers and which we will follow.

In equation (3) we may substitute decimal for natural logarithms
and write

JI=I„ 10-ec
(j)

If c = mli where m is the modulus, 0.4343. The quantity e deter-

mined spectrophotometrically enables the absorption of energy by
a light-filter to be expressed in percentages. Plotnikoff suggested
that to distinguish it from the first absorption constant it should
be termed the absorption coefKcient. (Bunsen termed this the

extinction coefficient.

)

Let I„ represent 100 units of intensity, then in

I„-I=A
whence

A=I(X) (1—lOec) %
and since e is a function of the wave-length

A=.(, (A)

The curve corresponding to this equation for any
called the absorption curve, and expresses the saniet property as

the curve corresponding to equation (4), like which it is con

tinuous. It can easily be seen n pridri what differences will exist

our notation

(5')

(<i)

(7)

light filter is

11. A. Hubl, Die Phot.-Lichtfilter. p. IS.
12. MotipillR.r(i. liov. iles »c. Phot. U., 1906, p. 226.
13. Eder. Jalirb. 1913, p. 280.

MSI- J
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betwwu curves (4> - ' If » liglr !Uter it niade from a singia

dje Immn.- j • e - 1 U Us al>Kirvl.ion curve will

Im ideutu-.il Willi :: f t'"- ' i.iu constant of the dy«,

if we Df^.viL ri.o ,^l.^..:l. .;..:: .. which i* very ainall.

Lighttilteii iftf 5;uiifral!v aia.ii; : ;iixture of several dyee

io thitt the viilaes of the urdiiiaCf; it the curve (7) will be

funcCiuui of the ordioatee of the a>riv::pundui£ curve* (4) of the

individual dyes.

In ir< nrdance with their abeorptiuu cwvta all filters can be

ee groups.

: :u filters teWctui); itny narrow part of the

II, kc., trauamtttiug a narrow buodle of rays of the same

|,<!:.i' I to correct the colour

part of the spectrum,
1 >lJsorptioo.

i vt all ibrct: ^r^jjpj .'.: exuuiiie their absorption

ng w *hsriss»i the wa\.<' . ngtbt A and as ordinates

iijitiun cocttcients aod remenibering that when I.-l

K--fe«« 1

* K- -lutf„ ( I A) (»)

fruni furmuliL ^oi and (6*) when ec3>E.call b« c*Mi\y

1.0
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li> Via, I i* fiven tfco absurptu.n ciinr* ol • grkon filler fur

^pby (KiWiig'a Additive FIHor);" Um coao«air»-

0.4 H.
2.2 U.

Kattteaolk.

WH X-XeUo« ooDpeaSBtlv U«fcl4Dtar.

Fig. 2 shows the characteristic appearance of the absorption rnrvr
of ik yellow compeiisaliiijj filter for orthochromatic emulsioiis."
-Xiid. finally, Fii;. 3 fjives the absorption curve of a subliailivp

filter prepared from

Rose Beu-al ... 0.2 H.
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Fie 3.-Rose Bengal saMmeUve filler.

The curve* uf filter* 1 and 3 are complementary to each oilier.

A monochromatic filter transmits only a narrow |iart uf the

spectrum, while a subtractive filter al>i>orbs an equally narrow
part of the spectrum. Curve 2 for the compensating filter is teen

to be intermediate lietween the 1st and 3rd.

tirebe" used at first a similar classification, bnt be added to

tlie shove-mentioned ((roups (wo otbars, protective filters iind con-

traot filters, but the first (especially the rod and green filters used

Willi phut»i:raphic emaUions) belong to the group of moiKi

chrumatic filters since their absorption curveti are of the same
type, and the secoiMl groap may be sob-divided into monochrumatir

and com|iensating filters.

3

2 4 6 2 4 6 8 mStO 2 4 6 8 M
WaveteiiQlh.

Fls. 4.-Nlokel aad cobalt BIteni.

Absorption curve of nickel chloride in concentration

2400 H.
.Vbsurptiua curve of cobalt chloride in concentration

800 H.
.\lnK>rption curve of mixture —^—^^—

\ special group include* those filters which transmit two regions

nf the spectrum of completnentary colour, i.e., those which, by
transmitted light, appear neutral grey or faintly coloured ; the

light transmitted by them appears to be colourless. In 1800

1*. Calller. Ker. d«s 8c. Phot., !«», p. 612.

17. Urebe, Phot. Korr., 1900. p. 613.
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Lii'M'f'aiig" showed that if we mix a solution of cobalt chloride

Ci^l,, which ha» a red colour, with a solution of nickel chloride,

NiUlj, whose colour ia Wuiali greoii, the light transmitted by
tlie uii.xturc appears colourless or, more exactly, a very weak
yellow. Von Hiibl" examined these solution* in detail, and from
hi£ aibsorption curves it is clear that with the concentration

NiCl, 2400 H
OoCl, 800 H

the orange and blue light is transmitted to a greater extent than
other colours, and thus the filter appears neutral.

Since these colours are not exactly complementary the neutral

!{rey obtained is of a yellowish shade. Gelatine ftlms of similar

neutral colour were prepared by Von Hiibl from naphthol green

and fast red D. Obviously other combinations of dyes can be
found whose colours are complementary.

A difficult problem is presented by the selection of dyes for

monochromatic filters ; since only those are satisfactory whose
absorption curves are steep otherwise the filters will be insuf-

ficiently transparent for the rays which they transmit. The firm

of Wratten and Wainwright issue from their laboratory a series

of narrow monochromatic filters, but all these display the above-

mentioned defect.^"

Many dyes cannot be used for the preparation of dry filters

since frequently they crystallise out on the surface of the filter

in drying, and the use of liquid monochromatic filters would
appear, therefore, to offer advantages. Landolt and Nagel" give

a series of such filters. A very complete investigation of liquid

monochromatic filters was made by Pretzl-^, following whom
PopowitzUv-' gave a series. Dry monochromatic filters were made
by Tikhofi.^'

G. V. POTAPENKO.
{To he continued.)

RELATIVITY IN PHOTOG.RAPHY.

Tjie Eiustedn tlieories, over which the sciemtific woi^d oorntinucs

to flutter itself, may not, peaihaps, be accepited in their entirety

by everybody. They involve, however, a, fundamental truth too

often neglected, namely, that all phenomena sliould be examined
and aiKiJysed fixwn every poasible point of view, instead of being,

as iA were, olassafied, pigeon-holed, and dealt with from a single

limited aapeot. We recejive, also, a useful reminder that even long-

established laws are not necessaJ-ily abaaluite and infallible, but :re

often found to break down, or ,to faiT in exaabness, through neglect

of some unknown or overlooked faotor. Tlie photographer, in com-
])«ny with the astronomer and phyaioist, may profitably examine
his daily practice, in searoli of any omission on his own part to

recollect the relaitivity or in)ter-i-elationship, of things.

'1^ importance of peychoilogy, which is simply a mental adjust-

ment of relativity in its pensonal outlook, in atti&oting aitAers to

the studio and intelligenitly handling them when there, has already
been ixjinted out, and .need not here be refeiTed to.

'Pile relativity of the oipeiatoa''6 own view-podnt, as oompared
with the position of the camera lens, ofiten receives insufficient

attention. Whatever he may fancy, an upside-down image on the
givund glass affoi'ds but litole guidance, whUe the fadts gained
by an actual inspection of the subjeot may be quite misleading,
since the operator geneially stejis out a foot or so to one side of

the camera, and his head is also usually higher than the lens.

This not only interferes with a really aocuiiate judgment of the
ix>9e, but even subtly modifies the lighting and expression. As
the sprightly young Barnacle says, in " Little Dorrit "

:
" You

don't regard it from the right point cA view. It is the point of

view that is the easen'tial thing."

Much of that vague ddsappodtitmont so frequently felt by the
plimtogna^jher at the disoi-epancies between his results and his
anticipations is really due to the foregoing cause alone. PraoticaUy
h-peaking, the uncertainty and disparity can only be overcome by

18. liiesegang, Phot. Archiv., 1890 p. 122.
19. Hubl, ,\telier der Phot.. 1911. ' p. 35
20. Calmel's Ec.ram calorie de Wratten de Wainwright. Bull. Soc. Franc.

Phot., 1908, p. 340.
a. Landolt. Ber.. 1890, p. 2879.

Nae<*l, Biol. Centr., 1898, p. 649.
22. Pretzl, ErpTl. Mechanic. 1897, p. 368.

S Popo^i'zlf.v. Phot. Korr.. 1899 p. 137.
^. likbofl, liitt. dcr Mkolai Obsieirvat. Pulkovu, Bii. U., 1908, No. 21.

the use of a reflex oajnera. The portraitist of Daguerreotyj>e days,
wlien the sitter- was perclied on a raised platfonn to binng iiim

nearer tlie skylight appears to have realised the difliculty, as lar

OS height is ooncemed, since old engravings show that Uio slops

on whicli the opeiutor himaelf mounted were always lower than the
platform.

The focal length of the lens is another- important factor. An
unduly slioi'tJocua lens used for poiloiaiture will introduce apparent
distortion in the nearer partts of tlie subject, owing to tlie olos'

view-iK>int. This, again, is an effec-t of relativity rather than un
reality, since the results so obtained would appear correct if hel :

at a distance from the eye equal to the focal length of the lent

or if taken witli a pair of identical lenses and inspected in tlie

stereoscope.

The relativity of tlie almtter, too, needs considei-aition. A pre.s.

photogiiapiher, for instance, caused surprise lately among his coten>,

of friends by exipreasing a preference for a fast type of diapliragiu

shutter over- the focal-plane, on tlie somewliat novel ground that
it gave better definition. This was hotly disputed, but a little

reflection should have shown tlie perfect ooiTeotness of the atate-

ment, since the diaphragm shutter, for an appreciable part of the

exposme, acts as a small stop. The curious diversity sometimes
mat with in different focal-plane photogi-aphs of the same subject,

according to the dir-ection in whicli tlio blind was tiaveliing, and
the occasional travesties of possibility seen in projected cinema-
togiuph films, such as cab-wheeds moving backwards if they hap-
pened to bo running at a centaiu speed when taken, are ftu-tlior

examples of sihutter relativity.

Then there is the relativity of the exposure to the correct ren-

dering of oontrast and tone values. Every operator knows now
under-ex;poaure incieases contrast and diminislies the aliadow detail,

vrfiUe over-exposure reduces conti-aat and has a geneial flattening

effect. What is not always so fully gi'asped is, how vitally the
features and expieasion in a portrait may thereby be affected, so

that the result ceases to be truthful. The lines, wrinUee and hol-

lows in a somewihat strongly-marked face are hideously and exag-

geratedly emphasised in undei-^xposure ; wheaeas, in over-exposure,

the tendency is tlie other way, and what little cliaracter niay

already be pi-esent in lathei- inane features is tamed down and
axtinguislied. Obviously, tlie hint is not without its value, since

it enables us to give moae firmness to a flabby, vapid face by
slight under-exposure, or to soften undue asperities in a stronger

one by ovei'-exposing a trifle.

Tlie relativitiy of orthochixMnatism to a faithful and convincing

reooixl need scarcely be insisted on. Tlie use of orthoohromatic
plates and filins in studios is, as might be expected, steadily on the

increase. The employment of a screen is not always praotioable,

on account of the lengtliened exposure, but even without one the

results are distinctly supei'ior to those on ordinary plates.

A faithful depiotion of tlie orginal light and shade in tlie subjeot'

depends not only on reasonably correct exposure, within the latitude

of the plate, but on the duration of development, since this will

affect the contrast. Yet tlie amount of oontrast desirable is, to

some extent, a matter of i-alativity, as it wiU vary in the final re-

sult accoi'ding to the printing process. A negative not conti-asty

enough for a bromide print may still give an excellent result viiih

a vigorous gaslight paper. Indeed, there is now such a wide range

of rapidities and surfaces to dioose from, capable of so greatly

modifying the ultimate effect, that it becomes rather a bold venture

to dedare too dogmatically whether the negative of Any given

print v?as good or bad.

Relativity is even more startlingly evident in the mutual opposi-

cion of mount and print. The selfsame photogiapli may be made
to seem darker or lighter, warmer or colder in tone, by mere
variation in the deptli and tint of the mount. An amusing

tale is being told by a well-known woi'ker of a lady who
brought back all her photographs, alleging that they were fai' too

dark and heavy. Not wishing to have t.hem printed afresli, and
noticing that the mounts were ooni.x)ai:atively light, the astiue pro-

prietor had the j>iotures detached and placed on mounts darker

than themselves. This time the photogi'aplis gave every sa.tisfao

tion, tlie fair sitter declaring bow mudi better they were than
" those other things!

"

It will .be seen that i«lativity jjlays a much lai'ger part in phoio-

grapliy than niaiiy might imagine, influencing, qualifying, or ladic-
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aily changing the work at almost cvety aUgr, and frequently in a

qiut« unauapeoied way. So mui^h f<>i' the facta we know. It ;s

c^oally caMain that niunenoa uncharted dafths atill remain to be
•jutided. A. LocKETT.

FORTHCOMING EX
••"•l*r 10 to October 8.—London >

for entri«a Aui;a<t 31. Pari

I..- Hon. Secretary, London Sa!

Mall Ea*l. London' S.W.I.

- !*r 19 to October 29.—Roya! 1

for entriea Angual 26 (earn

luuiars and entry fornu from

graphic Society, 36. Ruiaell S(| .

ber 3 to 17. -Sc.

W. S. Cmokw. 10 .

1922.

arr 14 Kxe'e' frini- <

I!.-.'..!..;,.,, ;

HIBITIONS.
.lion of Photoj^raphy. Latent

: :lar» and entry form from
' ?"iotography, 5a, Pall

'^ Lateat

\ -
.-- I). Par-

,iy, I;..y4l Photo-
ti, U.C.I.

Hon. Secretary,

.oroat, Olaagow.

C!ab. Particalar« from C.
V, Exeter Camera

;'h.

Patent News.

I'tocttt f»l*»tt—«pflieatKtnt and »/i<cifie*liont—^t trtattd in
rA.r.,.MteAa»ie«l Jifott*"

.Hpl'.icAtiooa, Aa||«M 8 to 13 :—

Pn"TtN.K^HT.~No. 21,278. Pbot'v:
" ~'N MtrnoD.-Xo. 21483 n.

•tc. W. E. .Maiaon an.l N. .<-

P. Carpmael.

reproduotion

iiK». \.. ?! 000. I)pM. .- (or a tolduiB reBex photo-

ind dittancr-findar* for:\ v,/

tiirM .1 I

'72. (\>iiiv: I t.ir taking itcreoacopic pic-

•"•toa. F. E. Hoffman.

' l">tojT«phy. W. van

-•rtunng non-
'-•— V'> 21,275. Met'

,avph 6lm<>. I

"" 074. Cinrtii.i •grmn nima and metholt
Ti. J. E ThomfaM.

No £i,u77. Prmting eiB*B«tagraph lilma, etc.

loL... n iKi V.2L075 -• J. E. Th-rnlon.
Cotorm Ci-. ,iit.-No . iicoloar cinemato-

filma ajtil methnda of pt;ului^ and manafarrariBg mme.
Thornton.

T'XiaArH-Pmnto .

,; ijrnchraaoa*

A J. D. aod J. W. .»

248 AppMatoa for pro-
and gramapliooe recnrda

S^ ACCEPTED
Thur •p*<-i^ralio»* art ,,hi,,iia'.,' p".--, ;». »<kA, km( /re«, from

tKt l-nitnt Ofiet, ti, Soutkamplon OuOdimf, ChutctrJ Lmt,
l.;ndnn. W.C.

'' datt in itaritl* it that of apjJiration in tkit eounlry; ot
f'^-nrtti. in the cate of pitenlt .j'-.ntrd under the /nitmationat

•>T Vi^n* OR FiiM« -No. 163,661 (January 7,

a relataa to a method of (and conUinvr for)
ptatas or film.«. and continta in placing the

^ 'it piatca wilhia a conUiner and aea]ii)( ib« container under
. qnm

ly h« placed in a conUiner which
Plates laay be ilmilarly itored.

• 1-Lj ratnd^a McCjI., Eid^awood, Kew Jeraey. United

La.vterx Screens—Xo. 166,015 (May 19, 1920). The invention
coiisusts of a cinematograph screen constructed ot a sheet of
polished plate glass coatid on its rear side with a white pigment
applied direct to the jjlasg to act as a reflector.

The screen is constructed of plate glass, preferably having the
ifreenish tinge which plate gla.ss usually has, and the glass should.
of course, be free from blemishes, and perfectly plane.
The glass, after having been carefully polished, is provided

on its rear side with pigment, e.g., zinc sulphide mi.xed with %
solution of sodium or potassium silicate, of a strength of not less

than 30 deg. B., is found to yield the best results. In order to
prepare the screen, the glasa is suitably supj)orted, and the pig-
ment flowed on to it. and the mi.xture allowed to dry, the action of
the alkaline silicate being to bind the pigment to the glass, the
whole mass becoming like a hard enamel, securely attached to
the back of tlie glass. Other white pigments, not acted on by
the atmosphere, can also be employed mi.xed with the alkaline
silicates referred to, such as, for example, finely ground glass
or white precipitated calcium sulphate. When the pigment has
completely set, the plate is preferably mounted in a frame of
wood, metal, or the like, and the back covered with any suitable
moisture proof protective covering, anch as moisture-proof paper,
varnish, or the like.

The' pictures are projected on to the uncovered side of tlie

ijlass plate. It is found that the greenish tinge usually present
in plate glass produces a restful and soft effect to the eye, whilst
the glass itself has the effect of bending the light towards the
observer, so»that where a screen of this type is used, the picture
can be equally well seen from practically all angles in Iront
of the screen, whereas with the ordinary type of screen, those
observers sitting in the centre of the room or hall obtain the
best view of the picture, which latter is apt to be distorted when
viewed from the sides.—Robert Gilpin, 22, Homewood Villas.

Gander Grevn I.<ane, Sutton, Surrey.

LjurrsRN Sc»ben8.—No. 166.067 (October 8, 1920). The fabric

covered by priming coats of starch and liquid glue, and by sub-
sequent successive coate of paint, the first of which consists of

old linseed oil, sine white, oil of turpentine, and driers, and the
second coat of which consists of zinc white, ultramarine, ivory
t'' '-d oil, oil of turpentine, and driers, each of the coats
) i with glass paper when dry, and the last coat being
tre-itru with a gilding mi.xture, which is likewise flatted, and.

when dry, is padded over with a mixture of metallic powders.
.K method of preparing a fabric screen is: ,1. The fabric is

r'med with a c«at of liquid starch, applied with a sponge.

When dry. this coat of starch is covered—also by means of a

sponge—with a coat of glue, melted in a water bath.

The object of these two operations is to prevent the subsequent
roata, which have a basis of linseed oil, from penetrating into

the fabric.

3. After drying, a firat coat of paint is applied, composed of

zinc white, matured litiseed oil, oil of turpentine, and driers.

Whan this coat is quite dry it is smoothed with glass paper.

4. .\(t«T this flatting process, a second coat of paint is applied,

comp<->.s«l of zinc white, ultramarine, ivory black, linseed oil, oil

of turpentine, and driers. This coat, which is pearl-grey in

colour, also forms a dull ground, and is likewise flatted with glass

paper when dry.

The resulting surface it smooth and uniform.

5 A nielalli»iM;j < o.it is next applied, composed of gold size,

to which KX) grammes of aluminium powder and 50 grammes
of silver ponder have beeii added per litre of the mixttire.

6. Wlion dry, which takes about 24 hours, the surface is padded
with I mixture of 80 per cent, of aluminium powder and 20 per
aunt "f -ilver powder, applied dry with a pad of cottonwool.

1 iig surface is perfectly bright, free from spots or
It- <1 the .tdhraion of the metallised coat is nlsulute.-'

Joseph CoDtelier. 23, Rue Jolly, Brussels.

.MrTAL BtKDiNo roB Photoobaphs.—No. 166,858 (December 23.

1920). A strip of metal having a series of serrations or scollops

along txiih edges is used. This strip is adapted to lie folded

over upon itself jo as to embrace the edges of the photoi;raph

or otlier i .ird lo be framed/ Owing to the serrated edges, the

(rip may lie readily bent round corners or along the edges of

round, oval, or other curved cards, whilst the serrated edges also

provide a ilt>c.irntive effect. ;

Tlie «err,itiu!s .luing the edges of the strip preferably extend

to within a short distance of its centre, a thin strip down the
centre bciiii left quite pl«in. This strip may conveniently be of
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a width about equal to th« thicltn«ss of the averag« card to be

framed.

The photograph or other card to be framed is provided with a

transparent cover, which may be readily cut to the outline of the

card. The metal strip is then applied, and bent over the edge

and pressed down upon the back and front thereof) so as to

securely clamp the cover in position.—Siegfried Henry Kaufmann,
42, Tottenham Street, Tottenham Court Boad, London, W.l.

CiNKMATooRAPH CoLOTJB PRINTING.—No. 130,603 (July 36, 1917).

The machine comprises step by step feeding means, and register-

ing pins, independent of the feeding means, one of which passes

through and completely fills one perforation in the positive and
a corresponding perforation in the negative.

The registering pin means is mounted so as to be reversible

whereby in printing on opposite sides of a positive from different

negatives the shrinkage of the latter is taken up relatively to

I lie same perforation or perforations in the positive. »

The feeding means is bodily movable to effect the feeding of the

strips, and is operable to engage the negative strip only, or both
the negative and positive strips, during successive movements.

—

William Van Dorn Kelley, 1586, East 17th Street, Brooklyn.

New York State, and Joseph Mason, 712, East 175th Street, New
York.

.Substratum for Emulsion on Metal.—^No. 14,344 (June 15.

1914).—^A coating is applied to the metal surface of a mixture
of gelatine and potassium silicat« or sodium silicate (soluble

glass).

To harden the coating, formaldehyde or alum may be added to

the substratum mixture.—Michael Werthen, 5, Germania-
strasse, Munich, Germany.

Waxed Paper Emulsion Stripping Base.—No. 166,686 (April 19,

1920). The invention relates to photographic transfer processes
in which a photographic image is transferred from a paper sup-
port on which it is originally made to any desired surface such
as, for example, a special paper or a surface of wood, porcelain,
glass, fabric.

A paper support is employed, impregnated with a solution of
paraffin wax, sucTi solution being so weak as to leave the paper
surface apparently free of any continuous layer of wax, and
the emulsion is then applied directly to the surface of the
paper so treated. It will be found that while the
emulsion adheres safficiently to the paper support to allow
of the usual photographic manipulations, it is readily separated
therefrom when applied to the surface of the final support.

It is essential that a very small amount of paraffin wax should
be employed and a weak solution is therefore necessary, e.g.,

about four or five grains of paraffin wax in one ounce of benzol
or other solvent. Such a solution .sufficiently impregnates the
paper with wax, the amount of which may be varied according
to the texture of the paper employed, and enables it to carry a
photographic image which leaves the waxed paper temporary
support upon transfer to any .suitable substance.
The paper is either dipped in or passed through the weak

wax solution. The emulsion is then applied thereto in the usual
manner after evaporation of the wax solvent. The transfer of
the print on to the paper, wood, glass, or other surface is then
efiect«d in the ordinary way, and the transfer image or print
then separated from the original waxed paper temporary support..
—Thomas Albert Mills, 72, Manor St., Clapham, London, S.W.4

COLOuaiNo Carbon Prints.—No. 146,134 (January 31, 1919). The
invention relates to a process for the colouring of carbon prints
by painting them with albuminous glaze colours, and subse-
quently applying a strong solution of asphalt in any suitable
medium. The solution has a dark brown colour and gives a
coating of the same colour, which is, however, transparent.
Then the bright or lighter portions of the picture are wiped
out in successive stages. When the initial tinting is being
done, the tone values must be made to appear much more
intense than in the original, as they are reduced to their proper
values partly by the tone values of the carbon print and partly
by subsequent treatment.
In pictures not containing large portions showing one and the

same colour the colouring with albumen-glazing colours and the
subsequent coating with asphalt is sufficient. Before, however,
colouring an adjacent portion, the portion already painted with
albumen colour must be protected in order not to destroy it in
the subsequent wiping operation. This is effected by spraying

_on to the large portions painted with albumen glazing colour a
solution of resin or mastic in alcohol, after which, in order to

connect the several portions of the picture with each other!
well, the solution of asphalt and resin in oil of turpentine is 1

applied, the colour depth of the solution being so selected as
to be equal to the darkest part of the original. Then the lights,
e.g., as cloudy are wiped out and smoothed down with the

soiwnmg or shading brush, and then again the brightest of the

remaining ipajits are vriped out, and ao on, until tJirough this

continuous brightening or setting off the impression of the
i

shaded original is attained:

Larger surfaces, especially those strongly coloured in the
]

original, which are fairly uniform, that is to say, poor in detail,

after the initial colouring with transparent albuminous colours J

as previously described, may require an additional colouring,

which is done with oil colour. As the transparent colour has
combined with th^ bichromated gelatine layer the translucent or
transparent oUcolour layer or coat remains thereon. The corre-

sponding oil colour is applied as a glazing colour without exact
observance of the outlines, and is uniformly distributed with
the softening brush, whereupon the outline is wiped out with a
rag and again treated with the softening brush. The oil colours
employed are varnish colours in contradistinction to opaque
colours. In this way the relief effect of the original is more
fully apparent and gives the appearance of a freshly painted
picture, without the reproduction having the undesired character
of a coloured photograph. After drying, an alcoholic shellac
or mastic solution is sprayed on, leaving a transparent resin
coating behind. Finally an asphalt layer is applied to the whole,
prior to the drying of* which the softening down and wiping
out of the brightest points or parts is effected in the manner
already described.

The finished picture is varnished for the purpose of increas
ing the brilliancy of the colours, and in order to prevent soaking
in and_ dulling due to careless drying. Too strong a gloss or
lustre is removed by brushing or by means of petroleum.—Ulf
Seidl, 9, Weihburg Strasse, Vienna.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Sunday, August 28.

HammeiBmith Hampshire House P.S. Outing to The Chess Valley.

Tuesday, August 30.
Hackney Phot. Soc. "Garden Flowers." A. C. Fort. \
Scottish C.W.S.C.C. (Glasgow). Criticism of Holiday Prints.

Thursday, September 1.

Kinning Park Co-op. Soc. Open Night. i

North Middlesex P.S. Competitions: Prints and Slides, General, j

Saturday, September 3.
Kinning Park Co-op. Soc. Outing to Fereneze and Gleniffer Braes
Scottish C.W.S.C.C. (Glasgow). Outing to Langbank.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
Out of the trials and tribulations of Mr. J. Walker arose Ir

week a topping tip. It happens that he is possessed of a washi
tank and contained corrugated rack. It also happened, indeed it

was inevitable, that either the plates were too small for the rack
or the rack was too large for the plates, which were of. special pro-
portions. So the owner hied himself unto a Londoc dealer of
repute and attempted to place an order for a superior rack made
to measure. He was cotirteously informed this was out of the
question, as the racks are made by a special machine, and to carry
out his wishes a new one would have to be made, and possibly .i

new factory erected to hold it. Whereupon Mr. Walker returned to
Croydon, invoking a Calvinistic version of the " H and D
doctrine " more understandable than the one recently expounded
in this journal.

However, there is a practice in the club to consult either
" Vivian " or " Rose " when in difficulties of this nature. Mr. V.
Jobling happened to be handy and his services were secured. " Why.
the thing is as easy as drinking," he observed, and last week, bv
request, the procedure was explained.
To make the corrugations, either in sheet zinc, tinplate or brass,

i
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l« . •> are taken, -and a ,-i:ip of metal aboat an inch

loiig >: I i.c thicker than the m. i.il to be operated upon, '.a

•aodwicbed between Umoi, as ihown in the aketeh in side elevation

and plan. The filca are preferably (gripped between the jaws of a

Tic«, or they may be boand together tvith wire. One end of the

strip to be comigated ia inaerted betw,;vri the files and bent over.

>ted at 1. The strip ia then reverted between the filea and

'hrnrn a? 2. It is again re\ t>r^fl and beot as shown at 3

:

repealed u- d length is corm-

.e corrug.'!' i in the sketch) '3

ler adaptod, he said, for aecnrrly t ' Idinc dry'-plalca than thv

»aal commercial pattern, and any length of metal can be treated

peedUy and eaatly.

^ .,.-.,_.. t »,i- ..» making a platr r«<A is to take a atrip of

• ngtli, remembftiu^ to allow for the rorm-
.... ,, ..i the c«>meni t'

made where requirr-l

>^»icwork by bou«'-' ' -

support.

bavt> abenrbed a '

•dreed that t>

extrMsely ri.

'* ' «r» other miA^irrn r«* (1% f<l

'ed to a
• I r-. 1 . if pre-

of wood for

Some paraffin

> metal tray,

immeiied anlil they

It was unanimously

lis plate-racks was
II many ooraaions.

a during the avaiiiii||.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

The partnership brtwcan Ernest HtU and Emil
n Imonsaa a* pli"t»>eT»fh«a. enlargen and

at •« ^reet .tKier the style of

H -«>l*ed h> iiaeat. All debta
due i<> by itae late firm wili ba rac«iT«d ajM) paid by
Kmeet li

NEW 0OMP.\NIE8.

I> •> > .\ta(KiaTU, Ltd.—Regiatrrrd Aucoat 17. Capital.

laO.OOO IB £1 sfcarea, Objecta : Ti all the aharea m
the Orawiaf Oflkw HarM.li-.. I.i.!

to emiry od the boaiiie^

pbo(0-mM:hAnir;>T nlari ; ^,.

men ail itarturer* of

papers. :.'>inM>nts. etc.

M'mkhnuM. 10. AaKualiu Road.
n

. li.akU, B.C.. and
rs, photo and
' Hraoghta-

••eraphic

- -rr :-W.
M Park, S\V19;

1 Ilall. Fieldetis. EaateoU. Mkiil,-^ . .„.i .1. S. Walker, 64,

>ina Areoae. Harleaden, N.W.IO. I'rivate company.

pholo^afihK. acceasur^cK, ^

of plate and print waabert.

(wintinjt frames and neirative Ua
•ppliralion

Honghtoos have just

.n monott. albtim*. and
h are a graat variety

A< developfaig tanks, and
The list ia aent free on

News and Notes.

Lost Rovi.ex Camera.—Messrs. Robbins, Manistre and Co.,

2, Poultry, Clieapside, London, E.C.2, a*k us to mention that the

loser of a quarter-plate Roylex camera {N. and G. Sibyl pattern),

fitted with Zeiss !«iis, may be able to recover his apparatus il lie

will commtinicate with them. De.<!cription of the camera and serial

number of the lens should, if possible, be stated.

PicTrRE Postcards .*nd Postal Rates.—The regulation as to

the five words of greeting allowed on a postcard for a penny,

instead of the full rate of l^d., will not be altered. But early

nest year the Postmaatcr-General believes that the financial situa-

tion of the Post Office will be bettered, so that the extra rates on
cards and letters now imposed may then be taken off.

MESSR.S. Dallmeyer inform us that the cinematograph film

obtained of the Carpentier v. Deropsey fipht was taken with one
of their No. 12 cinematograph lenaes having an equivalent focal-

length of 17 ins., and workirg at the aperture of /'5.6, reqiiirinj?

a back extension of only 8^ ins. This lens is identical with the

No. 4 Ser. VI. Dallon telephoto lenses, which are listed for use

on half plate cameras

Dkath of Mrs. E. J. Humpberx.—We are exceedingly sorry to

hear of the death, on Saturday last, August 20, of Airs. E. J.

Humphery. With her husKand, Mrs. Hnmphery regularly took part

in the meetings of the riiotographio Convention, and was greatly

esteemed by uioee attending these annual gatherings. Conven-
tioners will, we are sure, join with us in extending sympathy t<>

Mr. Humphery in his bereavement.

Messro. HorQBTONS, ip the carrent issue of the " Ensign

Messenger," publish some reproductions of the enlargements which
won prize* ranging from £50 in the Ensign enlargement competi-

tion. Particulars are also given of tlie £100 competition for photo-

graph* on " Ensign " film. A new size of camera is announced,

namely, the No. 4 " Popular Ensign Klito." for 8 x 12 cm. plates.

This is the sixe recommended by the British Photographic Manu-
facturers' Association to replace the quarter-plate in course of time.

Sr I'i-vonstratiosb.—The Leto Co. inform us that the

pop .t demonstration sets will be issued from the com-

mriu,.,. ,,. -.1 October to the end of .4pril. Club aecretaries

winhink; to arrange for an interesting evening during their winter

•rsaion should write to the firm (Roman Wall House, Ixindon,

EC. 3) for full particulars. The lecturette issued with the demon-
stration net enables a member to act a« lecturer, but it is advisable

for club secretaries when writing to mention the proposed date

and approximate number expected to be present.

Salbi Dsvei.opjiEKT.—In the current issue of " System " is an
article. " Making More Sales for Manufacturer and Retailer," by

Mr. R. Crane, advertisement manager of Messrs. W. Butcher and
8on. Mr. Oane dweils upon the help organised by Messrs. Butcher
tor the sal« of goods by retailers in tlie shape of showcards and
window displays, catalogues for retail customers, and is able to

show the berxaclal effect of these measures. In the same issue is

a paper by Mr. S. W. Copley who writes on his experience in bank-

ing and assurance, .\mong the many interests which Mr. Copley

has In bu«.ine<it Is that of the photographic firm of Photex
Papers. Ltd.

Came or Old FrRKiTCSE.—Many of the studios owned by oor
best and well-known workers being furnished with genuine old

chests and other artistic articles of value, it is deserving of note

that such pieces are liable to suffer from cracking during cxcess-

i\ ely hgj^pMtei^ther. Mr. Oliver Brackett, of the department of

wi>n4ui<u»k -"vt the Victoria and Albert Museum, after consulting

with rTpert vtorkroen who have the furniture in the Museum under
constant ' >'d that the recent heat has not been particu-

larly fa r old " pieces." " So far as this museum Ik

concerned. ii>- i-\plaine<l to a " Daily Chronicle " reporter, " we
do not note any particular effect on the furniture. But. then thii>

builH- - ' partiiularly thick walls, which would not be found
III t V of private houses, and fans are kept constantly in

mot at tlie temperature may be regulated a« desired. But
even so, therr is always anxiety attached to the care of Boule

and other inlaid work. Variations in temperature are at once
reflected in the condition of this type of furniture into the making
of' which glue entera so largely." .\sked for suggestions for col-

lectors who are anxious about their treasures. Mr. Brackett advised

the use of beeswax and turpentine, except for veneered and
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polished woods, which should be wiped over with an oiled rag.

Cracks are due to the heat extracting from the wood any moisture

which it holds. Fissures should be filled and glue replaced where

necessary.

Ideal Homes Ejchibition.—In the photographic section of this

exhibition, which opens at Glasgow on September 19 next the

iudffes wiU be Messre. J. Craig Annan of .Glasgow, Arch. Cochrane

of Barrhead, and Professor D. Forrester Wilson of the Glasgow

School of Art. E.xhibiU are acceptea in Hve classes, allotted respec-

tively to landscape and seascape, portraiture and figure studies,

architecture contact printe of any subjects, and prints illustrating

a happy holiday. Prizes ranging from £10 10s. are awarded in

each of these classes. The entry form must reach the General

Manager of the Exhibition, Kelvin Hall, Glasgow, not later than

Thursday, September 8. and exhibits must be despatched to arrive

on the same day.

Messrs. F. Brodeick, Ltd., who for some years past have

been in business in High Street, Bloomsbury, as manufacturers

of tanks, printing machines, and many other photographic acces-

sories, have recently built and equipped a factory in the outskirts

of South-West London, adequate for the increased demand for

their goods. We recently had the pleasure of visiting this factory

at the time when Messrs. Bi-odrick were completing apparatus in

the shape of tanks, boxes, and other accessories for the Sliackleton

expedition. It was evident that the equipment of wood-working

machinery provides ample facilities for the making of the many

pieces of photographers' outfits, which hitherto have been staple

products of the firm, e.g., printing cabinets, enlarging easels,

drying cupboards and racks, and hard wood tanks for develop-

ment, fixing, etc., in a wide range of sizes. Moreover, the larger

accommodation' gi*es Messrs. Brodrick greater scope for their

business in the complete building and furnishing of studios, design

and supply of exhibition stands, etc., a department which of late

has become of increased importance. The factory is staffed

throughout with ex-Service men, and Messrs. Brodrick may be

congratulated upon their enterprise ^n having. fitted up a factory

which will enable' them to keep pace with the demand for their

goods.

Kodak, Ltd., Discontinue Drv-Plate Manufacture.—A sensa-

tjonal announcement is made by Messrs. Kodak, Ltd. , on an adver-

tisement page of "this issue .to tlhe effect that they have discontinued

the manufa<)t.ure of gelatine dry plates. The department of the

Harrow Works, hitherto employed for the manufaoture of plates,

has been converted to the making of Eastman Portrait Film and

tlie other grades of sensitive cut film. The finn's dry pla.te8 will

disa-ppear from ithe market. Tlie step is a signifioanit one in the

manufaoturing policy of the Kodak Company ; and its significance

becomes more strildng when it is remembered that the immense

business of the Company began with the manufacture of dry plates

upon a vei-y aiiall scale, by Mr. George Eastman, no longer ago

than the year 1880. Ndne yeais later the Eastman transparent

roll-film was placed, on tJhe market; and since then ^the Kodak
Company has never looked back in its production of flexible sensi-

tive material, an immense demand for which has been created by

(the i^pid rise of the cinematograph industry. By now cutting itself

adrift from the manufacture of dry plates, Messrs. Kodak, Ltd..

no doubt, wish to signify, as no other act could do, itheir profound

confidence in a stift celluloid film as a sensitive material superior to

dry plates for all the ordinai-y purposes of photography. Putting

aside quality ot emulsion, the lightness, unbi^eakability and facility

of cutting any piece of film to a required size are poaitive advan-

tages, wihioh have been not unduly emphasised in their advertise-

ment programme of Eastman Portrait Film. The step of discon-

tinuing tiie manufacture of dry plates is, of course, a logical out-

come of confidence in the qualities of Portrait Fihn, and would

scarcely have been taken were it not felt that the company will

benefit by staking this department of its trade upon those qualities.

Nevertheless, we cannot help thinking that this Oortes-like policy

will come as a surprise to many users of the dry plates hitherto

made by the Company. It must be presumed that the deliberate

resignation of a certain ajnount of tirade in dry plates is- to be

interpreted as a sign of the company's belief in the wisdom of

concentrating its manufacture upon Portrait Film.

Photographino the Aurora Borealis.—In the " Scientific

American Monthly " for July last appears reproductions of a re-

markable series of photographs of the aurora borealis taken by
Prof. Carl Stormer, of Christiania, who, in an interesting article

describing them, says that in March of last year there appeared
over the greater part of the eai-th a display of northern lights.

the form and beauty of colouring of which were unique, and

which aroused the keenest attention among all investigators. This

display appeared in great splendour in Europe, where it was ob-

served by the professor and his assistants from a number of stations

in Southern Norway. These stations were connected with each

other by telephone, and provided with cameras so that many

hundred successful photographs were taken in the course of tlir

night. As they were taken simultaneously at several stations, t\i

height and situation of the northern lights can be calculated wit

accuracy. It appeared that on tliat night the rays of the norther;

lights reached quite exceptional heights, between 500 and 600 kn

above the eaith. As all usual observations of the northern liglu

are more or less subjective and unreliable, it is of the greatt;^

importance to obtain an objective method, and the only reliab!

one is in the present case photographic. For many yeais tl

problem of photographing the nortliern lights resisted all efforts

It was not> until 1892 that Brendel succeeded in obtaining a fair!

serviceable picture by an exposure of seven seconds during a sta

at Bossekop in the north of Norway. More pictures with sho:

exposures were not published, until in 1909, when Prof. Storm<

commenced systematic investigations in order to solve the problcn

By the use of a small cinematograph lens with a 25 mm. apcrtu:

and a focal length of 50 mm. and Lumiere violet label plate

he succeeded in obtaining serviceable pictures with exposures •

a few seconds, and in consequence he undertook two northci

lights expeditions in 1910 and 1913 to Bossekop, in order to app!

photography to the study and measurement of altitude of t!

northern lights. Bossekop, 80 kilometres south of Hammerfes-

is a classical spot for the investigation of the northern light,

and in the course of time has been visited by many scientist.^

One of the pictures in the article shows one of the cameras use<i

on the expedition of 1913. Fitted to it is an arrangement where! i

the image of an illuminated watch can be photographed on tl

plate simultaneously with the northern lights. , It was thereby

possible to read the time direct on the plate, and it was unneces

sary to take time observations during the work. This arranjrr

ment was particularly useful when the northern lights developed !

great beauty. The pictures could then be tak^n quickly one ait'

the other with registration of time for each picture. A cinemat

graph was also employed and the operator obtained series in whi'

each picture was illuminated for about four seconds.

Correspondence.
*

*•* CoTTespondents should never write on both sides of the paper

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and

addresses of the writers are given.

*•* We do not undertake raponsibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

AMERICA'S FIRST "MOVIE SHOW."
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Referring to the letter of J. W. Dickerson, <

page 455 of your issue of July 29, in re C. Francis Jenkins and tli-

beginnings of motion picture photography in America, may I point

out that all the information given in "The New York Tribune
and " The Literary Digest," to which Mr. Dickerson refers, witli

further particulars and illustrations, can be found on pages 37 54

of Homer Croy's " How Motion Pictures are Made," published by

Harper and Brothers, New York, 1918.

Another reference to Jenkins and his " Phantascope " may '

found in that entertaining brochure, " The Story of the Motiui

Picture, 65 B.C. to 1920 a.d.," by Ben J. Lubschez, New York.

1920, this Lubschez, by the way, being a brother of N. E. Luboshez,

who so often enlivens the meetings of your photographic societies,

A portrait of Jenkins, with illustrations of his motion-picture

apparatus, may be seen in his book, " Picture Ribbons: An Exposi-

tion of the Methods and Apparatus Employed in the Manufacture
ot the Picture Ribbons Used in Projecting Lanterns to Give the

Appearance of Objects in Motion," published by the author at

Washington, D.C., in 1897. See also many references is

Appendix H., years 1894-1898, iu " Living Pictures," by Hopwcod
and Foster, London, 1915.—^Yours faithfully,

John A. Tenna-nt,
Editor of "The Photo-Miniature."

103. Park Avenue, New York.
August 12, 1921.
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THE LATITUDE AND DEVELOPMENT OF DRY PLATES.

To th« Editors.

at^t-men,—Tlie UUtade of most rri'.deni pUtes (I have eiperi-

i Aith five different makes) is rnly remarkable, the word
'.• " \>eiag defined, of course, a- " the range of length of

1 may be given to a p'...:e under any given condi-

and labject to produce ,, ^ood negative." Experi-

u a rule, devote tlieir attenti' u to the remedying of over-

or, rather, to the point to

really good print from the

; rather rou;:h exitt-rimeri' *;

average '

I >a.i , ..
. ,

tiecial way, gettin.-

.. ... ._ .. cspo«Dre>. It wa* e

in everyday work one dees n<it" ^-iposore of three or four ' • •

iiakei accidentally, and

I may even »ay good—

i

:.xli one may over-expo*e,

'.••rdone negative.

' with plates of what one
-. practical worker may
\er-expoiing enormously

the beet printable negatives

' ryday work I bad in mind,
'. 'T-expofe " enormously.

"

- I think, all an average

I have in front of me
. i ' >in plates over-exposed

thirty times, I do not consider tbem to 6e of much
practical worken. except, of (.urse, as cnriosities. Such
were known ovrr-eipotDre«. .ind were treated as such

- — I a...:.., — . f^^ ^Y,^ ^( j^jig treat-

1 ol us are not aware

<>aU were carried ont with five different

' bet.een aGO and 350 H ft D,
tlv.- average worker uses. The

.'.ven \«er>- ine rr»u'it •( many years' experience,

i,' emferaed by three rxposare meters, and when
<«—•• there were at time*—between the readings

»«MD wa« taken. The subjects, it may be said,

piece and an architectvra' my
!>9 caOMT* being sri in at i^i;

)1 cloadlea day*, when t)ie ligut jit nudclay via? as

coald pn—jMy be in England.

lad tiiiU iiy aittri.u ;

le, I coald get m\l\
'Kwed u maeb *a •

i»k nt over e^Tv^it

'are wfaei.

nav hsre

drvesDi

.ind it

ip the

ry

>n

ail avrrage

It: t.. knr,-»:

ve

.re

thus uaing the lena in

nethods of .i .e '..,.] to be over-

»%#•. \ ,\T\ cftTf 'I tl.iy* ^(ine by it was
I dn«e of timmide, or to inrrease the amount
.i"*v !.-it.«*!efi \" 1." fl>^ "No. 2** solo-

• r after the

.; effect, but
' kas started was

. — .,- . -„_;•. it was proved to

I i>Vi v a n t a l*a

plate*, ar

e^l^^

'are and '

, . . ,...,.. i.me as <>

that ilirowing factoriii

- •'i»n the correct rmf.

f onl actusiJv in

rtu- ffreat latilode of modem
' 'iSares up to six times.

, ... .,...,.n» of bromide,

(the image,

.
. j. a correctly-

nt overboard for

ing lank develop-

prnctice. Tank development

the bc«l for all under- and overexposed nega-

1 I Tarely use a tank. I always nse the system.

'i.«ri.

-e a DO better or no more inttmetive experiment than
- noore tparter-plate* for varying timet beyond tne

normal, and ^o develop tliera all at one time in the same dish, along

with a correctly-exposed plate, keeping an eye on the latter and

ignoring the others. Tlie finished negatives will, of course, vary

in appearance and density very considerably, but they should, A

properly printed, give good results—so good that it, would be a

very difficult matter for the uninitiated to tell the prints from the

over-exposed plates fi-om that correctly exposed.

If negatives less dense and of a more even appearance—^bm of

little or no better printing quality—are wanted, then altering the

composition of the developer to suit over-exposures will give them,

but in order to secure the best results the approximate amount of

over-exposure should be known. Assuming a normal two-solution

pyro-soda developer is used, over-exposures up to four times ina>

be counteracted by using equal parts (normal developer) and adding

br«mide (before applying the developer) np to, say, four drops of

a 10 per cent, solution to each ounce of working solution, but for

over-exposures above four times, which should be rare in everyday

work, one must start increasing the density giver (No. 1) as we!'

m the bromide. Thb increase goes on as the exposure increase?

and I have found that for a known over-exposure of twenty tiniei-

a developer consisting of 2 ozs. of No. 1 and 1 oz. of No. 2, witti

15 drops of a 10 per cent, bromide, to give a good negative. This

particular work, however, is beyond the scope of the present note.

The work I set out to do was to find out how far one could take

advantage of the great latitude of modern plates without alteriti-'

one's developer ^nd method of working. In conclusion, 1 may say

that for the very dense negatives one gets from over-exposed plate

developed in the manner I have advocated, I find nothing bettfi

than ordinary and self-tonine paper—I use llford and T^lington-

reapectively, though others may be quite as good. ^^fc
L. Tknnakt Woods.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC CANVASSING FRAUD AT
CANTERBURY. i

To the Editors.

Gentlemen.—The photographic profession in general owe Uf
'

• .ihury, Mr. Carlton, a deep debt o^

it yet another photographic fraud tf

iry, and tlie gentlemen sitting on the Bench are lo ne

ited on taking the serious view of these frauds they did

II. parsing sentence. It is only by doing so, that t>is sort of tliiiit'

will stop, and the case should be well published.

This free enlargement and colouring stunt has been carried <:.

for yean, lo the detriment not only of the photographic professioi

but lo the annoyance and loas of the genera! pubUc. One looks-

hiiok to the time n! war, when so many people were left perhaps

one photograph oidy of the departed and much-loved one, and

ipj would not part with if for untold gold. These canvassin;.'

iraiid» collect such photographs with a plausible tale of what they

re vtil'.ing to do for nothing or littre, so that many, on the spur

of the moment, part with their much-cherislied photograph, to

find at a later date they can only get it back by paying 15s. 6d.

for a 3». frame; or, worse still, haWng paid a deposit, find thf>

hear no more about it. The valuable photograph, which they ai.

unable to replace, has been lost for ever.

It is quite evident that the Chief of Police of Canterbury is a

very practical business man, and while he does not make too much

of the few shillings collected as deposits, he has taken up the

po«ition of h€>w cruel it is to rob people of their photographs io

thie watTltriil at a time so soon after a great war. He thus kills

t,-(, : one stone—helps the photographer and opens the

,y,, ^
iblic to the danger of parting with valuable phot-o-

graphs to strangers. Might I suggest that when photographers

do get a Chief of Police to bring these frauds to book, a suitable

letter of thanks should be personally addrcesed to the gentleman

who goes to the trouble of taking the matter up, and a further

letter should be addressed to the Chairman of the Wat<!h Com-

mittee. This would prevent the matter dropping, and bring the

public's notice to the fact that it is necessary to stop this can

»a»»ing fraud. The public then wotild not be so eager to believe

all that i» told them about something for nothing and the opening

of premises. It would also induce other Chiefs of Police bo take

the same trouble as Mr. Carlton has in this matter.—Your*

faithfuilv. An Old Photooraphip*.

/
\ (I
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Answers to Correspondents.

In accordanee with our preitnt practice a relatively tmall apace is

allotted in each iMue to replies to coTTespondtntt.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed

for replyj S-cent Internationci Cov/pon, from readers abroad .

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach ut

not later than Tuesday
(
posted Monday), and should be addressed

to the Editors.

H. D. M.—The alkali of developers has a consideraWe corrosive

action on zinc, and this metal has a comparatively short life as

a lining for develoiiing tanks. These tanks are better lined with
sheet lead, or witliout any metal lining if well made of hard
wood.

F. T.—Ot the three designs, we prefer the simplest. No. 21A. In
No. 21B light is lost by recessing the sky-light into the roof, and
in No. 21 there is increased cost of construction with no com-
pensating advantage. We should recommend a rather longer
run of glass, say 17 ft., instead of only 15 ft.

W. Haepur.—Your friend is not quit* right. You can use sup-
plementary lenses on the lens of a reflex camera, although there
is not the same advantage in using them as there is with an
ordinary fixed-focus camera, since you can take a standpoint close
to the subject and focus corre«tly by extending the camera to
the required amount.

A. C. W.— (1) Many local periodicals would only pay a reproduc-
tion fee of 5s., or even less. (2) It is a case usually (unless the
photograph is of special local interest) of getting what you can
instead of charging what you should. In many cases the sub-
division of the whole edition under different titles do«s not
represent a very large circulation, and very frequently a fee less
than the common on© of 10s. 6d. is paid for the whole lot of the
localised editions.

H. J. C—Probably what is known as " Silver point "
is referred

to. In this mrthod of drawing a point or pencil of .silver is
used upon what is called " metallic " card or paper on which
the silver makes a very fine or delicate line. It is an art little
practised, as few artists can draw with the fiimness, delicacy,
and accuracy necessary, as erasure or correction is impossible.
We do not know oS any brand of bromide paper on a vellum
paper base. You could use Kodak Transferotype and transfer
the gelatine film to any paper you choose.

'
^

E G.—The numbers that you quote, f/6.8, etc., are the F. Nos.
of the lens, the exposure required" with the different stops being
proportional to the squares of these Nos. ; that is to say, if you
require 1 sec. at //6.8, the exposure with f/9 will be i sec x 9 x 9
-^ 6.8 -^ 6.8.

The corresponding U.S. Nos. are :—
//6.8 //9 //12.5 //18 //25 f,'S6

3 5 9 20 36 80
In the case of the U.S. No., of course, the exposures are

directly proportional to tho Nos. ; that is to say, exposure with
stop No. 9 is one-quarter that with stop No. 36.

S. E.—A bleacher which is not so poisonous is the following:—
Thiocarbamide 240 grs. 35 gms
Nitric acid 4 drs. (fl) 25 c.c s
Water 20 ozs. 1,000 c.c.s.

We suppose your difficulty is to buy the very poisonous cyanide.
H you could buy mercury bichloride, as used for intensification
you would find this just as effective as cyanide and iodine, but we
think you will find the thiocarbamide sufficient for the purpose
though you will probably have to write to Hopkins & Williams
16 Cross Street, Hatton Garden, E.C.I, or British Drug Houses
Ltd., 22-30, Graham Street, City Road, N.l, in order to get it.

^t/'u^'""'^*
'^'''^^ *'"^'"' ""* ** ^"" ^^ ""^'v »s you describe

If the temperature is never above 75 deg. we should not have
thought it was necessary to use the tropical hardener. Perhaps
the cause of the frilling lies in the use' of baths at different
temperatures, or perhaps more likely, washing between develop-

ment and fixing. We think that very likely if you were to use

an acid hardening fixing bath, made up with alum, sulphite and
hypo, and were to put the plates straight from the developer

into this without any washing, you would find your frilling

troubles disappear, particularly if you can keep all solutions at

an even temperature of, say, 70 deg., testing this with a

thermometer.

A. G.—You will not find five 1,000-c.p. lamps too mucsh if you wish to

give short exposures. The light from these, being spreaa over a larger

area, will not require so much diffusion as was necessary with a

single 3,000-c.p. lamp. If you use rapid Iso plates, 500 H. & D.,

you should not have to give more than 1 sec. at //4. Of course,

the distance between lamps and sitter has a great effect on the

exposure. You will find it satisfactory to fix three lamps for the

front light and two for the side, beginning opposite the centre of

the background. If possible arrange to have the lamps to raise

and lower. It is necessary to have them 8 ft. from the floor for

standing figures and groups, but 6 ft. is ftigh enough for most

sitting figures and children. Roughly speaking, the light should

fall on the sitter's head at an angle of 45 deg. Thin calico or

nainsook makes a good diffuser.

Right to Photograph.—(1) If I take a photograph of, say,

children playing on the sands and subsequently sell the photo-

graph to a firm for advertising purposes, can '.the parents of the

children take any action to step the publishing of the same
as an advertisement, either against me or the firm using the

photograph? (2) Suppose I sell a firm a photograph of my own
children for use in their advertising business, am I able to take

other photographs of the same children and submit such photo-

graphs to another firm for their advertising department, without

infringing my contract with the first firm ? Actual contract with

first firm : To supply them with a separate photograph of each

child for a stated fee.

—

li. S.

(1) In this country the " right of privacy," which is what

the subject of your query amounts to, is sustainable very seldom.

Unless the photograph is libellous in character, holding persons

up to ridicule or contempt, it is not possible to restrain anyone

from making any use they like of portraits taken unawares. This

is a rather complicated question, and involves certain legal

obscurities, as you may see by referring to the article on it in

the " B.J." of last year, August 27, page 525. (2) This question

also is a somewhat obscure one, and in your case contract rela-

tions appear to be mixed up with the question of copyright.

Generally it is assumed that you can create copyright in a photo- '

graph of the same subject repeated, with variations, several

times, but we think ihat is a rather dangerous assumption, aad

in your circumstances we should think it very likely, in view of

your contract, that the advertising firm would have a case against

you en the ground of breach of contract S«e " B.J.." May 14

1920, page 294.
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< tb* lat* Mr. W. PHe**-

EX CATHEDEA.
Qroups In the One of the gieatest difficulties encoun-
Studio. tered in making large groups in an
ordinary studio is that of obtaining even illumination of

all the figures. This can be minimised by closing the
curtains or blinds at the end of the studio where the
group is posed and admitting as much light as possible

from the other end. talcing care to open the blitids right

up to the top. This will give a high front light, which
is what is want«d. .\nother aid is to use a large white
backgroimd as a reflector. This should be placed about
midway between the figures and the camera and slightly

turned to throw the light upon the shadow side. Care
must be taken not to include the edge of this reflector^

upon the negative. If the light will allow it, a rather/
small stop should be used in preference to swinging the .

camera back, as the latter procedure has a tendency to ^

dpstroy the proper proportions of the various rows. If it

ciin bo managed, the best results are to be obtained by
working at a slight angle across the studio, the camera
being nearer the glass side. Full exposures should be
given with large studio groups, so that th© back row of

figtires can be fully developed before the front row is too

dcOM.

System in The paper by Dr. B. T. J. Glover, of
Bromide which the second part appears on
Printing. another page of this issue, is deserving
of a careful reading, since it is an endeavour to substitute

a system based on scientific principles for rule-of-thumb
methods in one of the most largely practised of photo-
graphic operations, viz., the making of prints and
enlargements on bn)mido papers. That such a system
is a desideratum was impressed upon us a day or two
ago by the remark of a well-known teacher of photo-
graphy to the effect that he was bound to tell his students
of bromide printing that ho could add nothing material
to the instnictions given by the makers of toe papers.

That is an admission that the difference between a maker
of best bromide prints and the maker of indifferent ones
consists in tho possession of a certain skill, technique,

flair^^̂ iitll it what you like—something that cannot be
cofnaMinteated from one person to another in definite

terms. To the reform of that admittedly unsatisfactory

state of things comes Dr. Glover with certain definite

rules based on observations on tbe relation between the

exposure and tbe time of development of bromide prints.

Of these, the most challenging is that, within certain

limits of time of development, that is above a minimum
and below a maximum, as Dr. Glover defines these

times, the product of the time of exposure and time of

(correct) development is a constant. We think that

more data and confirmation by other workers are required

before accepting this formula, but it is relevant to add

that a formula which falls short of scientific exactitude
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may easily be exact enough for application with benefit

to a process like bromide printing. A formula may fit

working conditions suflSciently well to be of value in

them—and that, we imagine, is all that Dr. Glover claims
for his. Granting these preliminaries, the very simple
rule for the factorial development of bromide prints, and
also for the establishment of a correct time of exposure,

folllows, as set forth in the paper, and certainly is a
system of a kind which has hitherto been lacking as a
substitute for the eye in securing the best results of

which the process is capable and in repeating them with
uniformity.

* * *

Studio Blinds. Those portrait photographers who favour
the convenient " festoon " curtains for

controlling the light will do well to purchase only such
fabrics as will stand prolonged exposure to light without
fading. Many of the dark green and blue sateens and
casement cloths lose much of their light-stopping power
after exposure for a single season, but with these the
effect on the lighting is visible and can be allowed for.

We recently visited a studio where the conditions were,
perhaps, rather unusual, the aspect being westerly and
the dark curtains originally a deep brown. They have
bow faded to such an extent that a large quantity of
orange-coloured light passes through, and even when the
glass is entirely covered, the studio appears to be quite
well illuminated. This, of course, makes it very difficult
to judge any particular effect of light, as the orange,
though visually luminous, has little effect upon the
plate. The best material for the purpose which we have
seen is black Bolton sheeting, which is quite opaque, and
appears to remain so for several vears.

LENS AND CAMEEA FITTINGS.

It is hardly going too far to assert that a very large pro-
portion of photographers fail to obtain the greatest
amount of service from a fairly large collection of
apparatus through lack of any means of securing inter-
changeability between the components of the various
cameras they possess. Many years ago Messrs. Ross
made the first step in this direction, when they issued
their series of portable symmetrical lenses, the first ten
sizes of which, having a range of focal lengths from three
to fifteen inches, fitted the same flange. Later, the
introduction of the R.P.S. standard flanges did much
to remove the inconvenience of having several lenses of
nearly the same size, each requiring a separate flange
and front, because the screw threads differed slightly in
pitch or diameter. To obtain the full advantage of the
standard flanges it is necessary to take stock of all lenses
up to a certain size, which can be used upon any
particular camera, and to fit a front panel with a standard
flange which will accommodate the largest of them, and
to provide each of the smaller ones with a brass adapter
of the correct size. Most opticians and some of the
repairing firms will make such adapters for a very few
shillings, and the time saved and the advantage of being
able to transfer a lens without removing a flange and
making even a rough front board will amply justify the
expenditure. Another way of gaining the same end is
to have a number of small standard-sized front panels
carrying the original flanges, and to make another panel
to fit each camera with a central recess to receive them.
For example, to take an actual case, the standard panels
fit a half-plate Premo camera and carry four lenses of
from 3 to 12 inches focal length, besides an Adon. These

can in a moment be transferred to whole plate and
12 X 10 cameras without any xmscrewing being necessarj-.
They also fit a copying camera and an enlarging lantern
in both of which short-focus lenses are often badly needed!
Coming to the camera, the same idea can be carried

out with regard to dark sHdes and inner carriers. It is

not uncommon to find two outdoor cameras of the same
size of which the slides are of a different gauge and
register, so that only, say, three slides can be taken on
an outdoor job, when six might be used without the
inconvenience of changing. As a rule, the adjustment
can be done quite easily, the shdes being either planed
down or built up as necessary, and the rimners on the
reversing back shifted to fit. The next step is to make
adapting frames to carry the reversing frames of the
smaller cameras in the back of the larger one, thus utilis-

ing half- or whole-plate slides in a 12 x 10 camera. This
will often save carrying a second set of apparatus, if

worked in conjunction with the interchangeable lens
system described above. A half-plate roll holder or film-
pack adapter fitted in the same way affords a convenient
means of carrying a resei-ve of exposures, which may
possibly produce a larger return than the original order
amounts to, an actual case being that of a photogi-apher
who, on a visit to take 12 x 10 architectural negatives,
was asked if he could take some prize animals which
were being sold the next morning. Thanks to his film
outfit, he was able to Jo so, and netted a goodly order.
It may be worth mentioning that to cope with an
emergency order of this nature a 12 x 10 plate may be
made to yield four 6x5 negatives by using a simple card
or zinc mask which only allows one-fourth of the plate
to be exposed at once. If the camera be provided with
ample rising and cross front adjustment and a good lens
the pictures can be sufficiently well centred. In like

manner a stereoscopic negative can b© made by using a
card which will cover each half of the plate in succession
and moving the cross front to centre the lens upon each
as nearly as possible. Inner carriers and film carriers

should ail fit and register in every slide, and in any larger

carrier in which it is desirable to use them. Some slides

have metal comers to prevent the shutters from pulling
out, while others have screws through the wood for the
same purpose. If all carriers are grooved to allow the
screws to pass, they can be used in either pattern of slide.

The studio camera is usually a complete item, but its

usefulness can occasionally be increased by the addition

of either a back or front extension. The tendency is

towards the use of lenses of greater focal length, and
the expense of a new camera to accommodate them may
be avoided by the addition of a front extension, which
may take the form of a light box fitted to an extra front

panel. If this can be made to reverse it will allow of

the us© of a short-focus lens for making a very small
picture or a greatly-reduced copy. An extension can be
fitted at the rear of the camera, but is liable to interfere

with the action of the swing-back. If a front extension
is to be used for copying, it may advantageously be of

conical form, as it is then less likely to interfere with
the illumination of the original.

A very useful fitment for the studio camera is a bellows
or sliding box fitted in front of the lens to carry a negative
or transparency for enlarging or reducing direct upon
bromide paper or when making enlarged negatives. This
may conveniently be marked for different degrees of
enlargement with one or more lenses, and then the
required enlargement can easily be obtained by adjusting
th© rear of the camera.

It is, perhaps, hardly necessary to point out that allj

outdoor cameras should be fitted for the standard i-inol
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Whitworth tripod screw, as not only can they be used
with any tripod, but in the imse of the screw being lost

a " b<rft " of this size can be pr -cured for two or three
peace frotn any village ironmotiger or blacksmith. A

long screw with a flynut is preferable to the usual 1
pattern, as it enables the camera to be fitted to the top
of a pair of steps, or at the end of a plank for awkward
jobs.

THE CASE FOR FACTORIAL DEVELOPMENT
OF BROMIDE PAPER.

(Concluded from page 304.)

Ezpoaure'and Development Properties of Bromide
Paper.

Til v^u^nre aD<l <l«TelopQicnt propeitie* of bromido paper
rill be dealt with in the succeeding paragrapba are

. ... '.ed to those which have a definite bearing apon the
problem of formulating rales to take tbe place of " derelop-
"..."• \,y inapection."

lit kinda of printing paper ixhibit different powers of
• >iig black. Other things being eqnal, the blacker the

black that the paper c«n be made to record the better.

Promineni workers use platinum paper, carbon paper, and
work in ink (Bromoil, etc.), pertly bacanse of the ease with
which they can get an intense black if they wish. The best

black that a paper will yield is callod its " m*xiroum black."

Let us examine the parts played by osposare and development
reapectiTely in the prodoction of the b«*t black possible on
some (>.> brand of bromide paper. It is a matter of

aimpl« ' t, and i* more or leas oonunon knonledge, that

increase ut t;X[.><j<iare gives rise to increesiag darkness of tone.
Befor* bUrk can be obtained, therofore, a suBcieat exposure
i"! More expoaare than this will not yield a deeper
b|a .«m exposure yields a dark grey or. at any rate,

a li.'^sdM.'p Mark. But it is not so gonerally known that unices

development be carried bcyoad a certain minimum degree a
Tcry great increaaa in expoanre is needed to record the beat

black (maximon black) compared with the exposure required
when development for a proper time is utilised.

The following experiment illustrates this drretnpmeat
property : It wns in the first plaoe aaoer the
t«mperaturr> and <]>>relopmeBt condition^ the

miniiaam derelopmcat time for maximum bleck, e<]>iiTaient to

the ahaimum development time for the gamma infinity of the
paper, was approximately 70 sec«. This time was dedoead
from the paper carves in which the reflection densities of the
paper were plotted against the logarithm of ' intensi.

liea which gave rise to them. It wss aac*r' . ist with
the particular printing light employed 10 seoonda espoaure aad
70 seconds derelopmeat yielded a black wkoae measurement
was 1.60 fDii), equal to the maximum black of this paper.

I^t us see whether increase in exposure will allow thie black

to be obkaine<i in 36 seconds derelopment. Sixty-four seconds

exposure and 35 secoods development yielded Du = 1.40.

200 aseoods exposure and 86 seconds development yielded

Dk •• 1.436 Both of them were blacks of a bad coloar. It is

evident th»t 16 times the normal exposure fails to bring out

black when only half the minimum tine of derelopment is

employed.
PrinU A and E in Tables I and 11 illuatrate the same

failure to record maximam black throtigh iatuScient develop-

ment. Oiren sufficient exposure, there is a minimum time of

developmeat below which the paper fails to yield its best

black. The attainment of maximam black coincides with the

attainment of the maximam contrast of tba paper.' The first

• formulate istberafore:—
nent must not be for a shorter time than that

rmimrr-d to produce the maximam black of the paper."

This rule must aat be underatood to imply that every print

produced should exhibit hlad. It means that if the exposure

"Tke MaaaitoSMtrv of Phataftaphk
tnd U. l«ia. Msssn. Hsasb XsHlat sod 7i

BJ." Jsasarr I.

given in printing be sufficient to produce black then the
derelopment must be sufficiently prolonged to allow of its
attainment.

It is known that in the production of any bromide print
there are two variables to be taken into account, one exposure
and the other development. If they are completely inde-
pendent of one another, then it will be necessary to calculate
both, if print-making by rule is to be made possible. If, on
the other band, it can be shown that exposure and develop-
ment are ck>$ely related and dependent upon one another, then
the calculation of either of them alone will be sufficient.

In Table II details are given of four prints made from a
.step plate of eleven densities. Each print was developed in
freah Amidol of the Kodak formula at Gi deg. F. The printing
distance and printing light were the same in each instance,
so that it suffices to express the exposure in seconds in the
manner usual with ordinary practical printing. It will be
noticed that in each case the exposure given multiplied by
the time of development in seconds = 1,800, that is to say.

exposure X time of development = constant, or the exposure
is inversely proportional to the time of development. The
reflix-tion densities (DnJ of each print were measured, and are
given in columns E to H.

Tabus U.

Print .. B F . HI

DeMitics
of

Ike Step

Kxposttre in

seooods
46 30 16 10

Plate. Total time of

D. development
in seconds

40 60 120 180

3. ISO . .OS .026 .026 .026

2.02S / .06 .06 .025 .05

1.8T6 ' .10 .076 .075 [.075

1.726 .S6 .176 .16 .25

1.360 .66 .46 .46 .476

1.076
Refieetioa

, 80 .76 .80 .80

.MO Densities. .976 .976 1.025 1.075

.716 1.126 1.126 1.175 1.375

.<tt6 1.20 1.23 1.44 1.44

JSS 1.30 1.36 1.475 1.475

.016 1.326 1.476 1.476 1.475

Time of fiEst\
—-

apjpearaoce 1

of tmai^ in
|

6 6 8 8

seconds /

Watkins' faotoi 8 10 16 22J

Vogstripdenaity .00 .00 00 .00

There is remarkable similarity in appearance in the caso

of prints F, Q and U. Shown to an experienced photographer,

he had difficulty in pointing out differences, except upon the

closest critical inspection. Had they been pictorial prints

they would have been quite indistinguishable. What differ-

ences there aro can be seen from the figures giving the

measured print densities (Table 11). In practical photo-

graphy prints F, O and H would be regarded as the same.

It will be noticed that print F had 30 seconds exposure, and
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print H had 10 seconds exposure. The print with the short

exposure was developed for a long time, and compelled to

become as dark as print F. Prolonged development hae com.-

pensated more or less exactly for short exposure. Within the

range of exposures from print F to print H (30 seconds to

10 seconds) appropriate development has produced similar

prints. The time of appropriate development is that which,

when multiplied by the exposure, yields a constant. In

print F, 30 seconds exposure x 60 seconds develop-

ment = 1,800, in print G 15 seconds exposure x 120 seconds

development = 1,800, and in print H 10 seconds expo-

sure X 180 seconds = 1,800. The experiment is simple, and
can be readily verified. Now let us examine print E.

Here we gave 45 seconds exposure and 40 seconds

development, again yielding a product upon multiplication

of 1,800. But in this case 40 seconds development is insuffi-

cient to give the maximum black of the paper, yielding 1.325

instead of 1.475 (see Rule I). We have developed for less

than the minimum time of development allowable. This print

is also of poor colour compared with the other three. Print E
is, in fact, developed to a Watkins factor of 8. With the

Kodak formula for Amidol this is not sufi&cient, a conclusion

similarly noted above apropos of Table I. By prints F, G
and H we have established the fact that exposure and develop-

ment are variables which are dependent upon one another.

They show that exposure and development are inversely pro-

portional when prints of similar depth are made from the

same negative. In any scheme, for making prints by rule it

will therefore be unnecessary to ca,lculate both exposure and
development, it will only be necessary to estimate one of them,
and the other will consequently be known in the manner
indicated in a later paragraph.

Our second rule is that a knowledge of either the correct

exposure or the correct time of development is a complete
guide to both exposure and development, because exposure

and development are dependent variables of which one is

inversely proportional to the other.

Before proceeding to the third and last rule, let us consider

this " give and take " in the exposure and development of

•bromide paper. It is totally different to the exposure and
development relationships in the case of photographic plates

and lantern slides. With the latter, increase in the time of

development leads to a steady increase in contrast until a

degree of contrast is reached far beyond the requirements
of practical photography. There is no " give and take " in

exposure and development when making negatives and lantern

slides, and we acknowledge this in practice by calculating

exposures and calculating times of development quite inde-

pendently of one another, making no alteration in the
development time, because of variations in exposure. Bromide
paper, however, rapidly develops to its maximum contrast

coincident with the possible attainment of maximum black,

and further development does nothing but make the print

darker. It is in this stage that further development can com-
pensate for lack of exposure. It is this "give and take"
peculiar to bromide paper and similar materials such as gas-

light paper which leads to the announcements in paper
makers' advertisements to the effect that their particular

paper possesses exceptional " latitude." The use of the word
" latitude " in this connection is most unfortunate. The same
word is already used in connection with plates to describe the

relationship between the range of light-intensities in the

subject and the range of light-intensities which the plate is

capable of rendering with truth. During printing the nega-

tive is the subject, so far as the printing paper is concerned,

and the negative range and the paper exposure range must
approximately coincide if a good print is to be obtained.

There is no " latitude," because there has to be " coincidence."

The terminology of photography is already sufficiently con-

fused, and the use of one word to describe two totally different

phenomena is to be deprecated. I would suggest that this

" give and take " in the exposure and development of bromide
paper be described as "pliancy." It is an ugly word, but
fairly descriptive. A paper which will stand a considerable

decrease in exposure, and will then allow prolonged develop-

ment to produce a normal print without fog or stain, h
very " pliant " paper. The particular batch of Kodak Veh
Bromide paper which provided the figures for Tables 1 and 11

possessed a minimum development time of 60 seconds for the
attainment of maximum black under certain developer and
temperature conditions. There was no diflSculty in getting

fog-free and stain-free prints under the same developer and
temperature conditions with 3^ times that time of develop-

ment, and, of course, a corresponding decrease in exposure.

The pliancy of that paper was 1—3^, and it was a very good
specimen of ite kind. There are many papers whose pliancy
is less than 1—2, so that prolongation of development to com-
pensate for lack of exposure is prevented by fog and stain.

The third rule is a very simple one. The practical stop to
further development is the onset of fog or stain, or both. We
can define the maximum development allowable as that which
just stops short of these two undesirable defects.

These three simple rules descriptive of the exposure and
development properties of bromide paper are all we require
to formulate a scheme for the production of bromide prints
accurately by rule without any possibility of failure so far

as exposure and development are concerned. Briefly sum-
marised, they are as follows:—

(1) The minimum time of development is that which is

just sufficient to allow of the attainment of maximum
black.

(2) Between the minimum, and maximum times of
development the exposure given and the development
required are inversely proportional to one another.

(3) The maximum time of development is that which just
falls short of fog or stain, or both.

These rules have been stated primarily to describe certain
exposure and development properties of bromide paper in

order to devise a scheme of work. They should also be con-
sidered in conjunction with the first part of this paper. It
is ohvious that development by inspection takes little, if any,
notice of them., nor does it allow the photographer to judge
whether they are being complied with or not. The fact that
exposure and development relationships exist and are ignored
is a measure of the failure of development by inspection.

The Choice of the Factorial Scheme in Preference to
Others.

It has been shown that exposure and development need not
both be calculated because of the definite relationship that
exists between them. A correct exposure may be defined as

that which allows of development above the minimum time
but below the maximum allowable time, and produces in that
time a print of the required depth. We are faced, therefore,
with two alternative schemes:—

I. The calculation of correct exposure (in some manner)
so that the attainment of the desired depth of print
during development is indicative of the correct time
of development; or,

II. The calculation of the correct time of development
(in some manner) so that the attainment of the
desired depth of print in that time is indicative of

correct exposure.

Let us examine the practical possibilities of scheme I. In
order to calculate the correct exposure we require to have the
following information :—

(a) The strength of the printing light incident upon the
surface of the negative during printing.

(b) The measure of the maximum density of the negative

through which the minimum light action on the paper
beneath it is required.

(c) The influence of the colour of the negative upon the
time of exposure in conjunction with the spectral

composition of the printing light.

(d) The speed of the paper.
(e) The depth of print required.

It is perfectly obvious, without any elaboration of those.

'

conditions, that the precise calculation of correct exposuj»J
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«-i>ul<l tax the capacity of a well equipped laboratorj, and is

<(uitc hfyi<iii! the capacitr of the ordinary photographer. It

IS not [.(tv-ible to calculate exposure with precision prrpnra-

tory \» tJtpu^ing the print, and ne use it aa a factor in tho

determination of correct development.

Now let Us explore the possibilities of scheme II. If ne
i-ao determine a correct time of development the problem is

btlred. We hare only to make an exposure trial strip and
dt'vi.'!ri[> it for that correct time of development, and the

pcirti^n of the trial strip which is correctly exposed is that

which •xhibita precisely the depth of print we want. That
exp<v-iir.- given to the final print. «hiili in turn is developed

for thr •.amo correct calculated time yields the print desired

with ab-oliit*- certainty. Can we d.vise a method of calcu-

fig or indicating the correct time of development for any

>Md of )>r<>niide j>aper under all the variable conditions of

' iture and deveIo|>er irreguiaritiea which occur in prac-

..rk' T have in the past shown that the Watkins'

inl development, however uncertain its indi-

: the development of plate*, is an exceedingly

iratf inilix a* to the degree ,\i Heveloproent of bmnvide

..r. A very great deal of expenin.ntal work has convinced

that bromi<le paper can be developed to a fairly

'.i*e pre-detemiined degree by noting the time of

tir<>t appearanco of the imat;e and multiplying it by

a factor, the r^ultant timo Ki.ing " a correct develop-

ment timi'." Kach own factor. That

for iif!if).>l 'K.«!nk •• .1 choioe of a system

for '^i bv lu.c must fall upon Sicheme II

a» i indeed, the only possible methfMl.

and It i» r.-uder.d p<K»ibl<] by tho application of the Watkins'

oiethwl of factorial development. The choice of a factor for

any d.-v. I.)]., r i» limited by Rule, I and III given abi>ve as to

the minimum and maximum devi>!(ipment allowable. With

amidol (Kodak formula) the minmiim factor is 10. With a

very "pliant" paper the maxiiKum factor i* about 30, for

further development ta very liable to give fog or stain.

Whatever factor be choaen, and for many reaaon* 12 is a good

choice, both the trial strip and the tiiial print mn»t of ncceaaity

be developed to tho name facUir (Watfcinsl if tlir former is

to be a gnide to the •spoanre of t for the

purr>o«e of alterine th« ahade of sej -iilphidc

toi i*'«>d to d<-pnrt irom this lacior of I'J.

It . •nt of iiiaxinium black if the negative

trs' which s«0kes. and it is far

shor. r- ^ ' -'»'" 'f '^o photographer is

careful in t; <>f a bromiilf id* by a firm of

goo»l •tandii.. I . are but f.' papers on the

market mad4> bv {inn's of repnle with which it has not been

tried, and it jihIjU perfect results with •!! that have been

ao triad.

Summary
The msking of bromide prints by inspection fails in many

instances because inspection do<'S t . .r with

certainty that *"rth erposnre uiw/ il. '• The

common fau'- -xposurc, folh • I't.

in an attorn

;

vaat the print 'k-

At Is uu ranedy for this. btcauM th> ty

pr... . adopted with the trial print. Th iit

that development app««r« to atop -when it has bc«n curried

far enough is untrue.

The making i.f brcrm.!.' i.rints by rub fiossible by

the Walkins' factorinl tii.-tbod ni dev. With the

guidance of thia development nile correct development is

ensured If development be rijtbt. then the atUinraent of

the rp<| print in that development time is proof

of a cor. The corr<'ctnos» or otherwise of both

Mipaanre and development ia therefore known with certainty.

There are many who doubt the need for rule, and there will

remain many who continue to doubt it. It is interesting to
note, however, that there has never been published in any
photographic text-book or pamphlet, so far as I know (and I
have read most of them) any definition whatever of what
eonetitntea correct exposure and correct development of a
bromide print in a manner which enables the reader to apply
that definition to his own work and obtain success with cer-

tainty. Correct exposure and correct development cannot be
defined in terms of " development by inspection.''

But the rules that have been given in this paper, and the
scheme of print production based thereon, enables a complete
and accurate description of correct exposure and correct

development to be given. We can define them so that it does
not matter what is the strength of the printing light, or what
is the density or colour of the negative, or what the developer

may be or what are the development peculiarities of the
paper. It is a definition which is a practical working one, for

it can be applied in practical work in any dark-room in any
part of the world, whether it be hot or whether it be cold.

It is as follows:—
The eorreet exposure far a bromide print is that which, tehen

develnprd with amidol (Kodak formula) to a Watkins' factor

of 1'2. yuUls (1 print of the desired depth.

That di-tifiititiii is based upon experimental evidence.

Further .experimental evidence of an opposite nature alone

can upset it. ' It b useless for opponents merely to deny it.

We cannot hope to help those who are inexpert unless we are

able to define exactly the conditions to be fulfilled in order

to yield the desired result. If the definition given above is

untrue, then we must find another one if bromide printing

is not to remain a matter of pure chance when in the hands

of tbutic who are struggling to learn. If there is another

definition in exiatcnoe which is equally precise and equally

capable of being realised in practice I would be glad to hear

it, for it does not yet seem to have appeared in print.

There i^ an interesting point of commercial importance

illustrate<l in Table II. The two prints F and H are equal in

all practical resiwcts. Print F took 30 seconds to print and

80 seconds to develop, a total of 90 seconds in all. Print H
took 10 s.'conds to print and 180 seconds to develop, a total

of 190 seconds in all. From the point of view of time involved

in production, print F is the better comnier^al proposition.

There have been some short-sighted and ill-considered criti-

cisnia of the factorial development of bromide paper as to its

utility to the trade photographer. It appears to have been

overlooked that the development of one print factorially at

the lieginniiig of a term of work yields a total time of develop-

ment applicable to the particular batch of bromide paper in

use when certain developer and temperoture precautions are

takwn. TrB<le photographers will probably admit that their

aim is tho highest (juality combined with tho shortest possible

expenditure of time. It is reasonably certain that a high

degree of quality and a vost saving of time and material

could be made bv substituting rule for experience. I have

soon skilled and experienced bromide printers temporarily

baffled by some unknown condition which was leading to loss

of qualitv, wairting time and material trying to overcome tho

difficulty." Not tho least advantage of bromide printing by

rule is "the readiness with which changed working conditions

mn l^jeeognis.yl instantly, so that faulty work, the result

of «ii-nlir%ogniscd change, may be avoided.

The rmrrrt tTposure for a bromide print i.i that ififttch,

whfn drrfloped \rith any developer to an appropriate

H'nfjtiri.'' factor, yields a print of the desired depth.

At the present time this in the only definition in existpnce

which has anv value in practical work. _ , ^
B. T. J. GtovEK.

Wituin NatioiiaL Bmiliion.—A booklet descriptive of the

-•Sibition to be b«M daring next summer st Cardiff has been

imI (ram the beadqoorters of th* Welsh National Exhibition,

4 Mount Stuart Sqnare, Cardiff. In the section devoted to itidus-

trial arta. pbotoKmpby and colour photography arc to be inchided,

and the making and operation of moving pictures will be exhibited.
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THE THEORY AND TECHNIQUE OF LIGHT-FILTERS.

[The following is an important paper on the principles of the action of light-filters and on the practice of their preparation and
use. It is the work of a Russian physicist, M. G. V. Potapenko, and was first published in the Journal of the Russian Physical

and Ctiemical Society (Chemical Section) 1916, vol. 48, p. 790. We owe the accessibility of the paper to Dr. C. E. K. Mees, by whom
the translatioj from Russian has been made. Dr. Mees while rendering the text into English, does not thereby wish to imply his

agreement with everything contained in it. He has refrained from exercising a translator's right of commentary except in one or

two instances which particularly call for correction. The fact that he has made the translation and given us the opportunity of

publishing it, may be taken as an indication that he regards the paper as a contribution to the literature of light-filters of excep
tional value.

—

Eds. " BJ."]
(Continued from page 510.)

An oven greator number of investigations have resulted in the

successful preparation of sets of three filters for tri-colour photo-

graphy, which are usually termed standard filters if they are

employed for photography toy the so-called additive process, and
which divide the spectrum into three parts—red, green, and blue-

violet. The most extensive work on this question was done by
Eder", who definitely stated the limits of transmission for stan-

dard filters and gave formulae for their preparation. After
Konig had made available a whole aeries of organic dyes suitable

for the preparation of light-filters, which were placed on the
market by the firm of Meister, Lucius h Briining, many workers
tried to prepare standard filters of the greatest precision, and at

the present time the formulae given by Von Hiibl-' have been
generally adopted as representing filters of the highest accuracy
and transparency. The limit of the red filter prepared by him
lies near 585/u/i which corresponds to the middle of the yellow part
of the spectrum. The green filter transmits light between 585;Um

and 495mm. so that its curve terminates in the middle of the
fclue-green part of the spectrum. Finally, the third filter trans-

mits the blue and violet rays from 495m" to 400mm-
At this point the limit of a filter must be defined more exactly.

The absorption curve of a dye is never perpendicular to the axis,

but is inclined to it at a greater or smaller angle. If we refer
to Fig. 1 we shall see that the absorption curve of this filter

terminates near 620mm and 458mm but these values cannot be
taken as the limits of the filter since the absorption curve could
easily be extended further if it were possible to increase the pre-
cision of measurement, and thus determine the transmission in

other .parts of the spectrum, such as near 640mm or 450mm> where
it is very small, and therefore cannot be measured. From
equation 8 we see that when e= 1.0 the absorption of the light
amounts to 90 per cent., when e = 2.0 it is 99 per cent., and when
6=3.0 it is 99.9 per cent., i.e., scarcely any light is transmitted by
the filter. The practical limit of transmission for a filter may be
considered to be the wave-length which corresponds to a value for
c of 2.0, when the filter transmits 1 per cent, of the light ; for
all points on the absorption curve ibeyond this the light trans-
mitted will be less than 1 per cent., and can be neglected in
practice. In conformity with this criterion Hiilbl used the fol-
lowing concentrations of dyes in order to obtain filters whose
limits are those given above.''

Rose Bengal 1.5 H.
Tartrazine 2.0 H.
Patent blue 0.7 H.
Tartrazine 2.5 H.
Acid Rhodamine 3.0 H.
Patent blue 1.0 H.

for^ the red filter,

for the green filter,

for the blue filter.

Von Hiibl's green and blue-violet filters, however, are sometimes
unsuitable since they transmit much red light of long wave-
length near 700 mm. which is quite visible. They can therefore
be considered monochromatic filters only for photographic use,
since the most orthochromatic emulsions have very little sensitive-
ness to these long waves. In order to obtain more strictly mono-
chromatic filters other combinations of dyes must be used, but up
to the present it has not proved possible to absorb entirely the
extreme red light, though its intensity can he, greatly weakened.
In the preparation of liquid filters similar difficulties are not met
with, since numerous coloured inorganic compounds can be used,
solutions of which completely absorb the red light, but these, of
course, are unavailable for use in film form. As early as 1903
Konig" showed that naphthol green was very suitable for the

25. Eder, Spectr. Stud. Qlber Dreifanbeaphot. Ber., d.k.k.akad. Wiss

.

Wien, 1902, Bd. 72.
26. Hiihl, Die Dreifarbenphotographie, Halle, A.S., 1912, 3rd Ed.
27. Hub], Die Phot. LichlHUer. p. 101.
28. Konig, .].c.

absorption of the red light transmitted by the standard green
filter, but it cannot be used for the blue-violet filter since it has
a second maximum of aibsorption near 450mM) and it therefore
diminishes the transparency of the filter to a great extent. The
author has experimented with toluidine blue, and after a number
of trials has obtained a series of standard filters which completely
absorb light of 700mm. transmitting only waves longer than 710mm.
which are scarcely visible. These waves also can be absorbed,
but at the cost of too great a loss in the transparency of the
filter ; in addition to which the amount of red light transmitted
is so small that it can only be detected spectrographically with
long exposures.

In these experiments a peculiarity of vision was very notice-
able. Under normal circumstances the retina is sensitive only to
rays of shorter wave-length than 76Smm, when these rays axe
absorbed by a filter the eye begins to see rays from 770 to 775 MMt
and when these are absorbed light is observed up to 790mm. and
so on. How far such observations could be pushed is not definitely
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Fig. 6.—Green Standard Olter.
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, The third light-filter of the series was made from the following
dyes :

—

C Absorption curve of patent blue in concentration

0.45 H.
Absorption curve of naphthol green in concentration

0.4 H.
Absorption curve of tartrazine in concentration

1.5 H.

_ Absorption curve of light-filter

Kg- 5.

known, but Stefanik.-' using a filter transmitting only the infra red
end of the spectrum, could see light whose wave-length wa.s

1,000mm-
The technical details for the preparation of filters will be given

later. We will here deal only with the formulae which were used
for this series of standard filters. The first of them, the red
filter, was made according to Von Hiibl's formula given above.

Rose Bengal 1.5 H.
Tartrazine 2.0 H.

39. etrfanik, CjE., CXLII., 1906, pp. 986 and 1569.
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For th» gnta aad bloe-riolet filters the foltowing mmoinationa of
dyas ware amd :

—
Green standanl filter, 585^ to 406>>m.

Patent blue ^ 0.45 H.
Naphthol green ^ 0.4 H.
Tartrazine ; l.S H.

The abaorptioa carve of this filter ia girwi in Fig. 5, in which
•re ihown abo the carve* eorreapooding to the aeveral dv««. All
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2 2
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1.0
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Fig. •

IWtraaiac.

cooeantratioDAbaorptioa corv* o( patent bin*
0.35 H

Abaorption corva of toloidine bloft in oonceotratioD
0.75 U.

A' carve of tartraxine ia eonoantrattoo

.^Morpdon corv* of light-filter

BIa*-viokt filter (585^^—400m<).
Toloidioe _ ^„...„.„. 1.8 H,
Acid rhodamiae „„„ «...:,. 1.4 H

the ahaorptioo waaaiiM iwwita made in the ooaiaa of thia work were
carried uut oa a Ktaig-lfartena-Grunbaoav apectrophoiometer in
which the light-filler aader inveatigation waa placed on one aide,
and on the other aa •zaetiy tiinilar bat andyed gelatine film, than
compeaaating for the abaorptioa o( the gelatine and the reflection
i'"m the aarfaea.**

4H2408M02468iN246«1M
Wtr*l*Hgtk.

rw. T. Waa vialU Mler a« TolaidiM mt Add iae.

/ Ahaorptinn carve of tolaidina blaa in coaeeotration
I 1.8 H.

Fig. 7. / Abanrptini) evrve of acid rhodamino in oonoeatratioo
1.4 H.

Abaorptioa curve of tight filter —^——^—\ i

M Pnr UM aMoralai aad aMtfead eT bmbm
PlufeKfmiikt remKJUtacAaU. taiaaic. «U p. US.

aae I. PMaikoir.

The ilit of the spectro-photometer'was illuminated by means of
a gas burner or a Nernst lamp.

In the formulas given above toluidine blue can be substituted
for the naphthol greeii The formula will then be :—

Patent blue „ 0.35 h
Toluidine blue O.75 Jj.
Tartrazine 2.5 H.

The absorption carve of this filter is given in Fig. 6.
Fig. 7 gives the absorption curve of this filter.

Instead of acid rhodamine, rhodamine B is often supplied, the
curve of which is of a somewhat different form, more red light
being transmitted by rhodamine B than by acid rhodamine.
The filter made from this dye is not sufficiently transparent,

since it ia necessary to increase considerably the concentration of
the toluidine blae.

In Fig. 8 are given the curves of Von Hiibl's filters. By com-
parison with these it is clear that the elimination of the red rays
from the filters has made it necessary to sacrifice transparency.
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However, our series of standard filters makes it possible to work
with emalsions of greater red sensitiveness and t^ua increase the
accuracy of the work. The results obtained are Sbmmarised in the

following table :—

Staxdabd (AOornvB) Filtibs.

light Concen-
No. transmitted. Dyes. tration. Limits. . Remarks
I. Red Rose bengal 1.5 H ^85^^ Hubl'sfilU-r

Tartrazine 2.0 H Hg. 8

2(a). Greeo Patent Blue 0.4o H
Naphthol Greeo 0.4 H .'>fl.'i-195*i/i fig. 5

Tartrazine 1.5 H

2<b). Oicen Patent Blue 0.35 H
Toluidine Blue 0.75 H M:>-Ai)5fi^ fig.

Tartrazine 2.5 H

3. Blae & Violet Toluirlino Blue 1.8 H 405-400mm fig. 7

Acid Rhodamine 1.4 H

All the above-mentioned dyes are acid ; they mix well in one

snlw>ia«t sM do not precipitate each other.

PlralM to the standard additive filters we may have a series of

sabtracttve filters, used in three-colour photographv by the sub-

tractive process from which they derive their name.".

The shape of tbeir absorption curves has already been dlacusaed,

and one of these subtractive filters has been given in Fig. 3. We
will not discass them further since they do not exhibit any points

of especial interest: for formuls the reader is referred to the

papers of Konig, Von Hiibl, and Eder."
Let us turn now to the theory of compensating filters. If we

examine the abacrption of the yellow compensating filter, given

n. For a (Usciia»ion of the additive and suibtractive prooeasee of

thne^ofcmr pholoeraphy, the reader is referred to the books and articles

br JUaic, Hftbl, sod Eder already referred to.

38. KAoic, I.e. Bal>I. DU Dnilarbenphotof/taphie. Eder, Spektral-Stud.

abtr Drtilarbtnphol, Denksehrift d«r nut. oatur-Wiss.
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in Fig. 2, we shall see that it is characterised fey an unidirectional

curve, which stretches continuously from the red end of the

spectrum to the violet. Compensating frlters are mostly used for

the correction of the inaccurate reproduction of colours by photo-

graphic emuUions, the maximum of sensitiveness of which does not

accord with the maximum sensitiveness of the eye. According

to Schwarzschild", ordinary gelatino^bromide emulsions are most

sensitive to light of A. 430 while the maximum sensitiveness of the

eye is in the green."

By special sensitizing' the curves of sensitiveness of photographic

plates can be extended towards the red, but they never coincide

with the curve of the eye.

Compensating filters are used to correct this difference, absorb-

ing the violet and blue light, and therefore appealing of a yellow

colour. Sometimes such compensating filters also absorb the red

and thus appear of a greenish colour. All artificial light-sources

are very rich in red rays in comparison with diffused sunlight.

and such greenish filters are therefore used with them. Ellis'' has
measured the intensity of various light-sources for the three

spectral regions, and gives the following results :

—

Ratio of Intensity.

Red. Green. Blue.

Diffused daylight 100 : 100 : 100
Nernst lamp 100 : 515 11.3

Carbon filament lamp 100 : 45 ; 7.6

From this it can be seen that the compensating filter for a
Nernst lamp, for example, will have an absorption curve whose
ordinate values corresponding to the above-mentioned spectral

regions will have the ratio :

—

100 : 51.5 : 11.3.

Such a filter will be of a bluish-green colour, and the light trans-

mitted by it will resemble daylight, corresponding to its selective

absorption.

The theory of compensating filters was first worked out by
Callier,'* who published the method of finding the absorption
curve of a filter adapted to any emulsion.

It is well known that the blackening S of a photographic
plate is proportional to the quantity {It) where / is the intensity

of the illumination and t is the time of exposure, i.e.,

S= k It (9)

where k has a value ranging from 1 to 2, increasing with the

time of development." The blackening of the plate is determined

photometrically from the relation

I=I„10—

s

analogous to formula (5) wherfe I„ is the intensity of the light

falling upon the plate, and I is the intensity of the light trans-

mitted.

If we photograph a spectrum and express the measured densities

S as a function of the wave-length we obtain a curve characteristic

of the plate us^, and corresponding to the equation

S=<p {\).

If the ordinate values of this curve are diminished by an
amount e it is obvious that we obtain the same result as if the
light by which the curve were made had been screened by a filter

having absorption coefficients equal to e. In Fig. 9 is given the
spectral curve of a gelatino-bromide plat« sensitized with pina-
chrome and also the visual intensity curve of diffused daylight,
measured by Vierordt'" and corrected by Callier from Kottgen's'"
observations.

,

In order to render these two curves as much alike as possible
it is necessary to use the light-filter whose absorption curve is

shown as the dotted curve on the diagram. The ordinates of this

curve are obtained ' simply hy subtracting the ordinates of the
curve A N from those of the curve A M.

Usually orthochromatio plates do not have snch~simple spectral

curves as that shown in Fig 9 : they generally have two maxima

33. Schwaxzschild, Publ. der V. Euffnerichen Stemiparte in Wien, Bd. V.

34. Plotnikoff, Phot» chem. Versuchi, p. 120, 1912.

K. Ellis, Phot. Ind., 1910. p. 992.

35. Callier, Bull. Ass., Beige Phot., 1905, April, and Rev. .ScJ. Phot.,
W06, p. 298.

3». Eder. Hsndbnch der Phot., Vol. III., p. 220.

(This equation is entirely incorrect, the true relation being
» = k [og It + C—Translator.) .

38. Viwordt, Die Anicen d. Spectral app zur Photometric der Absorp-
tionepeetrum.

K. Kottiten, Aun. der Phys. und Chem,, 1894, p. 795.

of .-sensitiveness , with a minimum between them, this usually being
the green part of the spectrnm.

4.0

2 4 6 8 too

Wavelength.

Fig. 9.—Suttlight. plat-e and filter curves.

Intensity curve of diffused sunlight

Fig. 9.

Curve of pinachrome sensitized plates according to

Callier

Desired form of characteristic curve
Absorption curve of compensating filt«r

The compensating filters for such plates should also have absorp-

tion curves of a wavy form and lose their simple character.

An example of such a filter is given in Fig. 10, and its absoi-p-

tion curve can hardly be classified under any one of our three
classes.
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Fig. 10.—Perorto plate and filter curves
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Fig. 10.

Characteristic curve of Perorto plate (green lahel),

according to Callier

Required curve

Absorption curve of compensating filter -

It appears to be a combination of the curves corresponding to

the compensating and the subtractive filters. On the existence of

such minima of sensitiveness for orthochromatio plates in the green
part of the spectrum is based the use of green safelights for their
development.*"

A formula for such a filter was given by Von Hiibl." The
yellow filters commonly found in commerce have a steeper absorp-
tion curve than those shown in Figs. 2 and 3, and absorb the blue,
violet, and ultra-violet rays.

G. V. POTAPENKO.
{To be continued.)

Thb latb Mb. S. H. Fry.—The estate left hy the late Mr. S. H.
Fry, formerly secretary of the Professional Photographers' Associa-

tion, has been Valued for probate at £12,219 (gross).

40. This is not correct; green safelights are chiefly nsed for panchromatic
plafee, and their transmission region does not corre.TOond to tlie minimnm
of orthocJiromatic plates. Their use ifi based on the great sensitivejiess
of the eye to small amounts of green light. (Translator.)

1. Naiphthol green, 6.0 H; Filter Iblue, 0.2 H; Wiener Mitt., 1910, p. 355.
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PHOTOGRAPHERS' .\SSOCIATIOX OF THE PACIFIC NORTH
WE&T

Skventccxtr Annual Cosvkstion.

Tk£ »evenle«nth annual convention of the Photographers' Associa-

tion of the Pacific NorthW«-st wa* h«ld in VaDCOUver from

Aagnsl 2 to Auput 9, ander ttie presidrnev of Mr. Thomas

Gagnoa, of Tacoma. The Aaaociation i.as a membership of about

400, 30O of whom attended th« Cuiivmlion. which OQ all hands

was pronounced to be the most successful gathering of photo-

graphers on the Pacific Coast which has hitherto been held. The

Convention had its headquarters at th? Dominion Hall, Vancouver,

whero members were oAcialW welcomeil by the acting Mayor and

by the Anerican Consol-Gcneral. Ot. the opening da>, Mr.^ C.

Abel, general secretary of the Photogr»pb«n' Association of

Am<-rica. avt an addrcM on cost sy<t«ms BIM cost finding. .\s a

repr^^nl.ktive o< that Aseociation, )ii< emphasised its importance

to a';! photographers in America ae regards national adTsrtiiing

and other co operative movements He ootiioed a plan formalat«d

at the last roeeliog of the P. A. of A . wbeiwby it is propoaed to

undertake a campaign of national advertising in the int«re«t« od

the professional ptiotognpher. Various means of financing the

undertaking were meotioncd.

~In a talk on " A New Idea for the Craft," Mr. Dick CConnor,
of Vanooovtr -

' '!i«t Uiera shoo'' ' :i Mned with the pre-

sent form o; n a piwtograp' ." similar to what

was so saeeeaiiuLy adopted at a convention o( dentiata. He advo-

cated ihaA tbey abonld aecnre the eervice* of tk* oMet expert pboto-

gr^bers for demonsttmtioiu and shoK cwuaes of instruction in

the varioiu brancbea ol photography In which they were interested.

This suggestion was Tiewed very favuuri'iilT by the Cc^nvention, and

it is hoped that at next year's meetin^' ilie opportunity v>i!l be pre-

Tided for iadividaal inatrvetion in any psft of his work in whkb
a MMmber feela weak.

Other aJdrwiM were given on " Charaeter Analysis," by Mr.
\ L. Stmthers, and on " The Value of Organhtaiinn," by Mr. J. T

rmdtr, pteaident of the BalaiJ Mercbsnt<' < <>n.

.\ great feature nf <h« Convention was : :ion of pboto

grapitie work by ' Vmarican, Kuropeao, and Japanese pro-

faaidonais. Sever- ; picture* wi-re btongbt together, inctnd

ing a tne coUeetiun ol U» work of Engiiah and Scottish photo-

grapken seat by Mr. Marciu Adamt. Individna! rthibita were

seat by Mr. W. Croobe and Mr. E Dnuam ;. The
Canadian Trade ComnlMkMMr in Japan had obt.> ne Asso

eiatioa a large eoUacftIo* tt the work of leading Japanese phote-

graphen, and th» esUbltlott. of rr.:ine, iocloded the representa-

tion of Canadian aladioa on th< oaal and in the Prsirir

Provlnees. This SKkibition was open to the public, and

was largely viaitad by rasidents in Vaneomrer.

We as* infomed that a grand sw«epet«k* prite went to Mr. W.
Crooke, of Edinburgh, and that the first and s««ond awards to

forri^n rT)nl>i>« -xrri- ma'lo to ^fr T.amoey and Mr. Herbert Lam-
be- vM awarded first place for

» t.—_, -. - - .
• The Vanishing Race," and

Other aalen boooor* went to Mr. H. V. Saight. of Tietoria, B.C.,

^vmI Msaar*. Dspras and Colas.

•io appreciative were aaaibers of the Coaveotion of the anormoos

.i^Mun which the oSe«s of the Association bad undertaken in

making the meeting a oeoeaa that they decided it wou^d be unfair

t« re^Jeet tbem for the farther te*«ion. The following officers

were tiMMfore elected:—President. \V G. Mr<"nmick, of Friday

Harbor; rir>- • '—
•. Mr. T. M. Gr»<iy. of Se.Mle; secretary-

treasarvr, V ion, Victoria. DC. It waa also deo'ded to

rncraese the >iii>-«ri{>tKin lo the Ai'nriation io 6 dollars per annum.

ftian PwoTrioBtrMi The eanera (writes "Nature") is being
..Jed iaereaaingly lo eloctdate the habita of birds, and striking

siirn— haa been achieved by Dr. Overton in hi« oheervations on
the great homed owl. daecnbed in " Natural History " (vol. zxi.,

No. 2) It ha« hitherto been supponed that the bird attacka ita

en»rni..« III. I pr.-v by means of its winjs or bill. The remarkable
ar- ->pha which are oaed to illustrate Dr. Overton's
ar • rnonst rates, however, that the bird attacks solely

with lU (<wc VS'<' have seldom seen so eoadnaive a collection of

photographs of birds.

Patent News.

Froceu patentt—applicationt and tpecificationt—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications. August 15 to 20 :

—

Plates.—No. 22,043. Manufacture of photographic plates and

films. H. E. Coley.

Coixxm Cn»BMATOcR\PHY.—No. 21,671. Colour cinematography.

F. W. Donisthorpe.

CAitXRAS.— No. 21.873. Automatic photographic cameras. F. C. V.

Laws and C. M. Williamson.

Tot Camkba.—No. 21,830. Toy camera. G. C. Nesbitt.

Ljcns Device.—No. 21,718. Devices for indicating reduced light

intensity of apertures of lenses when used at considerable

extension of camera. W. G. Rickman.

C'iNUiATooRAPHT.—No. 21,747. Optical devices for viewing photo-

graphic, etc.. film pictures. H. F. G. Smith and A. L.

Stoavenaut.

CmEHATOGRAPHY.—No 21,748. Attachment for photographic, etc.

films or film pictures and means for filing such pictures. H. F. G.

Smith and A. L. Stouvenant.

COMfLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
Tkttt tptcifiratiotu art obtainable, jrrict Is. each, poil free, from

(Ae Patent Office, tS, Southampton Buildingi, Chancery Laiv

London, W.C.

The datt in braekeli it that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the caie of patents granted under the Internationnl

Convention.

Two-colouk CDiiMATOOHAFirT.—No. 165,826 (June 4, 1919). Th«
invention relates to a two-colour process of colour cinemato-

graphy in which a yellow screen, which may be of flavazine, is

employed.—W. Friese-Greene (the late), 41, Portsdown Road,

Maida Vale, London, W.9, and Colour Photography, Ltd., 3, St.

James's Street, I»ndon, S.W.l. (Details are given qo another

pase ill tlie " Colour Photography Supplement.")

'1 iu> ioiiowing complete specifications are open .to public inspc

lion before acceptance :

—

CiNCMATocRArRS.—No. 167,737. Cinematographic apparatus. O.

MeasUr.

SnMtoecorr.—No. 167,751. Classifying-apparatus for examining

stereoscopic or psnoramic views. E. J. Deleos.

Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS ron REOlSTS.iTlON.

TawoiL D«io» ("As DE Thefle ").—No. 416,068. I'liotographic

paper. Grieshaber Frercs and Cie, also trading as Soci^t^ des

Prodoits Photograjihiques " As de Trifle." 27, Rue du Quatrr

Septembre, Piris, Friuice, manufacturers. June 13, 1921.

-^ ' FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

September 10 to October 8.—London Salon of Photography. Hon.

Secretary. London Salon of Photography. 6a, Pall Mall East,

London.'s.W.l.

September 19 to October 29.—Royal Photographic Society. Secre-

tary, Royal Photographic Society, 36, Russell Square, London,

W.C.L

December 3 to 17.—Scottish Photographic Circle. Hon. Secretary,

W, 8. Crocket, 10, Parkgrove Terrace, ToUcross, Glasgow.

1922.

Febniary 14 to 17.—Exeter Camera Club. Particalars from C.

Beauchamp Hall, Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Exeter Camera

Club, " St. Donya," Bellevue Road. Exmouth.
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Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NT:XT WEEK.
Tuesday, Seitembbb 6.

Hackney Phot. Soc. Print and Slide Competition

WEDFESD.\y, September 7.

Bradford Phot. Soc. Evening Excursion to Ghellow Dene.

THUBSDAy, Steptkmbeb 8.

North Middlesex Phot. Soc. " The Chemical Side of Photography."

J. H. Harris.

Saturday, September 10.

City of London and Cripplegate P.S. Outing to Wimbledon
Common.

Glasgow and W. of Scot. Amateur Phot. Assoc. Excursion to

Ersliine Grounds.
Hackney P.S. Outing to Waltham Cross. F. C. Toye.

Hammersmith (Hampshire House) P.S. Outing to Ickenliam

Nortli Middlesex P.S. Outing to South Mimms.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

" Odds and Ends by Oddities," so ran the announcement for

last week's fixture, which, in the opinion of the chairman, Mr.

F. C. Reynolds, might be excused by the licence allowed bill

sticker Sellors.

Tlie Brothers, L. J. Hibbert and J. W. Purkis (a strong com-

bination of talent) provided the mam turn with a divertissement

on P.O. P., supported by a powerful company of test-tubes and
chemicals. The " brothers " are to be congratulated on dealing

very interestingly with a hackneyed subject in a quite unhack-

neyed manner. Mr. Hibbert explained and demonstrated practi-

cal procedures, and was followed step by step by Mr. Purkis with

instructive tt>st-tube experiments, and not once did the demonstra-

tors jam. In this way, among other things, was illustrated the

necessity of washing out. the free silver nitrate "before toning, and
the production of stains by the introduction of minute traces of

hypo into the washing water prior to, and after, toning.

A P.O. P. emulsion of Abney's formula was prepared and
utilised in a novel and pretty experiment. The warm emul-
sion was poured into a rectangular glass tank, and allowed to set.

A clear-glass tyjje of negative, representing a horse with two
amateur jockeys up, was then placed in contact with the tank
and illuminated by an electric arc. The treasurer having offered

level money on the horse for a platSe, the bet was promptly taken
by the " office boy." This led to a disagreement between the
two owing to the heat of the arc eventually melting the emulsion
and causing the picture of the horse, in sadly contorted state, to

mount to the top of the tank, which the last-named stoutly main-
tained was not " a place within the meaning of the Act." A
second trial with the arc removed to a greater distance was com-
pletely successful in securing an adequate representation of the
negative. A concluding experiment consisted in toning a shilling

into a sovereign to recoup the lecturers for their outlay.

An interlude was next afforded by a member exclaiming that he
had been suddenly struck with softening of the brain. He based
this opinion on being unable to comprehend, despite strenuous
concentration, the second paragraph of an article by the " Bandit "

(in the " A.P." of August 24), which he read aloud. The case
of the afflicted was not considered hopeless.

The evening terminated with Mr. J. Walker discoursing on the
unorthodox entry of light into film-packs, which he resented. In
one adapter he had kept the intruder out by glueing strips of
velvet one over the other along the top of the back so that they
exercised just sufficient pressure.

Death of Mr. Cooper He\vitt.—Mr. Peter Cooper Hewitt, the
well-known American scientist and inventor, died on August 25
at the American Hospital, Neuilly. He was in his 61st year, having
been born at New York on March 5, 1861. Mr. Cooper Hewitt was
educated at the Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, and at
Columbia University. Throughout his life he devoted himself to
the study of economics, physics, electricity, and chemistry. He
was probably most widely known as the inventor of the "Cooper-
Hewitt lamp," -which inaugurated a new principle in electric
lighting, and has been largely adopted in photographic studios.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

NEW 0OMP.4NIES.

STBRK08COPIC MOTION PICTURE SYNDICATE, LIMITED.—^Re

gistea-ed Augu.* 20. Oapiital £100 in £1 shares. Obje<»t« : T.

oaiTy on the business of manufacturers of and dealers in Bterct,

scopic cinematograph cameras and pix)jeotons, film producers an

maimfacturers, etc., and to adopt an agreement with E. H. Wrighi

Tlic firet direcrtors are: E. H. Wright, 49, OressweJJ Road, Twicken

ham; E. F. Savage, 36, Brookfield, Hiighgate, N. Qualification: 1

share. Registered office : 152, Finsbury Pavement, E.C. Priva'

Company.

News and Notes:

The CI/UB Photographer.—Members of the Portsmouth Camii

Club provide the contributions to the cuiTent issue of the "ChiL

Photographer." Dr. Bertram Stone has some notes on methods in

Nature photography; Commander E. J. Mowlam writes on sea-

scape photography; and Mr. R. Parker gives formulae for range

of tones in sulphide toning.

Celluloid Solution.—A correspondent of the " Pharmaceutical

.Journal," writing on the making of varnish from celluloid, says :

—

The best celluloid is old Kodak film, cleaned both sides. It makes

no difference whether exposed or not. I use :

—

Clean film 1 oz.

Acetone ^

Amyl acetate J
equal parts 10 ozs.

First polish the article with anything liquid or paste. Then

thoroughly clean with plenty of methylated spirit and soft rag.

Set aside to dry—say half an hour—then polish up again with

a clean polishing cloth or chamois, apply the lacquer with a soft

large brush ; use plenty, and leave to dry. Another correspondent,

Mr. R. J. Stratton, writes:—My experience is that ordinary clear

celluloid (such as old photographic films, cleaned from emulsion)

is sufficiently soluble in acetone to form a thick syrupy solution,

but that the solution dries semi-opaque with a patchy whitish

appearance. If. however, equal parts of amyl acetate and acetone

are used, the film formed on drying is perfectly transparent. A
smaller proportion of amyl acetate might suffice ; this could easily

be decided by experiment.

Photography on the Lost Airship.—Photographs were beinf

taken on the ill-fated airship (R38) when it fell into the Humbi
on the 24th ult. Mr. Arnold Bateman, one of the Govemmei
scientists on board at the time of the accident, has given to tlu-

Press an account of the incidents leading up to the disaster, anH

of his own wonderful escape. Mr. Bateman was on board as one •

the representatives of the National Physical Laboratory, Teddiii.

ton, taking measurements of the forces that act on the control suv

faces, with a view to testing airworthiness. He was in the tail

of the airship taking photographs of the pressure on the fins, and

says :
—" There were three of us making these measurements, which

are for the guidance of designers of future airships in relation

to the fins, which have always been a doubtful point. ... I

took up my position, and had been taking photographs for about

15 or 20 minutes when the accident occurred. It was swift and
complete. . . . My parachute was handy, and I attached my
self to it and jumped overboard." Mr. Bateman, who was one
of the five saved out of a crew of forty-nine_. was picked up in a

dazed condition by the barge " Klondyke," of Ramsgate.

Measuring the Gloss on P.aper.—h. R. Ingersoll has designod
an instrument for measuring the gloss on paper. When light falls

on- a piece of paper, part of it is diffusely reflected and part is

reflected specularly—that is, as from a mirror. This latter pairt

is found by experiment to be almost completely plane-polarised,

when its angle of incidence on the paper is about 57.5 degrees.
An eye-piece is set so as to receive the specularly reflected beam
which has mingled with its also diffused light. Gloss is defined n

the fraction of the brightness of the composite ray, due to the plan-
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palariMd light eont&ined in H. This conatitnent of th« beam !
eUminktcd by paisinf; the light through a nieol, and from tb«

setting of tb» latter it is possible to catoolate the desired fraction.

Thera still remains an arbitrary element, the angle subtended by
the scarce of light, and, since this is so, the anthor takes the angle

throngh which the niool mast be turned from a certain setting as

a convenient, tboagh not an absolate, measore of the gloss. Un
this scale blotting-paper reads 20 degrees; Solio, 50; ordinary

magaxioe paper, 25 to 40. An absolate determination of the glosa

as above <le6ned can be got by using two different angles of

incidence. The instrument, the glarimeter, is portable and strong.

Only 15 or 20 seconds are needed for a deUrmination, and darken-
ing the room is not neeesaary. Its uie- w not limited to paper.

Tat gloss of paints, varnishes, textile fabrics, and finiabes can be
investigated with it. Its special employment seems to be for eon-

trolling the calendering prooeu of papers. The instrument in its

.-'iieral outlines was deriaed some years ago, but the famine of

ical parU daring the war delayed it* completion. Keiser, in

l^nrmany, appears to have developed a similar instrument inde-

pendently, though Uter (see " BJ," February 11, 1921, p. 78).

Correspondence.

••• CorreipondtnU tkouiJ ntttr vritr i,n both tides of lAe fOftr.
No noliet it taitn of e«ai«iumV'//c..nji unfr«f <Ae n<nne< and
addrtutt of tkt writtrt art ifiven.

••• Wt do not UKdtrtak* rttpontibilily for tkt opinion! txfututd
hp Oftr tOTTtrpondtntt.

SULPHIDE TONIXO.
To the editors.

Geoklamea,—The writer desires to call •tt«otion to two small
mattsrs in connection with tka communication, " Experjneots on
Sulphide Toning," which sppMred in th« Joly 2D aaaaber of this

JoomaL In each cm* tba sUtements msd«, wUls not ineorreet
iu themsaive*, ara misleading s« they stand, and ^hooM have been
amplified in the original pa|Mr.

First, the naa of a blaaeh bath of potaasiom ferrieynoid* with
potassiom cblorid* raffWts the intention of converting the silver

of tU iiuc« lo ailvw cUscMa (see page 447, ezpt. Bl). There
was no sneb Ihoaglit, hoiMrer, in the** experimeoU; and, in fact,

the farrieyMida-eUcrid* \Afch of the eomporiiion as«l yields an
imaffs which eooaisla vainly <d silver ferrocyanide, and in which
it is diflealt or iapoaaible to detect any silv«r ehk>rids^ And, as
being of loaa iapoitanca in practice, it sbonid bavo been speci-
Ceal^ poialad o«i Ikat whiU tme convenion to a eblorida, as by
means of a psrmaaganata-ehloride b!e«:h (•«• page 448, axpt. Bll),
gives on sabseqnent snlphidiog a tone which is somewhat more
pnrptish than noma], a decided deviation in the onvotite direction
rasnJu from tlia ose of tba fsivieyaoida^hlorida blaaeh. This Utter
bath, it shoald farther hara been specifically mantioned. appeara
ideotieal in action (both apaad and tone) with fsrricyanida alone.
Sseood, in footnoU 1, on page 448, tba wording, ihroagh la:k

of ampliHealkm, is socb tl>at liie imprsasico is given that the
writer's axparimsnts have proved the non-formation of thiosnl-

phale by the spentaasoas oxidation of sodinm salpbide solution in

the air. The iwvafaa is the case, hcmever, and the tacit admission
that sodhm tnlphida is conrrrted at a certain stags of oxidation
vary largely into sodinm thiosolpbate was intended in tba footnote.

Tba toiling axperimeots pointed to the eonelnsion that dilation

alone, nther than tba formation of hypo by oxidation, is the main
caosa of the too yelknvish tonaa obtained by naing a solpbide solu-

tion which, althongh freshly prepared from good material, ia too
dilate.

~

The writer dsairaa to avail himself of thia opfprtantty of atating,

in explanation ef the oapirical and somawhat incomplete character
of tba " Kxparimanla on Solpblda Toning," that tba work waa
carried ont aona tine ago as part of a plan—now abandoned—for
•" ^xbaestiro examination of the methods of toning by means of

'lor, silsoiwB, snd tellarium. Much further photographic
.....uipalation. togathar with both chemical and physical (colour)

analyses, are probably aeoesssry before it would be poasibla to

understand fully the rationalt of the tone-variation effects abeady
known, and a theoretical discussion of these was therefore omitted.
—Very truly yours, E. R. BtJlxocK.
Research Laboratory, Kodak Park, Rochester, U.S.A.

Angnet 1.

TRADE DISCOUNT ON MAWSON PLATES.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—We have received several complaints lately from
customers stating that certain dealers are not allowing the maximum
discount on the sale of our plates. We know that the majority
of our friends selling our plates are careful to give the usual trade
disoounta.

In the interest, however, of ourselves, as well as of the buyer,
w© should be glad if you will give publicity to the fact that our
discounts are the same as those applying to higher-priced plates.

—

Yours faitfarfolly.

For and on behalf of Mawson Compant, Limited,
David Blodnt, Managing Director.

Newcastle-npon-Tyne, August 26.

THE KODAK MANUFACTURING POLICY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In common with other professional photographers
of tij« Kingdom, I received a day or so ago an " Announcement "

frum Messrs. ICodak, Ltd., stating that they were about to give
up making glass plates, and wer« in future going to confine their

attention bo Portrait Film.

Had the announcement in question been confined merely to a
statement of this change in the policy of the firm there would
have bean no cause for me to trouble you with any comments upon
the matter. I should have just assumed that the management of
the firm had decided that it could make more money out of film

than out of plates, and I should have accepted the situation with

what philosophy I could command, consoling myself with the

thought that, should I require glass plates, there were other firms

prepared to supply my needs.

But this announcement goes on for three pages trying to prove

in the high-flown language so characteristic of the modem adver-

tising manner that the glass plate has become old-fashioned and

most be relegated to the past to which it now definitely belong»—
" that th« Kast.man Portrait Film marks the beginning of a new
era in photographic history—an era in which the plate is destined

to become little more than a memory," together with much fulsome

talk about " progress," and a picture of the Kodak Company
leading the way throughout the ages, which I feel to be profoundly

boring snd unreal.

Now, as a matter of interest to the profession generally, I want
to ask a qnestion : Does the glaas plate belong to the past, and
are all those who, like myself, decline to give up using it, to

be classed as " unprogressive persons who abhor change of any

kind"? Personally, I think not. After making a most careful

trial of tbo film, extending over some months, I find that I return

to the glass plate more than ever convinced of its superiority and

convenience, and I will give the Kodak Company the credit of

being the manufacturers of the plate which I prefer to their much
advertised film.

I am not saying for a moment that the Portrait Film is not a

good film ; it ill, indeed, one of the best, but it has several very

dufiaita <H«»dvantag«s and no amount of advertising will obviate

these "nfi^witages. May I hazard the suggestion that the real

reason why Messrs. Kodak are giving up the manufacture of plates

is that they find it pays them better to import films from America

than it does to employ British labour and to manufacture in this

ooontry. If this shoald prove to be the case, it appears to me
to be a matter for very great regret, and not at all the subject for

dithyrambic advertisement talk about " progress."—Yours faith-

fully, HxasKBT Lambebt, F.R.P.S.

32, MOaom St., Bath.

Augnat 30.

[In reference to the concluding paragraph of the above letter, we
are informed by the Kodak Company that Eastman Portrait Film

ia made at their Harrow works.—Eos., " B.J."1
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Answers to Correspondents.

Jn accoTdance with our preterit practice a relatively small space ii

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We tBJll answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed

for replyJ B-cent Internationcd Cowpon, from readers abroad .

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach us

not later than Tuegday {potted^ Stonday), and should he addresssd

to the Editors.

H. C.—^We have never head of a developer supplied as " Creatol."

G. T.—We caiinot see any difference beibween your two questions.

In order 1o include .bh« same amouinit of view on a quarter-plate
as with a 19-incli lens on a whole-plate, the required focal length
ie lialt' 19, Hhait is 9^ inches, the quart«r-plat« being exactly half

tJie scale (linear) of the whole-plate.

J. B.—There are no fonnalitiee whatever in obtaining copyright,
rogisttiiatian having been aboliAod by the Act of 1911. The mei*
fact, that you taJke the photogiti.phs without being paid by any
body to do so veerte ownership of 'the copyright in yourseU.

R. H.—Either of the lenses marked ought to cover a 15 x 12 plate.

Of the two, we should prefer tlie Krauss, if in good condition.
F/6.Z is quite large enough aperture for a lens of 20in. focus;
in fact, we tliink there is very little advantage in having a lens
of tliif size of larger aperture tlian f/8. Except for subjects
such as groups, and often for them, you will find yourself using
the lens regularly at f/S for the sake of depth.

An Old H.^nd.—"We cannot undertake to make chemical tests of
materials, but we have passed on your sample to a friend, who
now informs us that it certainly is a sample of sulphite, but one.
he considers, of low quality. Probably it contains less sulphite
and apparently some acid impurity, so that) if you have to use
it, you may perhaps be able to make it do by using more of it,

and. at the same time, adding a little soda carbonate to the
amidol developer, as found to be necessary.

A. J. F.— (1) If .self4oning paper is well washed before fixing, or,
better M-il), if it is passed through a weak baAh of bicarbona,te of
eoda before fixing, we think the results ai-e juat as permanent as
P.O.P. Oaisee of dmpeimiajience of self-toning papere ai-e ohiefly
due, in our opinion, to placing pAnte direoUy into the fixing solu-
t/ion which, tliereby, is very often rendered acid. Therefore, we
advise you to choose a paper which wiU give a good tone if

fchoroughly washed, or treated with bicarbona-te, before fixing.

M- D.—Taking price into consideratioi}, and also the fact that
you only require to cover one-quarter of a quarter-plat-e, we
think the besfchoice would be 152B, vrhich could be easily fitted
and would give excellent definition if in thorough condition.
Another lens, also suitable for these midget portraits, is No. 156S.
but this would not be of long enough focus to cover the whole
quarter-plate. If yon want to use the lens for quarter-plate nega-
tives. No. 152B would be tiie better choice, and would be a fairly
satisfacloTv lens for enlarging as well as for indoor and out-
door use.

Royal Pathonaoe.—Can a pliotogiupher, who is engaged to photo-
graph ' a house-part-y group " amongst whom is the King and
Queem, advertise, and use the term: " Under Royal Patronage."
Wallasey.
We think that iif he advert.isos himself in these circumgtancee as

ha\'ing received Royal Patronage, he will oome under the un
favourable notice of the Ijoivl Ohamberlain. From the brief par-
ticulars given it does not appear that he has received any royal
patawiage. The mere fact that the King and Queen were in-
cluded in the giwip could surely not be considei-ed as such.

C. USHERWOOD.—Unless we could personally supervise your work, it
is diflScult to say the cause of the veiling and inferior tones. But
the most usual cause is over-exposure of the prints and develop-
ment for a shorter time than can be given if you expose less.
You should try cutting down your exposures, say to half or less,
and then see whether you can get the required depth in tlie black
prints by a longer period of developmeilt. As a rougli c-uide

prints should lie kept in the developer for at least 3 minutes.
If you are developing in a less time than this, it is a sign that

you are exposing too long. We should not use sulphide which
has become liquid. It may be all right, but, on the other hand,
it may have deteriorated. In any case, now it is liquid it is ^
impossible to make up a sulphide solution of the proper strength.

W. H. C.— (1) If you are not familiar with making up the mercuric-

iodide intensifier we advise you to buy it ready made, either in

powder form from Mr. T. K. Grant, 89, Great Russell Street,

London, W.C.I, or in " tabloids " from any photographic chemist,

(2) We do not advise using M.Q. with caustic alkali, but if you
must have a developer of this type, the following is a very goo(

formula, particularly for use in cold weather, owing to tlie larg«

proportion of metol :

—

Metol 60 grs.

Hydroquinone 30 grs.

Sodium sulphite 1 oz.

Sodium hydrate 120 grs.

Potass bromide 10-16 grs.

Water 15 ozs.

(3) We know of no method of restoring a negative which
received patchy stains from mercury intensification. The
thing you can do is to make an enlarged transparency from i(

and work this up on the back with stump, and on a " Bildap '

coating, so as to even out the patches of lesser density.

W. A.—(1) We do not think temperature of development has any;

thing to do with it. The darkness of the renderings is no douU
due simply to the exceptional tanning of the complexions in coB
junction with the use of an ordinary plate. You would do belt*

with a self-screen plate and liberal exposure. (2) The usuS
plan of making embossed titles more distinctive is by the ua
of thin-metal foil, which adheres to the relief letters, and can
be brushed away from other portions. You can obtain these foili

through any dealer in embossing machines. (3) If the ordinarj

mercuric-iodide intensifier does not give you sufficient increase oJ

contrast we should try more powerful means, for example, the
Monckhoven mercury-cyanide intensifier, a very short action of

which will give very considerable increase in contrast, often a
great deal too much. (4) To a certain minor extent the definition

of a complete lens suffers from the fact of construction allow-

ing of the use of the separate elements as single lenses. But in

practice this does not amount to a very great deal. Generally

speaking, however, the greatest perfection in lens constmction is

reached when the whole objective is not convertible into separate

lenses.

The British Journal of Photography.

LiNX Advebtisements.

An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisements

(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (5 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word. Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned aa

six words.

6d.For forwarding replies

per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly^prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the
advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock
(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot b*
guaranteed.
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The repair of • of tha aeai-flaid
eompoaitioDa whic^i :ic or Uad rooff^
cao ba reeMaaaaoded u mraiui m pn-v^iiting lesluga wbicli, other-
wiae, it pral^ earteia to ocaw a* ttia reanlt of IJm aliiiimiMlly lone
apetl of W weatlier. (1>. GOB.)

U. O. V. Potapenko, in the coodadinR part of hie paper oo the i

thcnrr an4 (x-hniqaa of liiiht-ftlter*. drals with the practical pra-

r*'

'

' itera conaiating of dyed t
' append* a list of

18 iblkatMoa oa Qie aabject-
Tii" [xui'.T of tbe Kodak CosBpaiO}' m uuujuttoaing the mano-

factora of dry plataa baa proiapiad letter* froai aav^aTcarraapond-
enta on tba resnective advanlagea of platea aad eat thn. (P. S42.)
A cormpon

view^ nf l>ni1'l

(P -V
I

The malti-view poatcard or

Btt<olioa to the local trade to be dona hi
fi freqgoitly are not pabliahad aa poatcard*.

I of lectorce to be delivered dnring the coofia of
the Boyal Photographic Society, which open* on

'• he fotuid oa page 538.

'>'.catioa from the Home OfRce deecrtbea the re^
• propoaed to make relating to tradea in whtdi

ir callaloid aiaterial are manafactpied or atored.

print may aerva a* an appropriate
kind of advort iaeaiwt for ph.ftnfn-aphic atadioa. (P 630.)
Tba advaolan of biillian'. light «bea^ photographing atill-life

tobjecta or garden acaaee in which much ooioor occura i* tfie aubject
of a paragraph on page 630.
A proceas of coloor cinematography and metboda o' aero-photo-

graphic mapping are amoag tba patrata of the week. (P 628!)

EX CATHEDRA.
Leaky
Roof*.

The long hot, season which is now draw-
ing to an end has probably loosened

the piittj^ in many studio roofs, and the first heavy rain

is likely to reveal a goodly crop of leaks. There are some
skylights which appear to defy all ordinary methods of

rendering them weather-proof, but from an experience
which we had last winter, we are able to suggest what
would appesy to be a permanent cure. It is, to use
instead of putty or paint one of the plastic materials

now extensively employed by builders to repair leaky

slate, Bine and let\d roofs. Our experiment was made
with Matex, a semi-fluid composition, which was applied

to every suspicious place in a studio roof with a palette

knife. It appeared to run into the smallest cracks, and
while in a few days it became fairly firm, it has not yet

become hard enough to chip out of its grooves. There

appears to b© no necessity to remove any putty which
i« not actually loose, and there is no need to replace

putty which has come away. There are several similar

products, which would probably answer as well, and can

be obtoinod from any builder's merchant.

Plates and As our correspondence columns show,
"•••*• the decision of Messrs. Kodak, Ltd., to

discontinue the manufacture of dry plates, and thereby

to mark their belief in the qualities of the Eastman
portrait film as a negative-making material for professional

photographors. revives a controversy which in the

amateur field is of old standing. As we all know, reams
of polemics have been filled dtiring the past twenty years

in debating the respective merits of plates and roll-film.

Now that the controversy is transferred to the portrait

studio, it involves questions on which opinions differ with

c<|ual sharpness, nitliough the properties which distinguish

tile one typo of material from the other for the purposes

of the portrait photographer are of a different kind. It

seems evident that one result of the action of the Kodak
Company will be to provoke a more frank and heated

dist^ussion of the respective merits of plates and cut film

in"Ttn3rf«^ractice than has taken place hitherto. The

Kodak Company have judged it well to challenge the

merits of the dry plate, and, therefore, it is not surprising

that users of the latter should be stirred in its defence/

Without wishing to exhibit a bias one way or another in

the discussion, it is necessary that we should corre-t a

note whieh we appended to the letter of Mr. Herbert

Lambert in our last issue. Although Eastman portrait

film has been made at the Harrow works, the present

supply cooies from America. It is due to Mr. Lambert

and also to the Kodak Company that prominence should

be given to this correction. On the cognate point of

employment of labour which is raised by Mr. Lambert,

it is s'tated that the discontinuanf-^^ of ,l.v.p1,,te manu-
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facture Joes not affect the number of employees of the
Company, but on the contrary will lead to a greater
employment of labour in the future.

* * *

Ligrht and There is an old proverb which Bays,
colour. ••In tije dusk all cats are grey," and
the saying embodies a fact of great importance to all
workers in colour photography by either screen-plate or
three-colour processes. On looking at an ordinary street
in sunshine one cannot fail to be impressed with the
difference in colour contrast which exists between the
lighted and the shadow sides. Photographing the same
subject upon a dull day is virtually equal to working in
shadow and the colour-rendering suffers accordingly. The
same effect is produced in a less degree by working with
a small lens aperture. Here again, the intensity of the
light is reduced and the colour values are degraded, the
defect not being avoided by prolonging the exposure.
The best results from most still-life subjects can be
obtained by working in the open air in the brightest
diffused light obtainable, or in eome eases full sunlight.
It is never worth while making garden scenes in the
evening, as the evening effect will be much more
pronounced in the picture than it appeared to the eye
when exp<>sing.

1)1 * *

Advertisemsnt A hint for producing an acceptable
Postcards. advertising novelty for manufactiirers,
boarding-house and hotel-keepers, may be taken from the
view cards, composed of several pictures of a town, which
are to be seen at most pleasure resorts. We have before
us one issued by a photographer depicting his own
premises. It consists of five views—^an exterior, two
studio interiors, the reception room, a dressing room,
the entrance hall, and a workroom. These are fitted
under a decorated cut-out mount bearing the name and
address, which is photographed to the exact postcard
dimensions. It is, of course, necessary to make a series
of half-plate negatives in the first place, and these should
be a somxse of profit independently of the cards, as they
could be mounted for display' at railway stations or other
suitable places. If the cost of bromide cards be thought
too heavy for large numbers, good collotypes could be
substituted, or even half-tone blocks might be used. The
latter, however, must be made through a very fine screen
and well printed, or a cheap effect will be produced..
Some of the trade printers are ready to make up and
print the whole thing in bromide at a reasonable rate, if

the photographer is uncertain as to his powers.
* * *

The Maeic The ordinary projection lantern, as sold
Lantern. fgj. exhibiting slides, is a very useful
addition to the apparatus of the amateur who works a
small-sized camera, for not only does it enable him to
show his work on a large scale upon the screen, but it

enables him to make permanent enlargements from his
srnall negatives, or such portions of them as are included
within a fomr-inch circle. Most lanterns are provided
with a lens of the portrait type, which is very similar,
except that it is not provided with diaphragms, to those
eold as " enlarging objectives." Should the field be too
curved to give good definition at the corners, a cardboard
stop fixed close in front of the lens will remedy this
Should^ there be any leakage of light from the lantern
body, it may be intercepted by hangipg up a focussing
cloth, with a circular hole cut in it, in front of
the lens. Conversely, an enlarging lantern will answer
perfectly for screen work if its construction allows of the
slide being placed far enough away from the condenser
to receive practically the whole cone of rays. If this
canoot be done, an ordinary four-inch condenser may be

substituted for the 5J or 8J one akeady fitted. This cim
easily be done by fitting the smaller condenser int^

wooden block of the proper diameter.

THE HEIGHT OP THE CAMERA.
The height of the camera in relation to the object or view
to be depicted is a. subject which does not usually receive
the consideration which it deserves. Many photographers;
practically work at a fixed elevation and adjust theiri
subjects upon the screen, either by tilting the camera]
or by using the rising front, thereby neglecting a valuable

;

aid to successful and artistic rendering.
It is granted that no particular elevation has advantage >

over others, the sole aim being to choose such a one as
will suit the lines or proportions of the subject. In
landscape, commercial work or portraiture a high or low
view-point must be adopted according to the exigencies
of the case

; and it must not be forgotten that a difference
in ground level between the camera and subject must'
be allowed for in reckoning the height of the camera.
This may seem too obvious to need mention, but it is

'

sometimes overlooked. >

In landscape work the importance of objects in the
foreground is to a great extent deteiToined by the degree
of elevation of the camera ; and it may be well to point
out that the effects of using the rising, or falling, front
and of raising and lowering the whole instrument are
widely different and must not be confounded. The
former merely serves to adjust the view on the plate,
while the latter has a very considerable effect upon the
composition of the picture. This, perhaps, can best be .

explained by describing a photograph of a river scene
'

taken with the lens less than two feet from the ground,
\

the river bank being about six feet above the water level.
\

At the eye level of a person standing, the edge of the
j

bank is entirely omitted, and the view commences with
i

an unbroken stretch of water, the buildings and trees
'

on the further bank appearing flat and uninteresting.
By lowering the camera some small bushes and plants
are brought into sight, and serve to break up the ,

monotonous surface of water, without materially altering
the appearance of the distance or the amount of sky
visible. If the camera front had been lowered to include
the same amount of foreground, a large proportion of :

the sky would have been sacrificed and a much less pleas-
ing view of the bushes obtained. On the other hand, i

if an imsightly iron fence had be-en in the foreground a
j

higher point of view would Jia\6 been the correct one to
|

choose, and in certain positions might allow a foreground,
j

invisible from the lower point, to" come into view. A low
view-point has the effect of foreshortening wide flat

'

expanses, and this is usually beneficial to the composition.
When working on indoor subjects, either general views

of interiors or single articles of furniture and the like,

the height of the camera is of even greater importance,
although it must be confessed that the photographer
will here often find himself between two evils. A rather
low position will minimise the "wide-angle effect " of J

table tops and chair seats which are near the camera,
|

but at the same time it causes such near objects to
\

obstruct the view of other things which it is desired to

include. In such cases, the general effect must be con-

sidered and the distortion minimised by keeping sur'

low objects as chair seats as far from the camera .

possible, and bringing a small table or cabinet into the

foreground. The flat surface in this case will be higher
and the perspective less offensive. With single articL

of furniture, as photographed for illustrative purpose
this trouble does not arise, and for these a lower positii ^
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with the camera kept perfectly level is to l>e preferred
• ' "^ 'her one and tilting the camera, as is

particularly when the available space
use of a shorter focus lens than is desir-

onf» f<")ntiii!,'en(\v in which a very high
•MS in iiii'-ri'-ir work, and that/ is

- 'Vfti 'i.iylight views in rooms
^ons. In such cases it is

>u from which all the faces

lud, in the caae of a dinner, the display upon
TT.-re the camera may be placed any height

or even more, from the floor and the
K.-^ '. ..vn, the camera bot^k being brought to the
<K> as to secure both paniUelism of the upright
id to bring the nearer sitters into focus with a
irge aperture. By tiiis nu-ans it is possible to

^a a much larger aperture tlian if the camera were
^H|l, and the saving of fla^ii T,r>wder or of time of

^Koeure is con>- )iy daylight the

^|S of moremeii:
':i portraiture, eiunern irtant

t, and neglect of it i^ I' i
-' ' ''ss of

artist. The practice of placing the sitter upon a
rit> ,ir iiliti'i)nii go gen^'ri'I'v 'iHorihsl liv portrait-

i recognif - of a l'>w

r •
- 1 '-.r

piaster bikst, uilofUitf uuUiiti^ bill tii<< hoigittuf tlio ciiUK.'rii,
|

the lens being three feet and five feet from the floor
respectively, and the head being in the position usually
occupied by that of a sitter. Upon comparing prints,
many noteworthy differences will be found. At the
3-feet elevation the neck will appear longer and more
eracefid, being more or less clear of both shoulders, the
nose shorter, and the mouth more turned down towards
the comers, than is the case with the picture taken at
five feet. I»wering the camera is, of course, equivalent
to raising the sitter as the painter does. Some very
successful portraitists prefer to take bust pictures while
the sitter stands, which, of course, comes to the same
in the end, but the risk of movement, now that the
head-rest is abolished, prevents many from attempting
to do this.

It may be contended that as far as the features are
concerned the same relative positions between the lens
and the face of the sitter can be obtained by slightly

inclining the head forward or backward. There is some
truth in tliis. but such inclination must alter the pose
of the head Eind neck, as well as the lighting, and the
general effect will not be so good. A common mistake
in taking full-length figures, where the lens has to be
raised to the height of the sitter's breast, is to give an
exjcessive tilt 'to the camera, so as to include the feet

and foreground ; or, failing to obtain suflBcient tilt, to

lower tlie camera. The proper course is to work at the
or height, to tilt slightly, and then to centre the
,'i? by lowering the lens board. It must be remem-

1 that in any case, and more especially with a tall

r, the lens is always in a relatively low position with

a (standing figure.

BORDER PRINTING ON DEVELOPMENT PAPERS.

HK4T tloai at tlM arork turned out itj hiKh-clajs pfaoto-

>iieni cooi. nta mbdeon <li>r6io{Nnmt

10 gmXigli- th a faintly |irmt«d bof'

^it the oif .r-t a(>p«ar* to

.

iiBtl the wbolf pioduction hu

«pp«ax«a<.c. 1 »m UMiin«d to thiak that Utu atjlu wiu

'ia« quilv • v<iga» awomrt the pbatocrapb«n who do a

rlri* biwimai. but it ia n«itb«r %iiitaMo aor deiurabU for

ral •doptt«>o by othrr pboto{^[<h«r4. The print« >ra

rally ratuUy on rar<l thicka— or d'luble-wfsght papws con-

rably lafKT "lii" ••' n«gntir«^ 12 x 10 (or wbol»-plat«

npgalive* ani! ' §.

T)tMi>Mir4\ N>ri a(;o, bat thereault*
' too ortiAniofital and dptrnrt«l cootidfrably from tbr

.<graph i( 'r IVraooally, I think the bordor ahould b*

' plain. II '. liKhtiy with tba edg* of the photograph

nod ini" i<*r ao that th<T«> it no iinv or shadow

howtog
, Tba Apparatus.

Border printing aaU can now be obtained oommoroially in a
'x-k tittm. To thov> who are not familiar with
H I may lay that a «et om.Mtta of two part". One

!iicb the npgativn i<. ptacol, and thp other a
jloid apOD which <n fianj tho part rut out

Small rightanf(le " feed " atops are 6sed no

-^n •thai] be corrf<ct. The aegatire ii placed film

rnaak, adjusted the printing pnpcr " fe<l

"sposed. The pap^ ia then transferred to

part, " fed " to the atop* and azpoMd. If

i? So<Ti rorrpr^tly dona the resulting print
'..w, but I have heard aereral
" f<^ " «tops are too «mnll

raixxl (uffiriently in (ome of the commercial sets.

Pbolographor:< can cajaly make their onn border-piintors

:<Iod they can cut inu&ks trup. I prefer the home-made
ty, and make a point of fixing prominent right-anj^le

ia " the whole lenf;th and breadth of the paper. To those

intend to make the border-printers I would 6ay that every-

thing is «eay with the exception of fixing the " feeds '' in the

correct place on each part. One good method is to use pin-

pricks and fix t^e stope to the htflee. Another is to print a

piM-o of P.O. P. o*» both the parta, join by trnjismittod light,

and trim togethor. Other methods may occur to the practicul

man. It must be understood that with a properly made border

set tliere is no special skill requirod to produce perfect rosulte,

but the fact that the image cannot be seen until developed

makes it imperative for the " feed " stopA to be correct and
foolpronf

,

PrintiDg the Border.

The ohjwt of tlli.^ artiolo is to deal with printing the borders

and not U> describe how to nuike the apparatus. To those

who~xEft>l*Birono of intnxlucing border-printed photographs

let me aaT that one essential to success is to mske a special

expoaing "light-box for exclusiTe use with tho celluloid tinter

part. Tho illuminent iJiould be such that an exposure of not

tesa than two seconds (four secondn for preference) will produce

upon full deTeh»pmcnt a light crey border. The exposure

Would (..•Idoni vary (oxrepting with different papers or batches)

and tho bonier part could be exposed by a junior a.seistant,

who roiild do as many «s require<l and place them in a light-

proof box (all one way up, of course) for the printer wlio

.•xi>o<ios the negatives. It i» asking for trouble to use the

aami> l>ox and printing light for both negative anA tinter unles-i

some definite method bo adopted of screening the light when

exposing the tinter. Tlio exposure would be so quick that a

big margin of error is possible, and instead of obtaining a light
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grej border we should get a border like a funeral card. In

exposing borders as above for stock it is not advisable to do

more than is likely to be required for three days' work, as I

have found that with sonie papers the latent image deteriorates

to 8u<i an extent as to almost disappear, ©specially in damp
places or in damp weather. The exposuret may have to be

varied under special circumstances, such as printing the

portrait ptrt from a hard negative, which necessitates ccm-

siderable over-exposure and arrested development to produce

a soft harmonious result. This short development would

naturally affect the border part and therefore the exposure

through the tinter should be increased. Tttie same remarks
tpply to prints made on development papers that give warm-
blaoks by over-exposing.

Printing the Portrait.

In printing the portrait part, the negative is placed film

up on top of the mask opening and adjusted to suit the subject.

There is very little to play with if the mask is only a quarter-

of-an-inch smaller all round. For half-plate negatives I use

a 5J X 4 opening. Some negatives have rather wide clear-glass

rebates, and if this rebate coanes within an eighth of an inch

of the mask opening the light will creep under and cause a
shadow line to appear on the border. The remedy is to block

out the rebates with an opaque strip, or reduce the rebate

ledge in the dark slide of the camera. Another way to avoid
shadow lines is to permanently fix (by the top edge only) a
thin opaque mask a trifle larger all round than the negative

mask so that the negative can be slipped under this special

intsk to protect the clear-glass rebate.

Printing from Films-

If film negatives are used it is necessary. to fix permanently
a piece of clear glass to the mask. "Ehia glass should be at

least half-an-inoh larger all round than the mask opening, and
must be fixed on top of the opening. The film negative is

then placed on this glass and fastened temporarily with
gummed strips at, say, two corners. The usual thickness of

glass used for negatives is just sufficient to give that very

necessary diffusion which the edgtjs of the mask give by beinj^

in contact with the " glass " side of the negative.

Helps to Correct Registration.

The best type of border printer is that which has raised
" feed " stops because the printing paper used may not ho
cut absolutely true, and correct registration can be obtained

by making a point of altvays " feeding " the paper to one side

and simply allowing the top to touch where it will. This mii

of course, be done with both mask and tinter.

The pressure pad can be made from thick cardboard or throes

ply wood covered with felt. When the printing paper is.

" fed " as described, the pressure pad can be slid on the back
of the paper up to the feed-stops, and the grip given by the
felt will be sufficient to ensure correct feed. Paper that is

inclined to curl is difficult to handle, but a good pad witli

felt grip will help to prevent any bulging.

Printing Names or Titles.

The best place to fix a negative or positive of, say, t'le

photographer's name is on the tinter part, as the exposure

of this part is constant. If a facsimile of a signature i-i

required it is an easy matter to first write the name in Indian

ink and then to copy it on a celluloid film. This can be fitted

in the tinter part by cutting away some of the opaque paper
outside the actual tint at a spot chosen and fastening the film

negative to the opening with adhesive. It may be n6ces.'?ary

to add one or two additional thicknesses of clear celluloid '

the baclc of the little opening to ensure perfect contact.

B. R. Hawkins

DESENSITISING WITH POTASSIUM IODIDE.
FREUND'S METHOD.

Now that so much attention is being given to Liippo Cramer's
method of desensitising so as to allow of comfortable observa-
tion in a good light during development, it may be well to

look back on an old, much neglected, and very much mis-

understood or misrepresented method by which a similar end
can be realised, but without the disturbing element of stains

or dyes.

The method in question, that of Freund, merely requires a
weak solution (1 in 25) of potassium iodide, in addition to

the usual chemicals for development; and development can be
carried out in a white light such as one has in an ordinary
room ; in fact, by such a light as will serve for reading a news-
paper or book. The absence of obscuration by a dye is a
distinct advantage when careful watching is desirable, as in

making the triad of negatives for heliochromy.
Freund devised his process some fourteen years ago, and

full working details are given in his German patent specifica-

tion of 1908 (No. 213,775\ but I have not traced any parallel

British specification. The process consists in soaking the
exposed plate for about two minutes in a 4 per cent, solution

of potassium iodide, whereby the unexposed particles of silver

bromide are superficially or partially transformed, or pseudo-

morphed into silver iodide ; while the fully exposed particles

appear to undergo little or no change. The plate so treated
develops in the dark-room much or nearly as an ordinary plate

would develop, or as if no bath of jwtassium iodide had been
used, but there is this advantage : One© the develooer is well

over the plate the dish (not a glass-bottomed dish, unless pro-
tected) may be taken into moderately intense daylight, and

the development can be minutely watched or carefully studied
without fear of fogging. Bromide of potassium added to tlie

developer acts as an accelerator, and tends to softness, and
Freund mentions a developer for ordinary use which contains

one-sixtieth of potassium bromide ; but if the utmost accelera-

tion with softness is required, the developer may be nearh
saturated with potassium bromide, the extra dose being added
towards the finish of the development.

All the above will be fully understood if it is remembered
that silver iodide, whether exposed qr unexposed, is almost

unaffected by such weak alkaline developers as are used in

ordinary photographic practice, while the developability of the

latent image is scarcely or not affected by the potassium
iodide, excepting so far as too prolonged treatment with the

iodide or the use of an over-strong solution of the iodide n;:

appreciably iodise and weaken the latent image.

While the iodide of potassium solution covers the exposea

plate, light will obliterate or destroy the latent image : the

action in this case being analogous to the essential feature of

Bayard's pre-Daguerrean process, the chemistry of which

process is very admirably illustrated and explained in lines 17

to 28 of col. 1, p. 158, of Volume IV, Watts's " Dictionary of

Chemistry," new edition, 1888 to 1894. The article in which

'the above is contained is on photographic chemistry, and is

by the late Professor Meldola. It is pointed out that in the

system which consists of:— (1) Exposed gelatino-bromide filni

(2) potassium iodide solution, the potassium iodide is t

photolyte and the exposed film the sensitiser; so, the photolyi

being uncoloured, it is by no means surprising to find that
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t)i« red light of Uie dark-room may have in this case a very

roti ' ' ' action, hence the potassinm iodide should act

in .larknees—or in a remotf corner of the dark-room.

Anotdir s.mrce of oTer-iodising and obliteration is the use of

aJmoiit chemically puro iodide of potauinm. The chemicallv

pure iodide of potassiam i* so sensitive to the combined action

of light and moistnre that, m seen, sold and handled, it is

invariably more or less brown from the presence ur free iodine,

and iu solution in water often becomes very definitely brown.

This solution will not only over-iodinate the plate as a whole,

bat will partly or entirely destroy th» latent image. The
remedy is to use the so-called medicinal potaaainm iodide, which

contains fre« alkali and remains white, or to add an alkali to

- par* iodide, as described in tho practical section below.

Polaasiunn Bromide aa an Accelerator in the
Developer.

If all conditions are aatisfactorilv realised, a state of things

no means difficult, a fully vi);orotis and well-gradated

negative is obtained without the use of bromide in the

developer, but if there is ovcr-xxli nation a hard nrpative

recalling the result of ttnder-exposuri> is obtained. A partial

remedv for thia is to use potassium bromide very freely in the

developer: the potassium bromid<- mting as an accelerator and
producing the weak, thin and nft< n fogged negatives which,

in the case of ordinary work, rf<iilt from excess of alkali in

iho d>'V.'I<<:'*'r »nd the non-ute of bromide.

t of bromiil.' rr.oisely the reverse of ita

wiirlt i!i . '•.
• iiiito easy to nnderstand

"f the 4olubb' bromide
-

I
Uinate tho plate by the

." In this reaction we have a specially

lii^. I' ~k.iiK: • >.>iiiple of one of the many notable inter-actions

of silver halides and alkali halides.

Early Miaunderetandinfa aa to the Freund Method
^' •. and perhaps ail, of the fr i.i... ;..^,"dent to the early

of the Freund method are rsreeble to a mis-

uiKi- 'Standi- ' ' '^e function anu <:u<.-vl of the aoluble

bromide in "per.

•f
' ' tV,,. r..-.. - • ' •«-- — -.i.-J

- i-icli fa to

1 rie
'

' of

(_i- :ini »f'i' '! njipear-> u> ue trie source

of the not< < and articles which have

Bj and French publications. To Herr

Kr a very large dose of bromide in the

«], rator, " Die V hischc Indua-

tr : espreesing d ' the coarae

I.I ti„ of Uia legendary Sacristan :

n. h« aaya no word that indicates a doubt,

bat b thumb unto hU aoM, aad spreads his

le " (f f) " which follows Herr Freond's statement may be

r<i;,irdrr! .i= .i jr.nmalistie or technical equivalent of tho

Sn'^Ti • : • :••

\., ., ! ,11. that e- n of the 1012 edition of

,,1 I . .'!ia of P! ;• i r the heading

V r :.>> iodide solution ""s suni uii>ii-r this name)

1.. ..'! a statement that the "developer is fully

restrained »itb potaasinm bromide."

Important Reaoarehea by M. Couatet.

The one carefully studied and serviceable article on Freund's

m<rtho<i which requires <p.-finl notice is that by M. Coustet,

aad it is to be found on p. 1''7 ..f the " British Journal " of

March IS, 191?. but M. Co'i"" -nments and experiments

on the Freund metho.1 are r. y to escape notice and

jr,.' r i» - •:'; iiH'iitary to an article on

r), rtfti-r l;\:ltion.

metb"! several stagM farther. He
of npernting by adding the soluble

iodid«. u, (»oda sulphite and diamidophenol)

without th lie bromide, and although the indica-

• ^oe appeal against ibis eoane, the seoondary outcomes are

highly important. In this case the iodination does not travel
through the film towards the glass side so fully as when the
separate iodising solution is used, and M. Coustet was led to
observation of the depth action, or extra density of image in
the lower strata. Here we may have a gradual change towards
the ordinary condition, and a region may exist where bromide
in the developer may be much weakened in its accelerating
action ; or possibly in a thick stratum the turning point may
be passed and the bromide may function slightly in the lower
strata of a thick film, in its usual r6le of a restrainer.

To the experiments and comments of M. Coustet I owe sug-
gestions which made the Freund method really satisfactory in

my hands.

Practical Instructions for the Freund Method of
Daylight Development.

The preceding matter should be read and understood, and
thus the present section may be ipade concise in some parts.

Plain.—Gelatino-bromide, slow or rapid, colour sensitised or

otherwise. Bromo-iodide plates are less suitable, but may bo
used if increased exposure is given, and a tendency to thin

images is tolerated.

Exposure.—Usual or ordinary exposure for bromide plates.

Bromo-iodide plates may require one and a-half to twice the

usual exposure. If the iodising solution contains even a mere

trace of freo'iodine, there will bo partial destruction of tho

latent image; so, whatever the exposure, results will be

unsatisfactory.

Iodising Solution.

White medicinsi potassium iodide ... ... 1 oz.

Water 24 ozs.

Somewhat greater certainty is rwlised by using the " pure "

pofaiwium iodide of " analytical reagent " standard, but the

free iodine must be neutralised (see above, under the heading
" Important Researches by M. Coustet "), or if at any sta^

the potassium iodide solution shows the faintest trace of

brown colour from the presence of free iodine, the following

routine must be followed:—To the above 25-oz. batch add

6 grains of crystallised sodium carbonate, if the brown tint

is so obvions as to be seen at a glance, or 2 grains if faint.

The carbonate of soda acta slowly, and requires warmth, as by

placing the bottle in a saucepan containing cold water,

raising the temperature to near the boiling point, and allow-

ing to cool. By repeated treatments, if necessary, and in

this way every trace of brown colour must be eliminated, the

bottle being placed on a sheet of white paper for observa-

tion, and it must be remembered that the action of light may

renew the brown tint, but restoration in this case is by

warmth alone.

Iodising the £/;>"'"/ Pfo/f.—Ordinarily two minutes in

ctrmplete darkness or in a dark corner of dark-room. Ix>nger

for fold weather or hard coating, less for warm weather or soft

coating. Rock dish whole time.

.ViV/rvi of Orfr-/odijing.—Slow development, hard picture.

Bromide required in developer as accelerator.

Signs of Under-Iodising.—Rapid dcvefopmont, soft picture,

fogging in the weak daylight. Addition of iodising solution

acts as a restrainer.
'

Washing after Iodising.

Three or four changes of water in dark-room. Avoid even

red Ught daring tho washings, or until the developer covers

the plate. Failure to wash, or a short washing, is equivalent

to adding a restrainer.
Developer.

Purcet (A. R. Standard) crystallised

sodium sulphite } °^-

Crystallised soilium carbonate • 1 oz.

Witer "ioa.

Crush the salts in a mortar, add the water, and grind till

dissolved. Then add:—
Hydroquinono ^^ &'^''-
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Measures about 5i ozs. Will keep good for years in full and
well-closed buttles. Suited for most aspects of work. Seldom
requires the addition of bromide. Dilution undesirable.

Development.—Not in the direct stream of light from a
window. Glass dish to be preferred. In light tight case with lid.

The crux of development is the condition of the deeper strata,
60 occasional glances are required by lifting out. The coated
side should be turned towards the window during inspection.
The iodising solution acts as a restrainer: one-twentieth the
volume of the developer and over. Potassium bromide jicts as
accelerator

:
of a 10 per cent, solution add one-tenth or over.

If practicable, it is better to avoid the use of potassium
bromide. See mrntion under heading " Important Researches
by M. Coustet."

Fixation.—Xitev washing, a plain "hypo" bath, 1 to 4 of
water, is used for fixation, and rather more time is required
than in the case of plates containing no iodide. All the usual
considerations apply. For example, fixation in the dark-room
or in a subdued light, thorough fixation and, perhaps, second
hypo bath after plate appears clear, testing the purity or

efficiency of chemicals. The worker who is careful in these

matters is likely, on the whole, to do better and more unifor—

work than one who is lax. Similarly, one who realises stand^i;

activity of solutions by using but once is likely to fare bettu;

tlian one who uses solutions many times ; but it may be men-

tioned that the iodising solution may be used many times, and

that the above-mentioned developing solution has a like

quality in a very pronounced degree ; but to realise the many
merits of this developer the purer grade of sodium sulphite

must be used.

Somewhere I seem to remember having .seen a suggestion

that potassium cyanide should be used for fixing in the Freii i

method, but I regard this as undesirable from several poi;

of view, although there are exceptional cases in which cyan:

fixing may perhaps be desirable for gelatine plates, as, :

example, when a weakening of the fainter tones is desire<l.

Much more might be said about the Freund method, but

it is hoped that enough has been said to call more general

attention to it—a much neglected method^so that it may take

its duo place in photographic practice.

Thomas Bolas, F.C.S., F.I.C.

THE THEORY AND TECHNIQUE OF LIGHT«FILTERS.

[The following is an important paper on the principles of the action of light-filters and on the practice of their preparation and
use. It is the work of a Russian physicist, M. G. V. Potapenko, and was first published in the Journal of the Russian Physical
and Chemical Society (Chemical Section) 1916, vol. 48, p. 790. We owe the accessibility of the paper to Dr. C. E. K. Mees, by whom
the translatioa from Russian has been made. Dr. Mees while rendering the text into English, does not thereby wish to imply his

agreement with everything contained in it. He has refrained from exercising a translator's right of commentary except in one or
two instances which particularly call for corrfection. The fact that he has made the translation and given us the opportunity of
publishing it, may be taken as an indication that he regards the paper as a contribution to the literature of light-filters of excep
tional value.

—

Eds. *' B.J."]

iCondudid from page 524.)

For yellow compensating filters a most useful dye is rapid filter
yellow, prepared by Konig" (HoAst Dye-Works), and the six
filters given by him are included in the following table :—

No. Dye Concentration. Edge of Curve. Filter factor.

1 .07H ^1.5mm 1.5

2 .15H 425mm 1.8

3 .29H 435mm 2.0

4 .59H 4.50mm 3.0 '

5 1.18H 470mm 4.0

6 2.37H 490mm 6.0

In the last column of the table is given the factor of the filter,

i.e., the increase in the exposure required when the filter is used
with plates sensitized with pinachrome, whose spectral curve is

given in Fig. 9.

In Fig. 10 are thown diagrammatically the absorption curve given
by these six filters,' and it will be clear at once that none of them
correspond exactly to the compensating filter required for correct
translation of colour values in the making of the negative.
These filters, are, however, of considerable importance in land-

scape photography, since, thanks to their absorption of the violet

light, they increase the constrast of the photograph, and the clear-

ness of detail in the scene. In Grebe's classification they are placed
in a separate group and called " contrast " filters, regardless of

the fact that from the point of view of their absorption curves
they belong to the group of compensating filters.

VVe have not yet considered the degree of precision which can
be obtained in the production of a given absorption curve, or how
far we can expect to repeat the preparation of a filter of a given
constitution. This will depend both on the instability of the dyes
and on the effect on their absorption curves of small amounts of

impurities in the gelatine, and even on changes occurring as a

result of keeping the dye solutions. In order to deal with these

questions we must consider the technique of the preparation of

filters.

The Preparation of Dyed Films.
Filters may be divided into those of gaseous, liquid or solid fonn.

The first are very rarely used, having first been employed by

42. Eonle, Dot Arhelten mit farbenenfl. Flatten. Berlin, 1909, p. 41.

Cornu, who used bromine vapour, which H. P. Peskofi recently

utilised for the preparation of an ultra-violet filter."

Liquid filters have been more widely used, thanks to their

simplicity and to the variety of coloured solutions which are j
available.

Solid filters, ai.we have already said, for a long time were used

only in the form of coloured glasses, and it is only recently that

these have been replaced by thin films made from solutions of dyes

in collodion, celluloid or gelatine. Such films are very cheap,

convenient in use, and can be obtained more easily than the various

forms of glass-walled cells required with coloured solutions, which

must be made with extreme care if they are not to affect the optical

definition. The most accurate and technically perfect^ appear to

be films made of gelatine, the preparation of which we will now
consider in detail.

In practice such films are most conveniently placed between two
thin glass plates or collodion films, which will protect them from
damp and injury.

Any transparent emulsion gelatine is suitable for making filters,

but the hard gelatine whioh dries more quickly and gives a firmer

film when set is easier to use, and is therefore to be recommended
for initial trials ; the softer varieties make it possible to obtain

after some practice a more even coating and a cleat«r surface.

A preliminary soaking of the gelatine in an alum solution hardens
it and raises the melting point. Recently the firm of Meister,

,

Lucius & Bruning have placed on the market special gelatine of

great transparency for making filters.

The melting point of gelatine, as was shown by Dr. Lohse," is

not definite, and does not appear to be constant, but for 8 per

cent, solutions it may be taken as from 30 deg. to 32 deg. C. With
lower concentrations the melting point falls, and rises with greater

concentrations.

Gelatine solutions set at temperatures below 30 deg., and the

difference between the melting and setting points for most emulsion

gelatines is 8-10 deg.

In making filters a weighed quantity of the gelatine is first

solution of bromide instead of water. After washing, the gelatine '

: j

43. H. P. Peekoff, J. Bass. Ohem. Soc., 1916.

44. Lohse, Phot. Archiv., 1880, p. 60.
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following solutions may be used :—600 c.c. of 9 per cent, gelatine
and 100 c.c. of ^ye solution, containing as many grams of dye as
the required filter contains in Hiibl units (grams per square metre).
When the two solutions are mixed they will clearly correspond to
about an 8 per cent, solution of gelatine. We may repeat that
throughout the work the temperature of the gelatine must not
exceed 3S deg. C.

Before coating, the glass must be carefully cleaned from dust
And grease. The glass may be treated with boiling water, dilute
nitric or sulphuric acid or spirit. We obtained the best results by
cleaning the glass with a hot soda or borax solution, and then
polishing with alcohol.

If th" surface of the glass is not perfectly clean and grease
spots remain on it, the film is nneven, this being particularly observ-
able just after >etting. The greatest number of failures are due
to insufficient cleanliiiess of the surface, to which the greatest
attention should be paid. The coating is carried out in two
different ways, according to whether the film is to be stripped from
the glass, or whether it is to remain on it. In the latter case the
glass must be of very good quality, and should not be thicker than

1-i mm., in order that its absorption for light should be as small
as possible. If it is intended to strip the film from the glass its

surface should first Ve coated with a 3 per cent, solution of
collodion containing 1 per cent, of caetor oil ; this is then coated
with the necessary quantity of dyed gelatine, and after drying il

coated again with the collodion. The film is then cut through at

tbe ends aod lifled from the surface of the glass. Such a film,

however, haa not much strength, and owing to its thinness is

easily torn. To obtain a stroneer and thicker film the following
procedure is nsed :—^The collodion coated glass is first coated with
an undyed gelatine solution prepared as follows :

—

200 c.c. of 12 per cent, gelatine solution wanned to 40 deg., t

which is added
5 c.c. of acetic acid.

5 c.c. of glycerine.

70 c.c. of alcohol.

After drying, this is coated with collodion on which is again coated
the dyed gelatines, and this is finally protected by another coating

of oollodioo. Such a film will be strong and very flexible, while
its thickncM doM not exceed .?. to .3 mm. The thick coloured films

found in cooimerce are made in this way. A formula given by
Fleck" is as follows :--

To a Milution <f

Alcobo! 70 gms.
Ether 30 ,,

Collodioi. ...
'

.

(^•ator Oil ... ^ 2 .

Add the required quantity of dyo and coat in a thick layer (5 to

10 mm.) on a carefully levelled glass plate. The plate is placed in

an electric oven and dried at a temperature of GO deg.

To aid in (tripping the Sims it is somotime.s recommended th.'it

the glass sbonld be prepared with talc or a solution of wax, but

this often caoaei failures, an the gelatine coats badly on such n

surface and with small filter." an even coating cannot be obtained,

the centre being thicker than the edge.

The roating is done as follows :—The required amounts of gela-

iine and dye are mixed in the proportion of 1 : 6 and are warmed
on a water-bath to a temperature of from 40 to 45 deg. A cali-

brated pipette is also warmed, this being used to measure out the

required amouni of solution. The solution is then flowed on to

the middle of the glass, which has been levelled carefully and is

ipreed over the surface. Two or three cm. above the glass is

placed a cover U, protect il from dust, this being preferably a

ftfr-^.:.i oK.< though a piece of cardboard can be used. When tbe

g, . t, the filler is pUced on edge in a drying cupboard

wi(' ., lely dry.

I fi<f"iplutjon must not be heated above 45 deg , or the setting

p.-jwer of the gelatine may be affected. Insufficient heating also

iMtrnduces difficulties, ,ince the gelatine is difficult to coat, and is

Mimetimes covered with characteristic damask-like markings. The

room should be rather warm, about 20 deg. C. The glass must not

be warmed, s'.nce this cannot be done evenly, and thus affects the

cleanliness and eveiinMs of the film. Failures are often caused

also hv shaking the gla.ss in order to cause the solution to spread

over the surface. If 'be solution spreads badly it may be ascribed

to inferior gelatine, and the coating can be improved by the addi-

tion of a little acetic acid." If, on the other hand, the geUlux-

sa. Pleek. Phot. Chronik MM. p. J66.

M. boer. Phot. Corr., 1196, p. «3.
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seU slowly and unevenly, it is often due to decomposition, since

the gelatine solution must not be kept too long ; it is also possible

that too soft a gelatine has been used which could be improved by

treatment with alum solution. Such in brief is the whole process

for the makmg of light-filterr,. It will be seen that it is quite

simple, and that with some practice failures should be rare.

There is anotlier method which may be called " the bathing

process." In this the glass is first coated with undyed gelatine

forming a thin film over its surface. After this has been dried

the glass is immersed in the dye solution, where the gelatine

becomes coloured to the required degree and is then completely

dried. In this process the colouring is often uneven,'* and it is

advant^igeons only because of the possibility of using ready-coated

gelatine, such as a fixed out photographic plate of which the

gelatine film can be used for dyeing.

Dyes for Light-Filters.

The ;^election of the dyes to be used in making light^filters is of

the utmost importance. We have already seen that not all dyes can

be used in dry films, since many of them crystallise out during

the drying of the gelatine. In addition to the fact that many are

unstable and fade rapidlyi, only a few have sharp enough absorp-

tion curves to give satisfactory filters. These considerations, as

we have already said, led Konig"'' to select about 40 special dyes,

of which 18 were investigated by Von Hubl, who measured their

absorption curves with the utmost precision." The most complete

series of investigations of the absorption spectra of dyes is due
to Forroanek," but his results can only be used as preliminary

indications, since the absorption curves of dye solutions which
were measured by Formanek rarely agree with their absorption in

dry gelatine films.

The part played by gelatine has not yet been definitely settled,

but its influence on the absorption curve of a dye may be con-

sidered to be demonstrated ; this was confirmed by Monpillard'*

and Von Hiibl^', who ascribed it to the influence of sulphite presei 1.

in the gelatine. The prolonged washing of the gelatine in cle: i

water previously recommended was for the purpose of reraovi' ig

these salts. The reproducibility of our curves previously referi id

to may therefore now be considered as dependent on the purity of

the gelatine and the accuracy with which its solution is made.
The general character of the absorption curve does not vary w /len

different kinds of gelatine are used, but the numerical value of

the co-efficients vary within a few per cent., and greater accuracy
cannot be expected until the influence of the gelatine on dyes has
been more completely investigated. In coating filters it will be
observed that the colour of the dry film and of the un dried ge'a-

tine after setting is never the same.' It is possible to some degree
to form an idea of the way in which the drying should affect the
absorption curve changing its position in the spectrum to some
extent ; this effect is often called the shifting of the curves. More
careful measurements show that the character of the curves is also

not entirely unchanged, and that they are frequently deformed to

a surprising extent, which suggests that processes of unknown
nature take place during the drying of the film.

A question of some importance is the effect of the mixing of
the dyes on theil' absorption curve; changes might arise from
reactions between the materials, and it might be expected that the
absorption co-efficient of the mixture would be a complex function
of the co-efficients for the separate dyes. For solutions of dyes,
p. case has been given by Plotnikoff.'"

In the simplest case the dyes are indifferent to one another, and
equation (5) can therefore bo written in the following form for a
mixture of dyes in a dry form :

—

I=I„ lO-~{",<^. + <;j,+ <Y,+ ).

Ill his investigations Hiibl" did not notice any departure from
the law expressed in this formula, and accepted it without qualifi

cation. From our own measurements the formula is also satisfac-
tfry within the limits of accuracy discussed previously, but the
measurements made on coloured films on the dry film up to the
pre.seiit time are so limited that a definite decision on the question
must bi> left to the future.

54. Cf. Phot. Rund., 1903. p. 237.

55. K&niig, Dm Arbeiten mit FarbenempfindUchen flatten, 1909. p. 5.

86. Hnbl, Die Phot. Liehtf., p. 29.

57. I. Formainek, Vnlersvehung und Nachweis organischer Farbstoffe
III/ fiiektroseop. Wege. 1908

58. Monpillard I.e.

59. Ilubl, Phot. Rund., 1912. p. 9.

60. E. C PIotnikflffAJfftofo'-TiemicoZ Invettigatio)u, Moscow, 1912. p. 100.
61. Hflbl. Di> Photy'tichttilter, p. 50

In conclusion, I add a list of the publications dealing with thi

making and testing of tight-filters which will be of value in tbii

connection.
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G. V. PoTAPtKKO

THE AIRSHIP DISASTER AT HULL.

A Regent n<.u«.\ Aniaby Road, Hull, kindly

ne vivid deM-ri|>tion of tbe diaaster to the

\tn waa an eya-witneta. It will be aeen

le 6rat pha^ig|»phar to reach the wreck
.irt^ <ji tbe airaiiip ' on lb* water, hia ex-

made at close quarl«Bk tone time before

i->lhcr pbotofcraphtr'si. Horeover, bia account

'ftaat, atDce it cirrecta tome of the imagina-
1:1 " of the diMiU'r which have appeared in

! r. Tnmer'a nolea thonld have appeared in

' c-ra daapatcbed froM Hnll in time for tncla-

. oor laaue of laat w«ak. Unfurt^Bataly, throngh a delay

t«l trsnamiaaioo. which appears v> be a fairly ooounon feature

preaant bigh-priead poa' ' -a, it failed to reach ua

•^•reo or ei^t hoora afte pr«««.— Eds. ,
" B.J.")

Tl., • t '.nil. . ^ .*.< • I '.lit to bi- < I •
I 'i' T lii'arrt the loud roar of

.- (rum III' •' mument I did not

hn uf>cn. 1 , Hi; walla shut nut my
north-eaat. i ooaU ooly obtain a limited

Bat a* thn aitihip aaamad to be quickly

. ilui^ utarlHHwl t bturied down to liia front of Regent Honae,
iiich f*<-m Anf sooth and the Humber.

I /• ihaa to have a m.t.nifimit view of the iramenae

Trawi . . .'• soath-eaat after K^wng jast pasaed, preaumably,
' «r my buiue la a sharp cftrva from the i: sa I noted the

-'•jpla oolaide were nointing upward in ' ' ion. She was
)>parantly about 1 .200 or 1.500 (t up. luid a«j moving fast.

^e wa»ther waa fine, and •snahiDv bathed averything amnod in

>rioas li^'
' ' r apper strat* was there fine miat in

trbra. T .'>a«nts paaaad throogh th«ae patrhea of
- .-Y ^rrr nm auflciently deoa* to obaesra the view of

K memfjk to make the chaaeta of a perfect negative a

!u'.

the noiDcat she paaaed over the honae to the final
"'— ss iwisJ lA be bat a minote Or slightly more. As I

"e aky oppoaile, I (till shiver with the horror of

-, ,.<'ned. The gl«ri»ii« vision of )-"••< vid movement
V and qoite noiaeleMly pattad KtH » middle, and
•maaciiient T >aw t}i<- frunt Dor(lr>! .' n^^mnda cnn-

tmoe ita cfiorse. \ly. »nd,
ioflaled. I aapp< • ,at quite
in ila ordinary shape like .^

, towards
the Hamher. Il was ao .. portinna
of the jitgantic easaal aep

.

lu the sky and both
dcaceadin; It «»eri» fe<> » ii«y were far eoongh to
the .sr>i. r, jafivy reach tbe water. Sndiienly,
howevi- ok a aevrre angle, and then oooimenred

territic ii<>«c mvr viiin increaaing speed and an awfol twisting
rsaient. she diaappsarsd from my tight behind the houses which
...I I... __ pJu, iinj 1^, Hum^r. which ia from a quarter

i- .'.pi/-^ in.i thr- •. frightful baratiiig report*
I

,
•• ''i " • " I' »way from a huge sheet

' ' Ahicli *hiv. r.Ml • '.1 •., atom* It was
»t»d on reaching tl water, had mixed

-;j!od«d. for it »i« •> f-nm the more
ck of bonba in th« too horribly

'i enemt airships, ar '

. .1 '^ Me soch
stastrophe

Frightfully «xcited. I picked up my focal-plane camera, wliich

ever since the days of the war I have alwaye kept loaded ready
for emergencies, and rushed with one of my sobs to the river
front. All Hull seemed to be rushing with us. Arrived at the
front, near the Victoria Pier, the surface of the water was seen
to be covered with burning pieces of the covering. I suppose the
cellulose dope made it blaze with so much smoke, and the tide
(it was almost dead low water) was carrying the burning material
alowly up the river.

Right opposite was the rudder-end section, which I had seen
detacli itself from the airship and fall slowly and almost straight
down. It was on the " Middle " sand, which lies some distance out
in the river opposite the pier (and at that state of the tide might
have only a foot or two of water over it). This par' was not in

flames, but nothing of the front portion, which exploded, remained
above water except a few blazing and smoking pieces. whiA the
water quickly extinguished.

You may ^uess what I think of such utterly misleading accounts
as the fol'o\*;nj;. which appeared the next evening in the Ixindon
Press with absurd aketchea :

—

" Il was like some huge elongated eggshell, cracked over a
ba«in. and each end turned np for the yolk to fall out."

#

And another :

—

" He said (tbe worthy " eye-witneoa " who gave the account to
the Presa) he waa haunted all the way by the fear of the wrecked
and blazing airship falling on to the people of Hqll."

But the aicship was never on fire over Hull, and the large picoo
if the rudder end, which had had no fir." in it at all. broke up .i.*

tbe tide ruae into fantaatic ahapea and presented the extraordinary
appearance which pressmen arriving an hour later managed to
record.

The first photograph undoubtedly showed smoke on the river,
and was taken with a small camera from the shore, but at the
mument I aaw no interest in mere columns and patches of smoke,
but ruahed on to the pier to get on to the river for a close view.

A tug was joat bringing in, I think, Capt. Wann, one of the
sorvivora, and Neville (my son) and I just managed to jump from a
slippery pier to its deck before it was away again. Owing to the
extreme ahallowneaa of the water on the sandbank, no tugs had
been able to get clooe to the wreck, the rescue work being carried out
by rowing boats. But by using the long boat hooks as sounders, we
maiiage<l to find places where tho water was deep enough for our
lug to bring us into good poeitions for tho camera. These views
are the earliest taken from the Humhor itself. areS. locking towards
Hull, have the rdvantage of making a record of the portion of the
wreck against the outline of the city in the distance. Looking sea-
ward, or towards tho low Lincolnshire shore on the sonth. the
historical value would have boen much leas. About an hour later our
veasci retomcd to the pier and took off several other men with
cameras, and they arrived on the aceno when the wrfvk had broken
ap a groat deal by the action of tho tide, and had become perhaps i -

good deal more picturesque, sithongh not appearing as it did when
it first reached the water.

On reaching home I set to work enlarging the negatives to 12 x .10

for tranamisaioo to London by an early train the following morning
Some of the photographs have already appeared in leading news-
papers without any acknowledgment of the photographs underneath,
although the prints cent to an agency had the name, address and
the word " copyright " carefully stamped on the back.

This is, of course, the chief return a professional photographer
expects ; the fees paid him by the Praas are almost beneath con-

)«snpt in many esses. I hope in the near future to initiate a discus-

sion at our P.P.A. Council meeting on methods of preventing
iiijoatire of thia sort.

TucKiNii l,AXorA>Ji8 BY Photoohaphs.—A Chicago contemporary
tells of a plan worked out by a professor in the University of

Oregon and nsed in tlie Spanish correspondence courses of that

inatitution. Stadenls had their greatest difficulty with pronuncia-

tion, until this teachpr, recognising that the lips are nsed more than

in speakini; Knglish. devised photographic aids. A series of 19

pictures are sent nut with the lessons on pronunciation. These
pictures show the position of the month in pronouncing all the

difficult vowels, diphthongs, and triphthongs. The idea is that if

tlje mouth i* formed to the correct shape the issuing sound will be
right. With the picture in front of him the student can praotice

the sound until be gets it
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R.P.S. EXHIBITION LECTURES.

Th« following lantern lectures will be delivered during the forth-

coming Annual Exhibition of the Royal Photographic Society,

which will be open from Monday, September 19, to Saturday,

October 29 :—
Tuesday, September 20.—Lantern Lecture : " London's Historic

Mile," A. H. Blake. M.A.
Friday. September 23.

—
" Picturesque Cities of France," James

Shaw, F.R.P.S.

Tuesday, September 27.—" Further Adventures among the Tree

tops,"' Capt. C. W. R. Knight, M.C., F.R.P.S.

Friday, September 30.—" Wonderlands of the Western World,"
J. Dudley Johnston.

Tuesday, October 4.—" The Making of Portraits." C. P.

Crowther, F.R.P.S.

Friday. October 7.
—

" Chartres Cathedral," E. W. Harvey Piper,

Hon. A.R.LB.A.
Tuesday, October 11.—The Twenty-fourth Annual Traill-Taylor

Memorial Lecture : " Aerial Photography and Phototopo-

graphy," Monsieur L. P. Clerc.

Friday, October 14.—" A Loon in London," W. L. F. Wastell,

f.r.p:s.

Tuesday, October 18.
—"Some Savoy Tributaries of the Rhone."

E. W. Mellor, J.P., F.R.G.S., F.R.P.S.

Fiidav, October 21.—" Geological Rambles with a Camera," F.

Martin-Duncan, F.R.M.S., F.Z.S., F.R.P.S. ,

Friday, October 28.
—" Durham Cathedral," H. W. Bennett,

F.R.P.S.

Patent News.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

September 10 to October 8.—London Salon of Photography. Hon.
Secretary, London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East,

London, S.W.I.

September 19 to October 29.—Royal Photographic Society. Secre-

tary, Roval Photographic Society, 36, Russell Square, London,
W.C.I.

November 17 to 19.—Bowes Park and District Photograjvhic Sooiety.

Partaoulars from the Hon. Sec., S. Smitih, 68, MannocJt Road,
Wood Green, London, N.22.

December 3 to 17.—Scottish Photographic Circle. Hon. Secretary,

W. S. Crocket, 10, Parkgrove Terrace, ToUcrosis, Glasgow.

1922.

February 14 to 17.—Exeter Cameiva Club. Particulars from C.

Beauchamp Hall, Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Exeter Camera
Club, " St. Denys," Eellevue Road, Exmouth.

Defeati.ng Pirate Photogba^phebs.—During the Stagdng of

thrilling scenes for cinematographic purposes, many of the film

producing firms in America have been greatly annoyed by amateur
and Press photographers making exposures on arranged scenes, such

as railway accidents, aeroplane stunts, etc. After spending £5,000
on staging and taking one scene, the officials of one cinemato-

graph firm detected six pirate photographers at work upon it,

and having many more thrilling scenes to arrange set to work
to discover a method of preventing their open-air scenes being

pictured by other photographers, particularly pirate cinema cameras
After much thought and many experiments we are told that the

rifiection-mirror method was decided upon. When the next big

scene was ready the producer detected several pirate cameras upon
roofs and in windows, but this time (says " Popular Mechanics "\

he was prepared for them. As many of his assistant* as there

were pirate cameras were on the scene with small hand mirrors
The pirate camera men were ndt requested to leave, and no atten

tion whatever was paid to them. When the scene was ready for

taking, however, the men with the mirrors were ready. As the

director called for his operator to begin filming, the men with
the mirrors directed beams of reflected sunlight directly into the
lenses of the pirate cameras. The reflected light in their lenses

precluded the possibility of their taking the picture. Several of

the pirate camera men went on photographing before they discovered
the beam of reflected light in their lenses, but many observed the
mirrors and beams of reflected light and simply picked up their
cameras and tripods and marched away knowing that they were
outwitted.

Proeeas patents—applications and specifications—are treated in
" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, August 22 to 27 :

—

Photo-Stencii.s.—No. 22.228. Photographic methods of producing
Carter.

Pliotographic objectives. C. C. Minor and

22,313. Cinematograph screens. W.

stencils." M. J. D
Lenses.—No. 22.231.

H. A. de Vry.

CiNEMATOGBAPHY.—N

.

Parker.

Concealment Device.—No. 22,409. Device for concealing adver-

ti.semente, photographs, etc. A. F. L. Smith and W. E. Tucker.

CiNEMATOGBAPHY.—No. 22,527. Cinematograph screens F. D.
Sunderland.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications are obtainable, price Is. each, post free, from

the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,
London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or
abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

OoLouK Cinematography.—No. 166,344. (April 13, 1920.) The
involution pixyvides an apipara/tus with which two or tihree separate
negatives for dnematograjphy in oolours may be taken by the
additive method of colour-photognaphy in suoh a mannea" that the

pictures jodning each ether are pJaoed one aboTe the otiheir on a
- oontdnuous film, but so tihait the pictures, generally speaking, are

placed on a shjoirteir leoigth than represented in the distances from

one optical lens-oenitre to Itbe lens-ceniti-e of the ne}ot lens in the

lens batteries of the lenses employed, itilie direct light-cones form-

ing the pictures being defleoted. By reversing the light-aotion

the same apparatus may be used to project the positive picitures

in suoh a manner that (the pictures are united into one picture

of colours. To achieve this object two or three lenses are used

and the two outside ligbt-oomes fonraed by suoh lenses are

deflected by meaus of insented wedge-shaped prisma.

In the drawings fig. 1 may be taken as tlie embodimemt in a

general way of this invention, and in which O', 0*, and O-', are

the three paired lenses which for taking pictures are generally

Fig. 1.

adjusted and then fixed together as a battery making one body
and as a baititery are movable for focussing purposes. This body
erf lenses iprojeot the pictures fonnLng light-cones, C, G', and C^,

are the central light-i'ays in the respective projections, and such

central oiays passing througli the combination arrive at their

focussing planes F', F", and F^, which in extant occupy the

space a—b. This space is, in the drawing, given as half the

length of A—B, tlie combined diameters of the lenses, but it is

obviotis that tlie space of the ooanbined diaraeteirs of the lenses

can be made to have otlier pixxpoiitions as compared with the

combined space of the focussing planes, a—6, and the deflection

by the pi-isms has to be oalculated to suit the respective case.

S, represents the revolving shutter, which could also be placed

on ithe other side of the lenses. D, are the colour filters required

by the additive meithod of colour photography. They could also

be placed anywhere in the light-path if more convenient. P',

and P^, are the two wedge-shaped prisms of which the deflecting

power is oalcula.ted so that the liglit-oone is deflect^ed inwards
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towardj the centrikl ptcturs for jtuc the amount req aired. Pa,
•tonds for the parttUoos whacii Are neoeanry to keep the difierent
light-cooea in their limited picture-plane and apace. R, ia 'be
ooaiinooaa film of the ordinary or desired ptotare width on whidi
the picture aaries are impinged when taking the negatives.
Kor oorrectiag or oompeoiating ;>>irpoaea in Uie centnl light-

path, <7, a paiaUil, cylindrical. .>r leotioalar plate or lena or
block ia inaeited.

When revering the light-action, the poaitirea obtained from
the negativaa are plaoad in the nme order ia tbe appantoa, but
if the appanMtoa naoained a* d«wnl.. I above, the pioturea would
not unit* into oo« coioor-picture, .- ....e the cenUal light ray»

^r<; parallel. To arriva at

:» auper-poaition may be
.-'<r drfleottng power, or

<> priana, tlie leoaea and
- priana or the lenaaa or

: in front of each of the
oallad atwaoacmac prun

C, C, O, paaaing thiougti U..

(hat aod aereral nrtr- of cff'

iMd, «.;., wedgv-priam* ui!

.i..)'ii«mnni o( tha rvlative p-M.

ig plane* by moving-
another priaai may i

!• ianaM. WadgaJaoiM .- ,
> oooid be oaed to plaoa of the wedga-ptiana, and «oaM aet

Mfntiariy to tb« wedga-priama and u '^ti!d be o< apedal advantage
n thv Bftpecataa wheo Aort diaUncv projeotiooa ara iiiiiii—ij

-^•n wadga-priai di>«« i^< uoiy ddleot th« hght^oone,
'«>«• i* of rather an obtuM fonnatiiiii, prijroaUo light

'
' « (onn of ^eotraaeopic agbor-fringe* will ba intro-

mora aeate thr wedjte-ptlm a»ed, the leii wilt be
• .( tnu ji^M-aaparalion. and th» jJiarper will be tha paaad
pi -fire. Acata mglad priana are n*--\ in tiua appanaUu, ao the

' ' -'«et deaa not amount to anytfiiag daalraaliTe, bat
>>• ootraotad by ri>rnpeaaalioB 1^ OMoaaUng two

' •K'^ uf diffwMt glaae ti>^etiMr. aa Aown in fig. 3.
np«nia(Kj(i to P, the ordinary wedgi* prian.
"- "' the gaacrally known jonn (Ag. 4) ia oaad whan

.,1a by maana of a baltary of 1<

:n» (iwMigh tha diffennt laoaaa aod the oonvotion
I'POTMl* the AoMar wiili a difTc<<<at opening Tha opaolog

S

f»«. 4. Fl«. ».

•hoald be cat aoeanlnoa.... . »,...,-, .^ ahown in ilij q; other
•oeaotriokUy oat «|Mninga are naturally aUo poaible. A good
I'.iji i« to work a «aparat« thutler for each lans or two thutteri

'rmu leoaca, aa tha caaa may be.

9 fig. 1 dbowa tha ambgdimeat of tha appatatoa, it ia not
•> r iiMi ry to amptoy tiie thraa U^ fuoea; any two of the three
ciA-paUta can b* naed to foRB an appaiatoa taking a aeriw of

two pictoiaa only. In thaA caae on<; ligbt-oooa can ba diapenaed
with aUogalhar aod aa an inatrtimeot on that baaia can b« made,
baa bean thought ad«iaahia to give a aaparata illoatiation of a

"^o ligbt-patha appaialaa ia fig. 2, further daacriptioo of which
i, bowarvtr. not naceMary aa the reference nnmbera and tha lettan
anployed Iharmn, aa well aa to fig. 4, aod fig. 5, are tha aame

' f«r lo tk* coTTMponding parti ai id fig. 1.—Otto Pfenninger,
tharfiaid Road, Straathan). London, and William Agate,

, i.ivarpoo! Terr»r?. W .rthii;

ATRIAL PHorooHAPHr.—No. 134,863 (August 24, 1915). The inven-
tion is an improvemenl on that oi Eng. Pat. No. 134,851
("B.J," March 25, 1921, p. 175). Instead of first taking a
poeitive strip from the exposed film and cutting this strip into
individual picture sections as previously, the exposed film itself
IS first cut into picture sections which are mutually super-
poeed at their edges so as to eliminate repetition of similar por-
tions of the picture appearing on adjoining sections. One of the

ram

FiB. L Fig. 2

ovarlapping edges of each section is then cut off, so that when
tha Motions are again mutually arranged they will comprise a
complete panoramic picture and present a flat surface. The com-
plete negative thus produced is then preferably secured to a glass
plate to facilitate production of positive copies.

y.iis. 1 and 2 are respectively front elevation and transverse
section illustrating a positive copy produced according to the
praaaot method.—Oskar Ednard Messier, 110-111, Leipziger-
•trasie, Berlin, W.8.

Abual Photoorapht.—No. 134,854 (January 27, 1916). Tha
invention ia a modification of that in Eng. Pat. No. 134,851
("B.J.," March 25, 1921, p. 175). A film band moved trans-
versely to the direction of flight as previously is not used, but,
instaad, one which is moved in the direction of flight and is of
loeh width that again dimensions of the i«sul,{,ing picture ore,
transTenely to the direction of flight, a multiple <rf the dimensions
in the direction of flight.

The apparatus employed for taking the exposures according to
the present method will be substantially the same as that illus-

trated and described in the principal claasificslion above cited.

—

Oskar Edoard Messter, 110-111, Leipzigerstrasse, Berlin, W.8.

Tha following complato apecifioations are open to public inspec-

tion, before acceptance:—

Cotx>FB PnoTooBAPhT.—No. 168,035. Colour photography and
cinematography. E. Wolff.

Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOR RBOISTRATION.
W«u»<rmv Spkkdt (Design).—No. 412.402 Photographic diy

p! ington and Ward, The Elms, Shenley Road, Boreham
• e, Hertfordshire, manufacturers. February 18, 1921.W

DtrpM-TiMD.—No. 416,806. Photographic film. Kodak, Ltd..

Kodak HoQse, Kingsway, London, W.C.2, dealers in photographic

materials. July 9. 1921.

NovABXOM.— N'o. 416.636. Photographic printing paper and posl-

eards. Photo-Prodnita Oevaert (Soci<t^ Anonyme), 23, Sapte

Straat, Vieux-Dieox, Belgian), manufacturers of photographic

matarials. July 4. 1921.

Mea^rs J. Lancaster & Son, 87, Parade, Birmingliam, send us a

prospectua of their oondenaer-eolarger, iaaued in five sizes and three

pattams at approximately pre-war pricee.
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Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Tuesday, September 13.

Hackney Phot. Soc. " Kent, the Garden of England." A. Hester.

Manchester Amateur P.S. " Prints and Slides." H. B. Bradley.

Scottish C.W.S.C.C. (Glasgow). Enlarging and Oombination Printing.

Thubsday, Sbptbmbek 15.

Hammeirsnith Hampsdure House P.S. " Home Portraiture." R.

Chalmers.
Kinning Park Co. -op. Soc. Open Nigh*.

North Middlesex P.S. " The A.B.C. of Enlarging.' W. Mitchell

Bond.
SATtrRDAY, September 17.

Kinning Park Co-op. Soc. Outing to Bardowie Looh.

Scottish C.W.S.C.C. (Glasgow). Outing to Fereneze Braes.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

Mr. F. C. Reynolds gave a highly entertaining chat on the

tiny Principality of Monaco, with particular reference to the

Casino and the various ways of losing, and occasionally winning

money there, systematically and otherwise. He had been much

struck with the church-like atmosphere prevailing, and so intense

is the decorum that if cash or anything else is dropped, the correct

•thing is to call for an attendant, who worms under the table and

restores it with expectant-tip expression. He, the lecturer, somewhat

ambiguously said, had experienced this on one occasion.

At the end of his remarks an equipment for roulette was pro

duced complete even to the rakes, and paper bags containing an

equal number of haricot beans were distributed. This immediately

converted the club rooms into a vegetarian gambling hell of the

worst description. The " office boy " having inadvertently

dropped some haricots called in vain for an attendant, and diving

for their restoration found on return that Mr. Harpur had appro-

priated his stake. In attempting to eject him from the Casino the

injured one succeeded in smashing his pipe. Mr. Witterick,

plunging heavily on the lucky number 13, at one swoop amassed a

highly nutritious, if somewhat indigestible, fortune. The other

side of the pictuje was presented by Mr. Taylor who, early in

the evening, lost his last haricot, and with ashen countenance left

the table. A loud report followed as the coup de grict was

administered to an air-distended paper bag.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

NEW OOMTANIES.
A. E. AsHBY, I/TD.—^This private company was registered on

August 30, with a capital of AFOO, in £1 shares. Objects : To carry

on the business of dealers in photographic supplies, eitc. The iirsrt

directors are : A. E. Ashby, 105, Woodhouse Street, Leeds ; Alice

Ashby, 105, Woodhouse Street, Leeds. Qualification : 1 share. Re-

gistered office : 105, Woodhouse Street, Leeds.

Improved Glass fob Daylight Lightino.—^Knowing the im-

portance of greater conservation of daylight, research work of a

leading American wire glass manufacturer has been directed towards

the production of glass with high diffusing power. The American

scientific Press states that it has been the aim of this manufac-

turer to provide a glass that would " handle " daylight to the best

advantage, and that the glass is particularly suitable for roofs of

workshops and studios. The result is in the form of a new wire

glass, every square inch of which has 900 prisms that appear like

tiny corrugations. Their shape and size have been scientifically

determined to promote diffusion. The United States Government
used over 100,000 square feet of this new glass for a single build-
ing, and the new glass is attracting much attention wherever it is

being introduced.

News and Notesj

Canine Photographs.—The 5-guin6a prize for the best dog-
i

photograph (offered by the National Canine Defence League) has i

been equally divided between Miss Eleanor Warren, 105, Queen's

Road, Loughborough, and Mr. A. Atkinson, 1, Wilton House,

Alum diine Road, Boaxrneanouth, W. Fourteen others were highly

commended.

The staff of Messrs. Lafayette, Ltd., to the number of 46, bad
their annual outing at Westoliff, last week, when an enjoyable day

was spent in games, swimming, motor-boait trips, and dancing.

Votes of thanks to >Miss White and Mr. D. M. Lundie and toasts

to the success of Measrs. Lafayette brought a most auccesslu) ex-

cursion to an end.

Life Lost for a Camera—Last week's newspapers told of a

fatal accident at St. Malo, the victim being a Miss K. Emery, of

Surbiton, Surrey. Tlie lady was going by tram to St. Malo from

Parame, when she dropped her camera, and jumped from the

moving tram to recover it. Losing her balance, she slipped and
fell under the following car. First aid was immediately forth-

coming, but the victim died before reaching hospital.

Hammersmith Photographic Society.—Our energetic friends at

Hampsliire House, Hog Lane, Hammeirsmith, have just issued the

programme of lectures and papers for the session from September 8

to May 11. The fixtures cover a great diversity of subjects, and the

piogiamme includes a long list of well-known lecturers on photo-

graphic topics. Those in the west-end of London are well catered

for by this society, the secretary of which is Mr. J. W. Oarruthers,

18, Greenhill Road, Harrow.

The Autotype Co., 74, New Oxford Street, London, W.C, have

just issued their new trade price list for carbon and bromide en-

largements, miniatures on ivory and ivorine, ceramic enamels, and

other branches of service for professional photographers, including

presentation oU portraits. Thedi- department for printing and

enlarging in bromide has recently been extended, and is now

equipped in a most up-to-date manner, permitting of high-class work

being turned out in ^e shortest tirhe. The Autotype Company will

be pleased to send a copy of this list to any professional photo

grapher.

Under-Stamped Letiers.—An unusually large number of in-

sufficiently stamped letters are now being sent through the post,

especially to places abroad. A special notice has been sent out

by the Postmaster-General reminding commercial establishments

and others that the prepaid rate of postage on letters for all

foreign countries (except the United States and Tangier) is 3d.

for the first ounce and l^d. for each succeeding ounce or fraction

of an ounce. From the United Kingdom to British possessions

generally, the United States, Tangier, and H.M. ships and troops

on foreign stations, the letter rate is 2d. for the first ounce and

lid. for each succeeding ounce or fraction of- an ounce.

Edward Fitzgerald on Portraits.—Admirers of the Rubdiydt

of Omar Khayyam " will no doubt be interested to know Fitz-

gerald's ideas on portraiture. In one of his letters (to W. H.

Thompson) appears the following ;
" I am all for a little Flattery

in Portraits; that is, so far as I think the Painter or Sculptor

should try at something more agreeable than anything he sees

sitting to him. When people look either bored, or smirking, he

should give the best possible Aspect which the Features before him
might wear, even if the Artist had not seen that Aspect. Especially

when he works for Friends or Kinsfolk ; for even the plainest face

has looked handsome to them at some happy moment, and just such

we like to have perpetuated." It is interesting to recall the fact

(writes a correspondent) that in the well-known photographic

portrait of Fitzgerald (taken at Ipswich) the subject is not by

any means looking comfortable or pleasant.

Celluloid Fihe Danger.—The Home Secretary proposes to

make regulations under the provisions of the Factory and Work-

shop Act, 1901, relating to dangerous and unhealthy industries

dealing with places in which celluloid, or any article wholly <

partly made of celluloid, is manufactured, manipulated, or storetl

The draft regulations, to which objections may be submitted before
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:-eptembrr 30, provide, inttr aiia :—Stooka of cellaloid chall be

kept :n % unrible place, ooUide the workrooms, plainly marked
" ce!! 1 J .'tore." Stocki excee<lin.' one hundredweight shall only

b^ k^'pt in a iJumber cODatruct«d "f fire-resisting materials, in

'v'n;i':i DO open light or fire ahall be nKowed, and which shall not

• ' ...<ed for any parpoee other than the atorage of celloloid. The
ore shall not be situated so as to endanger the means of escape

ffrrn the factory or workshop or from any part thereof in the

ever.' of a fire '^cmrring in the «t<>re. The amount of celluloid in

. workroom at any one time shall be kept aa small as is practi-

tble without oudnly interfering with the work carried on. In

he eaae of cinematograph film the arjiuunt in a workroom at any

ne time shall not ezceMi the supply :mmediately required for the

work in hand. Cinematograph filn except while necessarily ex-

r.na«j for mainifa' ture. shall be ki - ; outside the workrooms in

' .itable receplS' '^d with m.rrs. Efficient steps shall be

iken to preveni .-._ .J from con.ng into contact with open

.this or firea. or. except to the rxt^nt that may b« necessary for

- "mcfses of the industry, remnining near thereto. No open

T tttf shall be allowed :'.'. .\ room in which cinematograph

. manafactored or repaired. .Ide^n*" •"'••"• for extinguish-

-e. having regard to the amooal of present in the
- ' • -'-nil be kept con»:.<n".< [• ..vided for each

.VdequaN' uK-iins ol escape in case of fire

. .fic'i I riixna workir .' .n a "darkroom" shall be

.• to the means of rsntin fr^in sarh room.

Correspondence.

'•* Corruponitntt ikottld nerrr un'.t on ie(A ndt$ of tht fnptr.

\o Hottet it taktn ol r mr-.:- .crjiioni unltM tht namtt and

addriutt of tht ycritfr, .-i" .jiitn.

*•* V* dc tiut undittakr rtAfoHtibilitf for tkt opinunu trftttitd

by oytt tonttfondrntt.

THOSE LOCAL VIEWS! A 8C0OESTI0N.
To the Editor*.

OentlMMo.—To my mind, there is one acctioD of the local view

oaiocM that iisms to be oegiected, and aa tbera is some depre*-

lon in trade, ()<'"bi!ru thcM are m*ny photographers doing a

tlU local viev .• aa a •nlr line. I refer to interior

.).,.,(. t.v . .itieoers' shujw, yon will find the park,

streets, and tha local public -boildinga

... ;..>., .,.,.. all aapects, bat rarely will you see an

'lie r*1>'!f acboola and chnrchaa. This fact was brought

. . J an experieare of my own. I recently made two views

unall Sonday school, an outside view and the interior, and
.^...I'jgh there are scorts of postcards of oar town, so far as I

vn gather these ars the oolj two viaws that have ever been

iken of thta place I first ihowed than to one of the officials

f the place; he f.'A ^ z- •* "f f>'>itcarda oo the spot the same
ind Utey ars stilt going >lrong. .\fter this expericocs I mad*
mind not l« nsglect any subject, because howev«r small it

- there are osoallT sufficient people interested in it to

lb worth while. Look at tt.e public school. Yon may
(OO » pi: lore of the scholars, of different elassss, but rarely a
view of the nid schoolroom itself : and ttoss o( as whose school-

day< ar« r "
> long past would rather like a picture of the

old room M-hoolmaster's desk, even if it brought back
I'tinfal mcmones Having got the negatives, there is no need

> sand them away to be printed mlras one so wishes ; they may
« done at home with the strip printer, and there are few of

^ who do not ose one nowaday*. Yoo can do a good number
'day, and there i< no difficulty about the work.

be taken at dinner time when the scholars are

a^ V . or 'n Saturday when there is a holiday.

I>'i a fsw samples, both black and white and sepia, and take
Hem to the sIMloners' shops, not forgetting the one nearest to

->e place taken, as then they are sure to be seen by the schoUrs.
II yoo feel yon have got somstbing a bit excluaiTe, make a small

enlargement; it will draw attention to the smaller pictures, and the

ahop-keeper will only be too pleased to exhibit it for a time aa
an attraction to his window. To conclude, make a good job of
it, put your name on each card, and I think you will find this

branch of photography quite worth while, whether rn postcards

or larger sixea.—Yours faithfully, H. Clj!W«s.

80. Cherrytree Lane^ Stockport.

August 26.

SYSTEMATIC BROMIDE PRINTING.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen.—The articles by Dr. Glover on bromide printing are

extremely interesting and valuable, but I am afraid the average
bromide printer will not pay much attention to them; he prefers

hia own rule of thumb method. I must confess he generally gels

very good results, but he would probably do better if he would
adopt some system of timing development, as well as exposure.

In conversation with Mr. Watkins, a good many years ago, he
said that he found that his factorial system was excellent for

bromide printing, but I did not try it for a long time after. I

did not find the complete factorial system answer for regular
professional work, but developing for a stated time proved of

great service, especially for prints to be toned. We found that
as a general rule whatever the exposure might be no print would
tone well, or* even become a good black print, that was developed
for less than three minutes. There were exceptions, however. I

had a few extremely hard negative^ of pictures to be printed.

12 X 10 aize, and I failed to get satisfactory prints with metol

or amidol. I tried exposures that ran into minutes, but could

not get a decent print. At last I tried amidol made decidedly

alkaline with sodium carbonate, with greatly reduced exposure

;

after a good many experiments I got quite good prints by giving

an exposar« of thirty seconds and a development of about sixty

seconds. Of coarse, this meant developing one print at a time, but
at any rate I i^ol the prints done, and quite good ones too. Bat
I should not recommend such a method for regular work. It was
to snit an exceptional case. Out of curiosity I toned one of the
prints and was surprised that it came quite a good colour. I ex-

pected it would be very yellow. But amidol gives a colder colour

than matol and hydroquioone, and requires a, shorter exposure,

and this, I think, accounts for the cooler colour. If Dr. Glover
would follow up f^ experiments he records in Table II. by toning

the prints he would add to the debt we owe him already. I have
alwaya argued that the colour of a toned print depends upon
exposure; a short exposure and prolonged development giving a
omi colour, and long exposure and short development a warmer
colour. But I would like to have this confirmed by a trained

investigator, for the profesaional photographer has neither the

time nor the knowledge to make exact scientific experiments. But
'

I am quite sore from my own experience that it is a good plan to

adopt a standard period for the total time of development ; as I

have already said, three minutes proved to be the minimum.
When a large number of prints have to be developed it is diffi-

calt to note the time of appearance and the total time of develop-

ment, but this is quite simple when making the trial print, and
to adjust the exposure to give a development time of three minutes.

I prefer, if possible, to modify the light to snit the negative, it>

that an exposure of not less than five seconds may be given; if

aprioting box is used sheets of waxed paper may be added for

1 fniii nspslJTr and taken out for a dense one, and if an ordinary

printing frame is used the distance from the light may be varied

until five seconds becomes the correct exposure. I prefer this, as

it is difficalt to give exact exposures jif less than five seconds, even
when luing a special dark room clock. It is useless to expect a
series of bromide prints to be uniform, either in depth or colour^

unlssa identical exposure and development have been given.

Soma assistants will try to save the trouble of using a clock and
count the time of the exposores. If I find this going on I stop it

at onoe, as no two people count at the same speed, and probably
no one counts at the same speed for every exposure, so that it

becomes almost impossibis to get a dozen prints all alike to com-
plete an order. Assistants vary so much in this matter, especially

when yonng beginners. For instance, one boy would be given •
dozen negatives to make a print from each, and he would do what
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I could not do myself : he would get a good print from each

negative straight away, almost without a failure. But if he were

told to get a dozen good prints from one negative he could not

do it. No two would be alike. Another boy would be quit«

tuiable to get a. decent print " on his own " from any of a number
of negatives, but show him th? exact exposure and depth to

develop for a certain negative, and he would make any number
of prints all alike. A system such as Dr. Glover recommends
would make good printers of both those boys if they would follow

it carefully.

But I can see diflSculties in following out this system
when a large number of prints have to be made from one negative,

because they cannot be developed one at a time ; probably a
dozen prints will be in a developer at one time in different stages

of development. My own method is to make my trials until I get

a correct print when viewed by daylight, if possible with five

seconds exposure and three minutes development, perhaps some-
times threeandhalf or even four minutes. Then expose as many
as may be required and proceed to develop, but, of course, in

developer of the same constitution as the trial. One print is

slipped face up into the solution and the time noted, a second
print is then slipped under the first and brought to the top, and
then the first is brought to the top and a third slipped under
the second, and so on until about six prints are in the solution.

The print.s are kept face up and constantly moved, bringing the bot-

tom print to the top. The first print will be easily detected as it is

the darkest, and when I am printing I always put not only the
number of the negative, but also the consecutive number of print

exposed ; they are kept face down until developed and slipped

into the developer in order, so that the first print to go in bears
the highest number. By this means it is always possible to know
which print has been in the longest. At the end of three minutes
the first print should be ready to take out. A fresh exposed
paper is then slipped under the bottom print and brought up to

the top as before. All the prints are moved in the same way
until the fresh print is again at the bottom, and another fresh
print slipped under at the bottom. By this means the prints are
kept in consecutive order, and by bringing the bottom print to

the top one sees the prints in order, graduated from the leas*-

developed to the on© that is almost finished. Of course, by this

method the time of development of the second and subsequent
prints cannot be ascertained, but the, eye should be able to judge
by appearance after having had the first print as a guide. I do
not see how the time of development of each print can be counted
when a number are developed at once. I think the advantage of
this method is that the eye is led by degrees from the least
developed, and one's judgment is not upset by seeing perhaps a
print half developed, and the next to it may be one just put in

and the next almost completed. If the fresh print is put in the
developer at the top, one sees the prints in the wrong order from
the darkest to the lightest, and then the darkest again, so that
the eyes, instead of being led from the lightest to the darkest,
see the darkest print next after the lightest, and the eyes cannot
estimate the proper depth of the darkest print, and one is apt
to take it out of the developer too soon.

But some systematic method is necessary if prints are to be
uniform, especially for toning.

I am not sure that amidol is the best developer for large
numbers, because its life is so short, and it seems to lose its
developing power so soon. It is true that " Serteka," glycollic
acid and other preservatives prolong the period during which it

remains active, and prints developed with amidol seem to tone
to a more uniform colour than when other developers are used,
even when the time of exposure and development have been
varied. When large numbers are to be developed I should prefer
D.50, for it seems to retain its power longer than any other
developer I have ever used.

Br, Glover's experiments, I have no doubt, will prove of great
value to the careful worker, but the professional works under such
tota'ly different conditions from the scientific investigator that
the latter methods often have to be modified considerably before
a practical working system is evolved. And there is always the
difficully of persuading one's assistants to give the new ideas a

fair trial. And they have to be persuaded and not coerced, as
many show an aversion when new methods are suggested.
Some experiments on the lines indicated by Dr. Glover tend to

confirm his statements. It was found that when using D.50 as
a developer, with the same negative on different brands of paper,
a multiplying factor of seven gave correct development. The
image appeared in thirty seconds and development was completed
in three and a half minutes. The exposure was five seconds.

It was found possible to time each print of a batch. The first

was put into the developer and the time noted ; at the end of
thirty seconds a second was put iiij and so on at intervals of
thirty seconds. By this means it is possible to take each print
out at the end of three and a half minutes. But an expert
printer would be able to dispense with this method, although it

would very great'y help a beginner. It will be interesting to hear
the views of other workers. Dr. Glover's articles will prove, I

believe, of great value. —Yours faithfully,

Birmingham. Haholp Bakeb.
September 3.

To the Editors. *

Gentlemen,—I always read Dr. Glover's papers on the factorial
development of bromide pa/per with the grBa.test intorest, and I feed

that all workers in bromide whose aim is to got the beet out of
their medium, owe him a debt of gratitude for his work in this
direotion.

There are, however, two difficulties in his method on wliicih I

should be glad to have an opiniooi. Dr. Glover states, in your issuo
of September 2, that " both the trial strip and tlie final print raust
of necessity be developed to the same factor." While admitting
this, I find difficulties in securing its accomplisdmient. The range of
test exposures I usually talce is 5, 7, 10, 15, 25, and 40 seconds, and
the time of appearance of each section vai-ies ivom its neighbour, so
that one has a latitude of Several hundreds x>er cent, in esfcima-ting

the time of development.

Further, assuming the athove difficulty to bo surmounted, if the
time of appearance of tihe test exposure strip—and, in consequence,
its total time of development—^ia to be the same as that of the final

print, it is essential that the test strip should be made in the
shadows. Suoh a test, however, is of little value, as it gives no
indicaltion of tlie exposure neceasary fcD give gradation in the high
lights.

My own pi-aotice is as follows—whetlier it would meet witli Dr.
Glover's appi'oval I cannot eay :

—" Using the Kodak amidol formula
(on either Kodak or Ilford paper), I take the factor which Dr. Glover
originally reoommended, namely, 15. I know from experience that
this factor, under my normal Working oonddtions, requires a develop-
ment time of about four minutes. I make a test exix)3ur6 in the

ihighest light in the print, and develop foi' this time, select that

exposure which is just suffioient to give the high-liglrt detail, ami
develop the final print to a factor of 15.

The use of the factor is an absolute safeguard of the quality of the

print, and I do not often find any serious discrepancy between the

depth of the print and that of the correctly exposed portion of the

trial strip.—Yours truly, J. Ainger Hall.
28, Bishop's Mansions, London, S.W.6.

September 6.

THE KODAK MAJSTUFAOTUlRING POUCY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I have read with intei-est, in the current issue of

the " B.Jv," Mr. Herbert Laaibort's comments under the above
heading.

I oottfees that I permitted myself a smile when I perused the
" Announcement " referred to, because I, myself, like Mr. Lambert,
have gone back to plates after making what I considered a very fair

trial of the mudi-boomed portrait film. Mi-. Lamber-t suggests that

a question of " pix>fits," perhaps, was the main factor which in-

duced Messrs. Kodak to forsake plate manufacture. I should scarcely

endoi-se this fully. Wliat I imagine is tliat Messrs. Kodak have
developed a toucJi of what our trans-Atlantic friends term " cold

feet," through keen But none the less effective competition on the
l>art of certain of our own native British plate-makers. One firm,

at any rate, have recently instituted a competition which is bound
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p(«daoe tome fine cxMnples of ppofrwiional portraitore, »nd, I

^uak. Mean. Kodak's kind ii>t«ntion is, il possible, to create sn

ttnmaoaed biaa bslorciMod hguaat anything which is deaignedlv

ihoirD *• due to ft good old dry plate.

Bm this is only oonjectore. I feel. aX, any rftte, on aecorer groand,

in disctMiing my experianoe ol portrait film itaeU. As film, it was

Wrriy to work with, bat in my own case any good qaalitiw were

ootwcighed bv the following main disadvantage*:

—

Fintly, the need for full azpoaore. With diort«r dft}-a rapidly

ctmiiii: ill, I do oot envy the opemtor wlw has to work with por-

timii tiLm exdnaively for daylight expoaorea. Perhaps, honever,

MsBKS. Kodak are projactiiig another startler, this time in the way
<-jf a new type of illamioaat which will put oar old friend. King Sol,

Jle shadei

SMondHy, came the faciUty of the film tor aooumnlating scratch

marks ou the back. lliaBe marks, I found, were artfal enough to

rcoiaio practically ioviable antil some atny doat bad made for

ilaaU a oomfortdbla boana inaide the acaillctiea. A remark-
able peookant for fiagsr-marks wm also to be noied.

rhirdly, I needed k> take alinaat extravsf^ot precautions in wintcr-

« to ensure that a film nsji tive «-as thorougfalv dry before pro-

-^ling to eolarge from it to any extent. Ptaasibly, bowerer, the
V Kodak prvjeotioo printer overcomes Chis objection, and might

•ven permit the printing of film wet (rum the waA-water in rase

«4 argeocy. It may also inbibtt any scratch maridi^, however
.prooouoced, b'ot, ereo ao, some simple and unprogrsaMTe aonls
•- ?bl oonmlsr it to be on the dear side, aveo though raaolutely

-ificed at a mars trifle of £120. Bot thw is only by tbo way.
lot I ihtak that what I have written wiQ do for now, aa aerving
larooo^iato my opinion that plate-manobotarers gencnUly need

vK. think of doKOg down yet awhile; in faot. I have noted, with
•DOM plaaaore, that two of your regular mlTsrtiaers are by no means
deapondeot, jndging by their own anruAjncensoU " in the " B.J."
on the matter. While ia Ibis CDnn4-.-t,<xi I have also obeerved that
*'««. Kodak have pradaotly left thenisalvH a way of rstreai in

-> t4 necaaaty. by »yiag in a condudlaK paragraph of their
VnnounoaBeat " that Ihey will nnhesctatingljr ••Bd portrait iUm to
accap-heap when a batter medium u diaeoircrBd. It would pro

19 a good biaca, anyway, wkao a lighted match wm applied ! So
lid Audio pwmisas in which a few fhonaand film negative* bad
umolatad.—I am,

To«i« iaitiAdiy.

J. Maixxmox
l>ie Stodio, ghiaashufy . Saptsmber 5.

To tha Editor*.

>>— I was very much interested to note in the columns
the last isaa* cf tha " U.J." the discuMion provoked by ths
eat snnnnnowsnt of the Kodak Co. regarding the discontinoaoo*
their g!tsa Tt'ate maoufactore. The writer, however, devoted

/B to the relative merits of film versus glass,

. I important phase of the quastioo with tha state-

' nt that ha penonally bad triad film and found them no advantage
er the glaa* plates. The rest of his Icttsr consisted of conjectural

sislsniwits founded upon his private opinion which he took as

aiioaatic The porpoae of this conjectoro waa to satisfy him-
self, and poa*ibl> hit reader*, aa to the omtiv* behind the Kodak
Co.'a action.

U does not team to me that we photograpbsri need be very
t-araatid in the motive lying behind a manufacturer's decision

iBacofactoM or not to manufactirs any particular article, when
ne a/e many othsr manafacturer* «till making the article which
•I one discootinoe*. In short, if »« wish to use plates, we can

' -- -I-'.-
- •---1 is ao way forced.

11* are intrrested in this growing favour

I ri on the relative merits of

flir This house being the vary

fir I wnuiii lU' I" tiave my say on the other side

cf From the eanmeacsaiant I noticed that the

1 iL/ -[ '.'.'! film was excellent, in my opinion, better than

.. piste, and that Ibe non-halstion it pnaaiMi J over plataa could

to good account. Therefore, to ma the answer to the

question is in the product itself. In my opinion the quality is

better, and it enables me to do better work ; that is all I ask.

—

Yours faithfully, H. Walter Barnett and Co., Ltd.,

O. Habdee, Managing Director.

12. Knightsbridge, Hyde Park Corner, London, S.W.
September 6

To the Editors.

Gentlemen.—I regret to note that Messrs. Kodak, Ltd., are dis-

continuing the making of glass plate?. I have used their platea for

some tim'e and found them to smt my work in every way.

I have given the portrait films a good trial, having used about a

groas of them, but I do not like them. There are two strong objec-

tiona, in my opinion, i.e., they are a nuisance to retouch, owing to

having to be held down ail the time, and in damp weather the gela-

tine backs are so soft they pick up all kinds of dirt, and very easily

get scratched. It is imponible to dean tlie backs like a glass plate.

Also, 1 find they do not " scrape " so weU as a plate.

They are a nuisance in the enlarging lantern, and for " sketch
"

printing they have to be fastened in the masking card with gum-

paper. Their great advantage is freedom from halation, bat I have

never had much trouble with that in the studio, as careful lighting

obviates iL

I, like Mr. Lambeat, must find another plate to suit.

Yours faitlifuUy,

Andrew 0. Glovsb.

St. Ivea, Oomwall, September 3.

INTERESTING THE SITTER.

To the Editors.

GentUmeo,—In the "Ex-Cathedra" notes appearing in your

pages dated August 5, mention is made of the old saying that Sir

Joshua Reynolds wished he oould dine with a man before making

a portrait of him. The writer of the paragraph (page 457), referring

to the story, say* very wisely " whether this be true or not,"

having apparently no reliable evidence as to the authenticity of

the statement. Sir Joshua's " desire to dLne," however, has been

made such good use of by writers on portraiture that most stndenta

are in the habit of taking it as gospel, havifig no reason to

doubt it, and no wish to spoil a good story—if they could.

We have, I believe, the famous essayist, W. Hazlitt, to thank

for some very good—if not the best—details of Reynolds's methods

of working, but the dining story of Hazlitt's differs slightly from

the modern version. Hazlitt. as- a lad, may or may not have

known Reynolds personally—the artist dying when the essayist wa»

bot fourteen yeare of age—but it is certain he knew many of

the artist's sitters, and probably had no difficulty in getting from

them his methods of working.

What t'le essayist says is this: " Sir Joshua formed the circle of

ha private friends from the ilite of his sitters; and Vandyke was, it

appears, on the same footing with his. When any of these noble

or distinguUhed persons were sitting to him, he used to ask them

to dinner, and afterwards it was their custom to return to the

picture again, so that it is said that many of his finest portraiU

were done in this manner." And further :
" During the first

sitting, Sir Joshua did little bat chat with the new candidate

for the l»ine of portraiture, try an altitude, or remark an expres-

sio-
?'- ' ject was to gain time, by not being in haste to commit

l,i„ . he was master of the subject before him." We
are ai'" wui by Hazlitt that none but friends and acquaintance*

of the sitter were allowed in the studio during the progress of »

portrait, that cake and wine were always handed round, and that

" he (Reynolds), as it were, by this act of hospitality, assumed a

new character, and acquired a double claim to confidence and

respect."

As far a* I can discover, this >* the origin of, and all the

authority we have for, the oft-quoted statement concerning the

wish of Reynolds. At any rate, except for the dining and the

wine and cake, it will be noted that all really good photographers

of today work something after the manner of Rejtnolds as regards

inter«*ling their sitters.—Yours, faithfully,

Qooran Wilson.
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Answers to Correspondents.

In aeeordanee with our pretent practice a relatively tmall spaet is

allotted in each iuue to repliet to corretpcndentt.

W* leill aiuwer by pott if ttamped and addretted envelope i> enclosed

for reply; S-cent International Cov/pon, from readers abroad.

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " mvit reach us

not later than Tuesday [posted Monday), and should be addressed

to the Editorn.

X. G.—We have not lieai-d anything further in regard to the pro
cess. If you were to address a letter to Mr. John A. Tennant,
©ditor of the " Photo-Miniature," 103, Park Avenue, New York,
he would pass on your inquiry to the people who are interesting

themselves in the process.

A. W.—(1) Of the two formula; for the merouiiic-iodide initensifier we
prefer the one made up with sulphite for moderate degrees of in-

tensificivtion. (2) Tliere is no advantage in using an acid fixing

batli when it is intended to reduce or intensify negailiives. (3) Yes.
if the negatives suffer fix>m under-exposure, and probably are,
thoreiore, somewhat hard in contrast, the merouric-iodide or the
uranium intensifier is the moat suitable.

F. P.—Your plan for a studio should work out all right, but as the
width is so little (get 12 ft., if possible), it will be better to have
a longer i-un of glass than 10 ft. Four feet of solid wall and roof
at either end is quite cnoxigh. If you want to take a large group,
or even a single full lengith, you will have to take the figures
close up to tlie end wall, and then the longer ligilit will give a more
even lighting on the shadow side. You will also find it, useful
ior back or Rembrandt work, as.,the studio will be too narax>w to
work across. Be sure to have enough thin wliite curtains to cover
Uie glass entirely wben the sun is on it.

H. H.—We are afraid we do not know enough about the inatrices
of the Roneotype and Neo-Oydostyle to be able to say whether
these machines can be utilised for j-our purpose. For such a
considerable number of copies we sliould think the cheapest plan
would be to have a zinoo made and get a prinJter to run off this
number of impressions from it. You could, no doubt, prepare
a litho transfer and lay it down, on your stone, but litho work
requires a fair amount of praoUce. About the best book cou-
taining instruction in it is " Photo-MechanioaJ Processes," by
W. T. Wilkinson, published by Messrs. Hamptons, Ltd., 12,
Ouraitor Street, London, E.0.4, price As.

W. A.—(1) We <have never heard of «/ll, but imagine tihat it is
an equivalent of //ll. (2) We have not experience ourselves, but
It IS evident the author finds -tha.t 'he can remove the effect of
exposure. (3) Vei-y inoonvenient in our opinion since it has to be
used on a tripod, and then it is very awkward to see the image
on the ground glass. Moreover, a wide-angle lens has often to be
used m intenora and that cannot be fitted to the reflex type of
camera, (4) Perspeofave has nothing to do with the size of the
image of an object, but only with the distance of the object
from Urn camera. The focai length of the lena then determines
the size (scale) of the imager

W. H. W.—The process of Fox Talbot's, of 1852-8, is really che
intern photogravure. If you apply to ilr. John A. Tennant, the
Photo-Mimature," 105, Park Avenue, New York, you can get

a te.xt-book on this process, altliough a systematic com^e of in-
Btruction OS necessary in order to obtain proficiency in working
at For making prints in quantity without elaboraie mechanical
plant about the only process which is within the competency of
anyone with the average photographic experience is collotype
{again, tot-book from " Photo-Miniature "), but it requires a lot
of practice, and we should aay that when time and labour are
taken into consideration there is nothing cheaper than tlie multi-
plication of pnnite on bromide or D.O.P. paper.

"^'il'^^f
^"^ "^^ ^"-P"^^ t^at you get a milky kind of depositwhen deamng negatives with fluoric acid, since the acid dtches^ ela^, and, in some cases, produces a matt surface. If youcan let negatives soak over night (in an earthenware vessel) in a

fairly strong solution of nitric acdd, the films will become so rotten

tliat they can easily be scrubbed off the next day. Buyers of old

negatives usually clear off the films by dipping the plates for a

few seconds in a very hot solution of caustic soda, but this is

liable—according to the quality of the glass—to cause a slight opal-

escence on the surface, which cannot be removed. Nor is there

any means of getting rid of the matt markings produced by your

fluoric acid.

J. H.
—

^The fonnula recommended by the makers of D.50 is as

follows :

—

A.

I). 50 ooncentrated solution 260 minims.

Water to make 10 ozs.

B.

Sodium sulphite, cryat 400 gva.

Sodium carbonate, cryst 250 ,,

Potassium bromide 5 „

Water to make 10 ozs.

For use take equal parts.

J. Lade.—(1) On the whole, nothing very much better, although it

Wunta the trimming knife somewhat quickly. Some people pretiv-

to use cork lino. (2) A focussing mount is one which contains :

lens in an inner tube, which can be moved to and fro in the ou'

tube, the adjusting lever indicating tlie distances of objoota from

the camei^a, which are in oon-ect focus when the lens is in tl.

respective positions. The mount is, in fact, a substitute for i

focussing scale, but, of course, the lens requires to be fixed on t

camera so that—at a given e.vlension—objects in the extreme u

tance are in focus. For this reason a mount of this type

usually employed only with cameras having one fixed extensii

for example, the folding focaUplane. (3) The strong dextn

mountant sold under various names ought to be sufficiently adi:

sive. Gelatine, applied hot, ought to answer, but is far less coi.

venient. (4) Messrs. Fairbrother and ' Bowen, 9, Farringdon

Avenue, London, E..4.

W. T. Smith.—(1) The foUowing method is, perhaps, the easiest for

you. Though it is not quite accurate tlie error is very small, pr

bably not more than one-eighth of an inch with a lens of avera

size and type. Focus on a flat object (say a foot rule) so that Ih.

image on the focussing screen is the same size, that is to say,

4 inches on the rule measures 4 indies on the focussing screen.

Then, without moving the camera, measure the distance from the

object to the ground glass and divide it by 4. The result is the

focal length of the lens. (2) The lens you name is quite a good

lens of the old type, but 8 inches focal length is rather short for

covering a half-plate to the corners. We should prefer to have a

lens of 9 inches or even 10 inches if it is not an anaatigmat. When
{(topped down, no doubt, the lens will cover quit* satiafaotorily.

•(3) The Whitworth thread is that known as quarter-inoh Whit-

worth standard. If you go to any maker of tools you can get a

screw, say, in the form of a bolt, of this size and type.
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J. M. Rdar itfoofly rep'idiatet the recent criticism by Mr.

of ti>e origim of flashlight photography.

""8;

R J. Wall al hu
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DWhtita qootatiooa of pric<> 1* a praicttoa which will often save

aabaaimant unplcaaantDeaa ir uodartakin; ecmniiaiooa away frotn

tha atodio. (P. S46.)

Th« Traill
Taylor
Lecture.

For the first time during the twenty-
four years since the Traill-Taylor
memorial lectureship was established,

the lecture will be delivered by a Frenchman. On the
forthcoming occasion of the twenty-fourth lectiire, on
October 11, the lecturer is to be M. L. P. Clerc, who for
many years has occupied a leading place in France as
an authority on photographic technique and on the
scientific principles of photography. During the war
M. Clerc was commander of an aerial photographic section
and instructor in aeriiU photography at the headquarters
where traiuiug was carried out for this branch of the
military service. It is, therefore, appropriate that he
should take as his subject " Aerial Photography and
Photo-Topography," subjects in which he not only took
a practical interest, but to which he made valuable con-

tributions by wav of the establishment of accurate
methods of proceclure. M. Clerc is the author of two
treatises on aerial photographic methods, issued uniformly
with his earlier works on photo-mechanical reproduction

in monochrome and in colour. As he speaks English

with considerable fluency there is no doubt that his

diflcourso on October 11 will be one which should attract

a large audience.
• * *

Salon and The exhibition of the London Salon of
•'•y*'' Photography, which opened on Saturday
last at the Galleries of the Royal Society of Painters in

Water Colours, 5a, Pall Mall East, has proved once again

a remarkably fine collection of current work in pictorial

photography. As will be seen from the very understand-
ing and detailed review by Mr. Tilney, which appears ou
another page, there are remarkably few exhibits on the

walls which do not call for careful consideration. The
fact that the " Times " of Friday last reproduced on a

large scale two of the works from the Salon fone of them,

Mr. Thomas's fine portrait of the Lord Cnief Justice)

is a sign of the place which photography has made for

itself among the fine arts in the estimation of the public.

The SaloD remains open until October 8. Monday next,

8g)tM>ber 19, will see the opening of the exhibition of

tV" ^"7"' Photographic Society at 35, Russell Square.

Apeii from the pictorial section, several exhibits of

exceptional interest will be included. One of these is a

specimen of the remarkable process of M. Louis Lumi^re,

in which the sensation of solidity and relief in a portrait

is produced by the arrangement of several positive trans-

parencies, one behind the other, in front of a source of

diffused light. The mathematical principle of this process

was set forth som« months ago by M. Lumifere

in a paper which appeared in our pages. Another exhibit

is the collection of apparatus apd specimens, formerly

belonging to Fox Talbot, which has recently passed into

the keeping of the Royal Photographic Society. The
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exhibition at Eussell Square remains open irntil

October 29. Lectures are delivered every Tuesday and
Priday evening during the period of the exhibition ; those
liuringnext week are by Mr. A. H. Blake and Mr. James
Shaw, of Manchester.

Quote the Much iinpleasantness has been caused
^''^•' by omitting to give a fairly close esti-

mate of the cost of work which is not quoted in the price-

list, and good customers lost in consequence of over-
charge, as they have considered it. This refers not only
to difficult copies and enlargements, but also to Bome
classes of outdoor work. We have in mind a case
which recently came imder our notice wherein a photo-
grapher in North London was instructed to go to St.

.Albans and photograph some houses which his customer
was trying to sell. Upon receiving the bill the customer
was very wrath at the charge made, which was about'
three times as much as had been previously charged for
a similar job done within half-a-mile from the studio.
Although the charge was quit© a' fair one considering the
time taken and the expense of the joiu-ney, a considerable
reduction had to be made to avoid losing future orders.
The same trouble has often arisen over other classes of
work, 60 that it is always a wise precaution to agree
upon a price which is then quoted in writing before
starting upon the job.

UNOETHODOX STUDIOS.
There is a certain number of types of pqrtrait studios
which are generally allowed to be eminently suitable for
the purpose for which they are constructed. Among these
M-e the ordinary span roof, the single slant and the high
side light, which is also known as " Eobinson's Studio
of the Future." In these days, however, it is not easy
for the photographer who is starting in business, or who
has perforce to seek fresh quarters, to find premises of
these orthodox types, so that ii becomes necessary to
consider how far less suitable rooms can be effectively
used for portraiture.

In the infancy of photography we find that the
Daguerreotype operators worked either in the open air or
in any well-lighted room which was available, but it was
not long before it was found necessary to build special
rooms, mainly covered with glass to reduce the length
of exposure. When wet collodion came to the fore,
although it was much more rapid, the glass room was
still found to be necessary, and it has survived to the
present day, although it is now by no means indispens-
able. Wiib the rapid plates now available extremely
short exposures may be given in any well-lighted room,
and if we except full-length figures, the lighting should
not be inferior to that obtainable in a specially-constructed
studio. As a general rule, the principal light should fall

upon the head of a seated figure at an angle of forty-five
degrees. This condition can be secured with a window
having the top about eight feet from the floor, this height
allowing the sitter to be placed at a convenient distance
from the glass. The length and breadth of the room and
the position of the window or windows are also important
factors, for if there be only a single window in the centre
of the wall the working distance will be reduced and a
short-focus lens with its attendant disadvantages will
be necessary. The breadth should be sufficient to allow
of Eembrandt, or what our American cousins call " line,"
lighting to be practised. Usually, a- room with two
windows on one side, instead of a single window, is to be

preferred ; the second window will serve to give a general
illumination and prevent heavy shadows. The windows
need not come within three or even four feet from the
floor, but should be as wide as possible, as' it is difficult
to obtain soft effects when using a narrow source of light.
The orientation of the room has an important bearing
upon its suitability for portraiture, inasmuch as it will
not be possible to move the sitter to obtain suitable light-
ing as in an ordinary studio. If available, a northern
aspect is the best, for the reasons that it gives a steady
light during the greater part of the day and that little

diffusion will be needed. On the other hand, a southern
or western aspect is a bad one for a room studio, because
much light will be lost by having to use strong diffusers
which militate against crisp soft lighting.

Another type of room is often found at the top of large
city buildings. In this, the illumination is furnished by
a skylight, either flat or in the form of a cone. Such
rooms usually make ^ood studios, their principal fault

being that owing to the distance between sitter and light,

the exposures have a tendency to be rather longer than
with a side light. This is not, however, serious, as it will

rarely cause a greater difference than that between plates
working at 350 and 500 H. and D. In top-light studios
a large mirror can generally be used with good effect

as a side light, while large white reflectors of the ordinary
type give a softer light from the same direction. It may
be necessary to point out that the efficacy of a reflector

depends not only upon the reflective value of its surface
but upon the volume of light which reaches it and the
angle at which it impinges. In the ordinary studio there
is usually a sufficiency of light falling upon the reflector,

often too much, but with a single small source of light

one has to be careful to use it properly. Full-length

figiu^es are difficult to render satisfactorily in a studio
with a low side-light, and fortunately they are little in

demand. If electric current be available a half-watt or
mercury-vapour lamp placed near the ceiling will give

the necessary top light. Failing this, a row of incan-

descent gas burners, used as a " batten hght," will be
a handy substitute. With a top-lighted studio it is easy
to make full lengths, if the figure be judiciously placed
in relation to the skylight, that is to say, not directly

beneath it, or an outdoor effect will be produced.

When equipping studios of the types we have mentioned
care should be taken to eliminate every unnecessary
article, as nearly all variations of lighting must be
obtained by moving the sitter or the camera. For this

reason the floor should be kept as clear as possible, and
the camera and stand should be no larger than is neces-

sary. It is now rare in most middle-class studios for

larger pictures than whole plates to be made from direct

negatives, and it is foolish to block up valuable space by
installing a 12 x 10 or 15 x 12 outfit when the smaller and
less-costly apparatus would answer the purpose as well,

if not better.

The backgrounds should be fixed upon light frames
fitted with castors, and they should be no larger than
is necessary. One frame 8x6 feet will carry a white and
a very dark grey for full lengths, while smaller ones,

say 6 feet by 4, will be large enough for sitting figures

and heads. These smaller grounds should have a little

graduation or a foliage suggestion to give relief to the

figure. Diffusers may be made of cheese cloth for

ordinary light, and nainsook or even calico for bright

sunlight. To meet the latter contingency a white blind

should be provided to cover the entire window. There
is a temptation to use tracing cloth for this purpose, but
this material does not prevent glare so well as an
undressed fabric like nainsook.
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THE LONDON SALON OF PHOTOGRAPHY.
Slowly, but withqnt doubt surely, a change is taking place.U i« not a change that make^ an exhibition of one year
different very •ppreciably from another; but it tells by the
meviUble dropping out of the commonplace and uninspired
•nd the gradual increaa« of interest in subject and treatment
of pictorial and portrait photography. Of course, there is
always the selecting committee filter to reckon with. This
body may strain out all the bad more effeotiially one vear than
another. T« receive a proper imprewon of the current work
one should see it all—in Olympia, perhaps, for several consecu-
tire year*, rortunately, that is not poaaible, but to see the
bad as well as the good is the only way to determine how
things are developing. Judging from the present show at
the R.W.S. Gelleriea, the good things which have got through
are healthily plentiful. Technically, the work is everywhere
at a high level, and " atraight " woris is gaining ground.
In the portraits a genuine art motive is usually evident, and
the proleMional is claiming a large share of the space in what
was once practically an amateur collection.

Mr. Crowtber'a Surpriaea.
The turph«e of the seaaon is the work of Mr. C. Pollard
-owther, in the shape of two of the most captivating
jrtraiu in the show. They are entirely different in incep-
ion and manner, and between such antithesea we may not

be wrong in arguing a wide range of varaatility and reaonrce.
The first of theae is " Dolores " (3), a picture-portrait in the
Ht atyle, of • charming lady sitter, poaed naturally with a
ptivating turn of the bead. It is in a light key of soundly
-.vlated totiM with one rich accent. Hie other i« '• Th>-
-•nan's Wife"' (l«0). ^^-hat coald you expect her to be?

of Mr*. Jariey. Think of the oafr«f-door woman, with— ^nce of all aorta of people, her oonaeqnent tolerance
her bonhomU, her ample pbyaiqae. Here she is,

'f ill that: fat, kind, and not unbandaome in a
of her body suggesting the waddling gait, and

; at tha same time a line of ^n.
' .:<»d aa titeae, but not so b< .. iior

nn« as the second, is "In Lat. 155 s. litt lUv (irand
lignol" (W), a horrible monster, with one threatening eye

and a pipe too stylish for him. Here is charact<>r in full
maa«ar«. " A Cavalier " (175) baa '• go " and dramatic

a friKhtoned D'Artagnan, if that is not
rmj. All theae are important prints, and

.1 ceruioly aaml up the reputation of tlieir author.

Notable Sitlera.

The (pood fortune that att<'ii'U the portraitist who ftels a
social lion aa sitter it so well understood that the wonder is
how few of the notable people are here. Perhaps Walter
Beaington worm with • Pr<.f»M>r Kinstein "

(4.'>), of whinn,
however, he haa aot made anything heroic, but haa oboaen a
representation that is almost commonplaea in its homely
hterality. The giant of philoaophy and aciance seems a little

worried about the tarmoil and eonfuMon he has caused in the
mivU of rmn '• The Rt. Hon. Col Harvey, U..S.A, Ambas-
" d "The I.«te C. Lovat Fraaer " ('219) have
•"

.
,"T characteristics, the former with his ugly

goggles, which oo ofBcial, partirularly if an American, seems
abl.> in ili.-«e days to do without; the latter in costume and
b- perfect dandy. A g<«>d bag of notabilities for
M --ton. "Rutland Boughton " (100). the musical
coll.; .f Glastonbury fame, falls to Herbert Lambert, who
shtra i..;i. in hi* ingratiating; luood—he ha.t others. ITie
design is masterly. " Mm^. lx>poV>va (Russian Ballet) "

(176) comes from Florence Vandamm. The print makes a
terribly " contrasty " affect, and by being presented in con-
ditions true to the ballet traditions has sacrificed pictorial
charm The same worker - " Mme. Tchemichcva (Rusaian
"~ ' "'' '^ - - more engaging, and doea more

justice to Miss Vandamm's skill. N. E. Luboshez gives us
F. J. Mortimer" (264), looking quite a good boy, the

.uncomplaining martyr to unrecognised labours in photo-
graphic causes. Mr. Luboshez's other photographic lion is
•• Nikola Persheid " (86), whose fame rests upon portraiture
of exquisite quality. Then we have Walter Thomas's new
departure into professional portraiture publicly heralded by
a striking picture of " The Lord Chief Justice of England"
(•387). Mr. Tliomas here succeeds in avoiding all the " .stunts

"

of his successful rivals. H© has found a way of Eis own,
which, if a little hard and precise, has the merits of thorough
soundness. Everything is rendered with a kind of pre-
raphaelite conscientiousness, wig, robes, and all. This is
rather an old idea in photography, but new again to-day, and
if Mr. Thomas can continue to imbue it with his taste and
feeling, he will probably find it popularly acceptable. " J. S.
Sargent. R.A." (386), by Sydney Carter, and "The War
Correspondent, Fredk. Villiers " (330), ijy D. U. Jaeger,
completes the list of the very eminent sitters, though there
are several actors, dancers, and so forth who will be known to
the average risitor.

Sittera in General.
Quiet, intensely interesting, and amazingly true in all

respects, the portrait of " Sara Holm " (54) must be added to
I.rfiuis Fleckenstein's past triumphs. Ho has always been
partial to the suggestion of colour, but here, and in
"Johnny" (78), he has adopted a distinct formula of colora-
tion, using for the flesh a yellowish tone which is frankly
not realistic, hut which suits an aged subject. But for these
suggestions of cok>ur the show is devoid of all attempts to
snrpaas monochrome, and in this I, for one, think that the
committee have taken an advisable course.

L. J. Steele we associate with tho East, but he has tripjied

now to the North, and gives us a striking portrait of " Kai
Neilson, Danish Sculptor" (76), at work upon somp immense
marble figures. It is a case, however, whore the sitter is

rather overwhelmed and suppressed than otherwise by the
environment which is supposed to be a help to the presentment
of him. A rather taking idea is shown in 0. Wormald's
" Portrsit of Miss Rhoda Henson " (99), though it is as old

as Rembrandt. It is the shading of the brows, so that the
eyes are submerged in tone. Photography has not hackneyed
this effect so far. This is a beautiful print, with its animated
expression and richness of tone in the lady's soft furs.

"Miss Ruth Miller" (102), in nun's draperies, is of the

nature of a character study, by J. N. Doolittle. " Portrait

of Mr. G." (248) differs little in character from N. E.

Luboahes's other work alroa<ly mentioned, except that it shows

a remarkable leaning-forward pose, with the head on the hand.

W. Crooke's "Study of a Head" (255) is his usual thing.

It gains by a distant view-point. Amongst single heads,

Estelles " Portrait of Miss Duffus " (283) is noteworthy for

charm.

Reclpen.
"fllvlcs »nd " .itunts " come and go. Last year we were
treate^T to a profusion of back-lighted portraits in the Ameri-

can manner. This year there are scarcely any, though the

Karl of Carnarvon shows a damsel who catches a, bright light

under the chin and nowhere else. But the recipe of putting

a sitter against a wall so that sharp cast-shadow accom-

panies the figure is still rampant. What is supposed to be its

attraction. I wondetP Hugo N. van Wadenoyen, Junr., uses

it in "James Whale as Sbuey in ' Abraham Lincoln ' " (24),

L. D. Carter shows it in '• Columbine " (113), Charles Borup
likewise in "Happy Molly" (117), >'. Muray in " MIUj.

Desha" (164). L. Fleckenstein's seated figure, called " Lassi-

tude " (227), gives it again. In the same worker's "Shadow-
graph " (107), however, there is a raison d'itre for this

resource, for here a delightful figure is making the shadow
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of her hands take the form of an elephant in a square patch

of light upon the wall, and the whole thing is an agreeable

pattern of dark and light tones. .

Perhaps more pronounced still is the recipe of the dancing

girl, nude or semi-nude, who bends her body back in a spine-

breaking curve. It is really time the curtnin was rung down
on this " turn." It is only rarely that the iigure is treated

with grace in these acrobatic feats.

The Dancers.

Like the poor, the dancers are always with us; but to my
pind they are rather a boring community—they are so dread-

Ailly all alike. True, they range from the clothed and right-

ninded variety to the mad athletic nude; but we know them
ftll perfectly well. A slight innovation this year comes from

A. F. Kales, who places his " Morgan Dancers" (88) before

a portal of a most worrying and nondescript style of archi-

tecture. His "War Dance" (33), a figure of a Red Indian,

jn every technical respect a fine thing, has also the drawback
»f incongruity. We do not expect Red Indians to do war
dances on a carpet in a room before a roll-down background.

His " Ruth St. Denis " (260) is. faultless in this respect, and
nas a fine senee of motion. H. Borssenbrugge, E. Gropp,

H. Arnold, A. Kocli, N. Muray, A. Remfelt, E. P. Henry,

and others all send dancing themes, some clothed, mostly nude.

Some are choice prints, such as Mrs. Y. Park'* three

Studies" (222, 225 and 239), and likewise N. Muray's
" Abandoned " (41), but, like that example, they seem to

become particularly acrobatic and bend their spines back to

cracking-point when they happen to be undressed. But there

are two examples that have the interest of novelty ; one is

F. Jay's " Will o' tha Wisp " (50), showing a young girl in

the midst of a violent leap. It is, I think, the first achieve-

ment of so rapid an action by an amateur photographer, of

whom it postulates remarkable ingenuity and perseverance.

The other novelty is by Helen Macgregor, and shows a damsel
who, in voluminous skirts, is " without any visible means of

support," both feet and hands being in the air. She is called

"Maria Gambarelli " (312). On the whole, there is much
to be said for the less volatile pose of H. J. Mettee's '' The
Dancer "'

(233), and its splendid quality.

Character Studies.

There is more human nature in the heads that are photo-
graphed by invitation, so to speak, than in figure studies.

I have already referred to Mr. Crowther's Grand Guignol
character, which is the most striking of all ; but it is run
very close by two other villains, one of whom has also the
single eye as a piice de resistance. This is J. N. Doolittle's
'' Vaqueros " (25), notable for dramatic force and true sun-
shine effect. Less convincing as a sunlight study, but far
more noble as a composition, is Mrs. A. Ralli's " Italian
Market Woman " (34), a fine, stalwart figure. This print is

the climax of Mrs. Ralli's method—a firm statement of simple
light and shade, generalised almost into two tones. There is

much to be done with it when in such good hands as hers.

W. J. Clutterbuck's old woman drinking "Bouillon" (94) is

good, and is cheek by jowl with a queen, " The Great
Catherine" (95), a fancy portrait, very cleverly managed, by
Dr. H. B. Goodwin, though the action of the model's left arm
is not clearly explained. We drop back again to the soil at
"The Pedlar" (103)—a study of great merit, marred only
by the agressiveness of unimportant illumination on the
temple. Tierre Dubreuil sends a curiouely treated head of

a " Woman at San Remo " (105). She appears to he support-
ing some burden, of which we only see the dark
under surface, and as the bust is vignetted away, a queer
stalactite effect is given of a head attached to a ceiling.
' Vieja Vasca " (190), by A. Koch, is a capital study of an
old woman as far as her face is concerned, but the shawl
which surrounds her head and shoulders seems to miss the
light that falls upon her features. " Allegro " (207) is an
animated figure who, by her bearing, complexion, and ample
teeth, is obviously not Circassian. H. Jackson succeeds

admirably with an oriental type in " A Chinese Priest " (218">.

whose eyes are half-closed in an excess of superciliousness.

This is a very noteworthy piece of character delineation,

splendidly " round " and well-modelled.

Pictorial Studies.

G. M. Brownlce's young lady is far too demure and refined

to bear the name of " Audrey '

' (240). No Touchstone would

have been unceremonious with her. "West is East" (285)

is the inexplicable title given to a very luscious print by

W. F. Brigham. It is a full-face head of a lady, whose eyes

look through the material of her headgear—a very taking and
original piece of work. " The Adventuress " (290), by Estelli

seems a far safer sort of lady to consort with. Yet her expres

sion is a good psychological study. Is the sparkle of the evf-

in the Earl of Carnarvon's pretty girl he calls " Spring " (2)

a wee bit overdone? At any rate, the whites of the eyes in

Bertram Park's " Study " (263) seem more assertive than
they would be in nature. But it is a fine thing, beautiful

in modelling, and if it is too lively, that extreme is far morr
pleasant than the dying girl, "Desha" (21), which Tv

Muray sends. The figure work of Eng.-Comr. E. J. Mowlam
is very full of promise. I like it bett«r than his war work.
He has made a fine design of a girl seated on a stool, her
knees in her hands ; but, like his work generally, it is very
gloomy in tone. The title is " Pierette " (51). Another gloomv
print, but one of delightul quality, is only partly excused by
its title, " The Death." (55). It represents two figures, of

which the dying one, posed like the famous Marat dead in hi.^

bath, has a " spot light " upon his chest, whilst the lad'

behind is quite out qf the limelight, and is, in consequenc.

repressed in tone and flattened in modelling, so that she look-

more like a monumental effigy than a ministering angel. This
depressing state oj things is shared by Lionel Wood's other-

wise beautiful " Portrait of Miss H." (63). It is finely

designed, but, in spite of costly apparel, the lady appears to

be in a dungeon. We get relief with the darks of A. Folk
mann's "Figure Study" (121) by a stripy scheme of lijil

and shade, helped out by the stripy material of the costumr
The result is very strong and effective, because the design I

built-up of contrasting masses is good. i

Suckling subjects have an attraction for camera artists.

Perhaps it is that maternal solicitude moves them
;
perhaps

they like to feel that they can respond to the same aesthetic

stimuli as moved the old masters, who so often represented
the Virgin in this elemental function. I think we can say

that the religious impulse is not uppermost in photographers,
and can assume, therefore, that the impulsion is a genuine
desire to express parental susceptibility in terms of beauty.
Certainly H. Berssenbrugge's " Motherhood " (64) is a

success in this direction. It is a very fine design, and its

presentment is free of all sentimentality. Its red tint gives

it an old-mastery look which goes well with the subject. 1

don't think it has ever been better done by means of the
camera. J. M. Buerba adopts the same theme in " Madre
Gitana " (35). Here, however, the point of view is that of

modem art—the gipsy mother is on the ground—one thinks

of the French peasant-painting phase of art, and the sense

of design is absent. " The Bride's Dream " (138), by F.
Ziegler, is light, soft, and gauzy, with a figure charmingly
posed. How different to Hugh Cecil's apachee- looking girl,

called " Feathers " (139) I which is amazingly strong, but
unlovely, and is the third example of the one eye of terror.

Her feathers hang off the brim of her hat, and are a feature

of the design, as they are also in C. Vandyk's " Mme. P."
(155)—a delightful profile. Hugh Cecil's other print, an impor-

tant -work, "Mme. de Kunglo " (147), is the antithesis of

his "Feathers." She a.9sumes a demure, mock-modest pose,

and is prim to a degree in her dark clothing; but it is not
intended that we shall believe in her except as an actress.

Another lady is called " Autumn " (156), by the Earl of Carnar-
von. She is enchanting, but .she has no clothes on at all undoi

her shawl 1 O temporal mores! A fine "Profile Study
(196), by Yevonde, errs on the side of hardness. Angu,
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Basil's " Milton Rosmer " a99), a riUain, and Maud Basil's
Claud Mark" (206V a sorrowful gentleman with a big

guitar, are both celebrities of "the boards." I suppose. The
' fir>t has too much of what the other lacks—vim. "The

Sc ond Sitting ' (216) is a new kind of self-portrait, since
lU author J. C. Warburg, has given us a lady sculptor at
work upon a bust of the photographer which promiaes
exceedingly well. I must direct admiration to '• Estndio

"

(ai5), a charming aitter, treated in a way that recalls a
powerful poinl-drawiBg ; and also to Dr. H. B. Goodwin's

beautiful G.rl with Mirror " (254). Those who like softness
will enjoy the ' Girl in Black " (269), sent by R«binovitoh.
lU quality is remarkable. H. Felton has caught a momentary
action capitally in " The Bromoilist Answers a Question "
(270), while the thing to be noted in J. A. Gardner's " Passa-
maqnaddy Indian " (323) is the admirable design of its Ihies.A word must be said, too, for J. C. Stick's dainty and subtle•Mane" (123), with her basket of flowers; the whole thing
almost a silhouette. p q Tilnbt,

(7*0 be concluded.)

I

I

PARIS NOTES.

The holiday ^abun has been, as customarily, one of inactivity
among photographic societies, but I caa now take up again
my rlironirle of •vents of special note.

An Exhibition of New InTentiona-

• 'XI \iigii*t 36 there was opened in the Esplanade des
Inralidm the nineteenth annual exhibition of the Association
of French Lcuer Manufactnrers and Inrentors, a fixture which
is better known under the name of Concours Lepine, in
reference to the welUkncrwn prefect of police who gave much
eorouragsoient to tki» institution in its euiy days. Although

.Ily intended for the exhibition of novoh toys made by
n workmen, the exhibition has long included extremely

varitsU articles and alntooi always some pihotographic novelties.

Two new models of aagnesitim lamps are shown by M. F.
Pechenot. .K feature of fcoth is a very effective automatic
ratch by which any premature operation of the lamp is pre-
vented. One of the modeU is fitted with ignition by pyn>-
phoroa« metal (ferro-ceriunt) : the other by a species of touch-
paper, which is employed as a continuous band. Both lamps
are provide<l with a light handle, alloiring of holding them
at arm's length, and witb bushca for attsiching them to the
photographic tripod.

M. Ch. Dupont has devised sn indicator for the speed of

movsnent of the film in the cinematograph projector, the
pointer being controlled by a device very similar to the centri-

fugal regulator of a steam engine. Equipment for photo-

graphy from a kite is shown by M. L. P. Frantxen, and con-

sists of a (trong thoagh light camera, which can be attached

to a suitable kite, or eaa be hoisted np to a kite which has

already been raised to the required height and brought down
again after exposure of the negative.

' - *hor photographic exhibit is that of the Stampa Company,
' about two yean past have b<>en supplying a " citra

"

wnoiiiter for application to papers, fabrics, leather or wood.

They have now jost begun the mannfactnra ot sensitive tiasnes,

and show aoaie fine rteults of printing on silk and canvas.

N«w Electric L^mp*.

The Compagnie G^n^rale des I.Ampes of Paris has recently

worked out. at the request of several physical laboratories, a
tang*t«<i filament lamp of cylindrical form, iUled with nitrogen

and having the filament constantly stretched in the axis of

the ryliodriral bulb by mOMW of a spring. The intensity is

mock greater than that of the filament of a Nemst lamp,

and these lamp* are of great advantage when it is wished

to obtain penciU of light of equal intensity in different

directions, as, for example, in msny photometric instruments

used for the measureoMnt of negatives. The lamps likewise

tmttm for the illnminatiion of the slits of spectrographs, and

ia some cases may even be uited in place of a slit.

For the pnf~-» r.t inrr. ,Jng the efficiency of the incan-

deeoent elr< r projection, a I'nrisian maker
of projection ^yy,,... .• l.. Maxo, has adopted with great

the plan of silv«ring the whole surface of the bulb

with the exception of a small patch immediately facing the
condenser. In consequence of the internal reflection the
filament reaches a higher temperature, and, moreover, the
light is projected forward in such greater measure that the
efficiency of the lamp is increased by more than 60 per cent.

Studies of Ultra-Violet Liebt.

In the course of experiment on the influence of ozone on
the absorption of solar ultra-violet rays by the atmosphere,
MM. Ch. Fabry and H. Bnisson have undertaken some sensito-
metrio measurements with ultra-violet light, and have obtained
some interesting results. In the case of the particular
plates employed (Jougla Mauve Label), and within the
spectral region studied, vix., 8,150 to 2,900 AU, the develop-
ment factor or gamma has a constant value, less than half
the value obtained under the same conditions of development,
for the visible (blue-violet) part of the spectrum. It was also
found that the gamma values were slightly different for the
above region of the ultra-violet when successive exposures were
made at variable intensities for a constant time, and then at a
constant intensity for a variable time. The variation of photo-
graphic activity in the particular region of th- solar spectrum
is great; the sensitiveness at 2,975 AU being about 6,000 times
greater than at 2,996 AU. Moreover, the measurements of the
opacities of photographic films uniformly exposed and
developed, show that the opacity is highly variable within this
part of the spectrum. A film of opacity 500 in the visible
violet has an opacity of only 80 at 3,180 AU, this opacity
rising to 400 at about 2,500 AU. The opacity ia practically
constant in the same part of the spectrum after intensifica-

tion with mercuric chloride and ammonia, whereby the silver

image is almost completely replaced by mercurous amido-
chloride.

Some Recent Patents.

The recent publication of a French patent of L. Dufay (No.

520,784 of November 80, 1917) throws some li^t on the
mystery which has surrounded the operations of the Versi-

color Company, which is the concessionaire of this patent.

For the production of photographs in natural colours on paper
these is employed, for taking the negative, a transparent
mO»«ic»<Sfeen in three or four colours of regular geometric
pattern and having its units of sufficiently iniense colours

for making the customary selection. A screen of the same
geometric pattern is impressed upon paper but with much
weaker colours, this [tositive screen impression being covered

by a sensitive emulsion for positive printing. After develop-

ment and drying of the negative obtained by exposure of a pan-

chromatic plate through the negative screen, the negative so

obtained is laid in register on the screen-coated positive papor,

register being judged by the appearance, by transmitted light,

of colours complementary to those of the subject. The posi-

tive print is then exposed, and, when finished, reproduces, so

it ia claimed, the colours of the subject.

In France, as is well known, the granting of a patent is

made without any examination of the practicability or novelty
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of the invention. All that is necessary is that the application

and any illustrated drawings shall be made on paper of a

certain size. Profiting by thib state of things, an " inventor
"

has transcribed almost' verbatim (Patent No. 522,919, of

March 12, 1919, granted to M. de Gaudart d'Allaines) an

article by Captain A. Calvet, published in 1911 in the

"Bulletin of the French Photographic Society" (Series 3,

Vol. II, pp. 329-244). on development by means of two dishes.

The author of this new patent has confined himself to modify-

ing the formulae, but the alteration appears to be somewhat
ill-judged, for the use of sodium chloride is directed as a

restrainer of diamidophenol developer, apparently without

recognition of the fact that this salt will then be added to

that already formed in the bath by the action of the diamido

phenol hvdrochloride on the soda sulphite.

I.. P. Clebc

THE SPEED OF A LENS.

[Of the sub-divisions of photographic optics, those which relate to the effect of the stop are of the greatest practical

importance, and, fortunately, are those which permit of explanation of the first principles by the use of mathematical
symbols or formula of the simplest kind. In the present chapter we bring together in this simple form the relation of

the stop to the " speed " of the lens. It is first shown how the familiar F. No. is derived from the action of a lens

and how the F. No. varies from its nominal value when the object is relatively near to the lens. Older systems of

marking the stops of lenses are explained, and the concluding part of the article deals with the two-fold cause of the

falling-off of illumination towards the margins of the plate. It is hoped that an occasional article of this kind will

contribute to a more exact understanding of familiar working facts and figures by those who are disinclined to include

in their reading anything which they regard as " only theory."

—

Eds. " B.J."]

I.

Intensity of the Lens Image.
It is self-evident that the " speed " of a lens, that is to say,

its degree of permitting short times of exposure, is measured
by the brightness or intensity of illumination of the image
formed by it. Apart from certain minor factors, viz., the
number of glasses forming the lens and their colour and thick-
ness, the intensity of the image at or near the centre of the

field is determined by (1) the area of the diaphragm aperture
and (2) the focal length (or image conjugate focal distance)
of the lens. The diaphragm aperture determines the volume
of the pencil of light transmitted by the lens ; the focal length
(or focal distance) determines the area over which this light

Vlg. 1.—IntenjBity of lens-image in relation to (1) apcrtnre of diaphragm
and (2) focal length of lens.

is distributed. Fig. 1 shows how the formula for relative

intensity of image is derived from these two quantities.

In fig. I a lens L has a diaphragm aperture of diameter d
and a focal length of /,. represents one point in a uniform
and uniformly-lighted object placed at such a distance u from
the lens that rays x^y^, x^y, are practically parallel when they
reach the lens and, therefore, come to a focus at i,.

It is clear that of all the rays emitted by 0, only a cylin-

drical pencil of diameter d passes through the lens. Similarly
from other points in the object (near to the lens axis) pencils

of equal sectional area are formed by the diaphragm aperture.

Hence the light transmitted by the lens is proportional to

the area of the diaphragm aperture, and since the area of

a circle is proportional to the square of its diameter the light

transmitted is directly proportional to d*.

Now intensity of illumination is the volume of light reaching

n surface divided by the area of that surface. As has just

been shown, the volume of light, from a distant uniform and
uniformly lighted surface, which is passed by the aperture of

a lens, varies according to the area of that aperture ; that is,

according to the square of its diameter, if it is a circular
aperture. The area over which it is distributed d.epends upon
the focal length of the lens.
In the case of an object at such a distance that rays from

it are practically parallel when they reach the lens, the scale

(linear) upon which the object is reproduced is proportional
to the focal length of the lens.* Thus in fig. 1, if we represent
the image of the object (or a part of it) formed by the lens L
as the circle F,P,, the image formed by a lens of focal

length f, and represented by the circle F,F,, will be of greater
diameter in the proportion of /, to /,. If the second lens

has twice the focal length of L, the image formed by it (of a

distant object) will be twice the diameter of that formed by L.

Again, the areas of the respective images are proportional
to the squares of their diameters, and, therefore, to the

squares of the corresponding focal lengths—that is, /,' and f'.
Thus the relative volume of light d' is spread over areas which
are (relatively) f' and /,', and hence the relative intensities

of the images are:—

/?
""'

/?

It will be seen that this holds good in a slightly different

form wben the object is at such lesser distance from the lens

that the rays reaching the diaphragm are no longer parallel

but still divergent. In this case (corresponding with the
taking of photographs of objects up to within a very short

distance of the lens) the illumination of the image is modified

from two causes. The light reaching the lens is of greater

intensity, in accordance with the law of inverse squares; that

is, its intensity is inversely proportional to the squares of the

distances u. At the same time the image is formed in a plane

at a distance v behind the lens, v being greater than /, and
increasing proportionately as u becomes less. The linear scale

of reproduction of the image is then the ratio v : u, and,

therefore, the area of the image relatively to the object is

the ratio «'
: u'

.

Thus we have :
—

Amount of light transmitted by the diaphragm is propor-

tional to —

Area over which this light is distributed is proportional

to -..

Dividing relative amount of light by relative area,

relative intensity of illumination of image is

d» .• V-- <i»

• If the object is at such an immense distance that no increase in focal

length magnifies the size of the image, reduction of the intensity of the

image by spread of its area obvionsly does not come into play. The starn

are such objects. Hence in stellar photography the intensity of the image

is proportional simply to the area of the diaphragm (or rather to that

of the telescopic Sens) without regard to focal length.
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obtained, except that r (the focal (ll^tance

mtograpning a nearer object) take* the place of /, the

iigth.

clear that if .we wished to mark lensos with numbers

.ng, by their greatneas or smallness, the " speed" of

d*
a tens we should ba!>e them on thi« measure =; of the relative

ty of image. For example, a lenc of 2-in. diaphragm
•-in. focal length would receive a number equal to

It would be twice as fast as one of 2 in.

>gm and 14 in. focal length, and therefore rated as

i4 ^ S» •PP">«— ««"<;«
25 " *''*=•

all-

»i'h <>n<» or twq exceptions, it ha* been the sensible

ipbragnu with numbers winch are related

speed*, but to the relative times of

• I by them; which are, in fact, measures of

of a lens, or its " ineAia," a« Hnrter and

1 proposed to call it. Although photographers

.:iv r.'f.T f.. thi- " .D<>>>d '/ a lens, the numbers which
•- are actually " slowness

"

1
i^^tion directly.

Ir

Effective Diaphragm Ap«rture.

. f ,1 !r-ni -x'.th the diaphragm in front of it and

n in fig. 1, the r«'al or effective

• .il area of the largest beam of

parallel rays which can pa«* through tha lens, is the actual

.ii..'rtiire in the diaphragm, sometimes called the nominal

re. In other eaata, however, tha aiactive diameter is

cause of increase of the effaetive aperture, and

',e which is regularly taken into consideration in

..; of lanae* with aperture numbeia, it the condana-
.• . .,...,....„ I..,.. „i,.....( ,o >r,...» r>f the diaphragm,

or when a single

2 illu*trates

1 the method
,.. ..-^sUel

the

j cm^punds

of largo

ij uH! lib and
number may

'•'d to an
il U-ngth

n )i II ;i: rii .1, tiiu .

t ion of a ^ in this :

1 'cino <ii»metor, .\

front lens is renti-

!o 'Jint ,
Nr </<i, at the <j ;

« real di In the case >•: i

.il length, luv

leterminiiii: :

,t »j>«ed uf a lens beia«:

extent. The error will var

ri« i-M of •srtiT* dUnrtcr o( Imw a|.rrt«r»

ihf

r-n

position tiiiiigi- ua H parallel pencil of diameter arj \i me
diameter of the aperture is dd,. The pencil may be allowed
to impinge on a bit of ground glass pressed against the lens

hood and the diameter of the bright disc measured with a pair
of dividers; or a scrap of bromide paper may be fixed in the
lens cap, exposed there for a few seconds, developed and tho
diameter of the black disc measured. The diameter so ascer-

tained is the real or effective aperture diameter for the
purpose of determining the relative aperture, as described in
a sub6e<iuent paragraph. .

In tho case of lenses of all types the effective diameter of

the diaphragm aperture, as distinguished from the actual
diameter, is presumed to be employed by the makers in deter-

mining the relative aperture or / number, and since the
practice shows the lens to be of higher " speed" it is not
likely to be omitted.

The effect of employing the effective instead of the actual

diameter of the stop is to reduce the F. No. in a proportion

amounting to as much as 15 per cent, or 30 per cent, accord-

ing to the type of lens. For example, an anastigmat which

has a maximum aperture of //4.& on the basis of dividing the

focal length by the actual diameter of the stop nifty really

have an F. Xo. of 4.6 -r l.l = //4.2. The same factor of 11

will apply equally to all the smaller stops.

Variation of Effective Aperture with Distance of

Object.

Apart from the condensing action of a lens element in front

uf the diaphragm, described in the preceding paragraph, tho

effective diameter of the aperture may vary, usually to a veiv

front e)«a«sl and alao with tha distance uf the

'. the front rlomi>nt. Miatlia has given the

' for the calculation of tha afftctive diameter,

,,._/.., whara / is the focal length of tMa front tens, and y

• of the diaphragm l><>hinil the biw. If d i« the

i.rlrr. the e(Te<~tiva diameter it

Y-;

however, preferable to mainSairect raca^uroment

Th» lens ia focused on • very di.-.int ohjei t and

< replaced by n card having a. central (linhole

In tha dark room, a tigbtad candle or electric

M ed close against the pinhole. Since the latter is

IS of parallel riyi, light from tho »ource in this

Fif. 3.-TsrlatloD of sffective aperture with di^fsnce of obiect.

minor extent, when the object is relatively near to tho lens,

and the incident pencil of rays is therefore divergent. This

effect, which has heeu called " inconKtiwuv of aperture,"

ariaes, for example, with a single lens having the diaphragm

in front (fig. 3). For practically parallel rays aa, 6b from a

distant object, tho effective diameter is the actual diameter ab.

But for rays from an object at a relatively small distance u,

the effective diameter is plainly that of the pencil of

rays oe, <><i, in the plane of the lens, vi«., cd. It, will thus bo

seen that the effect varies directly with tho distance y of tho

diaphragm from the lens, and inversely with the distance u

of the object. According to C. Welbonie Pilior, win.

examined this question, the factor by which the effective

aperture for parallel rays should be multiplied in order to

give the effective aperture under given conditions is

8inco"M 'is usually a small quantity relatively to v, it is

obvious that the error which is corrected by the application of

this factor is neccsaarilv small. In most cases it is insignificant.

Tho circumstances in which it becomes appreciable are

of rare occurrence, e.g., the employment of a singlo

lens (with diaphragm in front) for copying-enlarging direct.

Oonorallv the quantity y in tho formula is the distance of the

entrance' pupil of the lens from the node of admission. Since,

n, a rule, these two imaginary places in a lens are close

together, the ratio y/u becomes very sma 1. and the factor

•pproximates to 1. Thus in ordinary calculations relating to
^

the effect of aperture diameter on exposure, depth of focus,

etc it is customary to neglect variations from thi» cai^se.
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Lena Aperture Numbers : F U-e- fid) Numbers.
Since tlie intensity of the lens image is proportional to the

sijuaie of tho diaphragm aportnre (</') and inversely propor-

tional to the square of the focal length (p), it follows that,

in rating lenses as regards the exposure required, the effect of

these tHo factors needs to be exactly reversed. The exposure,

with a given diaphragm aperture, will be proportional to the

square of the focal length (le., to /'), and, with a given focal

length, inversely proportional to the diaphragm aperture (i.e.

to d'). In other words, the measure of the relative slowness

of any lens will be —:
a',

Opticians, however, have not generally adopted this basis,

no doubt for the reason that it yields a, wide range of
numbers. On this system, for example, //4 would be 16 and
//32 would be 1024. Lower numbers and an equal facility of

tialculating exposures can be obtained in another way,
namely, by taking as a basis the ratio fjd, instead of f^jd'.
On this basis the times of exposure are proportional to the
squares of the numbers so obtained, but the necessity of
making calculations with the squares of the numbers is

avoided by making the diaphragm apertures conform, as
regards size, to a standard series of f/d ratios, each repre-
senting an area of aperture, half the next larger and double
the next smaller. By this means lenses are standardised as
regards their aperture numbers (with the exception, in many
cases, of the largest aperture), and at the same time calcula-

tion of exposures with the different stops is made exceedingly
simple.

I believe it was the Frenchman, Leon Vidal (1833-1906)
who was the first to suggest, about 1860, in his Calcul des
Temps de Pose, that lenses should be marked with the definite

ratio of diaphragm-aperture/focal length. Previously the
indications of " speed " were very loose, e.g., "cabinet lens
with 1-in. stop." Vidal's suggestion, excellently conceived
as it was for making lenses comparable as regards exposure,
was, however, only a half-way step. It did not provide
against opticians choosing any values of djf for the series

of stops of their lenses, e.g., 1/12, 1/18, 1/20. It provided a
relative and comparable measure of the speed of lenses, but
it did not remove the necessity of making the awkward
" square " calculations when comparing the exposures
required with different stops. Opticians, however, perceived
the usefulness of doing this for individual lenses, and in 1881
a committee of the (now) Royal Photographic Society recom-
mended the universal adoption of a series of specific aperture
ratios; the largest, one-quarter the focal length of the lens

and the smaller ones successively half the area of th« next
larger. Since a disc of half the area of another has a diameter

of i~a\~~~-) of the latter, the series of suggested ratios

J^ (Intensity

/ ratios) S.S

1

11.3
2
16 22.6 32

1_

45

1

64

Expressed the other way about, it was suggested that the

apertures of all lenses should be so chosen that by dividing

the diameters in turn into the focal length the numbers
obtained are:

—

/
(F. No.)

U.S. ...

4 5.6 8 11.3 16 22.0 32 45 G4

(1) (2) (4) (8) (f6) (32) (64) (128) (250)

It was provided that the maximum aperture, in cases where

it did not happen to be in accordance with this system, should

be separately calculated by dividing it into the focal length,

and the F No. so obtained marked on the lens.

The Royal Photographic Society further elaborated this

system by proposing that the aperture //d =4 (i.e., / /4) should

bo taken as a unit and the smaller apertures given numbers
proportional to the required exposures, yielding the numbers

shown in brackets above. This so-called Uniform System (see

below) did not become generally employed. Instead, the par-

ticular f/d numbers, which previously had been employed by

some makers and users of lenses, came into more extended
use.

These F. Nos., as we now call them, thus denote the
" relative aperture " of a lens, the terms " aperture " or

"stop " being often loosely employed as equivalent designa-
tions. The customary method of writing those aperture
numbers, e.g., //4, //8, is a symbol of the fact that the
diameter of tho diaphragm is one-fourth or one-eighth the
focal length of the lens.

In the technical and commercial writings of Continental
opticians it is usual to express this ratio in the inverse form,
i.e., 1:8 (i.e., djf) instead of //8. This inverse value is

termed the clart^ of a lens in France, and the Lichtstarhe in

Germany. The equivalent term, intensity ratio and valuo>
corresponding thereto, are seldom used by English writers
Even in France and Germany these intensity ratios, in theii
precise form, have not been commonly marked on lenses since
about 1900.

The particular feature of the R.P.S. series of ratios is that
it provides apertures of successively doubled area. Hence
exposures with the various stops stand in this same simple
relation. F/B.G requires twice the exposure of //4, and
//11.3 eight times. Similarly, //8 requires a quarter the
exposure of //16 and 1/32 of //45.*

Success'ive multiplication by 2 thus replaces calculations

with the squares of the numbers, except in the case of an odd
number, e.g., //6.8, for the maximum aperture. For this it

is, of course, necessary to ascertain its relation to, say, the

next smaller stop on the basis of the squares of the respective
numbers. Thus, compared with //8, exposure required by
,,„ Q • 6.8 X 6.8 46 , ,, ... ^ ^,
/' • « V a =

iil'
'^^ '*'^''y iiearly ^ ;

whilst the exposure8x8 64'

with //8 is
I

times IJ times that with //6.8.

Before leaving the F. No. system of marking of lens aper-

tures it may be pointed out that since the F. No. is L the

diameter d of the aperture is „ "^ . It is, therefore, simple

to find the diameter of aperture required for any special

F. No., since, with a given focal length, the diameter varies

inversely as the F. No. Thus, if an F. No. of //4.o is pro-

duced by an aperture of 2-in., the aperture for //o.6 on the

same lens will be 2 x 4.5 -=- 5.6 = 1.6 in. = 1^ in. very nearly.

Also, the diameter of a diaphragm requiring twice the

exposure of another is calculated from the relation that expo-

sure varies inversely as the square of the diameter. If d,

and dj are two diameters and E, and Ej the respective

exposures, then

If Ej is required to be twice Ej, then

di dj

n/2~1-*
That is, a diameter aperture, requires to be divided by 1.4

(multiplied by 10 and divided by 14) in order to give one
requiring twice tho exposure. For one requiring half the

exposure, the diameter is, of course, multiplied by 1.4.

Other Systems of Aperture Numbers.
Although tho Koyal Photographic Society's system of

marking lens aportares with specific fjd values (F. Nos.) is

• It should be noted that the rule above given does not necessarily hold
good in all cases. This arises from the variation in sensitiveness exhibited
by a plate according to the intensity of light acting on it. Exposure, that
is tho amount of light-action, is made up of intensity of light I X time,

t, of action, and in some circumstances the same effects are not produced
by great variations of I and (, whilst maintaining a constant product
I X t. The intensities of light passed by the stops I/A and //64, for

example, are in the proportion 256 : 1, but an exposure of 256 seconds at

//64 may not produce so great an effect as 1 sec. at /,4. Departure from
the rule in this direction may be considerable with slow plates and feeble

intensities of light, but with rapid plates exposed on outdoor subjects,

that is to say, under the customary conditions of photography, variation

from tlie rule of the F. Nos. is usually negligible

Therefore d..
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now in almost universal use, a niiiiibcr of other systoms have

e»- -.ime to time Jurin_ fifty yPars.

T.' ->-'d to reniam in i n which has

o^ -'111 tor the fact tliat many lenses were issued

ir i.arked ac-cording to the systems. These lenses

('\ in the M>cond-han(i market, and their aperture

II..' .:e fre<iirently a cau'tc of mystification to tlieir

purciia*!'- r>.

In l^'-l as :ilready stated, the mow) Royal Photographic
Socictv ;ir 'I d that a relative aperture of //4 should be

taken .is th<j unit, and smaller ap«ctures be given numbers
proportional to the required exposure*. This was named the
•• I'll norm System," contracted to U.S.; at it was adopted
for lae longest period for Kodak cameras (nukde in America)

its d.-igriat-" '•- ' ". confused with "United States."

Leases by . and Continental makers are occa-

sionally foun.j «..n I >. stops. The system was officially

abaniJoned by the Royal Photographic Society in 1900. when
giviri;; :U f.irii..il approval to the F. No. system already

desc.'ii" d .^il.. ii <i ir.:.4 some years previously, had been in

almost univeriai use K Njs. equiralent to U.S. numbers
are:

—

. » •

L'.:j. .12 4 8 16 SS ft4 128

r. Noa. .. f!4 fli.t //8//11.3 /, 16 //M-C /;32 /45

In 1999 an International Congress of Photography, held in

Pari, proposed /;10 as the unit apertnr.- anDnrontly out of

for the alleged benefits of de< Larger and
n.,..rt,irca received numbers ;.,, .;.onal to the

.res, those for the lormer, therefore, being

.,. !„ ^.'oms that many French lenses wore mark^
;ig to this aystem, etpiiralent value* of which are;—

.125 .16 .2S .3 .5

//3.5 /,3.» /;5 //6.5 !t^

, . I J 4 32

h N ffiO fH* //20 . /,3«

.V unit a;- ••
. : v : =» / 3.16 wis formerly adopted

tti.' firms vi !>.>. .'':'. ''oers and Vo^IXnder. Smaller

res were chosen proportional to the reqaired exposures,

.. •"•r-fntiv by the respective snakor* As far as can be

a»cert.'i cyatem wa» employed b ms for lenses

• 1 -i^- in the following
,
... —Dallmeyer,

•T, about 168d-lH)r; and Goerz. about
.- ,..'<. '^'. Ihe dates may wmrtimes be of service in

imately &xing the age of a lens. E^ivalent F. Nos.

:.-. 1 I . : - . 3 3.S 4 8

. . ;. : :: /S.7 /;3. 16 / 3.» ;. 4.6 /,d //&A//&.9 //6.S /7

.».. S.S a-S 7.5 10 13 SO '

25
i-..\\,s. .. fPA //».l //».7 //lO f/li.t ffli-l //13.8

Dallmrrer 30 40 SO 75 100 130 »0 2,W» Sno 400
//l7.3/;30/22.«/;ri.9//3l.6/3«.7/44.7 ..16

2.S 4 6 9 12 24 4>t on 768

//4.a /!9.3 /7.7 //».5 fill //15.5 fit /,'3l J.U. /,ii;i//87.«

1 1.4 S 4 <3 8 16 33

.. flXlt /;4 //4.5 /,6.3 /T.7 f,V /12.6 /IS

.H«r lit 128 2.V>

//3« /

.^(1 me HJ>*jy« ftv»teiin re-»ciBble '^ : K. Nw:». * ijeing

aasures of slowness: tbe lower ture number the

One system, ap^ni i -'.Tt of intensity

Luhtitarl.i- , tiilr "nt« i us«l act-ord-

xphraKnis were marked wii ' ^ propor-

. iatiTe int.nsity of the imn. lercfore,

J a H'JO the

tare (marked
;>• ), \ the expo-

., No. 8, and to on.

i'. No*. ar«:—
.nil 1 2 8 18 32 64

../'lOO f-c 33 /'2d /'17.5 //12.S

11*. .,^.f 128 2w, -- 320 612 600

/,».8 fp.l }l*Ji //«.« //4.4 //3.6

Subsequently apertures were marked according to the same
system, but with //50 as unit. Equivalent apertures are:—
Zeiss //oO unit 1 2 4 8 l(i 32
F. Noe. .. //50 //35 //25 //17.5 / 12.5 //8.8
Zeiss //50 unit 64 80 100 128 160 200
F. Nos. . . //6.3 //0.6 //5 //4.2 //4 //3.5 -

According_to Messrs. Zeiss, lenses marked with these
intensity or exposure Nos. were issued only for a few years
during the early period of their manufacture of lenses.

Aperture Number Conversion Rules.

To Convert from U.S. Nos. to //xVo.'i^—Multiply square root

of U.S. No. by 4, e.g., U.S. No. 64. ^/ &4 = 8. 8x4= //32.
To Convert from Internaiional Congress (C.I.) Nos. to

//.Vos.—Mtiltiply sqiiare root oT I.C. No. by 10," e.<j.. T.C

No. 16. 7^ = *• 4 X 10 = //40.
To Convert from Dallmei/er, Goerz or VoigtliiniUr \os. to

fiXos.—Multiply square root of the Dallmeyer, -etc., No. by

3.16, e.g., Dallmeyer No. 100. ^^^lOb = 10. 10 x 3.16 =

//31.6.

To Convert from Zeiss Nos. (Unit //lOO) to fj Nos.—Divide
100 by square root of Zeiss No., e.j;., Zeiss No. 16. ^/ 16 = 4.

100 -f 4 = /j25.

To Convert Zeiss Nos. (Unit fj 50) to //.Vos.—Divide 50 by

square root of Zeiss No., e.g., Zeiss No. 16. J 16 - 4.

50 ^ 4 = //J2.5.

Variation of Relative Aperture with Scale of

Reproduction.
As has already been shown, if an object is at a coiniiara-

tively small distance from the lens, such that its ini.ige is

formed at a distance o /rem the lens, the relative intensity

the image ia
d*

If the object is at such a distance that

rays from it are practically parallel at the lens, the intensity

is greater, and is J^.
This arises from the fact that in the

former case the image is spread over ^n. area which is greater

in the proportion of r' to f.
Henco the exposure required, with a given F. No.,

varies in the proportion of v' : /' when photographing objects

on any .scale of reproduction, inclusive of enlarging, with lenses

of different focal lengths, but u.sed at the same nominal

relative aperture.

There are two methods of making allowance for this fact

in calculating times of exposure when copying originals or

copying-enlarging. One is to give to the relative aperture

the actual value corresponding with the conditions by replac-

ing / by r in the ratio (F. No.) fjd (that is, by dividing the

camera extension v by the diameter of the stop), and then

to calculate the exposure according to the usual rulo that

the required exposure is proportional to the square of the

F. No. This is inconvenient since the elfective diameter may

not be known. It is better to use the alternative plan, viz.,

to base the exposure on the nominal F. No. (as marked on the

lens), increasing it according to the camera extension v by

multiplying by ^.

But, as a rule, these calculations are needed when using

the M^9e lens and the same stop for different scales of rcduc-

tum_flr enlargement, ranging from, say, 1/10 reduction to

about 10 times enlargement. In such circumstances it is

usual to take as a standard the exposure required when

copying an original "-same sise," and to draw up a scale of

the shorter exposures when copying on a reduced scale and

of the longer exposures when copying-enlarging. Since in

much copying work there is not the necessity to know the

scale of reproduction, it is convenient in practical work to

mark the camera baseboard so that the extension is an indi-

cator of the exposure which ia required compared with that

when copying same size.

This is very readily done on the basis that in same-size

copying the plate is two focal lengths from the lens, and the
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exposure is therefore four times that when copying an original

at, say, thirty focal lengths from the lens. With the camera

set in focus for same size, a distance equal to the focal lengtli

of the lens is raea.sure(l on the baseboard from the surface of

the plate. This is the zero point, i.e., the focus for distant

objects. If, now, from this point we make marks at intervals

of, say, 1 in. towards the rear (supposing the camera is, as it

should be, of the rear-focussing pattern) the exposures

required at the various extension marks will be proportional

to (/ + 1)', (/ + 2)', and so on. If each of the numbers so

o/btained is divided by if, the result in each case is the

number of times of exposure compared with that for same-

siz« copying. An example with a 5-in. Ions will make this

clear:—
Distance be-

hind focus for

distant objects.

Focal Extension.
Relative times
of exposure.

limes of exposure
compared with

that for same size.

inches.

1

2
» *

5(=/)
6
7

inches.

5 + 1 = 6

5 + 2=7
» » *

5 + 5 = 10
5 + 6 = a
5 + 7 = 12

62 = 36
7» = 49
* * *

10« = 100
11» = 121
12« = 144

.36

.49
* * *

1.0

1.2

1.4

But here we are straying somewhat away from the effect of

the diaphi'agm into that of scale of reproduction, and must
return to consider another cause of variation in diaphragm
aperthre, namely, angle of the ravs falling on the lens.

G. E. B.

(To he cuhtinued.)

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.
September 10 to October 8.—London Salon of .Photography. Hon.

Secretary, London Salon of Photography, Sa, Pall Mall East,

London, S.W.I.

September 19 to October 29.—Royal Photographic Society. Secre-

tary, Royal Photographic Society, 36, Russell Square, London,
W.C.I.

November 17 to 19.—Bowes Park and District Photographic Society.

Particulars from the Hon. Sec, S. Smith, 68, Mannock Road,

Wood Green, London, N.22.

December 3 to 17.-—Scottish Photographic Circle. Hon. Secretary,

W. S. Crocket, 10, Parkgrovo Terrace, ToUcross, Glasgow.

1922.

February 14 to 17.^Exeter Camera Club. Particulars from C.

Beauchamp Hall, Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Exeter Camera
Club, " St. Denys," Bellevue Road, Exmouth.

Photographic Instkuction in jManchester.—The prospectus of

the printing and photographic department of the Manchester
Municipal College of Technology for the session 192! -22 has just

been published, and may be obtained on application to the head
of the department. Mr Charles W. Gamble, O.B.E., M.Sc. The
department provides a series of courses of instruction in photo-

graphy and photo-mechanical processes for both those who can
attend only in the evenings and t.ho.se who can undertake syste-

matic study in the day-time. For the latter a full course has been
arranged, extending over two sessions, each of 40 weeks, for the
purpose of providing thorough preliminary training of those intend-

ing to follow some branch of the industry of photography. This
course consists of lectures and practical -work, and iu addition

includes instruction at the Manchester High School of Commerce
in the elements of business practice. Special emphasis deserves to

be laid upon the value of a systematic course of this kind to those

intending to earn a livelihood in almost any branch of photo-

graphy. There must be a great many within, say, twently miles

of Manchester' who are between the ages of, say, 17 and 21, and
are intending to qualify themselves by a knowledge of the prin-

ciples and practice of photography. This full-time course provide."

the means of doing so for an extremely moderate sum. For the

classes in particular subjects, such ao negative making, portraiture,

retouching, bromide printing, etc., and also for those in half-tone
and line photo-engraving, the prospectus of the Department should
be consulted. The session begins on Monday, October 3.

Patent News.

Process patents—applications and specifications—are treated in

" I'hoto-Mec/ianical Notes."

-Applications, August 29 to September 3 :

—

ViEW-FiNDEits.—No. 23,478. View-finders for photographic

cameras. W. J. D. Walker.

EwcTRic Printers.—No. 22,825. Electric photographic printing

or copying machines. J. B. Halden and J. Halden and Co., Lf!

Projection Systems.—No. 23,461. Optical projection systen

.\. Wainiisham

CiNEMATOORAPHv.— No. 23,425. Motion-picture apparatus. J. Mery.

Phonographic Films.—No. 23,275. Production of tone films. P.

Dresla and W. Graaff.

Cinematography.—No. 22,841. Moving picture machines. F. F
Abbott.

Cinematooraph-Phonoghaph.—No. 23,273. Cinematographic and

phonetic machines. P. Dresla and W. Graaff.

Cinematograph-Phonograph.—No. 23,276. Apparatus for taking

animated pictures and recording tone oscillations. P. Dresla

and W. Graaff.

Sound-Recorbs.—Nos. 23,118 and 23,120. Photographic apparatus

tor recording sound. H. G. Mltthtws.

Sound-Records.—No. 23,119. Photographic apparatus for repro

ducing sound. H. G. Matthews.

Stereoscopv.—No. 23,440. Meai>i< for obtaining stereoscopic

pictures E H. Wright

Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOR REOISTBATION.
Pathe,—No. 411,956. Cinematograph films, cinematograph appaia

tus and accessories thereto, all being goods included in class ^

Pathe Freres Cinema, Ltd., 103109, Wardour Street, Lond
VV.l, merchants and manufacturers.

MARKS PLACED ON THE REGISTER.
The following marks have been placed on the register

:

—
LuxURiA.—No. S84,286. Photographic sensitised paper. Paget

Prize Plate Co., Ltd., 132, St. .-ilban's Road, Watford, photu

graphic plate and p^per manufactuiers. Class 39.

NiLTONA.—No. 384,284. Photographic sensitised paper. Pagtt

Prize Plate Co., Ltd., 132, St. Alhan's Road, Watford, phot,.-

graphic plate and paper manufacturers. Class 39.

Epcot.\r.—No. 360,701. Carl Zeiss. (Applied for .\pril, 1914.) In

class 8.

REGISTRATIONS RENEWED.
Acirix.—^No. 294,316. John J. Griffin and Sons, Ltd,

in 1907 in class 1.

Aerograph.—No. 294,308.

in 1907 in class 6.

CiTOL.—No. 293,546.—Chemische Fabrilc auf

Schering). Registered in 1907 in class 1.

Ilford.—No. 294,706. Ilford, Ltd. Registered in 1907 in class 1.

Ilford.—No. 294,707.—Ilford, Ltd. Registered in 1907 in class 8

Ilford.—No. 294.708. Ilford, Ltd. Registered in 1907 in class 39

Imperial.—No. 293,654. The Imperial Dry Plate Co., Ltd

Registered in 1907 in class 1.

Imperial.- No. 294.497. The Imperial Dry Plate Co., Ltd. Regis-

tered in 1907 in class 39.

Rajar.—No. 287,481. Rajar, Ltd. Registered in 1906 in class 39.

ScALOL.—No. 293,843. Johnson and Sons, Manufacturing Chemists,

Ltd. Registered 1907 in class 1.

Sepiana.—No. 294,375. Ilford, Ltd. Registered in 1907 in

class 39.

The Aerograph Co., Ltd.

Actien

Registered

Registerc'i

(vorm K.
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SiLTAMAK.—No. 294,685. Cwl Zeis*. Regutered in 1907 in class 8.

Vmcnom.—No. 293.413 Wratten sod W»inwri(fht. Ltd.
B«giJt«red in 1907 in cUw 1.

TBADB MABKS BEHOVED FBOit BBOISTER.
In the ofeial lanyuagt of tK* " Trade Marki Journal " the

feliotetng trade marti hate been •' removed from the regiiter
through non-payment of renewnl feet." SiuA nonpayment i» of
tamrtt tht method adopted by a firm having no further occasion for
CA« H*e of a mart

S (Haxowc Slow).—No. 291.9ff7. Houghton*, LW. Registered
in 1907 in djui 1.

Botox*.—No. 292,948. The Rotary Photographic Co., Ltd. Regis-
ered in 1907 in elaat 30.

^iajociAFH.— No. 292.947. The Rotary Photographic Co., Ltd.
Registered in 1907 in class 30.

Ctntrx.— No. 294,317. John J. Griffin and Sons, Ltd. Regis-
tered in 1907 in class 8.

W«u.i>0TON SrtiDT (La»h. Dasics).—No. 204,456- Wellington
and Ward. Registered iii 1907 in claas 1.

PcsBAsr-No. 291,796. Foerst Bros., Ltd. Registered in 1907 in

claas 1.

AtuxnuoMi —No 293.412 Wratten and Wainwright, Ltd.
Registered in 1907 ib class 1

'-

New Materials.

Elchiaf-Broiva Kodura ncvclupiof Paper. Made by Kodak,
Ltd., Kint«nrar. i.oadaa. W.C.

this new paper the Kodak Company have aooght to provide
... portrait pholograph«r with a printing material which, as regards

aperj, comsa betweao tb* two grades of Kodura at present on th«
«>»'•- -'"''•' '^st daaignat«d in the one ca*« ))7 aingla letters. A,
B, t issoad a* BB, OC, etc.

> ""<-
<>( the new material ii tlM colotir ot tb«

' warn black, as on* ma; aqoally describe
--''

in the devrioper by the use of a metol-

differs from those eommonly empk>yed
'ntairiHi^ x 'ime«[iat greater proportion of bromida. Tba
}W«ver, owioB to the charactarislic quality of the emulsion,

o *i
!

.•. prolong ('
f development. v, print*

oe I'lr new papc i!l depth in a) * when
nsiag the daveloper prrlcr.i&ly soroawhat wariiur tljau is the general
TuU. naaialr. at a Umperatora of 68 deg. F.

'niio paper. Etching-
^

^ is, of

paper. Using a ft ;.g nega-

.'ound thai ae got correctly exposed priutt Atic.i giving a
about 10 taeonds at a dbtaooe of about 18 inches from a
ha!(-watt lamp. It will thoa be seen that fairly ample

. of Uinn-pow«r in the printing box is required for short
» negaiiTes incline towards density.

tier i« :— .

11

s . .

.

•f metol] .

'ptiile, eryst.

•'•

tta, crySt.

ioIuti'>!

Mgra.
. Ji ©u.
.~. 240 gra.

3i ou
I ox. fl

90 ou
Potass.

Water,
bromide, 10 per east.

to make

uta of thia iloek solution and water are Misad to form the
.; devalopv.

i'na raavlla upon the papers. « regards pleasing colonr, bril-

-y ranie r.f gradation, ar.i ^^:''^ce leztQre an" rTrr.IVrit. It is

' giving ti lefit of c . greater
makers : ceded in p. ^ a paper

' highly retpontive to t:,a quality in th« negative, and in

4e poeaassa* the qnalitv of latitude so much desired in a
iiing paper.

~n» oaper ia made (n fi. ' ^arietia*. all of tbiek anbatance, but
tmoolh textarr of rongh The smooth papers

correspond in surface approximately with what is called " velvet
"

or semi-glossy surface; the rough excellently simulates the natural
surface of a paper somewhat resembling that of a good drawing
paper. In each surface the paper may be obtained either whito or
cream, the cream tint enhancing to a remarkable degree the warm
colonr of the image. There is no doubt that professional photo-
graphers will have a great interest in making trial of this new
pnnting medium

Meetings of Societies.

IfEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

V -J. « J
Sdnday, Septembbe 18.

Nort*i Middlesex P.S. Outing—Somewhere in London.

Monday, September 19.
Soct^y of Photographic Writers, Livwpool. Members meet at

8 p.m., at 31, August Road. -^
Sooth London Phot. Soc. " Story of a Photographer wHh two

Lenaea." A. Dordan Pyke.

Tt«SDAY, Sbptembeb 20.
lUckney P.S. ." General Hint* to Beginners." J. J. Beaaley.
Manobeater Amateur Plhot. Soc. " Rothenburg and ita Festival

Play." Jaa. Bhuv.

Thubsday, September 22.
Hanvmersmith Hampahire House P.S. " A Four Hundred Mil,-

Walk in Dolomite Tvrol." Jaa. 8h*w, F.R.P.S.
Nortii Middlesex P.S. '"Ireland." C. H. Oakden, F.R.P.S.

Satdbday, September 24.
Okty of London and Oripplagate P.S. OuLing te Bankaide.
Haokney P.S. Oty Outing. H. E. Wood.

CROYDON CAME^\ CLUB.
The notice-board last week plaintLJv ""laired "Will Somebody

Oblige ? " All responsible officially were absent, including the
president on a walking tour in Devon. He wrote, saying " his

movements were uncertain," doubtless not appreciating this would
be sttribuled by members to the virtue of Plymouth gin. Later
the secretary drifted in, but revealed nothing in the nature of a
fixture. H« was told to take off his hat, and otherwise spoken to
severely.

They then caat abont for a subject, and eventually settled down
to a consideration of the exciting circumstances leading up to the
threatened extinction of the dry-plate, and it may be recorded in

advance that it was unanimously agreed it would survive for many
a long day, with or without monkey-gland. All available

bearing on the subject was first read—Messrs. Kodak's announce
ment, Mr. Lambert's letter in the " B.J.," a recent editorial i:)

tba " A.P." (so far as it went, considered much to the point), and
Measn. Wellington's jocular counterblast.

Candour, as is usual, marked the discussion, and Mr. Hibbert

.

who opened it, said that although Messrs. Kodak had ceased t

supply or make E^tman plates, Wratten plates at least continued

to be manufactured. Possibly the various dry^lates produced by
the latter firm met all practical requirements, and if this were tio.

KaiBiisJCodak, in first-class style, had secured a first-class adver

tissnanV Sar a first-class film, at the same time relieving tbeni-

aalvaa <tl multiplicity of brands in dry-plates. He had nothing but

praise for the Kodak " portrait film," but several, to his know-
ledge, who had given it a good trial, had reverted to dry-plates

for various reasons. For one thing, many retouchers strongly

objected to the film.

Mr. Berry said the quality of the film was superb, but in speed

it could not compare with the modern ultra-fast dry-plate, a boor!.

if not an actual necessity, when taking children in the studii-v

Ease of atorsge and minimum of weight were also strong pointa i'

favour of the later comer. On the other hand, lie had found tli'

manipulations more troublesoine, and varnishing presented difficul

ties. He had never worked larger sizes than whole-plate, fearing

the slight curvature of the film with long-focus large-aperture por-

trait lenses might lead to trouble, for here exact coincidence of

the sensitive surface and the focussing screen waa of great im
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portance. He had also found that if the films were retouched by

an artificial light, which gave perceptible heat, they cockled badly

if not quit* dry. Mr. Hibbert pointed out that if the special con-

trivances eold for use with the film were employed—somewhat

expensive, by the way—manipulations were as simple as with glaea

plates. Mr. Ben7 said he had not used them.

The ever-cheerful Mr. Keifcr apprehended an immediate declara-

tion of war between the U.S.A. and this country, with the battle-

cry " Films verms Plates !
" Mr. Sellers failed to understand what

all the hullabaloo was about. Messrs. Kodak had a perfect right

to give up making dry-plates if they eo chose, and photographers

had an equal right to use what they preferred. Personally, he

should continue in the dear old senile way. He agreed with Mr.

Berry that the films were easily stored, a direct incentive to pro-

feesionals to carry a larger stock of old negatives than would be

the case with the far more bulky glass plates. When the fire

insurance companies tumbled to the fact that thousands of celluloid

negatives might be on the shelves, they would certainly have

something to say. Mr. Salt endorsed the favourable opinions ex-

pressed about the portrait film, and had an equally good word for

the " commercial " brand. He had been much interested in Mr.

Hibbert's opening remarks. If the facts were as stated, it seemed

ihat a good many unsuspecting souls were having their legs badly

pulled. Others also spoke; some to the point. The debate closed

at a somewhat late hour, the chairman, Mr. F. C. Reynolds, pro-

posing a hearty vote of thanks to all who had not contributed to it.

News and Notes;

Kalosat Lenses. —A prospectus of these quartz soft-focus lenses

of the Hanovia Chemical and Manufacturing Co., Newark, N.J.,

comes to us from Ad. Harz, Weggiss, Switzerland, sole agent for

the lenses in Europe.

Crn Guilds Medal.—The silver medal offered in the final

examination in photography held by the City and Guilds of

London Institute, in May last, has been awarded to Mr. Philip

Brain, a member of the Royal Photographic Society and a student

in the photographic school of the Regent Street Polytechnic.

Stolen Kodak.—An Autographic Kodak, No. 5,593, Special

No. 1, fitted with Bausch Kodak /,/6.3 anastigmat in Velosto

shutter and contained m a velvet-lined leather case, was stolen

from an omnibus in London last week. Any dealer to vi'hom the

camera may be ofiered is askfed to communicate with Captain

Donald, 21, Rotherwick Boad, London, N.W.ll.

AiE Brush Contbolled by Slope.—An American scientific

journal states that an air brush that atomises its liquid contents

in the usual maimer by means of compressed air, has a special

feature of control that depends entirely upon the manner in which

the brush is held. The intensity of the spray is regulated by

inclining the brush, more or less, according to the pressure re-

quired. The greater the angle of inclination the more will the

colour be divided. The sipray is stopped by simply restoring the

brush to its normal position.

Photooraphs to Pbove Proper Packing.—A machinery manu-

facturing concern in Massachusetts has found a new use for photo-

graphy. Before putting on the cover of a box the contents are

photographed to show that they are securely and properly packed.

One of the prints is kept by the shipper, while the other is for-

warded to the consignee. In the event of damage in transit, both

the shipper and the customer have proof that it was not due to

negligence in packing. The consignee's print is valuable, also, as

a guide in unpacking complicated machinery.

The Best London Views.—During a correspondence in the

London newspapers last week, in which the most pictorial scenes

to be found in London were discussed, the " Daily Graphic "

published some little known views taken ip the Parks. These

landscapes must have come ze. a pleasant surprise even to those

who claim to know London well ; one of the views taken in Ken-

sington Gardens near by Lancaster Gate was most picturesque,

reminding one of Versailles. Publishers of picture postcards will

no doubi benefit by the correspondence and the publication of the

pictures.

Aldis Soft-Focus Aitachiuemt.—Messrs. Aldie Bros., Sarehole

Road, Sparkhill, Birmingham, offer to send for stamps sufficient

to cover postage a booklet containing an actual photograpii show-

ing the Eoft-focus effect obtained by the diffusion device which

can be fitted to the larger lenses of the //4.5 Series I. at the extra

cost of 22s. over the price of the lens in ordinary iris mount. The
attachment is of considerable value in portraiture, and has the

further advantage of giving pleasantly diffused landscape negative*

whilst using a lens which is of the light and compact type con- 1

venient for outdoor work.

Four Hundred Portraits of Would-be Brides—Matrimonial
agencies and beauty shows have their opponents, but one must

admit that they bring grist to the photographer's mill. Last

week's newspapers told of a man in far away Vancouver who wrote

to the Mayor of Brighton asking him to find him a wife. The

letter to the Mayor was published in the Press, and four hundred

letters from would-be brides were sent to Brighton, and the letters,

with all the enclosed photographs (" some of them very pretty

girls," says the Mayor) are to be sent to Vancouver, where the

lonely young man will be for some time busily engaged in reading

the letters and examining the many photographs.

Costly Promises.—So few photographers keep their promises

to send snapshots, that it is quite refreshing to hear of one who
has. A writer in the " Star " says :

—" Photography is certainly

a delightful hobby, but don't let it run away with you. This year

on my holiday I took snaps of everything and everybody, and

thought what a delightful lot of littlo pictures I should be able to

paste in my holiday memory book kept for that purpose. But,

alack and alas ! everyone ' snapped ' wants a print, and not having '

the time to develop or even print my own films, I find myself

faced with a stupendous bill and the trouble of sending the snaps ,'

away to the various people who figure therein. Verily I shall

think before I snap another year!
"

Dye-Printing Paper.—A recent German patent. No. 337,173, of

the Bad'.sche Anilin Company, describes the preparation of a sensi-

tive printing paper by means of the compounds obtained by pre-

cipitating certain acid dyes with aromatic paradiamino compounds.

According to the specification, the coating mixture is made by

mixing together 100 parts of 30 per cent, blanc fixe paste (barium

sulphate) and 10 parts calcined soda, with 100 parts of water. To
this is added a solution of 20 parts eosine A (free from salt) in

2,000 parts of water, and 880 parts of 2 per cent, benzidine hydro-

chloride added. A solution of 40 parts manganese nitrate in 40

psirts of water is added to the mixture, which is coated on to glass

or paper by means of a binding medium, such as gelatine or

albumen. After exposure to light the image is fixed with borax

or sodium phosphate or barium hydrate. Bluish red prints are

obtained, which may be changed to a red chalk colour by means

of a weak solution of calorine.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

NEW COMPANIES.
Art Products, Ltd —This private company was registered on

September 6, with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares (500 " A "

and 500 " B " ord.). Objects : To carry on the business of manu-

facturers or retail dealers in art reproductions, picture frames,

.prints, photogravures and engravings, photographic and cinemato-

' graphic goods, etc. The first directors are : D. B. Buckland, 14,

Aeroville, Colindale Avenue, Hendon, N.W. ; H. J. Buckland, The

Gables, Wantage Road, Lee. S.E., art dealer; S. A. Hart, 23a,

Holford Square, W.C. electro plater; Samuel Reinish, 134, Bedford

Street, E., sculptor. Secretary : D. B. Buckland. Registered

ofl[ice : 43, Clerkenwell Road, E.G.
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Correspondence.

•«• CorrttpondthU fhould never write on both tidtt of the paptr.

So notict It taJcen of eommunicatiom unleu the namtf and

mldreuet of the writtrt art given.

•• Iff do not vndertake retponiibUily fir the opiiitm- 'rj>retMd

by our corretjmodtntt.

FILMS VERSUS PLATES.

To the Editors. .^

.eDtlemeo.—It SMmi lo me that tlie policy of MaMTs. Kod*k of

.1) the maoafactnre of dry plates in f»T<mr of 6»t films

>wp private affair and need not trouble photographers

^^B much- They ooeht to know better than we possibly can

^^Bhar their new venture will pay them. Bat the place where

^^K%mt are made doei sccoi to b« some concern of ours, for I

HJBnr many of n< would prefer to buy British ((oods if we can,

pnce and «juality lieing equal, so that I hop« the flat film will be

eventually made at Harrow, and that if it is not, thoae who wiah

can use other flat filmi " made in England."

The advaatagae of i;Uss plates, or celluloid film*, as the support

of the negative image, will no doubt te a theme for di«:ussion for

T Irnnr tim^ B"'h h^y^ th^ir good and bad points. On the whole.

ilance of adTaiita{;e,^s with the films.

atiUges. Nono that 1 have used are

lU : kiitt pKtee, and in winit • Iren we have

oft> 1 to use dry plates. Th tage can be

(rvercvme r>o doabt.

Thrn there i* the ;re3t dilBenliy of holding films rigid and flat

Tporare. t a great difficulty in lises up to half-

it above "
' la a serious disadvantage, and to far

i have feen ; the narket lliat would bold a 12 x 10, for

iD<tai)r<< Th ^lay be overcome in time.

SevenI of the dit! .ultiM mentioned by your coin^jKindeiits

Kava not troubled m*. yn>l I have been n<iing the ftlme for quite

two years; wa have fi-und no 'litfi'iiltv in retouching if a black

card with a hole in it is laid on the film while in the daak. Thii

is an old arrangement we havi. u<ed for a pood many years when

retoui'hing a large group <-^.ti\»; it it an (.\r<lli.nt device for

pret.ii'.ing eycetrain. v 'S true r< mplained of

i»... • .r, lyot now '^'»-
. ...cm to a gl^ . :.^,.. .vc; they like

I spring '

., ;.i, wet, the i..i..' i.-r^d a little mora <*'* ' ""vent scratch

ing, ym a good do«a of alum a* soon aa po - fixing saves

many defects, and afet help* to hasten divw^K m tiiunp weather.

I think the alum prevents a good deal of damage to both back and
' ' the way of scratebaa and finger marks, and I think also

^rdened film laiisti damp and wear better than one not

I I have not been troubled wr' — ' Het after the

t dry, Dc.r wiln danp, but I can <: placed in an

.; lantern with a condansar, they mlKiu sutler from the beat

AOtam, especially in winter, unless the film was quite free

' 10 MM of tba disadvantagea of tba ftlm, namely, the

'Ji0icu!ty d! protaeting the surface with a good varnish; so far, I

have found ootbing qoite satisfactory. Dipping in srater-vamish

made with borax and shellac, so as to protect both sides, proved

• failure, aa in a month or two the snellac turned white and opaque

patches Gold siia thinned with turpentine was not a sticcees.

The fower to work on back and frcnt of the negative is a great

^ktirantaga, and alto to print from eithtr side; bat if it is neces-

sary to use (oatt varni<h the flfan ran«t be attadied to glass.

Another advantage is the possibility of cutting negatives up to

make a composite; the block mak^iri find this very u>efnl. I

balirvf

W« (Ia nnt find any dilBenlty in faslaning them down when
.\ narrow ttrip of • ..-ical rubber plaster will hold

and it can bi pf i oR without making any mark.

T, •« and unbieak*!' -,^ 'what a word) is another gain

in fl in sendine ly i '< f>n the whole then, I think I

should be efTry lo >!-, ve '• : • them up but the proposed new
regnlations for the >''r.igi> i iluli.nl, as set forth on pp. 540. 541

of yotir issue of September 9, if earned out, will put the users of

films in a very difficult position. We are told the " stocks of

celluloid shall be kept in a suitable place outside the workrooms

plainly marked ' celluloid store.' Storks exceeding one hundred-

weight shall only be kept in a ehamlcr of pe-resisting materialt,

in wAicA no open light or fire shall be aHojced, and which shall

not be hted for any other purpose than the storage of celluloid."

A comparatively small business would soon accumulate a hundred-

weight of film negatives, but how m.any such establishments could

afford to set up a fireproof room devoted entirely to the storage

of negatives?

Even now the storage of a small quantity of film negatives may

invalidate an insurance policy. These new regulations if they come

into force, and there seems no reason to doubt that they may, will

make many professional photographers hesitate before giving up

glass plates in favour of films, and those wBo are using films will

have to consider, very seriously, whether they will be able to

contmu* doibg so.—Yours truly.
Habold Bakeb.

Birmingham, September 10.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Noticing your letter signed Mr. Andrew C. Glover,

I would like to point out that I have been a constant user of

the film since its advent on the market, using not one gross but

grosses. I cannot agree with Mr. Glover when he states that the

film is a " nuisance to retouch." On the contrary, it is a pleasur«>

to do lo in comparison to a plate, and owing to the fineness of

the grain of the film there is less modelling to be done as com-

pared with plates. In respect to scratches and picking up dirt,

this can only be caused by careless working (which, alas, applies

to plataa). I am simply writing this letter as a fair criticism of

Mr. G!over> letter.—Yours faithfully, Alex. S. Wakb.

Boaton Studioa. 38, Newington Butte, S.E.U.

September 12.

To the Editora

Gentlemen.— I have read with interest the letters in the " B,J.'

rt Kodak film. I write as an enthusiastic user of Eastman Por-

trait Flms, which 1 have used over a year, and find infinitely

superior to glass plates as regards a delightful rendering of half

tones, loss ol halation, portabalitv and saving of slirage space, but

tha one serious drawback is their inflammability. I have not yet

decided the safest method of storage ; also I begin to wonder how

one is to get rid of " back numbers." Will the dustman reject

them; if so, whst is to become of them?—Yours truly,

(Miss) Violet K. Blaiklock.

18, Elaworthy Rd.. South Hampstead, N.W.3.

September 12.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,-It would be interesting to learn what justification

exists for the implication conveyed in Mr. Mallinson's letter that

films are slower than plates, so much so, indeed, that he expresses

pity for the photographer who has to use them in dull weather.

I tee no reason why an emulsion should be slower on a film than

on a plata, and, in my own experience, I have not found it so.

Moreover, I know of a large, high-class establishment with a

lj~-jHiy
*"' child portraiture where films have ousted plates for

a |iiaia>|iint

railiai* because my experience with plates has been so much

larger than with films, I have not found the manipulation so easy

with the films, but the freedom from halation more than com-

penates for this. The evil of halation is not confined to weaken-

ing or fogging of adjacent dark shadows, but shows itself also in

light drapery, and even on the face, where delicate half-tones are

filled up, or obscured and all sparkle destroyed, by light reflected

from the back of the plate.

Irradiation, as differentiated from halation, may exist in a film,

as in a plate; but in a plate, unless thoroughly well backed, you

may have the two evils instead of the one.—Yours faithfully,

Hampstead. W. E. Debekham.

September 12.
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THE KODAK iL^NDPACTURING POLICY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Why are your contributors up against progress ?

SWely a 'firm like Kodak, Ltd., would not discontinue plate manu-
facture if their portrait films were not giving results far superior
to those obtainable on glass plates. Are not the points raised
trivial ? They are easy to retouch, and both sides are usable for
this process. I have no trouble with the retouching, as films lie
flat tinder four small clips which are attached to the desk. \vhy
be troubled with damp if each film is hagged properly ? And as to
dirt attaching, whoa© fault is this ? Has vour correspondent tried
(benzine for cleaning ? Why clean at all, if proper care has been
taken during developing, etc. ? As to lighting in the studio, can
your correspondents obtain negatives, giving correct renderings of
detail under all conditions, on glass plates? I doubt it. In con-
clusion, 1 may mention I do not tank films, nor do 1 use clips, etc.

;

it is quite easy to develop two dozen portrait films in a 12* x 10
dish at one time, and obtain negatives entirely free from scratches.
Anyhow, films are " it " all the time, and a boon to all artistic
workers.—Yours faithfully, E. E. Carter.
Cottage Studio, Romford, September 9:

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Personally, I always feel grateful to the Kodak Co.
for all their pioneer work for the profession, and I will say this
for their advertising matter : Nfever once Jiave I found them making
a statement that was not supported by scientific facts.

I have used the Eastman portrait film for nearly two years, with
the greatest satisfaction. I prefer film to glass, because, in my
hands, it is easier to do the best work on it, and the cost in cash
and time is less all the way through.
So far, the faults found with film appear to be almost childish.

The correspondent who scratches his films and then allows the dust
to get in should learn how not to scratch them. The man who, by
" careful " lighting, never gets halation on glass plates is deluding
himself.

I prefer to knife or pencil a film, and have found no difficulty in
making many hundreds of negatives free from all flaws. I honestly
advise all photographers to take up film. Just a Uttle care in
adapting one's method of working is all that is necessary, remem-
bering that nothing is perfect in this world, whether it 'is made
of glass, celluloid, or gelatine. '

1 well remember an old wet-plate man, who, when I made him
a negative on a dry plate, fetched his focussing glass to show me
the "grain." Was he old-fashioned ?—Yours faithfully,

Eastgate Street, Gloucester, September 8.

SYSTEMATIC BROMIDE PRINTING.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I am very much obliged to Mr. Harold Baker and
Mr. Ainger Hall for their remarks concerning my paper. With
the former I am in disagreement in reference to his suggestion of
adoptmg " a standard period for the total time of development,"
together with a suggested minimum of three minutes. It is impos-
sible to adopt a fixed time of development, because of the influence
of temperature, developer variations, and paper peculiarities as
between different makes of paper and different batches of the same
make. I have had a specimen of Kodak bromide paper which was
fuUy developed with amidol in 1 minute at 65 deg. F., and which
toned to a cold sepia. A specimen of Criterion bromide paper
developed in amidol of the same strength at 45 deg. F. took
14 minutes to reach the same degree of development and tone sub-
sequently to a very similar sepia. It is because of this extreme
variation in the total time of development required under varying
conditions that I have advocated factorial development as the only
satisfactory substitute for either inspection or pure time methods.
It IS as unsound to adopt a fixed time of development for bromide
paper as it is in the case of plates. I can tell Mr. Baker what
would be the colour of the prints (when toned) whose measure-
ments were given in Table IL, "B.J.,"' September 2, p. 519i^nt E would have been yellow, F warm sepia, G cool sepia, and

H very cold sepia. The following factors, amongst others, influeno
the colour of the print upon toning:— (a) The type of negative
(b) the make of bromide paper, (c) the batch of bromide paper
(d) the type of bleacher, (e) the degree of development. Pacton
(b) and (c) admit of no control on the part of the photographer
he has to take what the manufacturer gives him. Factors (a)
(d), and (e) are under fairly satisfactory control. Factor (e) a
best controlled by developing factorially. A short developmeni
(low factor) helps to yield a warm sepia. A long developraeni
(high factor) helps to j-ield a cold sepia upon toning. The low
factor for amidol (Kodak formula) is 10, and the high factor aboui
20. The former factor requires double the exposure of the lattei
in order to yield a print of the same depth. It is sufficient to
express the degree of development, and let the exposure look aftei
itself. With the high degree of development, the exposure must
of necessity be short, or else the print would be black all over, or
at any rate, too dark; and similarly with a short development
time, the exposure must of necessity be full, or else the print via
be too light. I prefer to describe the ultimate sepia tone as
dependent upon the degree of development, and not upon the
amount of exposure, since a description of the degree of develop-
ment is also a very precise description of the amount of exposure
for any stipulated depth of print (see rule 2, " B.J.," September 2,
p. 520, col. ii). In my experience, the Only way to ensure a repeti-
tion of the same shade of sepia in prints made upon the same paper
from the same negative is to develop each print to exactly the same
Watkins factor. The choice of a fixed total time of development
cannot accomplish this. If in this latter statement I am wrong,
then It follows that the amount of exposure and the degree of
development have neither of them anything to do with the final
tone of sepia. By common consent they do influence the final tone
Mr. Hall's trial exposure strip of 5, 7, 10, 15, 25, and 40 second*

IS a very wide one. If perchance the 5 seconds exposure were the
correct one, then tlie time of first appearance of the image would
be that of the 40 seconds exposure, or eight times normal. Such
a wide tnal strip should be regarded as a guide to another triaj strip
rather than a guide to the final print. In my own practice I make
a trial strip upon which three exposures are included, one about
half what I guess should be a.bout right, another coinciding with'my guess, and the third double the guessed exposure. In such a
range of exposures (1-3) there is veryjittle difference between the
time of appearance of the highest and lowest exposures on the
tnal strip. The prints quoted in Table H., already referred to
illustrate this. Let us assume that the exposures given to prints
F, G, and H were upon one trial strip, namely 30, 15, and
10 seconds respectively, and let us assume that 15 seconds was
about nght. The time of first appearance would be that of the
30-second exposure = print F = 6 seconds (Table H ) To ibe a
correct guide to the development of the IS-second exposure it
should have been 8 seconds, as in print G (Table H.). With a
Watkins factor of 12, this is an error of 24 seconds in a total
developpient time of 96 seconds, or about 25 per cent —verv
different to Mr. Hall's suggested " latitude of several hundredk
per cent, in estimating the time of development." To be a reason-
ably good guide to the exposure for the final print, a trial strip
must be fairiy near the mark, and must not include a verv gross
over-exposure. If it proves, upon development to the "chosen
Watkins factor, to be badly out at the over-exposure end. then
obviously It must simply serve as a guide to another trial strio.

I had hoped, gentlemen, that your challenge of my staten'^nt
that within certain limits the product of the exposure given and thetme of development required to produce a print of the same depth
and appearance is a constant, would have produced some comment
I claim it to be true, and I believe that the first hint of its truth
appeared an the parallel curves yielded by bromide paper when the
exposures are plotted against the reflection densities, attention to
which was called by Messrs. Mees, Nutting, and Jones in 1915.
If during development the inertia of the paper shows regression
and the paper curves maintain the same slope, then obviouslv ex-
posure and development can, within limits, take the place of one
another. And it happens to be a practical fact that they can do
so in a regular manner, so that their product for a succession of
prints of the same depth is a constant. That rule bridges the gap
between the expert and the beginner, and it can be communicated
from the former to the latter in a precise and definite manner. I
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[j ieve it to be « compkWy jatisfactory substitnte for "flair,"

I K> Ur 3^ we are concerned, in making straigbt prints, the beet

Hit the -legative will yield by the $lr\ightforw«rd exposure and

"velopni. :.'. ol bromide printing paper. I am also satisfied that it

' net only a rale which is near enongh for ordinary practical -worlt,

! !i3j V. \c: iracy and precision far beyond ordinary requirements.

If niv -::t is not already unbearably long, I may perhaps be

.xed to tell two stories in substantiation of this claim. I had

uJe a set of prints from one negative. Iliey were all developed

I '..Tia' » to the same factor. On the foll'iwing evening 1 wanted

re D-i: tj from the same negative of a.\actly the same depth.

re «a.'i • exposures (in point of time) were given, and development

.'T-f.i M the same Watkins factor. All the prints made on the

red to be of lesa depth. That meant that they

es5 exv-jvare. A» the time of exposore was the

must have been o( less intensity.

: 30 per cent, more exposure was

the second night compared with the first. I rang op

. ....... ,.^^wer station, and they told me that my conclusion was

|<rreet, for they were on that s«cod4 night having trouble with a

I ...m.. 'n<.n <.^,.^n<{ story is similar. I was lecturing before a

"lide work. I bad my own negative, pap^.

.ay own eleetric exposing lamp. My exposure

35 per cent, more (I am writing from memory)

v....r. at home. Upon inquiry, I found that tbeir cur-

volts and mine at hooie was 230 volts. On both occa-

..- lesult of factorial develojnnent was an aeeorete indication

amount of exposure given. There ia a precision about it

' - 't possessed by any other ordinary photographic opera-

is a power in our posssssion almost ealMy neglected.

—

fully, B T. J Olovir.

Hotel. Trcarddor Bay, Holyhead.

<»pl»mber 10, 1B21

CAMERA FirriNOS

To the Editors.

— In your laadsr of Beptsaber 2 co camera fittings.

II IS made that xUpisrs of brass should be fitted to

by the optician, to soable a Isos to be Rtted on different

>r,u Thr ,dse is good, but these brass adapters are very

n would be lighter, but metal adapters are sxpen-

....;.'< not so ecinvsnisnt as a methSd f have used for

by which any tens that is araall can bo «sed on any

.. ... ihe piace.

get some Ibrce-ply makogany and cut it into panels, either

" r dovetail saw, or a sharp knife and • steel straight

the Tsrions cameras. The largest lens panel is on the

r-Krarra, so I make one to fit that, and fasten strips of wood

o take, say; my 12 x 10 rectilinear lens, and a hole is bored

in expanding bit to suit the lens. Four tarn buttons are

I'd on, two screwed up tight and two made movable to fasten

' X 10 Una board in. This lens board now becomes the

rd, and another panel ia made to fit it of the three-ply wood.

of sniUble sixe is kored in it, and strips of wood glued and

A on to fit a aamllar lens board, which originally belonged

'plate Beid camera, bnt all the smaller lenses, even the

le angle, are fitted on boards of this sisa, so that all

•ul lenses can bo oscd OS tbe balf-plaU field camera, whole-

ttadio ismwi. copying tmamn, or enlarger.

r^utn ia flsisde to take the lens board of the

ar, to are tbe enlarger and the wholo-plate. By

be ^-(^r i
i-g panel ->- " nnaller lenses can be used on

' fbeM anmaras. al- ,: the >iudio camera. One of

«r panels should be fitted to each camera, rsrr(>i the

utdoor one. They are *»»: to make and look quite

painted with " NigrogoM" 'r any other dead black. Of

it is pojsible to manage with mr adapter panel, but it is

metimes to find just is wanted badly for some

n studio that an as^ got it

especially for outdoor work. If neitiier the photographer nor In?

as.sistants .ire handy men (but very few are not), the local cabinet-

maker would make them—I was Roing to say at a trifling cost,

but in these days when the British working man expects to get

three times his pre-war wagee and doee less than a third of his

pre-war work, we don't get anything at a trifling cost. So I find

it comes cheaper to do all the odd carpentering jobs myself that

I can. and being a bit of a " messcr," as the " competent domestic

authority " calls me, I rather enjoy doing it.

I had some difiicnlty in getting a cheap expanding bit, but found

that a washer-cutter answered just as well. I was told by. tho

man who sold it me that in some places it is known as a " wimble."

—Yours truly.

Bifocal.

with him on an

his i< a better plan th^n heavy meUl adapter flanges,

rbicfa invotrs jcrewrng and ir,«rrewing. which Is a nuisance.

EARLY PHOTOGRAPHY BY MAGNESIUM LIGHT.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In the " British .Journal of Photography " of

August 19. 1921, p. 497, Mr. E. J. Wall criticises my " Geschichte

der Photographie " (History of Photography). In doing so,

however, he quotes from the latter only a fragment of the treat

ment accorded to photography by megnesium light, and removes

from its context that portion which related to Gaedicke and

Miethe. In this way the wrong impression is created that 1 did

not record the priority of the discovery of an explosive flash powder

by J. Traill TayioF in 1865 This, however, is not the case, for I

wrote (" Geschichte der Photographie," 1906, p. 330) :
" The first

data for the production of a quick-bnrning mixture containing mag-

nrsium powder were given by Traill Taylar in the year 1865 (mix-

ture of potassium chlorate, sulphur and aptlmony sulphide). These

experiments, however, did not lead to any practical use in portrait

photography on acconct of the small sensitiveness of the wet

collodion plate and the high cost of magnesum. -An attempt by

Larkin to bum magnesium in a lamp proved unsuccessful. The

next attempt to employ mixtures containing magnesium powder

and pure potassium chlorate were made by Kenyon in 1883. . . .

Photography with magnesium powde' in the form of flashlight

was first brought to a successful issue by Gaedicke and Miethe in

Berlin i:i 1887. . . . Shortly after the Oaedicke-Miethe flash

powder became known Armstrong showed that pure magnesium

powder when blown through a flame gave an intense light."

What other account would Mr. Wall have ? I set ff-Vth the work

of Taylor, Larkin and Kenyon in correct historical sequence, and

then the patents and publications by Gaedicke and Miethe in 18B7

I did not lay that Gaedicke and Miethe were the first to have

employed an explosive magnesium fla.sh powder, as Mr. Wall repre

ents me to have done.on page 497 of the " British Journal."

It is chronologically correct to say that the discovery made by

Taylor was afterwards made successful by Gaedicke and Miethe,

since during the interval tho electrochemical production of mag-

nesium had greatly reduced the price, and the dry plate had come

into use, so that Gaedicke and Miethe arrived at the appropriate

moment and provided a successful impulse to this branch of work.

Historically my account is correct. But it is incorrect, as Mr

Walls seeks to persuade the readers of the " British Jonrnal," that

1 described the Oaedicke-Miethe flash powder patent as " epoch

machend." Mr. Wall is profuse in his use of italics for the pur-

pose of giving promiiience to something which I have never

written.

" "Phw 1« history mide," says Mr. Wall, in reference to my

historicarwbrf on this matter. He writes this, whilst suppressing

the first p«t of what I have written and whilst giving an account

of the middle part (relating to Miethe and Gaedicke) in a manner

to distort the sense. Finally, he incorrectly puts in the phrase

•* epochmachenden." and thereby destroys the objective character

of the historical treatmmt in the minds of less informed readers,

whereas this character was most fully and carefully preserved m
my account of the history of the magnesium light.

I shall be very much obliged if yon will publish this reply to

Mr. E. J. Wsll.—Yours faithfully,

J. M Rdbb

Vienna. September 8.
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Answers to Correspondents.
*

In accordance with our present prar-tice a relativdy small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

.
enclosed for replji, S-cent International Coupon, from readeri

abroad.

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal "
must nack us

not later than Tuesday {posted Monday), jmd_ should be

addressed to the Editors.

H. C—W« snppoae you are using the customary method of dipping
the priiitg in alcohol and hot rolling. The only alternative to
this which we know is the use of a cement made by Messrs.
Rheinlander and Son, Rodney Road, New Maldon, Surrey.

F. A.—You should apply to the Registrar of Trade Marks and
Names, 25, Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.2, for circular
of instructions for application for a trade mark. We believe, aa
a rule, that a month or two elapses between the time of applying
for a mark and its placing on the Register.

A. A.—We think you are not using enough paramidophenol in
pftportion to the carbonate, and also are using too much bromide.
The formula in the " Almanac " would give good results, pro-
viding that the paramidophenol-hydrochloride is of reasonable
quality. We are sorry that we cannot undertake to test develop-
mg materials, and have returned your sample.

<J- C.—We thijik the markings are fixing atains, that is to say due to
partly soluble emulsion, whidi has been left in the prints. We
advise using a fixing ba:th of 1^ lbs. of hypo in 80 ozs. of water,
and preferably parsing printe througih two fixing baths, No. 2
bedng kept reasonably fresh and repdacing \o. 1 as soon as a
considerable number of prints have been passed through it.

E. H. N. W.—The Kodak amidol formula for bromide pa-per is :—
Sodium sulphite, cryst * j q^
Water '.

,. ''"'.''.'Z 20 ozs.
Amidol :..'......• 60 grs.
Potass, bromide, 10 per cent, solution 20 drops.

The amidol is dnssolved immediately before the developer is to bo
used.

D. D.—All the swing taps that we have used begin to leak fairly
soon when used on the ordinary main water pressure. The only
way out of the difficulty is tp have a tank fitted up a few feet
above the dark-room sink and to connect the swing tap with
that, getting the plumber to provide the tank with a ball valve,
which keeps it constantly full and prevents overflow, as is donem the ordmary tanks placed on the top floor in a house.

E. D.—About the best stain remover for 'xylonite dishes is a
solution of permanganate of potash, say 10 grs. or 20 grs in
a pint of water, with, say, 1 oz. of strong sulphuric acid added.
Ihis will clear oft almost any stain, but is liable to leave a brown
deposit from the permanganate. In the case of earthenwars
dishes this can be cleared off by a little bisulphite of soda, butwe would not say tl^t that could be done in the case of xyloniteAt any rate, the permanganate will make the dish chemically
clean for photographic use.

'

\h '?f~4f^*T^
^°"'' 'P^'''^'= <3"«s"ons, the camera wouldbe quite suitable for groups out of doors or in the studio. It i,a bad camera for copying owing to its short extension. The lenss a slow one, one-quarter the speed of the ordinary portrait lens

It IS not a very good lens for Autochrome work, since for this

^;n^' ^T'^'
We have no doubt acetylene could be used for heat-

Tl
.''."'•y-"?""^ press, but the burner would have to bespecially designed and made, and we should think it would not

As^'3'',\'"'k**'
*° ""''P "^^ P'''' ^' '^ ""i^"'-"" temperature.As regards the burner, you could not do better than write to

mlnu' (^y1^' ^"T «"i'
B^-g'-™. stating yourTequirl"

Zdutv ^

r31 M«»!;,V!^
"'' *"' intensified negative with Famer's

T^WTL ^^ Metol-hydroqumone, owing to its containing alkali

frii-nr v°''\'n*'"
'°'^^' '' '""«'' ™°~ likelv to producefnlling. You had better stick to amidol.

" f^ai^ce

^
J. Ladk.— (1) An oven is not hot enough. You should heatjw
damp chloride in an old iron saucepan over the fire. If j
keep the diy chloride in a biscuit tin with a well-fitting lid/
will keep dry for a reasonable time; for much longer if yon s*
the lid with a band of surgi(<al plaster. (2) We do not think
is, but try Tanner and Co., Ltd., Dorset Street, Salisbury Squai
London, E.C.4. (3) For good drawing, we would prefer a co
siderably longer focus, say 10 to 12 inches. (4) The plan
reducing the contrast simply by hleaching the negative in sol-
tion of mercury bichloride is a very old one. It is of considerat
benefit to negatives which are of very harsh contrast.

A. B.—There is no disadvantage in having the lens of a reflu
camera in a focussing mount, and it does in fact provide add
tional extension to the amount of an inch or two. Of course, i

buying a new lens for a reflex of .inything like decent extensio
it is an altogether unnecessary expense. Using the most rap"
plates and //4.5 aperture, we should think you might give a
exposure of about half a second in the studio. If really go<
rendering of gradation is to be obtained, we do not think thei
is much to be said for the suggestion of making snap exposun
of the sitter of whom a bust or three-quarter length portrait
being taken.

J M. Ddnn.—Brightness of illumination and safety for a givt
kind of material are opposite qualities, and, therefore tl
making of a light to secure both is always a matter of con
promise. Mr. Howard Farmer, who introduced the bichromat
lamp, used to add a little eosine (red dve) to the solution
order to make the light safer, but although we have not tried ilwe should think that the eosine is oxidised in course of tim
by the bichromate. In making up solutions with dyes onlj
the most suitable dyes for the purpose are tartrazine (or briUian
.vellow or naphthol yellow or auramine) for yellow light • tartrk
bine and rose bengal for red light, with addition of methyl viole
tor orthochromatic plates.

Cameba as LuGGAGE.-While travelling on the G.W.R. Jpst wee!
with a 8i X 6i camera and tripod, the ticket collector domandet
excess fare on the grounds that a camera was not persona
luggage; I refused to pay, and he then took my name anc
address, and said the company would make me pay. Do yotknow if a railway company can make a photographer pay foi
his apparatu.s ? I have carried a camera for a great many years,
and this is the first time that I have been asked to do so li
was not an excursion train, and my total baggage, includins
camera, was about 40 lbs.—H. K.

*

There is the authority of the Ministry of Transport that th*charge for a camera as non-personal luggage is contrary to the
railway regulations. We referred to an actual case of the samel
kind m our issues of April 30 and June 11, 1920.

The British Journal of Photography.
Lnnt Advbetisembnts.

An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisements
(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, viz. :—

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.
For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—{For Assistants only.)
Special Rate of Id. per word. Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as
six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.
per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fnUy and correctly prepaid
Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by theadvertisement as previously printed.

J •"

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.
The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.
Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning

^""^uaTant^d"*
^° Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be

i
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EX CATHEDRA.
^'•'•^ The eloquent address delivered by Mr.
Macdonald. Pirie Macdonald at the dinner arranged
in his honour laat week by the Professional Photo-
graphers' Association represents only a email part of the
many things which the distinguished New York " photo-
grapher of men " said on the occasion. The formalities

of the toast and its reply ha\'ing been disposed of, a most
eajoyable l^our or two were passed in conversation on
topics of professional photographic portraiture whi3h
have a common interest for photographers on both sides

of the Atlantic. You cannot listen to Mr. Macdonald for

very long without coming under the spell of his person-

aUty. As will be seen from his address on another page,

he himself has a very simple fonriula for his philosophy

of life. Herein we think he is mistaken ; if his formula

of seeking to liiscover some reason or other for liking a

man represented his attitude to life in the degree which

he asked us to believe it did, he would be very different

from the strong, human, complex character that he is.

It requires a good deal more than the expressed amiable

desire to be blind to people's failings to account for the

big brbad personality of Mr. Macdonald or his great and

healthy influence upon photographers in his own country.

Wo could do with more men of his calibre here, and it is

to be hoped that it may be possible for him to take part

in a future Congress of the Professional Photograph jis'

AaaooiatioD.
*

Oommunlty One of the topics on which Mr.
AdvartlsirtK. Macdonald touched in his post-

prandial talk was the system which has been .idootod

with great success by photographers in many of

the large centres of jjopulation in the United States for

approaching the public, on a co-operative basis, with

offers of photographic portraiture. In many towns,

during the month or two before Christmas, the photo-

graphers in a town have joined together in discontinuing

their individual advertising in the newspapers and m
replacing it bv a series of announcements a.ivertising,

not Jbftmselves collectively, but photographic portraits

Pmm~«h4 simple. In the ease of some, the mdividiial

cost Will be a little greater than on the individual

system : in the case of others, a little less. And as re-

gards the returns, it has been definitely found that the

business brought to the studios by thus pooling the adver-

tising effort has been greater than that when photo-

eraphera were advertising in competition. In/h>8

country we have had occasionally communal efforts of

this kind, for example, in reganl to closing of the studios

in a town for the same period of a summer holiday
;
anrt,

spurred bv the incursions of free sitting firms, Edinburgh

photographers, not long ago united in a similar manner

for the purpose of warning the public. But in its appli-

ratiOT to the everyday purpose of bringing sitters to the
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studios, the system, so far as we know, has not been
given the opportunity of proving its success on the seaJe
which has been accorded to it in the United States.

* * *

Mixing Tank Those phortographers who practise tank
Developer. development and employ one of the
single-solution concentrated developing agents used very
dilute, should make quite sure that the solution .'S

thoroughly mixed before pouring it into the tank, for if

this point has not been attended to curious irregular
patches of imequal density may appear upon the nega-
tives. Becently, we were shown a negative -suffering
from this defect, which is very like that produced through
failure to agitate the solution in one of the vertical tankK.
The worker had in this case moved the tank several times
during the time development was in progress. What
actually caused the marking in question was the fact
that the developer had been mixed some time beforehand
in a large jug and poured directly into the tank. Being
imperfectly mixed, the agent got to work at some parts
of the plate more quickly than at others. The harm had
in this case been done in the initial stages of development.
Tank development is one of those operations that demands
every care if the results are to be free from defects, and
though an improperly-mixed developer may do its work
satisfactorily nine times out of ten, the tenth time it may
happen to spoil an irreplaceable negative.

* * *

Duties on From October 1 next certain photo-

Imolrt.*"
graphic goods coming into this countrvmporxs. i^Qj^ countries oversea.?, which are not

part of the British Empire, will be subje<?t to the payment
rtf a duty equal to one-third of the value of the goods.
This provision is authorised by the Safeguarding of Indus-
toes Act, which, after much debate and revision in the
House of Commons, received the Eoyal Assent during
August last. The schedule of the Act specifies certain
classes of goods to which the provision of the Act shall
apply, and the Board of Trade, at the end of last week
issued a 73-page list of particular articles which are
defined by the Board as falling within the respective
c asses to which the Act applies. In class A (optical
glass and optical elements) unmounted photc^raphic and
projection lenses are included, also unmounted condenser
lenses and optical light-filters. In class B (optical
instruments), photographic cameras, with or without
lenses, finders, optical lanterns and cinematographs,
stereoscopes, and photo-micrographic apparatus -are
included; also mounted photographic lenses and con-
densers. The chief part of the list, however, is occupied
by the names of chemical substances, subject to the
33 1-3 per cent, duty, in consequence of their being syn-
thetic organic chemicals or chemical substances of special
punty as required, for example, in analysis. Inasmuch
as the commonly used developers, such as amidol,
glycin, hydroquinone, metol, paramidophenol. and pyro-
gallic acid come within one or other of these definitions,
they are subject to the duty. The Act is put forward as a
measure for the safeguarding of certain special industries
agamst the effects of the cm-rent depreciation of foreign
currencies, and it is provided that it shall continue in
force for a period limited to five years. Part I. of the
Act, which deals with the imposition of the 33 1-3 duty
on goods of the classes set forth in the schedule, does
not., however, discriminate between countries the cur-
rency of which is depreciated in reference to that of
Gireat Britain and those the currency of which is not
depreciated. At any rate, we can §ee nothing in this
part of the Act in the nature of such discrimination.
Plainly the duty will apply to goods imported from the

United States e<jually to those from countries such a«
France and Germany, in which currency is greatly depre-
ciated. The value of any imported goods for the
purposes of the Act is taJten as the price which an
importer would give for the goods if the goods were de-
livered to him, freight and insurance paid, at the port
of importation, jind duty is to be paid on that value n^
fixed by the Commissioners.

ILLUMINANTS IN ENLAEGING.
Most ^vriters upon the subject of projected images have
assumed that the optical system of the lantern is prac-
tically perfect and that the soiu-ce of light approaches the
theoretical point. This is far from the case in practice,
and consequently it is generally necessai-j' to overlook
theory and to make the best of the condensers, lenses
and lights as they are usually found. The production of
an optically perfect condenser of, say, 8^ in. in diameter
would be such a costly process that few people could
afford to piu-chase it, and consequently it becomes neces-
sary to make the best of such as can be procured at a
reasonable price. Fortimately the fact that rather larger
sources of light than the electric arc are available makes
the task rather simpler than it would otherwise be. The
electric arc, which from its small area would appear to
be an ideal illuminant for enlarging, is perhaps the most
difficult to handle in practice, the chief difficulty being
the erratic burning of the arcs in most automatic lamps.
In these the carbons are necessarily in line, and the
slightest variation in the composition of these causes the
arc to shift in a most aggravating manner. It has been
found in actual practice that the effective exposure may
be halved or doubled as the case may be when making
two exposures from the same negative in quick succession,

this being due to the fact that at one time the axe is

burning on the side nearest the condensers, while a few
moments later it has veered round to the farther side

or mce vei-sa. The only arc free from this objection is

tliat obtained by placing the carbons at right angles, but
as this can only be obtained with a hand feed it is not so
convenient for enlai-ging where there are more distrac-

tions than in lantern-slide projection. The lamps used
in cinematograph projectors are steady in burning by
reason of the shortness of the arc and the large size of

the carbons, but these, too, need constant attention,

and m^y be dismissed as unsuitable for photographic
work.

It is therefore necessary to fall back upon less powerful
sources of illumination, such as the incandescent electric

light, acetylene, and incandescent gas. Good work has
been done with ordinary petroleum lamps in the past,

but few of these are now in use. The incandescent electric

lamp^ and particularly the gas-filled or half-watt type, is

probably the best form of illuminant where electric

cm-rent is available. The most suitable form of lamp is

one in which the metallic filament is compressed within

a small area, such lamps being made for motor-car

lights that are usually for low voltages only and cannot be
used upon circuits of 100 to 240 volt-s. There is a hope
that they will shortly be oibtainable for higher voltages.

The ordinary small half-watt lamps, in spite of their

widely-spread filaments, are, however, quite suitable if

the point of light idea is discarded and a finely-ground

glass diffuser placed as near the bulb as is possible. This

diffuser should be- no larger than is necessary to cover the

filament, as by reducing the area the risk of fracture by
uneven heating is minimised. A frosted globe would be

even more convenient, but as clear globes are more easi
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obtained, tbe independent diffuser is, upon the whole,
to be preferred. ITie object of the diffuser is, of course,

to prevent the projection of a more or less sharply- defined

image of the filament upon the focussing board. It has
been a common practice to interpose a ground-glass screen
between the light and condenser, or even to place it

between the lenses of the condenser, but the nearer it is

to ' t the leu loss of illumination occurs.

mdesoflnt gas mantle is next in merit to the
ele<:rric light, and will he found umply sufficient for all

but tl'.e frrfntf^t magnifications. Here, again, the ground-
glass ' "i neoMpary to prevent the texture of the

rn 1' '' .owing. Tn© inverted form is preferable to

but the latter will answer well if a diaphragm
.. .meter of about 1^ in. is placed close up, so as

out the upper and lower portions. This greatly
" the definition.

•• ie a satisfactory illuminant and, as a rule,

run I'l- iis-d wit"-- . diffu.ser. The dark room should,

however, he w> ited. an tbe fumes are apt to cause

h' ' '
' .iauikja m a confin<>d .space.

"on tbe fun<:tioriing of the Irmi diaphragm
w variation of the p' • illuminant

n- Vf'd Tf n very ? .rceof light,

sn '^fis thait It quarter of an
in !is mnv he Btopprd down
t<^. tmall aperture without tl appre-
/•• -.-n.-p lM>t.wp<>n this lUi.l f}; • of the

lens; but if a diffuser be interposed, the effect of reduc-
tion of aperture is at once perceptible. The conditious
are the same if a large imscreened light, such as the
incandescent mantle or an acetylene or oil flame, be used.

In some modem enlargers a rising and falling front,
similar to that of a camera, has been fitted, the idea being
to facilitate adjusting the image upon the screen. This
is totally wrong in principle, as the centres of the light,

condenser and lens should always be in a straight line.

If the light be out of position, an improvement in illu-

mination may be obtained by moving the front, but the
proper course is to adjust the light and leave the optical
system imdisturbed.
Enlargements of very fine quality may be obttuned

without using a condenser, but at the expense of much
longer exposures. Three methods are generally employed,
the most effective being the illumination of the negative
by a gridiron pattern of mercury-vapour lamp placed
behind a sheet of ground glass. Another is the use of a
large facetted reflector having an ordinary metallic fila-

ment lamp in the centre, a diffusing screen being inter-

posed between this and the negative. The third and
most usual in this country is the use of a powerfully-

illuminated white screen, which reflects light from
screened larfips through the negative. The exposures by
this system were usually too long for commercial use,

but the introduction of the half-watt lamp has made a
"T.vit difference in this respect.

THE ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION.
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In the rear library, on the ground floor, is an exceedingly

fine collection of X-ray negatives made on Eastman Dupli-

tised film, and confined particularly to radiographs of the

nomach and teeth. This collection has been arranged by Mr.

N. E. Luboshey, who at intervals during the exhibition ia

giring demonstrations of radiography with an exceedingly

simple and compact outfit of the Thomson-Houston Company,

fitted with one of the small Coolidgo tubes. The degree to

which the technique of making X-ray exposures has been sim-

plified by the use of an outfit of this kind is particularly

wortliT of attention.

I>ecturea are given on the Tuesday and Friday evenings of

(•ch week during the period of the exhibition. To-night,

September 23, Mr. James Bhaw, ot Manchester, will lecture

on '• Picturesque Cities of France." On Tue.sday next Capt.

C. W. B. Knight, M.C., will recount " Further Adventures

among the Tree Tops," and on Friday, to-morrow week, the

lecturer is Mr. J. Dudley Johnston, and his subject, J' Won-
derlands of the Western World." All these are lantern lec-

turea, and are held at 8 p.m. Visitors should, therefore, note

that it is not possible to examine the pictorial collection after

tht<t hour on these evenings, since the exhibits are arranged

TlV-ture hnll.

THE PICTORIAL SECTION.

: >liwrt«Bt aa oaa moat ha to cry over spilt milk, it is almoat

-MsibU to avoid an axprMted ragrot that to good a show ••

-n if in Bnsacill Square ceald not hnre been booaed in •

for exhibition purpose*. The room is spacious

it it". tinf5ttr.dn<»« f-r • display of pictures i» a

n. The plan of last year
' oiit f daylight and the

out of the broad
: < to experience a

if-honr until one's eyes hare
if ^ hull inb Kvi-n then tbe

reflections in the glasses from tbe bright ceiling and frieze

is a constant embarrassment. The finer nuances of tone are

sacrificed, and the works lose the delicacy and relative values

they actually possess. Surely some daylight would be better than

none. Making allowance for these drawbacks the impression

is that of a very worthy exhibition ; not surpassing that of

last year, but perhaps no less good. The landscapes are in the

majority, and number some unusually fine examples from the

faithful' Fellows and members who, to their credit be it said,

stand staunchly by Alma Mater.

Of the portraits there are, perhaps, half a dozen excellent
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things almost all within the first page of the catalogue. Some
leading professional photographers are chiefly responsible for

these. Mr. W. Thomas, who sends a duplicate of " The Lord

Chief Justice of England " (10), which figures at the Salon
;

Mr. Herbert Lambert, who shows another T«rsion of the little

girl whom here he calls '' Tousel Head " (69), and presents as

a half-length nude; and his " Mary " (77), another little girl

standing at profile and treated in an oval. This is a print

of much charm, and perhaps his best in this collection. Mr.

C. Pollard Crowther likewise sends a variation of a Salon sub-

ject, " In Latitude 15. S. " (149), a rather less horrific villain

than the Grand Guignol gentleman at Pall Mall.

One of the most taking portraits is " Mrs. M. W." '(2), by
E. Drummond Young. The subject is half the victory here,

but happy lines and masses of fascinating textures in the cos-

tume complete a most pleasing result. A very forceful head

comes from Horace Jackson, who calls it " Out of the Black-

ness "
(3), which, indeed, it is. Only. half the lady's face has

come out; all the rest is blackness, which, however, makes an

effective pattern in the design. Mrs. Maud Basil's best work
is " Ferdinand Flodin, of Stockholm" (4), a most spontaneous

looking portrait at full face and about life-size. Another
work of strong effect is Edward Weston's " Head of an Italian

Girl " (9). This is most forcefully modelled and posed so that

a ^ery dramatic effect is derived from the part of an uplifted

arm, which the close trimming allows to be seen.

N. E. Luboshey has also duplicated a Salon print, which

there appears as " Nikola Persheid," and here as " Nicola

Perschiede, Esq." (61), an unfair trap for the critic. His por-

trait of the president. " G. H. Rodman, Esq., M.D." (64),

though a good likeness and well posed, is quite unnecessarily

dark—not the dark of legitimate shade, but the swarthiness

of a leathery brown skin, which is not true. to the sitter. Miss
Alice Boughton is to be commended for resisting the tempta-

tion of making something sensational of " Gilbert K. Chester-

ton, Esq." (113), who is usually regarded as a lion who should

be made to perform in public.

'Other outstanding works come within the classification of

figure subjects. One such is Louis Fleckenstein's " Cave
Woman " (162), a head and shoulders in sunlight, having
dense shadows proper to the absence of reflected light from
the cave at the entrance of which she appears to stand. There
is undotibte<lly something primeval about this head which
justifies the title. Another is Mrs. Ralli's " Umbrella Maker "

(160), probably umbrella mender is intended. He is an old

perambulating jobber sitting in the blazing sun against :^

bright wall in Mrs. Ralli's usual manner for a strong efft

Dr. Geo. H. Rodman's portrait of "Herbert Lambert, Esk;.

(68), is quiet and accomplished, although the sitter seems i.

be gripping a lens without any photograpihic purpose. ;

"Geo. Eastman, Esq." (65), Mr. Luboshey also adopt« i

quiet and r,estrained style. It is distinguished, although

has not the richness of tone that Nioola Perscheid posses^i

For landscape and street scenes the exhibition is, on :

whole, more noteworthy than for figure work. There is a caj

tal brdmoil print by Joseph Petrocelli. whose name is new
me. Its title is " The Curb Market, New York City " (ol

and its subject is a narrow street between tall houses, ai.il

crowded with people. The pavement is flooded with rain, un -

brellas are up, mist is in the air, and a dim light drops do\-

from the sky which seems far away above the narrow goi

of buildings. Of its kind there is little to beat it in the she

Beautiful quality, and an imposing and simple design char;,

terise Hector Murchison's " Southwark Bridge in the E'

making " (51). The same merits are shown by Thos. H. H
Scott in "Evening: Chichester" (55), where a corner of i

cathedral is selected to make a noble design. Quite diffen

material is utilised by Arthur C. Banfield, who finds inspi

tion in the ultra commonplace of wooden erections and br:

shafts for his " Generating Station " (152), but by virtue <i

good composition, simple tonality and exquisite gradation hnv

produced a thing of much poetry.

Pure out-of-door countryside feeling is seen in one or t"

works by Bertram Cox, of which it is difficult to say which

best. Fred Judge sends two transfer prints, in his inimitai

style, that of " Newcastle " (92) being remarkable for (:

breadth of effect and luminosity in the sky. Thomas Bell sh<

the poetry of the Thames in his " London " (1(X)), a capits

composed view, with dark piles in the foreground, and bt.

Magnus tower beyond. A good picture has also been made out

of smoke and turmoil by George I*'. Prior, in " Ship Repairs,

Ramsgate Harbour " (146). Further prints well worthy of

notice will be dealt with in another article.

There is, of course, a large proportion of American work,

but it does not seem to preponderate, as it did last year, and
that is something to the credit of British workers who, after

all, should make the exhibition of the Royal Bhotographic

Society of Great Britain a show of British work primarily.

F. C. TiLNET.

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL
Both in the number and the interest of the exhibits this

section shows a distinct falling off compared with the last

year or two; and these latter were far below those of the
palmy days of the Society's exhibitions in the New Gallery.

Apparently the war has had the effect of disturbing the lines

of communication between the Society and many of those in

overseas countries who were notable contributors to the scien-

tific .section in pre-war days. Re-establishment takes time,

but it is evident that a good deal of spade work requires to
be done in order to bring every autumn to the house of the
Society examples of the varied work in scientific investigation,

manufacture, exploration, process work and printing (to name
only a few departments of work) which is being done by photo-

graphic methods.

The exhibit of chief interest in the technical section is an
example (367) of the photographic method of reproducing
objects with the illusion of natural form or relief, devised by
M. Louis Lumiere. A note in the catalogue describes the
practical means adopted in the process, and usefully supple-
ments the scientific exposition by M. Lumiere, which we trans-
lated into these pages a few months ago. M. Lumiere's
example of a " solid object" is the Postmaster-General, Mr.
F. G. Kellaway, M.P. The many members of the public who
pay double and triple postal rates for a service of efficiency
in inverse proportion may, perhaps, be excused if they look

SECTION.

without enthusiasm upon this realistic portrait of the Post-

master-General. However, from some mistaken notion, the

exhibit, which consists of several positive transparencies, one

behind another, illuminated by transmitted light, has hcfn i

boxed in a brown-paper structure, so that it cannot be vie\\ .1

at a nearer distance than 40 or 50 inches. As it is evident

that in taking the photographs M. Lumiere employed a focal |

length of lens very much less than this distance, the relief

the portrait, as seen from the enforced distance, is enormoii

reduced. Although it is necessary that the observer sh(

take up a correct position in viewing the transparencies,

think it would be better to remove the brown-paper enclosure, .

or at any rate shorten it, to allow of viewing from a very

much closer standpoint. The exhibit is an exceedingly interi

ing one, and unoer correct viewing the appearance of r«

and solidity is extremely striking.

Next in interest are the photographs of natural history -

jects made with the aid of flashlight by 0. J. Wilkinson. 7

subjects (253—255) include spiders, butterflies, and moths,
series recording the pupation of the Painted Lady butter:

When it is mentioned that most of the subjects are phi

graphed on a unit scale of reproduction, and with a lens wf

ing at //32. it will be understood that Mr. Wilkinson i...

certainly explored with very great success a new technxai

branch of *>ature photography. Almost without exception 1'
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prinU «re photographicaUv excellent in every wav. He
reoeiTea a medal.

Hngh Main, B.Sc., contributes some examples of his alnavs

interaetlng atudiea of insects and reptiles (2SB—261). He and

P. Martin Duncan. F.R.M.8., are almost the only two ex-

hibitor* of work which cornea within the so-called category of

'-Nature photography."

Radiography is represented by some fine work, among which

must be mentioned the radiographs of the thorax (368 and
370i made at King's College, and shown by N. E. Laboshey.

The location of disease and mechanical treatment in teeth by

mean.- of radiographs, is well illustrated in Noe. 271 to 27.5

by J King, of Paris. Among the indostrial applications of

X-ray photography a remarkable example is the pair of prints

(279—!>%)) by the Snnic Research Laboratories, showing the

great difference between ggnnine and imit«tion Wedgwood
ware.

In photo-mierugraphy the vork of outstanding merit is that

John H Pli^fi;;?. K.U.M.8., a aeries of photo-micrographs

*299—301) .-' agnifieations, of the pedipalpa of spiders.

E. H. Ellis 'e« a good series illustrating the germi-
nation ol orchid seeds (810).

In astronomical and meteorological photography the chief
exhibits are those of stin spots, by the Astronomer Royal
(313—368), and the cloud studies of G. A. Clarke (296). The
pair of prints of a water-spout in the Black Sea (293—294) are
interesting records of this phenomenon.
In a glass case are some small specimens (364—366) of the

photo-sculpture process of Howard M. Edmonds, of which
some details were recently given in the " Amateur Photo-
grapher." Apparently Mr. Edmonds photographs the sitter
whilst at the same time obliquely projecting upon the face a
transparency consisting of an extremely fine spiral curve. The
different directions assumed by the images of the lines accord-
ing to the inclination of the particular part of the face to the
axis of the projection system is employed in some way as a
guide in drilling out the material of the relief with a fine

high-speed drill. It would seem that the mechanical appli-
ances required (which we are informed weigh more than a ton)
are somewhat out of proportion to the quality and size of the
two small examples which are shown. However, Mr. Edmonds
is to lecture before the Society during the month of December
on his process, so that there will he the opportunity of
learning more abont it.

COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY.
Among the colour tran^Iiarom^ies by the Autocbrome and

Paget procesa<«. thrxu.- by Hinry Irving exhibit a perfection

of technique miloi. ahoa<i <>t .-inv "tl.urs. We say this even
though the oullwtion inclu<ii'n Kutxhromcs by sach accom-
plished workvrs a« Miaa Helen M'v.'^ii. i'X-h, Walt<>r

Stoneman, and Ix>ui« J. Steele. Thf ix is deserving

of a visit if only to see «sd admire Mr. Irving'* work, which
is charact«riaed by a moM b<>autifal rendering of colonr in

light* and shadows and by a remarkable transparency. The
nir^Ial \\ awarded to " Apples " (414), but it is difficult to draw

between this piece of work and others, in par-

'~^ebud< Opening " U19), " Flowera in the Corn "

»eri and Gorse " (44H), and "Sycamore Fruits"
. y the same worker. The judge* mnst have felt

mselve* oo the homa of a dilamm* in eelecting one or
•- nf these for the distinction of a nedal.

J. Steale'* work is, perhaps, not quite as high in

.j..»iii; as in preriona years. A m'-'*-' ""'- to his "Chewing
the Cud <4t?>, a elorer impre*ai< dy of reciunfaent

cows in a tunlit orefa»rd. Miaa Mut-.- / ^ Urge .^utochromes

illostrat« her travels, and include atii>tips of " Native* at the
" '• "Ml. "The Palace of 7aj Mahal, Agra"

uxor " IVU), and " F.lephanta Bathing,
< eyion v.'.! .Ml thom" .iri' tranaparenciea of a very high

degree of techniipte. Mr. Stnnnman's work ranges from wood-

ian(b and gardens to portraiture, and includes a fine atudy

f438) of a woown, whoM vivd red-brown hair makes a dash
of a annahade.
'itora, the Autocbrome of

ti. AiM)logie» to Sir William Orpon "

M<- A dover skit on the famoun painting

at tiio \i,y. ihoahey deeeribes it as a "com-
bination .\ appkrently means that, in

aeeordance - UjU tendency to wiaar<1' "to-

gniph«<< m-^' " has registered a bio ::ite

po-! Uu» Autocbrome image.

1 a few ezamptea of the P»e#t process in the

Co; :eee are very good. Thf :i Hy by W. E.

It Dancer*" (990) is a pr. The repro-

dnctioD* of pirturon " artist* painl«d on rice paper

'4ft> and 404) are n nt. A variety of tho Paget

process is rv^reeented by the clever instantaneous colour
photographs of Rt«ge scenes by T. J. Offer, who, it will be
remembered, described his process in the " Colour I'hotogra]>hy

Supplement " about a year ago. He shows the requite

obtained in this way from " Afgar," " Chu Chin Chow," and
other performances (409, 422, and 450). A somewhat mediocre
Vntochrome (406) by W. Smoker is described in the catalogue
br a curious footnote to the effect that " light reflected from
a tarred shod appears as a glass conservatory." We have
tried in vain to imagine what light looks like when imper-

sonating a glass conservatory. If we could imagine it, it

would give credence to the police-court story (from Peng*)

a few years ago, according to which a burglar escaped

detection by imperssooating a small dustbin

!

In writing of the colour transparencies, it Booms pertinent to

ask whether in future exhibitions these transparencies cannot

be shown more satisfactorily. The method at present adopted,

of illuminating them from above and viewing their reflections

in a mirror, is not bad so far as illumination is concerned,

but has the distressing objection of showing a double image

in the case of almost every transparency, due to reflection both

from the front glass surface and from the rear metal coating

of the mirror. The Scientific .and TecJinical Group, which is

now taking a great share in the progress of the Society,

might perhaps find it possible to arrange a better system

between now and the next exhibition.

The oolottr prints are very few in number. H. J. Campbell

aenda a apecimen (469) of the Raydex procces which by no

means exhibits this method at its h«rt, and H. S. Becke con-

tributes a Bromoil print (4flO), the colours in which can

scarcely be said to be produced by a process of colour photo-

graphy. Four prints (_455-456) by H. Ryeer, showing the

growth of the horse-chestnut, are presumably examples of

local toninp or tintng. Lastly, there are a nnmber of exhibits

iliU^timtinii a method for improving reproduction by the three-

iiiliHi* pWniiii devised by A. E. Bawtree. It appears to be

ga_-gg|ai] that a system of modifying the colours of an

original by means of an auxiliary colour screen when making

the colour-sensation negative serves for correcting the

departures of the printing inks from the theoretical

requirements.

THE FOX TALBOT RELICS.

The ml lection of apparatus and print* which has recently

t«>en arquirod by the Society from the granddaughter of Fox

Talent i* «Ko^r in • flase caM> in the museum on t)i« aerond

fl,.
- iSc-r of models of early cameras

^„ proces*. and taking pictures rang-

ing from 2 X 2i in. to 6 X fi in. It is interesting to notice

the development of Fox Talbot'e methods for arranging and '

focussing the picture. In the early models there is a hole in

the front of the camera through which the image can ha

viewed, am' which is closed with a cork stopper before making
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tho exjmsure; in lat<>r inod<?ls the picture oan be arrangeti

on a removable focussing screen. There ore also shown the

iron boxes, presumably to hold hot water, which Fox TaMjot

Applied to the back of his Calotype paper during exposurp

in order to increase its seneitivenoss. Aj>}xiratus used b

Talbot for the Daguerreotype process is included in this coHf
tion. in which also are some recent photographs of LaoocU
Abbev bv Mr. Herbert Lambert and Dr. G. H. Rodman.

TRADE EXHIBITS.

.Although the Society's house does not provide arcommodi-
tion for trade stands, the wall displays by leading firms draw.
attention to a considerable variety of photographic roqui-

sites. In the entrance hall Messrs. W. Butcher and Sons.

Ltd., ilhistrate the employment of their " Pressman " reflex

<!amera for telephotography. Messrs. Kodak, Ltd., show a

striking collection of prints made with the " Cirkut " pano-
ramic camera. Messrs. Amalgamated Photographic Manufac-
turers, Ltd., show examples of work made with the i)lates

and papers of their constituent firm.s—namely, Marion and
Co., the Rajar Co.. and the Paget Prize Plate Co. Messrs.

Thomas Illingworth and Co. devote their display exclusively

to prints, by leading profe.ssionaI photographers, on their

lately introduced profes.sional paper, " Zona." The Autotype
Co. make a feature of enlargements produced in a wide range
of colours by the improved Carbro process.

Messrs. John J. Griffin and Sons exhibit a large toned
ealargoment made on their Art-Bough Al bromide paper.

and prints on " Xoctona " (ga.slight) and " Goldona " (self-

toning) papers. The exhibit of Messrs. Wellington and Ward
consists of a striking di&play of print«, from negatives on
Wellington plates, made on the firm's well-known grades ot

bromide, S.C.P., P.O.P., and self-toning papers. This exhibit

IS continued on tho staircase communicating with the first

floor. On the gallery of tho latter Messrs. Kodak. Ltd., show
examples of prints on the Etching-Brown Kodura paper

reviewed in our columns last week. It is scarcely necessar"

to add that the prints are from negatives on Eastmn:
Portrait film.

On the staircase leading from the first to the second floo:

Messrs. Kosmas Photographies, Ltd,, have brought together

quite a picture-gallery in itself of prints on their " Vitegas
"

paper and " Novex " gaslight paper. Mr. Foster Brighan
Mr. Herbert Lambert, and Mr. Edwin Hadley are contributoi

to this collection. Tho gaslight prints include some interft-'

ing >ets illustrating the great latitude of " Novex " paper.

PIRIE MACDONALD IN LONDON.

Proceedings at a Complimentary Dinner given by the Professional Photographers' Association.

The Council of the Professional Photographers' Association

took advantage of the presence of Mr. Pirie Macdonald, of

New York, in London, to invite him to a complimenta,ry
dinner. This happy function took place at Gatti's Restaurant
on September 14. Mr. Alfred Ellis (Past President and Chair-
man of Council) presided, and the following members of

Council were present:—Messrs. Marcus Adams, Angus Basil,

Frank Brown, Alex. Corbett, R. Haines, Herbert Lambert,
R. N. Speaight, H. C. Spink, and W. H. Wedlake, and Lang
Sims (secretary). Others present were Messrs. R. Child Bay-
ley and F. J. Mortimer (respectively Editor and .\rt Editor of
" The Amateur Photographer and Photography;, 6. E. Brown
(Editor, " British Journal of Photography), T. Bell (Editor,

"The Profes.sional Photographer"), C. P. Orowther, and
Bertram Park.
Cordial messages were read from the following members of

Council, who, to their great regret, were unable to be pre-

sent:—Messrs. Chaplin, Chapman, Gordon Chase, Chidley,
Dickinson, Gray, Illingworth, Read, Turner, Wakefieid, and
Wlieeler. The President of the Association (Mr. Swan Watson,
of Edinburgh) sent a telegraphic message to the gathering,
conveying to Mr. Macdonald a Scottish greeting, which was
excellently intoned by Mr. Lang Sims, though he confessed
that, not being a Scotsman, he did not know what it meant 1

The Chairman, in proposing Mr. Macdonald's health, said
that their New York colleague did not come to them as a
stranger. Some of them had met him twelve years ago when
ho came to London, but all of them were acquainted with him
through his writings, his messages, and his photographic work.
His fame as a photographer of men was world-wide—(hear,

hear)—but it was not so much on that account that they wel-
comed him, as for the fact that they knew him for the whole-
hearted, right-minded, sound man that he was. (Applause.)
Ho was one who had always cheerfully helped and advised any
photographer with whom he had come in contact, and had
done his level best to keep up the statu? and the dignity of
the profession. He (Mr. Macdonald) had alwavs believed in

the giving forth of such information as he had hims'^^

acquired from others or by his own experiment; he did no-

keep it in a hole-and-corner fashion as some might do. It

was becau.se he had thus endeared himself to them that they
were only too pleased and too anxious to gather round him
and give him the heartiest possible welcome that Englishmen
could give. One of his principal reasons for coming over, the
speaker believed, was to try and bring about a better under-
standing between English and American photographers.
Something of this kind was suggested at the last Congress,
when a member said that he hoped to see at future Congresses
not only photographers from various parts of this country, but
also representatives from other countries. The time was felt

to be ripe for the experiment of extending the Congresses, and
giving them a wider character, and he thought he could assure

Mr. Macdonald that such an idea would find an excellent back-
ing from the Council and members of the Association. He re-

gretted, for his own part, that he could not aspire to Mr.
Macdonald's eloquence, and, indeed, he had often wished for

an Englishman who could talk to English photographers as

Mr. Macdonald talked to American. But his own haltiii

speech must not be taken as a measure of the warmth wii..

which he submitted the toast of the health, happiness and
long life of Pirie Macdonald. (Loud applause.)

The toast was drunk with enthusiasm, and was given musical
honours, and there was also a special cheer for Mrs. Macdonald.
Mr. Pirie Macdonald said : Twelve years or so ago, through

the kind offices of Snowden Ward, I had the pleasure of meet-
ing some of the gentlemen who are here to-night, and th.^

only regret I have is that some two or three of the other

have '' passed on." It is a queer thing that as we get old'

the people we would like most to have enjoy what has come :

our part seem to have gone on ahead of us. But that is, ;.

my friend, th© Chairman and I discussed to-night, ti

inevitable.

Snowden W«d was a friend of mine for a great many year

and he took R on himself to introduce me to the Briti~
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1 It'll at that time as though I was being
• for «nv merit ot uiv own. but simply as a friend

Ward. I felt tbat tlio respect and kindness which
.-re not olicited b_v me. because I was a stranger,

nere due to the affection which so many of you accorded

our dear, old Snowden Ward. To-night I feel much the same

thing. Even with the kind and generous words of your Chair-

B)»n fre^h in mr ears, I feel again to-night as though I were

be I '^d, not for myself, but that much of this goodne<NS

th,i; , . .:. living is being extended to me more or lesi*

ricarion-lv. K. .ius« for the moment I am the medium, the

per^in hIio stands between, the link that connects you with

the American end of our fraternity.

In the name of the American photographer I accept, friends,

all that you have said and done. I am glad that it is co. I

%n,
-

-? to stand hero as the representative

of than as one whom you were person-

i^lv .,;. i !•>• 1 mis especially because now is the time

; to the point now than it has ever been before

—

that Ibt; .\i! ' 'otographer and the British photographer

m, and ' -ican man and the British man—should

come into tou<.h and tinderstand one another. (Applause.)

You bare your time-bonoured institutions; we are a new

country. We are composad of a heterogeneous set of peoples:

we have not a oomraoB sentiment as you have. We have not

bean a nation as lont; as y^u have, and therefore your insti-

tntioos have a certain quaiity which ours lack. Take, for ex-

ample your ' Royal "—the like of that we have n«i in

America ; we bare not lived long enough. We have no means

of instituting such a brotherhood as the Fellowship of the

' Rr>MkI " Y<<u are fortunate here in having an institution

as it does, achievement, and all that goes

n AniKrica, feel that we are represented, as

np, and you by stone. We feel as

,i rooted in the ground, while we are

ng to 6nd a place where we may stay for a while

mil.. »v. luo, irn- ' r,« homogeneous and stable. But,

friend*, «e are n e same type. (Applause.)

We, in America, nave telt for a number of years that you

.e something that we should join with. And it has been

ret of a number of my friends—a number, if I may
of tha more distinguished members of the craft in

ur OoagreM is held at a time of the year

.iir Mimmerr<> and our customs, it is almost

''iikI, in the course of our

A;

«)

.\iieu«t

particular . aiiiu

pOAAlblA h'T th-'
I'

rtoult i> th.tt in

attributed t" me.

, inate that we '

iiiion of a succe>

degree. I am afr

hacaute I started it

thanks to the

almost im-

<>M, and the

iutbit may be

i manv men

1 cloae their skepa durinp the month of July, and others

iring the noath of Aupmt. and -<me during both those

montha.
•I how it Ix-iznn. You will bear in mind that,

< that of a Scot, I had an English mother

'I ••I. Iri.Ui blood, and I find, curiously

, like it or not, or whether I like it

<ou.<-i<..i>g about me that is cantankerously

) When I waa about forty I woke up to the

..en wnrfc-r~ for many years at an average of

,,r , ,:i • .ur. fi day, and I got a bit

nd I thought I would

•honed up to the wife

J M'f ti^o t«TT

w)>

wh..

»DOU.-i •: I'

or It'll

Iri*h

fact that I ' .

fiftM'H. ml. -til "r

shaky, and thin):t >!

" cut it out " for a

and said. ' Bring me
' Whv, ° the iMUffhad.

bag. Y.

conrv<«

Lon<lnn

ran li^f

dr.

t«<

for a •>•'

with frr

doKn iu» ni'K- ciotheft in a bag.

" you haven't got such a thing as a

pt for an odd nignt. Of
.i«v and I have got a bag

a. neck." I had bought a ticket to

.rhen I said " I am going over to

o kind of woman one

till like her. made no

at a quarter before

her through the sum-

mer, and a kiss, went away with a smile, And I came to
London.

I was away a month, and when I came back I saw things
differently. I had, of course, the backing of the experience
of former years, but what I had seen in your country had
opened my eyes. Bear in mind, of course, that we have a
hundred millions of people in America, and a good deal of
Ulent and " go " amongst them. In the State of Ohio, for
instance, we have a set of photographers that, for the some
area, cannot be beaten anywhere in the world. Moreover, we
have a climate that makes you work. Nevertheless, on my re-
turn, I had a something in me that I had never had before,
and I realised that what I had gotten from your hands was
a settling-down quality—something which came from the men
themselves whom I had met here. Let a man make a million
pounds, if he likes, and be bereft of his friends, and the
money is worthless. Let a man go to the top of Mount
Everest, and put up a castle there, and have it steam heated,
and put in a wine cellar, and do all the absurd things he likes
that can be done with money, but prevent him looking into the
eyes of a human, and it is all worth nothing.
As a result of my visit I got somethiag of the British

character back again. I got it through coming over here
and shaking hands with you. And at the end of the fiscal

yekr I found that wo liad even done a bit more business in
eleven months than ever we had done in twelve. So there-
after I took a month off a year, and when I got to forty-five

I went further and took off two months a year, and when
I got to fifty I went further still and took off three months a
year. Next Januai^r I am going to be fifty-five, and after
that I shall take off four months a year, and when I get to
sixty I shall take off still another month, and when I am
sixty-five I shall work only half the year. But I am going
to keep on working (because I just jolly well can't help it).

A man must not let his business absorb him to the extent
of crushing out his feeling for his fellows. I am an enthusiast.

I believe what I believe, because I believe so essentially in

Man. I believe in man—in mankind. I believe that men are
essentially square. I believe that in the main they are decent
and pure and right. Now and again a man takes a match
between his fingers and sots light to something in the mad-
ness of youth, and now and again a man is diseased, but

those cases are rare. Men as a whole are right.

I have talked " the British man " to our .\merican photo-

graphers for a long time. Ten years' ago it was debated as

to our sending a representative to Great Britain to your

Congress, and if it had not been for the unfortunate season

of the year in which you hold your congresses you would

have been seeing many of us by this time

A. very fortunate circumstance occurred this year. .\n

Englishman suddenly made up his mind to visit the I'^ited

States. He had the call to go, and most happily he carried

with him the approval of British photographers. He went as

their rcprcRentative, and in Buffalo wo were able to welcome

Mr. Reginald Haines, (.\pplause.) Wo were glad to welcome

Mr. Haines, entirely apart from himself, because as a sport-

ing proposition we admire an outfit which can get one in

ahead of us. We welcomed him also becaiwe he brought to

ju and left in our keeping the most sacred thing you have.

ga y» to us, in token of friendship and trust, an emblem

thaL.^>wall take to your hcmrta, and that wo have accepted

with tJba implied promise that we hold it as sacred as you

hold it. He brought a Union Jack and gave it to us.

(Applause.) That Union Jack is going to do a lot of good.

It was a token from you. You gave us the best thing that

you had, and we feel very deeply the trust that you put upon

ns (hat we may keep it clean and undefilcd and wrapped

round with friendship. (Applause.)

We want to know you better. We are going to know you

Setter. You must arrange your affairs so that it is possible

that our better people can come to you. It is true that if an

American photographer were to leave in April or May when

yon have vour Congress he would very likely lose the better

part of a thousand " quid " by coming over, and our photo-
• B
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graphers cannot afford that. It is bej-ond nature to a-sk a

man %o cut into the middle of his year's hu.sincss. But the

time i.s I'oing tooome! You are going to want us enough,

just as we want you, and you will arrange the date so that

we can come over. Nothing will give me more jjleasure than

to come to you in one of your Congresses ami give you the

best that I have, (.\pplause.) And I promise that if the

way is open to us I will send you ten men, better than I am,

one after the other, year after year, and by the time wo
have used up the first ten we will have bred another ten to

take their place. You need us, just exactly as we need you.

The time is come when we who use the English tongue must
remember that we stand alone before the world—we, of the

English tongue—and that means that we of the English tongue

must bo knitted together, indissolubly, and this can only

come about through genuineness and truth, and honesty and

honour and friendship.

I do not know where Augustine Birrcll got the story, but

it runs to £his effect. Madame de Stael was sitting beside

Sir John Mackintosh on one occasion, when the subject of

conversation was Napoleon, and the lady said, in her grandilo-

quent way, "Sir John, you know. Napoleon—Napoleon was

not a man, NaiX)leon was a system." And Sir John said,

"Magnificent, madam; magnificent." But it was only a

moment later when lie turned to his neighbour on the other

side, and said, " But what did she mean? " Now, in this

matter of friendship, what do I mean? I mean this. The

most difficult thing in the w^orld is for a man to liate another

man that he has known-—truly known. He can dislike him,

in parts, but to hate a man whom you really know is diffi-

cult. If you liave never met a man you can loathe him, but

if you have met him face to face, and have seen deep into

his eyes, that which might have been hatred between strangers

becomes something that does have a human element in

in it. It may be a bitter sweet, but, aftej all, it does have a

sweetness. And the way to arrange this matter of knitting

together friends is to see the other man straight in the

eyes and know him.

Years ago I was like most young men. I was not abnormal

in anything—I was young. But I found that nobody abso-

lutely agreed with me, and that I disagreed with everybody.

My work was not good, and I knew it, but they told me so

!

(Laughter.) I fouiid that I was becoming very disagi-ceable,

not only to other people (which was bad enough) but to my-
self, which was much worse. I realised that something must

be done, and here is where the Scot came in. One afternoon

I "chucked the job" and went out into the country. I

had an Irish terrier—^and a good one, too—and he went with

me. I sat down on a fence corner, lighted my pipe and had

tho.dog at my feet, and I stayed there till after dark. But

I beat the thing out, and I came to this conclusion, the basis

of the entire philosophy of my life—and if it is no good I

am an unutterable failure—that as long as I live I am going

to find ia man—in every man and woman and child I meet

—

a something that I can like, and I will take that to my heart

and cherish it and I will never mind about the things I don't

like. Now, time and again I run across a man whom I find

to have views diametrically op|>o6ed to mine, and I cannot

abide him easily, and, because I am not going to have him

upset my humour for the next fifteen friends I meet, I simply

side-step him and leave him alone : I let him '

' gang his

gait " and leave him alone. But put your arms around the

man you can like! I believe that if there is anything in

those photographs of mine that is of any value, it is that

the men look out of them as though they like the person that

looked at the photograph. The only possible value there can

be in a photograph that is made for a woman is to have the

man look out of the photograph as though he loved her. You

can make things as craftily as you choose, and as beautiful

as you like; you can have them pass ten thous-and juries, but

if the photograph you made was intended for the man's

mother, and it does not make the man's mother want to take

the thing to her heart, it is not of any value. That photo-

graph must have in it the appealing power of love. And we

must bear in mind that that which wo utter is returned to
us in kind. If you are a grouch, everybody grouches with you;
if you are a nii.sor, everbody—well, everybody is most caro,^.

ful. If you really like a man, he is a hard one that don't

come across and like you somft. If there is anytliing in my
photographs it lies in the fact tliat I like the man I am
portraying. (Applause.)

.About three years ago a man came into see me who had
made his money in a sweat shop. He was fat under the chin
through eating goose-liver patties and that sort of thing. He
had been driving a bunch of girls, sweating them down, getting

the last farthing out of them. lie sat down in the chair

I indicated and I asked him to move this way or that.

'Just as I am, ' ho said. ' Yes," I said, " just as you are,

but " "But nothing," he said, "I want it made a-

I am." " Well," 1 said, "you can have it made in exactly

the damn way you like, and right down at the end of the

hall, to the left, is the door, and up and down the street

there you can find a, bunch of people who will make yon the
way you wi.sh to be made, and I will wish you a very good
morning." (Laughter.) I wasn't going to break up my
temper for the whole day on his account, nor spoil the seven

or eight sittings I had to follow in order that I might get

money out of that beast. He could jolly well keep it if he
wanted. (Laughter.) That is the way I treat the problem,

but I assure you that it happens very rarely, for, as a rule,

peoj)le do respond.

There are some of you, beyond doubt, who have not met
a sufficient number of Americans, and you are probably

possessed of an idea that Americans, as a whole, are difficult.

Fi'om some point of view they may be, but you are going to

find them just the same kind of men as you are if you will

take the trouble to go after them and meet them ; and, re-

member, for every step you take towards them they will take

two towards you. It is the climate we live in. We have

got the adventurousness of Great Britain over there. That

spirit of adventure, combined with the climate, does bring

with it certain rawnesses; but we have got it, and it is this

fact which makes Americans take the two steps towards you.

Every now and again you are going to find an American

"blighter"—a bad one. WKen you have met him, and he

annoys you sufficiently that you are uncomfortable, don't say,

"He i,s" an .American"—don't say that. The thing to do is

this : don't say anything, close your eyes and think of a

British " blighter" that you know who is just as bad as he

is, pair them off, and then forget about them. (Laughter and
applause.)

Great Britain has always been the clearing-house for adven-

ture and ideas. For centuries she has been a clearing-house.

Here is the logical centre—right here 1 Not Milwaukee, St.

Louis, Kansas City—here is the place where you should have

the talent of the world come. If you want us we Americans

will do our share; you make things so that we can come

and we will come, (.\pplause,) I have come here, not only to

talk to you, but to talk to the Rotary Clubs as well. I have

been trying to get Englishmen, who have lived on a little

island, to realise the people who have lived on a great range

of country—people with rather different Sispositions, due to

environment. I have come here to try to get them to recon-

cile themselves to one another, bearing in mind that we have

got one great thing under us all~we speak the English

tongue.

I do not want to go away without stimulating in one

or more of you the idea that you must come over and see

us—that you" ought to come over and be a part of us, as

we are a part of you. I have not any better sentiment than

that. -

I have not anything more to say except that, coming here

as representative" of the American" photographer, it has given

me infinite pleasure to be with you. I am able to speak for

as sporting a set of men as there is in the world, and m
their name I try to tell of the pleasure it gives me to speak

to these— (with" the exception of the fact that I happen to
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ha • naturalised .\niericaiO— to these, my fellow countrrmen.
ouJ applause, after wlii.li Mr. Macdonald's health iras
^ain drunk with enthusiasm. I

The Chairman then presented to Mr. Macdonald a souvenir
tl.H />c-a.sinn t.-> ,-.invov t.. \fr. Xfacdonald, and also a small

Pntish and a small .American flag. Mr. Macdoiiakl made a
happy acknowledgment of the gifts, and said that, comino^
from friends of his ,he knew exactly what " the little woman
now waiting in the hotel " would sav when he handed th»
souvenir to her.

THE LONDON SALON OF PHOTOGRAPHY.
{Concluded f

The Child Porirall.

Wiiii.yti any di«paragtiui«nt of ih.- freedom aiiu atxiuental
rharart«r of the photographic, an against the traditional

• • "" ' ••-'-"ttfd that in capable hands the latter

way of rightnets and charm which
iiii r :• ujii I.) iu:v». One sees this in the traditional

I of the mcaaotint portrait which Mr. Marcns Adams
ha rery unerring sense of style in " Bubbles'

t, " Rosemary, Daughter of [.^dy Lucas Tooth"
'

'

'' !!<«. Sometimes the oral border
» ith the peculiar softness of

' iin>i e<|us!>lenes« ut dark passages, reproduces the
or of the meaaotiot engraring rery succesafally.

' •'«• traditional conditions is seen in the
/. child portrait which L. Fleckenstein
orcoat ' r.'tOi. thus giring it claims to

>• portraiture. The little fellow stands
.beam which f.-iils u;>on the wall and floor, and
' sanshine i< -nrpri-irigly convincing; in fact,

o i« iHtt better rcnderod in any figure subjett in the
thoagh .1 .\. T^max runs it close in "Sun Jazs "

-''tn* to be more the shadows of a

r.< catt uiMin a sloping wall than the
I. who catchea some of the effect.

• ' !< " (19) come* half-way between old

•?« method*, with « print in a high key of a

t.>n lit 'i.ill figiin-. nude and with rather
his ' Ruth " (116). whose hair

..lutmlled 8elf-eon«<-iou»neM

"Child" (4t) shows
-- „ ..:. . — »... - ,, .,;on. The light scheme

adoptrd by W. Harold House in " Boy and Shadow " (69)

belong* to the phr>tographic era, although its originator,

Mr. Wm. Cadby. might hare been inipired by pencil or silver-
...,,... .1,,.. .„™. |i... though a fktcr resource in camera work,

Lthioned to-day, when the tendency is to

i>
' -.: work. J. Beardsworth sends "A

L>. .') in « vignetted setting, which is

pux7.uiii^ ni nr-i Mgni until one bat discorered that the baby
ia not in foamy water just below the edge of a quay, but
peacrfully retiming oa some ' - ath the

apron of a " [>ram." A. Lou, i* very
humorous. Its nnme is " Eunice ',-*-'h •"I'l "• pose is

iinitfU'^ Amoni;.,t .Mr. Marcus AdanLs's roIlecti4iii »f iliiUiren .

>:tng IS I. ' ' June, Daughters
' (131). - seems more like

Uuu a deughtor. Tii, Iiltlo composition is

icceasful, and the nude tli>sh of the little ones is

givvri uitii much plastic realism. Anuther group in a different

manner is " Meddlesomo Matties" 'l|0>, Sy Janet Allen. It

•bows thrro little girls busy at so- -f.

Wbil«» spr>:»k;ng of groups, I mn lish Dora Head's
ited girls of dili ^ in ".Stories"
iie arrangement is i -inn^ and delight-

ful. An out-<>t-«loor group of much sk <•, and com-
prising a quantity of fiaur.^ is "Tin- ','

" (327), in

which Walter I.ee Iias <; oded in making a lot of

••'hootboya act with comn effect and leek of self-

•' sriousneft*. " Tli« Good 8tory-teller " (257) is another

rom fogf 549.)

clever piece of grouping-a bevy of lively girls hero-worship-
ping a young man.

Nudea.
As usual, Bertam Park excels in the nudes. He has the

right sense. He knows why the figure is good pictorially,
and he never makes a mistake. All his examples have beau-
tiful lines and exquisite modelling. As a rule, he has adopted
this year a delicate scheme of rather flat lighting, which gives
his gleaming bodies an alabaster quality rather new to camera
work. But in " Nude " (17), a highfy modelled girl sitting
on a table, he supplies a forcible contrast to this general rule
In No. 72 he adopts a low tone. The upright standing (98)
IS evidenc.. of Mr. Park's good fortune in models. There is
in this example a rare physiological condition, tight and well-
braced skin and integuments which make relaxed and pendu-
lous flesh impossible, and so the figure escapes associations of
realistic undressidness and secures a classis ideality. The
squatting and weeping "Figure Study" (8.)). by ]{. .\.

Neumann, has also a touch of this classic grace and sciilp-
tnresqueness. It should be stated, however, that Angus Basil's
" Nude " (161) is in a style of moclelled flatness similar to the
best of Mr. Parks, and is very prettily posed. Other figure
studies are smaller, and used very effectively sometimes as
accessories to landscape ideas, whilst what remain are in the
category of dancers and gymnasts. One or two figures half
clothed ere skilful examples of pictorial work in this class,
noticeably Dr. H. B. Goodwin's " Figure SfUdy "

(185), and
W. Hide's " Illustration for a Fairy " (129), whilst Francis
Jay's " Kn Plein Air " (168) is a remarkably clever combina-
tion of nude damsels and a sea shore, and eminently pictorial
and bright.

Landscapes.
It cannot be said that landscape is a strong section of the

show, because the proclivities of the selecting committee were
evidently towards figure work ; hut what there is of landscape
includes some first-rate work. Perhaps the things that stand
out are Charles Job's bright and rich " On the South
Downs" (163), its great merit being superb sky-luminosity;
O. F. Prior's well-composed " As the Kvening Shadows
Lengthen " (351), a river-side street, having much quality
and truth and a fine sky; and 8. Brigden's " England" (304),
a noble composition of a sunny lane crossed by shadows. F, 0.
Libby's lamlscapes are finely conceived, but he often gets off

the mark with his suns and moons,and he persists in using an
.BJlplMMnt blue tint for his prints. " The Lake Below the
lU\LlL{W!i) is perhaps his best work from the point of view
of tone values and recession of planes, becau.se the subject
l«nds itself to force in these directions, but " The Slow Moon
Climbs " (108) has fine gradation, though the moon itself is

unconvincing.

J. H. Anderson's "Windmill " (22) is an excellent composi-
tion, but its tone-values are not easily explicable. A bald and
flat effe<'t and a poor composition cannot rob the interest from
" The Moon of the Bed Gods " (31), in which Laura Gilpin

has bravely carried through a new idea in making luminosity
an all-siiffici.'nt subject in itself. A. G. Buckliara makes a

highly effi-ctivo luiidscape out of great cumulus clouds (43). very

dramatic in their force, a peep of fields far away down and an
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aeroplane. Lionel Wood gets interest into his rather empty
" Edge of the Beyond " (77) by the introduction of a little

nude figure. These edges of foreground hills with no beyonds
to speak of have been often tried, but no landscape is really

pleasing without middle and distant vertical planes. Dr. R. S.

Lovejoy also uses a figure—a clothed climber—to give force to

the awful feeling of the vastness of his beyond in " Tlie

Abyss " (78). The finest of Alex. Keighley's several landscape.s

is " An Old Chateau " (87), because in that ho preserves the

true effect of sun and shadow on the building ; in " Tlie

Monastery " (81) he puts his highest light, and it is very high,

upon tfie roadway, though the sky is dark comparatively. His
new departure in subject matter, " A Swirl of Waters " (90),

is a very fine thing. Mr. Ke-ighley's other subjects are good

compositions with the life and interest knocked out of them
by a treatment of monotony and departure from natural just-

ness of values. " White Birches " (101) is a good subject by
N. P. Moerdyke in the ugly blue tint beloved of American
workers. The lines of H. N. van Wadenoyen's " Cliffs at

Aberdaron " (118) are splendid and its sky and general tones

are fine. Another striking work is "The Cloud Majestic"

(122) chiefly because of its effective low horizon. " Evening
Quiet " (130), by W. B. Bradford, is true and has an intense

mood. Some real pictures of sunlight are noteworthy, particu-

larly T. O. Sheckell's gateway into which two little people are

entering whom he calls " The Adventurers " (136); and like-

wise hie lovely " Paths of Youth " (262) -with its two children.

L. Misonne sends a nice collection of his very individual work,

of which I prefer " Dans la Lumiere " (209), because it is so

satisfactorily centralised; but "Promenade Matinale'*^ (208)

is nice and sunny. Sunny also is " An Outback Australian

Home " (223), which would be better if there were " a way
out " at the Ijack. Hugo van Wadenoyen, jun. , has triumphed

with the broad masses of light and shade in his " Houses at

Cowbridge" (234). Indeed, houses and street scenes are very

amenable to sun effects by photography. J. A. Lomax profits

by this fact in his excellent "Shadow of a Chimney " (252)

on the side of a white building. "The Shadow" (282) is

another example, by T. J. Lewis, of the pictorial possibilities

of a wall or two in the matter of light and texture. In

"Terror" (302) we have not only splendid light but a

dramatic composition of figures and rocks by H. A. Avery.

"The Staithe, Whitby" (409),- is a print of fine quality

wherein H. Bairstow has dealt with light in the distance seen

through the dark beams of the wooden erection in the fore-

ground. In a quieter mood is his " Lonely Calvary " (435),

an impressive mountain scene.

Quiet also, and dignified compositions, are two works by

J. M. Whitehead, " A Dream of Raploch " (371) and "Craig

Millar " (368), which has a fine sky. Were there more light

in the sky of S. W. Shore's " Summer Evening by the River "

(383) it would be a most successful landscape—a new departure

for this well-known portraitist. E. M. Pratt's " Canyon of

the Metropolis '
' (331) is noble and romantic, and so is

Bertram Cox's splendid view of the Admiralty Arch called " A
City Portal " (266). He has never surpassed this bright and

busy vista, showing superbly through the architectural

grandeur of the arch. A similar classic breadth and

magnificence is in A. H. Blake's " Liverpool " views (47 and

171). A. C. Banfield's " Piccadilly " (152) seen from a reason-

able distance is a capital London impression of a bright yet

misty day. Another splendid London scene is " By St. Paul's,

Covent Garden "
(9), by G. F. Prior, proving in a remarkable

way how a keen observation guided by a beauty sense can find

glorious pictures in the most unthought of places.

To turn to moonlight we have " The Quiet Traffic Hour "

(20), E. M. Pratt, a street empty but for cabs seen from a high

standpoint; "Nocturne" (66), by Karl Struss, a wonderfully

true effect also, with its gleaming lamps, and very decorative

except for the aggressive line of the great bridge. Hector Mur-

chjson in "The Pit " (^44) and " Tubs " (157) gets the fascina-

tion that lurks in great industrial works. H. C. Torrance does the

same in his wilderness of trucks in " Pittsburg Steel Works "

(365). It was to be expected that somebody would photograph

the tower of St. Magnus as revealed by the demolition of the
Pearl Society Building at London Bridge, and M. E. Selby
has done it splendidly in " The Old Order Changeth " (291).

One or two exceptionally good skies remain to be noted

;

" The Foot of the Downs ' ' (299), by Bertram Cox—a fine

subject; T. O. Shekell's "Banks of Drifted Snow" (261^:

"Winter Landscape" (253), by L. A. Olsen ; and " Pepp'
Tree " (270), by J. P. Edwards.
Amongst marine subjects there is also a notable sky in

" Surf Canoeing" (37), a beautifully choice print by Arthm
Ford. It is very lively, as is F. J. Mortimer's vivid yachtiii

piece called "Life" (42). "The Sea Road" (89) is anothe.

good thing, the best perhaps of F. O. Libby's works. There
is also life and sparkle in Rev. J. V. Haswell's " Eing.s

"

(141)—a surf scene, the rings being made by four girls in the

water and the foamy waves around them. John H. Anderson
gets sparkle on the water beneath the dark sails in his

" Luggers " (153) : but his finest picture is the beautifully

tender " Close of Day " (149), with its calm mists and colourful

sky. Perhaps the strength of F. J. Mortimer's sky detracts

a little from the interest of his battleship in "Scrapped"
(162). His " August " (170) is the limit of liveliness—a bird's-

eye view of the sands at Ranisgate or Blackpool or some
equally reposeful spot. L. J. Steele's Venetian views (56 and

179) are a contrast to this in their quiet peace, but they are

sparkling and rich nevertheless. The " Sand Dunes " (220) of

J. A. Lomax are soft and sweet with one sharp accent of some

thistle-like growth in the foreground.

More than one exhibitor has succumbed to the romantic

eeriness of dark woods and gaunt dead trees. These pictures

are all good in idea and treatment. " The Enchanted Wood "

(230), J. E. Paton, relies on a forceful light and shade.

" Skeleton of the Forest " (236), E. M. Pratt, is a gruesome

stump, and another is "Sentinel of the Night" (281), by

Ernest Williams.

I have not yet spoken of a fine landscape design by N. P.

Moerdyke called " Eucalypts " (143), in the blue tint unfor-

tunately; nor have I mentioned a first rate architectural sub-

ject by M. N. Bremon, " The Portico " (154), which has all

the style and grandeur of a Piranesi design. The exquisite

quality of L. J. Smith's back-yard scene, "The Water Butt"

(259), certainly deserves mention, and it would be a shame

to conclude a "notice of the Salon without reference to the

works by R. Polak. which whilst no longer new, are as good

as ever Some I know to have been done years ago though

shown for the first time here. "The Message" (189) is

perhaps the best. In " Back from Market " (188) I think the

pail the maid is holding smacks of an anachronism—a rare

thins indeed in M. Polak's studied reconstructions.
^

F. C. TiLNET.

Radiographs at the R.P.S.—Mr. N. E. Luiboshey asks us io

say a few words of explanation in regard to the many examples

X-ray photography which appear under his name m the B.F.-

ExhibitJon. Although the exhibits have been brought together by

him, most of them represent the work of hospitals, in particular

King's College Hospital, and he is obtaining permission to identify

the exhibits (by inscriptions thereon) with the individual authoif

more closely than is done in the catalogue.

An M.P.'s Cameras.—Sir Richard Cooper, the Member f.

Walsall, has looked forward to the Parliamentary holiday becau&o

it gives him leisure to devote himself to photography. He ha

the " Evening News " tells us. a fine collection of cameras, a:

always when he takes a holiday you will find two or three

them among his luggage. He is not content merely with takr

pictures. He likes to develop them himself. Recently he h;

launched into cinematography.

Houghton's Bullktin for September contains particulars of nci

styles in mounts and mounting materials, and an announcement ci

a reduction in the price of a series of sketch boards. Any portr.v

photographer whose name is not on Messrs. Houghton's books 1

the receipt of the Bulletin may obtain it by sending a postca;

to 88-89, High Holborn, London, W.C.I.
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Meetings of Societies.

,,_^^
MEETISOe OF SOCIETIES FOB NEXT WEEK.

SCSfDAT, SFfTENtFEH 2S.

Hanunersmith (Hampshire H.iii-<> 1'."^ Ontinij to Chertsey.

MOKSAY, 8»l»tMr
B .1TP1 Park in.l Pi'! PS " Tmn-f J Brown.

Hackiiey P.S. " V.

Mar ' ' ir r

;. p. Bayne.

K. J. Linford.
.I.' Italiano." H. E.

^« ..-r-ic Society • F.:.;a:i; ;i^." H. Grainier.
twh C.W.S.C.C. (OUugow). • Trimitiing and Mounting."

Hu: ^ " An Ancient Order of

Kh >.. Oj>"i '

" Kppi: . and Neifibbourhood."

.SarVKDAT. 0<rTOMR 1.

Han
Sco-

''•rkip.
AViijds

#"' l>i~> V l»* »v

Mr F C i

I I \ Mi '•*!>.

-bat on " Nickel
"iiri ine weighty copper of

country. Apart fmm nickel coina being liable to be mi*
T^Kwn for wUer by the product of modem maUMMU of edacation.

there it a lot to be *aid in their farour. A ceirtral hole, adopted io

•ome 'ouatriea, cownM their not being rnnfinil with ailver.

.Many nieiMi eoiM of all ceantriaa war* pMsed round, and,

lit to the aatnr* of the metal, returned in aafety. Speaking
'ralljr, tbejr would meet with approval with any colt of the

In the diaeiiaaion, Mr. Harpar taid he invariably carried

a packet* wutdrf copper <y>irii> which <rere a aafegtiard againit

imatism. and h» daab4«d whether ni< kvl would be to effective.

"-m thought thia m«l«l woald be cjimlly potent.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

<irv*«*fwq f**nr>* —A' <he Eaeex Qiiar«»r S«>««!«w» last week,
' 1* an art ' ''ad, Leyton-

cotinla fo' >ey by lalae

: peaus* i>iiii( at WoodforJ. Balhwu, and Wakham-
E Jonex Mi'i pri«nfi'>r'^ method appeared to be to

oo variooe paople in Ihr d-^ -g that he waa a

hargad aeldiar trr-n; '.i ^i--- ^ and promiaing to

•rf* photop-ap^ .a ooaditMO the coatomen
-hwad Iramea f In tba ionr eaae* in quea-

sy waa paid far the irainea, bat aooa ware received, and
. r(ad (hit th# pritoR^r h»d no means of making the tramea.

'o arrett/^! priaoner wid :
" I am

•. That :' funily. They take all

- raooay." ftiaooar, oa oaia. aaid tite framea ware not delrvrred

>aaaqaaiiee of Ida ordaia baiag cancrlied on aeoooDt of the coal

<e. He told bia ewl awera ha wia a diiebargad toMier, bat be
' ri«ver worn .» ailvar bad^a. H<^ ha'l •even cbildrtn. He had

t«Btioo of carrying oat bit >>ar..>in. Priioner was found
>nd it waa atated that he waa \ deaerter from tb« Army,

re waa • coaviction for a aimiiar ofteooe, priaoner calling upon
ola ahortly altar the 8ilrerto«n expl»5ioa and aiking to executo

iTfemeBta of photoyrapha of peopla killed. The Chairman laid

priaoser had been eonrieted of a •erics of eontemptihU frauds.

«in>Id ba sentaseed to '.»•> years' impriaooment.

y— >MPANIB8.
imu Afa, Lis.- u* coopMjr staa ragiatared on

Scpteoibor 12 wi:'r i, :i; . . £730 in £1 shares ObjecU : To

caiy on the business, of makers of and dealers in artistic photo
gr.iplis for the use of or re-s»le by printers, paWishers. .stationer .s.

bo- sellers, lithographers, iilereotypers, photographers, engravers,

die milkers, etc., and to adopt an agreement with Ralph Aaron
Sol'inon. Tlie subscribers (each with one ordinary share) are:

Ralpii Aaron Solomon, Ranfurly, 136, Walm Lane, Cricklewood,

N'.V\'.2; SUnley A. Jan-ett, 21, Macfarlane Rd., Shepherds Bush,
W. 13. .lolicitor's clerk. The first directors are': Ralph Aaron
Solomon (permanent managing director), David Albert Abrahams
and .\Ifred Edward Bundy. Registered office : 25, Shaftesbury
Avenue, W.l.

W. Daley. Ltd.—This private company was registered on

September 10, with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares. Objects :

To carry on the business of opticians, photographic supplies

dealers, etc. The first directors are :—'W. Dalby, 167, Charnwood
Street, Leicester; K. C. Biggs, 51. Highiield Street, Leicester

Qualification : 1 share. Registered office ; 167. Charnwood Street,

Leiceater.

C. WmsTOs AND Co., Ltd.—This private company was registered

On September 7 with a capital of £500 in £1 shares. Objects :

To carry on the businesa of opticians, sight testers, lens makers
ni.iTiufacturers, importers and exporters of and dealers in optica

in.olrumenta, photographic apparotns. The first directors are :

Herman Cahal, 53. Herbert Street, Cheetham. Manchester; Mrs
Miiry Winston, 367, Bury ^ew Road. Manchester. Qualification :

£150 .Secretaty : C. Winaton. Registered office : 367, Bury New
Road. Higher Broughton. Salford.

News and Notes.

Death of Mb. Tkokas VViute.—We iregret to record the deatii

of Mr. Thomas White, of Biggin Hill, Kent, a former Mayor of

Lewisham, which occurred at the age of 68. Locally he wa.'i

widely known aa Liberal Registration agent, ae a Borough Coun
cillor and in many other capacities. Born in Southampton, Mr
White came to London in 1869. After establishing a business a.-^

a photographer in Soutbwark, he went to live in llewisham in 1882

and with a studio in the' High Street continued his photographi'

work for many years.

Oam»as on the " QyKST."—On Saturday Uat the "Quest,'

under the ootnmand uf Sir Elmeat Shaoklflbon, auled from ih-

TtMfnes on her 30,000 milea «oya^ to Che Anterotic, and the liUir

known ialanda of the Ftaific We are told that the number o'

cameraa pnoduoed at the laat moraeot waa, considering the dock

Fsgniakiana, prodigious. Hundreda of oamenas olioked on land, whi!"

on board the official pboiU>giB{iher, Mr. J. .0. Bee MeaoD, waa tun.

ing the handle of faia cineaiMtogmph, and Mr. Roweitt and half-a

ffeaoi olheis were aoaippiog the scenes trotn the bridge.

The Polvtecknic School or Pbotoobaphy.—The session of th"

daaaea at the*Sehool of Photography, Regent Street Polytechnic

begins on Monday, September 26 next. The evening classes includ-

a series of lectures on the optical and chemical principles of phot>-i

graphy by Mr. L. J. Hibbert, each lecture being followed by '

elaas in which students will carry out practical experiments bearin_

ontb(t.4i>hj«cts of the lectures. Courses of practical instmctio;

In liiidio iwrtraiture by daylight and by artificial light are give:;

by Umsm. Edgar Clifton, H. C. Standish, and Robert Johnsoi.

whilst tbe techniqne of negative making and printing is the sub

ject of a practical course by Mr. H. Harrison. Enlarging iv

bromide, platinum, and carbon is the subject of a special cours.'

by Mr. Clifton, and training for the photographic retoucher and

colouriat is pr)vided by classes under the direction of Mr. A. J

LyJdon, Mr. R. W. Wicks, Mr. F. W. Harrison, and Mr. Johnson

A course of training in the methods of commercial photography i?

provided by the classes under the case of Mr. W. A. Srvyer, an.i

Mr. Johnson instructs in the making of life-model studies fo-

advertiaeoient purposes. When it is added that the school als

offers a courso of instruction in photo-engraving and i'

block raakiuj. taught by Mr. G. C. Laws, it will be «•

w>ole field of profeasional and technical photography is iriciu.i.' i
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within the curriculum. Individual students may obtain lessons

privately in any special subject during the daytime. The prospectus

of the evening classee is now published, and may be obtained on

application to the Polytechnic, 307, Regent Street, London, W.l.

Classes in PHOTOOaAPHT.—A course of instruction in photo-

graphy, consisting of twenty-lour lectures and demonstrations,

begins at the Borough. Polj'technic Institute, Borough Road, Lon-

don, S.E.I, on Monday next, September 26. The class, vfhich is

under the charge of Mr. Robert Coombs, is held from 7.30 to 9.30,

and the course provides instruction in all the ordinary processes

of negative making and printing. For students under the age of

18 the fee is 10s. ; 20s. for those above that age.

At the Battersea Polytechnic, Battersca Park Road, London,

S'.W.ll, Mr. E. Senior again superintends the courses of elementary

and advanced instruction in photography. The former is held on

Tuesday evenings, beginning September 27; the latter on Thursday

evenings, in each case from 7.30 to 10 o'clock. The first hour is

devoted to a lecture, and the remaining hour and a half to prac-

tical training. The fee for each class is £1. Mr. Senior also con

ducts a special course on Tuesday evenings, from 7.30 to 9.30, in

enlarging. The fee for twelve lessons is 10s.

At the South-Western Polytechnic Institute, Manresa Road, Chel

sea, London, 6.W.3, Mr. Senior is also the lecturer on photography

and superintendent of a practical class which is lield on Monday

evenings, beginning September 26, froni 7.30 to 10 o'clock. As at

Battersea, each evening is occupied by an hour's lecture and sub

sequent practical class instruction. The fee for the course is £1.

Those interested in photo-micrography should note that a course

of eight practical demonstrations in this branch of work, including

the photographing of etched surfaces of metals and alloys, will be

given by Mr. Senior at the South-Western Polytechnic, beginning

Monday, May 1, 1922. The fee for the course is 5s.

Ideal Homes Exhtbition.—The awards in the photographic com-

petition organised in conneotdon with the Ideal Homes Exhibition,

ait Glasgow, have been made, the judges expressing the opinion that

the standard in classes 1, 2, and 3 was veiry high. They were,

however, disappointed with the entries of contact prints, particu-

iarly in das* 5. Altageifcher over 3,000 prints wore submitted for

adjudication. The awards were as fodlowa :—Class 1. (Landscape

and Seascape) : First prize (£10 10s.), Charles A. Allan, Kilmar-

nock, ' The Semtinei " ; second prize (£5 Ss.), Joilin G. Pratt,

Greenock, " At Breat of Day "
,• third prize (£3 38.), J. Arthur

Lomax, Oairdifi, " Sunlit." The' following extra awards, each of

£1 Is. were made to :—H. G. XUan, Southpoit, " The Lye Mun
Pass "

; Dan Dunlop, MJotherweil, " A Normandy Crucifix "; Miss

Sltella Maloodm. Eddnburgh, " In Old Dinan "
; G. F. Prior, Ohing-

ford, " April Sunshine "
; Louis F. Steele, Portsmouth, " A Vene-

tian Study"; John A. Stewart,. Gtlaegow, " DuntreoAh and Dun
goyne."

Class 2 (PoPfcraiture and Figure Studies) : First prize

(£10 lOs.), Mm G. A. Barton, Sutton Coldfield, " Motiher and
Child"; second prize (£5 Se.), J. Amthur Lomax, Cardiff, "Girl

Drinking"; (tiiird prize (£3 3s.), H. Y. Summons, Virginia Water,
" Ambition." The following extra, awards, eaoh of £1 Is., were

made to:—Angus Baal, London, "Nude Study"; Maud Basil,

London, " A. A." ; Bitice Cameron, MUngavie, "The Toiler";

D. J. Donovan, Frinton-oUnSea, " Little Women "
; Dan Dunlop,

Motlierwell, " The Sraiddy."

Olaas 3 (Arohiteoture) : First prize (£10 10s.), H. Y. Sununons,

Virginia Water, "Thebes"; second prize (£5 5s.), Dan Dunlop,

Motherwell, "St. Jargues " ; third prize (£3 3s.), Bruce Comecpon,

Milngavie, " Sit. Pierre." Tlie following extra awards, each of

£1 Is., were made to :—^H. G. Allan, Southpoit, " The White
Tower"; W. Bailey, Ledoester, "In the Tudor Period"; W. S.

Crocket, Glasgow, " Mars Work, Stirling "; J. H. Leighton, Brad-

ford, " Huratmonceaux "
; W. H. Reeoe, WaWhamatow, "The Ad-

miralty Arch."

Glass 4. Any subject (three contact prints of quaiter-plate size or

undeir on one mount) : First prize (£10 10s.), Rev. J. V. HasooJd,

Huddemsficild ; second prize (£5 Se.), H. Y. Summons, Virginia

Water ; third prize (£3 36.), Mrs. G. A. Banton, Sutton Coldfield.

Class 5, for amateui« who had previously received no award
Prizes of £10 lOs., £5 Ss., and £3 Ss. were awamled in the following

sections:—A, for six pictures of a happy hcdiday : 1, W. M. Bisliop,

Motherwell; 2, J. M. Duncan, Paisley; 3, Peiter F. Harper, Glas-

gow. B, for three prints of any subjedt : 1, James MiUer, Paisley ;

2. W. J. Clutterbuck, Norwich; 3, Arch. Weir, Glasgow. C, foi

Ithree landscapes or seascaipe prints : 1 , James Lomdsay , Glasgow

;

2, Roibert Clark, Gla^^ow ; 3, W. C. M'ood, Glaagow.

Correspondence.

*•* Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paptr.

No notice is taken of communications tallest the names and
addresses of the writers are given.

*•" We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

R38 DISASTER PHOTOGRAPHS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Mr. T. C. Turner's remarkable experiences, and his

claim to have taken the first pictures of the R38 disaster, have

created a. smile among the actual Press photographers of Hull.

We flatly deny that Mr. Turner was first on the scene, and we
can prove this statement if necessary. It would be interesting to

ascertain e.xactly how many pictures taken by this well-known

studio photographer appeared in the Press. The undersigned

include the stafi photographer of the " Hull Daily Mail," a well-

known professional, and the operator of a Hull Press photographic

agency, who were all quite equal to the occasion. We were un-

questionably the first on the scene and secured the best pictures

that were obtained, both from a journalistic and technical point

of view. The fact that some of us were making subsequent trips

to the scene of the wreck when Mr. Turner saw us does not

justify Mr. Turner's ridiculous and incorrect claim, and we
strongly object to it.—With compliments, we are, yours, etc.,

G. H. Hahness, F. Overton, E. W. W.mson (Watson Bros.).

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Professional friends have pointed out to me a some-

what remarkable article in a recent issue of your paper by Mr.

T. C. Turner, photographer, of Hull. On perusing this, one finds

some amazing reflections upon the Press photographers, and also

the editors of the new.'ipapers in London, together with a sugges-

tion that Mr. Turner was the first on the scene, and so created

something in the nature of a feat of which to be proud. He
says the Pressmen just managed to record a picture an hour after

the occurrence. This statement is not true and an unfair one.

I am prepared to prove that I was there with a reflex camera no
later than 15 minutes after. I was in a taxi which I directed

down side streets to avoid the crowds that were rushing to the

scene.

For the information of your readers, I may point out that

Mr. Turner is essentially a studio worker and a portraitist. His
work in this direction is greatly admired by many, including

myself. Personally, I am essentially a focal-plane worker. All

photographers ki^pw what a wide gulf there is between action

photography and portrait work. An event like the disaster to

the R38 is not a studio job. It would be interesting to know
how many of Mr. Turner's wonder photographs ever saw the

light of day in the Press. " The proof of the pudding is in

the eating." We always welcome competition, but I am prepared
to state that the pictures which were issued by my agency were
vastly superior both from a journalistic and technical point of

view to any of Mr. Turner's taking. They ought to have been,

too, seeing that this is my line. My work is known in Fleet

Street, where pictures are only selected on their merits. It is

for fliis reason that when Mr. Turner makes the suggestion that

the Press photo,.;raphers were not equal to the occasion I,

along with other professional colleagues, raise our hands in

protest.

Let me inform Mr. Turner that it was my duty as the ap-

pointed and recognised special photographic correspondent of the

principal London and provincial picture papers, dailies and
periodicals, to be there first, and I was. I am sure that I have
no desire to make a song about being there first. The police might
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-:- M w«U wnM «D krticU ftboni th« wonderful work that they
i and send it op to their periodical. Mr. Turner, in raising

» point, is thowing vwy bad tarte, I think. Sorely thoce brave

.^iiatfnx did not iD«et mch an awful death just to provide Mr.
Taroer with (omething to crow about. Oeaaine Press photo-

j^aphera can alwaya be identified on theie Bad occaxiona by the

qoiel way. depute technical difficulties, in which they carry oat

their duties of recording the acene so that (in this caee) the whole

world m&y m« what had happened to the world's greatest airship.
^ .m a iDrnib«r of the InUitote of Joarnaliits ; Mr. Tamer is, of

ir«e. not. The recognised pressman has a right to be there.

'".die mao ha* not. What right hsd Mr. Tomer to be

all? What paper does he r. present? Let Mr. Turner
':ck to his stodio work and leave the Prew photo-

KTBr .e. The disaster was far too terrible to be the mere
' -OS for Mr. Tamer's windows with the lights

^ honr ss an ad^rtiBement. That is the sole
* ' to the wreck for, and I do not think

•'», etc..

IfswABo W Watbos,
I'rupnetor of Watson Bros., Press pfaotographeia.

2, Charlotte Street. HoU.

; .K» these letteri readied os too lata for inaertion in onr issne of
: week, we iDboiitted proof of them to .Mr. T. C. Tamer, whoie
I'ly appear* bck>w. We think the absence of salvage vessels

id of BMD oo the snvelofte) from Mr. Tnmer'a photographs is

,-..n. .vui-,.^ ..,• tiMir production at an sarlisr iinie than
which are sent to o« by Mr. Ovsrtdn io

•••j " '" farther letter which appear* below. The
wpoiDti from which the flo.vjnt: wreck was photographed differ
"'•• ^" '

'''le to say with reasonable correctness
'» photOj-raphs to be taken Uiow* the

. » .i, ..,,j,,.,Aii., ...... .tie same state as doc* the ftrrt of Mr.
-rton"" — El*., " B.I."]

To the Editors.

,i.ii.n,in —I sm obliged for a copy of the 1»<ter tent to yoa
• "•.»r'i an>i vfidorsed by t«ci (• • photo-

\f.-^'. M.trneaa and \V»t*r,ii I Ir. Over-
'i:"n of hif Irtter and parehaMHi a sK of his

jMiirvd me »«re hit fmUtM »Sttr the disaster.

. •*« by these prints that his contention cannot be main-
in: aa he ha* apologised there is aa end •• far as he

"V the onV rre r~f thu* |>Mtl«aieo I knew, it a
-:ct and a staff pbote-

'< P*per published the
'he tragedy . and above my Arm's name, the largt
"w. " being the first photograph to he taken after

tster."

llarnssa did not see the accident, bnt says that after

reoetving a tslsphw nuiWBS he eyrled to the pier, secured a
rowing boat, ami in ii reached the teens of the wreck. " He
thonght it waa fre« 8 to 2j mile* away." If this had been a
evilTCul gates it wnnld ornvr , '•nir Atid srduoos row.

Now I had a^ lent in all its dreadful
<liUi' Vn»-» r».v' rcckage. and when, after

' r, I sprang on the already moving tag, I was
. .Jvantagss were all on my sids. I certainly saw

trace of photographic activity in the boats near the wreck.
'I vfTv rrMii *iiUr?«T>Mit of the nriTstives has failed to reveal

ii.- .:r. i.-t.- W ll.tmesa or cf Mr, Watson
1 T .••• ' safRcient lotercst to intrude on your

. '•' ' -r Watenn'i greatest share in the letter,

M"i ' -,;oni>ni between Press and studio photo-

fr»i '
' U> have been the aetnal author. I coald

" ...* addre— '- •" >hf other two signatoriee, bnt

(earrh I his establishment at the top

. .1 Central II.. -i. h door labelled Watson Bros.
" oat " and s paper clock face announoed " retnm

i fn*r put ms*ssg«» under dtxir." As no member of the
•i< had tnrrrH op by 12 30 I had to leave my card under the

,;.,- - •• - ra^faaat for an interview st my own place.

When Mr. Watson called I asked him to substantiate his cl

teiition by producing his own pictores and by showing me h..i

journalistic account of the catastrophe.

It seemed a simple affair; the photographs themselves would

piove the position of the tide and the gradually collapsing wreck-

age must tell it« own story. Mr. Watson refused both requests

and somewhat discounted the claim to the best " from a journa-

listic and technical point of view " by saying he had not witnessed

the accident himself. He had jumped into a taxi—a rare bit of

luck to find there and then—and on reaching the pier he too had
secured a rowing boat ! As Mr. Watson neither apologises nor

is willing to establish his case in the only possible way, I fear

there is nothing more to be said. Your readers will form thei

own opinion on the fairness or otherwise of this attack.

I sent my account of the disaster to the " British Journal
''

and to my friends of the P. P.A. and the profession generally

because I thought it would interest you and them, coming from »

phatographtr on tht spot, the very, very spot where the fatal curve

was made. I entirely disclaim any intention of wounding the

snsoeptibilities of the local Press photographers by stating I made
the first exposures of the wreck from the Hnmber, a claim which

I ventare to thiak is still holding good.

The writer of the second letter, Mr. Edward W, Watson, of

Charlotte Street, Hull, is alto the author of the first signed by
Messrs. Overton, Harness and Watson. When his letter is not

positively childish it is rude, and evidently written to produce tho

impression that in giviug the account of the airship disaster my
motive waa to attack Press photographers. Anyone of average

intelligence would see that outside the simple narrative itself my
comments were directed to criticising the unfairness of those

newspaper editors who 'eave out a professional's name and address,

accepting at the same time offers of service at " fees which ir

swiny rates are almost beneath contempt "

Who i<i Mr. Watson to take up this position ? I resent his

interference, because there is no cause for it. He asks a good

many questions which I would be happy enough to answer

were they of a less personal character or at all interesting to my
coofriret.

Qooting from his last letter, " All photographers know what .>

wide gulf there is between action-photography and portrait work.

An event like the disaster to the B38 is not a studio job," T

tappos? Mr. Watson is trying to say a Press "worker possesses

some quality a man of the studio does not. Ridiculous ! Ts there

any fioe man of decent education, good eyesight, and possessed of

roitable apparatus, who is not a better Prett photographer if to

hit knowledge of focal plane work he adds an expert's training in

stadio work?
The rstabliihed stadio worker has also other advantages. As a

bntiness man, a citizen well known in his city, probably paying

heavy rates for a prominent position, enjoying the resonrces of a

well-appointed centre—artificial light apparatus of every kind,

enlarging rooms, artists and staff of assistants—he must bo in .i

better pr>sition than the avernge Pressman, often of limited means

or limited space to work in.

Then the very system which is forcing the Pressman to work

anonpmoiulp and unrecogniitut is against the best work.

TiMre are moments of crisis when success is often bound up
with prompt and kind co-operation shown by officials and others,

and who are more likely to command these advantages than he

who day after day comes into contact (as a studio workerl with

TteopM* i)f authority and influence in his district? He has a much
gTtaWf cHance of making bis personality tell when it is most

wanted.

My professional friends will so well understand this that I

almost apologiie for stating it. The fact is, all " studio " men

are " Press " men st times. It has always been a part of their

bntineM. In the 30 years of life m this ray adopted city I have

always striven to keep a photographic record, not merely of mc
and women, bnt of interestinst evtnti. ^
There ire few occasions when local history has been in the

making when the cameras of Regent House have not been busy,

and any mod«it claim I may have to remembrance by citizens of

future generations will rest, not on countless thousands of studio

portraits, but on keeping careful records and writing the histf r>

of the air raids on Hull during the great war.
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But if it is to be .said that the studio worker is a pirate on

the Press photo^fraphers' domain, what about the activities of

certain ultra-modern snapshotters with whom we are continually

becoming acquainted at weddmgs and other social functions ! How
often is the professional, who has been engaged by the family,

atmoyed by the sudden irruption of Pressmen, who, under the

excuse that they represent this or that local paper, ignore the fact

that they are uninvited, and proceed in the most ill-mannered

way to jeopardise the success of the whole grouping by distracting

interference. The public begins to recognise what the game means,

and that it is a deliberate attempt to oust by cheapness and

unfinished work the better but necessarily more expensive

portraiture of the established professional.

Is this genuine Press photography? Of course it, is not, and the

only way to meet it is by giving the local paper a print to

reproduce without fee, but with acknowledgment, and arranging

previously with one's clients a fee for attendance and so many
copies. An editor almost invariably chooses professional work,

and sitters, especially the ladies, show, a rooted objection to the

hard sun-bathed results of the Press worker out of his proper

element.

I am sorry I have taken so much space, but when a Press

photographer goes out of his way to conjure up imaginary affronts

and injuries it seems the time has arrived to present the other

eide, as it appeirs to a man who is " essentially a studio worker

and a portraitist."—I am yours, etc.,

T. C. TUKNEB
Regent House, Anlaby Road, Hull.

September 19.

To the Editors,

Gentlemen,—I .find r.hat the letter re above, signed by Mr.

Harness, Mr. Watson and myself, contains the following state-

ment : "We were unquestionably the first oil the scene, and

secured the best pictures," etc., etc. The correct and intended

rendering is : Two of us were unquestionably the first on the scene,

and collectively we se.cured the best pictures, etc., etc.

I have never intentionally claimed that I was there before Mr.

Turner. For this mistake (which in the haste of composing the

letter went unchecked) I am personally very sorry, and beg Mr.

Turner to accept my sincere apology as regards that regrettable

mistake.

I enclose a few of my own photographs of the wreck, numbered
in the order in -.hich they were taken. They show the complete

alteration in appearance that occurred during the half hour I

wafi present. I make no claim that these are the first photographs

taken, but they do prove that other photographers were there

before the wreck broke up into fantastic shapes. Is there, may I

ask, a complete and very striking diiTerence as regards the position

of the wreck between No. 2 of mine and the one taken by Mr
Turner ?^Yours iruly,

'
F. Overton.

85, Prospect f!treet, Hull.

September 1 7.

PLATES V. FILM.

To the Editors

Gentlemen,—Would it not be possible to turn this somewhat
acrimonious correspondence into a useful and illuminating debate

on the relative merits of plates and films ? That, after all, is, or

should be, the chief interest of the present discussion to most
photographers'. I would suggest two simple rules that should be

strictly observed :

—

1. A clear statement to be given by the writer of the length of

his personal experience of the product he discusses.

2. An absolute avoidance of personalities, inuendoes, and

prophecies of all kinds.

Under Rule 1 Mr. Mallinson's letter in your last issue would
have been barred, for he fails to state his qualifications as a judge
of portrait film. Indeed, his remarks on working it seem to point

to his never having got beyond the first preliminary trials, for

most of the drawbacks he names are easily .avoided by those who
are really familiar with the film. And even if a careless worker
succeeds in getting scratches on the back, he has a very big com

pensation, as any portraitist will tell him, in possessing the two
surfaces for retouching

Under Rule 2 we should have been spared Mr. Mallinson's droll

confidences as to what he imagines Messrs. Kodak are up to, and
his letter would not have lost the sympathy of readers.

I have used portrait film in Switzerland for the last four seasons

(summer and winter) on most difficult lightings, often ranging from
dark green foregrounds to snow-capped distant mountains, and in

portrait work at home, and know from experience that the quality

is exceptional owing to its absolute non-halation. There is no
doubt about its convenience ; one can develop half a dozen at once

in the darkroom, or even in the hotel bedroom, as simple a per-

formance as toning prints, pin them up to dry, and they store in

a very small space and are unbreakable.

But their primary claim is for quality. So long as the sun is

not actually shining in ihe leos, tnere i« no effect, indoors or out.

be it ever so daring, that they are not equal to, and for this sam«
quality I would sacrifice all the minor advantages if it were neces-

sary, for nothing but the best is worth carrying so far afield ;u

the Swiss mountains.—Yours truly,

Will Cadbt
Borough Green, Kent.

Sept. 14.

To the Bditons.

Gentlemen,—Since we oonimenced to use the Eastman portrait

film, in April, 1914, we have always recognised that it is a pixxiurt

of sterling quality, and .it has proved itaelf, in our hands, far

superior to the plai« for eveiy class of work in studio and outdoor.

When using film one has the satisfaction of knowing that, how
ever difficult the lighting, halation is non-existent, also it is mucli

prefeiTed by our retouchers to the pla^te, because of the extra amount
of work that can be pat on it with ease.

We have never had any trouble with mairkings of any description,

and for filing pui-poses it is ideal.

Soanetime ago we installed a set of Eastman tanks, with hangeis,

etc., and we found that this system proved itself most useful for

the deveJopmeiBt of large batt-hee of film negatives, and also the cost

of developer, and time was reduced by at least 50 per cent.

Also good negatives are produced with ease and certainty.

We feed sui-e, however, that when one is taking a progressive step,

conservatism should bo put on one aide, and the producit tested

on its merits.

If this is done in the case of the Eaatman film, one cannot help

but be delighted with the results, as, speaking personally, we really

cannot see any disadvantages, but heaps of advantages in the use

o! ithis producit of progress.

We are praising the film on its merits, and not because we aro

anyway interested in Kodak, Ltd.—Faithfully yours,

K. AND S. DaBBI.
Canton Studios, New Street, West Bromwich.

September 14.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Old combative times are recalled by reading the

correspondence in your last issue on " films versus plates," and the

policy of the Kodak Co., not by the particular subject, but by
the spirit of controversy aroused. True, Mr. Harold Baker and
others weigh pros and cons in impartial and helpful manner, but
obvious special pleading is resorted to by one or two, and
partisanship is evident.

Now for many a long year I have been interested in the printing

quality of negatives, and many thousands from foremost studios

in town and country have pa.ssed through my hands. I see con-

sistently mediocre work turned out by some firms on the " por-

trait " film (still worse on plates), and note on rare occasions

violent halation, or possibly " irradiation " alluded to by Mr.
W. E. Debenham. On the other hand, work of the very finest

class is consistently achieved by others on the film.

Personally, I believe that in many cases halation is the primary
cause of loss of quality when it occurs, and with the films the
operator not highly skilled is largely protected against himself,

and, therefore, the production of good negatives is rendered
easier. On the other hand, it is only just to say that the studi"

I should place easily first for turning out negatives of superl
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quality »ith the jreateet reenlaruy «roplay« oltrk-fMt dry-platea.

Pi»ire x:.d ..-^t; .' .. \pogiire U correct, and develop-

nvrni 1- M..{ij*d .i: ju?-. _• i'. point for the printing process

in v.cic In fact, (killed crftft<njao*hip from itttrt to finish. I

t^iphatically acwrt that not on« ont of the very large nomber

o< film negatives I have Men ha* btaten the beat of these dry-plate

negativee for beaotifol printing quality, though many a film nega-

tive has equalled them.

Nut ixifreqoently the " portrait " film is contrasted with an

rmalakm on glass of far higher speed, which is hardly fair.

Ap|>ar«ntly the English dry-p1at«i makers have concentrated on

the prodnctioa of a plate combining the maximum of speed with

a Mtif: nnif r.f gentle gradation, and admirably they have sue-

c*<:d>'<l b.ji ')i>' iiUr.'i fast brand remains a more delicate tool to

voric »iUi tli.tr. -t &lm or plate coated with a slower emulsion.

Mr Oeiwnham may " see no reason why an emuliion thonld be

siower en a film than on a plate." Nor do I, but there may be

a good and sottcient reason for not coating celluloid with an

-Tialsion of extreme r!>^"'''<^ ''Vrtainly tbera appears to be do

ibt that the Kodali i n, although of ample rapidity to

—i most requirement. v..-t. ..-,1 att«ia tba speed furnished by

'lern ultra-fast dry'plat«s.

In coarlnaioo, I may add that unhappily I have not the faintest

I isiiwsiimI interest in the mannfactare of either plates or films,

.Mmit a bisM in favow of the film (or ooeaaioaal work. Thia
' jMtifr deprccialioD of the dry-plate, which would be

i> tr> iiliv and falnvas.—Tmvs truly,
•• Faa Plsy."

To the Editors.

) '.«ntleinen —I hav« read the letters, r* abova, with intarwt.

Wv ii.,' kn< « that an -ounce r>{ ptA.rti.-e ix worth a pound of theory,

mty I bf allowed to state some uf the sdvMrtafca of films from

Biy own prartical oaa.

I hava uasd then ever aiaoe Mceara. Kodak brought them out,

and th* advaiitagsa I ba«e foond over plates ara as follows :—
•^noomy.—I can develop, and have daveloiMd, 24 flat Alms,

' -ise. in a 10 X 6 diah at a cost of 3d. for tba 24, iaelnding
I -.„.. gp, J perfect negative.

I took a wedding group lh« otiwr day in a

,»:;, n. '-v, it was raining; st^pjirH — '-' to //16

and gav •ear* (as there were aeo- lesnaids

ID It). H.'.'i.a, \ iir^-aiive fall tt( detail snd m<*<. un.ii.ul.

3rd, portability.—12 films can be sent by post to be retonebad
' * cost of 4d. ; 12 plalas would c^ over la. Again, 6 slides

Jed with 12 piatee weigh 7^ Iba. ; 6 slides load^ wHh 12
' ' films weigh aot qoita 6 Iba. only, s great boon if you ar«

r>e any distance, for weight tells.

1 do not hold any brief for Meaan. Kodak, tveither am I a

•tkwalioMar (wiah I was), bat I Ihiak hooow should be given

where honoor is due. One of their kind aad eoartaona gentlensn

ho has the bad lark to have to call upon mm ahowad na Um
<'tli*r day a '

le soada to taka platca or filma. Aa
mttm aa I ri igh cuppeis in tbaao hard timea I am
g< 12 oi Ut>* elide*

< abtrot the drvrlijpiog and printing of fifans for

llw . h we do as a aid«-lin<- Don't «• owe M i sery

K .I.W. . for that?—Yoors f.ihfully,

W. Adams.
like Studio. Wit»«T, Oxon.

To the Editors

.»i.i^<^ib<-' ' feiOTice to use of films. I hsve found the

mas ihm nath rannmandeO by Messrs. Kodak, Ltd.,

. .
,.,^.> : ^„,„ i,,r hardsoing the surface, while (or varnish

I -c is nothing bottar than celluloid. Thia is easily

ar.'i '••:' I' :'allT made by dissolving scraps of film in amyl scetata

nntil of the c<'nsist«acy of ^mp.' It shoold then be strained

through fine net. and can be applied with a pledget of cotton wool,

fr.rauDg a very eAdoBt protection from damp.

With thoea &!• having the bare oeDuIoid on one side, caraful

ift>licatiea ia rrqait«d to the gatattaa sida only.—Tours faith-

folly. F. B. WiLU,
Worka Manager, .The Doncaaler Rotophoto Co., Ltd.

f. ...

Dcr 16.

SYSTEMATIC BROMIDK PBINTING.
To the Editors.

ti
• ntlemen,—^It has been intereeling to nie to read what

Dr. Olover hae U> say on bromide printing; also the letters cf

Mr. Baker and. Mr. Hall. I^. GIov«r's system, while no doubi

excellent in itself, I consider unsuitable for a busy printer, but
Mr. Baker and Mr. Hall seem to have been working on similar

lines to myself.

In the early days of the war I, in common with most photo-

graders, was troubled with the lack of competent brDmid«
printers I had several men who were supposed to be printers,

bat who. in practice, never managed to get a dozen prints o( an
order alike. To overcome this, 1 tried the following system:

—

H minutes was adopted as a standard time of develoipment, using

amidol, the temperature of the developer being raised in cold

weather V>y a hot-water jacket, and kept to summer level. A trial

print was made and developed for this standard time. If corrert.

any number of identical prints could be made by giving the same
exposure. If too dark or too light, an extra piece of tissue paper

waa added to or taken from the printing box, or if the error wa«
very slight, the exposure was altered i a second or 1 second. I

arranged tlie light for a standard exposure of about 5 seconds,

it beinc found that 4. ^, 5, 5i, and 6 seconds covered practically

every negative without altering the tissue paper. Nothing was

left to guesswork ; the thermometer was nsed for the developer

temperatore and the clock for exposure and development. By
adhering strictly to this system, a youth who knew practically

nothing about bromide printing was able to turn out remarkably

good and regular batches of prints. K system of this sort im-

mensely reducer the fatigue of a day's printing, so much of the

pmonal element of judgment being obviated.—Yours faithfully,

Gio WnjirKsoN.
849. High Bead, Leytonstonr. E.11.

To the Editors.

(ienUevnen,—I am ^ad that the Jettera on bromide-prinidne have

induced Dr. Qlover to give us more intoarmatiaa, aa I am mre

Dothinft hot good oaa arise from a serious discuaaan of ti>« subject,

OfMoally if ndiaes will gpve ns llie benefit of tliear experience But

I ind\ Dr. Qlovsr had made axperimenta with other tkrvekypere

bewidew amidol, beotuae eaooelleni aa that, develof]^ ia, I do rot

think it ia used U> so great an extettt as mc4ol • hydroquinone by

pnrfeasonal phatacn>f>'>en»- I may be wrong in thia assumption, hot

I cannot call to imad any of my profesMonal friends who ore naing

it. I find thai it genenlly needa a atronger ne^ftive than o>ther

developers, and (Aeo lium to it v»he«i a negative of more than usual

bardnen has to be pnnt«d. Ita great virtae, to my mind, ia that

il will give afanoat the same sepia colour, vrhen greatly varying

expoairr* and pnolonged deivelopment have been given, but the

uokwr it givee is uaoally oo4der than I Uke, and there ia alwaya the

abieii4no that it so aoon heoomea exhaoitod.

In racommending the three-mimoU minimum ol development, 1.

pertiapa, uiis isinilissisnil the imporianoe ol the time mentioned.

Whs* I shoold have said waa that I find three minutes a valuable

ataodard, allowing lor all the variationa in paper, negative, tcmpeix.

tore. eU., and that mtii Jioulil find for himaalf tte aUndord avi

rage time' whiA produoea the rewill de«irod. Thia method is m»i

aa acsantific aa Dr. Glover's, but I Uunk it is better than having i «•

aytfam of tuning, and easser for everyday work tlian Dr. GJoveirs

,„,^ il wtiJch. I am afraid, we should have diflfiouVty in persuading

as*:- .•lopt.

1 i.ink it is po«ble to handle a large nmhber of pnnt."

succo^aUy with a ahortor time of development than three minutes.

Aa to 4ha eoloor of the priat when toned, I think we are both

agreed that hmg or fuU expoaore, and short development given

wwner ooloon, eapooially v»hen using any other developer than

amidol. But I «hink that Dr. Glover's claim that increaaod time of

daveMnDWit wUl compensate for decreased expowire, and produce

a aimilar is not confirmed by my own experience. It may be po-

lihle to do this, but within a very limited range.

Dr. OJover'a two stories seem to me argumenU againat the auc-

ccea <jf hia syaU-m. I am wiiting without being able to refer to hia

article but if mv m^ory is correct he daims that his method is

more »^»aWe than inapaciion, but il Wa daim that prolonged de-

velopment compenasted for reduced e.ipowire is right, then in th«»
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ifcvro oaees \diec« the erpoeure was aocideiilily radnoed, prolonged

devdopment, which would have been suggested by Lnspootion,

sliould }iave put mattem ri^t.

I hope Dr. Glover will comtinu© his experimeate with oitlier

deveJopers, and give ub the benefit of his reeul'ts.

I am afraid many of us are like the tailor in Punch, who, wiien

a cujatomer oomplained of the fit of his olotliee said :
" I must ask

you beai- in mind, radr, the tailoring is not yet reduced to the level

of an exact science." A good many photographere are inoEned to

say the same of photography, but I am sure we are greatly hulped

wh^i investigators like Dr. Glover bring some exact scienoe to

bear on the problems ithait oomfront as in oar daily work.—Youi'S

truly, Harold Baked.

" THE DEATH " AT THE SAliON.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In criticising my picture " The Death " (No. 56)

in his review, in your issue of September 16, of the present Exhibi-

tion of the London Salon of Photography, Mr. Tilney appears to

have taken the two figures to be human beings when he writes

that the dying figure is posed and the lady behind looks more
like a monumental effigy. I should like to inform Mr. Tilney that the
subject is the Shelley Monument in Christchurch Priory.—Yours
truly, .-VuBREY G. Raymond.

32, Eastland Road, Neath, South Wales.

September 19.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with, out present prarticp, a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for replj/, 5-cent International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

Queries to l e answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach vs

not later than Tuesday (posted Monday) , and should he

addressed to the Editors.— — ~
A

0. G. Rosenberg.—We are soi-ry we cannot give you any informa-
fcion regarding developers which give a fineir grain in the negatives
tlian the original grain. So far as we know this property is not
possessed by developers, which, in other reapeots. are of piaoticaJ

value in the making of negatives.

T. H. Legge.—With a properly restrained developer you ought to
have no difficulty in getting white maigins when using a mask
on the enlarging easel. In any event could you net give the
enlargement a quick rub over with weak iodine cyanide reducer
on cotton wool, which would remove any slight veil of silver

deposit ?

J Lade.—(1) Best to develop for only about a minute, fix, wash
thoroughly, and then intensify with the uranium intensifier. (2)

Rather out of our province. We think the pads are simply
made of cotton fabric with cotton padding inside (3) It is the
best pattern you can get. (4) No, you can use a lens at a larger

stop than when copying on a reduced scale.

J- S.—It is not beyond the capacity of a careful worker to
albumenise and sensitise paper. The very fullest instructions
(and these are necesssary) are contained in the manual, " Photo-
graphic and Photo-Mechanical Printing Processes," by W. K.
Burton, which you can buy from Messrs. Foyle, 121-123, Charing
Cross Road, London, W.C.2, for a shilling or two.

F. B.—Even supposing that copyright still exists in the picture
(we think it is quite possible that copyright has expired) there
would not be any infringement in your making a photograph in

which a child of similar appearance is posed in the manner of
the painting. The law is rather peculiar on this point, but we
think you may take it that you are practically secure in con-
sidering that the owners of the picture would not think you
were infringing their copyright.

P- W.--(l) The only lamp is that of the Blanchard Lamp Co., 151,
Farringdon Road, London, E.C.I. It burns ordinary paraffin

and costs, or ased to cost, about £10 to £15. (2) BillcliS's Gamer*
Works, Richmond Street, Boundary Lane, Manchester. (3) Ths
London agent of Messrs. Lumifere is Mr. T. K. Grant, 89, Great

Russell Street, I.iondon, W.C.I, by whom all the Lumiere goods

are supplied in this country. (4) Messrs. Fallowfield, 146,

Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2, make a specialty of mounts
and other miscellaneous goods for stickyback portraiture.

A. W. S.—Half-watt lamps will answer perfectly either as a

supplement to daylight or for working alone at night. For the

former purpose two 1,000 c.p. lamps placed near the ceiling about
7 ft. from the background in front of the sitter should be enough.

For night work you would require three more lamps of the san

power arranged in a curve commencing from a point opposite oi

edge of the background, and continuing round to meet the tv..

used with daylight. The front lamps should be about 8 ft. from
the floor, the side ones may be rather lower, say 6 ft. You
must consult your electrician as to the meter and wiring.

Marcus Shaw.—It is rather uncommon for single blisters to appear

on prints after their being in the ivash water for as long as half

an hour. The fact suggests that the water may impinge in a fine

stream on certain prints, or perhaps prints may have been
" kinked " in places in turning them over. The means for

prevention, apart from those suggested by what we have just

said, are to keep all solutions at the same temperature; and you
_

might also transfer prints to a fixing bath of half or quarter

strength instead of to plain water when they have been fully

fixed in the hypo of the ordinary working strength. Have you

tried whether the use of a hardening-fixing bath, made up with '

alum, sulphite, hypo, and citric acid avoids the defect? It is •

possible that it may do so.

W. A.— (1) There is not any substantial advantage in using an ?

774 aperture over one of, say, fl6 or f/B, so far as avoidance
\

of retouching is concerned. Using a plate of fine grain, it should 1

be quite practicable to make negatives which would give post-
j

card enlargements practically indistinguishable from prints from

direct negatives, but an aperture of /'/4 is not necessary for this

purpose, but, in fact, has rather a contrary influence. We should

say //6 is about a useful aperture for this purpose. (2) FUra-

packs require an adapter in which the pack itself is held in order

that the successive paper separators may be drawn off, and so

expose one section of film after another. The pack is complete

as purchased, consisting of a stout card casing strengthened with

thin metal. Having the adapter in which to hold it at the back

of the camera, no other accessory is needed. (3) With all the

actinometers that we have tried there is a slight difference in

colour between the tint and the darkened sensitive paper, but

it is not a difficult matter to judge, with sufficient nearness, a

match of " depth " apart from any slight difference in colour.

The British Journal of Photography.
Lma Advebtisements.

An increased scale of Cu "ges for prepaid line advertisements

(excepting Situations Wanteti, is now in operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.

per insertion for' each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must' be accompanied by the

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are nut accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be

guaranteed.
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The 1022 The 1922 edition of the British Journal
AlmAnac. Photographic Almanac is now in an

a<ivanced stage of preparation as regards both its text

and advertisement pages. All being well, it is hoped to

publish it on or about December 1. We have issued

application forms to secretaries of photographic societies

and to photographic firms, requesting correction of the

particulars which appear in the respective directories of

societies and Uie photographic trade. We shall be very

glad if those to whom these applications have come, and

who have not yet returned them, will do so without further

d.'lay. Unfortunately, in compilations of this kind, it is

the last comers who fix the time at which a section of

th.' Almanac can be printed. Naturally, there is a limit

beyond which we cannot wait, whether particnlare ai>-

forthooming or not. Apparently, in the case of societies

dfliiy chiefly arises in consequence of a change of secretary

of which we have not become aware. In such cases, we

send to the previous secretary, but it seems not to be

the invariable rule that the ex-officer forwards the applica-

tion promptly to his succeesor. We make this comment

in the hope that those to whom it applies will take the

hint. A second appUcation has just been made to secre-

Utries and firms who have not answered the first. The

third, and last, will be made in a week's tinfe.

*

The Speed of The letter by Mr. Louis Nell, which

Small Lenaee. appears on another page, raises a point

which undo.ii.u-aiy is deserring of more attention thaii

it commonlv receives. As set forth in the article which

appeared in our Usue of September 16, the working

ajerture or number of a lens is rated «'>le y
f/^^^/.^"!^

t«

the proporUon which the focal length bears to the -Jf^meter

of tL largeBt xtop. Yet, after all, this is not the only

detects factol-, since the number of separate glasses

inTC and their colour and th clmefls, considerably

affect the brightness or intensity of the image which is

^«TOe,i on Uie ground glass. We refer briefly to this

suWt n the concludini paragraph of the article which

Ipp^ tSiil week. We know that some very experienced

andnTethodical users of small cameras, e.^.. of veet

^»LlXe recularlv make a great aUowance for the exija

S:S?Sre sn all s'inch lens which is usually fitted^ In

one ca^that we know, an expert Pi^ot^^raP f"^^ '^°P*«

ontfifTh the time of exposure compared with that which

?,^ would consider correct when using a lens of «»?. ^ «r

more inches focal length. Fineness of '!.«fi"'*^°"

^^/^^^J
enters also into this question, and, considering the Pf^senc

iSiJSS use of very small lenses and cameras it cer-
laeaprenu ubo

^, /__ ,i l„ ^ nmctical advantag<le 01 very »m«"i icuo<:.= "— -.- , „. __
• 1

- ^o fh«f tliere would bo a practical advantage

irSi Z^^ Se e^a ™pidi4 of thes^ small lenses c^d
S^^lefinftely eetabUshei on theoretical grounds or

a fhA rflault of experimental measurements. Ferbaps

::^^V^e lens makers have data in their possession

which bear on this point.
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Mercury- The note by Mr. J. G. F. Diuce, whicii
Ammonia we reprint on another page from tlie
Intanslfier. "Chemical News," relates to the
process of mercury intensification in whi«h the bleached
image is darkened with a solution of ammonia. From
analysis, Mr. Druce finds that the composition of the
dark substance corresponds with the formula NHiH^oCl,
which is that generally adopted by chemists. The note
is of interest as tending to show that the black substance,
wlien produced in this way by the action of ammonia
solution on mercurous chloride, is a definite compound.
This, however, is contrary to what has been found by
Mr. "Chapman Jones, and later by Leteur, under the some-
what different conditions which prevail in the use of the
mercury intensifier. Here the ammonia solution acts not
on mercurous chloride alone, but on a mixture of silver
chloride and mercurous chloride existing in gelatine. Mr.
Chapman Jones's experiments of some years ago elearly
showeJ that ammonia, used in the strengths which are
commonly employed for darkening the bleached image,
dissolves mercury irregularly from the dark substance,
a property which accounts for the somewhat erratic
behaviour of this intensifier upon the scale of tones in a
negative.

* *

A Printing To secure even quality in bromide
"'"*" printing it is a good plan to sort out
the negatives into' batches of as nearly equal density as
poesible, and if this can be done by daylight so much
the better, as with pyro development there are often
variations in colour which will cause a comparatively
thin negative to take as long as a fairly vigorous-looking
one. As Dr. Glover points out, the -usual practice in
bromide printing is to over-expose and to stop the develop-
ment at a comparatively early stage. This is open to
two serious objections, one being that the gradation of
the negative is less truly rendered, and the other that
such prints are unsatisfactory in colour when toned. A
fault in many printing boxes is a lack of means for con-
trolling the light, involving, with thin negatives, a very
short exposure which cannot be repeated with any degree
of accuracy. Most boxes are too shallow to allow of any
appreciable variation of light being obtained by altering
the distance of the lamps, and in such cases it is neces-
sary to use translucent screens as " dimmers." These
should be carefully tested and marked to indicate
the actual increase of exposure needed with each.

* *

Insects and It is, perhaps, not well known that the
Gelatine. ordinary house spider has a distinct
partiality for the wet gelatine films of plates set up to
dry, in illustration of which an instance from our own
experience may be given. A number of plates exposed
upon a holiday had been developed, fixed, washed, and
set up to dry upon a shelf. In the morning they were
taken down, and upon the bottom edges of several of the
negatives the films had been eaten away to the glass in
a series of semi-circular holes, the largest being about an
eighth of an inch in diameter. The places were not
of any particular value, though, if they had been, the
probability is that the spiders would not have refrained
from their meal. "While on the subject, we may point
out that spiders are not the only form of lower insect life

that appreciates a square meal of gelatjne. We have
known gnats perish in the attempt to obtain sustenance
from a drying negative. Nor is this entirely confined
to the insect species. A friend of ours on holiday in the
country at a time when water was not plentiful, and also
'with a view to saving the labour of drawing the washing
water from the well, conceived the idea of putting his

films in their washing tank in an adjacent brook. When,
a short time after, he went to see how they were getting
on, he found that some tadpoles had been faring
sumptuously upon his gelatine emulsion. Thereafter, he
was careful to tie a piece of butter muslin entirely over
the top of the washing tank, in order to exclude" thes»
unwelcome intruders.

APPROXIMATE FORMUL.T: FOE CERTAIN
REDUCING AND ENLARGEMENT CALCULATIONS.
A FEW months ago, in our issue of July 1, 1921, p. 382,^
we wrote some notes explanatory of a very simple formula
which may be used in order to find the focal length of
lens which is the longest which can be used in a studioj^

of given size for any particular kind of portrait, froraj

full-size heads to carte-de-visite full lengths. As was
pointed out, the chief factor in calculations of this kind
is the degree of reduction ; that is to say, the size of the

image relatively to that of the object. In ordinary studic

work the greatest degree of reduction, which is commonlj
employed, is in taking a full-length carte-de-visite. I|

the figure on the print measures 3 inches, its proportie

to the average height of a person is one-twenty-third, orj

as is usually said, the " reduction figure " is 23. Thi
being understood, the formula for the longest focal length

which can be used is simply the distance between the

sitter and the ground glass of the camera divided by
number which is 2 greater than the reduction figure.

In giving examples of the use of this method, we did

not point out that the formula serves equally well for

ascertaining the dimension of a studio which is required

for various descriptions of work with a given focal length

of lens, and also for ascertaining the types of work
(degrees of reduction) which can be done in a given space

with a lens of given focal length. As several corre-

spondents have recently inquired for a simple rule which
applies in these conditions, it may be of service to others

to indicate the variation of the rule which, in our previous

article, was put forward only for the particular purpose

of ascertaining focal length.

It must be pointed out that these rules are not abso-

lutely exact, because they leave out of account the extra

camera extension which is required when photographing

objects which are nearer than the " infinity " correspond-

ing with a camera extension equal to the focal length o:

the lens. But this distance is a very small one in al

cases of enlargement or reduction greater than abou'

6 times, since it is then less than one-sixth of the foca

length. Nevertheless, it is necessary to point out thaj

for degrees of enlargement or reduction between about

and same size the rule is not sufficiently exact, even for

the approximate calculations which usually are sufficien

in the taking of studio portraits or the making o
enlargements.

First, as regards the length of a studio which is neces-

sary for various types of portrait with a given " focus

of lens. If we call the .degree of reduction in size R,

e.g., 23 when making carte-de-visite full-length portraits,

and D the distance which requires to b provided between
the sitter and the ground glass, then

D=(R-h2) xf.

f representing the focal length of the lens.

In words, to find the required distance add 2 to ti

reduction figure and multiply by the focal length. Qi

result is the required distance in inches. For example,

if it is required to make full-length cai-te-de-visite portrait'

with a 10-inch lens, what length of studio is necessai

Here R (the reduction figure) is equal to 23. Addinc
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250 inches, equal to
is necessary to have
behind the camera.

Rel

hy 10, «.. -

". Inasmu' ';

spaco Iteiuud the sitt<r i;;

isual to add about o ft., -o tru- the mininiuni length
idio for couvenient working is 26 ft.

turn now to th*^ nt'^r form erf the calculation,
ly, to find the , figure which is possible
enlt •''•"' • ^ ..ithin a given space, when
a p f lens. l'>-ing the same symbols
fore Hit- iirMiiii:! i'.r this rediK/tioo figure is

R= ^f
T«>r«4« mbtnwt twice thf foon! Inngth from the avail-

' ngth. The result

or reduction which
he conditioDs.
'loth t'lilarging and rp^nfintr will serve

is use.i. Si; i have a
.- • '. • .1 •• hetwvf! the ii.f,.ai>.- and the
in 8 vertical enlarj^vr :

••
: with an 8-inch lens.

is the n - rtj dafprtx- <>i •nliirgement which can
ne? F' 'h«Tule, we subtract twic« the focal

length (16 inchee)from the available distance(60 inches).
This leaves 44 inches. Dividing by 8, we get 5^, which
is the maximum number of times of enlargement which
can be done under these conditions.

To take another example from the studio. In a studio
of overall length of 27 ft., what is the maximum degree
of reduction which can be obtained with a 12- inch lens?
If we wish to allow 5 ft. for the spaces behind the sitter
and behind the camera, we must first subtract 5 from
the overall length, leaving 22. Then, according to the
rule, subtract twice the focal length (24 inches) from
this distance (264 inches), leavmg 240 inches. Divide
by the focal length, which gives 20 as the maximum
degree of reduction. It will thus be seen that the studio
space, while ample for cabinet full lengths, which require
a reduction figure of 13, is not quite enough for carte-de-
visite full lengths, requiring a reduction figure of 23. As
the first rule shows, for reduction to this latter smaller
size the distance between the ground glass and the sitter

must be 25 ft. with a 12-inah lens, so that we must either
make do with a lesser space behind the sitt r or the
oamera, or use a lens of somewhat shorter focal length.

THE ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION.

r«« to b« d>>iiT«r«d during th.> carrent week at the
nf thf> RrtTal PhotoemTihi^ ^nriety include • dis-

C.'P. Crowtber on
•ober 7. .Mr. E. W.

"lU iartar* am Chartrcs i .ith«dral. TliP lecture

>7. 8*pt«aibar 30. i^i Wonderlands of the
Weatem World." by Mr. J. Dudley Johnatoa, whoae lantern

slide« inrariably are works of artistry which the lantern-slide

maker cannot too often have the opportunity of seeing. Ml
the«« lectures begin at£ o'clock, and, like the ^exhibition itaelf,

are open free to the public.

Tlio notices of the Exhibition conclude with the following

further reriew of the pictorial section (landscaiw prints) by

Mr. F. C. Tilney.

LANDSCAPE IN THE PICTORIAL SECTION.

past

alroady *t«t«d, the really good landtcapea are more
-mnit than th* r«*lly good figure subjacte, and they mrs

~ o>«n At baa«, not abroad. On ibe whole, I think
-»m CVt and T. H. B. Scot: this year hit up the

kfe. Mr. C of the Tower
»er " (74), ia ree from thoae

'oae la tone valaee and texture* which hand-
'.< *o freqnaatly show. He haa long since got

'' coapdaitioo—that is the ftrst thing that

•ut to acbieve—he baa readied the highly

ttage of knowing and aeeing the mora elouve tmUu
.' oil but t>>., arti«t schooled by obaarvation. His

«> in the air; it is not in front of one
iiind anothor ,>.rt—the fate of the

Light m it, but does not

Anil

Park

• iisu^ii will' '1 t- I m- i.-ii.'ii Hi tiiif -M ||IN,1

tha design is scarcely beaten in thi.i

jgaia, ttxMgh with no more poetry, speaks in

on the Jkrmn " (71) ; a ^unny expanaa, broad
Its nMMaaa of light an<i shade. " Ir. \ '

'

1 deaign ia impoaed by the lines of a !

' " nuis. It IS p*rbap< a thought \on regnlarly r;uj.i:i'-"l

' free and natural <te«ign. I faei that the little figiiroH

' ." T-!'. ooatitata a dark apot that is too isolated to be

'<i >n'. .> tka oompoaition. Another ^Itay design oome*
3cott. Acroaa a little dip in the fields depietad

og Madovs " (76), the shadows from Mtma
izu oLii by the low son. They are foreshortened to a
w line which follows the contnor* of the ground. Beyond

i» ^ fine xTpanMi. A rich mellow <>« this, a*

all other liTint^ bv Mr. ScOtt. i iur* that

tho richness of quality in his " Chalk Pits " (80} has not been

the occasion of some sacrifice in other directions. The lateness

of the effect does not tally with the amount of detail which,

though drowned in tone, is not eliminated as it would be

naturally. In hi.s "Arundel" (86) a picturesque group of

treea saves a fine thing from being very nearly an unfor-

tunate composition, the chief line running down and out

rather obviously.

A remarkable piece of truth of tone comes from F. E. Cedor-

borg called " Vinteraftan " (18). It shows a Swedish winter

afternoon with the lingering luminosity of a dark northern

sky. This gleams upon the snowy roofs of a quiet town. Fn

the distance is a hall or church lit up inside, and here is the

bad spot in an otherwise charmingly true effect—the windows

shriek of retouching. Other good examples of good tone

atfecU are " The King's Arms " (54), by Hugo van Wadenoyen,

Jnnr., a plucky scheme of side illumination by sunlight; the

pv .. 'iw,.i..r "Shadows on Whitowaah " (73), by the same

n Lewes" (53), with its simple masses of even tone,

I, Vl^ainwright, and "Sunset at Hradchui, Praha "

I- J. Happ, which is a valiant attempt to seice by

tui.f III- i^uarms of the western evening sky. The success of a

work of this sort is in the exact ratio of tho response of a

spectator who knows enough of Nature to see what it impheaj

i; tie unobservant person it would be a dull thing. The " Sun

.Splash "
(44) of J. A. Lomax wquld likewise be " cavaire to

the general," in spite of its remarkable luminosity.

Other landscapes that deserve special commendation are H.

rtuddick's " Welsh I^andscape " (28), a magnificent prospect,

with perfect recession. F. O. Libby 's " The City-New York '

'

(60) which ii not in the habitual blue tint, and, therefore,

mora grateful to the eye than uaual ;
" Evening Sunlight,

Venice" (78), by LouU J. Steele; Alex. Keighleys 'Court-
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yard ''
(70), a nice composition, with sun streaks falling aci-oss

floor and walls; and "The Lifeboat, Criccieth " (91), a dark

and dramatic seascape, by F. K. Glazebrook. Capt. Alf. G.

Buckham sends further examples of his excellent cloud studies,

or rather cloud landscapes, " A Coming Storm " (87), " Three

Miles Above the Earth" (93); and "Finis Coronat Opus"
(70), which, in the matter of gradation, is certainly his

crowning work : a fine picture of sea and sky and an aeroplane.

The newness and vigour of these works make them very

refreshing. And so in a measure is Oscar Maurer's highly

pictorial scene called "Forest Rangers in California" (1(!6).

But this is anything but new ; it is like an old book-illustra-

tion, happily composed, with a fine relief of chiaroscuro, and
in every way equipped with the attractiveness that charmed
our aged parents before the photographic era. Pictorial

charm is likewise strong in " Florence—the Old Bridge

"

(129), by H. Y. Summons. This holds a deal of literary

interest of the romantic kind. " The Lake " (154), by F. 0.

Libby, has the romantic touch also, as well as the "big"
feeling, which is the outstanding characteristic of Mr. Libby's

work. And in the same category should be mentioned " A
Canyon by the Sea " (158), by N. P. Moerdyke.
The notable figure works wei'e by no means exhausted in my

first notice of this exhibition, and it is necessary ttr direct

attention to "The Heir" (11), by Charles Borup ; a baby
who is sitting up with a precocious air without the help of

any supporting arms. I am- disposed to think this a new
sort of triumph in the photography of infants. Another
notable work is " A Character Study " (21), by C. Pollard

Crowther. It is a beaJitiful print, and only slightly spoilt

for me by a kind of actor'* excess of muscular mobility about
the mouth. Madame Yevonde's pictorial portrait of a girl in

a dressing-room putting on "The Ballet Shoe" (42) is a fine

example of its kind. Ballet skirts are the motive of Marcuj
Adams's " Dancing Girl " (43) also; a pretty child standing

before some dark curtains. The pose and lighting are remark-

ably happy. A similar subject is " The Ballet Dress " (7),
'

Sirs. K. Gash. Here the sitter is a young lady in her 'teei:

The arrangement and general treatment of this print have mn
distinction. Geo. Turner has certainly not enhanced t

attractiveness of his eminent sitter ' Mark Hanibourg " (|:

by allowing him to wear the hideous goggles that are the

present craze of all who lay claim to be anybody in particular.

It only remains to mention the curious carved idol aspect of

" The Rag-Picker " (48), by Maurice Beck— a combination of

flatness and sharp modelling, the effect of which is pro<luri ,1

by the inclusion of a white wall behind the figure. This for^

a contrast that suppresses the tone of the sitter; but whetlK.

it is admirable or merely startling is a matter of individual

taste.

Is it wise of the Society to encourage the sending in of little

things such as one sees at an average local club's exhibition?

Such works may be highly creditable and full of beauty ; but

.

they look their worst, not their best, upon walls that display .

fine imposing prints. The regulation area for all entries has

much to commend it ; for the senders who prepare prints on .;

sumptuous lines are usually those who understand whati.

pictorialism demands. If there must be a collection of little'

" gems" they might perhaps be on a screen by themselves ; A

but even then they would be overlooked. F C. Tilnbt. r;

THE SPEED OF A LENS.

[Of the sub-divisions of photographic optics, those which relate to the effect of the stop are of the greatest practical

importance, and, fortunately, are tiose which permit of explanation of the first principles by the use of mathematic:

symbols or formnlse of the simplest kind. In the preceding chapter (''B.J.," September 16), was considered in thi-

simple form the relation of the stop to the " sjjeed " of the lens. It was first shown how the familiar F. No. is deriveii

from tlie action of a lens and how the F. No. varies from its nominal value when the object is relatively near to the len-

Older systems of marking the stops of lenses were explained, and the concluding part of the article now deals with tl

two-fold cause of the falling-off of illumination towards the margins of the plate. It is hoped that an occasional article oi

this kind will contribute to a more exact understanding of familiar ^vorking facts and figures by those who are disinclined

to include in their reading anything which they regard as ' only theory."—Ens., " B.J."]

II.

Variation of Intensity of Lens Image over Field.

In the foregoing we have considered the image formed in or
near the centre of the field of the lens. The intensity of the
image, however, falls off towards the margins of the field;

or, as is commonly said, the plate is not so well illuminated
towards the edges.

This falling-off arises from two causes, one regular and
applying equally to every lens, the other irregular and varying
according to the particular form of the lens mounting. The
latter cut* off the marginal rays to a greater or less degree.
The reduction of intensity from these two causes together
becomes considerable only with wide angle lenses, and even
in the case of their use is less serious in its effect than might
be supposed in consequence of the latitude of the plate.

Regular Reduction of Marginal Intensity of the Image-
The factors which enter into the regular diminution of the

image were shown many years ago by R. H. Bow (" B. J.,"

1866, April 6, p. 160), who arrived at the formula that if the

brightness of the image on the axis is i, that at an angle Q
to the axis (equivalent to an angle of view" of 2Q) is

^

i cosine' Q.
If it "If bortiiB in mind that the cosine of an angle is simply

the ratio of the base to the hypotenuse when that angle occurs
'n » right-angled triangle, the derivation of this formula will

be easily followed. In the triangle ABC (fig. 4) the cosine

i.e., -^J-
For angles from to 90O, representing angles of view up

to 180O, the value of this cosine ratio ranges from 1 to —that

is, through a series of fractions (e.g., cosine 30° = .86; cosine

Fig. 4.— The cosine of an angle. The ratio of BC : AB is the
cosine of the angle Q.

460 = .71; cosine 60O = .50), which gradually become smaller.

Hence it is clear that the application of the formula yields

much greater proportional reduction of intensity as rays reach

the plate at a greater angle.

The three factors which cause a regular (i.e., calculable)

reduction of the brightness of image towards the margins

the field are shown in figs. 5 to 7.
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1) \ irtuai Ci.-njtnction of Aiirtwre.—The first relates solely

r>i^ it^;inhragm. b fig. 5 ad, bb represent the limiting rays

'.rical pSTcil which can pass through the diaphragm
..^. ;. .;. . The intensity at the centre of the fieW is there-

fore proportional to the are« of the ap«rture, i.e.. to (ab)'.

p... ».> ..l.lique pencil ec, dd, of diameter eqaal to that of

not pass through the apertnre, because this latter

., ^.If^«;ul.-.l to it at an angle, and, therefore, the effective

pasaageway hecoraes virtually contracted to en ellipse having

Hw B.-Badac«d laM^lateasily
aparter* of dfapkracm

ttiroacb ndactioB ol HfecilT*
for iiMiqoe p«DtU of raja

o diDiriiMOD <>qoal to ab and thu other unaller. This effect

_.r h, tf^n by holding a circular disc, such as a coin, level

wir and grftdoslly turning it on the line of •tight : the

' > .1 it teen to become eli'ptical. Part of the pencil

cat off, •• indicated by the shaded portion, but
:r v.. t^.. —MJTalent tertiont of the apertnre for

^hown at A and B.

<'„ .L ....i u- ^„^,*u ^i.at if J is the ur«u of the full circular

"rtarr. that of the ellipse effective for m pencil making an
.%ngle r>f Q with axial rajra i*

* cosine Q
Hence fion. this CAOae Alooe the intentity i oi tne axiai image
it re<lu<-r^<l to I cosine Q when the ray« m*ke an angle Q with

\.

r Foeai Ihttane* of Margittai Bayt.—The second

ibat the f<ira* of marginal rays ii at a greater

froK the djaphragm than that of the c<^tral pencil.

n« i.-a«4ace4 laac»inleasil/ Uraa«h trsater local dMaaee of
arciaal rays

Tn fie r, the distance nr ij greater than ah ; and henoe,
-nination inversely as the
!<• of light, the brightneai

the image at : :< teas than that mi b in the proportion

li)'

Bnt ;n tnr triangle abc, — — cosine Q.

ThTolors tike ratio
'

Thot, from th^

and groatrr

upon the sensitive surface as does the central pencil. The
siirfar... ,>n which it would fall perpendicularly is BS (fig. 7),

Wig. 7.—Bednced image-intensity throagh obliquity of marginal rays
to Image plane.

which is at an angle e S B to the sensitive surface. The aren
of each little bit of image (represented on an exaggerated
scale by ES) which is received by the sensitive surface there-

fore becomes c S. and therefore the intensity of illumination
i« less than that produced by perpendicular central rays in

the proportion SE : cS.

But
SE

. of rirtnal apertjre conktriction

the intensity of image at the angle Q

H'tifi if, Foeal PUinr.^The third I

rif-nrit Aitf* not full t>orricnA'trji}nr]v

-g - cosine of the angle c S E, which, from the

drawing, is equal to Q. Hence, on accoant of the obliquity

of the image-forming rays, the intensity of image is further
reduced by the coefficient cosine Q.
From all three causes, therefore, the intensity at angle Q

= t X cosine* Q.

The magnitude of the reduction in the intensity of the image
according to this formula at various angles of view is shown
in fig. 8. The angles of view subtended by the diagonal of

the plate are marked on the upper line of the diagram, the

II* »• «• Uk' 5S* *a* TO* rr" w* 90* 9S* lOO* los* 109*

«' s

!r

a

' 7
—

4

r

X I, t, % re It r4 l« « to Z1 I'A Zl> I'S

IMaffOfMl MvUtd in focal InffA.

Fig. a.—Diagram ihowing exporare reqnlred at edge of clrenlar field

compared with that at centre in accordance with cosine' rule.

value in each case being, of course, double that of Q in the

formula. The figures below the diagram are the ratios of

diagonal of plate to focal length of lens corresponding with

MMb angular value. The ordinates (upright) scale is marked
in exprfiifffes, compared with an exposure of 1 on the axis.

Thn«. at an angle of view of 530. corresponding with an 8-in.

Ions on ^ X 4J-in. plates, the exposure required in the

extreme corner of the field is about 1^ times that in the centre.

At an angle of 90O, corresponding with the use of a 4-in. lens

on a 6^ X 4}-in. plate, nearly four times the exposure in the

centre is required.

It must be repeated, however, that the rule embodied in

the curve holds good only when there is no obstruction of

oblique rays by the lens-mount—that is, when the diaphragm

aperture is clearly visible, though of elliptical shape, when

viewed from the margin or corner of the field, as by turning

back the foctissing screen and applying the eye to the wlge

or angle of the space left by it.
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Irregular Reduction of Marginal Intensity through
Cut-off by Lens Mount.

The intensity of the image towards the margins of the fieW

Sf.ffers nn irregular reduction whenever the diaphragm aper-

ture is of such size relatively to the dimensions of the lens

lount that the- oblique pencil of rays cannot pass through.

Fig. 9.—Constriction of marginal pencils tliroagb (I) cut-off of
obliqne rays by lens mount, and (2) reduced effective aperture of

diapbrasm.

This state of things is shown in- fig. 9, where the transmissible

pencil of rays is that in dotted lines, the aperture which is

actually effective becoming contracted to the size and shape
shown on the left.

This drawing serves as a reminder that in the case of lenses

the mounting of which causes much cut-off, the actual

diameter of the largest stop may be a very misleading indica-

tion of the " speed " of the lens a little way from the centre

of the field. In fact, old lenses are occasionally met with in

which the largest diaphragm aperture is larger than the front

lens and with which, therefore, even the axial transmissible

pencil of rays is smaller than the diaphragm aperture.

Reduction of marginal intensity from cut-off obviously

occurs chiefly with lenses having a large relative aperture,

more so in the older patterns of lenses than in anastigniats

having their elements near to each other and the lens mounts
correspondingly short. Many rapid rectilinear lenses will show
tut-off at apertures larger than //16, whereas an anastigmat
may be free from it at apertures smaller than //8. Sufficient

stopping down of almost any lens eliminates the cut-off

1

-' li
\ L-Js ^
\; -'

\

Fig. 10.—Measurement of effective diaphragm aperture
cut-off by lens mount) for oblique rays.

(Including

effect, the image then undergoing reduction of intensity

towards the margins according to the regular cosine* rule

already considered.

While it is not possible to calculate the reduction of

marginal intensity due to cut-off, the area of the constricted

and deformed diaphragm aperture which is virtually effec-

tive for rays of any given obliquitv can be measured, as sug-

gested by W. Zschokke (" B. J.,"" 1912, October 25, pp. 823-

827), and the angular image intensity computed by multiply-
ing the area by cosine' Q (not cosine* Q, since the factor of

diaphragm aperture is included in the experimental measurr-
raent). The method consists (fig. 16) in replacing the focussinn

screen by a metal pbte pierced with fine apertures at distances

from the centre of the field corresponding with 5°, lOO value:-

of Q. i.e., with angles of view of lOO. 20O. etc. The len^

being focu.ssed on infinity, rays from a light-source place.!

behind a given aperture in the plate are received on a surfaf .•

placed perpendicularly to the emergent parallel pencil, au'l

may be photographed on a piece of bromide paper placed there
Figs. 11 and 12 show, on a reduced scale, the shapes an.l

relative sizes of the contracted and distorted diaphragm apei -

tures which are effective for rays of increasing degrees of

obliquity, in the ca.se of a lens at full aperture //6.8 (fig. \l)

and with the same lens at //15.5 (fig. 12). It will be noticed
that at full aperture the diaphragm begins to be cut-off

at an angle of 150, whereas at //15.5 it remains effectiv.

at the full aperture up to an angle of 25°.

These angles correspond respectively with angles of view of
30O and 50O, equivalent to the use of lenses of 12 in. and 7 in.

focal length on a 6^ x 4}-in. plate. By measuring the area
of the constricted apertures and multiplying each by t!i

= §

is
• •••#•#!•

Fig. 11.—Effective diapliragm apertures (for oblique pencils) foi
double anastigmat at full aperture (;/6.8).

coefficient cosine' of the respective angle of obliquity, the
variation in the intensity (bath "natural" and through
cut-off) of the image from the centre to the margins of the
field can be expressed numerically. The exposure required in

each marginal zone will then be inversely proportional to these

figures, and can be charted in the manner already shown for
" natural " reduction of intensity in fig. 8.

From these two lines of reasoning and experiment it is seen

that with the most perfect lens the image intensity inevitably

falls off to a considerable extent outside an angle of view ot

about 50°, equivalent to the use of a lens of focal length equal

to the diagonal of the plate: also that when cut-off of marginal

Fig -Belatire effective diaphragm apertures for gams anastigmat
as Fig. 11, but with //15.5 stop

rays by the lens is added to this natural reduction of marginal

image intensity, the effect sets in nearer to the centre of the
field and becomes much greater, particularly in the case of the

older types of lenses, such as rap'd rectilinears of //8 ap»'!

ture. Use of a small stop will generally equalise unevenne-
of illumination due to cut-off by the mount, but has no effect

on that due to the three-fold cause, which has been oall''i

" natural." The ooncurrent action of the two effects

responsible for some curious anomalies. For example, Zschokke

has shown tlwit of tiwo lenses, an //6.3 aplanat and //6.8 anas-

tigmat, the former is more rapid than the latter within an
angle of view of about 20O. Outside this angle—that is to

say, towards the edge of the field—^the image is better ill''

minated with the anastigmat than with the aplanat. The ca-

is worth citing, as emphasising that the conventional F. N^

rating of lenses is a very partial measure,, and may at tini'

be highly misleading as an indication of the comparati^

speeds of two lenses of different types.

Absorption and Reflection.

There remain also the effects of absorption of light by tl:

glasses of a. lens and reflection from the free surfaces of :

components. Both of these factors are commonly neglected .
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le rating of lenses for "speed." as regards both the centre

and the margin^ of the fieW, alt!iough> it cannot be said that

either ii nt'gligiblp. Morwivtr. tli.' reduction of intensity of

•vage produced by a lens owing to its departure from the ideal

.l<>nr|p*«. truii^parent and non-refiecting instrument can be
i-4> ind if opticians so choose, expressed as a coefficient

in ^ .'le ¥. Xo. to a greater or less extent: or the speeds
of srtwai lenses could be more accurately indicated in relation

to each other as when Zwhokke, hv taking into account both
absorption and reflection, found that » Dagor at //7.6 had
the »amf ^peed as a Syntor at //6.3.

Kew data recpecting absorption of light by the glasses of
.>L>:^ are araiUble, but, apart from the rare instances of

iig with age and exposure to light and the less rare
^reyneat of the glaMcs in a newly-manufactured objec-

appear* to be a great Tariation—2% to 12%,
~ ^ .. ...a1 glaanm n^ regards absorption of violet light.

When it la als. cori'-i'i'rod that absorption increases in

geometrical ratio with the thickness of the gla&s, it will be
understood that from this cause the 3-in. lens of a rest-pocket
ca • be appreciably fsater than one of the same relative

a.: t of, aay, 9 in. focal length.

Ill*' rniuction of intensity by reflection of lighi has been

commonly estimated on the basis of a loss of 5% of the light
reaching each air surface in the lens. On this basis the loss

in the case of two air surfaces (a single lens) is 10% ; of
four, 19%; of six, 26%; and of eight, 34%. Hurter and
Driffield, adopting a somewhat higher coefficient of reflection,
considered the differences between single, doublet and triplet
lenses to be sufficient to justify provision for them in the
design of their actinograph or exposure-meter. Reflection
losses, on the other hand, are independent of the size of a
lens.

To conclude, in view of the considerable and irregular loss

of marginal intensity with wide-angle lenses and of the
appreciable differences which are liable to occur "by absorption
and reflection, the relative aperture or F. No. of a lens must
be regarded as a rough measure of "speed," valuable for

indicating a range of reqiiire<l exposures of the order of 1 1o

2,000, but leaving out of account other factors which may
have a substantial effect upon the shortness of exposures per-

missible with a given instrument. Considering the advances
in the speed of lenses which have been made and continue to be
made, the question may be asked of opticians whether a more
refined system of marking lenses for speed is not now required.

G. E. B.

FOCUSSING INTERIORS BY SCALE.

[In the following «rtirl<< from the " Ounera," the author, Mr. William S. Davis, gives a useful series of tables for use

i guide in obtaining Ui» greatest depth of focus by setting the focussing scale of a hand .camera to a certain distance

>[ii«wbat further than that of the nearest object requirml in foru.s) according to the d^ree of stopping down of the

i' Eos. • B.J.'J

' ' more advanced readers know, a lens, when sot on the
ale for a near oltject, will not produco a clear image
,t,.,r ,.... .1 ti... .»,.,.. .,...,. trhen a targe luns-stop or

of a lens to render near
. .^.-.Lm,,,. ^-...K-, <i.»,,, -Miiiiiiaoeously, which ie calle<l

lepth of focoa," is much increased when the sise of the
^ is rednoed. The smaller t' ' * Uirougli

W' aag».forming ray* of light lui greater
' ' '- ''^ -ivtu why '

. «) -top down"
-i.-t rents: i near and distant

IK •loMT'si to have sjutrp in the picture.

; down to increase the depth of focus, many
iriiiKi II. o nu«tako of vtting the Iciit-pointer upon the focus-

scale for the same di>tanre as the nearest object is from th<>

camera. Thi* i* quite ntcht u
'

ona to ba considered, and the

•!

for thiA u
the <t<>p<b '

bii'

It

(•«rt« mt »>il

difference
'

'

an object is the only
' ing nsed at its largo<l

t of a needlessly small

"<m1 focus. The reason

toji not only increase*

'T which a lens is set.

in take advantage of

ning. In other words.

'<• lor a point somen Utt tieyond the actual distance

• camara of the nearest ol)ject' one wishes to have

.lied, and in this way »«>rure go<>
' :'n upon

' -r rtnd distant |tart« with a larger leii iii would

otb»rwi<« )h> niunasry.
To avoid u*inc a needlewty small !on«-stop, on many

oocaaiooa it is well worth »! i -ptli of focus

pnaiMsiid by the Ions one'* ra- . tor each stop

n^cd. Thi» knowledgo it eep<-< mily vaiiiablo when photof^rapb-

ine' iMt>Tl..rs h )iether in the home or a large public building,

is called for in all parts of such subjects,

itiiiL- fre<|Uontly being weak, the employ-

v.-
' lene-etop would greatly prolong

tl rkcrs, however, not knowing how

ir. int ui>on at a particular stop opening,

t.iy down" to make sure of getting

.1, which ia often unneccsaary.

While I might give the formula for figuring the depth of

focus, I know the reader would not care to stop to do this

iK'fore making an exposure, so have, instead, worked out sets

of tables for ready reference, and all the reader need do is to

cutout the one which applies to his camera, (u- copy on a card,

which can be included with other accessories in the outfit.

To use with any focussing type of camera, select the table

for your camera. Arrange the subject a& desired, then measure

the distance from the lens, or front of camera, to the nearest

object in the scene included within the angle of view. Having

obtained this distance, look for the measurement in the left-

hand column of the table headed " Distance from lens to

nearest object." Opposite the line on which this is found,

under " Sot lens on scale at," is given the proper distance

at which the lens focus-pointer must be set on the camera

to produce the maximum depth of focus in this particular

case. On the same line in the third column the correct size

lens-stop to use is indicated, which will ensure good definition

from the nearest part to any distance required for interiors

up to approximately forty feet in depth.

Example : One is about to take an interior, or other sub-

ject, Aintaining objects at varying distances which should all

be in focus, with a 5^ x 3i size camera. By measurement,

.Uift^totance from lens to nearest object is found to be 6 ft.

Ttiis diVlfcnce is named in the third line of the left-hand

column, opposite to which 10 ft. is given as the correct point

on the focus-scale to set the lens, while in the last column

stop //88 will be found the right size to employ to secure

the required definition throughout. One, therefore, pulls the

lens-front out to the 10-ft. mark on the scale, moves the

diaphragm indicator on the shutter to fj'^l, and goes ahead

with the exposure, confident of getting good definition in the

negative. If criticaily sharp definition is required, as when

the negative must stand considerable enlargement, or the

depth of the interior is greater than 40 ft., the next smaller

lens-atop than one indicated in the table should be used.

If the exact measurement for distance from lens to nearest

object is not found in the first column, take that for the

next nearer. For example : If the distance happens to bo

D
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6J or 7 ft., take 6 ft. in the table, for it is obvious if an
object as near as this is in good foctu, the one further
removed will also be sharp.

Naturally, a fixed-focus camera is much limited in scope
for use upon very near objects, since the lens is set to give
the best results for the average outdoor scene, but objects

quite near can be made reasonably clear in the picture by
• stopping down " tlie lens. The table for fixed-focus cameras
Tvill therefore be useful to users of that type of instrument,
as showing the nearest object wliich will be in focus with each
size of lens-stop, including, of course, all that lie boyond.

Regarding the sizes of stops on this table. Some cameras,
such as the simpler small boxes, have the lens-stops numbered
1, 2, 3, etc. When .such is the case, stop 1 can be considered
the same as " //ll " on the table; No. 2 as " //16," and so on.

Just to prevent possible confusion in making calculations,

it is well to mention the fact that two systems of marking
diaphragms are still in common use on the tetter grade lens

— the " / " and Uniform System, the latter usually known
as •' U.S." Practically all the anastigmat lenses have the
stops marked by the " / " system, while in most oasas the
outfits fitted with single acliromatic and B.R. lenses have
the " U.S." numbers on the diaphragm scale. One can tell

which is used at a glance, since with the " U.S." system each
size smaller stop is marked with twice as high a number as

the preceding one, which on a good R.R. lens makes the scale

read 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128. When the "/" marking is used,
each smaller stop bears a number only about half as high
again as the previous one, making the same-sized stops as
those of the " U.S." system read f/8, 11, 16, 22, 32, 45. Which-
ever system is used, each smaller stop opening requires just
twice as long an exposure as the next larger one preceding,
When possible, it is better not to include objects very near

the lens when taking an interior view. By keeping the nearest
parts as far away as circumstances permit, the depth of field

is reduced, thus making it possible to use a larger lens-stop
than would otherwise be needed, while the chances of having
the nearer objects appear exaggerated in size will also be
practically eliminated, to the great improvement of the com-
position.

A direct-vision finder will prove helpful in arranging the
comjx)sition, as one can more easily note the relative position
of details than is the case when depending upon observance
of the small image given by the ordinary reflecting finder. A
simple cardboard frame, with a sight aperture placed in the
position from which can be seen the same angle of view
included by the lens, serves the purpose.

Special Focussnio Table fob Use With Fixed-Focus
Cameras.

1| X 2J Camera

^i X 3| Camera
3j X 4j Camera

Stop F/11,
or U.S. 8

8 feet

12 feet

16 feet

Stop F/16,

or U.S. 16

6 feet

9 feet

12 feet

Stop F/22,
or U.S. 32

5 feet

8 feet

10 feet

St pF/32,
or U.S. 64

4 feet

6 feet

8 feet

FocussiKG Table for 2J x 3^ Cameras
(Lens of ap2)roximately 4-inch focal length)

Distance from Lens
to nearest object

Set Lens on Foous-
scale at

Use Lens-stop

4 feet

6 feet

8 feet

10 feet

6 feet

10 feet

10 feet

15 feet

F/22, or U. S. 32
F/16, or U. S. 16
F/U, or U. S. 8
F/8, or U. S. 4

FocussiKQ Table foe 2J x 4J, 3i x 4J, and 2J x 4J Cameras
(Lenses not over 6-inch focal length)

Distance from Lena
to nearest object

Set Lens on Focus-
scale at

Use Lens-stop

4 feet

6 feet

8 feet

10 feet

6 feet

10 feet

10 feet

15 feet

F/32, or U. S. 64
F/22, or U. S. 32

• F/16. or U. S. 16
F/11, or U. S. 8

FocvssiNo Table fob 4x6, and 3i
(Lenses not over 7-inch focal

X 5J Cameras
length)

Distance from Lens
to nearest object

Set Lens on Focus

-

scale at
Use Lens-stop

4 feet

6 feet

8 feet

10 feet

6 feet

10 feet

10 feet

15 feet

F/45, or U. S. 128
F/32, or U. S. 64
F/22, or U. S. 32
F/16, or U. S. 16

The figures under each stop number indicate distance from
lens of the nearest object which will be in sufficiently good
focus when that sized lens-stop is used. All parts beyond the
nearest distance named will always be sharp.

If the size of your camera is not listed in the above table,
take the next larger size for a guide. The figures given for a

^

IJ X 2J camera will servo for 2^ x 2^ size; those for 31 x
4i can be used with a 2i x 4^ camera, and 3J x 3^ also.

William S. Davis.

THE ACTION OF AMMONIUM HYDRATE UPON
MERCUROUS CHLORIDE.

A Note from the " Chemical News."
When ammonium hydrate is added to insoluble meicurous

chloride, the white solid is converted into " black precipitate " of
the formula NH,HgjCl. The equation representing this reaction
is usually given as :—

-

NH.OH+HgjCl, = NHjHgjCl-fH,0+HC1.
This suggests that on mixing the reactants, one of which i.s

neutral and the other is alkaline to indicators, the resultant pro-
ducts should react acid. Actually, it is 'found that this is not
the case, and it was thought desirable to ascertain whether the
hydrochloric acid represented as being formed was immediately
neutralised by excess of ammonium hydrate.
This appears to be the correct view, since however little of

the alkali is used, only one-half of it is accounted for by the above
equation, which only represents an initial reaction. The hydro
chloric acid produced is only momentarily free; it is immediately
neutralised by a second equivalent of ammonium hydrate.
Quantitative experiments have been carried out to elucidate the

nature of the reaction as follows :^
Mercurous chloride (0.942 grm.) was placed in a conical flask

of 2(X) cc. capacity, and shaken with 10 cc. of water. 20 cc. of a
normal solution of ammonium hydrate were added, and the whole
was shaken, after inserting a stopper, and allowed to stand for
15 hours. The mixture still evolved the odour of ammonia and
was quickly filtered into a graduated flask (200 cc), and the pre-
cipitate was washed several times with water. The volume of
filtrate and washings was made up to 200 cc. 20 cc. were with-
drawn and titrated against » decinormal solution of hydrochloric
acid. This was repeated twice. The 20 cc. of filtrate required :—

E^P*- cc.
.^N HCl

2 8.00

^ 7.90

,, 7.95
^^''^

7.95
Thus the free ammonium hydrate in the total filtrate was 0.556

grm. The quantity actually taken was 0.700 gi-m., therefore 0144
grm. was used in the course of the reaction. The amount of soluble
chloride ions formed was estimated as follows :—
20 cc. of the filtrate made up to 200 cc. were withdrawn and

boiled for 15 minutes to drive off all free ammonia. The residual
solution was then titrat^jd with a fiftieth normal solution of silver
nitrate, using potassium chromate as indicator. This was also
repeated twice, and the following results were obtained •—

^ 9.20

I

'

9.15

^. 9.10
Mean g -.g

Thus there was 0.098 grm. of ammonium chloride in' the whole
solution.

These results are accurately expressed by the equation •—
2NH«0H-fHg,Cl, = NH,Hg,Cl+NH.Cl-fH,0
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»hich requirw that for 0.942 gnn. of marcnroio chloride, 0.140

,f aanaoDiam hydrate should be uaed and 0.107 grm. of

ium chloride should be obtained.

opinion exists regarding the nature of the black

..-,01. SoiiM cb(fmiit« oonoider it to b« a inixtuir

ite, ITHjHgCl and metallic mercury. If it is

;>ii«r it doe« not amalganate or perceptibly affect

I'his IS hardly to be expected if free mercury were

it iiiism Bore correct to regard the substance

aiiv

\

!•

rii'

"1*1 al.

• H
it a compound and not a mixture.

J. G. F. Dbcci. M.Sc., A.LC.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.
j^ . ' • l*r 8.—London .Salon of Photography. Hon.

Salon of Photography, 5a. Pall Mall East,

«. r _'9.—Royal Photographic Society. Secre

virv. lv'^.>l ; i......4ra)>)iie Society, 36, RoawU Square, London,

W.C.I.

Xorember 17 i' '° ii. ,.-« i'..^'. apj District Photographic

Society. P» n Sec., S. Smith, 68. Man
nock R»«d. . . S2Z.

December 3 to 17.— S. oKraphic Circle. Hon. Secretarjr,

W. S. Crocket. 1:. . ve Terrace, Tollcroes, Glasgow.

igez.

January ZI to February 4.—Particle Canwr* Club. Particulars

from the Hob. Secretary, James Whyte, 51a. Peel Street,
[• ,ri I. I :i.>. rr.B

f Kxeler Camera Club. Particulars from C.

i.._ ;; Hon. Exhibition Secretary. Ex»It <'rim»ri»

Cloh. " St Deny*," Bdleroe Rrjad. Exmonth

Patent News.

/Voe«s« pmUnli—e^K-oiwas oaW tftifttmt*»——*Tt trttutd ra

' Pkoto-MicAamuat Mottt."

.\(<l>Iicatioa*, Sapteaber 5 to 10 :—

CuL"' R rH>>Toakarinr.—No. 24,133. Production of natural colour

I > 1. 8. J. Cohen.

(. >PMT.—No 23,906. Cinematograph apparatus. G.

C moMTHT.—No. 23.626. Colour photography. R. H.
I F. M Robb.

S ' —No. 29,868. Means for obtaining stereoscopic

e. U. Wrifbi.

.«inc cea^ist* tfmMlMtkma are opes to pabUc inspee-

iioB b«fure aMtptaae*:

—

Paootaa.—Nok lM,SnL Proew for the pwfcitioi of gelatin*

priatiac fittm. B. RtIt.
Applicatioos. 8»p«srtw 12 to 17:—

SHerrva*.—No. 3t3M. Phologrspbic shutters. Akt.Oes. fur

Fetnnterhaaik (R. IU<idon).

I rr.—No. ai,506. rhotography. H. C. AuMwick snd

i So. 31,278. Portable holdinf-deTko fo^ handling

;aM. J. B. Risbay.

CVi»iH (.iMSHAnmuLnnr.—No. M,361. IVoj»atiMi of eolonr-plsy

f>i<.<.ir«* H L. Sloitaaberg.

I' 'rooaoBU.—No. 34,MB. Camera distance recorder,

vin.

COMfLBTK 81'KCIPIVATIONS ACCKPTHD.
Tkrs* tpfriftrntinnt tot oitahtahlt, frict 1: taeh, fo$t frti, from

tk€ Patf.Ht Oifie; IS, SoutMamptoH Buildingt, Chaatetry Aonr,

/jondon, W.C.

Tkt dot* •• braektU U Ikot of offlieatitm in tkit eountrf; or

akrttd, M (A« Mt« of fattntt grmttd tndn tAt Inttmationai
0»mv*ntiom.

CkjtKHJifiintApm PMoncnoH Sciuan.—No. 167,340 (May 26, 1920)

The rineaialngraphie pirtare ia frojtetmi throMgh a trmnalqeaot

screen in front of which (i.e. on the same side as the spectators)
and at an angle thereto is arranged a transparent screen having
a reflector disposed for reflecting uniform light thereupon.

In the drawings, A indicates the projector placed behind the
screen B. the screen being made of translucent material; the

Pig. 1.

audienc« is seated in front of the screen in the space indicated

by C. D indicates a second screen of transparent material such

as clear plate glaKs sopported in swinging relation to screen B.

The screen D is supported in a frame D' that can be moved
relative to the frame B' which holds the screen B. E indicates

a reflector which is located above the screen D with its reflecting

lorface arranged parallel with the surface D' of the screen D.
The reflectorr E is supported on the wall F by means of hinges,

one of which ia indicated by F', and by means of a cord and
pulley combination G, the reflector may be adju.tted in pro|>er

relative position to tlie screen D.

Tlie reflecting surface E' ie preferably a cloth fabric of liglit

brown material having a glossy surface which reflects the light

projected thereon from the lamps H and H' respectively, placed

at each aid* of the screen B and far enough 'away from the

frame B' to permit the light to fall full upon the entire surface

R<

of the reflector E. and the lii;ht is reflected on to the surface

D' of the screen D. The light from the lamp I of the projector

K conveying tlie picture is thrown on to the screen B, and
till- nicliire ia then visible to the audience.—John Frederick

I eger, 648, East 34th St., Brooklyn, New York State,

r

I DRrEHS.—No. 166,529 (March 29, 1920). The inven-

l..... .-...i.vs to apparatus for drying prints in which the prints

are passed between two endless bands round a heated drum, and

roosista in providing means for controlling the length of contact

with the drum and in the structural framework of the apparatus.

The endless aprons pass round rollers h, k, the latter of which

is mounted on pivoted arms ; and can be adjusted towards or

away from the periphery of the drum a by screw nuts ]^ ; alter-

natively, the roller k may be mounted ia a bracket sliJably

adjustable towards and away from the periphery of the drum.

Means may be provided to hold the roller k in any adjusted

position.

The framework of the apparatus comprises two frame* formed

of inverted U-shaped rods c jointed by chills d and braced by
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sets of double tubes c, /, one of the latter being arched as shown.
An extending framework g of double tubes supports other idler

rollers over which the endless belts pass and form a feeding and

&.^^

delivery platform for the prints. The drum a is driven iiide

pendently of the belts as by means of hand-pulley gearing and a
cam I shaped to engage periodically pins a on the drum, and is

Fig. 5.

heated internally by gas jets o, /ig. 5, provided on a stationary
cranked gas pipe g.—Edwin Charles Bates, 122, High Street,
Bordesley; Birmingham, and Charles Howell, 26, Chestei-field
Bead, Blackpool.

Threecolour Prints.—No, 148,737 (July 25 1919). The three
pictures are formed direct on the celluloid sheet, which is
afterwards folded to form the final print. A strip of celluloid
has three separate parallel colour fields, and is then sensitised
to receive the three separate pictures parallel to one another,
whereupon it is developed and washed and the three parts
folded one over the other as in the above mentioned arrange-
ment, nius the pictures are produced on a can-ier which foi-ms
the permanent carrier for the picture.
A thin transparent, flexible foil which is unaffected by liquids,

e.g., celluloid of about .04mm. thickness, is coated with a
layer of gelatine in such a way that three adjacent equal sized
colour fields, each of the size of the negative employed, result.
To this gelatine film, consisting of three-colour fields, there

IS added a suitable quantity of sensitive gelatine emulsion, as
in the well-known silver bromide pigment process. The back
of this foil is laid on the film side of the three negatives so
that the yellow colour field lies on the blue negative, the red
colour field on the green negative, and the blue colour field on
the red negative. The negatives are printed, developed, fixed
and wa.«hed in the ordinary way. The silver print is then
treated in a hardening and bleaching bath, in which the gela-
tine IS hardened according to the strength of the silver deposit
and rendered insoluble in hot water. The silver emulsion may
be omitted and pure gelatine and pigment employed, which may
then be sensitised with chromates and further treated' in the
ordinary way. The foil is then placed in warm water and the
picture washed as in the pigment process. As the foil is exposed
trom the rear, any transfer of the picture is unnecessary. The
well-washed foil is then dried.
The foil before being laid on the negative, is twice creased

^ery sharply m such a way that yellow and red meet at the

back and ped and blue at the film side. The foil is again pulled
straight and laid on the negative and further treated. After
drying ttlie foil, it is merely necessary to fold the sajne at the
creased places in order to obtain an immediate register, as the
negatives already exactly register one with another. For paper
print* the folded foil is stuck together with a suitable adhesi
and firmly adheres to paper, cards, etc.. with the blue film .si

uppei-most. For transparencies the creased foil is mount,
between sheets of glass.—Arthur Gleiclimar. 82. Albreclitslra.s-

Steglitz, Berlin.

New Apparatus.

Outa Letters, Figures and Tablets. Made by the Quta Manu-
facturing Co., 252-254, Haydons Road, Wimbledon.
London, S.W.19.

These goods are for fclie makang of attractive notice* for slio

windows and other places, and have tlie advantage over otli

outfits, whioli are now fajuilia*- to the passer-by in almost an.v lai

.

sitreeit-, tliait the lett^ers need not neceasaaiily be araunged in straigi

lines, but can be sot also in any curved design. Tlie outfit consii-

of a supply of lettere amd figuj«! which are made in a compotailii

resembling wood and inoorporating some form of adhesive 1

whdah they may be immediaiteJy seciu-ed to a lablet whidi coiiei.-.

of a atiff board having a celluloid siiriac*. The leitAens are obtainaii
in a seines of .qeven c-oloui-s, najiiely, blue, i-ed, yellow, black, whii
gold aiid silver, and in six sizes. Tlie tablots are listed in Uie .siz.

9 by 3 iii'cJies, 9 by 6 indhes, and 12 by 9 inolies, at the re<speot.i\

prices of Is. 6d., 2s., and 3s. 6d. Ot,her sizes at im>poiitional pricf
Tlie Jet.ters are supplied in assoiited lots of 70, at 36, 6d., of i-inr
saze, 4s. 6d. in f-inoh sdze, and 10s. 6d. for lertiters of 1 inch. Tl.

Quia Company list tvTO standard outfits at the piioee of Se. ami
6s. 6d.

The letters are most readily aittaohed to the tablete simply 1.

moistening their backs and preasimg fiirmly into posilion. F,
removal it is simply neoeBeary to insert the podnt of a penknii

after the leititei' lias dried thonoughly on its supjwii. Tili«>y can, il

required, be attached penna.nenltly to glasis by damping witli hoi

water.

In appearance the notices composed of these lettems and tablet.-

are exceedingly neat, and by ringing the oliangas on the variou.s

colours of the leitlters any required variety may be initnoduced, quito

apart from the facility of aiTangememt in eitJier straight lines or
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curw, whioh Uke mMhod affiunia. We m« quite aore tiuU tiiar?

aea many pbato^mfilMn «nbo w-iil find uaeful appkoaticoa for the

«titfiU in timr ifaaw mvocIow*. r«« e{ittun •ad work rooma. I< is

pMpbable alao tbat um ca* be nia<lv o( the luttcci in ''aatliog up
"

title* tor vtamr negative*, the letoing beinf jixMogatfhei dowi/on to

* pTDCw* f>Me f<ir iraii^er by at«tp[Miig Co tha view oagaltTc.

New Books.

BiRDLAXD Sto«ic».—Thia it a nature book for children by Oliver

<f. Pike, who write* in an entertaining alyle of the habita of wild

docks, wagtaiU. gall* and grebe* The book contains twenty

four •applemental platr- from ptiot...;r;iphf by Mr. Pike, and i»

publiihed by the Religious Tract Society. 4. Boaverie Street.

London. E.C.4. price 6*. net.

faart Aid «» the .^ATtt-a PHOTOuaamK.—We reviewed this

little book by Mr Will R. Ruse, of Chestar, on a copy of the

firat edition coming into our hand* a few months ago. Although

tha volume ha* been tborouKhly reviaad, it* plan hat not been

altered, and. theref'^r* wf ra-not •«» more thao we did in writing

of th* first edi(ii>n N'"r m /•< wp »ay leaa, for we think very

highly indeed of the book, and trpeat that to those innltitudee

of people whoae pholoffmiiky begins and end* with the use of

the rainera, this ia the o«a manual which they *hnuld have. Mr.

Roae'* book is now pubtiabed by MeMra. Seeley, Service and Co.,

3B. Hreat RMaell dlrmt London. W C 1. price 3*. net.

New Materials.

Imisowokiu Puam.—An armrxinrenieM ot m-.,,- ,„.,i, ordinar>'

i.ttfrMt in tha [^wli'Hlli^i tradf u iliat wtiidi haa joat bean mad,-

by Mnan Tbomaa DlincwrHtli & a> . Ltd.. Park Royai, WiU(M].-n

Juiv-ttnn, Lofuktn. N W 10. namWy. to the f4l«ct that they have
•ddvd the annnhctufe uf dry plata* lo their loogaatefaUAed buai

Ma* aa iinnnfciiuftr* o( priotif^ Vf*- 1^' full Uat of Uie Uling

woi«h pialaa iimJiwha laoitaasi diffamt gndca or vanaitaa, ioelusiTe

of a rafU and a alow laolafv plata. For pnofaMoiMl naa the f«ur

gradn whieii hava bean da«yi«d apaball- ' - -' reqaipsmecMa o'

atndio aod oul<toor phottKcraphov am thr Kaat," " 8lt4idi«

Extra Fast." " SUdio Oatfao Faat." and r^^-^. >ne kMcr a lapid

pla«« (or praaa ptnto^afAy and other hi(|h apaed ootdoor work
yialdntff deaa aad aawttwaly n«ji<iv u*. Plataa of ape<>al iolereat

"orkai* m* two of iimtr ^>eed. namaly, a " Stiaoial
" aad a " MamBermn." Wa Inpe to ba able to wi«t« at

' laoglli OB Uteao mtm intrDduotiooa. after having had ao oppor-
iaai»y af iMkioc trial of mplwi of tiia plate* iriaoh readi n* at

*h* «ina of wrfUag iWa prsNnioMy note.

pMOtoo«*naiio BarHna.—The following ineideot is reported
from Broadatairs. A party of girl* ware aajoyiag thamaelvr* in the
watrr when a young man with tha inevitahl* caaara came along. A
big ware struck tl« bathers and tpun one of them round until

breathlrtt but laii,!hmg*he wat flung on the sand. The force of the
wave had poahad tite strap of bar cbatuma off her shoulder, sod just

as she Dotiead it and hurriedly replaced tbe strap she heard the
etkk of tka ctwera sod saw th* man'* grin. The girl jumped up
froM th* watar and advanced to the man, who wat trying to replace

hia raai ra in the bag hangiay on hit arm. Not a word wa*
•ynkea. but the girl watAaJ tb* camera out of the man'a hand.
and, evading tha aatooiahed photographer's grab, flung the camera
into the wavea. Th* man lookad foolish, particularly a* a crowd
began to collect Then the girl recovered the camera, opened it,

raMoved a roll of film, dripping with water, and threw tha camera
• n't f««t. Th* young man then *laiik awav witbont a
:-.te*t.

Meetings of Societies.

me:etixgs of societies for next week.
Monday. October 3.

Bradlond FIkx. Soc. Six-.LaJ and Miiaioal Evwiuiig.
dcHJtfc London P.S. " AroliiteoturaJ Plh«««iiaphy." E. R. BuU.
WnHjiwy Amateur P.S. • Intenaification and Roduotioo " J.

Pilkingtion.

TuBSDAV, October 4.

&Uaoheatar Aroatonr P.S. Lantern Leat>ui^eM«. D. M. F»ul
Moriey Phot*gra|due Sooioty. Wlhidt Drive.

Wednesday, Octobeb 5.

PaHick Oamara Ctob. Preeideot'a AddreiB.
Sootli Subunban Phot. Soc. " Faieaiaae as I saw it." P. K

Salmon, F.R.P.S.
Thursday, Octobeb 6.

WimUedon aod Otat. Qunem dub. " atotdee and G4one* of 0*iuitai>

bury Cathedral." E. W. Harvey-Piper.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

M the last infurnial meeting, Mr. G. H. Gardner gave a iiighly

interesting lecture-demonstration on " How to Make Money,"
without reference to prevailing doles. He first said that, owing to

the well-known characteristics of some of his fellow-members, he
fait bound to ^loint out that the method to be described had
inhereot disadvantage*, uaually setting in as a sequel to the work
accomplished, which in itself was fairly simple and straightforward.

He then proceeded tu give a thoroughly practical exposition of the
making of counterfeit coins of nominal value, from sixpence to .i

suvareigB. Apparatus of all description, elaborate and otherwiEe,

wa* on the table, and the method of working clearly explained.

Mr. Seliors, with, apparently, s|>ecial knowledge, found fault witli

ionie uf the castings, hut the students generally had nothing but

commendation to offer.

Almost invariably, the lecturer said, the man who makes the coin<

doa* not " utter " them, but pacaes them uii to a confederate,

generally a woman—always concerned iu any case of mischief. 6he,
ill turn, transfers them to the passer of the counterfeit, who taken

care only to handle one at a time, eo that if nabbed, no other is

found ou his person. A woman, be added, makes an unreliable

crook, a« if her delicate feelings are in any way ruffled, she is liable

to split. /
In tbe discussion, Mr. Salt inquired bow tbe lecturer had acquired

his remarkable skill. " I*urely due to a practical application of

Einstein's theory of ' Relativity,' and concentration of will," caine

the reply. Mr. Isaac, who appeared discouraged, thought the game
iuauffioiently remunerative. This view was not shared by Mr.
Hibbert, who enthusiastically suggested the starting of evening

daiaas oo the subject. Mr. Haj°pur, speaking in tones of burning
indignation, announced that the Bank of England recently had been
returning coins which showed any signs of <being clipped. He
had been much interested in what he had heard. Proposed by the

praaident, Mr. John Keane, a most hearty vote of thanks was
accorded Mr. Gardner for an evening of great criminal attractivauess.

Perhaps it would be just as well to add that tlie lecturer fre-

quently referred to himself in the first person' plural. Can it be
that th* word " we," so often used, indicates connection witli

Scotland Yard ! Many friends uf the club will appreciate the gravity

of the position

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

lj.r.\L .NoricES.—-Sotsce is given of the rli,s,*i'uition. by mutual
Cfifitent. of llie partiierehip between Frank Wuriell and Henry
I'ickard, carr^'ing on business as wholesale and retail uptician.s, at

52, Furnival Street, Hoihorn. E.G., under the etyle of The Lord
Optical Company. A1! debts due to and owing by the lata firm

will be received and paid by Frank Worrell, who will continue

to carry on the btuiness.

A first and final dividend of 3s. 4^. in the £ has been made in

the case of Harold Gwrga Webster, photographer, 10, Orchard
Gardens. T>-i2nni>iiith, Devonshire. The dividend is obtainable at

the Offici.ij Heceivcr'j Offices, 9, BeAord Circus, Exeter.
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News and Notes;

Photogeaphino Cats.—If you want to make a cat comfortable

wh«n posing before the camera (writes a correspondent) simply warm

the cushion or other article on which the cat is to sit, when

passy will at once become a docile subject. A cat loves warmth

and will sit longer and more quietly upon a warm spot than a

cold one.

Winter Photography.—Messrs. W. Butcher and Sons send us

the 96-page list for distribution by dealers, which calls attention

to the many attractive branches of work which can occupy amateur

photographers during the winter months. The list deak with

enlarging, lantern work, home cinematography, etc., and contains

arfcidffi! on tJieoe subjocte. Individual amateiur workems sliouM

apply to their dealers for copies, or send a postcard to Messrs.

Butcher, Camera House, Farringdon Avenue, London, E.C.I.

Cooke Lenses on The Quest.—We see fixxm an arlticle in tihe

" Loicester Daily Mail " that Sir Ernest ShackleiloTi seleotod Cooke

leinsee far the whole of tihe photographic equipment which he is

teting on tlhe Ajitarotic ejcpedition. Meesns. Taylor, Taylor &
Hobsotn have supplied him wiiti. lenses for cineimia.togra.pihy and

o(Pcliinary oajnera work, iMJludinig telephoitiograpihy. Mr. J. Eonald

TViylor, who visited The Quest, reports tihat he was greatly im-

ptreissed with the tbonoughnees of the preparations for tiie voyage.

The Ensign Messenger, Messrs. Houghtons' publication for

photographic dealers, contains particulars in its September issue

of the Ensign competition for enlargements in which £100 will

be awarded in cash prizes. Entries must be received not later

than December 31 neat. The " Messeoiiger " shooild be studied

by dealers for its particulars and illustrations of the latest intro-

ductions of Messrs. Houghtons, which include some neat amateur

printing boxes, mounts and albums, box enlargers, and enlarging

lanterns.

Gaslight Printing.—A very practical booklet on the develop-

ment and toning of gaslight prints has been written by Mr. R. R.

Hawkins, of the Rajar Company, and is obtainable free on applica-

tion to the latter at Mobberley, Cheshire. Mr. Rawkins writes

simply and clearly on his subject, and while his aim has been

the production of good prints on Rajar gaslight papers, his notes

can hardly fail to be of advantage to those employing any gaslight

printing material.
'

' The Club Photoorapheb '

' draws the mateirial for the text of

it« October number from members i of tlie Bury Y.M.C.A. Photo-

graphic Soriety. The ohief oontrdbuliona are a lengthy article on

the Paget process of colour photography by A. Benson Ray and
anoilher, on pinhole photogTay^hy, by J. Nichols. Other notes are

on the canbon procesB by Aritihur Evans. The fixtures for niuineax>us

aocieties during next monsth are responsible for the growing bulk
of our Liverpool oonteimpoirary. . Some typographic compression

seems to be (mled for in these pages.

The Scientifio Amekican announces that from November next
its weekly issue, which has appeared regularly for 76 years, will

be combined with the " Scientific American Supplement " into a

monthly magazine, which will be issued as the " Scientific

American." The same large size of page will be continued, and
it is stated that the change has been made for the purpose of the
better presentation of the scientific and technical matter which
has always been a feature of our contemporary. The yearly sub-

scription (United States) of the new monthly will be 4 dollars.

Mb. Mackmim is holding a little e-xhibitiom of paotorial photo-

graphy in his studio at 16, Brook Street, New Bond Street, London,
W.l, until Odtaber 15. Most of the prints are examples of his own
very strong anld artistic portraiture, notable among them being por-

traits of Lord and lady Byng taken shortly before the former's

departure to Canada. Mr. MacUem is a professional worker in the

oil process, and a few exhibits on the walls show his excellent

technique in this medium. Some Autochrome transparencies are in-

cluded in the exhibition, and also a number of prints by Mr. John
Gear and Mr. Bertram C. Wickison.

Lancashire Societt of Master Photooba phers. — Arrange-

ments have been made to hold the annual meefting of the Society

.1.1 the Palatine Hotel, Blackpool, on Wednesday next, October 5.

a.t 3.30 p.m. The ooliunititee will meet at 2.30 p.m. At this meet-
ing the preeddemt and officers will retire, and suoceaaoirs will be
appointed. No arrangemente have been madi^ this year to hold
the amnual dinner, in consequence of the great distress. Should

there be a sufficient number of members who desire to have ai

impromptu meal after Uie meeting, armngemeinte have been mad
with tlie management of the hotel for thi« to be done.

End of Summer Time.^—The Home Secretary gives notice that

aimuner^time will cease and normal time will be redtored at 3
(summer time) in the morning of Monday next, October 3, when
the dock will be put back to 2 a.m. The hour 2-3 a.m. smnmer-
time will thus be followed by the hour 2-3 a.m. Greenwich time.

All railway docJts and docks in post-officeis and Government
eertablishmeinta will bo pujt bade one hour, and the Govemmeint re-

quests tlie public to put back the time of all doc-ks and watdies

by one hooir during the night ol Sunday-Monday, October 2-3.

Einployers are specially recommended to warn all their workers ii»

advance of the change of time.

A I'HOTOGRArHic GARDEN Partt.—^I'lie members of the South

Suburban Photographic Society were, on Saturday last, invited li;

Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Dannatt and Mr. P. B. Dannatt to a garde

party at their Blackheath home, to meet the new president (Mi

P. R. Salmon), and to inaugurate the autumn session. There wa.'

a large attendance, plenty of enthusiasm, surreptitious exposing

of plates and films, and " shop talk," the event being the first of

its kind in the history of the Society. There were, of course, the

usual felicitous and congratulator\- speeches, and the party broke

up at a rather late hour, well pleased with the excellent start made
thanks to the hospitality of the hosts and hostess.

A Bear that Uses Plates !—A Central News New York com
spondent states that a black bear in the wilds of Alleghany ha

taken a photograph. Jt is reported that a Mr. R. S. Craig, a

forester from the New York College of Forestry, left his camera

on a log whilst he looked for a good subject for a picture. He then

saw a black bear browsing amongst some berry bushes. In his

surprise he did not think of his camera as he sped down the trail

to the camp. With two others he went back to the spot, but the

bear had disappeared. The camera was still on the log where Crai.

had placed it, but a plate had been exposed. When the plate wn;

developed it showed Craig in rapid flight down the trail.

Free-Lanob JotrRNALiSM.—The business of press photography is

now so largely dependent upon a possession of tiie joumaUstic in

stinct, that any course of inatruiction which oontiAbutes to a firmer

footing on the joumaliatic road is of distinct advanitage to the tyro in

free-lance press photogi^aphy. It oftem happens that it is difficult to

place jyhotographs simply on their own meiite, whereas as aocom-

panimenta of a short artade they will frequ^tly find a ready market.

On these accounts it is vrorth Vfhile to draw the attention of those

seeking to eaim money by press photography to the oounse of in

struotion in free-lance journalism offered by the Practical Corre-

spondence College, 57, Bemers Street, London, W.l. We have been

interested in reading the very practioal advice ccmtained in this

course of postal, lessons.

Photographing the Indian Rope Trick.—Another attempt to

photograph the Indian " rope trick " is described very fully in a

new book (" Here, There, and Everywhere ") published last Friday.

The photographer was Colonel Barnard, at one time chief of the

Calcutta police. All the illusionist's operations of throwing up the

rope, sending a boy up it, etc., were photographed on " a new roll

of film," but, on developing the negatives, none of these operations

were pictured on the negatives. The negatives showed the court-

yard in which the trick was performed, also the people, including

the rope, juggler, and boy, " who had not moved at all." The
author, in summing up the mystery, suggests hypnotism and the

forcing " the people to see what he (the juggler) wished them

to see." The results were the same as those obtained by other

travellers who have had the opportunity of photographing the

performance of the trick.

A Business Names Act Prosecution.—A case of particular

interest to " father and son " businesses was before the courts

last week. As is fairly well known, the Registration of Business

Names Act makes it compulsory that every firm carrying on

business under any name not consisting of the true surnames of

all the partners shall be registered. A Mr. G. Arthur Wingfield

carried on his business under the name of Wingfield and Son.

The Board of Trade discovered that the name of Mr. Wingfield's

partner was not "Son," as stated, but wa.s actually "Wing-
field." Had they called themselves " Wingfield and Wingfield

"

or " Wingfields," instead of the more exact " Wingfield and

Son," they would not have needed to register—but the words
" and Son " laid them open to the attack of people in Whitehall.

The firm was not registered, and a prosecution at Bow Street

followed, when Sir Chartres Biron described the offence as a
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::r: ou^i duiiiiMed Ki,^' ^^t,. The cm«, says Uie

News," mnit have coet each aide about £60. The
-.1 Department dealing with the Baaineaa Namei Act

lOs. 5d. in tb« twelve months ended in June, and

^4 were £4,558 9ii. 6d. Ii has a staff of a registrar and
Fistant re^atrar and 40 clerks.

Correspondence.

•* C*rT*»'pondtnU ikoyld Merer leriie on both tidt* of tke poptr.

.Vo itotic€ It lattH of eommuHiratiotu ynlttt thi namti and
aiij'tftt of iht vrittrt art girtn.

•* Wt do not undtTlokt rttpfntibilily for Iht opiniont exfuttd
fry our corre.'foiidtnli,

THE SPEED OK SAI.UX LENSES.
To the Editora.

Geotlemco,—With reterri.r to year iDtarcstiog art4cl«, "The
- 'i ut ih« I^ ' I m'h if there is any explanation of the

r-mt .a II- :i -jftri- and tongfocos lensae?

! tm p-jcket Kodak (1^ in. x 2 in. pictnre. single

: and th* original Veraseope (RR. lenses, somewhat
.! *peTia.'«) gave fair resahs Apsther with (he film

r>l»t«« of thoee day*. Thoir ! :rncj cannot account

r»i».

V >l«t«« Linii'a. (24- in. foctit), oiM-lhird the exposure

^in. lens soAees. T)ie shatters are nearly skin as

ne extent, but I use

- ol the large lens

' have luucii iiiflueiwe. I< *v>uie form of " scatter " inToIred?

ugh not pertineat lo the subject, I may mention that my
lensca have a flifrtiig moTcment which is constantly in use,

ffrr: ~f the focaaaiag being quite plain in enlargements.

—

Lomt Ntix.

mt-» O"*

\ Lniii\ I Illl-K ROT.rE" AT THE ».\I.".S.

T. ih- K'li««r»

So. 82) London
' Tilnrv appears

» remarkahi* ' ili«. -vrrv. ' The ! iterial

. t.al.s nf is . floor

of focus—Mn ' is ai

. The . 'd his face

fnamy water the edge

_ ind I almost r- 1^ to write

dMiUnaionnMal. ••—Yo«r» failhfolljr.

J*«. BtARBSWOBTH.
Braraley, Leeds.

tbie

?)

Kk dis.*«ter PHOTOORAPHP
To tl>e EVfiiorii.

11 have poUi«' ' two oUnn in

triMr'a article, .'iia to hftve taken

•Mtt^m^it* fram the Hnmber ui Uw wnK:Jced aintiip, may
^flowed to M*le my oiwn (wse, •• one ol thoee trho signed

lim iaUer oon(«»di<-ting Mr Turner's etatenenlT I ani stsll of the

'ipinfnn t^at hi- '.< imtr mietakeo, and that my photrtgrafAa were

> In the fif-t place, I was much nearer

'f ttie di«aa«<t-, aod immmliart4>ly ryded t«

iiiii. seeing a coople of rowing boats leaving for the soene

<i«rr en^igad one of liiein to take me out to ti>e wreokage.

at on the water aomo l-ime before Mr Tumor arrivtNl

^at can be folly pntve<l, aa wiineaaea who saw U>e

'» iireparBd to testify. Mr. Turner also atAtee

•ook him oat had already made a trip ont ar.ti

in a •umvor. U would t«kc quite ftye ntinutee to fsadi

the wreck, and noi lege bban ten minutes to search the wreckage
and reacue Captain Wann, who, I believe, waa unoonsoious at the

time, five niinuteg to rebam, and at least another five to get

Ar^chers and move tlie captain on to the landing-atagc. Then th«

aeoand trip out musit have taken at least ten minutes to take sound-
ings and get into position for Mr. Tumei-'s historical pioturo. That
meane over half-an-hour mu«t have passed before Mr. Tumcir took

hia photographs. TTvis ia fudly bocne out by his statement that there

was no p«rt of the forepart of the airship visible when he went
out excefii a few blazing and smoking pieoes. When I went ooit we
passed a oonsderable amount of wreckage out of the water, quite

apart from the burning portions, which were chiefly petrol. This
wret-kage w»e atill vi«We some time aftei- we reaolicd the aJter-

pait of the airship, bat hod disappeared on the return journey.

On o«ie of Mr. Turner's jdiotograp^ two boa.tiloads of men are

to be seen, one of them moat likely the boat I engaged, and the

o*her the one that set off at the same time. If it were not so, aa
Mr. Turner claims, tiie fact tha* boatloads of men had readied
tiie scene is surely enough proof that it was poeaible for othei-

boats to have done eo. I am quite oertein there were no fully-loaded

boaiU on tile soene wlien ours arrived, as we rowed all round the
wreok to look for survivors. There were one or two boats on the

soene wUoh oonUined only o<ne or two men. I make no preiteoco to

have taken ibe firat pliotograpbe, but do claim to have beaten Mr.
Turner.

I was qoile prepared to let him take all the glory had he not
taken ao much peine to depreciaite the work of other photoglyphers
in a journal 'which appeals to the profeasioiMl photograplier

tbrooghout Great Britain and other parts of the world. As a final

pn»f, I endoee a set of pnints which I am quite vriliing to submit

tu your judgment. I am aorry the seleoUon is not larger owing to

an unfoctunate accident on tiie rowing boat, when my camera bag
Was overturned and nearly a dozen plates were dropped into the

river. Still, thoee seat are quite suffident to show Uiat no breaking
op of the after-part had taken place when they were taken. The
one sbowtog the wrecked ginkn was taken from the end that had
broken apart, and is probehly the only view taJcen looking right

into the oppoaite end, from which moat of the photof^aphs were
iakea, as probably it was quite nnsale for anyithing else but a row-
ing boat to approach.

_
A great part of liie damage done later was caused by two power-

ful tugs, whidi attempted to poll tlie wreckage over in case tiiere

were any of the ill-fated orew undameatJi. Inetead, it was pulled to

pieoes, at the same time sinking into the sand and being oovei-ed

with the rising Isd*.

.\fr. Tamer's letter publirfied in your last issue I will leave,

except tliat part, wfaich deals more direoUy with myself, being one
of those preamen who frequeoUy turn up, neairiy always " on
invitation " when Mr. Turner ia on the scene. If not invited, I am
alwaya sent as a representative of the " Hull Daily Mail," I never

interfere with him in any way if I can pooaibly hejp it. But to be
told at a " public event "that he cannot allow anyone else to take

photographs, and that tiie Press moat take their pictures from him,
is taking up a position which in these days (when the recognised

Press photographers have every assistance given them by thoee in

authority) is a very undignified one.

As sn iUostration of Mr. Tumer'a judgment of a Pi>e8S picture,

the fire and smoke picture, wfi4<^ he did not think worth a plate,

and was taken, be says, with a small camera from the pier, the

Imdmff newspaper in which Mr. Tumrr's " alar " picture appeared
I

!-"" ,nj £20 cab fare to London for if.

l:toni using profeeeional s«u<lio workers' photographs in

I
lo preeamen's work—well, editors are human, and

I,. ^- that which coats them notJung.

\W(n njiniogies for taking up ao much space wit^ the first lett«r

I have ever written to the Press.—Yours sincerely,

G. H. Harness.

7, Elsie Villas, Hollaiid Sb'eet, Hall.

September 26.

(Mr. Harness sends us four of hie photographs of the wreck (un-

mMlced as reprds order of taking), and the last one of Mr. Turner's

for comparison. Three of these views, all of whidi were taken at

crsnporatively dose range, do not show the wreck fmm atent to

stem as do the earliest of Mr. Turner's. The fouiUi does show the

wreok unds tlvia aspect, bat in oar judgment at a later stage of
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oollaiwe than the eadiedt of Mr. Turner's. In view of wh«t hae

been said of the rapidity wiith whiah the stiuct-ure changed ite shape

luvder iJie aotiiMi of tlie tide, we imagine there was a oomparaiuvely

stiorl initen-sj of time between Uie expoeuree by the re«p«c*jve

photogiwiJioi-s

—

Eds. " B.J."1

To the Editors.

Gentiemen,—Mr. T. C. Turner places the responability for our

letter on Mr. Wataoii. I signed it, and, apart from the mistake

wfiich 1 ton-ected and apologised for, I agree .with the ooratente.

Phot*xgrapliB taken by Mr. Harness have now been forwarded to

\ou. Wllien ooniparing the vardoufi photographs, I would ask you to

romomber that the tide waa rising and the wreck gradually col-

lapsing.

In the light of faots with whicih he is now acquainted, does Mr.

Tui-ner still claim to liave taken his photogi-aphs abomt an hour

before those of any other pliotographer ? Stripped of all its Uiin-

Bvings, that is the infei'ence his ai'tide conveyis.

As regxirds my own pholtograplis, you oomjnenited as follows:

—

" It is possible to say, with i^easonabl© oorrectneisB, thait the lasrt, of

Mr. Turner's photographs to be taken shows the wreck in approxi-

maftoly the same state .a« does tlie first of Mr. Overiton's." How
tihen, does Mr. Tui-nerjujfcify his assertion, " And they " (the other

men witli oanieras), " aoirived on the scene when the WTock liad

broke?! up a great deal by the action of the tide
'

' ?

I have kept altrictly to the points tliat have been raised. I

would ask Mr. Turner to .do the same.—Yours, etc., F. Ovekton.

85, Plrospeot Street, Hull.

September 26.

'

' PLATES VERSUS FILMS . '

'

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The correspondence on films and plates is disap-

pointing in one respect. With the exception of my own letter

no reference is made to the new Board of Trade draft regulations

as to storage of celluloid. This is of serious consequence to all

those who have been using films since their introduction, because

they must have accumulated a hundredweight or more of cellu-

loid, which may mean, under new regulations, the construction

of a fire-proof chamber in which all the stock celluloid and nothing

else must be stored. This will be a very serious matter for soine

of us, especially those who are cramped for space and money. In

my own case I do not see how it, is possible to find room for

such a place, and many others must be in a similar position. It

is quite impossible to get more accommodation in this town, the

demand for offices greatly exceeds the supply, and for quite a small

room in a side street a rent of £50 a year is asked ; to this must
be added rates of 13s. in the pound, neaaiy doubling the rent, aind

gas at 5s. 6d. per thousand cubic feet, and so on.

This seems to me the point which decides whether we shall use

plates or films. On the question of quality and convenience every
photographer can decide for himself, but in the matter of storage

he has no option but to obey whatever law is enforced or take

the unpleasant consequences of defying it. I don't think for a

moment that any objections on our part will stop the new rcgu-

laitions comiag into force, because, after aJi, we are noit obliged

to use films, we can go back to glass, though many may be reluctant

to do so. I hope we shall hear from other photographers what
their ideas on the subject are on this matter of storage. Acrimoni-
ous remarks on the virtues and vices of plates or films do not get

us any " forrarder."—Yours truly,

Harold Baker.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—With your permission I would like to add the
following remarks to my already-published letter, and then I hope
just to look on while the discussion continues.

My critics seemingly forget that Messrs. Kodak's " Announce
raent " was based upon three main clauses : (1) Their decision

not to manufacture any more glass plates, (2) an assertion of
the superiority of film over plates, and (3) a statement which
implied that only back-numbers in the photographic fraternity
were users of plates to-day.

The first statement should concern the firm alone, the second

is debatable, while the third is a remark which, to my mind, is

unwarrantably assertive and should never have been made. It was
to the covert attack implied in (3) that Mr. Lambert drew atten-

tion, and to which I appended my supporting protest. The dis-

•anotion was appreoia/ted by you, gentlemen, as is shown by

the two headings used. The original heading, " The Kodak
Manufacturing Policy," has now become " Plates v&rsus Films."

Messrs. Kodak entangled them together, but film enthusiaste

bid me concentrate on the latter subject only. I have no doubt

whatever that this is what Messrs. Kodak would prefer, but I

cannot believe that those members of my profession who use'

portrait film would assent to the implied slur on those who do
not. " Chacun a son gout." Those who differ from me on this

aspect of the matter may say so.

To continue. When " portrait " film was brought to my notice.

I tried it as I would try anything which might help me to im-

prove my business. I could not do more. It did not suit me, and

so I dropped its use. I did not bother any further about it until

I was up against the suggestion that, speaking generally, I was
" an unprogressive person, opposed to change of any sort." I

object to that label. Anyone who can show me what might be

to my advantage is ever welcome, but I claim the right of rejec-

tion without the makers' further comment if the goods are found

wanting. A little less of the " high falutin' " on Messrs. Kodak's

part and all would have been well, so far as I am concerned.

The discussion in such a case would have been confined to the

simple question, " Which is the better for the ppofessionail uaeir

—

plates or film?

With respect to this latter question, it might be of interest if

I state how I came finally to eliminate the use of film from my
working. I first tabulated what I considered to be the essential

requirements in my ide(A negative-making medium. These were

as follows :

—

(a) Rapidity ; (6) freedom fixxra oliesnioal fog, combined with lati-

tude in development in case of necessarily brief esposure ;
(c) den-

sity-giving power; (d) non-halative property; (c) amenity to any

needed after-treatment, i.e., intensification or reduction; (i) in-

desta-uotibiliity, i.e., non-boieakage, non-dnflammabiUty ; (g) speed Hi

working when urgency demanded
;
(h) absolute flatness and rigidity

when in use
;

(i) correct monochromatic rendering of colour-values

;

(7) keeping qualities—especially prior to development; (k) cost to

buy.

I do not pretend that these items are placed in strict order of

importance, for this would naturally vary according to the re

quirements of each individual worker. I do, however, consider

it essential that such a list should contain only those properties

which the negative-making medium would inherently possess. I

mean by this that sadx poinits as, for instance, diffioiility in

retouching, should be looked upon as being purely personal factors,

dependent to a verj' great exitent on tlie idiosynonafiy of the

worker.

I think that if discussion centred on the fixation of such points

as these, eadi worker could then quickly detiide for himself as

to what would best meet his requirements. (Lady readers, please

consider yourselves included, where necessary. I am no

misogynist). Now, to me, with the preceding list before me, the

advantage of plates over film was manifest in items (a), (b), (e),

(g), and (j), while films scored with items (d) and (^0- I considered

that (c), (/). and (') were really neutral, with a slight advantage

for plates in («), assuming a good non-filter type of plate to be

used. While again, as regards {d) and (/.•), a well-backed plate

has hitherto done all that I have asked of it, and done it well.

As for cost, I have never considered this if I could get definite

practical advantages by paying a bit more.

Undoubtedly, the principal factor is the question of support for

the sensitive emulsion. Glass is breakable and thick, hence its

halative tendency. Celluloid is highly inflammable and easily

scratched, while it has, more or less, to take its own time in

drying. Can anything else be substituted which would be minus

these defects, inexpensive to manufacture and highly transparent 7

Should something eventually be evolved, I promise that I shall

not be found " resistant to progress."

A few words now to certain of my critics. Mr. W. E. Debenham
inquiries wliat jusUfica'tioii emste for my implication that films
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aiw ^»cr tluui plates. Tbey w«te moat definitely so with me,
'.<' hw (ince r«ad what Mr. Harold Baker says on

d v<-r>- saiae page a« Mr. Debenham's own letter.

i .Maf«rs. Kodak not indicate the speed of the film on

:*?

v.- .'k'lftU Mr. Will Qtdby, hi* suggealioos (well meant, 1 am
.,ir.' -.Old to be qaite impracticable. What period would be

i<« the minimum for fair and adaqaat« trial of a new
'' And what quantity mu>t be ased in any aoch trial?

W aid lie try everything that i» ifleredT (To keep exclusively

M~M'« Kodak's prodoctions wouM -scarcely be fair to other

'^ers.) Will he aaaert, in itddition, that the fall extent

.. miut be made both by technical expert and by novice.

Uuu buih will then be eqoaily cocnpeteM to pronoanoe a verdict,

and that in auch caae agrcament will be onanimons? .\nd so on.

r. :id condition, I concor on the underatanding
'vtrf— in this cane, to Mewrs. Kodak a« well.

An-i then, where are we? No. no. Mr. Cadby. Think it out a
little hit more. and. pttmse, do not think • personal in asking

meant to be with me. -And I really dn
' reference to the Swisa moontains at all

Uif f>r>»ent disoiasaoo ; at least, none, such have ever yot

ap(ManMK« in my studio, while portrait Aim (or photo

^r.i(jliiii^ ntoyMtaiit4 seen* somewliat anontaknu.

I aan rather disappointed with the maj«ritj of the letlen M far

.Mr. Harold Baker's, I itiink, was a real contribotion

<cnsaion. Voar corrtopomj-nt. " Fair Play," preachea
• viaonableoesa, in w^iich I am all with him. Boi why the

ime* The letter reads rather like one from a trade
iiir^.Kt. but I can sea PoUiing in it to damand the anonymity,
vrhich sfWsU it He is tba only ir«ataT>ce of this, too.

Jb»i one lit*;* thin; in ,.,'.. I,»t ns consider the case of

iho Pr«»s pl.i.togukph. r. .i !,. .. .Ailing compels him to take
P" chanraa with hia work. Those with wbom I have diacaaaad
'i» point have exprewad a preference for plalea. For what
..•.I:' R.Ti'iiar thi-y xn far morr il-^pendable than any fffan ret

i.-..d.«-..l .\r,.| .. .i,!l, t.y I ^.,,r». faithfally.

SSwiwaiMtfy. J. MAlxmaOK.

T» the EAilora.

n«>«i«<»eti. -TlkOTr haa b««n so much diacuiaion aa to the raiativ,*
' •= -• - ' •

'- <- .• J fiwj it is only fair (having

!' ndd my testimony and
:/!> ']aaiiiif« w-niici the portfait Aim ropplie*. It

"••y k> Ami raa<eriaJ that ia a real Maiatance in

^jxiatic qnatitiaa in the work, and I conaidar that the

Mialion obtainahle wtlh Uie po<iffak ttffl, ttifilhw with

Md Ika nmof advaolacaa in maiii|iiila<ien aombioo to

"Mt Itm a raal a«aaianoe in the aalaatic wuikaia'

fi,il:.l»

Would to beavaa «• eoaU pswoade our paper manulacturera to

I "luce a paper thai woqU yitU a gfaat ui' dagrca ol a(aioa|ihere,

-t .-t, qoalsty orjy the PUWnotypo print can boaat; biu wbilat wr
rtiiuua eootaat With the oM aaid pay waQ lor H, there are few

mjkoaiaalaran wh» wSI alir Ihcaiarlvea to gwtir eAort .\ll

iRNKiur than Lu th« Kodak Ob. ior foeeMdiag in (i««ag oa aome
Uuof batter in mat«iai to eoaU* lu to pndnoa baiter work.—
Yoon (ailhMly. Bdwim Lritwi. F.R.P.8.

M. Old CfcfWtcharA Road, BannManwMii.

'*ifUni»>t€ 20. 19B1.

To tha

' •noiniii-n —"ntrou^toat the cuwUwawy now ra^ng r« the re

•^— -jI plataa v. fthaa, one point aeeroa to be coniinoaJly

"Vl — ,
«• f*»d-

h la doasaiiy iikntMiil that the Alma now on the markat are

unt BO (Mt aa tha eery line plate* oMaiaaUa Irooi variooa makers,
&r«i u. 'Ji* worker who da^ands tni»rtiy npoB electric UfM, thia is

• b»c point.

•*rm9 of your uciiiiuadsnta bo|>alaIly auffiat that no doabt
''" < •f.iild ha wads a« laA aa plataa

jaol atwaye rsnoioda roa oi an occaaion aoma years ago, I

.^a h^ftr^ the nrrptnut fiTm wne miii^ htf>Ard cJ Meenber*

ci the P.P. A. oimgrees were viaiting Barker's atudoos sut £almg, and
in an ioformal talk which followed Mr. Borkei', with great geniaJity

and. I believe, coneideraUe aoiUiority, e.xplained many intereating

things to ua.

Tbo query wae raised as to why filnia should be slower than glass

pfates, and it was then stated that if an ennilaion of a cortain speed
was taken and one-hall of it coated upon glass, and the other half

upon film—when used, the position upon film would be found to be
conetdemUy siofwer ihaji the poition upon ^a«e.

If this ia correct, then there would seeni to be some irAerent.

quality in the film which is antagcmislac to the meet d«Jic*teiy

aetiflitive state of photographic emttlflon.

If there is Uttle in it, or if it can be overoMiie, Messrs. Kodak..
Kd., may yat pamper us with a combinoition of thedr id€a.I, but
highly delicate amoision, W^raWen Pandironiatic, served upon their

"ideal" base.—Yours laithfuUy, A. W. H. Weston.
8. Rank Pknde, We* KensinBton. W.14.

September 23.

Answers to Correspondents.

!» accordnnct with our prettnt prartice a relativtly small apace is

tiUoUtd in tack istve Co replie* to eorretpondenti.

Wt will antveT by post if stamped and addressed envelope ia

enctottd jar reply, 5-cent International Coupon, from reader s

abroad.

Querits to bt ansietrtd in the Friday^ " Journal " mutt reach u.t

not later than Tuesday (petted Monday), and thould he

addrttttd to lAs JSdUort.

K. N.—^Tha makar of the jig-saw photographs is Mr. Campoc .

Oray, 88, Bdgware Road, W.2.

O. R—TKa Packard Ideal shutter can be used very effectively, in a

doable camera front—that is to say, the shutter sandwiched

between the original front and an extra lens board. The instan-

taneous exposure is quite fast enough for moving objects at

ordinary speeds. f

W. R.—One oonoe of bicarbonate of soda in about 50 or 60 ozs. of

water would be a stiitahle formula. The bicarbonate is used up

by being neotraiiied by any acida in the emulsion coating, and,

therefore, it is well to use plenty ol the both, so aa not to exliaust

it. Imroeraon of the priote for five minutes is ample.

S. H. C.—If you took the group " on your own "—that is to say,

did not receive an order from the club, and therefore are not

looking to Ibe club for payment, then copyright in the photo

graph is yours, and any reproduction of the photograph is an

infringement in respect oi which you can demand a reproduction

fee, or, if the people won't pay, can sue them in the Couutv Court.

U, A.—We advise you to get the " Writers' Year Book," published

by Messrs. Black, and obtainable through any bookseller. It

gives particulars of the chief periodicals in this country and

America, with brief notes on their preferences both as regards

illustrations and literary matter. Another book, which it. would
be worth your while to get, is " Willing's Press Guide, ' price

3a., from Messrs. Willing, "King Street, Covent Garden, London,

W.C.S. It is a complete classified directory of the Press in this

.ind contains also particulars <)f
leading journals abroad.

U The feasibility depends on the si:.e and illumination of

the rconi. Whatever lens you use, whether small or long focus,

the sitter should not be closer to it than 10 ft. or 12 ft., and,

therefore, this very greatly limits the size of the room which

can be used for (Mirtrailure. (3) The cross front is a sliding

movsoieot of the lens horizontally. (4) They are quite convenient

in use, but one drawback which occurs is that the film does

not lie as flat as a plate, and for this reason no doubt, and also

on account of the lesser facility in handling in enlarging and

printing, plates are preferred. (5) Quite impossible to say with

any degree of approximation. From the definition and the draw-

ing we should lay that the group was taken with a lens of at

least 8 ins. or 9 ins. focal length. It might, of course, have been

longer.
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Retocching.—I have been making au enlarged portrait negative

on a 12 X 10 plate, and experienced some difficulty in putting

retouching medium on so large a surface. (1) Would you kindly

tell me what is tlie best way to apply the medium on large

plates? (2) If spotting has to ibe done to block out pinholes, I

presume it must be done after the medium is on, but it does not

appear to adhere on the medium's surface as well as it does

on the plain gelatine surface.—A. T.

(1) The best way to apply retouching medium to a large

surface is to' wet a comer of an old silk handkerchief or piece <

of china silk with the medium, and to rub gently and quickly

upon the film. (2) The pinholes may be stopped out before

putting on the medium if a little gum is mixed with the

colour ; this will prevent it from shifting when the medium is

rubbed on. It is quite easy to put colour on the medium when
the latter is perfectly dry.

A. B.—We should think you can bring the negatives to uniform
printing density for simultaneous printing simply by using a

greater or less number of sheets of thin tissue paper under each,

as is done by the rotary printers of postcards, who thus " even

up " a score or so of copy negatives. Certainly, in making such

copy negatives it is possible to get a pretty even match through-

out; nevertheless, the system is one which can be used for nega-

tives which are of considerable difference in density. The worst

of it is, of course, tnat it slows all down to the printing speed

of the densest. If you have to reduce, we advise a very weak
Farmer's reducer of pale lemon jellow colour. For intensifica-

tion probably the best plan would be to use the chromium inten-

sifier in the form which gives the least increase of density (page
439 of the current " Almanac "), repeating the process as

required and ascertained by testing the evenness of the negatives

together by making a print

T. 0.—^At the present time there is no paper on the market which,
by the ordinary processes, yields a positive image in the camera,
or photo-micrographic camera. The only thing of the kind is

the so-called ferrotype card or plate, which is ^ sensitive material
of black colour having an emulsion coated on it. Development
is done with a solution which gives a whitish image, so that what
is really a negative appears as a positive, the shadows being
formed by the black substratum and the so-called " whites " by
the developed image. But we do not think that the somewhat
degraded gradation of the results produced in this way -would be
satisfactory for your purpose. No doubt you know the kind of
thing which is made by the beach photographer. There was
formerly a paper on the market wljioh gave excellent results for
your purpose, the developed image being rapidly reversed from
a negative to a positive, as is done in the Autochronie process.
This was called " Wemertype," and came from America.

K. H.— (2) The formula in the " Almanac " is the one we recom-
mend for mercuric iodide intensifier, but this is rather a tricky
intensifier to make up, and we always advise using tlie Tabloids
of Burroughs Wellcome, or the powder sold by Mr. T. K. Grant,
agent for MM. Lumifere. (3) The formula for the Kodak amidol
developer is :

—

Sodium sulphite, cryst , 1 oz.

Water 20 ozs.

Amidol 60 grs.

10 per cent, potass bromide solution 20 drops.

(4) We think the formula you refer to is one recommended in

1911 by MM. Lumiere. We have not had occasion to try any
of these, and w© think that the need of them has been largely
removed by the introduction of the Ilford Tropical hardener,
supplied by Messrs. Johnson's, which we recommend to your
notice for Avelopment at high -temperatures. (5) The medicated
soap is manufactured hy Messrs. E. Cook and Sons, The Soapery,
Bow, London, E., who would no doubt inform you where you
could obtain it locally. Any chemist should be able to obtain it

to order.

T- P.—For copying same size, whatever focal length of lens is
used, the negative postcard will be two focal lengths from the
lens diaphragm, and the sensitive paper will also be two focal
lengths from the diaphragm. This is an approximate rule,
because with some lenses the distance really requires to be
measured not from the diaphragm, but from some point in the
lens near to it. To cover a postcard the focal length of the lens
should be at least 6 inches, and as the lens is used at twice its
local length the P. No. becomes twice that marked on the

mount ; that is to say, the exposure is increased four times.
Therefore, with short expo.sures, it is of importance to have the
lens of large maximum aperture, at least //6 we should say.

and probably //4, since the working stops in the respective cases

will be //12 and fj'i. If you don't mind considerable distance

between the negatise original and lens, and also between the
lens and the sensitive paper, an excellent lens for the purpose
would be a cabinet portrait lens of, say, 10 or 12 inches focal

length, so that the d'stance from negative to paper would be
from 40 to 48 inches. A portrait lens gives very bright and
crisp definition, but as its covering power is very much less than
that .if other types it is necessary to use a greater focal length.

Copper Toning.—Kindly let me know following with regard to

copper toning for bromides :—(1) Do prints require to be wet
before being toned ? (2) How long the prints require washing
after toning? (3) Does it matter if prints are not free from
hypo? (4) Is it suitable for gaslight papers, and if process is

a good one? (5) Also if solutions are poisonous either separate

or mixed? (6) How long will separate solutions keep (a^bout) ?

(7) How many prints (half -plate) wUl 8 ozs. of mixed solution

tone?—J. W.

(1) Best to soak for a few minutes before toning. (2) Half

an hour is ample. (3) Prints must be perfectly washed from
hypo. (4) Prints on almost any gaslight paper will tone well and
will yield excellent colours from warm black to red chajk. (5) The
chemicals are not dangerous poisons. (6) We think you might

keep the separate solutions for at least three months. (7) We
cannot say, but should think a dozen or so half-plates in 8 ozs.

of mixture.

W. M.—We are airaid we cannot suggest anything to remove the

abrasive quality of the cards. Apparently cyanide in the

developer does not suit them. You might see whether the use of

an acid fixing-bath would do anything to remove the yellow stain,

and perhaps, if you could take the trouble, a quick rub over each

print with weak iodine-cyanide reducer -would clear away the

yellownees, although we rather doubt it. No quicker method of

glazing than by stripping from glass. If you use one or otlier

of the glazing solutions—Vanguard " Bango," Rajar, or Gem

—

you will avoid a great deal of the labour of polishing the glasses.

The use of a formaline bath makes the print hard enough for

using a higher temperature for drying, but, as a rule, the glaze

is not so good when the prints are dried very quickly. For prac-

tical purposes we do not think the formaline has any bad effect

on the cards. Yes, gelatine prints are treated in exactly the

same way as collodion -prints when glazing with enamel collodion.

A burnisher would be too slow for you, and the result* are far

inferior as regards gloss to tliose by stripping.

The British Journal of Photography.

Link Advertisements.

An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisements

(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, viz. :

—

,

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.
i

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies

per insertion for each advertisement.

6d.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.—

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be
guaranteed.
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EX CATHEDRA.
Almanac, In consequence of contracts made with
L.ast Day. ^lie printers and binders of the

Almanac " our publishers are obliged to adhere to a
date on which they, must close their books for the receipt

of further a-lvertisements. For the forthcoming 1922
volume, this last daj^ is to-day week, October 14. All

advertisements which, come to hand on or before this

date can be included in the book, and no doubt any a<lver-

tisement order which arrives at the same time can be

executed, providing the " copy " for the printers is avail-

able immediately afterwards. On the day following,

October 1.5, the advertisement pages will l>e finally

arranged for the press; while it may be possible at this

lust hour to find space for an oild page or so, it must be

emphasised that it is impossible to guarantee inclusion of

advertisers' announcements which reach our publishers

later than a week henee.
^ * m

RiChta In We are glad to see that the editor of
Ohuch the •' Church Times "

is able to displa^y
Phoiosraphs. ^ greater knowledge of the law of copy-

right than is possessed by many of his readers. It is a
very common experience of ours to hear from photo-

graph^-rs. who have been threatened with all kinds of

penalties becau.se they have been publishing views of a
church or, sometimes, a churchyard, without the per-

mission of the vicar. We daresay that the incumbent
of a church has the right to refuse permission to a photo-

grapher to enter the church premises or precincts for

the purpose of taking a photograph. But when once a
photograph has been obtained, whether wnth or without

penni^sion. the vicar's rights in the matter disappear.

He then has no power whatever to restrain the photo-

grapher from making any use of the negatives which he

thinks fit. Naverthele.xs, many clergymen seem to hold

an entirely contrary and erroneous view.

Portable There are many occasions on which
LIk^^ some form of artificial light i^ijee^led,

anrl v.Tv often there is some objection to the use of any

fpwn ni tlish light, either because of the risk of firing

P, • other fabrics, or the deposit of white dust.

Ill -... il . .i.'ses, magnesium ribbon is a very efficient sub-

stitute, requiring no lamp or other appliance besides a

clip ^to prevent burning the fingers) and a damp cloth

or tniy to catch any hot ash. The best way to use the

ribbon is to plait several strands together, and these may

bo further secured with a twist or two of verv fine flower

wire. Tiie a.ivantage of this plan is that not only is the

time of exposure reduced, but a continuous light is

obtained, for if one strand is extinguished it is imme-

diately relighted by tbe others. In order to secure good

combustion it is liecessary that the ribbon has a clean

gilv*Tv surface, which can be obtained by drawing it once
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or twice between a piece of folded emery paper held
between thumb and finger. Sharply defined shadows can
be avoided by waving the magnesium torch from side to
side dui-ing exposure. Two or three Swan vestas held
together give a good flame for ignition. Wax matches
are apt to give a coating of soot, which is an impediment.

Dark-Room The increase of rapidity and colour-Lamps, sensitiveness which is going on in plate-
making renders it necessary to overhaul the illumination
of the dai-k-room if there is any trace of fog upon the
negatives. Even the most rapid emulsions of the present
day will show no deposit upon the margins protected by
tl:e rebate of the slide if the dark-room is properly lighted
and reasonable caution exercised in exposing the plate
during the filling of the slides and development. It
would be well if the old practice of judging the density
of the image by repeated inspections, the plate being held
close to the lamp, were abandoned. To avoid all tempta-
tion, it is an excellent plan to place the lamp in such a
position that no direct rays reach the eye of the worker.
A comparatively bright light may be used if its rays are
reflected from the ceiling or, if this is not convenient,
from a sheet of yellow paper fixed on the wall. Once
the habit of judging density from the time taken after
the image has appeared has been acquired, all desire to
toast the negative in front of the red light will cease.

Negrative or In the far-off days, when wet collodionPaper . ^^^^ practically the ;only process for
obtaining negatives, it was the rule to destroy all unsatis-
factory results as soon as developed and to make another
exposure forthwith. The principal reason for this was
that the albumenised paper then used for printing would
not give even passable results from a poor negative, and
photographers had perforce to make fau-ly good ones.
Now it is quite diffei-ent ; if there is any sort of image it

is deemed good enough to print upon some sort of paper.
If we study the advertisements of the various makers
of developing papers we find every encouragement given
to careless workers, as they are catered for with soft,
normal, contrasty, vigorous, and other grades. The carbon
and platinum printing processes are not used as often as
they might be, because these processes require a negative
of good average quality. With, a little care it is at least as
easy to produce negatives of imiform quality upon gelatine
as it was upon collodion, the main points to be observed
being imiformity in the strength of -solutions and close
attention to the time and temperature of the developer.

A Noeleeted Hydroquinone is now rarely used as a
Developer. developer except in conjunction with
metol, but there are many occasions on which its power
of giving clear, contrasty images would be of great service,
especially as those who compound their own metol-hydro-
quinone developer have all the necessary materials ready
to hand. If sodium carbonate be used as the alkaJi the
developer keeps well in a single solution, although it is
bett€r for long keeping to make up the hydroqumone and
soda in separate bottles. For hne subjects, or when
copying from flat originals, great density can be obtained
by usuig caustic soda as the alkali, while the maximum
density results from using foi-maline in place of either
alkali. Detailed formulae will be foimd in the current
B.J. Almanac. Hydroquinone is ratiber a slow working
developer, and should never be used at a lower tempera-
ture than 60 degs. Fahr. ; 65 degs. is probably the best

working temperature, and this should not be exceeded
Vith a caustic alkali. It may not be generally known
that hydrocjuinone is excellent for use with stale plates
which give fogg\- stained negatives with other developei>

Using: a
Mirror.

Although the interposition of a mirror
between the lens and the subject is now

almost exclusively utilised for the production of reversed
negatives, it has another application, which is very old,

but not the less valuable. It is to obtain, in confin.

situations, a greater working distance, or to secure
more favourable position for the camera. For example,
if it be desired to photograph a piece of furniture in an
ordinary room where there is insufficient length to allow

of the whole being included upon the plate, an ordinary
looking-glass may be placed so as to present the image
to the lens which is situated at the side of the object

In like manner a portrait may be taken in an ordinal

room, and nearly a front lighting secured by placing the

mirror in front of or a little to one side of the window,
the only precaution necessary being that the camera
not included in the field of the lens. As the angle ^

usually small, ordinary silvered plate may be used
without risk of a double outline. It is, of course, neces-

'

sary that the mirror does not distort in any way and

that it is perfectly upright when straight lines occur in

the original.

BUSINESS BUILDING.

Many recently-established photographers find themselv.
disheartened by the slow growth, or even stagnation,

their businesses, and are inclined to blame the tim-

they live in for what is frequently due to a lack of entei -

prise or judgment. It is a great mistake to imagine that,

given the ability to make good photographs and the

premises and plant suitable for their production, all that

is necessary is to open the front door and wait for tl

sitters to walk in. Experience in every branch of industi

shows that such is not the case. If we consider the

business of the portrait painter who has to reach the

same class of customer as the West-End photographer,

we shall find that the former either languishes in

impecuniosity or that he lets slip no chance of asserting

his personality in society. In such a calling as photo-

graphy, which permeates every stratum of the popula-

tion, the means adopted to do this must of necessity vary

greatly, but the essential idea of making one's pro-

fessional existence known to as many people as possible

must be at the bottom of all. The young painter who
has passed through the academy schools with credit, and

strikes out for himself, soon finds that he has exhausted

the immediate circle of his friends as far as commissions

are concerned, and frequently becomes a mere hack to

dealers .or publishers, earning a pittance which a self-

respecting workman would despise. If more astute, he

keeps in touch with art circles, and by embracing the
;

newest heresy becomes mentioned in the papers, is wel-

comed at social gatherings, and finds new ground upo

which to exercise his talents in a saner way, all the whi;

taking special care to keep in evidence at every soci:

function to w-hich he can gain the entree. Although th

course is more difficult to the photographer, it has beei

and can be, followed with success. Motoring and golf

clubs, masonic lodges, musical, philanthropic, and even

political organisations all widen the circle of potential

sitters, and if the end is never forgotten in pursuing the

means, an increase of business must result. It must not,
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in>wever, be imagined that this self-advertisement can
be dropped when it appears to have seized its purpose.
We have only to recall the ihvin.lling away of many well-
known businesses to r»^iili-si' that it is never safe to rest
upon on>''s laurels until th^ tim- for rest has come.

It is not given to all photofriiphers to rut any sort of
figure in s.^i.iv. ani tliose who are diffident of their
po^-.Ts in tiiis .jir. <t-..n must iiclupt the methods of the

inan, ratber .> of the artist, to make them-
known ; sti .wijil element must not be

<1. a fair number of provmrijil pnotographers become
ilor< .n,l III (vors. and it uould be foolish to pretend

*>» do n.>t nact to the possessors
r 'yi'vious thitr .x -ept in exclusive circles

t tier's bu«in. -^ .- largely dependent upon
I

' <'xp«rwnee of one amply proved.
I ii-fd «itii no external show, a
T : .tion. Little was
• I in tht' district.

1 ted. the
r I

,

premises
' was given to put in a
s; u.is nr» lack of orders.

It shown should be
ff'-^ > >.i..ty. Pictures that
' zen in Victoria Street would

' " r-' im, and tills not
lihotographs, but

Ti

rb. UUf
pictures

the

.JOd.

1 »eyer»i branches and visits them in an

r has no rea^>n for h; M>n if he has
nical ability.

•>n. .\ good
i» i—Hiii> ni'jMiifntly already

T>hers. and hi» work will tell.

while in a new suburb a man or woman whose work and
manners are acceptable to the community will be able to

found a business which will grow with the population
and defy competition. These are not merely arm-chair
opinions, but are based upon recent happenings within
OUT own knowledge.

Specialisation in portraiture has never taken root on
this side of the Atlantic ; few, if any, of our artists confine

themselves exclusively to the pictures of men, children

or women, although in the greater American cities the
practice ha.s been found satisfactory ;

possibly a bold
" photographer of men " may take the risk of opening
in the City of London and achieve success. For some
reason which we cannot fathom " home portraiture "

ife

neglected in this country. We have news of one or two
workers, little more than amateurs, who are thriving

on this class of work, while more experienced pho;;'>

graphers sit waiting for days without an order.

We are glad to be able to say that public opinion

amongst photographers is strongly against " free sittings

as a means of securing business, some of the oldest

offenders in this respect having now seen the error of

their ways. It is, of course, sometimes desirable to give
" invitation*' sittings to celebrities whose portraits are

saleable, or for the' purpose of securing attractive window
specimens, but to do so on the chance of orders from the

free proofs is not good business. People who will accept

free portrait-^ are not above getting them copied cheaply
'•' are required; and it is not easy to discover the
infringement.

The old practice of having showcases at railway stations

and otlier places of public resort seems to be going out

of fashion, except in the outer suburbs. It is difficult to

fiml a reason for this, unless it be the labour incurred in

keeping them clean and filled with fresh specimens. Dirty

or neglected showcases are worse than useless ; they ai'e

positively deterrent. To conclude, it is a trite saying,

but a true one, that there is no standing stUl in business

;

there must be 'a forward movement or a nackward one,

and the forward one is only to be maintained bv
unremitting vigilance and effort.

PHOTOGRAPHIC METHODS OF THE FRENCH POLICE.

•bo

<l<e'l«

pn-tur

miMl< '

Tl

Ab iM«ra*ting sfntunt of the HKxrt recent photographic motliods of the Paris police appears in the current

'- >or«rv, " ConquMt," the monthly niaganino of popular science, of which photography is

III.. Vtlitor, Mr. PercT W. Horr'te, we reprint the chief part of this article. Those interested

ri.. u. u.. I.....I. of criminml imWtigstion miy consult the pages of "Conquest," wl.ore thiy will find

in lint of th«> Priima process of colour cinematography.

—

Eds. " B.J."]

iicfl " criminal.
' ion of hi« evil

It ia chara. nes that the police are

i^ in a Ter\ _; , .-; - manner, the inference

r :i>r>y hiir* little knowledge <tt tiie rcaoarce* of

^Ute of affaira no longer eziati the reader may
.•• Kathrr might we ^ay that the iitnorance of

• mainly with tlie .riminal. Wo have only to

in- the *' ' metho.Js of tha French police to aee

<Ui<Jra ; made daring the last fifty years in

A« long ago aa 1883 the Paris police

tu .-nted by M. Bertillon for the recording

i tinger-prints and other pergonal character-

• nt " Laboratory of the Scientific Police " is

the ootcome and exteniion of M. Bertillon 's modeat

The criminal who has once passed through the hands of the

pulks most be wary indeed if he would avoid leaving at least

iijiaa liaifTiif his personality on the scene of a further crime.

Should be but touch the surface of the furniture with an

ungloved hand, the imprints left thereon will render his identi-

fication simple. If he has erased a date or altered a cheque,

an investigation in the laboratory will reveal the extent of

the alu-ration and the mearts that have been adopted in so

doing. By calling in the aid of the microscope and tho

analyst it is even possible to tell the material with which a

knife or hatchet has been wiped and the substance it has bo<!n

used to cut. Lately the ultra-violet rays have been broup;ht

into play in the detection of crime, while X-rays and the

((lectrodciope are regularly turned to account for such purposes.

Before describing the work of the police laboratory, we will

consider for a few momenta the preliminary steps taken by

the Frtnch police in the investigation of a crime. As soon a»
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the occurrence has been reported to the loml police station or
to headquarters, a small party of technical experts, consisting
ol three photographers, a finger-print specialist and a
Jraughtsman, leaves at once for the scene. One investigator
examines the lock of the room and carefully notes its condi-
ditioir. while his colleagues photograph the whole of the room
and, if the crime be murder, the body. Meanwhile, the

[October 7, 1921.

>

*Mi

FUf. 1.—The thumbprint of a known male-
factor in the rwords of the police authoritioB.

draughtsman prepares a plan of the locality and of the room
Itself. A description, complete in its minutest details is then
made of the body of the victim, its position, the condition of
the clothing and anything else which may serve to throw light
upon the outrage. Finger-prints left upon smooth surfaces
are, of course, a very effective means, of -identification, since
no two human finger-prints show similar patterns. In search
ot such evidence the investigators must very carefully
examine the furniture, window panes, glasses, bottles, papers—in fact, anything which the criminal may have touched.
Keadily portable objects, such as bottles or glasses, which have
finger-prints upon them, are carried back to headquarters
precautions being taken that the finger-prints of the investi-
gators do not touch the surfaces to be examined. Bottles for
instance, are picked up by placing one finger in the neck' and
the other fingers at the bottom of the bottle, while broken
fragments of glass are lifted by their edges. When finger-
prints are found on walls, mirrors, or furniture not readily
transportable they are powdered over with white lead (if on a
black surface) or red lead (if the surface be of light colour)

Fig. z.-lRv. imiytm of a thumb on a box. This ivas proved to be that
of the malefactor above. (See Figs. 3 and 4.)

and the excess of powder is removed with a very fine brushho treated the finger-prints stand out clearly and are readily
pnoiographed. •'

We will now leave the scene of the crime and see in whatmanner the scientists utilise the material so collected Fineer-

frir*
'
^' *''"^^^y indicated, seldom show up well without sometreatment, and in the laboratory many clever device'^ are

Fig. 3.-An enlargement of Fig. 1 with eighteen distinctive markings
indicated.

utilised to make them clearly visible. One of these devices is
an apparatus consisting of a table of adjustable height
carrying a large camera which itself is adjustable, a powerful

Fig. <-An enlargement to the «,mc scale of the thumb-print on the b.,Ibe eighteen distinctive markinflr« am *.a»i1v iH*„«ifi«w
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electric lamp which can be made to project a beam npon the
• d, and a holdpr into which can be clipped

I_v any shape. To facilitate the examina-

^
\#

#
y

t^f^
floo* na* mnmti to ooaUin X.000 fran
oaiac bat vnppinc paper t Tb« artKk \€i\n Dcm ino \i\\n

tion the hoi>J>>r i* made adjaiiablp «o that the object may b«
rotat^'d, raiMsJ or lower«d without iM-inir trm. )i(.<| hy hand.

It i« well-known that many critr . habitual
cnminalt, «bo are known to the _ ..:.*.^. i.„..;ul records

' pni and a«aliMt lh« llcht doriac
'•alias *ax gave the k«7 to Um

,„,..,«.- ,.r„ nnide of all criminaU pa$<ing throagh

the fingpr-printa and other evidence

1..I i-..-i. i-ierence. Fig. 1, for example, shows

-print of a known malefactor, as shown in the

records of the police. In fig. 2 we have a photograph of the
imprint of a thumb found upon a small box on the scene of a
crime. It was suspected that this finger-print was that of

the criminal whose imprint is shown in Fig. 1.

How was it proved?
.\n examination of figs. 3 and 4 soon makes

the method clear. Fig. 3 is an enlargement of
fig. 1, and fig. 4 a similar enlargement of fig. 2.

On these two enlargements are marked eighteen
points of resemblancej establishing beyond all

doubt the identity of the two imprints.
Tlie official statistics given below prove the

importance of the method which last year
brought about the identification and final con-
vi< tidii in France of 123 criminals :

—

1920.

* alls upon the special section 1,203
Number of finger-prints col-

lec-ted on the sites of crimes 2,282
Comparisons made ... ... 122,205
Total number of negatives de-

veloped ... 4,562

Total number of prints taken 6,788

Criminals traced by means of

finger-prints 123

The detection of finger-prints, however, is but

one branch of the work of the laboratory. Let us

consider another case—that of the envelope with

five seals shown in fig. 5. This envelope was sup-

posed to contain banknotes to the value of 25,000

francs, but on being opened by the addressee held

nothing^ but wrapping paper! As the seals

seemed to be intact M. Bayle dissolved them in a

mixture of benzine and alcohol, and thereupon found

that the paper at theae points showed no trace of

having been torn. From this he argued that the

thief had not removed and replaced the seals. Continuing

bis investigations, M. Bayle immersed the envelope in water

so that the whole might be unstuck and opened up as a flat

sheet. The envelope was thereupon photographed against the

light, as shown in fig. 6. It was then discovered that a portion

of the flap was still adhering to the part on which it had been

stuck down, indicating that at some time the flap had bt-cn

torn open after the first gumming down. The presence of a

tiny piece of sealing wax on this portion of the paper proved

«
the

ri(. T.—A tnapco(«d batcbet which was shows to have been wiped with
a cloth and not with paper.

that when the seals were placed on the envelope the tear had

already been made. From this, of course, it followed that

the theft had taken place in the estayishraent from which the

package had been despatched, and it was shown that the

theft actually occurred in the office of a particular employee.

Photo-micrography is largely used in the police laboratory.

On one occasion a prosecutor forwarded the hatchet shown

in Fig. 7 to the police, asking whether it had been
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Figs. 8 aiul 9.— Fibres of cotton (left) and newspaper (right), magnified 800 times. Those
or the left were taken from the rough edge of the hatchet.

I'm ic."L'ltra-violet light apparatus used to prove tlip forsery i.t tlio War Bdind illus-

trated in Fig. U.

wiped with a cloth or a piece of newspaper.

An examination of the surface with a
magnifying glass showed that some specks

wore adhering to tlie rough edge of the

instrument. These .specks were examined
under a microscope and proved to be fibrous.

When treated with a particular chemical

reagent fibres of cotton are stained pink,

and those of newspaper (manufactured fro;:

wood pulp) yellow. Furthermore, the form

of wood pulp fibre is different from that of

cotton. This is clearly shown from Figs. ?

and 9, wherein Fig. 8 shows the fibres c

cotton found on the hatchet and Fig. 9 tho.s

of wood pulp taken from an object wipe

with a newspaper. In both cases the fibres

are magnified 800 diameters. As rather a

large number of the specimens examined

showed the characteristics of cotton fibre the

conclusion was arrived at that the hatche'

had been wiped with a cloth and not with .>

paper belonging to the suspect. A fact of

considerable importance in this particular

case, however, was that the stains on th

hatchet were shown to be not human blood

as had been su.spected, but those of salt

pork, for cutting which the hatchet had been

used.

In a previous article (Conqdest, May,

1921, some interesting particulars were given

of how X-rays are used to trap the picture

forger. Many other obvious uses of th

X-ray in the tracking of crime will occur to

the reader. Still more interesting, however,

is the use of ultra-violet light for the detec

tion of crime. In M. Bayle's laboratory th

equipment shown in Figs. 10 and 12 i-;

utilised to examine forgeries of documents.

It may be stated here that a photograph of

a document taken by ultra-violet light will

often reveal details quite invisible in

ordinary white light.*

The ultra-violet rays are produced from a

specially designed mercury-vapour lamp, the

radiation from which is very rich in these

rays. The lamp is enclosed in a lantern pro-

vided with & special screen opaque to any

but the ultra-violet rays (see Fig. 12). The

rest of the box is entirely light-tight, so that

when other illumination in the room is

extinguished the chamber appears oom-

pletely dark. Actually, however, a beam of

ultra-violet light is being projected from the

lantern upon the object* to be photographed

(in Figs. 10 and 12 the object is a French

War Bond). Two of these ultra-violet lamp?

(one on each side of the object) are used.

Some astounding results have already been

achieved by means of ultra-violet illumina-

tion and photography. As an instance, a

large number of French War Bonds were

stolen from the French Treasury after they

had been paid and cancelled. A forger,

using chemicals, removed the handwntter

date of payment and the printed date <

issue, substituted a new date for the latte;

and promptlv presented the Bonds for pa;

ment. One "of the stolen Bonds appears m

Fig. 11. From this it will be seen that jh-

Bond is marked as issued on December 2oth.

I'ig 11.—A French War Bond marked as issued IKT.eniber 25. 1920, and paid on January
27. 1921, Actually this bond had b<-en i,<sued and paid prior to the first date. The forger

Ii^l <-ras«l the original date of issue and substituted a now one, IIo also removed the

'Tte of payment from the small square so toat it could be paid a second time.

• The relation of the ultra-violet rays to other

portijns of the spectrum is admirably shown on p.

336 of the June issue of ' Conquest."-En,
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ih« altm-TloM
phot<>cnphtnc.

}{<:<D<1 moiuit«d (or

--'.. Notice how Um »ra«Mj <Ja(«. " 2S AoAt.
>''»«n 11 >>aaul b* Mca bjr ordlnarjr ligbt. Tbii (rat the
ortctMl dH« of pa/aent.

'? paper w«N punched oat jI in' \rrxxM ami non-tr«at«d portions and
l«(l«d with an electrical appliaace

19-20. payment being made on January 27tli,
1321. The police suspected this Bond to be
one of those stolen from the Treasury.
To prove this theory M. Bayle placed the

suspected Bond in the holder (Figs. 10 and
12), projected rays of ultra-violet light upon
It and photographed it with the camera.
The resulting photograph by ultra-violet
light is reproduced in Fig. 13. If the email
square-headed " date de remboursement " be
examined in the two photographs it will be
seen that in Fig. 13 the ultra-violet light
has shown up very clearly a date—August
|?5th. 1930 (25 Ao&t, 20)—which was quite
invisible iu ordinary light. It will also be
seen that the printed date of issue {vingf-
cinq Dieemhre, 1920) disappears in the
ultra-violet photograph.
When nltra-violet light falls upon certain

substances (for example, sulphate of quinine,
nitrate of uranium and certain other salts)
these substances become fluorescent, givinir
off light visible to the eye. In. the Bond"
practically all the printing and writing was
fluorescent. As M. Bayle required to show
only those portions of the Bond which were
fluorescent under the rays, a special filter

was interposed between the lens of the
camera and the plate so as to cut off the
ultra-violet light and allow only the
fluorescent rays to pass through. In this
way the result shown in Fig. 13 was
obtained.

Having established that the Bond had
been fraudulently altered, the laboratory
next endeavoured to establish the complicity
of the individual at whose house the packet
of Bonds had been discovered, particularly
as one of his accomplices had been found to
bo in possession of a pad of blotting paper
spotted with chemicals. Was there any con-
nection between these spots and the solution
which had served to wash out the ink on the
Bond? In other words, had the blotting
paper been in contact with the Bonds?
The problem presented difficulties insur-
mountable by ordinary methods, and these
were solved by making use of electro-
cbemioal devices.

Students of electricity are well acquainted
with the fact thjit the electrical conduc.
tivity of water can be altered by the <<ddl-

tion of salts, conductivity increasing with
any increase in the quantity of the salt

added to the water. M. Bayle possesses
highly sensitive electrical apparatus, which
enables the slightest variation in re-

sistance of a liquid to be accurately
measured. A very high degree of sensitivity

is obtained in this apparatus by the employ-
ment of a valve amplifier, similar to that
nsed in wireless telegraphy. The apparatus
is arranged with a telephone in the circuit

so that when a perfect electrical " balance
"

is obtained no sound whatever is heard. If

there is an increase or decrease in the
resistance of any portion of the circuit a

buzzing will occur. By methods too compli-

cated to be fully described in a popular
article this apparatus was used to prove the

identity of the liquid on the blotting paper
with that used to falsify the Bond.

Jacques Botbr.
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DEATH OF MR. JOHN THOMSON.

We regret to announce the death of Mr. John Thomson, formerly

liead of the old-established firm of professional photographers in

the West-End of London, Messrs. J. A. Thomson. Mr. Thomson
died very suddenly from heart failure on Friday last whilst return

ing from the Royal Societies' Club to his home at Streatham Hill

He was 83 years of age.

In the course of his long life Mr. Thomson ha,d keenly followed

many literary and scientific pursuits. When little more than a lad

he had made enough money by taking photographs in his father's

garden in Edinburgh to undertake a tour in China, from which

country he returned some years afterwards with many photo-

graphs, taken with a home-made camera, and with the mateiial

wrote .a book, " Through China with a Camera," for which he
received a gold medal from Queen Victoria. Afterwards Mr.

Thomson took up the manufacture of dry-plates, but his venture

was not successful in consequence of the difficulty, in the early

days of the dry-plate process, to convert photographers from the

use of wet collodion. Mr. Thomson then undertook a second

journey in China, and visited many parts of the country not

'previously explored. He again took a large series of photographs.

It was on his return to London that he started a portrait studio>^

in Buckingham Palace Road, removing a few years later to

Grosveiior Street, where he remained for twenty-one years, in the

course of which time he photographed people of note in this country

and from abroad. He was a pioneer in modern studio portraiture,

and was one of the first to introduce the pictorial background,

which he always painted himself. During his professional life

and since his retirement painting and scientific experimental work
have occupied his leisure, and we believe that one of his inventions

is at the present time awaiting the decision of the Inventions'

Commission. The business in which he was so actively engaged
for many years is now carried ori at 22, Brook Street, London, W.,
by his son, Mr. J. Newlands Thomson, who "for the last few years

has devoted him.self to colour photography, and of whose work in

this field a notice happens to appear on another page of this issue

in the " Colour Photography " Supplement.

Patent News.

Protest patent!—appticationt and speci/icatiom—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notet."

Applications, September 19 to 24.

Relief Photographs.—No. 25,333. Means of making sculptures

and reliefs from photographs.—E. J. Clifford.

Studio Lighting.—No. 26,096. -Artificial lighting accessories for

photographic studios. J. W. Freckleton.

Apparatus.—No. 24,916. Photographic apparatus. F. E. Hoffman,

Camera Holder.—No. 25,204. Holder for photographic cameras.

A. W. Ker.

Camera Device.—No. 24,744. Camera steadier. J. W. F. Little-

dale.

Steeeoscopy.—No. 24,943. Production of stereoscopic pictures.

J. F. Lloyd and Baron A. M. de Ott.

Drying Prints.—No. 24,794. Frames for drying photographic

prints. A. L. Price.

Cameras.—No. 25,287. Photographic cameras, etc. G. H. Sut-

cliffe.

Aerial Cameras.—No. 25,137. Cameras for aerial photography.
H. D. Wootton.

Distance Calculator.—No. 25,117. Distance-estimator for photo-

graphers. C. E. L. Wright.

Cinematography.—No. 24,937. Optical system for cinematograph
projection apparatus. A. C. W. Aldis.

.Stereoscopy.—No. 24,967. Stereoscopic photo-projection. A. M.
Constant and C. H. Palmer.

COMPLETE SPECIF/CATIONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications are obtainable, price Is. each, pott free, from

the Patent Office, S3, Southampton liuildivgs. Chancery Lane,
London, W.C.

The date in brackett it that of application in thit country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

Colour Cinematography.—No. 100,021 (August 3, 1914). The
invention consists in a process of colour cinematography according

to which each picture area receives several partial expoeures
through th6 same colour-filter.—Pierre ITIysse, Le Val-Pre, Saint
Loup, near Marseilles. (Further details are given on another
page in the " Colour Photography Supplement.")

Colour Cinematography.—No. 168,100 (April 20. 1920). The
invention consists in the making of three-colour transparencies
for lantern or cinematograph projection. The positive images
from the negative recording the blue-violet sensation are coloured

yellow by means of a solution of basic auramine in the presence

of basic aluminiiun acetate. The green-eensation positive is

coloured red by means of rhodamine in the presence of acetic

acid, and the images corresponding with a yellow-sensation

[? red-sensat4on.

—

Eds., "B.J."] are toned or coloured blue by
treatment with a solution of potassium ferricyanids and ammonia,
followed by immersion in solutions of ferric chloride and hypo,
and finally of sulphuric acid. LightHfilters of methyl-violet 6B,
brilliant green and 'pose^engal may be used, and the necessity

for a protective layer between the component images may be
avoided by treating the gelatine film of each image with a
hardening solution beifore the next coating of emulsion is applied.

—Serge Micliael de Procoudine-Gorsky, The Dell, Croft Road,
Sutton, Surrey. (Details of the process are given on another
page in the " Colour Photography " Supplement.)

New Materials.

Christmas Card Mounts.—Messrs. Houghtons, Ltd., 88-89, High
Hoiborn, London, W.C.I, send us one of the sample packets
of Christmas card mounts which they are offering to pro-

fcssional photographers against remittance of Is. for the

purpose of bringing their season's styles under the notice

of portrait studios. The mounts which are included in the

collection are all of the folder pattern, and without excep-

tion are made of papers of very pleasing light brown, grey,

cream, or white papers. Most of them are of postcard size, and
provide for the insertion of a postcard print under a cut-out. Some,
however, are for prints to be attached within the folder by a touch
of adhesive along one edge. The selection is sufficiently varied

to represent widely different preferences. Some of the mounts are

of the old-fashioned " Christmassy " type, with a certain amount
of bright colour, whilst others are in the modern quiet style with

relief motto in grey or gold. The prices range from 12s. to ^^

per gross, a reduction being made for three gross and seven p
quantities. The mounts are excellent value, and we have no di

that Messrs. Houghtotis' reminder that orders should be plact-

once is necessary in order to obtain deliverv of any partici

design.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.
September 10 to October 8.—London Salon of Photography. Hen.

Secretary, London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East,

London," S.W.I.

September 19 to October 29.—Royal Photographic Society. Secre4

tary. Royal Photographic Society, 36, Russell Square, London^
W.C.I. i

November 17 to 19.—Bowes Park and District Photographifl!

Society. Particulars from the Hon. Sec, S. Smith, 68, Man-*
nook Road, Wood Green, London, N.22.

December 3 to 17.—Scottish Photographic Circle. Hon. Secretary^;

W. S. Crocket, 10, Parkgrove Terrace, Tollcross, Glasgow.

1922.

January 21 to Febniary 4.—Partick Camera Club. Particulars

from the Hon. Secretary, James Whyte, 61a. Peel Street,

Partick. Glasgow.

February 14 to 17.—Exeter Camera Club. Particulars from C.

Beauchamp Hall, Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Exeter ramHia

Club, " St. Denys," Bellevue Road, Exmouth.
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Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
SVKDAT, OCTOBUt 9.

Bunmersmitb {Hampshire iloas*) P.S. Onting to Marlow.

MoHD.tT, October 10.

BowM Park and Dut. P.S. " Plate Sunk Moants." J. R. Smitli.
" Pvae Partout Framing." S. S-nith.

Bndtord Photographic Society. " I'icturea of Italian Life."
A!ex. Keighiey, F.R.P.S.

City of LoiMMi and Cripplegate PS. Social Evening, musical
prolamine.

Soath London P.S. " Pietaiv Making in Marthem Italy." O. H.
Dannatta.

Wallaiey Amateur P.S. " Production of • Nawipaper." C. Coatea

TCXaSAT, OCIOBB* 11.

Lead* Phot. Soe. Social Erening. Moaic. Exhibition.
M»nch«8t^r Amateur Photographic Soci«ty. Monthly Meeting.
v "'lotographic Society Exhibitioo of Membera' Work.

• 20W Cajnera Club. I^antem Slide Monthly Competition.
iyncsi'M- Phot. Soc. " Pbot<.<{,'raphic Lenaea." C. J. Young.

WtDXtSDAT, OCTOBZB 12.V -• "^-t. Sot "CajiMr.t Portraiu with • PorUble Light"
Crowther.

r^: .iinera Club. "Development of Negatives." A. Dordan
Pyke.

Sooth Glaagow Camera CInb. " Apparataa and Expoaure."
Sooth Suburban P.S. Reteoehiog DemoiMtration. Robert Ceombe.

Timj»n«T. Of-TnBKK 13.
' Cathedral and

A.
W :'jo;e'jon a.'iii ij-.ti iiX:ri^. .M. ij Dell.

CROYDO.N CAMERA CLUB.
Lam week witnaaaed the opcniag of the antamn tteaion, foUow-

iag thf demiir of the infomal one wbkh hai dealt with varied
'tr)';..:.;!. r>< t ^. tingle Wednesday being reduced to " Converae-

Y lignifying the telling of hnntorona talea, loroe

1.

-looaeed lor tlie evening waa " Home Portraiture."

t the venelOe Mr. A. Dordan Pyke, well known
i< . and an in2>-naou« lecturer who never tsUca over the

li- . 1 'ii« membcn. Indeed, he ii apt to aaaome the poee of a

f"') \i aebootmaater ioatmoting a clau of babes and lucklings.

Ti> Ar>i,ir>ni\' !a not tolooded a* a apeeial recognition of the

Ionian*, but doobtleas is doe to force of habit,
' ri«a airily nn many things, in many places,

'beroee on(ier>t(K<d by the veriest be^'nner.
t Ka.1 r<.'T>«inbrred by a (tody of Mr. Sellon

.' a demonstration on flashlight.

.v. . . .... .... ,.:k1 without any preliminary request

to " !'-><-''< pleasant " or anything equally futile, he discharged a
fU-h v.^> •'> the hred of tbe secretary, whose gasp of astoniihment

r.t\: ' r<-<i as a trap for descending dait. The portrait was
cm-.i.a.y >.;r;>.;ag, bat not one to ahow an imaginative child

•ubj^ot lo osghtmarea.

Mr. Pyke opened with an apology, as " Home Portraiture,"

'.hoogh reedy, was not inSciently so for Croydon, and his dii-

- "~^ be taid. would be ent tied "A Story of a Photographer
I>o Lenses." In fact, there was no story at aU, bat merelv

f wholly disconnected lantemilides, the original negativee

been taken by the " Telecentric " and " Xpres " lenses.

' the ntajority knew that these refK'esented the hall-mark

oal sseeQenoe, for the slides, with a few exceptions, most

•^)uate!y mnvsyed this fact. Hardly • good adveriiaement for

« Teitcrntric. for instance, was an early slide depicting two

lildrea on thr beech, the negative being ao badly ander'^xposed

.« to convert their facea into those of niggers.

~ -'bsesied is he with the fear of taming a lecture or demonstra-

•0 a " trade " one, cominendable up to a certain point, that

'a over thia difficulty by avoiding the real subject under

ration so far as possible, only allowing oblique references

'o escape ocoasional^y. However, he jog-trots along in hia

:xj and festive fashion, and the evening passes pleasantly

In the discussion some members kindly supplied much practical
and interesting data relative to lenses "in general, and th« Tole-
contric and Xpree in particular, which were very highly spoken of.
In reference to the lining of lens-hoods, Mr. Sellers said Dr. Mees
many years ago had found that the dead-black paper which under-
takers use for lining coffins was the most effective ; it had a most
depressing effect upon the light entering. A hearty vote of thanks
was accorded Mr. Pyke for a discourse which, with alterations and
additions, is capable of being worked up to a first-class lecture.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

L«<3AL Notices.—Notice is given of the dissolutions, by mutual
consent, of the following partnerships :—(1) Between Arnold
Vincent Erkeraley and John Edward Norman, tarrying on busi-
ness as portrait and commercial photographers, at 35, High Street,
Chatham, Kent, generally under the style of A. T. Honey or
A. T. Honey and Co. and occasionally as Norman and Eckersley.
All debts due to and owing by the late firm or partnership will

be received and paid by Arnold Vincent Eckersley, who will
continue to carry on the business at the above address in his own
name. (2) Belrween Lawrence Percival Raven Pritchard, William
John Brinkley and Russell Hudson, carrying on business as com-
mercial illustrators and block makers, at 34, Gray's Inn Road,
W.C, under the style of The Pritchard Photographic Company.
.411 debts due and owing by the late firm will bo received and
paid by Lawrence Percival Raven Pritchard and William John
Brinkley, who will continue to carry on the business.

NEW COMPANIES.
KiNOPOsms, Ltd.—This private company was registered on

September 24, with a capital of £3,000 in £1 shares. ObjecU :

To carry, on the business of automatic advertising contractors,
photographers, publishers, printers, eto. The directors are : E. L.
Smith-Masters, Embrook. Wokingham, Berks, and L. W.
Blakiston, 67, Broad Street, Reading. Qualification : £100.
Secretary : E. L. Smith-Masters. Registered office : 67, Broad
Street, Reading.

News and Notes^

Lomwn's Foo Filtbr.—The need of artificial light in London
studios is obviously very great daring foggy days. Describing to

the British Association an instrument for recording suspended
impurities in the air, Dr. J. S. Owens, of Westminster, said that
during a dense London fog there was probably suspended overhead
200 tons of soot. That was the quantity emitted every winter's

day from domestic fires between the hours of 6 and 9 a.m.

Th* Tbaill-Tatlor Lecture.—Aa already announced, the twenty-

fourth Traill-Taylor Memorial Lecture will be delivered by M. L. P.

Clere at the house of the Royal Photographic Society, 35, Russell

Square, on Tuesday next, October 11, at 7 p.m. The subject of the

lecture is " .\erial Photography and Photo-Topography," and
Mr-Gt^^ will illustrate his discourse with a large number of lantern

slffltia' jflKfwith a demonstration of stereoscopic lantern projection

by the Anaglyph method.

Croydon Camera Clcb.—The redoubtable Mr. Sellers has

brought together a formidable progranune of fixtures for the meet-

ings of the Croydon Camera Club. During the present month
Mr. K. C. D. Hickman will lecture on processes of colour photo-

graphy, and Mr. Elwin Neame will take a life model to Croydon,

and give a demonstration of posing for advertisement photographs

;

and Mr. Sellers himself, at a later meeting, will demonstrate a

method of exposure in bromide printing and enlarging which is

both " rational and reliable." The full programme shows that

Croydon continues to exhibit a flood of energy, and that its meet-

ings (at 128a, George Street, on Wednesdays, at 8 o'clock) will be

as well attended as ever.
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P
The Lats Mr. C. Branowyn Barnes.—Wo are very sorry to

hear of the death on S«[»t«mber 15, at th« age of 64, of Mr. C.

Brangwyn Barnes, who had been connected with the photographic

profession for the past fortyfiv* year."!, and had been an occasional

contributor to the " British Journal " during almost the whole of

this period. Mr. Barnes during the last few years had endured

a verj- painful illness with great fortitude, and up to within a

few hours of his death occupied himself with literary work.

200.000 Photographs per Minute.—Mr. C. Francis Jenkins, o£

Washington (who was stated in our correspondence columns

recently to have been the originator of America's first cinemato-

graph show), has just introduced a new film camera, which, he

states, will take 200,000 pictures per minute. The camera is

specially made for slowing down and studying (on the screen) the

movement of bullets, propellors and other rapidly-moving objects.

Pictures taken with this camera slow down normal speed two

hundred times, which is to say, an exposure of one second in the

camera is extended to two hundred seconds when projected upon a

screen. Prisms are used instead of the usual shutter and inter-

mittent movement mechanism.

Photooraphic Trade's Golfing Society.—A golf club has been

formed among members of the photographic trade, and its activities

were recently begun by a contest at the Bushey Hall Golf Club

between teams captained by Mr. E. W. Houghton and Mr. G. M.

Bishop. The following committee has been appointed to make

future arrangements :—Messrs. C. S. Downing, D. Geddes and

S. S. Bojesen. Information rega.rding the Society may be obtained

from members of the committee, and from the following others who

have e.xpressed their intention of joining the Society :—Messrs.

A. C. Brookes, W. H. Burditt, P. W. Greenwood, H. W. Hall,

Thomas lUingworth, T. M. lUingworth, F. J. Mortimer, H. H.

Ward, J. B. B. Wellington and Geoffrey Whitfield.

Correspondence.

*•• CoTrespondenti should never write On both tides of the paper.

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and

addresses of the writers are given.

••• We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

by our corref.pondents.

BROMIDE PRINTING BOXES.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—With reference to the paragraph in the " British

Journal " of to-day headed ".A Printing flint," we notice that

it is pointed out that the great fault in many printing boxes is

a lack of means for controlling the light.

We should like to say that this trouble has been got over by the

production of our X.L printer, in which the light can be raised

or lowered from the outside of the box so as to allows for the

density or weakness of the negative, and with all these machines

there is also supplied a ground glass diffuser.

Many of these X.L. printers (which were used by the Army
and Air Force during the war) are now being supplied by us

to the photographic trade, and, we understand, are giving com

plete satisfaction.—Yours faithfully.

For and on behalf of F. Brodrick, Ltd.,

C. B. Smith, director.

50. High Street, London, W.C.2.

September 30.

ACTION OF INSECTS ON GELATINE.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Those who read your article under the above head-

ing in your last week's issue may be interested in the following :

—

I liave had for a number of yeais portable dark-rooms for use at

military camps. As a rule they are built on grassy ground. The
earwig is, to my mind, the chief offender. In bygone days I

have had negatives utterly ruined by tl^e little brutes, and in

consequence I have long since guarded against them by standing

the drying racks in a shallow tiay of water, so forming a moat

around the negatives ; the negatives being, of course, raised above

the water.
|

I was surprised only a day or so ago to find a plate with the
|

edges eaten away. I suspected an earwig, and on examining tho
i

wooden rack I found one in a crevice I don't suppose it swam!

the moat, as doubtless it was on the rack when I put it in th?
I

water tray. .
\

The designs it executed on the plate led to further designs in

the execution business. }. would emphatically add : Beware oi

earwigs.—Faithfully yours,

Charles Lane

Maresfield Park, Sussex,

October 3

EXHIBITION V. COMMERCIAL PORTRAITURE.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,- 1 am a little bewildered and troubled in mind.

I have " done " both the R.P.S. and London Salon shows, read

Mr. Tilney's and other learned dissertations on the exhibits, and

yet I do not feel satisfied. I cannot quite understand the position

of the average portraitist, or what he must do to improve hi>

business. The two big annual shows are unsettling, and are not

nearly so useful to the average " bread and butter " photographer

as the little show the P.P..\. get together at the Horticultural

Hall each spring, and even this little show can—and I hope will-

be improved and made of even greater service to those who, like

myself, have to make portraits of all comers.

The only picture that keeps well in my mind after making visit*

to the two shows is " Mrs. M. W.." by Mr. E. Drummond Young,

of Edinburgh. Mr. Tilney, in his criticism published in your

pages, calls this " one of the most taking portraits ... a most

pleasing result," and most, if not all, professional workers will

agree with him. It is the only picture I have seen this year

that stimulates me, and the only one I wish to emulate. Between

really good professional studio portraiture and exhibition—

a

High. Art if you like—examples, there appears to be a big l

and pictures made to fill this gap are useless, both artistically

and commercially. W. Crooke, W. Thomas, and maybe a few

others, appear to get over this gap very well, they producing

really artistic portraits commercially (excellent as examples of

technique and of exhibition standard, and not out of place in

either class or section), but the average worker fails to do so.

High Art portraiture, so-called, is to most studio workers ;i

veritable will p' the wisp.

Most exhibition " portraits " are—in a commercial sense—not

portraits at all, but fancy, freakish, and theatrical things which

would not pay a studio worker to produce, even if he could. And
as an example " Portrait of a Lady," by Miss Margrethe Mather

(reproduced in the R.P.S. catalogue), may be named. No pro-

fessional worker would dare to offer a "portrait" of this type •

to a customer, and to exhibit such a picture in his show-window,
i

would make him the laughing stock of his town ; he would be

labelled a crank and his business would suffer. Happily the

example named is American, and it would be interesting to know
what America's new ambassador, Mr. Pirie Macdonald, thinks

of it.

The examples of portraiture produced by Mr. C. P. Crowther

are perhaps the most talked of pictures of the year, but no pro-

fessional studio worker, I think, wishes to do work like it.

because of its utter use'essness, except, of course, for show pur-

poses. Mr. Crowther's " Showman's Wife " (labelled by one

critic as " the picture of the year ") would form an excellent

attraction for a photographer's window, but I doubt if it would

bring him any customers.

About thirty years ago, when I was a lad, I lived in a town

where one of the professional workers—Mr. R. H. Lord—made"

it a rule to exhibit at the (now) Royal Show, and his accepted

pictures were always exhibited in his window where they were a

great attraction. I never heard that they brought hini any busi-

ness. One, however, never saw the slightest trace of any " ex-

hibition " work in the portraits he produced commercially. The
two branches of work were kept quite distinct ; had he attempted

to combine them he might not have been the successful business

man he was.
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The novehy, and pouibly the charm, of Mr. Crowther's beaatiful
studies wean off, or becomes very thin, when one studies them
»»iy closely and leama of the conditions nnder which they were
ad*. They are mainly theatrical in reality aa well as in appear-
Hce. and given soch models, whose life is one of poeing and
(SpreHion, most atadio workeri could produce similar resalt&
Tk mora »ii:i is required to produce a atndio-Iik*—and ap-
parently commercial—portrait like " Mr». il. W.." or of anyone

ifm not accuatomed to poaing daily, or of fixing for a time any
«nwcMion called for. 1 aee, by the way, that Mr. Tilney com-
Aaita on one exhibited portrait as being " slightly spoilt forW by a kind of actor's exceas of mosenlar mobility abont th«
eoth." The keen artistic eye of ^fr. Tilney dcUcted the little

-irfeet.

The beat professional work, and that of the greatest interest

to average studio workers, is to be found exhibited by paper
manufacturers on the staircase at the R.P.8. Mannfacttirere, it

i« interesting to note, always ase teclinically perfect negatives—good,
dean everyday examples of artistic stodio (prf fe^ional) nega-
tiw*—for producing j----- • r.?preaent the excellent qnalitiee of
their wares, the pub: oeing a " faddist " or High Art
picture upon a showr -, an inostrated advertisement of
leasee, plates, and r f**-* that ahoold encourage and
stimolate the pbotograpntr *.:<> has hi« tiring to get.—Yours
faithfully, GoDratr Wilson.

AMERICA'S FIRST " MOVIE SHOW."
To the Editors.

0«<i;l<men,- Nm.- '"rr<>spoadenre hae ktalj aippeared in your
jourtiikl ioiic^rn n^- i':ut iirst exhibition of nwiioa pictures on the
screen. The subject has been one discoaaed a good deal of late,

aod nati^naJ prejoJicre hava had some play in the matter.

In ;
• sue of •' Le Photographe," Ernest Couetet gave

an 03! history of Iha motion picture, leaning too much
tt .ag France iJia koooon. Apparsktos for the pnrpoee
or -;r ipparent i—Mons are of early date, but for the
exhibit inn <

' 'btaiaad by plM>tofraphii>( the moving objects

themselves. .<i Statea appears to be in the lead. Mr.
Jeokinj, :n his book entsUed " Animated Pietares," points out
that in 1861 Coleoaa SaOea, of Pbiladelpkia, took out a patent,

No 313S7, for pictaras oa an endlesa band, and Jenkina regards
thu as the first ever made ia a camera, so as to give the appearance
of objects m motioa.

In 1870 Henry R. Heyl axhibited il •^- A'-'<-my of Music,
in Chiladi-Iphi^. in the course of a lectnra .

- r tbe aaspioes

of the FraxLKim lostttate, several scene* ,..»j^.,U on a screen,

a*:og photographs a little over one inch, takao directly from the

moving objecta. Thaaa motsooa were of a pair of waltsers and
soma acrobatic perlomw. The waltsing aeena waa shown to the

acowipanimeot of appropriato mosic by ao orchestra.— I reoiain,

vitb respect, HimtT Limtamt.

The Franklin InaiHate, Philadelphia.

.September 19.

PLATES V. FILM.

To the Editor*.

Gentlemen.—I have followed with mach interest the discussion

on the relive merits of flbns aod plates arising from Messrs.

Kodak's intimation that they are discontinning the manufacture of

It ahoold always be borne in mind that very few men in any
trade or pmfaaaion see "eya-to^eye," and sorely the same thing

appliM n I'hotography. What one man coaaidera almost his ideal

is probih:;, impossible to the next man, and in my mind this

appiiet tr, ;n« aee of plates and film*.

*' -'. from the inirodoction of Kodak Portrait Film I have
« product, and as I said some time ago iu ao interview

^iv»;i to the Kodak people, I nae film aimpty because it enables

OM to make better negatives. Dismissing all question of price and
consequent economy of working, and leaving out altogether the

weight of outAi and storage in my technical work, I obtain better

' K'«tiTca oa film than I have done on plate*. And one of the

very finest testimonies to the film is the entire absence of that
bugbear of technical workers, viz., halation.
My experience is that there is only one branch of photographic

work where the plate is preferable to the film, and that U in very
high-power photo-micrography, where the plate surface is more
likely to carry accurately than the film, for the very slightest warp
is fatal to this kind of work.
In conclusion, 1 cannot but think that the Kodak people have

given the very fullest consideration to their policy of the discon-
tmuation of plate manufacture. Such a huge, and in every way
proeperoua, concern as .Messrs. Kodak, Ltd., haa not been built up
by making foolish mUtakes, and, after all, perhaps we shall come
to thank this concern for reminding us that xe are all liable to
become old-fashioned.—Believe me, very truly yours,

Saitoel Ghimshaw,
-, , ,, ^ Photographic Department.
ropd Motor Company, Manchester.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In the correspondence on this subject freedom from
halation is generally included in the virtues allotted to the film,
but, according to my experience, a film halates under exactly the
same conditions as an unbacked plate.

The halo is certainly less spread, but more intense in proportion
to the thinness ef the cellulrid.—Your* very faithfully,

Edoar Wabd.
20, Westfields Road, Acton, W.3.

October 1.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,— In this correspondence I note that several writers
consider it quite the thing io introduce a personal note. I con-
eider it is very unprofessional, to say the least. Those who are
satisfied that fihns suit their work better than plates will, of
course, continue to use them. Those of us who are not convinced
that the good points overcome the bad, will continue to use plates.

Personally, 1 am not at all convinced that film is of such all-

round uisefulness to a professional as pfates. I am not comparing
the emu.sions, but the support. The film has three advantages,
vis. : Lightness, non-halation, unbreakableness. /

For studio work, weight does not matter, and surely breakages
are rare? I have not had a negative broken for nearly two years,

and only two in four years, so that these two " advantages " can

be eliminated entirely. The question of halation is an old one,

and has been the subject of countless papers. In thi^ I agree that

films score heavily, and for special work where halation is likely

to be apparent I should be prepared to use film in preference to

bother with backing.

Three parts, or more, of a professional's work is not undertaken

nnder such strong lighting as to cause trouble from halation,

neither does the average portrait photographer want to work
against the light, or use freak lighting, because his clients would

not have it. Tbe fact that one man builds up a reputation on

odd effects does not justify others in copying his methods.

I now come to the drawbacks of film, viz., its soft and easily

damaged back, its too great flexibility, especially in a humid

atmosphere such as we have in Cornwall, and its inflammability.

In my fairly wide experience of twenty-five years I have found

it TTiJuite a^much as one person can attend to to prevent the film of

a platoTfom getting damaged in the various handling which it has

to under^ in the average business. To add to that a back which

is almost as delicate is asking too much.

We cannot all have baize-covered benches in dark-room and work-

room, and we certainly cannot have a staff of careful experts. It

take* years to teach the aA-erage assistant to care properly for the

face of a negative, let aloije the back.

Apart from that, my own experience was that wherever the air

was damp the backs of these films got so tacky they picked up

all kinds of dust and dirt on their own account, and the only way

to clean them was to put them into water, while a glass plate will

stiind any amount of cleaning.

My other point of objection is the difficulty of putting work on

the back in the way of matt varnish, or dabbing on colour locally.
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Someone said it was possible to retouch on both sides. Personally

I have never wanted to do such a tiling. A negative must be a

pretty hopeless one if it lias to be retouched on l)oth sides ; the

less retouclilng tJiere is on the better.

Their flexibility is too apparent in drying ; instead of having a
few draining racks the rooms would be festooned with dripping

Blgis.

Then when all these trials and tribulations are over, and the film

has passed through the nursery and been packed away, we shall

always have a worry at the back of our minds as to what may
happcil in case of a little flare up in the stock room, or wherever
they are stored. ^
Of course they will not fire unless a light is put to them, and

no one would do that wilfully. Still, accidents will happen, and
if a flare up occurred in the place a few buckets of water would
probably extinguish it if glad's plates only are stored, but if there
are a few thousand films there, it would be a job for the fire

brigade and as for sleeping in the same premises with a lot of
films stored—no, thanks !

For special work I am not so prejudiced that I should refuse to

use films, but for regular work I am sticking to glass plates.—I am,
gentlemen, yours faithfully,

Andrew C. Glovkb.
The Gainsborough Studio.

St. Ives, Coinwall,

October 3.

Answers to Correspondents.

I'n accordance with out present practicR a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by pout if stamped and a'ddressed envelope is

enclosed for reply, 5-cent International Coupon, from readejt

abroad.

Queries to he answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach us
no t later Hum Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

O. G.—" The Professional Photographer " is published by Messrs.
Kodak, Ltd., Kingsway, London. W.C.2, and " Popular
Mechanics " at 239, Fourth Avenue, New York, U.S.A.

E. D.—We are afraid there is no remedy for reticulation produced
by llie mercury-ammonia process. The most common cause is
the use of too strong a solution of mercuric chloride. Also, you
should keep all solutions at the same temperature as far as
ix>ssible. Too strong a solution of ammonia likewise tends in
the same direction.

F. B.—Pinholes can be stopped in the blind by means of rubber
solution as used for cycle tyre repairs, mixed with fine vegetable
black, but it doesn't make a permanent job. We think it is
far better to have a new blind fitted, which you can have
done by Messrs. Peeling and Van Neck, Ltd., 4-6, Holborn
Lircus, London, E.C.I.

^- ^^—Non-electric installations for the studio are as follows •—
Acetylene

; R. J. Moss and Sons, 98, Snow Hill, Birmingham
C.as (incandescent mantles): " HoweUite '• of Messrs J J
Gnffin and Sons, Ltd., Kemble Street, Kingsway, London,
U.t..^. Incandescent oil lamp: Blanchard Lamps, Ltd 151iarnngdon Road, London; E.C.I.

' '

M Q.-There should be no difficulty in substituting half-watt
lamps for the mercury vapour tubes as far as the stand is
concerned, but as the half-watts require a much greater amount
ot current it is very doubtful if the wiring would stand it. Itwould be very wasteful to use a resistance with half- watts. You
shou d procure lamps to work at the full voltage of vour localsupp y. We should advise you to do nothing without consulting
an electrician. »

'^f^T^? '^"''^ r «^P*^"«nce of using an aluminium saucepan
tor heating up the hypo-alum toning bath, but we don't suppose
It would do any harm to the bath. At the same time, we would
prefer to bring the bath up to temperature by means of an outer

hot-water tank. If you spread out the bath more by putting
it in a dish which is contained in an outer vessel of water it

would heat up quicker. Messrs. Illingworth supply—or used to
supply—an outfit of this pattern.

J. D.—The mirror requires to be of the best optically worked
surface, and it would be an entire mistake to attempt to make
It yourself. You had far better pay the price of getting a
satisfactory one, say, from Messrs. Adam Hilger, Ltd., 75a,
Camden Road, London, N.W.I. Focussing is done in exactly
the same way as when the mirror is not attached to the lens,

the only difference being that you point the camera in one
direction and photograph in a direction at right-angles.

H. G.—Every now and then a catatype method of making photo-
graphs turns up in the newspapers. The principle of printing by
this means Was gone into very thoroughly by the Germans some
ten or fifteen years ago, and was not then found practicable.

Some improvements may have been made, but we doubt it. So
far as we know there is no more economical or practical method
of making copies than copying the original in the camera . on
bromide paper. As you say, by using a reversing prism or

mirror you can obtain direct copies in white letters on a dark
Aground. You could, if you liked, avoid the use of a prism by

making the copies on Transferrotype paper, and stripping off on

to another paper support.

A. J.—The commercial postcard which you send is no doubt from

a copy negative on which the titling is done as follows :—

A

piece of the film in the position shown on the margin of the

negative is scraped away and the negative of the lettering

applied to it. This negative is made by setting up the lettering

in type and photographing a proof ; or, of course, the title

and number can be written in black ink and likewise photo-

graphed. The negative is made on a process plate and stripped

off on to the view negative by means of hydrofluoric acid.

After transference to this latter, the view negative is blocked

out to a rectangular shape leaving uncovered the two areas

{number and title) occupied by the subject matter of the title

negative.

R. B.—Albumenised paper is now quite unobtainable, at any rate

in this country, and we think also in Germany, which previously

was the principal producer, but that was 25 or 30 years ago.

We dare say you will have some little difficulty in getting a

suitable plain paper for albumenising and sensitising. Probably

the best thing you can do, if you want to albumenise only

small quantities, is to go to a firm which makes various pure

papers, such as Olive and Partington, 12-13, Upper Thames
Street, London. E.C.4. Probably the makers of raw papers

''

emulsion coating have not a thin paper which is suitable ;

albumenising and, moreover, want some persuasion to supply

a small quantity. However, you might try them, namely :—

Wiggins. Teape and Co., Ltd., 10, Aldgate, London, E.l ; Ah-

Pirie, Union MiUs, Aberdeen. Burton's book gives the .jis

thorough instruction in albumenising and sensitising.
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EX CATHEDEA.
Poaing
OHalra.

More care is needed in choosing chairs

for studio use than might at first

thought be imagined. It is not enough that the design
should be attractive or that it should be a correct copy
of a good antique original ; it must be comfortable to

the sitter, aad its lines and dimensions must lend them-
selves io graceful posing and correct composition. There
are many chairs of which the arms are extremely obtru-

sive. If the sitter's arm is alloYced to rest upon them
it is raised foo high, making the pose strained and
awkward, while if the arm is kept inside the chair the

lines of the latter ruin the composition. It is therefore

highly desirable for the photographer to be accompanied
by a lady model when selecting his studio furniture.

.\nother point which must receive attention is the height

of the seat. As a rule, the chairs sold for studio use are

too low for any but short people, and give a " bunched
up " appearance to tall sitters. One photographer we
know got over this diflficulty by splicing the legs bo as

to make them a couple of inches higher. A very useful

addition is ' two or three firmly stuffed cushions with

square edges, like a mattress, which can be used to raise

the sitter as may be needed.
• a I*

•tatinum The continued high pried of platinum
R*alduea. metal makes it still most important, as

a measure of economy, to recover the platinum which

puses out of the prints into the developing and clearing

baths, for the money which is obtaine.! in this way repre-

sents a substantial reduction on th-^ price of platinotype

paper. .\ correspondent reminds us of this by quoting

hie satisfaction at recently receiving a cheque for £12 for

itte platinum recovered from the working baths. In this

connection it is worth while to emphasise the fact that

the acid baths must not be neglected as sources of the

precious metal. While theoretically the surplus platinum

salt contained in the paper passes into solution in the

oxalate developing bath, in practice a very considerable

proportion of it finds its way into the first acid cleanng

bath, and to a much smaller degree in the subsequent

clearing solutions. This arises from the fact that the

dewelioping solution is carried mechanically into the first

clegiins' l/ath in considerable proportions. Some recent

tests have shown that five whole plate prints, on removal

from the developer to the clearer under the ordinary

conditions of draining, convey into the acid bath one fluid

ounce of the developing solution. It does not require

much calculntion in order to see that where a number of

prints are bung handled, the clearing bath very soon

becomes a mixture of developer and clearer
;

and a

considerable quantitv of the platinum metal will be lost

if it is not recovered from the clearing solutions. Those

unfamiliar with the method of throwing-down the

platinum from the spent baths may obtain an instruction

circular from the Platinotype Company.
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For the Out- The out-of-doors photographer cannot
Ooor Worker, always choose tlie weather conditions

under which his exposures must be made, and the time
of year is now fast approaching when certain pre-

cautionary measures should be taken, not onlj- with a

view to facilitating successful work under bad conditions,

but also that it may be imdertaken without risk of damage
to the apparatus and as easily as possible for the photo-

grapher. One of the greatest difficulties lies in keeping
the cloth over the head while focussing, whilst allowing

one h£uad to be sufficiently free to manipulate the rack
and pinion. This may be materially assisted by having
an elastic loop fitting tightly over the cloth, round the

back-frame of the camera. It is then an easy matter,
even in a strong wind, to hold the other end of the cloth,

while the other hand is quite free. This is a better plan
than weighting the corners of the focussing cloth. When
photographs have to be taken in the rain, an extra long

hood of stiflE cardboard, or even an old P.O. P. tube, may
be made to serve for the purpose of protecting the lens

from rain drops. This will be foimd of great service,

though it can only be employed when the exposure is

made with a shutter. Another cause of annoyance is

the sinking of the tripod points into the ground, if this

IB very soft after heavy rain. This may occur so rapidly

as seriously to impair the definition while the exposure
is being made.

COMMERCIAL LANTERN SLIDES.

Judging from the specimens of advertising slides which
form the prelude to many cinematograph performance-s.

particularly in the provinces, it would, appear as if the

art of slide making liad reached its lowest level, as far

as professional workers are concerned. The public cannot
fail to compare them with the generally excellent quality

of the films, and to conclude that the " still " slide is an
inherently inferior article. As a i^ule, the image.? are

hareh and wanting in detail, while the colouring consists

of coarse smears of the primaries. This state of thin£;s

cannot fail to react very prejudicially upon the demand
for slides for advertising purposes, as manufacturers wlio

are in the habit of issuing artistic posters and show cards
are not Ukely to spend money upon bad transparencies.

This attitude is clearly demonstrated by the fact that
most of the slides shown at cinemas are advertisements
of local traders, those of the great manufacturers being
conspicuous by their absence.

Given slides of good quality, we are convinced that a
practically unworked field is open to any enterprising
worker, who has the necessary organising instinct and a

moderate amount of capital.

Another field would be found in the preparation for

shows at the advertisers' own premises or at suitable
outdoor positions. For many years a firm of Regent
Street photographers displayed portraits of the celebrities

of the day and snapshots of current happenings, which
formed a perennial attraction to passers by. It would
take too much space to go into details as to the nature
of the subjects to be shown, but one or two examples
may help to make our ideas clear to the reader. At. the
present season winter clotliing is coming forward. Here
is an opportunity to show slides of attractive mannequins
in fur coats ; in the summer, both in London and at the
seaside, interesting snapshots "would help to sell cameras
or film.

This idea is one which may be worked out on any scale
from one covering the entire country to one suitable for
a small district. If we consider a seaside resort, we have
the char-a-bancs proprietors who would probably support
n spries of views of the show places around, entitled,

" Where we take you." The outfitters could show happy
children in their eight-and-eleven-penny suits, bathing
costumes and caps being another good line, ajid the photo-
grapher himself could demonstrate the quality of his

portraits.

There is yet another opening for good slides, namely,
a« an aid to the commercial traveller or manufacturer's
agent. A little while ago the rather ambitious idea of
using a portable cinematograph apparatus was exploited,

-

with what success we do not know, but it struck us as
being not easily workable. Films are expensive and s<xm
get out of date, but elides can be prepared quickly and
cheaply, and the latest goods may be illustrated. As
electiical installations are universal the lighting question
presents no diflficulties, since a focus-type half-watt lamp
with adjustable resistance will allow any convenient lainpf

socket to be utilised, the projector itself being no larger

when closed than an ordinary reflex camera.
It is hardly necessary to indicate to a business man the

utility of such an installation. At his own headquarters
he can show pieces of furniture or machinery in tlieir

actual size after the original article-s have been sold, while
a smaller scale can be employed for displays at the hotel

sample room or upon the customers' premises.

Although so many bad slides are to be seen, the pro<luc-

tion of good ones is not a difficult task, and any decent
bromide printer can soon learn the art, which does not
differ greatly from the production of paper prints. A
rather slow brand of plate is easiest to work and gives

the most brilliant results. Unless the negatives have
been taken specially, contact printing is not possible, so

that some methoil of reduction is necessary. If daylight

be used to illuminate the negative a suitable refle<'tor

must be used.'and an ordinary swing toilet glass answers
the purpose admirably, care being taken that no sash
bars in the studio intercept the light. In most cas.

artificial light will be foimd most convenient, and a

ordinary enlarging lantern affords the readiest means of

working, the procedure being the same as for enlarging,

with the exception of the substitution of a short focus

lens for the ordinary enlarging objective. A veiy simple
way is to remove this altogether and to use an ordinary

camera fflid lens, the latter projecting into the front of

the lantern. Al>solute sharpness is essential, and to secure
this , a fairly small aperture, say //16, should be used,

except for \ery dense negatives. Full exposure should be
given and a strong well-restrained developer used, tli

plate maker's formula being usually the most suitahi

The occasional worker will, however, find most standaru
negative developers to work well with the addition of a

little bromide solution, as it is essential that there should

not be the slightest trace of fog. A test for this is to

press the film side of the dry, but uncovered, slide into

contact with a piece of white paper, which should be

untinted under the highest lights. If there be a slight

veil, or if the sky of a landscape be too heavy, the slide

may be brightened up by using the iodine cyanide reducer,

which does not affect the colour. Thin slides may be

strengthened with the chromium intensifier, orvif consider-

able inteiisification be necessary with merciuric bromide
and silver cyanide. It is important that slides should be
bone dry before binding up, as any dampness in the film

will cause deterioration when the slide is subjected to the

heat of the lantern.

The appearance and value of an advertising slide is

greatly enhanced by judicious colouring, and for elides

which have to stand much work, oil or varnish colours

should be used, copal varnish being the most suitable

medium. Only transparent colours must be used ; such
metallic "compounds as vermilion, chrome yellow and the

ochres appear nearly opacpie upon the screen.
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COLLOID CHEMISTRY AND PHOTOGRAPHY.

i I» the p&rt of Easex where I live the water suppW is moder-
rtain distrif ts the water has to travel long
>n pipes, an<I often appears of a clear,

. ^ r »ben ran u^ a 'lepth of 10-12 inches in a

n ith: moreover. ;> !i;ith sponge in the course of
>s a deep iiiown hue. The green colour of

liiif %>i ill .'vfd iron, probably in the
'iat<-. A wet sponge, from its

. r> ill! •'iiormoas surface to the air.

i» rapidly oxidi.-,<-d to ferric hydroxide which
hroim No anioint of washing in the water

01 ve tli>> colour. In the language of

ci

.

ge vtf'.ngly "adsorb* '* colloidal fer-

ric bydratv. \V ver, I \i-itod Manchester early last

year and t<)ok :: .i;z>- »ith me, I was at first rather

startled on |<r'~ it, to find 1 was rinsing my
face in a coffee. ^ . !, and thongbt the mischievous

•on of the house was up to some prank. It soon became ap-
rv,r..fit, howevpr f'lMf the sponge was rapidly recovering its

.' pale y<' r, and after a few days its appear-
.. -as n--"-'; "» " •-••n*! to its former muddy
le «»on ai ^ doneatic incident we

— - .Mi.. ..1 il - '• --mena (adsorp-

itry coni' :, and which
*

;

_ 1 'iihy. Indeed,
i.i" lii'iiji^i'-y is more

iicirii.-i »iui til. '.. iKiviour oi atisorption com-
"xes than with tb ni>rally nndentood reactions of

t is not to well appreciated by
.rT(>» to ho, and therefore com-

" a knowledge
Iwing branch

: deals with the

present an enor-

;.o^ramer's '• Koi-

ne i pasa unheeded by
• ill surrlv wake np one

iiy made pTo-

Known photo-

irom this point of view,
irlin-. nhit'h has once been emulsion-

'I matter for u.%e a second
rarli.T in th<» davs wheo

'ta was tr '.|e, and dur-
•' "i>>" .; ;.,,..i.:vo glass were

< to lb<. , for re-coating, it is probable
• > '••

, ; negative* were attributable to

the ('lean*ing procek* had failed to
•' • the mnnufacl«irer« had to upend

•ur on the problem that many
led it.

'I, with as many outstanding
• .1 t\"'i- ' Poasotsing
I I'i' '•' • it is capable

;i''i"ti:'. "
• to the

H"th in r'«| and
ij-t a reinarka'ili- iiu.ri;f)ry of its

to its pnwer of Ki|v>rhing arids

a* well

photo
luyoti, uUr., .1 ;<i the i.> <n»

t*ar the sett. und thi by

pn—SI aonie nort of complex phyRienl ntrno
< vith the previous thermal treatment.
ntains at least three, and generally more, col-

inloae, reain and alumina, besides dye« and
*«n)»tifn«a other matvriatii such as casein, and earthy loadings

I

(for example, kaolin or barium sulphate), all of which present
problems to the student of colloid chemistry.
When we turn to the processes employed in the use of photo-

graphic materialfi we are again impressed with the enormous
extent to which we are dependent on phenomena of a col-

loid-chemical character. Print-out emulsions, whether they
have been made in gelatine or collodion (another typical col-

loid), contain silver chloride and citrate in a colloidal condi-
tion und the purple photographic image formed during
printing consists of colloidal silver. There is also strong evi-

dence for the belief that when we expose a dry plate and
form a latent image this latent image likewise consists of an
exceedingly fine-grained form of colloidal silver within and
upon the surface of the silver bromide grains.
One of the Oharaoteristics of all colloids and fine suspensions

is t^at the ultimate particles of whic^ they consist bear electric

chskrges, some colloids carrying a positive and some a negative
charge, and when this charge is neutralised the particles are
either thrown out of suspension or solution or the characteris-
ticB of the solution are markedly modified. These charges
can often be neutralised by the addition of opposite charges
attached to other atoms or molecules in the form of a solution

of a mineral salt or by oppositely charged colloid particles.

For inatance, an excess of any acid suffices to supply the
positively charged hydrogen ions required to precipitate the
albumen from white of egg or rubber from the latex, a colloidal

solution of alumina or ferric hydrate (positively charged)

will form an insoluble adsorption complex wilih a weak nega-
tively charged gelatine solution. A suspension of fine

(Mirticlei of any kind, whioh may take weeks to settle, can
be precipitated easily and rapidly by analogous methods, as

i« well known in ccnnection with many systems of water
purification. On the other hand, such suspensions, which are

often very unstable, can be made extremely durable by the

addition of certain colloids such as gum or jgelatine. The
|>oss<bility of preparing photographic emulsions largely

depends on the stability conferred on the negatively-charged

silver bromide particles by the protective action of the nega-

tively-ohiirge<l gelatine vehicle.

Other instances in which recent work in the department of

i-olloid chemistry is of great assistance in guiding the experi-

menter in photograj>hy are the numerous applications of dyea,

lu colour seasitisers, as desensiti<«rs, us toning agents in

fho mordant process of dye toning, the use of various metallic

«»lti for tanning the gelatine of negatives where it contains

a silver image, or agaii; in the study of the causes and the

nvoidanre of discolouration of the gelatine of prints or lontern

<lides during toning in various solutions, and so on.

It is impossible in a short note to do more than touch upon

a few of the colloid-chemical problems which photography

offer* .so abundantly, but there is scarcely a single photo-

graphi'T • 'ration which does not involve the application

of some property peculiar to matter in the colloidal state,

.»iuL.llih**<>*n»pher.s will do well to acquaint themselves with

(he / (iiftAT^ of Dr. Liippo-Crivmer's book. For tho.so

unacqM.-tinted with the elementary principles of colloid

ch«'mi^try, some general reading on the subject is advisable as

3 preliiuinarj-. Tliose who do not possess a copy ?>f the first

edition, published in 1908, should endeovour to procure one,

•.ince it covers a wider field than the second edition, which

has just appeared, and which is devoted too exclusively to

the author's own recent work to be a reliable guide for the

i:eneral reader.

Many of the exiieriinents he describes are very interesting,

and mu»t be accounted for by any satisfactory theories con-

cerning photographic phenomena. It is perhaps necessary,

however, to warn readers, since he seldom deals satisfac-

torilv with other workers' views, that Liippo-Crnmer's

explanations are not by any means generally accepted.
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ingenious and suggestive of further modes of attacking thes€>

problems though they often are.

It is, for instance, still an open question 'how far sensitive-

ness is due to each or eny of the factors—the size of the

silver bromide grains, the presence of colloidal silver (amiorons)

and gelatine in solid solution in these particles, or to their

crystelline structure, and it is still unproved that chemical

fog is duo to excessive chemical reduction of the silver haliile

during the "ripening" process. In connection with these

matters it is interesting to note his suggestion that certain

dyes may produce chemical fog ae a consequen<;e of mutual
precipitation of a positively charged basic dye and the nega-

tively-charged amicrons of silver in ripened emulsion grains.

This is equivalent to the writer's suggestions (see " British

Journal of Phatograp.hy," 1920, July 30, p. 466), with regard

to the nature of the development process in general, that

charged amicrons of colloidal silver do not, but electrically

neutral silver gel particles; do, operate as the active germ
in development, but I.uppo-Cramer insists that tliese silver

gel particles (see pp. 38, 52 and 53) are always the result

of a chemical decomposition of silver bromide by light,

c%talytit>ally assisted by the dissolved silver amicrons, in spite

of the strong evidence that the energy available in the minimum
amount of light which can give a developable image is insuffi-

cient for the work of splitting asunder one molecule of silver

bromide per particle.

Again, Sheppard and Trivelli's recent work on ammonia gas

ripening (see their monograph on " The Silver Bromide Grain ")

throws doubt on Luppo-Cramer's explanation based on dis-

ruption by light of the silver bromide crystals, nor are Liippo-

Cramer's explanations of the phenomena of persulphate reduc-

tion or the action of dilute iodide solutions on dry plates by
any means generally accepted.

His valuable work on desensitisers is too recent for any
generfilly acceptable explanation to bo possible, so that his

view, that they act in the light as a mild type of oxidiser

inhibiting the separation of bromine, remains an unsupported
opinion at present, although some experimental evidence is

put forward in its support. His observations on the powerful

desensitising action of the old ferrous oxalate developer are

particularly interesting as explaining the difficulties in avoid-

ing fog from unsafe dark-room illumination which were

encountered during the transition from this to the modern
organic developing agents.

Many observations concerning colour-sensitising ar«

recorded, particularly in connection with the influence of th(

nature of the halide and its fineness of subdivision ; thes«

will interest a large number of practical workers. Indeed, al

«ho are engaged in photographic research work will greath

appreciate this second edition, for it will save them mud
time and trouble in consulting Lvippo-Cramer's voi^

numerous* and widely scattered original papers.

F. F. Renwick, A.C.G.I., F.I.C

PROJECTION SCREENS FOR RELIEF EFFECT IN
CINEMATOGRAPHY.

[Of late a great deal of inventive ingenuity has been expended on the making of projection screens for cinema-

tography. In some cases the object is to secure greater brightness of the picture oven under conditions of moderate

illumination in the projection hall; in others, for the production of a certain measure of relief effect. In his '" Paris

Notes " of March 11 last, M. L. P. Clerc referred to the Pech projection screen, the feature of which is that it is concave.

A relief effect of cinematograph projection on this screen was claimed, but M. Clerc reported that at a demonstration

no such effect could be perceived. The question is, however, discussed in the following paper by M. Jean Brizon, in a

recent issue of " La Nature," in which the theory is advanced that in the case of an image projected upon a screen

which is not a flat surface, the eye endeavours to restore the natural vision, and so obtains a species of relief effect

in the projection.

—

Eds. " B.J;"]

In an article recently published in " La Nature," Dr. Pech
set forth his explanation of the optical sensation of " relief,"

i.e., of an impression of three dimensions, obtained by him
by means of a screen having a curved surface.

I have studied this question extensively for several years,

and I have obtained results which, agree perfectly with the
very interesting effects described by Dr. Pech. However, I

explain these in an entirely different manner.
I was led to take an entirely different view of the matter

by the results of the following experiment :

—

If two exactly similar positive views on glass, taken from
the same negative, are superposed and then examined by trans-
mitted light, the eye will have a tendency to bring forward
the first view to the foreground, while relegating the second
to the background, thus making a sort of natural selection.

This impr.ession is quite unmistakable, of which fact any-

Fig. 1.—A Orating placed before the Screen.

one can readily convince himself by experiment; the eye
receives an impression of depth in spite of the fact that the
identical view is represented upon each of the two plates.

The same thing holds true, and the eye continues to make a
selection, even when there is only a portion of the view upon
the first plate, while the rest of the view is .shown on the
second plate. Those parts of the foreground borne by the

first plate will attract those portions which are shown upo
the second plate, and those portions of the background whic

are represented on the latter will be sufficient to throw i

the rear the entire background, and this will hold goo
no matter in what manner the image is distributed betwee
the tivo plates.

This result, which is not very interesting from a praotici

point of view, inspired in me nevertheless a lively hope thj

it might find an application in cinematography I, thorefon

projected views upon screens composed of several planes and
found that in all cases, no matter what the scene projectc

ujwn the screen, the eye at once made a selection so as 1

bring the first plane forward; in this manner a quite extri

ordinary sensation of stereoscopic relief was obtained, a sens;

tion which increased in intensity the greater the separatio

of the planes of the screen. The screen can be made i

various manners; for example, we can place in front of a

ordinary screen, at a certain distance from it, a screen i

the shape of a grill or grating formed of the elements of tl

screen (Fig. 1). We can also make use of a single scret

having a series of grooves or corrugations as indicated i

Fig. 2, which amounts in practice to the same thing as tl

former. Finally, a very amusing method of producing tl

screen may consist in making use of the well-knon
phenomenon of the persistence of vision upon tlie retina fi

a certain length of time; this third method enables us to gi'

the spectator a complete and simultaneous view of the ima|
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upon several planes with space* between them. This method

'i in placing in front of an otdinarv screen one or more

s ni screens to which there has been imparted a

"t in a plane parallel to the fixetl screen; in

• s>lution of this device is shown in which

^,,
'ived for the first scre<'n.

fact i« L'reatly to be regretted, it is

,1V i" urUiT to observo tfu- - ro'ns, to be as far in front

• ront •"re»n as the di-iaii ,ft«pen the extreme planes:

'. for when vu-wed from the side the image
•rmed.

Dr. P<" li offers a very happy methwl
ivinp »i\iTal planes, since th? edges

<l. and tbi« St) slightly as not

. -.attfl to one side: this curve

has been so d "" t'l'- ("iitrary. as to compensate

at least in par- error ..t hiteral elongation which is

the very one whwfa annoys th<- spectator seated at one »ide

Pis. i.—A Corragaletl 8et«CD.

f

t

t.-

a plane screen i* ein|.l"M-

w. trt profit by a >liL't *

ition are oft<'ii !'

cunately. tin

amount of ti

1. Tliit melh<i<l, therefore,

-. ji;irntion at the edges, in

"lated in the

n of depth for

• n can b«' propor-

^ < [ ion at the margins

which IS limited in practicf.

I hope t)i:'' T)r Pwh will not be:ir ni« a grudge, sinoo my
gkMct ID - - i« ptiri'iy - It I am unable to

befiere thj ,-;.i-nonu-nuu ui . rti<.n of tho image

upon tli« r>-t 111.1 u[>on which b« Iium-s bis theory, plays any

J,,..
„ 1, .. v»r in the case of tli.- present screen. To my mind

t of this is to he foMiKi in the mere fact that the

s«u>" . «:<m of dc>{>th or r>'li*-f may exist, at any rate so

far as ti < r ; •- t«t«»r seated iii !''.'• centre ia eaaeemed, with a

tct^-n ctuu|KjMKl of kaiiows and protafcarawaM arranged at

raodoaD.

th« w«>D-kaown fact which Dr. Pech employs as

t t hi* theory, namely, that a phetograph observed

•I

The Rotatmc 9tnt:

itlier under a magnifying gla«« or from a very sliort diirtance

nvaion of relief upon the eye, ia, in my opinion,

the circumslcnce that in both cases the olx-erver

i> o be in the same position as

,:rBph waa n>ade, i."., subject to

-.• involved ii'
'

look at a pli'

' of the focal

But it is onl

*me ton'titioii

i- i.e

tive. In most

: ram a distance

: the lens u<ed

one transports

as those under

when tho eye represents

rvo the scene in it*.

possible only when
!.» presorvoil.

'" that I have made the

are concerned.

iiied. when tlio

ordinary screen is employed, by a spectator seated in the

centre of the room. The lens commonly used for taking pictures

is, in fact, one having a focal length of 50 mm., and the

degree of enlargement, which varies, of course, according to

the size of the room where the pictures are shown, is about
iiOO diam. for a 30-m. room. Hence those spectators seated

at a distance corre.spoiiding to 300 by 0.05

—

i.e., 15 m. from
the screen^are ideally placed to obtain the best results.

Furthermore, attention iBiy he called to the fact that when
the spectator is too fsir off from the screen, e.g., at the end
of a very large room, the picture on the screen will look as

if it were a painting.

The foregoing considerations appear to my mind to support
a theory which may be stated as follows : The brain of man
seeks always to recover the natural vision of the eye in the

artificial images presented to it, and the sort of screen now
in question merely lends its aid to this tendency.

In conclusion I may say that I believe it will not be very
long before a methocl will be found—whether by making use

of the principles I have just stated, or by means of others,

of which it may be easier to make a practical application —
to produce a true, but non-binocular, impression of relief ii

moving pictures. Iran Beizon.

FOX TALBOr MKMORI.U. FUND.
As already mentioned in Ibese pages the Royal Photographic
Society is e.stnbli.s!iini; a fund for erecting a permanent memorial

to William Henry Fox Talbot, to whose researches and experi-

ments the development of photography aa we know it to-day is

most largely due. Hitherto the English pioneers of photography
have gone without any peimanent recognition of their work. In

France, on the other hand, memorials to lK;th Niepce and Daguerre
have lieen established in several places. In the case of Fox Talbot

it is proposed to provide a stained g'ass window in the church at

I.4Kock. "^Itshire. the little town which for many generations was
the home of the Taltots. We are suro that there must bo many
monj the readeis of Iheis pages who will wish to contribute to

thi.t fund. Contributions are being received by other organisa-

tions, including the Roy.il Photographic Society itself, and we
read in the " Revue Frar.^aise de Photographie ' that a sum has

already been collected in France, and will be handed over to the

Ruyhl Photographic Society in due course. Donations may be

sent to the editors of the " British Journal," 24, Wellington Street,

Strand, London, W.C.2, and will be acknowledged in this column.

£ s. d.

Amount previously acknowledged ... 12 6

O. W. Atkins, Elstree 110

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

September 19 to October 29.—Royal Photographic Society. Secre-

tary, Royal Photographic Society. 36, Russell Square, London,

W.C.L
November 17 to IJ.—Bowea Park and District Photographic Society.

Particulars from tlie Hon. Sec., S. Smith, 68, Mannock Road.

Wood Green. London, N.22.

DecMnber 3 to 17.—Sottish Photographic Circle. Hon. Secretary,

y g. Crocket, 10, Parkgrove Terrace, Tollcross, .Glasgow.

—. '^ 1922.

January 21 to Ft/bruary 4.—Partick Camera Club. Particulars from

the Hon. Secrutarj", James Whyte. 51a, Peel Street, Partick,

Glasgow.

February 14 to 17. —Exeter Camera Club. Particulars from C.

Beauchanif) Hall. Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Exeter Caniei.-

Club. " St. Denys," Bellevue Road, Exmouth.

Earlv Briiisii TliCKWAYS.—In a lecture delivered at Hereford

la..t week Mr. .\lfr»(l Watkins nave still another illustration of his

intellectual adivity and originality. He brought forward a maf^"

of evidence ir suppi rt of bis theory that in this island, long beffn

the Roman iovasioa, a system of trackways extended in eve.v

direction accorHiiig to a definite (jeometrical plan. The lecture i*

published in full in the " Hereford Times " of October 1 last.
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Photo-Mechanical Notes.

Half-Tone Chromo Litho.

A RBCKNT patent spedfi cation, ?Jo. 146,143 of 1919, granted to L.

Bassani, 4, Rue d'Annenoiirv'iiMe, NeuiUy-sur-Sedne, Paris, describes

a process iar Ith© production of negaiaves to be used in the reproduc-

tion of coloured originals by pheftoJitiiographic aiKi similar methods.

Tlie main claim is:

—

An improved process for producing frun coloured subjects

screened photographic nogaitives dmtended to be used in chiomo-

liEhogiuphy or amilair purposes, and in whidh the screen may he

displaced witih reapeot to tlie negative or eenaitive plate, tlie im

proved process being oliaiiaoterrised by .the feature tJliat it' consists

in producing for each colour two su^erposable negatives which,

bv tiiipir combination, repixiduce the picture ©xarfjy in all its

Bhadee, the screen (being shifted gradually away fjiom the senedtive

plate during the exposure of tihe first negative in a direction parallel

to the axis of itlie photographic camera, and during itJie ©xposuie

of the second negative, itlie screen being shifted in the same manner
as for the first negative, but vertically, these two shiiftings being

preferably simultaneous.

The invention permits of dispensing wit>h itiie adjusting or retouch-

ing of the scj-een on .tih© piotirre by subsequent opeoiations, such as

hose tised in photogravure, and of obtaining the desireid result by
purely photo-mechanical means. It thus permit* of printing

Pig. 1.

direct.ly suitably raticulaited photographic plates on to any litho-

graphic surfaces, (atones, zinc, and the like), whiclh after being pre-

pai-ed as usual (by inking, gumming, ert.cihinig, or tiie Jike) can be
used for printing either by Itnansfer or directly.

By means of the invention, an iniportanit eoonoony is thus realised

in time and maiterials. It permits of the use of " offset " maoliines

to the best advantage, and of obtaining on auoh machines large

numbers of prints upon any desii'ed paper, fabric, etc.

The method essentially consists, as above Stated, in taking from
the original, whatever it may be (water-colour, painting or real

subject), for one and the same colour and in identical conditions,

two photogiaphic plaites which ai'e exadtly alike (superposable) and
carefully in register with each other.

The first plate is slt.rong, so far as diiration of exposure and
doveloping are concerned, so Ithat the thinnest details and the
lightest shades of ithe original will appear. It is produced by
arranging a suitaWe screen in the camera in front of ithe sensitive

plate, and progressively sliifting the screen horizontally along the
axis of the camera during the exposure.

The second plate is taken under the same conditions, but during
the exposure the screen is subjected to an axial and a vertical dis
placement, 'both displacements being preferably effected simul-
taneously.

These displacements, which are indepeaident of tlie variation in
the initial position of the screen, effect, so" to speak, a medlianical
.iftleclion of the parts of the screen that are to be preserved from
li o.'e that should be reduced or removed

111 tl:p drawings, fig. 1 is a veirtical section of a camera adapted

for use in canrj'ing out the method ; figs. 2 and 3 are daagi^ammatic

views showing various poedtions of the light-iaye.

1 is the camera, in which is airrangod, between the Beaudtive

pdate 2 and diaphragm 3, a Boitoble stippled or i^eibiculated screen 4

mounted in a frame 5 that can be shifted horizontally along the

axis of the camera by turning a micrometric screw 6, and vertically

by (turning a micrcwnetric screw 7.

Pigs. 2 and 3 show on a larger 8caJe the paths of the light-Tii.

in the camera in accordance with the displaceiniente of the screen.

Fig. 2 relates ito the first phortographic plate and fig. 3 to the

second.

In taking the finat plate which should furnish an image upon

whdch all ithe idertails will appear, the sioreein 4 is shifted, progres-

sively during exposure, by means oi ithe screw 6 in an axial dirac-

tion as shown by the arrow /. A maximum reduction of the screen is

thus obtained even in the lightest shades. Fig. 2 shows, that

Fig. 2

when the screen 4 is ahifited from position A to position B, the

light-beam 10 ooiTesponiding to the part 9 of the screen is shifted

to the position shown at 8 in dotted lines; so that the unex-

posed paiit a 6 of the plate is substantially reduced to

a' b. It will thus be perceived tliat by a displacement of Ihe

screen in an 'axial directioin, as set forth, the screen can be reduced

in any desired piopoi^ion.

In producing the second plate, which will fumdsih the dark shades

and the junction thereof with the medium shades, the sCTeein during

e-vposuxe is sMfited horizomtaUy by means of the screw 6, and ver-

tically by means of the screw 7. The horizontal displacement has

for its purpose to move away the sa-een as much as necessary for

ob'tainintg a sufficiently reduced image of tlie screen dots bo far as

the value of the shades is concerned. The -vertical displacement has

for it« piirix>se to cause the soreein image to disappear in all places

where required.

Fig. 3 shows that when the screen is shifted from position A'

3—

Fig. 3.

to position B', the part c d of the sensitive plate that was n

shielded from the influence of the light-rays b^the screen, is su

jeoted in its turn to the action of the rays.

Such displaoemeiiits may be effected either only once, or

seveaal times, according to the effeicts sought for, or the charac

of the original to be reproduced.

The reticulated plates obtained are then treated by the usun:

means, and the images may be transferi-ed by exposure to liglit

on to any printing surface : stone, zinc, etc.

Forcing the Sensitiveness of Bitumen.
The old bitumen process is not dead. Indeed, I think it may ha\
rf useful future before it owing to the growing demand for a pho;
zinco process on grained zinc plates, which can be printed direct

from any good dry plate negative without the intervention of a

mechanical screen. The somewhat ancient method of washing
bitumen with ether is both messy and costly. Valenta's method of
adding a solution of sulphur in carbon bisulphide was an improve-
ment, but the distilling took a long time and is a laboratory job.

Seeing that the sensitiveness of bitumen depends on the amount of

sulphur present in the compound, I have devised the following way
with success. I take two ounces of bitumen powder and melt it in an
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sluminiam saucepui. When it is in a liqaid aUte I add one ounce
of flowers of snlphor and Jet the whole simmer for a ahort time,
then pour the molten mass into cold water when it will solidify and
can b« ground to powder, or, instead, pour some turps and make a
thick eolation for stock to be thinned down with petrol for use. As
to development, turpentine is too vigorous and requires much longer
exposon, V> I use turpentine diluted with petrol, or even petrol
alone.

Bitumen takea ink badly alone, so must be reinforced with a little

grease. I use a few drope of the well-known photo-tranafer ink
dissolve.! first in petrol. Whatever is used it must be first dissolved
in the same solvent a« tbe bitumon is dissolved in. Benzole is an
ideal solvent for the seositive bitamen, but is very coetly, and
onobuinible out here.—W. W. Waix, The Survey Office, Colombo,
Ceylon.

The following patents hav* been applied for:

—

Arp.*iuTii8.—Xoa. aJ.a60, 34,261. 34,268 Fboiogmpluc copying or
priming apparatus for making photo-mechanical prinUng pistes.

U. C. Boedicker.

Patent News.

for

for

Proctu paU»U-appliaati«mt md rptci/ieationt—art triattd in
" I'koto Mt<hamcat Notu."

Applications, September 26 to UctoiMr 1.

CurTiNC. — No. 25.692. CoftyidgappanUua
picture*. W. Amdt.

Vitw FwDBM. — No. 25,820. Vi«w.fiiid«n
camera*. J. Aasciier.

Klasn-Liokt. — No. 25,49B. Flaah-ligbt

Chaaaaraax.

Packwc DsTBLorEM. — No. 26,474. Packing
'levalopers. J. Uray and T. Teichgrabar Akt-Gw.

I*itinooBAPiac Tira-SnruMt.—No. 26,804. Photographic
•etung machine. J. Robartaon.

CtitEkss.— No. 25,636. CaoMras. G. O. B. TarUra.
hxmrtvM Device ^No. 26,406. Cootrolling asposure in photo-
grapkic aunana C. M. and 6. Williamaon.

photographic

photographic

photography. E.

photographic

typo

OMI'LKTK SPKCiriCATIONS ACOBPTED.
I M4t tfitei/icai. htmiabU, phet It. tacA, pott fret, from

lAt I'atdii Southampton buiUtngi, Chanctry Lane,
London, M .t

,

Tkt daU in brack*U i» tAat of apflieation in tkit country; or

abroad, in tJk4 emt of paltnu gntnttd undtf (A« Inttmationai
Convtntton.

rii'Touaanuc Corm at pHoanKWMcncs.—No. 160,739 (Biaroh

26, UBO). Tha otijaei of tba in««ation ia to produce positive

• photognphic) copiaa of latui prasa or paper printa by oteaoa of

pboafkoraacaBt anbaunca*.
A BlMaphoraaeaBt aabaLaao*, for inatanoa, Balmaia's powder or

aoWled 8idoi4>laade, ia cMafolly caaamiaated. The com-
nitr.jt'.n^ ia prafarahiy aflactad by aoma powder being mixed
! ., a liquid such »» water, and shaken for several hours
:ii a i<ou.le eootaining glaaa balls. A very uniform com-
:u.ii -t^ IS effected m this manner. The mixture produced
IS mixed with a gelatine aolntioo and aoma glycerine to a suit-

ahta owaiataacy, and poured oo * glaaa plate which baa been
provided w;tb a Uun oovaring of robber. The gelatine soon
solidi6«a, but before this baa taken place a small quantity of the
powder has settled to the bottom, and on the surface facing the

glaaa the powder ia eapeciaUy dense and evenly distributed.

.\ftor ibe covering baa been dried a solution of celluloid or

<.:n.ij'i: XI which ha* bean dyed, for inatanoa red, ia poured over

and IJcewise dried. Thereafter the gelatine film and celluloid

61m lofether are stripped oS the glaaa plate, which can easily

be dooe owing to the litbber coating, and a red £lm carrier cover

with a pboaphoreao«t layer of apeciatly good qualities is

obtained.

This sheet is illuminated, firstly from the gelatine side, for

msfannn. for several minute* by a 100- candle-power lamp, or

by daylight, whereby this side is canaed to phoaphoreace. There-

after the phosphorescent surface ia laid against the picture or
P""'«^ ^^r to be copied, and is illuminated by light passing
throng^ the red film and through the phosphorescent layer
towards the paper. The red illumination will destroy the
phosphorescence, and it has been proved that it destroys tha
phoephorescence, especially where the light strikes and is re-
flected by the white paper, but in lees degree where the light
strikes, and is absorbed by the print or the like. After this
illumination the pliosphorescent plate or sheet is taken off and
laid on a light-sensitive paper, for instance,. bromide paper,
where through phosphorescence it produces a latent positive
picture which can be developed in known manner.

Instead of placing the phosphorescent substance in a gelatine
film, it may be distributed in a collodion film, and also the
coloured layer may consist of some other colloidal substance than
nitro cellulose.

If a solid non-flexible plate is desired, both layers can be
poured out on a glass plate either on top of each other or one on
each side of the same. Also the two layers may be combined
into one layer if a dye be added to a phosphorescent substance,
so that the phosphorescent layer becomes coloured and acts itself

as a light-filter.—Jens Herman Christensen, Villa Sterrehus,
Sovejin, Sollerod, Holte, Denmark.

Automatic Fireotipe Cambbas.—No. 165,652 (July 7, 1921.) The
camera has a magazine chamber immediately above an exposure

Fit- 1-

chamber and a developing tank or tanks underneath. Notched
pistes are released one at a time from the magaziqp chamber by
laterally diaplaceable abutments and drop into the exposure

chamber from which after exposure they are released and drop

into a tank carried by a turntable. The plates e are pressed

forward by a spring g^ and the pack -holder / is held in position

by a spring g^, the plates being alternately provided with right

and left hand notches e>. The platea are retained in position by

lugs A on a frame oonaisting of rods A> and connecting bars A^,

B
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find are released one at a time by i«ciprocating tiie frame. The
bars A* may be disconnected to allow independent rotation of the

rods Ai and the insertion or withdrawal of the pack and holder /.

The end plat* t, after it is released from the pack rests upon
the upper edge •' of a focussing screen i which pivots about its

lower border and is retained in position at its upper end by a
spring fi. When the upper end of the screen is withdrawn the

plate e falls into position in the exposure chamber d with its

lower edge resting upon a lip p on the U-shaped pivoted frame j,

the pivot 7I of i*hich is extended outside the camera to form an
operating-lever. After exposure, the U-frame ;' is turned to

release the plate, which drops into one of the developing-tanks m
carried by a turntable.—Herbert Edward Hickox, 18, Stanley

road, Wimbledon, London, S.W.19.

Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOR REGISTRATION.
Zenith.—No. 417,425. Chemical substances used in pliotogiapliy,

jihotographic plates and photographic films included in class 1.

llford, Ltd., Britannia Works, Roden Street, Ilford, Essex.

manufacturers of pliotographic plates, papers and films

August 4, 1921.

Uayrapid.—No. 417,364. Chemical preparations for photographic

purposes. Farbenfabriken vorm. Friedr. Bayer and Company,
Leverkuseu, near Cologne-on-the-Rhine, Germany, manufacturers.

July 30, 1921.

MARKS PLACED ON THE REGISTER.
The following marks have been 'placed on the reoister .

—

Trefoil Design (" As de Trefle ").—No. 415,911. Photographic

chemicals, plates and films. Griesliaber Freres & Cie, also

trading as Societe des Produits Photographiques "As de Trefle,"

27, Rue du Quatre-Septembre, Paris, France, manufacturers, in

class 1.

New Materials.

Illingworth Plates, Made by Thomas IIHngworth & Co., Ltd.,

Park Royal, Willesden Junction, London, N.W.IO.

Following our prelimi-.iary note of a week or twc ago wc must

now refer again to the diy-plates, newly issued by them, which

Messrs. lUingworth have now added to their well-known manufac-

tures in the shape of printing papers. The firm which takes up
the manufacture of diy-plates at the present highly-developed

stage of this industry is in the somewliat unenviable position of

being compelled to come before the public with goods which are

without strikingly novel featui'es. Dry-plate manufacture having

reached a high -stage of development, the newcomer is doing a

great deal if he puts upon the market products which worthily

take their place alongside those of other makers. Anything

revolutionary in photographic emulsions is hard to find, and, even

if found, is of problematical commercial value, as experience

during the last few years has shown in several instances. There-

fore, a now claimant for photographers' custom in their purchases

of dry-plaies cannot be expected to do more than show his capacity

for supplying the articles which are in constant demand. Such

has evidently been the sound policy of Messrs. Illingworth, virho,

moreover, have the advantage that they are favourably known to

great numbers of photographers by the excellence of their bromide,

gaslight, and other pr'Uting papers. In now offering a full range,

with one or two exceptions, oi the various descriptions of plate in

regular use, they have bpeoially kept befote them the requirements

of portrait and press photographers, and for these in particular

arc manufacturing four grades of plate, all of high speed, and

10 one instance of the orthochromatic kind. Specially for daylight

work in the studio, tho two grades are ll»e '• Studio Fast " and
' Studio Extra Fas£," respectively issued of speed 400 and 500

ii & D. For use by aitiflciai light the studio plate is the " Studio

Ortho Fast " of 400 H. & D., wliilst for outdoor work, such as
press photography and other purposes cafling fur minimum exposure
and ample contrast, the plate is the " Fleet " of 450 H. & D.
As the result of having taken their time in establishing tho

manufacture of these and other grades of plate. Messrs. Uliiigwnitli

have been abie tc assure themselves of uniformity from batcli to

batch i.i speed and other qualities. Moreover, they make a strong
point of the fact that the speed markings, while perhaps lower
than those of other plates, represent the actual performance of
the emulsions as regards sensitiveness. As the result of testing

for ourselves the behaviour in practice of several of the grades
mentioned above, it is evident that the plates are excellent example^
of modern emulsions fast working without stain or fog, and
yielding negative.', of extremely fine range of gradation. The
developers specially recommended are pyro-soda. pyro-metol, and
fnetol-hydroquinone, but it is clear that the plates afford equally
good '-esults with any well-balanced developing formula. On all

three of the " Studio " plates ample density is readily secured,
whilst the " Fleet " piate yields negatives of the cleanne.ss and
brilliance specially desirable in negatives for prints or enlargements
intended for reproduction in tho press.

Although we have here signalised only the four grades manufai •

tured with the requirements of professional photographers in view,
it may be repeated that Messrs. Illingworth are issuing slower
grades, including an crdinary plate of fine grain for copying, as
well as bromide and gaslight lantern plates. Photographers who
have had the occasion to appreciate the good qualities of the firm's

printing papers will have no hesitation in accepting the claims
which are made for the plates now added to the list of mann-
facturss.

Leto Pl.\tes and Papers.—The Leto Photo Materials Co.,
Roman Wall House, 1, Crutched Friars, London, E.C.3, send us
samples of plates and bromide and gaslight papers, representing
new issues of these materials made at their Edgware factory, which,
in their original forms, have long been familiar to photographers
under the trade riiark XL. Among the plates are an ultra-rapid
tine-grain emulsion of 400 H. & D.. and an improved orthochromatic
anti-screen emulsion of the same speed. A pair of plates of some-
what lower speed (550 H. k D.) is also introduced as Leto " Special
Rapid " and " Special Rapid A S." We have been exceedingly
pleased with the qualities of these plates, which are those ot

extremely high-grade emulsions. The new or revised introductions
likewise include bromide papers of a full range of surfaces for con-
tact printing and enlarging, and also a similar series of gaslight
papers, vigorous and soft. A descriptive list of these manufactures

'

has just been issued by the Leto Co., and may be obtained,
together with instruction booklets dealing with other of the
company's products, free on application.

Judges' Photographs.—In the High Court on Tuesday last a
case connected with postcards was being heard. A witness was
explaining the superior artistic quality of his, and said they were
as good as those made by Judges at Hastings. Mr. Justice McCardie :

" Then no doubt they are very good. How much do they charge for
them?" Witness: "Threepence each." Mr. Justice McCardie;
• That seems a very reasonable sum for photographs made by a
judge." Counsel here intervened to explain that Judge was the
nanie of the Hastings firm. Mr. Justice McCardie had a replv pat :
' Quite so," he said, " like Jury, the cinematograph people.""

Caheras in Public Buildings—Mr. Thomas Eodway writes
to the " Westminster Gazette "

:
" May I protest against

ttie nonsensical and stringent rule that no cameras are
allowed in most of the public buildings of London? There
IS not the slightest provocation for this rule, and it appears
to me to be nothing more or less than a bright idea of somebody's
to prevent the public from carrying away a souvenir of their visit
to some building. This rule is particularly noticeable at the Tower
Almost half of the visitors to this building carry a Kodak with them
with the object of obtaining a photographic record of their visit-
but they are disappointed by being relieved of their camera as soon
as they enter the gates until thev come out again. May I ask. is
any damage chine t<i any ancient relic or oil painting, etc." by phot.i
graphing it ? Does it make an" depreciation in the value of these

'

I I doubt it.

I
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New Books.

KoUoidchemic und PholoKraphic. By Dr. Luppo-Cramer.
2nd Ed DrcMlcn: Tbcoiior Stcinkopff . Mk. 28.

I 111- !i I o<lition is a complete re-writing of the work first pub-
r<08. In the prafaoe to the latter Dr. Lappo-Cramer urged

_
:t;irii-^ .if sludviiiL! the properties of the sabstances which

>ir in sil\ IxioDB and in developments He laid

^1 ill tnr : the formation and behavioor of silver

r Liimpourxl.t iti the oolloid state tile extension of precise

if ph.itogriiphic emnlsions was to be obtained; and he
k with some satisfaction on the fruit which investiga-

eld has borne from the work of himself and others.

:ant place which the reaclioru of colloid substances

future photographic research is emphasised by Mr
. in the notes on another page. As thate latter deal

.vith the chief uuiltiuveraial questions raised in Dr. Loppo-
- book it will be safficient here to point out the main

..t the «./lk

.'ws the properties of metallic silver in the

ff and eUewhere frselv from the volorain-

Lea. Dr. Loppo-Crmmsr has collected and
paper* in . n.-rman iraosUtion and has thus

bu cou' ^ullj of the American
'. have Will.-- : — _. vean to be appreciated
lieanoo. In thi> chapter is discussed tho direct

lows by exposare of silver hsiides (Farbenan-
'' so many hopes bar* boan anterUioed from the

'lotograpby. The ripening of emolsions and the

vat image provide the aabjoot-maiter of two
.-.-,- tiMM qosattons are treated in relation to the
propertii'« .>f "itUriiUl ailver halidea and Batallic silver. The
chsft'i .,.. .i>tn««l leads the author to diaciMs at length his

v" <> or aael«a theory of Km latent image, and
Of' ',. V I . the phenomena relating to the development of

Ih.' t,le part of the latent image, i,t., the proceae which
Lui caila " Keimbloaategang," or ** denudation of the
lai' .{«n." as it may be somewhat inadequately rendered
inu. i. .. Thf chnakal mochanism of optical aensiUsing and
d«seii>it:« 1.^ -' Ji'> 'lis two last chapters, wbioh contain a con
4er'-" ! » of (Jm) aathor's sspariinanta which bavo- led to the
SSI ..ass.

I the TolnaM ia largely a record of Loppo-Cramer't
ot> orded ill paper* scattered through many penodicaU.
Tl..

,
-.,..., character nf the volume most not be overlooked by the

slU'lriii Without wiihiog to say a word in disparagamaot of much
*«' r - ' possible to escape from the impression
U'

'

po-Cramer, sothnsiaam for a particular

• ^ iinimas to gel the batter of a cold judicial

* e for aiid against. Bat ss a contribution to

(> of the cbsMiical proceaaas in pliotugrapliy

tl'
. most lecoiTa the ssrions study of everv

Si,...,..

C'.i.

>ii..

'

P'

c>

II.

cU
lilt

I" Vo. IBS of the " Photo-Hinistore,"

t<" /'- is a concise review of two-ooloor and
'<»» of photography and cinaoMtography from the

K. Mesa. It traces the devalopmeot of these pro-

'ODdaaoental expariaaats of Clark Maxwell and
A soceasa of Ivss and Mietlie. Dr. Mees briefly

:..-4 Um BMthoda of making colour scrasa-pUtss, and gives an
•iting diairram illustrating the rendering of colours by the

>" .>'!' i
'< :ocsao. In ooaiparing two-colour and threo-

<°<>i III .cooa is made t» the satisfactory results

obtAiiio.1 ),, Um {ucBar syslaoi " 'ura. A useful table is

given sli»vkwig the raodariag of d >urs when tlie customary
two-colour method (racordiag red and Kioeo asnautions) is employed
The latter port of the aaoaograph daacribea processes of colour cinr.

mat'>,;r.if ) which have been coamercM ved, namely,
Kin*rT I - th>< (Isummit process of tin. additive pro

j' to-culuor pr'jc'-ss by msana uf simultaneous optical

p sidea of a double-coated film worJied out in the

£iwtinan laboratory. We niss, however, in this ravisw the Prisma

process of printing colour cinema 61ms, the technics of which pro-
vide a subject worthy of Dr. Mees's powers of exposition. How-
ever, the issue of our little contemporary serves the useful purpose
of providing a rapid and accurate glance over the chief methods of
colour photography and colour cinematography which have obtained
successful commercial application. The issue is published in this
country by Messrs. Houghtons, Ltd.. price Is. 8d. ; in the United
States by Messrs. Tennant & Ward, 103, Park Avenue, New York,
price 40 cents.

New Apparatus.

BorstPipi.Stup.—.\ very handy appliance to have on any
premises where water is used has just been put on the market by
the Quta Compa-iy, 252-254, Haydon's Road, Wimbledon, S.W.19,
under the above name. It consists of a pair of metal discs of

shallow channel cross section, provided on Iheir concave surfaces

with a layer of soft packing, apparently scmB rubber composition.

By means of two screwed bolts the two parts may be fixed firmly

in position oil a pipe that has burst through frost, etc., forming
an efficient preventive of leakage. The appliance is most readily

fixed, and in these days when the charge for any little job by .i

plumber costs a considerable sum. will easily save its price several

times ever. The appliance is sold, post free, at Is, 6d.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETLNGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEE.K.

Monday, OcroBKB 17.

Bradford V.S. " lAoteni Slide Maicing." C. E. Lawson
Dowaburv V.&. " Btwnoil." W. E. Gundill.
Suuthatnpton C,C. "8eUona." W, H. Ti-igg.

Sooth Lrnidon P.8. " Algeria and Tunisia." F. G. Newnuuuli.
Wallasey Asnaieur P.S, " Devdopment of the ifegBtive." E

KnowJes.
TUISDAY, OcroBXB 18.

Hackney Phot. Soc. "The Subject : Its Selection and Treatment."
J. linloy.

Leeds P.S, " Water-ooiour Art in Engiiiiui." H. ThoiiLpam, M..A

Manchester Amateur .Pfant.-S. " Bu-nard Ca«tle." T. Murray Shaw
Moday P.S. " Hochsater and Oautei-bur^." Mr. Neviii.

Sooth Oiaogow Ounera Club. "Old Pixxneeg and New Mothods.
'

W. F. Skter, F.B.P.S.
Tynaside Phot Soc. " DevelopmeiA."
*"

WXDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19.

.Aocrington C.C. " Hotne Pbntrei/ture." John RoUineon.
Orovdon C.C. "Some Aapeoto of Scireen-Plate Photography."

'K. C. D. Hickman.
Deniuatoon .Aniaiteor P.A. " Photographic Apparatus." A. Dordu'i

Pyke.
F^linburgh Phort. .Soc. "Sepia Toning.'* 0. K. Rit<ilue.

Halifax Stientifir Society. " Working up a Negajtiive." H. Ba.ir**>w

lUord P..**. " Retounhing tlie Negative. Mies D. Head.
Partick C.C. " Lucerne and it* Environments." J. W. Dowuk.
Rochdale Aiiiatour P.S. " Oanbiro Deimonatiiation." A. E. Oooper
SouJIi Subuj^n P.S. " Dutch SUA*."

Thubsday, October 20.

Hdtnbnrgh Phot. Soc Ran^e Printa Exhibitioii.

Hammeiwnitli Ham^iahire Hoose P.S. " l^e St<ii7 of the Cucko*
.«^dt." fko, H. Rodman. M.D,

SiioUi Olasgfw CO. Whist Drive.

WimbledoD and Diat, C.C. " Enlarging on Vibegas," Koainos, Ltd.

ROVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC .SOCIETY.

Meeting held Tuesday, October 11.

Ill the absence of the president. Dr. G H. Rodman, through

indisposition, the chair was occupied by Mr. W. I.. F. Wastell.

The twenty fourth Traill-Taylor Memorial Lertnre was delivered

by M. L. P. Clerc. of Paris, who took as his subject, " Aerial

Photography and Phototopography."
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In first dealing with the apparatus and materials for aerial

photography, M. Clerc briefly referred to the alteration in focal

length of a lens at the low temperature prevailing at the height
of 15,000 or 20,000 feet. He instanced a 21-inch lens, which has
its focal length increased by one-half per cent, on cooling from
75 deg. to deg. Fahrenheit. The effect of this elongation is

increased by contraction of the hody of the camera. A French
fii-m had endeavoured to provide automatic compensation for altera-

tion in focal length with temperature by a special construction of

the lens mount.

As regards the importance of light-filters employed in conjunc-
tion with panchiomatic plates, in aerial photography, M. Clerc
described experiments made by the staff of the Eastman Re.search
Laboratory for determining the effects of atmospheric haze. Quan-
titative measurements of haze were made and various degrees of

artificial haze produced m the laboratory for the purpose of testing

the efficiency of plates and light-filters in overcoming it. A
panchromatic plate cvposed through an orange filter, such ns the
Wratten E, allowed of photography being done through very
strong haze.

M. Clerc likewise dealt with the employment of shutters, and
mentioned that the focal-plane shutters, almost universally used
daring the war, were frequently employed at a lessened efficiency

in consequence o? too great a distance between the blind and the
sensitive plate. For exact mapping work the focal-plane shutter
could not be used, the movements of a high-speed aeroplane during
the period of exposure by the shutter causing deformation errors.

On the other hand, the construction of a diaphragm shutter
operating at the requisite speed was a difficult mechanical problem.
Two French constructors had endeavoured to solve it by giving a
constant movement to the sectors of the shutters and bringing in

the aid of supplement-iry sectors by which a particular one of the
periodical openings could be selected for the exposure

In referring to the size and shape of the plate for aerial photo-
graphy, M. Clerc pointed out that the oblong has several advan-
tages over the square shape of plate. At the end of the war almost
al! the armies had adopted plates of 18 x 24 cm. size, giving an
effective image of 17 x 23 cm. M. Clerc also discussed the relative
merits of plates and roll films, the shrinkage of the latter during
development, ct-.., beiiig a drawback in accurate mapping work.
Films, moreover, called for special appliances to ensure flatness
at the time of exposure.

Contraction of the camera body in consequence of a reduction
in temperature of about 75 deg. F., such as is commonly obtained
in flights at 16,000 feet, introduced errors of scale and of definition
which were serious in phototopographic work. The use of metals
and alloys for camera bodies ,was open to criticism from this point
of view, and M. Clerc was inclined to think that the method of
camera construction adopted by the Royal Naval Air Service on
the suggestions of Mr Charles W. Gamble, was the best for the
purpose. For protecting the metal camera body from contraction
at the low temperature at a high elevation, the Germans employed
electrical heating coils, and a heating envelope for the same purpose
was patented by the French Government.

M. Clerc proceeded to deal with the methods and attachments
for the production of registration marks on the aerial negative,
and for the means of recording on the plates other data, such as
compass and altimeter readings. He briefly reviewed, with the aid
of a number of lantern- illustrations, the various types of camera
which had been developed during the war from the original hand-
operated model to those providing completely automatic exposure
of the sensitive material. Methods of suspending the camera for
avoidance of bending or vibration were of great importance. He
believed the British Air Force was the first to introduce a method
of testing suspension devices by flying over lights on a dark back-
ground, one of the lights being periodically interrupted, and thus
allowing of the tature of the vibration being recorded on the plate.

He next passed to the consideration of the correction of negatives
taken with a non-vertical lens a.xis and to the interpretation of
aerial photograplis. In looking at an aerial photograph the best
position is that in which the shadows are inclined at an angle of
IS deg. on Uie right and on the bottom side of the image when the
print is held in the hand. A photograph clearly showing the ad-
vantage of this method WM exhibited. The remaining portion of the

disconrse was a rcTJew of the current methods of mosaic mappi'
by aerial photographs and the application of aero-photograpliit
methods to surveying. Lastly, M. Clerc outlined the principles <.l

aerial stereoscopic photography, and concluded his lecture by show-
ing a number of stereoscopic projections on the screen by tl;i?

Anaglyph method, employing for this purpose a number of trai

parencies and viewing spectacles lent by M. L. Gimpel, of Paris
On the proposition of Mr. George E. Brown, seconded by Mai

F. C. V. Laws, the thanks of the Society were accorded to .\i

Clerc for his lecture.

The chairman, in conveying these thanks, asked M. Clerca
acceptance of the medal annually struck in commemoration of tin;

lecture. _____

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
Mr S. J. Tayler talked, and talked interestingly and instn;

tively on the " Cussedness of Bromoil," that much-discus.'.,

printing medium given to the world many years ago by the lai.

Mr. C. Welborne Piper, who later expressed his sincere repentaii v
in metaphorical sackcloth and ashes for the escapade. Some of

the soul revelations shown on the club walls from time to time,
combined with the ingenious way in which shocked purists
endeavoured to fasten a share of the responsibility on the inventor
of the process, may have forced him to take up this attitude in

sheer self-defence, for he was not a doughty fighter in debate,
thooigh ever peaoeifuUy oonientt wiien obhers were engaged in

deadly strife.

In Mr. Tayler's hopeless case additional interest lay in the fact
fchait he is not only a akiMul bromoaliat, b"ut dever witji pencil and
brush, for by common consent Bromoil is essentially a process
only to be worked by artists, though as all bromoilists apparently
regard themselves as such, the reservation does not cut much ice.

He started by saying that although Bromoil is not specifically

mentioned in the Book of Genesis, there is no doubt it is included
in tlie primeval cuaise poxinounced on Adam. A few cocksure and
brazen spirits pretend to infallibility, but his long experience with
the process, if narrated in detail, would deter all contemplating
starting on that steep and slippery path. It was paved with dis-
appointment, bewilderment and exasperation, conducing to drink,
and terminating, possibly, at the foot of the gallows. (Cheers.,
Those, he continued, who had just given robust expression to
their feelings, might always be recognised by their cold and
calculated cynicism towards pictorial photography in general.
Completely absent in their callous breasts was that enthusiasm
which first induced amateurs to abandon the cultivation of harm-
less snapshots in favour of depicting Nature as nobody had ever
seen her. He gloried in being one of this nefarious band, ior,
despite ethical laws, no other process was so alluring, and s
bromoilist he expected to be so long as he could handle a brush.
The beginner will find, he said, that all experienced bromoilists

are utterly at variance with one another on nearly every practical
point of procedure, and flat contradiction is the order of the day.
He strongly advised when once a method is arrived at leading to

occasional success that it be adhered to, for alterations usually
mean stai-ting all over again. He prefers prints on the flat side,
employs Kodak's " Permanent " bromide paper mostly, and their
special M.Q. developer, and always adjusts exposure to full

development. Each print is fixed separately in plain hypo solution
to obtain unifonn action over the surface (regarded as an
important point), and the fixing bath is gradually diluted before
the print is removed. In his opinion this reduces any tendency to
blisters forming during pigmenting. For the same reason tap-
wa/ter must never be allowed to fall direcitly on the prinlts, wliioh
are best individually washed for the first few changes. Surface
moisture is to be removed before hanging up to dry, as tear-drops
may record themselves in the final picture. When reTSoakiug
papers with soft gelatine a shorter time should be allowed than
with hard. Using the water at 75 deg. Fall, an average period
is one hour. He had found Sinclair's bleacher very satisfactory,
and the pigments supplied by this firm had worked well in his

hands
The lecturer concluded by inkiug-up a bleached bromide print,

and a first-class Bromoil eventually materialised with cotton-wool
clouds complete (the latter " by request "). Unfortunately blottiug
paper had been forgotten, and damped brown paper sheet« wer«
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Mr. Swan Watson associated hiin<.elf with Mr. Young's remarks
and said that he was confident that the Society would flourish under
Mr. Campell Harper's guidance.
The President returned thanks and asked the members to co-

operate with him and each other in the promotion of the beet
interests of the Society and for their profession.

LANCXiSHIRli SOCIETY OF M.^SlTiR PHOIOGR.APHBRS.
"Hie tiiind annua! nietiing was hedd at tiie Palatine Hotel, Bdack'

pool, oo Wedneeday. Ootober 5, 1921. Mr. Fred. R«ad, president,
in the chair.

Mr. Charles Howell, on a point arising out of the Minutes,
informed tlie membcra that tbe leMer written by the secratary with
regtrd to the eleatiic aufuply in one ol the towns in which he had a
Audio, had been the meana at htm gaUting a redaction of £25 from
his account, and, in addition to this, he had received a very import-
ant concfion, viz. :

" Ttitt, in future lie would only be charj;^
power-i»*e," whereas, in the paat be had been charged on the liglit-

iog-iato lor all his eleotoe energy. In liis opiiuon majiy plioto-

Ki«|)ht*« (ailed to reougniaa the ulv&ntage erf being a member of
the Society, and he hoped in the fut4ire that more progreea would
ba made in that direction.

Mr W. T. Carter, of Roohdale, alao gave teatimony to the advan-
tagea he had 'rooeived by being a member of the Society, as he
alao had received a very coooideMble oonceoBion from the aathoritioe
in his town. Other matters aniing out of the Minutes having

dealt with, the preaideot, Mr. Fred Read, rising to give his
bafere he left, the olMur, thanked those members who wore

prmmA for their kind CD-O|>e(«(iou during his y«vr of office. He
refPMted, horwever, that daring tiie period he liad occupied tlie

efaair, there had been a number ol fa<tor», auch as lalx>ur trouhlw,
^"^ Ixade, wtuch had preventod memben from atteoding meotin^.
Ha napvMfd to have to admit alao that a nomber of the plioto-

gnkfdiers who had joined the Society, had not since its inception
given t^ anpfmit that lie had expeoted. There was a great t'col

o* f**y aroon^ the manbcrs, and if tliey would only take to
heart the experieocM ot MeaMs. Borwell and (Vrter and other
mcmbera and ooinpate teatijnony to the advaotagoe tliev Iiad gained
by being metniMn ol the tcade Sodoty, he hope^ his auoocMor in
offir* wonU have a better year tlian h« had had.
I** "' •"•-' fi->d unanimoualy reoomniended as his succ-eesor,^ ^'' ' •' Prprton. and it afforded him very gre«l

P'««*""i. ,, i..,.,.*iiig Mr. Winder aa pl^eadel>t of the Sociaty. Mr.
0«asw,ii. of Sootlipad, aeoolided tiiis propoaition, and was wp-
IMirted by other members. Mr. Winter was unanimously elected,
and waa inducted into the chair by Mr. Fred Read. Mr. W. T.
Carter (Rnhdale) proposed that the vice-president be Mr. Charles
Howell, of Ilia, kpool. ITjis proposal was seconded by Mr. J. 8.
itmwne (Manchester), supported by Measri. Read, Berry, and
Iluish, and carried unaiiiniouslv.

Mr. Fre.1. lUiid. in prapoaing Mr. W. T. CWter as the hon.
trianrer. i«at<-d that tba oooiinittee haa unaninHmsly eleoted Mr.
W. T. OarUT for thia puaitioo, and he sincerely hoped that at the
'>.nd of Mr. Carter's ymr ol office he will have liad greater sucocas
than his predrr«nora, sod Umbb hon. treaaurers, imJmling liimsdf,
who had occuiiiod that poritson. Mir. Berry (RochdaJe) seconded this
pnjfKMtson, and Mr Outer waa ananimoualy eleoted as lion
tnaanter^

MrJ^* Brwwne (.MandieMUsr) propoewd that Mr. W. H. Huiali
be raalMtul as secretary, and sUted that his only object in doing
an was to give that gentleman an opportunity to maintain his repu-
tation. This propoeal was seconded by Mr. Gresswell, supported
by several members, and carried unanimously.

.Mr. Huisli, in thanking the niembej* for the renewal of ttn
confidence. sUted that he had intentioiu of seceding the election,
but in oonaequeooo of hU good friend. Mr. A. Wint<>r having bowi
elected as president, he had no akermUive but to accept, tlie po«tion.
A >««>**ty di«aisMn took p!a«e on tlie queation of the eleaiion

of a oommiMae. In conaeqoonco <»f a. number of mtmfceni who were
a4>>«Hrted bit year not having »«endod, it was dflcidKl only to
ti9Ct m«ml»<T» on the committee who had taken an int.ii's4 in the
r,..;* M the .Sociflty. Mr. Head pnojRwed that the foJl.iwing gentle-
men rrT>rofc-nt the commil.tee :—Measni. A. Walmalev (Bollon) Oyiil
yjies (Wtganl, W H. Baylie fOioriton-mm Haixly^. R H Gre^v
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well (Soniiipoa-t), VV. P. Betk (Blackpoolj, K J. Care (Eccles), J. S.

Browne
i Manchester), J. W. Berry (Rochdale), Dop Maclean

(Blackjxiol. 'llhia proposal wa« seconded by Mr. W. H. Hu-iab, and
cai'iiied miauimouflly.

The lion, treasurer's statemeut of accounts was received and
adopted, and showed a credit balance of £22 16s. 9d. It was pro-

posed by Mr. Carter, and seconded Ly Mr. Gresswell, who had acted
ii3 auditors, that the best tlianks be given to Mr. Artliur Winiea- for

the admirable way in which tlie accounits had been kept aJid pre-

saated.

Mr. \Y. H. Huish stated Uiat at the laat conimititoe meeiting the
presidem, Mr. Fred. Read, had referred to the apaWiy tlia,t had been
displayed by many members of Uie Socie<y, and it was re-portfd tJi:it

a.t thaii uiue msty-seveu meimbers had not paid their subsci-ipiijiis

for the cm-renit year. He (Mr. Huish), therefore, considered that
the time had arrived wiheai tlie members should consider vry care-

fully tlie re-conatruotion of the Society. He would suggeat tor con-
sideiatiou that a limit be put on the number of nier.beis, so that
those who were loyal to tlie Society would benefit moat. He would
like to maJie it diflicult for photographers to become members of the
Society, and he saw no I'eason vrfiy tliey should not have a " waiting
list," tJie same as othea- e.xohisJve societies. He advised tliat tlif

mem.berslnp be Umited to 100, and tliat in futwe only four gener^il

meetings of tJie Sk>oieity should be held during the year, and that a<

these meetings arraiigemeiutj* should be made for some e.tpert to
give a lecture or demonatration that would be of iiiitei-eat to the pi-o-

fessio'na! pliotographer. After a very lengthy discussion Mr. Gress-
WfU proposed that the suggestions outlined by Mr. W. H. Huish
should be ca.reJuIly considered by the new commiitl/ee, and it slioiild

be in their power to draft new rules and make all the neceesary
artangements for tJie yeai-'s working. Tliis proixnal was seconded
by Mr. BeniT, supported by other members, and oaiTied unal^iIn^.usiy.
At tha conclusion of the business meeting, Mr. Anfchur WiniteV.

the new presddenjt, emtertained the membei's to feuer, ujid a verv
pleasant evenini; was the result.

GLA.SGOW AND WEST OF SCOTLAND SOCIETY OF
PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS.

The annual meeting of the above Society was held on Friday,
September 30, 1921. The Vice-President occupied the chair in the
absence of the President, Mr. J. G. Maiiids. mr. Weir opened the
meeting, expressing regret that owing to illness Mr. Mainds was
unable to be present, and suggested that the Secretary convey
meeting's sympathy and appreciation of his services during the past
year.

The Cliairman gave a resume of the year's work, and said the
Society had reason to feel gratified by the number of interesting
lectures and demonstrations which had been given, and expressing
the Society's indebtedness to Messrs. Kodak, Ltd., the President,
Mr. Drummond Young, Mr. Allan Mainds, Mr. Weir and Mr.
Polmout for their lectures and demonstrations, and to Messrs.
Brinkley. Fairbairn and Mainds for the use of their studios.
The social event of the year took the form of a sinoking concert,

which was a great success, the talent being of exceptional merit.
A report on the committee's negotia ions with the Glasgow School

of Art /'J classes in photography was submitted, and it was regretted
that owing to the small response the class intended to be started in

September was unable to be gone on with, but when the advantages
of the classes are more fully realised among employers and assist-

ants a better response is e.xpected, which will enable a start to be
made early in the coming year.

The Secretary submitted the financial statement for the past
year, which showed a credit balance, notwithstanding the period
covered being 18 months, the adoption of which was duly moved
and seconded.

A vote of thanks was proposed by the Chairman U> Mr. Roinney.
junr.. for the very capable manner in which he had discharged
the duties of secretary and treasurer, which had contributed so
much to the success of the Society in its first yea-. The meeting
then proceeded to elect the following new office-bearers : President,
Mr. J. R. Brinkley; vice-president, Mr. A. Fairbairn; committee,
Messrs. Nimmo, Romney, junr.. McGregor, Ritchie, Doig Polmont,
McCratken, Shankland, Q. R. Whyte, MacLachlan, Donaldson and
Phillips. Secretary and treasurer—Mr. Romney, junr., kindly
agreed to carry m the duties until the vacancy could be filled.

The new president, on taking the chair, thanked the members for
the honour they had done hi.-n and assured them he would do all he
could in furthering the interests of the Society, and intimated h«
had approached Messrs. Kodak, Ltd., who had kindly consented t«
allow Mr. Luboshez to give a lecture and demonstration on artistic

lighting.

This completed the business of the evening, and the Chairman,
in closing the meeting, thanked Mr. Weir for occupying the chair
during the early part of the evening. The ne.xt meeting of th»
Society will be held in Mr. Brinkley's studio. 230, Sauchiehall
Street, on Thursday, October 27, at 7 p.m., when Mr. Luboshes
will lecture and demonstrate on artis'ic lighting. This meeting will

not be confined to members of the Society, and an invitation i*

extended to all principals and managers in the nrofession.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

NEW COMPANIES.
Lincoln Studio, Ltd.—-This private company was registered on

October 1 with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares. Objects : To
acquire the business cirried on at 148 and 149, Holborn Bars, E.G.,
as " Isograph and Rudos Camera Service," and to carry on the
business of atists, designers, photographers, advertisenlent agent*
and writers, art exhibitors, art gallery and exhibition proprietors,

cinematographers, etc. The first directors are : S. P. Dobbs, 8,

Shaftesbury Avenue, New Barnet, artist : Mrs. R. Dobbs, 8, Shaftes-

bury Avenue, New Barnet: A. R. Crouch, Redcot, 1, Rutland Road,
Wanstead, Essex, artist. Registered office : 148 and 149, Holborn,
E.C.

Lloyd and Ramsden, Ltd.—This private company was registered

on October 4 with a capital of £3,000 in £1 shares. Objects : To
take over the business of manufacturers of cinematograph pro-

jectors and general electricians carried on at 17 and 19, St. Michael'*

Street, Nottingham, as " Lloyd and Ramsden," and to carry on th»
business of manufacturers of cameras and parts thereof, film manu-
facturers and renters, photographers, etc. The first directors are :

—

E. G. Lloyd (permanent managing director), 4, Friar Yard, Notting-
ham; Capt. O. W. Redgate, Inglenook, East Leake, Notts.; C. E,
Ramsden, 10, Wilford Grove, Nottingham. Qualification : £100.
Remuneration of managing director : £400 per annum ; of other

directors, as fixed by the company. Registered office : 17, St
Michael'.s Street, Nottingham.

A Link with the Past.—The name of DoUond has been an
honoured one in the optical and photographic world for generations,
and the death of Mrs. Fanny DoUond at her home in Streatham a
few days ago removed the last direct descendant of John Dollond,
the eminent English optician of the eighteenth century

Family History PHOxaGRAPHY.—The making of a series of weekly
or monthly portraits of bab:es is no new thing among amateur photo-
graphers (writes a correspondent), and one wishes it were more
common in the studio, and that parents could be persuaded to bring
their children more often. It might, by the way, be a good thing
for professional workers to advertise and make a specialty of, say,
monthly portraits of newly-arrived babies. Cinematograph producers
have, it appears, opened up a new branch of work, for last week's
newspapers stated that a firm of fihn producers are at present busily
engaged in making films for private families. These films range
from 300 to 1.000 feet and upwards in length and form a permanent
record of families' histories. Supposing the family came over at the
time of William the Conqueror, their cinematographic tree may
commence then, the characters of their ancestors, of course, being
enacted by living memheru of the present generation, and the history
brought right up to date to the first totterinp- footsteps of the latest
baby. The continuation of the film by additional scenes, when
opportunities occur, v/il'i enable the present heads of the family -
say, on the occasion cf tleir f,Oilen wedding—to enjoy an entertain-
ment harking back through the dim years to their happy childhood
and subsequent marriage. There is, we are told, a wonderful field
for this new method of recording family history.
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News and Notes.

R.P.S. PicTORUt Qroct.—On Thundiiy next, October 20. at
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Ckiaaae give evidence .of decided ideaa of their own as to the oae of
oolaaia in materiaU. wrappings and poater advertiaing waa recently
or—

w

nted apon by the United SUtea Bnrean of Foreign and
r>>nMatic Ccvaaroeu Such prs^adicea have been known to caiwe a
Chitteaa cnatowar In change hia palrona«ta merely hacsoae of the

>'('">•• I"" '•

>ee of photograi

'"neas in pi

nontha Af
1 bey may

colouring of packing paper used. Though no definite rule can be
applied to all coniraercial uses of colour, it can be said generally
tbat gold, yellow, red, bright brown, purple, aiid certain shades of
pink are good colours. Gold is a dignified colour, red the colour of
good fortune. Imperial yellow is good for rugs, carpets and cur-
tains. Whit© and blue are mourning, and should be avoided aa well
aj green, which is associated with misfortune. The designing of
posters and advertising matter should always be handled by agencies
in China who are familiar with the tastee and prejudices of the
rommunities involved.

Correspondence.

••• Corrttpondenu should never write on both tides of the paper.
No notice is taken of communications unless the names and
addresses of the writers are given.

*•* fe rfo not undertake responsibility for tht opinions expressed
by our correfpondents.

FINOKR PRINT PHOTOGRAPHS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The interesting article you published last week on
the photographic methods of the French police reminds mo of a very
simple plan of making finger-print " photographs " without a
camera.

.\tr. Lealia Dnnton White, writing in " Dactylography,'' pointe out
that an eaay method of making very good finger printe is by ex-
poaing a piece of Seltona paper to daylight until it becomes almost
black, impreaaing the finger on it for three seconds, and then
tmmeraing the paper in a solution of potassium permanganate. The
finger print then shows up black on a white ground. The paper can
be washed in water for a few seconds, and placed in a hypo solution
If'iur ouncee to the pint) for half a minute, washed and dried. The
method hae the advantage of not soiling the fingers ; there is no ink
to clog up the ridgee and whorls of the skin. The result is clear

and permanent, and also beara magnification.—Yours truly,

H. Gbzbn.

THE ORIGIN OF PICTORIAL BACKGROUNDS.
- To the Erflitors.

Gentleman,—The reference in the last issue of the " B. J."
(page 600) to the late Mr. John Thomj^on being one of the first to

use pictorial backgrounds in studio portraiture ia interesting, an<l

the publication of the date would be of even greater interest t<i

thoM of na who have a taate for photographic history.

I have ill my posseaaion two studio oortraite (wet plate positives)

Uken by Thomas C. Lawrenctf, and dated 1857. These portraits

have the original background scraped away, leaving, of course, the

bare glass, and are backed up with paper on which ia painted ."

background, a separate hand-painted background being made for

each portrait. The actual portrait has black paint behind it.

Mr. Lawrence is believed to have been the first photographer in

Greenwich, where these two portraits were made, and I under
stand from hia relstivea that he used a plain backgroimd (after

wards scraping it away and backing it up with a design as de-

ai-rib«vl). until he thought of the plan of painting a background and
fbnUglj^hing it at the time of making the exposure upon the sitter.

llaftpUy the examplea I have are dated in Mr. Lawrence's own
writing, bat I am unable to aacertain the date of bis making pic-

torial studio backgrounds. It must have been in 1857 or very shortly

aflerwarda, aa very few of hia combination portrait and background
picture* are in exiatence.—Yours faithfully,

• L. Teknant Woods

EARLY CINEMATOGRAPH PERFORMANCES.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In your correspondence columiu of October 5, 1921

under the heading " America's first Movie Show," Mr. Henr_\

Leffmann gives dates, etc., but he does not seem to differentiate

between experimental and commercial " showa" I feel obliged to
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eay that the really " first commercial picture show in America " on

a machine using the now standard perforated film was the " Idolo-

scope," renamed later " Eidoloscope," in Broadway. N.Y. It was

built by my father, Mr. Eugene Laust*, for the Lambda Co., of

Beekman Buildings, N.Y., in 1894. I was only 14 then, but 1 well

ramomber the show ; in fact, I figured jii gome actual pictures, taken

oa the roof of the N.Y. " Police Gazette " building.

I take pleasure in enclosing you a reprint from " The Railway
Magazine," December, 1897. You will see on page 5, line 5, that

it here mentions the Eidoloscope. Though whether correct or not,

it mentions MM. Lumi6re as having exhibited in France in 1892
" The Cinematograph." Personally, I think it was not shown pub-

licly till 1895, though a Mr. Maisson was working on it in 1894.

{Villi Conference sur la Cinematof,raphie," by Ernest Kress, 1912,

page 12.)

It simply comes to this : there were many books on cinematography
and its origin and history, but none are actually correct, according

to the country in which the book is published. So some means are

proved that that country is the one where it was first thought of

or made possible, whereas, really, it is the outcome of the brains

from many inventors working along the same lines unknown to one

another, and perfected by the commercial men who had the fore-

sight of its possibilities.—Yours truly, Emile L. Lauste.

70, Wendell Road, Shepherd's Bush, W.12. October 10, 1921.

NEGATIVES AND ENLARGING COSTS.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—We are particularly interested . in your remarks in

" Ex Cathedra " referring to present-day negatives and hydro-

quinone.

In the course of our business we naturally handle a large quan-

tity of negatives from photographers all over the world, and, judg-

ing from the great variation in quality, even in batches of negatives

from the same photographer, we think that time and temperature

are practically unheeded Consequently, in order to get even fairly

uniform resulte we have to carry a very large stock of various

makes and grades of both bromide and gaslight papers, whereas if

time and temperature were considered in development of the nega-

tives we could carry a much smaller stock, could very much increase

our output per man, and thereby reduce costs ; the reduction of cost*

would mean a reduction in price to the photographer.

In our copy negative department wfe use hydroquinonc invariably

for line work, and also for getting a brilliant reproduced negative

from a flat original.

Yours faithfully.

For Raines & Co. (Ealing). Ltd.,

R. H. Chbnnell,

Managing Director
Ealing, W. October 7.

EXHIBITION And COMMERCIAL PORTRAITURE.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The letter under above heading and signed Godfrey

Wilson interests me greatly, it being exactlj ray own experience

during the last twelve years. The present gap between high art

portraiture and high-class commercial portraiture is too wide. I

certainly would not dare attempt turning out commercially the class

of picture I produce for exhibition purposes, and I tremble to think

even of the comments of your critic :f I were to send up to any
exhibition specimens of the ordinary, everyday high-class work
turned out by my establishment, and which evidently suits the

clients we have.

A few years back I tried an experiment which opened my eyes to

the above facts. With every suitable client, when I had taken the

number of negatives required for the sitting, I made an extra ex-

posure or two, with the object in view of obtaining a picture some-

thing above the ordinary style of commercial photograph, but on
submitting a proof of this, which I considered far and away above
he other positions, in almost every case the latter were preferred
' ilie pictiire portrait.

1 look forward to more letters on this subject.—Yours faithfully,

Geo. J. buGHES, F.R.P.S
?. TliB Mall. Waterford. October 8.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Since my name is mentioned two or three time* iu

the letter signed Godfrey Wilson under the above heading, you will

perhaps allow me to add a word or two upon a question which is an
old one, and yet seems as far as ever from settlement.

Your correspondent's classification of portrait photography into
" exhibition " and " commercial " varieties at once makes a diag-

nosis of his trouble easy to come at. There are hundreds who are

suffering from his complaint, which is art-indigestion. I, too, feel

very sick, frequently, at what is offered me to swallow in the name
of art, and 1 think 1 can help Mr. Wilson if he will try to get my
meaning.

He says that the two shows " are not nearly so useful " as the

little P.P.A. show. This means that he ha* little sympathy with the
things at the larger shows, but more with the professionals' exhibi-

tion. Then he says that between good professional work and " high
art " (I accept his bantering term) there is a big gap, across which
only men like Crooke and Thomas are able to get. But I take it he
thinks it worth while to get across to reach this " high art " which
infests the larger shows, not the lesser. It seems to me that he thus
cancels out two of the points of his argument and knocks the bottom
out of his further complaint that " the average worker fails to do
so," i.e., to get across the gap. What is the trouble, then? Is the

fault with Thomas and Crooke, or with the average worker who
"' fails " to follow them across the gap?

I suspect a soupfon of the taste of sour grapes. In jumping for

these things many an average worker tumbles into the gap. Once
there he joins Mr. Wilson in believing professional work mor«>
" useful " to him than high art, although to excuse the jump he has
to admit that though high it js " excellent " and " not out of place.'"

The next point is as to the " utter uselessness " of such works as

two by Mr. Crowthcr, about which I waxed rather enthusiastic in

a review in this paper. Mr. Wilson instances the case of a very
successful man of business who made a practice of showing these

useless things outside his studio, but never produced them inside.

There are two facts here that want reconciliation : [a] This man
cannot have thought them useless or he would not have shown them ;

(4) his numerous customers must have seen them before they
entered. We are nnt told that his customers were disappointed at

getting portraits " produced commercially " instead of the show-
case article; but we are told of his prosperity Where, then, does
the uselessnesc come in ?

1 think that Mr. Wilson is " bewildered and troubled " because
ho is mixing up subject-matter in portraiture with feeling and
arti,stic quality. He seems to take the stand that things like " The
Showman's Wife," or, to men'ion another case, Luboshez's clever

parody of Or^en's " Chef," are useless because sitters do not wish
to be taken as .show women and chefs. But sitters are not such
fools as that. All they want is evidence of artistic skill in the
photographer. I am constantly asked to recommend such. Fanciful

and freakish things are, in themselves, no recommendation at all.

Mr. Wilson is quite right there • but if they are done well and
artistically enouph to catch the admiring eye of the passer-by, they
are surely a lure. Having lured, it is up to the photographer not to

break faith with the lured one by fobbing him oft with something
" produced commercially." A print in a window is like a hanging
sign : viruially it says. " I can sell you this." Too often it is the

sitter that is sold.

It seems to me that the professional should shake himself up and
get points of view outside of that condition of things which Mr.
Wilson says is " of the greatest interest to average studio workers "

—the manufacturers' specimens. The manufacturers display these

things to show the excellence of their materials, not to attract sitters.

The manufacturers look after the prrfessional's technical require-

ments only too well. The need is all on the artis'ic side. It is not,

I repeat, showmen's wives and theatrical .-studies, but the eye and
the feeling which presents such things in a way that arrests and
charms ; it is not the sitt«r, it is the way the sitter is given thst

professionals must worry about : it is the messape that finds con-

viction in the spectator's experience and catches at the heart: it is

the truth and beauty of posing, lighting, modelling and quality.

These things matter far more than perfect negatives and immaculate
prints. Mr. Wilson says that " given such models ".

. . .
" most

studio workers could produce similar results." I ask. then
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(i> uji '-'-.- 'it? The fact i> that the actor is not an

«j>> ;^.- :. ,.; .:; . lically. He usually leaves too little to the

pho4ograph»r, and Mr^ Wilson pays me the compliment of detecting

aa i^Mtance of this defect—a pretty obTums one in a general way
Many years ago I said, what is now a by-w<ord in everyone's

month, that the amatenr is the pion^e^ of professional photography.

Mr. Thomas and Mr. Crowther are scarcely full-fledged profes-

siunals. and one could reel oS a long list of amateurs whose hi^h

art doea real Ir mean busincM.

It is oseWe to keep on snarling at ari^ The tradesman has

amuse<l himself and his followers a long tiaie with this pastime,

doabtlns becaose be rightly deapises the freaks ad stapidities of

wliioii M.- \V ^on complains with i ^. '.ne;^. But, Heaven help us!

Th«*(« a.'.- Tii» art f ?—they are »tiii:*« ' ' harboured by the exhibi-

tions in tlio hopo that liip;, u ., le repatatioD for liberal and

I am as convinced that th« future of photographv lies on the lines

of true art as I am that the sun will rise to-morrow. Bat profrs-

*>'inala, as a claas. cannot see this becaose, for the most part, they

do not know what art ia. Thry think it is " tnlle " and " back-

liifhtiag " and fancy mooatine

:

thry imagine that girls half-

drcasetl in ja«i-n».'« mim li4> A-- ;iu« thara is nolhinf else they

can be. One ra rvL'e is hopele&s exc^t by a
!'"» nni.>t r.-... -•• '^tive observation and the
- to beautv. When a man
i • ,r Mm t,i ,1.. r^Iy ugly
t' ^ bride, or
a .. ...1 .;. .. ).,;„.-<•. but vou
moat kur>v f you ure nothing but s

technician ,. „... I ;., ,...„,.^ knows: that is obvioos.

bacans* tb« artis^v smatsor -^U on and makca art pav.
~'~~*

To the E<)itors.

''-ntUtnen,— I must *Tpr«aa my sympathy for Mr. Wilson in his

l.n- : of last wrrk II.. mentions hp haa " dooa " the exhibitioos.

I rithpT fi- IIS have " done " him and so bewilderad
him th.it I ; take unrnr time for his recovery. Hbw-

he will rally in time to send of his best to

'I J -

naittoa to sneak, having btei tlia only profas-

• ui M«o avery pirtora aant to London for oar
» ^hOkitiaoa—the Coograas P.P.A. Kxhibi-
ti'.«' " iiloti Salon of Photography—and I con-
lead thit " 'atcmenta in hia letter which arc
entirely n. ^ expreaaad himself in bcwildarad
lawg»na.

Til" «t.kndard of woriu aobmitted this year, on the whole, was
t' I h*»» evar scan. Of .-oarse. it is foolish to think
t' ictore selected is a masterpiece. This is impossible, but

a work is unintoreating why bothar aboat it? Paaa it

-A in peace on the beauty of lb" «><. r,— i™, .i.. "ftpr*.

ate. .Mr Wilson u very unfair in hi* .ws,

ruasmrii h .i* th^ro ure pirlo'** ^" tK^.*.. ^ maAlar-
piecm of |.tr,i. .:'j|.hv .in.i woald be
Teri- r..

:
I

•,, ,. jK>tt{j— — ...„..,.^;.,„ „ ;;.-... ,., jiis yrtr't

" " "^ " "^ r--wtrailof a lady, it

i* <aya. it is s master-

>ch us sll ' Only s

'ike This is where
:i m liirmrig. r irnciy, he i- ' -itac*

* asleep in the slnmber • ^nal
''^ 'ka in plain ordinary tnnngiiis, aai^

itraphy ia stale and pbotographars
•M OHM. iiitiiU4'r?pt ing aet

'link Mr. Wilson realiaca it ia just sach picturea aa these

hotographar awake and induce tha public

imulates talk and creates bosineaa; not

i'f •• .: : uj: of backs.

A<»in Mr Wi'-.' ;.< nin.hformod when ba makes tha broad
«^ 'iiin>>rcial portraiture. He has much to learn

pi.

el-

Ih

til4l K

to sc«k

and has enough people in it to satisfy Mr. Godfrey Wilson and
several others whose works are hang on the walls of these exhibi-
tions, althouch Mr. Wilson has avoided mentioning their names id
his letter of bewildered depression.

Mr. Wilson will be glad to learn that Mr. Pirie MacDonald ex
pressed to me his appreciation of the wonderful advance British
portraiture is making, judging entirely from these exhibitions.—
Vours very sincerely, Marcos Adams.

43. Dover Street. Piccadilly. W.l.

ILLUBONAXTS IN ENLARGING : FILMS v. PLATES.
To the Editora.

Geatiemea,—Ahaence on holiday is ray excuse for ihaae somewhat
h<Ja*«d remariiB. It ia unfortunate tihalt your artade of Sopt.eanbeJ

30 does not dmw atteOtion to the ia^ that some anaaitigmata do
not work to ioous when used on on eolarger witih elaotvic light,

esther arc or mcandeaoent. Befova biiyiing ithe projection lens i(

haald be aaoort^ned if »t suffers {ram this disability, which may
be abowo by inatromeKta that give exquiate definitaon when ast-d

on a camen in the ordinary way.

In the films v. plates coutroversy, it should not be lost sight of

that tha grain otf films is much ooaner liisui tibeA of plates having
conaidanably greater.japi<£ty. The eoolosed iteot ^pieces ahoiw that

the ftim gmin'is unptinaant'ly aj^iarenlt at two diameters (quat'tcr

to whole plate), while that of a 400 H k T>. plate is pnioticahy

inviable.—Toons faithfully, Oij> Hand.

Canonburv. N.l. October 5.

i«. I »m (riad the world i* Urge enough

PLATES V. FILil

To the' Editors.

Gentlemen.—That such an unusual step a£ that, taken by us in

discontinuing tlie manufacture of glass plates 6houId have caused

a very considerable amount of comment in the photographic Press

was to ba expected. We have not, therefore, been surprised at the

number of letters " to the Editor." /

To snswer the minor paints brought out by your correspondents,

althoucrh we believe them to be readily answerable, would be tL>

cuiit;:)ue a useless controversy.

There is just one aiKtwer : the quality of Portrait Film is such

that its universal use U inevitable. We have been making him

for more than thirty years. For more than twenty-five years wo
have (e)t profoundly certain that the day would come when film

would displace plates for professional use. Eight years ago Rastman

Professional Film was placed upon the market with modest claims.

Since then it has made its own place, both in the finest studios

and in studios where the greatest volume of work ie turned out.

simply because it makes bettor negstivea thsn plates ever made or

can make.

There is aniuherenl advantage in the use of a thin film base

over the use of glass—the prevention of that arch enemy of quality

—halation. Film does not merely give somewhat better negatives

with the udual lightings. It unfetters the photographer, enables

him to do the bold snd unusual things in lightings, and, at the

same time, retain quality. It has a plasticity that no mere plate

has had or ever can have.

"ffilBc
"

(^ your correspondents have expressed the opinion th.it

Portrait #iim is not fast enough for their particular requirements.

We hare realised for some time that, especially in the winter

month;, a faster emulsion would be a help to a large number of

professional photographers. With this in view, we have for

several months past been experimenting, and are now in a position

to announce that, within the next few weeks, we shall put upon

the market a very much faster grade of Eastman Portrait Film

called ' Super-speed." This "Super-speed " Fibn will be approxi-

mately (wioa the speed of our regnlar Eastman Portrait Film.

—

We ara, yours faithfully,

Kodak, Ltd.,

F. C. Mattisok, Mauagiog Director

October 11.
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Answers to Correspondents.

;„ accordancf. with our pretent practice a relalively small space it

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will ansiotr by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for re]dy, 5-cent International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

Qverits to be answered in^he Friday's " Journal " must reach us

not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors. >

R. L.—So far as we know, no such paper is manufactured, and up

to the present it has not been found possible to make a printing

paper which will make colour prints from colour negatives.

R. K.—We cannot see any advantage in the proposed alteration.

If you had "a northern a.spect the steeper pitch would help to

keep the sun out, but in your case it will avail nothing. Also

from your planj which is not very clear, it would appear that you

would sacrifice .something in the height of Uie side light, which

is low enough now

E. L.—(1) You can have the lens tubes slit and Waterhouse jtopr

fitted in the case of most anastigmats, although not all. If tho

work is properly done a thick elastic band round the tube should

be sufficient to prevent entrance of light into the mounting. (2)

An elastic ban-i could be used it no loose diaphragm was inserted.

(3) There is no means of readily caJculating tlie place for the

insertion of the stop. The makers could give this information,

and in fact it would be best to allow hem to fit the diaphragm.

J. S.—(1) The distance required between the sitter and the plate

when taking a full length cabinet with a 9^-inch lens is almost

exactly 12 feet, supposing the sitter to be 68 inches high. (2'

" Cabmet head " is a little vague, but if, the sitter's head is

reproduced one-third scale, that is, 15 inches to 5 inches, the

distance required between the sitter and the plate with a 14-inch

lens is just over 7 feet. We cannot attempt to reconcile the

figures given in the " Almanac " table with those which you
quote from a lens maker. If you like to send the lens maker's
booklet we could perhaps do so.

E. J.—We should think that, on the whole, incandescent gas would
be your best choice. About a dozen Howellite inverted burners

would allow you to give quite short exposures with such a plate

as the Iso Record. The acetylene would probably be a little

quicker, but you would get nothing like 8,000 c.p. out of twenty
burners; 1,000 c.p. would be nearer the mark. You have also to

consider the fumes from the light while burning ; with twenty
burners in a small studio the operator would probably get a bad
headache, even if the sitter did not. If you had not very many
sitters a flashlight on the Tress principle in which incandescent
gas is used to focus by and a gas ignited flash for the exposure
is worth considering.

D. C.—You will find your first three questions answered more fully

than is possible by letter in the little book, " The Portrait
Studio," obtainable from our publishers, pri^e Is. 3d. post free.

Referring to your more particular inquiries, we do not think that
you could do better than to get the //3.5 Cooke lens. This will

cover well for group's, and will also do for outdoor work, and
has besides a convenient soft focus adjustment for portraiture.
At the same time wo would point out that 12 inches is rather
a short focal length for large cabinet heads, and as you contem-
plate having a large studio a 16-inoh or 18-inch lens would be a
better choice. You would, howevei. require a 12-inch lens, or
even one of rather shorter focus, for full lengths and groups.
It should not be diflicult to convert an army hut into a good
studio. You v^ould not, in any case, require the full 60 feet in
length, but by fitting partitions you could arrange for work and
reception rooms.

O. M.—Messrs. W^ Butcher and Sons, Ltd., Camera House,
Farringdon Avenue, London, E.C.4, and Messrs. Honghtons,
Ltd., 88-89, High Holborn, London, W.C.I, supply cinema
cameras of simple construction. The best journal for you is
he ' Kmematograph Weekly," published by Messrs. Odhams,
Ltd., Long Acr«. London, W.C.2, price 3d. You can get second-
hand machines from the City Sale and Exchange, 81, Alders-

gate Street, London, E.C.I, and other dealers. The mechanie...

of a camera would require to be radically altered in order to

make it suitable for taking single exposures one after the oth(

:

and so that the jKirtrait could be focussed in each instar

For this it would probab'y be necessary to use a lens of, t.

7 or 8 inches focal length. Such a lens can be adapted to ma
cinema cameras. For satisfactory work postcard size is abi

as large as the little cinema negatives can be enlarged. We do

not quite understand what you mean by using cinema film for

bror'.ide contact work. Certainly transparencies can be very

leaSily nude on the cinema positive film

Sale of Negatives.^I recently purchased the negatives (view and

portrait) of a firm of photographers when they went into volun-

tary liquidation. I purchased simply the negatives, and not the

right to use their name. The firm I am now with are open te

purchase a quantity of the negatives. About the view negatives

I presume there is no diffi,culty. But can I sell outright to my
firm negatives taken in the ordinary way of husinese of ordi-

nary sitters that may be useful for show-ctrd advertisement

purpr>.«es?— X. E.

The copyright in the portrait negatives, or in any others

which were made by the original firm in execution of an order

from somebody or other, is the property of that somebody or

other, and any use of the negatives for the purpose of making
show-card.s, etc.. will be an infringement of the copyright. We
liave no doubt you are entitled to sell the negatives (it is rather

an obscure point on which there have been no cases in the

Courts), but certainly the purchaser will have no right to pririt-

from them, and you are not competent to grant him such right

D. N.—It would be easier to answer your query if 5'ou had enclosi a

a sketch of the stands on which your lamps are mounted, as upon
the form of these thp, nature of the reflector must largely depend.

If the stands are those supplied by the General Electric Company
you cannot do better than to adopt the company's hemispherical

reflector. The diffusing arrangement supplied with this is not

quite effective, and a great improvement can be made by fitting

a conical wire shade covered with thin nainsook over the entire

front, as shown in sketch we send. If you find these

reflectors too expensive, a D-shaped tin reflector with a nainsook

front will answer as well, but will not be so sightly. To get even

lighting of full lengths the lamps should be 8 feet from the flc

This will give too much light to the head, so to avoid this v

should use a semi-transparent head screen to cast a slight .shadow

on tho upper part of the figure, and thus allow you to expose
fully for the legs and feet. With groups this screen will not be

necessary, as the light will have about the same distance to travel

for the heads of the back row (standing) and those of the front

row sitting. Reflectors are used as with daylight.

The British Journal of Photography.
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EX CATHEDRA.
Roller-Blind Those photographers who use the
Shutters. popular roller-blind shutter should be

on their guArd when working out of doorsr, when a breeze

is blowing, against the possibility of spoiled negatives.

We refer to the probability of the wind catching the cord

of the shutter wiiile the latter is open for tlie exposure

of the i)late. and turning it round some [jortion of the

ciiinera front, so that a propeif closing of the blind is

pi. .Sonie timie ago we had this happen when
11- .<• field camera, the shutter cord getting caught

ro if the milled heads operating the swing front,

w, suit the plate was spoiled. It is a good plan

Uj Kuide tlje pa.ssage of the cord with the palm of the

hand while an exposure is being made, especially if of
" bulb or " time." This, of course, does not apply so

much to the before-leus shutter, since in all probability

it will be far enough away from the camera front to

ensure that its progress during the exposing- will imt in

any way be impeded.

Fifty Years It was in the autumn of 1871, the year

of Gelatine of the Tichbome trial, that Dr. R. L.
Emulaion. Mmldox published, in the " British

J, r" rhotography," the pai)er ^scribing the

pr of ri frelatine enmlsion which, within the

Sli

I''

pi:

Th -. ..

the " n..J.."
1

- latine for a

lis. had begim to revolutionize th©

I'hy throughout tlio world. Yet th©

il scarcely any notice at the time.

1^ Sutton, in the following issue of

1 the approaching substitution f

__..i, as the vehicle of sensitive silver

Its. but in his review of the years progress in the

suece»;diuu' " Almanac," Traill Taylor did not even

nu-ntioQ Dr. Maddox's contribution. And when tli.

ibed by Maddox is studied, it is

that |)hotographers of that day

^, 111 discerning any great possibilities

n' MK the estjiblishod collodion jtrocess.

ig more w(vs heard of gelatine

> years ; the next sign of interest

in it w:is an advertisement in the " B.J." of July 25,

>**?« ^ \h- 1. Burgess, offering for sale what was after-

i to be a gelatine emtdsion. Tliat piiblica-

,„.,, ,,,,, did much to promote subseqtient experi-

ment with whi<-h the names of Kennett, King, Johnston,

Bennett. Wratten. and others are associated. The

<»ucccpdinK five or six years were charm-terised by great

I the new field, and thosv who may wish to

volution of the gelatine emulsion during this

,„.n.).l cjiniiot have a better means of doing so than the

arti.-l.' bv W B. Bolton in the " B. J. Almanac of

jf<Hi» It • • in all this how closely experimenters

pIuiic t,. ti f the coll>idion emtdsion process, and

how bv slow .legrees, the technical conditions which

i.i.i.li.-d'partinulnrlv to the latter were discarded.

lit Ol f'l

;..n for II'
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Wide-AnKle The equipment of most photographers
Lenses. includes a wide-angle len.s, though
many workers Jo not seem to realise that these instru-

ments may be of great value, apart from the particular

purpose for which they are i)rimarily designed. When
copying has to be done upon a fairly large scale, and the
camera extension at the photographer's disposal is not
enough to permit the required size of pictui-e with the
lenses ordinarily emploj'ed for this work, the shoi-t-focus

wide-angle lens may be pressed into service with excellent

results. In this branch of work the violent perspective
too often in evidence in pictures taken with short-focus

lenses is not generally noticeable. Again, most wide-
angle lenses ar« separable ; their components, in common
with other lenses of the doublet type, are usually about
twice the focal length of the complete lens, and with
smaller stops give quite good definition. This fact may
sometimes be of advantage in giving an additional choice

of focal length not possessed by any complete lens at the
photographer's command.

* " * *

Vertical or Many photographers are at times in
Horizontal. doubt as to whether a particular pictm-e
should be taken the vertical or the horizontal way of

the plate. In effect, the vertical picture conveys an
impression of strength and dignity, while the other rather
of breadth, space, and distance. This is, of course, mainly
applicable to landscape or view work, though in some
ways the idea may be applied to portraiture. It is some-
times possible to strike a new and distinctive note, by
composing a portrait photograph in the horizontal, instead
of the usual vertical way of the plate, particularly when
the sitter can be posed so that the lines run to length
and breadth, rather than height. We were recently
shown a very charming garden portrait of a lady reclin-
ing in a deck chair, and this particular portrait required
a certain originality of treatment, simply because the
lines of its composition took a form different from the
usual vertical. Sometimes the choice of a horizontal
position for the plate is a decided mistake. Some time
ago we noticed one of the oi'dinary " bride and bride-
groom " pictures, taken upon a lawn. The plate had
been exposed in the horizontal position, w-ith the result
that far more of the surroundings were included than
there was any need for. These pictures should seldom be
attempted other than with the plate in the vertical
position.

* * *

Hardening Those who use roll films after a long
Roll Films. experience of dry plates are inclined to
treat their negative medium rather too harshly nhen
developing and fixing. It must be kept in mind that
film in any form is decidedly more tender than glass
negatives, and will stand very little ill usage without
softening or frilling, in which' case it is very prone to
scratches and other forms of mechanical damage. This
is especially the case in hot weather, when it is practically
impossible to keep solutions at a temperature low enough
to ensure immunity from trouble without the use of ice.

It is always a good plan to use a hardening bath, such
as formaline or alum, preferably the former, between
development and fixing; or, if this is not done, an acid
fixing bath, which will also harden the film, should be
employed. One caution should be given when using an
alvun bath between developipg and fixing. The alum
bath must not be too strong, or the film may be given a
dirty appearance difficult to remove ; also, the film should
bo well washed, after being taken from the developer,
before being put into the alum bath, or the alkali remain-
ing in the emulsion may contaminate the alum bath, with

the same result. In this respect chrome alum is better
than ordinary alum. Another cause of scratches may
often be traced to the rough ends of the film travelling
over the strip when in the washing water. These should
always be cut off, or they may be attached to a cork with
a drawing pin, the film being suspended in a loop in the
washing water. If this is done, scratches will not occur,
even though the gelatine coating is in a soft stat«?.

A TWO-NEGATIVE SYSTEM FOE SOFT-FOCUS
PORTEAITS.

.\ puocESs of more than ordinary interest to portrait

jjliotographers is described and illustrated in the current
issue (No. 44, October 15) of our contemporary, " La
Revue Francjaise de Photographic." It is a method of

introducing a cei-tiiin amount of soft definition into a
portrait and at the same time of modifying to a very
considerable extent the scale of tones and even such
features as the texture of the background. The method
has long been employed by a painter and sculptor, M. E.
Artigue, son of the M. Artigue who formerly made a
direct pigment paper with which the early triumphs of

Demachy, Puyo and other French pictorialisbs were
obtained more than twenty years ago, but which is no
longer manufactured. , M. Artigue has disclosed his

method to a contributor to our contemporary, M. W.
Quatreboeufs, who, in an introduction, gives his reasons
for regarding it as the realisation of an ideal technical

method hitherto sought in vain among soft-focus lenses

and other devices. According to M. Quatreboeufs, whose
curious name is, perhaps, a nom-de-plume, one must have
in a portrait—or in a landscape, for that matter—acute
definition, or " secheresse," as the French. call it. But
having got. that, it must, so to speak, be enclosed or, as

our French writer puts it, be given an " enveloppe."
Fi-om this standpoint the result obtained wdth a lens

which yields an image more or less wanting in definition

is unsatisfying, since it lacks the precision which is

regarded as the first essential ; and the customary
retouching, in the view of the writer, is worse still. On
the other hand, M. Artigue's method is found to yield

results which exhibit this union of definition and
" medium." We hear that his work in portraiture has
received the cordial admiration of French art critics.

In practice, M. Artigue's method is very simple. He
exposes two plates in the camera, one behind the other,

and with the emulsions' films of both directed towards
the lens. The two sensitive surfaces are therefore

separated by the thickness of the front plate. It is

necessary to give an exposure about half as much again

as for a noi'mal negative, in order to obtain sufficient

light-action on the rear plate. The front plate is very

lightly and superficially developed ; its function is to yield

detail and shai-p definition. The rear and somewhat
under-exposed plate is, however, developed thoroughly

in order to obtain a vigorous scale of tones. The two
negatives, when superimposed in register, should together

form one of about the nonnal density. For use, they are

thiis bound together in register with gummed strips in

the saJne relative positions as when exposed in the

camera. Fi-om the composite negatives prints are mad©
in the ordinary way, that is to say, with the papei- in

contact with the film of the shttrp negative of the pair.

Nothing is said in the article in our contemporary
respecting the working aperture of lens which is suitable

to this process, but presumably a large apertiu^e, such as

//4 or //6, is intended to be employed; otherwise the

degree of softness of definition produced on the rear plate

will be insignificant. Moreover, in view of the longer
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timf of exposure which requires to be given, a large

li'-rture may be asAuui.'d to be a necessity under the
-_ i:. ,., . . T-traiture. Two half-tone repro-

ibtained by the process are
'11 of it. Oil. '

II. a half-

>n. ImA an ii. mixture
1 also cxiiiliits what
rable after-work upon
M. Art not

'iari> i\e^ ' I lined

• i-i that made on the rear
. out .mv description of

reduction or

., ;it in with his

lit wliich we have
1 done to Ihe rear

. > of soft Iiatching

AorK of this description

!\. the separation of tile

rear negative from the printing paper serving to soften
such handwork in the final print. The other epeoimen,
having as its subject the head of an old man, shows a
print from each component negative alongside one from
the two negatives combined. It is evident that a large-
a|)erture lens has been used, the negative on the rear
plate being quite out of focus. Apart from the inter-
mingling of a certain degree of soft focus in the prints,
the methoil would seem to provide the means for securing
a rendering of detail throughout a wide range of light
intensities in the subject, and possibly in this respect
ha.s as much to recommend it as in its introduction of soft

definition. Tlie possibilities of two successive emulsion
films for tlie rendering of a long scale of tones have in the
past been proved in the case of double-coated plates,
such as those formerly manufactured by Mr. Sandell.
HereUie result is somewhat similar, but with the added
facility of producing localised eflfects by treatment of the
rear negative.

BELOW=ZERO PHOTOGRAPHY.

Ir I '(IT I I Vtvr in thi- Ottsvft Valley ir<p neytr h«vf
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I ....».(,.., t . .. ^..,.. ,.. 1 1,..,.,,, that

: Is of

• ..iiitry.
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rijt. And pTon thu it i«

Tiire I** ^oi'i'Mii -uri< rinl by
1 art in the open. Kiir

and
^ the

V th'j tti'Tiii<>m*t«r

. ,iii_v Hi.

'•To i>n

•Irr ST

il IS n>me<i. Ii

r in the nurtil

ttill niiirniiiK.

Th."

<I«T

'I nllllW III UK'

in in inillii'ii-

^ rreakk iiniiiT

Ontv .. f.-A

Ctt ins

•li the for.

•if a tree

fnMt. and h*» vodrfenlT riven open tlu' u.mkI.

r,.fi,1 «;tl. tho M>ld. The pine-nrr<lU-< »t«n'l

anil AK one ptuhe* thmiiich low-
.r...ii. .ilf lit... (vIail«

:id comfortable,

I ...^.ii to realise thnt

vninll <rre<r» an<l iiink*'

r- mill lllll^ ..I. R-r>.ii raitt<i oD i* an imponi-

t<> be done with b»re hand*. In le»« than t»o

imb and t
> - -i -> >,| ,„,] t|„.

lin for n and circu-

'^ i ri' r<' !(iav i>e trouble

• •d in the deep Know, but by

,1 fairly wilid bottom 14

n trorking in the »nnn

iiiitiT uniiniriK I proudly »t»rted out

little wooden tripo«I of ^ereral

ingenious folding nnd sliding sections. On firm ground it was,

perhapx, strong enough for my camera, but in the uncertain

foundation of th4' snow one leg sank deeper tb^n the others,

It topplwl over, and the weight of the camera pulled it down
si<lr« ays. When I picked it up I counted eight places where

it «»> split or broken. The loose tripod top iind the three

separate leg* that have to be carried like a bundle of sticks

are also anathema in the cold. Indeed, any apparatus that

di'iiKinfU avoidable handling is tc^^bo shunned in zero weather.

When focussing with my head under the cloth, if I happen

l<» breathe on the ground glass, my breath freezes on it in a

coat of rime that has to be scraped off befoijr I can proceed,

I.,»te one mid afternoon I was preparing to make lui exposure,

ami as I l>ent down to set the diaphragm I inadvertently

hreathe<l on tU lens. Instantly it w^BS coated over with ice.

Without thinking. I breathed on it again, with the foolish

idea of melting the coating. But the effect was merely another

layer of iie over the first one, ami as there wiis mi possibility

t.«" getting the lens thawed out before the light was gone, I

had to pack up and make for home,

temperatures have no bad effect, I believe, on the

,,
I ,,f plates: indeed, all sensitive niati-rials keep excel-

;. ntlv in our dry, cohl winter weather. Hut ,Iack Krost plays

^^h:t^ the photographer must consider very stupid tricks with

;.ppiiratu». .Manv wocKien cameras of European manufacture

w»rp and split here over winter. Str<mg.springe<I shutters of

the • Compound " type continue to work quite satisfactorily

at the lowest temperatures I have ever experienced, but some

of the lighter patterns of diaphragm shutters are slowed up

or stopped altogether by the cold, and the focal plane .shutter

nl... ai^e- in when the thermometer sinks to anywhere near

J, oqiiently, the reflex camera is practically useless

),. ,
nt.r. fhir ruffed grouse has a habit of burying

itaelf in the snow as a protection from the cold, and I have

long wanted to photograph the bird bursting out on the wing

from its burrow in the drift. My sector shutter set at

l/iTO second on the scale goodness knows what the speed

reallv i*-u,nlv gave me a negative with a streak of grouse

ft' long. Sio I trie<l a reflex camera that I had used with

perfect satisfaction in the summer. But after the firsl half-

hour in the open the inexorable cold gripped its inwards, ami

when I reached the grou«e resort the shutter was so stiff with

the fr..st that even at the highest spring tension it refused

to work And so the grouse still leaps from its snow burrow

unphotographed bv me to this day. .

If you demand mist in your landscapes, yon won t go out
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to photograph them at 20 below zero. In such weather you

will find no soft, hazy vistas; everything is clear-cut and keen.

The naked branches of the distant hardwoods are wiry sharp,

and you can see the pine trees fringing the skyline of the

blu« and silver hills thirty miles away. There is nothing

vague or illusive about the scene. A Canadian winter day is

a hard, cold fact.

For the nature photographer the season afPords many
interesting subjects. For instance, there is a new kind of

botany to be studied in the numerous plants that stand above

the snow, leafless and flowerless now, but frequently offering

fine compositions against the pure white background. An
even more interesting series can be made from wild animal

tracks in the snow. Only a few of our animals hibernate, and
although the soundless woods and fields seem bare of life, the

snow betrays the presence of many creatures large and small,

and relentlessly publishes all they have been doing. The

moose, the wolf, the lynx, the otter and other rare fur-bearers

must be sought farther north; but even in the settled country

where I live tracks of the red deer, beaver, porcupine, fox,

mink, hare, marmot, weasel, red squirrel and sundry mice and
shrews are more or less common.
With a modicum of woodcraft, the snow-gazette is not hard

to read. It gives news of many intimate happenings in

animal life, of friendly visits and social gatherings in the
moonlight, of courtships, hunting expeditions and intrepid

travels; and, alas ! all too often, of battle, murder, and sudden
death.

In photographing the tracks the best results are obtained
with panchromatic plates and colour screens, a red screen

being sometimes useful to give contrast in the snow on a
cloudy day. And a tilting top for the tripod is more than a
mere convenience—it is a practical necessity.

Charles Macnamaba.

FINDING THE NODAL SPACE OF A LENS.

Practically all popular formulae dealing with the distances

necessary for enlarging or reducing stop short after stating

the conjugate foci for an image in a given ratio, with a lens

of a given focus. It is left t9 the uninitiated worker himself

to discover, often with bewilderment and chagrin, that the

sum of the two conjugates is seldom the precise total distance

requisite for a desired size of image.

As anyone acquainted with optical theory will be aware,

the explanation is that the two conjugate distances should

not usually be measured from one identical point, but from
separate points, known as the first and second nodes, or the

nodes of admission and emission. The nodes may be defined

as those points where converging rays from the object, or

diverging rays to the image, would cut the lens 'axis, if they

were to continue through the glass, or be produced back in

a straight line, without refraction or bending. According to

the optical design of the lens, the nodes may either be inside

it or outside, and sometimes the second node is in front of

the first instead of behind, in which case the nodes are said

to be crossed. They rarely coincide.

The foregoing jvill make it evident that the correct total

distance between negative and enlargement, or original and
copy, will be the sum of the two conjugates plus the distance

between the two nodes, called the nodal space ; while if the

nodes are crossed the nodal space must be subtracted from
the sum of the conjugates instead of added.
But how is the nodal space to be ascertained? If the

photographer knows the precise focal length of his lens that

is an easy matter. He has only to focus an enlargement or

a copy carefully to an exact ratio, to measure the distance

from negative to image, or from original to ground glass, and
to find the difference between that measured distance and the

sum of the conjugates required for the given ratio with a lens

of the given focus. Thus, suppose the lens is known to be

of 8 in. focus, the ratio of enlargement or reduction is

2 diameters, and the measured distance between object and
image is 35J ins. Looking up the conjugates for a ratio of

2, in a table of distances, we find them to be 24 ins. and
12 ins., or 36 ins. altogether, and subtracting 35j from 36,

the nodal space is found to be J in., the nodes in this casa

being obviously crossed.

Providing all the measurements have been very carefully

done, we can naw always enlarge to any desired size with that

lens, pr reduce, by simply calculating or looking up the sum
of the conjugates, subtracting J in., measuring the resulting

distance between negative and easel, or object and plate, and
moving the lens alone until sharp focus is obtained with the
largest stop.

But when, as most frequently happens, the worker does not

know the exact focal length of the lens, or disbelieves its sup-

posed focus, matters are more involved. As far as the writer
is aware, no formulae have yet been published dealing with
such circumstances, except those calling for the use of an
expensive optical bench and a nodal slide or turntable. The
following formula, the result of much patient calculation and
experiment, may therefore be of service to many. In spite

of its somewhat forbidding appearance, it is really quite
simple, while the whole of the measurements and reckoning
can be carried out in a few minutes, requiring nothing but
the every-day appliances of the studio.

Two different ratios and total distances have to be measured.
Much the easiest way of doing this, in the case of an enlarger,
is to use as the negative a plain glass having on it a black
line exactly 1 in. long. Then the measurement of the line in
the enlarged image will itself be the ratio. Thus, if the image
measures 2 ins., the ratio is 2, and so on.
Having first focussed one image sharply with the largest

stop, measure the ratip, and also the total distance from
negative to image. Then focus another image sharply a
diameter or two larger, again measuring the ratio and the
total distance.

Let Di = first total distance, Dj = second total distance.
R, = first ratio, and Rj = second ratio. Then,

(r>2-D,)xC2-t-E,+ l)
1*2 ^-r-j ~^ =the nodal space.

(B,-R.)-(i^-^J

For example, suppose the two ratios are 3 and 5, while the
two distances are 54 1/3 ins. and 73 ins. Then,

(73-54 1/3) X (2+6+1/5)
(5-3)-(l/3-l/5) ~

„„ 18 2/3x7 1/5)
'* 2-2/15'^

-

73-(2016/15+28/15)=
73-2016/28=
73—72, =1 in., the nodal space.

Since 73 ins. is the actual total distance with a ratio of 5,
it is evident that 72 ins. is the sum of the conjugates for tha
ratio. Knowing this, it is easy to find the true focal lengtl
of the lens, which is always equal to the sum of the con^

jugates divided by A + R + gV Thus, 72 - (2 + 5 + 1/5) =

72 -r 7 1/5, = 10 ins., the focal length.
Having once ascertained the nodal space and the focfl

length of his lens, the worker will in future be able to mak
enlargements or reductions to any desired ratio withou
further trouble, in a manner that is far quicker and mo

73-
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n the Usual luiiiili-and-ready series of !«hiftingj

ts. '<u[)|n)-.H. lor instance, it is wished tu

neter.. Tlu-n. 10 x ('2 + '2\ + 1/2^^
~. Adilinj; 1 in. for the no<lal space,

<l total diNtanre in .5*1 ins., when it is onlv necov
the fa**"! .j'l ills. :iv\ay from tJie negative, and

. at full aiH'rtur<^ l>y morfng the lens alone.

..ilculated amount ohtained bv the nodal space

"ve to be greater thaii tiiat from which it is to be
• :. r..iiLniiMjer is a ikiuUk quantity, through the

Thus. su|>|«»~e the calcnUtion were to

._., .,. - ,.>, the rosiiU "Miild be - 8/10 in., indicat-

»t 8/10 in. (the nodal -i.i i i- ain-ays to bo deducted

•he turn of the conjiiira'- ;'i~tfad of added, when in

meaMiring the tut.Tl ! • • ,. for an enlargement or

ti net ion.

In the case of a copying camera, when making tho preliii::-

nary tests to ascertain the nodal space, the best way is ti'

fix up a 2-ft. rule horizontally in a gpotl light, and to mark
two vertical lines on the focussing screen exactly 2 ins. apart.
The positiqn and focus of the camera are then adjusted, using
the full aperture of the lens, until a certain number of inches
in the image exactly fill the space between the lines, taking
care to keep the camera back parallel to, and square with,
the rule. The number of inches included, divided by 2, will

obviously give tin- ratio ; for instance, if the number is 8. the
ratio is 4. The distance from rule to ground glass should then
be measured carefully, and the operation repeated for the
teeond ratio, this time getting a larger number of inches
between the lines.

A. I.OCKETT.

THE FIXING BATH.
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phur and sodium sulphite. Consequently the acid and sulphite

in the fixing liath, in a iiense, work in opposition to each other

and we can prevent decomposition of the hypo by the acid,

providing there is the proper amount of sulphite addeil. This
is anomplished in two ways; by the use of acetic. acid and
sniliiitii sulphite, or by sodium bisulphite which has the com-
poKituin XiiHSO, and is equal to a combination of sulphite and
rid.

The following is a suitable formula, using sulphite of soda :

Sodium tliiosulphate (" hypo") ... ... ... 16 oz.

Sodium bisulphite ... .3 oz.

Water 64 oz.

In large establishments the bisulphite should be made up hs

a stock soliitiiiii and added to the hypo, one oynce of a '50 per-

cent, solution to each twenty onces of plain fixing bath.

Sodium bisulpliite lye is often used in making acid fixing

baths. It is obtainable commercially, but is easily made by

adding one-half ounce of sulphuric acid to seven ounces of

aat4-r and then adding, after cooling, four ounces of sodium
sulphite. This quality may be used in the above formula.

I'otasiiium metabisiilphite may lie ii.sed in place of sodium
iiite. It diH-s not deconipo.se quite m> readily liut bus the

iiitage of costing more and practically the bisulphit* is

t'j be preferred.

The third type of fixing bath, the acid hardening bath i^

an acid bath to which an alum has l>een added to harden the

gelatine. It contains the following ingredients :
—

II. An acid to stop development— usually acetic.

h. A hardening agent, such as alum or formaline.

r. .V preservative— -usually sodium bisulphite.

There is another less common bath, in which sodium bistil-

plilti' r'j'liiii's acetic acid and smliuni sulphite.

-lu iiiifiir^ the hardener it is best to use two separate solu-

ti 'live the alum and sulphite each in one-half the

tut It of iriitrr. Then add the aciil to the sulphite solu-

tion and hiially mix the two solutions.

If the liath turns milky uiion standing it is due to:—
1

.

Ton much aciti or the use of too strong acid (most formulas

rail for 2S per i-ent. ao«tic acid).

2. Too little sulphite, bad sulphite, or high temperature ui

solution.

If the milkinoss disappears on standing it is due to the use

of an insufficient amount of acid or not enough hardener in

the bath to overcome the developer carried over by large

amounts of prints.

If the bath does not harden the emulsion it is due to :

1. Insufficient or impure alum.

2. Alkaline bath.
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The hardening action of alum is due to the aluminium sul-

phate anil some grades do not have the correct proportion.

Alkaline l>«ths harden gelatine slowly because alum hardens

be>-t in an acid solution.

It is false economy to overwork the fixing bath. The diffi-

culty is in knowing when the limit of the bath has been reached.

Bv experiment the writer has calculated that each ounce of a

solution of acid hardening fixing bath containing 50 per cent,

solution of hypo should fix twenty-five square inches of plate

surface.
"^

Directly over the fixing tanks he has fixed an ordinary slate

with a pencil attached to a string. The two sizes of plates

in use are o x 7 and 8 x W. and their areas are 35 and 80 square

inches. As each tank or batch of plates is developed notation

of the number of .square inches is placed upon the slate. Our

tanks hold one gallon each, and, therefore, when the total sur-

face area fixed is approximately 3,200 .square inches, the batli

is discarded and a new one made up. If only one size of plate

is used the record is kept more easily. This may seem to be too

much trouble, but once you are accustomed to it, it is very

simple, and if plates are fixed for 20 to 30 minutes in a bath,

which is correctly comix)unded and not overworked there need

never be a stained or faded negative. Those of us who hav
lost good negatives from these causes should appreciate th"

value of their eliminiition.

Cabboll B, Neblbttb.

AT=HOME PHOTOGRAPHY.

Fbo.m iimo lo time, sidelights on this profitable branch or

photography appear in these pages, and are of undoubted

value to those who read. In view of the iroportauoe of at-

homo photography, however, a general review mil not be

superfluous.

Everyone will not go to a photographer; and if we leave

things at that, it mean, that quite a large slic€ of humanity is

of no use to the profession. But of those who won't go to

the plioitographer, n^aJiy will not object to the photographer

going to them, and some will be only too delighted to welcome

hiui. In the course of a fairly long experience, I have never

deliberately sought this class of work, being fully occupied

in other directions, but even so I have met a continual demand
and numerous opening.-; for it, and, in my opinion, trade

which comes to one unasked should flourish for anyone oaring

to cultivate it.

The first essential for suoceKsf ul at4iome work is what I might

call a "personable" disposition. The individual who cannot

•stroll into a stranger's mansion or cottage and make liimself

and his tackle quite at home, and, do it without gush or offence,

is handioapped to istart with. To make a good impression on

the client and to be a-ble to work in comfort under diflicul-

ties, one must be neither rude nor timid. It is not always

easy to study one's camera position and the customer's c-arpet

in the sajne breath, but it will not do to sacrifice either.

An assistant, if not absolutely necessary, is very valuable.

He or she need ihave no photographic knowledge. Sufficient

intelligence to be able to caiTy out sim]>l6 instructions, is quite

enough.
fhe time of day, in its relation to the lighting of di.stant

places, has been treated exhaustively hy Mr. D. Charles, and
his device for ascertaining the direction of the sun's rays at

any place at any time has been published in this Jonimal.

This, the weather, tl^ain times, and suchlike details slliould all

be thouglit of when negotiating with distant clients.

The correct equipment to take to an at-honie engagement
will depend largely on the job and on tlie operator. I have
found a triple-exteaieion field camera with a light but strong

tripod to be worth its weight more often than not. For
carrying a field camera, I think an attache case much better

in every way than a canvas bag. It is neat, waterproof, and
capable of standing a knock or two without the contents suffer-

ing. A folding tripod can be strapi}>ed along the bottom of

such a case and the lot carried withovit any great exertion.

For cameras larger than half-plate, a suit case vould be the
equivalent. The advantages to be derived from the jxesession

of a small camera liave already been descrilied and eni!]>h'asised,

and I can emdbrse all that has been said in the small camera's
favour. But ome point should not be overlooked. A .small

camera alone is not at all impressive with the average customer.
Something large and unwieldy looks professional, while the
vest pocket or quarter-plate even if it cost ten or twenty
guineas looks too much like a toy, particularly with clients

who are in the habit of playing with this kind of "toy " them-

selve-i. Even though the small camera does most of the worK,

a larger camera should always be in evidence, though it might

be feasible to camouflage a vest-pocket folder to look like a

10 by 12 outfit!

For half-plate work lenses of about 7 and 13 inches focus

will cover most things. .Xnastigmats are not absolutely essen-

tial for at-home work, though this type of lens has the advan-

tage of sjjeed which is often needed in dark interiors. Much

can bo done with a good R.R., however. Single lenses are not

much use unless one is taking busts, when excellent results

can bo obtained «dth them if the diaphragm is made large

enough to be e(iuivalent to about //8, the sitter being posed

in a window. I^arge single lenses can be picked up in brokers

and pawnshops for a few shillings, but apart from this use

—

for which they were not designed by the way—they are no u-

for at-home photography.

After using numerous brands of plates and fUm I have found

it extremely easy to get first-class negatives on Guilleminot's

Radio-Eclair and Eastman Portrait Film; but I must add, in

justice to other plates and film, that I have yet to find one thoi

will not give good results for the proi>er treatment. As to :.

choice of developers or developing methods, every roan has his

own pet ideas, and with regard to the avoiding of halation,

harshness and other evils, enough has been written to satisfy

everyone's requirements. I agree with the view that amidol i.s

very good when under-oxposure is known to have occurred, an<l

that pyro foi-mute most readily give negatives for the " slon-

development '

' papens, but more than this I will not includi

here.

When portraiture is the object of an engagement, it is wis'

to take with one a background and reflector. These shoul'

be as small and light as possible for the sake of smooth handliiu
in the customer's drawing room. A double-sided, plain, or

nearly plain, backgiound is the most generally useful; and
tlie reflector, which need be nothing more elaborate than
couple of yards of linen, is best held by the assistant, thoug
« light frame for the job can be bougjht or made. Shutters!
for this sort of work are superfluous if working indoors, as]
very short exiiosures are not advisable or of use; hut fori
taking cliildren or animals on the lawn, a shutter is an advan-
tage. I favour a studio type s\ich as the Guerry or Packardl
Ideal. The former, though perhaps never intended for out-/
door work, has the advantage in the open of forming an exc
lent sky shade. The Packard Ideal is a very delicate
balaiK>ed piece of mechanism wliich will give time, bulb
instantaneous esposure, without any setting. When one
used to it, this shutter is almost human in the way it ca
answer the slightest pressure of the operator's hand. I m
arouse disagreement in not restricting myself to focal-plan,
or other graduated shutters, but from experience I oonsid^
the studio type to be the more satisfactory for all work oth
than high-speed snaps^iotting.
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t'.n i'.'

l.M : r. i
- the matter erf price*. Unfor-
M?ii trfheme for charging on at-

.: .« or iiny other kind • 'iMt.l..<>r photography, and if any-

,:!• \wxi> to draw up a li"! tli.>i.> would be little hope of '.t

being universally »dopt*J. If the photographer works for

one da&s of people only there >lii>uld bi- no dirtHulty in settling

pnc«s. T! • i>'pend on tlif -styles and sizes of his work,

the kind iie deals «itli. and the outside expenses
• -ed. Wlu'ii there is ni> ri''>triction as to the clav; of

er a t\xe«i lL»t will not ser\e without niiKlifWations. For

>ne could hardly diarge on the same M.-ale when
•oi;ni4>k» for a middl»<4as8 artisan a-s when working

of a Bi.<«h'[''N palace, and there are plenty of

•th <'la<«<e:> "i work would be available to the

\Vhil.«i Huring this, however, I do not

hritilil of nen-<iaity be plundered, but that

. a higher itaiulard of work, will

Te «atisfaotory to all conc-«.>me(t

the euitomer i« a high.cla« one. Outside expenses,

ak train farea the length of time one is away, meals,

'li«> pbotograpber, but at the same
up with an eye to the effoert on

N ' ! .-.r ' ri|«iriani a penon he mar be, Le
vin^ niore for a man'st time and
tb<> photographs, and if Iw is a

j\ U< as w«II to keep the outside

a p<vMible. It i« not a bad plan to

. th<> jut), the charge to include one
ti au manv expiMiires, farther oopiaa to ooat ao

..I ir.,,.. n'4 ex)><<na«s, if niTBMsrily large,

'ulans.

• man who does not practise out-

side work regularly is to make leaisonaibly sure of i>a.\inent

before going to expense. In my first experiences of at-hoine
engagomeiits I have lost rail faros and half-days, to say nothing
of plates and work. Now I am aiore careful. It is difficult to
say, " Don't give any credit," since many good customiera
are not kindly disposed to the busiiie-ss man nlio does not
seem to trust them. The best plan is to discriminate; a per-
sonal interview with a prospective client is advantageous. If

there is ervery pn>3pect of the aocount being settled without
recourse to the courts. i>avTOent is best not sugge.sted at ali

until proofs Wve been furnished. In this vray, larger orders
tlian have been hoped for may accrue. But the i-eliable

customer will nearly always mention the question of exjjenses
if the scene of operations is any distance from the photo-
grapher's headqitartern, and a deiK>sit should not be refu'sed

from a stranger. Working for people in moderate circum-
stance;, and at no distance I have found the followin); plan
sene excellently. I make no mention of expenses at all, but
quote prices that will not leave nio at a loss. Xo cash is asked
for, the customer being told that payment is not essential

nntil proofs are shown Then, if the party is known to rao

and I am sure of a straight deal, the order is completed with
or without payment: but in other cases au invoice marked
" Terma strictly C.W.O.," is forwarded with a note of thaulcs

for the order, also a definite statement that the order will be
delivered within so many days after the i-eturn of invoice.

Sjiu-e norkiifj; on tliis system, I have only been done once, and
that was by a life-long friend. Admittedly the '"C'.W.O."

touch nuiy louk more lik'> commercial manners than professional

etiquette, but when the former im>«ns n profit it is preferable

to the latter at a loss.

TUKKMIT.

DESENSITISING WITH POTASSIUM IODIDE, FREUND'S
METHOD.

Tm most Meant work poblithcid ' lb* above tubjrct is lo be

f'iiin>l iti two cwD«vi by one oi as (" Joum. Sue. Chrm. Ind.,

ifi6T, r^rintad "Brit. Joum. I'lvA," 67,

^ ^_, . I ill iij.rr detail in "Phot. Jooni.." 1921, 61,

12^15), so (bat «e read Mi. Bolas' article. " BJ.,"

-»-"'-inb«r 9, pp. 53l: iit«r«»l.

i« arc many points in it wliich tnvils eritictsni, but we will

.-...'.«, to a description of jome axpTiiiu iii< »» hare ja»t

,b}ect of Ks'.ini^ >om* of bis and to sn

,. ,. ..,. .. ..If. Bola* lo ppx^i'— .-.iA^nc* in -, , . ' them, and

( the rathrr renMrkable the.. t be pUcca on record.

f1 - If - - .—.r....t . . I I., ri\-i^.- -i.tirest in an

,. ,i
•. i practical

,. . ., ... . : miut lis»e

ilia thso other asp- snd Ive ^h^uld

- •' '•'- whole t J... . -.Ji be thoroughly
>>biainis)

I
.... r»K' " "* '"''' "" Hford Kmpresi

p.; > .« p'atcs exposures in a

. 171*1. liiir (one »'«'/»< i..... r
.-. .i.e light from s

metal filsment lamp at 1 metre distance, all (he strips

from quarter- plates taken from the same box. After

be platat were treated as follows:—

ioi i. TrMlad for t«o minuta* with 4 per rent, pure

potMS. iodide tolation: 2 gr«. 07*1. sodium rarbonste

A--r.- vjued lo tb* aS-oas. batch as sn extra •afesoard (rtVe Bolas'

»rtirle).

\., 3 Siii.r I..'!!.;: .' «olQtloD as aboee, to «bi«b one-tenth its

v<.:um< •' !0 |'.'r '< ' {xttsss. bromida solatiun was added bef<ire

use. TVeAtroent, two minutes.

No. 7. One mjoote nn'y in sane totntion as I snd 3.

Nfls. 4 and 5 ware iodised tn the solotion recommended in

" it>otr>(rrap)iie JoomaJ," 1921, 61, p. 13. snd containing 1 per cent.

kudiuni iodide, 2 per cent, noutral (cryst.) sodfum sulphite, and

3 per cent, sodium thiocyanate, for five minutes.

After iodising, the plates were well rinsed for about two minutea

in repeated changes of water, which, in the case of Nos. 4 and 5,

contained 2 per ^ent. neutral sodium sulphite.

No. 6 was not iodised, and was dev^oped in pyro soda (Ilford

formala) without bromide for four minntes. Bolas' developer, made

up exactly as recommended on page 533 of his article, was used

for plates 1. 2, 3, 5, and 7, No. 3 being developed in artificial

white light, while plate No. 4 was. developed in the alkaline amidol

developer recommended in the above " Photographic Journal "

paper by one of u». AU except No. 3 were developed in darkness.

In all cases, except No. 6, ten minutes' development at 70 deg. F.

ws» given, and a neutral " hypo " bath 1 : 4 was employed for

fixstioD.

The following table shows the resulting densities:—

DENsrriEs Plus Foo.

PUte j t 2
.

» * 6 « 7

Kri^wtfi''^

(Tr»»tir.)

F'V .113 .(13 .(»« .16 .04 .2 .0+

1
_ — — — .18 —

*» .Zfi — .32

4 ..' .36 .12 .65

8 .08 .00 -- .51 .23 1.14 .08

16 .U ,
.14 .11 .70 .39 1.70 .13

32 .24 '
.2.-J .17 .97 .55 2.21 .21

IM .»> .30 .26 1.32 ,71 2.Q6 .31

128 .38 .40 .35 1.81 .84 •* .fl

Theae results show clearly that, in our hands, ordinary develop-

ment of the untreated plate (No. 6) gives the best rwuH, iodisinfr

in tlie iodidc-sulpliitethiocyanate mixture comes next (4 and 5),
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the amidol sod. carbonate developer (No. 4) bringing out far more

in a given time than Bolas' hydroquinone developer (No. 5). The
values in columns 1, 2, and 7 indicate that it makes no practical

difference whether the Bolas ioilide solution is allo-wed to act for

two minute.* or one minule, or whether bromide is added or omitted.

No. 3, which is the -worst, ehows the further loS6 of image result-

ing from development in white light, whereas many e.vperiments

with the iodiser used for Nos. 4 and 5 have sbown us that, after

rinsing in several changes of dilute sulphite for two minutes, there

;# no further destruction of the latent image when development is

arried out in white light; the plates may even be dried ,^nd kept

ior a week, and po&sibly much longer, without further loss.

In conclusion, -we should be glad if Mr. Bolas would state what
evidence he has in support of the sf-atement in paragraph 3 of liis

article that the process depends on the partial conversion of the

ilver bromide to iodide in the unexposed parts, while the exposed

liirrts undergo little or no change. If this were true, it should be

possible to demonstrate it by fixing out tlie unchanged silver bromide
from the iodised washed plate in a hypo solution, or, better still,

n a 10 per cent, solution of aluminium sulphocyanide, in which
Ihe solubility of silver bromide is stated by Valenta to be over

200 times that of the iodide. Our tests of iodised plates with both
'lie.'ie solvents entirely failed, however, to discriminate between the

I Xposed and une.vposed areas.

On consulting Meldola's article in Watts' " Dictionary of

Chemistry " we failed to find the word " gclatinobromide " used in

onnection with the reversing action of iodides on photographic
[lates, while his book, " The ChemistTy of Photogi'aphy " (1904

edition, p. 217), refers only to this effect in connection with the

wet collodion process.

It would interest us to know wV- Mr. Bolas states that " the

photolyte being uncoloured, it is by no means surprising to find

liat the red light of the dark-room may have in this case a very
• iinsidera.ble action,'' unless his statement is founded on the article

II the " Photographic Journal " already cited, in which it is shown
' hat very dilute solutions of iodides are able to confer red sensitive-

ness on gclatinobromide of silver.

The theoretical views put forward by Mr. Bolas, including the

explanation, due to Meldola, of the reversing actioii of potassium
iodide in the light, appear to us to rest on very slender foundations,

and to require much further experimental support before those who
bold different views are asked to accept them.

O. F. Block, F.I.C,

F. F> Rekwick, FJ.C, A.C.G.I.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.
September 19 to October 29.—Royal Photographic Society. Secre-

tarv, Roval Photographic Society. 36, Russell Square, London,
W.C.I.

November 17 to 19.—Bowes Park and District Photographic Society.

Particulars from the Hon. Sic. S. Smith, 68, Mannock Road,
Wood Green, London. N.22.

November 23 to 26.—Rotherham Photographic Society.^ Latest
date for entries. November 9. Particulars and entry forms
from the Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Sydney G. Liversidge,
" Orissa," Gerard Road, Rotherham.

D 'i— 3 to 17.—Scottish Photographic Circle. Hon. Secretary,
W. S. Crocket, 10, Parkgrove Terrace, Tollcross, Glasgow.

1922.

January 21 to February 4.—Partick Camera Club. Particulars from
the Hon. Secretary, James W^hyte, 51a, Peel Street, Partick,
Glasgow.

February 14 to 17.—Exeter Camera Club. Particnlare from C.
Beauchamp Hall, Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Exeter Camera
Club, " St. Denys," Bellevue Road, Exmouth.

February 11 to 25.—Scottish Photographic Salon. Particulars from
the Secretary. James F. Smellie, Braefindon, Allanshaw Street,

Hamilton.

Cambrid(.;e Photographic Club.—At the annual meeting of the
Cambridge Photographic Club held last week, Mr. J. Winship
was elected to the presidency and the retiring president, Mr. E. C.
Ogle, to the treasurership, and Mr. W. Farren was re-elected secre-
tary. The reports of the secretary and treasurer showed that the
Club was in a flourishing condition both numerically and financially.

A MODERN PROCESS AND COPYING CAMERA.
A popuLAK but interesting account of a new camera installation,

recently established by the United States Geological Survey,

appears in the current issue of the " Scientific American." It will

be seen that the installation, which has been designed bv Mr. A. H,

Linsenmeyer, chief photographer to the Survey, is distinguished by

elaborate electrical methods of operation, and particularly by an

electrical device indicating the setting of the optical system to a

given scale of reproduction. As in the case of the installation

employed by the Egyptian Survey Office, and fully described in

' B. J.." August 20, 1920, pp. 511-513, the sensitive plate is placed

in the dark room itself.

The three-and-a-half-ton giant, hanging from the ceiling, dis-

penses with the perplexing problems of alignment, focussing, etc.,

and responds to direction by electricity or by hand more readily

than does the tiny Kodak to the grasp of a steady pair of fists.

Nowhere are higher standards of accuracy maintained than in the

Federal Survey, and that absolute scale is secured in the reproduc-

tion of every map is due largely to the fact that the big machine -s

exact in every movement to the smallest fraction of an inch.

Save for the bellows and curtain-slide, which are of rubber, the

camera is an all-metal affair. A rigid tubular steel frame, ten by
sixteen feet, is suspended from the ceiling by springs so attached

as to offset any possible vibration of the building. From this

Plate-holder seen from behind the instrument inside the
dark room.

massive frame hang the several parts of the camera, in the opera-

lion of which the usual method of copying is reversed. In one
corner is the plate-holder, placed inside the dark-room. In front

of this is the bellows, terminating in lens and prism, attached to a

carriage which moves on two parallel rod-rails. Resting on this

carriage and travelling at right angles is a second carriage support-

ing the copy-holder. And here is where the process differs from
the ordinary practice ; the lens and copy-holder jnove toward or

away from each other, according to the size and scale of map
desired, but the plate-holder remains stationarv inside the dark-

room. This dispenses with the const.ant squaring up of camera and
copy-holder and practically eliminates the time-consuming operation

of focussing. The lens is moved forward or backward by the
motion of the first carriage, which opens and closes the bellows in

accordion-like fashion. The uniformity of bellows movement is

regulated by lazy-tongs on each side which give the camera front

the appearance of a huge jack-in-the-box.

.\s previously pointed nut, the plate-holder of the machine is

firmly attached to the main frame and extends into the dark-room.
It has an automatic plate-centering device, aluminium drip-trough,

half-tone screen-holder, .sci-een-distance-regulator. spring support for

holding the plate in position, and a rubber curtain which keeps out
the light during exposure. Just beneath the plate-holder are four
hand-wheels which make one think of a pilot-house. Two of the

fo'ur actuate the lens, giving it horizontal or vertical motion. The

i
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oUier* move the brlluwi and reflate the cnpy distance. All four

»

C'

y
bv

A. .,'• t<'.l liy chain neur !<-> aqiiare revolving rods, along

: s. an assembly which permits mot-ion to be

^««r« at any p'uiit in their travel. And if the

chuot>es to operate the machine from the darkroom,
through a little red wiikI'jw and watch the copy-holder

and Icoa swini; into position for the pictore.

The copyholder is • steel frame cmrrying two heavy

ghue (i!at<«. four bjr six fert. The copy is placed between

them : hut perhaps you ar« wondering how, for the illustra-

tion -•t-rii!* u> have them permanently fixed. This if true as

ref;ar<l> the fmnt plate, which ia ever in oorrect alignment with the
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again using a hsnd-

.-.. >,!•> that the picture-

maker ran be up and away to another job while his friend with the

ordinary copying camera is fussing and fuming over details.

Reversible motors drive the two carriagee with astonishing ease

and precision. As has been stated, the copy-holder is alw<iys in

correct alignment with the lens and plate-holder, so that t-he camera
front never budges a hair's breadth unices the oopy-holder moves in

the same direction, but both can at once be driven forward or

backward as occasion demands.
Cooke len«es of 31 and 42 in. focal length are used in combina-

t'on with a Cooke prism. These, attached to a heavy brass plate,

will make a picture large or small. As accuracy is the paramount
c insideration, the optical parts must be in just the right position

and absolutely rigid. Plate .ind copy-holder are plumb or, if not,

can be made so by screw movements on each part, while the prism

is brought into alignment by a thumb-screw passing through a

strong lirrisx hrarket which runs out beneath it from the front-

board.

Patent News.

I'rociM patents -a/tpHootions and epecifications^are treated in

• I'hotoiitthanical Nottt."

Applications. October 3 to 8:--

AppARATfS.— No. 26.552. Photographic apnaratus. G. W. Cooper

and Stereo Kinenia Syndicate, Ltd.

RrLicr I'liultKiRAPHS.—No. 26.128. Process for producing relief

photograph«. E. Howard.

LrnsBJi.— No. 26.629. Lenses for photography, etc, Kapella. Ltil..

and H. W. Lee.

Kocnsi'iJjr. Dbvue.— No. 26,188. Roll-film focussing device. .\. K.

and V. C. Perry.

«.TrT!r..«ix)pr.—No. 26,429. Single-picture stereoscope. A. ¥..

.•y.

M'KY.—No. 26.569. Photographic cameras for ro-

ts with their natural colours. G. Russo.

'.utrHV.—No. 26.486. Anparatns for photographing

object* 1)11 an ordinary oomera. F. St-anley.

V

VOMI'LETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

Tkttt tpecifieationt art obtainable, price It. each, post free, from

the Patent Office, iS, Soulhamplon Buildingi, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.

Tkt date in brackets it that of application in thit country; or

abroad, in the cote of patent*, granted under the International

Convention.

I)»T MorsTiNO FniNO Irohs.—No. 169,036 (July 2, 1920), Accord

ing to the invention the fixing iron oompniaeB a aiiiglc

9M tub« upon wiiich is tnoonted a haimUe. -At one

Mid of «kis «ube is iMaohad a control tap witli nipple

mmi«Ot«d by a flexible tube wAli any conveiMeiK ga« Hupply.

The opwating head, which ia of the more or less hollow type,

in secnivd to or forms a part of this tube. An ordinary

gaa nipple is fiU«l midway witJiin the tube, or for oonvemierice

the tube mav l>e br-Jcen it this part, and unit«d again by Uie

iiifl>le. Immediately in fnjnt of the nipple tlie tube is cut away

,j4.JjMMidcB or luui a numbec of perforations, p«rmilling of an

Ijjuinl «r supply (or th« gaa iasuing from tlie nipple, and that

Fig. 1.

portion of the tube between the perforations and the hollow

head *er\'es as a oombtuAiun ciiaaiber.

(n the drawings A is «lie bo<Jy portion o< a gas ctMiduit. com

priaii^ a single tube upon wUdi is mnonted a handle B fi.xed

by WiMhen itipped a^ainat tjie shoulden D nf the fi.xed collar

E and the flaiMfp T ol the burner or nipple G when *ecm-ijig the

htad eeolion H o< the iulio ito tlie aeotion A. lite l)ore U'

of the haiull^ l\ is larger than the tube A so as to leave a suitable
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oleaiuiice ajid prevent tlie poeaiiUe heoltang of Uie handle B. The

aeotiioiu A and H of tlie gas concUiiit are oompled together, pre-

ferably by tJie nipple or burner G, one paJlt of wludi scasiwa into

A : ttic other poa* Borews into H witii tlie flango F aeliiig uptm

tlie w.isheis C as before descnibed. The tube or seutioii H fonns

the oonibnat.iou oTiarober J uixm whioli is pi-aferably ciat tlie

opei^ating head K ; or tlie h«ul may screw tjiea-eoii, as desired.

The tube H has a cut away portion or a nuimber of spaced open

riff, a

iiig,». L on opixwite sides in advance of tlie bumiei' G, the diatanct'
bettween eaioh pair of these openings beang pi-edetennined. and je
proseniting in the oora-esijonding leiigliiti of flanie a variation in
its healing oapaoity to an exitent apptx>ximating 50 degrees F. The
oonibtiaition oliaimber J opens into tiie hollow paat of tJie head K,
which may vary in size and shape anid be fomned by boaiiig or
ooaing according to wheither tSie head is detachable or cast upon
<ihe ))arit H. An eahauat port, M is provided in the head K. for
•the escape of the waste heat or hot air in the diambei- J. N is

a control tap attaolied to seotioai A foi- regulating the supply of
gas to the burner G, and P is a nipple formed thereon to which
is seoui-ed the flexiible gas supply tube, not shown.
When about to use the device the gas is turned on at the tap

N ; the smalll jelt issuing from the barnea- sucks into the com

Fig. 3.

(buation chamber J atmosplieiic air thi'ough the cut away parts
or the holes L, so that upon a light being applied the mijotures
ignite. The ix<sulting flame will extend as far as the iast pair of
holes and give a maximum heart, for quickly heating the liead to
the desii-ed iteinperature. WJien iliis is attained, tihe tap N may
be adjusted to reduce ftihe flanie in oi'd'ei- <Jhait ithe desired 'temj>eia-
ture of the head may a'emain oonatanlt tiliax>ughout the use of the
device. Any variation in the leoigth of the flame amounting to
the length of .the out ;away part or to the distance between each
pair of hales L will lead to a variation in heat approximating to 50
degrees F.—Joliii Goodirick, 52, Hfire Street, Halifax, YonkaliiiH;.

STEHEo-CiNEMATOGRAPHy.—No. 165,587 (April 22, 1920). The
invention relates to means for imparting a stereoscopic effect to
pictures presented on a ciisema screen, and consists in the
mechanical means employed for giving transverse reciprocating

movement to the camera wiiile at the
same time keeping the lens axis directed

on the subject.

Reciprocating motion is applied to the
camera by means of a crank and connect-
ing rod, operated by a handle through
suitable gearing; the periodicity of the
reciprocating motion being varied in rela-

tion to the speed of the handle by varia-
tion of the gearing.

The handle may be made to also operate
the photographing mechanism of the
camera through a chain, gearing, or
flexible wire. '

The distance througli which the camera
reciprocates may be varied by variation
of the radius at which the orank pin, of

the crank imparting the reciprocating
motion, works.

In the drawing, which is a plan view,
the pivot A on the camera platform C (or

an extension thereof) has a reciprocating
motion on a straight line directed by the
guide B mounted upon the base K; the
reciprocating motioh being on a line at

(or having a component at) right angles

to the general line of direction of the camera G.

If now during the reciprocating motion, of the pivot A the

camera platform C is given a certain small angular motion about

the pivot, the camera, whilst being moved from side to side, will

be continuously pointed upon a distant object.

\ roller guide block F i.^ mounted upon the camera platform

C (or an extension thereof), and is directed on a straight line

by the guide D, the latter being mounted upon the base K on

a line at an angle to the line upon which the guide B is set-

An angular motion will then lie imparted to the camera plat-

form C about the pivot A depending in magnitude on the magni-

tude of the angularity of the guide D : the distance of the object

upon which the camera will be directed being indicated upon
a scale, this scale reading being varied by variation in the

angularity of the guide D.

The crank H may apply motion to any point of the camera
platform C (or extension thereof) as may be convenient.

The crank may be mounted upon the base K as shown, or it

may be mounted upon the camera platform C ; and it may be
mounted horizontally or vertically.

The base K is fixed to the camera tripod or stand.

It will be seen that the action of the apparatus, in producing
the combined reciprocating and converging motions, will be the
same if the construction hereinbefore described be reversed,

that is to say, if the guides B and D were mounted upon the

camera platform C, or extension thereof, and the pivot

A and the roller guide block F were mounted upon the
base K or extension thereof ; all parts being placed relatively to

each other as in the first, or primary arrangement.—Alfred
Reginald Boorman, 130, Francis .\venue, Southsea, Portsmouth.

Trade Names and Marks.

MARKS PLACELi ON THE REGISTER.
The following marks have been placed on the registet

:

—
Aerozon.—No. 412,022. Spraying machines included in Class 6.

The Aerograph Co., Ltd., 43 Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.I,

manufacturers of spray painting plant, air compressors and
general engineers.

Tender for Aekial Cameras.—The Department of Overseas

Trade is informed that the Venezuelan Government wishes to

obtain tenders for three sets of photographic apparatus for topo-

graphical work from aeroplanes. Applications sliould be made to

the Venezuelan Minister in London, Dr. P. C. Dominici, 7,

Richmond Mansions, Earl's Courjt, S.W.
R.P.S. Scientific and Technical Group.—At the meeting to be

held on Tuesday next, October 25, the following papers are to be
read :

—
" The sensitivity of silver halide crystals which are

geometrically identical," by F. C. Toy, M.Sc, A.Iust.P. ; "The
darkening of silver bromide grains on exposure to light as further

evidence of their heterogeneity in photographic emulsions," by J.

Brooksbank, A.R.C.Sc, B.Sc. ; "The uniform development of

dry plates," by 0. F. Bloch, F.I.C. ;
" Experiments relating to

the rendering of gradation in photogravure," by H. Mills Cart-

wright.

The Picture Postcard Trade.—Strong efforts are now being
made to secure a reduction in the postage on picture postcards.

The increase to l^d. is said to have caused a decrease of 50 per cent,

in sales. A well-known picture postcard producer says he is assured
that the Government has the subject under consideration. He asks
that the rate should be reduced forthwith, or at an early date, so that
publisher.>j will be able to save the e.xport market for next year.

The immediate result of the three halfpenny postage has been that
stocks have been left on the hands of publishers, wholesalers and
I'etailers.

Scottish Photographic Salon.—The attention of our readers
who are interested in pictorial photqgraphy is directed to the
fourteenth annual salon of the Scottish Photographic Federation,
which will be held_in the Parish Halls, Hamilton, from Saturday, 11,

till Saturday, February 25, 1922. Sir Henry S. Keith is the honorary
president, and the Board of Selectors is as follows : Messrs. Arch.
Cochrane, Barrhead ; Kobt. Chalmers, Sunderland ; and J. Campbell
Harper, Edinburgh. Full particulars and prospectus from the
secretary, James F. Smellie, Braefindon, AUanshaw Street.

Hamilton.

I
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New Apparatus.

Aplut Automatic Ferrotype Camera*. Made by Moore and Co.i

101.103, Dale Street, Liverpool.

Th'
.vri;. t

which I* i

rn of :» cani'

piate.

.'
' ';> reach u« for paiiiiular^ of " while-
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The De I.. lie model. {Ilnatraled ffr-r 2^- x li-in. plate*), is fitted

with 1 H- '
' ( 3*aj>ertore, and evartet dia-

pbrarm >*^ This model is fitted with
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f £25.

Messrs. Moore aapply the ferrotype plates in these two sizes in 100,

500, or 1.000 lots, and also the necessary developing and fixing

powderti and mounts ior the metal portrait plate«.

The Landell Dark Room Clock. Sold by Lin^wood and Lowen,
10, Chadwell Street. London, E.C.I.

HABiTr.u. u.<ers ..f a ch.-ck in a dark-room for fattorial development
.ind for other purposes m timing photographic operations, would
seem to l,e fasti.; .:i- pr.iple. otherwi.se it is scarcely possible tr find

an explanation of tJie nuccessive is&uee on tlie market of a con-

ible number of patterns of clock. The present introduction,

Tnliined French luid F^nglish make, embodies a range of

ia<.ilities such that the most exacting user of a clock can hardly

i«»k for more. \% slwwn in the drawing, the clock has three

separate dials. That arranged on the outer circumference of tht;

face records minutes from to 60, moving just like the large hand
of an • rdinary clock. The smaller dial in the lower part of the

face is provided witji u seconds hand, the finger traversing the

dial in one minute. The small upper dial is the setting for the

.ilarm, which, it will be observed, may thus be set to ring at the

termination of any given interval of time up to one hour. On the

ri;.-ht hniul side oif the clock is the stopping and starting lever, aiid

V under the gong a second lever whicli silences the

•I required. The drawing does not e.xoggerate the bold-

ness of the dials, an Important feature nowadays in a dark-room

clock when (he latter has frequently to be used in dim illumina-

tion. In operation, the clock is exceedingly simple. For example,

ill u«e in fnctori.il deve..^pmenl the clock is stopped with the seconds

hand at 0. and the minute hand also at 0. After pouring on the

Jaaaltipi i and simultaneously starting the clock, the number of

sAcrTrri1<i for the appear.ince of the image is then noted on the lower

di.il. By multiplying this time by the factor of the developer, the

total time of development is a.scertained and the alarm can then

ba sK to this lime on tiie upper dial, and development continued

without further attention until the .signal is given for the plate to

be taken out^ The clock is evidently exceedingly well made and

of nickel steel finish. - Its price is 25s.

.\cstl Dish Rockehs.—Mr. H. W. Harrington. 43, Ellesmere

Avenue. NCR.. Phoenix Pwk, Dniilin^ sends us a simple forni of

dish rocker for the dark-room, which he Is supplying, price 48. 6d.

each po»l free. The rocker consists of a wooden frame on which

is pivot-ed. on a horizontal axis, a w(.>odeii platform for the develop-

ing disii. Tlie platform being free to rock over a small angle by
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llie operation of the finger, the solution in the developing dish is

readily kept in 'jimstant movemenf: The device is an extension of

the old dodge of laying a split lead pencil on the working bench

midway under the developing dish, bnt, of course, the rocker is

an improvement on this primitive plar.. since the axis on which the

dish is rocked is made a fixture.

New Materials.

Artist Passe-Partouts Mount-Frames. Made by W. Butcher and
Sons, Ltd., Camera House, Farrinijdon Avenue. London,
E.C.4.

Messhs. BuTCHEit have produced so many different and admirable

styles in ready-made passe partouts that it is not the easiest thin;.;

j IJHhk

to find fresh comments co make upon their latest series. However,

those which have just been issued as the " Artist " are character-

ised by an excellent simplicity which fits them for almost any

i

i

» u .t: **• .» »B

description of print. 'Ihe cut-out behind which the print appears

is of matt white card, whilst the binding strip is black. The
:o3ult, in coftjunction with a plate mark round the opening of the

ut-out. is of most refined appearance. For the benefit of those

unfamiliar with the previou* issues of these pas.se-parlout frames,

let it be said that the print lias simply to be laid behind the cut-

out and a card backing secured against it. by mf'istening and
pressing down a gnmmid flap. The passe-partout is then complete

without any of the trouble of applying the gummed paper binding.

The present " .•\rtist " series includes eight- different sizes, four

for upripht postcards, quarter-plates. No. la F.P.K. and C.d.V. ;

the other four, for the foregoing sizes, but the " landscape " way
of the prints. The pi ices range from 1.= 3d. to Is. 6d. each.

In a companion series >ressrs. Butcher embody in the passe-

partout a removable calendar immediately below the print, as shown

in the second illustrat'on. This calendar series provides an

eminently welcome and agreeable form of photographic Christmas

greeting card. The prices ot the calendar series are from l.s. 9d.

to 2s. each As we have said on the occasions of noticing the

earlier styles of Messrs. Butcher's passe-partout mount frames,

these articles pi-ovide a most neat and tasteful means for the

display of photographers' window specimens, and have the special

merit of keeping the latter clean and allowing of their l>eing regu-

larly changed. JVforeoxer. the display of prints in this form is an

inducement fur sitter' to purchase portraits framed in the ^^ame

stvle.

Christmas Card Mounts.—Messrs. Jonathan Fallowfield, Ltd ,

146, Charing Cross RoacJ. London, W.C.2, send us samples of the

Christmas card and calendar mounts which they have in readiness

for the forthcoming season. The cards include a variety of styles,

most of them of the folder pattern, and of the slip-in type; a few,

however, are for mounting of the prints or for insertion of a

print by a touch of adhesive along one side. We observe a com-

mendable diversity of styles appropriate to the variations of taste

among the public. The purchaser from Messrs. Fallowfield may
obtain mount* in quiet grey, buff or cream colour with a minimum
of embellishment, or, on the other hand, those with a cheerful

design in bright colours, including the time-honoured sprig of

holly. The calendars, in particular, are exceedingly choice

examples of mount-making, and are obtainable in sizes from V.P.K.

to postcard in both upright and horizontal patterns. Messrs.

Fallowfield hold a large stock of these mounts, and can execute

orders for them without delav.

Meetings of Societies.

" \Miat to See in

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
JMoNDAY, October 24.

Bowes Park and District Photographic Society.

an old Church." H. Creighton Beckett.

Bradford Photographic Society. " From the Ionian Sea to the

Golden Horn." Rev. W. Hargreaves Cooper.
City of London and Cripplegate Photographic Society. Outing

Print Competition.
Dewsbuiy Photographic Society. Y.P.U. Shield Portfolio.

Leeds Camera Club. " 'The Yorkshire Coast from Flamborough
Head to Ruii.«wick Bay." Hugh P. Kendall.

Southampton Camera Club. " Marine Photographv." Eng.-Com.
E. J. Mowlam, R.N.

South London Photographic Society. " Gloucester Cathedral."

E. W. Harvey-Piper.
Wallasey Amateur Photographic Society. Artificial Light Portrai-

ture. Members.
Tuesday, October 25.

Royal Photograpliic Society. Papers by membere ot the Scientific

and Technical Group. (See p. 630.)

Exeter Camera Club. Ramble Competition.

Hackney Photographic Society. " Easter by the Torridge." A. J.

Linford.
I/eeds Photographic Society. " Transferotype." J. Brown.
Manchester Amateur Photographic Society. " Enlarging by Arti-

ficial Light." C. J. Unsworth.
.Morlev Photographic Societv.

H. Wa'sh:
South Glasgow Camera Club.

A. Dordan Pyke.
Tyneside Photographic Society

R. Chalmers.
Welfare Camera Club. Home Portraiture

Intensification and Reduction."

After-Treatment of Negative."

Pictorial Side of Photogra^jhy."

I
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WCDintaOAY, OCTOBKR 26.

AecringUm Camera Club. " Art in Relation to Life." A. Plunkett.

Croydon Camera Club. " Photography in Adv«rtiaing. " Elwin

N«ame.
DMiniJtonn Amateur Pbalographic Acaociation. " Old Prooewea and

New Method*." W. f. Slater.

lUord Photographic Society. " Rye and Winchelsea." Algernon

Brooker.
P;.r".rk Camera T.antern Slide Making." Jamea Baillie.

I'li.u.. raicrografi Member*' Evening.

R.>h !ale iUnatvui •......graphic Society. " Snlohide Toning."

\. F. Bamea.
SouLii (JUagow Camera Club. " Det-elopment."

South Suburban Photographic Society. •' Landacape." E. W.
Brooka.

THrXSOAT, OCTOBEB 27.

Camera CTub. The. • Waate Products." J. P. Bolaiid.

V.V^i^ .V *; W of Scot. Soc. of Prof. Phot. " Artiatic Lighting."

N 1-. I. li. 'hei.

Han m- r :i;:'h Hampahira Hoaae Photographic Society. " A
\ ..' t<i Sfaetland and a Whaling Station." Rev. Preb.

' •.- M.A.
\ I lle«ez PhotMraphic !<>. i«iy. " Engliah Medinval

Hire." H. W. Fiiicliim

\\:nii.i.>i n k Diatrict Camera Club. • Mounting and Finiahing."

F. N. Smart.
FsniAT, 0<.-Tr>Bi;R 28.

Partick Camna Ctub •' EnUripn*: i DanicU .

y.iuni;.

He »!

uf fai,-'

pointed pieces of wood. It was also stated that about this time

Rej lander started retouching bis negatives, but his methoda were

not made public. Mr. Coorabe dealt, of course, with all the most

modern materials and methods, speaking highly of Brnce's retouch-

ing medium, Kodak's matt varnish and Johnson's spotting medium.
Among the many bints given to would-be retouchers were those of

using a No. 3 (H.6.) pencil for general work, the scrumbling (or

scribbling) touch, and a No. 3 sable with Indian ink and Payne'a

grey—sometimes with a touch of Prussian blue—for spotting. Many
beautiful examples of retouching work, and work with the knife,

were shown.

CROYDON CAMERA C2LUB.

Mr. B. J. Roaa, of mochanu-al ganiiu, produced " More Chip*

from a Work.bop." On* fli the moat energatic and youthful roem-

b«r* of tlw <!ub in all hot ye*r», he coirfcatad. a little sadly, to

thT»« «. or- and t«B. Tnxly, " thoi.e wbocn the gods love dia

f'.r th« geoial demonstrator ii. Apirit will never grow old.

<<>. he said, aubject to the ^i»>d bahavionr of a new let

•-etb, whiefa he bad found vndearonrrd to part company
' -of rbatorie on bi> part. Abo, the ball of a eiatern

tiia mjraUriou «ay, had ditconneo(«d itaett ill the

nd a varttakia flood in hi* workahop was the reanlt.

the beoaAt et new rvcrvHa, he then narrated the

: '. < of Buny older membara, MHne of whom appeared

irraassil doring the complfancnUry recital. Luckily

« as inbMootty limited, and be aooa pa*«ed on to a plain

•f the right and wrong way to oaa familiar tools. Fol-

ioviiii,;. c«ma 4Jw traaaformaiion of old coooa-l- ' • -~ " -r-

'Irrdgata, eombtaad «Mt-gnUn, and super «k

holder*. aa<l other oaefDl article* o< the Sizpr^mv i>:i/.a.ir i> i :.».

There wa* no deception, the miehty deeds were wrought in fr'.ttt

of all. An aaro|l(aae wiog. purchased for five sli!' ' .1 fut-

obhed 7 gmea «< aerewa, aad a variety of rlegan- con-

trivaaea*. The aaampica abown were of the sort u»u»iiy wtcribed

a* " oceasiooal," poaaibly beeaoae thry are not invariably in the

way.

AfUr other infankna escorsion*. Mr. Roae exhibited a foenasing

• .la casera, wUeh. he caref alway* in foeu*.

! %Mm*what amhifaon* •* . rneendered no

. w -. , n« tntto roce comment. " 1: lli*- thing ia always

. eusaedneaa, do yoo want to focus ? " inquired

i:i •'darly memliur, whose angle of view was certainly more limited

t;.;i;> thai ot the pinhole. A moat hearty vote of thank* was

aeoordtd for a highly pra "eting demonatration. The

teeth behaved admirably. ..Asnr* to gaae upon.

- ah
! ..•rt

ti^ir SocnTT.—Retonchipg portrait

nf landscape negative* were demon-

Suburban Photographic Society Isat

Coombe, of Lee. The president (Mr.

; the leotnrer, etaled that although

' tised by the Dagnerreotype worker*.

•A urKativm waa generally believed to have been

\nS by Herr RanhendTnt; nf Vienna, who for a long

Method* aaerei. In h he i* *aid not to

t. btit to have atil i^tate formed by

r.hate and pyro to a dilute solution of silver

-•poodad in colour to that of the film workeil

'.f preripitote wa* applied by nxaoa of a atnmp of felt or

News and Notes.

PxNBOSS's Annual.—Messrs. Percy Lund, Humphi-ies, the pub-

li*ber» of Penrose's Annual, announce that the 1922 volume will be

ready on November 1 next. The price has been reduced to 8s.

At Hakoswo&tb. on Wednesday in last week, a fire broke out in

the dark-room of Mr. Walter Bellamy, 112, Hamstead Ro^. Mr.

Bellamy writes that no explanation is forthcoming of the causa

other Hian the presence of some amateurs' films in a printing box.

Neither gas oc electric light were left on.

Fox Talbot Memorial Fund.—The current issue of " La Revue

Fraufaiae de Photographie " contains the first Ibt of the sub-

scriptions invited by our contemporary for the Fox Talbot

Memorial Fund. The amount subscribed is 215 francs, the donors

including the firms of Lunii6re, Lobel and Poulenc, M. L. P. Clerc,

and the proprietors of our contemporary.

How Jtn>OM WoBK AT ElxHiBiTiONS.—The methods judges adopt

for allocating marks to picturee are not usually made known, but

we learn from an Australian contemporary that at a New Zealand

•how the headings under which the 100 marks were awarded, and

the maximum for each heading, were as follow: Composition, 35;

technique, 25; conception, 20^ treatment, 15; and presentation, 5.

A ' Posrmrx " Rxcobd.—^We have grown accustomed to the

sight of suburban young ladie* who spend the time travelling by

tram or train to and from town in knitting jum^rs, doing crochet

work, or needlework of some description. But the record in this

field of time-saving (says the " Daily Chronicle ") was surely set

up by a young lady, obviously on her way to work, who was

observed walking along the sunny side of a central London street

about 8 o'clock yesterday morning with a frame in each hand in

which she wa* printing photographs!

Correspondence.

••• CoTTttpondenU ihould never write on both tidei of the paper.

No notice i* taken of communication* unleti the nawm and

addrettu of the viritert are given.

••• We do not undertake retpontibility for the opikiont eapret$*d

ij^^uT corrtfpondentt.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY MAGNESIUM LIGHT.

To the Editor*.

Gentlemen,—Dr. Bder ie at perfeot liberty to dispute my trans-

latimi or question the acoura<y of the construction tba.t I put upon

lu« language; but he has no right to charge me with being pro-

fuse in the use of italic* for the purpose of giving prominence

to something that he never wrote. This is a very grave charge

of dishoneely and deliberate falsifica,tion or, in plain language, of

lying on my part.

Dr. Wer giv« his own version of what he said ; but to support

his ohargc of dishonesty he omits the peseages that I italicised, and

to which I took exooption. These passages are, in their original, as

fiillowB :—" Die Photographie mit Magnesiumpulver in Form vorii

' Blitxlicht,' wie man as dann nannte, gelangte erst durch die
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Arbeiten J. C»aediok«s und A. Miethes in Berlin, 1887, ziMn

AufschwTUige (s.u. ) und bald besohiiftigte sich aJle Welt damit,

etc.," and " Niichdem Gacdicke und Miethe den neuerlichen

AnsUiss zur llagnesium-Blitzlichtphotogi-aphie gegeben hatte, etc"
I consider that the expression, to quote your oorrespondent's own
version, see p. 559, " was first brought to a succe.<isful issue," and

the .st-at-ement that Ga«dicke and Miethe had given the new impetus

to thi,"! work as liistoricaJly erroneous. Pr. Eder now adniit.s that

the reduction in price and the gelatine plat* may have played some
part in the more general use of flashlight.

I did not state that your correspondent called this " eipoohmach-

endeii." This was quiet .sarcasm on my part, and the word was

put in inverted commas because it w-as a foreign word, and because

it is a favourite gambit of .«o manv German writers—when record-

ing so-called German discoveries.

The subject is clased a* far as I ajn concerned.—Yours faithfully,

E. J. Wall.'
WoUaston. Aliass

NEGATIVES AND ENLARGING COSTS.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The interesting letter from Messrs. Raines and Co.,

Ltd., in your issue of October 14, raises two points which must be

of interest to the many firms who undertake to make prints from

negatives developed by otlier photographers. They are :

—

(a) Whether it is possible to get fairly uniform negatives by

developing batches of plates by time and temperature.

(b) How many grades of printing paper there really are upon
which prints can be made by artificial light out of all the

numerous makes and varieties of one make upon the

market ?

In order to obtain a number of negatives suitable lor printing

on the /amp printing paper by development to. some chosen time,

according to the temperature, etc., it is necessary that—

(1) .411 the plates should be of the same make and batch.

(2) The subjects taken sliould all present the same total range

of light-intensities.

Development by time and temperature together with the fulfil-

ment of condition (1) is what Messrs. Raines wish to obtain in

order that they ehall be able to reduce the stock of their papers.

Tlie subject proviso, however, is equally necessary, and cannot be

fulfilled. The range of Hght-intensities presented by various sub-

jects varies a great deal, and in the same subject it varies accord-

ing to the lighting. From a flatly-lighted open landscape to a sunlit

scene with ordinary transverse shadows in the foreground is a step

from a range of brightnesses of about 1—3 in the former to 1—30

in the latter. Similar plates exposed on these subjects would pro-

duce, when developed together for the same time, negatives whose
printing ranges differed from one another in precisely the same
degree as the subject ranges differed. The negative exposed on

the 1—3 subject would, if developed for a normal chosen time,

require, may be, a vigorous gaslight paper to render a presentable

print, whereas the negative exposed upon the 1—30 subject, and
developed for the same time, would then require a bromide paper
to yield an ef]ually appropriate print. It is usually necessary to

exaggerate the range of light-intensities (contrast) in flat subjects,

and occasionally necessary to diminish the range of light-intensities

(contrast) in subjects of high contrast, in order that harmonious
prints may be obtained on similar printing papers, and the only

way to do it is to develop each negative for it« own appropriate

time. Such a procedure is the very antithesis of the " develop-

ment of a batch of plates for the same time," no matter with
what care and accuracy the. time according to the temperature
be chosen. My own negatives, made on holiday this year, are a

striking example of variation in printing quality occasioned by
variations in the subject. Those negatives were all made upon
plates of the same make and batch. They were developed for the
same time under conditions in my dark room which, I venture to

hazard, are more accurate than one would usually find prevailing

;n the workrooms of firms who develop plates on a commercial
scale, yet those negatives would break tlie hearts of Messrs.
Raines's printers. They vary in their printing range from 1—10
to 1—60, and they present every conceivable range in between.

Their printing requirements have been more or less met by the

use of printing papers from vigorous gaslight to " soft " bromide
paper, with the occasional use o(f a " condenser " enlarging lantern

to give more contrast to the most feeble of them. It is quite

certain that negatives of' even printing quality cannot be turned

out unless the photographer knows:

—

(a) The range of the subject,

(b) Tlie exposure range of the printing paper,

(c) The time of development of the plate which will exact';

correlate (a) and (b).

Condition (c) varies nearly every time we expose a plate on

subject, and none of us have more than a very vague idea what

that time should be.

The second jxjint, namely, how many grades of gaslight papi i

and bromide paper tliere are presenting rea! differences in printi; _

properties, is worthy of discussion, and is certainly of importance

to commercial photographers. Personally, I have never been able

to find more than about four, viz., a paper whose exposure ranu'-

is about 1—10, usually labelled vigorous gaslight paper; anotln

whose exposure range is 1—20, called usually soft or normal ga-

light paper; a third, with an exposure range of about 1—35, usual!

,

a slow bromide paper; and a fourth, whose range is about 1—50.

usually a fast bromide paper. There are several paper makers

who can supply these four types, but there are others who do m..

supply more than two of them, or possibly three. Advertisemenir.

however, read to the contrary, and the reason for the continued

faith of piiotographers in the multiplicity of papers deserves atten-

tion. I liave on several occasions bought three samples of Messr-

Blank's bromide paper labelled so as to indicate that one packci

contained paper giving soft contrast, another paper giving hard

contrast, and the third giving contrast of intermediate degree. On
each occasion that I have tested them they have yielded identica

prints from tlie same negative. It must be remembered, howevci-,

tliat in testing tliem they were given equivalent exposures and
equivalent degrees of development, a precaution which most photo-

graphers overlook When the exposure and development properties

of these papers are worked out, it is found that the " eontrasty "

paper is dnw in exposure and very quick in development. The
" soft " paper is qvirl: in exposure and ^low in development, the

very reverse. TJie tendency is to under-expose and over-develop

the " eontrasty " paper, and to over-expose and under-develop tlie

" soft " paper. It would be equally efficacious to buy one jacket

of paper only, and ileliheratPltj over-expose and under-develop, if

one wishes, or rire verna. But when normal treatment is given

to each paper, namely, equivalent exposures and equal degrees of

development, the resultant print differences .simply disappear. And
it is to be feared that there are a great number of printing papers

in existence whose sole differences are their speed and the rapidity

with which they develop, and whose gradation qualities (exposure

ranges) are identical.

In the present stage of mauufaciiire of gaslight and bromidt

paper emulsions it is doubtful whether Messrs. Raines can gai'

anything by stocking more than these four emulsions with re^i;

differences. The number of papers will, however, have to lu

increased where it is desired to possess choice of colour in tlu

paper base and choice of variety in surface. These two feature?,

however, have comparatively little to do with the type of printin;.'

negative.—Yours faithfully, B. T. J. Glovek.
Sunnymere, Birkenhead Road. Meols, Cheshire.

October 17.

COMMERCIAL T'. ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY".
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Mr. Wilson, it would seem, has greatly offended the

amour propre of a section of the high-brows of photographic art

.

and indeed it is amusing to notice the lofty manner with which
they have endeavoured to point out to him that he is really to b.

pitied in his bewildered ignorance of what constitutes " art "
ii;

photography, albeit they have written lengthy letters which do no'

sound half so convincing as does Mr. Hughes's short but interesting

communication that precedes them in to-day's issue of your valued
journal.

In Mr, Hughes's letter I find some sort of dismal consolation in

that my own abortive attempts gently to persuade the public to
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!; a tarn pbotognph bave bad exactly

rcty difl<rrent locality, t have for some
' laely the tame Iidab as Mr. Hoghea, in bo far

IMS iinaiu in which I have flattered myself

:iottnt of art"

, ,.-.^ receive retorla tliai eridently mine is

i« art, bat at the mtae time I am convinced that a va«(

..,., ..'.y of the public. do not and will not take kindly to the

(••rtrattor* r«o-callcd) thai ia perpcrtosl«d by many "camera
rtL't^

Ii - ailmitudly a good thinit to atrive to tarn oat artiatic

plM.i.^raph*, fa«t tit* iopenmpmiiii; of a tyat«inatic amogement of

By i>Uiw» oa otlierwia* oaefol portraits (a* wM to be aeeo at the
- n SalM of PbAIOfTnpby) and moefa-faked ahadowfraphs will

Ip tiM pl>o*ogwph«f who «ndeareara to eun loin* aort of
hr hia ptalaiiew . and. more important itill. da«a not happen
in an Itrm-Bodam 4Mriet.—Yoora faithfully,

Vdlu 8tr«4. CMmmto€4. October 14. O. A. SloiR.

I t..i

CJeotteman. -I have f>«-i ' rested in tin- tcrrr^p-iinli-nce relating

' Oodfray Wilaoo. in which the medal picture*

<4 Caabndge, ar« mmMmtd. A» I waa 20
N t*t • f itii the pbotagnfkmt Moliined and priBt«d all tha pictoraa

p\bit»t«i and for wludi h* won about 30 nM^ala, I am in a pr-^tiffff

t'. know Ik* rnwiietal vslaa o( tha mbw to Mr. Lord. I dwold
b» ithja thm Mark if I aUU I have pr{at«d AunJredt aa ordarad
.'..« MOBkara kava baaa aant all o*er Ih* world right up to Um laM

.«•(• or m. wkaa, fortaaaUly, th* MgntiTca ware daatrojad
Lv n<x>d in • (arrikl* >b—dar-torm. Ordar* haw nacbad ora «iea
i(t«r. Oflod pfioaa war* ok«>inad for tha oopiaa aad Um total amo«ot

«* jmn Maii h*v* baaa coaaklarkUa.

•m thmt MtiaUe amta, thajr w«* • valoabl* advartiM
ui»' a* b* waa earafal to lat people know Ikay war* mot tntmgt-
mtitii aaacMad by a tnda aalargar, b«t <aA«a diT»et on 80 > 92-

i»ck ptotaa wllh a riain. «f Ikat aiae. Thai arara4 ceMidanUy
•o4 grmtij fcaaoad U* rapatAtioa aa an aitiM and pfco«ogT*pkar.

I had all tfc* BagaliTaa till they were daitooyail, and bar* Ik*
runera and Voiglludar Bvyacnpe with wkieh all Mr. Lord**
ncoJil p toraa war* tokaa attll in my poaMMioa.

I'- rr^ laiaraat many of Mr. Lord'i trmtia la knaw h* baa aud*
• ooiMu.iOT'Bbl* fortaae and ia Hriag retired n**r Maaeb«tar.—Yoan
(*tth(aliv E. A. BASmri.

49, N*w Boad. CkiBMDkaai. Wili« Oet*k*r 16

HEVKIkS.il. IN UEVEW)PMEXT
To the Editoii

••iitiamaa,—Acfarriag to Mr. Cooper'* Utter and illuatratioa ft

.J Itmk kal(-B«(*tive aad balfpoaitivo i.K..i.r„>^>r>h ..n>,i:.K«d on

l*«a 319 of tb* ' B.J. " for May 27. : of a

•'•i'l!'-> fihn«ncr»ph akowmg a afanitar raau.> ^, -... v.; '.1. ^..^^per'a.

>>' nt«ra*l yoa Tbia " oagativ*," bowevar, waa

'•lUi a batoh io lb* ordinary wagr, bat waa not ipo*ad

.hi«Bt wbil* tifffct daring J***lo|iept ; lb* other Mga-
--<* qi in* aaoM p*r*aa w«i« pvf***!/ corraet.—Toara faitbfally,

7, iMf B«w, BinaiBchaa. Octafcw 15. J. BAiaoN.

Tb* D*gatiTe print aant by oar eocfpniidaat if tfridently mad*
: a poaitii* of qait* ordjaaiy ciiaiact«r.—Kn*. " B. J."]

PAPBB FOB ALBUM EN ISINO
To tb* Edilova.

yoar " AoawaraOaatleaMS^Badarriag to yoar " Aoawara to CorraapoodcnU,"
B. B., ia yoar iHa* of October 7 r« albanaaaiaad p*p«n. I beg to

**y Ikat alkaaMniiiag paper baa alwaya b**a a qweialty and, aa a

fe^t, a wtamofotf of Iba Pap«l«ri«a d* Bira* aad M«an. Stainbach

k Co., of MatMdy. B*i|ci«B. Tb* 0«a«rsl Fiip*r Coaipany of

BfMMl*. wkMB I rayraaarrt ia Ihia caaatry, ko* Ik* *ia aal* of th*

pbotagrapM* paf«* of Ikaa* two aiilla, and albaaMaiaing papcra

raa b* oMained froai ih«a.—Toon faithfally, P. C. MaucB.

PLATES r. FILMS.

To the Editors.

Cietitleroeii,—With reference to the above controversy, there is

absolutely nothing in it. With a plate it is possible to get as good

a reault as with a film ; back the plate and you can even get those

bold and unusual things in lightings. The backing is not objection-

able : it washes off during development.

Mr. Mattison states in his letter tiiat films make better negatives

than plates ever made or can make.

I should like to know how he arrived at this decision. Is it by
results produced with his own hands, or from what have been shown
to himT
Anyhow, my answer to that statement ia, that until quite recently

I have produced better negatives on Royal Standard Lightning

Plates than on films, and since the Kodak Co. have ceased to make
plates I have found another plate capable of producing the same
resnlla.

Therefore if the Kodak Co. care tb send and lake some portraits

.4^ their films in my studio I will at the same time take and produce

an equally good negative on a plate.—Yours faithfully.

Alesandeb Cobbett.

48. Baker Street. Portman Square, Ivondon, W.l. October 18.

To the Editors.

Uentlerani,—The la.'.t word of this discussion can surely remain

neither with Messrs. Kodak nor with the experienced photographers

who have e-<ipreaee<l their view* in vour correspondence columns at

length and with singular absence of unanimity. Having neither an

a<lcqaat« amounl of knowledge nor experience, I do not presume to

enter the controversy, but as an amateur modestly interested in tb«

j«ientific aspects of photographic processes I have read Messrs.

Kodak's letter of the Uth iiwt. with much disappointment, although

it b(*r» the name of Mr. Mattison. the managing director.

Apart from the concludirig paragraph of their letter, in which

Mtoara. Kodak announce a concession to critics of the speed of their

film, tlw whole communication would, I submit, find a more suitable

place in your advertisement columns aa an tx parte statement and

a cboiiT etampir of that form of bold aasertion which is found by

many advertis*-™ so usefully to produce the effects which they

desire.

M^ara. Kodak are believed to have an unrivalled staff of photo-

graphic adentisU. Would not the firm's assertions carry greater

Moviction if they were supported by a paper from the Kodak

BssMirrh Ijiboratory T Or is there no eminent English worker who

would make sccorste comparative tests and place this highly

inlsrwttiv and important quealion beyond discussion by the issue

of a comprabenaive account of hia reaults?

Given a Uuly non halative, truly flat fihn, having adequate speed

and fin* grain, senattive to the whole of the visible spectrum, and

Doninflsmmahle. few photographers would, I think, hesitate to nee

such s perfect material. Messrs. Kodak, however, do not appear to

claim that their potrait film is either panchromatic or non-inflam-

mable. Personally, I would sacrifice the latter condition for the

sake of the former, but this view differs from the question of the

nonhalativenesa of film in being a matter of individual preference

rather than a disputed point of importance which can be settled

satisfactorily only by exact, authoritative and impartial tests.—

Yoora faithfully. H. Jebvis, M.A.

ClaiHim III Isle of Wight. October 17.

fTh^ dlicassion, having now been continued for seven

rioasrt for the pre««t.--ED8. " B. J."]

ILLUMIN.VNTS FOR ENLARGING: PLATES FOR SMALL
tAMER.\B.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen.—In hU letter on p. 619 of your current issue " Old

Hand " refers to the inability of some lenses to work to focus in

an enlarger with el«stric light, arc or incandescent. I have an

anastlgmst of exquisite quality that fails with incandescent gas.

1 cannot recollect having seen any mention of this possibility

snrwbere except in th* editorial article on enlarging in th*

" B.J. Almanac " for IfllS, p. 379.
^
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Tli« somewhni pronounced grain of films may explain Vhy most

mininture cameras are built for plates. None of the special fine-

grain emiiKions seem, however, to be coated on extra tliin glass

in the miniature sizes. There is, furthermore, no such plate in tJie

" No-Screen '' seriee, either normal or miniature.

Telephotography is based on coarse grain. If one could expo.se

at /76 and enlarge 8 diameters without breaking up tlie image, it

would be simpler—in most cases— than i.-ikintr a telephotograph at

fi^B.—Yours faithfully, " JVTAGNiriEB."

Oclnber 18.

"

*

Answers to Correspondents.

!n accordance with our present practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply, 5-cent International Coupon
, from readers

abroad.

Queries to ht answered in the Friday's " Journal " gtugt reach us

not later than Tuesday {posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

Pel.man.—The firm to wilidolx .vou refer is Messiis. Veaitiheita, Ltd.,

of Argyle St.rePt, Oxfotxi Oircus, London, W.
S. B.—If the photograph was taken in the ordinary way, that is to

sa.v, not bv invitation of the photographer, the sitter has complete
rights in the portrait, and at her wish you are perfectly entitled

tn make any copies.

C. White.—If we undersitaaid yiour qaeation correctly, you wish t<i

ii'-sensitize old nega/tives. There is no means of doing this ex-
cept b,y compltiteily cleaning off the gelailine toating and re-coat-

ing with cniulsaon.

L.\.\TERN1ST. — . Oil - colours siutaWe for the coloming of lantern-

slides may be obtained from ^Messrs. Wdmsov & Newton, Ltd.,
37-40, Raitihibone Maop, O.^ford Street, Ijomdon, W.l, or tlhirough

any dealer in aittiats' maiterials.

C. M.—Iliglits to photograph on the beaches of .sea.s;de resorts

a.re alm>ist always administered by the local authorities con-
cerned, Town Councils or Urban oy Rural District Councils. Very
fre(|aently they arc offered to tender. You should apply to the
Clerk to the district council in the places in which you
are interested.

T S.—We have indicated size and position of glass on your
diagram. You can, if you please, have more ,glass, but a.s the
room is also to be used for another purpose too much glass will
cause it to be cold in the winter. Ordinary strong horticultural
glass will answer perfectly. The 6-ft. fence will not materially
interfere with the light: it would, however, be as well to whiten
it.

N- K.—All we can say is that there have been a number <if

instances of commercial travellcra for the photographic manu-
facturiiijg and wholesale tirms having been recruited from pro-
fessional photographers of experience. The rule however, is for
travellers to be drawni from the lower ranks of employees in a

firm, .such as salesmen and other assistants. There is no special
journal used by the wholesalers.

E. M.—We do not know tJiat there is ajny defitiite remedy for sikin

poisoning caused by hydiroohloric acid. The best reoommWidatioii
which we can nui-ke is itliat the skin be kept soft by regular use
of an emollienit paste, suuli as Lanolijie orearni. Also, blie fingers
.-liould be well aiinsed in tepid water evea^ time after they have
come in oontaot with the acid.

S. C— (1) On the whole, we think the gas lamp is the best, at any
rate if the studio is of ample size and well ventilated. If other-
wise, the heat of a gas installation is liable to become excessive
if much in use, and particularly during the warmer part of the
year. (2) As a rule about 20 mantles, preferably of the Howellite
inverted pattern. (3) If you allow 4 ft. -for the space behind
the sitter and behind the camera yon can use a 7i-ineh lens for
cabinet full lengths and c. de v. half-lengths. • In an 18 ft. run of
studio you would require a shorter focus-lens for c. de v. full
lencrths.

E.—As the London photographer appears to be exhibiting the
portrait by way of trade, that in itself is an infringement of your
copyright in the portrait, and if you like you can take action I

make him withdraw it from exhibition. Apart from that, the ai

of passing off your work as liis is a civil offence, in respect to

which, we think, you have a perfect legal remedy. If, the ph5to-

_. grapher is not immediately disposed to do what you require, v

should think that a letter from your solicitor would speedily lia-

the required result.

n. W.—The best btiok is " Photograph.* in Colours," by Dr
Lindsay Johnson. Our own publishers suppl.y this, price 6s. 6il

post free, or you could obtain it through any bookseller. Li.

actually the processes available at the present time for three-

colour photography are very few in number. Apart from the Paget
and Autochrome processes, the only one for which the materials
are commercially av.iilable is the Raydex of the Raydex Co., 71,

Lavender Hill, London, S.W.ll. The instruction booklet of th:^

firm deals very fully with the process.

W. B.—Yon will require from 12 to 18 burners, and we do n
believe you can do better than to arrange them upon a portab
stand similar to that used for the Kodak " Powerful " g.

lamp. It is necessary to have a white leflector behind the burner-
but if these are not placed too close together you will not requiic

anv diffuser. If you could get a powerful lamp and change the
burners it would save vou a lot of trouble. Be sure to keep tli.»

studio well ventilated, as a large uiunber of acetylene burners
a small space will ni|)idly vitiate thi; atmo.siiherf ;in<l cau>

headache.

J. BLTCH. The Lll'-U «.- ,ji l^aj> jil»l,ILUIllC«i(.-- iv>i .-lUlillJ J.'llli.lUUM

Jiniited. -\it the present tijne Ithe only equipnieiiit on. the marl-.'

is the Howellite, supphed hy ^Messrs. Griffins, Komble StiX''

Kdngsway, Ij>ndoii, W.C.2. THiis is a very good outfit of ah<>

twenty inverted iniaiidescenit bunicas, and is quite effeutive I

single ixnitiiiiits, a.nd, at a pinch, for sma.ll groups. But ,\
<

require to consider itihaA itweaKty sticli bunieais give out a good di

of heat, and in such a small sipace as you have available the he,

at times maglit- easily Ibe uncomfortable. In any e^^enlt, you wou:

require fto pix>vide ample , ventilation. -m
L. J.—We do not know the composition " Claricit,'" but it

evidently acts by producing a slight, greasy film upon the gla?

A method which was long kept a secret by professional windo">

cleaners is to rub a little glycerine over the window, and then
to polish off as thoroughly as possible. Ordinary petroleum ij

said 10 have somewhat the same effect. We should not recon

mend putting anything upon the surfaces of lenses. These mn
be cleaned with a drop or two of pure alcohol. When not in u>'

they should be protected with front and back caps, and in ll ^

winter should be kept during the night in a warm, dry place. •
Nothing can be done to prevent -windowg becoming dull in fog,^'}' *
weather, as the dullness is due to the deposition of soot and tan

'

matteiw from the smoke, but steaming is preventable by usii,.

glycerine.
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SUMMARY.
In » coiilritiuVrd artick Mr. H«nry J. Coml^- maiiuai:i* the

impiirUiMw of iadiviilaat ityl* m prcwoiUil^r porUait plratogrmpfay.

(P. 6«.)

Aa MiicU by lbs Ut* C. Brmn^wia Btniw. and conceived in a

•pin'. •}( imaginative (oreea*!, will be (oDDd on page 643.

Dr H. D'Arcy Power, in a recent i«M of hi* journal, " Camera
Craft " rxaminea th* form of optical rapradociion iHiich ia moat
. . mS n areeardaBe* wilJk oataral Tiate, and ezpreaaee hia pre

f..-. . i r HtMl nnxlriead by citriiig a cerUin degree of

liea of the cob-
hia own expcri-

pariiculara nf Iha nropertiea of the cob
rodaced aa tb« rMalt of h

n,.:.:* (P. U»l.)

1 . ) lradin«r article we refer to the Safafoardin^ of Indoitriea

A • I -prlaanl rebtion to ih* »ale <if ex-eoamx gooda. IP. 638.)

I , I -f mminaniratioo fmni th<< F.u(man Rnwaroh Laboratory,

'lack illaiMMH the )- lereloper of the

f aabaUaoaa. aach »- ' arboaat*, which

are uccaaioualljr avplojred aa reatraiinrn. i i' cxw ;

A ooneapoodMii of " Abel'* WerkW " givaa formula for the

prapMalton nf a h.rpo alum-gold toniiu- balit. which liaa been found

to be exnieiiiriiilr reliable aod aaliafik- torr in u>e. (P. 650.)

At '<:>• U. J r>..Aographic Society '.n Tueaday evening laat two

,.,, >.. . . ! .ItBeiwol aapecU <'f ibe ailver-bromide fnttt of

< wiii «iM>iher with a ruilcr method of more oniform

t.' . -....111. (P. 648.)

.\ labnor aaving device for getting rid of litter on the dark-room

Boor ia the tabject of a paragraph r.n page 637.

Hi-paMed ialeaaiAeatioo of a negatue - • '• "•rmnt of the

( . TO procMi it a aaUiod for renderin mpreaaion*

Ml. •'•pirn of dumimanla aiirh aa tboM %< -'n aeverely

d.magad bx fire. (P. 638.)

Pie Sfanal ufoctea for the .^mUci copying of originala by the

lu-ht aa)eeU*«ly raOected from i*rU of them U deacribed

ir>
' Pboto-Meduaical Notaa. -V)

A ooBtributor to " AanataaU' Noiea ' giv«» a table of factort for

the aaaef the B.J. pyro-aoda formola. (P. 645.)

Hm ashihitMB of tba Royal Photographic Society cloaes Ut-

mwrow, Salarday, Oetobar 20.

Fall la danliiiaaaiil ia a pracaalioo in the oie of the chrooiiBm

intenaifier whidS ia amattmaa overlooked. ^P. 638.)

.\ nof* on the rara defect of (mall red niarkinga on bromide

pafwr Will ba iaoad oc page 637.

Repair of *t«dio roof*. eAoieiKy of the focai-plane ihuttrr,

,..,.vr,.-kt in a portrait, aod defecta m ocgativea and prinU are t*e

r brief replive to oorraapoadaata. (P. 661.)

A
f..

;.iJa aymbolUm U eaipiayad bjr a German patentee of

*y«t«ma of producing ailboaeUa photognapha. (P. 647.)

The Dark-
Room Floor

EX CATHEDRA.
Recently, La the dark-room of a com-
mercial photographer friend of ours,

wlio i)rid<'s himself on his labour-saving devices, we
notieetl an arrangement which does a great deal towards
keeping the dark-roojn floor free from litter at the

minimum expenditure of labour. An assistant was sweep-
ing up the floor of the room, and we expected to see him
stoop to gather together the accumulation of plate

wrappings, separators, and other paper refuse which in

many dark-/oom8 is scattered on tlie floor. Instead, he
opened the door of a small cupboard on the floor level

in the comer of the room, and there, inside, was a hole

in t-lie floor about 8 or 9 inches in diameter, into which

the collection of rubbish was quiokly delivered with a

stroke or two of the broom. A visit to the basement
showwJ that a piece of wide stove piping was comiected

t<j the hole, and immediately belovy it a sack was placed

for the collection of the paper refuse. There are, no
doubt, many dark-roont»8, such as those situated in base-

ment« or immediately above rooms required for more
onjamental jjurposes, to which this arrangement cannot

be applied : but in those in which it is possible the plan

ill plainly a most effective one for keeping the floor of the

room in a nest and tidy condition.
* * * .

Rod Marks on In a long and daily experience of deal-

Bromldo Papor ing with defects in prints and negatives

s»-nt to lis by our readers, it is very seldom that we have

to conju to the conclusion that the cause of the defect

is a fault in manufacture. The standard maintained in

the examination of their products by makers of plates

and papers is an extraordinarily high one, and users are

no more than discreet if they exhaust every possibility

of orror or accident in manipulation before they attril)ute

defects to faults in manufacture. When, hwvever, tlie

latter appears to be the only explanation, it is also our

experience that manufacturers, obviously in their own

inU'rests, are most ready to investigate the case. We
liad an instance of this the other day, when a corre-

si>ondent sent us a batch of bromide prints bearing

miniitH markings in the shape of short almost straight

1 bright red colour. We could find no explana-

f ,^ defect and a^lvised reference- to the makers.

( spondent has since informed us that the makers

i
i.lv identified the markings as due to a fault

in the prt^paration of the raw base, namely, tlio escape

of the colouring matter on to the paper. In immediately

admitting a fault which should have been noticed by the

examiners and the material thrown out, they expressed

their rwtdiness to replace the defective material. Since

we have advised the reference of these exceptional ciuses

to th« makers, we must also urge the further recom-

mendation that the fullest particulars of developer, fixer,

and mt«chanical manipulation of washing and drying

should be stated in making any inquiry. We have our
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own experiences of the futilely vague questions which
lire atldressed to us, and we daresay the makers have
theirs.

iH * »

Intensifying In a recent article in the French
^*'"* technological journal " Genie Civil

"
impressions. appears a review of the photographic
methods employed in deciphering faint impressions in
documents, such, as faded manuscripts or the charred
remains of papers which have been burnt but have after-
wards been pieced together. In this branch of work it
Ik an old method to copy and re-copy sevei-al times, on
plates giving a high degree of contrast, the faint
impression in the original document. Acxjording to a
French, technical worker, M. Faworski, a more rapid and
certain method of carrying out this principle is by means
of a form of the Ozobrome process, or Carbro as it is now
termed. The gelatine-pigment tissue, soaked in the
mixture of bichromate, ferricyanide and other salts, is

ipplied to the negative first developed. After twenty or
thirty minutes' contact, development is done in warm
water and the paper support of the tissue stripped off.
The original image is thus intensified by the addition of
pigment, and is itself left in the form of silver ferro-
cyanide. It is reduced again to the metallic state by
any developer, and this process may be repeated as many
times as is necessary, employing a fresh sheet of carbon
tissue for each operation. From the negative so obtained
a print is made on bromide paper which, again, may be
intensified in like manner, if the extreme faintness of
the original impression renders this procedure necessarv

* * *

p'^'*^' ^^^' ^'^^^^^' portradt 'photographer is
Portraits. often somewhat at a loss with clerical
sitters, and the portrait generally resolves itself into the
usual thing, the sitter in a pulpit attitude, hand on
book, and generally with a strained expression. For no
rnatter how much at home the parish priest may be in
his pulpit, he is inclined to feel rather uncomfortable
when posed accordingly for his photograph. The cassock
may often be pressed into 'service to lend a note of
character to the picture, and while the idea is often
carried out successfully, it need not exhaust the possibili-
ties of successful portraiture of the more popular among
the clergy. We see no reason why the surplice and stole
should not be employed more for clerical portraiture, and
even the altar vestments. Such pictui-es appeal not only
to the cleric himself, but also to the wider circle among
his friends and parishioners. One word of caution may
be added. If the portrait is to be made with the priest
attired in richly-coloured vestments, it is most important
to use a colour-sensitive plate, since a proper colour
rendering is most desirable. If permission can be
obtained, it is possible that good business may be done
by the issue of postcards from negatives taken as
suggested: Tliere is also a possibility that the idea may
be extended t^ choirmen, servers, crucifers, thurifers,
and other officials of the Church attired for their various
offices.

* * *

Cliromium Those photographers • who use the
intensifier. popular chromium intensifier, and wlio
have not had results as good as anticipated from descrip-
ti'ons, verbal or written, as to what this process is capable
of producing, should ask themselves if they have given
the negative long enough in the developer. If the process
is carefully watched it will be seen that re-development
IS fairly rapid up to a certain point, when the action
seems to stop. Many workers that w« have known have
taken the negative out of the developer at this stage,

under the impression that the maximum effect of li

intensifier had been reached. In order to obtain t;

fullest advantage of tlie process the worker should lea
the plate in the developer for a much longer period tha,,

is customary. It will be noticed that density is gaine.l
quite slowly, but the effect of the intensification is gi-eatly

enhanced ; in fact, no harm will result if the plate is left

in a non-staining developer for twenty minutes or h:i"'

an hour. One of the advantages of this method
intensification is that the process is completely und.
control, and little or much density may be added to t;

original image, either by partial bleaching or by th«
removal of the negative from, the re-developing solution
before its fullest density is obtained. Many workers •:

not allow enough light to fall upon the plate while tli

is being done.

THE ACT AND EX-BNEMY GOODS.

The Safeguarding of Industries Act, which came into
operation at the beginning of tlie present month, does
not seem so far to have aroused any great degree of
enthusiasm among manufacturers or merchants who are
affected by it. In the trade journals of the industries ,

to which, it chiefly applies, namely, those of optical instru-
ments and chemicals, little cordial confirmation of its

'

value has appeared. The chief signs of such sentiment '

which we have noticed are one or two announcements .

of reduction of prices of goods by British producers, '

made, as is said, in anticipation of increased demand.
But in these cases it may be seriously questioned if

reductions have been made possible by the Act; the
recent further fall in the value of the mark may perhaps
have been a not negligible determining fact. For it can
hardly be supposed that the 33J per cent, duty imposed
by the Act on goods imported from whatever country to
which the Act applies is an adequate measure of protec-
tion against competition by makers in countries where
the currency is so depreciated as in the States of the '

former Central Empires. It may be, and apparently is,

effective in respect to France and Italy, but very partially
so as regards the chief source of lower-priced goods. But
in this respect the Act is inelastic, taking no account of
the degrees of depreciation of the currencies of foreign
countries, but taxing the goods of all alike. In another
respect, however, the Act has already shown itself elastic

in a manner which was not generally anticipated.
Designed ostensibly, as its title conveys, for the protec-
tion of industries in this country, it has already been
found to be taxing goods, e.g., certain chemicals, which
are not made and never have been made in this country ; j

and, generally speaking, the criticism of it in the ,

chemical jom-nals is that in its administration the distinc-
tion between the " fine " and " hea\'y " chemical trade
has been lost in great measure, and that the tax has been
applied to chemicals used and sold in bulk, which it was
not anticipated would come within its scope. Even in the
photographic trade we have an instance of the same
wandering of the Act from its alleged purpose of safe-
giiarding industries here. Cameras are included within
its scope as " optical instruments," and are taxed without
relation to their very vai-ious types, some of which have
never been made here. It may, perhaps, be argued that
the taxation of all-metal 45x107 mm. stereoscopic
cameras, a specialty of several French makers, is a safe-
guard for our own camera industry ; but, if so, it is one
of microscopical proportions. We do not believe that
the tax on them will foster the manufacture of thos<
cameras here or, alternatively, enhance the sales f>i

cameras of the kinds made here. On the other hand.
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experience has shown us the great difficulties of eflpectively

excluding the annouucements of ex-enemy goods. There
are. for example, at the present time firms handling botli

British and ex-enemy goods who advertise only the
f^)rmer, but whose advertisements are, nevertheless,
largely designevl to bring inquiries for the latter. Yet
we believe it would be unanimously thought to be contrary
to the English spirit to exclude 'them on that account.
Again, apparatus represented as " second-hand " cannot
be reasonably objected to. It is plainly impossible for a
newspaper to investigate ; while it may obsei-ve a remark-
able number of a<lvertisements of ex-enemy goods for

sale " in new condition," the rejection of all and sundry
of that kind would obviously inflict inconvenience on
many people. These instances are cited for the purpose
of drawing attention to what for some time past has been
an equivocal position for any journal which rejects, or

rather does its utmost to reject, a<lvertiseraents of ex-

cnemy goods. It was hoped that the Safeguarding of

Industries Act or the success of manufacturers, or both
tog''ther, would substantially remedy this staie of affairs,

but tliese measures unfortunatel^v istand little chance
of making their influence felt in the present jirevniling

international economic conditions ; and it tfms appears
that the efforts of newspapers to exc'-"'-" "\- enemy
products from their pages; while largely il up to

a point, have invited methods of cainouiKiLre which
actually are more objectionable than a downright imdis-

guise.1 offering of such goods. In the latt-er event, the

public would know where it stands ; and it seems that

tlie time has arrived when a discussion of the relation

of class newspapers to their readers on the one hand and
to miinufacturers and dealers on the other would be of

benefit in exhibiting the balance of opinion on the subject

RESTRAINT OF DEVELOPMENT BY BORAX, Etc.

miration by tth- E».<>tinan K<>*o*r('h Labor alory to the "Photographic Journal of America.")
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,11(1 fall l>et»een the < and sali-

j:rf It. Moreover, it i^ U) explain

how any :«alt like borax or soiliuiii phosphate, where the sup-

posed corresponding siHver salt has « solubility many time*

greater than that of silver bromide or oven silver chloride, can

have any detectable restraining action of the same nature as

that exerted bv an ordinary soluble bromide. Thoro are,

indeed, restrainers of the bromide typo, those of practical

importance being potassium iodide and potas.sium bromide for

silver brom-iodide and silver bromide emulsions, and |x>tas-

•ium iodide, potabsium bromide, pota.ssium ferrocyanide and

sodium chk>ride for silver chlor-bromide and silver chloride

emulsions, and it is usual to restrict the name " restrainer

"

t., ' -ilfs B" these.

' velocity of ordinary photographic development is

,( • ..nt only on the maximum concentration of silver

« ossible in the developer. It is dependent also on

thi- iiKaMiiity; and in regard to the alkalinity of solutions, th«

actnal fact« are not always exactly as might be sup]>osed. It

might be supposed that a substance which is alkaline when

dJHHolve*! in pure water will, when dissolved in a solution which

is already alkaline, increase the alkalinity of the latter. An
example will show, however, that as regards the active

alkalinity, this is not invariably the case. Both caustic soda

and sodium bicarlMmate are aikaline. Caustic soda is very

alkaline. Sodium bicarbonate, on the other hand, is only

very slightly alkaline. If, however, the caustic soda and the

^..duim bicarbonate are both dis.-solved in the water, or if the

caustic »f)da is di«olved in the sodium bicarbonate, or vke

rrrui, the alkalinity of the solution is identical with that of

a corresponding sodium carbonate solution and is very much
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]pss alkaline than the caustif: soda itself. In other words, a
neutralisation of about nine-tenths of the active alkalinity

of the caustic soda solution has been brought about by the

Addition of a substance which itself gives a feebly alkaline

solution when dissolved alone in pure water. It is very
obvious that the result of an addition of sodium bicarbonate
to a developer which has been made up with caustic soda is a

reduction in alkalinity, and consequently a restraining action.

And & similar explanation is applicable to borax and to each
of the other salts which show the borax efiEect ; for in every

case the salt added is the potentially acid salt of a somewhat
feebly dissociated acid and, while itself alkaline in reaction,

nevertheless forms with caustic soda a normal salt the
alkalinity of which is very much less than the mean of the

respective alkalinities of the original salt and caustic soda.

In the case of borax itself we have a potentially acid salt of

a weak acid, for the ortho acid of boron containing two atoms
of boron in its molecule has the composition (OH)j-B4>-B-

(OH)j, or empirically H^BjOs, and the equation

Na,B,0, + 6NaOH = 3Na,B,0, + 3H,0

expresses the formation of its normal sodium salt.

Sodium salicylate, CeH.(OH) (COONa), can be considered

an acid salt, inasmuch as it still contains replaceable hydrogen

and the reaction wjth caustic soda,

C.H. (OH) (COONa) + NaOH = CeH.(ONa) (OOONa) + H,0

takes place to a certain extent.

From the foregoing remarks, it will be gathered that

alkalinity is oomposife in nature. While it is only the active
alkalinity (hydroxyl-ion concentration) which counts when the
speed of development at any given moment is considered, the

other component, which is called the reserve alkalinity, is of

some importance as determining the resistance of tho
developer to dimfnution of its active alkalinity with u'

Without entering into the theory of this effect, it may '

simply stated that, if the active alkalinity and other con-

ditions are the same, the greater the reserve alkalinity of a

developer the more uniform its action may be expected to 1

and the longer its useful life. In ordinary photograpl

practice, indeed, the alkali most commonly used is sodium
carbonate, which already possesses considerable reserve

alkalinity, and caustic soda or potash (with scarcely any
reserve alkalinity) is ordinarily used only when speed is of

importance.
,

Conclusions.
1. The borax effect—^the retardation of the speed of "S

development under certain conditions, shown by borax and i

certain other sodium salts—cannot in any degree be
attributed, as has been suggested by Luppo-Cramer, to the

low solubility of the corresponding silver salts.

2. The borax effect is due to the diminution of the active

alkalinity of a dexeloping solution which occurs in conse-

quence of a chemical reaction between the borax or similar

salt and the alkali already present in the solution.

E. R. Bullock.

INDIVIDUALITY IN PROFESSIONAL PORTRAITURE

In a long and varied experience it bas been the writer's privi-

1^0 to meet with a large numiber of photographers of extremely
divergent capacity both for business and for artistic attain-

ment. In many cases a casual aoquaintanoeship has developed

into a lasting and much-prized friendship. I bave visited them
in their studios, seen their work and the work of other photo-
graphers in their vicinity, and have had the opportunity for

comparison and friendly criticism which has often been appre-

ciated. But one bas frequently been impressed by the
unambitious, commonplace level which characterises so tnucb

of this work, and above which it fails to rise. So that one
is led to seek for some definite reason why 6o many professional

photographers—^good fellows all—seem to be unable to get out
of the rut of mediocrity ; and. further, to discover, on the
other hand, why some of them do succeed in doing so ; raising

the level of their regular studio work so that it stands oon-

epicuously apart, possessing a characfter and quality which
commands attention, claiming for itself a pM>sition in the world
of photographic portraiture which is unassailable and from
which we could not supplant it even if we had the trcpidity

to attempt to do so.

But these men would be among the last to claim any superior
qualifications over those of their less successful brethren. Ask
them the reason wby their work possesses that subtle " some-
thing " which makes it distinctive. They cannot tell you

!

They only wonder why other photographers do not produce
work of a similar character ; and their reply may be in the
nature of a question as to your own reason for not doing so.

Yet there is a factor which is in a large measure responsible
for this " something which is different," and I believe it is a
factor which is unconsciously possessed by every one of us.

It lis the ability, not only to live by our work, but to live

in it.

To give to it something of ourselves, something which would
make it worth the doing, and impart to it the distinctiveness
of our own personality. In other words, to put into it some-
thing which is akin to life itself, namely, " Individuality."
Undoubtedly we are all-nmore or lees—influenced bv the work

and mode of thought of other people. We observe this in the

influence which the study of mediseval art and the work of

modern masters impresses itself upon the work of the younger
generation of artists, sculptors, and designers; sometim<>6

leading them in a quest,for an ideal upon which to build their

own reputation. We have seen the same spirits of the past

and the present uniting their efforts in the development of

modern photography, and in the artistic evolution of some of

our contemporary workers before they have settled down into

serious endeavour and eventually given us original conceptions

which have lifted _their work out of the commonplace and by

its individuality compelled appreciative recognition.

We know of more than one man w-ho, after many years

plodding along in the smaller lifeless kind of work, li.

suddenly burst a,way from it, and in a comparatively short tiiiif

built up for himself an artistic reputation, and gained an
assured position as an illustrious member of the fraternity

Were it permissible to mention naones in this connection tin

reader would recognise them as men who are to-day among
our honoured leaders in professional portraiture. It will

therefore be clear that some such factor as I suggest real}

exists and that it is a personal one.

I further submit that the character of a man's work is

influenced by his own attitude toward that work, and that

apart from the accident of external influences it is generally

to this personal attitude that one must look in order to di?-

oover a reason for the success or otherwise of any particular
enterprise. In an intimate business like photographii-

portraiture personality is a factor which has a value, a great

commercial value; but a personality, however charming or

ma.gnetic, cannot long remain a sole reason why customers
are attracted to any particular business establishment. The
principal attraction to any photographic studio must neces-

sarily be the work which emanates from it, and unless one'.';

attitude toward that work is one of interested sympathy, it i'-

natural to assume that the character of the work will vary
with the ability of the assistants to whom the doing of it will

have probably been delegatwl. There are many small—often
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rerv gelect-»-country and subiirlian studios where the whole of

Um work is pertonally carried throu^ by the proprietor; it

would b© res«oii«i)l» to expect that in this work one would

find a pleaaing. not to say exoeptional. dement of individuality,

but. unfortunately, thuj doe-i not, olten follow. More fre-

quently it will be' found that the- running of a single-handed

biwineas with little opportunity for recreati<» or rest becomes

bardfloaaaie and monotonous, and the good intentions end

ambitiooa idMU with which the business may have been

•tarted are «oon relaxed; and althoagh great pains may be

t«ken to produce dean, actvptab:.- work, it often possesses

nothing which would distinguish it or etunp it indelibly as

the work of any particular man. In » buaineas pooseasang a

clientele exten»ive enough to support m really competent assi-v

tant or two. far better work will !>.. done, showing considerably

more ciamcter, and poMeasing a greater charm ci variety.

because the prodnotion o* «uch work baa the intoreet of more

minila than one. and the conaen»us ..f such mentality will tend

to produce pictures which are ohar.K-teriscil by their technical

eso-llenoe and beauty and whitili will avoid the monotony of

the egoism which ia to ohwrvable in the work of a few single-

handed producers wboeo efforta have received much laudation

•t the hands <d th««ir fncml.. I punpoeely differentiate

between " cfcoian " "
'

•.
" because the spirit of

•• ffftrnn " is parti. to me, while the man

wh..-^. i.l.a' :- a !.. • my sympathy, for

whil.- t>,.- -.wyzun ..1 :..ubt«lly impro««l

nprwi his work, it doe* owt bl»u.nily aliout iU author's name

intrt one's ear.

Who(«n l"ok apon r*ally great portrait work without having

it>. r..i!,^ati«n th»t here we ha\e work which is distinctive

^ . nt from the onminon order. The productions of

i

.

. contain factors which ar. not mmparable one with

the other -Thc^ ezpniM tiie in- of different men.

H .. ^hT idu.uld ihejr do eo? N\ j^rfectly well that

fr<.ro the actual »tiidy of the Mttor the prodociioas of

>ren)o«i men are not personally executed. It auft (olk>w

•ore tiiat the who!* of their busincM organisation—the

•'•« workreoHH, the hnn-li' ''"ft <*f their ewistante—are

led by the ewne * rtieeU the

1 .n tl« man whose inl -1 : , - tioB »re bound

>ip In them: aixl in all the eUK- through which the work

paw-« )i:» personality is Apparent

T.. .Iwiies hi* personal work in the studio would interest

very few. They would see nothing in it which differs from

their own practice; but it is not the things which are done

but the manner of the doing which matters. The attention

to detail, the personal interest-, the inherent love for the work

which he has in hand which combines to make it distinctive.

It is an education to see some of our leading men a-t work, and

havdng seen them one is ahle to realise why their work is

distinctive. They put more than time and thought into it.

They put into it something of themselves, call it " soul " if

you wish, but whatever it is there is no doubt that it carries

into the work the hall-mark of an individuality which gives

to it the distinction compelling our admiration. He never

works at haphazard; he is deliberate and decisive. He doesn't

expose plate after plate with little or no variation of arrange-

ment, in doubt as to whether this or that or the other will

be the most successful result. He knows what ho is aiming

at. and gets it—barring accidents—every time. To him the

exposure of a plate is a matter of import ; and his succes must

be largely attributed to the faculty which he has for taking

pains in every action which ho performs in the studio; not

solely for the satisfaction of bis customer, but also for the

satisfaction of the consciousness within him which demands the

best of which ho is capable and cfln bo oont<>nt with nothing

Ines. It would appear therefore that in order to emulate the

rharacteristia individuality which we have been considering,

it is necessary to study closely our personal attitude toward

our own work. It would be sheer waste of time to attempt

to advise any one to imitate any particular method or man-

neriem in order to individualise their own work.

To invito success one must be supremely natural and per-

sonal. Originality of thought or action can only be acquired

by these means. The world contains too many servile imitators

of other people's ideas. The professional photographer who

withes to be recognised in his work must put himself into it,

fashion it with that regard for the dictates of his own nature,

whie'h will make it a part of himself He must love the work

lor the sako of the work itself, and for the pleasure which it

affords him when engaged in it. Though it is his life'« voca-

tion, he must never cease to be an amateur in the truest sense

of the wxird, or ho will utterly fail to rise to the height of his

ambition and achieve the distinctive note of' individuality by

which he may be recognised in his work.

HeNST J. OOMLKY.

SOFT-FOCUS LENSES.

I ilu. tolluving article in Camera Craft," Dr. D'Arcy

! :.« eye and br leow^ and bestows his approval on

... ..4i....*. .i^ion'in photograph. Whil.^ wo do not agree that

to naluri—and Dr. Power in one
i

it« as much—

w

w( the subject and particularly for i I'twjn of 'h* P/;"

which folU.wpd from Dr. Power's expenmenis.—Eos. " B,.I.
|

Tilr ••vnliitii.ii of the ;

t-nlv an f\ample of thi

t. ira to the normal way of swing thi

,r.. fir.t greeted the publir it cnmr

ailed everything

'•us \en* is not
'• t«?te. but a
V !i the lens

l.-r. The
iliuplct and grand-

er and thi- spider's

Iki

. klea, the stamens :<

with the hand glass you

n •>!•• bod. Hero were pirrur. - r. ii .i- !•. ., >!

or ever could. No wonder we had an

I "True B'* a photograph" became an

,,t. did not lik- photographs; a few. such

.„...r„ f„r ,. «iii;.-, hut soon went back to

'i"of rea.'ton* werf given:

. ..! k of selection. ronfu.«.ing

. r fanHt replied the artists.

Power reviews the oft-di»cuased difference between the images

the soft-fijcus lens as the best means of imitating the effect

a uniform even though slight subjugation of sharpness is true

e find »[)«<« for his paper on account of its clear treatment

[MTtics i.f the »|uart7, soft-focus lenses, the introduction of

_ i'r««.'!it:y came the hand camera and everybody made

nli.TtTTj;r).|il'i«, made them with the ambition of getting them

sharp and clear, so that they could see everything that they

knew was in sight of the camera. With //64 and ferrotyped

Solio thev often did. The greater their success, the less use

the artists had for the^ process. Why? Because the lens

picture is one that no eye has ever seen.

A good lens sees everything at once and equally well, the

human eye at a given time sees only the object to which ils

attention is directed: all else is dimly apprehended with

increasing blurring as the centre of interest is left. The eye

mav change its position and retain a memory picture of what

it just observed, but the object of interest will always dominate

the rest because it is most looked at and best remembered.

This fart a good artist unconsciously embodies in his picture,

but the lens has no preferences, it gives all, and owing to the
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small size of photographs the eye cannot exclude the
uninteresting from the field of vision. The artist whoso
training leads him to seek for the true appearance of things,

naturally rejects an image he never sees in nature. With the
everyday man it is different; his ideas of what things look
like is made up of what he knows they are. Ho is sure that

a tree consists of a trunk, branches and leaves, but he does
not reflect that he cannot see a tree and every one of the
leaves at the same time. If he obtains a photograph that does
this very thing (because the small size of both images can
come within the focus of the eye) he accepts it, inasmuch as

it fulfils his idea of truth. The everyday man is interested

in facts; the more facts he finds the greater his appreciation.

So he admires the pictures of Claude Lorrain stuffed with
figures and architecture, the photograph, that he can examine
O'ith a hand glass and find something otherwise invisible.

Many painters in the early days of art were obsessed with
the same idea. That is long past; more and more the aim
ts to give what is actually seen, leaving it to the beholder
to make his own interpretation of the appearance. It took
many centuries for the professional artist to reach this point.

Now the mass of the public are following the same road ; they
reach out for pictures that shall give pleasure rather than
information. In the case of photography there are many ways
to this end, one of which is to avoid an unnatural definition.

The ideal desired is to give a picture as the eye sees it. In

the nature of things it is an impossibility; consider the eye
viewing a landscape : It is apprehended through a lens of

short focus and very limited field. With great rapidity its

different objects and masses are focussed, examined in turn

;

attention is evoked by some ; others never enter into con-
sciousness; presently a visual concept is formed in which the
objects that have stimulated the attention most are dominant.
Usually one particular mass or colour makes the greatest
impression and holds the optical focus around it, all other
things fade away with only a subconscious memory of their

existence. As different observers will probably have their

attention fixed by different objects in the same field of view,
the mental picture will be corres[X)ndingly different. An
artist using paint will seek to reproduce his impression with
such success as his skill permits and within limits he may
partially succeed. He does not paint what his eye has not
noticed, and he can hardlj' help giving extra prominence to

the things that have mostly impressed him. By enhanced
colour contrast, chiaroscuro, or even departure from strict

perspective drawing, this is easily attained. How far can the
user of the lens follow in his footsteps?

In this article we will confine our attention to one means
only, namely, modification of the image in order to secure

concentration of attention on the subject of the picture. This

means, subordination of the unimporiant. Where the con-

ditions permit of it, selection of view point will attain much,
but more can be effected by the character of the photographic
image. The problem is not easy. It is to see the main object

clearly, even sharply, and the rest according to their lesser

values. The definition of the main object is easily attained

by focussing on it, but most pictures contain many planes,

and to get any resemblance to natural appearances they must
be shown with reasonable definition, that means stopping

down, which in its turn means the excessive sharpness of all

objects; the curse of most photographs.

There are three ways by which an approximation to a

solution may be obtained. They are—first, coarse focussing;

second, the use of a pinhole; third, using a lens that is

uncorrected, that is, possesses naturally defective definition.

The first method was much in use some ten or more years

ago. To be effective it requires too much blurring of the

objects of secondary interest. With a few subjects it gives

pleasant results. In a general way it gives iiot only softening

of texture but blurring of outlines, and this is fatal.

The use of a pinhole to form the image is another matter.

The definition of a pinhole picture is determined by the size

of the hole employed. A No. 12 needle hole gives a circle

of confusion of 1/100 of an inch, which is wha;t is demanded

of a lens, but the exposure time is prohibitive; a No. 10 needle
hole 1/50 of an inch, gives a definition answering all require-

ments of landscape and portraiture. The picture made in this

manner has unique character, all objects are in focus from a
few inches to infinity. They are equally in focus. The draw-
ing in absolute perspective. The angle of view is determined
by the size of the plate. The definition (with No. 10 hole.

No. 3 Power-Watkins System) is clear but soft,, much as the

eye sees it. These are great advantages, and those who have
learned to use a pinhole rarely discard it ; but there are grave
disadvantages. The exposure time is about 60 times that of

an //8 lens, and the equality of the definition through all

planes forbids all selective focussing. In landscajie this i.s

usually an advantage, but in many cases it is the loss o~

•means of accent.

The third method, the use of an uncorrected lens, is tiue

to Major Puyo, of Paris, who some fifteen years ago advocated

the employment of spectacle lenses, and induced a French firm

to make them of dimensions not used by the oculist. A
spectacle lens is not corrected for spherical aberration

astigmatism, coma, or chromatic aberration ; the meaning of

which is that besides the main image various secondary imagei

are formed that overlap the former and, according to the

amount, soften or blur the image formed on the negative.

Now the amount and position of this blurring can be con-

trolled in various ways and can even be relegated to the centre

or periphery of the visual.field, or, by the use of very small

stops, practically eliminated. The success of the French
lenses led the well-known lens makers to introduce lenses of

this type, until the soft-focus lens is mora and more displacing

the anastigmat for art as against scientific purposes.

The last lens of this type to enter the field is the Kalosat.

the outcome of a communication contributed to " Camer.i

Craft" by the writer of this article, in November, 1919. In

the search for a lens of great rapidity to take instantaneous

photographs in room lighting, the writer employed a quarta

spectacle lens. The reasons for the choice were that as ther»

are only two surfaces as against eight or sixteen in

anastigmats, the loss of light by reflection is reduced to a

minimum, and as quartz or oxide of silicon passes the highly

actinic ultra-violet rays, their action could be counted on to

help produce the image. Lastly, as the refractive index of

the silica is only one-tenth that of lens glass, a focal correction

is not necessary.

The experiments were made with a 1;^ in. meniscus lens

of 5 in. focus, concave surface towards the field, working
aperture being thus about //4. The results were most satis-

factory and portraits taken 8 ft. from the window of a living

room at one-sixteenth of a second were excellent in definition

and permitted of enlargement from 3j x 4j to 14 x 17 without
loss of quality.

At that time, some seven years ago, a lens competition
exhibit was being hung on the walls of the California Camera
Club, and the writer hung these enlargements with the caption,

"It's all in the lens, price 50 cents," without suffering from
the comparison with the product of well-known lens makers.
Shortly after, trying it out on landscape, the lens was lost,

and the attempt to replace it by another pebble lens, that is

quartz lens, resulted in failures owing to imperfections in the

natural rock crystal from which they are made.
This led to the discontinuance of pebble lenses, and nothing

further was done until the w'riter learned that rock ci-ystal

synthetically made, and therefore flawless, was used for lenses

in the transmission of light for medical purposes. A request
to make a 5-in. lens from the makers was responded to, and
the results obtained by its use were given to the photographic
world in the article in " Camera Craft " two years ago. The
result was an immediate interest both in the U.S. and abroad
tliat finally caused the manufacture of the Kalosat lens.

It is made in two series, one working at //4, the other at

//6.5, but the rapidity of the lens is such that allowance must
be made for it in making exposures by meter. Experiments
with the //6.5 lens in landscape work yield good marginal

:

definition and an unexpected flatness of field. Single lenses of
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uoniscos tj-pe show inivard or ..iitward distortion of straight
.,„•.!• the qargin of Ou> j.ii tur«, but this i^ practically

1 by the fornara i).)~ition of the diaphragm, and
show no distortion.

t«r devised thi.s .. ii- tor rapid action, which it has,

.'lakers Mperially markei it as a soft-focus lens, and

4 judged largely from rhis standpoint, and this calls

xplanation and warniiij^. The softness in sach lenses

the overlapping if the central image by marginal
: slight intensity. If tlie lens is stopped down too

latter are cut out and the definition hei-omes pro-

>harp. Furthcniiore, with such len&es the

be done after tho (Kaphragm has been selected :

'tare. Failure to observe these rules

r which the leiu is in no way to blam«.

tliai in the iii><- of crystal lenses the foci

I visual ray> mi nearly coincide that no
irawing back the Ions is needed, but they do

come together, and this ailds t^* the softness

If the user rack the lens back l-400th of its

will lose this diffu-ion. Therefore, when using

lu fur auftncM be careful th.it the leas is in front rather

than beJiind its visual focus. Lastly, the distribution of the
area of softness in this type of lens depends on the relation
of the curvature of the lens to the plate and field. If the
convex side of the lens is towards the plate the diffusion is

evenly distributed and no area is critically sharp. This is

usually the right position for general use. If the lens be
reversed, we obtain sharp dohnition in the centre and rapid
shading off into blurring at the edge. Such an arrangement
may be an advantage in portraiture.
These warnings are necessary, as only recently we received

a letter from a gentleman, presumably of experience in
photography, stating that " he did not think much of the
Kalosat as a soft-focus lens in comparison with the pinhole."
oblivious of the complete difference, both in nature and field

of usefulness of these instruments. My own experience with
crystal lenses enables me to say that they will give excellent
results in all fields, except the purely technical and in copying

;

that pictures taken with them are much closer to what the
pye observes than those of the older type; that the Kalosat
is the most rapid lens made, par excellence a portrait lens,

but reliable in landscape worK.

H. D'Arcy Power, M.D.

THE IDEAL STVDIO.

.. .% wandering aimSowily in a strange part of the country;

now or why I ram<' thi-re I had ik> idea, neither did I know,— :a I .,.,,„.,-,,, „,. «l,„r. iu>i.»i hut the names OTcr

.^h, but then, in th<-

~.A> while noting the

> ivindow in which photo-

iiion wan at unif rivete<l

c Art (with a capital A,

-T) a, n :
- • -•— Having been

with pi" s, I have seen

pi''iur»'> pT'i'i I. rMuii in this oonntry

ver before had I eeen perfection. Yea, I

after carofuily inspecting the specimens in

lunuto^ with i.'ie purpose of searching out

faults. I
"

! fioUiM volens,

on* iimi lult or blemish.

.ng lint, perfect in

:nting, oven to the

luouutukg, A1.4 I jjawd upward to see the

, who bad »o far superseded his fellow».

oa not particii 4irly egotistic, for the facia

ription, '• T>ro Ideal Studio."

om

hardly rail it a studio, tor it apparently contained

hat 'are g<-aeraUy acknowledged studio appliances

wirica. The chairs, ubies and furniture in general

>^ 'iiighl be foaod in any middle-class or fashionable

There was no camera stand or camera risible.

an entire absence of painted background*!,

<, etc., eU-. There wcrr no glass windows on either

„ .k,. ..„,» '-nntro of the room was what seemed to

ded lantern, and it was evidently from

... 1 i.i.s ........ luat the lighting of the apartment was

..:,;., ined.

Ai I f.nt.r.-d a -u—i •>.»man advanr^d to meet

me. an. I. jji> ; :: '. <: if I desired to make

ai, ;. ,1, I; IK- I r'j>.i-'.i that, although 1 had not

purpos<<, still I should be very pleased to have

i i,rn I '

' t" him that I was a photographer

<id that. p attracted by the beauty of his

in the hope qf being enlightened as

iction. f*

I am plca<><^<l, indeed, to meet a brother photographer,"

ho replied, " and certainly have no objection to giving you
an insight into the methods in use in what I have called the
Ideal Studio, but you will bear in mind that whatever
standard of excellence I may have reached so far is as nothing
to what I hope to be «ble to produce in the future. I have
an appointment for a group of three children almost directly,

so that you will be able to see at once how I work the
lantern, which, you see, is my sole source of lighting, and the

rays can be thrown on any part of the studio by merely
touching one qf these switches, indicating, as he spoke, a
Maries of small studs along the wuU on the right-liand side ot

the apartment. Rapidly manipulating the same the light (and
what a light 1) was made to traverse the whole of tho chamber,
now up, now down, now oir the right, now cjti the left.

" You will notice," he said, " that tho light itself is of a

pure white, and I may say that, although it is actinic as the

brightest sunlight, it is still as soft as sunset."

Then, taking from a side table what appeared to be a camera
of tho reflex type, he continued,

"This is my camera with which the main part of my work
is done. You will observe that it has two lenses. They are,

so to speak, twins, but instead of producing two pictures they

are so accurately manufactured and at the same time so

accurately set that they produce only one, and as the lenses

are practically reproductions of the human eye, the one

picture produced is absolutely stereoscopic. The power of the

wonderful light, in which radium plays a great part, and the

rapidity of the special plates I use in addition, obviate any

chance of movement showing, either caused by instability on

the part of the sitter or by oscillation of the camera; in fact,

( can allow the camera to swing, and the rapidity of the

jftiUfOtme is so great that the picture will still be perfectly

sh^qi^ajaii clear."

Juab then a lady and three children were ushered into the

studio, and the proprietor at once commenced to make himself

agreeable to the youngsters, passing playful remarks, and

asking if they had come to see his toys. Naturally, they looked

round for the toys, which, so far, were not in evidence; but

with a cheery " come on," he led them across the apartmenv,

and, motioning the eldest, a girl of about ten, into a low

basket chair, ho indicated to the two younger—boys—that

they should take up position on the floor at her feet. I could

not but notice with what ease they at once seemed to take

up natural and easy poaitions, and that without any attempt
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on his pnrt to pose them or control thom in any manner.
Then, still .-miling, ho opened a small cupboard close at hand,
from which ho extracted two or threo toys, which ho handed
lo the children. But what t<\ys they were: not the general
type of thing, hut something quite unusual; toys that, from
their very novelty, at once drew the rapt attention of the
kiddies. Then, on his touching a switch at the side, a panel
behind the group drew up, revealing a recess containing all

the appurtenances and njiplianccs of a child's day nursery, and
forming a thoroughly realistic background to the children.
lie then stepped away, still talking to them in a jovial manner,
and, taking, up the camera, there was a momentary click,

after which ho suggested that perhaps they would like to see
some different toys. They at once followed him to another
part of the studio, where a totally different pose was obtaine<]
without any attempt at control on the part of the operator,
and the panel at the back this time revealed a different type
of background.
He did not hand them toys now, but, taking one in his own

hands, which appeared to be a doll as large as an ordinary
baby, he laid it on a table in front of him, tlie children
meanwhile watching his every action with intense interest.

" You sec," he said, " this is a musical doll, a doll that
goes to sleep when it lies down, but when I stand, it up it

at once commences to sing," and, .suiting the action to the
word, he stood the doll on its feet.

Whether it was a ease of ventriloquism, or whether the doll

contained something in the nature of a gramaphonc, I could
not tell, but the strains of a popular melotly at once became
audible. At once there was another "click," and the picture
was taken.

The lady having expressed a desire to be taken also, a couple
of exposures were made upon her; the first, with hat and
jacket, was jjosod in front of a recess which represented a con-
servatoi-y, and the second in an up-to-date boudoir. Again I

noticed that all the posing was obtained by suggestion only,

and that in each case it was perfect.

An intimation was then given that the sitting was over and
that proofs would be sent during the evening, and tlie pro-
prietor of the " Ideal Studio " and myself wvrc- once more
left alone.

"Now," he said, "you will see the next part of the pro-
cedure." And, .so .saying, he opened a door close at hand,
and wo passed into a snial! lobby, and the door was closed
again, while another d<K)r in frqiit was opened, and we now
passed into a second apartment; but what could it be? It

ccftaiiily bore no resemblance to any kind of dark-room that
1 had ever seen. In the first place, it was filled with a radiant
light, that appeared equal to ordinary daylight, but its colour
was indefinable. It certainly was not ruby, neither was it

green or white; then there Were no sinks and no water, no
developing dishes, and very few bottles on the shelves. Instead
of these, there were long benches on eithei' sido.and on these
benches what appeared at first sight to be one or two ga.'

ovens.

Placing the camera on one of the benches, the operator
opened the back and commenced to take out the exposed
plates.

"But," I exclaimed, "how about all this light?"
" Oh," replied he, " that is all right; this light is absolutely

non-actinic, and will not fog the most sensitive plates yet
produoetl. Here, again, radium plays its part, but in a
different combination from the light of the studio."

He then proceeded to place the plate* in an open, rack, and,
opening one of the ovens, placed the rack inside, closed H;e
door, and touched a switch at the eido

" There," he remarked, " in ten minutes from now those
jilates will be developed and fixed and ready for printing."
" ]Jut," said I, "you have not put them in aiiv developer

yet."

"Well," he replied; "my system of development is an
adaptation— in fact, an improvement—on the old Daguerreo-
type process. These plates are developed by fumes and with-
out woltina;. The gentle heat which srenenites the fumes in

that oven is not sufficient to reticulate the softest gelatine
film, and, as every exposure is always the same and everv
l)late I use of the same rapidity, ten minutes is always the
time occupied, and the fixation going conjointly with develoji-

ment, they will be quite ready in that space of time, espociiil'

as no washing is required, for no trace of anything deleterii)

remains in the film.

"We shall just have time to partake of a glass of wiu.

and a biscuit, and then our negatives will be ready for print
ing." he continued, " and by then my next appointment wiM
be due."

" But," I queried, " how about retouching? "

" Therein lies one of the best points of my system," said .

ho. " for the exquisite softness of the light obviates all neces

sity for retouching, .\driiitted that at times there may be a

scar or some similar marking which may require just a toucb

but even that is of so rare an occurrence as to be almost

negligible quantity."

Having consumed our refreshment, we jiroceeded to examii
the negatives, which were certainly the acme of perfection
l>oth technically and artistically. My host then opened what
appeared to be a second oven, but very much longer than
that in which the plates were developed.

" This," .said he, " is my printing apparatus. The negati\
is i)laced in position at this jioint," suiting the action to tl

word, " and the bromide paper superimposed. You will

observe that the paper is already mountetl, there being no
moisture during doveloimient to cause trouble."

So saying he produced from a box at his side a series of

mounts, on each of which the paper was already affixed in

position'. One of these was placed on the first negative, oner
again the oven was clos<xl and a switch touched. Almost imme-
diately it re-opened to receive the second negative, and so

on through the series.

" Now," he said, " these negatives are printed automati "
cally, each print receiving exactly the same exposure, and thi

then pass on down the oven at a specially-regulated spei-

over the fumes of the developing and fixing compound, and
in a few minutes will be deposited at the other end the

finished production ready for delivery. Such is the process in

daily use at the " Ideal .Studio."
" In the next room T have installed what I call my pub-

lishing machine." And passing tlirougli another doorway we
entered an aiiartment, down the centre of which ran a, third

of the oven-like contrivances, but of a much more massive

construction.
" In this," he continued, " are printed, developed, and tone<!

my series of postcard local views. In this end, you observe,

is a framework, taking six negatives, each space bein :

accurately bordered and .spaced. In this box above I can pla

lip to 5O0 sheets of the sensitised board, each taking six post-

cards and making three thousand in all, though I scarcely •

ever have a run of so large a number of one subject. These
sheets drop automatically into place as the machine work>

the back comes up and presses them into contact at the saini

moment that the radiolite is exposed upon them, and thi

then pass on as in the smaller machine, through the develo;

ing, fixing fumes into the fumes of a preparation of sulphuroi,

acid, which yields a fine brown tone, from there througli more
fumes which eliminate any acid that may be left on the film,

which, as you see, is of a high enamel surface, and as that

surface is in no Avay affected during the various processes,

there is no glazing required, which is -another saving effected.

This machine I can .start going at any time and leave in action

any length of time, knowing that after the Hxact sjMice of on^

hour 6,()00 cards are being automatically deposited in :

receptacle at tho other end every hour that passes. Am!
now having demonstrated tho methods I will write you out

the formula*." So saying, he took a seat at a desk, drew
pens, ink and paper towards him, when some wretched tootler

outside started " Bubbles " on a cornet, and I woke to find

myself in bed at home without my formula;, and also without

any knowledge of the whereabouts of " my dream studio."

C. Bbangwin B.\rnf.s.
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Assistants' Notes.

Removing Amidol Stains From Finger Nails.
Injiut^c the haud» in a aolution oi sodium •alphid« about doable

^h' ' of the usual aepia toiie. until the deposit on nails

ca '•d by gentle scraping. This ihould occur in two
ut < iiiiiiutes; after a rinae under '.Lt- tap the hands are trana

ferr-'J ui a weak pennanganats bath, fc; .vred by a short immersion
lo III' '..-itiisulphite to remuv« any permanganate stain. A final wash
Willi - Ap and water ctimpletes the process. I have used above
mei:> J •T' •" ''^' ^or the last two vears and have noticed no
til rf'.i^ : hands or nails, and iv my own case it has been

oc essful.—A. Qbahau BaowH.
I

: add a caution against using sulphide without the
*i' ded by our c<j! '.'ibntor, doing so because
su ; -Msharge pyro -i . n, and, therefore, soma
pe<.'i « use it.—Ed- " B.J."|

< torial Development.
f" given by one or two
»• ^[^ Watkins' repeated

illy for some of

. ..lu results of a few

* Kl

•Pi-

th,

t*-

1

fa-'

sin

Ok

.uuces that varying tho
• lu each .:: nn of pjTo might have

t-re exposed as rapidly

.. ..ir^.^ steady dsylight, giving

uliiid shatter to ensure regularity.

•«>- *« 1 iwn :
—

...&... 1 u*.

^'^' 50 grains.

9 >zs. I dram.

2 o«v

2 drams.
;n ,./

W lizv

ntnid*, 10 psr cent. roliitiMl 1 ux

.... 5 oa.

•«f apart friMn i m<- sulphite, and the alxive

f':J." neutral -n'lihitc one, C is made of

' fios uf im.i-uriiig'.

>T rat Ki.c lu OrvcK or Comflkte
Ukvclopm.

Xeulrai -

and S linimide.
biinatf vai L.

M

It

«

ll

£

H
I

Remarks.

19 Uood.

14 , Good.
12 iiwA.

liht uvor-
t Ivipment.

t

IM

24

M — »

12 . A little t«(i ctintiasty.

s flfK-d.

H .\ litll-' tuocuotrasty.
'J Good.
»» Good.

m - Good.

rUl«k

7 ' Good.
8 . Good

':-.nd.

crj- osclu; to mc, others may need to

< of work.

)I fmhljr mixed developer was used for esch

The time of appearance was noted, dish covered, and rocked at
intervals of 40 seox)nds till development was complete, rinsed
quickly for a few seconds only, and put in fresh hypo.
Measure and dish were wiped out each time after use.
Kee.pnig the carbonate separately makes a lot of difference in ihv

prevention of stain, and there was no stain in any of the above; the
printing quality was also good. 5, 6, D and E gave almost similar
results and a triBe softer than the rest.—C. J. \V. W.

Photo-Mechanical Notes.

Contact Reproductions by Reflected Light.
Co.\siDER.*Bix interest is being taken in the photomechanical join
nals ill the process which has been patented by a German inventor
named .Max UUraann. and to which the name of " Manul " has been
given. The process provides for the reproduction of printed matter.
letterprefis, etc., without tJie uw of a camera and even when IIk
•' copy " has printing or other matter on both sides. It will b<

seen that essentially the method has a strong family likeness lo

the process of the late J. Hort Player, publislied in this country
some fifteen years ago. It has, however, been made the subject
of various patenU, in particular the German Patent No. 287,214,
of August 13. 1913. .M. L. P. Clerc, in giving an account of the
prucfss in the current i£sue of " Le Procede," points out that the
method of making copies by contact and by reflected light was in-

dicated by Yvon about 1890, and more recently by M. G. de Fon
teiiay. In the Manul process, however, the dry-plate or bromide
paper emulsion employed by those who had previously experi-
mented ill this metiiod is replaced by a film of bichromated colloid

coated on glass, .although we have not seen any of the results <.!

the Manul process,, we are told by those who have that while tlie

lines of a negative are by no means clear glass, the ground has
coiisiderablf npacity, the contrast of the negative as a whole being
fairly saii»fu(tory.

The s<u»i'.i ;.• plate is placed in a printing frame witli its oucoatcd
side in contact with the glass of the latter. The drawing or

letterpress to be reproduced is then laid face down on the sensitive

surface, and, the back of the printing frame having been inserted,

ox|K«ure to light is made. In these circumstances the light which
passe* tlirough the sensitive film is absorbed by th)> dark parts of

the drawing or letterpress to be reproduced, whilst it is reflected

back into the sensitive film by the white portions of the original.

lioughly, it may thus be said that the light acting upon the bicTiru

mated colloid in contact with the white parts of the original is

ab<iut double that which acta upon those part« in contact with the

lines or characters of a black and white original. It will thus be

understood that if the exposure is correctly adjusted the bichro-

mated colloid may be rendered insoluble in tlie parts representing

the white portions of the original and left of a sufficient degree of

iiuMilubility in tlie portions in contact with the dark parts of tin

original.

After development, by removal of the soluble parts of the col-

loid, a relief is thus obtained, and may be stained with a suitable

dye in order to obtain a negative of exactly the same size as tin

original, but reversed as regards right and left. The patent specih

cation does not give instructions in the preparation of the sensi-

tive ' ' ' inventor reserving to himself the supply of the neces

sar> {ilat«s to licensees imder his patents.

ttr'-i • (iwever. Professor August .-Vlbert, of the Institute ot

Urap' \ in Vienna, has publislied in " Pholographische Kor
respondens! " particulars of the formula and procedure which In

has found to yield satisfactory results. The relatively thick film

uf bichromated gelatine, such as is employed in carbon printin;:

is quite unsuitable for the process. It is necessary to employ an

extremely thin film, and to render this completely insoluble by pn.

lunged exposure to light, solubility of the exposed portions beiiiL;

at the same time oblaineil. The two following formula! have been

found to yield excellent results :

—

(1) 25 c.cs. of a 14 per cent, solution of albumen or white of

egg, previously beaten to a froth and filtered, are mixed witL
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20 c.e.g. of clarified fish-gluo, as employed in the enamelene pro-

tees, and 10 CCS. of 20 per cent, iimmonium bichromate eolutioii

added.

(2) A mixture is made of 60 c.o.s. of water. 30 cc.s. of liquid

fish-Klue, 24 cc.s. of 10 per cent, .immonium bichromate solution,

and 2.S gms. of sugar candy, previously dissolved in 20 c.c.«. of

water. A few drops of glycerine may be added.
One or other of these preparations is coated on glass by means

of a whirler, the film being extremely thin, and almost colourless.

The time of exposure requires to be very carefully determined.

In 6rst trials of the process it is well to use a perfectly constant

source of light, placing the printing frame at a given distance

therefrom alongside an actinometer. During the exposure a card

is placed step by step against the printing frame at noted intervals

of time, and the reading of the actinometer made each time that the

card is shifted into a fresh ])Osition. In this way the plate is given

a series of step known exposures corresponding with the readings of

the actinomet-er.

Development is done in cold or hike-.wa)'m water, and the plate

is then immersed in a solution of a red -dye, such as fuchsine, and

afterwards into one of orange colour such as chrysoidine, so as to

obtain intense and completely non-actinic dyeing ot the colloid re-

lief. After a brief rinse the negative is dried, and is then used

for printing on metal by one or other of the customary processes.

The following patent has been applied for :

—

PRtNTiNG Pbocessf.s.—No. 26,926. Photo-mechanical

processes. A. R. Trist.

printing

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

September 19 to October 29.—Royal Photographic Society. Secre-

tary', Royal Photoijraphic Society, 36, Russell Square, London.
W.'C.l. -

'

,

November 17 to 19.—Bowes I'ark and District Photographic Society*

Particulars from the Hon. Sec, S. Smith, 68, Mannock Road,
Wood Green. London, N.22.

November 23 to 25.—Rotherham Photographic Society. Latest

date for entries, November 9. Particulars and entry forms
from the Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Sydney G. Livei'sidge,
" Orissa," Gerard Road, Rotherham.

December 3 to 17.—Scottish Photographic Circle. Hon. Secretary,

W. S. Crocket, 10, Parkgrove Terrace, Tollcxoss, Glasgow.

1922.

January 21 to February 4.—Partick Camera Club. Latest date for

entries, January 30. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary,
James Whyte, Sla, Peel Street. Partick Glasgow.

l'"ebruary 14 to 17.—Exeter
.
Camera Club. Particulars from C.

Beauchamp Hall, Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Exeter Camera
Club, " St. Denys," Bellevue Road, Exmouth.

February 11 to 25.—^Scottish Photographic Salon. Particulars from
the Secretary, James F. Smellie, Braefiudon, AUanshaw Street,

Hamilton.

Scottish PRorBSsiON.\L Photographees' Inter-City Golf

Match.—An interesting golf match, between the Glasgow and Dis-

trict Professional Photographers and the Edinburgh Society of I'ro-

fessional Photographers, took place at Turnhouse on Friday,

October 21, 1921. The members -ftere fortunate to have fixed on an

ideal autumn day for their outing. The course and the greens

were in excellent order. The match between the clubs was played

in foursomes, and, after some good play, resulted in a draw. The

members in the afternoon engaged in friendly matches, which were

much enjoyed by all. Tlie visitors were in the evening entertained

to dinner by the Edinburgh Society, under the chairmanship

'•f iMr. J. R. Coltart, who, in proposing the toast of " The Glasgow

lid District Professional Photographers' Golf Club," said that of

:I the golf matclies played between the Societies, this one wae,

Ithout question, by far the most enjoyable he had attended. This

as no doubt accounted for by the ideal autumn day and the fact

iliat t&e match had ended in a drawn game.

Patent News.

I'rocess patents- -applications and epecifications—are treated i
" I'ImtoMechanical Notes."

Applications, October 10 to 15 :

—

Films. —No. 26,771. Manufacture of photographic films. 1'. A
Barron.

A. v;Shtjtiers.— No. 27,451. Photographic camera shutters.
Bettles.

.(\pp.\RATiis.—No. 28,3''j2. Apparatus for use with photographii
processes. C. Callebaut.

Printing-Apparatus. -No. 27,198. Photographic printing appa
ratus. H. E. Eason.

Printing-Frames.—No 27,363. Photographic printing-frame, etc

H. McClean and W. H. U. Morley.

Camera Device.—No. 27,101. Means for positioning sensitised

cards, etc., in photographic cameras. E, F. Stratton.

Lens-Holder.-No. 27,111. Combined lens-holder and shutter foi

photographic camera-;. E. F. Stratton

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications are obtainable, price 7/- each, pott free, from

the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lune,
London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the Inlernaliunal
Convention.

Focc'jssiNG ilECHANiSM—No. 169,249.—{June 19, 19201) The inven-
tion relates to improved means for coarse or fine adjustmep* "'

focus.

In a mechanical focussing device especially adapted for ]>;

seraphic work it has been proposed to mount the mo\,il.!c

member ujwn three rollers, two of which are V-grooved iiiii

pherally to run on a rail, whilst the third is plain.
According to this invention the means for coarse adju.sti

comprise a sliding member of the instrument, adapted to carry
the lens or object to be focussed, and having a three-point l)ea,r-

nig on a supporting member of the instrument, the beariiig

surfaces of the sliding member and the supporting men
being rigidly attached thereto respectively, two of Uic j'

of the coacting bearing surfaces being of V-type, whilst
other pair is of flat type.

Preferably the two bearing surfaces of V-type are in a)
ment, the one with the other. Preferably "also the coaci
bearing surfaces of each pair are of equal length, and
arranged tha,t when in use they normally travel so as to oveiUip
equally at each end in order that the surfaces may remain
straight in spite of wear.
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'r'i« me«nB for fioe adjastment of focua f?ninpr'ii« two resilient

I .' ad»pt«d to aupport the lecu or objeot to be focuawd. and— ^Uy panllei vrtth ooe another and at right angles to

on of motion require*!, in oombinatioii vritix means
iig' them in this din^tion from their normal positions.

Irawings. o-i a base i ^u{i>.ri«d by three feet 6 is an

mbcr c integral with » frame d subatantially semi-

horizuot*! rroas-aection. On tbe mde of the member c

il are V-^rooved and flat bearing surfaces respec-

S-gnaiu bearing airface l^'ing divided into the two
I p«4a ( and / of equal length towards tiie top and
the member e, whilst Ur' flat bearing surface g is

.t a height midway lietA«<>-ii thqpe of tite parte e and /.

%ith these bearing surfa<v« ', / and 7 are correnpond-

.: snrfaoea oa the sliding rn.niher A of the inslnmient.
\ bearing surface on the «lidiiij Miember h is divided into

;>arts ;' and it of the same K-t .tti and separation as the

^ri>>t«« « and t< whilst the flat bearing mrface »> on t^
oambrr A is of the same iefi.:th as the sorfaoe g qn tiie frame it

.-. .. ^1 [p y,^ manner a thr -' 'learing is provided,

equality of leneth i>i 1 4 surfaces at each

i~j,,:-. <...vl the fact that they nam..... ^.A^el so as to overlap

«|iially at each <od eiucire that, when in ive, tiie surfaces may
'>ni.-vin stnaigfat in apiie of wear

' iMBiber A is held Ui i.>ie fr mjc J by a boss n integral

'.he member A and liaMi j 1 Mt'U>d portion which

. »»irf>u»-

.ird 7 secured

<-t»ed between

t ..,. .,.^^.- of the slot />.

I the parts and to prevent

'.>r,ti,<,j under ordiiian>' circum-

itioally. The guard 7 ser\e«

. , . ^ . .l:.-.1 t.i any hannful extent

rtim than that of - '
<rr >- is a Md( u •» ineahca a pinion f

h paasas through tiia memliar A. the boas n,

' o, if>nng t and guvd 7, the Ixjss n being

« sida as at X |flg. 2). to ensible the pinion r to

*, wbiUit knurlrH hrnvd* y, •/ are mounted at the

.iniiW V to en>' r to be turned to

-Y A to travel ui rHiarse adjoalinent.

'« tits mcoibar A a :ira to the direction

and aonually patall ••« another, are two
' :it arms :, t, at the ends of " '':<'» ij< carried a bolder 10

IS optieal elonaot II t<> l>e (^»xiased. The arms :. t are

'le dirtction of motMo of the m««nber A and wide at

» tharwto so as to be deformed in on* direotion only.

• seao from 6g. 2. thee^ : are ao arranged

^•hng sorfacas t, f. j, 'loal eUnient 11 lie

-•r 10 ooa plane 12—12 at ri»... ........ 10 the plana 15—13.

'<wltng tlta V-bearing surface l<M|itudinally. ao that any

Sfltiimc errwnlrically and vertiealty near to the opAioal

nt II i>ImII Itsve a niinimiun tendancy to diaplace either

i t of tba V bearing surface tnm iu seating.

' r to cflaot a fiiMi adjustment of tiie opUoal element 11

• nH.ijnled T i^-otialls b.-t-.Te«>n the irms t, z being fired

•he boas 16, is free

I

.

.; in the member A

,

t« pmvidoJ 'itia s <»rr<* aud knurled not \7 whiob bears

against the end of the bearing in the member h. By
turning the nut 17 in the appropriate direction the arms z, z

are sprung and the optical element 11 is thus moved slowly but
rigidly in the required ddrection, i.e., upwards, and by turning
the nut 17 in the opposite direction, the arms z, z are released

to permit the optical element 11 to return to its formerr posi-

tion relatively to the member A.

In this manner means free from shake or backlash are pm-
vided for fine adjustment of the focus.

The supporting and sliding members of the instrument may
be belli together by gravity, by a spring as shown, or by other
constant pressure means, as may bo moeit convenient, and it

is preferable that, as shown, the V-bearing surfaces should be
nearer to tile optical element 11 than the flat bearing surfaces,
since in this position they exercise greater control on the

element 11.

Any convenient means other than the rack « and pinion v
may be provided for effecting the ooa^ adjustment of the
member A, for e.xample a screw, and for springing the arms z, z.

instead of tiie screwed rod 14 an eccentric or a differential

sJrew may be used, or a diagonal strut itself adapted to be bent
laterally may be substituted, or any e<iujivalent means employed.
William Taylor, Stoughton Street Works, Leicester.

StLHoi-ETTE Photoobaph-s.—No. 169,233 (,Iune IG, 1920). The object,

o. intended for silhouetting is first photographed in fmnt of a jiure

black background, b, the background ap|>earing as a blank on the

gla.u r)r whatever it may be, in accordance with the optical inversion

of lights and shades.

The negativ* thus obt^ned is here called Nl>o, the lower letter

representing the object and the upjier the colour of the background.

Without changing the position of the object o nor that of the

photographic apparatus, the black background is replaced by a i)ure

white one, ir. and another photograph taken. The new negative,

N",,. accordingly shows a black background, while the figure apjicars

h. uMtively in the same way as on Nb^. Of this second negative a

iMp.-itive ii made, DWq. the object, o, appearing on the same as

|.' -itive and the background as tran8|>arent.

Hv placing the dispositive, DWq. upon the first obtained negative,

Nho. an altogether transparent background is obtained, but the

object o is positive in one picture and negative in the other, and

a<-conlingly. by this suiwrposition, a uniformly covered silhouette

IK obtaiiuil.

Instead of placing the negative on the diapositive, the two pictures

may be photographically superimposed one upon the other. This

insv be <lone by first developing the negative Nw^ leaving for the

prriwnt the negative Nl'o undcvelo|>cd. Then the 'diapositive Dw^,

instead i>l being printetl ujitin a new plate, is printed from the developed

negative Xwq direct upon the film or coating of the undeveloped

negative Nho, so that after the develooment of the latter a complete

silhouette will be obtained.

The taking of successive pictures betore a black and a white back-

ground, as <le8cribed. is, however, not generally practicable with

objects which are in motion. In this case it is preferred to use one

background of an intense colour, as, for instance, red. Avoiding as

much as passible stereoscoiiic parallax, the object is simultaneously

taken upon two plates, placing, however, before one of the lenses a

pUte of transparent material (i.e., a filt«<r of the colour of the back-

ground, say. re<l). and before the other lens a filter of a complementary

colour, for instance, green. Through the red filter the red background

ia phott»gr8phically equivalent to white, and through the green filter

to black. In this way the required partial pictures may, accordingly,

be obtained by the simultaneous taking of two photographs, this

last-mentioned way being sjiecially adapted for cinematographic

combination prints.
'~ V the silhouettes, as described, are t<i be employed for combination

prinTTiTg. they should preferably be made <jn films as thin as practicable.

Whenever, for instance, the object o is to be inserted into another

pirtiire a. the negative of which may be called Na, we place

a silhouette made as already set forth (Nbo + Dw^,) between Na

and the sensitive printing film and obtain in this way a pnnt of

a in which the space for o is left blank. By means of the negative

Nwo. the ground of which is black and, therefore, requires no sjiccial

covering the obje<t o may afterwards be inserted uito this space.

Acconiingly. in taking the first print there will be a superposition

of the picture films N» -f Nbo + I>*o-
.

Whenever circumstances permit, also in thU case, as in the one

described with reference ' VI. .ind I)»„. « photographic .su|>erpo8iti<)n
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may be 9ulMtit>it«d in part, or even entirely, for the three mechanical

superpositions between taking the three pictures, for instance, by

taking the picture Nb,, not upon a new film, but directly upon the

undeveloped coating of Na, or both views upon one film.—Hans
G.ietz, 1 Sendlinger, Torplatz, Munich.

Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOR REGISTRATION.
Ekualitk.—No. 415(813. Cinematograph screens, specially prepared

and framed. The Ekualite Screen and Accessories, Ltd., 5, Den-

mark Street, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2, manufacturers.

June 1, 1921.

MARKS PLACED ON THE REGISTER.
Tht folloviing marks have bten placed on the register

:

—
Kerotype Hokeycomb Bkand (Design.)—No. 407,251. Photo-

graphic paper. Kerotype, Ltd., 2, The Pavement, Clapham
Common, London, S.W.4, manufacturers of transfer papers.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Monday, October 31.

Bradford P.S. " Pictorial Principles." H. A. Crawford.
Dewsbury Phot. Soc. " My Rambles in Upper Wharfedale."

Thos. Ryder.
Glasgow and W. of Scot. Amateur P. A. " The ' Black and .Wliite

'

Men." T. C. F. Brotchie.

Kidderminster and Dist. P.S. Midland Photographic Federation
Slides.

Leeds Camera Club. "Enlarging and Reducing."
Southampton C.C. " Spirit Photography." Dr. McDougall.
South London Phot. Soc. " A Talk on Lcmdon Landscape." A. E.

Farrants.
Wallasey Amateur Phot. Soc. " Paaee Partout Mounting."

F. H. Lancaster.
Tuesday, November 1.

Royal Photographic Society. Presidential Address. Dr. G. H.
Rodman.

Birmingham P.S. " The Use of Colour Sensitive Plates." Kodak,
Ltd.

Cambridge and Dist. Phot. Club. " Antarctic Exploration, with
Notes on Polar Photography." Major F. Debenham.

E.xeter Camera Club. " Ilford Lantern Plates and How to Use
Them." Algernon Brooker.

Hackney Photographic Society. " Picture Making in Northern
Italy." G. H. Dannatt.

Leeds Phot. Soc. Exhibition of Colour Transparencies.
Morley Photographic Society. Whist Drive.

South Glasgow Camera Club. " The Rocky Mountains of Scot-

land." John Martin.
Tyneside Photographic Society. Gaslight Printing.

Wednesday, November 2.

Accrington Camera Club. " Carbro." A. Dordan Pyke.
Croydon C.C. " Necol Collodion Products." H. W. G. Bidgood.
Dennistoun Amateur Phot. Assoc. " Colour Lantern Slides."

Paget Prize Plate Co.
Edinburgh P.S. " The Camera in Research Work." A. Eddington.
Halifax Scientific Societv. " Bromide Enlargements : Chemical

Modification." C. Thomas.
Ilford Phot. Soc. " Composition." M. 0. Dell.

Partick Camera Club. Whist Drive.
Rochdale Amateur Phot. Soc. " How a Reflex Camera ia Made."

Messrs. Butchers.
South Suburban P.S. " Birds and their Nests." T. B. Bayne.
Tunbridge Wells Amateur P.A. " A Dive into Belgium."

W. L. F. Wastell.
Thursday, November 3.

Camera Club. The. "Modem Magic." C. P. Crowther.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. " Idle Thoughts of an Old

Hand." P. R. Salmon.
North Middlesex P.S. Competitions—Prints and Slides, general.
Wimbledon and Dist. C.C. ".< Loon in London." W. L. F. Wastell.

Friday, November 4.

Wombwell and Bist. P.S. , Beginners' Night.

Saturday, Novbmbi^b 5. .

Borough Polytechnic P.S. Dance, Edric Hall.

EOYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
Meeting h«ld Tuesday, October 25. Mr. F. F. Renwick, F.I

in the chair,

Papers arranged by the Scientific and Technical Group w.

read.

Mr. F. C. Toy, of tflR- Photographic Research Association,

described experiments on silver bromide grains (of the same size

and shape) made with the object of testing the hypothesis that the
sensitiveness of such grains is equal. Triangular flat-plate grains

were selected by visual examination at a magnification in the
microscope of 4,000 diameters. Five were selected of approximate
identity, their size differing from the mean by about 2 per cent.

The thickness was estimated by observation of the focussing move-
ment required to bring opposite faces into focus, the mean varia-

tion in volume being about 5 per cent., and the greatest variat

in volume between tv/o grains, about 25 per cent. The variat i.:

in size of the grains was thus about l/30th of that in a process

plate emulsion. It was found from sensitometric exposures that

the characteristic curve obtained with the grains approximated to

the typical H. and D. form, having a straight line mid-portion.

The conclusion therefore appeared to be that uniformity of volume
does not determine equal sensitivity. Mr. Toy dealt briefly with
the theories co-relating the characteristics of the sensitive grains

and the shape of the curve.

Mr. G. Brooks'bank, of the Ilford Laboratories, followed with*,

a paper on a cognate subject, viz., the visible change in silver

bromide grains on exposure to light. He first showed an ingenious

wedge-shaped vessel for coating glass with a 1-grain layer of

diluted bromide emulsion. Photo-micrographs showed that the

change in the grains from transparency to more or less complete

opacity was independent of their size or shape. On treating the

darkened grains with weak solution of hypo many of them were
partly dissolved, triangular grains yielding skeletons of star form.

The two papers were discussed by Messrs. F. W. T. Krohn,
R. E. Crowther K. C. D. Hickman, and the chairman.

In a third paper, Mr. Olaf Bloch briefly described a method of

obtaining greater uniformity in the development of plates, in

particular X-ray emulsions. The method consisted in the use of

a roller made by removing the rubber from an ordinary roller

squeegee and winding the wooden core spirally with thick-pile

velvet. The plate was first covered with some developer, and the

velvet-covered roller caused to travel constantly to and fro over

the surface by its own weight. Mr. Bloch exhibited charts of the

lines of equal density obtained in a plate by this method and
showing an improvement over those produced by rocking the

developer.

Mr. R. E. Crowther referred to the advantage, as regards uni-

formity of development, of pouring the developer constantly off.

and on.

The concluding paper, by Mr. Mills Cartwright, of the L.C.C.

School of Photo-Engraving, dealt with provisional experiments on

accuracy of reproduction in rotary photogravure and showed the

very close approximation to facsimile rendering obtainable in the

process.

Mr. H. M. Lomas, Mr. A. J. Bull, and Mr. E. L. Turner briefly

discussed the paper.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

Mr. K. C. D. Hickman lectured on " Some Aspects of Sen
Plate Photography," dealing in a highly interesting and fv*

manner with a somewhat worn subject. By means of blackboard

diagrams and coloured chalks he clear'.y explained the principles

of the additive system of screen-plate photography, and emphasi- '

the necessity of correct exposure, otherwise the ratios of the tl

primaries will be incorrectly rendered with material falsification :

colour reproduction.

This was followed by practical instruction on working the P.i

process, the whole lecture being delivered in the happiest of «
with flashes of genuine humour. Although a great admirer of ^

process he departs from the official instructions largely, even

employing Wellingtons S.C-P. plates for the positive transparency, a

course which, it is assumed. Messrs. Paget do not recommend. It

does not seem necessary to record these alternative procedures,

apparently purely due to personal idiosyncrasies, for exquisite Paget
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u|?Hr* Mcorcd in orthodox maimer on Paget materials thioncihoat,
)i«*n shown in the clqb. notably by Mr. S. Rose.

.ird croM-roontry journey compelled Mr. Hirkman to

«•« cuu.paratively early. It is intimated to him that after he
-aii .'>ne all aorta of complimentary things were said abont the

ecture and lectarer. more modified opinions being expreesed about
lis slides. On the other hand, Mr. Harpor felt hart at a state-

I
in«-ri'. made that a plate became electrified and attracted the enemy

dusted with a brush. It was not necessary to use so much
' Ti as to convert the plate into a high-tension electrical

r:e. To attempt to remove dust by knocking one end of tJie

l.i- .- n :
ly made holes in tiie table, and effected little beyond.

Mr ii iiiiert passed roond an interesting novelty shortly to be
Med on the market, a variant of placing talle close to the lens,

2i«tr.! V.v Mr. Harpar many years a^. It consists of two
^s endoaing a fine cros»«CTMin of black lines.

I

pi : iced, placed immediately in front of, or behind.

lite lens. He Dad tried such on a portrait lens, and the plastic

lily of the softened definition was comparable witii that far-

iabed by the beat soft-focus tenses. Disc* giving three different

degrees of diffnsioo will be supplied. Obvicosly exposure will be
'hst increased ; doubtless the maker* will state the molti-

ttlviDj factors

Iwh,-:
ir:.

•ft

News and Notes:

Rcrrui or a " Qour " PBonmRArnui.—Two iav»Uded
of the Shacklrt«a Expedition, Mr. J. C. B. Maaoa and Soont
Mu'jrie'y, am%ed at Sottthampton on Satord^r Imal from Madeira.
The former who «M one ot the official photogra^ien, became very
ill diiriog the voyage, bat has now practically recovered.

Thi M*i.at*'< r*ifriu Cutt. We are interested in receiving the
rulei at t hi» .MaUyaii <'am<T.i Club recently established at Koala
Liiirif.'jr >'<~)rt.it*il .Miliy .st«t«». the secretary of which, Mr. L.

Arf' •

'
I fra.1..' ..f li... • Iln'^th .lonrnal " We believe

•* '• only one in t'.i nclades in it*

-f-

. large naml><

and tin indoftries

<1 ir. t»i.

I'll 'TOOKATHS WaXTH) — Mr K \V. TaueU. 3fi. L..y>iiirr .-.if.-l

CariiWe. writes :—May I a<k Oiruugh the medium of your valuable

pafMr if any firm of photr-uraphir' -jrho photographed the Auttra-
lian trick^t team, either in tlnir private dresi or cricketing

flannel* would pleats commiuticale with me at once. I wish to

•ecure a photograph of tit* wbolc team that came over, or a
' ' "• AriBslrtng and Mr. Gregory.

"L«.—A new catalogue of photographic

r the nae of L.C.C. schools waa issned

and the special viewing apparatus for

>, afe buttsed in rooms adjacent to the Teachers'

. at the new County Hall, Westminster. There
•X) tu 100,000 slide* available for illostratinK school lessons,

'V are classiBed ander 30,000 title snbjecU. The elides most
iletDaod are, we are told, Iboee illustrating geography and history

•too*.

A Mi-CB raoHwaannD Baii>t.—When Mrs. Roeila Forbes, the

'itnoos woman explorer, and Colonel A. T. MeOrath left the

apal Royal, .Savoy, lass Satarday, after they had been married,
"V had to face 25 pholonraphers. At she was about to enter the,

ipel she hslt«'<l to apeak lo the crowd of waiting photographers.
-, ' rd thal> she had said beforehand there were to be no

Nererthales*. she amilini;ly sgreed to let them take
rif ai trw rrmclnaian of the ceremony. The majority of the gnwts
parted before the photographic operations were over.

Ciuaua W. Hastimos.—Late intelligence reaches us
on Ssptanber 28 of Mr. Charles W- Hasting* at the

*-• 'to long HDce Mr. Heatings waa connected with
(•' sialism aa editor of the " Amateur Photographer

"

itie fMs'.j diays of that periodical that his kindly personality u
.h^ly a memory of only very few. For many year* past he had

««riat«d with the technical editorship of engineering and

gas publications. He was a prominent Chnrchman and Freemason,
and his death is sincerely UmeOted in circles more immediately
familiar to him in recent years.

SMrcGLBD German Cameras.—A fin© of £174 was imposed on
Henry French, Cedars Road, Clapham, yesterday at Dover, for
smuggling 2,000 cigars, 1.000 cigarettes, cameras, binoculars, motor
lamps and horns, etc., all of German manufacture. Most of the
goods were in registered baggage that th« defendant had marked
' Armee Brit-annique," which the prosecution alleged was done to
mislead the Customs. Invoices found on the defendant were stated
by the Customs official to show that French did a considerable
business with Ctermany. At the same Court, Sidney Dickenson, of
Acton, was fined £5 lOs. for smuggling a German camera.

Photooraphing a Petrifibd Forest.—The camera played a very
important part in a geological discovery which has been made
known by Dr. Venerosi. representing the Italian Government, by
whom he was sent to the little village of Martis, in the north-west
oomer of the Island of Sardinia, to report on the rumoured exist-
ence of a petrified forest, said to be the most wonderful in the
world. The large collection of photographs which has been made
show not only trunks of trees, but the foliage and even some fruit

preserved through millions of years, and now lying exposed to view
because the water which once filled the basin has disappeared.

A Too-Earlt Photograph.—When sending photographs to a
paper for publication it is advisable to write details on the backs
of them or attach a letter to them. Messrs. Raphael Tuck & Sons,
Ltd., have colled attention to the fact that the reproduction of the
Queen's Christmas Card which appeared in some editions of the
•' Evening News " last Friday should not have been printed till

November 26. The editor states that the photographs were received
by hand, and the letter naming the date of publication as Novem-
ber 26 was received by another department by post. As soon as
the error was perceived the photograph was taken out of the paper.

OunxEMiNOT Folio-Brom—Mr. Jules de Gottal, 17, Cecil
Mansions, London, 8.W., writes drawing our attention to the
Ouilleminot product, for which he is the agent in this country,
namely, the stripping " Folio-Brcnn " negative paper, which is

coated with a rapid orthochromatic emulsion, and, owing to its

paper support, is non-halative. Moreover, the negatives are
characterised by absence of grain, and the film can be retouched
and printed on both sides, is not liable to be scratched, and is non-
inflammable. Mr. de Gottal is confident that photographers will

find Folio-Brom to combine in itself the advanta^ of plates and
filma • regards both the quality of the negatives and the con-

venience* of manipulation for the purposes of portrait photography.

Lacnas Covbsbs ik Optics.—The lecture courses to be delivered

in the Department of Optical Engineering and Applied Optics of

the Imperial College of Science and Technology, South Kensington,

.S.W.7, during the autumn session, include a general series on
advaooed optics and polarised light by Professor F. J. Cheshire.

Professor Conrady will lecture on elementary and advanced optical

designing and computing and workshop and testing room methods.

Mr. L. C. Martin will deliver a course on advanced optics and con-

struction theory and use of optical measuring instruments. Further

particulars are obtainable on application to the liegistrar at the

College. The Director of the Department intimates that applica-

tions may be received from students and others desirous of carry-

ing out research work in the laboratories.

RoTAi. Socnrx or Arts.—The winter programme of lectures at

ttarlBf^l Society of Arts contains announcements of several series

of gmtt i1?lerest to photographers. Mr. F. F. Renwick, F.I.C.,

will deliver the Cobb lectures in May next, taking for his subject,

• Modem Aspects of Photography." In February and March,

Professor A. F. C. Pollard, formerly Professor of Optical Engi-

neering in the Imperial College of Science, is to deliver three Cantor

lecturea on " The Mechanical Design of Optical Instruments." A
lecture, which promisea to be of photo-mechanical interest, is that

by Mr. Arthur Wiloock on " Surface Printing by Rollers in the

Cotton Industry." And in November-December Mr. Arthur M.

Hind, amistant keeper of printa and drawings in the British

Museum, is to deliver three lectures on " Processes of Engraving

and Etching."
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Window Anti-Steaminc Comwsition.—A correspondent writes:

—In reply to a reader last week you stated (on page 636) that you

did not know a certain window-cleaning composition, and gnvo some

in«thod8 of preveuting the steaming of windows. 1 know the pro-

duct your correspondent inquires about, but do not know how it is

made. I do know, however, that the following formula (advocated

by a chemist on the staff of " Work ") gives a paste similar to

that your correspondent asks about :—Dissolve 100 parts by weiglit

of fiiicBt coconut oil soap in water, boil to a clear jelly, and add,

with constant stirring, 10 parts of tripo".i, 5 parts of alum, 5 parts

of croam of tartar, and 5 parts of white-lead, all previously pul-

'verised finely and intimately mixed. Pour the mixture, whilst still

hot, into shallow tin moulds, when it will quickly solidify on cool-

ing. For cleansing, moisten the glasses with lukewarm water, apply

the soap with a rag, and polish with a dry, soft cloth.

Kodak Staff Photographic Society.—Although this society,

which has been formed among the Kodak Company's staff, has been

in existence for only a few months, it already has 170 members. On

Thursday, in last week, it held its first exhibition for one evening

only in the Oak Room, Kingsway Hall, Kingsway, London, W.C.,

when 328 prints were hung, catalogued and duly judged by Mr.

W. L. F. Wastell. It might be thought that the exhibition of so

many examples of work provided sufficient interest for the 3i hours

during which the room was open to members and their friends,

but, on the contrary, the intensive programme which w;is squeezed

into the time\ must surely fill the American Kodak staff at

Rochester with doubts of their ability to " hustle " at as fast a

rale. For, apart from an hour for refreshments, there was a

formal presentation of awards, a lecture on fixing by Mr. Raymond

E. Crowther, a demonstration of photo-micrography, and, incredible

as it may seem, a lecture on radiography by Mr. Luboshez. We
hope that visitors got an opportunity to look at the prints, many

of which were of most meritorious quality.

Hvpo-Alum-Gold Toning.—Mr. S. Zanoff, of the Towles Studio,

of Washington, D.C., writes to " Abel's Weekly " that he has been

experimenting for a long time trying to get 'away from the "sick-

looking sepias that so many photographers produce," and that he

has finally succeeded. He sends to our contemporary some Artura

prints from negatives made by the Towles Studio. These, it is

stated, bear out all he says about the process, which, by the way,

can be worked on any paper. Mr. Zanoff's formula are as

follows :

—

Toning Bath.

No. 1 (A).—^Boiling water (rain' or distilled)

Hypo
Alum

Boil for two minutes, allow to cool and then

Sodium phosphate

No. 1 (B).—Nitrate of silver

Water
Potass bromide

Water
Pour the bromide solution into the silver .solution and add precipi-

tate and all to the cool hy|X)alum bath. If silver and bromide are

added to bath while hot, the latter will turn black.

Next add A to B.

.No. 1 (C).^Chloride of gold

Water

Finally add C to the mixture of A and B. Thi;

No.. 2.—Water
Hypo
Alum

Boil 10 minutes and when cool add :

Water ...

Silver nitrate

Potass bromide

Have No. 1 lukewarm. Put prints in No. 1 for about seven

minutes. Then rinse prints in clear water and then place in No. 2

bath until they turn sepia. Prints will tone evenly all over.

The prints should be printed the depth desired, a rich black and
white, as they will not bleach by this process. The warmer the tone

desired the less time the prints should be kept in bath No. 1 and

the colder the tone desired the longer they should be kept in No. 1.

idd

128 ozs.

20 ozs.

2 ozs.

2 ozs.

60 grs.

1 oz.

180 grs.

1 oz.

15 grs.

2 ozs.

isBath No. 1

128 ozs.

1 lb.

4 ozs.

1 oz.

30 grs.

30 gi-s.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

Leoa£. Notices.—A first and final dividend of 6ad. in the £ has

been made in the case of Charles Rose, picture frame maker

(trading as Universiil Framing Works), carrying on business and

residing at 21, Chesterfield Road, Sheffield, Yorks. The dividend

ii obtainable at the Official Receiver's office, 14, Figtree Lane.

Sheffield.

NEW COMPANIES.
Convex Enlabqing and Metai, Fjume Co., Ltd.—This private

company was registereJ in Edinburgh on October 14, with a capital

of £700 in £1 shares Objects : To carry on the business of manu-

facturers of an.l dealers in embossed or convexed phot«;raphic

enlargements and metal photograph frames, etc. The directors (each

subscribing for the number of shares indicated) are :—J. B. Kellock,

141, Onslow Drive, Dennistoun, Glasgow, secretary, 200 shares; L.

Mair. 17, Ross Avenue, Cardonald, Glasgow, picture frame maker,

300 shares ; H. Hill, 60, Duncrium Street, Maryhill, Glasgow,

manager of company, 200 shares. • Secretary : J. B. Ktllock.
|

Registered office ; 29, Oxford Street, Glasgow.
j

Amisol, Ltd.—Thi.s private company was registered on October

11, with a capiUiI of .€2,000 in £1 shares (all preference). Objects :

To carry on the business of manufacturing photographers, etc. The

subscribers (each with one share) are: T. Thomas, 1, Woodthorpe

Terrace, Huddersfield, chemical engineer; S. Wilman, Norfolk

Villa, Dewsbury, chemical engineer: W. Sowden, Fernletdi. 48,

High Street, Cleckhenton, chemical engineer ; T. C. Hammond,'
" Hopewell," Lightclif-fe, chemical engineer; E. V. Chambers. The

Manse. Lightcliffe, chemical engineer. The subscribers are to

appoint the first, directors. Qualification ElOO. Remuneration as

fi,\ed liy the company

Correspondence.

*»" Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and

addresses of the writers are given.

*•• We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

DESENSITISING WITH POTASSIUM IODIDE : FREUND'8
METHOD.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The communication of Mr. O. F, Bloch and Jlr.

F. F. Renwick in yoiirs of the 21 iiist , interests me mucli, but

putting aside the " invitations " to do certain things, as outside

the amenities of technical discussion, I may perhaps be allowed to

make a few discursive remarks.

My recent paper on Freund's method is not intended to be

exhaustive as regards the literature or in any other aspect, the

papers which I mentioned being these which I regard as ser-iceahle

in calling more general attention to the method.

The communication of the above-named gentlemen in the

" British .lournal " (October 21, 1921) gives an addition to the

experimental statements now available, and so is a gain ; the con-

clusions arrived at are for a more m.atured study than thjt of a

rtay. but the interest of the moment centres chiefly on the details,

which require amplification.

If I correctly read the particulars as to the iodising solution o(

Fieund's strength, it is not quite as I described. In my view

white potassium iodide cannot in the nature of things be pure, bnl

alone it often is satisfactory. If, however, the final addition oi

two grains of soda crystals is made to a solution showing nc

tinge, we have ari addition to. existing alkalinity instead of an addi

tion from which alkalinity is subtracted. There also appears t<

have been some confusion as to my suggestion of a possible (bu

not recommended) addition of one-tenth of potassium l'romid(

solution to the developer, but in the experiments now described
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sc<nns to have b*en made to the iodising jolution.

* acting developer like the qainol saiphite. developer

ii aot te i;auged by an equaltimo acUon with the others,

by inspection in the manner which I pointed out. Sodiam
ale. if present, binders or deUys mnch, bnt accelerators other

the bromi.i • in it* re\ers.'d aspect may be used in accor-

with established usages for livdrHjuinone. although I depre-

••I'h aH'lit .-.n' Most important of all, the gentleman men-
i' notion whatever as to the nature of the

> used. Frennti'<^ original pablicatioii had
ie(«reut:« ui gulatino-bmmide. I refer to a somewhat lees

iorj Ofe of bromo-iodide. and I hope to return to this

towards the end of this letter, cr later.

Bloch and Mr Renwick lecord their failure to find the

gelatino-bromide " in connection with the reversing action

'tographie plates as mentioned by Meldnla in Watts's

of Chemistry." That nch skilled dialecticians

both fail in so easy a task app'-.-iri to me remarkable, bnt

T thonld not mention it were not the n^ n finding made the basii<

«f an argument, which, if accepted, might materially affect the

tion I sTiggeat another glance at the place (Watts's " liiction-

of Chemistry," vol. it., ISO', page 158) ; this time at the foot-

aote t^-i the sentenc* ending '* and in tfaU case the potassium

iodide IS the pbeto-scDsitive compound." Heve Ifeldola calls

siMeotion to the strictly parallel but less pronounced case with

potassion broaide.

Cert^nly I did not expect that any reader of the " British

Journal " would require enlightenment as to so well understood

a matter as tbe general distinction between the behaviour of a
ttAoatUtt and a coloured photnlyte Blark-nea* and white neea are

eatr>?m.M and Atfjm of the <am<' (vendition fsee taliulation of

Albed" , p. 3 of Vogel't " Das Licl' m Dienste der Photo-

graphi.. " Berlin, 1804;, and it is ger< ved, and perhaps

prr'trd. th»t ovrry irnlv orthc-ch'om.i'. (.... vte must come in

th* t i:.^.- 1'.,.!.^. '., This general truth is subject to

mai '

'

r tIii- w.tiii'iiiT<<>c to "colours" which

baf '«, often owin^ to the
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bromide platea as dis-

The bromine was

liberated in fractions from commercial sodium bromide (the safest,

cheapesT, and most convenient form in which to purchase bromine)

by a modification of a method sufficiently indicated on p. 535 of

Vol. I. of the Watts's " Dictionary " already referred to, and

there associated with my name. The fractions (generally 11) are

controlled by calculated amounts of sulphuric acid introduced

through the thistle funnel. Ordinarily the freedom of the middle

fraction from chlorine and iodine comes near to bromine purified

from iodine by the method of Stas ; a method described in the

same I'olnmn. Iodine-free hrom-ne having been obtained no

further details need be given, but any reader who would like a
few words on any detail can send me a reply postcard, and I will

do the best that leisare allows.

Thomas Bolas.

60. Grove Park Terrace.

Chiswick, London, W.4,
October 22.

Answers to Ck^rrespondents.

/ flctorArate xrith our present praetict a rtlatively amall tpace it

allotted in each iisue to replie* to eorrespondent*.

We will oiuweT by post if stamped and addressed envelope it

enclosed for rej>iy, b-cent International Covpon, from readers

abroad.

Qfuritt to be OTuweTed in the friday's " Journal " must reach us

not later than Tuesday {poated^Monday), and should be

addressed to the Biitort.

E. JONSS.—Prices paid for view postcard negativee are small, and

rang« from Ss. to £1 Is. and upwards.

G. A 8.—The British pat«nt specification for Rodinal developer is

No. 1,736, of 1891. in the name of O. Imray. for the Aitien

Geaellachaft fiir Anilinfabrikation.

C. A. S.—We CAn think of nothing which would obstruct the action

of th« hypo except two or three ooata of paint. We aj« quite

sure that such a protective coating would not be penetrated by

splaahee of hypo.

E. C—About the beat book for quite a beginner is the latest one

by Mr. R. Child Bayley. namely. " Photography made Easy."

price 3».. through any dealer, or plus postage, f'om 20, Tudor

Street, London, E.C.4.

W. H. RBKn.—Table* for the use of a tank formula for the

" B.J." pyro-soda devejoper were published by P. H. Dawson in

" B.J.", July 9. 1915, pp. 445-446. You can see the volume in

the library of the Patent Office, 26. Southampton Buildingji,

O. Lade.—(1) Not positively harmful, but we would prefer to use

an earthenware Up. (2) 'Yes, quite satisfactOTily. (3) It could,

bnt the uaual formula keep veT>- well, and are more energetic.

(4) Not as a rule : prints from flat negatives might be benefited.

C. J.—The fault lies in not using a colonr.sensitive plate. W^e

advise you to use a good anti-screen plate, or, perhaps better, a

panchromatic plate with a K2 or K3 filter for these subjects. So

far as we can judge from the negatives you cannot improve

matters by using a different printing paper.

O. H. H.—We are sorry that your letter has been overlooked. It

is impossible to ascertain the maker's firm from the particulars

you give. Apparently the lens is an ordinary rapid rectilinear of

about inches focal length and maximum aperture //8, the

aiSBfcragm markings being evidently on the Uniform System.

Wyrtwntfthink the present value is not more than about £1.

S. N.—A* your studio is so narrow you will require a good deal of

glaa if you want to secure any variety in lighting. We should

recommend the two ends to be boarded over for three feet, the

roof to be glass up to tb« ridge on one side, and the side light

to come withm thre« feet of the floor. This will give you 14 ft.

run of glass. If you only want to work at one end, you can have

5 ft. boarded over at the camera end. ThU. of course, would

still allow you to take heads-and half-lengths at either end.

S D —Judging from the specimens we should aay tJie print is by

the carbon process, much used for reproductions of paintingp
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Xo doubt Uii» parljicular tone and surface could be matched on
one or other of the printout silveir papers, or, with Greater
difficulty, by sulphide toning bromide or gaslight paper, but we
think that if j-ou write to the Autotype Co., 74, New O.xford
Street, London, W.C.I, they could indicate the tissue of theirs
which would be a match of your print. You could if you
desired, make a print by the Carbro method.

'

W E. J —It is not very easy to account for the white markings
from the particnlars you give, but we think the most probable
cause of the markings i.s actual eating of the gelatine film by
insects Such damage fretjuently occurs in this country, and i"s

probably more likely to happen in the warmer climate of the
Mediterranean. The remedy is to enclose the prints in a muslin
chamber whilst drying, or, if you cannot do tliis, vou might try
giving them a final bath of weak carbolic acid, 'which perhaps
may be enough to put the insects (if they are the cause) off their
d let.

M. W.—It is difficult to make a studio roof remain watertight with
ordinary putty, and we do not think red lead will be any betterA mi.xture of putty and Stockholm tar in equal parts makes a
good joint, which never sets quite hard, and therefore does not
shrink away from the wood. The putty must be good honest
linseed oil and whitmg. You will find particulars of various
sy.stems of metallic glazing in the advertisement pages of " The
Builder." The sash bars are made of iron, and the lead strips
are screwed upon them and turned down upon the glass the edges
of which are surrounded by the lead.

^'
^iiT^'^®

arrangwnent you suggest will answer very well, but vou
•will have to place the sitter fairly close to the lam'ps if you wisn
to get exposures down to half a second. You will require re-
flectors behind the lamps and thin difiusers in front. The re-
flectors sold by the General Electric Company are very effective
and are fitted with oiled paper diffusers. We prefer thin calico
diffusers, but are afraid that with 3,000 c.p. they would .stop toomuch light. If you write to the General Electric Company
(Ma.gnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2) they will send you a
catalogue with illustrations of these fittings.

^lu'^'
,^-~'^' ^^ y°" ^'^h to use flashlight you cannot do better

than to get one of Charles's flash-lamps from Messrs. Griffin but
unless this is enclosed in a cabinet you will" find the smoke trouble-
some for continuous work. We should recommend you to use
half-watt^ lamps in preference to flash. We believe Messrs

^"T fui^u ^"^^K " '^"'"S: '"• adapting half-watt lamps to
the Northlight umbrella. The same firm will also supply a
smal point light" with stand. This can al.so be used "for
lamplight effects. (2) The postcard is undoubtedly liable to
surcharge

: nothing is allowed for a peony beyond five words of
greeting.

W. W.-As a rule these old stains will not yield to the somewhat
mild methods of soaking in acid, or other of the regular clearing
solutions. We think you had better make a good P.O P print
or positive transparency on glass, so that if the worst happens
you can make a copy negative.^ You might then try the effect of
intensifying to a slight degree with chromium: using the Cformula, page 439 of the current "Almanac." If the stains do
not disappear under this treatment we are afraid you will have
to .give the negatives up as a bad job. Usually" these yellow
patchy stains are due to incomplete fixing, and there is no "means
ot removing them if from this cause.

J. 0. P.—(1) We do not know that naphthalene or camphor has
a fogging or desensitising effect on plates, but, nevertheless we
should prefer not to put either of these substances in the camera
case. If the case is kept regularly well brushed out. and thesame applies to the bellows, there should be no re;isonable chance
of damage ironi vermin. (2) Tlie only process of making colour
prints on pa,per is by means of three iwgatives respectivily
exposed through red, green and blue-violet screens. Tliese ne<.a-
tives are separately printed in blue, yellow and pink colours, and
tlie prints superimposed on each other. The Ravdex Company,
71, Lavender Hill, London, S.W.U, supply materials for a

CklTt
^'"'^' ^""^ '**"* * ''"'y '^"'np'et* instruction

Copyright in Poetrait.-A little problem has presented itself onwhich I should be glad to have your opinion.'^ A girl in charge
of a pretty child goes into a photographer's studio to see a girlfriend who la an assistant. The photographer, seeing the child.

Th«'^J' •%-"T '^.1"°'^ '^™ ^ photograph it there and then.Ihe first mtimation th« parents have ia seeing an enlargement in

the photographer's window. (1) Have they any redress? (2) In
the circumstances of the parents having an arrangement with a

rival photographer tliat the child should be used exclusively as

his model, would that affect tJie situation?

—

Pres.s Operator.

(1) None under copyright law, nor, we think, uiidei

common law. (2) So far as the photographer mentioned in ilie

first question is concerned, it makes no difference.

C.C.—(1) The efficiency o{ the focal-plane shutter varies according
to the F. No. of the lens with which it is used and the distance
of the blind from the plate, also with the width of the slit.

For example, with an //4.S lens, 1^ inch slit i inch from the
plate, the efficiency is 98 per cent. With the same lens and
with a slit i of an inch and % an inch from the plate, the

efficiency is 50 per cent. Diaphragm shutters likewise vary
considerably in efficiency, but never get to the 90 per cent, or so

of the focal plane when used with -a not too narrow slit, say
one inch, and fairly close to the plate, say i inch. We think
you may say that the efficiency of a good average between-lens
sJiutter is about 70 to 80 per cent., so tha( an exposure of

l-50th would be e<nial to about l-60th or l-70tb with the focal

plane at its best. There was an article on this subject in the
" B.J." of March 14, 1919, page 123. (2) Chiefly by the very
elaborate make-up of the cinema performers. (3) The print \i

a fair example of the degree of sharpness which it is possible to

get in a pinhole negative. (4) Yes, it is about the correct
separation of the centre of the lenses.

Halation.—I find that when photographing woodland scenery th«
sky and lights showing through the trees produce a halo, very
pronounced, which entirely obliterates all detail where it occurs.
The same thing, of course, when photographing a window in
an interior. (I use films, not plates.) Are there any known
means of obviating this, by tlie use of coloured screens or some-
thing of that kind ? I find the same thing in a lesser degree in

the case of pictures in sunlight where the light falls sharply and
brilliantly upon an object. In such case the charm and perfec
tion of the picture is, of course, destroyed. I have seen photo
graphs taken by other people which do not seem to have this
defect, from which fact I imagine there must be some remedy.—
W. M. Belasste.

The halo (halation) is very liable to occur with subjects of
the kind you mention. The use of a light-filter docs a little

towards obviating it, but nothing considerable. You require
to apply a non-actinic backing, which can be bought from any
dealer in photographic supplies, or you can purchase plati
already backed. In using a backing yourself you can apply it

to cut films, but the manipulation is not very convenient, and
it would be best to use plates. Full exposure and unforced
development has a good deal to do with obviating halation,
which usually occurs in its worst form when plates are under
exposed and kept for a long time in the developer.

The British Journal of Photography.
Link Advertisements.

An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisements
(excepting Situations Wantedl is now in operation, viz. :—

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (5 words) Is.

Sitiialiona Wanted.— (For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as
six words.

For forwarding replies

per insertion for each advertisement.

6d.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.
Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the

advertisement as previously printed.

AdM^prtisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.
The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'tg should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.
The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot b«

guaranteed.
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EX CATHEDRA.
Overhauling It does not seem to occur to many photo-
Apparatus, graphers that the dull season, when
apparatus can be spared for a day or two without incon-

vexiience, is a suitable time for doing any repairs, adjust-

ments or alterations which may be necessary. Moreover,
the camera makers are also having their quiet time, and
are able to accomplish such work more promptly than in

the summer and at Christmas time, when the pro-

crastinators are crowding them with jobs. Faulty
apparatus often means a serious loss, not only in spoiled

plates, but also in time and, often, in disappointing a

customer. It is not possible to give a list of what poinis

may need attention, but such things as the re-velveting

of camera backs and dark slides, the repair of the flexible

part of slide shutters, the adjustment of studio and hand
camera shutters, and the repair of stands are frequently

necessary, as the best of apparatus will not keep in condi-

tion for ever. Tlie appearance of many studios would

be impro\'ed if the camera was not only kept in working

order but also in what the builders call " decorative

repair." A little French polish, lacquer, and leather

vamixh will often make a good old camera equal in

appearance to a new one at a very small outlay.

Dark-Slide M;uiy 'photographeHs do not take as

FasteninKB. mucli trouble as they might' in ensuring

that the catches of their double dark slides really fulfil

their purpose. Nothing is more annoying than the

accidental opening of a slide or the sUpping open of the

shutter. The recessed turnover catches used upon the

mo<lem dark slide are quite effective as long as the slide

is new. but after some wefir there is a tendency for this

fitting to work too easily, with the result that plates may
1k« spoiled. If this happens, due to shrinkage of the

wood or to wear, the end of the catch may be bent gently

downwards with a small pair of pincers, ensuring a better

grip on the woolwork. The bra.ss only needs to be bent

verA- slightly, and a considerable amoimt of cai-e shoiild

be "exercised when doing the job, or the brass may twist

off where' it is turned at right angles. We know one

photographer who has learnt by costly experience what

the accidental opening of a dark shde may mean, and

nfTw^ nJwnvs fit-s his slides with a double set of catches,

also fi»4*^ lit the top of each slide a couple of the older

pattern fasteners for additional security. The kmd
employed is that in the form of a brass turn button,

having a recessed opening screwed to one half of the

slide ; when the latter is closed, this recess engages with

a pin upon the other half. This precaution is of special

iniportence to those who. cycle or motor-cycle. Only a

sliiort time ago we were told by a photographer who cycled

over very rough roads with a heavy field camera attaf;hed

to the carrier of the machine, that the vibration was

enout'll to unfasten two of the catches on his slides.
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Small CamerasTlie great depth'' of field whicli is

in Winter. obtained by using a very small lens at

a large aperture may be tm-ned to good account when the

light is too weak for rapid exposures with a larger

apparatus. Those who are unused to the vest pocket or
" IBlocknote " size of camera can hardly comprehend the
capabilities of these little instruments with their two
and a half or three inch lenses at apertm-es of //4.o and
even larger. Some time ago in an American contein-

porai-y it was demonstrated that the depth of field at

practically the same degree of shai-pness was obtained
by using a 6x4.5 cm. caiaera at //4.5 and an ordinary
8-iuch anastigmat at //ll upon a 7x5 plate, the small

negative being enlarged so that the images were identical

in size. We have only to square the two / numbers to

realise the decrease in exposure, which is possible by
using the smaller lens. Eoughly spealiing, the ratio

is 1 to 6. When using these small sizes it is desir-

able that for a given plate speed the plate having tjie

finest grain should be selected.

THE INTENSIFICATION OF NEGATIVES.

Although the process of intensification is so frequently
required, there are still many photographers who approach
it with some misgiving, fearing that stains will occvu: and
completely ruin the image. This is quite a wrong idea,

since staining is not in any way inherent in any method
of intensification, but is only an indication that the
processes which precede it have been improperly carried

out. The commonest fault is imperfect fixation, either

from too short an immersion in a fresh fixing bath or from
the use of an exhausted solution which leaves traces of

silver in the film. The remedy is clear ; if the fixing

bath is in good condition the negative should be allon-ed

to remain in it at least twice as long as it has taJien to
cause the visible unaltered bromide of silver to disappear.
This course should be adopted with all negatives which
are intended to be kept for more than a month or two,
but it is essential to stainless intensification. It must not
be forgotten that the viltra rapid plates now commonly
used require much longer fixation than those of ordinary
rapidity, and this tends to rushing the fixing process in

order to make room for another batch in the dish or tank.
It is advisable to keep a second fixing dish, into which
plates which need intensification are transferred after

they have received the usual period in the ordinary bath.
As it is quite easy to see, as soon as the plate is cleared,

whether it needs intensification, this extra fixation can be
done before the plat© is washed and dried. The next
cause of stains is imperfect washing; if hypo be left in

the film it will precipitate the mercury in an insoluble
form, and no amount of washing wiU remove it. If the
chromium solution be used, hypo in the film appears to
reduce the image irregularly, and this is made evident
upon re-deirelopment.

The most usual method of intensification is by bleaching
the negative in a solution of mercuric chloride, and after
well washing, blackening in a weak solution of ammonia.
A considerable addition of density is obtained by this
method, and if the precautions we have mentioned are
taken the results should be clear and satisfactory. It is

not, however, a good process for portrait negatives, as
not only does it tend to the loss of detail in the high-
lights, but the images will certainly fade to a sickly
yellow colour, it may be in a few months or in two or
three years. This is a serious matter when tlie negative
is wanted for re-orders. Fortimately, besides ammonia
there are many other reagents which may be used for

blackening the bleached image, and wiU form a more
stable compound of the mercury and silver. Of these,

the ferrous oxalate .leveloper is undoubtedly the best, the

results being practically permanent. Ferrous oxalate i?

now rarely used by the professional photographer, and

recourse may be had to amidol, which we have found to

answer practically as well.

Probably the most convenient intensifier for professional

use is mercuiic iodide ; with the exception of Wellington t.

silver intensifiei', which is too elaborate for everyday use,

it is the only one which allows the degree of intensity

to be controllevl ; moreover, it does not require ven
thorough removal of hypo from the film before treatment.

With this the negative is immersed in a solution of

mercuric iodide in iodide of potassium until the required

depth is obtained, a short, wash under the tap until the

clear nortions turn yellow, and a sliort immersion in a

very weak, plain hypo bath until the yellowness dis-

appears. The advantages of this method are the shoi*

tiihe necessary and the permanence of the intensified

image. In the case of a portrait sitting of four or six

negati%\is, one or tw^o of which require intensification, it

is possible to get them into the final washing tank with

the others so that the order goes through complete.

Those who distrust mercurial intensification in any
form will find a perfect substitute in the chromium
formula of Mr. Welborne Piper. In this the mercui->-

solution is replaced by one containing bichromate of

potash and hydrochloric acid, the bleached image being

blackened by an amidol developer. This gives exception-

ally clean results, and by varying the proportions of the

coi'nponents of the bleacher, considerable control over the

ensuing density is obtained ; if more density be required

the process may be repeated, and the results ai*'

permanent. The chromium intensifier can be used tc.

improve the colour and contrast of weak or bad colom'ed

bromide prints.

Where only a small increase of density is required, it

may be obtained by using the sulphide method of toning

bromide prints. By this means the image is changed
from black or grey to a yellowish-brown, which gi-eatly

adds to its printing power. Somewhat similar is the

action of the utranium intensifier, which is, perhaps, tht

most effective of all for very thin negatives. With this,

the increased deposit is of a deep orange-red colom-, which
is very non-actinic. Intensified negatives, especially those

upon which mercury has been used, are very liable to

show drying marks, if " tears " are allowed to remain

upon the fihn. It is necessary to wipe the surface as dry

as possible with a pad of cotton wool or soft washleather

before placing them in the drying rack.

It is a common error to intensify under-exposed

negatives in the hope of strengthening faint detail as

the tendency of intensification is to increase contrast, it

is obvious that printing must be carried on to penetrate

the dense high-lights with the result of burying the shadow

detail.

Flat over-exposed negatives are sometimes better for

being slightly reduced with ferricyanide and hypo befort

intensification, but this often leaves the whole image to •

thin for effective treatment. If such negatives are

intensified without reduction they may appear thick or

muddy looking, but they will, as a rule, yield satisfactory

prints with sulficient exposure.

Local intensification is sometimes desirable, and foi'

this tliere is nothing better than the mercuric iodidf

solution, which may be applied -with a swab of cotton wo:'

where needed, washing and clearing in hypo following a-

usual.

We have refrained from printing formulae, for tht

vaaious solutions as these are given in the B.J. Almanac.
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TESTING THE VIGOUR OF DEVELOPMENT PAPERS.

|
; U> Indue** nianiifaiturerB of

—» in tuunerals an the i>u<c^iets the

ir paasewHl ^T Ute pMtioalKr k"*^ ^^d batch

,
. r*<d

DiAt Mtch an innovation vouM be beneficial is agreed by
t<i ir>ir»i workers sod pruttM* of pxperieoce. ^lanufacturers.

)i->'.(-\'«r, are not ununiinoiu as to the need for numrbers. aume
'

' • deacriptions " Sott " and " Vigorous
''

ikcntc But print^r^ knon- that con-

^ the nuniiTnus " Softs." NormaJe,"
." "t'' . 'if ivhirh therp miuit be o\-er

ea<'h nf whitJi ia

•
, ^ _ , : ular type of n«^-

tire, but M m^ the exac« thing fi>r any otiier type. And
no Kf> look forward to the tiin«i wh«n all papen> will be marked
a« tiarinji; 5, SO, or 100 degrees of rigour, aa tlie case may be.

I'
'

' admitted here that a nmikbrr which correptly repne-

' ri^Ntr c4 a paper when tlif paper vaa packed would
' kxw bwelire montlu after, but Uiia could be allowed

itaing old atock.

V\ ith ihin0> aa they are at pr>v«>nt. it it rmj useful t4> be
t<> meaaurs roughly the \'i^>ur of a paper for oneaelf.

•an bo done, of conrae, by printing it uIoiik with another
r that ia kniMm on a •eiei<ion «f negative, but a qui<'k<'r,

" certain and aati«fBct<>ry m>-t)i<Hl ih t<> ii»e some kind of

I'.- <-ti!.^ rrt- wedge. I hare aiigg^vted for ntanufacttirers'

\

Tl.:

<t.-t,

eter," on which a fiv»-iaot strip M paper ia

'\:- '.<i- ray* at a 4-vt»lt lamp, one end of the strip

:'^ ! '•• 1100 of ttio lifeht reeeircd br the other, the
'

'•' 'lin light l: 'lerrMMBg along the whole
1' ':;• • -trip .K ,.|<-h Mm light into 10(1 divi-

- on the rcMilting pnnted aoaie,

' «-igaur. But for testing . paper
ruii^>i> '! ;,- n'.ii^ rMXD I employ a aim|>ler nK>t)HMl

«h:<h 1 lumt !i,uu<l lo be of irreat \mlue at tiro««. Fur
•xAiiiple. I have known pap<-r la>M-lli4 "tWt " ttukt appeared
in u.-« to be anytfaiag but aoft. But aegatir«a are often very
• I" < I'tive, and it ia noi wise to Uaiii.' a paper nelily. Refennce

L preriw method of teating put» all doubu on to a aure

to OM* a wedg** oxd the kind of wedge that
- rrioMhIe ia not In mi; m<ire than a eleaned-

.it« covered in layers « .• paper. Negative

, <.>ppned out aupplied tl» ,,>•.. uhicii is ol«<ar and
fr>^> from any llClt'"*'"" of y»ll<*» i«tuieiw. The Ant layer

«wfra Uie gUw eamptetely. the se.-'ind leaves a atrip of J in«-li

in width at one end of tlie gia»- the thini lr«vtii another
'

' " Mme end, a>
"!'''

•rove more tli.< .

M .rn riften than not it ia conreniant to test a papw by
•hat i» kii..«n Witih the wedge in

f _ <«binet. « li imier si«io up. a strip

•^ eacih paper i< Uid on it. the str ig along the wedge
V. .- ... ,T>rer ae many atepa a« p..^- •...- I'he eiqwauro aimed

< that, npon correct devel<>)>nienc, tile firai two atepa
..I I .. %...l^-.. ;.ii. ciiM-d^ ae '. ' ' Mack bar im the known

•iavelapiri> .n derelopinent in strict

-tpuotiou> paper makers,

;..-«p«fS, or in uae in the

^i>ch .ayatem is reliable and definite, or

«xactly two .<t>'|>« i<> not absolutely esaen-

it 'I.-... ...

I-

\

I

Iirintiiig out more stej)* may leave in.sufficieiit of the scale to

fully measure the range. Printing out of the first step only is

not such a definite guide to full and correct exposure, as oin
step alone may appear to be fully black when it is not quite so.

When two steps merge it is proof that the light has pene
trated the den.ser or more opaque to the point of full exposure.

Having fully developed the strips, if the two paipere vary in

vigour their relative difference will be easily seen, hut first

we must take into consideration their apeed, which niay be
different. The desired result is that both scales sliall be

recorded somewhere between two ends of the wedge, when one
end of the scale will be dead black and the other one pure
white in each ca.se. If the thin end has not been recorded

fully black, the exposure has been too little, and another test

must be made for that papor. II the most opa^jue strip of

the wedge has been recorded as a detdded grey, the exposure

has been too great. Having found the relative parts of tlie

wedge which print out black with the same exposure, or the

different eiposures which are necessary to print out tho same
Atrip of the wedge, we cauiiot fail to have a good idea of the

relative speetjs of the two papers^ but that is not the object

here.

The steps on the home-made wedge ai'e not supposed to repre-

rent any recognised or previously mentioned steps in the

expoaure range of eroulsioas. Dr. GWer has stated tliat the

deposit of a fully developed photocraphio imago may consist

of as many as 100 visible shades, and this niiniber is a very

oonvenient maxinnun for a scale of measurement. It is quite

nnnecesMU-y for a scale designed for a printer's private use to

be so finely divided, howo\-er, and we must not lose sight of

the fact that tlie 100—or any other number—of stc})8 or sliades

ia noi a limit of softnesB or exposure lunge. A wale of 100

steps or gradations could be print<<d on tlie moet vignrous

paper or the moat soft if we had a wedge of sufficiently delicaite

gnulatioo. In fact, a mtich longer scale might be .pcRsible witli

any paper if we had keen enough sight U' detect all the

di8«renc«a.

The axpoaure range of a papor does not refer to tlie numb<M-

of alMMlni or gi^dations whic4i a paper will render, but to

the amrdint of difference betwwn the light necessary to fully

exprme it. and the minimum light necessary to effect it at all.

A longer range here moans really a stf-eper range, not a range

cimtaiaing more gradations Simply exiplained, the range

iniglit be dm<Til>ed an a staircaae, and taking the gra4latio)is oif

the pliot^igmpliic iimige as lUO, the staiircase has UK) dteps.

If the range is long, the stops are steep, while being equal

tliey are high; if the range is short', tlie staii-s are sliallow

or low.

The amount of Idg^t stopped by a thickness of clear «liite

tiaaue such as negative envelopes are made, pptniding tho

(>apcr is not yellowisli, is about 1/5 of that which roaclies

it; therefore, eaioh step in tlie wedge reduces the Ught which

rfimitlPnit by that fraction, tiie first steip passing 4/5 orf the

ortf(iaalli||;ht, the second 4/5 of 4/5, and so on. Twenty such

Ntepa anil cover nxiHt papers met with '" !>!<vr.~^i.iti!il iunl

commen-ial use.

In conclusion. I liavo found tliat an ;i\<M;igc soli iinninWo

will HM'rtrd about 16 steps, a very soft one 20, wbiJo ordinary

and vigorous (woniides range 1>etwecn 14 and 5 steps rcspec-

tively. An average vigorous gaslight records 5 steps, and an
exceptionally i-igorous one 3 to 4. Uniortiinately, users'

ideas of vigorous and soft papers cannot always agree witli

the terms as printed on the packets, where they are often

^sleading. Thkbmii.
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WORKSHOP NOTES ON SILVERING.

[Wliile forjiiulro luid recip<^ tor the silvering of glass liave been frtwly puWished, there is a specdaJ value in the

following ,pap»u- in wliich Dr. James Wear French, of Messrs. Barr and Stroud, describes the result of his oxporionce of

the various silvoring processes as regards the physical and optical properties of the metal coating. The paper is among
those included in the vohime, ''The Making of Reflecting Surfaces." recently published by the Optical Society, and con-

taining, as is pointed out on another page of this issue, a very great deal of practical information on silvering methods

and also a key to the most iiHjKHt<int liteirativre of tlie subject.

—

Eds. " B.J. "J

M.VNV processes for the silvering of optical parts have been

introduced from time to time, but the number in practical

\ise is small. The best known processes are:—
(1) The old Mercury Tin Amalgam process.

(2) The Formaline process.

(3) The Kochelle Salt process.

(4) The Tartaric Acid profess.

(5) The Brashear proce.^>.

Numerous attem))ts to project under vacuum fine deposits of

silver upon glass surfaces have been made, and I understand
that the latest information on this subject is to be placed

before the meeting. There appears to be little difficulty in

producing small reflectors of 1 cm. or more in diameter.

Hitherto it has been very difficult to produce large, uniformly
reflecting surfaces by this method.

(1) Mercury Tin Amalnam Process.—This process, the details

of which are well known, has not been used regularly in

commerce for many years, and it is now rarely used by
opticians, although there are still .some sea-going officers who
favour it from the point of view of durability. The proce«s

has been abandoned in the industry in favour of the Rochelle
salt process, because of the long time—several weeks—required
for the removal of the excess mercury, and _principally because
of the danger to health. As the final siirface contains about
20 per cent, of mercury, it is to be expected that the light-

reflecting power is not good from the point of view of the
optician.

There is a characteristic difference between the mercury
tin amalgam and the precipitated silver in that the former
cannot be used like the latter for surface silvering. The uni-

formity of the amalgam surface is dependent upon the polished
surface of the glass with which it is in contact. The surface
in contact with the glass appears highly reflecting, whereas
the other side in contact with the air has a dull matt appear-
ance. When, on the other hand, a thin layer of silver is

deposited upon the polished surface of glass, both sides can be
made highly reflecting.

(2) Formaline Process.—This process has the sole merit of

being very simple and rapid, and therefore suitable for experi-
mental work, but in the present stage of its development it is

rarely used in optical manufacturing. Compared with the
Brashear and Rochelle salt surfaces, the formaline surface is

dark. The process has the additional disadvantage that one
deposit cannot be laid upon another, and the surface cannot
be electrically plated with copper.

(3) Bochelle Salt Process—This process is very generally
used in oommeree and by opticians. It gives a brilliant

reflecting surface, which, however, is about 5 per cent, or 6
per cent, less brilliant than that of the Brashear process.
The difference can bo detected at a single reflection. It is

easily detected after three or four reflections. The process
has the advantage that the silver is deposited at a normal
temperature, which does not require very careful regulation.

(4) The Tartaric .Acid Process.—So. far as brilliancy is con-
cerned, the surfaces produced by this process are nearly com-
parable with those of the Rochelle salt process. From the
point of view of the optician, the process has the disadvantage
that the best results can be obtained only when the bath is

heated to about 40 deg. C. To subject finished optical parts
to this temperature is undesirable. This objection is not
: i.|>licable to such work as large flat jnirrors, in which case

steam-heated tables are used. A single deposit only i>

necessary.

(5) Brashear Process.—This process is probably the one that

is most extensively used for the silvering of optical ports. It

is a cold process, which gives good results at a temperature

between 10 deg. C. and 20 deg. C. It is not unusually com-

plicated, and the resulting coating is brilliant, comparatively

hard, and adheres well to the .surface of the glass. Coats of

any thickness can be obtained by successive deposition. The
layer can also be burnished for surface reflection.

Details of all the above-mentioned processes are well known.

They may be obtained from any of the books of recipes, such

as Spon"s " Workshop Receipts." But there is one detail that

cannot be too strongly emphasise<l, namely, thorough cleanli-

ness, which, if neglected, will result in failure, however perfect

the appliances and the methods may he-

Imperfections.

When the reflector is not near the focal plane small imper-

fections result only in a loss of light at the emergent pupil,

and, although such a reflector may be slightly tarni.shed or

spotted, the optical instrument may still be capable of per-

forming its designed function.

When the silvered surface is in or near the focal plane,

minute imperfections that ordinarily would be quite impercep-

tible may provide sufficient cause for the rejection of the

instrument, especially when the power of the eye-piece is high.

Brown stains are usually attributable to impurity of the

chemitals and want of cleanliness in conducting the operations-

and particularly the cleaning of the surface.

Pinholes in the silver which may be due to the evolution of

gas bells or to the presence of dust, give rise in the course of

time to systems of concentric rings which gradually broaden

out. These tarnish rings have but little reflecting power, and
are consequently very visible.

An unprotected silver layer on the surface of glass has very
little durability. It rapidly tarnishes over the whole surface,

and also is extremely liable to become spotted. It is essential

that there should be as little time as possible between the
silvering and protecting processes. The trouble may be due
to atmospheric moisture containing acids associated with
particles of dust in the air, which deposit themselves upon the

silver surface. But the principal cause appears to be minute
particles of saliva. From tests that have been carried out, it

would appear that this substance reacts upon silver more quickly

than dilute acids and alkalies. Perspiration also acts extremely

rapidly on the silver, btit a skilled operator exercises care in

handling the silver surfaces, and is unlikely to suffer from
such a source of trouble. If much time elapses between the

silvering and the protecting processes, it is very diffictilt to

prevent minute particles of saliva from landing on the surface.

In one instance the number of rejections was greatly reduced

by cutting out intermediate operations between the silverin;:

and protecting operations, and thus reducing the time of

exposure and the amount of handling. It will be undorstoo<l

that this applies to minute imperfections which under ordinary
circumstances would be regarded as negligible.

Pinholes, when well defined, can be readily detected, but

there is an intermediate type in which there is a local spongi
ness or possibly thinness of the layer. Pinholes or spongincss

of this type cannot readily be protected by the electro-deposi-

tion of copper, as the pinhole in the silver will be reproduced

'
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in th« i-opp«r as a spongy or thiu area. It is not suffirient,

therefore, to protect the surface hy nieaa« of deposited copper

wirhnut an alil:tional protection ot shellac or other varnish.

• I.' I .>[.|i.r.il -iirfuce. if left exposed to the atmo^here,
..'lU li.M ,m- atf<-< ted at this point of weakness.

Cleansing of the Glaaa Surface.

A svstviii that ti;t, lit-.-ri found satisfactory in practice when

u-Jii« the Brasli. ar |jr(j<.t-5 ig as follows:

—

The surface is fir*l cleansed with naphtha, then with nitric

acid. It is fortunate tliat the majority of the glasses in

ordinary use are unaffected by strong nitric acid. The

nai hthn. like most soh-ents, leaves a fine residual film of oil

rface. which is not removed by the nitric acid. The

>. therefore, again clean.sed with ammonia, followed

by mine acid, and finally by distilled water. It will be under-

sUj-hI that thi- cleansing process should be carried out im-

rtu-<ii»tely before immersing the part« in the silvering bath.

When workinjf the Rochelle salt proceas. after cleansing in

; . . manner <1«- rit)ed above, the surface is imm«'r*od in a bath

..I ,t;innr.M- < hloride. and then well washed in distilled water

,. :. r. on in the silvering bath. If there is delay

f,.: A..-1 stannous chloride treatment and the silvering

-il'.int coat will be unduly brown. The stannous

.i,i..M.!.- 'r..,;iu.-nt appears to affect the brilliancy of the

Kra-lujr .; more Uian that of tho Rochj-llo salt coat, and

II IS tor lii.i i.-it«on that it is not u-sed in the Brashear process.

K\ fn in the Itix hdle salt process the rtannon.s chloride appears

to tuiv.- ail . fl. ' if» n the brilliancy of the coating. But it

iiu-, til,. ! I n • .•< intage of protlucing a more adherent

l.iyiT.

i'lic action of the stannous chloride it somewhat obscure,

,,ii.] ,' i». iM i.. iit.r.-iing to have the opinions of the members

.,t •;. - ,,(.• I A.tild suKxest tliat the function of the

a ;:reater conc-iitration of

irfnie ot the ;;la.ss where the

r.d lliau i» iititaiii.. rdinary liquids

n.. It might be ; • washing with

'omove all ll.> chloride, but

•• that i« not .After washing
: staniHius

, ulty with

tiitnc acid, btit which is readily removed with hydrochloric

.11 I't.

Surface SiWeriog.

T»M - .- ..any r»««* in which surface silvering, either on

^'..t.^- . r :i,. -.i s. wonld prove of great advantage, but at the

me 11 I* hardlv pouuble to make such surfaces sufli-

irmhlr. It is well km^wn that thin layers of varnish
• ', .urfaces. the thicknesa of the layer

.rm as not to affect the definition under

that are customary. For

ii|H>s4-d of celluliiid dissolved

lulu- :^ (IropjM'd centrally ufxm the

a quiekU rotating table, the varnish

'i in a layer that is

thin. A varnished

suriaco ..I tin* Ijpw may appear uniformly coloured when

viewed obliquely.

Experiment* which the writer carried out some time ago

seemed to indicate that, although the layer could be thickened

without at first affecting the definition, it tended to become
granular or uneven, which is intelligible in view of the enor-

mous contraction of varnishes of this type. Surface-silvered

reflectors covered with various varnishes were exposed to the

atmosphere, but not directly to the weather. As the atmo-
sphere was that of Glasgow, the test was drastic. After three

months the specimens showed signs of tarnishing and spotting.

It was observed, however, that in the ma,iority of cases the
bulk of the tarnishing was near the periphery, from
which it appeared to 'spread. In a new series whidi
was prepared, the etiges were sealed with a thick

layer of gum dammar varnish. After three months
there was slight spotting ; when examined after nine months'

interval there appeared to bo a progressive increase in the

tarnishing and the spots had grown, but it was estimated that

the total amount of tarnishing would not have reduced the

illumination by more than about 10 per cent. Some time later

the specimens were stolen by someone who estimated the

material value more highly than the scientific.

The results of the experiments seem to show that, even

when the edges are sealed, surface silvering cannot be pro

te<-ted suSBciently well for practical commercial use.

Reflective Power.
I Dad hoped to be able to give the results of a series of

tests, but experiments which are in hand for the purpose of

testing the al>solute and relative reflecting powers of various

surfaces are unfortunately not yet complete, and I can only

• give ^ few general results.

Th<i test specimens are in the form of slips' of glass about

100 mm. long and 3 mm. thick. The ends of the slip are

worked to an angle of 45 deg., and the arrangement is such

that the ent<\ring and exit beams are at 45 deg. to the plane

of the slips. I'nder these circumstances the light is multiply

reflected before reaching the eye, the number of reflections

bein« the length divided by the thickness. A small iraper-

ceptible loss at a single surface becomes quite apparent after

multiple reflection in this way. The amount of the loss is

measured by means of a special photometer.

A mercury tin amalgam surface is generally considered to

reflect at a single surface about 70 per cent, of the incident

light. In this respect the mercury surface appears to bo

slightly better than a speculum metal surface.

Specimens silvered by the Brashear process were compared

with a speiimon which was photometrically tested by the

German Reichsanstalt, and was certified to reflect at a single

surface W per cent, of the incident light. The Brashear

specimen was slightlv superior to this German standard, and,

if the German figure is accepted, it may be assumed that the

Brashear surface reflects 96 per cent.

One half of a slip was silvered by the Brashear process, and

the other half by the Rochelle salt process. There appears

to be a difference of 6 per cent.-i.«., the Rmhelle salt surface

reflecU about 92 per cent. Another slip was similarly silvered,

one half by the Brashear and the other hy the tartaric acjid

nrocess The difference was 8 per cent.-t.e., assuming the

above value for the Brashear reflection, the tartaric acul

surface reflect, about flO per cent, of the incident light.

James Wkib French

flrnLTv C.unmx.—Maasr*.

f

earthworks

Newman and Ooardia, 17 18. Ralhbone
*

i mention t'-^- ~ - •

X... B. 101'

I- .iM.ii oitli //4.5 3-ii.vM .^.-.~.

•

AacH.«oLOOT.—Mr. A. P. Trotter

.r October 28, pointing oat that photographs

' ' '-n a clear afternoon a liule before aunaet

of ancient British and Roman campa,

...J. pack tracks, barrowa, ditch«a, and other

,r.l u> in anth photographs taken in Mawipotamia,

r-tn ro«

wnuld OTiMbly reveal deUils that cannot be d.st.ngmshed b>

!'.'!".'^.„rrtb^ ground. Photographs might yield almost a« minh

a, the modeU in the Pitt Rivers Museum at Fan.ham.

.. made from laborious contour surveying. Ihere are

hiiridred. of such earthworks on Salisbury PIa'"./nd '"*"y
."^

them »e no doubt, related to Stonehenge and to Avebury_ The

iLr^lJic combination of two successive photographs might d.s-

S^ITuT^ ps^ of the bank, and ditches wh ch are nearly

l^at^ by Oie vilUge of Avebury. General modelling is

•an!^ ^theVfii^ deUil."^ Perhaps such work might be done

by learners.
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A NEW DYE=PRINTING PROCESS.

HrniKKTd bliere liave been ^s<•V(Mill i>ln>ti»gra{)Jiic printing pro-

cesses which have been Ixased ii{)on the light-sensitive pro-

perties of certain dyes, in particular diazo colouring matters,
which have yielded prints of generally bright colours. In
diazotypo process of.i'eor (I88O1, use was made of diaz(,> sul-

phonate compounds wliich, on ex]K)Sure to light, were so altered

that by the action of alkaline phenols or phenylene-diamine
highly-coloured compounds wei-e olrtained. In 1895 Andres.sen
initroduoed a similar pitxess in wliich a diazo compound of

naphthylamine was entployed. li<ith processes yield positive

prints fr6xn ordinary negatives.

In the primuline process of Green. Cross and Bevan (1890>
the sensitive caiin>ound was a diazo deri^iative of primuline,
•whicii, on ex])osure to light, lost its property of forming
coloured' com]Kiunds. In this process, therefore, a negative
priat is produced from an ordinary negative, a {jositive trans-

parency being required for the prodiK-tion of positive prints.

Those processes have, however, not found practical api)Uoation.

A pro<-ess which is com])letelj' different from these earlier

methods has recently been worked out by the Badische and
Anilin Sodafahrik of Ludwigshafen, and has been patented
in the German patent No. 337,173, of December 21, 1919. The
process employs diamino benzidine bases in comibinafcion

with acid dyes. The patent .specification was puiblislied during
the present year and good examples of the process shown.
According to the Sipeoification, the novel feature which is

claimed for the process is the production of light-sensitive coat-
ings, characterised by containing oomiX)unds of aromatic para-
diamino bases with acid dyes, preferalljly in the presence of

oxidising agents. The process is, therefoi-e, one of photo-
oxidation—assisted by the addition of salts containing oxygen

.

such as nitrates, chlorates, etc. The time of exposure is long,
about four hours, and the pixwess allows of making prints in a
wide range otf hright colours, red, Jjurple, green, bluish-
black, bix>wns, etc.

The i>rocess for the preparation of the light-sensitive diamine
coating is divided into two operations: (1) Benzidine hydro-
ehloride or other diamine compound is precipitated with an acid

dye, suoh as eosine, cyanaathr<il, Neptune green or quinoline
yellow. (2) This precipitate, which, must contain the free ben-
zidine base. , .

is decomposed with .manganese nitrate, calcium, nickel or mag-
nesium nitrate, picric aoid or similar oxidising agent and
coated on glass or other support by means of a colloid medium,
suoh as gelatine or albumen.
Fixing is done by treatment in a weak alkaline solution, such

as borax or sodium phosphate.

Modification of the bright colours may be made by atfter-

treatmeut of the prints in a very dilute .solution of soduim
hypochlorite, or with a 1 per cent, bichromate solution.

A number of prints sent to the w i iter by the Badische Anilin

and Sodafabrik oonsi.st of exceedingly bright red, green, blue

and brown pajper prints (of land.scape and architectural sub-

jects), which exhibit good gradation of light and .shade, stnd

IMJSsess satisfactory [jernxaneuce. Up to the present, however,
it has not heen i>06siWe to obtain pure higli-lights.

The foLIowing are formulse for the preparation of the sensi-

tive coatings :

—

A.—Bihjht Purpihh-ned Prints.

Blaticfixe pa-ste (30 i>er cent.) 100 parts.

.Vnhydrous 8o<la carbonate 10 ,,

Fish glue (20 per cent, solution)... 15 ,,

Eosine A ' 20 ,,

Benzidine hydrochloride (2 peV

cent, solution) 800 ,,

By treaitmeiit of the finished prints with a weak solution of

hypochlorite the colour is rendered a brighter red.

B.—Bark Violet Prints.

The formula is the same as A, exoejit that 20 parts of cyanan-

throl R.B.X. are used instead of the eosine and 850 instead

of 800 parts of the ^benzidine hydrochloride. By treatment of

these prints witli weak hypodhlorite solution the colour, is con-

verted into a good sepia brown with a slight reddish shade.

C-—Bright Green Prints.

The formula is the same as A, but is osmpounded with -j

parts of Neptune green S.G.X. in place of the eosine. Tl

bright gieen colour is converted into a much more pleasiii^

dark green bv a weak sOlurtion of hypochlorite.

D—Brown Prints.

By the use of 20 parts of quinoline yellow L extra and 7':

parts benzidine hydrochloride solution, prints of brownish

colour are obtained. In other respects the formula is the sanu^

as A, the quinoline yellow taking the place of the eosine.

The preparations A to D mentioned above are mixed witli 4''

parts manganese nitrate and 40 parts of water, and are coated

on paper, dried, exposed UI^deI the negatives and fixed in ;i

solution of borax or sodium phosphate in water.

The process is of considerable scientific interest, although

its practical value is discounted by the fact that so far prints

having pure wliites cannot be obtained. The great brillianco

and variety of the colours and the gradation and vigour of

tihe prints are very marked in the specimens, so that it may
be considered tliat the process is worthy of attention.

J. M. Edek.

Aet of Studio LioHTiNa.—Under the auspices of Messrs.

Kodak, Ltd., a most instructive and interesting lecture and demon-
stration in " The Aiit of lighting in the Studio," was given by
Mr. Luboalhez to the professional photographers in Edinburgh and
distriot, on Tuesday evening in last week. Messrs. W. and E.

Drummond Young, 12a, Frederick Street, Edinburgh, kindly placed

their studdo at the disjxisal of the lecturer for the evening. Thei-e

was a large attendance of professional photographers from Edin-

burgh and provincial towns.

Mr. Luboshez idlusitraited itJie motihods of lighting used by the old

moaters, especially Van Dyck and Rembrandt. , He carefully demon-

sl,r»tod how to light the model first on the front top light, as gener-

ally used by itheso masters, and showed the saifety of using such

Ughitang. He pointed out how the high-lights on brow, nose, cheeks

amd ohin were correctly shown, the ear and back of tlie head fallins;

into shadow without screening or help from the operator. In de-

monabraiting the top side light Mr. Luboshez pointed out the defects

of side light when uncontrolled. The ear being nearest the light

became too prominent, and th« neoessai-y screening was done to coi-

reot this and fully explained by Mr. Luboshez in a delightful and

entertaining manner. The so-called Remibi-andt, ,top, double, cinema

and stage lighting were deimonati-ated, and films exposed rnd

developed.

Mr. Luboshez explained the use and qualities of various electric

lighting systems, and spoke in laudsiitoiy terms of Messrs. Drum
mond Young's syatem.

Mr. OampbeH Harper, the President of the BdinburgJi Society ui

Piroleisiaional Photognaphei's, in moving a vote of thanks to Mr.

Luboshez, expressed the graibiitude of the company present to Messrs.

Kodak, Ltd., for sending Mr. Luboshez to Edinburgh to deliver the

lecture. He also moved that a hearty voi-e of tlianks be given t.

MesaoB. W. and E. Drummond Young and tlioir staff for the Uji

of their studio and eJeotiiic light for the lecture. Mr. Luboshez sua

Mr. E. Dnmimond Younjg suitably replied.
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Patent News.

Proetu patinU—appticationt and tfteijUatioiu—are treated h
Pkotoitee^anieal \otti."

App'.. ..-ion*, October 17 to 22 :—

Cavh'. V- >Io. 27,641. Photographic cameru. W. Att«rton »nd

t....- Dwvxee.—No. 27,530. Focuwing-mean* for photographic

E. F. Stratton.

RAS.—No. 27,796. Photographic cameras. A. V*acook.

a CwBMATOoaAnrr.—No. 27.686. Apparatus for proHnction

i.roj«ct*d pictures in nataral coloars. E. H. Tarlton.

OMFLBTS SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
- -'lonj are ohtainabU, -priet Ij- each, pott free, from

Ofiet, tS, Southampton BuUdingt, Chancery Lane,

_..., .. a.

rht dot* in bracket* it that of application in thit cottntry ; or

ihroad. in tht cat* of pattMtt granted under the International

tnvtntion.

oca PK0C«a«.—No. 167,795 (F«braar}- 20, 1920). The
. oonxistt in an addition to tha taking screen used in the

P^et process, namely, of two strips of diflercnt coloars, each

of which it transparent to the light p iiwd by tiwo different pairs

'f tb« colour danMots in the screen. For «BMnpIe, one strip may
1' <r«ooiah-bliM, transoaitting light which,b passed hj the green

»Qd UoO'Tiolet aniu of the screen. wUliV the other is jreUorw,

iransmittiag lifht which is passed by the red and men elements

of the lakiog seraen. This derioe provides a oowar indication

j! the eorrset registration of a stop-oot or key screen tsith the

ntgative made throogh the taking screen, when preparing nega-

tiTOS which shall be reeords of s single colour sensation.

—

Q. Sydney Whitfield, The Paget Priae Plate Co., Bt. Alhana
' \d, Watlord, Berts. [Farther partir o principle and
..•'? of thit device will be found apo:. page in the
" Colour Photography " Sopplement.

CrsrwtTnr-.KAPH LAxnns SCBSBM*.—No. Ifi8,8&l (March 1, 1920).

ntion consists in a screen whkh may be employed for

-I in daylight, and for that pwpeae has a coating

ich sbi'TM i." Iiftvted general Ulmiinatioc, while reflecting

'

-\l from th«« pfojrv.i.'.'n lantern.

The eoaliog may be ap^Ued in a mechanical or in a chemical

way. la many cases it will be sdrisable to effect the coatmg

fi«. *.

of that surface of the screen which is directed towards the speo-

(itor hy proTidiog the surface with a dark-colonred layer of

/ »m. gelatine, gW. or some other snitable material or sab-

"'•nec, *n<I !<• n^fortte this layer in a great many places by

m«ant '
' by etohinf. to that in the deeper {>ortiona

ol th* (• Tansparrnt surface is laid bare in a great

mnnber of plaoea.

In the drawings, o is a portion of a projection screen in- which

tho surfacis on the side facing the spectator is roughened in

known manner so as to form projections r and recesses d.

According to the constructions ehown in figs. 1—3 only the tips

of the projections are coloured with a dark colouring e capable

of absorbing the light and covering the sides and the edges

of the projection points.

If desirad, the coaling e may be continued in decreasing

magnitude right into the recesses d, ae shown in fig. 4.

A special way oi applying the coating is shown in fig. 5, in

which the surface ot the projection screen a is provided witli

a layer 6. The latter is irregularly perforated, as by means of

a sand blast, etching, or the like, so that in the deeper por-

tions f of these perforations g the transparent surface a of the

projection screen is laid bare in a great number of places.

The mode of operation of the invention is that the daylight

falling on to tlie screen Will not be reflected by the darkened

Fig. 5.

tips, but will be absorbed, whilst the image produced by the

projection apparatus passes unaffected through the uncovered, or

only lightly covered, recesses in the roughened or net-like

surface.—John Emlington-Darljng, 5, Culnvbacher Strasse,

Wilmersdorf, Berlin, assignee ot Carl Oskar Roehrich, 4, Augs-

borger Strsese, Chariottenburg, Berlin.

Sklbniom Tontso.—No. 169,378 (September 7, 1920) . Baths whicli

contain selenium in an alkaline solution for toning photographic

paoers are well known. These baths have the disadvantage that

they have a corrosive effect on the fingers of the operator, and

that they aflect the gelatine on the paper, which causes the

colouration of the emulsion side, or even of the rear side, of the

paper.

Means have now been found to obviate these disadvantages.

It has been discovered that these alkaline baths can be diluted

with boric acid without precipitating the selenium. The baths

thue treated will no longer have a corrosive effect on the human

skin, and will no longer affect the gelatine on the paper.

Reddish tones are obtained with facility, as is usual with selenium

toning.

Completely fixed and washed images made on developing paper,

which may be placed in the hath whilst damp or after -drying,

receive within a short time the pronounced reddish-brown tone.

Images made on printing-out naper are preferably treated with

a solution which is 20-30 times as dilute as that for prints made

on developiii? paper. Within a short time purple tones are al.fo

obtained simitar to those obtained with gold toning baths.

The whites are freqtiently easily coloured with such baths.

This can be avoided if nmmonia or sodium sulphate k added to

the bath.

The following baths are recommended for prints on development

papers :—

(1) Solution 100 gms. soda sulphide and

10 gms. selenium in 500 ccs. water ... 20 c.c.s.

Water 220 c.c.s.

Ammonia, 25% solution 40 c.c.s.

Boric acid, 1 : 29 solution 20 c.o.a.

Prints should be cleared after toning in a 10% solntion of

potsssium metabisulphite.

(2) Solution of 100 gms. sodium sulphide and

10 gms. selenium in 500 c.c.s. of water... 20 c.c.s.

Sodium sulphate. 1 :6 solution 220 c.c.e.—— Soric acid, 1:29 solution 30 c.c.s.

Wifh^his bath it is not absolutely necessary to employ the

metabisulphite clearing bath. Both baths tone in about two

minut«i.—Mimosa .Xktiengeeellschaft and Dr. Felix Formstecher,

both of 31. Barensteiner Strasse, Drcaden.

The following complete specifications are open to public inspec-

tion before acceptance:—

PaocBSS ScHiiN.—No. 170,270. Photo-process screen and method of

preparing the same. J. A. H. Hatt.

Colour CiNiMATOaRAPHT.—No. 170,267. Optical system for a

three-colour exposure cinematograph. Firm of C. Zeiss.
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Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOB BEOISTRATION.
KoTiNic.—No. 418,037. Flashlight powders and other preparations

for flashlight purposes, all being for use in photography. Kodak,
Ltd., Kodak House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2, dealers in photo-

graphic materials. August 27, 1921.

Salex.—No. 417,493. Photographic apparatus inc'.uded in Class 8.

Richard Green, trading as The City Sale and Exchange, 81,

Aldersgate Street, London, E.C.I, merchant. August 6, 1921.

Omega.—No. 418,011. Cinema projection lenses. L. Le Personne &
Co., 99, Cannon Street, London, E.C.4, merchants. August 26.

1921.

Kalo.—No. 418,129. Photographic paper, photographic albums,
and photographic mounts included in Class 39. Hford, Ltd..

Britannia Works, Roden Street, Ilford, Essex, manufacturers of

photographic plates, papers and films. August 31, 1921.

Iko.—No. 418.228.- Photographic paper, photographic albums, and
photographic mounts, included in Class 39. Ilford, Ltd.. Britannia
Works, Roden Street, Ilford, Essex, manufacturers of photo
graphic plates, papers ajid films. September 2, 1921.

MARKS PLACED ON THE REGISTER.
The following marks havt been placed on the register

:

—
DuPLi-TizED.—No. 416,805. Photographic films. Kodak, Ltd.,
Kodak House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2, dealers in photographic
materials.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

November 17 to 19.—Bowes Park and District Photographic Society.

Particulars from the Hon. Sec, S. Smith, 68, Mannock Road,
Wood Green, London, N.22.

November 23 to 26.—Rotherham Photographic Society. Latest
date for entries, November 9. Particulars and entry foi;ms

from the Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Sydney G. Liversidge.
" Orissa," Gerard Road, Rotherham.

December 3 to 17.—Scottish Photographic Circle. Hon. Secretary,

W. S. Crocket, 10, Parkgrove Terrace, ToUcross, Glasgow.

1922.

Januaj-y 21 to February 4.—Partick Camera Club. Latest date for
entries, January 30. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary,
James Whyte, 51a, Peel Street, Partick Glasgow.

February 14 to 17.—Exeter Camera Club. Particulars from C.
Beauchamp Hall, Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Exeter Camera
Club, " St. Denys," Bellevue Road, Exmouth.

February 11 to 25.—Scottish Photographic Salon. Particulars from
the Secretary, James F. Smellie, Braefindon, AUanshaw Street,
Hamilton.

LK-...

A Reminder of Christmas Tp.ade.—Those photographers who
make a special bid for the photographic Christmas card trade
would do well to bear in mind the following dates, which are the
latest for the despatch of Christmas letters and parcels to soldiers
serving abroad :—Rhine, letters, December 20, parcels, December
15 ; Black Sea, letters, December 10, parcels, middle November ;

Egypt and Palestine, letters, December 8, parcels, November 29 :

Mesopotamia, letters, November 17 or 24, parcels, November 8

;

India, letters, December 1, parcels, November 15.

PoBTRAiTS AS ADVERTISEMENTS.—The death last week of Jlr.
J. B. Dunlop, oi pneumatic tyre fame, recalls the famous action
concerning the use of hi.s photograph for the purposes of adver-
tisement. It may be remembered that in 1891 he presented a
signed portrait bust of himself to the tyre company to be used as
a trade mark. This was later developed into a figure which became
familiar in a,dvertisements. But last year he brought an action
for libel against the Dunlop Company, complaining that he had
been misrepresented as " a very tall man dressed in an exaggerated
foppish manner, wearing tali white hat, a white waistcoat, and
carrying a cane and eyeglass, none of which it was his custom to
wear or carry." He said this had caused him very great annoy-
ance in Dublin, where he lived, and eventually the company coii-
.sontcd to discontinue the publication of the picture in Ireland.

New Books.

The Makiag of Reflecting Surfaces. Papers read at a Joint
Meeting of the Physical and Optical Societies. 5s.

A CONSIDERABLE service has been i"endorc<l to those having occasion

to undeu'lake ifche sdlveriag and pJaitinizing of glass in tlie publication,

in separate form, of the series of papers read at a joiiiit. -meeting of

the Physical Society of London and the Optical Society, in Noveip-

ber of ilaat year. The present volume is a symposium, from the

currenit standpoint, of the praotice and literature relating to tha

coating of glass and other substances with a reflecting meital surface,

and, moreover, inidudos within its scope bhe making and use of

metal mdrrons. There are tihirtecn papems in the volume, im^luding

the sui-vey of ithe ^bihliogi'apihy of meitaMic deposition on glass, by
Mr. R. Kanthack and the chronological list, by the eame waiter, of

the chief papers and ipublications dealing with the technics of tJie

siibjeot. It is initereating to note that the photogiuphic jouj-nals

of the second hajif of the last century wei-e the places of first publica

tion of a considerable number of the processes of silvering glass,

and (the " British Journal " and the " British Journal Almanac
"

figure pix>mienitly among them. Mr. Kanthack's It* of

evidently an exceedingly valuable guide ito (the scattered liteaiature

of silvering and platinizing. Tihe commmiications include a paj)er

on worksliop experience with silveiiimg pi»oe8ses by Dr. J. W.
Fa-enoli, whioh we i-eprinit on another page. Messrs. F. Mlennan
and H. D. Babcock, of the Mounit Wilson University, give pi-actical

details of sUveiring large gJasB i-eflectoi-s, and Mr. C. R. Davidson,

of the Royal Obsenatory, Greejiwioh, in like maniner oonitributes

his expeiiience. A very full aocoanit is also. given by Mr. Julius

Rheinberg of the pi-ocess of platinizing by the buiminig-in piocess

devised by him. Some further brief oontiibutions deal with the u*e

of mirix>re in optical inatramenits under indusitrial conditaons, ami

with a method of measuiiinig -the aggegate i-eflecting power of mirrors.

In the former it is mentioned that, a miiTor of stainless steel was
found to reflect 68 per cent, of light, an effioienicy which is pi>etty

good in comparison with a silver surface, and suggests the pa-ac-

ticability of emiploying such m.inx>iis in reflex cameras and for othei-

photographic instruments. It will be remembered that many years

ago Abney employed ait eel mirrors in thive-oolour cameras. The great

amount of infoi"mation brought together in the present monogi-aoh

will, we are sore, be appreciated by opticians and others. The
volume may be obtained from the Optical Society, Imperial College

of Science and Technology, South Kensington, London, S.W.7. price

5s. 3d. , post Ireo.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK-
Monday, November 7.

Bowes Park and Dist. P.S. Lantern Slide Competition.
Bradford P.S. " The Craven Highlands." F. Whitaker.
Dewsbury P.S. " A Tour Round an old Garden." Alex. Keighley.
Glasgow and W. of Scot. Amateur P.A. " Bromoil." Wni.

Ferguson.
Leeds Camera Club. " Norway." J. C. North.
Southampton Camera Club. " Some Visits to Foreign Cathedrals.''

Rev. J. E. Husband.
South London P.S. " Further Eastern Reminiscences." f. \.

Moates.
Wallasey Amateur P.S. " Seltona." Leto Co., Ltd.

Tiiesday, November 8.

R.P.S. "Sepia Toning with Colloidal Sulphur." S. 0. Rawling.
B.Se " Scott Archer's and Hardwick's Wet Collodion

Formula Revised." W. T. Wilkinson. "The Optical and
Photographic Properties of some Isomeric Isocyanines. " Mis.s

F. M. Hamer, B.'Sc.

Belfast C.P.A. Camera Club. " How to Make your Camera Pay."
F. Harrison.

Birmingham P.S. " With the 23ra Division in France, Belgium
and Italy." G. E. Pearson.

Cambridge and DiSt. Phot, Club. " Old Processes and New
Methods." W. F. Slater.

Dennistoun Amateur Phot. Assoc. Whist Drive.
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: .if*' V. . \^ .

Photography as Applied to

> Club. •• The Taj Mahal." iE. Molony.
. Soc. "Oxford." A. H. VewUge.
Winter in the BeruMe Oberlaad. S. E. Bottomley.
" Advance of Modern Cameca." R. Spenoe.
P.S. " Enlareine for Beginner's." Harbit Heal.
' Pictorial Work in Great Cities"

•' Lantern Slide Making." Thoe. Carlyle, S.P.F.

Wkdxudat, November 9.
^- P •< Dye-Impreaaion Printing." Tom Wood*.

Camera Club. " .\ Rav "

••••••v." R. M. T.eaman
P.S. -The Soath of Ireland." J. Njxon.

lb. Memben' Print Diaplay.
I'.A. " Development." W. S. Crocket.
•' " How to Make the Best of a Bad Nega-

vay. Alio Lantern Slide Competition.
\utochrome Slide*. " W. E. Lambert.

Vejitivea and PrinU." John Baird.
' Some Stodiee in Marine Bioloev."

, ; M.S.
**•

•or Phot. Soc. " Gaslight Printing."
C.C. "Printing, Gaslight and Bromide."

'• Phot. 8oc. "Old ProoMsee and New Methods."

TatruvAT, NovucsaB 1<^
lob. The. '• Farther Adveatana in the Tree-tops."
C. W. R. Knight.

; Camera Clnb. Lant^n Slule Exhibition
idkMZ P.S. "Slide Making" J. F. Nisbett.
<-i«ty. " The Theory of the Periscope." Dr. Alexander
on. ' Intrrocalar Di»(»nre»." Dr. J. W. French.

.Sot« on the Thin Astigmatic Letts." T. Chaundv.
WimbMoa and Diat. C.C. "Making Unlem Slide*." H. PiekweH.

F»m*T, N'ovr^iBrH 11.
Wombwell and Dist. PS " EVmentary PrinciplM of Art applied

«i Photography." Alex. Keighley.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETy.
•ting held Toesday. November ;. Mr. F. F. Renwicn

<)...t

Preudent, Dr
' orders, was

. . .i ..4,1.,...

G. H. Rodman, who was present ajiainsi his

mtt oordially received on riniiiR to deliver his

He referred a*
'

•
. t to evidences of the

f the Society past year, particu-
"uiive inereaae of m<'rni«r«nip and on the npport
mcietiee, such as those interevted in radiography

H. 'iai photography, and while commending
rial Omnp, expressed the belief that th«

'
rk with the camera lay with the faller otiliu-

ti< n I in.. r:ij,.ii,miiea of present-day lenses snd colcurscfisitiv*
plafM Be pointed to works of J. M. Whitehead snd Fredk H.
E. nt in pore photoorsphy as examples of artistic achievement

r. had a permanent valoe- Be was imable to do as mach for

^1 of tba highly " eootroUed " photography which was pro-

-d by malhoJs meh a* Rromnil

f'

V. I,

mu
dti.

Ha then tomed to pass in review 'he

laid to be inrliided in "the invention

epti«al side, thr

foandatioa was
^rtitory.

• irticable

• • fnrre««i'.

discoveries which might be

of photography." On the
M of a !.»n< image of an object, the
. cameras of Barbaro and Porta in the

• >:i the chemical sid«, the fixation of the
the action of light the work of many investi-

' ' >: processes. Dr.

nf Schnlxe, Scheele.

' '
'

. hel and Da^ntSTre. snd.

; lie to the- tMV|iirat to the

Uat of Fox la'lxt and examples of his earliest

.-anddaogbter, he showed early »nd Inter portraits

Uag Baricnt and m< <lem ph^'* ustrating

rk and heme at Loix^k. v ii of the
- lies was on Tie*. Dr. !!• in • . • referred

ig raided to esUbtish a loti.'n. .1 to Fox
Mid shbwed a photograph of the interior of Lacuck Church.
t w-i» pnaribia that a windo-n- miijh* he plnred in com-

mem-.f . *ie experimenter. II « to

fhr f he forthcoming in ' iblic

> invasligatinns might t>e adequately made.

'"•lo|iment of photography through the wet-

iiodion and drv plate eras, the President referred to the immense

popularity conferred by the introduction of daylight-loading film
and camerae by the Eastman Company, and concluded by contrast-
ing examples of a vest-pocket Kodak and a Sibyl camera with the
primitive and cumbrous apparatus of the early days.
On the proposition of Mr. E. W. Mellor, seconded by Mr.

T. H. B; Scott, the hearty thanks of the meeting were accorded to
the President for his address.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
A fixture which proved one of the " very best " was provided

last week by Mr. Elwin Neame, who lectured on " Photography
in Advertising." The walls were covered with photogra;phs illus-
trating the subject, most of the highest technical excellence and
alluring charm, even if they did not bow to the canons of Fine Art.
but undeniably clever nevertheless.

A stately and very attractive young lady accompanied the
lecturer, and adopted various elegant poses when requested. In
the long intervals of rest, a member (who had celebrated a silver
wedding) having crossed the room and secured the next chair for
the purpose, chatted paternally, amiably, and continuously with
the fair visitor, resisting with great skill all att«mpts at dis-
lodgment. Even the president, gifted on similar lines, hardly had
a look in, and the rest were absolutely nowhere. The gay young
Lothario is gently reminded that men have been killed in cold
blood for less than this.

Mr. Neame first narrated his early experiences in photography,
which began \jith a guinea hand-camera fitted with a " rebound "

(butter of a highly energetic description. Next came a TOs. field

outfit with real leather bellows, R.R. lene, and one D.D. slide

complete. .\n art school followed, which in itself wae all right.

but art money appeared to languish, so he plunged for photo-
irrauhv. and after operating for two years started on his own.

'

- went well following much hard work, but down in the.

1 L-. ;u of his unconscious .soul lay a la,tent ambition, unidentified

and therefore incapable of realisation. Only when he remembered
quite recently that he had never visited the Croydon Club did

the incoDcrete become concrete, and he immediately called on
Mr. Geo. E. Brown who, after pointing out the peril of the
adventure, put him into communication with Mr. Sellers.

He was out for propaganda, for photography is the best of

all mediums for advertising, and Neame, he said, is undoubtedly
the man for the job. (This modest statement was certainly made
good during the evening.) In America photography is far more
widely used for advertising than in this comitry, but sa\ ever-

increasing and remunerative business is now being done here.

The general public usually suspects a line drawing, but knowing
" the camera cannot lie " accept its evidence unquestioningly. Also,

many buyers for commercial houses will not look at a sketch

which is apt to let them down, but will transact business on the

strength of a photograph.

The great difiiculty is to know what is required, and the first

thing to do is to ask the customer "What is your kink!" for

the special characteristics, whether of a corset or motor-car, must
be emphasised, and first-rate technique and quick delivery are

compul.<ory adjuncts to success.

Unfortunately, some customers have but hazy ideae what they

do want, and this frequently adds greatly to the difficulties of

advertisement work. As regards co(:tumes worn by models, the

conditions necessitated a fairly qnick exposure, and the necessity

of secuiing fine detail a medium stop. In such cases screened

orthochromatic or panchromatic plates are not easy to work, but

l>y Jndiciqjis arrangement with the makers, characteristic costumes

preeenting suitable colour-oontraste for a fast " ordinary " brand

may be found. As a general rule the print must be vigorous,

with a bold note of outline, lighting, and gradation.

The foregoing gives the salient points mentioned by Mr. Neame.

What he did not allude to, but what was very evident, is that

he is possessed of a fertile and inventive brain which devises

photographs which admirably advertise goods of all descriptions.

This ingenious method of introducing " natural " backgrounds

(published some time ago) is undoubtedly a powerful aid to

success in many cases, as it forms a rather theatrical setting in

harmony with a scheme which has to be assertive. Back lighting

is another powerful factor tovrards the same end in studio work.
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He often employs 24,000 caiidle-power behind the sitter, and only

4,000 c.p. in front. Half-watt lamps are used, and the lens, of

course, is carefully shielded from direct rays.

The rest of the lecture was devoted to some really valuable

hints on posing, and to the consideratior, of art maxims. For

instance, A = stability; the " Sciirve " = beauty, and so forth,

the maxim.s being fascinatingly humai:ised by the young lady, the

A excepted. In the discussion, Mr. Catharine, who is an engineer

familiar with heavy pressures, chatted pleasantly on corsets, and

wa« followj>d by a long string of questions from other members.

In reply to one query, the lecturer said the best print for repro

duction was one on P.O. P. toned to a purple-blue without suspicion

of doublet-oning. A most hearty vote of thanks was accorded

Mr. NeaniP, and the .young lady assistinn;, with much acclamation.

Societies that can prevail upon him to name an evening will

ensure a fixture of outstanding interest.

News and Notes:

Mr. George J. Hughes. Waterford. Ireland, sends us a reply

envelope to a recent advertisement of his in the " B.J." which
' has reached him without contents. His correspondent, who, it is

thought, wrote from Bolton, is asked to address him again.

Death of Mr. S. G. Downing.—We much regret to announce the

death, which took place at Highgate last week, of Mr. S. G. Down-
ing, who for some years past has been manager of Messrs. Welling-

ton & Ward's branch at Bombay. He only returned from India

about three weeks ago and succumbed after a very short illness.

FoccssiNG Screens.—A correspondent of the " Club Photo-

grapher " points out that the Barnet matt-emulsion plate, when
fixed out and washed, m.ikes a superb focussing screen. Although

Messrs. Elliott term their product a " self -screen " and not
" focussing screen " plate, it cannot be denied that an article that

lends itself to uses other than those for which it was designed is a

decided acquisition.

HouGHTONs" "-Professional Bulletin " for October contains

an article by Mr. Marcus Adams m appreciation of Mr. Pirie

Macdonald and in advocacy of a matter of which we have often

urged the desirability, namely, the making and entering of prints

for exhibitions. The issue contains descriptions of Messrs.

Houghtons' latest items for professionals, among them embossed

mottoes for sticking on Christmas photographs and a, new Father

Christmas studio accessory.

Sheffield and District Professional Photographers' Asso-

ciation.—A well-attended meeting of the Society was held on

Wednesday, October 26, at Miss Eadon's Studio, when Mr. G.

Henderson, of the Imperial Dry Plate Company, showed the work-

ing of their new Eclipse Plate. 600 H. and D.. its chaiacteristics

and its use for short exposures and electric light portraits. A vote

of thanks to the demonstrator, to Miss Eadon for the use of her

studio, aiid to Mrs. Hinkin for her service as model brought a very

interesting evening to a close.

Smiling Poses Unfashionable.—A writer of Society gossip

paragraphs in one of the evening papers (the " Star ") states that
" The day of the smiling beauty anxious to display a fine row of

teeth is done. Society girls and stage celebrities have all adopted

the more than serious expression ; indeed, it seems quite the thing

to look a trifle frulky. But, of course, when a whim of this kind is

-sponsored by such an undisputed beauty as Gladys Cooper, les.ser

fry are bound to take it up both in stage and Society circles.

Only the result is not always so artistic. Apparently the idea is

to look as though you are being ' taken ' against your will."

The Scientific American.—The first issue of our contemporary

in its new monthly form, incorporating the " Scientific American
Supplement," is a handsome magazine covering a wide field of

technics and science. The present issue contains illustrated con-

tributions on such varied subjects as bridge building, the evolution

of the Dreadnought,, safety of aeroplanes, wireless telephony,

super-range artillery, mountain tunnelling, to name only a few of

the headings of its many pages. There are also some notes on the

desensitising of photographic plates, and a series of drawings
illustrating the 16 stages in the making of the offset plate by
which the coloured cover is printed. In its new form the magazine
is published at 35 cents a copy, 4 dollars per annum, in the United
Stat«s. Foreign subscriptions, 5 dollars per annum.

SociBlX Pbogp.ammks;—The lists of fixtures arranged by photo-

graphic societies in this country look poor things beside those of

some which we receive ; for example, of the California Camera
Club, kindly sent to us by the secretary, Mr. W. Mackintosh, of

San Francisco, Among the fixtui'es for last month is a whole-day

water excursion to Par.idise Park in San Franci.sco Bay, where

there is a beach and ,i, dancing pavilion. Members are entreated

to bring their bathing suits and a big lunch. But even this fixture

appears tame beside the arrangements for a Halloween costume

party on October 28, when " witches and owls, pumpkins and
jack-o-lanterns will be much in evidence."

Manchester Amateur Photographic Society.—The annual ex'

bition is being held at 5, Carr Street, Blackfriars, from to-monr:

Saturday, November 5 to November '12, from 5.30 to 10 p.ni

During the period of the exhibition the following lectures will lip

given :—November 5, " Charm of the Hills," W. W. F. P.illen ;

November 7, "Derbyshire Dales," J. B. Berwick; November 8,

" In and Around St. Paul's," E. W. Harvey Piper; November 9,

"Glimpses into Nature's Secrets," Fred Taylor; November 10.

" Some Dravidian Landmarks of Southern India," E, W. Mell

November 11, "' In the Shires of the Sea Kings," R«v. S.

Laundy ; November 12, " Burgos and a Bull Fight," James SIki

Diplomas in Radiography.—The establishment of a diploma m
medical radiology and electrology by the University of Cambridge
(writes " Nature ") was made at the instigation of the British

Association for the Advancement of Radiology and Physio-

therapy (B.A.R.P.). This association has also been instrumental

in foi-niing a Society of Ra<liographers, having as its object the

consolidation of the position and improvement of the status of the

lay assistant who carries out the routine work at hospitals under

the direction of the medical head of the department. The
Council of the Society of Radiogi-aphers has arranged for an

examination to be held yearly, and instruction for this examina

tion is being greatly facilitated by the co-operation of the Instilu

tion of Electrical Engineers. Successful candidates will be entitled

to use the letters M.S.R. These dual activities of the B.A.R.P.

are a good augury of the desire among radiologists to improve th«

status of medical work involving the use of the various forms of

electricity and radiation.

Correspondence.

*•• COTTtspondents should never write on both sidtt of the paper.

No notice it taken of communications itnlett the namei and
addresses of the writers are given.

••* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expresstd

by our correspondents,

STRESS MARKS ON DEVELOPMENT PAPERS.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,T—I am often inclined to write on subjects mentioned
in the " B.J.", but my " frame of observation " being so different

to yours, and my means of communication so slow, I fear a

difference in my dimensions, especially tJie fourth. (With apoloi;;

to Einstein.) But there is a point on which I tbink I can mak.
suggestion of real value, even if it is a month behind time.

On page 592 in the " Answers " I take it that a correspond'

is troubled with stress marks on glossy paper. We call thejn

abrasion marks on this side of the herring pond, befcause we fiiui

that the marks can be made by any rubbing which abrades the

surface. About two years ago some of my Velvet Velox paper

showed these marks, so that I was obliged to give it up and use

another make. My forem.an is a dyed-in-the-wool Velox man, and
often complained of the inferiority of this latter paper. About a

year ago he asked me to send in a small order for Velox, and see

if it was any better. So I ordered a few thousand sheets, and we
found it worse than ever. We knew that iodide of potassium in the

developer would prevent the marks, but we also Unew that it
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!•

would ihoitsD the «fficieacy of th« developer to abont one-half and

degrade the qaality of the work. So it was ruled out ; better use

• aligfatly inferior paper than a much inferior developer. At laat

he wiggaated that I try to find something better than iodide. I

trie^l a number of things which I thought might work, mainly at

"irpoM of modifying the iodide and preventing its

:i, but all were failures.

Ii> Aorkiug out photo-chemical problems in late years, if they do

not mlv« by probable methods I reverse my tactics and begin with

«!, it. 1 consider the moat improbable.

has been a lifelong habit, religiously observed for nearly a
.', when I use hypo to wash my bands before touching even

When I was asked why, among other reasons givea was

might get BOOM in your developer." So I defied my bogafcoo

rty'S**«n years' standing, and put hypo in my developer,

at first, but with increasing temerity as results

The idea was to prevent the iodide from doing harm,
foand that with hypo I did not need as much iodide.

leaving out the iodide and using hypo alone. So I

' foreman a solution, and asked him to try it out in the

'>m, aod see how it affected the prints and the effective-

the developer. Ha reported that he oonld see no differeoce

prints, except that there were no abrasion marks, and the

par stood a* well as any he had ever osed. TJnder-exposed

would be slightly ydlow, but a print tfaat was much under-

• d would in any ease be unfit to fim aocording to oar

lards.

my expericoM that a fragateotary suggestion like

:arely mrks out aiMl«r different circmmtsnces than those hn

' >i it was first soi i.i—ful ; so I think it best to give my whole

-.u« in this msttar.

V few year* ago I toVd in the " B.J." my objections to stock

«.;.' ona of developer, so I will now re-stst* the method of proce-

il I n my printing room. On the mixing shelf there is a tin

holds about two <]uarts. In this is EIod and hydroquinone
• by weight dry. A small tin cover stsgrs with this tin, aod

^ •^-.iitm the amount of the dry cryst«ls seeded for a quart

(38 ounces) of d«v«lo|>er. Beside that ia a larger tin containing;

anhydrous sulphite and carbonate of soda, equal parts by weight,'

*ad a naasoiv required for the amount used in a quart.

The printer takes a quart of dist" ' —-'rr, adds the proper

mrx^iire of dry elonhydro. and stir^ - liea adds the proper

Di«.4.4'>r» rif sodas and stiia vigonnu.v. aiias 7 drams of a 10 per

cipri' v> lion of potass bromide, and 4 drams of a 10 per osot.

Villi f-.n of sodium thioaolphate (hypo), and ia the time it takes to

rrt.l it ahsolotsly fresh developer is ready for ose. We use our

dr<v. lopsr at or near 66 Fah., which msaw with us ice about 300

'|[i>* m the yc«r, and we never use a solotion kept over night.

t$o with ths addition of hypo to the dawloper we began again

:o use Vslox. and never had a stress or alaMiOTi mark all winter,

4,000 to 6,000 per day. The hypo
ting room as " non-abrasion dope,"

•.enliy I ulud Lbe foremao if any of the printers had tried

'I oat what it was, and- be said that not ooe had shown the

«!.<;htMt cvrtoaity. Msd sre queor cattle.

R. W. Hamiison.

Studio of PhotofTsphic .\rt, Miami. Fla.

I

pr.v.

WATeRTUHIT srrUDIO TmoFS

To Uw Sdlton.

tlsmso,—t sec year oom^iondeiit .
" .\1. W.," is. like a large

->. rity ei faHow-flnlogmiiiMfw, trout>led with a leaky roof. If be

'arcs to t«7 th« loUoiRnc capariroent I think he will find his

'ranti!* at an •^r

—

!*''•
' . .entity of ibe pmest Iiimq (MmI some of Uie beA oil

lu. - ' ' rf BO oonaaqocnce), cot <i)e linen into atrips ol 3 ins.

ri* tsogth of the sash bars, now give the bar and glass

»r . gcod coat •>( (he paint, and lay tibe strip of linen on U)

It, and nib waU down wtth a doth, and apfilv another good coat

of (aunt on the top. Wlten this is thofoafhly drj- T think it will

mtlm^mi anythinti.- Yours faithfully, V I. Wtbau..
'^c«> Hill, Loodon. S E.19.

(.tal<it>«r 28.

DESENSITIZENG WITH POTASS lODIDB:
FREJTOnyS PROOESS.

To the Editors.

Uemtilenien,—In r^ly to the ieititer in your ooduinns from Mr. Boias
dealing with our recent aiitdcl© cm " Freund's Method of Deeensi-
tizing I>ry Plates,'' we beg to aasnne him that we have no desire tc>

appear as " skilled diaJecticdans," buit mmply as studemta of photo-
graphic adence willing to learn from anyone who has somelthing
new to bring forward.

We are reluctanUy driven to the conolusdon, from a careful read-

ing of hia letter, that Mr. Solas has no new facta to offer on the
subjwA, and we do not, itherefore, propose \o send him even the
reply portcards he suggests.—Yours faibhiully,

Ilford, E. November 1. O. F. Block.
F. F. .Renwick.

VISIBLE IMAGE ON DRY-PLATE BEFORE DEVELOPING.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—While washing backing off a 12 x 10 plate of a flash-

light group, prior to'^developing, I was surprised to find that the

figures in the grotip had already appeared on the film and were
quite distinct. The negative was a little under-exposed, quite clear

and free from fog. The plate was a Wellington studio anti-screen.

People I have spoken to consider this a very unusual occurrence.

—

Yours truly, H. W. Lbvkrtok.

112, I'eckham Rye, S.E.1&. October 31.

CAMPHOR IN THE CAMERA CASE.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—With reference to the inquiry regardinir the effects

of keeping camphor, etc., in the camera case, I may say that for

over 30 years I have kept a piece of camphor in my case, and,

though plates in many instances have remained in the slides for

many months, no ill effects have resulted from it. Camphor has

also always been k^t in the print drawers. I would not care to

recommend naphthalene, however, for similar use.—Yours faithfully,

W. J. BABKsa.

14, Victoria Mount, Woodeley Road, Leeds. October 29.

ARTIGUE'S TWO-NEGATIVES METHOD FOR SOFT FOCUS
PORTRAITS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—As the front plate has to be over-exposed in order to

sufficiently expose the rear plate, I suggest the slower flat film

should be used in front instead of a plate which cannot be backed.

I intended trying this, and should have written last week but have

not had opportunity to do so.

I fancy with light drapery and light backgrounds there would

otherwise be more halation on the front plate than desirable,-

although a slow plate in front should mitigate it. The film could, if

necessary, be alightly separated from rear plate by another plain

film.—Yours truly, William Coles.

16, Queens Road, Watford. November 1.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

NEW COMPANIES.

Film Facb Fotos, Ltd.—This private awipajiy v»bs regiateired on

October 20. Capital £2,000 in £1 lAares. Objeola: To taie ovei-

the busioMS of Waiiams & Da SUva, and to oan-y era the business

of photogruphars, artists, oolourmon, dealer's in works of art, man-

agen, and propricAors of studios, etc. The permanent direotors

are- E T. Williaros, lawrence House, St. Margaret's, Middleeex

;

L. D. Da Silva, 5, Efiingham Street, S.W.I ; J. Wright, 149, Brixton

Hill, S.W.2. The two finBt-nomod are joint-mana|riag directors.

QiMlification of ordinaxy directors: £250. Secretary: J. Wright.

Regiatwed office : 32, Sfaafteabury Avenue, W.l.
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Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our present praetice a relatively »maU ipace ia

allotted in each issue to replies to correipondenti.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope it

enclosed for reply: 5-ccnt International Coupon, from reade re

abroad.

Queries to be_answered_in the Friday's " Journal " must reach us
not later than Tuesday {potted Monday), and should be
addressed to the Editors.

N. U. R. (London).— Conditions are none too good at the present
time, but they show signs of improving, and there is always busi-
ness to be had by retouchers who tan do really first-class work.

Catkrham.—The article by Mr. John H. Gear on the D.50 developer
appeared in our issue of May 27 last. The developer is manu-
factured and sold by the Cooper Research Laboratory Watford
Herts.

K.B.—The mixture referred to is probably that of Stockholm tar
and linseed oil putty in equal proportions. There are several
preparations now sold for stopping leaks in ordinary roofs which
might be useful in this case. One is called Mate.\, and another
Farote.x. These are very adhesive and do not set hard.

Axiom.— (1) We do not know of any method of dry development that
is an improvement on the Douglasgraph method, published in the
"B.J." of August 27, September 3, 1920. The bichromate gum
film, when dry. is very sensitive to direct daylight, and—even
indirect rays of the enclosed arc lamp. Should' those rays strike
the film it is impossible to develop a dean stencil, the result being
that the ink will not adhere to the metal. (2> 4 to 5 per cent,
for enclosed arc lamp. (3) We do not know of any.

F. A.— (1) About the best particulars are given in an article by
Dr. Konig in the " B.J." of November 6. 1906, pages 848-9.
This number ;s out of print, but vou can see the volume in the
Library of the Patent Office," 25, Southampton Buildings.
Chancery Lane, W.C. (2) In making up M-Q developer, dis-
solve the metol first, then the sulphite, then the hydroquinone
and bromide, and finally the carbonate. In single solution this
developer will keep for a month or two; much longer if the
carbonate alone is dissolved in one-half of the water and the
other chemicals in the other hAlf. (3) A9cording to the vear,
there are 52 or 53 issues of the " B.J." in a volume. The volume
runs according to the calendar year, the present volume ending
at the end of December next. We do not supply binding cases"

C- N. E.—(1) Two rows of curtains will do, but we* should prefer
three, little more material wiJl be necessary and only two extra
wires. (2) We do not consider two complete seta of curtains are
needed

; have enough black curtains to cover the entire run of
glass, and in the middle, on the same wires, enough white ones to
cover half the glass. (3) This depends upon the width of your
material, about a yard is convenient. Allow about half as much
again as the length of the glass to allow for fullness. (4) You
could not very well carry out Robinson's idea with festoons. The
arrangement we suggest would give equally good results ; in fact,
greater control can be obtained. (5) Good black casement cloth,
or Bolton sheeting for the dark blinds, and nainsook or
mandapolam for the white ones. (6) Any upholsterer will make
the blinds for you. Most photographers find someone who can
sew. A builder would fit the wires.

J- A.—There seems to be some confusion in the particulars. You
say you give haM-a-second exposure at fll6, and in the next
line you say the shutter is set at l-15th of a second. We think
it is_ unlikely that the vibration of the shutter is the cause of the
fuzzine&s, but it is possible that it is if the camera or the tripod
is ricketty in any part. Also it may be. that the plate does
not come into the same position as the focussing screen. You
should test this by first focussing on the focussing screen in the
usual way with the largest aperture in the lens, and then,
without moving anything else whatever, throw back the focussing
screen and focus again on a piece of ground glass placed in one
of the dark-slides, pulling out, of course, both of the shutters for

this purpose. If the image in the latter case is out of focus, it

is a sign that there is something the matter with the dark-slides.

If you persistently find the difficulty in all the pictures you make,
we think your best plan would be to send a batch of negatives

and prints to the makers of the camera for their remarks.

W. A.—(1) You cannot very well get both of the things you want,

namely, silence and moderately short expo.sures, with the same
shutter. We think the Packard is a very suitable shutt«r for

indoor use. and is almost silent. For outdoor use there is nothing

better than a good roller~blind shutter on the lens hood, which
will give exposures from about l-5th of a second up to l-50th,

and can be made to give longer automatic exposures by mean* of

one of the time-«ixposure valves. (2) We do not think it is

possible to maJce a good job of retouching the uncovered corners

of the negative. Your best plan would be to block out the sky

part of the negative, so that it prints white, and then, if neces-

sary, print in a tint by sunning down for a second or so;

or you could make a new negative by copying a positive

transparency or a good cl^ print from the negative after block-

. ing out. (3) Magnesium ribbon is too slow in burning for pro- ;

viding the light for photographing groups of any size. You
would almost certainly spoil each exposure owing to movement

of one figure or another.

E. L. W.—As regards the irregular toning of the prints in the

hypo-alum both, your letter does not say anything about the one

thing which very likely is the cause, and that is the mode of

heating the toning bath. If the bath is heated over a flame,

such as a gas-burner or other naked source of heat, we think

that the irregular degrees of temperature in the toning solution

are sufficient to account for the patchy toning of the prints.

We advise that you should keep the toning bath hot by placing

it in a vessel of ample size containing water, which in turn is

kept hot by a small gas-ring several inches below it. The outside

water vessel should be of such size that you can keep the watei-

stirred, both underneath and at the sides of the dish containing

the toner, keeping some form of paddle in the outside vessel

for this purpose. Also, a certain measure of care should be taken

that the water in the outside vessel does not become hottei

than is necessa/y. By means of a thermometer you should be

able to ascertain with sufficient closeness how much hotter the

water in the outside vessel must be in order to keep the toning

bath at the required temperature. If it so happens that you

have been heating the toning bath in this way, then we must

look for the cause of the patchy toning in another directioi

We do not think that your method of development need gi\

you any uneasiness. For toning by the bleach and sulphide

method it is certainly better to have minimum exposure and

maximum development, but, on (he whole —that is to say, wit*-

most papers—^that does not apply to the same degree with hyji

alum tolling. We think the sugar makes no material diffcrciin

to the process.
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«MMn or frcMi tha laoa aartaMa are tha aabjact of a laadios article
«apa||a<66.

VNe gnatiy ragrat to aanooaoe the death on Toaaday laat of Mr.
John SliiUar, at tha great aga of 88 yeara. (P. 673.)

At tha Royal Photographic .Society, on Tueaday evening laat,
papers arranged by tha Scientific an.l' Technical Ormp dealt with
awMda toaiiag, uocyaaiae eolou>aei i »:tiaeT» and a reviaed wai.«ol-
ioAsa procaaa. (P. 676.)

A brom.do priaAiag laarhina worked by « aalf-coataioad eleotric
hauery >« tha aiib|act of a ree«rt patent ipacificaiion. (P. 673.)

LooMnria nf plate* in thair holdara ia an oootaiOBal caaaa of on-
alaatp deftaiiioii in the oae of a lar^ apartara laoa. (P. 666.)

EX CATHEDRA.
Univeraity
Oustomers.

Photographers who live in towns where
there is a University or otlier large

odiK-ational institution should take the opportunity of
seeing a booklet which has just been issued by the
University of Bristol. It is an appeal for funds, of which
the University of the" West stands greatly in need. But
it is significant that in addressing itself to the public the
committoe intrusted with the appeal for financial help
should employ almost exclusively a photographic method
of sho-wing the public what is being done. Tlie booklet
is actually a 48-page album of 172 photographs, repre-
senting evei^v educative and social phase of the University
life and reprofluced in rotogravure. The fact that an
important educational body should rely exclusively upon
a pictorial method for making an appeal to the public
for funds is a striking example which, without doubt,
will be followed by other bodies. The photographer on
the spot should obtain business of this kind, which
requires a good deal of stage management and can be
more satisfactorily carried out by a photographer in touch
witli local affairs. Moreover, as we have many times
emphasised in similar cases, the photographer who under-
tal<«'s such work should be sufficiently enterprising and
familiar with photo-mechanical reproduction to undertake
the contract for the entire printing job.

Th« Buainesa The deferred judgment delivered in the
of a Shop. King's Bench Division last week gives

a legal precision to an important provision of the Shops
Act which has hitherto been lacking. We quote the
report of the case on another page, where it will be seen

that the appeal related to the case of an assistant

employed by the proprietor of two shops. On the we-ekly

half holiday of the shop where she was regularly

employed she was engaged in the other establishment

of the proprietor. The magistrate, to whom this alleged

breach of the Shops Act was laid by the London County
Council, held that thS employment in the second shop

was not a breach of the Act. The judges of the King's

Bench Division, however, have held otherwise, and, in

reversing the magistrate's decision, have given an exposi-

tion of clause 1 of Sect. 1 of the Shops Act which is

«Laarly in accordance both with common sense and the

deltbarat^ wOTding of the Act. The judges point out

that the words of the Act are carefully chosen. It is

provided that on one weekday in each week a shop

assistant shall not be employed " about the business of

a shoj) " after half-past one. The deliberate use of the

words "a business of a shop" instead of simply "a
shop " is evidence of the intention of the Act to provide

for the protection of assistants employed by a proprietor

having several shops ; and the judgment usefully serves

to give legal weight to this wider interpretation. Tn view

of the many photographic businesses having several shops
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under a single proprietorship the judgment should receive

the attention of photographic assistants.

Packing Larfl^e It is a matter of some difficulty to
Photexrapht. ensure that portraits upon large mounts,
say, 14 X 11 and over, reach their destination without
injury. Usually a large quantity of corrugated paper and
string is used, and even then the risk of bending is con-

siderable. A little dodge which we saw recently appeared
to solve the problem. A piece of stout strawboard about
two inches larger each way then the prints had four
strips of wood about f inch in section fastened round
the edge with ordinary tin tacks, so as to make a shallow
tray in which the prints wrapped in brown paper were
laid, a second piece of strawboard was tacked on, and
the whole wrapped in an outer cover. The wooden strips

can be obtained from any timber dealer and need not be
planed. If a nmnber of one size were required they
could be ordered cut to the necessary lengths, otherwise
ii small saw is needed. As such packages are almost
invariably sent by parcel post, it is not necessary for

them to be open for inspection. It would, perhaps, be
an improvement to fasten the lid with glued or gummed
strips as being easier for the customer to open, but most
people are able to open a box in these days of postal

trading.

Bellows.
Sag of the camera bellows, due to the
softening action of the damp atmosphere

on leather, cloth or glue, is particularly liable to occur
at the present time of year, but unless the bellows are
very much the worse for wear may be prevented by
suitable renovation. For stiffening, the bellows should
be extended to the full and a coat of thin glue applied
to the inside and one of good varnish to the outside. If
the bellows are in a very bad condition two coats of glue
may be required. Both coatings should, of course, be
allowed to get thoroughly di-y before the camera is

returned to use. It will, however, be found that this
means is insufficient to give the required stiffness to
leather which has lost its substance thi-ough age, but
usually it is enough in conjuriction with the employment
of a pair of elastic bands for hitching the bellows forward
and upward to the lens front. Two elastic supports of
this kind are a good deal better than the one which is

commonly provided on cameras.

A Cause of Those photographers who use the

J;J''**'fl'"P ordinai-y book-form dark-slides sliould
Nesatives.

b^, ^^ ^h^ir guard against a possible
source of unshai-p negatives, sometimes met with, though
the exact cause of the defect is not so readily apparent.
We refer to the gradual weakening of the springs upon
the metal division, so that there comes a time when
these fail to press the plate into correct register.
Recently, we were asked the reason why certain nega-
tives taken with a well-known an,astigmat lens, and
focuEsed with the aid of a magnifier to the finest point
of sharpness, were unshai-p when the lens was used at
full aperture, while, when smaller stops were employed,
the definition upon the screen and upon the residting
negative showed no difference. Suspecting that the cause
of the trouble was some defect in the lens, the photo-
graphs- sent the instrument to the makers who returned
it, saying that it was in perfect working condition. The
fact that the negatives were sharp with the smaller stops
and unsharp when the lens was used at full aperture,
pomted to inaccurate register, and the trouble was
eventually traced to the cause mentioned above. Another

point not often realised by many workers is that tlxa-

double book-form slide should never be loaded with only
one plate, especially if the springs upon the division are
inclined to be weak, as ui this case the plate may not be
kept in correct register. If, for any reason, only on«
plate is wanted in the slide, the other half should be
loaded with an old negative, thus avoiding a likely cause
of trouble.

HARMFUL REFLECTIONS.

When we consider the delicate gradations which should -

exist in good portrait negatives, and to a lesser degree-

in those of landscape subjects, it is difficult to imagine
why so little care is taken to prevent the access to tho
plate of every ray of light, except that needed to reproduce
the lights and shades of the original. It is true that th&
old axiom that a perfect negative should show a few
points of clear glass no longer holds good, because this-

assumes that there are in every subject some portions
which are absolutely non-reflective, and in practice this

is rarely the case. There is, however, no reason why the
smallest amount of light which is not reflected by th&
original shoul^ be allowed to reach, the plate and degrade-

the scale of tones, if it can possibly be prevented
The commonest cause of such degradation is reflections-

from the interior of the camera, the tube of the lens, and
in some cases from the lens-surfaces. Practically all

cameras are now provided with bellows bodies, and the
danger of reflection from these is small, if the fabric is

perfectly black and dull. But this condition cannot be
long maintained without occasional attention, since the

black coating has a tendency to become grey partly by a

kind of bleaching process and partly by dust whic'

adheres more or less firmly to the surface. This defei i

is easily removed by applying a coat of dead black coloui-

or varnish to the fabric. A very good idea of the state

of the bellows may be got by laying a piece of black

velvet upon the bottom folds, opening the lens and looking

through, the camera back, the head being well covered

with the focussing cloth. The increasing use of anastig-

matic portrait lens which illuminate the interior of the

camera to a much greater degree than did the old portrait

lenses, emphasises the necessity for attention to this

point.

Local fogging is frequently caused by reflections from
the wooden framing of the camera, and this is often

difficult to detect, since the eye may not be placed in a

position in which the reflected light can be seen. It is a

good plan to cover all edges which may be the cause of

trouble with black velvet or black flock paper, thus safe-

guarding them against the strongest light which may fall

upon thiem. In hand cameras which have wooden bodies,

e.g., the French model stereoscopic instnunents, there is

great danger of a bright object outside the limits of the

plate causing a patch of light to appear on the side or

bottom of the body, which, when reflected on to the

plate, gives rise to a general or local fog. In one case of

this kind a great improvement was effected by lining the

whole body with velvet. The woodwork inside reflex

cameras should be carefully examined and treated where
necessary, the mirror support being frequently far from

safe in this respect. It is, of course, necessary that the

lens should face a bright light while the camera body is

being inspected, or a false idea of safety may be obtained.

Lens reflections are more difficult to deal with,

especially if they arise from the glass surfaces and not

from the inside of the tube. In both cases they may be

minimised by effectually shading the front lens by means
of a hood or ciu-tain, and in the case of lenses with long

tubes a velvet or flock paper lining should be fitted.
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There are some excellent matt black varnishes on the
< best of them fail short of the surface of

T dead fabric. They may, however, be
1 with advantage to the rims of the lens cells and

I,. ,..o edges of the rings whi'-' n->H the iris in poeiti<»i.

.\ii excellent aid to bril ill be found in the
our ' ' .phragm recommeiji' .^ . Mr. Chapman Jones.

Ti -t« of an opaque non reflecting card with an
(^.iiing iipproximately ^f th<' proportions of the plates in

WW It is adjusted at su'h a distance from the front of

na as will intercept all liffht from reaching beyond"
I'o w"rk, such a mask

.1

b
6r

g

r
•at.

•injT rod of the
iug. The value

against the light for

effects can hardlv be

iges of the plate. For stip

e fitted to the ordiiim

t, and manipulated as ii

- appliance when workim,-

Brandt ' or "edge light

lated without trial. Tt is nl^ of great value when
.l-i.-'fric 'ic'it, where it is sometimes difficult to

'^tively. -Mniost equally efficacious.

'-nt in applieation, is a similar mask
!>oeed between the lens and the plate.

was recomn> nded more than forty

.i\te J. H. Dal'.meyer, and it may be
; tnat if it was noceasarv with the slow

collodion plates of that period, it is still more so in these
days of 500 H. and D.
On the principle that prevention is better than cure

it is advisable to see that, when working in the studio,
very light objects, such as white backgrounds and
reflectors (not to mention mirrors) , do not occupy
positions in which their surfaces, although not included
in the field of view, will cast their images upon the
interior of the camera. Even a brightly-lighted floor

may degrade the shadows, as may easily be proved by
taking a negative with and without a dark rug upon the
ground.

Those who have the good fortune to work in a well-

screened north-lighted studio do not experience nearly
the same amount of trouble as those who have to endure
a certain amunt of sunlight upon the glass, but in any
case it is obvious that light that is not necessary cannot
be other than injurious, the only question being one of

degree. It is certain that more brilliant images would
be obtained upon ultra rapid plates if every precaution

were taken that no light, except that actually forming
the image, reached the plate. It goes without saying
that the lens should be absolutely bright and clean, or

all efforts to obtain unveiled negatives will prove fruitless.

SCALE OF OPTICAL REPRODUCTION.

r.'i. .irithniit. relating t«> tlio ^ize of the image formed by a lens are among those which have
r. I, V t.i !). 11 urse branc h«!!! .)t photogmphic work •«, for example, copying and enlarging, aerial

_•„ ,ifi.l ;..:•, rii iiui cin«m»togr»ph projection. The following' article deals with this subject. The present
- th- (t.iis^, . ..nf«>ptinn of th«> action of a lens a« • simple method for derivation of the rules of optical

:• furiii.->:.'<ii It 'iv.-i'U 16 case of objects at a distance which is great relatively to the focal length

IcQ< ii,.'r< iiv 'jiiij.'i.i 4 i^ffect of depth t>f focus on certain scale calculations. It also presents

the role d«tormining the relatuu ezj- r diff<-rent tcaloa of reduction or enlargement. In Part II., to appear

•It a •ab«<>(iuont issue, the formula .- > contained in the present chapter are arranged in a form corresponding

with the vsrioiu conditions occurring in practice, with examples of their use.—Eds. " B.J."]

PART I.

T.u

li

'^slrtilatKAS reJsting to diwtnii' of object and extension

when pbotograpbir « on various scale* of

n with lenses of •' loeal length are based
.'« optical lew which lotlows from the construe-

: a i>Ti.. and cen be readily r<>nfl>>d hr cTpcriment.

< law cea be noet eaeily exp' ng use of the

.l.-. • niothod introdooed bv <" .77—ISoHl for

t coostru<'tion of ti if an object formed by
•« '^ u owe to Osiiu ti" ;'tion of the nodtM and
nodai jttmtt of a leas, also called prineipal or Gtiu$ii pointi

and plantM. If the position* of tlieso are known, and also

the fo<-al l-n^'th of the lens, -aucii .is those involved

If m,,- . . . ,i.t...nj of the ««»• !ion of the image
• ' iirilj siBpie. ' need the cumbrous

« (,„.n of tra'-t".' of rays through

J ^ to tho cun ractive powers of

I p.v >(laaaea by one * --, - no knowledge of

t il ralaea. He showed that every lens poMcasea two

ri. " but not necessarily within the space of the

I. in • well oorrected lena these nodes provide

II
'- -^ the image from the object without

h r the actual course travened by the

tav« in tneir j>»v«iige iiirough the glaSM*.

The Nodoe of a L«fM.

In fig. 1 the disposition of the nodee N, X, in a single lens

,, .k,„» ., « ,„, ,., 'ht entering the lens ciliIiuuclT so that

alle<l til. "-de of . beheves

,., , ,. . ,., ^, ,,.-..,.. it were jumped p.i 'ith itaelf

lo V I... nod* of *mtrgenff), continuing a itmight course

after this lateral shift. In other words, its behaviour is as

though, on reaching >',, this node instantaneously carried it

straight forwerd to .V,, whence it piroceeds parallel to its

original peth.

If we imagine planes f, P, and P, P,, passing respectively

through the nodes .V, and -V, perpendicularly to the axis of

the lens, we shall come upon the property of the nodes which

Fig. L—Nodal point

p. Pi and Pj Pi are the nodn
and Ni nm»'

:i«« of a Blugl« leos.

i.al planes havtnff the nod«B Vn
'he lens axis.

IS of chief importance in tracing the formation of the image.

It is that a ray of light ab parallel to the axis, on reaching

the lens, behaves as though it passed undeviated to the plane

../ im'rgmee 1\. and was there bent so that it passes through
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the focus t', of the lens. The distance on the lens axis from

the plane of emergence, that is from the node of emergence,

to the focus F, is the focal length of the lens, which we will

call /.

Inversely, a ray of light cd which reaches the lens after

having passed through the focus F, behaves as though it con-

tinued its course undeviated to the piano P,, and thence,

undeviated, parallel to the lens axis, as at ee.

If rays <jf light are allowed to fall upon the lens from the

opposite side (as would actually be done by turning the lens

back to front), what was previously the node of emergence
becomes that of admission, and vice versd. In fig. 1, a ray gh

parallel to the axis behaves as though it proceeded undeviated

to its plane of emergence P,, and thence in a straight line to

the focus Fj of the lens. Again, the distance on the lens axis

from Fj to N, is the focal length / of the lens; and in like

manner a ray of light which has passed through F, behaves

as though it continued undeviated to its plane of cMlmission P.,

and thence parallel with the axis.

It will be seen from this very simple imagery that we may
look upon every lens as having a rear focus, say F,, end a

front focus Fj, respectively situated from the nodes 2V, and
N, at a distance / (the focal length) on the lens axis.

,
The Nodes in Practice.

Although imaginajy features, the nodes occupy in every lens

fixed positions relatively to the lens mount and to each other.

In a single symmetrical bi-oonvex lens their positions are as

shown in fig. 1, that is, about one-third the maximum thick-

ness of the lens from each surface. In symmetrical doublet

lenses both are usually close together and near to the

diaphragm. In the case of many lenses, however, particu-

larly those of modern construction, the nodes are irregularly

placed. A lens, therefore, requires to be placed nearer to or

further from the plate according as its node of emergence lies

towards the front or the back. In thfe telephoto lens, to

choose an extreme example, both nodes are a considerable

distance in front of the lens, so that a length of camera exten-

sion equal to the distance from the node of emergence to,

say, the lens flange is dispensed with. In most lenses, how-

ever, the nodes occur in or near the lens mount, and their

positions oan be noted as sudi-and-such a distance in front

of or behind the diaphragm.

In the rules and formulae which follow relating to scale of

reproduction, the distance of the object from the lens is pre-

sumed to be that from the admission node of the lens ; the

distance from lens to image {i.e., to the sensitive surface) is

that from the node of emergence of the lens. (For convenience

in writing, this latter distance is referred to as "camera
extension.") Only by this means can the rules connecting

object and image distances, focal length of lens and scale of

reproduction be made precise. Depending on the construction

of a compound lens, it may be sufficiently accurate to regard

both nodes as situated very close to the diaphragm.

There is no reason why any user of a lens should not find

the position of its nodes. If the focal length / of the lens

is known and a distant object be focussed on the ground glass,

the node of admission is obviously at the distance / from the.

image of the sharply focussed distant object. By directing

the front of the lens towards the screen and again focussing

a distant object, the position of the second node is found in

like manner.
A prettier method of finding the positions of the nodes is

based on the fact that if the lens is supported on a vertical

axis which passes through the node of emergence the sharp

image of a distant object remains stationary on the focussing

screen when the lens is turned through an angle. This method

can be carried out by supporting the lens on any convenient

holder (such as that shown in fig. 2), mounted on a rotating

table. The table is rotated on a pin A (driven into a sup-

porting baRe>. which passes through one or other of a series

of holes drilled in the table perpendicularly below the lens

axis. If the holder is accurately made of the V pattern shown

in the drawing, the holes will be directly below the axis of

any lens which the V's will support ; that is, if they are mada'

in the line connecting the points of the two V's. A distant

object is focussed on a piece of ground glass placed squarely

behind iihe lens. The table is then turned on its pin, which.

Fig. 2.—Rotating lens holder for measurement of

position of nodes.

almost always, will have the effect of moving the image on the

screen. By pivoting the table successively through other

holes, and also by shifting the lens backwards or forwards a

little on the V's, a point of rotation is found at which the

image remains stationary when the table is turned. The node

of emergence of the lens is tlien perpendicular over the axis A.

The position of the other node is found by repeating the test

after turning the lens back to front in its holder.

Positions of the Nodes in Some Lenses.

The following table gives the distances of the nodes from

the diaphragm in a few of the lenses by British opticians.

It will be seen that in most cases the nodes are near to the

diaphragm ; in some lenses both on one side ; in others, one

on each side. The distance between the nodes is the nodoJ

space entered in the last column.

T.\BLE OF Positions op Nodes.

(Meaaurevienta by the respectine makers.)

Lens-maker and lens.

Aldis :

8 in. //4.5 anastigmat .

.

8 J in. //6 anastigmat

9 in. //7.7 anastigmat

Beck:
9i in. //6 Bystigmar .

.

8i in. //5.8 Isostigmar

8i in. //6 Neostigmar .

.

CooKB

:

8J in. //4.5 Aviar .

.

Si in. //6.5 Ser. III.

9J in. //3.5 Portrait

Dallmeyer :

3 B Portrait

9 in. //6 Stigmatio

11 in. //6.5 Dallon .

.

Ross

:

»

8J in. //4.5 Xpres .

.

8| in. (No. 15) Combinable

8i in. //6.8 Homooentrio .

.

Watson :

8f in. fji.5 Holostigmat .

.

8 1 in. J76.1 Holostigmat.

Wbay:
9 in. //6.8 Universal

9i in. //0.3 Lustrar

9 in. //4.5 Lustrar

10 in. Portrait

Entrance node. Exit node.

Distance from diaphragm.

Inches.

.26 in front

1.52 in front

.75 in front

.18 in front

.04 behind

.17 behind

.2 in front

.73 in front

.19 in front

.726 in front

.3 in front

3.45 in front

.20 in front

.09 in front

.084 in front

.01 9 in front

.030 in front

.31 in front

.51 in front

.31 in front

.24 in front

Inches.

.22 in front

1.07 in front

.67 in front

09 behind
,21 behind
,32 behind

3 behind
7" in .ront

,15 behind

Coincident.

5 in front

5.55 in front

,08 in front

.09 behind

.084 behind

Nodal
space.

019 behind
030 behind

31 behind

43 in front

24 in front

.31 in front

Inches.

.04

.45

.08

.27

.17

.15

.5

nU
.34

.720

.2

2.10

At
.18

.18

>si

.OSS

.060

.62

.08

-.07
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we oooasionally met with in which the nodes are

"crossed," that is. th« entrance node is nearer to the image
tiiAB ia U>« exit node. The nodal space is then a minu.s dis-

tance. The Dallon (telepiioto) lens and the Wrav portrait lens

in the W>U are exaniplea.

We can now turn to aae how the properties of the nodes

(>roride the means of oonstmctiu^ the ima^e, and shall see

the fundamental relatioB between the «|aantities roncemed in

lalenlations relating to acale of reproduction.

The Geometry of Image Formation,
la ftg. y l«t \, and .V, be the nodes of a Ions. PiP, and

', the oorrcspoading nodal plame. Let t\ and F, be the

, and front fod, ao ibmt F,.V,=F,\,= / (the focal length

of tha laas).

I<et ah be an object having its laweM point on the lens axis

*>'<, The position of the point a in tha image may he found

hjr drawing two rajrs, one AP,, parallel to tile axis and tlienco

PIC. I—!»«• fonnstisa aMarding lo lb* Oaaas eoastraetloa.
In the diacnB / i* the focal laa«th of the low; u. tba dirtaac* of the

•bird, or oa)Mt <aaJi«aU disUnM; v. the dlsUner of the ima(e, or
mar* Majasatodirtaace D U tho Unace-toobicct diMance kas tb« aodal
•(M. " akova a*M •

tlirough the rear foona P,; the other, thnMigh the front focus

/ to the plane of adnuMson P,, and thence parallel to the

.i.\.^. Tile roeoting point a, ol theaa imo rays ia the ima(;e

In like manner the poaition ot any other point can be
' nd. Th« image of 6 obriou-ly lies on the azi* in the

> .
•' plana as a,, ris., at b,. H< ucc n^h, in the image of ab.

S \>''y little gempetfy will no« sfv m the relation

t4 o!/j<« t and image to their r>«~pc> .inces from the

node* y, and N,. Prom a dru ra. u> S, and from .V,

4raw a ra; to a,. tS, is th'-r ;>.> mallei to \,a,, and the

angles V >"' V, '''' ''"''' The trianftlea abAf, ami
a,h^S, af iln-t"l"r. >;' :! K*

.tiling ttw dialanoa of thi-

,i,;.v-t u (a« shown in t*-- '

.irxi tho distance of th«
of tho diagram)

This linear ratio of image to object is usually denoted bv
If, i.e.,

R=' (o)

Note that the distance h and v are interdependent. They
are tho so-called conjugafe focal distances. For every value
of I* there is a corre(4i>onding value of v; that is to say, the
scale of reproduction is not proportional to r by itself nor
inversely proportional to « by itself, but is strictly equal to

the ratio of these distanceR when an object at a given dis-

tance is in focus. We shall see, however, that In certain

oircunistances u may be so great compared with « (very dis-

tant objects), that v becomes practically equal to / (see fig. 3),

in which case since / and u are not interdependent distances,

the scale of reproduction is separately proportional to the

focal lengths of different lenses used at the same distance

or inversely proportional to the distances of the object when
using a lens of given focal length. This relation, however,

holds good, even approximately, only under certain conditions.

See " Scale Calculations and Admissible Error in Size of

Image " below.

For purposes of calculation it is convenient to express the

value of li in terms u and / or v and /.

In fig. 3 the triangles abF, and F,N,Pt are similar, whence

ifnPt^Ml
ab bFt

By the construction. N',Pj = o,6, (the image), F,Ni = f and

bF, = «-/. .

Therefore

object a—

/

Similarly from tlie triangles di^iVi and P,N,P,

objeot /
Obviously, these formulse hold good rigidly on the assumption

that there is no " depth of focus " when photographing objects

at different distances.

Theoe three formiUw (a), (b), and (c) are the fundamental

relations determining reproduction to scale, and hold good

in all circumatances (excluding depth) always on the assump-

tion that the lens forms an image (free from aberration) in a

Iftt field i>erpendicular to its axis. The exception relates to

the formation of images of different sizes, of an object at

different disUnccv, witliout alteration of the camera exten-

sion « owing to depth of focus. See below under " Scale, Focal

Ungth and Depth of Focus."

The formuliB may be given other forms to fit particular con-

ilition* or for facilitating calculation.

(6)

(c)

G. E. B.

(To be continued.)

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY AND PHOTO=TOPOGRAPHY.

The Tirsaty (ooTth Traill- i .ly lot McoM'Twi Lect^ire. Deli

' tmemn^. taA ymr, the mvilatjaa of the TnullTaylor

ObmmiUee to (Miver t)i,< fewaHly-tnuith l^will IVylor
' - -toe, I ha«a always i><«a goovinced that such an

tribata to m; nativf lead aad to the photocmphic
nfrioU. *ore qnaliSad than I am aa roprouoia-
•tofraphic mdtmtct, bat I am very pleaaed to

%ar took m« fiom (iie treodiaa, where I

- .oied officer, to he appointad as a dranohta-

r>« firat SactKin of Anxi: niotograpby, eatahl iahej in

l^ld, whera I bad to acw^nd a vary yoODg oflU«r totally

Tith photography in geoaral and more apeciaUy with

T, and lo doviae in the fleld, without any means of

latton, a ftieiofraphic technique adapted to this

of photofiaphy. I^iar, I waa appointed as an

fiaphy, and I waa able to spend my leiaire

'cual aitd asparimaotal work. Beinft not wfTi-

t.^iuy >'fiiri<k<iAfl-K in aooie olReial arima, I waa dlan i iwwl nod

vered bv M. L. P. Clcrc at the Royal Photographic Society.

«al in a aquadroo to have the command of Uio photogi-aphic sec

uon wheiTl h«J the opportunity to verily the jpood applica,tjoi|

ol the rules I had taught daring eigbteeo months. I loft aenal

Jrto«traphy in Maroh, 1918, to serve aa a miJatar.v chemist
^^^-

to the oontrol of the benaine found on captured Gentiai

^l^^ect of aarlal lAotography and pboto^topography has be

«mie «> Urge aod important that it ia impoasiUe to do jusUce to

,t ,n a aiiiflle leotore: Uie moat that I can hope to do this evening

is to deacribe briefly some apparatus, and aome prin«plee used in

this oompaiativcly new branch of photography, avoiding all duirfi

«tionvn*h so %-aJaable papers as those already published by

Mm. Ohas. W. Gamble. C. M. Williamson, P. R. Burohall,M. N.

McLeod. and others, of which a Ust wiU be appended lo the text ot

this leotote. . ^ » , ,Apparatua and Materials.

£*iwf».—While the Britiah and American optidaaB have fur

ceeded in producing special lenaes of ftne quality, with a large.
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relative apertiue Uiai: Freiiuh ones, iuMiffioiently supplied in optical

glaas of requisite qualifioalion, it seems Ih.-vt tio suffioient attciition

has been paid to the variation of the focal length and of the looatioii

of nodal points whim Uie t<>mi)erafcurc is lowered, us dt is at a

height of 15,000 to 20,000 feel, frc<iuenUy attained in wai-Jtime,

nod a very convoiiie«iit one for ]M-(>cisc to|X>graphic work. A Ber-

Uiiot'e Olor lens of 21 iiuthes focus, cooled from about 75 deg. to

zejx> Fahrenheit, has it« foctU length iiioreased by one-half per
i^nit. .Such a vaiiat/ion, wliich frcqueautly is aggravated by a c-cwi-

tracAion of the body of the camera, is detriraemfal to tihe sliaiiiness

of the image and introduces an appreciable error in tJie use of

aerial photographs in surveying. A French patent granted to the
" Soci^tC' d'Opticjue et de M^canique de Precision " provides against
lliis variation by a compensation between the thermic effects on the
glasses by the thermic effects on the mouwt-, made of conomitric
tubes of braas and of " invar " metal. Minor variations of the
focal length are a con»e<iuence of van'ing the aperture of a lens

cx»i»taining some residues of sphei-ical aben^tiom, but on easy

remedy is tlie use of a fixed diaphragm. It would be very deeirable

that some maj'ks be oiigraved, as in Cooke lenses, on all parts of

the mount, to rfiow the cxMToct screwing and avoid variations of

the focal lengUi and cuf the quality of ithe image by insufficdent or

by oxceslsive screwing. I will add that some lenses have been dis-

abled by an intei-version of their respeotive part« due ,to the fact

that the numbeir of the lens was engraved on one part only of the

mounit.

Light-Filters.—The optical equipment of an aerial camera is not

ocMnplete withouit a set of ligfet-filteirs, the importance of which

was fully realised in the Germau anny since the beginning of the

war; a number of German cameras wore fitted, inside or outside,

with movable fUtems eaaly oonitJxdled by the operator, who had

only to turn a lever for placing, changing, or removing them.

The extreme importance of light-filters in aerial photography

is a consequence of atmospheric haze that the late Sir W. Abney

has shown to scatter blue rays and transmit in preference yellow

light. For aerial photography all the ground appears as the dis-

tance in an ordmary open landscape, and a satisfactory photo-

graph cannot be obtained without the precautions customarily

taken in tele-photography, viz., use of ciiromatic plates and of very

u.bsorbent light-filters. I spent more than three years without

fuUy convincing the staff of the French Air Force of the absolute

T\ecessity of the technique. We were never supplied with pan-

chromatic plates, but about in equal quantities with ordinary and

with green-sensitive ones, the chromatic sensitiveness of which

was not sufficient to permit the regular use of light filters of a

greater absorption than a K.l filter. For using ordinary plates it

would have been necessary to possess sesouline filters ; I made urgent

requests during three years before receiving such a filter, and I

received it only after it was known that they were in use on some

German apparatus. Fortunately, the British Photographic Air

Service, and afterwards Uie American one, adopted the only logical

/
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procedure ; at tlie end of the War they used almost exclusively

piuichromatic plates (thanks to Sir W. J. Pope, whose work is too

well known to need recalling), and intense light-filters, very short

t-xposures being permissible due to the wide aperture lenses and to

tlio high chromatic sensitiveness of the plates.

' owe to the courtesy of Dr. C. E. K. Mees the loan of some slides

showing the researches on quantitative and q^^alitative effects of

itioospheric haze undertaken by the workers of the Eastman Research

Tjaborat'"-v ;ii .o nn.'v.Ttioii with the T^.S. Biiresiu of Aircraft Pro-

duction. " In the determination of haze, test objects were utilised

consisting of three squares of canvas 50 ft. square, one as whit*

as it ooiild be praiinted, another grey and file other black. The

camci-a used permitted four photographs to lie taken simultane-

ously through differont coloui-ed filters ; it was one having three

ii'iifes, Uie fourth one being replaced by blocks of flat glass coi'-

lesponding in absorjHion to the other lenses. Through the fourtli

•comparison area a scalt- of densities was impressed on the plate,

under a sensitometric tablet. The instrument was employed by

(lying over the field in a-icending spirals and photographing, at

intervals of 500 or 1,000 ft., the test objects on the field, sets

of pictures through the different filters thus being obtained from

vhich measurement of the apparent brightness of the areas could

be determined and the amount of haze present at different altitudes

vnild be deduced. The haze was expressed mathematically as the

relation of the exposure effect produced by the blac:k area at any

altitude compared with that produced by the black area nwir the

'
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ground when the haize was negligible, thiis being expresased as a

proportion of the total intensity deduced from the brightness of

the white area measured at the same time. The results obtained

showed that the distribution of haze in the air usually follows

one of three types (represented by fig. 1). The haze was found

to be much less as the wave-length of the light increased ; fig. 2

shows the haze wave-length curve as finally calculated. A mathe-

matical calculation was made of the amount of haze due to the.

molecules of air (done, wliich was found to be about one-fifth of

that found in practice.
'

' The quantitative results thus obtained as to the distributioi;

and colour of haze were used to duplicate in the laboratory the

atmospheric (X)nditions ; in front of a <»mera lens was an attadi- \

memt by means of which a veiling haze cK>uld be superimposed
upon the image of the test object; this veiling haze was produced
by a lamp which was screened by colour filters to the colour which
was found experimentally to represent the average colour of haze
in the air. The light from this lamp was diffused by an opal
glass and reflected from a semi-platinised reflecrtor, transmitting
also the image of the test objects, consisting of squares similar
to those used in the field. Between the lamp and the reflector

was interposed a large neutral wedge, by means of which the
intensity of the haze could be modified. From the plates exposed
in this haze cabinet a reading of contrast was obtained, and curvM
were then plotted of this contrast factor against the amount of
veiling; the exposure (fig. 3) and development (fig. 4) were found
to influence the contrast obtained very greatly, and only through
a narrow range of exposures could the best results be reached."
It was found that an orange filter, such as the Wratten E filter,
enables a. panchromatic plate to photograph through a strong hate
between the clouds, but not through the clouds themselves (these
specimens have been reproduced in Ives' "Airplane Photo-
graphy," without any reference to their .source, as many other
documents used in this book).

It would be necessary, in the calculation of lenses to be used in

Dhoto-surveying of a high precision, to consider the light-filter
as an integral part of the lens, in order to avoid the various aber-
rations resulting from the use of the most perfect light-filter.
For commercial and for reconnaissance work, such a precaution is
neither necessary nor advisable, as photographs must sometime
be taken by poor light, and it is convenient to be able to change
the light-filters and in some cases to use, in place of a contrast
filter, a special plt»r for the detection of camouflage. Wide ap.
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been astonished at the general choice of an oblong shape instead
of a square one; their principal argument is that a square is the
quadrilateral of the greatest area which can be inscribed in the
circle boundmg the field of the lens. Let me note that on either
side of a maximum the variation is low, and that the loss of field
due t^i the use of usual shapes is almost negligible; almost all ihe
armies had adopted, at the end of the war, the French size, 18 bv
^centimetres (about 7 by 9^ inches), on which the useful field
is 1/ by 23 centimetres; the square incribed in the same circle
has a side of 20i centimetres (20.22) ; the loss of area whe>
adopting the square instead of the oblong is of about 4 per cent.
(391 square centimetres instead of 409 square centimetres). But
two reasons operate in favour of the oblong shape.
While the consecutive photographs can be taken at all frequencies

required for a sufficient overlap, it is not always easy to ensure the
overlap of the parallel flights necessary to cover a wide field ; the
elongation of the shape of the image, transversely to the line of
flight, is therefore of great advantage ; this advantage was fully
realised in the lieihenbUdtT Kamera of the German army, the
images of which measured 2 inches parallel to the flight and
10 inches transversely.

Experience shows that on aerial photographs taken in fine
weather from an aeroplane conducted by an able pilot, the vertical
plane, which is perpendicular to the plane of the plate, makes
usually a very acute angle with the plane of symmetry of the
aeroplane. The calculations I have made (" Brit. J. Phot.,"
vol. 66, May 30, 1919, pp. 297-299) on the limit of admissible
angling in vertical photography have shown that the area of the
oblique photograph susceptible of being united with the vertioal
photograph taken from the same view-point is limited by a curve
the form of wf)ich recalls that of a Nicomtdes conchoid, of which
the directrix is parallel to the horizon-line of the photograph ; a
plate of elongated shape tranversely to the flight is therefore more
suited for photographing the best portion of the field covered by
the lens.

Flatu or RM Film*.—The question at present so mnch dis-

cussed in British photographic circles is not stated in the same
terms vtith respect (o aerial photography : the choice is limited t«

plates rr to roll film, as the cut film would involve all the incon-

veniences of both plates and films.

The advantages of the plate are chiefly its rigidity, the fact thai

the image, solidly bound to the rigid support, is practically

nndefiirmable, the possibility of developing without any intricate

appliance, and the possibility of quick drying for emergency work.
We must, however, point out that F. E. Ross (" Astrophysical J.,"

vol. 52, September, 1920, pp. 98-109) has discovered some deforms-
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tions on the image by contraption of the gelatine due to the use

of tanning developers or to uneven drying.

The advantages of the roll film are its lightness and the sim-

plicity of the feeding, but it is known that a film does not keep

its dimensions, but suffers a shrinkage during the photographic

manipulations, this shrinking being not always uniform, and

varying with the age of the film and with atmospheric conditions.

To permit subsequent use in mapping on a mean scale of photo-

graphs made on roll films for mosaic work or for preliminary maps

at a very low scale, it would be necessary to register in the camera,
B
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mi the four sides of each image, either some metric division or

squaring, or some marks, the distance of which is an aliquot

fraction of the focal length, or, more precisely, of the principal

distance, actual distance of the exit nodal point from the plane

of the sensitive film.

Some device must be provided to ensure the flatness of the

film in the focal plane : three typical devices have been used to

do so. In the Libmann camera the film is applied to a patent-

plate glass by the pressure of a felted board, pressuve being

released vfheii winding the exposed part of the film; the same

device has also been described in one of H. Workman's patents.

In the German film camera the support glass was sometimes used

as a yellow filter. In the Eastman K.l automatic film camera,

and also in a R. Aubry's apparatus, and in a film-changing box

patented by Zeiss, the film is drawn against a flat plate by means

of suction applied through numerous small holes in the plate ; this

suction is furnished by a Venluri tulie mounted on the outside

(if the fuselage of the plane. In Boucher-Duchatellier's Aerophote

the film is stretched by slipping between the velvet edged blind of

the focal-plane shutter and a bridge located behind the slit ; the

edges of the slit touching the film during the travel of the blind,

the efficiency of the shutter attains 100 per cent.

As is well known in cinematography, the friction of the celluloid

back of the film against all surfaces with which it comes in contact

produces static discharges, registered in the image as arborescences

;

the United States Air Service has been able to avoid these dis-

charges by holding in contact with the celluloid, during its travel

from one reel to the other, a cloth impregnated with graphite and

connected with the metallic part« of the camera.

Body of the Camera.—The extended use of metals or metallic

alloys for building the body of aerial cameras may be criticised

in the case of apparatus equipped with long-focus lenses and

designed to be used above 10,000 feet or for precise surveying;

the contraction of ordinary metals, when cooled by about 75 deg. F.

(a not infrequent cooling in flights at 15,000 feet) is about 1 per

1,000 of their length—that is to say, a shortening of half a milli-

metre for the distance of the lens to the plate in an apparatus

msing a lens of 50 centimetres focus; such a shortening introduces

an error in the measurement of the principal distance, an essential

datum for photo-topography, and spoils the sharpness of the image,

giving for the image of a point a circle of diffusion the diameter

of which is one-tenth of a millimetre if the aperture of the lens

is one-fifth of the focal length.

The metal construction could preferably be done by using a

practically non-expansible metal, such as the " invar " alloy (a

special nickel-steel), the variations of which are about 4 per cent.

of those of aluminium or duralumin, or by some device comparable

»o the compensating pendulum of some clocks. To reduce to a

minimum the possibility of alterations under varying conditions

of temperature and moisture, the best plan seems to be that

adopted by the Royal Naval Air Service, at Mr. Chas. W. Gamble's

instigation (I believe) : A framework is made of four longitudinal

members, constructed of well-seasoned mahogany, slit into thige

and reversed, glued together, the whole bar being then treated

with paraffin wax ; this framework is securely fixed to stout

aluminium castings, one for the lens board, the other for the

shutter case ; the sides of the framework are then plated with

duralumin sheets, not fixed, but free to move in grooves running

the length of the members.
Some German cameras captured in the last year of the war

were equipped with electrical heating . coils, connected with the

general heating and lighting current supplied by an electric

generator driven by an air propeller ; such a heater, or the heating

envelope patented by the French Government, avoids the trouble-

some effects of cooling on the sensitiveness of the photographic

emulsion, on the operating of springs.and of rubber-covered blinds,

iin the viscosity of lubricating oils ; it avoids also the condensation

of moisture on the photographic plates when the aeroplane

descends, but not the condensation on the external surface of

the lens. L. P. Clero.

(To he contiwaed.)

A Link with the Past.—Former photographer to the English and

Trench Royal Families, Charles Taylor has died at Sidcnp at the

age of 79. He had a studio at Chislehurst during the Empress
Eugenie's residence there, and his patrons included Queen Victoria.

Mr. Taylor, we are told, took the last portraits of Napoleon III.

and the Prince Imperial at Camden House, Chislehurst.

THE BUSINESS OF A SHOP.

An Important Jotcment on Assistants' Half-Houdaxs.

In the King's Bench Division on Thursday last, November 3, the

Lord Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Sankey, and Mr. Justice Acton

gave judgment in favour of the London County Council in a caee

whicli raised the question whether employees in multiple shops

could be transferred to a shop belonging to the same proprietors

other than that at which they normally worked on the day fixed

for their weekly half-holiday under the Shops Act, 1912.

As reported in the " Times," a confectioner named Wettmsn
wa« the (iccupier of two confectioners' shops, one at 263, Old Street.

London. E.C., and the other at 30. Goodge Street, W.C. On
Oecremlier 8, 1920. between 5.30 and 6 p.m., an inspector employed
by the appellants found that a female shop assistant who usually

worked at 30. Goodge Street waa employed dressing the window at

263, Old Street. T)e<'eml>er 8 was a Wednesday, and Wednesds-
was the day of the week fixed by the respondent pursuant to t.l

Shops Act, 1912, for the weekly half-holiday of his employees.

The respondent was brought before the Old Street Police Court
for failing to comply with Section 1, Sub-Section 1, of the Shops
Act (which provid&s that on at least one week day in each week
" a shop assistant shall not be employed about the business of

shop " after 1.30 p.m.). but the magistrate dismissed tl

information.

The following facts were proved or admitted at the hearing of thv

information : (a) The respondent was the occupier of two confet

tioner's shops in London, one at 263, Old Street, E.C., and the othei

at 30, Goodge Street, W.C. ; (b) the shop assistant, Miss Wilson,
to whom the proceedings referred, was employed by the respondent
in his shop at 30, Goodge Street; {r\ Wediie.sday wa,s the day of the'
week fixed by the respondent for the weekly half-holiday of Miss
Wilson, pursuant to the Shops Act, 1912; (d) on Wednesd;n
December 8, 1920, au inspector visited 30, Goodge Street, and seeii

the respondent there asked where Miss Wilson was. He replii m

that she was having a holiday. The inspector then went to 265
Old Street, the respondent's other shop, where he found Miss Wilson
employed about the business of that shop, dressing the window,
between the hours of 5.30 and 6 p.m.
The Lord Chief Justice read the judgment of the Court, in which

he said : We assume from the findings in this case that the a^sistaat
was employed at Old Street with the knowledge and consent of her
employer. It is, therefore, unnecessarv to consider the case of
Ward V. Smith (29 The Times L.R.. 536*; [1913] 3 K.B., 154). On
the point of law raised by this case the magistrate held that he was
bound by the words of Mr. Justice Channell in George v. James
(30 The Times L.R., 230; [1914] 1 K.B., 278)—namely, "The
words ' a shop assistant «hall not be employed about the business
of a shop ' mean ' about ttie business of the particular shop in which
he is an assistant.' " He then appears to have assumed that, on
the facts found by him in this case, a shop as,sistant employed in,

dressing the window of the shop at 263, Old Street was not employed
about the business of the shop at 30, Goodge Street. It is here
that we do not quite follow him. In our opinion it is open to the
Court to accept the words of Mr. Justice Channell as they stand in

relation to the facts of the present case (veri' different, by the way.
from those in George v. James) and yet to decide, with all respect
to the magistrate, that the conclusion that he arrived at was wrong.
The words " employed about the business of a shop " clearly are,

and are intended to be. capable of very wide application. They
may readily be contrasted, for example, with such words as
" employed in a shop " or " in or about a shop," which are the
words found in Section 2 (1) of the Act. With reward to the words
" the business of a shop." strictly speaking, a shop cannot be said
tl' be a business. " The business of a shop " or " a shop's business

"

is, indeed, to the logical mind a figurative expression. It may, we
think, be fairly paraphrased for the purposes of this case as the
business carried on in the shop by the shopkeeper. Here the busi-

ness carried on by the respondent at the shop in Goodge Street was
that of the retail sale cf confectionery. But he did not carry on
that business at Goodge Street exclusively. He also carried on that
business at 263, Old Street. He carried on that business partly in

one shop and partly in the other. On these facts it seems to us to

be no straining of language to say that a person employed by the
respondent in window dressing at 263, Old Street was employed
' about the business " carried on at 30, G<x>dg6 Street or, in otlier
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' w«r<i*, aboot the boainaas " ot " the shop at 30, Goodg» Street,
|dlkoii|;b, of cotxno. not " in " nor " in or aboat " that shop. On

1 cootrar}-. to say »o appears to os to be in accordance alike with
lltriet rtMoning and common lenae. In the ense which we have
I Migbt to make clear, the biuinew " of " the ahop at 263, Old
laireat waa alio the baain«M " of " the shop at 30, Goodge Street,
l«d for the purposes of this deciaion there is no valid diatinction

1 1^ be OMde between them. And certainly to hold otherwise would,
I words of Mr Justice Cluinnell in George v. James " be open-
wide door to evasion of the Act." We think that the magis-
was wrong in dismissing the information, and that this appeal
be allowed.

CUm'

DEATH OF MR JOHN SPII.I.ER.

w» was arnoonced at the Royal Photographic Society last

, November 8, of the death u: the early hours of the
Bg of thM day, of Mr. John Spiller, one of the oldest
are of the Society, and its prendent for the years 1874-1875.

Spillcr was 88 years of age.

'Be was a scientific member of the firm of dye-makeis of Brtwkas,
•"|'*"» A Spiller, was among the leading early experimeaters in
holography, and worked in col!aborati>.ri with the late Sir William
We^kes Their JDint laboars are pari ularly remrmbeivd in the
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FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.
' tn 19.—^Bowes Park and District Phntographio Society.

>rs from the Hon. Sec '^ Smith 68. Mannock TUmA.
Wood Orten. London. N.22

November 23 to 26.—Kotherham Photographic Society. Partioalars
and entry forms from the Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Sydney
G. Livereidgo, " Orissa," Gerard Road, Rotherham

Decembtx 3 to 17.—Scottish Photographic Circle. Hon. Secretary,
W. S. Crocket, 10, Parkgrove Terrace, ToUoross, Glasgow.

1922.
January 21 to February 4.—Partick' Camera Club. Latest date for

entries, January 30. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary
Jamee Whyte. 51a, Peel Street, Partick Glasgow.

'

February 11 to 25.—Scottish Photographic Salon. Particulars from
the Secretary, James F. SmeUie, Braefindon, AUanshaw Strwet,
Hamilton.

February 14 to 17.—Exeter Camera Club. Particulars from C.
Beauchamp Hall, Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Exeter Camera
C;-.'b " St. Denys," Bellevne Road, Exmouth.

Patent News.

ProctM patenU—appiicatioTU and specifieationt—are trtaUd in
" Photo-Mechanical Xotes."

Applications, October 24 to 29 :—
Cammbas.—No. 28,456. Photographic cameras. J. W. Beaufort and

J. H. Hewitt.

Ehlargino.—No. 28,706. Apparatus for producing photographic
enlargements with multiple impressions. C. Coetantini.

DrvKLopiNO Apparatus.—No. 28,273. Apparatis for developing,
etc., photographic films. W. J. Crowe.

I.ant«rnSlidm.—No. 28.294. Production of slides for optical pro-
jection appartftos. Howells Cine Equipment Co. and D. P.
HowelU. Ltd.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
Thtte tpteifeationt art obtainable, price I/- each, pott free, from

the Patent Ogiet, to, Southampton Buildingt, Chancery Lam-.
London, W.C.

The date in brachett it that of application in this country/ or
abroad, in the caie of patents granted under the Internationa)
Convention.

BaouiDE I'BiNTiNO Boiis.—No. 169,389 (Oetober 23, 1920). The
box a is of wood and fashioned to contain electric batteries

marked 6, lamps e c* and switch if.

tit. I.

On the inner side of the lid e of the box means are provided

for receiving the plate and the card to be printed.
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Th« top of the box a is formed with a euitably sized opening /'

in the centre thereof, recessed or countersunk around its upper
edge to form a ledge g (see fig. 1) ; the lid e hinged at h, being
formed with a corresponding raised portion i on its under sur-

Fig. 2.

<ac© to fit in the opening—a cavity and frame thus being formed
4o contain the plate, and the card to be printed is inserted in the

came.
A red lamp c' is housed in a casing h mounted upon the

box a, and by opening the lid e, the lamp is lighted when the
•current is on, the current being controlled by the switch d.

1, I are terminals mounted -within the box a, and m is a con-
tact carried upon the vertically arranged rod n, which serves to
close the circuit by the action of a spring o.

The upper end of the vertical rod n makes contact with the
rounded rear edge of the lid e in such manner that as the lid

doses the rod is depressed, and overcoming the action of the
•spring o, break.? the circuit p of the red'lamp and bridges the

Fiff. 3.

contacts q and closes the circuit r of the lamp c, but as the lid

is opened the upper end of the rod is released from pressure and
the spriiig o operates to raise the rod bridging the contacts /, and
close the circuit p of the red lamp c'.

After placing the card in position, the lid e is closed, -which

operation breaks the red lamp contact and closes the circuit of

the white lamp, the latter lighting up when the lid is closed
tightly.

The card is exposed for 3 to S seconds with three or four dry
cells.—Herbert Booker, Woodside Road, Chiddingfold, Surrey.

The following complete specifications are open to public inspection

before acceptance :

—

Photography.—No. 170,595. Photography. M. de Sperati.

CrNEMATOGBAPHT.—No. 170,560. Method of and apparatus for pro-

ducing tone films. W. GraaS and P. Dresla.

CiNBMATOGRAPK-PHONOGn.U'K.—No. 170,561. Apparatus for taking
animated pictures and recording tone oscillations. W. Graaff and
P. Dresla.

Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS POS REOI8TRATI0K.
Ttrco.—No. 415,784. Cinema screens of linen, not in the piece.
Eben Williamson Morrison. 940, Sauchiehall Street, GlasRow
merchant. July 8, 1921.

'

MASKS PLACED ON THE REaiSTEli.
The joUowing marks have been placed on the register :—

Trefoil Design (" As De Trbfle ").—No. 416,088. Photographie
paper. Grieshaber Frferes & Cie., also trading as Soci^t6 des Pro-
duica Photographiques " As de Trifle," 27, Rue du Quatre-
Septembre, Paris, France, manufacturers.

NoVABROM.—No. 416,635. Photographic printing paper and post-
cards. Photo-Produits Qevaert (Societe Anonyme), 23, Sapta
Straa', Vieux-Dieu.x, Belgium, manufacturers of photographie
materials.

New Materials.

Mounts, Calendars, Passe-Partouts, and Albums. Made by
Houghtons, Ltd., 88-89, High HAIborn, London, W.C.l.

Quite a variety of new introduoUans in the sJiape of mounts, etc.,

for the forthcoming season reach us from Messrs. Houghtons. Among
them are a series of very attractive Christmas mounts of the folder

slip-in pattern, with appix>pa-iate de«.igns and mottoes in colour on
the fronts. These mounts are sodd in sets of si.x, for prints bom
V.P.K. to postcard, ait prices fixwn Is. 3d. to Is. 6d. per set.

The calendar mounts are iji two sityles, one tlie ordinary mount,
with slip-in space for a print from V.P.K. to positcai-d, sold at

prices from 4d. to 7d. eaoli, for oblong prints only. ITie base of

the mount is a stout board surfaced with a paper of grey velonr

Big. 1.

text-ure, pi'oviding a vea-y pleasdiig imita;tion of aroeodile leather.

The tear-off oaJendar appears beJow the print. The illustration

(fig. 1) by no meajis repi-esembs the very artistic appearance of the

mounts.

In calendar passe-partouts Messais. Houghitons have some exceed-

ingly pleasing designs. Fig. 2 sliows a ready-made passe-partout,

made in the oblong and upright patterns. The print has
simply to be slipped into position at tlie top of the mount. Again,
the surface is the grey velour already mentioned, which is mounted
outside the glass, the lattci- protecting the print slipped behind it.

These complete passe-part«.uts, in sizes from V.P.K. to postcard,

are priced from Is. 3d. to 2s. each.

Another novelty in passe-paatout raounte is shown in figs. 3 and
4. It is a sejf-oon.t«ined paase-partout fitted with a strut back (
flpecdal out, which allows of tiie nuyuinit. bedng supported eitheir in the
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velour finieb these posse
'" V P K. to poetoord, at

fig. i

. in aibunw MesH*. HoocfaUioe offer a Munber ot new styles,

•mon^ which we partieuisfly like ti>e " Csiibn " [fig S), a slip-ia

•Ihum, with padded roaiMM oo\-era of nKMt sHiatic apfMaraooe. Tlie

i

I-
">» vii « [lb'' in

•m 3s. Sd. to 4s. 9d

Ki(. t.

(ru(u

•n amnmrnndatsi 24

• .K lu postoardi lb* prices

ih-

s'<ii;if pMa»-P*aTovT Oinrm.—The artistio mouniing of photo-
'I « io th* passs-partoot style is beinf farther popularised by
utie by Ucaars. Honghtods of • saries of completa oatfits,

- .^onU. back boards, glassrs, biadiog strip, adhesive and
'IS oaUlt is pat ap in tbrp<> stlM : No. 1 , for prints up

t. ' , I 3^ inchsa, pncs 7s. 6d. ; No. 2, for tboaa ap to 6^ x 4J inches,

pri" 9s. 6d. ; and a third for prints op to 8^ x 6^ inches, price

1.5a 6d. The illostration shows ths attractive form in which the

t*>iuiiiiiss are bossd. Ontflta of this kind, providing indoor

•«-rii()Stion, sheold contribute to mamuin the interest of amat«iirs

*i photography during thft winter months.

Venus Rktodckdjo Pencils.—Messrs. Alpco Pencils, Ltd., 173-
175, Lower Clapton Road, London, E.5, send us specimana of th«
ini)«t receat addition to their series of retouching pencils. la addi-
ti.in to the series of Venus pencils in 14 degrees of hardness, from
3U to 9H, which they have hitherto supplied with great satisfaction
ti) users, they have just issued a new pencil. No. 3818, of round
instead of hexagon section. Many retouchers appear to prefer a
round to a hexagon pencil, and in deference to the expressed wishes
•if their customers the Alpco Company have now put on the market
this new pattern, which at present is made only in the soft degree.
We should mention also that the price of Ven s pencils has been
reduced to 6d. each, Ss. 3d. per dozen, or 54s. per gross net, and
that the makers have recently introduced some'neat pocket wallet«,
price 6e., containing Venus hexagon pencils for the convenienoe of
those users who must continually carry pencils of three or four
degrees of hardness wiUi tJion. The po'^ice list of the firm give*
the most complete description of the many grades of lead pencils
for ordinary as well as for retouching use, and also of retouching
U-ada and refills now supplied at 28. each and 2s. per box of six,
respectively. Dealers in photographic requisites should also be
interested in noting the extremely attractive stylo in which the
Vhms goods are pack«4ed.

New Apparatus.

Ensign Amateue Dky-Moitntdjo GtriTiT.—Messrs. Houghtonfi
have just put on the market a set of outfits for the dry-mounting of
prints by a modified method which is easily within the purse of the
amateur worker ot moderate means, inasmuch as the mounting press
i* dispensed with and the prints attached by means of a strip ot
Hilbesive tissue round the edges in conjunction with the use of a
•mall handpiece for heating the tissue when in position. Each
iiuliit contains a selection of both mounting boards and border tints,

the process thus allowing of an appropriate narrow border being
i;iven to eac^i print. The outfits are issued in tliree sizes (or prints

up to half-plate, whole-plate and. 10 z 8 at the respective prices of
.3)1., 4s. and 5a.

iCxXTKH Camkra Club.—This club is organising en exhibition to

be held from February 4 to 17, 1922, at Exeter, and to include three
<>|)en classes : A, for prints of any description in any medium; B,
liiiitern-slides in colour by any process; and C, monochrome lantern-

.ilides. A gold medal will also be awarded for the best picture in

the exhibition. Dr. C. Beauchamp Hall, St. Denys, Bellevue Road,
Kxmouth, is the hon. secretary, and the exhibition will be judged
l>> Mr. Bertram C. Wickison.

CtNxUA Films in Scboolb.—There is no indication that it would
tw possible to make any reduction in teaching staff as the result

of using the cinematograph ia schools, says a report by sub-

rununittee of the Loudon Education Committee, who have been

considering the subject. " Financially, therefore," proceeds the

report, " the present is not a suitable time to embark upon any
pnigramme of cinematograph developments in schools, but rather

to examine cautiously its possibilities (or a more appropriate period.

Meanwhile, on effort should be made to secure the elimination of

undesirable features in cinematography." >

^tmsa I'nOTOGRAPRS.—A report of the moon section ot the

Kritisb_^^nomicaI Associatibn deals with the many additions

that have been made to tlie map of the moon by recent photographs

taken with the great l(K)-inch reflector at Mount Wilson, California,

and suggests that a complete photographic atlas ot the moon made
by the same instrument would be a magnificent achievement. For

exampV. one of the Mount Wilson photographs depicts the whole

of the Mare Imbrium. ,A rough count ot the craters and craterlets

shown in this region gives a total of more than 700, of which

about 3(X) are not found on any existing maps. It would, we are

told, take an observer, using a powerful telescope, several years

to detect and map all ot these minute details, which have been

recorded by the camera in less than two seconds!
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Meetings of Societies,

[Novomber 11, 1921. r

MEKTINQS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Monday, Novembbb 14.

Bradford P.S. Member*' Print Night.
City of London and Cripplegato P.S. " Soro« Points on Picture

Making." B. 0. Wickiaon.
Dow-.sburjr P.S. " Developing Negatives." Albert Lyles.
Kidderminster and I>ist. P.S. " Amateur Photographer " I'rize

Slidee.

Leeds Camera Club. " Transferotype. " W. H. Hammond.
Southampton C.C. " Anaatigmat Lenses." Aldig Bros.
South London P.S. " Pictorial Ideals." M. O. Dell.
Wallasey Amateur Phot. Soc. " Bits in the Hundred of Wirral "

W. Tansley.
Walthamstow & Dist. P.S. " Development." E. Willcocks.

Tuesday, NovEMBsa IS.
U.P.S. " Some Sea Birds." Frank R. D. Onslow.
Birmingham P.S. "The History of Photography." E. C.

Middleton.
Cambridge and Dist. Phot. Club. Annual Dinner.
Exeter C.C. " ' Tri-Colour ' Photogiaphy, Principle and Practice,

Demonstrated with Diagrams, Cameras, and Prints," etc.
Frederic G. Tutton.

Hackney Phot. Soc. Short Papers by Members.
Leeds Phot. Soc. " The Magic Carpet." H. Crowther.
Morley Phot. Soc. " With Cycle and Camera in North-East

Yorks." H. Guy.
South Glasgow C.C. Lantern Slide Monthly Competition.
Tyneside Phot. Soc. Print Criticism

Wednesdat, November 16.
.\ccrington C.C. " Seltona." J. R. Ki^leya.
Borough Polytechnic P.S. " Printing Processes."
Croydon C.C. " Ramble with the Paget Col. Plate." F. R. Newens.
Dennistoun Am.\teur Phot. Assoc. '-Bromoil." John Thomson.
Halifax Scientific Society. The " .\mat. Phot." 1921 Prize Slides.
Ilford P.S. Lecture by Mr. Bertram Cox.
Partick C.C. First Lantern Slide Competition.
Pochdale .Amateur P.S. " Thro* the Grecian Archipelago and the

Near East." Messrs. Butchers.
South Suburban P.S. "London from Many Points of View."

H. Creighton Beckett.

Thdesday, Noveubeb 17.
Camera Club, The. " Elements of Bromoil." R. Crowther.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. " The Isle of Skye."

Arthur Gardner, M.A.
North Middlesex P.S. " Vitegas and Novex." C. J. Gooch.
Timbridge Wells Amateur P.A. " The Gates of the Orient."

Rev. H. 0. Fenton, B.A. *

Wimbledon and District C.C. " That which makes a thine what
it is." E. C. Perry.

*^

Friday, November 18.
R.P.S. Pictorial Group Meeting. " Photography in Relation to the

Graphic Arts." J. Dudley Johnston.
Edinburgh Photographic Society. Social Evening.
Wombwell and Dist. P.S. Exhibition Prints.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
Meeting held Tuesday, November 8, Mr. F. F. Renwick, F.IC,

in the chair.

Papers arranged by the Scientific and Technical Group were
read.

Mr S. O. Rawling, B.Sc, of the British Photographic Research
-X.ssociation, read a paper on sepia toning with colloidal sulphur.
Experimente ha.i been made for the purpose of examining the
ability of sulphur in the colloid state to tone a silver image to a,

sepia coloar. Sulphur was dissolved in absolute alcohol, and the
solution mixed with a large quantity of water. The diluted
.solution was found to tone, bnt very slowly, requiring three hours
at a temperature of about 125 deg. F. It appeared that the
action did not take place in the manner ascribed to colloid sulphur
by Lumiere and Seyewetz, viz., by intermediate formation of
hydrogen sulphide. Mr. Rawling had found that a saturated solu-

tion of the latter in air-freed water did exert a certain toning
action in the heat, but very slightly. The action was retarded by
1 educing agents such as formaline and sulphites, and was accele-
rated by oxidising agents. Altogether the experiments showed that
colloid sulphnr was perfectly effective in toning.

The next paper, by Mr. W. T. Wilkinson on '• Scott Archer's
and Hardwick's WetCollodion Formulse Revised," described an
improved form of the process ba.sed on the use of a mixture of
bromide and chloride of silver in?tfad of iodide. An advisable
proportion of bromide to chloride in the collodion was 4 : 1. Th»
sensitising bath could then be a 60-gr. solution of silver nitrate
rendered slightly acid with nitric acid. Owing to the insolubility

of silver bromide or chloride in the silver solution, the diflicuUieB

of keeping the bath saturated (as when silver iodide was the sensi-

tive salt) were not experienced. Also the sensitiveness of the plate
was about twice that of one prepared with iodide *

Mr. Wilkinsor. explained that the exposed plate could be
washed and developed with any alkaline developer. Also it could
be treated with an organifier and could then be exposed dry and
also colour-sensitised with the Sensitol dyes.

Mr. A. C. Banfield showed a di.sh of his design for the develop-
ment by time of panchromatic plates. He had made it on account
of the pinholes and other markincs occasionally encountered in

developing in a tank with vertical grooves. The dish had a loo.se

flat bottom provided with two pairs of parallel grooves, into each
of which six 45 x 60 mm. plates could be slipped end to end.

An upright pieco served as a handle for placing the loose plate-

holder in the dish and removing it. The device thus allowed him
to wipe the surfaces of the plates with his finger, and he declared

that he could feel an air-bell on a plate and remove it—a state-

ment that aroused a lively discussion and called forth completely
contradictory experiences in the avoidance of air-bells when
developing plates in r. tank.

Mr. Renwick read, in abetract. a paper on " The Optical and
' Photographic Properties of some Isomeric Isocyanines," by Miss
F. M. Haraer, B.Sc, of Cambridge, who had carried out experi-

ments for Sir William Pope. Starting from the isocyanine iodide

parent substance, Miss Hamer had prepared derivatives by substi-

tution of other radicles in different places in the group, and testing

the absorptive and colour-sensitising properties of the resulting

compounds. The radicles substituted were the cinamaroyl-amino,

acetyl-amino and amino groups, and the experiments had brought

to light several excellent colour-sensitisers, and also examples of

departure from the customary relation between the absorption and
sensitising properties.

Votes of thanks were nccorded to the authors of the papers.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.,

Mr. H. W. G. Bidgood, representing Necol Industrial Collo-

dions, Ltd., of 62, London Wall, F..C.2, demonstrated the various

uses of its products, and is to be congratulated on a sncoessfnl

first appearance in the role of lecturer. The demonstration was
a " trade " one. pure and simple, with no pretence to the con-

trary ; it was, however, made quit* interesting by Mr. Bidgood,

who evidently has a thorough grasp of his subject, a feature which,

if shaied by all representatives of commercial houses, would

render trade demonstrations more sought after by the larger clubs.

He started with a description of the various collodions made
by his firm, and their many applications, incidentally revealing

an intimate knowledge of several trades, particularly those in

leather. In fact, he rather over-dosed his audience with leather,

and will know better next time. Of course, collodion is prepared

for photographic emulsions, but is only supplied in bulk, and atten-

tion need only be drawn to a few products apparently of real

utility to the average man.
" Necol " household cement, just on the market, is a special

collodion in col'apsible tubes, and, it is claimed, will unite every-

thing except india-rubber. When set, it is impervious to heat, is

waterproof, and will even resist boiling water. China, xylonite,

glass, and leather, among other things, can be dealt with. Excel-

lent also for sticking " invisible " patches on old boots, ever

grateful and comforting. A leaflet printed in red ink for those

who prefer this colour to legibility, gives full particulars.

A " Necol " colourless lacquer (shortly to be placed on the

market) makes an impervious negative varnish, applied cold ; will

waterproof an.vthing ; renovates leather, and affords a durable cold

lacquer for metal. Mixed with finely ground black pigment, it

gives a tenacious dead-black on metal. Specimens of a dead-
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whit« surface on in«tal, and transparent coloured lacquers

«et« also abown. The demonstrator next paaeed round a p«T-

teetij watertight developing dish composed of s thin strawboard

•f ultra-rrAten qoality. The corners had been reinforced by thin

card or paper auiclc with the cement, and the interior given three

•oats of the lacqtMC.

" Flaatic wood " (only aapplied direct) is another Neool pro-

doct which appears to have many uses apart from it« primarj'

object—the making of engineers' patterns. It is a dough which

can be moulded to any shape, and when set may be regarded a:;

waterproof wood, taking kindly to all wood-working tools. Unlike
ih.1 more advCDtarous patty, it is ideal for filling in cracks, as

in it invariably atopa at home. So tightly indeed does it

,:...., that if any gets on the bands nothing will remove it com-

pletely except a special aolutioo supplied for the purpose. The
public wood can be had in half-pound tins, and it is to be hoped

the special solution in quantity leas than the gallons airily referred

to by the lecturer from time to time, otherwise the small user

may find himself in rather an awkward position.

.V hearty vot« of thanks was accorded Mr. Bidgood, who un-

<i)u(iCedly made good.

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS* ASSOCIATION.

the Council was held at 4, Southampton Row, on
- r 14. Present : Mesa«. Adams, Basil, Bennett.

in, Chaplin. Chapman, Chase, Cbidley, Corbett, Dickin-

Gray, Haines, Hana, Illingworth, Lambert, Read,
Speai^ht, Spink, Wakefield, Swan Wal«oD, Wedlake,

Sims (secretary).

"tsry read a letter friAn Mrs. Fry and from Mr. Arthur

ting their gratitode to the Council for their floral tribute

'«ords of sympathy. He alao read the letter which he

. .'!.'s. Fry on learning of the death of her hushand. The
I .ncil stood ill silence in memory of their late col'eague, and,

he motion of Mr. Swan Watson (President), seconded by Mr.
y :ilc Brown (ex-Prceident), it was agread that the secretary's

' r Ahr.!!)!! hm entered on the minutea.
1'

. which was deeply moved, formally recorded the
' -e ' '.-noe which had already besn aeot in anticipation

hy Ih" -. .ry.

Mr (>': :: Hana, with his ronseni, was onanimonsly appointed

a tru-'tw ii ii:.ve of the late Mr. Fry.

Mr K'/ ' .;j .Vaoghan (Solicitor) attended to report progreas
-viih T'^iT'i incorporation, and there wa* a gstiaral discnision

HI many mip >rtant points.

Mr. V«ui(h.in said that although this woald not be an associa-

tion which was known as so association " not for profit," it

votild be • company limited by guarantee. The company either
...I ... 1..,^, , share capital, and the liability of th« members

•i to the sharss for which they aabscribcd, or it was
' T-iirsnt«e, the amount of the liability of each member

'x..-:.. I,. I Id this eaae the liability, in the event of wind
' _' up, <••> liniled to ten shillings. The expression "not for

' r rit,*' it was bis duty to tell them, had a technical meaning.
It was the hradirij; of tbs asclioa of the Act which described an

iation jim>'.ir to the on* be had mentioned, the I{oyal

Oeographical S>cirty, where the members took no benefit. Directly

'.he phrase was osed every judge and lawyer would say that this

wss the kind of awi'ci«l>i>n He wss afraid, therefore, that it

mast be pat hry nd t\ar»x.\-n. and a general meeting would be a
aimpU way .f dealing with it. The Solicitor added that the delay

':>hirh hi'i <-' urred had been onavoidabls. He had prepared the

draft of t)',.. memorandum and articles at once, bat had had to

wait for th- Board of Trade.

The 0>*i-man suggested that the.v should accept the so'icitor's

advice and ra I a Special general ni<^ting at the earliest possible

ttrtrx ^ructions t^^i register under the title of a

im'- I by guarantee. He further suggested that

Mr \ > ,,;^aii shoulij be asked to drsft the notice convening the

me^t^r.' md lo exp'sm briefly thr situation.

This w.i, iinanimriufly agreed to.

Before ih- < I ritor withdrew, the Chairman, amid applause,

hear- r^n the good work he had been doing

^It Wl

^^K*s*oc
^*0«wi

The Secretary reported upon the case of Bone v. Etches, whicb
concluded on October 11 with a verdict for Miss Bone (a member
of the P.P.A.), with £150 damages and costs. The case was con-
ducted by Mr. Reginald Vaughan, solicitor to the P.P.A. Mia»
Bone, of Peterborough and Hunstanton, brought an action against
Mr. J. B. Etches, who formerly carried on business at Peter-
borough under the style of the Rapid Photo Co., which the plaintiff

purchased from him in 1916. By the deed of assignment Mr.
Etches covenanted not to sell photographs to any persons at less

than the prices current for the time being of the Rapid Photo
Co., or of the plaintiff. On the defendant's return to business
after being demobilised he restarted in 1919 in the photographic
trade at the old address, Narrow Street, Peterborough, under the
stylo of the Aerial Photo Co , and issued a price list, in which he
offered to do view work of " second quality finish " at prices

which were leas than those current at the Rapid Photo Co. and
those of the plamtiff in the action.

The Secretary read », letter from the Eagle and Star British

Dominions Insurance Company, Ltd., stating that they must be
informed, both by new proposers and existing policy holders, if

celluloid films were being used, this to be followed by inspection

of premises when necessary.

The Secretary reported 24 new members (Nos. 1,602-25), 11 of

which were obtained through Messrs. Houghtons, Ltd. Five resig-

nations were also reported.

Owing to the business on the agenda, a, large proportion of the

business was not reached, it was therefore resolved to adjourn the

meeting to Thursday, October 27.

The CounciV adjourned at 7 p.m. for refreshment, after which

Mr. Haines described his visit to America and to the Convention

at Buffalo. A vote of thanks was passed to him vniynimously for

his very interesting audress. The President handed to Mr. Herbert

Lambert a silver cup from the Vancouver Exhibition, and Mr. Lam-
bert returned thanks to the president for his congratulatory

remarks.

The adjourned meeting of the Council took place at 35, Russell

Square, on Thursdsy, October 27. Present : Messrs. Adams, Basil,

Chaplin, Chase, Ellis, Haines, Hana, Illingworth, St. George,

Speaight, Spink, Turner, and Lang Sims (secretary).

Mr. Alfred Ellis took the chair.

.\pologi«a for non-attendanoe were read from Messrs. Frank
Brown, Chapman, Corbett, Swan Wat«on (president), and Wakefield.

The Secretary read a number of letters from correspondents, and
his replies thereto, which latter were endorsed by the Council. A
country member asked for information with regiird to apprentice-

ships. He was referred to the partiru'ars given in the Handbook.
It was agreed that a printed form of indenture might be sent to

inqaireis.

A seaside member wrote stating that he had all photographic

rights on the pier, and that these had been infringed by a photo-

graph taken on the pier which had appeared in the Pre«s. The
opinion was expressed that the rights which the pier company had

given could only have applied to the taking of professional photo-

graphs—i.e., sittings—on the pier, and could not be interpreted in

such a way as would prevent visitors from using cameras.

A country member wrote asking whether the Association had a

scale of fees for photographs illustrating trade advertisements. The
Secretary, in his reply, had referred him to the instructions as to

copyright which appeared in the Handbook. Some discussion took

place as to whether definite figures could not be quoted in such a

case, snd it was po'nted out that no figures could have a general

application, and that the matter was one for individual arrangement.

guiuB correspondence was resd concerning a di«pute between an

Illsil diMIber and a firm of dealers in second-hand apparatus, r«-

sarding a camera whch, in the njember's view, was wrongfully

il.tiined. Through the intervention of the Secretary, the misunder-

standing was cleared up so satisfactorily that the member, as some

practical recognition of the work done by the Association on his

behalf, had forwarded 20s. to the funds.

A cmntry member wrote with regard to a controversy over a Press

reprodoction rf a photograph which had topical intfrest, and the

Secretary reported that he had had ao interview with the agency

concerned, and liad successfully proved the member's cln'm to a fee.

A London member wrote concerning the carriage of his photo-
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graphic apparatus by rail, statiii!; that his operator, j2;oiii^ on a

profeesioiiai engagement, had been charged 10s. for ])a«<songer's lug-

gage. The Secretary stated that he had interviewed the Assi.stant

Manager of the Great Western Railway, and it was pointed out to

him that any luggage over and above certain small hand luggage

was liable to be charged. Several members of the Council gave
their experiences, which varied considerably, and the subject was
adjourned until the next meeting.

Mr. Adams proposed the establishment of a permanent Propa-

ganda Committee for the purpose of ascertaining the best method
of bringing forward the claims of the Association. Such a com-
mittee might consider a co-operative scheme of advertising.

.\ small provisional committee was appointed, coiisi.sting of

Messrs. Adams, Basil, and Speaight, to explore the .situation, and
fnrnlsh to the next meeting of the Council a preliminary report on
propaganda, with which was bound up the question of co-operative
advertising.

Cambridge and Disibict Photogeaphic Club.—At the meeting
held on November 2, Major F. Debenham gave a lecture on
• Antarctic Exploration, with Notes on Polar Photography." The
lecturer, who was a member of Capt. Scott's expedition, first

ileecribed the various ice fonnatione met with, and showed
lantern slides of each kind. He then dealt with the animal life

found in those regions, and mentioned that the only living

creatures which remained in the Antarctic all their lives were two
tiny insects, which often remained frozen inside lumps of ice for
several years, and on waking only had perhaps an hour's hectic

life before being frozen in again. The lecturer showed some very
comical picture^ of penguins, and told some amusing tales in con-

nection with them. Amongst other things, he described the dogs
and ponies used by the explorers, and gave some idea of the life

led by the expedition. Dealing with photographic questions Major
Debenham said that among the chief difficulties met with was
(he condensation of any moisture on the lenfi and plates, and it«

subsequent conversion into ice crystals, which were very hard to

remove. The intense cold soon upset the working of focal-plajie

.'ihutters, and it was difficult to get a good rendering of rocks and
iuow on the same plate owing to the extreme brilliance of the
snow. On the other hand, the actinic value of the light was very
high ; when using a, Watkins meter in sunshina the paper usually

took only a second to darken to the standard tint, as compared
with 4 or 5 sees, in England in summer time. The absence of
any haze in the atmosphere made it easy to get clear views of

distant objects. The lecturer's own slides were of a high quality,

and he also showed .some by Mr. H. G. Pouting, and one which
represented one of Capt. Scott's first efforts at photography.

Messrs. Ventihbta, Ltd., makers of ventilating gas stoves for
studio heating, to whom we recently referred a correspondent,
inform us that they have removed from Argyle Street. Oxford
Circus, to 311 and 324, Old Street, London, E.G. 2.

Drawn by Pan! Beilly. From Judge.

TTnchowdh) Propisbions : Tbb Pbotoobatht o» Cbiidrex.

News and Notes.

British Showrooms Abboad.—Premises have been secured at 9,

Hue de Ligne, Brussels, for the first of the sample showrooms which
are to be organised in all parts of the world bv the Federation of

British Industries to enable British manufacturers to display their

goods to foreign buyers.

Bowes Park Photographic Society.—The thirteenth annual ex-

hibition will be held at Unity Hall, Newnham Road, White Hart
Lane, Wood Green, N.22. on the 17ui, 18th and 19th of the preeent
mouth. The exhibition will be judged by Mr. F. C. Tilney, and
on the opening night Mr. W. L. F. Wastell will deliver his lecture,
" A Loon in London." On the two following evenings lectures will

l>e dediveired by Mesei's. H. Orei^itoii Beckett and C. P. Ciwvither.

A Njsw Cbjtbrion Professional Paper.^Messrs. Criterion,
Ltd., inform us that they are just issuing a new matt bromide
i;a£er for professional use. Its special feature is a distinctive matt
surface closely resembling the natural surface of the paper. The
new paper is made in three grades of contrast, ordinary, hard and
extra hard. Samples will be sent to bona-fide professional photo-

graphers, and orders can only be accepted for e.xecution in

rotation.

Correspondence.

*•• CorreapondenU should never write on both sidet of th< paptt.

No notice it taken of communications unlets the namut anH
addretiet of the writers are given.

*•* We do not undertake responsibility for tht opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

ARTIGUE'S TWO-NEGATIVE METHOD FOR SOFT FOCUS
PORTRAITS.
To the Editors.

GeaiAlemein,—Mr. Coles' letter on Artigue's two-aiegative process

iwises a point which occuiTed to me and led me to experiment
consideaabily.

Oontraa'y to my expeatataons I found film almoat useleBB for *he

pui^pose. t'sed in corabinatiom vvirtii a plate, it is a remarkable fact

thart the film, even witihont the addition of a thickness of glass or

film, pixxluces the effect of dreadful haJatiom in tlie rear pUute, as

compared witJi the genei-al aoifitemed effect when a plate is used,

thus i-endea-iiig them aimoSt useJess for this purpose. The only
cause I oan think of is the oooting of geJatine on the back of the

film causes fa-r more sca.t.tea- thao its transpaj'oney would suggest.

It would be interesting to have tJie e.xperienoes of other

exi>erimonteirs.

DiH>adful thought—is the glass plate of tihe ftifcure to rise

triumphant wiUi emulsion on both sides, aaid put to shame its

• •elluloid cousin?—Yom-s truly, Wm. Aspden.
234. High Sti-eet, Bangor,

November 4. '

EFFICIENCY OF THE FOCAL PLANE SHUTTER.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Referring to the reply to " C. C." re. efficiency of

focal-plane shutters in your issue of October 28, I have a half-plate

Thornton-Pickard focal-plane shutter fitted to a cemera by one
of the leading makers. The plate is f in. from- the blind, which,
with i in. slide register, leaves ^ in. for thicluiess of shutter

frame. It would seem, therefore, that this distance preclude,'!

anything near the maximum efficiency being attained, and it may
iiccount for the fact that, with exposures short enough to stop

.'.uch mction as children playing games, I get hopelessly under-
exposed plates at //6 5 on a sunny summer day- It appears quit.^

unnecessary to have the shutter frame | in. thick between slide ami
blind, as there is ample thickness of frame between blind and
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to !:
~ -at stren|;th, but apparently the Thomton-

pickmrd Co. -'rwise.

It would be iiiterpstiog U> hear from readers who are experts in

(My work M to the actoal meaeareineiit« of the apparatus they

^Tea mggcst a bliod at only i in. from the plate, bnt I do not

Kg bow this c<mld be obtained save with a metal slide and a

I
JiiHiii redoced to the ninimum thickness —Toars faithfully.

M. R. Douglas.

9, Dtiadaoald RomI.

Kfnsal Rise. London, N.W.IO,

.N'avember 2.

i^V.-^lH FOB PORTRAITURE : COMMERCIAL r. ARTISTIC
PHOTOGRAPHY.
To the Editnn.

A GviilaaMB,—I bave fvad with more than osiial intereat the corre-

agnd«raa oa the above heading, and am particularly impreaaed

ty the ititMntT of Mr. Baaeri in your issue of October 22. If

Wars out lb* MasrUoo of M«Mn. Beck and Andrews in their first

\Maa of " Pboto(r«phic LeoMa," which I am perfectly oonvinoeil

k'Idi jood now tt well m it did th.

:

that there has never

bMo produced a lens for portraiture '

i o extra-rapid rerti-

Haaar With nearhr forty years of exptri< ' yet to meet a

Ims that will give a portrait to equal th. ens Ross /5.6

"Unlveraal Symmetrical." Other eqnaUy rapid U.R.'e may be

eiua'.Iy satisfactory in the bands of th«r nana. Of that I have

•nt had tha ezpariaoca, bnt I hav. . newer anaatigmats

br aevval maktfs. aod certainly neN' 1 the same pleaaing

rimlt/i as with tha BoM /6.6 of 12 tu ^ lucbea focal length, and

•iill <iM> the 20-in. for cabiaH work.

A. regards thoea things called " ait • (biwi the mark) 1 leave

tb-t, sort of thing to the few who are unabla to prodooe pleaaing

•iatail, aod ara eotttaot to Mnothar their ignoranoe ooder tha cloak

ef what they <«nn art.

! .: cUm of work will aoon die a natural death, and would be

Wh ,- inee buried but (or the effort of .*rUin pboto|:raphic papara

mhtrh have been labouring in vain to make the ordinary mortals

believe Ibey :
" Have agree and see not."—Yoora faithfully,

Orinn AiudioB. Landooderrv'

Jon FaAMCTs Emglisb.

Nrtveiul>er 1.

rHKoMIUM INTE.NSIKICATIOK.

To the Editors.

Uaot^easan.—In your laaainfr article on JntMsifleation you refer

J
' ation, and T

•'- -nrried out certain ex-

nr I tba max of intensification

« •*. Ap«n.<,r >•• was developed y»

.1 half the u» ina waa givao Uliee

,,j ,
,.... ,,. 'iromiom irii«-ii»Uirr with a minimum

,n .;. I ,

'

I. and as tho density was not than sufB-

^.
' rformed witli the usual lerricyanide

„ y, except that a little mercury

b- Jived i:i i.-liol »»* added (mcreory bromide was used

- the mercnric chloride was not available), and 1*e

j, jdad. This gave a oonaiderable degree of aitn

• that the oagatiTe gave a ftrst-rata print.

m which some information woold be naefnl

» limam intenaificatioa, i.e., with a minimnm

•i.^uiji oJ «:..l l;..«-eninr i» sometimes very slo», and is much

a.'wlaraled by pour «i the eolation repeatedly on to the negative

er print tba part on which the solution falls bleaching mnch more

r.r.rr th.n other pari.v Tb. writer is st a loaa to give an explana-

tbM metbod for prinU the proesM sometimes btaaka

.«a ol the brown-black or gsaHght variaty, and though

-trte are not eonclusive, it wmU appear to be safer

pcrations by artificial lii;ht. and when, with this

., « loaat are ttill obtained, as is soraatimaa the case.

„ mate or potasaiom amrooninm chromata abonld

I, reocc to potass, bichromate. The writer doea not

.t.*., [n V tir »Dy explanation, as he U not a chemist, bnt Uied

!h« «<i. • . .1 as Ibey were more easily washed out of liie paper.

and the results were certainly better. Some brands of B.B. papeki

seem to be immune from thia irooble, while of others, some of the
surfaces are difficult to intensify, while the remainder give no-

trouble; generally speaking, the more glossy the paper the greater

the chance of an inferior result,—I am. Sir,

Yours faithfully,

A. H. Hav..
• 1, Eliot Vale, Blackheath,

November 4.

THE NODAL SPACE OF A LENS.
To thF Editors.

Gentlemen,—Mr. Lockctt has an interesting method of finding:

this in his article in the " B.J." of October 21, 1921, bnt hia-

formula is needlessly complicated.

Let m and n be two ratioe of enlargement, of which tn is the

larger ; let D, and D^ be the correeponding distances between the

object and the image; 5 = the intemodal space, and / the-

anterior conjugate corresponding to the smaller enlargement.

m.n.(n+l)

n(in-f-l)«—m(n+l)>
Then/=(C,—/),)x

How Z), =/ + /, + S. Henoe5 = i), — (/ + /i)-

Further, take m = 2» and (1)* becomes

2«(n+ l)

(1)

2»t

(S)

12,

and 8^D,-{D,-D,)X^^

Further, in the particular case where »=2 m=4, then/= y (7>j— Z),l

/.-? (».-i>.) S={I>,-D,) i* and F=* {D,-D,)

—Yours faithfnlly,
R. J. S. SlKMOK.

WATERTIGHT STUDIO ROOFS.

To the Bditon.

(knUetncn.—I think the following maAerial will ii*ereBt bo«h your

correspondent " M.W.," also Mr. V. L. Wyrall, and all who Buffer

fram a leaky mol, no matter »^i«ft(her the roo* ia glass or any other

kind Tlris is Ma*t«oa«i. sold by the Imdiuatrial Bngineoring Co.,

Ui.. Poland Hooae, 167, Oxfani StiJeat, London, W.l, who, no

doobt, woidd be pleMod to seod aoyooe a leaflet on ita use.

I bave stopped a very leaky root (^aos), wbkh ia 0mott, flat, and,.

cwirV to tha watar not running oil qniokly, uaed to leak witJi th^

sli(^it^ drop of rain. But since nsing Maalsooo it is quite wat«ir-

tight, "van w*ii some ^aas whiA waa not puttied in at aU, jnst

laid on and a coat of Mastiooa put on top in place of the putty, t

have aiso stopped a matchboard bailding from leaking through the

joint* Anyone who tries thia I think will find their troubles ab

an end.-Yonrs faithfully, Ernbst Dychf,.

PaUoe Studsoe, Birraingliain

.

Novenrixr 4.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen.—The exceptionally hot summer which we bave^

experienced has pUyed havoc with the old faahioned saah-lights,

causing the wood and putty to part company.

The rain this week-end has no doubt caused the etudio pro-

prietor! to put their " thinking c^ie " on in order to effect a cure

• ere the winter's storma begin." Like many other thmgs :l u

<ift«R the case of " Out of sight out of mind," and no matter

how^«o««i»>o work is, in the «r« instance, the upkeep must be

May I be allowed to give the benefit of my experience in con-

nection with a picture gallery? Thie had three sky^Hghta, good,

bad and , according to shade afforded by the eurround-

ing' buildings, which proved that it was the action of the sun.

which affected them.
• Lazy people take the most pams," and our theorist got to wort

inside with pUimbob ahd line to locate the point of mlet.

After -ondry patching, and " dodging, np" the matUj-^eeme*

evrn worse, so we decided, to make a job of it. The whole WM.
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thoroughly washed with -weak eoda water, and a sharp coat of white

lead and turpentine wit}i a very little dryers was applied, followed

next day by another of stone colour. Here 1 must emphasise the

importance of the white lead being the main foundation of the

paint, and in colouring the less pigment there is the better.

If a ready mixed paint is used white lead and boiled oil should

be added, but it is far preferable to mix one's own.

This did not effect a complete cure, but it became an annual

institution, and when we at last got them, water-tight we still

carried' on with the good work, and have not be^i troubled since.

While on the subject, should any of your readers have a leak in

corrugated iron or zinc, I can recommend the following :—Two
parts of powdered resin, one part of tallow, and a little white lead.

Melt in an old baking tin, and cutting some strips of calico, dab

the same in the mixture and apply hot. This will stick

instanter, and can then be painted, taking care to cover the edges

well. G. S.

TESTING THE VIGOUR OF DEVEM)tPlMENT PAPBJRS.

To the Bddtora.

Gentlemen,—In ray article laat week I mad<> use of the w'ord

"Steep" in oomneotion with soft }>apers (paTagraph 10). As this

word is oonunonily assocdajted with tlie idea of vigour or oontrast, my
wording of the paragrapih was ra,thea- unfoiitunaite. My cndeavoui- was
to oom/tradiat tlie idea thaA sof)t papers (having long exposure i-amgeii)

have some inherent power of reoxdening a bigger numbeir of grada-
tions than other papers, irrespecitive of other factors. My meaning
ifould have been oleajrer had I said: "Taking all emulsions as

capable of reredoring the 100 gradations which are visible to the
human eye, a sofit ©mulsdon wUl render them from 100 steep grjda-
tioms of a harsh negative, while a oontrasty emulsion rendei-s them
*rom 100 shallow gradataona of a soft negative, providing that the
negatives ooiiSain 100 gradations, and ai-e properly suited to the
papers, this latter being a seinous point when we have so many
gradee of soft, and so many of vigorous, in both negatives and
papers."

Thermit.

Answers to Correspondents.

ill accordance with our prtsent practice a relatively tmall space it

Motted in each issue to repliei to corretpondents.

We will answer by poat if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply: 5-ceni International Coupon, from readers
abroad.

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " mtut reach us

not later thtm^Tuetday {posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

T. F.—Bolton sheeting is to be obtained of most furnishing drapers.
Messrs. B. Burnet and Co., Ltd., 22, Garrick Street, London,
W.C.2, usually have it in stock. It is used for casement curtains.

M. A.—We published a specification of a drying-machine by Bates
in the " B.J." of September 30 last, page 585. In 191& we
published two .specifications by Morse, one in the issue of
February.28, page 103, and the other December 19, page 744.

W. A.—You can obtain vanadium chloride from chemical firms
6uch as TlopkinB and Williams, 16, Crosfi Street, Hatton Garden,
London, E.C.I, or British Drag Houses, Ltd.. 16-30, Graham
Street, City Road. London, N.l. The current list of the latter
prices the SO per cent, solution at 5s. per oz. In both copper
and uranium toning the silver image is converted by the ferri-
cyanide into ferrocyanide. In the copper process this latter is
converted simultaneously into copper ferrocyanide, and in the
uranium process into the corresponding uranium salt. We do
not know what is the chemical basis of the red toning of a
sulphide-toned print in a gold bath.

P. G.—The best method of storing sensitive photographic materials,
both plates and papers, is in an air-tight metal box, which itself

can be kept in a cool place. Very suitable boxes are the tin

trunks sold by the oidinary department stores- A number of

somewhat similar boxes are now obtainable at moderate prices in

the shape of surplus goods ; one firm is R. Black, 51, High
Holborn, W.C.I. Without any further protection papers will

keep for months in these conditions if the storage place is cool,

and a further available means towards keeping is to provide the
box with a false grid bottom and to place below this a few
pounds of dry calcium chloride, which may be put in muslin bags
for convenience.. When the chloride becomes damp it is only

necessary to roast it thoroughly in an old iron saucepan over a
fire to restore it to its original condition.

Models in Advertisement PHOTOonAi-HS.—My young lady, whil»

in the employ of a small commercial photographer as a prin

was told to sit for two photographs, and was told they were
a catalogue No payment or agreement was made. They 1.

now appeirred on the screen of the local theatres as advert

ments for the firm whose furniture was photographed. Can
in any way make the .Irm or the photographer take them ofi

screen or catalogue, or alter the photograph so as to make her

unrecognisable' She has since loft the employ of the photo-

grapher.—W. E. A.

We do not think that your fianc^ can take any measures te

prevent the exhibition of the photographs which have been taken
of her in any form whatever, so long as their exhibition does

not constitute a libel of her. The law defines libel as something
which holds up a person to ridicule or contempt. We do not

think either ut the photographs which you send would be

regai'ded as libellous.

B. G.—We should have liked to have seen the negative in order
to have been abl*- to say whether the colour is the general staia

which is sometimes produced by the uranium intensifier, or tlie

natural brownish-red image which is produced. If it is the

former, hypo will account for it, although generaUy the stains

in this case are patchy. We should try soaking the negative

for a quarter of an hour or so in a weak solution of ammonitun
sulphoeyanide which, as a rule, will remove general stain

produced by the uranium intensifier. For thoroughly washing
a few negatives there is no better method than laying them,
film up, on an inclined board down which a stream of wat^-
constantly passes from a short length of tube arranged trans-

versely at the head of the board and perforated every quarter-

inch or so by a fine hole. This uses little water and is very
efficient. We think half an hour's washing in this way is

ample. It should also be sufficient for ordinary purposes to give

the negative a succession of 7 or 8 five-minute soaks in successive

lots of clean water, but if intensification with mercury or

uranium is to be done a longer washing is necessary, as either

method is, so to speak, a delicate test for hypo in the film.

The British Jonmal of Photography.
Tlie OMett Photographic Jonmal ia the WorM.

rasmilU EVERY FBIDAT. Establishxd 1854. PRICE FOURPEWa.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION POST FREE.

United Kinodom oe Canada.—One Year, £1 Is. 8d. : Six Months,

IDs. lOd. ; Three Months, Ss. 5d.

„ -, (One Year £1 3s. lOd.Ant Ot.^ Pabt ) su Months ... 12s. Od.
OF xm World.

| y^^^^ ^^„^^ ^, (^

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO READERS.—Until further notice

agents wtU supply the " B. J.' to order ordy, at the high price

prevailing for everything in connection with newspaper production

prohibits the distribution of surplus copies for chance sales. It

is therefore necessary in order to ensure the regular delivery »f
the " B. J." to place an order definitely with a dealer, newsagent
or bookstall clerk, or to send a subscription to the publishers.

Hbnby Greenwood & Co., Ltd., Proprietors and Pabliaheri,

24, Wellington Street, London, W.C.2.
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The j)uhl]-her»' supply of the 1922 "B.J. Alniaoac " ii practi-

cally trxbaustrd. Intending individual purcbaaers are advised to
{j!u.> their order* inunediaUly with a photographic dealer, book-
t.litr ur IwuksUll. 'P. 681 I

I: l: Kawkiiu in a contributed article, describes how tu
' 'I !ig maak for convenient production of white-margin

....... (p. 68«.)

: .- article we refer to v<iiit of the points raised in a
.:,\et>y in tbeae paiies on the respective commercial
what may be termed ' ordinary " and " exhibition

"

A coDclaaion is thai no matter how " ordinary " a

her's work may >«, it m to his interest to cultivate

ms and equally to interest the public in things artistic

In a farther I'ort

t o:i the ooodiiioD i

'.'t.c f'cal lenetti

,.l th. —aU r.pl l..»l

' ' when photographing
^plained. (P. 685.)

Or. B T. .1. Olover examinee proposals for a cootraat rating
cf printiriif ii..n.>r4 .iiirl r<impft f<» tl.v • Tinclu.iion that a set of com
r r< ' r'her more effectively than
« .1 ^. id 1* stated by the paper

Thr c^pnciudiog part of (be Traill T«vl.,r Irrture. r»^»iiilv .loli-

^ r-.l l.v SI. L. p. Clerc on aerv. pliy. revu t

' melh.'il of suapcnaion, ice of pi „ . ' i-:

riiains a brief sanrey of the methods hitherto

,»pping. (P 668.)

.rrey ii to lie employed in pl.^nning the

en London uid Sootbend. (P. 603.)

1

1

iili on page 662 we remind asiistAnte in stadios that
"' " ' their peeing in pliolographs they have no sabse-

Atiatcver aa regards the nie which may be made of

iTions of the Butinwi Names Act, pyticularly

xgrapbcrs, are sat forth in a pargaraph on
T'

a "Ji.,. ....,».

page 681.

Notea on tte nae of the oraniam inttnsifler will be found in a

paragraph «a paf« 562.

Mr. 1. P. IfacNally daacribcs and illnatrates a simple device

for maariog the secnre action of dark-slide clajpi. (P. 69S.)

A French inventor. M. Ratier. haa patented a modification of

the Oaobrome prt^css (P. 601.

1

EX CATHEDRA.
The 1922 At the request of our publishers weAlmanac announce that almost the whole edition
(of 30,000 copies) of the 1922 " British Journal Almanac "

has been disposed of to the distributing firms in the
photographic and bookselling trades. It must, therefore,
be pointed out to individual would-be purchasers of the
book, who have not yet placed an order with their photo-
graphic dealer, bookseller, or bookstall, that their means
of now ensuring the delivery of a copy is to place an order
without delay in one or other of these quarters. Our
publishers desire it to be known that within the next few
days they ^iH be unable to supply further copies either
singly or for re-sale. The price of the " Almanac "

remains the same as that of last year, namely, 2s. net
in paper covers ; 3s. net in cloth binding. Although high
costs of production continue to prevail in the book-pub-
lishing trade, we believe it will be found that the
.Mmanac " preserves its customary usefulness to

photographers of all classes. It may be said that there
is no photographic process for which it does not contain
partieulars of both standard practice and of latest develop-

ments. TTiese and other data, including a directory of

the photographic trade, are revised and supplemented,
and make the " Almanac " the most up-to-date of

reference volumes for the photographic work-room or

office.
* * *

The Business Some recent correspondence shows that
Namss Act. there are still a number of people who
entertain a very hazy idea of the nature of the registra-

tion of business names. One correspondent, who wrote

to us a day or two ago for information, was of the view

that by registering the fancy name under which he carried

on a studio he obtained the means of keeping his own
name undisclosed, as he wished to do for family reasons.

lii fact, of course, the object of the Eegistration of

Business Names Act is exactly the opposite. This war-

time measure, passed for the purpose of preventing the

resumption of businesses here by ex-enemies under

British titles, makes it a civil offence to carry on a

business imder a name other than that of the true name
of the proprietor unless the a.ssumed business name is

regist«^red at the office established for the purpose at 30,

_Ruaa©ll Square, London, W.C.I. Further, any business

wTi'iJl tt"" Pomes within the scope of the Act is required

to oomjily with certain provisions. The chief of these is

that the real name of the proprietor, whatever the

nationality of the latter, shall be stated upon " essential

business literature." This definition is understood to

include ordinary note heading, invoices and other

stationery by means of which business transactions are

carried out. In the case of photographic studios it is,

however, not required that the real name of the pro-

prietors should be published on the mounts of the photo-

graphs themselves, on view postcards, or in any adver-
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tisements which the firm may issue ; nor is it required

that the real name should be displayed outside or inside

the place of business. A cii-cular, explanatory of the

provisions of the Act, may be obtained on application to

the address given above.

Rights in Although under the present Copyright
One's Face. Act a very wide scope of ownership is

conferred in respect to the right of I'eproduction of origiunl

works of many descriptions, there is still nothing in copy-

right law which enables a person to restrain anyone from
publishing or using photographs of the pei-sons face which
by some means or another have been obtained. We are

speaking now of portraits produced in circumstances in

which the copyright does not become the property of the
subject, as, for example, the snapshots of people such as

are reproduced in the newspapers. The absence of means
of protection under sucli conditions as these sometimes
gives rise to somewhat curious disputes. A case was
referred to us recently in which a girl assistant had posed
in two photographs, advertising furniture, taken by her
employers for a firm of manufacturers. The latter then
used the photographs as advertisement lantern-slides in

the local cinema theatre, where, apparently, the identity

of the model was recognised by many friends. Assistants
who are aslced to pose in photogi-aphs taken in these cir-

cumstances should, however, bear in mind that they have
no control whatever over the subsequent use of the photo-
graphs in any shape or form by the owners of the copy-
right. Such use can be restrained only if the publication
or exhibition of tlie photographs constitut-es a libel of the
subject ; and even if it is thought that the photographs
are objectionable in this respect, it is extremely doubtful
if any action could be successfully taken if the photographs
in the first instance were made with the consent of thf
model.

* * *

The Soft-Focus Particularly in the United States the
^"•'®- soft-focus lens is being pushed as a
species of elixir which automatically imports the desir-

able quality of "art" intoia portrait. New soft-focus
objectives continue to appear on the market. While the
softening of definition has its obvious merits, the tendency
to apply soft focus indiscriminately to portraiture
generally is one which requires to be resisted. Already
it is evident that the practice is creating a technical form
which tends to destroy much of the strength and variety
of the camera portrait. W© are inclined to think that
the method of M. Artigue, described in our issue of
October 21 last, is a surer means of preserving photo-
graphic quality in combination with such diffused defini-

tion as may be necessary, and we are encoin-aged in that
behef by hearing from Mr. N. E. Luboshey that this

identical method has been practised by him for the past
twenty years, and was, in fact, the subject of a demon-
stration at the Vienna Photographic Society some years
ago. Mr. Luboshey tells us that he used it in making
the portraits of Mr. Eastman and Dr. Eodman shown at
the last E.P.S. exhibition and cordially reviewed by the
critics.

* * *

The Uranium Tlie recent dull weather has perhaps
intensifier. been the cause of a crop of questions,
which has reached oiu- table, relating to lU'anium intensi-
fication. Let it be said at once that for a negative, which
has been under-exposed and has taken its chance along
with others in time development, or has been " forced

"

in dish development, there is no better intensifier than
uranium. The degree to which detail, together witli

respectable contrast in the print, is obtainable must b"

a revelation to those who have not tried this intensifier.

Tt needs, however, to be emphasised that the negative
must be both thoroughly fixed and thoroughly washed,
otherwise a disastrous result in the form of patchy stains

is almost a c-ertainty. One correspondent complains of

a uniform yellow staining of the negative, which makes
printing extremely slow. The reddish-coloui-ed uranium
negative is, of course, not a quick printer, but its defect

in this respect may be aggravated by a residue of yellow
stain from the uranium salt. A solution of ammonium
exilphocyanide (5 or 10 grs. per oz. of water) will usually

clear away this general stain. Another querist inadver-

tently applied the intensifier to a negative which had
retouching on it, with the consequent resxilt of absence
of intensification on the parts of the negative thus pro-

tected. The remedy in this case is to clean off the

retouching with turpentine or ether and remove the

intensification, and at the same tinn' clean up the surface

of the film by swabbing it with cotton wool dipped in

ammonia solution. After washing, the negative may be
re-int«nsified, preferably after soaking it for a few
minutes in a weak solution of acetic acid.

EXHIBITION AND COMMERCIAL PORTRAITURE
The somewhat desultory discussion which followed the
letter by Mr. Godfrey Wilson in our issue of October 7

provoked diametrically opposite views on a subject which
concerns every portrait photographer, but did not result

in drawing conclusions which to us appear to follow

naturally from the very discordance of the opinions

expressed. It may be well, therefore, to glance again at

the issue in dispute.

It will be remembered that Mr. Wilson felt disappointed

at the examples of portraiture—for the most part by
professional photographers—in the exhibitions of the

London Salon and the Royal Photographic Society ; dis-

appointed, because he foimd himself unable to discover

there scarcely any portraits having (from the fact of their

exhibition) a kind of certificate that they are " Art," and
also a character which, in his opinion, would recommend
them to the customers of a studio. If they were one,

they were not the other. He confessed to finding only

one which he believed would satisfy the second condition

as well as the first, namely a portrait by Mr. Drummond
Yoimg. In regard to this expression of discontent, it is

almost so obvious as not to need pointing out, that the

writer was adopting as a standard of comparison some-
thing which is highly variable, viz., " really good pro-

fessional studio portraiture." Photographers' own opinion

of work which may be so described is wide enough ; and
that of the public, which is what really matters, wider

still. Impossible, then, to point to this or that example
of portraiture in the exhibitions as a type to be emulated.

But when the apostles of artistic expression in

portraiture, in the persons of Mr. Marcus Adams and
Mr. F. C. Tilney, enter their protests against the very

modified approval bestowed upon the portraiture at the

exhibitions, they may be said to treat photography as

though customers as a whole cared about artistic

expression to the extent of being willing or anxious to

pay the price for it. We entirely share the opinion of

Mr. Tilney that the future of photography lies on the

lines of true art, and that training of the mind in recep-

tiveness to ai-t of any kind is a necessary preliminary to

real artistic expression in photography. That is all very

well, but in the meantime there is the great imdiscerning

public which puts down its money in order to purchase

things which artistically are atrocious—not photographies

portraits only, but carpets and wall papers, illustrated
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niaga/int's. .mil iimsie-hall performances. In parenthesis

w« anti'ipate tiic retort that the public does dimly recog-
nise and appreciate what is artistically good in manu-
factures, bcoka or music. There is, however, little

evidence in shops and advertisements of artistic merit
determining the saleability of these things even among
those to whom price is not the first consideration. There-
iore, su far as coacems a great part—much the greater
part—of the photographic portraits which are produced.

it the qualities which earn them the approval
ire not the qualities which bring customers

\ '7^ from this state of things can only be one
iient, in which photographers of all

a part in two ways. It is necessary
: they should cultivate the artistic element in their

'.; :.. .<ind thtt at the same time, they should employ
anv I!,- ii- .11 their power to elevate the taste of the

puliii' . 1 !' tu'^ things rank fairly equally in importance
and mIidiiM ^'o hand in hand. It cannot be said, as some
. -

'

* ' iggested, that portraiture done for the

t- which are inuppreciative of artistic-

with those <|uiilitii-s.

: y considerable, though
>voui«iutt> from the artistic stand
ic-nt in even " cheap ' portraits at

compared with those of ten or fiftwn

far as charaeteriaation and artiutio-

II are concerned there is not perhaps tnuch

; . .. :or congratulation, but tiie signs nf a higlier

i»-4t!i>'tic Atandard on the part of photographers and of

t/i'*..' who purchase their work are provided in a number
of 1. s«.r features, such as the surfaces aufl colours of

J

' ~ of mounting, the disappearance of the

iticial backgrounds and aooessories, and also

teful arrangement and furnishing of studio

I
'.n these respfctn. which are not to be

(i v*«; have moved '

I. ini ; and tho coi

^
'

' moved with the Hpint uf i lu these

t' <. u njeasurc of tlie mi'^ from the

: art* ri'gurJed «><
'" Imck nuinl)«'rK.

"

.til, these aniotmt to very little in raising

1
portraiture to the rank of art which it

siiiFiii,, .1,1... v>ne di- -• 0!y hold. In contribut-

ing to it* more : t to this end, photo

CTuphcra—each one ukiim'iii.iii.'- must seek to link them-

f.>-lr>tt mora closely with the aims of artists in whatever

rnodium- ' 'ure, inusic, or letters. Tlie

frord
'

«. . jained much in value from the

use made of it by our ex-enemies, but in its English sense
it stands for the diversity of interests and qualities in
which portrait photograpners require to be sharers if

their craft and business is to obtain the status that is

within its reach. In plain words, besides taking and
developing negatives and making prints (as much as doing
these things), it is the business of the portrait photo
grapher to cultivate an individual delight in what is

beautiful, and to use every little step which he may
make along this road in contributing to a like apprecia-
tion in the minds of the public within his sphere of
influence. And the latter is not to be set aside as
negligible. In most towns, the two classes of shops where
the passers-by in the streets may expect to see art repre-
sented in some form or another, are those of the photo-
graphers and the print-sellers, yet it is not too much to
say that from this point of view the windows of the
drapers and the furniture dealers often provide a more
satisfactory display. Here, obviously, is one direction
in which a photographer can do himself good and, at the
same time, contribute to the progress of his profession
as a whole. In regard to the question which was raised
by our correspondents, namely, the exhibition of examples
of portraiture of a more "art" character than the
average taste of the public, our own view is diametrically
opposed to that which holds that the exhibition of such
work is witjiout effect. We are convinced that though
the public taste in artistic matters is not refined or dis-

criminating, yet it is amply sufficient to recognise the
ability to produce work which may perhaps be above
its own standai'ds of preference. And from that admis-
sion, it follows as a matter of commonscnse that the
public will value at a higher rate the sei-vices of a man
which it seeks for its own purposes. Could there be a

more desirable form of linkage between art and commerce?
Therefore, in our judgment, it is an entire mistake for a

man capable of producing portrait*, such as those in the

it ions, to refrain from showing them to his

iiers; and we would go further and lay down the

geiH-ral proposition that it is a good policy on the part

of the photographer to show not only the best tliat he can

do. but also the works which he personally likes best.

How many photographers, we wonder, are at the pains

to let their choice in the ptu^chase of a painting, engrav-

ing, etching, or articles of artistic craftsmanship, such as

bronzes, be known to their customers by the exhibition

of these possessions? Yet it is surely a platitude to say

that the photographer has a great deal to gain by obtain-

ing recognition as a discriminating lover of the arts, e^eu

if he cannot aspire to be a connoisseur.

VutmtaMArnu" : An X-a*» IkmoVation. While «xperiin«nt

.1^ la all Sort to nuke X-ray nrKsuvw of iiucumrnt«, Or. J. A.

<A- \ltMi\r. nt Cortland (I'.S..\.), ma.ie a diacKVrrr, the product of

ca'la " tluT»«n»ph«." Willing on the aubject in the

Anwrirao," be »ay» :
'• Th*. oriKinal nrKMivea wvre

,
'

, cboqa* or uthrr ilncument brtweni twit fluorcs-

, contact with an mMxpoaed X-ny film. An
iia coatbinstion. which waa tightly damped in

«aa Umd nude with the roolting ne|;ativra.

I). ..lapuctil if 'lit
"' ' .levelopmrnl for

X ray •spoaorea as :

A\ fr»t it »•• tJboa^ '•'• raiiifi-rii|,ri had been made

,1 ih,. ,..,,..,«H docoaMOt. '< rxperiment demonatrated that

r» wm msdf "f »n X rav cxp»>»ure «n-

, , 4a and peortrn -iirli a sltuht objrct a* a

Codaavesn to X : ^ithont the um

I tmmt^ai aeraena, » ' work are aard

, r mtcoaify tlM> srtka of the X ray and thui ahorteri thp

lime <if f.\piisure. «tfre entirely without re.iult. VVc finally came to

the concluaiim that these negativea w«re produced entirely by the

action of the fluorescent light set up in the intensifying screens

which were in turn activated by Ibe recognised action of the X-rays

up<in their structurr.

" BHirring "f certain portions of the samples submitted is due

to our Hltflity as yet to obtain a holding cassett* with sufficient

oomprcaaioo to sacore perfect apposition of the document and the

film. Contraat between the paper and the printing can be further

intensified by refinement of the technique of X-ray exposure. These

films were taken with an exposure of 20 milliamperes, an intensity

Iff current represented by an air spark-gap of ^ inches, distance of

36 inches and time of i second.

" Practical uaes of this process may include commercial repro-

duction cif documents and other papers, the detection of changes in

cheques and bank notes, and a means of measuring and standardisinp:

the fli,..'-^. .•"! !)'i;iiii uf intensifying screens."
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AN ENLARGEMENT MASKING DEVICE.

Caiidboabd, glue, and some fabric such as bookbinder's liJien

is all that is required to make a device that will give enLarge-

ments with perfectly rectangular masked edgee. Enlargememte
mude on card-thickness bromide with the image masked in the

centre to ahow a clear margin of some inches make an attraxst-

ivo " line," and if sent out in an art-paper folder will save

the cost of mounting and cardboard. The mask can also be

used for the production of enlaxgemente with Just a bare margin

of white around the picture, which, wihen trimmed neatly,

gives the production a finished appearance.

The device is like the covers of a book (fig. 1), and when
closed and the liinged flap folded over the back (fig.

2), presses the mask opening squarely upon the paper

in intimate oontaot with the sensitjive paiper. It

will be noticed that the mask opening is built up and
not cut out, and I think this method is easier and infinitely

/!

f- Str0s of t/tiTt

9h«d, to^m a .

SU'yhily cmalUr

6ioute</^e

vite/t aeh
atffuioCe

in/ttaciag'

insert bromitie At^er.

lig. I.—Enlargememt mask. open.

better than the tricky cut-out which few photographers can

do really -well. The opening is built up from strips of haird

tliin card, bevelled, and the focussing ia done upon a piece of

v\hite card glued to the inside back of the device. This white

CJosed and [}vmned ibCastl.

Wh\h (avcl,

^ocussirjo

7
~Kvsir Hovc/h oAenmo •

/tin onlA

out to

device
o/ier
^custutj ^

Fig. 2.—Enlargement mask, closed.

card IS a trifle smaller tlian the oi>ening of the mask and
acts like the templet of a platenmarker by pushing the sen-

sitive paper into perfect contact with the edges of the mask
opening.

Making the Masked Opening.
Take two pieces of 8 to 12-sheet cardboard and cut theni

together about one incih larger both ways than the particular

size of the enlarging pajpex. This forms the two covers of the
" book." On one of the pieces plot out the size of the mask
opening by means of a set square and rule, amd proceed to out

out ail opening about a quarter of an inch larger aU round
than the actual mask opening. This cut-out can be quite

roughly done as the mask opening is built up behind the rough
opening. Out some strips of thin card about one inch wide
and bevel one edge on the beveller, or cut them to a slight

bevel with a sharp knife and straight-edge. Glue one length

first to the back of the rough opening so that it overlaps the

rough opening by about j inch, bevelled side down. Next cut

a piece of thin white cardboard the exact size of the actual

mask opening, and see tliat it is perfectly rectangular ; then
place this piece of cardboard against the first attached strip

to act as a guide in fixing the othei- three strips in position.

The other length strip should be fixed next, followed by the
two width strips, which must be measured off and cut neatly

to fit. If any light leaks throu^ the joins a piece of black

paper glued across the joins will soon stop tliis.

Hinging the Covers.
The next step is to hinge the covers together. Dark-room

lamp fabric answers well, but Iwokbinder's linen is preferable.

There are two cover hinges, one inside and one outside, and
it is best to fix the inside hinge first in the following way:—
Stretch a piece of thin medium parcel twine on the work-

ibenoh, ipin it down at both ends, push the edge of the bail:

cover up to the string at one side and the edge of the front

cover to the other side. This is to ensure an even tiny space

(between the covers (a floating hinge) so that the " book '

' i«/

fl.at when closed. Next glhe the strip of linen and fix in

iposition with an even margin on both sides of the covers.

Now glue another strip of linen to fomi the back or outside

Ihinge and fix it by closing the " book," pressing the edges upon
the glued Mnon and allowing it to adhere. Then pick up the
" book " and firmly press the linen in cont-aot.

The Focussing Card.
The focuasing card can now be fixed to the inside back cover.

The piece of white card previously cut as a guide for building

up the mask opening should be trimmed about 1-16 inch smaller

all i"ound, glued, and fixed acourately by dosing the book and
iplaoing the card in the opening of the mask so that about
1-16 inch margin in shown all round. The whole book should
now be well pressed in a cold dry-mounter or press to ensure

perfect adhesion. This focussing card should have a black

edge around it to facilitate placing of the image, and this is

done by ruling a thick black line about 1-16 inch wide do^-
up to the card.

The Side Flap.
This flap can be made of thin card and hinged as shown. The

width of the space between the edge of the front card and the

edge of the side flajp is governed by the thickness of the oloiscd

book. The flap is an essential part of the device as it folds

over the back cover and damips the two covers togethex, thus

ensuring perfect contact between the sensitive paper and the

mask opening. It also m^ans that only one pin is recjuirod

to keep this side of the book flat.

The Feed Pockets.

The last stage is to make the " feed " pockets to hold tlio

senftitive paper in position when loading. Very thin linen,

T?Onqie /jocffet

Told ttdcitid hne.s ^

Fig. 3.—Feed pocket.

or leatherette, is best, and can be made as shown in flg. 3

and glued to the inside back cover. These pockets can be dis-

pensed with if desired, and a series of black guide lines can
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be dr%wii upon the inside back cover io act as "feed " marks
for trbatever sizes of paper are used.

The De-rice in Use.
Thn image is rong^y focnpsed itpoa the emaei as u«ual, and

the closed derioe (empty) placed in posttion and fixed either

br pins as shown, or by other means. Hie pins most suitable

are the ateel 2-inoh glass-heiuled variety, and are inserted in

the easel at an angle ao that the book not only rests upon the
pins, but is kept flat against the easel. Fine ifo<nissing is then
done and the device removed for " loading " by withdrawing
one pin omJy as shown. To load the device, open it and place
the bromide paper m the pockets (or to the guide limes)

coated aide uip, dose the book and replace on the easel.

R. R. Rawkins.

SCALE OF OPTICAL REPRODUCTION.
arithmetical calculations relating to the size of the image formed by a lens are among those which have
to be made in such diverse branches of photographic work as, for example, copying and enlarging, aerial

and lantern and cinematograph -projection. The following article deals withthis subject. The present
'^ ' - -t the Gaaas conception of the action of a lens as a simple method for derivation of the rules of optical
::: i<o formation. It considers in particular the case of objects at a distance which is great relatively to the focal length
,,: -.ha lens, thereby emphasising the disturbing effect of depth of focus on certain scale calculations. It also presents
the rule determining the relative exposures for different scales of reduction or enlargement. In Part II., to appear
{b a subsequent issae, the formule and rules contained in the present chapter are arranged in a form corresponding

the varioas conditions occurring io practice, with examples of their use.—Eos. "B.J."]

PART I

T
(.-

Eztra>Focal Distances.
V» IS seen frem formulte (b) and (e), calculatious involving
lie focal l«Tj;^h / of the lean l>ef«mt.-> .simpler by reckoning the
distanro <^j tK.- <j(>jector the ii • front i»r rear focal

point r>»>[..-. lively. These di- n are therefore u-/

nil y f
. ,>r, tlu* txtra-focitl Jiitimcrt oi ofajeot and Hnage. and

an- 'l<Tn.i.<.l lu-re by K, and E, Therefore,

tho cXtrn-f^Mtil image diatance ia equal to the
th*> Ifns niiiltinli.-d by tba ratio of image to

•X diatance is e(|ual to the
1 linage t(Vobject. Kxamples

xka% auDifte rule in practical calculations

Imace-lo-Object Diatance.
Miage and the oliject is

I u -(- r -t- the di»tanc«
>r ttuiliU >/««,. For niany |ira<'tical pur-
•• • inaignitiisnt in campuri^on with ii

!<xl. Th«- fiu-t that it is n<yli'<ted in
< inriioiktet} bv the black [xiUh inter-

im.

in mind tlio n-lstiou'^ l)«-twc«l

i'-ot and image from the

' think of the <li%t<knoe,

ni|-,-,-<| of five diatanoea

I

I

ail I

forr

1

(continued).

enlargement, and before settiiiig down the variations in theni

which are of service, we must reifer to the special case which

is aomeidmes me cause of misapprehension.

Scale with Lenses of Different Focal Length.
It is sometimes stated, usually in reference to distant objoots,

that the scale of reproduction ie proportional to the focal

length of the l6ns, for example that a 12-inch Ions gives

twice as large an image as a 6-inch. From formula (6) it is

plain that theoretically this is never absolutely the case unless

I I

)

'
I plied

• >n or

h. ,1

)

' >n one side of

the lena.

abnoat akray* oegfigible.

)
On the other

side of the

lens.

.. I.--.. .. ;.^... ..,.ided by Bitmiwr of/
'tj .- r,f reduction or enlargement ...

'

In t\>" >aae of reduction. (1) and (9) are on tlie i>bject side

of Ui- !>-ii<. In the case at ealarK««itaiU, (5) mad (4) are on

ti ti'tn of the lens. In the oaao of same-siae repn>-

<1 x::i\ 16) bMome each er^ual to the foral length, the

whuiio a;-.ta— f'l'iii ..'jir-t to ima^e (noi reckoning the nodai

wpme») bein^r t>: k i- t"W lenf^t^. Almoat any required oaJ-

cnlation ntoting to the sises Mtd distanoea of objeot and image

Di»y K« wnrkad oitt from tbe'flnit pruMifiiea emliodied in the

• > v mnemberad scheduU
now arrived at the fnndamental formulie concerned

in tho roprodiirtion of objaote on any aoaJe o* reduction or

tig. ].— Image formation according to tlie Gaaas constraction.
la the diagram / is the focal length of the lens; u, the diatance of the

object, or object conjngate diatance; e>. the distance of the image, or
Imace conjngsi" diatance. S is the image-to-object distance less the nodal
pace ahovn aiM
the distance of tlie object is reckoned from the front fcxjal

point. At eoniii»ratiT©ly close distances, the difference betweeu

« and u—/ considerably modifies the s<'ale of reproduction.

For examrpje, when ropnTodiicing an objeot at 6 ft. distanco

witli a <>-inch lens, tlie scale by formula (b) is

—

72-a 11

wUlst with a 12-'inch lens tiie scale is not exiaotly double.

but is

12 ^ t

'72-12 5

If, howe\-er, tlie obje<-t distance u is very great relatively to

Ihw' tA^al length /, the scale of reproduc'ioiii, thougli never

ab«jluMj

^

n/portiona 1 to tlie focal length, is so iieainly so

that the error may lie neglected. For example, in photo-

gruphing an object 2,000 ft. distant with a 20-incili I«ns tlie

mu> of image (from formula b) is l-1199th ( = 2-2398ths) tlio

size of the objeot, whilst witli a 10-inch lens it is l-2395Hli.

If the object measured 200 ft., the size oif the images in

the two oases would be:—
20inch lens. lO-in-b lens.

2.0008.
2.0017 in. IfKXMin.

The imago with the 30-inch lens is therefore twice the size

of that with the 10-incli within an error of .0009 of an inch.
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say, 1-lOOOth of an inoli (- 1 per cent, of tihc size of the

image), a negligible amount for almost every painpose ft)ii- which
photographs are taken.

Hence it is evident that in the oaae of objeots which are not.

nearer to the oamera than a certain great muItipJle of the focal

length, the scale of reproduction is equal (with .sufficient

accuracy, according to the value of the multiple) to the ratio
of the focal length to the distance of the object. In other
words, witliin the prescribed limit, the size of the image is

directly and sepaiiately proportional to the focal length of
ihe lens and inversely and .sopara.tely proportional to the
distance of the object. The case is that of pliotograpiling
exceedingly distant olbjects, e.g., in aerial photogi-aphy . and
llierefore may be examiine<l a little further in order to ascer-

tain how near the object may be and the size of its image
still be proportaonal to the focal length of the lens.

Also it follows tliat if, under tho.se conditions, the scale of

reproducticm is flu, the camera extension v (foraiula «)
reniains the same and is equal to / when photographing
objects at various great distances, and therefore formula (c)

and others to be given in Part II. containing v cea.se to apply.

Scale, Focal Length and Depth of Focus.
One way to look at this question is tlut so long as tlie

camera extensions v remain equal to the respective focal

lengths / of the lenses, the scales of reprwluction, when eniiploy-

ing a series of lenses, are propoirtional to the focal lengths.
Thus, althougih depth of field theoretically has notliing what-
ever to do with the scale of reproduction, it does in fact,

enter into the question in so far as objects at diffexent dis-

tances may be obtained in sharp focus with the lens, or i-ather

its node of emergence, at tlie distance of the focal length /
from the plate. The deieireo to which the object may bo
allowed to approach the plate wiithout requiring the latter to
be moved from the position of the rear focus will obviously
depend upon the aperture of the lens. From the depth stand-
point, it can be shown that the miniitnim object distance
beyond which scale is proportional to focal length of lens is, in

fact, the so-oalled hyperfocal distance, i.e., the nearest dis-
tance of an object which is obtained shairp w-hen the lens is in
focus on " infinity. " According to the usual fomnila this
distance is :

—

FN" c

where c is the permissible diagieter of the oir-cle of confusion,
e.g., 1-lOOth or l-250th of an inch, according to the standard
of sharpness of definition adopted*.
Hence it is clear that from this standpoint, which is the one

corresponding with tlie use of a cajnetra at "fixed focus," as
for example in aerial photography, the fact of deptli of focus

alters the assumptions upon whicii formula (c) rests. Owing
to depth v = f (that is, v—f= o), and thus the formula (c)

assumes the form corresponding mth the triily infinitely

distant object, whilst actually the object is at not such an
enormous distance and, if the depth of field is greatly in-

creased by stopping down the lens, may be fairly close. There-
fore, under such conditions calculations relating to the scale

of reproduction require to bo made by means of formula (6).

Foa-mula (c) is of value in cailcuilabions relating to enlargement
or projection.

Scale Calculations and Adn\issible Error in Size
of Innage.

But putting aside depth of field as a factor, that is to

say, regarding the lens as having no depth of field and there-

fore requiring a different oamera extension for every different

distance of object, the problem may be considered from the

I)oint of view of the error tolerated in an image. If such
admissible error is, say, 1 in 1,000 (0.1 per cent.), then it

follows from formula (h) that the distance of tlie object must
be at least 1,000 times the focal length of the lens. For
example, in using several lenses of, say, 10, 20 and 36 inches

.^ccoidlngr to other views on depth of n«Id. the distance obtained by
the above formula may be halved.

focal length, the sizes of the images produced by them will

be proportional to the focal lengths within 1 in 1,000, pro-

vided the object is not nearer than 1,000 times the focal length
of the longest luider comparison, e.g., 1,000 times 36 indies =
1,000 yds.

G«nerally, if the distance « of the object is n times the

focal length / of the lens, the -size of the image, aeoording to
the iussuraption that the image is proportional to the fooal

length and inversely proiportional to the distance, is too small
by the amount of 1/ntli of its true size*.

This may be put in a slightly different form whicih also

holds good in all cases. If an object is at a distance u equal
n times the fooal length / the expiession

f
Size of object X

gives a value for the size of the image which is less than the

tnie size. The value requirts to be large*- by ——th of then— 1

image ac-cording to the approximate rule. For example, if the
<listauce is 100 times the fooal lenglh (« = 100) the size of image
by the approximate formula is too small by l-?)9th of it« size.

These rules therefore pro^-ide the moans (on the basis of
the accuracy of scale required and leaving depth of focus out
of consideration) of deciding what is the minimum distance
of an object in order that a series of lenses may yield images
of sizes proportional to their focal lengths.
The foregoing considenations (from the point of view of

depth or accuracy of scale) apply to fomiute Nos. 3, 6, 11 and
12 to be givem in tlie second part of this article. They also
apply to the case when the distance of the lens from the
object becomes practically equal to the focal length of the
lens, viz., in reproduction on a great .scale of enlargement.
Projection with the optical and. paj-tiou.laTly, the cinemato-
graph lantern is the only operation of this kind which com-
monly occui-s in practice, the scales of enlargement being
respectively about 60 and 180 times. As the image distance
is always ascertainahle in these circumstances, calculations
are made with it as the basis, and therefore it is not necessary
to refer further to the effect of depth in this case. The
reader will, however, see that for the reasons already men-
tioned formulae Nos. 2, 5 and 9 in the next section, namely,
those containing the objeot-disitanc-e, cease to be of service in
calculations involving a high scale of magnification.

Depth of Definition, Scale and Angle of View.
If a very small stop is use»l in the lens, the convergent

pencils of light which fonm the image are made very narrow.
The angle of each pencil at the focus then becomes so small that
the plate may be moved a considerable disitance in either direc-
tion from a position of focus at a large aperture without causing
peic:eptible unsharpness of the image. The lens in these cir-

* This perhaps is not obvions at a first glance, but will become so by
comparing the true size ol the image with that obtained by assuminjt
the scale to i>e proportional to the focal length whatever the dista.nce of
the object.

In any circumstances.

image =obiectXy_^ (formula 6)

Assuming the size of image to be proportional to the focal length for
any distance of object,

image=obJectx
Jj

Therefore error=obJect(—y-^^=object X ,^lV.
.Wmitting an error of 1 in n, error is

object X -
'

Therefore,

/

I

I
whence

that is, w ^ n times /.

To put this result in words, if yon calculate the size of an image on the
basis that the image is equal to the size of the object multiplied by the
local length of the lens, and divided by the distance of the object, the
calculated size of the image is smaller than the true size of the image. It
is smaller by an amount which is exactly the gajne proportion of its true size
as the proportion of the focal length to the distance of the object. Thus, if
the focal length is 1-lOOOth of the distance, the size of image which is
calculated in this way is 1-lOOOth 0= -1 per cent.) smaller than the true
image—that is, is 999 thousandths (= 99.9 per cent.) of the triie size
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>i« iin iH^-.isii.nivlly lx> lak

tiilo by
1

'

. I ion to a pinhole. Advan-
'. •Ills fact in practice. For

t}i<- use of a fokUng camera fittod with a 4-inc)i

arc ot a distant objeri may be obtained on a larger

i;ng thoHcns fmnt so as. to afford aa extension of,

!i.~ (th'T |»(siti<»n for focns on an objct-t at 3 ft.

iri.l ^t..j.i>iiiu l.in the lens to //32, or //4.5. On
!t.Aiul, uheii plii>U))e^ai>liing in confined quarters, a

.;!.> f>f view may be included (on a reduced scale) by

j. I. ;ii^ II • It-na, a»y, 3J inchr« from the plate and again

<>lit.iining sharp foous by the ii«e of » smaU stop. In these
- ,ric»-s the f ' ' — zth obviously ceases to be a factor

' ule of r- •! ; the latter ia then simply the

til.- I!;. _ Misiuiice r to the objoi-t <listance

r i ; I

Camera Extension : Bach Focus.

alrn.Tdv «t:ii<-<l, tli«' term ' 'aniera extension " will be
•' unil cvaiiijiles to follow as a ronvonient

.in<-«- >>i the image from the exit node in

i^raphy. Sirue the exit node in motet lenrtes is

tlie iliapliragni, the actual t-amtxra extension

fia-ievsing SLTeoii) is almost alwvys an inch or so

iiivtan<-<>. If the exit node is well in front of

ran"', ni it is, for example, is the Aldia lens, the

, . i.£«>n«,ii>n 'h-manded i.f th-- .ann'ra is correspondingly

In phoUn^niphiiig very di.st -. the distanc-e fniiu

1 to the exit n'"- . • ".;.."."rt pxs<-tly tlie focal

The twin htiil: forut, sometimes found in

•< usually i.v-i to donote the di»-

~i part <
'

> mount (tlie flaa{^
' ' - ..-i.fn in the«e circum-

I whieb IS of prBct4<«l

i>x»s not i"iiter into < ii Miiuitions relating to image ,

Scale of ReproductioD and Ezpoauro.
• ..lions ••ji^.^T 1)11 the sjie^l of a leii.. i" B.J.," Sep-

iN lKK>n shoim that with any lens the

of the image is proportional to th*

>i the stop and inversely proportional to the distanc*

iroiu tke lens to the image, t.t., to ^. The relative exposure

•n.-refore proportional to j,. Hence, with a jijivcn lens

*ith the same stop used for succeariTe copying or enlarg-

operatioaa on different scales th* axposnrea required are

4^i<>nal to V*. Uiat is, to the cvmoom* «ixt<4»ion mulUftbed

,ivine otit of cotMideration the poasibility of photo-

• ent scales (with the same lens) at the same

... . ,n owing to depth of focns, we have seen that

ii olway* e<|ual to the focal length of the leni

.. .; length multiplied by the scale of rcproduc-

t!..n H :i ,• I,, s = / + / X R = / (l'+ R). Therefore the

.X,. .vir,., »u«n photographing on different scales are propor-

ei..ri. •
. /• X (I + R)'. And since /* is a common factor as

U,n- a- !hn ame lenit is Used, the exposures are proportional

to ?H ' ll'

gr.j.h.n-

Thus, for example, the relative exposures, with the same
lens and stop, when (1) photographing same size and (2)

copying-enlarging three diameters are :

—

(1) (1 + 1)' = 2' = 4.

(2) (3 + 1)= = 4» = 16.

The exposure when copying-enlarging three diameters
requires to be four times that when photographing same
size. This rule applies to any scales of enlargement or

reduction, but it will be seen that for considerable degrees of

reduction R is a correspondingly small fraction, and there-

fore beyond a certain limit does not appreciably increase the

value of (R + 1)'. For example, in photogra])hiug on the scale.*-

of re<luctiou of one-fifth and one-tenth (= .2 and .1 respec-

tively) the relative exi)08ures are (1.2)- and (1.1)- = 1.44 and 1.21

respectively, showing that in photographing to one-fifth scale

only about one-sixth more exposure is required than for &
copy under similar conditions on a scale of one-tenth. It is

therefore unnecessary to make allowances for variations in

exposure due to the scale of the image when the degrees of

reduction to be compared are greater than about 10. When
copying on various scales of enlargement, the variations are.

however, considerable.

In practical work, such aA copying originals, allowance for

the variation of exposure due to the scale of the image is

usually made by taking the ex}>09uro when copying same size

ss 1 and expressing the exposures on other scales by propor-

tionate numbers. This table, familiar for many years in the

form drawn ap by Mr. W. E. Debenham, .serves for use with

one U-nii employed with a given actual st<«i>. The following

examples of its construction will further illustrate the appli-

cation of the (R -f- 1)^ rule ialready given, and will serve to show
the derivatitm of the rule from the formula connecting the

scale of reprodaction and the focal length of the lens.

Scale

R.

V relative camera
extension,

(o) (ft)

»' (relative

exposure).

Relative

same
"exposure
sizc=l.

1 /+/ = 2/ *P 1 1

i '*i
= 3/

2
9P
4

9

1«
.56

J 'H
=

3

16/

9
, 1?

36
.44]

1

10 H = Jl/

Id

121/»

100

121

40(t
..TO

•> f+V = 3/ 9P
9

4
2.2r>

' !+V = *J 16/» 4 4

4 f+*f -= 5/ 25/« H 6.25

G. E. B.

{To he continued.)

PiwmwBArHs Km ths A»o«i»tik«.—A«c<wd>ng to the daily Prets

lii ..nib- »nd firi.-.r {.rinU afe to bo rTr|riir»d from all p«-rion» entar-

•'.r \r:,rt--r ifier th» end of lln» year. Intend in;; psssengsrs

! to make jtrrvmal app icatinn at one or other

:i this country, and U> «upply two small loose

unmouuUd fii.ol..,ir»ph»,

•- -A distiij'tive pablic«lion amon^ cats-

,;,^n%t<(> >• that JQst iMiiipd liv Messrs.

r i • ' I'MiiUry,

.- list

[irnn-ssionsl

in '* Some-
.i.p>,l.l» referenci"

tliiiiK >ou want I'jr s-.'nK'Kiim Vi>il (loll I warn

.

to ih.ir l;ir;;e stock of goods and their terms for supply on a part-

-rtrtauige basis. The Ust includes full specifications of enlargers.

.Jl -^JilflTiuiJ other small cameras, reflex cameras, folding focal-

plana and stereoscopic cameras, a» well as a very great variety of

hand .-hkI stand iiistrumcnU. I>en.ses, from the largest to the

smallest by all the leading makers likewise make up a large

section of the list. Prices, we are informed (and we see evidence

iu the lilt) have been adjusted to come into line with current

market values, and commendable emphasis may also be laid on the

firm's declared practice of endeavouring to give the most accurate

description of the fehtnres of each article and also of its condition.

We can heartilv recommend the list to those looking around I

revise or supplement their equipment. The li.H is sent fi-ee or.

spplicatioD.
jj
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AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY AND PHOTO-TOPOGRAPHY.

The Twenty-fourth Traill-Tayloi Memorial Lecture. Delivered hy M. L. P. Clerc at the Royal Photographic Society.

(Continued from -page 672.)

Internal Oritntation of the Image.—In the cameras to be used

in mapping on a large scale, it is necessary to provide some means

indicating on the photograph the intersections of the optical axis

by the plane of the image, supposed to be exactly perpendicular

to the said axis; this "principal point" is customarily furnished

in photo-theodolites by the intersection of two lines, each of which

is defined by two points, registered in the image ; these points can

be the centres of small conical holes in metallic masks, slightly pro-

truding on to the image or images of the exit pupil of the lens

projected by auxiliary lenses of a very short focus. In the absence

of some registration of the " principal distance," the distance of

the exit nodal point from the principal point, it would be necessary

to register the number of the apparatus or of the lens, or some

specific sign permitting without any doubt the identification of

the camera used to get each photograph.

The use of metal sheaths in the changing box of a photographic

camera gives no security of the exact location of the plate rela-

tively to the lens; the rebates are frequently warped, and the

tiiickness of the metal is not always the same. For very precise

work it would be desirable to provide some firm abutment to the

plate itself at the moment of taking the photograph, as is the rule

in the building ol photo-theodolites, and not to the rebates. The

application of this desideratum to a magazine is obviously a

mechanical complication ; a somewhat analogous device was used

formerly for another purpose by a German maker established in

France, Mackenstein (" Bull. Soc. Fr. Photo." [2], vol. 19,

August 15, 1903, p. 392)-

External Orientation of the Image.—Long before the war the

first experimenters in aerial photography attempted to register on

each image some of the necessary data to define the location of

the plate relatively to the ground at the instant when the photo-

graph was taken. Readings of a compass, of an altimeter, and

of various styles of clinometers have been photographed on a corner

of the plate. The effects of inertia, during rapid rotary motions

of the aeroplane, are able to falsify the indications of these instru-

ments, but when photographs are taken in regular sequence with

sufficient overlap, photographs taken in abnormal conditions are

easily detected when proofs printed from the negatives are used

to mount a mosaic, such photographs protruding out of the common

line of those taken in straight flight.

Clinometers regularly used on some German cameras of Zeiss or

Gkierz make were founded on gravity and gave the slope of the

plate and the angle of the lines of maximum slope with one of the

geometric axes of the plate ; they were used only for the taking

of oblique photographs, but it would be easy to adapt them to

vertical photography. Instead of photographing pendulums, a

French photographer, Liabeuf, in a field-made clinometer, used

two air-bubble levers, the indications of which permit of calcu-

lating the same data as above. It would be very desirable that

an inclinometer be constructed, founded on gyroscopic stabilisation

of the indicator, and some attempts already made in this way will

lead, let us hope, to a practical solution of the problem.

Some Plate Cameras.—Whereas the magazines used on French

and German cameras are derived from the old Hanau's magazine,

used with some little differences on many hand-cameras for

amateur or press work, the Gaumont magazine was the only one

of this type specially devised for aerial photography.

The magazines used on British cameras (Thornton Pickard), and

some French ones built in the field by some experimenters

(Boulanger, etc.), seem to proceed from the idea of a German
inventor, Th. Bander, to whom was granted, ten years ago, an

English patent (22,533, 1911; " Brit.' J. Phot.," vol. 59. 1912,

p. 618).

Rotary changing boxes built in France in the last months of

the war by De Ram and by Fournieux have some analogies with a

device described about twenty years ago by J. A. Pantasso in a

French patent (317,959, January 21, 1902).

Let us mention also magazines with two adjacent compartments
(Plock, Folmer, Chassel, etc.), derived from the old Flo changing

box, the Italian Lamperti apparatus, recalling the mechanism of
the old detective-cameras, and some ingenious but somewhat
intricate plate-changing mechanisms of H. Jacquelin and of
R. Aubry.

It was rapidly realised that hand-operated cameras cannot give
regularly perfect results without employing very trained operators,
who suffer severe strain, and who are prevented from paying
sufficient attention to more useful things than the supply of
muscular labour.

The first step in the way of a simplification of the working of
aerial cameras was the connection between the changing of the
plate and the setting of the shutter, as in the E camera of the
Royal Flying Corps, or in French cameras built by various experi-
menters as Boulanger, Borzecki, etc., sometimes also the releasing
of the shutter was obtained by the reverse movement of the lever
actuating the two other functions, as in the Lamperti apparatus
and in those evolved by Jacquelin, Aubry and others ; most of
these cameras were operated at a distance by Bowden wires.
The second step was the employment of motive power for

changing the plate and setting the shutter, the releasing being left

at the personal control of the operator ; the power can be supplied
either by a wind motor or by an electromotor ; the use of clock-
work is out of the question, the elasticity of the springs being too
greatly depressed at low temperatures, and this circumstance is

probably the cause of the systematic failures of the Brock camera.

The last step was the complete automatism of the apparatus,
some mechanism releasing the shutter at regular intervals, the
time elapsing between the taking of two pictures being changeable
at the will of the operator, either by speed-reducing gears or

friction discs, or by an alteration of the pitch of the propeller, w
by varying the supply of air to the wind turbine. Preference i

to be given to the less intricate mechanism, all delicate adjusi

ments being inclined to go wrong after some rough landing.

In the last period of the war almost all makers of aerial camera
had solved this problem, but these automatic cameras wen
delivered too late to be effectively used before the cessation of

hostilities.

Coupled Cameras.—Long before the war multiple cameras were
used to cover at a time, from one standpoint, all visible ground,
partly by a vertical camera and partly by a number of oblique

cameras symmetrically disposed around the vertical axis of thr

system. Such a device was necessary for photography from
ordinary balloons, without any control on their travel, but has no
real advantage for photography from an airship.

But the coupling of several cameras is interesting for another

purpose. For precise mapping it is necessary to have at leasl

three photographs of each part of the ground, each taken from
a different standpoint : one of them for the verification of the

graphic constructions made from the two others. The easiest way
to get these three sets of photographs is to use three camera^,

suitably coupled and simultaneously released ; the axis of one of

these cameras must be vertical, the two others being located in

two rectangular vertical planes containing also the axis of the

vertical camera, the angle of these axes with the vertical being

about. 30 degrees. In such conditions, the three lines of which the

common intersection will give a point on the map cross at an

angle of from 45 to 90 degrees, the point being perfectly deter-

mined.

The experiments actually pursued in France for the cadastral

surveying of devastated countries are made on this principle; it

is hoped that three automatic cameras, each of them supplied witli

a magazine for 150 plates 18 by 24 centimetres, will be so coupled

for the execution of this work.

Camera Su.Hj>i'nsio7i.—While the first cameras used on aeroplan.

at the beginning of the war were held by hand outside the fuselaj;.

and, afterwards, through an opening in the floor, the extending

use of long-focus cameras, heavily loaded with a number of large-

size plates, made it necessary to extemporise in the field gome

means of suspension not provided by the technical services The
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ost *>Ur..Mcant conceptions were jiven fall vent, and each
.qnadron. r , imtimes each observer, had a special model built
bjr the enkt'nr ni<Ti nf the squadron.

An effi< iriit su»p<>iision must not only absorb or considerably
WMken vil.rat: Hi of short period, but also subdue and slacken
petiHnlir ..«

; u;i .tu and torsinn.s. this last condition beiui; of
p> riiporUnce for precise mapping, where it is necessary
t' 'ge of a point be a point, and not tome element of a
tin.? U i» also very deairable that the suspension ensures the
Tertiiality of the axis of the camera, or some invariable slope of
the ~j 1 ms. For convraience of installing and to ensure good
regula;: - .f the suspension, the camera and its vibration absorbers
ahoulJ U- preferably built as a unit, eaaily fastened to the aero-
plan- by wtaa bolts or strap* and imsily removed after each flight.
~ intricate adjustments, for which the time allowed is

ent.

•Hat the British Air Force, and afterwards the Ameri-
C' 1 ly ones to lue a testing method of camera suspen-
se '4 "ver soma intense lights, one of which is periodically
iJ oo a dark background with the lens uncovered, getting
I! 'ted trails on which can be measured the period and
ti <'le of the residual vibrations.

•>arisons of the various moiutings showed that any
t ^ to be avoided and that almost all modes of sus-

p' ""' >f the camera is mounted at its centre of

g involving the rejec«'' f all plate cameras
1: r. -n of plates leads .. »a appreciable displace-
ent of lite eaotre of gravity.

t r„..ti),,ti a« being vrry convenient, a mounting introduced in

U Army and consisting of four parallel bed cranks.

r>, .
oil, Iransformijig all shocks into translation movement*,

dnxiened by springi, and also the use of convenieotly adjusted
spnn^i or ct tennis batts. rubber apooge, tiiick felt and aimiUr
viKr.itioa absorber*. Pendular sospensions and floor mounting's
hav. A!m.-««t a!wr.T» jiv. - ver>- bad resuka. The maintenance of
I' 'Hild only b« aoaored b}- sotne gyroacopi-
<' some patents have b««i granted for
* Intl I havr not heard nf the reanlls so obtained.

, ,-Aie MttHifulaliant.— In addition to the condition of
s high chromatic ansitiv^ncws. the photograplur emulsions

•Ui^ — for aerial photocrairln lo.iat pnisass a Ib-Ii rtsolvinx
pr.vt. - :i>Hi ba able to be r . ojied to great o.ntraiit. with
Ih* rnmnm of fotj 1 „,,<1 j„ t},^ preparation of
*^ mirti.-i.TiiU hard to withstand warm

' •*•«<•. according to Li. - i« very
VA iK^nniHinu visual cnntml ,i,d ki-op-
"^ "•" the iiecieesin of Bulti<'}fiit contrast and
•^ due to atmo»(>tn'ric haso gives s too high
'*' -sxtion is anaally sdnptad by the French and

>U<--r . .xA» for the Poit^l State* Air Force at the Ea»t
it>.\n K. u i:.<«airdi LAbunstory have shown the pcrfe«it suit-
alwiiv ^ chu.rT..v.lmqmt»j»ie and metot d«*«ioper. as giving a high
value te (amma infimly. a hi;;h speed and a very good re»>lvi..g
powrr

:
the r>^' ,rhydrT>f]iiinone is, unfortanately. not s regular

art.;.:- ' , > 'uiunr.. and has to be replaced by hydroqninone.
>~-4i.7», lAprrs aa«l for prii - nlargtng must be coated

"'^ vrry rapid Miulsioaa of .«. and .fiving extrcnie
cr7nt**,t«; the pafMtr mnst posMw a mgfa tMisile strength, even
in the wet stale; the geUtine must be aaflMently hardened to
p«rr»,!! ,.f .--V- yrutk hot drying.

"f lb* paper is a scrion* objection to the use of
'' - M'><X'»-«r'«ying ; experimento made by the French

'•"T"- H RnnHilliii, seem to give proof of the sait-
*" iper prioto for very precise work, if the paper is.
^ o«». w«tt«l until it is fully expanded and then
"' • "*irator board, in whioh it is left until the com
pi-' in of the work. The most cnnvpnient contrivance for the
d«'- oprsent of plaie* U cMlMnly the .ingle pUte-hnlder suggested
by E. Cooain. a number of thne i.T'-oved frames beins immersed
as a time in a i.Tli,*! tank, hot it i.. neoeaaary that such piece*
*" *"' "^ to avoid th.- elTeoU of chemical fog due
'" '*^'" liry devclopfT* vrith Copper or tin.

K T tha davelopiog of Alms the Eastman Kodak Co. has issued
si» -nljiTiBnent of their well known film unk with a teeth -bordered
aprn« rf umeient length to receive a 75-ft. film.

T*' -iisWiUition of very large issii«s of a number of aerial nega-

h..

tivee in a very short time compelled, during the War, the design
of various models of rapid printing boxes ; a very ingenious type
was that conceived by R. Aubry for the printing on continuous
bonds of sensitive papei-. the printing bo.x being oompleited by a
very simple developing and finishing machine,

I Will show on the screen, without any description, the success-
ive models of travelling dark rooms used in the French Air Service.

The Photographic Correction of Negatives taken Obliquely.—

I

do not intend to repeat here the calculations I have already pub
hshed in full in the " British Joaraal of Photography," Vol 66
1919, Xos. 3088 to 3091, but only to show, ooniparab'ively to the
t>ch«eimpflug'8 Perspe(tograph, the automatic enlarger-oorreotor,
perniitling a variable enlargement, I had devised in the form of
a demonstration model ; in this apparatus the law of conjugate
point* is automatically maintained by applying to the two axes
of the swinging framee the cinematic connection known ae
Paueellier's inverter, and the connection of the planes of the two
frames is ensured by two arms, each of which is perpendicular to
one frame, these two arms crossing themselves in a slot, perpen
dicular to the optical axis, and constantly maintained by the
inverter in a symmetrical position of that of the lens relatively
to th» middle of the portion of the optical axis bounded by its
crowings with the axis of tlie swinging frames. In tliis apparatus
the use of angular division was avoided by a sine scale.

.\ non-automtaAic correcting camera has been devised by
H. Roussiihe and is now being used in France for the preipara-
tion of cadastral maps ; in this model the rising movement of the
lens IS replaced by the swinging of the said lens around an axis,
cutting the optical axis between the two nodal points; if sucJi
swinging of th« lens is not objectionable from a strictly mathe-
ma«icaJ standpoint, on the condition that tlie lens is of an ideal
[>erfecition, it is not certain that in practice it reoJisw an
improvement.

The Interpretation of Aerial Photographs.

I will consider only some properties of the shadows and the use
of these properties.

First of all, it is important to hold the photograph in the right
position to be able to have a correct perception of reliefs and
hollows

; contrarily to a rule admitted in some French circles.
and reproduced in Ives.' book, the beet position of the photograph
is not that in which shadows are falling toward the beholder, but
that in which shadows are cast at 45 degrees on the right and the
bottom side. I will pass round a photograiph of a quarry in which
the effect is quite convincing.

If the time at which a vertical photograph was (aken is known.
it is an easy matter to locate tlie true north on the photograph :

I devised a dial which, when placetl on the image, the hour-hne
being pointed in the diiection of the shadows, gave the direction
of the north for each period of the year. If, furthermore, the
.H-ale of the photograph is known, it is easy to deduce from the
length of each shadow the height of the object casting it. I hail
computed a chart giving for all hours of the day (Greenwich
time), and for all periods of the year, the length of the shadow,
the height of the object being taken as the unit. This chart,
with the corresponding calculations, has been published in the

• British Journal of Photography " (May 30, 1919) ; it was also
reproduced, with the above-mentioned dial, in Ives' " Aeroplane
Photography," without any mention of their source.

Photo-topography.

Mo$aie Mapping,—An aerial photograph, even if taken with a
camera, the axis of which was perfectly vertical, or corrected to
compensate for any inclination of the axis, is never coincident with
n wiap, unless the ground be perfectly horizontal, a rarely satisfied

conditisT ^he photfigraph is, in fact, a conical projection, while
a large scale map is an orthogonal projection on a plane tangen
tial to the terrestrial sphere. All points of the ground located
above the mean plane are projected on the photograph outwards
of thoir true map position, and inversely all points located under
the mean plane are photographed inwards of their true positioa
in the map.

' It results from this fact that when assembling prints for a mosaic,
if the joining of successive photographs is not made along a hori-
zontAl line of the ground, the images of some high points are,
wanting and the images of some low points of tlw ground are
duplicated on either side of the junction.
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I alionkl abnse your patience if I aMcmpt«d to describe tho

iiecessarj' preoiiutioiis for scaling a sequence of photogiaphs joinin;;

two known ix)inlji in a counU-y of which no map has already Vieen

drawn, and also to scale and iissemble a series of independent

flight*, ciich of them containing the images of at least two apices

of the goi>desic polygonal groundwork ; instructions for this woi'k

are given at length, in a recent French book by E. de Larininat;

let me add that these methods are able only to give ap]>ro.\imato

maps on a low scale. It would be very desnrable, for the mafcing

of mosaic maps, to posses.s a positive emulsion coated on a water-

pnoof paper, to avoid tlie unequal ata-eitehing of the pamper according

;is the measure is parallel or transverse to the fibres. All (jlioto-

graphs taken for the bnilding of a provisional mosaic map must

be filed to be used for the drawing of a more precise map when
a more complete trigononietrioal survey will have been done by

the dassic methods.

Photo-topoyraphy.—^A precise surveying on a large scale by

lerial photography is possible only if the ground is covered by a

network sufficienitly dense of signals easily peroei^tible on the photo-

graphs, generally whit.e panels symmetnioally placed around each

land mark, the oo-ordinated of each signal having been ascertaiiie>'i

either by the classiic methods of surveying or by photogrammetric

or stereophotogrammotric methods.

Before using the dati supplied by a photograph it is necessary

to have ascertained the external orientation of the image, that is

to say, to know tile base on the ground of the vertical drawn

from the standpoint, the height of this standpoint above the sea-

level, and the intei-section of the optical axis by the horizontal

reference plane when the said photograph was takem. This problem

can be solved either by graphic methods or in a co^-eoting

camera, or in a correcting enlarging lantern^ by .successive trialsr,

trying to get the coincidence of the images of at least four signals

with the corresiponding points of the map; for a first approximation,

and with the projections of these signals, from supposed position

of the standpoint, on the horizontal plane containing the lowest

signal, for each following approximation, the unknown data being

deduced from the readings on the various scales of the apparatus.

If one negative does not contaia the images of a sufficient

number of signals, but if this negative has a 'sufficient overlap with

the adjacent photographs, it is generally possible to choose, in

the common part of the two images, a sufficient number of well-

identified points in the same plane to be able to get in a correcting

camera a transformed image of one of the negatives such as would
have been obtainedj from the same standpoint, in the plane of

the other. The two photograplis can then be assembled, and such

an assemblage does probably include the necessary number of

signals. >

This method can be generalised to any number of photographs
and would permit the correction of a series of photographs, pre-

viously transformed in the plane of one of them, if the whole
series contains the images of four known points.

It has been suggested to dispose on the ground a number of

signals in great excess of the requirements, and to defer the

trigonometriic survey of these signals until the photographs have
been fa.ken ; it is then possible to choose most of the signals in

the common parts of successive photographs in order to lessem the
necessary number of calculations.

In a paper by Capt. A. Guillemet it has been asserted that in

some attempts at cadastral surveying made two years ago near
Lagny-sur-Mame with a veiy imperfect equipment, all points would
have been located with an error of less than 8 ins., the map
being drawn by the intersection method, and each point being
determined by the intersection of three vectors, each supplied by
a separate photograph

In Germany, graphic methods seem to have been superseded
by actual measurements on the negative, either in a " Komparator "

for the measurement of the co-ordinates of each point of the

image, or in a " Bildmesstheodolit " for measuring angles as it

would be possible to measure them with an ordinary theodolite

from the same standpoint from which the photograph was taken.

A fidl description of these apparatus and examples of calculations

made from such data are given in Hugershoff and Cranz's book.

Attempts are now being made to use for aeriaJ photo-topography
modified models of the " stereocomparator," and of von Orel's
" autost^reograph," each negative being presented in sucli condi-
tions that its angle with the optical axiis of the eyepiece is the

same as its angle with the vertical when the photograph was taken.

It seems difficult to hope for the sante degi-ee of precision

attained in stereophotogrammetric work from steady standpoints

the location of which is perfectly known.

Aerial Stereoscopy.—The stei'ecjscopic examination of aeri&l

photographs has played an important part during the War, both
for the interpretation of photographs taken of the trenches or

other enemy works, and to get a detailed knowledge of the forms
of the ground, not shown by the existing maps, giving an ea.sy

means to draw approximately the orography of the mops on a large

scale nei'cssary for immediate use. I had the good fortune to be

one of the first to try the atereoiicopic examination of aerial photo-

graphs, and to express the rules which were adopted by the

jVlhed Armies for the taking and tlie raoiuiting of such stereograms,
i

Two cases must be considered according as photographs are

taken vertically or obliquely. In the first case, all objects are

included between two horizontal planes the interval of which is a

very small fraction of their distance from the camera ; in the
se<;orid case, the photographs are usually taken at a very moderate
height, and the distanc.3 of the foreground is often a small fi

tion of the distance of tlie background.

In vertical photography (or zenithal photography, as it is sonic-

times called) it is an easy matter to get a correct representation
of the reliefs; using a stereoscope with eyepieces of the same
focal length as that of the lens used on the camera, it suffices that

the interval between the standpointK of the two negatives^ measured
on the comnwn scale of the two photographs, be equal to the mean
separation of our eyes. The use of ordinary stereoscopes, of about
5 ins. focus, reduces the vertical sizes of all objects relatively to

therir horizontal sizes but without any alteration of the absolute
value of the reliefs so perceived ; in pra^^ice, the use of such
stereoscopes is an advantage, due to the magnifying of details hy
the short-focus eyepieces

I have justified this rule in the bonk I publislied two years
ago ; the slide actually on the sci-een reproduces one of the panels
I used for this demonstration to my military students and shows
the various deformations of a cube when the above rule is not
complied with ; the worst of these deformations is obtained when
the separation of the two standpoints is sliorter than indicated,
because the resolving power of the stereogram (its ability to show
faint reliefs) is badly lowered. In oblique photography the experi-
mental rale expressed by L. Cazes in the best study ever published
on stereoscopy (" Stereoscopic de Precision," Paris, 1895) does
not give a sufficient sensitiveness at great distances from the base

;

I have found that in the particular case of aerial stereoscopy,
where objects at various distances do not overlap, as in terrestrial

photography, but are classified by gi-owing remoteness from the
ibottom toward the top of the image, the sepai-ation of the two
standpoints can be five times greater than that recommended by
Cazes, being calculated from the condition that the separation of
homologous points (the distance of the two images, left and right,
of the same point of the ground) does not vary by more Uian one
tenth of the focal length of the ©ye-pieces of the stereoscope.

The diagrams now on the screen translate in an easily readable
form the two rules to be applied respectively to vertical and to
oblique aerial stereoscopy ; this chart was issued during the War
in the form of blue-prints which were largely distributed to those
interested in this question : it is reproduced in my book, and the
diagram for vertical stereoscopy has also been reproduced in Ives'
book, but after my signature was erased.

I believe it is necessary to point out, that the fonns suggested
by an aerial stereogram can be largely different from the real forms
if, when taking the two photographs, the optical axes are not
exactly parallel, and their common direction exactly perpendicular
to the line joining the two standpoints; unless the photographs be
corrected before they are used in the moiinting of the stereogram,
the transgression of this rule will transform planes into cylinders of
circular, elliptic or parabolic curvature; long after I had studied
tjjese deformations, and pTOceeding to bibliographical researches, I
found that the same probleni had been discussed between these walls
by Lyndon Bolton (" Photographic Journal," Vol. 43, 1903.

pp. 107-118) and elsewhere by German mathematicians.

I will not lengthen an already too long paper by discussing prac-
tical rules for the taking and mounting of aerial stereograms, and
I prefer to show you some results, using some anaglyphic slides
obtained by Mr. L. Ginipel, who has recently described his pro-

cedure (" Bull. Soc. Fr. Phot." [31. vol. 8. 1921. pp. 194-204).

L. P. Clerc.
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FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.
November 17 to 19.—Bow«* Park and District Photographic Society.

Particulars from th« Hon. Sec., S^ Smith, 68, Mannock Road,
Wood Ore«a. London, N.22.

November 23 to 26.—Kotharham Photographic Society. Particalart
and entry formi from the Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Sydney
G. Liversidge, " Orissa," Gerard Road, Rotherhani

December 3 to 17.—Soottiah Photographic Circle. Hon. Secretary,

W. S. Crocket, 10, Parkgrove Terrace, ToUcross, Glaagow.

1922.

Jaooary 21 to Febraarr 4.—Partick Camer* Clab. Latest, date for
entries, Janaary 30. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary,
James Whyte. 51a, Peel Strvet. Partick Glasgow.

February 11 to 25.—Scottish Photographic Salon. Particulars from
the Secretary, James F. Smellie, Braefiodon, AUanshaw Street,

HamuloD.

Fetruary 14 to 17.—Exeter Camera Clnb. Partioolars from C.
f'.:-\ rhamp Hall, Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Exeter Camera
C > " St Denys." Bellevue Road, Exmouth.

Patent News.

Proetu pattHU -applieatiant and »ptcifieationa—ore treated <n

' Pkoto-UtekanUal Sole*."

.\iip' ' .itions, Ortvtwr 31 to November 6:—
-No. 28,982. Photographic iteneils, and method for

J. D. Coe.

-No. 28,875. Canerac. F W. Flood and M. B.

29J68. Vessel for photogispbic processes. A. R.

COUPLETB SPECiriCATlONS ACCEPTSD.
TK'tt ip'ei/icalioiu are obtainable, -pric* If- each, poit fret, from

thr Pattnt Ofiet, tS, Southampton BwUdingi, Chaneery Lane,
l.'>ndon. W.V.

Tkt date in bratkett U tkat of applitatien in tAit eotintrjr/ or
abroad, in (A< ease of patent* granted under the Internattonai
Convention.

'•/ HBUMK Paocna.—No. 148.462 (Jane 16, 1919). In practical

ixrratfeo H hss been found advi-iihle, in order to facilitate the

i--valo|imeat of the medium tonti. to add aiiim to the bath in

' 'tieb the carbon tiisae is to br immersed before applying the
>n>* •pen the origiaat print. But in Uiis bath the alum caases
• formation of insolable preciphaies which are deposited and
.'ivfwby the bath i* weakened, »> that it bncomes impossible to

taia laceeaaive prints of uniform character, nave by adding
the bath the proper amount of thoie constituents which became

In- ovdsr to obviate Ibes* drawbacks, and to obtain the
.iiirnt o»!'rijriv! \n\x-2n with tli.lr relatlv.. vitlues in the half

osists in r ,ring Uie tissues

/•.hr'.iiir r „. .ilum. After
' "<i in a and, upon
'••d to in . m in water

>f the nxobrome bath
• -T upon the original

1 manner a new product i« Dh<«ined, mnsJAting of a tisstie

> imprsfcnated with the reagents con» f ozobrome
' alum being used. The papsr is di .n be kept,

•1 "nen required for nie ii immersed in watir ur in a solution
•' one of the coostHuents employed for the previous impregnation.
The pigmented paper is immersed in a complete solution which

doea not contain alom, that is t^) .^ay, in a bath containing the
fono»ing.>—biebromate of poU- '--ncyanide of potassium,
'I roaide of potsssinm. an>J - "i» dried, and when
fT" r«l for ose is immened in ;!, a solotfon of one of
the above inpwiienU. Alternatively, one of the connlituentu of
the «ot«f!on may be omitted, for examnir tl.e 'r.lr),r, .mmte of
T"' consequently (rives of the

•t- paper is to be in
. .jH.. M

'••taasium and bromide of potsesium.

.
In such alternative the paper is prepared for use by imm^eing

it in a solution of the constituent which ha.s not been utilised to
i)btain the previous impregnating solution, that is to say, in the
above particular example, in the bichromate of potassium. This
method of previous impregnation can be employed at the present
time whatever may be the compoeition of the coated paper.
Instead of preparing the paper by using as a base a coated

paper of a current type which is immersed in the bath as
described, the paper according to the invention can be prepared
by employing an ozobrome babli without alum and mixing there-
with the colouring matter, the mucilaginous substances forming
the support and the usual products contained in tlie coated paper.
This composition is then coated upon the paper according to the
well-known methods. The mucilaginous gelatine can be replaced
by albumen, gum or other suitable mucilaginous substances, while
the pigments can be constituted by inert colouring matter in
powdered form other than carbon.
Instead of employing as in the usual methods a paper con-

taining colouring matter which is to be immersed in the ozobrome
bath immediately before the said paper is applied upon the silver
print, which gives uncertain results and a lack of uniformity in
the prints obtained, in the process according to the invention a
paper is produced containing the colouring matter together with
constituents of the ozobrome bath, which can be kept in the
.same manner as an ordinary paper containing silver salts.—Louis
Ratier, Rue Lallier, Paris.

.SiLHOt;ETTE PHOTOCIUPH.S.—No. 147,621 (July 8, 1920). The inven-
tion is a modification of the process described in Specification
No. 169,233 ("B.J.", October 28, 1921, p. 647). One filter
only may l^ used instead of two or the same result may be
attained without any filter at all. Using, for example, a yellow
background the first ^picture may be taken with a yellow filter
upon an orthochromatic plate or film. In this case the back-
ground will appear opaque, that is, so much of the coating as
is occupied by the background will, after development, appear
on the negative as covered. The second view is taken on an
ordinary plate or film which is under normal conditions almost
insensitive for yellow, and iu the negative the background will
be transparent. On the print the background will thus in the
first case become white, in the second case black. If an emulsion
which is apecially sensitised for yellow is used for the first

picture, Uiere is no necessity of employing a filter in either case.
.Similar conditions exist for backgrounds of other colours. In

tlie case of a blue background, for instance, the first picture
may be taken with an ordinary plate or film, l>ecause ite coat-

ing is, as is generally known, highly sensitive for blue, and.
accordingly, the blue background will come out' opaque. For the
.tecond picture an orthochromatic plate may be taken, the sensi-

tiveness of which for blue is perfectly neutralised by a spectro-
scopically suited yellow filter, so that the background appear.*

transparent, or a plate may be employed which has been
rendered insensitive for blue by an impregnation with dianil red.

Ill the former case only one filter is required for screening the

blue rays, while in the second case no filter at all is required.

—

Hans Ooetz, 1, Sendlingertorplatz, Munich, Germany.

Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOR ItEGISTRATION.
Novix.— No. 418,671. Chemical substances used in photography,

phulDgraphie plates and photographic films. Kosmos Photo-

K'raphios, Ltd., Balfour House, Finsbury Pavement, London,
E.C'.2. and I'ixmore .\venne, Letchworth, Hertfordshire, manu-
facturers. September 20, 1921.

-W«T.t,TlcoToN (Child Design).—No. 412,403. Photographic paper.

W«Uiii)$10n and Ward, Shenley Road, Boreham Wood, Elstree,

Hertfordshire, manufacturers. February 11, 1921.

Messrs. Wm and Westiet, manufacturers of photographic

mounts, advise of their change of address from Finsbury Park to

13, Bishop's Court, Holborn, E.G. 4, where their telephone number
is Holbom 2094.

LtTERATrBE OP AERIAL PiiOTOOBAPHV.— M. L. P Clerc appended

to his "Iraill-Taylor lecture (the concluding portion of which

appears in this issue) a valuable list of the articles, papers, books

and patent specifications relating to aerial photography and photo-

<urveying We hope to publish it in a later issue.
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Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

MONDAT, NOVEMBEB 21.

Birmingham Photographic Art Chili. " Broinoil " Demonstration.

H.3. Sheplierd.

liowes Parle and District Phot. Sor. " Flashlight Portraiture."

Messrs. Johnson.
Bradford P.S. " Bromoil for Beginners." W. E. Gundill.

Dewsbiiry P.S. " Norlh-East Yorkshire." S. Guy.
G'.aegowand West of Scotland Amateur P.A. "The Mountains

and Cities of Italy." Dr. Iiiglis Clark.

Kiddt'iniinster and Dist. P.S. " Winchelsea and Rye." Algernon
Brooker.

Leeds C.C. " Rambles in Upper Wharfedale." Thos. Ryder.
Southampton C.C. " The Correction of Distortion with the En-

larging Lantern." E. N. Ellis.

South London P.S. " Camera Portraiture." C. P. Crowther.
Wallasev Amateur P.S. " Bromoil." J. B. Potts.

Waltliamstow and District P.S. "A.P." Prize Slides.

Tuesday, Nove.mbeb, 22.

R.P.S. " Developments and Improvements in the ("arbro Process."

A. C. Braham.
Birmingham P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Combrfdge and Dist. Phot. Club. " 2,000 Miles up the Nile."

Capt. E. A. Ketteringham.
Exeter Camera Club. " Dartmoor." G. T. Harris.

Hackney Phot. Soc. Print and Slide Competition.

Leeds Phot. Soc. " The Microscope." A. 0. A'.len, M.A., B.Sc,
A.R.C.Sc, and G. Wingfield, M.A.

Mottingham P.S. Photographs by Members (Prize Competition).
South Glasgow C.C. " Combination Printing." Thos. Carlyle.

South .Shields P.S. " Toning Bromide Prints." Harbit Heal.
Tyneside Phot. Soc. ' Enlarging." A. J. Dalton.
Welfare C.C. " Common Faults and Defects in Plates and Films."

Wednesday, Novembeh 23.

.VccriimKjn C.C. " Old Processes and New Methods." W. F. Slater.

Borough Polytechnic P.S. " Simple Picture Making." R. H.
Lawton.

Croydon C.C. " A Rational and Reliable System of ascertaining
Correct Exposure in Bromide Printing and Enlarging."
J. M. Sellers.

Dennistoun Amat. P.A. " W^orking up Prints." J. M'Clure.
(iateshead C.C. " Press Photogriiphy." J. R. Johnston.
Ilford P.S. " London from Many Points of View." H. Creightoii

Beckett.
Partick C.C. "Nature through a Microscope." J. G. Cree.
Photo-micrographic Society. Members' Evening.
Rochdale Amateur P.S. " Carbon." A. E. Cooper.
.South Suburban P.S. " How I ust Self-Toning Paper." P. R.

Salmon.
Thursday, November 24.

Camera Club, The.
Miss Olive Edi;

Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. " Photogravure, its History
and Application." A. J. Bull, M.Sc.

North Middlesex Phot. Soc. " Some Point« on Picture Making."
B. C. Wickison.

Optical Society. " The Polariscope, from an Historical Stand-
point." Prof. F. J. Cheshire.

Saturday, November 26.

Edinburgh Phot. Soc. " The Structure and Growth of Edinburgh."
F. C. Mears.

A Colour Photographing Trip in Canada."

ROYAL PHOTUGKAl'HIC SOCIETY.

Meeting held Tuesday, November 15, the president, Dr. G. H.
Rodman in the chair.

A lantern lecture, " Some Sea Birds," was delivered by Mr.
F. R. D. Onslow, and dealt in a most interesting manner with the

authfir's experiences ^ a photographer of marine birds. A large

numlicr of lantern illustrations showed the range of his work in

this firld. The hearty thanks of the meeting to Mr. Onslow were
accorded

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

" .\notlier of those rotten ' print displays ' for next Wednes-
day," disgustedly exclaimed a worthy medical member whilst .

perusing the syllabus the previous week. He had evidently

forgotten that photographic societies have as the reason, or excuse,

for their existence the production of photographs, including, <ii'

course, every step necessary to the attainment of that object.

With old members, who have seen many house exhibitions, all

much of a muchness, and listened to inoie or less, stereotyped

criticisms year in and year out. the appeal of such evenings must

certainly tend to diminish with time. On the other hand, a few

veterans appear to preserve an unabated interest, and the entlui-

siasm of the younger generation of pictorialists should make ampl»

amends for any feeling of boredom experienced by some. Last

week the " priui display " comprised few exhibits, but of excel-

lent qu.ality. The fog prevailing doubtless prevented many mem
hers from arriving with masterpieces under their arms.

During the evening Mr. A. E. Issac showed an " Osglim " lani|>

of the General Electric Co. As the name suggests, it is of vei

low candle-power, and. indeed, may be regarded as an electiK

night-light. He suggested its use for a dark-lamp illuminant. A
rare gas " Neon " glows orange between two electrodes contained

in the bulb, and the life is far longer than that of a filament lamp.

The consumption of current is only f.ve watts (about one-fourth

the lowest limit of filament lamps of the same voltage), and lamps

are supplied for direct and alternating current at voltages 200 tf>

250. In cases where a small light is required continuously the-

" Osglim " lamp, in his opinion, seems just the thing. Another

type is used for advertisement purposes, the cathode being shaped

to various letters of the alphal>et.

Mr. E. A. Salt said the lamp was very interesting, as many
electricians thought that the electric light of the future would be

on similar lines—the production of light without heat. The
" Moore tube " is another example of gas being made to glow

electrically, but the voltage required is very high and secured by

a high-tension .ransformer. Such a tube can be run round the

walls of a room, and careful provision has been made to safeguard

against accident. A peculiar property of Neon gas is that it

permits of the passage of the electric discharge at a comparatively

low voltage. AUhough the light is of orange hue it is also rich

in ultra-violet, an undesirable feature for a dark-lamp illuminant.

A carbon (not a metallic) filament lamp, he said, is best for this

purpose.

Among other cheerful items of the evening, which included the-

return of a valued old member, Mr. W. H. Smith, a set of photo-

graphs illustrating ruptures of the membranes of the brain was

shown by Mr L. J. Hibbert. Owing to a slight ipisunderstanding

sincere wishes were cxpr,?ssed for his speedy recovery

EDINBURGH SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHERS.

Meeting held, Monday, November 7. Present : Messrs. MacKay,

Moffat, Campbell Harper, Johnston. Fergnssou, Laing, Norman

Thomson, John Thomson. E. D. Young, George Balmain, W. J.

Hutcheson. C. D. Crooke and Philip. Mr. Campbell Harper, the

president, in the char.

The President explained that at a meeting of the council of the

Society it was unanimously resolved to send the congratulations of

the members to Mr. Wm. Crooke, Princes Street, Edinburgh, one

of their members, on the success which he had achieved at tho exhi-

bitions in America, and on the unique and distinguished honours

which had been meritoriously awarded to him in that country. It

was also agreed to invite him as a guest of the Society to the

annual dinner in December. The Secretary read the letter addressed

by him to Mr. Crooke, and Mr. Crooke's reply, thanking the mem-

bers for their congratulations and accepting the invitation to dinner.

Mr. E. D. Y'oung reported that in response to the circular sent

out to the members he had an addition of three or four pupi'.s to

the drawing and retouching class at the College of Art. He thought

if other six pupils joined that would assure the success of tho
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_ aud warrant the Collrge aul)i(>riti«e to continue it. The
Precideoi pointed oDt the trouble which the Society had in gei-

ttBg this ciaaa atartcd, and arged nietnben to get as many as

possible of their aviatanta to attend.

The annual dinner of tb« Society wa^ fixed for Monday, Decem-

ber 5. at Meurs. Ferguson and Forrester's Restaurant, Princes

Street. .Messrs. Campbe'.l Harper, Fergusaon, Young, Moffat. Geo.

Balmim and Philip were appointed a committee to carry out the

arran..ementa.

The discussion t>n the minimum prices of oommercial photographs

«as postjKioed to a farther meeting, when it wae hoped Mr. Hislop

lid be able to attend. It was unanimously agreed to invite

- H'l'np t'l J<«H-..ine a member of the Society.

neiitioiied that Mr. Crowther, of Mt«srs Marion.

. ti( a lecture to the Glasgow Society early next

Donih, and that if an invitation was extended to him he woald be

pleased to come to Edinburgh and deliver one to the Society. It

was agreed to invite Mr. Crowther.

Mr M..frat

dc

of

iiiiMfMd that he had beea approached by Mr.
Street, Edinburgh, the owner of a neat

.... u> deliver photographers' parcels at the rate

or 5d. each parcel. He thought that the pro-

.• ^ «

—

A one, and commended it to the members for their

4tiaii.

te of thanks to the President concluded the meeting.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

(If •

c

lh« I

en.-Ti.

w' '

•'*

N
I

V .Nf'Tus- , >;iveii, pursuant to Section 242 (3) of

tiipanies i' m) Act, 1906, that at Uiv expiration

••• months zr. m .November 11. 1921, the name of the Photo-

Art Develnpment C'ompan>. Ltd., will, unices csose

the contrary, be struck off the Register of Joint Stock

.kod the company will Ix? rlissoWed.

I •> baa been given that a petition for the »inlii){-

I til* Aioadel Stadio, Ltd.. has been presented to

I . Orart of Jostioe by the Art Reproduction Com-
l.L.I . of 34. Plough Conrt, Fetter Lane, R C ,

•r« and printers, a cretlitur uf the oodlpany. The petition

^- "d al the Royal Courts of Jnitiee, Strand, W.C., on

"J .4uy person intending to appcftr at the hearing of

""r<ii gire written noti<'« on or before November 21

riin and Cuhen, 23, College Bill, E.C.4, solicitors.

annum) upon the outstanding Preferred Stock, and of 2jr per cent,

{being at the rate of 10 per cent, per annum) upon the outstanding
Common Stock, the directors have declared an extra dividend of

7i per cent, upon the Common Stock, all payable on January 2,

1922, to stockholders of record on November 30, 1921.

NEW COMPANIES.

R. F. Hdnter, Ltd.—This private company was registered oa
November 3, with a capital of £3,000 in £1 shares. Objects : To
acquire the businesses carried on at 9, Cavendish Circus, Buxton,
and 3, The Promenade, Cheltenham, and to carry on the businees
of photographic chemists, camera and other photographic apparatus
manufacturers and dealers, portrait painters, photographers, etc.

The subscribers (each with one share) are :—R. F. Hunter.
9, Cavendish Circus, Buxton, Derbyshire, photographer ; Mrs.
M. M. Hunter, 9. Cavendish Circus, Buxton, Derbyshire ; E.

Grundy, 22, Booth Street, Manchester, C.A. The first directors are

not named.

At a recent extraordinary general meetiog of the mem-
y r the (.«ngham Stodio, Ltd., held at the ofKcee of

M < Rdwsrd Moore ft Sons. 3. Crosby Sqnere, E.C.3. a reao-

peeaed to the effect, that the compsny be wound op

and that Kenneth Alfred Edgar Moore, of 3, Crosby
^ °

. be appointed liquidator. Notice is given, pursasnl

' ~ 198 of the Compaoiea (Consolidation) Art, 1908, that a

nrcrtir.- . ) < r. htors Will be haU at tiif above address on Novem
b^T 2S it .3 {. ni . for the porpoaee provided in the said section.

N .tiee i* given of the disaotatioo. by mntnal consent, of the

f lusrtnerships :—(1) Between David Samnel Childs and

I' we. carrying on boaineae as proosM engravers, at 20-21,

I I.,<'ndon' EC 4. under the style of Childs ft Rowe. AU
> and owioff by the late firm will be received and paid

1 -^moel' Child*. (2) Betw.^n .\rthur Priestley Boocock

Newiumie, carryinu' "n lin^itie'ii as photographic pnb-

liahan, *» 178. Gamett Street, Bradford, onder the style of The
VoftJtefT! PHotographic Co. All debt* doe to and owii\g by the

- received and paid by Arthur Priestley Boocock.

le to carry on the btisines*.

In addition to the usoal quarterly
. , ,. ik, .,t^ ,.» g p0r ceitt. par

News and Notes.

KAtmtAS Kodak CourAXt.-
..-J. A, f 1 .,., -.,. lUr.

View-Stealino in America.—Mr. D. W. Griffith, the well-known

film producer i« suing the United States Government for spying

on his studios from the a'r. He is taking this action to seek a

definite ruling as to the rights of American Army airmen to fly

over private property for the purpose of sight-seeing or taking

photographs. Prying visitors, many with pocket cameras, have been

excluded from the studios, and so aeroplane joy rides to see and

photograph set scenes from the air have become popular.

Mk.ssks. VVaixace Heatok, Ltd., 84, High St., Sheffield, send

US their November sale catalogue of sixty pages, listing 743 lots

of apparatus which they are offering at special prices for the pur-

pose of clearing stock. The goods represent leading models of all

types of hand and stand cameras, lenses and enlargers, and a con-

siderable variety of optical instruments, including binoculars,

telescopes, microscopes, etc. The list contains full particulars of

the firm's offer to forward on approval against deposit, or to supplv

on gradual payment terms, and is obtainable free qn application.

TtiE KosMOS CoMPBTlTioN.—The list of prize-winners in the

competition recently organied by Messrs. Kosmos Photographies,

Ltd., has been published, and includes some hundreds of names.

The first prize of £100 is gained by Mr. H. Victor Vokcs, of

Soathampton. We are interested to learn that an enormous

nnmber of prints were received and that the general high stan-

dard of quality, particularly in the more expert classes, made the

task of judging a somewhat difficult one. The Kosmos Company
observe, that the present competition brought in a very much

graeter number of pictures of real merit and confirms them in

their view that very keen interest continues to be taken in serious

photography. No doubt this fact will encourage them in the orga-

nising of future competitions and in repeating the very generou.s

allocation of numerons consolation prizes.

AsRiAL Sravwijio bv Photoohaphv.—The camera is to be used

in order to expedite work on the new London to Southend road,

the Ministry of Transport having decided to make a new survey

bv^alr of thp proposed route between Romford and Prittlewell.

The siTrvey will be carried out by three men in about twenty

minutes on the first fine day. If the survey of the 21-miIe stretch

were made under the old conditions it would take a small army of

men .-teveral days.

Aa official of Aarofilms, Ltd., who will undei:take the work on

behalf of the Ministry, states that 170 separate photographs will

be taken. The pictures will overlap, so that each shows an area

roaghly of | of a mile wide and J a mile broad,. The Air Ministry

has arranged to place ground signals a mile apart along the route

to ensure that the airmen and photographic surveyors keep true to

the straight ? '< > mil"- belt.
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Correspondence.

••4 CorretpondenU ihould never write on botA sidet of tkt paper.

No notice if taken of communications unleig the namte a»d

addrtssei of the writer* are given.

••" We do not undertake retpontibUity for the opinione expreeted

by our correepondents.

A CONTRAST RATING FOR PRINTING PAPERS.
To the Editors.

GenUemen,—There have been three recent suggeeitioos in the
" B.J." to the effect that it de desirable for the manufaot'Ui'ei's of

printing papers to describe the " contrast " of their produote batoli

by. batdi with a number indicative of the expoeure range iie<^essai'>'

to record upon any particular paper a white impression at one end

of the scale of tones and the deepetrt blaok impression possible at tlie

other end. It is considered that such a number would be more

precise ajtd informative that tlie expressions "soft," " vigorous,"

" portrait," and so on, in present use.

Precipe information as to the properties of any particular botdi

of printing paper would be useful to the photographer in two

dbtinot directions :

—

(«) To enable him to renew aii exihausted stock of paper with

the certainty that similar prints would be obtainable cm

the new stock from tlie sa-me or similar negatives.

(6) To enable him to decide which paper out of hie stock of

papers would be the most .suitable for use with any one

particular negative.

Let us consider (a) for a moment and examine to wliat e.xtent a

figure denoting tlie exposure scale of the paper would be sufficient

to indicate the character of the resultant print.

In figure 1 there are depicted the characteristic curves of three

printing papers whicli differ in every respect except that they

poasess the same exposui'e scale, and would in fact be lal>elled with

Exposure scale.

Fig. 1.—Prints .\. B and C.

the same " (Wiitrast rating number " if manufacturers were to

adopt the suggestions of Messrs. Hall, Taylor, and Thermit.

It ia certaiin that these three papers A, B and C would yield prints

of a totally different character when printed from the same nega-

tive. Paper A is a high-olase paper giving a good reading foi-

maximum black, and having a very desirably short under- and over-

exposure period, together with a comparatively long sitraight line

portion, indioaAive of its capacity to translate the negative grada-

tions with fidelity. The gamma of this paper is less than that of

paper B and greater than that of paper C. Paper B, possessing

the same exposure range, is a paper with a prolonged under-

exposure curve and relatively short straight-line portion. Except

for the pure white and the deepest blaok tones, its rendering of

the intermediate tones of any one negative would be totally different

from the rendering of paper A. Paper C, possessing the same

e.xposure range (MN), differs from A and B in giving a lowei-

reading for maximum black. It would be. perhaps, a paper of

different surface characteristics compared with papers A. and B,

such as a marked matt surface compared with a less matt surface,

or its deifective black may be due to a faulty emulsion. The ren-

dering cm C would be different from that on A or B.

It is cxjrtain that the " contrast rating " of a photographic paper

tannot be adequately desoi'ibed by a figure, indicative of its exposure

soale alone. It would l>e moderately precise if both the exposure

scale and the amma infinity were measured and given, or as an

alternative the exposure scafe and the measure of the maximum
black. It would be still more precise if to either of these alterna-

tives wore added jnforniabion as to the relationship between the

length of the characteristic ciu've of the paper which was straight

and that portion which \va« curved, a relationship termed the
" rendering power " by Messrs. Mees, Nutting & Jones.

If a photographer were satisfied that a cei-tain paper gave him
the prints he required from certain negatives, then it is extremely

unlikely that his request to the paper manufacturw for a paper of

similar " contrast rating " would bring liim a paper capable of

giving precisely similar prints.

Let us examine the utility of this " contrast rating measuienient "

in enabling the photographer to decide what printing paper to

use with a given negative. It is desirable in matching a negative

with a printing paper to so choose a pa{)er tliait the density scale

(opacity range) of the iiogative should coincide with, or on occa-

sions be somewhat less than, the exposure scale (range) of the

printing paper. Given the exposure soale of the paper by the

manufacturer under the title of " contrast rating," the figure

which they are now being urged to give, we must in some niannei'

estimate the density scale of the negative. Are we to guess it by
viewing the negative in a good light and making an inspection

estimate? Personally, I have been inspecting negatives and then

actually measuring them for yeare. and my estimates based upon

inspection alone are as erroneous as when I started. A gixK>er who
sold tea and sugar by guesswwk without the aid of a |>air of scales,

and who had practised tliat procedure for years, would doubtless

be confident, unless bankruptcy or police crfurt proceedings super-

vened, that he was capable of guessing weights with accuracy. It

is fairly certain, however, that if he were persuaded to buy a .pair

of scales he would find that the guessed weight of a commodity was
something very different from the real weight. The guessing of a

weight with reasonable accuracy is simple compared with the accom-

plishment of a fairly accurate estimate by inspection of the density

.scale (opacity range, printing quality) of a negative.

It is quite certain that, in order to make full use of the " coiitia.<t

rating" figure given by the paper manufacturer the photogn'apher

would have to be prepared to measure his negatives. The nveasure-*

ment of negatives involves apparatus which must be desired with

care and used with care. Given satisfactory apparatus for the

purpose and knowledge of its use it miu.st be remembered that

density measurements have two extrem(e values, a low value reading

given when the measurement is made in perfectly diffused light,

and a high value reading when employing parallel light. The
former reading is appropriate for contact printing and «ilarging

under conditions of perfect light diffn.sion, and the latter reading

is appropriate when enlarging with the aid of a " condenser "

lantern, provided that the degree of narallelisjn of the light illumi-

nating the negative through the condenser is similar to that of the.

light by the aid of which the negative was measured. In the casa

of negatives in which the silver deposit is not perfectly tieutral in

colour, the density reading, no matter how made, will need (

reotioii to transform it into a value of use in actual printing.

It seems to me that the utility in practical pluoitography of a

figure giving the exposure scale of the paper is fading into insig-

nificance. The figure does not indicate many of the properties of

the printing paper emulsion which are vital to the question, and

the difficulties in the way of utilising this information, so far as

it goes, are sufficiently great to prevent its publication being "f

real value.

Practical photogiiaphers can do a great deal to help themselves

in these matters without any additional information from manu-

facturers as to the numerical constant* of the emulsion supplied.

Choose a negative which will give a print upon soft Velox paper

and will show a touch of white and a touch of black at the two

ends of the tone soale. Between these two ends all the remaining

negative gradations will bo rendered in approjwiate shades of grey.

Such a negative will have a density scale of aVxrat 1.3, equivalent

to an opacity range of 1 to 20. Keep that negative for making

test prints on any paper. Make such a test print whenever new

paper is bought, and if the print so made differa in appearance

from any previou.s print on other papers, or other batches of the

same paper, add it to the permanent collection of ''differiiij
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ir - lit il>« oiHirae of a short limo there will be formed a amaJl

o-il>v'tioit of prinu> aiiowtng all the print differeocee that coniniercial

'.:\i" -.o are capAble »{ yielding. iiH'lusive of efDuIsion differeixee,

-orfaoe differenoee, ami oolonr of paper baee variatiniui.

<>t be many printo in the permanent collection allowing

< '!<-rrnce8. Paste tbeii on a chart and label them A. B, C,

i the order of their coatraat. Compare a print from new paper

lie printa in the permanent oolleation aod label it aooord-

Siore U wbeo labelled in an appropriate oompartment, and
. . e .kj nooh loforAiation as to its printing properties as you

a fly to derive frooi the publioat4on by the manafaotarer

p: aion oonetanU.

The print* on inch a chart are merely gnidea to the category in

n' .'. II0W paper ahoald be placed. It ia unfair to examine each
' and say that one print is better than another, unfair to

i>er giving the worae print. The priata are porpoaely made
.'le lamu negative in order to bring out the paper differenoeB.

—>.iler what characteriatio of the paper tboae differeooea may
' due to. If the teat negative ohoaen be one that gives a normal
-^'1 r-rint on loft Veiox paper, then moat d the vigorooa gaslight

will yield har«h prints with missing highlights and bnried

.«, and moat ot the brooude papers will yield flat prints.

A-ercr. such a chart be made, and if. open the arrival <rf a
.ii«ti of bromide paper, the new paper be foond to yield a
: rom the test nagaUve equally aa flat »a a print on the chart,
' is oeftajB that the new paper is suitable for all negativea

ptvviooaly yieMad good printe on the " chart " print paper
- valent to any stock in hand previoualy graded as

t • the name chart print. I h«ve Iwd the experisnoe of

u. a chart and writhing umler the oommeoia of brother

y: .rs, to whom (ha chart i-onveyed no more than tbs*

"vignr'iiis gaslight paper always gives hard pri&ta of no valne,"

and that " Maaar*. Blank's bromide papar aeaned to yield an
or>t^.^ably flat reaolt." It did, thus treated: and the fact that

1 enabled it to ba aa clsssifted that there was some chaaca of

right nagative to make it yield a normal print of

ily.

"d chart is a guide to the classification of papera in the

'ir nintraal-giving pr<jperties. and nothing else. llie

.^ L>1 a paper to yield a good print from a given negative

lama rm (and ia likely to remain, for the reasons already given) a
013' rror. The sim|> •> the same time the

fii ascertaining , capacity of a nega-

tive ... uul ' > «tu(ly the ni|;ative or iUUxnpt to measure it, bat to

raait- * print and examine that. The print ia aithsr right, or flat,

or '•' oontrasted. If the error is flat nam, then a paper of greater

or« 'rn^ pieked not of the ciMMfled atoek ia the remedy. Tbe
c he papers haa merely »horUned tlie road to soconm
^ <« seaae papsr which at a guess the pbotograplier

tr ).ly ba dbotit right.

tm fargivrn for the exoaaliye length of this letter.

B. T J. Qi>ovim.

-. Birkcnhewi Road. Meols, Cbariiire.

\ov«iiiber 6. ISEI.

PdlWIP.V PHOTOORAPHir I.ENSKS.

To the Editotm.

S.iwre" of November .i '"A I gave

' '. .ult of the examinat; National

f three lense*. two post-war ones, made in

.ass, and unc pre-war lens made by (toerz

UuMS were b<" - " stock at % large I.,ondon

• finer* 1«na <lly selerted for me by

,'«ncy.

'>ps are now aslling quantities of German
•• prcoiraed that the buyers imagine that these

'h-in Engliah made ones.

U may, I hop*-, help to correct such ideas,

the X»ti"r<il Physical Laboratory I)eing

•' a samm.i' v furnished by the Direc-

llie ciitw
'

ve<l at :

—

No. 118,054, by C. P.

i» been examined over the

f

1

fin'

1

r .

t

(J -

field of view corresponding to a half-plate. The lens shows appre-
ciable spherical aberration and distortion, and requires to be
stopped down to //16 to give satisfactory refinition over the entire

plate. The lens fails to reach the standard required for a certifi-

cate.

" The series II, Cooke Aviar lens. No. 960,024, by Taylor,
Taylor k Hobeon, full aperture //4.8 (f = 214 mm.), has b?en
examined over the field of view corresponding to a half-plate. The
lens shows a little spherical aberration and slight distortion. The
correction for coma, curvature and astigmatism are satisfactory,

and at //4.8 satisfactory definition is given over the entire plate.

The lens reaches the standard required for a certificate.

" The Cooke telephoto lens. No. 86,732, by Taylor, Taylor &
Uobson, full aperture //5.8 (f = 371 mm.), has been examined over
the field of view corresponding to a half-plate. As with telephole

lenses in general tbe distortion is appreciable, and amounts to a
displacement of a point at the comer of the plate of nearly 2,3 mm.
The corrections for spherical aberration, coma, curvature and astig-

matism ape satisfactory, and the definition i^t //5.8 over the entire

plate is excellent. The lens reaches the standard required for a

certificate."

In another letter, the Director observes that " the Goerz lens is

not as satisfactory as either of the Cooke lenses, although, on
account of its smaller aperture, a better degree of iCorrection might
reasonably be expected."

I think it is a fair statement that the best English photographic

lenses more than hold their own with the best Continental ones.

Where the Germans score is in the excellence of their publicity

departments. Most of our English firms ought to learn how to

advertise. —Yours faithfully,

K. C. Beownino.
16, Bridge Avenue Mansions, Hammersmith, London, W.6.

November 12, 1921.

DARK-SLIDE FASTENINGS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In reference to the paragraph on dark -slides in yout

issue of November 4, p. 653, I bcR to bring to your notice my

method of keeping the brass clips secure. It is the only dodge I

know to be reliable.
f

Drill a hole in the brass clip as near as possible to the centre.

Bore a hole in the wood to correspond with the hole in the brass,

screw in fully a small brass screw, remove the screw and out off

'

the head. Then screw into the wood by means of a pliers, or make
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a cut ill the top (B) by means of a small (hack) saw. Close the slide

«nd you will find the clip will go into its place witli a snap. You

can make the jjrip tight or loose by adjusting the screw, and this

is an sulvantage. If, however, this facility is not wanted a smai;

brass nail {A} may be used, or a small screw with rounded head

may be used if one can countersink the brass clip (inside) where it

meeta the .screw head.

An extra safeguard is a rubber band—can be got any size at the

stationer's. It must, of course, be slipped off before inserting the

slide. When in use it is slipped over the slide to catch each clip.

I have endeavoured to draw the device for further explanation

of above description.—Yours, etc.,

Tnam, Co. Galway, T. P. MacNally
November 8.

THE NODAL SPACE OF A LENS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In my letter, page 679, of your issue of Novem
hvT 11, there are two errata.

Equation (3) should read <S=i>i-(D2-A)X ^i^i-l'
18

In the last line, .5=X)j— (Z)j— D,) —i and not as written.

The latter error is my mistake, v/hich I regi-et.—Yours faith-

fully, .^ R. J. S. Simpson.

Answers to Ccrrespondents.

/n accordnnct with our present prarticr. a relatively umall epace is

allotted in each issue to repliet to correspondentt.

Wt will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply: 6-cent International, Coupon, from readers

abroad.

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach us

not later than Tuesday {pasted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

K. J.—The firm we mentioned in our issue of June 3 as supphinc;
a focussing magnifier with a sucker end was Messrs. A.W.
Penrose, 347-349, Cathedra! Street, Glasgow.

^Frs. F. N.—Legally the assistant was bound to work the full
week, that is until the usual closing time on the Saturday, but
we think any action for remedy in respect to his earlier leaving
would probably be dismicsed as trumpery by a magietrate.

\V. A. H.—We are sorry we do not know where particulars of
M. de Fontenay'e work appeared, but are quite sure that you can
obtain the information by applying to M. L. P. Clerc, c/o
" Revue Francaise de Photographic," 35, Boulevard St. Jacques,
Paris.

^- K—The best suggestion we can make is that the painting should
be fenced in on all sides with a kind of tent extemporised from
thin muslin erected on a frame, the picture being placed at one
«id of the tent and the lens pointing into the other open end.
This will avoil a good deal of the varnish reflection, but not
enough to dispense with the usual panchromatic plate and a deep
safelight, say K3.

"^

F. J.—It all depends on what stipulation you made in agreement
with the people when arranging the exchange of the cameras on
approval. If there was no agreement at all then certainly tlie
usual course is that a person who wishes to inspect an apparatus
pays the carriage on it, but if nothing was agreed upon before-
hand we do not think that you can hold the people to the
payment of the charge on your apparatus.

B.^SEMENT Dark-room.—Having a lirge cellar, 21 x 12, with one
door lejiding into a small yard about 4 ft. square, could I convert
this cellar into dark-rooms for assistants to work in' If so
would the Factory Inspector pass it? Do dark-room assistant.s
come under the Factory Act?—,7. N.

It does not sound a'healthy place for assistants to work in,and we think it very likely that the place would not he passed

by the Factory Inspector, under whose tare assistants employed
in workrooms come in accordance with the Factory Act.

S. M.—Under the Registration of Business Names Act you are re-

quired to register your business name if it is not your own name.

That being so, you are required by the Act to print your nanR
on business stationery, such as note headings or invoices. To
omit to do 80 is a breach of the Act, in respect of which you are

liable to be summoned. It is nOt necessary for you to use your

true name in advertisements nor on the photographs which you
supply. As regards the business card or price list we think the

Act would require that your name should be printed on it. The
Act applies equally to people of English nationality and to a'iens.

J. O.—(3) For making the negative the best plate is one of the

process or photo-mechanical variety, of which almost every maker
has his cwn, or a process panchromatic, such as that of Wratten,

if the original you have to copy is in colours. For the lantern-

slides the best results will be got on one of the slow lantern

plates. (4) There is no book on the production of laintern-slide

advertisements, in the making of which there is nothing special

beyond what is dealt with in the manuals on lantern-slide making

and colourings '.(/., " PracticarLitntern Slide Making," by G. T.

Harris, Is. 6d. net. and " How to Colour Photographs and

Lantern Slides," by R. Penlake, Is. 6d. net. Both of thest

are published i.v Messrs. Uiffe, 20, Tudor Street. London, E.C.4

C. J.— (1) We prefer backgrounds to be stretched upon frames aJU

fitted with castors. (2) When eo fitted the backgrounds remaii

quite flat and free from creases- They can be used in any pan
of the studio, and can be turned to or from the light to make there

appear lighter or darker, as may he desired. Backgrounds oi

rollers must be kept in one position or on a heavy stand which

is difficult to move. (3) If the roller system be nsed it is bettei

to have the roller at the bottom with self-coiling cords to raise

and lower it. This method is used for sitage scenery and aisc

for lantern screens. The roller tends to keep the background
steady and the weight helps to pull out the flutes caused by
rolling.

R. A. J.—The light from incandescent mantles is by no means so

actinic for gas-light printing as that from a half-w-att, but we
should think that, say, two high-power mantles would allow

.sufficiently .short exposures on the ordinary gaslight papers from
reasonably quick-printing negatives. We do not think that any
gaslight would be powerful enough for the slow gaslight papers.

The Luna lamp of Messrs. W. G. Hughes is a very good lamp,

burning methylated spirit, and being self-contained could be u.*ed

with one or other printer as required. No doubt there are more
powerful incandescent burners for gas, but our experience is that

one of the very best is the " Howellite," sold by Messrs. Griffin.

Three or four of these inverted burners ought to allow of suffi-

ciently rapid exposures.

The British Jonrnal of Photography.
LiNB Advertisements.

An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisements

(excepting Situations Wanted! is now in operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies

per insertion for each advertisement.

6d.

I
Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the
advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock
(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be
guaranteed.
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SUMMARY
Ttw c>.>mpWliuu ui lit* two recent articlei oo M«ie in optical

nprvl iction takta tb* form o( » aoinewhst lentcthy rrsngement
of '

...

Ift

It :

»!
tb«

In

!us and exaniplea a^iplyiiig to calculations of the size and
iiiage of an object according to tbe particnlar circum-

. stanro, camera extenaion, aiid focjJ length of lens.

'I'd that in oome reapecta tbaoe mlea have been mada more
and In* from liabiKtv to miina* than hai hitherto been

(P. TOL)

'.iitribated article, Mr. D. CbarUa daaeriliai an enlarging
i*d pi.iring outfit emptoring difloaed (igbt Iran a Mt of nali^

•Mt bulba. (P. 609.)

In hw " Paria Not«* " M. I.. P. Clerc dcMriba farther experi-
MBta on d*-<«n«itiaing. t.«ctie acid being naed for preserving
th» amidoS derelopar. and a Fraoch workw of the Antochrome
|oc«»^ employs a soppkaMotary yallow IUIot daring part of the
opo^ura. A n«w loos and eamora jast plaeod on the French
market an daseribod. (P. 700.)

In a leadinc article «• outline tb« maasnrso which can eaafly
ht f tkcr ' r r-'..dacing an adequate destrse of system into tho
•«p.» ir- '

I
.»:. 1 :n the studio. (P. 685.)

Th'> !<v<.. nartout stTle of mounting is eapabi* of being as«d
•itii i'-M 'ffect for fairly large printa iaaortod without any
smronndin^j mounts. fP. 683.)

Tha interest *hich continues to be talcMi in automatir rnbrcing
uparatus snggssts the opportunity which exists for •' :\-

tton of an Muarfar of this kind with » printing box,
i

lie

t»e\'\'y of the latter for feeding paper and for Tignrtime and
-• (P. wr.) * *•

uiiB which might be applied with advantage to photo-
worimwms, and particularly to those in which platea are

''" a temperatur« below that for ohysical
> for the pbotngrsphie prooeeses. (P. 603.)

' <ok back upon the discasaions which took
years ago on the respeetive merits of plates

pail
tank

-.rt !< a'
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pi.

aa-l
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Moore Brabaxon sppoated before the Rnval
f'> T'iv<ntoT« laat week in support of a

of aircraft cameras. (P. 710.)

>'nenc.%n.

be detection of oil field-

d, Ltd., bare declared a

mt'.h] photographs are
oU. fP. 706 )

jf 8 per cent, on
the nr inary sham for the year ended October 31. (P. 711.)

A' •'• Rov.%1 Phntographic Society, on Tnesday evening last,

irsve a SDceeesfoI demonstration of tbe makingMr
of

F n.if r- f'.

phof /TlpfiV

fP 706)

the Csrbro process. (P. 700.)

r-M .ind an attachment for one lend nlprroecopic
tha subjecta of recent patent specifications

EX CATHEDE.A..

Projection
Printing;.

Notwithstanding the great facilitie.s

which are provided by modem -enlarg-
ing apparatus, it requires to be considered that a profit-
able fifld of invention still remains unexplored. As we
pointed out in a leading article a month or two ago, the
tendency in the future seems likely to be towards making
printing (on development papers) an optical projection
proc6B6. .'\mong studios turning out portraits in quantity
at low prices this system has, in fact, been widely adopted
for a long time past; and it is somewhat remarkable
that manufacturers of printing appliances should not yet
have perceived the opportunity which exists for the
supply of an apparatus which combines within itself the
features of an enlarger and of a rapid printing box or
machine. Judging from an illustration, something of

this kind has been recently placed on the market in the
United States by the Atlantic Photo Supply Co., of

Baltimore, for the purpose of providing the means of
copying, reducing and enlarging within one apparatus.
We think, however, that a less comprehensive apparatus
is likely to be more useful, namely, one which will allow

of prints being made on scales of enlargement from, say,

three times to same size and of upside-down vertical

pattern, bo that prints may be made with the speed of

the present contact printing boxes. A device of this

kind should allow of masking and vignetting l^eing readily

done, and an apparatus of this type could be designed

to provide these facilities without much difficulty.

Optical
Calculations.

.\lbhough the application of the optical

formulae contained in the article " Scale

in Optical Reproduction," which has appeared in our

last two issues, is a question of quite simple arithmetic,

we realise that there are many people who must have

these rules erpressed in a form without any mathematical

symbols. While that is a perfectly easy thing to do, it

cannot be done with the required explicitness in a small

space ; and therefore our desire to put these formulje

into ordinary language, and to adapt them to the various

conditions occurring in practice, must be our excuse

for tho length of the compilation which appears on other

VB4iSS oi this issue. Even when all is said and done,

cases amo> in which certain rules or forinuloB become

niislendmg. This arises chiefly from the fact that the

basic formula for these calculations assumes that a lens

has no so-called " depth of focus," that is to say, that

for every different distance of the object there is a

different and measurable distance of the image from

the lens. In consequence of " depth," however, this

is not the case, and hence certain formulce which are

commonly included in such collections lead to erroneous

results, unless regard is paid to this fact. In the rules

which are given in the article on another page we have

endeavour^ to direct special attention to these cases,
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«o that the compilation as it stands provides, so we hope,

a more explicit guide in these calculations than has
hitherto been available. At the same time, the student
is advised to make himself familiar with tlie principles

lying underneath the rules, <is set forth in the chapters
which have appeared in our issues of November 11 and 18.

Passe- The passe-partout method of mounting
Partouts. jg often neglected by many professional

photographers, though it is one that seerns to be par-

ticularly weH suited for the presentation and preservation
of photographic prints, especially in the smaller sizes.

The commercial passe-partout frame may be employed,
but the shapes, sizes and tints in which these are obtain-

able are not to every photographer's taste, particularly

in the case of those workers whose aim is to produce some-
thing distinctive. Some time ago we were looking at a
number of pictures framed in this style, and subsequently
learned that they were by the TS-ansferotype process
transferred to a rough cream drawing paper and bound up
in the ordinary way to old cleaned-off 10x8 negatives.

Though not often done, large prints may be framed
" close up," which is a particularly suitable finish for

this class ol work, especially when a light binding is

employed. There are doubtless many photographers who
have large negatives stored that are of no further use, and
these may be utilised in this way. Many customers, who
will not willingly pay the extra cost of framing, may be
persuaded to allow the lesser extra charge for passe-

partout.

Fijiti in the We are reminded of the way in which
'Nineties. controversies on matters of photo-
graphic practice come up again by "noticing the report
of a meeting of the now extinct Photographic Club
held in June, 1893, and recorded in the "Annual Report

"

which the Club was accustomed to issue each year.
There, nearly thirty years ago, members were debating
the modern question of plates versus films, as the result
of the exhibition of some 15x12 negatives taken on
Pitch's slow films. The problem of keeping such large
films flat for exposure was solved by iiibbing the film

down on a piece of strawboard covered with Meade's
adhesive plaster, a hint that may have its value at the
present day. Mr. Mackie, at this meeting, no doubt
expressed the general feeling at that time when he
declared that the advantages of films were their lightness
and ease of storage; there the advantage ceased. Another
member put forward the facility of printing from either
side, but the rejoinder from, the late Mr. Foxleo w^as

characteristic of the //64 school of that day. The plan,

he said, might do for large work of the Emersonian kind,
but would not answer for fine or small work. The remark
shows how far we have travelled in the direction of soft

focus, when the suggestion to print through one thickness
of celluloid is put aside as inadmissible for " fine work."

With the Those workers who develop their nega-
ColderWeathertives by the tank method will do well
with the advent of the colder days to ensure not only
that the developing solution is at the correct temperature
when starting development, but also that the temperature
is maintained throughout the whole of this operation.
A bulk of developing solution may be at its normal
temperature, but the fact that it is poured into a cold
metal or earthenware developing tank, is enough to cause
it to drop ten degrees or more, and it may continue to
drop during the whole period, upsetting the time of
development calculation completely, imless some means

are adopted to prevent this possibility. Some work<in
add warm water to the stock solution until it is of the
correct temperature, but this is worse than useless, at
the solution speedily drops again. The only safe way
is to keep the apartment in which developing is done, and
where the tanks and other apparatus and materials are

stored at the right temperatiu-e. when the possibility of;

trouble from under-developed negatives is entirely

avoided. Some photographers we know do not make a

practice of heating their dark rooms except in the coldest

weather, but we would point out that if a room is not
warm enough for the needs of modern photographic
processes, it is not warm enough for those who work there

to give their best attention to the production of good
results.

EXPERIMENT AND SYSTEM IN EXPOSURE OF
PLATES IN THE STUDIO.

It is fortunate that most plates allow a considerabh

amount of latitude, within which it is possible to obtaii

a negative capable of yielding a passable prifit, for if ii

were not for this many operators would find themselvet

faced with a greatly increased proportion of re-sittings

It is not wise, however, to trust too much to this latitude

for doing so not only tends to uneven quality in th<

prints, but gives endless trouble in printing, even if

selection of various grades of paper is at hand to t^iiii

hard and soft negatives.

The gi-owing increase in plate speed renders the making
of correctly exposed negatives more difficult than it wa*
when plates which we should now class as of " ordinajy

"

rapidity were used for studio work. The fact is that

comparatively few portraitists take any steps to acquaint

themselves with the capabilities of the plates they are

using. Instead of doing this they either deny themselves

the benefits of improvements in emulsion making, by

keeping to a plate they are accustomed to, or "they flit

about from one make to another, in the hope of finding

one which siiits their 'particular methods of working.

Such people are quite above regarding the makers'

formulae for developers; temperature is ignored, and i'

difference in time of development necessai-y for slow .

rapid emulsions is overlooked. This may be thought to

be an exaggerated statement of the case, but an inspoo-

tion of the stock of recent negatives in many studios

would prove that it is not so. Moreover, a pathetic

feature of the matter is, that the operator does not know
that his negatives are not. as good as they might be in

the circumstances.
Tlie portrfaat photographer has rarely any scientific

knowledge or inclination, hence laboratoi^j' methods of

ascertaining the qualities of a plate are beyond his reach.

Still, a ruder method of testing can be carried out and
will probably be quite effective for ordinary purposes.

It must, however, be recognised as a first principle that

the print is the only true test of the quality of the

negative, the visual appearance of the negative being an

unreliable guide, particularly when the idea exists that

the brilliancy of the image is an indication of good quality.

The procedure suggested is to make a series of

exposures upon an ordinary sitter under the usual condi-

tions of lighting, the times given ranging between the

limits of decided under- and over-exposure. The negatives

should be developed at the same time, preferably in one

dish, and for the same time, if possible, at a temperature
of 60 degs. to 65 degs. Fahr., rather full development

being aimed at. Those negatives which show full detail

and are not manifestly over-exposed should be preserved

and printed by whatever process is used in ordinary
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working, care being taken that correct exposure be given
if development papers are used. The prints should be
dri>'l uid mounted so that they can be readily compared
» it printed work, since it is difl&cult to estimate
co.r.- ... :ae quality of crumpled or curled scrap prints.

If it be felt that further improvement is desirable, a
second series of exposures—three or four will be
Suffioient—should be made, giving the time which is

iu>i2''<i to be most nearly correct. These should be
dev-loped for different times, so that some may be thinner

~(wne more vigorous than the pattern negative.

from these are made on normal paper and without
-tempt at dodging the printing. This simple trial

rie**e#sitate8 aoly the exponrliture of a dozen small
V hours of work, will go a long way towards
':o of average intelligence to gain a fair

id>-!i '>f the capabilities of a plate and the treatment
ni- --irv to pro<luoe negatives of even quality, which
w rst-rate prints by any ehosen process. At the

it may be taken that such negatives will give
^ by any process, leaving out papers specially

r abnormally thin or harsh images. The idea

-'-lin imaged are necemiary for brcMnide printing,

upon the new slower papers, is quite an
'Tie.

to ooinpensate for variations in the strength
- is useful to employ some form of exposure

ni> i-r. but it is not necessary to use the instrument in

til' '• iireserilx'd by the makrrs. The main object is

tc} I a definite ratio the time taken for

tJ.' per to tint and i.. ., >5ure necessary with

a '•'' '• and lens aperture. To obtain this, the

tiTii. II {.>r the meter to reach its tint should b«

noted under normal conditions of light, and this time
compared with the exposure which yields a good negative.
Thus, supposing the known exposure to be two seconds
and the meter time four minutes, we have a ratio of
half a second per meter minute. Experiment has proved
that variations in exposure, due to the colour of the light,
come well within the latitude of the plate, even the
change from daylight to half-watt lamps, or from ordinarj'
to isochromatic plates, not seriously affecting the result.
It would, however, be advisable to consider the colour
of the light to some extent, and to add to or deduct from
the exposure as indicated by the meter, according to
whether half-watt or enclosed arc lamps were used.
Many errors in exposure are due to non-observance

of the / value of the diaphragm when the nature of the
subject demands the use of a larger or smaller aperture
than that generally used. This should not occur when
the apertures are marked according to the standard
system in which each stop demands double the exposure
or the next larger, but in many of the older lenses the
stops bear no indication of their values. These should
be ascertained, g^at accuracy being unnecessary, and
the result, either as / values or as comparative exposures,
scratched upon the tang of the diaphragms. It will prob-
ably be found that all iris diaphragms are engraved upon
one or other of the standard systems.
The effect *of the complexion of the sitter and the

colour of draperies must be considered in relation to
expoeiu-e. Though it might be theoretically correct to
render a swarthy person in his true depth, it would
probably not be agreeable to him or his friends. It is

therefore desirable to increase the exposure to such an
extent as to give the effect of a normal complexion.

A HALF-WATT ENLARGING AND REDUCING
INSTALLATION.

It i* pn>h*14y Um c*m that a haU-WAtt agHtam ia not ideal

for nn r/-„'-,-n^ iMtain>»iciii • cmnpf«d witli marcury-

raf' I'- ..' th» tinw tltia sppsrstus was oaaatruetad there
•• -

- omuad a deoiaoa in favour of tba

f>i "n to thm fact that jnat then it waa
B<>t ~ ry ontfiit. It was knoim
that u ,ary sUui>|Jy pyn> stoined

Would Iw »im<«g thu^ tu t<e awked fmn, and aome dou>>t

«aa (ell aa to tha poaMbility of aatiafaolorily enlai^ng fruni

th«a« by tha marourj li^tU. Then tha qseation of Ant ooat

ariAo. and a.t it trad reqnirad U> have ai\ inataUation tfaat tnjnid

«• oog^tiTe, a c<ind«tiaer enlargar waa rul«w|

«<•' of Ti««. The next eonaideratioB was the

b" .bbic in tLe printing mom, and aa aoine

nw' - A Drohable r«>q iiiremeot the outfit »«a
at Linera pi>ruon inaida tha room on^l

t(;' > imfew in th« partatton affording the

B" <«n for tha nagMiraa. A large aheet of iron

(!>" lie, of ooona) waa aapportad ootaide thia window,
aa in n i tvliglii Biilamai . and abovo thia four baU-watt bulbs.

aaoh .! I, <K) aa ila , «a(« hang, having a aeparate awitoh Urr

aa<-h I fi.M> witcbea wwra fixed inside tlie room oDnvenicntlT

aaar tho >.«iiHwa. lUa plan allowed the ligjita to be awttched
off betwaan aolarganeota, and areci between triala, thus aotne-

what rnoipeaaaling for the extra running ooat of the Light

a r»mpar«d with mcrciu^.
H<i^'»^-i<-ntlir certain airuetural atterationa made rt Maen-

tial tl; I' v)ie> whole tit tho inatallation ahoiiU h«> inside thn
darknaxii. >uul thia obrionaly raieed aererai proUetna, not the
leaM fif whi<4i wa« the great heat girein oat by tlie large gas-

filled bnlba, and the small aoiount of apace which oould be

apared for the lajitom portion of the enlorger. A large box

waa made, of 1-inch txiords, six feet in height and four feet

-wide, and one foot in depth, and this was left open at tlie

back, whiUt the front hod an aperture in the centre about

13 ill. by 11 in. and the iujside was lined throughout with

n«. 1.

aabestoa aheet. A frame c/f 2 in. by 2 in. quartering was

built on to the wnll to accommodate the open back of the

box, and a hole for ventilation w«8 left in the wall near the

tiip aa well aa near the bottoim of the area enclosed within tli/is

frame. Reference to figs. 1 and 3 will explain the arrange-

ment.
The camera portion (iig. 3) was made from an old 12 in. by
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10 in. camera, with a box about six inches deep at the back
end to .give a little extra extension. The reversing-back was
loft on the camera, and the frame holding the focussing screen

was altered slightly so that it would slide in and out of the

grooves. Similar grooving was fixed botwcen tli© six-indi

box and the " lantern," so that «. similar carrier could bo

inserted there also. As a mattei' of fact, quite a number ai

<-.arriors were made O'f three-ply wood, one for each size of

negative from quarter-plate to twelve-by-ten. This is far more
convenient than having them " nested," as well as being ver\'

much stronger from tJie weaning point of view and saier Sor

the negatives. The horrible little turnbuttons usually pro-

vided on enlargor-oarriers, which are so apt to wear loose and
'let tho negatives droj) out, were avoided altopether. The slots

in the aide of the apparatus, throoigh whidi the oarriers slide

into the grooves, were made double the width of the grooves.

Fig. 3.

eo that strips fixed to the face o<f the oarriers would also slide

through. The form of the carriers is shown in fig. 2.

The hole was made a quarter of an inch smaller each way
thaji the size of the negative to be aooommodated, and strips

were glued and screwed on three sides to form a rebate, this

(being made very loose, so thiat if any detail happened to fall,

as occasionally it does, olosei to an edge of the negative it

oould be slid over the aperture. Into these strips very thin

wire nails were dinven aaid the heads then cut off so that the

plates oould be slid down from the top and so held securely

though without being aotiially gripped. On removing the

carrier from tlie enlarger and merely turning the top edge

downwards the negative slides out and the next is inserted

far more rapidly than under the old system.

A sheet of glass is loosely supported just inside the lantern

box and helps to keep the heat away from the negatives. The
heat may be said to be the only drawback to this installation,

and, although the actual light eflRoioncy is probably not so

great as in an enlarger on these lines that would be made
for smaller negatives only, it is found far better in ev^eiry wiay

than a condenser outfit that was in use previously. The heat

has caused no more trouble dn over a year's continuous work
than to need a little attention to the joints in the box_. and

in one case some of the opaque came away from a blooked-

out negative that had needed an extra long exposure when
making a 20 in. by 30 in. enlargement with tJie lens stopped
down. The heat is novor enough to affect the lens in the
slightest. Films, if there were many, would be regarded ae

a nuieaiieo. but what few come along are either bound to a
clean glass with lantoru-binders, or are dealt with in the

oomdenser outfit before mentioned, which has been retained

as a stand-by in case of emergency
The easel is pretty solidly built, and is faced with cork

lino of a thick and soft variety, which takes pins easily without
leaving a hole when they are drawn out. The board is

fastened by strong angle-brackets to runners which slide in the
gromed rails, shown in tlie sketch, which run tho full length
of the wall. The face of the easel, as well as the entire

inside of the lamp-house, are coated with white distemper. This
provides a beautifully diffused illumination for retouched

negatives without needing any ground-glass, as well as form-

ing a surface on which tihe image is focussed without needing
the continual renewal of white paper, as in most installations.

So far the distemper has been applied only once a year. The
original four lamps have been in use for quite eighteen months
and still seem to be going strong. That g-ood fortune is attri-

butable part/ly to the praotice of switching off as often ae

possible, and partly to the fact tJiat two spares are kept safely

packed away on a shelf.

It may be added that a spare carrier is kept handy with a
waste negative in it that has been fairly covered with lines

out through the film. This affords a rapid and easy means of

ensuring sharp focussing, which usually is done rather by
sliding . the easel thian by the pinion of the camera. This
methotl does not alter the size of the image so much and
permits of greater freedom of movement. A minor point,

but one that adds -materially to the convenience of this system,
is that tho lines on the waste negative are cut with a blunt
and not with a sharp knife. This is because a blunt instru-

ment cuts a line with a jagged edge and with occasional bit«

left across the lines. These irregularities afford a very ready
means of knowing if the image on the easel is sharp or not.

Most of the negatives that are worked from being complicated
meolianifial instruments, they are fairly covered with fine

detail. Therefore it is not possible to enlarge through an
objective of the rapidity that is usually employed when por-

traits form the majority of the subjects. The type of lens that
is favoured for this work is an anas-tigm.at of a maximum
aperture of f /8, which seems to give better detail than a more
rapid lens stopped down to the same relative opening, and
rairely needs stopping down at all, It need hardly be said that

for work of this kind the parallelism of the various parts of aji

installation is far more necessary than in a portrait outfit,

which does not call for extreme sharpness all over.

At the same time, this installation avoids that deadly sort

of sharpness that records every flaw in the glass and every
ridge of any retouching medium that one may have to employ,
and renders the retouching itself as so much wire-netting. It

reproduces the quality of a negative without making the grain
noticeable, even in large sizes, and the results rarely receive

more than a few minut-es' spotting, even when required for

decorating the waDs of board-rooms and t-he like.

D. Chaeles.

PARIS NOTES.

Bepobe writing of photographic matyters which have attracted

notice in Franco since the last instalment of these notes,

I sJiould like to express my thanks to the many people who
1 had the pleasure of meeting in London during a fortnight

which passed all too quickly. Their cordial reception was a

great pleasure to me and no less so the many inteiresting

exchanges of views which I was permitted to share.

DesensiUzers.
At the October meeting of the Scientific Section of

French Photographic Society, M. J. Desalme made a ]ire-

liminary announcement of the desensitising properties of the

alkaline salts of pieramic acid, which, for want of time, he

had tested on bromide papers. Picramate of soda, when used

as a desensitiser of plates, requires to be employed in much
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•(ioD(;»r sulutioo than aafranine, but, <m the otb^' hand,

baa Ui« adTknUkge of being much more readily washed out

from the gehUine film or the »kin. Samples distribut«d by

X. Pfitmr among his feUow-meiubeTB vill allow the latter

to U*t the prodoct for themselree. At the tJme of writing,

theH> experiment! are not complete, and have been made only

OB ordinary (Don-ortho) plat«s or those sensitive to green,

but they iboir tfaaA a 1 per cent, solution of picramate

of aoda has a deaansitising action slightly inferior to that of a

1 : 2,000 solution of safranine.

K-<-<>ntly a nturaied solution of aaraatia in acetone wa^i

|.|.i<".l on the market aa a desensitiser, and has been the

of skin affections, and even, in certain cases, of more
~ poisoning. The harm results frotn the full exposure

.: UX- sinn to the toxic action of the aurantia in consequence

..f the complete removal of natural greaae. The aurantia

leaeositiser is acm supplied in the form of • much less con-

.•>otr»t«d solution in alcohol. Keverthelesa, it is reoom-
' ' otwerve oare in avoiding contact of the skin with

t: >n, as sold. In case the aolntion is spilt on the

liu^. r.->. liie latter should be well rinsed with spirit. In the

dihiUJ st«t« in which it is uis<xl for bathing plates, the

aurantia wlation is altogether harmlesa.

Prea«rwins the Amidol DeTeloper>

M L. J. Buncl haa recently iini.wn attention to the valne

of the addrton to the amidol developer of commercial lactic

aciti (sp. gr., 1.31) in the proportion at 6 c.c.s. per litre

(1 drachm to 25 osa.). IIm chemioal properties of lactic arid

arr closaly allied U> those of fjflycoUic Acid, recently ren>m-

f.,.ii<lcd in the -'BJ." (11W1. MarA 4, p. 125) for the same

purpose. AW> lactie acid is more readily obtained and is

equally effective, iU prcaarring action being j:reatly »u|>orior

to tbfjse of metol, advised not long ago by Signer R. Namias.

M 1x>1k<1 ha« cwmpsred a developer preserv«xl with lactic

arid with one containing stannous tartrate, according to

IXMlme ("Paris Notea," June 17, 1921, p. 3S9) and also

with one not containing a s^iccial preaerrative and with the

siial MQ formula. An equal volume of each of these four

dev.lnpM* were left frealy exposed to the air in identical

vw-ela. A hand of bromide jmptr eoqioaad under a sen-

siu>ma(rio alop^edge wna developed each day in each batJi.

M liobci Utns found that Uie ainadel derelopea- without

J).-, lal prcMrmtive cooftinued to devek>p only until the fourth

dav hut when prssarred with either sUnnous Urtrate or

{ :ned ita develnj^on^ |M>wer« unimpaired up

, Tlie MQ solution cootinuod to d<:velop

p to the tenth day.

It i* important to note ttot in normal conditions a develoiter

which is kept in a oorkad bottle, oven if only partly filU>d,

r.>«j.,ii. ita activity modi fenger. An amidol developer becomes

olonred long b^ore iU dovaioping power is exhausted.

1 ^ ., j,»ti of Had daralopw, this change is still more marked,

,«;ni; to th- fonnMion of colloid silvar, and M. Ix)bel some
.!,._. •ftj.^nt.uin to a simpla moans of prw-ipitating

lis prolonging the life of the developer.

, - w,.> i,,.r|^—, - ."n i* made of aOO gms. sodium i(\ilphato

u. .>ach liti* of bath (1 o«. per 6 fluid oas.).

The Autochrome Procoaa-

Althoa^ many skilled users of th«. Autochrcmi.' jmiu- u-.

not admit any variation in iU quality, others frecjuently experi-

ence a tendancy to a slight predominant blue tint. It appears

that thm» espreadng themsrives fully satisfied with the

% of the product at the present time are chiefly

adhare to the pyro-ammonia developer reooro-

. M.M. Lumiira on the introduction of the plates.

at^-m* thu« the tendency U) blu.-ness is counter-

of the pvro image. Such tint, when

.d. it counter-balanced by toning the

in, .ue loa browni " for example, by uranium, or by

(„n.|,„g up the tr.. , >• .y with a geUtine-coated glass

.; taly t.nt^l in the aomplemantary cokrnr, but it ia better in

every respect to obtain a perfect result without the u«e of

these methods.

At a recent meeting of the Colour Section of the French
Photographic Society, M. Schitz, secretary of the Stero Club,
shon-ed a very fine collection of landscape Autochromes made
during the summer. M. Sohitz is one of the most active of
our colour workers and has adopted his own methods of deal-
ing with Autochrome plates iwhioh exhibit a tendency to
bluenees. Praliminary tests showed him that with a lens
aperture of //7.5, the best time of exposure is exactly equal
to the time required for the paper of the Imperial expoeure-
meter to darken to the standard tint, with the precaution
that the paper is exposed to the light coming from the sub-
ject, excluding direct light from the sky. He puts his ex-
[Kisure-meter upright on the camera facing the subject, cover-
ing it by a piece of paper or card. He uncovers it when
opening the lens and closes the latter as soon as the paper
liaA darkened to the tint. During about a quarter of the
exposure he holds against the lens a Wratten Kl filter film,

in supplement to the action of the customary Lumiere filter.

The first development is done (after desensitising) with amidol
containing little bromide.

.\t the same meeting Dr. A. Polack, an opthalmist of repute,
sliowed some impressionistic studies obtained with an anachro-
nMktic lens, the chromatic aiberration of which was purposely
exaggeraited. The results were put forward as experimental,
so I refrain for the present from commenting on them.

Some Neyv Introductions-

The Stici^te d'Optique et de M^canique de Precision
(S.O.M.) has ju.st introduced a new //4.5 anastigmat named
the Flor, the front component of which consists of two glasses

with an air space between them, whilst the rear comp<inent
i* formed by three cemented glasses. The corrections have
been carried out to a very high degree, particularly as regards
coma, and the lens has a remarkably flat field. The lens of

135 mm. focal length (=5 5-16 inches) is designed for a

9 X 12 cm. plate, yielding a sharpness of definition of 0.1 mm.
(I-250th inch) over a field of about 6^ inches diameter, which

is a quarter of an inch greater than the diagonal of the plate.

A kharpness of definition of 0.05 mm. (1-600 inch) is obtained

over a field of 45 inches diameter. Owing to the favourable

distribution of the corrections, the depth of aeld is distinctly

greater than that which is customarily found in a lens of the

same relative aperture and focal length.

An ingenious camera of yery small size has recently been

made by Messrs. Kranss, although it cannot be said that the

makers have been very happily inspired in the form which

they have given to it, namely, that of a small automatic

pifitol. Nor in the name, which is the " Photo-Revolver." I

should be inclined to fear retaliation by some passer-by whose

photograph I might have obtained with the camero. How-

ever, the little apparatus is fitted with an //4.5 Krauss
" Teasar " in focussing mount, and carries 48 plates of

22 X 36 mm. siae, equivalent to about J x If inches. These

plates are obtained by cutting into six those supplied for the

Verascope and similar stereoscopic cameras. The four-speed

ever-set shutter is controlled indirectly by a trigger. On

' rin the trigger the lens front is moved to the rear;

ront is fitted with four rods (very accurately calibrated),

wtitt* are caused to bear on the emulsion surface of the plate

(nOt-wrf" ffle metal sheath which holds the plate). It is only

after this contact has been made, with consequent assurance

that the plate is in the position of the sharp image, that the

shutter is released. Springs fixed round each of the rods

bring the lens front back to its normal position as soon as

the picture has been taken and when the trigger has

been let go. The changing box, which forms the handle ot

the revolver, is made in two adjacent divisions, each

operated by a blind which conveys a plate from one division

to the other and vice versd.

L. P. Cl.F.H< .
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SCALE IN OPTICAL REPRODUCTION.

PABT II.

The relations betweea the res|)ectivo distances of object and
ima^e from the lens and the scale of reproduction having been set

forth in the previous chapter, and the departures therefrom owing
10 depth of fo;us having been considered, we can now proceed to

oxpros.'i those relations in the various forms appropriate to the
different oalculalions which occur in practice. Wo must first define

the meanings attached to, the various symbols.

Explanation' of Terms in Formuls.

f..
is the thing reproduced by the lens, viz., a painting or any

" other object in ordinary photography, or a negative in

enlarging ; or a lanteni-slido or section of cinematograph filn) in

projection.

J.
is the reproduction, (smaller, same size, or larger) formed by

"^"^^
the lens, viz. , on the ground glass of a camera, on th»

enlarging ea^el, or on the lantern screen.

is the frKol length of the lens, or " focus " aa often

termed.

is the /listanre of the object from the lens, strictly from the

node of admission, which in a symmetrical doublet lens may
be assumed to be near to the diaphragm. In enlarging, it is the

distance of the negative from this point in the lens ; in projection,

it is the distance of the lantern-slid« or film from this point in the

lens.

is the distance of the image from the lens (corresponding

with an object distance of u), strictly from its node of

emergence, which also in a symmetrical doublet lens may be

assumed to be near to the diaphragm. In referring to conditions

in ordinary photography v is spoken of as the " camera exten-

sion." It is the distance from lens to ease! in enlarging, and from

lens to screen in lantern projection.

r) Is the distance from object to image, neglecting the nodal

space which almost always is negligibly small compared
with D.

o is ratio of linear size of image to linear size of object, that is,

the number of times that the size of the object divides into

that of the image. Hence, when reproducing on an enlarged scale

R is greater than 1 : it is the nu/nber of times of enlargement. In

/

It

the formula! which follow, those employing R are indicated m
connection with enlargement calculations for the purpose of avoiil

ing fractions

When reproducing same size, 11 = 1.

When reproducing on a reduced scale, fl is a fraction. Calcu-

lations relating to reduction are therefore more conveniently made
by using r instead of R.

„ is the ratio of the linear size of object to the linear size of

image, that is, the number of times that the size of the

image divides into that of the object. Hence, when repro-

ducing on a reduced scale, r is greater than 1 : it is the number of
times of reduction or " reduction figure." For this reason

formula! employing r are indicated in connection with calculation*

relating to reduction.

When reproducing same size, r = l.

When reproducing on an enlarged scale, r is a fraction.

While it is common to speak of reproduction on a reduced scale in

terms of R or r (e.g., "reducing to 1-lOth " or "reducing 10

times "), the process of enlarging is described in ordinary language
only in terms of S, i.e., enlarging so many times.

ET is the extra-focal distance of the object, that is, the distance
" of the object from the front focus of the lens (for parallel

rays). It is the distance of the object lesa 1 focal length of the

lens, that is, is equal to u—f.

ET is the extra-focal distance of the inuzge, that is the distance
' of the image from the rear focus of the lens (for parallel

rays). It is the distance of the image less 1 focal length of the

lens, that is, is equal to v-.f.
As far as possible the appropriate purpose of eaci formula is

indicated by its heading. Explanatory notes also indicate the casea

in which depth of focus causes certain formulae to be inapplicable

und6r certain conditions. Particularly in respect to Formulce
Nos. 3, 5, 11 and 12 (in case of large scale of reduction), and to

Nos. 2, 5 and 9 (in case of lantern projection), the effect of small

image distance or object distance relatively to the focal length
requires to be understood from the considerations set forth in the
preceding chapter.

In using the formulae, all measures of length must be in the

same units—feet or inches

Size of image from iize of object, camera extension and distance

of object.

image = object x . . (I)

The size (linear) of the image of an object in sharp focus with
any lens is equal to the size of the corresponding dimension of
the object multiplied by the camera extension v and divided by the
distance u of the object.

Example.—In photojjraphing a house 40 ft. x 20 ft. 60 yds.

distant, camera extension is 6 inches. What is the size of the
image cf the house' 40 ft. = 480 ins. 60 yds. = 2,160 ins.

480 X 6 -7- 2,160 = 1§ ins. The image of the house therefore
measures 1§ x 6/6 in.

Size of image from size of object, focal length of lens.^nd distance

of object.

image object X —,, i.e., object X (2)

The size (linear) of the image of an object at a distance u in sharp
focus with a lens of Ircal length / is equal to the size of the
corresponding dimension of the object multiplied by the focal-

leiigtl) of the Icnti, and divided by the distance of the object less

one focal length.

Example.—A picture 32 x 6 ft. 20 ft from the lens is photo-
graphed with a 10 inch lenf. What is the size of the copy?

12 ft. = 144 ins. 20 ft, = 240 ins. 144 x 10 -^ (240 - 10) = 144

X 10 -H 230 = 6.26 ins. The copy thereforo measures 6.26 x
3.13 ins.

Note (a).—If the object i.s at such a great distance that / is *

negligible proportion of u, this formula becomes

image = object X ^ ;

that iS) the size of the image is equal to the size (linear) of the

object multiplied by the focal length and divided by the distance.

In like circumstances, the size of the object is equal to the size

of the image multiplied by the distance and divided by the focal

length.

Example.—What is the size of the image of the full moon
obtained with a 10 inch lens? Object measures, say, 2,0(X) miles:

distance is, say, 240,000 miles. Therefore image is 2,000 H- 240,000

X 10 = 1/12 inch.

On the other hand, if the object distance is very little greater

than the focal length of the lens, as in lantern and cinematograph

projection, calcu-.'itions based on this formula and on Nos. 5 and 9

cease to be precise owing to depth, and ftill more to 'inability to

measure the distance u with sufficient accuracy.

Note (b).—It will riso be understood that when the object

distance « is very great relatively to ttie focal length, the image

distance v becomes nearly equal to /, and in consequence of depth

focus actually equal to /. For this reason ir these conditions
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1 unolviUK !-•— ' cease Ui app'y. vi«., Nos. 3. 6, 11 mid 12,

"». 2, 5, 9 anJ iS shf.iiltl he used.

Si:' •>/ iMOf/e fritm the of object, trrmen exttntion imil .focal letujth

of lt»».

image— object -^, i.e., ofa|eot X -p (3)

Thp -iz<" ilti.ir' '".f unaee <if an object obtained in sharp

fr.dis with • .in:.r I .-,•
: n-i r and l^-ns of focal length / is equal

1.. till' -i/f • t '.'i- . r ( 'i • J 1
• -n of the object multiplied

bv til.' ciniKi I ( \'*[;- .iigth) »nd divided by the

fLH-al length

Knvri.r. A
| , , :ii<'asuring 1 X J in. is copied with

2 ill lens and o-m. umera extensmn. Whmt are dimpn.%ions of

eupj - 1 X (8 - 2) ^ 2 - 3 ins. Knlargement of sfnmp measures

3 X 21 ineliMi.

.V"'' \' it ill-! iiio ..: liip object, or with a small

»t<i|i - M h •

ii{i' i~ in fi ri'i It a distance / l>ehind the len.s

(If r = /I. t^:^ t'lrlnil':. .tl.''. ''i
' Vite (h) to

F'li'Hila 2.

,«i»» / oijcH from lit* of image, dintwtce of object and cantern

fXltntinn

u
object =^ imae*' II

I .tr) of an olijevl iti >harp focn» iri'A aiKj /««* is

'• ..f 'hf . f.rrrNp TTifinj dimenMun of the imape

„ wrt from the lena and divided

I he lens.

BxAxru — lo photriffraphiriK a tablet 6 ft. distant, camera

Pitcntion U B and imcge ^ -.i-r- t\\.-n\ dimension of

2inch dimension of jmrge is 2 X 72
18 X 37 inches.

-^ 8 = 18. Object is therefore

Silt of object fron^size of image, distance of object and focal

length of lent.

object = image x -J, i.e., image x ~ (.'>)

The size (linear of an object at a distance u in sharp focus
with a lens of focal length. / is equal to the size of the corre-

spondini; dimension of the image multip'ied by the distance of
the object less one focal length and divided by the focal length.

E.\\MPLE.—The image of a flagstaff 160 ft. distant photographed
with a 12-inch lens measures 5 inches. 160 ft. = 1,920 ins. Object
measures 5 x (1920 - 12) -^ 12 = 5 X 1908 ^ 12 = 795 ins.

66 ft. 3 ins.

See also Note (a) to Formula 2.

Site of object from size of imaije., focal length of lens and

camera extention.

object = image (6)-i-, i.e., image X ~
o-f

" Ev

The size (linear) of an object photographed with lena of focal

lenclh / and camera extension v is equal to the size of the
oorresponding dimensiun of th« image multiplied by the focal

length and divided by the camera extension less one focal length.

Example.—When copying-enlarging a shgll with a 2-inch lens

the image meyures 8 inches with 18 inches camera extension.
The ftiaeof object is 8 x 2 -=- (18-2) = 8x2-^ 16 = 1 inch.

Xote.—At very great distances of the object or with a small
stop such that the image is in focus at a distance / behind the lens

(i.e.. "' = /), this formula ceases to apply. See Note (b) to

I
Formula 2.

Scale of reproduction (A or r) from distance of object, distance of image and focal length of lens.

ff- (Uiiear).

/Vyrro »f f4^4-etiim or enUmgtmtnl trilh given eomera txtentitm and

diitantt of object.

I of image t<i object) is

.

.

lie distance of the object.

'iDg tt (t lens is obtained in aliarp

f .niera exiet: i> woald be with a 24-inch

I. t ^ Ob IDS. 32 -f Ub » i, that is. the scale of

I I is ri-d'irtion tu one (hird.

. ina. from ten* is copy enlarged so that

IDs. 21 3i «. 6, that is, the scale "f

(•')'• >l>icli>in w tt^Umie* anlargcnieot.

\ ,. W.I,, object is St a very gre*! distance, «ay 100 or l.OOO

length, the camera extension is practically equal

!, .. ;^lh. that to nay. / may Obe used in place of v

in above fomn'r

riBir* of nUatgemtnt »ilh girm dUUKe* of obffti and /nrtil

length.

H f L
.

The scale of reproduction (times of enlarBenent) is equal to the

f'" • iMgth of the leDs divided by the distance of the abject

(le^> 'Urn focal length).

BxAMn.!.—la a projection lantern, a 10- inch projection lens

• • bftntglil nearer to the slide than 10^ inches. What
1^ ^rn fliagnifirationT lOj — 10 — J. Mai^ification is

K.
,

».
8«v Smt (<it t« Formula 2.

Ill)

siie of object

size of imane
(linear).

Degree nf rrduction with given dittanee of object and urmejii

exteni\un.

^^^

'ITie scale of reproduction (proportion of object to image) is equal

to the distance of the object divided by the camera extension.

ExAJU'LES.— .\ painting 8 ft from the lens is obtained in sharp

focus with 32 ins. camera extension (this would be with a 24-in.

lens), 8 ft = 96 ina. 96 -;- 32 = 3, that is, the degreo of

reduction is three times. (Reduction figure =: 3.)

The second comparative example cannot very well be cited by

way of exhibiting the relation of // and r. While we speak of reduc-

tion " to one-fourth," or " four times," meaning thereby the

same thing, we do not speak of the process of enlargement in

corresponding terms.

Sittt -If the oliji-ci is at :i very git-at distaiirc, say 100 or 1,000

time* the focal length, the camera extension is practically equal to

the focal length, that is to say. / may l>e used in place of i' in

ab >ve formula.

/)^9»s«>s^-Alfuc<ion viith given dirtoncc of object and /oral Uiujth.

r = !t/ = -^ . . . (10)

The scale of reproduction (reduction fjEure) is equal to the

distance <>f the object .less mie focal length) divided by the focal

length.

Example.—A pamtini' has to be photographed at u diblaiice of

15 ft. with a J2-inch lens What is the degree of reduction ?

Expressing the daU in ft., 15 ^ 1 = 14. 14 -;- 1 - 14, i.' .

reduction is to 1,14th.
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(U)

Timf.' of f nlarqemr.til {maximum) with given camera extension

and focal length.

v-f _ Evn^ ^ --J
. .

The .'^cale of reproduction (proportion of image to object) is equal

to the camera extension (less focai length of the lens) divided by

the focal length.

Examples.—Camera has extension of 14 inches. What is greatest

degree of enlargement that can be obtained when using 4-inch lens?

14 _ 4 = 10 inches. JC -h 4 = 2i ; that i.-^, maximum enlargement

is 2} times.
;

A hal! allows 30 ft. between lens and screen. What is maximum
size of picture from 3x3 !ant«rn slide with 6-inch projection lens?

30 ft. = 360 ins. 360 ^ 6 = 354. Magnification is 354 -=- 6 = 59

limes Therefore 3-)nch slide is 14f ft. on .screen.

Iteduction figuTf. with giveti com'rn extension and focal length.

v-f
I
Ev

(12)

The scale of reproduction (proportion of object to image) u
equal to the focal length of iens divided by the camera exten.sion

less one focal length.

ExAMi'LE.— In photographing with 6-in. lens, camera extension

is 8 inches. 8 — 6=2. 6-r2 = 3; that is, reduction figure

is 3

.Vote.—At very great distances of the object relatively to the

focal length or when a small stop is u.sed such that the image is

in focus at a distance / behind the lens (i.e., « = /) this formula
ceases to apply. See Note (6) to Formula 2.

Calculation of distance of original, camera extension, focal length of lens and working space ia

photographing on various scales of enlargement or reduction.

For enlargement calculations, since, in these latter, R is

greater than 1, and is the number of times of cnlarijem^nt

.

DLitaiirf of object for enlurffinq E timea -with a given focal length

of I'-nn.

R + f

Eu =--

(13)

(13o)

To find distance of original or negative from lens for given

degree of enlargement, divide focal length of lens by required

number of times of enlargement and add one focal length.

Example.—For 6-time6 enlargement of negative with 3-inch lens.

3 -i- 6 = 5 inch. Therefore required distance of negative from

lens is i -f 3 = 3^ inches.

t'limem extension (or distance between lens and easel) for

enlarging R ^>ot«>.« tcith lens of given focal length.

v = fR+f . . . (15)

Ev = f X S . . . (loo)

To find camera extension or lens-easel distance for given number
of times of enlargement, multiply focal length of lens by degree

of enlargement and add 1 focal .length.

Example.—Enlarging 4i x 3i-in. plate to 8^ x 6i ins. with

12-inch lens = 2—times enlargement. 12 x 2 = 24. 24 -f 12 =
36 ins. = 3 ft.

Focil length for copying-enlurging or jrrojectiny R times with

object at a given distcmce.

B/= !( X
R+\

(17)

Multiply the distance by the number of limes of enlargement

and divide by a number 1 greater than the number of times of

enlargement.

Example.—For enlarging a negative 5 times in an enlaj-ging box

l)iovicling 8 ins. from negative to lens, what focal length is re-

quired? 8 X 5 -r- 6 = 6§ inches. The lens requires to be fixed

.So that its node of admission is 8 inches from negative.

.Mn rim urn focal length permitted by given camera extension or

jpyt^^fitiip] ilifttnnce when enlarging R times.

V

R+1

Add 1 to the number of times of enlargement and divide into

the available camera extension.

Example.—In a camera for copying-enlarging up to 4 times, an

extension of 30 inches (lens to plate) can be obtained. What is the

maximum focal length of lens which can be used? 4-1-1 = 5

30 -^ 5 = 6. Maximum focal length is 6 inches.

/ (19)

For reiluction calculations, since, in these latter,

than 1, and is the " reduction figure."

ts ijrciiter

Distiincc of object for reducing r lime

of lens.

with n given focal length

«=(»+ 1) X /

Eu= r X f

(14)

(H«)

To find distance of object from lens for given number of times
of reduction, add one to reduction figure and multiply by focal

length.

ExAMCLE.—In photograph taken with an 8-inch lens, the figure

of a tall man appears as 2 inches. What was the distance of the
man from the camera? A 2-inch image of 6-ft man is a reduc-
tion of l/36th. r + \ = 37. 37 X 8 = 296 ins. = 26 ft. 2 ins.

(Jomera extension for reducing r times with a given focal length

of lens.

+ /

Ev = }

(16)

(16o)

To find camera extension when reducing, divide focal length of

lens by reduction figure and add 1 focal length.

Example.—Copying 8^x6^ ins. to 4^ x 3i ins. with 12-inch
lens. Reduction figure = 2. 12 -f 2 = 6. 6 -f 12 = 18 ins.

Miiximum focal length for reducing r times with'-object at a givri-

distance.

f r+1 (18)

Add 1 to the reduction figure, and divide into the distance of

object.

Example.—In making the copy of a painting on a scale of i

seventh, what focal length is required if the painting is 20 ft

distance? n = 20 ft. r = 7. r -f 1 = 8. The required fo :

length is, therefore, 20 ^ 8 = 2^ ft. = 30 ins.

Maximum- focal length permitted by given camera extension wl

copying an original on a scale of r times reduction.

} = vx
r-f-l

(20)

Multiply camera extension by reduction figure, and divide by
number 1 greater than reduction figure.

Example.—In copying originals half scale with camera of 9 inches

extension, what is maximum focal length of lens which can be used'
9 X 2 = 18. 18 -^ 3 = 6 ins. Focal length must not be '_"v.,ii.>r

than 6 ins.
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Jiiutmmm focal Itngtk permimbU wktn enlarging R" timtf

rrdueing r timet within a given dittance from object to imagf.

I = Dx R D x r
(21)

\d4 1 (o the reqaired number of timcB of enlargemeat or rednc-

tioD. and multiply the reaalting number by itself. Divide the
retaltin.' niiml>er into the available object-image distance mnlti-
pj:e-i t>y the number of time* of enlargement or reduction.

K\(ji"t> -In a room mea.«urinu; 12 ft. enlargements up to
<" to be made. Wliat is the greatest focal leni;th

can be uaed? Allowing 3 ft. for spaces behind
p.. I .- . • Ur);ing euel. D = 9 ft. = 106 ins. R + 1 = 10.

1" '
' lOB X » = 972. 972 + 100 = 9.72 = 9i inches

• 24 ft. run. what is the greatest focal length which
: ir a foll-len." :t on a 6 y 4-in. plate?

' ! sitter at 70 .. i image on plate as 5 ins.,

I 14 .V;: •Aini; 3 ft. for 4pa>..« behind sitter and camera.
D o 21 it 21 . 14 = 294 14 + 1 .-. IS. 15 x IS = 225.

29* 2?= " ft. = 15.68 ins. - 15| ins. nearly.

\/.

n,/tJk

iiir. rtquitfil b'ltrt-H object and image wlien

.. timft, •)¥ rrriiiri,,,/ r fimff vith If hi of given focal

tit ^' + i)' • /
(i3)

ill (•> :he number of times ..f entaniemriit or reduction.
jily Uii- rrsulting number by ii.«elf, and then by the focal
h Then divide by tb* nnml>er of times of enlargemeat or

Kx^vn K.-. —SnIargeoienU up U. 10 diaOMtcn are to be made
».'.h (iii..h Una. What space in rMjuired between negative and
*«e" R + 1 = 11. U X 11 121. 121 X 8 ^ 968.

10 IVi R ill. Aft 1 in

•t portraits with 12-inch lens, what
ter aJid focussing screen? If sitter

' 6 mchea oo npi;attve, r = 14. r .«. 1 = 15
225 X 12 . 2.700. 2,700 +14-1921 =

i '•

most purpnaes it is snffifipnt to me the approximate

9rj?

F.

f"r

/' - («+«) (24)

\ II 2 to Um ouaiber at tunes of enUrgemral or reduction, and
niiiltipir by ike focal lenittb

Maximum focal length permiisible when enlarging R limes, or

reducing r timeit within a given distance of object to image.

Approximate Formula.
By neglecting the distance between the image and the rear focus

when reducing, or between the object and the front focus when
enlarging or projecting. Formula No. 21 may be given the much
simpler form of No. 22. This approximate formula is quite exact
enough for most enlarging and studio calculations, provided the
number of times of reduction or enlargement is greater than
about 6. If this is the case the distance which is left out of
account is less than one sixth of the focal length of the lens.

, D D
^ = fl+2 = r+2 •

• (--'

Add 2 to the number of times of enlargement or reduction, and
divide into the distance available between object and ground glass

v

(or enlarging easel or projection screen).

Examples (data as for Formula 21).—D =108 R -i- 2 = 11
108 -- 11 = 9.82 ins.

D = 21 ft. R + 2 = 16 21 4- 16 = 1.312 ft. = 15.744 in:^
= 15i ins.

Degree of enlargement or reduction permisgihle within a given

teparation of object and image and with given 'focal length

of lens.

This is the only calculation in scale of reproduction which cannot
be worked ont e.vactly by ordinary arithmetic. T<'or precise calcu-
lation it is necessary to solve the quadratic equation.

•1 R- —(D ~2J) R + i = 0.

The easiest way is to guess the enlargement or reduction figuit;,

and teat the guess by using the guessed value of R or r in

Formula No. 23

Example.- If a space of 5 ft. is available for distance between
negative and easel, what is greatest degree of enlargement that
can lie done with 10 in. lens? Guessing 4. P=5x5x'0-^4
- 62i ins. = 6 ft. 2J ins. The permissible number of .times of

enlargement is, therefore, very nearly 4.

.Another method is to use the approximate formula

U—2/

~T •

Subtract twice the focal length from the pei-missible distance

lielween image and object, and divide by the focal length. This
formula is near enough for moi!l purposes if the enlargement or

reduction figure is greater than 6.
'

Example (daU aa above) : 60 - 20 = 10. 40 • 10 = 4.

O. E. B.

R (or r) (25)

MoBa CaMCSa MMi-iMLnro.—Mors smu«filing fines, to the value of
..wr Ef.'O ,hm1 at Dover . |«,t. Ismura Su.jo,
C''"'^ <' n hotel in lx,i :,ed £87 for ill.-gallv
irr,..-- ..- LULKUiar-. canwra*. .jes. snd carriage clocks
»t

.
I 11. !.(.({ at Dever. and Lou iiOMeur was fined £560 4s.

»«Jenvt Focvuntu m CiNnf< Wonx.—An example of tfa« rapid
l"vr.«i in Frencli film

i |,y , new pictnre,
•'*""» '*»• I>anc«.- W,. ,,Hon last wrak. It

4, thm " V .,. I. M [.•Herbier.
" -«l so m.. ,.,,•, ,,i,,„ „f .,

• m which 1-
I

iiem nut.

- ' i and by pi. lui,- |,«, means tli. .phic
im..v- H- . • h^ t.« tryin- t.. „ tvrvp " nn enia:. .1 the

y the uw of partial

in the film a scene

'COS a« she sits

J.
clear. She ia

re, and when some<
irp definition. Sinii-

'^'f- »* *« 1* dancing, the assembly
" ''""^ '•' nat she onlv half realises
Ib3> It 1- there.

SlTHBT Told by tus Cameba.—Remarkable evidence was given at

Wood Cireen last Saturday when Ralph Hammond and Percy Fdk.

Wood were charged on remand with breaking into housee and steal-

ing pro|)erty. A detective said that in a box belonging to Hammond
.

be found some photographs of Hammond sitting in a room at Wood's

house. The police bad since taken photographs of the apartment,

revealing identical " scenery." The room contained extensive plant

for melting down and separating metal, and witness produced a

muffle funiace which figured in the photographs. Attached to the

furnace was an oxygen cylinder and rubber gas-piping, and the

fnmaca was still quite hot when witness called. Both inen were

committed for trial.

\nm""- Photouraph* OS Oil Jiklds.—The " Scientific

AnwM.jfnp 'J-,«l.atj« that a British oil company is using two " flying

boats " to survey the delta of the OrincK-o River in Venezuela. It

a[.pi'3r» that oil-bearing lands in this part of the world are distin-

guLiherl by the partial destruction of the vegetation, and it i.s

believed that an aerial photographic survey of the region will afford

a rapid methcnl of both heating oil fields and of discovering the most

suitable forest paths and waterways for an approach to the fields.

.\u opening ie cut in the boat bottom to allow the camera lens a

view, and this hole is fitted with a water-tight manhole cover

secured by a kind of breech-block action. The camera can be raised

' lowered into position.
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FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.
Novembeir 23 to 26.—Rotheiham Photographic Society. Particulars

ami entry forms from the Hon. E.xhibition Secretary, Sydney
(i. Li»er«iclge, " Orissa," Gerard Road, Rothcrham.

December 3 to 17.—Scottish Photographic Circle. Hon. Secretary,

W. R. Crocket, 10, Parkgrove Terrace, ToUcross, Glasgow.

1922.

Jaiiu.iry 21 to February 4.— Partick Camera Club. Latest date for

entries, January 30. Partienlar.s from the Hon. Secretary,

James Whyte, 51a, Peel Street. Partick, Glasgow.

February 11 to 25.—Scottish Photographic Salon. Particulars from
the Secretary, James F. Smellie. Braefiudon, AUanshaw Street,

Hamilton.

February 14 to 17.- Exeter Camera Club. Particulars from C.

Beauchamp Hall, Hon. E.thibition Secretary, Exeter Camera
Club. " Rt. Denys," Bellevue Road, Exmouth.

Patent News.

Procest patents -applications and specifications—are treated m
" /'hoto-Mechanical Notes."

.Applications November 7 to 12 :

—

MouNTiKC.-No. 30,084. Mounting photographs. W. H. Collins.

Colour CiNEMATOGBAMiy.—No. 30.207. Colour cinematography

F. W. Donisthorpe.

DttViNO Prints.—No. 29,650. Drying machines for photographic

prints. E. Graber.

Ca.\ieuas.—No. 30,000. Photographic cameras. A. Hayward.

CisBAiMjc Phoioueaphv.—No. 29,955. Photography upon ceramic

ware, etc. F. A Hiorth and W. Spear.

Portraits.—No. 30,069. Production of photographic portraits.

G. Hoffman.

Stereosoopy.—No. 29,709. Stereoscopic phptography and optical

projection. C. H. Piper.

Cameras.—No 29,548. Cameras. A. Pittman.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

These specifications are obtainable, price 1/- each, post free, from
the Patent Office, 35, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lam

,

London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; . /

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the Internatintidl

Convention.

Finders.- No. 147,107 (April 6, 1915). The present invention le-

lates to the use and modification of a known arrangement, the

collimator, as a finder for photographic cameras in a similar way
as the collimator is used as a sighting device for firearms (.see

[e.g. Patent No. 17,429 of 1901). .\ccording to the invention a

collimator is thus connected with the camera without there being

disposed in front of the marks of the collimator any coUectivi?

lenses, producing a real image of the landscape in the plane of

the sighting marks. In its simplest form a collimator consists

of a collective lens combined with a sighting mark (usually in

the focus of the lens) and fulfils the purpose of presenting to an

eye located behind the lens or to another optical system a virtual

image of the sighting mark, lying at a certain, usually infinite

distance. If such a collimator be combined with a photographic;

camera, a finder is obtained, by means of which the centre of

the image to be photographed can be fixed.

The practical construction and further modification of such

a finder may be carried out in the following two ways : In the

first case the collimator is made as a half lens, so that the field

of view is divided into two parts and an eye placed behind the

collimator receives as to one half the pencils of light emerging
from the collimator and as to the other half those coming from
the object viewed ; in the second case the collimator has an
entire lens and the observer employs both eyes, projecting the

image of tlic system of marks presented to one eye in the licM

of view of the collimator, on to the objects lying in front of

the other free-viewing eye.

In both cases the value of the finder may be considerably en-

hanced, by fixing, by means of marks or line.«, in a plane approxi-
mately coinciding with the focal plane of the collimator 1«ds

angular dimensions, which bear a relation to the size of the
image produced by the apparatus. As compared with the fiiid«r

constructions in use hitherto, this has the advantage that the
accurate limitinj^ of the size of the image is effected on th«
object to be photographed itself, and that the image plane
is seen, so to speak, in its natural size.

In the usual photographic camera.s the len.-, is generally dis-

posed so as to be displaceable i)erpendicnlarly to the optical axis,

either only in one direction or in two directions perpendicular
to one another. In order that, with such a displacement of the

objective, the collimator finder may still bound the correct

image field, it is necessary for one of its two componetit parts

I'ii?. 3.

—lens or mark carrier—to be also displaced lo an extent corre-

sponding to the displacement of the objective perpendicularly

to the sighting axis relatively to the other part. Hence, the two
collimator parts will, corresponding to the manner in which the

lens can be displaced, also be made displaceable relatively to

one another either in one or two directions [wrpendicular to

one another, the amount of the displacement r,oing preferably

read on suitable scales.

In the drawings the invention is illustrated by three construc-

tional examples. Figs. 1 to 3 show a collimator having a half

lens in combination with a camera A, the latter being indicated

only in outline. Fig. 1 contains a longitudinal section, while

figs 2 and 3 each contain a cross-section of the finder. On a

bedplate marked o, by means of which the finder is fixed to

the camera A, there is on one side a half lens ') and oa the other

Fig 4. lig. 5.

side a plane mark carrier c, which touches the local plant of

the lens. The mark carrier c contains besides a mark d fi.vi

the sighting axis two framing lines e' and e- adjoining 1 •

straight bounding line between the free field of view and the

field of view of the collimator and corresponding to half the size

of the image of the camera used for the objective distanc
infinity and 2 metres, and also a smaller framing line e", whi
assuming the camera lens to be symmetrical, corresponds to the

angle covered by the back lens alone with an objective distance

-

infinity. In view of the aberrations of the lens, the framing
lines .ire drawn in such a manner that in the field of view of

the collimator they appear as rectanrles. The lens h can by
means of two guides /' and /• be displaced relatively to the
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aigbtiag axis in two directioiia perpendicular to one another,

for compensating a displacement of the objective relatively to

the middle of the plate. The amount of the displacement in

each case can be read off by means of two indices g' and g* and
two corresponding scales A' and A'.

Figs. 4 and 5 show in a similar manner by a longitudinal

section (fig. 4) and a cross-section (fig. 5) a collimator finder

with an entire lens, i.e., for use with both eyes. The separate

parts have the same references as in figs. 1 to 3 ; the only

lifference being that the framing lines e', t' and e' now corre-

Fie • tig.t.

spond in each case to the entire imager In this case the two
{nides /' and /* are fitted on the nuulc carrier e and the lens

and the aiark carrier can be laid over by meuis of hinges A.

Fig*. 6 and 7 again show a collimator finder with an entire

tans. The lens b of the collimator is in this case rigidly fixed

to a bedplate a, also a mark carrier e. The frame of the mark
earner forma in this ease the limit of the image field. The mark
carrier is blackened in its upper half, while in its lower half

t if traospareot. In each half it ia provided with a sariaa of
- :-<;'.es, which, getting smaller and amaller, correapood to a

spherical balloon of a certain diameter at different distances.

At each circle the corresponding distance is marked.—Finn of

'"irl Zeia, CarlZeiss Strasse, Jena, Germany.

0>r. I.KM* »TT»ico5mpir PiioTooaAPHY. No. J.70.478 (September 18,

1820). 'I
' rnlatca to an attachment for stereoscopic

phniom, < of that (l««CTibad in Pntent No. 21,406
nf 18M of Theudure Urown.
Tba itKrie* consiata of a box or cai^iiK provided with an opening

1' the back around which sn int> '
' p or adapter is

I'ii for the porpoae of clamping '
<• lens rooant or

u> the shutter when the same is oi "i« iront ien.i lyp&
Inatde the box and opposed to the opening two reflectors are

oantsd at ao angle meeting on the centre line of the box camera.

Two oUiar reflector* are mounted on either side of the box.

?1«. 1.

Tbess rsMsctefs are oonpled together by means of a left and right-

-minded anew or by levers ao t>iat they may be pivoted to or from
. >i other through similar angle*.

r>pp»*)te these two reflector* th«- fmnl of the box is left open.

Thff four reflector* are so arr;> the two risht-hand

reflectors project the rays from ' •

^ ' through the right-

h^nd orifice in the box to the lens and thence to the left-hand

l>:i!f of the negative snd the reverse aa regards the left-hand

11. I voting the two ootaide reflectors, objecta near the camera

can be reflected OB to the respective ceatros of either half of the

plate or negatiTe.

At the right-hand raflsolof* form aa image on the left-hand

All- '
' the pble and viet versa no reversing in printing it

re«)aired.

The angular setting of the two outer reflectors determines the
distance between the centres of the .two projected images, the
point of view of the images remaining the same so that a stereo-
scopic picture can be produced with an ordinary vest pocket
camera, which picture may then be enlarged in the usual manner
to the required stereoscopic size.

Fig. 1 is a longitudinal section of the attachment, fig. 2 is .i

plan, and fig. 3 is a rear view.
The attachment is constructed essentially after the following

manner : A box a is provided in front with apertures a' and at
it« rear surface with an opening b through which the reflection
of the object to be photographed passes to the lens and thence to
the sensitive plate in the camera to form a picture in duplicate
thereon.

lie 2.

Fur fixmg the attachment to the shutter or lens a lens-carrier

adapter or interchangeable clip c is detacbably fixed around the
opening b. ^

The interior of the box a ia furnished with a pair of mirrors or

reflectors < set at an equal angle to each other, the apex of the
angle thus described being oppositely disposed to the orifice i

and in the axis of the lens. The reflectors t are carried in per-

manently fixed backings k which are provided integrally with
bent over lugs I between which the mirrors are inserted and by
which they are retained in their angular position. Two other

mirrors or reflectors m are mounted within the casing a, each
facing one of the mirrors i and are adjustable as to their angular

relation to the mirrors i. The reflectors m are carried in back-

ings n and are retained therein by bent over lugs I. The back-

ings n are pivoted at o to the interior of the casing a and are

coupled together either by means of a left and right-hand threaded
screw and coupling rods or by levers p integrally formed with the

backing aa shown. The levers p are coupled together in the

vertical axis of the device by means of a clamping pin q which
passes through a slot r formed at the extremity of each lever.

The clamping pin also {jassee through a slot i formed in the

casing a and is furnished with a serrated clamping knob or button

for the purpose of clamping the mirrors m at the desired angular

a.
1 "wt^h, ct

1

r
i

1

1

1

1 % i, t\ jd

t

1

1

t

1

1

t

j

1

...1 ®.P^ if \

^^
Fig. 3.

9'

relation to the opposing mirrors i tor the purposes hereinafter

dslaitnd The reflectors are so arranged that the opposing pair

un tha r^ht^hand side reflect the rays from the object being photo-

graphed through the right-hand orifice a" of the casing to the

rasing to the, left-hand side of the plate or negative within the

camera and the reverse as to the left-hand reflectors which obvi-

ates the necessity for reversing the pictures in the process of

printing.

As the angular setting of the pivoted reflectors m determine

the distance between the centres of the view of the two projected

images, the point of view of the images remains the same, bo that

stereoscopic pictures can be produced on a small scale with even

a vest pocket camera, which can afterwards be enlarged to the

rirdinary stereoscopic dimensions.—William Henry Boothman,

3. Princes Square, Bayswater, London, W.2.
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New Apparatus.

OsoLDt Electric Lamps.—An entirely new type of electric bulb
has been introduced nnder this name by the General Electric Com-
pany, Magnet House, Kingsway, London, 'W.C.2. No filament is

used, but a glass bulb of the usual shape contains two metal elec-

trodes (anode and cathode) in an atmosphere of the rare gas Neon.
Special features of the lamp are the great durability of the elec-

trodes, which are of stout wire, and the very low current consump-
tion, which is only 5 watts. The light given by the lamp is a dim
illumination, quite sufficient for passages or dark portions of pre-

mises where it is necessary to keep some light constantly burning.

Moreover, the peculiar distribution of the light gives exceedingly

diffused illumination. The lamps are also supplied in a so-called

" letter " pattern, the cathodes being shaped in the form of the

various letters of the alphabet. Thus, by means of a few of the

letter lamps any required illuminated sign may easily be made up.

In the ordinary pattern the price of the lamp is 4s. 6d. ; in the

letter pattern Ss. The lamps are at present obtainable for voltages

ranging either from 200 to 220, or from 221 to 250. It is also

necessary to specify whether the current is direct or alternating.

With direct current the lamp must be placed in the holder so that

the charge passes in the correct direction, i.e., from the anode to

the cathode. If inserted in the holder in the other position the

lamp is in no way damaged but the maximum amount of light is

not obtained.

New Books.

"Penrose's Annual" (The Process Year Book), Vol. 24.
Edited by William Gamble. London : Lund, Humphries
and Co., Ltd. 8s. net.

We look each year to the " Process Year Book " for a record and

demonstration of the progress which is being made in methods of

photomechanical reproduction, and in other applications of photo-

graphic methods to the art of the printer. And Mr. William

Gamble docs not disappoint us in either of these respects. His

review of process work is in a minor key, ginoe there is little to

record in the way of epoch-making introductions. In ordinary

line, half-tone, and three-colour reproduction, practice continues to

follow the customary lines ; activity is chiefly shown in the surface

printing processes, and more especially in photo-litho and offset

printing. Rotary photogravure continues on its way, and the
" Year Book " contains some excellent examples of colour work by

this method.

We are interested in reading, of the attempts which continue to

be made in replacing type-setting by processes in which a lay-out

of the required lettering is reproduced by photographic methods.

Mr. Gamble directs attention in this connection to the patent,

No. 7,097, of 1895, taken out by the lat« Mr. Friese-Greene for a

process of this description. It affords another instance of Friese-

Greene's inventive genius, but like other ideas from his fertile

brain it failed to achieve financial success.

Contributors to the " Year Book " are comparatively few in

number, but there are a number of articles, a fair proportion of

which deal with new processes in which the writers are commer-

cially interested. It would, we think, be well if any such interest

were more explicitly stated at the head of the article than is done

in some cases. But, after all, pe.rhaps the chief value of the

volume as a record of progress in process, is the collection of supple-

ments illustrating the current standard of work in various processes.

These form a section of the " Year Book," which fully maintains

its interest. The specimens include up-to-date work in half-tone

and three-colour, photogravure in monochrome and colour, and

other methods of reproduction. It is perhaps of some significance

that a careful examination of these plates shows that the colour

reproductions, which appear most truthful, or are made for the

illustration of scientific publications, are printed in four colours.

Altogether the 1922 " Process Year Book " worthily takes its p'ace

with the many voltunes which have preceded it.

The Wellcome Expositre Diary and Calculator.—The tireleas

compilers of the ever-popular Wellcome diary contrive each year
to add some new and useful feature to this pocket volume. For
the 1922 issue, which has just been published, the chief addition
is an indication in the table of plate speeds of the development
speed of each of the many makes and grades of plate and film

which ar^ specified. These are designated by letters running from
A. to N., which symbols correspond with the times which must
be allowed for development at various temperatures as set out in

other tables in an earlier part of the book. In other words,
Messrs. Burroughs Wellcome have taken a useful step towards
making development as easy and certain a system as their

calculator has made exposure. On another page also is a table

giving the volume of developing solotion required by the various
tanks on the market for the development of plates and film.

Another new feature is a chapter on selling photographs for repro-

duction, which contains the scale of fees adopted by the Profes-

sional Photographers' Association. The little book is so widely

known among amateur photographers, and doubtless among many
professionals also, that it is not necessary to recapitulate the many
items of practical instruction which its pages contain. It should

be mentioned that as in previous years three editions are issued,

one for the Northern Hemisphere and Tropics; another for th«

Southern Hemisphere .and Tropics, and a third for the United
States.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Monday, November 28.

Birmingham Photographic Art Club " Psychic Photography.'
F. Barlow

Bradford Phot. Soc. Members' Lantern Slide Night.
City of London and Cripplegate P.S. " Elementary Enlarging."

J. J. Butler.
Dewsbury Phot. Soc. " Historic Homes of Y'orkshire." Geo

Hepworth.
Leeds Camera Club. " Lantern Slide Making."
Southampton Camera Qub. " A NatuiiaJist wdith a Oajnera." Dr.

Bertram Stone.
South London P.S. " Winchelsea and Rye." Algernon Brooker.
Wafthamstow & District P.S. " Correct Exposure." E. Willcocks.

Tuesday, November 29.

R.P.S. "Photography and Mechanics: Facts and Possibilities."
Colin M. Williamson, C.B.E

Birmingham P.S. " Rome." T. Wallace Robinson.
Cambridge and Diet. Phot. Club. Summer Outings Prints.
Exeter Camera Club. 1920 " Amateur Photographer " Prize Prints.
Hacknev P.S. " Architectural Photography." H C. Beckett.
Leeds Phot. Soc. " Intensification and Reduction." A. S. Dean.
Morley Phot. Soc. " With AUenby Through Palestine." G. H.

Jessop.
Tyneside P.S. " Trimming and Mounting." H. E. Galloway.

Wednesday, November 30.

Acorington Camera Club. Whist Drive.
Borough Polytechnic P.S. 1st Lecturette Competition.
Catforil Camera Club. " Bromoil." H. H. Fcatherstone.
Croydon Camera Club. Annual Dinner.
Dennistoun Amat. P.A. "Bromide Enlarging." W. S. Crocket.

" Toning Bromide Prints." V). M'Tntosh.
Forest Hill and Sydenham P.S. " Exposure and Development."

C. H. Summers.
Halifax Scientific Society. "Flashlight Photography." J. P. Oakes.
Hford Phot. Soc. " Some GeniB of EagliA Arohiteoture. " E. R. Bull.
Leicester and L'shire P.S. "Norwich and Wells Cathedrals."

E. Pearson.
Partick C.C. " The Bromoil -Process. " John Thompson.
Rochdale Amateur P.S. " Enlarging." W. Lord.
South Shields Phot. Soc. Open Night.
South Suburban Phot. Soc. Lantern Lecture.

Thtjrsd.at, December 1,

Camera Club. "Women in Photography." Madame Yevonde.
Gateshead Camera Club. " Scmethmg Out of Nothing." .J. Walton
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. " Wonderlands of

Western World.' J. Dudlev Johnston.
North Middlesex P.S. Competitions—Prints and Slides, general!
Wimbledon and Di.st. C.C. Beauty Spots round London.' A. '^

Butterworth.
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Fkisat, Dicsmbsr 2.

RP.S Pictorial Oroup Meeting. '• Ideals and Methods iri Picture
M.injj." M. O. Dell.

Rochdale Amateur P.S. " The Story of, a Photograph with Two
Lenses." A. Dordan Pyke.

Wombwell and Dist. PS. " Wanderings in the West Riding of
Yorkshire " \V. Holmes.

S.\TcaD«y, Decxmbsk 3.

Minbiuvh P>»]C. Soc. -' Belgium : Ito Towns and BeUieAeU^."
H .^ktlton.

ROYAL PH0T(XJR.U'H1C SOCIETY.

M -eling held Tuesday, November 22. The President, Dr. G. H.

K>>ilinan, in the chair.

Mr. A. C. Braham, of the Autotype Company, gave a demonstra-

tiu.'. of the latest develoftawuts and improvements in the Carbro

pr «e(. H* aiiaded briefly to the derivation of the process from
ij! :irome. In Carbro, the pigment tisiae is soaked in a solution

ui I'utasa. bichromate, ferricyanide and bromide, allowed to remain

f..; > .': 'iif in a bath containirij; aoatie and hydrochloric acids

4 :
' »nd then squeegeed in contact with a bromide print.

A' ' r at>out 15 minute^ the bromide is removed and the t'ssne

'a .'.ch now bears an invisible image of insolubilieed gelatine)

>; . ' '•'[ ' 'ranster paper. The or ^inal paper base of the tissue

I . stripptd off. and tt>« plrtare developed in hot water,

> ' 'in or " Carbro " print.

,' an excellent demonstration of the process, in the

r he rasde two prints, Mr. Brr emphasised

oi soaking- the bromide print • The tem-

pt r.4tari: ul ilaa two baths for preparing the tii;iue jihuuld be from

60 <{*; to 65 deg. F. The first bath (of bichromate, etc.) could

: use indefinitely, renewin:; it with fresh stock solution

to time, but it should be strained through mostio before

r.,. li. T'ue waa soaked in it for attont 3 minntet and then

drirr.l f r i • it 15 teCOnds "

T'' '. '
' in the sif.nd (acid) bath provided the

.r- ins >A controftt in the Carbro print; the longer

time, the sufier tiie print A normal time for producing a print
' •^.- t\m» contrast as the bromid<- was 20 seconds.

lOeegMiiig the prepared tissue to the soaked bromide

pair were laid on ^!a5s and covered with grease-proof

ig cvaportt "n of the solution and absorption

4 of its scti'^'O i.n the bromide. After removal

i,e bruBtde and transfer, the picture naa developed at a rather

' ' r Inaperatnrs than raatomary in ordinary carbon printing.

U' ' tbsse proeessss were bein^ carried oat, Mr. Braham
\'>'i-r«>i a string of qoestion*. .\ :irint of gaslight paper never

.' 1 - as good a Csrhrvi print v "r.. I >> paper. He had not

1 the sufgestlnn of Dr. S.^'.-r .of bleaching a gas-

to a silver bromide image and rc-developing before luing

pro.-e^t. DiSercnt makes of bromide paper required

o tissD* in tlte acid hath. On the other hand,

tiaoe, with the exception of red chalk and olive

z- -'^luirad th* same time in the add balli.

!l '«ed the resolls of provistonal eaqw Uueuts made to prepare

k - ' ag mixture which co4d be used on bromide prints em-

ihr process. Re had mixed Indian ink and fish-glue with

• nod by adding caustic soda to silver nitrate solution.

r ' , marks reacted with the No. 1 preparing bath, and

•ere repriKlured in the Carbro print.

Mr Rrah^m had had no experience of the process in the making
<<f '>:! ;.r:nti. As regards qnaiity of tbo Carbro prints, he was fully

•a;iafi«.l that it was eqnal to that obtaiffiid pn light-ernsitive tissue

printrd directly from negatives accoraiag to the regular carbon

proceM.

On the proposition of the chairman, the very hearty thanks of

the meetinj; were sccordcd to Mr. Braham.

< W)YDON CAMERA CSLUB.

In tbc oyfT^^Tii of the Cmydoniane nnthsng bnt good comes out of

RichmoBd. and Im* wMk Mr. F. K N«weaa found an excellent

•tUndsnce when h« arrived wHh a heavy box of ^ides to give a

Intern Uatan>. entiUed " Rambiea wit4i the Pk«et Colour F1e4e."

R«aaMr«<i hr his pc«vio«w viait, this time be came umwrned. Now,

a efaort tim© ago the grDund-floor caugbi- fiire and gultted the laoid-

lords' promisee below. Being landiloitis, litU« in the way of sym-
pathy woald be axipooted on modem eithicaj principlee, hot real
inteirest was aroused when it was found last week, and at the last
mcHnent, that some " repairing " electricians, before leaving, had
effectively cut off the electric supply to the dub, and in oomseqnence
the lantern would not be run. This put the secretary in a uioc
tamper, and Uie "office boy," who pleasantly wished him " Good
eveiadng," immediately became conscious of tlie offence.

Eveirything, therefore, pointed to a fiasco, but to do the club
justice rarely is it at a loss, whatever the contretemps. Mr. Newens
was placed oo his legs and ohottcd instructively and imterestiiigiy
about pirooedures; the slides were taken as seen, and a brisk dis-

oaasion brought a cajwtal evening to a dose.
It is not necessary to fallow the lecturer thixjugh his dear ex-

positjoo of the p>tMX«B, and only a few poirtts raised need bo sum-
marised. ShoiuU a bit of grit or broken glass get in between tie
pkkto and taking soreon, he said, this may be recognised by bars of

colour appearing when attempting registration. Also, sometimes
iittle pieces of the emulsion may stand up at the edges of the plate
and prevent good contact with the taking screen. To avoid this, he
runs a very sharp knife round to remove any protuberances. In
some cases, instead of the orthodox filter he uses a Sanger Slieipbeiid

graduaied one, and secures a aioe bXue sky. with good colour reipno-

duotion throughout, but this vainaition in pi-ocedure requires very

great care.

During the war when at one time Paget plates were unobtsinahle^
he wbrtiitnted Qfbrd panchromaiUcB, emjJoying a film light yedJow-

greea K | liUbr (who made it he could not say). The results weire

fairly good and exposuivs mooh reduced. It should not be ovar-

iooked, he added, that the Paget panchromatic and tranapai-enoy

emulaione are ooated on glass specially picked for flatness, and if

only for this reason Bubstituiting other plates is not to be recom-
mended.

Inaonooh as both Mesera. lUonl & Wiratten issue cards with each
box of puichnmatic pktee, giving the ratio of sensitiveneaB to the
thna pnmariea, he dedooed that a uuifonn ratio is impossible to

aUasn, and, (bis being so, he suggecited Measrs. Paget rftonld stock

a series of gelatine fillers, and on request select one best fitted

for any panicular box of plsAea. For the serious worker this wxxild

be a great boon.

For estimating expo8UI^e8 he much prefers tlie tables of Messrs.

Burroughs Wellcome to any tint-matching meter, and gives half

as much (igain as the reaStngs indicate. The weak point of the

Paget plate is in the greens which are apt to M too blue. Full

expoeDne uanally ooireote this tendency. Tliough ooootionaXly, when
sorely tried, be had muttered " sometiiings '' about the Paget
firm, yet it had aooomplished rnuoh, and should be ooragraitulated

on the pnodoitfion of a product which must present many, manufac-
turing diflicoities.

In ttie discnaakm, Mr. Harpur said he invariably used the tables

maatiooed in his ordinary photographic work, and found them
acourate under aU cooditions. He then passed on to a genial patch-

work review oL various maittere, and dexterously included som>!

rfirenrd blows at Mr. SaJit. The latt«r, in acknowledging this atten-

tion, snod that having regard to tlie long photographic expeiience uf

Mr. Harpur, the fact that he was still compelled to consult «x-

posore iaUes on ail occasions was extremely painful to heaj^—uot

ooly painful but piUlol. Many others contributed to the discussion

on saner lines, and the proceedings teiTuinated with a hearty vote of

thanks to the lecturor.

Qbi^stinx Fixative fob Enlaboements.—A French professional

photographer, M. Bonrland, of P4rigneax, in " Le Photographe,"

remarks on the difficulty of using a solution of gelatine with the

air-brush as a means of obtaining a fixative coating on worked-up

enlargements, owing to the tendency of the solution to run into

drops on the print. This ^^'^''t ^- Bourland states, can be

avoided by. adding a proportion of alcohol to the gelatine solution.

An eqnal volume of alcohol may be added to a 1 per cent, solution

of gelatine if the latter is meanwhile kept warm on a water-bath,

and the mixture constantly stirred whilst the alcohol is added in

small quantities. The solution will then remain liquid after cooling.
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News and Notes.

A Photooraphke's Woi..—Mr. Thomas White, a former Mayor

of Lewisham, and photographer, left estate of the gross value of

£1,364 5s,, with net personalty of £.230 5s.

Thb marriage took place on Saturday last, November 19, at St.

Nicholas Church, Chiswick, of Ernest \V. Taylor, only son of Mr.

and Mrs. J. Hay Taylor, of Palmer's Green, and the only grand-

son of the late J. Traill Taylor, to Winifred L. Collins, elder

daughter of Mrs. Arthur Collins, of Netheravon Road, Chiswick.

D.50 Developer.—The Cooper Laboratory, Watford, is making

a .special offer to photographic dealers in connection with its

D.50 developer. Until December 16 it offers to include with every

order to the value of £1, and also with every order amounting

a<ldilionally to £1, two 2-oz. bottles of D.50, each priced at 2s. 6d.

It also offers in the same proportion one dozen special trial samples

of D.50 for distribution among dealers' customers.

Pennsylvania State College.—W^e regret to hear that the labora-

tories of the Photographic Division of this College were destroyed

by fire on October 28 as a result of an outbreak in another part of

the building. Every piece of equipment was destroyed, although

fortunately most of it waa covered by insurance and can be

replaced. A new research laboratory, which had been opened only

on the morning of the fire, was also destroyed. It is feared that

the apparatus in this laboratory cannot be replaced for a long time

except by the assistance of other institutions. The director of the

Photographic Division, Mr. Carrol B. Neblette, will have the

sympathy of all those interested in photographic instruction, and,

we hope, the help of those able to make good some of the loss

which has been sustained.

Invention of Aerial Cameras.—^Before the Ro.yal Ctymmission

on .\wards to Inventors last week, Lieut.-Col. J. T. C. Moore-

Brabazon made a claim in resqpeot of »irci-ai)t cameras. Mr. Car-

thew, for rtlhe olaimant, ssJtd Ool. Moore-Braibazom was a pioneer

in aviation, and was also interested in photography, and early in

1915 he was appointed a wiing photographic officei- in France. In

the earlj' tyi>e of cameras the plates had to be ohanged singly after

each ex]X)SUre, this opea-aJtion taking twenty or thiiity seconds. Col.

Moure-lirabaaon conceived the idea Of dosigndng a camera whicli

would automaitically perfoa-m the mecesisaa^ alia.nge of plate, and, at

the same time, wind up the focal-plane shutter. A magazine contain-

ing eighteen plates was placed on the top of the camera, there being

anoUier fixed undenieatih inlto which tllie exposed plate dropi>ed

Col. MooreBra;l>azon took his designs to Messrs. Thornton-Pickaixl,

who made models, and the invention proved an emorraous success

The i>rin.oipIe was adopted by the French and the Americans, and

tlie Germans were at a greafc disadvantage because they never had

anything like it. The plates oould be cliamged in two or tiiree

seconds, enabling pliotograiplis of a conltiniuous line of trenches to

be taken as well as stereoscopic photographs. The claimant asked

for an award at £10,000.

It was stated that Messi-s. Thomiton-Pictou'd had taken out a

patent in connection with the invention, but that they made no

claim as they oonsidei-ed they had been sufficiently remunenated

under the conibnacts they had oaniied out.

At an adjourned hearing, Mr. R. HesketJi, formeaily secretary o(

the Tliornton-Pickard Manufa<jturinig Oomparay, gave evidence of

the cost of the pixxluation of oeartain camei'as, and the amount the

Government were charged for them. The firm took out a patent

for the " O" camera in August, 1915. La)ter witness had a oon

vorsation wifcli Major Campbell, who was Uien officer in charge of

the Air Depaiitmenit-, dealing with piiotography. Major Campbell

was very angry about it, and said the finn had no right to take

out the patent, because the invention, if it belonged to anyone,

belonged to Ool. Moore-Brabazon.

CW. Moore-Brabazon said it might sound luthor absui-d, but

when aerial pliotograplis were originally taken thtey wea^e not very

welcome at lieadquantore. He added tha/t later there was a cry foi-

phologi^pihs, and there was a dasdre for a quickea- way of taking

thtaa. It wag tihen the idea for the inven*ion ocoun^d to him.

Witness also spoke of his visit to England, and to the Thornton-

Pickard Company, and gave a deraonst.rataon to tlie Court of his

invention.

.4sked why he did not wmite to the ficra pixjtestang against their

taking out a patcmt, witness said be complained to Major Campbell.

Mr. Trevor Watson, for the Oiv>wii, said he was satisfied to

accept Col. Moore-Brabazon's evidence as being entirely correct,

and tlierd was no need to pursue the matter further. E.Kplaining

the attitude of tlie Treasury, Mr. Watson said tliey had a statement

from Mr. Gray Pickard, in response to an inquiry, which sitated

categorically that the invention was Ma-. Gray Pickaird's. That

being so, and tiie fact that Mr. Pickard waa not called, it became

the duty of the Crown to probe into the maibter. Having heard the

evidence, tliey were satisfied the latter had been written undor s

misapprehension, aind they accepted what CoJ. Moore-Brabazon

had said.

Mr. Justice Sargant said there was the greatest diffi-culty in

giving a claimant an award in I'espeol of an invention wliicli liad

been fuiUy paid for by the Government so far as the cameras ba<I

been used. What the Commission proposed to do was to adjourn

the application for some considerable time, in order to give Col,

Moore-Brabazon an oppoi'tunity of taking such proceedings as he

might be advised

Correspondence.

*•• CoTTttpondtnU should never write on both tidtt of the paper.

No notice t« taken of communicatioru vnteti the nam*! and

addresiet of the writer* art given.

••" We do not undertake responnbUity for the opinion* empretttd

by our correspondents.

FOREIGN PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The letter from Mr. K. C. Browning on " Foreign

Photographic Lenses," in your issue of the 18th inst., is very

interesting, but is far from .being conclusive.

He simply takes one Goerz lens and compares it with one English

lens, and also quotes the results of tests of an English telephoto

lens.

It would be much more satisfactory if a number of lenses, say

about a dozen, could be taken at random from each of the leading

English and Continental makers, and tested at the N.P.L., and the

results published. The results of the comparative tests of individual

lenses are apt to be very misleading when making general

comparisons.

I hold no brief for foreign lens makers, but I have a Goerz lens,

purchased pre-war just in the ordinary way of business, and I have

not yet seen another lens to equal it, although I have handled a

great many since that time.

In recent years I have purchased a number of lenses from English

makers, and the result of my experience goes to show that although

makers of lenses, both English and foreign, are not backward in

claiming what their lenses are supposed to do, yet they do not

always take the necessary • care to ensure that their lenses are up

to the standard advertised before they are supplied to purchasers.

One illustration will suffice. I ordered a lens from an English

maker for a i-plate camera, the front of which was provided with

the usual vertical and cross movements. When ordering, I

stipulated that the lens should, be tested at the N.P.L., and that

the Class A certificate should accompany it. This was arranged

on the understanding that I paid the cost of testing, etc, and I

agreed to do this.

In due course the lens arrived, without the certificate, and as

the covei'ing power did not seem satisfactory, I posted the lens to

the N.P.L. for examination. I subsequently learned that the lens

had been previously tested, but although it was advertised to cover

a 5-in. x 4-in, plate at full aperture, intimation was sent by the
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wkt-n lluU it w«s only to be oMd on « ^plat«, nod it wm Uierefore

only Mated for that siM of plate.

T)>e )MkS would not satisfactorily cover a ^-plate nnlees stopped

4owii to ^/8. althoogh the fall aperture Kaa ^/4.5, and a Claai A
osrt)ficat« for a 5-iii. x 4-iD. plato wai not obtainable.

On roiiimanicating irith the makers, I bad eonaiderable difficulty

is gettinj^ another leu, and only did so after waiting eeveral

saonlbi, aUbongh ibis incidant occurred daring the past two years.

It bat often been advised in the photographic Press that pur-

tbMfri u! inch class lenses shoald have tb«m tested at the N.P.L.

before nccepi^nf tbem, bat photographers generally, and particn-

lariy amateors, do not seem very willing to take such trouble.

The two principal reqaireonents of a lens for the ordinary amateur
arr 'ieCnition and covering pow«r, and these are always guaranteed

by the maken.

It appMf* to me that the solution of the whole dilficuHy is in

the bands of the makaM. If tb« makers are satisfied that tbeir

prodactions are equal to what is claimed tar them, why not send

all lansas above £2 or £3 in value to the N.P.L. for test, and issoe

a eertiteale with each lens given by that Institution, showing that,

•o far • definition and covering power are eoneerned, tbe lena will

do all that the maker* advsriiae for it. I iaal quite sure that the

J gensmlly be quite prep«red to defray the cost

•', aftd, if this were done, a large nnmber of lenses

::rc testing, and no doubt a simple certificate at a small

be obtainad.

U >• a asuet unp'ssasnt bosiaeu to write to lens manofacturers

and teil them that tha leoaas «i>ppHrd by them are not up to their

><i'. -rtiscd standard.

I ii'-Iieve that a great nnsbcr of " would-be " photographers are

'I aragad throagb gattisg a bad leoa to start, when they paid

> z>»d one, and fraqnantly ^ira up photography in diagust,

at the Iroabla is with thems^vM.
'...«^ gp (0 advertised standards were issued, I

• I b* mere photographic entbusiasis, and the

...... ..^...,j i>e banefited.

i rhaps other i sa dsti of your paper may have views on this
"-' ' would be inier«linp to know bow far the lent

f prepared to i:o r ihj. direction, to prove without

o jiFVjluta soparibriiy of Ui» 8nglish-made lenses.

my nama aod address, bat shall be obliged if yon wil'

' -I am, GantJemen,

Tours faithfoUy,

- Tsmber 21

\ '''.- fr.,tn Messrs. l'»«ix;ij -inn \tn N»cic on iim suhjiti,

' • go to press . is hdd over until next ween.

—

A CONTRAST RATING FOIC PRINTING PAPERS.

To the Editon.

Oontltmeik,—May I Iraspaas on your apaca to reply to Dr. Glover's

'
' •• smgaalimi for a contrast rating for davaiopmant

I
. >! Me that it is unlikely for a reqneat for a similar

to bring anything eapable of giving similar

' irary, I am in the pfBCtioa of handling seven

' makers, and tbooKh they are very conataot I find

itioQt in tha vixoar of moat of them.

When dealing with thooaaads of negatives per day, and often

a;!)>r<< •m*- it ia Utterly impossible to niaasare the gamma of any

,.1 •, ,. Tthaleas, a change in the vigour of a paper that is

w<. •
. 4 of nsgatives is felt in tbe general quality of the

.u'.| . .i is an important thing with bosineas photography.

At rr-i(*rU> tW diflarant qoaliliea of papers having tbe mme coo-

<r%^t. that It only to ba expected. The same thing appliea to plates

-..mo h»vmr longer straight line perioda of their curvea—but it is

nr „ .- irr Uit dropping H. k V. nombv*. Admittedly a oon-

,, „r a««n a rough descnptioo, ia not indispensable when

natanr stadiea. For this porpoae I usually take a seloc-

i> . , t [>ap«n and mess about till I get a result that pleases me,

irrr-«pacliva of the nature of the paper. I would just as soon use

platrs that were msrely a»th»d " Slow " or " Fast," net being tied

to an experimental negative or two. Some of the most eatiefactory
results I have had have been quite nnexpected in view of the class
of materials used and the particular uses. But this is a very"

different thing to commercial practice where a standard result is

expected almost mechanically.

When it is considered that yourselves. The Photographic Dealer,
American Photography. Messrs. Criterion, lUingworth and Welling-
ton and a number of professional printers have shown interest in

the idea—though not all in absolate agreement—it is hard to see
bow it can be " fading into insignificance." Rather it is likely to

fructify.

It is true that photographers can make their own charts to enable
tbem to arrive at a correct idea of the papers' nature, but some
order by the hundred gross, and we might prefer to know the degree
of contraat before getting orders consigned or deliveries put into use.

Numerous photographers do not use soft Velox, and I fail to see

how any paper could be set down as a standard for all others. They
might all fluctuate slightly (with all due respect to makers).

Dr. Glover evidently is not au fait with the commercial atmosphere

of photography, but, even so, our thanks are due to him for helping

to bring this question into the daylight.— I am, yours sincerely,

J. R. Hall.

31, August Road, Liverpool, £. November 19, 1921.

To the Editors.

Oentiemen,—I am surprised that a gentleman of Dr. Glover's

ctandin^ should waste his time on a letter of the kind that appeared

in your issue *f the 18th inst. His own arguments condemn him

He starts off by trying to prove that the method of contrast rating

for bromide and gaslight papers suggested by Mr. Hall and myself

is unscientific and unnecessary, and then calmly goes on to suggest

a method for testing papers which nt the very best can only be

called ' rule of thumb." Granted that contrast numbers will not

tell the printer a'l he wants to know about a paper, they are,

nevertheless, likely to be extremely useful. No one would suggest

for a moment tbe H. and I), numbers on plate boxes give a very

precise idea as to the performance of any particular brand of

plate, but they are not necessarily to be despised on that account.

though possibly Dr. Glover would like to see those abolished and

each operator left to work out his own salvation with only such

names a» "special rapid," "special sensitive," "extra speedy."

etc., as y guide.

Dr. Glover talks very learnedly about characteristic curves and

gamma infinity, and these things are quite rigHt and proper in

tbeir proper place,, which is the laboratory, but they have little

practical value in tbe printing room; and even if the average

assislanl printer knew much about lhesi> things (and we all know

that he does not as a rule), he w^ould have little time to bother

with them in the course of a day's work. I wonder if Dr. Glover

has ever, had to turn out two or three thousand prints a day, or

has hsd the job of supervising a large staff of assistant printers—

mostly unskilled girls? If so. he would appreciate even a small

help toward.^ the standardisation of materials.

1 hav<! no wish to appear personal, but at the same time there

are times when I wish some of our learned theorists, whose labours

in the re.search laboratory we thoroughly appreciate, would occa-

sionally descend from their pedestals and look at things from the

point of view of the man who has to get the work done.

It would bo interesting to have the opinions of a few practical

workers on the subject.—Yours faithfully.

H. Tatior

.. 8t. Annes Road,

rhsrttlr ao-l.. Manchester,

November 21.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

iLFORii. LmrrsD-Meesrs. llford. Dtd., have declared a dividwid

o( 8 per cent, on the ordinal? rfiares for the year ended October S3

The dividend for 1919 20 was the same.
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Answers to Correspondents.

Ik aeeordance tvilh our pretent pritrtice a relatively small tpace i$

alloHed in each ittue to repliet to eorretpondentt.

Wt will antwtr by pout if stamped and addretsed envelope it

enclosed for reply: 5-cent International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

Queries to be aruwered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach us

not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and shoidd be

addressed to the Editors.

C. F. Watkins.—"Le Photographe,'.' 35, Boulevard St. Jacques,

Paris XlVe

C. J.—There is no recognised proportion between the price chajged

for single portraits and that for groups. Perhaps the best indi-

cation we can give you as regards prices for groups is the

schedule adopted by the Edinburgh Society of Professional

Photographers.

H. A. Aylward.—Copper will stand a great deal of wear, Ijut is

liable to get into an unpleasantly corroded state unless more
than ordinary care is taken to clean out the tank and Vfipe it

dry when it is not in use. For quantity development of cut

films, a well-made tank of hard jvood, with or without lead

lining is much preferable.

Van Ralty, Ltd.-—Under the Shops Act the parts of a photo-

grapher's establishment usually open to the public must be
closed to the public on the weekly half-holiday, but it has been

held that portiaits may be taken of sitters with whom appoint-
ments have been arranged previously. The distinction is that

you must not have the shop open for any passer by to come in.

S. F.—The best thing you can do is first to remove the retouching

medium with turps or ether, wash for a few minutes, and then
.soak the negative in a weak solution of soda carbonate, or

ammonia. This will take away all the uranium intensification.

If it is intended to re-intensify with uranium, the negative should
be well washed and soaked for a few minutes in a weak solution

of acetic acid before re-applying the uranium mixture.

M. T.—We suppose your query relates to English translations.

In that case Dr. Eder's book has been out of print for many
years. You might get a copy from Messrs. Foyle, 121-123,

Charing Cross Road, W.C.2, or Messrs. Sotheran. 140, Strand,
W.C.2. So far as we know the, only book by Valenta on emul-
sions is on P.O.P. emulsions, but has not been translated into

English. For this you should apply to W. Knapp, Halle a/S,
Germany.

B. W.—We are interested in seeing the negative (returned). It

is quite a normal uranium intensified negative- Evidently the
rebate of portions of the negative had a veil over them, which,
accounts for th* brownish deposit there. But if you had had a
trace of hypo in the film you would have got an utterly useless
result in consequence of patches. We think the negative has the
normal uranium image, and we do not think you would make it

any better by trying to clear it with sulphocyanide.

W. K.—Your proposed installation of six (1,000 c.p. ?) half-watt
lamps with a maximimi height of 8 ft. to the filaments, would
be quite practicable. The heat would not be unpleasant and
the reflection from the ceiling Would be rather an advantage
than otherwise. Keep the ceiling white. It would be well to

have, say, four of the lamps to raise and lower, as you would
often want to use them for sitting figures and babies, as by this-

means you could halve your exposures. We should not recom-
mend movable stands in a room only 14 ft. wide, as they would
take up a lot of space and prevent your getting a front light for
large groups. As far as the length of studio is concerned, 42 ft.

is ample for any class of work. Have a black curtain lined with
white behind the lamps and a thin muslin or cheese cloth on
ia front. Keep these at least 9 in. from the bulbs, or they may
get scorched.

M. S.—Eighteen feet is rather too short for full-length figures, so
that you will have to provide a short focus lens for these, say,
one of 8^ inches focal length for cabinets, otherwise the size of
room is quite suitable. It is quite impossible to give an estimate
of the total cost of equipment," so much will depend upon the size

of direct negatives you intend to work, also whether you buy

new or second-hand apparatus. We find it more usual for

beginners to allot the sum they can afford, and to do the best

they can with it. We suggest that you could make a start witif

a whole-plate camera and use an enlarger for any large sizes.

You should be able to get all that is really necessary for £100 to

£150, excluding furniture, which, however, is not much used in

modern work. If you intend to instal electric light the cost of

lamps and wiring will be about from £25 to £50 in addition.

H. J. C—The only practicable process for the purpose you name is

collotype, but we are quite sure that the equipment and the time

required to obtain competency in the process would make the cost

of the reproductions greater than that which would be incurred

in having them printed by a firm which does collotype for scien-

tific purposes, or by making actual bromide prints. If you wish

to do the work yourself we think bromides would be much the

cheapest in the long run. Three-colour reproduction involves

making half-tone blocks and requires a practical training, such as

can be got at the L.C.C. School of Photo-Engraving, 6, Bolt

Court, E.C., in all photo-mechanical processes. There is a text-

book by W. T. Wilkinson, published by Messrs. Hamptons,

Cursitor Street, W.C, entitled " Photo-Mechanical Processes,"

and priced at 4s. 6d., but no one expects to do very much in

these methods only by self-instruption from books.

P. P. K.—The Zanot formula is for the toning of development

prints : that is, bromide or gaslight, not for P.O.P. The
'' Artura " referred to is a development paper made by the

Eastman Kodak Company in America, but so far as we know is

not on sale in this country. The following is the formula for

the " B.J." pyro soda :—

Make up two solutions according to the following formula :

—

A.—Pyro 1 o!!- 50 gms.

Soda sulphite, cryst 8 ozs. 400 gms.

or anhydrous 4 ozs. 200 gms.

Potass, metabisulphita .. 1 oz. 50 gms

Water .-- 60 ozs. 3,000 c.c.s.

B.—Soda carbonate, cryst. -.. 12 ozs. 600 gms.

or anhydrous 4^ ozs. 225 gms.

Water > •-• 60 ozs. 3,000 c.c.s.

Mix A, 1 part; B, 1 part; water, 2 parts.

In making the A solution the sulphite and metabisulphitc

should be mixed together dry and put together into hot water

When they are dissolved, the solution should piefcrably be

brought to the boil and boiled for about a minute, after which the

pyrols dissolved—when the solution is cooled. The boiling greatly

improves the keeping qualities of the solution.

If preferred the sulphite and metabisulphitc can be dissolved

in only half the water and the necessity of heating or boiling so

much solution thus avoided. The second half can be added cold

and the pyro then dissolved.

The British Jonmal of Photography.

Tke OMe«t Photocnpliic Jonrnal in Um WorM.

raBUSHEB ETCRT FBIDAT. Estabiosbbd 1854. PRICE FOURPENCE.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION POST FREE.

Unitsd KmODOM ob Canada.—One Year, £1 Is. 8d. : Six Months,

10s. lOd. ; Three Months, 5s. 5d.

Ant Othib Past
OF TUB World.

One Year £1 3s. lOd.
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Three Months 6s. Od.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO HEADERS.—UntU further notice

agents will supply the " B. J." to order only, as the high price

prevailing for everything in connection with newspaper production

prohibits the distribution of surplus copies for chance sales. It
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EX CATHEDRA.
The Fair, The prospectus, just issued by Mr.May 1 to 6 Arthur C. Brookes, informs us that the
Photographic Fair will be held next year at the Horti-
cultural Hall, from Monday, May 1 to Saturday, May 6.

This is a period which is shorter by two days than that
during which the Fair remained open iu the spring of thr
present year, but the requirements of the Eoyal
Horticultural Society for its own exhibitions are the
reason far the shorter time which will be available next
year. The Congress of the Photographic Dealers'
Association will be held during the period of the Fair,

and arrangemente are being made by that body to make
its Congress a much more important function than was
the case this year, when the threatened general railway
strike in support of the Miners' Federation played havoc
with the carrying out of the programmes of all meetings
falling about that time. It will, in fact, be remembered
that this year's Fair opened on the very day when a
general paralysing strike was at any rate probable.

Better counsels, however, prevailed in the labour world,

and the Fair, which had opened with Buch black

prospects, proved an immense success, and, by the crowds
of the public which thronged it from morning till night,

justified the steady optimism of Mr. Artliur C. Brook
during the days preceding ite opening.

—and th« But it will surely come as a great sur-

P.P.A. prise to members of the Professional

Photographers' Association to learn from the prospectus

of the Fair that its Council has recently decided not to

hold the Congress of members and the exhibition of

professional portraiture at the Fair. Mr. Brookes, who
must be fully informed of the change of arrangements,

states that the early part of September next year has

been decided upon for the holding of these functions.

We have no further information from the Professional

Photographers* Association in regard to this matter,

beyond the brief intimation contained in the report of ;i.

meeting of the council held on November 11 last, which

appears on another page, to the effect that as the year

^ea nv .1032 is the twenty-first anniversary of the foundation of

Oamble ii TFio Association a special effort is to be made to make the

Congress and exhibition an advance upon all previous

ones, and that new features of up-to-date intereet to

professionals are to be introduced. It is further stated

tluit after a lengthy discussion further consideration of

si-hemes for this purpose have been deferred to a succeed-

ing meeting. We must wait until a definite announce-

ment is made before we can form a complete opinion

upon the wisdom of the proposed break. From the meagre

facta at present available it must, however, be supposed

that the advantages attaching to an autumn Congress

are very considerable indeed in order to justify alinndon
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ment of those derived from association with the Fair.

The opportunity of taking part in the Congress and of

visiting the Fair by one single visit to London is a feature

of the old arrangement, which, we think, was a very great

clement in the success of the former. Professional photo-

graphers will still wish to see the Fair, at which features

of special interest to them will be provided, and it remains

to be 8e«n whether those in the Provinces will make a

second visit to London during part of the holiday season.

The P.P. A. should announce its revised programme
without delay and should state if it is definitely

committed to it.

Iodide and Difficulty in getting satisfactory sepia
Hypo-Alum. tones with hypo-alum is one of the old-

standing complaints which constantly reaches us. It

would almost seem that many papers are now less amen-
able to tJiis method of toning than was formerly the case.

It may, therefore, be of interest to quote a formula for

the developer of the black print which is found to facilitate

the production of a good sepia tone in the hypo-alum.

Writing in " Camera Craft," Mr. W. H. Emmet recom-

mends the following:—Amidol, 25 grs. ; soda sulphite,

anhydrous, pure, 150 grs.
;
potass iodide, 10 per cent,

solution, 40 drops ; water, 10 ozs. This developer is used

without bix>mide, and while it is recommended for Velox

paper, the iodide is stated to have a certain effect which

is favourable to the action of the toning mixture. We
hear also that iodide, in the foi-m of silver iodide, is being

recommended as an addition to the hypo-alum toning

solution itself, and thus it woiJd seem that iodide, in one

form or another, exerts a certain beneficial effect upon
the process, although in what way this effect is produced

we must confess that we are unable to say. A factor in

the process, which is sometimes overlooked by those in

difficulties, is the quality of the original negative. With
negatives which are deficient in vigour it is difficult to

obtain satisfactory hypo-alum tones by any modification

of the original developer of the prints or of the toning

bath itself.

SIMPLICITY IN POETEAITUBE.

There is no law written or unwritten to dictate to the

photographer what style of work he shall issue, but in

most cases he will find it more profitable, and in the end
quite as pleasant, to ascertain the requirements of his

customers and do his best to meet them. Naturally, these

requirements vary to a very great extent in different

localities and among different classes of customers, and

what is acceptable in one case will not be so in another.

The yoimg photographer who takes as his standax'd

much of the exhibited work of those whom we may
truly call photographic artists, a much ill-used term, will

often be disappointed to find that quite meritorious work
in what we may call the modem style is coldly received

by the public, who, as a rule, come to him for a clearly-

defined portrait and not the more or less artistic

impression of the photographer. A word that is often

ilinned into one's ears is " clear," and this gives the key

to success in the portraiture of average persons. As was
pointed out by several coiTespondents a few weeks ago

many successful photographers have displayed totally

different classes of work in theu- showcases and the

exhibitions, thereby showing their business acumen, but

not all are so wise. "We can recall the ease of one vei-y

clever operator who had met with great success while

carrying on the traditions of an old-established studio in

t-he provinces, but who tired of the dass of work which

had yielded him more than a competence, and came to

London determined to devote himself to artistic

portraiture only. He had no society influence, which
might have made him a success of the moment, and in

a couple of years his meajQS were exhausted and he had
to retire into obscurity. His studio was taken by a man
of equally good artistic ideas, but who studied the taste

of his public, with the result that a very lucrative and
ever-increasing business was created.

It is quite a mistake to imagine that first-class technical

work cannot be allied to artistic feeling; that is to say,

that reasonably shai-p general definition and full exposure ,
are not permissible in a good picture. An " old ma&ter

"

effect where a strongly-lighted face stiinds out of Stygian
darkness may be pleasing to a trained eye, but it is not
acceptable to the mother who wants a remembrance of

her absent son, or the girl who wishes for what is

popularly called a speaking likeness, for presentation to

one who knows her features well. If any proof of this

were needed we have only to look at the photographs of

deceased friends which are brought to be copied or

enlarged, and we shall find that, almost without excep-

tion, they are clear, softly-lighted pictures, often amateur
snapshots, alUiougli there may be many more pretentious

portraits extant. It may not be known to all photo-

gi'aphers that there are many people who prefer to have
their- children and themselves photographed at the sea-

side " on account of the clearer light there." London is,

we know, sometimes murky, but in t^is age of elQctric

lighting it is never impossible to take a clear photograph

.

Let it not be supposed that we counsel a return to hard

negatives and glossy prints, although these still find favoin

in some industrial districts. Modern printing method^-

will give all the delicacy of the old albumen and chloride

papers, with the added advantages of variety of surfa'o

and tone.

There is, however, no need for the photographer to

stifle his instinct for producing striking and even bizarre

effects, but he should indulge it as an amateur, that i^

to say, for his own pleasure, and not try to persuade hi?-

clients to have what they do not really caie for. If '

business in this class of work can be created—and soun

have done it—^well and good, but it is desirable to keep it

as a side line until a demand arises.

The use of soft-focus lenses places a great power in th>

hands of the discriminating worker, but it is a power that

is easily abused, and it is wise to use only those in which
the degree of softness can be controlled without affecting

the exposure, so that a slight softening for small heads

or a gi'eater one for large work can be obtained without

departing from the usual methods.

A vei-y great aid in producing technically good results

exists in the panchromatic plate, which should be more
extensively used than it is for sitters whose hair ann

complexion cannot be rendered successfully with an

ordinary or even an orthochromatic emulsion. With it,

and a suitable filter, which need not more than double

the exposure, a negative needing little retouching can be

obtained, and the risk of losing the likeness reduced to

the minimum.
The inartistic photographer is likely to rely too much

upon retouching to make good his deficiencies, and great

restraint is necessary in this direction. Careful attentioi

should be given to the lighting so that harsh shadows ar^

avoided, attention should be paid to the contours so th.T

as little knife-work as possible is needed.

To sum up, the wants of the great bulk of sitters ar.

a good likeness, a technically perfect photograph, and all

the artistif' slill that the photographer can put into hi?

work.

I
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THE PICTORIAL IN COMMERCIAL ADVERTISEMENT
PHOTOGRAPHS.

,A prot.-Monal maker uj aiiv.rtisement photograplw, Mr. J. Wallace Pondelieek, contributes an interesting account ofk« aims m thi.s hoW to a r«.*>i,t issue of " American Photography.- He represents a type of photogra-ph supplier which
•"•'' '" *"» United Stat«8, najnely, one -srho applies all the taste and feeling and technical skill
*' '» ^^^ making of photographs for use as advertisements in the magazines. In this aim

I*
'^'^-^ .uciuion to goods by making appropriate photographs which also attract hy thedr instrinsio beauty,

•"^ '' ' "'" *'"" I''"'togr«pliio lUustrator. Little work, such as his, is as yet produced for advertisers ia this
*^"'' ' '•'•"* °f advertising along pictorial lines, a large field of buainees, in which the photo-
?rii lofly in the hands of Uie draughtsman.

—

Eds. "B.J."]

JcsT a Itm yean ago pbaiogr^>hy was oonadered more or less a
mechanical oommercial medifiim, a means to secure a record

of given sabjeots. That was several years ago. However,
to-day, thanka to tlio infinite pains and study of persistent

workers, photography has made fast and insfiiring advances,
an<l I.I-. .t")j tt« place among the arts.

!'! :.-.- anpraiwat bis nioo<l in colour—warm colours for

effects, cold colours for more sombre
one has just one colour to work with,

and that u tho *o-uilIed black, which in itself being a cold

•lotonr, !i rath<?r diflScult to work with.

atmosphere of a bright sunny day, the
ikg, the rqgiatration of human personality

(tiiotography is a most sjmpathetic medium,
uit« : a knowledge of chemistry, optics and the

IKsung and expression of subjects, also lighting, imwi be bad.
1 have sofTi manv wnndorful ex.irri.l(*i of photogntpinc work,
trulv N..: ' recall ' 'Ting gray and blue
'-afiva-'~ : others i iince of the Spanish
painter /ol<>.: many others that poMsased all the
ribrati..!! ..f ri.1 'iiialitv of colour.

\s

artist bad only a subject
* ilir.-. t iiT.rMal to the puLr.

rfuilly wonderful
rie in nioihxlirome.

:i<*ld of advurtising, the
in monochrome to make

:, and when we take into
orrtain things about tfia poblic, we can easily

.1, ,.- — i.iKntif«ir.« ttw. T.
, nt#r bad over the camera

man with hi~

la the flru ,...«,, ...^ ,,.. :, not reada ads., if it can
help it. Ton no doab* have D<>ti< i<d in magasiaes just when
Tou are reading the moat intor>v.ting part of a story at the
iM^tiom of the paga yon find tho \v«rd<i, " Continued on page
'''." and after plon;;hing throii.- *''- -nigasine, you find on
\',\'S,s> 07 a larKt' foiir-ookMnn .-• "nt and one column
• •t ittorv an-l so on,' until you n .»•• rnud the story through.
^•'1 ' >'" 'lie on roadint; Mti;;lr> cotumns on tea differont
,'i>.->^ sud hava seen sereral doxin sds. wheihar yon wanted
<" '-r no*. Some of than yon \'.\A and aooie yon passed up.

~nM»ptaca once, if the story was not thns distribnted,

ably would nerer look »\ in the back pages of the
iiiai^aainM. Yoo moat make the - nd the ads., hit them
b«*sr««a the eyaa with your ad. o to make the public

>tir story moat be told q'l '-Kly, in pictures, headlines

.A'lv.r;.
••

and ra<I

:

rnu • onlidcncc, must 1:.

'<"' lo rules of arti«tir

not know cumpoaition, but it d'

jii' ture, whereas an iHn»tm<i..

'i;> .»» ''nmmoDplacc n'' '

A'l'.'TtiuDg and S'i

•aloMnanahip on paper. I

ily successful, must reflect

•> product snd producer.

r«wi«»aBr*. You mu«t
nn'l f'lvnnrable mental
Ktn» 1 '-((^ pbrn.»<^.

i^tnvtions are wscntially
_• down of sales

ill'i 1 buying desire,

' of voiir ]niblii-.

>nd sny nothing,

tho hnlling 'muttering* of a young

As a rule, you will notice that an advertiser has a follow-
up system of advertising, a sort of continued story. His ad.
this month has a direct connection with his ad. next month.
These campaigns, known as national, are planned a year in
advance and the illustrations bear tho same technique or
treatment throughout the year, and if done successfully, you
will bo looking for the next month's ad., and after seeing
several you will investigate the product, and nine times out
of ton, yon will buy in preference to some other similar articl«
yon have never heard of. Photographic illustrations, like
advertising copy, must be brief and striking. The public
wants something different. • You cannot go into too much
detail when making an illustration. You must leave some-
thing to the imagination of your reader, aew ideas, new
stylos, new treatment and technique, always a stinving for
tho attraction of the public. The elimination of detail and
tho presentation of the essential idea is based on the principle
that suggestion is more powerful in the mind than actuality.
The public is made up of people, not types. The illustrator

will reach his public oftener and there broadly if he ceases
to look for the difference between people and turns his atten-
tion to likenesses, and so when you illustrate, do not be afraid
to aim high. Think of the public as a body of potential buyers
whose mentalities rate above the average, then when you aim
high, jx)ur illustration has an appeal. It not only portrays
an article, butls educational and tells an impressive story.

It is extraordinary to what an extent " mood " and
atmosphere are determining factors in the effectiveness of an
advertisement. In connection with an article like underwear
for women, a consideration presents itself that you do not

have to contend with when illustrating other comimodities,

that is proper presentation. There are difficulties connected
with underwear that are not encountered with other articles

of women's dress. It is a great deal more intimate than

corsets and stockings. General reference to corsets or stock-

ings will pass in almost any stratum of polite society, but

reference to the individual cirticles of women's underwear,

except the use of the general term, is universally frowned

upon, therefore the presentation of underwear must have the

atmosphere of delicacy and refinement. The mood can be

delightfully gay and dashing or quiet, calm and thoughtful,

yet the same atmosphere of refinement must surround both.

Tho appeal must be broad and universal so " Everywoman "

can finil something interesting in it. The selection of a proper

model is very important, one with refined features, also

posing, lighting and handling of plate, and last of all, a

an a.ppeal, and mtwt "TflfTerent idea from what already has been done, to arrest

n. "Thi' public docs sltBHflbn.

in appealing striking Advertisement of gramophone records is another story.

handled is i>n'.sed Here we have music, which in itself suggests a hundred and

one ways of presenting it attractively. In this instance, I

have put the spirit of the dance, joy and nature's beauty.

Development and treatment of these subjects were done in

high key with one thing in mind, to keep the. illustration in

a sunny, joyful mood.

The campaign for a milk company (Carnation milk) was

based upon photographs of real, live, every-day human beings.

The idea behind was the human interest appeal. To give
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cohesion and maximum quantity of pulling power, the adver-
tisements were planned in a series under the headline of the
Carnation Typical American Family. As a reeult, the various
characters were sought. Grandpa, Grandma, Father, Mother,
Auntie, Sister, Sonny and the Grocer, alternating their
appearance in the advertisements either posed in group or
individuelly with proper surroundings, the object being to

make these faces familiar all over America, each a fine

Attractive type, the kind you would like to meet in real life,

the advertisement appearing under headings showing various
activities of the family relating to the purpose and use of

Carnation milk.

Goodyear tyre advertisements are others which I have made.
They tell the story of where Goodyear tyres are used, illustra-

tions showing the All-Weather Tread on Fifth Avenue, the
Palisades, Michigan Boulevard, the American deserts, the
Apache Trail, Arizona, the Grand Canyon, the Rockies, and
a hundred others taken all over the country, always showing
aoimo either historical or memorable part of the country in

tlie picture with the Goodyear tyre and All-Weather Tread
tyre impression in the foreground, this style of advertise-

ment not only showing the uses of the tyre in various oarts

of the country, but acquainting the public with the beauties

of our country.

The field for photographic advertising illustrations is un-
limited. The examples mentioned are some of the campaigns
I handle. I have made illustrations for almost every possible

article, from still lifes of shoes, jewellery, potatoes, to the
most elaborate set-ups using models, stage scenery, etc. It

will probably interest the reader to know that every illustra-

tion I have made, I have used one of my many Pinkham and
Smith semi-achromatic lenses. With a lens of this type you
have every possible mood and feeling at command. You can
create atmosphere that is impossible with a corrected lens.

With proper handling you have at your command a lens you
<-.an almost talk to. I use an ortliochromatic plate with or with-

out filters, just as occasion may present itself. Very seldom
do I find it necessary to use a panchromatic. For all of my
outdoor work I use a K-2 and K-3 filter both at the same
time. This enables me to use my lens at a wider opening,

giving me fine colour values and more control on exposure,

exposure being approximately ^ second at //6.5 on bright

sunny days. The developer is the old standard pyro in tray,

using about half the carbonate specified in formula and adding
carbonate dependent upon the mood and atmosphere you are

working for ; more carbonate for' high-keyed sunny effects and
less for those of more sombre or softer quality.

A great deal could be written about advertising illustra-

tions, but the summary would be good natural posing, attrac-

tive lighting, practical handling of lens and plate, forceful,

brief, well-composed pictures, appealing to the human interest.

To make an illustration is one thing—to fit it into a story

is another, to do both requires skill, creative ability and
imagination. Whether an illustration is made to express vivid

action or still life, in either case it must apeak louder

than words.

J. Wai-lace Pondelioek.

" Pbops " FOR Natubalist Photographers.—-A representative

of the "Daily Chronicle" has been having a talk with Mr. W.
Clarkson about the making of property animals for pantomimes,

and we quote the following note from a report of the interview :

—Not all the works of the property masters are made for stage

purposes. Life-size leopards, lions, tigers, ostriches and giraffes

have been ordered by big game hunters and bioscope firms for

use in the jungles. " We make them hollow to hold two men,"
said Mr. Clarkson, "and there is a hole in front of the breast for

the camera, and two holes for rifles. The camera man inside the

dmnmy tiger works in front, and he is guarded by the man behind

inside, who controls the rifle triggers. A ring of burning material

is put round the dummy animals when placed in the jungle, in

order to stop the real animate from scenting the human beings

inside them "

Photo-Mechanical Notes.

Multiple Negatives for Plioto-Lithography.
In making up a printing plate for an offset machine, of email
units, the necessary number can be obtained by repeated exposures
on the sensitised plate; laying the negative each lime upon
register marks, corresponding with marks placed on the copy fci;

the purpose, and shielding the extra surface of plate from liglr

action during each printing down.
This method answers well when the units are large and tli

multiple printing does not exceed eight, but when small label
stamps, etc., where the completed print does not exceed 6 x 4 ins
are to be done,then a step and repeat machine is required, especial Iv

for fine colour work.
When the units are larger, multiple negatives may be built oi

of negatives made upon Transferotype paper, trimming to exa<
size, and transferring the requisite quantity to a large sheet of
glass, giving a large negative made up of a number of smaller ones.

First of all, make from the original a negative the exact size of
the unit, or label, required. From this negative, make a positive
by contact, and from this positive make the requisite quantity of
small negatives or prints upon Transferotype paper to fill up the
printing plate.

The copy n^ative is best made by the wet collodion procee.s,

the contact positive upon a process dry plate, developed with the
following hydroquinoiie developer :

—

No. 1.—Hydroquinone 180 grs.

Potass, metabisulphite ^ oz.

Citriu acid 60 grs

Potass, bromide 60 grs.

Water 20 ozs.

No. 2.—Caustic soda '.. 180 grs.
Water , 20 ozs

For use, take equal parts of No. 1 and No. 2. Fix in :—
Hypo 6 ozs.

Water 20 ozs.

This developer is also used for developing the negative prints
made upon the Transferotype paper.

The transparent positive may bfe.^fixed in an acid hypo bath,
but the Transferotype negative prints must be fixed in plain and
freshly-mixed hyposulphite of soda.

Care must be taken all through the process that the lines are
clear glass in the case of the negatives, and in the positive that
the lines are quite derise, and the other parts quite free from veil.

The negative prints made under the positive must have all thf
characteristics of a good line negative, viz., the lines quite whitf.
and the ground perfectly black. Using a contrasty Transferotype
paper, giving it the proper exposure, and developing with the
formula given above there will be no difficulty on this point.

The negative prints when dry should be trimmed exactly to

size, allowing in this for a slight expansion when again wetted..

This fact of expansion when wet, inherent to all paper prints.

suggests that unless some means arc adopted to prevent any expan-
sion, the use of paper for making negatives for colour work is not

practicable. This is quite true, but for ordinary black and white
labels, etc., this expansion is quite negligible.

Fortunately the trouble can be obviated quite easily by soakint:

the paper in clean water until limp, then squeegeeing down upon
a sheet of glass that has been previously thoroughly cleaned and
polished with French chalk, or what is perhaps better, fir.st

smeared with vaseline, polished off, then dusted with French chalk
and polished until this is quite polished off. Once this is done the

plate will be usable quite a dozen times without re-polishing ; even

then only a French chalk polish is necessary.

The sensitive Transferotype paper, wetted till limp, is then
squeegeed into contact with the glass, and dried (in the dark-room,
of course, and also the soaking and mounting on the glass must be
dark-room operations). When dry, the paper is stripped off the

plate .vnd cut up into sizes for printing upon. Paper dried as

above is at its full stretch as regards both dimensions, and cannot

expand any more either way, so that small negatives made upon
such stretched paper may be relied upon to give good register.
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The prints being made and trimmed to size are next wetted
ntil quite limp. They are then assembled npon a sheet of British

plate-gUu which hae been previoasly coated with :

—

Gelatine 2 ois.

Water 20 o»s.

Potas,« i<ichromat« tiatarated solntioo) ... 1 dr.

Filler before use. and coat whilst warm. The glass plate is

l^abbed, and well wa.«hed, and then coated with the above solu-

^oo, dnined, and dried in full dnyli^ht.

When tlie prints are awembled (tKiving pl»ify of water on the
^ate, which is best laid flat), place a sheet of rubber cloth all

over tb« orinti and squeegee down lightly. Remove the rubber
(tfolh, and carefully examine the prints, and by the aid of set

tqoara, T square, and straight edge, coax by alight touches all the
pints into exact positions. Again cover with rubber cloth, and
•qneegre as hard as posiible. Keeping the rubber cloth in posi-

tion, eiet-t the i;hj<: plate, and finally examine the nef;atives. If

i.y are displaced, the remedy is easy; they are still movable
videwsys, may be removed bodily, rtr-wetted and replaced. After
l.*ie firal s/]oeege<r. place a sheet of ;;lass npon the rubber cloth

Hid 'rave under that preasnre for an hour. Kext immerse the

plate ir witer at a temperature of about 110 deg. F., and in a
few miontea the paper backing! may be lifted ofT. Now gently

kT> the water over the negatives so as to get rid of superfluous

\ wash for a fe>w minutes in onid water, drain and put
n dry. .\fter draining 10 to 15 minutes, examine the Alms,

' thor* are any t««rs, remove ihem by dabbing gently with

.p cbamoia or with flnfflesa blotting paper.

Fur poster work, enlarjements can be made any sixe up to 60 x

40 npon thia paper, and the print transfvred to a glass plate for

printing down upon metal.

The plates upcn which the** prints hsre been transferred can

be oiado available for other oesatives hy soaking in an acid pickle,

tben WAshed and re-cr-ated with the Inchromated gelatine.—W. 1.

Wnjtrsso*

Exposure in Systematic Proces* Negative Mahinc.
\v ill., rtant item when determining the expoenre in

negative making la the distance and angle of the lamps

i. . - ric'nal. There are two optical laws to be considered

wl:cn ci. .!i'.f.. •'.. !,fT. rent expoanrfs with varying light distancea

aiwJ t'-; ' ' ' ' '.arxs inversely as the square of the distance,

ao<l 2'.'. '. illumination vsriea directly a* the coaiive of

lb« aiij(iv .: -e of the light to the aorface being illuminated

Tb«M< are not always onderMood and appreciated, bat they play

a:i important part in syatematie work.

rh<> wnUrrs have devised a simple apparatoa for determining tlie

^ai\r and the distance of the lamps flam tba copy, and which is

L
OaiQNAL

ja
cae^-aoMto.

ID uw at tb« L.C.C. School of Photn-Eagraving. The sketch illua-

l(ttr< irit apparatoa. The baseboard A has a radial scale B
marked oat to 30 deg., 45 deg., and 60 deg., the arms C and D
are marked out in iDcb«a, and swing oa a pivot E round B

For eonveni«DC« the aide where the arms meet can be hinged to

ilyti ropy-board in such a way that the point E may be brought
to the middle r>f tbe copy, the Jevicc banging down when not in

ase, the illustration shows tbe method adapted for the purpose

mentioned. To set the angle, and to fix the distance of the lamps
from the original, the apparatus is raised to a horizontal position,
and E brought to the middle of the original when the distance aniJ
angle of the lamps can be set. The lesser or additional exposure
for a known exposure when varying light-angle and distance is

shown approximately in the table, or can be calculated by tlie

following formula :

—

TLT /new distanceN*«ew exposure=f-^jj^j-^——l x exposure at old distanoe-s-by cosine

of angle of incidence.

The following is the manner of using the table, which
is calculated for use with two enclosed arc lamps on a 200-vdli
circuit, each lamp taking 10 amps. An exposure is 2 min. at
18 ins., and it is required to know the increase of exposure when
tbe lamp distance is extended to 24 ins., the lamp angle being
60 deg. Opposite new distance of lamps look for factor under
60 deg., i.e., 2.85, multiply known exposure by this factor, 2x2.85-
5.7 the required new exposure. If the distance is to be reduced
the known exposure is divided by the factor.

Lamp distance. 30° 45° 60° '

18 in LOO 1.23 1.78'
'•

20 „ 1.23 1.52 2.15 -

22 1.49 1.84 2.60
24 1.78 2.20 3.10
26 2.09 2.60 3.64
28 2.42 2.87 4.20
30

.M

2.79 3.42 4.66

If distance be 24 in. at 30 deg., and it is required to know in-

creased exposure for 28 in. at 60 deg., take reading for 24 in.

under 30 deg. = 1.78, and reading for 28 in. under 60 deg.= 4.2.

Subtract 1.78 from 4.2 = 2.32, which is the factor for multiplying

known exposure at 24 in. to obtain approximate exposure for

23 in. at 60 deg.—W J. Smith and E. L. TtniNER.

Exhibitions. .

THE " OLD MASTERS " OF PHOTOGRAPHY AT THE R.P.S.

PROTOGBapHlc old masters who may claim to be 'S primitives " are

very few. The Royal Photographic Society should know, if anyone
ahould, all there is to know about the artistic history of their sub-

ject ; but their efforts have resulted in a collection that is made up
chiefly of works by D. 0. Hill, half-a-dozen by Mrs. Cameron, and
seven by Rejiander. There must be other old mastere, however.

I once saw a collection of remarkable architectural works by a
contemporary of Hill. His name I forget, but it would be a worthy
quest to rescue such works from the obscurity of the distancing past.

Tbe collection of Hill's work necessarily includes many dupli-

cates, because collectors who lend printa are disposed to stipulate

that their collection shall not be broken up. This prevents selec-

tion of examples, with the consequence that the visitor sees some of

the portraits two or three times over. Perhaps this is no disadvan-

tage. Comparison between specimens is made easier by this con-

dition. There is certainly something perennially fresh in Hill's

work, and I am. disposed to think that its undying charm lies in

the simple naturalism of its presentment. There ig, of course, an

attraction to some in the old-world style of its sitters; but that

aioiM would not make Hill famous. Indeed, there are not a few

puitiaili Btre that would certainly suffer the scoffs of the modem
yooDg person of either sex, from a point of view of subject-matter.

But the worst of the " guys," the most " soppy " of the divines

have the strength and dignity of simple truth. The prints are

straight records, unaided by the artistic after-treatment which

would be accorded thera were they the products of to-day; and it

is this obviousness of frank naturalism that takes us back to their

time, placing us, in mind, beside the sitter. As a result we sym-

pathise. We feel with the old beetle-browed one*; we tiriderstalrid

the' psychology of the demure, smooth-haired maidens^ •.

All these prints have quality, sometimes of a rare beauty. Two
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little landscapes, or rather town scenes, are rich in it. How far

thi« qunlity i» aji accidental and happy result of the technical pro-

oe«ses and how far it may have bot-n schemed for is hard to deter-

mine. A statement was recently made that Hill's part stopped

sliort of exposure and print production. That, at any rate, would

still account for the vigorous and beautiful effects of frank li^ht

and .shade, to which much of the quality is due. That the posing

and lighting are tlie work of a painter is obvious almost everywliere,

bocaiise they arc at once conventional and beautiful. Some of the

groups of figures are most ingeniously arranged.

There is nothing of this sort about Mrs. Cameron's work, except

in the case of the Herchel, wliich is certainly an inspiration.

The difference between her work and Hill's is that Hill's, if pro-

<luced to-day, would command respect, whilst the other would be
negligible.

Rejiander seems al.so to be in enjoyment of an over-estimated

icputution. It is good work, but it does not reach across the years

.IS Hill's does.

To hang with these things of a past day the admirable printe of

Mr. T. Elliott, of Cape Town, is a good plan. The shock is rather

severe, but it wakes one up to the fact that what was the source of

beauty in early photography is still potent. Actual sunshine, which

revealed all Hill's modelling, gives Mr. Elliott his theme. The
white walls of somewhat fantastic buildings, upon which the

parallel rays catch every inequality add their shadows as a con-

tribution to the quality of the whole. One seldom sees buildings,

skies and verdure in such perfect accord in camera pictures. In

one or two cases tone values, and colour values, too, seem to be as

dead true as it is possible to get them. The result is the charm of

natural beauty. F. C. Tilnet.

Patent News.

G.

or

Process patents - applications and specifications—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, November 14 to 19.

Finders.—No. 30,606. Finders for photographic apparatus.

Arndt.

Bnlarging Apparatus.—No. 30,454. Photographic enlarging

projecting apparatus. D. 0. Bremner.

Photography.—No. 30,385. Photography. W. Carroll.

Cameras.—No. 30,760. Cameras. Crown Cork and Seal Co.

Mirrors.—No. 30,394. Mirrors for projector lamps. F. Krupp
Akt.-Ge.«.

Mirrors.—No. 30,432. Mirrors for projector lamps. F. Krupp
Akt. Ges.

Lamps.—No. 30,433. Projector lamps. P. Krupp Akt.-Ges.

.•\rc Lamps.— No. 30,434. Arc lamps for projection. F. Krupp
Akt.-Ges.

OiNEMATOGRAPiiT.—No. 30,431. Fire-protecting devices in cino

matographic projecting appartus. F. Krupp Akt.-Ges.

COMPLETE SPEVIFIVAriONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications are obtainable, price Ij- each, post free, from

the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

Colour Photography.—No. 166,028 (June 4, 1920). The inven-

iion consists in a process for the production of photographic
negatives for colour printing or other purposes, consisting in dis-

persing a source of light into tlie form of a spectrum and photo-

L'raphing the object successively upon a plurality of negatives, the

object being illuminated for each negative by a selected portion

(>f the spectrum, and the selected portions of the spectrum
being mutually exclusive.—Adrian Bernard Klein, 32, The
Pryor.s. East Heath Road, Hampstead, London, N.W.3. (Further

I'etails of the specification are given on another page in the
Colour Photography " Supplement).

("•..OUR CiNKMATOOR.APHy.—No. 147,767 (September 10, 1918). The
photographs are taken a pair at a time by a pair of lenses having

their axes parallel. Two glass plates are arranged parallel to

each other, each in front of one of the lensee, the first plate

being a transparent and the second an. opaque reflector. Sucoea-

sive pairs of pictures are taken alternately through two pain
of colour filters.—Giovanni Casieri, 17, Via Fibonacci, Pisa, Italy.

(Further details of the specification are given on another page
in the " Colour Photography " Supplement.)

PiioTO^ScuLPTURE.—No. 170,685 (July 30, 1920). The inveutjon

relate"! to improvejnentfi in the production or reproduction of a
copy of a throe-damensional figure in relief or in intaglio, by

which a graphic record of a three-dimensional figure is obtained

on a plane surface and is used in the production of a pattern,

which pattern is then employed to actuate and control the move-

ments of a graving tool in a carving machine. The gi-aving tool

cute the block of material on wliich the copy is to be made, and

the movements of which are co-ordinated witli those of the

graving tool.

The invention relates to the known method of producing the

pattern by projecting a design on to the figure, photographing

the figure with the projected design and from the negative pre-

paring a pattern to be employed in a carving machine.

If a transparency, say a lantern plate, bearing a design b«

placed in an optical projector normal to the optical axis of the

lens and the design be projected, as ordinarily, on to

Fig. L Pig. a.

screen X Y (fig. 1) normal to the axis of pi-ojection, an undis-

torted image of the design, differing in scale but in no other

respect geometrically, will be cast on the screen. If the pro-

jected image of the design be photographed in a camera on a

sensitive plate V parallel to the screen X Y through a lens of

sufficient covering power and having its optical axis parallel to

that of the projector lens, a photograph of the projected image

will be obtained, which is changed in scale only. If a three-

dimensional figure W (shown in fig. 1 as an irregularly shaped

figure and in horizontal section) be substituted for, or placed

against, the screen X Y and the design be projected thereon, the

projected image of the design will be distorted or displaced wholly

or in part, the displacement of any point in the design being a

function of, and substantially proportional to, the distance by
which the point it covers on the figure W is removed from the

Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

point it would have covered on the screen X Y. If the camera

be placed with the incident nodal point J of its lens in line with

the incident nodal point O of the projector lens adjacent the

figure, and the line joining these points parallel with the screem

X y, all points of the projected image that are displaced will be

recorded on the plate V as displaced in a direction parallel to one

another and to the line joining the nodal nomts J O.

In order that the principles of the inventi n may be
clearly understood, let only two points of the design on
may be clearly understood, let only two points of the design on
the transparency be considered, and let A and N indicate the
positions \he projected images of these points would occupy on
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tlt« aer»«n. A photograph of the projected image points A and N
will be regtstered on the pUte V at th« pointa F and H respec-

•.iv«>l3r. When tb« figure W is placed against ti>« screen X Y the

m.ii^ of the two points of the design will be projected on the
.- .re W at D and T rMpectivt-ly. and photograptis of the pro-

("t^d and displaced image poinU'i D T will be recorded on the

•^iBitiTe pUt« V at S aod G respectively, lie distances K D and
S T are meosares along tiie txys O T N, O D A of the actual

•li.'pIaeMDent of the imag* points (loA the screen and the

<{u>taiieca S F aod G H are measures of the apparent displace-

Ml of such pointa as registered on the plate V. The distance
~ r is a functiuu of the distance A D and the distance

!i a fooetion of the distance N T, and O H bears to N T
-tantialiy the aame ratio Mt S F bean to A D. All points on

' tjgure W at ao eaaotly equal dietaac* from the screen undergo
I •'<|nal appaieot 4liiplaeement: Uialk ie, the ratio of apparent

.i.i.|iIaceiiMot for neli points it a conataot.

Tbe locegoing explanation is true in all ««ses. In those casee
r\ which the <L«i>ili -.f the figure increaM* relatively to the dis-

. •• betweei. '.'tx lens and eoreea, the departure of the
•in/ !>,v' . true form will become greater and

irom what has been said that if the image of

. the projector uu the figure W and the image
"d, tbe position on the eeairitive plate the undis-

'f the line would occupy it aiceMainable and a
'lained, on which ii defined a line every point
'. from an ancertainable point on tbe plate

r-lin^ tu a ratio that it subMantially a constant for every
t on tbe surface of tbe figure and its coirn

p

onding point

-tie screen, and the dts|ile<—imt on the |>Ute is in a direction

. .'.'M with the hne joWog tbe inoidrat nodal points of the
:'r</;rclor aod caoMra lensas.

I^M forefoing felationships are involved in the production of a
.-^..t.:^ >«cotd oa a plane surface of a three d:meH»ional figure,

iietbod employed eonsisia in projecting a design, prefer-

neal form, on to ihe (ii\irr tnd :t may be on t" a pl»iie

Plf . T.

^'iHxrr ••rthiT t»-f»rr -^moltaoaoutl-. -''• r after li>e projection

-..( O..- A- ' • flgwe, ph' i the figure and the

pr^jecti-U •.lu.^i'^ o! ::.u dseign, anJ .c negative preparing

s pattern of tbe distorted or di^>Ueed dsaign to control the move-
tTMwis tU a ?r«ving tool of a carving maehine. The charscterisLic

frifiirr ..I i... method is that the camera is placed with the inci-

U t I
,'

i. lit i.f iia Ian* in Uir (hmU! p'-im- of lti<- pr<.jec«or lens

The paf or photo-

.-.-.ntrol •li "yed, snd

is efleot»<i ' cross hairs of

II tbe gra r to follow the

I '->'rtcd l)uo of itM design. Wh«u Beciisnical control is em-
!• "ved the pattern is a gwoved plate iKth which a member on
t) .t ^;ravin<{ tool eairier engega. The twn " nodal plane

"

n.-ara a plana mil! to the oftieal axis of the lens and pasting

throagb the nodal point.

Apparatae far cwtyiag oat tbe method set forth in tlie pre-

'-rding p«ragn^ eo«>pri««s an optical projeolor having a well-cor-

'r-./sd lens, » traasparrocy to be placed in the projector and
> '"' 'he design thsreoo, a plane mirface on whioli the design

rojseted for foeaeting and which is removable in whole

, ^t, and a camera also having a well-corrected lens and
r-«itioBed with the incidtot nodal pmnt of its lens in tbe nodal

i> ane of the projector lens adjscent tli» nlaiir surface.

The dsriga is preferably lineal, '.<<rwiAe, so long
as it Is such that the pattern, nhr; irving machine,
e\Ti h.i-..- :-np»rted to it a movement n -iitical with the
i;.<l '. r,.-.! f.,rai of tbe design. Fi>r .

' the design be

ao arithmetical spiral, sod sn red, the pntlem
It DioTsd la the carving ma at every f>oint

tJi«reof mores in a spiral palli. of 'a grid

C'.nstttated of equslly •paoad ami i<s is suit-

'he follow ; ..f an
[•tral i> a nven-

i' IS iH'i imited to ta-ii - -^ iji>.

Fig 2 is a perspective view of a three-difflensional figure, of
which a copy in relief is to be pi'oduced.

Fig. 3 is a .perspective view of the units employed a&sejnbled
in proper relationship for the obtaining of a photo^aph from
which a pattern is to be made.

Figs. 4 and 5 are views at right angW, with the object shown
in fig. 2 placed against the screen.

Fig. 6 is a view of a transparency, «nch as a lantern plate, with
the design of an arithmetical spiral thereon.

Fig. 7 is a view of tbe pattern used in the graving machine for
producing a copy in relief of the object shown in fig. 2, and
Fig 8 is a sectional view of fig. 7.

TTie object 1 (fig. 2) is placed agains.t the screen 2, and is
supported in any convenient manner. The optical projector 3 is

placed in position with the optical axis of its lens 4 normal to the
screen 2. A transparency 5 (fig. 6) having defined thereon an
arithmetical spiral 6 is placed in the usual manner an the pro-
jector 3 so that the deeign may be thrown on to the object 1.
It is desirable that the field illuminated by the projector Should
be so large that a portion of the image of the design is thrown
on to the screen 2 it-self, as in such case assistance is rendered to
the adjustment of the pattern in the carving machine. The image
of the design being projected on the object, and preferably on a
portion of the screen, a photograph is taken oi the imago as it
appears on the object and screen by a camera 10 located so that
the nodal point of its lens 11 is in the nodal plane of the pro-
jector lens 4. It is preferable, though not essential, that the
optical axis of the camera lens be parallel with that of the pro-
jector lens. In many cases it is preferable to podnt the optical
a.\Ls of the camera lens at about the centre of the figtire to be
photographed; when this is done the resulting negative must be
placed in sn enlarging lantern and a corrected copy obtained by
tilting tlie enlarging screen in manner well understood. A photo-
graph having been taken and the sensitive plate subjected to the
usual photographic developing operations, a pattern is made from
the negative. The pattern is preferably made by line photo-
engraving, though other processes to this end may be employed.
When the pattern is made by line photo-engraving, the displaced
or distorted apiral is defined by means of a groove 12 Figs. 7
and 8 show a pattern, on whicji is defined, by means of a groove
12, tlie d>sp'a(«d and distorted spiral.

The melhf>d of producing or reproducing a copy of a three-
dimensional figure from a pattern prepared from a graphic record
on a plane surface and which pattern is also all in one plane,
consists in imparting movement to the pattern identical with the
uudistorted shape of the design, utilising the movement of the
pattern to import rectilineal movement to a graving tool and in
a plane parallel with that of the pattern, and imp(lrt:ng movement
to the material to be cat or carved identical with the undistorted
form of the design, for example, in the case of a spiral design,
the movement would be compound, and comprises a ixitary move-
ment on an axis parallel with tlie plane of movement of the
graving tool and a rectilineal movement at right angles to its

rotational movement. The axis of rotaiion of the carrier is

coincident with the graving tool at tlie time when the pattern is

at tbe centre point of its spiral moTemeot,
The specification also describes the ]t)echanical details of the

rarving machine.—Howard Maurice Edmunds, Moulsecombe Plsoe,
Brighton.

Tbe following complete specifications are open to public

inspection before acceptance :

—

CrwEMATOORAPHV.—No. 171,373. Machine for treating photo-

graphic moving picture films. Sen-Jacq Film Print Co.

Th« Most PoprLAR or Hobbie.s. — Our contemporary,
" Hobbies,", deals with nearly every kind of hobby under the

sun. thr.iigh it is run mainly in the interests of fretworkers. A few

weeds ago its editor asked his readers to send a postcard—there

was, in fact, a competition with prizes—saying which were their

favourite " pages " in the paper, but omitting fretwork, which is

the we«kly's mainstay. The result of the voting, announced this

week, is (1) Photography, (2) Toymaking, (3) Stamp Collecting.

(4) Carpentry. '* Hobbies," it may bo remarked, has run a photo-

graphic page weekly for about twenty-five years, and we are

pleased to learn of its popularity. For the past sixteen years the

page has been written, and is still being written, by Mr. P, R.

SslniiUA
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New Apparatus.

The Hodgson Rapid Print Dryer. Made by ''the HodfTson

Manu acturing Co., 2, Gerrard Place, Shaltesbury Avenue,

1 ondoo, W.I.

Op lat© years the rotary type of machine for drying .prints by arti-

ficial heat has come largely into use and a number of patterns of

thia apparatus have come upon the market, all, so far as we know,

of American make. A machine for this purpose of British manu-

facture is, therefore, of special interest, and particularly so when it

can be emphatically said that it is of excellent desipn and work-

manship. The apparatus, for which Messrs. Sichel and Samuelson,

52, BunhiU Row, London, E.C.I, are agents, is the design

of Mr. Frank Hodgson, a professional maker of prints and

enlargements, by whom the machine has been developed

for his own requirements in handling large numbers of

prints. As shown in the photograph, the apparatus is essentially of

the familiar type in whichendless bands of fabric are led round an

internally heated metal drum. The prints are carried between folds

of the fabric, and during the passage of these latter round the

heated drum, which occupies four minutes, are deprived of their

adhering moisture. At a, demonstration we saw prints taken straight

from the wash water, dried in this manner by passage through the

machine.

The apparatus is strongly made of a wrought-iron framework and

has a steel gas-heated drum. The canvas bands can be easily

removed for washing, pimply by unscrewing four screws. The

machine occupies a floor space of 34 x 25 inches, and is 4 ft. in

height, so that it will be seen that it takes up comparatively little

space in a photographer's establishment. It may be obtained for

operation by hand at the price of £26 lOs., but the preferable model

is that fitted with electrical drive of the drum at the price of

£37 10s. The motor supplied for this purpose is for continuous

current. If alternating current has to be used an additional charge

of £2 10s. has to be made. At the cost of a further £2 10s. tlie

apparatus can be supplied with electrical instead of gas heating

of the drum. As will be seen from the photograph, the

prints are very readily fed in by laying them face up on a

horizontal portion of the rotating web. After drying they are

delivered on the same side of the machine and fall in'o a trough

arranged to receive them.

There can be no doubt of the practical advantages of drying in

this way. Prints are protected from dust during drying and are

obtained with a very slight amount of curl. As delivered from
the machine, they are in the best conditio^ for insertion in folders

without further mounting. For dry-mounting, we think it is to be

recommended that they should be allowed to remain in a warm and
dry place for some short time in order to become absolutely bone

dry. Both for the output of a studio and for the business of

developing and printing from amateurs' negatives the Hodgsoii

machine is a most efficient and valuable piece of equipment.

• The apparatus is obtainable either from the makers or from

Messrs. Sichel and Samuelson, and may be seen in working at the

premises of both.

New Books.

Th Great White South. By Herbert G. Ponting. London :

Duckworth and Co, SOa. net.

In his cinematograph lectures on the Scott Antarctic Expedition,

Mr. Pouting, by the superlative quality of his photographic and

cinematographic work, brought the South Polar regions on to the

lecture platform. In this book he has brought them to the fireside.

Ii. is not essentially the story of Scott's heroic journey to the South

Pole, which has been told in the volume, " Scott's Last Expedi-

tion," in which chief use has been made of Captain Scott's journals

and the records of his colleagues. But it is a profuse account, by an

observer, of the main incidents of the expedition and of the

geography and natural history of the desolate Antarctic regions.

" Great God," wrote Scott in his journal, " this is an awful place

and terrible enough for us to have laboured to it without the reward

of priority." That was an entry in his diary on the day after

reaching the Pole and discovering there the tent of the five Nor-

wegians who had reached it a month before. Mr. Ponting's narra-

tive, while it does justice to the extraordinary beauty of some

aspects of the Antarctic scenery and to the interest of the animal

life in those regions, does not neglect to tmderline the terrific

sufferings which the explorers had to undergo, sufferings which

culminated in the tragic death of Scott and his companions on their

return journey 11 miles from a depot where they could have got food

and warmth.
But the book will be studied with keen enjoyment for its most

complete account of the life of the expedition and for its very

numerous illustrations. There are nearly 200 of these, with few

exceptions from Mr. Ponting's photographs, which are the most

eloquent tribute to his artistic and technical skill as a photographer

under outdoor conditions such as no other man has been called upon

to endure. Quite apart from the absorbing interest of the story

which the photographs tell, the book is to be signalised as the most

important proof of the immense value of photography in exploration

which has hitherto been forthcomine. From this standpoint, photo-

graphers especially will congratulate Mr. Pouting upon his author-

ship and upon the completion of so notable a work in the literature

of exploration.

Meetings of Societies.
I

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Monday, December 5.

Accrington C.C. Exhibition of Folio of Leicester Phot. Soc.

Birmingham Photographic Art Club. " Highways and Byways of

Shakespeare Land." W. A. Clark.

Bowes Park and District P.S. Lecturette Competition.

Bradford Phot. Soc. " The Flora and Fauna of the Scilly IsK:

G. A. Booth.
Dewsbury Phot. Soc. " A Ohat on Piotoirial Landscape.

"

H. G. Grainger.
Forest Hill and Sydenham P.S. Print and Lantern Slide Competi-

tion.

Glasgow & W. of Scot. Amateur P. A. " Photo-micrography."

D. B. Duncanson.
Kidderminster and Dist. P.S. " Harvington Hall." Dr. E. E. B.

Landon.
Leeds C.C. " Photography on Tour." Fred. J. Seaman.
Rochdale Amateur Phot. Soc. " Paget Colour Photography."

A. Benson Ray.
Southampton Camera Club. "How a Reflex Camera is Mad."

W. Butcher & Sons.

South London P.S. " Switzerland." Capt. J. H. Jennings.

Wallasey Amateur P.S. " Collected Notes on Pictorial Composition."

John R. Charlton.
Walthamstow & Dist. P.S. "A Review of the Exhibitit

Bertram Cox.
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El

ToiSBAT, Dbcsmber 6.

[jK-PS. "A New Mode of Producing; Sculptures bv the Aid of
;raphy." Howard M. Edmonds.
J>.A. Camera Club. " Multiple Mounting." W. J. Rankin.
IB P H " One Man " Collection, by Mr. F. Jad^e.

:o Club. ' Contact Ftintinx and Enlarging
iionatration by Mr. Brewst«r, of Meesrs.
•ica, Ltd.

" .(EstheticB of Pictorial Photography."

o. Individual Treatment of a given Negative,
rnbera.

Amateur Photographer " Price Lantern Slide*.
Whist Drive.
Soc " With a Pocket Camera in Egypt."

r and Kusaell.

English ArcliitectareL" W. Cowpertbwaite.
i'.S. " Trimming and Mounting Printa." Harold

lyiLn! 1. I > *' Simple Dry Movoting." C.F.Pope.
WnnnsoAr, Dicxkbxr 7.

iaerinjjUu: (. C I',, tur.- Making by the Bromide Proceas with
I.^lii:,- .S|i:iit Reducer." T. H. QreenaU.
Club. " Contact Printing and Enlarging on
I. Gooch.
PA. VUit to Partick C.C.

Elementary Chemiatry aa applied to Pboto-

" How a Reflex Camera ia Made."

• wiie Point* in Picture Making." B. C. Wickiaon.
L'ahire P.S. " How to Make Oaaliohl PrioU and

iIiH.-»" O. W. Seville.
" Some Wonderful Aj^icatiooa of Photo-

>ird.

jt. Hoc. " Besinnera' Banclian." M. C. Lock.
Smat. P. A. RP. Portfolio rf " Oil" and " Brom

th ..1 1}

Society.

*. Ltd.

H

TntnuiuT, Daaoma ft

I - " The Inlricacie* of the Kknt Drama and it*
• ut. Harry Lambart.

Club. " Slide and StercoKopio Viewa." Dr

Bampehire Hooae P.S. " Chemical Method* in Photo-
-Veighu and MaMore*, Soluliona and the Sulphite*.

'

'omaa, M.A.
Sue Inter-Ciab PriaU.
•*x PS. " ElanMotarjr MaU>e4a tt Bromide Eolarg-
A. Thoma*.
y. Ordinarr Meeting.
Diat. C.C. " Simple Picture Making." R. H. Lawton.

FanuT, DKsinEii n

W<«>b«*U and Dirt. P.a Baciaam' N

Z

ijut

ROYAL PHOTOORAPHIC SOCIETY.
Meeting bW.1 T>ie«day, N'oT*Bb«r », tl>e pre*idenl. Dr. O. H.

Bo-!

'^< <'>•>, in reading a papar on " Photography
•"'' ''• r'n*»ibilitj«," deah with photographic

•PP*'''' the province at the mnhanician, vj*.,

»rid aerial pi. In referring to

^, hm dealt » r^u of dittlnctive
'; tkoe* h»»in^ a teif-oonlained motor

>*' N€fT»oop«, air-drivMi, m now manufac-
**^'

• talhfactoiy inatnuMat, and was being
etpMlition. He alao daaoribed the Sept
f.r .„ IS^tecond* piotwe on the «creen.

''" it deal eoitld be got into a film

^
' a>ed in pot lor taking pictures

jar ,. <iriv*n by clockwork, and Mr.
"' •tors could be made for actuating

'han at preaeiit if dockwork makers
**^ at. The lecturer dealt al*o with high-

P^

'

'jrapits, Aod ue«cribed some of the inodal* which iiad
be*'

"^
' ra(, h* dwcU ap<^n the alternative* o^ film*

*'*^
i the ooottxQotion of the automatic air-

pe«,p«- .. .1 c*m»rA <i>^i^n«d by him (or the Royal Air Force and
wed in th* Ea*t in 106. He explained the latest model of camera
•»d« to tba raqaireoMiiU of the RAC, electrically operated, and
^nag reoordi on each plate of akitude. compaaa bearings, and
oth^r rrrjniml raadinj*.
Mr Wg: i.imton ventoiad on a f«*iaea*t of the aerial military

photography of the future from an a€iop!ane -nithout human pilot,m which all the operations of manoeuvre, as well as those of the
photographic equipment, would be controlled by wireless from a
distant land station. He thought that there was a reasonable
probability of such a system being realised.
The automatic development of cinematograph film was also illus-

trated by photographs of a plant in which film continuously passed
through developing, fixing, toning, and wasliiug solutions con-
tained in ,ong, vertical tubes, and thence through drying tubes to
the re-wuiders. He said it was remarkable that in America, where
the tilm industry had made such strides, development continued to
be chiefly done by the less efficient manual handling in tanks.
A brisk discussion followed in which Messrs. E. W. Mellor,

A. C. Banfield, Jennings, King, Pereira, and Colin Bennett took
part., and, on the proposition of the chairman, a hearty vote of
thank* was accorded to the lecturer.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
Quite a little drama was enacted prior to last week's meeting,

which Mr. SeUors was booked to fill with one of his infallible
systems which occasionally go wrong. Unfortunately he fell
victim to a chill, but bethought himself of an old friend of the
club—^Mr. Loboshez, who agreed to lecture -with the greatest plea-
sure, provided this country held him on the date.

Shortly prior to such date the gifted, ever resourceful and slightly
erratic Kodak genius crosses a corridor and invades the Kingsway
sanctum of Mr. T. Bell, Uie advertisement manager, and cvplaine
he is due at Croydon and in Sweden simultaneously, and is obliged
to favour the latter for business reasons. Would Mr. Bell kindly
undertake Croydon in his place' " You go to blazes !

" says Mr.
Bell. Later, Mr.'Wratten, located above, receivee the same visitor
with the same tale, a bag is banged down on the table, and on
• ntimatioD given that a complete lecture is within, all piping hot for
Croydon on the morrow, and exit the artist si)eedily, looking
Mr. Bell up in transit to the street to say things have been nicely
arranged. " Accept my blessing, and close the door after you,'
say* Ibe relieved Mr. Bell. Meanwhile, the occupant of the room
above has opened the bag and discovered the MS. to be pre-war
and written in German, and, mucli perturbed, he descends to
implore the help of Mr. Bell. Cordial agreement as to the character
and probable future of the aiisent one assuages their feelings, but
do<e not save the situation, which, however, is eventually met.
A large and extremely interesting collection of splendid prints

from the foremost studios of America and the Continent was the
outcome, with Mr. Wralten as introducer to the lecturer, Mr. Bdl.
The former contented himself with a recital of the foregoing drama,
with a forcib'.e character eketoh of the villain of the .piece.

Mr. Bell added his quota, defining Mr. Luboshez a/a remarkable
being who was never at any one time at any one spot, but always
approaching or receding from it. For years, he said, he had been
collecting example* of the best workers abroad, and the print* on
the walls had never before been publicly shown. He then passed
on to an instructive and critical review of the exhibits, pointing

out bow the various photographers had developed on different lines

following their varying ideals of the beautiful. For instance, one
empha*ised " tone," another " light and shade," whilst many found
their greatest pleasure in the rendering of " beauty of line." It

was fortunate for Art that this was &o, for it would be but a poor
thing if all were possessed of the same idestl. Personally, he
regarded " tone " as paramount, and nothing could altogether atone
for its absence.

A discuesion followed the lecture, in which many took part. The
president, Mr. John Keane, only expressed the opinion of all when,
in proposing a vote of thanjcs, lie said that the evening had been

of outstanding interest, and would long be remembered. Thanks
u due to the "Elusive Pimpernel of Photography" for

iieing the cause of it

PROFSSSlONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS' ^VaSOOIA-nON.

A meeting of the Council was held at 35, Russell Square, W.C.,

on Friday, November 11, 1921. Present: Messrs. Adams, Ba&il,

Chase, Corbett. Ellis, Gray, Haines, Hana, Lambert, St. George,

Speaiirht, Spink, Waikefield, Swan Watson (president).. Wedlake,

aitd Wheeler, and Lang Sims (secretary). Apologies for absence

were lead from Messrs. Frank Brown, Chapman, Dickinson, Illing-

worth. Read, and Turner.*

Arising out of the minutes, Mr. Speaight mentioned that a copy

of the rules of the Great Western Railway had been procured, and

this distinctly stated that cameras or photographic apparatus up
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to 60 or 80 lbs. could be carried by the passengeir -without any extra

•barge.

Mr. Corbett reported that he had interviewed the appropriate

authority of the London County Council with regard to the storage

o( celluloid films, and had been informed that the Home Office was

framing new legislation on the subject. Mr. Corbe't promised

to take further steps in the matter, and report progress.

Certain members brought forward forms of indenture and parti-

enlars as to apprenticeship, as promised at the last meeting, and

others promised to send forms to the secretary. The secretary was

requested to look through the foj-ms and the particulars generally,

and to report on them at the next meeting.

Mr. Speaight (hon. treasurer) reported that, at the request of

thf Finance Committee, he had sent a personal and registered letter

to a number of members who were two years and more in arrear

•with their subscriptions, and had asked for payment by that even-

ing (the 11th). The result was that 24 had paid up, there had

been 24 resignations, and eight letters had been returned with the

intimation that the addresse© was not known.

It was agr«ed that at the next Council meeting the list of all

the defaulters should be read and their names struck oS.

Mr. Hana thought that the Finance Committee should bear in

mind the advantage of nominal strength, and that every possible

consideration should b« given to those who requested time to pay.

Mr. Speaight said that this was the policy of the Finance

Committee.

The secretary read the report of the combined Congress,

Finance, and Exhibition Committees, with the recommendation
" That as the year 1922 would be the 21st anniversary of the founds^

tion of the Association, a special effort be made to make the forth-

coming Congress and Exhibition an advance upon all previous ones,

and that new features of up-to-date interest to the profession .be

introduced."

Various schemes were put forward, and, after a lengthy discussion,

further consideration was deferred until the next Council meeting.

It was agreed that the special general meeting, 'to be called to

obtain further powers to make the Association a limited liability

company, should be called for the date of the next Council meeting,

December 9, at 6.30 p.m. The secretary raised the question of

whether he was to send the notice of the meeting to those members,

already referred to, whose subscriptions were two years and more

in arrear, and who had not replied to the personal letter addressed

to tliem. It was decided that no notice should be sent in such

cases.

The solicitor attended in order to secure the signatures of mem-
bers for the registration docuihents. He also said that the Com-
panies' Registrar took exception to one of the object clauses, which

ran: " To promote and carry on schemes for the insurance of pro-

fessional photographers." An acceptable form was, " To procure

from insurance companies advantageous terms for the members,"

and this was approved.

The solicitor raised the question of a registered office, and sug-

gested that it might be the office of the auditors. The firm of

Norton Slade and Co., of 9, Old Jewry Chambers, had been sug-

gested, and that they should be appointed until the next annual

general meeting. He thought that this firm would be willing to

allow tJieir offices to be used for this purpose.

On a proposition from the chair, it was agreed unanimously that

Messrs. Norton Slade and Co. be appointed auditors until the next

annual general meeting, at a fee of £10 10s.

The chairman said that the term of office for which Mr. Lang
Sims was appointed came to an end on December 31, and it was
necessary to decide what should be done during the first months of

next year.

Mr. Haines proposed, and Mr. Wakefield seconded, that, in view

of the expiration of Mr. Lang Sims' year of office as secretary, he

be asked to continue in that office until tlie general meeting of the

registered Association in April, 1922.

This was agreed to unanimously.

Mr. Lang Sims said he would do as the Council wished.

The secretary reported a number of new members from Nigeria,

obtained through tho medium of " Houghtons' Professional Bul-

letin." It wa« agreed that they be accepted.

A letter was read from the Hewittic Electrical Co. suggesting

that the Council should set up a committee to test various systems

of artificial light, with a view to fixing eventually on a comparativt;

standard lighting. After Mr. Adams and others had spoken on th<,

subject, Mr. St. George formally proposed that a committee b«

appointed to consider thid matter, and this was agreed to unani

mously, and the following were appointed :—Messrs. Marcus Adatm
(convener), Angus Basil, Gordon Chase, .Alexander Corbett, Georg<

:

Hana, Herbert Lambert, R. N. Speaight, and Wakefield, with

power to add to their number.
|

The secretary read a letter from an ex-service man who held s

'

Ministry of Labour certificate and desired training for photography,;

It was decided to write to him, pointing out that no adequate train-

j

ing in photography could be given in the time stipulated. '

Mr. Speaight proposed a vote of thanks to the president foi

attendance. Mr. Swan Watson had travelled all the previous v..y

from Scotland, and was about to make the reiturn journey that same
evening.

The vote of thanks was accorded with hearty applause.

Mr. Swan Watson, in reply, said that if he could do anything foi

the Association he was always glad to do it, though he oftei:

that the long distance which separated liim from London made
of necessity an indifferent president. i

The Council meeting then concluded, after a session of 3| hours.

Glasgow a^nd West of Scotland Society of Profession a j

Photogkaphers.—A very successful smoking concert was held ii I

the Lansdowne Restaurant on Wednesday, November 23. Th<
president occupied the chair, and there was an' attendance o
between 40 and 50 members and friends present. An excellent pro

gramme was submitted, the talent of the artistes being of exc^
tional merit. During the evening the president, on behalf of th«

]

members, presented Mr. Romney, jun., the retiring secretary, witl

a wallet of notes, and, irt a few remarks, expressed the Society's

indebtedness to Mr. Romney for the conscientious and very efficient

way he had carried out the duties of hon. secretary and treasurer.

At the close of a very enjoyable evening, Mr. Fairbaim, after thank-

ing the chairman for presiding, proposed a vote of thanks to th«

artistes for their services, and the meeting concluded with the sing-

ing of Anld Lang Syne.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

Legal Notices.—A second atid final dividend of 2s. in the £ haa

been made in the case of Charles Walter Bendel, fine art dealer,

34, Darlington Street, Wolverhampton. The dividend is obtainable

at the Official Receiver's Office, 30, Lichfield Street, Wolverhampton.
Ilford, Limited.—The net profit of Ilford, Limited, for the

year ended October 31 was £41,552, and £10,929 was brought for-

ward, making £52,481 for appropriation. The directors have
transferred £4,000 to reserve fund, and written £6,000 oft good-

will; and a aividend of 8 per cent, is recommended on the ordi-

nary shares for the year, leaving £6,281 to be carried forward.

Aldershot Photographer's Affairs.—At the offices of the

Official Receiver, Ru&sell Square, W.C, on Wednesday last, the

first meeting of crorlitors was held of Frederick George Hookway
Gould, of 19, Station Road, Aldershot, photographer, against whom
a receiving order wii.s made on November 10, 1921, on the debtor's

own petition. The statement of aifairs showed liabilities expected

to rank for dividend amounting to £482 7s. Id., and the asset* were

all absorbed by preferential elainrs. The causes of failure, as

stated by debtor, were lack of custom caused by the absence of

troops, thereby reducing turnover by more than. 50 per cent.,

and moneys unaccounted for (£55) by two employees. The Official

Receiver's observations on the case were to the effect that the

debtor, in 1906, commenced business without capital as a photo-

grapher, at 19. Station Road Aldershot. Since the troops left

Aldershot in 1918 }<is biisiness has declined, and in March, 1921,

his creditors began to press him for payment, and that five creditors

for £157 issued legal processes against him. On October 6, 1921,

he held a meeting of his creditors, and offered to pay £30 down
and £5 per month until 20b. in the £ had been paid, but his prin-

cipal creditor refn.«ed to agree, and the offer was not proceeded

with. The unsecured indebtedness includes £75 to the debtor's wife

for monev lent in 1912, £110 to his daughter for money lent in

1918-1920." and £295 7s Id, to trade creditors. The estate was left

in the hands of the Official Receiver.
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News and Notes.

ica'

»l'

^Hi ' yi EST " Phoioobaphmi.—\V« luiderstand that Mr. Jack
the L-inem«togTapber, was chown for the Shackleton Expedi-
tak« the pUce of Mr. J. C. B«e Maion, who had to return
to ill-health. Mr. Roas, who sailed last week, is a South

rsoM K " New Amou."—A writer in ooe of laat Sunday's
•lates that aome of the portraits made by Sir William
etn be deecribed aa " living portrait*," and that he owes

aa a portraitiat to bia characteristic habit of looking at
face* from a new anglei.

.TRT Photix;b»i-h«.—Measra. M«atmaco, proprietors of a food
r poultry and othtr live stock, are oSeriog caah prizes to the value
V • ' J tit beat photographs of birds fed with Metttmaco.

ry form of the competition may be obtained on
>u I... Lii<- Brai at Evea Place, Boroagh High Street,

D, S.E.1.

^^ Clus Phutooraphsk, in its is6ue of December, pr«eeat«
" " itions by members of the Plymouth PhotOKraphic Society

—

light, ni^ht, aerial and Presa photography. Among the
cootribattoos are notai on Bromoil transfer by Jamee
and on soft-focos Uases by Ueory M. Holland. Our
oooteoporary is poblished at 9, Eberle Street, Liverpool,
monthly.

k PAlxn.— In tlie current iasoe (November,
of the Franklin Institute " is a detailed

-ury Green, of the Rescareb Laboratory of the
npany, describing the aaans adopted for deter-

[•article* in painte and in rubber pigment*
method. On other page* of the same issue
.vetding are prDfoaeiy illoatrated by photo-
-ive oocaaiooally pointed oat, a thorough

' r.hcto-micrography ia one of the qo^
ipher which ia rapidly becommg of
- '* is abnoat always obaervabl* that

>-d oat for the porpoae of improv-
"""fi the services ofM.U 1.

.Im photo-microgrspher

Correspondence.

'Mt §AoitU mv*r wriu on hoik tuttt of tkt poftt.
i< uUttn of eamm^oHeatumt unln$ ikt namtt aid

mddrttsu o/ tkt writtrt «r« givtn

•• If* do not undtrtakt rttfonttbility for l^t optnium tapruHd
6y OUT €orrt»fondtHts.

HiRKION PHOTOGK.Vlillt LENSES.
To the EJilurt

(ienllemeo,—We hava read Mr. Browning'a letter in yonr issue
4 Vnv.mV-r IP A* wa represMil lh« Ann <rf Ooers in Great

' will giv* OS the opportoity of adding ooe
:U .>i...!j, perhap* inadvertently, w«» omitted by Mr.
and the ab*««cc of which might lead to wrong

lU
twu y\.'..

Browning,
Dctusioru

Tbi

n.

>t it is posaibU to ooostni* tk» Wilar ao as to
*'Mioo thai the Vtofri l«*ii« ineniione<i was a pre*
'>*hti*d compai ' it agency.

•• case, as the t 18,064, was
.r.w .irnl sooM tiffl* b*tw«*o June, 1901, and April. 1904.

'
'

' can easily be vari6*d because Informativa in our
shows that <h* lOO.OOOlh Ooers laos wa* made in

<n, and all Mrie* III. Goen lenac* made after A|>ril,

•I with tha word " Dagor," and bore higher
' -1 iheea eircamslancM it woald seem that the

. .iiMtiia^ji i< . .«n years old, and that many things
nate happened e than to upset it* correotioos and

- being compared with leose* which have
n the last two years. It is not nsoal,

. .'i,.^>«> ix/os, to choose ooe instmroent, which
been snbject to maity years wear and tear, and the
..»: f»<,»n <b« maker*

XT D*T
""' ^™P"g" '° **6 slightest degree the aecufacy of the

N.P.L. certificate, but we do think it is a wise policy to b« fair,
even to one's bitterest enemy, and that material facts should be
disclosed. We venture to suggest that had the lens been tested
when new the result would have been entirely satisfactory.
We might further mention that in the past not one, but many

dozens of Goerz lenses have passed the National Physical Labora-
tory tests perfectly satisfactorily, and that we have before us,
at the moment of writing, one such certificate which is at least
equal to the other two mentioned by your correspondent.
We say this without in any way reflecting upon the other lenses

mentioned, which arc known to be quite good.—Yours faithfully,

For Pbelinq & Van Neck, Ltd.,

R. E. Peeling, Director.
4 to 6, Holbom Circus, London, E.C.I.

November 22.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Haring read with interest Mi-. K. C. Browniag's
letter, " Foreign Photographic Lenses," in your issue of the 18th,
and the leWeir in your issue of the 25th, above the nom de plume
"Amateur," we take the liberty of encroaching on your valuable
space to aay that we, as amcmg the largest manufacturers of
photographic and cinematographic lenses m this country, have
consistently advertised for years past that we are prepared to

forward any Dallmeyer lens on seven days' free trial in order that

prospective customers may make a comparative test, or if desired,

forward to an authority, such as the National Physical Laboratory,

for test and full report. We have no record of any photographic
or cinematographil! lens being so forwarded and rejected.

We recently at the request of the Secretary of the Royal
Geographical Society despatched certain photographic lenses of

the anastigmat and telephoto types to the National Physical

Laboratory for comparative tests against other makes of lenses

(country of origin unknown to ourselves). All lenses were passed,

and were duly purchased and used by the Mount Everest Expedi-

tion of the Royal Geographical Society in conjunction with th»

.\lpiue Club.

With regard to tlie suggestions that all lenses over a certain

\alue should be sent as a matter of course to the National Physical

Laboratory, while we recommended the above course in a com-

petitive test of such importance, we find 'at in general customers

are satisfied with our workshop tests, attC we hesitate to add the

cost of a National te.st except where specially desired.

The case cited by " Amat«ur *' doe* not refer to a lens of our

manufacture.—Yours faithfully,

J. H. DAlLMfeVER, I/ri>.

Carlton House, 111), Regent Street, S.W.I.

November 26.

A CONTRAST RATING FOR BROMIDE PAPERS.
> To the Editors.

Gentlemen.— I have read the letters of Messrs. Hall and Taylor

in your issue last week very carefully and I have failed to find any

data which will enable them to establish their claim, namely, that

the publication by the manufacturer of the exposure range or scale

i.f the printing paper, under the title of contrast rating or degree of

vigour, will place in the hands of the photographer information

which will be u safe guide to the character of the finished print.

They have asserted that the publication of this one item will indicate

to the photographer not only what the " contrast " of the print will

be, but that it will enable him to repeat that contrast upon another

paper similarly rated. I tried to point out in my letter in your issue

of November 18 that the exposure range of a paper was but one

item ammig many which collectively determine the character of the

fiiiiolie-l 4»ti».i-r«n"d that we should require to be furnislied by the

].;.!. 1 ii,.,niifacturer with several other measurements in order to be

ining successive batches of paper possessing similar print-

,. I !.*. Having given reasons baeed upon the experimental

evidence known to me, my opinion must necessarily remain unaltered

in the absence of equally cogent reasons to the contrary. The

.tatemeiite in my previous letter admit of " practical " verification.

It is A simple fact that two printing papers of equal exposure range

can yield two tottdly different prints from the same negative.

The complexities of tone reproduction and the several measurable

factors in any one printing paper which by their combined action

determine the lone* produced have received the attention of research

workers to a considerable extent during the last few years. The
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following referencee will be helpful to those who wish to become

familiar with the subject :

—

(1)
" Relation between Photographic Negatives and their Posi-

tives.^' Horter and Driffield. Memorial volume, p. 163.

(2)
" The Sensitometry of Photographic Papers " (communication

from the Eastman Research Laboratory to the Proceedings of the

R.P.S.). Mees, Nutting and Jones, " B. J.," January 1, 8, 15,

1915. " Photographic Journal," December, 1914.

(3) "'Tone Reproduction and its Limitations." F. F. Renwick
"Photographic Journal," 1916, p. 222, and " B. J.," December 15.

22 and 29, 1916.

(4) " The FundamentabLaw for the True Rendering of Contrast "

(communication from the British Photographic Research Associa-

tion). Porter and Slade. " B. J.," August 15, 1919.

(5)
" The Theory of Tone Reproduction, with a Graphic Method

for the Solution of Problems." L. A. Jones. "Journal" of the

Franklin Institute, July, 1920.

The list is by no means exhaustive, but it is sufficient for our

present purpose.—Yours very truly, B. T. J. Giovkb.
Sunnymere, Birkenhead Road,
Meols, Cheshire.

November 36.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Having occasion to investigate the speed of bromide
papers, tests of a number of different brands of paper were made
by means of a Wamerke sensitomefer.

Much to my surprise I found that the printing range of bromide

papers did not necessarily bear any relationship to the speed of

the papers. For example, a rapid paper requiring an exposure of

one unit to produce the darkest black might show a printing

range of fourteen blocks of the sensitometer, while another paper
requiring an exposure of seven units would show a printing range
of sixteen blocks.

This is quite contrary to the experience of those writers with
whose works I am familiar, and seems to me to deserve investiga-

tion. I have made printing range plus speed tests of about twelve

different makes of paper, and find that Wellington Cream Crayon,
while by no means a fast paper, has the longest printing range.

Would it not be possible to persuade makers of bromide papers
to stamp each brand of paper with a number showing the printing

range obtained by means of a recognised standard step sensi-

tometer?—Yours faithfully,

A. Knapp.
25, Barrack Street, Perth, Western Australia.

October 26.

THE PAGET PROCESS OF COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—We have read in your issue of November 25 the

report of the meeting of the Croydon Camera Club, at which Mr.
Newens gave a lecture entitled " Rambles with tlie Paget Colour
Plate." In this report it was argued that because Messrs. Ilford

and Wratten both issued with their panchromatic plates a card
showing the ratio of sensitiveness of the plates to each primary
colour, tiie Paget Company should issue a series of filters suitable

for their colour process, and should"6tate with each batch of nega-

tive plates wliicli of these filters should be used for the particular

batch of plates. The reason this is totally unnecessary with the

Paget colour negative plate is because the ratio of sensitiveness

to the three primaries is absolutely constant in everj' batch of the?e
plates issued.

Furthermore, tJie Paget colour negative plate is manufactured
solely for use with the Paget colour process, and is as much an
essential as the taking screen itself. The plate is not intended for

the same uses for which other brands of panchromatic plates are
made. If this ratio were not constant, the Paget colour process
would either be most unsatisfactory, or else some suggestion, such
as made above, would have to be adopted. Even so, it would be
extremely unlikely that a sufficient number of filtei-s could be issued
which would adequately meet all variations of sensitiveness in the
negative plate.

We consider also that if there was the necessity for such a large
range of filters, the impracticability of selection would be so great
as to render the process impossible. The fact that the ratio of
sensitiveness of Messrs. Ilford's or Wratten's plates is not con-
stant, thereby entailing the issue of a ratio card, proves that these
plates are not suitable for the Paget colour process, and we feel
sure that both Messrs. Ilford and Wratten would be the first to
endorse this etatement. We hope that this will show that no

panclu-omatic plate, however good it may be for the correct repr

duction of colour in monochrome or three-colour half-tone work,

suitable for use with the Paget colour process, except that whi

is made especially for the process by the Paget Company.—Yoi

faithfully, • PAaET Pbize Plaxb Co.

'

Watford, Herts,

November 28.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—With reference to the notice you so kindly ga'l

of my talk on the Paget colour process at the Croydon Camerl

Club in last week's " B.J.," may I correct one or two sUgiN

but rather important errors therein?

1. Th© Sanger Shepherd graduated filter was used

addition to, and not "instead of " the orthodox Paget filter;

2. The roughened edges of the negative emulsion is rei

with a sharp knife before the transparency is made from it, ,

not before placing it with the taking screen in the dark slid

though I might have amplified this point and suggested doir

likewise to the lantern slide before registration with viewil

screen ; and
3. The suggested filters to be available for serious work*

should be for " any particular bntch," not " box " of plates,

do not suggest that ihe " B.J." r-jport was inaccurate, the sli

may well have been mine, for, as yon were good enough to poi

out, the failure uf the electric light rather threw me upon my ov

resources, and 1 was obliged to " carry on " without previoi

preparation or notes of any kind.—Yours truly,

Frank R. Newkns.
50, Elmwood Road, Chiswick, W.

' Answers to Correspondents.
.

Querieg to be annwertd in tht Friday' i " Journal " must reach i

not later than Tuesday {posted Monday), and should t

addressed to the Editors.

C J. RussELi..—The sitter is entirely within his rights in objectin

to the display of the portrait in the window. As owner of th

copyright no one else but him has the right to print from th

negative, or exhibit such prints without his permission.

A. E. T.—Although the D.50 solution contains free sulphuron

acid, this lattci- is iieutniHsed wlien the stock solution is corr

pounded with the ioda carbonate of the formula, and, then

fore, it is just as correct as with any other developer to use a

acid fixing bath for arresting development.

F. W.—Several roll films may be developed at one time in

vertical tank of depth a little greater than the full length of th

films which are held in the developer by clips attached to rod

laid across the top of the tank, and are kept free from on

another by being weighted at the bottom end. Films ar

commonly developed in this manner by those undertaking th'

development and printing of amateurs' film negatives.

The British Journal of Photography.

LiNs Adveetisements.

An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisement!

(excepting Situations Wantedi is now in operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.

per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by thi

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clocl

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot b

guaranteed.
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SUMMARY.
I . 1082 "B.J Almanac" v<ri!l )•« i'jbl»b«(l throoghout th«

Uiiit-xl Kingdca od Monday oe-
A' .\ reoeot BMliBC ol tht Som .lotographic Socioiy,

tl r 'i^iit, Mr, P. R. Saliiwn, u«ii%cir<i an a<ldr«** on l£e
r iTj and manipulalioa of MU-tooin^ P*P«". Ha traced
t ')>u •{ Mjf-ioniiiK papara in tfcu ooontry, and pra-

fimn, a larga amount of practical aziMriaoea
.' makca of trif.toning paper at prcacnt on the

«1 arttda Tbannit cir«« waridne inatractiona in
-~- -- rirtnta by airaci davdopmcot with pyro

roaodad haa a faftbar naafnlncaa for tha
looa whrn iia«d aa a ra^dovelopor of

or faaiigbt' \> 727.)
<^ before tbi- • i'>U>grapTiic Society, Mr.

" advantatfa, m (vgarda <-< - ' deTelop-
lavalopw by a r«|v«t«ov< P. 729.)

\ farther papw, whicii am* with tha
tha action of HMpanolphata reducer,
"•t'Hwr K foatly aCoota the inlliMB<« of

lid aecM tlMt if tba radooar ia

i.omi^r* and Boyewcla, the irregu-

ba <jM*e.l l>v impnritiea In eoaunercial parsol-

.Vir i^ang Sima. atoeiary of the Profiaiooal PhoUwrapbera'
Aaaocialioa, amoHMaa that the 1922 Cn^iii wfll ba held in

PrirvN^ OnOary, PieeadUly, London, W., in Beptamber next.
<P TW.)
M- Broaat A. Daadi dMeribaa a nnmber ol icbemea of window

dmMi'iK MBployod by portrait phot^igraphan ia. the United Stolea
and I'lnada. (P. Tffi.)

In » leading article we draw atlentioo to Ike almoat hopeleta
ttate of eoofHicB which prevaiU aa renand* copyright in China,
yartioilarW »• revarda infnngerornt by 'gstioaala of Tariont
aonn'r.* i -?6J)

In -..'.
. ^ rty the VI* tit TranafaTotype paper for nagative

<

'

«ra. Pietoriai Machinari form na that they
•i; 'ra oootraaty TVaiufarot;. •pecially made for
fhmn i.v t^o Kndak Coa^aoy, and VMt<iin^ whrn dmeloped, etc..

•t they difwct. negatieaa of wet-plale character. (V. 738.)
V. Jnlea Carpontiar. whoaa death haa reMntly taken place, waa

• pir.nonr in Pniiea of the nltra-amall camaM and the ifpaiener of
a nnmher r>f reflnad UMidaU and of »<>ceaaory apparatn*. iV 726.)

r*ri <-.i!.i-- 1-.^ i{iT«o in a patent aperificatioo of a handoimer*
faMin^ to o,:^ na alfanneaa. (P. 734.)

Movement nf the antuMoii. wnilat plal^a ai t-vp1oped in a
tank, ia one of the chief preventive* of m»' ' 726.)

Tir Tr«,.i_ i,». |,at«nt<>il further impi.. - in hia dye-
•r roeiding great »r«n»pe»»ei«y of the dye-toned

ir.
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The 1922
Almanac.

EX CATHEDEA.
The 1922 volume of the " British Jour-
nal Photographic Almanac " will be

published on Monday next, December 12. As in previous
years, our publisher's arrangements have been carried
out so that the book shall be on sale simultaneously
tlu-oughout tJie United Kingdom on that day. Dispatches
to tlie Provinces are, of course, made in advance on the
strict understanding that the book is not offered for sale
until the appointed day of publication. Dealers are
requested particularly to observe this condition of supply.
Within the London area distribution takes place, in
some cases, on the day of publication, and, while our
publishers endeavour to secure rapid delivery on that
day, it is obviously impossible for deliveries to be simul-
taneous ; but dealers are informed that supplies leave
the headquarters of our binders at 8 a.m., and are circu-

lated with all possible expedition. As in the case of the
last two years, the price of the Almanac in paper binding
is 2s., in cloth binding 3s. If supplied by post these
prices are respectively 2s. 9d. and 3s. 9d.

Th* A word may be said by way of drawing
PhotOKraphio the attention of readers who are not
Journal. members of the Royal Photographic
Society to the Society's " Journal," which ^as just com-
pleted its first annual volume subsequent to the appoint-

ment of the new secretary, Mr. H. H. Blstcklock, in

January last. During this period the " Journal," which
previously had appeared at somewhat irregular intervals,

has l»een published with clockwork regularity on the

first of each month, with the exception of Octolier, when
its plare is takpn by the catalogue of the Exhibition.

Cominendablf discretion has been exercised in curtailing

tliose parts of it« contents which are of more ephemeral

interest, such as the reports of lectures on travel and
similar subjects- While these discourses are of interest

when heard to the accompaniment of their lantern illus-

trations, they lose much of their value in print, and the

So<'ioty has been wise in allocating a smaller proportion

>if it«4 space to reports of them. This policy has rendered

possible a correspondingly greater assignment of space

to the twhnical and scientific papers and communications

wh««4i the Society has received during the year, largely

fhrontfi^-ttfc medium of its Scientific and Technical

Group. "Thus at the end of the year we find the pages

of the " Photographic Journal" to contain communica-

tion.i relating to scientific and technical advances in

photography, many of which are not to be found else-

wiiero. and where also the reader is able to study the

discussions which have followed th«m. The " Journal
"

is supplied to non-members of the Society at the

price of 35s., but, as the annual subscription ia

only two guineas, most people will take the course of

ohtoining it as members of the Society.
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Dcvalopinsr Tank development seems to be gaiuiny
Tanks. steadily in favour among all classes of

photographers, wlio are doubtless becoming more fully

alive to the advantages of this system, and failures, in

the form of streaks, uneven action of the developer,

stains, etc., seem to be far less common than formerly.
One point, however, may be noted in this connection,
since it is one whieli often is not realised until the
worker is forcibly reminded of its necessity by a batch
of xmevcnly developed negatives. We refer to the neces-
sity of agitating the developer in some way several times
dining the period of development. In the case of the
smaller tanks the best way is to take them up bodily and
rock them backwards and fonvards several times. Larger
or heavier tanks may have the plate racks lifted up and
down several times, this movement serving the same
purpose. Some tanks upon the market are fitted with
a means of keeping the solution agitated, though there
seems room for improvement in this direction. One
photographer that we know has a rubber bulb fitted to

tl\e top of a brass tube which runs down and enters the
tank at the bottom, with the result that gentle pressure
of the bulb causes air to enter the tank at the bottom
and agitates the developer very effectively. This is the
plan adopted by one of the best-known makers of

amateurs' film tanks upon the market, and tlie principle

might be more widely employed.

A Pioneer By the death of M. Jules Carpentier

s' **li*C
there passes away an eminent Trenchma *'"*•'*•
mechanician to whom must be ascribed

the development on the manufacturing side of tlie ultra-

portable cameras of the present day. M. Cai-pentier was
an engineer by training and profession, who afterwards
took up the raanufactiu-e of electrical instruments of

precision. Following an old interest in pliotography—he
was a collaborator with Cros in three-colour wor]';—the
year 1890 witnessed his design of a camera of about the
present vest-pocket size, taking twelve plates in an
ingenious changing box, and providing for the focussing
of objects up to within seven yards. Subsequently,
M. Carpentier extended tbe number of models and
applied the same fine mechanical workmanship, which
characterised the cameras, to the making of a fixed-focus
enlarger by which the production of large prints was
rendered as easy as contact printing. He extendeil this

idea into an enlarger of variable extension for different
degrees of enlargement, and later into one in which the
convergence of lines, due to tilting of the camera, were
automatically corrected in making the efilargement. He
was also a designer of instruments for setting the lens
in tbe most accurate position of focus on hand-camerni?,
and also for measuring the speed of shutters. Apparently,
the peculiar square pyramidieal form of camera, which
has remained popular in Prance as the " jumelle." was
his original design. Many other scientific instruments
for photography were made by him, among them the
cinematograph apparatus designed by M. Louis Lumi^re
in the year 1895, which was the first efficient equipment
for the making and taking of animated photographs.

The Dr. S. E. Sheppard communicates
Persulphate from the Eastman Eesearch Laboratory
Reducer. to the December issue of the "Photo-
graphic Journal " a lengthy paper on the inexhaustible
subject of the theory of the persulphate reducer. No
useful practical purpose would be served in endeavour-
ing to present an abstract of the whole communication,
but reference may be briefly made to that part of it

which relates to the effect of small quantities of iron
salts, such as may occur as impurities in commercial
samples of persulphate, upon the action of the reducer.
A year or two ago (" B.J.," July 12, 1918, pp. 814-315)
Dr. Sheppard, in a short paper, ascribed the activity of
tlie persulphate reducer to the presence of minute traces
of iron salts. This view was actively contested by MM.
Lumifere and Seyewetz in a paper which we published
in our issue of March 4, 1921, pp. 124-125, where it was
stated, as the result of further experiment, that iron

salts were without effect, provided that the persulphate
solution was of the required degree of acidity. MM.
Lumiere and Seyewetz prescribed that the reducing
solution should contain from 0.2,5 to 0.50 per cent, of
sulphuric acid. Dr. Sheppard. in his last paper, now
shows that the accelerating effect of iron salts on the
persulphate reducer varies very gi'catly with the acidity
of the solution. He states that their action is definite
when quantitatively measm-ed in a solution containing
0.25 per cent, of sulphuric acid, but imperceptible in one
containing 0.50 per cent, of sulphuric acid. So on thi

point we appear to have reached substantial agreemen
between him and MM. Lumifere and Seyewetz. Othc
factors ajipear to be concerned—Dr. Sheppard discuss*

them freely—but the practical conclusion seems to 1

that if you add to the working persulphate solution
proportion of sulpluu-ic acid, which may be as much :-

^ per cent.—that is to say, about one or two drops <

the strong acid per oz.—the varying effects of impur
ties are counterbalanced—at any rate, sufficiently f

ordinary purposes.

COPYRIGHT LAW IN CHINA.

TiiE law of copyright, as our readers know, has it-
obscurities in this country, but its state here, or even
throughout Europe, is of crystal clearness compared with
that which prevails at the 'present time in China. The
importance of copyright law in China may appear som.
what remote at a first glance; that is to "say, until it i,-.

realised what enormous mal-kets await " commercial
development in that country. The Chinese Ambassaxlor
in London, Dr. Wellington Koo, in a recent address to
Chinese students, quoted figures showing the tenfold aii

'

hundredfold increase of American trade in China, chietl
in metals and engineering goods. In any trade, in
countries where there is competition by Oriental
merchants, facilities for the adequate protection of copy-
right in designs, trade literature, and other pictorial
accessories to the sale of goods, play a by no means
unimjiortant part in the way of restricting' the passing
off of inferior articles as those of manufactm-es of repute.
It is therefore of interest to obtain some insight into
the present state of copyright law in China, and so we
take the opportunity of putting into an abridged form an
analysis of the question which has been prepared by
the Associated Chambers of Commerce in Shanghai and
Hongkong.* The question is of extraordinary complexity,
since it involves not merely legislation as regards cop\
right, but also the judicial powers exercised within Chines
ten-itory by the authorities of the various coimtries having
a finger in the -pie of Chinese government. Tlius, the
conditions vai-y according, as. for example, the infringer
of a copyright may be of Chinese, Japanese, American
or Bj-itish nationality.

It appears that China has some kind of copyright law,
promulgated in 1910, renewed in 1915, and supplemented
in 1916. But this law does not give protection to British

* British Chamljer of foinnKrce Jonrnal (ShanshaiK New Series, Nci. 30,

Octolwr. 1921, pp. 330-33"
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81. -•te, or to any other foreigners, except in so far as
t;- •jimtries to which they belong have made reciproctd

a : -•einentfi vith China. Anierioa has entered into

s irrtingement to a limited extent, but Great Britain

h>- ::'3t done so, and therefore at the present time a
British subject in China is without the power to prosecute
A f'liiaese subject for infringement of copyright.

A
'

<'dy for this state of things is a verj-

> '88. invohinc^' considerations of inter-

r.i- A reciprocal arrangement,
t'v- • fi t'lr Chinese copyright law,
V tuent by Chinese
> 1 be only a verj*

]M t;.' nrovide no nieens of

t:. :
• nc'i-: fur the reason

t :on over '
• subjects in

t v«'i..'" '
, ir? -T-i!>-(nose

i--.r.-1~ M . : :;Uld

.'' I I'll i;: ' lii liij'nii ' iv\ 'Kitoin

1, I
• the Anf:lo-.Tapan«se

* • ' • '
: n>?se

for

« ;n in Liiiua It is

f' 'oChinese treaty
tion against
•! agreement

China's
lit, if it

• i OUT. would Mill leave vital

1 i.

The question is further compUcated by the imcertainties
which prevail in regard to the question whether British
subjects have a legal remedy, under the 1911 Copyright
Act, in respect to infringement in China by other British
subjects. The provisions of the 1911 Act itself offer a
copious field of argument for international lawyers.
Although in some respects the Crown has the same juris-
diction in China as it would have in conquered or ceded
territory, yet it is not possible to say that the rights
conferred in this coimtry upon a British subject under
the 1911 Copyright Act are conferred upon British subjetits
in China, and it therefore follows that the reproduction
in China of a British copyright work by some other British
national is not an infringement of any right. Moreover,
such Orders in Coimcil which have been applied to Chinese
territory apparently do not provide for the application
of the whole of the Copyright Act. but only of the penal
provisions.— Cases have been heard in the British Coiuts
of China which have been decided in accordance with this
view. The general conclusion which is reached by the
.Associated Chambers of Con\meroe, as regards this branch
of the subject, is that it cannot be definitely maintained
that the Copyright Act applies between British subjects
in China. Tt will thus be s^en that firms having a present
or future interest in the Chinese market will be \vell

advised to link themselves with the larger commercial
organisations whose business it is to watch devclopmont/s
in those directions and to use their influence for obtaining
even some partial improvement on the confusion which

WARM.TONE PRINTS DIRECT.

\' M ilxi- I'OiixiiUr.., tuo (iii<|ijiil.t.

Kor iho
J'

iovwcttt Mnoliiixi

Mi..l#.

pof.ularity of wunn Ijlutk

••m.1 strange ttiat tht< prin-

<• thja claM <rf' print h»»

tor lhi< Murk nro almost
'—

•
' I t." Not

lo paper
••lop. I

'," but
»n^ .»2'['i "i'l nU> to all

I will k(>np to " itlow

.ir« not th* onljr one*
"

' • ' . «epia», and
luaiiT i^rudeii

'I.-* anil j;a>-

^.. to the

iia vo liern

• > now. The
la obtainable

.,;.! . for.

• deipend*

.
.:- oi the

••k>}>«r M a [-yiv luriuiUa i>}M<'i;tll> ilesigned

iiie —
Soda 1.11I. 1 oz.

Pcitata. U-*. . 20 jrrv

Pyro eO grs.

t.„,T- 1...,^ ,50 nr«.

fvt« {ery. . 1 os.

V^iii«T 20 o«9.

in nf^f. vnliirinn. thia davelopvr moat be iMod soon aft«r

. ' • -«*rT to <lividi« the

. An claborntion

moat itv-i

n fB4Kho<l

.- of thf

whiHi Is useful nhon Hr»t trying tho process is to di&^olvo

tlm bromide !«oj>anvt€ly also in aJiout ^ oz. of the water and
to Hild it toiitatively to tlio rest wliilo making trial prints,

a« ouino t«mhiuation(> of negative anU pai>or may uot require

tho full amount. g
The grade of pai>er, whether it be bromiUe', gaslight or

slow- devoloiimi'iit, must be selected in resiwjct to two con-

siderations. Thttic are; tho contrast of tho negative and
the final colour of the print. Vigorous papers are best for

geuerni uso, but the more contrasty the negative is, the loss

is till- <vi.s«>iitial vigour of the paper, \vliile the warmer or

redder the desired tone is, the greater the necessity for vigour

in tho |)ttper, the ideal eonibinivtiou for a retl clialk being a

bold nnKutivii and n vigorous gaslight paper.

CiircM our nagati\-os and pajiers, and having made up a

quantity of developer, we proceed in tlus fashion. Should a

Mef;utive bo weak. «iiatover tho colour desired, we take our

most contrasty }:rado of pai>er; but if tho negative is hard,

and the desired tone not very far removed from black, a soft

or normal grade of paper will bo bettor. Exposure must bi>

great. There is no case of " doveIoj)ment to finality," nor,

withinit experiment and calculation, can a system of tinio

or f.ietorinl development be used. As I have been content 11 1>

U t ITOW uitli insper^tion, I cannot give any figures for the more
»y«tn(TTnr» ' methods. It can bo taken for granted, however,

that lu every ca.so exposure must lie what would in any other

process lie eioosmvo. For tones of a warm block or dork broTJn

naturi? slight over-exjMwuro may be sufficient. For warm
browns and reds much greater exposure is required,' quite a

rnrigo of colours being i)06sible with the same eombinafcion

of negative, paper and developer, merely by altering the

exposure. There is a limit, however, and should the four

factors not agree, di)«agreeable tont^, will result. These bad
tones osually i)oint to want of vi;:our somewhere, and can be
obviated by using a more vigormis \m\H'r. When conditions
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are ideal a print M-ilL. reach its corieot doptli and correct

colour simultaneously, when it must he snatclicd out of the

solution and plunged into an acid fixing ihath. Under-exiposed

(for this particular purpose) prints w-ill not reach anj-thing

like a warm tone, though tiiey can be developed to a good

black, as a rule. Over-exiiosed prints are apt to be muddy
and of a nondescript colour at the best. Between tlie two

there is a much longer range than exists with any orthodox

system of print making.
The appearance of prints made in this way has a different

significance to that of those made in any other development

process. Good prints look just right when they are lifted out

of *he developer for removal to the fixing bath, though some
allowance has to be made for the yellow illumination which

falsifies colours seen by it. As very strong yellow light is

safe with most papers under tho peculiar conditions, this

falsification can be balanced .somewhat by using increase<l

illumination to inspect by. On immersion in the fixing bath

a change takes place in the strength and colour of the print,

the change being slight with warm black prints and marl<^d

in the case of red or brown prints. 'So gi'eat is the change
with brick-red tones that a printer might be excused for

scrapqiing the prints and tho process forthwith, but it is

only n6cessar3- for the prints to wash and dry to regain tlieir

full strength and colour.

The pyro formula given above has a further use. As a

le-developer for bleached bromide or gaslight prints it yields

a tone that cannot be very well got in any other way on
these i>apers. It is the colour known to expert printers of
V.'O.l*. and called by the public—we are told—" the real

l)hoto colour." Bleaching can be done the same way as for
sulphide toning, and any recognised bleaching formula Tised.

The permanence of prints which have been developed or
ro-deveJopcd to brown or red has been questioned. Ae tho
image consi.sts of notliiing hut pure salver, there is no reason

to suppose it to be impermanent. Tiie only difference between
the coloured image and a black and white one is that it is

deposited in a different way, and consists of finer particles.

The stability of the two dqixwits can- be praotieaDy tested by
taking a forced black and white print, and a brown or red
one made in the above manner, ami treating them with a
reducer or bleacher. It. will be seen that the deeper lying
black deposit resists acffcion better and longer, which leads to

the aupi)osition that the coloured images are the more delica-te.

Therefore care anu.st bo taken not to leave hy^po or alum in

tlie gelatine of the prints when putting to dry, or they will
" fade" more rapidly than black and whites would. In other
res(peot>s the coloured deposits are ]>racticaUy as permanent
as otlier silver images, and it would be straining at a gnat to
neglect the process on grounds of possible instability.

The coloured image has a physical, or perhaps colloidal,

peculiarity, however, being subject to cJiange under the influ-

ente of great heat. Care has to be taken therefore if dry-

mounting these prints. Thermit.

THE STUDIO PHOTOGRAPHER'S RESTRICTED
DISPLAY FACILITIES.

The .studio photogirapher's window display facilities «re gener-

ally Tpstricted in scope. If he maintains an upstairs estab-

lishnient his display consists of a window case in the doonvay.
It is with these restricted displa.v facilities in nxiiid that the

iollowing notes on unusual displays luave been oo(m,pile<l :

—

L. H. Merry, Hollis, Me., devoted a display to diildi'en's

|)ic*uree. The prinoipal object of attraction was the wax
figure of a baby, who sat on a fur rug while playing with
her dolls and other playthings. At the opposite side was a
triipod camera, focussed in the direction of tlie oliikl. Tho
oembral window lotiation contained two cabinet photographs.
The first picture showed tlio child, as in the setting described,

playing with her toys, while the ormtrasfcing picture re\-eale<l

the youngster in la straight and staff-like pose. Backing up
Ilia erhibit was the. following oaixl :

—
" You want your kiddies to look haippy. Bring thean in aiid

»e'll make them happy."

Flagg and Plummer, Lewiston, M«., also appealed to gi'owa-

ups via tihe juvenile i-oute. Chamming photographs of ador-
able looking children were grouped on the floor over hiUows of

pink satin. A card announced that :—
" YoTir ohildrem a.re just as cute as these. Give us an oppor-

tunity to prove it."

Longs, Photographic Studio, Seiattle, Wasili., displayed a row
of baby pictures. There were seven such i>liotogra<i)lis in all

and in graduating sizes. The unique feature was that the
oven pictures were all of tlie same bahy. The m.iniatures and

' nlargements were flanked in the mriddle by tiie original

picture.' A sign inqudred:—
"What do you think of our baby show?"

Kosoh, White Plains, N.Y., laid a numibor of unJramed
|ihotogi"aphs at regular di.sta.noe6 aipart on the green crepo
)>aper-oovered window floor. Each ipioture was covered over
\rith a small sheet of glass of tho same size as tJie plioto-

.;T»ph. Tiiis served to attract attention to the photographs.

Tilio Scottish Studio, Montreal, Canada, stimulated business

by an offer which was given publioitj' on a sign outside their

seoond-stoirey window. Tho sign read :—
" CTiildren betrtveen 1 and 5 photographed free by appoint-

inont."

Tho idea, of cour.se, was that doting parents would not be
satisfied with one fi-ce photograph, but would require probably
several dozen copies in order to satisfy the demands of rela-

'

tives and friends.

" Steele, Saskatoon, Sask., Canada, insei-ted aconvincingly-
woided framed shoivoard in his outside window case. The
announcement ran :

— >

" The children T\'on't stay little long. Have them photo-
gmaphod at Steele's Studio."

The photograplis exhibited in the window case consisted of

two photographs of the same oliild at different times. There
were several such examples, captioned like tliis :

—

" Age 17 months—age 3 years. Bai-bara Haining."

MoDel-mid, Edmonton, Alta., Canada, devoted the space in

his window case to pictures of juvenile birthday parties. On a
caiid appeared tho invitation as below:—
"Bring your children for birthday pictures."

Mrs. M^ison, Moose Jaw, Siask., Canada, closes hei- studio
during tho dull summer nionths while she takes a well-earned
vacation. She gets her patrons in the habit of deferring their
sitting by the foUmving appeal:—

" NOTICE.—This .studio will be closed until the first week
in Ootober.

" AVAIT.—Wo will be tock with new ideas and renewed
energy.

"

The Harper Studio, Medicine Hat, Alta., Canada, is a
liberal user of nowspa]>er advertising, an effeoti\o' example of
which is given below :—

.

'• Tlie making of liigh class jx>rtraits is not a mere chanoe
Nor can tho art be learned in a few ve«rg.
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•• can make photographs of a
at giro you tbe true rendering
takes .1 lifotim« of oontinaal

Anyoue with % li.tt

kind, but to make p<.»

t/i deah tooe* and ofaamoter

widy."

\(iaB Tawdry, Oalgarjr, Aita.. Canada, imp(rrt«<t local interest

her windotr c«ae by «xhi>>itin!; tlio pliaitog^pb of the first

winner in the local kiit- ii shuw. •' How adorable,"

I't he cute," w«re some oi tlie (.-ouimeBta froni pagsers-by.

Ppntioton. BC Canada torifc advantage of » local

ox!. picture of c%-ery

ky ant^n^. ion Exhibition.

The Regal Art Photo Stadio. VanoouTm.B.C. inaugurated a

title amtcst, in connection wdfch which, prizos of free sittings
were offered. All the conttetant had to do was to apply an
appropriate title for a large picture exhibited in the window
oaso. The subject was tiiat of two do@9 with an air of
expecitancy on their faces.

f. L. Hackney, Vanoonvei-, iuiiparted an autumnal touch to
his window case by placing therein a bronae vase filled with
yoUow chrysanthoinums. Portraits lined the walls, with the
following card at the centre:—

' You ate now educated to the high standard of a Hackney
portrait. But do vou reali-se how reasonable the pa-ice may
bo?"

IjBKest a. Dench.

THE UNIFORM DEVELOPMENT OF DRY PLATES.

(A Paper r>-iid 'miI.^P' ilio Royal Photogr&phio Society.)
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ments have been made. Sheets of patent plate, 15 by 11|
cm., were heavily coated with ordinary and X-ray emulsions,

and, after setting on a level slab, dried in a special cupboard
arranged to give the most even drying it was possible to

(Atain. Those coated with ordinary emulsion were light-

fogged, using a small light-source at a distance of 250 cm.,

and those coated with X-ray emulsion fogged by X-rays, using

a small stop and working 18() cm. from the tube. The plates

were thoroughly soaked in water before development. In

each case one plate was developed by the rocking method
(irregular in the case of the X-ray plate) and one by the

rolling method. The plates were ruled off into squares, the

douftities of each square carefully measured and the isopaques

plotted out.

Fig. 1 »how« tbe results in the case of the light-exposed

plate. It will be seen that with the usual method of develop

ment a region of greater density prevails round the edges

of the plate, falling away tonvards the centre, sometimes com-

plicated bv other irregularities. This is due to the greater

concentration of soluble bromide, set free in development, in

the rentral portion of tbe plate which the usual methods of

development fail to remove with sufficient rapidity. The us#

Light-«xp«»nre ; Roller Development.

of a developer containing largo quantities of bromide over-

comes this trouble, but such a developer is not at all suit-

able for most sensitometric work. The range of densities in

the rocked plate is considerably larger than in tho roller-

developed plate, where it will be seen that the density dis-

tribution is of a far more satisfactory character.

Fig. 2 illustrate.1 a similar pair of X-ray exposures. Here
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the rucked plate exhibits the same characteristics as in the
tase of Fig. 1, whilst the roller-developed plate gives a more
rational density distribution, the wedge-shaped gradient indi-

cating lack of uniformity in the coating, the coating thick-

ness rising across the plate diagonally.

The details of the method are as follows. The rubber covcr-

i'ig. 2a.—X-raj- Exposure : TJsoal Sevelopment.

ing of an ordinary roller squeegee (rather wider than the

plate to be dealt witTi) is removed and the wooden cylindrical

core covered with a strip of heavy pile velvet which is wound
spirally around it. The velvet is secured by small brads,

care being taken to see that the heads of these are quite at

the bottom of the velvet. After the roller has been well

soaked in some of the developer the rest is poured over the

plate in the usual way, and slow and steady rolling over

tlie surface of the plate commenced at once and continued
until development is completed. No pressure must be used,

and the roller should be alternately passed across the face

of the plate in two directions at right angles to each other.

Tlio roller assists in the removal of exhausted developer from

the xipper surface of the plate and helps to apply fresh
developer in its place, thus tending to equalise the concen-
tration over the whole plate area.

The control of temperature is not so easy as with those
methods of development which permit the use of a thermostat,
and it will b© found advisable to work at the temperature
of the dark room. The work here described was conducted
at 18.5 deg. C. In the case of emulsions, -where the gelatine
is at all soft, care must be taken that the developer is not
warm enough to so soften the film that it becomes abraded
by the rolling process.

In conclusion it may be said that the method affords an easy
means of securing more uniform development than can be
obtained by the ordinary methods in those cases when great
accuracy is desirable. My best thanks are due to Messr

Fig. 26.—X-ray E.xposure : Roller Development.

Uford, Ltd., in -whose laboratories these experiments have
been conducted, and to Mr. F. F. Renwick for his advice
and interest in the work.

Ol\f Bloch, F.I.C.

THE MODERN HISTORY AND MANIPULATION OF
SELF=TONING PAPERS.

[The foUowuig paper formed the preside-ntial address delivered by Mr. P. R. Salmon recently before the South Suburban
Photographic Society It will be seen that after a brief sketch of the commercial origin oil self-toning paper the communication
tirings together a greet deal of practical information of the working of tho m;.ny self-toning papers at present on the market
and on their characteristic effects.

—

Eds., "B.J.']

When I consented to prepare some notes on the history and
working of self-toning papers I had little idea of the big task I

had set myself. The number of different brands at present on the

maiket—there are no fewer than fourteen now " going strong "—
is greater than I thought, while the brief historical part took

longer to compile thaa I bargained for.

I am not aware of the existence of any information on the modern
history of self-toning papers, and I trust my efforts to prepare

one may be some service. The paucity of references concerning

the subject is, I think, mainly due to the rather scant notice taken

of self-toning paper during the first few years of its existence,

also to the " quietness " of its coming. It had not the " boost-

ing " that some processes, notably Bromoil, enjoyed later on.

Another point is that self-toning paper came with—or very shortly

after—gaslight paper, and it was the latter that attracted the

attention of photographers, self-toning paper at its coming being

looked upon as being suitable only for amateur photographers, who
twenty-two years ago were not so numerous as they are to-day.

What few references there are to self-toning paper in the litera-

ture ot twenty years (.r so ago are hidden away in odd comers, or

arc too insignificant for indexing. One has therefore to rely

largely upon one's memory, or wade through all the availaM
journals, in ordei- to supply all the links of the chain. Happii
my memory is said to be good, and I distinctly remember tli

coming of the first self-toning papers of the collodion v.-u'iet;,

but I must confess that during my searches in the journals I cai:

across many item.s about self-toning papers and names of defun. ;

brands that I had forgotten. It is therefore quite possible that I
have missed some impcrtant facts ; if I have, I have no doubt that
someone will correct me.

Self-toning paper, however, did not originate in Germany, i

the average photographer belie\-es it to have done. Self-toning
papers—of the modern variety at any rate—were " born " in
America. I do not propose to di.scuss the miiohdebated question
as to who was the real inventor of the paper. A Mr. D. Bachrach
claims the honour (see "British Journal of Photography," ,'Vpril

20, 1906), but as Mr. E. J Wall rightly pointed out (" B.J.,"
October 9. 1908, and April 8 1921) there were others before him
The late Mr. John Spiller did something to bring about a self

toning paper.

In order to simplify matters, I do not propose to deal at an
great length with the work of the early experimenters, or the niai/,
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silver nitrate, 45 minims of glycerine, in 15C minims of alcohol.

which is added to 4 ozs. of collodion containing 3^ per cent, of
soluble pyro:<yline. To make the fulminating gold solution, take
gold chloride. 1 gr. ; ammoiiia solution containing 26 per cent., I

minim; lithium chloride or other soluble chloride, 3 grs. ; to this

is added a solution of citric acid 1.5 grs. in 1 drm. of alcohol, and
then 15 minims of castor oil in ] drm. of alcohol. Gelatine may
be substituted for collodion, when, of course, water is the solvent
in.stead of alcohol." Such is the emulsion for paper to be finished

by means of salt and hypo solutions, or hypo alone. Similar
formnls appear lo have been common at the time.

Self-toning paper, as we know, caught on^ and Mr. Sichel's had
a go«d run of several years. In <iourse of time, however, the
American manufacturers were unable to obtain raw materials for

the making of the p.'iper—owing, I am told, to the action of a

rival firm—and rather than let a good thing die the patentees came
over to this country, at the invitation of Mr. Sichel, for the pur-

pose ot arranging for the manufacture of the paper here They
were successful, for arrangements were made with the well-known
Paget firm, of Wavford, and on July 5, 1901, the " BJ."
cEronicied the advent of the " Paget " self-toning paper. The
well-known house of Paget thus became the first British mauufnc-
turers of a " rea' " self-toning paper, a paper that has held its own
and is still to be found in the front rank. Whether the original

paper was made according to the American inventor's formulae, or

represented further improvements by the Paget firm. I do not

know, but I imagine the latter.

Photographic expeits then began to " sit up and take notice,"

and in the summary appearing in the " B.J. .\lmanac," 1902

(penned a few weeks after the introduction of the Paget paper) ws
get for the firs* time. I believe, an " Almanac " mention of self-

toning pitper and the progress it was making, and in the same

volume (page 901) will be found a patent of " an improved self-

acting inning paper " taken out («n 1899^ by Herr Racthel. There

in also in this volume an announcement of a new self-toning paper

made by Dr. J. H. Smith, of Zurich, but I cannot find any adver-

tisement of the British make.

Paget's self tonmg oaper was very soon followed by others, but

those that followed quickly needed a preliminary bath of sulpho-

cyaiiide. with or without the addition ot alum ; chief of these were

the Ilford " Kolona " (September, 1902;, Bamet (May, 1903).

Wellington (June, 1903), and Imperial (1904), all of which have

now given place to improved makes calling for more simple treat

-

mMJt. I will, however, deal with all makes in a rough chrono-

logical order, giving a brief summary of the working instruction^.

and what, in my opinion, are the best tones and the special

feature.! of the paperi.

PAorr—Collodion Introduced July, 1901. /Varieties now

nuide : Glossy, smooth white, matt while, smooth cream and

malt .-ream. Kor warm brown tones wash for 10 minute-

and i\x for 10 minutes in water 20 ozs., hypo 3 ozs.

For colder tonei" use preliminary salt bath (2 ozs. to the

pint) for 5 minutes, and fix in the usual hypo bath. For even

colder tones use a stronger rait bath and warm up to 80 dej^. F.

F<1V gejioral work I prefer the smooth white fixed without soltmg.

but for the mo.n artistic efiecfs I prefer the-ereani matt fixed

without salting. The sepia tones are particularly rich, very even,

and easy to repeat. Majiipulation more simple than some papers,

hot variation of tones (freak tones) perhaps not so great. The

Paget " Simplex " is a gel.ntine self-toning paper of exceUent

einllity It was introduced in February, 1906, and I have used

Urge quantities of it, but I omitted it from my recent expen-

menU being under the erroneous impression that it had been with-

drawn : it is, however, still being made. Red to purplo tones .yo

M-ily obtainable by simply varying the strength of the hypo solu-

.) per cent, for cold tones, 10 to 15 per cent, for sepia, and

per cent, for red aod brown.

lL»u^';..-Tho modem " Intona " gelatine self-toniiig paper WM
i„(f;,OTrf.rtn Ket.ruai-y, '.910, to take the place of " Kalona. 'Tha

!„,., ;,» on the market in September, 1902, and it needed a

.„ i., and alum bath before fixing. The present-day

•
Int.... is made in glossy mauve, carbon surface, and matt

white. No preliminBr\ washing required, fix from 5 to 10 minutes

in water 20 ozs., hy^K. 6 ozs. Allow 1 oz. of fixing solution for

each half-pUte print Excellent warm tones may be obtained on

the carV-on and matt surfaces by adding 20 grs of sodium carbonate

to the pint of fixing solution. I prefer the glossy paper fixed for

8 minuL in a 40 per cent, hypo solution. Jhe tones closely

approach those obtainable on P.O.P. when toned with gold in the

,Z.d wav and the p.per glares well. The carbon surface is par-
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(icularly good. In December, 1909. the Ilford Co. introduced a very

pood collodion self-toning paper named " Hyptona," a very popular

brand, but now temporaaily suspended because of the difficulty of

obtaining suitable raw materials.

Leto.—This company's " Seltona " collodion self-toning paper

was introduced in April, 1903, when it quickly forced its way into

the front rank. It is now made in antique white and cream, matt
smooth white and ,crcam, glossy, and with tinted surfaces—cream,

grey, blue and green- -the latter being known as Tintona. For
.'epia !ind brown tones wash in plain water and fix in hypo 2 ozs.

to the pint. For dark brown, purple and blueish tones immerse in

a preliminarj salt bath (2,ozs. to the pint) without previous wa.sh-

ing. for 5 to 10 minutes, according to tone required, then fix a.s

usual. I like best for general work the matt smooth and the
antique white, both salted. For the most artistic effects I prefer
the cream Tintona platinum toned, and the antique white and
cream .fixed without salting. An excellent all-round paper, perfect

in all respects. It is, I believe, largely used with the platinum
toner, and in these days of expensive platinum it may niterest users

of it to know that platinum-like tones may be obtained by using

a saturated solution of salt in place of the usual 2 ozs. to the pint

solution, and then fixing as usual. But should real platinum be
preferred, in spite of its expensiveness, instructions for use are
given in each packet of paper. The paper is also a good one for

giving twv)-coloured effects, .simply by the local applicatign of the
s.ilting solution, the parts treated with salt being of a cold tone,

while those touched by hypo alone become a rich brown. The most
effective results—particularly in portraiture—are obtainable by this

method of double toning.

R.*JAE.—The Rajar " Autona " paper appeared in March or

April, 1903. It is a collodion paper made in glossy, matt smooth
and rough, and cream smooth and rough For dark brown tones

no preliminary washing in required ; simply fix for 10 minutes in

water 20 ozs., hypo 3 ozs. For light brown tones wash for 5

minutes in plain water and fix as above, but for cold tones use a
salt bath (2 ozs. to the pint) before fixing. I prefer the smooth
matt fixed (without first washing) in plain hypo. A very good all

round paper ; the glossiy not being so highly glazed as most collo-

dion papers, but, nevertheless, p. good one. The paper is very
easily manipulated.

B.^Ri'iET.—Elliott and Sons, of Barnet, introduced a gelatine self-

toning paper known as " Kiplo " in the spring of 1903, one needing
a preliminary sulpho-cyanide bath 'Ihe more perfect and simple
paper named " Bar-tona " was placed on the market in March,
1921. It is also a gelatine paper, glossy and matt. No preliminary

washing required. Three different strengths of hypo solution are

recommended for varying the tones—4, 6 and 8 ozs. to the pint

—

warm, " plum," and cold tones being obtainable. One ounce of

.siilution for each half-plate print is advised, and at -x temperature
of 65 deg. F. The best tones, in my opinion, arc those given by
the glossy paper toned for 10 minutes in water 20 ozs., hypo 6 ozs.

A good all-round paper and one very easy to work. The glossy

paper gives very fine results from ghostly and very weak nega-
tives, it being one of the best papers T have met with for very
thin negatives.

KoD\K.—The Kodak gelatine self-toning " Solio " paper
appeared here in May, 3903. and is now made in glossy, matt and
velvet. No preliminary washing required. Tones may be varied
considerably. The ordinary simple hypo bath (3 ozs. to the pint)

may be used fo'' brown tones, or preliminary baths of sulpho-
cyanide (20 grs to the pint), or salt (1 oz. to the pint)

may be employed in colder tones. The glossy paper gives

a very fine purple tone when salted, and this I prefer.

The sepia tones on the matt and velvet by use of hypo
alone are also particularly good. The salt bath miikes a surprising

difference in the tones. A good all round paper, with remarkable
freedom from double tones, and one very easy to work. Takes an
exceptionally good glaze. Kodak once had a good collodion self-

toning paper, but this, I believe, is suspended. I used large

quantities of it about ten years ago, and liked it very much. A
12^ per cent, hypo solution was used, and a large variety of tones
were possible, they being governed by the usual plain hypo solu-

tions and the salt bath, with a fixing of 10 minutes.
Wellington.—A Wellington gelatine self-toning paper needing a

sulpho cyanide bath was introduced in Jnne, 1903, and a hypo only
brand later. The latter required washing in plain water for 5
minutes, it was then toned in a hypo solution (6 ozs. to the pint), to

which was added 30 grs. of soda bicarbonate. Fixing was carried on
until the desired tone was reached, which did not take less than
f* miiuites at a temperature not less than 60 deg. F. The darker

the printing, and the longer the immer.sion, the colder the tone.
Very pleasing tones were obtainable, those on glossy paper being
particularly rich The Wellington collodion paper is one of the
latest, it being introduced in March, 1921. It is made in matt,
glossy .and cream chamois. For sepia. tones wash for 3 minutes in

plain water and fix in a hypo solution, 2 ozs. to the pint. For
dark brown or purple tones wash as above, place in a salt solution

(2 ozs. to the pint) for from 5 to 10 minutes; rinse and fix in hypo
as above. The longer the immersion in the hypo solution the
colder the tone, but longer than 15 minutes fixing not advisable.

I like best the .sepia tones on the matt paper, and the purple tones

on the glossy, obtained according to the instruction."!, A very good
all-round paper, and one specially suitable for very dense and flat

negatives ; it gives—when properly used—the most surprising

results from faulty negatives. The tones in all cases are, I think,

better if a pinch of soda bicarbonate is dissolved in the hypo
solution.

Imperial.—The first Imperial gelatine self-toning paper appeared
in Jivnuary, 1904, and it needed a preliminary sulpho-cyanide bath.

The present-day make, which is more simple to use, was intro-

duced in February, 1914. The makers supply a very carefully

compiled table giving the many tones obtainable (sepia to warm
purple) with various strengths of hypo, and times of immersion.

No preliminary washing required. My favourite tone is obtained

on the glossy paper by fixing for 10 minutes in water 20 ozs.,

hypo 6 ozs. Too long immersion in the fixer is apt to give a
greenish tinge to the lighter tones. A good all-round paper and
one easy to use, thanks to the excellent table compiled by the'
makers. Made in glossy and matt, the former giving a good
" professional " tone and glazing beautifully.

IlxiNGWORTH.—This, firm's gelatine self-toning paper was intro-

duced in the summer of 1904 imder the name of " Zigo "
; in 1910

the name was changed to " Enitone " for the home and Colonial

trade; for European, South American and non-English-speaking

countries the name '" J^igo " was and is still retained. No wash-

ing before fixing. Fix in water 20 czs., hypo 6 ozs The longer

the immersion the colder the tone, but never fix for less than 5
minutes. In my hands the best tones are obtained by fixing for

10 minutes in a slightly weaker hypo bath (5 ozs. to the pint).

Never use hypo stronger than 5 ozs. to the pint. A very large

variety of tones is obtainable with one strength of hypo, but
difficult to get a set exactly alike unless an eye is kept on the

temperature, on the strehgth of the bath, and time of immersion.-

The glossy paper gives exceptionally fine purple tones, while the

sepias obtainable on the matt and satin surfaces are above the

average. The paper is made in glossy, matt, and satin.

Griffin.—Thi.s firm's gelatine paper, named " Goldona," was
introduced in March. 1906. Originally there was only one variety,

variations in tone being obtained by the use of hypo, sulpho-

cyanide and aluminium chloride baths. The common plan of using

the original " Goldon;» " was to immerse for 15 minutes in a 20

per cent, hypo solution for warm tones, or from 10 to 15 minutes

in a 40 per cent, hypo solution for cold tones. It is now made in

three varieties—green label for red or warm tones, mauve label for

purple and cold tones, and brown label for sepia and brown tones

;

the latter is made of a matt white surface only, while the other

two varieties are supplied in glossy, matt, and satin surfaces.

-Although so many tones are obtainable on this paper the manipu-

lations are extremely simple. One must, however, keep closely to

the makers' instructions, and be careful about depth of printing,

temperature, and strength of the hypo solution. For brown and

sepia tones the prints (without previous washing) are fixed in

water 20 ozs., hypo 2 ozs. for 10 minutes at a temperature of

60 deg. F. For the mauve label paper (for cold tones) a stronger

hypo solution (8 ozs. to the pint) is recommended. The chocolate

tones obtainable on the green label (warm tone) paper are of great

beauty, and show up nicely on the satin surface. It is most impor-

tant to print deeply. A splendid all-round paper giving a wide

range of good " professional " tones.

Criterion.—A gelatine paper known as " Estona," introduced

in Maj, 1906. Three surfaces, glossy matt and silky. No pre-

liminary washing required. Fix in hypo solution, 5 or 6 ozs. to

the pint, and when the desired tone is obtained rinse in slightly'

salted water to arrest toning action. The best results, in my
opinion, are those obtaJnable oij the silky paper by toning for 10

minutes in water 20 ozs., hypo 5 ozs. "The silky surface is very

pleasing, and the rich reddish brown tones most effective. This

paper loses very little density during fixing. Only enough hypo

solution to cover the prints should be used, as too much hypo is

apt to give washed-ont tones.
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. latiuusj to flMkw* beoawse it r«fn>ed

( Johnsoo't aakydrOB* hypo, one part
' eryitals.

'.f paper in rootact with .< urgative for

, ...... It ttaiiu nrgstitraa worse than ordinary

f' Til um auny priata in aam tot if hvpo. or nse

rMDy naecstary. Tb^ ilu are

he natiaica—by Axing if ^mgly in

y«r H. Too nraeii sotttlmu givsa poor

uT aa^ a »l;i.-tvr -^>po bath.

,. |rtoiay and matt. ;t'nd collodion glossy and

mountad < r^prr otoontaot on impure

showed tlstt the , ''t faded the qoirkest. the

'irm laatad the Lung

aa aatt papars ar»

aia oot placky - '

'OM flat BM(attve*.

'ana made from mercary-anunonia intensifird

-If to fade very tjuickly.

always discolour vrry quickly, bat soch discolora-

-«d, s* it naaaliy disappaara in tha hypo bath,

wipe off >Tir>«rnnnns watar from collodion prints

asking, an.

I

'y in a gwd draught, or in

.fy^r dry .
twren blotting paper under

natiinaa advitad. The quicker collodion prints ar<<

>ioT are likely lo be. Slow drying nndcr prp««ure

.,rpui«Jj(

^e rather muddy prints

>ii paper* give the most

(juicKiy ana morougiuy, so a" to ensure even tone?. Parts allowed
to get behind in the toning will never catch up.
Two collodion postcards^ glossy and matt, printed in 1903, have

been hanging exposed to smoke, gas, and chemical fumes for

eighteen years 'Che jlossy picture hab faded badly, but the matt
picture remains as perfect as when made. Glossy collodions in an
album faded before the matt surfaces, though mado at the same
time and given th^ same treatment.

All things being equal, glossy gelatines are the " trickiest " to

work and to repeat tones ; matt collodion the easiest.

Unless makers advise lo the contrary a hypo bath of a tempera-
ture between 60 and 65 deg. F. will be found to give the best

results.

Salt for salt baths should be of the common or kitchen variety,

not specially prepared table salts, some of the latter are most
unsuitable. Be particularly careful to note whether the paper is

tc bo washed in plain water before immersing in the hypo bath,

this w,t£hing or non-washing is important
Thoroughly fixing is essential if permanency is a consideration.

If a fixing bath lightens a print too much, simply print deeper

to allow for the redn';tion. Some gelatine papers need very deep
printing.

If a purple or a dark brown tone is aimed at and cannot be

secured—the tones ^eirlg too red—the defect is prcbaWy due to

powdery hypo crystals, indicating the presence of soda sulphite,

which prevents trning. If hypo crystals are covered with powder,

wash off the latter betore weighing ont and dissolving.

Efforts to " lielp " toning by addijig a drop or two of gold

chloride tolntion to the hypo bath have not been found satis-

factory. The most curious results have been obtained. If tho

p^>ers are properly used such " help " is not required, even if it

wera possible. *
^

The oomplsint one hears the most frequently about collodion

papers is that •>( curling during manipulation. This defect may
be minimised—in some cases entirely overcome—by not putting

more than half-an-inch of water, salt or hypo solution, when first

waiting the dry print, and putting the latter in face downwards.

Onoe the pictnrer are wetted there will be little or no tendency to

cnrl.

If the lighter tones of a gelatine picture are greenish it is a

sign of over-fixing or 'he nse of an old hypo solution ; if the tones

are too red eithe' the fixing bath is too weak, or the prints have

not been in it long enough.

Cracked or scalded collodion prints are caused by too quick nr

rough washing, and allowing them to double up .ind crease when in

the Bololions or wasniiig water.

P.R. Salvon

FOBTHCX)MINO EXHIBITIONS.

December 5 to 17.- Scottish Photograiihic Circle. Hon. Secretary,

W. 8. Crocket, 10, Parksrove Terrace. Tollcross, Glasgow.

1922.

January 21 to Kebruary 4.—Partick Camera Club. Particulars

from the Hon. Secretary, James Whyte, 51a, Peel Street,

Partick, Glasgow.

F»l.ruarv n to 25.-Scottish Photographic Salon. Particulars from

ary, James F. Smellie, Braefindon, AUanshaw Street,

ig papOT* in hypo or salt solutions evenly.

February 14 lo i7.—ExeUr Camera Club. T.«atest date for entries,

January 30. Particulars from C. Beauchamp Hall, Hon. Exhi-

bition Secretary. Exeter Camera Clnb, " St. Deitys," Bellevue

Road, Exm<>utk.

A t'osTiKEKTM. Photooh^vhic DiBEi TORT.—Our confrfcre. M
Paul Montel, of " La Bevue Franc;aise de Photographie," has in

preparation a directory of photographers and photographic deale.s

and manufacturers in France. Belgium .nnd Switzerland, which Js

to be issued in February next as " L'Indicateur de I'lnduslrie

Photographiqne." The volume will also contain a list of trade

marks and names relating to photographic goods. Entries, both

free and to be paid for, may bo inserted in the volume, the latter

according to a tariff obtainable on application to M. Mont.l, 35.

Boulevard St. Jacques, Paris XlVe.
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Patent News.

Process patents—applications and specifications—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, November 21 to 26 :

—

Colour PiciunKs.—No. 31,406. Procesi! for converting silver

prints into colour pictures. Akt.-Ges. fiir Anilin-Fabrikation.

Cutting Device.—No. 31,512. Devic« for composing and clamping
photographic prints, etc., for cutting circles, etc. A. E. E.
Barneveld.

Photographic cameras. R. Longbottom.

No. 31,441. Focal-plane shutters for photo-

graphic cameras. A. G. Pickard an<l Thornton-Pickar<l Manu-
facturing Co., Ltd.

CiNEMATOGRAPHy.—No. 31,723. Cinematograph film. F. N.
Cowdy.

Cameras.—No. 31,017.

Focal-Plane Shutters.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications are obtainable, price Is. each, post free, from

the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,
London, W.C.

The date in, brackets is that of apjJication in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted vnder the International

Convention.

FoMiNG Cameras.—No. 171,024. (October 6, 1920.)—lllie object of

tie invenition ia to pioduce a caimera which, when folded, is

(having ragai-d to its oapacity when open for use) abjioi-nially thin

and hence more portable. Tlie result is secured by special and
nerw aaTaji;gemcait of the struts of the lens front. These stiuits

are connected at the upper ends to the sides of the lens fix>nt by
pdvoit hinges, and at the oithei' ends or feet are prdfeawbly con-

nected together by a oi\)ss nod. T!he\' ca.n swing om the pivot

'hinges on the sides of the front so that if tua'ned upwards the
rods will lie approximaitely aJong the sides of, and the cross rod
(if any) above, the lems front, and when turned dow^l Uiey will

ooane into the required position on the opened front of the camej^
to give support to liie oarrder. Om till© lower ends or feeit the
sltrute travel in guides on the fixMiit of the camera so tha;t the
closing or apening of the front of the cajnera lifits the rods to

the upturned position, or biings them down to tlie supporting
position. Hinged to the bottom of the lens fiXMiit is a flat mota.I

member, which also slides in guides (preferably the aforesaid

guides) in the fixmt of the c-aniea-a, and w^hioh deitennines the

Fig. 1. fig. 2.

position of the straits in redatiom to the lens fixxnit wihon arranged

for use. This member always slides in and follows the plane

of the guides, when the camera is open lying along the front,

and folding up with the fixxnt when the camera is

dosed. Tlie aitrmta, when the cajnera is open and the

lens front pulled fonward ready for use, are rigidly daanped in

the required position by being held beitween a atop and the flat

metal memiber.

By means of this arrangement tlie lens fixwit, together with

its struts, when :th« camera is dosed, only takes up space oorre-

sponding to the thickness of the lems-front iteolf. This ;i.liiiiis

of a reduction of the std-uotural dejitli c>f the camera itself. j.|;,s

mudi as spa<:e need only be pmvided further in Uie front of i]

camera for the len.s and it.s attendant apparatus, and the i

quired spa<» for this is secui-ed by making ithe front of the cami ;

bowl shaped, producing a very suitable outside shape of v
camei-a to fit easily into a pockeit.

Ill the dj'awings an e.vample of the invention is shown,
is a section of the closed camera. Fig. 2 a latmal elevati,

part section of tlie open cameiia in various positions.

Tiie lens front 1 is connected by a pin joint 3 wiith the fla

metal member 2, w'hicli is mounted in a sUde guide 6 in the
front. ITie lens front struts 4 are connected by pin joints 4a
to the sides of the lens fi^ont, and the feat 5 of Uie srtinits i-«Bt

in the slide guide 6, whidi is provided with a stop 13. The
inoaA 14 (of bowl isliape) is coiuieoted by means of the joint 7
with the cajiiera body 8. Tlie strata 9 (wjiich are of usual design)

I'eat with their freo ends 10 in sdide guides 11.

Tlie model of oi>eraAion of the arrangement Is briefly as foi-

lows :

—

On cpening the camera (fig. 2 dotted lines) first of all the front
14 with the guide.s 6 turning on the pivot 7 assume tlie position
in relation to the lamema case ^hown in fig. 2, the stay 9 moving
at its free end 10 in the gliide 11 arid detenniiiing sudi position

and holding the fiy>nit and the guides 6 rigid in relation to the
body 8 aiud the guidits 6 at rigiht angles to the lens front.

The movement of the slide 5 causes the flat member 2 (which
moves in the slide 6) to move on its pivot 3 to the position shown
in fig. 2, and at tlie same time causes the sitay 4 moving on its

pivot 4 to assume the position shown in fig. 2, the feat 5 of the
sitrats 4 sliding back in the .guide 6 until they jrt'iike against the
flat member 2.

If then the l«is fiiomt 1 is di'awn out of tlie eameiia body, the
flat member 2 slijw foi-ward in the guide 6 and pushes in front

of it the cros- rod and the feet 5 of the steadying rods

4 until the feat and oross iml stiiike against the stop

13. In this final posit.ion (fig. 2, double daah lines)

(tlie feet 5 are cUunped fast be<t,weeu the fiat member 2 and the

stop 13, and the caanerB is ready for use.

On folding up the camera the lens front is first of all puslied

iback and the fiv>nt 14 then moved upwards. Then, as may be
seen from the drawing, the feet 5 slip in their guides and ia

this way come to lie at the side of the upper part of the lens

fjiont when the Ciimera is folded, while tiie flat member is fold

up into the voi^tical position as shown in fig. 1

The bowl-slia)>'^ fomi of the front 14, as already mentioned, is

made possible by Uiis arreiiigement of struts, and, as shown by
tlie drawing, it prasonits a camera oorresponding to the cross-

seation of a pocket.—Bruno Leonard Lion, 18, Ashbourne
Avenue, Jjondon. N.VV.l, foi- I'aul Guthe, Di-esdeii.

Copper Mordant Dye Toning.—No. 163,337. (December 3. 1918.)

The invention relates to a modification of that described in

Patent No. 147,005. (" B. J.," June 3, 1921, p. 328, and '' Colour
Photography " Supplement, ,Tune 3, 1921, p. 23.)

In the usual copper toning the silver picture is converted

into a copper imap;e by using about equal parts of 8<iIutions of

copper sulphate and potassium ferri-cyanide of 10 per cent,

strength and about 10 times the weight of either of potassium

citrate. Such a bath consists, for example, of 15 parts of cop-

per sulphate, 115 parts of potassium citrate, and 13 parts of

potassium ferrieyanide, all in solution of 10 per cent, strength.

The picture obtained after dyeing is particularly suitable f'

vie%ving by daylight and for portraits, because, in consequei

of a more or less strong turbidity and opacity of the deposit, tlie

picture has an enhanced artistic value.

For projection transparencies, however, a matt picture is r.

always suitable. By the improvement of this invention pictur

are obtained which are highly transparent and appear on tin?

screen in brightest possible colour. The improvement consists in

using both' the copper compound and the potassium ferrieyanide

solution in substantially smaller proportion than in the usual

toning bath, while retaining the normal proportion of potassiurn

citrate. The proportion of copper compound and potassium fer;

cyanide is reduced to from i to ^ of the usual proportion, but mu.

not amount to half the usual proportion. The picture obtained

with such a toning bath appears quite different from that obtained

with the normal bath. It has a varnished appearance, althou;.

no varnish has been used, and is very transparent, with powerii

colour effect. Its production follows the usual lines.

The transparency of the coloured copper picture can be still
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further incrcMed, lo that it cannot be distiugnished from a pure
' --.-jff picture, by nnng mor« potaasiom ferricyanide than

. the (oregoing limiti being observed.—Dr. Arthur Traube,

... :uucK>ira«ae, Mimich.

'•mpleta specifications are open to public inspection

: .686. Finders for photogra^ic apparatn*. G.

Trade Names and Marks.

iPPUCATWNs roa bkgistbation.
\ — No. 419,165. Chemical preparationa for photographic

M-> aiid photographic films. Farbeofabrikea vorro. Friedr.I'Tt . - _

Bayer h. Co., LeverkojCD, ooar Cologne-cn-the-Rhine, Germany,

mao-jfartorera Oetobar 4, 19ZL

FiLMirx —No. 418,364. Pbiloaopbical ioitraments, scientific

rn^fits and apparata* for teaching. Andri Lonia

Boyston, Portaaoath Road. Thaniaa Ditton, Surrey,

.i.fafr: arv) Hedlay Frank Glovw Smith, 6, Stanley

>d, London, N.W.2, cinema tograpber.r; .

t —No. 419,0«.
piiet«gr»^y or

Farbenfabrilirr

rar CologBa-Otl'-.

•• !921.

)| - !' ^ No. 419.470.

fa.t>ir.-« I'v.rojiraphy or

c<irrt«i v<-« M urphy ft Son,

f«l.

•f'-

Chemical sobslanees nf*A in manu-
phiKwopbical T««earcb and anti-

- n<-<lr. Bayer k Co.. Lever-

( i '^rmany , mann (act ur«rs

Chemical aohetanw used in mana-
philoitxphi'al reaearch and anti-

Ltd.. " rite C«dara." Sbeen Lane,

Mortiake, I.^«doa, S.W.14, t«cbDica1 chemista. October 12. 1921.

New Apparatus.

F.>

V

I' "

f
'

Plats
I.-r:.1i-

OUM.—MrMra. Hougblona, Ltd-. 88-89. High

W r 1 h»To just introduoid a wire holder or

p l.^i :.c„- I «.. > 1 U Iowa of lh» negatira being faonK from

lin» ir anv narrow r««J, »h«n dl>iog or being

1 The drawing dearly ibowi the form of

>il« afcwiiry, wbieh ia an exceedingly

4nd practical daTiee. The sprint; grip it

•f stoat galraai*-
'

i.ro»id«d with a

covering at l^<' » (thr.wn black

mf in contact with

'•j^atiTa. The spring

nj'in<:iir>n with the friction <rf

«*<• • Bnn hold of the n«sa-

iCieat deal to be said tor

'I this way when drying.

^^neu a*i'<^ <"' "r>i;nary drying rack*, acceaa of

^^B to tha gelatine sarfacca ia extremely re-

rnVr-
'

'%t by atanding negsti>r- >>n a .sbelf

I
to -is ample opportunity f'T daat to

tu the emulsion film, .an'I in any case

.> nf the n«vati%e on nhich the latter

' ne in becoming perfectly

. lipa allow of negativta

.1 a vasacl of water for wash-

->^emstaDC«a an ample current

'>raaght in contact with them.

lied in five eisea, st the follow-

;ai*e» of 13:—3i x 2^ inch

ite. 3«. ; poatcard, 3a. 6d. ; half-plate. 4a. ; and

••n Vmutm.—Messrs. Hooghtons send un a

frame just pl«c«d upon the market by them for

Amjtt^or n\ii^*r^ of rtrinta A^ glinvrr

diagram the frame consists of two pairs of stiff wire struts, each
nf which forms a side support for a length of muslin attached to
a pair of wooden rollers. The two elements of each pair of sap-

ports are united by thrusting them into a, short length of bent iron
plate, seen midway in the diagram. When fully extended the area
available for the laying down of prints is 28 x 14 inches, whilst,
when folded, the device packs loosely into an envelope measuring
15 X 4 inches.

New Materials.

PaiNT-Fi.s-iSHtNo Pisciis.—Messrs. Jonathan Fallowfield send us
a set of pencils, specially prepared for retouching of matt or satin
surface prints in black, brown, grey or sepia. The pencils provide
a ready means <Jf spotting and touching prints of a considerable
range of colours; in fact, among the four colours of lead which are
provided it will be found that any print which is produced in the
ordinary way can be satisfactorily matched. The pencils are 6up-
plied at the retail price of 6(1. each, or Ss. 6d. per dozen.

MiBetings of Societies.

.MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Smnuv, Decexbes II.

Liiiu-ii .iterwpscupic Society. "A Loon in London." W. L. F.
Wastell. ,

Monday, Decembkb 12.

Bradford Photographic Society. Demonstrations by Members.
City of l>oiidon and Cripplegate P.S. Invitation Evening. " Ely

Cathedral." H. W. Fincham.
Dewsbury PS. " Lantern Slide Making." H. Potter.
Kidderminster and Dist. P.S. " How a Reflex Camera is Made."

Mtfure. Butcher.
Lfcds Camera Club. " Poetry and Nature." S. Greenwood.
S'liithanipton CameraClub. " Through the Grecian Archipelago."

One-Man Exhibition. C. Mackford

" Simple Rules of Pictorial Com-

W. Butcher and Sons.
Wallasey .Amateur Phot. Soc.

Hamilton.
Walthamztow and Dist. P.S.

pf'sition." S. Bridgen.

Tdesday, December 13.

Royal Phot, Soc. " Puta&sium Persulphate as a Reducer," Dr. G.
I. IligsuM ;

•' Action of Soluble Iodides and Cyanides on the
Photographic Emulsion," Dr. S. E. Sheppard ; " An Improve-

in the Goldberg Wedge," F. C. Toy.
P. A. Camera Club. " Bv the Bonnie Banks o' Loch

i...;.und." D. J. Hogg.
BirnmudijuB»P.S. " Bromoil." W Bell fCriterioii, Ltd.).
Cambridee Photographic Club. " Protective Resemblance of some

KiiMsh Lepidoptera." C. B. Coulson. "Flower Photo-
,!>•." L. .1. Jarman " A Visit to a Coal Mine." W. Tarns.

ixniii-rfiiin Amateur Phot. Assoc. Whist Drive.
Exeter C.C. " Stereoscopic Photography." T. W. W. Melhuish.
Hackney P.S. " Devon. Glorious Devon." F. G. Emler.
Leeds P.S. " Historifc Homea of Yorkshire." G. Hepworth.
Manchester .\.P.S. " Photographic Arithmetic." F. Fieldin
Morley P.S. " Lantern Slide Making." R. Spence.
Nelson PS. " h Holiday in Ireland." P. Crabtree.
South Shields PS. • The Mediipval Craftsmen." Wm. Maitland
Stalyhridee Phot Soc. " How a Reflex Camera is Made." w!

Bntehfr nnd f5nn«.

iing.
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Wednmday, Decembee 14.

Accring-ion Camera Club. Surplus Sale.

Borougli Polytechnic P.S. "Norman Architecture." F. E. Lyne.
Catford Camera Club. Members' Queries and Criticisms.

GroydoD Camera Club. " Portraifire with a Portable Light."
C. P. Crowther.

Oennisioun Amateur Phot. Assoc. " Finishing an4 Mounting the
Prints." A. T. Edgeley.

Forest Hill and Sydenham P.S. " Printing." H. G. Fleck.
Halifax Scientific Soc " Photo-micrography." 0. S Barraclough.
Iliord Photographic Society. Annual Dinner.
Partick C.C. " A.P. and P." Prize Lantern Slides.

Photo-micrographic Society. " Some Observations on the Corcthra
Larva." S. C. Akehurst.

Rochdale Amateur Phot. Soc. " Tramps with a Camera through
Western France." T. H. Greenall.

South Suburban P.S. " The Pyrenees." M. 0. Dell.

Thubsdat, December 15.

C.imera Club, The. " The Action of Dyes in Colour Sensitizing and
Desensitizing Dry Plates." F. F. Benwick.

Gateshead f'ainera CUib " Enlarging." R. Chalmers.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. " Kew in Colour." W. E.

Lambert.
North Middlesex Phot. Soc. " Picture Making in Northern Italy."

G. H. Dannatt.
Wimbledon and Dist. C.C. " A.P. and P." Prize Slides.

P'niPAY December 16.

WombwplI P.S. Y.P.U. Exhibition Prints
Satttrday, December 17.

Partiok Camera Chib. Whist Drive.

ROY.'VL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
Meeting held Tuesday, Deceinljer 6, the president. Dr. G. H.

Rodman, in the chair.

Mr. Howard M. Edmnndjs delivered a lecture on a new mode
of producing sculptures by means of photography. The opto-

mathematical principles of the process which he had invented are

by no means easy of explanation, even with the aid of blackboard

diagrams and lantern illustrations. The patent specification pub-

lished last week provides an outline of the method, which con-

sists in projecting upon the faoe of the sitter a fine spiral pattern

and photographing the sitter so illuminated under optical condi-

tions such that the admission node of the camera lens is in the

emergent nodal plane of the projection lens. In these circumstances

a negative is obtained in which deformation of the spiral design

is a measure of the degree of relief in the spatial object photo-

graphed. A print from the negative forms the means of controlling,

through a visual manual adjustment, the operation of a fine high-

speed drill working in the material to be carved. It is caused to

rotate slowly, a microscope mounted vertically above it being con-

stantly moved, so as to keep its cross-threads continuously upon

the continuous spiral line. The microscope is mounted upon a

mechanical system by which its movements are conveyed to a drill

working to and fro perpendicularly to the ma.terial to be carved.

Such, in very rough outline, is the process which Mr. Edmunds has

developed with great mathematical and mechanical ingenuity. His

description naturally evoked a great many questions, which were

answered by Mr. Edmunds, to whom, on the proposition of the

chairman, the hearty thanks of the meeting were accorded.

LANCASHIRE SOCIETY OF MASTER PHOTOGRAPHERS
The first ordinary meeting of the committee appointed under

the reorganisation scheme was held at the Society's office, 39,

Blackfriars Street, Manchester, on Wednesday, November 30.

Ihere was a large attendance of members, and the meeting was

presided over by Mr. Arthur Winter, the president, who was con

gratulated by those piesent on ^is recent wedding.

The hon. treasurer submitted his statement, and in doing so

informed the committ.ee that a large number of members had not

taken the trouble to reply to his communications. After a very

lengthy discnssioh on this point, it was unanimously decided that

the president be asked to send a final letter to these members,

pointing out to them the expense incurred by the numerous appli-

cations for the payment of subscriptions, and asking that they

slionld definitely state if it was their intention to remain members

'•I the Society or not. In the event of no reply being received

t I tho president's letter, the secretary wai instructed to write

; ikI ask for the return of the certificate of liembership.

A lengthy discussion then took place on the programme foi naxl
year, and it wa-, decided to hold a general meeting in Manchester
early in January, and to arrange for a practical demonstration to

he held at one of the studios in the centre of the city, so a;, to

demonstrate the advantages or otherwise of films as against plates.

It is intended ic make this demonstration a thoroughly practical

one, and it is hoped that every member will take the advantage
of attending.

Another demonstration of a practical nature will be held in

-March, and the se<'retary was. instructed to get in communication
with the Autotype Company, of London, and to ask them to

arrange to give a demonstration of their " Carbro " process, ivLd

it was also suggested that a demonstration of aerograph work be

also given

The secretai-y reported that there was a movement on foot to

organise a trade exhibition and conference to be held at Black|KX>l

during May next ; it being suggested that the photographic .ind

the cinematographic trades co-operate in thi.s effort.

.\fter some discussion the committee decided to give this project

their whole-hearted support, and tho secretary was instructed to

make the arran^cmint.s for the annual meeting of the Society to

be held during the week of the exhibition and conference, and the

committee vvas asked by the pre.sidcnt to endeavour to arrange

for some practical demonstration to be given during that week.
Before separating, an opinion was expressed that this was one

of the most successful meetings that had been held since the incor-

poration of the Society, and it was felt that during the coining

year the paying members of the Society would take a greater

interest in the work of the Society and attend the meetings more
regularly.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

Legal Notk.es — Notice of intended dividend is given in the

case of Archibald Rouse, picture frame maker and dealer, residing

at 21. Kingston Road, Freemantle, Southampton, and carrying on
business at 5, Queen Anne's Buildings, Canal Walk, Southampton,
under the style of Godfrey and Company. Proofs must be lodged

on or before December 14, with Frederick William Darley, Official

Receiver, Midland Bank Chambers, High Street, Southampton.

NETW COMPANIES.
Edmunds Cameograph Co., Ltd.—This private company was

registered on November 23 with a capital of £25,000 in 24,925

participating preference shares of £1 each and 1,500 ordinary shares

of Is. each. Objects : To adopt an agreement with H. M. Edmundi
and to carry on the business of photo-sculptors, photographers,

sculptors, engravers, printers, engineers, makers of lenses and

cameras, manufacturers of and dealers in works of art of all kinds,

etc. The subscribers (each with 250 ordinary shares) are : H.
Edmunds. M.I.C.E.. Monlsecombe Place, Brighton; J. G. S. Gibson,

F.R.I.B.A., 5, Old Bond Street, W.l; H. M. Edmunds, A.M.LC.E.,
Moulsecombe Place, Brighton; J. D. Forsyth, 51, Broadliurst

Gardens, Hampstead, N.W.6, artist. The subscribers are to appoint

the first directors. Secretary : E. J. Pilcher. Registered office

:

Parliament Mansions, Victoria, S.W.
Newton, Roberts & Co., Ltd.—This private company was

registered on November 24 with a capital of £2,000 in £1 shares.

Objects : To acquire the business carried on at 40, Great Pnlteney
Street, W., as " C. E. Newton," to adopt an agreement with J. A.

Watt«, C. E. Thirkerttle and Mabel Watts, and to carry on the

business of manufacturing iphotographic apparatus and chemical,

optical, scientific instruments, etc. The subscribers (each with one

share) are : A. Rothery, 12, Montana Road, Tooting Bee, S.W.17,
accountant ; J. A. Watts, 51, Downhills Park Road, Philip Lane,

Tottenham, camera maker; W. G. Roberts, 5, Nelson Terrace, N.l,

instrument maker. The directors are to be appointed by the

subscribers. Qualification (except first directors), £100.

Glasgow and West of Scotland Society of Professional Photo-
graphers.—At the next meeting of the Society, to be held on
December 13, in the Glasgow School of Art, a lecture on psychology

in the studio will be given by Mr. C. P. Crowther.
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News and Notes^

BOTiL Phot"or»phio SoctEir.—At the meeting arranged by the
ienl'fic Group for Tur.-diy next, December 13,

r. (J I '.id a paper on pjtagsium persulphate as

»*! Hr. F. C. Toy will describe an improvement in the

-, ' A paper by Dr. S. E Sheppard on the action of
dfdea and cyanidca on the pbotograpliir emulsion will also be read
^uNMMS-ij BvLSx Caxkbas.—The City Sate and Exchange,
^ ~ :eet, Londoc, EC. 4, send us a .special clearance

tefle.x and foldiiii; focal plan* cameras, which ar«.

>^ . 'rered from this depit ot the firm. The list includes
lem- .f almcst all makes and » - -H contains particulars
iii.i: reflexes of tliai most .-i ; ze for the amateur.
•!. - X 2i in*. A copy of .... ..,. i* obtainable free on

737

UKl

T
*1!

U>

T.

•• Pbi-ttno.—The London k Provincial Photographic
Ion Road, Leicester. >end as some samples of
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Correspondence.

••• Corre-ipondenls should nevtr write on both sides of the paper.
A o notice is taken of communications unless the names and'
addresses of the writers are given.

••• IFe do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed
by OUT correspondents.

FOREIGN PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—My experience has been aU against the foieio'n
article. I had a Goerz lens which could not be used without a Ion-
lens hood, however poor the light.

'^

Another German lens, with an aperture marked fl(>.5. worked
at fl9.

1 recently purchased a soft-focus lens from America. Tlie lens
was pra.sed sky-high in the firm's catalogue. Beantiiul reprodnc
ttons of photographs taken with the lens were given, and an actual
reprodoctiun of the lens, showing it as a beautifully finished doublet.
When the lens arrived (24 dollars for 6i-in. focus) it was a single
len.s in a bodly finished monnt.
When I pointed out the difference hetween the illustratiou of the

lens in their catalogue and the actual article, thev srmplv said that
the illustration was an optical delusion.
No more Yankee or Boche goods for me.—Yonrs faitiifully,

" Keattngs."

To the Editors
GentlcnuMi.—The ccrrespondcncc on this subject onlv serves to

demonstrate, in my opinion, the complete dependence of most of
as who use lenses upon what the makers may feel inclined to tell
us about them; or, should we desire confirmation of such state-
ments we have no option but to send the lenses to the National
Physical Laboratory, and tc pay a fee for information which may
not convey a great deal to us when translated into terms of
pracllciil commercial photography.
My object in writing this is by no means to cast any*insinuation

•gainU any manufacturer, for I am convinced that modern lenses
•re much more wonderful tools than most photographers imagine.
but to suggest that tJiere is great need among us for instruction
or information regarding Icnfcs which goes beyond the elementary
detttilj of relative aperture, depth-of-focus tables, an/! so on, but
stop* short of the "scientific" or theoretical side which interests
the lens-maker but not the user.

It muil be as obvious that a photographer has as little need (as
he has as little timt-) to study optics for the purpose of under-
standing his lenses a? he has need or tjme for learning chemistry
and emulsion-making in order to know how to nse vjrions kinds
of plates to the best advantage in the hundred-and-oiie problems
that fall to the lot of the commercial operator. The qualities of
our lenses in solving thesse problems one can really only learn by
trial and error, and one gets to prize a certain lens because of a
certain job that it did so well One often notices that an operator.
on setting up in business for himself, seeks a lens identical with
the one that he has been used to for so many yeais. though probably
there are plenty of ethers whose results' would be indistinguisliablo

or better. He mistrusts others because he has no ready means or
knowledge for testing any other lens, and knows equally that the
a' 'ogrupher'f test, that of making a couple of negative^
V. i.r iK-rmui (that is to say favourable) conditions, is no
'' ''i<^ qnalities a lens may or may not possess for

g' .1 under difficulties.

The uiJiuary test which anyone can apply, that of photograph-
ing a .-.lien of newspaper at open aperture, does not by a very
long way cover the information that one would desire, and one
supposes that al' tcst« made in factory or laboratory are refine-

ments of this type of test There are, however, so many occasions

on which a len.5 is used not with its axis centrally perpendicular
to the plate. In fact, it would be hardly an exaggeration to say
that the vast majority of exposures made by the professional do
not comply with that condition, and frequently one employ^ pur-
posely a lens in ways which a lens manufacturer would probably
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be horrified at. For instance, I verj- often use a certain
whole-plate lens with the back of the camera vertical and the
lens not only two inches or more below the centre, but also swung
downwards iuid sidp-.v.iys. Nee<llcs6 to say, the stop employed is

a very small one, but tho part of the image in which particiil.arly

good definition and great depth of focus are required lies some-
where in the margin of a 15-in. cu-cle. A half-plate lens by
the same maker becomes, when slir»htly stopped down, a hotter
wide-angle thai: some specially made for the purpose, but has
the peculiarity, when cmplnyod for enlarging, or for lantern-slide

reductions, of recjuiriiig the most accurate focussing luid shows
considerable want of definition when the front is swung so slightly

that with other lenses the difference is scaicely noticeable. I
have to produce acute sharpness of detail, and so may be byper-
tritical in criticising the performance of various lenses.

At the same lime such exacting requirements make one appre-
ciate what a good instrument really will do in extraordinary cir-

cumstances, and with one exception the lenses that 1 have most
satisfaction from are of British manufacture. My point is that I

have no knowledge of why these various lenses behave in un-
expected ways when problems arise. Manufacturers, as a rulo, are
not very communicative. For instance, one firm issues a lens of

which the smallest aperture is //22. They state as a reason that

this lens works at its best at that aperture, but as one often has
need to stop down even beyond //70 Cat which stop another
authority states that definition is wor.sened) one is left in bewilder-

ment as to what will happen if one uses a lens of the same series

by the same maker which is actually graduated to fjM.—Yours
faithfully,

D. Chaei.es.
4,"^. Beaufort Road,

Xingston-on-Tharnes,

December 3

INVENTIONS IN COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I have read with interest Mr F. E. Ives' observa-
tions on the work of all and sundry who have laboured in the
realm of cotour photography.

Since my student days in Philadelphia I have read much which
has been published by my eminent fellow townsmen.

I have also had the privilege of from time to time examining
some of Mr. Ives' colour photographs.

But were Mr. Ives most ardent admirer to devote the neces-

sary time to examine .'ill he na^ invented, patented and claimed, I

fear there would be little or no time left from Nature's average
allowance to permit of original research or the creation of methods
to which Mr. Ives might not lay claim. Speaking for myself only
and with due diffidence, I am not prepared to acknowledge so

liberal a measure of sole proprietorship in colour photographic
processe.3 as Mr. Ives is prone to assume
Mr. Ives' reflector-filter, of which I have heard but which I

have never seen, may, or may not, have been the first suggested.
This does not .seem to me to matter. I do venture to assert,

however, that the combination of a reflector-filter, constructed to

a carefully computed curvature (for which computation I expressed
my obligation to Prof. A. F,. Conrady by joining him with myself
in the patent) with devices for keeping such curvature constant,

and for moving plates which are to be exposed at right angles to

each other, so as to assure their always being in the same focal

plane, was the first really accurate means of securing simul-
taneously exposed tri cclour'selection negatives. It is obvious that,

lacking any of these elements, there would be little of value in

the others.

This was the Polychromide camera, patent No 28,722 f19121,

applied for in 1911 and granted me in the U.S.A . Great Britain,

Germany, France, Switzerland, Belgium, etc., etc.

I still have the temerity to believe that this camera remains
the simplest and most efficient one-!ens one-filter device which has
been constructed, and that until its advent negatives in perfect
register were not obtainable I say this in the face of a deluge
of patents and claims to priority by Mr. F. E. Ives. Its recent
adaptation to cinematography (with success) has, I fear, been the
cause of its seeming neglect by its still fond parent. The recent

completion of a quite simple method of making paper prints fron

Polychromide negatives (where again I fear I am under no oblig,-i.

tion to Mr. Ivesl will, I anticipate, be the means of its early beinj

given a dusting in anticipation of early commercial exploitation.

In closing my remarks, may I " start something " by observing

that it has often occurred to me that we have all been losinr

something while we have been wasting much valuable time it

what seems (to me) to be utterly futile dependence upon so-caller,

panchromatic emulsions? At the risks of exposing my devoted

head to the storm. I venture to prophesy that the road to succes'

in colour photography wilt before long be found to lie in the direc-

tion of differentiated sensitisation of piates or films which are to bf

used for cr)lour .separation. The resultant elimination of filters and

screens, with the consequent gain in speed and accuracy of selec.

tion, will ultimately consign all special cameras to the scrap heap

or the museum It is also more than jjrobable that methods of

making colour prints and trail sparcncies_ will be considerably

revised when the numerous and more or less uncertain dycin;.

toning and colouring processes in general use arc brought a 1

closer to those used on Nature's own palette. I predict that

will be found more simple than heretofore supposed, but I air

becoming indiscreet! For I, too, have contracted the patent habit

—Faithfully yours.

-\R0y H.AMBURGtl

51, Warwick Street,

Regent Street, W.l.
December 2

CONTRASTY TRANSFER BROMIDE PAPER FOR
COPYING.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen.—In reference to the short article.
*' Multiple

Negatives, for Photo-Lithogvaphy." by Air. W. T. Wilkinson, in

your issue of December 2, p. 716, we should like to draw attention

to the fact that we supply a special contrasty Transferotype paper

which, when used according to the special procedure which we

recommend, is a much more suitable material for copying work

than the ordinary and more rapid Transferotype paper. We have

nothing to say against the usefulness of the ordinary paper in the

making of copy negatives of natural fuU tone subjects, but for work

in which the utmost degree of contrast is required, as in process

work, the ordinary paper is l>y no means an efllcient substitute for

the wet collodion plate.

On the other liand, we claim that by means of our paper, which

is solely made by the Kodak Co. for us, we can obtain beautifully

crisp images, and we should be very pleased to show you, or any-

one who cares to call on us, the very fine results made in this way,

or shall be very pleased to send anyone our special printed

instructions. The process is so simple that anyone doing this

work is assured of success. The process is particularly appli-

cable to the making of negatives for copies of fine line origi-r

or, in fact, for any work where a wet plate negative would

used.—Yours faithfully.

per pin Pictorial ilachii'ery Ltd-.

FBEDEHir T. COEKETT,

Managing Director

7, Farringdon Road. London, E.C.I,

December 5.

[We note in the working instructions referred to by Mr. Corkett

for the u.se of the paper which is supplied as ." Pictograp'

that the paper is supplied in eight sizes, from 4'^ x 34 inc

to 59 X 39 inches, the papers being cut somewhat 'sma

than the regular sizes of negatives in order tp allow for cleaii'

off negatives to be used as supports after trairifer, the paper

stretching very slightly when wetted.

—

Eds., "' B.J."1

Take a number- of sheets of glass corresponding with the negative

required and coat same with a substratum of :—Hot water,

lOQ ozs.
;
gelatin? (Nelson's), 4 ozs. ; chrome alum, 100 grains.

In adding the chrome alum it is advisable to dissolve the laltcr

in part of the hot water and to add this hot solution to the '

gelatine solution drop by drop, with constant stirring.

Set glasses up to dry, or the plates can be dried at once ovrr

gas ring.
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A gcH.><l iDclboJ is to coat over night a qnantity of the glass,

iius h^vin;; next cUjr a supply ready for immediate use. The
iilije-.t f thi> substratum is the holding of the sensitive film to its

ilas- - pport.

Take ,r>mr »f the sensitive paper and immerse for a few miniites

n a trav of cold water, then sqaeegee on to the snbstratumed

lite.

Ti ' treated can then t>e exposed in the camera either

Ir 't't. or it can be allowed to dry and exposnre then

le Tti>- eipi^are is made through the glass, and consequently

he back of ^la^s should be cle^n A reversed negative can be

koe made direct

hit l>een made white the paper is in a moist

' to allow Uie paper on tbe plate to dry before

\\ I. dry, the paper on iU glass support is placed

r.ti.r hotter than the hand can l>car (ISO deg.).

this boi water bath, the paper wiil 1>e

V. thus leaving the sensitive exposed film

ipoi: t)" glaa* re^> -or de^elopment. Now place tbe plate in cold

irat>-r. :;i;iking snre tbe film is free Irom any of the medium used

If tl..-

tate. u

n hot v. iN

Ifter a few

oand to strij

the tolable adhesive s<^''

^eoiporaiily aflixtd i" i'

the emu'fion

!o the paper),

had been

(hen the

ubt.'

T
-eadv for

p(,t.i-h

I

y

.\'
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• i!l

I'
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nesi"

Tr-

..d f irnmlt. l.iit developer as follows

1 ot:

I r.z

1 or.

W '/.v

? ' .'•

. 40 aca.

.r fiw* Biiu>><<'- \ farther

' rirtO|n«ph liyiHi destroyer

' •' ',\ir.^' l.ath.

It r,tn he much
cl>-'>r \s I'ictograph

clearing s I not do its

-t all tta<« of tlxim yjlntion h«» bet-n ninnved from.tlia

iiraal methods known

provide* a cheap and

i,r.<<--< workers. The
free from defect «,

' tbi« average wet

A. » : • i» ..l.l^.iif.1 i ' dear glass

;d he u«»i 'um adviied m- .ensed with;

a precauliooitry measure, but is not a pecciiity

1982 roSORESS OF THE F'ROFKSSIONAL PHOTO
GRAPHRks .\S-mchtION.

To tl>« Ediu>r».

'Tien.—At a naaliag of the CoogreH Committee appoint«l

i'.P .\. Council it waa dcculed to loM an independent

and l« celebral* the 21«t >.-.>r of the Aaerx-jation's fonn-

, the month of bptaober ne%l. at tbe Princes Oalleriea.

. W.
.Ikriea laleetad for ''« »>«>• •"«*

venient (n London- s-aBordlng

• r • large dtp.-iv 1 |ir"lea»ional photography,

home" <v'll*i;"n of picturee, it ha* been de

l>it« from '
• urofeaaional photo-

.i.roed, a/ii • ).arture will prove

lUr* lnjti •lid »'la<-»t»oo.

•ho past the ••fn, -I'-foI pr'-srammc has been cramped for lack

• inces Galleriea will be entirely

it will be poaible to arrange a

-1 •al«iid''<: •• tares and denn'.MtYalion*.

» pcsJjir.- rior comfort of the Oalleriea afford eicep-

. for extending tl>^ wwial side of the Congress.

• I to take full advmtage of it.

The reason the foregoing informatiou has not been made public
earlier, was because Mr. Brookes desired to make the first announce-
ment, and our Council—in consideration of the many happy aaso-
ciatioiis with him at the Royal Horticultural HaU-^agreed.

"

Fuller particulars will be issued to members of the Associatioik

as soon as possible.—Yours faithfully,

Lang Sims,

Secretary.

437, Brixton Road, S.W.9.
December 6.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance nif/t our present proctire a relatively small space f»

allotttd in each isMve to replies to correspondents.

tt'i teiU answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope it

encloitd for reply; 5-ctnt International Coupon, from readirt

abroad.

Journal 'QuerUt to be antwertd in the Frid(Af'3 must reach

tu not later tlian Tuesday (potted Monday), and should bt

adiirestei to th* Kditors

J. W.—You should write to the Registrar of Trade Names and
DeRicriis, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, London,
W.C.2. for a cifcular of instructions in registering a trade mark
or design.

T. S.—The copyright is yours. You should point out the fact to-

the proprietors of the paper which has now printed it, asking;

them what they propose to do in the matter. You should take

this course in preference to naming any particular sum in respect

to the infringentent.

v. B.—Ordinary distemper or size colour is generally used for

backgrounds. It is lieltei to purchase one of the ready-made

brands Tho foreground may be distempered first and then-

given two thin ccats of good white oil paint, this allow*

footmarks to be sponged off.

B. v.—Registration at Stationers' Hall was abolished when the

present Copyright .\ct came into force in June, 1912. You can

take action fci inftingemeut of your photograph, since the Act

assumes that you arc the owner of the copyright, unless tlie

defendants can prove otherwise.

11, .1.—Your trouble is probably due to allowing your sheets to

become too dry before rutting. It is usual to keep the slieeta in a

hydraulic or powerful screw press for acme hours, say overnight,

then to cut two edges true, one sheet at a time, with an ordinaay

card cutter. They are then " knocked up " level and cut in the

guillotine. This is the usual practice of the big postcard printers.

.\. C—We confess wt are at a loss to at^count for the disappear-

ajico of the imago in thr- acetic acid bath. We do not think

iU disappearance ha.s been caused by the use of the sulphocyanid&

or the ammonia. We think there must be some original image

there, even :f inv!bible. This might be redeveloped with the

Wellington silver irtensifier, formula for which is given in the

" Almanac."

S. A.—We havt fou'i.! the most generally useful installation to b*

six 1,000 c.p. liaK watt lamps. You can, of course, use fewer

lamps' of higher c-andle-power, say, two 3,000, but the light is

then not so well di'»nsed. The lamps should go up to 8 ft. from

floor for standing figures and groups, and should come down to

about 5 ft. for children and sitting figures, as this greatly

JTiortctis the exposure.

K VV ^^TTeTlo not know of any enamel now on the market that

wUl fulfil your requirements, as our manufacturers almoat

invariably stove their work. There was, before the war, a.

German enamel which could be used cold, when it was very

alow drying, or could be stoved in the ordinary way, but it is

not now procurable. Possibly, if you wrote to Messrs. M«5*»''

Bros., varnish makers, 2-4, Noel Street, Soho, London, W.I.,

they could help you.

D J -Impossible to say what amount of bicarbonate solution is

sufficient for, wy. 00 self toning cards, since different brands of

paper are liable to vary considerably as regards the amount ot
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liicarbonate which is required. As bicarbonate is so cheap and

IS used in such weak solution you should use plenty of it. There

.an be no possible reason that we can see foi- trying to economise

ill it. There is no need to wash- in changes of water before

inserting in thu fixing bath.
;

W. L. G.—We do not thinl; you can buy zinc with the required

grained surface. At any rate, we have never heard of its being

supplied. But any photo-engraver should be able to etch for'

you zinc in almost any required psltern, either by photograph-

ing a textured surf^ice. or by laying down one or other of the

numerous patterns of shading medium. We think if you applied

w the photo-engraving firm which ordinarily makes your blocks

tliev could give you what you require.

C. J.—Aluminium is not a suitable metal for developing dishes

owing- to its being strongly affected by alkalies. Since amidol is

made up without an alkali it is th« developer which is most

suitable for aluminium, but even an amidol developer is slightly

iilkaline owing to the sulphite having a certain alkaline reaction.

So far as we know there is no chemical action between

aluminium and amidol, nevertheless it would not surprise us if

the amidol developer caused staining and slight roughening of

any aluminium dish in which it was kept for any length of time.

S. L.—(1) There is no objection to cream colour on the studio

walls unless the sun is upon the glass during the day, when it

would cause the negatives to l>e rather flat. If your ruby lamp

is .safe there is no reason why your dark-room walls should not

be white. We have daily experience in a dark, room which has

\ery light grey walls, and although the most rapid plates are

nuetl there is no trace of fog. The dishes are not covered, nor

is any unusual precaution taken. (2) We think it is quite

necessary to use the makers' formuldj^for papers giving special

tones. We have not obtained as satisfactory results with

"Kodura" and " Vitegas " when using amidol as with the

special metol-hydroquinone recommended. If you want to keep

to one developer metol-hydroquinone is the most convenient.

"W W.—il) We have found that the minimum power necessary ii

o.OOO c.p., and this is best applied by having si.x 1,000 c.p

himps. (2^ The Ger-eral Electric Co.,. Magnet House, Kingsway,
London, W Cz, who will give you an estimate. (3) Nothing

except the G.E.C. booklet. (4) It is largely a matter of expe-

diency. In an ordinary glass roof studio many prefer to put
the lamps on the solid side of the roof, so as not to interfere

with ordinary lighting, while others place them on the glass

sidp to use in conjunction with poor daylight. The lamps
should be placed about 8 ft. from tbe sitter's end of studio,

ami :;-hould go up to 8 ft from the floor for full lengths, and
come down to about S ft. for sitting figures and baV)ies. They
should be arranged in a slight curve so that two lamps serve as

a side light.
'

C. T.— (1) Diamidophonol, which is the same thing as amidol, but

different from paramidophenol, is usually sold in the form of

hydrochloride, which is a combination of the " base " with

hydrochloric acid. We expect that both of your sample;; are

this hydrochloride. Very freouently, in fact as a rule, the

hydrochloride i.s sold simply under the name of diamidophenol.

(2) We are no., able to identify the gas burner, which is evi-

dently of French make, but we are pretty sure that it is not

made for ordiinary house gas, but for acetylene. It seems to ba
;ui arrangement for burning acetylene under a small mantle,

although we have, never heard of a burner of this type. If it

is an acetylene fitment, Mr. R. J. Moss, of 98, Snow Hill, Bir

mingham, would no doubt be able to fit the necessary acces-

soiies. " Depos^ " on the burner means registered. We have
no means, however, of ascertaining the name of the registered

firm from the number.

C R. W.—So far as our experience goes photographers do nothing
towards warming the water supply used for washing, prints in

cold weather. Certainly, as you say. the efficiency of the wash
water is less when cold, though considering the large excess in

which the water is used we do not think that that makes very
much difference as regai-ds removal of hypo, providing the
prints or negatives have been thoroughly fixed. It makes a
great deal of difference, -however, in the comfort of handling
plates or prints. It would be an easy matter to arrange for a
small coil water heater to be connected with the water supply.
For raising the temperature from about 40 to 60 the consumption
of gas would be relatively small, and a sufficient flow of water
could be obtained. Messrs. Flet<;her Russell, of Warrington,
make a number of patterns of water-heater suitable for this

purpose, one cf which, we see, is regularly listed by Messrs

Sinclair,' of 54 Haymarket, S W.l, as a valuable darkroom fit

ment, which is what it is

p. X. Acetylene is very little used in portrait work, and we havf

not been able to find any installation in use. We are of opinjoi

that it is quite suitable for the purpose, but are unable to wj
what oandle-power would be necessary. Much would depeni

upon the length of exposure you can afford to give, but we sboQlo

imagine that 500 c.p. would be the minimum. Replying to your

inquiries :— (1) 7 litre burner, 14 c.p., consumption i cubic foot

of gas per hour. 14 litre burner, 30 c.p., consumption i cubit

foot of gas per hour. 21 litre burner, 50 c.p., consumption J cohic

foot of gas per hour. (2) Yes, at equal visual candle-power. f5

A very rapid ortho plate, such a Marion's Iso Record. (4) If

the burners are well distributed we do not think that a diffusei

would be necessary. (5) It is impossible to compare acetylene

with other lights, except on a basis of cost per exposure, and we

have no data available to do this. So far as we can ascertain

there is no lamp or arrangement of burners suitable for photo-

graphy now on the market. We would, however, recommend you

to apply to ilessrs. Thorn and Hoddle, 151, Victoria Street,

Westminster, London, SW.l, or Mr. David Allan, 107, Mansfield

Street, Kini^sland, London, E.2, who have made such apparatus.

(7) Milton is an efficient hypo eliminator; only a very weali

solution is necessary, about one part in 100 parts of water.

W. S.^(l) Providing that the facts can be established beyond

question respecting your having tdken the photographs at yonr

own cost and with your employer's permission, we think yon

are the owner of the copyright. If the case came into a County

Court the judgment would rest purely on the evidence. Prima

facje the copyright in photographs taken by you as an employee

is the property of your employer, and therefore it would be

necessary to be able to show quite clearly that you were taking

thorn under special conditions. If the evidence was conflicting

oh the point, we think it is more likely than not that judgment

would be given for the employer. (2) Your second query

perplexes us by apparently contrary claims which it seems to

imply. You liave made an enlarged negative from one of those

referred to under (U and have sold it to your employer. Very

good, that is certainly evidence that your employer admits your

ownership of the copyright. This is the strongest piece of

evidence you could bring in claiming copyiight of the exposures

mentioned under (1). Now you also say that you wish to claim

the enlarged negative by paying for the cost of enlarging. We
are quite at ;, loss to understand what yoti mean. We should

have thought that as you had sold the enlarged negative to your

employer you had also undertaken the cost? of making if. If

those costs were undertaken by your employer, we think you

have no case whatever, either for copyright in the original

subjects or for any right to purchase the enlarged negative.

But the facts are not as clearly put as they might be, and perhaps

we are misunderstandiT.g the circumstances.
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EX CATHEDBA.
Acetylene Last week we replied to a correspondent
Ll^^t. ^Ijq ggjjt ^ yg ^]iat appeared to be a
burner for acetvlene to be used under an incandescent
mantle and stated that we were unaware of burners of
this type being in use. Messi-s. E. J. Moss & Soub, the
well-known acetylene firm of Snow Hill, Birmingham,
very kindly send us some particulars bearing upon this

matter. They tell us that mantles for acetylene incan-
descent burners are made by Messrs. George Bray, of
Leeds, and by many Continental firms, and they coni5rm
118 in our opinion that very few such burners are in use.
While, theoretically, a burner of this type gives more light
for a given consumption of acetylene than the self-

luminous flame, the colour of the light is not so good.
But the chief objection to this form of acetylene light is

the very great difiiculty of keeping the minute air pas-
sages free and thus of burning the gas with a proper
adjustment of air. Even with coal gas, which is burnt at
the rate of from 3 to 5 feet per hour in an incandescent
burner, care has to be exercised in providing proper
adjustment of the air ; the difficulty is greatly increased
in tlie case of an acetylene atmospheric burner consuming
from one-quarter to one oubic foot per hour. For theee
reasons incandescent acetylene as a light-source for pro-

jection and enlarging lanterns has not proved a satisfac-

tory plan in practice. Although when in new and perfect

working order a burner consuming one focJt per hoiu* will

be nearly equal to two self-luminous bm"ners consuming
two feet per hour, very slight variations in pressure of the
gas or in its degree of purification and drying so greatly

upsat the action of the burner as to render it useless.

The 1922 The letter from the secretary of the Pro-
Oongr9»». fessional Photographers' Association,

which appeared on page 739 of our issue of last week,
adds little to the information which had so far been made
public respecting the arrangements for the Congress of

next year, which will celebrate the coming of age of the

.\s«opiation. It does, however, tell us that the Congress

is to be held at the Princes Galleries, Piccadilly, London,

W.. and that it is hoped to supplement the exhibition of

portraiture by photographere in this country by exhibits

{ram leading studios in other countries. We are cordially

in agc^*«ient with the \'i€w that next year's Congress

.slioiild assume a special character wortiiy of the com-

pletion of the twenty-one years of life of the P.P.A. We
hope to be reassured by the further aimouncements which

are to be made that this aim will be better realised in

Piccadilly in September than at the Horticultural Hall

in May. In our opinion the crux of the choice between

these two times and places resides, not in physical facili-

ties, but in entirely human considerations, chief among
which is the question whether professional photographers

in sufficient number will attend the Congress at the end
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: the summer. We are inclined to think that tlie attrac-

tions in the displays of apparatus, etc., at the Fair rajik

at any rate equally with those of the Congress meetings
in the estimation of the rank and file of mcinbers of the

P.P. A. ; and if that is so, it is at least questionable

whether a September Congress has the same chances of

special success which one in May would have in Vincent
Square. From what we can hear exhibitors at the Fair
(who, we are informed, have without exception re-

booked their space) are satisfied that they will get the
attendance of professional photographers, and we have
no doubt that Mr. Arthur Brookes will provide other
special features making the Fair specially attractive to

portrait photographers.

Hyperfocal Photographic literature suffers from
Distance. many examples of confusion of terms,

but it is perhaps more unfortunate than in most other
instances that the somewhat involved subject of depth of

focus should include in its vocabulary a term, namely
hyperfocal distance, which is used by various writers in

three different senses. Most usually, perhaps, it is

employed to denote the nearest distance of an object to

the camera which is rendered without perceptible m\-
shai-pness when the lens is focussed on infinitj'. By
oth<^rs it is used to denote the distance of an object from
the camera on which one should focus in order to obtain

infinity without perceptible unsharpness. There would
not be much objection to these two senses of the term,
since the two distances are very nearly the same. difiEering

from each other in faxjt onlj' by one focal length of the
lens, which, in most cases, can be entirely neglected. It

is not the same, however, with the meaning which is

attached to the hyperfocal distance by French writers on
optics, notably Moessard. In French papers on the sub-

ject the term hyperfocal distance is employed to mean
the distance of the nearest object which is obtained with-

out percepttble unsharpness (according to the particular

standard adopted for the disc of confusion) , when objects

at the extreme distance corresponding with infinity are

rendered in like manner. A very simple geometrical con-

struction shows that hyperfocal distance, according to this

last definition, is one-half that 'according to either of tlie

two former. These differences are, perhaps, the cause
of some of the misunderstandings which habitually occur
in discussions of depth of focus.

Self-Toning The paper read by Mr. P. E. Salmon at
Papers. tl-m South Suburban Photographic
Society, which appeared in last week's " Journal," use-
fully drew attention to the vers' considerable variety which
exists at the present time among coinmercial self-toning
papers, not only as regards facilitating the production
of certain colours in the prints, but also as I'egards

contrast. From being in its early days the favourite
paper of the amateur, a popularity which it has still

retained, self-toning paper has come to be the stand-by
of many professional portraitists, more especially those
who work practically single-handed. It is, perhaps, the
opinion among those who have not interested themselves
particularly in self-toning papers that the latter are all

much of a muchness in requiring a somewhat vigorous
negative, that is to say, a negative of a kind which is

nut the best for gaslight printing or for the making of

enlargements. It is therefore worth while to direct atten-

tion to the detailed notes contained in Mr. Salmon's
paper, from, which will be seen the opportunity which
exists for choosing among self-toning papers those which
are specially suitable to soft or to vigorous negatives in

reference to the degree of contrast which is desired in the
prints. Doubt upon this point has veiy likely deterred
individual portrait photographers from making greater
use of the self-toning typo of paper. So far as surface,

texture and colour of the paper base ai-e concerned it is

surely not necessai-y to point out that makers have
provided between them all the varietj* v\hich is ordinarily

called for.

THE INFLUENCE OF THE SUBJECT UPON
LIGHTING AND EXPOSUEE.

The variations in treatment which are rendered necessary
by differences in the colour and surface of various
subjects, including the human sitter, do not always
receive at the hands of the photographer the attention
which is due to them, and therefore the results, although
perhaps passable, are by no means as good as they
might be.

Technical or commercial photographers do not usually
err in this respect, but the average studio worker is

rather apt to go on with his subjects as if they were as
much alike as is a row of pins, and to attribute his poor
negatives to some wickedness inherent in them I'ather

than to his own ignorance.

Let \is take a familiar example, a wedding cake. How
often do we find full detail in the high-lights as well as
the shadows, and the texture of the siuface correctly

rendered throughout? Very rarely indeed. To go to the
other end of the scale, the same may be said of a dark
bronze figure or a carved ebony panel. Assuming that
in each case the plate is capable of taking care of the
colour rendering, it has been found by actual experiment
that the bronze statue will require thirty times as much
exposure as the wedding cake, plate speed and lens

aperture and lighting being, of course, identical.

In practice it is, however, imdesirable to use the same
kind of lighting for such widely dissimilar subjects, for

the glaring white cake requires a very subdued illumina-

tion, while the bronze will stand any amount of light,

even the direct rays of the sun not being too much for

some antique specimens. In either case it is important
that the exposure should be sufficient to give full detail

with a reasonably short time of development.

The colour of the subject, apart from its whiteness or

blackness, as exemplified in these two instances, has a
very important beai'ing upon exposure, not only when the
colom- is pronoimced, but when it exists in such delicate

shades as are hardly perceptible to the eye. If when
copying a series of engravings mostly upon M'hite paper
one printed upon a slightly yellowish india tint is en-

countered, it will be found necessary to give three or

four times the exposure necessary for the others, if it is

to have the same degree of contrast.

In the case of subjects which show extremes of light

and shade, such as machiners' with polished steel for

lights and dark green or brown for shadows, sufficient

exposure must be given to secure detail in the latter.

If the plate be backed and a diluted but unrestrained

developer be used, it will be found that a fairly accurate

representation of the subject as it appears to the eye will

be obtained. It must never be forgotten that density

accrues in the high-lights much quicker than detail

appears in the shadows, and that the loss of detail in the

former more than compensates for any gain in the latter.

In passing, it may be noted that very rapid plates are

not as a rule suitable for subjects vnth strong contrasts,

their scale of tones being shorter than that of slower ones.

We have so far dealt only with inanimate models, as

our points can best be illustrated by such, but the same
idea holds good in ordinary studio portraiture. .Although
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•uch extremets of whit© and black rarely occur, there is
enough variety in the complexions and dresses of sitters
to call for some modification of lighting and exposure.
Taking the question of complexion first, it is obvious
that a pale-faced woman with imdistinguished features
and. if we may say so, a generally washed-out appearance
demands a lighting whi'^h, while subdued in the bigh-
lijriif*. provides sufficiently strong shadows to give a
pn-i.T idea of relief, while a rubicund soldier whose palest
fl.- tint is a det>p yellow will stand a strong illumination
aixl free use of the reflector. Although, perhaps, foreign
to r.ur subject, it is not out -f i>lace to advocate the use
of . ..lour-sensitive plates for all porta-ait work, there
IwuiL- no cimumAtanc»^ in which they are inferior to the
" while in many cases thev give

» results without a light-filter. With
fi t-bi)*io having blue eyes and golden
^ t rosultiint upon the use of an

with a pale yellow filter is so
' it will not be forgotten.

'W a fashion to ignore clothing and
.i, . .. .n.l r

. ..^...cf.iit the face in a
^ "i - I iiired to give full

'' i:is:iionable to do so.
^ as I) pale lady in a

black velvet dress, will present itself. Here a full
exposure is necessary if the result is not to be hard. If
only sufficient exposure be given for the proper rendering
of the face, there is a great temptation to over-developm trying to get some detail into the velvet, but with a
fuller exposure this detail can be attained before the
shadows m the face are lost. The face may be a little
lackmg in contrast, but at least it will have the texture
of flesh and not that of a plaster image. "With such a.

subject a small head screen may be used with advantage,
placing it so that the light is softened upon the face only
and allowed to play in full strength upon the dark
clothing.

Tlie old slogan "Get it in the negative '

is the
soimdest piece of advice which can be given. Matt-
vamishing, dodging in printing and such devices falsify
the scale of tones in the original subject and are apparent
tc» the artistic eye. Correct exposure, careful lighting
and judicious development, joined, of course, to artistic
posing are the main factors in successful portraiture.
It may be necessary to define judicious development, and
in the fewest words tliis may be done by saying " Avoid
forcing." No negative was ever improved by trying to
get out reluctant detail, and thousands have been ruined
bv it.

FOR AN ODD HALF-HOUR IN THE PRINTING=ROOM

thi

•It .sort of rlii-le to any I have
bi- noir, both in moiln and in re.

niBi»t in my iiskinf; those
n simple and po-oiibly appa-

eren to «prD<l a small amount
ras statin;: tlio lH-n>-fit or results

1 '-^•^t ing what may
: '\< Ic is that the
N ' ->' >e obtained bj merely raiding about them.

: give » li»t- "'• 1'"" iirt!clt-i r<<<]uirod for

•v They ly merely part of
iiii.iiiHOt ' ;

I
,

-jm. .\ big. deep
'I a wholo-pUie diab with about a pint
li.i r...il!, , vife for bromide paper, and

H in regular iim.> will obvi-

""i. in addition to those,

tion of one of those

r. K>»'> - "' as plate tektcrs or a&

% for en: one with nut lesa than
?' •< possible for the

. but i( is muoh
• *his graduatod

' and Mmpler
.^ oniv \riiji ' ^ snreta of trana-

imls of gradat , be an inch wide
_• naT «>n\"' Tiit'iuiy be paAte«i by its

'im of an onrpty plate-4>ox which has

lar;;i- a: Jioth.

-naterials will ciimpriae a few pieces of

'-paper audi a« are in regular me, either bromide,

«r on« af the ctam*» betrween tlMM which aro finding

v<i It will be alt the better if seven I

> nd if a oonple of pieces of a sknr papi>r

oa tii« gUi« top of thn printing-box for at least the

•he larK«*t negative pnntpd on it) can be spared it

-»tly to thf value of the testa. If bromide-paper

th« effect of the slow paper can perhaps be got

hnnpine th" lamp naed for printing with a

.f low candle-power.

ranged theae few matt«*« tbe flrat thing I will

ask the reader to do is to develop a few tiny strips of paper
previously exposed on tho printing box so as to find the
exposure that will produce, on full normal development, a
fairly strong grey, but not a black. Having determined this,

it is poestble to expose one of the large size sheets of the
slow paper, and it ia very likely that only one will be required.

After exposing this sheet, it is to bo developed in a bath rather

woaker than normal, say half-strength, and while in the bath

it is necessary to keep the sheet moving continiKxisIy. As soon

as tho sheet has developed to a fairly stroiig tint it is washisd

free of developer under a fairly strong jet of water from the

tap. and on immersing it in the hypo it is kept moving from
the moment it touches the fixing-bath for, say, fifteen seoondH

or so. .Vfter a further short fixing the sheet may be turned up
and examined.
Even from this very simple effort something should bo

learned. ' If the tint is beautifully even all over one can bo

sure, at any rate, that certain troubles must not be attri-

buted to cither ^he paper or thfc printing-box, hut if the

contrary is the case it should not be difficult to decide whether

one will at last make an effort to give tho inside of the

printing-box a new coat of white paint and fit it with a sheet

of iiround-plass an inch or so below the negative, or whether

n chaiiKo of paper is desirable. If any doubt exists as to the

cnu.sc of anv phenomenon which may present itself a seco'id

•hect treate<l exactly like tho first will decide th>« point. If

the peculiarities in the two results are identical, obviously they

tfTPThie to some feature of the apparatus. If not, they must

be duL fc faulty paper

The next experiment I suggest is to take tho plate-box which

w«.<i cut out and fitted with layers of tissue pajwr, and lay it

upon the printing-box—tissue side downwards. If a piece of

printing-paper is then laid upon the box and exposed, it

should show a range of tints on development from light to

dark, but more or less diffused by reason of the distance

between the sensitive surface and the tissue papers. After

having exposed and developed one or two pieces to get the hang
of the idea. I will ask that a few pieces be treatetl as follows;

—One sheet, on being taken out of the developer, is just

dipped in water, dropped into tho hypo, and left there. The
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second is to be rinsed under the tap in parsing from developer

to fixing-bath, and the third well vaslied by a stronger flow

of water directed along its surface for more efficient removal

of the developer. The two latter are to be well moved on

immersion in the hypo. Anything that may be learned from

this test will be much more marked in the case of the slow

papers, and the same applies to the following one. For this,

either the tint negative of tissue paper may be used, as in

the previous experiment, or a negative in which there is some
•area of delicate thin gradation, such as a male sitter in dark
clothing, or a negative which has been vignetted in the camera.

The experiment consists in giving two sheets identical expo-

sures but developing them separately, one being kept moving
continuously hroughout development and the other being
allowed to lie still in the developer till dark enough. Com-
parison of the two usually will arouse surprise, and it may bo

remembered in this connection that when more than three or

four prints are developed simultaneously in a dish together

they are still for a great projx>rtion of the time period of

development. It may be added that prints that are fully or

slightly over-exposed (as I believe the great majority of

bromide prints are) will show a greater difference under this

test than correctly exposed prints which are allowed to develop

right out.

The last experiment of all is to expose a few bits of paper
under the plate of numbered densities, and to develop them
right out. Naturally some papers and some exposures will

reach a higher number than others, but usually the tints at

the lower and thinner end of the plate will produce a certain

nmnber of black areas showing no difference. The gradation

of any particular paper will start, of course, from the lowf«t

tint that sihows a difference in depth from the one before it,

and the number of tints from that to the highest which can
be just seen against the white paper is a measure of the
gradation. A more rapid paper, therefore, which a similar

exposure gives a higher number, will not necessarily have a
longer gradation, but if it has the fact is easily recognised.

Having done this, it is not a difficult matter to compare the

highest and lowest densities of the current negatives with the
numbered densities of the test plate and so determine whether
or not they show a greater difference than those extremes
which it has just been found the paper used will register.

On the other hand, it may be found that the negatives exhibit

a still shorter range of tints. In either case it follows that
the negatives are not calculated to make the best po.ssible

prints on that particular paper, and either they should be
developed differently, or another brand of paper should be
selected. Persons are not unknown who are very keen on
paper prices, and who persistently ascribe lack of quality in

prints to obstinate carelessness on the part of the printer. An
occasional half-hour spent in such practical little experiments
as those I have described will do more to settle disputes
between operator and printer than hours of argument. It is

also a good plan to make such tests before sending complaints
to a paper manufacturer. When the reader has carried out
the simple operations outlined above once or twice he will

appreciate that tho results will be far more convincing in

the case of a dispute than any number of faulty prints, if

they are too much trouble for him to perform then I can only
retort that to describe why they will be so convincing is too
much trouble for me.

D. Ch.\rm;s.

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPERIENCES IN JAVA.

The information contained in this article is prepared from
an unsolicited communication sent to Messrs. James A.
Sinclair and Co., Ltd., Haymarket, London, by a customer of

theirs. Captain C. S. Blunt, of Batavia, Java, who is an
enthusiastic and serious amateijr photographer, and writes of

his experience in the use of apparatus and the practice of

photography in the hot and moist climate of Java. We owe
to the courtesy of Messrs. Sinclair the opportunity of putting
Captain Blunt 's information before our readers.

The Duteli Island of Java, like other places in the East,

presents many attractive subjects for the traveller with a

camera. With a population, including the island of Madura,
of 35,000,000, chiefly native, there are numerous subjects repre-

senting native customs and industry, relics of the old religions

of the East, all side by side with the modern prosperity which

has followed in the wake of the Dutch colonists. Although

Java ohtains the strong light of the Tropics, at the higher

mountain levels the light is often bad, owing to the mist in

which hill tops and mountains are generally enveloped. For

this reason the user of a camera on a tripod is very fre-

quently better equipped than the less serious worker with a

hand camera.

Captain Blunt states that the islands form a fine market

for cameras, but one which, unfortunately, is left almost com-

pletely in the hands of the Germans. The latter are leaving

nothing undone to regain and extend their trade. If a

German camera goes wrong, tlie agent is on the spot to remedy

matters or, if need be, to supply a new one. Captain Blunt's

report is that British firms are complf^ining of no business,

whilst the German firms are growing fat on their profits.

Nevertheless, the preference for British goods exists, but is

stultified by the want of accommodation on the part of London
firms in compari-son with the thoroughness with which the

German studies the market. Such is the opinion formed by
Captain Blunt from his observations.

Choice of Apparatus.
In choosing a camera for use in a climate such as Java

and the conditions there may be said to prevail more or less

throughout the East—the first piece of advice is that, for

good results, it should be one with which focussing can be
done ; that lis to say, should be usable on a tripod, when so
required. From the point of view of the photographer who
takes his hobby seriously and wishes to obtain really good
results, the best camera is a quarter-plate " Una," or some-
thing like it ; that is to say, one which can be used efficiently

on a stand and also in the hand. It is also recommended that

the outfit should include an extra small camera, such as an
N. and G. vest-pocket for roll film.

If a reflex camera is to be chosen, the extremely short

exposures given or claimed by makers of most "reflexes can

be put aside as useless. The exposures that are needed are

half^econds, not of the order of thousandths of a second.

Captain Blunt works usually at one-eighth, one-sixteenth, or

one-twenty-fourth of a second, very seldom, if ever, at one-

fiftieth or one-hundredth, and is of the opinion that the only

reflex meeting all the requirements in a country like Java is

the Sinclair "N.S.," having a between-lens instead of a focal-

plane shutter. A reflex camera should he fitted with an

//4.5 lens for fa.cility of focussing under the bad conditions of

light which often prevail.

As regards the lens and shutter for the oidinary type of

camera, the host selection is a first-rate objective of //6.3 or

//6.8 aperture, such as Ross or Cooke. The shutter is

preferably of the hetween-lens type giving accurate slow speeds

from 1 second to one-hundredth. Owing to the bad light

which is often available, it is more than ordinarily necessary

to have a shutter, the speed of which can be depended on, in

order that exposure worked out by a meter or otherwise can

be accurately given.

In giving the above advice Captain Blunt is taking th»^
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Development.
Loose chemicals sold in Java are unreliable for photography

tor security ,t should be a rule to use well-known preparations
such as Burrough Wellcome's "Tabloids" or other bottled
branded goods of repute, and in any case to exercise great
care in purchasing from local suppliers. The damp climate
appears to attack hypo in some way, for if stored in a paper
wrapping it will melt, bursting the bag, and possibly doing a
groat deal of damage to surrounding goods. Hypo should
always be stored and carried in sealed tins.

Excellent results are obtained by tank development if done
with proper care. On no account must the developer be used
unless with a thermometer to test the temperature. In many
cases ice must be used for tank development. The best
method is to wrap up a lump of ice in a. cloth and beat it

into practically a pulp. A bucket of water has now several
largo lumps of ice put into it, so as to keep the temperature
of the water under or a<bout 50 deg. The ice pulp is then put
into the tank with the developer, and when the thermometer
registers 50 dog. or a little under, the film is put in and then
the whole tank i<»put into the bucket of oold water and allowe<I
to remain there during the whole time of development, say,
20 minutes. During this time care must be taken that the
temperature of the water in the bucket does not rise above
50 deg. This method will give good results, because it ensures
that the developer is working at 50 deg. The great tendency
is for the temperature to rise much more quickly in the tank
than might be supposed. It is important to see that the

rubber band on the lid of the tank fits properly. Sometimes
these rubber bands are too big, so that the tank cannot be
closed.

In wa.shing. very great car© is required, because water which
may be running quite cool from a tap for the first few minutes
will suddenly be delivered at a temperature of 90 deg. ov

more. Alum shonld bo used freely before washing.

Lastly, a hint may be given to travellers taking their filiii

exposures to be developed. There are many firmi in Java who
develop films, and not only will they develop them badly, but

in some cases ruin them also. As a rule, it is best to pick out

a good Chinaman, who is usually more careful. And a rule

should bo made to hand in the film pack in the tin case in

which it has been supplied. Assistants in these developing

firms are often shockingly carele.ss in the way they squeeze or

twist a pack in their hands, so that delivery in the original

tin is a certain amount of protertion against them.

i!>>i PHorooatniic Cib<.x« ExRiunoM.—JUcmbenhip of the

Photofiaphio Cirole u open only to those who can
hj Umu work their fitnna to baioei^ to it. The mcni-* all, Utarefore, pictorial fnlhusiasta of cooaidersbla ability,

the ExhthiUoa now open unlU to-marrow, December 17, in the—^ of the Soalh 01a»,p>« Caiwra Club. 43, Bankhall Street,

^ina MMeh that ie inWmUri;; 1~h« ertries (limited to three

l-r oarker) ntaahafwd 129, and (r<.:n these Mr. Archibald Cochrane
has ariected the 80 prints whrh fonn the present exhibition. This

't drastic Iwlaient has resultej in the exhibits beinp; of a

rml; high aUndard. cnnaiderabiy in admnce of the Circle's

"w eSorla Only a amall pri^rtion of (be exhibits are por-

W. Oraoke shows two of his large scale works treated in

isial tiwlse lji feahioQ. R Creerar and Wro. Findlay appear
^arfc al<ai|( aimilar lines, and both show dainty examinee of

ria of yooAK wotnanhood. Amoni; the land)icap<«

«d'» thr#» pirliiriM. are worthy of partirukir stu<ly.

His " Craigmillar " is a very dramatic impression; "A Dreani

of the Roplock " is perhaps more likely to give general pleaauie,

while his " Joyous Summer " is joyous indeed. Dan. Dunlop

shows " The Clond " with fine, ofien-air feeling; " The Flowing

Tide" and "Palace Courtyard, Stirling," from which some

uri?eaire4 buildings have been cleverly remorved. In " Sand

Ca»U*»r'*-'^NV S. Denver aeems to have discovered a new fore-

ground, the shadows of a group of adult epeotalors being used

with very pleasing effect. John Baird sticks to his beloved Scot-

tish mounptoin and flood ; his three examplee give evidence of the

poetic feeling with which he regards mature. " The Goo<ls

Entrince " (A. T. Edgely) and " The Arch " (C. E. Jenkins) show

that oven in smoky Glasgow fine effeote are obtainable by those

who appreciate the beauty of light. We find bromoil at its l>cst

in " The Isle of Ely " (Hector Murohiison) and " Loading .Sand
"

(D. L. Taylor). These workers seem to have avoided the loss of

quality obserN-able in so many examples of this pix)cc».
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A HOME=MADE VERTICAL ENLARGER.

Thb onlarger which I am about to describe owes its origin

to the purchase, some years before the war, of a set of square-

form 12 X 10 bellows, with a plain front board attached,

which was picked up at an auction sale for 5s. A joiner was
called in, and the main ibody of the enlarger, as shoivn in the

photograph ((fig. 1), was constructed and the bellows affixed

thereto, the front board being supported up<in a pair of

wooden arms which, in turn were fixed to a cross piece made
to slide between guides fixed ujxm two of the uprights.

The opening in tlie top frame of the ma.in portion of the

enlarger is 14^ x llj inches, .so that a 15 x 12 negative

can be placed in position between a pair of guide bars, or a
nest of carriers (15 x 12 to 12 x 10, 12 x 10 to 10 x 8,

10 X 8 to whole-plate, whole-plate to half-plate, and half-

plate to quarter-plate) can be slid in. The wooden frame
which is fixed below this opening, and to the lower edge of

which the top of the 'bellows are fixed, is made 15 x 12 inside,

with the idea that although the bellows themselves are only

for 12 X 10, it would be possible to work fijom a 15 x 12

negative. It may be said,, however,

that in practice it is not found that

a 15 X 12 negative receives even

illumination right up to the edges.

Still, it is not often that one wishes

to work from a 15 x 12, and no
trouble is now found in working

from any size of negative from

12 X 10 downwards.
Around three sides of the opening

on the upper platform is fixed a
wood frame about 3 inches in heiglit,

to embrace the .light-box ; and the

remaining side, where the negative

carriers slide in, is closed in by a
sliding panel of wood, which is

dropped into position after the car-

riers are slid in, thus cutting off all

outlet of light from within the box.

The original light-box was made
of three-ply wood, and was in the

first 'place equipped with a small

mercury-vapour lamp, known as the
" Bastian." This had an M-sIiaped

tube and a self-tilting rheostat, but
did not give even illumination,

except with the addition of so much
ground glass or opal interposed as

to hopelessly increase the necessary exposures, so it was dis-

carded, and a half-watt lamp substituted. This worked all

right for small negatives, but was no good for anything over

half-plate, and, as we often have to enlarge from whole-plate

or larger negatives, the light-box, as shown in the photograph,

was designed, and constructed by a local tinsmith. It is

fitted with five half-watt lamps—one at each corner and one
in the centre, and these are wired up in such a manner (see

fig. 2) that it is possible to use the central one only, the four

corner lamps only, or all five together. The box is enamelled

black on the outside, but the sheet tin of which it is con-

structed is left bright within which, of course, assists in

obtaining even illumination.

The front aboard carrying the bellows was originally made to

work "grip-tight" in its guide bars, but this was only a

temporary and never satisfactory arrangement ; and after

-4

endeavouring for some time to obtain a suitable focussing
screw in steel or bra.ss, it was finally decided to have one made
of wood, and this has given perfect satisfaction. The bromide
paper for enlarging is laid upon a loose drawing board,
usually covered by a sheet of good glass, free from flaws and
specks. Tliis drawing board is supported ujKJn another board
made the full width of the space between the uprights and
resting upon cross-bars fixed at c<invenient heights upon the
uprights. An index pointer is fixed upon the sliding board

Fig. 2.-.A, wire to switch for one lamp; B, wireto miiah far four lamre-
O. Mitnm wire.

which bears the bellows front and lens, and this travels up
and down upon a scale fixed on one of the uprights which
shows the degree of enlargement given at any distance with
any of three different lenses available, 6, 7, and 8i inches
focal length respectively. It is thus possible to focus rapidly
to any desired degree of enlargement by first of all setting
the lens board to the scale as required, getting a rough focus
by moving a sheet of white cardboard up and down, placing
the drawing board in an approximately correct position by
supporting it upon a few old discarded pulp boards (at one
time used for glazing), and finally getting an exact focus by
a slight movement of the screw.
The wider dimension between the uprights of the main frame

IS 25", but enlargements can be made to a still greater length
than this by placing the negative cross-wi.se on the upper plat-
form and using a larger board for the bromide paper, also
placed cross-wise below. To guard against accidental fogging
of the bromide paper, the enlarger is closed in, when in uset
by a curtain around three sides of the frame; and it should
bo mentioned that the top of the light-box, which bears the
lamp-holders, is made to lift completely off for convenience
in replacing lamps.
The light-box is pierced with a series of ventilating lioles

on the rear side, well up towards the top, these being trapped
for escape of light by a curved plate of tin fixed all along on
the outside.

The total cost of the whole affair, which in its present state
is giving every satisfaction, has amounted to about £7 10s.—
this includes the bellows, joiner's account for wood-work,
drawing board for bromide paper, wooden focussing screw,
sfieet tin light-ibox, nest of carriers, lamp-holders, switches,
wire and lamps. The wiring was done by the writer. A sheet
of good ground glass is laid upon the nest of carriers, above
the negative, and this is found to give quite satisfactory
diffusion of illumination.

H. O. Thompson.

Half-Watt Installations.—In sending us a circular describing

iheir " Dominion " installations for studdo half-watt lighting,

Messrs. Sichel & Samuelson, 52, Bunhill Row, London, E.C.I,

remind us that they were the first to embody the half-watt lamps

in a oommepcial form. They have still in use the original inetaUa

tion and lamps, for demonstration purposes, which they will be

pleased to show to any profeseional .photographer who may be
interested.
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USEFUL FORMULA FOR TELEPHOTO SEPARATION.

fcklJ.\
speaking, writers on telephotography tend to make

formula ondul; bard of oomprebension to the non-
matical reader. The separation, for instance, required

m the positive and the negative lens for a given magnifi-

^ation, is oommonly expreased in a roundabout and unneces-

«rily obscure way, aa tha sum of the " telescopic condition "

Mid ibv " optical interval " or " delta " (A).

The telescopic condition is the difforencA between the focal

langth of the positive leas and that of the negative lens, or

>,_/, ; while the optical interval is the amount by which the

Mparation exceeds the telescopic condition, and may be any-

thing between the latter and the focal length of the negative

laos. This, however, merely tells us the limits of the separa-

tion, namely, that it cannot be as long m /,, nor as short

"' it the separation is of comparatively
since moat adjustable telephoto lenses

:v>> elwnent, and obtain variations in mag-
rackiag oat the positive; so that all the

;ia4> to do is to measure the extension [K) from
Ion*, which equals /, x (Jf— 1.) Nevertheless,

•m» that the photographer has to employ an
•hotn attachuient, fitted inside the camera

Una. In such a case, it is some-
.voow the separation, or the degree

ai neoeaaary.

D. 1 frooa it« imd inei ied burial beneath the " delta
"

pyramnl, liie formula for telephoto aeparation may be ex-

hibited in the following intelligible and straightforward garb.

I>et /, = the focna of the poaitive lens, /, == the focus of the

negative lens, and, M ^ the magnification wanted. Then

r —/i+'^==the nodal separation from positive to negative len«.

Thus, suppose the po*itive lens is of 7 ins. focus, and the
aegatire lens of 3 ins. fociw, what separation will be required
for four magniScattons?

Heia. /i - 7.A •> S and M ^ i. Tberefon,

(7 — S) -t-
'. - 4{ in*, spparatino.

Macni&catitjn. of rourae. \\ the quotient obtained on divid-

ing thn p.>-.)ti.. of the telephoto combination-
In th.. f.r.v'iu u the original focus is 7 ins.,

and thi' i:..>.:i.i:. tbe focus of the resulting combi-
ilitiri w I

^'> '>
'

r aula, giving tbe separation necesaary to
obta'T. •-uiiibinatioa (f) of a dasire<l focal length,

A ' /.

The calculation here will be:—

1

a <"

ititire lens is of 9 ins. focus and the

'at separation is required to make

9
g

^ + 77;
= 5 + 2J, = 7J ms. separation.

Where a scale of magnifications is marked, as on the ordi-
nary typo of adjustable telephoto mount, the photographer
often wishes to obtain some other magnification not there in-
cluded. By using the following formula, this is quite an easy
matter, provided the focus of the negative lens is known.
Let If' = an existing marked magnification, M' = the new

magnification desired, and /, = the focal length of the negative

lens. Then, /, x ^~^^* = the difference of separation

required.

Suppose, for instance, a magnification of 5 is wanted, and
the nearest mark on the mount is 3, the focus of the'uegative
lens being 4| ins. Then,

18_3 .

in.,

the necessary extra separation, which is readily measured
from the existing mark for 3 magnifications.
Even when the focus of the negative lens is not known, it

ifc a simple matter to ascertain it from the distance between
any two magnification marks on the telephoto mount. It is

merely necessary' to multiply together the two magnifications
indicated, and divide the product by their difference, multi-
plying the quotient by the distance {!>) between the two marks.
Expressed as a formula, this is

M, - M, ^ '"•

For example, suppose the distance between the marks 8 and
4 on a telephoto mount is | in. Then

* 5 X 3 2 15 3()

8x4^3^32^3^96
8'— 4 4 4 4 IB'

6 ins..

the focus of the negative lens.

With a telephoto combination having a fixed positive and a

movable negative lens, it is not a difficult matter, by means of

the formuljB already given, and a few trials, to graduate the

sliding tube inside the camera for various magnifications.

Since it will, however, be awkward to measure the extension

from the negative lens in the usual manner, one may proceed

instead by adding together the separation and extension

(f + E), and measuring from the node of emission of the posi-

tive lens, or from the lens-board after making the necessary

allowance. Expressed as a formula, let /, = positive fociM,

/, = negative focus, and M = required magnification. Then.

^Separation + (Extension)

the total distance from positive lens to plate.

A. TiOCKF.TT.

THE ABSORPTION OF LIGHT BY TONED AND
TINTED MOTION PICTURE FILM.

A .covunumniihxi IroAi the RcsMrdi LabomUiry ai ftbe EaxifnAn Kodak OoAipany.

Ut... ,
..1.. ..

.

quite I . .i>:.

ahaurptK-jd ai rrauun
lur ptojortaoa pim—m ,

when ODtoomi ttm ia iH>d. Wbilo the kuwar acrran bnghtiMaa may
be daairable in the pmdaetioa at certain eAecte. it may be very

Qi,jrrt'-^-~t.':. i.. ^.a. »iwi (nmand an iDoraaaa In the i-urrwit

v«i a mnarkable incraaae in tii* uap of

-iiinp Mm, nnd a lar^ propoMion o( tlie

. .nt* proceM of lODtog or tiuling. H is

pfXxlacliuD of oolour involves tha

-otriiameale of itk» wiwe Ugfai ordinaiily used

the amwn brightoaai will in general be leas

uaed in tha projection lamp in order to pixxluce a picture of satis

taoUMTf bii^Anaw. A knowledge of the abaoi-ption cha.raotei-istiis

of Die film coloured by three various toniiij; and riiitin^; processes

ia at conaiderable practical import«f»ce, and it seemed deaii-nbli*

to make precise qtiantitotive meaauremeiits of llie amount of light

obaortied by films cokmred in various ways. Tliis ooiixmunicatiim is

a report of *he work done on the eubject, and oon.sists of a descrip

tioo ol the aipparaUis and method for the measurement of these

values, witli oonaideraUe delta relating to tihe absorption of liglil

B
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by samplee prepaired aootxrdiDg ito centain definite methods used in

tli» toning ami tiating of pariUve motion picture film.

The photogiaphdc deposit of -which a piotui'c is built up consists

of minute particles of metallic silver embedded in a matrix of itj-ans-

parent gelatine. These depoeiite ave of a. diffusing nature, that is,

tlie light transmitted by Ithfim as to a great extent deviated from its

original diiwction of propagnition and emerges fax>m the film as scat-

tered light. In specifying tlie transmissioin or density of such a

dopoeit it ds, (therefore, noceasary to define cai-ofully tihe oonddtioiis

Qitder which the meaaurement of tfies© otiaraoteiiistics are made.

In the case of oon-«ca-tt-ering modiia, the value of itransmission is

given by the ratio of the traoamiitit«d to the incddont light intensity,

niua, il

!„ = intensity of incident light

I, = intensity of the transmitted light

T = transmission

T=Jô
It ha:, Ikvu found conveiiieiil in iiiimy cases to oxpres.s tlie light-

stopping oharaot«-istics of a inatorial dn slightly diffene/it .terms,

tliife being especially true in itilie case of photographic deijKjsits. For

Uiis purixjse another tonn, nameJy, " density," is used, and if this

be designat+id by the 8\Tnbol D its value is defined by the equation

X) = log i

It has been shown e.KporimentaUy in the case of photographic

deposits consisting of particles of metallic silver •emibedded in gela

tine tliat donsity ds directly proportional to the mass of silver.

Density values are additive quantities, .that is, if two layers cf

known densities be supoi^posed itheir combined density will be equal

to the sum of Uie individual densities.

WHiile values of itranamissdon and density may be tilius sdnrply de

fined in the caise oif non-diffusing or non-sca/ttering media, this is

not tnie in the case of mateaiiala that scatter the Ught transmitted

by tihem. The light transmitted by a diffusing media may be said

to consist of two oamponents

:

(a) llie " specular " component, which is not deviated from
itfi oiiginal direction of propagation by, passing throaagh the

material.

(b) Tlie " BcaAter " oomiponent which conaiste oi liglit that l.*s

been deviated ifrom its original direotion of propagation by .the

material.

Since a photographic dejx^siit is of a diffusing character, it is usual

in speaking of tlie density or transmission of suoh deposits to qualify

the tenns by the adjectives "specular" or "diffuse," ithe loniier

being applieid to the value obtained by using the intensity of ihe
" Sjpecular " ooanponent of the taiainismitlted Hghit, while the latter

term applies .to the value obtained by considering both the " specu-

lar
'

' and '

' diffu.se
'

' components as transmitted light. In jiract.ice,

ithis latter value is usually obtained by illuminating the sample by
completely diffused Ught, suoh as may .be oibtained by placing the

8a.mple in contact with a piece of diffusing mateaial, gudi as X'ot

opal glass. The value ior sipecular tiianismission is measured in

practice by placing the sample dn a beam of par-allel or eollim^ited

light in such a way bliat the timamitted intensity is that of Uie

undeviated rays. It is evident in the case of a cinematograph pic-

ture being projected in the usual way .that the scattered comixinent

of transmitted light is not useful as image-forming light, and that

only the specular or image-forming portion of tlie transmitted light

is of interest. Fix>ni a consideration of the optical t'lia'-ttcteris'tics of

a motion picture pixnjeoting machine it is evident that the dt'jus.iiy

or transnxission valines of interesit are t.lius ahnost idenltical with the
" specular " values as defined aiho\e. The illumination. on the film

being projected, however, ds not com.pletely parallel, and hence
the effective value of transmission may be somewhat different than
tlie true "specular" density. It seems advisable, .therefore, in

thJ!, parUcuJar case to measure what may be teniied the " pi'o

jeotion " density oi" transnuission which may be defined as follows :

—

If in a given pix>jeotion assembly the screen brightness Ve
measured wiith no film in position, and .this value be designated by
B„, and the screen brightness again measui-ed with the photographic
deposit under consideration in position and designated Bi, then the
" projection " transmission Tp will be given by the i-elation

T _ Bt

All of the ti-a nsmdseion and density values given in this paper ;nd
apjilying to the vaj'ious itoned and tinted saiUiples are computed
in liiis way, and are, from the standpoint of projection, the effective

transeiission and density values. Since many of the samples are
liighly coloured, the proUein of deitennindng the transmission is

fuithor complicated by the existence of colour diffei'enccs in the

photometric field, and in order to reduce tlie photometric errors to

a minimum a flicker method was adopt<»d. By this method the
photometric field is alternately illuminated by the two lights which
are to be compared, and a means ds pi-ovidod whereby Ihe frequency

ol alternation can be varied. In case .tihe two lights being comjiorod

diffei' both in oolottr and in intemriity, a flicker due both to inequality

of colour and intensity will be present when the frequency of

alternation is low. Ab ,this frequency is increased, however, a point

is soon reached where the flicker due to colour difference disappears

owing to a Wending of the two colours, while tlie brightness flicker

persists. H, now, .the frequency of alternation be maintained at a
value just sufficient to eliminate colour flicker, tlie residual flicker

due tc brightness—difference may be eliminated by bringing the

intensity oi the two beams to equality. Since .the field viewed is

alternately illuminated by the two lights being compared, and the

frequency of alternation ds suffideinrt. to produce a blending ol colour,

this field appears to be uniform in .colour, and the criterion of photo-

metric equality is the condition of no flicker, aio flicker occurring

when the intensity of the two beams is equal. In this way the

necessity of judging the relative bri^tness of two fields differing

widely in colour may be avoided. The frequency at wilidch Uie

colour flickei" ds eliminated deipends botli upon .the magnitude of the

hue and saturation differemces, and in practice if raaximtmi pre-

cision is to be obtained, the rate of alternation should be main:tained

at the critical frequency for the colour difference under consideration.

It is tlie general opinion among photometricians that the flicker

photometer provides the most rdiable means of compaiing the in-

tensity of two lights differing widely in colour.

In fig. 1 is given a diagram showing the essential parts of the

instrument constructed for this work. At D is mounted a Whitman
disc which is driven by the motor M. Such a disc consists essen-

tially of a circular plate from which alternate 90 deg. sectors are

cut awav. The snirface of this disc is covered with a matt white

fig. 1.

paper and is illuminated by the lamp A, which is. mounted on the
carriage 0. This carriage is moved back and forth by means of
the steel tape V ojierating over the puUies NN and actuated by the
hand-wheel J. The two total-reflecting prisms HH are also mounted
i!ii the carriage C, as shown, so that the Whitman disc D and the
screen B are each illuminated to exactly the same extent, regardless
(if the position of the carriage. Holders are provided so that
neutral tint filters may be inserted at positions W. Z, and X, as
may be necessary.

The parts thus far described may be regarded as composing th"
flicker photometer proper, while the parts indicated by the other
elements of the diagram represent the special attachment for measu-
ing the transmission of the film. Since it .seemed desirable to

measure the effect of various toning and tinting processes when
applied to the finished positive film, it was necessary to adopt soiii'-

method of integrating the light transmitted by the treated pictures.
Such pictures consist of areas of widely varying density, and in

order to determine the mean or integrated value of transmission a
small integrating sphere was used. This is represented by the
circle S, and consists of a copper sphere 12 inches in diameter, in
one side of which is mounted the lens L, and at a point 90 deg.
from this the opal glass window K. The interior surface of this
sphere is covered with a dead matt white enamel. A metal plate G
serves as a support for the film being measured, and in this plate a
rectangular aperture of exactly the same dimen.sions a.s that in

standard motion picture machine is cut.
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III L-. If in.-.i-iured in pUoed iii position as indicateU at F.
• '' iiti^.m lamp T was nsed « a scarce for the

..• lample, a reflector R being uaed to increase
. th« apertore plate. The condenser C served

'earn the same OMTvergence as is foond
'linea. The l«n8 L is of snch focal

ai ,i sruwpiv-.iiiined image of the film F is formed on
lor wall of Uie sphere at VY, the maf^ification being two

iiriris. A small opaque disc P is placed in position, as shown,
i serren to *hield the opal glass window K from the direct

naination from the picture area YV. The photomteric field is

^erred from the point E as indicated, and consists of a circular
I ih." i.ut.>v oortion of which i« formed by the screen, B, while

tenned the " flicker Held," is illuminated alter-

-ttSected from th^i Whitman disc D, and by that
; I. '10 opal glass window, K. A photometric setting

'
. •tne the positicn -f the, lamp A to such a point

ortion of the field, this

tiieas of the disc surface
111 lliis particular instrument a

il«r and inner portion of the field

ig. It is thought that the use of

brightness tendu to increase the
into the ol'- all times has
ring area Is to increase
' "1 trie iifiei. This |>oint

it has been found that

^^.ita with this instrument.

iminatiag lamp T are run
hiiiLahV rJu'/,*f.-ii < and indi-

' nient tii

l>lac«d kt

In order tn increase tiie scale of the instrtunent the multiplying
t.'tors most be used at poaittrms W and Z. ThMe also are carefully

term* of ' the oalilimiion •ur%e plotted

V Talues &> . scale readings as abeeiasw.
iIm' s ftlm placed at. F can be read directly, and in case

tr

'

.<• are desired they can be reed directly from

tt

lur-

tii*rus:

if r., •

tt

III

hi

ha

rr.

Ti

BI.

Ca-

Cli

y

the eonplat* instnunant as assembled are shown

Is of eeliiarinft positive film nay for the purpose of this

ur divided ir- '- '-lasses, namely :—
iting.

iicl

,llg

...k^uin

ki,e .

I' the «ari<>tM [ikx.i^** of il>r t«tui\^ and chemical toning will he

f,,,,f.,) ,,, n U-u •
, . • tU.I Tl,,- Tii.liiik' an<T T'tiii.-- 'f Eailmnn

)• . \! " Kodak
I

iihed l»y

\ . Deceni-

- . iiiiee vari-

. rorth<M4a will, for the "uike "t ct.u'.fiii.aice, be li<-.ileil »«(«aral<'Iy.

TrMiMnlMion of Dye>Tinted Sample*
rhr»« l»f>« of "Ann l.< were preparetl for each of the various tints

'
' '•• •' ..,.-. ,,( uiie.x-

iiotion of

Since

it IS possible that the presence of the silver image may have some
1
influence on the behaviour of the tinting process, the effect pro-
duced when the process is applied to a picture consisting of such
lejK.aits may be somewhat different fixwn that indicated by the

! measurement of the fixed-out sample. A typical negative of what
was judged to be average quality (from the standpoint of contrast
"and relatixe proportion of high-light and shadow region) was chosen
•and a considerable length of positive printed from a single negative
and developed in the usual way giving a normal positive consisting
of a large number of identical pictures. In order to illustrate the
j;iiu>ral nature of the subject chosen, this positive is reproduced

Fin. 5.

ii» Picture No. 41, in fig. 8 of this communication. Short lengths
of this positive were cut and dyed along with the unexposed fixed-

cut samples, the two receiving identical treatment in the tinting

bath. .

^

In order to study still further the effect of photographic density

Ml the result, a sensitometric strip consisting of areas of increasing

density was also prepared. These strips were made on ordinary

cine positive film and each area of uniform density was of the sanu-

size as a standard cinematograph picture and therefore filled com
pletely the aperture in the film holder of the photometer previously

described. The minimum density was practically equivalent to the

fog density of the material, while the maximum density was approxi-

mately 2.8, thus including the entire density range or'inarily used

in the production of positives. One of these sensitometric strips

was treated along with the two sampl&<) pr -iously de-

scribed, 'he dye treatment for the three samples being identical. All

testa were run in triplicate, so that the values reported are in all

cases the mean of three independent detensinations. The various

furmulie used for the tinting of the samples examined are given at

the end uf this communication. '

In Table 1 are given the numerical results obtained with the

various samples of tinted film. Under the section marked " Plain

KiUn " are those applying to the unexposed, fixed-out samples, the

valu^ in Column D being those of " Density," in Column T those
!" transmission, and in Column T, the relative transmission value.s

• '-rred t<i the transmission of the untinted samples as 100 per cent.

I ii.ler the section marked " Picture" are the corresponding values

. atitig to the pictures tinted according to the various processes.

IJH? A and B variatioiiH are obtained by changing somewhat the'

time of dyeing so as to obtain small variations in the resultant tint.

the " A " tint in each case being the lighter, that is, having the

higher transmission.

Table N"> I - Tb.^n.smission of TiNteo Kium.

Plain film. Pieture.

.Sample. Name.

II

2H
31
Ml
•Jil

27

3."J

32

Untinted
fine red (A)

Cine red (B)

Cine scarlet (A) .

.

(:)iM>sfltrlet(B)..

Cine orange (A) ..

( ine orange ( B^ .

.

Cine yellow (A) .

.

Cine yellow (B) ..

Cine green. No. 1 (A)

Cine green. No. 1 (B)

Cine green. No. 2 (A)

Cine green. No. 2 (B)

Cine blue (A)

Cine blue (B)

Cine violet (A) .

.

Cine violet (B) . .

^

D. T. Tp D. T. Tr.

0.055 88 100 0.84 14.5 100

0.41 39 44 1.18 6.6 45
0.43 37 42 1.20 6.3 43
0.30 44 .yt 1.13 7.4 51

O.Hti 22 25 1.43 3.7 25

0.20 63 72 0.99 10.0 69
0.2.'-. 56 64 1.01 9.7 66
O.lti B8 77 0.92 11.9 82
O.lo 71 80 0.95 11.2 77

0.18 66 75 0.98 10.5 72
0.45 36 41 1.19 6.4 44

0.25 56 64 1.05 9.0 62

0.«1 24 27 1.34 4.6 32
0.t)5 22 25 1.44 3.B 25

0.81 16 18 1.54 2.9 20

0.62 24 27 1.33 4.7 32

0.03 23 26 1.43 3.7 26
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Measurements on the sensitometiic strips show that in general the

absni-ptidii of the dye is practically independent of the density,

although in the case ni cine vellow and cine orange there is indica-

tion that the high-light region absorbs slightly more dye than the

Aliadow regions: that is, regions of high density. This t«ndg to

produce a slight decrease in the contrast, and hence producee a
slight flattening of the picture. The effect, however, is not large

and does not manifest itself in the case of all tints. The results of

the meajiurementa of the sensitometric strips treated with the cine

orange are shown graphically in fig. 4, the density values of various

3.0<

.2.0

10

/
/y

//
/

y.
V

( 1 1 ^ •>
[» ;c

Dentit\i Do.
Fig. 4.

areas of the tinted sensitometric strip being plotted against the
density values of the corresponding areas of the untinted strips.
The points indicated by the small circles represent the results of
the measurements plotted in this way. A line at 45dee'. to the X
axis and passing through zero represents the line of no density
change owing to the tinting. It will be noted that the curve
obtained is not precisely parallel to this 45 deg. line, thus indicating
that the area.s of low density have suffered a greater proportional
density increase than those of higher density. t«yd A T

. C. W. GiBBS.
(To be continued.)

PROGRESS IN .AERO-PHOIOGRAPHIC MAPPING.
The following letter by Professor R Melvill Jones, professor of
aeronautics, Cambridge University, which appears in the " Times "

of Tuesday last, December '3, provides a short account of the
experimental work which is being carried out at Cambridge on aero-
photographic methods of map-making.

I notice that in your issue cf December 3 you published a
leading article on the problem of mapping from the air. It may
niterest you to know that experimental work on this subject has
been in progress at Cambridge University for the last eighteen
months. The Royal Air F.-:.rce have placed at our disposal, for
this and other work, a small experimental flight of aeroplanes
working at an aerodrome in the neighbourhood of Cambridge. The
work is being carried on under my direction, with the close co-
operation of the Department of Geography here and with the
persona! assistance and advice of Captain H. H. Thomas, who is a
member of the University and an ex-Air Force officer intimately
connected with aerial surveying in Palestine during the latter part
of the war. We are also in close touch with the War Office Air
Survey Committee and with the Photographic Department of the
Air Ministry. The bulk of the work is being carried out by two
research assistants, financed by the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research.

If aerial photographs are required to provide anything more than
a somewhat inaccurate picture of the ground, it is necessary to
know with considerable accuracy the angular position of the camera
when the photographs are taken, and experience has indicated the
order of accuracy that will probably be required before aerial

mapping may be expected to compete successfully with detailed
ground surveying. Unfortunately, experience has also shown that
this order of accuracy is not generally obtainable when the aero-

planes arc flown by pilots who are not specially selected or trained
for the work.

It is po.ssible, even when large unknown tilts occur, to calculate

these tilts accurately by a method known as " resection "—that is,

to calculate the lilts from the position on the plates of known
ground marks thati have been accurately surveyed independently.

This method of overcoming the difficulty is being developed in

England and other countries ; but it is our belief that it will involve

the fixing of too many points by independent ground surveying-

and that it requires too much office work, in connection with tl

" resection," to be commercially successful, except in special case

The alternative line of attack on the problem that we are follov

ing up is to improve the flying until a camera fixed in the aer^

pl.ine will seldom vary from the correct position by more than .

certain permissible angle, and then to use the photograph without
" resection." War experience of experimental flying indicated that

it should not be impossible to do this, using .selected pilots correctly

trained, and our experimental work to date has therefore been

mainly directed to the training of pilots and to the calculation of

the tilts of the aeropbinc when flown by them, in order to discover

whether the desired accuracy of flying is being realised.

So far as we arc aware, the experimental determination of aero-

plane tilts had never previously been carried out with the accuracy

and on the large scale which is required for this work, but the

problem in our case was rendered particularly easy by the exist

ence, between Cambridge and the Wash, of great stretches of level

country well supplied with marks, in the form of drainage canals,

which can easily be identified on the plates.

We have to date succeeded in showing that we can, in an experi-

mental flight, reduce the errors of tilt to within the required

amount, and we are now engaged on the further problem of flying

so a.s to cover the ground without gaps or excessive overlapping

between the strips of photographs whilst still maintaining the

accuracy realised in the previous experimental flights. Although

we have not yet reached any definite conclusion on this second

problem, satisfactory progress is being made, and we hope to be

in a position to issue a report on this subject early in next year.

With regard to the determination of contours from the air men-

tioned in your leading article, we do not propose to attack this

problem until we have cleared the ground in respect of the funda-

mental problem of straight level flying ; but it is well known that

approximate contours can be obtained by estimation, with the aid

of a stereoscope in which two successive overlapping photographs

are viewed simultaneously. We are not yet in a position to say

whether this method can be developed to give great accuracy.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

December 3 to 17.—Sc<>tti&h Photographic Circle. Hon. Secretary,

W. 'S. Crocket, 10, Parkgrove Terrace. ToUcross, Glasgow.

1922.

January 21 to jj'ebruary 4.—Partick Camera Club. Particulars

from the Hon. Secretary, James Whyte, 51a, Peel Street,

Partick, Glasgow.

February 11 to 25.—Scottish Photographic Salon. Particulars from

the Secretary, James F. Smellie, Bra^findon, AUanshaw Street,

Hamilton.

February 14 to 17.—Exeter Camera Cub. Latest date for entries,

January 30. Particulars from C. Beauchamp Hall, Hon. Exhi-

bition Secretary, Exeter Camera Clnb, " St. Denys," Bellevue

Road, Exraouth.

February 18 to Maroh 4.—Edinburgh Photographic Society.

Latest dates, entry forms, February 4 ; exhibits, February 9

Particulars from the Hon. Secretary, G. Maaeie, 10, Hai',

Street, Edinbuirgh.

March 8 to 9.—Birkenhead Photographic Association. Latest dat

for entries, February 25. Particulars from the Exhibit-in

Secretaries. Messi-s. Longstaff and Trace, 33, Hamilton;

Square, Birkenhead

i

Bargains in Vest-Pocket C.vmebas.—Following their recent lisl

of reflex (vnmeras. issued by the Fleet Street Branch, the Cit\

Sale & Exchange has just published from 54. Lime Street, London
E.C.3, a closely-printe<l 12-pa.ge list of bargains in seoondhaml
vest-pocket and 3^ by 2i cameras for plates or film. The list coii

tains particulars of scores of cameras of all makes, and is obtain
able free on application.
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Patent News.

Proctu paUnU—apflicationt and tptei^eation^—art treated in
PKotoMtchaniait Nott$."

n», Novemb«r 28 to December 3 :

—

No. 31.899 Mouuting photographs W. H. Collin*.

'IS (;i i>- N .^1.946. Method for producing photo-
ilt-i^! - :, .,,.«. porcelain, etc. J. Sobawa.

•(V N 12.355. Means for obtainine ttereoecopic pic-
V. n \Vr:.ht.

".R4PHV.— No. 31,992. .Means for obtaininK cinematograph
- E. H. Wri«ht.

M

graph 1

.Stekf.i^i

tur.--.

t'Oiiitiri

p:.t ^r.

I

' DSiPLBTE SPBCiriCA TI0N8 ACCEPTED.
Tkttt tptct/icaCtom are obtatnable, price if- each, poit free, from

Me Patent Ofie*, U, SoHt^amfion BuUdingt, CAmeery Lane,
London, W.V.

The date m braektti it that of ofr/Jieation in tkiM country; nr
abroad, m Me catt of fatenU granted under the International
(•

8i-r.w 1 FnJt».—No. 157,985.—(jMMury 13, 1920.)—Tlie
'''^r • « to provitk- a pwiwa foe U)« recording
.^r,.l .•i.r.-l .. — ;. laj inuH;r« and aound waves amuitane
ooai}, cA iXuf kind ui «tedl ihr mimd warea iu« tranafonned into
U^it-fhwUiaika* llie phatogiapl>ic rtK.ird <d iirhicii ia reduonl to
aacb a form that it can b»ar>>u»tiiMll.v rcprodnced by a soandboi,
«(A aa ia made nae o< io ordinary lajkinj machinoL The record
ing opentioa, whicli comapooda to the negative proceas in pboto-
9*^7, ia cwiicd out by affiaratiia wliioh ia alrwdy partiy known,
and eonaiaU in tba fact that ih* anond wavea ai« received on
a diapbragm the vibratinn* ..i Ahi.h are made to influence the
dinctioo ni a bcvn <d Ufbt llic laU«r. whicli ia pnXeoted ftxmi
diapeniaa by a matiotmty mnmi, talla oo a nniknnly oiovod
pbotopapfcic layor (a ftlmi and by cre^ng JtmAtt of varying

Kiadatioa m the laUar (MtidaceB a a>mbalic repnacotatioa al tbr
•o^ind wavea. The recording of the pictorial «8ecta ia effected
o!i -Kv amta lUm. wMcb, however, ia, lor thii pofposB, jnovad
iri:irniiM<«aiy

T'u .-«.i>! .ki im/mrr at lite iovraUao ii tiiat relida corr*
a(«>[i<t'.[>g \m^> (« lite vMwa and to tiie aoood wave* «« produced
auW by ada diraoUy on a <ii(<ofne gelatine pa«liv« film by a
ponaly pbolagiafibic pronti

la llie drawing, Aa dia|diia<m a. reapoiiaive to the aound
of the rod b, oonaecled with t}ie

free to oscillate abont the axia c.

Iba aeraeo d ia arranged a seoood,
liMi the Kgfal^rayt /, Moing {nan the

g and ooncaalntted by Ilia qratcni ct leoaea k,

al iotanriliaa varryang witb tb« poailion of (be
d, oatliafMBi vrfaiob iamadelo.Bwva noifonnly in

(he dinstioa of the anow. II Km kpertoraa in tbe aoreeoa have
^^ ^WP* *i nafKorw KRtenguW riita. tiieB, aitm daveloproent,
the lapNaaotatiom of tha aound wavea obtamed, wilt take the
fom of tinea I. ranged parallel to eadi other and of ahaHta of
more or 1^ ptaoainoad intenaity. Snoe, (or the aubaequeot
refDodoction, (he IhMa need have a braadUi of only 1 to 2 mm.

the i-eet of the film may be uitUised for the leooixliing of the pic-
turee. This latter operatioai is acoomijliahed by the objective i.

The intermittent motion of the film required for this is permitted
by a loorp /' in the film, dimensioned to suit tilie soumJ reoord-
»ng. When the film is being developed, exceptionail care has to
be taken that the sound symbols (x>me out in sharp and strong
oomltmat-. Should the picture j-eoonds, for this reason, be developed
ei*her too weakly or too intensely, tihey may, subsequenUy be
corrected in the posdUve process.
For the reproduction operation or the positive process, a

eeoond film is made use of, containing no silver emulsion and
the gelatine layer of whicii is sentiitised by inmiersioax in a solu-
tion of biohnomate of ammonium or potassium. If now the
negative film records be transferred to tihis ohixime-gelatine film,

\ y placing the films one above the other, and then illuminating
them and ambsequontly treating tlieni with wann waitei-, relisl

ret>rHienla<aon8 are obtained of such a bind tliat ixjsiitiona of
great«r or kae edevaition on tilie positive film eoirespond to more
or leea initaiBeiy blackened positions on the negative. The film,
aiter tiiis trealnnent is flnndied, is drawn through a rather strocngly
ooocenlfated aoluition of dyeing materii<il (such as aniline dyes,
for exaraiple) and the operation continued till pioture-recoirds, wlien
held up to tlie light, seem to be sufficiently distinct, after which
the film is washed in weakly acidulated water and dried.

By tie dyeing solution, not oniy do the picture reooi'ds become
more visible but the relief oaes aa-e also im[>roved by tlie eJeva-
tioiH and depresaone being more pixjuoouiced, owing to the
afaaorptooo of the dye-afcuff by the gelatine. Films prepared by
thia proceBB show pictures of a high brilliancy, as tlie giain {or
imperfectly ^raooth surface), wliioh otlherwia? makes its appear-
ance as tie ailver separates out, is here almoist entireily absent.
To reproduce botli pioture and sound effeote from such a, film,
the picture-reoonling part of tlie lattei- is projected, but the part
ooMaining tlie sound-records is made to pass under the needle of
a reaonating-box, and the motions or vibrations of the needle
produced by the elevations and depressions, now create the sound
waves which have been previously recorded photographically.

In the proceae just deacniibed, and in oonti-adistinotion to other
pnocesea, the aound waves are not retained in Uie form of a
•oond oorve, but by means of more or less iiiitense sliadings
of Ihe photogra^ihic layer, in the form of linos, this layer having
an upper auKace entirejy free fjXMn grain and which, owing to its

twiiti fMin, permits of the use of a stone-pointed needle wliioh
doea not require to be replaced. Furtlier, in tlie development of
the negative film, the picture and sound i-ecords are quite indo
pendent ol each other and the usual thickness of gelatine is also
well adapttvl for both.—Eugeu Reisz, 12, Wilheli)»8trasse, Zehlen-
dorf Mitte, Beriin

Rotx-rtui HoLDBBS.-No. 149,615 (Jnly 26, 1919). The invention

relates to roll-film dark slides in which after each exposure the
film-band is moved by rotating the receiving drum. The actua-
tion of receiving drun)^ in cinematographe and certain textile

machine* by means ol a friction change gear, the ratio of gear
of which is automatically changed according to the gradually
increasing diameter of the roller of the wound-on part of the film

or band, ii well known, e.g., by the Patent Specifications 15,083
of 1901 and 13,471 of 1904.

A corresponding device is desirable for photographic cameras
with which a great number of exposures are to be made in rapid
succession. In spile of the gradually increasing diameter of the
receiving drum, there corresponds to a certain definite angle of

rotation of the actuating shaft for the changing device in each
caee a movement of the film-band by a definite length, viz.. that
of a picture. Since, however, where a rapid change of pictures
is concerned, especially with larger sizes of pictures, there arise

disturbances by the maas inertia of the supply drum, to the shaft
!! »iiig for actuating the receiving drum there is coupled the
lupiiljD diWi, by mean£ of a friction change gear, and, moreover,
the adjusting device for changing the ratio of the gear is coupled
with the receiving drum in .such a manner that by the rotation
of the receiving drum the ratio of the speed of the actuating shaft
to the speed of the supply drum is gradually diminished.

The friction change gear may, for instance, be of a kind in
which a plane-face wheel coacta with a spherical-disc wheel, which
throughout tlie following will be referred to as a friction disc,
which for the purpose of changing the ratio of the gear is so
disposed as to be displaceable along its shaft, and the movement
of the member to be displaced for changing the ratio of the gear
(hence, in the change gear of the kind referred to as an example,
the diaplacement of the friction disc on its shaft) may, for
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in^tiuice, b« derived from the rotary movement of the respective

drum. The adjusting device -would then substantially have to

con.sist of a gear by which the rotai'y movement of the drum is

transformed into a rectilinear one, and by which a transforma-

tion of <h«> comparatively quick movement of the receiving drum

into a slower movement is effected, which may, for instance, be

attained by a worm gear.

The apdjusting device may be simplified by coupling it with

the respective spool by means of a member which is kept in con-

tact with the surface of the part of the film wound on the respec-

tive spool, and which is movable parallel to a plane perpendicular

to the axis of the respective spool. In this case, by the gra'dual

change of the thickness of the part of the film wound on the

respective spool, to .the member kept in contact with the surface

of the film a movement is imparted which may be made nee of

for changing the ratio of the speed gear, so that then the arrange-

ment may be made in such a manner that a transformation of

the already comparatively low speed of the member kept in con-

tact -with the film is no longer required. A special advantage

of this kind of coupling as compared with that first mentioned,

also consists in that the continual, automatic adjustment of the

correct ratio of the gear may not only be obtained by using a film

of a definite thickness, but also by using films of any desired

thicknesses.

It will not always be possible to make the parts of the film-

band wound off the supply drum, when the actuating shaft is

rotated by a certain definite angle, e.\actly equal to the part

which is wound up thereby, so that sometimes a warping or an

excessive tension of the film may occur. In order to avoid tliis

drawback it is desirable to provide a tension roller over which

the part of the film between the supply drum and the receiving

drum is passed. By these means an excessive tightetiing of the

film is automatically avoided, also in case the film, after it has

been exposed and moved by the length of a picture, is pressed

against a glass-plate, or the air-tight frame of a sucking-on device.

In the drawing, in a casing a there are_ supported a supply

drum 6 and a receiving drum c. A shaft d is provided with a

bevel wheel e, which on the one hand engages a bevel wheel g

fixed to a shaft f, and on the otber hand a bevel wheel i fixed

a-;

lu ;he shaft h. The friction change gear for actuating the

receiving drum c substantially consists of a friction disc j which

may be displaced on the shaft f, and the flange of the receiving

drum c, which in the drawing lies in front.

A one-armed lever h, which is fork-shaped at one end and sup-

ported on a plate I fixed to the casing a of the dark-slide, in such

a manner as to be rotatable about an axis parallel to that of the

receiving drum, and which is fixed to a second one-armed lever m,

.serves for adjusting the friction disc j.

By a spring n, which is fixed on the one hand to the plate i ana

on the other hand to the lever m, the free end of the lever m
which carries a small roller is pressed against the film wound

on the receiving drum, so that the position of the lever m, and

thereby the position of the friction disc j and the ratio of the

change gear becomes the more gradually changed the more of

the film is wound on the receiving drum. The arrangement is in

that case made in such a manner tliat, when the receiving drum
is empty, the friction disc coacts with a circular ring surface of

the drum flange, the middle diameter of which is equal to the

diameter of the empty receiving di'um, and the friction disc

then coacte, when the drum is partly or entirely wound on, the

film-band having any desired thickness, -with a circula>r ring sur-

face of the drum flange the middle diameter of which is equal

to the outermost diameter of the drum containing the exposed

part of the film, so that in each case the film-band is moved by

the length of a picture by a rotation of the actuating shaft d

thi-ough the same angle.

The change gear for actuating the supply drum contains a

friction disc o, which is displaceable oi) the shaft h and coacts

with the fi-ont flange of the supply drum 6. The friction disc o it

gradually adjusted on the shaft h according to the thickness of

the part of the film wound on the supply drum 6, in the same

manner as the friction disc ; on the shaft f. The film, marked p,

is from the supply drum first passed over a roller q, which is so

disposed as to be displaceable in slit r in the front and back .side-

waU of the dark slide, and which is under the action of tw«

tension springs s (of which only one is visible in the drawing),

by means of which the film is continually kept tight.—^Firm of

Carl Zeiss, Carl Zeiss-strasse. Jena.

Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOR REGISTRATION.

Kalo.—No. 418,128. Chemical substances used in photography,
photographic plates and photographic films. Ilford Ltd., Britannia
Works, Roden Street, Ilford, Essex, manufacturers of photo-

graphic plates, paper and films. August 31, 1921.

Abistar.—No. 419,456. Camera lenses. Bloom's, Ltd., 7, Eidg-
mount Street, London, W.C.I, opticians and photographic dealers.

October 12, 1921.

New Apparatus.

The Victor IMitre Cutter. Made by Henry Lawson, Pittenwee

Fife, Scotland.

This appliance is a mitre-cutting board fitted with an extremely

solid metal guide for the saw, and providing the means of

accurately and quickly cutting mouldings to the required 45 deg.

angle. It consists of a heavy base of hard wood occupying a

bench space of 12 x 21 in., and surmounted by an equally heavy

superstructure of wood on which is pivotfced a metal box, or

chamber, midway through which is a guide for the saw. This

giiide-box occupies one or other of two position at an angle of

90 deg. to each other, and is firmly held in each by a heavy flanged

nut on the pivot on which the guide-box turns. A pair of screw

stops on the Siupporting framework provides the means of adjust-

ing the angle of the guide-box to a nicety. The moulding is laid

on the board below the guide, an extension, piece measuring about

'

3 ft. being clamped on to support it. With this extension piece

the overall length of the appliance is about 4 ft. 6 in. There is

an adjustable stop, fixed by a flange nut, for keeping the mould

ing in the exact position for the cut.

In operation the appliance is very simple. A length of moulding

is first put on the board sw as to make the first mitre cut with

the minimum of waste. The saw-guide is then turned over on its

pivot into the other position, and the moulding being now pushed

against the adjustable stop in tlie position appropriate to the

length of moulding required, a second saw cut is made; and so

on for each of the fbur pieces for the frame.

The positive and accurate guidance given to the saw by the

guide-box is such that anyone of very small skill in the handling

of tools can cut the mitre joints with all the required accuracy.'

We have nothing but praise for the thoroughly solid and substan-

tial build of the ?pplianoe and its very simple design. Complete

with heavy 16-inch saw it is supplied at the price of £4 10s.,

including boxing. Mr. Lawson supplies also other appliances for

frame making, and a circular describing the various patterns of

cramping machines which he supplies will also be of interest t*

those making their own frames large or small.
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New Books.

rho(o(raiB« of the Year, 1921. Edited by F- i- Mortimer.

London : Iliffe aad§ Ltd. 6s. act aad 8*. net.

tut hirve*t of the yeftr id pictorial photography is again

«fl«.n.>-:y gathered (with aelectioo) by Mr. Mortimer iu the hand-

tome ^Lilooie which haa joat appeared. While one finds in it

auuiv of the works which attracted chief attention at the exhibitions

belli H'lring the past twelve months, its pages represent the

pict' ' work of photograpitera scattered throughout the world.

The t' •'!<-!!! r^rodnctioos are given an added edocational valae

by M .''I I :
">'• runniog criticimi* and appreciatickns of them.

Alii ^'' Moil.ii.ttr, whilst obtainiug extremely fine reprodactions

U'j'.y :.:i eograTers, abowa a ntoe tense of art editing in the arrange-

irij' ' ! tiie aixty odd page* of plates. While we are aometimee left

«oii'ltf.- T.ii; what are tita motives which have prompted inclusion of

•MO<- ut the works in the voloine, we can enter into the spirit of

gefitla raillery which has prompted, for example, the opposition on

fiiea xxviii. and xxix. of the study of a pierrot, who is hardly

tht-re at all, and that of " Belly in Her Attic," another scheme

of «• .,i)',rieta, which perhapa woald ha.- ' "rt as good a thing

if I'..
' had left the place to the pi.. ^ and ahadows on

|},,. kitd walls. As at theexhioaiona, portraitaand figure

ttii iber the laodacapaa, and it is perhaps a aign of the

^uiDg aftir taaiationa in figure atiidiea that there are

<• or four l«iwl«,i«p«M which rise abova an ordinary average

b! I,' .' thoaa by Charles .lob, L. Miaonne and Alex.

K> . '< .'ter'a, a raaantic rendering of a little bit of

n> . ' > : 'ry.

I . . ^ Alkich follow Mr. Tilney'a notes, wa obtain some

sh'.i- itccounls of the intareat «hi< h

ph

of » h*

-.ph7 the Scaodinavi

N'aw Zr^i

:n the T

.It bein^ taken in pictorial

I I,st:ii Stales, .\nierica,

1 .\frica and Japan. In

U>m, " Photograms of the

IS %, recorder and prcaervrr

Meetings of Societies.

Bo

V
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RovAi

\U.Kri>US OF 80C11TIKB FOR .Sr..\l »> hr-n..

MosIiAT. DlLaTUIICK 19

•lion Slulirs.

:^ ..:;. - . ~- ^- . >y-" P«g«
.

^ <. " Ebttantsrv BromJd. Printing—Contact

Bamal Bilay.

>t. Soc. Mambara' Lantern E*«ning.

d ttydsnbaai I'.S. " WInt to 8«e in an Old Churdi."

l'l,.,r

I'l.-

F.
tl.

.\l.

N
8.

8ouUi

Ut
IV ..* ^.., i,.,..,.r PA. •' Cornwall—The Dalect-

Making of a Lantrni Slide."

V "Child Photography." J. Haswell..

«ra Clab. " Old Procsaaw and New Methods."

'lay and Oatini; Prints.

' fl Competition Prints.

r.H 30.

i.riii Meeting, "The Chamoonix

Phut, iiut- W'Tkinij i>p the Exhibition Print."

«r>nan.

'^nb. "Knlanrinir." F. Walkw.
r. lantern Sli<)ee hv Membera.

• fi-M-.u- r • < ntheirals." T F.s»tw«Kl.

Stalybridge P.S. "Through the Grecian Archipelago and tJte

Near East." W. Butcher and Sons.
Tonbridge Wells Amateur Phot. Afisoc. " How a Reflex Camera is

Made." W. Butcher and Sons.
Tyneside P.S. " Photography in the Field." H. 0. Thompson.
Welfare Camera Club. Social Evening.

Wednesday, December 21.

Accriugton Camera Club. Hot-Pot Supper.
Borough Polytechnic P.S. 2nd Lantern Slide Competition.
Croydon C.C. Affiliation 1921 Lantern Slides.

Dennistoun Amateur Phot. Assoc. Calendar Competition^
Edinburgh Phot. Soc. " Exposure." W. Chalmers.
Ilford P.S. " Photography in all Weathers." F. Bradley.
Parlio'c Camera Club " The River Kelvin."- St. George Co-op.

Camera Club.
Ho<'lr.l:ili> .\mat. P.S. " Combination Enlarging." J. C. Wild.
South Glasgow Camera Cjlub. " Enlarging."
South Suburban P.S. Members' Evening. Question Box.

Thursday, December 22.

(^.vtcshead Camera Clnb. " The Cornish Riviera." G. W. Rly.
North Middlesex Phot. Soc. " Psychic Photography."
Sontb Glasgow Camera Club. Whist Drive.

Feiday, December 23.

Partick Camera Club. *' Finishing and Mounting the Exhibition
Print." A. T. Edgeley.

Satvrdat, Dixember 24.

Accrington Camera Club. Xmas Eve Social.

Siutfid* I'

riticum.

FUshluhi I'hotography." Geo. A. Kwn.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Meeting held Tueaday, December 13. Mr. F. F. Renwick in the

chair.

Dr. G. I. Higson, D.Sc., F.I.C., read a paper on " Potaaaium

Persulphate as a Reducer." He finst showed the method employed

for exhibiting the action of a reducer upon a scale of densities,

viz., by plotting the percentage reduction of each density against

the original densities. In this way the action of a reducer, which

acts proportionately on all densities, is shown by a straight

horizontal line : one which acta more or less on, say, low densities

is shown by a corresponding inclination of the line, whilst other

abnormalities are represented by the curve of the line.

Potass persulphate differed from anmioniura persulphate in being

mu-.'h lc« soluble, and. therefore, more readily purified by re-

crv'stallisation. Its «^on was accelerated by acids and by traces

of copper and iron salta ; when used as a plain solution in distilled

water it exerted considerably greater proportional ^action on the

heavier densities. Dr. Higson described its cKaracteristically

erratic behaviour when a certain quantity of chloride was present,

and proceeded to discuss his observations in reference to the

theory of persulphate reduction.

A paper by Dr. S. E. Slieppard, entiled " The Action of Soluble

Iodide? and ryaiiide.« on Uie Photographic Emulsion," was read

in abstract by Mr. K. C. D. Hickman, who gave an account of the

experimental work, and discreetly permitted himself to transmit

the theoretical conclusions in the form of quotation.s verbatim from

the paper. Dr. Sheppard's observations of the fogging effect (on

subsequent development) produced by treating plates with iodide

solution had been contested by Mr. Renwick, who had shown that

the effect of the iodide on Ilford plates was to produce red-

sensitiveness. By further experiment* Dr. Sheppard had confirmed

his original resulta, obtained on Seed plates, and also the specific

red sensitising when Ilford plates were used. The action of

iodide, and 8l.«o of cyanide, thus took specific forms, varying with

the natiiri- of tlie emulsion. With Eastman commercial film, strong

red seniritivenees had been obtained.

Mr K^C^^Toy. M.Sc.. then read a note on "An Improvement

in the Goldberg Wedge," in which he briefly described the occur-

rence nnder certain conditions of curved markings on plates

e\p.>sed behind a Goldberg gelatine-pigment wedge. He explained

how the defect waa permanently cured by interposing a thm strip

of paper between the wedge and ite front cover glass, and also

between the wedge and the plate.

Mr. Renwick then gave a demonstration of a new absorption

filter for ultra violet light, replacing aesonline. The substance

employed was an aceto-aminoquinine. which was one of a series

prepared by Miss Hamcr. of Cambridge University, which had

been examined in the Ilford laboratories. It absorbed ultra-
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violet lighfc mxtdx more perfectly than sescalme (a German
noDopoIy), was practically non-fluoresoent, and also was much leas

Busoeptible than sesculine to darken on e^fposure to light. Mr.

Renwick showed the action of the first filter which had been

prepared commercially.

Votes of thanks were accorded to authois and readers of papers.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

Messrs. G. A. F. Gildea and W. E. Tapper, in place of Mr.
Gooch, at very short notice undertook to demonstrate the merits

of " Vitegas," one of the products of Kosmos, Ltd., and judging

by the pictures on the walls a vexy good paper indeed, yielding

by development a fine warm-black, a long scale of gradation, and,

all important, a luminous image.

The president, Mr. John Keane. in his short introductory

address, must have cheered the somewhat youthful visitors by
expressing a conviction that in all probability they would leave

the premi.ses alive. Mr. Gildea, looking a little preoccupied, then

rose, mentioned that Vitegas is neither a gaslight nor a bromide

paper, that the image gradually builds up, and e.xposure should be

adjusted to the fixed time of development, which is Ij minutes.

He followed with some general information (all comprised in an

excellent booklet issued by the company), and then suggested an

immediate adjournment to the dark-room.

.fudging from reports furnished by half-asphyxiated members
who emerged at intervals, three successful enlargements were made,

and sepia toning was demonstrated. Finally, all returned, were
i-egaled with free samples on a generous scale, and the dis'.'ussion

began

Mr. Walker mentioned that only on one glossy developing paper

had he secured good sepia tones, and that one was Vitegas. Con-

sddering that he consistently experiences disaster at every turn, the

fact that the paper is Walker-proof is a testjimonial of great value.

Mr. Wadham, alluding to a Vitegas bromoil paper, said an absent

member had tried it, and the results were bad eggs. " I'he

bromoil paper is not yet on the market, but shortly will be,"

pnlitely said Mr. Tapper, a nasty tap for Mr. Wadham. Mr.

ffrirpur, afflicted with a severe cold, wheezed his usual anathemas

rtgainst bromoil, and the president and secretary and other

criminals a-ddicted to the vice. " Is it not a fact that you have

yiven it a good trial and dismally failed? " tenderly inquired Mr.

Salt, a question which so aggravated Mr. Harpur's indisposition as

to render him quite inaudible. Mr. Purkis next obliged with a

few remarks on scientific development, and Mr. Moody spoke in

high terms of the results he had secured on the paper. It also

transpired that Vitegas can be pronounced in more ways than one

without any loss of quality. Oxford does it one way and Cambridge

another. Billingsgate and other districts would doubtless add to

the number. A hearty vote of thanks was accorded for a

thoroughly practical demonstration of a product which all con

sidered possesses real merit.

EDINBURGH SOOIETY OF PROFESSIONAL PHOTO-
GB.\,PHERS.

The fourtih annual dinner of the Society was held on Monday,

ffeoember 5, 1921. Mr. John Campbell Hai-per, Presidenit of the

Society, presided over a cora,pa.ny of thirty-four ladies and genitiemen.

nio guests of the Society were Sir. Wdlliani Orooke, phoitogiupher,

Edinburgh ; Mr. Morley Fletcher, Director of the College of Art,

Bdiniburgh, and Mxis. Modey Flelfcoher; and Mr. and Mrs. Robert

Scoitt.

ITie Preisidenit, in proposing the healtli of Mr. WiiJliajn Orooke,

tiio gueat of tlie evening, refeiTed to Mr. Orooke's pre-eminence in

ftrtiatic camera portraiture, not only in Edinburgh, but the whole

world over. He said thai Mr. Orooke's position in photography,

which had beem gained by coneistenit hajrd work and study, was

aiia(iue. The high sta,ndard and quaJiity of Mr. Orooke's work
merited recognition and gi^eat praise wiherever it was exhibited. Mr.

Crooke had gained many honoui-s in photograiphy at exhibitions

liiith ajt home and abroad, amd his reioemb success in wimnding the

" Tajooma Oup " over aUoomorB in Va^ioouver, liad bax>ught diatdnc-

Aion, not only to himself, but ailao t6 pJiotographeirB in Edinbur^,
and the Society of which he was an honoured member. The Pran.
dent, conveyed to Mr. Cix»oko the cordial cangiutula/tian» of liia pjx>.

fesaioiial bretbron in Ediubnrgh, and wislied him in tlieu* name long

fife, health, and pixjspeiity.

Mr. Oixx»ke, in i-ejuly, gave an interesrtinig i-eUiospeiot of his earlv

career. He said tliaA it was absolutely eeseivtial if a photographer

was to be a success thait he aliould have an e.xitensdve knowledges
art.. He deprecated the woid " posing," as he Uiought it wa*
duty of the photogiupher to interest the aittei- in a subject v.].

appealed to him, so that a mental picture of the sitter might be

obtained. The recenit honour whioli he liad gained at Vancouver
was anexpeoted and unsougM. He had beeai asked to send sMue
of his work for exhibition in Vancouver, and in tomplj-ing wiUi the

request he had merely the desire to furtlhed- the iuiterests of photo-

graphy in that country. Ho higWy appreciaited the honour which

the Society had done him in inviting him as a gue^, and for all

the kind words which the Prefiideiiit had said about him.

Mr. Robert Scott proposed the toast of tlie Edinburgh Sooielty of

Professional Photogiuphers, and in doing so coiigrait-ulated Mr.

Harper on his being appoinfted President for the coming year. He
oomplimentod fhem on what tliey had achieved in getting dasee.^

for lighting and composition started at the College of Art., and a

class for optics and chemistry inaugurated under the auspices of (he

EJdinburgh Educa^tion Authority. He said that tliis Society's woric

had been olosely followed by the pholographers' societies in England
and elsewihere, and had aroused great interest amongst them. He
8t«>n.gly urged the Society to maintain ita jwsditiom as leader and to

go forward towaids greater aohievemerae. He tliought that the

time was moat oppoirtune for combining forces with the Glasgow
and Diatrict Sooiety, and the formation of a northern federation to

embrace the provincial towns. He thought that the Society should

seriously ootisider holding a Congress here, combined with a photo-

graphic exhibition of mcanbers' work.

Mr. E. D. Young suitably reiplied, and saiid thait he associailed

himself with every word which Mr. Scott had said in regard to

forming a nonbherii federation, and he was sure that the Society

would undertalce the ground-work, which would be a task of some
niagnitude and importance.

Mr. E. D. Yoomg, in proposing the toast of " lite Guests," Mr.

and Mrs. Moi-iley Fletcher and Mr. and !Mrs. Robert Scott, said

how muoh tlie Society was indebted to Mr. Morley Fletcher for his

indefatigable support and influence in getting the dasseis for photo-

graphers at the College of Aot made a reality. Mr. Robert Scott, he

stated, was one of themselves, and had gained (he esteem and
respect of his fellows by his happy nature, his strenuous activity on

their belialf, and his sterling loyalty.

Mr. Morley Fletcher, in reply, said that his wife and he t

gi^eatly honoured by being iriv.ited as guests of the Society to tli

annual dinner, and they liigUy appreciated t.he members' kindness.

He said the directors of the College now looked upon the class in

oonnection with the photographers as a permanent part of tlic ('

lege curriculum. He was sure that under the able tuition of >

E. D. Young and Miss Grey, they would be mudi appreciated

the pupils. Mrs. Morley Fletdier, in ret.urnj.ng thanks, gave a
iightful ajid d.i^amatic rendeiiing of two sttxries fiiMn .^Tsop's fab'

which gave muoh enjoymeivt.

Ml-. Pelliam S. Moffat, in a humoious and laty speech, pix>poSfJ
' The Ladies," and Miss Grey, in her usual gifvceful and acscon-

plished manner, returned thanks.

Mr. Pliilip, Mr. E. D. Young, Mr. William Cisx>ke, Mr. Yerbui
Mr. Hutchesom, and Mr. Gordon Brown contributed songs during

the evening, whicli wei"e thoix)Ughly enjoyed, and Mr. Lennie's en-

teitainment and Mr. Kelson's reci.tation also gave great pleasure to

the company. Mrs. E. D. Young acted as accompanist, with much
acceptance.

Mr. E. D. Young proposed a vote of thanks to the diairman, wli

in reply, said that if the Society existed only for tlie annual dinner,

it warranted its existence after the jolly evening they had spent

together.

A vote of thanks was also moved to the voca-lists and entertainers,

members of the Society and guests who had contributed so mu
to the evening's anjoymem*.

Tlie company broke up after singing " .\nhl Tjang Syne."
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News and Notesj

i: ' •MN has re«ii;!!«><t his poaitioo oa director of Uie

tting <1- f the Mancb^Kr College of Technologj-, after
n yeur» ajsuaotion with that intititutioa, and has accepted

poution at the Loodan office of MesHrs. Stepheoaon, Blake &.

tyj>* founders, 33, Ald«ngat« Street, E.G.I. On leaving
h««ter, Mr. Fishendeo ifaa preMnt«id with • Bectional book'-

w 1^ th« put-time evening staff of the College aod with a Shef-

1 plate tea aervice by the Printing CrafU' Guild, as tokens of
regrets felt in hia aeiverBnoe from Uxae — irintnii

PaoTor.iupHBas Or PiniJkDn.pHi « newspapers and local motion-
• fiterprisa* have banded !• ;;i>tl.er in an association of

otherhood to " craate a better understanding between the staff

Olograpbers of tha many ptiblicalions in Philadelphia ~asing
Atographs and to incorporate among camera men a higher sense
their doty while workini: on important assignments." The

tiladflphia News Photographers' As«ociation is decUred to be
in no -' ns* a labour union." An orgwisatiiy meeting was held
Nov«nl)er 23. At that tine. Walter Grail, of the " Public
jer," was elwtrd preaident ; Cbarlpi M. Clark, of the Fox

1. . prr- < > «.
,

' f) jyivegrore. manager of the
lod^-' •' I''

J and treasurer. The aasocia-

« hai> aihlkat«a wiin Similar organisations in Washington, New
>rk and Boston.

Th> tt or I^sRmc LicToius.—The I>ectare Agency
>te^ leader of the Mount Everest climbing party, Mr.
lOT^'e L. Mallory, is giving ao a«eoiHit of their experiences early
Jiiiaary on behalf of the coauaittee of the expedition. This, the

> '<i>rie*. will be at Qurfrrt Qail on January 10, and the
try, : I ''rated with -wonderful mountain photographs, will be of
ceptK.fi.U interest. Commeatiaf on this announcement, the

Ev/>nitiit Sews" "Man Abeot Town" writas :—" I>ecturing,

tr.iry to the gaoarally held op mioa, has not suffered from the
mpj-dtir.r. ..' 'I" /•i,.-.T.f.€ So far tmm there having been a slump
ere hi i

' ir. a jre-.ii^r lirmand than ever for really

li-rl^ >Ily in thr iMliKtrial districts. Draw a
ne fr' III i't'I f! ' Mil on the map. and north of it there is

aghl'. I '.•. ••!. .
. _rr HcTT-1"-' f- ' 'f- •;r«s than in the South,

hat i[i.r '' Til I. -I I. , mining centres are

I
'

-•,, .Titific lecture."

Correspondence.

ranH

' '>Ttttpo»d«ntt iktnJd n«v*r «rrtl« «a both lidt* of the paptr.

.Va nelic* >« laAan of lommumieationi mdtti lAc luntes and
addrutu of Ms writeri art giv«n.

Wt d« not ttodtrUJM r—fontihility for (A« ofiniont expruttd
fry our corrttfomiomU.

DBVB1.0P1NO TANKS.
To (he Editors.

c-HMO,—We have bam reading yuor oHmneoU in the cor-

of the " nriliah Joamal of Pbotogi«|ihy " on develop-

and as photorrapbars who have adopted this method

with BaMnan portrait film, we find (hat your remarks do

, at laaat, to the %(>ove-m«ation«d film. During the whole

have aaed Uiia ^ratan we have itever bad an unevenly

tim, neither have we ever found it necsasary to rock

ihi or agiut^ the soiutson in any wqr, the films being

pbir«<d tn the taok^ (in the Eastman faacgefs) and left for

nod, and wh«n taken nut, they will a/iroys be

ri<iat blen^slisa of any kind.

Tonn faithfully,

R(ci>.«Ln W. Bbowx ft SoK.

kfl S'uJio, Wsatioo aupar-Mare,
• «»n^*r 12.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence,

NEW COMPANIES.
Thomas Evans and Son (Pendleton), Ltd.—This private com-

pany was registered on December 1 with a capital of £1,500 in'

£1 shares. Objects : To taJie over the buaiiMss of photograjphera,.
photographic mat-erial printers, formerly carried on by T. Evans-
in WTiit Lane, Pendleton. The first directors are :—H. N. Evans-
{permanent governing director), 7, Whit Lane, Pendleton ; J. Jones,.
Claremont Road, Pendleton. Qualification : 100 shares. Remunera-
tion of H. N. Evans. £350 (with an additional £150 per onunm.
as governing director) ; of J. Jones, £250 per annum.
Babon Products Co., Ltd.—This private compa,ny waa regis-

tered with a capital of £5,000 in £1 shares. Objects : To acquire-
land, buildings, and hereditaments in England for the erection
of a factory, etc., for the manufacture of cameras, emulsions,
plates, papers and photographic materials etc. The first direotors-

are:—H. R. Smith, 4, Hereford Road, Southsea; G. H. Meades,
Havenholme," Havant, Hants. ; P. H. Palmer la, Addington/

Terrace, Ix>ndon Road, Portsmouth (all provision merchants).
QoaHficat-ioii : 100 shares. Secretary : G. H. Meades. Regisfcerotfc

office : 27, St. Thomas's Street, Portsmouth.

Answers to Correspondents.

/ aceoTdanee with ovt prisent proetice a relatively small space i»

aUotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

Wr icill ansv>er by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

endoied for reply; 5-ctnt International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach

M not later than Tuesday (fotted Monday)^ md should b*

addreued to the Kditors

J. A. D.—For enlarging dense negatives there is no better light-

source than a small enclosed arc lamp. The Westminster Engi-

neering Co., Victoria Road, Willesden Junction, London, N.W.IO,

mike an excellent sound s^mall model.
^

J. N.—As a general rule the lens should be slightly higher than the

head of the sitter, and the camera pointed down until the figure

is properly centered upon the plate. The camera should be higher

for a person with a short nose than for one virith a long one.

With children sitting on the floor, or on a low stool, the camera

must be brought down as far as necessary, sometimes within two

feet of the floor.

E. Gardimbh.—We bave several times comes across old lenses bear-

ing the .same monogram as yours. They were sold by various

dealers 40 or 50 years ago. The specimens we have seen appeared'
"
to be ordinary French portrait lenses. Before the introduction of

the //value system, every maker had his own way of marking

diaphragms. Some made No. 1 the largest aperture and some

made it the smallest. The numbers, therefore, bear no relation

whatever to the apertures or the exposures.

E. F.—We should try carefully rubbing over the whole negative

with purest essence of turpentine from the chemist, renewing the

turpentine frequently on the cotton wool as medium is removed

by-ii from the negative. If turpentine does not remove the

roediuni_a5|tiMly yon might try immersing the negative in ether

and gently rubbing it therein with cotton wool. Remember that

ether ia most highly inflammable, and must on no account be

used in a room where there is a naked light.

W. H. D.—The separate A and B solutions of the " B.J." pyro

soda developer will keep in satisfactory condition for at least a

year. The ono-solu ion glycin developer keeps for a much longer

time. We have used glycin paste, made according to this

formula, years after it has been made up. The metol skin oint-

ment has no special virtues for ordinary cuts or sores. There

would be no object In using it in preference to a good antiseptiff

ointment, such as one made with vaseline and boric acid.
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D o. S.—If you can have electric current supplied to the studio

at a cost which is not prohibitive, we most strongly advise you

to use electric light instead of gag. There is no compai-ison as

regards efficiency and ' convenience between a half-watt electric

installation and a ga« mantle one. We do not answer your ques-

tions regarding tlie latter because we are perfectly convinced

that yon will thiiiit our advice good when we suggest thsit you

should give up the idea of gas and consider putting in electric

mains, and providing a half-watt installation of, say, 4,000 to

5,000 c.p. distributed among four to five 1,000 c.p. lamps.

Your place is particularly unsuitable for gas on account of its

lowness, and in summer the heat from the twenty or so incandes-

cent mantles, which are necessary, would bo very great, unless

you had very special means of ventilation.

E. B.—^We can tell you how to clear off slight veil before intensi-

fying, although not in the exact formula tliat you ask for. At
the same time it seems an unsatisfactory state of things to have
to do this reduction and then intensifying in order to get decent
negatives for platinotype printin.i^. The best means of clearing

off slight veil is to make up the Farmer's reducer by adding a
few drops of 10 per cent, potass ferricyanide solution to, say,

2 ozs. of 10 per cent, hypo solution You mustn't put the
negative into this mixture, but you must apply it with a tuft of

cotton wool to the negative. Add only enough ferricyanide to

make a pale yellow mixture. If it acts too slowly, add a little

more ferricyanide, but you mustn't overdo the action I'we mean
make it too quick) otherwise you will play havoc with the quality

of the negative. By going over the negative from end to end
and crosswise with the reducer you should be able to clear away
veil from the .shadows without perceptibly affecting other parts

of the negative.

O. C.—(1) The usual blue t-oning formula, which is a better one
than that which you quote in your question, is the following ;

—

10 per cent, solution ferric ammonium
citrate... 2 ozs. 10 c.c.s.

10 per cent, solution potassium ferri-

cyanide , 2 ozs. 10 c.c.s.

10 per cent, solution acetic acid ... 20 ozs. 100 c.c.s.

The well-washed prints are immersed in this bath until the
desired tone is given. Then well wash until high-lights are
dear. This bath intensifies the image.

(2) The " Lanternscope " was supplied years ago by the firm

of Tylar, of Birmingham. The apparatus simply consisted of »
large magnifying lens fixed at one end of a box, whilst at the
other was a to-and-fro carrier for the slides. Any optician could
fix up a similar kind of appliance, for example the Premier
Optical Co., 63, Bolton Road, Stratford, London, E.15, could do
it for you. The most scientifically adjusted viewing apparatus
of this kind is the " Verant " of Zeiss.

G. F.—-We presume that you (1) wish to obtain more colour in
the pink printing negative, and (2) to find some means of secur-
ing a silver image on a non-stretching support so as to enable
you to work up prints made from each negative. (1) Instead of
under-exposing the pink negative give a full exposure and
development, and after development reduce tlie negative until
thin in the middle and lower tones; then intensify with mercuric
bromide and blacken witli any non staining developer, or if

extreme contrast is required blacken with cyanide of silver. On
the positive it is possible to obtain still further contrast by
reduction and inten.sification. When making screen negative use
a 100 ratio for the screen distance, and for the shadow stop
either y/64 or v/96 to secure extreme contrast. (2) With regard
to obtaining a silver image upon a non-stretching support. Use
Kodak Transferotypo paper and transfer the film containing the
silver halide, before exposure or development, to opal glass, as
given in the directions. When dry print on this film from nega-
tive and develop and fix as for bromide paper. Or coat opal
glass with iodised collodion and sensitise in the usual silver
solution, expos'* and develop with half strength iron developer,
and before fixing le-develop with metol silver, the following
being the formula :

—

A.—Water, distilled

Metol
Citric acid

20 ozs.

144 grs.

95 grs.

First flow over the positive with the above A. and well drain.

again flow over plus one-third the amount of the followir

solution B :

—

B.—Distilled water 10 ozs.

Citric acid 130 grs.

Silver nitrate i oz.

After sufficient density has been obtained, wash and fix in !

per cent. hypo, or 2^ per cent cyanide of potassium. Varni<

negative with 5 per cent, gum dammar varnish, and wl i

thoroughly hard lightly rub over surface with fine cutt'

powder, so as to secure a tooth to enable the film to take
j

work, etc.

E. E. W.— (1) The book you refer to is " The Air-Brush in PhoV

graphy," by G. F. Stine, published by the Abel Publishing Co
421,' Caxton Building, Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A., price Z.i

dollars. (2) Ab regards persulphate it is not possible to recor

mend any special formula. The average formula of 10 or 20 gr

of ammonium persulphate in 1 oz. of water usually works qui

well, with the addition—as is neces.sary—of a drop of sulphur

acid to about each 2 ozs. of working solution. The trouble wil

persulphate is that the commercial samples vary somewhat. M
advise you to use that of Lumiore, A little while ago ti},

Lumiere published a paper on avoiding irregularity in the use

the persulphate reducer. It would probably be of assistance

you, and no doubt MM. Lumifere would send a copy on app

cation to Lyons. The negative should preferably be dry wi<

put into the reducer, and should be taken out a little befor«

has been sufficiently reduced and put in 5 per cent, snlphi

solution to check the action of the bath sharply. (3) So lot

as prints are not given too much exposure and therefore a
.somewhat superficially developed, the developing formula (M.<

or amidol) does not make much difference in the colour of tl

toned prints, either hypo-alum or bleach and sulphide. Fro
your specimens it seems that you prefer a somewhat purplii

tone, although many people would like the browner tones of tl

larger portrait specimens. You will get less staining .

the whites with hypo-alum than with bleach and sulphid

but we are afraid we cannot see how we can say anything

help you beyond this. (4) As you are tied down to the use i

the particular plates and cannot use a screen, the best thing y(

can do is to develop with a Kydroquinone formula made up wil

caustic soda, similar to that in the 1921 "Almanac." This wi

give a great deal more contrast than M.Q. If the contrast

not sufficient, you can increase it by developing slightly, or redu

ing with Farmer's reducer if you develop fully, and then il

tensifying with Monckhoven's intensifier. Another plan is i

re-copy the negative again on your process plate, and from tl

positive transparency make another negative, again on a proce

plate. The two extra stages enable you to get a considerab
increase of contrast.

The British Jonrnal of Photography
Lnn AsYiRTiSEicxiiTS.

An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisement

(excepting Situations Wantedl is now in operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 23. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Sitnationg Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word. Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words. /

For forwarding replies 6d.

per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by tl)i

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'cloci

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot bi

guaranteed.
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SUMMARY.
(OcoamtxT 30) it u hoped to inclad*, as
u> th* " ISrituh Joamal " for the prceent

ihm oMtbod o( prodocinj warm tonae doe
« of Ua mXu, Dr. F. Foniutecber poinU
m of the procMa to lelf-toning papers.

In a paper in " AmerieaB Pbetographr," Mr. Arthur Hami
iMfollr ewphieisas lh« Mpertaace of view-point and thi

X
„ ,

Arthur Hammood— Mpertaace of view-point and the an-
irt.iiK* of Iho focAl Mgtk of the Una in determining the

r»n<i«riag ia pketographs. (P. 761.)

artide we give aoiDe hints to Uie beginner in pro-
t«i« <m th» eqoipment of a imaU stadio as regards

> 4ii and 6oor ooTertags, famitnre and baekgroonds.

I'hotompkers' Association haa appointed nine
>! wita the arraneemente for the Congress to

-t. It ha* alio obtained a ooocesaion in
rent at a reduced rate; and at a special

iiMaiijr autboriiied the meaenrse which have
r^ tor it* rwriiLrstion under the Companies'
P. 768.)

'T the jodgea are published in the competition
'^'-'lioglon and Ward in which prises amoont-

<t«a in Dart to professiooai photographers
' ralta of women and in part to the sitters.

•• niah Courts «xhibit« the extraordinary
V o( • personal lnggag«." (P. 757.)

. <! from the iwtoacber, will allow of
netiatiw*. (P. 758.)

"' Wds for which greater
ula of cnv«lup«a for daylight changing of

. recent patent specifications. (P. 767.)

last week, the new mills erected Inr Messrs.
Psper Co.. Ltd., for the mannfsctore of

I baryta-ooated paper were formally opened.
kt doring the war, with facilitin inferior to

- « beca provided, Messrs. Pirie manufactured
•<ns of raw paper baas. (P. 765.)

<:.,,; rit'n VitiAoa] 8a)m will be heM at Hamilton from
tt. The prospectos and entry form are now
I

two c^ief csossa nf failure in making the iodine-cyanide
•»• tha sobject of a paragraph on page 757. _^___

'lie additions have b<«n made to the collection of
slMtogrsphs prass i >ad for reference at the Mosenm of

(bology. fP. 770.1

EX CATHEDRA.
Personal The view taken by some of the railway

companies recently that photographic
apparatus carried by a passenger should be subject to a
charge b«caus© it is not " personal luggage " has come
into prominence lately. Some companies are endeavour-
mg to impose this charge, although the Professional
Photographers' Association recently ascertained that the
rules of the Great Western Railway provide that cameras
o«r photographic apparatus, up to 60 or 80 lbs. may be
carried by the passenger without extra charge. A case
which bears on the question was heard in the High Court
on December 12 in connection with a charge made by the
Great Western Railway Company for a violoncello which
a professional musician had taken with him on two
journeys. Mr. Justice Horridge and Mr. Justice
Shearman declined to give a definition of " personal
luggage," but fell back on that of Chief Justice Cobum,
namely, that it is luggage which '

' is personal to the
passenger £jnd carried for his use or convenience."
Accordingly, they held that a violoncello carried by a
profession^ player was not personal luggage, whence it

ifi to be inferred that the same article if carried by an
amateur would come in the category of " personal." The
solemn processes of law lead to so many comic conclu-
sions that the foregoing will not arouse surprise. At
any rate, the judgment may be regarded as a warning
that, so far as cameras are concerned, it is not very likely
that the Courts would hold a different view as between
amateur and professional photographers taking apparatus
with them on a railway. The man in the street will very
properly ask how it is that such questions as these have
not been settled by an oflBcious and heavily remunerated
Ministry of Transport in a way which does even justice

to members of the community.

Iodine- Queries which reach us respecting in-
Oyanlde. activity of this reducing or clearing

solution can usually be traced to one or other of two
causes. The first concerns the making of the iodine solu-

tion. Although iodine flakes dissolve almost at once in a
strong solution of potassium iodide, they dissolve with

inuoU greater diflBculty in a weak solution, and, owing to

the dark oo^gu^ of the solution, undissolved iodine may
escape^ nolice. The best way to dissolve the iodine

is to mix the flakes with the required quantity of the

potassium iodide and then to add only just enough water

to dissolve the latter. The iodide then dissolves almost

instantaneously and remains in solution when adding the

further required amotmt of water. By working in this

way less potassium iodide may be used, a consideration

in view of the high cost of this chemical. The second

oause is the very variable quality of commercial potas-

sium cyanide. For this reason it is very little use to

preacribe a definite proportion of cyanide solution for
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admixture with a given quantity of iodine solution. The
best plan is to use cyanide guaranteed of 80 or 90 per cent,

strength, when the mixture should work with the required

activitj- when made up in the round proportions which
are given in the various formulae. On the other hand, a

less pure sample of cyanide wiU require a larger quantity
of the solution in order to produce ai) active mixture with
the iodine.

* * *

Broken The disaster of a broken negative is an
Negatives, ever-present contingency which must
be met as the printer best can. Several excellent ways
have been published, that most frequently recommended
being the cementing of the broken pieces with Canada
balsam. This is hardly applicable to the ordinary studio

in which there is rarely any balsam to hand, nor, what
is more important, anyone who can use it, for Canada
balsam is very sticky, and especially so where not
required. Any good fish glue, such as is sold under
various names, Seccotine, Mendine, and others is equally
effective, although the refractive index is not the same
as that of the balsam, which, by the way, does not render
the crack invisible. The broken edges should be very
thinly coated vnth the glue and brought into contact
while the negative is lying on a flat, wooden surface
covered with thin paper. A few push-pins should be
driven in round the edges to prevent movement, and the
whole put away in a dry, waiin place for a couple of days.
"When dry, a thin line of opaque should be painted over
the join so that there is a white line in the print, this
being much easier to work out than the \mequal shadow
of 'the crack.

l.ek.geing
Behind.

The showcases and windows of portrait

photographers are' always interesting,

whether the contents be good or bad, and we have often
felt that a little heart-to-heart talk would be beneficial

to many of our friends. "When visiting many of the
smaller towns we have often been struck by the amount
of iitterly out-of-date work that is being shown by old-

established men. It is not enough now to make a sharp,
well-exposed negative and, to print it upon glossy P.O. P.
if a discriminating public is to be satisfied, nor is the
situation improved if bromides of very poor quality are
shown in addition. The poorer class may accept these,
knowing of nothing better, but those residents who
periodically visit the larger towns where the work is often
of the highest class, may be excused if thej^ patronise
the photographers there instead of their own townsmen.
The latter have the matter in their own h^nds if they
will only awake to their opportunities and use to the full

the suggestions which displays by the large photographers
contain. A day or two spent in studying the styles
shown by the masters of the art, followed by a demon-
stration of bromide and gas-light printing, would be the
beet investment many of our country friends could make.

* * *

TheWellineton On another page of this issue Messrs.
Competition. Wellington and Ward announce the
names of the prize winners in the unique competition
which closed on November 30 last. It will be remembered
that Messrs. Wellington offered £1,000 in prizes for the
most beautiful portraits of women. Moreover, the
arrangements provided for the award of substantial prizes
to the sitters in addition to those to the photographers,
thus offering a special inducement for people to be photo-
graphed by a given date. We learn that the success of
the competition has been thoroughly shown by the
thousands of photographs which have been entered, each
photograph necessarily representing an order from a new

sitter, or a further one from a former customer. T\

judges, namely, the Earl of Carnarvon, Lady Diana Di
Cooper and Mr. Alfred Ellis, had a difficult task in makii
the awards, for the entries represented a very high quali
of work. There can be no doubt that the prints su
mitted in this competition would form in themselvr--
exhibition of the utmost interest and educative vah
nrofessional photographers. We are therefore glaii

hear that Messrs. Wellington and Ward are not rostb
on the oars of their enterprise, but intend to make fi

use of the photogi-aphs which have been brought t

gether. It is hoped that before very long at least a t-

tion of the pictures will be available for inspection a:

Wellington Gallery, 101, High Holbom, London, W
We imagine that visitors to the Photographic Fair i

May will have an opportunity of seeing them.

EQUIPPING A SMALL STUDIO.—I.

It is a matter of some difiSculty for the beginner
portrait work to obtain the most efficient equipment i

his studio at a reasonable cost. If he can afford to gi
carte blanche to one of the large dealers he can relv <

being well served, but he will probably find that' tl

salesman's ideas are rather expansive, and that he
provided with a good many items which are not essenti
and which he would be glad to exchange for others whi
he has gained a little experience.
The young photographer who has served a propi

apprenticeship, usually follows in the steps of his mast*
and procures as nearly as possible duplicates of tl.

apparatus with which he has been accustomed to worl
This is not a bad plan if his employer has been an up-t<
date worker, but this is not always the case, and tb
beginner will often find that he could have started at les

cost and with more convenient tools, by getting outsid
advice if he is not confident of his own judgment. If h
be an amateur carpenter he can effect a considerabl
saving by making many of his own fittings, such article
as reflectors, backgroimd frames and the like, calling fc

very little skill in construction. We would suggest tha
the first outlay should be that of fifteen pence for a cop
of " The Portrait Studio," in which he will find sketche
of some of the most necessary fittings.

Assuming that the studio is entirely bare, the fire

step is to provide an efficient system of blinds or curtains
In om- experience the latter, although only costing .

fraction of the price«of blinds, are more satisfactory, botl
for ease in working and effectiveness in controlling th
light. The festoon system should be used for the to]

light and straight curtains in two rows for the side. I
the studio has a single slant or high side-light the matte
is- further simplified, as all the curtains will be upon om
plane. Dark blue, dark green or black casement cloth
and white nainsook or madapollam are satisfacton
materials. Black or other dark-coloured Bolton sheeting
is more durable, and is recommended where much sun
light falls upon the glass; though more costly at th(

outset it is much more durable and in the long rui
probably cheaper.

If the floor is not in sufficiently good condition to stair

and polish, it should be covered with plain linoleum
which may be had in various colours to suit the tint oi

the walls. A small carpet should be placed at one end;
as it is not only useful for full-length figures and posing
children, but gives a cosy and finished effect to the studio
It is not advisable to cover all the floor with carpet, m
this makes the camera difficult to use and adds consid-
ably to the work of keeping the place clean.
Some means of warming is essential, and for t
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orpoee we «lo not think an\ t'ling is better than the closed
tOTes in which anthracite i burned. These can be kept
joing night and day during tua winter; there is no labour

lifT^'tinc daily and the Btudio never gets cold. In a
\vill only remain on the roof in

ibe r. If gM be preferred it is a
pMxi I

itm vy use it in a radiator which can also be kept
joiiiL- iontiniioiislv. Onon firee. either for coal or gas,

if*" t.i •
; 'o is a risk of sotting fire to light

irup' r:. .^ ,^r ,: . ;... i; . n burning themselves if left

\\ \r lied for a mornont. ^

Furuiture is the next consideration, and considerable
judifment must be exerciawl in its choice. Modem taste
!»•; ' '

'
" ' ' " •' ire from tiie studio.

So irosities as multiple
ettooa which were never to be

Ifotii their places have been taken
reproduclMOSOt good specimens of more or less antique

lairs and table*, lliese may be found at the principle

to-stock houses, or thev may be purchased of the

t.

:;nary furni-!uiii? estoblisnments : the latter, however,
are not alwa :r to sell single chairs, and the photo-
'"''• -'• "'^i'"' 'I'lpiicat-es of any one pattern.

iture should be chosen with

)tt 111 irn- -i.i.ii.j a* needed. We must here

rei f advice which we have already given,

hair, settee, or other seat without
^;t of a lady model in it. The

n suitable for posing the
'>w fine the design may

• overlooked. A set
-i is a verv useful

thing, not only for groups, but for providing seats of
various heights for bust portraits.
Backgrounds are now much simpler than they were a

few years ago, when a considerable number of interiors
and exteriors were regarded as necessary. For a small
studio four, each measuring eight feet by six, or if there
is room eight feet square, will be foimd sufficient. One
black, or nearly so; one white, with a floor extension;
a suggestion of foliage and a medium-toned cloud will
meet nearly all requirements, although two small
graduated or cloud groimds about seven feet by five will
often be found a useful addition. All backgi-oimds should
be strained upon frames and fitted with castors so that
they can be moved without effort to any part of the studio.
Next in importance to the backgrounds come the reflector
and the diffusing screen. The former may be home-made
and consist of a frame about six feet by three feet fixed
upon some easel-like arrangement, so that it can be tilted

to any angle. There are some excellent reflectors made
in two sections, each of which is pivotted, but these are
rather expensive just now. The diSuser or head screen
should be purchased, as it is likely to be rather clumsjr
if home-made. It consists of a circular wire frame covered
with cheese cloth, and fitted upon a metal support
provided with universal movement. This is a most useful
appliance, and 'should on no account be omitted from the
studio fittings. A second diffuser covered with black
?auze will often be found useful for subduing the light

upon the lower part of a figure, but it is not as essential

as the white one. The camera and lenses, together with
dark-room and printing apparatus will be dealt with in

another article.

COLLOID SILVER TONING WITH TIN SALTS.

[Anoag tbe naay mrttwrts of toning derslopment prints to vsrm ooloun, that by means of tin compounds is of special

inlereat, since the ootoarsd iaagos wbicb «re obtained contain metallic silver in the colloid form. Attention was first

drawn t» thi* sutfcnd of toniag by NeagKhwender »«>roe ten years ago, ctnd was the subject of detailed investigation by

M:.s FWrtha E. Woolly sad Mr. Charles W. Gamble, whose experiments were published in the "B.J." of December 26,

I'l : pp. 87&491. In * nemt isroe of " Photographiache Rundschau," Dr. F. Forrastecher, in a communication from the

M .: ^a r«<«afch laboratory, dsacribcs further experimenta in this method of toning.—Eds. "B.J."]

TiiK 'su> of tin salts in th* toning and . inteaaiflcation of tha

Bilv.- imaffMt 4ia prints and .negatirca was first made by
\' irticnUr application (o bromide prints.

T used MOTHS, bowarer, to be still scarcely

kii"-^'. Vol It u, •• lat«r eorparimants bsve shown, the best

forti -f this prooBSa of toning. Two yasTS later Deaalme* is

itiori: ried a« tbo diacowfsr of tbe asiBe proceaa, in which alao

Nan .•..' baa mad* sono oxpertinenta. At the time of the

oat'.r.ak of war the Msthod oppeora to bare b<>cn forgotten

(I>r KormsterhfT spperaiitly is ignomnt of the paper by

W.- ' -Kb*. " B.J."), and has recently been

rr-v;-. .-l '.-.
I vbo, howevor, recommends a very

«n»uit»ble form oi tbo motbod. The process, therefore.

apFM.ari f1».«(4-ring of fnrtbor attention on the part of

XT' 'tograph^ra.

.\. m iu practical nscfnbiass, the toning of prints

with ttn «lla poasasMS considerable theoretical interest.

Cnlikn all €,ihn toning proceaasa, in which the silver of the

iro.ii- .'itber rvplaoMl by sono othar snbsUnce or con-

»M-t«»j into other rbamical omnponnda, we have the only

in<unc» of a (UAaito adaorptioB ooaipoiind of colloid silver

«oploy«d aa a toning sabatanea. The prooeai poaaeaaea an

I
• KoH isMsshrtit." 1 <vam. au.

1 • B4OT* Jshftwh." wia.
"~

» "rtxH. Kntr • WU.
« - *ka««aj>u'> •»*>

M; also "Bdm Jabrbaeh." 1«U, »1.

analogy with the formation of the well-known purple gold,

or purple of cassius, in which silver takes the place of gold.

This compound results when a tin salt in alkaline solution

is allowed to act on a silver salt. If stannous chloride is

used, the folkrwing reactions may be regarded as taking

place :—
Sn -H 4 OH = SnO, + H,0 2 Ag + SnO." = 2 Ag -I- SnO,.

The fact that the resulting purple silver actually consists

of an adsorption compound of silver and varying proportions

of moUstannic acid (SnO, -I- H,0) has been shown by L.

Wohler,* who ha-s ascertained that the purple silver does not

iTftntai** oxygen in combination.

Wliilstjj^ general rule a coloured colloid silver very readily

changes into the coarse grey silver, in the case of this purple

silver the metastannic acid acts as a protective colloid against

chemical action to such a degree that there is no tendency

for the colloid silver to agglomerate. It will, therefore, be

understood that the warm colours of deposits fbrown to red)

are extremely permanent. The particular colour of the purple

silver which is formed is, of course, dependent on the structure

of the original silver grain.

For the toning of development prints with tin salts, tne

prints must be first bleached : that is, the silver converted

into a cotourless and sufficiently soluble silver salt.

5.
• KollZ«il»chrifl." 7 (1910). a».

Neogscb-
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wander reoommended conversion into silver ferrooyanide by
means of potassium ferricyBnide. For this purpose a solution
is used containing 160 gms. potass, ferricyanide in 1,000 c.c.s.

of tvater, with addition of 1 c.c. of 25 per cent, solution of
simmonia. Neugschwender also mentions that bleaching with
copper chloride yields a deeper brown. The copper chloride
bath is employed by Besalme and Namies, converting the
image into silver chloride. The most advisable formula for

this bath is:—
Copper chloride 30 gms.
Hydrochloric acid, sp. gr. 1.12 3 c.c.s.

Water 1,000 c.c.s.

But the colour of the prints or the degree of intensification
is not materially affected by the process by which the images
are bleached.

The bleached prints must be very thoroughly washed, and
are then ready for toning. Toning can be done either
separately, by successive action of a tin salt and an alkali,

or in one single alkaline bath of tin salt.

In separate toning the caustic alkalies are not suitable,

since they attack the gelatine film too strongly. Lime and
baryta are also unsruitable, and so is lithium carbonate, on
account of its very slight solubility in water. Thus there only
remain the carbonates of soda and potash and ammonia
(ammonium hydrate). The following are suitable strengths
of baths in using these alkalies:—

1 part potass, carbonate in 10 parts of water.
1 part of soda car*bonate cryst. in 5 parts of water.
1 part of ammonia, sp. gr. .910 in ^ parts of water.

•Since it is difficult to make a clear solution of tin salts in

pure water, addition of some acid is necessary. The following
solution keeps well:—

Stannous chloride '.. 10 gms.
Hydrochloric acid, sp. gr. 1.12 ... 1 c.c.

Water 100 c.c.s.

If the prints are placed first in the alkali bath and then in
the tin solution the results obtained are invariably flat; for
vigorous prints it is necessary to immerse first in the tin

. bath and then in the alkali. After removal from the tin bath
prints must be thoroughly wa^shed in order to avoid neutralis-
ing the alkali by acid which is carried over with the prints.
Unless this is done, the results are erratic and show bad
gradation. By washing for a shorter time after the tin bath
the colours which are obtained are better, but within a short
time the alkali bath is rendered so muddy by tin salt carried
into it that it is imjjossible to work cleanly or to obtain any
desired tone with certainty. I find it best to allow the tin

bath to act for one or two minutes and the alkali bath for
from three to five minutes.

Ammonia yields reddish-brown tones; soda carbonate,
brownish-purple tones; and potassium carbonate, in1;ermediate
tones. As was to be expected, ammonia, since it is the weakest
alkali, yields the finest silver grain; caustic soda yields the
foarsest grain, of colour almost approaching a neutral black.

But for practical purposes the combined method of toning is

by far the better.

For this pui-pose a bath of sodium stannite is prepared as
follows:—A solution is made of 10 gms. stannous chloride

(free from acid) in 100 c.c.s. of water, and 70 c.c.s. of 10 per
cent, caustic soda solution added with constant shaking until

the precipitate first formed is re-dissolved. Water, 80 c.c.s.,

is then added. A bath of potassium stannite is prepared in

a similar wqy, using, however, 100 c.c.s. of 10 per cent, caustic

ix>tash solution and 60 c.c.s. of water for each 100 c.c.s. of

10 per cent, stannous chloride solution.

With bromide prints, the sodium stannite bath yields

purpleJblack tones, whilst the potass, stannite bath gives

?5rownish-black tones. Prints on gaslight papers yield warmer
tones, e.g., sepia-brown, resembling the results of platinum
toning, with the sodium stannite bath; and a somewhat reddish

tone, somewhat recalling that of selenium toning, with th
potass, stannite bath.

The combined baths (tin salt and caustic alkali) keep fair]
well, especially if always filtered shortly before use. As tb
substance of the toned image contains only metastannic aci
in addition to silver, the prints are extremely permanent, an
on this account the process deserves more attention than i

has hitherto olbtained.

The process of tin toning is applicable also to P.O.P. print*
and, with these, allows of effects being obtained which canno
be secured by other methods. It is, of course, plain tha
P.O.P. prints can be toned by the process only after fixinj
otherwise the high-lights and the uncoated surfaces of th
prints would be stained yellow or greenish. Addition o

stannous salts to the combined toning and fixing bath is ou
of the question, since it simply gives rise to pronounce
sulphur totting. Nevertheless, this method has been bot
rec»mmended and patented, but can hardly have obtained an
use in practice."

If fixed and well washed, P.O.P. prints are placed in a bat
of stannous chloride; in the case of collodion prints there i

scarcely any perceptible alteration of the colour. Prints oi

matt-albumen paper, probably in consequence of the fine graii
of the image, show a slight apparent effect, especially if th
immersed prints are allowed to remain freely exposed to th
air, when the adsorbed stannous oxide is converted into stauni
oxide. Moreover, there is scarcely any toning action by usiu]

a sodium stannite solution. For these reasons attempts wer
made, as in the case of development prints, to bleach and thei

to tone. Completely bleached prints, on subsequent treatmen
with stannous salts, yield very flat gradation with yellowe(
high-lights, the colour after a short time of toning being rod
and brown after longer toning. The only satisfactory result
were obtained, at any rate with collodion paper, by bleachin;
incompletely, that is to say, so slightly as to show scarcely
any perceptible effect.

I afterwards, tried the eftect of potass, ferrooyanide as t

bleacher, using a solution of 160 gms. per litre diluted 10(

times. Prints were immersed in this bath for about a minute
and were then toned with the 1 : 10 stannous chloride solution

diluted 20 times, or with the sodium stannite solution diluted

40 times. This process, liowever, gave prints of inferioi

reddish-brown tone with eaten-out high-lights.

A more suitable bleacher consists of a copper chloride solu-

tion (30 gms. in 1,000 c.c.s.) diluted 20 times. The most
suitable toning solution for use with this bleacher is the

1 : 10 stannous chloride solution diluted 10 times.

The best results are obtained by leaving the prints in

the copper bath for not more than one minute, well washing
and then toning for one minute in the tin bath. They must
then not be washed, but at once hung up to dry in the light.

They then darken through formation of metastannic acid with
considerable increase of the deposit of purple colloid silver.

Subsequent washing does not alter the tone, but is unneces-

sary, as the unwashed prints are as permanent as those which
have been washed.

It was thought that, owing to the fine grain of prints on
print-out papers, stannic salts would have an appreciable
action on unbleached prints, but it was found that a bath of

stannic chloride is almost without effect on the tone of unfixed

prints provided that, in order to avoid the slightest trace of

sulphur toning, the print is thoroughly washed between use
of the tin bath and subsequent fixation. Stannic chloride has
an even smaller effect on the tone of fixed prints; and sodium
stannate, prepared from stannic chloride and caustic soda, is

equally weak in its action. On the other hand, a certain

toning action takes place with fixed matt-albumen prints.

It may be assumed that the following reaction takes place:—
Ag + Sna. -t- 2 H,0 » (Ag + SnO, + 4 HCl).

The hydrochloric acid evaporates on drying the prints.

A better toning action was obtained with the following

6. " Kdere Jahrbuch," 1913, 423.
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teth:—10 gms. of commercial "tin salts" (sodium tin
«iiloride N8jt»nCl,H,0) was lissolved in 100 c.c.s. of water
and ammonia add«d (about 7 c.s. of aolntion of sp. gr. .910).

m that the mixture remaine.: slightly add, without smell of
ammonia, and clear after a quarter of an hour. This bath,
•nlike the more acid solnttous, has no eating-out effect on
matt-albumen prints; it has an appreciable toning action,

though not a great one.

In practical work the use of gotd in the purple colloid form
is of more importance. Toning baths containing gold in

admixture with tin salts have long been recommended.' The
modern self-toning collodion papers, containing a considerable

quantity of gold, are rery suitable for toning with tin salts.

Br iisir.; the aborementioned "tin salts" bath instoadofthe
cn>t'iri.:ir\ bath of salt, reddiih-brown tones are obtained with

distinct inteosification of the print.

By adding potassium bromide, or potassinm iodide, to the

hath the ton« becomes blu«r,' and at the same time greater

iat.ri-itioation is produced.

The following. howe»er, proved to be the best method for

the toning of self-toning collodion papers with the salts. The

paper is stronglr printed, snd is inuaersed for from _10 to

lo minutes in a 1 per c«ot. solution of potassium io<liae,

l-hoionsph," 1«1104.
Ittl US.

washed for a short time, and thwi immersed in the followina
bath:— ^

"Tin salts" lo gms.
Water i_oOO c.c.s.
Ammonia, .910 sp. gr 7 c.c.s.
Potassium iodide 1 gm.

ITie potassinm iodide is added a quarter of an hour after
th« previous chemicals have been mixed. This bath must be
used freshly prepared; it becomes coloured on keeping with
formation of free iodine and then has a prejudicial action on
the half-tones of the prints.
The prints are allowed to remain in the bath for 15 minutes,

are then washed for 30 minutes in order to remove all traces
of soluble tin salts, then fixed for 30 minutes in a 1 : 10 hypo
solution, and finally thoroughly washed in the usual way. In
this manner vigorous bluish prints are obtained of a kind
which is not obtainable by any other process.
The tone may be made more reddish by using a preliminary

aulphocyanide bath' containing 1 gm. of ammonium sulpho-
cyanide and 1 gm. of potass iodide in 100 c.c.s. of water. This
bath must be used before the above-mentioned solution con-
taining both iodide and "tin salts." If it is used after this
latter the blue toning effect of the process is very much less.

-
F. FOBMSTBCHEB.

9. See • Edere Jahrboch," 1902, 84.

PERSPECTIVE IN PHOTOGRAPHS.
[Ths following arti. it' . Mr. V-tr: :r Hrin.rnond, in a rec

fresh treatiaMit of tiw •mbj--' t »t j.. rii'i-viivn n-ndering by th

which too freqacintly are lost sight of by photogrsphers of

TaiKS are two kinds of penpeetire that concern the maker
of pictures, whether he nses • eemera and lent or whether

brushes, paints or peactls are his chosen media. One is

linear pertpectire and the other is aerial perspective. The
for- .If one that is generally associated with the term

per the latter properly should be considered in the

t'. All of US are familiar with the principles of

liii. , and the oonvergence of lines to a vanishing

point utat may be inside or outside the boundaries of the

pi'tiiro. We hare, most of ns, drawn diagrams in school of

a railroad trsdi with the li^<^« of the track and other parallel

lines all meeting at a point in the distance, and we hare

learned to draw the outlines of a cube with the lines converg-

\r:j to a ranishing point. In drawing with a pencil we have

tody these things very carefully, no matter whether we
making an arcbitectoral plan or a purely decorative

arc, for iocorreot p^rapeetire wonld be a rery obvious

-ct.

' nat the lent renders sndi penpectire as this sutomatically

without any thought on the part of the photographer is

generally accepted idea, but this is only partly true. In

sense the perspective as rendered by a lens (provided the

is free from distortion and the focal plane is st right

to the axis of the lens) is correct in thst a lens repro-

accurately exactly what is before it and in the field of

Bat scieotifio accuracy is not always in strict aooord-

with what wo imagine correct perspective to be, and the

is always at wxjrk correcting our vision and making

agree with our ideas of how they ought to look. For

]>!•, if we dose one eye. thus bringing our vision in line

I tbe enaam that ha* only one lens, and hold up one hand

13 inohe* fnm the other eye. the hand will appear large

to corar and hide entirely a hoose or a large tree at

distance from ns. If we stand dose to a person who is

ling oat towards as « good-sised fldi at arm's length the

will, strictly apoaking, sppear to be very large in com-

srith the penm holding it, and if a photograph is

from a close view-point with a lens of short enough

length to indade both the fish and the person holding

T* ahall gs>t a freak picftnre which will be strictly accurate

ent issue of "American Photography," while not offering any
e photographic lens, usefully draws attention to considerations
both portraits and landscapes.—^Ess. "B.J."]

bat not at all in accordance with our ideas as to the relative

sises of the fish and the person holding it.

The correctness of the perspective as it appears to us depends
very largely upon the distance between the lens and the
objects photographed, just as it does on the distance between
the eye and the objects we see. The closer we are the more
violent will the perspective appear. To the eye, a hand
12 inches away actually appears so large as to obliterate a
house GOO yards away, and a fish held out close to ns actually

it so large as to appear out of all proportion, ^ut our brain

tells us very emphatically that the hand is just an ordinary

sised hand and that the house looks small because it is far off.

It also corrects our actual impression as to the size of the

fish. But the lens has no brain to work for it; it can only

work according to the inexorable laws of optical science.

A short focus lens can include a wide angle of view. That
is why such a lens is called a wide-angle lens. But the amount
of subject that is included depends, naturally, upon the size

of the plate or film that the lens covers. A short focus lens

used with a large plate will include altogether more than can

be taken in by the eye without turning the head. The
amount of subject that can be seen by moving the eyes

but without turning the head is included in an angle of about

25 deg., and the comparatively wide angle of about 45 deg.

is that which is included by the lens commonly fitted to

Kodaks and other cameras. Pictorial workers very frequently

use lenses of about twice the usual focal length, a 10-inch

lena for a 3i x 4J plate, for instance, instead of the usually

fitted .^ifijok lens, and thus they get an angle of view that

corresponds very nearly to that of the human eye.

The perspective is governed not so much by the focal length

of the lens as by the distance between the lens and the objects

photographed, for the focal length of a lens is entirely com-

parative. A 6-inch lens would be a long focus lens if used

to cover a plate only an inch and a half square, but a 6-inch-

lens used for a 5 x 7 picture would be a wide angle, short

focus lens. If we took a picture on a 5 x 7 plate with a

6-inch lens we would gSt just the same perspective and the

imago would be just the same size as in a picture on a little

l^-inch plate made with the same lens if the point of rieto in
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botk instances U'as the same, but in the larger picture there

wonld be more of the subject include<l. We could trim the

6x7 picture down to IJ inches, and we would then have
just tlio same picture as was taken with the 6-inch lens on
the li-inch plate. If we wanted that picture to be 7 inches

square wo oould enlarge it, but in order to get a 7-inch picture

direct, from the same view-point, we would liave to use a

lens of longer focal length. We could not get the same result

by going closer to the subject in order to make it larger with
the C-iRch lens, for that would entirely alter the perspective.

To get the same perspective in a large picture or a small one,

we must take both from the same view-point. If the view-
point is the same, the pictures will be identical as regards
perspective, though they may vary in sir-e. according to the
focal length of the lens that is used. So we see that the per-
spective depends entirely upon the view-point, and the size is

governed by the focal length of the lens. The reason why this

is often misunderstood is that we judge the size of objects
in a picture chiefly by the imiK)rtant objects in the fore-

ground without paying much attention to the relative size

of these objects and objects in the background. Suppose we
are photographing a scene in which there are some trees and
a backfiround of distant hills. With a certain lens we can
get the trees the size we want them by taking the picture
from a certain view-point, but if we were using a shorter
focus lens and wanted to get the trees the same size, we
oould only do that by going closer to them, and that would
alter the relative sizes of the trees and the distant hills. In
the two 2iictures taken with the long focus lens and the shorter
focus lens, the trees might be about the same as regards size,

but the distant hills would be entirely different. They would
look smaller and apparently farther away in the short focus
picture than in the one taken with the long focus lens.

Correct perspective and pleasing perspective often are
thought to be .synonymous terms, but, strictly speaking, they
are entirely dilferent. Persjiective may be correct, but, at

the same time, far from pleasing. The '''big fish" picture
already referred to and pictures of people lying down with
their feet towards the camera, showing enormous feet and a
very small head, are quite correct, but they are far from
pleasing. Such things are what we actually see when we are

at close quarters and when we look at things impartially,

without paying any attention to what our brain tells us as

to how they ought to appear. It is rather hard to do this,

because the eye is not able to include as wide an angle of view
as can be included by a short focus lens, nor can the eye see

clearly at the same time a thing close to it and things farther

off. I have just been holding up a graduated ruler about 6
or 8 inches from my eye, and when I am looking at the ruler

and can see distinctly the lines and figures on it, the pictures

on the wall about 8 feet away are blurred and iudistinct.

When I focus my eye on the pictures the ruler is blurred.

The lens is a more perfect optical instrument than the human
eye; it can, when stopped down to a small aperture, focus

sharply both near and distant objects. The only way we can

see near and distant objects clearly is by looking first at one

and then at the other. Then, also, a lens can be made that

can include a far greater angle of view than the eye. Without
turning the head and without moving the eyeball in its

socket, our vision embraces only a very narrow angle of about

4 deg. A wide-angle lens specially designed for working at

close quarters can be made to include an angle of 90 deg.

The lens usually fitted to cameras for average work includes

an angle of about 45 deg.

The agreeableness or otherwise of the perspective is

governed very largely—we might say almost entirely—by the

points of view from which the picture is taken. To get objects

of a reasonable size without going too close necessitates the

use of a fairly long focus lens. A lens that would include

about the same angle of view as we see ordinarily with our

eyes would be a good lens for purely pictorial photography, and
a 10-inch lens used on a 3J x 4i plate would be about right.

Then we would get in our picture about the same perspective

as we ordinarily see. Of course, it is not always practioable

to use a lens of such focal length, and it is quite possible
get pictures showing agreeable perspective with such len>

as arc commonly fitted, if the photographer will keep in mn
the fundamental fact that perspective is governed entirelv l

the point of view and that the focal length of the lens detei

mines only the size of the objects in the picture. Sup()o-

we take a picture of a landscape—trees, with some hills

the background—with a 10-inch lens used for a 3J x 4^ in

plate, and we got the trees, say, 2^ inches high. Then ti

distant hills will look about the same as they appear to
when we look at the scene from about the same point of vi.

as we take to got the trees that size in the picture. Th
suppose we take the same scene with a 5-inch lens on
31 x 4i inch plate and make the trees the same siz

2i inches high. We shall find that it is necessary to get

good deal closer to the trees, and we shall find that in tn

picture taken from the closer view-point, though the tree-

are about the same, the distant hills are dwarfed and aro
quite insignificant in size, so that they do not give a true
impression of the scene as we remember it. But that is not
the fault of the lens ; it is due to the change in the view-

point. If we were to take a picture with a 5-inch lens from
the same view-point as we selected when using the 10-inch

lens, we should find that the relative size of the trees and
liills would be just the same ; both would be smaller, and tlier."

would be more of the scene included in the picture, but if

that portion of it containing only as much as was included
in the 10-inch picture was. enlarged to 3J x 4J, it would be
exactly the same as the picture made with the longer focus

lens.

The important fact to remember with regard to perspective

is that the focal length of the lens has nothing to do with

it. The perspective is governed entirely by the selection of

the point of vieWj and the focal length of the lens determines
only the size of the objects included in the picture. The more
distant the view-point, the less ahrupt will the perspective be.

A comparatively long focus lens, one that embraces only a

fairly narrow angle of view, is said to give good perspective,

but this is only because with such a lens the photographer is

forced to adopt a reasonably distant view-point and is not
tempted to get too close in the endeavour to make the objert-;

larger in the picture.

The question of agreeable perspective is even more impoi-
tant in portraiture than in landscape work, for the lack of it

is far more noticeable. In making large-sized heads a long

focus lens must be used, because if we try to get size by going
very close we shall get very unpleasant distortion of the

features. The very common complaint that the hands in a

portrait look too large is often due to the use of a lens that

has not sufficient focal length to enable the photographer to

select the best view-point. The lens should never be placed

closer than 7 or 8 feet from the subject in making a portrait.

If at this distance the picture is too small it can always be

enlarged, and it is better to get a small picture that has good
drawing and good perspective than a larger one that is

distorted.

With regard to aerial perspective, that is something entirely

different from linear perspective. It deals with the gradual

loss of strength in colour and in light and shade in objects

as they recede into the distance. This is a valuable aid to

the artist, whether he be a painter or a photographer, in

enabling him to impart to his picture the quality of

" atmosphere."

Without atmosphere a picture looks flat, and is often

uninteresting. The illusion of distance and the suggestion of

separation of planes given by atmosphere impart a feelinii

of depth and spaciousness to a view that makes it m<
realistic. We get a suggestion of distance from the f;i

that objects in the distance are smaller in size than near

objects, but if there is no aerial perspective there can be
suggestion of depth and space, and we do not get a prop

separation of the planes.

Picture making is, after all, a means of conveying a su

gestion of impressions, and there are certain common-sen
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Mciplea tlukt are os«d •• aids in creating illnsions. The
-pth and space is best conveyed by the distant

softer and flatter in tone and having less

and shade contrasts and colour contrasts. Tlie

;)here between our eyes and distant objects has
making a light object apprar darker and a dark

r, so tbiat it is quite po-->il)le that a light object

a darker object both at a distance might both appear
> iiT.ilar in tone. The photographer can control this to

-oper seloctioii of <.uitable conditions, by the

.nd of plat.- r film and by the right adjust-

-ure and ' nt. It is obvious that unless

^10 couili: - in nature at the time the

put >de it cannot bo piiutogrnphed. There are times

wh- ' i* very clear and dry and the distance appears
unusually distinct and dark in tone. Those are ideal days

(or mountain climbing and for enjoying extended vien's from

the mountain top, but, for picture making, they should

generally be avoided, because at such times the illusion of

diitaii •• is hard to suggeat. The distance under such con-

dito::- >IoM not look distant: it is so clear and distinct that

it u;; ' irs to be too near, and a picture made at such a time

woui-i .- lii'-king in aerial per^pef'tire. As a general rule the

tr.v :i. r- ng or late aft«'rri'j<in in the summer are better

tint' • : ' ' .'tM'o making than around noon. In the early

Borii II J . -, . ..1 y. the atmospheric effect often is very strongly

marked.

The use of the right kind of plate or film often means the

nie ' f .iH
'-' -'-•- ---ttead of one that is orthochromatic,

ber.i:-' tend> to increase the atmospheric

itfect a iiui>-. 1 ii.< uii-i or base i« bine, and is therefore

strongly actinic, so a plate that i.« very sensitive to blue would

en: Iii-'ite the base, while an orthochromatic plate would repre-

.' more as it really is. An orthochromatic plate does not,

as is very commonly supposed. " ctit oat" the haae, it simply

does not' exaggerate it. There is soma scope here for the

phi>t'.i(rap)i><r to tise bis own judgment. If the mist or base

alrea'lv i> .trong enough, it would not be necessary to increase

it, an-! t "rrect exposure on an orthochromatic plate with a

pror .-r:\ jijusted filter woold give the best effect.

With regard to exposure and development and their effect
on the rep^ese^tation of atmosphere, the exposure must nob
he too short nor development too long. Too short an exposure
always is a serious fault in photography, and it is especially
detrimental to a proper rendering of the softened tones of
distant planes. Orer-developmont must be avoided, because
It tends to block up and destroy gradation in the high-lights.
Photography is not by any means as mechanical a process

as it is often supposed to be ; there is a good deal of oppor-
tunity to exercise personal control, and a pictorial photo-
grapher must become thoroughly familiar with the possibilities
of his craft, so that he can avail himself of their aid to the
fullest extent.

Owing to the fact that we see things with two eyes while
the camera usually has only one, it is sometimes necessary to
exaggerate and make the most of atmospheric effect in
separating planes. Our stereoscopic vision imparts a roundness
and solidity to objects we see, and helps very much in placing
them correctly, one behind the other. A stereoscopic photo-
graph is vastly more convincing in this respect than one made
with only one lens, so it is often quite permissible and quite
necessary for a photographer to accentuate mist or haze in

the atmosphere as much as he can. This is another reason
why a long focus lens is helpful. Its use enables a photo-

grapher to select a more distant view-point, and the greater

distance between the camera and the objects photographed
necessarily increases the amount of atmosphere.

A suggestion of aerial perspective can also be conveyed by

selective focussing, which simply means having the important

objects in the foreground a little more sharply focussed than

those in the background. This tends to make such objects

stand out more clearly and helps to separate the planes. If

a semi-achromatic lens is used intelligently it will help even

more in separating planes, because it can be so manipulated

that the quality of definition will vary in the foreground, the

middle distance and the distance, and yet there need not be

any part of the picture that is so much out of focus as to

lose form and coherency and become so much blurred as to be

entirely meaningless.
^BTHUB Hammond.

THE ABSORPTION OF LIGHT BY TONED AND
TINTED MOTION PICTURE FILM.

A oanmoaioatioa fron the

Ik fig. S are shown tha rasoJU obuined on samples 30 and 31,

•smely. cine gnto No. 2 (A) and (B). In this ease it wUl be noted

liMaarcb laboratory of the Bast^nan Kodak Ooinpany.

(Concludtd from poge 750.)

those obtained on all of the samples thus far examined, the cine

orange and cine yellow samples behaving aa shown in fif. 4, while

all other tints appear to behave as shown in fig. 5.

In preparing the tinted samples the following dyes were used, the

figures given being the amounts of the various dyes per 200 litres uf

water.
Amount.
Orams.

.. 250

Bparcasa
the

D*ruUl 0*.
FIS. S.

IbaCOrvM are Ito wUhin the errors of measurements) straight

parslial to the line at 45 <itg. to the X axis, indicating that in

no naaMirable chance in the photographic quality other

the Bniform incrsasa in density has resulted from the action

• lintinff dya. The cnnrse shown in figs. 4 snd 5 are typical of

Tint.

Cine red .

Name of dye and manufacturer.

Amaranth
(H. A. Metz & Co., N.Y.)

tHne scarlet .. 250 Crocein scarlet (MOO)
(National Anihne and Chemical Co., N.\ .)

anr orange .. 250 Wool orange (GG)

^ ^ (N«tionalAmlineandChemicalCo.,N.Y.)

Cine yellow . . 250 Wool j-ellow, extra cone.

(National Aniline and Chemical Co., N.Y.)

One green, No. I 400 Acid green (L)

(National Aniline and Chemical Co., N.\ .)

Cine green. No. 2 400 Naphthol green (Bcona)
tWhite Tar Anihne Corp., 56 Vesey St.,

N.Y.)

Cine blue • 250 Direct blue (6B)^
(Essex Aniline Works, 39, OUver St.,

Boston, Mass.)

Qne Tiolet . . 250 Fast wool violet (B)

(National Aniline and Chemical Co., N . \ .)

B
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Transmission of Dye*Toned Samples.

In colouring film by this process, the positive is bleached in a

suitable bath and then immersed in a solution of the dye being

used. This dye is mordanted to the image, thus producing the dye

tone. Samples -were prepared in exactly the same way as for the

dye tinting process, an unexposed, iixed-out sample, a normal pic-

ture, and a'sensitomotric strip being prepared in each c-ase, and all

tests run in triplicate. The results obtained with the fixed-out

sample and the jiicture ai-e given in Table 2. It will be not<>d that

the tran-smission of the unexposed, fixed-out samples is uniformly

high for all samples. This is typical of this process, since very

little mordanting of the dye occurs, except where there is

a bleached silver image. Since these samples were unexposed, tlie

only silver present was that due to the inhei-ent fog of the material,

which is relatively low, so tliat in tliese samples vei-y little bleached

iniasri- is present upon which the dye may be mordanted.

Table No. 2.

—

Transmission of Dyb Tonbd Film.

Plain film. Picture.

Sample. Name.

Untoned .

.

9 Bismark brown . .

12 Malachite green (A)

10 Malachite green (B)

1

1

Malachite green (C)

15 Safranine (A)

14 Safranine (B) .

.

13 Safranine (C)

18 Auramine (A) .

.

17 Auramine (B) .

.

16 Auramine (C)

D.
0.055
0.17

0.16

0.17

0.18

0.18
0.18

0.18

0.15
0.16
0.16

T.

88
67
69
67
66
66
66
66
71

69
69

Tr.
100
76
78
76
75
75
75
75
81

78
78

D.
0.84

0.96
1.10

1.12

1.15

1.00

1.03

1.20

0.86

0.90

0.93

T.

14.5

10.9

8.0

7.6

7.0

10.0

9.0

6.3

14.0

13.0

12.0

Tr.
100
75
55
52
48
69
62
43
96
89
83

In fig. 6 are shown the measurements obtained on one of the

sensitometric strips dye-toned .with Malachite green. It will be

Ml

/
2*

A
/,

^10 y.
'/
/

/
1t .. ., ...

J

'

S:

DtnMy Do.

.
Fig- 6.

noted that in tlie region of higher densities that the curve is

parallel to the 45-deg. line, thus indicating that in this region the

increase in density is independent of the original density, but in the

regions of lower density this is not the case, as is indicated by the

curve in fig. 6. The high-light regions, therefore, suffer less intensi-

fication than the shadows and darker half-tones. It is evident

that such action results in increased contrast in the dye-toned posi-

tive. The results illustrated in fig. 6 are typical of the other dye-

toned sensitometric strips that have been examined thus far.

Transmissison of Chemically-Toned Samples.

Complete discussion on the methods for obtaining these chemical
tones have been referred to earlier in this communication, and no
attempt will be made at this time to specify the exact processee by
which the samples examined were prepared.

Detailed directions may be found in the booklet referred to or

in the "Motion Picture News," as follows:—Sulphide, Tone F,
page 3580, 1918; iron, Tone H, page 3580, 1918; uranium, Tone B,
page 3411, 1918. The variants A, B and were obtained by
changing the times of toning.

The results obtained with the unexposed, fixed-out sample and
the normal picture are given in Table 3, the values of the various
columns being analogous to those in the previous tables. It will

be noted in this case also that the transmission of the unexposed

flxed-out sample is in all cases very high, approaching in some cases

that of the untoned sample. In the case of this method the coloui

ing is very slight in those regions of low photographic density, ti

effect increasing as the amount of silver present increases. T.

transmission values of the normal picture, it -will be noted, a

in general somewhat low, this indicating that films prepared i

this method will in general bo of high density and require a con

siderable increase in the intensity of the projecting light in order

to produce pictures of normal brilliancy.

Table No. 3.

—

Chemically Toned Film.

Sample. Name.

19

22
21

20
24
25
23

Untoned .

.

Sulphide .

.

Iron
Iron
Iron
Uranium .

.

Uranium .

.

Uranium .

.

Pla in film • 1 ieture.

D. T. Tr. D. T. Tr.
0.055 88 100 0.84 14.5 100
0.14 72 82 1.00 10.0 69
0.09 81 92 1.04 9.1 63
0.09 81 92 1.15 7.1 49
0.10 79 90 1.17 6.7 4ti

0.14 72 82 1.01 9.8 (is

0.15 71 81 1.07 8.5 .%
0.15 71 81 1.17 6.7 4ti

In fig. 7 are shown graphically the results of the meusurementj
obtained on one of the seasitometric strips toned by the iron pro
cess. In this case the lack of proportionality in the increase of

density is even more marked than in the case of the dye-toning
procefis shown in fig. 6. It -will be noted that there is a very alight

increase in the density of the high-light region, while the increase

in density in the case of the higher densities is very marked. Here

again the curve for tlie region between densities of .5 and 2.6 is

practically parallel to the 46 deg. line, showing that in this region

intensification is proportional, while for densities of less than .6

this is not true. Such an action of the chemical toning process

produces a marked increase in the contrast of tlie positive, and

undoubtedly results in a considerable change in photographic

quality of the pictures thus treated. The behaviour, as illustrated

by the curve in fig. 7, is typical of all of the toning chemical

processes thus far examined.

Mean Transmission of Cinematograph Positives.

The question has frequently been raised as to the average trans-

mission of various types of cinematogiaph positive. Since it is

quite easy with the apparatus developed for tlie study of toned

and tinted film to measure the mean or average transmission of

such films, it was decided to select a group covering the entire

range of subjects as completely as possible, and to measure the

mean transmission of tliese films. From a stock of positives 41

different pictures were chosen, and the mean transmission values

of each determined. In Table No. 4 are given the results of each

measurement, and it will be noted that the highest transmission
is 38.8 per cent., while the lowest is 3.2 per cent., the mean of the

41 being 14.5 per cent. It was interesting to note the coincidence
occurring between the mean of this group and the particular picture

chosen for making the toned and tinted samples. In order to con-

vey a more concrete idea as to the mean transmission of various

types of subjects, 6 of these are reproduced in fig. 8. Below
each picture is the identification luunber with the mean transmission
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Tklue i<iT t.he positive. We ar« iinlebted to Mr. Thomai H. Ince

tod to •!;'? <; Ol.vyii Corporation for the original negatives from

vhich th<- j^rn m:if^_

The aatbore wish to acknowledge their indehtednesa to Mr. J. I.

Crabtree for his co-operation in this work, and to Mr. Delos
Kupert, who prepared all of th« toned and tinted samples apon which
measurements were made. Lotd A. Jones.

C. W. GiBBS.

tit. t

Jamlx So. 4.—Athuos TBAmiiMiox or Motioh Pictdbc Fojis.

SAmpli' SMDpl*. T. Sample.

II

\i

IS

u
ift

i«

17

18.

I»

2U

7.J0

4.se
8.U
>.90

4.M
S0.90
7.0«

14.00
14.1*1

II

32
23
34
25
20
27
2)i

20
.Up

T.

%
S.76
18.05

16.6S

4.14

lo.ou

lU.lU

7.2«»

U.flU

3.24

II 99

Sample- T.
0/

31
SS
33
34
35
3«
37
38
39
40
41

U.fiO

10.09
14.ei)

37.90

20.80

20.80

9.11

10.93

38.85
16.65

I4.S0

Average tiiniil»tnn

Hifth traoHkiMiaa (Nn M<
I>ow traMmiflioB (N'l. '."<)

14.su per c-ent.

38.A

3.2

0( t. ri«.l

t'

Summary.
'

' laitaoie lor the m«urar«fnent of Uie tranamiwion

: t«>d motion pietor* film baa been deaixnad and con-

' fadofy method for the meaaureroant of the

il' (Nrt>

omnTp^ <,r lonf-J and tinted film have been

,,-. 1.

.ye tioting no apnreciable

c i>e pbotafrapliie •(U^aiy a, produced, and while the

u . may rvy over n wicl'-'runn*, depending upon the pre-

ciae trraUnant, ibai tn ger- -is fairly high.

The varioiM piuwuj of «l prodnce a lUgbt

dietortion in tba pbotograph.c saaat). tiin t.cmg in the direction

of nrraMlag tbe eonlratt eipecially in the region of the lighter

ha!r tone*.

CUroieal tooing proWMii abo Und to produce some change in

photoirrapliic qoalhy, tbU aUo baing in the direction of enhanced

ri.ntrn; . .

The mean Iranimiasion of a repreeenUtive (troiip of po»iHvi»

hae been OMMwad, and tb« averag* fonnd to be 14.6 per cent.

PHOTOGRAPHIC RAW PAPER BASE.

Opening of Messrs. Pibie's Aberoeen Mill.

On Wednesday in last week, December 14, an interesting ceremony
took place at Backsburn, Aberdeen, when the new mills erected by
Pirie's Photographic Paper Co., Ltd., were formally opened in the
presence of a large company, which included Mr. E. D. Pirie,

chairman of the parent firm of A. Pirie & Sons, Ltd., aaad Mr.
A. H. Stames, managing director of Pirie's Photographic Paper
Co., Ltd. We are indebted to the Aberdeen press for the following
account of the new enterprise.

The new paper mill has been designed and erected specially for

the manufacture of photographic base papers, and marks another
stage in the endeavours of this firm to establish a new British in-

dustry. Although Pritish firms have always been pre-eminent in

the manufacture of sensitive photographic materials, the base paper
used had, previous to the war, been imported from the Continent,
and, in fact, in 1914 there were only four or five mills in the world
which had made a success of the manufacture of these base papers.

.\s the most of these mills were in Germany, the whole photographic
trade of the country was, naturally, at the outbreak of war, com-
pletely cut oH from the source of supply of base papers.

Owing to the fact that photography, and more especially aerial

photography, proved to be essential in warfare, the Government ap-

proached several papermakers—amongst them Alex. Pirie & Sons,

Ltd.—with a view to getting them to undertake the manufacture of

base papers, and this firm, who had been experimenting with these

papers for several years previously, decided to make a big effort

to capture tlie trade for this country. It was quickly realised that,

to make a complete success of the manufacture, a new mill designed
especially for the purpose was essential, but as the matter was so

urgent, an endeavour was made to manufacture paper as a temporary

measure in the present mill, a considerable portion of the machinery
and plant being redesigned and altered for the purpose.

The result* obtained, while not at first equal in purity and
quality to the pre-war Continental makes, nevertheliss showed con-

siderable promise, and as experience in the manufacture was obtained

improvements were constantly being made, so that at the present

time many grades of paper are manufactured that bear comparison

with present-day Continental makes. The amount of research work

necessary to bring the paper to this standard in such a short time,

and under such diificnit conditions, was naturally enormous, and

it waa found necessary in 1917 to form a subsidiary company,

which is known as Pirie's Photographic Paper Co., Ltd., and which

has, since that date, been responsible for the manufacture and sale

of these photographic base papers. This change had the advantage

that the scientific and technical staff were in a position to give

their undivided attention to the manufacture, testing and improve-

ment of these papers.

Although it was found possible during the war period to manu-

facture more than 3,000. tons of photographic base papers with the

existing plant, it was always realised that this was to be looked

upon only as a temporary expedient, and designs for a completely

new mill were proceeded with as quickly as possible. Building on

the large scale required w^, of course, impossible during the war,

so ttrat-HMlUs not until early in 1920 that the construction of the

new mill started. This mill, which is now complete, is a steel-

frame building filled in with brick and continuous steel windows,

and has reinforced concrete floors and roofs throughout. The total

length of the buildings is about 850 ft., while the floor area

amounts to 20,500 square yards, or over four acres.

The first thing that strikes the visitor is the extraordinary pre-

cautions that have been Ukcn to prevent the slightest possibility of
.

the product being contaminated with dirt or other impurities. The

whole of the buildings are practically dust-proof, filtered air only

being admitted, and special rooms are provided for any machinery

likely to cause dust. MeUl has been replaced at almost every stage
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by other materials or covered with substances that have no harm-

ful actipn, and, nherever possible, tanks and other containers have

been lined with tiles.

The manufacture of photographic base papers has always been

recognised to be a particularly difficult one, and it has been found

necessary to equip very Ivge and elaborate research laboratories,

together with a complete chemical and physical control plant, so

tliat every consignment of paper may be tested on a practical scale

before dispatch to the customer. By these means, and aided by

scientific control throughout, it is hoped that the manufacture of

these photographic base papers will be brought to such a standard

of perfection that this country will in future be independent of

Grermany for supplies of raw materials.

Macliinery for this new mill has been obtained from Messrs. James
Bei-tram & Son, Ltd., Edinburgh, the electrical equipment from

Messrs. Mather and Piatt, Manchester, while the buildings have

been designed and erected under the supervision of Messrs. Jenkins

and Marr, civil engineers and architects, Aberdeen. It is under-

stood tliat the total cost of the mill, when fully completed, will

amount to between £300,000 and £400,000, and that it is the only

mill in the country which undertakes the making of the base paper

»u 1 also the baryta coating, and so prepares the paper that it can

be taken in hand by the sensitising firms without further treatment.

Nine hundred and fifty tons of structural steel, 2,200 tons of

Portland cement, and 1,400,000 bricks were used in the construction,

while the roofs, which are made of reinforced concrete, covered

with rock asphalt, have an area of nearly 10,000 square yards.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.
1922.

January 11 to 27.—Camera Portraits, entitled " Men of Mark," by
Walter Stoneman, at the house of the Royal Photographic

Society, 35, Russell Square, London, W.C.I.

January 21 to February 4.—Partick Camera" Club. Particulars

from the Hon. Secretary, James Whyte, 51a, Peel Street,

Partick, Glasgow.

February 11 to 25.—Scottish Photographic Salon. Latest dates,

fentry forms, January 23 ; exhibits, January 31: Particulars

from the Secretary, James F. Smellie, Braefindon, Allanshaw
Street, Hamilton.

February 14 to 17.—E.\eter Camera Club. Latest date for entries,

January 30. Particulars fron* C. Beauchamp Hall, Hon. Ex-
hibition Secretary, Exeter Camera Club, " St. Denys," Bellevue

Road, Exmouth.

February 18 to March 4.—Edinburgh Photographic Society. Latest

dates, entry forms, February 4; exhibits, February 9. Par-"

ticulars from the Hon. Secretary, G. Massie, 10, Hart Street,

Edinburgh.

March 8 to 9.—Birkenhead Photographic Association. Latest date

for entries, February 25. Particulars from the Exhibition

Secretaries, Messrs. Longstaff and Trace, 33, Hamilton Square,

Birkenhead.

The Late M. A. Villain.—We are sorry to see the announcement
of the death of M. Villain, a French textile chemist who took a

great interest in photographic processes. He was the inventor,

about 1892, of a process of printing on fabric, sensitised with a

mixture of bichromate and a vanadium compound, followed by
dyeing of the mordanting image thus produced. Several articles on

this subject were contributed by him years ago to the " Photo-

gram." He was also the originator of a photographic method of

preparing cylinders for textile printing.

Death of Dr. MEYOENBAireR.—The death is announced of Dr. A.

Meydenbauer, a pioneer in photogrammetry and at one time head
of the photogrammetric institute established by the Prussian

Ministry of Education. Dr. Meydenbauer was the author of numer-
ous papers describing the application of a camera to the making of

true scale records of buildings. He appears also to have been one of

the first to employ the system of developing plates for a long time

in a weak developing solution—the so-called- stand development.

Patent News.

Proceu patenls—applioationa and- specificationt—are treated in
•' Photo-Mtchanical Notes."

Applications December 5 to 10 ;

—

Cameras.—No. 32,700. Photographic cameras. A. J. Denniso,

V. W. Edwards, and Houghton-Butcher Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Apparatus.—No. 32,819. Photographic apparatus. E. E. Fournier
d'Albe and F. W. Warrick.

Colour STEREOScopy. —No. 32,810. Taking and projecting stereo-

scopic colour photographs. A. W. Wyalt.

Cinematography.—No. 32,972. Apparatus for taking cinematograph
views. A. de Brayer.

Cinematography.—No. 32,942. Cinematograph apparatus. E. N.
and J. E. Thornton.

Cinematography.—No. 32,941. Cinematograph apparatus. H. M.
Thornton.

Colour Cinematography.—No. 32,631. Colour cinematography.

D.C.L. Syndicate, Ltd., and F. W. Donisthorpe.

Cinematoobaph-Phonograph.—No. 32,692. Method of synchronis

ing gramophone with cinematograph. J., J. T., and W. F. Bruce

and Bruce Patents Corporation.

Cinematograph-Phonograpk.—No. 33,092. Means for projection of

cinematograph pictures and reproductoin of sounds synchronously

therewith. H. B. and H. R. Stocks.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications are obtainable, price Is. each, post free, from

the Patent Office, S5, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

Portrait Lenses.—No. 165,664 {June 28, 1920). The invention

relates to improvements in photographic objectives, more particu-

larly portrait lenses, comprising a single front lens and a com-

pound back lens composed of a negative flint glass lens cemented
to a positive crown glass lens.

It is the primary object of the invention to provide a photo-

graphic objective which combines high working speed with great

depth of focus and good definition.

Another object is to produce an objective which, apart from the

properties just mentioned, has the advantage of light weight and
cheapness and is of general utility.

In the drawing I represents the front lens. The back lens is

made up of a biconcave negative II and a biconvex positive III,

forming together a fully achromatic lens. When used with an
uncorrected front lens it is sufficiently corrected for practical

purposes.

The front lens is a thin meniscus positive whose focal length ia

from three to ten times that of the back lens and whose diameter

is about 50 per cent, to 60 per cent, larger than the diameter of

the back lens.

While there is, of course, considerable latitude, an objective

of the following characteristics may be considered as representa-

tive of the invention.

1 Front lens

rl= 183.40 D = 1.5170

r2=. 261.10 7 =54.3

11 Biconcave of back lens

»3= 9017.00 D = 1.626

r4= 288.40 y =36.6
"111 Biconvex of back lens

r5 = r4= 288.40 D = L517
r6= 159.25 y =54.3
(/1= 5.5" Fl = 56"

rf2= 4.75" F2 = 18.7"

E =15"
wherein r refers to radius of curvature, D to index of refraction.

y to power of dispersion, Fl to focal length of the front lens.

F2 to focal length of the back lens and E to equivalent focal

length of the combination.

All principal corrections are made on t\\e back lens. Since this

lens is relatively small, the quantity of expensive glass required
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The• smalL The larger front lens may be of inexpensive glass.

- 'f the objecU%ie » th?r-!>re relatively aojall.
'. oombining the highly x>rrect«(l back lens with the onoor-

i front Uias, the disadvantages of the two neutralise each
The aberratioo* in the front lens preclude the formation

ritically sharp image in a single plane. The blending of
irclea of confusion of different size brings about greater

'. and aoftoeas and yet of good definition. It is not necessary

p down in order to obtain ereater depth of focus, as with
present standard forms of portrait lenses for close range
or to improve the definition as with the so called pictorial

which with full aperture lacks that degree of de6nition
0d for portrait work.
vature of field and distortion are overcome by the Ions
front leos of slight convexity. By the alight convexity of
oat leas ths virtiial object plane is flatter and the rays are
anifonnly and gradually brought in and focussed more

evaoly on the plat* than could be done with the customary front

leos of shorter focoa and of greater convexity.

By Ming a ahortar (oevsrsar leoa (1/10 to ^ of the focal length

of the front leas) and of eomparatively Miallar diameter (approxi-

mately 65 per cent, of tba diameter of tb* front lens) the rear

nodal plane of the eoabinatioo ia brovght near the rear leos

wboM apartora then acts partly as a diaphragm opening.

Tba neamsai of the back leoa to the rear nodal plane and its

nail aixe make it possible to use a larger atop which allowa more
light to paw in from the front lens and titcraby affords a greater

practical working speed. The slsndsr light oooes coming through
ihi '.'yn^fneat thin front lens reach the rear lens with greater

v«c than woald b* poasibU if tba larger angle light

'•:tad throvgh shorter focos front lenses of smaller

11.1... utcr were rsdaead by cvlting oat Iha marginal rays by mean*
f tri« stop. A radactjon of the aoarea of light whether by the

front Isna or dtapkragai opening radnees the amount of light

r.«ching the rear km.
I- is onderstood that the focal length of the front lens may vary
" n wide ImitJ. Ths cqaivalcnt focal length of the combina-

'. <N may onaaaqasntly b* ehaoged by merely using front lenses of

'.'ITrrent focal {ngfhm, bat in no caae is the distance between the

ront aad back leaasa Vmm than one-fonrth of the focal length of

^ awMMtkw.—Lloyd Caaael Bishop, £06, Dean Building,

Sooth Baod, County Bl. Joaeph, Ind., U.S.A.

PuTS-HoLnnu.—Na 166,564 (Janoary 2, 1920). The
Saraatiaa relalaa to a protecting layer of paper designed to pro-

toei tba tmaliiffn-fiiat ing of photographic platea during the ex-

<4 tba plataa in a daylight changa-packing. When the

ara baiag chai^(ad it happens freqoaoUy that the emnlsion-

gets iajared when sliding along the socoeeding plate or

To avoid this, a protecting layer adapted to move with

pkalam|tble platea ia insertad between the plates.

I Iba dikwinga Ibe protecting layer (Rg. 1) is preferably made
sbaati piled up in a convenient manner to be cut or

''I lb* proper shape.

:>gla pKtecting layer 1 is folded so that at one end a

laagle 2 is formed through th* comers having been folded over

Moog tb* dotted linas 3, 4, the edge 3—5 being placed along the

-naginary lin* 3—6 which oorraaponds with the edge of the photo-

graphic plate. The gummed small triangle 7 is then folded along
the line 6—8 and glued together with the comer 5 of the triangle
2. whereby a slitlike oipening is formed between the lines 3—6

J

Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3. Fig. 2.

and 4—8, similar to a pocket into which the enlarged part of the
change-strip 9 can be inserted.

In order to protect the emulsion-coating 11 of a photographic
plate 10 during the changing and moving in a changing-box, the
protector 1 (fig. 5) is placed with its pocket over the upper edge
of the plate 12. Through the pocket the change-strip 9 is pulled
which, as indicated in figa. 5 to 7, moves with the plate 10
attached to the same over the protecting layer 1 until the plate 10

stands over the plate 12. From now on (as shown in fig. 7) the

plate 10 vvith the protecting layer 1 is pulled down by means of

the change-strip 9 in the direction of the arrow, the emulsion-

V
Fig- *

r
Fig. 5.

i ^1

-J

Fig. 7.

coating 11 being well protected against scratching and injury

owing to the protecting layer 1 which moves with the plate.

There can be changed in this manner any number of photo-
graphic plates with protecting layers stored up in a change box.

—

Michael Lesjak, F361, Oberes Kreuz, Augsburg.

The following complete specifications are open to public inspection

before acceptance :

—

FiLi? COAum.—No. 172,280. Coating of photographic films, paper
and so forth. Kino-Film Co. and C. Munch.

Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOR REOISTRATION.
TorroNA.—No. 416,795. Photographic sensitised paper. The Leto
Photo Materials Company (1905), Ltd., 1, Crutched Friars,

London, E.C.3, photographic manufacturers. July 8, 1921.
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New Books.

Ameriisaii Annual of Photography, 1922, Edited by Percy Y'
Howe. New York : George Murphy, Inc., 57, East Ninth
Street. 1.75 or 2.5 dollars.

Ths " American Annual " occupies a place by itself among photo-

graphic publications by providing year by year an interesting mis-

cellany of articles on current practical topics and by bringing

together reproductions of photographs, creating or maintaining

interest in different branches of work. Carroll B. Nablette leads

ofi the articles with a review of progress during the present year,

and it is notable that the items which he signalises are almost all

of them of British origin, namely, the Impex X-ray nlate, the Dye
Impression process, the Carbine film tank and the D.50 developer.

Other contributions touch upon such subjects as soft-focus V anastig-

mat lenses, stereoscopic photography, Bromoil, Kallitype, dark-

room illumination, multiple gum, outdoor portraiture and the optics

and mechanics of enlarging. A contribution of special interest is

that by J. I. Crabtree, describing a systematic photouraphic series

of tests for ascertaining the comparative value of developing sub-

stances. The volume contains a list of American photographic

societies, admitted to be incomplete, and a collection of the formulae

for developers, fixers and toners most commonly in use in the

United States. The illustrations are well printed, many of them
as supplemental plates, but better advantage could be taken of the

expense incurred in their inclusion by a higher standard in the

choice of originals.

Thb Chemist and Deuggist Diaby, 1922.—In addition to the

diary proper, this handsome volume, issued by our contemporary,
" The Chemist and Druggist," 42, Cannon Street, London, K.C.4,

contains working particulars of the present legislation respecting

poisons, national insurance. Excise duties, etc., affecting pharma-
ceutical chemists. Another large feature of the volume is the

directory of the chemical trade and the corresponding highly classi-

fied index to the suppliers of the hosts of chemical substances and
proprietary articles on the market. This compilation and the very

numerous advertisement pages together provide a most complete

source of reference to the chemical trade.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
MoND.w^ Dehembeh 26.

Walthamstow and Dist. P.S. " Enlarging." E. Willcocks.

TxjESDAY,' December 27.

Hackney Phot. Poc. Chat Round the Fire.

South Glasgow Camera Club. " Finishing and Mounting the

Exhibition Prints." A. T. Edgely.

WtDNEsnAT, December 28,

Accrington Camera Club. " How a Reflex Camera is Made."
Miss B. Willian.

Croydon Camera Club Conversational Evening.
Dennistoun Amat. Phot. Assoc. " Stereoscopy

.

" R. Roehead.
Forest Hill and Sydenham PS. " Lantern Slide Making." C. H.

Summers.
Rochdale Amateur P.S. Members' Lantern Slides.

Thtjrsdat, December 29.

North Middlesex P.S. " Carbro." A. Dordan Pyke.

Walthamstow and Dist. P.S." "Flashlight." A. Dordan Pyke.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Meeting held Tuesday, December 20, the president. Dr. G. H.
Rodman, in the chair.

Mr. C. Ralph C. Petley delivered a lantern lecture on " The
Chamounix Valley," in which he described, with man" admirable

illustrations, the scenery of this famous part of the Alps, noted for

ite many views of Mont Blanc. On the proposition of the chairman

a hearty vote of thanks was accorded to the lecturer.

CROYDON CAMER.\ CLUB.
Mr. C. P. Crowther would have paid a visit with a portal. •

lamp for portraiture liad the electric fluid been once again on tai

which was not the caso, owing to a wholesale condemnation of tl

wiring by some tussy inspector. So in order to console all for 11

disappointment the secretary convened a special uplifting meeting

for the purpose of rai-iing the subscription.

It appears that the club's landlord, the Phoenix Assurance Co.,

true to the Egyptian tradition of its fabulous birth, is once again

raising an improved rent out of the ashes of the old. To add to

tribulations, a small i,ract society, who hired the club rooms one

day in every week, can no longer afford to do so, and has left,

harmonium, hymns, and all. A1r</, and alack ! has departed the

spiritual once-a-week atmosphere which permeated the walk, and
passers-by no longer look upwards attracted by pious strains

descending. The harmonium, too, is missed, as it used to form an

ecclesiastical background to the bar, emphasising Chesterton'i!
" Christian touch."

As the treasurer, Mr. Ackroyd, rose, many must have conjt-

tured things had arrived at a parlous state owing to his depressed

expression, luckily merely due to a transient bilious attack. In a

masterly way he disgorged himself of a mass of facts and figures,

and appeared much relieved in consequence. Unanimously it was
agreed to rai.se the subscription from half a guinea to fifteen

shillings. Mr. B. J. Rose pointed nut that the higher the subscrip-

tion, in all probability, the better the attendance, as members
would realise they would be losing their money's worth if they

failed to turn up. Just a little bit optimistic is Mr. Rose.

Some experiments by Mr. Sellers on a diffusing device were then

brought forward, any reference to which is postponed.

GLASGOW' AND WEST OF SCOTLAND SOCIETY OF
PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS.

Mr. C. P. Crowther, F.R.P.S., lectured to members of thi^

Society and their friends in the Glasgow School of Art, on Decem-
ber 13, on " Psychology in the Studio." Mr. J. R. Brinkley, Presi-

dent of the Society, occupied the chair.

Mr. Crowther dealt with the photographer's work in handling
sitters in the studio, and insisted that only by repetition could
they reach perfection and gain the command of their materials.

Unless they could perform all the essential operations subcon-

sciously they would not do them well. If they had to stop to

consider all the details they would probably lose the picture.

Pictorial portraiture was now being insisted upon and largel.v

patronised by certain classes, but there were still others who wanted
the orthodox picture that had been taken for so many years. He
hoped the time was coming when people would like to see pictures

in which they really looked like human beings. There were more
people than even many photographers realised who liked to be
depicted as they are. The lecture was illustrated by a number of

lantern slides of Mr. Crowthcr's portrait work, several of which
have been exhibited at this year's Salon.

At the close of the lecture, which was highly appreciated by the

audience, Mr. A Fairbairn expressed the great pleasure it had
given the members to listen to Mr. Crowther's able and instructive

lecture, and the deep debt of gratitude he had placed them under
by coming to Glasgow to lecture to them, and on his motion the

audience accorded Mr. Crowther a- very hearty vote of thanks.

EDINBURGH SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHERS.

Mr. C, P. Crowther, F.R.P.S., London, delivered an interesting

lecture on " The Psychology of the Studio " to the members on

Monday, December 12. There was a large and appreciative

audience.

At the outset, Mr. Crowther gave a number of valuable hints

to photographers on the best methods of carrying on their business,

the keynote of which was to avoid as much as possible the getting

into " a rut." He spoke of the different ways of handling sitter^

and said that the actions and conversation of the photograph,

and the easy manner in which the tactful operator did his woi
contributed to a large degree to his success in obtaining a corn-

expression.

i
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Mr. Crowther further dealt with the lighting of the sitter, and
' II

. azunples by lantern slides and prints illustrating

ds now ospd. He strongly recommended the use

nr.-. .jii.irter, or angle 45 d*g. litthting, as being the safest,

m which the be«t result? for general work were obtained.
'

.pies of work done at home with one small half-

peratcr held the light in his hand and " painted
"

t- I. uie light. I.e., he moved the light over the face as

h ' directed, giving an exposure of five to seven seconds

ai -^' 'le^rre*. The remits wvre excellent and perfect modelling
»» -^cnred.

'.her also showed examples of large whole-plate heads

d . 12'inch lens, the head almost filling up the plate and
diftortion. The ears and top of the hair

' -. in Mr. Crowtber'a opinion, an advantage.
>. I'll tc<'k place regarding lighting and short-focus lens

V -

! Campbell Harper, the President of the Society, moved a
1 .. vote of thanks to Mr. f'rowther for his inspiring and
. ' fol lecture, which was heartily responded to by the

PrOFESSIOXAL PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION.
i! of the t'oancil wa» held at 36, Russell Square, on

i . . iirt'Maher 9, 1921. There wer* present : Messrs. Marcus
.Al.mv A. Basil. A. Bennelt. Frank Brown. W. B. Chaplin, H.
' ,: r n ' '- r ,.. ,, ^ Corbett. C. Dickinson, A.
1 vx)rth, H. Lambert, H. A. St.

h .\ .-ji«wi ..-ni r »i .iK<rii-iii. H. Wheeler, and Lang SimS
urr). Mr. Alfied Ellis in the chair

<: logiat for abacac* were read from Mr. Swan Watson (Preai-

aod Mceirt. W. E. Gray, F. Read, H. C. Spink, and 1. C.

i iirnar.

Tb* Secretary reported Mven applications for membenhip.
•rviTal of which wtrr ' " .'rria, ihrtM. ' "' Houghton's,
I.:niiled. He had m.' % with f^ ^e candidatee.

Id ihjtt ihtj were mostly snull buyers of photo-

and appeared to be natiTe professional photo-

Mi the DomiMtiooa were agreed to.

tary read torn* eerratpondenoe with a country member
I t<. piiotoi(raphs of a memorial which he had taken.
' «H heen made use of in an unauthorised way by two

' (filing orden for colargements, etc.

<aa afreed that the whole matter should

icslof fer hi> advi«s with regard to a proae-

u Treasnrer) said that all members who were two
arrear «<\>i their aobacriptions had been written

wing resolf :— Number of registered letters sent,

1 paid up. 36: resigned, 21 (of whom 4 paid

<t to pay. S; no aniwer, 113. He thereupon read
' 113 m-nil.^rt fn m whom no answer had been

.''d, and moved that they be

— . .:li the decision of the previous

I >l>*t the Chairman defer signing this list, tJiereby

to be struck off, until the January meeting.

III-

write oil the name* was carried, and the Chair-
: the docomcnl, adding that there was no bar to
' of any of those wh»^ names appeared in it.

i-,,^,.^ said that it was gratifying that among the resig-

in not one eaae was the accusation made that the Asso-
had failed in any action it should have taken, which could

.' ven the member an excuse for reaignation.

Tn 1922 CoKcRus.
The Secretary read 'I.* rpr«-.ri« r.f t«-.. tn<..iing« of the Combined
iftm», Fiaance. s rt 1922 Congree*.
U added that the w;..; .... arrangementa made

he maaaffar of the Prit.re's Gatleriei had now oome to hand,
!:» rnoms ware booked for the aecond week in September,

ti

^' '^' '"•• 'H- i-st of rab-comaitteca which it was pro-

posed should undertake the burden pf work in connection with tho
Congress. The names of members sugstested for each of the sub-
cummittees were, so far, quite incomplete, for it was hoped to add
to them various country members., as well as possibly other London
members. But a Secretary or Convener for ej^ch subcommittee
had been chosen as follows :

—

Finance : Mr. St. George.

Trade Exhibition : Mr. Wakefield.
Home Exhibition of Photographs : Mr. Speaight.

Foreign Loan Exhibition : Mr. Adams.
Propaganda and Catalogue : Mr. Haines.
Entertainment : Mr. Ellis.

Musical : Mr. Lambert.
-Assistants' Evening : Mr. Chase.

Lantemist Sub-Committee : Mr. Chaplin.

General Congress Committee : The Secretary (Mr. Lang Sims).

Mr. Frank Brown, as a provincial member, expressed the general

indebted-less to the initiative of the London members, and said

that the country members would co-operate as fully as they were
able.

Some general conversation ensued on the advisability of holding

the Congress and Exhibition in the early part of September, but
Mr. Speaight and others pointed out that the decision of the

Council on this point was taken at the last meeting, after a long

and exhaustive discussion, when it was explained that this was
the only time in the year in which the galleries chosen or any
other niitable accommodation would be available. The resolution

was carried by a large majority.

Charges roH Etj.ctricitt in the Stcdio.

The Secretary read a letter from the Westminster Electric

Supply Corporation corfirming an arrangement come to whereby,

although they could not admit that photographers' current supply

came in the category of power demand, they agreed to grant a

flat rate charge of 4d. per unit (as against 8d. in the past) to take

effect from October 1 last.

This announcement was received with much satisfaction, and
Mr. Ale::ander Corbett. by whom the negotiations had been opn-

ducted, was highly complimented by the whole Council.

Mr. Corbett refused to take the credit to himself, saying it was
largely due to the influence of Mr. Duncan Watson—a personal

friend of\ his own—backed as he was by a representative society,

and it was owing to this combination that the concessions had been

granted. He hoped that photographers not yet members would

take the lesson to heart, and join up without fu-4her delay. He
pointed out that the stronger the P. P. A. was numerically the

greater would l>e its driving power.

SpsciAL GmxRAL Meeting.

A special general meeting of the members of the Association was

held at 35, Russell Square, on Friday, December 9, 1921, at 6.30

p.m., to consider a neces.sary amending resolution in connection

with the incorpijration of the Association.

Mr. Alfred Ellis, Chairman of Council, presided. In addition

to members of Council a number of other members attended.

The Chairman said that the notice convening the meeting suffi-

ciently explained the leason why this special general meeting was
called. The only business was to consider and vote upon a resolu-

tion, which he would formally move :

—

" That the Council of the Association do construe and act upon

the reeolution passed at the general meeting on the 22nd April,

1921, as if the words 'not, for profit,' which appear in the

first paragraph of such resolution, had been eliminated from such

raaolotion or had formed no part thereof, and that the Memoran-

dumJtOd Articles of Association as approved by the Council, be

adopted for the purposes of the new Association, and that such

new Association be registered under Section 21 of the Companies

(Consolidation) Act, 1908."

Mr. StoU Bailey (Putney) seconded the resolution.

On being put from the chair, it was carried unanimously.

The Chairman thanked the members for their attendance, and

said that though no more formal business could be taken he would

be glad to hear anything which any visitor had to say with regard

to Association policy.

Mr. T. F. Nicholson (Ealing) sa'd that the members, he felt

sure had unbounded confidence in their ofl'icers, and he had made
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a point of attending to voice his appreciation of the work of the

Council in the interest of their fellow professionals.

The proceedings then closed.

Forest Hm. and Stdenham PiioTOGRApmc SocntTY.—At tlie

meeting on December 14, Mr. H. G. Fleck gave an instructive

demonstration on gaslight printing for the benefit of beginners.

He showed that by immerMng Uie print in a weak solution of

glacial acetic acid between development and fixing stains could

be avoided and at the same time development arrested. After

making a number of prints, the dem6nslrator invited a new lady

member, wlio had never made a gaslight print, to try her hand,

which she did quite successfully. The meeting on December 29, at

Christ Church Schools, Forest Hill, will be devoted to lantern

slide making, the demonstrator being Mr. C. H. Summers, a

member whose slide gained for (he Society the highest award in

the Affiliated Societies' competition in 3914. The Society is

making a special feature of helping beginners, and a large influx

of new members has been iT4 evidence recently. Local unattached

photographers will be warmly welcomed as members

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

NEW COMPANIES.
Witt .ksd Wbstlev, Ltd.—This private company was registered

on December 10, with a capital of £2,500 in £1 shares (1,000 10 per

cent, cumulative pref.). Objects : To take over the business carried

on by A. E. Westley, as " Witt and Westley," and to carry on

the business of manufacturers of and dealers in photographic

mounts, albums, frames, materials and stationery, cardboard

articles, etc. The subscribers (each with one ordinary share) are :

A. E. Westley, Osda House, ]3, Bishops Court, Old Bailey, E.C.4,

mount manufacturers' agent; A. V. Finch, 13, Oliver Road,
Walthamstow, Essex, solicitor's clerk. The first directors are

:

A. E. Westley and three others to be appointed by the subscribers.

Registered office : Osda House, 13, Bishops Court, Old Bailey,

E.C.4.

News and Notesj

One Photograph in 100 Ye.\rs.'—Miss Mary Eobson, of Wood
bine Terrace, Gateshead, who has just celebrated her 100th birth-

day, declares she has only once been photographed.

A Barnei ShOwcard.—Messrs. Elliott & Sons send us one of their

latest calendar showcards, produced in the striking style which
characterises the work of their artist, Grimmond. Dealers should

see that they obtain this most effective advertisement of Barnet
plates and papers.

Lantern Slides in Mdrder Trial.—During the closing stage of

the sensational Kleppelsdcrf Castle crime trial last Saturday in

Berlin, the court wa.s darkened to allow of the exhibition of photo-

graphic lantern slides made by a firearms expert (Herr Walter)

to show wounds on tlie two murdered women.

Ensign Film Competition.—The first prize of £50 in this com-
petition, which closed on October 31 last, has been awarded U)

Mr. P. Smith ; the second prizes of £25 and £10 going to Dr.

Walter J. McFeat and Mr. A. V. Loyns. In addition, Messrs.

Houghtons, Ltd., have awarded 15 consolation prizes.

Stolen Aldis Lens.-—An Aldis anastigmat enlarging lens.

No. 105,288, of //4.5 aperture and 6J inches focal length, has been

stolen from the dark-room of thfe Birmingham Photographic Society.

Any dealer to whom the lens may be offered is asked to communi-
cate with the hon. secretary at Birmingham Med' al Institute

Buildings, Edmund Street, Birmingham.

Photography on the Stage.—Photography is made to play an
amusing part in the show now being run by the Co-optimists at

the Palace Theatre. During the performance a photographer comes
on to take a flashlight picture of the company. The lights are

lowered, and after the usual blinding flash, the company is dis-

covered with blackened faces, shaking tambourines and bones with
gusto.

Photographs That Would Ensubb Peace.—Mr. D. W. Griffith,

the famous film producer, says that if the United States Govern-

ment will lend him the battleships it is proposed to " scrap," he

would create such a picture as would make anyone afraid to start

another war. To the Secretary of the Navy he writes :
" We

believe that the motion picture is more powerful than any other

medium of expression ; that this fleet serving dramatically in the

films could bring to the world a message of peace as vigorous and

convincing as it has always brought the story of war."

Portraits by Mr. Wai-ter Stoneman.—The forthcoming exhibi-

tion of camera portraits, entitled " Men of Mark," by Mr. Walter

Stoneman, F.R.P.S., should be of special interest in view of the

fact that Mr. Stoneman is now sole governing director of Meesra

J. Russell & Sons, the well-known photographers of Baker Street,

who have now for seventy years been in close touch with the Royal

and official life of the nation. With three or four exceptions, the

photographs selected have been taken in the studio in the ordinary

course of his profession during the last four or five years, and

represent a straightforward attempt to convey through the camera

a real likeness and true craftmanship.

Scottish National Salon.—The entry form for the fourteenth

Scottish National Salon has now been published and may be

obtained on application to the secretary, Mr. James F. Smellie,

Braefindon, Allanshaw Street, Hamilton. The Salon will be held

at Hamilton from February 11 to 25. Entries must be received on
or before January 23 and pictures not later than January 31. Entry
forms should be addressed to Mr. Smellie at the above address and
the pictures themselves to the Pariah Halls, Chapel Street, Hamil-
ton. As in previous years, the Salon is open to the work of photo-

graphers resident in Scotland and to that of Scots residing in other

countries. Pictures may be sent framed, unframed or in passe-

partout mounting. The selection committee consists of Messrs.

Arch. Cochrane, Robert Chalmers and J. Campbell Harper.

Photography at Mount Everest.—A " Times " special cor-

respondent has been having a talk with Colonel Howard Bury, of

the Mount Everest Expedition. Colonel Bury, speaking of the

natives, was asked what impressed them. " Photographs," he

replied. " These and a camera they had never seen before. They
took a huge delight in being photographed, and nothing pleased

them more than being given a copy of the picture. There was an
old man, a very old man, in fact, the head abbot of a monastery at

'

Shekar Tchode. He was a reincarnation—these people all believe in

reincarnation—and we took a photograph of him. A hundred miles

from the monastery we were asked for copies of that portrait. No
present was so acceptable, for the people worshipped the abbot as a
holy man, and the photographs of him we gave them they put in

their shrines."

The Wellington £1,000 Competition.—Messrs. Wellington and
Ward announce the following awards of the prizes, amounting in all

to £1,000, offered by them to professional photographers for the most
beautiful portraits of women: 1st prize (£300), Mr. Angus Basil,

100, Tottenham Court Road, London, W. ; 2nd prize (£200), Mr.
Lionel Wood, 32, Preston Street, Brighton; 3rd prize (£150),
Messrs. Foulsham & Banfield, 49, Old Bond Street, London, W.l.
The judges were the Earl of Carnarvon, Lady Diana Duff-Cooper
and Mr. Alfred Ellis. In addition to the prizes awarded to the
photographers, the sitters receive respectively £200, £100 and £50.

This is the first occasion on which a competition has been organsied
on . these lines, and Messrs. Wellington and Ward report that the
large entries demonstrate the very great impetus to the purchase
of studio portraits on the part of the public which it has provided.

Geological Photographs.—The British Association has issued

the twentieth report of its Committee on Photographs of Geological
Interest. Professor S. H. Reynolds, of the University of Bristol,

as secretary of the Committee, is glad to receive unmounted copies

of any photographs recording noteworthy sections or exposures, or
illustrating the relations of geological structure to scenery in the
British Isles, and the prints so sent are registered and preserved
for reference at the "Museum of Practical Geology, 28, Jermyn
Street, London. The inquirer who desires a copy for his own
use is i-eferred to the author of the photograph. The list attached
to the twentieth report includes a lajge series of half-plate and
quarter-plate pictures from Gloucestershire by Professor Reynolds,
mainly illustrating the famous carboniferous sequence in the Avon
gorge, and forty-iive half-plate views of glacial deposits in Suffolk
by that keen worker, the late W. Jerome Harrison. Mr. J.
Ritchie contributes a series illustrating the erosion due to a
cloud-burst in Aberdeenshire in 1891. It is much to be desired
that funds would allow of the issue with such lists of small photo-
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fMphic reproductioos from the registered views ; but this would,

cf couree. be impoaeible at the present time. Geologists near
Loadoo, at any rate, hare the advantage of consulting a very yaln-

able serie* of records in an institation which has always been a

teiean of scientific information.—" Natare."

MAxnto Fabrics Fikspboof.—One of the most satisfactory

inetho'ls for reducing the risks of fire in th3 home is to ensnre that

all curtains and other draperiea are fireproof. The following method
(nabi'-a this to be done quite e&sily and cheaply. In one quart of

boilii..; water should be diaaolved two ounces of borax, one ounce

of o [umon table mil, and five ounces of sal ammoniac (the same
harmli^ss cubataooe as is used for electric batteries). The fabrics

which are to be fireproofed should be soaked in this solution for

about a quarter of an hour, when they may be gently squeezed and
hni^ up to dry. In most cases this fireproofing process does not

affect coloared fabrics, but it ia advisable to first " try-out " a

«niall portion of the fabric. Where fabrics require stiffening a

ruitable amount of starch may be added to the fireproofirg solution.

Kibrics treated in this manner cannot be ignited by flying sparks

J' i :\ro almoet non-inflammable.
—

" Textile Chemist."

III. K¥«Y Soctrrr's PnoTOOBAFR* *i R.P.S.—At the request of

!li« President and Council of the Royal Photographic Society a
Hiiau> Exhibition by members of the Hackney Society has been

., : r '' liussel! Square. The work which has won distinc-

• annual ezbibitions of this old-mtablished North

don >oci«ty ha* oaturally been largely drawn upon, but there

• ooasiderable leavco of new work also. The prints, which

.T* been carefully selected, mounted and hung make a very

'«*onrable impression. Most ha>c been made by the bromide

)>raceu, the most popular in the Hackney Society, as in many
tbers. IndiTidoal aims are, however, sufficiently varied to over-

•mr- »"v teodancy to saaeocss. Bromoil work has been largely

aocouot of the danger of injury where prints are

L^pil as is the case in this exhibition. The collection

;>. roog in landscape ;nd kindred subjects. Two of

'[:,. r.rrt of the Skiciety, Messrs. Selfe and Capper, are

very sacceesful in their rcrderin^ of fine atmospheric effects.

Mr' 8. W. 5*hArp «hnw» vtiiir striking portraits, and the quality

of Mr. R. ' iral work comes near to perfection.

There sre .mall, photographs of birds by Mr.

Mr. 11. K. Wood's London subjects are numerous
I Othe* members, whose prints are sure to attract

\r. r,. J. Candle. W. H. Clark. I. Orice, H.
\ Linford. and li. Maton. It must not be

Vn that the work of others is unworthy
' vet is high, and almost every branch of
--- -• in the Hackney Society.

I find the Exhibition, which

i,,v .,,. ,.^> ».,.. .. ;.. II am to 5 p m till January

ih a Tisit.

Correspondence.

••• Corrt-r.onJtnU ikcvld nr.vtr vrilt om 6oM *idu of the pa'ptr.

IS laitn of ommunifafioiu unltu tht manes ant'

of tk* writeri art givtn.

•.•[,. •mdtrt^t tufotuihilit^ for tkt opiniont txjrresttd

t^ -• nrrtffMdtnlt.

INVENTIONS IN COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY.
To the Editors.

OwthsDen.—.My •t(«ation has been called to a letter from Mr.

F. E. Ives, which appMred in your issue of December 2, in

which he claim* priority for type of a single expoeure tricolour

CMBwa, of wbicii cm was the nhjeci of a patent granted me

I aboold say that I nevw heard of a camera of thia type being

Bt«l by Mr. Ivee, and think perhaps he refers to hU inveo-

of the Kromskop, an instromeol which showed beautiful

JU in ritirtag three cU>orwJ projected image* superimpoaed on

' M* pUne.
. .^ ij .

If It is tb* Kromskop he ha* in mind orely he would not coo-

'Ad liial was an eipoeote camera. It was • viewing instrument

. t.:r,!v »d neitbw designwl for nor capable of taking triootour

lu sssmtiilr were solely and purely for the function

:• instromest and nothing •!•*.

Honour and crbdit are due to Mr. Ives for his invention of the
Kromskop ; it marked a great advance in showing photographic
results in natural colours, which were a pleasure to look at, but
if in its construction he has utilised a well-known principle of a
natural law, that coloured media will absorb rays of a comple-

mentary colour, that principle had still to be worked on and
applied in the design and construction of a photographic taking

camera, and I have never heard, nor can I trace, that Ives

had a camera of the same type as the one I patented in 1897.

Shortly after (20 days) Mr. Ives had made application for patent

for the Kromskop, he made application for a taking camera, Patent

No. 3,784, 1895 (British Patent). He uses two transparent

mirrors of plain glass, having plain surfaces placed at an angle

with each other, to form a reflector wedge shaped to avoid double

images.

The same camera is provided with four additional mirrors,

which are opaque, and three object lenses, obviously an altogether

different type of camera.

This much I am indebted to Mr. Ives : it was the charm of his

resulta in the Kromskop that caused me first to turn my attention

to the invention of a camera that should enable me to produce

the necessary positives for viewing. Having purchased a

Kromskop I endeavoured to buy a taking camera, but neither the

Kromskop Company nor anyone else could supply me.

The elements of the " Kromograms " at that time were

printed viewing positives, I was informed by the representatives

of the company, from negatives obtained by successive exposures

through suitable screens.

Having madj a practicable instrument otherwise unobtainable,

I applied for and was granted a patent in 1(597. That was about

a year after I had been having the camera in experimental use.

I subsequently found that practically simultaneously White had

been granted a patent for a camera on similar lines to those 1

employed. Apart from this I can find no trace of any of the

same type, nor anyone having for the purpose of taking tricolour

negatives simultaneously used the principle of which advantage is

also taken in the Kromskop.

I have also read Mr. Hamburger's letter appearing in to-

day's issue of the "Journal," in which he states that until ite

advent [the Polychroraide Camera, Patent No.^^ 28,722, 1912J

"negatives in perfect register were not obUinable."

On February 16, 1906, some one else made a similar

cUim for hi* invention, and was equally sweeping in his f deavour

to prove a negative. In correspondence in the " B.J. at that

time I wibmitted negatives in proof of my Msertion that 1

could produce seU of negatives from my single exposure tricolour

camera identical in size and focus. In the "Journal of Mar*

9, 1906, yon were pleased to state that the negatives submitted

established the claim.

For upwards of eighteen years cameras have been made to my

specifications producing negatives correct in register, focus and

Edwin T. BnrLEE.
colour separation.—I am, your* faithfully,

26, Craven Park, N.W.IO, December 9.

TANK DEVELOPMENT.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,-With regard to your recent correspondence on the

subject of tank development, as manufacturers «P«"f^'"^ '"
^^'

production of these Unks, both of teak and enamel, on a large

scale for the photographic and cinema professions, we are inter-

Hu^ in the matt^r^ We have heard many discussions in favour

"f Unk development, whether it be for plat^, flat or roll films

and-ks-e* opinion, and we think it is very generally held, there

rn^^ whatever to create movement in the developer, as the

ne<^«iry stir is caused by the taking out and placing in of the

''5rom'oS?tp"erience of the past twelve months we are of ojnnion

thatTnk development is on the increase, especially for roll films

Zi w^ also find that the tanks made completely of teak axe

greatly in favour.-FaithfuUy yours

For and on behalf of ¥. Brodrick, Ltd.,

C. Bhabant Smith.
Director.
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Answers to Correspondents.

In aceordanee with our present practice a relatively small space it

allotted in each iaaue to replies to correspondents.

We ibM answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope it

enclosed for reply: S-ctnt International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " mut t reach

us not later than Tuesday (potted Monday), and thotdd be

addressed to the Editors.

F. A.—^IThe aniy lamp of aufficienit power, apart fmom eleotiic oar-

rent or gas, is itHie BUuncharid oil incandtsoemit lamp, ma/de by
Bbtmcihard liampe, libd., 151, Fanringdom Road, Iioiulon, E.C.I.

J. J.—^For iremoTmg itihe film the most effective m€ana is to dip the

negative in a very ihot solution of caustic poUi^ or caustic soda.

A Beoomid or two in tliiie bath will remove the film from most
negatives, whether liardei»d or not, or at amy rate wOl soften

it eo muoh that it can be quickly scrubbed off with a hard brush,

8. F.—It is quite an easy matter to make lantern elides. You
cannot do better than write to the Ilford Company, Ilford,

London, E. , for a free booklet entitled " Lantern Slides on Dry
Plates," which they issue. The Wratten Division of Messrs.

Kodak, Ltd., have also a free booklet givingi instructions in the

use of the Wratten lantern plates.

C. M.—^Far .taking carte-de-visites in a studio of 22 ft. run you
cannot afford to bave a longer focus Ulian 7 ins., that is allowing

5 !tt. for (tie space requii-ed behind camera a,nd behind sitter.

WitJh this lems, of course, you can taiko cabinets and other larger

pictures. For oovoninig a half-plate tihe lens -would have to be a
preltty good anastigmat. We suiggest that you seJect one of

about f/6 maximum ajpertui-e.

A. H.— (1) As a very rough approximation, owing to the differences

between plates and the different degrees of density to which they
are developed, suppose we say from 12 to 20 plates in 66 ozs. of

1 : 100 developing solution. Your tank full of developer is equiva-
lent to a little over i oz. of the stock solution, which will not
develop a great number of plates, however long you allow it to

act. (2) The Brunswick black will not affect the developer, but
it comes off after a while, probably owing to the action of the
alkali in the developer.

O. R. O.-^l) OomdiitioinB are vei-y muoli .the same as regards cheap
work as here. (2) So far as we ^aw tihc(re are no restiiatioms as
i«gards pliotography on iboard ship. (3) Sea-water can be used
without ill-effeots for washing plates and prints. The Hford Co.
published a result of tesita on tliis point many years ago. (4)

Amidol is one of the best doveJopere, especially when a fairly

large quantity of eulplliate of soda (GdaAibor salts) is jisod in it.

But the best reconunendaltion we can make as regards developing
in tropical climates is to use the Tropical hardener, worked out by
the Ilford Co. a year or two ago, and sold iby Jolraisons, 33, Crass
Street, Finabury, E.G.

J- T.-—The true-to-scale process consists in first making a blue print
which, without having washed it or treating it in any way after
removal from the printing frame, is laid down upon a jelly pre-

pared with gelatine Jnd a certain proportion of ferrous ammonium
sulphate. We cannot give a formula for the latter, as the amount
of ferrous ammonium sulphate varies with different qualities of
gelatine. After contact for a while the blue print is removed, and
then the impression which it leaves may be inked up with a greasy
ink applied with a roller and impressions taken off. Under good
working conditions as many as fifty satisfactory proofs can be
pulled.

A. W.—The usual piaotioe with sitters of the character you dosoribe
as to knife away as much of the surjidus flesli as may be necessary.
It is not unoommon to piactioaJjly make a new outline in this
way to both face and fi,gure. Your best plan would be to send
one oS your negatives to a good iretouchor, say. Mr. T. S. Bruoe,
4, ViMas-on-Heath, Vale, Hamipstead, London, N.W.3, and ask
him to make your sitter as refined as possible. Print a proof
first and then you wM be able to note the oliamige. As far as
lighting goes, we should be indined to throw one side of tjlie face
into raitlieir deep shadow. It ia a good pdan to take Ihe heads
of such sitters leather smoiUeir than usual.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the
advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock
(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ta should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot b«
guaranteed.

A. L.—We see no reason why you should not do good work wit!i

acetylene lighting, as the light is very white and actinic, but s

far as we know, there is no special fitting made for using it for

portrait work. Messrs. Thorn and Hoddle, 151, Victoria Street.

Westjninster, London, S.W.I, would make you one to order

they have fitted up several studios. We should think about 2'

burners would be required. You cannot do better than to com

raunicate your wants to Mr. D. Charles, 45, Beaufort lioad

Kingston-on-Thames, who makes a very efficient flash lamp, and

would doubtless make a fireproof bag for it. We do not reci^i- u
mend flashlight for ordinary studio work, although it is invala.

"

able for restless children and home portraiture.

W. B.—(1) The nddiess of the Premier Optical Co. is 63, Bolto«

Road, Stratford, London, E.15. (2) It is very doubtful if the

lens would bo improved by repoiishing. Before having this

done, we think it would bo worth while to have all the interior

of the lens thoroughly dead-blacked, say with " Nigrogene "

made by the Vanguard Co., Maidenhead, as the inside is far

from being dead black at the present time to an extent which

with a lens of large glasses like this would have some effect in

causing flatness. It is possible that the front and rear element*

are not in absolutely correct position. The front element has a

very peculiar kind of fitting, and tlie rear element looks as

though it had had a fall, sufficient to upset the centering and

to account pe-haps for some veiled definition.

G. N.—For fairly close-up exposures of footbaiU play and other

sports' subjects a speed of about l-250tih of a second is about the

averaige. This probaWy means that you want to use a focal

plane sliutter at a speed marking of about l-500th or l-600th. In

our opinion you had beat use eifiher an oavUnary folding-focal plane,

or a box reflex, such as tlie " Soho." For fast work, especially

uf you have a reflex, the lens aipeiitaire sftiould be //4.5, but with

an ordinai-y folding focal plane, especially with close-up subjects,

it is very difficult to be certain of focus when using this aperture,

and we daresay many presamen woo'k with the lens at //6, or

even //8, whenever the light allows them a reasonable chance.

For the st.uddo lighting we suggest about 4,000 c.p., distribute'!

among four half-watt lamps, each of 1,000 c.p.

J. N.—For colouring with oil colours, which are those usually em-

ployed by professional slide cdourifrts, you cannot do better than
have the best tube oil oolouirs of Winsoi' and Newton, or Rowney,
from amy artists' dealer. For coloui-ing with dyes, you csn
obtain a very oonvenuiont set of tints fixxm Johnson & Sons, 23,

dross Street, Fiiisbury, London, E.C.2, or the Vanguard Co.,

Maidenhead. (1) It. As best to avoid aU use of alum if jjrints

are to be ooJoui-ed with dyes, but we do not think it matters as

regards usdng oil colours. (2) Tlie dyes are quite effective in use,

though mot of the same degree of permanence as the oil oolours.

<3) No special preparation of the gelatine film is necessary. You
should get tlie Ettle book, " Colouring Bhotographs and Lantern
Slides," by R. Penlake, published by Iliffe & Slons, 20, Tudor
Street, Ixmdon, E.C.4.

The British Journal of Photography.
LtNI Advkbtisemknts.

An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisement*

(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, viz. ;

—

12 words, or lessj 23. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word. Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.

per insertion for each "advertisement.
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EX CATHEDRA.
Portraits for Even those who are most prejudiced
o ouring. against the use of panchromatic plates

for ordinary portrait work must aelaiowledge their value
when the object is to produce a hand-coloured portrait.
A sitter with blue eyes and bright golden hair is an ideal
subjec^t for colouring, and at the same time one which
it is almost impossible to render decently without faking
during printing. If the hair is shaded with matt varnish
or colour on the back of the negative the scale of tones,
bad as it is already, is further falsified by the hand-work.
If, however, a panchromatic plate, with a fairly light

filter, which need not require more than double the
exposure, b6*used, a print giving a close approximation
to the visual value of the colouring will be obtained
without trouble. Even withoiit the filter a great improve-
ment will be manifest, but the use of the filter is to be
r<K!ommended. A rather soft-working paper should be

chosen tb avoid heavy shadows, and liver of sulphur or

hypo alum toning should be adopted, as these do not

block up the shadows of a strong print or give a foxy

colour to a ^delicate one. Carl)on is the ideal process for

colouring, though many less skilled colourists avoid it,

a« the surface does not take the tints as freely as a

bromide or P.O. P. does.
* * *

Hypo-Alum The pK^ess which has been made of

Toning. late in the manuufacture of develop-

iiioiit papers exhibiting more widely m trked eharac-

t<»ri8tic9, is perhaps one of the causes of the varying

experience in the use of the hypo-alum toning hath. As
is well known, the manner of " ripening " the bath by

introducing into it a certain quantity of silver compound
has a gpo(l deal to do with its proper toning action, and

is foimd variously to influence, according to the nature

of the paper on which the prints are made, the particular

tone wliich is obtained. The method of ripening a bath

by addition of clippings of waste P.O. P. or bromide paper

is' certainly a plan which is i)referable to the addition of

silver nitrate, sometimes recommended. But a still better

system, so it seems to us, from the point of view of

standardising the hypo-alum toning process is that which

has just been embodied by the Kodak Company in the

instructions for toning Kodak bromide paper by the hypo-

alum method. Probably many who have had difficulty

in thp process will be interested in making trial of this

n<nv_Jbiitl>, (lie instructions for making which are as

fallows:—Dissolve 1 lb. (400 gms.) of hypo in 80 ozs.

(2 litres) of hot water, then add ^ ozs. (90 gms.) of

ordinary alum ; stir well and boil for two or three

minutes ; cool down to about 150 deg. F. (65 deg. C.) and

add the following silver ripener:—Dissolve 20 grs.

(1 gm.) of silver nitrate in 1 oz. (30 c.e.s.) of water and

add, drop by drop, .880 ammonia until the precipitate

first formed" is just re-dissolved; (stir vigorously while

adding the ammonia) . Add this to the hypo-alum mixture

and stir well. In a further ounce (30 c.c.s.) of water
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dissolve 40 grs. (3 gins.) of potassium iodide; add this

to the hypo-alum mixture and stir well. This bath cau

be used over and over again. It may be kept u|) to its

oi-iginal bulk by the occasional addition of fresh solution,

and when it ceases to tone satisfaBtorily it should be

thrown away. Prints for toning by this method should

be fixed as usual, briefly rinsed in water, soaked for ten

minutes in a saturated solution of alum, rinsed, and then
toned at a temperature of 140 deg. F. (60 deg. C). After

toning, sponge the prints with lukewarm water to remove
sediment, and wash as usual.

* * *

The Annual With this issue^ is presented the index

Index. to the sixty-eighth .annual volume of

the " 13ritisli Journal,", together with that of the

fifteenth volume of the " Colour Photography " Supple-

ment. The work of preparing this A. B.C. pointer to the

contents of the two publieations is perhaps greater than
many people imagine. Indexing, unfortunately, is one
of those arts, the practitioners of which obtain plenty of

criticism for any faults which their work may exhibit,

but little credit for the care and labour which they expend
in making a large miscellany of information quickly

accessible to those who are studying a subject or seeking

a particular item. We think we can say, on behalf of

our indexers, that no subject matter, which is likely to

be of permanent interest, escapes inclusion in their

compilation. It may be worth while to point out that
an indexer naturally does not assume familiarity with
the volume on the part of those who will use his index,

and, therefore, drafts his entries in accordance with the
actual subject-matter, largely disregarding titles given
to articles or paragraphs if these are non-descriptive. On
no other plan would it be possible to compile an index
of general usefulness both to immediate users and to

those who may refer to the volumes in years to come.
* * * •

FancyOress At tlie present season, when there are
Portraits. many orders for fancy dress portraits

which are usually taken as full lengths, a hint or two on
overcoming one of the most serious difficulties attendant
upon this class of work may be useful to some of our
readers. The difficulty we have in mind is that of secur-

ing adequate illumination of 'the lower part of the figure,

which arises from the fact that the source of light is so
much farther from the sitter's feet than from his head.

With the light at a height of 8 feet it may be assumed
that it is only 4 feet from the head of the subject,

while it will be nearly 9 feet from his boots, which will

therefore receive less than a quarter of the light compared
with that which falls upon the face. In the case of a
single lamp the remedy is to use a diffusing screen covered
with stout muslin to shade the u|)per part of tlie figure

only, and to give just enough exposure to render the
lower part properly. Here the despised head-rest, better

used as a back-rest, will serve to keep the sitter steady.

If several half-watt lamps are used, one or two may be
lowered to 4 or 5 feet from the floor, and a diffuser placed
so as to prevent the shadows in the face from being
destroye^l, that is to say, to intercejit anv upward rays.

*
'

* *

Flashlight The occasional worker with flashlight
Apparatus. jg rarely properly equipped for his job,

and therefore usually approaches it with some degree of

trepidation. Many of the lamps designed for use with
explosive powders have the mechanism exposed to the
flame, with the result that they become corroded and
tmreliable, the springs losing their resiliency and failing

to ignite the match or cap. It is a wise precaution to

clean all moving parts as soon as possible after use and
to wrap the lamp in waxed paper before putting it away.

thus saving valuable time when the call comes. In case
of failure it is advisable to be provided with an alternate
means of ignition, and there is none bettor than a tuft

of guncotton, which can be embedded in the powder and
touched off with a lighted taper fixed at the end of a long

rod or walking-stick. Touch-paper is (|uite effective if

bone dry, but as it takes several seconds for the sparks
to reach the powder, there is a risk of the group beinj.

spoiled by some of the members watching the lamp. Cnui-

cotton or pyroxyline can be obtained from such firms as

Johnsons or Hopkin & Williams. For safety's sake each
tuft, about the size of a nutmeg, should be carritnl in a

separate corked vial or short test tube. Tin boxes should
be eschewed, as there is the |)ossibiHty of a spark being
struck when opening or closing. *

EQUIPMENT OF A SMALL STUDIO.
II.

It is to be presumed that a small studio nuist be equipped
with due regard to economy both of money and space, so

that large and costly apparatus is not desirable. In iw
modern businesses are direct portraits larger than whoh
plate size sent out, and therefore a studio camera with
lenses suitable for that size should be chosen. It should

be fitted with central swings, horizontal and vertical, and
preferably have a repeating back, although this latte-

is not essential. In fact, if the camera has to be us<

occasionally out of doors it is better to sacrifice this

fitment and select an ordinary parallel bellows field

camera, which will answer as well as a special studio

camera for portrait work and yet be quite portable. It

is possible to fit such a camera with a removable repeat

ing back, but as a rule the framework is hardly heav\
enough to make this safe,'so that it is better to be satisfied

with the ordinary slides.

If much outdoor work is anticipated a separate camer.i

should be provided, and should be for 12x10 plates, as

this size is most useful for wedding and football groups,

architectural or engineering subjects, and commercial
work generally. It may be argued that enlargements
could be supyjlied from whole-plate negatives, and thn'

is true of some subjects, but for groups in which a numi)'

of faces require retouching, and for machinery which has

often to be blocked out, full-sized negatives are most
satisfactory.

It should be kept in mind, when selecting lenses, to

choose such as will serve for more than one size of plate.
,

For example, an anastigmat of 8 inches focal length will

answer for rapid outdoor work on a half-plate, for cabinet

full lengths in a very short studiQ, and will give "

sufficiently wide angle for most purposes upon a 12 x 1

'

Bearing this in mind, a useful outfit to work both in-do<.i:-

and out would be a 16- or 17- inch anastigmat for large

groups and general work, on 12 x 10 outdoors and f

cabinet and whole-plate work in the studio; the afoi

said 8-inch anastigmat, both with an aperture of //•"'

to //6.3 ; and a very rapid portrait lens of lOJ or 11 inch

focus for children and other quick work in the studi

only. Other lenses may be added as opportunity offer-,

but a good start may be made with these three.

The studio camera stand should be of the Semi-

centennial or Hana type, in preference to the ordinary

three- or four-legged patterns. Few of the latter will go

near enough to the floor for children's portraits, and as

a i-ule are not so steady. For outdoor work the tripod

should be of generous size, a 10- or 12-inch head not

being too large. The legs should have a good range «>!

sliding movement, as a low stand is often wanted.

Every effort should be made, in fitting up the dark-

room, to utilise every inch of space to the best advantage..
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is necessary to work bv reflected
•* card 8er\-ing to deflect the
iiie-made box, the movable

made as small as possible and
up to tiK If so arranged and properly

baliiii' f.i, no more effort will be required to make tlie

exposure than is exerted upon an electric switch. In

the workroom a strong bench should be constructed to
carry the dry-mounting press, and this should not be too
high. In most cases the press is fixed too high to be
worked without an effort. The trimmer may find a place
on the same bench, but only if there be a good liglit,

which is also necessary for the " tacking on " process.
T^e retouching desk will probably have to be placed

in the workroom. It should be of adequate size, not less
than 20 inches square ; the cover should be smooth and
arranged so that it can be shut down to form a slope for
spotting and colouring.

.\n almost indispensable item in even the smallest
business is a good enlarging lantern, as it allows of prints
(jf any size being made without delay. The half-plate
size, with 8J-inch condenser, is the most generally useful.
and a small h'alf-watt lamp of, say, 2.50 c.p., the most
convenient illuminant, failing which, an incandescent gas
burner or acetylene can be used. Oil lainps are trouble-
some and odorous, and not to be recommended ; if

acetylene be objected to, the spirit incandescent lamp
will be found most satisfactorv'- The enlarger should be
fixed in a position in which it is always ready for use.

In a small dark-room this may be done by means of a
s1at>ng bracket for the lantern well above the sink, the
easel being suspended from a wooden gantry upon which
it can be moved to and fro.
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nativo methods of obtaining the warmer seipia tones. Plann

bleai'hing and siilphiding was not a.ttemj>ted as the results are

too yelUiw to plenae the iwriter.

Time
Colour on Resulting

[

Print Removal Colour of

No. in (rom Finished Remarks.
Developer Developer. Print.

1 Black. Normal print.

2 Till

blackened

Warm Black. Fyll strength de-

veloper used
and no sul-

phiding.

3 30 mini. Chociilat« Red
with tinge of

Violet.

VVann Black—

i

Brown Black.

4 20 miu. Chocolate Red Cool Sepia. The most useful

range.

5 15 mina. Red Messotint
Sepia. j

• 12 mina. Lighter Red. Sepia.

7 9 mina. Pale Red Warm Sepia

S 6mins. Very Pale Red Warm Sepia,

with distinct

tinge of

Yellow

Alternative Tests

Prtiit

No...
First bath.

Second
bath.

Third
bath.

Fourth
bath.

Remarks.

9

10

II

Presnlphide

for 5 mins.

Bleach

Preaulphide

for mina.

Bleach

10 sees, in

carbonate
of soda
Bleach

Sulphide

Sulphide

10 sees, in

carbonate
of Boda

Sulphide

Intermediate
between 10

and 11

Most yellow

Lea«t yellow

Note.—9, 10 and 11 all lie between 6 and 7 in Colour, and exhibit

rather more red and less yellow.
B
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The \rritor was more iiitorostod in getting practical results

wliidi ai>j)c<ired to be capable of being repeat^ed tlian in the

ec-ientifio side of the experiment, and consequently omitted

print No. 6 from the first series. This print was maxie

subsequently, and dried, and was, the next evening, bleached

and troated in the develo]>er for a j>eriod half-way between
the times given for prints No. o and 7. The resulting

tone would enable anyone to place the print in its correct

sequence in tlie 'Sot, which appears to be a striking com-
mentary on the reliability of the method.

Print Nos. 9, 10 and 11 do not show any stniking

differences, but the colours are all pleasing, No. 11 being
perhaps the best, and No. 10 shon-ing more yellow than the

other two. The ii>;c of carbonate of soda was suggestetl by

[December 30. 1921

1

the experiments recorded in the ^' British Journal "
I

July 29, 1<>21, by Mr. E. R. Bullock.

I will leave the ediitor to comment on the tones, but ]>ni

2—7 bear a clo.se resemblance to cartjons of the oolo;

described in the table. A. H. Halt.

[Of the series of prinfe which Mr. Hall very kindly sen

for our inspection Nos. 2 and 3 represent the imix>rtation

just a trace of warmth into the black of the original prii

No. 4 has distinct warmth of tone; No. 5 a little more. 'I

remaining prints, Nos. (i to 11, do not ex-liribit very appn-
able difference as regards colour. All of them would, perhaj

be described as a ploa.sing sepia brown. Without exception
the scale of tones in the original print is excellentlv retfline<l I

Kns., "B.J."]

COLOURING LANTERN SLIDES.

[In the 1922 volume of the "American Annual of Photography," just issued by Messrs. George Murphy, of New
York, is the following exceedingly practical article on the colouring of lantern-slides. Dr. Lovelace does not attempt to

teach the aesthetics of this branch of work—and very wisely so, since that is entirely a question of individual taste and
aptitude—but he deals in the clearest way with the technique of the oil colouring of slides. In view of the commercial
opportunities which frequently occur for the supply of coloured slides, we give his very practical directions a place in our
pages.—Eds. "B.J."]

L.\NTEnN slides, to my mind, are one of the most beautiful

forms of the photographic injage, and when properly coloured

are even superior to the plain slide. I have hoard many
people express preference for the hand-coloured slide to the

Autochrome or Paget, although the writer cannot agree with

them on this point, for to my mind there is no form of photo-

graph that will compare with a good colour plate.

Many miles of direction have been written about the colour-

ing of lantern slides, but, with one exception, I have never

seen any that were really practical. Most people use water

colours. While it is possible to use them so that they do not

look like the terrible things we see in the theatres announcing
" The Perils of Pekin in 5 reels, with George Manleigh and
Lovine Sweet," it is not often that they are anything but a

warning to young slide painters.

Nothing is more pleasing tp the beginner than to get his

colour eight shades too dark, using some of the various aniline

colours, and then ti-y to get the colour out. It can be done

—

sometimes. Usually your slide is spoiled. With the use of

oil colours all these troubles are avoided, and there is really

only one difficulty to contend with—what this is I will explain

at length.

For materials I am going to give specific names, as I have

found that all brands of paint do not work the same, and

some will not work at all. Get enough colours—life is too

short to spend time mixing shades all the time. The outfit

that I am giving here will only cost three or four dollars at

the most, and will paint upward of a million slides—easily.

The colours I use are " Winsor and Newton Transparent

Oil Colours "—a special colour made for transparent work.

Get the following colours :—Gamboge, Chinese Orange, Mars

Yellow, Alizarin Crimson, Crimson Lake, New Blue, Prussian

Blue, Brown Pink, Italian Pink, Burnt Sienna, Vandyke
Brown. For medium to mix them with I must acknowledge

my indebtedness to Mr. Alfred H. Saunders, for a formula

given in the "Annual " some years ago, and which I reprint

here. It is the best medium I know, and I have tried them

all, or nearly all.

Transparent gold size 4 parts.

JPure linseed oil 2 parts.

Pure turpentine 1 part.

Get these from a dealer in artists' materials, or you will

not get linseed oil or turpentine, but some villainous com-

pound which wi,ll ruin your work. Mix these well, and you

are ready.

Dust is the prime enemy of the slide painter—guard against
it as a plague by whatever means is necessary. Do not paint
by daylight—use a light of the same colour as the one by
which it will be shown, or as near as possible. A half-

watt bulb—a white one—is first rate : then use a

piece of opal glass, not ground, but opal for an easel. Put
it at an angle of about 45 degrees, and your easel is ready.
For a palette nothing is better than another piece of glass,

not opal, but clear, prepared as follows:—Arrange your
colours in a row, all reds together, all blues together, etc.

;

then take a brush, and put a small dab of each colour (mixed
with a little of the medium given above) on the top edge of

the glass. After they are all on, make a list, and paste it on
the back of jour palette, so that it can bo read from the

front. By merelj- looking at the row of colours on the top
edge of your palette, you will know what colour you want to
put out and nse. This may seem a small item, but, after

painting slides awhile, it will be found very valuable as a
time saver.

Brushes are a big item. If they are good you will have
little trouble in doing good work, but if they are poor they

are an endless nuisance, as a hair from a brush ruins a slide

if left on, and n.5ually you will spoil the .slide if you try to

remove the hair.

The brushes used are called flat top, camel's hair, china

painters' shaders, round, in quills. That is the full name,
and Devoe and Reynolds make an excellent grade. Get some
handles for them when ordering. You will need about four

—

ranging from an eighth t-o a little more than a quarter of an

inch in diameter. They are round stubToy brushes like a

short cylinder of hair, but when filled with colour they will

fan out until they will draw a line as fine as a hair. Do itot

try to use the ordinary pointed water colour brush if you

want success.

The most difficult thing to learn' in slide painting is the

operation called fingering. It is not possible to put largo

tints on a slide by means of a brush. Streaks will show in

spite of all that can be done to prevent them. Large tints

are put on in this way:—A small amount of colour is put on

the palette and mixed with a little medium. It is then

painted on the slide and then fingered. This is done by

polishing the second finger of the. right hand with a piece of

pumice stone, under water, until the finger is smooth as glass,

taking care not to rub until finger is raw. Dry the finger,

and then finger as follows:—Start at the bottom of the tint
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to be fingered, and dab with the ball of the finger that has
been polished. Roll the finger as you do so, so that each dnli
u a snort roll of the finger on the Imooth part. Do not dab
Without rolling the finger: it's a naste o| time. Do not drag
th.. finger, the paint will smear. Dab lightlv, do not press
he^Mly. Roll the hand from the thumb side tfneard the little
finger. Each dab must overlap the last one made, and the
pr>'-'ure must be even.

.Mu(.h depends on the consistency Of the paint. If the
mixture of paint and medium is too thin—that is. there is
too much medium—the mixture will remain in litt^le mottled
[.'i.Mles after each finger dab. If the mixture is too stiff or
«.-, iry, yon will hare prints of the finger at each dab. When
ih.- [.aint and medium is working right, and is just dry
•' -'' »'a<^'> <1»»' *'" le»»'e a little mark, and these will
r.i,. t _. ther, and as fingering goes on will frrnduallv
'orii. an even tint. Note the two conditions :— 1st : If paint
and medium mixture ia too thin, it will leave little puddles
of paint after it, like footprints on a wet floor. 2nd: If
mixture it too thi< k, it will stick to finger, and leave imprints
of the finger on the slide.

This may seem a little nnneces«ary attention to detail, but
fingering a, slide i» one of th.- mo-t important things, if not
the most im;>«rtant of the Mh.l,. process—without it it is
hardly possible to paint any kind of a slide whatsoever.

If you do not succeed at firsthand it'a almost certain you
won t_have aome benxole handy, waab the colouring off, and
WHi are ready to try it again.

Now for a slide—get a seascape, if poaaible—it's Mtsieat—
»- ' • -' * ' "nws:—Take a small quantity of Prussian
I ' . and mix with « little medium. Take
j'.ir ., (1.1 .in"i {)aint it •'' over with this culour. Lay your
brush down and start to uti^^t the colour even, watching for
the faults I hare just toM yon of. You may have to wash
the «lrde off four or fivw tunes, but it will not be hurt if you
arc larefu! R«m.I !!..• l.r.tions on ftngaring again. Finger
iron, left t" ruiii .i''.ri^ he bottom edge, wipe the finger
iJtMti «ii'i start to linger the next »e< ' "r, being sure
th..»i ;,. 'ipper rows of daba always ov> one below it,

Hn<l ^ :; ing finger clean at end of a row uf dabn. You must
ie.*:!i t. finger an even tint before you can do anything else,

•o have patience, and after a little, without any change in

your method of working, you will find that you can put on
i t'.nt as smooth as ran be. Hen •mber what was said about
ih.- f-aint being too thin or l<»> <iry, keep trying, and soon
<t will be easy.

Suppose that you have had gotxl luck the ium. ume, and
•. t have an even bio* shade all otcr the slide. If it is too
iHt.i yoB should hav* naad a darker colour to itast with

—

.i It IS too daik the original colour should have been lighter.

I' :( is too dark, keep on fingering and wiping. If it is too

, ' dab on somo more colour and finger again. When the
'''

take a chamois stump (from a dealer

J I wipe out all the places where yoti

' nam ojiif ror instance, in a aeaicape— wipe out your
Secka of foam, boats, etc.. tearing the blue over the

y and sea. Do not us« rl
''

'
'>:: but chamois, or

"U will bare lint on the ^ ns it. Wipe the

amp cleao with benxole and a r^i;;. anil it will last a long

ma. Remember, if you spoil the slide in wiping out blue

it ia not wairt«d, wash the whole slide with benaole

. lint it again. Should you run orer the edge^ say, of

in:'. or a whitecap. and take some of the sky away, it can
'' fingered with a littV care and blended so that it will not

•> nereasary to paint the whole slide orer.

'''T the blue is put on, and all detail where you will use

'«loars is wiped clean, put the slide into a tin box, say,

9 X 10 X 2—made without solder, and with a tight-

lid. This ia called the stove, and is for drying the
-.- ' T' ' rje must bo heated to about 200 deg. for

' r to bake the paint dry and hard, which

iM r.c .lone [)• ioi-en each painting. 800 to 260 deg, Fahr.-n-

heit for about three hours is enough : too much heat will cause
paint to turn brown.
WTien slides are cool go ahead and paint in your detail asmuch as possible, taking care that wherever one colour goes

oi^er another the first one is baked before the other is put on.
After Tou hare pamted your first slide, put it in the lantern
and learn your mistakes. It will probably be too dense, too
dark, have dust on it, hairs from the brush, etc., so do not
bo discouraged; just make it over again.
Many people like to blend a sky from a deep blue at tho

top to a fine red et the bottom—why, I don't know, but it is
done, and this is the way it is done with oil colours. Start
at the horizon with a sweep of Crimson lake, above that a
strip of Prussian blue or New Blue, then above that a sweep
of Vandyke brown.
Now start at the bottom and finger, blending them together,

and the trick is done. Another combination of this sort is
Italian pink, then Prussian blue, then Vandyke brown above
that.

In painting waves, water, etc., coat entirely with blue,
fingered on, and then put on light touches or coats of yellow
and brown in order to make the green shades wanted. Grass
is better made this way than by mixing colours. I would
advise the slide painter to buy a few oil coloured slides; it-

will teach him more of what a well fingered sky and sea should
look like than pages of description could ever do. In putting
in clouds, they should be wiped clean of paint in this way.
Take a small»piece of chamois skin, and roll up into a small
cylinder—wipe out the clouds with a circular motion and then
finger smooth so that the sky blends into the clouds in order
to avoid the " hole in the sky " effect that is all too common.

I am not going to attempt to tell you what colours to mix
to make definite shades; it would take too long. The object of

the gla.ss palette with the sample colours on the top is to enable
you to see what the colours look like when light shines- through
them, and with a little practice one can get shades that will

fit any picture. An artist friend tells me that with the

cukiurs I have mentioned in the list a man could paint any
picture that has ever been painted, so there you are.

Another word and I am done—oil colours are as permanent
as can he made. Any water colours suitable for slides will (in

time) bleach out when used in a powerful lantern. Why
spend time to make them if they will bleach out in a short

time? I am sure that anyone seeing a good oil slide will

never use any more water colours, and I can assure you that

if you will practise the above-given directions faithfully, you

cannot help but succeed. I dislike giving rules exceedingly,

but possibly these brief rules will help the young painter.

(1) Put in your largest tint or your blue first—that which

must be fipgered and then bake dry.

(2) Put in your reds next, and your yellows last, baking

after each one.

(3) You can paint all over a slide with all sorts of colours,

without baking in between each application, if they do not

touch each other. Small detail in various parts of a slide,

such as a large group, can be painted all at the same paint-

ing, if you don't let separate colours touch each other.

(4) Never try to paint over a colour until it has been baked

dry. It cannot be done.

fS) Tou will save time by following these directions exactly

and -h^*»ying the slides in the lantern until you get a goad

idea of how dense they ought to be—it is impossible to judge

by the eye until you have had considerable experience

(ti) -Much time is saved by painting several slides at once

—

putting in all that is possible on each and then baking them

all at once. Painting single slides except at first is a terrible

time-killer. It takes no longer to paint a dozen slides with

oils than with water colours, except that all of one colour is

put in at once with oils, and with water colours you paint

the slide with all the colours at once.

Marccs G. Lovelace, M.D.
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LITERATURE OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY.

When M. 1^. I'. C'lerc delivered tlie Traill-Taylor Memorial
lecture on aerial photography he appended to it on publication

in the Journal of the Royal Photographic Society a bibliography

f this new branch of photographic technics. In the ordinary
murse we cannot devote space to bibliographical comi:ilations sucli

as this, which to many of our rcader;j, a.s we realise, are so much
dead weight. In the present instance, however, we make an
xception to this rule, on account of the, very great value which

Jiis detailed analysis ol the origiue of aerial photography sliould

liave for historians, inventors, patentees and otlier.s in the future.

It is to be observed that the list does not include the works
Mentioned in M. L-P. Clerc's " .Applications de la Photographic
\irienrie " (Paris, 1919\ or in the bibliographv reprinted p. 682
I the " B.J." (vol. 68,' November 5, 1920, No." 3,157).

The date in bracket.? given for e.uh patent is that of the first

.ipplication .under the International Convention.

I.

—

History and fiENERALiTTEs.

Clerc, LP.—Les remarquables progres de la pliotographie ;ierieniie.

" La Science et la Vie," No. 44. May, 1919, pp. 4:7-429 (15 Pgs.)!

Clero, LP.—L'industrie photograpluque franfai.se et la defense
nationale : Photc-graphie aerienne, Hulletin Soc. d'Encouragemcnt
a I'Ind. nationale, vol. /,?.', No. 3. Mav June, 1919. pp. 614-627

(9 figs.).

•Iaffe (Hauptm. A.).— Die Photogrnphie aus der Luft. " Phot.
Korresp." vol. 56, Nos. 705-706. June and Julv. 1919, pp. 165-170

and 189 194 (5 figs.).

Krmolu, Ed.—Paris photographie par les allemaiids pendant les

bombardemcnt? de mai, 1918, " L'llhistration," October 4. 1919,

p. 278 (1 11.; ;

Chai'Mvn, a. K.—Our War-time development of Aerial Photo-
graphy, " Photogiaphic Review." vol. I'j. No. 2 and Nos. 9 to 12,
February and September to December, 19!_9.

SIMM, G. R.—British Photography in the Great War, " The Photo-
graphic Industry of Great Brit-ain," vol i, London, 1920.

Lf.beau (Colonel)—^La photographie aerienne de guerre pour I'artil-

lerie
; Observation et photographic en Aeroplane. " .\nnales

Academie Macon " [3], vol. .'!». 1&16-1917, pp. 205 229. iTliis
paper seems to have been issued in 1920,]

Carlier (A,).
—

" La photographic aerienne pendant la guerre."
(204 pp., 40 figs., 32 plates.) Paris. 1921 (Delagrave).

II.—Af^ARATUS.

(a) Geveralittes.

Ste. d'Optique et de Mecanique de Precision —Dispositif perniet-

tant de rendre la distance principile independante des variations
thermiques Fr. Pat. 500,311 (October 9, 1918).

\ EHRANDO, C.—Automatic control of an aerial photo apparatus.
Eng. Pat 145,647 (September 3, 1918),

Lefranc, J. A.- -Les appareils photographiques dc I'aviation alle-

mande. " La Nature," vol. J,0', \o. 2,341. September 21, 1918,

pp. 81-87 (9 figs.).

The French Govern»ient.—Enveloppe chauffante pour appareils
photographiques Fr. Pat. 506.779 (February 14, 1919).

Gamble, Ch. W.—On some photographic apparatus used in aerial

photography. "Trans. Opt. Soc," vol. JO, No. 6, March. 1919,

pp. 163-198 (29 figs.)

Williamson, C. M.—The Evolution of aerial cameras during the

War. "B.,L," vol. SS, No 3,083. June 5, 1919. pp. 309-311.

[•'reoerick, C. W.—Construction of the lenses for aerial photo-
graphy. "J, Opt. Soc. America," vol, 3, 1919, p M sgq.

1!09E (G. F.).—Shutter for aerial photography. U.S. Pat. 1.377,306

(January 2. 1920).

Thomas (Capt. B,-). -Aerial Photographv. "BJ.," vol, (17, No.
3,155, October 20, 1920, p. 653.

PoiviLLiERS. G. J., and Dumont, K.—Obturateur d'objectif a
grand rendement pour photographie aerienne. Fr, Pat, 516,237
(June 1, 1920); "Rev. Fr. Phot.." vol. j?,'No. 39 (Supplement).
August 1, 1921, p. 68 (2 figs.).

GuiLLEMET (Capt. A. C. E.).—Obturateur d'objectif a grande
Vitesse pour app. photo d'avion Fr. Pat. 524.231 (September
15, 1920).

GuiLLEMET (Capt. A. C, E,i.—La Photographie Aerienne. " La
Nature," vol. ^9', No. 2,473. August 27, 1921, pp. 138-139.

(6) Huspennion-i.

Proszynski, C- Stabilisation gyroscopiquc d'uii appareil photo-
graphic. " J. de Physique " [51. vol. /, No. 2, February, 1911,

pp. 129-131.

Proszynski, C.—Gyroscopic stabilisation of photo-apparatus,
" Phot, J.," vol, .W, No. 3, M.nrch, 1913, pp. 106-109 (5 figs.).

Gray, J., and Gray, T. G.—Applicatiun d'un appareil gyrostatique

a la stabilisation dun appareil phoingrapbique. Fr. Pat. 497,255

(December 18, 1918; convention date, October 4, 1915).

Opt. Anst. C. P Goerz.—Vibration absorbers for aerial cameras.

Ger. Pat. 316,527. " Phot«graphische Ind," 1920, p. 220.

OiT. Anst. C. P. Goerz.—Stabilisation d'un appareil. Fr. Pat.

520,499 (September 9, 1919).

Henderson, J. B,— -Gyroscopic stabilisation of the field of an
aerial camera, Eng. Pat. 155,053 (September 22, 1919).

Gordon, J.—Aerial photographic apparatus, U.S. Pat, 1,372,746

(October 11, 1920), " Phot. Abstracts," vol. ], No 3, p. 86.

Hyde (Capt. W. A.),—Stabilisation of the photographic camera.
" Technical Review," vol. S, No :0, March 8, 1921, p, 239.

(c) Clinometers and C'omT,fi.-:<es inr Aerial Camerdst.

Blot, Garnier et Chevalier,—Niveau gyroscopiquc a indications

optiques lumineuses. Fr. Pat. 501,275 (Septeml)er 23, 1915).

BONNEAU, E. E. J.—Niveau gyroscopique. Fr. Pat. 503,723 (.\pril

8. 1916)

Le Quales de Mazaubran.—Indicatcur de pentes pour photo-

graphie aerienne. (French patent app. October 16, 1916, not yet

delivered.)

Fawcett, a.—Apparatus for aircraft photographv. Eng. Pat.

146,670 (May 2, 1919), " Phot, Abstracts," vol, /" No, 3, p. «6,

MooRHOusE. T. E.—Aerial photography. Eng. Pat, 169,310

(November 24, 1919). " Phot. .Abstracts." vol, /, No, 3, p. 86.

(d) Apparatus with platen chimging box.

Thornton Pickard Mfg. Co.—Magazine Cameras. Eng. Pat.

11,651 (August 12. 1915). " P J.." vol. 6S. No. 2.940, Septem-
ber 8, 1916, pp. 497-498 (4 figs.).

CouTANT, R, et Met/. A.—Appareil automatique de photo-aerienne.

Fr. Pat. 491,052 (October 22, 1915), and 528,273 (not yet granted).

Cantoni, Vautier-Dtjfoub, etc.—Aerotelephot, Fr. Pat. 489,691

(October 25. 1915).

Gaumont, L.—Magasin a plaques pour appareil photo. Fr. Pat.

486,205 (August 30, 1916) and (', Add. 20,663 (1918).

J.\CQnELiN, H.^Kscamotage Je planues pour app. photo. Fr. Pat.

480,916 (Fcbruarv 10, 1916), 482,271 (Julv 15, 1916), C. Add.
20,312 and 20,542 (1917).

DE Ram. G.—Magasin a escamotage automatique. Fr. Pat. 486,572
(May 12, 1917) and 503,815 (October 30. 1917).

Thornton Pickard Mfg. Co.—Automatic Apparatus for aerial

photography. Eng. Pat. 128,662 (August 27, 1917), " B.J,,"
vol. na, No. 3,097, September 12, 1919, pp. 355, 356 (1 fig.).

Laws (Major F. C. V,).—L Senji-automatic Camera. Eng. Pat,

124,225 (April 20, 1917). " B.J.," vol. GO, No. 3,082, May 30.

1919, pp. 299, 301 (5 figs.).

FouRNiEu.t, L. H.—Dispositif d'escamotage de plaques photo. Fr.

Pat. 503,177 i December 28, 1917) and C. Add. 21,705 (Mav 31,

1918).

Lamperti and Gahbacnati.—" Piazza " Camera of the Italian

aviation, Fr, Pat. 491,155 (February 11. 1918).

Williamson, C. M.—Automatic apparatus for aerial photography,
Eng. Pat. 130.684 (March 11. 1918). "B.J.," vol. 67. No.
3,117. January 30, 1921, p. 71 (2 figs.)

EA.STMAN Kodak Co.—Manual of Instruction for Type L Aviation
Camera (American model), k Booklet issued by the Eastman
Kodak Co., Rochester, 1918.

DE Ram, G.—Notice .sur I'apparei! de Ram. Bagnolet (Seine), 1919.

Ste. des Ateliers Rsmy.
SiEOEL, W.—Semi-automatic aerial camera Ger. Pat. 330,697

(June 34, 1919;. " Photographische Ind,," No. 15, April 13

1921, pp. 307-309 (4 figs.).

Cousin, E.—Les appnreils do photographie aerienne de I'armee
fran^aise. " Bull Soc. Fr. Phot.," r3'|, vol. 6, No. 12. Sep-
tember, 1919, pp. 285-294 (10 figs.j.

RoLLAND, G.—.Appareil automatique pour photographier en avion.

Fr. Pat. 521,567 (July 29, 1920).

«
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..x;baph Co.—The " L.B." Aero-Ciuncia.

:. pp. 3l» Jrfl.

AffOratw for roll filmu.

\\\ t^raphic .\pii.irAUis (Airophote). Eng. Pat.

iiy a, 1913).

f. .kA ZotXLSGcn, E.—Aul'tmittic c»n»eni Ger. Pat.

mbw 13 1913).

M .m-rai Vjii; Pal. 134.851 (June 5, 1915)

Ian. 27. Ul-j). •' B.J ,' *ol. 6S, Xos.

3.177 mA 3 3)' ilitth 26 aix* 8<pi<fnh«T 9, I92I, pp. 175-176

%»d S39 .8 fie*.\.

JiikM- ' itumatir Cam-TB for Mrial photography.

K . inb«T 6. WIS'.

^1,.-. ^.uw. J —.\atomatic aerial photography. Eng.
"

1 ' ')ctob«r 9, WIS'. • P .I.." vol. 6S. N-. i!.9M.
... .. :L,g

1 1 Ciuni-r«< (K autonuktic camern). E»»;.
M,.. >7 .., .

'tf.
'-.SS (March 14. 19181.

, No. 3,063. .(une 6,

^ ,. ..*-,. - -.. -..IT. Januar)- 30. 1920,

J (1 ti%.): vol. «7. No 3,136. April 2. I9Q0, p. 205 (5

Bi K( A.-Arnal Camera*. Eng. Pat 128.5B3 and 128.609

,...,v - -9171. •• BJ.." »ol. ««. No 3.006,. August 29. 1919,

ftgt.*.

• iKis<. (~o.— .^utxmtlic apparatus for aerial photo

'Hi aO. r-'" H.J.," vol.

p. 562 1 1 ' .

M , . applied t<i aerial photOKraphy.

K . i

•• B J.." »-ol. «.?, No. 3,060,

.1 h t»«' It

:9. iw

aerial photography. Eng.

BJ.." *ol. tS, No. .i071,

>.
\»isvt (iMction at the back of

i.ioary :«. 1918). Eng. Pat.

.|i<iw|ue d'avaitioa i pelliculea. Fr.

'otiliiralevr focal (i-<>nnM'tioii

... ... !.!> frediag). ». Pal. 50:,64l

Kr«M»). (culructim poor Temploi do

liraction« (i^ naiitg the .Aerophote).

( Acmeritt lo

.nH 500.799

—Dmctioo* for Operstiaf the Eiolman Tupii-

-' • Bocklel l«ui«^ bjr the E. K. Co.,

•n for operal ing tlta >fodel C 2 Aero
•enal mapping. Booklet iuoed by
in

n»ra». Tb» .\eToplane,"

,.. of

Marrh

!. ih, No. 3 13f7. Au({u5t Vi. IWI. pp.

-Jierl*! CanMra
. 413.

T

(

III.—-^CMamni MafmiAt* aim Ij/om Filt**-

' « dye and ii^iii

•16. Jannary 31.

« i.i93.0ae fJnIy 1.

E k . »iwi < I «aK» n T
• Tt Btadr fn-ni >

I
I

•18. p 48 i2 (t«».). d«* al«>

181

• •«. II.' Kt«:de« or <|oeli|iMa pUqnea photo. efleclD^ea pendant

.»»rr» "Boll. Off. Dlr. Bechareben et Inveoliona," vol. /,

.. wr: ,4 fig,) "Bull Soc. Fr.

•JO, pp. 15 20 (1 fi« I.

iKTtrat tr.ifi^mi^'^'on of

US.
..ry2.

. rcial panchromatic platei

lappi. 1, NotogrBph^. J. Franklin Intt," vol /«9.

No I I .330. pp 2MA. "BJ." vnl *7. No». 3,144-

»6, Au^uti t », !«0, pp. 479. -iai. «6. 499, 614 (22 figs.).

<"lerc, L.-P.—Lo voile atmospherique et la pliotocraphie des

lointains. " Rev. Fr. Phot-.," vol. 7, Nos. 4-5, February 15 and

Al.nl, 1, 1920, pp. 4243 and 58-59.

IV.

—

StEREOPHOT'IGR.U'HT.

Kearton, Lieu:,. C— Photographic apparatus for aerial stereo-

scopy. Eng. Pat. 12,758 (Septemlier 6. 1915).

KsGLisii. D. A — .\erial stcreophotugraphv. Eng. Pat. 128,022

(June 26 1918). " B.J.," vol. 6(i, No. 3,097, September 12, 1919,

p. 535.

CoRADi.M, E. L. E.—Stereoscope a guile. Fr'. Pat. 523,275 (March

19, 1919). See also " La Nature," vol. ^7, (2). No. 2,365, July

36. :919. pp 52-55 (2 figs.).

On-. .\<isT. C. P GoEiz.—Stereoscope for aerial photographs. Eng.

Pat. 159.192 (February 23, 1920^.

.lArrfe, Haupt. A.—Die Stereoskopio aus der Lnft. " Phot.

Korn-sp.," vol. r,7, Nos. 720, 7r!l, September-October, 1920, pp.

235 238 artd 261 266 {W figb.).

V.

—

.Vkriat. Photo-towgrm-hx.

Int. ^XEBo-GrnuATiscHB Ges.—Stereophotogrammetrie Aerienne.

Fr Pat. !57j236 (September 25. 1915).

Rou-ET ni l'Irle.— I'tilisation de? photographies prises en avion

pour completer une carte. " Annales hydrogr.iphiques," 1916.

Roi;:«8iLHC, H.—Applications de la photographie aerienne anx levo.s

lopograpbiques de precision " \niiales hydrographiques," 1917.

(This, paper was written in 1918 ]

l<ii'.-!i!<iT.HE, H. -Aerial photo-topography. Eng. Pat. 160,869

(November 21, 1918) " B.J.," yol. GS, No. 3,190, June 24, 1921.

pp. 575-377 (7 figs.).

HrcERHHorr, R,. and Cranz, H —" Grundlagen der Photogram-

melrie aus Luftfahrreugen " (128 pp.. 34 figs., U plates). .Stutt-

gart. 1919 (K. Witlwer).

PiLTRirH, C—"Uber Photogrammetrie aus Luftfahrzeugen und

die Ihr dienenden lustrumente " (46 pp., 16 figs.). Jena, 1919

(O. Fisher).

D« Vakssav—Note fur I'emploi pour les travaux cartographiques

des photographies prises en avion. " .4nnales hydrographiques,"

1917 (issued February, 1^9).

On. Anst. C. p. Go)!BZ.--Aeri.-i! photo surveying. Eng. Pat.

150.304 lAugust 29, 1919). " B.J.," vol. fir. No. 3,160, Novem-

l^r 26. 1920, p. 724

Cooke F L.—Photo surveying. Eng. Pat. 154,219 (November 24,

1919i. •Rev. Fr. Phot.," vol. •, No.' 31 (Supplenient), April

1, 1921, p. 32.

VoLMAT, J.—Applications de la Photographie Aerienne aux leves

hvdrugraphiqais. " C R. Ac. Sc, vol. 76.0 No IJ.
October 27.

1919 pp. 717-718. See also " L'lllustration," vo^ 78, No. 4,023,

April 10, 1920 pp. 216-218 (7 ligs.l.

DE Labhisat, E. -" \^ Topographio chez I'Ennemi" (96 pp., 27

figs ). Paris, 1920 (Lavauzelle).

LrscliBB, H.-" Photogrammetrie" (:28 pp., 78 figs., 2 plates).

Leipzig, 1920 (Teubuer).

PoiviuiEns. O. J.—appaieil destine »u trace automalique des

cartes . . . ik 'aide de photographies terreslres ou aenennes.

Fr. Pal. 523,428 (J.inuary 19, 1930).

HroER-iHorr R -Top< .graph ische Aufnahmen aus Luftfahrzeugen.

• (:«.Braplii.c:.-r Anieiger," vol. ?/. Nos. 1-2, January-February.

1920. pp. 113 (19 figs., 2 plates).

S,VE P —R<».titution photographique d'une image semblable a un

obj'el plan d'apri. une perapective de oet objet. "Bull. Uij.on

dei Pliysiciens," voL H, Nos. 132- 133, April-May, 1920, pp. 137-

145 (4 figs.). ,. .

OiTiiXEiurr, Capt. -A. La photographie a.^r.enne appliques aux

travaux topographlques de pr6oision. " Revue Gen. des Sciences,

vol. .»/, No. 10, May 30, 1920, pp. 313-319 (3 figs.).

-emrrw-nzEtiE S. 0.—ProoSd* graphique et appareil pour lev* de

Qlaus tfl».graphiques a Taide de deux photographies aenennes.

FTTat 521,341 and 521,542 (July 29, 1920).

LawMW-x. Lt.-Col. T. E.-Map-making by air photography ' 1 he

Dailv Telegraph," No. 20.449, October 5, 1920, p. 5. See also

••B. J.," vol. 67, Nos. 3,158-3,159, November 12.19, 1920, pp.

685«86 and 714-7!6.

1.EB. W. T.—Aerial photography; an auxiliary to geography.

•• Geographica; Review," November, 1920.

MorriT, F. H.— .Verial photo surveying. " Geographical Review,

November. 1920
, u 1

(Abstracts of the two last-named papers have been P»bl>»he'l

in
" ProgreRso fotografico," vol. SS, No, 4, April. 1921.

pp. 99-1' 2 anl 102103.)
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WiNTERBOTHAM, Lt.-Col H. S. L.—The development and present

possibilities of air photographv for mapping. "B-J.," vol. 68,

No. 3,167, January T4, 1921, pp. 16-20.

X * * *.—La pliDto-topographie par avion au Maroc " L'A^ro-

nautique," vol. S, No. 24, May, l'J21, pp. 209-2:2 (9 figs.).

Mallock, a.—Atmospheric Refraction. "Nature," vol. 107, No.

2,693, June 9, 1921, pp. 456-457 (1 fig.). ,«^.
C. Zeiss.—Stercautographe (a new model permitting the use of

abnormal stereograms). Fr. Pat. 525,313 (July 9, 1918\, an'd

Fr. Pat 528,208 (not yet granted)

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.
1922.

January 11 to 27.—Camera Portraits, entitled " Men of Mark," by
Walter Stoneman, at the house of the Royal Photographic
Society, 35, Russell Square, London, W.C.I.

January 21 to February 4.—Partick Camera Club. Particulars

from the Hon. Secretary, James Whyte, 51a, Peel Street,

Partick, Glasgow.

February 11 to 25.—Scottish Photographic Salon. Latest dates,

entry forms, January 23; exhibits, January 31. Particulars

from the Secretary, James F. Smellie, Braefindon, Allanshaw
Street, Hamilton.

February 14 to 17.—Exeter Camera Club. Latest date for entries,

January 30. Particulars from C. Beauchamp Hall, Hon. Ex-
hibition Secretary, Exeter Camera Club, " St. Denyg," Bellevue
Road, Exmouth.

February 18 to March 4.—Edinbureh Photographic Society. Latest

dates, entry forms, February, 4 ; exhibits, February 9. Par-
ticulars from the Hon. Secretary, G. Maseie, 10, Hart Street,

Edinburgh.

March 8 to 9.—Birkenhead Photographic Association. Latest date
for entries, February 25. Particulars from the Exhibition
Secretaries, Messrs. Longstaff and Trace, 33, Hamilton Square,
Birkenhead.

March 28 to April 1.—Hackney Photographic Society. Hon. Secre-

tary, Walter Selfe, 24, Pembury Road, Clapton, London, E.5.

April 5 to 8.—Leicester and Leicestershire Photographic Society.

Particulars from the Hon. Secretary, W. Bailey, Cank Street,

Leicester.

May 1 to 6.—Photographic Fair. Horticultural Hall, Westminster.
Secretary, Arthur C. Brooljes, Sicilian House, Southampton
Row, Ix>ndon, W.C.I.

Patent News.

Process patenle—applicationg and specifications—are treated in
" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, December 12 to 17 :—
Cameras.—No. 33,643. Photographic cameras. E. Fisher.

Printing-Frames.—No. 33,974. Photographic printing-frames.
H. W, Harrington.

Focussing-Devices.—No. 33,901. Focussing-devices for photo-
graphic apparatus. J. Krone.

Stereoscopy.—No. 33,363. Means for obtaining stereoscopic effects
on photographic plates, films and prints and projections there-
from. H. Newboid.

Photo-Sculptures.—No. 33,600. Means of producing sculptures
and reliefs from photographs. E. J. Clifford.

Projection Apparatus.—No. 33,680. Optical projectors. A. A. D.
Lang and A. D. Lang, Ltd.

Projection Apparatus.-No. 33,546. Producing pictures by pro-
jection. E. J. Marston and H. A. Smith.

Projection Screens.-No. 33,344. Screens for exhibition of pro-
jected pictures. E. J. Marston and H. A. Smith.

Optical Projection.—No. 33,334. Optical apparatus for projecting
pictures, reading matter, etc. J. T. Tussaud.

Cinematography.—No. 33,406. Apparatus for exhibiting cinemato-
graphic pictures, etc. J. W. Hasselkus, H. Moore, and Ross, Ltd.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications are obtainable, price 1/- each, post free, from

the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; cr

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the Internationa!

Convention.

Stereo-Oikematography.—No. 159,991 (December 10, 1919). Th<-

apparatus provides for the photographing of scenes wherein tw;

moving picture films are placed parallel one to another and an
exposed simultaneously by the operation of a single handle.' Aft(

the films are developed they are placed in projecting machin<

which project the individual exposures of the films on to sul

stantially the same space of a screen. The individual exposur
of one film as projected is followed by the individual exposur.

of the other film which was taken at the same time as the firs

individual exposure. The observer is provided with an opticj

box which will allow the observation of these alternately pic

Fig. 1 Fig. 2.

jected exposures so that one eye of the person will perceive tl

projections of one film and the other eye will perceive the pn.

jections of the other film. Certain connections between the

optical box and the projecting machine provide for the operation

of the various parts of the optical box in synchroniam with the

operation of the projecting machine.

In the drawings, the camera 1 is shown with the handle 2 which
operates the camera to expose simultaneously films 3 and 4. The
films placed are shown as parallel, and, when exposed, are sub-

stantially in the same vertical plane. Good results have been
obtained by this method but various modifications of apparatus
and positions are possible. These films will be marked " right "

and " left " or'fmy other distinguishing mark which will deter-

'3

mine the position in which they were located during the photo-

graphing of the scenes. This will provide means by which the

films may be properly placed in projecting machines.

In projecting the pictures, as recorded on films 3 and 4 to pro-

duce the stereoscopic effect, individual exposures of t film are

projected alternately on a screen and on substantially the same
area of the screen. It is, however, possible to produce a satis-

factory picture when the centrelin s of the projected pictures are

not coincident on the screen. These centrelines may vary con-

siderably. A projecting container operating two films at the eame
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!Uiietr«t««l in iig. 2 wh«re films 3 and 4 are shown in

111 machiDos 7 and 8 resoectively, which are pivoted at

..ly be oscillated about this pivot bjr means of racks 10

>n» operated by thumb screws 11. These machines are

; with the necessary projecting portions 12 which are

H{ in Older to obtain the proper focoa. Any desired rack
(^...iuo arraDgement or •

•'•— -paratus may be used for

-copiog the puts of the j portions. The containers

. j:id 8 may be oscillated aL ...
, 9 in order that the projec-

tions of the films may be thrown on to the same portion of a

> rreo. Tl>e handle 13 is employed to move the necessary operate

<i- '. '• !' the projtctinK machine* and any form of nniversal

17 17

•« . ; which are m-xj

' vuuu«ct«d by coikIu

llai with this rircuit

'*»<! whrn ihf h"lf;

Fig. 4.

to allow tlw oscillation of the projectors.

X shaft is the electri 1 circuit interrupter

nrferrin; to fi|;. 4, the two shutters 15 and
oo the pr'>j>-' uij^ machines and their paths of
:r,<».i chi. exposures on the films are pro-

the shutters cover and uncover the
iK.- shiiiiers are made semi-circular,

across the centre may be
ndividual exnosure of one

'> screen a little after • projection of
T.

'^ary electromagnets have been
•H.« -If)!!?!!! box and reference is

". the electrical system
'« the necessary elec-

from which are

These brushes
-rupter ipr cummutator 14,

iQOoas annular conducting
i.,Lu.., _ ••h electrical conducting

U-known insulator ^
'I..T 23. Connected

ignete 27 which
"f th« segments

>iah a. Umi 20. hack to ti.-

' -m ran be a large miBi<

I'JO on the battery 18.

boxes placed in the

viewing boxee a* illnslrated ia fig. 7 are made of

are Miplmrsd to be placed in front of the

um4 et 9B tor raoaieinv a portiim of the

r.-tvided wiCt "
"
~0

^cl«e or il' .:

I tifiirr i.i a<i,ximm'<date the average range oi uui-

'I eyee of varioo* pempU altboogb other meens nay
tir. rmpvya-i to allow for the varyin< diatonoea between the eyes.

The opsreting parte aa dseigncd and ilioetrated show that open-
- ' "^ *-aa cover 31 aod op«aua| 30 hse cover 32 for covering and

-<g these "rri8Tg- llie covers are mounted oo rocker

FH. •-

\nr\ V, pivoted at 34 open-

ot 27

r t Fig. 7.

held normally in pos;

v«Te<l by msens of spring 3&. The '

iirm 36, whiiJi in turn carrn?s arm 37,

37 contacting with rocker arm 33 at

CQii yu « tim arm oo mrn^s arm 37 upward, the rocker arm 33

ie moved agaiiMt the sprmg 36 and opening 30 is nnoovered while

openiag S becooMe covered. Tlie deaigo of the operating parts

in the optical bos may be varied in any desired manner ; the

m,,.,, ^\..^i kefaw to eorer and nur.iver the ooeninga alternately.

I « eaotraliaea of the oa are shown aa

„,. ,,<, arrmn 40 .if 41 ;> : rojcted may be

observed from any position of the theatre ; in this particular
diagram there is shown an enlarged optical box as being operated
at the right of the projecting machines. The position of the
shutters as shown in fig. 4 will be considered as being the position
of the shutters in projecting machines 7 and 8 of fig. 3, the
shutter Iff being located on projecting machine 7. For purposes
of description it will be considered that the optical box is held
by an observer so that the opening 29 will be in front of the left

eye. Since this opening is uncovered and the shutter 15 is not
obstructing the projection from projecting machine 7, the observer
will eee a certain scene with his left eye. As the operating
crank 13 is rotated, the brush 22 will contact with one of the
segments 24 and thereby complete the electrical circuit from the
battery tlirough the commutator and the electromagnet, which in
turn being excited will move the operating parts of the optical
box and uncover opening 30 and cover opening 29. At the same
time shutter 15 is moved in front of opening 17 on machine 7 and
shutter 16 uncovers opening 17 on machine 8 so that the scene on
film 4 will be projected on screen 40 and will be seen by the right
eye of the observer.

It is well known in the moving picture art that individual ex-
posures will not be clearly projected unless moved at a rate of
speed greater than about 16 times per second. It is found that
by projecting alternately the two films on the same area of the
same screen the individual exposures of pictures which have been
photographed simultaneously and having one eye observe projec-

tions made by one projecting machine and the other eye observe
projections made by the other machine, that the iraape of a scene
will be retained by one of the eyes and the image impressed upon
the other eye will, in connection with the retained image, form
the picture ag actually enacted and as it would have been observed
by the obsei'ver's eyes had he been on the scene; and this com-
posite image will be appreciated as though the observer was
present at the actual scene. Observations tf moving pictures by
the use of the optical box are desirable to produce more effectively

the stereoscopic effect and if desirable the openinrs in the box
may have magnifying glass or lenses as desired.—Ramon Gantes
Arestizabal, Van Court Inn, Roselle, New Jersey, U.S.A.

Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOR REGISTRATION.
DuPLl-TlzSD.—No. 420,051. All goods included in Class 39. Kodali,

Ltd., Kodak House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2, dealers in photo-

graphic materials. October 31, 1921.

MARKS PLACED ON THE REGISTER.
The following tnarkt have been jilaced on the register:—

KoTlKic.—No. 418.037. FlaslUight powders and other preparations

for flashlight purposes, all being for use in photography. Kodak,

Ltd., Kodak House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2, dealers in photo-

graphic materials.

Kalo.—No. 418,129. Photographic paper, photographic albums, and

photographic mounts included in Class 39. Ilford, Ltd., Britannia

Works, Roden Street, Ilford, Essex, manufacturers of photo-

graphic plates, paper and films.

TlLCBADlooKAPHlc WoRK.—Some experiments have been carried

out by a Commission appointed by the French Academy of Sciences

to determine how far under differing conditions X-rays can pene-

trate. The tests were radiographic, and in one instance a negative

was taken at a distance of 6 ft. from the X-ray tube, the rays

having to penetraite 1 in oif lead, a marble slab, some wooden

.JxiKcdB, and a floor 12 in. thick, and yet these rays were no stronger

than those commonly used in X-ray photography. With the same

stT^RpK photographic plate was reached by rays after passing

tinoogfa a brick wall 20 in. tihick, and a radiograipili of a skull

taken at a range of 85 yards is comparable to one taken at short

range. With a much more powerful ray than is commonly used

in radiography these experiments proved that negatives could bo

taken at hundreds of yards' range. The long-distance radiographic

experiments were carried out in two buildings, one on either side

of a city square, with a distance of 85 yards between them. This

space was traversed by the X-rays, and the result was negatives

fTOin which good printe were made of a skull, a bottle, a, cral) shell,

and other objects. This long range X-ray photography has been

called " teleradiography."
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New Books.

Photographic Abstracts. Vol. 1. Edited by B. V. Storr. M.Sc.
F.I.C. Roral Photographic Society. 10s. net.

The publication of the foiiith quarterly part of " Photographic
.Abstracts," by its completion of the first volume of this commend-
able enterprifi© of the Scientific and Technical Group of the Royal
Photographic Society, invites all the attention which can be
directed to the services which liave thns been rendered to the
photographic student, experimenter and inventor. The complete
volume, although it consists of only 163 pages, contains abstracts
of photographic communications, patent specifications, etc., which
reacli the number of 871. Thifi latter figure, however, by no
means represents the number of individual pieces of subject matter
which have come within the survey of Mr. Storr and his colleagues,
for one meets with compound abstracts which include many
separate items. There is, for example, in Part 4, one which is a
list of patent specifications occupying more than three closely-
printed pages. The result of the year's work has been to bring
within a small compass the means of ascertaining the main outlines
of practically every paper which has been published during the
past twelve montlis on the various branciiee of photography, and
on those departments of chemisti^ and physics relating to it. That
is a very important work, the further prosecution of which is

deserving of every encouragement. Inasmuch as the abstracts
in each issue of the publication ore arranged under one or other
of eleven descriptive headings, there is not the necessity which
there is in a less systematically compiled work for a subject index.
We can readily understand that Mr. Store could hardly contem-
plate as desirable or possible the compilation of such an appendix.
However, he has done the ne.vt best thing by pi"oviding the volume
with a name index, which itself occupies five pages. Those with
any experience in the tracing of subject matter in scientific litera-
ture will acknowledge that the name index often provides the most
certain clue, since it can be compiled with a precision which no
subject index can equal. Mr. Storr and the publication committee,
Messrs. K. C. D. Hickman, E. K. Hunter, T. Slater Price, and
F. F. Renwick, are to be congratulated on the completion of the
first year of their exacting labours. They have established on a
solid foundation a work wliich inevitably must grow in importance
with the development of pliotographic processes from the teclmicaJ
and scientific standpoints.

Pictorial Landscape Photography. By The Photo Pictorialists of
Buffalo. Boston : American Photographic Publishing Co.,
428. Newbury Street. 3.50 dollars.

The amateur in pictorial photography in the United States is

nothing if not serious. One lias only to think of Mr. Stieglitz's in-

tense oajreer to j-eaJise tliat. Membems of the Buffalo Camera Club
seem to be paiiticulaiily serious. . If we wndensitand the fii-st semtemce
of the prefa,ce to this work ooroeotly, thej- regand the formation of

a "pictorial group " withiiii Uiis duib as approximaitely the begin-
niing, in ithe year 1905, of pictorial photography in America. In that
view we tlnLnk they ai-e somewhat too serious. The Sitieglitzes and
Steiohens, Clarence Whites and Holland Days, had surely mad.3
American pictorial photogi-apby known in <Mier counitries before
the light of ai* began to I'adiate fiiom Buffalo. Some of us re-

member the mild sensation which was created in this counitry when
the late Snowden Ward introduced the " American School " to us.

Members of the Buffailo " pictorial ,gix>up " may have been repre-

sented in it; we are afraid we do not remember, but we are in-

dined to think tliait the striking and beautiiful work which Mr.
Portei-field ha.s shawm here is of lateir gix>wth. Howe%'er, this is all

beside the fact that the pictorial photograiVhea's of Buffalo have now
thought it well to emjbody their pictoiual practice defimitely in

print, and the presemit volume, written by tliem collectively, is tiie

result. An admirable project certainly, jet it is not easy to dis-

cover wherein pj-ecdsely their text differs in its general diaraoter
from other works on the same subject. Appai-ently our Buffalo
friends are essenitdally landscapists, anid are of the view that the

broad, open effects at which they ami are best secured by pigment
printing, either carbon, gum-bichromate, or a combination of the
latter with bromide printing. Here they hate mudi in common with
the saner exponents of pictorial photography in Germany. They have
strong views on the amenities which should be observed in the
making of prints, but we fear they depart from historical accuracy

in i-epu<Jiating with some heat tlio American origin of the method
of multiple mounting, whidi reached its teohoiical zenitli at t)i«

hands of Mr. Fredei'ick H. Evans. Tlierefore, it is i-ealjy too bad
of them to disparage the practice by i-eferwijce to a pai-ticular ex-
ample of Mf. Evans's. But this is' the only item which calls for
ohallenige in the many pages of the book. Pictorial photogi-aphers
will certainly be interested in what the Buffalo pictorialists have to
say, and to show in the shape of numerous plate reproductions of
their work.

Optic Projection. By Simon Henry Gage and Henry Phelps
Gage. Ithaca, New York : Comstock Publishing Co,
5 dols.

In this large manual of over 700 pages the authors have treated
the subject of optical projection with a degree of comprehensive-
ness atid a superabundance of detail which has not previously been
allotted to the subject in any text-book in any language. They
include within the scope of their text not only ordinary lantern
projection, but the use of the projection microscope, cinemato-
graph projection, and the employment of projection systems for
the purpose of making drawings, the latter a branch of work for
which many special appliances have been designed, chiefly by
Continental constructors. Throughout, these various branches of
projection are dealt with fully from the practical .standpoint, and
particularly in respect to the methods and precautions incidental
to the use of electric current as the source of light. The authors
are evidently trained scientific men, and it is equally evident that
they are thoroughly familiar with the practical employment of the
innumerable instruments which they describe. Their manual gains
a very great deal in piactical u.sefulness by the numerous detailed
descriptions and drawings of actual appliances on the market. '

These are chiefly those by American constructors, but the models
of British and Continental firms come in for a full share of notice.
In arrangement the manual is highly sub-divided into numbered

paragraphs, the cross references from one to another of which
must have entailed a great deal of extra work. Also, each of the
twelve chapters which deal with practical manipulation has
appended to it a table summarising the things which it is of chief
importance to observe or avoid for successful practice. In those
dealing with the ordinary optical lantern, chief attention is given
to the use of direct or alternating electric current, and the diffi-

culties to be overcome in employing arc lamps with the latter

specially considered. The practical details of every form of light-

source are the subjects of special sections, in which we can discover
only one omission, namely, the pastille system of employing oxy-
acetylene, which no doubt was introduced in practical form after
the authors had completed their text. The lanterns for the
projection of opaque objects and of objects in a horizontal plane
occupy a special chapter, in which are described the instruments
ranging from the elaborate epidiascope to the cheap lanterns sold
for showing postcards, etc., on the screen. Micro-projection is one
of the chief parts of the book, in which the importance of correct
adjustment of illumination is specially considered. Incidentals are
so fully treated in other places that the chapter on cinematograph
projection is shorter than might be assumed, and is largely con-
fined to the special conditions as regards handling of film and
avoidance of flicker. Jn considering the arrangement of a projec-
tion theatre, the authors deal very thoroughly with the balance <!'

advantage between screens having a completely diffusing surface

and those pi'oducing partially specular reflection. They discuss tin

relative merits of these screens from the points of view of collegi

lecture theatres and thostr for commercial cinema shows. One
point which is not touched upon is the relation of the arrangement
of the auditorium as regards designating those parts of it where
the audience obtains the best perspective rendering of the projected
scene. We think it was a German professor who some years ago,
in giving formulae for calculating these places in the viewing space,

insisted that the prices charged for admission should be upon a
corresponding scale. We fear that a public which exhibits such
indifference to the character of the subjects which it pays to see

is not very susceptible to refinements of perspective. Messrs.
Gage's treatise contains a chapter on electric currents, lamps, wiring
and measurements, which is in itself a manual of the electrical

knowledge which the lanternist should have. Concluding pages
contain a brief historical summary of tlie evolution of projection,

a' directory of manufacturers and dealers in projection appliances,

an alphabetical list of the chief works on projection, and a compre-
hensive index worthy of the enormous mass of technical information
contained in the volume.
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New Materials.

Essiis PowiiEB Moi-KTAST—Messrs. Houghtone, 88 89, High
;o.ix-.tn, Landoii, W.C.I, have just introduced a mountant in theH

form o( • powdrr, » liioh has simply to b« mixed witli cold water
ortirr ti. form a tTv>'iv'»irt n'sdy fr.r ii«i> \V«_dare say that in this age,
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Meetings of Societies.
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The week before, the secretary, Mr. J. M. Sellors, showed some
inBtmotive tests made by him, with a. device for softening defindtioa
brought forward some time ago, arid then stated sihortly to be pJaced
on the raa,rket. No doubt ultima-tdly it will get there. A senes of
densities and a negative were employed, fmm wliidi bromide [>a.pi-i-

enlargeimemts were made.
'Die device coJisiBt.s of a photograjphically-produced image oil gilass

of fine black lirieg oiwssing each other at righ'. angles, and proteoto'l
by a cover-gla««, the oootriva<nce being place<l on the lens like a
cap. Tlie enlargements showed a pleasing diffusion, perha.ps slightly
too pronounced for some tastes, cJoseily resembling that affoixied by
.Mr. H. P. C. Harpui-'e original method of placing sejiajrated layer's

of black or white tuMe, of about 1/16-in. mesh, in fivjnt of or behind
the lens. (The degree of sepai-a-tion is not imixjrla.iit, ^ in. woi-ks
well.) Mr. Harpur maintains that white tulle gives elightjly Uss
contrast than tlie black, whicli ia denied by Mr. Sellore. One de
plores the lack cA observation in Uie other, who, in turn, attributes
the alleged diffei-ence jiurely to ii. softening of I lie perceptive
facoitiee.

In each rase three exposures were made : One with no diffusa-

;

one with si-x layers of white tulle placed bi'liiiid the lens ; amd cne
with the glass diffuse)' in fix>nt of the Ions; the exposures re«ppc

tively being in ratio 1:2:3. The latter two .seemed a shade more
exposed thaii tlie first exposure ; and slightly less contrast j.jmI

alightly more diffusion existed in the second compared with the

third.

In the discussion Mr. A. F. Catharine .'<aid that the irregular

gtnictiire o* Utile gave diffraotioji in all diieotioiis, which was what

was wanted. Witli the regular square foranation of the glass diffuser

he would expect star-like radiation. In his opinion a more pleas-

ing diffuitiun wasr obtained in direct poHiuiture, and in the making
of enlarged negatives, as then the highJights spi-ead into the

siiadowg, whereas in dii«<t enlargements the reverse held. Mr. \j. .1.

HiblH-rt said that the diffusion ivroduced by each transiiajent aqu ive

im the glass device was in the nature of a disc, not a star.

.Mr. Harpur said not only was the tulle irregular, but it poaees-sed

line fringes, which _enha need its virtue in the desired direction.

Tlie idea of using tulle in front of the len« occuimiMl to him many

years ago at tlie Zoo, when observing the wire netting of the cages

in the monkey-house. In reply to a question he stated that his

observations were made from the outside of the cages. Recently he

had tried imparting a vibratorj- motion to the tulle and would com-

municate n«uH« lat«r.

Mr. E. \. Salt said that by a carious coincidence he had just

Uionght of mounting the tulle in swinging pendurum fasliion. anil

in atrict coiifideuce hiid impaa-ted Uiis brain-wave (n the preside.il.

He had been implored to preserve strict silence by Mr. Keane, who,

It ln«im»ired, was ex))eiinientin.g with the fabric niountod on a

rottttitig wheeJ. A ixmibinalion of the tlirw inetluKls should meet

tiie most exacting requirements. Mr. Sellore agreed, but o.vpressed

liie oiiinion lluU. a tennis racket wnved ii. t'..'>t ..f the lens wo-jld

equ»lly meet the case.

News and Notes.

Death or Mb. C. W. Burrows.—We regret to have to announce

the death of Mr. C. W. Burrows, a very well known member of

tha United Slereoeoopic .StK^ety, who diet! on Decembea- 24, 1921,

age 68. Ho had been in failing health for many years, but up to

the laat maintained his great interest in .stereoscopic work, and will

|je very much mi.ssed by the members of the U.S.S.

Four TiiorsANn NroATivEs of Snowflakhs.—Mr. W. A. Bentley,

of ^vrHU'K Vermont, U.S.A., an American scientific journal states,

ha.s suentr-llfi. best part of the past thirty five winters photograph-

ing snowflakes, and his collection now consists of four thousand

negatives, and no two are alike. This labour has all been done

with a primitive photographic and microscopic apparatus. He

was we are told, the first to devise a means whereby a snowflake

could be photographed and enlarged with exactness with .such

simple equipment. The rigorous winters of his native State were

of course in his favour. But, even in the intense cold of

Vermont great speed is required in this work, for, once a .snow-

6ake is isolated, although there may be no danger whatever of

(nelting it is subject to evaporation, a process that is just as

destructive, in the case of such a fragile object as one flake of snow.
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E>iLAaoiNG Dense Nkoativks.—Messrs. Hcwittic Klectric Com-
|);in_v, r.iinited, 60, York Road. King'.s Cross. London, N.l, write:—
" We notice in your " Answers to Correspondents " lliiit you have
had an inquiry from a. reader wlio is anxious to know the best form
of lighting for dealing with dense negatives. As yon uie doulitless

aware, we are manufacturers of u mercury-vapour type of lamp
wliich is largely used by the leading trade houses for enl.Trging

«-iirk, and the general opinion of these users is that it is the best

known form of illuminant for this class of work. We liave also

:i small quartz type of mercury lamp coming into use, particularly

where small deii.se negatives have to he dealt with. If any- of

your readers are interested we shall be pleased to demonstrate

these ontfitii to them at the above address.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accoTdancf. with our presevt jrractice a relatively small space it

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope it

endosed for reply: 5-cent Interi)otional Coupon, from readers

abroad-

Queries to he answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach

lis not later than Tuesday (posted Monday) and should bf

addressed to the Editors.

B, T. G.—^If there had been anything of the kind we think we
."hould have heard of it We always regard thejse reports with a

Ljood deal of suspicion, .^s a rule, the lay Press is very imper-
fectly informed on photographic matters, particularly on colour
photography.

M S.—'As the photographs were taken to your customer's order,
the copyright in tlie prints is solely your customer's property.
You are not entitled to any reproduction fee, and il you had
.submitted photograplis you would simply have been offering to
sell something that you haven't got.

A. A. E.—^For the gener^il account of the origin and principles of
photographic processes tliere is no better book than " Plioto-
graphy of To-(Jay," by Chapman Jones. It chief chapters are
on light, lenses, colour, colour photography, motion photography,
nnd reproduction processes. Onr own publishers supj)ly it, price
9s. 6d., post free.

'

F. K. L.—Yes, if you divided the focal length of the lens by the
/ mimber, the result (providing the f numbers are correctjy
marked on the lens) is the diameter of what is generally called
ihe, "effective aperture" or "entrance pupil." In the case of
^tny lens which has a ipositive element in front of the diaphragm
iiperture, this diameter is slightly larger than the actual diameter
of the stop.

P- H.—The features yon describe are fairly common among
enlarging apparatus. On looking at advertisements and cata-
logues of 15 and 20 years ago we see that tliey figure in a number
of commercial enlarging lanterns. We think" the best thing you
can do is to look through the advertisements of past volumes
of the " n..T. Abniinac," which you can see in the library of the
Patent Office. 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane. W.('.

E. G. P.—You can have a negative lens fitted to your R.R. so as
to give an image twice the size at the same camera extension,
but the F. No. will then be twice its value for any particular
stop, e.g., //8 will be //16, and the exposure will be four times.
So far as we know there is no means of obtaining an equivalent
focal length half the aimera extension, and, at the same time,
preserving the full working speed of the positive lens. The
North Middlesex Photographic Society meets at Mount View
Congregational Church, Stroud Green. It is one of the best of
the -societies in London, and is no doubt sufficiently accessible
to you. The secretary is E. C. Ridge, 86, Ambler Road, Fins-
bury. Park.

P. T. M. -The belief that a process of photography was invented by
.James Watt in conjunction with his partner, Matthew Boulton,
towards the end of the eighteenth century, attracted a good deal
of interest many years ago, hut a very full investigation which

was made by the Boyal Photographic Society about the year 1863

showed that the claim could not be substantiated. We had som»

articles on this subject jn the " B.J." of January 12 and

January 19, 1917, on the occasion of the claims being revived in '

the daily Pre.ss in connection with the death of the son of K
Talbot.

"
If you look up Vol. I. or Vol. II. of the " Photograi.:

Quarterly," you will find an article on the same subject

W; Jerome Harrison, who, as a Birmingham man, had spei

opportunities of examining the evidence.

G. W. C.—A hypo bath can be made considerably more rapid in I

action by adding to it a certain proportion of ammonium chlor'

"

(sal ammoniac). A formula for a bath of this kind is—h\

4 ozs. ; ammoiiinm chloride, ^ to 1 oz. ; water, 20 ozs. This 1

will fix in about half the lime of one made up without amnion

chloride. We do not think there is any real advantage in smu
extra-rapid fixation. It is of service in making negatives in the

shortest possible time, as, for example, in while-your-wait por-

traiture at bazaars, or under other conditions where a print it

required in a few minutes. We do not recommend it for general

use, because a bath of this kind is less likely to fix satisfactorily

as it becomes exhauted than one which is made up with hypo

only or with byp<i plus the usual constituents of an acid fixing

bath.

CopxRiGHT IN Similar Subjects.—I recently made some photo-

graphs for a local firm, to be used as advertisements. They had

to be of a girl hoMing certain 'goods in her hand. I engaged a

model specially for the job, and after I had taken the photo-

graphs for the advertisements, I took a few negatives for myself.

Of course, the model wore the same costume as for the others.

Having made several enlargements from the latter negatives and

shown them in my window, I have been told by the firm that

they object to the exhibition of them, as the pictures were made
to their order, and therefore the copyright is theirs. I ought te

add that I made a charge (separately on the invoice) of 10s. 6d.

for the services of the model.—G. H . S.

You should have sent us a pair of the photographs. If those

which you made subsequently are altogether different in pose

from those which you made for the firm, there cannot be any

objection to your showing them or making other use of them.

We suppose that the objection of the firm must be based on some
close resemblance between the photographs you made for them
and those which you made for yourself. If that is so, a very

delicate point of copyright law is involved. Strictly speaking,

under copyright law, there is nothing to prevent you making a

second negative identical with one which you made for the firm

and regarding the former as your own copyright. But we think

this view, while it may not conflict with the letter of the Copy-
right Act, is opposed to its intention, and we certainly believa

that in these latter circumstances the firm would be able to

restrain you from making use of a photograph which, fol' prac-

tical purposes, is indistinguishable from the one which you mad*
for tliem.

The British Jonrnal of Photography.

The Oldest Photographic Jonrnal in th* World.

nnUSHEB EVERY FBID«r. Establishxd 1854. PRICE HWRPEIICI.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION POST FREE.

United Kingdom or Canada.—One Year, £1 Is. 8d. ; Six Monl

10s. lOd. ; Three Months, 5s. 5d.

{ One Year £1 3s. lOd.

< Six Months ... 128. Od.

( Three Months 6s. Od.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO HEADERS.—Until further notice

agents will supply the " B. J." to order only, as the high price

prevailing for everything in connection with newspaper production
prohibits the distribution of surplus copies for chance sales. It

is therefore necessary in order to ensure the regular delivery of
the " B, J." to place an order definitely with a dealer, newsagtiit
or bookstall clerk, or to send a subscription to the publishers.

Henry Greenwood & Co., Ltd., Proprietors and Publishers,

24, Wellington Street, London, W.C.2.

Any Other Part
of the woeld.
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before the public in the natural colours which usually embel-

I

lish envy and spite, with a view to depreciate an American

I

invention. This has been done by men who became my
enemies because I would not become their bosom friend, and

I

let them have a bite at the loaves and fishes."'

j

His notes on the natural and artificial colorific agents is

I

decidedly good reading, and he seems to have been fairly

]
well acquainted with the action of light on the silver salts.

' His methods for producing colours on " collodio-chrome " and
:
on velvet, etc., are quite feasible, and are practically nothing

' more than the Seebeck proces.s, and he had the ingenious
' idea of obtaining silver in a fine state of division by col-

I lodionising a plate, exposing to light, developing and fixinjj,,

f and then chlorising.

I. In Chapter 14 he describes in full his process, and it would
seem to me that it really deserves to be rescued from the class

of swindles and placed amongst the true, heliochrome pro-

cesses. In order that those interested may judge for them-

selves, this chapter is printed verbatim :

—

This name—" The Hillotyp© "— was first given to my pro-

cess by S. D. Humphrey, Esq.. editor of the " Daguerrian

.Journal." He did so on his own responsibility. I called it,

from the first, " The Heliochrome." Mr. Humphrey's god-

fathorship has, however, been universally adopted by the

pulilic. I am now to detail the process known by Mr.

Humphrey's cognomen, and will do so.

I.—A« a Formula.

1. Thoroughly clean a good Daguerreotype plate by

means of rotten-irtone and alcohol. Polish with buckskin and

calcined lampblack. Rouge is detrimental. For ordinary

experimenting you may omit the polishing.

2. Electrotype the plate till its surface assumes a deep

blue. The ordinary cyanide of silver solution is far inferior

to the following :—Mix solutions of the cyanides of silver,

«a{d>{>«w, and zinc, in the proportion of 8 parts of silver, 2 of

copper, and 1 of zinc. Use two pairs of Daniels batteries,

•nd proceed in every other respect as for electrotyping an

ordinary Daguerreotype plate.

3. Rinse and dry the plate. If you use artificial heat to

dry the plate let the latter get cold before the next operation.

4. Place the plate on a level siupport, and cover it with a

well-filtered solution of nitrate of mercury—1 grain of the

salt to 20 OZ8. of water. I;et this remain on about half a

minute. Pour it off and thoroughly rinse the plate, then

cover it with a solution of sel d'or (hyposulphite ot gold),

B
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20 grains to one quart of water, and let this remain on the

plate for about one minute. Rinse and dry, and again place

the plate in the silver solution until it is slightly changed

—

Bay, from one to five minutes—according to the strength

of the solution. Rinse and dry, and buff to a polisli, using

calcined lampblack instead of rouge.

5. Now coat the plat© over a jar of chloride of iodine

—

1 oz. fhlorido to 8 ozs. water—until it assumes a bright pink
colour. Expose the plate a moment to diffuse light, or place

it in a camera directed to a white screen as long as you
would for a portrait, and then place the plate over mercury,
heat to 170 deg. Fah. for about three minutes. Wash with
hyposulphite of soda, or, what is better, cyanide of potash.

OB you would for a Daguerreotype picture; rinse with water,
and gild in the usual way with chloride of gold, or sol d'or.

Rinse and dry. If you have exposed long enough to light

your plate will now have a bluish cast, or solarisation, similar

to overdone linen in a Daguerreotype.
The whole of the above process will occupy but little more

time than is required for producing and finishing an ordinary
Daguerreotype picture.

6. Expose the plate, prepared as above, in a jar of

chlorine gas, until it takes on a faint vellow the second time.

Keep the plate in this state in total darkness until wanted
for use. It greatly improves by keeping. The chlorine for

the above coating I conveniently procure as follows, viz. :—
I wet several folds of cotton clofh with dilute sulphuric acid,

and place them in the bottom of a deep jar. On these I

spread one thickness of cotton flannel, dry, and over that
I sprinkle about a teaspoonful of dry chloride of lime, and
immediately close the jar. In a few minutes a sufficiency

of chlorine gas will be evolved to coat the plate. The action
will be mild and uniform.

7. Prepare the following " Singular Compound " :—In a

quart bottle place 4 ozs. of common salt, 4 ozs. of blue vitriol,

each well pulverised, and add 16 ozs. of water heated to

122 deg. to 140 deg. Fah. Shake well for five minutes with

the bottle well stopped. Set it aside to oool.- When perfectly

cold there should be a deposit of sulphate of soda. If there

is not, place the mixture in an evaporating dish, and by

means of a water bath' slowly evaporate, until, on cooling, a

deposit of sulphate of soda takes place. Then decant the

clear liquid into a clean bottle with a wide mouth. Fit into

the month of the bottle the beak of a lead retort. In the

retort place 2 ozs. of fluoride of calcium, and 4 ozs. of sul-

phuric acid, and apply a gentle heat. The beak of the lead

retort must dip into the liquid in the bottle, and the stem
passed tightly through a -well-fitted cork. In a few minutes
the liquid in the bottle will become saturated with fluo-hydrio

acid. The fumes of this acid are intensely poisonous, and
the operation should be conducted with extreme caution.

When the operation is over let the retort cool, and immediately

wash it with abundance of water. To preserve the liquid it

should be transferred to a gutta-percha bottle. After the

transfer add to the liquid 4 ozs. of pure muriatic acid, and

^ oz. black oxyde of copper. Cork tight, and let it stand

at least 48 hours with occasional shaking. Now mix, in an

evaporating dish, 1 oz. of peroxyde of iron (common rouge),

5 ozs. pure muriatic acid, and ^ oz. of yellow ochre, and
apply heat until a deep yellow liquid is formed. Filter into

a glass bottle, and add \ oz. of boracic acid, 60 grs. of

phosphate of soda, 30 grs. of permanganate of potash, ^ oz.

of the fuming liquid of Libavius (made by saturating nitro-

muriatio acid with tin by the aid of heat), 5 drops of pure

bromine, and 3 grs. of iodine. Agitate the mixture for about

ten minutes, and add it to the other hottle. Shake well and
filter. Place the clear liquid in a large earthen glass, or

gutta-percha, platter, and keep it in sunlight till the watery

portion has evaporated. The bottom of the dish will be

covered with clusters of brilliant green, needle-form crystals.

Collect, and keep these in a well-stopped bottle. When you
wish to form a hath for coating plates dissolve 2 ozs. of

t'hese crystals in 4 o2s. of water, and add 1 oz. of pure

muriatic acid, 1 grain of bichromate of potash, 3 grs. of

sel d'or, and i oz. of hvdrofluorio acid. Shake well and filter.

Place this in an earthen glass, or gutta-percha, platter—tilt

the platter so as to gather the liquid in one end of the dish,

lay tlie plate prepared as in Sec. C, on the bottom of the
platter, and lower the latter in such a way as to secure an
oven flow of the chemical over the plate. Suffer the plate

to remain from three or ten minutes, or until it appears

nearly black. This should be done by the light of a candle

only. Now rinse the plate freely with water, and dry it

off with a spirit lamp, as you would finish -a Daguerreotype.

Jn this state the plate will reproduce the colours, by a pro-

longed exposure to light, as you will see by pressing upon

it a coloured engraving -by means of a plate of glass, and
placing it in sunlight. Many of my experiments were per-

formed in this stage of the process.

8. To render a plate, prepared as above, • exquisitely sen.si-

tive, you have only to immerse it a few seconds in the follow-

ing preparation, rin.se and dry. In 1 oz. of aqua ammonia dis-

solve 6 gra-ns of gallic acid, add to this 1 drachm of hydro-

sulphuret of ammonia, ^ oz. common salt, 1 drachm each of

strong essence of lavender, cassia, and cloves, 2 drachms of

grape sugar, 50 grains of fluoride of potash, 10 grains hypo-

sulphite of copper, and a quart of water. This preparation may
be used in a platter like the preceding. When not in use it

should be kept well corked. Its use gave me a great step in

advance. It not only quickens the process, but adds greatly

to the strength and truthfulness of the coloration.

9. A further great improvement in the strength and bril-

liancy of the pictures results from modifying the coating of the

plate, as above prepared, by the application of heat, or by the

action of the orange rays of light, or by both combined. If

the plate is heated until it assumes red, it gives the colours

more brilliantly, and the whites are always good. A plate

which would not give yellow and green will give both after being

exposed under a deep orange glass, in the sun, for a few

seconds.

10. In forming a coloured image on these plates direct, with-

out a developer, a prolonged exposure is required—from five

minutes to half an hour, in sunlight. Your true way will he to

use the process thus, by means of superposing coloured engrav-

ings, or other transparent object^s, until you have thoroughly

tested your chemicals and mastered the process of coating.

Then you may proceed to the work of developing the latent

coloiired images, which, you will soon be convinced, are formed

almost instantaneously. Phosphuretted and sulphuretted

hydrogen, and especially a mixture of carburetted hydrogen-,

phosphuretted ether, and animoniacal gas, have the property

of developing these images. So, also, with hot aqua ammonia,

nearly saturated with hyposulphite of silver, and the combined

vapours of burning copper, zinc, lead and antimony. I make
an alloy of these metals, and vaporise this alloy in a mercury

bath,' heat over a small charcoal having a blast. The plate

should be raised about 18 in. from the bottom of the bath. My
apparatus for heating is an upright furnace, 10 in. in diameter.

Attached to one side is a 2-ft. balance wheel over which passes

a band which turns a small shaft, and gives a rapid motion to

a fan wheel 8 in. in diameter. The wheel is in a hollow disc

having an opening in its sides to let in air. This disc dis-

charges the blast through a tube entering the furnace. A
common bellows, of good size, will answer.

The ammonio-hyposulphite of silver, named above, I use in

a platter, placed over heat. It must be used at the tempera-

ture of 150 to 160 Fah. The plate should he immersed in the

liquid for a few minutes only. In this way I have produced

some very fine results.

I use the mixed gases, above named, as follows. In a deep

jar I place a few sticks of phosphorus, and cover them with

sulphuric ether. The fume arising from it is phosphuretted

ether. In the same jar I place a small bottle of aqua

ammonia, and into the lower part of the jar I inject a small

stream of carburetted hydrogen, made by mixing in a retort

4 parts of oil of vitriol with' one part of alcohol, and applying

a gentle heat. The plate should be held over this mixture for

a period ranging from five minutes to half an hour. You may
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•>li..rvo thf progress by the Hght of a candle, screened by
y.'llow gUiss or paper.

Phosphuretted and sulphuretted hydrogen (for the process

of making which see chapter on chemicals) I employ in a

sill i[ar manni-r. only the exposure need not be so long.

1 1 The final fixing and finish is giren to these pictures as

f..i 'rts:—
I>i;i«olTe ia 1 quart of water,

15 grs. chloride of zinc,

30 grs. hyposulphite of gold,

20 grs. sulphate of soda,

1 OS. fulphuric acid, pure.

Immerse the picture for a few minutes, or until a slight

.liir:ge is apparent. Then rinse the picture, dry, and rub it

w.i'L .1 buckskin buff. A little sweet oil will heighten the

;.
.' - "T" .i 11 wish a dead surface, you have only to observe

i>\'- : inliiwM in the whole process, and omit the final

1. The

irf.i. .

II.—The Formula Explained.
lir»t preparation of the plate has for its object the

,r, ..f :, •,.-, iliar i>M.1..ular arrangement in the particles

is one thing—molecular arrange-
1 of colouration depends. Tho.se

^«d to keep in view the fact that

>i>-atly conduces to the final result.

:iipound," described above, I will not
"v I will simply urge the absolute

' to the formula, both as regards
'•T uf the chemicals. Ijengthy as

•ry umple.
.itivii ct ti. .»t ..'.i of rod light, in modifying the

- I think, to <li-;ritegrate the coating, and to give

The result is an increa.se of scnsi-

!• wonld seem to account for the

superiority of the results as to strength and brilliancy, and for

the more certain reproduction of yellow and green.
4. The quickening agents I have named may be greatly

varied. The object of their use is to aid in reducing the silver

compound formed to that condition at which colours are formed.
It is difficult to tell what the compound on the plate is, but
it is a peculiar compound of silver. Anything that will tend
to reduce this salt to the state, or to the point where colour

forms, will quicken the process. Aldehide (sic) is one of the
substances which deserve a thorough trial. ,

5. The action of the developers may be explained iu a similar

manner. I do not suppose that they produce colour, but that
they continue the molecular transformation of the surface com-
menced by the coloured rays.

6. The fixing agent acts by way of deoxydising the chemical
iurface. It also effects a partial decomposition of the surface.

and those combined chemical agents, such as chlorine, fluorine,

etc., which would otherwise react upon the picture and destroy.

All the pictures which I have treated thoroughly have remained
fadeless. Those which have been carelessly done have faded
very much, and some of them have deteriorated in darkness

There is, no doubt, some buncombe in the formula, and it is,

to me at any rate, a great disappointment that Hill did not
stat« the final composition of his "Singular Compound.''
That there is great similarity in many of the steps of his pro-

cess and those used by Becquerel and others is apparent to all

familiar with the same, and possibly some of his volatile gases

and essences are but put in to make the process appear more
scientific. Wnen it comes to his ambrotype methods and
printing on velvet; and other fabrics he is sane enough, and
they differ not at all from ordinary practice.

E. J. Wall, F.C.S.. F.R.P.S.

Cambridge, Mass.

NEW BLEACH FORMUL^^ FOR THE IVES MORDANT
DYE-TONING PROCESS.

[Mr. F. E. Itm, who for some tinM past has bi^en engaged in developing the chemical procedure in colour toning by

the blaftch mordanting dye process, sends as the following communication describing modifications in the formula for the

bleach. In the isan«s of the " Cokjur Photography " Supplement for January, 1919, p. 1, June 4, 1920, p. 24, and

Norembor 5, 1930, p. 43, will be found notes on the successive stages through which the process has passed to its present

formnla.—Ro». " Oolonr Photography " Supplement.]

M>i:eTofuaK I have reooounended bleaching baths containing
- ...r txiual parts of potesMnm ferrieyanide and chromic acid

r 11 1 larger percaatege of chromic acid.

1 : '. thst. beyond a certain point, the advantage gnined
i-\ r .1 ; etttage of chromic acid is due to the

iiir.i. .1 :he bath, and other acids may therefore

'' "< ; > .ted for chromic acid.

.K lA'.ti :;g a greatly reduced percentage of chromic

I :! can, by the cautions addition of sulphuric acid, be

)>rt.aght to duplicate the action of baths made by my older

tormulje.

This disooTOTy pointed the way to overcoming the only weak
;< in the praccaa, which were: (1) A tendency so to harden

image m tke shadows of an over-dense positive that it

'" .'d resist tb« absorption of dye; and (3) the necessity for

!' .-,''.'. A^aahiag between the bleaching bath and the dye

if cnrelsssly done or overdone, was apt to make
itively w««k dye images.

owing bleaching bath and sufficient acetic acid

"J dTc t;atlu, much denser positives can be successfully

"rtod to pure dye imnges, and only a thorough rinsing of

tho bleached print is necessary before transferring to the dyo

bath:—
Water 30 ozs.

Potassium ferricyanide ... ... 20 grs.

Chromic acid 5 ,,

Acetic acid, glacial ... 1^ ozs.

It was also obvious that another oxidiser might very probably

be successfully substituted for chromic acid, and as the result

of further experiment I am now using the following formula :
—

Water 30 ozs.

_^ £otassium ferricyanide 20 grs.

Ammonium bichromate ... ... 10 ,,

Acetic acid, glacial ... 1^ ozs.

If the yellow'stain is thoroughly washed out of the high-lights

after bleaching and before dyeing, much less washing is

required to clear the high-lights after dyeing, but if this pro-

cedure is preferred the washing before dyeing should be done

in slightly acidulated water to secure against the production

of uneven or relatively weak dye images.

P. B. Ives.
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LOUIS DUCOS DU HAURON.

The following German appreciation of the founder of processes of

three-colour photography is published as a translation from

Photographische Industrie," by "Photo-Era":

—

Although Eder in his "History of Photography " points out

expressly that the foundations of the theory of colour-photography

were laid entirely by a single person, namely, the Frenchman,

J^ouis Arthur Ducos du Hauron, nevertheless the name of this

extremely meritorious investigator is but little known in outside

circles. The greater part of the various colour-processes are always

known under the names of other men, and yet Ducfis du Hauron,

over whose work an unlucky star seemed to shine from the

beginning, was the first to mention this particular process. Only

one year afterward, no less a person than the clerk Maxwell took

hold of the problem of colour-photography, and as one may readily

suppose, without knowing anything of his investigations, the

twenty-five-year-old Ducos du Hauron, on July 14, 1862, sent to

his friend L. Lelut, of the French Academy of Sciences, a treatise

with the request to lay it before thfe Academy. This treatise, in

its fundamental features, contained the additive process for pro-

ducing in colours photographs, projections and individual views

—

in short, the whole process as it was brought into practice in the

nineties of the last century by Ives and Miethe with the aid of

the then recently developed photo-chemistry. Even the half

pervious mirror was not omitted, by means of which two diaposi

tives, placed together at an angle of ninety degrees, could be

examined in the viewing-apparatus. That the idea of coloured

pictures viewed simultaneously with stereoscopic effect was also

mentioned, shows that Ducos du Hauron allowed nothing to pas.«

without observation in order to follow up the problem to its last

offshoot. He was not satisfied, however, with the one solution,

but also mentioned (and here he stands without a forerunner)

•lolour-photography by means of a screen, such as Joly and Lumiere

later constructed. Lelut gave the treatise to one of his colleagues

outside the circle of the Academy, who rejected it with absolute

lack of compi^hension. Who it was that gave this unfavourable

decision we cannot know to-day. In his %'aluable book, " La
Triplice Photographique des Couleurs et I'lmprimevie," in 1897.

Duco,s du Hauron himself speaks of an anonymous colleague. It

said that the deductions were not sufficiently strong, the conclu-

sions were altogether too audacious—" hasardee " it was called

—

its practicability appeared doubtful ! That upon this death-

sentence of the expert, Lelut advised his young friend to withdraw

the treatise, cannot be wondered at. Another series of works,

in the year 1869, in which Ducog du Hauron treated subtractive

colour-photography, and in which he came into competition with

Ch. Cros. was also unable to obtain the attention it deserved in

wider circles. When he had an opportunity to exhibit a few
simple proofs to the French Photographic Society, the colour-

sensitive plates were lacking, without which colour-photography

could not possess a living existence.

Ducos du Hauron laboured tirelessly with his brother Alcide in

the further development of colour-photography, and in 1878 he was

able to say that every photographic process could be utilised in

three-colour printing. In order to spare him the bitterest pangs of

poverty in the evening of life, the French Government granted

him a niggardly pension of twelve hundred francs a year, and the

Vienna Photographic Society in the year 1904 raised for him an

honorary gift in the interested circles of technical photo-mechanical

printing.

Still less attention than the colour-photogi-aphic work of Ducos
du Hauron received, was given to another proposition of his

—

made in the year 1864—by which he stands at the head of the

development of the cinematograph. He received at that time a
French patent for a photographic camera for producing consecutive

pictures. This apparatus, which presumably could not have been

completed, was to have had Ihe following arrangement : There
were, side by side, two sets of sixteen similar lenses, each set

joined in four horizontal rows. On the light-sensitive plate, there-

fore, there were thirty-two fields of exposure. The e.xposure,

made by means of a cloth-roll, begins in the first set in the upper
row, passing to and fro to the inner field of the lowest row

;

from here it springs to the adjoining field of the second set and
ends in the upper inner row again. In this Ducos du Hauron

had just as little success, which was also denied to his country;

Dumont, who in 1861 tried to make pictures with a single

on plates arranged consecutively on 'a band and changed rapi'

Here, also, it must be conceded that he was the paceniaki

a technique that has now become very important.

news and notes.

Hypersensitising Autochbome Plates.—In a short note, pub-

lished in the current " Bulletin " of the French Photographic-

Society, M. Jov6 gives some particulars of his recent e)ti>erit'nce-

in hypersensitising Autochrome plates. In pre-war days it had

been his custom to use for this purpose the hypersensitising solu-

tion prepared and sold by MM. Poulenc. which, up t-o the year

1914, yielded most satisfactory results. But now the same pre-

paration, when employed with Autochrome plates of recent manu-

facture, is found to be unsatisfactory, a failure which M. Jove-

ascribes to improvements in the panchromatic quality of the .\uto-

chrome emulsion. As it appeared that the present-day plates are

not susceptible to the hypersensitising formula which ))revious;y

worked well with them, M. Jove has fallen back upon the method

of hypersensitising worked out and described by M. Ch. Simmen
("Bulletin Societe Francaise de Photographic," 1910, p. 275;.

' Colour Photography " Supplement, September 2, 1910, p. 66). By
adjusting the formula, as directed by M. Simmen, the quality of

added colour-sensitiveness can be varied according to requirements.

The basis of such adjustment is that pinachronie sensitises for the-

yellow : pinaverdol, for the green, and pinacyariol for the red. At

a recent meeting of the French Photographic Society M. .Iov6^

showed a series of comparative Autochrome transparencies in

demonstration of the effective use which can be made of hyper-

sensitising.

Colour Cinematograph v.—Brief particulars are given in the
" Patents Journal " of the specification (not yet accepted) ot

C. Paroliini and G. Perron for a process of cinematogi aphy in

natural colours. To obtain a film for projecting in colouri), a

negative is taken with an ordinary camera but used sideways so

that the film is moved horizontally. A rotating orange and green

filter is used so as to obtain successive pairs of images A . . A
B . . Bl, etc., Fig. 1, and the film is fed as shown in Fig. 6. Tin

negative 1, Fig. 3, moves at right angles to the positive 2, !'

feed mechanisms being appropriately adjusted for the necessai

film movements and connected by an endless chain 19. The pos

tive film is projected in an ordinary projector fitted with

coupled objectives 25, 26, Fig. 7, which are provided with co^

spending green and orange filters and are adjusted by a mic

meter screw 29 so as to supei-pose the images on the screen,

the negative has to be taken at a greater speed, say three tin

the ordinary speed, the camera is fitted with a rotating at don'

the ordinary speed. The negative is reproduced in such a way that?"

the successive pictures are reproduce<l in pairs side by side as screen

having an orange, a red and an opaque sector so that blank

spaces A, Fig. 2, occur on the negative film between the pairs

of images A . . A", E . . B', etc. In copying the negative the

intermittent displacement of the film is correspondingly increased.
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isture. These green spots are

troublesome defects to get rid of, as they are often of quite a

large size; and, by reason of their intensity, ordinary spotting

is of very little use at all. There are two or three suggested

methods of minimising these defects, though I have yet to find

one that Ls satisfactory, and not easily detected. The late

Mr. Mcintosh recommended that the spot be clean cut out

—

II job that I must confess that I have never yet succeeded in

doing very successfully. A lantern, or other slow plate of

the same size as the transparency is ex[)Osed behind the latter

for a very brief period ; developed in the ordinary way to

obtain a faint grey image ; and fixed and washed in the usual

way. The spot is then worked up with transparent water

eolotirs. and registered with the Antochrome, serving it for a

cover glass. It must be kept in mind that it is difficult to

"match" with hand work a chemical image. This applies

more to colour transparencies by the scrc-sn-plate methods

tlkin to ordinary methods of working up.

We now come to consider the taking out of defects caused

by the damaging of tho jihotographic film, without the screen

being injured or discoloured. It is sometimes possible to

repair a scratch or vacant place in the picture by fixing xipon

it another piece of film, of the same colour taken from another

spoilt plate. This latter is cut out very carefully with tho

point of a sharp pen-knife or an old safety-razor blade,

keeping to the shape of the original defect as closely as pos-

sible. This latter is then given a fine coat of clear gum, the

pioce of new film gently coaxed into position and allowed to

dry : after which any irregularities may bo very much mini-

mised by careful working up with suitable transparent water

colours. The majority of beginners make the mistake of using

too large a brush; most of my own work is done with a No. 2

sable. Tho colours should be used very dilute, for it is better

to seciiro additional density by moans of two or more appli-

entw.iw than to risk matters by over much hurry or by tho

n of too much colour at once. It should be kept in

it these colours are really stain; and, ouce applied.

are not removable like ordinary colours, even if the film of

the plato would stand auch tre^itmcnt. No attempt must be

made to wipe off the colour if too much has been applied, for

'.siirh would only injure the film. If any difficulty is found in

making the colour " bite " on the smooth surface of the film

tho brush should be moistened with a little clear, thin guu'

water prior to taking up the colour. All spoiled Autochiomc-
should be saved, for they are most useful for testing the elfec;

and correcting the density of an application of colour befor'

B
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experimenting upon a valuable transparency. If, however, an

Autochrome is not avail.ibli!, an old negative may be employed

for testing colours. -

Wo now come to consider tbe spotting-out of simple defects

such as pinholes ; and there are vei7 few plates indeed that do

not call for some attention in this respect, no matter how

careful the photographer may be. It is most important that,

even for simple si«)tting, the transparent water-colours bo

used, «nd not the ordinary artists' talc colours, since these

are quite opaque and useless for the purpose. I have seen

many colour transparencies which were completely spoilt by

these being used. Though almost all plates require a littlo

spotting, it is a mistake to run the risk of overdong this. The

screen of an Autochrome plate itself will often allow small pin-

holes to be almost invisible, especially when they come against,

the sky or other brightly lighted part of the composition.

In colour work, in common with other forms of photographic

spotting, it is far easier to take but or render less evident

defects in the darker parts of the subjects than when these

appear against a light portion. When spotting an Autochrome

plate the beginner often works with his eye too close to the

transparency, and then obtains a false sense of the amount of

colour needed to make the defect invisible. The larger the

transparency the farther it is held from the eyes in the case

of a person of normal vision, and a minute touch of the

right colour may have the effect of hiding an ordinary pin-

hole far more elfectively than would a much deeper ai)plica-

tion. Too little care is often taken in adjusting the depth

of colour to suit the .surrounding area ; and in the proper

observation of these details will be found the secret of success

in spotting colour plates. The actual spotting differs in no

way from that employed on negatives and prints. A small pin-

hole should be completely blocked out with one touch with

the point of a nearly dry brush, while a larger defect may
be considerably modified with several touches. The idea is

to fill out the defect with just enough harmonising colour of

the same transparency ; this grasped, there is little to add.

Of course, no attempt mu.st be made to alter existing colours

or effects. Such may seem possible in theory, but, apart from

being quite illegitimate, are unsuccessful in practice..

So far, I have mentioned the Autochrome process mainly,

though much that has been written applies also to the Paget
process, though I must say in my own experience spotting is

less frequently necessary with this method, since the films of

both negative and transparency plates are much harder ; and,

provided reasonable care is taken, the negative, or positive,

should require little or no spotting. When this is required,

however, great care must be taken not to carry things too far

in the matter of spotting, by reason of the fact that a Paget
colour picture is much more transparent than an Autochrome.

Also, very careful mixing of the colours is essential, or the

result will be that the pin-hole shows as a spot of intense

colour. My own plan, when a Paget colour transparency

requires spotting, is to attebpt to do this on the negative, so

that none whatever will be needed upon the transparency

;

and if this is done carefully, it will not be found a very diffi-

cult matter. As with Autochromes, the transparent colours

must be used, for the additional reason that if the ordinary

opaque artists' water-colours are used their somewhat gritty

composition is almost certain to scratch either the viewing
screen or the transparency when registering. This trouble

need not be anticipated with the transparent colours, though
the two plates should not be moved about upon each other

more than is necessary, or the slight irregularity created upon
the film by spotting may cause scratches upon the surface of

the viewing screen. It will be found best to register the
transparency prior to spotting, so as to gather some idea of

the tint required ; the two plates being clipped together while
the colours are mixed and their effect tried upon a spoilt plate.

The two may then be separated, any grit or dust removed,
and the spotting done. Care must be taken to see that the
colour is thoroughly dry before re-registering. During this

stage the photographer must be careful to avoid removing
the spotting hy the friction between the glass; the movement

should be very gently done, or scratches to one or other of the

surfaces may result. So far I have only mcntioped the

spotting of the transparency plate, but it sometimes happens

that a tiny pin-hole in the viewing screen may be profitably

fiVled in with a spot of colour. It is only fair to add that

this should be very gently done.

I believe that few workers varnish their Autochromes other

than those required for lantern projection, owing to the diffi-

culty that beginners always experience in getting an even „
appiication of the varnish. There is really no need to varnish ||

colour transparencies, from the point of view of protecting "

them, though varnishing will protect any spotting during the

fixing of the cover glass and binding up the picture. Paget
^i

colour transparencies should not be varnished, as the inter-

position of even such a thin film between the plates would

tend to prevent the perfect contact between them upon which

depends the production of a perfect colour result.

Robert M. Fanstone.

COLOUR TRANSPARENCIES AT THE NORTHB^RN
EXHIBITION.

The room at the Northern in which the colour transparencies are

shown is of , considerable size, and so has allowed of the exhibits

being displayed in frames round the walls. At very few exhibi-

tions have transparencies been arranged with such a degree of

comfort to the visitor examining them. The illumination is by

light directly transmitted tlnough the transparencies ; apparently il

is of a slightly yellowish tint, no doubt of advantage to trans-

parencies which err in the direction of coldness of rendering,

although we can imagine that some exhibitors will be inclined to

criticise its effect upon nuances of colour. However, a schenje of

illumination which is uniformly satisfactory as regards showing to

the best advantage each single transparency in a miscellaneous col-

lection has yet to be devised. Generally speaking, the exhibitors

have no fault to find, but every reason to be satisfied, with the

arrangements made at Liverpool. And it must not be forgotten that

the collection is a large one, including 282 separate transparencies.

The compilers of the catalogue may, howt^ver, be criticised in respect

.to the heading describing the colour section, viz., " Natural Colour

Lantern Slidesr" Most of the exhibits are by the Autochrome

process, but they are not all lantern slides.

Some exceedingly fine work, including that by notable exhibitors,

is shown. H. C. Messer has a most pleasing picture of a quiet

English village street (409), the atmosphere of which is well

rendered. We do not like so well Mr. Messer's 401 and 410, which

appear too green, but his 400 has just the right quality of mellow

colour. In 405, by A. Reid, the colour is hard, but 408, by ihe

same worker, is an excellent version of the colour in rhododendrons.

D. Mischol shows a beautiful autumn scene (412), in which the

distance is contrasted with a vivid sunlit foreground.

K. G. W. Bush has a fine piece of work in No. 384, but tlie

predominance of viridian in No. 387 is wholly untrue and unpleasing.

No. 388, however, by the same worker, is a much better rendering

of greens. N. E. Luboshez shows his technical triumph in the

shape of the Autochrome of a soap bubble enclosed in a glass case

(392). Louis J. Steele's two nude studies (Nos. 372 and 375) are

piobably the best things yet accomplished in this field of work; \n

372 the flesh tones in sunshine are particularly well done.

Heni-y Irving's work is in the sphere of Nature photography, in

which Mr. Irving has practised with such great success for many
years. No. 377 is a set of birds' eggs in strong relief and most

faithfully rendered. No. 325, which receives a plaque, is a remark-

ably colour-correct rendering of apples; it is a technical exercise

pure and simple.

Another transparency (363), by R. G'. W. Bush, is an extremely

fine rendering of a flood of sunshine taken against the source. More
work of this description should be attempted by makers of colour

tiansparencies. Miss Gladys Openshaw has an excellent rendering

of nasturtiums in No. 349, and of iris in No. 350a. Among the

landscapes a special note must be made of the open view with

cumulus clouds (336), by J. C. Warburg, which very strongly con-
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al open air. No. 339, by the same worker, lias

3»er degree.

6iiuwac»pe9 being rarely attempted subjects iu colour photography,

•G. S. Saiumn deserves special commendation for bis transparency

(313), which has the true iridescence of snow, and is entirely sur-

-eessfal. R. M. Kanstone has two studies, both charming in colour

(306 atii! 307' Kut No. 285, by the same exhibitor, baa the rather

'anpli'.vsant Mrulian hue, which appears to be a somewhat prevailing

de-fi* t. A fruit study (247), by A. Walburn, is exceedingly fine

and the pair of transparencies (243 and 244) by R. Rigby
• ;

• their artistic colour selection. F. G. Tntton
in No. 235, scores a high measure of success

e. Still life and flowers form the subjects

n of the exhibite, and among these must
.' 192 by P. R. T. Gamett, Noa. 169, 175 and 179

ay, and No. 162 by W. Scruton.
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Mr. Oi , was one of the

I'focess, and was

i:.>v, Wm. Hill, a

preacher in the Catskills, to negotiate with the reverend gentle-

man (?) for his vaunted secret of photography in natural colours."

That is all. The house of Gurney in later years boomed a Hallotype
(not Hillotype) process, which appears to have been based upon
' the application of Canada balsam " in some way, possibly a kind
of crystoleum process. Werge's remarks may be found in his
• Evolution of Photography " ((1890), page 71.

I have before me a pile of photographic instruction and reference

books bearing dates between 1851 and 1870, and there are several

brief references to Hill's work in them, but not a single one of them
is complimentary, but rather the reverse. The best attempt to

describe Hill's experiments is made by W. Sparling in his " Theory
and Practice of the Photographic Art " (1856). Says the author :

—

" Mr. Hill had undertaken a series of experiments .... but for a

long time with little prospect of success ; but in one of his experi-

ments certain phenomena presented themselves which greatly sur-

prised him One colour—red—in the figure of a vestment,

developed itself in the most brilliant ruby colour ; he repeated his

experiment many times, but without meeting again the same result.

. . . . Believing, however, that in certain circumstances the latent

colour of the image was. present, he proceeded with his experiments,

and found that the vapour arising from many metals, such as arsenic,

cadmium, zinc, selenium, bismuth, potassium and sodium, possessed

the power of developing latent images with their lights and shades.

The same result was obtained with different gases In

January, 1851, he obtained forty-five designs, which presented all

the different colours and with perfect gradations. Mr. Hill has not

described his process further than that it neither resembles that

of Dagnerre nor' Becquercl."

Mr. Sparling's comments were written in the year of the appear-

ance of ttlr. Hill's book, but no opy of the volume anoears to have

reached this country. Mr. Sparling probably gleaned the details

he gave from the periodical and scrappy reports of the discovery

whifh ramf fiom America.—Yours faithfully,

L. Tennant Woods.

THREE COLOUR AND DIRECT HELIOCHROMY.
To the

.
Editors.

iJetillemen,—After reading Mr. Wall's paper in the January
" Siij)plementj" some of your readers may be wondering why he

should take the trouble to send such a long letter such a long

way, regarding it as of only antiquarian interest. But it is much

more than that.

Some years ago I was assisting at a demonstration of a three-

rolour process (it doesn't matter which). Mr. Wall was standing

beside me while I went through the usual conjuring these processes

rc<|uire to get a decent result.

Turning to m« he asked pointedly, " Do you really believe in

the future of colour photography?" He could see I hesitated,

having still a sneaking regard for truth, so he added, with

empliosis, " Because I do."

It struck me forcibly that afternoon, as the little crowd watched

my movoments, that though they were so eager, and inquisitive

about colour photography, he alone had expressed a living faith

in it

This " Hillotype " Mr. Wall describes is evidently one of the

very earlitst attempts to obtain colour by the direct method. I

think a search among the records of later French or German experi-

menters might produce more definit* instructions. At any rate, we

know they obtained " something," and he also has got " some-

thing," and in thanking him for his paper, we should be still

more grateful if he would send- us over some of his results to

examine.

tlMtiMTM and hi» succeasors spent a lot of time endeavouring to

add colour to their positives, and claimed to get some fair results.

They only dropped it when the indirect " three colour " method

arose because in that there seemed to be "money right away."

Now that we have seen what three-colour can do (and it serves for

some things), it seems time we turned feisurely back to the work

of tliese early experimenters. Physical science has been almost

revolutionised since those days, and it seems reasonab'o to suppose

we should soon improve on thoir efforU. Every photographer should

be dissatisfied with his art, even if he looks on it only as a means

of earning a more or less honest living. If he thinks, he must see
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it aa «n art that has struck half-way. Every time he looks on the
to<.u.-i6inj» screen h« sees two things, viz., form and colour—every

time he develops a negativi' he has but one form. Until this other

half has been captured, satisfaction with the art is incomplete,

because in tli« " colour " half lies the greater proportion of life

and beauty.—Yours truly, S. G. Yekburv.
55, Fairholme Road, BaronV Court, W.14.

news ana notes.

Grajv Colour Screen Phte.—A patent specification. No.
1S2,002 (open to inspection, but not yet accept«l), by P. Faulstieh,

«lesciil)e8 inetlKMiK for piTiducing multi-colour grain screens in which
the colours aiv piyxiuced partly by spraying a base with colouraJ

lives and partly by immersing tive film in other dye baths. The
immersion treatment may affect the parts already coloured by
.spraying or itie sprayed c<ilour.? may bo utilist^d as a resist ;uul

sul>sequenl to immersion in another coloured bath be washed away,
and all the colours produced by such successive treatments.

.\uT0cnuoiiEs OF S'jiKDHlXGHAM.—.-V supplement to the " Illus-

trated London Kews " of January 8 last contains two reproductions

of Autocliromes of York Cottage. Sandringham, which arc part of a

much larger number recently taken by Messrs. J. Russell & .Sons.

Messr.s. Russell, as is perhaps well known, have given the .Auto-

chrome process a prominent place in their business for a long time

past. The present series of Autochromes taken at Sandringham
were carried out by Mr. Stoneman of that firm, whose work received

very cordial interest and appreciation on the part of H.M. Queen
Mary.

The UvACHRCME Proce!-s.—In " Photographische Korrespondenz"
for December last a somewhat flowery report appears of a lecture

delivered in Vienna on the Uvachrome process of colour photography

devised by Dr. A. Traul)e, and at present in pro.cess of introduction

to the Continental public. From the remarks of the lecturer it is

evident that Uvachrome is a variation of the process of making
and printing three-colour sensation negatives on the simplified lines

which Mr. F. E. Ives originated a few years ago in his Hi-block.

Rut the lecturer dealt in generalities, and apparently said so little

!i the essential technique of the process that the editor of " Photo-

graphische Korrespondenz " appends a brief description, derived

from the English patent specification, which was published in this

Supplement in November last.
,

AuTOCHitOME Development.—In a recent issue of " Photo-

Revue " M. M. R. Espitallier writes of his satisfaction with

'liaraidoplienol for Autoch'rome work, both as a developer in the

first instance, and also for redevelopment. The adoption of the

developer for this latter purpose was the means, in his experience,

of avoiding frilling of the film. M. Espitallier works as follows:

—

A red light is used in the dark room, and is covered tor the first

minute or two whilst the plate is immersed in a desensitising batji

consisting of

Potass bromide 1 gni.

Soda bisulphite lye 2 c.c.s.

Water ...
"

100 c.c.s.

At the end of about two minutes the plate may be exposed to red

ight; it is rinsed for an instant, and then developed in the ordinary
diamidopheno! solution made up according to the Lumiere formula.
Development is stopped at the point when the negative image,
vhich in the initial stage shows very plainly by transmitted lignl,

egins to disappear. The plate is' then again rinsed, reversed in a
bath of acid permanganate or bichromate, and re-development car-
ried out with tlie same diamidopheno] solution. M. Espitallier
finds this process simple, practical, and economical.

A Colour Camera.—According to an American cinematograph
journal, " Shadowland," a new process has just been announced
by Hiram C. Decks, of Sea Cliff, L.I., who claims, with the aid
of a new pigment discovered by him, to have evolved a process
<rf colour photography in a practicable and workable form.
Mr. Decks has devoted several years to investigation and
develDpment work in this interesting field. Following the three-
colour-separation theory, which involves taking three separate
negatives of the image throu'ii «olonr screens, Mr. Deeks con-

ceived it possible to take them in rapid succession upon different
sections of a single plate. To this end he built several cameras
and finally |)erfected an instrument which, it is 'claimed, nii fts
all requirements by being rapid enough to take the compile
exposure in a fraction of a second; absolutely automatic and pre-
cise so that the three separations were correctly balanced, and
simple, making it possible for it to be operated like an ordimry
camera, i.e., by setting the time of exposure, winding and prcs,- i:_'

the button. Mr. Deeks next turned his attention to the chemisu

v

of colour, and later annoiuiced a colouring matter which hail the
peculiar qualities necessary to make the final step of the proci.ss

possible. Several other, but less important, difficulties had !

ovea-como before Mr. Deeks obtained results which he was wil.:i,.'

to show.

A Whirler for .\utochrome Pl.ates.—a correspondent of the
" llioto-Revuc " describes the following simple construction of a
whirler for the rapid drying of Aulochrome plates :—On any con-
venient solid base A a grooved wheel B is pivoted, and is provided
with a small handle for rotation. A pulley E is likewise pivoted on --.e

base, and carries the platfonn P to hold the piates. The two pul-

leys arc connected by means of an endless length of twine, wliicU

is wetted at the time of use, as it then grips better. The plates
are kept in position on the platform P by means of six flat-headed
screws, inserted in positions so as to hold the plates at points near
to their corners. Of these screws, five arp fixtures; the sixth v is

i-emovable, and allows of the plates being slid into position. Simi-
larly, by removing it, they are readily withdrawn when dry. The
pulley E being of small diameter relatively to the wheel B, a high
rate of revolution is readily obtained.

Stereo-Autochromes with a Hand Camera.—At a recent meet-
ing of the French Photographic Society, M. Ch. Adrien showed a
camera of the folding pattern adapted for the making of stereo-

scopic Autochromes. A special lens-board carried the two short-

focus lenses, mounted at a separation of 60 mm. M. Adrien
arranged the baseboard in a position inclined below the horizontal

in order to avoid cut-off when using lenses of this short focus. He
fixed a wooden partition between the back frame of the camera and
two slots in the lens front, and in this way was able to keep the
front and back in the necessary postition. Moreover, a groove in

the front edge of the partition allowed of the latter being lengthened
by utilising a black card folded on itself when employing the single

components of the doublet lenses at twice the customary focal dis-

tance. M. Adrien showed his method of mounting the negatives
(made on 9 x 12 cm. plates) so as to obtain a stereoscopic pair

8.5 X 17 cm. For tliis purpose a strip of 5 mm. width was cut

from the upper or lower edge of the plate, and the two images
then separated. Templates of card may be readily made for carry-

ing out the cutting accurately, and when assembling the two sepa-

rate negatives on glass, a strip of card of 5 mm. width is placed
between the two, whilst two otliers of 25 mm. compensate for. the

difference of lengtli. M. Adrien .showed a fine collection of stereo-

, scopic Autochromes taken with the camera which ho had adapted
in this way. At the same meeting M. Schitz mentioned the us©

which he had made of various light-filters during a sipgle exposure
of the Autocbrome plate for the purpose of avoiding general blue-

green predominant lint. In addition to the 'customary Autochrome
light-filter, lie employed during a variable fraction of the time of

exposure a deep yellow screen and a red screen, e.g., the Wratten G
(yellow) and A (three-oo'our red). He employed the first for

about 10 to"12 per cent, of the total time of exposure, and the second
for about 5 to 8 per cent, of the time. The results obtained were
excellent in all respects.
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A SUGGESTION FOR A NEW METHOD OF
PHOTOGRA.PHY IN COLOUR

(A paper in the recently issued 19-'l volume of " Penrose's Annual.")

TuK fiilluwing mctliod of obtaining a coloured photograph
accurre<l tn in« about twelve years ago, but as I have never

M<le any attempt to carry it out I can only put it forward
for what it if worth.

Pro>,ably moat rraden of "Penrose's Annual " are awsre
tli.it :t two clean lenses are placrd together there is at the

poitit of contact a system of coloured rings which are known
as " Newton's H:f^K*-" If the system is lighted by mono-
ebroniatic li(;ht the ringi are much more numerous than they

are with whit4^ light; the sice of the rings varies with the

eolour of the tight. If 0. fig. 1, is the point of contact, end

*' « c'

rif . L

if r ' _•« ar«> aecn at A A', B D', C C , the distance apart

<<i !:>' turfacca at A. B and C respectively, will each differ

fmm the otb«r by half the wave length of the light Uf«d, i.e.,

if A is the first dark ring aa seen by reflected light the

d! t I'irr apart at A is a half wave length, at B it will be a

«h<t nave length, and at C a wave and a half. The rings

thero»e!vr« g«t cUtter together sa they get larger, owing to

th '•,,.,,r»of the surface. If, instead of two lenses, two

I
ea are nsed, which meet along a line at O (fig. 2),

II. ..... ..lid dark line* (still called Newton's rings) will be

rtirn^^l and parallel to the line of contact through O.

lines, and will only form these close to the line M of con-

tact O. The fringes are situated close to the surfaces pro-

ducing them.

Suppose, now, that o film of celluloid could be formed con-

sisting of a greet number of tiny wedges as shown in fig. K

s: ctLLULon

^
Fig. 3.

at L M, M N, etc., each of which was just about wide enough

to form ten lines, and this be placed in contact with a glass

plate, then even with ordinary coloured light, fringes would

be formed all along from L to Q. The distance apart of these

fringes will depend, for a given angle of the wedges, upon the

colour of the light used. By semi-silvering the lower surface

of the celluloid film and the adjacent sui-face of the glass

plate the fringes will be rendered much more distinct. If

the film so ifiounted is pressed against the sensitised surface

fe ^::

In thia caM the linea will be equidistant, i.e., A, A B,

O K
B O, «te., and aach is equal to ) \ „ „ since, again, the

4ii«tanet> apart of the sarfac«a increaaaa by half a wave length

from ittf '• ., me next.

A ;. of such a syitem of lines formed by mono-
•hr»:i^.i could evidently be used a« a diffraction gcet-

ing. I ':<?e apart nf the lines formed depends npon

the w*v>. ,. n^ui, their number depends \i\mn the purity of

the litflit for the light transmittcnl hy a coloured glass or

reflertc^i by a coloured object, being a mixture of light of a

great range of wave length, will only form a few (say, ten)

e ^
CANAU BALSJU.

CELLUtOtO

SENSITIVE SWIFAC.

Pig. 4.

of a photographic plate, and coloured light is allowed to pass

through it on to the plate, the latter will, on development,

be made into a diffraction grating, of which the ruling is

determined by the colour of the light. The plate can then be

examined by slightly oblique light, and at a certain angle will

appear coloured with the colour of the light used. Lastly,

if such a film be placed in contact with the front surface of

an orthochromatic plate, and the plate exposed in a camera

in the ordinary way, a combined photograph and grating

will be produced, which, printed and viewed at a certain angle,

Fig. 6. Fig- 6-

will appear as a picture in colours, similar to those produced

by Wood's diffraction method. Provided, therefore, that the

wedged film can be obtained, the production of coloured photo-

graphs by its means is perfectly simple ; moreover, the photo-

graphs can be multiplied by printing in the ordinary way.

ii
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Several ways suggest themselves for the production of the

wedged film. For instance, Wood described recently an
" echolefcte " which he made by ruling' a soft metal with a

carborundum crystal, which gave him a series of parallel

wedge-shaped grooves. A cast in celluloid of such a surface

could be taken, the grooved surface of the celluloid semi-

gilvered, and then mounted, grooved side down, in Canada
balsam on a sheet of glass previously semi-silvered, as shown
ia fig. 4. The thickness of the celluloid would probably not

be enough to matter much (though this is, perhaps, the most
doubtful point in the method). Instead of ruling the grooves
in soft 'metal they might Ibe made by clamping together a
bundle of this glass or steel sheets a, b, c, d, e, f—each
about one-thousandth of an inch thick (fig. 5). The upper
and lower surfaces should be optically polished, and then the
whole bundle inclined as in fig. G. The celluloid cast could
then be made as before.

Rbginald S. Clat, D.Sc.

MONOCHROME, TWO=COLOUR OR THREE=COLOUR
CINEMATOGRAPHY.

[In a recent Patent Specification, No. 154,150, oJ Zoechrome, Ltd., and T. P. Middleton, a process is described for the produc-
tion of cinematograph negative film serving for monochrome positive films, and also for two-colour or three-colour positive films.

The negative is taken at twice the usual rate, i.e., at 32 pictures per second, and the section-exposures for monochrome film are
alternated with those for the two or three colour-sensations. Composite colour positive films are printed from these latter. The
following text of the specification describes variations of this system. Elimination of colour fringing is claimed to be one of the
advantages of the process.

—

Ed. " Colour Photography " Supplement.]

The invention relates to that class of process for producing colour

effects in cinematography in which each component picture of the

film for projection is a miniature colour rendering of the subject,

and does not rely on superimposition by means of filters in the

projector to reproduce the colour effect on the screen.

The negatives for producing the films can be produced in various

ways ; but the invention relates to such negatfves as are taken
through one or more lenses successively through recurring colour

filters.

Hitherto it has been found impossible in films for projection

yroduced from such negatives to avoid " colour fringing," and one
of the objects of this invention is to minimise this defect. Anothej
object is to produce a negative film from which ordinary black

and white films may be produced when required; and from which
at the same time a colour film for projection may be prepared in

" stencilled " black and white fihn, with the purity and detail of
colour of a veritable heliochrome.
The negative is conveniently printed in the type of machine

described in Patent Specification No. 16,353 of 1913. The machine
therein described is, however, modified in detail to suit the afore
said conditions. For example, the black and white film pictures
must always be printed so as to close up the open order of the
negative. The negative having been pulled down two pictures, one
print is taken. Two picture shifts are made on the negative and
one on the positive, and one further print is made; and bo on.
Thus a print is made which in all respects resembles an ordinary-
black and white film.

As, in colour films having colour images combined with black
and white images, in order to further reduce the colour fringing,
it is advisable to have the colour images slightly out of focue

^ Z 3 -t J' tf y f J> ^ // /i /^ /4

7

c

^a<:*..~J/r\,ti / J S r 'f // fS /J ^~lt rf. ,. -Zj^' ..^ <"

Yr/t,,,- z t t t s «• /« .* . * . J.

>P#t*/ -? t # fr *p ^c tc ^t . i J>

_S^-<^ 6 i. 6 /x /x /x // /s - f J.

Fig. la. Fig. 1.

such a manner that it can be exhibited through an ordinary pro-

jector at the usual speed, and interchangeable with black and

white tilms without material alteration to the apparatus.

In short the invention consists principally in the production of

a single negative cinematographic picture-film band, taken at the

rate of 32 pictures per second, in which different colour elements

alternate with the elements of an ordinary black and white film,

and from which black and white and colour picture films can be

produced that are susceptible of projection at the ordinary speed

employed for exhibition of black and white pictures.

The normal negative taking speed of 15 pictures per second is

increased to 32 pictures, and the colour filters are not consecutive

but alternate with spaces which may or may not be filled with

yellow or orange filters as usually employed in black and white

photography in conjunction with a panchromatised base. Thus a

negative, taken on panchromatised base, is obtained in which

alternate pictures form elements from which an ordinary black and

white film can be printed, while the remainder, being exposed

through appropriate colour filters, form the component elements of

a negative from which by subsequent printings a heliochrome

can be prepared from a black and white positive.

When the negative pictures are combined by superimposition a

colour film can be made which possesses the evenness of motion,

aharpness and want of rainbow of a " hand-coloured " or

arrangements are preferably provided in the printing machine

aforesaid for moving the lens and positive film in relation to the

negative side.

This enables the want of sharpness of the colour images to be

controlled. In addition, the less sharp methods of preparing colour

images become available, and so the colours can be applied not only

by recoatings of the black and white film, but also by the various

methods of dye and colour transfer from gelatine reliefs. The
colour images themselves can be transferred on to the black and

white film by a suitable adhesive from a suitable support allowing

transfer.

Whatever method of assembling the colour images be adopted

the printing machine is discriminative and selects all the images

of one colour from the single negative band, and as there must be

as many images of each colour as there are black and white pictures

it necessarily follows that in a three-colour process three separate

images are prmted from each colour element of the negative on

to a black and white film ; whereas in a two-colour process only

two such impressions are necessary. Thus in a three-colour process

on a black and white film the negative will, for printing the colour

images, be pulled down six picture shifts, and three positive prints

will be made ; whereas in a two-colour process on a similar film

only four picture shifts of the negative and two positive impres-

sions will be necessarv.
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Tbr«e modifkatiuns of the process are shown in figs. 1, 2, and 3,

in which a r<jpre»t>ut» Uie colour screens. 6 the negative film, and
.- a ilevf !•: I : : . : ilie positive film presuming the use of one lens

only !: :_, I fs the numerals on the negative side and on
the poulue «ide represent the successive or consecutive motion
pbaaM. Figs, la, 2a, and 3" show the application of two lenses

k A> and coloar screens for the purpose of making negatives.

Referring now to fig. 1, or the former case, the negative 6 is

taken tkroagk si« screens :—Three yellow (K) such as are usually

employed in black and white photography in conjunction with a
iianchrooiatised base, one blue-violet (B.V), one green (G), and one

rod (R), the ye'.I' A alternating with the other colours; whereas

o the latter cas«. :i^. 2, four screens would be used; two yellow

K n« red (fli. >r d one green (G), the yellow alternating ae

•*:.ire. These c«io its are only given by way of example, the yellow

may bs omitted altogether if desired ; but, it would then b«
advisabls to substitute clear glass dummy filters of equal thick-

itess for the coloar arrcens.

Referring now to fig. 3. In certain cases, as where it is desirable

v> have very bright coloun, the black and white positive film can
« ton«d blue and thus form one of the colour elements. The

film, care should be taken that the individual colour elements that

constitute each composite unit of the complete film should as far as

possible be those immediately prior and subsequent to the

individual member of the base film.

Obviously coloured films prepared as above described are capable

of being run through an ordinary projector at the ordinary speed,

and, therefore, interchangeable with the common black and white

film, thus obviating the use of special apparatus for the exhibition

of the colour picture.

When using two lenses to make the negative film, one of the

lenses may have a stationary colour screen associated with it, and

the other may have rotatable screens, as indicated in figs, la, 2a.

and 3a, the exposures bein^ made alternately through the two

lenses.

THE AUTO COLOUR CAMERA.
Bt courtesy of Mr. F. Donisthorpe, 4a, Iliffe Yard, Crampton

Street, Walworth, S.E., we have recently had an opportunity of

seeing a camera far three-colour work which he is just putting

n
/ / J •t t t r r 9 tv ^ fZ ^•f ^^

*
1 H

* *
a

* 3 r
e

(' S*

A'ocA .~im,/i / J } 7 t r/ .. IS Ji.UJ,.- Z^i.r- d

^rtm f*^* Z z t * J rr « /.* .- „ 4 ' g.

^ltyjit..t •r * s s It /z * '* * - Z.

f.j. 'la

rv^ratim 4 b tlisa preferably taken through the foar screena a,

•J red |R) altemaling with blue-violet (B.V)

Sach a negative filter is not broadly new.

•riitur. .>i(h the invention, it is then printed, as in the

he " t«o«>l i.jr or black and white film " already

;.'u ; but tbs black and whits film is toned blue in the manner

.^nowo to pbotographer*. Such a film can be considered as

.
.' in tachnic*! parity with the others des:ribed, as the human

•yr< • 'I' .. h Issa aen>itu-- to blue than to either yellow or red, and

... , ,,« iinu .^ .ii. .'.r> .Urk iiiid being sharp produces the

Advantage is taken of

process, where a sharp

tig. a.

« ..

upon the market under the name of " Auto." When one calls Ui

mind -the mechanical or optical complexity of cameras which have

been designed for making the three colour-sensation negatives, Mr
Donisthorpe's instrument appears as of extraordinary simplicity.

It is, in fact, modelled upon the mechanism of the cinematograiph

camera, a simple cam movement serving to move the film into suc-

cessive positions for exposure. Unperforated panchromatic film Js

employed, and the cam movement is such that the longer dimension

of the picture is about 2i ins., whilst the shorter dimension ie

almost the width of the film. The three light-filters form part

I
of the shutter mechanism, and are mounted in ^ vertical frame

' ?>' f t y -0 X * t 9 J ^ ^y •x ^J *»f g 3 ^ ^ » W^ w » •v^ wm '•* '~^

«'1/'I*I«'|J1*|-*|*| -rj J|«l .>| t\*\.

9
ri« is^

. u« >. ;..«<-:mi«4 witb two noo sharp dyed gelatine reliefs. The

mg the positive film c in each of the above described

.riy shown in the respective developments of the

- nvs Htm c in • .« diagrams, but, of course, out of step printing

• 1) some eitriit possib>

Kor eiample. w -td of the combination shown in the positive in

fig. 3. it IS e<ioi!r. i>ossible to have the following combination :—

l;: «. 13 5 7 9 11 and »o on,

v.. (iw, 2 2 6 6 10 10 and so on.

Red. 4 4 8 8 12 snd so on,

r, which fa»<^ t^'' l>!iie in always in the middle aa regards motion,

•Jie olh-f of each picture being those immedistely prior

,nd »ih.- t, and these are altemaUly red and yellow,

. .'
, i..i respectively.

1 -
. the variooa eoloum on the black and white or toned

t^
c

Jlfstt r » i r 9 ff 'i 'r Ai.rrTi: .- X^r.-t-/.

yt/ic" z z f e ft 'r /* f-t - 4 «

»a ^ t r i /i M. /t * • -i

fig. i

which operates, in conjunction with the film-winding cam, in the

manner of a drop shutter. Thus, by means of a very simpU.

ODUide adjustment, the three exposures can be made in very rapid

succession, so rapidly that it is claimed for the camera that the

thT»re-o.»ld(h--8ensation exoosures may be made within a total period

of time short enough »o allow of snapshots being Uken. Also the

shutter mechrfhism may be adjusted for giving time or bulb expo

sures. The sensitive film is obtainable either as a daylight

loading spool or in lengths for loading ot the camera in the dark-

room. In the first form a spool for nine successive exposures, or

rather sets of triple exposures, costs 2s. In the latter form. Is. 6d.

It will be understood that the apparatus is designed for the making

of negatives from which three-colour prints or en'argements are

prepared by the cnstomary assemblage methods such as Raydex,-
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Finatyp«, etc. ; and the camera certainly represents a new and

greatly simplified form of mechanism for this purpose. Its price

•ompIet« with //6 lens is £6 15s.

EXPOSINQ AUTOCHROME PLATES ON INTERIORS
IN WINTER.

Thb exposure of an Autochrome colour plate, indoors, under the

weak light that obtains in winter, is a very different proposition to

that of attempt ng the same work durinpf-the spring or summer. I

have lately been conducti:ig a number of e.xpeiiments in this directien

and—incidentally—wasting a number of precious and costly plates,

ere I at last obtained really fine result's.

First,' as to the focussing. As the light is much less powerful
fsr more care should be expended on this, otherwise, it is com-
monly found that some part of the plate is slightly " fuzzy," in-

stead of absolutely sharp. Focus with the lens at full apertur<>

and adjust until as much of the centre of the picture as possible

is fully defined. Now work round the outside, constantly making
small adjustments of the swing back and front until the whole is

as definitely defined as can be accomplished. Patience expended
in this way is amply repaid in the finished resultj for it is really

astonishing how much can be done to focus sharply by small

adjustments, and the sharper the picture can be made—without
stopping down—the greater the amount of light that passen and,
consequently, the shorter the exposure necessary.

After the utmost has been done with the swing back and front,

recourse must be had to stopping down the aperture of the lens,

though this should on no account be done beyond the largest stop

that will give accurate definition.

Colour rendering is not altered by stopping down considerably

more than is actually needful, but the exposure is greatly lengthened,

and it is difficult to develop fully the detail in the shadows without
sacrificing the high-lights.

As an experiment on this point, I chose a dull, clouded day.
and in an ordinary room, with large windovfs on one side facing

west, focussed my camera. After obtaining the sharpest definition.

I doubled the stop necessary to secure this, with the result that,

on the ground-glass screen, the best lit and most prominent objects

could only just be discerned on the g'ass. I then calculated my
exposure and found it ran into some hours, so that I opened the
slide and shutter, closed up the room and went away. When the

time had elapsed I returned, closed the sh^itter and slide, and took
it straight to the dark room and immediately developed. Tlio

finished picture gave me strong and vigorous rendering, but with

/ess of the finer d tail in the darker portions than another picture,

taken under the same conditions, of the same subject, with a
sufficien ly small stop only to ensure good definition.

This leads one to the conclusion that the light is not only weaker,
but lacks penetrative power, even when it is allowed to act for a

proportionately longer time.

Calculating the correct exposure in winter, especially when the
sky, as is usually the rase, is overcast, cannot be judged by ordinary
methods. T'^e Autochrome plate, we are told, needs an exposure
of 50 to 60 fmes that necessary for an ordinary plate, in order to

•btain a fully exposed and correct rendering in colour of the object

or scene photogrnphed, but, in addition to this, we must add
roughly six times the exposure needed when the sun is shining to

eompnsate for the lack of penetrative power. Experience has cou-

Tinced me that in winter, not only mast we first obtain an
approximately correct exposure, but that, whenever the sky is

cloudy, it is essent al to add five or six times the additional time
needful under a clearer light. And, in addition to this, double
or treble the whole. One cannot do more than hint on this point,

for the speed of a lens varies so greatly, and the matter can only
be corr c''y solved by making an experimental exposure or two
for onese'f. Contro'.led development must be followed to obtain
an accurate result.

Temperatures, etc., vary so greatly at this seajion, with their

accompanying result on chem'ca! action that no other way is

possible. One may have had absnUitely correct exposure, but even
then the p'ate may be spoiled if the ai'tnmatic (2i minutes) method
i« employed, because the development does not commence and is

not carried on so vigorously as under warmer conditions. It it t

good plan to have the dark room at a temperature of 60 degrees

for working, and also to keep all solutions, etc., in a warm place,

but be careful to test these with a thermometer when ready V)

use. My experience of the Autochrome is that it will not fog oj

frill readily under proper treatment, but too warm a temperature of

the developer brings both these troubles at once.

Watch your development carefully by rapid examinations of th*

plate from a light fitted with Virida paper. Do not subject it t<

long exposure even to this; examine quickly and cover either t

source of light or the tray containing the plate. It is a greai

temptation, where one can see the development, to carry this too

far as more and more fine detail seems to be building up, but, if

this is. done, the resulting picture will be poor, washy, and thin ia

its rendering.

Remember that it is being examined by a very diminished light,

and rapidly at that, and there is a great deal more detail there

than can be recogni.sed. Parts of the plate that seem to be only

just faintly tinged with greyness in the developer wjll, after

reversal and re-development, be found to contain vigorous and
correct colour, whi'e if this first development be prolonged to obtain

more detail, we shall really be getting less in the finished picture.

Yet another hint, do not develop later in the day than can be

helped, for the strongest light-action possible is required in reversal

and second dev^^lopment to ensure the best re.sult. In winter it is

beet to carry the plate in the tray, immediately it is immersed in

the reversing solution, into the open air, so that the fullest and
clearest light possible is utilised in the chemical action.

H. W. Canning Weight.

The Bleach-out Process.—Dr. G. Plotnikow, in a work, " Lehr-

.

buch der Photochemie," a chapter of which is quoted in advance

by " Photographische Industiie," makes the following observations

on this much-investigated but now greatly neglected process of

colour photography :-=^The lines along which the bleach-out process

has hitherto been developed appear to give little promise of success.

In the processes which have been brought forward the basis is the

photo-chemical oxidation of dyes by the oxygen of the air or by

other oxidising agents, such sti hydrogen peroxide, organic per-

oxides, etc. The chemical process is therefore of the foUowinjj

typo :

F-fA.= P
vihere F is the dye, A the sensitiser, and P the product which is.

obtained. A and P require to be colourless substances. In the

case in question A is oxygen or iome other oxidising agent, and

F the light-sensitive substance. But inasmuch as oxygen is always

present, that is to say, the substance A cannot be eliminated from

the reaction, artificial means, the so-called fixing, require to be

used in order to bring the reaction to an end. This fixing consists

in reacting upon the dye with other substances which render it

fast. Such reagents .are, however, not easy to find, and new bodies

produced by their action exhibit a difference of light absorption, so

that there is an alteration of the appearance of the prints. It

therefore appears that very little practical success is likely to come
from the methods which have so far been recommended. There is.

however, another form in which the process might be develope!

The dye F could bo one of a fast character in respect to oxidatioi,

forming a colourless product in the presence of a colourless su'

stance A. We then have conditions as follows :—After exposun

had taken place the substance A would be removed by washing-

evaporation or chemical decomposition. There would then remaiTi

only the ;ight-faft dye F, a"d there is no reason to suppose tha'

the colour-rendering would then be different from that originall

produced. The difficulty of such a process consists in the discovers

of suitable fast dyes of the required properties, and of correspond-

ing compo'inds to react w'th them. It would be immaterial whether

the reaction took the form of a s\'nthe.-<is, decomposition or. other

process. Inasmuch as this field has not been investigated, it cannot'

be said at the present time which dyes are adapted for the purpose.

The organic chemist may be able to indicate them, and it ia not

impossible that quite new cla-oses of dyes may come into existence

which will provide the solution of the problem.
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THREE-COLOUR LANTERN TRANSPARENCIES.

[WiiJi

bUg<<
'

-
'°*'^'^*'"° °' **"" ^»»*°chrome and Paget processes the making of three-colour transparencies by the older

prooMMS has largely lost the interest, so far as practice i.s concerned, of colour workers. The practical details
..f thcM- |.rocMJi« eren tend to be forgotten; and therefore it is good to find two American workers, Messrs. C. K.
T«Mier and E. E. .Miller, in the "Camera," doing the best thing to keep them alive, viz., describing their own practice
iri the making and printing of the tbrco separate colour-sen.sation negatives. The following is a reprint of the chief
|N>rti«n of thoir pap<-r

—

Kds. " Colour Photography Supplement.]

Tnr. apparatus retjuirvd, i«king it for granted that you liare

^ I... ,.._.,.... „oj great. An auastigmat lens is a

nxcept for the iiu»t critical work, a long
' > >^ Kiii aniwer, only the centre of the field being

I A .' ' Inn* will not make a let of plates, the positiveN
"I wiiirti >.;> ' tiratcly sap«>rimpo*ed.

Th« plat. tu be UMd tbould be carefully osaminoci

H> pkie* made of the subject must lie

rwi«e the iroai:e« will not be exactly

III the red or blue printing

tioM. Also it is preferable
j

.uklcr* Us umhI Si* iur vertical picture!*, at there is I

' of moriag the i-amora irhilv clMtnging sliilrs. i

"' ;>aachrainatic plate will prnbubly make a go<Ml |

^n Bo^tiree, wo use and will give dire<'tiou^

"ler'a 8|>ectrum Plates used with Cramer's

Do not attem)>t t<> uae the filter^ of one
<iiii of aoothar, or vice vtrta, and then blame

maker for the poor results. " Adopt one brand

.ittd stick to it," i* very goiid advice that i< often

•eldom beaded. The Cramer tri-colour filters, aise

' preaent $13.6<) per set. which is the only

"inired Beside the filters the following

r loine other make <>f paramido-

mate of potassium, «tuiii. strong

Onaounc«> e»ch of methylene blue, tartrazine

•ill.-. We will al*o require one doxen 8 by 10

lin (or printing the iMwitiveti. The follow-

but iiiit eaaaiitial : Four 1,000 c.c. flasks

'tall pattern), two doxen wooden
t«i be waterproofed in melted

.u'.t. il b*> needed, «od ran easily be nuiile. Pro- I

the drii.iu: I <i pill box .-.lightly larger than the lens
j

' The liiJ .> the part required. Glue to the top

half inch «iaar« of heavy card; when dry. cut

...»,. both corresponding to the diameter of the lens.

'Z with r<'lv< t till it is a snu^ fit on the front <ell.

" "'(es of the two and one-half inch card, glue strips

ter inch wide and equal to the thirki of tii«

Aii'i 'Ml l««p of *'• •• •li.^l>»'v "Idpr piocf t«i fnriii :i frnrl.

ill which the filter freely slides. A small piece of card
fastened at the bottom to keep the filters from dropping
through, completes Jfie holder. This is not elaborate, but
answers the purpose. The sketches fully illustrate its con-
struction.

It is always best to expose the plates through the filters

in a certain rotation (red, green, blue is satisfactory), which,
if always used, will avoid confusion.

Wo will assume that lantern slides are to be made, and give
instructions accordingly.

For the first attempt a rather simple subjeft is suggested,
a fruit group containing an orange, a banana, a red and a
green apple. Tliese oan be placed on a coloured or plain di.sh,

but one of white or containing too much white should be
avoided. A suitable barkgiound should be used ; a rather

bjy B 3

dark one gives the most pleasing results. Have it sufficiently

long so that it ran be placed under the dish and then curved

upward to form the background. The lighting should be as

uniform' as possible, as deep shadows, unless one has experience

in this work, are sure to cause trouble. The colour contrasts

will give sufficient brilliance to the finished slide. We have

not mentioned that each sheet or 8 by 10 film cuts into nine

piece*) ' approximately 3 3-16 by 2 3-8. Therefore, when
composing the view it is best to use a mask not larger

than 2f by 2. Just outside the actual picture space place a

sheet of white paper, as this is essential for future reference.

Focus sharply through the red filter, which is visually the

brightest, and stoj) down till all is needle sharj).

The fiu-tors for Cramer filters with Cramer .Spectrum Plates

are fairly constant, only the red changing. The red is usually

eight times normal, the green sixteen, and the blue four times.

The use of an exposure meter (such as the Wynne, Watkins
,.r Tcnporinl'i, wliicli actually tests the light, is urged. Having

B
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decided the normal exposure, expose the plates each under its

proper filter and mark the holders so that they can easily be
identified. As these plates are extremely sensitive to red, only

a green safelight can be used, and this cautiously.

The following developer gives especially good results on the
above-mentioned plates :

—

Water ... ... ... ... 8 ozs.

Eodelon ... ... ... ... ... 15 grs.

Sodium sulphite ... ... ... ... 60 grs.

Potassium carbonate... 70 grs.

Potassium bromide, 10 per cent, solution, 6 drops
(only if necessary).

With a soft pencil, mark the edge of the plate exposed under
the red filter with one line on the emulsion, that through the
green with two lines or a corner may be marked with (R, G,
or B) the letter designating the filter used. This will posi-
tively identify the plates if no mistake has been made in
removing them from the holders. Place all three plates in
one tray and pour on the developer, being sure to cover them
quickly, as this developer is very rapid. At 65 deg. F. develop
for exactly two and one-half minutes and transfer without
washing to an acid fixing bath. When the plates are fixed,
examine the images of the white paper, which 'should be the
same density on all three plates. If this is not the case, make
another set of negatives, but alter the filter factors. Once
these are established they are correct for all plates of one
emulsion number. A very slight difi'erence in density will not
noticeably affect the final result ; in fact, the image of the red
filter plate is often slightly less dense than that of the green.
The appearance of these negatives will probably be disappoint-
ing, for they will bo very thin, but that is the condition
required. Also the exposure is better if over than under, as
there must be no clear glass in any shadows.
We will now suppose that the fruit group mentioned is the

object photographed. The first to be examined is the image
of the white paper. Under a good light place a magazine
page, holding the negatives about four inches above the page,
the printing should just be visible through the portions of the
white paper forming the highest light; a white paper in a
shadow will, of course, be less dense. Now take up the red
filter negative. The banana (if ripe) will be about the same
or a trifle less dense than the white; the orange slightly less
dense ihan the banana; the red apple (if very dark red)
will be thinner than the or^ange; the green apple will
be very thin. The green filter plate will show the
banana about the same as the red filter plate; the
orange will be much thinner; the red apple almost clear
glass, and the green apple nearly as dense as the white.
The yellow filter plate will show the banana, orange, and
green apple very thin, and the red apple slightly denser. This
appearance of the plates is only approximately correct, as the
actual tint of the fruit varies, and the densities above given,
wbile correct for the three plates we have before us, would in
all probability vary with another group.

Sensitising the film for printing is the next step. As we do
not depend on the silver in the emulsion we can open the film
in any light. Do not expose it unnecessarily long to daylight,
as it will, of course, darken, and this would agect the con-
trast of our print. Cut one sheet into three equal pieces.
Immerse one of these in the following sensitiser, being careful
to remove all air bubbles :

—

_ Water 35 ozs. 1,000 c.c.s.

Potassium bichromate ... 315 grs. 20 gms.
When dissolved, add ammonia water till the colour changes
from orange to lemon yellow. The solution should be stirred
while the ammonia is being added. The sensitiser will slightly
retain the smell of ammonia when the proper quantity has
been added. The fihn should be bathed for five minutes at
60 deg. F. After required bathing, drain, and with a wad
of cotton carefully wipe the back or celluloid side. This is
very important, as any drops that may form on the back will
affect the finished result. All these operations can be performed
by gas or other artificial light, as the film is only sensitive
when dry or nearly dry. Only sensitise as much film as is

actually needed, as it will only keep for about three dayB, but
for the first print it may bo as well to sensitise more, for
until you are acquainted with the printing and developing
some is sure to bo spoiled.

Carefully clean the back of the negatives. Make a. Soli

(P.O. P.) print from tbe red filter negative. When the highest
light shows the slightest tint it is finished. Keep accurate print-
ing time, as this is the test for printing the film. It is to be
preferred that the print be made in the shade. If all the nega-
tives are practically the same density only one test need I

made. Now carefully clean with a soft cloth tbe celluloid surfa^
of the film ; any dirt or lint left on this surface will show, :

the print is made through the celluloid. Now cut the stri

into three and place one of these pieces celluloid surface i

contact with the gelatine surface of the negative and print f<.

exactly the same time that you printed the Solio proof.
Make prints in the same way from each of the negatives and
place them in a box. As it is impossible to tell from the
appearance of the film before dyeing, one from the other, it

is necessary to mark them. When the print from the red
filter negative is removed from the frame, cut a small piece
from one corner : that from the green filter negative should
have two corners cut. It is advisable to use as small a print-
ing frame as possible. Around the ©dge of the frame build
up to a height of about 6 in. a wall of black card or paper.
This will prevent all but the direct light from acting on the
print and will tend to give slightly sharper images.

The developing of these prints is done in hot water. It is
of some importance that the temperature should be between
100 deg. and 112 deg. F. Heat the water to 112 deg. F., remove
one film from the box, and clip in the centre of one end with
a spring clip. Hang this on the edge of the vessel so that the
film is entirely below the surface of the water. In about a
minute the upper surface of the gelatine will be softened and
begin to peel off, and by moving it gently about in the
water all the gelatine not hardened by the action of the light
will be removed, and the white image will gradually assume
the proper contrasts. When the highest light is practically
clear the development is finished, and should be checked by
holding the film under a gentle stream of cold water. Now
transfer the print to a di^- clip and hang on a line to dry,
being sure to remove all drops of water from the back of
the print. Proceed with the others in the same way. If the
films have been properly exposed they will develop only so
much and then stop. This can be ascertained by holding the
film above the water and watching the water that drops from
a comer. This should show only the slightest traces of the
gelatine emulsion. If under-exposed there will be large patches
of clear celluloid showing where the lightest and middle tints
should have been. If over-exposed the whites will not clear
unless the temperature of the water is raised. Do not raise
the water above 120 deg. F., as it is almost certain to crinkle
the celluloid and render it useless. Under no condition should
th^ gelatine surface be touched, as it is so soft that the
slightest contact will mar the surface.

When the films are dry they are ready for fixing and stain-
ing. The fixing may be done in any convenient fixing bath
that may be handy, but a weak solution of plain hypo with
a small crystal of red prussiate of potash dissolved in it is to
bo preferred.

The dye baths are made as follows:—
Blue Dye Bath.

Water 1,000 c.c.s. 36 ozs.

Methylene blue 2 gms. 8 gi«.

Sodium carbonate ... ... 1 gm. 15 grs.

Red Dtb Bath.
Water 1,000 c.c.s. 35 ozs,
Basic fuohsine 2 gms. 3 gr«.

Sodium carbonate 1 gm. 16 grs.

Yeliow Dye Bath.
Water 1,000 c.c.s. 36 ozs.
Tartrazine 3 gms. 4 grs.
Glacial acetic acid 10 c.c.s. 3 drms.

The dyes should be carefully dissolved in about ." ozs. of warm
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w»i«£ and filtered into the larger quantity of water. After
*'" films are fixed and washed they should bo suspended in

r proper dye baths. Be sure to move the film gently in

the dye so that it will stain evenly. Tlie film printed under
the red filter negative lone corner cut) is to be stained blue,

that under the green filter negative (two corners cut) is to
be stained red, and the remaining film yellow. The staining

require* some little time. If the dye baths are too strong
the print* lack gradation, the lighter tints being heavy. If

are too dilute the required depth of tint cannot be
except by prolonged soaking. The blue positive is

unliKeiy to give trouble. When stained to what seems to be
the deeired tint, dip a few times in clear water to remove
fiirplus dye. If the whites are slightly tinted, bathe in water
•:ritil they ere clear and hang up to dry.
' The reid poeitive usually appears rather flat and heavy
unli^ea the dye bath is so dilute that the time of staining is

uii.iiilv loiiu' If it is too flat, bathe in clear water until the

prji'er • i;traat and clearness of the whitee is obtained; a

title borax in the water will ha^^ten this.

The treatment of the yellow film differs slightly from the

other*. The dye is very easily washed out; care should be

taken that too much is not removed. When it appears

correct, place in a solution of acetic acid. No. 28, 1 oz. to

10 oca. of water. This serves to set the dye.

When the films are dry, place the yellow on the blue and

carefnlly matdi the outlines. Hold with two clips and then

ragUter the red on the new green image. If all the steps

have been csrefaQy followed out, the transparency will show

with startling aocnracy the colours of the subject. If the

tin*< are not oorrcet it is usually an easy matter to pick out

:'ile. If the entire transparency is of the correct or

lonsity, bnt shows a decided reddish or bluish cast,

roilace th>>ro by trashing. It is practically impossible to give

inxtruction- f^r '-nrr<>ctions, but a little practice will enable

oiie to
i

He faults and correct them. When familiar

with a'.i ails of the ° procees it is very seldom that

trouble will lie experienced in adjusting the colours, as you

will be familiar with the appearance of the different tints

required to make any desired shade.

The mounting' is done in the following manner : Dissolve

•on.. KF.!-,' '.'liloid in ooetone or amyl acetate until the

r.>-', tani •.^lation IS aboot the oonsistency of syrup. Cut
fr 'I.- bkck paper in which the film is packed a mask with

.

' '>l>er-aisM) opening. Carefnlly clean one side of a

. I.^as and faaten the mask to the glass by applying a

.iionnt of the above cement to each rorner. .\dju8t the

'' I- int, gelatine side down, on the mask, and fasten in

jxrtitiuu temporarily with two clips; when in desired position

caroent the eorners to the mask. After the cement has dried,

rarefolly cleAn the oellaloid surface of the blue print and

superimpoae oa it the yellow print. It ia beat to use a magni-

fying glaa* to be rare that the two images exactly coincide.

Cement this yeOew print to the bine, and in tbi- same manner
3^j...> >!... wf^ print, then bind up in the usual manner.

I ••r in diffprimt publications the opinions of

-n aa to the value of intensifying or reducing

lonr negative.*. The various theories against the

<>t Mem to hold good. A negative that is too

. ,> a aiide that will be good in its values but still

> vigour snd depth of colour desired; the obvious

do is to inloti-ify. The tendency will be to over-

I
• .nd here let us caution you that a very slight intensifi-

'< all that i* required.

The following has been found to give excellent results, and
may be repeated if the first treatment does not give sufficient
density :

—

Water...

Potassium bichromate
Hvdrochloric acid ...

4 f>/.%.

20 grs.

40 minims.

Bleach thoroughly in the above solution ; then wash in clear
water until all traces of yellow chroniate stain are ri>moved, and
develop in any developer you may have on hand. If pyro is

used, give it an extra dose of sulphite so that the plate will

not be stained. A short washing completes the process. Exces-
sive density is best reduced by bleaching and washing as above
and then partially developing the image. When developed to
what you think is the correct amount, fix as usual and then
wash. All these operations may be carried out in stronj;

artificial light or screened daylight.

If the reader does not wish to go to the expense of pur-
chasing the Cramer filters, the gelatine filters of Wratten and
Wainwright will answer temporarily. These filters and the
Wratten and Wainwright Panchromatic plates can be pur-
chased from nearly all Kodak agencies.

The filter factors for the A.B.C. filters are given on a
card which will be found in each box of plate?. These plates

have rather high filter factors, causing unduly long exposures.
and are backed. This backing may be of advantage, but it

certainly is messy.

The develgper and time of development given on the card
will probably produce more contrasts and density than
desired, but if you wish to use it, use only one-half the

quantity of each of the three solutions or use twice as muoli

water. There is no reason why these plates will not produce

results, but we have always used and had good results with

Cramer's, and saw no reason for making a change.

No doubt the reader will consider this too much trouble.

judging entirely from the lengthy explanation, but we assnr<'

him that the process is not a difficult one. We have, perhaps,

gone more thoroughly into details than the average articles

on colour processes, but there is much more that could be added

were it not for making this too lengthy.

Our advice to anyone is to try tie process. Time spent in

making a successful slide is well spent, and ]^>erhaps you will

conclude, as we have, that black-and-white pictures are no

longer worth while. If the reader has at liis disposal an

electric arc light he need not wait for, or depend on, daylight

for any of tlw operations of this process; in fact, for making

the plates any light will be found suitable with the exception

of the mercury-vapour light, which contains no red rays. If

one has electricity, a properly arranged battery of nitro-

tungsten lamps will give a beautiful light for the purpose.

Those with a clear or ground bulb are desired, as the newer

blue-tinted bulb acts as a filter, cutting down the red rays.

The mantle gas lamps will also be found satisfactory, but

rather slow.

The filter factors for Cramer filters using the Northern Arc

are: Red, 8 times; green, 7J times; and blue, 3J times. For

printing, tlie arc will be found more satisfactory than day-

light, for if the distance in printing from the carbons is

kept constant, the printing time for a set of negatives, once

established, will always be right.

C. K. Teameb.

E. E. MlULEB.

\ ^r. RaraoDucnoNs.-^'rhe Mareh issue of the "National

,, . Magaaine," which is almost exclasively devoted to an

liiuntraKKi account of the Ross-Smith aerial voyage to Australia,

ODfrtaiM a section of fall-page reproductions in colour of Anto-

ehramsa by Miss Helen Measinger Murdoch, whose magnificent

wotk in the Aotochrom* process waa a feature of R.P.S. exhibi-

tiooe a few yt»n ago. Mis* Murdoch haa travelled over a good

part of the world, and her colour photographs made in Ceylon

and India, which here lighten the monochrome pages, provide an

illustration of her skill in landscape as well as in portraiture. The

halftone three-colour reproductions have been exceedingly well

done, though necessarily are not comparable with the originals for

brilliancy and fidelity of colour rendering. The magazine is pub-

lished at Hubbard Memorial Hall, Washington, United States.
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A NEW GREEN SENSITISER.

ffa the following note, publisbod in tlio current issue of " Photographische Kundschaii," Dr. E. Konig gives the first

particulars of a new oolour-sonsitising dye which has special and greater sensitising properties in the green part of the

spectrum, and is found to confer an advantage in practice in the making of the colour-sensation negatives for processes of

colour photogi«phy or colour cinematography.—Ei)S. "B.J."]

At the present time there is no lack of red seusitisers. The
ic'd-sonsitivonoss of plates sensitised with pinacyanol or similar

dya-* fulfils all the requirements of photographic practice. Our
aim of late years has, therefore, been not as formerly the
improvement of red-sensitive plates, hut the dis<'overv of a

hpecific sensitiser for green. From both the scientific and
linuctical standpoints this long-desired dye has now been
obtained in a new colouring matitor to which the name of

(linaflavol has been given.

Pinaflavol belongs to au entirely now class of basic dyes, and
was prepared in the photo-chemienl laboratory of the Hoch.st

dye works by Dr. Robert Schuloff. The dyes of this series are

characterised by their yellow colour and by their specific sensi-

tising properties for the green part of the spectrum. Their

behaviour towards acids is similar to tliat of the pinacyanols

;

tlicy are stable ton-ards acetic acid, but are decolourised by
mineral acids.

Dr. 3. M. Eder writes of the ne^y dye as follows:—" In

Pinaflavol we have obtained the long required green sensitiser,

having a maximum at about the line E (wave length 530 nii)

falling sharply to D and e-xtending without gaps to F. In

comparison with the eosiiie dyes Pinaflavol does not exliibit

the unfortunate minimum in the blue-green, but yiekls a

^trong, even s])ectral band over the whole of the green, blue

:ind violet."

.4s regards the sensitising cun-e of Pinaflavol, the rapid fall

of the sensitiveness at D (in the yellow) is of .special interest.

In practice this fact is shown that in making- an exposure on a

coloured chart with a medium yellow filter the yellon'-gi-een

is obtained stronger than the yellow. In orthochroraatic

photc^raphy there is, of course, no advantage in tliis, siucB

yellow is visually lighter than green. Thus, for the preparation

of orthochromatic plates the older sensitisers, orythrosino,

ethyl-rod or Pinaverdol are to be preferred. But in processes

of three-colour photography the advautflge is proportionately

greater. As is well known in making a set of three colour-

sensation negatives the rod printing plate exposed through the

green filter requires the longest oxiJosurc. The i.socyanine or

crythrosine plates hitherto used all possess a considerable sensi-

tiveness to yellow and oven to orange. It is, therefore, neces-

sary to damp down the yellow and oi'ange by means of the

giei'n filter in order to obtain the ))etter effect of the green.

But a green filter, on account of the density of all green

lives, absorbs a good deal of light, and, therefore, consider-

:il>!y jirolongs the time of exposure.

Owing to its favourable sensitising curve. Pinaflavol allows

f the red printing negative being made with a yellow filter;

tlie filter requires only to fulfil the purpose of cutting out

\ iolet and blue. Inasmuch as yello«- filters are of a higfi

degree of transparency, the time of exposure can be redueed_

to at least one-ball. This shortening of the time of exposure

is of eonsideral)lo value, not only to makers of three-colour

process blocks, but also to those practising photography in

natural colours, and particularly in colour cinematography,

V (lere any reduction of the period of exposure is an important

advantage. It will thus be seen that Pinaflavol is an important

addition to the available colour sensitisers, and represents a

notable piece of progress in colour photography.
Pinaflavol is used in the same manuei' as the eyanine and

isocyanine sensitisers. The sensitising bath is made as

follows :
—

Distilled water ... ... ... ... 100 c.c.s.

Pinaflavol, solution of 1 part in 1.000

parts of water ... ... ... ... 2 c.o.s.

Plates are bathed in this sensitisinfj Tinth for about two

raiuutes in the dark, or by rod light, allowed to drain

thoroughly and dried. The sensitising bath compounded with

a mixture of alcohol and water, as is largely employed «ith

the isocyanine dyes, may also bo used, but yields plates of a

lower degree of sensitiveness. Ex,periments made in the wa/
of combining Pinaflavol with other sensitisers have so far failed

to yield good results. Pinaflavol is also suitable for the sensi-

tising of collodio-bromide emulsion, for wliioh purpose about

20 c.c.s of a solution of 1 gm. Pinaflavol in 1,000 c.c.s. alcohol

are added to 1 litre of emulsion.

Dr. E. Konig.

Ives's Medxco-Chbomogbams—Mr. F. E. Iv«8 announces that

he has introduced a sufficiently truthful, simple and inexpensive

system of colour photography for making records in medical

hospitals, comprising a special stereoscopic colour camera, a ainiplo

fixed-focu,-: copying camera for making transposedimagc colour

transparencies, and the Verak Stereoscope for viewing them in

natural relief.

Technically a " two-colour " process, it is in reality a two-

coloiir/'/«(' process, by virtue of Mr. Ives's invention of the

dicliroic red-to-yellow print from the green-blue negative colour

lecord, and truthfully renders the colours found in the class of

subjects for which it is recommended.
The stereoscopic feature is most important in this kind of work,

and involves no complication in the operation of the p'ocess. The
images as seen in the Verak stereoscope ai'e convincing re-creations

of the subjects photographed, witlioul " .structure," and in true

relief and perspective.

Two identical panchromatic plates arc exposed simultaneously

and developed sunultaneously, producing the stereoscopic negative
colour record, and the colour positives are made from lh°se nega-

tives by Mr. Ives's original and must simple phologiaphic mordant
dye process, converting the silver image to a transparent variety

ot silver ferrocyanide, which in turn mordants the respective

colours from basic dye baths. Any desired number of the stereo-

scopic colour prints can be made from the original negatives,

also lantern slides and paper prints. Particulars and prices are

obtainable from Mr. Ives, 1,327, Spruce Street, Philadelphia, U.,S.

AtJTOCHROME PoBTBArruEE.—M. Herve, one of the veterans of

the French Photographic Society, recently delivered before the

latter body a short talk on the attractiveness of Autochrome por-

traiture by natural light out of doors or in the studio. While
admitting that exposures ranging from 10 to 40 seconds were
necessary in his experience for successful work, he nevertheless

found that there were numerous graceful poses in which sitters

found no difficulty in remaining motionless for such times. He
advised that colours in the costume should be neither too dark
nor too pale ; light blue and mauve are especially to be avoided,

whilst Japanese blue, dark green and bright red yield excellent

results and a bright note of colour if used with discretion. He
advised that direct simlight should l>e avoided. Whilst in an open
courtyard or garden an exposure ot 10 seconds may be considered a

normal one, 4 or 5 seconds will suffice on a sea beach, but in

woodland surroundings, where the reflecte<l light is predominantly
green, 25 to 30 seconds will be necessary. M. Herve gave these

data as purely arbitrary and not in accordance with the indications

of an fliCtinometer. Yet in his experience they had proved a useful

guide for relative exposures under different conditions. When
using a lens of aperture //lO or //12, he would consider 20 seconds
as approximately the normal exposure, which naturally could be
greatly reduced by the use of modern lenses of larger aperture. A
great deal of his work had been done, however, with a Dallmeyer
lens of about //lO aperture. He found it of advantage to make a

pretence of exposing a plate in order to put the sitter at his cr

her ease through a long exposure. He found that sitters experi-
ence no difficulty in remaining still for the necessary length of
time after having once or twice realised how long it was.
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COLOUR RENDERING IN THE SCREEN=PLATE
PROCESSES.

Tbk taking of pbotographa in natural colours has become »
iairly simple matUr, bat if theae photographs are. to have
anv value from the commercial, scientific, or pictorial point
of tiew, It is moat important that the colour n-ndering should
be a faithful one. Colour d<>gradation is often vt-ry pro-
nounced in colour transparencie*, due not to inherent short-
r.)ming» of th* Ki*en-plat«> proceasea, but rather to the
neglect of fandanrntal principles in tiie torhniquo of this
branch of rolnar photography, and it is thought that perhaps
Mune not«« upon th« caotea adversely affecting the purity
of colour rendering, and some hints upon the prevention of

may be of use to those who are not very
•ii» branch of work. •

'. met with in Krt>en-plato colour

ition, duo to the effect of coloured
'>iu nt>ar objects finding their way to

action add.s a local, or general, tint
••• I >« iraiuparpiuy, to the detriment of the colour render-
<r-j a« a whole. Thio phenomenon must alwiiys be watched
f r ',y the colour photographer, y<!t many seem to bo almost

i»are of it, mpef-ially wheq the action of the coloured
li.iit baa affected the whole of the transparency. Colour
'!• gradation is oftrrn regarded as inseparable from the screen-

plat* aoloar proo«Mea, and though this is to Nome extent

correct, thm dafact csa be prevented to a much greater extent

than it is.

Some tiow ago I was photographing a flower study, as is

iiir uitii^kl coatom oat of doors, uning an .^ut<ichrome plate

vTM-neil in tha ordinary way. When the finiNhiKl triins-

fttkr-nry WBs asamined. I was surpriaad to find that over

till' lower half of the picture there was a de<-idedly blue

lint. At 6rst l«akag« of light round the filter cell, or some

-iD.ill pin-hole not provioualy noticed in the bellows of the

• .:.:. i'r» was soapected, but subMH{uent examination showed

Ti>\t. th" transparoncy was not fogged, or locally over-dense,

u. A, .111! be the case in the affected portion if either of

Me caoaes mentioned was responsible. There was

M the rompcsition of the picture itself that could

n the blue tint. I notioed that a pale-blue twill

1.1 that I sometimes use lay rolled up just under

r| of the camera, and it was afterwards found

tion that when the Autochrome was exposed it

ift of coloured light across the lens of the

- rise to the colour degradation referred to.

If t_i ir contrasts of the subject are inclined to be

weak, or 'J.,, colonra are among those beet described as

ndofinite, or are mixtures of the primary colours, there

seems to be a ^ndency for the more difficultly-rendered colours

to lose their purity; such as when photographing a sitter in a
white or cream dress against a lawn, or hedge of a pronounced
green colour. More often than not, the flesh tones, qr the
colours of the dress, will assume a decided green tint, caused

b) the strong coloured light reflected upon these weaker colours,

from adjacent surroundings that may, or may not, be included

in the picture. At the same time, I must point out that

unless very difficult subjects are being photographed, or those

presenting great extremes of contrasts in colour, a full

exposure will often prevent this possibility. The worst case.s

of flegraded colours that I have seen were upon plates obviously

grossly under-exposed, and I would further add that the

poHsibility of colour d^radation is far greater when brightly-

coloured objects are close to the lens than, when they are

included in the composition itself.

The great secret of preventing degradation of colours

through the cause mentioned lies in having the lens

adequately hooded, to such an extent in fact, that all light-

rays are cut off that are not actually needed to form the

picture. Not only must the photographer bo on the watch

to prevent coloured reflected light from near objects from

spoiling the purity of the colouring of his picture, but in

these days of anastigmats made to cover larger plates mounted

in shallow mounts and fitted upon modem cameras })Ossess-

ing only the minimum bellows construction, scattered light

in the camera, reflected upon the plate, has a very bad effect

upon the perfection and purity of the colour rendering. This

possibility can be prevented by having the lens well hooded.

Many colour photographers seemingly ignore thi.s to their

own disadvantage.

The lens itself is not often looked upon as having, any

real bearing upon faithful colour rendering, and any of the

modern ana.stigniats by reputable makers may be regarded

as beyond question in the matter of its colour corrections.

The K.R. lens, particularly if an old instrument, may give

risoTB" trouble, by reason of tho fact that it will not be fully

corrected. In colour photogra])hy, more than in any other

branch of work, the lens should bo so corrected that all light-

rays are brought to the same focus. The old H.R. Ions will

probably be hardly corrected for red rays at all, but the

more modern instrument of this type may be satisfaetiiry

enough. In illustration of the shortcomings of a very old,

though otherwi.se satisfactory, R.R. lens, in the matter of

colour corraction. I may mention that I once possessed one >

of the,se instruments that gave curious purple tones in

certain areas of a colour transparency, while in oomixwitioBs

B
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containing red, such as a landscape with a few flowers of

this shade in the foreground, those were always out of focus

in the picture.

.Another cause of false, or poor, colours in screen-plate

colour-transparencies may be traced to the use of an improper

colour screen, or one perhaps that has altered in its tint,

owing to too much exposure to bright sunlight. A few hours'

exposure to bright sunlight upon the front lens of a camera
is suflicient to alter the tint of the filter used for at least

one well-known colour process, showing the advisability of

using the filter ujxjn the back half of the lens, where this

possibility is avoided. While on the subject of filters, I may
poiiit out that a lens filt«>r suitable in every way for ordinary
subjects and conditions of lighting may under exceptional

oases be quite inadequate in its compensating power, thus
.nllowing an excess of violet or other rays to pass through.

When dealing with subjects that contain an excess of one
colour, it has been found a good plan to supplement the
deficiencies of the filter by the addition of another. In the
case of a snow scene, for instance, the ordinary Autochrome
tilter needs to be supplemented by another, such as a K.2,

in order to prevent the excess of ultra-violet light reflected

by the snow from degrading the latter. This is a case where
the lens hood is essential in preventing colour falseness from
the excess of light. When dealing with subjects that contain
extremes of colour contrasts, it has been suggested, as a

good plan for preventing colour degradations and excessive

green tint, to insert a special filter, with a view to absorb-
ing the excess of that particular colour, for a certain portion
of the whole exposure. I cannot speak from experience of

this method, but recently M. Schintz, at a meeting of the
French Photographic Society, demonstrated the value of

various filters that he had employed for the purpose of cor-

recting any general blue-green tint (" B.J." Col. Supp., Feb-
ruary 4, page 8). This idea seems to be well worth follow-

ing out. The filters used for colour photogr^iphy are certainly

open to improvement, and the plan mentioned above seems
to suggest a useful field for experiment.

There is still another often unsuspected cause of poor colours

upon screen-plate colour transparencies. I refer to fogging

of the plate by too much exposure to the dark-room lamp during
loading or development. Most workers hold the plate far

too near the lamp. I firmly believe that the light-rays from
the lamp, shining through the colour screen upon which the

Autochrome emulsion is coated while the plate is .still highly

colour-sensitive, is often responsible for the viridian tint

that so many colour transparencies possess. Though an Auto-

chrome plate has a decided dip in its spectrum curve in the

region of blue-green, many photographers are far too prone
to take liberties in this direction. In conversation with a

colour photographer recently, he remarked that his trans-

parencies always had a green tint and therefore were unfaithful

in their rendering. He was in the habit of developing his

plates in the dark room, by the Virida light, and I sug-

gested that this was probably the cause of the trouble. Ho
replied, No, because the plates were not fogged. Subse-

quent conversation and the examination of his results proved

that it was over-exposure to the dark-room lamp, and nothing

else, that was responsible for the defect. I would emphasise

the fact that if an Autochrome plate is slightly fogged through

holding its colour screen through too close or too long an
examination against the light of the Virida lamp, the effect

of this fog or veil will be a tint of the same colour. In

other words, what would be a slight veil upon a panchro-

matic plate will upon an Autochrome be invisible in this char-

acter, but will appear after reversal as indicated. All colour

plates should be kept at least 6 ft. away from the dark-

room lamp, using only the reflection of the light upon the

glass side of the plate in order to see which side is which

when loading or commencing the development of plates. After

development has well started it will be time enough to note

its progress; when the plate will be no longer so highly sensi-

tive though even then caution is necessary. I always advo-

cate tank development of colour plates, when the exposures

are known to be correct, u.sing a reliable time and tempera-

ture system. The plates may then bo loaded into slides or

the developing tank in complete darkness; in this way the

risk of gog is minimised.

,

Robt. M. Fanstone.

THE PRIZMA PROCESS OF COLOUR
CINEMATOGRAPHY.

Fob the first time films in colour, prepared by a photographic
proci'ss and ready to show in any cinematograph projector,

have been exhibited. They are by the Prizma process, which
has been in commercial operation in the United States for

the |>ast two years and was recently introduced to British

I'xliibitors at a private view at the Alhambra Theatre, and, a
week or two later, to members of the P. P.A. Congress.

It must be emphasised that the process is a triumph of

cinematograph colour printing. That is its most distinguish-

ing feature. At the Alhambra the colour films were con-

tinuously projected for two hours, and represented a very
wide range of subjects, from Niagara Falls and the Kilauea
Volcano of the Hawaiian Islands to the making of a fashion-

able gown. Yet we must confess that the very first film, one
entitled " If," biassed us against the process. It represented
studies of fruits and flowers alternately in monochrome and
in the Prizma colours. Wo have rarely seen such bad mono-
chrome films. "With so much to its credit, it was a very great
pity that the promoters of the process should have thought
it necessary to better their case by disparaging the mono-
chrome cinematograph version. In controversy it is some-
times advised that if you have a bad case—abuse the other
side. The maxim is rarely a good one, and considering how
much there is to the credit of the Prizma films, more was
rertainly lost than gained by adopting it.

The leading feature of the process is, as we have said, that

the films may be hired ready for exhibition in the projector

of any cinema theatre. They are shown like any black-and-

white film without the use of rotating colour screens or other

special appliances. Therefore, providing that the process is

capable of recording tlie picture plays which form the staple

of cinema exhibitions, it follows that we are on the threshold

of a revolution in the making of the pictures which form the

entertainment of thousands of people evei'y night of the week,

a change; in fact, from monochrome to colour. Unfortunately,

the films which so far have been shown—or at any rate those

that we have seen—do not supply proof that the process can

be applied to the making of picture play films. On the con-

trary, it would seem, that the process is not yet adequate for

this purpose. In every picture play film there is rapid move-

ment, if not of the figures as a whole, at any rate of arms
and legs, in even the quietest of comedies or dramas. It is

a common defect of cinematograph colour processes that rapid

movements in parts of the subject are accompanied by a

fringing of strong colours along the outlines of those moving
parts, due to want of identity between images which should

be identical. Hence we naturally looked for this phenomenon
in the Prizma projections, and could not help being struck

by the fact that where human figures formed part of the

subject their movements were most deliberately slow ; or.
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altemmtivelv, if they were ordinariW rapid, were accompanied
by this distressing colour fringing. Thus it would seem that

•o fat as th« making of the negatives is concerned, the Prizma
process is still susceptible of improvement as regards obtain-

ing identity in the pairs of images which in the subsequent
positive film require to be brought into perfect register.

But as re^iards the technique of printing the promoters are

certainly to be most heartily congratulated on having proved
the practicability of producing colour-printed films on the

i.-onimi rcial scale. The process by which the re-sult Jias been

obtained is a most ingenious one, and is a variation of the

•dditivc screen-plate principle embodied in the Autochrome or

P3i;i-t plate, bat so contrived that in the course of printing

t)i. -triirture of the screen is eliminated. It is not possible

i>. lii'-'-nbe the proc<><is in a few words, and there is, in fact,

rill >ilij-> t in attempting to do so, since the particulars are

Kiven III thf patent specification. No. 129,638, of Mr. W. van
Dorn Kellfv, puMished in this Supplenvent only so recently as

Docrmber 3, 19"J0, p. 47. The process has evidently passed

thr.iit:)i several «t«g<>s of development lince the date of the

original patent of Kelley and Raleigh (No. 22,921 of 1914.

•'B.J.." June a, 1916. pi 319). We have from time to time

niit'il it^ ;.roKres« in these pages (e.g., " Colour Photography "

Sii|.j.l.ni. ni April 6, 1917. p. 14; February 1, 1918, p. 8; and

May '2, lUl'.*, p. 20). Sinir -tO much progress has been made,

it seema reasonable to sapptMe that those responsible for the

t>"'riiii. a] development of the process will be able to bring the

n<;^i<t.>.>- making to tbe same pitch of commercial perfection

to which they have nndoabledly brought the printing.

PRINCIPLES OF COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY IN SIMPLE
LANGUAGE.

Is t rt-ceot iaaae of the " Kinematograph Weekly," among the

'•.
I > .: oetM eontriboled by Mr. Colin N. Bennett, appears the

'..'..j> \z article on the basis of the to-called additive and sab-

tr.ir'. valema of colour photography. Mr. Bennett so lucidly

.!•'. .', what is a stumbling block to many in the apprehension

I ir pfoceain that we mutt not let paM the opportunity to

fir i .t [A'Cr fnr kil pmprr in oor pa^es.

Willi the rMoaeitalion of eRorta to commercialise colour cinenia-

r.i.Kv nn.«iinga arisf in our minds which normally would not

Ve beer talk of " three-colour," and may wonder why
: roloon is thus arbitrarily kept down to three. Occa-

r^aily an inventor wDI write ol " four-colour," or of multi-colour

c.iiXUiaioKraphy. *nd we then feej tempted to surmise he has into

fati0 gone one betlrr than the mere " three-colour " man, and

tiuit he w:lt in conMR|uence be able to show on the projection screen

many pr»t(y intrrmedtate tinH. which the worker with three

eoloon »n!y m'i>t iwcewirily miss.

Arv»» . <. what is threecofour? And why Mrw-colour,

<.r ; .' • , 'lur* of nature are infinite in their gradation of

.tMiJ.- .If. I ! ner Wth '• Kinemacolor " we even had a two-colour

(ir...-<-v *t ii. wh:le by no means tree to nature, was " not to

|..>d
'

I Tt r'v :• .' wed on the screen more colours than two.

\ tr . .. r.: .r iii{ even to the experienced black-and-white

,,fi,r .- 1 . '--Vie colour theory. It is made
.<,::! : for each colour process, two-

,.,., _ir, two ways of building up the

way is to use coloured lights, and this is called

r Bdditiv.> method. The other way is to use

:aMDU. Th.1t is the Du Hauron or subtractive

the projection or printing lights or colours

Mr. i A 'hod are entirely different. The Clerk-Maxwell

1,1,1.. vr .-• ipectmm primaries. The Du Hauron subtrac-

live colour* are ' minus colours," or reciprocals of the primaries,

inasmuch a« they are the luits which remain on subtracting one

„r ,.>,.,.. r • ,ig primaries from white light. Thus, the man
«v., be middle of three-colour theory without pre-

vir ,i by a tittle suitable working up to it need not be

.Ii': f««Is like a student starting upon the sixth book of

Kij I .-ioro ntudying the other five.

Tf- <»y to the whole problem of three-colour is in the very

Winnings of it, and those beginnings were never connected with

colour photography at all. To understand three-colour and the

allied colour processes one must approach the theory as it wae
originally approached, not as a problem of picture-making, but as

the explanation of a function of the human eye. The three-colour

theory was originated by Dr. Young, an English oculist, about the

year 1820, and further elaborated by Von Helmholtz some six

years later. There is no evidence tliat either one was a photo-

grapher, and it is even doubtful if either would dare claim to be
the " inventor of cinematography."
The Young-Helmholtz three-colour theory, as it camq to be

called, laid down that though the colours of nature are many, per-

ception of them in the human brain is brought about by colour-

sensitive elements in the retina of the eye, which elements are

primarily able to differentiate no more than three colour-sensations,

namely, bright ruby red, green, and deep blue-violet. According
to this theory, yellow exists in nature, and may be isolated in the

spectroscope as a pure colour, but for the human eye to transmit

the sensation of yellow to the brain it has to adopt the device of

equally energising the red sensitive and green sensitive retinal

elements. In the same way, a blue-green would be communicated
to the brain as a combined energising of the blue and the green-

sensitive retinal elements. Dim colours such as " sad " green and
bronze, are communicated to the brain by slight and simultaneous

energising of all three colonr-sensitive retinal elements in different

proportionate amounts, according to the colour of the object.

So now we begin to see where " three-colour " gets its name.

It is an acknowledgment of the Young-Helmholtz hypothesis that,

whatever the original colour may be we see it is as a ringing of the

changes on the proportionate energising of no more than th'Cc

colour-sensitive components of the eye, and that these nerves ai*

sensitive resp&tively to red, to green, and to blue-violet.

Not until 1861 did Clerk-Maxwell come on the scene and give

the theory its photographic turn. Then he propounded that, acting

on the Young-Helmholtz theory, if you could make a negative

photographic record by red light,' another by green light, a third

by blue-violet light, and if you could project positives from the

three records, so made one over the other on a projection screen,

using lights of the same colour as those by which they were taken,

you ought to be able to get what to the eye would appear to be a

complete reproduction of the colours of nature. C^erk-Maxwell

worked out the three slices into which the spectrum should for

preference be cut. He made up appropriate colour filters (or

screens of coloured gelatine which, on passing light through them,

would filter out the colours not wanted), and he actually succeeded

in demonstrating that his idea was intrinsically workable in

practice.

Du Hauron, coming some fifteen years later, was more lucky,

for Tie lived and worked in the time of the e^,rly beginnings of

orlhochromatism, or colour-sensitive emulsion making. The Du
Hauron principles are at the bottom of all those present-day

methock of three-colour where the image is built up not by mingling

of coloured lights, but by the Super-imposition of coloured pig-

ments or dye images. His way was to work down from white to

. black instead of up from black (darkness) to white. So, instead

of using simple primaries, he took from white light one or other

of the primary colours, and worked w-'ti. the colour which remained

as the result of withdrawing that primary. If you take from white

light its red component you are left with blue-green. If you take

from white the blue component you are left with yellow, and if

you take from it its green component you are left with pink. And
so in ordinary three-colour book illustration, or when building up
a " subtractive " film picture having the actual colours visible upon

it, instead of arranging that the red record image shall be projected

by red ligJd, and so on, you arrange that the red record negative

shall have a print taken from it in minus-red, or blue-green colour,

that the green record negative shall have a print taken from it in

minus-green, or pink, and that the blue record negative shall have

a print taken from it in minus-blue, or yellow. With the Clerk-

M<m«rlfmethod we have explained that the three beams of primary

coloured light are projected, so that the coloured light images coipo

in Buper-irapoeition, but with the Du Hauron method the pink, the

blue-green, and the yellow image are printed, or placed, in accurate

register one on top of the other.

And here we may see why the Clerk-Maxwell method is called

additive, while the Du Hauron method is called subtractive. For

with the three-coloured lights, it is the addition of one light to the

other which builds up intermediary tones, and finally it is the addi-

tion of all three light beams together in the requisite proportions

which gives optical (or simulated) white light, whereas with the

Du Hauron method things arc just the other way about. The
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light coining through the high-light« of the Dn Hauron colour film

is an actual unobstructed whit«, while its filtration through the

colour images one after the other, layer on layer, successively sub-

tracts from this white light primary colour after primary colour.

And about four-colour and multi-colour ? If what has gone before

is correct, . more than three separate colour sensations should not

be necessary to build up the optical effect oi every colour in nature.

Nor would they be if it were not for the fact that both the green

jiensitive and blue sensitive retinal element are slightly sensitive

to other primaries than those which serve as their main excitants.

Of these, the green primary colour sensation is by far the worst

(or most mi.xed). In other words, the eye does not sec even the

purest green as a single colour sensation, but as a multiple, or

white-diluted sensation. The equivalent to it in subtractive colour

work is that greens on their reproduction are apt to be bronzed, or

rendered with an overlying sheen of browny-red. Hence ari?e

numerous efforts to get greater puritv of colour reproduction by

sub-dividing the spectrum into more than three parts. It is a

departure from the Young-Helmholtz theory, and partial return to

the Wollaston theory, in the interest of the technics of colour

reproduction by photography. Similarly, the two-colour process

of colour cinematography, commercially called " Kinemacolor," was

an heroic and quite remarkably successful attempt to blend the

separate green and blue colour sensations into one for the sake of

photographic and mechanical simplicity. Except for the fact that

in this way you had to say good-bye to pure yellow, to pure blue,

and to any pretence of violet, it did pretty well.

In Du Hauron four-colour, as applied to book illustration, the

fourth " colour " is usually not a colour at all, but a grey or

" neutral " key impression, its function being to supply body and

outline to the colour printings that blend with it.

Colin N. Bennitt

MECHANISM OF COLOUR PROCESSES.

At the Royal Photographic Society, on Tuesday evening last.

Mr. H. S. Watkins, a member of the Richmond Camera Club,

delivered a lecture in which coloured lantern-slide diagrams were

used more profusely and effectively than has previously come under

our observation for the explanation of colour phenomena and the

rationale of processes of c lour photography. Some years ago

Mr. E. A. Salt publi.shed drawings which explained the mechanism

of the Autochrome process in tlie most explicit manner. But

Mr. Watkins has had the ingenuity and patience to prepare coloured

perspective drawings, making clear the principle of subtractive

colour printing, by no means the easiest thing to do. And in respect

to the Autochrome and Paget screen-plate colour processes he

showed a series of enlarged Iat)tern-slides with the filter units

appropriately coloured for the purpose of exhibiting the structure

of these mosaic colour plates.

The latter part of a lecture, delivered at a high speed, dealt

briefly with the practical working of the processes, and the subse-

quent discussion ranged round a number of points of manipulation.

Mr. J. C. Warburg described the method he preferred to adopt

for developing Autochroraes, viz., in a glass dish placed so as to

allow of illumination from below momentarily by means of a pocket

torch lamp fitted with a green filter. It was thus easy to follow the

change of appearance from negative to positive as development pro-

ceeded, but a developer which partially desensitised the emulsion

was necessary.

Mr. D. E. Benson, referring to the defect of most colour pro-

cesses in records of green sensation, drew attention to the need of

investigation of the degree of variation in the gamma of negatives

with the wave-length of light.

Mr. Raymond Crowther spoke of the superior smoothness of

small stereoscopic Paget transparencies as compared with Auto-

chroraes.

Mr. Luboshey said he always used the pjTO-ammonia developer

for Autochromes because he required to see what he was doing, and

he believed the ammonia had the effect of desensitising the emulsion.

Mr. K. Hickman pointed out the extra blueness of screen-plate

transparencies was due to some red transmission by the bine filter

units. He recommended cementing the transparency and viewing

screen in the Paget process with Canada balsam.

Mr. Colin N. Bennett mentioned that phenosafranine acted exc. 1

lently as a desensitiser of Autochrome plates.

A remarkably fine series of Autochrome and Paget colour trans^

parencies by Dr. Rodman, Mr. Nelson Clarke, and Mr. F I'

Newens was shown.

news and Dotes.

Triadochkome Colour Process.—In the " Acton Express " f

April 29 last we find a reference to a process of colour photo-

graphy which has been invented by Mr. John Frederick Shepherd,

of 10, Derwentwater Road, Acton, formerly official photographer

with No. 8 Squadron in German East Africa, and afterwards ser-

geant-instructor at the Air Force School of Photography. Farn-

borough. Little technical information regarding the process is

given, but it is to have the name " Triadochrome," a designation

which perhaps may have something to do with the principle upon
which it is based. It is stated that many fine examples of the

process have been shown in the shape of prints, among them
colour photogranhs of West-end shop windows and of fashion

studies. It is further claimed th.it the process is of such simplicity

that the ordinary photogranher will be able to print coloured photo-

graphs straight from his own negatives.

Autochromes at Boston, U.S.—Boston, U.S.A., was fortunate,

indeed, when, on March 18, in Steinert Hall, Fred Payne Clat-

worthy, the well-known Autochrome specialist and landscape photo-

grapher, with a studio at Estes Park, Colorado, gave an illustrated

lecture on Autochromes. Mr. Clatworthy has made, during the

past eight years, a large number of notably beautiful Autochromes
of scenery in the National Parks of California, .\rizona, Coloiado,

and elsewhere, forming a collection of 5 x 7 Autochromes which

he values at $10,000. On the occasion mentioned he projected, on

a nine-foot sateen-screen, eighty 5x7 Autochromes selected from

his large collection. They were principally of Southern California,

the Desert, and the Grand Canyon of Arizona. These Autochromes

were remarkable for accuracy of detail and colour, particularly

the most delicate shades of purples, browns, blues and other pre-

dominant colours. The plates of the Grand Canj'on were unusual

oh account of their delicate blue, obtained during the early morning

and the late afternoon. Remarkable for extraordinary fidelity

and beauty was a series of sunsets with the ruddy disc of the

sun just about to disappear and, having gone, colouring in a fiery

red the underside of a bank of clouds.

Mr. Clatworthy prefaced his exhibit by projecting the first suc-

cessful portrait Autochrome made, in 1907, by the Lumieres, of a

prominent merchant of Lyons, France, which, on account of its

remarkable accuracy of flesh-tints and the hair and beard of the

model, evoked hearty applause. This valuable historical Autocliromi'

was presented by Antoine Lumiere, head of A. Lumifere & Sons,

to Wilfred A. French, Editor of " Photo-Era," on the occasion

of the banquet given by the latter in honour of M. Lumiere in

Boston, November 1, 1907. Although the plate has been shown to

friends many times, by Mr. French, its colours retain then-

original brilliancy, purity and fidelity. Then followed projections

of 5 X 7 plates of flower-gardens, ocean-views, mountain-scenery,

old Spanish missions, cacti and wood-interiors, in great variety

and of surpassing beauty—each evoking hearty expressions of

approval.

Mr. Clatworthy has been giving a series of illustrated lectures

on Autochromes in the East—the Brooklyn Institute of Arts and

SciencCB ; the Columbian University, in the Camp-Fire Club and

other clubs. New York City ; and the University and Museum of

Fine Arts, Philadelphia. He considers the Autochrome plate as

the ideal process of rendering simply and faithfully the colours of

Nature, oil-paintings, water-colours and all objects in colours.

—

" Photo-Era."
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REMARKS ON RAYDEX.

-M»!«t failorc* in working this process, now ^nccmsfully over-
.
.in.. Iijiv« taught the writ.r the mistakes ysually made bv

'i"i RajfUex dt-manH* fur more scrupulous afcuxacy in
" in aiiT i.t 'igraphic process, with which I

« '.v1 hilt .operlv, it is absolutely reliable.

re Miitt<>n to supplement the official

II y the Raydex Company, in the hope that
th«.«! »Im», up to tlu- pr«neDt. have not been -uco<v«.sful, may
br induifd to ({ivr> it another trial. We will thereforo \>rc-

tamr that thi- H..rlcer i« all ready t<> eommence operations
with hi» tlire«. l.r.>mi«l« print». fully developed, fixed aad
" '' on a wparate piece of gUna, standing on the work
t i II ••a«y reach. The first «tcp is soaking the colour
-i.-<-- and th«'«i. sli-.uM rrOMiin in clean water for four
iiiiriiit>-» aftir >)>•% li;ive uncurled. Insufficient soaking at

hot-water din-elopment difficult later on.

I ti> Iiruih away airbells in this and the

they give rise to insoluble spotii

. ,. In all operations care should

all the colour .sheet* identical treatment,
n the order blue, pink, yellow, this order

' till the end.

J ,. .«^^.f!l•t••<^. each colour sheet is pinned
.:' -I ng solution i« made up. Trouble

!: I- :r,. ,,>jt the two solutions exactly, and
II ' .<: action between them starts at once,

i.itiiiKt be made up until the moment that

Th>' first nilour sheet (blue) is immersed
ng bath, and, when cleared of airbells, pink,

"W, may be put in, rocking tho dish and

this stage

br taken to give
Slwl if w,. u.,rl

Wh.'i. 11..

up to drain ihil.

i t; <.n r .

.

'I.lt > !^

M.I.. I,..-. . ..*rt' tli.M

they are re<|uirt>d

in th<-

and t.

turning "XT cue sheets for the required time of sensitising,

1 f., two minuti>s. The whole secret of Raydex lies in the

• ..r :>licatinn ol the colour sheets to their bromides, and
! method is as follows:—

l<<ii:.>v.' the colour sheet with the right hand, coated side

linwn. thumb on l<ip. In this way it can be held firmly, but

take larr not to squerxe it, or it will be marked. Drain tt

iriior for a few se<'onds, and take the glass holding

'.romidi- in the left hand, fingers under-

;. ready to hold the colour sheet in

II applied.

gee ready to hand, lying across one

.training clean water. The bromide is

the same instant the colour sheet is slid

•
1 in position by the left hand thumb, and

.^ inst«ntaneously as possible, draining the

iiiK. a Mult or n big dish placed conveniently for the

ise. Squeegee the two together, commencing from half-

from one

: Ot

rsad

a di.'<

and at

way down the colour sheet. Beginners at this process seldom
realise how important it is to keep the water clear from.

colour sheot drainings. The solutions act very quickly, and
even in a dilute form will gnaw away the half-tones, though
the action is not visible on the bromide print. A good deal of

practice with two pieces of paper is recommended in order to

obtain the requisite dexterity in manipulation.
When all three bromides have been treated they are removed

from their glasses in the correct sequence and superfluous

moisture removed with blotting paper or chamois leather.

They are then bung up for about twenty minutes. At the
expiration of this time, the first colour sheet is separated
from its bromide, the latter being placed straight awjiy into

clean water. The colour shoei is also dipped into cold water,

and, held by both hands in a loop, is lowpiod on to the celluloid

support and squeegeed lightly with a flat .squeegee. The cellu-

loid should then be placed on a hard, flat support—glass is

excellent for the purpose—and the back of the colour sheet

is most thoroughly dried with a roller squt-egee and blotting

paper. As soon as this is done it goes into the hot water.

By the time the next colour sheet is ready for development

the paper backing may be stripped from the first. Yellow is

be-st developed by itself, out blue and pink may be developed

together. Development is carried out by holding up the

M'lluloids occasionally and draining off the soluble gelatine.

In this development there are two inrportant " don'ts."

(1) Don't always drain off from the same corner. The

soluble gelatine partly protects the image underneath, and

if we always drain from one corner the image would be per-

ceptibly weaker in the remote corner. For this reason

development in a vertical tank is not recommended.

(2) Don't have a lamp under the developing dish. The

image under the htated part would be much thinner than

elsewhere. The temperature can be raised by adding hot

water from a kettle.

Frilling in development i.s caused by not having a safe edge

round the colour sheet or by insuflicient drying of the back

GeTore development. The remaining operations of Raydex

are amply described in the firm's booklet, and it only remains

for me to emphasise the necessity for a thorough cleaning

between each transfer. Three applications of petrol should

be made to make the transfer safe. I most cordially recom-

mend the double transfer process, and those who have tried

it will not willingly return to single transfer. There is one

smell point about double transfer, and that is to remeni.bcr

that the gelatine coating on the temporary support is very

soluble and may l)e melted by the heat of the hands. For
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this reason, wlien registering the second and third transfer,

always endeavour to keep the hands off the image; and if this

is impracticable, it is advisable to place a piece of paper

between the fingers and the support.

Ft is only fair to Mr. Manners, the originator of Raydex,

to state that all the foregoing information is due to him.
and I feel that I .should like to make some acknowledgment
of the invariable help and courtesy I have always received

at his hands. I am svire that other workers will experience

the same. H. K. Rendall.

LIGHTING AND EXPOSURE IN AUTOCHROME WORK.

The beginner in colour photography by the Autochroine

process will not work very long without finding out how very

important it is to give the correct exposure for each plate.

•Autochrorae plates of necessity have a very thin film and
consequently very little latitude in exposure. Correctness in

this respect is of far greater importarwso than in any other

branch of photography, since a slight error of a degree

that would make but very little dift'erence in the production

of a good moiiochromo negative may be sufficient to cause the

loss of the transparency in Autochrome work.

An exposure meter should always be used, preferably one
or the "Watkins or Wynne pattern, with a special dial adjusted

to suit the needs of Autochromcs, and the photographer
should aim at great exactitude both in testing the actinic

value of the light and also in giving the exposure indicated
One of the peculiarities of the Autochrome plate is that in

sunlight it gives a better colour rendering of the subject with
very slight under-exposure, which saves the " burnt-out " or
weak colours that are often in- evidence with Autochromes
taken in brilliant sunshine. When the light is weak, how-
ever, slight over-exposure will be necessary to produce correct
contrasts. The meter makes a proper guide in this direction,
and its reading should always be adhered to.

Some photographers I have met were under the belief that
it is only possible to make good Autochrome pictures when
bright sunlight is falling upon the subject, but experience
has taught me that this is far from being the case; in fact,

some of the best plates that I have ever taken were exposed
in dull light. Also, a dull lighting tends to remove troubles
from over strong contrasts in the lighting of the subject,
since a dull or diffused light will be found to illuminate more
evenly both shadows and high-lights. It must be kept in
mind, however, that a dull light tends to soften the colours
of the composition; but though this may be the case, the
general effect, the delicate nuances and aerial perspective

will be far.better in their rendering, and possibly a dull light

is what the pictorial colour photographer will choose.

One fact must be kept in mind, in connection with this.

The Autochrome plate demands considerably more exposure
between dull and bright light than is the case with ordinary
plates, or, in other words, it is slower in dull light than under
conditions of sunshine. This fact must be kept fully in mind
when exposures are being made indoors ; in fact, Messrs.
Burroughs, Wellcome and Co., in their list of plate speeds
issued for use with their " exposure calculator," give an
indoor factor of 24, against an outdoor factor of 12 for Auto-
chromes.

Under-exposure is fatal, since there is no cure for it ; and
this, in my experience, is the mistake usually made by
beginners, and to which most of the failures in Autochrome
work may be traced ; and when the worker is in any doubt,

more, rather than less, exposure should be given. An over-

exposed plate will, of course, produce a thin transparency,

weak in colours, though these may nearly always be restored

by intensification. Some Autochrome workers always over-

expose their plates, and rely upon intensification to bring

the pictures up to the requisite quality. In my own
experience, this is the only course when extremes of lighting

compose the illumination of the subject.

Many workers using Autochrome plates are not perhaps
aware that backing the plate with the white instead of the

black side of the protecting card when in the dark slide

reduces the oxposure very slightly, an advantage when theso

slow plates are being exposed upon animals or objects liable

to movement. I cannot say that I have tried this myself, so

the exact extent that the exposure is decreased I cannot say

from personal experience ; and other workers with whom I

have discussed the point seem more or less in doubt on the

question. Dr. Lindsay Johnson, in his book " Photography

in Colours," says the white card in contact with the film

loduces the exposure to about three-fifths. _

DvE-TONiNG IN CoLOUR PRINTING.—A full patent specification,

No. 160,137, by W. Van Dorn Kelley, inventor of the Prizma pro-
cess of colour cinematography, has recently been made open to
inspection before acceptance. It relates to the process of obtaining
colour transparencies by bleaching the silver image and subsequently
dyeing it. The silver image is bleached in a bath that will trans-
form the silver into a compound which is not redevelopable by a
reducing agent or developer, and then dyed in an acid or azo dye
bath, which is mordanted only at the places in situ with the original
silver. The silver image is first hardened by a formaline bath.
The bleaching bath contains a copper or chromium salt or both. A
bath instanced contains potassium bichromate, potassium bromide,
copper sulphate, and hydrochloric or acetic acid. The image may
then be treated in an acid fixing bath of hypo and sodium meta-
bisulphite, or this may be done after dyeing. The dyes used are
acid or azo dyes and ponceaus, fast reds, acid fuschine ; and dyes
such as used in wool dyeing, are instanced and give a choice of pure
non-dichroic colours and a very transparent image. To brighten
the colour a bath of i per cent, solution of sulphurous acid may be
used. The process is used to obtain one or more of the component
colour elements in a two- or three-colour photograph or cinemato-
graph film. The components may be on separate films, or in separate
Coatings on one film, either on the same or on opposite sides.

A Refracting Screen-Plate.—According to a recent patent. No.

158,511, open to inspection but not yet accepted, A. Keller-Dorian,

Mulhouse, France, has claimed the following :—For colour photo-

i^raphy there is interposed between the lens H and a plate F having

a number of microscopic refracting elements M, a system of rela-

tively inclined surfaces producing an interference spectrum. In

the arrangement shown, a reflecting-prism P and optical flat L are

used. Instead of being flat, the plate L may be slightly convex

and touch the prism at the centre. Alternatively a set of thin

rcflectingplates may be used, such as are obtained by the Lippman
process.
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TONINO WITH METAL SALTS, PLUS DYES, IN COLOUR
PROCESSES.

A acMABKABLS pink-tooiiig process for the preparation of the red

or pink compon«>nt in a two-colonr or three-colour assemblage metho.l

u HescTib*d lu a recent patent specification (No. 160,540) cf

\V rrie««>-Ur>.t.-iie, J. N. Thomson, and Colour Photography, Ltd.

Tlie prooew is for use in colour toning of one eleoieut of a resulting

culoured pbotograpti.

The term " foandatioo " as emploj'ed is used to denote any opaque

or tranaparent negative or positive representation of the original

i.hji^t ; and the purpose of the invention is to colour appropriately

luch a positive or negative foundation which has been obtained as

chr result of originally exposing a sensitive surface to the influence

• if lisht of one colour or one group <•( colours, and which is to be

a«e>l ae one coloured slsment in a two- or mnltiple-colour photo-

.;i-aphic proceas.

According to the inveotion, a toning solution compriaea in admix-

ture frrncyanide of potMsium, nitrate of uranium, rose bengal,
.1.1 I ...II.,.. >.<.tic acid and water together with iodine, and,

place of the iodine, an isocyanine dye such as

: n.,1.

.'S toning solutions in which the in-

nrtain specific proportions.

lie seen from the fuUowing description that some of the

'.-i (oiployed are dyea, whereas othera are such as to have

—mtcal action by which the foundation is ooloored in the required

't,., I ner,

Ivto par' - 'f the invention for the colour treat-

ment of .k :
* deaired to colour, broadly .tpeakiiiK.

' r a iani;e "I r>>i<iur!i r'Xieiiiiing from yellows to deep reds are as

!.»» :
—

' • -
~

!, Ot.

} oz.

i gr-

(>:.m.m1 •tcatic aciU i oz.

WatCT .. *> "»»

yti" t<M» befi«al aiil i I i
'.-.-, tt,. i !;«,.ilved in 1 at. of pure

hnl The n»pi.tli..l • ^ - 1; .»•!.. -i iii I o». Water distilled,

I'lded to a solution obtained by

'le 40 osa. of distilled water.

: ftampip inr iiigrenienta are present in the following

I

Fe
S.

r .Stf-atui Red
'f pouashnn

iceitc acid

!oz.
oi.

gr
igr
igr
{ oz.

40 ois.

ing conditions under which the original e-tpoaure may have been
made.
The resulting fcoloui- of a foundation treated with the solution

above described will be generally, in normal cases, in the region of

a rose-pink colour and can bo used in a two-colour process in con-

junction with companion foundation, to be superimposed in register

upon it and coloured genwally a blue or bluish-green.

It can also be used in a multi-colour process with other appro-
priately-coloured and superimposed foundations.

•.ii»t k> th» iweaent inventkm that iodine be present,

froa the aolation, but if it is present

d.

li. It
J.

^tcyanol or Seositol Red, rose bengal,

with or together dissolved in 1 oz. of pure

.' -hoi. 1.,.- •..« is disaolved in 1 o«. distilled water

ihean tw ' are tbea added to a solution obtained by

,..-,l»in« thr .(rsdicnU in the 40 oia. of distilled water.

KoT t»rh nwv of tolutioa OMd, add 10 drops of glacial acetic acid.

It I. f .if I il,.a if... r>tutioo des4ribed in the second example

' h« red colour tone obtained.

1
' .ondstinn has been toned with one or

,'; ... 'o the nature of the fonnda-

,n the following solution :—

H^ of toiU k <«

M' ^ of poUasiuBi -. 60 grs.

... aO ozs.

or rotniiritiB UMlolions are given as examples for

vtined as the result of originally

li has been rendered specially or

o-rays; that ia to say, the negative (or

- thew conditions will be acted upon

or by those objects, consti-

. which red colours, or the

., ?ni.iti.ti«- .\iMrcover, the solution is particu-

ihoae caoe* where a normal exposure under good

» naa been made. The relative proportions of the

the solution will, however, be varied to suit the vary-

COLOUR PRINTS BY COPPER MORDANT DYE-TONING
PROCESS.

Tmk specification of a paitent, No. 147,005, recently granted to Dr.

Arthur Traube, relates to the process of dye-toning by means of a
oopper-mordant for the production of colour prints and tranaparen-

ciee. TTie original application, in Germany, under the International

Oonvention, was made early in 1916^ since which time working
details of closely similar prooesses have been published by Mr. F. E
Ives. Dr. Traube, it will be remembered, was the originator of the
" Diachrome " dye-toning process, in wlidoh the mordanting sub

stance was silver iodide. Apart from bis present claim, his specifica-

tion is of iretereat for ite references to earlier work in the same field.

There is a known process for converting silver pictures into

coloured pioturee by application of organic dyes. Silver iodide is the

best silver compound for the purpose ; after the picture has been

dyed witJi basic dyes it is fixed by an operation whidi removes the

silvei' iodide afiA leaves a picture in dye only.

This separation of the silver iodide and the fixing of the dye in

the form of a lake impairs the definition of the picture. By this

invention it is possible to make a coloured picture from the silver

(jidture, which, besides being highly transparent, has an undimiii-

iahed definition.

It has been proposed (Patent No. 3,666. of 1915, " B.J.," Feb. 13,

1916, p. 103) to tone silver pictures with vanadium cUoride and to

colour with a basic red dye 'the yellow picture obtained. This pro-

ceas is only described for obtaining a complementary colour to

blmah-green, but not for other colours, the latter being produced

by inorganic toning witliout using organic dyes, the use of which

would be in faot impossible. The present pixxiess allows the use

of all basic dyee of everv tint. It has also been pro]>osed (Patent

No. 10,896, of 1904, " B.J.," March 31, 1905, p. 254) to tone silver

pictures with manganese salts and colour the obtained picture with

aniline hydrochloride. T^e latter is not a dye, but an unooloured

chemical compound, tlie colour is produced by a chemical conversion

of the aniline by the aotion of a manganic salt.

In the present proceas a similar chemical process cannot exist.

Even if other manganese salts be used (Patent No. 21,584, of 1906,

" B.J.," April 12, 1907, p. 275) the colours are produced by chemical

interaction. The piotures vnih manganese com|x>unds are only

uitable for paper pictures, not for transparent three-colour piotures

II is found thait pictures made by toning the silver picture with

copper consisting of already coloured silver double salts with lOopper.

may be dyed witli organic, basic dyes, the original colour tints

being (lianged in any desired diredtion.

In |)articular, copper-toned pictures, which contain copper ferro-

cyanide as colouring matter, may be dyed strongly in this manner

with organic dyes, the peculiar red brown colour of the copper

toniog being suppressed by the majority of the applicable dyes.

the colour of the latter prevailing exclusively in the picture. In

consequence of this abnonnal ca[)acity of copper ferrocyanide for

being dyed, the silver picture must be kept quite thin and soft if

it is to be sufficiently transparent for projection purposes. The

dyeing may be complete in about five minutes in dyes solutions

of 1 : 1.000. The copper picture necessary for obtaining a power-

fully coloured dye picture is so thin that separation of the copper

U-mynltB is superfluous. At the same time, the definition of the

original silver picture remains undiminished, and this basic picture

wliich is dyed by the dye may remain in the finishe<l picture.

The transparency of the coloured copper picture is very high. It

may be Mill increased if the silver fenxjeyanide, simultaneously pro-

duced in the action of known ^hitions, is dissolved by means of a

weak soda fixing solution ; tlie ooloui-ed copper picture is in no way

affected thereby. When the silver salt is not sepai-aited, pitturee of

highest transparency and purity of colour may be made by ooating

the layer with a varnish, for example, a solution of dammar in

benzene.
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By way of e.icample: Al>t-er the silver picture ha« been coiiverte.l

jn«« a copper-toned picture, i1 is dyed in a solution of methyleni'

blue (1:1,000), advantageously containing some acetic acid, until

the back of the plate shows that the picture is dyod tlnough.

For projection piotures this happens on the average in five

miiuttes. For thicker pictures some minut«a longer ^re required.

A shout- wasliiiig of .the picture follows, to separate t'he excess o!

dye stuff from the gelatine Uyer.

It may be remarked thad the process is very suitable for making

pictures in natural colourB by t-he three colour principle; they ari-

I'eniarkable for their brightness, high definition and ti-ansparency.

In a later patent, No. 147,103. of Dr. Traube's, the use of th"

following classes of dyes is claimed in ooiijnniition with the copper-

mordant process. Thiobenzenyl, thiazines, pyix>nines, .safranines.

o.xazines, and awilines.

INVENTORS' REWARDS IN COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY.

A CEKT.\iN .strain of thought which runs through the following

appreciation of the French inventor, Dticos du Hauron, by

Dr. D'Arcy Power in hi^ magazine, " Cameia Craft," is worth
emphasising for the benefit of those attracted by the poesibilitie*

of invention of colour processes. Dr. Power stresses the slight

rewards which pioneers in pliotography have obtained. It is a

common fate, not in photography only, and particularly in colour

photography. It arises not only from tJ)« conditions of our
civilisation, but from the failure on the part of most experimenters

to j'ecognise the gulf which separates first an idea from its success-

ful experimental accomplishment, and then, again, this latter from
commercial success. In colour photography especially, this road

from beginning to end bristles with obstacles, yet inventors as

a rule ignore them, or see them through rose-coloured spectacles.

Therefore, while it is far from our wish to discourage experiment,

we are confident that we are giving good advice when we say

:

Count tli« cost; e.vpect nothing; if anything comes to you, pocket

your windfall and be thankful. But unless you have large backing.

and can afford to be indifferent to mon«y losses, forget your inven-

tion as a money-earning scheme. As an occupation for your leisure

and surplus cash it will give you much happiness; as a financial

speculation, the chances at Monte Carlo are to be recommended
in preference. Within our own experience there have been many
instances where this advice first has been ridiculed, and its value
admitted after a few vears.

The history of inventions is usually a tangled skein of ideas and
experiments le<iding over devious, ways to the final results, and
when we state that this man invented the steam engine, this man
the telephone, and that man the aeroplane, we usually are referring

only to the final perfection.

In th© history of photography something of the same sort is

manifest, and yet more than in other casee it is possible to put our
finger on certain names, and say without much contradiction, these
are they who have made possible what we now possess. If we go
back nearly a hundred years, we may point to Nicephore Niepce,
and say, " Here is the man who first made a photographic image
and laid the basis of photo-engraving as we practise it to-day";
to Dagucrre, and say, " Here is the man who gave us photographic
portraiture"; and when we speak of Louis Duces du Hauron, even
more emphatically may we state that to him almost alone we are
indebted for the whole development of colour as a part of photo-
graphic processes.

It is an interesting fact tliat, whatever may be tlie doubt iji regard
to the history of discovery, that of discoverers is

' in no such
obscurity, and one of the most notable things is that very few of
them have personally benefited by their 'work. These thoughts
arise on reading of the death of Ducos du Hauron, who died recently
in great poverty in France, When we think of the enormous
capital and profits realised from photo-engraving, and learn that
Niepce's son was only too glad to receive from the French Govern-
ment a miserable pension of three hundred dollars a year for his
rights; that Daguerre was content with very little more; and that
Ducos du Hauron, with a contribution to practical science and
wealth production that is covered by the whole field of three-colour
printing, Lumiere plates, Paget plates and all the modifications
of these that are yet to come, was given the starvation sum of
two hundred and forty dollars a year, we have ground for believing

thai public appreciation and justice, in so far as inventors an-

cerned, is rather diminishing than otherwise.

What was it that Ducos du Hauron did? As a young m.i
|

twenty-five, back in the early sixties, he perceived that the '\

way in which the.problem of photography in natural colours < <]

b« solved was to analyse the luminous image, register the diff. i
•.

coloured rays, and, by their re-combination again, form a n-i ,,

of a natural object. Whether this were to be by mixing the r.i\s

themselves, as we see in the Ives chromoscope, or by superimposiii;;

three colour images, as is done in three-colour half-tones, or by
superimposition of coloured films, as in the Sanger-Shepherd trans-

parency, m- by the many modifications of these fundamental
methods, or lastly, by the entirely successful intermingling tjf

colour elements, as seen in the Lumiere Autochrome, the Diopto-
chrome and the Paget colour plate, the ground principle is the
same, and Ducos du Hauron not only laid this down as a b-vsic

theory, but foresaw the various way in which it was t<i be ulti-

mately applied to give us the practical methods of to-day. Every
inventor from that day to this has worked on his basis, and yet I

he himself was hardly known, even to the average photographer,
and his reward was neglect and poverty. Wc have shown what
the Government did for him—the manufacturers who realised their
great profits did, it is true, throw him a pittance from time to
time; but the fact remains that he died a poor, almost hungry, old
man. If it be asked how such a condition was possible, we have
to reply, for two reasons: his thought preceded the conditions that
could make it practicable, for, while he demanded colour-sensitive
emulsions, there were none available al that time; .secondly, he had
no commercial ability, nor the persuasiveness to induce those who
liad the capital to use it in the development of his ideas, nor had -

he protected them from those who ultimately exploited them. In tiii;

he but repeats the story of inventors in many other fields. If the.-e

be one thing which is demanded in justice to the men who think
out the future, and to the benefit of society at large, it is that thr
present system of patenting, or the present patent laws, be revised,
and that the State be bbligat^d to help those who are developing -

useful ideas, and to reward those who can demonslrat* their clain>

to prior invention, whether the commercial application has bfr)
brought about by themselves or others. Lastly, we liave to thank
Ducos du Hauron for laying down the principles of the motion
picture, whose final perfection in colour is again a product of his

prevision.

The details of his life are unimportant to us, but its results are
a stimulus to every serious worker in photography, for the problem.s
of the present and the possibilities of the future are no less alluring
than the successes of the past

Clouds in AuxocnROMEs.^It- is generally known thiit one of the
weak points of the Autochrome process lies in its rendering of

cloud effects, and very few indeed are the transparencies seen with
really ,good sky renderings. Of course, this is largely caused by tin

smaller margin of latitude in exposure allowed by the Autochronu
plate. Cloud formations, when very distinct, may sometimes bi

retained if a vei'y exact exposure is given, and if care is taken no:

(o develop the plate too far in the first bath, the requisite densit\

and brilliancy of colour in the transparency being obtained b}

intensification. This plan, however, is more or less risky. A good
way of preserving cloud forms is to paint over the sky portions

of the plate with 10 per cent, potass bromide solution, using a

sable brush very lightly charged with the solution. This should

be done before the time of development as a whole is half complete.

This is not an easy matter in the dim Virida light, though it should

be remembered that by the time development has reached the stage

mentioned the plate has lost much of its sensitiveness, and no harm
will result if quite a bright light is used, provided the, plate is nut

held too near. Tliis method applies onlv in part to sunset sky

effects, when, as a rule, the exposure is made with a view tf

including the clouds only, the landscape as part of the subject

being of little importance, its effect being for the most part sug

gestive, as a silhouette foreground. Yet this must not be over

done, or an untruthful effect will be produced. LTnless the land

scape foreground is a very open, distant one. no details of it shonl '

be hojwd for, since the quality of the sky effect would of necessil.^

be sacrificed. In sunset sky effects, compromise with regard t'

exposure could be productive of successful truthful, or even con

vincing, results, and the usual exposure rule should be reversed

to suit the case, viz., " Expose for the liigh lights, ajid let the

landscape lake care of itself."—R. M. F.
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S. Parker describes the details of an iiistiuiiicnt serving for

iir cinematograph film-pictures. The two- and three-nega-
taken simnlufr.eously.—Ens., " Colour Photography Supplc-

struct the final projected pictures in normal proportions.

By interposing light-filters of different colours in the path of

the light-rays which produce the deformed pictures, and pro-

jecting the deformeil pictures through similar light-filters,

the projected pictures are also reconstructed in natural

colours.

In carrying out the invention the deformed pictures show
the object as of reduced width but relatively unchanged in

height. They are' disposed side by Side transversely across

that there must be prinluced on

>.ii.)e picture—or, in other worda, the

mutt be utilised.

1 it that the fir ' - vire projected on

I from a re<. of several pio-

«i-jt«t linrtltuneoosiy, miu not aucceasively,

rtion ii that th* projected pictufe shall bo

•lie apparatna, which used as

^n the film, may also be used

^ the picture*.

at the optical parts of the appa-

., the Wjuw or prisma and the light-filters, shall

itt is that the parts of the apparatus

.>, easily adjusted and inex{)ensivo to

Fig. 1. Fig. 8.

tlicTiTin and- each picture is modified to transmit light rays of a

different colour.

It has been proposed to I'educe the size of pictures on cine-

matograph films, either in the transverse or longitudinal

direction, to half tho size of those at present in use, with

the object of decreasing the cost of production of such pic-

tures, and this has been effected by the introduction of

cylindrical lenses or by one of several prisms into tho optical

system ; each unit area of the film thus contains two different

pictures, allowing twe or more different subjects to be pro-

B
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-sentod on a single film of normal dimensions, which partial

images on each unit aria of the film obviously could not be

used for re-constituting a single projected picture in natural

-colours. In the present invention two or more deformed pic-

tures of the same object are di.sposetl side by side on th(>

film and the two or more deformed images are simultaneously

produced and simultaneously projected.'

In the drawings—fig. 1 is an optical diagram, showing the

.tipparatiis arranged to produce two pictures simultaneously

upon the film and to reproduce the pictures as a single pic-

ure in colours on the screen. Fig. 2 is a similar diagram of

he apparatus arrange<l to produce three pictures, and to

.•produce the same in like manner. Fig. 3 is a perspective

. iow of lens 1. Fig. 4 is a perspective view of one of tho

Jenses 2 or 3. Fig. 5 shows a portion of a film on which i.s

a single picture of the object (here the letter X) photograplud

in the usual waj', with relative dimensions unchanged. Fig. fi

is a portion of a film on which are two pictures of tlie object,

of which pictures tho height is unchanged but the width is

reduced one-half. Fig. 7 shows three pictures, with their

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

height, as before, \inchanged, but their widths reduced to

one-third.

Fig. 8 is an optical diagram similar to fig. 1, showing a

modified form of apparatus. Fig. 9 is an optical diagram,
as before, showing another modification. Figs. 10 and 11

illustrate certain, lenses of the apparatus of fig. 9. Fig. 12

is a modified arrangement of the dividing lenses of fig. 9 to

prwluce three pictures, and fig. 13 shows a' mode of produc-

ing the lenses of fig. 12. Fig. 14 illustrates a jwrtion of a

completed film as produced and projected.

Similar numbers of Veferences indicate like parts. 1 is a

7^

1

X I
1

Fig. 5. Fig. 6. Fig. 7.

double convex cylindrical lens, 2 and 3 are similar lenses

but of less width, placed parallel to one another and perpen-

dicular to lens 1, as shown. In fig. 5 there is shown a single

picture 4 produced on the film 5 in the usual way. The
optical field is represented by the area 6, 7, 8, 9, which con-

tains the object here represented by the large letter X.

The area 6, 7, 8, 9 is termed for brevity, the " unit film

area." With the lenses dispased as statetl, the- light rays

from the object will be divided into two pencils or groups,

one of which will produce the picture 10 and tho other the

picture 11 on film 5, as shown in fig. 6. The height of the

•object in these pictures is the same as in the picture 4. The
width of each object is reduced to one-half the width of the

picture 4. The width of each object is reduced to one-half

ihe width of the picture 4. Consequently the two pictures

JO, 11 unitedly occupy exactly the same unit film area as

does picture 4. The width of film 5, therefore, remains the

same, tho extent of movement thereof at each projection

' exposure remains tho same, and the same projection machine

vwill project the two pictures simultaneously upon a screen.

If three lenses 3, 3 and 12 are used, as shown in fig. 2,

then three pictures 10, 13, 11, fig. 7, will be produced on

the film in tho same unit film area, but, of course, reduced

in width to one-third of that of picture 4. And so, gener-

ally, we can add to the number of similar dividing lenses

as we may desire, thus increasing the number of pictures iii

the same unit film area as that covered by picture 4.

All of these multiple pictures are deformed—here rediii 1

in width—in the same way and to the same extent. All an;

protluced simultaneously, and all are projected simultaneously.

All—no matter how many their may be—occupy the same

/ /i/" I*; 23

Fig. 10. Fig. 11.

unit film area. The individual pictures of the group within

the unit film area arc motionless with respect to one another.

In order to project the pictures of a group occupying the

unit film area, tho projecting light-rays are first caused to

traverse the pictures and then pass through the lenses, thus

reversing the former direction of the rays from the object
through the lenses to the film. The two deformed film pic-

tures will thus bo again deformed, and so caused to recon-

stitute the single picture of the object, as shown at 4, in

normal relative proj ortions.

In order to cause this single picture to appear in natural
colours, there is interposed in the paths of the rays light-filters

4, 15 of different colours. Thus filter 14 may be red glass and
so cut off green rays, and filter 15 may be of green glass

to cut off red rays. One of the pictures 10, 11 will, when
traversed by the projecting light, stop out the red rays at
certain parts, with the result that the final single picture
on tho screen will appear in natural colours as closely as
can be approximated by tho reproduction of the reds and
greens in the object and their combinations. When the
third lens 12 is added, a third light-filter 12* of some other
colour—say blue—is supplied. The resulting screen picture
will then reproduce these three colours of the object and
their combinations. .\s each picture of reduced width, in the
unit film area, gives the whole optical field of the object

—

more or less narrowed— it will be apparent that the greater
the number of pictures produced in the unit film area, the
greater tho number of light-filters also used; so that the
number of colours may be increased, and in this way the
final single pictuie may be caused to reproduce with in-

creasing accuracy the colours of the object.

ks> the pictures on the film will be' negative, they should
1)0 changed to positive in the known way before projection.
The apparatus described may be modified in various ways

to produce the same results. In the form shown in fig. 8,

in addition to the double convex cj'lindrical lens 1, a single

Fig. 14. Fig. 12.

cylindrical lens 2 is used, in rear of which are two prisms.

1(3, 17, with their corresponding edges opposed and sepa-

rated by a gap 18. The rays nassing through the portions

of the lens overlapped by the prisms are deviated thereby,
while the remaining rays pass directly through the gap 18 to

the light-filter 19. In the paths of the two outer pencils.
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ih.>re is dispoi«I i<risras 20, 21, which deviate the pencils

and direct them respectively through the light-filters 14, 15.

Here threo narrowed pictures are produce*! on the film, which

are projixt4-<i as a t>ingle picture in natural colours upon
ihe ccreen in tho manner already described.

In the for.n shown in fie. 9 a plano-convex cylindrical

lens 22, fig. 10, is ou-.ployetl to the plane side of which are

<^-:nent<»l two lease* 23, 21. These lenses are alike and are

prnduo ,1 by dividing « piano-cylindrical lens, as 22, into two
l<>iigitii<lin»l half sections on tbe dotted line as shown in

tig. 11. Tho lenses are pWed with their edges abutting as

shown in fig. 9, each Icn- then otjvering on© half of the plane

^urfaco of Uns 22. Tl.t> light from len.s I traversing the

lenses 22, 23, 24 will then become divided into two groups or

pencils of mys, and heiico. as before, will form two narrowe<l

pictures on tho screen. The light-filters 14, 15 are placed

•• b«fore, and tho nfmration of the apparatus is the same
a* alreadv dewrihed.

In fig. 12 is shown a modifi'-ation of the dividing 1ense»i

of fig. 9. To produce these, tho lena 22 is ^vided longitu-

lir 13) into three sections 23, 24, 25, and tho sec-

tL"ii . tced, as sho«i>, between the soct'ons 23, 24. The
rays are thus divided into three groups, and traverse three

colour filter* 14. 15, 19 to produce three narrowe<l pictiir'.-s

on the film.

FifT 11 represcnti a (Mirtion of tho completed film witli

th- I., II., Ill of thre.' pictures. Tho film is fed

til! projecting apparntut in the usual way—the

Kr»iip II. succeeding the group I., the group III. succeeding

th.« uroiifi II. «nd Ml on. The colour rays which the

differently light-filtered picture of eticli group will allow to
pass when projected are indicated by vertical, diagonal and
horizontal line. Thus the pictures 10 will allow only red
rays to pass (vertical lines), the pictures 13 only green rays
(diagonal lines), and the pictures 11 only blue rays (hori-

zontal lines). Hence when the film is fed onward a red pic-

ture of one group is followed by a red picture of tho next
group, and so on for the other colours. It will, therefore,

be evident that the oolaurs on the screen are not produced by
the superposing of dilferent coloure<l pictures belonging to
different groups and requiring a feeding movement of the
film to effect this ; but that, on tho contrary, the pictures of

each group are simultaneously projectetl to produce the final

coloured picture.

The pictures of each group occupy the unit film area—the
same as occupied by a single picture 4, fig. 5, produced in

the ordinary way. No increase in the length of tho film

over that normallj- used for such single picture is, there-

fore, required. No change of any kind is made in a stan-

dard film adaptetl to receive single pictures, or in the mech-
anism in common use to project such a film. In event of

breakage of the film, there is no more possibility of error

in rejoining it than in any monochrome single picture film.

The relative jjosition of the several pictures 10, 13, 11 form-

ing a group is invariable, so that there is no way of dis-

placing one with reference to another and so throwing out
the synchronisation, as inevitably takes place when breakage
occurs in films where the constituent colour pictures are suc-

cessively superposetl upon the screen. Finally, but one

shutter is requiretl.

PICTORIAL PHOTOGRAPHY IN COLOURS.

Makt workers regard colour photography only from the purely
t.-«-hnif«l or nrientifiv point of view, and few indeed are the

: I' •; >rencir« or colonr prints seen in the exhibitions that

l~>-ovw any great value as pictorial photographs, or indicate

that their prixlur«r has endeavoured to infuse any artistic

feeling into hi< pro<iuction«. Certainly here and there we do

find exceptions to this almost invariable rule, but tho fact

of the matter is that the prHOtirc of colour photographic

proc«a»«* may b« traced alum-t entirely to an interest in

the t<«hnicol side, f<'" ' '^ibly by a fuller realisation

of the value of good obiur photography applied to

-.i5!." ' lentific braip ii .. lery far removed from the

1 • which jM-r.iii; ,_ ,U nnly to the few. .\nother

I- . . T ior this fact is that tlm photographer who works from

.r. '. avithetic motive^* ha* not often the requisite technical

• .>...!go or the im 'i to acquire it, that is essential

;. . <t<wfal colour
,

,
hy. At tho risk of entering

u)M>ii a controvpr«al topi., it may be said that many embryo

pK torialist^ ie«k to produce pictorial photographs before they

mlly maattfred tho technique of their craft, and many
;.. ir resalts show terhniqno so manifestly bad that the

photographs produce*! a't- far less sesthetic pleasure

to loiDe than Ho tho r. .. I'ul technical photographs

by a k1 ' lai worker. This is a digression, but I

think t ..-cfMary in order to point out that in

• •'! T'ting pictorial photography in colours successfully a

IvHowJcdeo of phot4^raphic technique in general is an

, /.. ,1. The other aspect of the subject I propose

,1 Kitn V. y briefly in the following paragraph.

I pbotflgrapher who has a grasp of pictoriol precepts

niii his made «<>n.o o*»ay.s in the protluction of photographs

that are d: u their conception and treatment will

find upon i
, 4 to express himself in colour, that he

ha» diflerent ground to cover, much tq learn, as well as

much to unlearn. As photographers we are so intent upon

viewing our pictorial compositions through a mental vision

that is devoid of colour considerations that the reverse order

presents considerable difficulties in practice. Frequently we

come across subjects, very attractive in them.selves, that are

quite impossible as monochrome simply because their appeal

lies in the subtlety of their colouring. It might bo thought

that these are the ideal subject for representation by colour

photography, but" this is certainly not the case. Rare indeed

are the occasions when a subject has been passed over as a

monochrome composition, will it for the same reasons bo ideal

ns a subject for a tine colour picture. Often it will be found

that if a subject is attractive in monochrome it will also

be of value for colour photography, always provided that it

does not cover too biigo an nrca. The distant panoramic

view is no more likely to be successful as a pictorial colour

photograph than it would be as a monochrome subject; in

fact, in this latter case the chances of success are all the

greater, since hand work may be introduced, or combination

printing may be adopted, with a view to putting in some

foreground object that would " throw back." The distance

of such does not conveniently come within tho angle of the lens

at the time of exi)osure.

The ideal subject) for pictorial representation by colour

photography must be discovered by every worker for him-

self, since only very general rules can be given. Care must

also be taken in selecting tho material for colour composi-

tions, not to overlook tho technical demands of the process.

«inra ^i\ production of perfect work will depend to a very

great degree upon the technical quality, no matter how attrac-

tive the subject itself, which may be beyond the capabilities

of the process emi)loyed, for reasons too lengthy to be entered

upon here. In regard to the pictorial aspect, one or two

main points may bo indicated as essential.

Both .the subject itself and its composition should be simple,

that is to say it is better to concentrate attention upon a

single tree or bush of distinctive contrasting colours than

to include in the composition a sketch of woodland of varied
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hues. All area of u few yards will often furnish o more
distinctive colour picture than some vista of beautiful colour-
ing, no matter how satisfying to the eye this may be. Colour
photography cannot express in a few scjuare inches what in

nature occupies perhaps several hundred thousand feet in

extent; the reduction of each individual spot of contrasting
oolonr is so great that unless very brilliant or distinctive
the contrast cannot be as strongly emphasised as it is in
the original. In cases like this the most satisfactory course
will be for the photographic pictorialist to take .some part
of thf composition, such as the effect of light, or colour con-
trast, upon a bough or group of flowers and foliage. If the
worker will consider this carefully, he will, I am sure, see
the force of this argument, also bearing in mind that old
dictum pressed upon the beginner in pictorial photography,
about the part being greater than the whole. Of all the
failures in colour photographs, from the pictorial standpoint,
most could be attributed to the photographer attempting
what is obviously more than his medium is capable of pro-
ducing satisfactorily, while of all the colour photographs
produced and exhibited during the last few years those depict-
ing quite simple subjects have been more consistently suc-
cessful than those that attempted to portray large expanses
of land.scape, such as a painter would immortalise^ upon a
large canvas. For this reason, a simple study of still life
or a simple, though studied arrangement of flowers of con-
trasting colours, is often far more attractive as a colour
photograph than a landscape subject, and this class of work
is ideal for pictorial photography in colours. I may mention
that this branch of the subject was dealt with at some length
in an article published in the " British Journal " " Colour Sup-
plement," November 5, 1920.

The colour photographer seeking pictorial' compositions will
have another distinct point to keep before him. When pro-
ducing monochrome photograjihs, only " form," and, to a
lesser degree, tone, in rendering the contrasts and colours
of the subject has to be considered, but in ccJoUr photography,
from the pictorial point of view, there are also in addition to
the lines forming the picture, the harmony, contrast, and
balance of the colours composing thQ picture, which will have
a very decided bearing upon the success of the work from
the artistic point of view. Monotony in any form is to be
avoided, such as would be produced by large expanses of
the same colour, with no contrast or the relief afforded by
other colours, or even by lighter or darker shades of the
same. Many landscapes, for instance, are composed simply
of tones of green. In Nature, of cour.se, there is plenty of
contrast in such expanses, but when reduced down to" the
modest dimensions of a colour plate, such pictures are aot
to give an "all-over-one" colour effect, if the term, may bo
•oined. That is unpleasing and monotonous in the extreme.
Only last summer I was seeking for colour subjects along
the banks of a disused canal and several quite good composi-
tions had to be passed over for this reason. I then came
upon a group of weeds (the name of these I am not enough
of a bolTanist to know) blossoming in spikes of reddish-pink
combined with yellow coltsfoot, and though these occupied quite
a small area m the composition they were sufficient to pro-
duce the required colour contrast and relieve the monotonous
effect. Figures also help a landscape, and. if introduced
care must be taken to see that on the one hand' thev assume
sufficient prominence, while on the other the mistake must
not be made of over-emphasising the presence of the figure.
A touch of colour may often be supplied by the introduction
<it a figure, and for this reason all models should wear bright
and distinctive coloured clothing, such as will photograph well

Ihe pictorial colour photographer will do well not to neglect a
careful study of the masters of painting, both new and old.

™e«n, of course, those who paint with fidelity to nature-and though some geniuses may appeal to the imagination ofsome with lavender sunsets and effects never yet seeh by the
vision of normal man, these are useless for our purpose. The
value of a careful study of the old masters is difficult to
over-estimate, since it brings a good idea of form and com-

position, a sense of colour and decorative design, which can
not but assist the photographer to a very great extent in
seeking beautiful subjects.

Enough has been snJd to show that though the production .

IJictorial photographs in colours is not an easv matter, and
not to be approached without a very considciable self-culture
and education in artistic principles, "there is a real possibility
that, given care in the selection and treatment of the rigli'i
kind of .subject, works of the highest quality and of great
beauty may be produced. Few of the best known of our pic-
torialists have seemingly credited the colour-photographic prc-
i-esses as of much value as a means of expressing the beautit

.

of nature, and, as before pointed out, there is certainly rooii
for a decided improvement in the pictorial quality of mm i

of the colour work shown. Perhaps some pictorialist of tl

artistic cult will exercise his skill and discrimination in tli.

pictorial ^ide of colour photography and let us see something
really worth while. 1?oueiit M. Fanstone.

Xm% and Dotes*

Improving Autochkomes —It may interest colour workers t

know that Autochronios v.'hich are weak and lacking in brillianc\
can often be greatly improved by binding t'liem up with a second
colour screen, instead of the usual piece of plain glass. These 1
have obtained from old and useless Autoclirome plates by simply
washing off the positive, cr film, under the hot'-water tap. TliV
layer containing the starch granules does not run, and when dr.
it is bound up, film to film, with the Autochrome. The positive i

thus sandwiched between two colour, screens. The result is a moi
gianular and denser rendering than the original, but the coloui
aie more intense.^r-L. M. Leventov, L.H.C.P.SI.
Colour Cixematoghaphy.—The daily papers have been telling us

of a new process to be wotked by Mr. J. Stuart Biackton. Tlu-
" Star " man tells us in his report that " It may not be generally
known that every dress worn by film artists has to be designed foV
colour most caretuUy. The light pinks, blues, greens, mauves, etc.,
may all photograph alike; but if the colour scheme is wrong in the
dress, the result on the screen would be blotchy. Unless one has
actually seen these dresses in the studio, one can have no idea cf
their beauty. The colour schemes will no doubt have to be slightly
altered, but that will be air easy matter. The producer to-day
knows what effect he wants to gain, and he has to blend his colours
accordingly, often using colours different altogether from those bo
has in his mind. In the new colour photography this arrangeme-it
will be i\nnecessary. To give an e.xample. A butler, or waiter,
will wear the regulation outfit in the new film. In the studio to-day
h« looks a weird individual. His shirt front is khaki, so is his
collar; so are his cuffs; so is his serviette. Dead-white material
sets up ' halation '—a glittering effect^—yellow photographs white
Our natural colours are far richer than those in America, and better
results should be obtained."

Direct Colour Photography in Medicine.—The demonstration
of coloured lantern-slides at the Section of Dermatology of the
Koyal Society of Medicine (says the " Lancet ") showed the possi-
bilities of this new method for purposes of illustration and teaching.
Uvachrome diapositive lantern-slides are made from the original
films employed in a new process of natural colour-photography in
which no screen is employed ; the minutest details can thus be pro-
jected upon the sheet without the loss in accuracy caused by disin-
tegration of the colours. The dyes used in the preparation of the
films reproduce the original colours with remarkable accuracy. The
IJTOcess does not lend itself to mass piwdurt.ion, but it is found to
be of the gi-eatest value for scientific pui-poses. Tlie slides are at
present prepared by the Austrian State Institute of Photography,
which keeps expert photographers at the disposal of the Viennese
hospitals and clinics, so enabling accurate colour phoiographs to be
made of cases of special interest. The negatives provide a record
for the hospital archives, and furnish medical lecturers with the
slides of individual subjects which they need. It is proposed lo
carry out the same work in England for the benefit of medical
authorities in the hospitals and universities. If, as the makers
claim, the films can be satisfactorily reproduced on paper, they
should prove very valuable for uso "in text-books and in original
articles on rare diseases.
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DESENSITISING AUTOCHROMES BEFORE
DEVELOPMENT.

In coii<«i.iu. .«U)ur-»ensitivem's* AuUxhroino

pUtM h»T.- . to l» h»n<lled in a verj wi-ak

darkroom light, t tb* Virida .«afeligl>t.s, whfch

we h*Te reguUrlj r.- d. hflv«. been u»ed, it has l^n

iiiilnmrT to take ev^ry |>r««a»<itioii iur »voi<lin); fog by i>r<H

taoCina the pUto, »» far «> jii.v.it>l«, from tha dark-room

ilhtainatioo. and. in fact, fxpomnp it to tbis lattir for no

toB<BM' t hrt" i» naiwwu^y for noting tho tiniP at whicb tbe

imaffa begin* to app««r. Eron thi» obaervation, which is

,,
^__.. t-f for •"•rtainin.^ \\\r corrwrt time of dovekipmoiit,

i» of ^n>- .litr.'.il'.v "iu: '•• the weakne*. of tho light

• r.i.jr.. . Ht Jt I* of consaderabl." iiitonrst

J [,r..-- Ii the colour-»enMtivenf«« may
_j ._i.w_<lJ_ '• .l.-v.iIi.i.iiK-fit without iiflrrt-

ouMderably tbo appoaran.o of the iniagt- and of development,

but this retardation is not constant for a given exposure.

With auranti*. however, dovolopmcnt takes place practically

in a normal an<l uniform manner.

The desensitising action of picric acid is distinctly less

than that of the pret<Kling siftstances, particularly for red

and green rays, but nevertheless it is sufficient for conditions

of lighting indicated below.
. .

Comparative experiments wiDh ,»h«ao three dasensitisors

have been carried out as follows :—The meiihod of develop-

ment IxuMHl on the time of appearance of the image, was

employed in conjunction with metoquinpne developer and with

plates' which had been exposed under identical conditions,

except that the exposures rarietl from one to another accord-

ioMmL

It til 8 timaa Dormat .

I

Normal

iWT«lopm«ni wiinoiii
Development after degenaitizing.

.\urantia.

Ttea ol I

apfwaVaaev
ol imagr.

Total time Time- of

of drrelnpnent.' appeaimnoe.
Total time.

IS
I«
l»

V>
»

1 mina. aeca. eooiwlM mini. H

1 15 17 1

1 4Jl 19
•f U> 1\

3 H 3

; 3 3U 33 3

1 4 ao 40 4

30

30

30
30

Picrio acid.

Time of

appearance.

leeonds

20
22
3o
39
42
48

Total time.

mins. flees.

1

1

3

3
4
6

45
55
40
55
10

Safranine.

Time of

appearance.

seconda

23
26
40
47

50
60

Total time.

nuns.

1

3
4
5
5
6

sees.

55

ilO

30
40

...^ , r..nt im»fT •"'« '" »""« readily of noting the action

of^Ui" dpv.l..i-r in ght >'gl»t-
. ^ «„

. ._ ,
, ;,j ha., been rendered i)r«ic-

.
loynient of pheno-

,ul>stanro has led
"^'^"

.rit.^ on the ehomioal
».»* '

.• I.I ." .Iun(v 17

>,,t«iii«- w lail<<l to
Other »ar;oo^ •

ili«h .inv

.'It. Oa t.h«

J .»e<-n the chemical oonstitu-

1 tv but wo discovered that

«IBpoond, po^-vs the poorer of d^-f^'"6^
- ntia (th.) ammonia .salt) in 1 . l.UW

in 1 : 100 solution. In the case of

.. . ..«M>t i» comparable with that of

cortnin drawhacks. The stain-

u^r ; „n -lib phenoaafranine U more per-

a with atirantia, which i« very rapidly washed

oth^r h«nd, phOTioaafranino not only retards

ing to the values, J, i, 1, 2, 4, 6, etc., the time of exposure

required for a normal result being taken as 1.

Each plate thus exposed was cut into two. One-half was

dovefcped under the usual conditions and the other was

immersed for 30 se«,nd« in the d<>sensitising bath. Develop-

ment of the desensitised pktos was continued so as to obtain

a result as close as possible to that yielded by the normal

treatm«ait.
- hrt*»rt*ining the time required for the appearan^ of the

image a diluted developer v^ used; that is to say, 5 cos. of

thrnormal stock solution of metoquinone or chloranol were

diluted with 80 ccs. of water.

The stock solution is :—

Metoquinone or chloranol i^
^'"*"

Soda sulphite, anhydrous l""
>>

Potass bromide " ,

Ammonia, 22 deg. B ^ «=*

Water ^''^ " b
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In dealing with pJatos which lied been treated with the

desensitisors, the illumination employed was either that of a
candle or Pigeon lamp at a distance of 20 in. from the
dish, or obtained with a 16 c.p. bulb in a, dark-room lamp
fitted with six Virida yellow safeldght sheete and placed 1

metre (40 in.) from the dish.

After having counted the number 6f seconds which elapsed
after insertion of the plate in the developer for the appear-
ance of the first outlines of the image, 15 ccs. oi concen-
trated developer were added, and development continued,
whilst also continuing counting, with the back of the plate
turned towards the source of light, when it is not indispensable

to observe the image in order to note the progress of d^nelop.'
ment.
The times required for the production results as close inj

character to each other as possible are set out in the accom-
panying table. The figures shown for phenosafranine are
aveiages, since the results with this d«sensitiser varied con
,sider»I)ly from one plate to another, although the conditions
of manipulation remained constant. The table thus emphasises ]
the fact of the considerable advantage of aurantia for the J
desensitising of Autochrome plates over ot"her desensitisors. i

A. & L. LrMiBRB. I

A. Seyewetz.

\

RELIEF PROCESSES FOR COLOUR WORK.
Little attention seems to have been paid to any other process
for obtaining reliefs for colour transparencies and prints
except that founded on the action of light on dichromatcd
colloids, as in the carbon process. But there are three others
wHch merit practical trial and with which excellent results
«ro obtainable. The following notes have .been compiled for
another purpose, but it was thought that possibly there might
be some who would be interested in the subject. The full
references which have been given will enable anyone specially
interested to go to the fountain sources in all cases.
The first process may be called the peroxide or etching

process, as ono uses hydrogen peroxide as the chief agent and
the gelatine is etched away by the same. The first suggestion
of Buch a method was made by R. E. Liesegang,' who found
that a concentrated solution of ammonium persulphate so
sioted upon gelatine, in which finely divided silver was
embedded, that it became soluble in warm water; but he also
found that the action was a little unreliable. This action
had been oibservod both with gelatine-chloride and bromide
prints; bleaching took place, and on placing the treated prints
in warm water and gently rubbing with the warm hand the
gelatine was dissolved on the exposed parts and there was
thus left a relief. Oolonel Waterhouse informed Liesegang
that he had made rcipeated trials,'' and failed, and the latter
also had the same experience, ^n the first ihstance he had
used an old solution, and in his later trials a freshly made
one. He found that a solution that had been freshly made
was useless, and suggested that it was advisable to make a
saturated solution and keep it for a fortnight in an uncorked
ibottle; if the solution was too old the whole film might dis-
solve. The negative to be used must not be intensified, and
better results were obtainable with slightly under-exposed
plates developed with a non-staining developer. The use of
ipaper negatives was speoially comniiended, ani Liesegang said
that the reliefs obtained could be stained up for making colour
pictures.

M. Ahdresen' improved upon this method in that ho
abandoned the use of ammonium persulphate and used hydro-
gen peroxide. He also pointed out the shadow-reducing action
of this liquid, obviously speaking of prints. Ho says "by

1. "Phot. Archiv.," 1897, 19, 161; "' B.J.P.," 1897. ii, 774: 1898, i5, 646;
Jahrbuch," 1898, It, 467; 1899. 1}, 638; " Phot. Korr.," 1898. So, 562
2. " B.J. Almanac," 1899, 935.
3. D.E.P. 103516, 1898, granted to the Aktien-Gesellschafl f. Anilinfabrik

Silbermann a ReproduktionsTerf.ihren, 1907. 1, 145: " Jahrbuch " 1899 IS

^'.If^-Jii.^'),'^- "• ^: " I'hot- J-." 1899, J9, 329; "Phot. Korr.," im',
SB. 260; Phot. Chron.," 1900; " Honzel, Photography," 1902, 813; " Phot.
Woch., 1902 386; " Jahrbuch," 1903, 16, 386, accidentally discovered a
process by which gelatino-bromide images could be converted into carbon
images. A number of prints, which sliowed green fog, were placed in a
eolution of hydrogen peroxide diluted with three times its volume of waterand were left therein overnight. The next morning the images were seen
to have completely disappeared, but on drying it was seen that the whites

Z^u,i^'""^i
With gelatine, whilst in the deep shadows there was no

?^; t ^5* n'!^*^"'"
'*''''«'« o' ">e print was then painted with a brush

»./i „„r"'
Chinese ink and dried. Then the paper was treated with

ZiTt ^^''"'
v.°",

"'"'*' "'? gelatine dissolved and carried the ink with it

Xrhnn tS-.^l^iT*
""*"'«'l "lack there was thus developed a correctcarbon image. The process was found applicable to most papers

the action of hydrogen peroxide on the silver image, produced
in gelatine, the densest parts are first attacked, and in such
a way that from the surface of the film there appears a
gradual solution of the silver with the gelatine in which the
silver particles are embedded. This processes can be utilised
for the reduction of gelatino-bromide negatives that have
been developed too hard. Of far greater importance, how-
ever, appears to be the fact that gelatine-silver images treated
with hydrogen peroxide show when dry a marked relief, which
can find application in the collotype process."
The solution recommended by Andresen was the commercial

3 per cent., to which was added 2 per cent, of pure hydro-
chloric acid. The negative should be immersed therein,' and
on rocking the dish there will ^begin, after about 5 or 10
minutes, a dissolution of the gelatine image, first in the
densest parts, and the process will be complete in ahout 20
minutes. If there are somewhat large surfaces of density,
then it is advisable to soak the negative in 5 per cent, alum
solution first. The process is claimed for application to both
negative and positive images.

I commenced to experiment with ammonium and potassium
persulphate in 1910, and then tried out the peroxide and
found that better results were obtainable by adding a very
small quantity of ibromide to the solution, and finally oame
to use oupric bromide. The work was dropped for a short
time, and in the meanwhile a French patent* by E. Belin and
C. Drouillard was published, which again roused my interest.
These inventors cited the state of the prior art and the diffi-

culties that had been met with, and pointed out that the
action of the peroxide varied with the temperature of the
solutions, and that the gelatine was dissolved the more quickly
the higher the temperature. And, they stated, " on© is
induced to cause this rise in temperature in the molecule
itself, and by the oxidation of the silver, which is embedded
in the gelatine. It is evident that an oxidising agent or
reagent creating a rise in temperature of the exothermic
reaction would enaible one to conduct the attack so that the
points of the same opacity shall be dissolved before the regjions
less opaque are attacked. With this combination there will
ibe obtained an etching of the phototype proportional to the
opacities, and executed in a moderate time and under control,
whilst the white parts are not attacked. At the same time
it is possjhle to introduce into' the action agents which shall
srwell and harden the gelatine in such a way that finally the
clich<5 will he eminently suita^hle for galvanisation, which may
be carried out in any well-known way. There will result
then directly, without transfer, printing, retouching or other
long and ccstly operation, a cliche immediately ready for
printing. The solvent solution adopted at present as giving
the best results is composed of hydrogen peroxide, nitric acid,
potassium bromide and cupric sulphate in convenient propor-

4. F.P. 423150. 1910; " Le PtocMi," 1911, 141; "Jahrbuch." 1912, « 488:
D.R.P. 230386. 1909; " Jahrbuch," 1911. 25, 631; 1912, 26, 580; " Phot Ohron •*>

1911, 438; "Chem. Ztg. Rep.," 1911, 88.
v ,u .. .
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tiona. The nitric acid may be replaced by any other acid,

such as sulphuric. ar«»tic, etc. The following composition i»

partioalarly suitable for a regular etching:—
Hydrogen peroxide ... 12.5 c.c.s.

Cupric su^hate ... ... ... 50 gms.

Nitric acid 0.06 c.c.

Potassium bromide ... ... ... 0.02 gm.
Distilled water 1000 c.c.s.

Every developer can be used provided that the oxidation

pnxlacte do not tan the gelatine in the reduced parts.

Fertooa oxalate mixed witli one-third its volume of water is

the b«at."

It «ras also suggested that if the iron developer were tised

tJM negative should be rapidly rinsed and the plate again

immersed in the above solotion, and the iron then retained in

the depths of the fihn would be converted into ferric iron,

which would harden the fihn. It was also proposed that a

preliminary etching could be effected before development was

complete, mod then, after further etching, developiment pro-

ceeded with, and that this would enable deeper etching to be

secured and that the gelatine would be at the same time so

hardened that gentle friction with a swsh of absorbent cotton

eonld be resorted to without damage to the relief. The reliefs

were applicable to photo-telegraphy and various other applica.

tions mostly of a photo-mechsnical nature, and, amongst

others, to tricolour typogramre. The claims of the patent

are " A certain and rapid etching of photographic cliches

(gtJatino-bromide of silver) by the action of a bath of hydro-

gen p«-roxide. acidulated and mixed with a salt of copper

and potassium bromide in convenient proportions. Applica-

tion ot the diAit thus produced and galvanised to all pro-

eMses of reprodncticn."

H. Liippo-CrameH dealt with this subject, and called

attention to the fact that the silver itseM is not attacked when

hydrogen peroxide alone was used, and thai the addition of

halc^en ions showed a peculiar effect. The addition of

bromides or iodides hastened the action consiilorably, and in

such a way that by this addition a practical use of the reaction

could be produced for the formation of reliefs. To elucidate

this rctnarkable action he examined the reaction between

silvw and Deroxi-Je more closely, and found that the siWer

•rt.-l («Ulyt>cally, in exactly the «une way as iron or oupric

rlil r lo. Accoring to Lilppo-Cramer's ideas there is formed,

in the deooofKisition of the peroxide, oxygen in a highly dis-

pened form, and because of this and in consequence of the

pioteotive action of the extremely finely divided gelatine, the

oxygen has an unusually strong oxidising action on the

gelatine. The catalytic action of the silver is, however,

adversely influenced if the silver at the limiting surfaces with

ih^ --latines goes into solution, even if only in traces. This

*..iau..n of the silver is prevented by the halogen ions, and

these ar« thus indirectly the cause of assisting the velocity

of the catalytic liqeefaction of the gelatine.

,p» ct glass, plates were coated with colloidal silver

• .L'.ine aad insmersed in lest tubes filled with the following

r. lut.on: (o) 20 c.c.s. of 3 per cent, peroxide solution, plus

I
- . o* 60 per cent, sulphuric add ; (6) the same Mlution

t:x-'X with a few drops of 10 per cent

r,.tr .to; («) solution,o mixed with a few. drops of 10 per cent

'.M It ion of potassium bromide.

nitrste produced a strong acceleration of. the dissolu-.

solution of silver

ops of 10 per cent.

Whilst the addition of the

acceleration of. the dissolu-.

of the"silv«r and decolouration, in e the decolouration

f.» brown silver^olatine did not take place at firat, but

the addition of bromide retards the solution of the silver but
accelerates that of the gelatine-

The author's experiments with this process have shown that

it is one well Tvorth the attention of colour workers. It is,

of course, obvious that, as with all other relief processes,

great changes may be rung on the actual composition of the

etching bath to suit individual requirements; but it must be

recognised that Liippo-Cramer's deductions hold good, and,

therefore, the acceleration of the etching and its violence is

easily under control. A moment's thought will at once shofw

that this is an inverse process, that is to say, as it is the

densely silver-covered parts tJiat are etched, one must use a

negative to obtain a positive relief image ; and for this very

reason the process seems to be more suitable for the amateur
who desires to make either superimposed film pictures or

imbibition prints.

The dense parts of the image being eaten away, there is

left a relief in gelatine that corresponds to a positive, and,

on dyeing up, the colour is ahsoribed* in exact ratio to the

quantity of gelatine present, and this dye-image can be used

as a constituent of a superposed transparency or print or

used for the imbibition process, that is, it may serve as a

print-plate, and one does away with the tedious work of

making both transparencies .and print-plates, as in the Pina-

tyx>© process, if one._,uses the original negative. It may be

advanced, and rightly, that one destroys the original negative

and that one cannot use the same for other printing; but as

a matter of fact the dyed positive may be temporarily con-

verted into a black or dark positive by the temporary use of

a comploqientary coloured filler, and thus a duplicate negative

can be easily made.
The gelatine being dissolved under the action of the tath

where there is or was silver the final relief is never quite free

from silver halide, and the plate or film should be fixed in a

chrome alum fixing bath, then, aiter washing, treated with

a 5 per cent, solution of formaline and superficially rinsed

and dried. This treatment removes the last trace of silver

salt and leaves a colourless relief, which would be quite

invisible but for a slight turbidity of the gelatine ; this treat-

ment, especially with the formaline, is not absolutely essen-

tial, but I have found it to be advantageous, as the gelatine

is rendered much harder, and in ntany cases the staining up

appears to take place better, possibly due to some mordant

aotion. With regard to the turbidity, this is the best term

that one can use, and it is caused by the pitting of the

gelatine; as each individual particle of the silver image is

surrounded by gelatine there is left a pitted film, each little

silver grain leaving a little crater or hollow, and these may

bo looked upon as acting like microscopic lenses, which cause

different refractive effects, or possibly diffraction. This causes

no trouble either .when the results are superimposed as prints

or as transparencies, and in the latter case there is no visi-

bility on the screen, normal magaification being, of course,

a»>umed. It may happen that a slight reticulation of the

gelatine makes its appearance, but this is only occasionally

noticeable, and usually disappears a,fter the formaline bath.

The main trouble, and this only appears when working with

some plates, is the stripping of the film in the greatest

densitifii, and this is obviously due to the silver deposit being

so- deep in the film that the etching aotion loosens the adher-

ence of the gelatine to the glass, but this can be overcome

by the use of the alum bath as suggested by Belin and Droui-

lard. In film work this is never met with. There is. as will

have been gathered, no hot water treatment, and there is

consequently with films much less chance of distortion and

V u ,u„ .„ the tube became brown. Only after the whole

f,'
• wss di«olved did there appear a conversion of the yellow

.
, . - into white silver bromide. This experiment shows that

ui if.B brawn siivor-goi»w"i- ^^ ..". —- r , '
. _

there sppearwl in spproximately five minutes a liquefaction
^ ^

of the oelatinp so that not only the plate alone but the whole -^^ <>f register through irregular expansion and conto-acrtion

. 9%^ Korr •• 1911 U. *»: " Jsbrboeh," mi. U, 487; B. CoasUt,

.. t„'^SLi "
ism. «'• "Phot J. Amer.,-' W16. «. 389. recommended

JSSiliJ^ih fS^ml.f. anrf immertioi of the negative in annnomam

tr^SSSSSmvitSSZuiM Ihr .m.K* blcehed and then ?«»"• ''•'<="°3

SJTTSi, l«MSo»rthe »el«linf, the immersion Is »n slttm batl" and
^™* • "'^Jt.SS.r ISTiains OD sod the transfer of the dye lo gela-

nffiH'
aad rabssqsot lUlsins op sod the trsn

of the base.

Developed Relief Processes.

Probably the inception of the idea of obtaining relief images

by development is cont<ained in J. W. Swan's patent* for

producing photo-relief plates, in which development with

pyrogallol and ammonia is described, and the plate subse-

quently placed in warm water, when the parts unacted upon

6. B.F. «K. 1879.
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by light and developer swelled up. But L. Warnerke' pro-

tected a process "for the production of negatives and trans-

parencies whoro the parts unacted upon hy light and develorp-

ment are dissolved away." For producing the film a colloid,

such as gelatine or dextrin, should l>e supported on paper or

othej- .'iuitable material, and the sensitive salt might bo pro-

duced 'by the emulsion or Iwith process, and exposuras might

be in the camerai or otherwise. The doyeloiier recommended

wa.« a mixture of pyro, ammonium ibromide, lanimonia, citric

ncid and glycerol, ak^hol and water. The ima^e might bo

fixed or not, ibut in the whole treatment caro must be taken

that no substance, such as alum., is nsed that would produce

general insolubility of the gelatine. When dry, the picture

n'as P'lact>d in contact \vitli glass and plungixl into wann water.

The picture adhered to the surface, and that part of the film

that ibore no image diRi?olve<l away. The image would 'be

reverswl. but that could be overcame by the use of transfer

paper. Enlargements oould be used and insoluble pigments

might be added to the emulsion if desired. For relief cliches

to toe u.«ed in printing surfaces the -sensitive film must be

sufficiently thick, and a grain imight be produced by adding

an inert powder.

It will be noted that Warnerke iisod no sulphite. /ITie

reason for this was that he desired to obtain the full effect of

the ta.nning by the oxidised pyrogallol, and this naturally

leads to the conclusion that if the oxidation of the developing

agent is onore or le.'* prevented, there will bo control of the

height of the relief. Silberraann" points this out, and .says

that it is well kn<rtvn that in the develojOTient of negatives

there is produced a more. or less marked relief, which, among
other things, depends upon the developer. Pyrogallol,

eikonoge.n, hydr<Kjuinone, and amidol give a .strong relief:

metol and di-a.midophenol a low one, and glycin and rodinal

practically none. There does not appear to be any connection

between the constitution of the developer and this ^act, but

p-amidophenol is not suitable for relief formation. That the

insolubility of the gelatine is dependent on . an oxidation

process is clear from the fact that the presence of sulphites

is prejudicia.l to the formation of the relief. Although Silber-

manin does not quote any authorities, we must not overlook

the fart that A, Haddon and F. Grundy' found that pyro .solu-

tion had no tanning action on gelatine, but when the pyio

was oxidised and became brown it exerted a strong tanning

action and the gelatine became quite insoluble in hot water.

After exposure t<) air, glyein and rodinal (;>-amidophenol)

did not affect the temperature at which gelatine dissolves in

water ; nietol and amidophenol raise the tcmiperaturc ; hydro-

quinone, pyrogallol, eikonogen and amidol make the gelatine

insoluble ifa boiling water. It was found that if glycin and

rodinal were oxidi.sed by bromine or similar agent the products

tan the gelatine thoroughly, and the condusiin was that these

two agents are not oxidised by air. When large jjroportions

of sulphite are used in the developer the organic compound is

very little oxidised, the gelatine is left soluble, and the relief

of the image is very small. An image in high relief is formed

under conditions which permit of the oxidation of the

developer at the points at which it reduces the silver bromide,

the gela.tino at these parts being tanned by the oxidation

products. This subject wfas aJso dealt with by A. and L.

Lwmiere,'" but it is not necessary to abstract their paper,

which in the main confirms Haddon and Grundy's conclusions.

The only point that is brought out is. that the oxidation

product of ;>-aniiidophenol is insoluble in water and only

slightly soluble in sulphite, therefore, the non-tanning action

is explained. E. J. Wall, F.R.P.S.
(7'o he concluded.)

7. E.P. 1436, 1881; " Phot. J.," 1881; " Phot. News," 1881, 25, 248; " Phila.

Phot.," 1881, 18, isr?, 214, 218, 246; " Silbermann's Reproduktionsverlahren,"
VHn. i, 141; • Phot. Mitt," 1881, n, 65, 98, 236; " Handbuch," 1917, 4, II.,

278. Demonstrations were later given by Warnerke of his process as applied

to photoengraving, " Phot. J.," 1894, H, 94; " Photography .\nnual," 1896,

222; Bull. Beige," 1898; "Bull. Soc. Fran? Phot.," 1898, Si, 301; "Phot.
Woch.," 1898; " Jahrbnch," 1899, IS, 587.

8. Silbormann, loc. cit.

9. " B.J.," 18%, 43, 356; "Photography Annual," 1897. 189; " Phot. Rund.,
13%, 313; 'Phot. Crbl.," 18%, 269; "'^Jahrbuch," 1897, 11, 402, 511.

10. "B.J.." 1906, 5S, 286; "Bull. Soc. Franc Phot.," 1906; "Jahrbnch,"
1906, tl), 500.

news and notes.

-Aircraft and Colour.—Modern aircraft—aeroplanes, airsh:]'

and ballooIl.^—does not make pleasing screen-plate pictures, mainly

because of lack of strong colours, and many colour workers no

doubt read with great interest details of the vivid pink aeroplane

wliicli has been made for the R,ijab of Morvi, and pictured in their

minds colour-screen pictures of a blue sky filled with aircraft of

various colours. The Rajah's aeroplane will no doubt be most

effective when upon the ground, but, as a writer in the " Daily

Chronicle" points out, at any altitude e.xeeeding 2,000 ft.—which
i.s quite low as aei'oplanes fly nowadays—it is impossible to das-

linguish the colour of an object in the sky.

CoppER-MORDANT Dye-Tonincj. — Two patents of addition.

Nos. 163,336/7, to patent No. 147,005 (" B.J." Colour Photography
Supplement. June 3, 1921, p. 23) have been filed in London by

Dr. Traube and are open to inspection' before acceptance. Accord-

ing to No. 153,336. the pictures are treated, for the purpose of cor-

recting and enfeebliiig the dyeing, with a dilute acid or for the

purpose of intensifying the colour with a dyestufi solution. The
reduction may be made before drying, but it is best to intensify

only after drying. -According to No. 163,337. the copper picture

which is to be dyed is made by using a bath containing less than
half the copper compound and potassium ferricyanide formerly

usual. To further increase the transparency more potassium ferri-

cyanide than the copper compound ntay be used. In the usual bath
about equal quantities of copper sulphate and ferricyanide are used

with about ten times the weight of either of potassium citrate.

Christensen Colour Screen-Plates.—According to patent speci-

fication. No. 163,311 (open to inspection but not yet accepted), of

J H. Christensen, the colour elements of a screen-plate are pro-

duced by comminuting (as by emulsifying) liquids containing a dye
in such a form and under such conditions that mordanting does not

take place before the elements have been applied to the under layer,

the object being to avoid any decrease in brilliancy and clearness of
the screen due to the complete or partial precipitation of the dyes.

.\lso to make the screen water-tepellent. the imder layer on whidt
the particles are coated is provided with a coating of a cellulose

derivative with the addititm of a basic substance, as. for instance,

a soap, e.g., sodium oleate. For producing the screen elements,

instead of aqueous solution of a basic dye mixed with tannic acid,

fhe water solvent is partially substituted by methyl or ethyl

alcohol, and in the case of a solution of tungstic acid, molybdic
acid or phospho-tungstic acid mixed with a solution of basic dye,
the liquids are rendered basic by the addition of ammonia which
prevents precipitation. Where coloured basic particles of tungstic

acid are used mordanting is effected by a subsequent treatment such

as by an acid either in solution, or in the form of vapour. Inert

substances such as gum arable, dextrin, and albumen may be-

included. .^

The 1'rizma Process.—In writing of the trade demonstration of

the Prizma process of colour cinematograpliy in our issue of May 6>

last, page 18, we referred to the apparent need, in the process, of

a camera^ ca,iKible of pix>duc.ing iderttical images in the ease of tliose-

nega/tive reooids of the moving subject which I'equire to be brought
into registration when producing the colour film by an assemblage
process. We further pointed out that the films themselves aflorded

evidence of the fact that rapid movement was deliberately

eliminated from the subjects for the purpose of avoiding the colour-

fringing effect which results from such absence of registration of
images. We are therefore interested in hearing from the firm of

J. Stuart Blacton Photo-Plays, Ltd., of Bush House, Melbourne
Place, Strand, W.C.2, that a camera of this kind has been con-

structed by Mr. W. Van Dorn Kelley, the inventor of the Prizma
process, and is being u^ed at the present time for the production-

in colour of a drama film entitled " The Glorious Adventure."^
According to Mr. William T. Crespinel, who is in charge of making
tl>6 negatives for tliis photo-play, the lens image is divided into
three identical images in such a manner that the camera can he^

used with tlie same strength of artificial lighting as is employed
for ordinary monochrome films. It is believed that the entire pro-

duction of " The Glorious AdVenture " will show that perfect

'colour registration has been obtained. If this turns out to be the
case, it would seem that this film will be the first to have been
produced under ordinary conditions of lighting and action for pro-
duction in (vilonr on the screen by photographic means.
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NEGATIVES FOR THREE=COLOUR PRINTING FROM
AUTOCHROMES.
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li

i.. aiiv (l«*criptions of the Autochrome piat«, which I have
••«n. it is aakomed that the dpvelopment of the film is cod-
ttned to that part of it which lies immediat«ly behind the
ttarcli grain which traiumits the light. Itut considerable
ex|>ericDcc in making negatives for three-colonr printing leads
IB* to b«lie%'e that this is not the faso: but that grains adjoin-
in- thf>*« which trannnit the light »re also affected by it.

\:-i - ..it this it the c»iiae of certain difiBcultie^ I hare found,
'lot troubled me when working direct from nature.

• oic proc«M I iiae is bichromated gelatine, and
powder, spread with a brush on paper;

!} with warm water. But the difliculties

to aii^ procoas. The tfouble does not lie in the

; in making the negatiTe*. -

aru great advantages in using the Autochrome as

thi i^rigmal oolour record. inct«*d ol exposing three separate

plates, (•i>«rially when working from life or on landscajje.

But I h*v(! found that while I rould always get a sky to

print wkmi working direct Irorii nature 1 could never do so

from tkm Autochrome until I adopted the device of backing
(lit- Anloobrooie with a verj thin negative made by white

iii(ht. This plan also gave a better separation of the colours

in thi' c^ of flower subjects and stMh like. I wa« led to

adopt It when trying to get negatives from a colour chart

tuadv by ••x{>osiDg an .Autochrome plate to red, green and
vtotat light in overlapping circles. It is a nice, bright chart

with a ^uigle in t'je centre, and blue, crimson and
\i>llow " !iat, and red, green and violet outside of

thmi. Sach a <ii»rt ahonld in tbeerj' transmit an equal

anount of red light through the whole of the red circle. It

doea not do So, hot wbeo examined through a red filter it

is saen to pass more light through the crimson and yellow

than through the red; and most of all through the white.

And to with the otfier oolour*. And negatives made from it,

even with filters of very short transmission, are more dense in

the white than in the crhnsoo and yellow, and least dense of

all in the rad.

Printing from saefa a nejpttive—in bine, for im^taiice—when

tb-i oolour is all wiaabed off the white, there is still liome blue

loft on the rad ; aad development has to be continued till

that has bean wnahed off. In the case qf a landscape with

wkita ek)nd< and a rad roof, if all the blue is washed off the

roof tou much is washed off the !,ky, where the devek>pment
-'

- -
' haro slopped when the clauds first became white,

direct on such n anbject no such difficulty occurs.

ir .V ;i I
•

.

- oibject you either get a bright red degraded by a

iitt:. ,::•! ••How left <m it, or, if you continue develop-

ment until that i.s washed ofi, you loee the shadow detail in

the white powers.
By backing such a chart -with a thin negative made by

white light it is possible to get even density in the resulting
negative over the whole of the red circle. But, of course, the
hacking negative has to be developed to exactly the right
contrast to get that result, and therein lies the difficulty of

using this device. There seems to be nothing for it but. to
make another if the first does not look quite right. I have
met with some success in this way, but I do not pretend to

be able to succeed at the first attempt every time. With prac-
tice I think one should do so. A negative much overdeveloped
gives reversal, and can be recognised as likely to do so. But
different Autochromes require negatives of diJEerent character.
One that has had a short first development will want very
little correction. But such an Autochrome is too dull 1x> make
a pleasing transparency or to be a good guide to the fin;il

appearance which your print should have. And, of course,

one of the advantages of using the Autochi'ome as the original

record is just that you have it to guide you in the final pro-

duction of your print.

The explanation seems to be that if a plate is exposed to

monociiromatic light and developed and fixed, but not reversed,

and then examined with a microscope, it will be seen that the

starch grain is not entirely obscured with a continuous coating

of black, but partially covered with very small black dots, and
the adjoining grains, of different colours, also have a certain

amount of dots over them; in some cases isolated, in others

running in chains from the exposed grain. I do not know
whether this is the case with other screen plates. But if it

is caused by light reflected from the starch grains it might

not occur in a screen of mosaic pattern.

Where there have been two exposures, as to violet and

green light, the red grains are more heavily dotted where the

two exposures cross, in the blue, than in either the violet or

green, though they have had no exposure to red light.

The effect, where one exposure has been made, to one colour

'oT'Ugkt, is the same as if one grain had had a full exposure,

and the other two a partial exposure. But in the case of

compound colours, blue, crimson and yellow, two grains are

exposed, and each gets a bit extra from the other. .\nd in

the case of white each grain gets what is equivalent to extra

exposure, from invasion by the other two colours. The total

result being the same as if the secondary colours had more

exposure than the primaries, and the white most of all. It

may be possible to produce a chart free from this defect.

But for ordinary Autochrome work I have found my method

B
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.,f correction a useful aid to getting good negatives. And

1 sball bo glad if it U of use to anyone else.

It amounts to treating the Autochrome as being unevenly

flooded with white light. Possibly the more correct method

might be to back the Autochrome with negatives made by

light complementary to that used in making the final nega-

tives. But such trials as 1 have made of this plan seem

to show that it is not worth the trouble of making three

backing negatives, and the risk of one of them going wrong, in

registration or otherwise.

As to the filters to Be used in working from Autochromes

I should b« glad of any advic* or assistance. I have used

ler 2. l^^^^K

ao overlap^^Bk
;ing tells meTr

filters of short enough transmisgion to give no overlap?

very good and practical judge of colour printing tells

should use longer transmissions. But I do not sec why, nor

have I found any advantage in filters of very short trans-

missions. After much experimenting with filter dyes I ili

not believe that a correct set of negatives could be mafl"

from colour charts such as mine, by any set of filters, witlumi

some such correction as I have used. But I shall be viiy

pleased if anyone will show me a better way. or give uiiv

irformation on the making of three-colour Negatives from
Autocliromes or any other screen plates.

E. A. DUBCHARDT.

RELIEF PROCESSES FOR COLOUR WORK.
(Concluded from page 32.)

It is clear that in the use of sulphites we have a means

of control of the height of the relief formed. From the

author's experiments it seems immaterial whether ammonia

or a fixed alkali be used, tout for colour work the latter is

much to be preferred on account of the more regular action.

The actual composition of the developer is again of no par-

ticular moment, only such good results have never been

obtained with any other reducing agent than pyrogallol.

There are one or two points to which attention may profitably

be directed. In the first place, the total omission of the

sulphite gives a very high relief, which, as will be seen

presently, is of no moment, but there is a tendency to the

formation of a euperfivcial skin of insolubilised gelatine that

may later give a little trouble. The second and more impor-

tant point is the absen-ce of fog. As everyone knows, fog is

metallic silver, and as the deposition of silver is accompanied

by insolubilisation of the gelatine, it is obvious that a foggy

result -will not develop up into such .a clear relie'f as plate that

is free from the same; therefore, it is advisable to use a fair

ajnount of bromide in the developer and to allow for this in

the exposure, as it is well-known that bromide slows a plate,

to use a current phrase.

In this process we have again the old carbon trouble of loss

of half-tones, if one works in the ordinary way, that is to say,

if one exposes from the front ; and, therefore, exposure should

be made from the back or through the support. And for this

work films are decidedly to be preferred to plates, on aooount

of their lesser thickness.

Stress has been laid, principally by F. E. Ivea, on the impor-

tance of keeping the relief loWj and if this is desirable then

the sensitive film may be stained up with a yellow dye prior

to exposure. For this purpose tartrazine, thiazol yeillow or

naphthol yellow can be used, or some other yellow colouring

matter.

These three are particularly mentioned because they have

been found efficient ; the dye used must be of an acid nature,

as the basic dyes have ao little affinity for gelatine that it is

almost impassible with miany of them to say whether a film

has been immersed therein or not. In the face of the most

recent work on desensitising with dyes it is clear that not

every one is suitable, but without examination of the question

at all I think that moat of the desensitising dyes are basic.

The height of the relief is of not the slightest importance for

superimposed filims ; when dry, the relief is so low that it is

almost invisible, and I have never found any trouble when

using such reliefs, even of the highest type obtainable on

films in the imbibition process.

There is one point in connection with the use of dyed reliefs

that seems to have been generally ignored, and that is the

limiting absoi-ption of the dye, and it is for this reason also

that the deep reliefs are inocuous. , To make this quite clear

let us take the case of a filter dye, such as filter yellow K, and

assume that we have eight gelatine sheets, all stained to the

same depth. Then, placing one such film on a white support
and, superimposing a second, there will be noted a distinct

colour change, and the same applies to the third, and possibly

the fourth, this being entirely dependent on the dye density.

But on superposing more films it will be seen that the colour

change is very slight indeed ; in fact, it is impossible to tell

whether six or eight films are superposed. This state of things

is met with in reliefs: the latter may be so great that the
limiting absorption oomes into play and the higher reliefs are

visually obliterated. This can be best seen toy the use of

H. and D. strips; if, for instance, one has a strip showing
clear densities in all nine sectors and a gamma of about 1.5,

the positive here being in mind, when such is converted into

a relief the nine steps can bo seen, but when dyed up the

iiumlber will be, perhaps, reduced to six. Practically the three

densest reliefs are represented by the same colour visually, and
no amount of soaking in the dye will alter this, although some
slight variation may yet be detected in these three last dye
densities by examination with a complementary coloured filter.

This effect varies with the dyes, and it is impossible to state

what dye will and will not give this result.

Reverting, however, to the question of the dye, it must also

be taken into consideration that the easy removal of this pre-

staining dye is advisable, but not essential ; should any be left

in the reliefs, it will merely make the reds a little more orange

iind the blues a little more greenish, which is quite immaterial

in projection work, and it can toe ignored in the imbibition,

for if the dye will not wash out readily it certainly will not

transfer easily. Another point that is of importance, although

so much has been written on the particular dyes that are

suitable for superposition and imbibition, that one may almost

look upon this as supererogatory, yet it is as well to bear in

mind in the temporary superposition of the stained films that

examination should be made by the light that they are to be

chiefly seen toy; som* pictures may look excellent by daylight

and far too yellow toy artificial light, and the difference is veiy

r.iarked sometimes. "

Dichromated Relief Process.

This may seem an unhappy title, but I do not know what
bhould bo used, recognising that it may convey the impression

f f an ordinai-y oai'Ixisn relief, and altliough dichromate is used

light plays no pari, as the relief-forming agent.

Howard Farmer" proposed to treat developed silver images

with dichromate, which he had discovered acted upon the

gelatine in. situ with the silver and hardened it just as though

11. E.P. 17773, 1889. It is quite possible that when uBing such concentrated

sulutions of dichromate soine softening of the gelatine, not in contact with

tlie silver, might take place, as strong solutions of the dichromates are

good solvents for gelatine, and this property was ntilised by J. Husnik in

his "leimtypo" process, see E.P. 73, 1887; 8,946. 1889; D.K.P., 40,766, 1887;

42,158, 1901; " Jahrbuch," 1888, t, 247; 1889, S, 75; " Handbnch," 1917, i. II.,

215; " Silbermann's Reproduktlonsverfahren," 1907, t, 185.
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had reduced the dichromate ; and later he ascribed

!i to the oataJytic action of the finely divided silver

in the presence of the gelatine and dichromate ". The
dichromate is reduced and the gelatine, by combination with

the reduction product, is converted into the insoluble form.

The silver itself undergoes no change. The simplest manner,

he suggests, of obeerring this action is to immerse a plate or

him with a silver image in a dichromate solution, when, if the

strength be fairly concentrated about 20 per cent., the action

IS practically instantaneous. A more convenient means con-

sists in preparing gelatino-bromide plates, in which the

gelatine is retained in a soluble form, and developing the

images with ferrous oxalate ". On placing the plates for e
tev seconds into a 20 per cent, solution of ammonium
diofaromate the gelatine, wherever it is in contact with the

reduced silver, becomes insoluble, and the images, after

waging, present the same relief as exposed carbon prints do
when immersed in w^ter. The chronwted images also possess

the same properties as dichromated images obtained by the

action of light ; thus the film, after drying and re-wetting, can

be squeegeed to insoluble surfaces and developed with hot

water, as is customary with carbon or Woodburytype reliefs,

nd the results b*Te all the wt.-11-dctined sharpness of the latter.

Kurther, by heating the films, as in the collotype process, simi-

larly reticulated surfaces are obtained on immersion in ooki

w«t«r. *' These examples are sufiScient to show that in the

reaction I have deeoribed we are offered the means of obtain-

ing for the chromium processes the high degree of sensitiveness

hitherto only obtainable with the gelatino-bromide process."

likler-' considers the catalytic action aa not quite satisfac-

tory, as the metallic silver is changed for the most part, as

chromic acid and dichromatos convert it into chromate, the

acid and salt being converted into chromium oxide, according

to the following equation :
—

6 Ag + 5 OrO, + 3 H.O = 3 Ag.CrO, + Cr,(OH)..

Thi.t •.'<|U:iti'>u is only schematic, and in the presence oS

.In Mr.>innt>' the reaction may be represented as follows:—
6 Ag + 6 K,Cr,0, + 8 H.O =

a Ag.CrO. + Cr,(OH). + 6 K.CrO..

From numarous experiments I cannot accept Eder's last equa-

tion aa correct, for although the matter was not especially

examined there is no visible change on immersion of a silver

image in dichromate solution. Namias" gives a much more
feasible explanation ; the best way of tanning the gelatine is

to oonvart the chromic acid to a lower chromium oxide, and

this can be and ii done when the acid acts on metallic silver,

and silver chromato and hydrogen are formed, according to the

equation :—
6 Ag + 3 H,CtO. = 3 Ag,CrO. + 6 H.

riio hvdrogen reduces the excess of acid to chromium oxide,

Hhii.il in the presence of the acid, becomes chromate of

chroaium, and it is thia Mit—

H + 2 H,CrO. = Cr.O. -1- 5 H.O.

tbat is the active agent in producing insolubilisation. The
disadvantage of using chromic acid is that it not only suffers

rediK tion locally, but generally also, so that the gelatine not

in contact with the silvt-r may be hardened, even if only to

a Mnall extent. Namias states positively, thus confirming my
views, that the chromic acid in the dichromate cannot attack

the silver". It is rather beyond the scope of this note to

••'i»<T rrinr^ f'lfl-r into Namits's paper, which deals with the
'.1' _:. (jxohrome and allied proceoses, with which we
»iv iioi <: r.. '. . 'onrcrned, though naturally the basis of the

action i« •'.- i. .. i.

'2. «, ») " Brit. J. Phot.." 1M4. U. W; " PhotofrspbjF

:ua» <i>»l»l« was satlcstaU becasM It was a aoa-iaaiiiDg dev«lop«i.

i lUndbnfh." :r.1. I, II.. 179

ia. Jsbrboc tbtt. "C..*.," 1«3. 7, 1681,

1*. \htn. ^>eg> sad C«x, " ZciU. ph;s.
>..— ' .^,4 ^^ ,.,»ic i,Mi iniiiwmum (iichromate oo solotion io water

. inlloii Into IrM (broaile acid and inoaocbrofflate. S«« slso

•:]. H. n-

Namias comes to the conclusion that the best insolubiliser
is a 0.5 per cent, solution of dichromate to which 2 pea- cent,
of potassium bromide is added. If a solution of dichromate is

acidulated with sulphuric acid, even if only faintly, the action
is the same as if free chromio acid were used, and the silver
image is rapidly bleached S/Ccording to the equation:

6 Ag -1- 6 H.CrO. + 6 KBr =
6 AgBr + 3 K,CrO. + Cr^O, + 5 H,0.

The gelatine in situ with the silver is then so hardened that
the film may ibe placed in boiling water without any harm.
and the image will stand a fair amount of friction. The effect
with a sulphide-toned image should be greater still, because
the sulphide must be first converted into sulphate and then
into bromide, and there would be a greater quantity of
chromium oxide set free, thus:—

3 Ag.S -1- 8 H,CrO. = 3 Ag.SO. + 4 Or,0. + 8 H.O.

For years this valuable property of the dichromates appears
to have lain dormant, and, so far as I am aware, no practical
application of Farmer's own patent was made. W. Riebeoasahm
and Posseldt," after referring to Faimer's work, which, as
they say, does not make use of a pigmented gelatine, propose
to incorporate a pigment with the gelatino-bromide emulsion.
The paper was to be exposed like bromide paper, developed in

the usual way, and then, fixed or unfixed, imimersed in

dichromate and repeatedly washed and treated with ammonia
t) remove the last traces of chromate, and developed, etc., as
an ordinary carbon print. The inventors state: " Das Ver-
fahren isf auch verwendbar zur Herstellung von Bilderu in

natiirlichen Farben, indem man nach dem Prinzip des
Dreifarbendrucks Bilder in den drei Grundfarben herstellt und
bei der zweiten Debertraguiig aufeinanderklebt." Anglicised:
The process is also applicable to the preparation of pictures
m natural colours, as, according to the principle of three-colour

printing, pictures in the three fundamental colours are pre-

pared and superimposed in the second transfer.

J. Mezaros" patented a process for preparing pigments in

monochrome, polychrome or natural colours and printing plates

with a silver salt or an emulsion of the same, which was
iounded on Farmer's process. Ordinary bromide or chloride

emulsion could be used and the positives made in the ordinary
way, great stress being laid on thorough washing after fixing.

The chromate necessary for the preparation of the pigment
pictures was added afterwards to the geUtine and not used
as a sensitiser. The silver image was immersed in a

dichromate solution for three or five minutes and then the

plate was immersed in a solution which would dissolve

the image and at the same time fix the chromic acid iu tho

film, and this would precipitate the metal in the form of

chromate. For this purpose the film was immersed in a 2 to

3 per cent, solution of nitric acid, or the chromic and nitric

baths could be mixed. The insoluble chrQmate precipitated

in the image-'bearing film iu proportion to the shadows,

combines with the gelatine, so that the image might be

developed with hot water in the usual manner of carbon

printing, and only the soluble parts are dissolved. A gelatine

lelief is thus produced which may be hardened in the usual

way, and can be used for printing, or an electrotype can be

made from it. The film of the image may be coloured with any

convenient colouring matter to obtain a transparency, a

negative for printing, or a positive on paper at will ; or a

precipitate may be produced in the gelatine of any desired

colour, for ex&mple, sulphate of baryta, to make the imago

17. E.P. 898, 1904, granted to Riebensahm aod G. Koppmaun; " Brit. J.

Phot.," 1904, 61; D.R.P. 153,439, 1902, to Eiebensahm and Posseldt; "Jahr-

bach," 1906. 11, 456; " SUbermann, 1, 241; " Phot. Chron.," 1904, 648; " Hand,

bach." 1917, i, II.. 280; P.P. 338,170. The Neue Photographische Gesell.

D.B.P. 196,962; " Handbuch," loc. cit., 282, claim the addition of a harden-

ing agent such as alamininm chloride to the dichromate bath. The addition

of orthocbromatic sensitiserg is also claimed, S.P. 2i,9ea, 1904; abst. " B.J.,"

1906, «J, 365, 873; D.R.P., 1904; Silbermann, loc. cit., I, 280. Paul Pretacb,

E.P. 2,373, 1864, used a silver salt in conjunction with uichromate for obtain,

ing aonic or raised designs. Most readers will be familiar with the Carbo-

graph paper which was on the market for a while some years ago.

18. P.P. 35a.81!), 1906; B.J.,' 1906, H, 454.
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visible. When pigmentary or coloured images are required

the necessary pigments should be added to the gelatine before

the ooatiug of the paper. It should be noted also that ortho-

chromatic sensitisers may be added. With the new process it

will be possible to obtain polychrome effects by super-imposing

several films.

F. E. Ives" patented a process of producing multi-colour

pictures by a process of " desolubilising " gelatine in situ

with silver, utilising the action of chromic acid, and the

superposition of the reliefs thus produced after staining up.

fie proposed to use a normal silver emulsion on a transparent

supiK>rt, suoh as glass or celluloid, and p re-dye it with a yellow

tlye such as tartrazine, to prevent the too-deep penetration

of the printing light. The exposure was made through thi'

back of the support, as would obviously be necessary, and a

iion-t«nning developer was recommended. The hajdening bath

Ammonium dichromatc

Potassium bromide
Sulphuric acid

Water

6.8 gms.

6.8 gms.
6.5 C.C.8.

1000 CCS.

The acid is said to be advantageous, as it enables the action

to be washed as the image bleaches. The film was developed
with hot water, and the silver salt dissolved out with hypo.
The particular dyes recommended are Bayer's alizarine blue AS,
vqual parts of Bayer's rubinol R and rubinol 3G, and sulphon

yellow R of the same make. To make a paper print, the blue

constituent image was to be made on bromide paper and toned
with cyanotype in the usual way, and this print was to be

fixed in alkaline hypo, then rinsed and placed in a strong
solution of oxalic acid. Presumably this was to convert sqmo
of the iron into hydroxide and dissolve out with the acid.

The author found that this particular bath gave rather

strong contrasts, and that i1 had a tendency to eat out the

finest details of the high lights. Namias's bath gave better

results. There are, of course, all possible variations to be

rung on this Bath, and it will be found that slight variations

of contrast are thus obtainable, and a few experiments will

soon determine that which best suits the operator. It should,

however, be noted that Ives's bath on standing, psH-ticularly in

the light, develops free bromine, and that this may have a

prejudicial effect, as it is well known that free bromine tans

gelatine; obviously, any other halide may be used.

There remains but one point to deal with, and that is the

printing ; as this has to be done ihrough the support, it is

obvious that parallel light ought to be used, and fo£ small

work there is no trouble in rigging up a Mazda nitrogen lamp
at the equivalent focus of a lens and getting over this diffi-

culty ; but, with films, if a lamp be placed at the bottom of a

box about 4 feet deep, the inside being, of course, painted

black, and a piece of opal glass be placed over the lamp, the

results are so sharp as to bear considerable magnification, as

the loss of definition is vej-y little. For large sizes and glass

plates one must use parallel light, but it would take up more
space than is desirable, and I am afraid that even now this

article has i-un ratlier beyond reasonable limits, or I would

describe the elaborate but cheap apparatus that I have used.

For similar reasons all instructions as to the particular dyes

19. U.S.P. 1,186,000, 1916, Ducos in Hauroii, Lumiere, Sanger-Shepherd

and Bartlett, and O. Pfenninger all disclose the use of non-actinic dyes in

making carbon reliefs to prevent the too deep penetration of the light; but

it may be contended that the two cases are not quite on all fours, as in

Ives' patent we are dealing with a development process with a silver halide

emulsion. Ives says :" I believe that I am the first to propose a photo-

graphic printing process comprising the incorporation with the sensitive

silver in a suitable tilm of an actinic-light restrainer, whereby, upon
exposure and development the silver image will be confined to one side of

the Elm." But A. Hernandez-Mejia, UjS.P., 1,174,144, of March 7, 1916,

date of application June 21, 1912. thus nearly three years before the date
of Ives' application,' which was March 13, 1916, says :

" The gelatine or

substratum, on that side Is, if desired, dyed with a contributory colour
(as yellow), one which when combined in projection with the red and green
to make total opacity or black, a degree of colouring being employed which
Hill not permit the actinic light, or will do so very sparingly, to pass
through the film to the opposite side during the printing operation." This
i.s ii clear description of the restraining light action by a dye in conuectiou
tuth a silver emulsion.

to be used has been omitted. Much has already appeared in
*

the pages of the " B.J." on this subject, to which reference ^
should be made. 2

E. G. Wall, F.R.P.S. I

TWO-COLOUR CINEMATOGRAPHY.

.\ I'KOCESS described in a patent specification (No. 165,826) of (the

late) W. Friese-Greene and Colour Photography, Ltd., is of that

type which consists in preparing pairs of negatives on a single

light-.sensitive surface, suoh as a cinematograph film, by exposing
them in succession respectively to direct white light and through a

coloured screen, preparing positives therefrom and thereafter

colouring the positives so obtained (for projection) or projecting

them through coloured screens.

According to the invention the exposure through the coloured
screen is made through a screen coloured yellow, as for example
through a screen coloured with flavazine.

For the purpose of projection in colour the entire positive sur-

face obtained from the negative exposed directly to white light

is preferably coloured approximately blue-green or is projected

through an approximately blue-green screen, and the other positive

surface is coloured, or is projected through a screen coloured
approximately orange-pink or other colour of reddish-shade
In the preferred method of carrying the invention into effect,

the cinematograph film is specially colour-sensitised as described

in Patent No. 134,238 (" B.J.," December 12, 1919, p. 728).

Alternatively, any oljher preferred form of panchromatic film may be
employed.

The film is exposed in an ordinary cinematograph camera, fitted

with a special shutter by means of which alternate exposures are

made direct to white light and through a coloure4 screen or filter

respectively. For this purpose either in front of or behind the

usual shutter in the camera there is a disc of celluloid, which is

stained over one-half with the required colour for the coloured

filter. The other half is preferably opaque, and has in it a narrow
slit. The disc is revolved with the shutter of the camera to expose
successive portions of the film, alternately to white light and
through a colour screen. The ratio of the width of the slit to

that of the stained surface of the colour-screen is conveniently

1:5, so that the picture taken through the slit is very sharp, and
that taken through the colour-screen is not quite so sharp. The
result of this is that when the pictures are projected, the flickering

usually experienced with motion pictures in colour is considerably

reduced.

In the preferred form the colour screen is made of transparent

celluloid coated with gelatine containing flavazine by the use of

the following dye solution :

—

Flavazine 1 oz.

Water ...' 10 07,s.

in which the screen, previously coated with gelatine, is immersed
until it obtains the required colour density.

After the film has been exposed, it is developed in the ordinary

way, and a positive is prepared therefrom. The alternate ex-

posures are then coloured as already described. The coloured film

can then be projected from an ordinary cinematograph apparatus

For colouring, the following solutions are preferred :

—

For the blue-green positive :

—

Victoria blue i oz.

Patent blue i oz.

Naphthol green i oz.

Water 10 ozs.

For the orange-pink positive :

—

Rose bengal i oz.

Flavazine ^ oz.

Water 10 ozs.

Instead, however, of colouring the film itself, a black and white

positive film can be projected from a cinematograph apparatus

fitted with a revolving tinted screen, approximately one-half of

which is coloured orange-pink and the other portion blue-green, so

that the pictures are projected through the colours.

It is to be understood that the revolving disc, provided with a

slit and coloured, may be used in place of the usual shutter, the

portion of the disc between the slit and the colouring being

blackened or otherwise rendered opaque.
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The t)i nte<l foliage of various shades inseparable
froBi la- n h»T* always held a distinct attraction for
»!>< :.•. I r and more particularly for the colour photo-
gr"i' •

'

- ^- upon his medium as a means of recording
thc»<> tr.i . ., ities, accurately in permanent fom., as
colour tr. i- .li.h >=. That this is as it should be is amply
borne ont by the fact that many of the most successful land-
•capo colour transparencies represent autumn subjects. There
•re, howerer, some points baring a special bearing upon
rn\->f i.'".'.>)jT»phy by the screen-plate processes that are

•'•n orerlooked by the majority of photographers.
ur [42>otographers by the screen-plate processes,

making a first attempt at a rendering rrf autumn tints,

make the mistake of including too large an area of the
! nptm the plate, particularly if the finished trans-

• V I. iTt.nded for >-ieiring in the hand, and not for

' Tiiin. in which case a much wider expanse of

. iiirltided. owing to the fact that the picture is

-... M i; . n 1
!..' li larger sr«le. In the former case, an expanse

of woo<Jlaiicl, whilf" very attractive to the eye, is not to be
regarded as an ideal subject for colour photography, for in

rMMoa the ^rnalW the area included by the lens, and the larger

tb* leak npon which the subject is rendered, the better. A
p- boech boles, well place<l upon the plate,

K u brown or red leaves, interspersed with

|»a lchL'< of t I rid the rich yellows, reds and browns
of the folia,' ::.riie effective, from the pictorial point

of ri«rw, than uiio in which the subject is far wider in area

and more varied and interesting. One of the greatest diffi-

rii;':' •' 'ing ,1 subject for colour photography may be
•aj ! r . : I Mill realisation nf what will make a fine colour

ph' •• . . . . iistinct from what has naturally, by reason of

ifi « ' - \; II- a greater appeal to the human eye. The
tr • -t is often greater than the whole is

a: > '•...nr photography, to an even greater extent
:• the subject is rendered in monochrome.

point \i that the colours sliould c«ntriv«t. For
.n~tan'-<< it '" to select a composition consisting almost

••ndr.lv f.t till shade of yellow. This will only look

ni..n..t<.M».ii-.. hut if the yellow tint can be broken up, as it

«fr. III.! K.ii.inied with brott-n or re<l, or even green, a pleas-

ing '': t 11 may be produ'ed. The urdiiLiry summer
lan.U. . for instance, formed almoat entirely of greens,

very reason inclined to be uninteresting, unless a

» r\t nf another colour or colours can be introduced,

« I »rs or human figures, wearing light or distinctive

c I'.t.iiM^ ..r even the red brickwork of buildings, that serve

to break up the monotony. In the same way autumn tints

should b? as varied as possible, and in this respect the ideal

subject needs only a little seeking by the thoughtful worker.
Contrast in the matter of lighting is also one of the problems

of autumn landscape photography in colours. ]\Iany workers
are inclined to neglect the study of this, to the detriment of
their results. As is well known, the screen-plate colour pro-
cesses cannot give a very perfect rendering of very deep
shadows and very brilliant high-lights with the same exposure.
In most autumn photography under trees and in the woods
the finest combinations of colours are usually to be found,
where tiie inequality of the lighting is a factor that demands
special consideration. Some photographers, Avhen attempting
woodland photography in the natural colours of the subject,

seek to obtain pictures in naturally isolated stirroundings that

will allow of the production of a perfect technical result with-

out seeking to overcome the difficulties that arise when
extremes of contrast in the lighting are in evidence. The
results in the former case, though accurate enough from the

scientific point of view, often leave much to be desired in the
matter of pictorial qualities, and the matter of obtaining a

good transparency from subjects differing widely in their light-

ing contrasts is not one that is to be shirked in this way if

the worker really wishes to produce, something worth while.

In illustration of this I may mention an experience of my
own. Only last autumn I was photographing upon Autochrome
plates the beautiful tints and colour contrasts of a certain

.stretch of wootlland near my home. In the course of the day

I came upon a most beautiful colour composition, both from

the point of view of contrast and balance of the colours. The
lighting, however, was the problem. Shafts of mellow sun-

light striking down through the half bare boughs of adjacent

trees lit the golden yellow foliage of a giant beech to perfec-

tion and also picked out in rich brilliance the re<]dish brown

of the fallen leaves upon the near foreground. Prom the

scientific point of view the subject was one impossible to

-*fW!fbribe into a perfect Autochrome. The background, con-

sisting of holly and fir trees, received hardly any light at all,

while the brief exposure needed, to secure a good rendering

of the upper boughs of the beech, would allow of no detail in

the foreground, which was, of course, less well lighted. Deter-

mining to make the best of things, an exposure was made,

after a careful meter test, which, from what I remember, over-

exposed the lightest part of the picture fully six times, while

it left the " second lights," if the term may be coined for the

purposes of description, slightly under-exposed, while, of

course, the deep shadows were prossly under-exposed. I should
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mention, however, that when composing the picture the camera

was BO directed that as little of the darker background was

included as possible. This is a most useful dodge, and may,

with a little manoeuvring, allow of a presentable rendering

of many a subject that might otlieii-wise have to be passed by.

The plate was developed with the usual tabloid '

' Rytol
'

'

developer, at the some strength and for the same time as

indicated in " The Wellcome Photographic Exposure Record

and Diary." After the second development it was found

that the transparency, though satisfactory as regards the fore-

ground, was rather weak in the high-lights through very

oonsidorail)lo local over-exposure. The , plate was then

intensified by the chromium metbod, the result being a trans-

parency of very fair quality. I need only add that it received

an award at a large provincial photographic exhibition this

test spring. I would advise those who are attempting Auto-
chrome work upon the changing foliage of this autumn not to

avoid entirely subjects having fairly great extremes of con-

trast, but rather to try the effect of a carefully calculated

exposure, trusting what latitude in the matter of exposure
the Autochrome plate possesses, which is more than some colour

workers would have us believe. The point to be noted is, that

it is possible to compromise in the matter of the exposure
required for subjects where the contrasts of the lighting are

not too great and still obtain a very fine result, always pro-

vided this is effected without any undue lack of the required

exposure in the more important of the shadows. This may
sound a rather unscientific doctrine, but in practice there are

cases where it is worth while following it out rather thau pass

by an otherwise fine colour subject. One other point may bo

profitably mentioned, more in the light of a warning. Autumn
tints in this country are very transient, and at their best may
bo looked upon to last only a few days if the weather con-

ditions favour this; while if this is not the case, the foliage

may be at its finest only for a matter of a few hours. Many
workers make the mistake of making the exposure before the
foliage assumes its richest colours, while others are inclined

to take up too much time in thinking about the suitability of

time or subject, so that when they do finally make up their

minds the leaves have fallen and the boughs bare, for the
finest colours are only taken on by the leaves just before they

fall. Another factor that often tends to add to the colour

photogimpher's difficulties is the strong wind that so often

accompanies the bright days of late autumn, though if a

sheltered 'wood is chosen any ill-effects that this might have
upon the details of the subject while the exposures are being
made may be greatly minimised. For my own part, I would
advise that, if wind is troublesome, the exposures be deferred

to another day ; the only result likely is that of wasted plates,

since a satisfactory transparency of autumn foliage demands
the maximum sharpness of definition.

Robert M. Faxstone.

THE GORSKY PROCESS OF COLOUR
CINEMATOGRAPHY.

[A recent patent specification, No. 168,100, describes the method of preparing three-colour films for cinematograph
projection, which presumably forms the basis' of the system of preparing ready-to-show cinema films which is being worked
out in this country by Professor de Procoudine-Gorsky. As will be seen from the following extracts from the specification

the process chiefly consists .in the production of superimposed colour impressions of yellow, red and blue colours, the two
former by a process of dye-mordanting and the latter by chemical toning.

—

Eds. "Colour Photography " Supplement.]

This invention is more particularly applicable to and will be
described with reference to the process in which a cinemato-
graph negative is taken through a recurring set of colour filters

thereby obtaining a recurring series< of colour-record negatives

on one film. The three positives are produced by printing in

turn from the three different series of colour records, and in

printing each positive, the negative is stepped the extent of

three pictures at each shift.

The invention primarily consists in a process for the pro-

duction of such fully coloured positive images from the corre-

sponding negatives, in which the positive images from the
negatives of violet-blue sensation are coloured yellow by means
of a solution of basic auramine in the presence of basic alu-

minium acetate, the presence of the latter distinguishing the
process from prior processes in which auramine is used either

in the presence of acetic acid or in other ways.
The invention further consists in a process as set forth in

the preceding paragraph in which the positive images from the
negative of green sensation are coloured red by means of a
solution of rhodamine in the presence of acetic acid, and the
positive images from the negative images of yellow sensation

are toned or coloured blue by means of a solution of potassium
ferricyanide and ammonia immersed in solutions of ferric

chloride and sodium thiosulphate, and finally in sulphuric acid.

The invention also consists in a process as set forth in the
two preceding paragraphs, in which the respective negative
images have been taken through light-filters of methyl violet

6B, brilliant green and Bengal rose, the ultra violet rays being
eliminated.

The invention also consists in a process as set forth in the
three preceding paragraphs, in which the use of a protective
stratum between the component positives is avoided by treat-

ing the layer of gelatine bearing the image writh a hardening
solution, well washing, and then coating the next layer of

sensitive emulsion without drying.

In carrying the invention into effect, a negative emulsion is

panchromatised by treatment with ethyl red in the manner
described by Professor Miethe, in order to obtain an emulsion
having a practical equality of sensitivity to the red, orange,

yellow and green rays of the solar spectrum. The negative
emulsion (that is, the negative film) is exposed by means of a

cinematograph camera fitted with the requisite light-filters,

and capable of working at a speed of forty-eight or more pic-

tures i)er second for prolonged periods. The three light-filters

are carefully chosen, and are preferably of methyl violet 6B,
brilliant green, and Bengal rose. The first light-filter passes

all the red, orange and yellow rays; the second, all rays

having a wave length of 500^-600^^, that is, the green part of

the spectrum, the third light-filter passes the rest of the solar

spectrum, that is, the blue, indigo and violet rays, and also

the ultra-violet rays.

A sufficient quantity of tartrazine is added to the Bengal rose

and brilliant green filters to absorb the blue, indigo and violet

rays. An aesculine screen is used in conjunction with the

methyl violet 6B filter, in order to absorb the ultra-violet rays.

The aesculine, however, must be very pure, and be of the kind
produced by Dr. E. Konig.

The exposed negative film is developed, fixed, and washed,

after which a positive is made in the following manner:.

—

From the negative film the pictures first printed upon the

positive film are those exposed through the violet blue light-

filter. The printing machine is adapted in such manner that

the print of every successive image of like colour-sensation on

the negative film, which is separated by images of other colour-
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tensations, is primed on the positive film in a contiguous and
iKcessire series of iniage:> of like colour-sensations. Wlien
the positive film has I'eceived images of like colour sensation,

has been developed in the usual manner, and dried, it has to

be of the complementary colour to the light-filter through
which the negative image was taken. That is to say, the posi-

tive images from negatives exposed under the violet-blue filter

must be coloured yellow ; those pofutive images from negatives

eii->-ed under the red or orange filter must be coloured blue,

anJ chose positive images from negatives exposed under the

green filter must be coloured red.

In the present instance the pasitive image of violet-blue

oolour-deogation having been made first, the positive film is to
ho . nioured yellow. It is immersed in a solution of potassium
I-: '

' yanide to which has been added a solution of potassium
ioJ.do and ammonium hydrate. Upon immersion in this

sol'ition the metallic silver of the image is converted partly

into silver iodide and partly into silver ferrocyanide. About
three minntes is the average time required for this operation.

Th« film is now washed for about five minutes in running
water, and then dipped into a solution of basic auramine in

the presence of acetic acid and basic aluminium acetate. The
M>Iiit:on of the latter salt should be freshly prepared as it is

vtest importance for the purpose of obtaining a lake-

iiice. Basic auramine if used in the manner already

des) nixKi does not lose depth of tone in colour when being

waahed, and gives a correct colour rendering. The use of this

dy.' in the foregoing manner involves the formation of a lake-

....' - ibstance formed hy the action of basic auramine on silver

iodide and silver ferrocyanide, which is " fixed " in the pre-

sence of basic alumininni acetate. The process takes about five

to eight minntes, according to the density of the image-

Bv means of a second washing in running water the super-

fl . dja is removed, while the greater part of the silver

'- becomes transformed into a lake-like substance: but ex-

:><^ shows that in this process a certain part of the silver

remains unchanged, causing an opalescence of the

:mag;e and does not enter into the formation of the lake-like

tubatance. For the purpose of the present invention all clear

parts of the gelatine should be absolutely transparent, and the

dye used must be totally removed by the washing. The posi-

tive film is further washed in a solution of tannin and gly-

cerine, whereby the whole gelatine coating is tanned by the

tannin and the glycerine renders the layer supple, the
'" - l>eing of importance during the subsequent

ulation of the film. The operation takes about five

lies. The positive film is then transferred into a fixing

'>n, which remores the small remaining quantity of silver

looide which is not converted into a lake-like substance, and
makes the film abtolutely transparent ; the image remaining a

gplden yellow colour. The fixing solution comprises sodium
thioanlphate in the presence of some of the tanning solution

(that which adheres to the film), as experience shows that the

presence of the latter solution causes the fixing to proceed

more equally. The film is now wa.-dicd and dried.

Th<> coloured n»v>itiv>' image may now be hardened by treat-

iluni. chrome alum, formaline or other

r.. -. well washed to eliminate the hardening

xji^tion, and coated directly with the next sensitive emulsion

wi'iiout the drying of the treated gelatine coating, but it is

very important that the hardening substance should be washed

away ak far as possible so that it may not have any influence

on the lake-like substance of the image or the following coat-

ing* of the sensitive emulsion. Alternatively the emulsion

may be covered with a gelatine solution to which has been

added a small proportion of a hardening solution, dried, and
i- n coated with the next layer of emulsion. If desired, how-
. r flin coloured positive film may be protected when neces-

sny subsequent chemical manipulations by coating

on side with a protective stratum comprising a very

^oUil layer of a 1 per cent, solution of rubber in

I'ullowing this, the emulsion side of the positive film is

'1 with a solution of celluloid in acetone. A very thin

layer which resists any of the applied solutions may be obtained
by spraying the solutions on to the positive film by means of
an aerograph. When a protective stratum is used it has been
found absolutely necessary to use coatings of both solutions,

as if only one of them is applied the coating is permeable even
in thick layers.

Following the protection or hardening of the yellow coloured
positive images, the positive film is now coated on the same
side by machinery with a positive emulsion containing a suffi-

cient quantity of silver bromide for the formation of a lake-

like coloured image. The negative images taken through the
green light-filter are now printed upon the positive film by
means of a printing machine adapted as already described. The
manipulation of the positive film is now similar to that
described with reference to the positive images printed from
the negatives of violet-blue colour sensation, the difference

being that rhodamine is used in the presence of acetic acid to
obtain the red coloured component.

The printing of the negative images taken through tha
Bengal rose filter is the last printing operation to bo carried
out by the printing machine, the impression of the images
being made upon the coating of the positive emulsion directly

coated upon the hardened red coloured images, or upon a coat-

ing isolated therefrom by means of a protective stratum. The
images so obtained are then coloured or toned blue by a solu-

tion of potassium ferricyanide and ammonia, washed in run-
ning water, immersed in a solution of ferric chloride, immersed
ill a solution of sodium thiosulpbate and finally immersed in

dilute sulphuric acid. After washing and drying, the positive

film receives a final protective coating of rubber and celluloid.

From the foregoing it will be observed that the present pro-

cess affords an exceedingly thin and transparent film which
does not scale under the action of heat, and which may be
projected on to the screen from standard cinematograph
apparatus at the normal speed of 16 pictures per second.

TWO-COLOUB STUDIO PORTR.\ITS.

While experimental work in colour photography during the last

few years has centred chiefly in colour cinematography, it is inter-

esting to find that the application of methods to the making of

portraits in the studio is not being neglected. In the " Colour
Photography" Supplement of June laet'we published extracts

from a patent specification describing a method of preparing a

component image for a colour process by toning with uranium in

conjunction with the addition of a certain red dye to the toning

solution. Within the last few days we have had the opportunity

of seeing examples of this process (a two-colour one) which has

been perfected by Mr. J. Newlands Thomson, of 22, Brook Street,

London. W. In this process two negatives are made of the

sitter, one through a blue-violet screen on an ordinary plate and

the other through a specially prepared red filter on a panchromatic

plate. From the former a positive transparency is made on a

stripping plate. The transparency is toned in the special uranium

toning solution in the ordinary manner, yielding an image which

is of the reddish-brown colour familiar in the uranium toning

process. From the red filter negative a bromide print is made and

is toned to a blue by aaeans of a mixture of ferricyanide and ferric

ammonium citrate. The two-colour photograph is produced by

stripping the reddish image from the transparency plate on to the

blue-toned bromide prmt. It will be seen that the process thus

allows of the final colour effect being very fairly gauged, before

effecting the combination of the two components, by laying the glass

- ' tiAsparency upon the bromide print.

Although it is not claimed for the process that it provides, or

can provide, a facsimile rendering of a wide range of colours, and

especially of brilliant colours, we were interested in observing the

very great degree of success with which complexion tints and the

colour of hair are rendered. From a demonstration kindly given to

us by Mr. Thomson, it was clear that so far as the manipulation is

concerned the process presents no difliculties, and the fact that for

a considerable time past portraits made by it have been regularly

supplied to sitters by this West-End firm is sufficient evidence of

its practicability and of the pleasing character of the results yielded
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by it. Mr. Thomson, like other experimenters in colour photo-

graphy applied to portraiture, does not disguise from himself the

fact that sitters frequently wish for a colour renderiuK which is a

distinct variation from a truthful one, and that a colour portrait

process does not exclude the employment of a certain degree of

hand-colouring of the prints. Most of the portraits are, in fact,

finished by hand in the same way as an ordinary photograph is

finished, except that on the colour print colour dyes are used,

whereas on an ordinary print Indian ink would be used. The cost

of production is low, and the commercial possibilities of the pi'ocess

r ffrtainly considerable.

THE ITLYSSE PROCESS OF COLOUR-CINEMATOGRAPHY.

A fEOcEss of cinematography in natural colours devised by M.
Pierre Ulysse, Le Val-Pre, Saint-Loup, near Marseilles, i*

described in Patent No. 100,021.

Each picture area receives several partial exposures through

ihe same colour filter at different times.

By way of example, a known method will be considered in

which three selected images are successively taken on three separate

parts of a picture space of standard size—namely, 1 in, x J in.—

•

through red, green and blue-violet filters by means of a mechanism
which moves the film through three successive exposure-positions

at each pause in the unwinding movement of the film, and giving

the whole of the desired exposure at each of the three positions.

As modified by the invention, this method consists in causing

the film to move through the three exposure positions, not once

in each pause in the unwinding movement as hitherto, but several

times—for example, four times—giving an exposure at each posi-

tion which is, for example, one-quarter of the desired total time

Thereby each selected image is made up of four partial exposures,

on the same small picture-area of the film, made at slightly different

times.

It has been found that by this improved method undesirable
colour-fringing and discontinuity of impression in the images pro-

jected on the screen are minimised.

The apparatus to be used for producing the movements between
the film and the lens may be similar to tjiose which have been pro-

posed hitherto in colour cinematography of the kind mentioned above
with the difference that means are provided for causing the move-
ments to be repeated a number of times, instead of once only, in

each pause in the ' unwinding movement of the film.

The drawing shows diagrammatically such an apparatus, adapted
to produce three selected images grouped on the space ustially

occupied by a monochrome image of standard size, the centres of
the three images being at the corners of an ieosoeles triangle. The
gate a is mounted in a frame 6 which can slide vertically in a
second frame c mounted in guides to slide horizontally in the
plane of the film. Cams e and f produce horizontal and vertical

motions of the gate a in timed relationship to the lens shutter so
as to produce the three selected images in succession, and a separate
film advancing device (not shown) i» employed for the unwinding
movement of the film. Instead of the cams e and / performing only
one cycle of movements in each pause in the unwinding movement,
they are geared to perform several complete cycles in each pause—
for oxample four cycles.

The invention is, of course, not limited to the particular form

wherein the film-gate is moved to produce the successive exposures,

as the same effect may be produced in other ways, for example,
by interposing a movable mirror device between the le-ns and the

film.

news ana notes.

The Loudine Colour Process.—A recent issue of " Photo-

giuphische Lidiiatrie
'

' contains a brief note on tihe Ixyudine colour

process, for which, in the years immediaiteily p^wedin^ the war,
great things were occasianally ,prapheiaied. lit- is «taited that Herr
lioudine has establi^ed a researoh firm for tJie deveJopmenit of his

pi>X)eas, particularly in application to films. A Jarge film studio

in Geiselga Steig, Mundoh, has aftitaclied to it his exipeiimenltal labo-

najtory, A former collaborator with him lias given some few deit^ls

of the process, but onJy to the e.\itenit of stating thait a negaitive is

made in complementary colours and permits of either prints or trana-

parenoies beiing produced in any required number by a pnocetas almoflt

as sample as ordinary pliatogiaphy. It is further inrtimated that the

colour quality of the resuJta are ijnniensely superior to anything

haltherto shown. Tli© wnilter in " Photographische Industrie " has

had no means of co>nfirmnng these claims, but he reposes great con-

fidence in hiis informant, and, .tlierelore, sees no reason to doubt that

we are on the verge of a great turning-point in tlie liasatoiry of photo-

(fraphy. The editor of " Photographisohe Industrie," however,

makes the exoellenit suggestion that some teohnicaJ informa/tion witli

regard to tlie process should be published.

The Modern Craze for Colour.—^The growing craze for colour

should please those workers in colour photography who complain

about the " dullness " of our natural scenery and our home
interiors. As a writer in the "Star" a few days ago said, i*e

.

English people seem to be crazy on colour these days—in our

clothes and our houses, at any rate. Now even our gardens have

not enough coiour apparently, and even the paths must receive

attention, as well as the beds. When slones are used, grey paving

is no longer considered all sufficient, for paving stones can now be

bought in almost any colour—^white, brown, red, slate blue, even

green and mauve—and laid in any size and shape, large or small.

ft. adds to the v«>rk, however, for it requires constant washing if

the colour is not to be obscured.

" Are you one of those people (asks the " Star " writer) who
love good pictures, and, being unable to afford them, find the

ones you possess a continual eyesore ? If so, try making the wall-

paper the principal feature in one of your rooms, and do away
with pictures altogether. A paper with a black ground and a
many-coloured pattern requires no pictures; indeed, they would
quite spoil the effect. Even ornaments are not in the scheme,

though a very few plain silver bowls and vases on the mantel-

piece look extremely well."

ScREEK-I'LATF. HeNDEBINGS OF FASHIONABLE COMPLEXIONS.

—

Those workers who arc not pleased with the screen-plate render-

ings of normal flesh tones, or who are unable to manipulate the

plates so successfully as to secure pleasing renderings of the human
face, will no doubt welcome the latest fashionable fad, which
originated a week or so ago at Deauville, namely, that of powder-
ing the face of a colour to match and be in harmony with the

hat or frock. It may be only a passing fad it is true, but it is one

that brings grist to the colour photographer's mill, and as such is

worthy of some attention. According to a fashionable expert (a

lady) from Deauville, who was button-holed by a representative

of the " Daily Chix)nicle," the popularity of scarlet hats and
gowns accounted for the new colour-schemes for faces. " It is ob-

vious," she said, " that the mauve face powder, which many women
cling to, looks dreadful with a red dress. A clever woman, who
liked red frocks had," she said, " experimented with powders, and
found how very much better powder with a red tinge looked than

a neutral or mauve-tinted one. Smart women were, therefore,

ordering powder with a peculiar mauve tint for their dresses of

the fashionable mauve colourings, red-shaded powders for their

red dresses, and blue powder for use with blue dresses."
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COLOUR REGISTRATION DEVICES IN THE PAGET
PROCESS.

fWo reprint below the major portion of ihi; recent patent specification No. 167,793 of Mr. G. Sydney Whitfield, descrih-
loe for use in an extension of the Paget colour process, whicj) actually is very simple in practice, although for-

.., y complex when .sot down in the language of the professional draughtsman of patent specifications. It will be seen
that by providing supplementary colour patches of adjusted transmission on the taking screen the user of. the process
obtaini a ootoor indication of correct register when employing a key screen for the purpose O'f making a set of three colour-

•MiMtion negatives.— Eos. "Colour Photography" Supplement.]

|v 'hv method of producing pbotogr^hic prints in natural
• ir« from • " screen plate negative," such as, for instance,

one taken through • Paget taking screen, a stop-out or key
tenun ia nied, placed in correct register upon the negative

«o that only the record of one element of the colour screen is

osad at a time for the purpose of making a print for subse-

in complementary colour in the composition of a

nt. It is a difRcalt matter to know when the key
' ' in oorrect register with th* screen plat* negative to
ji. r • rily one colour record to appear at a time, and in order

to ensure ciirreot registration, wiUiont any doubt whatever,

it it found advisable to provide on a part of the taking screen

a reKi4t4>ring device that will bo recorded on the negative and
to prorido a com—ponding device on the key .screen in such a

manner that when the regist4>ring device on the key screen is

in r«iri<ii.r With the Tecordod registering device on the

It i* assured that the key screen is in correct posi

' " '>icture portion of the negative, and is allowing

.' record of one of the taking screen elements to

Now

th.

the ciilour recording negative is of the usual black

.nil and the key screen is in a similar black and

I, there is great uncertainty, even with the aiil

entioned registering devices, in knowing when

is in exact register with the negative, as tho

— - to the whole of the registering devices on

i negative and key screen being in a

..I varying intonsitiee) readily perceive slight

register when the relative positions of the key

-^^te are changed. The object of the

. this difficulty.

tiji-re if< employed a key screen having

,tns in certain colours such that when
'.-- record negative having register.

I by the aid of a taking screen

;niire<l regi'<tpring means thereon, preparatory to

.1 positive, the registering means on the key screen

be »cen in a predetermined colour only when the key

.^n and nagative are in exact register, whiUt any want of

l..*ter will at once be rendered apparent by an appear-

.loor other than that which indicates correct register

and can be cQrrected by relative adjustment of the key screen

and negative.

The accompanying drawings show one example of the appli-

cation of the method of registering when used with the well-

known Paget colour process.

In these drawings, fig. 1 represents in face view part of a

Paget taking screen embodying the invention. Figs. 2 and 3,

shown in vertical section on lines corresponding to lines A A

Fig. 1.

and B B respectively oi iig. 1, portions of a negative plate and

of the taking screen, with a registering device as described

iw, superposed and exposed. Fig. 4 shows in face view a

portion of the negative obtained by such exposure. Figs. 5

and 6 are face vien-s of portions of two key screens embody-

ing the invention. Figs. 7 and 8 show in vertical section

portions of the negative plate and the key screen shown in

fig. 5, superposed and in different relative positions for regis-

tering in two different colours. Fig. 9 is a similar view to

figs. 7 and 8. but showing the negative plate with the key

screen shown in fig. 6 superposed.

In the Paget taking .screen the three-colour pattern usually

.onsists of a series of coloured squares, the red and green

B
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elomrnts, marked respectively R and G, being of the same
dimensions, whilsrt the blue elements, marked B, arc of smaller

dimensions, the several elements being symmetrically arranged

an in the example shown in fig. 1. For distinction, the red

squares R are denoted by vertical lines, the green squares G
by horizontal linos, and the blue squares B by diagonal linos.

In the drawings, the squares constituting the pattern in the
taking screen and key screens and 'the negative are, for the
sake of clearness, greatly enlarged.
At opposite ends of the Paget taking screen « atid on top

of the three-colour pattern thereon are placed at each end

Fig. 9.

two continuous transparent strips of different colour, indi-

cated for clearness at h and c to one side of the screen, such

colours being those that will transmit, in each case, the light

passed by two only of the colour elements of the taking screen,

and such that one of the colours transmitted by one strip shall

not be transmitted by the other strip. For instance, one of

the strips, say h, may he a greenish-blue strip, which will

enable only the light transmitted by the green and blue-

violet elements G and B of the taking screen a to be recorded

on a negative, and the second strip c may be yellow, which
will enable only the light transmitted through, the red and
green elements R and G of the screen to be recorded on the
negative. When a negative is taken on a panchromatic
plate (/ through such a taking screen and suitable precautions

are taken so that the two end portions of the colour screen a

having the colour strips h and c thereon receive adeqviato

exposure, a pattern will be produced on each end of the

negative (fig. 4), consisting, in the case of the greenish blue

strip h (fig. 2), of opacity behind the ^position occupied by the

C^',»«•
^^

^

Fig. 4.

green and blue violet elements G and B of the screen o, but

clear open pattern at d' behind the position of the red

elements K of the screen. In the case of the yellow strip c

(fig. 3), there will be produced on the end portions of the

negative, as shown in fig. 4, opacity behind the position occu-

pied by the red and green elements B and G of the screen,

but open pattern at d' behind the positions of the blue violet

elements B of the screen.

The key screen e (fig. 5) may be of the usual black and
white pattern / and g respectively, suitable to block out the

negative colour record of any two of the colour elements of

the taking screen a, whilst transmitting fully the remaining
negative colour record of such taking screen in such grada-

tions a« the negative may possess, but at each of its two
apposite en'ls the black and white pattern / and y is replaced,

as shown, by a strip h of colour screen identical with that

on the Pagot taking screen a (fig. 1), used in preparing the

negative, these two strips h of colour screen being arranged
in correct relationship with the black and white portion /

and
(J of the key screen.

On such a key screen e, constructed as shown in fig. 5, being
placofl. as shown in fig. 7, in register with a negative ('

(fig. 4) taken under the above conditions, that is to say, with
a taking screen provided at each end with colour registering

means b and c as described, it will be found that those end
portions of the negative d corresponding to or representing
the greenish blue strips b, can, by suitable adjustment of tht'

negative relatively to the key screen, be registered at both
ends to cause the red elements R of the colour screen h on the
key screen c to come exactly opposite the clear portions d' of

the negative (fig. 7), thus giving a bright red effect, indicat-

ing that the red element record only in the negative is then
available for use, and a positive made from it will form the
blue element of a tri-colour print.

If the same end portions of the negative (/ corresponding
to the greenish blue strips h. by relative adjustment of the4

Fig. 6.

key screen and negative, he registered at both ends to cans*
the green elements G of the colour screen h on each end of

the key screen to come opposite the clear portions d' of the
negative d. as shown in fig. 8, a bright green effect will be
obtained, thus indicating that the green element record is

capable of being used, and the resulting positive will form
the magenta element of the tri-colour print. Similarly, if

the end portions of the negative representing the yellow
strips c of the taking screen can be accurately registered with
the colour screen edge portions h of the key screen used so

that these portions will give in like manner an even blue
tint when the blue elements B of ^uch portions come opposite

the cleax portions d' of the negative, it will prove that the
negative is in the correct position to give the positive for

the yellow element of the tri-colour print.

One key screen would suffice for making, in the manner
above described, three positives of the three-colour record on
the negative, if the three-colour elements of the taking screen

used for producing such negative were of the same size and
shape and symmetrically arranged, so that the key screen

would only have to be shifted to block out any two of the

colours at each adjustment. Should, however, the size and
shape of the three-c-olour elements of the taking screen differ

from each other, two or more key screens of pattern, size and
edging suitable to the elements concerned must be used.

Thus, when using, the Paget taking screen a shown in fig. 1

to produce the negative, one key screen e, such as shown in

fig. 5, will suffice for dealing with both the red and green records

of equal size on the resulting negative, but a different key

screen e", such as shown in fig. 6, corresponding to the smaller

blue elements B of the ordinary Paget taking screen, must
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b« use<l tor dealing with the blue record. In this case, the
'I reen «' must be moved endways relatively to the negative d

bring the blue elements B of the colour screen h thereon
-v-curately opposite the clear portions d' of the negative, as

&hown in fig. 9, thus indicating that the blue elements record
...i.. ;„ ,\.^ negative is available for use, and a positive made

Fi(. 6.

ii'ju. .. .1 . . S' lur the yellow element of the tri-colour

pnnt. However many key screens may have to be used, they

ur« all provided with a colour screen edge portion h of a

'.itt«>rn aimilar to that of the taking screen used.

It will be understood from the above that when, for instance,

the red screen element record on the negative is being use<l

and the colour record strips at the edges of the negative and
key screen are being registered to an even and complete red.

any error of registration will at once be shown by the appear-
ance of a portion of either green or blue violet, and the
register may be re-adjusted until the latter colours are

entirely removed. Likewise, any appearance of red, when
the strips are being registered to a green, would at once be
recognised as indicating faulty registration, and must be

immediately corrected. The same remarks apply when the

strips are being registered to a blue.

The portion of the key screen described as black and white

may be of any other character, such as red and white, always

providing that the colour used does not transmit light of such

a nature that the material used in making the positives will

be aifected by it.

Instead of providing each end portion ef a taking screen a

with two differently coloured strips h and c, such as

described, one edge portion only may be so provided, and one

end portion only of a key screen c or e' may be provided with

a strip of colour screen h such as described. As will readily

be understood, accurate results oannot, however, be so easily

attained in these cases as when each end portion of a taking

.icreen and of a key screen are constructed as described, which

is therefore the preferred construction.

THREE-COLOUR REFLECTOR CAMERAS.

ii> only motkodt at preaeut available for producing natural

.jgr»pb» on l>aper .

'
; n the three-colour

lid oaoli tiiuahed [ uta the combined
M>j8, i.e., pink, blue and yellow, the prints

•jparatc negatives taken through coniple-

lilUTK. lauBllly 'nx' nqgativob are

\ as iHM«ibIv one m ther. The disad-

metliod of taking is. For instance,

*)«nge, duo to jki- U, or usually the

'lie picture i& riuued by brilliant colour

I. it is not »'«#ry to get the relative

"> oorrctit ^ far lem latitude

in in nioii in fact, Abnoy'

'>uld be corrt«t writhin 2 per oeut.

a perfect set at negatives has l>een

of a real nataral-oolour photograph

!ie nrf a good, average photographer
redone, receive an immense
'lie that could take these

I lid with the

I. The prin-

[«1 re[|uirenienta o^ »uch a camera are:—
(1) Three imagea identical in sice.

12 1 < orrert colour separation for each negMttve.

C! " --maure rati- - -— t.

it "-• giving 1 aud diffusion of focu>

jUiri^l afaould Ik? iiUtM
', !:-•.. il.aity.

''g tvpo of camera to fulfil these re<(uire-

one emlxxlying Neini-transparent reflenbors,

partly trauKmit and partly reflect the image-forming

•i liKht. I believe I am corrwt in saving tiiat Duco«

Miiiiron mm the first to ermploy this principle, and liis

' tors were plain sheets of gloss. It is a well-known fact

<iicl> reAoctoTii gire a double image, and du Ilauron w«s

! ti> use hmg-fooua lenses, including only a very narrow

pbotog:

;.rTm if a

'if«* neg:>'

iin*

lion in Pho«a«npbr." \<I03 Ed., f>»t* *»i-

angle of view. Ives rendered such cameras praoticaible by

employing reflectors of a colour oompleonentary to the

reflected image. Thus a greenish^blue lefleotor might transmit

the necessary light to the blue- and green-filter negatives,

and its secondary image would be damped out by the red
'

filter. There are three interesting early patents in connec

tion with this type of camera, viz. :

—

(1) No. 8,663 of 1896, granted to Walter Wliit*.

(2) Ko. 26,920 of 1897, granted to J." W. Beiuietto.

(3) No. 29,353 of 1607, granted to E. T. Butler.

bennetto's camera had a single red reflector at 45deg. to the

lena axis, the first reflected image falling on two plates, placed

face to face. I saw some very extraordinary results obtained

by this camera, but the Polyohxomdde camera, on a someavhat

similar principle, was infinitely more successful. IncoriK>ra,ted

in this camera is rather a curious patent by A. Hamiburger,

whereby registration is more perfectly obtained by bending

the transparent reflector.

Butler's camera is pretty well known, and has two parallel

semi-transparent reflectors. These are, of course, coloured

to damj) out secondary images, as previously expla.ined. In

a camera, of which I have a half share, the direct and brightest

image is arranged to fall on the green-filter plate, the fir.st

reflected image is for the red plate, the second reflected image

is blue. The principal difficulty in a reflector camera is tha,t

the ratio ,.'^, "'"^*!^ varies with the angle at which th-.

_^ -« ught transmitted

rays fall on the reflector. The direct and sooond reflected

negatives are apt to be graded in intensity from top to bottom.

Mr. Butler corrects this with internal diaphragms in the

camera. For the same reason a ooaniparatively long-focus len.i

is desirable. .

I believe, however, tli«.t the most succe.ssiful arrangement ot

reflectors is tha* contained in White's patent I>efore men-

tioned and shown in the accompanying figure. I have good

reason to suppose tlvat I have the original model of this

camera, which I picked up for a mere song in a pawn-
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n!i i|'. A,-. 1 found it, the colours at the reflectors and li{!;ht-

filit-io in my model are exactly the same as given in " Photo-

graphy in Colours."'

The" camera is a curious example of the freakishness of the

human mind, which in this caw- must have lavished quite a

considerable stun on a construction which was inherently

sound, but which failed mving to a luck of knowledge on the

pan of the designer. The great advantage of this reflec-tor

arrangement is tlmt the tendency to uneven lighting in the

direct and second reflected images is exactly corrected by

having the reflectors at right-angles. None of my negatives

shoi\- the lea.st trace of it. . '

1 have spent some time and troulble in adjusting it to

work satisfactorily, using the following system of colour

filters :—

First, reflector, mauve, transnidtting rod and bloie.

First reflected' image, green filter.

Second reflector, dark blue.

Second reflected image, red. An orange filter is used as-

shown.

Direct image, blue filter.

1 hiavo adopted really heavy cemented filters, which were

made by Messrs. Kodak, Ltd., the glass for the reflectors

being specially selected.

The method of adjusting the camera is to focus the direct

image, set the reflectors accurately at 45 deg., shift them

nearer to or more remote fixnn their respective plates until

they give sharply-defined images. The first exposure is made
on some symmetrical diagram of lines and circles. Each reflec-

tor negative is placed face to face with the direct negative,

and it is simple to define in what way the reflected imago

is distorted. If one corner is expanded it shows that the

Original design : red filter.

Improved design : green filter.

yellow glass

Original design : blue gla«%.

Improved design : mauve
cemented filter.

Original design
reflector.

Improved design : dark blue
cemented reflector.

Original design :

green filter.

Improved design :

no filter.

Original design : blue glass.

Improved design : orange
cemented filter.

BiagiaaimaUc sketeh of Wliite's camera in origlDal and improved form.

corresponding corner of the reflector producing that imago
is too distant from that plate, and vice versa. By a similar

reasoning a " long " or a " wide " image may be corrected.

The next problem to be dealt with is eqxialising the expo-

sures to each plate, and this is done by a film compensating
filter in the lens. In my case an Autochrom© filter seems to

lialaftce the system almost exactly, and I can always develop

the three plates simultaneously.

There Avere two reasons for having the blue imago the

direct one, the first being that I could make a yellow Eaydex
print direct on paper and register the pink and blue on it,

thus obtaining a finished print mth only two transfers;

secondly, I wished to have a camera equally suitable for arti-

fioiaj light, in which case the balance filter can^be removed,

giving the blue plate a very full exposure.

The blue reflector is a very dark blue, cutting auc the

ultra-violet entirely and some of the visual violet This is

done to avoid the flatness and dullness which is often ^/larac-

2. " Photography in Colours," Section 2, A. A. K. Tallent, page 278.

teristic of the yellow printing plate. J am so pleaticd whh
the results obtainoti that I advise other three-colour workers

to give tjtis filter (Wratten C4 dark) a trial.

With this camera a brightly-lit seascaiMj re<juireb 1 second

at //ll, and a portrait on a dull day, with the .same stop.

12 seconds. I usually use an exposure meter, the 8pe<>d boinj;

i^stiniated at 10 Watkiris.

In my experiments with reflector cameras I have had man.
di.spouragojnents and disai)pointments, nearly leading me u
alkandon thorn. I ajii n<xw convinced tliat the system outlinftl

above is as near perfection as can be, giving three good

oleai- negatives at one ex|M)Sure. For i)ortraiture eiich negn
tive can be retouched. In fact, this usually has to bo doni

to get correct colour rendering, <lue to the imperfections i>i

the pigments used. I do not tliink professional ivhotographci

would have thfe least difficulty over this part of the proc<«i.

The essentials for suocces in this type of^ camera ap^jieiir

to be :

—

(1) Good solid rofliK'tors of carefully selected glass, wdtli

cemented gelatine filters.

(2) Correct design. The thaok'ness of the colour-filters and
their refractive indices for the various rcgion.s of tlie .si)e<druiii

have to bo taken into consi<leration U> get the images equal.

The focus of the lens used, for red, green, and blue ray.s, aK<>

lias to be measured. Mr. Butler informs me that he can
adjust his cameras, even for uncorre<-ted len.ses.

(3) Rigid construction. A good .solid box form must hf

adoj>ted. I do not think it possible to have any folding con-

struction. Reflectors must be rigidly held do^'n, and if thc>

are thick enough there is no fear of distortion. The camera
need not be bulky; my ;i-plate camera is about the size of a

postcard magazine <amera. ,\ "speed" colour camera for

yj-in. X 2J-in. plates that I am designing is about the size

of a ^-plate magazine.

The reader will have noticed that there is one inherent
defect in all such cameras, and that is light-waste when the
secondary image is absorbed by a oomplementary light-filter.

He will therefore appreciate the gain and advantage of patent
No. 110,089, of February, 1917, granted to Hesse-Ives Cor-
poration for diohroic reflectors, reflecting green light and
transmitting red. Eosine is one dye recommended, and is

familiar to most readers as the old-fashioned red ink, which
used to leave a green glint on the pen or where it dried in

any thickness. A thin layer of gold is stated to behave
similarly, but to be not so efiicient. Further details and
claims for this invention can be found in the "B.J."
"Colour Photography" Supplement for March, 1918, or in
the complete patent specification. It appears to be an inven-
tion of considerable value.

H. E. Rb.nd.au..

ScEEEN-PLATE PicTCBEs OF " Olp Mastkrs."—We often hear
(writes a correspondent) of screen-plate copies of "old masters''
being too yellow or too green, or unsatisfactory and disappointinfj
in other ways. This defect appears to be due to the discolouration
of the varnish on the picture, varni.sh which has, for instance,
turned Gainsborough's famous " Blue Boy " into a green one.
Thus a screen-plate copy of the picture would show the clothes U.

be green instead of blue, the varnish appearing to be even more
visible to the emulsion, than to the eye. The " Blue Boy

"

picture, the " Evenino- News " states, is to be cleaned and made
perfect. " It is really quite natural that the picture .should have
a green tinge," said an expert to the paper's representative, " for
if you look at varnish in a bottle it is yellow, and everyone knows
that yellow and blue make green. As the varnish gets dirty it

becomes more opaque and more yellow. There are probably
.several coats of varnish on the ' Blue Boy ' which will have to
come off, for no doubt it will be necessary to get down to the
original. There is no fear that the ' Blue Boy ' will be spoilt in
the cleaning, for paint will not cnme off after about 80 years (the
' Blue Boy ' w.is painted 150 years ago). A picture can be over-
cleaned. A man who did not know his work might take off even
the varnish the artist had put on to soften the coloura, and tliey
would appear too denn .nnd .nid**.

"
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INTENSIFYING AUTOCHROMES.

\ - .. general rule most of the Antochroane colour transparencies
:'. Iiy ttniaU>iii-s art- all the bettor for intensdfication. Many

' • '::ni- I..XI1 (>ut forward for this, but most represent
in making up or are i<ncertajn in action. The

rr T;-,ihiT, though quite effeoUvo in abiding density.
I ' the balance of the colours. Pyro silver has often
' nded. and is the fumvulu put fonrard by the

- but 1 miiKt say that in my hantlx it htui not
. Otbeir workers pin their faith to tlie

'
. aft«r a careful trial oif most, I prefed*

:is introduoed by the late C. VVolbome
• liKtinct adrantages over the others. It

•> use. Its afUon i» certain, and the ilegri-e of intensifi-

emmlj controlled, an<l. nui lecMt in importance to
' ., ilio formula coataiM no -<-lioduled jv>i.4on. A dctwrip-

';..:, ,J mjr own method of u»ing tlie ohruxnium inten-vfier for
\ >!» platen, tliough m»t new, mar be of value to others.

kor» aatnimo tliat thi- ehromium intensifier is. not
. la ita rasultA to those j^iveii by the more complicated
aHyer, but I c«n only Miy that, in my own han<l8. the

.1*1 are decidedly li«*ter. and. prorided ordinary oaje is

i.v« r> the pmcf^s is alMolutely safe amd certain evm when
'< ~: xperionced worker.

I •\fii-^ a littlo diw-rinuiuttioii is neecled in det-id-
>• needs inttmsifictttion. If the plate.

;n the !(e<-ond de^•ol^>p(•r, seems sa.ti.s-

lat-ldicy 111 ov*K-y » • UiBt it is thin and tiie col<f>ii-s

iarn .i weak ami «.i .>p|>e«r%noo due to over-exposure,

•f tlie pu:tiire may l)e mode good by careful

Thi* must not l>e miMt4iken for the flat, heavy
umler-exTHisure and the plate intensifieil under tlie

th.it th.' ii*!dif i'nal denwity gained «"ill put the
(• is no real euro. tliotiKh reduc-

' of sli){ht impnivement. But. in

II. lh09» are liest tlirown away and the exposure
• iM-recting the origin « I error

I'li'o the tfwnapafonoy Miould l>e put back in the developer

I(««t anottier Ave minutes in strong ligiit in order to
>' that the picture i-, fully dm-eloped. If t)ii« is neglected

the final re-dei-elopment. when tiie plato is afterwards
ih.1 neeeaaary fixing bath, the ac4aon of the hypo upon

I silver may leave practieally nothing of the picture.

<' nisn in order to ensure that the second devekjp-

••, if the plate is to be inteneificd, to give tbe
iites in a bath of fro&h derelopco-.

.>ith intensiAcation. the bleacher may be nuule

up according to the formula published in The British .loiiuiiul

Almanac, which I quote:—
.\.—Potass bichroniiate, 1 oz. ; water, 20 ozs.

Ji.—Hydrochloric acid, pure, 1 oz. fl. ; 1.160 sp. gr. to 10 ozs.

The most satisfactory bleadiing bath for Autochrome woi'k

is made U'p ai 4 ozs. of A, 3 drachms of B, with 16 ozs. of

water, or the taibloid preparation issuetl by Mcss-rs. Burroughs
Wellcome & t.'o. , may be employed. The latter is very con-

venient, as the jyrooeSB is not one employed vea'y frequently.

The transparency should l>o taken from the second developer

and well washed in order to get the developer out of the film.

This, with the thin Autoolirome film, takes only a few minutes,

wlion the plato is reatly to be pla^ed in the cliromium bleacher.

The action of thus is rapid, half a minute being sufficient to

bleatili tJio film thoroughly, aftei- which tlie plate should be
held under a gentle streajn of water fj^m a tajp for two or
three minutes or until the film is fairly free fi-om the yellow

stain. f
Re-developniCTit may th«i bo proceeded with. The old

developing solution .should not he used, for I have found tiliat

there is a tendency for its iwtion to be un<»ven, and particu-

larly if it has been paa-tially exhau.sted or <lisfoiloured hy
previous u.se. Moreover, its acti(m i.s slow, and with tlie

extreme delinacy of the Autochronie film anything tliat tends

to prolimg iminiersion in a.iiy of the solutions i.s to be avoided.

M\ own preference is for B\"tol, though amidol is entirely

sa'tisfaotory and perhaps advisitible if & second applicatitm of

the intensifier i.s nec«»s.sary. though any go<Hl non-ata<iiiiing

developer will give go<id results.

If at the ©n<l of a couple of minutes iij the developer tjhe

plato is examined .it will piohably be found oo(n.sidorably im-'

proved in oolo>ur rendering. It may, liowover, be thought that

it is still far fn>m perfect, and in this ca.so the proi'esM may ho

roj)eated even to the extent of five or six times, pi-oviided the

film does not show signs of leaving the plate or of blisteri)ig.

Bofoi-e tilie plate is hlea<lu>d again the developer should be

I'rior to attan^ting intensifi<-ation upon an over-exixteed __JhjifOUghly washed out. for if this is not done there is a
tendency for the action trf the intensifier to I)e uneven, or

stains may result. 1 have often intensified a weak over-

exposed Autonliirom© several times and suweetletl in the end

in producing a passable transparency. Oaro sliould be takem

not to hun-y development by taking the plate out of the

solution tof) sn<,n, and if the solution is a non-is-taining one

the process may be •Ulo'wed to conti.uue for .several minutes,

which ensures the imago being fully developed out.

It sometimes happens that, after repeated inteiisificatjon, tilie

whites of an Antoohix)me phate may became stained and the

B
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>l<nirs some«liiit dull ami bnxmiish. If tliis liappeiis tho plat*

I'lay 1)0 oloai-wl by iminorsing it in a iiun-aciil jxrnimvngaaato

solution. MM. Jjumiere recommend the following formula :

Polas.' permanganate, 15 grs. ; water 35 ozs.

Oarii must be taken not to mistake ttiis for tho reversing

(lution. If tho Autotihronio has become too heavy in

'laraoter, tho colours appearing clogged up and thus indioat-

j, that the intensification has been too great, it may be re-

1 by immersing it in the a<-id permanganate reversing

on used after the first development. This must be

diluted to a.bout thirty times its usual strength, or to a pale

pink colour. Tho action of this reducer is i-apid, an<l the

late should not bo left in it for more thaai half a miinute.

V very short j>eriod of immcmon in this l>atli will bo foiuid

to clear the image very considerably.

Tho next stop is fixation. MM. Lumdere say that fixdiig is

indisjiensable when aji Autochronio has been inten.sified. This

probably applies more to the silver intensifier, wliioli forms a

fresh silver compound, but a fixing bath, if not absolutely

es.sential for the chromium method, does no harm provided the

plato has had a full second development in full light. I give

my own Autochromes about three minutes in an ordinary acid

fixing bath.

All that then remains is to give the plate a brieif wash, say,

for about five minutes in a gentle stream of running water, this

'leing sufficient to remove the hypo, from the film, after which
ho plat© may be set up to dry in the usunl way.
Tho foregoing, I think, deals fairly exhaustively with the

advantages derived from the use of the chromium bleacher

in Autochrome work. One other point I may add. All

intensification should be done when the plate is wet, as an
Autochrome that has once been dried, when re-wettod, tends to

}>rotluce a crop of tho gre«n spots that were the bugbear of the
photographer in the early days. Also, quite apart from tliis,

the chances are the film may frill or entirely leave the glass.

The worker should make up his mind as to the further treat-

ment of tihe plate while it is still in the second developer, and
tho work should be at once proceeded with, thus avoiding re-

wetting.

It should be the aim of the colour photographer to select

his subject and so time his exposure that intensification or
reduction will not bo needed. There is a danger that the
quality of the work may suffer through the photographer
beooming ' careless as to his exposures, thinking that after

treatment will put matters right. It may or it may not,

though my own belief is that nothiiig can equal for beauty
or brilliancy of colour an Autochrome that has been so exposed
that no further treatment is needed beyond the second develop-
ment. However successful intensification methods may be,

they should be the exception and not the rule.

ROBBET M. FaNSTOND.

each expoBurp, the film is advanced by an amount equal to twice

the distance between the centres of adjacent pictures if every imag*
is of the s ze of a whole picture, or by an amount corresponding
to a single step, if every monochromatic image is half that size.

In order to conform with the size of the films which are generally

on the market, it is convenient to place the axes of the objectives

at a distance apart of 18 millimetres.

By the arrangement adopted any luminous point x gives two
images /', /^, on the film, the first image /' being produced by the

THE CASIERI PROCESS OF COLOUR CINEMATOGRAPHY.
AcconDiNG to a patent applied for in Italy in 1918 and now pub-
lished as a British specificat'on, the inventor, Giovanni Casieri, pro-

poses to obtain cinematograph pictures in natural colours by a pro-

cess of additive projection accrding to wh'ch pictures are taken
in pairs alternate'y through two pairs of filters, and each pair taken
simultaneously appear to have been taken from practically the same
point of view.

One aiTangement of the opt-cal parts for carrying out the novel
process is shown diagrammatica'ly in the drawing, which is a hori-

zontal section taken on a place passing through the axes of the
lenses, through the axes of the spindle of the shutter and through
the (o our filters.

As shown in the drawing, the lenses a,, a^, are mounted with their
axes parallel and two glass plates 6,, h^. are placed in front of them
and parallel to one another and inclined at an ang'e of 45 deg. to
the axes of the lenses. Both pates have parallel plane faces, the
first, of them bring partly transparent and partly reflecting and the
second total'y reflect'nff. The film c advances in a p'ane at right
anales to that cmtai-ina tVe axes of the lenses, while it is drawn
from the spool rf' and wound up on the receiving spool tp. After

.L£.

partial reflection of the pencil meeting the plate i', and the second

image f being produced by the total reflection of the residual part

of the pencil, passed through the first glass, and reflected by the
reflecting surface 6''.

The total effect produced is the same as if there were two luminous
points x' and x' in such a position that

x'g- = g'x, and x'g^=g^x,

that IS to say, as if the optical axes of both lenses were coincident

with the line g'g' and their optical centres were at a distance apart

equal to g'g' = 18 mi'limetres, which practically means that both
centres are at the same distance from the luminous point, x.

It is obvious that the inclination of the reflecting surfaces at 45
deg. has been chosen only by way of example and as that inclination

is the most convenient in practice, but the inclination of the reflect-

ing plates to the axes of the lenses may be any other.

Two complementary light-fi ters are combined with the two objec-

tives for the selection of the colours so that two complementary
images are obtained both lying in the same plane, the plane of the

film, and turned towards the same direction, the images being taken
simultaneously and practically equivalent to two images obtained
from a single point of view.

If the above arrangement were extended to a three-colour process,

it would complicate the apparatus considerabl.v, and in practice

severar difficulties would be encountered. Firstly, if it is desired

not to diminish the size of the images, it is necessary to increase

excessively the speed of movement of the film between two suc-

cessive exposures, which would subject the film to considerable

mechanical stresses liable to cause the film to break.

On the other hand, as the amount of light which is supplied to
every image during the exposure cannot be increased according to

the will of the oper.ator, and would thus be reduced, in many cases
the ordinary lighting of the subject wou d prove insufficient for

good reproduction.

These difficulties are now all overcome, and the same effects which
are usua'ly obtained with three lenses are obtained by means of two
lenses only, by substituting two movable pairs of complementary
filters for the lenses, which pairs work alternately for taking the
pictures as well as for projecting them.
Assume, for instance, that the apparatus comprises two pairs of

screens, one of which is red and green and the other orange and
b'ue, and that ea^h pair is brought into operation eisht times in a
second. On the whole eight images for every colour will be obtained,
that is to say thirty-two images, or eight series of pictures in four
colours.

For projection, conversely, the images of every pair obtained on
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the neijative by meaus of the two lenses and two complementary
fi.t«rs are projected simultaueoualy, by interposing in front of the
positives filters of the same colours which had been used in obtaining
the nis'ativea, so that the two pairs of screens are alternately used.

In a second, sixteen pairs of pictures in complementary colours will

be thus projected on the screen, two by two simultaneously, so that.

for instance, if darini; the first time in which the shutter is open,
m pair of imagea is projected through the blue and orange filters,

during the next time, the pair of images is projected through the
red Mid green screens. i

The filters in the reproducing as we^l as in the projecting apparatus
ir^ ir ferably mounted (in the same spindle as the shutter, as is

>'i .<.. hy way of example, in the drawing, where h. is the disc of
ll>e shatter and k the disc with the Sltera ],. 1,, both discs being
moanted on the same spindle.

^(•ECTRUM 1U.UMIN.\T10M IN OOLOUR-SENSATION
NEUATIVT-: MAKING.

V •'"^.•n patent specification. No. 166,028, of Adrian Bernard
laimx as a novelty the making of coloor-sensatiun negatives
,1,1p «i..-,tr:.l innn,^ii.itii>n of the Subject instead of by the

'tentee deliberately claims the employ-
• ijions of spectrum illamiiiatiun without

overlap, and, in fact, aliadee to the overlap in absorption of dye
filter* a* an obstacle to satisfactory three-colour work. Neverthe-
leaa. it may be of interest to quote that part of the specification
which HeiM^ribca the optical arrangement for producing illumination
,.,rr— . ,,u with any desired part of the spectrum.

I from an arc lamp or other source 1 is passed through
• ' ' ''I fncuased upon an adjustable slit 3. Thence
'>" .li a collimator 4 and through a constant de-
viati It: mnn prism 5. The light is dispersed by the
priam i -rum which is then paased tbroagh a farther colli-

^^''^

mator 6. After {••-•m.i. ihroogh this collimator the spectrum falls

opon • mrface » lea a second slit 7 which is adjustable

ill aoeh • manner mt the passage of light from any desired

portion of the pcctriun. This transmitted light is then passed

throui'h a condsnaing lens 8 and thrown upon the object 9 to be

Ill*' pri'.rri 5 ta preferably moonled on a platform 10 rotatable at

• «uit.i)> ' I'
>' a pivot 11 so that any desired portion of the

•pectruMi < ..;ht into alignment with the second collimator 6

and a ti" ' of the slit 7 by rotation of a micrometer screw 12

the mr>\'-"-:'. ! which can be determined by a fixed pointer 13

rMulinK on a dram scale 14 graduated in a suitable manner, as for

inttano* in wave lengths, and the slit 7 preferablv comprises a

movable shatter operated by a micrometer screw 15 the movement
if which can also be determined by means of a scale graduated in.

a suitable m'<""-"' ri'«i l>v suitably adjusting the two micrometer

atiema 12 ar hrown npon the object may be selected

from any di-i> ' the spectrum.

iirism 6 is surrounded by a suitable fixed casing (not indi-

ri the drawings) having apertures registering with the ad-

jacent ends of the two collimators.

Instead nf providing a rotatnhle prism both edges of the alit 7

inav V>A made adjustable, saitable scales or indicators being pro-

M'lcl for determining the positions to which they must be ad-

)<tAi«d to (iv« the desired diTisions of the spectrum. A constant

deviation prism is preferably employed owing to the fact that it

simplifies the scales employed for the micrometer screws, but any
other prism may be employed if desired.

CLERK MAXWELL'S THEORY AND HIS PRACTICE.
I'ltOBABLY everyone, even those not specifically interested in colour
photography, knows that to Clerk Maxwell we are indebted for the
first suggestion as to the possibility of reproducing the colours of
naiure by photography. And it would seem as though he had
argued thifi" out as a proof of the correctness of his colour mixture
tlieory. It is unnecessary to recapitulate this, as it has been pi'etty

well threshed out in the pages of the " B.J.'"
But apparently no one has taken tlie trouble to find out whether

there existed any record of the photographic side of the work
carried out to obtain the results which were shown at the time
of his lecture, and it has been generally assumed that the nega-
tives were made and the positives projected by red, green and
blue-violet light.

Possibly one reason for this neglect is that it was practically
impossible to carry the process into effect till the discovery of
orthochromatism by H. W. Vogel in 1873, and then t.lie main
features of the argument were only remembered, and, further, no
one but the dry-as-dust historian cares one iota as to the actual
data. Even Howard Farmer', who seems to have paid more
attention to the operative details than anyone else, accepted the
familiar triad of red, green and blue-violet.

Having occasion, for another purpose, to refer to the original
publications of Clerk Maxwell's work, I found fairly complete
details, and was considerably surprised, as actually not only was
the negative process a four-colour one, but the positives were
projected by four culonrs also.

The work was carried out by Thos. Sutton, who was the Editor
of " Photographic Notes," and also at the time, I believe, lecturer
on photography at King's College. He gave an account of the
work in his paper, and this was reprinted in the " Photographic
News,'" and I venture to think that it is of sufficient interest
historically to be rescued from oblivion. Sutton says :

" A bow
made of ribbon, striped with various colours, was pinned upon
a background of black velvet, and copied by photography by means
of a portrait lens of full aperture, having various coloured fluids

placed immediately in front of it, and through which the light
from the object had to pass before it reached the lens. The ex-
periments were made out of doors, in a good hght, and the results
were as follows :—1st. A plate-glass bath, containing the am-
moniacal sulphate of copper, which chemists use for the blue solu-

tion in the bottles in their windows, was first placed immediately
in front of the lens. With an exposure i^f six seconds a per-

fect negative was obtained. This exposure was about double that
required when the coloured solution was removed. 2nd. A similar
bath was used, containing a green solution of chloride of copper.
With an exposure of twelve minutes not the slightest trace of a

negative was obtained, although the image was clearly visible

upon the ground-glass. It was, therefore, found advisable
to dilute the solution considerably; and, by doing this, and
by making the green tinge of the water very much paler,

a tolerable negative was eventually obtained in twelve minutes.

3rd. A sheet of lemon-coloured glass was next placed in

front of the lens, and a good negative obtained with an
exposure of two minutes. 4th. A plate-glass bath, similar

to the others, and containing a strong red solution of sulpho

cyanide of iron, was next used, and a good negative obtained with

an exposure of eight minutes. It is impossible to describe in

words the e.xact shades of colour, or intensity of these solutions.

The thickness of the fluid through which the light had to pass

was about three-quarters of an inch. The collodion was simply

iodised, the bath neutral, and the developer pyrogallic acid. "The

chemicals were in a highly-sensitive state and good working order,

producing clean and dense negatives, free from stains and streaks

in all rases."
* The negative" taken in the manner described were printed

by the tannin process upon glass, and exhibited as trans-

1. See the controversy between Howard Farmer and Ives, " B.J.," 1901.

Vol. «, 47. 63. 68, 77, 127, 141, 154, 172, 190, 223, 430, 612; also A. A. K.
Tallent, ibid, IS.

2. " Phot. Journ.," 1901, Vol. 41, 303; " B.J.," 1901. Vol. 48. Supp. 63, £03.

504; " B.J. .Mmanac," 1902, 487, " Clerk Maxwell's Gifts to Photography ";
•' B.J./' 1902. Vol. 49, 666.

3. "B.J.." 1861, Vol. 8, 272; "Phot. News," 1861, Vol. 6, 376; "Phot.
Notcn." 1861, Jnne 1£, p. 169.
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parencies. The picture taken through the red medium wa.s at the
leclnro iUominatcd by red light, that through tlie blue medium by
blue light, that through the yellow medium by yellow light, and
that through the green medium by green light,' and when these
different-coloured images were superposed upon the screen, a sort
of [.hotflgraph of tffe striped ribbon -was ^irodiiced in the natural
colours."

As already stated, access to the original lias not been possible,
but I hope that someone •will take the trouble to look up the sub-
ject to determine whether any further notes appeai-ed. Specula-
tion as to this departure from the theoretical .procedure is possible
but whether it would be profitable is another question It js'
however, of interest to note that the exposure through the red
filter was less than that for the green, even although the latter
was much reduced in strength, which, one might argue proves
that the sensitive salt, the iodide, was more sensitive to red than
to green Possibly titf yellow filter was used to supplement the
action of the green. E. J. Wall, F.R P ,S

A NEW THREE-COLO I'R CAMERA.
(A Note in " Penrose's Annual," 1922.)

There have been many attempts to devise a camera for takine the
three exposures for three-colour records with a single lens either^
simultaneously or in quick succession. A camera designed and
pat*nt«d by Mr. A. Roland Trist falls in the latter category, and
it seems to carry out this method of working in a most suci^ssful
manner.

In external appearance and size it resembles one of the now old-
fashioned, box-type magazine hand-cameras, in which the plates
are changed internally. On opening the front of the box body it is
seen that the lens is fitted with a rotating disc of ebonite with
four openings; three of these openings contain the red blue and
green filters the fourth is blank. Each of the openings containing
the colour filters is fitted with an iris diaj.hragm, which can he
independently operated, so as to give an aperture proportional to
the exposure factor for each colour. An engraved scale is fixed
to the camera indicating the apertures for each filter for a .^iven
plate-maker's factor. The camera is fitted with one of the finest
lenses tor colour work, namely, the Goerz Dagor Apochronialic
working at an aperture of //6.8, fitted with a compound shutter

'

All t-ho operator has to do is to place panchromatic plates in the
nietal sheaths and put them in the magazine holder, then set up
the camera, centre the subject in tlie direct vision finder (there
being no focussing screen), and measure distance of subject to
lens, racking out the lens until tlio number of feet is iiulicatcd
on the scale. The camera is then set by revolving the colour filter
holder, so that the blue comes into position for the first exposure.
The shutter is set to the exposure determined by a reliable
actinometer, and at the side of the camera is a small lever, which,
when pressed, always sets the camera to the right position for
starting; otherwise the plate may drop before the shutter opens,
instead of vice versa. Everything being now readv, the operator
presses the Antinous release twice; the first push opens the shutter
and shuts it, the second drops the exposed plate to the hotfoni of
the magazine, at the same time revolving the colour filter holder
to the next colour. The time betw^een the exposures is extremely
short, averaging about two seconds, which allows very little time
for any change in the light between exposures affecting the
results. The camera is entirely automatic, and any photographer
can work it without practice, being as simple as using a Kodak,
It is quite easy to obtain three negatives of uniform density and
sharpness, so that the difficult part of three-colour work is

accomplished.

The writer has tested this camera, and found it to be the most
perfect yet produced ; the negatives were sharp, clear and the
density absolutely equal in all three, the register also being jjeifect.

The inventor has set out with the idea of bringing colour work
within the scope of the amateur photographer. The camera so far
has only been made in quarter-plat« and 5x4 size, but there is

no reason why it should not be made in larger sizes for studio work,
or for process reproduction, and it may become a valuable aid
m practical work.

N:iturally for such purposes the camera will have to be provided
with a focussing screen, and set up cm a stand, but there should
be no difHculty in doing this ; further it would be necessary to

make a scale of factors for electric illumination.

W. Penrose Gamble.

Correspondence.

** Vorrenpoiidinti' .thnulil never write on both xide^ of the paper
A'n iKjfice m ttikeii of cnmmunicntiom iiiilexg the names oi>

nilthessex of the writers are yiveti.

*«* HV do not undertake responsibiliti/ for the o/,intons expressed
hy our rorreii'imodenis.

DYEING SENSITIVE FILMS FOR RELIEF PRINTS.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,— In the ' Colour Photography " Supplement o!

September 2 {p. 36), Mr. Wall appears to di<<credit my claim t.;

the fit-st use of a non-actinic dye in .sensitive films in the pre
duction of photo-gelatine relief prints, for the purpose of obtain-
uig tenuous reliefs. He also says (page 34) that the height of the
relief is of not the slightest importance for superimposed films.

Mr. Wall mentions Ducos Du Hauron, Lumiere, Sanger-Shepherd
and Bartlett, and O. Pfeuninger as employing this method, but
overlooks the fact that it was first disclosed and patented by me
(U.S. Patent 980.962, .January 10, 1911—application dated April

28, 1910), and afterwards adopted by the parties named without
credit to me. I was also clearly the first to dye a gelatine bromide
film with non-actinic dye as one step in the production of tenuous
relief prints through the medium of a developed silver image, and

the <;laims in my patent are perfectly valid. The tenuous reliefs

permitted the production of imbibition prints on hard gelatine

paper, such as Velox backing paper, with exquisitely sharp defini-

tion, which was not pipssible with methods pi«viousJy disclosed.

They also permitted of quick dyeing in my pataiited standardiswl

dye baths (U.S. Pat. 1.121.187, DecembeV 15. 1914, pp. 3. 4).

with which the depth of colour' can be perfectly cuntrolled, being

independent of the time of immersion after once dyeing evenly

through to the back, and by means of which any desired number
of exact duplicates could be and were produced to order in Hicrome

and imbibition process prints.

The bleach-hardening sohition given in my patent cited by Mr.

Wall was improved upon before the patent was issued, eliminating

the features criticised by Mr. Wall.

The production of extremely tenuous relief prints was only one

element of a completely worked out and perfect system having

other notable original features. I am not responsible for the fact

that the method is not well known and extensively used, as it

should be.—Very truly yours,

F. E. Ives

1.327. Spruce Street, Philadelphia.

November 12.

INVENTIONS IN COLOUR CAMERAS,

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In the interest of correct historicjil record permit

nie to point out that the type of camera credited to White and

to Butler in Mr. Rendall's article on page 43 of the "Colour

Photography " Supjilement (November 4) was originally

patented by me in 1894 (U.S. Pat. 531,940) : also that the bend-

ing of the transparent reflector to secure perfect registration,

which is credited to Hamburger, was originally patented by me

in 1898 (U.S. Patent issued April 4, 1899. No. 622,480), and

the dichroic reflector is also my own invention.

I think Mr. Rendall would find my " Tripak " system,

patented in 1909 (U.S. Patent .issued January 10, 1911), far more

convenient and satisfactory than the cameras which he mentions.

Unfortunately, there has not been sufficient practical interest

in these inventions to justify manufacture in this counti'y.-

Very truly yours,

F. E IvEs.

1.327. Spruce Street, Philadelphia.

November 14.
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